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PKEFAOE.

The purpose of this volume is to supply, in as compact a form as is consistent with clearness,

the orthography, pronunciation, meaning, and etymology of all English words which are likely to

be encountered by the general reader or the student. Words of an exclusively technical or scien-

tific nature are in general omitted,— both to reserve space for the adequate treatment of words

in general use, and because the limited class of persons who desire information of this kind would

in any case refer to encyclopedias or glossaries devoted to an especial field.

Although the book is small, it will be found to contain a more copious vocabulary and fuller

definitions of the essential words, than many dictionaries of greater bulk. The illustrations, which

have been profusely used wherever they could aid the understanding of the subject, will be found

in many cases to afford a clearer explanation than could be given by the use of words.

Arrangement Of Words. — The great condensation of the book is due in part to the exclusion

of definitions of derived words, which are in fact self-explanatory as soon as the root-word is

thoroughly defined. For instance, under the vocabulary word Blame (p. 38), Blamable is de-

fined, but not Blamableness or Blamably ; Blameless, but not Blamelessly or Biameless-

ness ; Blameworthy, but not Blameworthiness : the words, however, are given ; also their

pronunciation is invariably indicated by accents, or by respelling when necessary ; so also is the

part of speech, by the conventional signs uniformly employed. — But the principal saving of space

is due to the system of referring words, formed upon a common prefix, to the first of these words

Which occurs alphabetically ; explaining there the prefix fully and once for all. For example,

the inseparable prefix In-, having a negative force, is fully accounted for in its regular alphabet-

ical place ; its euphonic changes (into i- before gn-; il- before I- ; im- before m and p ; and ir-

before r-) are described ; and then reference is made to the five vocabulary words under which

such formatives are grouped : viz> :
—

Ignoble, covering 13 words, and occupying £ of a column.

Illaudable, covering 20 words, and occupying \ of r column.

Immaculate, covering 132 words, and occupying 3 columns.

Inability, covering 415 words, and occupying J.Oj columns.

Irrational, covering 34 words, and occupying If columns.

Total 614 words, occupying 14f column*

In the Unabridged Dictionary the corresponding words, as ascertained by measurement, fill 147

of i*s much ampler columns ; and— by reason of the strictly alphabetical arrangement of that
-"

. - extend over 65 pages ( words of different derivation being fcf course intermingled with
•jm), as against 1\ pages of this volume.

Another similar economy, which has effected the saving of much space, is illustrated by the

following entry (p. 32) :
—

Be-, prefix, has sometimes an intensive force, as besprinkle. Prefixed to nouns or adjectives, it often has
the meaning to make, and transforms them into verbs : thus Bedim, Befool, mean to make dim, to make a
fool of. Sometimes it has the meaning of by, as Beside. For words beginning with Be- not found in this vo-

cabulary, see the original word : thus, for Bedaub, Bedim, etc., see Daub, Dim, etc.

A like saving has been effected in the case of many of these prolific prefixes. Thus, Re-, with

its form Red-, having been accounted for (p. 335), the generality"of words so constructed are
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disposed of by the note :
" It may be prefixed to almost any verb and many substantives, the word

so formed being usually self-explanatory." Still, when a difference in either pronunciation or

meaning has taken place, both forms are given and defined : for instance, Rec'ollect' and Re-

collect' are combined in a single paragraph (p. 337), as being of identical derivation ; but their

widely divergent meanings are adequately defined ; while their primitive meaning is left to be

sought under Collect.

System Of Grouping. — A saving similar to that made by associating words having the same

prefix has been accomplished by consolidating into one paragraph words derived from the same

root, provided they have the same initial letter. Thus, under the noun Air (p. 10) are given,

first, the direct derivatives, the verb, To Air, the noun Airing, adjective Airy, adverb Airily,

noun Airiness ; then follow, alphabetically, the derived compounds — viz. : Air'bath, -bed,

-bladder, etc., — of which there are 16 ; and the result is that 21 words are adequately accounted

for in 42 lines, although a space equal to 5 of these lines is given to an illustration showing the

construction of an Air-pump ; whereas the corresponding words occupy just 200 lines of the broader

columns of the Unabridged. Again, under Water (p. 499), this book covers 49 words in 190 lines,

or about 2 columns, including 6 illustrations ; while in the Unabridged the word and its deriva-

tions fill 7| columns, or 837 lines. — It must be explained, however, that, while words of identical

etymology have been thus systematically grouped, great care has been taken to indicate the dif-

ference between words having the same spelling and pronunciation, but a different etymology.

Thus, on page 399, there are 4 separate paragraphs headed Sound, both the meaning and origin

of these words and their derivations being totally distinct. There are also 3 entirely different

words, Smack (p. 392), yet of the same pronunciation. This point is dwelt upon because, in many
elaborate dictionaries, words from totally different sources and of dissimilar meanings have been

grouped as if they were of identical origin— which is hopelessly confusing to a student of the

language. — It should, however, be understood that only words having the same initial letter are

thus associated ; but reference is made to cognate words, if they begin with a different prefix or

compound, so as to show their common origin, however widely they may be separated alphabeti-

cally. For instance, the paragraph Stand (p. 410) includes 20 words and phrases which fall al-

phabetically under stand- ; and these fill but 55 lines, or about two thirds of a column. To trace

out the significance of this group of allied words, the student should examine each of them,

with its derivatives. For example, in the case of Stand, its derivatives Understand, Under-
standing, etc. , are grouped among the 67 words associated under the leading word Under ; as

are "Withstand, etc., under With. By this system many pages have been saved in the aggregate.

While words have been thus grouped in accordance with their etymologies, the etymologies

themselves have necessarily been omitted, in order to secure the extreme brevity of the work.

Those who desire the etymologies will find them given, with a fullness not sought in much
bulkier works, in the slightly larger Condensed Dictionary of the English Language, of which the

present volume is an abridgment.

Pronunciation. — The marks indicating pronunciation have been made as few and as simple as

is consistent with clearness and precision. The leading word of each paragraph is respelled pho-

netically ; but subsequent words within the paragraph are respelled only in instances where the

pronunciation changes, or where for any reason it might be doubtful.*— An unmarked vowel,

followed by a consonant in the same syllable, is short (as am, end, in, odd, sun) : an unmarked
vowel forming a syllable by itself, or ending a syllable, is long, or has its name sound (as a, be,

di-al, no, fu-el, by) ; but a, not under the accent, forming or ending a syllable, has a brief sound

of a in far, or in some cases a brief sound of long a in fate. Vowel sounds which are not thus ex-

plained by their position, also the sounds of such consonants as have more than one sound, are

marked in accordance with the key-line at the foot of each two adjoining pages. The diacritical

marks there employed are self-explanatory, with the exception of that which designates the nasal

sound illustrated in the key-line by the French word boisboTS. This n indicates that the preceding

vowel is nasal, but care should be taken that the back part of the tongue is not pressed against

the palate as is done in producing the English ng. For example, in making the French sound

* Where alternative pronunciations are given for the leading word, the choice between them is understood

to apply to the subsequent words in the paragraph, unless these are otherwise marked. For instance, in the

paragraph Retroact (p. 348), the pronunciation of the first two syllables of all words in the paragraph may
be either re'tro- or rit'ro-.

grapn may
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on we may proceed as if about to say ong (as in song), but stop before the sound ng is produced.

Similarly the other French nasal vowels can be produced.

For the sake of brevity, the second part of a compound word in the body of a paragraph is not

respelled, if its true pronunciation is given in its alphabetical place in the vocabulary : thus, in

the paragraph Sheep (p. 379), the compounds Sheep-walk, Sheep's-eye, are presumed to require

no respelling, since the few persons unaware of the pronunciation of the second word in the com-
pound can seek it in its own place in the vocabulary. But in cases where there is a deviation

from the sound of the original word, this is indicated by respelling,— as in Housewife, under the

vocabulary word House (p. 183). —In the large class of verbs and verbal adjectives spelled alike

and terminating in -ale (as Degenerate, Duplicate, Elaborate), the attempt has not been made
to mark the different quantity of the a in the final syllable, which is always given its long sound,

as found in the verb ; but, in fact, it has a less prolonged sound in the adjectives, derived adverbs,

and abstract nouns— approximating or falling into that of short e.

The editor's thanks are due to Mr. Zenas W. Bliss, of The Riverside Press, Cambridge, Mass., for

many valuable suggestions and criticisms made while the book was passing through the press

under his critical eye.

The Appendix. — After the conclusion of the vocabulary, there is given an Appendix, which
contains :

—
I. A Pronouncing Vocabulary of Biblical, Classical, Mythological, Historical, and Geographical

Proper Names.

II. Abbreviations used in Writing and Printing.

III. Arbitrary Signs used in Writing and Printing.

IV. Metric System of Weights and Measures.

Most of these sections require no explanation. But of the one devoted to proper names — in-

cluding those which occur in Biblical, Classical, Egyptian, Hindoo, Modern, and Norse history

and literature =— the editor may explain that, after much inquiry, he was unable to find that such

a collection had ever been made. Accordingly, starting upon the foundation of the Classical and

Biblical vocabularies of Webster's Unabridged, and gathering from a variety of sources the names

which occur in other literatures, he formed the consolidated Pronouncing Vocabulary of Proper

Names (pp. 521-620). In this, the origin and pronunciation of all proper names which the reader

is likely to encounter are indicated by the same system of marking employed in the body of the

book.

New Haven, September, 1884.

m



PBEFIXES AND SUFFIXES.

The PREFIXES are accounted for in their alphabetical places in the Vocabulary, and are

not repeated here.

SUFFIXES.

Ac. [Gr. -akos.] A suffix signifying of or pertain-

ing 1 o. .

Age. [F.] A termination of nouns having a collec-

tive or abstract meaning.
Al. [L. -alis.1 A termination of words from the

Latin, denoting of, or pertaining to. See Cal.
An. [L. -anus.] A termination of nouns and adjec-

tives from the Latin, denoting office, 2Jrofesswn, or

character.
Ance, Ancy. [L. -antia.] Terminations of some
nouns having an abstract signification.

Ant. [L. -am, -ayitis.] A termination of adjectives

from the Latin, expressing quality or habit; and of

nouns denoting the doer of a thing.

At. [L. -aris.] A termination of adjectives derived
from the Latin, and denoting^ of, or pertaining to.

Ard, the termination of many English words, is taken
from the Goth, hardus, AS. heard, Ic. & E. hard,
and appears in proper names ; as, llenard, strong

in counsel ; Go&dard, strong in, or through, God,
etc. We find it also in appellatives, usually with a
had signification.

Ary. [L. -arius.] A termination of adjectives from
the Latin, denoting of, or pertaining to; and of
nouns, denoting the doer of a thing.

Ate. [L. -atus.~\ A termination ;
— 1. Of verbs. 2.

Of adjectives, implying nature, likeness, quality,

agreement, effect, etc. 3. Of nouns, denoting (a.)

office or dignity; (b.) the possessor of an office or
dignity; (c.) salts containing one degree or more of

oxygen.

Ble. [L. -bilis.] A termination of adjectives derived
from the Latin, or formed on the same model, and
signifying capable of being, or worthy to be.

Cal. [L. -cus.] A termination of adjectives derived
from the Latin or following the analogy of such,
and signifying of or pertaining to.

Dom. A termination denoting jurisdiction, or prop-
erty and jurisdiction. It was originally doom,
judgment. Hence it is used to denote state, condi-
'tion, or quality.

Ean. (Gr. -aios or -eios, ~L.-xus, -eus.] A termination
of adjectives derived from Greek adjectives, or
formed on the pattern of such adjectives, and de-
noting of or pertaining to.

Ee. A termination of nouns, denoting one on or to

whom something is done.
Eer. See Ier.
En. A plural termination of nouns and of verbs
formerly in use, as in housen, escape?!, and retained
in oxen and children. It is also -still used as the
termination of some verbs, as in hearken, from the
Anglo-Saxon infinitive. It is also used to form
from nouns adjectives expressing the material of
which a thing is made.

Encs, Ency. [L. -entia.'] A termination of abstract
nouns from the Latin, or of nouns that follow the
analogy of nouns so derived.

Ent. [L. -ens, -entis.] A termination of nouns from
the Latin, denoting the doer of a thing; or of par-
ticipial adjectives expressing quality or habit.

Er. A termination of many English words, and the
Teutonic form of the Latin or. It denotes an

agent, and was originally of the masculine gender,
but is now applied to men or things indifferently.

At the end of names of places, er signifies a man of
the place ; thus, Londone?- is the same as London
man.

Escent. [L. -escens, -escentis.] A termination of par-
ticipial adjectives from the Latin, denoting progres-
sion, growing, or becoming.

Ess. [£"., from L. -ix.} A termination of nouns fem-
inine, distinguishing them from correspondent
nouns masculine.

Ful. (Same as full.'] A termination of adjectives de-
noting plenitude or abundance, and generally formed
from substantives.

Fy. [L. facere, fieri, F. fier.] A termination of verbs,
denoting to make, to become.

Hood. (AS. had, from had, state, sex, order, degree,
person, form, manner, Goth, haidus.] A termina-
tion denoting state or fixedness, condition, quality,
character, totality. Sometimes it is written head.

Ic. [Gr. -ikos, L. -icus.] A termination of adjectives
denoting of, or pertaining to.

Ics. A termination of nouns, plural in form but sin-
gular in signification, applied to certain arts or
sciences.

Id. [L. -idus.] A termination of adjectives denoting
quality.

Ier, Eer. [F. -ier, -iere.] A termination of nouns de-
noting men from their occupations or employ-
ment.

He. (L. -His.] A termination of adjectives from the
Latin, denoting of or pertaining to.

Ine. [L. -inus.] A termination of adjectives from the
Latin, denoting of, or pertaining to.

Ion. [L. -io, genitive -ionis.] A termination of ab-
stract nouns derived from the Latin, or formed
after the same analogy.

Ish. [AS. isc, Goth, -is*, NHG. -isch.] A termination
of English words denoting diminution, or a small
degree of the quality. Ish annexed to proper names
forms a possessive adjective. Annexed to common
nouns, it forms an adjective denoting a participa-
tion of the qualities expressed by the noun.

Ism. [Gr. -ismos.] A termination of nouns from the
Greek, or of nouns formed on the same model as
these, denoting tenets, doctrines, or principles.

1st. [Gr. -istes.] A termination of nouns designating
men from their occupations, pursuits, or principles.

Ite. [L. -itus.] A termination of nouns and adjec-
tives. It is often used to form collective or gentile
names.

Ity. See Ty.
Ive. [L. -ivus.] A termination of nouns and adjec-

tives from the Latin, denoting ability, power, or ac-
tivity.

Ize, l8e. [Gr. -izein.] A termination of verbs from
the Greek, or of verbs formed on the same model,
and denoting to make, to cause to be, to become.

Kin. [AS. cyn, cynd, kin, kind, offspring, race ; s. rt.

L. genus, Gr. genos, gonos.] A diminutive termina-
tion, denoting small, from the sense of child.

lie. A diminutive termination.
Less. A terminating syllable of many nouns and
some adjectives. It is the AS. leas, s. rt. E. loose, ft.
AS. leosan, to lose. Hence, it is a privative word,
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denoting destitution; as, a witness man. a man desti-

tute of wit ; child/ess, without children.

Let. [F. dim. termination -et, as in islet, eaglet, bar-

onet; with I inserted, as in streamlet, brancldet.] A
termination of diminutives ; as, h&mlet, a little

house ; rivutef, a small stream.
Ling. [AS.] A termination denoting condition, off-

spring, or progeny.
Ly. [ME. lich, an abbreviation of AS. lie, Goth, leiks,

£. like.] A termination of adjectives, as in lovely,

manly, that is, love-like, man-like. It is also a ter-

mination of adverbs [ME. liche, AS. lice].

Ment. A termination of nouns (formed often from
verbs), denoting condition, state, or act.

Mony. [L. -moniuni, -monia.] A termination of nouns
from the Latin, signifying action, or an active fac-
ulty, being, or a state of being, viewed abstractly.

Ness. [AS. -ness, -niss, Goth. -nassus.] A termination
of abstract names, denoting state, or quality.

Ock. [AS. -ca or -uca.] A diminutive termination of
nouns.

*tfr. A termination of Latin nouns, denoting an
agent. It is annexed to many words of English
origin ; as in lessor. In general, or is annexed to

words of Latin, and er to those of English, origin.

See Er.
Jry. [L. -orius.] A termination of words from the
Latin, denoting of, or pertaining to.

Ose, Ous. [L. -o>us, -us.] A termination of English
adjectives (many of which are derived directly
from the Latin), denoting quality or property.

Ric. [AS. rice, ric; s. rt. L. regere, to rule, and regio,
region.] A termination signifying jurisdiction, or a
district over which government is exercised.

Ship. [AS. scipe, scype, fr. scyppan, to mold, from,

shape.] A termination denoting state, office, dig-
nity, profession, or art.

Sion! See Io>r .

Some. [AS. sum, Goth, sarna, like, the same.] A ter-
mination of certain adjectives. It indicates a con-
siderable degree of the thing or quantity : as, mettle-
some, full of mettle or spirit ; g\ab\some, very glad
or joyous.

Ster. [AS. -estre, -istre.] A termination denoting
skill or occupation. It was originally applied to de-
note the female agent in an action. Thus, songster
signified, at first, a female who sings ; but the end-
ing ster having at length, in a measure, lost its pe-
culiar force, the feminine termination ess was ap-
pended to it ; thus, songster became songsteress, or
songstress, with a double ending.

T, Th. [AS.] A termination of abstract nouns of
Anglo-Saxon origin.

Tion. See Ion.
Tude. [L. -tudo.] A termination of abstract nouns
from the Latin, signifying action or an active fac-
xdty, being, or a state of being.

Ty. [L. -tas, -tatis, F. -te
1

.] A termination of words
denoting action or an active faculty, being, or a state

of being, viewed, abstractly.

Ure. [L. -ura.] A termination of words derived
from the Latin (often through the Italian or
French), and denoting action or an active faculty,
being, or a state of being, viewed abstractly.

Ward, or Wards. [AS. -weard, -iveardes; Goth.
-vairths, allied to L. vertere, to turn, versus, toward.]
A suffix used in the composition of a large class of
words, and denoting direction, or tendency to, mo-
tion toward, and the like.

Wise. [AS. ivise, allied to guise.] A termination of
adverbs or conjunctions implying in the direction
of, by way of, or in the manner of.



ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS WORK.

a adjective.
abbr abbreviated.
abl ablative.
ace accusative.
adv adverb.
Agric Agriculture.
Alg.. Algebra.
Am., A.iter America, American.
Anat Anatomy.
Antiq Antiquities.
aor aorist.

appl applied to.

Arch Architecture.
Arith Arithmetic.
Astrol Astrology.
Astron Astronomy.

Bib Biblical.
Bot Botany.

Carp Carpentry.
Cf Confer (compare).
Chem Chemistry.
Civ Civil.

Colloq.,coll Colloquial, colloqui-
ally.

Com Commerce, Com-
mon.

comp compound, com-
pounded.

compar comparative.
Conch Conchology.
conj conjunction.
contr contracted, contrac-

tion.
corresp corresponding to.

corrupt corrupted, corrup-
tion.

dat dative.
dial dialect.
dim diminutive.
disting distinguished,as dis-

tinguished from.

E English, East.
Eccl Ecclesiastical.
Eccl. Hist Ecclesiastical His-

tory.
e. g exempli gratia (for

example).
Ele.c Electricity.
Eng England, English.
Engin Engineering.
Entom Entomology.
equiv equivalent.
esp especially.
etym etymology.

/•
:

feminine.
Eig Figurative, figura-

tively.

Fort Fortification.

fr from.
freq frequentative.
fut future.

Galv Galvanism.
gen generally, genitive.
Geog Geography.
Geol Geology.
Geom Geometry.
Gram Grammar.

Her Heraldry.
Hist History.
Hort Horticulture.

Ichth Ichthyology.
id est (that is).

imp imperfect.
'ncept inceptive.
nf. infinitive.

intern intensive.
nterj interjection.

Join,

lit...

.Joinery,

.literally.

m masculine.
Mach Machinery.
Mar Maritime.
Math Mathematics.
Mech Mechanics.
Med Medicine.
Metal Metallurgy.
Metaph Metaphysics.
Meteor Meteorology.
Mil Military.
Min Mineralogy.
Mus Music.
Myth Mythology.

Jf. New, North.
n noun.
Nat. Hist Natural History.
Naut Nautical.
neut neuter.
Numis : Numismatics.

O Old.
05s Obsolete.
Onomat Onomatopoetic,

named from its

sound.
Opt Optics.
orig original, originally.
Ornith Ornithology.

p participle.
p. a participial adjective
Taint Painting.
Paleon Paleontology.

pass passive.
Pathol Pathology.
perh perhaps.
pers person.
pert pertaining.
Philos Philosophy.
Photog Photography.
Phren Phrenology.
Physiol Physiology.
pi plural.
Poet Poetry, poetical.
Pol Polish.
Polit. Econ Political Economy.
p.p participle past.

p. pr participle present.
pre/. prefix.
prep preposition.
pre t preterit.

Print Printing.
priv privative.
prdb probably.
pron pronunciation

, pro-
nounced ; pronoun.

prop properly.
Pros Prosody.
Prov Provincial.

q. v quodvide(whichsee)

Rhet Rhetoric.
Rom Roman.
R. Cath Roman Catholic.
RR Railroads.
Russ Russ.

S Saxon, South.
Scot Scotland, Scottish.
Script Scripture , scriptural.
Sculp Sculpture.
sing singular.
s.rt from the same rootas.
superl superlative.
Surg Surgery.
Surv Surveying.

term termination.
Theol Theology.
Trans Translation.
Typog Typography.

U. S United States.

v verb.
vb. n verbal noun.
v.i verb intransitive.
v. t verb transitive.

W Welsh, West.

Zobl Zoology.

= equal to, the same as.
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Abacus.

(Naut.) Towards the stem

A. An adjective, commonly called the indefinite arti-

cle, and signifying one or any, but less emphati-
cally: it is a contraction of the Anglo-Saxon an, one,
and" is used before words beginning with a consonant
sound. See An. —A 1, a-wun. An underwriter's
registry mark for seaworthy vessels of the first or
highest class, inferior grades being indicated by A 2,

A2J, etc.; first-rate; prime.
Aback, a-bak', adv. (Nant.) Backward, as of sails

caught in reverse by a change of wind. — Taken
aback. Taken by surprise, unexpectedly baffled.

Abacus, ab'a-kus, n. A calculating-frame with sliding
counters, for compu-
ting. (Arch.) The up-
per plate upon the cap-
ital of a column, sup-
porting the architrave.
— Ab'acist, -sist, n.

One who computes by
an abacus.

Abaft, a-batf, prep.
from ; back of.

Abalienate, ab-al'yen-at, v. t. (Law.) To transfer
the title of.

Abandon, a-ban'dun, v. t. [abandoned (-ban'dund),
-doning.] To give up wholly and finally; to relin-

quish, forsake, forego. — Abandoned, -dund, p. a.

Given up entirely, as to a vice ; depraved ; repro-
bate. — Aban'donee', -dun-e', n. (Law.) One to

whom a thing is abandoned. — Aban'doner, n. One
who, etc. — Abandonment, n. Act of, or state of
being, etc. ; desertion. — Abandon, a-baN-dSN', n.

Complete_absorption in some object or emotion.
Abase, a-bas', v. t. [abased (-basf), abasing.] To
bring low, as to the ground; to cast down, degrade.— Abase'ment, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

Abash, a-bash', v. t. [abashed (-bashf), abashing.]
To strike with sudden shame or fear ; to confuse,
confound.— Abasn'ment, n. Confusion from shame.

Abate, a-bat', v. t. To bring down or reduce to a
lower state, number, degree, etc.; to diminish; les-

sen. (Law.) To cause to fail, as a writ; to destroy,
as a nuisance.— v. i. To decrease, become less in
strength, subside; to fail, as a writ. — Abate'ment, n.

Act of abating ; deduction ; mitigation ; discount.
— Abat'able, a. — Abat'er, -or, -er, n.

Abatis, Abattis, ab'a-tis, or ab-a-te', n. (Fort.) A row
of sharpened branches of trees turned outward for
defense.

Abattoir, ab-at-war', n. A slaughter-house.
Abbot, ab'but, n. The head of a society of monks ;

governor of an abbey. — Ab'bacy, -sT, n. The con-
dition or privileges of, etc. — Ab'bess, n. The gov-
erness of a nunnery.— Ab'bey, -bT, n. ; pi. Ab'beys.
A residence of monks or nuns; monastery; a church
attached to a monastery. — Abbe, ab'ba, n. Grig, an
abbot ; now an ecclesiastic without charge, devoted
to teaching, literature, etc.

ABIETIN
Abbreviate, ab-bre'vY-at, v. t. To make shorter ; to

reduce by contraction or omission; to abridge. —
Abbre'via'tion, n. Act of abbreviating ; the form
to which a word or phrase is reduced by contraction

or omission. (Mus.) A dash through the stem of a

note, dividing it into quavers, semi-quavers, etc. —
Abbre'viator, -ter, n. One who, etc. — Abbre'via-
tory, a. Abbreviating ; shortening. — Abbre'via-
ture, -chur, n. An abridgment ; compend.

Abdicate, ab'dt-kat, v. t. To give up right or claim
to ; to withdraw from ; to relinquish, as sovereign
authority. — Abdication, n. Act of, etc. — Ab'-
dicative, -tiv, a. Causing, or implying abdication.

Abdomen, ab-do'men, n. (Anat.) The belly. (Entom.)
The posterior of the sections into which the body is

divided. —Abdominal, a. Pert, to, etc. — n. Fish,

like salmon, etc., with ventral fins back of the pec-

toral. — Abdom'inous, -nus, a. Having a big belly.

Abduce, ab-dus' [abduced (-dust'), -ducing], Ab-
duct, -dukf, v. t. To take away by stealth or by
unlawful force. — Abduc'tion, n. Act of, etc.; a car-

rying away, esp. of a person, by fraud, stealth, or

force.— Abduc'tor, n. One who, etc. (Anat.) A
muscle which draws a part from the median line of

the body. — Abdu'cent, -sent, a. Separating; draw-
ing back.

Abeam, a-benT", adv. (Naut.) On the beam; at right

angles to the keel.
Abecedarian, a/be-se-da/Yi-an, n. One who teaches

or who learns the A, B, C, or letters of the alphabet.
Abed, a-bed', adv. In bed ; on the bed.
Aberrance, ab-er'ans, n. Deviation from rectitude.
— Aberrant, a. Straying from right; exceptional;
abnormal. — Aberra'tion, n. Act of wandering, esp.
from truth or moral rectitude, or from the natural
state. (Med.) Partial alienation of mind. (Astron.)
A small periodical change of position in a heavenly
body.

Abet, a-bef, v. t. To encourage, aid, further ;
—

used chieflj' in a bad sense. (Law.) To encourage
to commit a crime.— Abefment, n. Act of abetting;
support. — Abefter, -tor, -er, n. One who, etc. ; an
accomplice ; accessary.

Abeyance,' a-ba'ans, n. State of suspension, or tem-
porary extinction with the expectation of revival.

Abhor, ah-hor', v. t. [abhorred (-hdrdO, -horring.
— To regard with horror ; to dislike or hate ex-
tremely ; to detest. — Abhorrence, -h8r,rens, n.

Great hatred. — Abhorrent, a. Detesting; contrary;
repugnant;— with to.— Abhorrer, -h6r'er, n. One
who, etc.

Abide, a-bld', v. i. [abode (-bod'), abiding.] To con-
tinue in a place; to dwell; to continue firm or stable.
— v. t. To endure or bear; to await firmly. — Abid'-
er, n. One who abides. — Abode'', n. Place of resi-

dence; dwelling.
Abietin, -tine, a-bKe-tin, n. (Chem.) A resinous sub-
stance obtained from turpentine.
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Abigail, ab'T-gal, n. A lady's waiting-maid.
Ability, a-bil'I-tT, n. Power to act, whether physical,
moral, intellectual, conventional, or legal ; might ;

talent; efficiency.

Abiogenesis, ab'l-o-jenS-sis, Abiogeny, -ojS-ni, n.

Production of lile from inorganic matter. — Abiog'r-

enist, n. A believer in, etc.

Abirritate, ab-irSi-tat, v. t. {Med.) To diminish the
sensioiiity of; to debilitate. — Abir'rita'tive, -tiv, a.

Wanting in irritation; debilitated. — Abir'rita'tion,
n. Want of strength.

Abject, ab'jekt, a. Sunk to alow condition ; mean;
worthless; groveling, — n. One in a miserable state.
— AbjecSion, n. Meanness of spirit; baseness.—
Ab'jectly, adv.— Ab'jectness, n.

Abjudicate, ab-joo'di-kat, v. t. To give away in judg-
ment. — Abjudication, n. Act of, etc.

Abjure, ab-joor', v. t. [abjured (-joord /'),-JURiNO.] To
renounce under oath, or with solemnity.— AbjurSr,
n. One who, etc.— Abjura'tion, n. Act of, etc.—
Abjur'atory, a. Containing abjuration.

Ablative, ab'ia-tiv, a. {Gram.) Applied to the 6th
case of Latin nouns, in which word* signifying car-
rying away or taking from, are used.

Ablaut, ab'lowt, n. A change of the root-vowel in a
word, — esp. to denote change of tense in a verb, of
number in_a noun, etc.: as, get, gat, got ; man, men.

Ablaze, a-blaz', ado. In a blaze; highly excited.
Able, a'bl, a. [abler ; ablest. J Having ability of
any kind ; possessing sufficient power, means, skill,

etc., to accomplish some end; qualified; efficient; ef-

fective. — Ably, a'bll, ad i\ — A'ble-bodied, -bod'id,
a. Having a sound, strong body ; robust.

Ablepsy, ab'lep-st, n. Want of sight; blindness.
Ablution, ab-luShun, n. Act of cleansing or wash-
ing ; religious purification ; water used in cleans-
ing. — Abluent, a. Cleansing ; purifying. — n.
{Med.) A purifier of the blood; a detergent.

3, ab'ne-gat, <>. t. To deny and reject. — Ab-
ion, n. Denial and :

tor, -ter, n. One who, etc.

nega'tion, )enial and renunciation. Abnega'

Abnormal, ab-nSr'mal, a. Contrary to rule, law, or
system ; irregular. — Abnormality, -norSaity, n.
State or quality of being, etc.; irregularity; deform-
ity. — Abnor'mably, -mally, adv.

Aboard, a-bord', adv. In a vessel; on board, —prep.
On board of.

Abode, a-bod'. See under Abide.
Abolish, a-boKish, v. t. [abolished (-bol'isht), -ish-

ing.J To do away with utterly; to put an end to,
destroy, make void, annul. - AboKishable, a. Ca-
pable of being, etc. — Abol'isher, n. One who, etc.— Abolishment, n. Act of, etc. — Abolition,
-lishStn, n. Act of , or state of being, etc.; a doing
away with forever.— esp. of slavery.—Abolitionism,
-lish ,un-izm, n. The principles or measures of an
abolitionist. — Aboli'tionist, w. One who favors
abolition,— esp. of slavery. — Aboli'tionize, -Iz, v. t.

To irnbue with the principles of the abolitionists.
Abomasum, ah-o-ma'sum, -maSus, n. The fourth
stomach of a ruminant animal.

Abominate, a-bom'I-nat, v. t. To turn from, as omi-
nous of evil; to detest, abhor. —Abominable, -na-bl,
a. Execrable; hateful; shocking. — Abominably,
adv.— Abom'inaSion, n. Act of abominating; an
object of disgust.

Aboriginal, ab-o-rij'T-nal, a. First original; primitive.— n. First or original inhabitant. —Aborigines,
-nez, n. pi. The original inhabitants of a country.

Abort, a-borf, v. i. To miscarry in birth. — Abor-
tion, n. Act of miscarrying ; an immature product
of conception; anything which fails to come to ma-
turity.— Abor'tive, -tiv, a. Immature; ineffectual;
pert, to or causing abortion. — Abor'tively, adv. —
Abor'tiveness, n. — Abor'ticide, -sid, n. One who
destroys, or the act of destroying, the life of a fetus
before birth ; feticide.

Abound, a-bownd"\ v. i. To be in great plenty ; to be
prevalent; to possess in abundance, — usually with
in or with. — Abun'dance, n. Overflowing fullness;
plenty; riches. — Abun'dant, a. Fully sufficient;
exuberant ; ample. — Abun'dantly, adr.

About, a-howt', prep. Around ; surrounding ; near;
concerning ; on the point of. — adv. Around ; here
and there', nearly.
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Above, a-buv^ prep. Higher in place than ; superior
to. — adv. Overhead ; in a higher place ; before in
order of place; higher in rank or power.— Above'-
board, -bord, adv. Not concealed; openly.—Above'-
ground. Alive ; not interred.

Abracadabra, ab'ra-ka-dab'-
ra, n. A cabalistic word,
formerly used as a charm,
arranged in the form of a
triangle.

Abrade, a-brad', v. t. To
rub or wear off. — Abra'-
dant, n. That which
abrades: esp. powder used
in grinding and polishing.
— AbraSion, -zhun, n. A
rubbing or scraping off;

substance worn oft' by attrition.

Abreast, a-brestr , adv. Side by side on a line.

Abridge, a-brij', v. i. [abridged (-brijd'), abridg-
ing.] To bring within less space ; to shorten, esD.

by using fewer words ; to deprive, cut off ; —with
of. {Math.) To reduce to a more simple expression.
— Abridgement, n. A shortening or diminution;
restriction ; a work abridged or epitomized ; sum-
mary; synopsis.

Abroach, a-hi-ocTi', adv. Broached ; letting out
liquor ; in a state to be diffused.

Abroad, a-brawd', adv. At large ; unconfined; out
of a house or other inclosure; in foreign countries.

Abrogate, ab'ro-gat, v. t. To annul by an authori-
tative act ; to abolish ; revoke ; repeal.— Abroga'-
tion, n. Act of, etc.— Abrogative, -tiv, a. Tend-
ing to, etc.

Abrupt, ab-ruptr , a. Broken ; steep ; sudden ; un-
connected. — Abruptly, adv. — Abruption, n. A
sudden breaking off ; violent separation of bodies.
— Abruptness, n. Steepness ; suddenness ; great
haste.

Abscess, abuses, n. A collection of pus or purulent
matter in an accidental cavity of the body.

Abscind, ab-sind', v. t. To cut off. — Abscission,
-sizh'un, n. A cutting off. {Rhet.) A figure of
speech, by which the speaker stops abruptly, as sup-
posing the matter sufficiently understood.

Absciss, abSis, n.; pi. Abscisses, ab'sis-ez. Ab-
scissa, -sisSa, n. ; pi. Lat. AbscisS/E, -sisSe, Eng.
Abscis'sas, -saz. ( Geom.) One of the elements of
reference by which a point, as of a curve, is referred

to a system of fixed rectilineal coordinate axes.

Abscond, ab-skond', v. i. To secrete one's self; to

decamp; — used esp. of persons evading legal pro-
cess. — Absconder, n. One who, etc.

Absent, abSent, a. Withdrawn from, or not present
in, a place; inattentive to what is passing. — Ab'-
sence, n. A being absent; want; inattention to things
present. — AbSently, adv. In an absent manner;
with the thoughts elsewhere. —Absent'', v. t. To
take or withdraw to such a distance as to prevent in-

tercourse. — Absentee', n. One who absents himself
from his country, office, post, duty, etc., esp. a land-
holder who lives away from his estate. — Absentee'-
ism, 11. State or habit of an absentee.—Absenfer,
n. One who absents himself.

Absinthe, abSinth, n. A cordial of brandy tinc-

tured with wormwood.
Absolute, abSo-lut, a. Freed from any limitation or
condition; uncontrolled; arbitrary; unlimited; un-
conditioned; finished; perfect: total; complete.—
Absolutely, adv. In an absolute manner : posi-

tively ; arbitrarily. — Absoluteness, n. Quality of
being absolute ; completeness; arbitrary power.

—

Absolutism, n. Absolute government or its prin-

ciples.— Absolutist, n. An advocate of absolutism.
— AVsolutisfic, a. Belonging to absolutism.

Absolve, ab-solvr , v. t. [absolved (-solvd'), -solv'-
ing.] To set free or release from, as from obligation,

debt, responsibility, penalty, etc. ; to exonerate, ac-

quit. — Absolution, n. {Civ. Law.) An acquittal.

{Rom. Cath. Church.) A remission of sin. — Absol-
utory, n. Absolving. — AbsolvSr, n. One who, etc.

— AbsolvSble, a. Capable of being, etc. — Absolv'-
atory, a. That absolves.

Absorb, ob-s6rb r , v. t. [absorbed (-sorbd'), -sobb-
ing.] To drink in, suck up, imbibe as a sponge,
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swallow up, or overwhelm ; to engross wholly. —
Absorbable, a. Capable of being, etc.—Absortrent,
a. Sucking up; imbibing. — n. A substance or a
bodily organ which absorbs.— Absorp'tion, m. Act
or process of being absorbed and made to disappear;
engrossment or occupation of mind. — Absorp'tive,
-tiv, a. Having power to absorb. — Absorptivity, n.

Abstain, ab-stan', v. i. [abstained (-stand',), -stain-
ing.] To forbear, or refrain, voluntarily ; esp.

from indulgence of passions or appetites. — v. t. To
hinder ; to withhold from. — Ab'stinence, n. The
act or practice of abstaining. — Abstinent, a. Re-
fraining from indulgence; temperate.

Abstemious, ab-ste'ml-us, a. Sparing in the free use
of food and strong drinks; temperate. — Abstemi-
ously, adv. — Abste'miousness, n.

Absterge, ab-sterj', v. t. [absterged (-sterjd'),

-STEKGiNG.] To make clean by wiping; to cleanse
by lotions, etc.—Abster'gent, a. Serving to cleanse;
detergent.— Absterse', -sters', v. t. To cleanse by
wiping. — Abater'sion, -shun, n. Act of, etc. —
AbsterSive, -siv, a. Having the quality of cleans-
ing.

Abstract, ab-strakt', v. t. To draw from or separate

;

to epitomize or reduce; to purloin. — Abstract, a.

Distinct from something else; separate; withdrawn
from the concrete, or from particulars ; difficult ;

abstruse; refined, —n. A summary, or epitome; an
abridgment. — Abstracted, p- « Separated: absent
in mind. — Abstractedly, Abstractly, adv. By it-

self; in a separate state. — AbstractSdness, n. State
of being abstracted. — Abstraction, n. Act of ab-
stracting or separating, or state of being separated;
act of considering separately what is united in a
complex object; an abstract or theoretical notion; a
purloining. — Abstractive, a. Having the power
of abstracting. — AbStractness, n. State of being
abstract.

Abstruse, ab-stroos', a. Hidden ; hard to be under-
stood. — Abstrusely, adv. Not plainly; darkly.—
Abstruse'ness n.

Absurd, ab-sgrd', a. Obviously inconsistent with
reason or common sense ; foolish ; preposterous ;

ridiculous. — Absurdity, n. Anything absurd.—
Absurd'ness, n. — Absurdly, adv.

Abundance. See under Abound.
Abuse, a-buz r , v. t. [abused (-buzd'), abusing.]
To make ill use of; to misuse; to treat rudely; to

maltreat; to revile. — Abuse, a-bus", n. Hi use; a
corrupt practice or custom ; rude language ; re-

proach: insult. — AbuSive, -siv, a. Employing or
containing abuse: scurrilous; opprobrious ; misap-
plied. — AbuSively, adv. — AbuSiveness, n.

Abut, a-buf, v. i. To terminate or border; to be
contiguous. — Abut'ment. n. That on which a thing
abuts. (Arch.) The solid support of a bridge, etc., at

n. The butting or boundary

toml'ess pit.'— Abysmal, a-bizlnal, a. Bottomless

the end. — Abut'tal
of land.

Abyss, a-bis', n. A bottomless ilf; hell, or the bot-

lending. —Abyssal, -bisSl, a. Belonging to, or
semblihg, an abyss. — AbysSic, a. (GeoL) Pert,

to an abyss, esp. to strata which formed the bottom
of a deep sea.

Acacia, a-kaShY-a, n. (Bot.) A genus of leguminous
trees and shrubs, usually with thorns and pinnate
leaves.

Acacio, a-kaSM-o, n. A heavy wood of the same
family with the red mahogany.

Academy, a-kacl'e-mT, n. A garden near Athens
(named from Academus) where Plato taught; hence,
Plato's school of philosophy ; a kind of higher
school or seminary ; an institution for the promo-
tion of art or science. — Academic, -ical, a. Of or
relating to a higher institution of learning. —Aca-
demic, n. A follower of Plato; a student in a col-
lege, university, etc. — Academics, n. (Met.) The
Platonic philosophy. — Academically, adv. — Ac'-
ademi'cian, -mish'an, n. A member of an acad-
emy, or learned society, esp., of the French Acad-
emy.

Acaleph, akS-lef, n. (Zobl.) A radiate marine animal;
a jelly-fish; a sea-nettle; — so called from its sting-
ing power.

Acanthus, a-kanlhus, n. ; pi. Eng. Acanthuses, Lat.

Acanthi. (Arch.) An
ornament resembling
the foliage or leaves o:

the acanthus, as in
Corinthian capitals.
(Bot.) A genus of
herbaceous prickly
plants. —Acanthaceous,
-thaShus, a. Armed
with prickles, as a plant.
— Acan ' thocar'pous,
-kar'pus, a. (Bot.) Acanthus.
Having the fruit covered with spines. — Acan'tho-
cepb/alan, -sef'a-lan, n. (Zobl.) A species of intes-
tinal worm, having its proboscis armed with spines.— Acanlhopod, n. (Zobl.) A *pecies of insect hav-
ing spiny legs. — Acanthopodious, -po'dl-us, a.
(Bot.) Having spinous petioles. — Acanthop'teryg''-
ious, te-rij'T-us, a. Thorny-finned, - applied to an
order of fishes.

Acatalectic, a-kat-a-leklik, a. (Pros.) Not defective;— said of a verse which has the complete number of
syllables.

Acataleptic, a-kat-a-leplik, a. Incapable of being
certainly comprehended.

Acauline, a-kawlin, Acaulous, -lus, a. Having no
stem, but flowers resting on the ground.

Accede, ak-sed', v. i. To agree or assent; to become a
party, by agreeing to terms of a treaty or conven-
tion. — Access, ak-ses' or akSes, n. A coming to ;

near approach ; admittance ; the way by which a
thing may be approached; increase; addition. — Ac-
cessory, -sary, a. Accompanying : connected as a
subordinate. — n. Something connected as a sub-
ordinate. (Law.) One who is implicated in a felo-
nious offense, tiiough not present at its perpetration.
[The spelling accessary is generally preferred in the
law sense.]— Accessorial, -so'rT-al, a. Pert, to an
accessory. — AccesSorily, adv. — AccesSoriness, n.— Accessible, a. Easy of access or approach. —
Accessibility, n. — Accession, -sesh'un, n. Act of
acceding and becoming joined; increase; that which
is added. (Law.) A mode of acquiring property,
by which the owner has a right to certain additions
or improvements. Act of arriving at a throne, an
office, or dignity. (Med.) The commencement of a
disease.

Accelerate, ak-sel'er-at, v. t. To quicken the motion
or action of ; to hasten, expedite. — Acceleration,
-aShun,?). A hastening. — AccelSrative, -tiv, Ac-
celSratory, a. Quickening. — Accelerator, -ter, n.
One who, or that which, etc.

Accent, akSent, n. Superior force of voice upon
one or more syllables of a word : a mark used in
writing to indicate this stress; a peculiar modulation
of the voice. (Mus.) A slight stress upon a tone to
mark its position in the measure. (Math.) A mark
upon a letter or number, to distinguish magnitudes
of similar kind, but differing in value. — Accent,
ak-senf, v. t. To express or note the accent of; to
pronounce or mark with, etc. — Accentlsal, a. Re-
lating to, etc. — Accenfuate, v. t. To mark or pro-
nounce with, etc.; to bring prominently into notice;
to make conspicuous. — Accentualion, n. Act of
placing accents in writing, or of giving accent to
them. (Eccl.) Pitch and modulation of the voice
in reading parts of the liturgy.

Accept, ak-sepf, v. t. To receive with a consenting
mind ; to admit and agree to. (Com.) To receive as
obligatory, and promise to pay. — Accept'able, a.

Worthy, or sure of being accepted ; pleasing to a
receiver ; agreeable ; welcome. — Accept'ableness,
-ability, n. — Acceptably, adv. — Acceptance,
n. Favorable reception. (Com.) An assent and
engagement to pay a bill of exchange when due; the
bill itself when accepted. (Law.) An agreeing to
the act or contract of another. — Accept'ant, n.

One who accepts. — Acceptation, n. Meaning or
sense. — AcceptSr, n. A person who accepts, esp.

one who accepts a bill of exchange.
Access. See under Accede.
Accident, akSY-dent, n. An unexpected event; cas-

ualty; contingency, pi. (Gram.) The properties
and qualities of the parts of speech. (Log.) An unes-
sential property or quality. — Accidentia!, a. Hap-
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pening by chance, or unexpectedly ; casual ; non-
essential ; fortuitous ; contingent ; incidental. — n.

A casualty. {Mm.) A sharp, flat, or natural, oc-

curring not at the commencement of a piece of mu-
sic as the signature, but before a particular note.—
Accidentally, adv. — Ac'cidence, n. A book con-
taining the rudiments of grammar.

Accipiter, ak-sip'T-ter, n. A rapacious bird, as an
eagle, hawk, etc.—Accipltrine, -trin, a. Pert._to, etc.

Acclaim, ak-klamr , v. t. [acclaimed (-klamd'),
-claiming.] To meet with applause ; to salute. —
Acclaim'', Acclamation, -ma'slmn, n. A shout of
assent or approbation. — Acclam'atory, a. Express-
ing applause.

Acclimate, ak-klilnat, Acclimatize, v. t. [acclima-
tised (-tizd), -tizing.] To habituate to a climate
not native. — AccU'matable, a. Capable of being-

acclimated. — Acclima'tion, -cli'matiza'tion, n.

Process of becoming, or state of being, etc.

Acclivity, ak-kliv'I-tT, n. A slope, considered as
ascending,— opp. to declivity; rising ground. — Ac-
clivous, -kli'vus, a. Eising with a slope.

Accommodate, ak-kom'mo-dat, v. t. To render fit, or
correspondent; to adapt; to furnish with something
needed; to reconcile. — Accom'modating, a. Afford-
ing accommodation; helpful.— Accorn'moda'tioii, n.

Act of fitting, or state of bein°; fitted; whatever sup-
plies a want; adjustment of differences; reconcilia-
tion. (Com.) A loan of money. — Accommodation
note. One given by the maker to accommodate the re-

ceiver, who is to provide for it when due. — -train.

One which stops at minor or way stations, making
less speed than express trains.

Accompany, ak-kum'pa-ni, v. t. [accompanied
(-kum'pa-nid), -nying.] To go with as companion

- or associate. (Mus.) To perform the accompaniment.
— Accompaniment, n. Something that accom-
panies; an addition by way of ornament. (Mus.) A
part performed byinstruments accompanying voices;
also, the harmony of a figured bass.— Accompanist,
n. (Mits.) The performer who takes the accompany-
ing part.

Accomplice, ak-kom'plis, n. A co-operator or asso-
ciate. (Law.) An a-ssociate in a crime.

Accomplish, ak-kom'plish, v. t. [accomplished
(-plisht), -plishing.] To finish, complete, bring to

pass, fulfill, realize. — Accomplished, -plisht, p. a.

Complete and perfected; esp., complete in acquire-
ments. — Accomplishment, n. Act of accomplish-
ing ; acquirement ; attainment.

Accompt, ak-kowntl See Account.
Accord, ak-kdrd', n. Concurrence of opinion, will,
or action; consent; harmony of sounds; concord;
spontaneous motion. {Law.) An agreement be-
tween parties in controversy, which bars a suit. —
v. t. To make to correspond ; to harmonize ; to
concede. — v. i. To be in accordance ; to agree.
(Mus.) To agree in pitch and tone. — Accordance,
n. Agreement. — Accord'ant, a. Corresponding ;

consonant ; agreeable. — Accordantly, adv. — Ac-
cording, p. a. In harmony with ; suitable. — Ac-
cordingly, adv. In accordance with.

Accordion, ak-kor'dl-un, n. A small keyed wind
instrument, with me-
tallic reeds.

Accost, ak-kosf, v. t.

To address ; to speak
first to. — Accost'able,
a. Easy of access ; af-
fable.

Accouchement, ak-koosh- Accordion.
moN A

, n. Delivery in child-bed. — Accoucheur, ak-
koo-sher', n. A man who assists women in child-
birth ; a man-midwife. — Accoucheuse, -shez', n. A
midwife.

Account, ak-kownt', n. A reckoning; a statement of
debts and credits; a statement of reasons, causes,
grounds, etc.; a relation or description; importance;
reason; consideration; sake. — v. t. To reckon or
compute; to hold in opinion; to estimate. — v. i.To render a relation of particulars; to constitute a
reason; to render reasons or answer for. — Accounf-
able, «. Liable to be called to account and to suffer
punishment i amenable ; responsible. — Account'

-

anil lty, -ableness, n. State of being, etc. — Ac-

countant, n. One who keeps, or is skilled in, ac-
counts. — Account current. A statement showing
the Dr. and Cr. sides of a business transaction.

Accouple, ak-kupl, v. t. To join together; to couple.
Accouter, Accoutre, ak-koo'ter, v. t. [accouteked or
-COUTRED (-koo'terd), -tering or -tring (-koo'-
tring).] To furnish with dress, equipage, or equip-
ments, esp. those of a soldier. — Accou'terments,
-trements, n. pi. Dress ; equipage ; trappings ; esp.
for military service.

Accrementition, ak'kre-men-tish'un, n. (Physiol.) A
process of generation in which an organic part sep-
arates from the parent part, and becomes a distinct
being. — Accrementitial, -tish'al, a.

Accredit, ak-kredlt, v. t. To give trust or confidence
to; to receive, as an envoy, and give him credit and
rank; to send with credentials; to procure credit
for.

Accretion, ak-kre'shun, n. An increase, esp. the in-
crease of organic bodies by the internal accession of
parts; increase by accession externally; growing
together of parts naturally separate. — Accrescence,
-kres'ens, n. Gradual growth. — Accrescent, a. In-
creasing. — Accre'tive, -tiv, a. Growing by accre-
tion.

Accrue, ak-kroo', r. i. [accrued (-krood'), -cruing.]
To increase; to arise; to be added, as increase, profit,

or damage. — Accru'ment, n.

Accumulate, ak-ku'mu-lat, v. t. To heap up in a
mass; to collect or bring together. — v. i. To grow
to a "-reat size, number, or quantity; to increase
greatly. — Accu'mu-la'tion, n. Act of accumula-
ting; state of being accumulated; that which is ac-
cumulated ; mass; heap. — Accumulative, -tiv, a.

Causing accumulation ; cumulative. — Accumula-
tor, -ter, n. One who, or that which, etc.; esp. pow-
er, etc., in machinery.

Accurate, ak'ku-rat, a. In careful conformity to
truth, or to a standard, rule, or model; correct; pre-
cise. — Accurately, adv. — Ac'curacy, -ra-sT, -rate-

ness, -rat-nes, n. Precision resulting from care; cor-
rectness.

Accurse, ak-kers', v. t. [accursed (-kersf), accurs-
ing.] To devote to destruction; to imprecate evil
upon; to curse. —Accursed, p. p. a. (part. pron.
ak-kerst', a. ak-kers'ed.) Doomed to destruction
or misery; worthy of a curse; detestable; execrable.

Accuse, ak-ku/.', v. t. [accused (-kiizd'), -cusing.]
To charge with a crime, offense, or fault; to arraign;
censure; imp-jach. —Accusation, -za'shun, n. Act of

,

etc. ; that of which one is, etc. — Accusative, a. Pro-
ducing or containing, etc. (Gram.) Applied to the
case of nouns, on which the action of a verb termi-
nates or falls. — Accusatively, adv. — Accu'satory,
a. Pert, to, or containing, etc. — Accus'er, n.

Accustom, ak-kus'tum, v. t. Taccustomed C-kus'-
tumd), -toming.] To make familiar by use ; to
habituate or inure. — Accus'tomary, a. Usual; cus-
tomary. — Accus'tomarily, adv.

Ace, as, n. A single point on a card, die, etc.; the
card or die so marked ; a very small degree ; a trifle.

Aceldama, a-sel'da-ma, n. A field purchased with the
bribe which Judas took ; hence called the field of
blood.

Acephalous, a-sef'a-lus, a. Without a head ; headless.
(Bot.) Having the style spring from the base, instead
of the apex. (Pros.) Deficient at the beginning, as
aline of poetrv. — Acepb/alan, n. (Zool.) A mol-
lusk.

Acerb, a-serb', a. Sour with bitterness. —Acerbity,
-itude, n. Sourness of taste, with bitterness and
astringency '; harshness of manners.

Aceric, a-ser'ik, a. Pertaining to, or obtained from,
the maple; as, aceric acid.

Acescent, a-ses'ent, a. Turning sour; readily becom-
ing tart or acid. — Aces'cencer-cency, n.

Acetic, a-setlk or -selik, a. (Chem.) Composed of
four parts each of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.
Acetic acid is the pure acid of vinegar. —Acetate,
as'e-tat, Ac'etite, -tit, n. A salt formed by acetic
acid united with abase. — Ace'tous, -tus, a. Sour;
causing acetification. — Acetify, v. t. or i. [aceti-
fied (-fid),-FYiNG.] To turn into acid or vinegar. —
Acefifica'tion, n.— Acetim'eter, n. Aninstrument
for ascertaining the strength of vinegar, etc.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Tn, ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r
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Ache, ak, v. i. [ached (akt), aching.] To have, or he
in, continued pain; to be distressed, -j-n. Continued
pain r opp. to sudden twinges or spasmodic pain.

Achieve, a-chev', v. t. [achieved (-chevd'), achiev-
ing.] To carry on to a final close ; to complete, ac-
complish, realize.— Achievable, a. — Achiev'ance,
n. — Achieve'ment, n. Act of achieving; accom-
plishment; a great or heroic deed; feat. (Her.) An
escutcheon or ensign armorial. — Achiev'er, n.

Achromatic, ak-ro-matlk, a. {Opt.) Free from color;
not showing color, from the decomposition of light.
— Achro'matism, n. State of being achromatic. —
Achro'inatizalion, n. Act of rendering, etc. ; dep-
rivation of color. — Achrc-'matopsy, n. Inability
to distinguish colors; color-blindness; Daltonism.

Acicular, a-sikli-ler, a. Slender, like a needle; needle-
shaped, -r- Acic'ularly, adv. — Acic'ulate, -ulated,
a. Acicular.

Acid, as'id, n. A sour substance. (C/iem.) A sub-
stance having the properties of combining with
alkalies and alkaline oxides, and of reddening
most blue vegetable colors, and usually with a
strong, sharp taste.— a. Sour, sharp, or biting to
the taste ; tart. — Acidity, Acldness, n. Quality
of being, etc. — Acidify, v. t. [acidified (fid), -fy
ing.] To make acid; esp. to convert into an acid, by
chemical combination. — Acidlfi'able, a. — Acid'-
iftca'tion, n. — AcidiFic, a. Producing acidity.—
Acidlft'er, n. (Chem.) A principle necessary to
produce acidity. — Acidim'eter, n. An instrument
for ascertaining the strength of acids. — Acid'ulous,
a. Slightly sour ; sub-acid ; sourish.— Acid'ulate,
v.t. To make slightly acid.—Acid'ulent, a. Some-
what acid; sour; cross.

Acierage, a'ser-ej, n. A process of coating a metal
plate with iron by means of voltaic electricity; steel-
ing. — A'cerate, v. t. To convert into steel.

Aciniform, a-sin'I-form, a. Formed like a cluster of
grapes or a grape-stone; full of small kernels.

Acknowledge
;
ak-nol'ej, v. t. [acknowledged (-ejd),

-edging.] To own, avow, admit; to recognize; to
own with gratitude; to own, etc., in a legal form;
to concede, confess, allow. — Acknowledgment, n.

Act of, etc.; something given or done in return for
a favor; a declaration of one's own act, to give it

legal validity.

Aclinic, a-klinlk, a. Without inclination;— said of
the magnetic equator, on which the magnetic needle
is horizontal.

Acme, ak'me, n. The highest point; crisis.

Acolyte, ak'o-llt, -lyth, -hth, n. A companion ; asso-
ciate. (Astron.) An attendant star. {Eccl. Hist.)
An inferior church servant.

Aconite, ak'o-mt, n. Wolf's-bane, a poison.
Acorn, a'kern, n. The seed or fruit of an oak.
Acotyledon, a^kot'T-le'don, n. A plant having no seed-

lobes, or cotyledons. — Acotyledonous, -led'o-nus, a.
Having either no seed-lobes or such as are indistinct.

Acoustic, a-kow'stik or -koo'stik, a. Pert, to hear-
ing, or to the doctrine of sounds. — Acou'stics, re.

The science of sounds. — Acou'stically, adv. —
Acoustician, -tish/an, n. One versed in, etc.

Acquaint, ak-kwant 1', v. t. To make familiar; to com-
municate notice to ; to apprise ; to inform. — Ac-
quaintance, n. State of being acquainted; familiar
knowledge; a person or persons well known. — Ac-
quaintanceship, n. Familiarity ; fellowship ; in-
timacy.

Acquiesce, ak-wT-es'", v. i. [acquiesced (-wT-est /'),

-escing (-eslng).] To rest satisfied; to concur, as-
sent, comply. — Acquiescent, a. — Acquiescence,
-cency, n. Silent assent.

Acquire, ak-kwir', v. I. [acquired (-kwird'), -quir-
ing.] ' To gain, usually by one's own labor or exer-
tions; to attain, earn

;
win. — Acquir'able, a. — Ac-

quirement, Acquisition, -zish'un, n. Act of acquir-
ing; thing acquired ; attainment; gain. — Acquisi-
tive, -kwiz'T-tiv, a. Disposed to make acquisitions.
— Acquisitively, adv. — Acquisitiveness, n. State
of being acquisitive. (Phren.) The organ supposed
to give rise to this desire. [See Phrenology.]

Acquit, ak-kwit', v. t. To set free; to release, esp.
from an obligation, accusation, suspicion, etc.; to
clear, absolve ; (refleriveh/) to bear or conduct one's
self. —Acquitment, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

I
— Acquiftal, n. {Law.) Deliverance from a charge,
by a jury or court. — Acquitlance, n. Acquitment;
a writing which is evidence of a discharge; a receipt

j
in full.

I

Acre, a'ker, re. A piece of land containing 160 square
rods, or 43,560 square feet. — Acreage, a'ker-ej, n.A sum total of acres. —Acred, a'kerd, a. Possessing

I

acres; landed.
Acrid, ak'rid, a. Of a biting taste ; sharp ; harsh. —
Aclidness, Acridity, ?i. A sharp quality

; pun-
gency. — Ac'rimony, Aclitude, n. Quality of cor-
roding or dissolving; sharpness; severity ; asperity,
tartness.— Acrimo'nious, a. — Acrimo'niously, adv.

Acritochromacy, ak'rT-to-krolna-sT, n. Inability to
distinguish between colors ; color-blindness ; Dal-
tonism.

Acroamatic, ak'ro-a-matlk, Acroatlc, a. Meant
only to be heard; oral; abstruse.

Acrobat, aklo-bat, n. One who practices high vault-
ing, rope-dancing, etc. — Acrobatic, a.

Acrogen, aklo-jen, n. A kind of cryptogamous plant,
which increases by growth at the extremity, —such
as ferns, etc. — Acrogenous, a-kroj'e-nus, a.

Acronycal, a-kronlk-al, a. {Astron.) Rising at sun-
set and setting at sunrise, as a star, — opp. to cos-
mical.

Acropolis, a-krop'o-lis, n. The higher part of a Gre-
cian city; the citadel or castle; esp. the citadel of
Athens.

Across, a-kros'', prep. From side to side of; quite
over; in a direction opposed to the length of. —adv.
From side to side; crosswise, [a, on, and cross.)

Acrostic, a-kroslik, re. A composition, usually in
verse, in which the first or the last letter of every
line, or of every word, read collectively, form a
name or tenteiice. — a. Of or pert, to, etc. — Acros'-
tically, adv.

Acrotism, aklo-tizm, re. {Med.) A defect of pulsa-
tion.

Act, v. i. To exert power: to be in action or motion ;

to behave or conduct; to demean one's self. — v. t.

To perform, esp. on the stage ; to feign ; to assume
the office or character of. — re. That which is done
or doing; deed; a decree, edict, law, judgment, etc.;
any instrument in writing to verify facts ; one of
the principal divisions of a play ; a state of reality,
or real existence, as opposed to a possible existence;
a state of preparation. — Act'ing, p. a. Discharging
the duties of another,— re. The performance of an
assumed part. — Action, ak'shun, re. Exertion of
power, or the effect of power exerted; motion pro-
duced; agency ; thing done ; a deed ; conduct ; de-
meanor; series of events forming the subject of a
play, poem, etc. (Oar.) Gesticulation. {Law.) A
suit or process. {Com.) A share in the stock of a
company. {Paint. Sf Sculp.) The position of the sev-
eral parts of the body. {Mil.) An engagement be-
tween troops. — Aclionable, a. {Law.) Liable to a
suit. — Aclionably, adv. — Ac'tionary, -tionist, re.

{Com.) A stock holder in a company.— Active, -iv,

a. Having the power or quality of acting; engaged
inaction; energetic; busy; practical. {Gram.) Ex-
pressing action or transition of action from an agent
to an object. — Actively, adv. — Actlveness, Ac-
tivity, n. — Actor, akfer, n. One who acts; esp. on
the stage. — Actless, n. A female actor. — Acfual,
a. Existing in act; real; carried out, — opp. to poten-
tial, virtual, theoretical, etc.; existing at present.—
Act'ually, adv. — Actuality, Act'ualness, re. —
Acfualist, n. One who considers actually existing
facts or conditions, — opp. to idealist. — Actualize,
v. t. To make actual. — Act'ualiza'tion, re. — Acf-
uary, n. A registrar; a manager of a joint-stock com-
pany, esp. of an insurance company. — Act'uate, v.

t. To put into action ; incite to action. — Actua-
tion, n.

Actinlform, a. Having a radiated form.
Actinism, aklin-izm, n. A property in the solar rays
which produces chemical changes, as in photog-
raphy. — Actinic, a. Of or pert, to, etc. — Actin'o-
graph, -graf, n. An instrument for recording varia-
tions in the actinic force of sunlight. — Actinom''-
eter, n. An instrument for measuring the intensity
of actinic rays.

Aculeate, a-kule-at, a. (Bot.) Having sharp points

;
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pointed; — used of
prickles fixed in the bark,
opp. to thorns growing
from the wood.

Acumen, i-ku'men, n.
Quickness of perception Aculeate Stem,
or discernment ; penetration of mind ; acuteness ;

perspicuity. — Acu'minate, v. t. To render sharp or
keen. — v.i. To end in a sharp point. — a. Having
a long, tapering point. — Acu'minous, a. Acumi-
nate. — Acu'mina'tion, n. A sharpening ; termina-
tion in, etc.

Acupression, ak'u-presh'un, Acupres'sure, -presh'er,

n. (Surg.) The arresting of hemorrhage from an
artery, etc., by passinganeedle through the wounded
vessel. —Acupuncture, -pun k'chur, n. (Med.) The
introduction of needles into the living tissues for
remedial purposes.

Acute, a-kuf, a. Sharp at the end ; pointed ; having
nice discernment: shrewd; having quick sensibility;

high or shrill. (Med.) Having symptoms of sever-

ity, and coming speedily to a crisis, — opp. to chronic.
— Acute'ly, adv. — Acute'ness, n.

Adage, ad'ej, n. A saying which has obtained credit
by long use; maxim: proverb; aphorism. [F.j

Adagio, a-da'jo, a. (3/us.) Slow ; moving leisurely

and gracefully.— re. A piece of slow music. [It.

J

Adamant, ad'a-mant, n. A stone imagined to be of
impenetrable hardness ; — hence a diamond or other
very hard substance.

Adam's-apple, ad'amz-ap'pl, n. A species of citron,
also of fianana; the projection formed by the thy-
roid cartilage in the neck.

Adapt, a-dapf. v. t. To make fit or suitable ; to suit;

adjust; attune. — Adaptable, a. Capable of being
adapted. — Adaptation, n. Act of, or state of be-
ing, etc. — Adapt'er, n. One who adapts. iChem.)
A receiver with two necks ; an adopter.

Add, ad, v. t. To join or unite, as one sum to another;
to subjoin, annex.—Ad'dible, -dable, a.—Ad'ditive,
-tiv, a. Addible. — Ad'der, n. One who or that
which adds ; an adding machine, abacus. — Addi-
tion, -dish'un, n. Act of adding: thing added: in-

crease; augmentation. (Math.) The branch of arith-
metic which treats of adding numbers. (Mits.) A
dot beside a note showing that its sound is to be
lengthened one half. (Law.) A title annexed to a
man's name. — Additional, a. Added ; more. —
Additionally, adv. — Adden'dum, n.;pl. Adden"'-
da, -da. A thing to be added; an appendix.

Adder, ad'der, n. A venomous serpent.
Addict, ad-dikf, v. t. To apply habitually; to ac-
custom; to devote.

Addle, ad'dl, a. Putrid; corrupt; producing nothing;
barren, —v. t. To make addle, corrupt, or morbid.

Address, ad-dres', r. t. [addressed (-drest r), -dress-
ing.] To prepare or make ready: to direct words or
discourse to; to apply to by speech, petition, etc.; to
direct in writing, as a letter; to woo. (Com.) To
consign to another, as agent-or factor. —n. A formal
application, speech, discourse, etc. ; manner of speak-
ing; skill; dexterity; tact; direction of a letter, or
the name, title, and residence of the person ad-
dressed. In plu., attention in the way of courtship.

Adduce, ad-dus', v. t. [adduced (-dust'), -ddcing.]
To bring forward, quote. — Addu'cgnt, Adduc'tive,
a. Bringing forward or together. — Adduc'tion, n.
Act of, etc.

Adept, a-depf, a. Well-skilled; completely versed;
proficient. — n. One who is adept in any art.

Adequate, ad'e-kwat, a. Equal, proportionate, or cor-
respondent; fully sufficient: requisite.

Adhere, iid-her', v. i. [adhered (-herd'). -hering.]
To stick fast or cleave; to become united; to be at-
tached, abide by. — Adher'ence, n. Quality or state
of adhering ; steady attachment. — Adher'ent, a.
United with or to ; sticking. — n. One who cleaves
to or supports some person or cause; partisan: fol-
lower. — Adher'ently, adv.— Adhesion, -he'zhun,
n. Act or state of sticking: the force with which
distinct bodies adhere when their surfaces are
brought in contact. — Adhesive, -he'siv, a. Sticky;
tenacious, as glutinous substances.

Adieu, a-du', wlr. Goort-by; farewell.
Adipose, ad'Y-pSs, Ad'ipous, -pus, a. Pert, to, or

consisting of , animal fat; fatty. — Ad'ipocere, -ser,

n. A soft, unctuous, waxy substance, into which
animal flesh is changed by immersion in water or
spirit, or by burial in moist places.

Adit, adit, n. A horizontal or inclined entrance into
amine; adrift: passage; approach.

Adjacent, ad-ja'sent, a. Lying near to; contiguous,
not touching. — Adja'cency, n. State of being, etc.

Adjective, ad'jek-tiv, n. (Gram.) A word used with
a substantive, to describe, limit, or define it. or to
denote some property of it. — Ad'jectively, adv —
Adjectival, -ti'val or ad'jek-tiv-al, a. Pert, to, etc.

Adjoin, ad-join', v. t. [adjoined (-joindO, -joining.]
'lo join or unite to. — v. i. To be contiguous, in con-
tact, or very near. — Adjunct, ad'junkt, n. An ap-
pendage; a colleague.— a. Added; united. — Ad-
junct'ly, adv. — Adjunc'tion, n. Act of joining;
thing joined. — Adjunctive, -tiv, a. Joining ; tend
ing to join. — n. One who, or that which, etc.— Ad-
junc'tively, adv.

Adjourn, ad-jern', v.t. [adjourned (-jernd'),-JOURN-
ing.J To put off to another time; to postpone; de-
fer; prorogue. — v. i. To suspend business for a
time ; to close the session of a public body. — Ad-
journ'ment, n. Act of adjourning; postponement;
the interval during which business is suspended

Adjudge, ad-juj', v. t. [adjudged (-jujdr ), -judging.]
To award or decree^ to sentence. — Adjudgement, n.
— Adjudicate, ad-joo'di-kat, v. t. To try and de-
termine; to adjudge. — Adju'dica'tion, n. Act of ad-
judicating; sentence; judgment; decision.

Adjunct. See under Adjoin.
Adjure, ad-joor', v. t. [adjured (-joord'), -juring.]
lo charge, command, or entreat solemnly, as if

under oath. — Adjura'tion, n. Act of adjuring; the
form of oath. — Adjur'er, n. One who. etc.

Adjust, ad-just', v. t. To make exact or conforma-
ble ; to fit, set right. —Adjustable, a. —Adjust-
ment, n. Act of, etc.; arrangement: settlement.

Adjutant, ad'jrio-tant, n. A military officer who as-
sists the commanding officer

in issuing orders, keeping
records, etc. ; a large species
of stork, found in India.
— Ad'jutancy, n . Office of_a n
adjutant. — Adjutor, -joo /'-

ter, n. A helper. —Ad-ju'trix,
n. A female helper. — Ad'-
juvant, a. H e 1 p i n g. — n.

An assistant. (Med.) A rem-
edy.

Admeasure, ad-mezh'ur, v. t.

[admeasured (-mezh'urd).
-measuring.] To take' the
dimensions of: to apportion.

Administer, ad-min'is-ter, v. t.

[administered (-terd), -ter-
ing.] To manage ; to dis-
pense; to give or tender.
(Law.) To settle, as an estate. Adjutant.
— v. i. To contribute ; to bring aid. To perform
the office of administrator. — Adminlste'rial, a.
Pert, to admistration. — Admin'istrable, a. Capable
of being, etc. — Admin'istra'tion, n. The act of ad-
ministering; the executive part of the government;
distribution; the persons collectively intrusted with
executing laws and superintending public affairs.
(Law.) Management of the estate of one deceased.— Administrative, -tiv, a. Administering. — Ad-
min'istra'tor, n. — Admin'istra'torship, n. Office
of, etc. — Admin'is-tra'trix, n. A woman who ad-
ministers.

Admiral. ad'mi-ral, n. A naval officer of the highest
rank; the ship which carries him.—Ad'miralship, n.
Office of, etc. — Ad'miralty, n. The body of officers
who manage naval affairs.

Admire, ad-mlrr , v. t. [admired (-mird'), -miring.]
To regard with wonder or surprise, mingled with
approbation, reverence, or affection; to estimate or
prize highly, -^v. i. To wonder; to marvel. — Ad-
mir'er, ». One who admires; a lover. — Ad'mirable,
-mT-ra-bl, a. Worthy of admiration; rare; excellent.
— Ad'mirably, adv. — Ad'mira'tion, n. Wonder

;

esn. wonder mingled with esteem, love, etc.
Admit, ad-mit', v. t. To grant entrance to; to receive
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as true; to concede; to be capable of.— Admit'tedly,
adv. Confessedly. — Admittance, n. Act of ad-
mitting. (Law.) The giving possession of property.

—Admis'sible, -sT-bl, a. Worthy of being admitted.
— Admis'sibii'ity, n. Quality of, etc. — Admis'sive,
-siv, a. Conceding. —Admission, -misb/un,- «. Act
of admitting; permission to enter; access; the grant-
ing of a position not fully proved.

Admiz, ad-miks', v. t. To mingle with something else.

— Admix'ture, -chur, n. A mixing ; what is mixed.
Admoni3h, ad-mon'ish, v. t. ["admonished (-isht),

-isiiing.] To reprove gently; to counsel against

wrong ; to instruct, advise. — Admon'isher, Ad-
moartion, -nisb/un, n. Gentle reproof; advice.—
Admon'itive, -l-tiv, -itory, a. Containing admoni-
tion.

Adnascent, ad-nas'ent, a. Growing to or on some-
thing else.

Ado, a-doo', n. Bustle; trouble; labor; difficulty.

Adobe, a-do'ba, n. An unburnt, sun-dried brick. [Sp.]

Adolescent, ad-o-les'ent, a. Growing; advancing
from childhood to maturity. — Adolescence, -ens,

n. Youth ; the years from 14 to 25 in men, and 12 to

21 in women.
Adopt, a-dopf, v. t. To select and take as one's own
when not so before.— Adopt'er, n. One who adopts.
(Chem.) A receiver with two necks.— Adoption, n.

Act of, cr state of being, etc.; receiving as one's own
what is not natural. (Theol.) Man s acceptance,
through God's grace, on justifuation by faith.

Adore, a-dor', v. t. [adored (a-dord'), adoring.] To
worship with profound reverence; to love intensely.
— Ador'er, n. A worshiper; a lover. — Ador'able,
a. — Adora'tion, n. Worship paid to a divine being;
homage to one in high esteem.

Adorn, a-dQrn', v. t. [adorned (a-d6rndO, adorning.]
To render beautiful; to decorate, embellish, set-off,

ornament. — Adorn'ment, n. Ornament; embellish-
ment.

Adrift, a-driff, a. or adv. Floating at random.
Adroit, a-droit', a. Possessing or exercising skill or
dexterity; ready in invention or execution; expert;
clever. — Adroit1y, adv. — Adroit'ness, n.

Adulation, ad-u-la'shun, n. Servile flattery; syco-
phancy. — Ad'ula'tor, -ter, n. A servile flatterer.—
Ad'ulatory, a.

Adult, a-dult', a. Having arrived at mature years,
or to full size and strength.— n. A person or thing
grown to maturity.

Adulterate, a-duKter-at, v. t. To debase or make im-
pure by admixture of baser materials; to contam-
inate; to corrupt, —a. Tainted with adultery; de-
based. — Adul'tera'tion, n. Act of, or state of be-
ing, etc. — Adul'terant, n . One who, or that which,
etc.— Adul'tery, n. Violation of the marriage-bed.
(Script.) Violation of one's religious covenant. —
Adul'terer, n. A man guilty of adultery. —AduK-
teress, n. A woman, etc. — Adul'terine, -Tn or -In,

a. Proceeding from adultery. — n. A child born in,

etc. — Adul'terous, a. Pert, to, or guilty of, etc.

Advance, ad-vans', v. t. [advanced (-vanst'), -van-
Cing.] To bring forward ; to raise in rank ; to ac-
celerate the growth or progress of ; to help on ; to
offer or propose; to suppl3r beforehand; to pay for
others, in expectation of re-imbursement. — v. i. To
move forward; to improve; to rise in rank, etc.

—

n.

Act of advancing; approach; improvement. (Com.)
Additional price or profit; a tender; an offer; a fur-
nishing of something before an equivalent is re-
ceived; money or goods thus furnished. — a. Be-
fore in place or time ; — used for advanced, as, an
advance-guard. — Advanced, -vanst', p. p. Pro-
gressive; imbued with novel ideas.— Advance'ment,
n. Act or state of, etc.; improvement; promotion;
payment in advance. — Advan'cer, n. A promoter.

Advantage, ad-van'tej, n. Any state, condition, etc.,

favorable to some desired end; superiority of state,

or that which gives it; benefit; profit.

—

v. t. [ad-
vantaged (-tajd), -taging.] To benefit, to pro-
mote. — Advantageous, -ta'jus, a. Being of, or
furnishing, etc.; profitable: beneficial. — Advanta'-
feously, adv. — Advanta'geousness, n.

vent, ad'vent, n. A coming; approach; esp. the
coming of Christ : a season of devotion including
four Sundays before Christmas. — Adventitious,

-tish'us, a. Added extrinsically; casual. (Bot.) Outy
of the usual place. — Adventi'tiously, adv. — Ad-
ven'tive, -tiv, a. Accidental; adventitious.— Ad-
ven'tual, -chu-al , a. Pert, to the season of Advent.

Adventure, ad-Ven'chur, n. Hazard ; risk ; chance ;

an enterprise of hazard; a remarkable occurrence;
a thing sent to sea at the sender's risk. — v. t. [ad-
ventured (-churd), -Turing.] To put at hazard; to -

risk; to run the' risk of attempting. — ?•. i. To try
the chance ; to dare.—Adven'turer, n. One who, etc.

—Adven'turesome, -sum, a. Incurring hazard; bold.— Adven'turous, a. Inclined to adventure; daring;
attended with risk. — Adven'turously, adv. — Ad-
ven'turousness, n.

Adverb, ad'verb, n. {Gram.) A word modifying the
sense of a verb, participle, adjective, or other adverb.
— Adver'bial, a. Relating to or like, etc. — Adver'-
bially, adv. — Adver'bialize, v. t. To give the force
or form of, etc.

Adverse, ad'vers, a. Acting in a contrary direction ;

conflicting; unfortunate. —Ad'verseness, n.— Ad-
ver'sity, n. An event or series of events attended
with misfortune ; affliction; distress. — Ad'versary,
n. One who is opposed; antagonist; foe. — a. Ad-
verse ; antagonistic. — Adver'sative, -tiv, a. Not-
ing opposition or antithesis between connected prop-
ositions; — applied to the conjunctions but, however,
yet, etc. — n. An adversative word.

Advert, ad-vert', v. i. To turn the mind or attention;
to regard, observe. — Adver'tence, n. Attention;
consideration. — Adver'tent, a. Attentive; heedful.

Advertise, ad-ver-tiz', v. t. or i. [advertised
(-tizd'), -tising.] To inform ; to make known
through the press. —Advertisement, -ver'tiz-ment,
or -ver-tlz'ment, n. Information ; public notice
through the press. — Advertiser, _-tiz'er, n.

Advise, ad-viz', v. t. [advised (-vizd'), -vising.] To
counsel; to give information to; to apprise; to ac-
quaint, consult. — v. i. To deliberate ; to weigh
or consider. — Advis'able, a. Fit to be advised; ex-
pedient. — Advis'ably, adv. — Advis'ableness, n.

Fitness ; propriety. — Advis'edly, adv. With full
knowledge; purposely. — Advis'edness, n. Deliber-
ate consideration. — Advise'ment, n. Counsel; con-
sultation; consideration. — Advis^er, n. One who,
etc.; a counselor. — Advi'sory, a. Having power
to advise; containing advice. — Advice, ad-vis', n.

An opinion offered, as worthy to be followed; sug-
gestion; information as to the "state of affairs ; coun-
sel; intelligence.

Advocate, ad'vo-kat, n. One who pleads a cause; esp.
one who pleads the cause of another before a tri-

bunal. — v. t. To plead in favor of; to maintain by
argument; to defend, support, vindicate.— Ad'vo-
cacy, -ka-sT, Advoca'tion, n. Act of, etc.; interces-
sion.

Advowson, ad-vow'zun, n. (Eng. Law.) The right
of presenting or nominating to a vacant benefice.
— Advowee, -vow-e', or Advow'er, n. One who
presents, etc.

Adz, Adze, adz, n. A carpenter's tool for
chipping.

jiudile, Edile, e'dil, n. An officer in ancient
Rome who cared for public buildings,
streets, public spectacles, etc.

iEgis, e'jis, n. A shield, esp. Mi-
nerva's shield ; anything that pro-
tects.

Siolian, e-o'lT-an, a. Pert, to iEolia
or iEolis, in Asia Minor ; pert, to
iEolus, god of the winds; pert, to,

or produced by, the wind. — -Siolian
attachment. A contrivance for con*
verting a pianoforte into a wind in-

strument. — ^olian harp. A box
on which are stretched strings, on ^z
which the wind produces musical
notes. — ^olic, e-ol'ik, a. Pert, to ^Eolia.

^on, Eon, e'on, n. A great, indefinite, or infinite,
space of time.

Aerate, a'er-at, v. t. To impregnate or combine with
carbonic acid gas: to supply with common air or with
oxygen. — Aera'tion, n. Act or process of, etc.;

exposure of soil to the action of the air.— Aerial,
a-e'rT-al, a. Pert, to the air, or atmosphere; consist-

sun, cube, full ; moon, f<56t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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j ing of, inhabiting or frequenting, or existing in, the
air ; high ; lofty. — A'eriform, a. Having the form
of air, as gas. — A'erify, -f 1, v. t. To change into

an aeriform state.— A'erolite, n. A stone falling

from, etc.; meteoric stone. — A'erom'eter, n. An
instrument for measuring the weight or density of
gases. — A/erom'etry, n. Art or science of ascertain-

ing the mean bulk of gases. — A'eronaut', -nawt,

n. An aerial navigator : balloonist. — A'eronaut'ic,
a. Pert, to, etc.— A'eronaut'ics, n. Science or art

of sailing in a balloon. — A'erophyte', -fit, n. A
plant deriving support from air.

Aerie, e'rT or a'ri, n. The nest of an eagle or other
bird of prey.

JEruginous, e-roo'jl-nus, a. Pert, to, or partaking of,

copper-rust.
Esthetic, Esthetic, es-thet'ik, a. Pert, to aesthetics.
— iEsthet'ics, n. sing. The theory or philosophy of
taste ; science of the beautiful in nature and art.

Afar, a-far', adv. At a great distance; remote.
Affable, af'fa-bl, a. Ready to converse ; easy of ac-

cess ; courteous ; complaisant ; condescending. —
Affably, adv.— Affabil'ity, n. Quality of being,
etc.; urbanity; civility.

Affair, af-far', n. Business of any kind ; esp. public
business. {Mil.) An engagement of troops.

Affect, af-fekt', v. t. To act upon ; to produce a
change in ; to influence, imitate, put on a pretense
of. — Affecta'tion, n. Assumption of what is not
natural; false pretense. — Affect'ed, p. a. Assum-
ing or pretending to possess, etc. ; assumed artifi-

cially. (Alg.) Compounded ; containing different
powers of the unknown quantity (written also Ad-
fected).—Affect'edly, adv. In an affected manner.
— Affect'edness, n.— Affect'er, n. — Affect'ing, p.
a. Having power to move the passions; pathetic.
— Affect'ingly, adv. — Affec'tion, n. An attribute,

quality, or property, inseparable from its subject;

inclination of the mind toward a particular object;

love; attachment. (Med.) Disease. — Affec'tionate,

a. Having or proceeding from, etc. ; tender; fond ;

warm-hearted. — Affec'tionately, adv. — Affec'-

tioned. -shund, a. Inclined; disposed; affected.—
Affect'ive, -iv, a. Affecting, or exciting emotion.

Affettuoso, af-fet-too-o'zo. (Mus.) A direction to ren-
der notes soft or affecting. — adv. Tenderly. [It.]

Affiance, af-fi'ans, n. Plighted faith; marriage con-
tract; trust; confidence, —v. t. [affianced (-anst),

-ancing.] To betroth ; to pledge fidelity in mar-
riage, promise marriage to, give confidence to, trust.
— Affi'ancer, n. One who makes a marriage contract
between parties. — Affiant, n. {Law.) One who
makes affidavit. —Affida'vit, «. (Law.) A declara-
tion, signed and made upon oath.

Affiliate, af-fil'Y-at, v. t. To adopt as a son, receive
into fellowship ; to ally : to receive into a society
as a member. (Law.) To assign an illegitimate
child to the father. — AffiFia'tioh, n. Adoption ; as-
sociation in the same family or society; assignment
of an illegitimate child to the father.

Affinage, af'fin-ej, n. A refining of metals. [F.]
Affinity, af-fin'i-tT, ?i. Relationship by marriage;

close agreement; conformity; connection. (Chem.)
That attraction which takes place, at an insensible
distance, between particles, and forms compounds.

Affirm, af-ferm', v. t. [affirmed (-fermd'), -firm-
ing.] To confirm, establish, or ratify; to assert pos-
tively, aver. — v. i. To declare positively. (Law.)
To promise, before a magistrate or tribunal, to tell
the truth, under pain of perjury. — Affirma'tion,
n. Act of, etc.; that which is "asserted; ratifica-
tion. (Law.) Declaration by one -conscientiously
unable to make oath.— Affirm'ative, -tiv, a. Affirm-
ing, — opp. to negative; confirmative; ratifying.

—

n. A word expressing assent; an affirmative" propo-
sition; that side of a question which affirms or
maintains, — opp. to negative.— Affirm'atively, adv.— Affirm'er, n.

Affix, af-fiks', v. t. [affixed (-fixf), -fixing.] To
add at the end; to attach or connect; to fix or fasten
in any manner; to annex. —Affix, af'fiks, n. A syl-
lable or letter joined to the end of a word; a suffix.— Affixion, -fik'shun, n. Act of affixing; addition.— Affixture, -fiks'chur, n. That which is, etc.

Afflatus, af-fla'tus, n. A breath or blast of wind;

communication of divine knowledge; the inspira-
tion of a poet. — Affla'tion, n. A breathing on.

Afflict, af-flikt', v. t. To strike down; to overthrow;
to give continued pain ; to cause to suffer dejection

;

to trouble, harass. — Afflict'er, n. — Afflict'ing, a.

Causing pain ;
grievous ; distressing.— Affliction,

-flik'shun, n. Cause of continued pain, state of
being afflicted; sorrow; adversity. — Afflict'ive, -iv,

a. Giving or causing, etc.— Afflict'ively, adv.
Affluent, af'floo-ent, a. Wealthy; plentiful, — n. A
stream flowing into a river or lake.— Affluence, -ens,

-ency, n. Abundance, esp. of riches; opulence. —Af-
fluently, adv. — Afflux, affluks, Affluxion, -fluk'-
shun, n. Act of flowing to; that which flows to.

Afford, af-ford', v. t. To yield or produce; to give,
grant, sell, or expend, with profit or without loss;
to impart ; confer.

Affray, af-fra', n. (Law.) Fighting in a public
' place,' causing fear; a tumultuous assault; quarrel;
|

brawl.
Affreight, af-frat', v. t. To hire, as a ship, to trans-
port goods or freight. — Aflr6ight'ment, n. The en-

;

gagement or chartering, etc.

\
Affright, af-frit', v. t. To impress with sudden fear;

i to appall, shock, alarm. — n. Sudden and great fear;

I

terror. — Affright'edly, adv.

I

Affront, af-frunf, n. Any reproachful or contemptu-
ous action; offense. — v. t. To offend by manifest-
ing disrespect; to insult, provoke, outrage. — Af-
front'er, n. — Affronfive, -iv, a. Abusive, insult-
ing.— Affront'ingly, adv.

Afield, a-fekf, adv. To, in, or on the field; out of the
way.

Afire, a-fTr', a. or adv. On fire.

Aflame, a-flanf, adv. In flames; glowing with light.

Afloat, a-flof, adv. In a floating state; passing from
place to place; unfixed; without guide or control.

Afoot, a-fo^f, adv. On foot; in action; in a condition
for action.

Afore, a-for', adv. or prep. Before. — Afore'going,
a. Going before; foregoing; previous. hand, adv.
Beforehand; before. men'tioned, -shund, adv.
Spoken of or named before.—thought, -thawt, a.

Premeditated. time, adv. In time past ; of old.

Afoul, a-fowlr , a. or adv. Not free; entangled.

Afraid, a-frad', a. Struck with fear or apprehen-
sion; timid.

Afresh, a-fresh', adv. Anew; over again.

Afrit, af-rit', Afrite, -ret', Afreet' , n. (Moham. Myth.)
A powerful evil jinnee or demon.

Afront, a-frunt', adv. In front.

Aft, aft, adv. or a. (Naut.) Astern, or toward the
stern ; abaft. — Fore and aft. From one end of the
vessel tothe other.

After, aft'er, prep. Behind in place; later in time;
moving toward from behind; in pursuit of; in im-
itation of; according to the influence of; in relation
to. — adv. Subsequently. — a. Later; subsequent.
(Naut.) More aft.— Aft'ermost, -most, a. Hindmost.
— Aft'erward, -wards, -wurdz, adv. In later or suc-
ceeding time ; subsequently. — Affer-birth, -berth,

n. The placenta, cord, and membranes inclosing
the fetus, which come away after delivery. —clap,
n. An unexpected subsequent event. crop, n.

A second crop.—damp, n. Choke-damp; carbonic
acid gas following the explosion of fire-damp in
mines.—glow, n. A kind of second twilight, some-
times following sunset. math, m. A second crop
of grass in the same year; rowen.—noon', n. Time
from noon to evening. pains, n. pi. Pains after
delivery, caused by the after-birth, or by clots.—
-piece, n. Apiece performed after a play. sails,

n. pi. (Naut.) The sails on the mizzen mast and
its stays. state, n. The future life. thought,
-thawt, n. Something thought of after an act; later

thought or expedient.
Aga, a'ga, n. A Turkish commander or chief officer.

Again, a-gen', adv. Another time; once more; in re-

turn ; back . — Again and again. Often ; repeatedly.

—Against, a-genst', prep. Abreast of; opposite to; in
opposition to ; in preparation for.

Agape, a-gap', adv. Gaping, as with wonder.
Agaric, ag'a-rik, n. (Bot.) A family of fungi, includ-
ing mushrooms ; an excrescence growing on the trunk
of trees, used for tinder, in dyeing, and in medicine;
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vanced in age ; old ; ancient
-7i.pl. Old persons. Agedly, a'jed-ll, adv. Like

touchwood.— Agaric mineral. A deposit of carbon-
ate of lime.

Agate, ag'et, n. A precious stone, variety of- quartz.
(Print.) A kind of type, larger than pearl and small-
er than nonpareil;—m England called ruby.

SglP" This line is printed in the type called agate.
— Agatine, -tin, a. Pert, to
or resembling, agate.—Ag'-
atize, -tlz, v. t. fagatized
(-tizd), -tizing.j To con-
vert into, etc.—Ag'aty, -tT,

a. Of the nature of, etc.

Agave, a-ga've, n. A genus
of plants ; the American
aloe, or century plant, from
the juice of which the liq-
uor jpulque is made. '

Age, a], n. Whole duration
of a being; the part of one's
life previous toa giventime;
the latter part of life; legal
maturity ; a particular pe-
riod of time in history; the
people of a particular pe-
riod; hence, a generation; a
century ; era.—v. i. To grow -

old; to show marks of age."
Aged, a'jed, a. Ad

' ' age; '

'Idp
an aged person.

Agendum, a-jen'dum, n. ; pi. Agen'da, -da. Some-
thing to be done; a memorandum-book ; a ritual or
liturgy. [L.]

Agent, a'jent, n. A person or thing that acts or has
power to act ; one intrusted with the business of an-
other ; a substitute ; a deputy ; a factor ; an active
power or cause.— A'gentship, n. The office of an
agent; agency.— A'gency, a'jen-sT, n. Quality or
state of, etc. ; instrumentality ; office or duties of, etc.

;

bureau of, etc.

Agglomerate, ag-glom'er-at, v. t. To wind into a
ball ; to gather into a mass.— v. i. To collect into a
ball.— Agglom'era'tion, n. Act of, or state of being,
etc.

Agglutinate, ag-glu'tt-nat, v. t. To glue or cause to
adhere ; to unite by causing adhesion. — Agglu'ti-
na'tion, n. Act of uniting, or state of being united.—
Agglu'tina'tive, -tiv, a. Tending to unite.— Agglu'-
tinant, a. Uniting.— n. A viscous adhesive sub-
stance.

Aggrandize, ag'gran-diz, v. t. [aggrandized (-dizd),

-dizing.] To enlarge; to make great or greater in
power, rank, honor, etc. ; to augment ; exalt ; in-

crease. — Aggrandizement, -gran'diz-ment, n. Act
of, or state of being, etc. — Ag'grandi'zer, n. One
who, etc.

Aggravate, ag'gra-vat, v. t. To make worse, more
severe, more enormous ; to enhance; to give an ex-

aggerated representation of; to provoke or irritate;

to tease.

—

Aggravation, -va'shun, n. Actof, or that
which, etc. ; exaggerated representation ; provoca-
tion ; irritation.

Aggregate, ag'gre-gat, v. t. To bring together ; to
collect into a sum or mass ; to accumulate, pile.
— a. Formed by parts -collected. (Law.) United
in one body corporate. — n. An assemblage of par-
ticulars; sum total; lump.— Aggregation, n. Act
of, or state of being, etc. — Ag'gregative, -tiv, a.

Causing aggregation ; collective. — Ag'grega'tively,
adv. — Ag'gregator, -ter, n. One who, etc.

Aggress, ag-gres', v. t. [aggressed (-gresf), -gress-
Ing.] To make a first attack ; to begin a quarrel. —
n. Attack. — Aggression, -gresh'un, n. First at-

tack; act leading to controversy ; invasion; encroach-
ment.— Aggressive, -siv, a. Tending to, etc.— Ag-
gressively, adv. — Aggressiveness, n. — Aggres'-
sor. -ser, n.

Aggrieve, ag-grev', v. t. [aggrieved (-grevd/'), -griev-
ing.] To give pain to ; to afflict ; to oppress or in-
jure ; to harass.

Aghast, a-gasf, a. or adv. Struck with amazement;
stupefied with sudden fright or horror.

Agile, aj'il, a. Quick of motion ; nimble ; lively

;

brisk. — Ag'ilenoss, Agility, a-jiKl-tl, n. Quality
of being, etc._

Agitate, 'aj'i-tat, v. t. To move with a violent irreg-
ular action : to shake ; to disturb or excite ; to dis-

cuss earnestly; to consider on all sides ; to revolve,
debate. — Agita'tion, n. Act of, or state of being,
etc. ;

perturbation of mind ; discussion. — Agita'-
tivo, -tiv, a. Having power or tendency to, etc. —
Agita'tor, -ter, n,

Aglow, a-glo'j adv. Hot; bright with warmth; glowing.
Agnail, agonal, n. Inflammation round a nail; a whit-
low.

Agnate, ag'nat, a. (Law.) Related on the father's
side. — n. A male relation by the father's side. —
Agna'tion, n. Descent in the male line.— Agna'tic,
a. Pert, to, etc.

Agnomen, ag-no'men, a. A name added, among the
Romans, in celebration of some exploit. [L.]

Agnostic, ag-nos'tik, a. Professing ignorance ; in-
volving no dogmatic assertion ; leaving undeter-
mined. — n. One who, etc.— Agnos'ticism, n. The
condition of neither affirming nor denying, on the
score of ignorance. (Theol.) The doctrine that the
existence of a personal Deity can be neither asserted
nor denied, proved nor disproved, because of the
limits of the human mind, or of the insufficiency of
evidence, — opp. to atheism and to theism; also, the
belief of a Christian sect of the third century, that
God did not know all things.

Ago, a-go', adv. or a. Past; gone.
Agog, a-gog', a. or adv. Highly excited by eagerness

after an object.
Agoing, a-go'ing,^ pi\ In motion; going; ready to go.
Agony, ag'o-nt, n. Pain that causes writhing or con-

tortions of the body, like those in athletic contests ;

anguish
; pang. — Ag'ouist, n. One who contends

for the prize in public games. — Ag'onism, -nizm,
n. Contention for, etc. — Agonistic, -ical, a. Re-
lating to prize-fighting, or to bodily or mental con-
test. — Ag'onize, v. i. [agonized (-nizd), -nizing.]
To writhe with agony; to suffer anguish, —v. t. To
distress; to torture.— Ag'onizingly, adv.

Agrarian, a-grarr*-an, a. Relating or tending to
equal division of lands. (Lot.) Growing wild. —it.
One who favors equal division of property.

Agree, a-gre', v. i. [agreed (-gred
/r

), agreeing.]
To harmonize in opinion, statement, or action ; to
yield assent, come to terms, resemble. (Gram.) To
correspond in gender, number, case, or person.—
Agree'able, a. Suitable; in pursuance or accord-
ance ; pleasing ; ready to agree. — Agree'abil'ity,
Agree'ableness, n. Quality of being, etc.— Agree'-
ably, adv. — Agree'ment, n. A state of, etc. ( Gram.)
Concord of one word with another in gender, num-
ber, etc. (Law.) Union of minds in a thing done or
to be done ; a bargain, compact, or contract.

Agriculture, ag'rT-kul-chur, n. The art or science of
cultivating the ground;' tillage; husbandry. — Ag-
ricultural, a. — Agriculturist, n. One skilled in,

etc.

Agrimony, ag'rT-mo-m, n. A wild plant having yel-
low flowers.

Agrin, a-grin', adv. In the act of grinning.
Agriology, ag-ri-ol'o-ji, n. The comparative study of
human customs, esp. of men in their natural state.

Agrostis, a-gros'tis, n. (Lot.) A genus of grasses
;_

bent-grass; red-top.
Aground, a-grownd /\ adv. On the ground; stranded.

Ague, a'gu, n. Chilliness; an intermittent fever, at-

tended bv alternate cold and hot fits. — A'guish, a.

Ah, ii, interj. An exclamation, expressive of surprise,

pity, contempt, joy, pain, etc.— Aha, a-ha', interj.

|

An exclamation expressing triumph, contempt, or

I

simple surprise.
Ahead, a-hed', adv. Farther forward; onward.
Ahoy, a-hoir , interj. A sailor's call to attract attention.

Ahull, a-huK, adv. With the sails furled, and the
helm lashed on the lee side.

Aid, ad, v. t. To support, by furnishing means to

effect a purpose or prevent evil ; to assist, succor,
befriend, — n. Help; the person or thing that aids;

an aid-de-camp.—Aid'ance, n. Assistance.—Aid-de-
camp, ad'de-kaN, n. ; pi. Aids-de-camp, adz-. (Mil.)

One who assists a general officer in his military
duties. [F.]— Aid'er, n. — Aid'ful, -ful, a.
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All, SI, v. i. [ailed (aid), ailing.] To affect with

pain, physical or mental ; to trouble. — v. L To
feel pain; to be troubled.— Ail, Ail'ment, n. Slight

disease; indisposition; pain.

Ailantus, a-lan^tus, n. A genus of trees, native of

India and China; — commonly, but improperly,

spelt ailanthus. m . l . ,

Aim, am. v.i. [aimed (amd), aiming.] To point with

a missive weapon; to direct the intention or pur-

pose.— v. t. To direct or point, as a weapon; to di-

rect to a particular object.— n. The pointing or

directing to an object, with a view to hit or affect

it; the point to be hit, or affected: intention; direc-

tion ; end; endeavor.— Aimless, «. — Aimlessly,

Air, a'r, n. The fluid we breathe; the atmosphere; a

gas, a*, fixed air; a light breeze : look or mien.
(Mus.) A melodv or tune. — n. pi. An affected, vain

manner. — v. t. To expose to the air ; to ventilate.

— Air'ing, n. Exposure to air; an excursion in the

open air.— Airy, ar'I, a. Pert, to, made of, or re-

sembling air; high in air ; exposed to the air; .un-

substantial; -frivolous: lively. {Paint.) Having the

light and aerial tints true to nature. — Air'ily, adv.

In an airy manner; gayly.— Air'iness, n. Openness
to the air; levity; gayety.— Air'bath, n. An ar-

rangement for drying substances in air of any de-

sired temperature. — -bed, n. An air-tight bag. in-

flated, and used as a bed. bladder, n. An organ
in fishes, containing: air, bv which their buoyancy
is regulated, — -brake, a. \ Slack.) A contrivance

for stopping the motion of car-wheels by the use of

compressedTair. brick, n. An iron box of the

size of a brick, built into walls for ventilation.—

-cells, n. pi. Cavities for air in the leaves, stems, etc.,

of plants ; minute bronchial cells, in animals ; air-

saes .—drain, n. A space round the walls of a build-

ing, to prevent dampness,— -gun, n. A gun discharged

by'the elastic force of air. hole. n. An opening
for air; a hole produced by a bubble of air. plant,

n. A -plant apparently nourished by air only: an
epiphyte. — -poise, -poiz, n.

An instrument for ascer-

taining the weight of the
air. —pump, n. A ma-
chine for exhausting the air

from vessels.—sacs, 71.pl.

Receptacles for air in the
bodies of birds, which com-
municate with the lungs,
and render the body spe-
cifically lighter. —shaft, n.

mine. — -tight, a. Impermeable to air.—trunk, n.

Aventilating shaft, opened from the ceiling to the
roof.—vessels, n. Vessels in plants or animals,
which couvev air.

Aisle, il, n. (Arch.) The wing of a building; a lateral
division of a church, separated from the nave bv
piers; a passage in a church, etc., into which pews or
seats open. — Aisled, lid, a. Having; aisles.

Ajar, a-jar', adv. Partly open, as a door.
Akimbo, a-kim'bo, a. With elbow bent outward.
Akin, a-kin', a. Related by blood; allied bv nature.
Alabaster, aKa-bas-ter, «. (Mia.) A compact variety
of sulphate of lime, or gypsum, of fine texture. — a.
Pert, to, or resembling, etc.

Alack, a-lak', Alackaday, a-lak'a-da, interj. Excla-
mitions expressive of sorrow.

Alacrity, a-lak'rT-tf, n. Cheerful readiness; ardor;
liveliness: promotitude.

Alamode, al-a-mod', adv. According to the mode or
fashion. — n. A thin, glossy, black silk. [F.]

Alarm, a-lann', n. A summons to arms; a notice of
approaching danger; surprise with fear or terror; ap-
prehension ; a mechanical contrivance for awaking
persons from sleep. — r. t. Talarmed (a-larmdO,
alarming ] To call to arms for defense; to fill with
apprehension ; to disturb. — Alarm'ingly, adv. —
Alarm 'ist, n. One who excites alarm.— Alarm'-bell,
ft. A bell that gives notice of danger. — -clock,
n. A clock made to ring at a particular hour. —
-gauje, -gaj, n. A contrivance applied to boilers to
show when the steam is too strong or water too low.

post, n. A place to which troops repair in case of
alarm. watch, n. A watch that can be set to

Albatross.

Although; be it so; notwith-

Air-pump.

A passage for air into a

strike at a particular hour..—Alarum, a-la/rum. n.

Same as Alarm; — applied to a contrivance attached
to a«clock for calling attention.

Alas, a-las', interj. An exclamation expressive of sor-

row, pity, concern,
or apprehension of
evil.

Alb, alb, n. An ec-

clesiastical vest-
ment of white lin-

en.
Albatross, al'ba-

tros, n. A very
large web-footed
sea-bijd of the
Southern Ocean.

Albata, al-ba'ta, j

German silver, a
alio}' of copper

t
zinc (or tin),

nickel.
Albeit, awl-belt, conj.
standing.

Albelen, al'be-len, n. A fish of the trout species.
Albertype, alr ber-tip, n. A picture printed from a
gelatine plate prepared by means of a photographic
negative.

Albigenses, al'bi-jen'sez, n. pi. A party of reformers,
|

who separated from the church of Rome in the
12th century: — so called from Albi, in Languedoc.

Albino, al-brno, n. ; pi. Albi'xos. A person or ani-
mal having preternatural whiteness of skin, flaxen
hair, and pink iris.

Albion, al'bi-un, n. A poetic name of England.
Albugineous, al-bu-jin'T-us, a. Pertaining to the white

of an egg, and hence to the white of the eye.
Album, aKbum, n. A blank book, for therinsertion

of autographs, photographs, literaiy memorials, etc.

Albumen, al-bu'men, n. (Bot.) Nourishing matter
found in seeds. (I'hysiol.) A substance existing
nearly pure in the white of egg, and its chief com-
ponent.

Alburnum, al-ber'num, n. The white and softer part.

of wood next to the bark: sap-wood.
Alcaid, al-kad', n. In Spain, the governor of a castle,

fort, or the like; a jailer or warden.
Alcalde, al-kal'de, n. In Spain, a magistrate or judge.
Alcedo, al-se'do, n. A perching bird; kingfisher.
Alchemy, al'ke-mi, n. Occult chemistry; an ancient
science which aimed to transmute base metals into
gold, find the universal medicine, etc. — Alchemic,
a. Relating to alchemy. — Alchem'ically, adv.—
Al'chemist, n. One versed inv etc. — Alchemist'-
ical, a.

Alcohol, al'ko-hol, n. Pure or highly rectified spirits;

ardent spirits in general.
1 Alcoran. See Koran. _
Alcove, al'kov or al-koV, n. A recess, or part of a
room, separated from the rest by a partition.

[
Alder, awKder, n. A tree or shrub of several vari-

j

eties.

j
Alderman, awYder-man, n. ; pi. Al'der-men. A mag-

istrate or officer of a city or town corporation.
Ale, al, n. A liquor made from malt by fermentation;
an English countrj" festival, so called from the liquor
drunk.

Alee, a-le', adv. (Naut.) On the
side opposite to the side on which
the wind strikes.

Alembic. a-lem'tak, n. A chemi-
cal vessel, formerly used in dis-

tillation.

Alert, a-l5rt
/r

, a. Watchful : vigi-

lant ; moving with celerity. —
Upon the alert. Upon the watch.
— Alert'ly, adv. — Alert'ness,
n. Briskness : watchfulness

;

promptitude: nimbleness.
Alewife, al'wif, n. ; pi. Ale'wives, Alembic,

-wivz. An American fish resembling a herring.
Alexandrine, al'egz-an'drin, n. A verse of twelve syl-

lables, or six iambic feet; — so called from a French
poem on the life of Alexander.

Alfalfa, al-faKfa, n. A perennial plant, allied to

clover.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term; Tn, ice : Sdd, tone, 8r;
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Alga, aKga, n. ; pi. ALG.E, aKje. A grand division of
eryptogamic plants, embracing sea-weeds.

Algarot, al'ga-rot, n. An emetic powder, prepared
from antimony.

Algebra, aKje-bra, n. (3fath.) That branch of anal-
ysis which investigates the relations and properties
of numbers by means of letters and other symbols.
— Algebraic, -bralk, -ical, a. Pert, to, or performed
by, etc. —Algebraically, adv. By means of, etc. —
AVgebraist, n. One skilled in, etc.

Algid, al'jid, a. Chilled with cold. — AKgide, -jid, a.

Characterized by great coldness, said of certain dis-

eases. — Algidity, n. — Algific, -jifik, a. Produ-
cing cold. — Al'gor, -g6r, n. {Med.) Unusual cold-
ness; chill at the onset of fever.

Alguazil, al-ga-zeK, n. A Spanish officer of justice.

Alias, ali-as, adv. Otherwise; otherwise called; — a
term used in legal proceedings to connect the differ-
ent names of a party who has gone by two or sev-
eral, and whose true name is doubtful.— n. (Law.)
A second or further writ issued after one has expired
without effect ; an assumed name. [L.]

Alibi, aKY-bi, n. (Law.) When one on trial for crime
shows that he was elsewhere when the act was com-
mitted, he is said to prove an alibi; hence, the de-
fense under which this proof is made, [i.., else-

where.]
Alien, aKyen, a. Not belonging to the same country;

foreign T different in nature. — n. A foreigner; a
foreign-born resident of a country, in which he has
not citizenship. — Alienage, n. State of being an
alien. — Alienate, v. t. To convey or transfer to
another, as title, property, or right; to make indif-
ferent or averse ; to estrange. — a. Estranged. —
Al'ienalion, m. (Law.) A transfer of title, or legal
conveyance of property, to another. State of being
alienated or transferred ; estrangement, as of the
affections ; derangement ; insanity. — Alienator,
-ter, n. One who, etc. — Aliene, al-yen', v. t. To
eonvey_ or transfer, as property; to estrange. —Al-
ienee,"al-yen-el n. One to whom a thing is sold.
— Alienism, al'yen-izm, n. State of being an alien.

Alienist, al'yen-ist, n. A physician who makes a
specialty of insanity. — a. Relating to insanity.

Alight, a-llf, if. i. To get down or descend, as from
on horseback; to dismount; to fall or descend, and
settle, or lodge.

Alight, a-lif, a. Lighted; burning.
Align, a-lin', v. t. [aligned (-lindO, aligning.] To
adjust or form by a line, as troops. — v. i. To form
inline.— v.t. (Bngin.) To layout the ground-plan,
as of a road.

Alike, a-lik', a. Having resemblance; similar; with-
out difference.

Aliment, alT-ment, n. That which feeds or supports;
food; nutriment. — Alimentlveness, n. (Phren.)
The organ of appetite for food or drink. See
Phrenology.

Alimony, al'r-mo-ni, n. An allowance made to a
wile out of the estate of a husband from whom she
is separated.

Aliped, al'i-ped, a. Wing-footed. — n. An animal
having toes connected by membranes serving as
wings, as the bat.

Aliquant, al'I-kwant, a. Not dividing another num-
ber without a remainder.

Aliquot, al'T-kwot, a. Dividing exactly, or without
remainder.

Alive, a-liv' a. Having life; not dead; susceptible.
Alizarine, a-liz ra-rin, n. A coloring principle in mad-

der.
Alkali, al'ka-li or -IT, n. (Chem.) One of a class of
caustic bases, which are soluble in water and alco-
hol, unite with oils and fats to form soap, neutralize
and change reddened litmus to blue. — AKkaline,
-lin or -lin, a. Having the qualities of, etc. — Al-
kalinity, n. Quality which constitutes, etc. — Al-
kaliza'tion, n. The act of rendering alkaline by
impregnating with, etc. — Al'kalize, -Hz, v. t. To
alkalify. — Al'kaloid, n. (Chem.) A salifiable base
existing in some vegetables as a proximate principle.— Alkaloid'al, a.

Alkoran, al'ko-ran, n. The Mohammedan Bible; a
tower of a mosque in which the Koran is read.

All, awl, a. Every one ; the whole. — adv. Wholly ;

altogether. — n. The whole number, quantity, or
amount; the total. — All along. Continually; reg-
ularly. — All that. A collection of similar things;
et csetera. — All-fools' -day. The 1st of April, when
it is a custom to play tricks, or make fools. — All-
fours. A game of cards, containing four chances.
To go on all fours, to move on four legs, or on two
legs and two arms or hands. — All-hail. All health;
a phrase of salutation. — All-hallow, -hallows, -hal-
lowmas. All-Saints'-day. — All-hallow-tide. The
time near All-Saints'. — All-Saints'-day. The first

day of November, a feast in honor of all the saints.
— All-souls' -day. The second of November, a Ro-
man Catholic solemnity, when the souls of the faith-
ful are prayed for. — Allspice. An aromatic berry
of the West Indies. — All-sufficient. Sufficient for
every thing. —All told. All counted; including the
whole number.— At all. A phrase of enforcement
or emphasis, signifying, in the least; under any cir-

cumstances.
Allah, alia, n. Arabic name ofthe Supreme Being.
Allay, al-la', v. t. [allayed (-lad'), allaying.] To
put at rest, appease, abate, mitigate, or subdue.

Allay. See Alloy.
Allege, al-lej', v. t. [alleged (-lejd'), alleging.]
To bring forward with positiveness ; to produce, as
an argument, plea, or excuse. —Allegation, al-le-

ga'shun, n. Positive declaration.
Allegiance, al-le'jans, n. Obligation of a subject to

his prince or government ; loyalty.
Allegory, alle-go-ri, n. A story in which the direct
and literal meaning is not the real or principal one,
but images forth some important truth; figurative
description. — Allegoric, -g5r'ik, -ical, a. In the
manner of, etc.; figurative. — Allegorize, -riz, v. t.

[
allegorized (-rizd), -rizing.] To ioriTi or turn
into, etc. ; to understand in an allegorical sense. —
v. i. To use, etc. — Allegoriza'tion, n.

Allegretto, al-la-gretlo, a. (Mus.) Quicker than an-
dante, but not so quick as allegro. [It.]

Allegro, al-la'gro, a. (Mus.) Quick, brisk, livel}'. —
n. A quick, sprightly strain or piece. [It.]

Alleluiah, al-le-lu'ya, n. Praise to Jehovah.
Allemande, al-le-mand', n. A German waltz. (Cook-

ery.) A white sauce.
Alleviate, al-le'vT-at, v. t. To make light or easy to be
borne; to remove in part; to make easier; to lessen,

mitigate, assuage, allay. — Allevialion, n. Act of,

etc. ; mitigation. — Alle'viative, -tiv, a. and n. That,
or that which, alleviates.

Alley, allT, n. ; pi. Alleys, allYz. A walk in a gar-
den; a narrow passage, as distinct from a public
street. —A large marble.

Alliaceous, al-lT-a'shus, a. Pert, to garlic; having the
smell or properties of, etc.

Alliance. See under Ally.
Alligate, allT-gat, v. t. To tie together; to unite.
Alligator, al-li-galer, n. A large carnivorous am-
phibious reptile, of
the Saurian family,
peculiar to America.

Allineate, al-linl-at,
v. t. (Surv.) To ad-

j u s t to a line ; to

align.
Allision, al-lizh'un, n.

A striking against.
Alliteration, al-lit'er-

a'shun, n. Repeti-
tion of the same let-

ter at short intervals. Alligator.

— Allit'erative, -tiv, a. Pert, to, etc.

Allocate, allo-kat, v. t. To place, set apart, allot.— AUocalion, n. Act of putting one thing to an-
other ; admission of an article of account; allow-
ance made upon an account. — Alloca'tur, n. (Law.)
Allowance of a thing or proceeding, by a court or
judicial officer.

Allocution, al-lo-ku'shun, n. An address ; esp. by the
pope to his clergy.

Allodium, al-lo'dT-um, n. (Lavj.) Freehold estate;
land which is the absolute property of the owner.
— AlloHial, a. (Law.) Pert, to, etc.; free of rent
or service, — opp. tofeudal.

Allopathy, al-lop'a-thi, n. Employment of medicines
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to produce effects opposite to those resulting from
disease; the ordinary practice, as opp. to homeopathy.

Allot, al-lof, v. t. To divide or distribute, as by lot:

to distribute in parts: to grant, as a portion: to give,

assign, apportion.— Allot'ment, n. Act of allotting;

part allotted. —Allottee, -te', n. One to whom a
thing is allotted.

Allow, al-low', V. t. [ALLOWED (-lowd')- -LOWING.]
To give, afford, or yield; acknowledge; abate or de-
duct; grant license to; permit; show, or prove to be;

to approve of, justify. — v. i. To make abatement.
— Allow'ably, adv.— Allowance, n. Act of, etc.;

permission or license ; that which is allowed ; a
stated quantity. (Xaui.) A limited quantity of
meat and drink, when provisions fall short ; abate-
ment. (.Com.) A deduction from the gross weight
of goods. — v. t. [allowanced (-anst), -ancing.]
To put upon allowance.

Alloy, al-loi', v. t. [alloyed (-loid'), -loyixg.]
To reduce the purity of, by mixing with a less valua-
ble metal; to abate, impair, or corrupt. — ra. Any
compound of two or more metals ; a baser metal
mixed with a finer ; evil mixed with good.

Allude, al-lud/', v. i. To refer to something not directly
mentioned; to have reference, advert to. — Allusion,
-lu'zhun, n. Indirect reference. (Rhet.) A figure
by which something is applied to, or understood of,

another, on account of some similitude between
them. — Allu'sive, -siv, a. Hinting at; referring to.
— Allu'sively, adv. — Allu'siveness, n.

Allure, al-lur', v. t. [allured (-lurd'), ALLURING.]
To try to draw to; to tempt by offers ; to entice, se-

duce. — Allure 'merit, n. That which allures. — Al-
lur'er, n. A tempter.

Alluvium, al-lu'vi-um, -vion, n. ; pi. All f'via, -vT-a.
(Geol.) Deposits of earth, band, etc., made by rivers,
floods, etc., upon land not permanently submerged.
— Allu'vial, a. Pert, to, contained in, or composed
of, etc.; washed ashore or down a stream; of fresh-
water origin.

Ally, al-li', r. t. [allied (-lid'), allying.] To
unite, or form a connection between. — n. ; pi. Al-
lies, al-llz'. One united by compact, marriage, or
any tie; a confederate. —Alliance, al-li'ans. n. State
of "being allied ; a union or connection of interests;

the compact or treaty which is the instrument of
allying ; persons or parties allied; league; confeder-
acy; coalition.

Allyl, allil, n. (Chem.) An organic radical, existing
esp. in garlic and mustard.

Alma Mater, aKma master. A college or seminary
where'one is educated. [L., fostering mother.]

Almanac. awl'ma-nak. n. A calendar of days, weeks,
and months.

Almandine, al'man-dln. n. (Mm.} The red variety
of garnet, translucent or transparent.

Aline, Almeh. al'me, n. In Egypt, a dancing-girl.
Almighty. avl-mlt'I. n. God': the Supreme Being. —

a. Having all power.
Almond, a'mund. n. The fruit of the almond-tree;
one of the glands called tonsils, at the base of the
throat.

Almost, awl'most, adv. Nearly; for the greatest part.
Alms, amz, n. pi. Any tiling gratuitously given to re-

lieve the poor; a charitable donation. — Alms'-house,
n. A house for the poor: poor-house. — Almoner,
al'mun-er. /;. One who distributes alms for another.— Al'morrry, n. A place for, etc.

Aloe, al'o, n. ; pi. Aloes, al'oz. (Bot:) A genus of
evergreen herbaceous plants.

—

pi. (Jled.) The in-
spissated juice of several species of aloe, used as a
Durgative. — Al'oet'ic. -ical, a.

Aloft, a-loff, adv. On high. (Xaut.) In the top; at the
mast-head: above the deck.

Alone, a-lon', a. Apart from, or exclusive of, others;
single; solitary.

Along, a-long', adv. In a line with the length ; length-
wise; in aline, or with a progressive motion: onward;
in company; together, —prep. By the length of, as
disting. fr. across. — Alongside, adv. By the side
of a ship.

Aloof, a-loof, adv. At or from a distance, but within

Alose, alos, n. The American shad.

;ru, having long,

k
Alouchi. Aluchi. a-lu'che, a. A compound resin ob-
tained from Madagascar.

Aloud, a-lowd', adv. With a great noise; loudly.
Alow, a-lo', adv. In a low place ; not aloft.
Alp, alp, n. Avery high mountain;— esp. in the
mountain ranges of Switzerland.

Alpaca, al-pak'a, n. An animal of Peru, having long,
fine, woollv hair; a species of
liama; a thin cloth made of al-
paca wool mixed with silk or cot-
ton.

Alpha, alia, n. The first letter of
the Greek alphabet, used to de-
note first. (Astron.) Used to des-
ignate the brightest star in a con-
stellation. — Al'phabet, n. The
letters of a language arranged in
order. — Alphabet, Al'phabet- d§
ize, -Iz, v. t. [alphabetized (-izd), s
-tizing.] To arrange in the order Alpaca,
of an alphabet.— Al'phabeta'rian, n. A learner of
the alphabet; abecedarian. — Alphabetic, -ical, a.
Of. pertaining to, or arranged in the order of, etc.—
Alphabet'ically, adv.

Already, awl-red'T, adv. Before this time; now.
Alsike, al'sik or aFsek, n. A kind of clover.
Also, awl'so, adv. or conj. In like manner; likewise;

too: in addition to.

Alt, alt, a. or n. (Mus.) The higher part of the scale.
Altar, awKter, n. An elevated place on which sacri-

fices are offered to a deity; in Christian churches,
the communion table. — Al'tarage, n. Profits of
priests from offering*.

Altazimuth, al-taz'l-muth, n. An instrument at-
tached to telescopes for taking azimuths and alti-
tudes at the same time. Sec Azimuth.

Alter, awl'ter, v. t. [altered (-terd), -tering.] To
make some change in; to vary; to change entirely or
materially.— ?.-. ?. To become, in some respects, dif-
ferent: to change. — Al'terable. a. Capable of being
altered.— Al'terableness, -abil'ity, n. — Al'terably,
adv.— Al'terant, a. and n. Same as alterative.—
Altera'tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.:
change; the change made. — Al'terative. -tiv, a.
(Med.) Having power to restore the healthy func-
tions of the body without sensible evacuations. — n.
An alterative medicine.

Altercate. al'ter-kat, v. i. To contend in words; to
wrangle. — Alterca'tion, n. Warm contention; con-
troversy; wrangle.

Alternate, al-ter'nat, a. Being by turns; one follow-
ing the other in succession ; reciprocal. — n. That
which happens by turns ; vicissitude ; a substitute.— Alternate, al'ter-nat or al-ter'nat, v.t. To per-
form in succession: to cause to succeed bv turns: to
change reciprocally. — v. i. To happen or to act bv
turns.—Alternately, adv.— Alternation, u. Recip-
rocal succession. (Math.) Changes or alterations of
order in numbers: permutation.—Alternative, -tiv,

a. Offering a choice of two things. — n. That which
may be chosen or omitted; a choice of two things. —
Alternatively, adv.— Alter'nativenoss, n. Quality
or state of being, etc. (Biol.) Alternate generation;
a form of reproduction in which development from
eggs alternates with that from buds, the individuals
arising in the two methods differing from one an-
other; metagenesis.— Alternant, a. (Geol.) In
alternating layers.

Althea. al-the'a, n. (Bot.) A genus of plants includ-
ing the marsh-mallow and hollyhocks. — Althe 'in,

n. (CJiem.) An alkaline substance existing in the
marsh-mallow; asparagine.

Althorn, alt'h6rn, n. A musical instrument similar
to the saxhorn.

Although, awl-tho', conj. Grant all this ; be it so ;

suppose that: notwithstanding.
Altitude, aKtl-tud, n. Height ; perpendicular eleva-

tion above the ground, or above a given level.

(Astron.) Elevation of a celestial object above the
horizon.

Alto, al'to, n. (Mm.) The part sung by the lowest
female voices, between tenor and soprano ; in in-
strumental music, the tenor.

Altogether, awl'to-geth'er, adv. With united action;
without exception; completely.
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Alto-relievo, al'to-re-le'vo, -rilievo, -re-le-a'vo, n.

(Sculp.) High relief; the figure standing out from
the background.

Altruism, aKtroo-izm, n. Regard for others; devotion
to the interests of others; unselfishness; opp. to

egotism.
Aludel, al'u-del, n. A chemical pot open at each end,
used in sublimation.

Alum, aKum, n. A double sulphate of alumina and
potassa. — Alu'mina, -ml-na, AKumine, -min, n.

(Min.) One of the earths, having two parts of alu-

minum and three of oxygen. — Aluminiferous, -nif

-

er-us, a. Producing or containing alum.— Alumin /r
-

ium, Alu'minum, n. The metallic base of alumina;
a very light white metal, not easily oxidized.—Alur-

minous, a. Pert, to, or containing alum, or alumina,
— AKumish, n. Of the nature of alum. —AFiun-
stone, n. A mineral containing alum.

Alumnus, a-lum'nus, n. ; pi. Alum'ni, -ni. A pupil; a
graduate of a college, etc.

Alva, al'va, n. A plant of the pondweed order, dried,

and used for stuffing beds and upholstery.
Alveary, aKvT-a-ri, n. A bee-hive; the hollow of the

ear. — Alveolus, al-ve'o-lus, n. ; pi. Alve'oli. A
cell in a honey-comb; the socket in the jaw in which
a tooth is fixed. — APveolar, a. Pert, to or resem-
bling tooth-sockets. — Al'veolate, a. Pitted like

honeycomb. — Alvirte, al'vin, a. Pert, to the lower
bellv or intestines.

Alway, awl'wa, APways, adv. Perpetually; regularly
at stated intervals; invariably.

Am, the first person singular of tire verb to be in the
indicative jnocle, present tense.

Amain, a-man', adv. Violently; suddenly. (Naut.)
Suddenly, or at once.

Amalgam, a-mal'gam, n. A compound of mercury,
or quicksilver, with another metal; a mixture of
different things. — Amalgamate, -gamize, v. t. To
compound or mix.— v. i. To unite in an amalgam;
to coalesce, as a result of growth. — Amal'gama'-
tion, n. Act or operation of, etc.; esp. the process
of separating gold and silver from their ores by mix-
ing them with mercury ; the blending of different
things or races.— Amalgamator, -ma-'ter, n. A ma-
chine for producing an amalgam.

Amanuensis, a-man'ii-en'sis, n. ; pi. -enses, -sez. One
who writes what another dictates, or copies what
is written; a copyist.

Amaranth, anT'a-ranth, n. (Bot.) A genus of annual
plants, with flowers and foliage of various colors and
leaves that last long without withering ; an imaginary
flower that never fades; a purplish color.

Amaryllis, am-a-riKlis, n. (Bot.) A bulbous plant,
with large, lily-like flowers of various colors.

Amass, a-mas', r. t. [amassed (a-mastr ), amassing.]
To collect into a mass or heap; to accumulate, pile
up, gather. — Amass'able, a. Capable of being, etc.— Amass'ing, n. Act of accumulating; what has
been accumulated. — Amass'ment, n. Accumula-
tion.

Amasthenic, am-as-then'ik, a. Uniting all the chem-
ical rays into one focus,— said of a lens; amacratic.

Amateur, am-a-ter^, n. One who cultivates a study or
art, without pursuing it professionally. — Amateur'-
ish, a. Inclined to. etc.

Amative, am'a-tiv, a. Pull of love ; amorous ; ama-
tory.— Am'ativeness, n. (Phreh.) Supposed seat of
sexual desire ; propensity to love. See Phrenol-
ogy. — Amato'rial, Am'atory, a. Relating to, in-
duced by, or expressive of, love.

Amaurosis, am-aw-re'sis, n. (Med.) A loss or decay
of sight, without visible defect in the eye, usually
from loss of power in the optic nerve. —Amaurotic,
-rofik, a. _ Pert, to, etc' «

Amaze, a-maz', v. t. [amazed (-mazd /
), amazing.]

To confound with fear, sudden surprise, or won-
der ; to confuse with terror and astonishment, — n.

Astonishment ; perplexity. — Ama'zedness, n. —
Amaze'ment, n. A feeling of surprise and wonder;
perplexity from, etc. ; admiration ; confusion. —
Ama'zingly, adv. In an amazing degree.

Amazon, ara'a-zon, n. One of a fabulous race of fe-

male warriors, on the coast of the Euxine; a warlike
or masculine woman ; a virago. — Am^azonite, -it,

«. (Min.) A variety of feldspar, found near the Ama-

zon River, also in the Ural Mountains in Siberia,
and in Colorado._

Ambages, am-barjez, n. A circuit of words; a circum-
locution.

Ambassador, am-bas'sa-der, n. An envoy of the
highest rank sent to a foreign government.— Am-
bassadress, n. A female ambassador ; the wife of
an ambassador. — Am'bassage, n. Embassy.

Amber, am'ber, n. A yellow fossil resin, rendered
electric by friction. — u. Of, resembling, or of the
color of, amber.

Ambergris, am'ber-gres, n. A fragrant substance
used in perfumery, etc. It is a morbid secretion
of the intestines of the sperm-whale. — Am'brite,
-brlt, n. Afossil gum-resin resembling amber, found
in New Zealand.

Ambidexter, am-bi-deks'ter, n. One Avho uses both
hands equally well; a double-dealer.

Ambient, am'bY-ent, a. Encompassing; surrounding.
Ambiguous, am-big'u-us, a. Doubtful or uncertain,

esp. in respect to signification.—Ambiguously, adv.
— Ambig'ucusness, Ambigu'ity, n.

Ambition, am-bish'un,w. Eager desire of preferment,
power, etc.; greediness. — AmbPtious, -shus, a. Pos-
sessing, springing from, or indicating, ambition. —
Ambi'tionless, a. — AmbPtiously, adv. — Ambir-

,
am'bl, v. i. To move, as a horse, by lifting

together the two legs on one side; to paceTto move
affectedly, —n. Gait of a horse.

Ambrosia, am-bro'zha, n. (Myth.) The food of the
gods, which conferred eternal youth. (Bot.) A
genus of plants, including rag-weed, hog-weed, etc.

Ambrotype, am'bro-tip, n. A picture taken on a pre-
pared trlnss, in which lights are represented in silver,

and shades by a dark background, visible through
the unsilverecl portions of the glass.

Ambulance, am'bu-lans, n. (Mil.) A flying hospital
to follow an army in its movements. — Am'bulant,
a. Walking; moving from place to place. — Am'bu-
lato'ry, a. Able or accustomed to, etc. (Law.) Not
fixed m its legal character, but capable of being al-
tered, as a will. — 11. Part of a building intended
tor walking in, esp. a place inclosed by a colonnade
or arcade, as a portico.

Ambury, am'bu-rT, An'bury, n. A soft swelling on a
horse, full of blood.

Ambuscade, am'bus-kad, n. A lying concealed, to
attack an enemy by surprise ; a concealed place
from which to attack ; ambush. — v. t. To lie in
wait ; to attack from ambush. — Am'bush, -brish, n.
Act of attacking, etc. ; an ambuscade ; troops con-
cealed, etc.—v. t. [ambushed (-busht), ambushing.]
To lie in wait for_; to surprise; to' place in ambush.

Ameer, Amir, a-mer'. _Same as Emeer, Emir.
Ameliorate, a-mel'yo-rat, v. t. To make better; to im-
prove.— v.i. To grow better; to meliorate.—Amel-
ioration, n— AmePiorative, -tiv, a. Producing, etc.

Amen, a'men' (in singing pron. a/men'). An ex-
pression used at the end of prayers, meaning, So be it.

Amenable, a-me'na-bl, a. Liable to be brought to
account or punishment; responsible; willing to yield;
submissive. — Ame'nably, adv. — Amenability,
Ame'nableness, n. State of being, etc.

Amend, a-mend', v.t. To change for the better; to cor-
rect, reform,— v. i. To grow better. —Amend'or, n.—Amendment, n. An alteration for the better; cor-
rection of faults; reformation by quitting vices; in
public bodies, an alteration in a bill or motion by
adding, changing, etc. (Law.) Correction of an er-
ror in a writ or process. — Amends', n. sing, and
pi. Compensation for loss or injury ; satisfaction

;

equivalent.
Amende, a-maNdr

, n. A fine or punishment; repara-
tion ; retraction. —Amende honorable, -on'o-ra^bl.
Public recantation or apology for injury. [P.]

Amenity, a-meii'I-tY, n. Agreeableness in situation,
climate, manners, etc.

Ament, am'ent, n. (Bot.) A species of inflorescence,
consisting of a scaly
sort of spike, as in the
alder, birch, etc. ; a
catkin. — Amenta''-
ceous, -ta'shus.
Producing catkins

sun, cube, full ; moon, fot>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Amentia, a-men'shT-a, n. Imbecility; idiocy.

Amerce, a-mers', v. t. [amerced (-mersf), amek-
cing.] To punish by a pecuniary penalty fixed by
the court; to punish, in general.— Amerce'inent, n.

(Law.) Pecuniary penalty inflicted at the discretion

of the court. — Amer'cer, n.

American, a-mer'I-kan, a. Pert, to America, — esp. to

the United States, — n. Native of, etc., formerly
applied to the aboriginal inhabitants ; but now to

descendants of Europeans born in America, esp. in

the United States. —Americanism, -izm, n. Word,
phrase, or idiom peculiar to America ; regard of
Americans for their country or its interests. —
Americanize, -iz, v. t. [-ized (-izd), -izing.] To
render American.

Amethyst, am'e-thist, n. A subspecies of quartz, of a
bluish violet color. — Amethyst'oline, -lin, n. Vol-
atile fluid found in cavities of the amethyst.

Amiable, a'mi-a-bl, a. Worthy of love; deserving of
affection! charming. — A'miableness, -bii'ity, n.

Amianth, am'T-anth, Amianthus, am-1-an'thus, n.

(Min.) An incombustible flax-like mineral sub-
stance, which may be wrought into cloth and paper.

Amicable, am'f-ka-bl, a. Harmonious in mutual in-

tercourse; friendly; peaceable.
Amice, am'is, Am'ict, n. A loose flowing garment
worn by pilgrims. (Eccl.) A piece of embroidered
linen, worn on the head like a hood, or on the shoul-
ders like a cape.

Amid, a-mid', Amidst', prep. In the midst or middle;
surrounded by ; among.

Amidships, a-mid'ships, adv. Half-way between the
stem and the stem.

Amiss, a-mis', a. Wrong; faulty, out of order; im-
proper. — adv. Wrongly, etc.

Amity, am'i-tl, n. Friendship ; harmony ; good un-
derstanding.

Ammonia, am-mo'nY-a, n. A volatile alkali of a pun-
gent smell; spirit of hartshorn. —Ammo'iliac, a. Of,
or pert, to, etc. — Ammo'niac, or Gum ammo'niac,
n. (Med.) Concrete juice of an umbelliferous plant,
from Persia.

Ammunition, am-mu-nish'un, n. Military stores for
attack or defense; articles used in charging fire-arms
and ordnance; as powder, balls, shot, etc.

Amnesty, am'nes-tT, n. A general pardon of offenses
against government.

Amoeba, a-me'ba, n. (Zobl.) An animalcule capable
of numerous changes of form. — Amos'biform,
Amoe'boid, a. Resembling, etc.— Amoe'bous,-bus,
a. Of, or pert, to, etc.

Among, a-mung', Amongst, a-mungst', prep. Mixed
or mingled with; associated with; making part of the
number of.

Amontillado, a-mon'til-la'do, n. A dry sherr3r
. [Sp.]

Amorous, am'o-rus, a. Inclined to" love ; prone to
sexual enjoyment; enamored; in love; of, or caused
by, love.

Amoroso, am-o-ro'so, n. A lover. — adv. (Mus.) Lov-
ingly; tenderly. [It.]

Amorph, am'orf, n. (Chem. and Min.) A body with-
out crystalline structure. — Amor'phism, n. A state
of being, etc., as in glass, opal, etc. — Amor'phous,
-fus, a. Having no determined form ; of no partic-
ular character ; anomalous. — Amor'photae, -fo-te,

n. pi. (Astron.) Stars not comprised in any constel-
lation.

Amortize, a-m6r'tiz, v. t. (Law.) To alienate in mort-
main. — Amortization, Amortizement, -tiz-ment,
n. (Law.) Act or right of alienating lands to a cor-
poration, considered as transferring them to dead
hands, or in mortmain ; extinction of debt, esp. by
a sinking fund.

Amount, a-mownt', v. i. To rise or reach by accumu-
lation ; to come in the aggregate ; to be equivalent.— n. Sum total; effect, substance, or result.

Amour, a-mobr', n. A love intrigue.
Ampelite, am'pel-Tt, n. An earth used to kill insects
on vines: also, alum-slate.

Amphibious, am-fib'i-us, a. Able to live in the air and
water; adapted for living, etc.; part-iking of two na-
tures.— Amphibiously, adv.— Amphib'iousness, n.— Amphib'ia, -i-a, n. pi. (Zobl.) The class of reptiles
which includes the saurians. — Amphib'iau, n. An
amphibious animal, —a. Of, or pert, to, etc.

Amphibole, am'fi-bol, n. (Geol.) Hornblende, which
is easily mistaken for augite.— Amphib'olite.-llt, n.
Hornblende ; trap-rock.

Amphibology, am-fi-bol'o-jT, n. A phrase, proposi-
tion, etc., susceptible of more than one interpreta-
tion.

Amphibrach, am'fi-brak, n. (Anc. Pros.) A foot of
three syllables, the middle one long, the first and
last short.

Amphicar'pic, -carpous, am-f!-car'pus, a. (Bot.) Bear-
ing fruit of two kinds.

Amphictyons, am-fik'tT-unz, n. pi. A council of dep-
uties from the different states of ancient Greece.—
Amphic'tyon'ic, a. — Amphictyony, -nk'H-o-ni, n.
A league of neighboring states.

!
Amphigean, am-hj'e-an, a. Extending over all the
zones of the earth.

Amphigory, am-fig'o-rT, n. Nonsense verses; a rig-
marole, with, apparent meaning, but really meaning-
less.— Amphigor'ic, a. Nonsensical; ab"surd.

Amphimacer, am-fim'a-ser. n. (Anc. Pros.) A foot of
three syllables, the middle one short, and the others
long.

Amphiprostyle, am-f>p'ro-stIl, n. A double prostyle,
or an edilice with columns in front and behind, hut
not on the sides. — Aniphip'rosty'lar, u.

Amphitheater, -tre, am-ti-the'a-ter, n.

An oval or circular . edifice, having
rows of seats one above another,
around the arena; the highest gallery
in a theater. — Am'phitheat'rical, a.

Amphora, am'iS-ra, n. An ancient two-
handled earthen vessel.

Ample, am'pl, a. Large in size ; of
great extent or bulk ; fully sufficient.— Am'plitude, -tud, n. State of be-
ing, etc.; extent of capacity or intel-
lectual powers, or of means, or re-
sources. — Amply, adv. — Amplify,
am'pli-fi, v. t. [amplified (-fid),
-fyixg.] To render larger, more ex-
tended, or more intense. (Rhet.) To
treat copiously. — v. i. To grow or Am „i,m
become large; to dilate. - Am'plia-
tive, -plT-a-tiv, Am'plifica'tive, a. Se:
frig to, etc.

Ampulla, am-pul'la, n. An ancient flask or bottle,
having a narrow neck and big bel-
ly; a drinking cup. (Bot.) A hol-
low leaf. (Anat.) A dilatation in
the semi-circular canals of the ear.
[L.] — Ampullaceous, -la'shus, a.
Bottle-shaped.

Amputate, am'pu-tat, v. t. To cut
oh, as a limb. — Amputa'tion, n.

Amuck, a-muk', n. Act of killing;
slaughter. - adr. Wildly ; indis- Ampulla,
cnmmately. — To rvn amuck. To
rush out frantically, attacking all comers, as is done
by fanatics in the East.

Amulet, am'u-let, n. Something worn to prevent
evil ; a charm inscribed with mystic characters.

Amuse, a-muz', v. t. [amused (-muzd'), amusing.]
To entertain agreeably: to keep in expectation, de-
lude, divert. — Amuse'ment, n. That which, etc.;

pastime.
Amylaceous_, am-T-la'shus, a. Pert, to starch. — Am'-
ylene, -t-len, n. A hydro-carbon of anaesthetic prop-
erties. — Amyl'ic, a. Of or from starch.

An, a. Commonly called the indefinite, article. It
signifies one or any, but less emphatically, and is used
before a vowel sound.

An, conj. If. [Ohs.]

Ana, a'na. A suffix to n^ies denoting a collection of
memorable sayings. Thus, Scaligerana is a book of
sayings by Scaliger. Sometimes used alone as a
noun.

Anabaptist, an-a-bap'tist, n. (Eccl. Hist.) One who
denies the validity of infant baptism, and maintains
that those so baptized ought to be baptized again.—
Anabaptis'tic, a. — Anabap'tism, n. The doctrine
of, etc.

Anabasis, a-nab'a-sis, n. Lit., a going up; esp., Cyrus'
invasion of Asia : a great military expedition. (Med.)
The first period, or increase of a"disease.

Serving or tend-
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Anacathartic, an'a-ka-thar'tik, a. Exciting dis-
charges from the mouth and nose. — n. A medicine
having this property: — opp. of cathartic.

Anachoret, Anachorite. See A^~CHORET.
Anacharis, an-ak'a-ris, n. (Bot.) A fresh-water weed
which obstructs navigation ; waterweed. .

Anachorism, an-ak'o-nzm, n. A practice or expres-
sion differing from the usage of the country in which
it is employed.

Anachronism, an-aklo-nizm, n. An error in chro-
nology, by which events are misplaced in regard to
each other. — Anachronistic, a. Involving, etc.

Anaclastics, an'a-klasliks, n. That part of optics
concerning the refraction of light: dioptrics.

Anaciisis, an'a-kle'sis, n. (Med.) Position taken by a
sick person in bed.

Anacolnthon, an'a-ko-lu'thon, n. (Rhet.) Want of.

sequence in the parts of a sentence, when one part
has a different grammatical construction from an-
other. — Anacolulhic, -thical, a.

Anaconda, an-a-kon'da, n. A large snake of the Boa
family, which lives in South America.

Anacreontic, a-nak're-onlik, a. Pert, to, or after the
manner of, the Greek poet Anacreon.— n. A poem
in praise of love and wine.

Anacrusis, an-a-kroo'sis, n. (Pro*.) A prefix of unac-
cented syllables to a verse beginning with an accented
syllable.

Anadem, an'a-dem, n. A garland : fillet ; chaplet.
Anadiplosis, an'a-dl-plo'sis, ??. (Rhet.) A repetition
of words in a sentence or clause, at the beginning of
the next.

Anadrom, an'a-drom, n. A fish that periodically
leaves the sea to ascend rivers. — Anad'romous, !

-mus, a.

Anaemia, a-ne'mi-a, n. (Med.) Deficiency of blood in
i

the system.— Anae1nic,a. — Anaemotlophy, -fl, n.\
Lack of nourishment in the blood.

Anaesthesia, an-es-the'zhT-a, Anaesthe'sis, n. (Med.)
Entire or partial loss of perception; insensibility pro- !

duced by disease or by inhaling ether, chloroform, !

nitrous oxide gas, etc. — Anaesthetic, a. Capable
of rendering insensible : characterized by insen- .

sibility. — n. That which produces, etc. — Anaes'-
thetize, v. t. To produce, etc.

Anaglyph, an'a-glif, n. An embossed or chased or-

nament, worked in relief, — when raised on stone a
cameo, when sunk an intaglio.

Anagoge, Anagogy, an'a-go-jT, h. An elevation of
mind; mystical interpretation of the Scriptures; ap-
plication "to the New Testament of types and alle-

goriesof the Old: one of four modes of Scriptural in-
terpretation, the others being literal, allegorical, and

\

tronological. (Med.) Rejection through the mouth
of mood from the lungs. — Anagogics, -gojlks, n.

pi. Mystical interpretations, esp. of the Scriptures.
I

Anagram, an'a-gram, n. A transposition of the let-
j

ters of a name, forming a new word.
Anagraph, an'a-graf, n. A commentary.
Anal, a'nal, a. Belonging to or near the anus or open-

!

irig at the lower extremity of the alimentary canal. 1

Analectie, an-a-ieklik, a. Collecting or selecting;
jmade up of selections. — An'alects, Analec'ta,

-lekla. n. pi. A collection of literary fragments.
Analepsis, an-a-lep'sis. n. (Med.) Recovery: conva- I

lescence.

—

Analep'tic, a. Corroborating; 'invigora- !

ting: giving strength after disease.— n. Restorative
|

medicine.
Analogy, an-aKo-jT, n. A likeness in some respects,
between tilings otherwise different. (Geom) Equal-
ity, proportion, or similarity of ratios. — AnaJ/ogous,
-gus,a. Correspondent. —Anal'ogously, m/i-.—An-
alogue, -log, n. — Anal'ogon, n. A thing analogous
to some other thing.

Analysis, an-aKT-sis. n. ; pi. Anai/yses, -sez. Areso- !

lution of any thing into its constituent elements; —
i

opp. to synthesis. (Cheui.) Separntion of a compound
into its constituents. (Logic.) The tracing of things
to their source: reserving of knowledge into its orig-

|

inal principles. (Math.) The resolving of problems
j

by equations. — Analyst, an'a-list. n. One who,
etc.— Analytic, -ical, a. Pet. to, or fond of, etc.—Analytically, rulv. — Analytics, n. The science

|

of analysis. — An'alyze, -liz, r. t.
[ analyzed (-hzd), :

-lyzing.] To separate into component parts : to re- i

!
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Anamorphosis.

solve into first principles or elements.

—

Analyzablo,
-liz'a-bl, a. Capable of being, etc. — An'alyzer, n-

Anamnesis, an-am-ne'sis, n.
(Rhet.) A recalling something
omitted. — Anamnestic, -nes'-
tik, a. Aiding memory.

Anamorphism, an-a-mSr'fizm, n.

A progression from one type to
another; anamorphosis. — Ana-

|

morphosis, -m&rlc-sis or -m6r-
fo'sis, n. (Persp.) A distorted
representation of an image on a
plane or curved surface, which,
viewed from a certain point, or
by reflection from a mirror, ap-
pears in proportion. (Bot.) A
morbid or monstrous develop-
ment, or change of form, or de-
generation.

Anandrous, an-an'drus, a. (Bot.)
Without stamens.

Anapaest, an'a-pest, n. (Pros.)
In Greek and Latin versifica-
tion, a foot of three svllables,
the first two short, the last long;
in English versification, a foot
having two unaccented sylla-
bles, followed by an accented
one; — the reverse of the
dactyl.

Anaphora, a-nafo-ra. n. (Rhet.) Repetition of words
at the beginning of two or more successive clauses.
(Med.) Discharge of blood or purulent matter by
the mouth.

Anaplasty, an'a-plas-tT, n. (Surg.) The art of re-
storing lost parts or the normal shape.

Anapodeictic, an'a-po-dlklik, a. That cannot be
shown i undemonstrable.

Anaptotic, an-ap-totlk, a. (Gram.) Losing inflec-
tion, — said of languages which lose inflection, as
the English.

Anarchy, an'ark-Y, n. Want of government m soci-
ety ; confusion. — Anarchic, -ical, a. Lawless.—
An^archist, n. One who promotes, etc.— An'arch-
ize, -iz, v. t. To create anaichy in.

Anasarca, an-a-sar'ka, n. (JJed\) Dropsy of the cel-
lular tissue.— Anasarcous, -sii'.k'us, «. Dropsical.

Anastasis, an-a-sta'sis, n. (Med.) A rising up from
sickness; recovery; a translation of humors to a su-
peiior part.

Anastrophe, a-naslro-fi, n. (Rhet.) Inversion of
the natural order of words.

Anathema, a-nath'e-ma. n. (Antiq.) An offering to
a deity, hung in a temple ; a curse pronounced by
ecclesiastical authoiity; person or thing anathema-
tized. — Anath'ematize, -tiz, v. t.

f
anathematized

(-tlzd), -matizing.] To denounce with curses.

—

Anathe'matizalion, n. Act of, etc.

Anatomy, a-nafo-mT, ?). Art of dissection: science of
the structure of animal bodies: act oi dividing any-
thing, to examine its parts ; thing dissected. — Ana-
tomic, -ical, a. — Anatomically . adr. — Arat'o-
mism, -mizm, n. Application oi the principles of
anatomy, as in art. — Anafomist. n. One who dis-

sects, oris skilled in, etc.— Anat'omizalion, n. Act
of, etc. — Anafomizc, v. t. [anatomized (-mizd),
-MiziNG.] To dissect; to ki3' open the interior struc-
ture of; to analyze.

Ancestor, an'ses-ter. n. One from whom a person is

descended; progenitor. — Alices 'tress, n. A iemale
ancestor. — Ancestral, -seslral, a. Relating to, or
descending from, etc — An'cestry, -trl, n. A series
of ancestors : lineage ; birth or
honorable descent.

Anchor, ank'er, n. An iron instru-
ment for holding a vessel at rest

in water : a firm support ; that
which gives stability or security.

'

— V.t. ~[ANCHORED"(-erd), ANCH-
ORING ] (Xaut.) To place at anch-
or. To lasten ; to fix in a stable
condition. — ?', i. — To cast anch-
or: to come to anchor.

—

Anch'-
orable, a. Fit for anchorage. —
Anch'orage, -ej. n. A place where

Anchor.
aa,6tock;

h, shank \ cc,

flukes; dd,&nr,
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C A E, right angle;
C AD, acute angle;
B A E, obtuse an-
gle.

measuring the
force and velocity
of the wind.

—

A n e m'o graph,
-graf, n. An in-
strument for regis-
tering the force of
the wind. — Ane-
mog'raphy, -ft, n.
A description o f

the winds.
dynamometer. — Anemom'etrv

Anfractuous, an-frakfu-us, a. Winding; full of
turnings.

Angel, aii'iel, ft. A spirit, or spiritual being: an an-
cient gold coin of England, bearing the figure of an
angel. — a. Resembling, or belonging to, etc. —
Angelic, -ical, an-jel'ik-al, a. — Angelically,
adv. — Angellealness, n. — Angelology, -oKo-jI, n.

Doctrine of angelic beings.
Angel-fish, an'jel-iish, n. A species of shark, named
from its large wing-like pectoral fins.

Anger, an'ger. n. A strong passion or emotion of
the mind : indignation ; resentment ; wrath ; rage.— v. t. [angered (-serd), angering.] Toexciteto
anger: to provoke, displease. — An'gry, -grl, a. In-
flamed, as a sore; touched with or showing anger;
indignant: furious; choleric. — An'gerly, An'grily,
-grf-LY, adv.

Angina, an-ji'na, n. Inflammation of the throat. [L.]— Angina Pectoris, -pek'to-ris, n. A distressing af-
fection of the chest. [L.]

Angle, an/gl, n. A c o r n e r .

{Geom.) The difference of
direction of two lines in the
same plane that meet or tend
to meet in a point; or the dif-
ference of direction of two
planes intersecting, or tending

;

to intersect, each other. Fish-
ins tackle. — r. i. [angled
(un'gld), ANGLING.] To fish
with line and hook ; to use
some bait or artifice ; to in-
trigue. — Angle of incidence.
{Opt.) The angle which a ray of light makes with
a perpendicular to that point of the surface of any
medium on which it falls. —Angle of refraction. The
angle which a ray of light retracted makes with a
perpendicular to "that point on which it falls. —

A

right angle. One formed by a right line falling on
another perpendicularly, or'an angle of 90°.— An ob-
tuse angle. One greater than a right angle. — An
acute angle. Oneless than a right angle. — Oblique
angles. Angles that are either acute or obtuse.

—

Fa-
cial angle. See under Face. — Visual angle. The
angle formed by two rays of light, or two straight
lines drawn from the extreme points of an object to
the center of the eye. — An'gler, n. One who fishes
with a hook. (Ic'hth.) A kind of fish; the fishing-
frog. — An'gle-bar. -iron, n. A rolled bar of iron
of an angular shape, for the edges
of iron safes, etc.; or to connect
the side-plates of iron boilers, etc.— Angular, an'gu-ler, a. Having

I

an angle or angles; pointed: form-A particular or detached ing an ansle ; sharp and stiff in
tale. —Anecdolal, -dot'ic,

;

character."— An'gularness, -ler-
ness. Angularity, -lar'I-tT, n.
Quality ot being, etc. — An'gu-
larly, -ler-11, adv. With angles; in
the direction of the angles.— An'-
gulated, -la-ted, a. Formed with angles.— An'gulose,
-los. a. Full of angles.

Anglican, an'glT-kan, a. English: pert, to England.— n. A member of the church of England: esp. of
the high-church or ritualistic partv. — Anglicize,
-siz, v. t. [anglicized (-slzd), -cizi'ng.] To render
comformable to English idiom or analogies. —An-

Anemometer. glo. an'glo. A prefix meaning English.
Anglice, an'ril-se, adv. In English; in the English
manner. [L.]

a ship can anchor; the anchor and all necessary tackle
for anchoring; duty imposed on ships for anchoring
in a harbor.—Anchored, -erd. a. {Heraldry.) Shaped
as a cross with extremities turned back like flukes of
an anchor; written also ancred and ancree.—Anch'-
or-ground, n. Ground suitable for anchoring.—hold,
n. The hold which the anchor takes ; security. —
-ice, n. Ice at the bottom of streams, and thus anch-
ored to the ground ; ground-ice. smith, n. A
maker of anchors. — At anchor or Hiding at anchor.
said of a ship kept from drifting by the anchor.— To
cast, or drop, anchor. To sink the anchor in the sea
to hold the ship from drifting. — To cat the anchor.
To draw it up to the cat-head. — To fish the anchor.
To raise the flukes bv an appliance called a fish. —
1 o shoe the anchor. To cover the flukes.— To sweep
the anchor. To drag for a lost anchor. — To weigh
anchor. To raise it from the bottom. — Anchor
comes home when it drags from its hold. — Bower
anchor. One of medium size, carried at the bow of a
ship. — Kedge anchor. One of small size. — Sheet
anchor. One of the largestand strongest kind.

' Anchoret, ank'er-et, -orite, -it, n. A hermit; reclu«n.—Ahchoretlc, a.—Ancb/oress, ??. A female hermit.
Anchovy, an- cho'vi, n. A small sea-fish of the herring
family.— Ancho'vy pear. A West India fruit.

Ancient, an'shent, a. Old; of former times: advanced
in years ; pristine ; antiquated; obsolete. — n. pi.
Those who lived in former ages, opp. to the moderns ;

very old men. — An'ciently, -It, adv. In old times.
— Au'cientry, -rl, n. The honor of ancient lineage

;

gentry; aristocracy.
Ancillary, an'sil-la-rT, a. Subservient or subordinate,

like a handmaid.
And, conj. A particle which expresses the relation of
addition, and connects words or sentences.

Andante, an-dan'ta, a. {Mm.) Rather slow; less
slow than largo, more slow than allegretto. — n. A I

movement or piece in andante time. — Andantino,
-te'no, a. Slow, but quicker than andante. [It.]

Andean, an-de'an, Andine. an'din, a. Pert, to the
Andes mountains.

Andiron, andl-urn, n. A utensil for supporting
wood in a fire-place; a fire-dog.

Androgynal, an-droj'i-nal, -ynous, -nus, a. Having
both sexes; hermaphroditical; having mental char-
acteristics of both sexes. {Bot.) Bearing both stam-
iniferous and pistillii'erous flowers.

Android, an'droid, Androi'des, -dez, n. A machine in
human form, which performs motions of a man. —
An'droid, a. Resembling man.

Androphagi, an-drof'a-ji, n. Man-eaters ; anthro-
pophagi. — Andropb/agous, -gus. Inclined to can-

i

nibalism.
Anecdote, an'ek-dot, i

fact : incident ; story
-dotlc.al, a. Pert, to, etc

Anemo-dynamometer. an/e-mo-din-a-mom/,
e-ter, n. An

instrument for
Angle-iron.

by means of an anemometer. — Anern'oscope, n. A
weather-cock, esp. a contrivance for bringing down
the indications of a wind-vane to a dial below.

Anemone, a-nem'o-nY, n. {Bot.) A genus of plants
of the crowfoot fa mil v: wind-flower.

Aneroid, an'e-roid, a.' Dispensing with the use of
quicksilver. — n. A portable barometer, which dis-
penses, etc.

Anetic, an-etlk, a. {Med.) Lessening pain: ano-
dyne.

Aneurism, an'u-rizm, n. {Anat.) A soft tumor,
arising from dilatation or rupture of the coats of an
artery.

Anew, a-nu', adv. Newly; over again; afresh.

Same as Axemo-
Measurement Angor, arj'gor, n. Intense bodilv pain. [L.]

Angry. Angrily. See under Anger.
Anguish, an/gwish, n. Extreme pain; agony; grief.

.I.E.Angular, Angularity. See under A>
Anhelation, an'he-la'shun, n. Short breath; difficult

respiration.
Anil, anil, n. {Bot.) A shrub whose leaves and stalks
yield indigo. — Anile, anil, n. A dark blue color.— Aniline, an'Y-lin or -lin, n. A dyeing material
obtained from indigo, also from benzole in coal tar.— a. Pert, to dyes made from aniline.

Anile. anil, a. Old womanish; imbecile. — Anility,
-nil-i-tT. An'ileness, -Tl-nes, n. Dotage.

Animadvert, anl-mad-verf, v. i. To turn the mind
with intent to notice; to consider by way of crit-

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; gdd, tone, 6r
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icism or censure ; to remark, comment. — Animad-
version, -ver'shun, n. Remarks by way of criti-

cism, etc. ; strictures ; blame. — Animadver'sive,
-siv, a. Having the power of perceiving.—Ani'mad-
ver'ter, n.

Animal, an'T-mal, n. An organized living being hav-
ing sensation and power of voluntary motion; an
irrational being, as disting. fr. man. — a. Of, or rela-

ting to, animals; pert, to the merely sentient part of
a creature ; consisting of the flesh of animals.

Animalcule, an-i-maPkul, -culum, n. ; pi. - cula, -la.

An animal invisible, or nearly so, to the naked e3'e.

[Animalculse, as if from a Lat. singular animalcula,
is a barbarism.]

Animate, an'T-mat, v. t. To give natural life to ; to

enliven, incite.— a. Alive.— Animated, p. a. En-
dowed with animal life; full of life; spirited; lively.
— Anima'tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

;

vivacity; spirit; sprightliness.

Animosity, an'T-mos'i-tY, n. Violent hatred; active
enmity; rancor; malignity.

Animus, an't-mus, n. Intention; spirit ; temper. [L.]

Anise, an'is, n. A plant bearing aromatic seeds.

Ankle, an'kl, n. The joint which connects the foot
with the leg. — Anklet, n. An ornament for the
ankle.

Annals, an'nalz, n. pi. A history of events in chro-
nological order; a series of historical events; an an-
nual publication. — An'nalist, n. A writer of an-
nals.

Anneal, an-neK, v. t. [annealed (-neld'), anneal-
ing.] To heat nearly to fluidity and then cool
slowly, to render less brittle ; to temper. To heat,
as glass, in order to fix colors.

Annex, an-neks', v. t. [annexed (-nekstQ, annex-
ing.] To unite at the end; to affix; to add; to con-
nect, esp. as a consequence, —n. An extension of a
building ; a subsidiary building ; an addition to a
document.— Annexation, -a'shun, Annexion, -nek r-

shun, n. Act of annexing; addition; union. (Law.)
Union of property with a freehold, forming a fix-

ture. — Annexationist, n. An advocate of, etc.

—

Annex'ible, a. That may be, etc. — Annex'ment, n.

Act of, or state of being, etc.; thing annexed.
Annihilate, an-ni'hl-lat, v. t. To cause to cease to be;
to destroy the form or properties of.— Anni'hila'"-
tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc. ; destruction.
— Anni'lula'tionist, n. (Tkeol.) One who believes
that eternal punishment consists in annihilation ;

a destructiomst.— Anni'hilatory, -rt, a. Tending
to, etc.; destructive.

Anniversary, an-ni-ver'sa-rY, a. Returning with the
year at a stated time. — n. A day celebrated each
year.

Annomination, an-nom'i-na'shun, n. A pun; a para-
nomasia ; alliteration.

Annotate, anrno-tat, v. i. To make annotations or
comments. — An'notator, -ter, n. A commentator.

Annotto, an-nofto, Arnat'to, Arnofto, n. A yellow-
ish-red vegetable dyeing material.

.
Announce, an-nowns', v. t. [announced (-nownsf),
announcing.] To give first notice of ; to make
known, publish, advertise. — Announce'ment, n. —
Act of, etc. ; declaration. — Announ'cer, n.

Annoy, an-noi', v. t. [annoyed (-noid'), annoying.]
To injure or disturb by repeated acts ; to incom-
mode, vex, plague. — Annoy'ance, n. Act of, or
state of being, etc. ; that which annoys.

—

Annoyr-

er, n.

Annual, anru-al, a. Returning or happening every
year; yearly; performed in a year; lasting only one
year or season. — n. A thing happening yearly; a
work published once a year; a plant that lasts"but
one year or season.

Annuity, an-nu'Y-tY, n. A sum of money, payable
yearly. — Annuitant, n. One who has an annuity.

Annul, an-nuV, v. t. [annulled (-nuldO, annu'l-
; toling.] To make void or of no effect

nullify, set aside. — Annulment, n. Act of, etc
repeal,

Annulet, an'u-let, n. A little ring. (Arch.) A small
flat fillet, encircling a column, etc. (Her.) A little

circle borne as a charge_in coats of arms.
Annumerate, an-nu'mer-at, v. t. To add to a num-

ber. — Annumeration, -a/shun, n.

Annunciate, an-nun'shY-at, v. t. To announce. —

Annunciation, n. Act of, etc. ; a festival, celebrated
March 25th, in memory of the angel's announce-
ment to the Virgin Mary. — Annun'ciator, -ter, n.

Anodyne, an'o-dln, n. Medicine which allays pain.

I
— a. Assuaging pain.

Anoint, a-noinf, v. t. To pour oil upon; to rub with
unctuous substances; to consecrate, by unction ; to
smear or daub. — Anoint'ed, n. The Messiah.

Anomaly, a-nonr'a-lY, -alism, -lizm, n. Deviation
from common rule or analogy; irregularity. (As-
tron.) Angular distance of a planet from its perihel-
ion, as seen from the sun ; angle measuring appar-
ent irregularities in the motion of a planet.

—

Anom/'-

alous, -lus, a. Abnormal.— Anom'alously, adv.
Anon, a-non', adv. Quickly ; immediately ; at an-
other time ; again.

Anonymous, an-non'Y-mus, a. Wanting a name

;

without the real name of the author ; nameless.—An'onyme, -nim, n. An assumed name.— Ano-
nymity, -nim^Y-tY, n. State of being, etc.

Anorexia, an-o-reks'Y-a, An'orexy, -Y, n. (Med.) "Want
of appetite.

Another, an-uS^er a. Not the same; different; one
more; any other.

Anourous, Anurous, an-oo'rus, a. Without a tail.

Ansated, an'sa-ted, a. Having a handle.
Anserine, an'ser-in, -serous, -us, a. Pert, to, or like a
goose, or its skin; silly.

Answer, an'ser, v. t. [answered (-serd), answer-
ing.] To speak or write in return to; to refute; to
be or act in return to. — v. i. To make response; to
be accountable, liable, or responsible; to be or act
in return; to conform; to suit. — n. Something
said, written, or done, in return; a mathematical so-

lution. — An'swerable, a. Capable of being an-
swered ; obliged to answer ; liable to pay, indem-
nifv, or make good ; responsible ; suitable ; equiva-
lent.

Ant, ant, n. An emmet ; a pismire. — Anfbear, -bar,

-eater, -et'-

er, n. An
animal that
feeds uDon
ants.—eggs,
n.pl.The lar-
va3 of ants,
which are ~
incased in
sacs resem-
bling eggs. "*3

— -hill, n. A
nest of ants.

Antagonist,
an-tag'o- Anteater.

nist, n. One who contends with another; adversary;
opponent. — Antagonistic, -ical, a. — An'tago-
nist'ically, adv. — Antagonism, -nizm, n. Opposi-
tion of action ; counteraction or contrariety of
things or principles. — Antagonize, -niz, v. t. To
act in opposition; to contend.

Antalgic, an-taKjik, a. Alleviating pain.
Antaphrodisiac, ant/af-ro-diz /'Y-ak, a. (Med.) Less-
ening venereal desire. — n. Anti-venereal medicine.

Antarctic, ant-ark'tik, a. Opposite to the northern
or arctic pole; relating to the southern pole or to
the region near it.

Antarthritic, anfar-thrifik, a. Counteracting gout.
— n. A remedy for, etc.

Antecede, an-te-secK, v. t. To go before in time. — An-
tecedent, a. Going before ; prior ; previous. — n.

That which, etc.; pi. the earlier events of one's life.

(Gram.) The noun to which a relative refers.
(Logic.) The first of two propositions in an enthy-
meme; the first and conditional part of a hypothet-
ical proposition. (Math.) The first of two terms
of a ratio. — Antecedently, adv. Previously. — An-
tecessor, -ser, n. One wno goes before; a leader;
one who possessed land before the present possessor.

Antechamber, an'te-cham'ber, An'teroom, -room, n.

A room leading to the chief apartment.
Antecommunion, an'te-com-mun'yun, ».. The part
of the Anglican liturgy which precedes the conse-
cration of the elements in the communion.

Antecursor, an/te-ker
/,
ser, n. A forerunner.

Antedate, an'te-dat, n. A date before the true time.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fdfjt ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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— v. 1. To date before the true time- to anticipate;
to take before the true time.

Ante-diluvial, an'te-di-lu'vi-al, Antediluvian, a. Be-
fore the deluge.

Antelope, an'te-lop, n. A ruminant quadruped, in-
termediate between the deer and
goat.

Antemeridian, an'te-mc-rid'f-an,
a. Bciore noon.

Antemuiidane, an-te-mun /'dan, a.

Before the creation of the world.
Antenatal, an-ic-natal, a. Before

birth.

Antenna, an-tenrna, a. ; pi. As-
tex'XxE, -ne, a. (Zobl.) A mova-
ble, articulated organ of sensa- Antelope,
tion, attached to the heads of insects and Crustacea.

Antenuptial, an-te-nup'shal, a. Before marriage.
Antepaschal, an-te-pas'kal, a. Before Easter.
Antepenult, an'te-pe-nulf, An'tepenulfi-ma, n.

(Pros.) The last syllable but two of a word.
Anterior, an-te'rl-or, a. Before in time or place; for-
mer ; foregoing. — Anteriority, -or'i-tT, n. Prece-
dence.

Anthem, an'them, n. Church music adapted to pas-
sages from the Scriptures: a motet.

Antherncrrhagic, ant'hem-or-raj'ik, a. (Med.) Tend-
ing to stop Jiemorrhage.

Anther, anther, h. (Bot.) That part of the stamen
containing the p oilen. — Anther-
if'ercus, -er-us, a. Producing, etc.

Anthesis, an-the'sis, n. (Bot.) The
opening of a flower. — AnthoKogy,
a. xV discourse on flowers ; collection c /.

of flowers ; a collection of beautiful
passages from authors.

Anthony's Fire, an'to-niz -fir, n. The
erysipelas.

Anthracite, an'thra-sit, ?t. A hard
mineral coal. — Anthracene, -sen,
-cine, -sin, a. (C/iem.) A solid hy-
drocarbon produced in . distilling
coal-tar ; paranaphthaline.

Anthropogeny, an-thro-poj'e-ni,
The develonment of man. — Anthre-
pog'raphy, n. (Phys. Geog.) The Anther,
distribution of the human race.— a, ovary;
Anthropoid, a. Resembling man. b, style;— Anthropology, -jT. n. The n at- c, stigma;
ural history of the human species; dd, filaments;
science of man. considered in his ee, anther-.
entire nature. — An /thropomor /'phi5m. -mortizm,
n. Representation of the Deitv as having human
form or attributes.— An'thropomor'phite, -fit, n.
A believer in, etc. — Anthropomorphous, -fus, a.
Resembling a man. — An'throponh'asi, -pofa-jl, n.
pi. Man-eaters; cannibals. — Anthropoph'agy, -ji,
n. Cannibalism.

Antic, antik, a. Odd ; fanciful : fantastic : ludi-
crously wild.— n. A buffoon ; odd appearance.

Antichlor, antT-klor, n. (Chen.) Any substance
used to remove chlorine after bleaching.

Antichrist, antT-krist, n. An adve-sirv of Christ:
the man of sin. — Antichristian, -kris'chun, n. An
opposer of Christianity. — a. Onposinsr, etc.

Anticipate, an-tis'T-pat", u. t. To take "or do before
another, so as to prevent him: to take up beforehand,
or befo-e the proper time ; to foresee ; to expect.— Anticipation, -pa'shun, n. Act of , etc. ; previous
view or impression: foretaste: preconception ; fore-
thought.— Anticipative, -tis'i-pa-tiv, a. — Antic-
ipator, n. — Antictpatory, a. Taking before time.

Anticlimas, an-tl-kli'maks, n. A sentence in which
the ideas fall, or become less important, at the close.

Anticlinal, an-tT-klitial, a. Marking inclination in op-
posite directions.— n. The crest-line from which
st-ata dip in onnosite directions; the anticlinal axis.

Antidote, antT-'dot, n. That which tends to counter-
act poison, etc.— Antidotal, -dottcal, a.— Anti-
do'tally, -dcttcally, aiv.
Lntifebrile, an-tT-febtil or -:Antifebrile, an-tT-±eb*nl w -fe'b-il, a. Abating feve

Antimony, ant'i-mo-nT, n. A whitish. b-ittTe metal
used in medicine and the arts. — Antimo'nial, a.
Of or pert, to, etc. — n. A p-eparation of, etc.

Antinomy, antT-no-mT or -tin'o-mT, n. Opposition of

one law or rule to another ; a thing contrary. — An-
tino'iiiian, a. (Eccl. Hist.) One of a sect .-aid to
maintain, that, under the gospel dispensation, the
moral law is of no obligation.

Antipapal, an-ti-parpal, -papisttc, -icai, a. Opposing
the papacy or popery.

Antipathy, an-tip^a-tiiY. n. Aversion at the presence
of. a particular object ; dislike ; contrariety. (Nat.
Phil.) A contrariety in the properties or affections
of matter.

Antiphlogistic, an'ti-flo-jistik. a. (Chem.) Opposed
to the doctrine. of phlogiston. (Jled.) Counteract-
ing inflammation.— n. Medicine or diet which, etc.

Antiphon, anti-i'on, Antiphony, -tifo-nl, a. (Mits.)
An anthem or psalm sung in alternate parts: a re-
sponse. — Antiphtnal, Antiphon'ic, -phon'ical, a.— Antiph'onal, n. A book of antiphons or anthems.

Antiphrasis, an-tiita-sis, n. (Rhct.) Use of words in
a sense opposite to their proper meaning; irony.—
Antiphrastic, -frastik, -tical, a.

Antipode._ antT-pod, n.; pi. Antipodes, -podz or
-tip'5-dez. One of those who live on opposite sides
of the gloDe, and whose feet are directly opposite.

Antipope, antT-pop, n. One who usurps the" popedom.
Antique, an-tek', a. Old; ancient; of old fashion:
made in imitation of antiquity. — ". Anything
very old ; a remnant of antiquity ; relic. — Antiq'-
uity, -tik'wr-tl, n. Ancient times, or their peo-
ple; great age. pi. Remains of, etc. — Antiquarian,
-kwatf-an. a. Pert, to- antiquity:

—

n. An anti-
quary. — Antiquatianism. n. Love of. etc. —Anti-
quary, a. One versed in, etc. — An'tiquate, -kwat,
v. t. To make obsolete, old, or void. — Antiquated,
p. a. Grown old. or out of fashion; out of u^e.

Antisabbatarian, an /tY-sab/ ba-ta'
r
ri-an, a. Opposed to

the observance of the Sabbath.— n. One who, etc.

Antiscorbutic, an'tT-skor-bu'tik, -bu'tical, a. (Med.)
Counteracting scurvy.

Antiscriptural, an-tl-skrip /'chur-al, a. Xot accordant
with Scripture.

Antiseptic, an-tl-sep'tik, a. Opposing putrefaction.— 7i. A substance which resists or corrects, etc.

Anti3lavery, an-ti-sla'ver-T, a. ' Opjwsed to slavery.
Antisocial, an-tT-so'shal, a. Adverse to society, or

hostile to its existence.
Antispasmodic. ar/tT-spaz-mod'ik, Antispastic, aivtl-

spas'tik, a. (Med.) Causing a jevulsion of fluids or
humors; counteracting spasm.

Antistrophe, an-tis'tro-ii, n. (Rhet.) Repetition of
words in an inverse order: the turning of an adver-
sary's plea against him. (Anc. Lyric Poetry.) Part
of a, song or dance, around tiie altar, performed by
turning from leit to light, in opp. to the strophe,

i which was from right to leit: I he stanza of an ode
|

following the stroplie. — Antistrophic, -strofik, a.
' Pert, to, etc.

Antithesis, an-tith'e-sis, n. ; pi. -kses, -sez. (Bhet.)

j

An opposition of words or sentiments in the same
I

sentence; contrast: anything directly opposed to an-
other. — Antithetic, -thet'ik, -ical, a. Pert, to, or

j

containing, etc.— Antithetically, adv.
Antitrades, a.p^tfrtradz, n. The Jiighcr winds in the

|
tropics, which blow in a direction contrary to the

1 trade winds. . .

Antitype, an'tY-tlp, n. That which is prefigured by
I the type; thus the paschal lamb was a type of which
! Christ is the antitype.

;

Antler, anfler, n. A deciduous growth of bone on
the head of a cervine animal, resembling horns in

I cattle.

Anto~omasia, an/tc-no-ma/'zT-a, n. Use of a proper
! name icr an appellative, as ''a Cicero" for a great

orator; conversely, the use of a name denoting rank,
office, etc., for him who holds it, as " his majesty "

fQT the king.
Anvil, an'vil, n. An iron block, upon which metals

are hammered and shaped.
Ansious, ank'shus, a. Greatly concerned or solici-

tous, esp. about something uncertain; accompanied
|

with anxiety; disturbed; uneasy. — Anz/iousness,
AnxKety, ang-zi'e-tT, n. State of being, etc. •

Any, en'i', a. One out of many, indefinitely; some;
, an indefinite number or quantity, — adv.' To any
I

extent ; at all.— An'yfcody, -bod-I, n. Any one per-

I
son out of many; a person of importance.—how,

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; Qdd, tone, 6r

;
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adv. In any case; at any rate. — -wise, adv. In any
degree. where, -whar, adv. In any place. —
-whither, -hwith'Sr, adv. To any place.

Aorist, a'o-rist, n. (Gram.) A tense in Greek, which
expresses an action as completed in indeterminate
past time.

Aorta, a-6r1a, n. The great artery from the heart.

Apace, a-pas', adv. Quickly; hastily; fast.

Apagoge, ap-a-go'je, n. (Logic.) The proving a

thing indirectly by showing the impossibility of the
contrary thing.

Apart, a-parf, adv. Separately; aside; in a state of
separation, exclusion, or of distinction; in two or

more parts ; asunder.— Apart'ment, n. A room in

a building or house.
Apathy, ap'a-thi, n. Want, or a low degree, of feel-

ing ; indifference; unconcern. —Apathetic, a. —
Au'athist, n. One who is, etc.

Ape, ap, n. A quadrumanous mammal haying teeth
Tike man, and neither tail nor
cheek pouches; one who imi-
tates servilely, like the_ape;
a dupe.—?', t. Taped (apd),
aping.] To imitate servilely;
to mimic. _

Apeak, a-pek', adv. On the
point ; in a posture to pierce.
(N~aut.) Perpendicular.

Aperient, a-pelY-ent, a. (Med.)
Having the quality of open- Ape,
ing^ laxative.— n. Laxative medicine.— "_

ap'er-chur, n. An opening through solid substance;
a hole.

Apex, a'peks, n. ; pi. A'pexes ; L. pi. ApIces, ap'f-
sez. The top, tip, or summit of anything.

Apha3ia, af-a'zhT-a, Aphasy, afa-zT, n. (Med.) Loss
of the power of speech, or of memory of words, with-
out loss of intelligence or injury to the vocal organs.

Aphelion, a-fel'yun, n. ; pi. Aphelia, -feli-a. (As-
tron.) That point of a planet's or comet's orbit
most distant from the sun.

Aphis, a'fis, n. ; pi. Aphides, af'Y-dez. (Entom.)
The vine-fretter, or plant-louse.

Aphorism, afo-rizm, n. A precept or principle ex-
pressed in a few words ; a maxim ; adage. — Aph'-
orist, n. A writer of, etc. — Aphoristic, -istlcal, a.

Having the form of, etc. — Aphoristlcally, adv.
Aphthong, aflhong or aplhong, n. A letter or com-

bination of letters having no sound.
Apiary, a'pT-a-rY, n. A place where bees are kept

;

Dee -house. — Apicul'ture, -chur, n. Rearing of
bees.

Apiece, a-pes', adv. To each; each by itself.

Aplomb, a/plox, ri. Assurance; sell-possession. [F.]

Apocalypse, a-pok'a-lips, n. Revelation; disclosure;
the last book in the Bible. — Apoc'alyplic, -lyp'-
tical, a. Containing or pertaining to, etc. — ApoV-
alyp'tically, adv.

Apocope, a-pok'o-pe, n. The cutting off of the last
letter or syllable of a word. — Apoc'opate, v. t. To
cut off, etc.

Apocrypha, a-poklY-fa, n. pi. Books whose inspira-
tion is denied, and which are excluded from the
canon of the Scripture. — Apoclyphal, -fal, a. Pert,
to, etc.; not canonical; of uncertain credit; spurious.

Apode, ap'od, re. An animal that has no feet; a fish
having no ventral fins.— Ap'odal, a.

Apogee, ap'o-je, re. (Astron.) The point in the orbit
of the moon most distant from the earth.

Apology, a-poKo-jr, re. Something said or written in
defense or justifications expressed regret for some
injurious remark or act; anything provided by way
of substitute; a makeshift. — Apologetic, -jetlk,
-getlcal, a. Excusatory or defensive. — Apologef-
ic3, n. (Thcol.) The defense of the Scrintures,
and evidence of their divine authority. — ApoKo-
gi3t, -jist, n. One who makes an apology. — Apolo-
gize, -jlZ, V. 1. [APOLOGIZED (-jizd), -GIZINO.] To
make, etc. — Ap ologue, -log, n.

' A mora I fable.

Apoplexy, ap'o-plek-sf, n. A disease characterized
hy sudden loss of sense and voluntary motion, usu-
ally caused by pressure on the brain.

Apo3ioi08Si3, a-po'sY-o-pe'sis, n. (Rhet.) An abrupt
breaking off/as if the speaker was unable or un-
willing to say what he had in mind.

Apostasy, a-posla-si, n. Total desertion of one's faith,
principles, or party. — Aposlate, -tat, n. One who,
etc.— a. False, renegade. — Apos'tatize, -tiz, v. i.

[-TATiZED(-tizd/'), -tizing.] To abandon, etc.

A posteriori, a pos'te-rY-oli. (Logic.) Reasoning a
posteriori derives propositions from observation of
facts, or principles and definitions from general-
izations from facts, or infers causes from effects ;

—
the reverse of a prior*. (Philos.) Knowledge a pos-
teriori is derived from facts through induction or
experiment. [L.]

Apostle, a-pos'sl, n. A person sent forth to execute
some important business ; one of the twelve disci-

ples of Christ sent to preach the gospel. —Apos'tie-

ship, n. The office, etc. — Apos'tolate, -to-lat, n.

Mission ; apostleship. — Apostolic, -tollk, -ical,

a. Pert, to an apostle or to the apostles, their times,

spirit, or doctrines. — Apostollcally, ad v. — Apos-
tollcism, -sizm, -tolicity, -lis'I-M, n. State or qual-
ity of being apostolical.

Apostrophe, a-poslro-f 1, n. (Rhet.) A turning away
from the real auditory, and addressing an imaginary
one. (Gram.) Contraction of a word by omitting
letters; the mark ['] denoting contraction,— Apos'-
trophize, -fiz, v. t. [-phized (-tizd), -prizing.] To
address by apostrophe; to contract by omitting, etc.

Apothecary, a-poth'e-ka-ri, re. One who prepares
drugs for medicinal use.

Apothegm, Apophthegm, ap'o-them, n. A short, pithy,

and instructive saying ; a precept ; maxim. [Ap-
othegm is now the prevalent spelling.]

Apothem, ap'o-them, n. (Math.) The perpendicular
from the center to a side of a regular polygon.

Apotheosis, ap-o-the'o-sis, n. Act of elevating a
mortal to the rank of the gods. — Apotho'osize, -siz,

v. t. To deify.
Anpall, ap-pawl", v. t. [appalled (-pawld'), appal-

ling.] To depress with fear; daunt, terrify.— v. i.

To occasion fear._
Appanage, ap'pan-aj, re. Land assigned by a sovereign

prince to his younger sons; means of sustenance.
Apparatus, ap-pa-ralus, n. ; pi. -ratus or -ratuses.
Things provided as means to some end; a set of im-
plements.

Apparel, ap-par'el, re. Coveringfor the body; clothing;
raiment; vestment. — v. t- jAppARELED oc-elled
(-eld), -elixg or -elling.] To dress; to cover with
something ornamental; to embellish.

Apparent. See under Appear.
Appeal, ap-peK4 n. (Law.) Removal of a cause or suit

to a superior judge or court for reexamination or

review ; right of aopeal ; a summons to answer to a
charge. A call for proof or decision, or to grant a
favor; resort; recourse. — ?-', i. [appealed (-peld'),

-pealing.] (Law.) To remove a cause, etc. To re-

fer to another; to call on for aid. — v. t. (Law.) To
remove, etc.; to charge with a crime; to accuse.—
Appellant, -pellant, re. One who appeals. — Ap-
pellate, -lat, a. Belonging to, or having cognizance
of, anpeals. — Appellalion, re. Name by which one
is called; title; address. —Appellative, -tiv, a. Pert,

to a common name.— n. A common, as distinguished

from a proper, name. — Appellatively, adv. — Ap-
pellators, «. Containing an appeal. —Appellee',
re. (Law.) The defendant in, etc.; one wtio is ap-

pealed, or> prosecuted, by a private man for a crime.
— Appellor, -lor', re. One who institutes an appeal,

or prosecutes another for crime.
Appear, ap-per', v. i. [appeared (-perd'), appear-

ing.] To come or be in sight; to become manifest;

to seem, in opposition to reality.— Appear'ance, n.

Act of, etc.; thing seen; phenomenon; semblance,

Or apparent likeness; personal presence; exhibition

of the person; air; manner; mien.— Appear er, n.

— Apparent, ap-paf'ent, a. Capable of being seen,

or easily seen; plain; certain; evident; nnpearing to

the eye, but not true or real ; seeming —Apparently,
adv.— Appar'entness, n.— Apparition, -nsh'un, n.

Appearance ; thing appearing ; a preternatural ap-

pearance; ghost; specter. ,_"„'
Appease, a p-pe*', v. t. [appeased (-pezd'), -peasing.)
To make quiet, pacify, comnose, calm.

Append, ap-pend', r. f. To hang r-r attach; to add,
allnex . _ Append'age, n. Something added as sub-

ordinate. — Appendant, n. Thing appended. —a.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fdot s cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNbow, chair, get.
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Hanging; annexed.— Append'icle, -I-kl, n. A small
appendage. —Appendicular, a. Pert, to, etc.; esp.

(Anat.) said of parts of the skeleton attached to the
axial column, as the limbs. — Appendie'ulate, -lat,

a. (Bot.) Having an appendage, as a Leaf with lobes
attached to the petiole. —Append'ix, n. ; pi. -ixes;
L. pi. -ices, -I-sez. Something added ; a concomit-
ant; literary matter added to a book.

Appertain, ap-per-tan'. v. i. [-taixed (-tand'), -taix-
ing.] To belong, relate. — Appur'tenance, n. That
which, etc.; an adjunct.

Appetence, ap'pe-tens, -tency, n. Strong natural de-
sire; sensual appetite; tendency to select. — Ap'pe-
tent, a. Very desirous. — Ap'petite, -tit, n. Desire
of gratification ; esp. desire for food or drink. — Ap'-
petize, -tlz, v. i. To create, or whet, an appetite. —
Appetiz'er, n. Something which, etc.

Applaud, ap-plawd', v. t. or i. To praise by clapping
the hands, acclamation, etc.; to commend; extol; cry
up; magnify. — Applaud'er, Applause, -plawz', n.
Act of applauding; commendation. — Applausive,
-plaw'siv, a.

Apple, ap'pl, n. A well-known tree and its fruit; the
pupil of the eye.

Applique, ap-plek', a. Having a pattern which has
been cut out and transferred to another foundation,
as in a kind of lace.

Apply, ap-plT'
r

, o. t. [applied (-plid'), -plying.] To
lay or place; to put, bring, or carry; to use for a par-
ticular purpose; to engage and employ diligently.

—

v. i. To suit; to have recourse. —Applicable, a.
Capable of being applied. — Appli'ably, adv. —
Appliance, n. Act of applying, or thing applied;
instrument or means. — Ap'plicable, a. Capable or
fit to be, etc. ; suitable.— Ap'plicably, adv. — Ap'-
plicabiKity, Ap'plicableness, n. Quality of being,
etc. — Applicant, n. One who, etc. ; a petitioner.— Ap'plicate, a. Applied to some use. — Applica'-
tion, n. Act of applying or laying on, in a literal

sense; the thing applied; act of" making request; act
of fixing the mind; intenseness of thought.

—

Apr-

plicative, -tiv, -catory, -to-rT, a. Applying.— n. That
which applies.

Appoggiatura, ap-pod'ja-too'ra, n. (Mus.) A passing
tone preceding an essential tone or an accented part
of a measure. [It.]

Appoint, ap-pointr , v. t. To fix; to establish; to consti-
tute, prescribe, allot, assign, equip, — v. i. To deter-
mine ; ordain. — Appoint'able, a. Capable of being,
etc.— Appointee', n. One who is, etc.— Appoinfer,
n. One who, etc. — Appointment, n. Act of, or
state of being, etc.; stipulation; arrangement; es-.
tablished order; pi. whatever is appointed for use
and management. —Apportion, ap-por'shun, v. t.

[-tioned (-shuud), -tionixg.] To divide and assign
in just proportion. — Apportionment, n.

Apposite, ap'po-zit, a. Very applicable ; fit ; rele-
vant; pat. — Ap'positeness, -sition. -zish'un, n. Act
of adding; accretion. {Gram.) The state of two
nouns (one of which explains the other) put in the
same case, without a connecting word' between
them. — Apposi'tional, a.

Appraise, ap-praz', v. t. [appraised (-prazd'), ap-
praising.] To estimate the worth of, esp. by per-
sons appointed for the purpose. — Apprais'al, n. A
valuation by authority. — Appraise'ment, n.— Ap-
praiser, n. One who, etc.; esp. one appointed and
sworn to fix values. [Sometimes pronounced and
written, apprize, apprizal, etc.]

Appreciate, ap-pre'shl-at, v. t. To set a price on ;

to estimate, esteem, value. — v. i. To rise in value.— Appreciable, a. Capable of being, etc. — Appre-
ciation, n. A just valuation; increase of value.—
Appreciative, -tiv, -ciatory, -rl, a. Having just ap-
preciation. — Appreciatively, adv.

Apprehend, ap-prc-hend', r. t. To seize or lav hold
of; to understand; to entertain suspicion or feai-
of ; to arrest, conceive, imagine, dread. — v. i. To
be of opinion; to believe. — Apprehensible, a. Ca-
pable of being, etc. — Apprehension, -shun, n. Act
of seizing; a taking by legal process; a taking in the
mind; conception; opinion; faculty by which ideas
are c>ncev*ed; distrust or fear of future evil. —Ap-
prehensive, -siv, a. Fearful; suspicious; percep-

Apprentice, ap-pren'tis, n. One bound to another to
learn a trade or art. — v. t. [apprenticed (-tist),

-ticing.] To bind out as, etc. —Apprenticeship,
n. The condition of, etc.; his time ot service.

Apprise, ap-priz', v. t. [apprised (-prizd'), -prising.]
To inform; to give notice, verbal or written; to ac-
quaint, make known, communicate.

Apprize. See Appraise.
Approach, ap-prochr , v. i. [approached (-prochtO,
-proaching.] To come or go near; to approximate.
— v. t. To place near; to come near to.— n. Actor
opportunity of, etc. ; access; passage by which build-
ings are approached, pi. (Fort.) Works covering ad-
vances towards a fortress.— Approach/able, a. Ac-
cessible. — Approach'ableness, n.

Approbate, ap'pro-bat, v. t. To express or manifest
approbation of. [Hare.'] — Approbation, n. Act of
approving; consent, on the ground oi propriety; ap-
proval ; liking ; attestation. — Ap'proba'tory, -rf,

-bative, -tiv, a. Approving, or implying approba-
tion. —Approve, -proov', r. t. [approved (,-proovd'),
-proving. j To be pleased with; to think well of; to
sanction officially. — Approv'able, a. Worth}' of,

etc. — Approv'al, n. Act of, etc.; approbation.
Appropriate, ap-pro'prl-at, v. t. To set apart for a
particular purpose, or for one's self ; to assign.— a.

Set apart for a particular use or person; belonging
peculiarly; fit; pertinent. — Appropriately, adv.—
Appro'pfia'tion, n. Act of, etc.; thing, esp. money,
set apart. — Appro'priator, -ter, a. One who, etc.

(Law.) One wno has an appropriated benefice.
Approve. See under Approbate.

\
Approximate, ap-proks'I-mat, a. Near to. (Chem.Sc

j

Math.) Nearly correct. — v. t. To carry or advance
near; to cause to approach. — v. i. To come near; ap-

|

proach. — Approximately, adv. — Apprcx/ima/'-

I

tion, n. A coming near. — Approximative, a. Ap-
I

proaching.
Appurtenance. See under Appertain:
Apricot, a''prT-kot, n. A fruit allied to the plum.
April, a'pril, n. The fourth month of the year.
A priori, a prl-oSi. Reasoning a priori deduces con-
sequences from definitions formed or principles as-

sumed, or infers effects from causes previously
known ; — the reverse of a posteriori. [L.J

Apron, a'purn or a'prun, n. A cloth, or piece of
leather, worn before the body, to protect the clothes.

Apropos, ap/ro-po /\ adv. Opportunely ; seasonabljr
;

by the way; to the purpose. [F.]

Aps, aps, n. The wood of the white poplar.
Apse, aps, ??. (Arch.) The domed part of a church,
where the altar is placed.— Ap-
sis, ap'sis, n. : pi. -sides, -sl-

dez. (Astron.) One of the two
points in an elliptical orbit which
are at the greatest and least dis-

tance from the central body.
(Arch.) An apse.

Apt, a. Fit ; suitable ; having a
tendency; liable; ready: quick; dexterous. — Apf-
itude, -tud, n. Disposition or tendency; readines"s in
learning; docility. — Apt'ly, adv. — Apfness, n.

Apteral, ap'ter-al. a. (Entom.) Destitute of wings.
(Arch.) Having no columns along the sides, but
only in front.—Ap'terous. -us, a. (Entom.) Apteral.

Aqua, a'kwa, n. Water, — a Latin word used in
chemistry, in significations determined by words
annexed. —A. fortis, fSr'tK Nitric acid.— A. ma-
rine, mn-ren /' or marina, -ri'na. A variety of bervl,
so called on account of its sea-green color. — A. reg'ia,
re'jT-a. Nitro-chloro-hydric acid. — A. vitae, vi'te.
Water of life; brandy."— AquaSium, n. ; pi. -ria.
An artificial pond for rearing aquatic plants; glass
tank for aquatic animals.— Aquatic, -kwafik, -ical,
a. Pert, to, inhabiting, or frequenting, water. —
Aquatics, n. pi. Aquatic sports,— as swimming,
rowing, etc. — A'quatint, -tint'a, n. A method of
etching by aqua fortis, producing an effect resemb-
ling a water-color or India ink drawing. — Aque-
duct, ak'we-dukt, n. An artificial conduit for water.
—Aqueous, a'kwe-us, a. Of the nature of, or abound-
ing with, etc.; watery; made by means of water. —
Aqueous hu'mor. A transparent fluid, forming
part of the eye. — Aquiform, a'kwT-fSrm, a. In the
form of water.

Apsis.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r ;
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Aquiline, ak'wT-lm or -lin, a. Belonging to the eagle;
. curving; hooked ; prominent, like the beak of an

eagle.
Arab, ar'ab, n. A native of Arabia;
a street vagabond ; a gamin. — Ara-
besque, ar'a-besk, n. A species of or-
namentation after the Arabian man-
ner, intermingling foliage, fruits, etc.,
with other objects. — a. In the man- y.

ner of the Arabians ; relating to the *K
style of ornament called arabesque. — /
Arabian, a-ra'bl-an, Arabic, ar'a-bik, "tf

a. Pertaining to Arabia or Arabians.— Ar'abic, n. The language of, etc.
Arable, ar'a-bl, a. Fit for tillage or plow-

ing; plowed.
Arbalost, ar'bal-est, -balist, -balet.

-blast, Arcubalist, arrku-ba-list, n. A
cross-bow,— Arbalister, Arcubalister,
-baKist-er or -ba-lisfer, n. A cross-
bowman.

Arbiter, ar'M-ter, Arbitrator, n. One Arabesque,
empowered to judge and determine, without con-
trol; an umpire; one chosen by parties in contro-
versy to determine their differences. [L.] — Ar'bi- I

trable, a. Arbitrary; determinable. —Arbitrage
-trej, re. Judgment by an arbiter, esp. as to traffic in
stocks of differing values in different markets. —

;

Arbitrament, re. Will; determination; award of ar-
bitrators.— Arbitrary, -trer-T, a. Depending on
will or discretion ; despotic; bound by no law; ty-
rannical; imperious; capricious. —Arbitrarily, atfr.— Arbitrate, -trat, v. t. To hear and decide, as ar-
bitrators. —t>. i. To decide; to judge or act as arbi- i

trator. — Arbitration, n. Determination by, etc.—
Arbitra'trix, Ar'bitress, n. A female arbiter.

Arbor, ar'bSr, n. A bower; a seat shaded by trees.
(Mach.) A spindle or axis. — Arbo'reous, -re-us,
Arbo'real, a. Belonging to, growing on, or of the
nature of, trees. — Ar'boricul'ture, -kuKchur, n.
Art of cultivating, etc.

Arbute, ar'bfit, Arbu'tus, n. The strawberry-tree, an
evergreen shrub, whose berry resembles the straw-
berry.

Arc, ark, n. Part of the cir-
cumference of a circle or '

curve.
Arcade, ar-lcad', n. A series of
arches; a walk arched above; a range of shops along
an ar<5hed passage.

Arcanum, ar-ka'num, n. ; pi. -jta, -na. A secret. [L.]
Arch, arch, a. Cunning or sly; mischievous in sport;
roguish. — Arcb/ly, adv. — Arcb/ness, n.

Arch, arch, a. Chief; of the first class; principal; —
used as a prefix in compounded words, most of
which are self-explaining ; as, arch-apostle, arch-
conspirator, etc. — Arch-angel, ark-an^jel, n. An
angel of the highest order. —-angelic, -an-jelr-, a.
Pert, to, etc. bishop, arch-bish'op, re. A chief
bishop; a metropolitan.—bish/opric, re. The juris-
diction or diocese of, etc.

—

deacon, arch-de'kn, n.
An ecclesiastical dignitary next in rank below a
bishop. duke, arch-, n. A grand duke; chief
prince; now, strictly, a son of an Emperor of Aus-
ti-ia.

—

duke'dom, n. The jurisdiction of an arch-
duke or arch-duchess.—du'eal, a. Pert, to an arch-
duke.

—

duch/ess, n. A princess of the house of Aus-
tria.—duch'y, n. Territory or
jurisdiction, etc. en'emy,
arch-, re. The devil. fiend,
arch-fend', n. The chief of
fiends. — Archidiaconal, ark'T- J^
di-ak'o-nal, a. Pert, to an arch-
deacon.— Archiepiscopacy,
ark'T-e-pis'ko-pa-si, n. Estate
of an archbishop.

—

Arch / -

iepis'copal, a. Of, or pert, to,
etc. ;

-
'i||

Arch, arch, «. A curve line or ~Y
part of a circle ; any work in

~^
that form, or covered by an
arch. — v. t. or i. [arched
(archt), arching.] To form an arch,
n. Passage under an arch.

Archaean, ar-ke'an, a. Ancient. (Geo!.) Pert, to the

Arc.

earliest geological period. — ArchseoKogy, -ol'o-ji,
n. The science of antiquities; a treatise on antiqui-
ties or ancient usages, customs, etc.— Ar'chseolog''-
ical, a. Relating to, etc. — ArchaeoKogist, w. One
versed in, etc. — Archaic, ar-ka'ik, -ical, a. An-
cient, antiquated.— Ar'chaism, -izm, n. An ancient
or obsolete word or idiom; antiquity of style or use.

Archer, arch'er, n. A bowman. — Arcb/ery, n. Art
of shooting with a bow.

Archetype, ar'ke-tip, n. The original pattern of a
work; the model from which a thing is made.

Archil, ar'kil, n. A violet dye obtained from sev-
eral species of lichen.

Archimedean, iir'ki-me-de'an, a. Pert, to Archim-
edes. —A. screw, or
Archimedes' screw.
An instrument for
raising water,
formed by winding
a flexible tube
round a cylinder in
the form of a screw.

Archipelago, ar-kr-
pel'a-go, n. Any
body of water inter- Archimedes Screw,
spersed with isles; a group of isles.

Architect, ark'T-tekt, n. One who plans and super-
intends the construction of a building; one who
builds up. — Architecture, -tek'chur, n. The art or
science of building; frame or structure; workman-
ship. — Architectural, a. Of, or pert, to, etc.

Architrave, ar'ki-trav, n. {Arch.) Lower division of
an entablature, the part resting immediately on the
column ; an ornamental molding.

Archives, ar'kivz, n. pi. Place m which public rec-
ords are kept; records preserved as evidence of facts.

Archon, ar'kon, n. A chief magistrate in ancient
Athens.

Arctic, ark'tik, o. Northern; lying far north.— Arc-
tic circle. A lesser circle 23p from the north pole.

Arcubalist. See under Arbalest.
Ardent, ar'dent, a. Hot or burning; much engaged;
intense; fierce; vehement; fervent. —Ardor, ar/ cler,
n. Heat; warmth of passion or affection; eagerness.

Arduous, ard'u-us, «. High or lofty; attended with
great labor, like climbing heights; difficult.

Are, ar. Present indie, pi. of the substantive verb, ety-
mologically a different word fr. be, am, or was.

Are, ar, n. (Metric Syst.) A measure of surface ; 100
sq. meters, or 119.6 so. yards.

Area, a're-a, n. Any plane surface; the inclosed space
around a building; a sunken space around a base-
ment. (Geom.) Superficial contents of any figure.

Arena, a-re'na, n.;pl. Are'nas, -naz; L. pi. Aee'n^e,
-ne. (Rom. Antiq.) The area in an amphitheater, for
gladiators, etc., which was covered with sand; any
place of public contest.

Areola, a-re^o-la, n. ; pi. -olj>, -le. An interstice or
small space; the colored ring around the nipple, also
around certain vesicles.

Areopagus, ar-e-op'a-gus, n. A tribunal at Athens,
held on a hill named for Ares, or Mars.

Argand lamp, ar'gand. A lamp having a hollow wick
under a glass chimney, producing a strong light. —
A. burner. A ring-shaped gas-burner, admitting a -

current of air through the center.
Argent, ar'jent, a. Silvery; bright like silver. — n. The
white color on a coat of arms. — Ar'gentan, ?i. Ger-
man silver. — Argentiferous, -us, a. Containing,
etc.

Argil, ar'jil, n. (Min.) Clay or potter's earth ; some-
times pure alumina. —Argillaceous, -la'shus, a. O.f

the nature of, etc. — Argilliferous, -er-us, a. Pro-
ducing, etc.

Argive, ar'jiv, a. Pert, to Argos, in Greece.
Argonaut, ar'go-nawt, re. One who sailed to Colchis
with Jason, in the Argo, in quest of the golden fleece.

(Zobl.) The nautilus. — Argosy, ar'go-sT, n. A large
shin.

Argot, ar-go', n. The secret language of thieves,
tramps, etc.; flash; cant.

Argue, ar'gu, v. i. [argued (-gud), -guing.] To
use arguments ; to reason; to contend in argument,
dispute,— v. t. To debate or discuss, prove.—Argu-
ment, n. A proof or means of proving ; process of

sun. cube, full ; moon, fot)t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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reasoning; subject-matter, or abstract of the subject-

matter, of a discourse, writing, picture, etc.— Argu-
mentative, -tiv, a. Containing or addicted to, etc.

— Argumen'tum ad hom'inem. Unexpected conse-

quences pressed against a man, from his own prin-

ciples or conduct. [L.]

Arhythmous, a-rith'mus, a. (Med.) Without rhythm
or regularity, as the pulse.

£ria, a'ri-a, n. (Mus.) An air or song: a tune.

—

Arietta, -et'ta, Aristts, -el', n. A little aria.

Arian, a'rf-an, a. Pert, to Arius, or his doctrines. —
n. A believer in Arius's doctrine, that Christ was
only a superangelic being.

Arid,\ir'"id, a. Dry; parched up with heat.

Aright, a-nt', adv. Rightly ; without mistake.

Arise, a-riz'. v. i. [arose (-roz'), arising (-riz'ing),

arisen (-rizn/').] To come or get up higher ; to

mount, ascend, rise; to come into action, being, or

notice; to proceed, issue, spring.

Aristocracy, ar-is-tok'ra-sT, «. A form of govern-
ment, in which the supreme power is vested in a
privileged order; nobility or chief persons in a state.

— Aristocrat, -ris'to-krat or ar'is-, n. One who fa-

vors, etc. ; a proud or haughty person.—Ar'istocraf-
ic, -ical, a. Pert, to, consisting in, or partaking of,

etc. — Aristocrat'ically, adv. — Aris'tocratism, n.

Habits or principles of, etc.

Arithmancy, ar'ith-man'si or a-rith^man-sf, n. The
foretelling of future events, by means of numbers.
— Arithmetic, n. Science of numbers; art of com-
putation by figures.— Arithmetical, a. According
to, etc. —Arithmetically, a-lv. — Ar'ithmeti'cian,
-tish'an, n. One skilled in, etc.

Ark, ark, n. A chest, such as contained the Jews' ta-

bles of the covenant; Noah's vessel during the del-

uge; a large boat for transporting bulky articles.

Arm, arm, n. The limb between the shoulder and
the hand ; anything resembling an arm, as the

branch of a tree, or an inlet of water from the sea;

power; might. (Naut.) The end of a yard; part

of an anchor. (Mil.) A branch of the military ser-

vice; an instrument of warfare. — n. pi. Instru-
ments or weapons of offense or defense ; deeds or

exploits of war. (Her.) Ensigns armorial. — v. t.

[armed (armd), arming.] To. furnish with weap-
ons; to add strength, force, etc.; to furnish with
means of defense. — v. i. To be provided with means
of attack or resistance; to take arms. — Arm'chair,
-char, n. A chair with arms to support the elbows.

hole, -hoi. n. The cavity under the shoulder; arm-
pit; a hole for the arm in a garment. —pit, n. The
hollow under the shoulder. — Arm'ful, m. ; j>l. -fuls.

As much as the arms can hold. less, a. Without
arms.—like, a. Of the form of, etc. — Coat of arms,
n. (Her.) A habit worn by knights over armor; an
armorial device. — Stand ofarms, n. A complete set

for one soldier.— Small arms, n. Those not requir-

ing carriages. — Ar'mament, n. A body of forces
equipped for war ; arrangements for defending a
fortification ; ships' guns and munitions. — Ar'-
mat"ure,-ma-chur, n. Armor. (Magnetism.) Apiece
of iron connecting the poles of a magnet, or electro-

magnet, to complete the circuit. — Ar'mistice, -tis,

n. A temporary cessation of arms; a truce. — Arm'-
or, -er, n. Defensive covering for the body or for
ships. — Arrn'or-bear^er, n. One who carries anoth-
er's armor or arms; an esquire — Ar'morer, n. One
who makes or has charge of, etc. — Armourial, a.

Belonging to armor, or to a family escutcheon.

—

Ar'mory, n. Apbce where arms, etc., are kept or
manufactured. (Her.) _Science of coat-armor.

Armada, ar-ma'da or -ma'da, n. A fleet of armed
ships; esp. the Spanish fleet sent against England,
a. d. 1.5S8. [Sp.j

Armadillo, iirma-dillo,
_~=>za3=r=r=T-^ V..^ ;\.

n. (Zool.) An animal ^ -
:^>C .

-

of South America, hav- ^fe. ;

ing the body encased /3gi:

;

Ancillary, ar'n -;:.--

a. Pert, to, or resem- "^^^=^?- -^S--
bling, a bracelet or
ring; consisting of Armadillo,
rings or_ circles. —A. sphere. An instrument con-
sisting rings, of all circles of the same sphere, repre-

senting the circles of the ce-

lestial sphere.— Ar'millate,
-lated, a. Furnished with
bracelets.

Arminian, ar-min'T-an, n. A
follower of Arminius, who
denied predestination and
kindred doctrines.—a. Pert,

to Arminius or Ms princi-
ples.

Armure, ar'mur, n. A wool-
en fabric, twilled, or woven .

with ribs on the surface. [F.]

Army, ar'nil, n. A body ol
men armed and organized
for war: a great number"; a
hQ St

° Armillary Sphere.

Arnica, ar'nt-kai n. (Bot.) A plant used in medicine
as a narcotic and stimulant. — Ar'nicine, -nl-sin,

n. A bitter resin, the active principle of arnica.
Aroma, a-ro'ma, n. The fragrant quality in plants.
— Aromatic, ar-o-mafik, -ical, a. Pert, to, or con-
taining, etc.; fragrant: spicy. —Aromatic, n. A
plant, drug, or medicine, fragrant, and usually pun-
gent in taste. — Aromatize, -ro'ma-tiz or ar'o-ma-tlz,
v.t. [aromatized (-tizd), -tizing.] To impregnate
with, etc. — Aro'matous, -tus, o. Containing aroma.

Around, a-rownd', prep. On all sides of ; about

;

from one part to another of. — adv. In a circle; on.

every side ; at random ; here and there.

Arouse, a-rowz', v. t. Taroused (-rowzdr ), arous-
ing.] To awaken suddenly, excite, animate.

Arpeggio, ar-ped'jo, n. (Mas.) The production of
the tones of a chord in rapid succession, and not
simultaneously.

Arpent, fir' pent, n. A French land measure, used
in Louisiana, where it contains 4,0SS sq. yards. [F.]

Arquebu3e, ar-'kwe-bus, n. A hand-gun, fired from a
hook or rest.

Arrack, ar'rak, n. A spirit obtained from rice or the
cocoa-nut tree, etc.

Arraign, ar-ran', v. t. [arraigned (-rand'), -raign-
ing.J (Laiv.) To call or set to answer at the bar of
a court; to call in question, impeach, censure.

Arrange, ar-ranj', r. t. [arranged (-ranjd'), -ran-
ging.] To put or place in proper order; to adjust or
settle. — Arrange 'ment, n. Act of, or state of being,
etc.; result of arranging; classification; settlement;
adjustment by argeement. (Mus.) Adaptation of a
composition to voices or instruments for which it

was not written; a piece so adapted.
Arrant, ar'rant, a. Very bad; notorious.
Arras, ar'ras, n. Tapestry; hangings, — made first at
Arras in the Netherlands.

Array, ar-rar , n. Order; disposition in regular lines;
posture for fighting ; an orderly collection ; dress;
raiment. (Laiv.) A ranking of a jury as impan-
eled in a cause; the panel itself; the whole body of
jurors summoned to attend the court. — v.t. [ar-
rayed (-rad'), -raying.] To dispose in order ; to
deck or dress. (Laiv.) To set in order, as a jury;
to call them man by man; to draw out, arrange, en-
velop.

Arroar, ar-rer', n. sing., Arrears', n. pi. That which is

behind in payment, or remains unpaid, though due,
— Arrearage, -ej, n. The part of a debt unpaid.

Arrect, ar-rekf, Arrect'ed, a. Lifted up; raised;
erect.

Arrest, ar-resf, v. t. To check or hinder the motion
or action of. (Law.) To take or apprehend by au-
thority. To seize on and fix ; to obstruct, delay,
check^ stop. —n. (Law.) The taking or apprehend-
ing of a person; any seizure, or taking by power;
hindrance.

Arrive, ar-riv', v. i. [arrived (-rivd'), -riving.]
Lit., to come to the shore; to come; to gain or com-
pass an object by effort, practice, study, etc. — Ar-
rival, n. Act of arriving; attainment or gaining of
any object: person or thing arriving.

Arrogate, ar'ro-gat, v. t. To claim unduly; assume.
— Abrogative, -tiv, a. Arrogant.— Ar'fogance, n.

Undue assumption of importance; haughtiness.

—

Ar'rogant, a. Assuming undue importance; over-
bearing ; presumptuous. — Ar'rogantly, adv.

Arrow, ar'ro, n. A pointed weapon to be shot from a

am. fame, far, opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; in, ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r
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bow.— Ar'row-head'ed, -hed'ed, a. Shaped like

the head of an arrow; — esp. applied to the wadge-
shaped, or cuneiform, alphabetical characters found
in inscriptions at Persepolis, Nineveh, Babylon, etc.

— Ar'rowroot, -root, n. A tropical plant, and the
starch which it yields.

Arsenal, ar'se-nal, n. A public establishment for the
manufacture or storage of arms.

Arsenic, ar'se-nik, ?). (Min.) A metal of a steel gray
Color, and brilliant luster. (Com.) Arsenious acid ;— a virulent poison, called also oxide of arsenic,

white arsenic, and ratsbane.
Arsis, ar'sis, n. (Pros.) The part of a foot marked by
a greater stress of voice.

Arson, ar'sn, n. (Law.) Malicious burning of build-
ings or ships.

Art, art. Second person sing., indie, mode, pres.
tense, of the verb to be, but from were.

Art, art, n. Employment of means to accomplish an
end; a system o£ rules for performing actions,

—

opp. to science; power of performing certain actions,
acquired by experience, study, etc.; cunning; arti-

fice ; duplicity. — Art'fal, -iuf, a. Made, performed
with," characterized by, or using art or skill: prac-
ticing stratagem; e ratty. — Art 'fully, adv. — Art'-
fulness, n. — Ar'tifice, -ti-fis, n. Artful or skillful

, contrivance; fraud. — Artificer, -tif'i-ser, n. A
skillful workman in some art; one who constructs
and contrives. — Artificial, -fish/al, a. Made or
contrived by art; factitious; hence, feigned; ficti-

tious; cultivated; not indigenous. — Artificially,
adv. — Artifi'cialness, -cial'ity, ar-tT-fish't-al'i-tl,

• n. — Artisan, -zan, n. One skilled in any mechan-
ical art; a handicraftsman. — Artist, n. One who
professes and practices one of the liberal arts. — Ar-
tiste, ar-test', n. One who is dexterous and tasteful
in almost any art. [E\]— Artistic, -ical, a. Pert,
to, or characterized by, art; made in the manner of
an artist. — Art1es3, a. Free from art, craft, or
stratagem ; ingenuous ; contrived without skill or
art; inartificial.

Artery, ar'ter-i, n. One of the vessels which convey
the Dlood from the heart to all parts of the body; an
important channel of communication.

Art93ian, ar-te'zhan, a. Pert, to Artois in France. —
A. wells. Wells bored into the earth to reach water,
which flows from internal pressure.

Artichoke, ar'tt-chok, n. An esculent plant resem-
bling a thistle.

Article, ar'tl-kl, n. A distinct portion of any writing,
consisting of particulars; a clause in a contract, ac-
count, treaty, etc.; a distinct part; a particular com-
modity or substance. (Gram.) One of the three
words, a, an, the. — v. 1. [articled (-kid), -cling. J

To set forth in distinct articles; to bind by articles
of covenant. — i'. i. To ag/ee bv articles; to stipu-
late. — Artic'ulate, a. (Nat. Hist.) Formed with
joints. Distinctly uttered; clear, —n. (Zo'61.) An
animal having the body and members jointed. —
v. t. To joint; to unite by a joint; to form into ele-
mentary sounds. — v. i. To utter articulate sounds;
to enunciate. —Artic'ula'tion, n. (Anat.) Junction
of the bones of a skeleton. (Bot.) Connection of
the parts of a plant by joints, as in pods; one of the
joints, as in cane and maize; one of the parts be-
tween joints. Utterance of the elementary sounds
of language.

Artillery, ar-til'ier-i, n. Offensive weapons of war;
cannon; great guns; ordnance; the body of men in
charge of cannon, etc.; the science of artillery and
gunnery.

Aryan, ar'yan or ar'T-an, a. Pert, to an ancient
people of Central Asia, from whom are supposed to
descend the Celtic, Teutonic, Sclavonic, and other
races; Indo-European or Indo-Germanic.

As, az, adv. Like; similar to; of the same kind with;
while; during; in the idea, character, nature, or
condition of; for instance; by way of example;
thus.

Asafetida, -foetida, as-a-fet'Y-da, n. A fetid inspis-
sate 1 sap from India, used in medicine.

AsbesttB, as-bes'tus, -bes'tos, n. (Min.) A fibrous
variety of hornblende and pyroxene, making an
incombustible cloth.

Ascend, as-send', v. i. To mount; to go up; to rise. —

v.t. To go upward upon; to climb. — Ascend'ant,
a. Above the horizon; superior; predominant, —n.
Superior influence; an ancestor. (Astrol.) The
horoscope, or that degree of the ecliptic which
rises above the horizon at the time of one's birth. —
Ascend'ency, n. Authority; sway; control. — As-
cen'sion; n. Act of ascending; esp. the elevation of
our Savior to heaven. — Ascent', n. The act of ris-

ing; way by which one ascends; an eminence or
high place; the angle which- an object makes with a
horizontal line; inclination.

Ascertain, as-ser-tan', v. t. [ascertained (-tand'),
-taining.] To make certain; to establish; to find
out for a certainty.

Ascetic, as-setlk, n. One who practices undue rigor
or self-denial in religious things, —a. Unduly rigid
or self-denying.

Ascribe, as-krib', v. f. [ascribed (-kribdO, ascrib-
ing.} To attribute tOv as a cause or quality; to im-
pute; to. assign.— Ascrip'tion, n. Act of ascribing;
thing ascribed.

Ash, n. A genus of forest, trees, or their wood. —
Ash'es, -ez, n.ph Earthy or mineral particles re-

maining after combustion; — among chemists, and
in composition, used in the sing., as, bone-ash, pearl-
ash ; the remains of what is burnt; remains of a dead
body.—Ash-Wednesday, -wenz'dl. The first day of
Lent. — Ash/y, -I, a. Ash-colored; like ashes.

Ashamed, a-shamd', a. Affected by shame; abashed
or confused by guilt, impropriety, etc.

Ashlar, Ashler," ashler, n. Free-stones as they come
from the quarry; hewn stones for facing walls.

Ashore, a-shor', adv. On or to shore; on the land.
Aside, a-sidl adv. On, or to, one side; apart.— n. A
remark in an undertone or by way of parenthesis.

Ask. ask, v. t. or i. [asked (askt), asking.] To re-

quire: to inquire, petition, beg, claim, demand, inter-

rogate. — Ask'er, n. One who asks. — (Zo'61.) A
water newt, eft.

Askance, as-kans', Askant', adv. Obliquely ; side-

wavs: toward one comer of the eye.

Askew, a-sku', adv. Sideways; askant; awry.
Aslant, a-slant', adv. At a slant; obliquely.
Asleep, a-slep', adv. In a state of sleep; at rest; dead.
Aslope, a-slop', adv. With a slope or descent.
Asp, asp, Aspic, n. A small,
hooded, poisonous serpent.

Asparagus, as-par'a-gus, n. A
culinary plant.

Aspect, as'pekt, n. Look; mien;
air; appearance to the eye or
the mind ; position in rela-

tion to the points of the com-
pass. (Astrol.) The situation
of one planet or star with re-

spect to another.
Aspen, as'pen, n. (Bot.) A spe-

cies of poplar. — a. Pert, to
the aspen.

Asperate, as'per-at, v. t. To
make rough.— Asperity, -p6r'-
l-tT, n. Roughness of surface,
taste, or sound; harshness of spirit and language;
acrimony; moroseness.

Asperse, as-pers', v. t. [aspersed (-pSrsf), aspers-
ing.] To bespatter with foul reports or injurious
charges; to calumniate, slander, defame. — Asper'-
sion, -shun, n. A sprinkling, as of water or dust, in
a literal sense; spreading of calumnious reports; cal-

umny.
Asphalt, as-falt'. -phal'tum, n. Mineral pitch; com-
pact native bitumen.

Asphodel, as'fo-del, n. (Bot.) A perennial plant of
the lilv species; daffodil.

Asphysia, as-fiks'i-a, -phyx'y, -T, n. (Med.) Apparent
death, or suspended animation. — Asphyx'ia'tion,
n. The process of producing, or state of, asphyxia.

Aspire, as-plr', v. i. [aspired (-pird'), aspiring.]
To desire with eagerness; to rise. — Aspir'ant, a.

Aspiring ; ardently desirous of rising. — Aspir'ant,
Aspir'er, n. One who seeks eagerly. — Aspirate,
as'pl-rat, v. t. To pronounce with a breathing or
full emission of breath, —n. A letter marked with
a note of breathing; a mark of aspiration C^) used
in Greek; the rough breathing; anon-vocal conso-

Asp.
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Ass.
who kills or attempts

nant.— a. Pronounced with a rough breathing.—
Aspiralion. ?t. Pronunciation of a letter with a
strong emission of breath; strong wish or desire.

Ass, ass, n. (Zool.) A quadruped of the horse family,
having long, slouch-
ing ears. A dull,
stupid fellow; a dolt.
— Asinine, asl-nin,
a. Belonging to, or
having the qualities
of, an ass ; stupid ;

obstinate. _
Assail, as-sal'. v. t.

[assailed (-said'),
assailing.] To at-
tack with violence;
to attack with a view
to change feelings,
conduct, etc.: to as-
sault, beset, fall
upon.

Assassin, as-sas'sin, n. 0/
kill bv secret assault. — Assas'sinate, v. t. To mur
der bv, etc. — Assas'sina'tkm, ». Act of. etc.

Assault, as-sawit', n. A violent attack with blows,
weapons, etc., or with words, arguments, appeals,

and the like; invasion; incursion; onset; charge.

(Law.) An attempt or offer to beat another, but
without touching his person: if the blow takes ef-

fect, it is battery.— v. t. To attack with, etc.

Assay, as-sa"\ n. (Chem.) Determination of the quan-!
titv of any metal, esp. gold or silver, in an ore or al-

loy: the substance to be assayed: a_trial of weights
and measures. — r. t. [assayed (-sad'), assaying.]
To subject to chemical examination, etc. — v. i. To

j

attempt, trv, or endeavor.
Assemble, as-sem'bl, v. t. [assembled (-sem'bld),
-bling.] To bring or call together; to convene; to

congregate.— v. i. To meet or come together: to con-
vene. — Assemblage, -blej, n. Act of assembling;
collection of individuals, or of particular things. —
Assem'bly, bit, n. A company collected in one
place, usually for some common purpose; meeting;
group.

Assent, as-senf, n. The act of assenting, admitting,
or agreeing to anything; consent. — v.i. To admit
a thing as "true; to'express agreement, or concession.
— Assentalion, n. Assent By way of flattery or dis-

simulation ; adulation. — Assentalor, -ter, n. A flat-

terer or dissembler. —Assent'er, n. One who assents.

Assert, as-sert', v. t. To affirm positively; to aver,
vindicate. — Assertion, -ser'shun, n. Act of assert-
ing; vindication. — Assertive, -iv, a. Positive ; af-

firming confidently. — Assert'or, -er, n. —Asserf-
ory, -er-t, a. Affirming: maintaining.

Assess, as-ses', v. t. [assessed (-sesf), -sessixg.] To
tax; to value for taxation: to determine, fix, estimate.— Assessable, a. Liable to be assessed. — Assess'"-
ment, n. Act of, etc. ; valuation ; sum charged.—
Assess'or, -er, n. One appointed to assess persons
or property.

Assets, as'sets, n. pi. Property in possession or
money due, as opp. to liabilities.

Asseverate, as-sev'gr-at, v. t. To affirm solemnly. —
AsseVera'tion, n.

Assiduous, as-sid'u-us, a. Constant in attention : sed-
ulous: persevering; indefatigable.—Assid'uousness,
n. — Assiduity, -t-tT, n. Constant application.

Assign, as-sm', v. t. [assigned (-sind'), assign-
ing.] To appoint, allot, apportion: to fix, desig-
nate. (Law.) To transfer, or make over to an-
other ; to transfer to, and vest in assignees, for the
benefit of creditors.— n. (Law.) One to whom prop-
erty is transferred. — Assignable, a. Capable of
being, etc. — Assignation, -sig-na'shun, n. Act of,
etc. ; an appointment to meet at given time and place.— Assignee, as-si-ne', n. One to~whoni something is
assigned. — Assigner, as-sin'er. n. One who, etc.—
Assignment, a. An allotting to a particular person
or use. (Law.) A transfer of title by writing; writ-
ing by which an interest is transferred; transfer of
a bankrupt's property to assignees, for creditors. —
Assignor, -sl-norl n. (Law.) One who assigns or
transfers an interest.

Assimilate. as-siin'T-lat, v. t. To cause to resemble:

to convert into a like substance.— v. i. To become
similar. — Assimilable, a. Capable of, etc.— As-
sinVila'tion, n. Act of assimilating ; state of resem-
blance or identity : conversion of nutriment into
the substance of the body. — Assim'ilative, -tiv, a.

Having power of assimilating.
Assist, as-sisf, v. t. To give support to; to succor.—

v. i. To help: to attend. — Assist'ance, n. Aid ; re-
lief. —Assistant, a. Helping; auxiliary.— n. One
who assists.

Assize, as-slzl n. Lit., a sitting ; an order or regula-
tion, esp. about the weight of bread, etc. (Law.)
Periodical sessions of the superior courts in the
counties of England, — usually in the pi.— v. t.

[assized (-sizdO, -sizing.] To fix the weight,
measure, or price of, by authority.

Associate, as-so'shl-at, v. t. To join in company as a
friend, companion, partner, etc. ; to unite in the same
mass.— v. i. To unite in company, —a. Closely
connected. — n. A companion: a mate.— Asso'cia'-
tion, -shl-a'shun. n. Union; connection; union of
persons in a society for some particular purpose.—
Asso'cia'tional. a.' Pert, to an, etc. — Asso'cia'-
tionalism, n. (Philos.) Doctrine of associationalists.
— Asso'cia'tionalist, n. (PMlos.) One who ex-
plains the higher functions and relations of the
soul by the association of ideas.— Asso'ciative, -tiv, -

a. Te'nding or pertaining to association.

Assort. as-s6rf, v. t. To distribute into classes; to
furnish with all sorts. — Assortlnent, n. Distribu-
tion into classes ; things assorted.

Assuage, as-swaj', v. t. [assuaged (-swajd'), assua-
ging.] To soften; to allay or lessen, as pain or grief

;

to appease, soothe, alleviate.

Assume, as-suni', v.t. [assumed (-sumd'), assuming.]
To take, or take upon one's self; to take for granted,
or without proof : to pretend to possess, —v. i. To
claim unduly. — Assumption, -sum'shun, n. Act
of assuming; supposition: thing supposed. (Logic.)
The minor proposition in a categorical syllogism.
(Led.) A festival in honor of the ascent of the Vir-
gin Marv into heaven.

Assure, a-shoor', v. t. [assueed, (-shoord'), assum-
ing.] To make sure or certain; to insure. (Law.)
To covenant to indemnify for loss. — Assur'ance, n.

Act of assuring; a declaration inspiring credit; free-
dom from doubt; firmness of mind; intrepidity; im-
pudence; insurance; a contract to pay on occasion of
a certain event, as loss or death. (Lav:.) Evidence of
conveyance of property. — Assur'edly, adv. Cer-
tainly": without doubt.

I Aster, "asler, n. (Bot.) A genus of plants with radi-

j

ated compound flowers. — As'terisk, n. The mark
[*] in printing and writing. — As'terism, -izm, n. A

j

small cluster of stars. (Printing.) Three asterisks
[*,*] directing attention to a particular passage.
— As'teroid, n. (Astron.) One of the small planets
revolving between Mars and Jupiter. — As'tral. a.

Belonging to the stars ; starry. — As'tral Lamp, n.

An Argand lamp having the oil in a flattened ring.
— Astrol'ogy. -jl, n. Science of predicting events
bv the aspects of the stars. — Astrol'oger, -jer. n.

One who pretends to foretell events, etc.— Astro-
logic, -lojlk, -ical. a. Pert, to, etc.—Aatron'omy. n.

Science of the heavenly bodies. — Astron'omer. n.

One versed in astronomy.
Astern, a-stern', adv. In, at, or toward, the hinder

part of a ship; behind a ship.

-Asthma, as'ma or az'ma, n. Disordered respiration,

with cough and difficult breathing. — Asthmatic,
-ical, a. Pert, to, or affected by, etc.

Astir, a-ster', adv. In motion or action.

Astonish, as-tonlsh, v. t. To strike dumb with sud-

den fear, terror, surprise, or wonder ; to amaze. —
Astonishing, a. Of a nature to excite astonish-

ment ; surprising; wonderful; admirable: marvel-
ous. —Astonishment, n. Confusion of mind from,
etc.

Astound, as-townd'. v. t. To astonish.

Astraddle, a-strad'dl, adv. With the legs across a
thing, or on different sides of it.

Astray, a-stra', adv. Out of, or from, the right way ;

wrong.
Astrictl as-trikt', v. t. To constrict ; to contract.
— Astric'tion, n. — Astringe, as-trinjr , v. t. [as-
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trixged (-trinjcK), astrixgixg.] To bind fast,

constrict, contract. — Astrin'gency, n. Quality
of beins- astringent. — Astrin'gent, a. Binding;
strengthening; — opp. to laxative. — n. A medicine
causing vital"contraction in the organic textures.

Astride, a-strid', adv. With the legs apart.

Astute, as-tuf, a. Critically examining or discern-
ing; shrewd; subtle; sagacious. — Astute'ness, n.

Asunder, a-sun'der, adv. Apart; separately.

Asylum, a-si'lum, n. ; pi. Eng. Asy'lims, L. Asy'la,
-La. A place of refuge: an institution for protection

or relief, for the deaf and dumb, insane, etc.

At, prep, denoting presence or nearness in place or
time (at home, at one o'clock); hence, relations of
situation, condition, etc. (at war, at your service);

after verbs of motion, direction towards (to run at).

Ate. at, pret. of Eat. See Eat.
Atelier, at'lT-a or a-teKva, n. An artist's workroom;

studio. [F.]
Athanasian, ath-a-na'zhan, a. Pert, to Athanasius,
bishop of Alexandria, or his doctrines.

Atheist, a'the-ist. n. One who denies the existence
of God.— A'theism. n. Disbelief in, etc.—Atheist'-
ic, -ical, a. Pert, to, etc. ; impious. — Atheist'ically,
adv.

Atheneum, -naeum, ath-e-ne'um, n.; p>l. Eng. Athexe'-
ums, L. -X-EA, -ne'a. A literary or scientific associa-
tion; a public library and reading room.

Athenian, a-the'nT-an, a. Pert, to Athens, in Greece.
Athirst. a-thersf, a. Thirsty: having keen desire.

Athlete, ath'let, n. A contender for victory in trials

of strength.— Athletic, -lefik, a. Pert, to wrestling,
boxing, and other manly exercises; strong; vigorous.

Athwart, a-thwawrf, prep. Across. — adv. Sidewise;
in a manner to cross and perplex.

Atilt, a-tilf, adv. In the position of one making a
thrust; with one end raised.

Atlas, aflas, n. A collection of map * in a volume

;

a volume of plates or
tables; a kind of silk-

satin; a kind of large
drawing paper.
(Anat.) The first

vertebra of the neck.
[Atlas, a Greek
demigod, said to
bear the world on
his shoulders, and
whose figure was
printed on the title-

pages of old atlas-

es.]

Atmosphere, at'mos-
fer, n. {Physics.)
The aeriform fluid
surrounding the
earth ; pressure of
the air on a unit of
surface ; a gaseous
medium. — Atmos-
pheric, -fer'ik, -ical,

a. Relating to, ex-
isting in, or dependent on, etc.

Atom, at'om, n. An ultimate or constituent particle
of matter; a molecule; anything extremely small. —
Afomize, v. t. To reduce to afoms or to fine spray,— said of liquids.—Afomizer. n. (Med.) An instru-
ment for converting liquids into spray for inhala-
tion, local anaesthesia, etc.

Atone, a-ton', v. i. [atoxed (-toncK), atoning.] To
stand as an equivalent ; to make reparation, com-
pensation, etc.; to expiate. — v. t. To reconcile: to
answer or make satisfaction for. — Aton'able, a. —
Atone'ment, n. Reconciliation ; reparation made
by giving an equivalent for an injury. (Tfieol.)

]The expiation ot sin made by Christ. — Aton'er, n. I

Atrocious, a-tro'shus, a. Extremely heinous; enor-
inously wicked ; flagrant. — Atro'ciously, adv. —
Atro'ciousness, Atrocity, a-tros'i-ti, n. Enormous
wickedness or cruelty.

Atrophy, afro-f 1, n. A wasting awav from lack of
nourishment.

Atropia, a-tro'pY-a, Atro'pina. Atropine, -ro-pin. n.
-(Cnem.) A very poisonous alkaloid extracted from
the Atropa belladonna, or deadly nightshade.

Atlas.

Attach, nt-tacb/, v. t. [attached (-tachf), attach-
ixg.J To bind, fasten, or tie; to take by legal au-
thority: to lay hold on, affix, gain over, win.— v. i.

To adhere. — Attachment, n. Act of, or state of
being, etc. ; a passion or affection ; that by which
one tiling is attached to another : an adjunct. (Civ.
Law.) A seizure by legal process ; the writ com-
manding such seizure. — Attache*, at-ta-sha', n.
One attached to the suite of an ambassador. [F.]

Attack, at-tak', v. t. [attacked (-takf), attack-
ing.] To fall upon with force or with unfriendly
words; to assail, invade. (C'/iem.) To begin to de-
compose, by chemical agents. — n. A falling on with
violence, or with calumny, satire, etc.; onset; in-
road: charge.

Attain, at-tan', v. i. [attaixed (-tand'), attaix-
ixg.] To come or arrive, by motion or efforts; to
reach. — »'. t. To achieve ; to gain ; to equal. — At-
tainable, a. Capable of being, etc. [Improperly
used for obtainable, procurable.} — Attain'abil'ity,
Attain'ableness, n. — Attain'ment, n. Act of, etc.,

that which_is, etc.; proficiency in knowledge.
Attaint, at-tanf, v. i. To stain; to disgrace. (Law.)
To taint or corrupt, as blood: to taint, as the credit
of jurors giving a false verdict, —n. A stain; spot.
(Law.) A writ to inquire whether a jurv has given
a false verdict. (Far.) A wound on a horse's leg,
made by over-reaching.

Attemper, at-tem'per, v. t. [attempered (-perd),
-perixg.] To reduce, modify, or moderate, by mix-
ture: to soften; to mix in just proportion; to" make
suitable; to adapt.

Attempt, at-temf, v. t. To make trial of; to make
an attack upon. — v. i. To make an effort or an
attack. — n. An essay, trial, or endeavor.

Attend, at-tend', v. t. 'To go or stay with; to wait on,
accompany; to be united or consequent to. — v. i. To
pay attention with a view to perceive, understand, or
comply ; heed ; listen : wait or be in waiting. — At-
tend'ance. n. Act of. etc.; persons attending; a train;
a retinue. — Attend'ant, a. Present, or in the train

:

accompanying or immediately following, as conse-
quential. (Law.) Depending on, or owing duty or
service to.— n. One who, or that which, etc. — At-
tenf, a. Attentive. — Atten'tion, n. Act of attend-
ing or heeding: act of civility; care; respect; regard;
notice. — Attentive, -iv, a. Full of attention ;

mindful ; civil ; polite.

Attenuate, at-ten'u-at, v. t. To make thin, or less
viscid; to make slender; to draw out or extend in
length, —v. i. To become thin, slender, or fine; to
lessen.

Attest, at-tesf, v. t. To bear witness to: to give proof
of; to call to witness. — Attesta'tion, ft. Testimony;
esp., official testimony. — Attesfor, n.

Attic, at'tik. a. Pert, to Attica, in Greece, or to its prin-
cipal city, Athens.— n. (Arch.) A story in the upper
part of a house; a garret.

Attire, at-tir', v. t. [attired (-tlrd'), attirixg.]
To dress, array, adorn. — n. Clothes; dress.

Attitude, at'ti-tud, n. Posture or position. — Attitu'-
dinize, v. i. [attitudixized (-nizd), -nizixg.] To
assume affected attitudes.

Attorney, at-ter'ni, n. ; pi. Attor'xeys. (Law.) One
legally appointed by another to transact business for
him. — Power of attorney. A document by which
one is authorized to transact business for another.
— Attorneyship, n. Office of, etc.

Attract, at-trakf. v. t. To draw or cause to tend to-
ward: to cause to adhere or combine; to allure; to
engage. — Attract'able, a. Capable of being, etc. —
Attract'abiKity, ». — Attract'ile, -il, a. Having
power to attract." — Attraction, -trak'shun, n.

(Phi/sics.) An invisible powerin a body by which it

draws anything to itself; the powerin nature tend-
ing to draw bodies together or to produce cohesion,
and resisting separation. Act of attracting: power
or act of alluring, inviting, or engaging. — Attract-
ive, -iv, a. Having the power ot. etc.: enticing; in-
viting. — n. That which, etc. — Attractively, adv.
— AttracfivenesB, n.

Attribute, at-trib'ut, v. t. To consider as belonging
to: to ascribe to; charge.— Attribute, aftrT-hut, n.

A thing that may be attributed; inherent quality;
essential or necessary property. — Attributable, a.

sun, cube, full; moon, f(Jot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boxbox, chair, get.
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Capable of being attributed. —Attribution, n.

Act of attributing; quality attributed.— Attrib /
'u-

tive, -tiv, a. Relating to, or expressing, an attribute.
— n. A word denoting an attribute or quality.

Attrite, at-trif, a. Worn by rubbing or friction. —
Attrition, -trish'un.M. Act of wearing by friction;

abrasion; state of being worn.
Attune, at-tun', v. t. [attuned (-tund')i attuning.]
To put in tune, arrange fitly, make accordant.

Auburn, aw'bern, a. Reddish brown.
Auction, awk'shun, n. A public sale of propejty to
the highest bidder: a vendue.— Auctioneer', -er^, n.

The person who sells, etc. — v. t. To sell by auction.
Audacious, aw-da'shus, a. Contemning restraints of
law, religion, or decorum ; bold in wickedness.

—

Auda'ciousness, -dacity, -das'I-tY, n. Daring spirit

or confidence; venturcsomeness: presumptuous im-
pudence; hardihood; boldness; effrontery; contempt
of law or moral restraint.

Audible, aw'dt-bl, a. Capable of being heard. — Au-
dibil'ity, Au'dibleness, n. Quality of being, etc.—Au'dibly, adv.— Au'dience, n. Act of hearing; ad-
mittance to a hearing ; an assembly of hearers. —
Au'dit, n. An examination, esp. of accounts, with
the hearing of the parties concerned, by proper offi-

cers. — v. t. To examine and adjust, as' accounts. —
Au'ditor, -er, n. A hearer or listener ; one author-
ized to adjust accounts. — Au'ditorship, n. Office of,

etc. — Au'ditory, a. Pert, to the sense of hearing.
— n. An assembly of hearers ; audience.— Au'dit-
ress, n. A female hearer. — Audito'rium, n. The
part of a theater, etc., occupied by the audience.

Augean, aw-je'an, a. Pert,
to Augeus or his stable,
containing 3,000 oxen and
uncleaned for 30 years ;

filthy.

Auger, aw'ger, n. A car-
penter's boring tool; an in-
strument for perforating
soils or rocks.

Aught, awt,ra. A whit; any-
thing ; any part.

Augment, awg-menf, v. 1.

To enlarge or increase; to
make bigger, — v. ?. To
grow larger. —Aug'ment,
n. Enlargement by addi-
tion ; increase. —Augmen-
tation, n. Act of, etc.; Auger,
state of being, etc.; thing added. — Augmenfative,
-tiv, a. Having the quality of, etc'

Augur, aw'ger, n. (Ro:n. Antiq.) One who foretold
future events by the actions of birds, or by other
signs. One who pretends to foretell future events
by omens; a soothsayer. — v. i. [augured (-gerd),
auguring (-ger-ing)'.] To conjecture by signs or
omens; to prognosticate.

—

v. t. To predict or fore-
tell; to betoken.— Au'gury, n. Foretelling of events,
etc. ; an omen : prediction.

August, aw-gust', n.

Creating extraordi-
nary respect and vene-
ration ; grand ; impos-
ing ; majestic.

Au'gust, aw'gust, n.

The eighth month of
the year.

Augustine, aw-gusfin,
Augustin'ian, n.

(Eccl. Hist.) A monk
of an order named
from St. Augustine ;

Austin friar; White
friar. — Au'gustin''-
ian, n. One who fol-

lows St. Augustine in
maintaining that grace
is effectual from its

nature, absolutely and
morally, not relatively

Auk? aw kfSf ' A sea-
Great Auk

- ^Alca imp^nis.)

bird of the Alca family, including the penguin and
puffin.

Aulic, aw'lik, a. Pert, to a royal court.
Aunt, ant, n. A father's or mother's sister.

Aural, aw'ral, a. Belonging to the ear. — Au'rist,
h. One skilled in disorders of the ear. — Au'ricle,
-rl-kl, n. (Anat.) The external ear; one of two mus-
cular sacs at tl^e base of the heart, resembling the
external ear of some quadrupeds. A kind of ear-
trumpet. — Auric'ular, a. Pert, to the ear, or sense
of hearing; told in the ear ; secret ; recognized by
the ear; traditional. {Med.) Pert, to the auricles of
the heart. — n. A circle of feathers surrounding
the opening of a bird's ear ; the little finger.

Auriferous, aw-rifSr-us, a. Yielding or producing
gold.

Aurochs, aw'roks, n. (Zobl.) The Bos urns, or bison,
of Poland.

Aurora, aw-ro'ra, n. The dawn of day; redness of
the sky before sunrise; a species of crowfoot.— Au-
ro'ra borea'lis. A luminous meteoric phenomenon,
supposed to be of electrical origin; northern lights.— A. austra'lis. Southern lights.

Auscultation, aws-kul-ta'shun, n. Act of listening.
(Med.) A method of distinguishing diseases,'' esp.
in the thorax, by observing sounds, esp. by means
of the stethoscope._

Auspicate, aw'spl-kat, v. 1. To give a favorable turn to
in commencing. —Au'spice, -spis, n. : pi. Au' spices,
-spi-sez. Omen; augury; protection extended; fa-
vor shown; patronage.— Auspicial.-spish'al, a. Pert,
to auspices. — Auspicious, -spish'us, a. Having
omens of success or favorable appearances; lucky;
propitious. —

,

Auspi'ciously, adv.
Austere, aw-ster', a. Sour with astringency; severe

in modes of judgment, living, or acting; rigid; harsh;
rough ; stern.

Authentic, aw-thcn'tik, -tical. a. Of approved au-
thority ; to be relied on ; true ; certain ; genuine.—
Authenticate. >\ t. To establish by proof; to render
authentic; to prove to be genuine.

—

Authen'tica'-
tion. n. — Authenticity, -tis'l-tT, n. Quality of be-
ing, etc.

Author, aw'ther, n. The beginner, former, or first

mover of anything ; the creator ; one who writes a
book.— Au'thoress. ». A female author. — Author-
ship, n. State of being, etc.— Authoritative, -thBr'T-
ta-tiv, a. Having authority, or an air of authority ;

positive. — Author 'itatively, adv. — Authority, n.
Legal or rightful power ; dominion ; persons exer-
cising command — chiefly in the pi.; influence of
character, office, station, etc.; testimony; witness:
the person who testifies; a precedent, decision of a
court, official declaration ; a book, containing pre-
cedents, etc. ; the name of its author. — Au/thoriza/'-

tion, n. Establishment by authority. — Au'thorizs,
v. t. [-ized (-Tzd), -izing.] To clo'the with author-
ity, empower, legalize: to establish by authority; to
give authority, credit, or support to.

*

Autobiography, aw'to-bi-og'ra-fl, n. A memoir of a
person written by himself.

Autochthon, aw-tok'thon, n. One sprung from the
same soil he inhabits; an aboriginal or native; that
which is original to a country.

Autocrat, aw'to-krat, n. An absolute sovereign ; a
title of emperors of Russia: one invested with inde-
pendent power and unaccountable for his actions.

Auto-da-fe, aw-to-da-fa, n. ; pi. Autos-da-fe. -toz-.

Punishment of a heretic bv burning, in conformity
with a judgment of the Inquisition; the sentence
then read.

Autograph, aw'to-graf, n. One's own handwriting;
an original manuscript.

Automath, aw'to-math, n. A self-taught person.
Automaton, aw-tonr'a-ton,?!.,- pi. -atons; L.pl. -ATA,

-ta. A machine moved by interior machinery which
imitates actions of men 6r animals; any self-moving
machine. — Automatic, -ical, a. Pert, to, or per-
formed by, an automaton; self-acting; esp. applied
to machinery, in which movements commonly made
by hand are "made by the machine itself; not depend-
ing on the will; acting involuntarily.

Autonomy, aw-ton'o-ml, n. Power or right of self-

government; man's power, as possessed of reason, to

give law to himself.
Autopsy, aw'top-sT, n. Pevsoinl observation or ex-
amination. (Med.) Post-mortem examination.
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photograph made by
fi-pt or -to-ti'pY, n.'

Autotype, aw'to-tip, n. A
totypy. — Autotypy, -tot

photographic method of making transcripts of pic-

tures, Dy potassium bichromate as a chemical agent.
Autumn, aw'tura, n. The third season of the year;
the season between summer and winter; fall.

Auxiliar, awg-zil'yar, -iliary, -zil'ya-rT, a. Helping; as-

sisting; subsidiary.— Auxiliary, n. A helper; assis-

tant; in pi., foreign troops in the service of a nation
at war. {Oram.) A verb helping to form the moods
and tenses of other verbs. {Math.) A quantity in-

troduced to facilitate some operation.
Avail, a-val', v. t. [availed (-vald'), availing.] To

profit; to assist; to promote.— v. i. To be of use;
to answer the purpose.— n. Advantage; benefit;—pi., profits or proceeds. — Available, a. Capable
of being used to advantage; profitable; able to ef-

fect the object; valid.
Avalanche, av-a-lansh', n. A snow-slip; a mass of
snow, ice, or earth sliding_ down a mountain.

Avant-courier, a-voN'koo-rer, n. One sent in advance
to give notice of another's approach.

Avarice, av'a-ris, n. Excessive love of money or gain;
cupidity; greediness; covetousness.— Avari'cious,
-rish'us, a. Actuated by avarice ; parsimonious

;

miserly ; niggardly.
Avenge, a-venj', v. t. [avenged (-venjd''), aven-
ging.] To vindicate by inflicting pain or evil on the
wrong-doer; to revenge.— Aven^ger, n.

Avenue, av'e-nu, n. An entrance; way; passage; an
alley or walk, usually shaded by trees; a wide street.

Aver, a-ver', v. t. [averred (a-verd'), averring.]
To declare positively ; to asseverate, affirm, protest,
avouch.

Average, av'er-ej, a. Medial ; containing a mean
proportion; according to the laws of average.— n.

A contribution to a general loss; a mean proportion;
medial quantity; a medial estimate or general state-

ment from a comparison of specific cases ; duty
payable to shipmasters on goods. — v.t. [aver-
aged (-ejd), -aging.] To reduce to a mean; to pro-
portion. — v. i. To be or form a medial sum or
quantity.

Avert, a-vertr , v. t. To turn or cause to turn off,

aside, or away.— v. i. To turn away.— Aversion,
-ver'shun, n. Opposition or repugnance ; dislike ;

contrariety of nature; cause of repugnance; disgust;

antipathy.
Aviary, a'vY-a-r'i, n. An inclosure for keeping birds.
— A'vicuFture, -chur, n. Care of birds.

Avidity, a-vid'T-tT, n.' An intense desire; strong ap-
petite ; eagerness.

Avocation, av-o-ka'shun, n. Act of calling aside, or
diverting; the business that calls off. [Improperly
used for vocation.']

Avoid, a-void', v.t. To keep at a distance from ; to

make void ; to annul or vacate ; to shun. (Plead-
ing.) To defeat or evade, as a pica. — v. i. (Law.)
To become void, vacant, or empty.— Avoidless, a.

Unavoidable.
Avoirdupois, av'er-du-poiz', n. or a. A weight in which
a pound contains 16 ounces, or 7,000 Troy grains.

Avouch, a-vowch', v. t. [avouched C-vowcht'), A-

VOUCHING.] To declare positively, maintain, sup-
port.

Avow, a-vow', v. t. [avowed (-vowd'), avowing.]
To declare openly; to own; to acknowledge; to con-
fess. (Laio.) To acknowledge and justify, as an
act done.— Avow'al, n. An open or frank decla-

ration. — Avow'edly, adv. Openly. — Avowee', n.

An advowee ; one who has the right to present to

a benefice. — Avow'er, n. One who avows. — Avowt-
ry, -rt, n. (Law.) Act of a distrainer of goods, who,
in an action of replevin, avows and justifies the
taking in his own right.

Avulsion, a-vul'shun, n. A tearing asunder; a frag-
ment torn off. (Law.) Sudden removal of land
from one man's estate to another's by an inundation,
cm-rent, etc.

Avuncular, a-vun'ku-lar, a. Of or pert, to an uncle.
Await, a-waf, v. t. To wait or look out for ; to ex-
pect; to be ready for.

Awake, a-wak', v. t. [awoke, awaked (-wakf),
awaking.] To arouse from sleep, or a state resem-

bling sleep ; to put intoaction. —v. i. To cease to
sleep, etc. — a. Not sleeping ; wakeful.— Awaken,
awak'n, v. t. and *. [-ened (-nd), -ening.] To
awake.

Award, a-wawrd',u. t. To give by judicial determina-
tion; to assign by sentence; to adjudge.— v. i. To
determine; to make an award. — n. A judgment,
sentence, or final decision ; esp. decision of arbitra-
tors ; paper containing such decision.

Aware, a-war', a. Watchful ; vigilant ; hence, ap-
prised; cognizant.

Awash, a-woshr , a. Washed by the waves or tide.
Away, a-wa', adv. Absent; at a distance; continu-
ously; without intermission.— inter;'. Begone.

Awe, aw, n. Profound fear with admiration or rever-
ence; dread; veneration. — v.t. [awed (awd), aw-
ing.] To strike with, etc.— Awlul, a. Striking, or
filling with, etc. — Aw'fully, adv. — Awlulness, n.— Awe'struck, a. Impressed with awe.

Aweather, a-wetb/er, adv. (Naut.) On the weather
side, or toward the wind; opp. to alee.

Aweigh, a-wa', adv. (Naut.) Drawn out of the ground,
and hanging; atrip,— said of the anchor.

Awhile, a-hwiK, adv. A space of time ; for some
time; for a short time.

Awkward, awk'werd, a. Wanting dexterity ; with-
out skill; bungling; ungraceful; clumsy; uncouth.

Awl, awl, n. A pointed instrument for making small
holes.

Awn, awn, n. The bristle or beard of barley, oats,
grasses, etc.

Awning, awning, n. A covering from sun, rain, etc.

Awoke'. See Awake.
Awry, a-ri', a. or adv. Turned or twisted toward one

side ; asquint.
Ax, Axe, aks, n. An instrument for hewing timber,
chopping wood, etc.

Axial. See Axis.
Axil, aksll, Axilla, -ilia, n. The armpit.
Axiom, aks'Y-um, n. A self-evident and necessary
truth or proposition; an established principle; max-
im; aphorism; adage.

Axis, aksls, n. ; pi. Axes, aks'ez. The straight line
on which a body revolves. (Anat.) The second
vertebra of the neck; a tooth-like process, on its up-
per surface, serving as a pivot on which the first

vertebra turns. (Bot.) The central ma^K
part or column of a plant, around
which the other parts are disposed.

,

A central or medial line between cor-
responding parts. — Axle, aksl, n.

A shaft, rod, bar, or spindle forming
the axis of a pulley, drum, or wheel. —
Ax'letree, n. A transverse bar con-
necting the opposite wheels of a car- -r, A ,

riage.
D

'
AXle -

Ay, Aye, aT, adv. Yes; yea; — a word expressing assent.— n._ An affirmative vote; a voter in the affirmative.
Aye, a. adv. Always ; continually.
Aye-aye, ai'aY, n. (Zo'dl.) A nocturnal quadruped
found in Mada-
fascar, s o called
rom its cry.

Azalea, a-zale-a, n.
A genus of flower-
ing plants.

Azoic, a-zolk, a.
Destitute of ani-
mal life. — Azote,
a-zot', n. (Chem.)
A gas unfit for.,^
respiration; nitro-^Mi
gen. — Az'otize, *|
-tlz, v. t. [azo- ^;"

tized (-tizd), AZO-
tizing.] To im- -^
pregnate with, \WM£/cfi$xPrMw .^ass^.
etc. ; to nitrogen-

Azu're, azh'gr or Aye-Aye.
a'zher, a. Of a sky-blue; cerulean.

—

n. The blue
color of the sky ; the blue vault above. (Her.) Blue,
represented in engraving by horizontal lines. —
Az'urite, -it, n. Blue carbonate of copper.

siin, cube, full ; moon, fo"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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B.

B, be. The 2d letter in the English alphabet ; a Vocal
labial consonant, the correlative of p. It is etymo-
logically convertible with>», p, f, v, and w. (Mus.)
The nominal of the 7th tone in the model major
scale (scale of C major), or of the 2d tone in its rela-
tive minor scale (scale of A minor).—B flat (Bb.)
The tone or half step, or semitone lower than B.

Baa, ba, n. The cry of sheep. — v. i. To cry or bleat, etc.

Babble, bab'bl, v. i. [babbled (bab'bld), -bling.]
To utter words imperfectly or unintelligibly ; to
prate ; to chatter; to make a constant murmuring
noise, as a stream running over rocks. — v. t. To
prate; to utter.— n. Idle talk ; senseless prate; un-
meaning words. — Bab'bler, n. An idle talker ; a
tell-tale.

Babe, bab, Baby, ba'bY, n. An infant; a doll.— a.
Pert, to, or resembling, an infant. — v. t. [babied
(ba'bid), babying.] To treat like a child.— Ba'by-
hood, -hdod, n. State of being, etc. — Ba'byish, a.
Like, etc. ; childish.

Babel, ba'bel, n. A confused combination of sounds;
disorder.

Baboo, Babu, ba/boo, n. A title of respect among the
Hindoos.

Baboon, bab-oon'", n. A large
species of monkey.

Baccalaureate, bak-ka-law'-
re-at, n. The degree of bach-
elor of arts. — a. Pert, to,

etc.

Baccara, Baccarat, bak-ka-
ra/', n. A French game of
cards.

Bacchanal, bak'ka-nal, -na-
lian, -nall-an, n. A devotee
of Bacchus ; one prone to
drunken revels.— a. Pert,
to reveling in intemperate
drinking.— Bac'chanals,
-nalz, -nalia, -na'lT-a, n. pi.
Feasts in honor of Bacchus;
drunken revels. —Bacchant,
-kanf, n.; L.pl. Bacchan-
tes, -kan'tez. A priest of
Bacchus; a bacchanal ; a rev-
eler. — Bacchante, -kant',

J^Doon.

n. A priestess of Bacchus ; a female bacchanal.—
Bac'chic, -kik, -chical, a. Pert, to, etc.; jovial with
intoxication ; drunken.

Bachelor, bach'e-ler, n. A man who has not married;
one who has taken the first degree at a college or
university; a young knight.

Back, bak, n. The upper or hinder part of an animal;
part opp. to the front; the rear; outward or upward
part of a thing, as opp. to the inner or lower part;
part opp. or most remote; part out of sight,— a. In
the rear ; remote.— adv. To the place whence one
came; to or toward a former state, condition, etc.;
away from the front ; again ; in return. — v. t.

[backed (bakt), backing/) To get upon the back
of; to support or strengthen by aid; to force back-
ward; to furnish with a back.

—

v. i. To move or
go back.— To back out, orb. down. To withdraw from
an engagement. — To b. round, said of the wind
when it shifts against the sun's course, indicating
more bad weather. — To b. an anchor. (Naut.) To
lav down a small anchor ahead of a large one, to
which it is fastened.— To b. astern. In rowing, to
manage the oars in a direction contrary to the usual
method. ,— To b. the oars, or back water. To row
backward. — To b. the sails. To arrange them so as
to take out the wind, and cause the ship to move
astern. — To b. up. To support or sustain. — Back'-
er, n. One who. or that which, backs or supports
another. — Back'ward, -wards, adv. With the back
in advance ; toward the back ; on the back, or with
the back downward ; toward or in past time ; from

a better to a worse state ; in a reverse manner or
direction ; contrarily. — Back 'ward, a. Unwilling;
averse ; dull of apprehension ; late or behindhand.— Back'bite, -bit, v. t. To speak evil of in the ab-
sence of the person traduced. — v. i. To revile the
absent. — Back'biter, n. — Back'bone, -bon, ». The
spine ; firmness ; spirit ; grit. door, -d6r, n. A
door at the back of a building or chamber ; a pri-

vate passage ; indirect way.—ground, n. Ground
in the rear ; a place of obscurity or shade. (Art.)
The part of a picture behind, and subordinate to,

the foreground. handed, a. With the hand
turned backward; indirect ; oblique, —adv. With
the hand, etc.—house,//. A building behind a
main building ; a privy.—log, n. A Targe stick.,

forming the back of a fire.—piece, -pes, -plate, -plat,

n. Armor covering the back. —side, n. Hinder
part of anything ; the rear.—sight, -sit, n. (Surv.)
The first reading of the leveling staff.—slide, -slid'

v. i. [backslid (-slid), p. p. -slid'den, -slid ;

-sliding (-slid'ing).] To fall back or off ; to apos-
tatize.—slid'er, n. One who, etc. ; a renegade.—
-staff, n. An instrument for taking the altitude of
heavenly bodies.—stairs, -starz, n. pi. Staire at
the back of the house; a private or indirect way.—
-stair, a. Indirect; illegitimate; undue. —stays,
-staz, n. pi. (JYaut.) Ropes from the top-mast
heads to both sides of a ship, to support the mast. —
-stream, n. A current flowing up-stream.—sword,
-sord, n. A sword with one sharp edge.— -water,
-waw-ter, n. Water held back, as in a stream, by
some obstruction: water thrown back by the turn-
ing of a water-wheel, etc.—woods, -wdodz, n. pi.

Forests or partly cleared ground on the frontiers of
a newly settled country.—woods'man, n. An in-
habitant of, etc.

Backgammon, bak-gam'mon, n. A game played by
two persons, upon a tray, with checkers and dice. —
v. t. To defeat one's opponent, before he has moved
his counters from the first quarter of the board.

Bacon, ba'kn, n. Hog's flesh salted or pickled and
smoked.

Bad, bad, a. \comp. worse (wers), superl. worst,
(werst).] Wanting good qualities ; evil ; vicious.— Bad'ly, adv. — Bad'ness, n.

Bad, Bade. See Bid.
Badge, baj, n. A distinctive mark worn on the person.
Badger, baj'er, n. A burrowing quadruped akin to
the bear. (E. Law.) A person licensed to buy and
sell corn. — v. t. [badgered (baj'erd), -ering.)
To follow up, as the badger is hunted ; to pester or
worry.

Badinage, bad-e-nazh', n. Light or playful discourse.
Baffle, baf'fl, v. t. [baffled (-fid), -fling.] To treat
with mockery; to check by shifts and turns ; to
balk ; to frustrate, elude, foil.

Bag, n. A sack or pouch, to hold or convey anything.— v. t. [bagged (bagd), bagging.] To put into a
bag; to seize or entrap.— v. i. To swell like a
full bag.— Bag'ging, n. Cloth or materials for bags.— B a g ' g y , -gl, a.

Bulged out, like a bag.
— Bag'man, n. One
who carries a bag ; a
commercial traveler. —
-pipe, n. A Scottish
musical instrument,
consisting of a leathern
bag, and of pipes, into
which air is pressed
by the performer.

Bagatelle, bag'a-tel, n. A
trifle ; thing of no im-
portance; a game
played with balls on a
board having holes at
one end.

Bagpipe.

am,- fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; Cud, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r
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Baggage, bag'ej, n. The tents, clothing, utensils, etc.,

of an army; trunks, bags, etc., for travelers; lug-
gage. A strumpet ; a playful, saucy young woman.

Bagnio, ban'yo, n. A bath-house ; a brothel.
Ban, ba, inierj. An exclamation of disgust or con-
tempt; pah.

Bail, bal, v. t. [bailed (bald), bailing.] {Law.) To
set free from arrest, security being given for the ap-
pearance of the person bailed ; to deliver, upon a
contract that the trust shall be executed. To free
from water.— n. {Law.) One who procures a pris-

oner's release by becoming surety for his appear-
ance in court; the security given. The handle of a
kettle, etc.— Bailee, bal-e', n. {Law.) One to whom
goods are committed in trust.— BaiKer, -or, -er, n.

{Law.) One who delivers goods to another in trust.— Bair iff, n A sheriff's deputy, appointed to make
arrests, collect fines, summon juries, etc.— Baili-
wick, n. {Law.) The precincts in which a bailiff

has jurisdiction.
Bait, bat, n. Thing used to catch fish, etc.; a lure;
enticement ; temptation ; refreshment taken on a
journey. — v. t. To put on or in, as on a hook, trap,
etc., to allure game; to feed upon the road; to pro-
voke and harass.— v. i. To stop for refreshment on
a journey.

Baize, baz, n. A coarse woolen stuff, with long nap.
Bake, bak, v. t. [baked (bakt), baking.] To heat,
dry, and harden; esp. to prepare for food, in a close
place heated.— v. i. To do the work of baking; to
be baked. — Ba'ker. n. One who bakes bread, bis-

cuit, etc. ; a portable tin oven. —Baker's dozen. .

Thirteen in number. — Ba'kery, -er-T, n. A place
for baking ; bakehouse. — Ba'king, n. Quantity
baked at once.

Balance, bal'ans, n. An apparatus for weighing bod-
ies; what is needed to equalize two quantities; act
of comparing or weighing; an equipoise or just pro-
portion; a regulating wheel in a watch. (Astron.)
A sign in the zodiac, called Libra. [Improperly
used for remainder.] — v. t. [balanced (-anst),

-ancing.J To bring to an equipoise; to weigh in a
balance ; to render equal ; to compare in relative
force, value, etc.; to settle and adjust, as an account.
{Dancing.') To move toward, and then back from,
reciprocally. — v. i. To be in equipoise ; to hesitate.

{Dancing.) To move toward, etc.

Balcony, barko-ni, n.

building
A gallery on the outside of a

ig.

Bald, bawld, a. Destitute of natural covering, as of
hair, feathers, foliage, etc.; destitute of ornament;
unadorned.

Balderdash, bawl'der-dash, n. A worthless mixture,
esp. badly mixed liquor; a senseless jargon of words;
ribaldry.

Baldric, bawKdrik, n. A warrior's girdle.
Bale, bal, n. A bundle of goods corded for transporta-
tion.—);, t. [baled (bald), baling.] To make up
in a bale.

Bale, bal, n. Misery; calamity; sorrow.
Bale, v. t. To free from water. See Bail.
Baleen, ba-lenr , n. Horny plates in the whale's ,

mouth ; whalebone in plates.
Balk, bawk, n. An unplowed ridge or strip; a great

jbeam or rafter ; a hindrance ; disappointment. —
J

v. t. [balked (bawkt), balking.] To leave un-
touched in plowing; to disappoint, frustrate.— v.i.

To stop abruptly in one's course.
Ball, bawl, n. Any round body; any round or protu-
berant part of the body; a familiar
game. — v. i. [balled (bawld),
balling.] To form, as snow, into
balls, as on the feet. —Ball and socket
joint. A joint in which a ball moves
within a socket, giving motion in
every direction. — BalK-cartridge,
-kart-rij, n. A cartridge containing
a bullet.

Ball, bawl, n. A social assembly for
dancing.— Ballad, ballad, n. A pop-
ular song in simple verses. — Ballet,
balla, n. A theatrical exhibition B

.
all an.d

with music, dancing, etc. socket 30lnt -

Ballast, bal'last, n. {Naut.) Any heavy substance
placed in the hold of a vessel, to steady it. Gravel,

broken stone, etc., solidifying the bed of a railroad.
— v. t. To furnish with, etc.

Balloon, bal-loonl n. A bag, of silk or other light
material, filled with hydrogen gas or heated air, so
as to rise and float in 'the atmosphere. {Arch.) A
ball or globe on the top of a pillar. ( Chem.) A
spherical glass receiver.

Ballot, ballot, n. Orig., a ball used in voting; a writ-
ten or printed vote; act of voting by balls or tickets;
amount of votes cast. —v. i. To vote or decide by
ballot.

Balm, bam, n. An aromatic plant ; resinous sap of
certain trees; a fragrant ointment; anything which
heals, or soothes or mitigates pain. — v. t. To anoint
with balm ; to assuage.— Balsam, bawl'sam, n. An
aromatic resinous substance, containing an essen-
tial or volatile oil. {Bot.) A species of tree ; an
annual garden plant; balsamine. {Med.) A mix-
ture of natural balsams and other articles.

Balmoral, bal-mor'al, n. A thick woolen petticoat; a
kind of shoe.

Baluster, ballis-ter, n. {Arch.) A small column or
pilaster, supporting the rail of a staircase, etc.; the
lateral part of the volute of the Ionic capital. [Im-
properly called ban'nister.] — BaKustrade, -trad, n.

A row of balusters, joined by a rail.

Bamboo, bam-bool n. A kind of reed.
Bamboozle, bam-bob'zl, v. t. To play tricks upon.
Ban, ban, n. A public proclamation or edict ; inter-

diction ; curse, {pi) Public notice of a marriage
proposed. — v. t. To curse; to execrate.

Banana, ba-na'na, n. A species of the plantain tree,

and its fruit.

Band, band, n. That with which a thing is bound or
fastened. {Arch.) A flat, low molding; a continu-
ous tablet or series of ornaments : the molding
which encircles Gothic pillars and small shafts. See
Molding. Means of union between persons ; a
linen neck ornament worn by clergymen; a com-
pany united in design, esp. a body of armed men, or
of musicians.— v.t. To bind, tie, or mark with a
band; to unite in a troop, company, or confederacy.
— v.i. To confederate.— Band'age, -ej, n. A fillet

or swathe, for binding up wounds, etc. — v. t. [band-
aged (-ejd), -aging.] To bind with, etc. — Bandeau,
ban'do, n. ; pi. -deaux, -doz. A narrow band or
fillet ; a head-dress.

Bandana, -danna, ban-dan'na, n. A kind of silk or
cotton handkerchief.

Bandit, ban'dit, n. ; pi. -dits or -ditti, -ditlT. A
lawless fellow ; brigand ; outlaw.

Bandoline, ban'do-lin, n. A gummy preparation for
holding the hair in place.

Bandy, ban'dt, n. A hooked club for striking a ball;

the game played with it.— v. t. [bandied (ban'-
did), bandying.] To beat to and fro, as a ball; to
give and receive reciprocally ; to exchange, toss

about,_ agitate.— Ban'dy-leg, «. A crooked leg.

Bane, ban, n. A deadly poison ; a cause of injury.

Bang, bang, v. t. [banged (bangd), banging.] To
beat; to handle roughly.— n. A blow.

Bang, Bangue, bang, n. A narcotic and intoxicating
drug made from Indian wild hemp.

Bangle, ban'gl, n. An ornamental ring worn upon
the arm, also upon the ankles in India and Africa.

Banian, Banyan, ban'yan or ban-yan', n. A Hindoo
merchant; a morning gown;
the Indian fig tree, whose
branches drop shoots which
take root and form new
stems.

Banish, banish, ?•. i. [ban-
ished (-isht), -ishing.J To
condemn to exile ; to drive
away ; expel.— Banish-
ment, n. Act of, or state of
being, etc.

Banister. See under Balus-
ter.

Banjo, ban'jo, n. A stringed Banian tree.

instrument, resembling the guitar and tamborine.
Bank, bank, n. A ridge of earth; steep acclivity: a

flat; a shoal; a bench of rowers in a galley. {Com.)
Money deposited by a number of persons for a par-
ticular use ; place'for depositing money; a corn-
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pany concerned in a bank.— v. t. [banked (bankt),
banking.] To raise a mound or dike about; to in-

close or fortify with a bank; to cover, as a fire, with
ashes, etc.— v. i. To deposit money in a bank; to
carry on banking. — Bank'er, n. One who keeps a
bank, receives and remits money, negotiates bills of
exchange, etc. — Banking, n. Business of a banker.
— Bank'-bill, re. In Amer., a promissory note of
a bank payable to bearer on demand; a bank note.
In Eng., a note or bill of exchange, of a bank, pay-
able to order.—book, re. Book for recording bank
accounts. note, n. A promissory note issued by
a bank, payable to bearer on demand, intended to
circulate as money.

Bankrupt, bankrupt, n. A trader who breaks or
fails; one unable to pay his debts. — a. Unable to
pay debts; insolvent, — v. t. To break in trade; to
make insolvent.— Bankruptcy, -si, re. State of be-

ing, or act of becoming, etc.

Banner, ban'ner, re. A military ensign; standard of
a prince or state; pennon.

Banns, banz, n.yl. Notice given in church of an in-

tended marriage. [See Ban.]
Banquet, bank' wet, re. A feast; entertainment.— v. t.

To treat with, etc. — v. i. To regale one's self, feast.

Bantam, ban'tam, re. A small variety of fowl, prob.
fr. Bantam, in Java.

Banter, ban'ter, v. t. [bantered (-terd), -teeing.] To
play upon in words and in good humor ; to rally,

ridicule, deride. — re. Humorous railery, pleasantry.
Bantingism, ban'ting-izm, re. The reducing of corpu-
lence by diet.

Bantling, bant'ling, re. A small child ; an infant.
Banyan. See Banian.
Baobab, ba'o-bab, re. The largest known tree in the
world, a native of trop-
ical Africa.

Baptism, bapfizm, re.

Act of baptizing; the
application of water, as
an initiation into the
visible church of
Christ. — Bap'tist, re.

One who administers,
etc.; esp. John, the fore-
runner of Christ. As a
c o n t r. of Anabaptist,
one who rejects infant baptism, and considers im-
mersion essential.— Bap'tistery, -ter-T, n. A place
where, etc. — Baptist'ic, -ical, a. Pert, to, etc. —
Baptize, -tiz', v. i. [baptized (-tizd'), -tizing.J To
administer baptism to; to christen. — Bapti'zer, n.

Bar, bar, re. A long piece of wood, metal, etc., esp.

as used for obstruction; any obstacle which hinders
or defends; a barrier; a bank at the mouth of a riv-

er or harbor. {Law.) The railing about the place for
counsel in courts of justice; the place in court for
prisoners; the legal profession: a special plea con-
stituting a sufficient answer to the plaintiff's action.
Any tribunal; the counter of a tavern, etc., over
which liquors are sold. {Her.) A horizontal mark
across the escutcheon. Aro„ = ,„.„ *{»„*,„*
(Mus.) Aline drawn per-
pendicularly across the
staff. — v. t. [barred
(bard), barring.] To
fasten with a bar ; to „
hinder; prevent ; to ex-

Bar ' Bar
"

Double Bar '

cept ; to cross with stripes or lines.— Barrage, bar/'-

rej, re. A mound or dyke, to raise the waters of a
river.— Barricade, bar'/ri-kad /', re. (Mil.) A defen-
sive fortification to check an enemy ; any bar, ob-
struction, or means of defense. — v. t. To fortify
with any slight work. — Bar'rier, -rl-er, re. (Fort.)
A kind of fence, to stop an enemj-. A fortress on the
frontier of a country; any obstruction ; limit or
boundary. — Bar'rister, re. A counselor admitted to
plead at the bar.

Barb, barb, re. Beard, or that which resembles it; the
point that stands backward in an arrow, fish-hook,
etc.; armor anciently worn by horses, set with iron
spikes. — v. t. To furnish with barbs; to clothe, as a
horse, with armor.— Bar'ber, re. One who shaves the
beard, and cuts and dresses the hair, of others. —
v. t. To shave and dress the hair of.

Baobab.

1

Barb, barb, re. A horse of the breed originating in
Barbary; a pigeon, ori»;. fr. Barbary.

Barbacan, -bican, bar-'bi-kan, /;. '(Fort.) An ad-
vanced work defending the entrance to a castle or
city. An opening in the wall of a fortress for guns.

Barbarian, bar-ba'rT-an, re. A man in his rude, unciv-
ilized state; a cruel, savage, brutal man. — a. Pert,
to, or resembling savages ; rude.— Bar'barism, -ba-
rizm, n. An uncivilized state or condition; speech
contrary to the idioms of a language. — Barbarity,
-bar'i-ti, re. Manners of a barbarian; savageness;
cruelty. — Bar'barize, -riz, v. i. To become barba-
rous; to use a foreign or barbarous mode of speech.— v. t. To make barbarous. — Bar'barous, -rus, a.
Uncivilized ; cruel ; contrary to the idioms of a lan-
guage.— Bar'barously, adv. — Bar'barousness, re.

Barbecue, bar'be-ku, re. A hog, ox, etc., roasted
whole; an open-air entertainment at which animals
are roasted whole, —v. f. [barbecued (-kud), -cu-
ing.] To dress and roast whole.

Barberry, bar'ber-rl, Berberry, ber'ber-ri, re. (Bot.)
A hedge plant, bearing berries used for preserves.

Bard, bard, n. A Celtic minstrel; a poet.
Bare, bar, a. Without covering ; naked ; with the
head uncovered ; destitute ; empty ; mere; simple.— v. t. [bared (bard), baring] To strip off the
covering of ; to make naked. — Eare'ly, -IT, adv.
Only: nearly; nakedly.

Bare. The old preterit of bear; now bore. See Bear.
Barege, ba-razh', re. A thin dress stuff, of worsted or

silk and worsted.
Bargain, bar^gen, re. An agreement concerning the

sale of property ; any agreement or stipulation ; a
gainful transaction ; contract ; purchase. — v. t.

[bargained (-gend), -gaining.] To transfer for a
consideration, — v. i. To make a contract; to agree.

Barge, barj, re. A pleasure boat; a large boat for pas-
sengers or goods.

Barium, ba'rl-um, re. The metallic basis of baryta.
Bark, bark, re. The exterior covering of a tree; the
rind. — v. t. [barked (biirkt), barking.] To strip

the bark from; to peel; to cover or inclose with
bark.

Bark, bark, re. The noise made b}- a dog. — v. i. To
make the noise of dogs; to clamor.

Bark, Barque, bark, n. (Xaut.) A three-masted ves-
sel, having fore and
main masts rigged
as a ship, and the
mizzen as a schoon-
er ; any small ves-
sel. — Bark'entine,
-ten, re. A three-
masted vessel, with
foremast rigged
like a ship, main
and mizzen masts
like a schooner.

Barley, bar'li, re. A
grain, of the grass Bark,
family, used for making malt.

Barm, barm, re. Foam rising upon fermenting malt
liquors, used as leaven in bread. — Earm'y, -T, a.
Containing barm or yeast.

Barn, barn, re. A building for storing grain, hay, etc.;

also for stabling cattle and horses.
Barnacle, bar'na-kl, n. A shell-fish.— A species of
goose found in the northern seas. — pi. (Far.) An
instrument to put upon a horse's nose, to confine
him. A pair of spectacles.

Barometer, ba-rom,e-ter, n. An instrument for de-
termining the weight of the atmosphere, changes of
weather, or height of an ascent. — Baromet'ric,
-rical, a. Pert, to, or made by, etc.

Baron, bar'un, n. In Eng. the lowest title of nobility;
one ranking between a viscount and baronet. (Law.)
A husband. ( Cooker;/.) A double sirloin. — Bar'cn-
age, n. The whole body of barons or peers; the dig-
nity of, etc. ; the land which gives title to, etc.—
Bareness, re. A baron's wife or lady.— Baro'nial,
a. Pert, to, etc. — Bar'ony, re. The lordship, hon-
or, or fee of, etc.— Bar'onet, n. A dignity next
below a baron and above a knight.

Barouche, ba-roosh'', n. A four-wheeled carriage, with
a falling top.
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Barrack, bar'rak, n. {Mil.) A hut or house for soldiers,
esp. in garrison.

Barrator, bar'ra-ter, n. An encourager of litigation

;

a shipmaster who commits fraud in its management.— Bar'ratrou3, -trus, a. (Law.) Tainted with, etc.

—Bar'ratry, -tri, n. (Law.) Practice of encour-
aging law-suits. (Com.) A fraudulent breach of duty
by a ship-master or mariners.

Barrel, bar'rel, n. A round, bulgy vessel or cask;
the quantity contained in it, —varying from 31i to
36 gallons; any hollow cylinder.— v. t. [barreled
(-reld), -reling.] To put or pack in, etc.

Barren, bar,ren, a. Incapable of producing offspring;
producing nothing; sterile; dull; empty.

—

n. Ele-
vated lands, producing small trees, but not timber.

Barricade, Barrier, Barrister. See under Bar.
Barrow, bar'ro, n. A hand-carriage. A hog, esp. a
male hog castrated. A mound raised over graves,
esp. of those_ fallen in battle.

Barter, bar'ter, v. i. [bartered (-terd.), -teeing.]
To traffic by exchanging one commodity for another.—v. t. To exchange, or give in exchange.— n. Act of,
practice of, etc.; thing given in exchange; dealing;
traffic.

Bartizan, bar'ti-zan', n. A small overhanging tur-
ret, projecting from angles of towers, parapets, etc.

Baryta, b'a-ri'ta, n. (Jfin.) The heaviest of the earths.
n, Ba'rmm, -ri--um, n. A metal, the baseBary

of baryta
Barytone, Baritone, bar'T-ton, a. (Mus.) Grave and
deep. (Or. Gram.) Not marked with an accent
on the last syllable. — n. (Mas.') A male voice be-
tween bass and tenor. (Greek Gram.) A word
unmarked on the last syllable, the grave accent be-
ing understood.

Basalt, ba-sawlf, n. (Min.) A rock of igneous origin,
usually of a greenish-black color. A kind of black
porcelain.

Bas-bleu, ba-ble r or ba-bioo/', n. A literary lady; a
blue-stocking.

Base, has, a. Of humble birth and low degree; il-

legitimate by birth ; low in value or
estimation ; morally low ; unworthy ;

mean ; vile ; not refined ; deep or grave
in sound. (Law.) Not held by_ hon-
orable service. —Base or Bass, bas, a.
(Mus.) Deep or grave in sound. — a. The
lowest musical part ; the gravest male
voice. — Bassoon, bas-soon', n. (Mus.)
A wind instrument, resembling a flute,
having a very low note. — Bass-viol,
bas'vi'ol, n. (Mus.) A stringed instru-
ment for the bass part ; violoncello. —
Bas-relief, ba-re-lef, Bass-relief, bas'-
re-lef, Bas'so-rilie'vo, -re-le-a'vo, n.
Sculpture, whose figures do not stand
out far from the ground on which they
are formed. — Base'ment, n. (Arch.)
The lowest story of a building.

Base, bas, n. The bottom; the part of a
thing on which it stands. {Arch.) The
part of a column between pedestal and
shaft ; the lower projecting part of a _
wall. (Chem.) The principal element Bassoon,
of a compound. (Dyeing.) A substance used as a
mordant. (Mil.) A protected tract of conntry, from
which an army conducts operations. (Surv.) A line
from which to compute the distances and positions
of outlying points. — v. t. [based (bast), basing.]
To put on a base or basis; to found. — Basis, ba'sis,
n. ; pi. Ba'ses, -sez. That on which a thing rests ;

groundwork or first principle.
Bashaw, ha-shaw', Pacha, Pasha, pa-shaw', n. A
Turkish title of honor; a haughty, imperious per-
son.

Bashful, bash'ful, a. Having a down-cast look; very
modest.— Bash'fully, adv.— Bash/'fulness, n.

Basement. See under Base. a.
Basic, Basis, etc. See under Base. n.
Basilic, ba-ziKik, Basilica, -zil'i-ka, n. A king's pal-

ace; a large hall or court of justice; a church, chapel,
or cathedral.

Basilisk, baz'i-lisk, n. A fabulous serpent, whose
breath and look were thought to be fatal. (Nat.
Hist.) A genus of lizards.

Basin, ba'sn, n. A hollow vessel, to hold water; any
hollow place containing water. (Geol.) A forma-
tion, where the strata dip inward toward the center.
(Physical Geog.) A circular or oval valley; the
trr.ct of country drained by a river.

Bask, bask, v. i. [basked (baskt), basking.] To lie

in warmth; to be exposed to genial heat.— v. t. To
warm with genial heat.

Easket, bas'ket, n. A vessel made of twigs, rushes,
etc., interwoven. — Eas'ketful, n. The contents of,

etc.

Easque, bask, n. A part of a lady's dress, resembling
a jacket.

Bass, bas, n. sing. Scpl. A food fish of several species.
The tiel tree, or its bark, used for mats, etc.

Bass, Bassoon, Bass-relief. See under Base, a.

Bast, bast, n. Inner bark of the lime tree; matting,
cordage, etc., made of the bark.

Bastard, bas'terd, n. An illegitimate child; an infe-
rior quality of brown sugar; mold for draining su-
gar.— a. Illegitimate ; spurious ; adulterate.—Bas'-
tardy, -dT, n. State of being, etc.

Baste, bast, v. t. To beat ; to cudgel ; to sprinkle
flour and salt and drip butter or fat on, as on meat
in roasting.

Bastile, bas-teK, n. Orig., a wooden tower used in
warfare ; any tower or fortification ; esp. an old
fortification m Paris, used as -a state prison, but de-
molished in 1789. _

Bastinade, bas-tl-nad', -nado, -na'do, n. A beating or
cudgeling; esp. the Chinese and Turkish punish-
ment of beating on the soles of the feet. — v. t. To
beat with a cudgel, esp. on the soles of the feet.

Eastion, basfyun.n. (Fort.) A projecting part of the
main inclosure, consisting of faces and the flanks.

Bat, bat, n. A club, used in playing ball ; a sheet of
cotton prepared for filling quilts; a piece of a brick.
— r. i. To manage a bat, or play with one.

Eat, n. A winged mammal hav- _
r-A.

ing a body like a mouse. j^^~
Batch, bach, n. The quantity <*s&ti

of bread baked at one time;
any business dispatched at
once; any quantity of things

•sda '

Bat.

"so united as to have like qual-
ities. _

Bate, bat, v. t. To" lessen ; to
abate; to allow by way of deduction.

Bat9au, bat-or , n.;hl. Bateaux, bat-oz'". Alight boat.
Bath, bath, n. ; pi. Baths, bathz. A place to bathe in;

act of exposing the body to water or vapor. (Chem.)
A medium, as heated sand, through which heat is

applied to a body.— Bathe, bathe, v. t. [bathed
(bathd), bathing.] To wash by immersion; to mois-
ten with a liquid, — v. i. To be, or lie, in a bath; to
immerse.— ?;. A bath.

Bathos, ba'thos, n. (Rhet.) A ludicrous descent ^
from the elevated to the mean.

Baton, ba-toNr , Batoon, ba-toonr , n. A staff or trun-
cheon.

Batracnian, ba-tra^kf-an, a. Pert, to animals of the
frog tribe.

Battalion. See under Battle.
Batten, bat'n, v. t. [battened (-tnd), -tentng.| -

To fatten; to fertilize, as land.— v. i. To trrow fat,

live in luxury. — n. A narrow piece of board, or
scantling ; the movable bar of a loom. — v. t. To
fasten with battens.

Batter, bat'ter, v. t. [battered (-terd), -tering.] To
beat repeatedly and with violence ; esp. to attack
with artillery; to wear with beating or by use.— n.

(Cookery.) A mixture of several ingredients, beaten
up with some liquid. — Bat'terer, n. — Bat'tery,
-ter-f, n. Act of battering. (Mil.) Any place where
cannon are mounted; a body of cannon taken col-

lectively. (Elec.) A number of coated jars, con-
nected, to be charged and discharged simultane-
ously. (Galv.) An apparatus for generating galvanic
electricity. (Law.) Unlawful beating of another.

Batting, bafting, n. Cotton or wool in sheets; bat.

Battle, bat'tl, n. A fight between enemies or oppos-
ing foices; combat; engagement.— v. i. [battled
(bafld), battling.! To contend in fight. —Battal-
ion, -tal'yun, n. A body of infantry, containing
several companies, and less than a regiment.
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Battlement.

Battledoor, bat'i. Jor, n. An instrument with a
handle and flat board, used to strike a shuttle-cock.

Battlement, bat,M-ment, n. (Arch.) An indented
parapet, orig. „sed on
fortifications.

Battue, baftob, n. Act of
beating woods, etc., for
game ; the game itself.

Bauble, Bawble, baw'bl, n.

A trifling piece of finery

;

a gew-gaw.
Bawd, bawd, n. One who
keeps a brothel, and con-
ducts criminal intrigues.— v. i. To procure women
for lewd purposes.

Bawl, bawl, v. i. [bawled (bawld), bawling.] To
cry with vehemence. — v. t. To proc.aim by outcry.— n. _A loud, prolonged cry.

Bay, ba, a. Red or re' .dish, inclining to a chestnut
color^

Bay, ba, n. An inlet of the sea. (Arch.) A divisionm the arrangement of a building ; an inclosed
placem a barn, for hay.

Bay, ba, n. The laurel tree ; pi., an honorary crown,
anciently made of laurel branches.

Bay, ba, n. Act of facing an antagonist when escape
is impossible.— v. i. To bark, as a dog, at his game
—v. t. To bark at.

"

Bayonet, ba'o-net, n. (Mil.) A dagger fitted upon the
muzzle of a gun. — v. t. To stab with, or drive by,
etc.

Bayou, Woo, n. The outlet of a lake; a channel for
water.

Bazaar, Bazar, ba-zar', n. In the East, a market-place,
or assemblage of shops; a hall or suite of rooms for
the sale of goods.

Be-, prefix, has sometimes an intensive force, as be-
sprinkle. Prefixed to nouns or adjectives, it often
has the meaning to make, and transforms them into
verbs : thus Bedim, Befool, mean to male dim,
to make afool of. Sometimes it has the meaning of
by, as beside. For words beginning with Be- not
found in this vocabulary, see the original word : thus,
for Bedaub, Bedim, etc., see Daub, Dim, etc.

Be, v. i. and auxiliary, [imp. was ; p. p. been ; p. pr.
and vb. n. being.] To exist logically, or actually;
to exist in some particular state or relation ; to pass
from one state to another; to become.— Bering, n.
Existence, state, condition; anything existing.

Beach, bech, n. A sandy or pebbly shore; strand.—
v. t. To run upon a beach.

Beacon, be'kn, n. A fire to signal an enemy's ap-
proach. (Naut.) A signal or mark near the shore,
or in shoal water, to guide mariners. That which
warns of danger. — v. t. [beaconed (be'nd),
-coning.] To give light to, as a beacon.

Bead, bed, n. A little ball, to be strung on a thread,
and worn for ornament, or for counting prayers,
etc. ; any small globular body. — v. t. To ornament
with beads. — Bead'ing, n. (Arch.) A molding in
imitation of beads.— Bead'-roll, -rol, n. (Rom. Cath.
Church.) A list of those for whom prayers are to
be counted o_ff on beads; a catalogue in general.—
Beadsman, bedz'man, n. ; pi. Beadsmen. One em-
ployed in praying, who drops a bead at each prayer.

Beadle, be'dl, n. A messenger or crier of a court; an
officer in a university, who precedes processions ;

an inferior parish officer.
Beagle, be'gl, n. A small hound, used in hunting

hares._
2eak, bek, n. The bill or nib of a bird, turtle, etc.;
anything pointed or projecting like a beak.

Beaker, bek'er, n. A large drinking-cup or vessel.
Beam, bem, n. Any large, long piece of timber; a
main timber of a building, ship, loom, plow, etc.;
the part of a balance, from which the scales hang;
pole of a carriage; shank cf an anchor; a collection
of parallel _rays from a luminous body. — v. t.

[beamed (bemd), beaming.] To send forth: to emit.— w. i. To emit rays of light; to shine.
Bean, ben, n. A leguminous plant, and its seed. —
Bean'-fly, n. A fly found on bean flowers.—goose,
n. A migratory goose, feeding on beans.

Bear, bar, v. t. [imp. bore (formerly bare); p.p.

Black Bear.

born, borntj; p. pr. &vb. n. bearing.] To support or
sustain, convey; to possess and use; to carry, wear;
to entertain ; to endure, tolerate, suffer; to be an-
swerable for; to carry on, or maintain ; to admit or
be capable of ; to behave, : ct ; to supply with ; to
bring forth, give birth to. — v. i. To produce, be
fruitful; to press; to take effect; to be situated,
with respect to something else; to relate or refer to.— Bear'er, n. One who, or that which, etc. ; one who
assists in carrying a body to the grave. (Com.) One
who holds a check, note, draft, etc., for the payment
of money. — Bear'ing, n. Manner in which one
bears himself; deportment; situation of an object,
with respect to another object; relation; influence;
tendency; act of giving birth. (Arch.) Span of a
beam, rafter, etc. (Her.) An emblem or charge in
an escutcheon. (Mach.) The part in contact with
which a journal moves; part of a shaft or axle in
contact with supports.

Bear, bar, n. A quadruped of the genus Ursus; a brutal,
roughly-behaved per-
son. (Stock Exchange.)
One who contracts to
deliver, at some future
time, stocks which he
does not own, and
therefore seeks to pull
down their value, —
opp. to a bull, who con-
tracts to take stocks,
and seeks to raise their
value. (Astron.) One
of two constellations
in the northern hemisphere, the Greater and Lesser
Bear, or Ursa Major and Ursa Minor. — i\ t.

[beared (bard), bearing.] To depress the value
of (stocks) ; to depreciate by alarming rumors.

Beard, berd, n. The hair on the chin and adjacent
parts of the face ; the long hairs on a plant ; the
awn. — v. t. To seize or pull by the beard ; to set at
defiance. — Beard'ed, a.— Beardless, o.

Beast, best, n. A four-footed animal ; a brute ; a de-
graded or brutal man. — Beast'ly, -IT, Bestial, best'-
yal, a. Pert, to, having the form or nature of, or
resembling, a beast ; filthy ; carnal ; depraved. —
Beastliness, n . — Bestiality, -yaKT-tt, n. Brutism;
beastliness ; unnatural connection with a beast. —
Bes'tialize, v. t. To make bestial.— Bes'tially, adv.

Beat, bet, v.t. [beat; beat or beaten: beating.] To
strike repeatedly, pound, maul, drub ; to break or
form by beating; to scour or range over; to overcome
in contest, conquer, vanquish; to indicate by beat-
ing a drum.— v. i. To strike repeatedly; to throb,
pulsate; to come or act with violence; to be in agita-

tion or doubt. (Niiut.) To sail against the direc-

tion of the wind. — n. A stroke; blow; a recurring
stroke; pulsation. (Mns.) The rise or fall of the
hand or foot, in regulating time; a transient grace-

tone, struck immediately before the one it orna-
ments. A course frequently gone over; a place of
habitual resort.— a. Weary; tired; fatigued.—Beam-
ing, n. Act of giving blows ; punishment by blows ;

pulsation : throbbing. (Naut.) Sailing against the

wind by tacks. — Beaten, bet'n, p. a. Smoothed by
beating; worn by use. — Beat'er, n One who, etc. ;

an instrument for pounding.
Beatify, be-at'I-fi, v. t. [beatified (-fid), -fying,]

To pronounce or regard as happy. (Bom. Cath.
Church.) To declare that one is received into heaven.
— Beat'itude, -tud, n. Felicity of the highest kind;
pi. the declarations of blessedness made by our Sav-
ior in regard to particular virtues.

Beau, bo, n. ; pi. F. Beaux, E. Beaus, boz. A man of

dress; a dandy; a fine, gay man; a lady's attendant
or suitor. —Beau ideal, -i-de'al. A conception of

perfect or consummate beauty. [F., beautiful ideal.]
— Beaumonde,-moNd /'. The fashionable world. [F.,

fine world.] — Bel-esprit, behespre',
esprits, bo-zes-pre /'. A fine genius
[F.] -Belle, bel, n. A young ladv, beautiful and ad-

mired.— Belles-lettres, bel-let'ter, n.pl. Polite or
elegant literature, esp. poetry and rhetoric. [F.]

Beauty, bu't'i, n. An assemblage of graces or pleas-

ing qualities: a particular grace, feature, excellence,

; pi. Beaux-
a man of wit.

etc.; a beautiful person, esp. beautiful woman.—
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Beau'tiful, -tt-ful, a. Handsome; pretty. — Beau'-
tifully, adv.— Beau'tify, v. t. [beautified (-fid),

-fylng.] To make beautiful; to adorn; ornament;
embellish.— v. i. To become beautiful.

Beaver, be'ver, n. An amphibious, rodent quadru-
ped; its fur; a hat made of the fur; a cloth, some-
times felted, for making overcoats, hats, etc. Part
of a helmet which the wearer could raise or lower
to eat and drink.

Becalm, Bechance, Becharm, etc. See Be-, prefix.
Became. See Become.
Because, be-kawz', conj. By or for the cause that; for
the reason that.

Beck, bek, n. A significant nod, or motion of the
head or hand.— v. i. To make a nod or sign.—?;.*.
To notify or call by, etc. ; to intimate a command
to. —Beckon, bek'n, v. i. [beckoned (bek'nd),
-oning.] To make a sign by nodding, etc. —v. t. To
make a significant sign to; to summon.

Become, be-kum', v. i. [imp. became; p. p. become;
becoming.] To pass from one condition to another;
to enter into some new state.— v. t. To suit or be
suitable to, be congruous with, befit.— Becoming,
a. Appropriate or fit ; graceful ; befitting. — Be-
comingly, adv. — Becom'ingness, n.

Bed, re. Something to sleep or rest in or on; matrimo-
nial connection ; marriage ; a plat of ground in a
garden; bottom of a body of water. (Geol.) A
layer, seam, or stratum. Place on which anything
rests.— v. t. To place in a bed; to plant and inclose
or cover; to put in a place of rest and security.— v.

i. Togo to bed, cohabit.— Bed'ding, n. Materials
for a bed, for man or beast. {Geol.) Position of
layers, etc.— Bed'rid, -ridden, -rid-n, a. Confined
to the bed by age or infirmity.— Bed'bug, n. An
offensive bug, infesting beds.—chamber, n. A
room for, etc.—clothes, -clothz, n. Sheets, blank-
ets, etc., for, etc.—fellow, n. One who sleeps with
another.—piece, -plate, n. {Much.) The founda-
tion-framing or block ; base-plate ; sole-plate. —
-room, n. An apartment for, etc. —-side, n. Side of,

etc.—stead, -sted, n. Frame for supporting, etc. —
-tick, n. A cloth case, to inclose the materials of,
etc.—time, n. Hour for going to bed.

Bedlam, bedlam, n. A madhouse; scene of uproar.
Bedouin, bed'oo-en, n. One of the nomad Arab tribes
of Arabia and Africa.

Bee, be, n. (Entom.) A four-winged insect that makes
wax and honey; an assemblage to labor for others.
[Ame>:~] pi. (Naut.) Pieces of plank bolted to the
outer end of the bowsprit.

Beech, bech, n. A tree of the genus Fagus. — Beechen,
bech'n, a. Consisting of, or pert, to, the wood or
bark of, etc.— Beech/mast, n. The nuts of, etc. —
-oil, n. An oil expressed from the mast.

10, round; 11, leg; 12,
foot; 13, udder; 14, shin;
1.5, cheek.

1, neck; 2, shaking-piece;
3, chine; 4, ribs ; 5, clod;
6, brisket ; 7, flank ; 8,

loin, sirloin ; 9, rump ;

Beef,.bMkn. An animal of the genus Bos, including
the bull, cow, and ox, in their full-grown state; the
flesh of bovine animals, when killed. — a. Pert, to,

or consisting of the flesh of, etc. — Beeves, bevz, n.
pi., when the animals are meant. — Beefsteak, -stak,
n. A slice of beef for broiling.

Been. See Be.
Beer, ber, n. Fermented liquor made from malted
grain, with hops and other bitter flavoring matters;

a fermented extract of the roots, etc., of spruce, gin-
ger, sassafras, etc.

Beet, bet, n. A plant having a succulent root used for
food and for making sugar.

Beetle, be'tl, n. A heavy mallet or wooden hammer.
(Zobl.) A coleopterous insect having four wings,
the outer pair being stiff cases to cover the others
when folded. A machine to produce figured fabrics
by pressure from corrugated rollers.— v. t. To pro
duce ornamental figures on.— v. i. To hang or ex
tend out; to jut.

Befall, be-fawl', v. t. [imp. befell; p. p. -fallen
falling.] To happen to, occur to. — v. i. To come

:n.

prep. In front of; preceding in space,
to pass, happi
ifore, be-for',Before
time, dignity, order, right, etc.; in presence or sight
of; facing; in the power oi.— adv. On the fore
part; in front; in time preceding; already.— Before'-
hand, adv. In a state of anticipation; by way of
preparation or preliminary. — a. In comfortable
financial circumstances; forehanded.

Beg, beg or ba, n. An Oriental governor of a town,
city, or district; a bey.

Beg, beg, v. t. [begged (begd), begging.] To ask
earnestly, with humility or in charity ; to entreat,
implore; to take for granted, —v. i. To ask alms
or charity. — Beggar, beg'ger, n. One who, etc. ; one
who lives by begging, a mendicant.— v. t. [beg-
gared (-gerd), -garing.] To reduce to beggary,
impoverish, exhaust.— Beg'garly, -IT, a. Extremely
indigent; mean; poor.

Beget, be-get', v. i. [begot or begat ; begot or be-
gotten ; begetting.] To procreate, as a father or
sire; to generate, produce.

Begin, be-gin', v. i. [imp. began ; p. p. begun ; be-
ginning.] To have an original or first existence;
to take rise, commence; to do the first act, take the
first step.— v. t. To enter on, commence.— Begin'-
ner, n. One who, etc.; esp. an inexperienced prac-
titioner; a tyro.— Begin'ning, ft. The first cause;
origin; that which is first; commencement; the ru-
diments, first ground, or materials.

Begone, be-gawn', interj. Go away; depart.
Begonia, be-go'nf-a, n. A genus of ornamental plants
with one-sided leaves, often brightly colored.

Beguile, be-gll', v. t. [beguiled (-gild'), beguiling.]
To delude by artifice, impose on ; to cause to pass
without notice, deceive, cheat, insnare.

Behalf, be-haf, n. Advantage; interest; support; de-
fense.

Behave, be-hav', v. t. [behaved (-havd'), behaving.J
To carry, conduct, Dear, — used reflexively.— v. %.

To act; to bear or carry one's self. — Behavior, -hav'-
ySr, n. Manner of behaving; conduct; deportment.

Behead, be-hed', v. t. To sever the head from.
Behemoth, be'he-moth, n. An animal described in
Job, xl. 15-24, supposed to be the hippopotamus.

Behest, be-hesf, n. Command; injunction.
Behind, be-hind', prep. On the side opp. the front;

at the back or other side of; left at a distance by;
inferior to. — adv. In the rear ; backward ; remain-
ing; past. — Behindhand, a. In arrear; in a state

of backwardness.
Behold, be-hold', v. t. [beheld {p. p. formerly be-
holden), beholding.] To fix the eyes upon ; to .

see with attention.— v. i. To direct the eyes to an
object: to look. — Beholden, -hold'n, p. a. Obliged;
bound in gratitude; indebted. — Behold'er, n. A
spectator.

Behoof, be-hoof, n. Advantage; profit; benefit. —
Behoove, -hove, -hoov', v. t. [behooved (-hoovd'),
-hooving.] To be necessary for; to be fit or meet for.

Being. See under Be.
Belabor, be-la'ber, v. t. To work diligently upon ; to

beat soundly, cudgel.
Belay, be-la', v. t. [belayed (-lad'), belaying.]

(Jvawi.) To make fast, as a rope, by taking turns
with it round a pin, etc. — Belay'ing-pin, n. A
strong pin round which ropes are wound.

Belch, belch, .v. t. [belched (belcht), belching.]
To throw up from the stomach with violence ; to

eruct; to eject violently from within. — v. i. To
eject wind from the stomach ; to issue violently. —
n. Act of belching; eructation.

Beldam, -dame, bel'dain, n. An ugly old woman.
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leleaguer. be-le'ger, v. t. [beleaguered (-gerd),
-gcering.] To surround with an army so as to pre-
clude escape; to besiege, blockade, environ.

Bel-esprit. See under Beau.
Beifry, beKfrl, n. Orig., a movable tower, erected by

besiegers for attack and defense; a bell-tower ; a cu-
pola or turret, or room in a tower, for a bell.

Belie, be-li', v. t. [belied (-lid'), belying.] To give
the lie to; to show to be false; to give a false account
of: to slander, counterfeit.

Believe, be-leV, v. t. [believed (-levd'), -lievixg.]
To-be persuaded of the truth of, place confidence
in, credit, — v. i. To have a firm persuasion: to

think, suppose. — Believ'er. n. One who. etc.: esp.,

one who believes in divine revelation. — Belief, -lefr ,

n. An assent of mind to the truth of a declaration,
proposition, etc ; thing believed: a tenet, or body of
tenets; credence; trust: faith; confidence.

Belike, be-lik'', adv. It is likely: probably: perhaps.
Bell, bel, n. A hollow metallic vessel which rings
when struck: anything like a bell. — Bells, belz, n.

(Xaut.) The half-hours of the watch, indicated bv
strokes on the bell. — Bell'bird, n. A bird of Brazil,
also one of Australia, whose notes resemble bells.

Belladonna, bel'la-don'na, n. Deadly nightshade,
formerly used as a cosmetic.

Belle. Belles-lettres. See under Beau.
Bellicose, bel'if-kos. a. Disposed to contention;
pugnacious. — Belligerent, -lij'er-ent, a. Waging
war: tending to, or disposed for, war. — n. A na-
tion, power, or state, carrying on war.

Bellow, bel'lo. v. i. To make a hollow, loud noise, as
a bull; to bawl, clamor, roar. -n. A lcud outcry.

Bellows, bel'lus, /?. sing, and pi. An instrument to
propel air through a tube. — BeKlows-nsh, n. A
fish having a
long tubular
snout, like bel-
lows-pipe; the
trumpet-fish.

Belly, belTf, n.

The part of
the body con-
t a i n i n g the
bowels, or in-
testines ; the
abdomen: any
thing resem-
bling the belly
i n protuber-
ance or cavity.
—v. I. To swell and become protuberant.

Belong, be-long', v. i. [belonged (-lonsd'), belong-
ing.] To be the propertv, concern, or proper business
of; to appertain: to he a part of. or connected with:
to be native to, or to have a legal residence.

Beloved, as a pt. be-luvd', as an adj. be-luv'ed.
- Greatly loved: dear to the heart.
Below, be-lo', prep. Under in place: beneath: not so
high; inferior to iu rank, excellence, or dignity;
unworthy of; unbefitting, — adv. In a lower place;
beneath.

Belt, belt, n. That which engirdles, restrains, or con-
fines: a band or girdle. — v. t. To encircle as with a
belt; to encompass.

Bemoan, be-mon', ?•. r. [bemoaned (-monrK). be-
moaning.] To express deep grief for. bv moaning;
to lament, bewail.

Bench, bench, n. A long seat: a work-table; the seat
forjudges in court; persons who sit as judges; the
court

; a collection of dosrs, usually put on benches,
for exhibition. — -war'raht, n. (Law.) A process is-

iainst one guilty of contempt, orsued by a court
indicted for crime-

Bend, bend, v. t. [bended or bent_ , BENDING.]
crook by straining; to curve : to turn out of the d

To
irect

course to some certain point: to incline or exercise
closely or with interest: to exert; to apply; to ren-
der submissive, subdue. (Naut.) To fasten, as one
rope to another, or as a sail to its vard. — r. ;. To
be moved or strained out of a straight line: to how;
to be inclined with interest, or closely; to be direct-
ed; to bow in prayer, or in submission, —n. A turn
or deflection from a straight line or direction ; a
curve; incurvation. (Xaut.) A knot bv which a

rope is fastened. (Her.) One of the honorable or-

dinaries, made by two lines drawn across from the
dexter chief to the sinister base point— Bend'er, n.
— Bent, n. State of being inclined from a straight
line; flexurej leaning or bias; propensity.

Beneath, be-netb/ or -neth', prep. Lower in place,
with something over or on ; under; unworthy of;
unbecoming. — adv. In a lower place; below, as
opp. to heaven, or to any superior region.

Benedict, ben'e-dikt. Ben'ediek, n. A married man,
or man newly married.

Benedictine, ben-e-dikt'in, a. Pert, to the monks of
St. Benedict. — n. A monk of the order established
by St. Benedict in the lith century; a Black Friar.

Benediction, ben-e-dik'shun, it. Act of blessing; bless-
ing, prayer, or kind wishes; esp. the short prayer
which closes public worship.

Benefaction, ben-e-fak'shun, n. Act of conferring a
benefit; benefit conferred, esp. a donation. — Bene-
fac'tor, -ter, n. One who confers, etc. — Benefac'-
tress, n. A woman who, etc. — Ben'efice. -ns, n.
Lit., a benefit, advantage, or kindness. {Church or'

Eng^) An ecclesiastical living. — Beneficed, -list,

a. Possessed of a benefice. — Beneficence, -nef-
Y-sens, n. Practice of doing good; active goodness
or charity. — Beneficent, a. Doing good; bounti-
ful: generous; muniricent.— Beneficently, adv.—
Beneficial. -e-rish'al. a. Conferring benefits; profit-

able. (Law.) Receiving, or entitled to receive, ad-
vantage, use. or benefit. — Benefi'cially, adv. —
Beneficiary, -fish'T-er-I, a. Holding office or pos-
session, in subordination to another. — n. A feuda-
tory or vassal; one who holds a benefice: one who
receives a gift, or is maintained by charity. — Ben'-
efit, /!. An act of kindness; favor conferred; what-
ever promotes prosperity, or adds value to property.
A performance at a theater, etc., in aid of some
person or object. (Eng. Law.) Benefit of clergy,
— the exemption of clergymen from criminal pro-
cess before a secular judge, anciently extended to
all who could read. — v. t. To do good to, be use-
ful to. — v. i. To gain advantage.

Benevolence, be-nev'o-lens, w. Disposition to do
good; benignity; tenderness: charitableness; an act
of kindness; a tax illegally exacted by arbitrary
knurs of England. See Phrenology.— Benev'o-
lent, a. Having a disposition to do good: possessing
love to mankind.— Benev'olently, adv.

Bengal light, ben-gawK-lit. Bengola, -go'la, n. A fire-
work, producing a vivid and sustained colored
light, used for signals at night.

Bengalee, Bengali, ben-gaw-le', n. _ The language
spoken in .bengal. — Bengalese, -ez', n.sing. arid
pi. A native, or the natives of, etc.— a. Pert, to
Bengal or to its people.

Benight, be-nTf, v. t. To involve in night or dark-
ness; esp. in moral darkness or ignorance.

Benign. be-nTnr , a. Of a kind disposition ; mani-
festing kindness, gentleness, favor, etc.: propitious:
salutary; gracious. — Benig'nant, a. Kind. — Be-
nig'nantly, adv. — Benig'nity.-ni'-ti, n. Quality of
being benign; condescending kindness; gracious-
ness; salubrity: wholesome quality.

Bent. See under Bend.
Benzoin, ben-zoin', n. A frasrrant resin from a tree of
Sumatra. Java, etc. — Benzo'ic, a. Pert, to, or ob-
tained from, etc. — Ben'zine, -zin or -zen. v. A light
oil of petroleum.— Benzole, -zoK. Ben'zoline, -zo-lin,
n. (Chem.) An oily substance obtained from coal
tar, and possessing solvent powers.

Bequeath, be-kwerli'', r. t. [bequeathed (-kwettid),
-queathing.] To give or leave by will ; to hand
down, devise. — Bequeath'er, n. — Bequest, -kwesf,
n. (Law.)_ Something left by will; legacy.

Berate, be-raf, v. t. To rate, or chide, vehemently;
to scold.

Bereave, be-rev'. v. t. [bereaved (-revd') or bereft:
bereaving.] To make destitute, deprivegj^o take
awav from. — Bereavs'ment, ».— Bereav'er. n.

Berg. berg. n. A large mass or mountain of ice.

Berlin, ber'lin or ber-lin', n. A four-wheeled car-
riage, like a chariot; a fine worsted for fancy work.

Eerry. b&:'Y, n. A small pulpy fruit containing- seeds;
an egg of a fish.— v. i. To bear or produce berries.— v. t. To impregnate with eggs or spawn.
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Berth, berth, n. The place where a ship lies when at
anchor, or at a wharf : a sleeping-place in a ship;
official situation, position or employment. — v. t.

To give an anchorage or place to lie at ; to furnish
berths to.

Beryl, ber'il, n. A hard green or bluish-green min-
eral, same as the emerald, except in color.

Beseech, be-sech'", v. t. [besought (-sawf), beseech-
ing.] To ask urgently; to solicit, supplicate.

Beseem, be-sem-', v. t. To be fit for, or worthy of; to
befit.

Beset, be-set', v. t. [beset; besetting.] To put or
place, on, in, or around; to stop up, waylay, block-
ade; to hem in or press on all sides; to environ, be-
siege, embarrass, urge.

Beshrew, be-shroV, r. t. To wish curses to; to execrate.
Beside, be-sid', prep. At the side of; aside from; out
of the regular course or order; out of.— Besides,
-sidz', adv. More than that; moreover; in addition.
—prep. Over and above; separate or distinct from;
in addition to.— To be beside one's self. To be out
of one's senses, or frantic.

Besiege, be-sej', v. t. [besieged (-sejd')i -sieging.]
To beset with armed forces, in order to compel to
surrender; to beleaguer, invest. — Besieg'er, n.

Besique, -zique, ba-zek', n. A game of cards, played
by two or four persons, with two packs from which
certain small cards have been removed. [F.]

Besot, be-sot', v.t. To make sottish by drink; to
make dull or stupid. — Besot'tedly, adv. — Besot'-
tedness, n. State of being besotted ; infatuation.

Besought. See Beseech.
Bespatter, be-spat'ter, v. t. [bespattered (-spaf-

terd), -tering.] To soil by spattering; to sprinkle
with water or dirt; to asperse with calumny.

Bespeak, be-spek', r. t. [imp. bespoke ; p. p. bespoke
or bespoken; bespeaking.] To speak for, or en-
gage, beforehand; to indicate or show beforehand;
to speak to, address; to betoken, show.

Bessemer steel, bes'se-mer stel. Steel made directly
from cast-iron, by a process invented by Sir Henry
Bessemer.

Best, best, a. (superl. of Good.) Having excellence in
the highest degree; most good; most advanced; most
correct or complete. — n. Utmost ; highest en-
deavor. — adv. (superl. or' Well.) In the highest
degree; beyond all other; to the most advantage;
with the most success, ease, propriety, etc. ; most
particularly: most correctly.

Bestow, be-sto', v. t. [bestowed (-stodl, bestowing.]
To lay up in store; deposit for safe-keeping; to
make "use of, apply; to give, confer, or impart —
Bestow'al, n. Act of, etc.; disposal. — Bestow'er,
n. — Bestow'ment, n. Act of, etc.; that which is be-
stowed; donation.

Bestride, be-strid', v. t. [imp. bestrid or -strode;
p. p. -strid or -stridden ; -striding.] To stride
over: to stand or sit with anything between the legs,

or with the legs extended across.'
Bet, n. That which is staked, or pledged, in a con-

test : a wager. — v. t. To stake, or pledge upon the
event of a "contest; to wager.

Betake, be-tak', v. t. [imp. betook: p. p. betaken
(be-tak'n); betaking.] To have recourse to; to
apply; to resort.

Bethel, beth'el, n. A chapel for dissenters in Eng., and
for seamen in the U. S.

Bethink, be-think'. v. t. [-thought (-thawf), -think-
ing.] To call to mind, recall, recollect, reflect.

Betide, be-tid', v. t. [imp. betid or betide d : p. p.
betid ; betiding.] To happen to, befall, come to.— v. i. To come to pass, happen.

Betime, be-tim', -times, -timz', adv. In good time ;

seasonably; in a short time: soon.
Betoken, be-to'kn, v. t. [betokened (-tok'nd),
-ening.] To signify by some visible object; to fore-
show by present signs," presage, portend, note.

Betray, be-tra', v. t. [betrayed (-tradr ), -traying.]
To give up treacherously; to violate the confidence
of ; to disclose or discover ; to mislead; to fail in re-
spect to reliance placed in or upon. — Betray'al, n.

Act of, etc. —Betray''er, n. One who, etc.: a traitor.
Betroth, be-troth', v. t. To contract to any one; to af-

fiance; to contract with for a future spouse; to es-
pouse: to nominate to a bishopric, in order to con-

Bevel.

secration.

—

Betroth''al, -ment, n. A mutual en-
gagement for marriage ; espousals.

Better, bet'ter, a. (comp. of Good). Having good
qualities in a greater degree ; preferable in value,
use, safety, etc. ; improved in health.— n. Advan-
tage, superiority, or victory ; improvement; pi. those
who have claim to precedence; superiors. — adv.
(comp. of Well). In a superior manner: more cor-
rectly; in a higher degree; more. — v. t. [bettered
(-terd), -tering.] —To increase the good qualities of;
to improve, amend, correct, promote.

Between, be-twenr
, prep. In the intermediate space of,

without regard to distance; from one to another of;
shared by two or both of; in intermediate relation
to.— Between'-decks, n. (Naut.) The open space
between two decks of a ship.— Betwixt, -twiksf,
prep. Same as Between.

Bevel, bev'el, n. A slant of a surface at an angle
other than a right angle; an instrument
for measuring angles. — a. Having the
form of a bevel; slanting.— v. t. [bev-
eled (-eld), -eling.] To cut to a bevel
angle.— v. i. To slant to a bevel angle, <

or from a direct line.— Bev'el-gear, n.

(JIach.) Wheelwork in which one wheel
drives another moving in a different plane.—wheel,
n. A wheel having teeth set at an angle greater or
less than half a right angle.

Beverage, bev'er-ej, n. Drink ; liquor for drinking.
Bevy, bev'T, n. A flock of birds; a company ; an as-

sembly of persons, esp. ladies.
Bewail, be-waK, v. t. [bewailed (-waldr ), -wailing.]
To express sorrow for, as by wailing; to mourn, la-

ment.— v. i. To express grief.
Beware, be-war', v. i. To restrain or guard one's

self; to be cautious, take care.
Bewilder, be-wil'der, v. t. [bewildered (-wiKderd),
-dering.] To lead into perplexity ; to perplex,
entangle, confuse, confound, puzzle. — Bewirder-
ingly, adv. — Bewil'derment, n. State of being, etc.

Bewitch, be-wich', v. t. [bewitched (-wichtO,
-witching.] To gain an ascendency over by charms;
to affect by witchcraft or sorcery;" to fascinate.

Bewray, be-ra', v. t. [bewrayed (-rad"), -wraying.]
To disclose perfidiously, betrav.

Bey, ba, n. A governor of a Turkish town or district;

in some places, a prince: — same as Beg.
Beyond, be-yond'.^-e/}. On the further side of; before,
in place or time; further than; past; above, in dig-
nitv, excellence, etc. — adv. At a distance; yonder.

Bezant. See Byzant.
Bezel, bez'el, n. The part of a ring encompassing and
fastening the stone. [F.]

Bezique. See Besique.
Bias, biras, n. A weight on the side of a bowl which
turns it from a straight line; a leaning of the mind:
propensity towards an object; bent; prejudice; in-

clination; a wedge-shaped piece taken out of a gar-
ment to diminish its circumference.— adv. In a
slanting manner; crosswise; diagonally.

—

v. t. [bi-

ased (br'ast), -asing.] To incline to one side; to
give a particular direction to, prejudice, prepossess.

Biaxal, bi-aks'al, Biax'ial, -T-al, a. (Opt.) Having
two axes.

Bib, n. A cloth worn by children over the breast.—
Bibacious, bi-ba'shus, a. Addicted to drinking. —
Bibaeity, -bas'Y-tT, n. Love of, etc. — Bib'ber, n.

One addicted, etc.; a tippler. — Bib'ulous, -u-lus, a.

Absorbing moisture; spongv; porous.
Bibasic, bi-ba'sik, a. (Cherii.) Capable of combining
with two parts or equivalents of a base; or contain-
ing two equivalents of abase to one of acid.

Bible, bi'bl, n. The Book; the volume containing
the Scriptures. — Biblical, bib'lT-kal. a. Pert, to
the Bible. — Bib'lically, adv. — Bib'licist, -lt-sist.

Bib'list, n. One who makes the Scriptures the sole

rule of faith; a Bihlical scholar.
Bibliographer, bib-lT-og, ra-fer, n. One versed in

bibliography. — Bibliog /'raphy, -ra-fT, ??. A descrip-
tion of books and manuscripts. — Bibliograpb/ic,
-ical, a. Pert, to bibliography. — Bibliograph'ically.
adv. — BiblioKogy, n. A treatise on books; biblical

literature. — Bib'lioma'nia, -ma'nl-a, n. A rage for
possessing curious books. — Bibliophile, -fil, n. One
who loves books.
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Bicapsular, bi-kap'su-ler, a. (Bot.) Having two seed
capsules to each flower._

Bicarbonate, bi-kar'bo-nat, n. (Chem.) A carbonate
having 2 equivalents of carbonic acid to 1 of base.

Bice, Bise, bis, n. {Paint.) A pale blue color, prepared
from blue carbonate of copper, or from smalt.

Biceps, bi'seps, n. (Anat.) A muscle having two
origins.

Bicker, bik'er, v. i. [bickered (-erd), -ering.] To
skirmish; to contend in words or petulant alterca-

tion; to quarrel, wrangle; to move quickly; to be
tremulous, like flame or water; to quiver.

Eicolor, bi-kuKer, -ored. -erd,_a. Of two colors.

Bicuspid, bi-kus'pid, -pidate, -at, a. Having two points.
Bicycle, bi'sY-kl, n. A two-wheeled velocipede.
Bid, v. t. [imp. bid or bade (bad); p. p. bid or bid-
den; bidding.] To offer; esp. to offer to pay; to
declare, as a wish, greeting, defiance, etc.; to order,
command, invite.

—

n. An offer of a price, esp. at
auctions.

Bide, bid, v. ?'. To dwell permanently; to inhabit.— v.t. To endure, suffer, wait for.

Biennial, bi-en'nY-al, a. Continuing for two years,
and then perishing: occurring once in two years.—
n. (Bot.) A plant that lasts for two years, and then
perishes. — Bien'nially, adv. Once "in, or at the re-

turn of, two years.
Bier, ber, n. A frame for conveying the dead to the
grave.

Bifurcate, bi-fer'kat. -cated, -ka-ted. a. Forked; di-
vided into two branches. — Bifurca'tion, n. A fork-
ing.— Bifurcous, -fer'kus, a. (Bot.) Two-forked.

Big, a. Having largeness of size, bulk, etc. ; great
with young ; pregnant; full of something porten-
tous; proud; arrogant.

Bigamy, big'a-mY, n. (Laio.) The crime of having
two wives or husbands at once. — Big'amist, n. One
guilty of, etc.

Biggin, big'gin, n. A child's cap or hood. A piggin,
or small wooden vessel; a contrivance for hold'ing
coffee-grounds (a bag or perforated metallic vessel)
through which boiling water is poured.

Bight, bit, n. ( Geog.) A^bend in the sea-coast forming
a bay. (Xaut.) The double part of a folded rope;
a round, bend, or coil anywhere except at the ends.

Bigot, big'ot, n. One unreasonably wedded to some
religious creed, practice, ritual, etc.; a devotee.—
Big'otry. -rY, n. Perverse or blind attachment to,

etc.; the practice or tenet of a bigot.
Bilateral, bi-lat'er-al, a. Having two sides; pert, to
the two sides of a central organ or axis.

Bilberry, bil'ber-ri, n. A shrub of the whortleberrv
family, and its fruit.

Bile, oil, n. A yellow, greenish, bitter, viscid fluid
secreted by the liver; ill-humor. —Biliary, biKya-rl,
a. (Med.) Pert, to, or conveying, etc. —Billions,
-yus, a. Pert, to, or disordered im'the bile; having
an excess of bile.

Bile. See Boil, k.

Bilge, bilj, n. The protuberant part of a cask. (Naut.)
The broadest part of a ship's bottom, —v.t. [bilged
(bilid), bilging.] {Xaut.) To suffer fracture in
the bilge; to spring a leak.

Bilingual, bi-lin'gwal, -guar, -gwar, a. Containing
two languages. — Bilin'guous, -gwus, a. Having
two tongues, or speaking two languages.

Bilk, bilk, v. t. [bilked (bilkt), bilking.] To disap-
point, deceive, or defraud, bv non-fulfillment of
engagement.

Bill, bil, n. The beak of a fowl; note of a bird.— v.
t. To join bills, as doves; to caress.

Bill, bil, n. A hook-shaped cutting instrument : an
ancient battle-ax; a pickax, or mattock. (Naut.)
The point of the fluke of an anchor.

Bill, bil, n. (Law.) A written declaration of wrong
suffered, or fault committed ; an obligation given
tor money: a promissory note ; a proposed law. An
advertisement posted publicly: an account of goods
sold or services rendered, with price annexed ; any

__
paper containing a statement of particulars.

.billet, biKlet, n. A note in writing, or short letter: a
ticket from a public officer directing soldiers where
to lodge.— v. t. (Mil.) To direct, bv ticket, where
to lodge: to quarter, as soldiers in private houses— Billet-doux, hil'le-doo', n. A love letter.

Billet, biKlet. n. A small stick of wood.
Billiard. biKyard, a. Pert, to the game of billiards.— BiKliards. -yardz. n. pi. A game'played with balls,
on a rectangular table._

Billingsgate, biKlingz-gat, n. Foul or profane lan-
guage; ribaldry.

Billion, biKyun.'n. According to French numeration,
a thousand millions, or 1,000,000,000; according to
the English method, a million of millions, or 1,000.-
000,000,000.

Billow, biKlo, n. A great wave or surge of the sea.

j

Billy, bill!,.?!. A watchman's club.
! Bilobed, bKlobd, -lobate, -lo'bat, a. (Bot.) Divided
I into two lobes.
Bimanous, bi-ma'nus, a. (Zo'ol.) Having two hands.

j

Bimensal, bi-men'sal, -mestrial, -mes'trl-al, -monthly,
!

-muntlKLY, a. Occurring once in two months.
I
Bimetalism, bi-mefal-izm, n. The use as legal ten-
der of coins of two metals at a fixed relative value.— Bimetal'lic, a. — Bimet'allist, n. One who advo-
cates, etc.

Bin, n. A box or inclosed place, used as a repository.— v. t. [binned (bYnd), binning.] To store in a
bin.

Binary, bKna-rY, a. Compounded of two; double.—
Binary arithmetic. That in which two figures only,
0andl,are used, in lieu of ten.—Binary compounds.
(Chem.) A compound of two elements. — Bi'nate,
-nat, a. (Bot.) Double or in couples ; growing in
pairs.

Bind, bind, v. t. [imp. bound (bownd); p. p. bound,
formerly bounden ; binding.] To tie together or
confine with cord, bands, etc. ; to restrain or hold; to
protect or strengthen by a band, or cover; to place
under legal obligation to serve.—zv. i. To contract;
to grow liard or stiff ; to be restrained from mo-
tion; to be obligatory. — n. A stalk of hops, which
winds round a pole or tree.— Bind'er. n. One who,
etc., esp. who binds books; anything that binds; a
bandage. — Bind'ery, -er-Y, ji. A place where books,
etc., are bound.— Bind'ing, a. Having power to
bind or oblige; obligatory. — n. Act of fastening
with a band; anything that binds, as a bandage, the
cover of a book* or something to secure the edge of
cloth from raveling.

Binnacle, bin'na-kl, n. (Xaut.) A box containing a
ship's compass and a light to show it at
night.

Binocle, bin'o-kl, n. A telescope fitted with
two tubes joining.— Binoc'ular. -u-ler, a.
Having two eyes; with, or pert, to both
eyes; adapted to the use of, etc.— Binoc''-
ulate, -lat, a. Having two eyes.

Binomial, Di-no'mY-al, n. (Alg.) An ex-
pression consisting of 2 terms connected
by the sign plus or minus; as a + b, or 7—
S.— a. Consisting of 2 terms; pert, to bi- Binnacle,
nomials.

Biography, bi-og'ra-fY, n. History of the life of a
person; biographical writings in general. — Biog'-
rapher, -ra-fer, n. One who writes, etc.— Biograph-
ic, -ical, -grafik-al, a. Pert, to, or containing, etc.
— Biograpb/ically, adr.

Biology, bi-oKo-jY, n. The science of life and living
things, animal and vegetable.

Biophagous, bi-ofa-gus, a. Consuming living creat-

ures. — said of insectivorous plants.

Biparous, bi-pa'rus or bip'a-rus, a. Bringing forth
two at a birth.

Bipartible, bi-par'tY-bl, -tile, -til, a. Capable of being
divided into two parts. — Bipartite, bi-par'tit or
bip'ar-rit, a. Having two correspondent parts, as a
contract, one for each party; divided into two parts,

as a leaf. — Biparti'tion, n~. Act of dividing, etc.

Biped, bi'ped, n. An animal having two feet.

Bipennate, bi-pen'nat, -nated. a. Having two wings.
Bipetalous, bi-pefal-us, a. (Bot.) Having 2 petals or

flower-leaves.
Biplicate. bi-pii''kat. a. Twice folded together.
Biquadrate. bi-kwod'rat, -rat'ic, n. (Math.) The 4th
power, arising from the multiplication of a square
number or quantity by itself.

Birch, berch, n. A forest tree of several species; a rod
of birch. — Birch, Birchen, berch'n, a. Consisting
of, or pert, to, etc.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Yn, ice ; 5dd, tone, or

;
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Bird, berd, n. A two-legged, feathered, flying animal.
•— v. i. To catch or shoot birds. —Bird' s'-eye, a.

Seen from above, as if by a flying bird; general; not
in detail. — Bird's'nest, re. The nest in which a bird
lays eggs. — v. i. To hunt for birds' nests.

Birth, berth, re. Act of coming into life, or being
born; lineage; extraction; natural state or position;

act of bringing forth; that which is produced, ani-

mal or vegetable; origin; beginning. — New birth.

(Theol.) Regeneration, or the commencement of a
religious life.— Birth'day, re. The day in which
one is born ; its anniversary. — -mark, re. Some
mark or blemish on the body at birth. place, re.

The place where one is born ; place of origin.—
-right, -rlt, re. Any right or privilege to which a
person is entitled by birth.

Biscuit, bis'kit, re. Unleavened bread baked hard; a
small loaf of leavened and shortened bread; a thin,

crisp cake or cracker ; earthen ware after its first

baking, before glazing.
Bisect, bi-sekf, v. t. To cut into two parts. (Geom.)
To divide into two equal parts.— Bisection, -sek'-
shun, n. Act of, etc. — Biseg'ment, re. One part of
a line, or other magnitude, divided into two equal
parts.

Bisexual, bi-seks'u-al, a. (Bot.) Of both sexes.
Biserial, bi-se'ri-al, a. Arranged in a double series.

Bishop, bish/up, re. An overseer; a spiritual superin-
tendent; in Episcopal usage, the highest of the 3 or-
ders of the Christian ministry; a piece in the game
of chess. — Bisb/opric, re. A diocese; district over
which a bishop has- jurisdiction; office of, etc.

Bismuth, biz'muth, n. A reddish-white metal, harder
than lead, and brittle.

Bison, hi'son or bi'sn, re. A quadruped of North
America, popularly, but in-
correctly, called the buffalo.

Bisque, Bisk, bisk, re. A soup
made of crayfish, or by boil-
ing together several kinds of
flesh. [F.]

Bissextile, bis-seks'til, re.

Leap year; every 4th year, in
which a day is added in the
month of February.—«. Pert,
to, etc.

Bister, Bistre, bis'ter, re. A dark-brown pigment ex-
tracted from wood-soot.

Bistort, bis'tSrt^re. A plant, called also snake-weed.
Bistoury, bis'too-rT, re. A surgical instrument for
making incisions. _

Bisulcate, bi-sul'kat, a. Two-furrowed. (Zo'61.)
Cloven-footed.—BisuKcous, -kus, a. Cloven-footed,
as swine or oxen. _

Bisulphate, bi-sulrfat, re. (Chctn.) A sulphate having
two equivalents of sulphuric acid to one of the base.— Bisul'phuret, -fu-ret, re. (Chem.) A sulphuret
with two atoms of sulphur, as the electro-negative
ingredient.

Bit. See under Bcte.
Bitch, bich, re. The female of the canine kind, as of
the dog, wolf, and fox ; a name of reproach for a
woman.

Bite, bit, v. t. [bit or bitten (bit'tn), biting.] To
cut, crush, or seize with the teeth ; to cause sharp
pain or smarting to; to cheat, trick; to take hold of,
adhere to. — v. i. To seize or wound with the teeth
or mouth; to cause hurt, pain, or injury.— re. Act
of biting; the wound made by the teeth; a morsel;
mouthful; the hold or purchase of a tool; a cheat;
trick; sharper. — Bi'ter, re. One who, or that which,
bites. — Bi'ting, a. Sharp; severe; sarcastic;
caustic— Bi'tingly, adv.— Bi'ting-in, re. (Etching.)
Process of corroding metallic plates, by means of
acid. — Bit, bit, re. A mouthful ; morsel ; bite ;

hence, a small piece of anything; a small coin in
several countries ; small in-
strument for boring. — The
mouth-piece of a bridle, to
which the reins are fastened.— v. t. To put a bit in the
mouth of.— Bif-stock, n. A
brace or handle, to hold the
bit in boring.

American Bison.

Carpenter's bits,

bit, v. t.\Naut.) To put round the bitts.— Bitts,

bitz, re. pi. A frame of timbers to hold a ship's ca-
bles.

Bittacle, bifta-kl, re. The box for the compass on
board a ship. [See Binnacle.]

Bitter, bifter, a. Having a peculiar, acrid, biting
taste ; causing pain, smart, or distress ; character-
ized by sharpness, severitv, or cruelty; mournful;
distressing; pitiable. — Bit^terish, a. Somewhat bit-

ter.— Bit'terishness, re. — Bit'terly, adv.— Bitter-
ness, re.— Bit'tern, -tern,»re. The brine remaining
in saltworks after the salt is concreted; a very bitter
compound of quassia, cocculus indicus, etc. — Bit'-
ters, -terz, re. pi. Liquor, generally spirituous, in
which bitter herbs or roots have been steeped.—
Bit'ter-spar, -spar, re. A mineral consisting of car-
bonate of lime and carbonate of magnesia, — the
soluble salts of the magnesia being bitter. — Bif-
ter-sweet, re. (Bot.) A climbing plant, whose root,
when chewed, produces a bitter, then a sweet taste.— Bit'terwort, -wert, re. (Bot.) Yellow gentian.

Bittern, biftern, re. A wading bird of Europe, re-
lated to the heron.

Bitumen, bi-tu'men, re. Mineral pitch, a substance
smelling like pitch and burning with a bright flame,
without residue. [L.]— Bitu'minate, v.t. To im-
pregnate with, etc.— Bitu/minize, -niz, v. t. [bitu-
minized (-nizd), -xizing.] To form into or impreg-
nate with, etc. — Bitu'urinous, -nus, a. Having the
qualities of, compounded with, or containing, etc.

Bivalve, bi'valv, re. (Zo'61.) A mollusk having a shell
in two parts. (Bot.) A pericarp
in which the seed-case opens or
splits into two parts. — Bi'valve,
-valved. -valvd, -valvous, -valv'-
us, -valv'ular, -u-ler, a.

Bivouac, biv'wak, re. (Mil.) The
guard or watch of a whole army;
an encampment without tents.—

|

v. t. [bivouacked (-wakt),
-wacking.] To be on guard; to
encamp without covering.

Biweekly, bi'wek'li, a. Occurring
once in ever}' two weeks.

Bizarre, be-zar', a. Odd; fantasti-
cal; whimsical.

Blab, blab, v. t. [blabbed (blabd), blabbing.] To
tell unnecessarily, or indiscreetly. — v. i. To talk
thoughtlessly; to tattle. — re. One who blabs; a
babbler.

Black, blak, a. Destitute of light, or incapable of re-
flecting it; very dark or gloomy; dismal or forbid-
ding; destitute of moral light or goodness, —re. The
darkest color, or rather a destitution of all color;
a negro; a black dress, or mourning.— v. t. [blacked
(blakt), blacking.] To make black; to blacken. —
Blacken, blak'n, v. t. [blackened (-nd), -ening.J
To make black or dark; to sully, defame, make in-
famous. — v. i. To grow black or dark. — Black'-
ing, n. A preparation for blacking shoes, etc.—
Blackish, a. Somewhat black. — Blackly, adv.
Darkly; gloomily; atrociously.— Black'ness, re.—
Black art. Conjuration; magic.

—

amoor, re. A
negro.—ball, re. A composition for blacking shoes,
etc.; a ball of black color, used as a negative in
voting. — v. t. [-balled (-bawld), -balling.] To

_

reject by putting black balls into a ballot-box.— '

-band, re. A valuable iron ore, containing enough
coaly matter for its own calcination.

—

berry, -ber-
rY, re. A species of bramble; its edible fruit.

—

bird,
re. In Eng. a species of thrush : in Amer. the name is

given to different birds.

—

board, re. A board used
to write or draw on with chalk. — -book, re. A book
for registering misdemeanors ; a book on necro-
mancy. — -browed, -browd, a. Threatening; dis-
mal.

—

cattle, -kat'tl, re. Cattle reared for slaugh-
ter, of whatever color. [Eng.] A breed of Dutch
cattle of a black color. cock, re. The heath-
cock; black grouse; black game.

—

currant, re. A
garden fruit. — -drop, re. (3fed.) A liquid prep-
aration of opium in vinegar.—fish, re. A fish caught
off New England, the tautog ; a small kind of
whale. flux, re. A compound used to assist in
melting metals. — -friar, re. A friar of the Domin-
ican order. — -guard, blag'gard, re. Orig. the lower
menials of a court; hence a scurrilous person of low

Bivalve.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fo"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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character. — v. t. To revile in scurrilous language.
[Orig. the guard of the devil; thence, a fit attendant
on the devil.]

—

guardism, n. Conduct or language
of a blackguard. hole, n. A dark dungeon for
refractory prisoners. — -jack, n. A mineral ore,

false gale'na, -which is the sulphuret of zinc, or zinc
blende; a species of oak, called also barren oak; a
small, heavy bludgeon.

—

lead, -led, n. A mineral
composed of carbon ; plumbago : graphite. [From
its color and its marking paper like lead.] — -leg, n.

A gambler and cheat; a disease of sheep and calves.—letter, n. The old English or modern Gothic let-

ter, used in early manuscripts and the first printed
books.— a. 'Written or printed in black-letter; stu-

dious of old books.

—

mail, n. A rate of money,
cattle, etc., anciently paid to robbers for exemption
from pillage ; extortion of money by threats. —
-martin, n. A bird of the swallow family. pud-
ding, -pud'ding, n. A kind of sausage made of
blood, suet, etcT

—

rod, n. The usher of the order
of the Garter, who carries a black rod. [Eng.]—
-rust, n. A disease of wheat. smith, n. A
smith who works in iron. snake, n. A ser-

pent of a black color : two species are found in
America. — -strap, n. A mixture of spirituous
liquor and molasses. tail, n. A kind of perch.

thorn, n. A spiny plant bearing a small black
fruit, used for hedges"; the sloe. vomit, n. A
vomiting of dark-colored matter; or the substance
so discharged, a symptom in yellow fever.

—

wal-
nut. An American tree having dark-colored wood.

Bladder, blad'der, n. (Anat.) A bag or sac in animals,
containing some secreted fluid; the air bag in fish.

Blade, blad, ?i. The leaf, or flat part of the leaf, of a
plant, esp. of gramineous plants; the cutting part of
an instrumenF: broad part of an oar. (Anat.) The
scapula. A sharp-witted, clashing fellow; a rake. —
v. t. To furnish with a blade.— v. i. To have, etc.

Blain, blan, n. An inflammatory swelling or sore;
a pustule; blister.

Blame, blam, v. t. [blamed (blamd), blaming.] To
censure, find fault with.— n. Expression of disap-
probation ; that which deserves censure ; fault;
wrong-doing.— Blam'able, -a-bl. a. Deserving of
censure; culpable; reprehensible. — Blam'ableness,
n. —Blam'ably, adc— Blame'ful. a. Meriting blame.— Blameless, a. Without fault ; innocent: irre-
proachable.— Blamelessly, adv. — Blamelessness,
n. — Blam'er, n. One who, etc.— Blame'wor'thy,
-wer'thf, a. Same as blamable. — Blame'wor'thi-
ness, n.

Blanch. Blanc-mange. See under Blank.
Bland, bland, a. Pleasing by soothing qualities; mild;

gentle ; courteous.— Blandalion, n. Gross flattery.— BlandiKoquence, n. Fair, mild, flattering speech.— Blandish, v. t. [blandished (-isht), -ishing.] To
flatter by kind words or affectionate actions ; to
soften, caress. — v. i. To act or speak affection-

\

ately.—Bland'isher, n.— Blandishment, u. Words
or actions of affection; artful caresses.

Blank, blank, a. Of a white or pale color; pale from !

fear; dispirited; lacking something ; empty; with-

J

out mixture with anything else; pure.— ?;." Avoid
space; a ticket in a lottery which draws no prize;
a paper unwritten; a blank ballot; a document,

j

with vacant spaces left to be filled with names, date,
etc. The white spot of a target at which aim is

]

taken. (Mech.) A piece of metal prepared to be
made into something by a further operation. —
Blankly, adv. With paleness; confusedly; vacantly,

j— Blank'ness, n.— Blanch, blanch, v. t. '[blanched
(blancht). blanching.] To take out the color and

j

make white; to whiten: to make white by stripping
off the peel; to give a favorable appearance.

—

v. i.

To grow or become white.— Blanc-mange, bl&N'-
maxzh', -manger, -ma>T/ zha, n. A preparation of I

dissolved isinglass or sea-moss, milk, sugar, etc., !

boiled till thick.
Blanket, blanket, n. A loosely woven woolen cover,
to protect from cold; a kind of pear. — v. t. To
cover with a blanket.

Blare, blar, v. i. To sound loudly; to roar.— n. Xoise:
loud sound.

Blarney, blarlrf, n. Smooth, deceitful talk; flattery.— v. t. To deceive or flatter by smooth talk.

Blase", bla-zal a. Surfeited; incapable of further en-
joyment. [F.]

Blaspheme, bias-fern', v. t. [blasphemed (-femd'),
-pheming.] To speak reproachfully or impiously
of; to utter abuse or calumny against. — v. i. To
utter blasphemy. — Blas'phemous, -fe-mus, a. Con-
taining blasphemy ; impiously irreverent or re-

j

proachful toward God. — Bias'phemy, n. An indig-
i

nity offered to God by reproachful, contemptuous,
t or irreverent words.
: Blast, blast, n. A destructive or pernicious wind;

a forcible stream of air from an orifice ; exhaust
steam from an engine, or the draught through the
fire produced thereby; the sound made by blowing
a wind instrument; the rending of rocks', etc., by
explosives, or the charge used for this purpose: a

[

blight; a flatulent disease of sheep, —v.t. To in-
jure, as by a noxious wind; to blight; to affect with
sudden violence; to confound, or strike with force,
by a loud blast; to split, as by explosion.

Blatant, blalant, a. Bellowing, as a calf; noisy.
Blather, blath'er, n. Foolish chatter.—v. i. To talk

;
idly. — Blath'erskite, -skit, n. An obtrusive bab-

i
bier, or his talk. — Blatter, blatler, v. i. To patter;

' to make a senseless noise; to rail.

Blaze, blaz, n. The stream of light and heat from a
burning body; flame: light, as from flame: a white
spot on a horse's face: a spot made on a tree by

!

chipping off bark. — v. i. [blazed (blazd), bla-
l

zing.] To shine with flame; to send forth bright
light; to be conspicuous.— v. I. To mark, as bychip-

' ping a tree.

Blaze, blaz, v. t. To publish far and wide, proclaim.— Blazon, bla'zn, v. t. [blazoned (bla'znd), -zon-
ing.] To display, exhibit conspicuously, embellish,
adorn; to explain in proper terms, as the figures on
armorial ensigns.— n. Art of drawing, or explain-

I

ing coats of arms; the representation on coats of
arms; ostentatious display; publication.

Bleaberry, ble'ber-rf, n. A plant having leaves like
box, and purple berries.

Bleach, blech, v. t. [bleached (blecht). bleaching.]
To make white, or whiter, by removing the original

j

color; to blanch.— v. i. To grow white.
Bleak, blek, a. Orig., without"color; pale; hence, des-

i olate and exposed ; cold ; cheerless.— n. The blay,

j

a small, white, river fish.

Blear, bier, a. Dim. or sore with rheum, — applied to

|
the_eyes; causing dimness of sight,— v.t. [bleared

I
(blerd), blearing.] To affect with soreness of

I eyes, or a watery humor; to make dim.
|
Bleat, blet, v. i. To cry as a sheep.— n. The noise of,

j

etc.
' Bleed, bled, v. ?'. [bled (bled), bleeding.] To lose

i
blood; to die by slaughter; to drop, as blood, from

i an incision; to lose sap, gum, or juice; to pay or
lose money.— v. t. To take blood from by opening
a vein ; to draw money from.

Blemish, blemish, v. t. [blemished (-isht), -isiiing.]
To mark with deformity; to mar, or make defec-
tive; to tarnish; defame.— n. A mark of deform-
ity; spot; flaw; taint; imputation.

Blench, blench, v. ?". [blenched (blencht), blench-
ing.] To shrink; to start back, from lack of cour-
age or resolution; to flinch. — v. t. To baffle, dis-

concert, break.
Blend, blend, v. t. [blended or blent, blending.]
To mix together,— v. i. To be mixed; to be united.

Blende, blend, n. An ore of zinc, consisting of zinc
and sulphur.

Bless, bles, v. t. [blessed (blest) or blest, blessing.]
To make happy; to invoke a blessing upon. (Bib.) To
praise, or glorify, for benefits. — Bless^ed. a. Enjoy-
ing happiness or bliss: favored with blessings; im-
parting happiness; hallowed by associations; heav-
enly. — Bless'edness, n. State of being blessed; be-
atitude; felicity; heavenly joys.

Blew. See Blow.
Blight, blit, n. Mildew; deca}": what frustrates plans
or withers hopes ; a species of plant-louse, destruc-
tive to fruit trees. — v. t. To affect with blight ; to
blast, frustrate.

Blind, blind, a. Destitute of the sense of seeing; un-
able to discern, understand, or judge; morally de-
praved ; indiscernible; hidden: unseen.— 1\ t. To

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; fn, ice ; Odd, tone,
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deprive of bight or discernment; to obscure; t6 de-
ceive.— n. Something to hinder sight or keep out
light; a screen; something to mislead the eye or un-
derstanding. — Blindfold, a. Having the eyes cov-
ered; undiscerning. — v. t. To cover the eyes of; to

hinder from seeing. — Blind'ly, adv. — Blind'-inan's-
buflv , n. A play in which a blind-folded person
hunts others. — Blind'ness, n. — Blind'-side, n. Side
on which one is most easily assailed; foible.— Blind'-
worm,-werm, n. A small reptile, like a snake, whose
eyes are nearly imperceptible; the slow-worm.

Blink, blink, v. L To wink; to see with eyes half shut;
to glimmer, — v. i. To shut out of sight, avoid or
evade, conceal.— n. A glimpse or glance. (Naut.)
Dazzling whiteness about the horizon reflected from
fields of ice at sea.

Bliss, blis, n. The highest degree of happiness; felici-

ty; joy. — Bliss'ful, a. Full of, etc. —Blithe, bivtlie,

a. (Gay ; sprightly. — Blithe'ly, adv. — Blithe'ness,
n. — Blithe'some, a. Blithe. — Blithe'someness, n.

Blister, blis'ter, n. A thin watery bladder on the
skin; a tumor made by a separation of the film or
skin, as on plants, or by swelling of the substance
at the surface, as on steel; a vesicatory; a plaster
applied to raise a blister. — v. t. [blistered (-terd),

-tering.] To raise blisters upon; to give pain to,

as if by a blister. — v. i. To rise in blisters.

Blithe, etc. See under Bliss.
Blizzard, bliz'zerd, n. A sudden, violent snowstorm,
with high wiud and extreme cold.

Bloat, blot, v. t. To cause to swell or become turgid;
to puff up, make vain; to smoke, as a herring. — r.

i. To grow turgid, as by affusion of liquid in the
cellular membrane; to puff out; to swell. — Bloat'-
er, n. A small fish, usually a herring, partially dried
or smoked.

Blobber-lip, blob'ber-lip, n. A thick lip.

Block, blok, n. A solid mass of wood, stone, etc. ; the
mass of wood on which criminals are beheaded; the
mold on which hats, bonnets, etc., are shaped ; a
mass or row of buildings; a system of pul-
leys arranged in a frame; any obstruction;
a section of a railroad, having a telegraph-
ic signal at its end, so that no train can
enter it until it is reported clear of preced-
ing trains.— v. t. [blocked (blokt), block- II

ing.] To hinder egress or passage from \|

or into; to stop, obstruct; to secure or sup
port by means of blocks. — Block-head, n. Block.A stupid fellow ; a dolt.—house, n. (Mil.)

A structure of heavy timber or logs for defense
loop-holed for musketry. —
-tin, n. Tin in blocks_or in-

gots. —Blockade, blok-ad", n.

The shutting up of a place
by troops or ships, to compel
a surrender from want, with-
out regular attacks, —v. t. To
shut up by troops or ships,
etc.; to confine. —Blockad'er,
n. Block-house.

Blomary. See under Bloom.
Blonde, blond, n. One having fair complexion and

light hair and eyes. — a. Of a fair color or com-
plexion; fair.

Blood, blud, n. The fluid in the arteries and veins; rela-
tion by_ natural descent; kindred; lineage, — esp.
honorable birth ; the shedding of blood ; murder;
temper of mind; disposition; excited feeling; pas-
sion; a man of fire or spirit; juice of anything,
esp. if red. (Stock breeding.) Descent from parents
of recognized breed, —in horses, descent from Arab
stock, — v.t. To let blood from; to bleed; to stain
with blood; to inure to blood, as a hound.— Blood'-
ed, a. Having pure blood; of the best stock.—
Blood'y, -I , a. Stained with, or containing, blood;
attended with bloodshed; murderous, —v. t. To
stain with blood. — Bloodily, -T-1Y, adv.— Bloodi-
ness, n. State of being, etc. ; bloodthirstiness. —
Bloodless, a. Without blood; dead; without shed-
ding blood; without spirit.— Blood'lessly, adv. —
Elood'bousht, a. Procured at the cost of blood-
shed.— -guilt'y, a. Guilty of murder. guilti-
ness, «.—heat,?i. Heat equal to the temperature
of blood,— about 98 J Fahr.

—

horse, n. A horse of

Arab stock.—hot, a. As warm as blood.—hound,
n. A ferocious variety of dog, of acute smell, em-
ployed to track men or animals.—let'ter, n. One
who lets blood, as in diseases ; a phlebotomist. —
-letting, n. (Med.) Act of letting blood by opening
a vein ; venesection.— -money, -mun't, v. Money
paid to the next of kin to one killed by another, or
to one instrumental in causing another's death. —
-relation, n. One connected by blood or descent. —
-root, «. A plant, named from the color of its root;
bloodwort. shed, n. The shedding of blood ;

slaughter; waste of life.

—

shed'der, )?.— -shed'ding,
ii. The crime of, etc.

—

shot, -shot'ten, a. Red
and inflamed by a turgid state of tire blood-vessels,
as in diseases of the eye.—spav'in. n. (Far.) A
dilatation of the vein inside the hock of a horse,
forming a soft swelling, —-stone, n. (Mil.) A green
silicious stone sprinkled with red jasper; hematite,
a brown ore of iron. — -suck'er, n. An animal that
sucks blood; esp. the leech. — -thirst'y, a. Desir-
ous to shed blood, murderous.

—

thirst'iness, n.~
-ves'sel, m. A vessel in whicli blood circulates; an
artery or a vein. — -warm, a. Warm as blood; luke-
warm.

—

wood, n. Logwood,— so called from its
color.— Blood'y flux. Dysentery. — -mind'ed, a.
Having a cruel, ferocious disposition. sweat,
-swet, «,. The sweating sickness, in which a dis-
charge of blood accompanies a profuse perspiration.

Bloom, bloom, «. A mass of crude iron from the
puddling furnace, undergoing the first hammering.— Blom'ary, -ery, bloomr er-I, n. The first forge
through which iron passes after it is melted from
the ore.— Blooming, n. Process of making blooms,

, or of converting cast into malleable iron.

j
Bloom, bloom, u. A blossom ; the flower of a plant;
the opening of flowers ; an opening to higher per-
fection, like that of buds into blossoms ; powdery
coating upon newly-gathered fruits.— v.i. [bloomed
(bloomd), blooming.] To produce blossoms ; to
flower.; to be in a state of growing youth and vigor;
to show beauty and freshness, as of flowers.

Bloomer, bloom^er, n. A man-like costume for
women; a woman who wears it.

Blossom, blos'sum, n. The flower of a plant, or the
organs of reproduction, with their appendages.

—

v. i. [blossomed (-sumd), -soming.] To put forth
blossoms; to bloom; to flourish and prosper.

Blot, blot, v. t. To spot or bespatter; to stain with in-
famy, disgrace, disfigure ; to obliterate, expunge,
efface, destroy. — n. A spot or stain; blur; an ob-
literation; a spot in reputation: disgrace; blemish.

—

Blofter, 11. One who, or that which, blots. (Com.) A
book for registering curreut mercantile transactions.

Blot, ft. In the game of backgammon, a man left un-
covered and liable to be taken up.

Blotch, bloch, v. t. [blotched (blocht), blotching.]
To blacken ; to spot. — ft. A spot on the skin ; a pus-
tule or eruption.

Blouse, Blowse, blowz, n. A loose over-garment;
smock-frock.

Blow, bio, )). A blossom; a flower; a bed of flowers.
— v. i. To flower or bloom; to produce, cause to
blossom.

Blow, bio, «. Act of striking ; stroke ; a sudden or
severe calamity.

Blow, bio, v. i. [imp. blew ; p. p. blown; blowing.]
To produce a current of air with the mouth; to
move, as air; to breathe hard or quick, pant, puff;
to sound on being blown into ; to brag.— v. t. To
drive a current of air upon, or drive by a current
of air; to sound, as a wind instrument; to spread
by report, publish; to deposit, as eggs by flies; to

form by inflation; to swell by injecting air ; to put
out of breath. — n. An egg deposited by a fly in
flesh; the act of depositing it. (N'atit.) A violent
wind; a gale. —Blowy, bloM, a. Windy.— BloWer,
n. One who blows; a smelter. (3Iech.) A contriv-
ance for driving a current of air into something; a
steam-jet to partially exhaust a chimney and cre-

ate a blast-draught. A screen of metal to increase
the draught through a fire or in a flue.

Blowse. See Blouse.
Blowze, blowz, n. A ruddy, fat-faced woman. —
Blowzed, blowzd, Blow'zy, a. Coarse, fat, and
ruddy-faced.
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Blubber, blub'ber, re. The fat of whales, etc., yield-

ing Oil.— V. L [BLUBBERED (,-berd), -BERING.] To
weep noisily, or so as to disfigure the face.

—

v. t.
.

To swell the face with weeping. I

Bludgeon, bluj'un, n. A short cudgel with one end
loaded.

j

Blue, blu, re. The color of the clear sky; one of the

Erimary colors, (pi-) Low spirits: melancholy ;

lue-dcvils. — a. Of the color called blue .; low in
spirits; over-strict in morals, — v. t. [blued (blud),
bluing.] To make blue: to dye of a blue color; to

i

temper (iron) until it is blue. — Bluely, adv. With a
blue color.— Blue'ness, re.— Blu'ish, a. Somewhat
blue.— Blu'ing, n. Act of rendering blue: something ,

to give a blue tint, as indigo. — Blue'bell, n. A I

plant bearing blue bell-shaped flowers. berry, re. \

A kind of whortleberry. bird, re. A small Amer-
j

ican bird, resembling the English robin. book, re. I

A parliamentary publication, so called from its blue
paper covers. [Eng.] A list of persons in govern-
ment employ. [Amer.']—bot'tle, n. A plant which
grows among corn, and has blue bottle-shaped flow-
ers: a fly, with a large blue belly.

—

breast, re. A small
European bird. — :devils, -dev'lz, n.pl. Lowness of

!

spirits; hypochondria. fish, re. An edible salt 1

water game fish; a name sometimes applied to the !

dolphin. grass, re. A valuable pasture-grass, in-
I

digenous to the limestone region of Kentucky. —
-gum tree, re. The Eucalyptus globulus, of Austra-

J

lia. yielding a resin resembling kino.

—

light, -lit, re.

A composition burning with a blue flame, used as a
|

firework or a night signal at sea. mass, re. {Med.)
A preparation of mercury and conserve of roses, !

from which blue pills are made. pe'ter, re. {Brit-
ish Marine). A blue flag with a white square in the
center, used as a signal for sailing.

—

pill, n. {Med.)
A pill of prepared mercury, used as an aperient, etc.—stock'ing, re. A literary lady ; a female pedant. —
-stone, -vit'riol, n. {Chem.) Sulphate of copper,
used as a caustic.

Bluff, bluf, a. Rude or coarse ; blustering : roughly
frank; outspoken; steep; bold.— n. A bank pre-
senting a precipitous front; a game of cards. — v. t.

To frighten or deter; to repel bv gruffness. — Bluff'-

ness, re. —Bluffy, a. Having bluffs.
Blunder, blun'der, v. i. [blundered (-derd), -der-

ing.] To mistake grossly; to err through want of
care.

—

v.t. To confuse, mix together.— re. A gross
j

mistake; error; bull.— Blun'derer, re. — Blun'der-
head, -hed, re. A stupid fellow.

Blunderbuss, blun'der-bus, re. A short gun, with large

Boar, bor, re. The male of swine uot castrated; the
wild hog. — Boar'ish. a. Swinish; brutal.

Board, bord. re. A piece of timber sawed thin; a table
to put food upon; food; entertainment,— usually
as furnished for pay; a council, or any authorized
assembly or meeting. {Xaut.) The deck of a ves-
sel; interior of a vessel; side of a ship: line over
which a ship runs between tack and tack. A table
for a game; paper made thick and stiff like a board.
{iA.) The stage in a theater.— v.t. To lay, spread,
or cover with boards; to go on board of, or enter; to
furnish with food for compensation; to place at
board, for compensation. — v. i. To obtain food
statedly for compensation.— Board'er, n. One who
takes and pays for meals at another's table. {Saul.)
One who boards a ship. — Boarding, n. A casing
made of boards.— Board/ing-house, re. A house for
boarders.

—

school, -skool, re. A school where pu-
pils have board and lodging. — Board'wa'ges, n. pi.
An allowance to servants to purchase their own
food.

Boast, bost, v. i. To vaunt one's self; to brag.— v. t.

To speak of with pride, vanity, or exultation; to mag-
nify or exalt one's self.— re. ' Expression of ostenta-
tion, etc.; the cause of boasting. —Boast''ful, -ful, a.
Given to boasting. — Boast'fully, -ingly, adv. —
Boast'fulness, n.

Boat, bot, re. A small open vessel; any vessel.— v.t.
To transport in a boat.— v. i. To go in a boat.

—

Boat'-bill, re. A wading-bird of South America, hav-
ing a bill like a boat keel uppermost.

—

hook, -h6"bk,
n. {yaut.) A hook on a pole, to pull or push a
boat.—man. re. One who manages a boat.—swain,
bo'sn, n. An officer who has charge of a ship's boats,
sails, rigging, etc.

Bob, bob, re. Anything that plays loosely, or with
jerks; bait used in angling; the' ball of a pendulum
or plumb-line. — v. t. [bobbed (bobd), bobbing.]
To move in a short, jerking manner; to strike with
a quick, light blow : to gain by fraud, delude ; to
have the haircut short.

—

v. i. To have a jerking
motion; to angle with a bob, or with jerks of the
bait.

Bobbin, bob'bin, re. A kind of spool on which thread
is wound; round tape.— Bobbinet, bob-bin-ef or
bob'bin-et, re. A kind of lace wrought by machines.

Boblincoln, bob-lin'kun, Bob'olink. re. The rice-bird,
rice-bunting, reed-bird; an American singing-bird.

Bob-white, boo'whit', re. The American partridge or
quail,— namedjrom its note.

Bock-beer, bok'ber, re. A strong kind of lager beer.
bore for a number of balls, not requiring exact aim; Booking, bok'ing, re. A kind of^baize or drugget.
a stupid, blundering fellow.

I
Bode, bod, v.t. To indicate by signs; to portend,

Blunt, blunt, a. Having a thick edge or point; dull;
j

foreshow.— v. i. To foreshow, presage.
dull in understanding; abrupt in address: uncere- ' Bodice, Boddice, bod'is, re. Stays; a corset.
monious. — v. t. To dull the edge or point of; to

\
Bodkin, bod'kin, re. A dagger; a pointed instrument

repress or weaken, as appetite, desire, etc.
I for making holes, etc., or for drawing tape through

Blur, bier, re. That which obscures without effacing; i loops.
a stain; blot; a dim, confused appearance. — r."t.

j
Body, bod'T, re. The material substance of an animal:

[blurred (blerd), blurring.] To obscure without
! the principal part, in distinction from parts less im

quite effacing; to cause imperfect vision in; to dim
to blemish, disgrace, sullv.

Blurt, blert, v. t. To utter suddenly or unadvisedly;
to divulge inconsiderately.

Blush, blush, v. i. [blushed (blusht), blushing.] To
have a rosy color; to redden in the face, as from
shame, confusion, or modestv. — n. A rosv tint; a
red color suffusing the face; sudden appearance;
glance; view.

Bluster, blus'ter, v. i.

[blustered (-terd), -ter-
ing.] To blow fitfully
with violence and noise;
to talk noisily, swagger.— n. Noise and violence;
threatening talk; boister-
ousness; turbulence;
boasting; bullving.—
Blus'terer. re. A swag-
gerer; a bully.

Boa, bo'a, n. A genus of
serpents; a round fur tip- isoa-constrictor.
pet, shaped like a boa-constrictor. — Bo'a-constric'-
tpr, -kon-strik'ter, re. A large serpent of tropical
America, which crushes its prey in its coils.

portant; a person; a collective mass of individuals;
a corporation ; a number of particulars taken to-
gether; a system; any mass or portion of matter.
(Paint.) Consistency: thickness. — v. t. [bodied
(bod'id), bodying.] "To produce in definite shape;
to embody. — Bod'ily, a. Having a body ; corpo-
real; pert/to the body.— adv. Corporeally; entirely;

completely. — Bod'y-clothes, -klothz, re. pi. Clothing
for the body. color, -kuKer, n. {Paint.) Color
that has body, or consistence, in distinction fr. a
tint or wash, —-guard, -gard. re. A guard to protect
the person; life-guard.

—

politic, re. A state in its

political capacity. snatcher, -snach'er, n. One
who robs graves of bodies.

Boeotian, be-o'shan. a. Pert, to Boeotia ; to its bad
climate; or to its dull and stupid inhabitants.

Boer, boor, re. A Dutch colonist of South Africa.
Bog, n. A quagmire ; marsh ; morass. — v. t. To
whelm or plunge, as in mud and mire.

—

Bog'gy, a.

Containing boss: swampy.
Bogey, Bogy, bo'gi. Bogle, bo'gl, Boggle, bog'gl. re.

A hobgoblin: bugbear; specter; a nursery demon.
— Bo'gie, Bo'gy, re. A small hand-car on railroads;
a four-wheeled truck under a locomotive: an iron
box to receive slag from a puddling furnace. — Bog'-
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gle. [boggled (-gld), boggling.] To hesitate
vacillate, shrink.if frightened; to wave

Bogus, bo'gus, a. Spurious ; counterfeit.
Bohea, bo-he', n. An inferior kind of black or green
tea ; black tea in general.

Bohemian, bo-he'mi-an, a. Pert, to Bohemia or its

inhabitants, to gypsies, or to hack-writers for the
press. — n. A native of Bohemia; a gypsy; a needy
writer, politician, artist, etc., who lives Dy his wits.

Boil, boil, v. i. [boiled (boild), boilixg.] To be agi-
tated by the action of heat ; to bubble, effervesce;
to be hot or fervid; to be excited; to suffer boiling
in liquid. — v. t. To cause to bubble by heat ; to
form by boiling; tu subject to the action of heat in
a boiling liquid. — Bottler, n. One who boils ; a
vessel in which anything is boiled. (Mech.) A me-
tallic vessel in which steam is generated. — Boil'-
ery, n. A place and apparatus for boiling.— Boil,-

ing, n. Act or state of agitation by heat; ebullition;
act of subjecting to the action of heat.

Boil, boil, n. A small inflamed tumor, which com-
monly suppurates, — formerly written bile.

Boisterous, bois'ler-us, a. Tumultuous; turbulent;
noisy^ roaring.— Bois'terousness, n.

Bold, hold, a. Forward to meet danger ; exhibiting
or requiring spirit and daring; audacious; forward;
impudent; taking liberties in expression; markedly
conspicuous ; steep or abrupt.— Bold'ness, n.

Bole, bol, n. The body or stem of a tree. A kind of
fine, compact, or earthy clay.

Bolero.bo-la'ro, n. A Spanish dance.
Boll, bol, n. The pod or capsule of a plant ; a peri-
carp; a Scotch measure, containing 2, 4, or 6 bush-
els.— v. i. To form into a seed-vessel.

Bologna sausage, bo-lon'ya-saw-saj. A sausage of
various meats and pork suet.

Bolster, boKster, n. A long pillow or cushion; a pad;
compress.— v. t. [bolstered (-sterd), -sterixg.]
To support with a bolster ; to hold up, maintain.

Bolt, bolt, n. An arrow; dart ; a strong pin, to hold
something in place; a thunder-bolt ;

shackle ; 28 ells of canvas. — v. t. To
fasten with a bolt, restrain; to blurt out;
to swallow without chewing.— v. i. To
start forth like a bolt, move abruptly,
spring suddenly aside ; to desert, as"

a

party or organization. — adv. With
sudden meeting or collision ; perpen-
dicularly.

Bolt, bolt, v. t. To sift ; to separate, as-

sort, or purify; to examine closely.

Bolus, bo'lus, n. (Med.) A rounded mass ;

a large pill.

Bomb, bum, n. (Mil.) A hollow iron ball
filled with explosives to be discharged
from a mortar. — Bombard, bum-bard'',
v. t. To attack with bombs. —Bombard'-
ment, n. An attack with bombs.

Bombast, bum^bast, n. Orig., cotton or
soft material used as padding; hence, an
inflated style; fustian.— o. High-sound-
ing ; turgid. — Bombastic, a. Characterized
etc.— Bombastically, adv.

Bombazet, -zette, bum'ba-zet'', Bom'bazine', -sine,

-sin, -zen', n. A twilled fabric, with silk warp and
worsted weft.

Bona fides, bo'na fi'dez. Good faith; sincerity.—
Bona fide, -fi'de. In good faith ; really. [L.]

Bonanza, bo-nan'za, n. A sudden widening in a

vein of silver; a successful venture, — esp. in gold
or silver mining.

Bonbon, box'box", n. Sugar confectionery ; a sugar-
plum.

Bond, bond, w. That which r~r i i
i i i i -

binds, fastens, or con-
,

'
. ,

1

, ,

I

,
,
1,

fines; a binding force or i

'

i i i

'

influence. (Law.) A ' _ .'
'"^

'

writing by which one English Bond.
binds himself, his heirs, ___^^_
executors, etc., to pay a ' ' i i i

-

sum. (Arch.) Union or '

t ) I t

' *
i

-

tie of stones or bricks in a i i i i H

—

*

wall.— a. In a state of -—•' -^ -.- J^-iJ-^-i .]_..
servitude or captivity.— .

"
v. t. To secure payment * lemish Bond.

of, by giving a bond. — Bond'age, n. State of being
under restraint; obligation. (Old Eng. Law.) Vil-
lenage.— Bonded goods. Goods left in charge of cus-
toms officers,— bonds being given for the payment
of duties upon them. ware'house, n. A place
where bonded goods are stored.— Bond'maid, n. A
female slave. man, n. A man slave. (Old Eng.
Law.) A villain, or tenant in villenage. serv'ant,
n. A slave.—service,?*. Slavery.

—

slave,/;. One
in slavery.

—

stone, n. (Masonry/) A stone running-
through the thickness of a wall to bind it together.—tim-'ber, n. A beam worked into a wall to tie or
strengthen it longitudinally. —Bondsman, bondz'-
man, n. ; pi. -men. A bondman. (Law.) A surety;
one who gives security for another.

—

worn an. n. A
woman slave.

Bone, bon, n. (Anat.) A hard whitish substance, com-
posing the skeleton; an integral portion of the skele-
ton. — a. Made of bone. — v. t. [boxed (bond),
boxing.] To take out bones from; to put whalebone
into.— Bo'ny, -nl, a. Consisting of, full of, or pert,
to, bones ; having large or prominent bones.

Boneset, bon'set, n. A medicinal plant; thoroughwort.
Bonfire, bon'tir, n. Afire to express public exultation,

or for amusement.
Bonito, bo-ne'to, n. A fish of the tunny kind.
Bonmot, box'mo, n. A witty repartee ; a jest. [F.]
Bonne, bon, n. A child's nurse. [F.]

Bonnet, bon'net, n. A covering for the head.
|
Bonny, bon^nT, a. Handsome ; gay ; plump ; weil-

|

formed. — Bon'nily, adv.
' Bonny-clabber, bon,nt-klab/ber, «. Sour buttermilk;
!

the thick part of soured milk.
Bon ton, box-

tox. The height of the fashion ; fash-
ionable society. [F.]

Bonus, bo^nus, n. (Law.) A premium given for a loan,
charter, etc. An extra dividend paid out of ac-
cumulated profits; a sum paid to an agent, above a
share in profits or stated compensation. [L.]

Booby, boo'Di, n. A water-fowl allied to the pelican;

I
the brown gannet; a dunce; stupid fellow.

Book, bo~6k, n. A collection of sheets of paper, etc.,

bound together; a literary composition, written or
printed; a subdivision of a literary work. (Met:)
A volume in which accounts are kept. — v. t.

[booked (botikt), bookix'g.] To enter, or register
m a book. — Book'ish, a. Given to reading ; more
acquainted with books than with men. — Book''-
bind'er, n. One who binds books. bind'ery, n.

A place for binding, etc. bind'ing, n. Art or
practice of, etc. case, n. A case with shelves
for holding books. (Bind.) A book-cover. cov'-
er, n. (Bind.) A case for a book ; a cover of cloth
or other material prepared for casing a book. —
-keep'er, n. One who keeps accounts.

—

keep'ing,
n. Art of recording mercantile transactions and
keeping accounts. learned, -lerncl, a. Versed in
books; ignorant of life. learn'ing, n. Learning
acquired by reading,—esp. as opp. to practical knowl-
edge.

—

mak'er, n. One who writes and publishes
books; a compiler; a sporting man who makes a rec-
ord of bets.—mak'ing, n. The practice of, etc. ; com-
pilation ; systematized betting. mark.//. Some-
thing placed in a book by which to find a particular
place.

—

plate, n. Alabel'indicating ownership, place
in a library, etc., usually on the inside of the cover of
a book. post, n. The post-office arrangement by
which books are mailed. sell'er, n. One who
sells books.— -shelf, n. A shelf to hold books.—
-shop, -stall, -store, n. A place for selling books.

—

-stand, n. A stand for selling books in the streets;
book-stall; a support to hold books. worm, n. A
worm or mite that eats holes in books ; one exces-
sively addicted to study.

Boom, boom, n. A spar tor extending the bottom of
sails; a chain cable or connected line of spars, cross-
ing a river or other water; a pole set up in shallow
water, to mark out the channel; in business, a strong
demand for a commodity; an earnest popular in-

terest in behalf of some measure.

—

v. i. [boomed
(boomd), booming.] To rush violently, as a ship
under press of sail.

Boom, boom, n. A hollow roar; the cry of the bittern.
— v. i. To niake a hollow sound, roar, or cry.

Boomerang, boom'er-ang, n. A missile weapon of
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the natives of Australia, which describes remark-
able curves, and falls near the thrower.

Boon, boon, n. Gift; benefaction; grant: prayer or
petition.— a. Gay; jovial; kind: bountiful.

Boor, boor, a. A countryman: peasant; clown; a
rude and illiterate person. — Boorish, a. .Like a
boor; clownish: illiterate. — Boorlshness, n.

Boose. Booze. Bouze. booz, w. i. To drink excessively;
to guzzle.— Boo'sy.-zy, -zl, a. Intoxicated; silly;

fuddled.
Boost, boost, v. t. To lift or push from behind.
Boot; boot, v. t. To profit: to advantage. — n. Differ-
ence given to equalize an exchange; profit.— Boot-
less, a. Unavailing : unprofitable. — Boot'lessly,
adv. — Boot'lessness, n.

Boot, boot. //. A covering for the foot and leg: a rack
for the leg, to torture criminals; a leather-covered
receptacle on a coach; a cover for a carriage, against
rain and mud; {pi.) a servant who blacks boots.

—

v.t. To put boots on.—Boot''-crimp, n. A frame for
shaping boots.— -jack, n. An instrument for drawing
off boots. tree, -last, n. A block to stretch bootsT

Booth, booth, n. A temporary shelter ; slight hut.
Booty, boofi , a. Spoil taken in war, or by violence;
plunder.

Bopeep, bo-pep'', n. A children's play.
Borax, bo'raks. n. (Cheat.) Biborate of soda; a salt

formed by combination of boracic acid with soda.— Bo'rate, n, A salt formed by combination of
boracic acid with a base. — Bo'ron, n. An elemen-
tary substance, allied to carbon, the base of boracic
acid.

Border, bSr'der, n. The outer part or edge of any-
thing ; verge; brim: boundarv. — v.i. [bordered
(-derd), -derixg.] To touch "at the edge; to be ad-
jacent; to come near to. — v. t. To make, or adorn
with, a border: to touch at the edge. — Bor'derer, n.

One who dwells on a border. — Bor'der-land, n.

Land on the frontiers; debatable land.
Bore, bor, v. t. [bored (bord), borixg.] To perfo-
rate or penetrate: to form a round hole in; to weary
by tedious iteration or dullness; to vex. — v. i. To
pierce or enter by boring : to be pierced or pene-
trated by a turning instrument: to carry the nose to
the ground, — said of a horse. — n. The hole made
by boring: cavity of a fire-arm ; caliber ; one who,
or that which, wearies by repetition or dullness.
(Physical Geog.) A tidaf flood at the mouths of
some rivers ; a high and rapid flow.

Bore, Born. See Bear.
Boreal, bo're-al, a. Xortkern; pert, to the north or
north wind.

Borough, bur'ro, n. An incorporated town ; in Eng.,
a town that sends members to parliament; in Scot.,
a body corporate, with certain jurisdiction.

Borrow, bor'ro, v. t. [borrowed (-rod), -rowing.] To
take on trust, with the intention of repaying; to
take from another for one's own use: to appropriate.

Bosh, bosh, n. Mere show; empty talk; folly.
Bosom, bot/'zum, n. The breast of a human being;
the seat of the passions, affections, etc.: embrace;
affectionate inclosure; inclosed place: interior; the'
part of the dress over the breast,— a. Intimate ; fa-
miliar; dear. —v. t. [bosomed (-zumd), -omixg.] To
inclose in the bosom, keep with care, hide from
view, embosom.

Boss, bos, n. A protuberant ornament : stud : knob.
(Jlech.) The enlarged part of a shaft, on which a
wheel is keyed, or where it is coupled to another;
a swage or die for shaping metals.— v. t. To orna-
ment with bosses; to stud.

Boss, bos. n. A master workman or superintendent.— r. i. & t. To direct, superintend.
Botany, bofa-ni, n. Science of the structure, classifi-

cation, etc., of plants.— Botanic, -ical. bo-tanlk-al,
a. Pert, to botany: relating to, or containing, plants.— Botan'ically, arh: — Botanist, bot'an-istTw. One
skilled in, etc. — Bot'anize, w. i. [botaxized (-Izd),
-izix-g.] To seek for and investigate plants.

Botch, boch, n. An ulcerous affection. A patch of
a garment ; work done bunglingly ; a clumsy per-
formance. — ?'. t. [BOTCHED (bo'cht), BOTCHIX'G.]
To mend or patch clumsily ; to exDress or perform
bunglingly.

Both. both. 'a. & pron. The one and the other; the

two. — co»j., used before the first of two coordinate
words or phrases, followed bv and before the other.

Bother, both'er, v. t. [bothered (-era), -erixg.] To
tease or perplex. — n. One who, or that which,
bothers ; state of perplexity or annoyance.— Both'-
era'tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc. — Both'-
ersome, -er-sum, a. Causing bother.

Bots, Botts, bots. n. pi. (Entom.) Small worms found
in the intestines of horses. — Bot'-fly. The insect
whose eggs produce bots.

Bottle, bot'l, n. A narrow-mouthed vessel for hold-
ing liquors; the contents of one. — v. t. [bottled
(-tld), -tlixg.] To inclose in bottles.

Bottom, bot'um, n. The lowest part of a thing; foun-
dation: base; low alluvial land along a river; aval-
ley. (Xaul.) The keel of a vessel: the vessel itself.

Power of endurance: stamina; dress or grounds.
v.t. [bottomed (-tumd), -tomixg.] To found or
build; to furnish with a seat or bottom.— v.i. To
be based. — Bot'tomless, a. Without a bottom ;

fathomless. — Bot'tomry, -rT, n. (Mar. Law.) A
contract by which a ship is bound as security for re-
paymentof money.

Boudoir. boo'dwgr, n. A lady's private room.
Bough, bow, n. An arm or large branch of a tree.
Bought. See Buy.
Bougie, boo-zhe"', n. (Surg.) A long, flexible instru-
ment, introduced into the urethra, esophagus, etc.,

to remove obstructions.
Boulevard, boo-le-var', n. Orig. a bulwark; a broad
public walk or street.

Bounce, bowns, v. i. [bounced (bownst), bouncing.]
To leap or spring suddenly; to beat or thump. — v.

t. To drive violently against anything. — n. A sud-
den leap or bound: a heavy, sudden blow or thump;
a bold lie. — Boun'cing, a. Plump and healthy;
lusty.

Bound, bownd. n. External line of any object or
space, limit, confine, boundary. — v. t. To limit,
terminate, restrain, circumscribe: to give the boun-
daries of. — Bound'ary, -a-rT. n. That which fixes a
limit, — esp. a visible mark. — Boundless, a. With-
out bounds : unlimited : infinite.

Bound, bownd, n. A leap: spring; jump.— r. i. To
move forward by leaps: rebound, as an elastic ball.

Bound, bownd, «" Destined; tending; going, or in-
tending to go. etc.

Bound. Bounden. See Bixd.
Bounty, bown'ti, n. Goodness ; liberality ; munifi-
cence; that which is given liberally; a premium to
encourage some object. — Boun'teous, -te-us, a.

Disposed to give freely ; generous. — Boun'tiful,
-fill, a. Free iu giving.

Bouquet, bob-ka', n. A nosegay ; bunch of flowers ; a
perfume or aromatic odor.

Bourgeois, bur-jois', a. (Print.) A kind of type, in
size between long primer and brevier.

jg§= This line is in bourgeois type.

Bourgeois, b6or-zhwawr , n. In France, a man of
middle rank in society ; a citizen. — Bourgeoisie,
boor-zhwaw-ze /', «. The middle classes, — esp.

those concerned in trade.

Bourgeon, ber'jun, c. i. To put forth buds; to shoot
forth, as a branch. _

Bourn, Bourne, born or boorn, n. A bound; limit;

eoal. A stream ; rivulet ; burn.
Bourse, boors, «. A merchants' exchange; in France,
the money market.

Bout, bowt, ;?. A conflict ; trial ; as much of an ac-

tion as is performed at one time ; a turn.
Bovine, bo'vin, a. Pert, to cattle of the ox kind.
Bow, bow. v. t. [bowed (bowd), bowing.] To bend,

inflect, make crooked or curved; to turn from a nat-
ural condition; to bend in respect, homage, conde-
scension, etc.; to depress, subdue. — v. i. To bend,
in token of reverence, civility, etc. — n. An incli-

nation of the head or body, in" token of respect, etc.

Bow, bow, n. (Xaut.) The curving forepart of a

ship; prow; the bow-oar.— Bow'er, n. (Xaut.) An
anchor carried at the ship's bow, the second in size.

— Bowline, bolin, n. A rope which keeps the
weather edse of a sail tight forward when the ship

is close-hauled.— -oar, bow'or, n. The oar near-

est the bow of a boat; the one who pulls it. — -sprit.

fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 5dd, tone, or
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bo- or bow-, n. A spar projecting from the bow. of
a ship. — sometimes called boltsprit.

Bow, bo, n. Anything bent: a weapon by which an
arrow is propelled; an instrument having a curved
form, as a riddle-stick. — Bow-com'passes, -kum'-
pa.s-ez, n.pl. Com-
passes with a n «e9GGWI
arched plate on
one leg, upon
which the other Bow-compass.

lee slides; compasses furnished with a bow-pen.

—

-drill, n. A drill revolved bv a bow and string.—
-hand, n. (Archery.) The hand holding the bow,
the left hand. (JIus.) The hand drawing the bow,
rizht hand. knot, -not, n. A knot tied with a bow
or loop of string, and readily loosened. —-legged,
-legd, a. Having legs curved outwards.

—

man, n.

One who uses a bow; an archer. net, w. An ar-

rangement of wicker baskets for catching lobsters,

etc."

—

pen, n. A
land o f ruling-
pen. saw, n.

A narrow-bladed
saw for cutting
curves.

—

shot, a

arrow. string

iSow-pen.

The distance a bow shoots an
n. The string which bends a

bow.— v. t. To' strangle with a bow-string, — a
Turkish mode of execution.

Bowel, bow'el, n. One of the intestines; an entrail;
the interior part of anything; the seat of pity; com-
passion. — v. t. To take out the bowels of.

Bower, bow'er, n. One of the two highest cards in
euchre, — the highest being the Right bower, the
knave of the trump suit; the next the Left bower,
the other knave of the same color as the trump. A
chamber; a country-seat: cottage; a covered place in
a garden ; arbor. "— Bow'ery, a. Covering, as a
bower; containing bowers.

Bowl, bol, n. A concave vessel to hold liquids; the
hollow part of anything.

Bowl, bol, n. A ball. — r. {. [bowled (bold), bowl-
ixg.] To roll, as a bowl ; to pelt with anything
rolled. — v.i. To play with bowls; to roll the bail
on a level plain ; to "move rapidly, smoothly, and
like a ball.

Bowlder, Boulder, boKder, n. A large pebble. (Geol.)
A mass oi rock that has been transported by nat-
ural agencies from its native bed.

Bos, boks, n. A case or receptacle: the quantity that
a box contains; an inclosed space with seats in a
theater, etc.: a money-chest; a small house. (JIach.)
A cylindrical, hollow iron, in which an axle-tree
runs: a tube in a pump, closed with a valve; the
bucket of a lifting pump. The driver's seat on a
carriage; a present. (Bot.) A tree or shrub, the
dwarf variety of which is used for borders in gar-
dens. — v. t.

' [boxed (bokst), boxixg.] To inclose
in a box: to furnish with boxes.

Box, boks, n. A blow with the hand on the ear or
head. — v. t. & i. To fight with the fist.

Boxhaul, boks'hawl, v. t. [boxhauled (-hawld),
boxhaulixg.] (Xaut.) To wear, as a ship, when
close-hauled, short round on to the other tack.

Boy, boi, n. A male child; a lad.— Boy'hood, -hot>d,
n. State of a boy. or immaturity of age. — Boy'ish,
a. Like a boy ; childish ; puerile. — Boyishly, adv.— Boy'ishness, n.

Brace, bras, n. A prop or support. (Carp.) A tim-
ber crossing a corner from one timber to another.
(Print.) A curved line connecting words or lines:

tn boll, \ (Xaut.) A rope reeved through a block
' bowl.) at the end of a yard. A pair or couple;

a strap, supporting a carriageon wheels; a bit-stock:
state of being braced or tight, (pi.) Straps to sus-
tain pantaloons, etc.; suspenders.

—

r. t. [braced
(brast), bracixg.] To furnish with braces, support,
prop ; to tighten. (Xaut.) To move around by
means of braces.

Bracelet, bras'let, n. A wrist ornament ; defensive
armor for the arm.

Bracken, brak'en, n. Fern.
Bracket, brak'et, w. (Arch. & Engin.) A support

projecting from a wall or other surface. (.pZ.)
(Xaut.) Short, cooked timbers, resembling knees.
(Print.) Hooks [ ] used to inclose a reference, ex-

planation, note, etc.; crotchets. — v. t. To place
within, connect, or support by, brackets.

Brackish, brak'ish, a. Saltish.

Brad, brad, n. A nail with little or no head. — Brad'-
awl, n. An awl to make holes for inserting
brads.

brag, v. i. [bragged (bragd), -gixg.] To
praise one's self, or one's belongings, ostenta-
tiously; to boast, bluster, vaunt. — n. A boast
or boasting; thing boasted of; a game at cards.— Brag'gado'cio, -do'shr-o, n. A braggart ;

boaster; empty boasting. — Brag'gart, n. A
boaster. — a . Boastful.— Brag'ger, n.

Brahma, bra/ma, n. (Jli/th.) The first person
in the trinity of the Hindoos; the creator.—
Brab/man, -min, «. One of the upper or sa-

cerdotal caste among the Hindoos.
Braid, brad, r. t. To weave or entwine to-
gether; to plat; to mingle by rubbing in some-
thing fluid or soft. — n. A string, cord, etc., Brad,
woven from different strands.

Brail, bral, n. (Falconry.) A piece of leather to
bind a hawk's wing. pi. (Xaut.) Eopes to haul
up,_or truss up, sails, for furling. — v. t. [brailed
(braid), brailixg.] To haul up into, or truss up
with, the brails.

Brain, bran, n. (Anat.) The whitish, soft mass in
the upper cavity of the skull, which is considered
the center of sensation and perception; the anterior
or cephalic ganglion in invertebrate animals. The
understanding. — v. t. To dash out the brains of;
to destroy — Brainless, a. Without understanding.

Brake, brak, n. (Bot.) A fern of different genera.
A place overgrown with brakes, canes, brambles,
etc.: a thicket.

Brake, brak, n. An instrument to break flax or hemp;
the handle for working a pump or fire-engine : a
frame for confining horses while being shod; an in-
closure for cattle, horses, etc.; a heavy harrow for
breaking clods after plowing ; an appliance for
checking motion of wheels, machinery, etc., by
friction ; a light wagon used in breaking horses. —
v. t. To apply brakes, — esp. to wheels of a railroad
train.

Bramble, bram'bl, n. A shrub of the genus Bubm,
including the raspberry and blackberry; any rough,
prickly shrub.

Bramin. See Brahman, under Brahma.
Bran, bran, n. The coat of the seed of wheat, rye,

etc., separated from the flour by bolting ; refuse
sifted out of flour or meal.— Bran'-new, corrupt, of
brand-new.

Branch, branch, n. A limb; a bough growing from a
stem, or from another bough; a part extended from
the main body of a thing, as a stream running into
a larger one; a ramification ; a section or subdivis-
ion ; department; a line of family descent, in dis-
tinction fr. other lines fr. the same stock. (Law.)
A warrant or commission given to a pilot.— i\ i.

[braxched (brancht). branching.] To spread in
^ranches, ramify; to divide into subdivisions, —v.
fk. To divide as into branches.
Brand, brand, n. A burning or partly burnt stick; a
sword, so called from its glittering brightness; an
iron used for burning a mark; a distinctive mark
made by burning with hot iron ; quality; kind;
a mark of infamy; stigma. — r. • i. To impress a
mark with hot iron ; to stigmatize as infamous.
— Brand'ing-iron, Brand'iron. -i'ern. n. An iron
used to brand with. — Brand'-new, a. Quite new,
as if fresh from the fire,— written also bran- and
brent new. —-goose, n. See Brant.

Brandish, bran'dish, v. t. [braxdished (-dishy, -dish-
ING.] To wave, as a weapon; to shake or flourish.— n. A flourish, as with a weapon, whip. etc.

Brandy, bran'dT, n. An ardent spirit distilled from
wine or other liquors.

Branlin, branlin, n. A fish of the salmon kind.
Brant, brant, n. A species of wild goose, called also
brand-goose and brent-goose. — Brant'-fox. n. A
kind of Swedish fox. — Bran'tail, n. The red
start, a bird similar to the nightingale.

Brash, brash, a. Hasty in temper. Brittle, as wood.
— //. Refuse boughs of trees: truck; trash. (Geol.)
Broken t'rau'ment> of rocks underlvins alluvial de-

sun, cube, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boxbox, chair, get.
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posits. Broken fragments of ice. {Med.) A rash
or eruption.

Brass, bras, n. A yellow alloy of copper and zinc;
impudence; a brazen face. pi. Utensils, ornaments,
etc., made of brass; esp. plates attached to monu-
ments, bearing figures. — Brass'y, a. Of, or pert,

to, etc.; hard as, etc.; of the color of, etc.j impu-
dently bold.— Brass'iness, w. — Braze, braz, v. t.

To solder, or cover or ornament with, etc.; to harden
to impudence. — Brazen, bra'zn, a. Pert, to, or
made of, brass; impudent. — v. t. To be impudent
or defiant. — Bra'zenly, adv. — Brassier, Bra'zier,
-zher, n. An artificer m brass; a pan to hold coals.
— Brass band. A company of performers on brass
musical instruments.

—

leaf, n. Brass in thin sheets.

Brat, brat, n. A contemptuous name for a child.

Brave, brav, a. Of noble courage; bold, with gener-
osity and dignity ; excellent ; beautiful. — n. A
brave person ; esp., an Indian warrior; a hector ; a
bully. — v.*. [braved (bravd), braving.] To en-
counter with fortitude; to defy, challenge, dare.
— Brav'ery, -er-T, n. Quality of being, etc.; fear-
lessness; showy appearance; ostentation. — Bra^vo,
n.; pi. Bra'voes, -voz. A daring villain ; bandit;
assassin or murderer. — Bravo, bra/vo, interj. Well
done, excellent !

— Brava'do, n. Ostentation of
bravery ; boast or brag ; threatening behavior ; a
boasting fellow.

Brawl, brawl, v. i. To quarrel noisily and indecently;
to scold, wrangle, squabble; to roar, as water.

—

n.

A noisy quarrel; loud contention; scurrility; uproar.
Brawn, brawn, n. The flesh of a boar; full, strong
muscles; strength; the arm. — Brawn'y, -Y, a.

Strong ; big. — Brawn'iness, n.

Bray, bra, v. t. [brayed (brad), braying.] To pound,
beat, or grind small. — v. i. To utter a harsh cry, as
an ass; to make a harsh, grating noise.— v. t. To
utter with a harsh sound. — n. The sound of an ass;

any harsh, grating sound.
Braze, Brazen, Brazier. See under Brass.
Brazil-wood, bra-ziKw6t>d, n. A very heavy wood, of
Brazil and other tropical countries, used for dyeing
red.

Breach, brech, n. Act of breaking, or state of being
broken; the opening broken; rent; gap; a breaking,
as of a law, obligation, etc.; a breaking up of ami-
cable relations; quarrel. — r. t. QUI.) To lake :

breach in the walls of, by artillery.
Bread, bred, n. Flour or meal baked in loaves, cakes,

etc.; provisions in general.— Bread'-fruit, n. The
fruit of a tree of the isles of the Pacific, which re-
sembles bread, when baked, and is eaten as food. —
-stuff, n. Bread-corn; meal; flour.

Breadth, bredth. n. Distance from side to side ; width.
(Paint.) Quality of having colors and shadows
broad and massive, and an arrangement of objects
suggesting largeness and simple grandeur.

Break, brak, v. t. [imp. broke (brok) or (obs.) brake
(brak); p. p. broke or broken; breaking.] To
strain apart; to lay open by breaking; to disclose or
divulge; to infringe or violate; to interrupt, termi-
nate; to destroy the completeness of ; to dash, shjfl
ter, or crush; to bruise; to weaken or subdue; to i™
part cautiously; to tame; to make bankrupt; to de-
stroy the official character of; to cashier.— v. i. To
come to pieces, burst asunder; to open from within;
to come to view; to dawn ; to burst forth violently

;

to become weakened ; to lose health or strength ; to
fail in business; to change the gait; to exceed the
natural power, as the voice; to fall out; to termi-
nate friendship. — n. An opening made by frac-
ture; an interruption; a pause; in writing or print-
ing, a dash, or a blank or unfinished line; the dawn;
an interruption of continuity; a large carriage. —
Break'able, a. Capable of being broken. — Break'-
age, -ej, n. A breaking ; allowance for things brok-
en in transportation. — Break'down, n. Act of
breaking down, as of a carriage; a riotous dance,
terminating a ball.— Break'er, n. One who, or that
which, breaks. (Naut.) A small water-cask for
boats. —pi. Waves breaking into foam against the
shore.

Breakfast, brek'fast, n. The first meal in the day. —
v. i. To break one's fast in the morning.— v. t. To
furnish with the morning meal.

Bream, brem, n. A name for three kinds of fish, found
respectively in Europe, North America, and the sea.

Breast, brest, n. The part of the body between neck
and belly; protuberant glands, in females, in which
milk is secreted ; the seat of consciousness, affec-
tions, and passions ; the heart. — v. t. To bear
the breast against ; to oppose. — BreaBt'ing, n.
(Engin.) The curved channel in which a breast-
wheel turns. — Breast'-bone, n. The bone of the
breast; sternum.

—

hook, n. (Naut.) A knee-shaped
timber in the stem of a ship, to keep the bows to-
gether. knot, -not, n. A knot of ribbons worn
on the breast. pin, n. A pin for fastening or
ornament; a brooch.

—

plate, n. Defensive armor
worn upon the breast; a strap across a horse's breast.
(Jewish Antiq.) A part of the high priest's vest-
ment.

—

plow, -plough, n. A plow, driven by the
breast, to cut turf. rail, n. The upper rail of a
balcony or of the breastwork on a quarter-deck.—wheel, n. A water-wheel, which receives the
stream at about half its height. See Water-wheel.—work, -werk, n. (Fort.) A defensive earth-work
breast-high, (jfaut.) A railing on the quarter-deck
and forecastle.

Breath, breth, n. Air respired; act or power of breath-
ing naturally ; life; time to breathe; respite; a sin-
gle respiration, or the time of making it; a single
act; a slight breeze.— Breathless, a. Out of breath;
dead, expired. — Breathe, breth, v. i. [breathed
(brethd), breathing.] To respire; to live; to take
breath, rest; to pass, as air ; to exhale, emanate. —
v. t. To respire; to infuse by breathing; to emit by
the breath, utter softly, exhale; to cause to sound by
breathing; to promote free respiration in; to exer-
cise; to suffer to take breath; to put out of breath;
to give air or vent to ; to open. — Breath'er, n. —
Breath'able, a. That may be, etc.— Breathing, n.
Respiration; air in gentle motion; aspiration; secret
prayer; exercise; utterance; breathing-place; vent.

Breech, brech, n. The lower part of the body behind;
hinder part of anything, esp. the part of a fire-arm
behind the bottom of the bore.

—

v. t. [breeched
(brecht), breeching.] To put into breeches; to fur-
nish with a breech; to fasten with breeching.—
Breeches, brich/ez, n. pi. A garment for men, cov-
ering the hips and thighs; used in the sense of pan-
taloons. — Breeching, bridling, n. The part of a
harness round a horse's breech. (Naut.) A rope to
check the recoil of a cannon. — Breech'-load'ing,
brechlod'ing, a. (Mil.) Receiving the charge at
the breech instead of the muzzle. — -load'er, n. A
gun which, etc.

Breed, bred, v. t. [bred; breeding.] To procreate;
beget; hatch; to bring up ; nurse and foster ; to in-

struct ; form by education ; to occasion ; to give
birth to.— v. i. To bear and nourish young; to be
generated, or to grow ; to raise a breed. — n. A
progeny from the same parents or stock; a race al-

lied by nativity or some distinctive qualities in com-
mon; progeny; offspring,— applied to other things
than animals.— Breed'ing, n. Formation of man-
ners; education; nurture; training; deportment; be-
havior.

Breese, Briz, Breeze, brez, Breeze'-fty, n. A buzzing
fly of various species, which torments animals; also,

the bot-fly.

Breeze, brez, n. A light wind; gentle gale;'an excited
state of feeling; quarrel,— v. i. ToTilow gently.

Breeze, brez, Briss, bris, Brist, n. Cinders; dust, rub-
bish.

Brent. See Brant.
Brethren, breth'ren, n., pi. of Brother, used in sol-

emn and Scriptural language for brothers.

Brett, bret, n. A four-wheel carriage, with calash top.

Breve, brev, n. (Mus.) A note, I ^ I equivalent to

two semibreves, or four minims. ' ' (Law.) A
brief. (Print.) A curved mark [^] over a vowel, to
indicate that its quantity is short. — Brevity, n.

Shortness of time or extent; conciseness.
Brevet, bre-vet', n. A warrant, granting a favor, title,

dignity, etc. (3fil.) A commission in the army at
large, but not with a particular command. — v. t.

To confer rank upon by brevet. — a. Taking rank
by brevet, — designating rank conferred for merit or
special cause, and not in course of promotion.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; gnd, eve, term ; Yn, ice ; 5dd, tone, Sr
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Breviary, bre'vT-a-ri, n. An abridgment; epitome;
summary ; book containing the service of the Rom.
Cath. or Greek church.

Brevier, hre-ver', n. (Print.) A kind of type, in size

between bourgeois and minion.

fl^*" This line is printed in brevier type.

Brevity. See under Breve.
Brew, Droo, v. t. [brewed (brood), brewing.] To

boil or seethe; to prepare, as a liquor, from malt and
hops, etc., by steeping, boiling, and fermentation;
to contrive; plot.— v. i. To perform the business of
brewing; to be in a state of preparation; to be form-
ing or gathering. — Brew'age, «. Malt liquor.
— Brew'er, n.— Brew'ery, -er-i, Brew'-house, ?i. A
house where brewing is done.— Brewing, n. Act
or process of, etc. ; quantity brewed at once.

Briarean, bri-all-an, a. Pert, to, or resembling, Bri-
areus, a giant with a hundred hands.

Bribe, brib, n. Something given to pervert the judgment
or corrupt the conduct ; that which seduces; allure-

ment.— v. t. [bribed (bribd), bribing.] To influ-

ence or corrupt by gifts; to gain by, etc. —v. i. To
give, etc.— Bribery, n. Act or practice of giving or
taking, etc.

Bric-a-brac, brik'a-brak, n. A collection of antiqua-
rian or artistic curiosities. TF.]

Brick, brik, n. Clay and sand, tempered with water,
molded into form, dried, and usually burnt; bricks
collectively; a good fellow. — r. t. [bricked (brikt),

bricking.] To lay with bricks. — Brick'bat, n. A
piece of a brick.—kiln, -kil, n. A kiln for baking
or burning, etc.—lay'er, n. One who builds with
bricks.

Bride, brid, n. A woman recently married, or en-
gaged to be married. — Bri'dal, a. Pert, to a bride,
or to a wedding ; nuptial. — n. Nuptial festival ;

marriage. — Bride'-chamber, -cham'bgr, n. The
nuptial apartment.—groom, n. A man newly mar-
ried, or about to be married.—maid, -man, n. At-
tendants on the bride and groom at a wedding.
[These words are also spelled bridesmaid, brides-

man.]
Bridge, brij, n. A structure forming a roadway over
a watercourse, ravine, etc. ; a support similar to a
bridge, as for strings of a violin, the bony part of
the nose, etc.— v. t. [bridged (brijd), bridging.]
To build a bridge over.

Bridle, bri'dl, n. An instrument to restrain a horse;
a restraint; curb; check; part of a gun-lock. (JS'aut.)

A cable, to enable a ship, when moored, to veer with
wind and tide.— v. t. [bridled (bri'dld), bridling.]
To put a bridle upon ; to restrain, or control.— v. i.

To hold up the head, and draw in the chin, as an
expression of pride, scorn, or resentment.

Brief, bref, a. Short in duration or expression; using
few words ; concise; succinct.

—

n. An epitome; a
statement in few words. (Law.) An abridgment
of a client's case; writ summoning one to answer to
an action.— v. t. (Law.) To make a brief of.

Brier, Briar, bri'er, n. A prickly plant. (Bot.) The
sweet-brier and wild-brier, species of the rose.

Brig, brig, n. A vessel with two masts, square-rigged
—Hermaphrodite brig.

A two-masted vessel,
square-rigged forward
and schooner-rigged
aft.— Brig'antine, -tin
or -ttn, n. A small
brig.

Brigade, brt-gad', n.

(Mil.) A division of
troops, larger than a
regiment, commanded
by a general officer. —
v. t. To form into a
brigade^— Brigadier,
brig-a-der/\ B r i g ' a-
dier-gen'eral, n. The officer commanding a brigade,
in rank next below a major-general. — Brigade
major. An officer who assists the brigadier in his
duties.

Brigand, brig'and, n. A lawless fellow who lives by
plunder ; a robber, freebooter.
Theft ; robbery ; plunder.

Brig.

Brig'andage,

Bright, brit, a. Shedding light; shining; brilliant; of
a quick intellect; sparkling with wit; manifest to
the mind, as light to the eyes ; clear. — Brighten,
brlfn, v. t. [-ened (-nd), -ening.] To make
bright or brighter ; to make illustrious, or more dis-
tinguished, shed light upon, make cheerful, make
acute or witty,— v. i. To grow bright or brighter.

Brill, bril, n. A fish of the turbot kind.
Brilliant, bril'vant, a. Sparkling with luster; glit-

tering; splendid; shining. — n. A diamond so cut as
to reflect and refract the light. (Print.) The small-
est type used in English printing.

JgT" This line is printed in the type called Brilliant.

Brim, brim, n. Rim, or border, of anything: edgre,

margin.

—

v. i. To be full to the brim.— Brimlul,
-ful, Brim'ming, a. Full to the top; completely full.

Brimstone, brimlton, n. A hard, brittle, inflamma-
ble substance : sulphur.

Brinded, brinlled, a. Having different colors; varie-

fated; streaked. — Brin'dle, -dl, n. State of being
rinded; spottedness. — Brin'dled, -did, a. Spotted;

brinded.
Brine, brin, n. Water impregnated with salt: the
ocean or sea ; tears ; pickle.— Bri'ny, a. Pert, to
brine, or to the sea; salt.— Brine'-pan, n. A pit of
salt water, for evaporation.

Bring, bring, v. t. [brought (brawt), bringing.] To
convey to a person or thing; fetch; to make to come;
procure; induce: influence; to convey, carry.

Brink, brink, n. Edge, margin, or border of a steep

j

place; verge.
Brisk, brisk, a. Full of liveliness and activity, of

j

spirit or life; effervescing, as liquors; alert; nimble;

]

quick; gay.— v. i. To appear with animation,—
with up.

|

Brisket, bris,ket, n. The breast of an animal or that

|

part of the breast next the ribs. See Beef.
j

Bristle, brisl, n. A short, stiff, coarse hair. (Bot.) A
I

species of pubescence on plants. — v. t. [bristled
|

(brisld), bristling (brisling).] To erect the bris-

j
ties of, fix a bristle to. — v. i. To rise or stand erect,
like bristles.

: Britannia, brT-tan'nY-a, n. A compound of block-
I tin alloyed with antimony, bismuth, and copper.
British, britlsh, a. Pert, to Great Britain or its in-
habitants, or to its original inhabitants.— Brit'on,
n. A native of, etc. —Briticism, -sizm, n. A habit
or idiom peculiar to, etc. — British gum. A brown-
ish substance, soluble in cold water, formed by heat-
ing dry starch.

Brittle, brit11, a. Easily broken; apt to break.
Britzska, brislca, n. A long carriage, with calash top.
Broach, broch, n. A

\
steel tool for
smoothing or en-

1 larging holes in

I

metal ; a brooch.

I

— V. t. [BROACHED
I

(brocht;, broach-
ing.] To pierce,!

^ as with a spit ; to
T

tap ; to pierce, as Britzska.

^a cask, in order to draw liquor ; to let out ; to open
for the first time, as stores; to make public, give out.

Broad, brawd, a. Wide ; extended in breadth, or
from side to side; diffused; having a large measure
of any thing or quality; ample; comprehensive;
gross; obscene.— Broad'cast, n. (Agric.) A sowing
of seed by casting it at large from the hand. — adv.
Diffusedly; at laree. — a. Dispersed, as seed thrown
by the hand; widely spread. —Broaden, brawd'n,
v. i. To grow broad".— r. t. To make broad, ren-
der more comprehensive. —BroadIsh, a. Rather
broad.— Broadly, adv. — Broad'ness, n. — Broad'-
ax, -axe, n. A broad-edged ax for hewing timber.

brim, n. A kind of hat worn by the I riends or
Quakers; a Quaker. cloth, n. A fine woolen
cloth for garments, exceeding 29 inches in width.

—

-piece, n. A gold coin broader than a guinea.—
-side, n. Simultaneous discharge of all guns on one
side of a ship. (Xaut.) A ship's side above water,
from bow to quarter. (Print.) A sheet of paper
containing one large page, or printed on one side
only.—sword, -sord, n. One with broad blade and
cutting edge; a claymore. — B. Church. (Eccl.) A

sun, cube, full ; moon, cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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body of men holding liberal or comprehensive views
of Christian doctrine and fellowship, — applied esp.

to a portion of the church of Eng. — B. gauge, gaj.

A distance between the rails of a railroad greater
than the standard gauge of 4 ft. 8* in. — B. pen'-
nant, n. (JS

raut.) A square flag at a commodore's
mast-head. — B. seal. The public seal of a state.

Brocade, bro-kad', n. Silk stuff, variegated with gold
and silver, or with patterns of flowers, etc.; other
stuffs similarly wrought. — Bro'catel', -tel'lo, n.

Coarse brocade for tapestry, carriage linings, etc.;

marble, clouded and veined with various colors.

Brocage. See under Bkoker.
Broccoli, brok'ko-li, n. A variety of cabbage.

v
Brogan, bro'gan or bro-gan', Brogue, brog, n. A stout,

coarse shoe. — Brogue, n. A coarse manner of pro-
nunciation.

Broider. See Embroider.
Broil, broil, n. A noisy quarrel: fray: tumult.
Broil, broil, v. t. [broiled (broild), broilixg.] To
cook over coals or on a gridiron. — v. i. To be
greatly heated.

Broker, bro'ker, n. One who does business for anoth-
er ; an agent to effect contracts for a compensation.
— Broke, v. i. To act as agent, esp. in love affairs.
— Bro'cage, -kage, -kej, -kerage, n. The fee for act-

ing as broker ; a commission on sales.

Broma. bro'ma, n. A preparation of cacao seeds, or
drink made from it.

Bromine, bro'min, n. (Chan.) One of the elements, re-

lated in chemical qualities to chlorine and iodine. —
Bro'mate, n. Bromic acid compounded with a base.
— Bro'mic, a. Compounded of bromine and oxygen. ,

— Bro'mide, -mid, n. A compound of bromine with
a metallic or combustible base. — Bro'mite, -mit, n. i

An ore of silver; bromic silver. — Bro'mism, -mizm,
n. A cachectic condition caused by using bromine.

|

Bronchi, bron'ki, -chia, -kt-a, -chiae, -kl-e, n. pi.
j

(Anat.) The ramifications of the windpipe in the
lungs. — Bron'chial, -ki-al, a. (Anat.) Pert, to,

etc.— Bronchitis, -ki'tis, n. Inflammation of the
bronchial membrane.

Bronze, br5uz or bronz, n. An alloy of copper with
tin, sometimes with other metals, esp. zinc; a statue,
medal, etc., cast in bronze; a brown color; the color
of bronze.— ?•. t. [broxzed (brSnzd or bronzd),
bronzixg.] To give the appearance of bronze ; to
make brown; to make hard or unfeeling; to brazen.
— a. Made of, or resembling, etc.

Brooch, broch, n. An ornament, with a pin to attach
it to a garment. (Paint.) A painting all of one
color. — v. i. To adorn with jewelry.

Brood, brood, r. i. To sit on and cover eggs or young;
to sit quietly; to remain long in anxious thought; to
muse. — v. t. To sit over, cover, and cherish. — n.

Offspring; progeny.
Brook, brdok, n. A small stream of water. — v. t. To

bear, endure ; to be contented with.
Broom, broom,??. A genus of leguminous plants; a
besom, or brush, to sweep floors, etc., — orig. made
of the broom plant.

Broth, broth, n. Liquor in which flesh or anything
else is boiled.

Brothel, broth'el, n. A house of ill-fame.

Brother, brutii/
'er, n. ; pi. Broth'ers or Brethren,

breth/ren (used in the solemn style). He who is

born of the same parents with another, or of one of
them only; one closely united to another by some
common tie ; one who resembles another. — Broth'-
erly, a. Pert, to; kind; affectionate. — Brotherhood,
-hot)d, n. State of being, etc.; an association ; a fra-
ternity ; a class of individuals of the same occupa-
tion. — Broth'er-in-law, n. Brother of a husband
or wife; sister's husband.

Brougham, broo /'am or broom, n. A light close carriage.
Brow, brow, n. The ridge over the eye, with the hair
upon it; the forehead; the edge of a steep place.

Brown, brown, n. A dark color inclining to red or
yellow. — a. Of a brown color, — v.t. [browxed
(brownd), browntx'G.] To give a brown color to.

Browse, browz, v. t. [browsed (browzd). brows-
ing.] To eat or nibble off, as the ends of branches
of trees, etc. — v. i. To feed on shoots of shrubs or
trees.— Browse, brows, n. Tender branches or twigs
of trees, etc.

Brush-wheel.

Bruin, broo'in, n. A bear.
Bruise, brooz, r. t. [bruised (broozd), bruisi.xg.] To
injure or crush; to contuse; to reduce to fragments;
to fight with the fists ; to box. — n. A contusion.

Bruit, broot, n. Report; rumor ; fame. (Med.) A
sound heard on percussion or auscultation.— v. t. To
report; to noise abroad.

Brunette, broo-nef, n. A woman of dark complex-
ion.

Brunt, brunt, n. The heat, or utmost violence, of an
onset; force of a blow; shock; sudden effort, con-
tact, or engagement.

Brush, brush, n. An instrument of bristles, etc., for
removing dust, laying on colors, etc. ; branches of
trees lopped off; brushwood; a thicket; a skirmish;
a slight encounter; anything resembling a brush. —
v. t. Tbrushed (brusht), brushing.] To apply a
brush to; to pass lightly over; to remove or gather
bv brushing. — r. i. To move nimbly in haste; to

skim over with slight contact. — Brush'y, -1,_a. Re-
sembling, etc.; rough. — Brush'iness, n.

wheel, n. A wheel
without teeth, re-
volving another by"
friction; a revolving
brush for polishing.—wood, n. A thick-
et or coppice; small
branches cut from
trees.

Brusk,Brusque,brdosk,
a. Blunt ; rough ;

rude.
Brute, broot, a. Xot having sensation or reason;

senseless; irrational; unintelligent; animal; bes-
tial; rough. — n. A beast; a low-bred, unfeeling
person.— Bru'tal, a. Pert, to, or like, etc. ; cruel; in-

human. — Brutal'ity, n. — Bru'talize [-talized
(-izd), -izixg], Bru'tify [-tified (-ti-iicl), -fyixg],
v. t. To make a brute of,' make brutal. — Bru'tish,
a. Having characteristics of, etc. ; ignorant; stupid;
gross ; carnal ; bestial.— Bru'tishly, adv.— Bru'tish-
ness, n. — Bru'tism, -tizm, n. The nature, qualities,
or actions, of a brute.

Bubble, bub ,r
l, n. A bladder of water or other fluid

inflated with air : anything empty ; a delusive
scheme.— v. i. [bubbled (bub /,

ld), bubbltxg.] To
rise in bubbles, run with a gurgling noise.

—

v.t.
To cheat, deceive.

Buccaneer, Bucanier, buk-a-ner/
\ n. A pirate ; free-

booter.
Bucentaur, bu-sen rtawr, n. (Myth.) A fabulous
monster, half ox and half man. — The state barge
of Venice, used in the ceremony of espousing the
Adriatic.

Buchu, bu'ku, n. (Bot.) A plant used for diseases of
the bladder.

Buck, buk, n. Lye for soaking cloth, in bleaching;
also liquor in which clothes are washed; cloth or
clothes washed. — ?•. t. To steep in lye; to wash in
lye or suds. (Mining.) To break up or pulverize, as
ores. — Buck-basket, -bas /'ket, n. A basket for car-
rving clothes to the wash.

Buck, buk, n. The male of the fallow deer, goat,
sheep, rabbit, and hare,
— also applied to male
Indians and negroes ; a
gay, dashing, young fel-

low. — v. i. To jump
viciously, with the 'head
down, as if butting, —
said of mules, etc.-^r. t.

To confine, b}r passing a
stick under the bent
knees, and over the
wrists, the hands being Riif>fc
tied together before the

xsui-n..

shins. — Buck-shot, n. Coarse shot used for large
game. skin, n. Leather of deer, goats, etc.

Buckboard, buk'bord, -wag'on, v. A rude vehicle,
having a board resting on two axletrees.

Bucket, buk'et, n. A vessel to hold liquids, etc.
(Mach.) One of the cavities on the rim of a water-
wheel ; the float of a paddle-wheel. See Water-
wheel. — Buck'etful, n. Contents of, etc.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; in, ice ; Sdd, t5ne, 6r

:
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Buckeye, buk'i, n. A tree indigenous in the AVestern
States; a nickname for a resident of Ohio.

Buckle, buk'l, n. A frame with tongue or catch to

fasterrthings together; a curl, or state of being curled
or crisped, as hair.— r. t. [buckled (buk'ld), buck-
ling.] To fasten with a buckle ; to prepare for ac-

tion ; set stoutly at work. — v. i. To bend, bow ; to

struggle, contend. — Buckler, n. A kind of shield.

{Naut.) A cover fitted to the hawse-holes, to exclude
water.

Buckram, buk'ram, n. A coarse linen cloth, stiffened
with glue.— a. Made of buckram ; stiff, precise.

Buckthorn, buk'thQrn, n. {Bot.) A genus of plants.

Buckwheat, buk'hwet, n. A plant, whose seed is

used as grain.
Bucolic, bu-koKik, -ical, a. Pert, to a shepherd; pas-

toral ; rustic. —Bucofic, n. A pastoral poem.
Bud, bud, n. An undeveloped branch or flower ; a
prominence on certain animals, which grows into an
animal, as a bud in a plant grows into a flower. —
v.i. To put forth buds; to begin to grow, or issue
from a stock like a bud, as a horn; to be in bloom, or
growing, —v. t. To insert, as the bud of one plant,
under bark of another, to raise a fruit different from
the stock.

Buddhism, biKfizm, ??. The doctrine taught by the
Hindu sage', Buddha, in the (Jth century B. C, and
adopted as a religion in Central and Eastern Asia.
etc. —Buddhist, bud'ist, n. A votary of Buddhism.
— Bud'dhist, -isfic, a.

Buddie, bud'dl, n. {Mining.) A wooden frame for
washing ore. —v. t. To wash ore with, etc.

Budge, buj, v. t. [budged (bujd), budging.] To
move off, stir, wag. — n. Lamb-skin fur, used as an

, edging of scholastic habits. — a. Lined with budge;
hence, scholastic ; austere or stiff. — Budg'et, n. A
bag or sack, with its contents ; a stock or store ; a
governmental financial statement.

Buff, buf, n. A sort of leather, from the skin of the
buffalo, also of other animals, dressed in oil ; a mili-

tary coat, made of buff-skin ; the color of, etc. ; the
bare skin. {Med.) A grayish, viscid crust observed
on blood. {Mech.) A wheel covered with buff
leather, for polishing. — o. Made of buff leather;
of the color of, etc., —between light pink and light

vellow.
Buffalo, bufa-lo, n. ; pi. Buf'faloes, -loz. A kind of

wild ox of the eastern conti-
nent ; a buffalo-robe ; applied
improperly to the bison. See
Bison.

Buffer, buffer, n. {31ech.) An
apparatus to deaden concussion
by moving bodies. —A foolish
fellow ; good-natured old fel-
low.

Buffet, boof-a' or buffet, n. A Buffalo.

sideboard or closet, for plate, china, etc.
Buffet, buffet, n. A blow with the hand ; cuff ; vio-
lent resistance, as of winds and waves. — ?•. t. To
box, beat, slap; to contend against. — r. i. To play
at boxing ; to make one's way by buffeting.

Buffo, buffo^w. The comic actor m an opera. [It.] —
Buffoon, -foon', n. One who amuses bv tricks, iokes,
and pleasantries ; a mimic ; mountebank ; clown.— Buffoon'ory, ^er-T, n. The arts of, etc. ; pranks.

Bug, bug, n. An insect of many species ; esp. a
hemipterous insect which infests beds, etc. —Bug,
Bug'bear, -bar, Bug'aboo, -a-boo, n. Something
frightful ; a specter ; hobgoblin.

Bugger, bug'gcr, n. One guilty of buggery ; a vile
creature. — Bug'gery, -1, n. A crime against na-
ture ; sodomy.

Buggy, bug'gf, n. A light four-wheel vehicle, with
or without a calash top.

Bu'gle, Bugle-horn, bu'gl-hSm, n. A wind instrument
for hunting or for military music.

Bugle, bu'gl, n. An elongated glass
bead.

Buhl, bul, n. A figure of brass, un-
burnished gold, etc., set into sur-
faces of ebony, tortoise-shell, etc.

Buhr-stone, befston, n. {Min.) A
flintv quartz, used for mill-stones. Bugle-horn
See Bur.

Build, bild,v.t. [built (bilt) or (antiquated) BUILDED;
building.] To Irame, construct, and raise, as an
edifice; to fabricate; to raise on any foundation : to
increase and strengthen.

—

v. i. To practice build-
ing ; to construct, rest, or depend. — n. i'orm, or
mode of construction.— Build'er, n. — Build'ing, n.
Act or business of, etc. ; thing built.

Bulb, bulb, n. {Bot.) A bud growing from a plant,
(.usually below ground), and producing a stem
above and roots below. {Anat.) A part shaped
like bulbous roots. A protuberance on a stem, as
the bulb of a thermometer, —v. i. To form bulbs.

Bulge, bulj,?*. The protuberant part of a cask, etc.
{Naut.) The bilge of a vessel. — v. i. [bulged
(buljd), bulging.] To swell out; to be protuberant;
to bilge, as a ship.

Bulk, bulk, n. Magnitude of material substance; size;
mass ; the majority ; the principal portion. {Naut.)
The whole cargo of a ship when stowed. — v. i. To
appear of great size or importance. —Bulkier, n.
{Naut.) One who ascertains the capacity of goods,
to fix the freight or shore-dues upon them.— Bulk'y,
-i, a. Large. — Bulk'iness, n.

Bulkhead, bulk'hed, u. {Naut.) A partition in a ship,
etc., made with boards, etc.

Bull, bul, 71. The male of any bovine quadruped, also
of any large quadruped, as the elephant. {Astron.)
Taurus, one ot the twelve signs of the zodiac. {Stock
Exchange.) One who buys stock on time, agreeing
to take a certain amount at a future dav at a stated
price, beyond which he seeks to raise the market
value. See Bear.— v. t. To endeavor to raise the
price of.— Bul'lock, n. A young bull; an ox, or cas-
trated bull. —Bull'-dog, n. A variety of dog, of re-
markable ferocity and courage, — named prob. fr.

being used to bait bulls or fr. the size of the head.—
-fight, -fit, n. A combat with a bull.

—

finch, n. A
thick-necked singing-bird allied to the grossbeak.

—

-frog, n. A large species of frog, which makes a loud,
croaking noise. head, n. A fish of the genus
cottus; also the cat-fish, or horned-pout; a stupid fel-

low; lubber.

—

head'ed, -necked, -nekt, a. Unyield-
ing; dogged.

—

rush, n. A large, strong rush, grow-
ing in swamps or water.—trout, n. A large species
of trout, ascending rivers periodically to spawn.

Bull, bul, n. The seal appended to the edicts and
briefs' of the pope ; an edict, or rescript of the pope.
A blunder; use of language self-contradictor}' or ex-
pressing ideas entirely different from those in-

tended.
Bulldoze, buKdoz, v. t. To intimidate by violence.
Bullet, buK'let, n. A small ball; esp. one of lead for
small-arms.

Bulletin, bufle-tin, v. A statement respecting some
event, issued by authority for public information;
public notice, esp., of news recently received.

Bullion, bufvun, n. Uncoined gold or silver in the
mass; precious metal, coined or uncoined, when
reckoned by weight and in mass.

Bulls'-eye, budbfI, n. {Navt.) A wooden block with-
out sheave's, having a groove around it, and a hole

, through it. A thick piece of glass in a deck, roof,
etc.. to let in light; any circular opening for air or
light; a policeman's lantern; the center of a target;
a knob left on a sheet of plate-glass by the blow-
pipe; a thick, old-fashioned watch.

Bully, bufi, n. A blustering fellow. — a. Jovial;

merry.'— v. t. [bullied (buKlid), bullying.] To
insult with blustering menaces; to treat with inso-
lence. — v. i. To be noisy and quarrelsome; to

swagger, crow, domineer.
Bulwark, bufwerk, n. {Fort.) An outwork for de-
fense; a bastion. A means of defense; screen: shel-

ter, pi. {Naut.) A ship's sides above the deck.

—

r.t. To fortify with a rampart; to protect.

Bumble-bee, bum /'bl-be, ??. A large bee; humble-bee.
Bumkin, bunfkin, n. {Naut.) A piece of timber to

which stays, sails, etc., are fastened.
Bummer, burn'mer, n. A vagrant; forager; soldier
seeking food and plunder; dissipated fellow.

Bump, bump, n. A thump; heavy blow; swelling or
protuberance. — v. t. [bumped (burnt), bumping.]
To strike, as against anything solid. — v. i. To
make a loud, heayy, or hollow noise, as the bittern.

Bumper, bum,per, n- A cup filled to the brim.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fotit ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair,
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Bumpkin, bumpkin, n. An awkward, heavy rustic; a
clown, or country lout.

Bun, Bunn, bun, n.~ A small sweet-cake.
Bunch, bunch, n. A protuberance; hunch; knob or
lump; a collection, cluster, or tuft. — v. i. To swell
out.— v. t. To form or fasten into a bunch.

Buncombe, Bunkum, bun'kum, n. A body of constit-
uents; speech-making for the gratification of con-
stituents.

Bundle, bun'dl, n. A number of things bound to-

gether, esp. into a package for handling or convev-
]

ance; a parcel; roll. — v. t. [bundled (bun'dld),
bundling.] To tie or bind in a bundle or roll.— I

v. i. To set off in a hurry.
Bung, bung, n. The stopper of the orifice in the bilge !

of a cask; the hole itself. — v. t. To stop, as the ori-

fice, etc. ; to close. — Bung^hole, n. The hole in
the bilge of a cask.

Bungalow, bim'ga-lo, n. In India, a one-story house.
Bungle, bun'gl, v. i. [bungled (bun-'gld), bung-
ling.] To act or work awkwardly. — v. t. To make
or mend clumsily; to botch.—Bungler, n. A clumsy
workman.

Bunk, bunk, n. A wooden case, for a seat by day and
abed at night; one of a series of berths in vertical
tiers.— v. i. To go to bed in a bunk. — Bunk'er, n.

A tub, box, etc., to hold coal, etc.

Bunyon, Bunion, bun'yun, n. {Med.) Enlargement
and inflammation of the membranous sacat the ball

of the great toe.

Bunt, bunt, n. (JS'aut.) The middle part or belly of a
sail. — v. i. To swell out, as a sail: to push with the
horns; to butt. — Bunfline, n. A rope to haul up
the body of a sail when taking it in.

Bunting, 'bunfing, n. A bird allied to finches and
sparrows. Thin woolen stuff, of which flags are
made.

Buoy, boot, n. A float; esp. a floating mark to indicate
objects beneath the water.

—

v. t. [buoyed (booTd), BUOY-
ING.] To keep afloat; to keep
from sinking into ruin or de-
spondency; to fix buoys to: to
mark by' buoys. —v. i. To
float; to rise by specific light-
ness. — Buoy'ant, a. Having
the quality of rising or floating;
bearing up, as a fluid: cheerful; vivacious.— ]

ancy, -an-sT, n. Quality of floating: specific v
ness; cheerfulness. (Physics.) "Weight just sufficient
to submerge a floating body. — Buoy'antly, adv.

Bur, Burr, ber, n. A pricklv envelope of the seeds of
plants; the rough edge left by a tool in cutting
metal; a guttural mispronunciation of the letter r. —
v. t. To pronounce with a burr; to talk or whisper
hoarsely.— Bur^dock, n. A genus of prickly-fruited
plants.

Burbot, ber'bot, n. A fish shaped like an eel, having
beards on the nose and chin.

Burden, ber'dn, Bur'then, -then, n. That which is

borne or carried; what is grievous, wearisome, or
oppressive; the contents or capacity of a ship.— v. t.

[burdened (-dend), -dening.] To lay a load upon;
to oppress.— Bur'aenous, -us. -some, -sum, a. Griev-
ous to be borne.— Bur'densomely. adv.

Burden, ber'dn, n. The verse repeated in a song;
chorus: refrain; that 'which is often repeated; the
main topic.

Burdock. See under Bur.
Bureau, bu'ro, n.; pi. Bu'eeaux or -reaus. -roz.

Orig., a desk with drawers for papers; the place
where a bureau is used, or business transacted; a
department for transaction of public business; the
body of subordinate officers under the direction of
a department chief; a chest of drawers for clothes,
etc. — Bureaucracy, bu-ro'kra-sY, n. A system of
conducting government business by departments,
each under a chief.

Burg, berg, n. Orig., a fortified town : a borough. —
Burgess, ber'jes, n. A freeman of a borough: a rep-
resentative or magistrate of, etc.— Burg'grave, Bur'-
frave, n. In Ger., orig., one in command of a burg

;

ut the title and domain became hereditary.—Burgh,
berg, n. Same as burg and borough.— Burgh''al, a.
Pert, to, etc. — Burgh'er, n. An inhabitant of, etc.

Buov.

Juoyr
-

lieht-

— Burg'o-mas'ter, n . A chief magistrate of a mu-
nicipal town in Holland. Flanders, and Germany.
(Ornith.) An aquatic bird; the glaucous gull, 6f
arctic regions.

Burgeois. See Bourgeois.
Burgeon. See Bourgeon.
Burglar, bergler, n. (Law.) One who breaks and en-

ters a house, to commit a felony. — Burglary, -la-ri,

n. Act of, etc. — Burgla'rious", -rf-us, a. Pert, to,

or constituting, etc. — Burgla'riously, adv.
Burgundy, ber'gun-dl. /?. A kind of wine made in
Burgundy, France. — Burgundy-pitch, -pich, ?i.

Turpentine from which the essential oil has been
distilled off.

Burial. See under Bury.
Burin, bu'rin, n. An engraver's tool having a sharp cut-

ting point

;

a n engrav-
er's style of _^*sSfflP^ll
execution. ^ -

Burke, berk,
V.t. [BURKED „ .

(berkt), Bunn -

burking.] To murder, without marks of violence,
to obtain a body for dissection; to dispose of quietly
or indirectlv.

Burl, berl, v.t. [burled (berld), burling.] To dress,
as cloth, by fulling; to pick knots, loose threads,
etc., from. —n. A knot or lumn in thread or cloth.— Burl'er, n. A dresser of cloth.

Burlap, ber'lap, ». A coarse fabric of linen, jute, or
hemp.

Burlesque, ber-lesk', a. Provoking laughter by ludi-
crous images; jocular, ironical.— n. Ludicrous rep-
resentation ; exaggerated parody : satirical compo-
sition intended to ridicule anvthing; caricature. —
v. t. [burlesqued (-leskf), -lesquing.] To turn into
ridicule. — Burlefta, -lefta, n. (Jfus.) A comic
opera ; a musical farce.

Burly, berlT, a. Of great bulk; stout; lusty; coarse
and rough. — Bur'liness, n.

Burn, bern, v. t, [burned (bernd) or burnt; burn-
ing.] To consume with fire ; to injure by heat; to
change by exposure to heat : to produce an effect akin
to that of heat. (Surg.) To cauterize. (Cfiem.) To
combine with oxygen, — v.i. To be on fire; to be
injured by excess of heat; to have the appearance
of fire ; to be hot or in a passion ; to act with de-
structive violence; to be akin to fire in the effect pro-
duced.— n. A hurt or injury caused by fire; the op-
eration of burning or baking.— Burn'er, n. One
who burns or sets on fire: an appendage to a lamp
or gas-fixture, to promote combustion.

Burn,?!. A brook. See Bourn.
Burnish, ber'nish, v. t. [burnished (-nisht), -nish-
ing.] To polish by rubbing with something hard
and smooth ; to render bright. — v. i. To grow or
become smooth or glossy,— n. The effect of bur-
nishing; gloss ;_luster.

Burnoose, ber'noos, n. A loose hooded cloak for
women, imitated from a garment of the Arabs.

Burr. See Bur.
Burrow, ber'ro, n. A hole in the ground made by

rabbits, etc., for shelter. (Mining.) A heap or heaps
of rubbish. — v. t. [burrowed /-rod), -rowing.]
To excavate or lodge in a hole in the earth; to hide.

Burse, bers, n. Orig., a purse; a fund to maintain
poor scholars; a student so maintained; a public
meeting place for merchants : an exchange. [Also
written bourse.] — Bur'sar, -ser, n. A cash-keeper;
purser; a student to whom a stipend is paid.— Bur'-
sary, -ser-i, n. The treasury of a college, etc. ; a
charitable foundation in a university.

Burst, berst, v. i. [burst ; bursting.] To fly or
break open violently; to make any sudden change
from restraint, invisibility, absence, etc., to an oppo-
site state; to issue by a sudden removal of obstacles;

to crack, split, sever. — r. r. To break or rend vio-

lently; to open suddenly. — n. A breaking forth;
disruption ; sudden explosion.

Burt, bert, n. A flat fish of the turbot kind.
Burthen. See Burden.
Bury, ber'!, n. A borough ; manor; used as a term,

of names of places, as. Canterbury, —v. t. [buried
(bSr'id), burying.] To conceal by covering; esp. to

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 2nd, eve, term ; Yn, Tee ; Sdd, tone, 6r
;
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cover out of sight, as in a grave, the ocean, etc.: to
hide in oblivion.— Burial, -Y-al, re. Act of burying;
interment.— Bur'ying-ground. -place, re. A grave-
yard; church-yard.

Bus, bus, n. An omnibus. [Abbrev. fr. omnibus.}
Busby, buz'M, re. A military cap or bear-skin.
Bush, bush, re. A thicket, or place abounding in trees;

a branching shrub; a cluster of shrubs; a bushy
branch cut from a tree; a branch of ivy (as sacred
to Bacchus); hence, a tavern sign, or the tavern it-

self . — v, i. To grow thick or bushy. — v. t. To set

bushes for, as for peas; to use a bush-harrow on,
or for covering. — Busb/y, -T, a. Full of bushes;
full and spreading, like a bush. — Bush^iness, re.

— Bush'-bean, re. The common, low garden-bean;
kidney-bean; French bean.—fight'ing, n. Irregu-
lar warfare in a woody country. — -har'row, re.

(Agric.) A harrow made of bushes, for covering
seeds, etc.—man, re. A settler in the backwoods of
Australia. (Geog.) One of a tribe of savages near
the Cape of Good Hope.—whack'er, re. One ac-
customed to beat about bushes ; a raw country-
man; a scythe for cutting brush; one engaged m
predatory excursions against an enemy. wnack'-
ing, re. Traveling, or working a way, through bush-
es; pulling by the bushes, as in hauling a boat along
a stream; irregular or predator}- warfare.

Bush, bush, n. (JIacJi.) A metal ring or lining let

into an orifice. — v. t. To furnish with a bush, or
line with metal.— Busb/ing, re. A metal lining for a
hole; a thimble.

Bushel, bush'el, re. A dry measure, containing 8
gallons; a vessel of the capacity of a bushel, used in
measuring; the circle of iron in the nave of a wheel.— BusheKage, -ej, re. A duty payable by the bushel.

Busily, Business, etc. See under Busy.
Busk, busk, re. A thin piece of metal, whalebone, or
wood, worn in corsets.

Buskin, bus'kin, n. A covering for the foot and leg,

for hunters and actors in tragedy ; tragedy, as dis-
ting. fr. comedy.

Buss, bus, re. A kiss; a rude or playful kiss. A two-
masted herring-boat. — v. t. [bussed (bust), buss-
ing.] To kiss.

Bust, bust, n. A piece of statuary representing the
upper part of the human figure: the portion of the
human figure between the head and waist.

Bustard, bus'tard, re. A bird of the Ostrich familv.
Bustle, busl, v. i. [bustled (bus'ld), bustling.] To

stir quickly, be very active. — re. Great stir; tumult
from excitement. — Bus'tler, n.

Bustle, bus'], re. A kind of cushion to expand ladies'
skirts behind.

Busy, biz'!,. a. Engaged in business; occupied: con-
stantly active: restless: active in what does not
concern one; officious; pragmatical.— ?-, t. [busied
(biz'id), busying.] To make or keep busy, employ,
occupy.— Business, biz 'nes, re. That which busies
one; employment; particular occupation for a liveli-

hood or gain; traffic in general: concern; right or
occasion of making one's self busy; affair; transac-
tion; trade; profession; duty. — Bus'inesslike, a.
Properly done ; thorough; straightforward. —Busy-
body, biz'T-bod-i, n. One who officiously concerns
himself with others' affairs, a meddling person.

But, but, prep. & conj. Except ; besides ; unless ; save
that ; were it not' that ; otherwise than that ; that
not; only; solely; merely; on the contrary; on the
other hand ; yet ; still ; nevertheless.

But, re. and v. See Butt.
Butcher, buch^er, re. One who slaughters animals
for food '; one who kills cruelly ; one given to
slaughter. — v. t. [butchered (-erd), -eking.] To
kill, as animals, for food; to murder, esp. barba-
rously.— Butcb/ery, -er-T, re. Business of a butcher;
great slaughter ; massacre.

Butler, bufler, re. A servant in charge of liquors, etc.
Butt, But, but. re. The larger end, as of a piece of tim-

ber; an end; limit; bound; unplowedlandat the end
of a field; a mark to be shot at; object of aim; one
at whom ridicule or contempt is directed ; a thrust
given in fencing or by the head of an animal; the
stoutest part of tanned ox-hides. {Carp.) A kind
of hinge, screwed to the edge of the door, which

butts against the casing. The metalring at the ends
of fire-engine hose. — v. i. To join at the butt, end,
or outward extremity; to be bounded; to abut; to

thrust the head forward, —v. t. To strike by thrust-

ing the head against. — Butte, but or bit, re. An iso-

lated peak or abrupt elevation of land.— But'tock,
re. The rump, or protuberant part of the body be-

hind. (Xaut.) The convexity of a ship behind,
under the stern.

Butt, but, re. A pipe or large barrel, containing from
IDS to 126 gallons.

Butter, bufter, re. An oily, unctuous substance ob-
tained from cream by churning. — v. t. [buttered
(-terd), -tering.] To cover with butter.— But'ter-
ine, -in, re. A substitute for butter, made from ani-

mal fat : oleomargarine. — But'tery, -ter-i, a. Hav-
ing the qualities, consistence, or appearance, of but-
ter. — re. A place for keeping butter, milk, provis-
ions, etc. ; a room in some colleges, etc., for the
sale of refreshments ; a cellar in which wine is

kept. — But'tercup, re. A plant having bright yel-

low flowers ; crowfoot. fingered, -fin'gerd, a.

Apt to drop things, as if from greasy fingers.—fly,

re. A lepidopterous insect of different species. —
-fly-valve, re. (Jfech.) A valve consisting of two
semi-circular clappers or wings hinged to a cross-

rib. —man, n. One who sells butter. —milk, re.

Milk remaining after the butter is separated from
it.—nut, re. An American tree and its fruit, which
contains oil; the nut of a South American tree, —
called also the Savuari nut. scotch, re. A candy
made from sugar and butter.—tree, re. A tropical

tree whose seeds yield a butter-like substance.
Butteris. See under Buttress.
Buttock. See under Butt.
Button, bufn, re. A small ball; knob; a catch, to

fasten together parts of dress, or to hold a door
closed ; a bud; germ of a plant. (Assaying.) A
round mass of metal remaining in the cupel after
fiiMon. r.- [buttoned (but'nd), -toning.] To
fasten with, etc. — v. i. To be fastened by, etc.

But'ton-hole, re. The hole in which a button is

caught. — v. t. To hold by the button or button-
hole ; to detain in conversation ; to bore. mold,
-mould, -mold, re. A disk of bone, wood, etc., which
is made into a button by covering it with cloth. —
-wood, re. The North American plane-tree, produ-
cing rough balls ; the button-ball.

Buttress, buftress, re. (Arch.) A projecting support
to the exterior of a wall ; a prop. —
v. t. To support by a buttress ; to
prop. — But'teris, -ter-is, re. {Far.)
An instrument to pare horses' hoofs.

Buxom, buks'um, a. Orig., obedient
or yielding ; healthy ; jolly ; frolic-

some.
Buy, bi, v. t. [bought (bawt), buying.]
To purchase ; to acquire by paying
for ; to procure by a consideration
given.

—

v. i. To negotiate about a
purchase. — Buy'er, n.

Buzz, buz, v. i. [buzzed (buzd), buz
zixg.] To make a low, continuous
humming sound, as bees ; to speak
with a low, humming voice.— v. t.

To make known by buzzing ; to
spread, as report, by whispers. — ??. A continuous,
humming noise ; whisper : report spread cautiously.

Buzzard, buz'erd, re. (Omith.) A bird of prey, of the
falcon family. A blockhead ; a dunce.

By, bi, prep. Near or next to ; from one to the other side
of ; past ; with, as instrument, means, way, etc. ;

through means of ; with aid of ; through, —mdv.
Near ; present ; passing near; going or gone past. —
a. Out of the common path ; aside ; — in composi-
tion giving the meaning of something incidental,
collateral, or private.

Bye, bi, re. A dwelling ; in certain games, the station
of a player.

By-law, bi'law, re. A law of a city, town, corpora-
tion, etc.

Byzant, biz'ant. Byz'antine, -tin, re. (Xuniis.) A gold
coin, worth $25, coined at Byzantium.— Byzantine,
bi-zan'tin or biz'an-tln, a. Pert, to Byzantium.

Buttress.

sfm, cube, full ; moon, fo~6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNbON, chair, get.
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C.

C, se,the 3d letter in the English alphabet, has 2 sounds,
one close (represented in the phonetic respellingsin
this vocabulary by k), the other a sibilant (repre-
sented by s). The digraph ch has 3 sounds, the 1st

as in church (represented by ch), the 2d as in chaise
(represented by sh), the 3d as in chorus (represented
by A). — (Mus.j C after the clef is the mark of com-
mon time, in which each measure is a semibreve, cor-

responding to 4- C is also tne name of a note in the

scale; the key note major, and the third minor, of
the natural scale. — C is used as a contr. for L. cen-
tum, a hundred.

Cab, kab, n. Abbr. of Cabriolet, q. v. — A Hebrew
dry measure of 2 5-6 pints.

Cabal, ka-bal', n. A number of persons united to pro-
mote their private views by intrigue: a junto; tac-

tion; plot; intrigue. — v. i. [caballed (-bald'),
-balling.] To plot, conspire. — Cabal', Cab'ala,
kab'a-la, n. Secret tradition, or a mysterious science
among Jewish rabbins: mystery.

Caballine. kab'aUm, a. Pert, to ahorse. — n. A kind
of aloes, used in medicine for horses.

Cabas, ka'ba, n. A reticule: satchel.

Cabbage, kab'ei, ». A garden vegetable, the head of
which is edible, —v. i. To form a head in growing.

Cabbage, kab'ej, v. t. [cabbaged (-ejd), -baging.] To
purloin. — n. Cloth retained bj- 'tailors when cut-
ting out garments.

Cabin, kab'in, n. A small room; a cottage; hut; an
apartment in a ship. — v. i. [cabined (-ind), cab-
ining.] To live in a cabin, lodge. — v. t. To con-
fine in a cabin.

Cabinet, kab'in-et, n. A small room; closet; room for
consultations ; secret council of a government ; a
piece of furniture with drawers and doors; a place
for valuables.— Cab'inet-coun'cil, -kown'sil, n. Con-
fidential council of a prince, etc. —ma'ker, n. A
maker of furniture ; a joiner.

Cable, ka'bl, n. A rope or chain to retain a vessel at
anchor, suspend weights, contain and protect a tel-

egraph wire, etc. — v. 1. To fasten with a cable. — v.

i. and t. To telegraph through a cable. — Cable-
gram, n. A message sent through a telegraphic ca-
ble. — Cables-length. 720 feet.

Caboose, ka-boosr , n. (3 ant.) A galley, or cook-house
on deck: a box covering the chimney in a ship. A
railroad tool-car.

Cabriolet, kab'rt-o-la, n. A one-horse two-seated car-
riage with calash top, and covering for the legs.

Cacao, ka-ka'o or ka'ko, n. The chocolate tree of So.
Amer. and the W. Indies.

Cachalot, kash'a-lot. n. The sperm whale.
Cachexy, ka-kek'sT. n. A depraved condition of the
system. — Cachec'tic, -tical, a.

Cachinnation, kak'in-na-shun, n. Loud or immod-
erate laughter.

Cackle, kak'l, v. i. [cackled (kak'ld), cackling.] To
make a noise like a goose or hen ; to laugh with a
broken noise, giggle ; to talk
in a silly manner, prattle. —
n. The noise of a hen, etc.;
silly talk.

Cactus, kak'tus, n. ; pi. Cac'-
tTOes, -ez, or Cac'ti, -ti.

A genus of tropical Amer-
ican plants, having thick,
fleshy stems, often armed
with spines.

Cad, kad, n. In Eng., the con-
ductor of an omnibus ; an
errand-boy: a low-bred, ob-
trusive fellow; a snob.

Cadaverous, ka-dav'er-us, a. .

Resembling a corpse ; pale;
wan: ghastly.

Caddice, -dis, kad'dis. n. The

I larva of the caddice-fly, — used as bait in fishing.—

I

Cad'dice-fly, n. An insect, frequenting marshy
places.

I

Caddis, kad'dis, ». A kind of worsted lace or ribbon.

i

Caddy, kad'dl, n. A small box for keeping tea.

Cade, kad, n. A barrel; cask.
Cadence, ka'dens, n. A fall of the voice in reading
or speaking ; a modulation of sound. (Mil.) A
uniform time and pace in marching. (Mas.) A
pause at the end of an air: a closing embellishment.
— v. t. To regulate by musical measure.

Cadet, ka-def, n. (Mil.) A gentleman who serves as
a private, to obtain a commission; ayoung man in a
military school.

Cadew. k'a-du', Cade-worm. Same as Caddice.
Cadi, ka'di, n. ; pi. CA'Dis,-dIz. A Turkish local mag-

istrate.

Cadmean, kad-mc'an, Cadmian, kad'mi-an, a. Pert.
to Cadmus, prince of Thebes, said to have intro-
duced into Greece 1CJ letters of the alphabet.

Cadmia, kad'ml-a, n. (Mia.) An oxide of zinc; for-
merly, the ore of zinc, called calamine.— Cad'mium.
n. (Chem.) A white, ductile, and malleable metal
related to zinc. — Cal'amine, -nun, n. Silicate, for-
merly carbonate, of zinc.

Caduceus, ka-du'se-us, n. (M>/th.) Mercury's rod,—
a wand entwined by serpents, and sur-
mounted by wings.

Caducous, ka'-du'kus, a. (Bot.) Falling
off quickly or easily.

Caesar, se'zar, n. An emperor, — esp. of
Germany, as being the successor of Au-
gustus Cassar and the Roman emperors ;

kaiser. — Caesa'rean, Cesa'rean, a. Pert,
to Cffisar. — Cesarean section. (Surg.) An
incision through the parietes of the ab-
domen and uterus, to extract the fetus.

Caesura, se-zu'ra or -su'ra, n. ; E. pi. C.E-
SU'kas, -raz ; L. pi. -RJE, -re. (Pros.) A
pause or division in a verse ; a separation,
by ending of a word or pause in the sense,
of' syllables rythmically connected.

Cafe, kafa, n. A coffee-house: lunch-room.— Caffeic, -fe'ik, a. (Chem.) Pert, to, or obtained
fr., coffee. — Caffeine, -fe'in, n. A white, bitter,

crystallizable substance, obtained from, etc.

Cag, kag. n. A small cask or barrel; keg.
Cage, kaj, n. A box or inclosure, for confining birds,
animals, criminals, etc. (Mining.) A hoist for rais-

ing ores, persons, etc., from a pit.— r. t. [caged
(kajd), caging.] To confine in a cage.

Caiman. See Cayman.
Caique, ka'ek or ka-ek', n. A Turkish skiff or light

boat.
Cairn, karn. n. A rounded or conical pile of stones.

Caisson, kas'son, n. (Mil.) A chest containing am-
munition ; wagon for conveying military stores.

(Arch.) A wooden frame used in submarine build-
ing: a panel sunk below the surface.

Caitiff, ka'tif, n. A mean, despicable person. — a.
Base : vile.

Cajeput, kaj'e-put, n. An essential oil from the East
Indies.

Cajole, ka-joK, v. t. [cajoled (-joldO, cajoling.]
To deceive or delude by flattery: to wheedle, coax,
entrap. — Cajo'lery, -ler-I, n. A wheedling; coaxing
language: flattery.

Cake, kak. n. A composition of flour, butter, sugar,
etc., baked: a mass of matter concreted and flattened.
— v. i. and t. [caked (kakd), caking.] To form
into a cake, or mass.

Calabash, kaKa-bash, n. The fruit of the calabash tree;

a large gourd: a vessel made from the shell, etc.

—

— CaKabash tree. A tree of tropical America.
Calaboose, kal-a-boos', n. A prison ; jail.

Calamine. See under Cadmia.
Calamity, ka-lam'T-tl, n. A great misfortune or cause

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; odd, tone, 6r

;
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of misery ; disaster ; mishap ; mischance.— Calami-
tous, -T-tus, a. Suffering, or producing, calamity ;

deplorable; grievous. — Calamitously, adv.— Ca-
lam'itousness, n.

Calamus, kaKa-mus, n. ; pi. -mi, -mi. {Bot.) Indian
cane, a plant of the palm family; also, the sweet flag.

[L.] — Calamiferous, -er-us, a. Producing reeds.
Calash, ka-lash', n. A light carriage with low wheels,
having a top that can be raised or lowered, and
often a movable front, making it either an open or
close carriage; also, a Canadian two-wheeled vehi-
cle; a hood of a carriage which can be thrown back;
a hood-like head-covering.

Calcify, Calcine, etc. See under Calx.
Calculate, kaKku-lat, v. t. To ascertain by arithmet-

ical or mathematical processes, or by reckoning pe-
culiarities or circumstances ; to fit by adaptation of
means to the end ; to compute, estimate, rate. —
v.i. To make a calculation. [Improperly used for
intend or purpose.']— Calculable, a. capable of be-

ing, etc. — Calculation, n. Art, act, or result of,

etc.— CaPculative, -tiv, a. Pert, to, etc. — Calcu-
lator, -ter, n. One who, etc.

Calculus, kal'ku-lus, re.; pi. -Li, -li. {Med.) A solid
concretion in the body, usually in the organs that
act as reservoirs, and in the excretory canals.
{Math.) A method of computation ; one of the
branches of mathematics.— Calculous, -lus, a. Like
stone; hard; gritty; affected with stone or gravel.

Caldron, kawl'drun, n. A large metal kettle or boiler.

Calefacient, kal-e-fa'shent, a. Making warm; heat-
ing. — n. {Med.) A substance that excites warmth.
— CaPefy, -fi, v. i. To grow warm. — v. t. To make
warm.

Calendar, kaKen-dar, re. An arrangement of the di-

visions of time, as days, weeks, months, etc. ; an
almanac ; an enumeration of persons or things. —
v. t. To enter in a calendar. — a. Contained in, or
according to, etc. —Calendar month. A month ac-

cording to the common or Gregorian calendar, as
given in almanacs. —C. year. A Gregorian year, or
year of our Lord, ending Dec. 81.

Calender, kaPen-der, n. A machine or hot-press, to
make cloths, paper, etc., smooth and glossy or wavy;
one who calenders; one of a sect of Eastern der-
vises, named from the founder. — v. t. [calen-
dered (-derd), -dering.] To press between rollers.

Calf, kaf, re. ; pi. Calves, kavz. The young of the cow;
an ignorant, stupid person; a small island near a
larger one; a mass of ice attached to an iceberg.—
Calve, kav, v. t. To bring forth a calf.

Calf, kaf, n. The fleshy part of the leg behind, below
the knee.

Caliber, Calibre, kaPY-ber, n. Diameter of a round
body, as of a bullet, or of the bore, as of a cannon
or tube; mental capacity. — Callipers,
-perz, CaFiper-com'passes, re. pi. Com-
passes with curved legs, for measuring
the caliber of round bodies.

Calico, kaPi-ko, n. ; pi. -coes, -koz.
Plain white cotton cloth; printed cot-

ton cloth, coarser than muslin.'— a.

Made of, etc. ; resembling, etc., — said
of a horse, etc., having patches of
color different from the general color.

Caliduct, kaPi-dukt, n. A pipe to con-
vey heat; acaloriduct.

Caligo, ka-lfgo, n. {Pathol.) Dimness of
sight, from a speck on the cornea; the

iij'

or dimness; dark.
Caligraphy. See Calligraphy.
Calipash, kaKT-pash, n. Part of a turtle belonging to
the upper shell, containing a gelatinous substance of
a greenish tinge. — Cal'lpee'. n. Part belonging to
the lower shell, of a yellowish color.

Caliph, Calif, ka'lif, re. Successor or vicar,— a title

of the successors of Mohammed.
Calisthenic, kal-is-then'ik, a. Pert, to calisthenics.—
CaFisthen'

r
ics, n. sing. Art, science, or practice of

healthful bodily exercise.
Calk, kawk, v. t. [calked (kawkt), calking.] To drive
oakum into the seams of, as of a ship, to prevent
leaking; to put sharp points upon the shoes of, to
prevent slipping on ice, — said of a horse or ox; to

Calipers,

speck itself.

wound, witli a calk, — said of a horse, etc. — n. A
point on a shoe, to prevent slipping. — Calk'er,
Calk'in, Caulk, Cork. Same as Calk, n.

Call, kawl, v. t. [called (kawkT), calling.] To in-

vite or command to come or he present ; to con-
voke, summon, bid; to give a name to; to desig-
nate as for office, duty, etc.; to litter loudly. — v. i.

To speak loudly, cry out; to make a brief visit.—
re. A vocal address of summons or invitation; a
public demand ; requisition; a divine summons; a
short visit. {Hunting.) A note blown on a horn.
{Naut.) A whistle to summon sailors to duty.
{Fowling.) A noise in imitation of a bird; a pipe
to call birds by imitating their voice. — CalPing, n.

A summons; occupation; vocation; business.
Calla, kaPla, n. A genus of plants.
Calligraphy, kal-lig'ra-fI, re. Fair or elegant penman-
ship. — Callig'raphist, -fist, n. An elegant penman.

Calliope, kal-li'o-pe, n. {Myth.) The muse presiding
over eloquence and heroic poetry. An organ whose
tones are produced by steam instead of wind ; a
steam-whistle on locomotives, etc.

Callisthenics. See Calisthenics.
Callow, kaPo, a. Destitute of feathers: naked.
Callus, kaPlus, n. {Med.) Any preternatural hard-
ness in the body, esp. of the skin; new growth of
osseous matter uniting fractured bones. [L.]—CaP-
lous, -lus, a. Hardened ; indurated ; obdurate ; un-
feeling. — Callously, adv. — Callousness, n.

Calm, kam, a. Not stormy; undisturbed by passion;
still; tranquil; serene; placid. — re. Freedom from
motion, agitation, or disturbance. — v. t. [calmed
(kamd), calming.] To render still or quiet; to ap-
pease, compose, assuage.

Calomel, kaPo-mel, n. {Cliem.) A mild chloride of
mercury, used as a medicine.

Caloric, ka-lor
/r

ik, n. {Physics.) The principle of
heat; agent to which phenomena of heat and com-
bustion are ascribed. — Calcricity, -is'Y-tT, n. Fac-
ulty of developing heat, — esp. in animals, to with-
stand cold. — Calorific, a. Able to produce heat;
heating.

Calumet, kaPu-met, n. A pipe used by American In-
dians as a symbol of peace and war.

Calumny, kaVum-nY, n. False accusation; defama-
tion; slander.— Calum'niate. -ni-at, v. t. To accuse
falsely and knowingly, asperse, vilify, traduce.—
Calurn'ma'tion, re. False accusation. — Calum'ni-
ator, -ter, n. — Calum'nious, -nl-us, a. Containing
or implying, etc.

Calvary, kaKva-rY, n. A place of skulls; esp. the
place of Christ's crucifixion ; a Roman Catholic
chapel containing representations of Christ's pas-
sion and death.

Calve. See under Calf.
Calvinism, kaPvin-izm, n. The theological doctrines of
Calvin and his followers.

Calx, kalks, n. ; E.pl. Calx'es, -ez; L. pi. Cal'ces,
kaKsez. {Chem.) Earthy residuum remaining after
the calcination of a metal or mineral. — Calcareous,
-ka'rt-us, «. Of or containing, carbonate of lime.

i

— CaPcic, -sik, a. {Chem.) Pert, to, or derived from
calcium.— Calciferous, -sifer-us, a. Containing
carbonate of lime. — CaPciform, a. In the form of
chalk or lime. — CaPcify, -fi, v. i. and t. To change
into a stony condition, in which lime is a princi-

pal ingredient. — Calcine, kal-sin' or kaPsYn.
[calcined (-sind' or -sYnd), -cining], also CaPci-
nate, -sY-nat, v. t. To reduce to powder or a friable

state, by the action of heat; to oxidize, as a metal.
— v. i. 'To be converted into a powder, etc.

Calyx, ka/lix, n. ; E. pi. Ca'lyxes; L.pl. Cal'yces,
kaPY-sez. {Bot.) The outer covering of
a flower.

Cam, kam, n. {3Iach.) A projecting part
(

of a wheel, etc., giving an alternating
motion to a piece pressing against it.

Camber, kanPber, re. {Arch.) An arch or
convexity on the top of a beam, or of an
aperture.

Camboge. See Gamboge.
Camboose, kam-boos'', re. {JVaut.),A cook-
room.

Cambrel. See Gambrel.
Cambric, kam'brik, n. A fine, white fabric

Calyx.

sun, cube, full ; moon, f<36t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get,
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, cotton fabric, in imitation of linen

ladruped, used in

LX

of flax or linen ;

:

cambric.
Came. See Come.
Camel, kam'el, n. A ruminant quadruped, used in

Asia and Africa for carrying bur-
dens. (Naut.) A contrivance for

lifting ships over shoals. — Cam'-
el's-nair, a. Made of camel's hair.
— Cam'let, Cam'elot, -e-lot, n. A
cloth, orig. of camel's hair, now of
wool or goat's hair with silk or
thread.

Camellia, ka-mel'ya, n. A genus of
evergreen shrubs.

Camelopard, ka-mel'o-pard or kam'el-, n. (Zo'61.) A
ruminant, long-necked, African quadruped; the gi-

raffe.

Cameo, kam'e-o, n. ; pi. -os, -oz. A precious stone or a
shell carved in relief.

Camera, kam'e-ra, n. {Arch.) A vaulted roof or ceil-

ing. The camera obscura. — Cam'era Lu'cida, -lu'-

sY-da. (Opt.) An instrument which reflects a pic-

ture that may be traced on paper, etc.—C Obscura.
-ob-sku'ra. An apparatus which reflects external
images, received through a lens, upon a white sur-

facewithin a darkened chamber.
Camisade, kam-Y-sad', -sado, -sa'do, n. (Mil.) A shirt

worn over a soldier's uniform, for recognition in the
dark; an attack by surprise at night. — Camisole,
-sol, n. A waistcoat: dressing-jacket; straight-jacket.

Camlet. See under Camel.
Camomile, Chamomile, kam'o-mil, n. A bitter plant,
used in medicine.

Camp, kamp, n. Ground containing tents, huts, etc.,

for shelter; company of persons encamped in the
same spot. — v. t. [camped (kampt), camping.] To
afford lodging for, as an army, travelers, etc. — v. i.

To rest or Todge;_to pitch tents, etc.; to encamp.
Campaign, kam-pan', n. A large, open plain : an
extensive tract without hills. (Mil.) The time that
an army keeps the field. ( U. S- Politics^) The con-
test for an election; a canvass. — v.i. To serve in a
campaign.

Campaniform, kam-pan'Y-form, a. (Bot.) In the
shape of a bell. — Campanol'ogy, -it. n. Art of ring-
ing bells; a treatise on it. — Cam'panile, -ne'la, n.

(Arch.) A bell-tower.
Campestral, kam-pes'tral, -trian, -trY-an, a. Pert, to,

or growing in a field, or open ground.
Camphene, -phine, kam-fen', n. (Chem.) Pure oil of
turpentine.

Camphor, kam'fer, n. The solidified sap of an East
Indian laurel tree. — Cam'phire, -fir,_n. Obs. spell-

ing of camphor. — Cam'phorate, -fer-at, v. t. To im-
pregnate with, etc.

Cam-wood, kam'wiSod, n. A hard, red dye-wood, from
Sierra Leone.

Can, kan, n. A cup or vessel for liquids.— r. t. [canned
(kand), canning.] To preserve in cans, as fish, veg-
etables, etc. — Can'akin, -nikin, n. A little can.

Can, kan, v. i. [imp. could.] To be able; to have power.
Canaille, ka-naK or ka'na'y', n. The lowest class of
people; the rabble; vulgar; shorts, or low grades of
flour.

Canal, ka-naK, n. An artificial water-course, esp. one
for boats. (Anat.) A duct for the passage of liquids
or solids.

Canard, kan-ar' or kan-ard', n. An extravagant fabri-
cation. [F.]

Canary, ka-na'rY, n. Wine made in the Canary Isles.— Cana'ry-bird, -berd, n. A singing bird of the
finch family, native in, etc.

Cancan, k&N-kaN or kan'kan, n. Scandal; tittle-tat-
tle ; an indecent French dance. [F.]

Cancel, kan'sel, v. t. [canceled (-seld), -celing.]
To cross and deface the lines of, blot out, destrov,
obliterate, erase, abrogate, do away. (Print.) To
suppress and reprint. — n. (Print.) The suppression
and reprinting of a part of a work; the part thus al-
tered.

Cancer, kan'ser, n. The crab. (Astron.) A sign in
the zodiac, denoting the northern limit of the sun's
course. (Med.) A livid, scirrhous tumor, usually
terminating in an ulcer, and rarely cured.— Cancer-
a tion, n. A growing cancerous. — Can'cerous, -us,

a. Like, consisting of, or affected with, cancer.—
Cancriform, kan'krY-f6rm, a. Crab-shaped ; like a
cancer; cancerous.— Cancrine.kan'krin, a. Having
the qualities of a crab. — Canker, kan^ker, n. An
ulcer in the mouth ; anything that corrupts or cor-
rodes. (Hort.) A disease in trees. (Far.) A disease
of horses' feet. The dog-rose ; a caterpillar. — v. t.

[-kered (-kerd), -kering.] To corrode, eat, cor-
rupt, infect. — v. i. To become venomous; to waste
away, grow rusty.

Candelabrum. See under Candle.
Candid, kan'did, a. Orig. white ; free from bias ; im-
partial ; open ; frank ; equitable. — Can'dent, a.
Heated to whiteness ; glowing with heat. — Can-
didate, -dY-dat, n. One who seeks or is proposed for
office or preferment. — Can'dor, -der, n. Freedom
fr. prejudice or disguise; sincerity.

Candle, kaii'dl, n. Tallow, wax, spermaceti, paraf-
fine, etc., inclosing a wick, and used to furnish
light.— Can''die-coal, n. A bright-burning coal; can-
nel-coal.—light, n. The light of, etc. — Candela'-
brum, n. ; L. pi. -bra, -bra, E. pi. -brums. A tall can-
dle-stick; stand for supporting lamps; chandelier.
[L.] — Chandelier, shan-de-ler', n. A frame with
branches for candles or other lights. [F.] — Chand-
ler, chandler, n. One who makes or sells candles,
also other commodities indicated by a word pre-
fixed, as corn-chandler, ship-chandler.

Candy, kan'dY, v. t. [candied (-did), -dying.] To con-
serve or boil in sugar; to form into crystals, as sugar.— v. i. To change into, or become impregnated, or
covered with, sugar; to be formed into crystals.—
n. A preparation of sugar or sirup ; a confection
of sugar.

Cane, kan, re. (Bot.) A plant of several species, in-
cluding reeds, as bamboo, rattan, etc., also sugar-
cane. A reed; walking-stick; staff ; a lance made of
cane. — v. t. [caned (kand), caning.] To beat
with, etc.; to make or furnish with, etc.

Canicula, ka-nik'u-la, Canicule, kan'Y-kQl, n. (Astron.)
A star in the constellation of Canis Major ; the Dog-
star, or Sinus.

Canine, ka-nln'', a. Pert, to dogs ; having the quali-
ties of a dog. — Canine teeth. The pointed teeth, be-
tween the incisors and grinders,— resembling a dog's
teeth. See Tooth.

Canister, kan'is-ter, n. A basket of rushes, reeds,
etc.; a case for holding tea, coffee, etc.

Canker. See under Cancer.
Cannabin, -bine, kan'na-bin, re. (Chem.) A poison-
ous resin extracted from hemp (Cannabis lndica),
giving hasheesh its narcotic effects.

Cannel-coal, kan'nel-kol, n. A hard black coal, which
burns with a clear flame.

Cannibal, kan'nY-bal, n. One who eats human flesh ;

a man-eater.
Canron, kan'un, n. A hollow metal cylinder closed

A, cascabel; B, first re-en- I of the muzzle ; F, triinn-
force ; C, second re-en- ion ; G, rim-base ; a. base-
force; D, chase; E, swell

|
ring; b, base of the breech,

at one end, for throwing balls by the force of gun-
powder. (Mecli.) A hollow cylindrical piece, inclos-
ing a revolving shaft. — Cannonade, -ad', n. Act of
attacking with balls from cannon, —v. t. To attack
with artillery. — v. i. To discharge cannon.

Cannot, kan 'not. To be unable, [can and not, usu-
ally united in writing and printing.]

Cannular, kan'u-lar, a. Having the form of a tube ;

tubular.
Canny, kan'nY, a. Gentle; cautious; harmless; good.
Canoe, ka-noo', w. A boat formed of a tree trunk ex-
cavated or of bark or skins.

Canon, kan'un, n. A law or rule, esp. an ecclesias-
tical law, or rule of doctrine or discipline ; the gen-
uine books of the Scriptures ; a catalogue of saints.
(Mus.) A continued fugue ; a round. One who

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r

;
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Aa
holds a prebend in a ca-
thedral, etc. (Print.) The
largest size of type having
a specific name, —former-
ly used for printing the
canons of the church. —
Can'oness, n. A woman
who enjoys a prebend. — pin on TVnP
Canon'ic, -ical, a. Pert, to

Canon iype *

a canon; according to the canon or rule. — Canon'-
;

ically, adv.— Canon'icalness, n.— Canon'icals, -alz,

n. pi. Full clerical dress.— Canon'icate. -ik-at, Can'-
onry, -rf, -onship, n. The office of a canon. — Can-

j

onicity, -is'T-tT, n. State of belonging to the canon,
I

or genuine books of Scripture ; canonicalness.— Can'-
j

onist, n. A professor of canon law.— Canonist1c, a.
j

Pert, to a canonist.—Can'onize, -Iz, ?;. t. [-iZED(-izd), i

-izing.] (Bom. Catk. Church.) To place upon the I

catalogue of saints.— Canoniza'tion, n. Ceremony i

or act of placing one deceased in the catalogue of !

saints ; state of being canonized. — Can'on law.
j

(Eccl.) The law sanctioned by the church of Rome,
j

Canon, Canyon, kan'yun, n. A gorge, ravine, or
gulch, worn by streams.

Canopy, kan'o-pt, n. A covering over a throne, bed,
etc., or overhead. (Arch.) An ornamental projec-
tion over doors, windows, niches, etc. — v. t. [cano- i

pied (-pid), -pying.] To cover with, etc.

Cant, kant, v. t. To incline, or place upon edge, as a ; Capable, ka'pa-bl

Cantalever

cask; to give a sudden turn or impulse to; to cut off

an angle from. — n. An inclination from a horizon-
tal line ; a thrust, push, etc., with a jerk.— Cantle,
kan'tl, n. A fragment, corner, or edge of anything;

j

the hind-bow of a saddle. — Cant'let, n. A piece. — I

Cant 'hook, n. A lever with a hook at the end, for
|

canting, or turning over, heavy logs.

Cant, k8nt, v. i. To speak in a whining voice, or an af-
j

fected, singing tone; to make whining pretensions to
goodness.— n. An affected mode of speaking; a word I

or phrase hackneyed, corrupt, or peculiar to some I

profession; religious phraseology; secret language of
j

Cap-a-pie,
gypsies, thieves, beggars, etc. — a. Affected, inele- Caparison
gant, vulgar,— said of language.

Can't, kant. A colloq. contr. for can not.
Cantaleup, -loupe, kan'ta-loop, n. A variety of musk-
melon.

Cantalever, kan'ta-lev-er, Cantilever, kan'tl-, n.

(Arch.) A bracket to support
a balcony, eaves of a house, etc.

Cantankerous, kan-tan'ker-us, a.
Very vile or bitter ; perverse ;

malicious ; contentious.— Can-
tan'kerousneBs, n.

Cantata, kan-ta'ta or -ta'ta, n.
(Mus.) A poem set to music.— Cantab'ile, -t-la, Cantilena, -te-la'na, n. A piece
suited for singing ; a melody. [It.]— Can'ticle, -tl-

kl, n. A little song; pi. the Song of Solomon, a book
j

of the Old Testament.— Can^tillate, v.t. To chant.— i

Can'to, n. ; pi. Can'tos, -toz. A chief division, or !

book, of a poem. (3fus.) The soprano, or highest part. I

[It.]— Can'tor, n. _The leader of a choir; precentor.
|

Canteen, -tine, kan-ten', n. A soldier's vessel for car-
rying liquor. — Cantiniere, -ten'yar, n. A female
sutler; a vivandiere. [F.]

Canter, kan'ter, n. An easy gallop. — v. is [can-
|

tered, (-terd), -tering.] To move, as a horse, in
a canter.— v. t. To ride upon, etc.

Cantharis, kan'tha-ris, n. ; pi. -tharides, -thar'Y-dez.
(Entom.) A coleopterous insect or beetle, used for
blistering; Spanish fly.

Canticle, Canto, Cantor, etc. See under Cantata.
Cantle, Cantlet. See under Cant.
Canton, kan'ton or kan-ton', n. A small portion of

territory, constituting a government; a part, or di-
vision. — v. t. [cantoned (kan'tond or kan-tond'),
-toning.] To divide into districts or portions; to
allot separate quarters to, as to troops. — Can'tonal,
a. Pert, to, or divided into, etc.— Can'tonize, v. t.

To divide into, etc. — Can'tonment, n. A division
of a town, etc., assigned to particular troops.

Canton flannel._See Cotton-flannel, under Cotton.
Cantoon, kan-toon', n. A kind of strong fustian.
Canvas, kan'vas, n. A coarse cloth of nemp or flax,

for tents, sails, painting, etc.; the sails of a vessel.

— Can'vas-back, n. A species of sea-duck, named
from the markings of its plumage.— Can'vass, v. t.

[canvassed (-vast), -vassing.] To sift, strain, exam-
ine thoroughly, discuss, debate; to go through in the
way of solicitation. — v. i. To solicit votes or inter-
est. — n. Close inspection to know the state of; ex-
amination in the way of discussion ; a solicitation
or effort to obtain something.— Can'vasser, n. One
who solicits votes or subscriptions, or examines re-
turns of votes.

Canyon. See Canon^
Caoutchouc, koo'chook, n. An elastic substance, ob-
tained fr. the juice of several tropical plants; India
rubber; gum elastic.

Cap, kap, n. A covering for the head; a cover; top.— v.

t. [capped (kapt), capping.] To cover the top or end
of; to render corn plete, consummate; to provide with
a cap.— Cape, kap, n. Part of a garment, covering
the shoulders; a cloak.— Caparison, ka-par'I-sun, n.
The covering of a horse ; trappings ; gay clothing.— v. t. [-soned (-sund), -soning.] To_cover with,
etc. ; to dress. — Capoch, -pouch, ka-pooch', n. A
monk's hood ; the hood of a cloak. — v. t. To cover
with a hood; to hoodwink or blind. — Capote. -of,
??. A long cloak for women ; a hooded cloak for sol-

diers, sailors, etc. [F.] — Cap'uchin', -u-shen', n.

A Franciscan monk, whose dress includes a cowl

;

hooded cloak for women; a kind of pigeon.
able, ka'pa-bl, a. Possessing ability, qualifica-

tion, or susceptibility; able; fitted; effective; skill-

ful.— Capability, Ca'pableness, n.

Capacious, ka-pa'shus, a. Having capacity; spacious;
extended : having ability to take largeviews of things

;

broad ; comprehensive ; Jiberal. — Capa'ciousness,
n. — Capacitate, -pas'Y-tat, v. t. To render capable,
qualify. — Capac'ity, -tT, n. Power of receiving or
containing; extent of room or space; ability; element
of power ; condition or circumstances ; character.
(Law.) Aptitude or qualification, as of age, resi-

dence, etc. (Geom.) The solid contents of a body,
ip'a-pe'. From head to foot. [OF.]
See under Cap.

Cape, kap, n. Part of a garment covering the shoulders.
A neck of land extending into the sea ; a headland.

Capellet, kap'el-et, n. (Far.) A wen-like swelling on
a horse's hock.

Caper, ka'per, v. i. To leap or jump about, spring,
dance. — n. A frolicsome leap; a skip; jump.

Caper, ka'per, n. (Bot.) The flower-bud or unex-
panded flower of the caper-bush, used for pickling.

Capias, ka'pl-as, n. (Law.) A writ or process ordering
the arrest of the person named in it ; writ of capias.

Capillary, kap'il-la-rt or ka-pil'la-rf, a. Resembling
a hair; long and slender; pert, to capillary tubes or

CAPITALS.

Doric.
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metropolis : a stock employed in trade, manufactures,
etc.; means of increasing one's power ; influence.
{Print.) A letter such as is used at the beginning
of a sentence or proper name, and distinguished by
form dr size . ~
from the lower ABCDEF ABCDEF

{Fort.) The line bisecting the salient angle of a rav-
elin. See Ravelin. — Capitalist, n. A man of
large property. — Capitalize, -iz, v. t. To convert
into capital, as money or stock : to commence with
a capital letter. — Cap'italizalion, n. xlct of con-
verting, etc. ; use of capital letters. — Capitally,
adv.— Capitalion, n. A numbering of persons ;

a tax upon each head ; poll-tax ; capitation tax.
Capitol, kapl-tol. n. The temple of Jupiter, in Rome:
the edifice occupied by a legislature; government-
house.

Capitular, ka-pifu-lar, a. Pert, to a chapter. (Bot.)
Growing in small heads, as dandelions. — Capif-
ular, -ulary, -u-la-rl, n. An act passed in a chapter
of knights, canons, etc.: a collection of laws or
statutes ; a member of a chapter. — Capit'ulary, a.
Pert, to the chapter of a cathedral. — Capit'ulate,

'

-u-lat, v. i. To surrender on stipulated terms, as
an army, etc. — Capit ula'tion, n. A reducing to
heads or articles ; act of surrendering, etc. : an in-
strument containing the terms of surrender. — Ca-
pit'ula'tor, n.

Capivi, ka-pe've, n. A balsam.
Capoch, Capouch, Capote. See under Cap.
Capon, ka'pn or ka'pun, n. A cock gelded to im-
prove his flesh forthe table.

Caponiere, kap-o-ner', n. (Fort.) A work placed in
!

a ditch for its defense by fire-arms; often serving as
a covered passage-way.

Caporal, kap'o-ral, n. A kind of smoking tobacco.
Capot, ka-pot', ??. A winning of all the tricks of
cards at the game of _piquet.

Capreolate, kap're-o-lat, a. (Bot.) Having tendrils,
j

or spiral claspers.
Caprice, ka-pres', n. Sudden or unreasonable change

!

of mind; fickleness; freak: whim ; vagary. — Capri-
cious, -prish'us, a. Governed by caprice; unsteady: I

captious. — Capri'ciously, adv.
Capricorn, kap'rl-kom, n. (Astron.) The 10th sign
of the zodiac, which the sun enters at the winter
solstice, about Dec. 21st.

Capsicum, kap'si-kum, n. A genus of plants produ-
cing red or Cayenne pepper.— Cap'sicine, -sT-sin, n. ]

(Ch'em.) The active principle of , etc.
I

Capsize, kap-siz', v. t. [-sized (-slzd'). -sizing]. To
upset or overturn, as a vessel. •— n. An overturn.

Capstan, kap'stan, n. (Naut.) A machine to weigh
anchor or draw up great weights,
operating with a cable wound
round it like a wheel and axle.

Capsule, kap'sul, n. (Bot.) A
seed-pod or pericarp. (Chem.)
A clay saucer for roasting or
melting samples of ores, etc.; an
evaporating dish. (Physiol.) A
small membranous sac. A me-
tallic cover for closing a bottle.
A percussion cap. capstan.

Captain, kap'tan, n. The military officer command
ing a company or troop ; also the commander of a
ship, foreman of workmen, etc.: a military leader:
warrior. — Captain-general. (Mil.) A commander-
in-chief. — C.-lieutenant. An officer, who, with the
rank of captain, and pay of lieutenant, commands
a company or troop. —'Cap'taincy, -si, n. Rank,
post, or commission of, etc.

Caption, kap'shun, n. (Law.) That part of a legal
instrument which shows where, when, and by what
authority, it was taken, found, or executed. The

j

heading of a chapter, section, or page.
Captious, kap'shus, a. Apt to find fault or cavil; !

fitted to catch or perplex ; petulant; fretful.— Cap'-
tive, -tiv, n. A prisoner taken in war; one charmed
or subdued by beauty, excellence, or affection, —a. I

Made prisoner; kept in bondage: serving to confine;
pert, to bondage.— Cap'tivate, v. t. Lit., to capture;
to overpower with excellence or beauty, fascinate.

I

— Captivity, -tiv'I-tT, n. State of being a prisoner
or under control: subjection.— Cap'tor, :ter, n. One
who takes, as a prisoner or a prize. [L.] — Capture,
kap'chur, n. Act of taking by force; seizure; thing
taken.— v. t. To take by force, surprise, or stratagem.

Capuchin. See under Cap.
Caput Mortuum, ka'put-mor'tu-um. Residuum of dis-

tillation or sublimation : worthless residue.
Car, kar, n. A small vehicle moved on wheels; a rail-
road carriage; a chariot of war.— Carry, kSr'ri, r.

t. [carried (-rid), carrying.] To convey or trans-
port : to bear, cause to move forward, urge, im-
pel; to transfer from one place to another; to effect,
accomplish: to obtain possession of by force ; to
bear the aspect of, exhibit, imply: to' behave, con-
duct, demean. — v. t. To convey or propel; to bear.— Car'riage, -rii, n. Act of carrying; that which
carries; a vehicle; manner of carrying one's self; de-
meanor; conduct. — Carriageable, -rij-a-bl, a. Pass-
able by carriages. — Car'rier, -rT-er, n. —Carriole,
-I-ol, n. A small open carriage.— Car'ry-all, -rT-awl,
n. A light, four-wheeled one-horse covered vehicle.
— Cartrkiirt, n. A two-wheeled vehicle for loads. —
v. t. To carry in, etc. —Carthage, n. Act of, etc. ;

price paid for, etc.— Cart'er, n.— Cart'wright, -lit,

n. A maker of, etc.

Carack. Carrack, k&r'ak, n. A large ship of burden

,

formerly used by the Portuguese.
Caracole, kSr'a-kol, /;. A half turn made by a horse-
man. (Arch.) A spiral staircase. — v. i. "To move
in, etc.; to wheel.

Carafe, ka-raf '. n. A glass decanter.
Caragheen. See Carrageen.
Caramel, kar'a-mel, n. (Chem.) A black, porous sub-
stance obtained by heating sugar to about 400°. A
confection made of chocolate, butter, and molasses
or sugar.

Carapace, kar'a-pas. Car'apax, n. A thick shell, cov-
ering the turtle's back; upper shell of crabs, etc.

CaraC kar'at, v. A jewelers' weight of 4 grains,
used in weighing precious stones; a l-24th part, — a
denomination used in determining the proportionate
fineness of gold, which is supposed to be divided
into 24 equal parts.

Caravan, k&r'a-van or kar-a-van', n. A company of
travelers, pilgrims, etc., traveling together for se-

curity: a large carriage on springs, or train of car-
riage's, for conveying wild beasts, etc. — Caravan'-
sary, -sa-rT, -serai, -se-ri, n. An Eastern inn, where
caravans rest at night.

Caraway, kar'a-wa, n. (Bot.) A biennial aromatic
plant of the parsley family, and its seed. A sweet-
meat containing caraway seeds.

Carbine, kar'bTh. Carabine, kar'a-bTn, n. (Mil.) A
light musket used by mounted troops.

Carbon, kiir'bon, n. '(Chem.) An elementary sub-
stance, forming the base of charcoal, entering large-
ly into mineral coals and graphite, and in its pure
crystallized state constituting the diamond.— Car'-
bonate. n. A salt formed by the union of carbonic
acid with a base. — Carbonic, a. Of, or pert, to,

carbon. — Carbonic acid. An acid composed of 1

part of carbon and 2 of oxygen,— a heavy gas, unfit

for respiration.— Carboniferous, -if'er-us, a. Pro-
ducing, or containing, carbon or coal. — Car'bonize,
v. t. [-ized (-Izd), -izixg.] To convert into carbon.
— Car'boniza'tion, n. Act or process of, etc. — Car-
bolic acid. A substance obtained by distillation

of coal tar, used as an antiseptic and disinfectant ;

phenic alcohol; phenol.
Carboy, kiir'boi, n. A large glass bottle, inclosed in
basket-work.

Carbuncle, kar'bun-kl. n. (Min.) A gem of a deep
red color, with a mixture of scarlet. (Med.) A ma-
lignant boil.

Carcass. Carcase, kar'kas, n. The dead body of an
animal; corpse: the body, in contempt: decaying re-

mains, as of a ship: the frame of a thing, unfinished
or without ornament. (Mil.) A vessel holding com-
bustibles, to be thrown from a mortar.

Card, kard, n. A piece of pasteboard or thick paper,
for various uses: a published note of statement, ex-
planation, request, etc.; a paper on which the points
of the compass are marked. — v. i. To play at cards.

Card, kard, n. An instrument for combing wool or

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r
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flax, or for cleaning the hair of animals. — v. t. To
comb with a card ; to mix, or debase by mixing. —
Card'ing-en'gine, -machine'', n. A machine for
combing, breaking, and cleansing wool or cotton,
and forming it into a roll.

Cardamom, kar'da-mom, n. A leguminous plant of
the East Indies, whose seeds are used in medicine.

Cardiac, kiir'dr-ak, -diacal, -di'ak-l, a. (Anat.) Pert,
to or resembling the heart, also to the upper orifice

of the stomach. Exciting action in the heart,
through the medium of the stomach. — Car'diac, n.

(Med.) A medicine which excites action in the
stomach, and animates the spirits; a cordial.

Cardinal, kar'dY-nal, a. Of fundamental importance

;

preeminent ; chief ; principal. — n. (Ro n. Cath.
Church.) One of the ecclesiastical princes of the
pope's council. Awoman's short cloak; mulled red
wine. — Cardinal numbers. The numbers 1, 2, 3,

etc., in distinction from first, second, third, etc.,

which are called ordinal numbers. — C. points.
(Geog.) North and south, east and west. — C. vir-

tues. (Antiq.) Prudence, justice, temperance, and
fortitude. — Car'dinalate, -at, -ship, n. Office, rank,
etc., of a cardinal.

Cardoon, kar-doon'', n. A salad plant.
Care, kar, n. Charge or oversight, implying responsi-

bility; attention or heed; caution; solicitude; watch-
fulness; burdensome sense of responsibility ; trou-
ble; theobjectof attention or anxiety, —v.i. [cared
(kard), caring.] To be anxious or solicitous; to be
concerned; to be inclined or disposed. — Care'ful,
-ful, a. Attentive ; thoughtful ; cautious ; full of
care or solicitude. — Care'fully, adv. — Care'ful-
ness, n. — Care'less, a. Having no care; inatten-
tive ; negligent ; heedless ; unthinking ; free from
anxiety .

—_Care/
'lessly, adv. — Carelessness, n.

Careen, lca-ren
/r

, v. t. (Naut.) To heave on one side,
as a ship, to calk, repair, cleanse, etc. — v. i. To in-
cline to one side.

Career, ka-rer', n. A race-course ; rapidity of mo-
tion ; a race ; course_ of proceeding ; procedure. —
v. i. [careered (-rerd'), careering.] To move
rapidly.

Caress, ka-res'', v. t. [caressed (-rest'), caressing.]
To treat with fondness, affection, or kindness; to
fondle. — n. Act of endearment.

Caret, ka'ret, n. (Print.) A mark [a] indicating
something omitted, either interlined above, or in-
serted in the margin.

Cargo, kar'go. n. ; pi. Car'goes, -goz. The lading or
freight of a ship.

Caribou, kar'I-boo, n. The American reindeer.
Caricature, kar'T-ka-choor', n. The exaggeration of
that which is characteristic; a picture or description
in which peculiarities are so exaggerated as to ap-
pear ridiculous, —v. t. [-tured (-choordr ), -Tur-
ing.] To make a caricature of.

Caries, ka'ri-ez, n. (3fed.) An ulceration of bone.— Ca'rious, -rT-us, a. Affected with, etc.
Carinate, k&r'I-nat, -nated, a. (Bot.) Shaped like
the keel of a ship.

Cariole. See under Car.
Carl, karl, n. . A rude, rustic,
rough man ; a kind of hemp.

Carline, kar'lin, Car'ling, n.
(Naut.) A timber, ranging fore
and aft, from one deck beam
to another, directly over the
keel, serving as a foundation for the body of the
ship.

Carmelite, kar'mel-it, n. A monk of the order of
Mount Carmel, Syria; a kind of pear.

Carminative, kar-min /'a-tiv, a. Expelling wind from
the body; warming. — n. (Med.) A medicine tend-
ing to expel wind, or to remedy colic and flatulen-
cies.

Carmine, kar'mln, n. A pigment of crimson color,
prepared from cochineal.

Carnage, kar'nej, n. The flesh of slain animals;
slaughter ; massacre ; havoc. — Car'nal, a. Pert, to
flesh; fleshly; sensual; given to sensual indulgence;
lustful; lecherous: libidinous. — Carnality, n. Sen-
suality. — Car'nalize, -iz, v. t. [-nalized (-nal-lzd),
-izing.] To make carnal.— Carna'tion, n. Flesh-
color. (Paint.) That part of a picture which rep-

Carinated leaf.

resents undraped flesh. (Bot.) A species of clove-
pink. — Car'nifica'tion, n. A turning to flesh.—
Car'nify, -II, v. i. To form flesh. — Carniv'ora, -o-ra,

n. pi. An order of animals which subsist on flesh.
— Carnivorous, -rus, a. Flesh-eating. — Carnos'

r
-

ity, -nos-i-tT, n. A fleshy excrescence; fleshiness. —
Caruncle, kar-un /,

kl, n. (Anat.) A small fleshy ex-
crescence. (Bot.) An appendage at the hilum or
scar of a seed. (Zool.) A naked fleshy excrescence
on a bird's head.

Carnelian. See Cornelian.
Carnival, kar'ni-val, n. A festival celebrated before
Lent.

Carol, kar'ol, n. A song of joy or mirth; a lay; a de-
votional song.— v. t. [caroled (-old), -oling.] To
celebrate in song. — v. i. To sing in joy or festivity

;

warble.
Carotid, ka-rot'id, n. (Anat.) One of the 2 large ar-

teries conveying blood to the head.
Carouse, ka-rowz', v. i. [caroused (-rowzd'), ca-
rousing.] To drink abundantly.— v. t. To drink
freely or jovially.— n. A drinking match or season
of carousal.

Carp, karp, v. i. To censure, cavil, or find fault, esp.
without reason. — n. A
family of soft-finned,
fresh-water fishes.

Carpal. See under Carpus.
Carpel, kar'pel, n. (Bot.)
A simple pistil, or one of
the parts of a compound
Pistil. r„rn

Carpenter, kar'pen-ter, n. ^ ll

A worker in timber; aframer and builder of houses,
ships, etc. — Car'pentry, -trf, n. Art of cutting,
framing, and joining timber ; timbers connected by
being framed together, etc.

Carpet, kar'pet, n. A heavy fabric for covering floors.
— v. t. To cover with, etc. — Car'pet-bag, n. A
traveling-bag, — orig. made of carpet. — Car'peting,
n. Materials for carpets; carpets in general.

Carpus, kar'pus, n. That part of the skeleton form-
ing the wrist, consisting of 8 bones, in 2 rows.— Car'

-

-

pal, a. Pert, to, etc.

Carriage, Carrier, etc. See under Car.
Carrion, kar'ri-un, n. Dead and putrefying flesh.—

a. Pert, to, or feeding on, etc.

Carrom, kar'um, n. (Billiards.) The act of hitting
two balls at once_with the ball struck by the cue.

Carronade, k&r-un-ad/
', n. A short cannon, formerty

used on ships.
Carrot, kar'ut, n. A plant having an esculent root.
Carry, Cart, Carter, etc. See under Car.
Carte, kart, n. A bill of fare at a hotel.—Carte-blanche,
-blaNsh, n. A blank paper, signed, to be filled up as
the holder pleases ; unconditional terms ; unlimited
authority. — C. -de-visite, -de-ve-zet', n. A photo-
graphic picture of the size of a visiting card. [F.]—
Cartel, kar-teK or kar'tel, n. (Mil.) A writing or
agreement between belligerents, as for exchange of
prisoners.— Cartography, n. Art of making charts
or maps. — Car'ton. n. Pasteboard; cardboard ; a
box of, etc. [F.] — Cartoon, -toon'", n. (Paint.) A
design on strong paper, to be painted in fresco. A
colored design for mosaic, tapestry, etc.

Cartesian, kar-te'zhan, a. Pert, to the French philos-
opher Des Cartes, or to his philosophy. — n. A fol-

lower of, etc.

Carthusian, kar-thoo'zhan, n. One of a religious or-

der named fr. Ch.artreux, France. — a. Pert, to, etc.

Cartilage, kar'ti-lej, n. (Anat.) A smooth, whitish,
elastic substance ; gristle. — Cartilaginous, -laj'T-

nus, a. Pert, to, or like, etc.

Cartouche, kar-toosh-', n. (Arch.) A scroll-shaped tab-
let: a modillion. (Mil.) A case of paper, etc., hold-
ing a charge for a fire-arm ; the box containing the
charge; a case filled with balls, to be shot from a
cannon; a soldier's ticket of leave or dismission. —
Car'tridge, -trij, n. (Mil.) A case of paper, paste-
board, etc., containing a charge for a fire-arm.

Caruncle, etc. See under Carnage.
Carve, karv, v. t. [carved (karvd), carving.] To
cut, as wood, stone, etc., in a decorative manner;
to shape by cutting; to cut into pieces; to distribute
or apportion to.— v.i. To exercise the trade of a

sun, cube, full ; moon, fot>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, bosboN, chair, get.
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carver; to cut up meat. — Carv'er, re. — Carv'ing,
n. Act or art of cutting wood, stone, etc., also meat
at table; device or figure carved.

Caryates, ka-rT-a'tez, -atides, -at'i-dez, v. pi. (Arch.)
Figures of women, serving as columns to support
entablatures.

Cascabel, kas'ka-bel, n. That part of a cannon back
of the base-ring. See Cannon.

Cascade, kas-kad', n. A waterfall.
Cascarilla, kas-ka-riKla, re. A plant of Jamaica,
whose_bark is used in medicine as a tonic.

Case, kas, n. A covering, box, or sheath: that which
incloses or contains; quantity contained in a box.
(Print.) A frame subdivided into " boxes " to hold

. type for the compositor. — v. t. [cased (kast), ca-
sing.] To cover with or put in a case. — Cashing, n.

Act of covering any object with a thin substance;
an outside covering. — Case'ment, re. A hinged
window case or frame; a hollow molding.

Case, kas, n. That which falls, comes, or happens; an
event; circumstance; a particular instance; situa-
tion; state; plight; a state of iV.cts involving a ques-
tion for discussion, esp. a cause in court. (Gram.)
The form of nouns, indicating their relations to the
sentence.

Caseine, ka'se-in, re. (Chen.) The curd or coagula-
ble part of milk; the basis of cheese. — Ca'seous, -se-
us, a. Pert, to, or like, cheese.

Casemate, kas'mat, re.

(Fort.) A bomb-proof
chamber from which
cannon may be fired
through embrasures.
— Case'mated, a.
Furnished w i t h , or
built like, etc.

Casern, kVzern, re. A
lodging for soldiers in
garrison towns; bar-

Cas
a

h, kash, re. Coin or l
vould fi

.
re through"the em-

specie, -also bank- Erasure ra the wall
;
a gun

at C-would fire en barbette, or
over the parapet. D, a para-
pet; E, scarp-wall, the outer
face of which is the scarp ;

a b, terre-plein.

Casemate.

Casemate. A gun at B

notes or paper con-
vertible into money;
a Chinese copper
coin, perforated and
strung on a thread.
worth about one tenth of a cent.— v. t. [cashed
(kashd), cashing.] To turn into cash ; exchange
for money. — Cash'-book, n. A book in which to
register money received or paid.— Cashier, -er', n.
One in charge of the money, accounts, payments,
etc., in a bank, etc. ; a cash-keeper.

Cashew, ka-shoo', n. A South American tree of the
sumac family.

Cashier, kash-er', v. t. [cashiered (-erd'), cashier-
ing.] To dismiss from an office or place of trust,
by annulling the commission of; to discard from
service or from society.— Cassation, re. Act of an-
nulling.

Cashmere, kash'mer, n. A kind of shawl, orig. made
in Cashmere, in Asia; a woolen stuff imitating true
cashmere. — Cashmeref, n. A kind of ladies' dress
goods, in imitation of, etc.

Cashoo. Same as Catechd.
Casino, ka-se'no, n. A small country house; a club-
house.— Cassino, -se'no, n. A game at cards.

Cask, kask, n. A close vessel for liquids, made of
staves, hoops, etc.; quantity contained in a cask.— Casque, Cask, kask, re. A piece of defensive ar-
mor for the head and neck ; a helmet.

Casket, kask'et, re. A small chest or box, for jewels,
etc.; a coffin.

Cassation. See under Cashier.
Cassava, kas'sa-va, n. (Bot.) A species of manihot,
yielding tapioca.

Casse-paper, kas'se-pa'per, re. Broken paper; the out-
side quires of a ream.

Cassia, kashra, n. (Bot.) A genus of leguminous
plants, including senna; a species of laurel. (Com.)
The cheaper kinds of cinnamon.

Cassimere, kas'sT-mer, n. A twilled woolen cloth, for
men's garments.

Cassiterite, kas-sifer-It, n. Oxide of tin, — the ordi-
nary tin ore.

Cassock, kas'sok, n. (Eccl.) A clergyman's garment,
worn under the surplice or gown.

Cassowary, kas'so-wa-rl, re. A bird of Java, resem-
bling the ostrich.

Cast, kast, v. t. [cast, casting.] To send or drive
from by force; to throw, fling, impel; to direct, or
turn, as the sight; to throw on the ground, as in
wrestling; to overcome ; to throw oft, or shed; to
compute, reckon; to make to preponderate; to form,
by pouring liquid metal into a mold; to found; to
distribute, as the parts of a play among actors.— v. i.

To revolve in the mind; to receive form or shape;
to warp. (Naut.) To fall off, so as to bring the
ship's side to the wind. — re. Act of casting; a throw;
thing thrown ; distance through which anything is

thrown; a chance or venture; act of casting in a
mold ; form into which anything is cast or molded;
thing cast in a mold; manner of appearance; assign-
ment of actors' parts in a play; company of actors to
whom the parts are assigned; a motion or turn, as
of the eye. — Cast'er, n. One who, etc. ; a phial or
cruet fortable condiments, or stand containing them

;

a swiveled wheel on which furniture is rolled. —
Cast'ing, n. Act of, etc.; thing cast in a mold; the
warping of a board. — Cast'ing-net, n. A fishing
net which is cast and drawn. — C. voice, C. vote.
Vote of a presiding officer, determining the ques-
tion, when the votes of the house are equally di-
vided. — Cast'away, re. An abandoned person; a
reprobate.— Casfoff, a. Laid aside; disused.

Castanet, kas'ta-net, re. A noise-making instrument
composed of spoon-shaped shells of ivory or wood,
clapped together by the fingers.

Caste, kast, n. One of the hereditary social classes in
India; a separate and fixed order or class of society.

Castigate, kas'tl-gat, v. t. To punish by stripes, cor-
net, chastise. — Castiga'tion, n. Punishment by,
etc.

Castle, kas'l, n. A fortified residence, esp. of a prince

Ancient Castle.

1, moat: 2, draw-bridge;
", wicket; 4, sallyport; 5,

portcullis; 6, outer walls;

7, parapet; 8, rampart: 9,

loop-holes; 10, escutch-
eon; 11, bulwark; 12, sen-
tinel; 13, magazine; 14, a

cell ; 15, donjon or keep;
Hi, barracks : 17, barba-
can ; 18, watchman ; 19,
turret ; 20, chapel ; 21,
belfry; 22, state court; 23,
merlons ; 24, embra-
sures.

or nobleman; a fortress; a piece in the game of
chess. — v. t. In chess, to cover with a castle,— said
of the king, when neither piece has been previously
moved, and the king has not been in check.— v. t.

In chess, to cover the king with a castle.

Castor. See Caster, under Cast.
Castor, kas'tSr,«. A genus of animals, including the
beaver: a substance of penetrating smell and bitter

taste, found in the inguinal sacs of the beaver; a
hat, esp. one made of beaver's fur; a heavy broad-
cloth. — Cas'tor-oil. The oil of a West Indian
plant, — a cathartic.

Castrate, kas'trat, v. t. To deprive of the testicles,

emasculate, geld. — Castra'tion, n. Act of, etc.

Castrel, kas'trel, Kes'trel, n. A hawk resembling the
sparrow-hawk.

Casual, kazh'u-al, a. Happening without design ;

coming without regularity; accidental; incidental;

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; in, ice ; 8dd, tone, Or
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Catkin.

occasional. — Cas'ualty, n. That which, etc. ; an
accident ; death ; misfortune. — Cas'ualism, -izm,
n. The doctrine that all things occur by chance.—
Cas'uist, -u-ist, n. One who .studies and resolves
cases of conscience. — Casuistic, -ical, a. Pert, to

cases of conscience, or of doubtful propriety.—Cas'-
uistry, -rf, n. Science of determining the right or
wrong of acts and opinions of doubtful propriety.

Cat, kat, n. (Zobl.) A well-known domestic animal.
(Naut.) A ship having narrow stern, projecting
quarters, and deep waist ; tackle to draw an anchor
up to the cat-head. A double tripod; a game at ball;

a kind of whip. —v. t. (Xaitt.) To bring up to the
cat-head, as an anchor.— Cat''amount, n. A species

of panther found in the northern United States.—
Cat'erwaul, -er-wawl, v. i. To cry as cats in rutting
time.— Cat'gut, n. Cord, esp. strings for musical in-

struments, made from the intestines of animals, esp.

of sheep; a kind of canvas, with wide interstices.—
Cat'kin.w. (Bot.) An anient; a kind
of inflorescence, consisting of overlap-
ping scales. — Cat'like, a. Stealthy ;

noiseless. — Catling, n. A little cat;

moss, like cat's hair, growing about
trees; catgut. (Surg.) A double-edged,
sharp-pointed dismembering knife.—
Cat'bird, n. An American bird of the
thrush family.—boat, n. A small sail-

boat, with one sail on a mast close to

the bows. call, -pipe, n. A squeaking instru-
ment, to interrupt plays at theaters.—fish, n. A
large voracious fish of the arctic seas ; also, an
American fresh-water fish.—har'ping, -har'pin, n.

(Xaut.) A rope or iron leg, to brace in the shrouds
of the lower masts behind the yards.—head, n.

(Naut.) A timber projecting from the bow of a ship,

through which ropes pass to raise the anchor. —
-hole, n. (Xaut.) One of two holes astern, to pass
hawsers through.—mint, -nip, n. (Bot.) A strong-
scented plant, sometimes used in medicine, and of
which cats are fond. nap, n. A short sleep.—
-o'-nine-tails, n. A whip with nine lashes.—stick, n.

A club used in the game of ball called cat.— Cat's'-

cradle, n. A game played by children, with a string

about the fingers.— -eye, n. (Min.) A variety of
chalcedonv, exhibiting yellowish opalescent reflec-

tions.—paw, n. A dupe; the tool of another,— fr.

the fable of the monkev's using the cat's paw to draw
chestnuts from the fire'. (Xaut.) A light air, rippling

the surface of still water; a peculiar turn in the bight
of a rope, to hook a tackle on.—tail, n. (Bot.) A
tall flag, with long flat leaves; a grass, called timothy

and herd's grass ; a catkin.
Cataclysm, kafa-klizm, n. An extensive overthrow

;

a deluge.
Catacomb, kafa-kom, n. A cave or subterraneous
place for the burial of the dead.

Catafalco, kat-a-fal'ko, -falque, -falk', n. A temporary
structure of carpentry, used in funeral solemnities.

Catalectic, kat-a-lek'tik, a. (Pros.) Wanting a syl-

lable at the end.
Catalepsy, kafa-lep-sY, n. (Med.) A sudden suspen-
sion of the senses and of volition. — Catalep'tic, a.

Catalogue, kafa-log, n. A list of names, titles, or
articles arranged methodically.—1\ t. To make a list

of.

Catalpa, ka-tal'pa, n. A tree of North America, hav-
inglarge leaves and white flowers.

Catamaran, kat'a-ma-ran'', n. A raft of India and
Brazil, consisting of 3 connected logs, and moved
by a sail ; a sail boat with an outrigger ; a large-
wheeled truck for transporting heavy weights ; a
cantankerous old woman.

Cataplasm, kafa-plazm, n. (Med.) A poultice.

Catapult, kafa-pult, n. An engine anciently used
for throwing stones, arrows, etc.

Cataract, kafa-rakt, n. A waterfall. (Surg.) An
opacity of the crystalline lens, or of its capsule.

Catarrh, ka-tar'', n. (Med.) Inflammation of the mu-
cous membrane of the air passages, with discharge of
a watery or glairy fluid.

Catastrophe, ka-tas'tro-fe, n. A final event, usually
of a calamitous nature; the unfolding and winding
up of the plot of a play; denouement.

Catch, kach, v. t. [caught or (obs.) catched. catch-

ing.] To seize, esp. with the hand; to take captive,
as in a snare ; to entangle ; to communicate to,

fasten upon; to engage and attach to, charm ; to re-
ceive, esp. to take by sympathy, contagion, or infec-
tion; to come upon unexpectedly ; to find ; to over-
take.—!', i. To be held or impeded by entangle-
ment ; to spread by infecting. — n. Act of seizing ;

seizure ; that which catches or is caught; gain ; a
passing opportunity improved. (Mus.) A humorous
round, in which the singers catch up each other's
sentences.

Catch, kach, Cutch, kuch, n. Commercial names for
Catechu, q. v.

Catchup, kach'up, Cat'sup, Ketch'up, n. A sauce
made from mushrooms, tomatoes, walnuts, etc.

Catechise, kafe-kiz, v. t. [-chised (-kizd), -chising.]
To instruct by asking questions, receiving answers,
and explaining and correcting, — esp. concerning
points of religious faith ; to interrogate.— Cat'echism,
-kizm, n. A form of instruction by questions and
answers; a book of principles, esp. of religious doc-
trine, in the form of, etc. — Cat'echist, n. One who,
etc.— Catechist'ic, -ical, a. Pert, to a catechist or
to catechism.—Catechetlc, -ical, -ket'ik-al, a. Pert.
to, or consisting in, asking questions, etc. — Cate-
chefically, adv. — Catechumen, -ku'rnen, n. One
receiving rudimentary instruction in Christian doc-
trines ; a neophyte.

Catechu, katre-ku, n. (Chem.) A brown, astringent,
vegetable extract, obtained in India.

Category, kafe-go-rY, n. (Logic.) One of the classes
of objects of knowledge or thought, by which they
can be arranged in a system. State ; condition ;

predicament. — Categorical, -gSr'ik-al, o. Pert, to,
etc. ; admitting no conditions or exceptions; absolute;
express. — Categorically, adv.

Catenary, kafe-na-rY, n. (Geoni.) The curve of a
cord hanging between two points not in the same
vertical line.— Cat'enary, -na/rian, a. Pert, to or
like a chain. — Catenate, -nat, v. t. To connect, in
a series of links. — Catena''tion, n. Union of parts,
as in a chain.

Cater, ka'ter, v. i. [catered (-terd), catering.] To
provide food, buy or procure provisions, purvey.

Caterpillar, kafer-pil-ler, n. The larve of a butterfly
or lepidopterous insect.

Caterwaul, Catharpin, etc. See under Cat.
Catharine - wheel,
kath'a-rin-hwel,
n. (Goth. Arch.)
An ornamented
circular window,
with rosettes or
radiating divis-
ions. (Pyro-
techny.) A re-
volving wheel.
{Fv.St. Catharine
o f Alexandria,
represented with
a wheel, in allu-

sion to her mar-
tyrdom.]

Catharist, kath^a-rist, n. A pretender to more pu-
rity than others possess.— Cathartic, -thar'tik, -tic-

al, a. Cleansing the bowels; purgative. — Cathar'-
tic, n. A medicine promoting alvme discharges.

Cathedra, ka-therdra or kath'-, n. A chair ; esp. the
seat of one in authority. — Cathe'dral, n. The prin-

cipal church in a diocese, where the bishop has his

official chair.— a. Pert, to, etc.; emanating from the
chair of office, as of a pope or bishop; official; au-
thoritative.

Catheter, kath'e-tSr, n. (Surg.) A tubular instru-

ment, introduced into the bladder to draw off urine.

Cathetometer, kath-e-tom'e-ter, n. An instrument
for measuring differences of vertical heights.

Catholic, kath?o-lik, a. Universal or general ; not
narrow-minded, partial, or bigoted; liberal; pert, to,

or affecting, the Roman Catholics. — n. A member
of the Rom. Cath. church.— Catholicity, -lis'T-tl, n.

System of doctrine held by all parts of the orthodox
Christian church; also, by the church of Rome; lib-

erality of sentiment; Catholicism.— Catholicize, -T-

siz, v. t. To become catholic or a Rom. Cath. — Car-

Catharine-wheel "Window.
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thol'icism, -i-sizm, re. Quality of being, etc.: the
• faith of the whole Christian church, or of the Rom.
Cath. church; adherence to the Rom. Cath. church;
liberality of sentiment.—Cathol'icon, n. A remedy
for all diseases; panacea.

Catsup. See Catchup.
Cattle, kat'tl, re. pi. Domestic quadrupeds collective-

ly, esp. those of the bovine genus.
Caucasian, kaw-ka'shan, n. One belonging to the

Indo-European race, originating near Mt. Caucasus.

Caucus, kaw'kus, n. A preparatory meeting for po-

litic il purposes.
Caudal, kawTdal, a. Pert, to, or like, a tail.

Caudle, kaw'dl, n. A warm drink for sick persons,

a mixture of wine with eggs, bread, sugar, and
spices. — v. t. To make into caudle.

Cauf, kawf, n. A chest with holes for keeping fish

alive in water; a vessel for raising coal from mines.

Caufle, kaw'fl, n. A gang of captured negroes; come.
Caught. See Catch.
Caul, kawl, n. A net or covering for the head. (Anat.)

A membrane covering part of the lower intestines ;

the omentum. A part of the membrane enveloping
the fetus.

Caulescent, kaw-les'ent, a. (Bot.) Having a true or
perfect stem. — Cau'licule, -lT-kul, n. {Bot.) A
short stem. {Arch.) One of the curled tops in a

Corinthian capital. See Capital.
Cauliflower, kaw'li-flow'er.re. A variety of cabbage,
having edible flower-buds.

Caulk, etc. See Calk.
Cause, kawz, n. That which produces a result, or is

the occasion of an action. {Law.) A suit or action
in court; a legal process; case. The side of a ques-
tion or controversy which one espouses and advo-
cates. — v. t. [caused (kawzd), causing.] To effect

by agency, power, or influence; to produce, be the
occasion of.— Caus'er, re.— Cause'less, a. Uncaused
or uncreated, original in itself; without just cause,
reason, or motive. — Caus'al, a. Relating to, imply-
ing, or containing, etc. — CausaKity, -zaKi-tl, n.

The agency of a cause. {Bhreii.) The faculty of
tracing effects to their causes. See Phrenology.—
Causation, -za'shun, re. Act of causing; agency by
which an effect is produced. — Causa'tionism, -izm,
n. The doctrine that all things are produced through
the agency of a causal force. — Causa'tionist, n. A
believer that, etc.— Caus'ative, -tiv, a. Expressing
a reason; causal; affecting, as acause oragent; caus-
ing.

Causeuse, ko-zez', re. A lounge or sofa for two per-
sons, sitting face to face.

Causeway, kawz'wa, Causey, kaw'zi, n. A paved or
raised way over wet ground.

Caustic, kaws'tik, -tical, a. Destructive to the tex-
ture of anything; burning; corrosive: severe; satir-

ical; sharp. — Caus'tic, n. Any substance, which,
applied to animal substances, burns, or destroys the
texture. {Opt.) A caustic curve, — a curve to which
the rays of light, reflected or refracted by another
curve, are tangents. — Caus'tically, adv. — Caustici-
ty, -tis'i-tl, re. Quality or property of, etc.; corro-
siveness; severity of language; sarcasm. — Cau'ter,
re. A hot, searing iron. — Cau'teriza'tion, n. {Surg.)
Act of burning a morbid part by application of fire.— Cau'terize, -Iz, v. t. [-terized (-Tzd), -izing.] To
burn or sear with fire or hot iron. — Cau'tery, -ter-Y,

re. A burning, as of morbid flesh, bjr a hot iron, or
by caustic medicines.

Caution, kaw'shun, n. Prudence in regard to dan-
ger; provident care ; wariness; heed; prudence; ex-
hortation to wariness; warning; admonition.—?;, t.

[cautioned (-shund), -tioning.] To give notice of
danger to, warn.— Cau'tionary, -a-ri, a. Contain-
ing caution, or warning; given as a pledge. — Cau-
tioner, n.— Cau'tious, -shus, a. Possessing or using,
etc.; prudent; watchful; circumspect.—Cau'tiously,
adv. — Cau'tiousness, re.

Cavalcade, kav^al-kad, n. A procession of horsemen.— Cavalier, -ler/',«. A horseman; knight; one of the
court party in the time of King Charles I.— a. Gay;
sprightly; brave; warlike; haughty. — Cavalier'ly,
adv. Superciliously.— Cav'alry, -rl, n. {Ml.) Mount-
ed troops.

Cave, kav, re. A hollow place in the earth; den. —v.

t. [caved (kavd), caving.] To make hollow. — v.

i. To dwell in a cave. — Cavity, kav'T-ti, n. A hol-

low place; inclosed space; hollowness. — CaVern,
-ern, n. A deep hollow place in the earth; cave.—
Cav'ernous, -us, a. Full of caverns; hollow.

Caveat, ka've-at, re. {Law.) A notice to some officer

not to do a certain act until the interested party is

heard in opposition. {U. S. Bate,. I Laws.) A de-
scription of some invention, lodged in the office be-

fore the patent right is taken out, as a bar ho other
applications respecting the same invention. Intima-
tion of caution; warning.

Cavendish, kav'en-dish, re. Tobacco softened and
pressed.

Caviare, ka-ver', Caviar, kav'e-ar, n. The roes of
certain fish, prepared and salted, — used as a relish,

esp. in Russia.
Cavil, kav'il, v. i. [caviled (-iid), caviling.] To

raise captious objections. — re. A false or frivolous
objection.

Cavity. See under Cave.
Cavort, ka-vorf, v. i. To bound, frisk, prance.
Caw, kaw, v. i. [cawed (kawd), cawlng.J To cry like

a crow, or raven. — n. The noise of, etc.

Cawker. Same as Calkek.
Cayenne Pepper, ka-en' pep'per. A very pungent
pepper, the product of several species of Capsicum.

Cayman, ka'man, n. ; pi. Cay'jians, -maiiz. A genus
of American reptiles of the crocodile family; alli-

gator.
Cease, ses, v. i. [ceased (sest), ceasing.] To come

to an end, desist, forbear, stop; to be wanting.—
v. t. To put a stop to, bring to an end.— Cease'less,

a. Without cessation; incessant.— Ceaselessly, adv.
— Cessa/tion, u. Act of discontinuing; stop; rest;

intermission.
Cedar, sender, n. An evergreen tree of different spe-

c 1 e s . — Ce'dar, -drine,

-drin, a, Pert, to, or made
of, etc.

Cede, sed, v. t. To yield
or surrender, give up.

—

Cession, sesh'un, n. A
yielding or surrender, as
of property or rights, to
another ; act of ceding.

Cedilla, se-dil'la, re. A mark
under the letter c [g], to
show that it is sounded
like s; as in facade.

Ceil, sel, v. t. [ceiled
( s e 1 d ), ceiling.] To Certir
overlay or cover the ^eaar.

inner roof of. - Ceiling, n. {Arch.) The upper, in
terior surface of a room. {Naut.) Inside planks of
a ship.

Celadon, seKa-don, n. A pale sea-green color. [F.]
Celandine, seKan-din, re. A genus of plants of the
poppy family; swallow-wort.

Celebrate, sel'e-brat, v. t. To mention with praise,
extol; to honor by solemn rites, or by ceremonies of
joy and respect; to solemnize, commemorate.— Cel-
ebrated, a. Having celebritv ; distinguished ; fa-
mous. — CeKebrant, n. One who performs a public
religious rite. — Celebra'tion, re. Honor bestowed;
commemoration; praise; observance with appropri-
ate ceremonies; solemnization. — CeKebrator, -ter,

n.— Celeb'rity, -rT-tT, n. Condition of being cele-

brated; a person of distinction.

Celerity, se-lSr'i-tr, re. Rapidity of motion; swift-
ness; speed.

Celery, sel'er-T, n. A plant of the parsley family.
Celestial, se-lesfyal, a. Pert, to the spiritual heaven

;

heavenly; pert.' to the visible heavens.— n. An in-

habitant of heaven. — Celes'tially, adv. — Cel'es-
tine, seKes-tin, n. {Min.) Native sulphate of stron-

tian, which has a sky-blue color. {Eccl. Hist.) One
of a religious order founded by Pope Celestine V.

Celiac, se'lT-ak, a. Pert, to the belly.

Celibacy, se-lib'a-si or sel'T-ba-sI, re. The state of an
unmarried man; bachelorship.— Celibate, seKT-bat,
re. Condition or life of an unmarried man; unmar-
ried man; bachelor.

Cell, sel, re. A small and close apartment, as in a prison
or monastery; any small, closed cavity. {Organic

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, tSrm ; in, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r
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Structures.) A minute sac, filled with fluid, fat, etc.,
forming, by development and reproduction, the cel-
lular tissue of animals and plants. — Cellar, n. A
space under a house. — Cellular, a. Consisting of,

or containing cells. — Cel'lulated, a. Formed with
cells. — Cellule, -ul, n. A small cell. — Cellulif -

erous, -lifer-us, a. Producing little cells. — CeP*-
lulose, -los, a. Containing cells.— n. (Bot.) One of
the substances constituting the cellular tissue of
plants. — Celluloid, n. A compound of gun-cotton,
camphor, etc., imitating coral, ivory, tortoise-shell,
amber, etc., and used in manufacturing jewelry,
etc.

Celt, selt, n. One of a race anciently inhabiting Cen-
tral and Western Europe, from whom come the
Irish, Welsh, and Gael; a stone or metal implement
found in barrows of the early Celts. — Celtic, a.
Pert, to the Celts, or to their language.—?!. The
language of, etc., the remains of which are found
in the Gaelic, Erse or Irish, Manks, and Welsh and
its cognate dialects, Cornish and Armorican or
Breton.— Celticism, -T-sizm, n. A Celtic custom.

Cement, se-menf or sem'ent, n. Any substance used
for making bodies cohere, as mortar, glue, etc. ; bond
of union. — Cement'', v. t. To unite with, etc.; to
unite firmly. — v. i. To unite and cohere. — Cemen-
tation, n. Act of cementing. (Chem.) Process of
surrounding a solid body with powder of other sub-
stances, and heating until the properties of the body
are changed by chemical combination with the pow-
der, —as iron becomes steel by cementation with
charcoal.

Cemetery, senfe-ter-T, n. A grave-yard; necropolis.
Cenobite, Coenobite, seifo-blt, n. A monk in a con-
vent or community, in opp. to a hermit or anchorite.

Cenotaph, sen'o-taf, n. A monument to one buried
elsewhere.

Cense, sens, v. t. [censed (senst), censing.] To per-
fume with odors from burning substances. — Cen''-
ser, 11. A vase or pan for burning incense.

Censor, sen'ser, n. A Roman officer who registered
the effects of citizens, imposed taxes, and inspected
manners; an examiner of books, etc., before pub-
lication, to suppress anything forbidden; one who
censures; a harsh critic— Censo^rial, -rT-al, -rian, a.
Pert, to, etc., or to the correction of public morals.
— Censo'rious, -rT-us, a. Addicted to, implying, or
expressing, censure; fault-finding; carping; severe.
— Censo'riously, adv. —Censoliousness, n. — Cenr-

sorship, n. Office of a censor. — Censure, seifsher,
n. Act of blaming ; reoroof ; disapproval ; repri-
mand; abuse.— v.t. [cexsuked (-shgrd), -suring.]
To find fault with and condemn as wrong; to blame,
reprehend. — Cen'sus, n. An official enumeration
and registration of the people, estates, and other
statistics of a c"ountry.

Cent, sent, n. A hundred, as, 10 per cent. ; an Amer-
ican coin worth the 100th part of a dollar. [L. cen-
tum.] — Cenfage, -ej, n. Rate by the cent, or hun-
dred ; percentage. — Cen'tal, n. A weight of 100
pounds ; hundred-weight. — a. Pert, to, or consist-
ing of, etc. — Cen'tenary, -rT, n. Aggregate of 100
single things ; esp. a century ; 100 years ; a celebra-
tion occurring once in, etc. — a. Pert, to, or con-
sisting of, 100 ; occurring once in every 100 years. —
Centena'rian, -rT-an, n. One 100 years old — a.

Pert, to 100 years. — Centen'nial, -nT-al, a. Pert, to
the 100th anniversary ; happening once in 100 years.
— n. A celebration of, etc. — Centesimal, a. Hun-
dredth; by the 100.— n. A 100th part.— Centes/ima'r-

tion, n. (Mil.) A punishment inflicted on one person
in 100. — Cen'tury, -tu-rT, n. A hundred ; a period
of 100 years.

—

Century plant. The American aloe,

supposed to bloom but once in 100 years.— Centu'-
rion, -rt-on, n. A Roman captain of 100 foot-soldiers.
— Centu'rial, -rT-al, a. Pert, to a century, or to 100
men.— Cen'tuple, -tu-pl, a. Hundred-fold. — v. i.

[-TUPLF.D (-tu-pld), -tupling.] To make, etc. —
Centifolious, -lT-us, a. Having 100 leaves. — Cen/'-

tigrade, -tT-grad, a. Of 100 degrees graduated in-
to 100 equal parts. — Centigrade thermometer. A
thermometer in which 0° indicates the freezing
point, and 100° the boiling point of water. — Cen-
tare, -tar', n. A measure"of area, containing 1 sq.
meter, about 1,550 sq. inches. [F.] — Cen'tigram,

-tT-gram, n. A measure of weight,— the 100th part of
a gram =.15432 gr. avoir. [F.J — Centiliter, -til'Y-
ter or sen'tl-li-ter, -litre, -ti-le'tr, n. A measure of
capacity,— 100th of a liter, more than 0.0 cu. inch.
[F.J — Con'time, -tern, n. A coin, — the 100th of a
franc. [F.J — Centimeter, -tiiu'e-ter or sen'tl-me-
ter, -metre, son-te-ma'tr, n. A measure of length, —
the 100th of a meter, more than .39 inch. — Cen'"-
tiped, -tl-ped, -pede, -tT-ped, n. A species of many-
jointed, wingless land articulates, having many feet.— Centum^vxr, -ver, n. ; pi. -vnu, -vl-ri. A Roman
judge of common causes among the people. — Cen-
tunfviral, -vT-ral, «. Pert, to, etc.— Centum''virate,
-vt-rat, n. Office of, etc.

Centaur, sen'tawr, n. (Myth.) A fabulous monster,
half man and half horse. — Cen'taury, -rT, n. A
plant of several species, most of them weeds.

Center, -tre, sen'ter, n. The exact middle point of
anything; the middle portion; midst; point of con-
centration; nucleus. (Arch.) A temporary framing
on which vaulted work is built. — v. i. [centered
or -tred (-terd), -tering or -teing.J To be placed
in, etc. ; to be central ; to be collected to a point, be
concentrated.— v. t. To place on, etc. ; to collect to a
point. — Cen'tering, n. (Arch.) Temporary fra-
ming on which vaulted work is built. — Cen'tral, a.
Pert, to, placed in, or containing, the center; pert, to
the parts near, etc.— Central'ity, -T-tT, n. State of
being central. — Cen'tralize, -Iz, v. t. [-ized (-Tzd).
-izing.J To draw to a central point ; bring to a
center. — Cen'traliza'tion, n. Act of, or state of be-
ing, etc. — Cen'trally, adv. — Cen'tric, -trical, a.
Placed in, etc. — Cen'trically, adv. — Centricity,
-tris'T-tT, n. State of being centric. — Centrifugal,
-u-gal, a. Tending to recede from the center. —
Centrip'etal, a. Tending toward, etc. — Cen'ter-
bit, n. An instrument turning on a projecting cen-
tral point, for boring holes. See Bit. board, n.
(Naut.) In small craft, a board keel, which may b2
drawn up or let down ; a sliding keel.

Centinel, Centry. See Sentinel.
Cento, sen'to, n. ; pi. Cen'tos, -toz. A composition
formed by verses, etc., from different authors dis-
posed in a new order. (Mus.) A medley on a large
scale. [L.J

Cephalic, se-falIk, a. Pert, to the head.— n. A med-
icine for headache, etc. — Cephalopod, sefa-lo-pod
or se-faK-, n. (Zo'61.) A mollusk having a distinct
head, surrounded by a circle of arms or tentacles.

Ceramic, sc-ranfik, a. Pert, to pottery.
Cere, ser, n. Naked wax-like skin at the base of birds'

bills, — v. t. [cered (serd), cering.J To wax, or
cover with wax. — Ce'rate, -rat, n. (Med.) Thick
ointment, made of wax, oil, etc. — Cere'cloth, n. A
cloth smeared with melted wax. — Cere'ment, n. A
cloth dipped in melted wax, used in embalming
bodies.

Cereal, se're-al, a. Pert, to edible grain, as wheat, rye,
etc.— n. Any edible grain.

Cerebrum, ser'e-brum, n. (Anat.) The superior and
larger division of the brain. — Cerebellum, -beflum,
n. ; pi. -bel^la, -la. The hinder and lower division
of the brain.

Ceremony, ser'e-mo-nY, n. Outward rite ; external
form in religion; forms of civility. — Ceremo /,

nial,
a. Pert, to, etc. — n. An established system of rules

• and ceremonies. — Ceremc'nious, -nf-us, a. Con-
sisting of, or according to, outward forms and rites;

ceremonial; particular m observing forms; precise;
formal.— Ceremo /'niously, adv.

Cerise, se-rez'. a. Cherry-colored.
Certain, ser'tin, a. Assured in mind ; having no
doubts; not to be doubted; fixed or stated; deter-
minate ; indeterminate, or not specifically named;
one or some. — Cer'tainly, adv. Without doubt or
question; in truth and fact; without failure.— Cer'-
tainness, n. — Cer'tainty. -tT, Ceftitude, -tT-tud, n.
Quality or condition of being certain ; exemption
from doubt or failure; a fact unquestionably estab-
lished. — Cer'tes, -tez, adv. Assuredly ; in truth.
— Cer'tify, -fi, v. t. [-tified (-fid), -eying.] To
testify to in writing; to make known or establish as
a fact; to give certain information of or to.— Certif-
icate, -T-kat, n. A written testimony to the truth
of any fact; written declaration legally authenti-
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cated.— w. t. To verif3' by, or furnish with, etc.—
|
Chalcedony, kal-sed'o-ni or kal'se-do-nl, n. (Mm.)

Certifica'tion, n. Act "of, etc.— Certifier, -ii-er, n. An uncrystallized, translucent variety of quartz.
Certiorari, ser'slii-o-ra'ri, n. {Lav:.) A writ from a usually whitish, and with a wax-like luster.

superior court, to call up records of an inferior
|
Chaldaic, kal-da'ik, Chaldee, kal'de or kal-de', a.

court, or remove a cause, to hasten justice, or correct i Pert, to Chaldea. — n. Language of the Chaldeans.
errors.

j

Chaldron, chawl'drun or chal'drun, n. A dry meas-
Cervical, ser'vik-al, a. (Anat.) Pert, to the neck. ure for coah usually of 3G bushels, but varying.
Cervine, ser'vln, a. Pert, to the deer.

:
Chalet, shal'a, «. A Swiss wooden cottage ; a summer-

Cesarean, Cesarism, Cesura, etc. See Caesar, C.-esuea. ! house on a mountain.
Cessation. See under Cease. ; Chalice, chal'is, «. A cup; bowl; communion cup.
Cession. See under Cede. Chalk, chawk, n. (Jlin.) A soit, white, earthy sub-
Cess-pool, ses'pool, n. A cavity in the earth to re- ;

stance, consisting of carbonate of lime.

Cestus.

ceive sediment of water from drains
Cestus, ses'tus, n. A girdle, esp. of Venus: a loaded
leather covering for boxers 7 hands. [L.]

Cetacea, se-ta'se-a, n. pi. (Zo'ol.) An order
of mammiferous marine animals, inclu-
ding whales.— Ceta'cean, -shan, n. An ani-
mal of the whale kind.

Chafe, chaf, v. t. [chafed (chaft), chafing.]
To excite heat or irritation in by friction;

to irritate; to fret and wear by rubbing; to
provoke, inflame. — v. i. To be excited or
heated ; to fret; to be worn by rubbing. —
n. Heat or irritation from friction ; agita-
tion of the mind.

Chafer, cha'fer, n. An insect; cock-chafer; May-bug.
Chaff, chaf, n. The glumes, husk, or light, dry cover-

j

ing of grains and grasses. (Bot.) Scales or bracts
on the receptacle in composite plants. Worthless
matter ; refuse. — Chaffinch, n. A singing bird of

]

the finch family, feeding on chaff. — Chaff'y. -1, a.
Containing, like, or light and worthless as, chaff.

Chaff, chaf, n. Light, idle talk; ridicule. — v. i. !

[chaffed (chaft), chaffing.] To use, etc., by way
j

of fun or ridicule. — v. t. To make fun of. banter. I

Chaffer, chaffer, i: ?'. [chaffered (-ferd), -ferixg.]
To treat about a purchase, bargain, haggle; to talk

S

much or idly. — v. t. To buy, purchase, exchange. !

Chagreen. See Shagreex.
Chagrin, sha-grin', n. Ill-humor ; vexation

; peevish- I

ness; mortification. — v. t. [chagrined (-grind''),
j

-grining.] To excite ill-humor in, vex, mortify.
Chain, chan. n. A series of connected links or rings;
that which confines, fetters, or secures; a bond; a se-

ries of things connected and following each other
in succession. (Surr.) An instrument for measur-
ing land, consisting of 100 links, being 4 rods, or 66
feet, in length. (Kaut.) An iron plate bolted at the
lower endthrough the side to the ship's timbers. —
v. t. [chained (chand), chaining.] To fasten or
connect with. etc.. enslave, unite closely. — Chain'-
bridge, n. A bridge suspended on chains: suspen-
sion bridge.—gang, n . A gang of convicts chained
together."

—

mail, n. Flexible armor made of inter-
laced rings. —pump, n. A
pump consisting of an end-
less chain, carrying disks,
passing upward" through a
wooden tube, and mo viri-
on wheels, — -shot. n. (JUL)
Two cannon balls, con-
nected by a chain, to cut
down masts, etc.—stitch,
ml A kind of stitch in sew-
ing, made by interlocking
threads. — -wales, n. pi.
(Naut.) Planks bolted to
a ship's sides to spread the
lower rigging. See Chan-
XELS.

Chair, char, n. A movable
seat with a back, for one
person; an official seat, as
of a judge ; hence, the of-
fice itself; the presiding of-
ficer of an assembly; a vehi-
cle for one person; an iron
block to support and secure railroad tracks.

—

v.t.
[chaired (chard), chairixg.] To carry publicly
in a chair in triumph. — Chair'man, n. ; pi. -men.
The presiding officer of an assembly, committee,
etc. ; one who carries a chair or sedan .— Chair'man-
skip, n. Office of, etc. — Chaise, shaz, n. A two-
wheeled, one-horse carriage, with calash top.

nnp
Chain-pump.

[chalked (chawkt), chalking.] To rub or mark
with chalk.

Challenge, chal'lenj, n . An invitation to contest; a
sentry's demand of the countersign from those ap-
proaching his post; summons to single combat; de-
mand made of a right; an exception to a juror or
voter. — r. t. [-lexged (-lenjd), -lengixg.] To
call to a contest, call to answer, defy; to claim as
due, demand as a right, make exception or objec-
tion to, object to as not qualified to vote.

Chalybeate, ka-lib'e-at, a. Impregnated with some
salt of iron. — n. Water, liquor, medicine, etc.,

containing iron.
Cham, kam, Khan, kan, n. The sovereign prince of
Tartary.

Chamber, cham'ber, n. A retired room, esp. an upper
room, for lodging, privacy, or study; a compartment
or hollow, closed space:' a place where an assembly
meets; the assembly itself ; the cavity in a fire-arm
where the charge is put. (Law.) A private place
where a judge sits to hear cases, and do judicial
business out of court.— r. ?'. [-bered (-berd), -Ber-
ing.] To reside in or occupy as a chamber ; to be
Wanton.

—

v. t. To shut up, as in a chamber—Cham'-
ber-conn'sel, -counselor, -er, n. A counselor who
gives his opinion privately, but does not advocate
causes in court.

—

maid, n. A woman who cares
for chambers, or waits upon a lady.— Cham'berlain,
-lin, n. An attendant in charge of the chambers, as
in a hotel; an officer of the private chambers of a
nobleman or monarch; one of the high officers of a
court ; a treasurer or receiver of public money.

Chameleon, ka-mel'yun, n. A
lizard-like reptile, whose color i

changes with that of objects,
about it, or when its temper is

;

disturbed. 1

Chamfer, chamber, v. t. [-fered
(-ferd). -feeing.] (Carp.) To
cut a groove or channel in ; to
flute. To cut or grind in a slop-
ing manner: to bevel.— Cham'-
fer, Cham'fret, n. (Carp.) A small gutter in wood,
etc.: groove, slope, or bevel.

Chamois, sham'wa or sham'Y, i

lope living on European
mountain ridges; a soft
leather, first prepared from
its skin.

Chamomile. See Camomile.
Champ, champ, v.t. [champed
(champt), champing.] To
bite with repeated action of
the teeth, bite into small
pieces, crush. — v. i. To bite

frequently.
Champagne, sham-pan', n. A
brisk, sparkling wine.

Champaign, sham-pan', a. A flat, open country. — a.

Flat : level.

Champion, cham'pT-un, n. One who engages in a
contest; esp. who contends in behalf of another in
single combat; one readv to fight all who offer.

—

v. t. [-pioxed (-und), -rioning.] To furnish with,
or attend as, etc.

Chance, chans, n. Absence of any defined cause ; for-
tuity ; casualty ; an event without assigned cause;
possibility of an occurrence; luck; hazard: oppor-
tunity.— v.i. [chanced (chanst), chancing.] To
happen, come, or arrive, without expectation.— a.

Happening by chance ; casual ; fortuitous.
Chancel, chan'sel, n. That part of a church con-
taining the altar or communion table, — formerly

Chameleon.

A species of ante-

Chamois.
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inclosed with lattices. — Chancery, chan'sSr-i, n. , A
high court of equity; equity; proceedings in equity.
— Chancellor, -sel-ler, re. A high judicial officer ;

the chief judge of a court of chancery.
Chancre, shan'ker, n. An ulcer, esp. a venereal sore.
— Chan^crous, -krus, a. Ulcerous.

Chandelier, Chandler, etc. See under Candle.
Change, chanj, v. t. [changed (chanjd), changing.]
To alter or make different; to cause to pass from
one state to another; to substitute another thing
for ; to vary, innovate, exchange ; to give other
money, of the same aggregate value, for; to become
acid or tainted. — v. i. To be altered, undergo vari-

ation, pass from one phase to another, —re. Any al-

teration; a passing from one state to another; sub-
stitution of one thing for another ; alteration in
the order of a series; permutation; that which makes
a variety; small pieces of money, which may be
given for larger pieces; the balance of money paid
beyond the price of goods purchased; building for
mercantile transactions. — Chancer, n. — Change'-
able, -a-bl, a. Capable of change ; appearing differ-

ent under difference of circumstances ; variable ;

fickle ; unstable. — Change'ableness, -abil'ity, -ft,

n. — Change'ably, adv. — Change'ful, a. Fuil of
change; mutable. — Change'fully, adv. — Changer-
fulness, u. — Changeless, a. Not admitting altera-

tion ; constant. — Changeling, n. A child left or
taken in the place of another ; one apt to change. —
a. Taken or left in place of another.

Channel, chan'nel, n. The bed of a stream; esp. the
deeper part of a river or bay, where the main cur-
rent flows. ( Geog.) A strait or narrow sea between
two portions of land. That through which any
thing passes. (Arch.) A gutter or furrow, as in a
column, pi. (Naut.) Planks bolted to the outside
of a vessel, for spreading the lower rigging.

—

v. t.

[-neled (-neld), -neling.] To form a channel in;
groove.

Chant, chant, v. t. and i. To utter with a melodious
voice, sing; to celebrate in song. (Mus.) To sing
after the manner of a chant.— n. Song ; melody.
(Mus.) Words recited to musical tones without mu-
sical measure.— Chanfer, «.— Chant'icleer, -1-kler,

n. A cock.
Chaos, ka'os, n. An empty, infinite space ; unor-
ganized condition of matter before the creation of
the universe; a disordered mass or state of things;
confusion. — Chaotic, a. Resembling chaos ; con-
fused.

Chap, chap or chop, v. t. [chapped (chapt), chap-
ping.] To cleave or open longitudinally ; to split,

crack. — v. i. To crack or open in long slits. — a. A
cleft, gap, or chink in the flesh. — Chap, chop, n.

The jaw, —generally in pi.— Chap-fallen, chop'-
fawln, a. "With the lower jaw drooping; dejected;
dispirited.

Chap, chap, n. A man or boy; a youth.— Chap'-book,
n. A small book, esp. one sold by hawkers. — Chap'-
man, n. ; pi. -men. One who buys or sells ; a mer-
chant; itinerant dealer.

Chaparral, chap-ar-raK, n. A thicket of low ever-
green oaks; thick bramble-bushes in clumps.

Chape, chap, n. A catch, as of a buckle; a metal tip
of a scabbard.

Chapeau, shap'o, n. ; pi. Chap'eaus, -6z. A hat. [F.]— Chapeau Bras, -brii. A military hat which can
be flattened and put under the arm.

Chapel, chap'el, n. A place of worship connected
with a church or with some establishment; in Eng. a
dissenters' place of worship.— Chaplain, -lin, n. An
ecclesiastic who officiates in a chapel, or one attached
to a ship, regiment, public institution, familv, etc.—
Chap'laincy, -sT, -ship, n. Office or station o'f , etc. —
Chap^ellany, -la-nt, n. A chapel and jurisdiction

j

within the precincts of a church. — Chap'elry, -rT,
j

n. Bounds or jurisdiction of a chapel.
Chaperon, shap^er-ox, n. A hood or cap; a device on
horses' foreheads in pompous funerals; one who
attends a lady in public as a protector. — v. t.

[chaperoned (-ond), -oning.] To attend in public
places as protector.

Chapiter, chap'T-ter, n. (Law.) A summary of mat-
ters to be inquired of before justices ; articles. —
Chap'iter, Chap'trel, n. (Arch.) The capital of a

pier or pilaster which receives an arch;
an impost.

Chaplain, etc. See under Chapel.
Chaplet, chap'let, n. A garland or wreath
for the head; a string of beads used in
counting prayers. (Arch.) A little

molding, carved into beads, olives, etc.;

a chapellet ; a tuft of feathers on a
peacock's hend; a small chapel or shrine.

Chapman. See under Chap, n.

Chapter, chapiter, n. A division of a
book. (Eccl.) A corporation composed
of the clergy of a cathedral or collegiate
church, and presided over by the dean. rjhaDtrelAn organized branch of a society or fra- y

ternity: meeting of organized societies; place where
delinquents receive discipline; a decretal epistle.

Char, Chare, char [Eng.], Chore, chor [Amer.], n.

"Work done by the day; a single job or task.— Charr-

woman, n. A servant that works by the day.
Char, char, v. t. [charred (chard), charring.] To
reduce to charcoal by expelling volatile matter; to
burn slightly; to hew, as stone.— Char'coal, re. Coal
made by charring wood. — Char^y, -if, a. Pert, to,

or like, charcoal.
Character, kar'ak-ter, re. A distinctive mark; a letter,

figure, or sign; manner of writing or printing ; sum
of qualities distinguishing one person or thing from
another; good qualities, or the reputation of possess-
ing them; qualities belonging to an office or institu-

tion ; estimate put upon a person or thing ; reputa-
tion; force of will; energy; the possessor of a certain
character ; a person ; account ; description.— v. t. To
engrave, inscribe, distinguish by marks, character-
ize. — Char'acteris'tic, -tical, a. Constituting the
character ; peculiar. — Char'actoris'tic, re. That
which constitutes, etc., or distinguishes a person or
thing from another. (Math.) Ihe index or expo-
nent of a logarithm. — Char'acteris'tically, adv. —
Characterize, -Iz, v. t. [-terized (-ter-izd), -izing.]
To mark with a peculiar figure; to describe the qual-
ities of; to mark or express the character of, desig-
nate, entitle. — Char'acteriza'tion, re. Act of, etc.—
Characterless, a. Having no peculiar character.

Charade, sha-rad', re. A composition describing enig-
matically objects, expressed by each syllable of a
word, separately, and then by the word as a whole.

Charcoal. See under Char.
Chard, chard, n. A variety of white beet ; blanched
leaves of the artichoke and other vegetables.

Charge, charj, re. The person or thing committed to
the care or management of another ; exercise of cus-
tody or care ; office ; commission ; an earnest com-
mand, exhortation, instruction, etc. ; whatever con-
stitutes a burden on property ; costs ; expense, —
usually in pi. ; account of that due from one party
to another; imputation; accusation; that quantity, as
of ammunition, electricity, etc., which any appara-
tus, as a gun, battery, machine, etc., is fitted to hold;
onset; attack; signal for attack. (Her.) A bearing
on a field. An uncertain weight of lead, supposed
to be 36 pigs, or 2,520 pounds. — v. t. [charged
(charjd), charging.] To impose, as a load or burden,
or as a task, duty, or trust ; to command, request,
etc., earnestly; to give instructions to; to impose as a
tax; to place to the account of, as a debt ; to accuse
of; to place within or upon an apparatus or machine
the quantity it is fitted to contain ; to load ; to
bear down upon, rush upon, fall on. — v. i. To
make an onset. — Charter, n. One who, etc. ; a
large dish,— which bears a load ; a horse. — used in
charging ; war-horse.— Charge" d' Affaires, shar-zha'
daf-far'. A diplomatic representative, to whom are
confided affairs of his nation, in the absence of an
ambassador. [F.]— Charge'ship, n. Office of, etc.

Chariot, char'i-ot, n. A war car or vehicle ; a one-
seated, four-wheeled carriage. — ?', t. To convey in

a chariot.— Charioteer', n. A driver.
Charity, char'T-tT/w. Disposition to think favorably
of others, and to do them good ; liberality to the
poor; alms ; any act of benevolence ; a charitable in-

stitution, or a gift to create and support such an in-

stitution. — Char'itable, a. Full of love and good
will; liberal to the poor ; pert, to, or springing from,
charity ; benevolent ; indulgent ; beneficent.
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Charlatan, sharla-tah, n. A quack; empiric; mounte-
bank.— Charlatanism, -izm, -tanry, -rl, n. Preten-
sion to skill ; quackery.

Charles's Wain, charlz'ez-wan"'. (Astron.) The clus-
ter of 7 stars in the constellation Ursa Major, or
Great Bear ; the Dipper. _

Charlotte-Kusse, shar'Iot-roos, n. A dish of custard
or whipped syllabub, inclosed in cake.

Charm, charm, n. Something possessing occult power
or influence; that which attracts irresistibly: fasci-
nation.— v. t. [charmed (charind), charming.] To
subdue, control, or summon by occult influence ;

to attract irresistibly, delight exceedingly, fasci-
nate, enchant, captivate ; to fortify with charms
or supernatural influences. — v. i. To act as a
charm, please greatly.

Charnel, char'nel, a. Containing remains of dead
men or animals.

Chart, chart, n. Asheet of paper, pasteboard, etc., con-
taining information arranged methodically, or tab-
ulated; a map representing water and the adjacent
land. — v. t. To lay down in a chart ; to map, —
Char'ter, n. (O. Eng. Law.) A deed, or conveyance.
An instrument in writing, bestowing rights and
privileges ; act of incorporation ; a special "privilege
or immunity. (Nuut.) The letting or hiring a ves-
sel by special contract. — v. t. [chartered (-terd),
-tering.] To establish by charter; to hire or let by
charter, as a ship.

Chary, char'!, a. Not inclined to be free or liberal;
close ; cautious.

Chase, chas, v. t. [chased (chast), chasing.] To
pursue, hunt; to urge onward, drive, persecute. — n.
Hunting; pursuitfthing hunted; hunting ground.— Chaster, n. One who, etc. (Xaut.) A gun at the
bow or stern, for use in a chase.

Chase, chas, v. t. To engrave. — n. The forward part
of a gun from the trunnions to the swell of the
mouth, — this part being formerly engraved or em-
bossed. _See Cannon.

Chase, chas, n. (Print.) An iron frame to confine
type, when arranged in columns or pages.

Chasm, kazm, n. A deep opening made by disrupture;
a cleft; void space; gap; break.

Chassepot, shas'po, ». A breech-loading rifle, or
needle-gun, — the French infantry arm.

Chasseur, shas-ser', n. (Mil.) One of a body of light
cavalry. An attendant upon persons of rank, wear-
ing military plumes, etc.

Chaste, chast, a. Pure from unlawful sexual inter-
course ; virtuous ; pure from obscenity, or from bar-
barous, affected, or extravagant expressions. —
Chaste'ness, Chas'tity, -tT-ti, n. — Chasten, chas'n,
v. t. [-exed (-nd), -exixg.] To correct by punish-
ment; to inflict pain upon in order to reclaim, chas-
tize ; to purify from errors or faults. — Chasfener, n.
— Chastize, c'has-tlz'', r. t. [-tized (-tizdO,-TiziNG.]
To chasten.

Chat, chat, v. i. To talk lightly and familiarly, —n.
Light, idle talk; prate. (Oniith.) An American
bird, of the warbler family.— Chat'ter, v. i. [-tered
(-terd), -tering.] To utter inarticulate sounds re-

sembling language; to talk idly, carelessly, or rapid-
ly ; to jabber, prate ; to make a noise by collision.— n. Sounds like a magpie's; idle talk. — Chat'ter-
box, n. An incessant talker. — Chat'ty, -tT, a.

Conversing freely; talkative.— Chat'tiness, n.

Chateau, sha-to'
-

, v. ; pi. -teaux, -toz'. A castle ; a
country-seat. — Chatelet, shafe-la, n. A little castle.— Chat'ellany, -la-ni, n. Lordship or jurisdiction of
a castellan, or governor of a castle. — Chat'elaine,
-e-lan, n. A chain at a lady's waist-belt, for watch,
trinkets, keys, etc.

Chattel, chattl, n. (Law.) Awy property except
freehold, or things which are parcel of it.

Chatter, Chatty, Chatterbox, etc. See Chat.
Chauvinism, sho'vin-izm, n. Fanatical patriotism ;

blind adherence to an obsolete party, leader, or idea.
Chaw, chaw, v. t. [chawed (chawd), chawing.] To
masticate, as food; to ruminate, as the cud; to re-
volve and consider. — n. Orig., the jaw; as much as
the mouth holds ; a chew. [Once in good use, but
now vulgar. See Chew.]

Cheap, chep, a. Bearing a low price ; of small cost

;

of small value. — Cheapen, che'pn, v. t. [-ened

(-nd), -exing.] To attempt to buy, chaffer for, beat
down the price of.

Cheat, chet, v. t. To deceive and defraud ; to trick,
outwit, impose on. — n. An act of deception ; a
fraud ; trick ; imposture ; one who cheats.

Cheat, chet, n. Wheat ; bread ; chess, or false wheat.
Check, chek, n. A sudden or continued restraint

;

hindrance ; obstruction ; a mark put against items,
in going over a list ; a token to identity a thing or
person. (Com.) An order for money, payable on
sight. Any counter-register used as security, as
the correspondent cipher of a bank-note ; a kind of
checkered cloth, as plaids, etc. (Chess.) Exposure
of the king to the attack of an adversary's piece.
A small chink or cleft. — v. t. [checked (chekt),
checking.] To put restraint upon; to hinder, re-
press, curb; to rebuke or reprove ; to make a mark
against, as against names, etc., in a list; to compare
with a counterpart for correctness.— v. i. To make a
stop, pause; to interfere; to crack, as wood; to crack
in checks, as paint, etc. — Check'er, v. t. [-ered
(-erd), -ERiXG.j To variegate with cross-lines ; to
form into squares ; to diversify with different qual-
ities, scenes, etc. — n. One who, etc. ; a piece in the
game of draughts or checkers.— Cheekier, Check'er-
work, -werk, n. Work varied alternately as to colors
or materials. — Check'ers, -erz, n..
Draughts,— a game played on a x

board of G4 squares of alternate
colors. — Cheeky, Checquey,
chek'I, n. (Her.) A field or ar-
morial bearing divided in check-
ers.— Check'mate, -mat, n. The
move in chess which renders fur-
ther moving impossible, and ends
the game; a complete check, de-
feat, or overthrow.— v. t. (Chess.)
To put (the adversary's king) in- Cheeky,
extricably in check. To arrest completely, termi-
nate.— Check'-roll, n. A list of employees.—string,
n. A string by which one in a carriage or railroad
car can call the attention of the driver or engineer.—
Check'er-ber'ry, n. (Bot.) The partridge - berrv ;

also, the wintergreen.— -board, n. Board for playing
checkers upon.

Cheddar, ched'der, n. A kind of cheese made at
Cheddar, in England.

Cheek, chek, n. The side of the face; assurance; im-
pudence. j)l. (Mech.) Pieces of a machine which
form corresponding sides, or are similar and in pairs.

Cheer, cher, n. The countenance and its expres-
sion; state of feeling or spirits; state of gayety or
mirth; provisions for a feast; entertainment; ex-
pression of good spirits, by shouting, acclamation,
etc._; applause ; encouragement. — v. t. [cheered
(cherd), cheering.] To cause to rejoice, render
cheerful ; to infuse life, courage, hope, etc., into ; to
urge or salute by cheers. — v. i. To grow cheerful.
— Cheerful, -iiil, a. Having good spirits; calmly
joyful; promoting happiness; expressing joy; lively;
animated; sprightly.— Cheerfully, adv. — Cheer''-
fulness, n. — Cheer'ily, adv. With cheerfulness. —
Cheer'iness, n. — Cheer'ingly, adv. — Cheer'less, a.

Without joy, gladness, or comfort; gloomy; dreary.
— Cheer'lessness, n.— Cheer'ly, a. Gay; not gloomy.
— adv. In a cheerful manner; heartily.— Cheer'y,
-T, a. In good spirits; lively; promoting, or tending
to promote, cheerfulness.

Cheese, chez, n. Curd of milk, separated from the
whey, and pressed; a mass of ground apples pressed
together.

Chef-d'oeuvre, sha/doovr/', n. ; pi. Chefs-d'ceuvre. A
master-piece; capital work in art, literature, etc. [F.]

Chemise, she-mez', n. A shift, or under-garment, for
females ; a wall lining an earthwork.

Chemistry, keni'is-tri, n. Science of the composition
of substances and changes which they undergo. —
Chem'ist, n. One versed in, etc.— Chem'ic, -ical, a.

Pert, to, or resulting from the operations of the phe-
nomena of, etc. — Chemically, adv. [These words
were formerlv written with y or ;', instead of e, in
the first syllable, chi/mistry or chbnistry, etc. ; and
pronounced accordingly.]

Chenille, she-neK, n. Tufted cord, of silk or worsted.
Checque, Checquer. See Check, Checker.
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Chevaux-de-

Cheval-de-frise.

Cherish, cher'ish, v. t. [cherished (-isht), -ishing.]
To treat with tenderness; to hold dear, foster, com-
fort, support^

Cheroot, she-root', n. A kind of cigar.
Cherry, cher'rl, n. (Bot.) A small stone-fruit, and
the tree which bears it. A cordial composed of
cherry-juice and spirit. — a. Of the color of, etc.

Chersonese, ker'so-nes, n. A peninsula.
Chert, chert, n. (Min.) An impure, flint-like quartz
or hornstone.

Cherub, chSr'ub, n. ; pi. Cher'ubs; Jfeb.pl. CiiER
/r
-

UBIM. (Script.) A mysterious composite being, de-
scribed in Ezek. i. and x. ; one of two symbolical
figures, forming the Mercy-seat upon the Ark of the
Covenant. One of an order of angels; a beautiful
child,— artists having represented cherubs as beau-
tiful children. — Cherubic, -loo' bik, -bical, a. Pert,
to, etc.; angelic.

Cherup, cher'up, v. i. To chirp. — v. t. To excite
by chirping.— n. A short, sharp noise, as of a cricket.

Chess, dies, n. A game played by two persons on a
board containing <>4 squares. See Check. (Bot.) A
kind of grass growing among wheat.

Chest, chest, n. A box, to hold articles; the part of
the body inclosed by the ribs and breast-bone; tho-
rax. (Com.) A case for transporting tea, opium,
etc.; quantity such a case contains.

Chestnut, Chesnut, chestnut, n. (Bot.) The fruit of
a tree, inclosed in a prickly pericarp or bur; the tree
itself: its timber.— a. Of the color of a chestnut;
reddish brown.

Cheval-de-frise, shvaKde-frez,
frise, shvo'-de-frez ; F.
pron. shvoi'frez'". (Mil.)
A timber traversed with
spikes, used for defense.

Chevalier, shev-a-ler', n. A
horseman ; knight ; gallant
young man ; a member of
certain orders of knighthood.

Chevron, shev'run, n. (Her.) An honorable ordi-
nary, representing two rafters of a house meeting
at the top. (Mil.) Distinguishing marks on the
sleeves of non-commissioned officers. (Arch.) A
zigzag ornament.

Chew, choo, v. t. [chewed (chood), chewing.] To
bite and grind with the teeth, masticate; to rumi-
nate mentally, meditate. — v. i. To perform the
action of, etc. ; to meditate. — n. Thing chewed, or
held in the mouth at once; a cud.

Chibouque, -bouk, che-book', n. A Turkish tobacco
pipe.

Chic, shek, n. Style ; knack.— o. Stylish.
Chicane, shl-kan', n. An artful subterfuge, — esp. ap-
plied to legal proceedings; shift; cavil: sophistry.

—

v. i. To use artifices.— Chica'nery, -ner-T, n. Mean
or unfair artifice, to perplex a cause; trick; quibble.

Chich, chich, n. A dwarf pea; chick-pea.
Chick, chik, Chicken, chik'en, n. The young of fowls,

esp. of the domestic hen; a young person. — Chick'-
en-pox, n. (Med.) A mild disease of children, con-
tagious and eruptive.

Chicory, chik'o-rT, n. A plant used for adulterating
coffee : succory ; endive.

Chide, chid, v. t. [imp. chid or (obx.) chode; 7). p.
chid or chidden ; chidixg.] To rebuke, reproach,
blame, scold. — v. i. To find fault; to make a rough,
clamorous, roaring noise.

Chief, chef, a. Highest in rank or office; most emi-
nent, influential, or important: principal; prime.—
n. Head or leader; chieftain ; commander; most im-
portant person or thing. (Her.) The upper part of
the escutcheon. — Chieftain, -tin, n. The head of a
troop, army, or clan ; leader.

Chiffonier, she-fo'nTf-a" or shif-fon-eV, n. A recepta-
cle for rags or shreds; a movable closet; a rag-picker.

Chignon, 6hen / ySN, n. A woman's back-hair knotted
at the back of the head.

Chilblain. See under Chill.
Child, child, n. ; pi. Children, chiKdren. A son or
daughter; immediate progeny of human parents; a
young person, pi. Descendants. — Child'hood, n.

State of a child ; time in which one is a child. —
Childish, a. Of, or pert, to, etc.; puerile. — Child'-
ishly, adv.— Childishness, n. State or qualities of,

i

etc.: weakness of intellect. — Childless, n. Desti-

j

tute of offspring. — Childlessness, n.

Chiliad, kil'I-ad, n. A thousand ; esp. 1,000 years.
! Chill, chil, a. Moderately cold; tending to cause shiv-
;

ering; cool; formal; distant; depressed; dispirited,
i

— re. A disagreeable sensation of coolness, with
j

shivering; a check to enthusiasm or warmth of feel-
;

ing; discouragement. (Metal.) A method of cast-
; ing iron, so as quickly to cool the surface; a mold in
j

which to cast iron.— v. t. [chilled (child), chill-
1 ing.] To strike with a chill, make chilly, affect
j

with cold; to check enthusiasm, depress, discour-

j

age. (Metal.) To produce, by sudden cooling, a
I

change of crj-stallization near the surface, increas-
i

ing the hardness of the metal.— Chill'y, -1, a. Mod-
1

erately cold. — ChilKiness, Chilr'ness, n. — ChiK-
|

blain, -blan, n. A blain on hand or toot, caused by
I cold. — v. t. To produce chilblains upon.
Chimb, Chime, chim, Chine, n. Edge of a cask, formed

i
by the ends of the staves.

Chime, chim, n. Harmonious sound of bells, or other
! musical instruments; a set of bells tuned to one an-
I

other ; correspondence of proportion, relation, or
]

sound. — ?-, i. [chimed (chimd), chiming.] To
I sound in harmonious accord ; to be in harmony ;

correspond; to jingle, as in rhyming.— v. t. To
move, strike, or cause to sound in harmony.

Chimera, ki-me'ra, n. (Myth.) A monster vomiting
flames, and having a lion's head, goat's body, and
dragon's tail. A vain or foolish fancy.— Chimer-
ical, -mer/ik-al, a. Merely imaginary; capable of
no existence except in thought; fantastic; delusive.

Chimney, chim,nT, n. ; pi. Chim'neys, -niz. Passage
through which smoke is carried off; a glass tube
above a flame, to create draught and promote com-
bustion. (Mining.) A rich spot in a lode.

Chimpanzee, chim-pan'ze, n. The African orang-
! outang, a species of mon-
! key resembling man.
;
Chin, chin, n. The lower ex-

;
tremity of the face, below

! the mouth.
j

China, chi'na, n. A species I

j

of earthen ware originally
|

1
made in China ; porcelain. I

— Chi^na as'ter. (Bot.) A
species of the Aster fam-

1

ily, having large flowers.
— C grass. (Bot.) An Asi-
atic nettle, having fibers

j

used for ropes
;
textile fab-

j

vies, etc.; ramie.

,

Chincapin, chink'a-pin, n. Chimnanzpp
I (Bot.) The dwarf chestnut.

Chimpanzee.

j Chinch, chinch, «. The bed-bug; an insect resem-
j

bling the bed-bug in odor, destructive to grain.
Chinchilla, chin-chiKla, n. A small rodent animal,

j

having soit pearly-gray fur. [Sp.]

I
Chincough, chin'kawf, n. (Med.) Hooping-cough.
Chine, chin, n. The back-bone or spine of an animal;

I
a piece adjoining the back-bone, cut for cooking.

!
See Beef. The chimb of a cask. — v. t. To 6ever
the back-bone of.

Chink, chink, n. A small cleft or fissure; a gap or
crack.— v. i. To crack, open. — v. t. To open, or
form a fissure in; to fill up the chinks of.

Chink, chink, n. A clink, or sharp sound, as of metal
struck lightly ; monev ; cash. — v. t. [chinked
(chinkt

1

), chinking.] To cause to sound by collis-

ion. —?-. i. To make a small, sharp sound, as by
the collision of metal.

Chinse, chins, v. t. (ffaut.) To thrust oakum into
the seams or chinks of.

Chintz, chints, n. Cotton cloth, printed in colors.

Chip, chip, v. t. [chipped (chipt), chipping.] To
cut into small pieces. — ?;, i. To break or fly off in
small pieces, — n. A piece of wood, stone, etc., sep-

arated by a cutting instrument; fragment broken
off.

Chipmunk, -monk, chip'munk, -muck, -muk, n. A
squirrel-like animal; the striped squirrel.

Chipping-bird, chip^ping-berd, n. An Amer. sparrow.
Chirograph, ki'ro-graf, n. (Old Law.) A writing re-

quiring a counterpart, — a charter-party. — Chirogra-
pher, -rog/ra-i'8r, n. One proficient in writing. —
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Chirographic, -ical, a. Pert, to, etc.— Chirog'
-

-

raphist, n. A chirographer: one -who tells fortunes
by examining the hand.— Chirog'raphy, -fY

,

n. Art
of writing ; writing done with one's own hand. —
Chirurgeon, -rer'jun, n. A surgeon.

Chirp, cherp, v. i. [chirped (cherpt"), chirping.] To
make a short, sharp sound, as fowls, birds, crickets,

etc., do.

—

v. i. To make cheerful, enliven.— n. A
short, sharp note. — Chirrup, chTr'rup, v. t. [chir-
ruped (-rupt), chirruping.] To animate by chirp-
ing; to cherup. — v. i. To chirp, — n. Act of chirp-
ing; chirp. — Chir'rupy, -T, a. Cheerful; chatty.

Chisel, chiz'el, n. An instrument sharpened to a cut-
ting edge, used in carpentry, joinery, sculp-
ture, etc.— v. t. [chiseled (-eldV -elixg.1 To
cut, pare, gouge, or engrave with a chisel; to

cut close, as in a bargain.
Chisleu, chis'lu, n. The 9th month of the He-
brew year, — parts of November and Decem-
ber.

Chit, chit, n. The first germination of a plant;
a shoot; sprout; a child or babe. — Chit'ty,
-tT, a. Full of sprouts. — Chit'chat, n. Famil-
iar or trifling talk; prattle.

Chitterlings, chifter-lingz, n. pi. {Cookery.)
The smaller intestines of swine, etc., fried
for food.

Chivalry, shiv'al-rY, n. A body of knights serv- Chi3el
ing on horseback; cavalry; the dignity or sys-
tem of knighthood ; practice of knight-errantry;
qualifications or character of knights. (Enq. Law.)
A tenure of lands by knight's service. — Chiv'alric,
-alrous, -rus, a. Pert, to, etc.; gallant. — Cbiv'al-
rously, adv.

Chives. See Cives.
Chlorine, klo'rin, n. (Chem.) A heavy gas of green-
ish color, — a constituent of common salt. — Chlo/'-

ric, a. Pert, to, or obtained from, etc. — Chlo'rate,
n. A salt formed by the union of chloric acid with
a base.— Chlo'ride, -rid, n. A compound of chlo-
rine with another element. — Chloride or lime. A
combination of lime and chlorine, used in bleach-
ing and disinfecting. — Chlorid'ic, a. Pert, to a
chloride. — Chlo'ridize, -iz, -idate, -at. v. t. To
treat with a chloride; esp. (Phot.) to cover a plate
with chloride of silver.— CMo'tous, -rus, a. Elec-
tro-negative; noting an acid containing equal parts
of chlorine and oxygen. — Chlorina'tion, n. A
process for extracting gold by exposing auriferous
material to chlorine gas.— Chlo ,

ral, n. A com-
pound of chlorine, carbon, hydrogen, and oxvgen,
obtained by the action of chlorine upon alcohol.— C. hydrate. A compound of chloral with water,— used as a hypnotic. — Chlo'ralism, -izm, n. A
morbid condition, from excessive use of chloral.

—

Chloral'um, n. An impure solution of chloride of
alumina, — antiseptic and disinfectant. — Chlo'ro-
dyne, -din, n. An anodyne medicine containing
chloroform, opium, etc. — Chlo'roform, n. A vol-
atile compound of carbon, hydrogen, and chlorine,— an important but dangerous anassthetic agent.

t. To treat with, or place under the influence of,
etc.— Chloro'sis, -ro'sis, n. (Med.) Green'sickness,— a disease of young females. (Bot.) A disease
in plants, giving them a pale hue.

Chock, chok, v. t. To stop or fasten as with a wedge,
block, etc.— v. i. To fill up, as a cavity. — n. Some-
thing to confine a cask, etc., by fitting 'into the space
around or beneath it.— Chock'-full, -ful, a. Com-
pletely full.

Chocolate, chok'o-lat, n. A paste made from the seeds
of the Theobroma cacao ; the beverage made by dis-
solving chocolate-paste in boiling water.

Chogset, chog'set, n. An edible salt-water fish; the
burgall, Conner, or blue perch.

Choice. See under Choose.
Choir, Quire, kwir, n. An organized company of

singers. (Arch.) The part of a church appropri-
ated to the singers ; the chancel. The corporate
body of a cathedral. — Chorus, ko'rus, n. Orig. a
dance in a ring, round dance ; a dance with sing-
ing; band of singers and dancers; that which is sung
by, etc.; part of a song in which the company join
the singer. — Cho'ral, a. Pert, to a choir: sung in
chorus. — n. (Mas.) A hymn-tune. — Cho'rally,

adr.— Choragic, -raj'ik, a. Pert, to a choragus,—
the leader of a musical entertainment. — Chorister,
kSr'is-ter, n. One of a choir; a singer in a concert; a
leader of a choir.

Choke, chok, v. t. [choked (chokt), choking.] To ren-
der unable to breathe; to stifle, suffocate, strangle;
to obstruct by filling up or clogging; to hinder or
check.— v. ?'. To have the windpipe stopped; to be
checked, as if by choking. — Chok'er, n. One who,
or that which, chokes or puts to silence; that which
cannot be answered; a collar or cravat.— Chok'y.
-l. a. Tending to, etc. — Choke' full, a. Full to
choking, quite full. [See Chock-full.]— Choke'-
cher'ry, -cheVrf, n. (Bot.) A species of wild cherry,
and its astringent fruit.—damp, n. Carbonic acid
gas accumulated in wells, mines, etc., — destructive
of life by preventing respiration.

—

pear, -par, n.
I A kind of pear having a rough, astringent taste.

|
Choler, kol'er, n. The bile,— formerly supposed to
be the seat of irascibility: irritation of the passions;
anger; wrath. — Chol'era, -er-a, n. (Med.) A dis-

ease characterized by bilious vomiting and purging,
and by spasms in the legs and arms.— Cholera mor-
bus. A milder form of the disease. — Chol'ic, Cho-
lin'ic, a. Pert, to the bile.— Choi'eric, a. Abound-
ing with choler, or bile; irascible; jingry.

Choose, chooz, r. t. [imp. chose (choz); p.p. chosen
or chose; choosing.] To make choice of, prefer,
elect.— v. i. To make a selection, prefer; to have
the power of choiee.— Choice, chois, n. Act or
power of choosing ; election : preference ; care in,

etc., discrimination ; thing chosen; best or prefer-
able part.— a. Worthy of being, etc ; selected with
care; uncommon; rare.

Chop, chop, v. t. [chopped (chopt), chopping.] To
cut into pieces; to mince; to sever by blows; to seize
or devour greedily. — v. i. To come upon or seize
suddenly. — n. Act of chopping; a stroke; piece
chopped off, esp. a piece of meat.

Chop, chop, v. t. To barter, exchange ; to give back
and forth, bandy.

—

v. i. To wrangle, altercate,
I dispute. (Xaut.) To veer or shift suddenly.
; Chops, Chop-fallen, etc. See under Chap.
Choral, Chorister, Chorus, etc. See under Choir.
Chord, k6rd,n. String of a musical instrument. (Mus.)

j

A harmonious combination of tones simultaneous-
ly performed. (Geom.) A right line, uniting the

[

extremities of the arc of a circle. See Segment. —
v. t. To_provide with musical chords or string's.

Chore, chor, n. A small job. pi. Jobs about the house,
I barn, etc., to be attended to at set times.
I Chorea, ko-re'a, n. (Med.) St. Vitus's dance; a dis-

ease attended with irregular movements of the vol-

|
untary muscles.

Chorion, ko'rT-on, ?i. (Anat.) The exterior mem-
! brane investing the fetus in the womb. (Bot.) The
!

outer membrane of seeds. — Cho'roid, n. (Anat.)
[

The second coat of the eye. See Eye. —a. Pert.
to, etc.

Chose, Chosen. See Choose,
i Chough, chuf, 17. A bird of the crow family.
Chouse, chows, v. t. [choused (chowst), chousing.]
To cheat, trick, defraud. — n. One easily cheated;
a tool; gull; a trick; a sham; imposition.

Chowchow, chow-chow, a. Of several kinds mingled;
mixed.—n. A kind of mixed pickles. [Chin.]

|

Chowder, chow'der, n. A dish of fish, pork, biscuit,

;

onions, etc., stewed. — v. t. To make into, etc.

Chrism, krizm, to. (Gr.Sz Rom. Cath. Churches.) Oil

j

consecrated b}r the bishop, formerly
used in baptism, confirmation, ordina-
tion, and extreme unction. — Chris-
ma'tion, n. Act of applying, etc. —
Chris'matory, -to-rT. n. A vessel to
hold the chrism. — Chris'om, -um, a.

Anointed with, etc. — n. A white ves-
ture, so anointed, put on a child at
baptism or on a dead infant.

Christ, krist, n. The Anointed,— an
appellation of the Savior, synonymous
with Heb. Messiah. —Christen, „, .

kris'n, v. t. [christened (-nd), -en- ^nrisma-

ing.] To baptize : to give a name, tory.

denominate. — Christendom, kris'n-dum, n. That
portion of the world in which Christianity prevails,
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opp. to heathen or Mohammedan lands : the whole
body of Christians. — Christian, kris'chun, ri. A
believer in the religion of Christ ; one born in a
Christian country, or of Christian parents ; a Da-
nish sold coin, worth $4. — a. Pert, to Christ or
his religion; professing Christianity; pert, to the
church ; ecclesiastical. — Christian name. The
name given in baptism,— opp. to the family name,
or surname. — Christian, krisfyan, n. One of a
sect of Baptists, called Disciples of Christ. — Chris-
tianity, kris-chY-an'Y-tY, n. The religion of Chris-
tians; system of doctrines and precepts taught by
Christ. — Chris'tianiza'tion, -cliun-Y-za'shun, n.

Conversion to Christianity. — Chris'tianize, -chun-
Iz, v. t. [-ized (-izd), -izing.] To make Christian,
convert to Christianity, imbue with Christian prin-
ciples. — Chris'tianly, adv. In a Christian man-
ner. — Chrisfless, krist'-, a. Having no faith in
Christ.— Christmas, kris'mas, n. The festival of
Christ's nativity, Dec. 25th. — Chrisfmas-box, n.

A box in which presents are put at Christmas ; a
Christmas present. tree, n. An evergreen tree,

illuminated and hung with presents and decorations
at Christmas. — ChristoKogy, -jY, n. A treatise con-
cerning Christ; doctrine of the Scriptures respect-
ing Christ.

Chromatic, kro-mafik, a. Relating to color. (Mm.)
Proceeding by the smaller intervals (half-steps or
semitones) of the scale, instead of the regular in-

tervals of the diatonic scale. — Chromatic scale.

(Mus.) The scale consisting of 13 tones, including 8
scale-tones and 5 intermediate tones, — the interme-
diate tones having formerly been printed in colors.
— Chromatics, n. Science of colors. — Chro'mo-
lithog^raphy, n. Lithography adapted for print-
ing in oil colors. — Chromo-lith

/,ograph, Chro'mo,
n. A lithographic picture in oil colors.

Chrome, krom, Chromium, kro'mY-um, n. A hard,
brittle, grayish-white metal, difficult of fusion.

—

Chro'mic, a. Pert, to, or obtained fr., etc. — Chro''-
mate, n. (Chem.) A salt obtained by the union of
chromic acid with a base.

Chronic, kron'ik, -ical, a. Pert, or according to time

;

continuing for a long time. — Chronicle, kron'Y-kl,
n. A register of events in the order of time; a his-

tory ; record, pi. Two books of the Old Testament.
— v. t. [chronicled (-kid), -cling.] To record
in history; register. — Chronol'ogy, -jY, n. Science
of computing time by periods, and assigning to

events their proper dates. — ChronoKoger, -ogist, n.

One skilled in, etc. — Chronologic, -ical, a. Pert,
to, etc. ; according to the order of time. — Chron-
ologically, adv. — Chronom'eter, n. A time-
keeper; esp. a portable time-keeper of superior ac-

curacy. (Mus.) An instrument to measure the time
of a musical movement.

Chrisalid, kris'a-lid, Chrys'alis, n.; pi. Chrysal-
ides, -sal'Y-dez. A form into which the caterpillar

or larve of butterflies, moths, and some other in-

sects, passes, and from which the perfect insect

emerges. — a. Pert, to, or resembling, etc.— Chrys-
anthemum, -anlhe-mum. n. (Bot.) A genus of
composite plants, including the sunflower, mari-
gold, etc.

Chubb, chub, n. A thick, fresh-water fish of the carp
family. — Chub'bed, -by, -bY, a. Like a chub;
plump, short, and thick. — Chub'biness, n.

Chuck, chuk, v. i. To make a noise like a hen calling

her chickens ; to cluck, laugh mockingly, — in a
broken, convulsive manner.— v. t. To call, as a hen.
— n. Call of a hen; a sudden small noise; word of
endearment.

Chuck, chuk, v. t. [chucked (chukt), chucking.]
To strike gently; to throw, with quick motion, a
short distance; to pitch. (Mech.) To place in, or
hold by means of, a chuck. — n. A slight blow un-
der the chin. (Mach.) A contrivance fixed to the
mandril of a turning-lathe to hold the material to

be operated upon.
Chuckle, chuk'l, v. t. [chuckled (chuk'ld), chuck-
ling.] To call, as a hen her chickens; to cluck; to

fondle, cocker.— ??. A short, suppressed laugh of
exultation or derision.— v. i. To laugh in a sup-
pressed or broken manner.

Chuff, chuf, n. A coarse, dull, or surly fellow ; a

clown. — Chuffy, -Y, a. Fat or swelled out, esp. in
the cheeks ; surly ; rude; clownish.

Chum, chum, ??. A chamber-fellow, esp. in a college.— v. i. To occupy a chamber with another.
Chunk, chunk, n. A short, thick piece of anything.— Chunck,y, -Y, a. Short and thick.
Church, cherch, ??. A building for Christian worship;
a body of Christian believers worshiping together,
or having the same rites and ecclesiastical authority;
the collective body of Christians; ecclesiastical in-
fluence, authority, etc. — v.t. [churched (chercht),
churching.] To unite with in publicly returning
thanks in church, as after childbirth. — Church^
man, n. ; pi. -men. An ecclesiastic or clergyman;
an Episcopalian, as disting.fr. other Protestants. —
Church/ manship, n. State of being, etc.— Church'-
ward'en, -wawrd'n, n. An officer charged with the
pecuniary interests of a church or parish.— Church'-
yard, n. Ground adjoining a church, in which the
dead are buried; a cemetery.

Churl, cherl, ??. A rustic; a countryman or laborer;
a rough, surly, ill-bred man; one illiberal or miserly;
a niggard.

Churn, chern, ??. A vessel in which cream is shaken,
to separate the butter from other parts. — v. t.

[churned (churnd), churning.] To agitate, in
order to make butter; to shake violently. — v. i. To
agitate cream, etc.

Chute, shoot, n. A rapid descent in a river; an opening
in a dam for descent of logs, etc. ; a shoot, a. funnel
or slide for loading or unloading grain, coal, etc.

Chyle, kil, n. (Physiol.) A milky fluid, derived from
chyme, and entering the circulation by the lacteal
vessels. — Chylifac'tion, ??. Act or process by which
chyle is formed. — Chylifac'tive, -tiv, Chyl'ifica'-
tory, a. Forming into chyle. — Chylifica'tion, n.

Formation of chyle by digestive processes. — Chy/'-

lous, -liis, a. Consisting, or partaking of chyle.
Chyme, klm, ??. (Physiol.) The pulp formed by food

in the stomach, mixed with the gastric secretions. —
Chymification, kYm'Y-1'Y-ka'shun, n. Process of be-
coming chyme. — Chym'ify, -fi, v. t. To form into
chyme. — Chymous, kim'us, a. Pert, to chyme.

Chymistry, etc. See Chemistry.
Cicada, si-ka'da, n. ; pi. -dm, -de. (Entom.) A hem-
lpterous insect, the male of which makes a shrill,

grating sound; the harvest fly.

Cicatrice, sik'a-tris, n. A scar remaining after a
wound is healed. — Cicatrix, sY-ka'triks, n. ; pi.

Cicatrices, sik-a-tri'sez. Same as Cicatrice.—
Cic'atrize, -trlz, v. t. [-trized (-trlzd) -trizing.]
To heal and induce the formation of a cicatrice in.— v. i. To heal or be healed. — Cic'atriza'tion, n.

Process of, etc.

Cider, si'der. n. A drink made from the juice of ap-
ples.

Ci-devant, sed-voN', a. Former; previous.
Cigar, sY-giir'', n. A roll of tobacco, for smoking.—
Cigarette', -ef, n. A little cigar; tobacco rolled in

. paper for smoking.
Dimeter, sim'e-ter, n. A short sword with a recurv-
ated point, used by Persians and Turks. [Written
also scimetar, scymetar, and scimiter.']

Cimmerian, sim-me'rY-an, a. Pert, to the Cimmerii,
a fabulous people said to have dwelt in dark caves;
intensely dark.

Cinchona, sin-ko'na, n. (Bot.) A genus of trees of
the Andes in Peru and adjacent countries, produ-
cing a medicinal bark, known as Peruvian or Jes-

uit's bark : the bark itself.

Cincture, sink'cher, n. A belt ; girdle ; that which
encompasses; inclosure. (Arch.) A ring at the top
and bottom of a column, separating the shaft from
the base and from the capital.

Cinder, sin'de'r, ??. A small particle remaining after

combustion ; small coal, with ashes ; ember ; scale

thrown off in forging metal.
Cinnabar, sin'na-bar, n. Red sulphuret of mercury
or quicksilver; vermilion.

Cinnamon, sin'na-mon, n. The inner bark of a tree

of Ceylon, aromatic and of a pungent taste.

Cinque, sink, n. The number 5 upon dice or cards. —
Cinque'foil, n. (Bot.) A plant having leaves resem-
bling the fingers of the hand. (Arch.) An orna-
mental foliation having 5 points or cusps.
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Cion, Scion, si'un, n. A 3
roung shoot or sprout of a

plant.
Cipher, si'fgr, n. {Arith.) A character [0] which,
standing by itself, expresses nothing, but when
placed at the right hand of a whole number, in-
creases its value tenfold. A

PHEring.] To practice arith-
metic. — v. t. To write in oc- Cipher.

mnded by a curve
y part of ^——^
a point f \

e bound- I
)

3e
- S

As
- V Jirvation, V. S

cult characters; to represent,
Circean, ser-se'an, a. Pert, to Circe, a fabled en
chantress ; magical ; noxious.

Circle, ser'kl, n. A plane figure, bounded by a curve
line called its circumference, every part of
which is equally distant from r

within it called the center ; the line
ing such a figure ; a circumference,
tron.) An instrument of observation
whose graduated limb consists of an entire Circle
circle. A round body ; sphere ; orb ; compass ; cir-
cuit; a company assembled about a central point of
interest ; a coterie; a series ending where it begins ;

a form of argument in which unproved statements
are used to prove each other ; a province or princi-
pality. —v.*. [circled (-kid), circling.] To re-
volve around; to encompass, inclose, —v.i. To
move circularly.— CirClet, -klet, n. A little circle,
as of gold, etc. ; a round body ; orb. — CirCular,
-ku-lar, a. Pert, to a circle; round; repeating itself;
illogical ; inconclusive ; adhering to a fixed circle of
legends; cyclic ; mean ; address to a number of per-
sons having a common interest.

—

n. A circular letter,
copies of which are sent to various persons.— Cir'-
cularly, adv. — Circulate, -lat, v. i. To move in a
circle; to pass round; to pass from place to place,
hand to hand, etc.— v. t. To cause to pass, etc.; to
diffuse; disseminate. — CirCulable, -la-bl, a. Capa-
ble of being, etc.— Circulation, n. Act of, etc.; cur-
rency; circulating coin, bills, etc.; extent to which
anything circulates. — Circulator, -ter, n. — Circu-
latory, -rT, a. Circular; circulating.

Circuit, sei-'kit, n. Act of moving or revolving
around ; a journeying from place to place in the ex-
ercise of one's calling ; region passed over in such a
journey, esp. that over which jurisdiction, as of a
judge, etc., extends; that which encircles anything,
as a crown ; distance around any space ; space in-
closed within a circle, or within certain limits.— v. t.

To move or make to go round. — Circuitous, -ku'i-
tus, a. Going round in a circuit; indirect.

Circumambient, ser-kum-am-'bT-ent, a. Surrounding;
inclosing on all sides. — Circumambulate, -lat, v. i.

To walk round about. — Circumam'bula'tion, n.
Act of, etc. — Circumbend'ibus, n. A circuitous
route. [Vulgar.']— Circumcise, -siz, v. t. [-cised
(-sizd), -cising.] To cut off the foreskin of, in the
case of males, or the internal labia, in females.
(Script.) To render holy.— Circumcision, -sizh'un,
n. Act of, etc. (Script.) Rejection of the sins of the
flesh; spiritual purification; the Jews, as disting. fr.

uncircumcised races. — Circumclusion, -kluChun, n.
Act of inclosing on all sides.— Circumduct, -dukf,
v.t. To lead about or astray. (Law.) Tocontravene;
nullify. — Circumduction, n. A leading about, an
annulling. — Circumference, -fer-ens, n. The line
that encompasses a circular figure; periphery; space
included in acircle; anything circular: external sur-
face of a sphere or orbicular"body.— Circumflex, n.
A wave of the voice embracing both a rise and fall
on the same syllable; a character, or accent, denot-
ing in Greek a rise and fall of the voice on the same
long syllable, marked thus [>or -•], and in Latin
and some other languages, a long and contracted
syllable, marked [a ].—?'. t. To mark or pronounce
with a circumflex.— Circumfluent, -fluous, -floo-us,
a. Flowing around; surrounding in the manner 01
a fluid.— Clrcumfuse, -fuz', v. t. To pour round,
spread round. — Circumjacent, -sent, a. Lying
around; bordering on every side. — Cir/cumlocur-

tion, -ku'shun, n. A circuit of words; periphrase.

— Circumnavigate, -naVT-gat, v. t. To sail around;
pass round by water. — Circumnav'igable, -ga-bl, a.
Capable of being, etc.— Cir/cumnav/iga /'tion, n. Act
of, etc. — Cir'cumnav'iga'tor, -ter, n. One who, etc.— Circumpo'lar, a. About or near the pole. — Cir'-
cumposi'tion, -zish/un, n. Act of placing in a circle,

or state of being so placed. — Circumscribe, -skrlb,
v. t. [-scribed (-skribd), -scribing.] To inclose
within a certain limit, hem in, limit, restrict, restrain.— Circumscrip'tion, -skripChun, n. Exterior line
determining the form or magnitude of a body; lim-
itation by conditions, restraints, etc.; bound; limit.— CirCumspect, -spekt, a. Attentive to all the cir-
cumstances of a case; cautious; watchful; vigilant.— Circumspection, -spekChun.m. Attention to, etc.;
deliberation; wariness; forecast.

—

Circumspect/ive,
-iv, a. Looking round every way; carol ul of con-
sequences.— CirCumspect'ly, adv.— CirCumspect'-
ness, n. — Circumstance, -stans, n. The condition
of things surrounding an event; something attend-
ing on a fact, though not essential thereto; a partic-
ular incident or adjunct, pi. Condition in regard
to worldly estate; state of property.— v. t. [-stanced
(-stanst), -stancing.] To place relatively, or in a
particular situation. — Circumstantial, -stanChal,
a. Consisting in, or pert, to, circumstances, or par-
ticular incidents; abounding with, or exhibiting all

of, the circumstances ; minute ; particular. — n.
Something incidental to the main subject, but of
less importance. — C. evidence. (Law'.) Any evi-
dence not direct and positive.— Cir'cumstan'tiaK-
ity, -sht-aKT-tT, n. State of anything as modi-
fied by circumstances ; particularity in exhibiting
circumstances ; minuteness. — Cir'cumstan'tially,
-shal-lT, adv. According to circumstances ; in every
particular. — Cir /cumstan /,

tiate, -shY-at, v. t. To
place in particular circumstances ; to enter into de-
tails concerning. — Circumvallate, -val'lat, v. t. To
surround with a rampart. — Cir'cumvalla'tion, n.

(Mil.) Act of surrounding with a wall ; a line of field
works surrounding the camp of a besieging army.

—

Circumvent'', v. t. To gain advantage over, by arts,
stratagem, or deception; to deceive, delude. —Cir-
cumvention, -venChun, n. Deception; fraud; im-
posture. — Circumvent'ive, -iv, a. Deceiving by ar-
tifices. — Circumvest', v. t. To cover round as with
a garment.

—

Circumvolve, -volv', t\ t. [-volved
(-volvdO, -volving.] To roll round, cause to re-
volve. — v.i. To revolve.

Circus, ser'kus, n. ; pi. Cir'cdses, -ez. (Roman An-
tiq.) An open or inclosed space, or the edifice in-
closing it, for games and shows. A circular inclos-
ure, for feats of horsemanship; the company of per-
formers in a circus, with equipage.

Cirrus, sir'rus, n. ; pi. Cir'ri, -n. (Bot.) A tendril.
(Meteor.) A form of cloud composed of thin fila-

ments, resembling a brush or masses of woolly hair.
(Zobl.) A slender, fringe-like appendage.

Cisalpine, sis-aKpin, a. On the hither (Roman) side
of the Alps, —i. e. south of the Alps. — Cisatlan'tic,
a. On this side of the Atlantic Ocean.

Cist, sist, n. (Arch.) A chest or basket. (Antiq.) A
Celtic tomb having a stone chest covered with slabs.— Cis'tern, w. A reservoir for water or other liquids.

Cistercian, sis-terChan, n. One of an order of Bene-
dictine monks established orig. at Citeaux, France.

Cit, Citadel, Citizen. See under City.
Cite, sit, v. t. To call upon officially or authoritative-
ly ; to summon ; to quote, name, or repeat, as the
words of another : to call or name, in proof or con-
firmation of. — Cit'al, n. Summons to appear; cita-

tion; quotation. — CitaCion, n. Official call or no-
tice to appear; paper containing such notice; act of
citing a passage from another person; words quoted;
enumeration; mention. — Cifatory, -rT, a. Having
the power or form of citation. — CitCr, n.

Cithern, sithCrn, Cit'tern, n. A musical instrument,
like the guitar.

Citron, sitCun, n. A tree cultivated for its fruit_; the
preserved rind of the fruit. — CitCate, -rat, n.

(Chem.) A salt formed by the union of citric acid
and a base. — Cit'ric, a. Of, or pert, to, an acid in
the juice of lemons and allied fruits.— Cifrine, -rin,

a. Like a citron or lemon ; of a lemon color.

—

n.

(Min.) A yellow, pellucid variety of quartz.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; gnd, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r i
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City, sift, n. A large or corporate town ; inhabitants
of a city. — Citizen, -T-zen, n. An inhabitant of a
city ; a freeman of, etc., disting. fr. one not entitled
to its franchises ; a native born or naturalized in-
habitant of a country. — Citizenship, n. State of
being, etc. — Cit, n. A nert townsman. — Cifadel,
n. A fortress in a fortified city.— Civic, sivlk, a.

Pert, to, or derived fr., a city or citizen.— Civil, a.

Pert, to a city or state, or to a citizen in his civic re-

lations; lawful or political, as opp. to military; pert.

to an organized community; civilized; having the
manners of one dwelling in a city; courteous; com-
plaisant. —Civil death. (Law.) That which cuts off

a man from civil society, or its rights and benefits.— C. engineering. Science of constructing public
works.— C. law. The law of a state, city, or coun-
try; esp., the municipal law of the Roman empire.— C. war. A war between citizens of the same coun-
try.— C. pear. The legal year, appointed by the
government.— Civilly, -li, adv. — Civilian, sT-viK-
yan, n. One skilled in the civil law ; one engaged
in pursuits of civil life, not military or clerical. —
Civility, -1-tT, n. Courtesy of behavior; politeness ;

good-breeding, pi. Acts of politeness ; courtesies. —
Civilize, -Iz, v. t. [-ized (-izd), -izing.] To re-

claim from a savage state ; to educate, refine. —
Civilized, a. Reclaimed, etc. ; cultivated. — CiV-
iliz'able, a. — Civ'ilizalion, n. Act of, or state of
being, etc. — Civlsm, -izm, n. State of citizenship.

Cives, sivz, Chives, chivz, n.; pi.

A species of garlic, growing in
tufts.

Civet, siv'et, n. A substance of a
musky odor, used as perfume.
(Zool.) A carnivorous animal
producing civet, ranking be-
tween the weasel and fox, na-
tive of North Africa.

Clabber, klab'ber, n. Milk turned i

or inspissated.— v. i. To turn thick.
Clack, klak, v. i. [clacked (klakt), clacking

Civet,

i as to become thick

To
make a sudden, sharp noise, as by striking or crack-
ing ; to clink, click; to talk rapidly and continually.— v. t. To cause to make a sudden noise; to clink; to
utter rapidly and inconsiderately.— n. A sharp, ab-
rupt sound made by striking; anything that causes
a clacking noise; continual talk; prattle; prating.

Claim, klam, v. t. [claimed (klamd), claiming.]
To call for, challenge as a right, demand as due.— v.i. To be entitled to anything. — n. A demand
of a right or supposed right; a right to demand; title

to anything in possession of another ; thing de-
manded ; that to which one has a right. (Mining.)
A space of ground worked under the law.— Claim''-
ant, n. One who claims.— Cla'mant, a. Crying earn-
estly ; clamorously beseeching. — Clarn'or, klamr-
Sr, n. Loud and continued shouting or exclama-
tion; loud noise; uproar; vociferation, — v. t. [clam-
ored (-erd), -ORING.] To salute or stun with noise.— v. i. To vociferate, make importunate demands.— Clarn'orous, -us, a. Noisy; turbulent.

Clairvoyance, klar-voi'ans, n. A power, attributed
to mesmerized persons, of discerning objects not
present to the senses. — Clairvoy'ant, a. Pert, to,
etc. — n. One who, etc.

Clam, klam, n. (Conch.) A bivalve shell-fish. pi.
(Ship Carp.) Pincers for drawing nails, pi. (Mech.)
A kind of vise.

Clam, klam, v. t. [clammed (klamd), clamming.]
To clog, as with glutinous or viscous matter.— v. i.

To be moist or sticky. — Clam'my, -mT, a. Soft and
sticky.— Clam'miness, n.

Clamber, klam'be'r, v. i. [-bered (-berd), -Bering.]
To climb with difficulty, or with hands and feet.

Clamor, etc. See under Claim.
Clamp, klamp, n. A piece of timber or iron, to fasten
work together; a mass of bricks heaped «» p—

r

up to be Durned, or of ore to be smelted, /^sj5 ^H
or of coal to be converted to coke, (f*
(Ship-building.) A plank on the inner \\
part of a ship's side, to sustain the \N>__ «

beams. One of a pair of pieces of soft ^^? J^v
material, to cover the jaws of a vise ; a
heavy f oo tstep. ^— v. t. [clamped
(klampt), clamping.] To unite or ren- Clamp.

der firm by a clamp. — r. i. To tread heavily or
clumsily; to clump.

Clan, klan, n. A tribe or collection of families, united
under a chieftain, and bearing the same surname ;

a clique; a sect, society, or body of persons.— Clan/'-

nish, a. Closely united, like a clan ; disposed to unite.
Clandestine, klan-deslin, a. Withdrawn from pub-

lic notice; kept secret ; underhand; sly; fraudulent.
Clang, klang, v. t. [clanged (klangd), clanging.]
To strike together with a ringing metallic sound. —
v.i. To produce, etc.— n. A ringing sound.— Clangor,
klan'gor, n. A sharp, shrill, harsh sound. — Clan'-
gorous, -us, a. Making a clangor. — Clank, klank,
n. The loud, ringing sound made by a collision of
sonorous bodies. — v. t. and i. [clanked (klankt),
clanking.] To make, etc.

Clap, klap, v. t. [clapped (klapt), clapping.] To
strike with a quick motion, making a noise by the
collision; to thrust, drive, or put, hastily or abruptly;
to manifest approbation of, by striking the hands
together. — v. i. To come together suddenly with
noise ; to strike the hands together in applause ;

to enter briskly. — n. A loud noise made by collis-
ion ; a stroke ; thrust ; sudden explosion ; striking of
hands in approbation.— Clap'per, n. One who, or
that which, etc. ; the tongue of a bell. — Clapboard,
klab'berd, n. In Amer., a board thicker at one edge
than at the other, for covering houses; in Eng., a
stave.— v. t. To cover with clapboards.— Clap'trap,
n. A trick to gain applause. — a. Not genuine.—
Clap'perclaw, v. t. To fight and scratch; to revile,
scold.

Claque, klak, n. A collection of persons engaged to
applaud a theatrical performance. — Claquer, Ma-
ker', n. One employed, etc.

Clarence, klar'ens, n. A close four-wheeled carriage.
Clarendon, klar'en-dun, n. (Print.) A narrow, heavy-
faced type, of all sizes.

fi!^" This line is in Clarendon type.
Clare-obscure, klar'ob-skur, Claro-obscuro, kliilo-ob-
skoo'ro, n. Light and shade in painting; a design
of two colors.

Claret, klar'et, n. A French pale wine ; a dark-red
wine from Bordeaux, etc.

Clarify, klar'T-fi, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -fying,] To make
clear, purify from feculent matter, defecate, fine;
to brighten or illuminate. — v. i. To become pure,
as liquors; to grow clear or bright.

Clarion, klar'T-un, n. A kind of trumpet, whose note
is clear and shrill.— Clarionet', Clarinet, n. A
wind reed instrument, used in military bands.

Clash, klash, v. i. [clashed (klasht), clashing.]
To dash noisily together, come in collision, inter-
fere. — v. t. To strike noisily against. — n. A meet-
ing with violence ; contradiction, as between con-
flicting interests, purposes, etc.

Clasp, klasp, n. A catch, for holding together the
parts of anything; a close embrace.— v. t. [clasped
(klaspt), clasping.] To shut or fasten together
with a clasp; to embrace, grasp.— Clasp'er, n. One
who, or that which, clasps, as a tendril. — Clasp--
knife, -mf, n. A knife, whose blade folds into the
handle.

Class, Idas, n. A group of individuals possessing
common characteristics ; a number of students of
the same standing ; an order or division of animate
or inanimate objects. — v. t. [classed (klast), class-
ing.] To form into classes, rank together.

—

v. i.

To be grouped or classed.— Class-mate, n. One in

the same class. — Clas'sic, -sical, a. Of the first

class or rank, esp. in literature or art ; orig. pert, to

the best Greek and Roman writers, now, also, to

the best modern authors ; pert, to the Greeks and
Latins ; chaste ; pure ; refined. — Clas'sic, n. A
work of acknowledged excellence ; one learned in
the classics. — Clas'sify, -sT-fl, v. t. [-fied (-fid),

-fying.] To distribute into classes, arrange, rank,
systematize. — Clas'sifica'tion, n.

Clatter, klatler, v. i. [-tered (-t5rd), -tering.] To
make rattling sounds ; to rattle with the tongue,
prate. — v. t. To strike and make a rattling noise. —
n. A repeated rattling noise.

Clause, klawz, n. A separate portion of a written
paper, paragraph, or sentence. (Oram.) A portion

sun, cQbe, full ; moon, ffiot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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:

finite verb and its

See under Cloister.

of a sentence containing
junct.

Claustral.
Clavicle, klav'i-kl, n. {Anat.) The collar-bone.
Claw, klaw, n. A sharp, hooked nail, as of a beast or

bird; a talon, — v. t. [clawed (klawd), clawing.]
To pull, tear, or scratch with claws or nails ; to get
off or escape.

Clay, kla, n. A soft earth, consisting of alumina and
silica, with water. (Poetr/t and Script.) Earth
in general, as representing the elementary particles
of the human body ; the human body. — v. t.

[clayed (klad), claying.] To manure with clay ;

to purify and whiten with clay, as sugar.
Claymore, kla'mor, n. A two-handed sword formerly
used by the Scottish Highlanders.

Clean, klen, a. Free from dirt, or from that which is

injurious; without defects; adroit: dexterous; free
from restraint or limitation; complete; sinless; pure.
(Script.) Free from ceremonial defilement.— adv.
Without limitation or remainder; quite; entirely;
dexterously ; adroitly.— v. t. [cleaned (klend),
cleaning.] To free from dirt, purify, cleanse.— Cleanly, klenlY, adv. In a clean manner

;

neatly. — Clearness, n. — Cleanly, klenll, a.

Habitually clean, avoiding defilement: innocent;
pure; cleansing ; adroit; artful. — Cleanlily, klen'

r-

1I-1T, adv. In a cleanly manner. — Cleanliness, n.— Cleanse, klenz, v. f. [cleansed (klenzd), cleans-
ing.] To render clean.—v. i. To become clean.

Clear, kler, n. (Carp.) Full extent ; distance be-
tween extreme limits.— a. Free from opaqueness,
blemish, guilt, obstacle, etc.; able to perceive clear-
ly; acute; unbiased; distinctly heard; audible; man-
ifest; plain ; distinct. — adr._ Plainly; quite ; en-
tirely. — v. t. [cleared (klerd), clearing.] To
free from obscurity, etc.; to leap or pass by, or'over,
without touching or failure; to remove so as to leave
something unobstructed. — v. i. To become clear
from clouds or fog; to become disengaged. (Bank-
ing.) To make exchanges and settle balances.
(Naut.) To obtain a clearance, and sail from port.— Clearing-house, re. (Banking.) The place where
clearing is carried on. — Clear-sighted, -sit'ed, a.
Having acute sight.— Clear-sightedness, n.— Clear--
starch, v. t. To stiffen with starch, and then clear
by clapping with the hands.— Clear'-story, -sto^ri,
Clerestory, kler'sto-rT or kler'es-to-rT, n. /g
(Arch.) An upper story or row of windows, n

f'j,

esp. in a Gothic church, rising clear above jil U
adjoining parts of the building. — Clear'

-

- Mh'i'1
stuff,??. Boards, etc., free from knots. j.|F i

Cleat, klet, re. (Carp.) A strip of wood nailed |f ,

to something to strengthen or fasten it. '

(Naut.) A piece of wood, to belay ropes to. rl ,

A piece of iron to render shoes more durable. ^leat>

— v. t. To strengthen with a cleat.

Cleave, klev, v. i. limp, cleaved (klevd) or (ohs.)
clave ; p. p. cleaved ; cleaving.] To adhere
closely, stick, hold fast ; to be united closely in in-
terest'or affection; to be adapted; to agree.

*

Cleave, klev, v. t. [imp. cleft or (obs.) clave and
clove-.]), p. cleft or cleaved (klevd); cleaving.]
To part or divide by force, split, rive; to part or
open naturally, divide.— v. i. To part, open, crack.— Cleav'er, re. One who, or that which, cleaves,

—

esp. a butcher's meat-chopper. — Cleav'age, -ej, re.

Act of, etc. (Crj/stallog.) Quality of splitting or di-
viding naturally. — Cleft, n. An opening, or a piece,
made by splitting ; crack ; crevice; chink. (Far.)
A crack in the bend of the pastern.

Clef, kief, n. (Mus.) A character in musical nota-
tion to determine the position i—
and pitch of the scale as rep <

resented on the staff. H
Cleft. See under Cleave. ~
Clematis, klem'a-tis, n. A ge- r „, . v „, „

nusof climbing plants. ° i^iei. j? <^iei.

Clement, klem'ent, a. Mild in t* Clei.

temper and disposition: lenient: tender; indulgent.— Clem'ency, -si, n. Quality of being, etc.

Clench. See Clinch.
Clerestory. See under Clear.
Clergy, klei-'j!, v. The body of ecclesiastics, as disting.

fr. the laity: in En e., ministers of the established

church ; benefit of clergy. — Benefit of clergy.
(Eng. Laic.) Exemption of clergymen from crim
inal process before a secular judge — once ex-
tended to all who could read, but now abolished.— Clergyable, a. Entitled to, or admitting, the
benetit of clergy. — Clergyman, n. ; pi. -men. An
ordained minister.— Cleric, klerlk, n. A clerk, or
clergyman. — Cleric, -ical, a. Pert, to the clergy;
also to a clerk or copyist.— Clericalism, -izm, n.
Clerical domination or influence. —Clerk, klerk, n.
Orig., an educated person; scholar; in Eng., a lay
parish officer, who leads in reading the responses of
the Episcopal church service, and otherwise assists
in it; a scribe; penman; accountant; an assistant in
a shop or store, who sells goods, keeps accounts, etc.
[Pron. klark in England.] - Clerkly, a. Scholar-
like. — Clerk'ship, n. Condition or business of, etc.

Clever, klev'er, a. Possessing skill, talent, or adroit-
ness; showing skill in the doer; having fitness, pro-
priety, etc.; well-shaped, handsome, good-natured,
kind-hearted. [Amer.] — Clev'erly, adv.— Clever-
ness, n.

Clevis, klevls, Cleyy, klev'T, re. A draft- <
iron on the end of a cart-tongue or pkrw-
beam.

Clew, Clue, klti, n. A ball of thread; thread
used as a guide in a labyrinth; that which
guides one in anything doubtful or intri-

cate. (Naut.) The outer lower corner of
v. t. [clewed (kind), clewing.] (Naut.) To draw
up to the yard, as a sail. To direct, as by a thread.

Click, klik, v. i. [clicked (klikt), clicking.] To
make a small, sharp noise, as by gentle striking; to
tick. — re. A small, sharp sound; a peculiar articu-
lation used by natives of Southern Africa. — re. A
small piece of iron, falling into a notched wheel; a
detent; pawl.

Client, kli'ent, n. (Rom. Antiq.) A citizen under the
I protection of a patron. A dependent; one who ap-
I plies to a lawyer for advice, direction, etc., in a

question of law.
I
Cliff, klif. n. A high, steep rock; precipice.

;

Climacteric. See under Climax.
j
Climate, kli'mat,?!. (Anc. Geog.) Oneof 30 zonesof
the earth, parallel to the equator. Condition of a

i place in relation to temperature, moisture, etc.—
' Climatic, -ical, a. Pert, to, or limited bv climate.— Cli'matize, -tlz, v. t. [-tized (-tizd), -tizing.] To

acclimate. — r. i. To become acclimated. — Clima-
tology, -jT, n. Science of, or a treatise on, climates.

Climax, klilnaks, n. (Rhet.) An arrangement in
which a sentence rises, as if step by step, in impor-
tance, force, or dignity. The highest point. — Cli-

macteric, kli-makler-ik or klim-ak-terlk, a. Pert,
to a critical period of life. — n. A critical period in
human life, or one in which change is supposed to
take place in the constitution; any critical period.— Grand or great climacteric. The 63d year.

Climb, kllm, v. i. or t. [climbed (klimd) or (obs. or vul-

j

gar) clomb (klQm), climbing.] To ascend by means
I

of hands and feet; to mount laboriously or slowly.
Clime, klim, n. Same as Climate.

j

Clinch, klinch. Clench, v. t. [clinched (klincht),
clinching.] To make or hold fast, grasp, gripe;
to render firm, confirm, establish.— ?!. Act or pro-
cess of, etc.: or that which serves to hold fast; a
pun. (Naut.) A kind of knot and seizings to fasten

' a cable or gun to ring-bolts.

;
Cling, kling, v. i. [clung, clinging.] To adhere

closely, hold fast, esp. by winding round or em-
I

bracing.—?-, t. To cause to adhere to.

Clinic, klinlk, -ical, a. Pert, to abed; confined to
bed by illness; bed-ridden.— Clinic, re. One con-
fined, "etc. — Clinique, -ekr , n. An examination of
diseased persons by medical professors in presence
of their pupils. [F.]

Clink, klink, r. t. [clinked (klinkt), clinking.] To
make a small, sharp, ringing sound. — n. A ring-
ing sound. — Ciink'er, re. Several bricks united by
heat; scoria, or refuse of a furnace; vitrified mat-
ter ejected from a volcano.

Clip, klip, v. t. [clipped (klipt), clipping.] Orig.,
to embrace, encompass; to cut off, as with a single
?troke:
ly.— re

to curtail, cut short, —v. i. To move swift-

An embi-ace; a cutting; shearing; product

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; Snd, eve, term ; Tn, Ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r

;
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of a single shearing; a blow or stroke with the hand.— Clip'per, n. One who clips ; esp. who cuts' oft
edges of coin. (Jfaut.) A fast-sailing vessel, hav-
ing the bow sharp and long. — Clip''ping, n. Act
of embracing, cutting off, or curtailing ; thing
clipped _off.

Clique, klek, n. A narrow circle of persons; coterie.

Cloak, klok, n. A loose, outer garment; a disguise or
pretext, — v. t. [cloaked (klokt), cloaking.] To
cover with a cloak; to hide or conceal.

Clock, klok, 11. An instrument for measuring time.
Clod, klod, n. A lump or mass, esp. of earth, turf, or
clay; the ground, earth; the body as compared with
the soul; a dull, stupid fellow; a dolt.— v. i. To
collect into concretions ; to clot. — v. -t. To pelt
with clods.

Clog, klog, v. t. [clogged (klogd), clogging.] To en-
cumber, or load, esp. with something that sticks fast;

to obstruct so as to hinder motion, choke up, em-
barrass, impede, hamper.— v. i. To become loaded
or encumbered ; to coalesce or adhere. — n. That
which hinders motion; an embarrassment; a heavy
shoe; wooden shoe.

Cloister, klois'ter, n. A covered arcade ; a monastic
establishment. — v. t. [cloistered (-terd), -ter-
ing.] To confine in a cloister.— Clois'tral, Claus'-
tral, klawslral, a. Pert, to, or confined in, etc. —
Clois'terer, n. An inmate of, etc.

Cloke. See Cloak.
Close, kloz, v. t. [closed (klozd), closing.] To
bring together the parts of; to stop, shut; to bring
to an end, conclude; to inclose, encompass, confine.— v. i. To come together, unite or coalesce ; to end,
terminate.

—

n. Union of parts; junction; termina-
tion; end; a grapple in wrestling. {Mas.) End —|-.

of a strain of music; cadence. An inclosed ~
f\

place; esp. a field or piece of land; a passage jj
from a street to a court, and the houses with- _|J
in ; the precinct of a cathedral or abbey. —rii n<u>

Clo'sure, -zhur, n. Act of shutting ; a clos-
os

ing; that which shuts, incloses, or confines; end;
conclusion.— To close with. To accede, consent, or
agree; to grapple with.— Close, klos, a. Shut fast;

closed; tight; pent up; confined; secret; stagnant;
without motion or ventilation; secretive; reticent;
parsimonious ; niggardly ; dense ; solid ; compact;
adjoining; near; intimate; confidential; adhering
to rule; strict; accurate; precise; evenly balanced;
doubtful. — adv. In a close manner. — Clos'et,
kloz'et, n. A room for retirement or privacy; a
small, close apartment, for utensils, articles of fur-
niture, etc.— v. t. To shut up in a closet ; to take
into a private room for consultation.

Clot, klot, n. A. concretion, esp. of a soft, slimy char-
acter; a coagulation. — v. i. To concrete or coagu-
late; to be formed into clots or clods; to become
gross.

Cloth, kloth, n. A woven stuff of fibrous material; a
profession, or the members of it, esp. the clerical

profession.— Clothe, klorh, v. t. [clothed (klothd)
or clad, clothing.] To put garments upon, fur-
nish with raiment ; to cover or invest, as with a
garment, —v. i. To wear clothes. — Clothing, n.

Raiment ; covering. — Clothier, -yer, n. One who
makes, sells, dresses, or fulls cloth.

Cloud, klowd, n. A collection of visible vapor sus-
pended in the atmosphere; a mass of smoke or dust
resembling vapor; a dark vein or spot in marble,
etc.; that which has a lowering or threatening as-

pect; a great crowd or multitude. — v. t. To be
overspread with clouds; to render dark or obscure;
to variegate with colors. — v. i. To grow cloudy or
obscure. — Cloud'y, -T, a. Overcast or obscured
with, or consisting of, clouds ; lacking clearness ;

not easily understood ; having the appearance of
gloom ; marked with veins or spots. — Cloudily,
-l-li, adv. —- Cloudiness, ».— Cloudless, a. Un-
clouded.

Clout, klowt, n. A piece of cloth, leather, etc., for a
patch; the center of an archer's butt; an iron plate
on an axletree.— r. t. To cover with cloth or other
material; to patch, join in a clumsy manner ; to
guard with an iron plate.

Clove, klov, a. A pungent aromatic spice, the unex-
panded flower-bud of the clove tree.

Clove, klov, n. {Bot.) One of the small bulbs devel-
oped in the axils of the scales of a large bulb.

Clover, klo'ver, n. {Bot.) A plant of the grass kind.
Clown, klown, n. A husbandman; rustic; an ill-bred
man ; the fool in a play, circus, etc. — v. i. To act
as a clown.— Clownish, a. Like, etc.; ungainly;
boorish.— Clownlshly, adv.— Clownlshness, n.

Cloy, kloi, v. t. [cloyed (kloid), cloying.] To glut,
or satisfy, satiate, surfeit.

Club, klub, n. A heavy staff, wielded with the hand;
one of the suits of cards, having a figure like the
clover-leaf. —v. t. To strike with a club. — Club"'-
foot, u. A short, deformed foot.

Club, klub, n. An association of persons for some
common object, at joint expense. — v. i. and t. To
combine to promote some common object; to pay
one's proportion of a common expense.

Cluck, kluk, v. i. [clucked (klukt), clucking.] To
make the noise of a brooding hen. — v. t. To call, as
a hen does her chickens.— n. {Pron.) A peculiar
articulation used by natives of South Africa.

Clue. Same as Clew.
Clump, klump, n. A shapeless mass of wood, etc.; a
cluster of trees; the compressed clay of coal strata.

Clumsy, klum'zl, a. Without grace of shape, man-
ners, etc.; awkward; uncouth.

Clung. See Cling.
Cluster, klusler, n. A number of similar things
growing, joined, or collected together; a crowd.

—

v. i. [clustered (-terd), -tering.] To grow in
clusters, gather in a bunch or mass.— v. t. To col-
lect into a bunch or close body.

Clutch, kluch, v. t. [clutched (klucht), clutching.]
To seize, clasp, or gripe
with the hand ; to close
tightlv, clinch.— v. i. To
catch, snatch. — n. A
gripe; seizure; grasp
{Mach.) A projecting
piece, for connecting
shafts, so as to be disen-
gaged at pleasure ; the
cross-head of a piston-rod,
pi. The hands ; hence,

tI^t
power ; rapacity.

Clutter, klutler, n. A confused collection; confu-
sion; disorder.— r. t. [cluttered (-terd), -tering.]
To crowd together in disorder, fill with things in
confusion. — v. i. To make a bustle, or fill with
confusion.

Clyster, klisler, n. {Med.) An injection into the
bowels^

Coach, koch, n. A large, close, four-wheeled carriage.— v. t. To convey in a coach; to cram, or prepare
for an examination.

Coadjutor, ko-ad-juler, n. One who aids another, or
is empowered to perform the duties of another; as-

sistant ; co-worker. — Coadjulrix, a. A female as-

sistant. — Coad'jutant, a. Mutually assisting.

Coagent, ko-a'jent, n_. An assistant or associate.

Coagulate, ko-ag'u-lat, v. t. To cause to change into
a curd-like state, — said of liquids.— v.i. To un-
dergo coagulation, thicken, curdle.

Coal. koI, n. Wood charred, or partially burnt; char-
coal. {Min.) A black, solid, combustible substance,
consisting mainly of carbon, used for fuel.— v. t.

[coaled (kold), coaling.] To burn to coal, char;
to mark with chai coal; to supply with coal.— v.i.
To take in coal, — said of steam-vessels.— CoaK-
ery, -er-T, Colliery, kol'yer-T, n. A place where coal
is dug.— Collier, -yer, it. A digger of, or dealer in,

coal; a vessel for transporting coal. — CoaKy, -1, a.
Pert, to or containing coal. — Colly, k5Ki, n. Black
grime or soot of coal or burnt wood.

—

v. t. [COL-
lied (kolld), -lying.] To render black.

Coalesce, ko'a-les', v. i. [coalesced (-lest'), coa-
lescing.] To grow together; unite into one mass;
unite in society.— Coalition, -lish'un, «. Union in
a body or mass; a temporary combination of per-
sons, parties, states, etc., having different interests;
confederacy; combination; conspiracy.

Coamings, Combings, komlngz, it. pi. {JS
Taut.) The

raised borders or edges of the hatches.
Coaptate, ko-ap'tat, v. t. To adiust, as parts to each
other,— esp. {Svrg.) to adjust the parts of a broken
bone. — Coaptation, -ta'shun, n. Adaptation of, etc.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fotit ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Coarse, kors, a. Large in bulk, or composed of large
parts; not refined or nice; gross; rough; indelicate.
— Coarsely, -IT, adv. — Coarse'ness, n.

Coast, kost, n. Orig. the exterior line, or border of a
country; edge of the land next to the sea; sea-shore.
— v.i. To approach; to sail by or near a coast: to

sail from port to port in the same country; to slide

down a hill on a sled, upon snow or ice. — Coast'er,
n K A person or vessel that sails along a coast trad-

ing from port to port. — Coast'-line, n. Outline
of a coast: shore line. — Coast'wise, adv. Byway
of, or along, the coast.

Coat, kot. n. A man's outer garment ; the habit or
vesture of an order of men ; an external covering,
as fur or hair of a beast ; a layer of any substance
covering another : a tegument : that on which en-
signs armorial are portraved. —v. t. To cover with
a coat.— Coat of amis. (Her.) A habit worn by
knights over armor : an armorial device.

Coax, koks, v. t. [coaxed (kokst). coaxing.] To
persuade by insinuating courtesy, flattery, or fond-
ling; to wheedle, fawn.

Cob. kob, n. The top or head ; hence, that which is

large, round, etc. ; a person at the top. or distin-

guished ; a rich, covetous person ; a lump or piece,
as of stone; a spider : a short-legged and stout vari-
ety of horse : the spike on which grains of maize
grow.— Cob'ble. C stone, Cob'stone. n. A rounded
fragment, as of coal, stone, etc. — Cob'nut, n. A
large nut; a child's game played with nuts, also the
nut winning the game. — Cob'web. n. A spider's
net : a snare or device. — v. t. To cover with, or as
with, cobwebs.

Cobalt, ko'bawlt, n. A reddish-gray metal, brittle,

and difficult of fusion : its oxides are used in glass
manufacture to produce the blue varieties called
imwlt.

Cobble, kob'bl. n. A fishing-boat. See Coble. —A
stone. See under Cob.

Cobble, kob'bl. v. t. [cobbled (-bid), cobblixg.]
To make or mend coarsely, as shoes; to do bun-
glingly. — Cob'bler, ?i. A mender of shoes; a clumsy
workman ; a beverage composed of wine, sugar,
lemon, and broken ice.

Coble, kob'1, n. A boat used in herring fishery.

Cobra de capello, ko'bra-da-ka-peKlo. The hooded
snake, a venomous reptile of the East Indies.

Cochineal, koch^i-nei, n. A plant-louse found upon
the Mexican cactus: the dried insects used as a scar-
let dye-stuff, from which carmine is made.

Cochlea, kok'le-a, n. (Aaat.) The spiral cavity of the
internal ear.

Cock, kok, n. The male of birds, esp. of domestic
fowls ; a vane shaped like a fowl, weathercock ; a
chief man. leader : an instrument to let out liquor
from a cask, spout. — Cockade, -ad', n. A rosette or
knot of ribbons, etc., on the hat. — Cock'atoo'', n.

A bird of the parrot kind, having a crest of feathers
•which it can raise or depress. — Cock'atrice. -tris,

n. The basilisk : a fabulous serpent, hatched by a
serpent from a cock's egar, and whose breath" or
look was fatal. — Cock'crow, -crowing, n. The time
at which cocks crow : early morning. — Cock'er. n.

One who follows cockfighting: a dog of the spaniel
kind, used for starting up woodcocks, etc. — Cock'-
erel. n. A young cock. — Cock'nght, -fighting,
-match.?;. A contest of game-cocks. loft, n.

The top-loft : upper room.—pit, n. An area where
game-cocks fight. [See also under Cockboat.] —
Cocks'comb, -kom, n. The caruncle or comb of
a cock. (Bot.) A plant of different genera. A
vain, silly fellow ; a fop. — Coek'spur. n. The spur
on a cock's leg. (Bot.) A variety of hawthorn.

Cock, kok, n. A pile of hay. — v. t~. [cocked (kokt),
cocKixG.] To set up in piles.

Cock, kok, n. Act of turning or setting up ; thing set
up ; the gnomon or style of a dial. — v. t. To set
erect, turn up ; to place upon the head jauntily.— Cock'eye, n. A squinting eye.

Cock, kok, n. The hammer of a gun-lock. — v. t. To
draw back the cock, in order to fire. — Cock'-
feather, n. (Arch.) The feather above the notch,
when the arrow is fitted to the string.

Cock, Cockboat, kok'bot, n. A ship's small boat.— Cock'bill, n. (Xaut.) Position of the anchor,

when suspended from the cat-head, ready to drop-
pit, n. A room under the lower gun-deck, used

for the wounded during action. — Cockswain, kok''-
sn, n. The person who steers a boat.

Cockchafer, kok'chaf-er, n. (Entojn.) The May-bug
or dor-beetle. — Cock'roach, -roch, n. An insect

|

of several species, infesting houses, ships, etc.

Cocker, kok'er, v. t. [cockered (-erd), -ekixg.] To
treat with tenderness, fondle, pamper.

Cockle, kok'l, it. (Bot.) A weed that grows among
corn, corn-rose ; the darnel. — (Conch.) A bivalve

' shell fish having a corrugated
:

shell. — v. t. To contract into
wrinkles, like ridges of the cockle-
shell. — v. i. To take the form of

i wrinkles.
Cockney, kok'nt, n. ; pi. -xeys, -niz.

An effeminate person; a resident of
London.— a. Pert, to or like. etc.

Cocoa, ko'ko, n. (Bot.) A palm tree
producing the cocoa-nut. A prepa-
ration made from cacao seeds ; a
beverage made from it. — Cocoa
shells. The dried husks of cacao
seeds.

Cocoon, ko-koon', n. An oblong case
which contains the silkworm in its

chrysalis state; the case constructed
by an insect to contain its larve.

Cod, kod, n. A husk or envelope con- l>ocoa tree,

taining seeds ; a pod ; the scrotum. (Ichth.) A
fish inhabiting the northern
seas.— Cod'ling, n. A young
cod. — Cod'liver oil. A fixed
oil obtained from livers of
the cod. very nutrient, and
used medicinally for rheuma- Cod.
tism, skin diseases, pulmonary consumption, etc.

Coddle, kod'dl, v. t. [-dled (-did;, -dlixg.] To par-
boil : to treat tenderly.

Code, kod, n. A collection, system, or digest of laws.—
Comdex, ii. ; pi. Codices, kod'i-sez. A manuscript;
book; code. — Cod'ify, -fl, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -fy-
ix g.] To reduce to a code or digest, as laws. —
Cod'ifica'tion, n. Act of, etc. — Cod'icil, -I-sil, n.

A supplement to a will.

Codger, kod'jer, n. A mean person ; curmudgeon ;

odd old person.
Coefficient, ko-ef-fish /'ent, a. Cooperating ; actiug
in union to the same end. — n. That which unites,
etc. (Math.) A known quantity put before letters
or quantities, to show how often to take them.

Coequal, ko-e'kwal, a. Equal with another : of the
same rank, dignity, or power. — n. One who is, etc.— Coeqnalityr-kwoKf-tT, n. State of being, etc.

Coerce, ko-ers', v. t. [coerced (-erst'), coercixg.]
I To restrain by force, constrain, repress, compel.

Coercion, -er'shun. n. Act or process of, etc.; re-
straint.—Coer^cive. -siv, a. Compelling, or able to

I compel ; compulsory.
Coeternal, ko-e-ter'nal, a. Equally eternal. — Co-
eter'nity. -ti. n. Equal eternity with another.

Coeval, ko-e'val, a. Of equal age. — n. One of the
same age.

• Coexist, ko-egz-isf, v. i. To exist at the same time.
,

— Coexist'ence. n. Existence at the same time with
|

another. — Coexist'ent, a. Existing, etc.

Coextend, ko-eks-tend'. v. t. To extend through the
same space with another. — Coexten'sion, -shun, n.

1 Equal extension. — Coexten'sive, -siv, a.

Coffee, kof'fe, n. The berries of a tree growing in
]

warm climates of Asia and
j

America ; a drink made from
the roasted berry, by decoc- «v
tion. — Coffee-house, n. A >«i»

house for the sale of coffee and "<

other refreshments. mill, n. £?
A mill for grinding coffee.

—

-pot. n. A covered pot in
which coffee is boiled, or
brought upon the table.

Coffer, "koffer. n. A chest, esp.

for monev. (Arch.) A sunken
panel. (Fort.) A hollow work across a dry moat,
serving as a parapet with embrasures. A lock to re-

Coffee.
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ceive a barge. — v. t. [coffeked (-ferd), -fering.]
To place in a coffer. — Coffer dam. (Engin.) A
box of timber, to exclude water while constructing
piers, etc.

Coffin, koffin, n. The case in which a body is

inclosed for burial. (Far.) The hollow part of a
horse's hoof. (Print.) A wooden frame inclosing
the stone on which forms are imposed. — v. t. [cof-
fined (-find), -fixing.] To put into, etc.— Cof-
fin-bone, n. (Far.) A horse's foot-bone inclosed
within the hoof.

Cog, kog. v. t. and i. [cogged (kogd), cogging.] To
wheedle, deceive ; to thrust in, by deception. — n.

A tooth on a wheel, transmitting motion. — v. t.

To fix a cog upon, furnish with cogs.

Cog, Coggle, kog'gl, n. A boat ; fishing-boat.
Cogent, ko'jent, a. Having great force; pressing on
the mind; not easily resisted; convincing; conclu-
sive.

Cogitate, koj'Y-tat, v. i. To engage in continuous
thought, reflect. — Cogita'tion, n. Act of thinking;
meditation; contemplation.

Cognac, korfyak, n. A brandy formerly made at
Cognac. France. [Written improp. Cogniac]

Cognate, kog'nat, a. Allied by blood or birth; kin-
dred in origin, formation, etc. — n. (Law.) One
connected with another bv kindred; one related to

another on the female side; one of several things
allied in origin.

Cognize, kog'niz, v. t. To recognize, perceive. —
Cog'nizance, kog'- or kon'i-zans. n. Knowledge or
notice; observation; recognition; judicial knowl-
edge or jurisdiction. (Law.) An acknowledgment
or confession. A badge, to indicate the party to

which one belongs. — Cognizant, kog'- or kon'I-
zant, a. Having knowledge of.

Cognomen, kog-no'men, n. A surname: the last of
the 3 names of an ancient Roman, denoting his

family.
Cohabit, ko-hab'it, v. i. Orig., to dwell with, or in-

habit the same place or country; to live together as
husband and wife.

Co-heir, ko-ar', ??. A joint heir.— Cc-heires.., ko-ar'es,
n. A jointjieiress.

Cohere, ko-hef. v. i. [cohered (-herd'), cohering.]
To stick together; to follow regularly in the natural
order; to cleave, fit. — Coherence, "-ens, -ency, -si,

n. A sticking together: suitable connection; consist-
ency. — Coher'ent, a. Sticking together: connected
by some relation of form, order, etc.: consistent.—
Coherently, adv.— Cohe'sion, -zhun, n. Act of
sticking together; attraction by which particles of
homogeneous bodies unite; a state of connection or
dependence. — Cohe'sfve, -siv, a. Having the power
of cohering. — Cohe'siveness, n.

Cohort, ko'hQrt, n. (Rom. Ant iq.) A body of about
500 or 600 soldiers. Any band of warriors.

Coigne, koin, Quoin, koin or kwoin, n. A corner or
external angle; corner-stone: a wedge.

Coil, koil, v. t. [coiled (koild), coiling.] To wind
in rings, as a rope. — n. Rings formed by winding,
etc. Noise; tumult.

Coin, koin, n. A corner or external angle; a wedge
to raise, lower, fasten, or level anything, as a can-
non, printer's form, etc.: a piece of metal stamped
"with characters, making it legally current as money;
that which serves for payment or recompense.— v. t.

[coined (koind), coining.] To stamp and convert
into money, mint, fabricate.— Coufage, -ej, n. Act
of coining; money coined: expense of coining; act
or process of forming: invention: fabrication.

—

Confer, n. One who makes coin; a minter; coun-
terfeiter; inventor or maker.

Coincide, ko'in-sTd, v. i. To fall together, asree in
position, correspond, be identical.— Coincid'er, n.— Coincidence, -sT-dens, n. Act or condition of
falling together: agreement or concurrence, esp. of
events at the same time. — Coin'cident, a. Having
coincidence; agreeing.

Coir, kwoir, n.
" Cocoa-nut fiber for matting, ropes,

etc.

Coition._ko-islfun, n. Sexual intercourse; copulation.
Coke, kok, n. .Mineral coal charred, or deprived by fire

of volatile matter, — v. t. [coked (kokt), coking.]
To convert into coke.

Colander, kufen-der, n. A vessel with a perforated
bottom for straining liquids.

Colchicum, kofkT-kum, n. A genus of plants, inclu-
ding the meadow saffron, whose bulbs are used me-
dicinally for gout and rheumatism. [L.]

Cold, kola, a. Destitute of warmth, physical or moral;
bleak; chill; indifferent; spiritless; reserved.— n.
Absence of warmth; sensation produced by escape
of heat; chilliness. (Med.) A morbid state of the
animal system produced by cold; catarrh.— Cold'-
blood'ed, -blud'ed, a. Having cold blood; without
sensibility; hard-hearted; not thoroughbred,— said
of animals.—chis'el, n. A hard chisel for cutting
cold metal.—short, a. Brittle when cold. —-sore,
n. (Pathol.) A herpetic eruption, about lips or nos-
trils, attending catarrhal inflammation.

Cole, kol, n. A plant of the cabbage family; esp. the
species called also rape, which does not head like
the cabbage.— Cole'wort, -wert. n. Cabbage cut
young, before the head is firm.

Coleus, ko'le-us, n. A plant of the mint familv, hav-
ing variegated leaves. — Coleop'teral, -terous, -op'-
ter-us, a. Having wings covered with a case or
sheath, as beetles.

Colic, kofik, n. (Med.) Acute pain in the bowels,
growing more severe at intervals.

Coliseum. Same as Colosseum.
Collaborator, kol-Iab'o-ra'ter. n. An associate in

labor, esp. literary or scientific; co-worker; assistant.
Collapse, kol-lapsr , v. i. [-lapsed (-lapsf), -lapsing.]
To tall together suddenly, shrink up.— n. A falling
together, as of the sides of a hollow vessel. (J/ecZ.)

A "sudden failing of the vital powers.
Collar, koflar, n. Something worn round the neck.
(Arch.) A ring or cincture; astrag.,1 of a column.
(Mech.) A ring-like part of a machine, for holding
something to its place. (Navt.) An eye in the bight
of a shroud, to go over the mast head.— v. t. [col-
lared (-lard), -laring.] To seize by the collar,

put a collar on. — Coflar-beam, n. "(Arch.) A
horizontal piece of timber bracing two opposite raf-

ters.—bone, n. (Anat.) The clavicle, a bone joining
the breast-bone and shoulder-blade.

Collate, kol-laf, v. t. To compare critically; to gather
and place in order, as sheets of a book for binding.
(Eccl.) To present and institute in a benefice. — v.

i. (Eccl.) To place in a benefice, as by a bishop.
— Collation, -la' shun, n. Act of bringing together
and comparing; act of bestowing. (Eccl. Law.) Pre-
sentation to a benefice by a bishop. An unceremo-
nious repast or lunch. — Colla'tive, -tiv, a. Passing
or held bv collation. — Collator, -ter. n. One who
collates manuscripts or books. (Eccl. Law.) One
who collates to a benefice.

Collateral, kol-lafer-al, a. On the side of; subordi- \

nately connected; indirect. (Genealogy.) Descend-
ing from the same ancestor, but not one from the
other.— n. A collateral relation; security given in
addition to a principal promise or bond.

Colleague, kofleg, n. One united with another in the
discharge of some duty; partner; associate.— v. t. or
i. To unite with in the same office.

Collect, kol-lekf , ?>. t. To gather into one body or
place, bring together; to infer as a consequence, de-
duce. — v. i. To be assembled together, accumu-
late; to infer, conclude. — Collect'ible, -Y-bl. a. Ca-
pable of being gathered or inferred. — Collect, kof

-

lekt, n. A short, comprehensive prayer.— Collecta'-
nea, -ne-a, n. pi. Passages selected from various
ruthors; anthology ; chrestomathy. [L.]— Collecta'-

neous, -ne-us, a. "Gathered; collected. — Collection,

-lek'shun, n. Act of collecting; thing gathered;
contribution; assemblage; crowd; mass; compila-
tion; selection. — Collective, -iv, a. Formed by
gathering; gathered into a mass, sum, or body; de-

ducing consequences. (Gram.) Expressing an ag-

gregate of individuals. Tending to collect. — Col-

iect'ively, adv. In a body; unitedly. — Collect' or,

-er, n. One who collects or gathers. (Com.) An
officer who receives customs, taxes, or toll. — Col-

lecforship, -orate, n. Office or jurisdiction of, etc.

College, kof lej, n. A collection or society of men; a
societvof scholars incorporated for study or instruc-

tion: "an establishment for students acquiring lan-

guages and science.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fot»t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Colossus of Rhodes.

Collide, kol-lid', v. i. To strike or dash together. —
Collison, -lizh'un, n. Act of, etc. ; a state of op-
position ; in- ^y \

terf

e

rence ;

clashing.
Collie, Colly,
kol'll, n. A
Scotch shep-
herd's dog.

Collier, Col-
liery. See un-
der Coal.

Colliquefaction,
kol - lik ' we-
fak'shun, n.

A melting to-

gether of bod-
ies.

Collocate, koK-
lo-kat,t>. «..To
set or place;
station. — Col-
location, n.

A c t o f pla-
cing ; state of
being placed,
esp. with
something
else.

Collodion, kol-
lo'dl-un, n. (Chem.) An adhesive solution of gun-
cotton in ether and alcohol, used to close wounds,
and in photography.

Collop, koKlop, n. A slice of meat; piece of anything.
Colloquy, kol'lo-kwl, n. Mutual discourse; confer-
ence ; dialogue. — Collo'quial, o. Pert, to, or used
in, common conversation. — Collo'quialism, -izm, n.

A common form of expression.— CoKloquist, -kwist,
n. Speaker in a conversation.

Collude, kol-lud', v. i. To conspire in a fraud, act in
concert. — Collu'sion, -zhun, n. Secret agreement
and cooperation for fraud ; deceit ; connivance. —
Collu'sive, -siv, a. Fraudulently concerted.

Colocynth, koKo-sinth, n. (3Ied.) The coloquintida,
or bitter apple; the pith of a species of cucumber, —
a strong cathartic.

Cologne, ko-lon /', n. A toilet liquid, composed of al-

cohol and aromatic oils, — orig. made in Cologne.

Colon, ko'lon, n. (Anat.) The largest of the large
intestines. {Gram.) A point [:] marking a pause
greater than a semicolon, less than a period. [Gr.]

Colonel, ker'nel, n. {Mil.) The chief commander of
a regiment.

Colonnade, kol'on-nad', n. {Arch.) A series of col-

umns placed at regular intervals.
Colony, koKo-nl, n. A company of people in a re-

mote country, and subject to the parent state ; the
country colonized. — Colo'nial, a. Pert, to, etc. —
CoKonist, n. A member of, etc. — CoKonize, v. t.

[-nized (-nlzd), -nizing.] To plant a colony in ; to
people by colonies. — v. i. To settle in a distant
country.— Col'onizer, n. — Col'oniza'tion, n. Act
of, or state of being, etc. — Col'oniza'tionist, n. An
advocate of, etc. ; esp. of colonizing Africa by
negro emigrants from America.

Coloquintida. Same as Colocynth.
Color, kul'er, n. A property of light causing the eye
to distinguish differences in the appearance of ob-
jects ; a hue or tint as distinguished from white;
that used to give-color: paint; pigments; false show;
pretense. (Phren.) The organ indicating percep-
tion of color. See Phrenology, pi. A flag, ensign,
or standard.— v. t. [colored (kuKerd), -oring.]
To change the hue of ; to give color to, dye, tinge,
paint, stain ; to give a specious appearance to, palli-

ate, excuse.— v. i. To turn red, blush.— Col'ora-
ble, a. Designed to cover or conceal ; specious ;

plausible. — CoKorature, n. {Mus.) A variation or
shading of notes for harmony.— CoKored, -erd, a.
Having color or plausible appearance. — Colored
people. Persons of negro descent. — Colorific, a.

Communicating or producing color. — Col'orist, ??.

A painter skilled in coloring. — Col'orless, a. Des-
titute of color.— Colorimeter, n. An instrument
for measuring the depth of color, esp. in liquids.

— Col'or-blindness, n. Imperfect perception of col-
ors ; Daltonism.

Colorado beetle, kol-o-ra/do-be /
'tl. The potato-bug,—

a destructive yellow beetle, orig. fr. Colorado.
Colossus, ko-los'sus, n. ; L. 2>l- -si, -si ; E. pi. -suses,

-ez. A gigantic statue ; esp. that at the entrance of
the harbor at Rhodes.— Colos'sal, -se'an, a. Gigan-
tic. — Colosse'um, n. Vespasian's amphitheater in
Rome. [Also written Coliseum.']

Colporteur, kol-por-ter', Col'porter, n. One who ped-
dles religious tracts and books.— Col'staff, n. A
staff for carrying burdens on two persons' shoul-
ders^

Colt, kolt. n. The young of the horse kind ; a young,
foolish fellow.—Colt's'foot, n. A plant whose leaves
were once used medicinally.

Colter, Coulter, kol'ter, n. The sharp fore iron of a
plow, to cut the sod.

Column, kol'um, n. {Arch.) A cylindrical
support for a roof, ceiling, etc., composed
of Dase, shaft, and capital ; a pillar. {Mil.)
A body of troops in files with a narrow
front. (JVaut.) A body of ships in line, so
as to follow in succession. (Print.) Figures,
words, or lines set perpendicularly one
above another. — Colum'nar, a. Formed in
or like, etc. — Columella, -la, n. {Bot.) An Colter,
axis, supporting the carpels of some fruits ; the
stem in mosses, which is the axis of the capsule.

Colza, koKza, n. A variety of cabbage whose seeds
afford an oil used in lamps. [Sp.]

Coma, ko'ma, n. (Med.) Morbid propensity to sleep;
lethargy. — Co'matose, -tos, -tous, -tus, a. Drowsv;
lethargic.

Comb, koin, n. An instrument with teeth, for adjust-
ing hair, wool, etc. ; the crest on a cock's head ; the
top, or crest of a wave ; the structure of wax in
which bees store honey. — ?', t. [combed (komd),
combing.] To separate, disentangle, cleanse, ad-
just, or lay straight. — v. i. (Xaut.) To roll over, as
the top of a wave ; to break with white foam.

Combat, kom ,bat or kum^bat, v. i. To struggle or
contend, as with an opposing force. — v. t. To fight
with, oppose by force, resist, oppose. — n. A strug-
gle to resist or conquer. {Mil.) An engagement;
conflict; encounter. — Com'batant, a. Contending;
disposed to contend. — n. One who, etc. ; a cham-
pion. — Com'bater, h. — Com'bative, -iv, a. In-
clined to, etc. — Com'bativeness, n. Disposition to,
etc. (Phren.) The organ indicating it. See Phre-
nology.

Combine, kom-bin', v. t. [-bined (-bind'), -bining.]
To unite or join.— v. i. To form a union, confeder-
ate; to unite by affinity.— Combin'able, a. Capable
of, etc. — Combinartion, n. Union or connection;
coalition : conspiracy. (Math.) Variation of any
number of quantities in all possible ways.

Combustible, kom-bus'tT-bl, a. Capable of taking
fire and burning ; inflammable ; easily excited ;

quick; irascible.— ??. A substance that will, etc.— Combus'tibleness, -tibil'ity, n. — Combus'tion,
-chun, n. A taking fire and burning; conflagration.

Come, kum, v. ?'. [imp. came ; p. p. come ; coming.]
To move hitherward, draw near, approach ; to ar-
rive at some state or condition, occur, happen ; to
become evident, appear.

Comedy, kom'e-di, n. A dramatic composition of
an amusing character. — Come'dian, n. An actor in,

or writer of, etc. — Comedienne', -ma'di-en', n. An
actress in, etc. [F.] — Come'dietta, -ta, n. A little

comedy. [It.] — Com'ic,
,

-ical. a. Pert. to. etc.: ex- =::? . ,
,

-< -;.: .-... -.

citing mirth; laughable.— 1H
Comi'cally, adv. — Com'- jjpH " -

icalness, •«.— ComicaKity,
-T-tt, n. That which is,

etc.

Comely, kumli, a. Hand-
some; graceful; well-pro-
portioned.— adv. In a be-
coming or graceful man-
ner. — Comeliness, n.

Comestibles, ko-mes'tT-blz,
n. pi. Eatables.

Comet, kom'et, n.

on of a

)

Comet.

A member of the solar system,

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r j
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moving in an eccentric orbit, and consisting of a
nucleus, an envelope, and a tail.

Comfort, kum'furt, v. t. To relieve or cheer under
affliction or depression ; to solace, invigorate, re-

fresh, animate.— n. Strength and relief under af-

fliction ; support : a state of quiet enjoyment, or
whatever causes it. — Com'forter, n. One who, etc.

(Script.) The Holy Spirit. A woolen tippet; wadded
quilt. — Com'fortable, a. Affording or enjoying,
etc.; free from pain or distress.— n. A coverlet.

—

Com'fortably, culr. — Com'fortableness, n. — Comr-

fortless, a. Miserable ; forlorn.

Comic, Comicality, etc. See under Comedy.
Comity, kom'I-tl, n. Courtesy of intercourse ; civil-

ity ; good breeding.
Comma, kom'ma, n. A character [,] marking the
smallest grammatical division of a sentence.

Command, kom-mand'', v. t. To order with authority;
to exercise supreme authority over ; to have under
influence, control, or vision; to exact or enforce,
bid, direct, overlook, claim, —v. i. To have au-
thority, possess chief power, govern.

—

n. An au-
thoritative order ; exercise of authority ;

" right or
possession of authority ; ability to overlook, control,
or watch ; a body of troops under a particular of-

ficer.— Command'er, n. A leader ; the chief officer

of an army, or a division of it. (Navy.) An officer

next above a lieutenant. A heavy, wooden mallet.
— Command'ery, -er-Y, -ry, -ri, n. A manor belong-
ing to an order of knights, and controlled by a com-
mander ; a preceptory ; a lodge of the Freemasons
called knights templars. — Command'ing, a. Fitted
to control; imperious. — Command'rment, n. An au-
thoritative order ; precept. (Script.) One of the 10
laws given by God to the Israelites at Mount Sinai.

Commeasurable. Same as Commensurable.
Commemorate, kom-mem'o-rat, v. t. To call to re-

membrance, or celebrate with honor and solemnity.
— Commern'ora'tion, n. Act of, etc.; a public cele-
bration.

Commence, kom-rhens'', v. i. [-menced (-mensf),
-mencing.] To begin, originate; to take the first

university degree. — v. t. To enter upon, begin,
begin to be or to appear.— Commencc'ment, n. iirst
existence of anything ; rise ; origin ; beginning; the
day when university degrees are conferred.

Commend, koHi-mend', v. t. To commit or intrust
for care or preservation; to present as worthy of re-

gard; to praise; to recommend to the kind reception
of . — Commend'able, a. Capable or worthy of, etc.
— Commend'ably, adv. — Commenda'tion, n. Act
of, etc. ; praise ; applause ; a message of respect ;

compliments. — Commend'atory, -to-rf, a. Serving
to commend; holding a benefice in commendam. —
Commen /'dam, n. (Eccl. Law.) A vacant benefice
committed to the holder until a pastor is supplied.
The holding of such a benefice.

Commensurate, koin-men'shoo-rat, a. Having a com-
mon measure; commensurable; equal in measure or
extent; proportional, —v. t. To reduce to a common
measure.— Commen'surately, adv.—Commen'sura'-
tion, n. State of being commensurate.— Commen'-
surable, a. Having a common measure.

Comment, kom'ment, v. i. To explain by remarks,
criticisms, etc.; to write annotations. — n. An ex-
planatory remark, observation, etc. ; annotation ;

stricture. — Com'mentary, -ta-rl. n. A series, collec-
tion, or book of comments, etc. : a memoir of partic-
ular transactions. — Com'mentator, -menter, n.

Commerce, kom'mers, n. Exchange of merchandise
between different places or communities; extended
trade or traffic; social or personal intercourse; famil-
iarity.— Commercial, -mer'shal, a. Pert, to, or en-
gaged in commerce; mercantile.

Commination, kom-mT-na'shun, n. A threat; denun-
ciation of punishment or vengeance. — Comminato-
ry, -min'a-to-rY, a. Threatening punishment.

Commingle, kom-min'gl, v. t. [-mingled (-gld), -min-
gling.J To mingle together in one mass, or inti-
mately; to blend. — v. i. To mix together, become
blended.

Comminute, kom'mT-nut, v. t. To reduce to minute
particles, pulverize, grind.— Comminu'tion, n. Act
of reducing to small particles; pulverization; atten-
uation by removing small particles.

Commiserate, kom-miz'er-at, v. t. To feel sorrow,
pain, or regret for; to be sorry for; to pity, feel for,

condole.
Commissary, korn'mis-sa-rY, n. A deputy; commis-

sioner. (Mil.) An officer in charge of a special de-
partment, esp. that of subsistence. — Commissa''-
riat, n. (Mil.) That department charged with sup-
plying provisions for the soldiers; the body of offi-

cers in that department; office of a commissary.
Commit, kom-mif, v. t. To give in trust; to do, per-
form, effect; to place beyond one's control; to pledge
or bind,— used reflexively. — Commit'tal, n. Act
of committing ; a pledge. — Commit'ter, n.— Com-
miftible, a. Capable of being, etc.— Commission,
-mish /,un, n. Act of committing, doing, or per-
forming; a formal warrant of committing some trust
to a person; a company of persons joined in the ex-
ercise of some duty. (Com.) The acting under au-
thority of, or on account of, another; thing to be
done as agent for another; brokerage or allowance
made to an agent.— v. t. [-missioned (-mish/und),
-missioning.^ To give a commission to, appoint,
depute. — Commis'sioner, n. One commissioned to
execute some business for an employer; an officer in
charge of some department of the public service.—
Commis'sionaire'', -liar', a. A factor; commission-
merchant; one stationed in a public resort to receive
commissions or act as guide, messenger, etc. [F.]—
Commis'sion mer'chant. One who transacts busi-
ness on commission, as the agent of others, receiv-

I ing a rate per cent, as his reward. — Commiftee, -te,

n. A select number of persons appointed to attend
to any business, by a legislative body, court, or any
collective body of men acting together.— Commit'-

I
teeship, n. Office of a committee.

|

Commix, kom-miks', v. t.ori. [-mixed (-miksf), -mix-
ing.] To mix or mingle ; blend. — Commix'ture,
-chur, n. Act of, or state of being, etc. ; mass formed
by mingling ; compound.

Commode, kom-modr
, n. A woman's head-dress; a

chest of drawers; a bedroom convenience,— a close-
stool.— Commo'dious, -di-us, a. Affording ease and
convenience ; fit ; comfortable. — Commod/

'ity, -Y-tl,

n. That which affords convenience or advantage,
esp. in commerce ; goods, wares, etc.

Commodore, korn'mo-dor, n. The commander of a
squadron; leading ship in a fleet of merchantmen.

Common, kom'un, a. Belonging equally to more than
one, or to many indefinitely; serving 'for the use of
all; general; public; often met with ; not distin-
guished by rank or character; commonplace; mean;
vulgar. — n. An uninclosed tract of public ground.
(Law.) The right of taking a profit in the land of
another. — v. i. To have a joint right with others in
common ground; to board together; eat at a table in
common. — Com'mons, -munz, n. pi. The mass of
the people ; the commonalty ; the lower house of
the Eng. parliament; provisions, food, fare; a club
where all eat at a common table. — Com'monable, a.
Held in common; allowed to pasture on common
land. — Com'monage, -ej, n. Right of pasturing on
a common; joint right of using anvthingin common
with others. — Com'monalty, -al-tY, n. The common
people ; body of citizens. — Com'moner, n. One
under the degree of nobility; a member of the House
of Commons; one having a joint right in common
ground; a student of the second rank in the univer-
sity of Oxford, England. — Com'monly, adv. Usu-
ally; ordinarily; for the most part. — Corn'monness,
n.— Corn'monish, a. Common-place; vulgar.— Com'-
mon-place, a. Common ; trite ; hackneyed. — n.

(lihet.) A general idea applicable to different sub-
jects; a trite remark. — v. t. To enter in a com-
mon-place book, or to reduce to general heads.—
Corn'mon-place'-book, n. A book for recording
things to De remembered. — Commonweal, -wel',
-wealth, -weltli, re. Prop., a free slate; a popular
government ; republic ; whole body of citizens.

Commotion, kom-mo'shun, n. Violent motion; agita-
tion; a popular tumult; perturbation or disorder of
mind ; excitement.

Commune, kom-mun', v. i. [-muned (-mund'), -mu-
ning.] To converse together familiarly, confer; to re-
ceive the communion, partake of theJLord's supper.

|

— Commune, kom'mun, re. A small territorial dis-
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trict iu France ; municipal self-government. (F.
Hist.) A socialistic political party in France, — esp.
in Paris.— Corn'munism, -nizm, ». Doctrine of com-
munity of property among all citizens of a state or
society ; socialism. — Com'munist, n. An advocate
of, etc.— Commu'nity, -nl-ti, n. Common possession
or enjoyment; a society of persons having common
rights, interests, etc.; society at large; the public, or
people in general.— Commu'nicate, -ni-kat, v. t. To
impart for common possession, bestow, confer; to re-

veal, or give, as information.— v. i. To share or
participate; to have intercourse or means of inter-
course. — Commu/'nicable, a. That may be, etc.—
Commu'rnicableness, -cabillty, 72. — Commu/nica'

r
-

tion, n. Act of communicating; intercourse; means
of passing from place to place; that which is com-
municated ; commerce; correspondence; news.

—

Commu'nicative, -tiv, a. Inclined to communicate.
— Commu'nicativeness, n. — Commu'nicator, -ter,

n.— Commu'nicatory, -to-rt, a. Imparting knowl-
edge. — Communion, -nmn'yun, n. Intercourse be-
tween persons; union in religious faith; fellowship;
a body of Christians having one common faith and
discipline; the celebration of the Lord's supper.

—

Commurnicant,_«. A partaker of the Lord's supper.
Commute, kom-mut", v. t. To put one for the other,
exchange; to substitute, as a greater penalty for a
less; to pay less for in gross than would be paid for
separate trips. — v. i. To bargain for exemption; to
arrange to pay in gross. — Commu' table, a. Capable
of being exchanged. — Commu'tabillty, -T-ti, n. —
Commutalion, n. Change; barter. (Law.) Sub-
stitution of one penalty for another. Purchase of a
right to go upon a certain route during a specified
period, for less than the aggregate charge for separate
trips; an outright sum given as equivalent for aj;ro
rata payment.

Compact, kom-paktl a. Closely and firmly united;
solid; dense; brief; succinct.

—

v. t. To drive or
press closely together, consolidate; to unite or con-
nect firmly, as in a system.

Compact, kom^pakt, n. An agreement between par-
ties; covenant; contract.

Company, kum'pa-nT, m. State of being a companion;
act of accompanying; an assemblage or association
of persons; guests, disting. fr. the members of afam-
ily ; a corporation; a firm; partners whose names are
not mentioned in the title of the firm. (Mil.) A
subdivision of a regiment. (Xaut.) The crew of a
ship.— v. i. To associate.— Companion, kom-pan''-
yun,?i. One associated with another; comrade; ally;
accomplice.

Compare, kom-par', v. t. [-pared (-pard'), -paring.]
To examine the mutual relations of; to represent
as similar, for purposes of illustration; to liken.
(Gram.) To inflect according to degrees of com-
parison.— v. i. To hold comparison; to be like or
equal; to admit of comparison.— Comparable, komr-

pa-ra-bl, a. Capable or worthy of comparison.—
Com'parably, adv.— Comparative, -par'a-tiv, a. Es-
timated by, or proceeding from, comparison; hav-
ing power of comparing. (Gram.) Expressing a
greater or less degree of a quantity, or qualitv, than
the positive. — Comparatively, ad v. In a compara-
tive manner; by comparison; relatively.— Compar'-
ison, -T-sun or -T-sn, n. Act of comparing; compara-
tive estimate. See Phrenology. (Gram.) Inflec-
tion of an adjective or adverb in its several degrees.
(Rfiet.) A simile or similitude.

Compartment, kom-part'ment, n. One of the parts
into which a thing is divided.

Compass, kum'pas, n. A circuit;
circumference; an inclosing
limit; boundary; an inclosed
space; area; extent; capacity.
(Mas.) Range of notes compre-
hended by any voice or instru-
ment. A magnetic instrument,
to determine the cardinal
points. — v. t. [compassed $r

(-past), -passing.] To go about
or around; to inclose on all
sides; to besiege or invest; to
get within reach, or within Mariner's Compas
one's power; to purpose, im-

agine, plot, gain, consummate.— Mariner's compass.
One which has its needle permanently attached to
a card, so that both move together, the card being
divided into 32 parts, or points.— Tofetch a compass.
To go round in a circuit. — Com''passable, a. Capa-
ble of being, etc. — Com'passes, -ez, n. pi. An in-
strument to describe circles, measure figures, etc.

Compassion, kom-pash'un, n. A suffering with an-
other; sorrow excited by another's distress; pity;
sympathy. — Compas'sionate, a. Full of compas-
sion; tender; merciful. — v. t. To have compassion
for; commiserate. — Compassionately, adv. — Com-
pas'sionateness, n. — Compatible, -pat't-bl, a. Ca-
pable of existing in harmony; consistent; agreeable;
congruous.

Compatriot, kom-palri-ut, n. A fellow-countryman.
Compeer, kom-per', n. An equal; companion; peer.
Compel, kom-peK, v. t. [-pelled (-peld'), -pjelling.J
To drive irresistibly; to necessitate; to take by force
or violence, constrain, coerce. —Compulsion, -pul'-
shun, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; constraint;
restraint. — Compul'sative, -tiv, -satory, -to-rt,

-sory, -so-rT, a. Compelling.— Compul'sive, -siv, a.
Having power to, etc. — CompuTsively, -sorily, -ri-

ll, adv. Forcibly. — Compul'siveness, u.

Compellation, kom-pel-ia'snun, h. Manner of ad-
dress ; appellation. — Compellative, -la-tiv, n.

(Gram.) The name by which one is addressed.
Compend, kom'pend, Compendium, -l-um, n. A
brief compilation; abridgment; epitome; summary.
— Compendious, -I-us, a. Summed up within nar-
row limits.

Compensate, kom'pen-sat or kom-pen'sat, v. t. To
make equal return to, give an equivalent to, re-
munerate, requite; to be equivalent to in value or
effect, counterbalance. — v. i. To make amends,
supply an equivalent. — Compensation, n. Actor
principle of, etc.; an equivalent. (Law.) Payment
of a debt by a credit of equal amount. — Compen'-
sative, -tiv, -satory, -to-rt, a. Affording compensa-
tion.

Compete, kom-pef, v. i. To contend, as rivals for a
prize.— Competition, -tish'un, ?i. Common strife for
the same object; emulation; opposition; jealousy.
— Competitive, -l-tiv, a. Producing or pert, to,

etc.— Competitor, -l-ter, n. One who claims what
another claims; a rival.

Competent, konT'pe-tent, a. Answering to all require-
ments; having adequate power or right; fitted; qual-
ified. — Com'petence, -tency, -ten-si, n. State of
being competent; sufficiency, esp. of means of sub-
sistence. (Laio.) Legal capacity or qualifications;
right or authority.

Compile, kom-piK, v. t. [-piled (-pild'), -piling.] To
put together or compose out of materials from other
books or documents.— Compilalion, n. Act of com-
piling; thing compiled; esp. a book.

Complacent, kom-pla /r
sent, a. Accompanied with

pleasure; displaying satisfaction.— Compla'cence,
-cency, -sen-si, n. A feeling of quiet pleasure; the
cause of pleasure; kindness of manners; civility. —
Com'plaisant', -pla-zant', a. Desirous to please;
kindly attentive; courteous; well-bred. [F.]—Com'-
plaisantTy, adv. — Com'plaisance', n. Kind com-
pliance with others' wishes; urbanity; suavity. [F.]

Complain, kom-plan', v. i. [-plained (-plana''),
-plaining.] To express distress or censure ; to
bring an accusation, make a charge, murmur, la-

ment, repine.— Complain"ant, n. One who, etc.
(Law.) A plaintiff. [F.] — Complaint', n. Expres-
sion of grief, censure, etc.; cause of complaining;
A malady; disease. (Law.) Allegation that some
person has been guilty of a designated offense. [F.]

Complanate, komlna-nat, v. t. To make level or even.
Complete, kom-plef, a. Free from deficiency; per-

fect; finished; ended; entire; total.— r. t. To bring
to a perfect state; to bring to pass, achieve. — Com-
pleteness, n. — Complelion, n. Act of, or state of
being, etc.; fulfillment; realization. — Comple'tive,
-tiv, a. Making complete. — Com^plement, -ple-

ment, n. That which completes or supplies a defi-

ciency ; quantity required to make complete.
(Astron.) Distance of a star from the zenith, as
compared with its altitude. (Trigon.) Difference

! between an arc or angle and 90°. (Arith.) Differ-
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ence between a number and 10, 100, 1000, etc. (Mas.)
Interval wanting to complete the octave. — Com-
plementSi, a. Supplying, or tending to supply,
a deficiency ; fully completing. — Complement'-
ary, a. Serving to complete. — Comple'tory, -to-rf,

a. Making complete. — n. Evening: the compline.
— Com'pline, -plin, -plin, n. (Ecct.) The closing
prayer of the Human Catholic breviary, recited after
sunset.

Complex, kom'pleks, a. Composed of two or more
parts; complicated; intricate. — n. Assemblage; col-

lection. — Com'plexness, ComplexSdness, -ed-nes,

-ity, -T-tT, n. Intricacy. — Com'plexly, adv. — Com-
plex'ure, -ur, n. Involution or complication of one
thing with others. — Complexion, -plekShun, n.

State of being complex; connection of parts; frame
or texture; hue of the skin, esp. of the face; general
appearance. — Complex'ional, -ionary, a. Pert, to
the complexion, or to the care of it.— Com'plicate,
-pll-kat, v. t. To fold or twist together, interweave;
to render complex, involve. — a. Composed of parts
united; complicated. — Com'plicately, adv. — Com'-
plicateness, -cacy, -ka-sT, n. State of being, etc. —
Complica'tion, w. Intricate or confused blending
of parts ; entanglement. — Com'plicative, -tiv, a.

Tending to involve. — Complicity, -plis'i-tT, n. C011-
dition of being an accomplice.

Compline. See under Complete.
Complot, kom'plot, n. A confederacy in some evil

design; conspiracy; cabal. — Complot/, v. t. and i.

To plot together, conspire, join in a secret design.
Comply, kom-pli', v. i. L-i'lied (-plidr ), -plying.] To
yield assent, accord, acquiesce.— Compliance, -ans,

n. Act of, or disposition tu, etc.; concession; obedi-
ence. — CompliSnt, a. Pliant; yielding to request.
— Compli'antly, adv.— Com'pliment, n. Compli-
ance with the wishes of another; manifestation of
approbation, regard, etc.; delicate flattery, —v. t.

To flatter; express respect for.— v. i. To use com-
pliments.

Component. See under Compose.
Comport, kom-port', v. i. To agree, accord, suit.—

v. t. To behave, conduct, — with a reflexive pro-

noun. _
Compose, kom-poz', v. t. [-posed (-pozd'), -posing.]

To form by uniting, put together ; to constitute ;

to originate, become the author of; to place in form,

reduce to order ; to free from disturbance, set at

rest. (Print.) To place in proper order for print-

ing, as type. — Composed, -pozcK, p. a. Free from
agitation: calm; tranquil. — Composedly, -ecl-lT,

adv. — ComposSdness, n. — ComposSr, n. One who
composes ; an author, esp. of a piece of .music. —
Composition, -zish'un, n. Act of composing, esp. a

literary work. (Fine Arts.) That combination of

parts in which each has its due proportion. Arrange-

ment of type for use in printing. State of being

composed; thing formed by composing. (Law.) Ad-
justment of a debt, by compensation mutually
agreed on. — Composition of forces. (Mech.) I he

finding of a single force equal to two or more given
forces acting in given di-

rections. — Composing-
stick, n. (Print.) An in-

strument of adjustable
width, in which type is

arranged into words and
lines.— Composite, -pSz'it, a. Made of distinct parts
or elements; compounded. (Arch.) Belonging to an
order of architecture made up of the Ionic grafted
upon the Corinthian. See Capital. — Composite
number. (Math.) One which can be measured ex-
actly by a number exceeding unity.— Compositive,
-poz'T-tiv, a. Compounded, or having power of com-
pounding. — Compositor, -ter, n. One who sets in
order. (Print.) One who sets type. — Compc'nent,
a. Composing; serving or helping to form; consti-
tuting.—?;. A constituent part; an ingredient.—
Composltae, -te, n. pi. (Bot.) A family of dicoty-
ledonous plants, having their flowers arranged in
dense heads, —including the daisy, dandelion, and
aster.— Com'post, -post, v. (Agric.) A mixture for
fertilizing land. — v.t. To manure with compost.
— Compos'ure, -zhur, n. Act of composing; thing
composed; a settled'state; calmness; tranquillity.

Composing-stick.

Compound, kom-pownd/', v. t. To put together, as ele-

ments, or parts to form a whole ; to combine or
unite ; to settle amicably, adjust by agreement. —
v. i. To come to terms of agreement, settle by com-
promise. — Com^pound, a. Composed of elements,
ingredients, or parts. — n. That which is com-
pounded; mixture of elements, ingredients, or parts.

Comprehend, kom-pre-hend/', v. t. To include by con-
struction or implication ; to take into the mind, ap-
prehend the meaning of, understand.— Comprehen''-
sion, -shun, n. Act of, etc. ; thing comprehended
or inclosed within narrow limits ; summary : epit-

ome ; capacity of the mind to understand ; percep-
tion. — Comprehensive, -siv, a. Including much
within narrow limits; extensive; full.— Compre-
hensively, adv. — Comprehensiveness, n.

Compress, kom-pres', v. t. [-pkessed (-prest'), -press-
ing.] To press together, bring within narrower
limits, crowd, condense. — Com'press, n. (Surg.) A
folded piece of linen, to make pressure on any part.

Comprise, kom-priz', v. t. [-prised (-prizd'), -pris-
ing.] To comprehend, include, embrace, imply.

Compromise, kom'pro-miz, n. A mutual promise to
reter a dispute to the decision of arbitrators; adjust-
ment by mutual concessions.— !;, t. [-mised (-mizd),
-MisiNG.] To adjust by mutual concessions,-com-
pound; to commit, hazard, compromit. — Com'pro-
mis'er, n.— Com'promit, v. t. To pledge, promise;
to put to hazard, by some act which cannot be re-

called, bring into danger, compromise.
Comptroller. See under Control.
Compulsion, Compulsory, etc. See under Compel.
Compunction, kom-punkShun, n. Poignant grief or
remorse; the sting of conscience.

Compute, kom-put/ , v. t. To determine by calcula-
tion, cast up, count, enumerate. — Computation, n.

Act or process of, etc.; reckoning; account.
Comrade, kom'rad, n. A mate, companion, or associ-

ate.

Comtism, koNt'izm, n. Positivism ; the doctrine of
the F. philosopher, August Conite, that all knowl-
edge is experience of facts acquired through the
senses, and that we knuw nothing of causes or
laws, but only phenomena.

Con, kon. An abbr. of L. contra, against : in the
phrase pro and con, for and against, it denotes the
negative or contrary side of a question; as a sub-
stantive, it denotes one who is in the negative.

Con, kon, v. t. [conned (kond), conning.] Orig., to
know; to study, try to fix in the mind, peruse.

Concatenate, kon-kat'e-nat, v. t. To link together,
unite in a series. — Concat'enaSion, n. A series of
links united, or of things depending- on each other.

Concave, kon^kav, a. Hollow and curved or rounded,
— said of the interior of anything hemispherical.
See Lens. — n. A hollow; arched vault, — v. t.

[concaved (-kavd), -caving.] Tomake hollow.
Conceal, kon-seK, v. t. [-cealed (-seldr ), -cealing.]
To hide or withdraw from observation ; to withhold
from utterance, disguise, secrete.— Conceal'ment, n.

Act of, or state of being, etc.; place of hiding; secret

place. (Law.) Suppression of truth.
Concede, kon-sed'", v. t. To yield or suffer tu pass ; tu

admit tu be true, grant, admit, give up, surrender.
— v. i. Tu make concessiun. — Concession, -sesh/-

un, n. Act of granting ; thing granted ; boon ; a
privilege, or right granted by government.

Conceit, Icon-set', n. That which is conceived in the

mind ; idea ; thought ; image ; a quaint fancy ; af-

fected conception; opinion; estimation; esp. overes-

timatiun of one's self; vanity.—v. t. To conceive, im-
agine. — v. i. To form an idea, judge.

Conceive, kon-seV", v. t. [-ceived (-sevd'), -ceiving.]

To receive into the womb and breed : to form in the

mind, as a purpose ; to picture to the imagination,
understand, believe, think. — v. i. To become preg-

nant; to have a conceptiun, idea, ur upinion; to

think. — Conceivable, a. Imaginable. — Conceiv'-

ableness, n. — ConceivSbly, adv. — Concept, kon'-

sept, n. An abstract general conception. — Concep-

tion, -sepShun, n. Act of conceiving; state of being
conceived; formation in the mind ot an image, idea,

etc.; apprehension; image, etc., formed; notiun; a

universal; power or faculty of forming an idea in

the mind.
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Concent, kon-senf, n. Concert of voices: harmony.
Concenter, -tre, kon-senler, v. i. [-centered or i

-tred (-terd), -tering or -tring.] To come to a
point, or meet in a common center. — v. t. To draw-
to a center, bring to a point. — Concentrate, kon-
senlrat or konSen-trat, v. t. To bring to a com-
mon center, unite more closely, combine. — Concen-
tration, ?i. Act of, etc. (Chem.) Volatilization of
part of a liquid, to increase the strength of the re-

,

mainder. — Concen'trative, a. Serving to, etc.— :

Concen'trativeness, n. (Phren.) Power of concen-
trating intellectual force. See Phrenology. —
Concentrator, -ter, n. (Mining.) A pneumatic ap-
paratus for separating dry comminuted ore, accord-
ing to the specific gravity of its particles. — Con-
cen'tric, «. Having a common center.

Concern, koh-sem', v. t. [-cerned (-sernd
/r

), -cern- !

ixg.] To relate or belong to, be of importance to ;
j

to take an interest in ; to disturb, make uneasy. —
\

n. That which relates to one, or affects the wel- i

fare; interest in, or care for, any thing. (Com.) '

Persons connected in business ; a firm and its busi-
ness. — Concerning, prep. Pert, to; regarding; with
respect to.

Concert, kon-serf, v. t. To plan together; to plan,
|

devise. — v. i. To act in harmony, form combined
plans, take counsel. — Con'cert, n. Agreement in a

j

plan; harmony; musical accordance or harmony; a i

musical entertainment. — Coneerlo, n. A musical
composition written for a principal instrument, with
accompaniments for a full orchestra. [It.] — Con-
certina, -te'na, n. A musical instrument of the ac-
cordion species.

Concession. See under Concede.
Conch, konk, n. A marine shell. (Arch.) The domed

|

semicircular or polygonal ter-
mination of the choir of a
church; apsis. See Apsis. —
Concha, kon'ka, n. (Anat.)
The external ear, by whicn
sounds are collected and trans-
mitted to the internal ear. See
Ear. [L.l— Conchology. -kol'-
o-jT, n. Science of shells and
animals inhabiting them; mal-
acology. — Conchol'ogist, n.
One versed in, etc. _

Conciliate, kon-sil'T-at, r. t. To win over; to gain
from a state of indifference or hostility. — ConciT-
ia'tion, n. Act of, etc.; reconciliation. — Concil''-
iator. -ter, n. — Conciliatory, -to-rt, a. Tending to
conciliate; pacific.

Concise, kon-sis /\ a. Expressing much in a few words-,
laconic; terse; succinct; condensed: brief and com-
prehensive; — used of style in reading or speaking.— Concisely, adv. — Concise 'ness, n — Concision,
-sizh'un.M. A cutting off; division; faction; circum-
cision.

Conclave, kon'klav, n. A private apartment, esp.
that where the cardinals meet to electa pope; as-
sembly to elect a pope; the body of cardinals; a pri-
vate meeting.

Conclude, kon-klud', v. t. To close, as an argument.

Conch

inferring; to bring to an end; to make a final
|
Condign, "kon-dTn 7

judgment or determination of; to infer, finish, end— v. i. To come to an end, close; to form a final
judgment. — Conclusion, -zhun, n. Last part of
anything; decision; deduction from premises; an
experiment. (Laiv.) End of a pleading; an estoppel
or bar by which one is held to a position which he
has taken. — Conclusive, -siv, a. Pert, to a close;
ending debate or question; final; decisive; defini-
tive. — Conclusively, adv. — Conclusiveness, n.

Concoet, kon-kokf, v. t. To digest: to mature, per-
fect, ripen; to devise, plan, plot.

Concomitant, kon-kom'I-tant, a. Accompanying, or
conjoined; concurrent; attending. — n. One who is,

etc.; an accompaniment.
Concord, kon'kSrd, n. A state of agreement ; har-
mony; union. (Gram.) Agreement of words with
one another, in gender, number, person, or case.
(Mus.) A consonant chord; consonance; harmony.— Concordance, -ans, n. Agreement; accordance;
a verbal index to a work, in which passages con-
taining the same word are arranged alphabetical^,

with references to the text.— Concord'ant, a. Agree-
ing ; correspondent ; consonant. — ConcordS-ntly,
adv. — Concor'dat, a. A compact or agreement, —
esp. between the pope and a sovereign for the regu-
lation of ecclesiastical matters.

Concorporate, kon-kSr'po-rat, v. i. To unite in one
mass or body.— a. United in, etc.

Concourse, kon'
,

kors, n. A moving or running to-
gether; an assembly; crowd: place of meeting.

Concrete, kon'kret, «. United in growth; formed by
coalition of particles into one Dody: united in a
solid form. (Logic.) Existing in a subject; not ab-
stract. — n. A compound or mass formed by con-
cretion. (Arch.) A mass of stone chippings, peb-
bles, etc., cemented bv mortar. (Logic.) A term
designating both a quality and the subject in which
it exists; a concrete term. — Concrete', v. i. To
unite orcoalesce, as separate particles into a mass. —
v. t. To form into a mass. — Concre'tion, n. Act
of concreting, mass or solid matter formed by con-
gelation, condensation, coagulation, or other like
natural process. (Geol.) A nodule, produced by
aggregation of material around a center.

Concubine, kon'ku-bin, n. A paramour ; a woman
who cohabits with a man without being his wife; a
wife of inferior condition.

Concupiscence, kon-ku'pis-ens, «. Unlawful desire,
esp. of carnal pleasure: lust.

Concur, kon-ker', ;-. i. [-cikred (-kerd'), -curring.J
To meet in the same point; to act jointly; to unite
in opinion, approve. — Concurlence, n. A com-
ing together; union; conjunction; joint rights, im-
plying equality in different persons.— ConcurSent,
a. Acting in conjunction; cooperating: associate;
concomitant ; joint and equal in authority. — n.
Joint or contributory cause. — Concur'rently, adv.

Concussion, kon-kushlm, n. Act of shaking or agi-
tating, esp. by the stroke of another body; state of
being shaken; shock.

Condemn, kon-dem', v. t. [-demxed C-demd'), -deji-
aing (-demliing).] To pronounce to be wrong,
blame, censure, pronounce judicial sentence against,
pronounce unfit for service. — Condem'ner, n.—
Condem'nable, a. Worthy of, etc.; blameworthy;
culpable. — CondemnaSion, n. Act of, or state of
being, etc. : reason of a sentence; judgment. — Con-
demnatory, -to-rT, a. Bearing condemnation.

Condense, kon-clensl v t. [-densed (-densf), -dexs-
ing.] To make more close, compact, or dense; to
compress, consolidate, thicken. — v. i. To become
close: to grow thick or dense. — CondenSate, -sat,

v. t. & i. Same as condense. — CondensSr. n. One
who. or that which, etc.; esp. (Mack.) a vessel for
condensing vapor into a liquid form. See Steam
Engine. — CondensSble. a. Capable of being, etc.— Condensa'tion, n. Act of, etc. — CondenSative,
-tiv, a. Having power or tendency to, etc.

Condescend, kcn-de-sendl v. i. To let one's self
down; to relinquish rank, or dignity of character;
to recede willingly from one's rights ; to deign,
vouchsafe. — Condescendingly, adv. —Condescen-
sion, -senShun, n. Act of, etc. ; complaisance ;

courtesy; affability.
Deserved: merited: suitable.

Condiment, konlll-ment, n. Something to give relish
to food.

Condisciple, kon-dis-sKpl, n. A fellow-disciple; school-
fellow.

Condition, kon-dishlm, n. State or situation as re-
gards external circumstances ; quality ; property ;

attribute; that which must exist as the occasion or
concomitant of something else; stipulation; article;
terms, —v. i. [-ditioned (-dish'und), -tioxing.]
To make terms, stipulate.

—

v. t. To contract, stip-
ulate : to impose conditions on.— CondiSional, a.
Containing, implying, or depending on, etc. ; not
absolute. (Gram. & Logic.) Expressing a condition
or supposition.

Condole, kon-doK, v. i. [-doled C-dold'), -doling.]
To express sorrow at the pain of another. [L. con
and dolere, to grieve.] — CondoKer, n. — Condole'-
ment, -dolence, n. Expression of sympathy, etc.

Condone, kon-don', v. t. [-doned (-dond'), -doxixg.]
(Eccl. Law.) To pardon; to forgive for a violation
of the marriage vow.
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Condo

Condor, kon'dor, n. A large bird of the vulture fam
ily, found in the Andes; a
gold coin of Chili and the
IT. S. of Colombia, worth
10 pesos, or more than $9.

Ccndottiere, kon-dot-te-a'ra,
n.;pl. -EKi,-a're. In Italy,

the leader of a band of
mercenary soldiers, living
by pillage; a brigand.

Conduce, kon-dus', v. t.

[-DUCED (-dust'), -DU- .

cixg.] To promote, answer, i ; :'

or further an end; to tend, /

contribute. — Co n'd u c t ,

-dukt, n. Act or method of
leading, commanding,
etc. ; skillful guidance

;

generalship ; that which
leads, guides, escorts, or
brings safely ; convoy ;

guard; warrant; manner of guiding one's self ; be-
havior; deportment ; demeanor. — Conduct', v. t.

To lead or guide, escort, attend; to lead as a com-
mander, direct, control: to manage, regulate, carrv.— ?•. i. To behave, act. — Conduet'ible, a.— Coh-
duct'ibil'ity, n.— Conduction, -duk'shun, n. {Phys-
ics.) Transmission through, or by means of, a con-
ductor. — Conductive, -iv, a. Conducting. — Con-
ductivity, n. Quality or power of conducting or
giving passage to molecular action. —Conductor,
-er, n. One who conducts; a leader; guide: man-
ager; one in charge of a railroad train. (P/u/sics.)
A substance, esp. a metallic rod, forming a medium
for the transmission of some substance or fluid,
esp. of heat or electricity. — Conduct'ress, n. A
woman who, etc.

Conduit, kon'- or kun'dit, n. That which conducts or
conveys; esp. a pipe, canal, etc.

Cone, kon, n. A solid bodv, tapering to a point from
a circular base. (Bot.) The conical
fruit of evergreen trees, as of the pine,
fir, cedar, etc. — Conic, kon'ik, -ical,
a. Formed like, resembling, or pert,
to, etc. —Conic section. (Geom.) A
curve line formed by the intersection
of a cone and plane, — a parabola, hy-
perbola, or ellipse. — Co'niform, a.
Gone-shaped ; conical. — Coniferous,
-nif'er-us, a. (Bot.) Bearing cones,
as pines, etc. — Co'noid, -noid, r\. Anything cone-
shaped. {Geom.) A solid formed by the revolution
of a conic section about its axis. — Co'noid, -noid'-
al, a. Nearly, but not exactly, conical.

Confect, kon'fekt,». A sweetmeat: comfit. — Confec-
tion, n. A preparation of fruit, etc., with sugar ; act
of making confects. — Confectioner, n. One who
makes or sells confections, candies, etc. — Confec'-
tionery, -er-T,?i. Sweetmeats in general; confections;
candies : place for making or selling, etc.

Confederate, kon-fed'er-aC a. United in a league;
engaged in a confederacy, — n. A person or nation
engaged in a confederacy; an ally. — ?. t. and i. To
unite in a league. — Confederacy, -a-sT, n. A
league or covenant ; union between persons or
states ; persons, etc., united by a league. (Law.)
An unlawful combination ; conspiracy. — Con-
federation, ». Act of confederating; league; com-
pact for mutual support; parties to a league.—
Confed'erative, -tiv, a. Pert, to, etc.

Confer, kon-fer', v. t. [-ferred (-ferd'), -ferrixg.]
To grant a permanent possession; to bestow, award.— v. t. To discourse or converse seriously ; to com-
pare views. — Conference, -ens, n. Act of convers-
ing; interchange of views ; meeting for consulta-
tion ; interview.

Confess, kon-fes', v. t. [-fessed (-fesf), -fessixg.] To
acknowledge or admit, as a crime, fault, debt, etc. ;

to own or recognize ; to admit as true, assent to.
(Eccl.) To declare (one's sins) to a priest, in order to
receive absolution ; to hear such confession ; to dis-
close or reveal, as an effect its cause. — v. i. To
make confession. — Confe3'sion, -fesh'un, n. Ac-
knowledgment ; admission of a debt, obligation, or
crime. (Eccl.) Act of disclosing sins to a priest.

Cone.

A formulary stating articles of faith.—Confes'sional,
n. The seat where a confessor sits to hear confessions.
— Confes'sionalism, -izm, n. The principle of mak-
ing confession ; principle of formulating the beliefs
of a church into a confession of faith, and exacting
acceptance thereof from its members. — Confes -

sionary, -a-rT, a. Pert, to auricular confession. —
Confess'or,-er, n. One who acknowledges his sins or
obligations. (Eccl.) One who professes faith in the
Christian religion. A priest who hears confessions.

Confide, kon-fid', v. i. To put faith, believe, — v. t.

To give in charge. — Confidant', n. m., -fidante',
n. /., -i'Y-dant'. A confidential friend. [OF.] —
Con'fidence, -fT-dens, n. Act of confiding ; belief
in the reality of a fact or integrity of a person ;

that in which faith is put : feeling of security; self-

reliance ; assurance ; expectation ; hope ; courage.

—

Con'fidence-man, n. One who appeals to another's
confidence in order to swindle him ; a plausible
scoundrel. — Con'fident, a. Having confidence ;

trustful ; self-reliant ; having an excess of assur-
ance; occasioning confidence.— Con'fidently, adv.—
Confidential, -shal, a. Enjoying confidence; com-
municated in confidence. — Confiden'tially, adv.

Configure, kon-ng'ur, v. t. [-figured (-urd), -urixg.]
To arrange or dispose in a certain form, figure, or
shape.— Config'ura'tion, ». Externalform. (Astrol.)
Relative position or aspect of the planets. [F.]

Confine, kon'lin, n. Common boundary ; border

;

limit. — Confine'', v. f. [-fixed (-find'), -fixixg.]
To restrain within limits : to bound, immure, re-

strict. — v. i. To have a common boundary ; to
border. — Confme'ment, n. Restraint within limits

;

imprisonment; detention by sickness, esp. by child-
birth.

Confirm, kon-ferm', v. t. [-firmed (-fermd'), -firm-
ixg.] To make firm, give strength to, render fixed
or certain; to render valid by formal assent. (Eccl.)
To administer confirmation to. — Confirm'able, a.
— Confirma'tion, n. Act of confirming, or estab-
lishing; that which confirms, convincing testimony;
ratification. (Eccl.) A rite in Episcopal churches
D3r which one baptized is admitted to the full privi-
leges of the church. — Confirm'ative, -tiv, a. Hav-
ing power to confirm. — Confirm'atory, -to-rf, a.

Serving to confirm ; corroborative ; pert, to the rite

of confirmation.
Confiscate, kon'fis-kat or kon-fis'kat, v. t. To appro-

priate, as a penalty, to public use. — a. Appropri-
ated, etc.

Conflagration, kon-fla-gra'shun, n. A great fire.

Conflict, kon'flikt, ??.. Violent collision ; a striving
to oppose or overcome ; the last struggle of life ;

pang ; agony. — Conflict', ». i. To strike or dash
together, meet in collision, struggle, strive, battle.

Confluence, kon'fiu-ens, n. The meeting or junction
of streams ; place of meeting : running together of
people; crowd. — Con'fluent, a. Flowing together;
running one into another ; meeting in a common
current or basin. (Bot.) United at the base.

—

n.

A small stream flowing into a large one : place of
meeting of streams, etc. — Con'flux, n. A flowing
together of currents; assemblage; concourse.

Conform, kon-i'6rm', v. t. [-formed (-fchmd'), -form-
ixg.] To shape in accordance with, make alike,
bring into harmony or agreement with.— v. i. To
conduct in accordance, comply, yield, render obe-
dience. (Eng. Eccl. Hist.) To be a conformist.—
Conforma'tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

;

agreement ; harmony ; structure of a body ; form ;

make. — Conformist, n. One who complies with
the worship of the church of England. — Conform'-
ity, -Y-tT, n. Correspondence in character, etc. ;

congruitv. (Eng. Eccl. Hist.) Compliance with the
usages of the established church.

Confound, kon-fownd', v. t. To mingle and blend,
so as to be indistinguishable ; to throw into confu-
sion : to abash, dismay, defeat, ruin, intermingle.

Confraternity, kon-fra-ter'nT-ti, n. A brotherhood.
— Confrere, kox'frar, n. An associate.

Confront, kon-frunt', v. t. To stand facing, or in front
of; to face; to stand in direct opposition to, oppose;
to set together for comparison, compare.

Confuse, kon-fuz', v. t. [-fused (-fuzd'),-FusiXG.] To
jumble together, render indistinct or obscure, dis-

stin, cube, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boxbox, chair, get.
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order, abash, disconcert, perplex, distract. —Con-
fusion, -fu'zhun, n. State of being mixed or blend-
ed so as to produce indistinctness or error ; loss of
self-possession ; shame ; overthrow ; defeat ; ruin.

Confute, kon-fuf, v. t. To put to silence ; to prove to
be false or defective, disprove, set aside, oppugn.

Conge, koN'zha or kon'je, n. Act of taking leave ;

parting ceremony ; a bow or courtesy. (Arch.) A
molding in form of a quarter round; a cavetto ;

apophygee. See Molding.— v. i. [congked (-zhad
or -jed), congeing.] To take leave with civilities;

to bow or courtesj'.
Congeal, kon-jel', v. t. [congealed (-jeldO, -geal-

ing.] To freeze, stiffen with cold, or from terror.—
v. i. To grow hard or stiff.

Congener, kon'je-ner, n. A thing of the same genus,
or allied in kind.

Congenial, kon-jen'yal, a. Partaking of the same
feeling; kindred; sympathetic. — Congen'ite, -jen'-
Tt, -ital, a. Of the same birth; begotten together;
dating from birth.

Conger, kon-'ger, Con'ger-eel, -el, n. A large species of
sea-eel.

Congeries, kon-je'rY-ez, n. sing, and pi. A collection
of particles into one mass ; a heap ; combination.

Congest, kon-jest', v. t. To collect into a mass or ag-
gregate. — Congestion, -jes'ehun, n. (Med.) An un-
natural accumulation of blood in any part of the
body. — Congest'ive, -iv, n. Indicating, or attend-
ed by, accumulation of blood.

Conglomerate, kon-glom'er-at, a. Gathered together
in amass; collected. (Bot.) Closely clustered to-
gether. (Geo!.) Composed of stones, pebbles, etc.;
cemented together.— v. t. To gather into a round
body. — ?;. Collection ; accumulation. (Geol.) A
rock, composed of pebbles, cemented by mineral
substance. — Congloni/era

/,

tion, n. A gathering
into, etc.; accumulation.

Congo, kon'go, Con'gou, -gob, n. A black tea, a su-
perior quality of Bohea.

Congratulate, kon-grat'u-lat, v. t. To wish jov to on
some happy event; to felicitate.— Congratulation,
n. Act of, etc. — Congrat'ulator, n. — Congratula-
tory, a. Expressive of, etc.

Congregate, kon/gre-g3t, v. t. To collect into an as-
semblage. — v. i. To come together ; assemble ;

meet.— Congregation, n. Act of, etc.: collection
of separate things; assembly of persons, esp. a re-
ligious assembly.— Congrega/tional, a. Pert, to a
congregation, to the system of Congregationalism,
or, esp., to that of the associated evangelical Trini-
tarian Congregational churches; independent.— Con-
gregationalism, -izm, n. A svstem of church gov-
ernment which vests ecclesiastical power in each
local church, as a self-governing body; independ-
ency. — Congrega'tionalist, n.

Congress, kon'gres, n. A meeting of individuals; esp.
of two persons of opposite sexes for sexual inter-
course; an assembly, as of deputies, envoys, or com-
missioners; the assembly of senators and representa-
tives of a nation, esp. of a republic: convention; con-
vocation.— Congressional, -gresb/un-al, a. Pert, to,
etc. — Congres'sive. -siv, a. Encountering; coming
together. — Congress-man, n. ; pi. -men. A member
of the U. S. Congress.

Congruence, kon'groo-ens, n. Suitableness of one
thing to another ; agreement. — Congru'ity, -Y-tY,

n. Quality of being, etc.; fitness; harmony.— Con-
gruous, «. Having congruity; pertinent; appropri-
ate. — Congruously, adv.

Conic, Coniferous, etc. See under Cone.
Conium, ko'nY-irm j n. (Bot.) An umbelliferous plant,
poison hemlock.

Conjecture, kon-jek'chur, ». Formation of an opin-
ion on presumptive evidence; surmise. — v. r. and i.

[-TTRED (-churd), -Turing.] To infer on slight evi-
dence, surmise, suspect, guess. — Conjec'turable,
a. — Conjec'tural, a. Depending on, etc. — Con-
jec'turally, adv.

Conjoin. kon-join'', v. t. [-joined (-joind''), -joining.]
To join together, associate, connect. — v. i. To
unite, join, league. — Conjoint'', a. United; asso-
ciated. — Conjoint'ly, adv.

Conjugal, kon'ju-gal, -ju'gial, -jY-al, a. Belonging to
the marriage state; matrimonial: connubial; nuptial.

Conjugate, kon'ju-gat, v.t. (Gram.) To inflect, as
verbs. — v. A word agreeing in derivation with an-
other.— er. United in pairs; yoked together. (Gram.)
Agreeing in derivation with other words.— Conju-
gation, n. (Gram.) Act of inflecting, as a verb: a
scheme exhibiting all the parts of a verb; a class of
verbs inflected in the same manner through their
various forms.

Conjunct, kon-junkf, a. United; conjoined; concur-
rent. — Conjunction, n. Act of, or state of being,
etc. (As/ton.) Meeting of two or more stars or
planets in the same degree of the zodiac. (Gram.)
A connective or connecting word.— Conjunc'tive,
-tiv, a. Closely united; serving to unite. (Gram.)
Following or introduced by a conjunction; con-
tingent. — Conjunc 'tively, Conjunctly, adv.— Con-
juncture, -junk'chur, n. Act of, or state of being,
etc.; connection; combination; an occasion or crisis
as the effect of the combination or concurrence of
circumstances. — Conjunctiva, -tY-va, n. (Anat.)
The mucous membrane covering the eye-ball and
inner surface_of the lids. [L.]

Conjure, kon-joor', v. t. [-jleed (-joordO, -JURing.]
To call on or summon solemnly, adjure.— 00^01'-
er, n.— Conjure, kun'jer, v. t. To affect, produce,

|

excite, etc., as if by magic, or by supernatural pow-
j

er ; to enchant, charm, bewitch.— v.i. To practice
magical arts. — Con'jurer, n. One who conjures, or
practices magic or legerdemain.— Conjura'tion, n.
Earnest or solemn entreaty ; practice of magic arts ;

incantation.
Connate, kon'nat or kon-naK, a. Born with another;
existing from birth. ( Bot.) United
in origin; united into one body.— Connas'cence, -sens, -cency, <

-sen-sY, n. The common birth off
two or more at the same time; £

being produced with another ;

act of growing together, or at the
same time.— Connas^cent, a. Pro-
duced at the same time.— Con- „
natural, kon-nach/er-ral, a. Connate Leaf.

Connected by nature ; inborn; inherent ; participa-
ting of the same nature.

Connect, kon-nekf, v. t. To knit or fasten together ;

to establish association between. — v. i. To become
coherent, have close relation. — Connect'edly, adv.
— Connection, -nek'shun, n. Act of, or state of
being, etc. ; persons or things connected together :

continuity ; junction ; dependence ; relationship.

—

Connective, -iv, a. Having power to connect.—
n. (Gram.) A word that connects other words or
sentences ; a conjunction.

Connive, kon-niv', v. i. [-nived (-nivdr ), -niving.]
To close the eyes upon, wink at, forbear to see.—
Conniv'ance, n. Voluntary oversight; collusion.

Connoisseur, kon-is-ser /', n. A critical judge or master
of any art, esp. of painting, music, and sculpture.

Connubial, kon-nu'bY-al, a. Pert, to marriage or the
marriage state ; conjugal ; nuptial.

Conoid, etc. See under Cone.
Conquer, kon/ker, v. t. [-quered (-kerd), -quering.]
To acquire by force ; to subdue, vanquish, sur-
mount, master. — Con'queror, -er, n. — Conquest,
kon'kwest, n. Act of, etc.; thing conquered. (Feu-
dal Law.) Acquisition of property otherwise than
by inheritance.

Consanguineous, kon-san-gwin ,r
e-us, a. Of the same

blood ; related by birth. — Consanguin'ity, -Y-tY, n.

Relationship by birth.
Conscience, kon'shens, n. The faculty which decides
on the lawfulness of our actions and affections;
moral faculty ; moral sense ; determination of con-
science ; truth ; justice ; honesty ; reasonableness.
— Conscienceless, a. Having no conscience. — Con-
scientious, -shl-en'shus, a. Governed by strict re-

gard to the dictates of conscience; scrupulous; just;

upright. — Conscientiously, adv. — Conscientious-
ness, n. — Con'scionafcle, -shun-a-bl, a. Governed
by conscience ; just.— Con'scious, -shus, a. Pos-
sessing the faculty of knowing one's thoughts or
mental operations'; capable of perceiving sounds,
acts, or sensations ; made the object of conscious-
ness: aware; apprised; sensible.— Con'sciousness, n.

Knowledge of what passes in one's own mind; im-

5m, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Yn, ice ; Sdd, t5ne, 6r
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mediate knowledge of any object; state in which
one knows what is passing around one.

Conscript, kon'skript, a. Enrolled; written; regis-

tered. — n. One taken by lot. to serve as a soldier or
sailor. — Conscript'', v. i. To enroll, by compulsion,
for military service. _

Consecrate, kon'se-krat, v. t. To make, or declare to

be sacred; to appropriate to sacred uses; to enroll

among the gods or saints, apotheosize, canonize; to

render venerable, dignifv. — a. Consecrated; de-

voted; sacred.— Consecration, n. Act or ceremony
of consecrating ; dedication ; canonization ; apothe-
osis.— Con'secrator, n.

Consecution, kon-se-ku'shun, n. A sequel ; train of
things that follow one another. — Consec'utive, -u-

tiv, a. Following in a train ; uninterrupted in succes-

sion ; following as a consequence or result. (Mus.)

Following in the same order. — Consec'utively,
adv. — ConSequence, -se-kwens, n. That which
flows out of, and follows, something on which it de-

pends. (Log-) A conclusion which results from rea-

son or argument ; inference ; deduction ; connec-
tion of cause and effect. — Consequent, a. Follow-
ing as a result or inference. (.Log.) Following by
necessary inference, or rational deduction. — n.

That which follows, etc. (Log.) A conclusion or
inference. (Math.) The second term of a ratio. —
Consequently, adv. — Consequential, -kwen'shal,
a. Following, etc.; assuming an air of consequence;

Sompous.— Consequentially, adv. With just de-
uction of consequences; logically; by-consequence;

in a regular series; with assumed importance.
Consensus, kon-sen'sus, n. Agreement ; accord. —
Consent', n. Agreement in opinion or sentiment;
correspondence in parts, qualities, or operations;
voluntary accordance with what is done or proposed
by another; accord; concurrence; free-will.— v. i.

To agree in opinion or sentiment; to yield to guid-
ance, persuasion, or necessity; to give assent, ac-

cede, comply, permit, acquiesce. —Consent 1

'er, n.

Conserve, kon-sSrv', v. t. [-served (-servd'), -serv-
ing.] To save, preserve, protect; to prepare with
sugar, etc., for preservation, as fruits, etc.— n. Any-
thing conserved, esp. a sweetmeat, of fruit, etc.,

prepared with sugar. — ConserVable, a. Capable
of being, etc. — ConservSnt, a. Preserving from
destruction or decay. — Conserv'ancy, -sT, Conser-
vation, n. Act of, etc.— Conservative, -tiv, a.
Preservative; disposed to maintain existing institu-

tions. — n. One who, or that which, preserves from
ruin, injury, or radical change; one who desires to
maintain existing institutions and customs. — Con-
servStism, -tizm, n. Disposition or tendency to
preserve what is established; opposition to change.—
Conservatory, -to-rl, a. Having the quality of pre-
serving from loss, decay, or injury. — n. A place for
preserving things, esp. a greenhouse for plants; that
which preserves from injury; a public place of in-
struction in learning or art.

Consider, kon-sid'er, v. t. [-sidered (-sid'erd), -er-
ING.] To think on with care, fix the mind on; to
have regard to, take into view or account; to esti-

mate, think, view. — v. i. To think seriously, ma-
turely, or carefully, deliberate. — Considerable,
a. Possessing consequence; of some distinction;
noteworthy; respectable; of importance or value;
moderately large. — Consid'erableness, n. Some de-
gree of importance, etc. — Considerably, adv. —
Considerate, a. Given to consideration or sober
reflection; mindful of the rights, claims, and feel-
ings of others. — Considerately, adv. — Consider-
ateness, n. — Consid'era'tion, n. Act of consider-
ing; careful thought; deliberation; appreciative re-
gard ; claim to notice ; some degree of consequence;
ground of opinion; influence. (Law.) The material
cause of a contract ; compensation; equivalent.

Consign, kon-sln', v. t. [-signed (-sind'), -signing.]
To give, transfer, or deliver, formally; to commit,
intrust. (Com.) To give into the hands of an agent
for superintendence, sale, etc. To assign, appro-
priate. — Consignment, n. Act of, etc. (Com.)
Thing consigned; goods sent to a factor for sale;
the writing by which a thing is consigned.

Consist, kon-sisf, v. i. To be in a fixed or permanent
state; to be, exist, subsist; to be consistent or har-

monious. — Consistent, a. Possessing firmness or
fixedness ; having agreement with itself at different
times, or harmony among its parts; accordant; con-
gruous ; uniform.

Console, kon-soK, v. t. [-soled (-sold''), -soling.] To
cheer in distress, comfort, soothe. — Consoler, n.—
ConsolSble, a. — Consola'tion, n. Act of comfort-
ing or state of being comforted; that which com-
forts.— Consolatory, -s5Ka-to-ri, a. Tending to com-
fort; pert, to consolation.

Console, kon'sol, n. (Arch.) A bracket; a projecting
ornament on the keystone of an arch.

(

Consolidate, kon-sol'T-dat, v. t. To '

make solid, unite or press together
into a compact mass; to unite, as va-
rious particulars, into one bodjr

, con-
dense, compress. — v. i. To grow
firm and hard, unite and become
solid.— «. Consolidated.

Consomme, kox-som-ma'', n. (Cook- Console.
ery.) A broth made very strong by boiling.

Consonant, kon'so-nant, a. Having agreement? con-
gruous; consistent. (Mus.) Harmonizing togeth-
er ; accordant.— n. An articulation which is uttered
with a more open sound called a vowel; a letter rep-
resenting such articulation. — Coneonance, -nancy,
n. (Mus.) A pleasing accord of sounds produced
simultaneously. Agreement; unison; harmony.

Consort, kon'sdrt, n. A companion or partner; esp. a
wife or husband ; spouse. — Consort'', v. i. To unite
or keep company; associate.— v. t. To join, as in
affection, company, etc.

Conspectus, kon-spek'tus, n. A general sketch or out-
line of a subject; synopsis; epitome.— Gonspic'uous,
-u-us, a. Obvious to the eye; manifest; noted; illus-

trious.
Conspire, kon-spir'', v. i. [-spired (-spird'), -spiring.]
To covenant for an evil purpose, plot together; to
concur to one end, agree, combine, league, —v. t.

To plot, concur in.— Conspiracy, -spTrS-sT, n. A
combination of persons for evil; concurrence to one
event ; combination ; plot.— Conspir'ator, -ter, n.

Constable, kun'sta-bl, n. A high officer in medieval
monarchical establishments. (Law.) An officer of
the peace, bound to execute warrants of judicial
officers.

Constant, kon'stant, a. Not liable to change; stead-
fast; permanent; perpetual; resolute; firm. (Math.
& Physics.) Remaining unchanged or invariable.—
n. That which is not subject to change. (Math.) A
quantity whose value always remains the same in
the same expression. — Constantly, adv. — Con-
stancy, -si, n. Quality of being, etc.; freedom from
change; firmness of mind, esp. under sufferings, in
attachments, or in enterprise ; stability ; resolution.

Constellation, kon-stel-la'shun, n. A group of fixed
stars; assemblage of splendors or excellencies.

Consternation, kon-ster-naehun, n. Amazement or
terror that confounds the faculties; horror; amaze-
ment.

Constipate, konrstT-pat, v. t. To stop, as a passage, by
filling it, and preventing motion through it; to ren-
der costive. — Constipa'tion, n. Act of crowding;
state of being crowded ; condensation ; costiveness.

Constitute, kon'stT-tut, v. t. To cause to stand, es-

tablish, enact; to give formal existence to, compose,
form ; to appoint, depute, or elect to an office or
employment. — ConStituter, n. — Constifuent, -u-

ent, a. Serving to form, etc. ; component ; element-
al ; having power to elect or appoint. — n. The per-
son or thing which establishes, etc. ; component
part ; element ; one who assists to appoint or elect
a representative to an office. — Constitution, n. Act
of constituting ; formation ; state of being ; natural
condition; conformation; principles orfundamental
laws which govern a state or other organized body
of men ; an authoritative ordinance, regulation, or
enactment. — Constitutional, a. Pert, to or inher-
ent in the constitution; in accordance with, or au-
thorized by, the constitution of a government or so-

ciety ; regulated by, dependent on, or secured by,
etc. ; for the benefit of the constitution, — n. Exer-
cise for the constitution, or health.

Constrain, kon-stran'', v. t. [-strained (-strand'),
-straining.] To secure by bonds, bring into a nar-
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row compass, hold back by force, urge with irresist-

ible power, necessitate. — Constrain'able. a. — Con-
strain'edly, adv. — Constraint, -strant', n. Act
of, or state of being, etc. ; thnt which constrains ;

compulsion ; urgency. — Constrict', v. t. To draw
together into a narrow compass, contract. — Con-
stric'tion, re. Act of, or state of being, etc. — Con-
strictive, -iv, a. Serving to bind. — Constrict'or,
-er,re. That which, etc.; esp. a serpent which sur-
rounds its prey with its folds and crushes it. — Con-
stringe, -strinj', v. t. [-stringed (-strinjd'), -strin-
ging.] To draw together, contract.— Constrin'gent,
a. Having the quality of contracting.

Construct, kon-strukt', r. t. To put together the
constituent parts of ; to devise and put in an or-

derly arrangement— Con'struct, a. Formed by, or
pert, to, construction, interpretation, or inference.—Constructor, n. — Construction, n. Act of con-
structing: act of building, or of devising and form-
ing ; fabrication ; composition ; manner of putting
together the parts of anything. (Gram.) Syntac-
tical arrangement. The method of construing or
explaining a declaration or fact ; understanding ;

interpretation; sense.— Construct'iveness, n. Ten-
dency to, etc. (Phren.) The faculty which leads
to the formation of parts into a whole. See Phre-
nology.—Construe, -stroo', v. t. [-strued (-strood'),
-stkuing.] To exhibit the construction of, as of a
sentence or clause ; to interpret, translate.

Consubstantial, kon-sub-stan'shal, a. Having the
same essence. — Con'substan'tia'tion, n. Identity
of substance. (Theol.) The actual presence of the
body of Christ with the bread and wine of the
Lord's supper.

Consul, kon'sul, n. One of the 2 chief magistrates
of the Roman republic, after the expulsion of the
kings ; one of the 3 supreme magistrates of France
from 1799 to 1804 ; an officer appointed by a govern-
ment to protect the interests of its citizens abroad.

Consult, kon-sult', v. i. To seek opinion or advice,
take counsel, deliberate, — v. t. To ask advice of

;

to deliberate upon. — Consult'er, re. — Consulta'-
tion, n. Act of consulting or deliberating ; a meet-
ing, esp. of lawyers or of doctors, to consult.

Consume, kon-sum', v. t. [-sumed (-sumd'), -sum-
ing.J To destroy, as by decomposition, dissipation,
waste, or fire ; to swallow up, absorb, dissipate. —
v. i. To waste away slowly.— Consumable, a.— Con-
sumption, «. Act of, or state of being, etc. (Med.)
A gradual decay or diminution of the body ; esp. a
disease seated in the lungs, attended with hectic
fever, cough, etc. — Consumptive, -tiv, a. Having
the quality of consuming ; destructive ; affected
with, or inclined to, consumption.

Consummate, kon'sum-mat or -sum'mat, v. t. To
bring to completion, raise to the highest point or
degree, perfect, achieve.— Consum'mate, a. Carried
to the utmost extent ; complete ; perfect. — Con-
sum''mately, adv. — Consumma'tion, re. Act of, etc.

;

completion ; close ; perfection.
Contact, kon'takt, n. A close union of bodies ; a
touching or meeting.— Contagion, -ta'jun, re. Trans-
mission of disease from one person to another, by
contact; a medium or agency to transmit disease;
pestilential influence ; act or means of propagating
influence or effect. — Conta'gious, -jus, a. (Med.)
Communicable by contact or approach ; infectious;
catching. Containing or generating contagion ; pes-
tilential ; communicable from one to another. —
Contiguous, -u-us, o. In contact ; adjoining. —
Contiguously, adv. — Contig'uousness, -tigu'ity, re.

State of being, etc. — Contingent, -jent, a. Liable,
but not certain to occur ; dependent on what is un-
known ; incidental ; casual. (Law.) Dependent
for effect on something that may or may not occur.
— re. A contingency ; what falls to one in an ap-
portionment ; quota ; proportion. _

Contain, kon-tan', v. t. [-tained (-tand'), -taining.]
To hold within fixed limits, comprehend, comprise;
to be able to hold, inclose, — v. i. To live incon-
tinence or chastity.— Content', a. Having the de-
sires limited by present enjoyment ; satisfied ; at
rest. — v. i. To satisfy the mind of, appease, please,
gratify. — re. Satisfaction ; moderate happiness ;

that which contents. — Content or Content', re.,

gen. in pi. That which is contained; power of con-
taining ; capacity.— Content'ed, a. Content; satis-

fied. — Content'edly, adv. — Content'edness, re. —
Content'ment, n. Satisfaction of mind ; acquies-
cence ; that which affords satisfaction ; gratifica-

tion. — Con'tinent, n. (Geog.) One of the large
bodies of land on the globe. The main land of Eu-
rope, as disting. fr. the islands, esp. fr. England. —
a. Restraining the indulgence of desires or pas-
sions, esp. as to sexual intercourse ; temperate ;

chaste.
Contaminate, kon-tam'T-nat, v. t. To soil, stain, or
corrupt by defiling contact ; to pollute, defile, taint.— a. Having defilement; corrupt.

Contemn, kon-tem', v. t. [-temned (-temd'), -TEM-
ning (-tem'ning).] To consider and treat as un-
worthy of regard ; to reject with disdain, despise,
scorn.— Contempt', re. Act of, or state of being,
etc. (Law.) Disobedience of the rules of a court
of justice or legislative body. — Contempt'ible, a.
Worthy of, etc. ; abject ; vile ; mean ; base ; pitiful.— Contempt'ibleness, re. — Contempt'ibly, adv.—
Contempt'uous, -u-us, a. Manifesting, etc. ; scorn-
ful; insolent; fastidious. — Contemptuously, adv.

Contemplate, kon'tem-plat or -tem'plat, v. t. To
look at on all sides, regard with care, meditate on,
study ; to have in view, as contingent or probable,
look forward to, ponder, plan, purpose.— v. i. To
think studiously, muse, meditate.— Contem'plative,
-tiv, a. Pert, oraddicted to, etc.; studious; thought-
ful ; having the power of thought or meditation. —
Contem'platively, adv. — Contem'plativeness, n.

Contemporaneous, kon-tem'po-ra'ne-us, a. Living,
acting, or transpiring at the same time ; contem-
porary. — Contem'porary, -po-ra-rT, a. Living, act-

ing, or transpiring at the same time. — n. One who
lives at the same time with another.

Contempt, Contemptuous, etc. See under Contemn.
Contend, kon-tend', v. i. To strive in opposition, or
in debate, engage in discussion, dispute.— Conten'-
tion, re. A violent effort to obtain or resist; strife in
debate ; struggle; quarrel; feud; competition; dis-

cord. — Conten'tious, -shus, a. Apt to contend; in-

volving contention ; quarrelsome ; litigious ; perverse

;

peevish.
Content, Contentment, etc. See under Contain.
Conterminate, kon-ter'mi-nat, -minal, -minous, -nus,

a. Having the same bounds or boundaries; contigu-
ous.

Contest, kon-test', v. t. To make a subject of dispute;
to strive earnestly to maintain; to dispute, contro-
vert, oppose. (Law.) To resist, as a claim, by course
of law. — v. i. To engage in dispute, strife, etc. ; to

emulate.—Con'test, re. Earnest dispute; strife; com-
bat; battle; debate; difference; strife. — Contest'-
able, a. — Contest'ant, re. One who, etc.

Context, kon'tekst, n. The parts of a discourse which
precede or follow a particular passage.

Contiguous, Contingent, etc. See under Contact.
Continent. See under Contain.
Continue, kon-tin'u, v. i. [-tinued (-tin'ud), -tinu-
ing.J To remain in a given place or condition; to
be permanent or durable, steadfast or constant; to
endure, last, persevere, persist, stay. — v. t. To pro-
long, persist in. — Contin'uer, n — Contin'uous, -u-
us, a. Without break, cessation, or interruption;
constantly prolonged ; extended. — Contin'ual, a.

Proceeding without interruption ; very frequent;
often repeated; of frequent recurrence; perpetual;
incessant. — Contin'ually, adv. — Contin'ua'tion, n.

Act of continuing, or the state of being continued

;

that which extends, increases, supplements, etc.—
Contin'uative, -tiv, n. (Rhet.) A statement express-
ing permanence or duration. (Gram.) A connect-
ive; conjunction.

Contort, kon-t6rt', v. t. To twist together, writhe. —
Contor'tion, re. A twisting; partial dislocation of a
limb. — Contor'tive, -tiv, a. Expressing contortion.

Contour, kon-toor', re. Bounding line; outline; periph-
ery.

Contraband, kon'tra-band, a. Prohibited by law or
treaty; forbidden, — re. Prohibited merchandise or
traffic.

Contract, kon-trakt', v. t. To draw together or nearer,
reduce to less compass; to bring on, be liable to; to

am, fame, far, pass oi- opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Tn, Ice ; 5dd, tone, Or
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make a bargain for; to betroth, affiance. (Gram.)
To unite into one long vowel or diphthong, — said
of concurrent vowels.— v. i. To be drawn together
or reduced in compass; to make an agreement, cov-
enant, bargain.— Con'tract, n. An agreement be-
tween parties, imposing obligations and conferring
rights upon each; covenant; compact; stipulation;
obligation; a formal writing containing such agree-
ment. ( Gram.) A word in which concurrent vow-
els are contracted. — Contraction, re. Act of, or
state of being, etc. (Math.) Process of shortening
any operation. Anything in a state of abbreviation.

( Gram.) The shortening of a word, by uniting con-
current vowels or omitting a vowel or syllable.—
Contractor, -er, n. One who, etc.; esp. one who
contracts to perform work upon specified terms.

Contradict, kon-tra-dikt', v. t. To assert the contrary
of, deny; to be contrary to, oppose.— Contradict'-

er, n. — Contradiction, n. An assertion of the con-
trary to what has been said; opposition or repug-
nancy; incongruity; contrariety.— Contradic'tious,
-shus, a. Filled with contradictions; inclined to con-
tradict. — Contradict'ive, -iv, a. Contradictory.—
Contradict'ory, a. Affirming the contrary; imply-
ing denial; inconsistent; repugnant. (Logic.) Op-
posed in every possible respect, — n. A proposition
which denies or opposes another in all its terms;
contrariety; inconsistency.— Contradictorily , adv.

Contradistinguish, kon-tra-dis-tin'gwish, v. t. [-tin-

guished (-gwisht), -guishing.] To distinguish by
contrast.— Con'tradistinc'tion, re.

Contralto, kon-tral'to, n. (3Ius.) The part sung by
the highest male or lowest female voices ; alto or
counter-tenor; the voice or singer performing this

part.— a. Pert, to, etc.

Contrary, kon'tra-ri, a. Opposite; different; contra-
dictory; given to opposition; perverse; wayward.
(Logic.) Opposed in quality only.— n. A thing of
opposite qualities; a proposition contrary to another.

Contrast, kon-trast', v. t. To set in opposition, in
order to show superiority or give effect.— v. i. To
stand in opposition; exhibit contrast.— Con'trast, re.

Opposition of things or qualities; comparison by
contrariety of qualities.

Contratenor, kon'tra-ten-er, re. (3fus.) A middle part
between tenor and treble; counter-tenor; contralto.

Contravene, kon-tra-ven', v. t. [-vexed (-vend'),
-vexing.] To meet in the way of opposition, come
in conflict with, contradict, obstruct, oppose.— Ccn-
traven'tion, -ven'shun, re. Act of, etc.

Contretemps, kox-tr-toN', re. An unexpected acci-
dent, creating confusion; mishap.

Contribute, kon-trib'ut, v. t. To give to a common
stock or for a common purpose. — v. i. To give a
part, lend assistance. — Contrib'utor, -ter, n.— Con-
trib'utable, a.— Contribution, re. Act of, etc. ; thing
contributed. (3Jil.) Imposition levied on a con-
quered people. (Lavj.) Payment, by several jointly
liable, of their shares of a loss by one of the num-
ber, or payment by him for all, with reference to
their common liability.

Contrite, kon'trit, a. Broken down with grief or pen-
itence; repentant; humble; sorrowful.—Contri'tion,
-trish'un, re. State of being contrite; deep sorrow
for sin; compunction; self-reproach; remorse.

Contrive, kon-triv', v.t. [-TKivEDGtrivd'X-TRivixG.]
To form by exercise of ingenuity, devise, invent,
plan, plot. — i'. i. To make devices, plan.— Con-
triv'er, re — Contriv'able, a.— Contriv'ance, re. Act
of, etc. ; thing contrived ; an act of cunning; scheme

;

invention; project; artifice; shift.

Control, kon-trot', re. Orig., a register kept to check
another register ; that which serves to check, re-
strain, or hinder; power to check; restraining influ-
ence; direction; superintendence. —v. i. [-tkolled
(-trold'), -trolling.] To restrain, govern, over-
power, counteract. [Formerly written comptrol and
controul.] — Controller, re. _ One who, .etc. — Con-
troller, Comptroller, kon-trol'er, re. An officer ap-
pointed to keep a counter register of accounts, or to
control or verify* the accounts of other officers.

Controversy, kon'tro-ver-sT, re. Maintenance of opin-
ions discordant with those of others; dispute; de-
bate; hostility.— Con'trovert, v. t. To make matter
of controversy; to contest; to debate, deny. — Con'-

troverter, -vertist, -ver'sialist, -ver'shal-ist, n. One
who, etc. ; a disputant ; polemic— Controvertible,
a. Capable of being, etc.— Controvert'ibly, adv.— Controversial, -shal, a. Pert, to, etc.; disputa-
tious. — Controversially, adv.

Contumacy, kon'tu-ma-sl, re. Persistent obstinacy ;

stubborn perverseness. (Law.) Willful contempt
of, and disobedience to, lawful summons or rules of
court. — Contumacious, -ma'shus, a. Exhibiting
contumacy; contemning authority.

Contumely, kon'tu-me-lT, re. Rudeness compounded
of haughtiness and contempt; reproach.—Contume'-
lious, -Ii-us, a. Overbearingly contemptuous; inso-
lent; reproachful. — Contume'liously, adv.

Contuse, kon-tuz', v. t. [-tused (-tuzd'), -tusixg.]
To beat, pound, or bray together ; to bruise by beat-
ing.— Contu'sion, -zhun, re. Act of, or state of being,
etc.

Conundrum, ko-nun'drum, re. A sort of riddle in
which some odd resemblance between unlike things
is proposed for discovery ; a puzzling question,
whose answer involves a pun.

Convalesce, kon-va-les', v. i. [-leSced (-lest'), -les-
Cing.] To recover health and strength after sick-
ness. — Convalescence, -sens, -cency, re. Recovery,
etc.; state of a body renewing its vigor after sick-
ness. — Convalescent, a. Recovering, etc. —re. One
recovering, etc. — Convales'cently, adv.

Convene, kon-ven', v. i. [-vexed (-vend'), -vexing.]
To come together, meet in the same place, assemble,
unite.— v. i. To cause to assemble, call together,
convoke ; to summon judicially to meet or appear.— Conven'able, a. — Conven'er, re. — Convenient,
-yent, a. Adapted to an end; fit; becoming; afford-
ing convenience ; commodious. — Conveniently,
adv. — Conven'ience, -yens, -iency, n. State of be-
ing, or that which is, convenient ; an accommoda-
tion.— Con'vent, re. A community of recluses de-
voted to a religious life ; a body of monks or nuns;
a house occupied by such a community ; abbey ;

monastery; nunnery.— Conven'tion, re. Act of com-
ing together; arbitrary custom; usage; an assembly
of delegates for a deliberative purpose; an informal
or preliminary compact, as between belligerents, etc.— Conven'tional, a. Formed by agreement; stipu-
lated ; growing out of, or depending on, custom;
sanctioned by usage.

Converge, kon-verj', v. i. [-verged (-verjd'), -ver-
GiXG.j To tend to one point, incline and approach
nearer together.

Converse, re. and a. See under Coxvert.
Converse, kon-vers', v. i. [-versed (-versf), -vers-

ix g.] To keep company, or have familiarity ; to
commune; to talk familiarly, chat. — Con'versant,
a. Having customary intercourse ; familiar by use
or study; versed; having concern or relation. — Con-
versation, re. Familiar intercourse; close acquain-
tance ; informal talk : discourse ; colloquy ; confer-
ence.— Conversa'tional, a. Pert, to, etc.; colloquial.

Convert, kon-vert', v. t. To change from one form,
substance, religion, party, use, etc., to another ; to

turn, transmute, appropriate.— v. i. To be turned
or changed; to undergo a change, be transmuted.

—

Con'vert, re. One converted from one opinion or
practice to another ; esp. one who turns from sin to
holiness; proselyte; neophyte; pervert.— Convert'-
er, re. — Con'verse, -vers, n. (Logic.) A proposition
produced by interchanging the terms of another.
(Math.) A change in the form of a proposition, in-
verting its order and making the conclusion the
premise. —a. Turned about; reciprocal.— Con'-

versely, adv. — Conver'sion, re. Act of changing
from one condition to another ; transmutation

;

change from one side, party, etc., to another. (Law.)
An appropriation of property. (Logic.) Act of inter-
changing the terms of a proposition. (Math.) A
change of the form of a proposition. (Mil.) A change
of front. (Theol.) A radical change of heart or moral
character.

Convex, kon'veks, a. Rising or swelling into a
rounded form.— re. A convex body. SeeLEXS.

Convey, kon-va', v. t. [-veyed (-vad'), -veyixg.] To
carry from one place to another ; to transfer to an-
other, make over; to communicate. — Convey'able,
a.— Convey'ance, re. Act of conveying; transmis-

sfin, cube, full ; moon, fot>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boxboN, chair, get,
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don; transference; instrument or means of convey-
ing. {Law.) A written instrument by which prop-
erty or title is conveyed from one to another.— Con-
vey'ancer, n. (Law.) One who draws up convey-
ances 01 property. — Convey'ancing, n. (Law.) Act
or practice of, etc.— Convoy', v. t. {-voted (-void'),
-voying.j To accompany lor protection.— Con'voy,
n. Act of, etc. ; a protecting force accompanying
ships or property; the ship or fleet protected; prop-
erty' convoyed; a drag or brake upon wheels of a
vehicle when going down hill.

Convict, kon-vikt', v. t. To prove guilty of an of-

fense charged ; to pronounce guilty, as by legal
decision; to show by proof; to confute, confound.
— Con'vict, n. One proved guilty of crime ; male-
factor ; felon ; criminal. — Convic'tion, n. Act of
proving, finding, or adjudging guilty; act of con-
vincing of error : confutation ; state of being con-
vinced, esp. of being convicted of sin, or by one's
conscience. — Convict'ive, -iv, a. Fitted to, etc.

—

Convince', v. t. [-vixced (-vinsf), -yincixg.] To
overcome by argument, satisfy by proof, persuade,
convict.

Convivial, kon-viv'1-al, a. Relating to an entertain-
ment; festal; jovial: social; gay. — Conviv'ial'ity, u.

Good humor attending festive occasions.
Convoke, kon-vok', r. t. [-yoked (-vokt'p, -yoking.]
To call together, convene. — Convoca'tion, n. Act
of, etc.; assembly or meeting.

Convolve, kon-volv', v. t. [-volved (-volvd'), -volv-
ing.] To roll together, twist. — Con'volute, -liit, a.
(Bot.) Rolled together, or one part on another. —
Convolu'tion, n. Act of rolling or winding together,
or one thing on another: state of being, etc.

Convoy. See under Convey.
Convulse, kon-vuls', v.t. [-vuLSED(-vulst'), -yllsing.]
To draw or contract violently and irregularly, as the
muscular parts of the body; to agitate", rend'.— Con-
vul'sion, -shun, n. (Med'.) Unnatural contraction
of the muscular parts. Any violent and irregular
motion; commotion; disturbance: spasm. — Con-
vul'sive, -siv, a. Producing, or attended with, etc.

Cony, ko'iil or kun'T, n. _A rabbit.
Coo, koo, v. i. [cooed (kood), cooing.] To make a
low sound, as pigeons.

Cook, k<3ok, v. t. [cooked (kot>kt), cooking.] To
prepare, as food for the table, by boiling, roasting,
baking, broiling, etc.; to concoct, tamper"with, alter.— v. t. To prepare food for the table.— ?*. One
who, etc.— Cook'ery, -er-T. n. Art or practice of, etc.

Cooky, kot>k'l, n. A small, thin, sweet cake.
Cool, kool, a. Moderately cold ; producing coolness ;

calm, or free from excitement by passion ; dispas-
sionate; self-possessed: manifesting coldness or dis-
like; chilling ; negligent of propriety in minor mat-
ters ; impudent, —ji. A moderate state of cold. —
v.t. [cooled (koold), cooling.] To make cool or
cold ; to moderate the excitement of ; to allay, as
passion; to calm, moderate. — r. z. To become less
not; lose heat: to become more moderate. — Cool'-
er, n. That which cools or abates heat or excite-
ment; a vessel in which liquors, etc., are cooled. —
Cool'ish, a. Somewhat cool. — Cool'ly, adv. In a

' cool manner. — Cool'ness, n.

Cooly, -lie, koo'lT, n. An East Indian porter; a la-
borer transported from the East, for service else-
where^

Coop, koop, 71. A barrel or cask; a grated box or in-
closure for_small animals, esp. poultrv. — ?•. r.

[cooped (koont). cooping.] To confine in a coop,
orin a narrow compass; to crowd, confine, imprison.— Cooper, krT6p- or koop'er, n. One who makes bar-
rels, tubs, etc. — ;;. t. To do cooper's work upon.

Cooperate, ko-op'Sr-at, v. ?'. To act or operate jointly
with another.— Cobp'era'tion, n. Act of, etc.; con-
current effort or labor. — Coip'erative, -tiv, a. Op-
erating jointly. — Coop'erator, -ter, n.

Coordinate, ko-6r'dT-nat, a. Equal in rank or order ;

not subordinate. — v. t. To make coordinate, or
equal in rank, to harmonize, — n. A person or thing
of the same rank with another, pi. (Math.) Lines,
or other elements of reference, by which the posi-
tion of a point is denned with respect to fixed lines,

or planes, called coordinate axes and coordinate
planes.

j

Coot, koot, n. A short-tailed water-fowl, frequenting
lakes and still waters; a stupid fellow; simpleton.

I Copal, ko'pal, n. A resinous substance from 2 East
i India and S. Amer. trees— used in manufacture of
I varnishes.
I Copartner, ko-pavt'ner, n. A joint partner; associate;

!
partaker.— Copartnership, n. Joint interest or con-

I

cern; an unincorporated business association.

! Cope, kop, ». A covering for the head; anything ex-
I tended over the head, as the vault of the sky; a

sacerdotal cloak. (Founding.) The top part of a
flask.

Cope, kop, v. i. [coped (kopt), coping.] To strive,

contend, esp. on equal terms or with success; to
match, equal. — v. t. To match one's self against.

Coperaican, ko-per'nl-kan, a. Pert, to Copernicus,
a Prussian astronomer who taujrht the solar system
now received.

Copier. See under Copy.
Copious, ko'pl-us, a. Large in quantity or amount;
abundant; rich; full: exuberant.

Copper, kop'per, n. A metal of reddish color, ductile,
malleable, and tenacious; a coin, also a vessel, esp.
a boiler, made of copper, — v. t. [coppered (-pgrd),
-Peking.] To cover or sheathe with copper.— Cop'-
peras, n. Sulphate of iron, or green vitriol; a green
salt, of a styptic, astringent taste.

Coppice, kop' pis, Copse, kops, n. A wood of small
growth; underwood; brushwood. — Copse, v. t. To
trim or cut, as brushwood.

Copt, kopt, n. A descendant of the ancient Egyptians;
an Egyptian Christian, esp. of the ancient Mono-
physite church. — Cop'tic, a. Pert, to, etc. — n. The
language of, etc.

Copula, kop'u-ia, n. (Logic.) The word uniting the
subject and predicate oi a proposition.— Cop'ulate,
-lat, v. t. To unite in sexual embrace. — Copula'-
tion, n. Act of coupling; coition.— Cop'ulative, -tiv,

a. Serving to couDle. (Gram.) Uniting the sense as
well as the words. — n. ( Gram.) A copulative con-
junction. — Cop'ulatory, -to-rT, a. Pert, to, etc.;

copulative.
Copy, kop't, n. A writing like another writing; trans-

script; book printed according to the original; one
of a series of repetitions of an original work. ( Print.)
Manuscript, etc., for the compositor. Anything to
be imitated ; a model ; pattern. — v. t. [copied
(kop'id), copying.] To write, print, engrave, etc.,

after an original: to imitate, transcribe, model after.
— v. i. To do a thing in imitation of something else.
— Cop'yright, -rit, n. An author's exclusive right
to print, publish, and vend his own works, for nis
own benefit, during a certain time. — v. t. To secure
by copyright, as a book.

Coquette, ko-ket', n. A vain, trifling woman, who en-
deavors to attract admiration, and gain matrimonial
offers, intending to reject her suitor. — Coquet', v.

t. To attempt to attract notice, admiration, or
love, with a view to disappoint. — v. i. To trifle in
love. — Coquet'ry, -rT, n. Affectation of amoroua
advances; triflin"; in love. — Coquet'tish, a. Prac-
ticing coquetry; befitting a coquette.

Coral, kor'al, n. The solid secretion of zoophytes,
produced within the tissues of the polyps, consist-
ing almost purely of carbonate of lime; a piece of
coral; spawn of the lobster, which has the color of
coral

.

Corban, kor'ban, n. An alms-basket. (Jewish Antiq.)
An offering or sacrifice devoted to God; vow by
whicli one bound himself not to give to, or receive
from another, some particular object.

Corbeil, Corbel, kdr'bel, n. (Arch.) A bracket of stone,
wood, or iron, often carved in
the form of a basket, head, etc.,

projecting froma wall to support
a cornice, parapet, end of an
arch, or other structure or mass;
the vase ortambor of the Corin-
thian column. — Cor'bel, v. t.

To furnish with corbels. Corbel.

Cord, k6rd, n. A string, or small rope; a solid meas-
ure, equivalent to 128 cubic feet; a pile 8 ft. long, 4
ft. high, and 4 ft. broad, — orig. measured with a
cord. — v. t. To bind with a cord; to pile up, as

wood, for sale by the cord. — Cordeliere, -lyar', n.
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A black, knotted silk handkerchief. [F.] — Cordon,
kor'doN or kor'don, n. A ribbon borne as a badge
of honor. (Arch.) The edge of a stone on the out-

side of a building. (Fort.) The projecting coping
of the scarp-wall. (Mil.) A series of military posts.

[F.J— Corduroy, k6r /,
du-roi, n. A thick cotton stuff,

corded or ribbed on the surface.

Cordate, k6r'dat, -dated, a. (Hot.) Having the form
of a heart. — Cordial, kSi-'di-al or kor'jal, a. Pro-
ceeding from the heart; hearty; sincere; affection-

ate; tending to revive, cheer, or invigorate.— n.

Anything that comforts and exhilarates. (Med.)
That which invigorates, esp. medicine which does
so. (Com.) Aromatized spirit, employed as a bever-

age. — Cordiality, n. Sincere affection and kind-
ness; warmth of regard; heartiness.

Cordovan, kQr'do-van, n. Spanish leather, or goat-
skin tanned and dressed; cordwain.— Cordwamer,
kSrd'wan-er, n. A worker in cordovan leather;

shoemaker.
Core, kor, n. The heart or inner part of a thing, esp.

of fruit. (Founding.) The internal mold which
forms a hollow in casting, — v. t. [coked (kord),

coring.] To take out the core or inward parts of.

Coriander, ko-rT-an'der, n. A plant whose seeds are

considered in medicine as stomachic and carmina-
tive.

Corinthian, ko-rin'tht-an, a. Pert, to Corinth. (Arch.)
Pert, to the Corinthian order of architecture, pro-
fusely ornamented. See Capital.

Cork, kSrk, n. The outer bark of the cork tree, of

which stoppers are made; a stopper for a bottle, jug,

etc. — v. t. [corked (korkt), corking.] To stop or
furnish with cork.

Cormorant, k6rrmo-rant,
n. A voracious web-
footed sea-bird, of the
pelican family; a glut-
ton, or gluttonous ser-

vant.
Corn, korn, n. A single
seed of certain plants,
as wheat, rye, barley, 35gc
and maize; a grain; the
various cereal or fari-

naceous grains growing .^-p^W.m ears, and used for "Ow&-w.w =*.

food ; in Scot., oats; in Cormorant,
the U. S., maize, or In-
dian corn ; plants which produce corn ; a small,
hard particle; a grain. — v. t. [corned (k6rnd),
corning. J To preserve with salt in grains, cure by
salting ; to form into small grains, granulate ; to
feed with grain ; to render intoxicated.

Corn, k&rn, n. A hard, horn-like induration of the
skin, esp. on the toes.

Cornea, kor'ne-a, n. (Anat.) The strong, horny,
transparent membrane forming the front part of
the eye ball. See Eye.

Cornelian, kor-nel'yan, n. A kind of chalcedony.
[Often spelled carnelian.]

Corner, kor'ner, n. The point where converging lines
meet ; angle ; space between converging lines or
walls which meet; an inclosed or retired place ; a
part ; an embarrassed position. (Stock Exchange.)
The condition of a stock or commodity when a
future delivery, in excess of the amount in the
market, has been undertaken by parties who are
therefore compelled to settle with the buyers at ficti-

tious rates; a scarcity of a commodity, created for the
purpose of increasing profits. — v. t. [cornered
(-nerd), -nering.] To drive into a corner, or into a
position of difficulty or necessary surrender ; to
get control of, — said of stocks.

Cornet, k6r'net, n. (Mus.) A wind instrument blown
with the mouth ; a species of trumpet ; a certain
organ stop or register. A cap of twisted paper, used
by grocers. (Mil.) The standard-bearer m a cavalry
troop.

Cornice, kSr'nis, n. (Arch.) A molded projection
finishing the part to which it is affixed.

Cornucopia, k&r-nu-ko'pf-a, n. ; pi. -fi^, -pY-e. The
horn of plenty, overflowing with fruits and flowers,
— an emblem of abundance.

Corol, kor'ol, Corolla, ko-rol'la, n. (Bot.) The inner

Coronet.

part of a flower, surrounding the organs of
fructification and composed o f leaves,
called petals. — Corollary, -la-rT , n. That t

which follows over and above a proposi-
tion demonstrated ; an inference; deduc-
tion; consequence.

Corona, ko-ro?na, n. ; pi. -xm, -ne. (Arch.)
A large, flat member of a cornice. (Anat.)
The upper surface, as of a tooth. (Astron.)
A luminous appearance surrounding the .

moon during a total eclipse of the sun. £i ^
(Bot.) A crown-like margin of the top of pn„„n„
a flower ; an appendage at the top of ^oroLla -

some petals or seeds. (Meteorol.) A circle,

around a luminous body. — Coronation, "' l

}}fp')

'

n. Act or solemnitv of crowning a sov- P eT-a.iea :

ereign. — Cor'oner,"?;. An officer of the ^'.A
1^

law appointed to inquire into a violent Pelaiea -

death. — Cor'onet, n. An inferior crown worn by
noblemen; an ornamental headdress.
(Far.) The upper part of a horse's
hoof. — Coro'nis, n. ( Gr. Gram.) A
sign of contraction ['] placed over a
word.

Corporal, kSr'po-ral, n. (Mil.) The low-
est officer of an infantry company.
(Naut.) An officer under the master
at arms.

Corporal, k6r'po-ral, a. Pert, to the body ; having a
body or substance; not spiritual; material; bodily.— n. (Eccl.) A linen cloth, to cover the elements
in the eucharist. — Cor'porally, adv. — Cor'porate,
a. United in an association, and endowed bylaw
with rights and liabilities of an individual ; in-
corporated ; pert, to a corporation. — Cor'porately,
adv. In a corporate capacit}'. — Corporation, n.
A body politic or corporate, authorized to act as a
single person, and with the capacity of a perpetual
succession.— Corporator, n. A member of a cor-
poration. — Corpo'real, a. Having a body ; consist-
ing of a material body; material. — Corps, kor, pi.

korz, n. sing. & pi. A body of men, esp. of troops ;

an organized division of an army. — Corps-d'arnv5e,
kor/dar/ma, /', n. A portion of a grand army possessed
of all constituents of an independent army. [F.,

body of the army.] — Corpse, k6rps, Corse, k6rs, n.

The dead body of a human being. — Corselet, n. A
light breastplate. (Entom.) The part of a winged
insect answering to the breast of other animals. \F.]

—Cor'set, n. An article of women's dress, inclos-
ing the waist ; stays. — v. t. To inclose in, etc. —
Corpulent, a. Having an excessive quantity of
flesh; fat; pursy; obese.— Corpuscle, kSr'pus-l, n.

A minute particle, or physical atom. (Anat.) An
animal cell.

Corral, kor'ral, n. A yard or inclosure, esp. for cat-

tle, etc. — Corral', v. t. To surround and inclose ;

to pen, as cattle.
Correct, kor-rekK, a. Conformable to truth, recti-

tude, propriety, etc.; free from error ; accurate ; ex-
act ; regular. — v. t. To make or set right ; to bring
to the standard of truth, justice, etc. ; to reprove or
punish for faults; to obviate or remove, counteract
or change, rectify, punish, chasten. — Correctness,
n. — Correction, n. Act of correcting ; emenda-
tion cf errors; change for the better; amendment;
punishment; discipline; what is substituted in the
place of what is wrong; counteraction of what is in-
convenient. — Corrigendum, -rt-jen'

rdum, n. ; pi.

-genua, -da. A word or thing to be corrected.

—

Corrigible, -rT-jY-bl, a. Capable of being, etc.; de-
serving chastisement. — Cor'rigibleness, n.

Correlate, kor-re-laf, ;'. i. To have reciprocal or mu-
tual relations; to be mutually related.— v. t. To
bring into mutual relation ; to make, or regard as,

coincident. — Correlative, -tiv, a. Having or in-
dicating, etc.; reciprocal.

—

n. One who, or that
which, stands in a reciprocal relation to some other.
(Gram.) The antecedent of a pronoun.

Correspond, kor-re-spond', v. i. To be adapted, be
congruous ; to have intercourse or communication,
esp. by letters ; to agree, fit, write. — Correspond'-
ent, a. Having correspondence ; suitable ; con-
formable. — n. One who corresponds ; one with
whom intercourse is carried on by letters. — Corre-

eun, cube, full ; moon, io~ot j cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, ehair, get.
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spond'ently, -ingly, adv. In a corresponding man-
ner; suitable. — Correspondence, -ency, n. Mutual
adaptation of one thing to another ; congruity ; fit-

ness ; friendly intercourse ; esp. by letters ; letters

between correspondents.
Corridor, kor'rl-dor, n. {Arch.) A passage-wa}^ to
apartments independent of each other.

Corrigendum, Corrigible, etc. See under Correct.
Corroborate, kor-rob'o-rat, v. t. To make more cer-

tain, confirm. — Corrob'ora'tion, n. Act of, or state

of being, etc. ; confirmation. — Corrob'orative, -tiv,

a. Corroborating ; confirmatory. — n. A corrobo-
rant. — Corrob''oratory, -to-rT, a. Corroborative.

Corrode, kor-rod', v. t. To eat away or consume by de-
grees; to canker, gnaw, rust, wear away.— Corro'
sive, -siv, a. Eating away ; having the power of

|

iarly ; a club
consuming, or impairing ; acri- ' Cotillon, Coti

Costive/kos'tiv, a. Retaining fecal matter in the bow-
els; constipated.

Costume, kos-tumr or koslum, n. An established
manner or st3rle, esp. of dress; adaptation of acces-
sories, as in a picture, poem, etc., to the circum-
stances described.

Cot, kot, Cote, kot, n. A small house; cottage; hut;
also, a shed or inclosure for beasts; a cover for a
sore finger.— Cot, Cott, kot, n. A sleeping place of
small size; a little bed; cradle; folding bedstead.— Cottage, -tej, n. A small dwelling ; cot; hut.

—

Cotlager, Cot'ter, n. One who lives in a cottage.
Co-tangent. See under Co-secant.
Cotemporaneous, etc. See Contemporaneous.
Coterie, ko-te-re /', n. A set of persons who meet fainil-

gradually wearin^
monious ; fretting or vexing. — n. That which, etc.

Corrugate, korloo-gat, v. t. To form or shape into
wrinkles or folds. — a. Shaped into wrinkles; fur-
rowed ; contracted. — Corruga'tion, n. A contrac-
tion into wrinkles. — Corlugant, a. Able to, etc.

Corrupt, kor-rupf, v. t. To change from soundness
to putrescence; to putrefy; to change from good to
bad, vitiate, debase, entice, bribe. — v. i. To be-
come putrid or tainted, rot; to become vitiated, lose

purity. — a. Changed, etc.; spoiled; tainted; de-

E
raved ; perverted. — Corruptible, a. Capable of
eing, etc. — n. That which may decay and perish;

the human body.— Corruptlbleness, -ibillty, n. I

Susceptibility of corruption. — Corruptibly, adv.—
Corrup'tion.n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; prod-
uct of corruption; putrid matter; putrescence; de-

filement; contamination. {Law.) Taint or impurity
of blood, by which one is disabled from inheriting
or transmitting any estate.

Corse, Corselet, etc. See under Corporal;
Corsair, kdr'sar, n. A pirate; piratical vessel.
Cortege, kor'tazh', n. A train of attendants.
Corundum, ko-run'dum, n. (31in.) The earth alumina, Couch, kowch, v t [couched (kowcht), couching.]
as found in a crvstalline state. To lay down or deposit; to compose to rest; to put

tillion, ko-tiKyun, n. A dance of 8 per-
sons; quadrille; tune regulating the dance.

Cotton, kot'tn, n. The fibrous down enveloping the
seeds of the cotton-plant: thread or cloth maue of
cotton.— a. Made of, etc. — v. i To rise with a
regular nap. —Cotton flannel. A twilled cotton iab-
ric, with along plush nap ; Canton flannel. — Cot-
ton'y, -T, a. Downy ; soft, like cotton ; contain-
ing, or like, cotton ; cheap looking. — Cofton-gin,
-jin, n. A machine to separate the seeds from cot-
ton. plant, n. A plant of several *^»

species, growing in warm climates, and *§S>
bearing the cotton of commerce. —
-seed, n. The seed of, etc.,— yielding

j

oil and oil-cake.—waste, n. The ref-

use of cotton factories. wood, n.

(Bot.) An American tree of the pop-
lar kind.—v/ool, n. Cotton in its raw
state.

Cotyledon, kot-T-le'don, n. (Bot.) A
seed-lobe of a plant, which involves
and nourishes the embryo plant, and p.

'

ff„_ „i „ t

then perishes.
Cotton-plant

as found in a crystalline state,

Coruscate, kor'us-kat or ko-rusrkat, v. i. To throw
off vivid flashes of light; to glitter, gleam, sparkle.

Corvet,k6r'vet, Corvette, kor-vet', n. (Xaut.) A sloop
of war, ranking below a frigate, and carrying not
more than 20 guns.

Corypheus, kor'Y-fe'us, n. The chief or leader of a
Greek dramatic chorus; any chief or leader.

Co-secant, ko-se'kant, n. ( Geom.) F
The secant of the complement q
of an arc or angle. In the fig- ^-—P~\ /o
ure, AD is the secant of the
arc CE, and the co-secant of
the complement of that arc, or
BE. — Co'sine, -sin, n. The
sine of the complement of an
arc or angle. In the figure, BF Co-secant, Co-tan-
is the sine of the arcCF, and gent.
the co-sine of EF, the comple-
ment of that arc. — Co-tan'gent, n. The tangent of

In the figure,

E

:m
Co-sine.

the complement of an arc or angle
CD is the tangent of the aic CE,
and the co-tangent of EB, the
complement of that arc.

Cosmetic, koz-metlk, -ical, a. Im-
proving beauty, esp. of the com- -

plexion. — Cosmetic, n. An ex-
ternal application, to improve the
complexion.

Cosmos, koz'mos, n. The universe; the system of law,
harmony, and truth combined within 'the universe.
— Cosmopolitan, -mop'olite, -lit, n. One who has
no fixed residence, but is at home in every place; a
citizen of the world; one who regards the interests
of mankind rather than of his own class or coun-
try; a liberal.

Cost, kost, n. Amount paid for anything; charge; ex-
pense; whatever, as labor, self-denial, suffering, etc.,

is requisite to secure benefit; loss of any kind; det-
riment; suffering, pi. (Law.) Expenses in litiga-

tion.— v.t. [cost, costing.] To require to be given,
expended, or laid out for ; to require to be borne,
cause to be suffered. — Costly, -IT, a. Of great cost;

expensive ; sumptuous. — Costliness, n.

Costal, koslal, a. Pert, to the side of the body or ribs.

n language, phrase, state.— v.i. To lie down, as

on a bed, repose; to lie down for concealment, hide;

to bend the body, as in reverence, pain, labor, etc.

— n. A place for rest or sleep ; a layer of barley pre-

pared for malting. (Tainting, Gilding, etc.) A pre-

liminarv layer, as of color, size, etc.

Cougar, koo'gar, n. (Zobl.) A species of panther found
in southern N. Amer. ; the puma or S. Amer. lion.

Cough, kawf, n. A violent effort of the lungs to throw
off irritating matter. — v. i. [coughed (kawft),

coughing.] To expel air from the throat or lungs
with force or noise. — v. t. To expel from the lungs
by a cough, eject by a cough, expectorate.

Could, kd6d, imp. of can. See Can.
Coulter. Same as Colter.
Council, kown'sil, n. An assembly for consultation
or advice: congress; diet; convention; convocation.
— Coun'cil-man, »..; pi. -men. A member of a coun-
cil, esp. of the common council of a city. — Couns-
ellor, -er, n. A member of a council.

Counsel, kown'sel, n. Mutual advisement, instruc-

tion, or interchange of opinions; exercise of delib-

erate judgment; result of consultation; deliberate

purpose; one who gives advice, esp. in legal matters;

collectively, the legal advocates united in the man-
agement of a case.— v. t. [counseled (-seld), -sel-

ing.] To advise, admonish, or instruct. — Coun-
selor, -er, n. One who, etc.; an adviser; one who is

consulted and gives advice on questions of law; a
barrister. — Coun'selorship, n.

Count, kownt, v. t. To number, enumerate, reckon,
compute; to consider as belonging to one, esteem,

ascribe, —v. i. To number or be counted; hence,
to swell the number, add strength or influence; to

depend, rely. (Law.) To plead orally. — n. Act of

numbering, or amount ascertained by numbering;
reckoning. (Law.) A statement of a plaintiff's case

in court. (Crim. Law.) One of several charges in

an indictment. — Counter, kown'tSr, n. One who
counts, or keeps an account ; that which indicates a

number ; a piece of coin-shaped metal, wood, etc.,

used in reckoning ; a table on which money is

counted, and goods laid for examination by pur-

chasers. — Count'er-jump'er, n. A salesman in a

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; in, ice ; Qdd, tone, or

;
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shop.— Countable, a. — Count'less, a. Innumer-
able. — Count'ing-house, -room, n. Place for keep-
ing accounts, etc., and transacting business.

Count, kownt, n. A nobleman in Europe, equal in

rank to an English earl. — Countless, n. The con-
sort of an earl or count. — Coun'ty, -ti, n. Orig. an
earldom; a territorial division of a state, forpurposes
of administration, justice, etc. ; a shire.

Countenance, kown'te-nans, n. Appearance or ex-
pression of the face; aspect; mien; the face; fea-

tures ; encouraging aspect ; favor ; aid. — v. t.

[-nanced (-nanst), -nancing.] To encourage by a
favoring aspect ; to sanction, approve, support.

Counter. See under Count, v. t.

Counter, kown'ter, a. Contrary; opposite. — adv.
Contrary; in opposition; in an opposite direction.

[This word is prefixed to many others, chiefly verbs
and nouns, expressing opposition.']— n. (Mint.) An
arched space in the stern of a vessel. (Mus.) Coun-
ter-tenor. (Feu-.) That part of a horse between the
shoulders and under the neck. The back-leather or

heel part of a boot ; heel stiffening of a shoe.

Counteract, kown-ter-akf, v. t. To act in opposition

to, hinder, defeat, frustrate.— Counterac'tion, n.

Action in opposition; resistance. — Counteractive,
-iv, a. Tending to, etc.

Counterbalance, kown-ter-bal'ans, v. t. [-balanced
(-anst), -ancing.] To oppose with an equal weight,
act against with equal power or effect, countervail.
— n. Equal opposing weight: equivalent.

Counter-brace, kown'ter-bras, n. (Naut.) The brace
of the foretopsail on the leeward side of a vessel.

Counter-extension, kown'ter-ex-ten'shun, n. (Surg.)

Fixation of the upper portion of a limb while ex-
tension is practiced on the lower portion, as in cases
of fracture or luxation.

Counterfeit, kown'ter-fit, v. t. To put on a sem-
blance of, esp. for a bad purpose; to imitate without
right, and to deceive or defraud: to forge. — v. i.

To dissemble, feign.— a. Having resemblance to;
fabricated to defraud by passing the false copy for
genuine; false, spurious, hypocritical. — n. 'That
which, etc.; a likeness; counterpart; one who per-
sonates another ; an impostor ; cheat.

Counter-indication, kown'ter-in'di-ka'shun, n. (Med.)
Any symptom which forbids the use of a particular
remedy in disease.

Counter-irritate, kown'ter-ir'n-tat, v. t. (Med.) To
produce counter-irritation in. — Coun'ter-ir'ntant,
n. That which, etc. — Coun'ter-irrita'tion, n. Ir-
ritation excited in one part of the body to relieve ir-

ritation in another part.
Counter-jumper. See under Count, v. t.

Countermand, kown-ter-mand', v. t. To revoke, as a
former command. — Countermand, n. Revocation
of a former command.

Counter-mark, kown'ter-mark, n. An additional mark
on goods, to afford security or proof. (Far.) An
artificial cavity made in the teeth of horses when
the crown is worn smooth, to disguise their age. —
Countermark', v. t. To apply, etc.

Counter-mine, kown'ter-min, n. (Mil.) A gallery
under ground, from which to destroy the mines of
the enemy; means of counteraction. — Counter-
mine', v. t. (Mil.) To oppose by a counter-mine.
To frustrate by secret and opposing measures, —v.
i. To make a counter-mine or counter-plot.

Counterpane, kown'ter-pan, -point, n. A coverlet for
a bed.

Counterpart, kown'ter-part, n. A part corresponding
to another part; copy; duplicate; a thing that may
be applied to another so as to fit perfectly, as a seal
to its impression; hence a person or thing having
qualities lacking in another; an opposite. (Mus!)
The part arranged in connection with another.

Counterpoint, kown'ter-point, n. A cover for a bed.
[See Counterpane.] — {Mus.) The art of composing
music in parts, the setting of a harmony of one or
more parts to a melody.

Counterpoise, kown-ter-poiz', v. t. To act against with
equal weight, counterbalance. — Coun'terpoise, n.
A weight sufficient to balance another; equal power
acting in opposition; relation of two such forces;
equilibrium; equiponderance.

Counter-revolution, kown'ter-rev-o-lu'shun, n. A

revolution opposed to a former one, and restoring a
former state of things.

Countersign, kown'ter-sin, v. t. To sign in addition
and opposite to the signature of a principal, — to at-

test the authenticity of a writing.— n. The signa-
ture of a secretary, etc., to attest authenticity. (Mil.)

A private signal "or phrase, which must be given to
pass a sentry. — Coun'ter-sig'nal, n. A correspond-
ing signal.

Countersink, kown'ter-sink, v. t. To form, as a de-
pression, to receive the "head of a screw or bolt be-
low the surface; to cause to sink, as a screw or bolt,
even with or below the surface,— n. A depression
for receiving the head of a screw; a tool for forming
such depression.

Countervail, kown-ter-vaK, v. t. [-vailed (-valdO,
-vailing.] To act against with equal force, power,
or effect; to balance, compensate.— Coun'tervail,
n. Equal weight, strength, or value; compensation;
requital.

Countervallation, kown'ter-val-la'shun, n. (Fort.) A
chain of redoubts around a fortress, to prevent sor-
ties by the garrison; construction of such works.

Countess. See under Count, n.
Counting-house, Countless, etc. See under Count, v. t.

Country, kun'tri, n. A region; region of one's birth,
residence, or citizenship ; rural regions, as opp^-to
town; inhabitants of a region. (Law.) A jury, as
representing the citizens of a country; one's con-
stituents, or the public. — a. Pert, to the territory
away from a city; rural; rustic; destitute of refine-
ment ; rude.— Coun'trified, -tri-fid, a. Having the
appearance and manners of, etc. ; uncouth.

County. _See under Count, n.

Coupe, koo-pa'', n. A compartment in a French dili-

gence', or in a railroad carriage ; a four-wheeled
close carriage for two persons.

Couple, kup'l, n. Two things of the same kind con-
nected or taken together; a betrothed or married
pair; brace. — v. t. [coupled (kup'ld), coupling.]
To link or connect together, join; to unite as male
and female, marry.— v. i. To come together as
male and female, form a sexual union, embrace.

—

Coupler, n. — Coup'let, ??. Two lines of verse that
rhyme with each other. — Coupling, n. Act of
bringing or coming together ; connection ; sexual
union. (Mach.) That which couples one thing
with another, as a hook, chain, etc.

Coupon, koo'pon or -poN, n. ( Com.) An interest cer-
tificate attached to a transferable bond, to be cut
off for payment when interest is due.

Courage, kur'ej, n. The quality enabling one to en-
counter danger without fear ; bravery ; daring ;

resolution.— Coura'geous, -a'jus, a. Possessing, or
characterized by, etc.; bold; hardy; enterprising.

—

Coura'geously. adv.
Courant, koo-ranf, -ran'to, n. A piece of music in
triple time ; a lively dance ; a newspaper. — Cou'-
rier, -rY-er, n. A messenger sent in haste, usually
on public business ; an express ; an attendant on
travelers, who makes arrangements for them on
the way. [F.J — Course, kors, n. Act of moving
from one point to another; path traversed; motion
considered with reference to its direction; line of
progress ; progress from point to point without
change of direction; also, one of a succession of
motions in different directions considered as one
act; orderly progress; methodical action; conduct;
behavior; a succession of practices connectedly fol-

lowed; part of a meal served atone time. (Arch.)
A continued level range of brick or stones through-
out the face of a building, pi. The menstrual flux.

(Naut.) The principal sails of a ship. See Sails.
— v. t. [coursed (k5rst), coursing.] To run, hunt,
or chase after, pursue; to run through or over; to
cause to run. — v. i. To run, as if in a race or in
hunting. — Cours'er, n. One who, etc.; esp. a swift
horse.

Court, kort, n. An inclosed space; yard or area; resi-

dence of a sovereign, nobleman, etc.; palace; per-
sons composing the retinue of a sovereign, etc.; as-

sembling of the retinue of a sovereign; attention to

one in power; conduct designed to gain favor; po-
liteness; civility. (Law.) A legal tribunal, includ-
ing judges, jury, lawyers, sheriffs, etc.; the judge in

sun, cube, full ; moon, foot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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a case, as (listing, fr. the counsel. The session of a
judicial assembly; any jurisdiction, civil, military,
or ecclesiastical. — v. t. To seek the favor of, strive

to please, pay court to; to seek in marriage, woo; to
solicit.— Courteous, kert'yus, a. Of court-like or
elegant manners; pert, to, or expressive of, courtesy;
well-bred; polite; complaisant, — Courteously, adv. '

— Court'eousness, n. — Courtesy, kerfe-sT, n, Ele-
gance of manners; act of civility or respect; urban-
lty; affability; good-breeding; favor or indulgence,
as disting. fr. right. — Courtesy, kert'sT, n. A ges-

j

ture of respect or civility by women.— v. i. [courte-
!

SiED (-sid), -syixg.] To"bow the body slightly, with
|

bending of the knees, as an expression of civility or !

respect. — Courtier, kort'yer, n. One who frequents
courts; one who courts favor.— Courtly, a. Pert,
to a court; court-like; high-bred; dignified and ele-

gant; disposed to favor the great; fawning: obsequi- !

ous; sycophantic. — Court'liness, n. High-breeding:
elegance of manners. — Court'ship, n. Act of solic-

iting favor by complaisance or flattery; act of woo-
ing in love. — Courtesan, kerfe-zan, n. Orig. a fol-

lower of the court ; a prostitute ; harlot ; strumpet.
Cousin, kuz'n, n. One collaterally related more re-

motely than brother or sister; a title given by a king
to a nobleman, esp. to one of the council.— Cousin1

ger'man, -jer'man, n. ; pi. Cousixs-germax. A first

cousin; cousin in the first generation. — Cous'inly,
a. Like or becoming a cousin.

Cove, kov, n. A small inlet, creek, or bay; recess in
the sea-shore; a strip of prairie extending into wood-
land; recess in a mountain side ; a boy or man.— v.

t. {Arch.) To arch over.
Covenant, kuv'e-nant, n. A mutual agreement in
writing and under seal ; contract; stipulation; a
writing containing terms of agreement. (Theol.)
The promises of God as revealed in the Scriptures,
conditioned on certain terms on the part of man, as
obedience, repentance, faith, etc. (Laic.) A form
of action for violation of a contract.— v. i. To enter
into a formal agreement, bind one's self by con-
tract, agree, bargain, stipulate.

—

v. t. To grant or
promise by covenant.

Cover, kuv'er. v. t. [covered (-erd), -erixg.] To
overspread or envelop; to brood or sit on; to hide
from sight, conceal: to place under shelter, protect,
defend; to extend over, be sufficient for, compre-
hend or include, account for or solve, counterbal-
ance; to copulate with,— said of the male; to keep
under aim, or aim at point-blank.— n. Anything
laid, set. or spread over another; an envelope; lid";

thing which veils or conceals; screen; disguise; con-
dition of concealment, shelter, or defense. (Hunt-
ing.) Woods, underbrush, etc., which shelter game.
A table-cloth and furniture; esp. table furniture for
one person at a meal. — Cov'erer. n. — Cov'erlet,
n. The uppermost cover of a bed. — Cov'ert, a.

Covered over: hid; sheltered. (Law.) Undercover,
authority, or protection, as a married woman. — n
A place which covers and protects; shelter: defense:
feathers covering the bases of birds' quills. [OF.]— Cov'erture, -er-chur, n. Covering; shelter; de-
fense. (Law.) Condition of a woman during mar-
riage, — i. e., under the cover or protection of her
husband.

Covet, kuv'et, v. t. To wish for eagerly, inordinately,
or unlawfully: to long for. hanker after, lust after.— Cov'etable, a. — Cov'eter, n. — Cov'etiveness, -iv-

nes, n. (Phren.) Excessive desire of accumulating
property ; acquisitiveness. See Phrenology. —
Cov'etdus, -us, a. Very desirous; excessively eager;
avaricious: penurious; miserly. — Cov'etously, adv.

- Cov'etousness, n.

Covey, kuv'T, n. An old bird with her brood of
young; a small flock of birds; a company; set.

Cow, kow, n. ; pi. Cows ; old pi. Kixe". The female

Cow, kow, v. t. [cowed (kowd), cowixg.] To depress
with fear, sink the spirits or courage.

Coward, kow'ard, n. One who lacks courage; a timid
j

or pusillanimous man; craven; poltroon; dastard.—
j

a. Destitute of courage; timid; base; pert, to a cow- !

ard ; proceeding from, or expressive of, cowardice.— Cow'ardice, -is, n. Want of courage.— Cow'- 1

ardly, -li, a. Wanting courage; befitting a coward; I

timorous ; pusillanimous : mean ; base. — adv. In
the manner of, etc. — Cowardliness, n.

Cower, kow'er, v. i. [-ered (-erd), -erixg.] To sink
by bending the knees; to crouch, esp. through fear.

Cowl, kowl, n. A monk's hood or habit; a cap for
chimney-tops. A vessel for water, carried on a pole,
or cowl-staff, between two persons.

Cowry, kow'rT, n. A small shell, used for money in
Africa and the East Indies.

Coxcomb, koks'kom, n. A strip of red cloth notched
like the comb of a cock, on the cap of a licensed
fool; the cap itself: a vain superficial pretender to
accomplishments; a fop. (Bot.) A plant producing
red flowers like a cock's comb.— Cox'combry, -kom-
ri, n. The manners of, etc.

Coxswain. See Cockswaix, under Cockboat.
Coy, koi, a. Shrinking from approach or familiarity;
shy; modest; bashful.

Coyote, koi-of, n. The prairie wolf.
Coz, kuz, n. A contr. of cousin.
Cozen, kuz'n, v. t. [cozened (kuz'nd), -exixg.] To
cheat, beguile, deceive.

Cozy, Cosey, ko'zl, a. [cozier, coziest.] Snug; com-
fortable; easy.— n. A woolen covering to retain
heat in a tea-pot. — Co'zily, adv.

Crab, krab, n. (Zobl.) A crustaceous animal, having
the body covered by a crust-
like shell orcarapax; it has
ten legs, the front pair of
which terminate in claws.
(Bot.) A wild apple; the tree
producing it,— named from
its astringent taste. (Jlech.)
A crane for moving heavy
weights, esp. ships. — Crab'- CraD.

apple, n. A small, sour kind of apple. tree, n.
The tree bearing, etc.—louse, n. A kind of louse
infesting the human body. — Crab'bed, a. Harsh;
rough ; peevish ; morose ; difficult ; perplexing ;

cramped or scrawled,— said of handwriting.
Crack, krak, v. t. [cracked (krakt), crackixg.] To
break without entire separation of the parts; to fis-

sure; to rend with grief or pain, distress, disorder,
derange; to cause to sound abruptly and sharply; to
snap; to utter smartly and sententiously; to cry up,
extol. — v. i. To be fractured without quite sepa-
rating; to go to pieces, be ruined or impaired; to
utter a loud or sharp, sudden sound.— n. A partial
separation of parts, etc.; a chink; crevice; a sound
as of anything suddenly rent; craziness of intellect.— a. Of superior excellence.— Crack'-brained,
-brand, a. Impaired in intellect.— Crack'er, n. One
who, or that which, cracks; a small firework, ex-
ploding with a sharp noise; a kind of hard biscuit-
Crackle, krak'l, v. i. To make slight cracks, or
small, abrupt, snapping noises, frequently repeated.— Crack'le, Crack'lin, n. A kind of china, having
the glaze or enamel apparently cracked in all direc-
tions. — Crack'ling, n. Small, abrupt cracks or re-
ports; rind of roasted pork.

Cradle, kra'dl. n. A rocking bed for infants ; place
in which anything is nurtured or protected during
immaturity;* infancy. (Agric.) A light framework
added to a scythe, to receive grain as cut, and lay it

in swaths. (Engraving.) An instrument for pre-
paring plates for mezzotints. (Ship-building.) A
framework of timbers to support a vessel when out
of water. (Surg.) A case for a broken bone. — v. t.

[cradled (kra'dld), cradlixg.] To lay, or rock in
a cradle; to nurse in infancy; to cut and lay with a
cradle, as grain, —v. i. To'lie or lodge, as in a cra-
dle. (Mining.) A machine rocked by the hand for
washing out auriferous earth.

Craft, kraft, n. Dexterity in manual employment;
the employment itself ; a trade ; cunning, art, or
skill; artifice ; guile. (Xaut.) Vessels of any kind.— Craft'y, -i, a. Skillful at deceiving ; cunning ;

sly : shrewd. — Craft'ily, adv. — Craft'iness, n. —
Crafts'man, n. ; pi. -mex. One skilled in a manual
occupation ; an artificer ; mechanic.

Crag, krag, n. A steep, rugged, broken rock. (Geol.)
A partiallv compacted bed of gravel mixed with
shells, o_f the tertiary age.

Crake, krak, n. (Orniih.) A species of rail frequenting
corn, etc., whose cry is a grating croak.
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Cram, kram, v. t. [crammed (kramd), cramming.]
To stuff, crowd, fill to superfluity ; to fill with food

Crane.

beyond satiety ; to qualify for examination by
hasty preparation. — v. i. To eat greedily, stuff ; to
make a hasty review of studies.

Cramp, kramp, n. A restriction or restraint ; an iron
instrument to hold together timbers, stones, etc. ; a
piece of wood on which the upper leather of a
boot is stretched. (Med.) A spasmodic contraction
of a muscle. — v. t. [cramped (krampt), cramp-
ing.] To hold tightly pressed together, restrain
from free action ; to form on a cramp, as boot legs ;

to afflict with cramp.
Cran, kran, n. A measure by which fresh herrings are

sold, holding about S"A gallons.
Cranberry, kran, ber-rT,~n. A red, sour berry, used
for making sauce, etc.

Cranch. See Craunch.
Crane, kran, n. (Ornith.) A wading bird, having
long bill, legs, and neck. A
machine for moving heavy
weights ; an arm turning on a
vertical axis, for supporting
kettles, etc., over a fire ; a si-

phon, or bent pipe, for drawing
liquors out of a cask. (Xaut.) .,

A piece of wood or iron with ^

two arms, used, in pairs, to stow
spare spars in.— v. t. [craned'-*
(krand), craning.] To cause
to rise ; to raise, as if by a crane.
— v. i. To stretch the neck in
order to observe something ; to
balk at a dangerous leap, etc.,

show timidity. — Crane's-bill. n. (Bot.) The gera-
nium, which has an appendage of the seed-vessel re-

sembling the beak of a crane.
(Surg.) Long-beaked pincers.
— Cran'age, n. Eight of using
a crane in loading 1 price paid
for the use.

Cranium, kra'nT-um, n.; pi.

->-ia, -a. (Anat.) The skull of
an animal: brain-pan. — Cra /'-

nial, a. Pert, to, etc.— Crani-
Ol'ogy, -jT, n. Science of the

^rane.

structure of the skull, and its relation to the facul-
ties of the mind; phrenology. [Gr. logos, discourse.]
— Craniol'ogist, -jist, n. One versed in, etc. ; a
phrenologist.

Crank, krank, ?i. (Ifach.) A bent axis, serving as a
handle to communicate circular motion, or to
change circular into reciprocating motion, or the
reverse. A bend, turn, or winding ; a conceit con-
sisting in a change of tire form or meaning of a
word ; a fit of temper ; a whim, absurd notion ; one
full of cranks, or deranged. — a. (Xaut.) Liable to

careen or be overset, as a ship. Full of spirit; brisk.

Cranny, kran'nT, n. A small, narrow opening ; fis-

sure ; crevice ; chink : a secret, retired place ; hole.
— v. i. To make crannies; to haunt or enter by
crannies. — Cran'nied, -nid, a. Full of, etc.

Crape, krap, n. A thin, transparent stuff, made of
raw silk gummed and twisted, used for mourning
garments.— Crap'y, -T, a. Resembling crape.

Crash, krash, v. t. [crashed (krasht), crashing.]
To break to pieces violently.— v. i. To make a loud,
clattering sound, as of many things breaking at
once. — n. Mingled sound * of things breaking.
Coarse linen cloth.

Crass, kras, a. Gross; dense; coarse. — Crass'itude,
-t-tud, n. Grossness; thickness. — Crass'ament, n.

Thick part of a fluid, esp. of blood; a clot.

Cratch, krach, n. A manger or open frame for hay;
a crib.— Cratch-cradle. Form of the cratch, made
upon the fingers with string; cat's-cradle.

Crate, krat, n. A hamper of wicker-work, for crock-
ery.

Crater, kra'ter, n. The aperture or mouth of a vol-
cano. — Crater'iform, a. Cup-shaped.

Craunch, Cranch, kriinch, v. t. rcKAUNCHED(krancht),
craunching.] To crush with the teeth, chew nois-
ily, crunch.

Cravat, kra-vaf, n. A neck-cloth.
Crave, krav, v. t. [craved (kravd), craving.] To

ask with earnestness and humility; to long for, beg,
beseech, implore.

Craven, kra'vn, n. One vanquished in battle ; a
weak-hearted fellow; coward; dastard. —a. Cow-
ardly with meanness; spiritless.

Craw, kraw, n. The crop or stomach of fowls.
Craw-fish. Cray-fish, kraw'-, kra'fish, n. (Zo'61.) A
crustaceous fresh-water animal, resembling the lob-
ster, but smaller.

Crawl, krawl, v. i. [crawled (krawld), crawling.]
To move slowty, as a worm ; or on the hands and
knees, as a human being ; to creep ; to advance
slowly and feebly ; to have a sensation as if insects
were creeping about the body. — n. Act or motion
of crawling.

Crayon, kra'un, ?i. A piece of chalk, or other soft sub-
stance, for drawing; drawing made with pencil or
crayon.— v. t. [crayoned (-und), -oning.] To
sketch, _as with, etc.

Craze, kraz, v. I. [crazed (krazd), crazing.] Orig. to
break into pieces, crush ; to confuse, impair ; to de-
range the intellect of, render insane. — n. State of
craziness; insanity; a strong habitual desire or pas-
sion. (Pottery.) A defect in the glaze of earthen-
ware, causing it to crack. — Cra'zy, -zT, a. Broken;
decrepit; disordered in intellect; deranged.— Cra'-
zy bone. The end of the elbow, a blow upon which
benumbs the arm.

Creak, krek, v. i. [creaked (krekt), creaking.] To
make a sharp, harsh, grating sound, as by friction
; f hard substances. — v. t. To produce a creaking
sound with. — n. The sound produced.

Cream, ki em, n. The unctuous substance forming a
scum on the surface ofmilk; the best part of a thing.
— v.t. [creamed (kremd), creaming.] To skim
or take off by skimming, as cream ; to take off the
best part of.— v. i. To become covered with cream,
or thick like cream ; to assume the appearance of
cream.

Crease, kres. n._ A mark made by folding. — v. t.

[creased (krest), creasing.] To make a crease in.

Creasote. See Creosote.
Create, kre-af, v. t. To bring into being, cause to

exist, originate ; to be the occasion of, produce ; to
make.— Crea'tion, n. Act of, etc. : esp., of bringing
the world into existence ; constitution : formation ;

thing created, as the universe.— Crea'tionism, -izm,
n. Doctrine that the soul is immediately created by
God, — opp. to traducianism. — Crea'tor, -ter, n.

One who, etc. ; esp. the Supreme Being.— Crea'-
tive, -tiv, a. Having power to create, or creating.—
Crea'tiveness, ?*.— Creature, kre'chur, n. Thing
created; esp. a being created with life: animal; man;
one who owes his fortune to another ; a servile de-
pendent.

Creche, kresh, n. An asylum for very young children
during their mothers' working hours".

Creed, kred, n. A summary of what is believed ; esp.

of Christian belief.— Cre'dence, -dens, n. Reliance
of the mind ; trust: belief; credit or confidence.

—

Cre'dent, a. Believing ; giving credit. — Creden-
tial, -shal, a. Giving a title to credit. —«. That
which, etc. ; pi- testimonials or certificates showing
that one is entitled to credit, or has authority or
official powers. — Credible, or. Capable of being
believed: worthy of belief . — Cred'ibleness, -ibil/-

ity, n. — Cred'ibiy, adv. — Cred'it. n. Reliance on
the truth of something said or done: belief ; faith ;

reputation derived from the confidence of others; es-

teem ; reputation ; authority derived from character
or reputation ; influence derived from the confi-

dence or favor of others; interest. (Com.) Trust
given or received : expectation of future payment

;

mercantile reputation. (Book-keeping.) The side

of an account on which are entered values received;
items entered on such side of an account,— v. t. To
confide in the truth of ; put trust in, believe ; to

enter upon the credit side of an account, set to the
credit of .— Cred'itable, a. Deserving or possess-

ing, etc. ; reputable ; estimable. — Cred'itableness,
n.— Cred'itably, adv.— Creditor, -er, n. One who
gives Ciedit in business matters ; one to whom
money is due.— Cred'ulous, -u-lus, a. Apt to be-

lieve on slight evidence ; easily convinced or im-
posed upon; unsuspecting. — Cred'ulously, adv. —

sin, cube, full ; moon, fo"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, tiien, boxboN, chair, get.
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Cred'ulousnes's, Credu'iity, -lY-ti, n. Readiness to
believe without sufficient evidence.

Creek, krek, n. A small inlet, bay, or cove ; a small
river or brook ; any turn or winding.

Creel, krej, n. A wicker basket, for carrying fish.

Creep, krep, v. i. [crept, creeping.] To move
along, as a reptile does ; to move on hands and
knees, crawl; to move slowly, feebly, timorously, or
stealthily ; to steal in, insinuate one's self; to fawn;
to grow, as a vine, clinging to other support; to have
a sensation of insects crawling upon the body. —
Creepier, n. One who, or that which, etc.; a vine; a
fixture with iron points worn on the shoe to prevent
slipping. (Ur/u'th.) A small bird, allied to the wren.
pi. An instrument with hooks or claws to drag the
"bottom of wells, etc. — CreepIngly, adv. By creep-
ing ; slowly; sneakingly ; ignobly.

Cremate, fee-mat', v. t. To burn, esp. a corpse.
Creole, kre'ol, n. One born in America, or the West
Indies, of European ancestors; one born in tropical
America, or adjacent islands, of any color.

Creosote, kre'o-sot, n. (Chem.) An oily, colorless
liquid, having the smell of smoke, and strong anti-
septic properties, obtained from distillation of wood.

Crepitate, krep'T-tat, v. i. To burst with a sharp
sound, crackle, snap.

Crept. See Creep.
Crescent, kres'ent, a. Increasing ; growing ; shaped

like the new moon. — n. The increasing moon;
moon in her first or last quarter; figure of "the new
moon, borne in the Turkish flag; the flag itself; the
Turkish power.

Cress, kres, n. (Bot.) A salad plant of various species.

Cresset, kres'set, n. An open lamp, on a beacon,
lighthouse, etc., or carried on a pole*.

Crest, krest, n. A tuft, or other natural ornament, on
an animal's head, as the comb of a cock; the plume
or other decoration on a hel-
met ; the helmet itself ; the
head, as typical of high spirit;

pride ; courage. {Her.') An
appendage placed over the
shield. The rising part of a
horse's neck : see Horse.
The foamy, feather-like top
of a wave. (Fort.) The top
line of a slope. — v. t. To
furnish or adorn with a crest;
to serve as a crest for.

Cretaceous, kre-ta'shus, a. Crest. (Her.)
Having the qualities of, or abounding with, chalk,

j

Cretin, kre'tin, n. {Med.) An idiot of a kind fre- i

quent in the valleys of the Alps, generally afflicted
|

also with goiter.
Cretonne, kre-ton', n. A fabric having a warp of
hemp and woof of flax.

Crevasse, kre-vas', n. A crevice or split, as in a gla-
cier; a breach in the levee or embankment of a
river. — Crevice, -is, n. A narrow opening from a
split; a_cleft; fissure; rent.

Crew, kroo, n. A company of people associated to-

gether; throng: assemblage; a ship's company; the
seamen belonging to a vessel.

Crew. See_CROw.
Crewel, kroo'el, n. Worsted yarn slackly twisted.
Crib, krib, n. The manger or'rack of a stall; stall for

cattle; inclosed bedstead for a child; bin for stor-
ing grain, salt, etc.; a literal translation of a classic
author, — v. t. [cribbed (kribd), cribbing.] To
shut in a narrow habitation : to pilfer or purloin.— v. i. To crowd together, be confined. — Crib'-
bage, -bej, n. A game at cards, in which the dealer
makes up a third hand for himself, partly from his

j

opponent's. — Crib'bage-board, n. A board with]
holes, to score the game at cribbage with pegs.—

;

Crib'bing, n. (Mining.) A plank lining of a shaft,
etc. (Far.) A horse's trick of gnawing the crib.

Cribble, krib'bl, n. A coarse sieve or screen. — v. t. i

[cribbled (-bid), -bling.] To cause to pass through
j

a sieve or riddle; to sift.

Crick, krik, n. A spasmodic affection, esp. of the
neck or back.

Cricket, krik'et, n. An orthopterous insect, having a
chirping note; a game with bat, ball, and wicket; a
low stool. — v. i. To play at cricket.

Cried, Crier. See under Cry.
Crime, krim, n. A violation of law, divine or human;

esp. a gross offense; sin: vice. — Crim'inal, krTm'-
i-nal, a. Guilt}' of, involving, or pert, to crime. —
n. One guilty of, etc. — Grim, con., abbr. of Crim-
inal conversation. (Law.) Adultery. — Criminally,
adv.— Criminality, -T-tT, n. Guiltiness. — Crim'-
inate, v. t. To charge with, or convict of, crime.

Crimp, krimp, a. Easily crumbled. — v. t. [crimped
(krimpt), crimping.] To form into ridges, waves,
or plaits ; to pinch and hold, seize, decoy. (Cook-
ery.) To cause to contract, or to render crisp, as
the flesh of a fish, by gashing it, when living, with
a knife.— n. One who decoys.— Crimple. krimp'!,
v. t. [crimpled (-Id), -ling.] To cause to shrink
or draw together, contract, curl, corrugate.

Crimson, krim'zn, n. A deep-red color tinged with
blue.— a. Of a deep red color. — v. t. [crimsoned
(-znd), -soning.] To dye with crimson. — v. i. To
become crimson; to blush.

Cringe, krini, w. t. [cringed (krinjd), cringing.] To
cause to shrink, contract, draw together. —v. i. To
draw one's self together as in fear or servility; to
bow obsequiously, fawn.— n. Servile civility; a
mean bow.

Crinite, kri'nTt, a. .Resembling a tuft of hair.

—

Crin'oline, -lin, n. A lady's stiff petticoat,— orig. of
hair-cloth, afterwards expanded by hoops. — Cri-

nose', -nos', a. Hairy.
Crinkle, krink'l. v. t. [crinkled (-kid), -ling.] To
form with short turns or wrinkles. — v. i. To run
in and out in short bends.

Cripple, kripl, n. One who creeps, halts, or limps.—v. t. [crippled (-pld), -pling.] To deprive of the
use of the limbs, esp. of the legs and feet ; to lame,
deprive of strength or use, disable.

Crisis, kri'sis, n. ; pi. -ses, -sez. The decisive mo-
ment; turning-point. (Med.) The change of a dis-

ease which indicates recovery or death.
Crisp, krisp. a. Formed into stiff curls or ringlets;
having windings or indentations ; brittle ; friable;
effervescing; sparkling. — said of liquors. — v. t.

[crisped (krispt), crisping.] To curl, as the hair;
to wreathe, as branches of trees; to wrinkle or curl
on the surface or edges.— v. i. To form little curls.

Criss-cross, kris'-kros, n. A mark formed by two
lines crossing, usually at right angles ; a child's
game played" on paper or a state. — adv. In oppo-
site directions; with opposition or hindrance.

Critic, krit'ik, n. One skilled in judging of the
merits of literary or art works ; a connoisseur ; a
harsh judge ; carper. — Critical, a. Having skill

to iudge of literary or artistic matters; exact; nicely
judicious ; captious ; pert, to criticism ; character-
ized by thoroughness and a reference to principles;
pertaining to, or indicating, a crisis or turning-
point; decisive ; of doubtful issue ; attended with
risk. — Critically, adv.— Critlcalness, n.— Criti-
cise, -siz, v. t. [-cised (-sizd), -cising.] To examine
and judge as a critic; to animadvert on. — v. i. To
act as a critic, pass judgment, animadvert.— Crit'i-

ciser, «.— Criticism, -sizm, n. Art of judging of
beauties and faults; judgment passed or expressed;
detailed examination and review. — Critique', kri-

tek', m. Art of criticism ; critical examination or
estimate of a work of literature or art; thorough
analysis of any subject. [F.]— Crite'rion, -rY-un,

n. ; pi. -RIA, -rt-a, or -rions. A standard of judging;
approved or established rule, principle, or test, by
comparison with which a judgment is formed.

Croak, krok, v. i. [croaked (krokt), croaking.] To
make a low. hoarse noise in the throat, as a frog or
crow; to forebode evil, grumble. — v. t. To utter

in a low, hoarse voice.— n. The sound of a frog,

raven, etc. — Croak'er, n. One who croaks, com-
plains, or habitually forebodes evil; a small Amer.
fish, which croaks when caught.

Crochet, kro-sha', n. A kind of netting made with a
small hook. — v. t. To do netting with, etc.

Crock, krok. n. An earthen vessel ; pot; pitcher: cup;
smut collected on pots, kettles, etc. ; soot ; lamp-
black. — v. t. To blacken with soot, or with the
coloring matter of cloth, —v. i. To give off crock,
smudge, blacken. — Crock'ery, -Sr-i, n. Earthen-
ware ; vessels of clay, glazed and baked; pottery.
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Crocodile, krok'o-dil, n. A large amphibious reptile
of Africa and Asia.

Crocus, kro'kus, n. A genus
of early flowering plants ; a
mineral powder of a deep
yellow or red color.

Crone, kron, n. An old wom-
an, — usually in contempt

;

more rarely an aged man.
— Cro^ny, -nT, n. Intimate
companion; associate ; famil-
iar friend.

Crook, krook, n. A bend, turn, Crocodile,

or curve; device used as a subterfuge; trick; artifice;

an instrument bent at the end, esp. a shepherd's or
bishop's staff. — r. t. [crooked (krdokt), crook-
ing.] To turn from a straight line, make crooked,
bend, turn from rectitude, pervert. — v. i. To be
bent or curved.— Crook'ed, p. a. Characterized by
a crook or curve ; bent ; not straightforward ; per-
verse. —_Crook'edly, adv. — Crook'edness, n.

Croon, kroon, n. A low, continued moan; murmur;
a simple piece of music; plain, artless melody. — v.

t. [crooned (kroond), crooning.] To sing in a
low tone, hum; to soothe by singing softly.

—

v.i.
To make a continuous noise in a low, hollow tone,
as cattle do when in pain; to moan; to hum, sing, or
murmur softly.

Crop, krop, n. The protuberant stomach of a bird,
situated in the breast ; the craw ; the top of any
thing, esp. of a plant ; that which is cropped or
gathered from a single field, or of a single kind of
grain, fruit, etc., or in a single season; fruit; har-
vest. — v. t. [cropped (kropt), cropping.] To cut
off the ends of, bite or pull off, pluck.— v. i. (Geol.)
To appear above the surface, as a seam or bed of
coal ; to come to light, be manifest, — with out. —
Crop'per, n. A kind of pigeon having a large crop;
a hurt by a fall from a horse. (Mech.) A machine
for facing cloth by means of spiral knives. — Crops,
n. pi. The region above the shoulder in the ox. —
Crop'eared, -erd, a. Having the ends of the ears
cut off.

Croquet, kro-ka/', n. A game in which wooden balls
are driven by mallets through hoops arranged on a
lawn.

Croquette, kro-kef, n. (Cookery.)
meat, seasoned, and fried.

Crosier, kro'zher, n. The official

staff of an archbishop, or
bishop.

Cross, kros, n. A gibbet, consist-
ing of two timbers placed trans-
versely; the theological and re-
ligious import of the death of
Christ; the Christian doctrine;
the gospel; the symbol of
Christ's death, and hence, of
Christianity; affliction regarded
as a test of virtue; trial; vexa-
tion; disappointment. (Arch.)
A cross-shaped ornament. The
cross-like mark signed by those unable to write; a
mixing of breeds or stock, esp. in cattle-breeding;
product of such intermixture. (Surv.) An instru-
ment for laying off offsets perpendicular to the main
course. —a. Lying athwart; transverse; intersect-
ing; adverse; contrary; perverse; unfortunate; peev-
ish or fretful; ill-humored; mutually inverse; inter-
changed.— v. t. [crossed (krost), crossing.] To
put across or athwart; to draw something, as a line,
across; to pass from one side to the other of; to run
counter to, thwart, clash or interfere with; to debar;
to make the sign of the cross upon; to cancel, erase;
to mix the breed of. — v. i. To lie or be athwart; to
pass from one side toward the other, or from place
to place; to interbreed. — Cross'ly, -It, adv. In a
cross way; peevishly.— Cross'ness, n. — Cross''wise,
adv. In the form of a cross; across. — Crossing, n.
Act by which anything is crossed; act of interbreed-
ing; intersection of roads; paved walk across a street.— Cross'-exam'ine, v. t. [examined (-ind), -ining.]
(Law.) To examine for the purpose of eliciting facts
not brought out in direct examination or controvert-
ing the direct testimony. exarn'ma'tion, n. Ex-

A ball of minced

Crosiers.

a. Bishop's.
6. Archbishop's

animation of a witness, called by one party, by the
opposite party.— (jross'let, n. A small cross. (Her.)
A cross whose arms are terminated with small cross-
es, or again crossed near the end. — Crucial, kroo'"-
shal, a. Formed like, or pert, to, a cross; severe ;

searching, as if by suffering on the cross.— Cru'cify,
-sT-fT, v. t. [-Cified (-fid), -fying.] To fasten to a
cross, destroy the power of, subdue completely. —
Crucifixion, -fik'shun, n. Act of, etc.; death on the
cross, intense suffering. — Cru'cifix, n. Figure of a
cross, with Christ upon it. — Cru'ciform, a. Cross-
shaped. (Bot.) Having 4 equal petals, disposed
crosswise. — Crucigerous, -sij'er-us, a. Bearing, or
marked with, etc. — Crusade, -sad', n. A mediaeval
military expedition to recover the Holy Land from
the Mohammedans; any expedition for a religious
purpose ; a hot-headed or fanatical enterprise.

Crotch, kroch, n. Place of division, as of a trunk into
branches; fork; a forked piece of wood, metal, etc.— Crotchet, n. A
forked piece of wood;
crotch. (Mus.) The
3d principal note,
equal in duration to

J a m i n i m , marked
with a hook, the stem

H4-r
JSFI

Crotchets.

of which may turn up or down according to its situ-
ation. (Print.) A bracket. See Bracket. A crooked
or perverse fancy ; whim ; conceit. — Crotch'ety, -Y,

a. Given to crotchets; whimsical.
Croton-bug, kro'tun-bug, n. (Entom.) A kind of cock-
roach. oil, re. (Med.) A vegetable oil of hot,
biting taste, —a powerful drastic cathartic.

Crouch^ krowch, v. i. [crouched (krowcht), crouch-
ing.] To bend down, stoop or lie low, bend obse-
quiously, stoop meanly, fawn, cringe.

Croup, kroop, n. The buttocks of quadrupeds, esp. of
a horse ; place behind the saddle. — Crupper, Croup-
er, krup'er in Airier. ; krup'Sr in Eng., n. The rump
of a horse ; a strap under a horse's tail holding the
saddle back. — v. t. _ To fit with, etc. — Croupier,
kroo'pT-gr or kroo-per'', n. One at the lower end of
the table as an assistant-chairman at a dinner; one
who watches the cards and collects the money at a
gaming-table. [F.]

Croup, kroop, n. (Med.) An inflammatory affection
of the larynx or trachea, accompanied by a hoarse
ringing cough and difficult respiration.

Crow, kro, n. A large bird, usually black, uttering a
harsh, croaking note ; an iron lever with a claw
shaped like a crow's beak; the voice of the cock.

—

v. i. [imp. crew or crowed; p.p. crowed (krod)
or (obs.) crown (kron); crowing.] To make the
shrill sound of a cock; to shout in exultation or de-
fiance; to brag; to utter a sound of joy, as an infant.— Crow'-bar, n. A bar of iron, used as a lever. —
-foot, n. (Bot.) A genus of plants; crow-toe. (Naut.)
Cordage suspending an awning.— Crow's'-feet, re.

pi. Wrinkles at the outer corners of the eyes.—
-nest, n. (Naut.) A look-out place on a mast.

Crowd, krowd, v. t. To press or drive together; to fill

by pressing, encumber by excess of numbers or
quantity ; to press by solicitation, dun, treat dis-
courteously.— v. i. To press together in numbers,
swarm; to urge or press forward, — re. A number of
persons or things closely pressed together; the lower
orders of people ; throng ; multitude ; vulgar ; rab-
ble.

Crown, krown, re. A wreath encircling the head, esp.
as a badge of merit, dignity, or power; a jeweled cap
or fillet worn on the head as an emblem of sover-
eignty; any object sought for as a prize; anything
imparting beauty, dignity, or distinction; one enti-
tled to a regal or'imperial crown; the sovereign; re-

gal or imperial power; sovereignty; royalty; a coin
bearing the image of a crown; topmost part of any-
thing; the part of a hat above the brim and the flat

circular part at the top. (Arch.) The highest mem-
ber of a cornice; summit of any part of a building.
(Bot.) An appendage at the top of the claw of some
petals; the head of a root: see Root. (Want.) That
part of an anchor where the arms join the shank;
also, bights formed by turns of a cable. — v. t.

[crowned (krownd), crowning.] To invest with a
crown, or with royal dignity; to adorn, dignify; to

sun, cube, full ; moon, fo"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNbON, chair, get.
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Crucible.

form the topmost part of, complete, perfect. {Mil.)
To effect a lodgment upon. — Crown'er, re.

Crucial, Crucify, Crucifls., etc. See under Cross.
Crucible, kroo'si-bl, n. A chemical
vessel or melting-pot. capable of
enduring great heat without in-

jury.
Crude, krood, a. In its natural

etate; not cooked or prepared for
use; raw; unripe; immature; not
reduced to order or form ; undi-
gested; hasty and ill-considered;
displaying superficial and undi-
gested knowledge. (Paint.) Coarsely done : not ac-

curately colored. — Crude'ly, adv. — Crude'ness,
Cru'dity, -dT-tf, re. Condition of being, or that which
is, etc.

Cruel, kroo'el, a. Disposed to give pain ; causing,
or fitted to cause, pain, grief, or misery; savage; in-

human ; pitiless. — Cru'elly, -el-lT, adv. — Cru'elty,
-tl, n. Character of being, etc.; a cruel deed.

Cruet, kroo'et, n. A small glass bottle for vinegar,
oil. etc.; a caster.

Cruise. See Cruse.
Cruise, krooz, v. i. [cruised (kroozd), cruising.] To
go back and forth on the ocean ; to wander hither
and thither on land.— n. A voyage without settled
course.

Cruller, krullSr, n. A kind of crisp sweet-cake boiled
in fat.

Crumb, krum, n. A small fragment or piece, esp. of
bread ; the soft part of bread. — v. t. To break into
crumbs or small pieces. — Crum'ble, -bl, n. A very
small fragment ; small crumb.— v. t. [crumbled
(-bid), -blixg.] To break into small pieces. — v. i.

To fall or break into, etc., decay, perish.— Crum'-
bly, -bit, a. Easily crumbled ; brittle. — Crum'my,
-mT, a. Full of crumbs ; soft ; not crusty.

Crumpet, krum'pet, n. A kind of soft bread-cake,
not sweetened.

Crumple, krum'pl, ?•. r. [-pled (-pld), -fling.] To
press into wrinkles or folds, rumple. — v. i. To
shrink irregularly, wrinkle.

Crunch, krunch, r. i. [crunched (kruncht), crunch-
ing.] To chew with violence and noise, craunch ;

to grind_or press noisily.

Cruor, kroo'or, n. Gore ; coagulated blood.
Crupper. See under Croup.
Crural, kroo'ral, a. Pert, to the leg; shaped like a leg
or root.

Crusade. _See under Cross.
Cruse, kroos, n. A small cup or bottle. — Cru'set, n.

A goldsmith's crucible or melting pot.
Crush, krush, ?•. t. [crushed (krusht). crushing.]
To press and bruise between hard bodies ; to over-
whelm by pressure ; to overcome completely, sub-
due, ruin.— v. i. To be pressed into a smaller com-
pass by external force ; to be condensed. — re. A
violent compression. — Crush'er. re.

Crust, krust, n. The hard, external covering of any-
thing; any concretion.— ?;. r. To cover with a hard
case, or crust ; to incrust, envelop. — v. i. To gather
into a hard crust ; to concrete or freeze at the sur-
face.— Crusfy, -T, a. Of the nature of crust ; hard

;

of a harsh exterior or rough manner; surly; morose.— Crusta'cea, -she-a, re. pi. One of the "classes of
articulated animals, including lobsters, shrimps.
and crabs, which have a crust-like shell covering the
body and legs.

Crutch, kruch, n. A staff with a cross-piece, to be
placed under the arm for support in walking.

Cry, kri. r. ;'. [cried (krid), crying.] To speak, call,

or exclaim loudly ; to vociferate, proclaim; to weep
and sob; to bawl, as a child; to utter inarticulate
sounds, as animals. — ?'. t. To utter loudly or vehe-
mently ; to advertise by outcry. — n. A loud utter-
ance; outcry; clamor; expression of triumph, won-
der, pain, distress, etc. ; public advertisement by
outcry ; a pack of hounds. — Cri'er, n. One who,
etc. ; esp. an officer who proclaims the orders of a
court or gives public notice b\T proclamation.

Cryolite, kri'o-lTt, n. {Min.) A mineral found only
in the gneiss of Greenland, which melts easily; com-
mercial ore of aluminium.

Crypt, kript, n. A subterranean cell or cave ; esp. a

Cube.

vault under a church, for burial purposes. (Arch.)
The space under a building; subterranean chapel;
hiding-place.— Cryp'tic, -tical, a. Hidden; secret;
occult. — Cryp'togam, n. ( Hot.) A flo werless plant,
or one whicn does not fructify by means usual to
others. — Cryptog'amy, -ml, n. Concealed fruc-
tification. — Cryptog'raphy, -fY, n. Art of writing
in secret characters ; secret characters or cipher. —
Cryptol'ogy, -]!, n. Secret or enigmatical language.
— Cryp'tonym.-nim, a. A concealed name, known
only to the initiated.

Crystal, kris'tal, re. (Chem. and Min.) The regu-
lar form which a substance assumes in solidify-
ing : a fine kind of glass ; glass of a watch case. —
a." Of, or like, crystal: clear; transparent. — Crys-
talline, -lin, a. Of crystal ; having a texture pro-
duced by crystallization : resembling crystal ; pure;
clear; pellucid.— Crt/stalline humor, or lens. A white,
transparent, firm substance, formed like a convex
lens, in the vitreous humor of the eye : see Eye. —
Crys'taliize, -liz, v. t. [-lized (-lizd), -lizing.] To
cause to lorm crystals, or assume crystalline form.

—

r. i. To be converted into, etc.— CryVtalliza'tion, n.

Act of, or thing formed by, etc.— Crystallography,
-fT, n. Doctrine or science of, or treatise on, crys-
tallization.

Ctenoid, ten'oid, ??. A fish having unenameled scales,

jagged at the edges.
Cubrkub, n. A Young animal, esp. the young of the

bear.— v. t. or i. [cubbed (kubd), -bing.] To bring
forth (animals).

Cube, kub, n. (Geom.) A regular solid body, with
six equal square sides. (Arith.)
The product of a number multi-
plied twice into itself; as, 4x4
=10x4=64, the cube of 4.— v. t.

[cubed (kubd), cubing.] To
raise to the third power, by multi-
plying a number into itself twice.— Cube root. (Arith.) The
number or quantity which, mul-
tiplied into itself, and then into the product, pro-
duces a certain cube: thus, 3 is the cube root of 27.

— Cu'bic, Cu'bical, a. Having the form or prop-
erties of a cube ; contained, or capable of being
contained, in a cube.— Cubic equation. An equation
in which the highest power of the unknown quan-
tity is a cube. —C.foot. A solid foot, equivalent to

a cubical solid, which measures a foot in each of its

dimensions. — C. number. A number produced by
multiplying a number into itself, and that product
by the same number. — Cu'bically, adv. — Cu'bic-
alness, n.— Cu'bature, -chur, n. Process of determin-
ing the cubic contents of a body. — Cu'biform, a.

Cube-shaped.— Cu'boid, -boid'al, a. Having nearly
the form of, or resembling, a cube. — Cu^bo-cube, n.

(Math.) The 6th power. — Cu'bo-cu'bo-cube, n. 9th
power

Cubeb, ku'beb, n. A small, spicy, tropical berry,
stimulant and purgative.

Cubit, ku'bit, n. (An at.) The fore-arm. A measure
of length, — the distance from the elbow to the end
of the middle finger.

Cuckoo, kdok'oo. n. A bird, named from its note, which
lays its eggs in
other birds'
nests. — Cuck'-
oo-spit, spit 'tie.

n. An exuda-
tion o r spume
on some plants.
esp. about the
joints of laven-
der and rose-
mary. —
Cuck'old, n.

A man whose
wife is u n-
faithful.—
v.t. To make
a cuckold of.

Cue umber,
ku'kum-ber, American Cuckoo.

n. A creeping plant and its fruit.

Cud, kud, n. Food brought up into the mouth by

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r

;
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ruminating animals from their 1st stomach, and
chewed a 2d time; a piece of chewing tobacco; quid.

Cuddle, kud'dl, v. i. [cuddled (-did), -dling.] To
lie close or snug ; to squat, crouch, snuggle. — Cud'-
dy, -dT, n. (^aut.) A small cabin in a boat. A
very small apartment.

Cudgel, kuj'el, n. A short, thick stick ; club.

—

v. t.

[cudgeled (-eld), -eling.] To beat.

Cue, ku, n. A tail ; esp. a tail-like twist of hair at the
back of the head ; last words of an actor's speech,
regarded as a hint for the succeeding player to
speak; hint or intimation; the part one is to perform;
a straight rod used in playing billiards.

Cuff, kuf, v. A blow with the open hand ; a stroke ;

box; buffet.— v. t. [cuffed (kuft), cuffing.] To
strike with the flat of the hand, as a man ; or with
talons or wings, as a fowl. — n. The fold at the end
of a sleeve.

Cuirass, kwe-ras', re. A piece of armor, covering the
body from neck to girdle. — Cuirassier, -ser', n. A
soldier armed with, etc. [F.J

Cuish, kwis, n. Defensive armor for the thighs.
Cuisine, kwe-zen', n. The kitchen ; style of cooking ;

cookery. — Cu'linary, -na-ri, a. Pert, to the kitchen
or cookery._

Cul-de-sac, koold/sak /', n. A street closed at one end;
a trap. (Jfil.) A position in which an army has no
exit but to the front. (JS

Tat. Hist.) A bag-shaped
cavity, or organ, open only at one end. [F^]

Cull, kill, v. t. [culled (kuld), culling.] To sepa-
rate, select, or pick out.

Cullender. See Colander.
Culminate, kul'mi-nat, v. i. To reach the highest
point of altitude, or of rank, size, numbers, etc. —
a. Growing upward, as disting. fr. lateral growth, i

— Culmina'tion, n. Attainment of, etc. ; passage
I

across the meridian; transit.

Culpable, kulr pa-bl, a. Deserving censure; worthy
of blame; faulty: censurable.— Cul'pabieness, -bil

>-

ity, -tY, n. — Cul'pably, adv. — CuFprit, n. One ac-
cused or convicted of crime ; a criminal.

Cultus, kul'tus, Cult, n. Homage; worship; a system I

of religious belief, worship, or rites. — Cultivate,
'

v. t. To till, fertilize ; to direct special attention
j

to, foster, cherish ; to improve by labor, care, or
study ; to civilize, refine. — Cultivable, a. — Cul-
tivation, re. Art or practice of, etc. ; tillage ; fos-

'

tering care ; civilization : state of being cultivated ;

advancement in physical, intellectual, or moral con-
dition: refinement : culture.
— Cul'tivator, -ter, re. One
who, etc.; an implement
used in the tillage of grow-
ing crops, to loosen the sur-
face of the earth. — Culture,
kuKchur, n. Act of, etc. ;

cultivation ; refinement of
mind or manners. -

ing.] To cultivate
Culter, kuKter, re. A colter. See Colter. — Cul''-

trate, -trated, a. (Bot. & Ornith.) Sharp-edged and
pointed, like a pruning knife.

Culvert, kill'vert, re. An arched drain for water un-
der a road, canal, etc.

Cumber, kum'ber, v. t. [-bered (-herd), -Bering.]
To hang or rest on as a troublesome weight; to be
burdensome or oppressive to: to clog, obstruct, em-
barrass, impede. — Cum'bersome, -sum, a. Burden-
some or hindering ; not easily managed: oppressive;
vexatious. — Cum'bersomely, adv."— Cum^brance,
-brans, n. Encumbrance. — Cum'brous, -brus, a.

Rendering action difficult; giving trouble. — Cum'-
brously, adv. — Cum'brousness, re. — Cu'niulate,
-lat, v. t. To heap together; amass. — Cumula'tion,
n. Act of, etc. ; a heap.— Cumulative, -tiv, a. Form-
ing a mass; aggregated; augmenting:: gaining or giv-
ing force by successive additions. (Law.) Given by
the same testator to the same legatee, — said of a
legacy. — Cu'mulus. n. (Met»or.) One of the four
primary forms of clouds, — being massed, and often
bringing rain. [L.] — Cu/mulo-stra /'tus, n. A form
of cloud between cumulus and stratus, which is in
layers.

Cumin, kum'in, n. An umbelliferous plant, resem-
bling fennel, and having aromatic seeds.

Cultivator.

[cultured (-churd), -tur-

Cupola.

Cunctative, kunk'ta-tiv, a. Causing or prone to de-
lay; tardy.

Cuneal. ku'ne-al. -neate, -neated, -neafic, -niform,
-ne'iform, a. Having the form of a wedge; pert, to
the wedge-shaped characters in ancient Persian and
Assyrian inscriptions.

Cunning, kun'ning, a. Well-instructed ; skillful

;

experienced; given to underhand maneuvering;
artfully deceitful; sly; crafty ; exhibiting skill or
craft; ingenious; curious,— n. Faculty or act of
using stratagem ; deceit ; art.

Cup, kup, n. A small drinking vessel: contents of a
cup; cupful; a drink composed of wine iced and
flavored : that which must be endured ; portion ;

lot. (Surg.) A cupping-glass, pi. Repeated pota-
tions ; revelry ; drunkenness. — v. t. [cupped
(kupt), cupping.] To supply with cups. (Surg.)
To bleed by scarification and a cupping-glass. —
Cup'ping, n. (Surg.) Operation of drawing blood
with a cupping-glass. — Cup'ping-glass, n. A glass
cup to be applied to the skin, to draw blood by ex-
hausting the air. — Cup'bear-
er, n. One who fills and hands
the cups at an entertainment.
— Cup'board, kub'erd, n. A
closet with shelves, for cups,
plates, etc. — Cu'pel, n. A
small vessel used in refining
precious metals; a shallow
crucible. — Cupel', v. t. To
separate bv means of a cupel;
refine. — Cu'pola, -la, n. ; pi.

-las, -laz. (Arch.) A spher-
ical vault on the top of an
edifice. The round top of a
furnace: the furnace itself.

Cupidity, ku-pid'i-tT, n. Eager
desire for possession, esp. of
wealth; covetousness; lust.

Cupreous, ku'pre-us, a. Of or resembling copper ;

coppery. — Cupriferous, -er-us, a. Containing or
affording copper.

Cur, ker, n. A worthless or degenerate dog: a worth-
less, snarling fellow — Cur'rish, a. Like a cur;
quarrelsome ; churlish — Cur'rishly. adv.

Curable, Curate, Curator, etc. See under Cure.
Curacoa, koo-ra-so', re. A cordial, flavored with
orange-peel, cinnamon, and mace, first made in
the island of Curacoa.

Curare, -ri, ku-ra're, n. A South American vegetable
poison used by Indians upon arrows, etc., — de-
stroying control by the nerves of the voluntary
muscles. [Written vrari, icoorali, ivourari, etc.]

Curb, kerb, n. A check or hindrance; esp. a chain or
strap upon a horse's bit, which may be drawn tight-
ly against the lower jaw: a wall to hold back amass
of earth in its place: a wall set within or round the
mouth of a well; a curb-stone. —v. t. [curbed
(kerbd), curbing.] To bend to one's will, restrain,
confine; to furnish with a curb, as a well; to re-
strain by a curb, as a bank of earth. — Curb'roof, n.
A roof having a double slope; gam brel roof; mansard
roof.—stone, n. A stone placed edgewise against
earth or stonework to prevent its giving way.

Curd, kerd, n. The coagulated or thickened part of
milk, eaten as food, also of any liquid, —v. t. To
curdle; congeal. — v. i. To become coagulated or
thickened: to separate into curds and whey.— Cur/'-

dle, -dl, v. i. and t. [curdled (-did), -dling.] To
change into curd, coagulate or concrete; to thicken,
congeal.

Cure, kur, n. Spiritual charge; care of souls; office

of a curate; curacy; medical care; remedial treat-

ment of disease ; successful remedial treatment

;

restoration to health; remedy; restorative. — v. t.

[cured (kurd), curing.] To heal, restore to health,
soundness, or sanity; to remedy, remove ; to pre-
pare for preservation by drying, salting, etc. — v. i.

To effect a cure, be healed.— Cur'able, a. That may
be, etc. — Cur'ableness, -abil'ity, n. — Cureless, a.

Incurable. — Cur'ative, -tiv, a. Pert, to the cure of
diseases ; tending to cure. — Cura''tor, -ter, n. A
superintendent, as of a museum, etc. ; trustee;
guardian. [I,.] — Cu'rate, -rat, re. One who has
the cure of souls; orig., any clergyman; now, an
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Curlew.

assistant to a rector or vicar. — Culacy, -sY, n.

Office or employment of, etc. — Culious, -rY-us, a.

Solicitous to be correct; careful; scrupulous; ex-
hibiting care; artfully constructed; eager to learn;
habitually inquisitive; inviting and rewarding in-

quisitiveness ; singular. — Culiously, adv. — Cur-
nousness, n. — Curiosity, -Y-tY, n. State of being,
etc.; scrupulousness; disposition to inquire, investi-
gate, or seek after knowledge ; inquisitiveness;
that which is curious, or fitted to excite or reward
attention.— Cure\ ku-ra1«. A curate; parson. [F.]

Curfew, kerlu, n. The ringing of a bell at nightfall,
orig. a signal to cover fires, extinguish lights, and
retire to rest.

Curl, kerl. v. t. [curled (kerld), c urling.] To twist
or form into ringlets or coils: to deck as with curls;
to raise in waves or undulations; to ripple.

—

v. i.

To bend into ringlets, as hair; to move in curves,
spirals, or undulations. — n. A ringlet, esp. of hair;
an undulating or curving line; flexure; sinuosity;
a disease in potatoes, in which the leaves seem
curled and shrunk up. — CurKy, -Y, a. Having
curls ; tending to curl. — Curlliiess, n.

Curlew, kerlu, n. A wading
bird, of the snipe kind

Curmudgeon, ker-muj'un, n.

An avaricious fellow; miser;
niggard ; churl.

Currant, kurlant, n. A small
dried grape, used in cook-
ery ; a garden shrub, and
its berry.

Current, kurlent, a. Run-
ning or moving rapidly

;

now passing or present, m
its progress; circulating
through the community; generally received; com-
mon.— n. A stream, esp. of a fluid; ordinary pro-
cedure ; progressive and connected movement. —
Curlently, adv. — Cur'rentness, n. — Curlency,
-sY, n. State or quality of being current ; general ac-
ceptance ; circulation ; current value ; general esti-

mation; money.—Curlicle, -rY-kl, n. A chaise drawn
by two horses abreast. — Curric'ulum, n. A race
course; a specified course of study.

Curry, kurlY, v. t. [curried (kurl-id), currying.]
To dress by scraping, cleansing, beating, smoothing,
and coloring, — said of leather ; to comb, rub, or
cleanse the skin of, — said of a horse. — Curlier,
-rY-Sr, n. A dresser of leather.— Curly-comb, -kom,
n. An instrument for cleaning horses.

Curry, kurlY, n. A kind of sauce used in India, con-
taining pepper and other spices; a stew of fowl, fish,

etc., with curry sauce. — v. t. To cook with curry.
Curse, kers, v. t. [cursed (kerst) or curst, cursing.]
To wish evil against, execrate ; to bring evil upon,
vex, harass or torment, injure. — v. i. To use pro-
fane language, swear. — n. Imprecation of evil

;

malediction; imprecation; that which brings evil or
affliction ; torment. — Curs^ed, a. Blasted by, or
deserving, etc. ; execrable ; hateful. — Curs^edly,
adv.

Cursive, ker'siv, a. Running: rapid; flowing. — Cur''-
sory, -so-rY, a. Characterized by haste ; hastily per-
formed ; superficial ; careless.

Curt, kert, a. Characterized by brevity ; short ; con-
cise; abrupt; crusty. — Curtliess, n. — Curtail, -taK,
v. t. [-tailed (-taldr ), -tailing.] To cut short,
abridge, diminish.

Curtain, kerlin, n. A movable cloth screen or cover-
ing intended to darken or conceal. (Fort.) Part of
the rampart and parapet between the flanks of two
bastions.— v.t. [curtained (-tind'), -taining.] To
inclose, or furnish, with curtains.

Curule, kulool, a. (Horn. Antiq.) Belonging to a
chariot, — said of the chair of certain magistrates,
borne in a chariot when they went to council.

Curve, kerv, a. Bent without angles; crooked; curved.— n. A bending without an-
gles ; thing bent ; a flexure.
(Geom.) A line of which no
three consecutive points are
in the same straight line.— Curve.

v. t. [curved (kervd), curving.] To bend, crook-
inflect. — v. i. To bend. — Curv'ature, -chur, n

Continual flexure of a line or surface from a recti-
linear direction.— Curvilin

/-
eal, -ear, -e-ar, a. Con-

sisting of, or bounded by, curve lines. — Cur'vet.
74. A leap of a horse ; a prank ; frolic.— v. i. To
make a curvet; to frisk. — v. t. To cause to, etc.

Cushion, kush'un, n. A stuffed bag, to sit or recline
upon; any stuffed or padded surface, —v. t. [cush-
ioned (-und), -ioning.] To seat on, or furnish with,
etc.

Cusp, kusp, n. (Arch.) A projecting point in the or-
namentation of arches, panels, etc.; a pendant of a
pointed arch. (Astrol.) First entrance of any house
in the calculations of nativities, etc. (Astron.) The
point or horn of the crescent. (Math.) The point
at which two curves or branches of the same curve
meet. — Cuspid, n. (Anat.) One of the canine or
eye teeth: see Tooth. —Cuspidal, a. Ending in a
point. — Cuspidate, -dated, a. (Bot.) Having a
sharp end, like a spear-point.

Cuspidor, kuspl-dor, n. A spittoon; an earthenware
waste-basket.

Custard, kuslard, n. A dish composed of milk and
eggs, sweetened, and baked or boiled.

Custody, kuslo-dY, n. A keeping or guarding ; esp.
judicial or penal safekeeping ; restraint of liberty;
confinement ; imprisonment.— Custo'dial, -dY-al, a.
Pert, to, etc.— Custo'dian, n. One who has, etc. ; a
keeper; superintendent.

Custom, kuslum, ?i. Way of acting ; habitual prac-
tice ; habitual buying of goods ; business support;
patronage. (Law.) Long established practice, or
usage, considered as unwritten law, and resting for
authority on long consent. The customary toll, tax,
or tribute, pi. Duties imposed on commodities im-
ported or exported.—Cuslomable, a. Common; sub-
ject to the payment of duties.— Cus'tomably, -arily,
-rY-lY, adv. In a customary manner ; habitually. —
Cuslomary, a. According to custom ; established
by common usage; conventional. (Law.) Holding
or held by custom. — Cuslomer, n. One who fre-
quents a place to buy; a purchaser; buyer. — Cus'-
tomhouse, n. The Building where duties are paid,
and vessels entered or cleared.

Cut, kut, v. t. [cut, cutting.] To separate the parts
of with a sharp instrument ; to make an incision in,

divide, sever; to hew, as wood; or mow and reap, as
grain or corn ; to remove by cutting; to dock ; to
shape by cutting, carve, hew out ; to wound the
sensibilities of ; to intersect, cross ; to castrate or
geld.— v. i. To serve in dividing or gashing; to ad-
mit of incision or severance ; to divide, sever, inter-

sect, etc. ; to run rapidly ; to divide a pack of cards,
to decide the deal or trump. — n. An opening made
with a sharp instrument ; a cleft ; gash ; wound ; a
stroke with an edged instrument; that which wounds
the feelings; a notch, passage, or channel made by
cutting ; surface left by a cut ; portion severed or
cut oft ; an engraved block ; impression from such
an engraving; act of dividing a pack of cards; right
to divide ; manner in which a thing is formed ;

shape ; fashion. —A short cut. A crosspath which
shortens the way. — Cut and dried. Prepared be-

forehand ; not spontaneous. — C. glass. Glass hav-
ing the surface shaped by grinding and polishing.
— To c. a dash, or a figure. To make a display. —
To c. capers. To play pranks, frolic. — To c. down.
To fell ; to abash, shame ; to lessen, diminish. —
To c. out. To remove from the midst ; to shape by
cutting, fashion ; to take the place of, supersede. —
To c. slwrt. To arrest or check abruptly, abridge.
— To c. under. To undersell. — To c. up. To cut to

pieces, damage, destroy.

—

To
c. the acquaintance of, or to c.

a person. To drop inter-
course with, avoid recogniz-
ing. — To c. the cards. To
divide a pack into portions.
— To c. the teeth. To put
forth teeth. — To c. across.

To pass .through in the most
direct way. — To c. in. To
divide, or turn a card, for de-
termining.— Cutler, n. One
who, or an instrument
which, etc. ; a front tooth, Cutter.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 6nd, eve, tSrm ; Yn, ice ; fidd, tSne, 6r
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that cuts; an incisor. (j\~aut.) A small boat used by
ships of war ; a sloop-rigged vessel with a bowsprit
which may be run in upon deck. A one-horse
sleigh. — Cufting, n. Act or operation of, etc. ;

something cut, cut off, or cut out, as a twig cut from
a stock for grafting ; an excavation cut through a
hill. — Cut'off, n. That which cuts off or shortens.
(Mach.) An attachment to a steam-engine which
cuts off the passage of steam from the steam-chest
to the cylinder.

Cute, kut, a. Clever; keen; sharp.
Cutis, ku'tis, n. (Anat.) The true skin ; a dense
resisting membrane, next below the cuticle.— Cu-
ta'neous, -ne-us, a. Pert, to, upon, or affecting, the
skin.— Cu/ticie, -tl-kl, o. The outer skin; scarf-skin;
epidermis. (Bot.) The thin external covering of the
bark of a plant.

Cutlass, kuflas, n. A broad, curving sword, with
but one cutting edge. — Cufler, n. One who makes
or deals in cutlery. — Cutlery, -ler-T, ?i. Business
of a cutler ; cutting instruments in general, or in
the mass.

Cutlet, kuflet, n. A piece of meat, esp. of veal or
mutton, cut for broiling ; generally part of the rib
with the meat belonging to it.

Cuttle, kut'tl, Cut'tle-fish, n. A molluscous animal,
having ten arms furnished with cu-
pules or sucking cups, by which it

attaches itself to other bodies.
Cycle, si'kl, n. An imaginary circle or
orbit in the heavens ; an interval of
time in which a certain succession of
events is completed, and then returns
again and again in the same order.
{Bot.) One entire round in a spire or
circle. — Cyc'lic, sik'lik, -lical, a. Pert,
to, or moving in cycles. — Cy'cloid, n.
(Geom.) A curve generated by a point
in the plane of a circle when the circle is rolled
along a straight line, keeping always in the same
plane. — Cycloid'al, a. Pert, to, etc. — Cy'done,
-klon, n. A rotatory storm or whirlwind of ex-
tended circuit. — Cyclope'dia, -pae'dia, -pe'dT-a, n.

The circle or compass of the arts and sciences, or of
human knowledge ; a dictionary of arts and sci-

ences ; encyclopedia. — Cyclopedic, a. Pert, to the
circle of the sciences, or to a cyclopedia ; encyclo-
pedic.

Cyclopean, si-klo-pCan, a. Pert, to the Cyclops, a
mythical race of- one-eyed giants in Sicily; 'gigantic:
vast and rough ; massive. {Arch.) Pert, to the

"earliest buildings found in Greece, consisting of
roushly-hewn, uncemented rocks.

Cygnet, sig'net, n. A young swan.
Cylinder, siKin-der, n. {Geom.) A solid body which

Cuttle-fish.

may be generated by the rotation of a
parallelogram round one of its sides ;

a body of roller-like form, of which the
longitudinal section is oblong, and the
cross-section circular. — Cylin'dric,
-drical, a. Formed like, or having prop-
erties of, etc. — Cyliu'driform, a.

Formed like, etc. — Cyl'indroid, n. A
solid body resembling a right cylinder,
but having the bases elliptical.

Cymbal, sim'bal, n. A dish-shaped mu- p.. l;T,jT_
sical instrument of brass, held in the UJ nnQer-

hand, and producing, when two are struck together,
a ringing sound.

Cyme, sTm, n. {Bot.) A flat-topped or convex flower-
cluster, like a corymb, except that the inflorescence
commences with' the terminal buds. — Cy'mose,
-mos, -mous, -mus, a. Containing or in the form of
a cyme. — Cym'lrng, n. A squash.

Cymric, kim'iik, a. Pert, to the Cymry, or people of
Wales, or to their language; Welsh.

Cynic, sin'ik, -ical, a. Having the qualities of a surly
dog; snarling; surly: austere; pert, to the dog-star;
pert, to the philosophers called cynics, or to their
doctrines.— Cynic, n. One of a sect of ancient phi-
losophers, named from their morose tenets; one who
holds views resembling these of the cynics; a snarler;
misanthrope.— Cynlcalness, n. — Cynicism, -sizm,
n. Practice or principles of a cynic.

Cynosure, sin'o-shoor or si'no-shoor, n. The constel-
lation of the Lesser Bear, to which, as containing
the polar star, the eyes of mariners are often di-

rected; anything to which attention is turned; cen-
ter of attraction.

Cypress, si'pres, n. A coniferous tree, generally ever-
green, and having wood remarkable for durability,
— anciently used at funerals, and so an emblem of
mourning.

Cyprian, sip'rY-an, n. A native of Cyprus; a lewd
woman; harlot, —a. Pert, to the island of Cyprus,
renowned for the worship of Venus; pert, to lewd-
ness, or those who practice it.

Cyst, sist, n. (Phi/siol.) A pouch or sac, without
opening, containing morbid matter. — Cystic, a.
Having the form of. or living in, etc.; containing,
pert, to, or contained in, etc. — Cyslocele, -sel, m.

Hernia of the urinary bladder.
Czar. Tzar, zar, n. A king; chief: a title of the em-
peror of Russia. — Czarina, za-relia, n. Title of the
empress of Russia. — Czarowitz, zaT'o-wits, n.

Title of the eldest son of the czar of Russia.—
Czarev'na, -na, n. Wife of the czarowitz.

Czech, tchek. n. One of a branch of the Slavonic race,
including the Bohemians, Hannacks (or Moravians),
and Slovacks.

D.

D, de. The 4th letter in the English alphabet. (Mus.)
The 2d note of the scale, corresponding to Re.

Lab, dab, v. t. [dabbed (dabd), dabbixg.] To strike
gently, as with the hand or a soft or moist substance.— n. A gentle blow; sudden hit; a lump of anything
soft, with which something is dabbed: a small, flat

fish. — Dab'ber, n. That with which one dabs; an
implement used in printing, stereotyping, etc. —
Dab'ble, v. t. [dabbled (-bid), -blixg.] To wet bv
little dips or strokes, moisten.— v. i. To play in
water, as with the hands; to work in a superficial
manner, touch here and there, tamper, meddle.

Dab, Dabster, dab'ster, n. One skilled at his business.
Dabchick. dab'chik, n. A water-fowl allied to the
grebe; dipchick; didapper; dobchick; a babyish per-
son.

Da capo, da-karpo. (Mus.) A direction to return to,
and end with, the first strain,— indicated by D. C.

Dace, das, n. A river fish, of silvery color.
Dactyl, dak'til, n. (Pros.) A poetical foot of .3 svlla-

bles, 1 long, followed by 2 short, or 1 accented fol-

lowed by 2 unaccented.
Dad, Daddy, dad'dT, n. Father,— a word used by
children. — Dad'dy-long-legs, n. A spider having a
small round body, and very long, slender legs; the
crane-fly.

Dado, da'do, n. (Arch.) The die or square part in the
middle of the pedestal of a column; that part of an
apartment between plinth and impost molding; an
arrangement of moldings, or a border of wood or
paper, around the lower part of the walls of a room.

Daffodil, daf'fo-dil, n. (Bot.) A plant of the genus
Sarcissus, having a bulbous root, and beautiful flow-
ers, usually j

rellow.
Daft, daft, a. Delirious; insane; foolish.

Dag, dag, n. A dagger; poniard; a kind of pistol for-
merly used. — Dag'ger, n. A short sword; poniard.
(Print.) A mark of reference in the form of a dag-
ger [t], — called also obelisk.— v. t. To pierce with,
etc.; to stab.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fot>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boxbox, chair, get.
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Dag, dag, n. A loose end, as of locks of wool; a leath-

er latchet. — Dag'-lock, n. A dirty lock of wool on
a sheep.

Daguerreotype, da-gSi-'o-tlp, n. A method of taking
pictures by photography, on plates of silvered cop-
per, etc.; picture so produced, — v. t. [daguerreo-
typed (-tipt), -typing.] To represent by the photo-
graphic art, as a picture; to impress with great dis-

tinctness.
Dahlia, dai'ya, n. A genus of flowering plants native
to Mexico.

Daily. See under Day.
Daimio, di'ml-o, n. One of the feudal nobles of Japan.
Dainty, danlY, a. Delicious to the taste; toothsome;
elegant in form, manner, or breeding; requiring
dainties; over-nice; fastidious; ceremonious, — n.
That which is delicious, delicate, or nice; delicacy.

Dairy, da'rt, n. Place where milk is kept, and made
into butter or cheese; business of making butter
and cheese.

Dais, dais, n. A raised floor at the upper end of the
dining-hall; upper table of a dining-hall; seat with

, canopy for those at the high table,

isy, da'zi, n. A common spring flower.
Dale, dal, n. A low place between hills; vale; valley.

Dally, dallT, v. i. [dallied (-lid), -lying.] To waste
time in effeminate or voluptuous pleasures, or in
idleness and trifles; to linger, delay; to interchange
caresses; to use fondling or wantonness. —Dal '-

liance, -lY-ans, n. Act of, etc.

Dam, dam, n. A female parent, —used of beasts, or
of a woman, in contempt.

Dam, dam, n. A mole, bank of earth, wall, etc., to ob-
struct the flow of water.— v. t. [dammed (damd),
damming.] To obstruct or restrain the flow of, by a
dam; to shut up, confine.

Damage, dam'ej, n. Any permanent injury to person,
property, or reputation; hurt; loss; mischief; detri-
ment, pi. {Law.) A compensation or indemnity to
one party, for a wrong or injury done by another.

—

v. t. [damaged (-ejd), -aging.] To inflict injury
upon, hurt, impair. — Damageable, a. — Damn,
dam, v. t. (daained (danul), damning (darning or
darn'mng).] To condemn; to adjudge to punish-
ment or death; to censure. (Theol.) To condemn to
punishment in the future world. To condemn as
bad, by hissing, etc.— Damned, damd, in serious dis-

course damlied, p. a. Sentenced to punishment in
a future state; hateful; abominable. — Damna/tion,
-na'shun, n. (Theol.) Condemnation to eternal pun-
ishment. — Damliable, a. Worthy of, etc.; odious.

Damascene, dam'as-sen, Dam'son, -zn, n. A kind of
plum. — Dam'ask, a. Pert, to, originating at, or
like, the manufactures of Damascus; having the
color of the damask rose. — n. A stuff with raised
figures, woven in the loom,— orig. made at Da-
mascus, of rich silk, now made of silk intermin-
gled with flax, cotton, or wool; linen woven in imi-
tation of the figures in damask silk. — v. t. [dam-
asked (-askt), -asking.] To decorate with orna-
mental figures, as silk with raised flowers, etc., or
steel with etchings, or inlaid devices; to embellish,
variegate.

Dame, dam, n. A lady in rank or culture; the mis-
tress of a family in common life; mistress of a com-
mon school; a matron. — Dam'sel, -zel, n. A young
unmarried woman; girl.

Damn, Damnable, etc. See under Damage.
Damp, damp, a. Moderately wet; moist; humid.— n.

Moisture; humidity; fog; dejection; depression; dis-

couragement, pi. (Mining.} Gaseous products, elim-
inated in coal-mines, wells, etc. — v. t. [damped
(dampt), damping.] To moisten, make humid, ren-
der chilly, depress or deject, discourage. — Dampen,
dampen, v. t. or i. [-eked (-nd), -ening.] To make
or become moist. — Damp'er, n. That which damps
or checks ; as a valve in a flue, to regulate the draught
of air, or a contrivance in mechanism, to check some
action at a particular time. —Damp^ness, w. Mod-
erate humidity; moisture.

Damsel. See under Dame.
Damson. See under Damascene.
Dance, dans, v. i. [danced (danst), dancing.] To
move with measured steps, or to a musical accom-
paniment; to move nimbly or merrily, caper, frisk.

— v. t. To cause to dance, dandle, — n. A brisk
amusement, in which the movements of persons are
regulated by art, in figures and by the sound of in-
struments. (Iilus.) A tune by which dancing is reg-
ulated. — Dan'cer, n. — Danseuse, dawN-sez', n. A
female dancer, esp. at a theater, etc.

Dandelion, dan /de-fi/un, n. A plant, with large yellow-
compound flowers.

Dander, dan'der, n. Corrupt, of Dandruff, q. v.—
Anger or vexation. [Low.]

Dandle, dan'dl, v. t. [dandled (-did), -dling.] To
move up and down in affectionate play, as an in-
fant ; to caress, fondle ; to treat as a child, toy
with, pet. — Dan'dy, -dT, n. One who affects finery
in dress and manner; a fop ; coxcomb.— Dan'dy-
ism, -izm, n. Manners and character of, etc.

Dandruff, dan'druf, -driff, -der, n. Scurf which
forms on the head, and comes off in scales.

Danger, dan'jer, n. Exposure to injury, loss, pain,
etc.; peril; hazard; risk; jeopardy. — Dan'gerous,
-us, «. Attended with, or causing danger. — Dan'-
gerously, adv. — Dan'gerousness, n.

Dangle, dan'gl, v. i. [-gled (-gld), -gling.J To hang
loosely, or with a waving, swinging, or jerking mo-
tion. — v. t. To cause to dangle; to swing.

Dank, dank, a. Damp; moist; humid; wet.
Dapper, dap'per, a. Little and active; nimble; neat

in chess; smart.
Dapple, dap' pi, a. Marked with spots of different
shades of color; variegated, —n. One of the spots
on a dapple animal. — v. t. [dappled (-pld), -pling.]
To variegate, spot.

Dare, dar, v. i. [durst (dSrst), daring.] To have
sufficient courage; to be bold enough; to venture.
— v. t. [dared (dard), daring.] To have courage
for, venture to do; to profess courage to meet; to
challenge, provoke, defy, brave. — Daring, a.—
Daringly, adv.— Dare'-devil, n. A rash, venture-
some fellow.

Dark, dark, n. Destitute of light; not reflecting or
radiating light; obscure; not easily seen through;
mysterious ; hidden ; destitute 01 knowledge and
culture; unrefined; evincing foul traits of charac-
ter; vile; wicked ; foreboding evil; gloomy; suspi-
cious. — n. Absence of light; obscurity; condition
of ignorance ; secrecy. — Darken, darken, v. t.

[-ened (-nd), -ening.] To make dark or black,
obscure, render dim, deprive of vision; to render
ignorant or stupid; to render less clear or intelli-

gible; to cast a gloom upon; to make foul, sully.

—

v. i. To grow dark or darker. — Dark'ener, n.—
Darkish, a. Somewhat dark ; dusky ; dim.—
Darkly, adv.— Dark'ness, n. State of being, etc.;

obscurity ; gloom ; secrecy ; state of ignorance or
error; wickedness; impurity; want of clearness or
perspicuity; calamity; perplexity. — Darkling, a.
In the dark. — Dark'some, -sum, a. Dark; gloomy;
obscure. — Dark'y, -t, n. A negro.

Darling. See under Dear.
Darn, darn, v. t. [darned (darnd), darning.] To
mend, as a hole, by imitating the texture of the
stuff with thread and a needle. — n. A place
mended by darning.

Darn, darn, v. t. A substitute for the profane damn.
Darnel, darliel, n. A weed,— rye-grass.
Dart, dart, n. A weapon thrown by the hand; a
javelin; any missile weapon; anything that pierces
and wounds. — v. t. To throw with a sudden
thrust, hurl, launch; to throw suddenly or rapid-
ly ; to send, emit, shoot. — v. i. To be let fly or
launched; to start and run with velocity; to snoot
rapidly along. — n. A fish, the dace.

Darwinian, dar-win'T-an, a. Pert, to the theory of
natural selection, struggle for existence, and sur-
vival of the fittest, taught by Charles Darwin in his
"Origin of Species" and other works. — n. One
who believes, etc. ; an evolutionist.— Darlvinism,
-winlanism, -izm, n. The doctrine of evolution.

Dash, dash, v. t. [dashed (dasht), dashing.] To
throw with violence; to break, as by throwing or
collision; to put to shame, confound; to throw in
or on in a rapid, careless manner, overspread par-
tially, touch here and there; to form or sketch
rapidly or carelessly ; to erase by a stroke, strike
out, obliterate. — v. i. To rush or strike violently.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; in, ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r j
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— n. Violent striking 01 two bodies; crash; sudden
check; frustration; ruin; an admixture, infusion,
or adulteration ; a partial overspreading ; a rapid
movement, quick blow, sudden onset; capacity for
quick, bold movements against an enemy ; a vain
show or blustering parade; aflourish. {Punctuation.)
A mark or line, thusf—], denoting a break, stop, or
transition in a sentence, or a change in its construc-
tion, a significant pause, or an unexpected turn of
sentiment. {Mux.) A mark [9] denoting that the
note is to be performed in a short, distinct manner;
the line drawn through a figure in the thorough-
bass, as a direction to raise that figure half a tone
higher. (Raciitr/.) A single trial of speed,— disting.
fr. a heat. — Dash'er, n. That which, etc.; a dash-
board. — Dash'y, -T, a. Ostentatiously fashionable;
showy.— Dash'ingly, udr. Conspicuously. — Dash'

-

board, -bord, n. A board on the front of a vehicle
to intercept mud, etc.

Dastard, das'tai d, n. One who meanly shrinks from
danger; coward; poltroon.— a. Meanly shrinking;
cowardly.

Data, da'ta, n. p7. Facts given or admitted; ground
of inference or deduction. — Da'tum, n. Something
given, esp. as a standard; a datum-line, a horizontal
line or level, from which siirface points are reck-
oned in surveying. — Date, dat, n. Specification of
the time when a writing, coin, etc., was executed;
precise period or time of; epoch: end; conclusion;
duration; continuance, — v. t. To note the time
of writing or executing; to fix the time of; to refer
to as a starting point. — v. i. To have beginning,
have a date. — Da'tive, -tiv, n. ( Law.) That which
maybe given or disposed of at pleasure. (Gram.)
The case of a noun which expresses the remoter
object, generally indicated in English by to or for
with the objective, —a. (Law.) Capable of being
disposed of at will and pleasure; removable, as dis-
ting. fr. perpetual, — said of an officer; given by a
magistrate, as disting. fr. being cast upon a party
by the law. Pert, to the dative.

Date, dat, n. The fruit of the date-palm.— Date'-
-palm, -pam, -tree, n. The genus of
palms bearing dates.

Daub, dawb, v. t. [daubed (dawbd),
daubing.] To smear with soft, ad-
hesive matter; to plaster ; to paint in
a coarse or unskillful manner ; to dis-
guise, conceal. — n. A viscous, sticky
application. (Paint.) A picture coarse-
ly executed.

Daughter, daw'ter, n. A female child or
descendant. — Daugh/terly, -IT, a. Be-
coming a daughter; filial.— Daugb/ter- Date tree.
in-law, n. The wife of one's son.

Daunt, dant, v. t. To repress or subdue the courage
of, dismay, appall, intimidate.— Dauntless, a. In-
capable of being, etc.; bold; intrepid.

Dauphin, daw'fin, n. The eldest son of the king of
France, and heir of the crown. — Dau'phiness, n.

Wife of the dauphin.
Davenport, dav'en-port, n. A writing-table.
Davit, dav'it or da'vit, n. (Naut.) A spar used on

ships, as a crane to hoist the anchor
to the top of the bow. pi. Arms
projecting over a. ship's side or
stern, having tackle to raise a boat
by-

Davy-lamp, da'vT-lamp, n. A lan-
tern whose light is inclosed within
wire gauze, as a protection against
explosions of gnses in mines, —
invented by Sir Humphrey Davy.

Daw, daw, n. A bird of the crow
family; jackdaw.

Dawdle, daw'dl, v. i. [-dled (-did),
waste time in trifling employment, trifle,

waste by trifling.

Dawn, dawn, v. i. [dawned (dawnd), dawning.] To
begin to grow light in the morning, or to open and
give promise, as the understanding or character.—
n. The break of day; first appearance of light; first

opening or expansion; beginning.
Day, da, n. The period from sunrise to sunset; period

of the earth's revolution on its axis, — divided into

Davits.

-DUNG.] To
t. To

24 hours; a specified time or period; day of battle;

successful contest; victory. —Daily, dalT, a. Hap-
pening orpert. to each successive day; diurnal; quo-
tidian.— adv. Every day; day by day.— re. A pub-
lication appearing every day.

Daze, daz, v. t. [dazed (dazd), dazing.] To over-
power with light, dazzle, confuse, bewilder. — Daz-
zle, daz'zl, r. 1. [dazzled (-zld), -zling.] To
overpower with light ; to surprise with brilliancy
or display of any kind- — v. i. To be intensely
bright; to be rendered blind or dim by excess of
brightness. — Daz'zlingly, -If, adv.

Deacon, de'kn, n. (Ecu.) In some communions, one
admitted to a grade in the ministry lower than priest
or elder; in others, a church officer who assists the
pastor at the Lord's Supper, etc. — Dea'coness. n.

A woman specially devoted to the service of the
church — caring for the sick, etc.— Dea'conry, -rT,

-ship, Diaconate, di-ak'o-nat, n. Office or ministry
of a deacon or deaconess.—Diac'onal, a. Pert, to, etc.

Dead, ded, a. Destitute of life ; put to death ; inani-
mate ; resembling death in appearance or quality ;

without show of life; without motion; inactive; un-
productive ; unprofitable ; dull; monotonous or un-
varied; producing death; sure as death; wanting in
religious spirit. (Law.) Cut off from the rights of
a citizen, or property holder. (Engin.) Not impar-
ting motion or power. — adv. To a degree resem-
bling death; to the last degree; completely; wholly.— n. The most quiet or death-like time ; period of
profoundest repose or gloom, pi. Those who are
dead; the departed.— Deadly, -IT, a. Capable of
causingdeath; mortal; fatal; destructive; willing to
destroy; implacable. — adv. So as to resemble, or to
cause, death; mortally; implacably. — Dead'liness,
n. — Dead'ness, n. State of being or seeming dead;
inertness; coldness; indifference.— Dead'en, ded'n,
v. t. [-ened (-nd), -ening.] To impair in vigor,
force, or sensibility; to lessen the velocity or mo-
mentum of, retard; to make spiritless; to deprive of
gloss or brilliancy.

Deaf, def or def, a. Wanting the sense of hearing: un-
willing to hear ; not to be persuaded.— Deafen,
v.t. [-ened (-nd), -ening.] To make deaf, stun.
(Arch.) To render impervious to sound, as a floor,

by filling the spnee beneath it with mortar, etc. —
Deafness, «.— Deaf-mute, n. One deaf and dumb.

Deal, del, v. t. [dkalt (delt), dealing.] To divide,
distribute ; to throw out or bestow successively or
indiscriminately. — v. i. To make distribution; to

traffic, trade, carry on business ; to act, have trans-
actions with, manage, treat, — n. A part or portion;
an indefinite quantity, degree, or extent; division
or distribution of cards; portion distributed ; divis-

ion of a timber by sawing ; a pine or fir board or
plank; wood of the pine or fir.— Deafer, n. One
who deals; a trader.— Deafing, re. Manner of treat-

ing others; trade; distribution, as of cards.

Dean, den, n. An ecclesiastical dignitary, subordinate
to a bishop; an officer in universities; head or secre-

tary of a college faculty.— Dean'ery, -6r-T, n. Office,

revenue, residence, or jurisdiction, of a dean. —
Dean'ship, n. Office of, etc. — Dec'anal, a. Pert,
to a deanery.

Dear, der, a. Bearing a high price ; costly ; marked
by scarcity, and exorbitance of price ; highly val-

ued; much esteemed ; greatly beloved ; precious.—
a Iv. Dearly; at a high rate. — n. A dear one; dar- .

ling.— Dear'ly, adv.— Dear'ness, n— Darling, dark-
ling, a. Dearly beloved; regarded with tender fond-
ness: favorite.— ?;. One who is, etc.— Dearth, dSrth,

n. Scarcity, rendering dear; want; famine; barren-
ness; povertv.

Dearborn, der'bSrn, n. A light 4-wheeled carriage.

Death, deth, re. Cessation of bodily life ; decease ; de-
mise; dissolution; exit; total privation or loss; man-
ner of dying : cause, agent, or instrument of loss of
life: a skeleton, as the symbol of death; danger of
death. — Deathless, a. Not subject to death or de-
struction; immortal. — Death'ly, -IT, a. Resembling
death or a dead body; deadly; latal.

Debar, de-bar', v. t. [-barred (-bard), -barring.] To
cut off from entrance, as if by a bar or barrier ; to

shut out, exclude, deny, refuse.

Debark, de-bark-', v. t. [-barked (-barkt), -barking.]

i, cube, full ; moon, foot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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To land from a ship or boat, disembark. — v. i. To
leave a vessel and pass to the land.

Debase, de-biis', v. t. [-based (-bast'), -basing.] To
reduce to a lower state of worth, dignity, purity,
etc.; to abase, degrade, lower.— Debase'ment, n. Act
of or state of being debased ; degradation.

Debate, de-bat', n. Contention in words or argu-
ments ; dispute ; controversy. — v. t. To fight or
strive for, contend for in words or arguments, con-
test, argue, dispute. — r. i. To engage in strife or
combat, contend, struggle, deliberate.

Debauch, de-baweh', v. t. T-bauched (-bawcht),
-bauching.] To corrupt in character or principles ;

to vitiate, pollute, seduce. — n. Excess in eating or
drinking ; drunkenness ; gluttony ; lewdness ; an
act of debauchery. — Debauchee, deb-o-she', n. A
sensual or dissipated person; rake; libertine. — De-
baucher, -bawch'er, n. — Debauch/ery, -er-T, n. Cor-
ruption of fidelity ; indulgence of the appetites; in-
temperance; lewdness.— Debauch'ment, n. Act of
debauching.

Debenture, de-ben'ehur, n. A writing acknowledg-
ing a debt ; a custom-house certificate entitling an
exporter of imported goods to a drawback.

Debilitate, de-bil'T-tat, v. t. To make feeble, faint,
or languid ; to weaken, relax. — Debility, -ti, n.

State of being feeble, or weak ; languor ; infirmity

;

imbecility.
Debit, debit, n. A recorded item of debt; debtor side
of an account ; debt. — v. t. To charge with debt ;

enter on the debtor side. —Debt, det, n. That which
is due from one to another; obligation; liability; a
duty neglected or violated; fault; crime: trespas's.—
Debt'or, -er, n. One who owes another money, goods,
or services; one indebted.

Debris, da-bre', n. (Geol.) Fragments, taken collec-
tively ; esp., fragments from a mountain, piled up at
the base. _Rubbish; remains; ruins.

Debut, da-boo'', n. A beginning or first attempt; first

appearance, as of an actor, public speaker, etc.

—

Debutant, -taN', n. One who makes his first appear-
ance before the public. — Debutante, -taut', n. A
woman who, etc. [F.]

Decade, dek'ad, n. The sum or number of 10.— Dee'-
agon, n. (Geom.) A plane figure of 10 sides and 10
angles. — Dec'agram, n. A decimal weight of 10
grams, or 154.38 grains Trov. — Decahe'dron, n. ; pi.

-dra, -dra. (Geom.) A solid figure having 10 sides.
— Decahe'dral, a. Having 10 sides. — Decaliter, de-
kal'I-ter or dek'a-li-ter, n. A decimal measure of
capacity, containing 10 liters, or 610.28 cu. inches=
2 gallons and 64.44 cu. in.— Dec'alogue, -log, n. The
10 commandments. — Decal'ogist, -jist, n. One who
explains the decalogue. — Decam'eron, n. A work
comprised in 10 books: esp. a collection of tales of
Boccaccio.— Decameter, de-kam'e-ter or dek'a-me-
tSr, n. A decimal measure of length= 10 meters=
393.71 inches. — Decan'drous, -drus, a. (Bot.) Hav-
ing 10 stamens.— Dec'apod, n. (Zo'dl.) A crustacean
with 10 feet or legs, as crabs, lobsters, etc. — Dec'-
aster, n. A decimal solid measure = 10 steres = 10
cu. meters =353.166 cu. inches.— Dec'astich, -stik, n.

A poem consisting of 10 lines. — Dee'astyle, -stil, n.

(Arch.) A building having a portico with 10 col-

umns in front. — Dec'asyllab'ic, -sil-lab /ik, a. Con-
sisting of 10 syllables.— Dec'uple, -u-pl, a. Tenfold;
multiplied by 10. — n. A number 10 times repeated.— v. t. To make tenfold; to multiply by 10. —[See
further under December.]

Decadence, -dency. See under Decay.
Decamp, de-kamp', v. i. [-camped (-kamf), -camp-

ing.] To move away from a camping-ground, de-
part suddenly.— Decamp'ment, n. Departure from,
etc. ; a marching off.

Decanal. See under Dean.
Decant, de-kant', v. t. To pour off gently, as liquor
from its sediment; to pour from one vessel into an-
other. — Decant'er, n. A vessel used to decant liq-
uors or receive decanted liquors; one who decants.

Decapitate, de-kap'I-tat, v. t. To cut off the head of,
behead. — Decap'ita'tion, n. Act of, etc.

Decarbonize, de-kar'bon-iz, v. t. [-ized (-izd),-iziNG.]
To deprive of carbon.— Decar'burize, -bu-rlz, v. t.

Same as Decarbonize.
Decay, de-ka', v. i. [decayed (-kad'), decaying.]

To pass gradually from a sound, prosperous, or per-
fect state, to one of imperfection, weakness, or dis-
solution : to fail; to rot. — v. t. To impair, bring to a
worse state. — n. Gradual failure of nealth, sound-
ness, prosperity, etc. ; decline. — Deca'dence, -dency,
-sT,n. Decay; fall; deterioration.— Deciduous, -sid'-
u-us, a. Of temporary existence; shed yearly, as,

leaves or antlers; not perennial or permanent.
Decease, de-ses', n. Departure, esp. departure from

this life; death; demise.— v. i. [deceased (-sesf),
i deceasingJ To die.

[Deceive, de-sev', v. t. [-ceived (-sevd'), -ceiving.]
To lead into error, impose upon, delude, insnare,

|

disappoint. —Deceit, -set', n. Attempt or disposi-
tion to deceive; deception; fraud; imposition.— De-
ceit'ful, -ful, a. Trickish; fraudulent. —D6Cep'-
tion, -sep'shun, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; that
which, etc.; deceit. — Decep'tive, -tiv, -tory, -to-rY,
a. Tending to, etc.: misleading.
ecember, de-sem'ber, n. The 12th or last month in
the year. — Decern'vir, -ver, n. : E. pi. Decemvirs,
-verz, L. pi. -viri, -vT-ri. One of 10 magistrates, who
had absolute authority in ancient Rome.— Decem'-
viral, -vT-ral, a. Pert, to, etc. — Decem'virate, -rat,

n. Office or term of office of, etc.; a body of 10 men
I

in authority. — Decen'nary, -sen'na-ri, n. A period
i of 10 years. (Law.) A tithing consisting of 10 neigh-

boring families.'— Decen'nial, -ni-al, a. Consisting

I

of, or happening once in, etc.— Decillion, -sil'yun, n.

A number consisting, by English notation, of a mil-
lion involved to the 10th power, or 1 with 60 ciphers

! annexed ; by French or common notation, a thous-
and involved to the 11th power, or 1 with 33 ciphers.

I See Numeration. — Decill'ionth, -}
runth, a. Pert,

to, etc.; preceded by a decillion less one. — n. The
quotient of 1 divided by, etc. ; one of a decillion
equal parts. — Decigram, des'l-gram, n. A decimal
measure of weight equal to 1-10 of a gram, or 1.5438
grains Troy. — Deciliter, de-sil'T-ter or des'T-le-ter,

n. A decimal measure of capacity= 1-10 liter= 6.1028
cu. inches. — Dec'imal, des'T-mal, a. Pert, to deci-
mals; numbered or proceeding by tens.— n. A num-
ber expressed in the scale of tens; decimal number;
esp. decimal fraction.—Decimalfractions. Fractions

whose denominator is some power of 10, as yLi y^Ar,

and is not usually expressed, but is signified by a
point at the left of the numerator, as .2, .25.— Cir-
culating or circulatory decimal. A decimal fraction
in which the same figure, or set of figures, is con-
stantly repeated; as, 0.354354354; called also recurring
decimal. — Decimate, v. t. To take the tenth part
of, tithe; to select by lot and kill every tenth man
of; to destroy a certain portion of.— Decimeter, de-
sim'e-ter or iies'i-me-ter, n. A decimal measure of
length = 1-10 meter= 3.9371 inches. — Decime, da-
sem', n. A French coin = 1-10 franc, about 2 cents.— Decister, des'is-ter, n. A solid measure, the 1-10

of a stere, or cubic meter = 3.5317 cu. feet.— Decu'-
rion, -ri-un, n. A Roman officer commanding 10 sol-

diers. — [See also under Decade.]
Decent, de'sent, a. Suitable in words, behavior, dress,
and ceremony; free from obscenity; modest; mod-
erate, but competent; respectable. — De'centness, n.— De'cency, -si, n. State or quality of being decent;
proper formality ; modesty ; what is becoming.

Deception, Deceptive, etc. See under Deceive.
Decide, de-sid', v. t. To determine the result of, settle,

end, conclude.— v. i. To determine, form a defi-
nite opinion, come to a conclusion, give decision.

—

Decid'ed, a. Free from ambiguity; unequivocal; free
from doubt or wavering: determined; positive; un-
deniable; clear.— Decid'edly, adv.— Decid'er, n.—
Decid'able, a. Capable of being, etc.— Decision,
-sizh'un, n. Act of settling or terminating, as a con-
troversy; determination; conclusion; account or re-
port of a conclusion, esp. of a legal adjudication;
quality of being decided; prompt and fixed deter-
mination. — Deci'sive, -siv, a. Having the power or
quality of deciding a question, etc. ; marked by
promptness and decision; final; conclusive; positive.

Deciduous. See under Decay.
Decipher, de-si'fer, v. t. [-petered (-ferd). -phering.]
To translate from a cipher into intelligible terms; to

find out the meaning of, reveal.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; Snd, eve, term ; in, Ice ; Odd, tone, or

;
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Deck, dek, v. t. [decked (dekt), decking.] To cover,
overspread; to dress, clothe, esp. to clothe with ele-
gance, array, adorn; to furnish with a deck, as a
vessel.— n. The floor-like covering of a ship; a pack
of cards.

Declaim, de-klam', v. i. [-claimed (-klamd'), -claim-
ing.] To speak rhetorically, make a formal oration,
harangue; to speak or talk pompously and elabo-
rately; to rant.— v. t. To utter in public, deliver in
a rhetorical or set manner.— Declama'tion, n. Act
or art of, etc.; a set speech; rhetorical display, with
more sound than sense. — Declamatory, -to-rT, a.

Pert, to, etc.; characterized by rhetorical display;
without solid sense or argument.

Declare, de-klSr', v. t. [-claeed (-klard'), -claring.]
To make known publicly, publish, proclaim; to as-
sert, affirm. {Com.) To make full statement of, as
of goods liable to taxes, duties, etc. — v. i. To make
a declaration, proclaim one's self. (Law.) To state
the plaintiff's cause of action in legal form.— De-
claredly, -ed-lT, adv. Avowedly ; explicitly.— Dec-
laration, n. Act of declaring; thing declared; doc-
ument by which an assertion is verified. (Law.)
That part of the process or pleadings setting forth
the plaintiff's cause of complaint; the narration or
counts.— Declarative, -klar'a-tiv, -atory, -to-rT, a.
Making declaration, etc.; explanatory; assertive; af-
firmative.

Decline, de-klin', v. i. [-clined (-klind''), -clining.]
To bend over or hang down, as from w '

weariness, despondency, etc.; to tend towards a
close or extinction; to fail, sink, decay ; to turn
aside, deviate, stray ; to refuse. — v. t. To bend
downward, depress; to turn away from, refuse to
comply with, reject courteously, shun, avoid.
(Gram.) To inflect in order in the changes of gram-
matical form.— n. Afalling off; tendency to a worse
state; deterioration. (Med.) That period of a dis-

order when the symptoms abate in violence; a grad-
ual wasting away of the physical faculties. Decay;
consumption.— Declin'er, w.— Declin'able, a. That
may be declined; admitting of inflection.— Declen-
sion, -klen'shun, ti. Declination; descent; slope; a
falling off from excellence ; deterioration; decay; act
of courteously refusing; declinature. (Gram.) In-
flection of a word, according to grammatical forms;
the form of the inflection of a word declined by
cases.— Dec'linate, -ll-nat, a. (Bot.) Bending down-
ward, in a curve; curved downward; declined.—
Declinalion, n. Act or state of bending downward,
or of falling off from excellence, or of deviating or
turning aside; obliquity; withdrawal. (Gram.) Act
of inflecting a word through its various termina-
tions. — Decun^atory, -klinra-to-rT, a. Containing a
refusal.— Declin'ature, -klin'a-chur, n. Act of put-
ting away or refusing.— Declivity, -kliv'i-ti, n. De-
viation from a horizontal line; descent of surface;
inclination downward; a descending surface; slope.
— Declivous, -kli'vus, -clivitous, -klivl-tus, a. Grad-
ually descending; sloping.

Decoct, de-kokf, v. t. To prepare by boiling, make
an infusion of, prepare for assimilation by the heat
of the stomach, digest. — Decoclion, n. Act of pre-
paring by boiling; an extract prepared by boiling.

Decollate, de-kollat, v. t. To sever the neck of, be-
head, decapitate. — Dt*collete\ da'kol-le-ta'', a. Leav-
ing the neck and shoulders bare; low-necked, as a
dress. [P.]

Decompose, de-kom-poz r , v. t. [-i>osed (-pozd'), -pos-
ing.] To separate the constituent parts of, set free
from chemical combination, resolve into original
elements, —v. i. To become resolved from existing
combinations; to undergo dissolution.— Decomposi-
tion, -zish'un, 11. Act of, etc.; analysis; state of
being separated; release from previous combinations.

Decompound, de-kom-pownd'
-

, v. t. To compound or
mix with that already compound; to reduce to con-
stituent parts, decompose. — a. Compound of what
is already compounded. (Bot.) Several times com-
pounded or divided, as a leaf or stem. — Decom-
posite, -pozlt^ a. Compounded more than once.

Decorate, dek'o-rat, v. t. To adorn, embellish, orna-
ment, beautify. — Decoralion, n. Act of decora-
ting; that which enriches or beautifies; ornament.—
Dec'orative, -tiv, a. Suited to embellish; adorning.

— Decorous, de-kolus or dek'o-rus, a. Suitable to
the time, place, and occasion ; becoming; proper;
seemly. — Decorously, de-ko'- of dek'o-, adv. — De-
corousness, de-ko'- or dek'o-, n. — Decolum, n.

Propriety of speech, manner, etc.; dignity.
Decoy, de-coi', v. t. [-coyed (-koidr ), -coying.] To
entice into a snare, lead into danger by artifice, en-
trap, insnare.— n. Anything intended to lead into
a snare; esp. a sportsman's lure to entice birds into
a net or within shot; a place into which wild fowls
are enticed.

Decrease, de-kres', v. i. [-creased (-kresf). -creas-
ing.] To become less, 6e diminished gradually. —
v. t. To cause to lessen, make less.— n. A becom-
ing less; gradual diminution ; decay; wane, as of
the moon.— Declement, n. State of becoming grad-
ually less; quantity lost by waste, etc.— Decres'cent,
-kres'ent, a. Decreasing. — Decres-
cendo, da-kres-en'do, a. (Mus.)
With decreasing volume of sound, Deeresoenrlr— a direction to performers, written ^ecrescenao.

upon the staff, or indicated as in the margin. [It.]

Decree, de-kre', n. An order or decision by a court or
other competent authority; law; statute; ordinance;
edict, — v. t. [decreed (-kred'), -ceeeing.] To de-
termine judicially by authority, or by decree; to
appoint.— v. i. To decide authoritatively, determine
decisively. — Decre'tal, a. Containing, or pert, to, a
decree.— n. An authoritative order or decree; esp.
a letter of the pope, determining some question in
ecclesiastical law; a collection of the pope's decrees.— Decrelist, n. One versed in the decretals.

Decrepit, de-kreplt, a. Wasted or worn by the in-
firmities of old age. [Incorrectly written c/ecrepid.]
— Decrepitate, -tat, v. t. To roast or calcine, so as
to cause a continual explosion or crackling.— v. i.

To crackle, as salts when roasting.
Decrescendo, Decrescent. See under Decrease.
Decretal, etc. See under Decree.
Decry, de-kri', v. t. [-ceied (-krid'), -crying.] To
cry down; to censure as faulty, mean, or worthless;
to depreciate, detract, disparage.— Decri'al, n. Clam-
orous censure; condemnation by censure.

Decuple. See under Decade.
Decurion. See under December.

(

Decussate, de-kus'sat, v. t. To cross at an acute
angle; to intersect or lie upon in the form of an X.— Decus'sate, -sated, a. Crossed; intersected. (Bot.)
Growing in pairs, each at right angles to the pair
above or below. (Rhet.) Consisting of 2 rising and
2 falling clauses, in alternate opposition to each
other.

Dedicate, ded'Y-kat, v. t. To set apart and consecrate,
as to a divinity, or for a sacred purpose; to devote,
or give wholly or earnestly up to; to inscribe or ad-
dresses to a patron. — a. Set apart; consecrated;
dedicated. — Dedica'tion, n. Act of, etc. — Dedica-
tory, -to-rT, -to'rial, -ri-al, a. Composing or serving
as a dedication.

Deduce, de-das', v. t. [-duced (-dust'), -ducing.] To
derive by logical process; to obtain as the result of
reasoning, infer. — Deductible, -sY-bl, a. — Deduct,
-dukt', v. t. To take away, in calculating; subtract.
— Deduction, n. Act or method of deducing, in-

ferring, or concluding; act of deducting or taking
away; that deduced; inference; conclusion; that de-
ducted; part taken away; abatement. — Deductive,
-iv, a. Of, or pert, to, deduction ; capable of being
deduced from premises; deducible. —Deductively,
adv. — Dedu'cive, -siv, a. Performing the act of de-
duction.

Deed, ded, n. That which is done, acted, or effected;

an act ; illustrious act ; achievement ; exploit

;

power of action ; agency ; efficiency. (Law.) A
sealed instrument in writing, containing some
transfer, bargain, or contract, esp. in regard to real

estate. — v. t. To convey or transfer by deed.
Deem, dem, v. t. [deemed (demd), deeming.] To
conclude on consideration; to think, judge, regard..
— v. i. To be of opinion, think, estimate.

Deep, dep, a. Extending far below the surface; of
great perpendicular dimension; extending far back
from the front; low in situation; hard to penetrate
or comprehend ; mysterious ; profound ; secret; of
penetrating or far-reaching intellect ; thoroughly

sun, cube, full ; moon, f<J6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Deer.

versed ; profoundly moving or affecting: penetra-
ting; thorough; profoundly quiet or dark: unmixed;
sunk low ; depressed ; abject ; strongly colored ;

dark; intense; of low tone; grave; heavy.— adv.
To a great depth; far down; profoundly; deeply.

—

n. That which is deep, esp. deep water; the ocean;
that which is profound ; most quiet or profound
part; the midst; the depth. —Deep 'an, dep'n, v. t.

[-ENED (-nd), -ening.] To make deep or increase
the depth of, make darker or more intense, more
poignant or affecting, or more grave or low in tone.
— v.i. To become more deep.

—

Depth, n. Deep-
ness; measure of deepness; a deep, or the deepest, or
the middle, part,— as, depth of winter.

Deer, der, n. sing. and;;?. A ruminant quadruped of
several species, the males
of which have antlers.

Deface, de-las', v. t.

[DEFACED (-last'), -FA-
CING.] To destroy or mar
the face or external ap-
pearance of; to disfigure;
to spoil by obliterating
important features of.

De facto, de-fak'to. Actu-
ally ; in fact; existing.M

Defalcate, de-fal'kat, v. f.

To cut off, take away or
deduct part of, — used of
money, accounts, etc. —
Defalcation, n. A cut-
ting oft; diminution; de-
ficit; withdrawment; that
cut off; an abstraction of money, etc., by an officer
having it in charge; embezzlement.

Defame, de-lam', v. t. [-famed (-famd'), -faming.]
To harm the good fame of by slanderous reports;
to speak evil of , asperse, slander, calumniate.

—

De-
fam'er, n. — Defamation, def-a-ma'shun, n. Mali-
cious circulation of reports injurious to another;
slander; detraction; aspersion. — Defamatory, -to-

ri, a. Containing defamation.
Default, de-fawlt' n. Omission of what ought to be
done : failure ; lack ; destitution. (Lavj.) A neg-
lect of, or failure to take, some step necessary to se-
cure the benefit of law. — v. i. To fail to appear in
court; to let a case go by default.— v. t. To fail to
perform. (Law.) To call (one who should be pres-
ent in court), and make an entry of his default, if

he fails to appear. — Default'er, n. One who makes
default or fails to appear in court when called; one
who fails to account lor money in his care; a delin-
quent; peculator.

Defeat, de-fet', n. An overthrow, as of an attack, an
army, etc. ; rout ; frustration.— v. t. To render
null and void ; to overcome or vanquish, as an
army; to resist with success, ruin, frustrate.— De-
feasance, -fe'zans, n. A rendering null or void.
(Law.) A condition, relating to a deed, which be-
ing performed, the deed is defeated or rendered
void; or a collateral deed

?
made at the same time

with a conveyance, containing conditions, on per-
formance of which the estate then created may be
defeated.

Defecate, defe-kat', v. t. To clear from impurities,
as lees, dregs, etc.; to clarify, purify; to free from
extraneous or polluting matter,— v.i. (Med.) To
void excrement. — a. Freed from anything that can
pollute; refined; purified.— Defeca'tion, n.

Defect, de-fekt', n. Want of something necessary for
completeness; failing; blemish; fault. — Defective,
-iv, a. Wanting in substance, quantity, or quality;
incomplete; imperfect; faulty. (Oram.) lacking
some of the usual forms of declension or conjuga-
tion. — Defectively, adv. —Defectiveness, n. — De-
fecation, n. Act of abandoning a person or cause
to which one is bound: apostasy; backsliding. — De-
ficient, -fish'ent, a. Wanting to make up complete-
ness; not sufficient; inadequate; short.— Defi'cience,
-ciency, -shen-sT, n. State of being, etc.; want; fail-
ure. — Deficit, -I-sit, n. Deficiency in amount or
quality; lack.

Defend, de-fend', v. t. To repel danger or harm
from, guard from injury. (Law.) To deny, as the

claim of a plaintiff; to contest, as a suit.— Defend-
ant,/*. One who makes defense against evil; defend-
er. (Law.) The party opposing a complaint, demand,
or charge, at law or in equity. — Defen'sative,
-sa-tiv, n. That which serves to guard or defend,
as a plaster for a wound.— Defense', -fence', n.

Act of, state of being, or that which, etc.; protec-
tion : guard ; fortification ; apology ; justification.

(Law.) The defendant's answer or plea. — De-
fenseless, -fenceless, a. Destitute of defense; un-
protected. — Defen'sible, -st-bl, a. Capable of be-
ing defended.— Defen'sive, -siv, n. Serving to de-
fend; proper for delense ; carried on by resisting
attack; in a state or posture to defend. — n. That
which defends; a safeguard.

Defer, de-fer', v. t. [-fekred (-ferd'), -ferring.] To
put off, postpone to a future time, delay, adjourn,
protract. — v. i. To put off, delay, wait.

Defer, de-fer', v. t. To lay before, submit respect-
fully, refer.— r. i. To yield from respect to the
wishes of another. —Deference, n. A yielding of
judgment or preierence to the opinion of another;
regard; respect.— Deferen'tial, -shal, a. Express-
ing deference; accustomed to defer.

Defiance, Defier. etc. See under Defy.
Deficient, Deficit, etc. See under Defect.
Defile, defll', n. A narrow way, in which troops can
march only in a file, or with narrow front ; a long,
narrow pass, as between hills, etc. —v. i. To march,
off file by file; to file off.

Defile, de-ill', v. t. [-filed (-fild'), -filing.] To
make unclean, render ioul or dirty, pollute, cor-
rupt; to make impure orturbid; to sully; to tarnish,
as reputation, etc.; to vitiate ; to debauch, violate ;

to make ceremonially unclean. — Defil'er, n.— De-
file'ment, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; foulness;
uncleanness; pollution.

Define, de-iin', v. t. [-fined (-find'), -fining.] To
bring to a termination : to end ; to determine the
boundaries of, mark the limits of ; to determine
with precision, fix the precise meaning of, explain,
expound or interpret. — Defin'able, a.— Definite,
def'I-nit, a. Having certain limits in extent, or in
signification ; precise : fixed ; exact ; serving to de-
fine or restrict. — Definitely, nc/y. — Defimteness,
n. — Defini'tion, -nish'un, a. Act of defining, dis-

tinguishing, explaining, etc.; description of athing
by its properties ; explanation of the meaning of a
word or term. (Log.) An enunciation of the con-
stituents making up the logical essence. —Defini-
tive, -tiv, a. Deteiminate; final: conclusive; un-
conditional.—?!. (Gram.) A word used to define
or limit the extent of the signification of a common
noun.— Definitively, adv. — Defin'itiveness, n.

Deflagrate, dei'la-gt at, v. i. (Client.) To burn with a
sudden and sparkling combustion. — v. t. To cause
to burn, etc. — Deflagra'tion, v. A sparkling com-
bustion, w-.tiiout explosion. — Deflagrator, n.

Deflect, de-fient', v. i. To turn aside, deviate from a
right line, proper position or direction: to swerve. —
v. t. To cause to turn aside.— Deflection, n. Act of,

etc. ; deviation. (NdiH.) Departure of a ship from
its true course. (Opt.) Deviation of the rays of
light toward the surface of an opaque body.— De-
flemre, -flek'shur, n. A bending or turning aside.

Deflour, -flower, d'e-nowr', v. t. [-floured or flow-
ered (-flowrd'), -FLOURING Or -FLOWERING.] To
deprive of flowers ; to rob of the choicest ornament,
esp. of virginity : to ravish, seduce. — Deflour'er,
-fiower'er, n. — Deflora'tion, n. Act of, etc.

Deforest, de-for'est, v. t. To clear of forests, destroy
the trees of.

Deform, de-i'Srm', r. t. [-formed (-f6rmd'), -form-
ing.] To mar or alter in form, disfigure, render dis-

pleasing or ugly. — Deform'ity, -T-tT, n. State of be-
ing deformed ; want of symmetry ; irregularity of
shape or features ; anything destroying beauty,
grace, or propriety; distortion; defect; absurdity.

Defraud, de-frawd> , v. t. To deprive of right by
fraud, deception, or artifice: to withhold wrongfully,
injure by embezzlement, cheat, deceive, frustrate.—
Defraud'er, n.

Defray, de-fra', v. t. [-frayed (-frad'), -fraying.]
To meet the cost of, bear the expense of.

Deft, deft, a. Apt; fit; neat. — Deftly, adv.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; Sdd, tone, Sr
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Defunct, de-funkt', a. Having finished the course of
life; dead; deceased. — n. A dead person.

Defy, de-fi', v. t. [defied (-fid'), -fying.] Orig., to
renounce faith or obligation with, reject. To pro-
voke to combat or strife ; to act in hostility to ; call
out to combat, challenge, dare, brave. — Defi'ance,
-ans, n. Act of, etc.; a challenge ; provocation; state

of opposition. — Defi'ant, a. Full of, etc.; bold; in-

solent.
Degenerate, de-jen'er-at, v. i. To be or grow worse
than one's kind; to be inferior or degraded; to de-
teriorate. — a. Having deteriorated ; mean ; base ;

low. — Degen'erateness, n. — Degen'era'tion, De-
gen'eracy, -sT, n. Act of becoming, or state of hav-
ing become degenerate; decay; meanness: poorness.— Degenerative, -tiv, a. Tending to degenerate.

Deglutinate, de-glu'tT-nat, v. t. To loosen by dissolv-
ing the glue which unites; to unglue.

Deglutition, deg-lu-tish'un, n. Act or power of swal-
lowing.

Degrade, de-grad', v. t. To reduce to a lower rank or
degree; to deprive of office or dignity; to reduce in
character or reputation; abase. (Geol.) To wear
down, as hills and mountains. — Degrad'ed, p. a.

Reduced in rank, character, etc.; sunken; low; base.
{Nat. Hist.) Presenting the typical characters in an
imperfect condition. — Degrad'ingly, adv. — Deg-
radation, n. Act of, or state of being, etc. ; diminu-
tion of strength, efficacy, or value. {Geol.) A grad-
ual wearing down or wasting, as of rocks, banks,
etc., by the action of water, frost, etc.

Degree, de-gre', n. One step upward or downward,
in quality, rank, acquirement, etc. ; grade ; grada-
tion; point of progression to which one has arrived;
station ; quality ; extent : grade to which scholars
are admitted in recognition of their attainments by
a college or university. {Genealogy.) A certain re-

move in the line of descent, determining proximity
of blood. (Geom.) A 360th part of the circumfer-
ence of a circle. (Algebra.) State as indicated by
sum of exponents. A division, space, or interval,
marked on a mathematical instrument, etc., as on a
thermometer. (Mus.) Difference in elevation be-
tween 2 notes.

Dehort, de-h6rt', v. t. To urge to abstain from, dis-

suade.
Deicide, Deify, etc. See under Deity.
Deign, dan, v. i. [deigned (dand), deigning.] To
think worthy, vouchsafe, condescend, —v. t. To
condescend to give.

Deity, de'i-tT, n. The collection of attributes which
make up the nature of a god; divinity ; godhead ; a
god or goddess.—The deity. God, the Supreme Being.
— Delist, n. One who believes in the existence of a
God, but denies revealed religion; one who professes
no form of religion, but follows nature and reason;
a freethinker. — Deist'ic, -ical, a. Pert. ,o deism or
to deists. — Deist'ically, adv. — De'ism, -izm, n.
Doctrine or creed of, etc. — De'ify, -I-fi, v. t. [-fied
(-fid), -fying.] To make a god of, apotheosize ; to
treat with supreme regard, render god-like.— Deif'ic,
-ical, a. Making divine.— De'ifica'tion, n. Act of,
etc. — De'iform, a. Like a god; of godlike form.—
De'icide, -sid, n. Act of killing a divine being, esp.
of putting Christ to death; one concerned in, etc.

Deject, de-jekt', v. t. To cast down the spirits of, dis-
courage, dishearten, depress.— Deject'edly, adv. In
a dejected manner; sadry. — Deject'edness, n. — De-
ject'er, n. — Dejec'tion, n. Lowness of spirits from
grief or misfortune; melancholy; weakness. (Med.)
Act of voiding excrement ; matter voided.— Dejec'-
ture, -jek'chur. n. Excrement.

Dejeuner, da-zh'e-na', D.'jeune, da-zhen', n. A break-
fast: lunch.

De jure, de-ju're. By right; of right; by law, often
opp. to de facto. [L.]

Dekagram, Dekaliter, etc. See Decagram, etc., un-
der DECADE.

Delaine, de-lan', n. A fabric for ladies' dress-goods,
— orig. all wool, now of cotton and wool, or worsted.

Delay, de-la', v. t. [-layed (-lad'), -laying.] To
put off, defer ; to stop, detain, or hinder, for a time,
retard the motion of, procrastinate, protract. — v. i.

To move slowly, linger, tarry.— n. A deferring;
procrastination ; a lingering; stay ; detention.

Dele, de'le, v. t. (Print.) Erase, remove,— a direc-
tion to cancel something which has been put in <x

type ; usually expressed as in the margin.— Q.
Delete, -let', v. t. To blot out, erase, destroy.—
Dele'tion, n. Act of, etc.— DeFete'rious, -rf-us, a.

Destructive to life ; poisonous ; pernicious.
Delectable, Delectation, etc. See under Delicate.
Delegate, del'e-gat, v. t. To send as one's representa-

tive ; to commission, depute ; to intrust to the care
or management of another, assign, commit. — n.

One deputed to represent another ; one elected to

represent the people of a territory in Congress, with
the right of debating, but not of voting ; a deputy ;

representative; commissioner; attorney.— a. Sent to
act for another. — Delega'tion, n. Act of delega-
ting ; appointment of a delegate ; one or more per-
sons representing others, as in Congress, etc. (Law.)
A substitution by which a debtor gives a third per-
son, who becomes obliged in his stead to the creditor.

Delenda, Delete, Deleterious, etc. See under Dele.
Delf , delf , Delft, Delft'ware, n. Earthen ware, covered
with white glazing,_— orig. made at Delft, Holland.

Deliberate, de-lib'er-at, v. t. To weigh in the mind,
consider maturely, reflect upon, ponder, — v. i. To
take counsel with one's self, weigh the arguments
for and against a proposed course of action, reflect,

consider, — a. We-ghing with a view to decision;
carefully considering probable consequences ; cir-

cumspect; formed with deliberation; well advised;
not hasty ; slow. — Delib'erateness, n.— Delib'era'-
tion, n. Act of, etc. — Delib'erative, -tiv, a. Pert,
to, or proceeding or acting by deliberation.— Delib'-
eratively, a-lv. In the way of deliberation.

Delicate, del'T-kat, a. Full of pleasure; delightful;
pleasing to the senses, or to a nice or cultivated taste;

softly tinted, — said of color; fine or slender, —said
of thread ; slight or smooth, light and yielding,— said
of texture; soft and fair, — said of the skin or a sur-
face ; refined; scrupulous not to offend,— said of
manners or feelings; tender, notable to endure hard-
ship, —said of constitution, health, etc.; requiring
nice handling ; dainty ; nicely discriminating. —
Del'icacy, -ka-si, n. State or condition of being del-

icate; agreeableness to the senses; nicety of form,
texture, or constitution; frailty or weakness; ex-
treme propriety; susceptibility or tenderness; effem-
inacy ; luxury; self-indulgence ; critical niceness ;

that which is pleasing, delicate, or refined; a luxury
or pleasure; thing pleasant to the senses, esp. to the
sense of taste; a dainty. — Del'icately, adv.—'DeV-
icateness, n. — Deli'cibus, -lish'us, a. Affording ex-
quisite pleasure; most grateful to the senses, esp. to
the taste. — Deli'ciously, adv. — Deli'ciousness, n.—
Delight, de-lit', n. A high degree of gratification of
mind; lively happiness; joy; that which affords de-
light. — v. t. To give great pleasure to ; to please
highly.— ?-, i. To have or take delight—Delight'ful,
-ful, -some, -sum, a. Affording, etc. ; delicious ;

charming. — Delight'fully, adv. — Delight'fulness,
n— Delectable, a. Delightful. — Delec'tably, adv.
— Delec'tableness, n. — Delecta'tion, n.

Delineate, de-lin'e-at, v. t. To represent by sketch,

design, or diagram; to portray to the mind, depict,

sketch, picture, describe.— Delin'ea'tion, n. Act of,

etc.; description ; portrait ; outline ; draught.
Delinquent, de-link'went, a. Failing in duty; offend-

ing Dy neglect of duty.— n. One who fails to per-

form his duty; an offender; one who commits a fault

or crime. — Delin'quency, -wen-st, n. Failure or

omission of duty; fault; crime.
.

Delirium, de-lir'i-um, n. (Med.) A state in which
one's ideas are wild, irregular, and unconnected;
mental aberration. Strong excitement; wild enthu-

siasm; madness. — Delir'ious, -I-us, a. Suffering

from, etc.; wandering in mind; insane.

Deliver, de-liv'er, v. t. [-ered (-erd), -ering.] To
free from restraint, set at liberty, save from evil; to

give or transfer, part with to, make over; to com-
municate, pronounce, utter, impart; to give forth m
action, discharge; to relieve of a child in child-birth.

— Deliv'erer, n.— Deliv'erance, -ans, n. Act of, or

state of being, etc. — Deliv'ery, -Sr-I, ra. Act of , or

state of being, etc.; rescue; release; surrender; ut-

terance; parturition; freedom; preservation.

Dell, del, n. A small retired dale or valley; ravine.

l, cube, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Delta, del'ta, n.; pi. -tas, -taz. The Greek letter A;
a triangular tract of land ; esp. the
space between 2 mouths of a river.

(Geol.) Alluvial flats formed about
diverging mouths of a river.— Del'-
toid, a. Like the Greek A; triangular
— Deltoid leaf. (Bot.) One of triangu-
lar form. —D. muscle. (Anat.) The
muscle in the shoulder which moves
the arm directly upward. ;

Delude, de-lud', v. t. To lead from
truth or into error, mislead the judg-
ment of; to frustrate or disappoint: to r>olf^,q i«„f
deceive, beguile, cheat. - Delu'sion,

Uenoia leat -

-zhun, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.: false belief;
error; illusion; fallacy. — Delu'sive, -siv, a. Fitted
or tending to mislead.— Delu'sory, -so-ri, a. Apt to
delude.

Deluge, del'uj, n. An overflowing of the land by
water; an inundation; esp. the flood in the days of
Noah; anything which overwhelms, as a great ca-
lamity, —v. t. [deluged (-ujd), -ugixg.] To over-
flow, as with wTater, inundate, drown; to overwhelm
under a general calamity.

Delve, delv, v. t. [delved (delvd), delvixg.] To dig;
to open with a spade; to fathom, penetrate, trace
out.— v. i. To labor with the spade.

Demagogue, dem'a-gog, n. One who controls the mul-
titude by specious or deceitful arts; an artful politi-
cal orator.

Domain. See Demesne.
Demand, de-mand', v. t. To ask or call for, as one
who has a claim, right, or power, to enforce the
claim; to make requisition of ; to inquire earnestly
or authoritatively, question: to require as necessary;
to be in urgent need of. {Laic.) To call into court,
summon.— v. i. To make a demand, ask, inquire!— re. Act of. etc.; requisition; exaction; earnest in-
quiry; question; diligent search; manifested want;
thing claimed; claim.

Demarcation, -kation, de-mar-ka'shun, n. Act of
marking, or of setting a limit; division; separation;
a limit ascertained and fixed.

Demean, de-men', v. t. [-meaxed (-mend'), -meaxixg.]
To manage, conduct, treat, deport. To debase, lower,
degrade. [A blundering formation fr. E. mean,
base.]— Demean'or, -er, re. Manner of behaving;
conduct; deportment; mien.

Dementia, de-men'shl-a, n. Loss of mental power as
a result of brain-disease.

Demerit, de-mer^t, n. That which deserves blame or
detracts from_merit ; fault ; crime : vice.

Demesne, de-men', -main', -man, n. (Law.) The chief
manor-place, with that part of its lands not granted
out in tenancy.

Demicadence, dem'I-ka'dens, n. (Jfvs.) An imperfect
cadence, or one that falls on any other than the key-
note.— Demi-god, n. A fabulous hero, half divine,
produced by the cohabitation of a deitv with a mor-
tal.— Dem'i-lune, -lun, n. (Fort.) A wofk beyond the
main ditch of a fortress, and in front of the curtain
between 2 bastions, to defend the curtain: a ravelin.
See Eavelix.— Dem'i-monde', -moxd', n. The lower
half of society; persons of doubtful reputation; esp.
women kept as mis-
tresses. — DemT- —jQ _
sem /'i-qua/ver.-k\va/- -M y # w—r-
ver,w. {Mas.) A short f%^ \ 'f.
note, equal in time \tt7 :J\—

K

to the half of a semi- "^f & *
quaver, or l-32d part CV Demi-semi-quavers,
of whole note.

Demijohn, dem'T-jon. ??. A glass bottle with large
body and small neck, inclosed in wicker-work.

Demise, de-miz', n. Transmission by formal act or
conveyance to an heir or successor; transference;
decease of a royal, princely, or distinguished per-
son. (Law.) Convevance 'or transfer of an estate.— v. t. [demised (-mizdO., -misixg.] To transfer or
transmit by succession or inheritance: to bequeath;
to lease. — Demi'sable, -za-bl, a. — Demis'sion.
-mish'un, re. Act of, or state of being, etc.; degra-
dation; humiliation.

Democracy, de-mok'ra-sY, re. A form of government
in which supreme power is vested in the people, and

the legislative and executive functions are exercised
by the people or by persons representing them: prin-
ciples held by one of the political parties of the U.
S.— Dem'ocrat, re. An adherent or promoter of, etc.— Democratic, -ical, a. Pert, to, or favoring, etc.;
constructed upon the principle of popular govern-
ment : favoring popular rights.

Demolish, de-mol'ish, v. t. [-ished (-isht), -ishixg.]
To throw or pull down, pull to pieces, ruin, over-
throw, destroy, raze. — Demol'isher, ».—Demoli-
tion, -lish /'un, re. Act of, etc.; destruction.

Demon, de'mun, re. (Gr. Antiq.) A spirit holding a
middle place between men and gods; a departed
soul. An evil spirit ; devil. — Demoniac, de-mo'ni-
ak, -niacal, dem-o-ni'ak-al, a. Pert, to, or like, etc.

;

influenced by evil spirits; devilish. — Demo'niac, re.

A human being possessed by, etc.

Demonetize, de-mon'e-tiz, v. t. [-tized (-tizd),
-tizixg.] To deprive of value, or withdraw from
use, as currency. — Demon'etiza'tion, re. Process
of, or state of being, etc.

Demonstrate, dem'on- or de-mon'strat, v. t. To point
out. indicate, exhibit; to show, prove, or establish
so as to exclude doubt or denial. (Anat.) To ex-
hibit and describe the parts of a dead body, when
dissected. — Demonstra'tion, re. Act of, etc."; proof;
manifestation of feelings by outward signs. (Anat.)
Exhibition of parts of a subject prepared by the dis-
sector. (Logic.) Act of proving by syllogistic pro-
cess. (Math.) A course of reasoning showing that a
certain result is a necessary consequence of assumed
premises. (Mil.) A decisive exhibition of force, or
a movement indicating an intention. — Demon-
strative, -tiv, a. Tending to demonstrate ; having
the power of demonstration ; expressing feeling,
thoughts, etc. : frank ; open.

—

Demonstrative pronoun
(Gram.) One distinctly designating that to which
it refers. — Demon'stratively, adv. — Dem'onstra'-
tor, re. One who, etc. — Demon'stratory, -ft, a.
Tending to, etc.

Demoralize, de-mor'al-iz, v. t. [-ized (-izd), -izixg.]
To destroy or undermine the morals of; to render
corrupt in morals, discipline, courage, etc.

Demur, de-mer', v. i. [-mukked (-merd"), -mcrrixg.]
To delay, pause, suspend proceedings in view of a
doubt or difficulty. (Laiv.) To raise an objection,
and abide upon it for decision by the court. — re.

Stop; pause; hesitation as to proceeding ; suspense
of decision or action. — Demur'rer, n. One who
demurs. (Law.) A stop in an action upon a point
to be determined by the court before further pro-
ceedings can be had.

Demure, de-mur', a. Of sober or serious mien ; of
modest appearance ; grave ; modest in outward
seeming only; making a show of gravity.

Den, den, re. A cave or hollow place in the earth, for
concealment, shelter, or security ; a customary
place of resort; haunt; retreat, —v. i. To dwell as
in a den.

Dengue, den'ga, re. A violent fever, with rheuma-
tism, epidemic in tropical countries, — called also
dandy-, bouquet-, and bucket-fever. .

Deniable, Denial, etc. See under Dexy.
Denim, den'im, re. A coarse cotton drilling used for
overalls, etc.

Denizen, den'T-zn, re. An adopted or naturalized
citizen; a stranger admitted to residence in a for-

eign country; dweller: inhabitant.

—

v.t. [-zexed
(-znd), -zexixg.J To make a denizen, provide with
denizens.

Dennet, den'net, n. A 2-wheeled carriage, like a gig.

Denominate, de-nom'T-nat, v. t. To give a name or
epithet to, entitle, name, designate. —a. Having a
specific name; specified in the concrete as opposed
to abstract. — Denom/ina,tion, re. Act of, etc. ; that
by which anything is styled; a name, esp. a general
name indicating a class'of like individuals; a class,

or collection of individuals, called by the same
name; a sect. — Denom'ina'tional, a. Pert, to, etc.
— Denom'inative, -tiv, a. Conferring or possessing,
etc.; derived from a substantive or adjective.— re.

(Gram.) A verb formed from a noun either sub-
stantive or adjective. —Denomlna'tor, -ter, n. One
who, or that which, gives a name. (Arith.) The
number below the line in vulgar fractions, showing

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, ice ; 8dd, tone, 6r
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into how many parts the integer is divided. {Alg.)
That part of any expression below the horizontal
line signifying division.

Denote, de-hot', v. t. To indicate, point out, mark;
to be the sign of, signify, mean, intend. — Denot/'-

able, a. — Den'ota/tion, n.

Denouement, da-noo'moN, n. The catastrophe, esp.

of a drama, romance, etc.; solution of a mystery;
issue; event.

Denounce, de-nowns', v. t. [-nouxced (-nownsf),
-NOUNCISG.] To give formal or official notice of,

announce, declare ; to threaten by some outward
expression ; to point out as deserving of punish-
ment, inform against, stigmatize. — Denun'ciate,
-shf-at, v. t. To denounce. — Denun'cia'tion. n.
Act of, etc.; that by which anything is denounced;
public accusation.— Denun'cia'tor7 n. — Denunci-
atory, -to-rl, a. Containing, etc.; accusing.

Dense, dens, a. Having the constituent parts closely
united; close; compact. — Den'sity, -sT-tT, b. Qual-
ity of being, etc. {Physics.} The proportion of solid
matter to a given bulk or volume.

Dent, dent, n. The mark made by a blow; indenta-
tion.— v. t. To make a dent upon, indent.

Dental, den'tal, a. Pert, to the teeth. {Gram.)
Formed by aid of the teeth, etc. — n. An ar-
ticulation formed by aid of the teeth or gum of
the teeth.— Den'til, n. (Arch.) An ornamental pro-
jection in cornices. —Den'tist, n. One who cleans,
extracts, repairs, or fills natural teeth, and inserts
artificial ones. — Den'tistry, -rl, n. Art or profes-
sion of a dentist.— Denature, -ture, n. An artificial

tooth or set of teeth. — Denti'tion, -tisb/un, n. Pro-
cess of cutting the teeth. {Zo'dl.) System of teeth
peculiar to an animal.

Denude, de-nud', v. t. To divest of all covering,
make bare or naked, strip.

Denunciate, Denunciatory, etc. See under Denounce.
Deny, de-ni', v. t. [denied (-nld), denying.] To

contradict, gainsay, declare not to be true; to re-

fuse, reject ; to refuse to grant, withhold ; to dis-

claim connection with, responsibility for, etc.; to
disown, abjure.— Deni'al, n. Act of, etc. ; assertion
of the untruth of a statement ; contradiction ; refus-
al ; disavowal.

Deodorize, de-o'der-iz, v. t. To deprive of odor, esp.
of bad odor from impurities. — Deo'dorizer, n.

Depart, de-part', v. i. To go forth or away; to quit,
leave, or separate from a place or person; to quit this

world, die.— v. t. To leave, retire from
ment, n. A part or portion; a distinct course of life,

action, study, etc.; subdivision of business; esp. one
of the principal divisions of executive government;
territorial division; esp. one for governmental pur-
poses; a military subdivision of a country: sphere;
province: district.— Departmental, a. Pert, to, etc.
— Departure, -par'chur, n. Act of departing: death;
abandonment, as of a"rule of duty, action, plan, etc.

{Navigation & Surv.) Distance east or west from
the meridian from which a ship or course departs.

Depend, de-pend', v. i. To hang; to be sustained by
something above; to be in suspense, remain unde-
termined; to rely for support, stand related to any-
thing, as to a cause or condition; to trust, confide,
rely ; to be in a condition of service. — Depend'ent,
-ant, a. Hanging down; relying on, or subject to

something else for support ;" conditional ; subordi-
nate.— n. One who, or that which, etc.; one sus-
tained by, or relying on, another; a retainer; a corol-
lary ; consequence. — Dependence, -ens, n. Actor
state of. etc.; mutual connection and support; con-
catenation; inter-relation; subjection to the direction
of another; inability to provide for one's self; reli-

ance; trust; thing dependent. —Dependency, -sT, n.

State of being, etc.; thing hanging; that attached to
something else as its consequence, subordinate, sat-

ellite, etc.; a territory remote from the state to which
it belongs, but subject to its dominion; a colony. —
Depend'ently, adv. — Depend'er, n.

Depict, de-pikf, v. t. To form a painting or picture
of, portray; to represent in words, describe.

Deplete, de-plef, v. t. {Med.) To empty, as the ves-
sels of the human system, by venesection; to ex-
haust the strength, vital powers, or resources of. —
Deple'tion. n. Act of, etc. {Med.) Venesection ;

blood-letting. — Depie'tory, -to-ri, a. Calculated
to deplete.

Deplore, de-plor', v. t. [-ploked (-plordO, -ploring.]
To feel or express deep grief for; to weep, convey as
tokens of grief, mourn, lament, bemoan. — Deplbr''-
sr, n. — Deplor'able, a. Pitiable ; sad ; calamitous ;

wretched.— Deplor'ableness, n. — Deplor'ably, adv.
Lamentably: miserably.

Deploy, de-ploi', v. t. [-ployed (-ploid''), -ploying.]
{Mil.) To open, extend, display. — v. i. To open,
extend in line.

Depone, de-pon'. v.t. [-poned (-pond'), -poning.] To
assert under oath, make deposition of , depose.

—

v.

i. To testify under oath, assert. — Depo'nent, a.
{Gram.) Having a passive form with an active
meaning,— said of certain verbs.

—

n. {Law.) One
who gives a deposition under oath. {Gram.) A de-
ponent verb.

Depopulate, de-pop'u-lat, v. t. To deprive of inhabi-
tants, dispeople. — v. i. To become dispeopled. —
Depop'ula'tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

Deport, de-port', v. t. ,To transport, carry away, ex-
ile ; to demean, conduct, behave. — Deporta'tion,
n. Act of, or state of being, etc.: banishment; trans-
portation. — Deport'ment, n. Manner of deporting
one's self, esp. with respect to the courtesies and du-
ties of life;_demeanor: conduct. _

Depose, de-poz', v. t. [-posed (-pozd'), -posing.] To
reduce from a throne or high station, degrade, di-
vest of office; to bear written testimony to, aver
upon oath. — v. i. To bear witness, testify by depo-
sition. — Depos'al, u. Act of divesting of office.—
Depos'er, n. One who, etc.— Depos'it, -p5z-, v.t. To
lay down, place, put; to lay away for safe keeping,
store; to commit to the custody of another: esp. to
place in a bank, as money, to be drawn at will.— n.

That which is deposed, or laid down, esp. matter
precipitated from solution in liquid; that intrusted
to the care of another. — Depositary, -Ti-ta-rf, n.

One with whom anything is left in trust : a trus-
tee ; guardian. {Law.) One to whom goods are
bailed, to be kept for the bailor without recompense.— Deposition, -zish'un, n. Act of deposing or de-
positing; precipitation; act of setting aside a public
officer; displacement; removal; thing deposited; sed-
iment. {Law.) Testimony taken down in writing,
under oath or affirmation; affidavit. — Depositor,
-T-ter, n. One who makes a deposit. —Depository,
-t-to-rt, n. Place where anything is deposited for
sale or keeping. — Depot, de-po' or de'po. n. A
place of deposit; warehouse; storehouse. {Mil.) A
station where stores are kept, or recruits assembled
and drilled; the headquarters of a regiment. A rail-

road station.
Deprave, de-prav', v. t. [-pbaved (-pravd'), -pra-
ving.] To make bad or worse, corrupt, contaminate.— Deprav'ity, -prav'Y-tT, n. The state of being cor-
rupted; extreme wickedness.

Deprecate, dep're-kat, v. t. To seek to avert by
prayer, pray for deliverance from, regret deeply.— Depreca'tion, n. Act of deprecating: prayer that
evil may be removed ; entreaty for pardon. — Dep'-
recatory, -rY , a. Serving to deprecate ; tending to
avert evil by praver.

Depreciate, de-pre^sM-at, v. t. To lessen in price; to
represent as of little value, disparage, traduce, de- "

tract, underrate. — v. i. To fall in value, become of
less worth, sink in estimation. — Depre'cia'tion, /<.

Act or state of, etc. ; reduction of worth. — Depre'-
cia'tive, -tiv, a. Inclined to underrate ; tending to

depreciate. — Depre'cia'tor, -ter, n. — Deprecia-
tory, -to-rf, a. Tending to depreciate.

Depredate, dep're-dat, v. t. To subject to plunder
and pillage; to despoil, lay waste; to* destroy by eat-
ing, devour.

Depress, de-pres', v. t. [-pressed (-presf), -press-
ing.] To press down, cause to sink, let fall; to bring
down or humble; to cast a gloom upon; to embar-
rass, as trade, commerce, etc.; to lessen the price of,

cheapen.— Depression, -presh'un, n. Act of, or state
of being, etc. ; a falling in of the surface ; a cavity
or hollow : humiliation ; dejection ; despondency ;

I embarrassment or hindrance, as of trade, etc.

Deprive, de-priv', v. t. [-prived (-prlvdQ, -priving.]
To take away, remove; to dispossess, divest, divest

sun, cube, full ; moon, fdt>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boxbox, chair, get.
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of office, depose, dispossess of dignity, esp. ecclesi-

astical ; to strip, bereave, rob, despoil. — Depri-
vation, n. Act of, or state of being, etc. (Eccl. Law.)
The taking away from a clergyman his benefice or
dignity.

Depth. See under Deep.
Depute, de-put', v. t. To appoint as substitute or
agent; to delegate.— Dep'uta'tion, n. Act of, etc. ;

person or persons deputed by another party to act
on his behalf. — Dep'utize, -tiz, v. t. To depute. —
Dep'uty, -tT, n. One appointed as the substitute of
another, and empowered to act for him; lieutenant;
delegate; envoy: agent; vicar.

Derange, de-rahj', ?». t. [-ranged (-ranjd'), -ran-
ging.] To put out of place, order, or rank, throw
into confusion or disorder, disturb in the action or
function, render insane ; to displace, unsettle, dis-

concert. — Derange'ment, n. Act of, or state of be-

1

ing, etc. ; disorder; esp. mental disorder ; insanity;
lunacy; mania.

Derelict, der'e-likt, n. Forsaken by the natural own-
er or guardian ; abandoned : abandoning responsi-
bility ; unfaithful.— n. (Law.) A thing volunta-
rily abandoned by its proper owner ; a tract of land
left dry by the sea. — Dereliction, n. Act of leav-
ing with an intention not to reclaim ; state of being,
etc.; unfaithfulness. (Law.) The gaining of land
from the sea.

Deride, de-rid', v. t. To laugh at with contempt, turn
to ridicule, mock, taunt.—Derid'er, ».—Derid'ingly,
adv.— Deris 'ion, -rizh'un. n. Act of, or state of be-

ing, etc. ; an object of contempt : laughing-stock ;

scorn ; mockery : insult. — Deri'sive, -siv, a. Ex-
pressing, or characterized by, derision. — Deri'sive-
ly, adv. — Deri'sory, -so-rT. a. Mocking : derisive.

Derive, de-nv', v. t. [-k:\ed (-rlvd'), -hiving.] To
receive, as from a source, obtain by transmission :

to trace the origin, descent, or derivation of, recog-
nize transmission of. deduce, infer, draw. — v. i. To
flow, proceed, be deduced. — Deriv'able, a. Ca-
pable of being, etc. ; transmissible ; inferable. — I

Derivation, a. Act of procuring an effect from a
!

cause, means, or condition, as profits from capital,
j

truth from testimony, conclusions or opinions from I

evidence ; act of tracing origin, as in grammar or
I

genealogy ; state or method of being derived; thing
j

derived; derivative; deduction. (Math.) Operation
of deducing one function from another according to
some fixed law. (Med.) A drawing of humors from
one part of the body to another.— Deriv'ative, -rTv'-
a-tiv, a. Obtained by derivation: secondary.— n. An\--
thing obtained, or deduced, from another. (Gram.)
A word formed from another word. (Mus.) A
chord, not fundamental, but obtained from another
by inversion. (Med.) That adapted to produce a
derivation. (Math.) A function expressing the re-
lation between two consecutive states of a varying

j

function.— Derivatively, adv.
Derm, derm, n. The natural covering of an animal;

i

skin.
Derogate, der'o-gat, v. t. To annul in part, repeal

;

partly, restrict ; to detract from, disparage, depreci- !

ate.— v. i. To take away, detract.— a. Diminished
in value ; damaged. — Derogation, n- Act of, etc.
(Stock Exchange.) An alteration or lessening of a
contract to sell stocks. — Derog'atory, -to-ri, a.
Tending to, etc. ; injurious. — Derog'atorily, adv.

j

Derrick, der'rik, n. A mast supported at the top
'

by stays or guys, with tackle for raising heavy
weights.—Dei~rick crane. A crane,
the boom or derrick of which can
be brought to different angles with
the upright.

Derringer, dSr'rin-je'r, n. A short- ^
barreled, large-bored pistol.

Dervis, -vise, der'vis, Der'vish, n.

A Turkish or Persian monk ; esp.,
one who professes poverty and
leads an austere life.

Descant, des'kant, n. A variation
of an air ; a discourse formed on
its theme, like variations on a mu-
sical air : a comment. (Mus.) The
highest part in a score ; soprano ;

a composition in parts ; art of composing in parts.

— Descant', ». *". To sing a variation or accompani-
ment ; to comment, discourse with particularity.

Descend, de-send', v. i. To pass to a lower place ; to
come or go down in any way, etc. ; to plunge, fall

:

to make an attack, as if from a vantage-ground ; to
lower one's self, condescend; to pass from the more
general or important to the particular or more trivial;
to be derived, proceed by generation or by transmis-
sion. (Astron.) To move to the southward. (Mus.)
To fall in tone, pass from a higher to a lower tone.— v. t. To go down upon or along ; to pass from
the top to the bottom of. — Descend'ant, n. One
who descends, as offspring, however remotely. —
Descend'ent, a. Descending ; proceeding from an
ancestor or source.— Descend'er, n.— Descend'ible,
a. Admitting descent; capable of being transmitted
by inheritance. — Descendibility, «.— Descen'sion,
-sen'shun, n. Act of going downward; descent; deg-
radation. — Descen'sional, a. Pert, to, etc. — De-
scen'sive, -siv, a. Descending; tending downward;
having power to descend.— Descent', n. Act of, etc.;
incursion ; sudden attack ; progress downward, as
in station, virtue, etc., from the more to the less im-
portant, from the better to the worse, from a higher
to a lower tone, etc. : derivation as from an ances-
tor : lineage ; birth ; extraction ; transmission by
succession or inheritance; sloping surface ; decliv-
ity; thing derived; descendants : issue ; a step in the
process of derivation ; a generation.

Describe, de-skrlb', v. t. [-scribed (-skrtbd'), -scri-
bing.] To form or represent by lines, real or imagi-
nary ; to sketch in writing, give an account of, rep-
resent, recount, explain, depict : to have or use the
power of describing.— Description, -skrlp'shun. n.

Act of describing ; sketch of anything in words ;

class to which a representation applies ; qualities
distinguishing such a class. — Descrip'tive, -tiv, a.
Tending to, or having the quality of, etc. ; contain-
ing description. — Descriptively, adv. — Descry,
de-skri', v. t. [-scried (-skrid'), -scrying.] To dis-

cover by the eye, as distant objects, faintly seen,
espy, detect, discern.— Descri'er, n.

Desecrate, des'e-krat, v. t. To divest of a sacred
character: to treat sacrilegiously.

Desert, de-zert', n. A reward. See under Deserve.
Desert, de-zert', v. t. To part from, end connection
with. (Mil.) To leave without permission, forsake
in violation of duty.— v. i. To quit a service with-
out permission, run away.— Des'ert, a. Forsaken;
without life or cultivation: waste: barren; desolate.
— n. A deserted or forsaken tract of land; a wilder-
ness : solitude. — Desert'er, n. One who forsakes
his duty, post, party, or friend ; esp. a soldier or
seaman who quits the service without leave. — De-
sertion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

Deserve, de-zgrv', v. t, [-served (-zervd'), -serving.]
To earn by service, merit, be entitled to. — v. i. To
be worthy of recompense. — Deserv'er, «.—Desert',
n. Thing deserved ; reward or punishment merited;
worth; due.— Deserv'edly, adv. Justly. — Deserv'-
ingly, adv. In a deserving manner.
)eshabiDeshabille, dcs-a-bii_', n. An undress ; careless toilet.

Desiccate, des'ik-kat or de-sik'kat, v. t. To exhaust
of moisture; to dry.

Desiderate, Desideratum, etc. See under Desire.
Design, de-sin' or -zm', v. t. [-signed (-smd' or
-zind'), -signing.] To draw the preliminary out-
line of, sketch for a model; to mark out and exhibit,
appoint, designate ; to form a plan of, contrive ; to
intend or purpose, —v. i. To have a purpose, in-

tend.— n. A preliminary sketch; plan ; preliminary
conception : scheme ; contrivance ; adaptation of
means to a preconceived end ; object for which one
plans; aim: intent; decorative figures, as of a medal,
embroidery, etc.— Design'edly, -IT, adv. By design:
intentionallv. — Design'able, a. Capable of being
marked out— Designate, des'ig-nat, v. t. To mark
out and make known, indicate, call by a distinctive
title, denominate, style: to point out by distinguish-
ing from others; to set apart for a purpose or duty.
— Designa'tion, n. Act of, etc.; indicaiion: selection

and appointment for a purpose; that which desig-

nates: appellation; use or application: signification.

Des'ignative, -tiv,

ignator, -ter, n.

Serving to indicate.— Des'-

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; in, ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r

;
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DesiDient, de-sip'Y-ent, a. Trifling ; foolish.

Desire, de-zlr', v. t. [-sired (-zird'), -siring.] To
long for the enjoyment or possession of, wish for,

express a wish for, entreat, request.

—

n. Natural
eagerness to obtain any good ; expressed wish ; peti-

tion ; object of longing ; inclination. — Desir'ous,
-us, a. Feeling desire: covetous; eager. — Desir'-
ously, adv. — Desir'ousness, n. — Desir'able, a.

Worthy of, etc. ; fitted to excite a wish to possess.—
Desir'ably. -blT, adv. — Desir'ableness, n. — Desid'-
erate, -sid'er-at, v. t. To be' sensible of tlie lack of;
to want, miss, desire. — Desid'erative, -tiv, a. Ex-
pressing or denoting desire. — n. An object of de-
sire : desideratum. {Grain.) A verb formed from
another by change of termination, and expressing
desire of doing what is indicated by the primitive
verb. — Desid'era'tum, n. ; pi. -ta, -ta. That of
which the lack is felt ; a want generally acknowl-
edged.

Desist, de-sist', v. i. To stand aside, cease to proceed
or act, forbear.

Desk, desk, n. A table with a sloping top; frame or
case; pulpit; the clerical profession.

Desman, des'man, n. ; pi. -mans, -manz. An amphib-
ious animal; the musk-rat.

Desmine, des'min, ». (Min.) A mineral that crystal-
lizes in little silken tufts ; stilbite. — Desmol'ogy,
-ji, n. (Plu/sioL) Science of the ligaments.

Desolate, des'o-lat, v. I. To deprive of inhabitants,
make desert; to lay waste, ruin, ravage.— a. Des-
titute of inhabitants; laid waste, in a ruinous con-
dition: left alone; without a companion; afflicted.— Desola'tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; a
desolate place or country ; ruin ; havoc ; devasta-
tion: ravage; destitution; gloom.

Despair, de-spar', v. i. [-spaired (-spard'), -spair-
ing.] To be without hope; to give up all expecta-
tion, despond. — n. Loss of hope ; that which is

despaired of. — Des'pera'do, -per-a'do, n. A desper-
ate fellow; one urged by furious passions; madman.
— Des'perate, -at, a. Beyond hope ; despaired of;
past cure; proceeding from despair; without regard
to danger or safety ; rash ; headlong ; frantic. —
Des'perately, adv.— Des'perateness, n. — Despera'-
tion, n. Act of despairing ; state of despair or hope-
lessness.

Despatch. See Dispatch.
Despise, de-spiz', v. t. [-spised (-spizd'), -spising.]
To look upon with contempt, have a low opinion
of, disdain, undervalue. — Despicable, a. Fit to
be despised ; mean ; pitiful ; paltry : sordid ; base;
degrading. — Des'picableness, n. — Des'picably,
-blT, adv. — Despite', -spit', n. Extreme malice;
angry hatred ; an act prompted by hatred. — prep.
In spite of ; notwithstanding.

Despoil, de-spoil"', v. t. [-spoiled (-spoild'), -spoil-
ing.] To strip or divest, as of clothinsr ; to rob, be-
reave, rifle. — Despo'lia'tion, n. Act of, or state of
being, etc.

Despond, de-spond', z'- i. To give up, abandon hope,
become depressed. — Despoiid'ence, -ency, -en-sT,
n. State of desponding; discouragement; deiec-
tion. — Despond'ent, a. Marked by, or given' to,
etc. — Despond'ently, -ingly, adv.— Despond'er, n.

Despot, des'pot, n. One who possesses absolute power
over another; esp. a sovereign invested with abso-
lute power ; one who rules regardless of a constitu-
tion or laws ; a tyrant. — Despotic, -ical, a. Hav-
ing the character of, or pert, to, a despot ; absolute
in power ; tyrannical ; arbitrary. — Despotically,
adv. — Des'potism, -izm, n. The power, spirit, or
principles or, etc. ; tyranny ; a government directed
by, etc.: absolutism; autocracy.

Dessert, dez-zert', n. A service of pastry, fruits, etc.,
after an entertainment.

Destemper, des-tem'per. Distem'per, n. (Paint.) A
peculiar sort of painting with opaque colors, ground
and diluted with water, glue, etc.

Destine, des'tin, v. t. [-tined (-tind), -tinixg.] To
determine the future condition or application of,
set apart by design; to fix, as by an authoritative
decree, design, devote, ordain, allot, bind. — Des-
tination, n. Act of destining or appointing ; that
to which anything is, etc. ; predetermined end, ob-
ject, or use ; point aimed at ; purpose ; lot ; fate ;

end.— Des'tiny, -ti-nY, n. That to which one is

destined; fate; doom; thefixed order of things; the
power conceived of as determining the future.—
Des'tinist, n. A believer in destiny; fatalist.

Destitute, des'tY-tut, a. In want; devoid; deficient;
lacking; needy; indigent.— Destitution, n. State
or condition of being, etc.; deprivation; poverty.

Destroy, de-stroi', v. t. [-stroyed (-stroid'), -stkoy-
ing.] To pull down, break up the structure and
organic existence of; to bring to naught, put an end
to, esp. to the life, prosperity, or beauty of; to de-
molish, ruin, annihilate, kill. — Destroy'er, n. —
Destructible, a. Liable to, or capable of being,
etc. — Destruc'tibil'ity, -Y-tY, 7*.— Destruction, n.

Act of , or state of bein»r, etc.: destroying agency;
cause of ruin. — Destruc'tionist, n. One who de-
lights in destroying that which is valuable. (Thenl.)
One who believes in the final destruction of the
wicked. — Destructive, -tiv, a. Causing destruc-
tion; tending to bring about ruin, death, or devas-
tation ; mortal ; deadly ; ruinous ; mischievous. —
n. One who destroys ; a radical reformer; destruc-
tionist. — Destructively, adv. — Destruc'tiveness,
n. Quality of destroying. (Phren.) The faculty
which impels to, etc. See Phrenology.

Desuetude, des'we-tud, n. Cessation of use; discon-
tinuance of practice, custom, etc.: disuse.

Desultory, des'ul-to-rY, a. Leaping from one subject
to another, without rational connection; without
logical sequence ; disconnected ; rambling ; loose.

Detach, de-tach', v. t. [-tached (-tacht'), -tach-
ing.] To part, separate, disunite: to separate for a
special object, — used esp. in military language.—
Detacb/ment, n. Act of, or state of being, etc. ;

thing detached, esp. a body of troops or part of a
fleet detailed for special service.

Detail, de-tal', v. t. [-tailed (-tald'), -tailing.] To
relate in particulars, particularize. (Mil.) To ap-
point for a particular service. —Detail, de'tal or
de-tal', n. A minute portion; a particular, — used
chiefly in the plural; a narrative of minute points.
(Mil.) The selection for a particular service of a
person or company; person or company so selected.

Detain, de-tan"', v. t" [-TAiNEU(-tand'), -taixing.] To
keep back or from, restrain from proceeding, hold
in custody, arrest, check, delay, hinder. — Detain'-
er, re. One who detains. (Law.) Detention of what
is another's, even when the original taking was law-
ful. (Enn. Law.) A writ authorizing a prison-
keeper to keep a person in custody. —Detain'ment,
n. Act of detaining. —Detain''der, n. (Law.) A
writ. — Detinue, -T-nu, ?;. A person or thing de-
tained.— Detent', n. (Mech.) That which locks or
unlocks a movement, as wheelwork in a clock.

—

Deten'tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc. ; re-

straint; delay.
Detect, de-tekt', v. t. To uncover, find out, bring to

light, discover, expose.— Detect'er, -or, -Sr, n. — De-
tec'tion, n. Act of, etc.; discovery. — Detective,
-iv, a. Fitted for, skilled, or employed in, etc. — n.

A policeman whose business is to de'tect rogues.
Deter, de-ter', v. t. [-terred (-terd'), -terking.] To
prevent by fear; to hinder or prevent by opposing
motives from doing that to which one is impelled.
— Deter'ment, n. Act of, etc.; that which, etc. —
Deter'rent, -ter'rent, a. Tending to, etc.

Deteriorate, de-te'rY-o-rat, v. i. To make worse. — v.

i. To grow worse, be impaired in quality, degen-
erate. — Dete'riora'tion, n.

Determine, de-ter'min, v. t. [-mined (-mind), -'min-

ing.] To fix the boundaries of, mark off and sepa-
rate, set bounds to, bring to an end, fix the form or
character of; to bring about, as a cause, an effect; to
fix the course of, impel, direct, ascertain definitely,
settle by authoritative sentence, resolve on, bring to

a conclusion or resolve. (Lonic.) To define or limit

by adding a differentia. (plnisit:al Sr.) To ascer-

tain the quantity of. — v. i. To come to a decision,
limit, settle, shape, decide. — Deter'miner, n. — De-
ter'minable, a. — Deter'minant, n. That which
serves to determine. (Math.) The sum of a series

of products of several numbers, formed according to

specified laws. —Deter'minate, -nat, a. Having
defined limits; fixed: established: conclusive: posi-

tive. — Detor'minately, adv. — Deter'mina'tion, n.
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Act of determining, or state of being determined;
tendency to a certain end; a judicial decision, or
ending of controversy ; thing determined upon ;

resoluteness; decision of mind. (Chem.) The as-

certaining the amount of any ingredient in a sub-
stance. (Logic.) Act of limiting a concept or no-
tion by giving its essential constituents; addition
of a differentia to a concept or notion, dividing
its extent. {Nat. Hist.) The referring of minerals,
plants, etc., to their species. — Deter'minative, -tiv,

a. Having power to determine; conclusive.
Deterrent. See under Deter.
Detest, de-test', v. t. To hate extremely, abominate,
loathe.— Detestable, a. Worthy of , etc.; abomin-
able; execrable; abhorred. — Detest'ably, adv.—
Detestation, det'es- or de'tes-ta'shun, n. Act of,

etc.; hatred; loathing. — Detest'er, n.

Dethrone, de-thron', v. t. [-throned (-thrond'),
-throning.] To remove or drive from a throne, de-
pose. — Dethrone''ment, n. Deposition.

Detinue. See under Detain.
Detonate, det'o-nat, v. i. (Chem.) To explode with
a sudden report,— v. t. To cause to explode. — De-
tona'tion, n. Explosion by inflammation of com-
bustible bodies. — Det'onize, -niz, v. t. [-nized
(-nlzd), -nizing.] To cause to explode, burn with
an explosion, calcine with detonation. — v. i. To
detonate. _

De'tour, da-toor', n. A turning; circuitous route ;

deviation from the straight or usual path.
Detract, de-trakt', v. t. To take away, take credit or
reputation from, decry, depreciate, vilify, slander,
traduce. — v. i. To remove a part, take away repu-
tation, depreciate worth. — Detraction, n. Act of,
etc.; calumny; aspersion; censure.— Detract'or, -er,
».— Detract'ress, n. A female detractor:— Detract'-
ory, -o-rT, a. Defamatory; derogatory.

Detriment, det'rY-ment, n. That which causes dam-
age ; diminution; injury; mischief ; harm. — Detri-
mental, a. Causing detriment; pernicious. — De-
trition, -trish'un, n. A wearing off or away.— De-
tri'tus, n. (Oeol.) A mass of matter worn from
solid bodies by attrition.

Deuce, dus, n. (Gaming.) Two; a card or die with 2
spots. An evil spirit; demon; the devil. — Deu'ced,
-sed, a. Devilish; extravagant; enormous.

Deuterogamy, du-ter-og'a-mi, n. A 2d marriage, after
the death of the first husband or wife.— Deuteron'-
omy, -o-mT, n. {Bibl.) The 5th book of the Penta-
teuch, containing the 2d giving of the law by Moses.
— Deuterop'athy, -tht, n. (Med.) A sympathetic
affection, as headache from an overloaded stomach.— Deuteros'copy, -pT, n. Second sight; meaning be-
yond the literal sense; second intention. — Deutox'-
lde, -id, n. (Chem.) A compound of 2 equivalents of
oxygen with. 1 of a base.

Devastate, dev'as- or de-vas'tat, v. t. To lay waste,
desolate, demolish, pillage. — Devastation, n. Act
of, or state of being, etc. {Law.) Waste of the goods
of the deceased by an administrator.

Develop, de-vel'up, v. t. [-oped (-upt), -oping.] To
free from a cover or envelope, disclose or make
known, unfold gradually, exhibit, detect. (Math.)
To change the form of (an algebraic expression) by
executing indicated operations without changing
the value. {Photog.) To render (a picture) visible by
subjecting it to chemical action. — v. i. To go
through a natural evolution, bj' successive changes
to a more perfect state; to become visible gradually.
— Development, n. Act of, etc. {Math.) Act of ex-
panding an expression into another of equivalent
meaning; the equivalent expression into which an-
other has been developed. — Development theory.
{Nat. Hist.) Doctrine that all existing forms of
matter and spirit were developed by uniform laws
from simpler forms, without creative act.

Devest, de-vest', v. t. To divest. (Law.) To alienate,
as title or right, deprive of. — v. i. To be lost or
alienated, as a title or an estate. [Except in the
legal sense, spelled divest, q. v.]

Deviate, de'vi-St, v. i. To go out of one's way, turn
aside from a course, digress, err. — Devia'tion, n.

Act of, etc. ; state of having deviated ; error. — De'-
vious, -vY-us, a. Out of a straight line ; indirect;
going out of the right course of conduct.

Device. See under Devise.
Devil, dev'l, n. The evil one, Satan, represented in
Scripture as the traducer, father of lies, tempter, ^
etc.; an evil spirit; false god; an expletive express-

**

ing emphasis. (Manuf.) A revolving cylinder armed
with spikes, for tearing, cutting, or opening raw
materials, as cotton, wool, rags, etc. A very wicked
person ; a dish, broiled with much pepper.— v. t. To
make like a devil; to cut up cloth or rags in, etc.; to
grill with pepper.— Devilish, dev'lish, a. Like, or
pert, to, the devil; wicked in the extreme; infernal;
hellish ; satanic ; detestable. — Dev'iltry, -1-trY, n.
Diabolism ; malicious mischief. — Dev'ilkin, n. A
little devil.—Dev'il's-darn'ing-nee'dle, n. A dragon-
fly, having a long, cylindrical body, resembling a
needle.— Dev'il-fish, n. A name of several sea-crea-
tures, esp. of a genus of ray found in the Atlantic,
and of the cuttle-fish. — Di'abol'ic, -ical, a. Like,
or pert, to, the devil; impious; demoniac—Diablerie,
dya'bl-re', Diab'lery, dY-ab'ler-Y, n. Deviltry; sor-
cery; mischief.

Devious. See under Deviate.
Devise, de-viz', v. t. [-vised (-vlzd'), -vising.] To
form in the mind by new combinations of ideas, ap-
plications of principles, or arrangement of parts; to
strike out by thought; to plan for, purpose to ob-
tain. {Law.) To give by will, — used of real estate;
to bequeath.— v. i. To form a scheme, lay a plan,
contrive.— n. Act of disposing of real estate by will;
a will or testament, properly of real estate; property
given by will. — Devis'er, n. One who devises; an
inventor.— Devis'or, -6r, n. (Law.) One who gives
real estate by will; a testator. — Device, de-vis"', n.

Thing devised, or formed by design; contrivance;
invention ; a stratagem ; a heraldic motto, usually
connected with an emblematic picture; power of de-
vising; invention; genius.

Devoid, de-void', a. Destitute; not in possession.
Devolve, de-volv', v. t. [-volved (-volvd'), -volving.]
To roll onward or downward, overthrow; to trans-
fer from one to another, deliver over, hand down.— v. i. To pass by transmission or succession ; to
be handed over or down. — Devolution, n. Act of,

etc.

Devote, de-vot', v . t. To appropriate by vow, set

apart by a solemn act ; to consign over, execrate,
doom to evil; to give up wholly, direct the attention
of wholly or chiefly ; to attach, addict, dedicate,
resign, doom, consign. — Devot'edness, n. State
of being, etc. ; addictedness. — Devotee', n. One
wholly devoted, esp. to religion; one superstitiously
given" to religious ceremonies; a bigot. — Devot'er,
n. — Devo'tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc. ; af-

fection; esp. feelings toward God appropriate to the
act of worship; religiousness; piety; act of devoted-
ness or devoutness: thing consecrated; an object of
affection. — Devo'tional, a. Pert, to, used in, or
suited to, devotion.— Devout, -vowt', a. Absorbed
in religious feelings ; pious ; reverent ; expressing
pietv; warmly devoted; earnest; prayerful; sincere.
— Devout'ly, adv. — Devout'ness, n.

Devour, de-vowr', v. t. [-voured (-vowrd'), -vour-
ing.] To eat up greedily, consume ravenously; to
seize on and destroy or appropriate greedily, self-

ishly, or wantonly; to enjoy with avidity, consume,
waste, annihilate.

Dew, dti, n. Moisture from the atmosphere condensed
by cool bodies upon their surfaces, esp. at night.

—

v. I. [dewed (dud), dewing.] To wet with dew.
— Dew'y, -t, a. Covered, or appearing as if covered,
with dew; pert, to or like dew; falling gently.—
Dew'iness, n. — Dew'-drop, n. A drop of dew.

—

-lap, n. The fold of skin, etc., hanging from the
throats of oxen, which laps or licks the dew in
grazing; a fold of skin, etc., on the human throat
or chin, esp. when flaccid with age.—point, n.

(Meteor.) The temperature at which dew begins
to form.—ret'ting, n. Process of softening and re-

moving mucilage from the fibrous and cellular por-
tions of flax and hemp, by exposing the stalks to

dew, rain, sun, and air.

Dexter, deks'ter, a. Pert, to, or on, the right hand;
right, as opp. to left.— Dexterity, -ter'Tf-tT , n. Readi-
ness and physical grace; activity of the mind; quick-
ness and skill in managing affairs; adroitness; tact;

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, i|ce ; Odd, tone, or

;
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not ad-

aptitude ; faculty. — Dexterous, -trous, -trus, a.

Ready and expert; skillful in contrivance ; quick at

inventing expedients ; done with dexterity ; apt

;

handy; versed. — Dex'terously, adv. — Dex'terous-
ness, n.

Dey, da, n. The European title for the governor of
Algeria, before its conquest by the French.

Diabetes, di-a-be'tez, n. sing. &pl. (Med.) A disease
attended with a persistent, excessive discharge of
urine.

Diablerie, Diabolic, etc. See under Devil.
Diaconal. Diaconate. See under Deacox.
Diacoustic, di-a-kows'tik or -koos'tik, a. Pert, to the
science of refracted sounds. — Diacous'tics, n. Sci-

ence of the properties of sound refracted through
different mediums.

Diacritic, -ical, di-a-krifik-al, a. Separating; indica-
ting something to be distinguished.

Diadem, di'a-dem, n. A fillet, worn as a badge of
royalty ; a crown ; sovereignty ; "dignity. {Her.)
An arch rising from the rim of a crown, and uniting
with others over its center.

Diaeresis, Dieresis, di-er'e-sis, n. ; pi. -ses, -sez. ( Gram.)
The separation of 1 syllable into 2 ; a mark [

"
] over

the second of 2 adjacent vowels, to denote that they
are to be pronounced separately, as, aerial.

Diagnosis, di-ag-no'sis, n. (Med.) Determination of a
disease by distinctive characteristics. Scientific de-
termination of any kind.

Diagonal, di-ag'o-nal, a. (Geom.) Joinin;
jacent angles of a quadrilateral
or multilateral figure, and divid-
ing it into 2 parts ; crossing at an
angle with one of the sides.— n.

A right line drawn from one an-
gle to another, not adjacent, of a
figure of 4 or more sides.— Diag'- -Diagonal.

onally, -IT, adv. In a diagonal direction.
Diagram, di'a-gram, n. (Geom.) A figure to illus-

trate a statement, or facilitate a demonstration. An
illustrative outline or drawing.— Di'agraph, -graf

,

n. An instrument used in perspective.
Dial, di'al, n. An instrument showing the time of
day from the shadow of a style on a graduated sur-
face ; the graduated face of a time-piece on which
the time is shown by pointers.

Dialect, di'a-lekt, n. Means or mode of expressing
thoughts ; language ; tongue ; local form of a lan-
guage ; idiom ; phraseology. — Dialec'tics, n. sing.
That branch of logic which teaches the rules of rea-
soning ; application of logical principles to discur-
sive reasoning. — Di'alecti'cian, -tish'an, n. One
versed in dialectics ; a logician ; reasoner. — Dia-
logue, -log, n. A conversation between two or more,
esp. in theatrical performances ; a composition in
which persons are represented as conversing.

Diamagnetic, di'a-mag-nefik, a. Pert, to, or exhibit-
ing the phenomena of, diamagnetism.

—

n. A sub-
stance which, in a field of magnetic force, takes a
position at right angles to that of the ordinary mag-
net. — Di'amagnefically, adv.

Diameter, di-am'e-ter, n. (Geom.) A right line
through the center of a figure or body,
terminated by the opposite boundaries.
Length of a straight fine through the cen-
ter of an object from side to side; width;
thickness. (Arch.) The distance through
the lower part of the shaft of a column, „.
used as a unit for measuring all the parts -Diameter,

of an order. — Diamet'ric, -rical, a. Pert, to, etc.

;

directly adverse. — Diamet'rically, adv. lu a dia-
metrical direction ; directly.

Diamond, di'a-mund or di'mund, n. A mineral and
gem remarkable for hardness ; crystallized .

carbon ; a geometrical figure otherwise f\
called rhombus or lozenge ; one of a suit of / \
playing cards, stamped with the figure of a / \
diamond. (Print.) A small type, in size \ /between pearl and brilliant. * \ /83" This Hue is printed in the type called Diamond. \/

Diapason, di-a-pa'zon, n. (Gr. Mus.) The oc- -p..

tave or interval which includes all the L)la
:

tones. Concord, as of notes an octave mona -

apart ; harmony ; entire compass of tones ; scale or
pitch for giving a standard pitch ; one of certain

stops in the organ, which extend through the scale
of the instrument.

Diaper, di'a-per, n. Figured linen cloth for towels,
napkins, etc. ; a towel or napkin ; infant's breech-
cloth. (Arch.) Paneling filled up with arabesque
gilding and painting, or with wrought work in low
relief. — v. t. [diapered (-perd), -perixg.] To
variegate with figures, as cloth ; to put a diaper on,
as a child, —v.i. To draw figures.

Diaphanous, di-afa-nus, a. Transmitting rays of
light, as glass; transparent; clear.

Diaphragm, di'a-fram, n. A dividing membrane or
partition, commonly with an opening^ through it.

(Anat.) The muscle separating the chest from the
abdomen ; midriff.

Diarrhea, -rhoea, di-ar-re'a, n. (Med.) A morbidly
frequent evacuation of the intestines.

Diary, di'a-rl, n. A register of daily occurrences ;

journal; blank-book dated for dailv memoranda.
Diastole, di-as'to-le, n. (Med.) A dilatation of the
heart. ( G>-am.) A figure by which a syllable nat-
urally short is made long.

Diathesis, di-ath'e-sis, re. (Med.) Bodily condition,
esp. that which predisposes to a particular disease.

Diatonic, di-a-ton'ik, a. (Mus.) Pert, to the scale of
S tones, the 8th of which is the octave of the first.

Diatribe, di'a-trib, n. A continued discourse or dis-

putation; an invective harangue; reviling; reproach.
Dibber, dib'ber, Dibble, dib'bl, n. A pointed hand
instrument, to make holes for planting seeds, etc.
— Dib'ble, v. t. [dibbled (-bid), -blixg.] To plant
with a dibble, make holes for planting seeds, etc. —
v. i. To dip, as in angling.

Dice, etc. See under Die, n.
Dicker, dik'er, n. The number of 10, esp. 10 hides or
skins ; a chaffering barter of small wares.— v. i. To
negotiate a dicker; to barter.

Dickey, Dicky, dik'i, n. A seat behind a carriage,
for servants, etc. ; a bosom to tie over the front of a
shirt ; a shirt-collar.

Dicotyledon, di'kot-T.-le'Vlon, n. (Bot.) A plant whose
seeds divide into 2 lobes in germinating. — Di'coty-
led'onous, -nus, a. Having 2 cotyledons.

Dictate, dik'tat, v. t. To deliver, state, or utter, for
another to reduce to writing ; to communicate with
authority ; to deliver to a subordinate, as a com-
mand; to prescribe, enjoin, urge. — v. i. To deliver
commands.— n. A statement delivered with author-
ity ; authoritative rule or principle : order ; direc-
tion; impulse; admonition.

—

Dicta'tion, n. — Dic-
ta'tor, -ter. n. One who, etc. ; one invested with ab-
solute authority, esp. in times of distress. — Dicta-
torial, -rl-al, a. Pert, or suited to a dictator; ab-
solute ; imperious : overbearing. — Dictato'rially,
adv.— Dictatorship, n. Office or term of office of,

etc. — Dicta'tress. -trix, u. A female who dictates.
— Dicta'ture, -ta'chur, n. Dictatorship.

Diction, dik'shun, n. Choice of words ; selection of
terms; style ; phraseology. — Dic'tum, n. ; pi. -ta,
-ta. An authoritative saying or assertion. (Law.)
A judicial opinion by judges on points not necessa-
rily in the case. — Dictionary, -a-rl, n. A book in
which words are alphabetically arranged and ex-
plained1

: a lexicon ; vocabulary ; a work containing
information in any department of knowledge, ar-

ranged alphabetically, under heads.
Did. See Do.
Didactic, -tical, di-dak'tik-al, a. Fitted or inclined

to teach ; arranged in a form suitable for instruc-
tion; preceptive.

Didapper, did'ap-er, n. A diving bird; the black-chin
grehe; dab-chick.

Diddle, did'dl, v. i. To totter, as a child in walking.
Dido, di'do, n. ; pi. -dos, -doz. A trick; antic; caper.
Didst. Second per. imp. of do. See Do.
Die, di, v. i. [died (did), dying.] To cease to live,

become dead, expire, become lost or extinct ; to
sink, faint; languish, with weakness, discourage-
ment, love, etc. ; become indiffer-
ent; to recede and grow fainter,
become imperceptible; to become
vapid, flat, or spiritless, as liquor.

Die, di, n. A small cube, marked itj==

on its faces with spots from 1 to f>,

used in gaming, by being thrown -Dice.

sun, cube, full ;. moon, f<56t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boxbox, chair, get.
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from a box; any small cubical body. [PL, in this

sense, Dice (dls) ; in the following senses, Dies
(dlz).] (Arch.) The cubical part of the pedestal, be-

tween base and cornice. The piece of metal on which
is cut a device to be stamped (on a coin, medal, etc.);

one of two pieces of hardened steel forming together
a female screw for cutting the threads of screws. —
Dice, dis, n. ; pi. of die. A game.— v. i. To play with
dice.—Dfcer, n. One who, etc.— Die'sink'ing, n.

Process of engraving dies.—stock, n. An imple-
ment for holding dies while cutting threads on
screws.

Dieresis. Same as Di.eresis.
Dies non, di'ez-non. (Law.) A day on which courts

are not held.
Diet, di'et, n. Habitual food ; victuals ; course of
food selected with reference to a particular state of
health.— v.t. To feed, nourish, esp. sparingly, or
bv rule. — v. i. To eat, feed, esp. to eat sparingly.—
Dfetary, -a-ri, a. Pert, to, etc. — n. Rule of diet;

allowance of food.— Dietefic. -ical, a. Pert, to the
rules of, etc.— Dietet'ics, n. That part of medicine
or hygiene relating to, etc— Diet'er, -a'rian, n. One
who observes rules for, etc.

Diet, di'et, n. A legislative or administrative assem-
bly in some countries of Europe.

Differ, differ, v. i. [-fered (-ferd), -ferixg.] To
be or stand apart, disagree, be unlike or discordant;
to have a difference or quarrel.— ?•. t. To cause to
be different or unlike.— Difference, -ens, n. Act of,
or state of being, etc.; disagreement; cause of dis-
sension; occasion of quarrel; that by which one
thing differs from another ; characteristic quality.
(Logic.) Quality or attribute added to those of the
genus to constitute a species; differentia. (Math.)
The quantity by which one quantity differs from
another, — v. t. [differenced (-enst), -excixg.]
To cause to differ, make different, distinguish.—
Different, a. Distinct; of various or contrary na-
ture, form, or quality; unlike ; dissimilar. —Dif-
ferently, adv.— Differentiate, -shi-at, v. t. (Math.)
To obtain the differential, or differential coefficient
of. (Logic.) To distinguish or describe, by giving
the differentia, or specific difference of a thing; to
define exactly, specialize. — i>. i. To constitute,
mark, or show a difference; to discriminate.— Dif-
feren'tia'tion, -shY-a'shun, n. (Logic.) Act of dis-

tinguishing a thing, by giving its differentia, or spe-
cific difference. (Math.) Act or process of differen-
tiating. (Physiol.) Production of a diversity of
parts by a process of evolution or development.
(Metaph.) Tendenc.v in being, organic or inorganic,
to assume more complex structure or functions.

—

Difceren'tia, -shl-a, n. (Logic.) The distinguish-
ing part of the essence of a species: specific differ-
ence.— Difteren'tial, -shal. a. Creating a difference;
discriminating; special. (Math.) Pert, to a differen-
tial. (Mech.) Differing in amount or in producing
force,— said of motions or effects; intended to pro-
duce difference of motion or effect, — said of ma-
chinery, etc.

—

n. (Math.) An increment, usually an
indefinitely small one, given to a variable quantity.

Difficulty, diff i-kul-tT, n. State of being hard to ac-
complish, or to deal with; a thing ham to accom-
plish ; a controversy ; variance or disagreement ;

obstacle; perplexity; distress: objection.—Difficult,

a. Hard to make, do, or perform: beset with diffi-

culty ; not easily wrought upon : not compliant

;

painful; austere ;' rigid. —Difficultly, adv.
Diffident, diffl-dent, a. Wanting confidence in

others, orin one's self : distrustful: timid: bashful;
reserved. — Diffidently, adv.—Diffidence, -dens, n.

State of being, etc.

Diffuse. dif-tuz r , v. t. [-fused (-fuzd'), -fusixg.] To
pour out and spread, as a fluid; to send out. or ex-
tend, in all directions ; to expand, disseminate,
spend, publish, proclaim. — Diffus'er. n.— Diffus'

r
-

edly, adv. In a diffused manner: dispersedlv.

—

Diffus'edness, n. — Diffrfsible, -zT-bl, a. Capable of
being, etc.— Diffu'sibifity, ».—- Diffifsion, -zhun, n.

Act of, or state of being, etc.; dissemination; spread;
propagation; dispersion.— Diffuse'', -lus', a. Poured
out; widely spread; not restrained, esp. as to style;
copious: prolix.

Dig, dig, v. t. [dug or (obs.) digged (digd), dig-

Digitate Leaf.

gixg.] To turn and throw up, as the earth ; to
loosen or remove with a spade, etc.; to delve; to
hollow out, as a well; form, as a ditch; excavate. —
v. i. To work with a spade, etc., do servile work,
delve.

Digarnma, di-ganfma, re. A letter (F) of the Greek
alphabet, which early fell into disuse, pron., prob.,
like E. w.

Digest, di-iesf, v. t. To arrange methodically; work
over and classify ; to prepare in the stomach for
conversion into blood, turn into chyme,— said of
food; to think over, reflect upon. (Chem.) To soften
by heat and. moisture. (Med.) To suppurate, —v. i.

To undergo digestion; be prepared by heat, suppu-
rate.— Dfgest, n. Thing digested; esp. that which
is worked over, classified, and arranged; compen-
dium; abridgment; pandect; a collection of Roman
laws. — Diges'tion, -chun, n. Act of digesting; class-

ification; conversion of food into chyme; prepara-
tion by heat and moisture; gradual solution; pro-
duction of pus.— Digest'ive, -iv, a. Causing, used
for, or pert, to digestion.

Digit, dij^it, n. A finger; a finger's breadth, or 3-4ths

of an inch. (Arith.) One of the ten figures, 0, 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, by which numbers are expressed.
(Astron.) A 12th part of the diameter of the sun or
moon.— Dig'ital, a. Pert,

to the fingers, or to digits.
— Dig'itate, -tated, a.

(Lot.) Having leaflets ar-

ranged, like fingers, at

the extremity of a stem,
or petiole.

Dignify, dig'nY-fi, v. t.

[-FIED (-fid), -FYIXG.] To
invest with dignity or
honor, give distinction to.— Dig/nity, -tT, n. State
of being worthy or hon-
orable ; elevation of mind
or of rank; quality inspir-
ing respect ; loftiness and elegance : one holding
high rank. — Dig'nitary, -ta-rT, n. One who pos-
sesses exalted rank, esp. ecclesiastical rank.

Digraph, di'graf, n. A combination of 2 written
characters to express one sound.

Digress, dl-gres'', v. i. [-gressed (-gresf), -gress-
ing.] To turn aside; esp. in writing or speaking,
to turn aside from the main subject of attention or
course of argument; to turn aside from the right
path, deviate, amplify, transgress. — Digression,
-greslfun, n. Act of, etc.; part of a discourse devi-
ating from its main design; transgression; offense.— Digres'sional, a. Pert, to, or consisting in, etc. —
Digres'sive. -iv, a. Departing from the main sub-
ject. — Digress'ively, adv.

Dike, dik, n. A ditch; channel for water made by
digging : bank thrown up to exclude water from
low lands. (Geol.) A wall-like mass of mineral
matter, filling up fissures in the original strata, — v.

t. [diked (dikt), dikixg.] To surround, protect,
or drain bv dikes.

Dilapidate, 'dl-hip'T-dat, v. t. To suffer to fall into
decay or partial ruin ; to diminish by waste and
abuse, squander, — v. i. To get out of repair, be-
come decayed, go to ruin.— Dilapidation, n. Act
of, or state of being, etc.; ecclesiastical waste.

Dilate, dT-laf or di-laf, v. t. To enlarge or extend
in all directions, expand, distend, spread out, am-
plify, expatiate.— v. i. To expand, swell; to speak
largely and copiously, expatiate, descant.— Dikf-
tion. 7i. Act of, or state of being, etc. ; expansion.
— DiTata'tion, n. Same as dilation.— Dila'table, a.
— Dila'tabifity, n.— Dila'tive, a. Causing dilata-
tion.— Dilafor, n. That which expands; a muscle
that dilates any part. — Dil'atory, -to-rt, a. Inclined
to put off what ought to be done at once: given to,

or marked with procrastination; intended to make
delay, or to gain time and defer action; sluggish;
backward; tardy. — Difatorily, adv.

Dilemma, df-lenfma or dl-lenfma, n. (Logic.) An
argument which affords an antagonist alternatives,
but is conclusive against him, whichever alterna-
tive he chooses. A perplexing state ; difficult or
doubtful choice.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r
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Dilettant, dil-et-tanf, -tante, -tanla, n. ; pi. -tanti,
-te. An admirer of the fine arts ; an amateur ; esp.
one who follows an art desultorily, without serious
jmrpose, or for amusement.

Diligent, dil'I-jent, a. Interestedly and perseveringly
attentive ; steady in application to business : prose-
cuted with care and constant effort ; assiduous ;

sedulous; industrious; careful.— Diligence, -j ens, n.

Quality of being, etc.; assiduity; industry.
Diligence, de-le-zhaNs', n. A French stage-coach. [F.]

Dill, dil, n. A plant bearing pungent and aromatic
seeds.

Dilly-dally.dilli-dalli, v. i. To loiter or trifle.

Dilute, di-luf, v.t. To make thinner or more liquid
by admixture with something ; to diminish, by mix-
ing, the strength, flavor, color, etc., of ; to reduce,
esp. by addition of water.— v.i. To become thin.
— a. Thin ; attenuated ; reduced in strength, as
spirit or color. — Dilut'er, n. — Dilu'tion, n. Act of,

or state of being, etc.— Dil'uent, -u-ent, a. Diluting.— n. That which, etc.; esp. what weakens the blood,
by mixture with it.— Dilu'vial, -vY-al, a. Pert, to,

or produced by, a deluge, esp. the deluge in Noah's
days.— Dilu'vian, a. Pert, to a deluge.

Dim, dim, a. Not bright or distinct; of obscure luster,

sound, or vision; dull of apprehension; dark; mys-
terious, sullied, tarnished. — v. t. [dimmed (dim'd),
dimming.] To render obscure, darken, dull ; to de-
prive of distinct vision, darken the senses or under-
standing of. — Dimly, adv.— Dimliess, n.

Dime, dim, n. A silver coin of the United States,
worth 10 cents; the tenth of a dollar.

Dimension, dl-men'shun, a. Measurement in length,
breadth, and thickness ; extent ; size ; application;
importance. {Alg.) A literal factor, as numbered in
characterizing a term.

Diminish, dT-minlsh, v. t. [-isiied (-isht), -ishing.]
To make smaller : to lessen the authority or dignity
of. {Mas.) To make smaller by a semitone. To
take away, subtract, abate, reduce, impair. — v. i.

To become or appear less or smaller ; to lessen. —
Diminlsher, n. — Diminulion, -nu'shun, n. Act
of, or state of being, etc.; reduction in size, quan-
tity, degree, dignity, or consideration. {Law.) Omis-
sion, inaccuracy, or defect in a record. — Diminli-
tive, -tiv, a. Of small size; minute; little.— n. Some-
thing of small size or value ; insignificant thing.
{Gram.) A derivative from a noun, denoting a small
or young object of the kind denoted ~—-====^
by the primitive. — Dimin^utively, —;

—

~

adv.— Dimin^utiveness, n.— Dimin'- Diminuendo,
uen'do, adv. (Jlus.) In a gradually diminishing
manner, — a direction, written on the staff or indi-
cated as in the margin.

Dimity, dim'T-ti, n. A ,kind of stout, white, cotton
cloth, ribbed or figured.

Dimple, dim'pl, n. A slight natural depression on
the surface of the body, esp. on the cheek or chin ;

indentation on any surface.— v. i. [dimpled (-pld),
-pling.] To form dimples, sink into depressions. —
v.t. To mark with, etc.

Din, din, n. Loud, stunning noise : racket ; clamor.—
v. t. [dinned (dind), -ning.] To strike with con-
tinued or confused sound; to stun with noise.

Dine, din, v. i. [dined (dind), dining.] To partake
of the noon meal, or principal meal of the day ; to
take dinner.— v. t. To give a dinner to or at.— Din"-
ner, n. The principal meal ; entertainment : feast.

Ding, ding, v. i. [dinged (dingd), dinging.] To talk
with vehemence, importunity, or reiteration ; to
bluster; to sound, as a bell, ring, tinkle, — n. A
thump or stroke, esp. of a bell.— Ding'-dong, n. The
sound of bells; a repeated and monotonous sound.

Dingle, din'gl, n. A narrow dale or valley between
hills.

Dingy, din'ji, a. [-gier. -giest.] Soiled; sullied; of
dark color; dun. — Din'giness, n.

Dinner. See under Dine.
Dint, dint, v. t. To make a small cavity on, by a blow

or pressure.
Diocese, di'o-ses, n. The district in which a bishop

exercises ecclesiastical authority.— Diocesan, di-os'-
e-san or di'o-se'san, a. Pert, to, etc. — n. A bishop.

Dip, dip, v. t. [dipped (dipt) or dipt, dipping.] To
immerse in a fluid and withdraw again ; to plunge,

as into difficulty, engage ; to take out by immersing
and removing again some receptacle, as a ladle, pail,

etc.— v. i. To immerse one's self ; to remove some-
thing, by immersing and withdrawing; a receptacle;
to thrust in and partake ; to enter slightly or curso-
rily; to incline downward.— n. Action of dipping,
or of plunging for a moment into a liquid ; inclina-
tion downward ; slope ; pitch ; sauce to be dipped
out with a spoon ; a dipped candle.— Dip'per, n.
One who, or that which, etc. ; a vessel for dipping
liquids. {Ornith.) A small diving bird, resembling
the blackbird; the dabchick, a N. Amer. grebe; also,
the spirit-duck, of N. Amer. {Astron.) The 7 prin-
cipal stars in the constellation of the Great Bear,—
arranged in the form of a dipper.

Diphtheria, dif- or dip-the'ri-a, n. {Med.) A virulent
zymotic disease, in which the mucous membrane,
esp. of the throat and air passages, becomes coated
with a false membrane.— Diphtheric, -therlk, -the-
ritlc, a. Pert, to, etc.

Diphthong, dif- or diphthong, n. (Orthoepy.) A
union of 2 vowel sounds pronounced in one sylla-
ble, as, ou in out,— called a proper diphthong ; union
of two vowels in the same syllable, only one of them
being sounded, as, ai in ram, — called an improper
diphthong.— Diphthongal, -thon''gal, a. Pert, to, or
consisting of, etc.

Diploma, dt-plo'ma, n. ; pi. -mas, -maz. Orig. a state
letter of recommendation, —consisting of 2 leaves ;

a writing conferring some authority, privilege, hon-
or, etc.; esp. a record of a literary degree. — Diplo"-
macy, -si, -matism, -tizm, n. Art of conducting ne-
gotiations between nations, esp. in securing treaties;
dexterity in securing advantages. — Diplomat,
-mate, -mat, -mafic, Diplo'matist, n. One em-
ployed or skilled in, etc. —Diplomatic, -ical, a. —
Diplomatically, adv. — Diplomatics, n. Science
of diplomas, or art of reading ancient writings,
public documents, etc.; paleography.

Dipper. See under Dip.
Dipsomania, dip-so-maliY-a, n. Inordinate desire for
alcoholic liquors; cenomania.

Dipteral, dipler-al, a. {Eaton
only. (Anc. Arch.) Having
a double row of columns
on each flank, as well as in
front and rear. — Dip'ter-
ous, -us, a. Having 2 wings,
as among insects, or wing-
like processes, as in plants.

Dire, dir, a. Evil in a great
degree; dreadful; horrible;
terrible. — Dire'ness, n. —
Direful, -lul, a. Same as
Dike. — Dire'fully, adv.

Direct, dY-rekt', a. Straight;
not crooked, oblique, or cir-

cuitous ; straightforward :

not swerving from truth
and openness; sincere; immediate; unambiguous;
absolute ; in the line of descent ; not collateral.
{Astron.) In the direction of the general planetary
motion, or from west to east.— v. t. To give direc-
tion or bearing to ; to determine the course of; to
point out the proper course to, put upon the right
track ; to instruct as a superior ; to put a direction
or address upon, superscribe.— v.i. To give direc-
tion, act as guide.— Directly, adv. In a direct, im-
mediate, express, or absolute manner: straightway!
immediately. — Direcfness, n. — Direct'er, n.—
Direclion, n. Act of directing, or of aiming, regu-
lating, guiding, or ordering; authoritative instruc-
tion ; address of a person written upon a thing
sent; superscription; course upon which anything
is moving or aimed to move; line or point of tend-
ency ; body of persons charged with the manage-
ment of a matter ; administration ; management

;

government. — Directive, -iv, a. Having power, or
tending, to direct. — Direct'or, -er, n. One who, or
that which, etc. ; esp. one of a body of persons ap-
pointed to manage the affairs of a company ; part
of a machine which directs its motion or action. —
Direct'orate, -rat, n. A body of directors, or the
office of director. — Directorial, -rt-al, a. Having
the quality of, or pert, to a director or directory.—

Hav

Dipterous Insect.
n, balancers or poisers.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fo~6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, tiien, boNboN, chair, get.
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Directorship, n. Office of, etc. — Direct'ory, -rl.

a. Containing directions ; directorial. — n. A col-
lection of directions, rules, or ordinances ; esp. a
book of directions for the conduct of worship : a
book containing the names and residences of the in-
habitants of any place : a body of directors ; esp.
a committee which held executive power in France
under the first republic.

Direption, dl-rep'snun, n. Act of plundering or de-
spoiling.

Dirge, derj, n. A piece of mournful music, to accom-
pany funeral rites.

Dirk, aerk, n. A kind of dagger or poniard. — v. t. To
stab with, etc.

Dirt, dert, n. Any filthy substance, as excrement,
earth, mud, dust, etc.— v. t. To make foul or filthy:
to soil, dirty. — Dirfy, -I, a. [dirtier, dirtiest.]
Defiled with dirt: nasty: filthy; foul; serving to de-
file; sordid; base; groveling.— p. t. [dirtied (-rid),

dirtyixg.] To make filthv, soil : to tarnish, scan-
dalize. — Dirt'ily. adv. — Dirt'iness, n.

Diruption, dl-rup'shun, n. A bursting or rending
asunder.

Disable, dis-a'bl, v. t. [-abled (-a'bld), -ablixg.] To
render unable or incapable, make unfit for service,
disqualify, incapacitate. {Laic.) To deprive of legal
right or qualification. — Disability, -I-ti, n. State
of being disabled ; want of competent physical or
intellectual power, opportunity, etc., or of legal
qualification.

Disabuse, dis-a-buz'. v. t. [-bused (-buzdO, -busixg.]
To free from mistake, undeceive, set right.

Disadvantage, dis-ad-van'tej, n. Deprivation of ad-
vantage; unfavorable or prejudicial quality, condi-
tion, circumstance, etc.; prejudice to interest, fame,
credit, profit, etc.; loss: damage. — Disad'vanta'-
geous, -ta'jus, a. Attended with, etc. ; inconven-
ient; detrimental.— Disad'vanta'geously, adv.

Disaffect. dis-af-fekf, v. i. To alienate the affection
of, fill with discontent and unfriendliness; to dis-
turb the functions of, disorder. —Disaffection, n.
State of being, etc.; disgust; ill-will; disloyaltv; hos-
tility.

Disagree, dis-a-gre', v. i. [-greed (-gredO. -gree-
ixg.] To fail to accord or agree; to lack harmony,
be at variance ; to differ in opinion, be unsuited,
have unfitness.— Disagree'able, -a-bl, a. Xot agree-
able, conformable, or congruous; exciting repug-
nance; offensive: displeasing.— Disagree'ableness,
n. — Disagree'ably, adv.—Disagreement, n. Act
of, or state of being, etc.; difference of opinion: un-
suitableness; a falling out or controversy; discrep-
ancy; variance; jar; wrangle; discord.

Disannul, dis-an-nuK, v. t. To annul, render void.
Disappear, dis-ap-per', v.i. [-feared (-perdO. -rear-

ing.] To vanish from sight, become invisible, cease
to appear or to be perceived; to cease to be or exist,

become merged in something else.— Disappear'ance,
-ans, n. Act of, etc.

Disappoint, dis-ap-point/', v. t. To defeat of expecta-
tion or hope, hinder of result, tantalize, balk, de-
feat.— Disappoint'

rment, n. Act of, or state of being,
etc.: that which, etcj miscarriage; frustration^

Disapprove. dis-ap-prooV, v. t. [-proved (-proovd'),
-provixg.] To pass unfavorable judgment upon;
to regard as wrong or inexpedient; to censure; to re-

fuse official approbation, decline to sanction, disal-
low.— Disapprovingly, adv.— Disapproval, Dis-
approbation, -pro-ba / shun, n. Act of disapproving.
— Disapprobatory, -to-rT, a. Containing disappro-
bation: tending to disapprove.

Disarm, diz- or dis-arm', v. t. To deprive of arms or
of means of attack or defense: to deprive of means
or disposition to harm. — Disarm''ament. n.

Disarrange, dis-ar-ranj r , v. t. To unsettle or disturb
the order or due arrangement of. — Disarrange''-
ment, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.: confusion.

Disarray, dis-ar-rar , v. t. To throw into disorder,
break the array of ; to undress, unrobe.— n. Want
of array or regular order; disorder: confusion: state
of being imperfectly attired; undress: dishabille.

Disaster, diz-as'ter, n. Orig. a baleful aspect of a
planet or star. An unfortunate event; esp. a sudden
misfortune ; calamity ; mischance. — Disastrous,
-trus, a. Attended with, etc. — Disastrously, adv.

Disavow, dis-a-vow', v. t. To refuse to acknowledge,
deny responsibility for, approbation of, etc.; to dis-
prove, disown, disallow.— Disavowal, n. Act of,
etc.; disclaimer. — Disavow'er, n.

Disband, dis-bandr , r. t. To loose the bands or banded
existence of ; to disperse; esp. to break up the mili-
tary organization of. — v. i. To become separated or
scattered; esp. to quit military service by breaking
up organization. — Disband'ment, n. Act of, etc.

Disbar, dis-bar', v. t. To expel (barristers) from the bar.
Disbark, dis-bark'. v. t. To put on shore, disembark.
Disbelieve, dis-be-levr , v. t. Not to believe; to hold
not to be true or actual: to refuse credit to.— Disbe-
liever, n,— Disbelief, -lef. n. Act of, etc.; refusal
of credence: unbelief; svstem of error.

Disburden, dis-ber'dn, v. i. To rid of a burden, lay
off as oppressive, become relieved of, unload, disen-
cumber, free. — v. i. To ease the mind.

Disburse, dis-bers', v. t. [-bursed (-berstQ, -bvesixg.]
To pay out, expend. — Disburse'menli, n. Act of,
etc.; what is paid out.

Disburthen. dis-ber'rhn, v. t. To disburden.
Disc. See Disk.
Discard. dis-kard'r , v. t. To throw out of the hand as

useless, — said of cards; to cast off or dismiss; put or
thrust away, discharge, cashier, reject.

Discern, diz-zern'. v. t. [-cerned (-zSmd'), -cerx-
ixg.] To behold as separate, note the distinctive
character of, make out and distinguish by the eye,
recognize, perceive with the mind, apprehend, pen-
etrate, discriminate, descry.— v.i. To see the dif-
ference, make distinction. — Discernible, -l-bl, a.

'

Capable of being discerned ; perceptible : visible ;

evident; manifest.— Diseern'ibleness, n.— Discern'-
ibly, adv.— Discern''m6nt, n. Act of discerning;
faculty of the mind by which it distinguishes one
thing from another; judgment; discrimination; pen-
etration; sagacity.

Discharge, dis-charj', v. t. To relieve of a charge,
load, or burden, unload: to let go the charge of, as a
gun; to relieve from a state of tension, as a Leyden
jar; to relieve of something weighing upon one, as a
debt, claim, accusation, etc.: co relieve of an office or
employment, take out or remove, as a charge, bur-
den, contents, etc.; to let fly, as a missile, shoot; to
relieve one's self of, by fulfilling conditions, per-
forming duty, etc.: to perform or'execute, as an of-

fice, or part; to give forth, emit or send out, give
vent to, utter.— v. i. To throw off or deliver a load,
charge, or burden.— ?;. Act of, or state of being, etc.;

thing discharged.
Disciple, dis-si'pl, n. One who receives instruction
from, or accepts the doctrines of, another: pupil;
follower ; adherent ; supporter. — Discipline, -si-

• plin, n. The treatment suited to a disciple or
learner; development of the faculties by instruction
and exercise: training to act in accordance with
rules: subjection to rule: punishment byway of cor-
rection and training. (Eccl.) Reformatory br penal
action toward a church member. Subject-matter of
instruction. — v. t. [-plixed (-plind), -flixixg.]
To educate, develop by instruction and exercise;
to accustom to regular action, bring under control,
drill; to improve by corrective methods; to inflict

ecclesiastical censures and penalties upon. — Dis'-
ciplinary, -a-rt, a. Pert, to, or intended for, etc.

—

Dis ciplina^rian, -ri-an, a. Pert, to, etc.— n. One
who, etc. : esp. one who enforces rigid discipline.

Disclaim, dis-klam', v. t. To reject all claim to; to
deny ownership of, or responsibility for; to refuse
to acknowledge, disown, disavow, renounce, reject.

{Law.) To decline accepting, as an estate, interest.

or office.— Disclaim "er, n. One who, etc. (Law.)
A denial, disavowal, or renunciation, as of a title,

claim, interest, estate, or trust. A public disavowal,
as of pretensions, opinions, etc.

Disclose, dis-kloz'', v. t. To unclose, open; to remove
a cover or envelope from; to bring to light; to make
known, as that which has been kept secret, divulge,
tell, utter.— v.i. To burst open, gape; to make a
disclosure or revelation.

Discoid. See under Disk.
Discolor. dis-kuKer, v. t. To alter the color of, stain,

tinge; to alter the true complexion or appearance of

.

Discomfit, dis-kum/
'fit, v. t. To scatter in fight, break

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; in, Ice ; Qdd, tone, 6r
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up the plans of, throw into perplexity and dejec-

tion, disconcert, rout. — n. Rout; overthrow; dis-

comfiture. — Discom'fiture, -fY-chur, n. Act of, or
state of being, etc.; defeat; frustration.

Discomfort, dis-kumlert, n. Want of comfort; in-

quietude. — v. t. To destroy or disturb the comfort,
peace, or happiness of.

Discompose, dis-kom-poz', v. t. To disarrange, inter-

fere with, break up ; to throw into disorder, destroy
the composure of; to put out of place or service, de-
range, agitate, ruffle, fret, displace.—Discompo'sure,
-po'zhur, n. State of being, etc.

Disconcert, dis-kon-sert', v . t. To break up the har-
monious progress of, throw into disorder, discom-
Dose, abash, confuse, frustrate. — Disconcer'tion, n.

Disconnect, dis-kon-nekf, v. t. To dissolve the union
or connection of, sever. —Disconnection, n.

Disconsolate, dis-konrso-lat, a. Destitute of comfort
or consolation; deeply dejected; melancholy; inspir-

ing dejection; saddening"; cheerless.

Discontent, dis-kon-tenf, n. Want of content; un-
easiness and inquietude of mind; dissatisfaction. —
v. t. To deprive of content, make uneasy, dissat-

isfy. — Discontentedly, adv.— Discontent'edness,
-ment, n. State of being, etc.; inquietude.

Discontinue, dis-kon-tin'u, v. t. To interrupt the con-
tinuance of ; to intermit, as a practice or habit, put
an end to; to cease attention to, or entertainment or
reception of; to break the continuity of, disunite. —
v. i. To lose continuity or cohesion of parts; to be
separated or severed; to part.— Discontin'uer, n. —
Discontin'uance, -ans, n. Act of, or state of being,
etc.; want of continuity of parts. (Law.) A break-
ing off or interruption of an estate; termination of
an action in practice by the voluntary act of the
plaintiff; entry on the record that the "plaintiff dis-

continues action; technical interruption of the pro-
ceedings in pleading, when a defendant does not
answer the whole of the plaintiff's declaration, and
the plaintiff omits to take judgment for the part un-
answered. — Dis'contrn/ua'tion, n. Breach of con-
tinuity; discontinuance; disruption. — Discon'tinu'-
ity, -nu'Y-tY, n. Want of continuity or cohesion. —
Discontiguous, -u-us, a. Not continuous.

Discord, dis'kSrd, n. Want of concord or agreement;
variance leading to contention and strife; dissension;
clashing, (Mus. ) Union of musical sounds which
strikes the ear disagreeably, owing to the incommen-
surability of the vibrations which they produce.
— Discord'ant, a. At variance; clashing; jarring;
opposing. (Mas.) Not in harmony or concord.—
Discordantly, adv. — Discord'antnass, n. — Dis-
cordance, -ancy, -an-sT, n. State or quality of be-
ing, etc.; inconsistency.

Discount, dis'kownt, n. An allowance made upon an
account, debt, price asked, etc.; deduction for in-
terest, in advancing money upon a bill or note not
due; act of discounting. — Discount, dis'kownt or
dis-kownf, v. t. To deduct from an account, etc.:

to loan money upon, deducting the allowance for
interest,— v. i. To lend money, abating the dis-
count; to anticipate and make allowance for.— Dis/'-

counter, re.— Discount'able, a.

Discountenance, dis-kown'te-nans, v. t. To put out
of countenance, put to shame, abash; to refuse to
countenance or give approval to, discourage.— n.

Unfriendly regard; cold treatment; disapprobation.
Discourage, dis-kur/ ej, v. t. To extinguish the cour-
age of, deprive of confidence; to deter one from,
dishearten one with respect to, dissuade, discoun-
tenance. — Discour'ageable, a. — Discour'agement,
n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; that which, etc. —
Discour'ager.j?. One who, etc.

Discourse, dis-kors', n. Orig., power to run over, to
compare and judge; oral exposition of a subject;
talk; conversation; dissertation or treatise; sermon.— v. i. [-coursed (-korsf), -coursing.] To exer-
cise reason; to talk or treat of in writing, in a formal
manner, —v. t. To utter or give forth. — Discourag-
er, n. — Discours^ive, -iv, a. Reasoning ; containing
dialogue or conversation. — Discursive, -ker'siv,
-sory, -ser-Y, a. Discoursive: rambling; digressive.
— Discursively, adv. — Discur'sion, -shun, n. Ex-
patiation; desultory talk: act of discoursing.

Discourteous, dis-kerfyus or -kerr te-us, a. Uncivil;

rude.— Discourteously, adv. — Discour'tesy, -te-sY,

n. Rudeness of behavior or language.
Discous. See under Disx.
Discover, dis-kuv'er, v. t. To remove the covering or
envelope from, expose to view, make known; to ob-
tain for the first time sight or knowledge of, as of a
thing not known; to find out, disclose, reveal, im-
part, detect, invent.— Discoverable, a. — Discov'-
erer, n. One who discovers; one who first finds out
an unknown country, or a new principle, truth, or
fact; an explorer.— Discov'ery, -er-Y, n. Act of,

etc. ; thing discovered.
Discredit, dis-kred'it, n. Want of credit; act of dis-

crediting, or state of being discredited; disgrace; re-

proach.— v. t. To refuse to credit, disbelieve, de-
prive of credibility or of credit, bring reproach upon.
— Discreditable, a. Tending to injure credit; dis-
graceful; disreputable.

Discreet, dis-kref, a. Possessed of discernment or
discretion; wise in avoiding evil, and in adapting
means to ends; wary.— Discretion, -kresh'un, n.
Quality of being discreet; sagacity; freedom to act
according to one's own judgment.

—

At discretion.
Without conditions or stipulations.— Discre'tional,
-ary, -er-Y, n. Left to discretion; unrestrained ex-
cept by judgment.— Discre'tionally, -arily,_ adv.
At or according to discretion. — Discrete, -kref, a.
Separate; distinct; disjunctive; containing a dis-
junctive clause, — opp. of concrete. — Discre'tive,
-tiv, a. Disjunctive; separating.

Discrepant, dis-krep'ant, a. Discordant; at variance;
disagreeing; different. — Discrep'ance, -ancy, -an-sY,
n. State or quality of being, etc.

Discriminate, dis-krim't-nat, v. t. To separate, dis-
tinguish; to mark as different, distinguish by a pe-
culiar note or sign.— v. i. To make a difference; to
distinguish accurately. — a. Distinguished; having
the difference marked.— Discrinrinateness, n.—
Discrim'ina'tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

;

faculty of nicely distinguishing ; that which dis-

criminates; mark of distinction. — Discriminative,
-tiv, a. Marking a difference; characteristic; observ-
ing distinctions; discriminating.

Discrown, dis-krown', v. t. To deprive of a crown.
Discursion, Discursory, etc. See under Discourse.
Discus, dis'kus, n. ; E.pl. Discuses ; L. pi. Disci, -si.

A quoit ; a disk. See Disk.
Discuss, dis-kus', v. t. [-cussed (-kusf), -cussing.]
To break up, disperse; to examine or consider by
disputation. (Law.) To exhaust a remedy against,
as against a debtor before proceeding against the
surety.— Discus 'sion, -kush'un, n. Act or process of
discussing; examination by argument; debate; dis-
putation.— Discuss'ive, -iv, a. Able or tending to
discuss. — Discu'tient, -shent, a. Serving to dis-
perse morbid matter. — n. A medicine to disperse a
tumor or any coagulated fluid in the body.

Disdain, dis- or diz-danr , v. t. [-dained (-dandO.
-dainino.] To reject as not deserving notice ; to
look with scorn upon, contemn, despise, —v. i. To
be filled with contemptuous anger.

—

n. A feeling
of contempt and aversion ; haughtiness ; scorn ;

arrogance.— Disdain'ful, -ful, a. Full of, or express-
ing, disdain ; contemptuous ; haughty.

Disease, diz-ez', n. Orig., lack of ease; uneasiness; a
morbid condition of body; sickness; disorder; dis-
temper; malady.— v.t. To afflict with sickness.

Disembody, dis-em-bod'Y, v. i. To divest of the body,
free from the flesh, discharge from military organi-
zation.

Disembogue, dis-em-bog', v. t. [-bogued (-bogd'),
-boguing.] To discharge at the mouth, as a stream;
to vent. — Disembogue'ment, -em'bouchure'', -aN'-

boo-shoor /
\ n. Discharge of the waters of a river, etc.

Disembowel, dis-em-bowSl, v. t. To take out the
bowels of, eviscerate, gut.

Disengage, dis-en-gaj', v. t. To release from some
previous connection or engagement ; to liberate,

free, extricate, disentangle, wean. — v. i. To re-

lease one's self, set one's self free, become de-
tached. — Disenga'gedness, -ga'jed-nes, n. State of
being, etc. — Disengage'ment, -gaj'ment, n. Act of,

or state of being, etc.; freedom from engrossing
occupation; leisure.

Disestablish, dis-es-tab'lish, v. t. To unsettle or

sun, cube, full; moon, fo~6t; cow, oil; linger or ink, then, bo.NboN, chair, get.
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break up what has been established. — Disestab-
lishment, n. Act_or process of, etc.

Disesteem, dis-es-tem', n. Want of esteem: low re-

gard; disfavor. — v. t. To feel an absence of es-

teem for, regard with disapproval; to slight. — Dis-
es'tima'tion, n. Disesteem; disfavor.

Disfavor, dis-ia'ver, n. Want of favor: disesteem;
state of not being in favor; an unkindness; dis-
obliging act. — v. t. To withhold or withdraw favor
from, regard with disesteem. — Bisfa'vorer, n.

Disfigure, dis-fig'iir, v. t. To mar the figure or appear-
ance of; to render less complete or beautiful, de-
face, injure. — Disfig'ursmeiit, -ura'tion, n. Act of,
or state of being, etc.: that which disfigures.

Disfranchise, dis-fran'chiz, v. t. [-ciiised (-chizd),
-ckising.] To deprive of a franchise or chartered
right; to dispossess of the rights ol a citizen, or of
a particular right, as of voting, holding office, etc.— Disfranchisement, n.

Disgorge, dis-;r6rj', v. t. [-gorged (-g6rjd'), -gor-
ging.] To eject from the stomach, throat or mouth;
to vomit ; to pour forth violently, as if from a
mouth; to give up, make restitution of.— v. i. To
vomit forth what anything contains, make restitu-
tion. — Disgorge'ment, n. Act of disgorging; thing
disgorged.

Disgrace, dis-gras', n. Lack or loss of favor, support,
or countenance ; ignominy : infamy ; that which
brings dishonor; cause of'shame; opprobrium; re-

proach; dishonor.— v. t. [disgraced (-grasf), -gra-
cing.] To deprive of favor, dismiss with dishonor.
bring reproach or shame upon, degrade, defame,
debase. — Disgrace'ful, -ful, a. Bringing disgrace
or dishonor; shameiul: ignominious. — Disgrace'-
foUy, adv. — Disgrace'fulness, n. — Disgra'cer, n.— Disgra'cious, -shus, a. Ungracious ; unpleasing.

Disgruntle, dis-grun'tl, v. t. To disappoint, dis-

please, disconcert.
Disguise, dis-giz', v. t. [-guised (-gizd'), -guising.]
To change the guise or appearance of; esp. to con-
ceal by an unusual dress, hide by a counterfeit ap-
pearance; to affect or change by liquor; to intoxi-
cate. — n. A dress or exterior put on to deceive;
artificial language or manner assumed for decep-
tion; change of manner by drink; slight intoxica-
tion.

Disgust, dis-gust', n. K?pugnance to what is offen-
sive ; aversion; distaste: dislike, — v. t. To pro-
voke disgust in, offend the taste of, displease.

Dish, dish, n. A vessel used for serving up food; any
particular kind of food: state of being concave oV
like a dish.— v. t. [dished (disht), dishing.] To
put in a dish, for serving at table; to make like a
dish; to frustrate or disappoint.

Dishabille, dis-a-bil', n. Same as Deshabille.
Dishearten, dis-hart'n, v. t. [-heartened (-hart'nd),
-ening.] To deprive of heart, courage, or hope; to
dispirit, depress, deject.

Dishevel, dT-shev'l, v. t. [-ei.ed (-Id),-ELING.] To dis-

arrange or cause (the hair) to hang loose.

Dishonest, diz- or dis-on'est, a. Wanting in honesty;
fraudulent: disposed to deceive : characterized by
fraud. — Dishon'ostly, adv. — Dishon'esty, n. Want
of honesty, probity, or integrity; violation of trust;
dishonor;" unchastity: incontinence.

Dishonor, dis- or diz-bn'er, n. Want of honor; dis-
grace; ignominv; shame ; reproach, —v. t. To de-
prive of honor, bring reproach or shame on; to vio-
late the chastity of. debauch, ravish : to refuse to

accept or pay, — said of a draft or acceptance which
is due and is presented. — Dishon'orable, a. Bring-
ing or deserving dishonor: snameful; base; want-
ing in honor: disgraced. — Dishon'orableness, n.

Disincline, dis-in-klin', ?•. t. To excite the dislike or
aversion of.— Disin'clina'tion, n. State of being
disinclined; unwillingness; aversion ; repugnance.

Disinfect, dis-in-fekt'. v. t. To cleanse from infec-
tion. — Disinfect''ant. n. That which, etc. — Disin-
fection, n. Act of, etc.

Disingenuous, dis-in-jen'u-us, a. Not noble: mean;
unworthy; wanting in candor or frankness. — Dis-
ingenuously, adv. — Disingen'uousness, n.

Disinherit, dis-ii:-her'it, v. t. To cut off from hered-
itary right, deprive of an inheritance. — Disinher'-
itance, -ison, -T-zn, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

Disintegrate, dis-in'te-grat, v. t. To separate into
integrant parts. — Dism'tegrable, a. — Disin'tegra'-
tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc. (Geol.)
Wearing away of strata by atmospheric action.

Disinter. dis-in-ter', v.t. lo taKe out of the grave;
to brinsr out, as from hiding. — Disinter'ment, n.

Disinterested, dis-in't§r-est-ed, a. Not influenced by
regard to peisonal advantage; free from self-inter-
est; unbiased; impartial: indifferent.— Disinter-
estedly, adv. — Disinterestedness, n.

Disinthrall, dis-in-thrawl', v. t. To release from
thraldom, emancipate. — Disinthrall'ment, n.

Disjoin, dis-join', v. t. To part, disunite, separate.

—

v. i. To become separated, part. — Disjoint', v. r.

To put out of joint, dislocate; to separate at junc-
tures, break in pieces; to break the natural order
and relations of. — v. i. To fall or break in pieces.— Disjoint'ly, adv. In a disjointed state. — Dis-
junct', -junkt', a. Disjoined ; separated. — Dis-
junc'tion, n. Act of disjoining: disunion; a dis-
junctive proposition. — Disjunct'lve, -iv, a. Tend-
ing todisjoin; separating: disjoining.

—

n. (Gram.)
A disjunctive conjunction or proposition.

Disk, Disc, disk, n. A flat, circular plate; a discus;
quoit. (Astron.) The face of a celestial body.
(Bot.) The whole surface of a leaf; central part of
a radiate compound flower; a part of the receptacle
expanded under or around the w mw<m
pistil. — Disc'ous, -us, -oid, -oid'- .«n:W!£ ..!**.'.v' 1 •*,

al, a. Disklike: circular, wide,
and flat. — Discoidfloivers^Bot.) \

Compound flowers, consisting of
tubular florets only, as the tansy.

Dislike, dis-llk'. n. Positive arid
usually permanent aversion; an-
tipathy; repugnance.— v. t. To
have a'n aversion to.

Dislocate, dis'lo-kat, v. t. To dis-
place, disjoint, put out of joint.— a. Dislocated.— Dislocation,
n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

(Geol.) Displacement of rocks or
portions of strata from their
(Surg.) A disjointing; luxation.

Dislodge, dis-loj', v. t. To drive from a lodge or place
of rest or repose, or of hiding or defense.— v. i. To
go from a place of rest.— Dislodg'ment, n. Act or
process of dislodging or state ol being dislodged.

Disloyal, dis-loi'ai, a. Not loyal: false to allegiance;
faithless: treacherous; perfidious; false in love; in-
constant. — Disloy'aliy, adv. — Disloy'alty , n.

Dismal, diz'mal, a. Gloomy to the eye or ear; sor-
rowful and depressing to tfie feelings; dreary; dole-
ful; sorrowful; melancholy.

Dismantle, dis-man'tl, v. f. To deprive of dress,
strip, deprive of apparatus, furniture, equipments,
defenses, or fortifications.

Dismast, dis-mast', v. t. To deprive of masts.
Dismay, dis-ma', v. t. [-mayed (-mad'), -Maying.]
To disable with alarm or apprehension ; to fill with
distressing fear, daunt, appall, —n. Loss of firm-
ness and energy through fear; discouragement; ter-
ror ; horror ; consternation.

Dismember, dis-mem'ber, v. t. [-bered (-berd), -Ber-
ing.] To divide limb from limb, strip of essential
parts, mutilate, sever. — Di;mem'berment, n. Act
of, or state of being, etc.; mutilation : division.

Dismiss, dis-mis', v. t. [-missed (-mist'), -missing.]
To send away, cause or permit to go ; to remove from
office, service, or employment ; to lay aside or re-

ject, as a petition or motion in court. — Dismiss'al,
-mis'sion, -mish'un,n. Act of dismissing ; leave to
depart: removal from employment; discharge; a
setting aside as trivial or invalid. — Dismiss'ive, -iv,

a. Giving dismission, or leave to depart.— Dim'iss-
ory, -er-T, a. Dismissive ; dismissing to another ju-
risdiction.

Dismount, dis-mownt', v. i. To come down, descend,
alight fioni a horse.— v. *. To throw or bringdown
from an elevation, place of honor and authority,
etc. ; to throw or remove from a horse, or from a
gun carriage ; to break the carriages of (pieces of
artillery).

Disobey, 'dis-o-ba', v. t. To neglect or refuse to obey;
to break the commands of. —v. i- To refuse obe-

Discoid Flowers,

original position.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Tn, ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r ;
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dience. — Disobe'dience, -dY-ens, re. Neglect or re-

fusal, etc. — Bisobe'dient, a. Neglecting or refus-
ing, etc.— Disobe'diently, adv.

Disoblige, dis-o-bllj', v. t. To offend by an act of un-
Kindness or incivility ; to be unaccommodating to.

Disordsr, dis-6r'dgr, n. Want of order ; neglect of
system; breach of public order ; disturbance of the
peace of society ; disturbance of the functions of
the animal economy or of the mind ; malady; dis-

temper.— v. t. To disturb the order of, throw into
confusion ; to make sick ; to disturb the regular
operations of, derange, discompose. — Disorderly,
-It, a. In a state of disorder.— Disor'derliness, re.

Disorganize, dis-6r'gan-iz, v. t. To break or destroy
the organic structure or connected system of ; to
throw into utter disorder.

Disown, diz- or di=-on', v. t. To refuse to own or ac-
knowledge ; to disavow, disclaim, renounce.

Disparage, dis-par'ej, v. t. [-aged (-ejd), -aging.]
To dishonor by comparison with what is inferior,
injure by depreciating comparisons, decry, under-
value, detract from, degrade.— Disparagement, re.

Injurious comparison with an inferior ; indignity ;

derogation ; disgrace. — Disparager, re.

Disparate, dis'pa-rat, a. Unequal ; unlike ; dissim-
ilar. (Logic.) Pert, to 2 coordinate species or di-

visions. — Dis'parates, n. pi. Things so unlike that
they cannot be compared with each other. —Dis-
parity, -par'Y-tY, re. Difference in age, rank, con-
dition, or excellence ; dissimilitude ; disproportion.

Dispassion, dis-pash'un, re. Freedom from passion.—
Dispas'sionate, a. Free from, or not dictated by,
passion ; cool ; temperate ; impartial ; unruffled.

Dispatch, dis-pach', Despatch', v. t. [-patched
(-pachf), -patching.] To send off on a special er-

rand, usually in haste; to get rid of by sending off ;

put out of the way; esp. to put to death, kill; to dis-

pose of, as business.— v. i. To make haste.— re.

The sending of a messenger in haste ; any sending
away ; rapid performance, as of business ; prompt-
ness; speed; a message sent off, esp. from one public
officer to another.

Dispel, dis-pel', v. t. [-felled (-peld'), -pelling.]
To drive away, banish, dissipate.

Dispense, dis-pens', v. t. [-pensed (-pensf), -pen-
sing.] To deal or divide out in portions; to apply,
as laws, to particular cases ; to administer, carry
out.— v.*. To permit neglect or omission, suspend
operation, followed by with. — Dispen'sable, a.
Capable of being dispensed or administered, of be-
ing dispensed with. — Dispen'sary, -sa-rl, n. A
place in which medicines and medical advice are
given gratis to the poor ; shop in which medicines
are prepared. — Dispensation, re. Act of dispen-
sing or dealing out ; thing dispensed ; esp. (TlieoJ.),

a system of principles, promises, and rules ordained
and administered. The granting of a license, or the li-

cense itself, to do what is forbidden.
Disperse, dis-pers', v. t. [-persed (-persf), -pers-

ing.] To scatter here and there; to spread, as knowl-
edge, light, etc., diffuse, disseminate ; to cause to
vanish or separate. — v. i. To separate, be dispelled.— Dispersion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc. (Opt.)
Separation of light into its different colored rays.

Dispirit, dis-pir'it, v. t. To depress the spirits of

;

dishearten, dejpress, daunt, frighten.
Displace, dis-plas', v. t. To change the place of, re-

• move, put out of place ; to discharge, depose, dis-
miss, discard. — Displace'able, a. — Displace'ment,
re. Act of, or state of being, etc.; quantity of water
displaced by a floating body, as by a ship.

Display, dis-pla', v. t. [-played (-plad'), -playing.]
To unfold, spread wide; to exhibit, set in view os-
tentatiously, parade, expand. — re. An unfolding;
exhibition ; manifestation ; parade.

Displease, dis-plez', v. t. [-pleased (-plezd
/r

), -pleas-
ing.] Not to please ; to excite a feeling of disap-
probation or dislike in, make angry, offend, disgust,
vex, affront. — Displeas'ure, -plezh'er, re. The
feeling of one displeased; slight anger or irritation;
that which displeases.

Disport, dis-port', re. Play; pastime; diversion, —v. i.

To play, sport.— v. t. To divert or amuse.
Dispose, dis-poz', v. t. [-posed (-pOzd',), -posing.]
lo distribute and put in place, set in order, regulate;

to assign to a service or use, bestow for an object or
purpose ; to give a tendency or inclination ; esp. to in-

cline the mind of.—Disposed', -pozd', p. a. Inclined;
minded. — Dispos'er, re.— Disposable, a. Subject
to disposal ; liable to be made use of. — Dispos'al,
-sure, -zhur, re. Act or power of, etc.; direction; dis-

tribution.'— Disposition, -zish'un, re. Act of, or
state, or manner of being, etc. ; arrangement ; or-

der; tendency to any action or state resulting from
natural constitution ; natural aptitude of mind or
acquired aptitude or character ; moral character.

Dispossess, dis-pos-ses' or -poz-zes', v. t. To put out
of possession, eject. — Dispossession, -sesh'un or
-zesh'un, re. Act of, or state of being, etc. (Law.)
An injury to real property which consists of a dep-
rivation of possession._

Disproportion, dis-pro-por'shun, re. Want of propor-
tion or symmetry, of suitableness or adequacy. —
v. t. To make unsuitable, mismatch. — Dispropor-
tionate, -tional, -tionate, a. Unsuitable; inade-
quate. — Dispropor'tionably, -ally, -ately, adv.

Disprove, dis-proov', v. t. To prove to be false or er-
roneous; to confute, refute. — Disprov'er, re. — Dis-
prov'able, a.— Disproof, re. Act of, etc. ; convic-
tion of error ; refutation.

Dispute, dis-put', v. i. To contend in argument, argue
a question for and against, discuss, debate ; to
strive in opposition to a competitor. — v. t. To
argue for and against, discuss ; to struggle for the
possession of ; to oppose by argument, call in ques-
tion, controvert, doubt, argue, impugn.— re. Con-
troversy; debate; struggle; altercation. — Disput'er,
Dis'putant, n. One who, etc.— Dis'putable, a. Ca-
pable of being, etc. ; controvertible.— Dis'putable-
ness, re. — Disputa'tion, re. Act of, etc. ; argumenta-
tion.—Disputa'tious, -shus, Disput'ative, -put'a-tiv,
a. Inclined to dispute ; apt to cavil or controvert.

Disqualify, dis-kwol'Y-fi, v. t. To render unfit, inca-
pacitate ; to deprive of legal capacity, power, or
right. — DisquaFifica'tion, re. Act of, or state of
being, etc.; disability; esp. legal disability; depriva-
tion of legal right or capacity; want of qualification;
that which disqualifies.

Disquiet, dis-kwi'et, re. Want of quiet or tranquillity;
uneasiness; restlessness; anxiety, —v. t. To render
unquiet, make uneasy, disturb.— Disqui'eter, re.

—

Disqui'etness, -etude, -tud, re. Want of peace cr
tranquillity; disturbance; agitation; anxiety.

Disquisition, dis-kwY-zish'un, re. A systematic in-
quiry into, or discussion of, any subject; elaborate
argumentative essay; dissertation; an immethodical
discussion.

Disregard, dis-re-gard', v. t. Not to regard; to pay no
heed to, neglect, slight. — re. Act of, or state of
being, etc.; omission to notice. — Disregard'er, re.

Disrepute, dis-re-put'. -rep'uta'tion, re. Loss or want
of reputation or credit; disesteem; dishonor; dis-
grace. — Disrep'utablo, a. Not reputable; tending
to bring into discredit; low; mean; shameful.

Disrespect, dis-re-spekt', re. Want of respect or rev-
erence; incivility; irreverence. — v. t. To show dis-
respect to.— Disrespectful, -ful, a. Wanting in re-

spect; uncivil.— Disrespect 'fully, adv.
Disrupt, dis-rupt', a. Rent asunder; broken. [L. dis
and rrtmpere, -ruptum, to break, burst.]— Disrup'-
tion, -ture, -chur, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

—

Disrupt'ive, -iv, a. Causing, or accompanied Dy, etc.

Dissatisfy, dis-sat'is-fi, v. t. To render unsatisfied or
discontented; to disple.ase. — Dissat'isfac'tion, re.

State or condition of being dissatisfied or discon-
tented; displeasure; disapprobation; dislike. — Dis-
sat'isfac'tory, -to-rT, a. Causing dissatisfaction.

Dissect, dis-sekt', v. t. To cut in pieces, as an animal
or vegetable, to examine the structure and use of
its parts; to anatomize; to analyze into its constit-
uent Darts, for purposes of science or criticism.—
Dissec'tion, re. Act of dissecting, or of separating
into constituent parts for critical examination.

—

Dissect'or, <"r, n.

Disseize, dis-sez', r. t. (Law.) To deprive of actual
seizin or possession ; to dispossess wrongfully.

Dissemble, dis-sem'bl, v. t. [-sembled (-bid), -bling.]
To hide under a false semblance, put an untrue ap-
pearance upon, disguise, mask; to make pretense
of, feijjjn, dissimulate, cloak, cover.— v.i. To con-

son, cube, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboir, chair, get.
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ceal the real fact, motives, intention, or sentiments,
under some pretense.

Disseminate, dis-seml-nat, v. t. To sow, as seed; to
scatter for growth and propagation; to spread or ex-
tend by dispersion, diffuse, circulate, disperse. —
Dissem'inalion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.;
diffusion ; dispersion. — Dissemlnative, -tiv, a. \

Tending to, etc. — Disseminator, n.
Dissent, dis-sent', v. i. To differ in opinion, disagree.

[

{Eccl.) To differ from the established church. To i

be of a contrary nature. — n. Act of dissenting; dif-
j

ference of opinion; disagreement. {Eccl.) Separa-

I

tion from an established church, esp. that of Eng-
land. — Dissenfer, n. One who dissents; esp. a

j

Protestant who dissents from the church of England.— Dissen'sion, -shun, n. Violent disagreement in
!

opinion; breach of friendship and union; strife.

Dissertation, dis-ser-ta'shun, n. A formal or elabo-
rate discourse, disquisition, essay.

Disserve, dis-serv
/r

, v. t. To injure, hurt, harm.—
|

DisserVice, -is, n. Injury ; mischief.
Dissever, dis-sev'er, v. t. To part in two, divide asun-

I

der, sever.
Dissident, dis'si-dent, a. Not agreeing; dissenting.—

|

n. {Eccl) One who separates from the established
religion ; a dissenter. — Dis'sidence, n. Disagree-
ment; dissent.

Dissimilar, dis-sim'T-ler, a. Unlike; heterogeneous.
—Dissimilarity, -lar'T-H, n. Want of resemblance

;

tmlikeness; dissimilitude. — Dissimilarly, -ler-lT,

adv.— Dis'similltude, -tud, n. Want of similitude;
unlikeness ; dissimilarity. {Rhet.) A comparison
by contrast.— Dissimlilato, -lat, v. i. To dissemble,
feign. — Dissim'ulalion, n. Act of, etc.

Dissipate, dis'si-pat, v. t. To drive asunder; to de-
stroy by wasteful extravagance, scatter, spend,
squander, consume, lavish. — v. i. To separate and
disappear, waste away, vanish; to be extravagant,
wasteful, or dissolute in the pursuit of pleasure.

—

Dissipation, n. Act of dissipating or dispersing

;

state of dispersion ; a dissolute course of life ; pro-
fuseness in vicious indulgences ; a trifle distracting
attention; state of distracted attention.

Dissociate, dis-so'shl-at, v. t. To separate, disunite.
— Disso'cialion, -shl-a'shun, n. Act of dissocia-
ting; state of separation; disunion. (Chern.) Decom-
position of chemical bodies effected by heat or me-
chanical force, without intervention of chemical at-
traction.

Dissolve, diz-zolv'', v. t. [-solved (-zolvdO, -solv-
ing.] To separate into component parts; to break
the continuity of, disconnect; to convert into a liq-
uid, melt, liquefy; to destroy the power of; to ter-
minate, cause to disappear. {Law.) To annul, re-
scind. — v. i. To waste away, be dissipated; to be-
come fluid, be melted ; to fade away, vanish. —
Dissolv'able, a.— Dissolv'ent, a. Having power to
melt or dissolve.

—

n. That which has, etc.; a men-
struum; solvent.— Dissolv'er, n. —Dissoluble, dis"

-

-

so-lu-bl, a. Capable of being dissolved, liquefied,
or disunited. — Dis'solute, -lut, a. Abandoned to
vicious pleasures; wanton; vicious; licentious; lewd;
debauched. — Dis'solutely, adv.— Dissoluteness, n.— Dissolution, n. Act of dissolving, sundering, or
separating into component parts ; change from a
solid to a fluid state; chaage of form by chemical
agency; dispersion of an assembly by terminating
its sessions; breaking up of a partnership; extinc-
tion of life ; state of being dissolved ; destruction.

Dissonant, dis'so-nant, a. Discordant; unharmonious;
disagreeing ; incongruous. — Dissonance, -nancy,
-sY, n. A mingling of discordant sounds ; jargon ;

incongruity; inconsistency.
Dissuade, dis-swad', v. t. To advise or
exhort against.— Dissuasion, -zhun,
n. Act of dissuading ; exhortation
against a thing ; a dissuasive. — Dis-
suaSive, -siv, a. Tending to dis-
suade. — n. An argument, or coun-
sel, employed to deter one from a
measure.

Dissyllable, dis-silla-bl, n. A word of
2 syllables only. — Dissyllabic, a.
Consisting of, etc.

, i;

Distaff, dislaf , n. ; pi. Distaffs. The vision.

staff for holding the flax, tow, or wool, from which
thread is drawn in spinning by hand; the holder of
a distaff ; a woman.

Distain, dis-tan', v. t. [-tained (-tand'), -taining.]
To stain, sully, disgrace.

Distant, dislaiit, a. Separate; far separated; remote,— in place, time, consanguinity, etc. ; reserved in
manners; cold; faint, obscure,— as from distance.—
Dislance, -tans, n. Space between two objects ; re-

moteness of place ; interval of time ; respect ; cere-
moniousness— v.t. [distanced (-tanst), -tancing.]
To place at, or cause to appear as if at, a distance;
to leave behind in a race, surpass, excel.

Distaste, dis-tasf, n. Aversion of the taste; dislike
of food or drink; disrelish; disgust; alienation of af-
fection; displeasure; dissatisfaction.— v. t. Not to
have relish for; to dislike the taste of, loathe. — Dis-
tasteful, -ful, a. Unpleasant to the taste; displeas-
ing to the feelings; nauseous; offensive; repulsive;
manifesting dislike.— Distastelully, adv.

Distemper, dis-tem/'per, n. A morbid state of the
animal system, —esp. of brutes; ill humor, or bad
temper. {Paint.) A preparation of opaque or body
colors, with size instead of oil ; destemper. — v. t.

[distempered (-perd), -pering.] To derange the
functions of, whether bodily or mental, bring dis-
ease upon ; to disturb, make ill-humored. {Paint.)
To make into distemper. — Distem'perature, -chur,
n. Commixture of contrarieties; confusion; dis-
turbance; slight illness; mental uneasiness.

Distend, dis-tend', v. t. To lengthen out, stretch or
spread in all directions, dilate, expand, swell.— v. i.

To become expanded or inflated.— DistenSible, -sT-

bl, a.— Distention, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.;

space occupied by the thing distended.
Distich, dislik, n. {Pros.) A couple of verses mak-
ing complete sense; a couplet of 2 lines, of different
kinds of verse, repeated in the same order.

Distill, dis-tiK, v. i. [-tilled (-tild'), -tilling.] To
fall in drops, flow gently; to use a still, practice dis-

tillation.— v. t. To let fall in drops; to subject to,

or obtain by, distillation ; to rectify, purify. — Dis-
till

rer, n. — DistilKable, a. — Distillation, nr Act
of falling in drops ; operation of extracting spirit

from a substance by evaporation and condensation;
rectification; substance extracted by distilling.

—

DistiU/ery, -er-Y, n. Works where distilling is car-
ried on.

Distinguish, dis-tin,gwish, v. t. [-guished (-gwisht),
-guishing.] To separate or recognize by visible
marks; to separate by definition of terms or logical
division of a subject; to recognize by characteristic
qualities; to make to differ, discriminate ; to make em-
inent or known, honor.— v. i. To make distinctions,
exercise discrimination.— Distinguished, -gwisht,
p. a. Having distinction; eminent; noted; illustrious.
— Distinguishing, p. a. Constituting difference, or
distinction from everything else ; peculiar ; char-
acteristic. — Distinct, dis-tiijkt/\ a. Having the dif-

ference marked ; distinguished ; spotted ; varie-
gated; separate in place; not united by growth or
otherwise ; different ; individual ; not to be con-
founded with any other thing; definite; clear; ob-
vious.— Distinctly, adv.— Distinctness, n.— Dis-
tinction, n. Marking off by visible signs ; divis-

ion ; discrimination ; distinguishing quality ; esti-

mation of difference; conspicuous station; superi-
ority; rank; note; eminence.— Distinctive, -iv, a.

Marking or expressing distinction.— Distinctively,
adv. With distinction; plainly.

Distort, dis-tdrf, v.t. To twist out of natural shape,
force out of the true posture or direction, wrest
from the true meaning, deform, pervert, bend.—
Distortion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc. ; visi-

ble deformity. — Distortlve, -iv, a. Causing or
having distortions.

Distract, dis-trakt/', v. t. To perplex, confuse ; to
agitate by conflicting passions; to render insane,
craze,— used in the p. p.— Distradion, n. Con-
fusion of attention, or of affairs ; perturbation of
mind; a state of disordered reason. — Distractlve,
-iv, a. Causing perplexity.— Distraught', -trawt',
a. Distracted.

Distrain, dis-tranr , v. t. [-trained (-trandO, -train-
ing.] {Law.) To seize for debt, without legal pro-

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; tn, Ice ; Sdd, t5ne, 8r

:
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cess.— Distrainer, -Sr, n. — Dislrict, n. A defined
portion of a state or city for legislative, elective, or
other purposes; portion bf territory of undefined ex-
tent; quarter; tract; region; country.— v.t. To di-

vide into districts.— Distress', n. Extreme suffer-

ing, of body or mind ; that which occasions suffer-

ing ; state of danger or necessity. {Law.) The act
of distraining; thing taken by distraining, —v. t.

[distressed (-tresf), -tressing.] To cause pain
or anguish to. {Law.) To seize for debt, distrain.
— Distressful, -ful, a. Inflicting, indicating, or pro-
ceeding from, distress.

Distribute, dis-trib'ut, v. t. To divide among sev-
eral ; to dispense, administer, apportion, allot, as-

sign; to divide or separate, as into classes, orders,
etc.— v. i. To make distribution.— Distribution, n.

Act of distributing or dispensing; almsgiving; sepa-
ration into parts or classes; classification; arrange-
ment of topics in a discourse. (Print.) The sepa-
ration of type, and placing each letter in its proper
box.— Distributive, -tiv, a. Tending to distribute

;

dealing to each his share.
District. See under Distrain.
Distrust, dis-trusf, v. t. Not to confide in or rely
upon; to mistrust, disbelieve. — n. Doubt of re-

ality or sincerity; suspicion of evil designs.— Dis-
trustful, -ful, a. Apt to distrust ; suspicious.

Disturb, dis-tlrb', v. t. [-turbed (-terbd'), -ttjrb-

ing.] To throw into confusion; to interfere with,
terminate abruptly; to agitate the mind of, render
uneasy, discompose, perplex, trouble. — Disturb-
ance, -ans, a. Derangement of the regular course of
things; confusion of the mind; public commotion;
brawl; disorder.

Disunite, dis-u-mtr, v. t. To destroy the continuity
or union of; to break the concord of, divide, sever,

sunder, separate, —v. i. To part, become separate.
— Disu'nity, -nT-tl, n. State of separation. — Dis-
union, -un'yun, n. Termination of union; a breach
of concord and its effect; in U. S., severance by any
State of connection with the Federal government.
— Disunlonist, n. An advocate of disunion.

Disuse, dis-us', n. Cessation of use, practice, or ex-
ercise; cessation of custom ; desuetude. —Disuse,
-uz', v. t. [-used (-uzd'), -using.] To cease to use
or practice, desist from employing; to disaccustom.
— Disu'sage, -zej, n. Gradual cessation of use, etc.

Ditch, dich, n. A trench in the earth, esp. one for
draining wet land, for fencing inclosures, etc.; a
fosse or moat. See Ravelin. — r. t. [ditched
(dicht), ditching.] To dig a ditch in.— v. i. To
make a ditch.

Dittany, difta-nT, n. (Bot.) An aromatic perennial
plant, whose leaves smell
yield an essential oil.

plant, whose leaves smell like lemon-thyme, and

Ditto, ditlo, contr. Do., n. That which has been
said; the aforesaid thing; same thing. — adv. As
before; in the same manner; also.

Ditty, dit'ti, n. A song; esp. a little poem to be sung.
Diuresis, di-u-re'sis, n. (Med.) Excretion of urine.
— Diuretic, a. Exciting the secretion and discharge
of urine.— n. A medicine which, etc.

Diurnal, di-er'nal, a. Pert, to the daytime; daily;
recurring every day ; performed in a
day; constituting the measure of a
day. (Bot.) Opening during the day,
and closing at night.— n. A book of
the daily service of the Rom. Cath.
Church for the " little hours." —
Diur'nally, adv. Daily ; every day.

Diuturnal, di-u-ter'nal, a. Of long
continuance.

Divan, dl-van', n. A book; collection
of poems; account-book ; a council;
the Turkish council of state ; royal
court; court of justice; office for cus-
toms; the council chamber: audience
chamber ; saloon for company ; a
kind of cushioned seat.

Divaricate, di-var'T-kat, v. i. To part into 2 branches;
to open, fork, diverge from.— v. t. To divide into
2 branches. — a. (not.) Widely divergent.

Dive, div, v. i. [dived (divd), diving.] To descend
or plunge into water head first; to plunge thorough-
ly into any business or condition; to sink, penetrate.

— Di'ver, n. One who dives, or who goes deeply into
a business. (Ornith.) A bird of certain genera,
given to diving.— Drving-bell, n. A hollow vessel,
orig. bell-shaped, air-tight, except at the bottom, in
which one may go into deep water. — Dive'dapper,
n. (Ornith.) The didapper, q. v.

Diverge, di-verj'
r

, v. i. [-verged (-verjdO, -ver-
ging.] To tend from a common point in different
directions; to deviate gradually from a given line;
to vary from a type, or a normal state, or from the
truth. — Diverge'ment, Divergence, -gency, -si, n.

A receding from each other in radiating lines.— Di-
vergent, a. Deviating gradually, etc.

Divert, dT-verf, v. t. To turn oft from any course,
direction, or intended application ; to turn from
business or study; to please, amuse.— Divers, di'-
verz, a. Several"; sundry; more than one, but not
many. — Di'verse, -vers, a. Different in kind; un-
like ; dissimilar. — adv. In different directions. —
Diversely, adv. In different ways, or directions. —
Diversity, -tT, n. A state of difference ; unlike-
ness; multiplicity of difference; variety. — Diver-
sion, -shun, n. Act of turning aside, from any oc-
cupation, object, etc.; that which diverts from care
or amuses ; solace ; recreation ; sport. (M7.) Act
of drawing the attention and force of an enemy
from the principal point of attack. — DivertIve, -iv,

a. Tending to divert ; amusing.— Diversify, -f1,

v. t. [-fied (-fid), -fying.] To make diverse or
various in form or qualities.

Divest, dT-vesf, v. t. To strip, as of clothes, arms, or
equipage; to deprive.— Divestiture, -I-chur, n. Act
of, or state of being, etc.

Divide, dT-vid"\ v. t. To sever into parts; to cause to

be separate ; to make partition of among a number,
apportion; to make discordant or hostile; to separate
into 2 parts, for ascertaining opinions for and
against a measure. (Logic.) To separate into
species, —v. i. To part, open; to vote by separating
a legislative house into 2 parts. — Dividend, n. The
share of interest or profit of stock in trade, etc., be-
longing to each proprietor. (Arith.) A number or
quantity to be divided.— Divid'er, n. One who, or
that which, divides ; esp. (pi.) an instrument for
dividing lines, describing circles, etc.; compasses.—
Divisible, -viz'I-bl, a. Capable of being, etc
Divisibility, n. Quality of being divisible. — Di-
vision, -vizh/'un, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.;

that which divides; portion separated by the divid-
ing of a mass; difference in opinion or feeling; dif-

ference of condition; separation of the members of
a deliberative body to ascertain the vote. (Arith.)
Process of finding how many times one number or
quantity is contained in another; rule by which the
operation is performed. (Mil.) A section of an
army or fleet, complete in itself, and commanded by
a general officer. — Divisional, a. Marking, express-
ing, or making division; pert, to a division or dis-

trict. — Divi'sive, -siv, a. Forming division or dis-

tribution; creating division or discord. — Divi'sor,
-zer, n. (Arith.) The number by which the div-
idend is divided.— Common divisor. Any number
dividing 2 or more numbers without a remainder.

Divine, dl-vln', a. Pert, to, proceeding from, or ap-
propriated to God, or celebrating his praise; above
what is human ; superhuman; godlike ; holy; sa-

cred; pert, to divinity or theology.— n. A priest;

clergyman; one skilled in divinity; theologian.—
v. t: [divined (-vindO) -vining.] To foresee or
foreknow, foretell, presage, prognosticate, — v. i.

To practice divination, impart presages of the fu-

ture, have presages or forebodings, conjecture. —
Divin'er, n. One who practices divination. — Div-
inalion, n. Act or art of divining or foretelling
future events: augury; omen. — Divinely, adv. In
a godlike mannerf by the agency of God. — Divinr-

ing-rod, n. A forked rod, commonly of hazel, used
by seekers for water or' metals under ground. —
Divinity, -vin't-tf, n. State of being divine; god-
head; the Deity; God; a false god; a celestial being,
inferior to God, but superior to man; supernatural
power or virtue; awe-inspiring character; supreme
dignity; science of divine things; theology.

Divisible, Division, etc. See under Divide.
Divorce, dt-vors', n. (Law.) A legal dissolution of

sun, cube, full ; moon, i'dot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, &en, boNboN, chair, get.
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the marriage contract; separation of a married worn- I

an from the bed and board of her husband ; separa- I

tion of things closely united ; the sentence or writ- :

ing dissolving marriage.— v. t. [divorced (-vorsf),
j

-vorcixg.J To separate by divorce, disunite, sun-
]

der.
Divulge, dY-vulj', v. t. [-vulged (-vuljd'), -vixgixg.]
To make public, disclose, impart.

Dizen, diz'n or di'zn, v. t. [dizexed (-znd), dizex-
ixg.] To dress gaudily, deck, overdress.

Dizzy, diz'f, a. Having a sensation of vertigo; giddy:
confused ; indistinct ; causing giddiness ; unr'erlect- >

ing; heedless. — v. t. To make giddy, confuse.
Djinn, jin, n. See Jinnee.
Do, do, n. (Mux.) A syllable attached to the 1st tone !

of the major diatonic scale for solmization.
Do, dob, v. t. or auxiliary, [imp. did ; p. p. doxe

|

(dun) ; doixg.] To perform, execute, make ; to i

produce, as an effect or result ; to perform com-
!

pletely, finish, accomplish ; to cook completely ; to I

translate or transform into, as a written text; to de-
j

ceive, play a trick upon, hoax, humbug. (Stock
j

Exchange.) To cash or advance money for, as a
|

bill or note.— v. i. To act or behave ; to fare ; to
!

be in a state with regard to health.
Do, doo, v. i. To be worth, be fit, avail, manage, ac-

j

complish a purpose,— as. this will do.
Do., in-on. dit'to. See Ditto.
Docile, dos'il, a. Teachable ; ready to learn ; tract-

able.—Docil'ity, -H, n. Teachableness.— Doc'ible,
j

a. Docile.— Doc'ibleness, -ibil'ity, n.

Dock, dok, n. A plant, some species of which are
weeds, having a long tap-root.

Dock, dok, v. t. [docked (dokt), docking.] To cut :

off, as the end of a thing, curtail, clip ; to deduct
from ; to destroy or defeat, bar.— n. The stump of
a tail, or part left after clipping ; case to cover a
horse's clipped tail. — Dock'et, n. A summary or
digest ; a label tied to goods. (Laiu.) An abridged i

entry of proceedings in an action, or list of such en- !

tries; list of causes ready for hearing cr trial. A list
'

of matters to be acted on in any assembly. — v. t. To
jmake an abstract of the heads of; to enter in a dock- I

et, mark the contents of on the back, as of papers. I

Dock, dok, n. An inclosure or basin to receive vessels;
|

space between 2 piers for ships; place where the ac-
J

cused stands in court.— v. t. To place in a dock.
Doctor, dok'ter, n. One qualified to teach; a learned

jman ; one who has received the highest degree in a
|

faculty; one licensed to practice medicine ; a physi- I

cian ; a mechanical contrivance to remedy a diffi-

culty. —v. /. [doctored (-terd), -torixt g.] To at-
tend or treat as a physician ; to make a doctor; to
alter for the better ; to adulterate, tamper with, fal-
sify.— v.i. To practice physic—DoCtoral, a. Pert,
to the degree or practice of a doctor. — Doc'torate.
-at, -ship, n. The degree of a doctor. — Doe'toress,
Doc'tress, n. A female doctor.— Doc'trine,-trin, n.
Act of teaching ; instruction ; thing taught; bodv of
principles in any branch of knowledge ; dogma :

tenet.— Doctrinal, a. Pert, to, or containing, etc.—
Doctrinaire' ."-tre-nar'. n. One who rigidly ap-
Elies to practical concerns the abstract doctrines of
is own philosophical system; a political theorist ;

propounder of new opinions. — a. Pert, to, etc.

—

DoCument, n. An original or official paper, relied
upon as the basis or support of anything else. — v. t.

To furnish with documents.— Document'al, a. Pert,
to, consistingin, or derived from, etc. — Document'-
ary, -rT, a. Pert, to written evidence ; consisting in
documents.

Dodecagon, do-dek'a-gon, n. (Geom.) A regular polv
gon, bounded by 12 equal
sides, and containing 12
equal angles. — DodeCa-
he'dron, n. A regular
solid contained under 12
equal and regular penta-
gons ; a solid having 12
equal faces.

Dodge, doj, v. i. [dodged
(dojd), DODGING.] To
6tart suddenly aside, be
evasive, quibble. — v. t.

To evade by starting aside.

Dodecahedrons.
n. Act of evading by

some skillful movement ; a dexterous device or
trick.

Dodo, do'do, ;?.,- pi. Do'does, -doz. A large bird
of Mauritius, now extinct.

Doe, do, n. A she-deer ; esp. the female of the fallow-
deer. — Boe'skin, n. Skin of the doe ; compact,
twilled woolen cloth.

Doff, dof, v. t. [doffed (doft), doffixg.] To put off
(dress) ; to rid one's self of, defer.

Dog, dog, n. A quadruped of the genus Canis; a
mean, worthless fellow: a fellow, — used humor-
ously. (Afiron.) One of the 2 constellations in the
southern hemisphere. An andiron. (Mech.) A
grappling iron ; an iron with fangs to secure a log
to be sawed; a catch or clutch, esp. the carrier of a
lathe, and an adjustable stop to change the motion
of a machine tool.— v. t. [dogged (dogd), dog-
ging.] To follow insidiously or persistently ; to
worry ; hunt. — Dog'ged, a. Surly ; obstinate. —
Dog'gedly, adv. — Dog'gedness, n. — Dog'gish, a.
Churlish ; snappish. — Dog's-ear, dogz'er, n. The
corner of the leaf of a book turned down.— v. t. To
turn down, etc.— Dog'-eared, -erd, a. Having the
corners, etc. — Dog'gerel, -ger-el, a. Low in style
and irregular in measure, — said of poetry. — n.

Mean1 undignified verse.
Doge, doj, n. The chief magistrate in the republics of
A enice and Genoa.

Dogma, dog/ma, n. ; E. pi. -mas, -maz ; L. pi. -mata,
-ma-ta. That which is held as an opinion : an es-

tablished tenet ; peremptory opinion, a principle of
doctrine asserted without sufficient evidence. — Dog-
mat'ic, -ica!, a. Pert, to a dogma; disposed to assert
authoritatively; magisterial; positive.— Dogmatic-
ally, adv. Arrogantly: positively.— Dogmafics, n.

sing. Science of Christian doctrines ; doctrinal the-
ology. — Dog'matism, -tizm, n. Arrogance or posi-
tiveness in opinion. — Dog'matize, v. i. T-tized
(-tizd), -tizixg.] To assert positively ; teach with
bold and undue confidence.— Dog'matist, -tiz'er, n.

Doily, doi'lT, n. A small napkin, generally colored,
used with fruit and wine.

Dole, dol, n. Act of dividing and distributing ; thing
distributed; alms; gratuity.— v. t. [doled (dold),
doling.] To deal out in small portions ; distribute.

Doleful. doKful, a. Full of grief; piteous; rueful; wo-
ful; dismal.— Dole'some, -sum, a. Doleful; sorrow-
ful. — Do'lor, n. Pain : grief ; distress ; anguish.—
DoKorous, -us, a. Full of, or occasioning grief;
painful ; distressing.

Doll, dol, n. A puppet or image of a baby for a child.
Dollar, doKler, n. A silver com of the TJ. S., equal to

100 cents ; a coin of similar value, current in Mex-
ico, S. Amer., Spain, etc.; the value of a dollar.

Dolman, dol'man, n. A lady's cloak.
Dolphin, doKfin, n. (Ichth.) A cetaceous mammal, the
true dolphin ; also a fish of about 5 feet in length,
celebrated for its changes of color when dying.
(Entom.) A species of aphis infesting beans. (Naut.)
A rope or strap wound round a mast to support
the puddening when the lower yards rest in the
slings ; a spar secured to an anchor to which cables
may be bent; a mooring-post.

Dolt.'dolt, n. A heavy, stupid fellow, blockhead, ig-

noramus, dunce, simpleton.
Domain, do-man', n. Dominion; authority; territory
over which dominion is exerted; landed property;
estate; esp. land about the mansion-house of a lord,
and in his immediate occupancy. (Law.) Owner-
ship of land, estate, or patrimony, in one's own
right.

Dome, dom, n. A building: house. (Arch.) A struc-
ture above the roof, usually hemispherical in form;
cupola; an erection resembling a cupola.

Domestic, do-mes'tik, a. Pert, to the house or home,
to one's place of residence and family, also to a na-
tion considered as a family, or to one's own coun-
try; intestine; remaining much at home: devoted to
home duties or pleasures; living near the habitations
of man; tame; made in one's own house, nation, or
country. — n. One who lives in the family of an-
other, as hired assistant: pi. articles of home manu-
facture, esp. cotton goods.— Domes'ticate, -kat, v.t.

To make domestic, conduct as if at home, accustom
to live near the habitations of man, tame.— Domes'-

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; Snd, eve, term ; in, Ice ; Sdd, tone, Gr
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"r-^:
Dominos.

tica'tion, n. Act of domesticating. — Domesticity,
-tis'i-tl, n. State of being domestic; a household
act or life. —Domicile, -sil, h. An abode or man-
sion; place of permanent residence. (Law.) Resi-
dence at a particular place accompanied with proof
of an intention to remain there. — v. t. [domiciled
(-sild), -oiling.] To establish in a fixed residence.
— Domicil /'iary, -sil'T-a-rf or -sil'ya-rl, a. Pert, to
domicile, or the jesidence of a person or family. —
Domiciliate, -I-at, v. t. To domicile.

Dominate, dom'I-nat, v. t. To predominate over, rule,

govern.— v. i. To predominate.— Dominance, -nan-
cy, -si, n. Ascendency; authority. —Dominant, a.

Ruling; prevailing; predominant.— ». (Mus.) The
5th tone of the scale.— Domination, re. Act of dom-
inating; exercise of power in ruling; government;
authority; the 4th of the supposed orders of angeli-
cal beings.— Domlnative, -tiv, a. Ruling; imperi-
ous.— Domlnator, -ter, n. A ruler or ruling power;
predominant influence.— Domineer'', v. i. [-xeeked
(-nerd'), -NEERIJTG.] To rule with insolence or ar-

bitrary sway. — Dominion, -yun, re. Supreme au-
thority; predominance; territory over which author-
ity is exercised. —Dominical, a. Pert, to, or given
by, our Lord; indicating Sunday.

Dominie, doni'l-nl, n. In Scot., a schoolmaster, par-
son. —Domino, re. ; pi. -xos or -xoes, -noz. A cape
with a hood, formerly worn
by priests over head and face;
a hood worn by canons of a
cathedral church; a woman's
mourning veil, or half-mask;
a loose cloak, with a hood,
used as a disguise; one wear-
ing a domino, pi. A game
played with 23 pieces of ivory,
indented with spots from a 1 to double 6. One of the
pieces of the game. —Don, re. Sir; .Mr. ; Signor,— a
title of courtesy in Spain; a grand personage, or one
affecting consequence, pi. The heads of colleges
and fellows of English universities.— Dona, don'ya,
n. Lady; Mistress; Madam, — a Spanish title" of
courtesy for women. — Don'na, -na, n. The title of
a lady in Italy. — Duenna, doo-en'na, n. ; pi. -nas,
-naz. The chief lady in waiting on the Queen of
Spain; an elderly lady in charge of young ladies in
Spain or Portugal; a governess.

Don, don, v. t. [doxxed (dond), doxxixg.] To put
on, invest one's self with,— opp. to doff.

Donate, do'nat. v. t. To give, esp. for a specific ob-
ject. — Dona'tion, n. Act of giving; thing given or
bestowed, gift, grant. (Law.) Act by which one
transfers to another the title to a thing of which he
is owner, without any consideration.— Do'nor, -ngr,
n. A giver; benefactor. (Law.) One who confers a
power. — Donee', -He', n. One to whom a gift is

made. (Law.) Party executing a power; appointor.
Done. See Do.
Done, dun, p. p. Given out; issued; made public,—
used in the dating clause of an official public docu-
ment.

Donjon, dun'jun, n. A tower in ancient castles, the
strongest part of the fortifications; the keep. See
Castle. [Same as dungeon, q. v.]

Donkey, don'kl, n. ;pl. -keys, -kiz. An as?, or mule;
a stupid or obstinate fellow. — Don'key-en'gine, re.

A small assistant engine in steam-vessels.
Donna. See under Dominie.
Donor. See under Doxate.
Doodle, doo'dl, n. A trifter, sinrpleton.
Doom, doom, ». t. [doomed (doomd), doomixg.] To
pronounce sentence or judgment on, condemn; to
ordain as penalty; to mulct or tine; to assess a tax
upon; to destine, fate.— n. Judicial sentence; penal
decree: that to which one is sentenced; penalty; un-
happy fate.

Door, dor, n. An opening in the wall of a house for
going in and out at; frame by which such an open-
ing is closed; means of access; entrance-way, and
the apartment to which it leads.

Dor, Dorr, d6r, Dor'-beetle, Dor'-bug, n. A large,
destiuctive tree-beetle; the cockchafer; May-bug; —
the imago of the voracious white grub-worm.

Doree, do-re' or dolt, Doly, -rf, John'-dory, n.

An acanthopterygious fish, of a golden yellow color.

1 Dorian, do'ri-an, Doric, dorlk, a. Pert, to Doris, or
the Dorian race, in ancient Greece. (Arch.) Pert.

|
to, or resembling, the 2d order of columns, between

|
the Tuscan and louic. See Capital.

Dormant, dQrlnant, a. Sleeping; not in action; qui-
escent; not disclosed, asserted, or insisted on. (Her.)
In a sleeoing posture. — n. (Arch.) The large beam
lying across a room; a joist; sleeper.— Dormancy,
-si, n. State of being dormant.
— Dor'mer, D.-wm'dow, n.

(Arch.) A vertical window on
the inclined roof of a house.

—

Dor'mitive, -tiv, n. (Med.) A
medicine to promote sleep; an
opiate, narcotic, soporific— «.

Causing sleep.— Dor'mitory, -ri,

n. A room or set of rooms for
sleeping in; bed-room. Dormer-window.

Dormouse, ddr'mows, n. ; pi. -mice,
-mis. A small rodent mammal which feeds on
acorns, nuts, etc., like the squirrel, and is torpid in

winter.
Dorsal, dor'sal, a. Pert, to the back.
Dory, doll, n. A fish. See Doree.—A canoe or
small boat.

Dose, dos, n. Quantity of medicine given at one time;
as much as one can take, or as falls to one to receive;

anything nauseous that one must take. — v. t.

[dosed (dost), dosixg.] To form into doses, give
in doses, give medicine to, give potions to constantly
and without need, give anything nauseous to.

Dost. dust. Second, pers. pr. of do.

Dot, dot, n. A small spot, made with a pen or point.
— v. t. To mark with dots or specks, diversify with
small detached objects. — ?), i. To make dots or
specks. — Dot'ted, p. a. Marked with dots; diver-
sified with small, detached objects. — Dotted note.

(Mus.) A note followed by a dot to indicate an in-

crease of length equal to A of its simple value.
rest. A rest lengthened by a dot. [Notes and
are sometimes iollowed by

™

D.
rests

1

dots, to indica
crease of length equal to § of their simple lue.]

$J Dotted Notes and Rests.

Dot, a dowry, Dotal, Dotation. See under Dower.
Dote, dot, v. i. To have the intellect impaired, esp.
by age, so that the mind wavers; to be excessively or
foolishly fond. — Do'ter, -tard, n. One who, etc.—
Do'tage, -tej, n. Childishness: imbecility; senility;
excessive fondness; weak and foolish affection.

—

Dotlard, re. A decayed tree. —Dot 'terel, -ter-el,

-trel, n. A wading bird, like the plover, easily taken
by stratagem; a sillv fellow; dupe.

Double, dubl, a. Twofold ; multiplied by 2 ; in-
creased by its'equivalent; in pairs; presenting 2 of
a set together ; coupled ; divided into 2 ; vacilla-
ting; deceitful. ( Bot.) Having several rows of pet-
als formed by cultivation from stamens and car-
pels. — adv. Twice; twofold. — v. t. [doubled
(-Id), -lixg.] To multiply by 2, make twice as
great, duplicate; to fold one part upon another part
of; to contain or be worth twice as much as; to pass
around or by. (Mil.) To unite, as ranks or files, so
as to form one. — v. i. To increase or grow to twice
as much; to return upon one's track. (Print.) To
set up a word or phrase a second time by mistake.—
re. Twice as much; that which is doubled together;
a plait; fold; a turn in running to escape pursuers;
a trick: shift; artifice; a counterpart; a roofing
slate of the smallest size used. — Doubler, n. —
Doubly, -II, adv. In twice the quantity. — Doub'-
leness, n. — Double-entendre, doo'bl-ox-toN'dr, n.

An expression admitting of a double interpretation,
one of which is often indelicate.— Doublet, n. Two
of the same kind; a pair; couple. (Print.) A word
or phrase unintentionally doubled. Inner garment
of a man; waistcoat. (Lapidari/Work.) A counter-
feit stone, composed of 2 pieces of crystal, with color
between them. (Opt.) An arrangement of two
lenses for a microscope, to correct spherical aberra-
tion and chromatic dispersion. iil. Two dice, hav-

sun, cube, full ; moon, f<56t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boxbox, chair, get.
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Dovetails.

ing each the same number of spots on the upper
face. — Doubloon', -loon', n. A Spanish and Portu-
guese coin, double the value of the pistole, worth
nearlv $16.

Doubt," dowt, ». i. To be in uncertainty respecting
anvthing ; to be undetermined, waver, fluctuate,

hesitate; to fear, be apprehensive, scruple, suspect.
— v. t. To question or hold questionable, hesitate

to believe: to fear, apprehend, suspect, believe.

-

n. Uncertainty of mind or of condition; fear: dif-

ficulty expressed or urged for solution ; objection.

—

Doubt'ful, -ful. a. Not settled in opinion: admit-
ting of doubt'; not clear or certain: not easy to be
denned, classed, or named: ambiguous: equivocal;
of uncertain issue: affected by fear. — Doubt'fully.
ailc . — Doubt'fulness, n. — Doubt'less, adv. With-
out doubt or question; unquestionably. — Du'bious,
-M-us, a. Doubtful.— Du'biously, adv.

Douceur, dod-ser', n. A present: gift; bribe.

Douche, doosh. n. A jet of water or vapor directed
upon part of the body, to benefit it medicinally.

Dough, do, n. A mass"of flour or meal moistened and
kneaded, but not yet baked.

Doughty, dow'tT, a. Characterized by bravery; val-

iant: redoubtable.
Douse, dows, v. t. [doused (dowst), dousing.] To
thrust or plunge into water ; to dip. [Xot the same
as dowse, q. v.]

Dove, duv, n. A bird of the pigeon family, some spe-

cies of which are domesticated; a pigeon; esp. tame
pigeon.— Dove'-cot. -cote, -kot, n. A
building or box for doves. — Dove'-
tail. n. (Carp.) A joint or tenon
made by letting one piece, in the
form of" a dove's tail spread, into a
corresponding cavity in another, so

that it cannot be drawn out. —v. t.

[-tailed (-tald), -tailing.] To unite
bv, etc.; to fit ingeniously.

Dover's Powder, do'verz-pow'der.
(Med.) A compound of ipecacuanha, opium, and
sugar of milk, a sedative and sudorific.

Dowable, Dowager. See under Dower.
Dowdy, dow'dl. a. Awkward; vulgar-looking, —n.
An awkward, ill-dressed woman. — Dow'diness. n.

Dowel, dow'el, v.t. [-eled (-eld), -eling.] To fasten
together by dowels. — n. A dowel-pin; a piece of
wood driven into a wall, so that other pieces may be
nailed to it.— Dow'el-pin. n. A pin of wood or metal
used for joining two pieces, as of wood, stones, etc.

Dower, doWer, n. Endowment; gift; property with
which a woman is endowed, esp. that which a
woman brings to a husband in marriage, or that
portion of a man's real estate which his widow en-
joys during her life, or to which a woman is enti-
tled after the death of her husband.—Dow'ry, -rT, n.

A gift; the estate which a woman brings to her hus-
band in marriage: portion given with a wife; dower.
— Dot. dot, a. in France and in Louisiana, a dowry.— Do'tal, a. Pert, to, constituting, or comprised
in, etc. — Dota'tion, n. Act of bestowing a dowry
on a woman, or of establishing funds for the sup-
port of (an institution, charity, etc.). — Dow'able,
a. Capable of being endowed: entitled to dower.— Dow'ager, -jer, n. (Eng. Law.) A widow en-
dowed, or having a jointure. A title given in Eng.
to a widow, to distinguish her from the wife of her
husband's heir bearing the same name.

Down, down, a. Fine, soft, hairy outgrowth from the
skin or surface of animals or plants.— Down'y, -T, a.

Covered with, made of. or like, down; soft; quiet.

Down, down, n. A hillock of sand thrown up by the
wind near the shore; a tract of sandy, level," and
barren land.

Down, down, prep. In a descending direction along;
toward the mouth of a river. — adv. In a descend-
ing direction: tending to a lower place or condition;
from a remoter or higher antiquity; to a less bulk;
in a low position or condition; on the ground; in
humility, dejection, misery, etc.— a. Downcast ;

dejected; downright; plain; absolute; positive;
downward; proceeding from the chief terminus.

—

n.pl. A state of depression: abasement: failure,—
as, ups and downs.— Down'cast, a. Cast downward
directed to the ground; flowing or circulating down

ward. — n. (Mining.) The ventilating shaft down
which air passes to a mine.

Dowry. See under Dower.
Dowse, dows, v. t. [dowsed (dowst), dowsing.] To

strike in the face, (^aut.) To strike or lower in
haste, slacken suddenly. To extinguish.

Doxology. doks-ol'o-ji, n. A short hymn of praise to

God. — Doxolog'ical. a. Pert, to, etc.

Doze, doz, o. i. [dozed (dozd), dozing] To slum-
ber, sleep lightly, be drowsy or half asleep. — v.t.

To pass or spend in drowsiness. — n. Alight sleep ;

drowse: slumber.
Dozen, duz'n, ;;. : pi. Dozen (before another noun)

or Dozens, -nz. A collection of 12 individuals ; a
set of 12; an indefinite number.

Drab, drab, n. A woman of vile character ; a strum-
pet ; prostitute. A thick, woolen cloth of a dun
color: a dull brownish-yellow or gray color.— a. Of
a dun color.

Drabble, drab'bl, v. t. [-bled (-bid), -blixg.] To
draggle; to wet and befoul. — v. i. To fish for bar-
bels with a long line and rod.— Draff, draf, n. Ref-
use; lees; dregs; hog-wash: grains given to cows.

Drachma, drak'ma, n. ; E. pi. -mas, -maz, L. pi. -m.e,

-me. A Greek silver coin ; a Greek weight of about
2 dwt. 7 gr. Troy. — Dram. Drachm, dram, n. In
apothecaries' weight, 1-Sth ounce, or 60 grains; in
avoirdupois weight, 1-lCth ounce; a minute quan-
tity, mite; as much liquor as is drunk at once; ha-
bitual intemperance.

Draconian, dra-ko'nl-an, a. Pert, to Draco, an Athe-
nian lawgiver, who punished all crimes with death;
rigorous ; crueL

Draft, draft, n. Act of drawing, esp. of loads by
beasts. (Mil.) A selection of men from a military
band, also from any collection of persons. An or-

der directing the payment of money ; bill of ex-
change; deduction from the gross weight of goods ;

a figure described on paper ; sketch ; outline ; depth
of water necessary to float a ship ; a current of air.

— v. t. To draw the outline of, delineate ; to com-
pose and write : to draw from a military band or
post, or from any company; to detach. — Draftsr-

man, n. Same as Draughtsman. —Drafts, n. A
game. [See Draughts, under Draw.]

Drag, drag, v. t. [dragged (dragd), dragging.] To
draw along by main force, pull, haul ; to pulverize
(land) by drawing a drag or harrow over it; to pass
through (water) with a drag ; to draw along labori-
ously, as something burdensome ; to pass in pam or
with difficulty. — v. i. To be drawn along on the
ground : to move heavily or slowly onward ; to fish
with a drag.— n. A net! to be dra'wn along the bot-
tom under water, to raise sunken bodies; a sledge for
heavy bodies ; a carriage; a heavv harrow, for break-
ing up clods ; a burglar's implement for forcing
safes ; something to retard the progress of a mov-
ing body : a clog ; a heavy motion, as if dragged
along. (Founding.) The bottom part of a flask.— Draggle, drag'gl. v. t. [-gled (-gld), -gling.]
To dirty by drawing on the ground or on wet grass;
to drabble, —v. i. To become wet or dirty by, etc.

Dragoman, drag'o-man, n. ; pi. -mans. An inter-
preter, in the Levant and the East.

Dragon, drag'un, n. (Myth.) A monstrous winged
serpent or liz- ^ ' /

z ar d, with
crested head
and claws. A
fierce, violent
person. (As-
tron.) A north-
ern constella-
tion figured as

|

a dragon. A
luminous ex-
halation from

I
marshy
grounds, "mov-
ing like a
winged ser-

i pent ; a short
! musket hooked

to a swivel at-

tached to a soldier's belt, decorated with a drag-

Dragon.

5m, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 5dd, t5ne, 6r
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on's head at the muzzle. (Zo'61.) A genus of E..

Indian reptiles, having an extension of the ribs,

covered with a fringe-like arrangement of the skin,
which enables it to glide through the air for short
distances. [In Scripture the term dragon is applied
to marine fishes or serpents, to venomous land ser-

pents, and to Satan.] — Drag'onet, n. A little drag-
on. (Ichth.) A fish of the goby family. — Dragoon',
-goon', n. (Mil.) A cavalry soldier, — formerly
trained to serve also on foot. — v. t. [deagooned
(-goondO, -gooning.] To reduce to subjection or
persecute, bv soldiers; to harass, force, persecute.

Drain, dran, v. t. [drained (drand), draining.] To
draw off by degrees ; to empty or exhaust of ; to
make gradually dry or empty ; to exhaust of wealth,
resources, etc. ; to filter.— v. i. To flow off gradu-
ally ; to be emptied of liquor by flowing or dropping.— n. Act of draining, or of emptying by drawing
off ; that by which anything is drained, a channel,
trench, water-course, sewer."— Drain'age, -ej, n. A
draining ; mode in which the waters of a country
pass off by its streams. (Engin.) System of drains
removing water from towns, etc.

Drake, drak, n. The male of the duck kind; the drake-
fly; a small piece of artillery.

Dram. See under Drachma.
Drama, dra/ma or dra'ma, n. A composition, to be
acted, representing phases of human life ; a real
series of events invested with dramatic unity.—
Dramat'ic, -ical, a. — Dram'atist, n. Author of
a dramatic composition ; writer of plays.— Dram'a-
tize, -tiz, v. t. [-tized (-tizd), -xizixg.] To com-
pose iu the form of the drama, represent in, etc. —
Dram'atis Perso'nae, -ne. The characters repre-
sented in a play; interlocutors in a drama.

Drape, drap, v. i. [draped (drapt), draping.] To
make cloth. — v. t. To cover or adorn with drapery.
— Dra'per, n. One who sells cloths.— Dra'pery,
-per-1, n. Occupation of a draper ; cloth, or woolen
stuffs in general; garments with which anything is

draped; hangings of any kind, esp. clothing of the
human figure in sculpture and in painting.

Drastic, dras'tik, a. (3Ied.) Acting with violence ;

powerful.
Draught, etc. See under Draw.
Draw, draw, v. t. [imp. drew (droo) ; p. p. drawn ;

drawing.] To bring toward or after one by force ;

to pull along, drag ; to attract, entice, bring forth,
as, to pull from a receptacle, extract, deduce from
premises, receive from a lottery, win; to remove the
contents of, as, to drain by emptying, extract the
bowels of; to inhale, utter or produce by inhalation;
to extend in length, stretch ; to extend, or produce,
as a line on any surface, form by marking, produce,
as a sketch or picture ; to form a figure or picture
of, delineate, depict ; to write in due form, prepare
a draught of ; to require a depth of (water) for
floating, — said of a vessel ; to sink in water. — v. i.

To pull, exert strength in drawing; have force to
drag along ; to exert an attractive force. (Med.)
To act as a sinapism,— said of a blister, poultice, etc.

To furnish transmission to smoke, gases, etc.; to un-
sheathe ; to sketch, paint, etc. ; to become con-
tracted, shrink ; to move, come, or go, lit., to draw
one's self,— with prepositions and adverbs; to make
a written demand for money deposited or due.— n.

Act of drawing, draught ; a lot or chance drawn ;

part of a bridge raised or drawn aside.— Draw'er,
n. One who, or that which, etc. One who draws
liquor ; one who delineates, a draughtsman ; one
who draws a bill of exchange or order for payment ;

thing drawn ; a sliding box in a case : pi. ari under-
garment for the legs.— Drawee', n. Person to whom
an order

i
or bill of exchange is addressed, or on

whom it is drawn. — Draw'back, n. A discourage-
ment or hindrance. (Cvm.) Money paid back ;

esp. duties paid back by the government, on ex-
portation of commodities on which they were levied.
— Draught, draft, n. Act of drawing ; as, of moving
loads, of drawing a net, of drinking, (Mil.) of draw-
ing men from a military band or from any company,
of delineating; representation; thing drawn, as, that
taken by sweeping with a net; quantity drawn in at
once in drinking; a potion or potation ; (3Iil.) forces
drawn, a detachment ; a sketch, outline, or repre-

sentation ; (Com.) an order for payment of money,
bill of exchange, draft; a current of air ; that which
draws, as, a sink or drain ; pi. (Med.) a mild vesi-
catory, a sinapism. Capacity of being drawn.
(Naut.) Depth of water necessary to float a ship,
esp. when laden. (Com.) Allowance on goods, to
insure full weight, pi. A game played on sl check-
ered board; checkers. The bevel given to the pat-
tern for a casting, that it may be drawn from the
sand without injury to the mold. — a. Used for
drawing; drawn directly from the barrel, etc. —v. t.

To draw out, call forth. — Draught'-board, n. Board
on which draughts are played. — Draughts'man,?*.;
pi. -men. One who draws writings or designs.

Drawl, drawl, v. i. and t. [drawled (drawld), drawl-
ing.] To utter in a slow, lengthened tone. — n. A
lengthened utterance of the voice.

Dray, dra, n. A low cart for heavy burdens drawn by
a horse; a drag; a squirrel's nest.— Dray'age, -ej,

n. Use of a dray, or charge therefor.
Dread, dred, n. Overwhelming apprehension of dan-

ger; reverential fear; awe; terror; dismay; an object
of fear. —a. Exciting fear; terrible; frightful; ven-
erable in the highest degree.

—

-v. t. To fear in a
great degree; to regard with terrific apprehension.

—

v. i. To be in great fear.— Dread'ful, -ful, a. In-
spiring dread, awe, or reverence ; terrible ; shock-
ing.

Dream, drem,»i. A series of thoughts in sleep; a sleep-
ing vision; an idle fancy^)r suspicion; revery; va-
gary.— v. i. [dreamed (dremd) or dreamt (dremt),
dreaming.] To have images in the mind, during
slumber; to let the mind run on in revery; to antici-
pate as a coming reality; to imagine.— v. t. To im-
agine, think of, or believe in a dream, or in an anal-
ogous state. — Dreamier, n. — Dreani'y, -T, a.

[dreamier; dreamiest.] Full of dreams; appro-
priate to dreams.— Dreamless, a. Free from, etc.

Drear, Dreary, drer'f, a. [drearier ; -iest.] Ex-
citing cheerless sensations or associations; comfort-
less; dismal; gloomy.

Dredge, drei, n. An instrument to take by dragging,
esp. a machine for taking up mud, etc., from the bed
of a stream, —v. t. [dredged (drejd), dredging.]
To catch, gather, or deepen with a dredge.

Dredge, drej, v. t. To sprinkle flour on (meat, etc.).—
n. A mixture of oats and barley sown together.

Dregs, dregz, n. pi. Corrupt or defiling matter con-
tained in a liquid, or precipitated from it; feculence;
lees; sediment; the vilest part of anything.

Drench, drench, v. t. [drenched (drencht), drench-
ing.] To cause to drink; esp. to put a potion down
the throat of, as of ahorse; to purge violently; to
wet thoroughly, soak, saturate with liquid.— n. A
drink; draught; esp. a potion of medicine forced
down the throat; one that causes purging.

Dress, dres, v. t. [dressed (drest) or drest, dress-
ing.] To make straight. (Mil.) To arrange as sol-

diers in a straight line, align. To adjust, put in good
order; to treat with remedies, as a sore; to prepare
for use, get ready. (Mach.) To cut to proper di-

mensions; to smooth or finish work. To put clothes
upon, attire, array, adorn; to break and train for
use, as ahorse.— v. i. (Mil.) To arrange one's self

in a line of soldiers. To clothe one's self. — n.

Clothes; garments: a lady's gown; attention to ap-
parel, or skill in adjusting it. — Dressing, n. Dress;
raiment; an application to a sore or wound; manure
spread over land. (Cookery.) Stuffing ; forcemeat.
Gum, starch, etc., used in preparing silk, linen,

etc. (Arch.) An ornamental molding around doors,
windows, etc. — Dress'y, -i, a. Attentive to, or
showy in, dress.

Dribble, Driblet. See under Drop.
Drier. See under Dry.
Drift, etc. See under Drive.
Drill, dril, v. t. [drilled (drild), drilling.] To

pierce or bore with a drill; to train in the military
art, instruct in the rudiments of any branch of
knowledge. — v. i. To muster for military or other
exercise. — n. A pointed instrument for boring
holes in metals and other hard substances: see Bit,
under Bite; a drill-press; training of soldiers in the
military art; instruction in any business. — Drill-
ing, w. Act of piercing with a drill.— Drill''-press,

6tui, cube, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Drill-press.

n. A machine-tool for boring in metal.—sergeant,
-sar'jent, n. A non-
commissioned officer
who drills soldiers.

DrilL dril, v. t. and i. To
sow (seeds) in rows,
drills, or channels.

—

n.

An implement for
making holes for sow-
ing seed; a furrow to
put seed into— Dril-
ling, n. Act of plant-
ins: with a drill.—
DfilT-piow. -plough, n.

A plow lor sowing
grain in drills.

Drilling, drilling, n. A
coarse linen or cotton
cloth, for trowsers, etc.

Drink, drink,
v. i. [imp.
DRANK,
formerly
DRUNK ; p.
p. DRUNK or
DRANK,
formerly
DRUNKEN

;

DRINKING.]
To swallow
anything liquid; to partake of intoxicating liquors
in merriment, feasting, etc.. or to excess. — v. i. To
swallow (liquids), imbibe, absorb: to take in through
the senses, hear, see.— n. Liquor to be swallowed.
— Drink-'er, n. One who, etc.: esp. who uses spirit-

uous liquors to excess.— Drink'able, a.— Drunk, a.

Overcome by drinking : intoxicated: inebriated.

—

Drank''en, -h, a. Drunk: given to excessive drink-
ing : pert, to or proceeding from intoxication. —
Drunk''enness, n. State of" being, etc.: inebriety,-

disorder of the faculties as if from intoxication.—
Drunk'r

ard, n. One who habitually drinks to excess;
a toper, inebriate.

Drip, etc. See under Drop.
Drive, driv, v. t. [imp. drove (drov); p. p. driven
(driv'n); driving.] To push forward, compel to
move on: to chase, hunt; to urge on and guide, as
beasts drawing a vehicle: to take in a carriage. (Mfc
ing.) To dig horizontally. To urge, impel, hurry for-
ward, force, constrain; "to carry on, prosecute.— v.

i. To rush and press with violence; to be impelled;
to proceed by urging on a vehicle or the animals
drawing it; to aim or tend to a point.— n. An ex-
cursion in a carriage, — disting. tr. a ride, which is

taken on horseback; a road for driving; a direct
blow given to a cricket ball. — Driv'er, n. One
who or that which, etc.; esp. one who drives horses,
runs a locomotive, oversees slaves, etc. (Mach.) That
which communicates motion to something else.

(Xan.t.) The after-sail in a ship, etc.; spanker: see
Sail.— Drift, n. That which is driven; a mass of
matter iorced into its present position; a drove or
flock, as of cuttle, birds, etc.: act or motion of drift-
ing, iorce which impels; course along which any-
thing^ is driven; tendency of an act, argument, etc.;
object aimed at; import of words. {Arch.) The hor-
izontal force which an arch exerts. (Geol.) A col-
lection of earth and rocks distributed ovir portions
of the ..arth's surface. (Mech.) A conical hand-
tool for shaping a hole in metal. (Mil.) A tool for
driving down the composition in a firework. (Min-
ing.) A passage under ground. (Ncrnt.) Direction
of a current; distance to which a vessel is drawn off
from her desired course: a piece in the sheer-draught,
where the rail is cut off. — v. i. To be driven along
by a current of water; to be driven into heaps. (Min-
ing.) To follow a vein, prospect. — r. t. To drive
into heaps. — Drove, drov, n. A collection of cr-.ttle,

etc., for driving or in motion: a moving crowd of
people. (Agr.) A drain or channel for irrigating
land.— Drov'er, n. A driver of sheep, cattle, etc.

Drivel, drivl, v. i. [-eled (-Id), -eling.] To let spit-

tle flow from the mouth, like a child or dotard; to he
weak or foolish: to dote. — n. Slaver; saliva flowing
from the mouth: unmeaning utterance; nonsense;

A slabberer

;

a fool : idiot.— Driveler, driv'1-er,
idiot ; fool.

Drizzle, driz'zl, v. i. [-zled (-zld), -zling.1 To rain
gently, fall in very small drops. — r. t. To shed in
minute^lrops.— n.'Fine rain or mist; mizzle.

Droll, drol, a. Fitted to provoke laughter; queer;
funny; comical.— n. One who raises mirth by odd
tricks: jester; buffoon: antic: something exhibited
for sport; a farce. — DroU'ery, -er-i, n. Quality of
being droll; archness; lun.

Dromedary, drum'e-der-l, n. A species of camel hav-
ing one hunch on the back,

—

disting. fr. the B actrian
Camel, which has two.

Drone, drcn, n. The male of
the honey-bee, which makes
no honey, but after living a
few weeks, is killed or driven

|

from the hive: a lazy fellow:
slusrgard.— v. i. [d'eosed
(drbnd), droning.] To live in
idleness. — n. A hummiug, Dromedary,
low sound; that which gives out a monotonous tone,
as. the largest tube of the bagpipe.— v.i. To give a
low, heavy, dull sound. — v. t. To read or recite in a
dull, monotonous tone.

Drool, drool, r. i. To drop saliva.

Droop, droop, v. i. [drooped (drobpt), drooping.]
To sink or hang down, as an animal, plant, etc.,

from weakness; to grow faint, be dispirited, flag.

Drop, drop, n. The quantity of fluid which falls in
one small spherical mass; globule about to fall;

smallest easily measured portion of a fluid; what-
ever is arranged to drop, hang, or fall from an ele-
vated position, as, a door or platform opening down-
ward, trapdoor, machine for lowering weights to a
ship's deck, contrivance for lowering a gas jet, cur-
tain which drops in front of a stage, etc.; a drop-
press. (Mach.) Distance of a shaft below the base
of a hanger, pi. Any medicine measured by drops.
(Xaut.) Depth of a sail, from head to foot, amid-
ships.— v. t. [dropped (dropt), -PING.] To pour
or let fall in drops, distill; to cause to descend sud-
denly, let fall;/ to let go. dismiss, set aside; to com-
municate in ah indirect, cautious, or gentle manner;
to lower, ay£'curtain, the muzzle of a gun, etc.; to
send by$83pping into the post-office box, as a letter;

tQ^ficwe¥ with drops, speckle, bedrop; to give birth
to. — said of sheep, cattle, etc. — v. i. To distill,

fall in globules, let drops fall; to descend suddenly,
abruptly, or spontaneously: to die suddenly, come
to an end, cease; to come unexpectedly; to fall : to
lower. — Drip, v. i. and r. [Tjripped (dript), drip-
ping. J To let fall in drops. — n. A falling in drops;
that which falls in drops. (Arch.) Edge of a roof;
eaves; cornice.— Drip'ping, n. What falls in drops,
as fat from roasting meat. — Drib^ble, -bl. ?\ i.

[-bled (-bid), -bling.] To fall in drops, or in a quick
succession of drops: to slaver, as a child or idiot. —
v.i. To throw down in drops.— Driblet, -let, n. A
very small drop; small quantity or sum.

Dropsy. drop'sT, n. (Med.) An unnatural collection
of serous fluid in any part of the body. (Bot.) A
disease of plants, occasioned by excess of water. —
Drop'sical. a. Diseased with", like, or pert, to,

dropsy. — Drop'sicalness, n.

Drosky, dros'kT, n. A 4-wheeled Russian carriage; a
kind of victoria used in German cities.

Dross, dros, n. The scum or extraneous matter of
metals, thrown off in melting; rust; crust of metals;
impure matter; refuse.

Drought, drowt, n. Dryness of the weather, prevent-
ing growth of plants. — Droughfy. -T, a. Char-
acterized by drought : thirsty. — Drought'iness, n.— Drouth, n. Same as Drought.

Drove, Drover. See under Drive.
Drown, drown, v. t. [drowned (drownd), drown-

ing.] To overwhelm in water, submerge, deluge:
to deprive of life by immersion, sink under water
till dead : to overpower, overcome. — v. i. To be
suffocated in water or other fluid.

Drowse, drowz, v. i. [drowsed (drowzd), drows-
ing.] To sleep unsoundly, slumber.— v. t. To make
heavy with sleepiness. — w. A slight or imperfect
sleep: a doze. — Drow'sy, -zT, o. [-SIER, -SIESX.]

aim fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; lu, ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r
j
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Inclined to doze; heavy with sleepiness; disposing
to sleep ; stupid ; soporific. — Drow'sily, adv. —
Drow'siness, n.

Drub, drub, v. t. [drubbed (drubd), drubbing.] To
beat with a stick, thrash, pommel.— n. A blow with
a stick or cudgel; a thump.

Drudge, druj, v. i. [drudged (drujd), drudging.]
To work hard, labor in mean offices with toil. — n.

One who drudges. — Drudg'ery, -er-I, n. Act of
drudging; hard labor; ignoble toil.

Drug, drug, n. Any substance used in the composi-
tion of medicine, or in dyeing or in chemical opera-
tions; any commodity that lies on hand, or is not
salable.— v. i. [drugged (drugd), -ging.] To ad-
minister drugs.— v. t. To season with drugs; tinc-
ture with something offensive or injurious; dose to
excess.— Drug'gist, n. One who deals in drugs,
esp. one who buys and sells, without compounding
them. — Drug'get, n. A coarse woolen cloth, to

protect carpets.
Druid, droo'id, n. A priest among the ancient Celts
in Gaul, Britain, and Germany. — Dru'idess, n. A
female Druid ; enchantress. — Druid'ie, -ical, a.

Pert, to, or like Druids or their religion. — Dru'id-
ism, n. System of religion, philosophy, etc., of, etc.

Drum, drum, n. (31ns.) A hollow cylinder or hemi-
sphere, upon which vellum is stretched, to be
beaten with a stick. (Mil.) A drummer. Anything
drum-shaped, as a sheet-iron radiator, receiving
heat from a stove-pipe; a cylindrical box in which
figs, etc., are packed. (AnatA The tympanum or
barrel of the ear. (Arch.) The upright part of a
cupola; also the bell-formed part of the Corinthian
and composite capitals. (Meek.) A cylinder revolv-
ing on an axis, for turning wheels by means of
straps around it. (Ichth.) A fish which makes a
drumming or grunting sound under water. — v. i.

[drummed (drumd), drumming. ] To beat on a
drum, beat with the fingers, as with drum-sticks;
to beat, as the heart, throb; to go about to gather
recruits, secure partisans, customers, etc. — v. t. To
execute on a drum, as a tune; with out, to expel
with beat of drum; with up, to assemble by beat of
drum; without up, to solicit the custom of.— Drum'-
mer, n. One who beats, etc.; a traveling salesman.
— Drum'ming, n. Act of beating (a drum); act of
striking repeatedly with the ends of the fingers, etc.;

noise made by a partridge by beating his wings upon
his sides. — Druni'stick, n. Stick for beating a
drum: upper joint of a fowl's leg, shaped like, etc.

Drunk, Drunkard, etc. See under Drink.
Drupe, droop, n. (Bot.) A pulpy, coriaceous or
fibrous pericarp or fruit, without valves, containing
a nut or stone with a kernel. See Pericarp.

Dry, dri, a. [drier, driest.] Free from moisture,
as (said of the weather) free from rain or mist, (of
vegetable matter) from juices or sap, (of animals)
not giving milk, (of persons) thirsty, needing drink,
("of the eyes) not shedding tears; destitute of that
which interests or amuses ; unembellished ; plain ;

characterized by shrewdness, or sarcasm ; sharp.
(Fine Arts.) Exhibiting a sharp, frigid preciseness
of execution. — v. *. [dried (drid), drying.] To
free from moisture. — v. i. To grow dry, lose mois-
ture: to evaporate wholly, be exhaled.

Duad, Dual, Duarchy, etc. See under Duo.
Dualin. See Nitroglycerine.
Dub, dub, v. t. [dubbed (dubd), -bing.J To strike
with a sword and make a knight; to invest with any
dignity, entitle; to prepare (a game cock) for fight-

ing, by trimming the
hackles and cutting off
the comb and gills.

Dubious, Dubitation, etc.

See under Doubt.
Ducal, Ducat, Duchy, etc.

See under Duke.
Duck, duk, n. A kind of
coarse cloth or light
canvas, for tents, small
sails, bed-sacking, etc.

Duck, duk, n. A water
fowl; a dip of the head.— v. t. [ducked (dukt),
ducking.] To plunge Duck (A. boschas).

into water and suddenly withdraw; to immerse; to
plunge the head of in water, immediately with-
drawing it ; to bow, stoop, or nod. — v. i. To
plunge the head in water ; to drop the head or per-
son suddenly.— Duck'ling, n. A young duck.

Duct, dukt, n. Any tube by which a fluid or other
substance is conducted *c its destination. — Duc'-
tile, -til, a. Easily led or drawn out; tractable; flex-
ible; pliable; obsequious; capable of being drawn
out into wire or threads. — Duc'tileness, -tillty,
-T-tt, n.

Dudgeon, duj'un, n. A small dagger; hilt of a dagger;
anger; resentment; malice; ill-will; discord.

Duds, dudz, n. pi. Old clothes ; tattered garments;
effects in general.

Due. du, a. Owed; proper to be paid or done to an-
other ; required by the circumstances ; suitable ;

enforced by conscience ; becoming ; appropriate;
fit ; appointed ; exact ; liable to come at any mo-
ment ; owing ; occasioned. — adv. Directly ; ex-
actly; duly. — n. That which is owed, or which
custom, station, or law requires to be paid; a^fee;
emolument; right; just title or claim. —^BGEy, -tl,

n. What is due from one to another; esp. what^jne
is bound, by any obligation, to do, or refrain fronT^^
doing ; service rendered ; respectful obedience,—
said esp. of military service : reverence ; regard.
(Com.) Tax, toll, impost, or customs; excise.—
Du'teous, -te-us, a. Performing what is due; or
what law, justice, or proprietv requires.— Du'teous-
ly, adv. — Du'teousness, n.— Dutiable, -ti-a-bl, a.
Subject to the payment of a duty. — Du'tiful, -ful, a.
Performing obligations required by law, justice, or
propriety ; submissive to superiors ; controlled by,
or proceeding from, a sense of duty ; obedient

;

respectful. — Du'tifully, adv.— Du'tifulness, n.

Duel, du'el, n. A combat between 2 persons; esp. a
premeditated fight between 2 persons to decide a
difference. — v. i. To fight in single combat. — v. t.

To attack or fight singly.— Du'elist, n. One who,
etc. — DueFlo, n. A duel; practice of dueling; code .

of laws regulating it.

Duenna. See under Dominie.
Duet. See under Duo.
Dug, dug, n. A teat, or nipple, esp. of a beast.
Bug. See Dig.
Duke, duk, n. Oris:, a leader; chief; in Eng. one of
the highest order of nobility next below the Prince
of Wales: in some European countries, a sovereign
prince without the title of king. — Duke'dom, -dum,
n. Seigniory or possessions, 'title or quality, of a
duke. — Ducb/ess, n. The consort of a duke; a lady
having the sovereignty of a duchy in her own right.— Du'cal, a. Pert, to, etc. — Du'cally, adv. —
Ducb/y, -i, n. Dukedom. — Duc'at, n. A coin of
several countries in Europe, struck in the domin-
ions of a duke.

Dulcet, duKset, a. Sweet to the taste, the ear, or the
mind; luscious ; melodious ;

harmonious. — Dul'eimer,
n. A stringed instrument,
played on with little sticks
or metallic rods.

Dull, dul, a. Slow of under-
standing ; slow in action,
motion, perception, sensibil-
ity, etc.; lacking sharpness;
blunt ; not bright or clear
to the eye ; heavy ; gross ;

insensible ; furnishing lit-

tle delight or variety ; inanimate; sluggish ; tar-
nished: obtuse. — v. t. [dulled (duld), -Ling.] To
make dull, stupid, or sluggish ; stupefj' ; to make
blunt ; to dim or obscure ; to deprive of activity.— v. i. To become dull.

Duly. See under Due.
Dumb, dum, a. Without power of speech ; not will-
ing to speak; mute; silent. —
Dumb'-bells, n. Two spheres of iron
connected by a bar, for swinging
in the hands. show, n. Gesture
without words ; pantomi m e,

-wait'er, v. A movable frame to
carry dishes, etc.. f'-nni one story to
another. — Dumbfound, -founder, Dumb-bells.

Dulcimei

.

sun, cube, full ; moon, f'd&t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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v. t. To strike dumb, confuse. — Dum'my, -mT, n.

One who is dumb; a dumb-waiter; a sham package
in a shop : figure on which clothing is exhibited: a
locomotive with condensing engines, and without
the noise of escaping steam; the exposed hand when
3 persons play at cards ; a clumsy, awkward, or
thick-witted fellow; one who plays a merely nom-
inal part in any action ; a tiling which is not what it

pretends to be. — a. Silent; mute; sham.
Damp, dump, re. A gloomy state of the mind ; melan-
choly; despondency, — usually in pi.

Dump, dump, v. t. [dumped (dumpt), dumping.] To
unload from a cart by tilting it.

Dumpy, dump'!, a. Short and thick. —Dump 'ling,
n. A thick pudding or mass of paste in cookery.

Dun, dun, a. Of a dark color ; partaking of brown
and black; swarthy; dark; gloomy; obscure.— v. t.

To cure, as codfish, so as to give them a dun color.
Dun, dun, v. t. [dunned (dund), -ning.] To beset, or
ask with importunity, as a debtor, for payment. —

. n. One who duns; an urgent demand of payment.
Dunce, duns, n. A person of weak intellect ; a dul-

lard; dolt; thickskull; simpletonL
Dunderhead, dim'der-hed, -pate, -pat, n. A dunce.
Dune, doon, re. A low hill of sand on a sea-coast.
Dung, dung, re. The excrement of an animal. — v. t.

[DUNGED"(dungd), dunging.] To manure with dung.
Dungeon, dun'jun, n. A donjon, q. v., and see Cas-
tle; a secure prison; esp. a dark, subterranean place
of confinement.

Dunker, dunk'er, n. Same as Tunker.
Duo, du'o, n. {Mus.) A duet.— Duet, du-ef, n. A
musical composition for two performers. — Du'al,
a. Expressing or consisting of the number 2; pert,
to 2. — Du'alism, -izm, n. The dividing into 2 ;

anything divided into 2 ; a twofold division : a sys-
tem which assumes, or is founded on a double prin-
ciple.— Du'alist, n. One who believes in dualism.— Dualistlc, a. Consisting of 2; pert, to dualism
or duality.—Duality, -T-tT, re. That which expresses
2 in number; division; separation; state or quality
of being 2. — Du'ad, n. Union of 2 ; duality.—
Du'archy, -ar-kT, n. Government by 2 persons.
— Du'ple, -pi, a. Double. — Du'plex, a. Double;
twofold. — Du'plicate, -kat, a. Double; twofold.

—

n. That which exactly resembles something else ;

a copy ; transcript ; counterpart ; that which is of
the same kind as some other thing, but not neces-
sarily resembling it in other respects. {Law.) A
document essentiallv the same as another, and dif-
fering from a mere* copy in having all the validity
of an original, —v. t. To double; to make a copy
of. {Physiol.) To divide into 2 by natural growth
or spontaneous action. — Duplicate proportion or
i-atio. {Math.) The proportion or ratio of squares.
— Duplication, n. Act of duplicating. {Physiol.)
Act or process of dividing by natural growth or
spontaneous action. — Duplicative, -tiv, a. Having
the quality of doubling. — Du'plicature, -chur, n.

A doubling ; a fold, as of a membrane or vessel.—
Duplicity, -plis'I-tY. n. Doubleness of heart,
speech, or dealing ; dissimulation ; deceit : guile ;

deception. {Law.) The use of two or more distinct
allegations or answers, where one is sufficient. —
Duumvir, du-um'ver, n. ; pi. -viri, -vY-ri. One of
2 officers or magistrates in ancient Rome united
in the same public functions. — Duum-'virate, -rat,

n. Union of 2 men in one office; office, dignity, or
rule of, etc.

Duodecimal, du-o-des'T-mal, a. Proceeding in com-
putation by twelves. —Duodecimals, 7i.pl. {Arith.)
A kind of multiplication in which the denomina-
tions proceed by twelves, as of feet and inches.

—

Duodecimo, a. Formed of sheets folded so as to
make 12 leaves.— re. ; pi. -mos. A book in which a
sheet is folded into 12 leaves ; the size of a book
thus composed, — usually indicated thus: 12mo, or
12°.— Duode'num, n. {Anat.) The first of the small
intestines, about 12 fingers' breadth in length.

Dupe, dun, re. One who is misled; a gull.— v. t.

[duped (dupt), duping.] To deceive, trick, mis-
lead by imposing on one's credulity.

Duple, Duplicate. DuDlicity, etc. See under Duo.
Dure, dur, v. i. [diked (durd), during.] To endure,

last, continue. — Du'rable, a. Able to endure "or
continue in a particular condition; not perishable
or changeable; permanent; firm; stable; constant.— Dulableness, -billty, -tT, n.— Dulably, adv.—
Dur'ance, -ans, n. Continuance; duration; impris-
onment; duress. — Dura'tion, n. Quality of endur-
ing ; continuance in time : prolonged existence ;

portion of time during which anything exists.—
During, prep. In the time of ; as long as the ac-
tion or existence of.

Durst. See Dare.
Dusk, dusk, a. Tending to darkness or blackness ;

darkish. — n. Imperfect obscurity : twilight ; a
color partially black or dark.— Dusk^y, -T, a. Par-
tially dark or obscure; dark-colored; gloomy; sad ;

intellectually clouded.
Dust, dust, n. Very fine, dry particles of earth, etc. ;

powder ; fine sand ; the earth as the resting-place
of the dead; the grave; a low condition ; gold-dust ;

money ; specie. — v. t. To free from dust, sprink-
le with dust, reduce to powder.— Dusfer, re. One
who, or that which, etc.; an overgarment to protect
the clothes from dust.— Dust'y, -T, a. [-ier, -iest. ]

Filled, covered, sprinkled with, or Like, etc.— Dust-
iness, n.

Dutch, duch, a. Pert, to Holland, to its inhabitants,
or their language,— used also, incorrectly, of Ger-
mans. — v. t. To render clear and hard by dipping
into hot oil, sand, etc.,— as goose-quills.

Duumvir. See under Duo.
Dwarf, dwawrf, n. An animal or plant much below
ordinary size ; esp., a diminutive man. — v. t.

[dwarfed (dwawrft), dwarfing.] To hinder from
growing to the natural size ; to stunt.

Dwell, dwel, v. i. [dwelled (dweld) usually dwelt,
dwelling.] To abide as a permanent resident; to
inhabit for a time ; to be domiciled, reside, stay,
remain. — Dwell'ing, 7i. Habitation; abode: domi-
cile.— Dwell'ing-house, n. A house intended for
residence, disting. f r. a store, office, etc. — -place, re.

Place of residence, abode.
Dwindle, dwin'dl, v. i. [-dled (-did), -dling.] To
diminish, waste away. — v. t. To make less, bring
low; to break, dispers'e. —n. Process of dwindling ;

decline.
Dye, di, v. t. [dyed (did), dying.] To stain, color,
give a new and permanent color to. — Dy"er, n. —
Dye'-house, n. Place where dyeing is carried on.—
-stuff, n. Material used in dye'ing.

Dying. See Die.
Dyke. See Dike.
Dynamic, di-namlk, -ical, a. Pert, to strength or
power, or to dynamics.— Dynamics, n. sing. Sci-
ence of moving'forces, — opp. to statics ; the moving
moral or physical forces of any kind, or laws which
relate to them. {Mus.) Science of the force of mu-
sical sounds. — Dynam'eter, n. {Opt.) An instru-
ment to determine the magnifying power of tele-

scopes.— Dynametlical, a. Pert, to, etc.— Dy'nam-
ite, n. See Nitro-glycerine. — Dyn'amonT'eter,
n. An instrument for measuring power, esp. that
of animals, men, or machines. — Dyn'amomet'ric,
-rical, a. Pert, to a dynamometer, or the measure of
force. — Dy'nasty, -tT, n. Sovereignty ; esp. a race
of kings, of the same line, governing a particular
country. — Dynaslic, a. Pert, to, etc.

Dysentery, dis'en-ter-T, n. {Med.) Inflammation of
the rectum or colon, with griping pains, desire to
evacuate the bowels, and discharges of mucus and
blood.— Dysenteric, -ical, a. Pert, to, accompanied
with, proceeding from, or afflicted with, etc.

Dyspepsia, dis-pep'sl-a or -sha, -sy, -sT, w. {Med.) Dis-
turbance of the functions of the stomach ; chronic
difficulty of digestion. — Dyspeplic, -tical, a. Af-
flicted with, pert, to, or consisting in, etc.— Dys-
pep'tic, n. One afflicted with, etc.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fire ; end, eve, ,term ; Tn, Ice ; Odd, tone, 6r
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E.

E, e, the 2d vowel and 5th letter of the English alpha-
bet, is usually silent at the end of words, but indi-
cates that the preceding vowel has its long sound,
where otherwise it would be short, as in mane, mete,
which without the final e would be pronounced
m&n, mSt. (Mus.) E is the od tone of the model
diatonic scale. Eb (E flat) is a tone intermediate
between D and E.

Each, ech, a. A distrib. adj. pron., used either with
or without a following noun, and denoting every
one of the individuals composing a whole, con-
sidered separately from the rest. [To each corre-
sponds other. Each other is used elliptically for
each the other.]

Eager, e'ger, a. Orig. sharp; sour: keen; excited by
desire in pursuit of an object ; ardent to pursue,
perform, or obtain : earnest.

Eagle, e'gl, n. A rapacious bird of the falcon family:
its figure is used as a
heraldic emblem and
for standards and em-
blematic devices; a gold
coin of the U. S., worth
$10. — Ea'gless, n. A
female eagle. — Ea'glet,
n. A young eagle.— Ea'-
gle-eyed, a. Sharp-
sighted.

Ear, er, n. The organ of hearing
willingness to listen; attention^ regard ; part of any
thing like an animal's ear.

less, a. Without ears; deaf: unwil-
ling to hear.— Ear'drop, n. An ear-
ring. (Bot.) The auricula, a kind
of primrose. lap, n. Tip of the
ear. lock, n. A curl of hair near
the ear; love-lock.—mark, n. A
mark on the ear, by slitting or
cropping, to identify a sheep, etc.;

any distinguishing mark. — v. t.

To mark for identification.—ring,
n. An ornament suspended from
the ear by a ring passing through
the lobe.—shot, n. Reach of the
sense of hearing; distance at which
words may be heard.—trump'et,
n. An instrument to aid in hear-

i-, pl ;v . h nTlt
-wax, n. Cerumen ; a sub- \ ?

el
;
1*'. °:

anr

Eagle.

sense of hearing;

f

External Ear,
or Auricle.

ing.
stance secreted by the glands of
the ear. wig, n. A leaf-eating
insect, vulgarly believed to creep
through the ear into the brain.

Ear, er, n. The spike of Indian corn
or other grain, containing the ker-

nels.

helix; c. sca-
pha, or sca-
phoid (boat-
like) fossa ; d.
tragus ; e. anti-

'""'""'" - Sui^
Ear, er, v. t. To plow or till.

Earl, erl, n. A nobleman of Eng. ranking below a
marquis and above a viscount. — Earl'dom, -dum,
n. Seigniory, jurisdiction, or dignity of an earl.

Early, er'lT, a. In advance of the usual or appointed
time: timely; not late. — adv. Soon; betimes.

Earn, ern, v. t. [earned (ernd), earning.] To de-
serve by labor; to acquire by service or performance.

Earnest, er'nest, a. Ardent in the pursuit of an ob-
ject; eager to obtain; intent; fixed; eager; zealous;
fervent ; hearty. — n. Seriousness ; reality. A
pledge given in token of a bargain made.

Earth, erth, n. The globe we inhabit; the world; the
solid materials forming it ; dry land ; soil of all
kinds, including gravel, clay, loam, etc.; the ground;
a region; country; the people on the globe. (Chem.)
A tasteless and 'inodorous, uncolored, earthy-look-
ing, metallic oxide; a similar oxide, having a slight
alkaline reaction, —v. t. [earthed (grtht), earth-
ing.] To hide in, or cover with earth. — v. i. To
retire under ground, burrow. — Earth'en, -n, a.
Made of earth, or of burnt clay, etc. — Eartb/y, -T,

Easel.

a. Of or pert, to, etc.; terrestrial; gross; unrefined.
— Eartb/ly, -IT, a. Pert, to earth ; not heavenly or
spiritual; sordid ; carnal ; mean ; groveling ; o± all

things on earth ; possible.
Ease, ez, n. Freedom from pain, trouble, toil, con-

straint, etc. ; repose ; tranquillity ; facility; readi-
ness.— v. t. [eased (ezd), easing.] To free from
what pains, disquiets, or oppresses; to render less

painful, disgusting, or oppressive; to release from
pressure or restraint, shift a little. — Eas'y, -T, a.
[easier, -iest.] At ease; free from pain, etc.; not
causing pain or exertion; not difficult; causing ease
or comfort ; not resisting ; tranquil ; calm ; com-
pliant. (Com.) Not straitened in money matters.
— Eas'ily, -IT, adv. With ease; readily; gently.

Easel, e'zl, n. A wooden frame to support pictures
while being painted.

East, est, n. The point in the heavens
where the sun rises at the equinox ;

point opposite the west; eastern part of
a country; regions east of any country;
esp., the southern parts of Asia.— a.
Toward the rising sun. — v. i. To move
toward the east ; to orientate. — East-
north-east, east-south-east, etc. See Com-
pass.— East'ern, a. Situated in, etc.;

oriental; going toward the east.—East-
ernmost', a. Most eastern. — East-
ward, adv. Toward the east.— East-
erly, -IT, a. Coming from, also, situated or moving
toward, etc.— adv. On or toward, etc. — Easting,
n. (Nav. Sf Surv.) Distance eastward from a given
meridian.

Easter, esfer, E. day, n. A festival, celebrated on the
Sunday after Good Friday, commemorating Christ's
resurrection, corresponding to the Jewish passover.

Easy1 See under Ease.
Eat, et, v. t. _\imp. eat (St) or ate (at); p.p. eat (et)
or eaten (et'n); eating.] To swallow or partake
of as food; to corrode, as metal, by rust; to con-
sume gradually, as a cancer, the flesh; to waste or
wear away; to devour, gnaw.— v. i. To take food,
feed; to taste or relish.— Eat'able, a. Capable of, or
fit to be, etc.; esculent; edible. — n. Anything that
maybe eaten.— Eating-house, n. A house where
food is sold ready cooked; restaurant.

Eau-de-Cologne, o /de-ko-lon
/r

, n. A perfumed spirit,

orig. prepared at Cologne. — Eau-de-vie, -ve, n.

Brandy.
Eaves, evz, n. pi. (Arch.) The lower edges of a

roof, overhanging the walls.— Eaves'drop, v. i. To
stand under the eaves or near the windows of a
house, to listen to what is said within; to seek to
hear others' conversation. — Eaves'"dropper, n.

Ebb, eb, n. The reflux of the tide; return of tide-

water toward the sea; a falling to a worse state; de-
cline ; decay, —v. i. [ebbed (ebd), ebbing.] To
flow back, return, as water toward the ocean ; to
fall to a worse state, recede, sink. — Ebb'tide, n.

Reflux of tide-water ; the retiring tide.

Ebony, eb'o-nT, Eb'on, -un, n. A hard, heavy, and
durable wood, usually black, which admits of a fine
polish. — Eb'on, a. Of, like, or black as ebony.

—

Eb'onize, v. t. [-ized (-izd), -izing.] To make black
like ebony.— Eb'onite, -it, n. India-rubber hard-
ened by vulcanization, black like ebony, and used
for buttons, combs, electrical apparatus, etc.

Eburnean. e-ber'ne-an, a. Made of ivory.
Ecarte, a'Sciir-ta', n. A game at cards played with a
pack from which all cards below the 7s are removed.

Ecce-homo, ek'se-ho'mo, n. A picture representing
the Savior given up to the people by Pilate, and
wearing a crown of thorns.

Eccentric, ek-sen'trik, -trical, a. Deviating from the
center or from the line of a circle; pert, to eccen-
tricity or to an eccentric; not having the same cen-
ter,— opp. to concentri ~ - deviating from the usual

son, cube, full; moon, fd"ot; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boxbox, chair, get.
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course; irregular; anomalous; odd; whimsical.—
n. A circle not having the same center as another
partly contained within the first ; one who, or that
which, deviates from regularity. (Ast.on.) The
eupposed circular orbit of a planet about the earth,

but with the earth not in its center, in the Ptole-

maic system, {ilech.) A wheel having its axis of
revolution out of its center of figure, used to obtain
a reciprocating or alternate motion from a circu-

lar one. — Eccen'-
trically, adv. — Ec-
centricity.-tris'i-tT,

n. State of being.
etc. ; oddity. {As-
tron.) Distance of
the center of the or-

bit of a heavenly -,-

body from that o'f
Eccentric of Steam-engine,

the body around which it revolves.
Ecclesiastic, ek-kle'zl-aslik, -tical, a. Pert, to the
church or to its organization. — Eccle'siaslic, n. A
clergyman.— Eccle'sias'tically, adv.— Eccle'sias'ti-
cism, -sizm, n. Strong attachment to ecclesiastical
Observances, privileges, etc. — Eccle'sias'tes, -tez.n.

j

Lit. a preacher ; a book of the Old Testament. —
|

Eccle'sias'ticus, n. A book of the Apocrypha. —
j

Eccle'siarch, -zt-ark, n. A ruler of the church.
Echelon, esh'e-lon, n. {Mil.) The position of a mili-
tary body in the form of steps, or with one division

i

more advanced than another.
Echo, ek'o, n. ; pi. -oes, -oz. A sound reflected or

|

reverberated to the ear. — v. t. [echoed (-od), I

-oixg.] To reverberate or send back: to repeat with
assent, adopt.— v. i. To be reverberated; to cause an i

echo, be attended with an echo.
Eclat, a-kla/ or e-kla', n. Brilliancy of success or ef-

j

fort ; demonstration of admiration ; applause.
Eclectic, ek-leklik, a. Selecting; choosing at will. —

!

n. One who follows an eclectic method in philos-
ophy, science, religion, etc.

Eclipse, e-klips', n. {Astron.) An interception of the
light of the sun or moon, by
intervention of some other
body, either between it and
the eye, or between the lumi-
nous body and that illumi-
nated by it. Temporary or par-
tial loss of brilliancy, luster,
honor, etc.— v. t. Teclipsed Eclipses. S, sun ; i

(-klipsf). -SING.] To darken E
,

earth
;

M,
or hide (a heavenly body) ;

moon,
to obscure, or extinguish the beauty, luster, or honor, I

etc., of; to throw into the shade. — v. i. To suffer an
;

eclipse, become eclipsed.— Ecliplic, n. {Astron.) An
imaginary great circle of the sphere, — the apparent

]

path of the sun, or real path of the earth, as seen
jfrom the sun. {Geog.) A great circle on the globe, '

answering to the celestial ecliptic. — a. Pert, to, or
j

described by, the ecliptic; pert, to an eclipse.
Eclogue, eklbg, n. A pastoral poem, in which shep-
herds converse with each other; a bucolic; idyl.

Economy, e-kon'o-ml, n. Management of domestic
I

affairs, esp. as to expense or disbursement ; the
internal, and esp. the pecuniary, management of I

anv undertaking, corporation, state, etc.: system of
j

rules by which anything is managed: thrifty house-
keeping ; frugalit5y . — E'conomlc, -ical, a. "Pert, to
the household; domestic; pert, to economy or man-
agement of pecuniary affairs, private or public ;

saving of unnecessary expense; prudent in expen-
diture ; managed with frugality ; pert, to the re-
sources and wealth of a country.— Economically,
adv.— With economy ; frugally. — E'conomlcs, n.
sing. Science of domestic and internal management;
political economy. — Econ'omist, n. One who man-
ages with frugality : one conversant with political
economy. — Econ'omize, r. t. [-mized (-mizd), -miz-
ing.] To use with prudence, expend with frugality.— v. i. To manage pecuniary concerns frugally.

Ecstasy, ek'sta-sT, n. A state in which the mirid is .

carried away beyond the reach of ordinary impres- '

sions : frenzy : excessive joy ; rapture ; insanity ;

madness. {Pathol.) A disease accompanied by loss
of sensibility, voluntary motion, and mental power,
the body being erect and inflexible. — Ecstatic,

-ical, a. Rendering one beside one's self; delightful
beyond measure; rapturous.

Ecumenic, ek-u-menlk, -ical, a. General ; universal,— said esp. of church councils.
Edacious, e-da'shus, a. Given to eating ; voracious ;

devouring. — Edible, -l-bl, a. Fit to be eaten as
food ; esculent ; eatable.

Eddy, ed'dT, n. A current of air or water running
buck, or opposite to the main current ; a current
moving circularly; whirlpool.— v. i. [eddied (-did),
-dyi ng.] To move as an eddy.— v. t. To collect as
into an eddy.

Eden, e'dn, n. The garden where Adam and Eve first
dwelt ; a delightful region.

Edentate, e-denlat, n. An animal of the sloth and
armadillo tribes, wanting fore teeth and canines.

Edge, ej, n. The thin cutting side of a blade ; that
which cuts as an edge does ; any sharp terminating
border ; readiness or fitness to cut : acrimony ; se-
verity ; border or part adjacent to the line of divis-
ion ; verge; skirt; brink; earlv part; beginning.

—

v. t. [edged (ejd), edgixg.] "To furnish with an
edge, sharpen ; to furnish with a fringe or border

;

to make sharp or keen, provoke to action, urge or
egg on ; to move by little and little. — v. i. To move
sideways or gradually ; to sail close to the wind.— Edging, n. That which forms an edge or border.— Edge'wise, adv. In the direction of, etc.

Edible. See under Edacious.
Edict, e'dikt, n. That which is proclaimed by au-
thority ; special proclamation of command or pro-
hibition; law; decree; manifesto.

Edify, ed'I-fi, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -fyixg.] To instruct
and improve in knowledge, esp. in moral and relig-

ious knowledge. — Ed'ifica'tion, n. Act of, or state
of being, etc.; a building up, esp. in a moral and re-
ligious sense. — Edifice, -lis, ??. A building; fabric,
— chiefly applied to large structures.

Edit, edit, v. t. To superintend the publication of ;

prepare for publication. — Editor, -er, n. One who
edits, esp. who prepares, superintends, and corrects
a book, newspaper, etc., for publication. — Edito''-
rial, a. Pert, to an editor.— n. An article by the
editor of a newspaper.— Editolially, adv. In the
manner or character of an editor.

—

Editorship, n.
Business or office of, etc. — Edi'tion, -dish/un, n.

The publication of a literary work; number of cop-
ies published at once.

Educate, ed'u-kat, v. t. To bring up, as a child ; to
cultivate and discipline the powers of the mind, in-
struct. — Educa'tion, n. Act or process of, etc. ; tui-

tion; nurture; teaching; breeding.
Educe, e-diis', v. t. [educed (-dust'), -cixg.] To
draw forth, as if from concealment, elicit, extract.

Eel, eh n. A species of soft-finned, snake-like fishes.

E'en, en. A contr. for Even.
E'er, ar. A contr. for Ever.
Eerie, Eery, CrT, a. Awe-inspiring; weird. [Scot.]
Effable, effa-bl, a. Capable of being uttered or ex-
plained: explicable,

ifface, ef-fas', V. t. [-FACED (-fast'), -FACING.] To
erase or scratch out, rub off, render illegible, blot
out, obliterate, cancel: to remove from the mind.

Effect, ef-fekf, n. That produced by an agent or
cause ; result of causation ; impression produced ;

power to produce results ; efficiency ; consequence
intended, pi. Goods ; movables ; personal estate.
— v. 1. To produce, as a cause, or agent, cause to

be; to bring to pass, accomplish, achieve.— Effect-
ive, -iv, a. Suited or tending to, etc.; in condition
to act efficiently; efficacious: forcible; energetic—
Effectively, adv. — Effectiveness, re.— Effect'ual,
a. Producing, or able to produce, an intended ef-

fect: adequate; efficient. — Effica'cious, -shus, a.

Effectual; powerful.— Efficacy, -sT, n. Quality of
being, etc.; virtue: force; energy.— Efa'cient, -fishr-

ent, a. Causing effects; producing results; effective;
effectual, —n. The producing agent or cause.

Effeminate, ef-fem'T-nat, a. Soft or delicate to an un-
manly degree; womanish; weak: voluptuous; cow-
ardly" — v. t. To make womanish, unman.

Effervesce, efTer-ves', v. i. [-vesced (-vest'), -ves-
cixg.] To be in a state of natural ebullition; to bub-
ble and hiss; to exhibit feelings that cannot be re-
pressed.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r
|
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Effuse Branch.

Effete, ef-fef, a. No longer capable of producing
young; of worn-out energy; barren; worn out with
age or excessive indulgence.

Efficacious, Efficient, etc. See under Effect.
Effigy, ef/iT-jY, Effigies, -fij'i-ez, n. Image of any
person or thing; likeness in sculpture, painting, etc.

;

impression on a coin representing the prince by
whom it was issued.

Effloresce, ef-flo-res', v. i. [-resced (-rest'), -res-
cind.] (Chem.) To change over the surface, or
throughout, to a powder; to become covered with a
whitish crust or light crystallization.

Effluent, ef'flu-ent, a. Flowing out. — Efflu'vium, n. ;

pi. -via, -vl-a. Subtile or invisible emanation; esp.
noisome or noxious exhalation.

Effort, effert, n. An exertion of power, physical or
mental; endeavor; struggle; attempt; trial; essay.

Effrontery, ef-frunfer-T, n. Excessive assurance.
Effulgent, ef-ful'jent, a. Diffusing a flood of light;
shining; splendid.— EffuKgence, -jens, n. State of
being, etc.; extreme brilliancy.

Effuse, ef-fuz', v. t. [-fcsed (-fuzd'), -fusing.] To
pour out, as a fluid, spill, shed.
—v.i. To emanate, issue.— a.

(Bot.) Spreading loosely, esp.
on one side.— Effu'sion, -zhun,
n. Act of pouring out; thing
poured out. (.Pathol.) Escape
of a fluid out of its natural
vessel into another part; secre-
tion of fluids from the vessels,

as of lymph or serum, on dif-

ferent surfaces. — Effu'sive,
-siv, a. Pouring forth largely.
— Effu'sively, adv. — Effusiveness, n.

Eft, eft, n. A salamander or newt.
E. g. or Ex. gr. Contr. for Exempli gratia, q. v.
under Example.

Egg, eg, n. A body produced by a female animal,
within which, when impregnated, the embryo of a
new individual is developed: eggs of oviparous ani-
mals contain a supply of nourishment for the em-
bryo, and are usually inclosed in a spheroidal shell.
Anything egg-shaped.

Egg, eg, v. t. [egged (egd), egging.] To urge on;
instigate.

Eglantine, eg'lan-tin or -tTn, n. A species of rose.
Egoism, e'go-izm, n. (I'hilos.) Subjective idealism.
An excessive love of self; selfishness. — E'goist, n.

A follower of Descartes or Fichte; believer in the
doctrine of subjective idealism; one given to ego-
tism.— Ergotism, -tizm, n. Practice of too frequently
using the word /,• self-praise; self-commendation;
conceit; vanity.— E'gotist, n. One who, etc.

Egregious, e-gre'jus, a. Disting. fr. common men or
actions, —generally in a bad sense; extraordinary;
monstrous; precious.

Egress, e'gres, n. Act of going out or leaving; power
to leave; departure.

Egyptian, e-jip'shun, a. Pert, to Egypt, in Africa.—
n, A native of Egypt; a gypsy.

Eh, e, interj. An expression of inquiry or slight sur-
prise.

Eider, i'der, E.-duck, n. A sea-duck, which breeds in
remote northern regions,
and produces tine down.

Eight, at, a. Twice 4 in
number. — n. The num-
ber greater by a unit than
V; the sum of 4 and 4: a
symbol representing eight
units, as 8 or viii.—Eighth,
Stth, a. N e x t in order
after the 7th; consisting of
one of 8 equal parts into
which any thing is divided. — n. One of 8 equal
parts; an eighth part. (Mus.)
The interval of an octave.— ^ r /I r
Eighth note. (Mus.) The 8th I J I L
Eart of a whole note, or semi- & > ^ 1/

r e v e ; a quaver. — Eightb/ly, p.vhfh Wntoa
adv. _ In the 8th place. - Eight-

Eighth * otea -

een, afen, a. Twice 9 in number, —n. The num-
ber greater by a unit than]"; sum of 10 and 8; a sym-
bol representing eighteen units, as 18 or xviii.

—

Eider-duck.

Eighteenth, -enth, a. Next in order after the 17th;
consisting of one of 18 equal parts into which any
thing is divided.— n. One of 18 equal parts; the 8tn
after the 10th. — Eighty, afi, a. Eight times ten;
fourscore.— n. The sum of 8 times 10; symbol rep-
resenting eighty units, as 80 or lxxx. — Eightieth,
-T-eth, a. The next in order after the 79th; consist-
ing of one of 80 equal parts into which any thing is

divided.
Either, e'rher or i'rher (analogy and the best usage
favoring e'ther), a. or pi on. One or the other,—
properly of 2 things; each of two, the one and the
other.

—

conj. Either is always correlative to or,
and precedes it, indicating the first of certain things,
any one of which is true, is to be done, etc.

Ejaculate, e-jakli-lat, v. t. To throw out, as an ex-
clamation.— r. i. To utter ejaculations— Ejac'ula''-
tion, n. Uttering of a short, sudden exclamation or
prayer ; exclamation or prayer uttered. (JUed.)
Emission of semen. — Ejac'ulatory, -to-ri, a. Cast-
ing or throwing out: suddenly darted out; uttered
in short sentences.— Eject, -jekf, v. t. To throw out,
cast forth; to drive away, expel violently, or with
disgrace; to dispossess, as of land, dwellings, etc. —
Ejec'tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.—Eject'-
ment, n. Expulsion; ejection. (Law?) A species of
mixed action, which lies for recovery of possession
of real property, and damages and costs for unlaw-
ful_detention of it.

Eke, ek, v. t. ("eked (ekt), eking.] To increase, en-
large, extend; to supply what is scanty, prolong,—
generally with out. — adv. In addition; also; like-
wise.

Elaborate, e-lab'o-rat, v. t. To produce with labor;

Eerfect with painstaking. — a. Wrought with labor;
ighly finished. -Elaborately, adv.—ElaVora'tion,

n. Act or process of producing with labor; state of
being so produced. (Physiol.) Natural process of
formation or assimilation, performed by living or-
gans in animals and vegetables.

Elapse, e-lapsr , v. i. [elapsed (-lapsf), elapsing.}
To slide, slip, or glide -by; to pass away silently.

Elastic, e-las'tik, a. Springing back; having the in-

herent property of recovering its former figure ;

springy; readily returning to a previous condition,
after being depressed or overtaxed. —Elasticity,.
-tis'i-ti, n. Quality of, etc.; rebound; power of re-

sistance to, or recovery from, depression or overwork.
Elate, e-lat', a. Lifted up; elevated; having the spirits

raised by success or hope; flushed with confidence;
puffed up; proud; swelling.

—

v. t. To exalt the
spirit of, elevate or flush with success.— Ela'tion, n.
Inflation of mind ; self-esteem or pride, resulting
from success.

Elbow, el'bo, n. The joint connecting arm and fore-
arm; any flexure or angle, esp. if obtuse, as of a
wall, building, etc.; also an angular or jointed part
of any structure.— v. t. [elbowed (el'bod), -bow-
ing.] To push with the elbow, as when one pushes
by another, —v. i. To jut into an angle, project; to
push rudely along, jostle.

Eld, eld, n. Old age; old people; old times; antiquity.
— Eld'er, a. Older; more advanced in age; prior, as

in origin. — n. One who is older; a senior; an an-
cestor; predecessor; one who, on account of age, acts

as ruler or judge; one occupying an office requiring
experience and dignity.— EWerly, -IT, a. Some-
what old. — Eld'ership. n. Seniority; office of elder,
— Eld'est, a. Oldest.

Elder, eld'er. n. A genus of plants having broad um-
bels of white flowers and dark red berries.

Elect, e-lekf, v. t. To pick out, make choice of; to

select for office or employment, select by vote,

choose, prefer, appoint. (Theol.) To designate as
an object of mercv or favor. —a. Chosen; taken
by preference. (Theol.) Set apart to eternal life.

Chosen, but not invested with office. — n. One
chosen or set apart, pi. {Theol.) Those chosen
for salvation. — Elecficism, -T-sizm, n. Eclecticism.
— Elocution, n. Act of choosing ; choice ; act of'

choosing one to fill an office ; power of choosing;
free will ; discriminating choice ; discernment.
(Theol.) Predetermination of individuals as ob-
jects of mercv and salvation. Those elected. [OF.].
— Electioneer'', -er', v. i. [-eered (-erd'), -eer-

sun, cube, full ; moon, foot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, tiien, boNboN, chair, get.
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ixg.] To use influence, argument, or arts for se-

curing the election of a candidate. — Elective, -iv,

a. Exerting the power of choice; making selection:

pert, to, consisting in, or dependent on, choice : be-
stowed by election. — Elect'or, -er, n. One who
elects, or "has right of choice; one entitled to vote
in favor of a candidate for office, or legally qualified
to vote; one of the princes of Germany formerly
entitled to choose the emperor; one chosen, by vote
of the people in the U. S., to elect a president and
vice-president. — Elecfress, re. The wife or widow
of a German elector. — Elect'oral, -er-al, a. Pert,
to, or consisting of, electors. — Elect'orate, -er-at,

n. Dignity of an elector ; electorship ; territory of
an elector.*— Eligible, -jT-bl, a. Legally qualified;
worthv to be chosen; desirable; preferable.

Electrum, e-lek'trum, n. Amber; an amber-colored
alloy of gold and silver used by the ancients; Ger-
man silver plate. — Elec'tric, -tfical, a. Pert, to, oc-

casioned by, derived from, or containing, electrici-

ty ; capable of occasioning electrical phenomena.—
Elec'tric. n. A non-conductor of electricity.— Elec'-
trically, adv. In the manner, or by means of, etc.— Electri'cian, -trisb/an, n. One versed in the sci-

ence of, etc. — Electricity, -tris'T-tt, re. A subtle
agent or power in nature, evolved in any disturbance
of molecular equilibrium, whether from chemical,
physical, or mechanical cause: science of the phe-
nomena of the electric fluid.— Elec'trifi'able, a. Ca-
pable of receiving, or of being charged with, etc. —
Elec'trify, -fi, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -fyixg.] To charge
with electricity; to give an electric shock to; to excite
suddenly; to surprise, esp. by something inspiriting.— Elec/tro-mag'"net, n. A mass of soft iron, rendered
temporarily magnetic by a surrounding coil of wire
through which a current of electricity is passing. —
Elec'tro-magnet'ic, a. Pert, to magnetism, as con-
nected with electricity, or affected by it. — Elec'tro-
mag'netism, n. Science of the development of mag-
netism by voltaic electricity, and of the currents
evolved. — Elec'tro-neg'ative, -tiv, a. Having the

Eroperty of being attracted by an electro-positive
ody, or a tendency to pass to the positive pole in

electrolysis. — EleCtro-pos'itive, «. Of such a na-
ture relatively to associated bodies, as to tend to the
negative pole' of a voltaic battery, while the associ-
ated body tends to the positive pole. — Elec'trotype,
-tip, n. A plate (of a page, etc.) with copper, etc.,

face (electric deposition) and tvpe-metal back.— v. t.

[-typed (-tipt), -typing.] To make electrotypes of.

Eleemosynary, el-e-mos'T-na-rT, a. Pert, to, or in-
tended for the distribution of, charity; given in, or
founded or supported by, charity. — n. One who
subsists on charity.

Elegant, eKe-gant, a. Pleasing by grace and beauty;
polished; graceful; refined; exercising a nice choice.— EPegantly, adv. — El'egance, -gans, -gancy, -si,

n. State or quality of being elegant ; grace ; that
which is elegant.

Elegy, el'e-jY, n. A mournful or plaintive poem; fu-
nereal song. — Elegiac, e-le'jT-ak or el-e'-ji'ak, a.

Pert, to elegy, or written in elegiacs; used in elegies.— n. Elegiac verse.

Element, el'e-ment, n. One of the simplest or essen-
tial parts of which anything consists; one of the ul-
timate, undecomposable constituents of matter ; a
simple portion of that which is complex; one of the
essential ingredients of any mixture; one out of
several parts combined in a system or aggregation.
(Anat.) One of the smallest natural divisions of
the organism. (Math.) An infinitesimal part of anv-
thing of the same nature as the entire magnitude
considered. One of the necessary data upou which
a calculation depends, pi. The fundamental prin-
ciples of any system in philosophy, science, or art;
rudiments. That which ancient" philosophy sup-
posed to be simple and undecomposable, as the 4 so-
called elements, — air, earth, water, and fire ; state
natural to anything, or suited for its existence, pi.

(Eccl.) The bread and wine in the eucharist. — Ele-
ment'ary, -ri, a. Having only one principle or
constituent part; pert, to the elements, rudiments,
etc.; treating of first principles of a science or art;
simple; uncombined; initial; introductory.

Elephant, eKe-fant, re. A pachydermatous quadruped

Elephant.

, of India or Africa, hav-
ing a trunk or prehen-

j

sile proboscis and 2 ivo-

!
ry tusks, — the largest
land animal now liv-

ing. — Elephan'tine.
-tin e, a. Pert, to or
like, etc.; huge: im-
mense. — EFephantP-
asis, n. (Med.) One of
several skin diseases.
attended with destruc-
tion or deformity of
the part affected.

Elevate, el'e-vat, v. t. To lift to a higher place, raise,
exalt; to animate, cheer; to ennoble, dignify; to
raise to a higher pitch or greater degree of loudness;
to intoxicate slightly: to lighten, lessen by detrac-
tion, diminish. — Eieva'tion, n. Act of, or condi-
tion of being, etc. ; an elevated place. (Astron.)
Altitude. (Gunnery.) Angle between the line of
direction of a gun and the plane of the horizon.
(Arch.) View of a machine, building, etc., drawn
to scale, and without regard to perspective. — EF-
eva'tor, -ter, n. One who, or that which, elevates;
esp. a contrivance for lifting persons, also goods,
grain, etc., to an upper floor; a building containing
elevators for grain. (Anat.) A muscle which raises
a part of the body.

Eleven, e-lev'n, a. Ten and one added, ^n. The
sum of 10 and 1: a symbol representing eleven units,
as 11 or xi.; the players on one side in a game of
cricket, 11 in number. — EleVenth, -nth, a. Next
after the 10th; constituting one of 11 parts into which
a thing is divided. — n. One of 11 equal parts.

Elf, elf, Elve, elv, n. ; pi. Elves, elvz. A diminutive
spirit, supposed to haunt desert places, and delight
in mischievous tricks. — v. t. To entangle.

Elicit, e-ljs'it, v. t. To draw out, bring to light.

Elide, e-lid'', v. t. (Gram.) To cut off or suppress,
as a syllable. — Elision, -lizh'un, n. The cutting
off, fof the sake of meter or euphony, of a vowel or
syllable, esp. a vowel at the end of a word before
another vowel in the following line.

Eligible. See underELECT.
Eliminate, e-lim'T-nat, v. t. (Alg.) To cause to dis-
appear from an equation. To set aside as unim-
portant in a process of inductive inquiry; to leave
out of consideration ; to obtain by separating, as
from foreign matters; to deduce, infer.

Elk, elk, n. A large monogamous European deer, with
palmate antlers, allied to the Amer. moose; a large
polygamous Amer. deer, with branching antlers, a
congener of the European red deer.

Ell, el, n. A measure of length, chieflv for cloth: the
English ell is 4.5 inches ; the Flemish, 27; Scotch,
37.2; French, 54.

Ellipse, el-lips', n. (Geom.) An oval figure bounded
by a regular curve,— the section of a
cone by a plane passing obliquely
through its opposite sides. — Ellip/'-
sis, n. ; pi. -ses, -sez. (Gram.) Omis-
sion ; a figure of syntax, by which
words are omitted.

Elm, elm, n. A tree of several species.
Elocution, el-o-ku'shun, n. Mode of delivery of any-
thing spoken, esp. of a public discourse. — Elocu>-

tionist, n. One versed in, or a teacher of, etc.— EF-
oquent, -kwent, a. Able to express strong emotions
in an elevated and effective manner; adapted to ex-
press emotion with fluency and power.— EFoquence,
-kwens, n. Expression of, etc.; what is eloquently
said or written; oratory; rhetoric; persuasive speech.

Elongate, e-lon/gat, a. Drawn out at length. — r. t.

To lengthen, extend, stretch out. — Elonga'tion, n.

Act of, or state of being, etc.; protraction: extension:
that which lengthens out; removal to a distance; de-
parture; intervening space.

Elope, e-lop', v. i. [eloped (-lopf), eloping.] To
run away, or escape privately, — said esp. of a
woman, who runs away with alover.

Eloquence, etc. See under Elocution.
Else, els, a. & pron. Other; one or something beside.
— adv. & conj. Beside; except that mentioned;
otherwise; if the facts were different.— Else'where,

Ellipse.

am, fame, far, pass or operi, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, ice ; Odd, tone, 6T
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-hwar, adv. In any other place; in other places in-
definitely.

Elucidate, e-lu'sY-dat, v. t. To make clear or mani-
fest, explain, illustrate.

Elude, e-lud', v. t. To avoid by artifice, stratagem,
or dexterity; to remain unexplained or undiscovered
by; to evade, escape, shun, mock.— Elu'sive, -siv,

-sory, -so-rT, a. Tending to elude; evasive; falla-

cious; deceitful. — Elu'soriness, n.

Elysium, e-lizh'T-um, n. ; E. pi. -iums, -Y-umz, L. pi.
-Ia, -I-a. {Myth.) The abode of the blessed after
death; any delightful place. — Elys'ian, -Y-an, a.

Pert, to, etc. ; bliss_ful.

Emaciate, e-ma'shi-at, v. i. To lose flesh gradually,
waste away.— v. t. To cause to lose flesh gradu-
ally. —a. Emaciated. — Ema'cia'tion, n. Condition
of becoming, or state of being, etc.

Emanate, em'a-nat, v. i. To issue forth from a
source ; proceed, as a fountain, take origin, flow,
arise, spring. — Emana'tion, n. Act of, or thing
which, etc.; effluvium; efflux. — Em'anant, a. Em-
anating; passing forth into an act or effect.

Emancipate, e-man'sT-pat, v. t. To set free from ser-
vitude voluntarily; to liberate: to free from any-
thing exerting undue or evil influence, —a. Set at
liberty. — Eman'cipa'tion, n. Act of, or state of be-
ing, etc. ;_ liberation; release; freedom. — Eman'ci-
pa'tor, ter, n.

Emasculate, e-mas'ku-lat, v. t. To castrate, geld ; to
render effeminate. — a. Deprived of virility or
vigor; unmanned.

Embalm, em-bam', v. t. [-balmed (-bamd'), -balm-
ing.] To preserve from decay by balm or other aro-
matic oils or spices; to perpetuate in grateful remem-
brance.

Embank, em-bank', v. t. [-banked (-bankf), -bank-
ing.] To inclose with a bank, bank up. — Em-
bank'ment, n. Act of surrounding or defending
with a bank ; a mound or bank.

Embargo, em-bar'go, n. A prohibition by public au-
thority, and for a limited time, of departure from a
port ; any hindrance or restraint. — v. t. [embar-
goed (-god), -going.] To hinder from leaving port,
by law or edict ; to hinder from going forward, by
an embargo.

Embark, em-bark', v. t. [-barked (-barkf), -bark-
ing.] To put on board a vessel ; to engage, enlist,

or invest in any affair.— v. i. To go on board of a
vessel, engage in any business, enlist.

Embarrass, em-bar'tas, v. t. [-rassed (-rast), -pass-
ing.] To hinder through perplexity, render intri-

cate, confound, perplex, disconcert, abash, distress.
{Com.) To incumber with debt, make incapable of
paying. — Embar'rassment, n. A state of entangle-
ment or confusion; perplexity arising from insolv-
ency, or inability to discharge debts.

Embassy, em'bas-sY, n. The public function of an
embassador; persons sent as embassadors; dwelling
or office of an embassador. — Em- or Ambas'sador,
n. A minister of the highest rank sent by one gov-
ernment to another, to represent the appointing
power, in matters between the governments. —Em-
bas'sado'rial, a. Pert, to, etc.

Embellish, em-bel'lish, v. t. [-lished (-lisht), -lish-
ing.] To make beautiful or elegant by ornaments;
to adorn, decorate, grace, illustrate. —Embellish-
ment, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; ornament;
beauty; adornment.

Ember, em'ber, n. A remnant of burning wood,
smoldering amid ashes,— used chiefly in pi., to sig-
nify hot cinders covered with ashes.

Ember days, em'ber-daz. (Eccl.) Certain days set
apart for fasting and prayer in each of the 4 sea-
sons of the year,—being the Wednesday, Friday, and
Saturday after the 1st Sunday in Lent : the feast of
Whitsuntide; Sept. 14th; and Dec. 13th: the weeks in
which these days fall are called ember iveeks.

Embezzle, em-bez'zl, v. t. [-zled (-zld), -zling.]
To appropriate fraudulently to one's own use.— Em-
bez'zlement, n. Appropriation to one's own use of
what is intrusted to one's care. — Embez'zler, n.

Embitter. See Imbitter.
Emblem, em'blem, n. An object symbolizing some
other object, quality, etc. ; figure ; type ; symbol ;

adumbration. — Emblemat'ic, -ical, a. Pert, to,

comprising, or using emblems. —Emblematically.
adv.

Embody, em-bod'T, v. t. [-bodied (-bod'id), -body-
ing.] To form into a Dody, invest with matter,
make corporeal; to collect into a whole, incorporate,
concentrate. — Embod'iment, n. Act of, state of
being, or that which is, etc.; a complete system, like
an organized body.

Embogue, em-bog', v. i. To discharge, as a river, its

waters into the sea or other river.

Embolden, em-bold'n, v. t. [-ened (-nd), -en inc.]
To give boldness or courage to, encourage.

Embonpoint, oN-boN-pwoN', n. Plumpness of person;
fleshiness.

Embosom, em-bot>z'om, v. t. To take into the bosom,
cherish; to hide or half conceal.

Emboss, em-bos', v. t. [embossed (-bosf), -bossing.]
To cover with bosses or protuberances, ornament in
relief, fashion raised work upon.

Embowel, em-bow'el, v. t. [-eled (-eld), -eling.] To
remove the bowels of, eviscerate, embalm ; to hide
in the inward parts, bury, secrete.

Embower, em-bow'er, v. i. [-ered (-erd), -ering.]
To lodge or rest in a bower. — v. t. To cover with a
bower, shelter_with trees.

Embrace, em-bras', v. t. [-braced (-brasf), -bra-
cing.] To clasp or inclose in the arms, press to the
bosom, cherish with affection ; to surround or in-
close ; to include as parts of a whole, or divisions of
a part, comprehend ; to seize eagerly, welcome. —
v. i. To join in an embrace. — n. Close encircling
with the arms; pressure to the bosom; clasp; hug.

Embrasure, em-bra'zher, n. (Fort.) An opening in
a wall or parapet, through
which cannon are discharged:
See Casemate and Castle.
(Arch.) The enlargement of
the aperture of a door or
window, on the inside of the
wall, to give more space or
light.

Embrocate, em'bro-kat, v. t.

(Med.) To rub (a diseased
part) with spirit, oil, etc. —
Embroca'tion, n. Act of rub-
bing a diseased part; lotion with which an affected
part is washed.

Embroider, em-broid'Sr, v. t. [-ered (-Srd), -ering.]
To cover with ornamental needle-work or figures.
— Emhroid'erer, n. — Embroid'ery, -gr-Y, n. Varie-
gated needle-work; decoration.

Embroil, em-broil', v. t. [-broiled (-broild'), -broil-
ing.] To throw into perplexity, contention, or
trouble; to entangle, encumber, disturb, trouble.

Embrue. See Imbrue.
Embryo, em'brT-o, n. ; pi. -os, -oz. The germ of an
organized being, in any stage of ante-natal devel-
opment, — in egg, womb, or seed.

Emend, e-mend', v. t. To amend. [See Amend.] —
Emenda'tion, n. Act of altering for the better; cor-
rection; alteration of a text, to give a better reading.

Emerald, em'Sr-ald, n. (Min.) A precious stone of a
rich green color. (Print.) A kind of type, in size
between minion and nonpareil.

e2F*This line is printed in Emerald type.

Emerge, e-mSrj', v. i. [emerged (-merjd'), emer-
ging.] To rise out of, or as out of, a fluid; to issue
and appear. — Emer'gence, -gency, -jen-sY, n. Act
of, etc.; sudden appearance; unforeseen occurrence

;

pressing necessity; exigency.
Emery, em'er-T, n. (Min.) An extremely hard, com-

pact, dark-colored, granular mineral, allied to co-
rundum and sapphire,—used for grinding and polish-
ing metals, stones, and glass.

Emetic, e-met'ic, a. Inducing to vomit. — n. Med-
icine which, etc.

Emigrate, em'Y-grat, v. i. To remove from one coun-
try to another, for residence.— Em'igrant, a. Pert,
to an emigrant; removing from one country to an-
other. — n. One who, etc. — Emigra'tion, n. Re-
moval to another country for residence; a body of
emigrants.

Eminent, em'T-nent, a. High: lofty; towering; ex-
alted in rank, office, or public estimation ; distin-

EE, Embrasures in
a parapet.

AA, Merlons.
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guished; conspicuous; prominent; illustrious.—Em'-
Inence, -nency, -sT, n. A height, elevation; an ele-

vated situation among men; distinction; preferment;
a title of honor, appl. to a cardinal in the Rom. Cath.
church.

Emir, Emeer, e-mer', n. An Arabian prince, military
commander, and governor of a conquered province;
in Turkey, an honorary title of the descendants of
Mohammed.

Emit, e-mit', v. t. To send forth, cause to issue ; to
issue forth, as an order or decree; to send into circu-
lation, as notes or bills of credit.— Emissary, -sa-rT,

n. A secret agent, to advance the interests of his em-
ployers; a spy.— a. Exploring; spying. — Emis'sion,
-mish'un, n. Act of sending or throwing out; issue;
thing sent out, or put in circulation at one time.

Emmet, em'met, n. _ An ant or pismire.
Emolliate, e-UKl'lI-at, v. t. To soften, render effem-

inate. — Emollient, -yent, a. Softening; making
supple. — n. (Med.) An external application to allay
irritation, and alleviate soreness, swelling, and pain.

Emolument, e-mol'u-ment, n. Profit arising from of-

fice ; gain ; that which promotes public or private
good.

Emotion, e-mo'shun, n. A moving of the mind or
soul; state of excited feeling; agitation.

Empale, em-pal', Impale', v. t. [-paled (-paid'),

-paling.] To inclose, surround, shut in; to put to

death by fixing on a stake.
Emperil, em-per'il, v. t. To put in peril, endanger.
Emperor. See under Empire.
Emphasis, em'fa-sis, n.;pl. -ses, -sez. (Rhet.) Stress
of utterance given to words or parts of a discourse,
intended to be impressed specially on an audience;
peculiar impressiveness of expression or weight of
thought.— Em'phasize, v. t. [-sized (-sTzd), -siz-

ing.] To utter with stress of voice, lay emphasis
upon, make emphatic — Emphatic, -fat>ik,-ical, a.

Uttered with, or requiring, emphasis; attracting at-

tention; forcible; impressive; striking.— Emphat-
ically, adv.

Empire, em'plr, n. Supreme power in governing; do-
minion of an emperor, or, rarely, of a king; predom-
inant influence; sway; rule; control; government;
state. — Em'peror, -per-er, n. The sovereign of an
empire,— a title superior to king.—Em'press, n.

The consort of an emperor; a woman who rules an
empire.

Empiric, em-pir'ik or em'pir-ik, n. One who relies

upon experiment and observation; one who confines
himself to applying the results of his own observa-
tion; esp., a quack doctor, charlatan. — Empiric,
-ical, a. Pert, to, or founded upon, experiment or
experience; depending upon, etc., without due re-
gard to science and theory. —Empiricism, -sizm, v.

Method or practice of an empiric; practice of medi-
cine founded on experience, and neglecting science;
quackery. (Metaph.) The doctrine that all knowl-
edge is derived from experience.

Employ, em-ploi', v. t. [-ployed (-ploid'), -ploying.]
To keep in service; to use as instrument, means, or
materials, or as agent, servant, or representative.— n. Employment. — Employ^, oN-plwS-ya', Em-
ployee', -ploi-e', n. One employed. — Employ'ment,
n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; that which engages
or occupies; service; agency.

Emporium, em-po'rT-um, n. ; L. pi. -ria, -rt-a, E. pi.
-riujis, -umz. A place of extensive commerce or
trade; commercial city; mart.

Empower, em-pow'er, v. t. [-eeed (-Srd), -ering.]
To give legal or moral power or authority, or physi-
cal force to.

Empress. See under Empire.
Empty, emp'tT, a. [emptier, -tiest.] Containing
nothing; void; not tilled; destitute of effect, sincer-
ity, or sense; unable to satisfy; hollow; waste; de-
serted; producing nothing; lacking sense; destitute
of reality, or real existence; unsubstantial. — v. t.

[emptied (-tid), -tying.] To exhaust, deprive of
the contents, — v. ?'. To pour or flow out, discharge
itself, become empty.

Emulate, em'u-lat, v. t. To strive to equal or excel;
to vie with, rival. — Emula'tion, n. Act of attempt-
ing to excel ; desire of superiority, with effort to
attain it ; competition ; rivalry ; contest ; strife. —

Em'ulator, -ter, v. A rival : competitor.— Em'u-
lous, -lus, a. Ambitiously desirous of like excel-
lence with another ; rivaling.— Em'ulously, adv.

Emulgent, e-mul'jent, a. (Anat.) Milking or drain-
ing out, — said of the renal arteries and veins, —n.
An emulgent vessel; a remedy exciting the flow of
bile.— Emul'sion, -shun, n. A soft, smooth, milk-
like remedy, formed by mixing oil with water and
gummy or saccharine substances or yelk of egg.

Enable, en-a'bl, v. t. [-abled (-bid), -eling.J To
give strength or ability to; to supply with sufficient
power.

Enact, en-akt', v. t. To decree, make into a law; to
perform; to act the part of, play. — Enact'ive, -tiv,

a. Having power to enact, as a law. — Enact'ment,
n. The passing of a bill into a law; a decree; the
acting, as a part in a play.— Enact'or, -er, n.

Enamel, en-am'el, n. A substance like glass, but more
fusible and nearly opaque; thing enameled. (Anat.)
The smooth, hard substance covering the crown of
a tooth.— v. t. [-eled (-eld), -eling.] To cover
with, or paint in, enamel; to form an enamel-like
surface upon. — v. i. To practice enameling.

Enamor, en-am'er, v. t. [-ored (-erd), -oring.] To
inflame with love, charm, captivate.

Encage, en-kaj', v. t. To shut up in a cage.
Encamp, en-kamp', v. i. [-camped (-kampf), -camp-

ing.] To form and occupy a camp. — v. t. To form
into a camp. — Encamp'ment, n. Act of pitching
tents or forming huts for temporary rest ; place
where an army or company is encamped; camp.

Enceinte, oN'bant', n. (Fort.) The main inclosure.
— a. (Laiv.) Pregnant; with child.

Enchain, en-chan', v. t. [-chained (-chand'), -chain-
ing.] To chain, fasten with a chain ; to restrain. —
Enchain'ment. n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

Enchant, en-chant', v. t. To charm by sorcery, hold
as by a spell, delight highly, captivate, fascinate, en-
rapture, bewitch. — Enchant'er, n. One who, etc.; a
sorcerer, magician. — Enchant'ress, n. A woman
who, etc.— Enchant'ment, n. Act of enchanting;
use of magic arts, spells, or charms; that which en-
chants ; incantation ; magic ; sorcery ; wncherj7

.

Encircle, en-ser'kl, v. t. [-cled (-kid), -cling.] To
form a circle about, embrace; to go or come round,
encompass, inclose, surround, environ.

Enclose. See Inclose.
Encomium, en-ko'mt-um, n. ; E. pi. -ums, L. pi. -a, -&.

Formal praise; high commendation; eulogy; pane-
gyric; applause. — Enco'miastlc, -ical, a. Bestow-
ing praise; laudatory.

Encompass, en-kum'pas, v. t. [-passed (-past), -pass-
ing.] To describe a circle about, inclose, surround,
invest, hem in, shut up. — Encom'passment, n. Act
of, or state of being, etc.

Encore. oN-kor', adv. Once more; again,— a call for
a repetition of a part of a plav, etc. — v. t. [-cored
(-kord'), -coring.] To call for, etc.

Encounter, en-kown'ter, n. A meeting face to face;
a running against ; a hostile meeting ; conflict ;

skirmish ; combat ; rencounter ; onset.— v. t. [en-
countered (-terd), -tering.] To come against face
to face; esp., to meet in opposition or with hostile

intent.— v. i. To meet, esp., as enemies.
Encourage, en-kur'ej, v. t. [-aged (-ejd), -aging.]
To give courage to, inspire with spirit or hope, em-
bolden, incite, cheer, stimulate, comfort, promote,
forward. — Encour'agement, n. Act of, etc.: incen-
tive ; that which supports, promotes, or advances.
— Encour'aging, a. Furnishing ground for hope;
favoring. — Encour'agingly, adv.

Encroach, en-kroch', v. i. [-croached (-krochf),
-croaching.] To enter gradually into the rights

and possessions of another, intrude, trench, in-

fringe, trespass.— Encroach'ment, n. Act of, etc.;

that taken by encroaching on another.
Encumber, en-kum'ber, Incum'ber, v. t. [-bered

(-berd), -Bering.] To impede the action of, as with
a burden; to load with debts, mortgages, etc.; to

clog, hinder.— Encum'brance, n. That which im-
pedes action ; clog ; impediment ; that which en-
cumbers an estate; debt; lien; burden; hindrance.

Encyclical, en-sik'lik-al, a. Sent to many persons or
places; circular. —Encyclopedia, -paedia, en-si'klo-

pe'di-a, n. The circle of sciences; esp., a work in

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, terra ; Tn, Ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r
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which the branches of science or art are discussed
separately, and usually in alphabetical order. [Same
as cyclopedia.) — Ency'clope'dian, a. Embracing
the whole circle of learning. — Encyclopedic,
-pedlcal, a. Pert, to an encyclopedia; universal
in knowledge. —Ency'clope'dist, n. The compiler
of an encyclopedia; one whose knowledge embraces
the whole range of science.

End, end, n. The extreme or last portion; concluding
part; the conclusion; result ; termination of being
or of happiness; destruction; cause of destruction
or death; object aimed at; purpose; what is left;

remnant. — v. i. To bring to an end or conclusion,
finish, terminate; to destroy, put to death,— v. i.

To come to the end, be finished, cease.— Endless,
a. Without end or conclusion; perpetually recur-
ring ; eternal ; interminable ; infinite ; incessant ;

void of design. — End'wise, -wiz, adv. On end;
erectly; with the end forward.

Endanger, en-dan'jer, v. t. [-gered (-j§rd), -gering.]
To put to hazard.

Endear, en-der', v. t. [-deared (-derd'), -dearing.]
To make dear, or dearer. — Endear'ment, n. Act
of, or state of being, etc.; that which, etc.

Endeavor, en-dev'er, n. A putting forth of power for
some end; an attempt; trial; effort; exertion.

—

v.

i. [endeavored (-erd), -oring.] To exert power
to accomplish an ooject; to attempt, try, essay, aim.
— r. t. To attempt to gain.

Endecagon. See Hendecagon.
Endorse, Endorsement, etc. See Indorse, etc.

Endow, en-dow', v. t. [-dowed (-dowd'), -dowing.]
To make pecuniary provision for ; esp., to furnish
with dower; to enrich with any gift, quality, or
faculty. — Endow'ment, n. Act of settling a fund
or provision for the support of anyone; property,
fund, or revenue permanently appropriated to any
object; gift of nature; talents; natural capacity.

Endue. See Indue.
Endure, en-dur', v. t. [-dured (-durd'), -during.]
To remain firm under, sustain, brook, undergo; to

bear with patience, bear up under. — ?;, i. To con-
tinue in the same state without perishing, abide,
last; to remain firm under trial, sustain suffering
patiently. — Endur'able, a. — Endur'ance, n. A
state of lasting or duration ; continuance ; act of
bearing pain or distress without sinking; patience;

. fortitude; resignation.
Eneid, .ffineid, e-ne'id, n. An epic poem, by Virgil,
in which ./Eneas is the hero.

Enema, e-ne'- or en'e-ma, n. (Med.) An injection,
or clyster, thrown into the lower bowel.

Enemy, en'e-mT, n. One who is actuated by unfriend-
ly feelings; one who hates ; adversary ; opponent ;

foe. — En'mity, -tT, n. Quality of being, etc.; hostil-

ity; rancor; hatred; ill-will; malevolence.
Energy, en'er-jT, n. Internal or inherent power;
power efficiently exerted ; strength of expression ;

emphasis; vigor: spirit. (Me.ch.) Capacity for per-
forming work, or moving against resistance. — En-
ergetic, -ical, -jetlk-al, a. Exerting force; active;
exhibiting energy: operating with vigor and effect;
powerful; efficacious; potent; effective.

Enervate, e-ner'vat, a. Weakened; without force.—
v. t. To deprive of nerve, force, strength, or cour-
age; to enfeeble, debilitate; to cut the nerves of.

Enfeeble, en-fe'bl, v. t. [-bled (-bid), -bling.] To
render feeble, deprive of strength, weaken, debili-
tate, enervate. — Enfee'blement, n. Enervation.

Enfeoff, en-fef, v. t. [-feoffed (-left'), -feoffing.]
(Liuv.) To give a feud to, invest with a fee.

Enfold. See Infold.
Enforce, en-fors', v. t. [-forced (-forsf), -forcing.]
To put force upon, constrain, compel; to make or
gain by force; to give force to, strengthen, urge with
energy: to put in force, give effect to.

Enfranchise, en-fran'chiz, v. t. [-ciiised (-chizd),
-ciiising.] To set free, liberate, release; to make

|

free of a city, corporation, or state, naturalize.
Engage, en-gaj', v. t. [-gaged (-gajd'), -gaging.] i

To put under pledge, bind, involve; to gain for I

service, enlist; to win and attach ; to occupy; to
enter into contest with, encounter. — v. i. To be- i

come bound; to embark, take apart, enlist; to enter
into conflict. — Engaged', p. a. Pledged ; prom-

1

ised; esp., promised in marriage; betrothed; greatly
interested ; earnest. — Engaged columns. (Arch.)
Columns partly sunk into the wall to which they are
attached.— E. wheels. (Mech.) Wheels in gear with
each other, — the driver being
the engaging wheel, the follower
the engaged. — Engage'ment, n.

Act of, or state of beins, etc.;

thins engaged or pledged; that
which engages; obligation; en-
grossing occupation; avocation;
employment ; promise. (Mil.)
A general action or battle; com-
bat ; fight. — Enga'ging, p. a.
Winning ; attractive. — Enga'-
gingly, adv.

Engender, en-jen'der, v. t. [-dered
(-derd), -dering.] To form in
embryo, procreate ; to cause to
exist, produce; to sow the seeds
of, breed, beget, occasion, cause.
— v. i. To be caused or pro-
duced.

Engine, en'jin, n. (Mech.) A ma- „
chine in which mechanical Engaged Columns,
powers are combined ; any instrument by which
any effect is produced ; esp. one designed to kill

;

anything jused to effect a purpose ; means.— En-
gineer', -er', n. One skilled in engineering ; one
who manages an engine; one who carries through
an enterprise by skillful or artful contrivance, — v.

t. [engineered (-erd'), -eering.] To perform the
work of an engineer; to guide or carry through a
measure or enterprise.— Engineering, n. Science
and art of utilizing natural forces and materials,
— divided into military engineering (the designing
and constructing defensive and offensive works)
and civil engineering (the designing and construct-
ing machinery and fixed public works, as roads,
canals, etc.)

English, in'glish, a. Pert, to England, its inhabitants,
or their language, — n. The people of England; the
language of the English nation and of their descen-
dants in other countries: a peculiar impulse given
to a ball in the game of billiards. (Print.) A kind
of type, in size between pica and great primer.

The type called English
— English, v. t. [-lished (-glishf), -lishing.] To
translate into English, Anglicize, interpret. (Bil-
liards.) To strike (a ball) with the cue, so that the
ball receives a rotary motion deflecting it from its

natural course.
Engrave, en-grav', v. t. [imp. -graved (-gravd'); p.
p. -graved or -graven; -graving.] To carve fig-

ures, letters, or devices upon; to form by incisions
upon wood, stone, metal, etc.: to impress deepl}',
infix.— Engrav'er, n. — Engraving, n. Actor art
of cutting metals, wood, etc., and of representing
figures and devices on them, esp. to be printed from
them on paper; an engraved plate; impression from
a plate; print.

Engross, en-gros', v. t. [-grossed (-grosf), -gross-
ing.] To copy in a large, fair hand; to occupy
wholly, absorb; to take unduly, swallow up, fore-
stall, monopolize.— Engross'ment, n. Act of, etc.;

thing engrossed.
Engulf. See Ingulf.
Enhance, en-hans', v. t. [-hanced (-hansf), -han-
ging.] To raise to a higher point, advance, augment,
increase, aggravate. — v. i. To be raised up; to grow
larger.

Enigma, e-nig'ma, n. ; pi. -mas, -maz. An obscure ques-
tion or saying; puzzle; riddle; a statement, whose
hidden meaning is to be discovered; an action which
cannot be satisfactorily explained. — Enigmatic,
-ical, a. Pert, to, containing, or like, etc.; c-Dscure.

Enjoin, en-join', v. t. [-joined (-joind'V -joining.]
To put an injunction on, direct with authority,
order. (Law.) To prohibit or restrain by a judicial
order or decree.

Enjoy, en-joi', v. t. [-joyed (-joid'), -joying.] To
feel or perceive with pleasure; to have and use with
satisfaction; to have sexual intercourse with. —En-
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joy'able, a.— Enjoy'ment, n. Condition of enjoying;
pleasure; cause of joy; gratification; happiness.

Enlarge, en-larj', v. t. [-larged (-larjd'), -largixg.]
To make larger, increase the capacity of, dilate, as
with joy, affection, etc., increase, expand.— v. i. To
grow large or larger; to be diffuse in speaking or
writing, expatiate. — Enlarge'ment, n. Act of, or
state of being, etc.; expansion or extension, as of
the mind; ennoblement; release from confinement,
servitude, distress, etc.; diffusiveness of speech.

Enlighten, en-lit'n, v. t. [-ened (-nd), -ening.] To
supply with light, illuminate ; to make clear to the
intellect or conscience, inform, instruct. — Enlight'-
ener, n. — Enlightenment, n. Act of, or state of
being, etc.

Enlist, en-list', v. t. To enter on a list, enroll, regis-

ter; to engage in public service, unite firmly to a
cause. — v. i- To engage in public service by en-
rolling ona's name; to enter heartily into a cause. —
Enlist'ment, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; the
writing by which a soldier is bound.

Enliven, en-lTv'n, v. t. [-exed (-nd), -ening.] To
give life, action, or motion to; to give spirit or vi-

vacity to, cheer, animate, inspirit, invigorate.
Enmity. See under Enemy.
Enneagon, en'ne-a-gon, n. (Geom.) A polygon of 9

sides and 9 angles.
Ennoble, en-no'bl, v. t. [-bled (-bid), -blixg.J To
make noble, dignify, give titular rank to.

Ennui, ox-nwe', ». A feeling of weariness and disgust;
listlessness; tedium; lassitude.

Enormous, e-n6r'mus, a. Deviating from, or exceed-
ing, the usual rule; great beyond the common meas-
ure; huge; vast: prodigious; exceedingly wicked;
atrocious. — Enor'mity, -mT-tT, n. State of being,
or that which is, immoderate, monstrous, or outrage-
ous; atrocious crime; flagitious villainy.

Enough, e-nuf, a. Satisfying desire; adequate; suffi-

cient. — adv. Sufficiently; fully; quite; in a toler-
able degree.— n. A sufficiency; a quantity which
satisfies desire.— Enow, -now''. A form of enough.

Enquire. See Inquire.
Enrage, en-raj', v. t. [-raged (-rajd'), -raging.] To

fill with rage, provoke to madness, exasperate.
Enrapture, en-rap'chur, ;-. t. [-tuked (-churd), -Tur-

ing.] To transport 'with pleasure; to ravish.
Enravish, en-rav'ish, r. t. [-ished (-isht), -ishixg.]
To transport with delight, enchant.

Enrich, en-rich', v. t. [-riched (-richf), -richixg.]
To make rich, adorn; to fertilize; to store with
knowledge, instruct. — Enricb/ment, n. Act of, or
that which, etc.; decoration; embellishment.

Enroll, en-r5l', v. t. [-rolled (-rold'), -rolling.] To
write in a roll or register, record, enlist; to envelop,
involve. — Enroll'ment. n. Act of enrolling; that in
which anything is enrolled; a register.

Ensample, en-sam'pl, n. An example.
Ensconce, en-skons', v. t. [-sconced (-skonsf),
-sconcing.] To cover or shelter, as with a sconce
or fort; to protect, hide securely.

Ensemble, ox-som'bl, a. The whole ; all the parts
taken together.

Enshrine, en-shrin', v. t. [-shrined (-shnnd'),
-shrining.] To inclose in a shrine; to cherish.

Ensign, en'sin, n. The banner distinguishing a com-
pany of soldiers, army, or vessel; a badge, signal: a
commissioned officer,"who formerly carried the flag
of a company or regiment.

Ensilage, en's*T-lej, n. (Agric.) Process of preserving
fodder crops in a green state, by
depositing them in a silo.

Enslave, en-slav', i». t. [-slaved jmg
(-slavdO, -slaving.] To reduce
to slavery or bondage.— Enslave'-
ment, n.

Ensnare. See Insnabe.
Ensue, en-su', v. t. [-sued (-sud'),

, ,,,1,.,,,,,,,,,..,,.,,,.
-

-suing.] To follow, pursue. - v. iliiMMMI
i. To follow or come after.

Ensure. See Insure.
Entablature, en-tab 'la-chur, n.

{Arch.) That part of an order
which is over the columns, in-
cluding the architrave, frieze, and
cornice. Entablature.

Entail, en-tal', n. That which is entailed. (Law.) Au
estate or fee entailed, or limited in descent to par-
ticular heirs; rule by which the descent is settled.

—

v.t. [entailed (tald'), -tailing.] To settle in-
alienably on a person or thing, or on a person and
his descendants.

Entangle, en-tan'gl, v. t. [-gled (-gld), -gling.] To
twist or interweave so as not to be easily separated ;

to involve in complications, perplex, embarrass, puz-
zle. — Entan'glement, n. State of being, etc. ; in-
tricacy ; perplexity.

Enter, en'ter, ?•. t. [-tered (-tSrd), -tebing.] To
come or go into, penetrate; to unite in, join, engage
in; to attain, reach, begin; to insert; to inscribe, re-
cord. {Law.) To go into or upon lands, and take
possession of them; to place in regular form before
the court.— v. i. To go or come in; to begin; to pen-
etrate ; to constitute a part. — En'trance, -trans, h.
Act of entering, also of taking possession (of prop-
erty or office) ; permission or power to enter ; door
or passage by which to enter ; act of beginning

;

commencement ; the causing to be entered, as of
a ship or goods at a custom-house, a name upon
a register, etc. —Entree', ox-tra', n. Entry; per-
mission or right to enter; a course of dishes at table;
a side dish. — En'try, -trT, n. Act of entering ; en-
trance ; making a record ; a passage ; vestibule.
( Com.) Exhibition of a ship's papers at the custom-
house, to procure license to land goods. (Law.)
The taking possession of lands or tenements by set-
ting foot on them ; a formal putting upon record.

Enterprise, en'ter-priz. n. That which is undertaken;
a bold attempt; adventure; willingness to engage in
labor which requires boldness, energy, etc.

—

v.t.
To undertake, venture upon.

Entertain, en-ter-tan', v. t. [-tained (-tand'), -taix-
ix G.] To maintain, support; to show hospitality to,
receive as host; to engage agreeably the attention of,
divert ; to take into consideration; to cherish. — v. i.

To receive guests. — Entertain'ing, a. Affording
entertainment; amusing; diverting. — Entertain'-
ment, n. Act of receiving as host, or of amusing,
admitting, or cherishing; that which entertains, esp.
a feast, banquet ; diversion ; pastime.

Enthusiasm, en-thu'zT-azm, n. An ardent zeal in re-
spect to some object, cause, or pursuit; fervor of
soul; fanaticism.— Enthu'siast, n. One moved by
enthusiasm; a visionary; fanatic; zealot. — Enthu'-
siast'ic, -ical, a. Filled with, etc.

Entice, en-tis', v. t. [-ticed (-tisf), -ticing.] To
draw on, or instigate, by hope or desire; esp. to lead
astray, tempt, decoy, seduce, inveigle, persuade.

Entire, en-tlr', a. Complete in all parts; full and
perfect; whole; not participated with others; full;
comprising all requisites in itself; without mixture
or alloy; without defect; complete; unbroken. (Bot.)
Consisting of a single piece, as a corolla.

Entitle, en-ti'tl, v. t. [-tled (-tld), -tlixg.] To give
a title to, dignify by an honorary designation, de-
nominate, call; to give a claim to, furnish grounds
for seeking.

Entity, en'tT-tY, n. A real being, whether in thought
or in fact ; essence ; existence.

Entomb, en-toom', v. t. [-tombed (-toomd'), -tomb-
ixg.] To deposit in a tomb, bury, inter, inhume.

Entomology, en-to-mol'o-jl, n. That part of zoology
which treats of insects.

Entrails, en'tralz, n. pi. The bowels; guts; viscera; in-

ternal parts, as of the earth.
Entrance, Entrcfe, Entry. See under Enter.
Entrance, en-trans', v. t. [-tranced (-transt'), -tran-
cing.] To put into a trance, make insensible to
present objects; to ravish with delight or wonder.

Entrap, en-trap', v. t. [-trapped (-trapf), -trap-
ping.] To catch as in a trap, insnare.

Entreat, en-tret', v. t. To treat, deal with, use or
manage; to treat with, ask earnestly, importune, be-
seech, beg, implore.— Entreat'y, -Y, n. Act of, etc.;

solicitation ; suit ; petition.

Entrust. See Intrust.
Entwine, en-twm', v . t. [-twined (-twind'), -twin-

ing.] To twine, twist together.
Entwist, en-twist', v. t. To twist or wreathe around.
Enucleate, e-nu'kle-at, v. t. To bring out, as a kernel
from enveloping husks ; to make manifest.
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Enumerate, e-nu'mer-at, v. t. To count, number,
compute; to recount, recapitulate.— Enu/mera/'tion,

re. Act of, etc. ; a detailed account, in which each
thing is specially noticed.

Enunciate, e-nun'shf-at, v. t. To announce, pro-
claim, declare ; to make distinctly audible, pro-
nounce.— v. i. To utter words or syllables.— Enun'-
cia'tion, n. Act of, etc. ; mode of pronunciation,
esp. as regards distinctness of articulation ; thing
enunciated or announced; declaration. — Enun'cia-
tive, -tiv, -tory, -to-rT, a. Pert, to enunciation or ut-
terance.

Enveigle. See Inveigle.
Envelop, en-veKup, v. t. [-oped (-upt), -oping.] To
surround as a covering ; to wrap up, inclose within
a case, wrapper, etc. — Envelope, en'vel-op or on-
vel-op

/r

, Envel'op, -up, re. That which envelops ; a
wrapper; esp. wrapper of a letter.

Enviable, Envious, etc. See under Envy.
Environ, en-vi'run, v. t. [-roned (-rund), -roning.]
To surround, encompass, encircle ; to involve, en-
velop. — Environment, n. Act of, state of being,
or that which, etc. — Environs, en-vi'- or en'vT-
runz, n. pi. Places surrounding another place, or in
its neighborhood.

Envoy, en'voi, n. One dispatched upon an errand ;

esp. one deputed to negotiate a treaty, or transact
business, with a foreign government,— disting.fr.
an ambassador or permanent resident at a foreign
court.

Envy, en'vY, v. t. [-vied (-vid), -vying.] To regard
with discontent and malevolent longing ; to be
filled with emulation at sight of ; to desire strongly,
covet. — v. i. To be filled with envious feelings.— n. Pain, mortification, or discontent, excited by
another's superiority; an object of envious feeling.
— En'viable, a. — En'vious, -us, a. Feeling, exhib-
iting, or directed by, envy. — En'viousiy, adv.

Enwrap. See Inwrap.
Epaulet, -lette, ep'aw-let', re. (Mil.) A badge worn
on the shoulder by military and naval officers.

Epergne, a-parii', n. An ornamental stand in the cen-
ter of a table.

Ephemera, e-fem'e-ra, re. (Med.) A fever of one
day's continuance only. (Entom.) The day-fly, or
May-fly; strictly, a fly that lives one day only, ap-
plied also to short-lived insects. — Ephem'eral, n.

Anything which lasts but a day or a very short time.
— Ephem'eral, -eric, -erous, -rus, a. Beginning and
ending in a day; diurnal ; existing for a short time
only. — Ephem^eris, n. ; pi. Ephemerides, -mer /'T-

dez. A journal; diary. (Astron.) An astronomical
almanac; a tabular statement of the assigned places
of a planet, comet, etc., on successive days.

Epic, ep'ik, a. Containing narration ; relating great
events. — re. An epic or heroic poem.

Epicure, ep'T-kur, n. A follower of Epicurus, a
Greek philosopher who assumed pleasure to be the

' fments ;

-an or
Epicurus or his philosophy;

given to luxury; luxurious.— n. A follower of, etc.;

one given to luxuries of the table.
Epicycle, ep'T-si'kl, n. (Ptolemaic Astron.) A circle,

whose center moves round in
the circumference of a greater
circle. — Epicy'cloid, -kloid, s-k,
re. (Geom.) A curve generated i^/i
by a point in the circumfer- f ^//

ence of a movable circle, which
rolls on the inside or outside
of the circumference of a fixed
circle, as by the point a or a'
in the circle A or A'.

Epidemic, ep-T-dem'ik, -ical, a.

Common to, or affecting, a
whole people or community ;

generally prevailing. — Epidemic, n. (Med.) A
disease which, arising from a wide-spread cause, af-
fects many persons at once.

Epidermis, ep-r-der'mis, re. (Anat.) The cuticle or
scarf-skin of the body ; outer layer of the skin of
animals. (Bot.) External layer of the bark of a
plant.

Epiglottis, ep-Y-gloftis, re. (Anat.) A valve of car-

ureeK pniiosopner wno assumea pleasure to t

highest good ; one addicted to sensual enjoym*
a voluptuary ; sensualist.— Epicurean, -ku're-i
-ku-re'an, a. Pert, to Epicurus or his philosc

Epicycloid.

tilage at the base of the tongue, which closes the
glottis and excludes food or drink from the larynx
while eating.

Epigram, ep'T-gram, re. A short poem on one sub-
ject, ending with a witty thought.

Epilepsy, ep'Y-lep'sY, n. (Med.) The falling sickness;
a disease characterized by convulsions, stupor, and
foaming at the mouth. — Epileptic, a. Pert, to, af-
fected with, or consisting of, epilepsy.

Epilogue, ep'Y-iog, n. A speech or short poem ad-
dressed to the spectators by one of the actors, after
a play. (Rhet.) Closing part of a discourse.

Epiphany, e-pif'a-nY, re. An appearance, or becom-
ing manifest. (Eccl. ) A festival, celebrated Jan.
6th, to commemorate the appearance of our Savior
to the wise men of the East.

Episcopal, e-pis'ko-pal, a. Governed by bishops; pert.
to, or vested in, bishops or prelates ; pert, to the
church of England, or the Prot. Episc. church of U. S.— Episcopalian, -lT-an, a. Pert, to episcopacy or to
the Episc. church; episcopal.— re. One who adheres
to, etc.; a churchman. — Epis'copalianiBm, -izm, n.
Episcopacy.—Epis'copally, adv.—Epis'copate, -pat,
re. A bishopric; office and dignity oi a bishop; collec-
tive body of bishops. — Epis'copacy, -si, n. Gov-
ernment of the church by bishops, or by 3 orders of
ministers — bishops, priests, and deacons.

Episode, ep'T-sod, re. (Rhet.) An incidental narra-
tive, or digression, arising from the main subject.

Epistle, e-pis'l, n. A writing sent to a person; letter.— Epis'tolary, -to-la-rY, a. Pert, or suitable to, or
contained in, letters.

Epitaph, ep'l-taf , re. An inscription on a monument,
in memory of the dead.

Epithet, ep'Y-thet, n. An adjective expressing some
quality, attribute, or relation of a person or thing ;

title; appellation.
Epitome, e-pifo-me, n. ; pi. -mes, -mez. A brief sum-
mary ; abridgment ; compendium ; synopsis.

Epizoon, ep-Y-zo'on, re. ,• pi. -zoa, -zo'a. (Zobl.) One
of a class of parasitic insects or worms living upon
lice, acari, etc.; an animal infesting the surface of
the body of another — as lice, fleas, etc. — Epizootic,
-zo-ot'ik, a. Parasitic on animals ; pert, to, or af-
fected by, diseases prevalent among animals — Cor-
resp. to epidemic diseases among men. — Epizo'd'ty,
-o-tT, re. A murrain among horses, cattle, etc.

Epoch, ep'ok, n. A fixed point of time, from which
dates are reckoned ; a remarkable period of time;
era ; age.

Epsom Salt, ep'sum-sawlt. (Med.) Sulphate of mag-
nesia having cathartic qualities,— orig. prepared fr.

mineral waters at Epsom, England.
Equal, e'kwal, a. Having the same magnitude, di-
mensions, value, degree, etc. ; having competent
power or means; fit; not variable; equable; not un-
duly inclining to either side; uniform; fair; just;
equitable. — re. One not inferior or superior to an-
other. — v. t. [equaled (-kwald), equaling.] To
be or become equal to, or commensurate with ;

to recompense fully ; to make equal or equal to,

equalize, regard as equals. — E'qually, -IT, adv.—
Equality, -kwoKl-tT, re. Condition or quality of
being equal. (Math.) Exact agreement between ex-
pressions or magnitudes with respect to quantity.
— Equa'tion, n. A making equal; equal division.
(Math.) An expression of the condition of equality
between two algebraic quantities, the sign= being
placed between them. (Astm?i.) Difference between
the true and the mean place or other element of a
celestial body.

—

Equation ofpayments. (Arith.) Pro-
cess of finding the mean time of payment of sums
due at different times. — E. of time. (Astron.) Dif-
ference between mean and apparent time.

—

Per-
sonal e. (Astron.) Difference between an observed
result and the true, depending on personal qualities
in the observer. — Equa'tor, -ter, n. (Geog.) A great
circle on the earth's surface, everywhere equally
distant from the 2 poles, and dividing the earth's
surface into 2 hemispheres. (Astron.) A great cir-

cle of the celestial sphere, coincident with the plane
of the earth's equator. — Eq'uity, ek'wT-tl, re. The
giving, or desiring to give, to each man his due,—
disting. fr. justice in requiring a higher standard
than enactment or custom. (Law.) An equitable
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claim ; a system of jurisprudence, whose object is

to supply deficiencies of courts of law. Impartial-
ity ; rectitude ; honesty ; uprightness. — Eq'uitable,
a. Possessing or exhibiting equity ; giving, or dis-

posed to give, each his due; pert, to the tribunal or
rule of equity ; fair ; reasonable ; right : candid.—
E'quanim'ity, -tT. n. Evennessof mind; composure;
calmness.— Equiangular, e-kwY-an'gu-ler, a. Con-
sisting of, or having equal angles.—
Equilaferal. a. Having all the sides

equal. — Equilibrium, -rT-um, n. ; L.
pi. -RIA, -ri-a; E. pi. -RHJMS, -umz.
Equali tv of weight or force : a just /
balance in respect to an object, so /
that it remains firm; equal balancin
of the min

"

sons.— E'quinox. n. The precise time

(Her.) One of the furs used in blazonry, represented
bv spots shaped as in the cut. ^

'.

Erode, e-rod'', r. t. To eat into or
away ; to corrode.— Ero'sion,
-zhiin, n. Act or operation of, or
state of being, etc.; corrosions
canker.

Err, er, v. i. [erred ferd), erring
(er'ring).] To wander from the
right way ; to mistake in judgment
or opinion ; to fail morally. —Er-
ratic, -ical, a. Roving about with-
out a fixed destination ; eccentric
tionti

wAJ.

Ermine.

not fixed or sta-

transported from the original resting place.

a " Triangle

when the sun enters one of the equinoctial points.
— Autumnal equinox. Time when the sun enters the
1st point of Libra, being about Sept. 23d. — Vernal e.

Time when the sun enters the 1st point of Aries, be-

ing about March 21st.— E'quipoise, -poiz, n. Equal-
itv of weight or force, equilibrium ; a state in which
the 2 ends or sides of a thing are balanced: equality.

—Equivalent, a. Equal in value, force, power, effect,

import, etc. (Geont.) Equal in dimensions, but not
superposable. (Geo!.) Contemporaneous in origin.
— n. That which is equal in value, weight, dignity,

or force.— Equiv'ocal. a. Having different significa-

tions equally appropriate or plausible ; ambiguous ;

uncertain ; 'capable of being ascribed to different

motives: uncertain as to its cause oreffect.— Equiv'-
ocate, -kat, r. i. To use words of equivocal or doubt-
ful signirication with a view to mislead ; to prevari-

cate, evade, shuffle.

Equestrian, e-kwes'trT-an, a. Pert, to horses, their
management, and the art of riding; riding on horse-
back ; performed bv one on horseback. — n. A
horseman ; rider. — E'quine, -kwin, Equi'nal, a.

Pert, to, or like, a horse.

Equip, e-kwip', v. t. [equipped (-kwipf), -ping.] To
supply with what is necessary to efficient action,

—

said esp. of ships or troops ; to decorate. — Eq'ui-
page, -pej, n. lurniture ; esp. furniture and sup-
plies of a vessel, or of an army, body of troops, or

single soldier ; equipment ; aecouterments ; habili-

ments : attendance ; retinue.— Equip'ment, n. Act
of, state of being, or thing used in, etc.

Era, e'ra, n. ; pi. Eras, -raz. A fixed point of time,
from which a series of years is reckoned; a succes-
sion of years proceeding from a fixed point, or com-
prehended between fixed points ; epoch ; age.

Eradicate, e-rad'T-kat, v. t. To pull up by the roots,

extirpate, root out ; to put an end to, exterminate,
destroy.

Erase, e-ras', v. t. [erased (-rasf), erasing.] To
rub or scrape out, efface; to obliterate, as ideas in
the mind or memory.

Ere, ar, adv. Before; sooner than. —prep. Before in
respect to time. — Ere-long', adv. Soon; before long.
— Ere-nowr

, adv. Before this time. — Ere-while',
-whiles -', -hwilz /', adv. Sometime ago; a little while
before.— Erst, erst. adv. First ; at first ; in early
times ; once ; formerly.

Erect, e-rekf, a. Upright, or in a perpendicular pos-
ture; raised; uplifted; firmly established; bold.

—

v. t. To set upright, lift up, raise; to raise (a build-
ing) ; to give loftiness or high tone to, exalt ; to
cheer; to set up (an assertion or consequence from
premises, etc.); to establish anew, construct, build,
institute, found.

Ergo, er'go, adv. Therefore; consequently. [L.]
Ergot, e^got, n. An elongated, black, poisonous form
of the kernel of rye and other grasses, caused by a

fungus, — used to cause contraction of the uterus;
spur; smut. (Ear.) A protuberance behind and be-

low the pastern-joint.
Ermine, 5r'niin, n. An animal allied

to the weasel, inhabiting northern
Europe and America, and having
the fur white in winter, but the tip
of the tail intensely black through-
out the vear; the fur of the ermine; ^ . „
the dignity of judges, whose state Ermine,

robes, lined with ermine, are emblematic of purity

-Erra'tum, n.; pi. -tj
printing. — Erro'neous,
right course: not conformed to truth or justice; con-
taining error ; liable to mislead ; irregular ; false ;

mistaken.
Errand, er'rand, n. Something to be said or done by a
messenger ; message ; commission; one's purpose in
going.

Erst. See under Ere.
Eruct, e-rukf, Eruc'tate, -tat, v. t. To eject, as wind,
from the stomach: to belch.— Eructa'tion, n. Act of
belching; a bursting forth, as of wind or other mat-
ter from the earth.

j

Erudite, er'u-dit, a. Characterized by extensive
knowledge ; learned. — Erudition, -dish'un, n.

State of being, etc. ; literature ; learning.
Eruption, e-rup'shun, n. Act of bursting forth, as
from inclosure or confinement: that which bursts
forth suddenly or violently. (Med.) The breaking
out of a cutaneous disease ; the disease itself. —
Erup'tive, -tiv, a. Breaking forth ; attended with,
or producing eruption. (Geol.) Produced by,
etc.

Erysipelas, Sr-Y-sip'e-las, n. (Med.) St. Anthony's
\ fire; an acute inflammatory disease of the skin and
! subjacent tissues.

Escalade, es-ka-lad', n. (Mil.) An attack in which
ladders are used to mount a rampart. — v. t. To

j

scale; to mount and enter.

j

Escalop, es-skoKup, n. (Conch.) A bivalve shell, with
one straight side, the face usually marked with ribs.

j

A curvingjndenture in the margin of anything.

j

Escape, es-kap', v. t. [-caped (-kaptO, -caping.] To
flee from and avoid, shun; to avoid the notice of,

I

evade."

—

v. i. To hasten away, avoid danger or in-

I
jury; to be passed without ha'rm. — n. Act of flee-

!
ing from danger, evading harm, or avoiding notice;

i
deliverance from injury or restraint.—Escape'ment,

i n. Act of escaping; the" contrivance in a
time-piece which connects the wheel-
work with the pendulum or the balance,
keeping the latter in vibration, — so
called because a tooth escapes from a
pallet at each vibration.

Escarp, es-karp', n. (Eort.) Anything
high and precipitous, as the side of the
ditch next the parapet. — r. t. [es-
carped (-karpf), -carping.] (Mil.)
To make into, or furnish with, a steep
slope. — Escarp'ment, n. A steep de- Escape-
clivity. _

ment.
Escheat, es-chet', n. ( Feud. & Eng. Law.) Reverting

of lands to the lord of the fee, through extinction of
the blood of the tenant. ( TJ. S- Law.) Falling or
reverting of real property to the State, as orig. and
ultimate proprietor, by failure of legal owners ; a
writ to recover escheats from the person in posses-
sion. Lands which fall to the lord or state by es-

cheat; what falls to one; a reversion.— v. i. (Law.)
To revert, return, or become forfeited to the lord,
the crown, or the state.

Eschew, es-chob', v. t. [-chewed (-chood'), -chew-
ing.] To flee from, shun, seek to avoid.

Escort, es'k&rt, n. An attendant to afford safety, re-

spect, honor, or attention: a guard; protection on a
journey or excursion. — Escort'', v. t. To attend
in order to protect; accompany as safeguard.

Escritoire, es-kri-tw6r/', n. A writing-desk.
Esculent, es'ku-lent, a. Suitable to be used for food;

edible. — n. Anything eatable.
Escutcheon, es-kuch'un, n. (Her.) The shield; the
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field or ground on which a coat of v

Escutcheon.

arms is represented ; shield of
family. [The 2 sides of an escutch-
eon are designated as dexter and
sinister, and the different parts by
the following names: A, dexter
chief point; B, middle chief point:
C, sinister chief point; D, honor or
collar point; E, fesse or heart point;
F, nombril or navel point; G, dex-
ter base point; H, middle base point;
I, sinister base point.] (Naut.) Part of a vessel's

stern on which her name is written. (Carp.) A
plate finishing a key-hole.

Eskimo. See Esquimau.
Esophagus, e-sofa-gus, n. (Anat.) Passage through
which food and drink pass to the stomach; gullet.

Especial, es-pesh'al, a. Distinguished among others
of the same kind ; peculiar ; particular ; principal.

Espial, Espionage. See under Espy.
Esplanade, es-pla-nad'', n. (Fort.) The sloping of
the parapet of the covered way toward the country;
clear space between a citadel and the town. (Hort.)
A grass-plat. Any clear space for public drives.

Espouse, es-powz', v. t. [-poused (-powzd'), -hous-
ing.] To give as spouse, affiance, unite by promise
of marriage or by marriage ceremony; to take as
spouse, accept in marriage, wed ; to take up the
cause of, adopt, embrace.

Espy, es-pi', v. t. [-pied (-pid'), -pying.] To catch
sight of, discern unexpectedly; to inspect narrowly,
examine and keep watch upon, find out, descry, spy.
— v. i. To look narrowly, look about. — Espi'al, n.

Act of, etc.— Espionage, es'pe-on-azh or -ej, n. Prac-
tice or employment of spies.

Esquimau, Eskimo, esrki-mo, n. ;pl. -maux, -moz. An
Indian of tribes inhabiting arctic America and
Greenland.

Esquire, es-kwir', n. Orig., a shield-bearer or armor-
bearer, an attendant on a knight, now, prop., a title

of dignity next below a knight, and given in Eng.
to younger sons of noblemen, to officers of the king's
courts and of the household, to counselors at law,
Justices of the peace, sheriffs, and other gentlemen:
in the U. S., the title is indiscriminately used in ad-
dressing letters,— v. t. [esquired (-kwird'), -quir-
ing.] To wait on, attend.

Essay, es-sa', v. t. [-sayed (-sad'), -saying.] To try,
attempt; to make experiment or trial of; to assay. —
Es'say, n. A trial; attempt; endeavor; exertion.
(Lit.) A composition shorter and less methodical
than a formal treatise.

Essence, es'sens, n. Formal or formative nature of
a complex notion; constituent qualities of a thing;
materials common to a class as disting. fr. the form
of an individual or species; a purely spiritual being;
the solution in spirits of wine of a volatile or essen-
tial oil; perfume; odor; scent. — v. t. [essenced
(-senst), -sencing.] To scent. — Essential, -shal,
a. Pert, to the essence; really existing; important
in the highest degree; highly rectified; pure; un-
mixed. (Mus.) Necessary; indispensable, — said of

• tones constituting a chord, disting. fr. ornamental
or accidental tones. (Med.) Idiopathic; independ-
ent of other disease. — n. Constituent principle.

Establish, es-tab'lish, v. t. [-lished (-lisht), -lishing.]
To make stable or firm; to settle; to enact by au-
thority, ordain; to secure the reception of, uphold

;

to found, institute,— as a colony, state, etc.; to set
up in business.— Establishment, n. Act of, or state
of being, etc.; thing established, as, a form of gov-
ernment; a permanent civil, military, or commer-
cial organization ; a style of living ; accustomed
expense ; income ; salary ; permanent place of resi-
dence or business.

Estate, es-taf, n. Fixed condition of any thing or
person; rank; state; position; property; esp. prop-
erty in land; also, property of all kinds which one
leaves to be divided at his death; one of the ranks or
classes of men constituting the state. (Law.) The
interest which one has in lands or other effects.

Esteem, es-tem /', v. t. [-teemed (-temd
/r

), -teeming.]
To set a value on, estimate, set a high value on, re-
gard with respect or affection.— n. High value;
great regard. — Estimable, -tt-ma-bl, a. Capable

or worthy of, etc. — Estimate, -mat, v. t. To form
an opinion of the value of, without actually measur-
ing or weighing ; to compute, appraise, rate, calcu-
late. — n. An approximate judgment as to amount,
cost, etc. — Estimation, n. Act of estimating

;

opinion of the worth, etc., formed without using
precise data ; favorable opinion ; esteem ; honor ; re-
gard.

Esthetics. See under Esthetic.
Estop, es-top', v. t. [-topped (-topf), -ping.] (Laic.)
To impede or bar, stop the progress of.— Estop'pel,
n. A conclusive admission, not to be controverted.

Estrange, es-trani', v. t. [-tranged (-tranjdO, -tran-
ging.] To make strange, keep at a distance; to di-
vert from its original use or possessor, alienate; to
alienate the affections or confidence of.

Estray, es-tra', n. (Law.) A domestic animal, wan-
dering from its owner.

Estuary, est'u-a-rT, n. A narrow passage, as the mouth
of a river, where the tide meets the current; an arm
of the sea; frith.

Etcetera, -caetera, et-sefe-ra, contr. etc. and &c. Lit.
and other (things); and so on,— used at the end of
a sentence, phrase, etc., to indicate that other things
are to be understood, or might be mentioned. [L.]

Etch, ech, v. t. [etched (echt), etching.] To pro-
duce (figures or designs) on metal, glass, etc., by
lines eaten in by acid.— v. i. To practice etching.

Eternal, e-ter'nal, a. "Without beginning or end of
existence; always existing; everlasting; endless; im-
mortal; continued without intermission; perpetual;
ceaseless; immutable, —n. That which is without
beginning or end; esp. the Deity; God.— Eter'nity,
-nl-tt, m. Condition or quality of being, etc.; the
condition which begins at death.

Ether, ether, n. (Physics.) A subtle fluid supposed
to pervade all space, and to be the medium of trans-
mitting light and heat. (Chem.) A very light, vol-
atile, and inflammable fluid, produced by distilla-

tion of alcohol with an acid.— Sulphuric ether. The
druggist's common ether, produced by distillation

of alcohol and sulphuric acid,— the most valuable of
anaesthetics.— Ethe'real, -re-al, a. Pert, to the ether,
or to regions beyond the earth or atmosphere; ce-
lestial; consistingof ether; exceedingly light or airy;
tenuous. (Chem.) Of, or pert, to, ether.— Ethev-

realize, v. t. [-ized (-Izd). -izing.] To convert into,
or saturate with, ether; to render ethereal.— Ether-
ize, v. t. [-ized (-Izd), -izing.] To convert into, or
put under the influence of, ether. — E'therization,
n. (Med.) Administration of ether by inhalation;
state of the system under its influence.

Ethic, -ical, eth'ik-al, a. Pert, to manners or morals;
treating of moral feelings or duties: containing pre-
cepts of morality. — Etb/ics, n. Science of human
duty ; body of" rules drawn from this science. —
EthoKogy, -jT, n. Science of ethics, also of character,
and of customs among different communities or in
different stages of civilization.

Ethiop, e'thY-op, -opian, -o'pt-an, n. A native or in-
habitant of Ethiopia ; an African. — Ethio'pian,
-op'ic, a. Pert, or relating to, etc. — n. The lan-
guage of Ethiopia.

Ethnic, eth'nik, -nical, a. Pert, to races ; based on
distinctions of race; heathen: pagan, — opp. to Jew-
ish and Christian.— Ethnography, -fl, n. Descrip-
tion of races of men, with their characteristics, man-
ners, etc. — EthnoKogy, -jT, n. Science of the divis-

ion of man into races, their origin, relations, and
differences.

Ethology, etc. See under Ethic.
Etiology, e-tT-oKo-jT, n. (Med.) Science of the causes
of disease. (Metaph.) Investigation of causes.

Etiquette, et-T-ket', n. Observance of the proprieties
of rank and occasion; conventional decorum.

Etymon, eft-mon, n. ; E. pi. -mons, -monz, Gr. pi.

-MA, -mi. An original form; primitive word; root.
— EtymoFogy, -jT, n. That part of philology which
explains the origin and derivation of words; that
part of grammar relating to changes in the forms of
words.— Et'ymolog'ical, -loj'ik-al, a. Pert, to ety-
mology.— Etymologist, -list, n. One versed in, etc.

Eucharist, u'ka-rist, n. (Eccl.) The sacrament of
the Lord's supper; communion.

Euchre, u'ker, n. A game at cards. — v. t. To defeat

sun, cube, full ; moon, foot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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one who has made the trump in playing euchre; to
defeat, outwit, foil.

Eudiometer, u-dT-om'e-ter, n. An instrument to as-

certain the purity of the air, or its

quantity of oxygen. — Eudiom'etry,
-trl, n. Art or practice of, etc.

Eulogium, u-lo'jT-um, Eulogy, -ji, n. A ^
speech or writing in commendation of «» >
anyone's character or services; enco-
mium ; panegyric. — Eulogize, v. t.

[-gized C-jizd), -gizing.] To speak or
write in commendation of ; to praise.
— Eulogist, n. One who, etc.— Eulo-
gistic, a. Pert, to, given to, or char-
acterized by, etc.; laudatory.

Eunuch, u'nuk, n. A castrated man,
often emploved as a chamberlain in
the East.

Eupatorium, u'pa-to'rY-um, n. A genus
of plants, including hemp, agrimony,
boneset, thoroushwort or Indian sage, „
eiC- Eudiometer.

Euphemism, ule-mizm, n. A delicate word or ex-
pression used for one harsh or indelicate. — Eu-
phemistic, -tical, a. Pert, to, or containing, etc.

Euphony, u'fo-nT, n. An agreeable sound, easy,
• smooth enunciation of sounds. — Euphonic, -ical,

-fon'ik-al, Eupho'nious, -fo'ni-us, a. Agreeable in
sound. — Eu'phonism, -fo-nizm, n. An agreeable
sound or combination of sounds ; euphony. — Eu-
phonlcon, n. A kind of pianoforte.— Euptio'nium,
-nl-um, n. A bass instrument of the sax-horn
family.

Euphuism, u'fu-izm, n. (Ehet.) Affectation of ex-
cessive elegance and refinement of language.

Eurasian, u-ra'shan, n. A child of one European and
one Asiatic parent; one born in Asia of European
parentage.

European^ u-ro-pe'an, a. Pert, to Europe or its in-
habitants. — ??. A native or inhabitant of, etc.

Eustachian, u-sta'ki-an, a. (Anat.) Discovered by
Eustachius, an Italian physician.— E- tube. (Anat.)
A slender air-passage from a cavity in the ear to the
back part of the mouth.— E. valve. (Anat.) A
semilunar, membranous valve in the heart.

Evacuate, e-vak'u-at, v. t. To make empty; to re-

move, eject, void, discharge; to withdraw from or
desert (a city, fort, etc.); to make void, nullify, va-
cate.— Evac'ualion, n. Act of, etc. ; thing evacuated
or discharged: esp. a discharge by stool or other nat-
ural means. — Evac'ua'tive, -tiv, a. Serving or
tending to evacuate; cathartic; purgative.

Evade, e-vad', v. t. To get away from* by artifice,

elude, escape. — v. i. To escape, slip away, attempt
to escape.— Eva'sion, -zhun, n. Act of, etc.; esp.
of eluding an accusation, interrogation, etc.; shift;

subterfuge ; prevarication ; equivocation. — Eva'-
sive, -siv, a. Tending to evade; marked by evasion.
— Eva'sively, adv.

Evanescent, ev-a-nes'sent, a. Vanishing ; fleeting ;

imperceptible. — Evanes'cenee, -sens, n. Act, state,

or quality of. etc.

Evangel, e-van'jel, n. Good news ; the gospel. —
Evangelic, -ical, a. Contained in, or pert, to, the
4 Gospels ; pert, to, consonant with, or contained
in, the gospel; earnest for the truth taught in the
gospel; technically applied to a party in some Prot-
estant churches. — Evangelically, adv. — Evan-
gellcism, -Y-sizm, 7i. Evangelical principles. —
Evangelist, n. One of the writers of the gospel his-

tory; one authorized to preach, but not to adminis-
ter the eucharist: a preacher without fixed charge;
a revivalist.— Evan'gelize, v. t. [-ized (-Izd), -iz-

ing.] To preach the gospel to, convert to a belief of
the gospel.— v. i. To preach the gospel.

Evaporate, e-vap'o-rat, v. i. To pass off in vapor, as
a fluid; to be dissipated, be wasted. — v. t. To dis-

sipate in vapor or fumes. — a. Dispersed in vapors.
— Evap'ora'tion, ?i. Act or process of turning into,

or passing off in, vapor; transformation of part of a
fluid into vapor, to concentrate fixed matters con-
tained in it in a state of greater consistence.

Evasion, Evasive, etc. See under Evade.
Eve, ev, Even, e'vn, n. Latter part or close of the
day; evening; the evening preceding some particu-

lar day, as Christmas eve is the evening before
Christmas ; period just preceding some event.—
E'vening, n. Latter part of the day and begin-
ning of night or darkness; latter portion or declin-
ing period (of life, etc.).

Even, elm, a. Level, smooth, or equal in surface;
not rough; uniform in motion or action; equable;
not easily disturbed: parallel : on a level: equally
balanced ; adjusted ; fair : equitable,— said of ac-
counts, bargains, etc.; not odd; capable of division
by 2. — said of numbers.

—

v. t. [evened (e'vnd),
evening.] To make even or level; to balance; to
balance accounts, —adv. In an equal or precisely
similar manner; equally; at the very time; so much
as; as was not to De expected.— E'venly, adv.—
E'venness. n.

Evening. See under Eve.
Event, e-venf, n. That which falls out; any inci-
dent ; consequence of anything ; occurrence ; ad-
venture ; issue ; result ; end. — Event'ful, -ful, a.
Full of, or distinguished for, etc.— Event'ual.'-u-al,
a. Happening as a consequence or result : conse-
quential ; terminating ; ultimate. — Event'ually,
adv.— Eventuality, -i-tl, n. (Phren.) Disposition
to take cognizance of events. See Phrenology.— Evenfuate, ?. i. To issue, as a consequence or
event, terminate.

Ever, ev'er, adv. At any time; at all times; always;
continually : without cessation or interruption ; to the
end. [Contr. E'er, ar.] — Everglade, n. Lowland
covered with shallow water and a growth of high
grass.—green, a. Always green; verdant through-
out the year.— n. A plant which, etc.—lasting,
a. Lasting or enduring forever; immortal; eternal;
continuing indefinitely. — n. Eternal duration, past
and future; eternal; a woolen material for shoes,
etc. (Bot.) A plant, whose flowers dry without los-
ing their form or color. A game at cards.—last'-
ingly, adv. Perpetually; continually.—living, a.
Living without end; eternal; continual; incessant.—more'', adv. During eternity; always; for an
indefinite future period.— Ev'ery, -l, a. The sep-
arate individuals which constitute a whole, regard-
ed one by one.— Ev'ery-day, a. Used or fit for every
day ; common ; usual ; customary.—where, adv.
In every place; in all places.

I

Evict, Eviction. See under Evince.
Evident, ev't-dent, a. Clear to the vision; esp. clear

I to the understanding; obvious; notorious. — Evi-
dence, -dens, n. That which makes manifest; ground
of belief ; conclusive testimony ; one who makes
evident; a witness. (Law.) Cleans of proof .— v. t.

[-denced (-denst), -dencing.] To render evident
or clear; to prove, evince.

Evil, e'vl, a. Having bad natural or moral qualities;
;, inducing sorrow, distress, injury, or calamity ;

mischievous; wicked; bad. — n. That which pro-
duces unhappiness or suffering ; moral badness :

malady or disease, esp. in the phrase king's evil, the
scrofula.— adv. In an evil manner; ill.

Evince, e-vins', v. t. [evinced (-vinsf), evincing.]
Lit., to conquer completely; to prove beyond rea-
sonable doubt, make evident. —Evincible, a. Ca-
pable of being proved; demonstrable. — Evin'cive,
-siv, a. Tending to, etc.— Evict',!', t. (Law.) To dis-
possess by legal process.— Evidion, n. Act of, etc.

Eviscerate, e-vis'ser-at, v. t. To take out the entrails
of, disembowel, gut.

Evitable, ev'i-ta-bl, a. Capable of being shunned.
Evoke, e-vok', v. t. Tevoked (-vokf), evoking.] To

call out, summon forth.
Evolve, e-volv', v. i. [evolved (-volvd'), evolving.!,
To unfold or unroll, develop; to throw out, emit.

—

v. i. To become open, disclosed, or GeveloDed.—
Evolute, ev'o-hlt, n. ( Geom.) A curve from which
another curve, called the invo-
lute or evolvent, is described by
the end of a thread gradually
wound upon the former, or un-
wound from it. — Evolu'tion,
n. Act of unfolding or unrol-
ling; in the process of growth,
development; a series of things
unrolled or unfolded. (Geom.)
Formation of an involute bv un- ABC, Evolute.
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winding a thread from another curve as an evolute.
(Arith. & Alg.) Extraction of roots. {Mil. & Naval.)
A prescribed movement of a body of troops, vessel,
or fleet. (Physiol.) That theory of generation in
which the germ is held to preexist in the parent,
and its Darts to be developed, but not actually
formed, by the procreative acts. (Biology.) History
of the steps by which any living being has acquired
its distinguishing morphological and physiological
characteristics. (Jiletaph.) Series of changes under
natural law, involving continuous progress from the
homogeneous to the heterogeneous in structure, and
from "the single and simple to the diverse and mani-
fold in quality or function. — Evolutionary, -it, a.
Pert, to evolution. — Evolu'tionist, n. One skilled
in evolutions; one who holds the physiological or
metaphysical doctrine of, etc.

Ewe, u, n. A female sheep.
Ewer, u'er, n. A pitcher with a wide spout.
Exact, egz-akf, a. Precisely agreeing with a stand-

ard, a fact, or the truth ; accurate ; methodical

;

punctual ; marked by nicety or care ; proceeding
from, or characterized by, exactness; correct; pre-
cise ; nice ; methodical. — v. t. To demand or re-
quire authoritatively or of right; to extort.— Exac'-
tion, n. Authoritative demand; a driving to com-
pliance; extortion; thing exacted; tribute.— Exact-
itude7

, -tud', n. Exactness.
Exaggerate, egz-aj'Sr-at, v. t. To increase or amplify;

to heighten, esp. to represent as greater than truth
or justice will warrant. (Paint.) To heighten in
coloring or design.— Exaggeration, n. Eepresen-
tation beyond truth; hyperbole. (Paint.) A repre-
sentation of things beyond natural life, in expres-
sion, vigor, etc.— Exaggeratory, -to-rf, -tive, -tiv,

a. Containing, or tending to, etc.

Exalt, egz-awlt', v. t. To elevate, lift up; to elevate
in rank, dignity, power, etc.; magnify, extol; to lift

up with joy or success, elate; to elevate the tone of,

utter. (Chem.) To render pure or refined.— Exal-
talion, ii. Act of, or state of being, etc.

Examine, egz-amln, v. t. [-ined (-ind), -ining.] To
try and assay by appropriate tests; to inquire into
and determine; to investigate the fact, reasons, or
claims of ; to consider the arguments for, or the
merits of; to try, as an offender; to test the attain-
ments of, as a scholar; to question, as a witness; to
prove by a moral standard, discuss, scrutinize, ex-
plore. — Exam'inalion, n. Act of, or state of being,
etc.; careful search, investigation, or inquiry; pro-
cess for testing qualification.

Example, egz-am'pl, n. A portion taken to show the
character of the whole; a sample; a pattern or copy;
a warning ; caution; precedent; an instance illus-
trating a rule or precept. — Exem'plar, n. A model,
original, or pattern, to be imitated.— Exem'plary,
-rl, a. Serving as, etc. ; commendable ; conspicu-
ous.— Exem'plarily, -tt-li, adv. — Exem'plify, -plt-
fl, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -fying.] To show by example,
copy, make an attested copy of, prove by an attest-
ed copy. — Exemplification, n. Act of, or thing
which, etc.

Exasperate, egz-as'pSr-at, v. t. To irritate in a high
degree, aggravate, imbitter, provoke, enrage. — Ex-
as'pera'tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

Excavate, eks'ka-vat, v. t. To hollow out, form a
cavity in, form by hollowing.— Excava'tion, n. Act
of, etc.; a hollow formed by removing the interior.

Exceed, eks-sed', v. t. To pass or go beyond ; to sur-
pass, excel, transcend.

—

v. i. To go too far, pass
proper bounds; to be more or larger.— Exceeding,
-ingly, adv. In a very great degree ; unusually ;

surpassingly ; transcendently. — Excess', n. State
of surpassing or exceeding limits; superfluity; un-
due indulgence of appetite; intemperance; dissipa-
tion ; that which exceeds what is usual or proper;
degree or amount by which one thing or number
exceeds another ; remainder. — Excessive, -iv, a.
Marked by, etc. ; transgressing laws of morality,
prudence, propriety, etc.; extreme; vehement.—
ExcessIvely, adv.

Excel, eks-seK, v. t. [-celled] (-seld'), -celling.]
To exceed, surpass, esp. in good qualities or deeds.— v. i. To have good qualities in an unusual degree

;

to surpass others.— Excellence, -lens, n. State or

quality of being excellent ; a valuable quality ; a
title of honor : excellency ; superiority ; worth ;

greatness.— Excellency, -si, n. valuable quality;
excellence ; a title of honor given to dignitaries of
a court or state, embassadors, etc. — Excellent, a.

Excelling or surpassing others in virtue, dignity, at-

tainments, etc.; worthy; choice.
Except, eks-sepf, v. t. To leave out of any number

specified, exclude. — v. i. To take exception to, ob-
ject, —prep. With exclusion of ; leaving out; ex-
cepting; but.— conj. Unless; if not.— Exception, n.

Act of, etc. ; thing excepted ; a person, thing, or
case, specified as distinct, or not included. (Law.)
An objection, oral or written, taken, as to bail or
security ; or as to the decision of a judge, etc. An
objection; dissent; cause of offense.— Exception-
able, a. Liable to, etc. ; objectionable. — Excep'-
tional, a. Forming an exception; exceptive; better
than the average: of marked excellence; eminently
superior. — Exceptive, -iv, a. Including, making,
or being an exception ; exceptional. — Excepfor,
-er, n. One who takes exceptions.

Excerpt, eks'serpt, v. t. To make extracts from, or
an extract of ; to select, extract, cite or cite from. —
n. An extract ; a passage selected from an author.

Excess, Excessive._ Isee under Exceed.
Exchange, eks-chanj /', v. t. ("-changed (-chanjdO,
-changing.] To give or take in return for some-
thing else; esp., in trade, to barter ; to part with for
a substitute, interchange, commute, bargain, swap,
traffic. — v. i. To be changed or received in ex-
change for; to pass in exchange.— n. Act of giving
or taking one thing in return for another, or of
giving and receiving reciprocally ; thing given for
something received. ( Com.) Process of settling ac-
counts or debts between parties at a distance, with-
out intervention of money, by exchanging orders
or drafts, called hills of exchange. (Law.) A mu-
tual grant of equal interests, the one in considera-
tion of the other. Place where merchants and bank-
ers of a city transact business, at certain hours,
— contr. into 'Change. — Exchangeable, a. — Ex-
changeability, n. — Exchan'ger, n.

Exchequer, eks-chek'er, n. In Eng., one of the supe-
rior courts of law, — so called from a checkered
cloth, which covered the table. The treasury; pe-
cuniary possessions in general. — v. t. [excheq-
uered (-erd), -uering.] To institute a process in
the Court of Exchequer.

Excise, eks-siz', n. An inland duty of the nature of
a direct tax on the consumer, — also levied on li-

censes to pursue certain trades, and deal in certain
commodities. — v. t. [excised (-sizd'), -cising.]
To lay an excise upon; to impose upon; overcharge.

Excise, eks-siz', v. t. To cut off ; to separate and re-
move. — Excision, -sizh'un, n. Act of, etc.; extir-
pation ; destruction. (Eccl.) Excommunication.
(Surg.) Removal, esp. of small parts, with a cutting
instrument.

Excite, eks-sif, v. t. To call to activity, awaken,
stimulate, irritate, provoke. (Med.) To increase
the vital activity of the body. — Excite'ment, n.

Act of, or state of being, etc.; agitation; that which
excites. (Med.) A state of exalted vital activity in
the body or any of its parts.— Excifer, n.— Excif-
ing, p. a. Calling or rousing into action; producing
excitement. — Excifable, a. Capable of being
roused into action.— Excit'abillty, n. Quality of
being, etc. (Med.) Irritability. — Excit'ant, n.
(Med.) A stimulant. — Excitalion, w. Act of, etc.

Exclaim, eks-klamlv. i. [-claimed (-klamd'"), -claim-
ing.] To cry out from earnestness, passion, sur-
prise, etc. ; to vociferate. — Exclama'tion, n. Act
of, etc.; an uttered expression of surprise, joy, etc.

(Rhet.) A word expressing outcry; an interjection.
(Print.) A sign by which emphatic utterance or out-
cry is marked, thus [!].

Exclude, eks-klud', v. t. To thrust out or eject : to
hinder from entrance, debar from participation or
enjoyment. — Exclusion, -zhun, n. Act of, etc.— Exclu'sionist, n. One who would exclude an-
other from some privilege. — Exclusive, -siv, -sory,
-so-rl, a. Able to exclude; not taking into account.— n. One of a coterie who exclude others ; an ex-
clusionist — Exclusively, adv.— Exclu'siveness. n.

siin, cube, full ; moon, foot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Excommunicate, eks-kom-mu'nl-kat, v. t. To ex-
pel from communion, esp. of the church ; to pro-
nounce an ecclesiastical sentence against.

Excrement. See under Excrete.
Excrescence, eks-kres'sens, n. Anj' thing growing
out unnaturally from anything else ; a superfluity.

Excrete, eks-kret', v. t. To discharge from the body
as useless; to eject.— Excre'tion, n. Act of throw-
ing off effete matter from the animal system ; mat-
ter excreted ; excrement. — Ex'cretive, -tiv, a.
Having the power of excreting, or promoting ex-
cretion.— Ex'cretory, -to-rT, a. Having the quality
of, etc. — n. (Anat.) A duct or vessel that receive's

and excretes matter.— Ex'crement, n. Matter ex-
creted and ejected, esp. alvine discharges ; dung ;

ordure. _
Excruciate, eks-kroo'shT-at, v. t. To inflict most se-

vere pain upon; to torture, torment.
Exculpate, eks-kul'pat, v. t. To clear from the im-
putation of fault or guilt ; to exonerate, absolve,
justify. — Exculpa'tion, n. Act of, etc. — Excul/pa-
tory, -to-rT, a. Able to, etc. ; excusing.

Excursion, eks-kSr'shun, n. A setting out from some
point; an expedition ; a trip for pleasure or health ;

tour; ramble ; jaunt ; a wandering from a subject

;

digression.— Excur'sive, -siv, a. Prone to make ex-
cursions ; enterprising ; exploring.

Excuse, eks-kuz', v. t. [-cused (-kuzd'), -cosing.] To
free from accusation, or imputation of blame ; to
exculpate, absolve; to pardon, as a fault, regard with
indulgence, overlook ; to free from an impending
obligation or duty ; not to exact ; to ask pardon or
indulgence for. — Excuse', -kus', n. Act of excus-
ing, apologizing, exculpating, pardoning, releasing,
etc. ; a plea offered in extenuation of a fault ; apol-
ogy ; that which extenuates or justifies a fault —
Excus'er, -kuz'er, n. — Excus'able, -kuz'-, a.

Execrate, eks'e-krat, v. t. To denounce evil against

;

imprecate evil upon ; to abhor, abominate, curse.— Execra'tion, n. Act of cursing ; a curse pro-
nounced ; that which is execrated. — Ex'ecrable, a.
Deserving, etc. ; detestable ; abominable.

Execute, eks'e-kut, v. t. To follow through to the
end, carry into complete effect ; to render valid, as
by signing and sealing ; to give effect to, fulfill,

achieve, consummate ; to inflict capital punishment
on, put to death. (Mas.) To perform, as a piece of
music, — v. i. To perform an office or duty; to play
on a musical instrument.— Ex'ecu'ter, n. — Execu-
tion, n. Act of executing ; performance ; legal ac-
complishment; a putting to death as a legal penalty;
act or mode of performing works of art, of perform-
ing on an instrument, engraving, etc. (Law.) A final
process ; act of signing and sealing a legal instru-
ment. Effect.— Execu'tioner, n. One who executes,
esp. a judgment of death. — Executive, egz-ek'u-tiv,
a. Designed or fitted for, qualifying for, or pert, to,

etc.— n. The officer (king, president, etc.) who su-
perintends the execution of laws. — Exec'utor, -ter,

n. One who executes or performs; person appointed
bv a testator to execute his will, or to see it carried
into effect, after his decease. — Exec'utress, -utrix,
n. A female executor.

Exemplar, Exemplify. See under Example.
Exempt, egz-empf, v. t. To take out or from, grant
immunity from, release. — a. Taken out or re-

moved : liberated. — n. One freed from duty. —
Exemption, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

Exercise, eks'er-siz, n. Act of exercising ; exertion ;

use; act of putting in practice ; performance ; per-
formance of a public office or ceremony, esp. of
religious worship; exertion for the sake of training
or improvement ; hygienic activity ; a disquisition;
lesson ; task ; that which gives practice ; a trial. —
v. t. [exercised (-sizd), -cising.] To set in action,
employ, school or train, busy; to exert for the sake
of improvement, improve by practice, discipline; to

occupy the attention and effort of; to task, tax, vex;
to use, employ. — v. i. To take exercise; use action
or exertion.

Exert, egz-ert', v. t. To put forth, as strength, force,
or ability ; to bring into active operation ; to do or
perform.— Exertion, n. Act of, etc.; effort.

Exhale, egz-haK, v. t. [-haled (-hald'), -halixg.]
To emit, as vapor, send out, as an odor ; to cause to

be emitted in vapor, evaporate.

—

v.i. To rise or
be given off, as vapor. — Exhalation, n. Act or
process of, etc. ; evaporation ; that exhaled ; fume

i or steam ; effluvium.
Exhaust, egz-awsf, v. t. To draw out or drain off
completely ; to empty by drawing out the contents;
to use, employ, or expend entirely, wear out, weary.
— a. Drained; exhausted ; having expended or lo'st

! its energy. — n. Foul air let out of a room by a reg-
' ister, etc. — Exhaus'tion, -chun, n. Act of, or state

of being, etc.; state of being deprived of strength or
spirits.

Exhibit, egz-ib'it, v. t. To hold forth or present to
view; to show, display; to present in a public or
official manner. (Med.) To administer as a remedy.— n. Any paper produced as a voucher, or in proof

j

of facts. (Law.) A document proved in a cause, by
admission or by witness. Thing exhibited, esp. a
collection of articles placed on public exhibition.
— Exhibitor, n. — Exhibition, eks'hi-bish'un, n.

I Act of exhibiting ; manifestation : display ; thing
displayed ; public show. (Med.) The act of ad-
ministering a remedy.

Exhilarate, egz-il'a-rat, v. t. To make cheerful or
merry ; to enliven, gladden, cheer.

Exhort, egz-6rf, v. t. To incite by words or advice, ad-
vise, warn, caution.— v. i. To deliver exhortation.— Exhorta'tion, eks-, n. Act or practice of, etc.;
language intended to incite and encourage ; coun-
sel.

Exhume, eks-hum', v. t. [-homed (-humd'), -homing.]
To dig up, as from a grave, disinter.

Exigence, eks'I-jens, -gency, -jen-sT, n. State of be-
ing exigent ; urgent or exacting want ; distress ;

emergency ; necessity. — Exigent, n. (Law.) A
judicial writ in the process of outlawry.— a. Re-
quiring immediate action; pressing.

Exile, eks'il, n. Forced separation from one's native
country ; proscription ; expulsion ; one banished
from his country. — v. t. [exiled (-ild), -ilixg.]
To banish from one's country, drive away.

Exist, egz-isf, v. i. To be ; to have actual"or real be-
ing, material or spiritual : to occur ; manifest it-

self; to live, have life.— Existence, -ens, -ency, -en-
sT, n. State of existing or being ; occurrence ; that
which exists; a being; creature.

Exit, eks'it, n. Departure of a player from the stage;
any departure ; act of quitting the stage of action
or of life ; death ; decease ; way of departure ; pas-
sage out of a place.

Exode, eks'od, n. (Gr. Drama.) The catastrophe of
a play. (Rom. Antiq.) A comic afterpiece. — Ex'-
odus, -o-dus, n. Departure from a place; esp. depar-
ture of the Israelites from Egypt under Moses ; 2d
book of the Old Testament, which relates this de-
parture.

Exonerate, egz-oii'er-at, v. t. To relieve of (a charge,
obligation,"or load of blame) ; to absolve, acquit,
clear, discharge. — Exon'era'tion, n. Act of, or state
of being, etc.

Exorbitant, egz-Sr'bl-tant, a. Departing from an
orbit or usual track ; deviating from the usual
course; excessive; extravagant; enormous; anoma-
lous ; irregular.

Exorcise, eks'or-siz, v. t. [-cised (-sizd), -cisixg.]
To drive away (an evil spirit) by adjuring by some
holy name; to deliver from the 'influence of "an evil

spirit. — Ex'orcism, -sizm, n. Act of exorcising ; a
form of prayer or incantation for this end.

Exordium, egz-Sr'dl-um, n. ; E. pi. -diums, -dl-umz,
L. pi. -dia, -di-a. Beginning of anything ; esp. in-

troductory part of a discourse.
Exoteric, -ical, eks-o-ter'ik-al, a. Public ; not secret ;

capable of being fully comprehended,— opp. to eso-

teric.

Exotic, egz-ot'ik, -ical, a. Introduced from a foreign
country ; not native. — Exot'ic, n. Anything of for-
eign origin, as a plant, word, custom, etc.

Expand, eks-pand', v. t. To lay open; to make larger,
dilate, distend; to enlarge, extend, open. — v. i. To
become opened, spread apart, dilated, or enlarged.
— Expanse', -pans', n. That which is expanded ;

wide extent of space or body; the firmament.— Ex-
pansible, a. Capable of being, etc. — Expansibil-
ity, -tl, n. Capacitv of, etc.— Expansion, -shun, n.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 6nd, eve, term ; In, Ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r ;
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Act of, or condition of being, etc. ; thing expanded;
expanse; space; room. •

i

Expatiate, eks-pa'shl-at, ». i. To move at large, wan-
j

der without restraint; to enlarge in discourse, des-
[

cant. — r. t. To cause or allow to roam abroad; to
extend, diffuse. — Expa'tia'tion, n. Act of, etc.

Expatriate, eks-pa'trl-at, v. t. To banish; to remove
(one's self) from one's native country.

Expect, eks pekf, v. t. To wait for, await; to look
forward to, anticipate, think, believe. — Expect'-

,

ance, -ancy, -an-sl, n. Act or state of, etc. ; thing
expected. — Expect'ant, a. Having an attitude of
expectation ; waiting ; looking for ; in medicine,
waiting for the efforts of nature. — n. One who
waits in expectation. — Expectation, ;;. Act or
state of expecting : state of being expected : thing
expected; ground~of expecting: reason for anticipa-
ting future benefits; value of any prospect depend-
ing upon the happening of some uncertain event.

Expectorate, eks-pek'to-rat, r. r. To discharge
(phlegm, etc.) by coughing, hawking, and spitting.
— v. i. To discharge matter from the lungs or throat;
to spit. — Expec'tora'tion, ??. Act of, etc. ; matter
expectorated. — Expectorant, a. {Med.) Tending
to promote discharges from the lungs or throat. — n.

(Med.) A medicine which, etc. — Expectorative,
-tiv, a. Expectorant.

Expedite, eks'pe-dlt, ». r. To relieve of impediments,
quicken; to dispatch, issue officially.— a. Free of
impediment ; expeditious. — Expe'dient, -dt-ent, a.

Hastening forward ; tending to further a proposed
object; proper under the circumstances ; advisable ;

profitable ; conducive, or tending to self-interest,

or selfish ends. — n. Suitable means to accomplish
an end ; means employed in an exigency : shift

;

contrivance ; resource ; substitute. — Expedition,
-dish'un, n. Quality of being expedite ; efficient
promptness; haste; quickness: an important enter-
prise or attempt at some distance; an excursion for
a valuable end; body of persons making such an ex-
cursion. — Expeditious, -dish'us, a. Possessed of,

or characteiized by, expedition ; prompt; ready;
quick; alert.

Expel. eks-peK, v. t. [-pelled (-peld'), -pellixg.] To
drive or force out. eject; to drive from one's coun-
try, banish.— Expulsion, -shun. n. Act of, or state

of being, etc.— Expul'sive, -siv, a. Having power,
or serving to, etc.

Expend, ekVpend', v. t. To apply or employ in any
way; to consume by use, dissipate, waste. — r. i. To
be "laid out, used," or consumed. — Expenditure,
-chur, n. Act of. etc.; thing expended: expense.—
Expense'', -pens', ». Act of expending; disburse-
ment ; outlay ; that expended ; cost ; charge. — Ex-
pensive, -siv. a. Occasioning expense; costly; lav-
ish : extravagant.

Experience, eks-pe'rT-ens, n. Practical acquaintance
with any matter by personal observation or trial of
it; repeated trial of a matter; instruction so gained;
trial: proof; experiment. — v. t. [experienced
(-enst), -encing.] To make practical acquaintance
with: to have befall one.— Expe'rienced, -rT-enst. p.
a. Taught by experience, or repeated observations.
—Experientialism, -shal-izm, «. (Metapk.) Doctrine
that all ideas and knowledge are derived from indi-
vidual experience, — opp. to intuitionalism. — Ex-
periment, -per'T-ment, >i. A trial deliberately in-
stituted: practical test: proof. — v. i. To operate on
a body in order to discover some unknown fact, or
illustrate a known one; to test by trial. — Exper'i-
ment'al, a. Pert, to, given to, or skilled in, founded,
derived from, or affording, experiment; taught bv,
or derived from, experience. — Expert', a. Taught
by use, practice, or experience; adroit; skillful.—
Expert, eks'pert or eks-pgrt'. n. One who is, etc.;
esp. a scientitic_or professional witness.

Expiate, eks'pl-at, v. t. To make satisfaction or rep-
aration for: to atone for. — Expiation, ». Act of,
etc.: satisfaction; means by which atonement for
crimes is made. — Ex'piator, :ter, n. — Ex'piatory,
-to-rY, a. Having power to, etc.

Expire, eks-pir', v.t. [-piked (-pird'), -PiRixG.] To
breathe out, emit from the lungs; to emit in minute
particles, exhale.— v. i. To emit the breath, esp. the
last breath; to die; to come to an end, terminate,

perish. — Expiration, ??. Act of expiring,— as a
breathing out of air from the lungs ; emission of
volatile matter; exhalation; last emission of breath;
death; termination ; end ; matter breathed forth.

Explain, eks-plan', v. t. [-plained (-pland'), -plain-
ing.] To make plain, manifest, or intelligible; to

expound, interpret, elucidate, clear up.— v. i. To
give explanation. —Explanation, ?;. Act of, etc.

;

that which makes clear; meaning attributed to any-
thing by one who expounds it ; a mutual exposition
of meaning, to adjust a misunderstanding ; defini-
tion ; interpretation ; account. — Explanatory,
-plan'a-to-rT, a. Serving to explain; containing ex-
planation.

Expletive, eks'ple-tiv, a. Filling up; superfluous.—
i). A word or syllable not necessary to the sense,
but inserted to nil a vacancy, or for ornament.—
Ex'pletory, -to-rT,_n. Serving to, etc.

Explicate, eks'plT-kat, v. t. To unfold the meaning
of, explain, interpret. — a. Evolved: unfolded.—
Explicable, a. — Ezplica'tdon, n. Act of, etc. : ex-
planation: interpretation; sense given by an exposi-
tor.— Explicit, -plis'it, a. Distinctly stated; clear;
not obscure or ambiguous; express; 'having no dis-

guised meaning or reservation.
Explode, eks-plod', v. i. To burst with a loud report;

to detonate.— v. t. To cause to explode, touch off

;

to drive out with violence and noise, as by powder;
to bring into disrepute, and reject. — Explo'sion,
-zhun, ». Act of exploding or detonating. (Steam
eng.) The sudden and violent shattering of a boiler

bv steam pressure, — disting. f r. rupture ; a violent
manifestation of feeling, attended by an outburst in
language, etc. — Explo'sive, -siv, a. Causing ex-
plosion.

Exploit, eks-ploit', v. A deed or act: esp. a heroic
act: ieat. — ». i. To turn to account; work (a mine,
etc.). — Exploitation, ». Process of winning ores
and minerals from their natural position, and ren-
dering them available.

Explore, eks-plor', v. t. [-plored (-plord'), -plor-
IKG.] To search through, look into all parts of, ex-
amine thoroughly (esp. an unknown country).

Expoliation. Same as Spoliation.
Exponent, eks-po'nent. n. {Alg.) A number or quan-

titv on the right of and above another quantity, de-
noting how olten the latter is repeated as a factor to

produce the power indicated. One who, or that
which, stands as an index or representative.

Export, eks-port', r. f. To cam- (wares, etc.) from a
country to other communities."— Ex'port, n. Act of
exporting; thing exported.

Expose, eks-poz', v. t. [-posed (-pozd'), -posing.]
'lo place in a position to be seen; to lay forth to

view, as an opinion, etc.: to explain; to deprive of
cover or protection, lay open to attack or danger; to

depiive of concealment, as a thing that shuns pub-
licit v; to divulge wrong practices of.— Expose, -po-

za'."». A formal statement, recital, or exposition.
— Ezpos'er, n. One who exposes. — Exposition,

; -zish'un.H. Act of exposing or laying open; a pub-
lic exhibition or show; the act of expounding the

J

sense of an author or passage: interpretation; a work
! containing explanations, or the sense put upon a
i passage bv an interpreter.— Expositive, -tiv, -itory,
1

-to-ri, a. Serving to explain: illustrative; exegetical.
— Expositor, -ter, n. One who, etc.; an interpreter.
— Expos'ure. -po'zhur, n. Act of exposing: state of

being, etc.; position in regard to points of the coni-

passrinfluencesof climate, etc.—Expound', -pownd',
v. t. To explain; clear of obscurity; interpret.

Ex post facto, eks-post-fak'to. (Law.) Done after

the act to which it relates: from, or by, a thing done
afterward. [L.]— Kr postfacto laic. A law which
deals with acts clone before its passage.

Expostulate, eks-post'u-lat, ?•. t. To reason earnestly

with a person on some impropriety of conduct; to

remonstrate. — Espost'ula'tion, n. Act of, etc. ;

kindly protest. — Expost'ulatory, -to-rf, a. Con-
taining, etc.

Exposure, Expound. See under Expose.
Express, eks-pres', v. t. [-pressed (-prest'), -press-

ing.] To press or squeeze out: to imitate; to repre-

sent and exhibit (an opinion or feeling) by a look,

gesture, or esp. bv language; to make known one s

sun, cube, full; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNbox, chair, get.
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opinions or feelings,— used reflexively; to denote,
designate; to send py express messenger.— a. Closely
resembling; directly stated; made unambiguous ;

clear; plain; explicit; dispatched with special speed
or directness, —n. A messenger sent on a special
errand; a quick conveyance for packages, commis-
sions, etc.— Expressible, a. Capable of being, etc.
— Expression, -presh'un, n. Act of expressing, or
forcing out by pressure; act of representing; decla-
ration; utterance; lively or vivid representation of
sentiment, feeling, etc. ; look or appearance, as indic-
ative of thought or feeling; mode of speech, phrase.
(Alg.) The representation of any quantity by ap-
propriate characters or signs. — Expressive, -iv, a.

Serving to, etc.; indicative; full of expression; sig-

nificant. — Expressively, adv. — Expressiveness,
n.— Expressly, adv. In an express, direct, or pointed
manner; in direct terms; plainly.

Expulsion, Expulsive. See under Expel.
Expunge, eks-punj', v. t. [-punged (-punjd'), -pun-

gi>~g.] To blot out, as with a pen; to strike out, wipe
out or destroy, efface, erase, cancel.

Expurgate, eks'per- or eks-per'gat, v. t. To purify
from anything noxious, offensive, or erroneous; to
cleanse, purge.

Exquisite, eks'kwi-zit, a. Carefully selected; of sur-
passing excellence ; exceeding, extreme, keen, —
used in a bad sense; of accurate discrimination; not
easy to satisfy; nice; delicate; refined; perfect. — n.
One over-nice in dress or ornament; a fop, dandy.

Exserf, -serted, eks-serfed, a. Standing out; pro-
jecting beyond other parts.

Extant, eks'tant, a. Standing
out or above the surface ; con-
tinuing to exist; in being; now
subsisting.

Extasy. See Ecstasy.
Extempore, eks-tem'po-re, adv.
Without previous study or
meditation; without prepara-
tion ; suddenly. — a. Without
study; extemporaneous.— Ex-
tem'pora'neous, -ne-us, -tern'-
porary, -rl, a. Proceeding
from the impulse of the mo-
ment; called forth by the oc-
casion ; unpremeditated ; off-

h a n d . — Extem'porize, v. i.

[-kized (-nzd), -eizing.] To
speak extempore; esp., to -,,

make an off-hand address. - Exserted Stamens.

v. t. To do in a hasty, unpremeditated manner.—
Extem'poriz/er, n.— Extem'poriza'tion, n. Act of,
etc.

Extend, eks-tend', v. t. To prolong, esp. in a single
direction, as a line; to protract; to enlarge, as a
surface or volume; to expand; to widen, continue,
as time, lengthen; to hold out or reach forth; to be-
stow on; to offer. (Law.) To value, as lands taken
by a writ of extent in satisfaction of a debt. — r. i.

To be continued in length or breadth; to reach.—
Extendible, -sile, -sil, a. Capable of being, etc. —
Extensibility, n.— Extension, -shun, n. Act of,

or state of being, etc. (Physics $,- Jfetaph.) That
property of a body by which it occupies a portion
of space. (Com.) A written engagement allowing a
debtor further time to pay a debt.— Extensive, -siv,

a. Having wide extent; expanded; wide. — Exten-
sively, adv. — Exten'siveness, n. — Exten'sor, n.
(Anat.) A muscle which extends or straightens anv
part of the body, as an arm or a finger. [L.]— Ex-
tent', n. Space or degree to which a thing is ex-
tended; superficies; bulk; size; length.

Extenuate, eks-ten'u-at, v. t. To draw out, as the
line of an army; to make thin or slender; to lessen;
to palliate as a crime; to lower or degrade, as repu-
tation or honor.

—

v. i. To become thinner, be
drawn out. — Exten'ua'tion, n. Act of, etc. ; pallia-
tion (of a crime); mitigation (of punishment).

Exterior, eks-te'rl-er, a. External; pert, to that which
is external; on the outside; extrinsic; pert, to for-
eign nations; foreign.— n. Outward surface or part
of a thing; external deportment, form, or ceremony.— Exter'nal, -ter'nal, a. Having relation to space;
outward ; exterior; from, or pert, to, the body, its

wisht),

h

appearance, functions, etc.: accidental; irrelevant;
foreign ; pert, to foreign nations.

Exterminate, eks-ter'mi-nat, v. t. To drive from
within the limits or borders of; to put an end to the
power of, eradicate, extirpate. (Math.) To cause
to disappear, eliminate. — Exter'minalion, n. Act
of, etc.; eradication; excision. (Math.) Elimination,

Extinguish, eks-tin'gwish, v. i. [-glished (-gwisht),

-GUISHING-] To smother, quench, put an end
to; to obscure by superior splendor.— Extin-
guisher, n. One wno, or that which, etc.

esp., a utensil to extinguish a candle or lamp.
— Extinguishment, n. Act of. etc.; suppres-
sion; nullification. (Law.) The putting an
end to a right or estate by consolidation or
union.— Extinct', -tinkt', a. Extinguished;
put out; quenched; ended; closed.— Ex- Ex
trnc'tion, n. Act of, or state of_being, etc. guisher

Extirpate, eksler- or eks-ter'pat, v. t. To
pull up by the roots, destroy, eradicate, expel.

Extol, eks-toK, v. t. [-tolled (-told'), -tolling.] To
elevate by praise, eulogize, magnify, commend,
laud, glorify.

Extort, eks-torf, v. t. To wrest or wring from, gain
by force, exact.— v. i. To practice extortion.— Ex-
tortion, n. Act of, etc.; illegal exaction; thing ex-
torted : oppression ; rapacity. — Extortionate, -at,

-ary, -er-i, a. Practicing, pert, to, characterized by,
or implying, etc. — Extortioner, n.

Extra, eks'tra, a. Over and above; uncommon; ex-
traordinary. — n. Something in addition to what is

due or expected ; a special edition of a newspaper ;

a special train. — Extraordinary, -trSr'dT-na-ri, a.

Beyond or out of the common order or method ; ex-
ceeding the common degree or measure ; remark-
able; uncommon ; rare ; employed for an unusual
or special object. — n. That which is, etc. — Ex-
traordinarily, adv.— ExtraVagant, a. Wandering
beyond bounds; wild; excessive; unrestrained; pro-
fuse in expenses; prodigal.— Extrav'agantly, adv.—
Extrav'agance, -agancy, -gan-sl, n. Act of, or state

of being, etc.; wildness; excess; prodigality: waste;
violence.— Extra'neous, -ne-us, a. Not belonging
to, or dependent on; not essential; foreign.

Extract, eks-trakf, v. t. To draw out; to remove
forcibly from a fixed position; to withdraw by dis-

tillation, or other chemical process; to take by selec-

tion. — Extract, n. That which is extracted or
drawn out; a passage from a book; citation; quota-
tion; anything drawn from a substance by heat, so-

lution, distillation, or chemical process.— Extrac-
tion, n. Act of, etc. ; the stock from which one has
descended; lineage; birth; descent; thing extracted;
extract; essence.

Extradite, ekslra-dit, v. o deliver, under a treaty
of extradition. — Extr ion, -dish'un, n. Deliv-
ery, by one state to ai. : or, of fugitives from jus-
tice, in pursuance of a treaty.

Extreme, eks-trem', a. At the utmost point, edge, or
border; outermost; furthest: last; final; conclusive;
the worst or best; most urgent; greatest; highest.
(Mas.) Extended or contracted as much as possible.— n. The utmost point or verge; extremity; utmost
limit or degree that is supposable or tolerable: great
necessity. — Extreme unction. (Rom. Cath. Church).
The anointing of a dying person with oil. — In the
extreme. As much as possible.— In extremis. At the
point of death. [L.] — Extremely, adv.— Extrem'-
ist, n. A supporter of extreme doctrines or practice;
one who holds extreme opinions. — Extremity,
-trem'T-t'i, n. That at the extreme ; the utmost
limit; verge; border; end: utmost point; highest de-
gree of inconvenience, pain, or suffering; greatest
need or peril.

Extricate, eks'tri-kat, v. t. To free from difficulties

or perplexities; to cause to be emitted or evolved; to
disentangle, disengage, set free.

Extrinsic, eks-trin'sik, -sical, a. Not contained in
or belonging to a body; external; outward; unes-
sential.

Exuberant, egz-u'bSr-ant, a. Characterized by abun-
dance; overflowing; superfluous.— Exu'berance, -an-
cy, -st, m. State of being, etc. — Exu'berantly, adv.

Exude, egz-ud', v. t. To discharge through pores or
incisions, as moisture, etc.— v. i. To flow from a

,
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body through the pores, or by natural discharge. -
Exuda'tion, n. Act of, etc.; substance exuded.

Exult, egz-ulf, v. i. To leap for joy, rejoice in tri

umph. — Exult'ant, a. Inclined to, etc. — Exulta'
tion, n. Act of, etc.; triumph.

Eye, i, ». The organ of sight; power of seeing; view;
opinion; estimate; space commanded by the organ
of sight; face; front;
presence ; observa-
tion; watch; notice;
look; aspect; a thing
resembling the or-
gan of sight, in form,
position, or appear-
ance,—as, the hole in
a needle; a catch for sc/i

a hook ; spot on a
feather, as of a pea-
cock; bud or sprout
of a plant or root;
center of a target. Eye
(Naut.) Looped part op, optic nerve; sc, sclerotic or

of a rope or stay
[EYED (id), EY-

ING.] To fix the eye
on, observe, esp. to
watch narrowly, or
with fixed attention.
— Eye'ball, n. The

ternal coat of the eye ; eft, choroid
coat ; r, retina ; z, zonule of Zinn;

p, position of the Petitian canal

;

sch, position of canal of Schlemm ;

i, iris, the opening in the center of
which forms the pupil ; c, cornea ;

m, Meibomian glands ; I, crystal-

line lens.

ball, globe, or apple of the eye. — Eye'bright, n. A
plant formerly used for diseases of the eye. — Eye'-
brow, n. The brow or hairy arch above the eye. —
Eye'glass, n. A glass to assist the sight; the eye-piece
of a telescope, etc.— Eye'lash, n. The line of hairs
that edges the eyelid; a single one of the hairs on
the edge of the eyelid. — Eye'let, n. A small hole
for a lace or cord, as in garments, sails, etc. ; a metal
ring or grommet_ to fit, etc. [F. ceillet, dim. of ceil.}— Eyeleteer', -er', n. A sharp-pointed instrument
for making eyelet-holes ; a stiletto. — Eye'lid, n.
The cover of the eye.— Eye'sight, n. Vision; view;
observation; relative power or capacity of seeing. —
Eye'-piece, n. (Opt.) The lens, or combination of
lenses, at the eye-end of an optical instrument. —
-serv'ant, n. A servant who attends to duty only
when watched.—service, n. Service performed
only under the eye of an employer.

—

sore, n. Some-
thing offensive to the sight.—stone, n. A small,
calcareous stone, used for taking substances from
between the lid and ball of the eye.

—

tooth, n. ; pi.
-teeth. A tooth whose root is long, and points up
toward the eye ; the pointed canine or cuspidate
tooth in the upper jaw next to the grinders. See
Tooth. wa'ter, n. A medicated lotion for the
eyes.

—

wit'ness. One who sees a thing done.—
Eyne, in,n. Obs. plural of eye.

Eyrie, -ry, a'rT, n. Place where birds of prey build
nests and hatch their young.

F.

F, ef, the 6th letter of the English alphabet, is formed
by the passage of breath between the lower lip and
upper incisive teeth. Its figure is the same as that
of the Eolic digamma [F], to which it is related in
power. See Digamma. —(Mus.) F is the 4th tone
of the gamut, or model scale. F sharp (F ft) is a
tone intermediate between F and G.

Fa, fa. (Mus.) A syllable applied to the 4th tone of the
gamut or model "scale for purposes of solmization.

Fable, fa'bl, n. A fictitious story intended to enforce
some useful truth ; an apologue : plot of an epic or
dramatic poem; fiction ; falsehood.

—

v.i. [fabled
(-bid), fabling.] To feign ; to write or speak fic-

tion.— v. t. To feign, invent, tell of falsely.— Fab'-
ulous, -lus, a. Feigned; related to fable; not real;
fictitious; extravagant; passing belief; enormous.

Fabric, fab'rik, n. Struc-
ture of anything; work-
manship ; texture;
make; thing fabricated,
as, framework, edifice,

building, manufactured
cloth ; act or purpose of
building ; construction.
— Fab'ricate, -ri-kat, v.

t. To frame, construct,
build ; to form by art
and labor ; to forge, de-
vise falsely. — Fabrica'"-
tion, n. Act of , etc. ;

thing fabricated ; a fic-

tion; figment; falsehood.
Facade, fa-sad', n. Face,
front of an edifice.

Face, fas, n. The exterior
form of anything ; esp.,
the front part or surface

;

one of the bounding
planes of a solid. (Mack.)
The principal dressed
surface of a plate, disk,
or pulley, or flat surface
of a part. Outside ap-
pearance ; surface show;
look; that partof the head
of an animal, esp. of man,

containing the eyes, nose, mouth, etc. ; visage ;

countenance; cast of features; look; air; boldness;
shamelessness : effrontery ; presence ;_sight ; front

;

mode of regard. — v. t. [faced (fast), facing.]
To meet in front, oppose with firmness, stand op-
posite to, front upon, turn the front toward, con-
front: to cover in front. (JIach.) To make flat or
smooth the surface of. To adulterate (tea, etc.). — v.i.

I
To turn the face.— Fascial, -shal, a. Pert, to the face.— Facial angle. (Anat.) The angle formed by 2
straight lines, one drawn from the middle of the ex-
ternal entrance of the ear to the base of the nose, and
the other from the prominent center of the forehead
to the most prominent part of the upper jawbone.—
Fa'cially, adv. — Facet, fas'et, Facette, fa-set', n.

A little face ; a small surface.
Facetiae, fa-se'shi-e, n. pi. Witty or humorous writ-
ings or sayings ; witticisms. — Facetious, -shus. a.

Given to wit and good humor; merry; sportive; joc-
ular ; characterized by pleasantry.

Facile, fas'il, a. Easy to be done, surmounted, or
removed ; easy of access ; courteous; affable ; easily
persuaded to good or bad ; pliant; flexible.— Facil-
itate, v. t. To make easy or less difficult. — FaciF-
ita'tion, n. Act of, etc. — Facility, -ti, n. Quality
of being easily performed ; ease ; readiness proceed-
ing from skill or use ; dexterity ; easiness to be per-
suaded; pliancy; ductility : easiness of access; com-
plaisance ; what promotes the ease of any action or
course of conduct ; assistance.

Fact, fakt, n. A doing, making, or preparing ; thing
done ; event ; reality ; truth ; a thing supposed or
asserted to be done ; act ; deed ; incident. — Fac-
tion, -shun, n. A party acting from selfish motives
against a government or established order of things ;

combination ; clique ; junto. — Fac'tionist, n. One
who promotes faction. — Facetious, -shus, a. Given
to faction ; prone to clamor against public measures
or men ; pert, to, proceeding from, or indicating,
faction. — Facetiously, adv. — Fac'tiousness, n. —
Facti'tious. -tish'us, a. Made by art, — disting. fr.

what is produced by nature ; artificial ; unnatural.
— Fac'tor, -ter, n. (Com.) An agent, esp., who
buys and sells goods, and transacts business, for
others on commission. (Math.) One of the quan-
tities which, when multiplied together, form aprod-

sQn, cube, full ; moon, foot ; cow, oil j ringer or ink, tiien, botfbox, chair, get.
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uct. A condition helping to produce some result.

Fac'tory, -ri, n. A place where factors transact
business lor employers; body of factors in any place;
building used for manufacturing goods; a manufac-
tory. — Fac-simlle, -Y-le, n. ; pi. -iles, -lez. An
exact copy or reproduction. — Facto'tum, n. ; pi.

-tums, -tumz. One employed to do all kinds of
work.

Faculty, fak'ul-ti, n. Ability to act or perform; esp.,

original capacity for mental activity ; intellectual
endowment ; power ; privilege or permission ; li-

cense ; a body of men to whom any specific priv-
ilege is granted ; in Europe, the graduates in any of
the 4 departments of a university or college (Philos-
ophy, Law, Medicine, and Theology); the members
of a profession or calling ; the corps of professors
and tutors in an American college.

Fad, fad, n. A hobby; crotchet; trifling pursuit.
Fade, fad, v. i. To perish gradually, wither ; to lose
freshness, color, or brightness ; to sink away, grow
dim, vanish. — v. t. To cause to wither, wear away.

Faery, -ie, fa'er-T, a. or n. Same as Fairy.
Fag, fag, n. A laborious drudge ; esp., a school-boy
who does menial services for one of a higher class
in English schools,— v. i. [fagged (fagd), GiNG.]
To act as a fag, drudge ; to become weary, tire.—
v. t. To treat as a fag, compel to drudge; to cause to
labor diligently, tire by labor.

Fagot, fag'ut, n. A bundle of sticks, for fuel, or for rais-
ing batteries, etc., in fortification ; a single stick ; a
bundle of pieces of iron or of steel in bars; one hired
to take another's place at the muster of a company.— v. t. To make a fagot of.bind in a bundle.

Fahrenheit, fa'ren-hit, a. Pert, to, or measured by,
a thermometer having the zero of its scale at 32°
below the freezing-point of water and the boiling-
point at 212° above. [Inventor's name.]

Faience, Fayence, fi'oNs, n. Glazed earthen ware.
Fail, fal, v. i. [failed (fald), failing.] To be want-

ing, fall short, be lacking; to be affected with want;
to Decome diminished, decline, decay ; to fall off in
vigor, activity, resources, etc. ; to become extinct,
perish, die ; to be wanting with respect to an effect,
a duty to be performed, result to be secured, etc.;
to miss; to be baffled or frustrated ; to become un-
able to meet one's engagements, become bankrupt
or insolvent.— v. t. To be wanting to ; not to, be
sufficient for ; to disappoint. — n. Failure ; defi-
ciency ; lack ; want. — Fail'ure, -yer, n. Cessation
of supply, or total defect ; deficiency ; omission ;

non-performance ; defect from decay ; bankruptcy;
suspension of payment. —Fallacy, faKla-si, n. De-
ceptive or false appearance; deceitfulness; mistake;
sophistry. (Logic.) An apparent argument, pro-
fessing to decide the matter at issue, but not really
doing so. — Fallacious, -shus, a. Embodying or
pert, to a fallacy ; fitted to deceive. — Fallible, a.
Liable to mistake, to deceive, or to be deceived.

Fain, fan, a. Well-pleased; disposed; inclined; esp.,
conteirt to accept, — adv. With pleasure ; gladly.

Faint, fant, n. The act of fainting; a swoon. — a.
Lacking strength; weak; languid; wanting in cour-
age, spirit, or energy ; timorous ; dejected ; lacking
distinctness ; hardly perceptible, done in a weak or
feeble manner. — v. i. To become weak ; grow
feeble, swoon ; to lose courage, become depressed ;

to decay, disappear, vanish.
Fair, far, a. Free from spots, imperfection, or hin-
drance ; unblemished ; pure ; pleasing to the eye ;

beautiful; free from a dark hue ; of a light shade ;

not overcast; cloudless; propitious; unincumbered;
open ; characterized by frankness, honesty, impar-
tiality, candor ; inspiring hope and confidence ; dis-
tinct ; legible; not distinguished or unusual ; mod-
erate; middling.— adv. Fairly.— n. A fair woman.— Fairly, -IT, adv. Clearly ; openly ; distinctly ;

honestly ; pleasantly. — Fair'ness, n. State of be-
ing, etc. ; freedom from stains or impurity ; hon-
esty; candor; distinctness.

Fair, far, n. A gathering of buyers and sellers, for ex-
hibition and sale of wares.

Fairy, far/'i, n. An imaginary supernatural being or
spirit, in human form. — Fay, fa, n. A fairy; elf.

Faith, lath, ??. Belief; reliance on testimony; firm and
earnest belief, on probable evidence of any kind, esp.,

as to moral truth. (Theol.) Loving belief in the
Savior ; belief in the truthfulness and supernatural
origin of the Scriptures. That which is believed ; a
system of religious belief; esp. the system taught by
Christ ; also, the creed of a Christian church ; strict
adherence to duty and fulfillment of promises ; prom-
ise given.— Faithltd, -ful, a. Full of faith ; disposed
to believe, esp. in the declarations and promises of
God ; firm in adherence to promises, engagements,
or duty; loyal; conformable to truth; worthy of be-
lief ; trusty; honest; sincere; veracious.— Faith''-
fully, adv. — Faith'fulness, n. — Faith'less, a. Un-
faithful; unbelieving; esp. not believing in God or
religion ; not observant of promises, allegiance, or
duty; disappointing; deluding.

Falcate, fal'kat, -cated, a. Hooked or bent like a
sickle or scythe. — Falchion,
fawl'chun or -shun, n. A
short sword, with a curved
point. — Falcon, faw'kn,
n. A raptorial bird hav-
ing a short, hooked beak,
powerful claws, and great
destructive power; esp., one
of this family trained to the
pursuit of other birds, or
game.

Fall, fawl, v. i. [imp. fell ;

p. p. fallen (fawln); fall-
ing.] To descend to a lower
position, drop down, make a
descent by the force of grav-
ity alone ; to become sud-
denly prostrate; to empty; H •. 7 f f f F1
to cease to live, perish, van-

Ue"a dl

^on
ish ; to lose strength ; to be
brought forth ; to decline in power, wealth, value,
etc.; to become degraded, sink into vice, error, or sin;

to become embarrassed, be entrapped; to become de-
jected; to pass into a new state of body or mind; to
happen, come to pass; to rush or hurry; to pass by
chance, lot, inheritance, etc.; to be dropped or ut-
tered carelessly.— v. t. To sink, depress. — n. Act
of descending by gravity, or of dropping or tum-
bling; death; overthrow: ruin; degradation; dimi-
nution of price or value; a sinking of tone; cadence;
declivity; aslope; descent of water; cascade; cata-
ract; discharge of a river into ocean, lake, or pond;
extent of descent ; season when leaves fall from
trees; autumn; that which falls; a falling; act of
felling or cutting down; lapse from innocence or
goodness, esp. the apostasy of our first parents.
— Fell, v. t. [felled (feld), felling.] To cause to
fall, prostrate (trees, etc.) ; to turn or sew down
the edges of (seams).

Fallacy, Fallible, etc. See under Fail.
Fallow, 1'aKlo, a. Left untitled after having been
plowed for culture ; pale red or pale yellow. — n.
Land that has lain a year or more plowed without
being sowed; the tilling of land, without sowing it

for a season,— v. I. [fallowed (-lod), -lowing.]
To plow, harrow, and break up (land), without
seeding. — Fallow deer. A species of deer, yellow-
ish in color, smaller than the stag, and domesticated
in England.

False, fawls, a. Uttering falsehood; given to deceit;
dishonest; not faithful or loyal; treacherous; perfid-

ious; not true; fitted to deceive or disappoint; not
genuine or real; designed to deceive; counterfeit;
not well founded; erroneous, (lias.) Not in tune.
— adv. Falsely. — False'ly, adv. In a false man-
ner ; not truly. — False'-heart'ed, a. Hollow ;

treacherous ; deceitful ; perfidious. — False'hood,
n. Want of truth or veracity, honesty or integ-
rity ; deceitfulness ; perfidy ; counterfeit ; impos-
ture; lie; fiction; fabrication. — Fals'ify, -1-il,v.t.
[-fied (-fid), -fying.] To represent lalsely, coun-
terfeit, forge; to prove to be false, or untrustworthy;
to violate, break by falsehood. (Law.) To prove
false, as a judgment. (Equity.) To show, in ac-

counting, that an item of charge in an account is

wrong, — v. i. To tell lies, violate the truth.— Fals''-

ifi'er, n. — Fals'ifi'able, a. "— FaFsifica'tion, n. Act
of, etc.; a counterfeiting; confutation. (Equity.)

o- an itorv> r\+' otinwo +r\ ho wrnno- — Vala'-The showing an item of charge to be wrons -Fals'
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ity, -T-tY, n. Quality of being false; a false asser-
tion; lie; deceit.— Falsetto', -ef, -et'to, n. That
species of voice in a man whose compass lies above
his natural voice.

Falter, fawHer, v. i. [-tered (-terd), -terixg.] To
fail, stumble; esp. to hesitate, stammer; to tremble,
totter; to fail in distinctness or regularity of exer-
cise, —said of the mind or of thought.

Fame, fam, n. Public report or rumor; renown; no-
toriety; celebrity; credit; honor. — v. t. [famed
(famd), famixg.] To report; to make famous.— Fa'-
mous, -mus, w. Celebrated in fame; renowned; dis-
tinguished in story; remarkable; signal; illustrious.

Family, fam'i-li, n. The body of persons living in
one house, and under one head; household; a tribe
or race; kindred; course of descent; genealogy; lin-

eage; a group of kindred individuals, more compre-
hensive than a genus.— Familiar, -yar, a. Pert, to
a family ; domestic ; intimate, as a friend or com-
panion ; well versed in (a study) ; unceremonious ;

free ; well known, as a friend ; well understood, as
a book or science. — n. An intimate ; close com-
panion ; a demon or evil spirit supposed to attend
at a call. — Familiarity, -yar- or -Y-ar'I-tT, n. State
of being familiar; unconstrained intercourse; free-
dom from constraint; fellowship; affability; inti-

macy. — Familiarize, v. t. [-iarized (-yar-izd),
-izixg.] To make familiar or intimate; to habitu-
ate, accustom; to make easy by practice or study. —
Familiarly, adv. In a familiar manner; without
formality; commonly; frequently.

Famine, famln, n. General scarcitV of food; dearth;
destitution.— Famish, v. t. [-ished (-isht), -ish-
ING-] To starve, kill, or destroy with hunger; to ex-
haust the strength of by hunger; to kill by depriva-
tion of anything necessary; to constrain by famine.— v. i. To die of hunger, starve; to suffer from
deprivation of anything necessary.

Famous, etc. See under Fame.
Fan, fan, n. An instrument for producing currents of

air, by motion of a broad sur-
face ; as, an instrument for
cooling the person. (Mach.) An
instrument for exciting cur-
rents of air, in winnowing
grain, blowing a fire, ventila-
tion, etc., or for checking rapid
motion by the resistance of the
air; something in the form of a
woman's fan, as a peacock's
tail, a window, etc.; a vane,
used to keep the sails of a
smock windmill in the direc-
tion of the wind.—?-, t. [fanned Pan-wheel,
(fand), -Xing.] To move as with a fan; to cool by
moving the air; to ventilate, blow
on ; to winnow. — Fan'ner, n. —
Fan'-blow'er, -wheel, n. A wheel
with revolving vanes to impel a cur-
rent of air.—light, n. (Arch.) A
window shaped like an open fan.

—

?>alm, n. The talipot-tree of the E.
ndies, whose leaves are at first

folded like a fan, but spread open.—
-tail, n. A kind of bird, esp. a pig-
eon, having a fan-shaped tail; a form
of gas-burner.

Fanatic, fa-natlk, -ical, a. Pert, to,
or indicating, fanaticism; exces-
sively enthusiastic, esp. on religious Fan-palm,
subjects.— Fanatic, n. One affected by excessive
and unreasoning zeal. — Fanatlcalness, -icism, -I-
sizm, n. Excessive zeal ; wild notions of religion ;

superstition; frenzy.
Fancy, fan'st, n. The faculty by which the mind
forms an image of anything perceived before, power
of combining and modifying such objects into new
images, power of creating and recalling such ob-
jects for amusement or embellishment; an image of
anything formed in the mind; conception; caprice;
whim; impression; inclination, liking, or the object
of inclination or liking; that which pleases the taste
or caprice witnout much use or value. — v.. i. [fan-
cied (-sid), - \i.\g.] To figure to one's self, imag-
ine. — v. t I o form a conception of ; to have a

fancy or liking for. — a. Adapted to please the
fancy or taste. — Fan'cier, -sl-er, n. One gov-
erned bv fancy; one who fancies or has a special
interest in; one who keeps for sale. — Fan'ciful, -st-

ful, a. Full of, or guided by, fancy; whimsical;
abounding in wild images; fantastical; visionary.

—

Fan'cifully, adv. — Fan'cifulness, n. — Fantas'tic,
-tical, a. Produced by the fancy; unreal; of the
nature of a phantom; fanciful; imaginative: vision-
ary; irregular; wild; capricious. — Fantas'tic, n.

One given to fantastic dress or manners; a dandy.—
Fantas'tically, adv.— Fantas'ticalness, -ticalIty,
n. — Fan'tasy, -st, n. Same as Fancy. — Fan'tasm,
Fan'tom, n. Same as Phantasm, Phantom.

Fane, fan, n. A temple ; place consecrated to religion.

Fang, fang, n. A tusk or pointed tooth of a dog or
other carnivorous animal, with which prey is seized
and torn; a venomous tooth, as of a serpent; a long,
pointed tooth; a claw or talon; any shoot or other
thing by which hold is taken.

Far, far, a. [farther and farthest are used as
compar. and superl. offar, in imitation of further
and furthest: the ME. forms were ferrer, ferrestJ]
Distant in any direction ; remote ; contrary to de-
sign or wishes; at enmity with; more distant of the
two. —adv. To a great extent or distance of space
or of time ; in great part ; in a great proportion;
very much; to a certain point, degree, or distance.
— Far'ther, -ther, a. More remote ; additional ;

tending to a greater distance ; longer. — adv. At or
to a greater distance; beyond; moreover. — Far-
thest, -thest, a. More distant or remote ; furthest.— adv. At or to the greatest distance.

Farce, fars, n. (Cookery.) Stuffing, like that used in
dressing a fowl; force-meat. A low style of comedy;
ridiculous or empty show.— Far'cical, -sT-kal, a.
Pert, or appropriated to farce; ludicrous: deceptive.

Fare, far, v. i. [fared (fard), faring.] To go, pass,
travel; to be in any state, good or bad; to be treated
with bodily or social comforts ; to happen well or
ill.— n. Price of passage by land or water; experi-
ence ; food ; provisions for the table. — Farewell',
interj. Go well ; good-by ; adieu. — n. A wish of
welfare at parting ; act of departure.— a. Parting;
valedictory.

Farina, fa-ri'na or -relia, n. The flour of corn, or
any starchy root. (Chern.) Starch or fecula, one of
the proximate principles of vegetables. — Far /inar-
ceous. -shus, a. Consisting or made of meal or flour;
yielding farina or flour; like or pert, to meal.

Farm, farm, n. A tract of land inclosed for cultiva-
tion by a tenant; ground devoted to agriculture; a
landed estate; a lease.— v. t. [farmed (farmd),
farming.] To lease or let for an equivalent, as
land for a rent; to give up to another, as an estate,
business, revenue, privilege, etc., receiving in return
a percentage of what it yields; to take at a certain
rent or rate; to cultivate, as a farm. — v. i. To till

the soil, labor as an agriculturist. — Farm'er, n. One
who farms, as, a cultivator of leased ground; or, one
who collects taxes, customs, excise, etc., for a cer-
tain rate percent.; or, an agriculturist, husbandman.
— Farming, a. The business of cultivating land.

Faro, iar'o, n. A game at cards, in which a person
plays against the bank, kept by the proprietor.

Farrago, far-ra'go, n. A mass composed of materials
confusedly mixed; a medley.

Farrier, farlt-er,^ A smith who shoes horses:
a veterinary surgeon— Farliery. -T, n. Art
of shoeing horses; treatment of diseases of
horses and cattle.

Farrow, farlo, n. A litter of pigs. — v. t. & i.

[farrowed (-rod), -rowing.] To bring forth
(pigs).

Farrow, farlo, a. Not producing young in a ,

given year,— said only of cows.
Farther" Farthest. See under Far.
Farthing, far'thing, n. The fourth of an Eng.
penny.

Farthingale, far'rhin-gal, n. A hoop petticoat.

Fasces, fas'sez, n. pi. (Rom. Antiq.) An ax
tied up with a bundle of rods, and borne Fisces.

before magistrates as a badge of authority.—
Fascine'', -sen', n. (Fort.) A bundle of sticks of
wood, used in raising batteries, filling ditches, etc.

sun, cube, full ; moon, cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boxbox, chair, get.
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Fascinate, fas'si-nat, v. t. To bewitch, enchant; to

allure irresistibly or powerfully, enrapture, capti-

vate.— Fascina'tion, re. Act of, etc.; unseen, inex-
plicable influence; that which fascinates; a charm;
spell.

Fashion, fasVun. n. The make or form of anything;
pattern ; workmanship ; prevailing mode or style,

esp. of dress ; mode of action; manner; sort; way.
— v. t. [fashioned (-und), -oning.] To form, give
shape to; to fit, adapt, accommodate.— Fash'ion-
able, a. Conforming to the fashion or established
mode; established by custom or use; current; pre-
vailing at a particular time; observant of the cus-
tomary mode ; genteel ; well bred. — n. A person
of fashion.

Fast, fast, a. Firmly fixed ; closely adhering; firm
against attack, or in adherence; steadfast; faithful;
not easily disturbed or broken ; sound ; moving
rapidly ; swift ; rash and inconsiderate ; extrava-
gant ; dissipated. — adv. In a firmly established,
also in a rapid manner.— Fasten, fas'n, v. t. [-eked
(-nd), -ening.] To fix firmly, make fast, secure; to
hold together, cause to cleave together, cement, at-

tach, affix, annex. — v. i. To fix one's self ; to
clinch. — Fast'ening, re. Any thing that binds and
makes fast, as a lock, catch, holt, bar, etc.— Fasf-
ness, n. State of being, etc.; fixedness; security; a
fast place; stronghold; fortress.

Fast, fast, v. i. To abstain from food, go hungry; to
practice abstinence as a religious duty. — n. Ab-
stinence from food, esp., as a religious mortification
or humiliation ; a time of fasting.

Fastidious, fas-tid'T-us, a. Difficult to please; deli-
cate to a fault; squeamish.

Fat, fat, a. Abounding with fat, as, fleshy, plump,
corpulent, oily, greasy, unctuous, rich; exhibiting
the qualities of a fat animal; coarse; heavy; gross;
dull; stupid; yielding a rich supply; productive.—
re. An oily, concrete substance, deposited in ani-
mal bodies; the richest productions; best part. — v.

t. To make fat, fatten.— v. i. To grow fat, plump,
and fleshy. — Fat'ten, -tn, v. t. [-tened (-tnd),
-tening.] To make fat, fill full; to make fertile and
fruitful, enrich. — v. t. To grow fat. — Fat'ner,
-tener, n. One who or that which, etc.— Fatrty,
-tl, a. Containing or like fat; greasy.

Fat, fat, n. A large tub, cistern, or vessel; a vat.
Fate, fat, n. A decree pronounced by God; inevit-

able necessity; appointed lot; esp., final lot, death,
destruction ; destiny; doom ; chance, pi. (Myth.')
Three goddesses (Clotho, Lachesis, and Atropos)
supposed to determine the course of human life.—
Fa'tal, a. Proceeding from, or appointed by, fate;
necessary; inevitable; causing death or destruction;
destructive ; calamitous. — Fa'tally, adv. — Fa'tal-
ism, -izm, n. The doctrine of fate, or inevitable ne-
cessity. — Fa'talist, n. One who maintains that all

things happen by inevitable necessity. — Fatal'ity,
-1-tT, n. State of being fatal, or proceeding from
destiny; invincible necessity ; state of being pro-
ductive of death; tendency to destruction or danger;
mortality.

Father, fa/ther, n. Male parent; a remote male an-
cestor; progenitor; esp., a first- ancestor; one vener-
ated for age, kindness, wisdom, etc.; a senator of
ancient Rome ; a dignitary of the Rom. Cath.
church, superior of a convent, confessor, priest, etc.;

a dignitary or elder clergyman in the Protestant
church; one of the chief ecclesiastical authorities
of the first centuries after Christ; a producer, au-
thor, or contriver ; the first of a series ; a distin-
guished example or teacher ; the Supreme Being;
in theology, the first person in the Trinity, —v. t.

[fathered (-fcherd), -thering.] To make one's self

the father of, beget ; to take as one's own child,
adopt, acknowledge one's self author of.— Fa'ther-
hood, n. State of being a father; paternity.— Fa''-

therly, -IT, a. Pert, to, or like, etc.; paternal; ten-
der ; protecting. — Fa'therliness, n. Qualities of,

etc. — Fa'therless, a. Destitute of, etc.; without a
known author.— Fa'ther-in-law, n. Father of one's
husband or wife.

Fathom, fatb/um, n. A measure of length= 6 feet;
space to which a man can extend his arms. — v. t.

[fathomed (-umd), -OMiNG.] To measure by a

sounding line; esp., to sound the depth of, get to the
bottom of.._

Fatigue, fa-teg', n. Weariness from exertion; cause
of weariness; labor; toil; labors of military_men,
disting. fr. use of arms. — v. t. [fatigued (-tegd'),
-guing.] To weary with exertion, exhaust the
strength or endurance of, jade, tire.

Fatten, Fatty, etc. See under Fat.
Fatuous, fat'u-us, a. Feeble in mind; weak; impo-
tent; illusory ._— Fatuity, -T-tt, re. Imbecility.

Faubourg, fo'boorg, n. A suburb in French cities.

Fauces, faw'sez, n. pi. The posterior part of the
mouth, terminated by the pharynx and larynx.

Faucet, faw'set, n. A tube stopped with a peg, spigot,
or slide, for drawing liquid from a vessel.

Faugh, faw, interj. Exclamation of abhorrence.
Faulchion. Same as Falchion.
Fault, fawit, n. Want; absence; lack; default; any-
thing wanting, or that impairs excellence; a moral
failing; an offense less serious than a crime; blun-
der; vice. (Geol. & Mining.) A displacement of
strata or veins at a fissure, so that they are not con-
tinuous. (Hunting.) A lost scent, —v. t. To cause
a fault or displacement in (strata or veins). —
Fault'y, -T, a. Containing, or guilty of, faults; im-
perfect; blamable. — Fault'less, a. Without fault;
blameless; spotless; perfect.

Faun, fawn, n. (Rom. Myth.) A god of shepherds
and fields,— half goat and half man.— Fau'na, -na,
n. (Zool.) The animals of any given area or epoch.

Fauteuil, fo-teK, n. An arm-chair, usually orna-
mented; a seat in the French Academy.

Favor, fa/ver, re. Kind regard; propitious aspect; act
of countenancing, or condition of being counte-
nanced; support; a kind act or office; an act of
grace; mildness; lenity; object of kind regard; a
gift, token of love; something worn as a token of
affection ; a letter, — so called in compliment.— v. t.

[favored (-verd), favoring.] To regard with kind-
ness, aid, befriend; to afford advantages for success
to, facilitate. — Fa'vorable, a. Manifesting or in-

dicating partiality; propitious; tending to promote
or facilitate; advantageous. — Fa'vorite, -it, n. A
person or thing regarded with peculiar favor; one
treated with partiality. — a. Regarded with, etc.

Favus, fa'vus, n. (Pathol.) A disease of the_ scalp
caused by a parasitic fungus. — Favosa', -vos', a.
(Bot.) Honey-combed; like
the section of a honey-

r__^
comb ; having pits, depres- ^ /,

sions, or cells. _=^
Fawn, fawn, n. A young fal- ± ~^A
low deer; a buck or doe of at
the first year.

Fawn, fawn, v. i. [fawned L<
( fa wnd), fawning.] To "^
court favor by cringing,
court servilely, flatter
meanly.

Fay. See Fairy.
Fay, fa, v. t. and i. [fayed (fad), faying.] To fit,

suit, unite closely with.
Fealty, fe'al-ti, n. Fidelity to one's lord, to a supe-

rior power, or to a government; homage; loyalty.
Fear, fer, n. A painful emotion excited by expecta-
tion of evil or apprehension of danger; solicitude;
alarm; dread; terror. (Script.) Reverence for the
Supreme Being, or for men of authority or worth.
That which causes apprehension or alarm. —v. t.

[feared (ferd), fearing.] To feel a painful appre-
hension of, be afraid of, dread; to have a reveren-
tial awe of, venerate. — v. i. To be in apprehension
of evil, be afraid. — Fear'ful, -ful, a. Full of fear;
afraid ; easily frightened ; indicating, or caused by
fear; inspiring fear; horrible ; shocking; awful. —
Fearless, a. Free from fear; bold; daring; heroic.

Feasible, 1'e'zT-bl, a. Capable of being effected; prac-
ticable. — Fea'sibleness, -sibiKity, -tT, n.

Feast, fest, n. A festival; holiday; a solemn or joyous
anniversary; a festive meal; banquet; something
delicious or highly agreeable, — v. i. To eat sump-
tuously; to be highly delighted. — v. t. To entertain
with sumptuous provisions; to delight, gratify lux-
uriously. — Fes'tal, -tive, -tiv, a. Pert, to a holi-

day or feast; joyous; gay.— Fes'tival, -tT-val, a.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Tn, Ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r
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Festal, — n. A time of feasting or celebration; a
civil or religious anniversary. — Festivity, -tT, n.

Condition of being festive; a festive celebration;
festival.— Fete, fat, n. A festival; holiday.— v. t.

To feast; to honor with an entertainment.
Feat, f et, n. An act; deed; exploit; a striking act of
strength, skill, or cunning; a trick.— Featly, adv.
Neatly; dexterously; adroitly. — Feafure, fe'chur,
n. Make, form, or appearance of a person; esp.

food appearance; cast or appearance of the human
ace, esp. of any single part of the face; a lineament;
structure of anything; marked peculiarity.

Feather, fetb/er, n. One of the growths, generally
formed each of a central quill and a vane on each
side of it, which cover a bird; a plume; pen. —v. t.

[feathered (-erd), -ering.] To dress in feathers;
to furnish (an arrow, cap, etc.) with feathers ; to
adorn, deck; to tread, as a cock. — v. i. To become
feathered or horizontal; to curdle wben poured into
another liquid, and float in feather-like flakes.

Featly, Feature. See under Feat.
Febrile, fe-'bril or feblil, a. Pert, to, indicating, or
derived from fever.— Feb'rifa'cient, -shent, Febrif-
ic, a. Producing fever. — Feblifuge, -rT-fuj, n.

{Med.) A medicine serving to remove fever. — a.

Having the quality of subduing fever: anti-febrile.
February, feb'roo-a-rt, n. The 2d month in the year,
—containing, in common years, 28 days, in bissex-
tile or leap year, 29 days.

Feces, Faeces, fe'sez, n. pi. Excrement; ordure; also
dregs, settlings, sediment. — Fe'cal, a. Pert, to, or
containing, etc. — Fec'ula, -u-la, n. Any pulveru-
lent matter obtained from plants by simply break-
ing down the texture, washing with water, and sub-
sidence ; esp. nutritious part of wheat ; starch or
farina ; green matter of plants.— Fec'ulent, a. Foul
with extraneous or impure substances ; dreggy ;

turbid.
Fecund, fek'- or fe'kund, a. Fruitful in children;
prolific— Fec'undate, v. t. To make fruitful or
prolific ; to impregnate. — Feeun'dity, -dT-tY, n.
Quality or power of producing fruit or young ;

power of germinating, as in seeds; fertility; rich-
ness of invention.

Fed. See Feed.
Federal, fed'er-al, a. Pert, to a league, contract, or
treaty; composed of states retaining only a subordi-
nate sovereignty. — Fed'eral, -alist, n. An advocate
of confederation; esp. (Amer. Hist.), a friend of the
Constitution of the II. S. at its formation and adop-
tion. — Federalism, -izm, n. The principles of
Federalists. — Fed'orate, a. United by compact, as
states or nations; leagued; confederate. — Federa'-
tion, n. Act of uniting in a league; a league, con-
federacy. — Federative, -tiv, a. Uniting; joining in
a league.

Fee, fe, n. Property; possession; reward for services,
esp. payment for professional services ; charge.
(Feud. Law.) A right to the use of a superior's
land, as a stipend for services to be performed; land
so held; a fief. (Eng. Law.) An estate of inherit-
ance supposed to be held either mediately or imme-
diately from the sovereign. (Amer. Law.) An es-
tate of inheritance belonging to the owner, without
condition attached to the tenure. — v. t. [feed
(fed), feeing.] To reward for services, recompense,
hire, bribe. — Fee'-farm, n. (Law.) Land held of
another in fee, at an annual farm or rent; estate in
fee-simple, subject to a perpetual rent.—sim'ple,
n. An absolute fee; fee without conditions or lim-
its. — Fief, fef, n. An estate held on condition of
military service ; fee ; feud.— Feoff, fCf . n. A fief.—
v. t. [feoffed (feft), -fing.] To invest with a fee
or feud; to enfeoff. — Feud, Feod, fud, n. A stipen-
diary estate in land, held by service; fief ; fee.

—

Feud'al, Feod'al, a. Pert, to, consisting of, or
founded on, etc. — Feudality, -tt, n. State or
quality of being feudal ; feudal form or constitu-
tion.— Feud'ary, -atary, -atory, -rl, a. Held by feu-
dal tenure.— Feu7daliza'tion, n. Act of reducing
to, etc. — Feud'alism, -izm, n. The feudal svstem.

Feeble, fe'bl, a. [feebler, -blest.] Deficient in
strength; wanting force or efficiency in action or
expression; infirm; languid; imbecile ; faint.

Feed, fed, v. t. [fed, feeding.] To give food to,

supply with nourishment, fill the wants of, satisfy;
to graze; to cause to be cropped by feeding; to give
for food, furnish for consumption. (Mach.) To
supply with materials, as a printing press with
paper; to subject to operation, as the work, or the
tool, in machines. — v. i. To take food, eat; to sub-
sist by eating, prey ; to pasture, graze.— n. That
which is eaten by beasts; provender; fodder; a pas-
ture ground; allowance given to a horse, cow, etc.;
water supplied to steam-boilers. (Mach.) The parts
that move the work to the cutting-tool, or the tool
to the work.— Feed'er, n. One who gives food; one
who, or that which feeds a machine; one who fur-
nishes incentives, eats or subsists, or fattens cattle
for slaughter; a fountain or channel that supplies
a main canal with water; a branch railroad wnich
increases the business of the main line. (Mining.)
A side branch of a vein that passes into a lode.

Feel, fel, v. t. [felt, feeling.] To perceive by the
touch, examine by touching ; make trial of, test

;

to perceive within one's self, experience, be affected
by ; to have an inward persuasion of. — v. i. To
have perception by the touch or nerves of sensa-
tion; to have the sensibilities moved; to perceive
one's self to be, — followed by an adjective descri-
bing the state, etc. ; to know with feeling, know
certainly; to appear to the touch, give a perception.— n. Feeling; sensation communicated by touching.— FeeFer, n. One who, or that which, feels. (Nat.
Hist.) One of the organs with which certain ani-
mals try objects by the touch; a palp. A proposal,
observation, etc., to ascertain the views of others. —
Feeling, p. a. Possessing, or expressive of, great
sensibility ; sensitive. — n. The sense ; sense of
touch; an act or state of perception by touch; con-
sciousness; capacity of the soul for emotional states;
state or condition of emotion ; any mental state ;

sentiment; agitation; opinion. — Feelingly, adv.
In a feeling manner ; affectingly.

Feet. See Foot.
Feign, fan, v. t. [feigned (fand), feigning.] To
imagine ; to assert by a fiction, pretend ; to make a
show of, counterfeit. — Feint, fant, n. That which
is feigned; a pretense; a seeming aim at one part
when another is to be struck. — v. i. To make a
mock attack.

Feldspar, feld'spar, Fel'spar, n. (Min.) A crystal-
line mineral, vitreous in luster, and breaking in two
directions : it consists of silica, alumina, and potash.

Felicity, fe-lis'Y-tY, n. State of being happy; blessed-
ness; that which promotes happiness; a gratifying
event; bliss; beatitude.— Felicitous, -tus, a. Hap-
py; skillful ; well applied or expressed; appropri-
ate. — Felicitously, adv. — Felicitate, -tat, v. t.

To make happy, delight; to express pleasure to, con-
gratulate. — Felic'italion, n. Congratulation.

Feline, felln, n. Pert, to the cat.

Fell. See under Fall.
Fell, fel, a. Cruel; inhuman; fierce; ravenous, bloody.
Fell, fel, n. A skin or hide of a beast.

Fell, fel, n. A hill ; range of hills ; mountain-side ;

low, marshy, wild land.
Felloe. Same as Felly.
Fellow, fello, n. One who follows ; an adherent

;

companion ; associate ; a man without good breed-
ing or worth ; an equal in power, rank, character,
etc. ; one of a pair ; a mate ; a person ; individual

;

one of the associates in an English college, admitted
to share in its revenues ; a member of a literary or
scientific society or corporation ; one of the trustees
of a college.— Fellowship, n. State or relation of
being a fellow or associate ; familiar intercourse ; a
state of being together; partnership; an association;
company. (Eng. Universities.) A foundation for
the maintenance of a resident scholar. (Arith.)
Rule for dividing profit and loss among partners.

Felly, fellT, Felloe, -lo, n. A curved segment of the
rim of a wheel, between the spokes and tire.

Felon, feKon, n. (Law.) One who has committed
felony. One guilty or capable of heinous crime ; crim-
inal ; malefactor. (Med.) A whitlow; paronychia;
inflammation of a finger or toe. — a. Malignant;
fierce; traitorous; disloyal.— FeKony, -nY, n. (Eng.
Law.) An offense which occasions forfeiture of
lands or goods at the common law, and to which
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capital or other punishment may be added. A hei-

nous crime ; esp. one punishable by death or impris-
onment. — Felo'nious, -nY-us, a. Having the qual-
ity of felony ; malicious ; villainous ; perfidious. —
Fe'lo-de-se', n. A self-murderer ; a suicide.

Felspar. See Feldspar.
Felt. See Feel.
Felt, felt, n. Cloth or stuff of wool, or wool and fur,
not woven, but wrought into a compact substance
by rubbing or beating ; a hat made of wool.— v. t.

To make into, or cover with, felt. — Felt'ing, n.

Material of which felt is made; felt-cloth.

Felucca, fe-luk'ka, u. (N~aut.) A vessel, with oars
and lateen sails, used in the Mediterranean.

Female, fe'mal, n. One of the sex that bears young.
(Bot.) A plant which bears the pistil, is impreg-
nated by pollen of male flowers, and produces fruit.
— a. Pert, to the sex which conceives and gives
birth, or to an individual of the female sex ; char-
acteristic of the sex ; feminine. (Bot.) Having
pistils and no stamens; pistillate. — Fem'inine, -T-

nin, a. Pert, to woman; womanish; womanly; hav-
ing the qualities of a female; modest, graceful, affec-

tionate, confiding ; lacking manly force or vigor, ef-

feminate. (Gram.) Having a form belonging esp.

to words which are epithets of females. — Feminin'-
ity, -tT, n. Quality or nature of, etc.

Femoral, fem'o-ral, a. Pert, to the thigh.

Fen, fen, n. Boggy land ; moor ; marsh.
Fence, fens, »'. That which fends off attack or dan-
ger ; a wall, hedge, or other inclosing structure
about afield, etc., esp. a wooden barrier; self-defense
by the use of the sword ; fencing, — v. t. [fenced
(fenst), fencing.] To fend off danger from, pro-
tect, guard ; to inclose with a fence or other protec-
tion. — v. i. To make a fence, give securitj' ; to de-
fend one's self by the swovd. — Fen'cible, -sT-bl, a.

Capable of being defended, or of making or afford-
ing defense, — n. (Mil.) A soldier enlisted for the
defense of the country, and not liable to be sent
abroad. — Fen'cing, n. Art of self-defense with the
sword ; materials for making fences ; a system of
fences.

Fend, fend, v. t. To keep off, shut out. — v. i. To
act in opposition, resist, parry. — Fend'er, n. One
who, or that which, etc. ; esp". a metallic frame to
hinder coals of fire from rolling to the floor; a buffer
to prevent a vessel from striking against a wharf or
another vessel.

Fenian, fe'nT-an, n. A member of an organization
for the overthrow of English rule in Ireland.

Fennel, fen'nel, n. A plant of various species, culti-

vated for its carminative seeds, or as a salad plant.
Feod, Feoff, etc. See under Fee.
Ferment, fer'ment, n. That which causes fermenta-
tion ; heat ; tumult. — Ferment', v. t. To cause fer-

ment or fermentation in.— v. i. To undergo fermen-
tation, work, effervesce; to be active or excited.—
Fermenta'tion, n. That effervescent change of or-

ganic substances by which their starch, sugar, glu-
ten, etc., under the "influence of moisture, air, and
warmth, are decomposed and their elements recom-
bined in new compounds ; active state of the intel-

lect or feeling's.

Fern, fern, n. (Bot.) An order of cryptogamous
plants, having their fructification on
the back of the fronds or leaves.

Ferocious, fe-ro'shus, a. Indicating
cruelty; ravenous; fierce; savage; bar-
barous. — Ferociousness, Feroc'ity,
-ros'I-tY^ 11. State of being, etc. —
Fierce, fers, a. Furious ; violent ; im-
petuous, as beasts, storms, etc. ; exces-
sively eager or ardent ; vehement in
cruelty; fell.

Ferreous, fer're-us, a. Partaking of, vPr„made of, pert, to, or like, iron. — For'- -tern,

rate, -rat, n. (Cliem.) A salt consisting of ferric
acid in combination with a base. — Fer'ric, a. Pert,
to, or extracted from, iron. — Fer^rous, -rus, a.

Pert, to, or derived from, etc.,— said of compounds
containing less iron than ferric compounds.

—

Fer-
ruginous, -rob/'ji:-nus, a. Partaking of, or contain-
ing particles of", iron ; resembling iron-rust in ap-
pearance or color.

Ferret, fe'r'ret, n. An animal of the weasel kind.— v. t.

[ferreted, -eting.J To drive or hunt out of a
hiding place ; to search carefully.

Ferret, ferret, n. A kind of narrow tape.
Ferret, fer'ret, n. (Glass Mamif.) The iron used to
try melted matter, to see if it is fit to work, and to
make the rings at the mouths of bottles.

Ferrule, feVril or fer'rool, n. A ring of metal round
the end of a cane, handle, etc., to prevent splitting.

Ferry, fer'rT, v. t. [-ried (-rid), -rying.] To trans-
port over a river or other water, in a boat. — v. i. To
pass over water in a boat. — n. A vessel in which
passengers and goods are conveyed over water ; a
wherry ; place where persons or things are carried
across water, in ferry-boats ; right of carrying per-
sons, animals, or goods across water, for hire.

Fertile, feVtil, a. Producing fruit in abundance; pro-
lific ; productive ; rich. (Bot.) Capable of produ-
cing fruit. — Fer'tileness, -til'ity, n. State of be-
ing, etc. — Fertilize, -hz, v. t. [-lized (-lizd), -li-

zing.] To make fertile, fruitful, or productive ; to
enrich. — Fer'tiliza'tion, ». Act or process of, etc.

Ferule, fer'ril or fer'rool, n. A flat piece of wood, for
punishing children.— v. t. [feruled (-rild or -ruld),
-ULING.] To punish with a ferule.

Fervent, ier'vent, a. Hot; boiling; warm in feeling;
ardent in temperament ; earnest ; vehement ; ani-
mated.— Fer'vently, adv.— Fer'vency, -sT, n. State
of being, etc. — Fer'vid, a. Very hot; burning; boil-

ing; ardent; vehement; zealous.

—

Fer'vor, -ver, n.

Heat ; excessive warmth ; intensity of feeling or ex-
pression; zeal.

Festal, Festival, Festive, etc. See under Feast.
Fester, fes'ter, v. i. [-tered (-terd), -tering.] To
grow virulent, corrupt, rankle, suppurate; to become
malignant and invincible,— said of passions. —v. t.

To nurse, as something that rankles. — n. A sore
which rankles and discharges corrupt matter; a pus-
tule; a festering or rankling.

Festoon, fes-toon', n. A garland, wreath, etc., hang-
ing in a curve. — v. t. [festooned
(-toond'), -tooning.] To form in, or
adorn with, festoons.

Fetal. See under Fetus.
Fetch, fech, v. t. [fetched (fecht),
fetching.] To go and bring; to get;
to bring, — as, to obtain as price or
equivalent, sell for; or, to recall ^ebtoon.

from a swoon; or, to reduce, throw; to bring to ac-

complishment, make, do; to reach, arrive at, attain.
— v. i. To bring one's self, move, arrive.— n. A
stratagem ; trick ; artifice ; apparition of a living
person.

Fete. See under Feast.
Fetid, fefid, a. Having an offensive smell; stinking.
— Fe'tor, -t6r, n. A strong, offensive smell; stench.

Fetlock, fet'lok, n. The part of the leg where the
tuft of hair grows behind a horse's pastern joint.

See Horse.
Fetter, fefter, n. A chain for the feet; anything that
confines ; a restraint. — v. t. [fettered (-terd),

-tering.] To put fetters on, shackle, bind; to im-
pose restraints on, confine.

Fetus, fe'tus, n. ; pi. Fetuses, -ez. The growing em-
bryo of a viviparous animal, esp. an unborn child.
— Fe'tal, a. Pert, to, etc.

Feud, fud, «. A combination of kindred to revenge
injuries to any of their blood, on the offender and
all his race ; an inveterate strife between families,
clans, or parties in a state ; deadly hatred ; contest.

Feud, Feudal, Feudalism, etc. See under Fee.
Feuilleton, le'ye-tawjj, n. A part of a French news-

paper, devoted to light literature, criticism, etc.

Fever, fe'ver, n. (Med.) A diseased state of the sys-

tem, marked by increased heat, acceleration of the
pulse, and a derangement of the functions. Strong
excitement of any kind ; a season of excitement.
— Fe'verish, a. Affected by; pert, to, indicating, or
like, fever.

Few, fu, a. Not many; small, limited, or confined in
number, —indicating a small portion of units con-
stituting a whole.

Fez, fez, n. A red, brimless cap, worn by Turks, etc.

Fiacre, fe-a'kr, n. A French hackney-coach.
Fiance, n. m. ; -cie, fe-aN'sa, n. f. One betrothed.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, te"rm ; in, Ice ; Sdd, tone, or
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Fiasco, fe-as'ko, n. (Mus.) A failure in a musical
performance. A failure of any kind.

Fiat, fl'at, n. A command to do something.
Fib, fib, re. A lie or falsehood.— v. i. [fibbed (fibd),

-bing.] To lie, speak falsely.

Fiber, -bre, fi'ber, n. One of the delicate, thread-like
portions of which tissues of plants and animals are
partly constituted; any fine thread, or thread-like
substance; esp., one of the rootlets of a plant. See
Root.— Fi'brous, -brus, a. Having, or consisting of,

fibers. — Fi'bril, n. A small fiber; branch of a fiber.
— Fibrillose, rt-biiK- or fib'ril-los, a. Composed of
fibrils. — Fibril'lous, -lus, a. Pert, to, or formed of
small fibers, as the cap of a mushroom. — Fi'brine,
-brin, n. (Chem.) A peculiar organic compound
found in animals and vegetables, and also contained
in the clot of coagulated blood.

Fibula, fibr u-la, n. ; yl. -L/E, -le. A clasp or buckle.
(Anat.) The outer and smaller bone of the leg.

(Surg.') A needle to sew up wounds.
Fichu, le-shoo', n. A cape, usually of lace, worn by
ladies over neck, bosom, and shoulders.

Fickle, fik'l, a. Liable to change or vicissitude; of
changeable mind ; wavering ; irresolute; unstable;
mutaDle; capricious.

Fictile, fik'til, a. Molded into form by art.— Fic'tion,
-shun, n. Act of feigning, inventing, or imagining;
thing invented or imagined, esp. a feigned story ;

fabrication ; falsehood.' — Fictitious, -tish'us, a.

Feigned ; counterfeit ; false.— Fig'ment, n. An in-
vention; fiction.

Fid, fid, n. (Naut.) A bar of wood or iron, to support
the topmast. A bar or pin, to support or steady
anything; a tapering pin, to open the strands of a
rope in splicing.

Fiddle, fidrdl, n. (Mus.) A stringed instrument of
music ; violin ; kit. (Bot.) A perennial plant, a
species of dock. — v. t. [fiddled (-did), -dling.]
lo play on a violin; to shift the hands often, like a
player on a fiddle, and do nothing ; to tweedle, trifle.

— Fid'dler, n. A player on, etc.; a kind of small
crab.— Fid'die-stick, n. The bow for playing on,
etc. — Fid'dle-dee-dee', interj. An exclamatory
phrase, equivalent to Nonsense ! — Fid'dle-fad'dle,
n.' A trifle; trifling or fussy talk; nonsense.

Fidelity, fl-deKT-tt, n. Faithfulness ; adherence to
right; esp., adherence to a person or party to which
one is bound; loyalty; adherence to one's promise;
veracity; honesty; adherence to the marriage con-
tract; integrity; faith; fealty.

Fidget, fij'et, v. i. To move uneasily one way and
the other. — n. Irregular motion; uneasiness; one
who fidgets. — Fid'gety, -T, a. Restless.

Fiducial, fT-du'shal, a. Having faith or trust; con-
fident; undoubting; of the nature of a trust; fidu-
ciary. — Fidu'ciary, -shT-a-rT, a. Confident ; un-
doubting ; firm ; holding, held, or founded, in trust.
— n. One who holds a thing in trust for another; a
trustee. (Theol.) One who depends for salvation on
faith, without works.

Fie. fi, interj. An exclamation denoting contempt.
Fief. See under Fee.
Field, feld, n. Felled ground ; cleared land ; place
where a battle is fought; battle; an open space;
wide extent ; an expanse. (Her.) The surface of
the shield; any blank space or ground on which
figures are drawn. A collective term for all the
riders in a hunting field, fielders in cricket, or com-
petitors in any contest, —v. i. In games of ball, to
stand out in the field, to catch balls. — Field'er,
n. A player in cricket or base-ball who catches
balls struck by the batsman- — Field'-book, n. A
book for entries of measurements taken in the field,

in surve3'in<r. or civil engineering.

—

coFors, n. pi.

(Mil.) Small flags with which the quartermaster-
feneral marks out ground for the squadrons and
attalions. day. (Mil.) A day when troops are

practiced in field exercises and evolutions. glass,
n. A small, powerful telescope or binocle.

—

gun,
n. (Mil.) A small cannon, used on the battle-field;
field-piece.

—

hand, n. An agricultural laborer.—
-mar'shal, n. (Mil.) The commander of an army;
a military officer of hi<rh rank in Germany; the
highest military officer in England except the cap-
tain-general.—notes, n. pi. (Sui-v.) Notes made

in the field.—officer, n. (Mil.) A military officer

above the rank of captain, and below that of gen-
eral, as a major, lieutenant-colonel, or colonel. —
-piece, n. (Mil.) A field-gun.

—

sport, n. Diver-
sion in the field, as shooting and hunting.

—

work,
n. (Mil.) A temporary work thrown up by troops
in the field. Work done out of doors, as, (Surv.)
work with the chain and compass, etc., disting. fr.

calculations; (Bot.), collection of specimens for
analysis; (Geol.). excursions for study, etc.— Field''-

fare, -far, n. A bird of the thrush kind.
Fiend, fend, n. An implacable or malicious foe; the
devil; an infernal being.— Fiend'ish, a. Like a
fiend ; malignant.— Fiend'ishly, adv.

Fierce, etc. See under Ferocious.
Fieri-facias, fi

/e-ri-fa
/,
sht-as, n. (Laio.) A judicial

writ, commanding the sheriff to collect from the
goods, chattels, or real estate of the defendant, the
sum recovered in debt or damages.

Fiery, etc. See under Fire.
Fife, fif, n. (Mus.) A pipe used as a wind-instru-
ment.— v. i. [fifed (lift), fifing.] To play on a
fife.

Fifteen, Fifth, Fifty, etc. See under Five.
Fig, fig, n. (Bot.) A fruit tree growing in warm
climates; its fruit,
eaten fresh or dried. A
worthless thing,— in con-

(

tempt. (Far.) An ex- .

crescence on the frog of a
horse's foot, resulting
from a bruise.

Fight, fit, v. i. [fought
(fawt), FIGHTING.] To
strive or contend for vic-
tory, contend in arms; to
act in opposition, make
r e si stance.— v. t. To
carry on, or wage (a con-
flict or battle); to contend
with, war against; to
cause to fight, manage or
maneuver in a fight.— n.

A battle, engagement,
struggle for victory ; com-
bat; action; conflict.

Figment. See under Fictile.
Figure, fig'ur, n. Form of any thing; shape; outline;
structure; appearance; representation of any form
by drawing, painting, etc.; an image; a pattern cop-
ied in cloth, paper, etc.; appearance or impression
made by one's conduct; a character standing for, or
representing, a number; a numeral; digit, as 1, 2, 3,

etc.; value, as expressed in numbers; price; a type
or representative. (Rhet.) Pictorial language ; a
trope; deviation from rules of grammar. (Logic.)
The form of a syllogism with respect to the position
of the middle term. — v. t. [figured (-urd), -ur-
ing.] To majce an image of, by drawing or model-
ing; to embellish with designs, mark upon; to indi-
cate by numerals; to calculate; to state by a meta-
phor, signify or symbolize; to image in the mind.
(Mus.) To write (figures or other characters) over
or under the bass, indicating the accompanying
chords; to embellish, —v. i. To make afigure.be
distinguished. — Fig'ure-head, n. (Naut.) The
figure or bust projecting from the bow of a ship.
See Ship. A person nominally at the head of an as-

sociation or enterprize, but lacking ability or au-
thority to control affairs. — Figura'tion, n. Act of
giving determinate form. (Mus.) Mixture of con-
cords and discords. — Fig'urative, -tiv, a. Repre-
senting by a figure, or by resemblance; typical; rep-
resentative; used in a tropic.il sense, as a metaphor;
not literal; abounding in figures of speech; flowery;
florid. — Fig'uratively, adv.

Filaceous, Filament, etc. See under File.
Filbert, fiKbert, n. (Bot.) The nut or fruit of the
cultivated hazel.

Filch, filch, v. t. [filched (filcht), filching.] To
steal or take privily,— said of petty thefts; to pilfer.

File, ill, n. An orderly succession: a line, row; as,

(Mil.) a row of soldiers ranged behind one another;
a collection of papers, arranged for preservation and
reference; wire or other contrivance by which papers

Fig, Leaf and Fruit.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fo"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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are kept in order; fine wire thread of gold or silver;

tinsel-covered silk.— v. t. [filed (fild), filing.]
To set in order, place on file, insert in its proper
place among arranged papers; to bring before a
court or legislative body by presenting papers in a
regular way. (Law.) To put upon the hies or among
the records of a court. — v. i. (Mil.) To march (sol-

diers) in a file or line, one after another. — Fila'-
ceous, -shus, a. Composed or consisting of threads.
— Fi'lose, -los, a. Ending in a thread-like process.
— Fii'ament, n. A thread, or thread-like appendage;
esp. (Hot.), the thread-like part of the stamens sup-
porting the anther: see Anther.— Fil'igree, «. Net-
work containing beads; ornamental work, executed
in fine gold or silver wire.— a. Pert, to or made of,

etc. — Fillet, n. A little band or twist, esp. one to
encircle the head ; a piece of meat made up of mus-
cles, esp. the fleshy part of the thigh; meat rolled
into a string-like form. (Arch.) A square ornament,
listel: the longitudinal ridge between the flutings of
a Grecian column, except the Doric. (Her.) A kind
of ordinary crossing the shield horizontally.

—

v. t.

To bind, furnish, or adorn with a fillet.

File, ill, n. A steel instrument, covered with sharp-
edged furrows, for abrading or smoothing hard sub-
stances; a shrewd, artful person, cheat, pickpocket.— v. t. [filed (fild), filing.] To rub, smooth, or
cut away, with a file; to smooth, polish, improve. —
Filling, n. Particle rubbed off by a file.

Filial, fil'yal, a. Pert, to a son or daughter; becom-
ing a child in relation to parents; bearing the rela-
tion of a child.— Fil'iate, -Y-at, v. t. To adopt as
son or daughter. — Filia'tion, n. Relation of a child
to a father; the fixing of a bastard child on some one
as its father; affiliation.

Filibuster, fil''i-bus/ter, n. A lawless military adven-
turer, esp. one in quest of plunder; a free-booter,
pirate. — v. i. To act as a filibuster; to obstruct leg-
islation b}T persistent dilatory motions on the part of
the minority.

Filigree, Fillet, etc. See under File.
Fill, til, v. t. [filled (fild), filling.] To make full;

to supply abundantly, cause to abound; to satisfy,
content; to possess and perform the duties of, oc-
cupy, hold; to supply with an incumbent.— v. i. To
become full, have an abundant supply, be satiated;
to fill a cup for drinking, give to drink. — n. A full
supply; as much as satisfies; a thill of a carriage.

Fillibeg, fil'lf-beg, n. A kilt or dress reaching nearly
to the knees, worn in the Highlands of Scotland.

Fillip, fil'lip, v. t. [-liped (dipt), -liping.] To strike
with the finger nail, jerked from under the thumb.— n. A jerk of a finger.

Filly, fil'lt, 7i. A young horse; esp. young mare; fe-
male colt; a lively, roistering, or wanton girl.

Film, film, n. A thin skin; peilicle; membranous cov-
ering, causing opacity; a slender thread, as one of
those in a cobweb. — v. t. To cover with, etc.

Filose. See under File.
Filter, fil'ter, n. A piece of woolen cloth, paper, etc.,

or a receptacle filled with charcoal, etc., through
which liquids are strained.— v. t. [filtered (-terd),
-terixg.J To purify (a liquid) by passing it through
a filter; to filtrate.— v. i. To pass through a filter.

Filth, filth, n. Foul matter; dirt; nastiness; anything
that defiles the moral character; pollution.—Filth'y,
-t,a. [-ier,-iest.] Defiled withfilth; impure; vulgar.

Fin, fin, n. (Ichth.)

One of the projec-
ting, bony, mem-
branous organs
with which a fish

or fish-like animal
controls its posi-
tion and m o v e-

ments.
Final, fi'nal, a.

Pert, to the end
or conclusion ;

last; terminating;
conclusive ; deci-
sive; mortal; respecting the purpose or ultimate end
in view.— Finality, -T-tY, n. Final state; a final or
conclusive arrangement, settlement.— Fi'nally, adv.
At the end; ultimately; lastly; completely. —Finale,

Fins.

1, ventral; 2, anal; 3, caudal; 4,

pectoral; 5, first dorsal; 6, sec-
ond dorsal.

Finials.

[fined (find), fining.] To"make fine, purify.
Fin'ery, -er-T, n. Ornament; decoration; a refin-

fe-n&'la, n. (Mm.) The end of a piece of music,
last note; close. [It.] — Fin'-
ial, -I-al, n. The knot, or
bunch of foliage, termina-
ting pinnacles in Gothic
architecture ; the pinnacle
itself.—Finnish, v. t. [-ished

\

(-isht), -ishing.] To bring'
to an end, put an end to,

terminate; to bestow the ut-
most labor upon, complete,
perfect. — n. That which
finishes or perfects; esp. the
last hard, smooth coat of
plaster on a wall. — Fi'nite,
-nit, a. Limited in quantity, degree, or capacity;
bounded. — Fi'nis, n. An end ; conclusion.

Finance, etc. See under Fine, n.
Finch, finch, n. One of a family of singing birds.
Find, find, v. t. [found (fownd), finding.] To meet
with or light upon accidentally, fall in with; to learn
by experience or trial, perceive, experience, detect,
feel; to come upon by seeking, discover by study,
gain, as the object of effort; to provide for, supply,
furnish; to arrive at, as a conclusion, establish. — v.

i. (Law.) To determine as an issue of fact, and de-
clare it to a court. — n. Thing found; a discov-
ery, esp. of something archseologically valuable. —
Found'ling, fownd'-, n. A child found without a
parent or protector.

Fine, fin, a. Finished; brought to perfection; supe-
rior; elegant; beautiful; showy; aiming at effect

;

over-dressed or over-decked; nice; delicate; exquis-
ite ;_sly; fraudulent; not coarse, gross, or heavy.— v.

ery, -er-i,'w.

ery, furnace for making iron malleable.— Fine'
draw, v. t. [-drawn, -drawing.] To sew up a rent,
without doubling the edges, so as to conceal it. —
Fine'-drawn, p. a. Drawn out too subtly.— Fin'-
ical, a. Affectedly fine; fastidious; foppish.— Fin'-
ically, adv. — Finesse, fT-nes', n. Subtilty of con-
trivance to gain a point; artifice; stratagem.— v. i.

[finessed (-nest'), -sing.] To employ, etc. ; in whist,
to play a low card when holding higher, trusting
that the opponent cannot take it.

Fine, fin, n. Money paid to settle a claim, or termi-
nate a matter in dispute; esp. a payment of money
imposed as punishment for an offense; a mulct.
(Feudal Law.) A final agreement concerning lands
or rents between persons. (Eng. Law.) A sum of
money paid for obtaining a benefit, favor, or priv-
ilege.— v. t. [fined (find), fining.] To impose a
pecuniary penalty upon; to mulct. — Finance, fT-

nans', n. The income of a ruler or state; revenue;
sometimes, income froii i an \ <iividual;£>Z. available
resources.— Finan'c- .».,-> >»i. a. Pert, to finance or
public revenue. — F :~>'

, ..'st, n. One skilled in
financial matters.— : .

•
:.. _ly, adv.—Financier',

-ser', n. An officer \ ..osi ...misters the public rev-
enue; one skilled in financial operations, —v. i. To
conduct financial operations.

Finery, Finesse, etc. See under Fine, a.

Finger, fin'ger, n. One of the 5 terminating members
of the hand; a digit; also, one of the 4 extremities
of the hand, excluding the thumb; the breadth of a
finger; skill in the use of the fingers, as in music.—
v. t. [fingered (-erd), -ering.] To touch with the
fingers, handle; to perform on, or with, the fingers;
to touch lightly; to pilfer, purloin, — v. i. (Mus.)
To use the fingers in playing on an instrument.

Finial, Finis, Finish, etc. See under Final.
Finical, etc. See under Fine, a.

Fiord, f'T6rd (one syllable), n. A bay or inlet.

Fir, fer, n. A tree allied to the pines.
Fire, fir, n. Evolution of light and heat in the com-
bustion of bodies ; combustion : state of ignition;
fuel in combustion, as on a hearth or in a furnace;
the burning of a house, etc.; conflagration; ardor
of passion ; warmth of imagination ; enthusiasm

;

discharge of fire-arms.— v. i. [fired (fird), firing.]
To set on fire, kindle; to inflame, irritate; to ani-

mate, give life or spirit to; to cause to explode, dis-

charge. (Far.) To cauterize, — v. i. To take fire,

be kindled, kindle; to be irritated or inflamed with

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 6nd, 5ve, tSrm ; Tn, Ice ; 8dd, tone, 8r
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passion; to discharge fire-arms. — Ffery, -gr-i, a.
Consisting of, like, or heated by, fire; ardent; impet-
uous; irritable; fierce. — Fire'-alarm', n. An alarm
given of a conflagration; apparatus forgiving alarm,
as by telegraphic signals.—arm, n. A weapon which
acts by the force of gunpowder, — -clay, n. A kind
of clay, chiefly pure silicate of alumina, capable of
sustaining intense heat.—fly, n. A winged, lumin-
ous insect; an Amer. beetle giving intermittent light
from the abdomen; a W. Ind. beetle which emits a
brilliant light from a spot on each side of the thorax,
etc.—proof, a. Proof against Are; incombustible.
— v. t. To render proof, etc— Fire'man, n. ; pi.
-men. One whose business is to extinguish fires in
towns; one who tends fires, as of a steam-engine. —
Fire'side, n. A place near the fire or hearth; home;
domestic life.

Firkin, fer'kin, n. A measure of capacity, equal to
9 ale gallons, or 1\ imperial gallons; a cask of in-
determinate size, — used chiefly for butter and lard.

Firm, term, a. Fixed ; closely compressed ; not
easily disturbed; unchanging in purpose; not giv-
ing way; solid ; stable ; stanch ; sturdy ; resolute;
constant. — n. The name, title, or style under which
a company transact business; a partnership or house.— Firm'ly, adv.— Firm'ness, n. State or quality of
being, etc. See Phrenology.— Fir'mament, n. The
region of the air; sky or heavens.

Firman, fgr'man or ier-man', n. ; pi. -mans. A de-
cree of the Turkish or other Oriental government.

First, ferst, a. Preceding all others of a series or kind;
placed in front of all others; foremost; most eminent,
exalted, or excellent; primary; primordial; original;
highest ; chief; principal.— adv. Before anything
else in time, space, rank, etc.,— used in composi-
tion.— n. (Mus.) The upper part of a duet, trio,

etc.— Firstly, adv. In the first place; to commence.
Firth. Same as Frith.
Fisc, flsk, n. The treasury of a prince or state.— Fiscr-

al, a. Pert, to the public revenue.
Fish, fish, n. ; pi. Fishes, -ez, for which the sing, is

often used collectively. An animal that lives in
water. (Zobl.) An oviparous, vertebrate animal,
breathing by gills or branchiae, and living almost
entirely in the water. The flesh of fish, used as
food. — v. i. [fished (fisht), fishing.] To attempt
tp catch fish; to seek to obtain by artifice, —v. t. To
catch, draw out or up ; to search by raking or
sweeping. (Naut.) To strengthen, as a mast or
yard, with a piece of timber. {Railroad Engirt.') To
splice, as rails, with a fish-joint. — Fish/y, -I, a.
Consisting of, like, or full of, etc.; dubious; extrava-
fant, like fishermen's stories. — Fisb/-ball, n. A
ried cake, made from chopped fish, mashed pota-

toes, etc.—glue, n. Isinglass.—hook, n. A hook
for catching fish. „— -joint, n. (Rail- J|
roads.) A splice JjMff gWifbl ffo] tfol So]
consisting offish- ^WT la^1 feJ ft^ Ig
plates bolted to ^
the sides of adja-
c e n t rails. — Fish-joint.

-plate, n. One of the wrought-iron plates for spli-
cing rails.—mon'ger, n. A seller of fish.—skin, n.
(Pathol.) A disease in which the skin becomes
thickened, hard, and scaly.

Fissile, fis'sil, a. Capable of being split, cleft, or
divided in the direction of the grain, or of natural
joints. — Fis'sure, fish'er, n. A cleft; longitudinal
opening.

Fist, fist, n. The hand with the fingers doubled into
the palm. — v. t. To strike with the fist.

Fistula, fist'u-la, n. ; pi. -L.«,-le. A reed; pipe. (Swg.)
A deep, narrow, chronic abscess. An abnormal open-
ing from one internal organ to another, caused by
ulceration or accident.

Fit, fit, a. Adapted to an end, object, or design;
suitable by nature, art, or culture ; suitable to a
standard of dutv, propriety, or taste; proper ; be-
coming; expedient; apt; adequate, — v. t. To make
fit or suitable, adapt to the purpose intended, quali-
fy; to bring into a required form; to furnish duly;
to be suitable to, answer the requirements of. —v.
i. To be proper or becoming, of the right size, or ad-
justed to the desired shape; to suit. — n. Adjust-

ment. (Ifachj) Coincidence of parts in contact.—
Fit'ly, adv. Properly. — Fit'ness, n.

Fit, fit, n. A sudden and violent attack of a disorder;
a convulsion; paroxysm; attack of disease; an at-

tack of anything which masters one for a time; a
passing humor; impulsive action; a sudden emis-
sion; a song, strain, canto.— Fit'ful, -ful, a. Full of
fits; irregularly variable; unstable. — Fi't'fully, adv.

Fitch. Same as Vetch.
Five, fiv, n. A number next greater than 4, and less

than 6 ; the sum of 4 and 1 ; a symbol representing
this number, as 5 or "V.— a. 4 and 1 added ; 1 more
than 4. — Fifth, a. Next after the 4th; being one of
5 equal parts. — n. The quotient of 1 divided by 5;

one of 5 equal parts. — Fifth'ly, adv. In the 5th
place. —Fifteen, -ten, a. 5 and 10: 1 more than 14.

— n. The sum of 5 and 10; a symbol representing
this number, as 15, or XV. — Fifteenth, a. Next
after the 14th ; being one of fifteen equal parts. —
n. One of 15 equal parts. — Fifty, -tT, a. 5 times 10.
— n. 5 tens; sum of 49 and 1 ; symbol representing,
etc., as 50, or L. — Fiftieth, a. Next after the 49th;
being one of 50 equal parts.— n. Quotient of 1 di-
vided by 50; one of 50 equal parts.

Fix, fiks, v. t. [fixed (fikst), fixing.] To make firm,
stable, or fast; to establish; to hold steadily; as the
eye on an object, attention on a speaker, etc. ; to
implant, pierce; to adjust, set to rights; place in the
manner desired or most suitable, settle, determine,
put in order.— v. i. To settle or remain permanent-
ly, rest ; to become firm, cease to flow or to be fluid,

become hard and malleable.—n. A difficult position;
predicament; dilemma. — Fix'ture, -chur, n. That
which is attached to something as a permanent ap-
pendage ; fixedness. (Law.) Anything accessory
annexed to houses and lands, so as to constitute a
part of them. #

Fizz, fiz, Fiz'zle, -zl, v. i. To make a hissing sound;
to fail of success in an undertaking, bungle, —n. A
failure, or abortive attempt.

Flabby, flab'bi, a. Yielding to the touch, and easily
moved or shaken; wanting firmness; flaccid.

Flaccid, flak'sid, a. Yielding to pressure for want of
firmness; soft and weak; limber; lax; flabby.

Flag, flag, v. i. [flagged (flagd), -ging.] To hang
loose without stiffness ; to beloose and yielding; to

grow spiritless or dejected, lose vigor, droop, lan-
guish, pine. — v. t. To let fall into feebleness.

Flag, flag, F.-stone, n. A flat stone used for paving. —
v. t. To lay with flat stones.— Flake, n. A film;
flock ; lamina; layer ; scale ; a platform of hurdles,
for drying codfish, etc. (Naut.) A stage hung over
a ship's side, for workmen to stand on in calking,
etc.— v. t. [flaked (flakt), flaking.] To form
into flakes,— v. i. To separate in layers, scale off.

Flag, flag, n. A cloth to wave in the wind, usually
bearing a device and attached at one end to a staff;

military or naval ensign or colors; banner; standard.
(Bot.) An aquatic plant, with ensiform leaves,

which flutter in the wind.— v. t. To signal to with
a flag.

Flagellate, flaj'el-lat, v. t, To whip; scourge.— Flag-
ella'tion, n. A flogging; discipline of the scourge.
— Flail, flal, n. An instrument for threshing or beat-
ing grain from the ear.

Flageolet, flaj'o-let', n. (Mus.) A wind-instrument,
having a mouth-piece, and 6 principal holes.

Flagftious, fla-jish'us, n. Disgracefully or shame-
fully criminal ; guilty of enormous or scandalous
crimes or vices; atrocious; flagrant; abandoned.

—

Fla'grant, a. Flaming; burning; in preparation or
performance ; raging ; flaming into notice ; notori-

ous; flagitious; glaring; enormous.
Flagon, flag'un, n. A vessel with a narrow mouth,
for holding liquors.

Flail. See under Flagellate.
Flake, etc. See under Flag, a stone.

Flambeau, flam'bo, n. ; pi. -beaux, -bo, or -beaus,
-boz. A flaming torch, used in illuminations, etc.

Flame, flam, n. A stream of burning vapor or gas; a
blaze; burning zeal; passionate excitement or strife;

warmth of affection ; a sweetheart. — v. i. [flamed
(flamd), flaming.] To burn with rising, stream-
ing, or darting fire; to blaze ; to break out in vio-

lence of passion. — Flamingo, -min'go, n. A bird of

sun, cube, full ; moon, i'dot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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a blight red color, having long
legs and neck, and a beak bent
down as if broken.

Flank, flank, re. The fleshy part of
an animal's side between the ribs
and hip; see Beef, House. {Mil.)
The side of an army: the extreme
right or left. {Fort.) That part
of a bastion which reaches from
the curtain to the face, and de-
fends the opposite face: see Bas-
tion. {Arch.) The side of a build-
ing. — v. t. [flanked (flankt),

flanking.] lo stand at the flank
or side of, border upon; to oyer- naminiro .

look the flank of, pass around or
turn the flank of. — r. i. To border, touch; to be
posted on the side. — Flange, flanj, n. A projecting
edge or rim, as of a carwheel, to keep it on the rail,

or of a casting, by which it may be fastened to some-
thing else. — r. t. [flanged (flanjd), flanging.]
{Mach.) To make a flange on.— v.i. To be bent
into a flange, take the form of a flange.

Flannel, flan/nel, n. A soft, nappy, woolen cloth,
of loose texture.

Flap, flap, n. Anything broad and limber that hangs
loose, or attached by one side or end and easily
moved ; the motion 'of such an object, or a stroke
with it, or the noise made by a stroke. {Sur-g.) A
piece of skin and flesh left attached to the stump in
amputation, made to cover the end of the bone. pi.
{Far.) A disease in horses' lips. — v. t. [flapped
(flapt), -ping.] To beat with a flap, strike; to move,
as something flap-like. — v. i. To move (wings, etc.)

;

to fall and hang like a flap.

Flare, flar, v. i. [flared (flard), flaring.] To burn
with a glaring and waving flame ; to shine out with
a sudden, unsteady light; to be exposed to too much
light; to open or spread outward.—?!. An unsteady,
broad, offensive light; leaf of lard.

Flash, flash, n. A sudden burst of light ; momentary
blaze, brightness, or show ; an instant ; very brie'f

period ; the slang language of thieves, tramps, etc.— a. Low and vulgar; slang. — v. i, [flashed
(flasht), flashing.] To break forth, as a sudden
flood of light, show momentary brilliancy ; to burst
forth with a flood of flame and light ; to make a
quick and unexpected transit.— v. t. To send out
in flashes, convey by a flame, or by a quick and start-

ling motion. —Flash'y, -Y, a. Dazzling for a mo-
ment: showy; gaudy; insipid; vapid.

Flask, flask, n. A narrow-necked vessel for holding
fluids ; a powder-horn. {Founding.) A box con-
taining the sand forming the mold.

Flat, flat, a. Having an even and horizontal surface;
lying at full length; level with the earth; prostrate;
fallen ; laid low ; ruined ; wanting relief or variety ;

monotonous ; lacking liveliness,— said of commer-
cial exchange and dealings; depressed; dull; not re-

lieved, broken, or softened; clear ; absolute ; down-
right. {Mus.) Below the true pitch, — hence, as
applied to intervals, minor, or lower by a half-step ;

not sharp or shrill; not acute. {Proa.) "Uttered with
voice instead of breath; spoken, in distinction from
whispered ; vocal ; sonant, — said of certain conso-
nants, as b, d, z, etc. — adv. Directlj' ; plainly.
{Stock Exch.) Without allowance for accrued in-
terest. — re, A level surface without elevation or
prominences; a low, level tract of ground ; a shoal

;

shallow ; strand ; a floor or story in a building ; a
platform car on railroads : the flat part, or side, of
anything; a dull fellow; simpleton. {Mus.) A char-
acter [b] before a note, indicating a tone a half-step
or semitone lower. — v. t. To make flat, flatten,

level; to render dull, insipid, or spiritless; to depress
in tone, as a musical note, esp., to lower in pitch by
half a tone. — v. i. To become flat, or flattened.
{Mus.) To fall from the pitch. — Flat'ten, -tn, v. t.

[-tened (-tnd), -tening.] To level, make flat; to
throw down ; to prostrate, depress, deject ; to make
vapid or insipid. {Mus.) To lower the pitch of.

—

v. i. To become flat.

Flatter, flat'ter, v. t. [-tered (-terd), -tering.] To
gratify, coax, wheedle: to gratify the self-love, van-
ity, and pride of; to please by artful commendation,

Flax.

or with false hopes. — Flafterer, n. — Flat'tery, -T,

n. Act of, etc.; adulation; compliment; obsequious-
ness.

Flatulent, flafu-lent, a. Affected with gases in the
alimentary canal; windy; generating wind in the
stomach; turgid with air. — Flafulence, -lency, -si,

n. State or condition of being, etc.

Flaunt, fliint, v. i. To throw or spread out, move os-
tentatiously. — v. t. To display ostentatiously.

Flavor, fla'ver, n. Odor; fragrance; that quality of
anything which affects the taste; relish; savor; that
which imparts a peculiar odor or taste. — v. t. [fla-
vored (-verd), -yoking.] To give flavor to.

Flaw, flaw, n. A bursting or cracking; a breach; gap;
fissure. {Naut.) A sudden gust. A tumult, quar-
rel; any defect made by violence or neglect; blem-
ish; imperfection; speck. — v.t. [flawed (flawd),
flawing.] To break, violate.

Flax, flaks, n. {Pot.) A plant having a single, slen-
der stalk, with blue flowers: the fiber
of the bark is used for making thread
and cloth, called linen, cambric, laion,

lace, etc.; linseed oil is expressed from
the seed. The fibrous part of the flax
plant, when broken and cleaned by
hatcheling or combing. — Flax'en, a.

Made of, or like, flax. — Flax'y, -1, a.

Like flax; of light color; fair.— Flax'-
comb, re. A toothed instrument through
which flax is drawn in preparing it for
spinning; a hatchel— -dress'er, n. One
who breaks and swingles flax, or pre-
pares it for the spinner. — Flax'seed,
n. Seed of the flax plant; linseed.

Flay, fla, v. t. [flayed (flad), flaying.]
To skin, strip off the skin of.

Flea, fle, n. A small insect remarkable
for its agility and troublesome bite.

Fleck, flek, re. A spot, streak, speckle,
dapple.— v. t. [flecked (flekt), fleck-
ing.] To spot, streak or stripe, variegate, dapple. —
Flick, v. t. and i. [flicked (flikt), flicking.] To
strike with a quick, light blow.— n. A slight blow,
jerk.

Fledge, flej, v. t. [fledged (flejd), fledging.] To
supply with the feathers necessary -for flight, fur-
nish with any soft covering.

Flee, fle, v. i. or t. [fled, fleeing.] To run away,
as from_danger or evil, escape.

Fleece, fles, n. The coat of wool covering a sheep, or
shorn from a sheep at one time; any soft woolly cov-
ering — v. t. [fleeced (flest), fleecing.] To de-
prive of a fleece; to strip of money or property, rob;
to spread over as with wool.

Fleer, fler, r. i. [fleered (flerd), fleering.] To
make a wry face in contempt ; to deride, sneer,
mock, gibe.— v. t. To mock, flout at. —n. Deris-
ion; mockery.

Fleet, flet, n. A navy or squadron of ships; esp. a
number of ships of war. — o. Swift in motion ; nim-
ble.— v.i. To fly swiftly, hasten. {Naut.) To slip

(a rope or chain) down the barrel of a capstan or
windlass. — v.t. To pass over rapidly; to cause to
pass lightly, or in mirth and joy. {Naxit.) To draw
apart the blocks of; to cause to slip down the barrel
of a capstan or windlass.— Fleefness, n. Swiftness;
celerity; speed.— Fleeting, p. a. Not durable; tran-
sient; "transitory. — Fleet'-foot, a. Swift of foot;
running, or able to run, rapidly. — Flotilla, -la, n.

A little fleet, or fleet of small vessels.

Flesh, flesh, n. The muscles, fat, etc., covering the
framework of bones in animals; animal food; meat,
esp. of beasts and birds used as food, disting. fr.

fish; the human system; the body; the human race;
mankind; human nature ; tenderness of feeling;
tendency to physical pleasure: carnality. {Theol.)
The soul uninfluenced by spiritual influences. Kin-
dred; stock; race: the pulpy substance of fruit; part
of a root, fruit, etc., fit to be eaten, —r. t. [fleshed
(flesht), fleshing.] To feed (hawks, dogs, etc.)

with flesh, as an incitement to exertion; to use (a
sword, etc.) upon flesh, esp. for the fir6t time; to
glut, accustom.— Flesb/y, -T, a. [-ier, -iest.] Plump;
corpulent; gross. {Hot.) Composed of Arm pulp;
succulent. — Fleshiness, re.— Fleshly, -IT, a. Pert."

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Tn, ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r
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to the flesh; corporeal; animal, not vegetable; hu-

|

man, not celestial, not spiritual; carnal; lascivious.
I

Fleur-de-lis, fier'de-le', n. The flower-de-luce ; iris,
i

(Her.) The royal insignia of France.
Flew. See Fly.
Flex, fleks, v. t. [flexed (flekst), flexing.] To bend.
— Flex'ible, a. Capable of being bent; pliable: yield-
ing to pressure: capable of yielding to others' influ-
ence: too easy and compliant ; capable of being
adapted: supple: ductile; obsequious; wavering.

—

Flex'ibleness, -ibil'ity, n. Condition or quality of
being, etc.

Flick. See under Fleck.
Flicker, flik'er, v. i. [-eeed (-5rd), -ering.] To flut-

ter, flap without flying, waver or fluctuate, like a
flame in a current of air ; to blaze fitfully, as a
dying fire or lamp.— n. Fluctuation; sudden and
brief increase of brightness. (Ornith.) The golden-
headed woodpecker, Yellow-hammer.

Flier, Flight, Flighty. 'See under Fly.
Flimsy, liim'zl, a. [-sier, -siest.] Weak; feeble;

slight; vain; of loose and unsubstantial structure;
without reason or plausibility; shallow.

Flinch, flinch, v. i. [flinched (flincht), flinching.]
To show signs of yielding or of suffering; to wince.

Flinders, fhn'derz, n. pi. Small pieces or splinters.
Fling, fling,, v. t. [flung, flinging.] To cast, send,
or throw from the hand; to hurl, dart; to shed forth,
emit; to prostrate, baffle, defeat.— v. i. To throw,
wince, flounce; to cast in the teeth, utter harsh lan-
guage; to throw one's self in a violent or hasty man-
ner, rush. — n. A cast from the hand; a throw; a
contemptuous remark; sneer; a kind of dance.

Flint, flint, n. (3Iin.) A very hard variety of quartz,
which strikes fire with steel, and is an ingredient in
glass. A piece of flinty stone formerly used in fire-

arms to strike fire.— Flint'y, -Y, a. [-ier, -iest.] Of,
abounding in, or like, etc. — Flint'iness, n.

Flip, flip, n. A mixture of beer and spirit sweetened
and heated by a hot iron.

Flippant, flip'pant, a. Of smooth, fluent, and rapid
speech; voluble; talkative ; speaking confidently,
without knowledge or consideration: pert: petulant.— Flip'pantness, -pancy, -si, n. — Flip'per, n. The
paddle or limb of a sea-turtle, seal, etc.; broad fin

of a fish.

Flirt, flert, v. t. To throw with a jerk or quick effort,

fling suddenly: to move playfully to and fro; to jeer
at, treat with"contempt,— v. i. To act giddily, or to
attract notice; esp. to play the coquette; to jeer or
gibe. — n. A sudden jerk, darting motion, jeer; one
who flirts; acoquette: a pert girl.— Flirta'tion, n. A
flirting; a quick, sprightly motion; playing at court-
ship: coquetry.

Flit, flit, v. i. To fly with rapid motion, dart along,
fleet; to flutter, rove on the wing; to pass rapidly
from one place to another; to be unstable, be easily
or often moved. — Flifter, n. A rag, tatter, frag-
ment.— Flifter-mouse, n. A bat.

Flitch, flich, n. The side of a hog salted and cured.
Float, flot, n. Anything which rests on the surface of
a fluid, esp. to sustain, move, or mark the position
of some other thing; a raft; the cork on an angling
line, to indicate the bite of a fish; float-board of a
wheel; a quantity of earth, 18 feet square and 1 foot
deep ; a wooden instrument with which masons
smooth plastering on walls ; a single-cut file for
smoothing.— v. i. To rest on the surface of a fluid;
to be buoyed up ; to move quietly or gently on the
water or through the air. — v. t. "To cause to rest
or move on the surface of a fluid ; to flood, inun-
date, overflow. (Plastering.) To pass over and level
the surface of with a float dipped frequently in
water. — Flota'tion, n. Act of, floating; science of
floating bodies. — Flo'tant, a. (Her.) Streaming in
the air. — Flot'sam, -son, n. (Law.) Goods lost by
shipwreck and floating on the sea.

Flock, flok, n. A company or collection of living
things, esp. of sheep or birds; a Christian consrrega-
tion.— v. i. [flocked (flokt), flocking.]" To
gather in crowds.

Flock, flok, n. A lock of wool or hair; finely pow-
dered wool or cloth, used when colored for making
flock-paper, pi. The refuse of cotton and wool, or
the shearing of woolen-goods. — Floc'culent, a. Co-

alescing and adhering in flocks, like wool. (Ontiih.)
Pert, to the down of unfledged birds.

Floe, flo, n. An extensive surface of ice in the ocean.
Flog, flog, h. t. [flogged (flogd),' flogging.] To

beat or strike with a rod; to whip, lash.

Flood, flud, n. A body of moving water, esp. overflow-
ing land not usually covered; a deluge; freshet: in-

undation; the flowing in of the tide,— opp. to ebb;
a great quantity; abundance: superabundance; the
deluge in the days of Noah; a great body or stream
of any fluid substance; menstrual discharge. — v. t.

To overflow, inundate, deluge.
Floor, flor, it. The solid surface of wood, etc., forming
the bottom of a room, bridge, etc. ; the body of a
public hall, disting. fr. platform, gallery, etc. ; a
suite of rooms on a level in a house ; a story ; any
platform or flooring. (Legis. Assemblies.) The part
of the house assigned to the members ; the right to
speak. (Navt.) That part of the bottom of a vessel
most nearly horizontal. — r. t. [floored (fiord),

flooring.] To cover with a floor; to strike down on-

lay level with the floor ; to silence by some decisive
argument.

Flop, flop, v. r. [flopped (flopt), -ping.] To clap or
strike, as a bird its wings, etc.; to spring up and fall

heavily to the ground again, as a dying fish or fowl;
to let down the brim of (a hat, etc.)' — v. i. To strike
about with something broad and flat; to rise and
fall.—?;. The sound made by a flat object falling
upon a floor, etc.

Flora, flo'ra, n. (Myth.) The goddess of flowers.
(Boi.) The complete system of vegetable species
native in a given locality, or period; a description
of such plants. — Flo'ral, a. Pert, to Flora, or to
flowers. (Bot.) Containing, or belonging to, the
flower. — Flo'rist, n. A cultivator of, or writer on,
plants.— Flores'cence, -sens, n. (Bot.) A bursting
into flower; a blossoming.— Flo'ret, 11.

(Bot.) A little flower; the partial or I

separate little flower of an aggregate
flower. — Flo'ricul'ture, -kuPchur, ;

Cultivation of flowering plants.-
Flor'id, flQr-, a. Covered with, or
abounding in, flowers: bright in color;
of a lively red color: embellished with
flowers of rhetoric; excessively ornate.
— Flor'in, n. Orig. a Florentine coin,
with a lily on it; a coin of gold or sil-

ver, of different values in different
countries.

Floss, flos, n. A downy or silken substance in the
husks of maize, etc.; a fluid glass floating on iron
in puddling-furnaces; untwisted filaments of silk.—
Floss'-thread, n. Soft flaxen thread, for embroidery.

Flotation, Flotsam, etc. See under Float.
Flotilla. See under Fleet.
Flounce, downs, v. i. [flounced (flownst), floun-
cing.] To spring, turn, or twist with sudden ef-

fort; to flounder,— n. Act of, etc.; a sudden jerk-

ins motion of the body.— Floun'der, r. i. [-deked
(-derd), -dering.] To plunge and struggle, as a
horse in mire ; to fling the limbs and body, as in
making efforts to move; to roll, toss, and tumble.

Flounce, downs, n. A loose ruffle or flap, around the
skirt of a lady's dress, — v. t. To deck with, etc.

Flounder, flowii'der, n. A small, edible, tide-water
flat-fish: when young
it swims vertically,

and has symmetrical
eyes, but soon turns

,

on its side, and the
under eye passes
through its head.

Flour. Flourish, etc. See
under Flower.

Flout, ttowt, v. t. To
mock or in s u 1 1 ; to
treat with contempt. — •

insult.

Flow, flo. v. i. Tflow

Florets.

Flounder.

To sneer. — n. A mock,

(flod), flowing.] To
change place or circulate, as a liquid; to become
liquid, melt; to glide smoothly or without friction,

proceed, issue forth; to have or be in abundance,
abound, be copious; to hang loose and waving; to

rise, as the tide,— opp. to ebb; to discharge blood

sun, cube, full ; moon, fot>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNbox, chair, get.
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in excess from the uterus. — v. t. To cover with
water, overflow, inundate, flood; to cover with var-
nish. —re. A stream of water or other fluid; a cur-
rent ; auy gentle, gradual movement of thought,
diction, music, etc.; abundance ; copiousness; the
tidal setting in of water from ocean to shore.

Flower, flow'er, n. A circle of leaves ou a plant; a
bloom or blossom. (Bot.) That part of a plant
destined to produce seed, and including one or both
of the sexual organs. The fairest, freshest, and
choicest part of anything; a figure of speech; orna-
ment of style. — v. i. [flowered (-erd), -erixg.]
To blossom, bloom, produce flowers ; to come into
the finest condition. — v. t. To embellish with
flowers. — Flow'eret, n. A floret ; small flower. —
Flow'ery, -er-I, a. Full of, etc.; highly embellished
with figurative language; florid. — Flour, flowr, n.

The finely ground meal of wheat or other grain ;

fine, soft powder of any substance.— v. t. [floured
(flowrd), flourixg.] lo grind and bolt; to sprinkle
with flour. — Flour'y, -i, a. Of or like, etc.— Flour-
ish, flerlsh, v. i. [-ished (-isht), -ishixg.] To grow
luxuriantly, thrive; to be prosperous, be increased
with good qualities; to use florid language, be copi-
ous and flowery; to make bold and sweeping, fanci-
ful, or wanton movements; to make ornamental
strokes with the pen: to execute a fanciful strain of
music, by way of ornament or prelude; to boast,
vaunt, brag.— v. t. To cause to thrive, develop, ex-
pand; to ornament with anything showy, embellish;
to grace with ostentatious eloquence; to move in bold
or irregular figures; to brandish.— n. Decoration;
showy splendor; ostentatious embellishment; show;
a fanciful stroke of the pen or graver; a fantastic or
decorative musical passage; the waving of a weapon,
etc.; brandishing.

Flown. See Fly. _
Fluctuate, flukfu-at, v. i. To move as a wave, roll

hither and thither; to move now in one direction
and now in another, be irresolute or undetermined,
waver, vacillate, scruple.

Flue, flu, n. Light down, such as rises from beds,
cotton, etc.; soft down, fur, or hair; fluff. — Fluff, n.

Nap: down.
Flue, flu, n. An air-passage, esp. for conveying smoke
and flame from a fire. (Steam Boilers.) A passage
surrounded by water, for the gaseous products of
combustion, — disting. fr. tubes, which hold water,
and are surrounded by fire: small flues are called
fliie-tubes.

Fluent, flu'ent, a. Flowing or capable of flowing,
liquid; gliding; current; ready in the use of words;
voluble; copious; smooth.— n. (Math.) A variable
quantity, considered as increasing or diminishing,
— called, in modern calculus, the function or in-

tegral. — Flu'ency, -si, n. Quality of being, etc.—
Fluid, a. Capable of flowing: liquid or gaseous. —
n. A body whose particles move easily among them-
selves.— Flume, flum, n. A stream; esp. a channel for
water driving a mill-wheel, or used in gold-washing.

Flugelman, flu'gl-nian, n. (Jlil.) The leader of a file;

a fugleman.
Fluke, fluk, n. (Raid.) The part of an anchor which
fastens in the ground : see Anchor. One of the
points of a whale's tail; in Eng., a shot accidentally
made at billiards, called in U. S. a scratch ; any un-
expected advantage.

Flummery, flumlner-i, n. A light kind of food, for-
j

merly made of flour or meal; empty compliment.
Flung. See Fling.
Flunk, flunk, v. i. [flunked (flunkt), fluxkixg.]
To fail, back out, through fear.— n. A failure.

Flunky, flunk'!, n.- A livery servant; one who is ob-
sequious or cringing; one easily deceived in buying
stocks.

Flurry, flurlY, n. A sudden blast or gust ; violent
agitation; commotion; bustle; confusion.

—

v. t.\

[flurried (-rid), -eying.] To agitate, alarm.
Hush, flush, v. i. [flushed (flusht), flushing.] To
flow and spread suddenly, — v. t. To cause (game,
etc.) to start ; to cleanse by inundating with a sud-
den rush of water.

—

n. A sudden flowing; rush; a
flock of birds suddenly started up; a run of cards of
the same suit.— a. Full of vigor ; well furnished ;

affluent; liberal; prodigal. (Arch, and Mech.) Form-

I ing a continuous surface. Consisting of cards of
the same suit.

Flush, flush, v. i. To become suffused, as the cheeks;
to turn red, blush: to shine suddenly, glow. — v. t.

To redden suddenly, put to the blush ; to make
glowing, redden; to animate with joy, elate, elevate.— n. A rush of blood to the face; blush; glow.

Fluster, flus'ter, v. t. [-tered (-terd), -teeixg.] To
make hot and rosy, as with drinking : to confuse,
muddle.— n. Heat; agitation; disorder.

Flute, flut, ?i. (Jlus.) A pipe used as a wind instru-
ment, having on the side a mouth orifice and holes
stopped by the fingers or by keys. (Arch.) A chan-

j
nel in a column or pillar ; fluting; reed. A channel
or groove in wood or other work, or in plaited mus-
lin, as a ladj''s rurfle. — v. t. To play or sing in a
clear, soft note, like that of a flute; to"form flutes or
channels in.— Flufed, p. a. Thin; fine; flute-like;
formed with flutes. — Flutter, Flau'tist. flaw'-,
Flutist, n. One who plays on the flute. — Fluting,

]

n. A furrow in a column or in a lady's ruffle: fluted
work. — Fluti'na, -te'na, n. A musical instrument
resembling the concertina.

Flutter, flutler, v. i. [-tered (-terd), -terixg.] To
flap the wings rapidlv, without flying, or with short
flights ; to move with quick vibrations or undula-

I tions ; to move irregularly, fluctuate. — r- t. To vi-

|

brate or move quickly : to agitate, disorder, throw
I into confusion.— n. Act of fluttering; quick and
|

irregular motion; hurry; confusion.
Fluvial, flu'vT-al, -viatic, a. Pert, to rivers; growing

I

or living in streams or ponds.

I

Flux, fluks, n. Act of flowing ; quick succession ;

change ; matter which flows, as tide setting in tow-
,

ard the shore ; state of being liquid. (Chem. &
Metal.) Any substance used to promote fusion of

i

metals or minerals. (Med.) Discharge of a fluid

\
from the bowels or other part ; esp., an excessive

;

and morbid discharge ; matter thus discharged.—
I

v.t. [fluxed (flukst), fluxixg.] To fuse. — Flux'-
i ion, fluk'shun, n. Act of flowing; matter that flows;

|

a constantly varying indication.
Fly, fli, v. i.

" [imp. flew (flu) ; p. p. flowx (flon) ;

flyixg.] To move in the air with wings; to float or
move in the air, as clouds, etc.; to move rapidly, like
a bird ; to attempt to escape, flee ; to part, burst in
pieces.— v. t. To shun, avoid; to cause to fly, set
floating, as a kite. — n. (Entom.) A winged insect
of various species, whose wings are transparent; esp.
the house fly. A fish-hook dressed in imitation of a
fly; a kind of light carriage; that part of a flag from
the union to the extreme end. (Xaut.) That part
of a compass on which the points are marked.
(Mech.) A contrivance to equalize motion or ac-
cumulate power in a machine. (Print.) One who
takes sheets from the press ; that part of a power-
printing press which receives the printed sheet and
lays it aside.— Fli'ers, n. pi. Arms revolving around
a bobbin on a spinning machine, which twist the
sliver, etc., into roving, yarn, thread, etc., and wind
it on the bobbin.— Fly'er, n. (Arch.) A step in a flight

of stairs which are parallel to each other. — Flyr-
blow, w. The egg of a fly. — v. t. To deposit an egg
in, or upon, as a fly.—wheel, n. A wheel in ma-
chinery that equalizes its movements, or accumu-
lates power for a variable or intermitting resistance.

See Steam Exgixe.— Flying-artillery, n. (Mil.)

Artillery trained to rapid evolutions. fish,

(Ichth.) A fish which
for a short time, by its

long pectoral fins.— -jib, n. (Xaut.) A
sail outside of the
standing-jib, on the
flying-jib-boom. See
Sails. — -jib-boom, n.

(Xaut.) A spar ex-
tending beyond the
jib-boom. See Ship.— -squir'rel, n. (Zo'61.)

A squirrel having an
expansive skin on
each side, reaching
from the fore to the
hind legs, by which it

sustain itself in the air
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Act of flee-is borne up in leaping. — Flight, fl

ing or flying ; hasty de-
parture, mode of flying ;

lofty elevation and ex-
cursion; soaring; a num-
ber of things passing-
through the air together,
esp. a flock of birds ; a
reach of stairs from one
landing to another. —
Flighty, -*, a. Fleet-
ins; swift; transient; in- TTl

"- • 1

dulging in flights of im- Flying-squirrel,

agination, humor, caprice, etc.; volatile
; giddy.—

Flight'mess, n.

Foal, 151, n. A colt or filly. — v. t. & i. [foaled (told),
foaling.] To bring forth, as a colt or filly.

Foam, fom, n. An aggregation of bubbles on the sur-
face of liquids alter violent agitation; froth; spume.
— v. i. [foamed (fomd), foaming.] To froth, gather
foam: to form or become filled with foam.— v. t. To
throw out with violence; to cause to foam.

Fob, fob, n. A watch pocket.
Fob, fob, v. t. [fobbed (fobd), -bing.] To cheat, trick.

Focus, fo'kus, n. ; E. pi. -cuses, -kus-ez ; L.pl. -ci,

-si. (Opt.) A point in which the rays of light meet,
after being reflected or refracted. (Geom.) A point
on the principal axis of a conic section, such that
the double ordinate to the axis through the point
shall be equal to the parameter of the curve. A
central point ; point of concentration. — v. t. To
bring to a focus. — Fo'cal, a. Of, or pert, to, etc.

Fodder, fodHer, n. Food for cattle, horses, and
sheep, as hay, straw, and various vegetables.— v. t.

[foddehed (-derd), -deeing.] To feed (cattle) with
dry food, cut grass, etc.

Fo8,"l'o, n. An enemy; hostile army; opponent.
Foetus. Same as Fetus.
Fog, fog, n. Vapor rising from water or wet land and
obscuring the lower part of the atmosphere; mist; a
cloud of dust or of smoke. — v. t. [fogged (fogd),
-ging.] To envelop, as with fog; befog.— Fog'gy,
-gt, a. [-gier, -giest.] Filled or abounding with,
etc.; cloudy; misty; dull; obscure.

Fog, fog, n. (Agric.) A second growth of grass; after-
grass ; long grass that remains iu pastures till win-
ter: dead grass in meadows, etc.

Fogy, -gie, -gey, fo'gi, n. A dull old fellow; a per-
son behind the times; a conservative.

Foible, foi'bl, n. A particular moral weakness ; a
failing; weak point; infirmity; frailty; defect.

Foil, foil, v. t. [foiled (foild), foiling.] To render
vain or nugatory, frustrate, baffle, balk. — n. Fail-
ure of success when on the point of beina; secured ;

defeat; miscarriage; a blunt sword, or one having a
button at the end, — used in fencing.

Foil, foil, n. A very thin sheet or plate of metal; a thin
leaf of metal, placed under precious stones, to in-
crease their brilliancy or give them color; anything of
contrasting color or qualities, which sets oft' another
thing to advan-
tage. {Arch.)
A leaf-like or-
nament, in win-
d o w s , niches,
etc., called tre-

foil, quatrefoil, -pn:i„ ( A,.rh \
quin que foil,

toils. (Arch.)

etc., according to the number of cusps it contains.
Foist, foist, v. t. To insert surreptitiously, or without
warrant; to interpolate; to pass off as genuine.

Fold, f5ld, n. A doubling of a flexible substance :

times or repetitions, — used with numerals, chiefly
in composition, to denote multiplication orincrease;
that which is folded together, or which infolds; em-
brace. — v. t. To lap or lay in plaits ; to double : to
lay (the arms, etc.) together; to inclose within folds.— r.i. To become folded.

Fold, fold, n. A pen for sheep, etc. — v. t. To con-
fine (sheep) in a fold.

Foliaceous, io'lT-a'shus. a. (Bot.) Pert, to, or having
the texture or nature of, a leaf; having leaves inter-
mixed with flowers. (Min.) Consisting of leaves
or laminas; of the form of a leaf or plate.— Fo'liage,
-li-ej, n. A collection of leaves as produced by na-

ture. (Arch.) The representation of leaves, flow-
ers, and branches.— FoliorfolT-o or foKyo, n. A
sheet of paper once folded; a book made of sheets,
each folded once; a page in a book; two opposite
pages bearing the same serial number. (Law.) A
leaf containing a certain number of words: a certain
number of words in a writing.— a. Formed of sheets
folded so as to make 2 leaves; of , or equal to, the size
of 1 fold of a sheet of printing paper, when doubled
so asto make 2 leaves.

Folk, fok, n. People in general, or a separate class of
people.

Follicle, folli-kl, n. (Bot.) A simple pod opening
down the inner suture ; a ves-
sel distended with air. (Anat.)
A little bag in animal bodies; a
gland.

Follow, folio, v. t. [-lowed
(-lod), -lowing.] To go or come
after; to go in pursuit of, strive
to obtain ; to go with, as a leader, „
accept as authority, take as a follicle. (Bot.)

rule of action; to copy after, take as an example; to
succeed in order of time, rank, or office; to result
from, as effect from cause, or inference from prem-
ise; to watch, as a receding object; to keep the mind
upon while in progress; to understand the meaning,
connection, or force of; to attend upon closely, as a
profession or calling. — v. i. To go or come after,
pursue, attend, accompany, be a result, succeed. —
Follower, n. One who follows; imitator; disciple;
adherent; attendant. (Steam Eng.) The cover of a
piston; a gland. (Mach.) Part of a machine that re-
ceives motion from another part. — Following, a.

Being next after; succeeding; ensuing.
Folly. See under Fool.
Foment, fo-menf, v. t. To apply warm lotions to; to

instigate, cherish. and promote by excitements; to en-
courage.— Fomentalion, «. (Med.) Act ol foment-
ing, or of applying lotions or poultices ; the lotion
applied to a diseased part; encouragement.

Fond, fond, a. Orig. foolish, simple; foolishly tender
and loving; doting; loving; tender: -much pleased.— Fondly, adv. — Fond'ness, n. — Fondle, fondl,
v. t. [-led (-Id), -ling.] To treat with tenderness,
caress.

Font, n. Assorted type: see under Found. — A bap-
tismal vessel: see under Fount.

Fontanel, fon'ta-nel', Fonticluus, n. (Med.) An arti-

ficial ulcer for the discharge of humors from the
body. — Fon'tanel, n. (Anat.) A space between the
bones of an infant's skull occupied by cartilaginous
membrane.

Food, food, n. What is fed upon; victuals; provisions;
anything that sustains, nourishes, and augments ;

aliment; sustenance; fare.
Fool, fool, n. One destitute of reason; an idiot; one

deficient in intellect; a simpleton, dunce. (Script.)
A wicked person. A professional jester or buffoon.— v. i. [fooled (foold), fooling.] To act like a
fool, trifle, toy. — v. t. l'o infatuate, make foolish;
to make a fool of , impose upon, cheat. — FooKery,
-er-T, n. Practice of folly: absurdity; act of folly or
weakness: piece of absurdity or nonsense. — FooF-
ish, a. Marked with, or exhibiting, folly; void of
understanding; weak in intellect; exhibiting a want
of judgment. — Fool'-hard'y, a. Daring without
judgment; foolishly bold; rash; venturous; head-
long. — Fool'hard'iness, n. — Fools'cap, n. A long
folio writing paper, about 134 by 16\ inches. [Orig.
made with a water-mark of "a fool's cap and bells.]
— Folly, -IT, n. State of being a fool; want of sense;
levity, weakness, or derangement of mind; a fool-
ish act; weak conduct; foolery.

Foot, fot>t, n. ; pi. Feet, fet. Ihe part of a leg below
the ankle; lowest part or foundation; last of a row
or series ; fundamental principle ; basis ; ordinary
level or rank; a measure consisting of 12 inches.
(Mil.) The foot-soldiers, infantry. (Pros.) A com-
bination of syllables constituting a metrical element
of a verse. — v. i. To tread to measure or music; to
dance; to walk.— v. t. To strike with the foot, kick:
to tread; to sum up, as numbers in a column; to add
a foot to.— Footing, n. Ground for the foot; firm
foundation to stand on; established place; relative

siin, cube, full ; moon, f<56t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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condition; state; tread; esp. tread to measure; act of
adding up a column of figures; sum total of such a
column; act of putting a foot to anj-thing, or that
whichis added as afoot; a plain cotton lace, without
figures; the finer refuse part of whale blubber, not
wholly deprived of oil. (Arch.) The broad founda-
tion or base of a wall. — Foot'-ball, n. An inflated
ball, kicked about; sport of kicking, etc.

—

hold, n.

A holding with the feet ; that on which one may-
tread securely.—man, n. ; pi. -MEN. A soldier who
marches and fights on foot; a male servant who at-

tends the door, carriage, table, etc.

—

pound, n. The
dynamic unit, — being the amount of work done in
raising 1 pound through 1 foot.—print, n. A trace
or foot-mark.

—

sol'dier, n. A soldier who serres on
foot.—sore, a. Having tender or sore feet, as from
much walking.

—

step, n. Sound made by putting-
down the foot; mark or impression of the foot; a
track; visible sign of a course pursued; token.

Fop, fop, n. A fellow vain and conceited or over nice
and affected in dress or manners; a coxcomb; dandy.— Fop'pery, -per-T, «. The behavior, manners, dress,
etc., of a fop; coxcombry; folly; impertinence; fool-
ery. — Fop'pish, a. Fop-like; vain of dress; affected
in manners; finical; spruce; dandyish.

For, for, prep. In the place of; instead of; because
of; by reason of; with respect to: concerning; in the
direction of; toward; during; as being, etc.,— indi-
cating that in consideration of, or with reference to,
which anything takes place, —conj. Because; since;
because, introducing a reason of something before
advanced, the cause, motive, explanation, etc., of
an action related or statement made.— Forev'er,
adv. To eternity ; eternally ; at all times ; continu-
ally; incessantly; always; endlessly.

Forage, f5r'ej, n. Act of providing food ; food for
horses and cattle. — v. i. [foraged (-ejd), -aging.]
To wander in search of food; to ravage, feed on
spoil. — v. t. To strip of provisions, supply with
forage. — Foray, Forray, fo-ra' or lQr'a, n. A sud-
den incursion in border war; a raid.— v. t. To ravage.

Forbear, f6r-bar', v. i. [imp. forbore (-bor') or Cob's.)

fokbake; p. p. forborne; forbearing.] To re-
frain from proceeding, pause, delay; to refuse, de-
cline. — v. t. To avoid, abstain from; to treat with
consideration, indulge, bear with.— Forbear'ance, n.

Act of, or quality of being, forbearing; long-suffer-
ing; patience; refraining; mildness. — Forbid', r.' t.

[-BADE (-bad'); p. p. -BIDDEN Or (obs.) -BID ; -BID-
DING.] To command to forbear, or not to do; to for-
bid from entering or approaching; to oppose, ob-
struct, prohibit, interdict, hinder, —v.i. To utter
a prohibition, prevent. — Forbid'dance, n. Act of,
or condition of being, etc. — Forbid'der, n. — For-
bid'ding, p. a. Repelling approach; repulsive; un-
pleasant; odious: abhorrent. — Forbore, -borne. See
Forbear. — Forfend' or Forefend', r. t. To fend

I off, avtrt. forbid, prohibit, defend, guard, secure.—
Forego', v. t. [imp. forewent; p. p. -gone; -going.]
To quit, leave, relinquish the enjoyment or advan-
tage of, give up, resign, renounce. [See also under
Fore.] — Forget', v. t. [imp. -got or (obs.) -gat; p.
p. -got, -gotten; -getting.] To lose the remem-
brance of; not to think of; to treat with inattention,
slight, neglect. — To forget one's self. To be guilty
of what is unworthy of one; to lose one's dignity,
temper, or self-control. — Forget'ful, -ful. a. Apt to
forget; heedless; careless; neglecttul. — Forget'ful-
ness, n. Quality of being forgetful; loss of remem-
brance or recollection ; oblivion; failure to bear in
mind; careless omission.— Forget'-rrie^not', n. (Bot.)
A small herb, bearing a blue flower, — the emblem
of fidelity.— Forget'ter, n. — Forgive', -giv', v. t.

[imp. -GAVE;_p._p. -given; -giving.] To cease to im-
pute, remit, excuse; to cease to feel resentment
against, absolve, pardon. — Forgiv'able, a. — For-
give'ness, n. Aet of, or disposition or willingness
to, etc.; pardon; remission. — Forgiv'er, n.— For-
giv'ing, p. a. Disposed to forgive; mild; merciful;
compassionate. — Forlorn', a. Deserted; lost: in
pitiful plight; abject; pitiable.-Forlornhope. (Mil.)
A detachment of men to lead in an assault, enter a
breach, or perform service of uncommon peril. —
Forsake', v. t. [imp. -SOOK (-sd6k); p. p. -sak'en;
-sak'ing.] To quit or leave entirely, depart or

withdraw from, abandon, desert, reject.—Forswear',
-swar', v. t. [imp. -swore (-swor); p. p. -sworn;
-swearing.] To reject or renounce upon oath; to
renounce earnestly or with protestations; to deny
upon oath.— v. i. To swear falsely, commit perjury.— Forswear'er, n. A perjurer.

Force, fors, n. Strength or energy of body or mind;
esp. power to persuade, convince, or impose obliga-
tion; compulsory power; strength for war; a body of
combatants. (Law.) Violence; validity; efficacy.
(Physics.) Any action between 2 bodies" tending to
change any physical relation between them.— v. t.

[forced (forst), forcing.] To constrain to do, or
to forbear, by exertion of power not resistible; to
impress by force; to do violence to, esp. to ravish,
violate; to obtain by strength, capture by assault;
to impel, drive, wrest, extort, get, etc., by main
strength; to exert to the utmost, strain, produce by
unnatural effort; to provide with forces, garrison.
For'cible, -sl-bl, o.*Pos

,

sessing force, efficiency, or
energy; marked by excess-
ive violence ; using force
against opposition; ob-
tained by compulsion ; pow-
erful ; efficacious; potent;
weighty; cogent. — For'ci-
bly, adv.— Force'- or For'-
cing-pump, n. A kind of pump
used to throw water to a distance,
or force it onward by direct action
of the piston.

Force, fors, v. t. (Cookery.) To
stuff, lard.— Force'-meat, n. Meat
chopped fine, seasoned, and used
as stuffing.

Forceps, ffjr'seps, ?i. A two-bladed ;

instrument for grasping or trac-
tion ; a pair of tonss or pincers,
esp. for delicate operations, as Forcing-pump.
those of watchmakers, dentists, i> >

piston
;

z>, de-

e tC-
hvery tube.

Ford, ford, n. A place where a river, or other water,
may be passed by wading; a stream; current, —v. t.

To wade through. — Ford'able, a.

Fore, for, a. Advanced in place or position; toward
the front; forward; advanced in time; antecedent;
advanced in order or series, — adv. In advance; at
the front; in the part that precedes. — w. The front.
— For'mer, a. compar. Preceding in time; ancient,
long-past; prior; anterior; foregoing; first mentioned.— For'merly, -IT, adv. In time past; of old; hereto-
fore. — Fore'most, «. First in place; chief in rank,
dignity, etc.

—

For'ward, -wards, adv. Toward a part
or place before or in front; onward; in advance; pro-
gressively,— opp. to backward.— For'ward, o. Near
or at the fore part; ready; prompt; willing; earnest;
eager; over ready; less modest or reserved than is

proper ; unusually advanced; precocious; prema-
ture. — v. t. To help onward, advance, promote; to
send forward, transmit. — For'warder, n. One who,
etc.; esp. who transmits goods. — For'wardly. adv.
— For'wardness, n.— Fore'-arm, v. t. To arm or
prepare for attack or resistance before the time of
need.— Fore-arm', n. (Anat.) That part of the arm
between elbow and wrist. — Forebodo', v. t. To
foretell, prognosticate; to have an inward convic-
tion of, as of a calamity to happen; to presage, por-
tend, betoken.— Forebod'er, n. — Fore'cast, v. t.

[-cast; -casting.] To contrive beforehand, scheme,
project; to foresee, provide against, — v. i. To con-
trive beforehand. — Forecast', n. Previous contriv-
ance or determination; foresight of consequences,
and provision against them; prognostication.— Fore'-
castle, -kas-sl, n. (Naut.) That part of the upper
deck of a vessel forward of the foremast, or of the
after part of the fore channels; in merchant vessels,

the forward partof the vessel, under the deck, where
the sailors live. See Ship. — Forecit'ed, -siL'ed, a.
Cited or quoted before or above. — Foredoom', v. t.

To doom beforehand, predestinate.— Fore'father,
n. One who precedes another in the line of geneal-
ogy ; an ancestor.— Fore'finger, -fin-ger, n. The fin-

ger next to the thumb; the index.— Fore'foot, n. ;

pi. -feet. One of the anterior feet of an animal.
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(Naut.) A piece of timber terminating the keel at
the fore-end, and connecting' it with the stem. —
Fore'front, -frunt, n. The foremost part or place.
— Forego', v. t. [imp. -went; p. p. -gone; -going.]
To so before, precede. [See also under Forbear.]
— Foregone conclusion. One which lias preceded ar-
gument or examination; one predetermined.— Fore'-
ground, n. That part of the field of a picture which
seems to lie nearest the spectator, or before the fig-

ures. — Fore'hand, n. All that part of a horse be-
fore the rider; the most important part; prudence;
advantage. — Foro'handed, a. Early; timely; sea-
sonable; not behindhand; in easy circumstances.

—

Fore'head, f'Or'ed, re. That part of the face from
the usual line of hair on the top of the head to the
eyes; the brow; assurance. — Forejudge', ?>. t. To
judge before hearing the facts and proof, prejudge.
(O. Eng. Law.) To expel from court for miscon-
duct. —Foreknow', -no', v.t. [imp. -knew; p.p.
-known; -knowing.] To have previous knowledge
of, know beforehand. — Foreknow'er, n. — Fore-
knowl'edge, -nol'ej, n. Knowledge of a thing be-
fore it happens; prescience.— Fore'land, n. A prom-
ontory or cape; head-land. (Fort.) A piece of ground
between the wall of a place and the moat. — Fore'-
lay', v. t. To contrive antecedently; to lie in wait
for. — Fore'lock, n. The lock of hair growing from
the forepart of the head. (Naut.) A flat piece of
iron driven through the end of a bolt, to retain it in
place. — To take time, or occasion, bn the forelock.
To make prompt use of anything; not to let slip an
opportunity.— Fore'man. n. ; pi. -men. The first or
chief man, — as, the chief man of a jury, who acts
as their speaker; chief of a set of hands employed in

ward mast of a vessel; the one nearest the bow. See
Ship.— Foremen'tioned, -shund, o. Mentioned be-
fore; recited in a former part of the same writing.—
Fore'name, n. A name preceding the family name
or surname; a first name. — Fore'named, -namd, «.

Named or nominated before; mentioned before in
the same writing. — Fore'noon, n. The former part
of the day, from morning to noon.— Fore-ordain',
v.t. To ordain or appoint beforehand; to predes-
tinate, predetermine. — Fore-or'dina'tion, n. Pre-
vious appointment; predestination. — Fore'part, n.

The part most advanced, or first in time or in place,
anterior part, beginning. — Fore'-plane, n. ( Carp.)
The first plane used after the saw and ax; jack-
plane.— Fore'rank, n. The first rank, front.— Fore-
run', v. t. [imp. -KAN; p. p. -RUN; -RUNNING.] To
run before, precede; to come before as an earnest of
something to follow, announce. — Forerun'ner, n.
A messenger sent before to give notice of the ap-
proach of others ; a harbinger; sign foreshowing
something to follow; prognostic. — Fore'sail, n.
{Naut.) A sail extended on the fore-yard; the first

triangular sail before the mast of a sloop or cutter.
See Sail. — Foresee', v. t. [imp. -saw; p. p. -seen ;

-seeing.] To see beforehand, see or know before
occurrence, foreknow. — Foreseer', -ser', n.— Fore-
shad'ow, v. t. To shadow or typify beforehand,
prefigure.— Foreshort'en, -sh6rt'n, v. t. (Paint.)
To shorten by representing in an oblique position;
to represent as seen obliquely.— Foreshort'ening, n.
The representation or appearance, or diminution of
length, of objects viewed obliquely.— Foreshow', v.
t. [?'mp -showed; p. p. -shown; p. pr. & vb. n.
-showing.] To show or exhibit beforehand, prog-
nosticate, foretell.— Foreshow'er, re.— Fore'side, n.
The front side ; a specious outside. — Fore'sight,
-sit, n. The act or power of foreseeing; prescience;
foreknowledge; action in reference to the future;
wise forethought. (Surv.) Any sight or reading of
the leveling-staff, except the one backward, called
the back-sight. — Fore'skin, n. (Anat.) The skin
that covers the plans penis ; prepuce.— Forestall', v.
t. To take beforehand, anticipate; to pre-occupy;
to exclude, hinder, or prevent, by prior occupation
or by measures taken in advance ; to monopolize,
engross. (Eng. Law.) To obstruct or stop up, as a
way; to intercept on the road. — Forestall'er, n.
One who purchases provisions before they come to
market, to raise the price. — Foretaste', n. A taste
beforehand ; anticipation. — Fore'taste, v. t. To

taste before full possession, anticipate; to taste be-

fore another. —Foretell', v. t. To tell before occur-
rence, foretoken, foreshow, predict, augur. — r. i.

To utter prediction or prophecy. — Foretell'er, n. —
Fore'thought, -thawt, n. Anticipation; prescience;
premeditation; provident care; forecast. — Foreto'-
ken, -kn, v. t. To foreshow. — Fore'token, re. Prog-
nostic; previous sign. — Fore'-tooth, re. ; pi. -teeth.
(Anat.) One of the teeth in the forepart of the
mouth; an incisor.— Fore'top, n. The hair on the
forepart of the head ; fore-lock; that part of a head-
dress that is forward. (Naut.) The platform at the
head of the foremast. See Ship.— Forewarn', v. t.

To warn beforehand, caution in advance, inform
previously.

Foreclose, for-kloz', v. t. [-closed (-klozd'), -clo-
sing.] To shut up or out, preclude, stop, prevent,
bar, exclude. — Foreclo'sure, -zhur, n. Act or pro-
cess of foreclosing ; a process in law which bars a
mortgager's right of redeeming a mortgaged estate.

Foreign, for'in, a. Not native; extraneous; alien;
remote; not pertinent; not appropriate; not agree-
able; not admitted; excluded; outlandish; remote.
— For'eigner, n. One of a foreign country ; an
alien. — For'eignness, n.

Forefend. See under Forbear.
Forensic, fo-ren'sik, -sical, a. Pert, to courts of ju-
dicature or public discussion and debate; used in
courts and legal proceedings, or in public discus-
sions; argumentative.

Forest, for'est, n. An extensive wood ; in U. S., a
wood of native growth.— v. i. To cover with trees
or wood.

Forever. See under For.
Forfeit, for'fit, a. Lost or alienated for an offense

;

liable to penal seizure.— ??. A thing lost, or the
right to which is alienated, by a crime, offense, neg-
lect of duty, or breach of contract; a fine; mulct;
penalty; something deposited and redeemable by a
fine.— ?', t. To lose, or lose the right to.— Forfei-
ture, -fT-chur, n. Act of forfeiting; the losing of
some right, privilege, estate, honor, office, or effects,

by an offense, crime, breach of condition, etc. ;

thing forfeited; amercement; penalty.
Forgave. See Forgive, under Forbear.
Forge, forj, n. A place where iron is wrought by
heating and hammering; esp. a furnace, where iron
is wrought; a smithy; works where iron is rendered
malleable by puddling and shingling; a workshop;
place where anything is produced, shaped, or de-
vised.— v.t. [forged (forjd), forging.] To form
by heating and hammering ; to shape out in any
way, produce; to make falsely; to produce (that
which is not genuine), fabricate, counterfeit, feign,
falsify. — v. i. To commit forgery. (Naut.) To
-move heavily and slowly, as a ship with the sails

furled. — For'gery, -jer-T, n. Act of forging, fab-
ricating, or producing falsely ; esp., the crime of
fraudulently making a writing purporting to be
done by another; thiiig forged.

Forget, Forgive, Forlorn, etc. See under Forbear.
Fork, i6rk, n. An instrument with prongs or tines;

anything fork-shaped ; one of the branches of a
river, road, etc.; place where a road, tree, etc., di-

vides; a prong; point. — ?>. i. [forked (f6rkt), fork-
ing.] To shoot into blades, as corn; to divide into
branches. — v. t. To raise or pitch with a fork, as
hay ; to dig and break with a fork, as ground ; to

form into a fork-like shape; to bifurcate.
Form, form, n. The shape and structure of anything;
configuration; frame; external appearance; a men-
tal transcript or image; constitution; mode of con-
struction, arrangement, organization, etc. ; estab-
lished method r practice; formula: show without
substance ; conventionality; formality; orderly ar-

rangement ; shapeliness : comeliness ; beauty ; a
shape ; phantom ; mold ; pattern ; model ; a long
bench or seat; a class in a school; class or rank in

society; the seat or bed of a hare. (Print.) A page,
or pages, imposed and locked up in a chase. (Phren.)
Perception of form. See Phrenology. — v. t.

[formed (f'6nnd), forming.] To give form or shape
to; to construct, fashion; to model, train ; to go to

make up, act as constituent of ; to provide with a
form, as a hare. — Form'less, a. Shapeless ; with-

sQn, cube, full ; moon, f<36t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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out determinate form ; irregular in shape.— Form'-
al, a. Pert, to the form, "external appearance, or
organization of a thing ; pert, to the constitution
of a thing, as disting. fr. the matter composing it;

constitutive; essential; done in due form, or with
solemnity' ; express : according to form ; regular ;

methodical; having: the form without the substance
or essence; dependent on form; conventional; pre-
cise; stiff; prim.— Formality, -I-ti, n. Condition
or quality of being formal, express, strictly cere-
monious," precise, etc. ; form without substance ;

compliance with conventional rules : ceremony ;

conventionality; the formal part; essence; an es-

tablished order: usual and express method.

—

For-
mation, v. Act of giving form or shape to or of
giving being to; manner in which a thing is formed;
structure; construction. (Geol.) The series of rocks
belonging to an age, period, or epoch. (J/;7.) An
arrangement of troops, as in square, column, etc.

—

For'mula. -la, «. ; L. pi. -l.e. -le: E. pi. -las. -laz. A
prescribed or set form ; established rule. — For'mu-
late, v. t. To reduce to, or express in, a formula.

—

For'mulize, v. t. [-lized (-llzd), -lizing.] To for-
mulate.

Former, Formerly. See under Fore.
Formidable, iSr'niT-da-bl. a. Exciting fear or appre-
hension ; terrible ; shocking ; tremendous.

Fornicate, for'nT-kat. -cated, a. Vaulted: arched.—
For'nicate. v. i. To have unlawful sexual inter-
course.— Fornica'tion, n. Incontinence or lewd-
ness of an unmarried person; criminal conversation
of a married man with an unmarried woman.

Forray. See under Forage.
Forsake, Forswear, etc. See under Forbear.
Forsooth, for-sooth', adv. In truth; in fact.
Fort, fort, n. (Mil.) A fortified place; fortress; for-

tification. — For'tress, n. A fortified place ; strong-
hold; fortified town; castle; citadel.—For'tify, -tY-ti,

v. r. [-FIED (-fid), -eying.] To add strength to,

strengthen ; to secure by forts, batteries, etc. — For'-
tifica'tion, n. Act of, or that which, etc. ; esp. de-
fensive works; fortress: citadel; bulwark. — Forti-
tude, -tud, n. Passive courage ; resolute endurance;
firmness in confronting danger.

—

Forte, fort, n. The
strong point; that in which one excels.

Forth, forth, adv. Forward: onwardin time orin place;
out from a state of concealment, confinement, non-
development, etc.; beyond the boundary of a place;
abroad. —Forth'-com'ing. a. Ready to come forth,
or appear; making appearance.— Forthwith'', -with'
or -with/, adv. Immediately ; without delay ; di-

rectly.— Further, fer'ther, a. compur. More remote;
more' in advance; farther; additional.— adv. To a
greater distance; moreover. — r. t. [furthered
(-erd), -ering.] To help forward, promote, assist.
— Fur'thermore, adr. or conj. Moreover: besides ;

in addition to what has been said. — Furthermost,
a. Most remote; furthest. — Fur'thest, a. superl.
Most remote ; farthest, — adv. At the greatest dis-

tance.
Fortieth. Fortnight, etc. See under Folt r.

Fortify, Fortitude, Fortress. See under Fort.
Fortune, for'ehun, n. Chance ; accident ; luck : for-

tuity; appointed lot in life: fate: destiny; what be-
falls one; event; good or ill success; esp. favorable
issue : estate ; possessions ; esp. large estate, great
wealth, — v. i. To come casually to pass; to happen.
— For'tunate, -nat, a. Coming by good luck : au-
spicious : receiving some unexpected good : lucky ;

successful ; prosperous. — Fortuitous, -tu'T-tus, a.

Happening by chance ; occurring unexpectedly, or
without known cause : accidental ; casual ; contin-
gent : incidental.— Fortuity, -I-tl, n. Accident;
chance ; casualty.

Forty. See under Four.
Forum, fo'rum, n. ; E.pl. -rums, L. pi. -RA, -ra. A
market-place or public place in Rome, where causes
were judicially tried, and orations delivered.

Forward. Forwardness, etc. See under Fore.
Fosse, fos, n. (Fort.) A ditch or moat. (Anat.) A
non-articular depression in a bone, wider at the
margin than at the bottom; one of variously shaped
cavities in the soft parts. — Fos'sil, a. Dug out of
the earth; pert, to, or like, fossils: petrified.— n. A
substance dug from the earth. (Paleon.) The pet-

rified form of a plant or animal in the strata of the
earth.

Foster, fos'tSr, v. t. [-tered (-terd), -teeing.] To
feed, nourish, support, rear up; to cherish, forward,
promote the growth of, stimulate.

Fought. See Fight.
Foul, fowl, a. Covered with or containing extraneous
matter which is noxious or offensive ; nasty; im-
pure ; morally defiled in origin or tendency ; ob-
scene; scurrilous; cloudy or rainy; stormy; "loath-
some; hateful; unpropitious ; not fair or advanta-
geous; not conformed to the established rules of a
game, conflict, test, etc.; unfair: dishonest; cheat-
ing; interfered with in motion by collision or en-
tanglement with anvthing ; entangled. — v. t.

[fouled (fowld), foiling.] To make filthy, defile,
dirty, soil ; to bring into collision with something
that impedes motion; to jostle, in a race.— v. i. To
become entangled or clogged. — n. An entangle-
ment; collision.

Foulard, fod-lard', 71. A thin fabric of silk or silk-
cotton, for handkerchiefs and dresses.

Found, Foundling. See under Find.
Found, fownd, v. t. To fix upon a basis, literal or
figurative ; to fix or establish firmly, to furnish ma-
terials for beginning, begin to raise, build, institute.
— Founda'tion, n. Act of founding, fixing, or es-
tablishing ; that upon which anything is founded;
groundwork ; base or underground part of a struc-
ture ; basis ; a donation, esp. for a charitable pur-
pose ; an endowment ; an endowed institution or
charity.

Found, fownd, v. t. To form by pouring metal into
a mold : to cast. — Found'ery, -er-T, -ry, -rT, n. Art
of casting ; works where metals are cast.— Fount,
Font, n. (Print.) A properly assorted quantity of
type of the same size, style, and age.

Founder, fownd'er, v. i. [-ered (-erd), -ering.]
(Xaut.) To fill with water, and sink, as a ship; to
fail, miscarry; to trip, fall, stumble and go lame, as
ahorse.— v. t. To cause soreness in the feet or
limbs of, so as to lame,— said of a horse, —n. (Far.)
A lameness from inflammation in a horse's foot;
inflammatory fever of the body, or rheumatism.

Fount, Fountain, fownfin, n. A spring or natural
source of water ; an artificially produced jet or
stream of water; structure in which such a jet or
stream flows; origin; first cause.— Font, n. Afoun-
tain, spring; a basin for water in baptism.

Four, for, a. One more than 3, or one less than 5;
twice 2. — n. The sum of 4 units; a symbol repre-
senting four units, as 4 or iv.— Four'score, a. 4 times
20; 80.— n. 80units. [SeeScoKE.J— Four'square, a.
Having 4 sides and 4 equal
angles.—n. That which has,
etc.; a quadrangle.—Four'-
way, a. Allowing passage
in any one of 4 directions.
—Fourth, a. Next following
the 3d and preceding the
5th; forming 1 of 4 parts <*{

into whicli a thing is di-
vided. — n. One of 4 equal
parts into which, etc. —
Four'teen. -ten, n. The sum
of 10 and 4 : symbol repre-
senting this number, as 14
or xiv. — a. 4 and 10 more;
twice 7. — Fourteenth, a.
Succeeding the 13th and
preceding the 15th: making uPPfr cylinder ; c, to

one of 14 parts.— ?!. One of condenser: d, to lower
14 equal parts. (Mas.) The cylinder,

octave of the 7th. — Forfnight, n. The space of 14
nights; 2 weeks. — For'ty, -tt, a. 4 times 10: 39 and
1 added.— n. The sum of 40 units : symbol repre-
senting it, as 40 or xl.— Fortieth, -tT-eth, a. Fol-
lowing the 39th; constituting 1 of 40 parts. — n. One
of 40 equal parts.

Fowl, fowl, n. A bird, esp. a large, edible bird.
Fox, foks, n. (Zo'61.) A predaceous animal of several

species of the genus Vulpes, remarkable for cun-
ning. A sly, cunning fellow. (Naut.) A small
strand of rope, made by twisting rope-yarns. (Icth.)

A fish ; the dragonet. Along-tailed shark, found

Four-way Cock,

to steam-pipe ; 6, to
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Common Fox ( Vulpcs vulgaris).

in temperate and tropical seas,— the
sea-ape, sea-fox,
thrasher. — r. t.

[foxed (fokst),
F O X I X G .] To
cover the feet of
boots with new
front upper
leather. — v. i.

To turn sour. —
said of beer,
etc., in ferment-
ing.

Fracas, fra'kas,
re. An uproar ;

disturbance.
Fraction, frak'shun, re. A portion; fragment. (Amth.
or Alg.) A division of a unit or whole number.— Com-
mon or vulgarfraction. One in which the number
of equal parts into which the integer is divided is

indicated by figures or letters, called the denomi-
nator, written below a line, over which is the nu-
merator, indicating the number of these parts in-

cluded in the fraction, as i, one-half; -2 two fifths.

— Decimal f. One in which the denominator is a
unit or 1 with ciphers annexed, — commonly ex-
pressed by writing the numerator only with a point

before it ; thus, .5 = five tenths, ^J*_. .25 = ^HP-'

Fractional, -ary, -a-rT, a. Pert, to fractions: con-
stituting a fraction.— Frac'tious, -shus, a. Apt to
break out into a passion: apt to fret; peevish: irrit-

able ; pettish. — Frac'tiously, adv. — Frac'tious-
ness, n. — Frax'ture, -chur, n. Act of breaking or
snapping asuuder; rupture: breach. (Surg.) The
breaking of a bone. (Min.) The appearance of a
freshly-broken surface, displaying its texture.— v.

t. [fractured (-churd), -tiring.] To cause, etc.;

to break, crack.—Fragile, fraj'il, a. Easily broken;
brittle; frail; liable to fail.— Fragility, -T-tT, re.

State of being, etc. — Frag'ment, n. A part broken
off ; detached portion. — Fragmentary, -a-rT, a.

Composed of fragments ; broken up ; incomplete.
Fragrant, fra'grant, «. Sweet of smell; having agree-
able perfume; odoriferous; balmy; spicy; aromatic.

Frail, It51, a. Easily broken: fragile; liable to fail

and perish; not tenacious of life; weak: infirm; of
infirm virtue: weak in resolution. —Frail'ty, -tT, re.

Condition of being frail; weakness of resolution; li-

ableness to be deceived ; a fault proceeding from
weakness; infirmity: failing; foible.

Frame, tram, v. t. [framed (framd), framixg.] (Carp.)
To construct, adjust and
put together, fabricate, Oi
make; to originate, devise,
invent or fabricate (some-
thing false) : to regulate,
shape, conform; to provide
with a frame, as a picture.
— re. Anything composed
of parts fitted and united
together ; a fabric ; struc-
ture; a case or structure for
admitting, inclosing, o r

supporting things, as that
which contains a window,
door, picture, etc.; a sort
of loom ; the bodily struc-
ture; make or build of a person: the skeleton; form:
constitution: system: regulated or adapted condi-
tion; particular state, as of the mind: humor.

Franc, frank, n. A silver coin, orig. of France, equal
to about 19J cents.

Franchise, etc. See under Frank.
Frank, frank, a. Free in uttering real sentiments:
not reserved: ingenuous; candid; open: sincere.—
v. t. [fraxked (frankt). FRANKING.] To send by
public conveyance free of expense: to exempt from
charge for postage. — n. A letter free of postage, or
of charge for sending by mail; that which makes a
letter free, as the signature of one possessing the
privilege. — Fran'chise, -chiz, n. A constitutional
right or privilege, esp. the right to vote. (Law.) A
privilege conferred upon individuals by grant from

Frame (Carp.).

b, a b, uprights or
posts: e d, e d, struts,
ties, or braces.

a sovereign or government. The district to which a
particular privilege extends : asylum ; sanctuary. —
v. i. [franchises (-chizd), -chisixg.] To make
free.

Frank, frank, n. One of the German tribes inhabiting
Franconia, who in the 5th century conquered Gaul
and established the kingdom of France; an inhabi-
tant of Western Europe; European,— a term used
in the East; a franc, q. v.

Frantic, etc. Sec under Frexzy.
Fraternal, fra-ter'nal, a. Pert, to brethren; becoming
brothers ; brotherly.— Frater'nity, -ni-ti, re. State
or quality of being fraternal; brotherhood; a body
of men associated for their common interest, busi-
ness, or pleasure; a brotherhood. — Fraternize, fras-

ter- or fra-ter'niz, v. i. [-xized (-nlzd), -xizixg.]
To associate or hold close fellowship. — Frafricide,
-rT-sid, re. The murder of a brother; one who kills

a brother.
Fraud, frawd, n. Deception deliberately practiced, to
gain an unfair advantage; a deceptive trick: guile;
craft; stratagem: imposition; cheat. — Fraud'ulent,
-u-lent, a. Using, containing, founded on, or pro-
ceeding fr., fraud: obtained or performed by arti-

fice; trickish; cunning; cheating; insidious; unfair;
knavish.

Fraught. See under Freight.
Fray, fra, re. Affray: broil; contest: combat.

—

v. t.

[frayed (frad), fraying.] To frighten, terrify.
Fray, fra. n. A fret or chafe in cloth. — v. t. To rub,
wear off by rubbing, fret (cloth, etc.)— v. i. To
rub ; to_wear out easily by rubbing: to ravel.

Freak, i'rek, re. A sudden, causeless change of mind;
whim; caprice; sport.

Freak, trek, v. t. [freaked (frekt), freaking.] To
variegate, checker. —Freckle, trekl. re. A yellow-
ish spot in tlie skin: any small discoloration.— v.t.
[freckled (-Id), -ling.] To color with freckles or
small discolored spots; to spot. — v. i. To become
covered with freckles.

Free, fre, a. [fre'er, fre'est.] Not under restraint,
control, or compulsion; at liberty; not under arbi-
trary government: enjoying political liberty; liber-

ated, by arriving at a certain age, from the control
of parents or master; released from arrest; capable
of voluntary activity: clear of offense or crime; un-
constrained' by timidity or distrust; unrestrained;
immoderate: riot close or parsimonious; liberal; not
united or combined with anything else; at liberty to
escape ; exempt ; clear ; released; invested with a
freedom or franchise; not obstructed or appropri-
ated: not gained by importunity or purchase; not
arbitrary or despotic: assuring liberty.

—

v.t. [freed
(fred), freezing.] To make free, set at liberty, dis-

engage, clear; to keep free, exempt: to relieve from
the constraint of.— Free'dom, -dum, re. State of be-

ing free; exemption from control; liberty; particu-
lar privileges; franchise ; immunity; improper fa-
miliarity; license. — Free'man, re.; pi. -hex. One
who enjoys liberty; one not a slave or vassal; one
possesse'd" of a peculiar privilege. — Freed'man,
fred'-, re. One who has been a slave, and is freed.
— Free'hold, re. (Law.) An estate in real property,
of inheritance or for life; the tenure by which it is

held. — Free'hclder, n. One owning, etc. — Free'-
fcoot'er, n. One who wanders about for plunder; a
robber; pillager. — Free'ma'son, -sn, re. One of a
secret association, said to have been orig. composed
of masons, now of persons united for mutual assist-

ance. — Free'ma'sonry, -sn-rT, n. Institutions or
practices of, etc. — Free'stone, re. Stone composed
of sand or grit, — easily cut. — Free'thinker, n. One
who discanls revelation; an unbeliever; skeptic.

—

Free'thinking, a. Skeptical.— re. Unbelief. — Free'-
born, a. Born free: inheriting liberty.—trade', re.

Commerce unrestricted bv tariff regulations or cus-

toms duties ; free interchange of commodities. —
-trad'er, n. An advocate of, etc.

Freeze, frez, v. i. [imp. froze; p.p. frozen; freez-
ing.] To become concealed by cold: to be hardened
into ice or a like solid body; to become chilled.— v.

1. To congeal, harden into ice; to cause loss of ani-

mation or life in, from lack of heat ; to chill. —
Frost, frost, re. Act or state of freezing; severe cold;
frozen dew,— hoar-frost or white-frost. — v. t. To

sun, cube, full; moon, foot ; cow, oil; linger or ink, then, boNbox, chair, get.
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cover with anything like hoar-frost, as cake with
sugar.

Freight, frat, n. That with which anything is laden;
cargo; what is paid for transportation of merchan-
dise. — r. t. To load with goods, as a ship or vehicle.
— Fraught, frawt, a. Freighted; laden; stored.

French, french, a. Pert, to -b ranee or its inhabitants.— n. The language of the people of France; collect-

ively, the people of France. — French'man, n. ; pi.

-men. A native or naturalized inhabitant of, etc.

— French'ify, -fi, v.t. [-fijed (-fid), -fying.] To
make French, Gallicize.

Frenzy, fren'zT, n. Violent agitation of the mind ap-
proaching to distraction; insanity; madness; rage;
delirium. — Fran'tic, Frenet'ic, -ical, Phrenetic,
a. Mad; raving; noisy; wild. — Fran'tically, adv.

Frequent, fre'kwent, a. Happening at short intervals;
given to any course of conduct. —Frequent'', v.t.
To visit often, resort to habitually. — Fre'quency,
-sT, n. Condition of returning frequently; occur-
rence often repeated.

Fresco, fres'ko, n. Coolness ; shade ; a method of
painting on walls on a freshly laid stucco-ground
of lime or gypsum. — v. t. [frescoed (-kod), -co-
ing.] To paint in fresco.

Fresh, fresh, a. Possessed of original life and vigor;
new and strong ; lately produced, gathered, or pre-
pared for market ; recently made ; in a raw, green,
or untried state ; renewed in vigor, or readiness for
exertion ; tending to renew in vigor ; cool ; brisk;
not salt, as water or meat.— n. A pool or spring of
fresh water ; an inundation ; freshet ; the mingling
of fresh with salt water in rivers or bays.— Freshly,
adv.— Fresb/ness, n.— Fresb/en, v. t. [-ened (-nd),
-ening.] To make fresh, take saltness from any-
thing. {Naut.) To relieve, as by change of place,
or by renewing the material used to prevent chaf-
ing. — v. i. To grow fresh, lose saltness, grow brisk
or strong.— Fresh/et, n. A flood in a river from
rains or melted snow.

Fret, fret, v. t. To wear away by friction, eat away,
corrode, chafe ; to make rough, agitate, disturb ; to
tease, irritate, vex, make angry.— v. i. To be worn
away or corroded; to chafe; to be agitated or vexed;
to utter peevish expressions. —n. Agitation ; vex-
ation ; agitation of the surface of a fluid, esp. by
fermentation, pi. {Mining.) The worn sides of
river banks, where ores accumulate.— Fret'ful, -ful,
a. Disposed to fret; peevish; cross.

Fret, fret, v. t. To ornament with raised work, vari-
egate, diversify.— n. Herpes; tetter.— Fret'work.ra.
Work adorned with frets; ornamental open work in
wood, iron, or stone.

Fret, fret, n. {Arch.) An ornament made of small
fillets combined in geo
metrical or otl

terns; a raised 1

an open slot. {Hi
bearing composed
bars crossed and im._
laced. {Mm.) A wire Fret,

on the fingerboard of a guitar or similarinstrument,
to guide the finger in playing.— v. t. To furnish with
frets, as an instrument of music.

Friable, fri'a-bl, a. Easily crumbled or pulverized.
Friar, fri'ar, n. {Rom. Cath. Ch.) A member of any
religious order, esp. of a mendicant order.

Fribble, frib'' bl, a. Frivolous ; trifling ; silly.— n. A
frivolous fellow; a coxcomb; fop. — v. i. To trifle.

Fricassee, frik'as-se', n. A dish made of fowls or
small animals cut into pieces, and stewed or fried.— v. t. [fricasseed (-sod'), -seeing.] To make a
fricassee of.

Friction, frik'shun, n. Act of rubbing one body
against another; attrition; abrasion. {Mech.) The
effect of rubbing, or resistance which a moving body
meets with from the surface on which it moves.

Friday, fri'da, n. The 6th day of the week.
Fried. See Fry.
Friend, fiend, n. One attached to another by senti-
ments of esteem, respect, and affection ; a well-

j

wisher; an intimate associate ; one not an enemy ; a i

favorer; promoter; one of the religious sect usually
called Quakers. — v. t. To act as the friend of.— Friend'liness, n. — Friend'ship, n. Attachment I

to a person, proceeding from intimate acquain-
tance, or from favorable opinion of his estimable
qualities ; friendly relation or intimacy ; friendly
aid, office, or kindness.

Frieze, frez, n. A coarse woolen cloth with nap on
one side_. — v. t. To make a nap on (cloth).

Frieze, frez, n. {Arch.) That part of an entablature
between the architrave and cornice.

Frigate, frig'at, n. A ship of war, larger than a cor-
vette or sloop of war, and less than a ship of the
line.

Fright, frit, n. A passion excited by sudden danger ;

violent fear ; alarm ; terror ; consternation. — v. t.

To alarm suddenly with danger, affright, scare,
dismav, daunt.— Fright'en, r. t. [-ened (-nd), -en-
ing.] To fright. — Fright'ful, -ful, a. Full of terror;
alarmed; exciting alarm; terrible; dreadful; awful;
horrid; shocking.

Frigid, frij'id, a. Cold; of low temperature; wanting
warmth, fervor, vivacity, etc.; impotent.

Frill, fril, n. Orig. the ruffling of a hawk's feathers
when shivering with cold ; a ruffle (on clothes). —
v. t. [frilled (frild), -ling.] To decorate with
frills. — v. i. To shake or shiver, as with cold.

Fringe, frinj, n. A trimming consisting of hanging
threads; a line of projecting objects along the edge
of any place or thing ; a border ; confine. — v. t.

[fringed (frinjd), fringing.] To adorn or border
with fringe.

Frippery, irip /'per-Y, n. Old clothes ; cast dresses

;

second-hand finery; useless matter: place where old
clothes are sold; traffic in old clothes.

Friseur. See under Friz
Frisk, frisk, v. i. [frisked (friskt), frisking.] To

leap, skip, dance, gambol.— n. A frolic; a fit of
wanton gayety. — Frisk'y, -T, a. Frolicsome.

Frit, frit, n. The material for glass or ceramic glaze,
wholly or partially fuzed but not vitrified.

—

v.t.
To prepare (materials for glass, etc.') by exposing to
heat. — Frifter, n. A small pancake of fried bat-
ter; a small piece of meat fried; a fragment; shred;
small piece. — v. t. [frittered (-terd), -tering.]
To cut (meat) into small pieces for frying; to break
into small fragments.

Frith, frith, Firth, ferth, n. A narrow arm of the sea;
estuary; a kind of weir for catching fish.

Frivolous, friVo-lus, a. Of little weight, worth, or
importance; given to trifling, or unbecoming levity;
trivial; petty. — Friv'oloushess, Frivol'ity, -tT, n.

Friz, Frizz, friz, v. t. [frizzed (frizd), -zing.] To
form into small curls, as hair; to crisp; to form into
little burs, or knobs, as the nap of cloth, —n. That
which is frizzed; anything crisped or curled. — Fri-
seur, fre-zer', n. A hair-dresser. — Friz'zle, v. t'.

[-zled (-zld), -zling.] To curl or crisp, as hair; to
friz.— Friz'zler, n.

Fro. See under From.
Frock, frok, n. An outer garment; esp. a loose, coarse
garment worn by men over other clothes, or a gown
worn by women and children.

Frog, frog, n. (Zool.) A well-known amphibious an-
imal, with 4 feet, a naked body, and no tail. {Far.)
A tender, horny substance in the middle of a horse's
foot, dividing into 2 branches, and running toward
the heel in the form of a
fork. An oblong cloak-but-
ton, swelled in the mid-
dle. {Railroads.) A trian-

gular plate for the wheels
where tracks cross at an Railroad Frog,
acute angle.

Frolic, frolyik, a. Full of levity or pranks; gay; merry.
— 7i. A wild prank ; flight of mirth : scene of gay-
etv; merry-making.— v.i. [frolicked (-ikt), -ick-

ing.] To play pranks, sport.— Frol'icsome, -sum,
a. Sportive. — Frol'icsomeness, n.

From, from, prep. Out of the neighborhood of ; less-

ening proximity to ; leaving behind : by reason of ;

out of; by aid of,—used to express departure, setting
out, commencement of action, being, state, occur-
rence, etc., or procedure, emanation, absence, sep-
aration, etc. — Fro, adv. From ; away ; back or
backward. — Fro'ward, a. Unwilling to comply
with what is required ; perverse ; wayward ; re-

fractory.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; Snd, eve, term ; tn, ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r
;
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Frond.

Frond, frond, re. (Bot.) The organ formed by the
union into one body of
stalks and leaves in cer-

tain plants, as ferns.

Front, frunt, n. The fore-
head or brow; the face;
the countenance, as ex-
pressive of character, tem-
per, or disposition, esp. of
boldness of disposition, or of impudence ; the part
of anything directed forward ; position directly
before the face of a person, or foremost part of a
thing ; a front-piece of hair worn by ladies. — v. t.

To oppose face to face, meet; to stand opposed or
opposite, or over against; to adorn in front. — v. i.

To stand foremost; to have the face or front toward
any point of compass. — a. Of, or relating to, the
forward part; having a position in front; foremost.
— Frontier, -er, re. That part of a country which
fronts or faces another country or an unsettled re-

gion; the boundary; border.— a. Lying on the ex-
terior part; bordering; conterminous; acquired on a
frontier.— Frontispiece, -pes, re. That which pre-
sents itself to the front view. {Arch.) The principal
face of a building. An illustration fronting the first

page of a book.
Frost, Frozen, etc. See under Freeze.
Froth, froth, re. A collection of bubbles on liquids;
spume; foam; empty, senseless show of wit or elo-
quence; light, unsubstantial matter.— v. t. [frothed
(frotht), frothing.] To cause to foam, cover with
froth.

—

v.i. To throw up foam. — Froth/y, -1, a.

[frothier, -iest.] Full of, or consisting of, froth;
spumous ; foamy ; not firm or solid ; soft ; vain ;

empty; unsubstantial.
Frounce, frowns, v. t. [frounced (frownst), froun-
cing.] To curl or frizzle about the face, as the
hair. —re. A wrinkle, plait, or curl; a mass of pim-
ples in a horse's or hawk's palate.

Frouzy, frow'zf, a. Fetid; musty; dim; cloudy.
Froward, etc. See under From.
Frowey, frow'T, a. (Carp.) Working smoothly, or
without splitting,— said of wood.

Frown, frown, v. i. [frowned (frownd), frowning.]
To contract the brow, scowl, put on a stern, grim,
or surly look; to look on with disfavor, look threat-
ening, lower. — v. t. To rebuke with a look.— re. A
wrinkling of the brow in displeasure ; rebuke

;

sternness, etc.; expression of displeasure.
Frowy, Frowzy. Same as Frouzy.
Frugal, froorgal, a. Economical in the use of re-
sources; sparing; saving.— Frugality, -T-tT, w. Qual-
ity of being frugal; good husbandry or housewifery.

Fruit, froot, re. Whatever is to be enjoyed, partaken
of, or made use of ; product ; result ; that part of
plants which contains the seed ; esp. the .iuicy,
pulpy products of certain plants ; the produce of
animals; offspring; young. — Fruit'iul, -ful. a. Full
of fruit; producing fruit abundantly; fertile: pro-
lific ; fecund; abundant; plenteous.— Fruit'fully,
adv. — Fruit'fulness, re.— Fruitless, a. Not bearing
fruit; productive of no advantage: barren; useless;
abortive; idle; profitless. — Fruitlessly, adv. —
Fruit'lessness, re. — Frui'tion, -ish'un, re. Use or
possession of anything, esp. accompanied with pleas-
ure; gratificationj enjoyment.

Frustrate, frus'trat, v. t. To bring to nothing, pre-
vent from attaining a purpose; to make null" or of
no effect; to baffle, balk, nullify. —a. Vain; in-
effectual; useless; void.

Frustum, frus'tum, n. ; pi. -ta, -ta, or -tums. (Geom.)
The part of a solid next the
base, formed by cutting off
the top.

Frutescent, froo-tes'sent, a.
(Bot.) Becoming shrubby, or
like a shrub.

Fry, fri, v. t. [fried (fnd), fry-
ing.] To cook in a frying-pan
over the fire, as meat ; to cook in boiling fat, as
doughnuts, — v. i. To be heated and agitated, as
meat in a frying-pan ; to ferment, foam, or dissolve
with heat. — re. A dish of anything fried.

Fry, fri, /). A swarm or crowd, esp. of little fishes; a
large number; young fishes or animals.

JT~3;

Fuchsia, fu'sha, re. (Bot.) A genus of flowering
plants. [Fr. Leonard Fuchs, a German botanist.]

Fucus, fu'kus, re. ; pi. -ci, -si. A paint; dye ; false
show. (Bot.) A genus of sea-weeds of a tough,
leathery kind; sea-wrack, and other species.

Fuddle, fud'dl, v. t. [-dled (-did), -dling.] To
make foolish by drink. — v. i. To drink to excess.

Fudge, fuj, re. A made-up story; stuff; nonsense.
Fuel, fu'el, re. Combustible matter, as wood, coal,

peat, etc.; anything that feeds flame or excitement.
Fugacious, fu-ga'shus, a. Flying, or disposed to fly;

volatile. — Fugitive, -jT-tiv, a. Apt to flee away;
liable to disappear; easily blown away or absorbed;
escaping from duty, service, danger, etc.; unstable;
volatile ; evanescent.— re. One who flees from his
station or duty, danger or punishment; a deserter;
one hard to be caught or detained. — Fugue, fug,
re. (Mus.) A musical composition in contrapuntal
style, in which a subject is proposed by one part,
and then responded to by the others, according to
certain rules.

Fugleman. Same as Flugelman.
Fulcrum, fuKkrum, re. ; L. pi. -cra, -kra ; E. pi.
-crums. A prop or support.
(Mech.) The point about which
a lever turns in lifting or mov-
ing a body.

F
FufL

FUlfillment
- ^ lmd£r

F, Fulcrum.

Fulgent, fuKjent, a. Exquisitely bright ; shining;
dazzling; effulgent. — Ful'gency, -si, re. Brightness;
splendor; glitter.

Fuliginous, fu-lij
/,
T-nus, a. Pert, to soot or smoke;

sooty; dark; dusky; smoky.
Full, ful, a. Filled up; replete; having within it all

that 'it can contain ; not empty or vacant ; abun-
dantly furnished or provided; sufficient; ample; not
wanting in any essential quality ; complete ; per-
fect.— re. Complete measure; utmost extent.

—

adv.
Quite; completely; exactly. — v.i. To become fully
or wholly illuminated.— Fully, -IT, adv. —In full
manner or degree; without lack; entirely; clearly.—
Fulfill, Fulfil, ful-fiK, v. t. [-filled (-fild'), -fill-
ing.] To rill up, make full or complete; to accom-
plish or carry into effect, bring to pass, effectuate.
— Fulfill'ment, n. Accomplishment ; completion ;

performance. — Fulsome, fttKsum, a. Offending or
disgusting by over-fullness, excess, obsequiousness,
or grossness.

Fulirful, v. t. [fulled (fuld), fulling.] To cleanse
and 'scour (cloth); to niake compact, strengthen,
and thicken (woolen cloth, etc.), by a felting pro-
cess, esp. in a mill; to thicken and diminish the size
of (underclothes, etc.), in washing, —v. i. To be-
come fulled or thickened.— FulKer, re. — FulKery,
-er-t, n. Works where fulling is carried on. — FulK-
ing-mill, n. A mill for fulling cloth; a machine for
felting wool hats. — FulKer's-earth, n. A variety of
clay, used in cleansing cloth, as it imbibes the grease
and oil used in preparing wool.

Fulminate, fuKmT-nat, v. i. To thunder, make a
loud, sudden noise, detonate, explode ; to issue de-
nunciation, thunder forth menaces.— v. t. To cause
to explode; to utter (denunciation or censure.)— re.

(Chem.) A compound which explodes by percus-
sion, friction, or heat.

Fulsome, etc. See under Full.
Fulvid, ful'vid, Ful'vous, -vus, a. Tawny: dull yel-
low, with a mixture of grav and brown.

Fumble, fum'bl, v. i. [-bled (-bid), -bung.] To feel
or grope about ; to seek awkwardly ; to handle
much, turn over and over. — v. t. To manage awk-
wardly, crowd or tumble together.

Fume, fum, re. Vapor or gas arising from combustion
or chemical action, esp. noxious or offensive exhala-
tion; smoke; reek; anything unsubstantial or airv;
idle conceit. — v. i. [fumed (i'fimd), fuming.] To
smoke, throw off vapor, or exhalations; to pass off

in vapors; to be in a rage. — v. t. To smoke, dry in
smoke; to disperse in vapor. — Fu'migate, -mT-gat,
v. t. To apply smoke to, expose to smoke or disin-
fecting gas, as in cleansing infected apartments,
clothing, etc. ; to perfume.— Fumiga''tion, re. Act of
fumigating; vapor; scent raised by fire.

Fun, fun, re. Sport ; merriment ; frolicsome amuse-

sun, cube, full ; moon, fo"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNbox, chair, get.
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ment. — Fun'ny, -nT,

comical.
a. [-NIER, -niest.] Droll

Function, funk'shun, n. Act of executing; perform-
ppointed action; nati

signed action. {Math.) A quantity so connected
ance; peculiar or appointed action; natural or as-

with another, that, if any alteration be made in the
latter, there will be a consequent alteration in the
former,— the dependent quantity being called &func-
tion of the other. — Functional, a. Pert, to func-
tions; required by, or involved in, the appropriate
action. — Func'tionary, -a-rT, n. One charged with
the performance of a iunction; esp. a public official.

Fund, fund, n. A stock or capital; an invested sum
whose income is devoted to a specific object; a store
laid up, from which one may draw at pleasure; a
supply, pi. The stock of a national debt; public se-

curities.— v. t. To provide a fund for the payment of
the interest of ; to place in a fund, as money. —
Fund'able, a. Capable of being funded or converted
into bonds.— Fun'dament, n. The seat; part of the
body on which one sits; the buttocks; the orifice of
the intestines; anus. — Fundamental, a. Pert, to
the foundation or basis; essential, as an element,
principle, or law; elementary.

Funeral, fu'ner-al, n. The ceremony of burying a
dead person; obsequies; burial; procession attend-
ing the burial of the dead. —a. Pert, to burial; used
at the interment of the dead.— Fune'real, a. Suit-
ing a funeral; dismal.

Fungus, fun'gus, n. ; L. pi. -gi, -ji; E. pi. -guses, -ez.
{Bot.) An acotyledonous
or cryptogamous plant, such

s
as the mushrooms, toad-
stools, the microscopic
plants which form mold,
mildew, smut, etc., and the
minute vegetable parasites
of animals ; also, excres-
cences on plants. {Med.} A
spongy, morbid growth or
granulation in animal bod-
ies ; proud-flesh.— Fun '- "\
gous, -gus, a. Like fungus; ~

excrescent ; growing sud-
denlv, but not substantial.

Funnel, fun'nel, n. An in-
verted hollow cone with a
pipe ; a tunnel ; stove-pipe;
steamship's chimney.

Funny. See under Fun.
Fur, fer, n. The short, fine,

soft hair of certain animals,
skins of wild animals with the fur ; peltry ; any
coating resembling fur, as a coat of morbid matter
on the tongue in fever.— v. t. [furred (ferd), fur-
ring.] To line, face, or cover with fur; to cover
with morbid matter, as the tongue. {Arch.) To nail
strips of board upon, as a foundation for lathing.—
Fur'ner, -ri-er, n. A dealer in furs.— Fur'riery, -T,

n. Furs collectively; trade in furs.— Fur'ring, n.

{Carp.) The nailing on of strips, preliminary to
lathing; the strips. — Fur'ry, -rT, n. Covered with,
or consisting of, fur.

Furbelow, fer'be-lo, n. A puckered flounce ; plaited
border of a gown or petticoat. — v. t. [furbelowed
(-lod), -lowing.] To put a furbelow on.

Furbish, fer'bish, v. t. [-bished (-bisht), -bishing.]
To rub or scour to brightness; to polish.

Furcate, fer'kat, -cated, a. Forked; branching like
the prongs of a fork.

Furious, etc. See under Fury.
Furl, ferl, v. t. [furled (ferld), furling.] To wrap

or roll, as a sail, close to the yard, stay, or mast ; to
gather into close compass.

Furlong, fer'long, n. The 8th of a mile.
Furlough, fer^lo, n. {Mil.) Leave of absence ; esp.
leave to be absent from service for a certain time. —
v. t. [furloughed (-lod), -loughing.] To grant
leave of absence, as to an officer or soldier.

Furnace, fSr'nas, n. An inclosed place where a hot fire

is maintained, as for melting ores, warming a house,
baking bread, etc.

Furnish, fer'nish, v. t. [-nished (-nisht), -nishing.]
To supply with anything necessary or useful, pro-
vide, equip; to offer for use, afford; to fit up, supply

Fungi.
1, Agaricus comatus.
2, Boletus edulis.

3, Morchella eseulenta.

with proper goods, vessels, or ornamental append-
ages. — Fur'niture, -ni-chur, n. That which fur-
nishes, or with which anything is furnished or sup-
plied; whatever must be supplied to a house, room,
etc., to make it habitable or agreeable ; chattels ;

movables ; effects ; necessary appendages to any-
thing, as to a machine, carriage, horse, etc. {Print.)
Pieces of wood or metal placed around the pages, to
hold them in place in the chase.

Furrier, Furring, Furry, etc. See under Fur.
Furrow, fui-'ro, n. A trench in the earth made by a
plow; any trench, channel, or groove; a wrinkle'on
the face. — v. *. ffurrowed (-rod"), -rowing.] To
cut a furrow in, plow; to mark with wrinkles.

Further, Furtherance, etc. See under Forth.
Furtive, fer'tiv, a. Stolen; obtained or characterized
by stealth; sly; secret; stealthy.

Fury, fu'rT, n. Violent passion; over-mastering agl-

tation or enthusiasm; violent anger; extreme wrath.
{Myth.) A goddess of vengeance. A stormy, tur-

bulent, violent woman; virago; termagant. — Fu'-
rious, -rt-us, a. Transported with passion; rushing
impetuously; moving violently; boisterous; raging;
mad; frantic; frenzied.

Furze, ferz, n. A thorny evergreen shrub with yellow
flowers, common in Great Britain; gorse; whin.

Fuse, fuz, v. t. [fused (fuzd), fusing.] To liquefy
by heat, dissolve, melt; to blend or unite.— v. i. To
melt. — Fu'sible, -z l-bl, a. — Fusibil'ity, n. — Fu'-
sion, -zhun, n. Act or operation of melting, without
the aid of a solvent; state of being melted; union of
things into oneness, as if melted together.

Fuse, fuz, n. A tube filled with combustible matter,
used in blasting, discharging a shell, etc. — Fusee',
n. A tube or match; fuse; cigar-light; fusil. — Fur-

sil. -zil, n. A light musket or firelock.— Fu'sillade,
-lad, n. {Mil.) A simultaneous discharge of fire-

arms. — Fusillade', v. t. To shoot down by a simul-
taneous discharge. — Fusileer', -ier, -er', n. {Mil.)

Formerly, a soldier armed
with a fusil; now an infan-
try soldier wearing a bear-
skin cap like a grenadier's.

Fusee, fu-ze', n. The conical

'

wheel of a watch or clock, iusee.

designed to equalize the power of the mainspring.—
Fu'sil, -zil, n. {Her.) A bearing of a rhomboidal or
spindle-shaped figure.— Fu'siform, a. {Bot.) Spin-
dle-shaped; tapering at each end.

Fusel, fu'sel, Fusel oil, n. {Chem.) An acrid, oily
alcohol, nauseous and poisonous.

Fuss, fus, n. A tumult; bustle; annoying ado. —v. i.

[fussed (fust), fussing.] To make a bustle or ado.
— Fuss'y, -T, a. [-ier, -test.] Making a fuss, or
unnecessary ado about trifles. — Fuss'iness, n.

Fust, fust, n. A strong, musty smell: mustiness.

—

Fust'y, -T, a. [-ier, -iest.] Moldy; rank; rancid.
Fustian, fusfyan, n. A coarse twilled cotton stuff,

including corduroy, velveteen, etc. ; an inflated
style of writing; bombast.— a. Made of fustian;
pompous; turgid; inflated; bombastic.

Futile, fu'til, a. Of no weight or importance; an-
swering no purpose; failing of the designed effect;
useless; vain; trifling. — Futility, -T-ti, n. Want of
importance or effect; uselessness.

Futtock, fut'tok, n. {Naut.) One of the timbers
which are scarfed together to form a
rib of a vessel.— Futtock-plates. (,j\

T
avt.)

Plates of iron in a top, to which the
dead-eyes are secured. — jF.-shrouds.

Small shrouds beneath a top.

Future, fu'ehur, a. About to be; liable

to be or come hereafter, —n. Time to

come; time subsequent to the present.
— Futu'rity, -tu'r l-tt, n. The state of
being yet to come; future time; time to

come; the future; a future event.
Fuze, n. See Fuse.
Fuzz, fuz, ?;. i. [fuzzed (fuzd), -zing.]

To fly off in minute particles.— n. Fine, *uttock.

light particles; loose, volatile matter. aa, dead-eyes;

Fy. Same as Fie. bb, futtock-

Fyke, flk, n. A long bag-net distended plates;

"Ehfisli.by hoops, into whicf can pass, but
not return.

: u 1 1 o o k
shrouds.
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G, je, the 7th letter in the English alphabet, has i

sounds: one simple (called the hard sound, repre
sented in the phonetic re-spellings in this vocabu
lary by g), the other compound (represented
byi)- (Mis.) G is the name of the 5th tone
of the natural or model scale,— called also sol. *>*.-
It was also orig. used as the treble clef, and \pr+
has changed into the character represented in ~t¥~
the margin. G# (G sharp) is a tone interme-
diate between G and A. u Uet

Gab, gab, n. The mouth ; idle prate ; loquacity.— v.

i. [gabbed (gabd), gabbing.] To talk idly, prate:
to impose upon one; to lie.— Gab'ble, v. i. [-bled
(-bid), -bling.] To talk
noisily, rapidly, and idly, or
without meaning ; to jab-
ber, babble, chatter ; to utter
inarticulate sounds, cackle.
— n. Loud or rapid talk
without meaning ; inarticu-
late rapid sounds, as of
fowls. — Gab'bler, n.

Gabardine, gab^r-den', n. A
loose upper garment.

Gabion, ga'bl-un, n. (Fort.)
A wicker cylinder filled Gabion,
with earth, for constructing parapets and tempora
ry defenses.

Gable, ga'bl, n. (Arch.) The vertical triangular por
tion of the end of a house, from
the eaves to the top; the end of
a house.

Gad, gad, n. The point of a spear;
arrow-head; goad; wedge or in-

got of iron or steel. — v. i. To
rove or ramble idly.— Gad'der,
Gad'-about', n. One who roves
idly. — Gad'ny, n. An insect
which stings cattle, and de-
posits its eggs in their skin;
bot-fly; breeze-fly.

Gael, gal, n. sing. & pi. A Scotch
Highlander of Celtic origin; an Gable.
Irish Celt. — Gaelic, ga'Tik, a. Pert, to the Gael. —
n. The language of the Highlanders of Scotland.

Gaff, gaf, n. A harpoon; an iron hook on a handle,
for Landing large fish. (Naut.) A boom or yard,
extending the upper edge of a fore-and-aft sail. See
Ship. — v. t. To strike or take with a gaff.

Gag, gag, v. t. [gagged (gagd), gagging.] To stop
tne mouth of, Dy thrusting in something, to hinder
speaking; to silence; to cause to heave with nausea.— v. i. To heave with nausea. — n. Something
thrust into the mouth to hinder speaking; a speech
interpolated by an actor in his part as written.

Gage, gaj, n. A pledge or pawn; security; something
thrown down as a challenge to combat, as a glove,
gauntlet, etc. — v. t. [gaged (gajd), gaging.] To
bind by pledge, caution, or security; to engage.

Gage, n. A measure. See Gauge.
Gaiety, Gaily. Same as Gayety, etc. See under Gay.
Gain, gan, v. t. [gained (gand), gaining.] To get,
as a profit or advantage; to acquire, win; to be suc-
cessful in; to win to one's side, conciliate; to reach,
attain to, arrive at.— v. i. To have advantage or
profit; to grow rich; advance in happiness, etc.— n.
Thing gamed; profit; advantage ; benefit; acquisi-
tion.— Gain'fiil, -ful, a. Producing profit, advan-
tage, or wealth; advantageous; lucrative. — Gain'-
fully, adv. — Gain'fulness, u. — Gain'less, a. Un-
profitable.

Gain, gan, n. (Arch.) A beveled shoulder of a bind-
ing joist,_to give resistance to the tenon below.

Gainsay, gan-sa' or gan'sa, v. t. [-said (-sad), -say-
ing.] To contradict, oppose in words.

Gairish, Garish, gar'ish, a. Gaudy; showy; affected-
ly fine; extravagantly gay; flighty.

Gait. See under Gate.
Gaiter, ga'ter, n. A covering for the ankle, fitting

down upon the shoe ; a kind of shoe, chiefly oi
cloth, covering the ankle.

Gala, gala, n. Pomp, show, or festivity.
Galactometer, gal/ak-tom/'e-ter, n. An instrument to
ascertain the quality of milk, by indicating its spe-
cific gravity ; a lactometer. — GaPaxy, -aks-T, n.
(Astron.) 1 he Milky Way. An assemblage of splen-
did persons or things.

Gale, gal, n. A wind between a stiff breeze and a
tempest; a breeze; a state of excitement or passion.— v. i. (Naut.) To sail fast.

Galeas. See under Galley.
Galeate, ga'le-at, -ated, a. Covered, as with a hel-
met. (Bot.) Having a flower like
a helmet.

Galena, ga-le'na, n. Sulphuret of
lead ; the principal ore from which
lead is extracted.

Gall, gawl, n. (Physiol.) The bitter,

alkaline, greenish-vellow liquid in
the gall-bladder ; bile. Anything
bitter ; spite ; malignity. — Gall'-
blad'der,n. (Anat.) A pear-shaped
membranous sac, on the under
side of the liver, containing gall.

Gall, gawl, G. nut, n. A vegetable ,

excrescence produced by an insect
in the bark or leaves of plants, as
the oak-apple, etc., —used in dye- a^ento rn™u.7
ing, making ink, etc— Gall'-fly, n.

^aieate Corolla.

The insect which, etc. — Gallic, gal'lik, a. (Chem.)
Pert, to, or derived from, galls.

Gall, gawl, v. t. [galled (gawld), galling.] To
fret and wear away by friction ; to excoriate,
chafe; to tease, vex, chagrin; to harass, annoy. — n.

A wound in the skin from rubbing.
Gallant, gaKlant, a. Showy; splendid; magnificent;
gay; noble in bearing or spirit; heroic; courageous;
brave. — Gallant', n. A gay, courtly, or fashionable
man ; one attentive to ladies ; one who wooes ; a
lover; suitor. — a. Attentive to ladies. — v. t. To
attend or wait on (a lady). — Gallantly, adv. In a
fallant manner, spirit, or bearing; gayly; nobly;
ravely. — Gallanfly, adv. In a polite or courtly

manner. — GaPlantness, n. Gayety ; nobleness ;

bravery.— Gal'lantry, -rt, n. Bravery; intrepidity;
attention to ladies; intrigue. —Galloon, -loon'', n. A
narrow woven fabric of cotton, woolen, silk, etc.,

for binding garments, hats, shoes, etc.

Galleass, Galleon. See under Galley.
Gallery, gal'ler-T, n. A long and narrow corridor, or
connecting passage-way ; a room for exhibiting
works of art; a collection of paintings, sculptures,
etc.; a platform on the interior sides of a building,
supported by brackets or columns. (Naut.) A frame
like a balcony, projecting from a ship's quarter.

Galley, gaPTr, n. ; pi. -leys, -liz. (Naut.) A low,
flat-built vessel, with one deck, and navigated with
sails and oars; a light open boat; the cook-room of
a ship. (Chem.) An oblong reverberatory furnace,
with a row of retorts whose necks protrude through
lateral openings. (Print.) A frame or tray for receiv-
ing type from the composing-stick. — GaPley-slave,
n. One condemned to work at the oar on a galley.

—

GaPeas, GaPleass, -liass, n. A vessel larger than a
galley, and resembling a galleon, formerly used by
the Spaniards and Venetians.— GaPiot, GaPliot, n.

A small galley ; a brigantine, built for chase ; a Dutch
vessel, with main and mizzen masts and a large gaff
main-sail. — GaPleon, n. A large ship, with 3 or 4
decks, formerly used by the Spaniards in war and
commerce.

Gallic, gaPlik, -lican, a. Pert, to Gaul or France.—
GaPlicism, -lT-sizm, n. A mode of speech peculiar
to the French. — GaPlicanisra, n. The principles of
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the Gallican church, or Roman Catholic church in
France, — esp. of those -within that church who seek
to maintain its national position against papal en-
croachments,— opp. to ultramontanism.— Gal'licize,

-slz, v. t. [-cized (-slzd), -cizixg.] To render con-
formable to the French idiom or language.

Gallium, galli-um, n. (Chem.) A silver-white, hard
metal, somewhat malleable, melting at 86° Fahr.

Gallon, gal'lun. n. A measure of capacity = 4 quarts.
Galloonr See under Gallant.
Gallop, gallup, v. L [-loped (-lupt), -lopixg.] To
run with leaps or bounds, as a horse; to move very
rapidly. — n. A mode of running by a quadruped,
by lifting alternately the fore feet arid the hind feet
together, in successive bounds.— Gallopade. -ad, n.

A kind of dance; music appropriate to it.— Gallop-
ade'

-

. v. i. To performthis dance.
Gallows, gallus or gal'loz, n. sing. ; pi. -lowses. An
instrument of execution, consisting of 2 posts and a
cross-beam on the top, from which a criminal is sus-

pended by a rope round his neck; a like instrument
for suspending anything, pi. A pair of suspenders
or braces.

Gaily. See Galley.
Galoot, ga-loof. ;;. A noisv, riotous fellow ; rowdv.
[Slang. D. S.]

Galvanic, gal-van'ik, a. Pert, to, containing, or ex-
hibiting, galvan-
ism. [Fr. Gal-
vani, of Bologna,
who invented Ms
batteryinl791.]—
Galvanic battery.
An apparatus of
metals, acids,
etc., for generat-
ing galvanism. —
GaKvanism. -va- Galvanic Battery,

nizm, n. Electricity developed by chemical action
between different substances without the aid of fric-

tion; science of galvanic electricity.— Gal'vanist. a.

One versed in galvanism. — Gal'vanize. v. t. [-ized
(-izd). -izixg.] To affect with galvanism: to plate
with metal, by means of galvanism; to restore to
consciousness by galvanic action.

Gamble, Gambler^ See under Game.
Gamboge, gam-booj' or -boj r , n. A concrete vegeta-

ble juice, or gum-resin, of reddish-yellow color, pro-
duced by trees, and used as a pigment.

Gambol, gam/bol, v. i. [-boled (-bold), -bolixg.] To
dance about in sport; to frisk.— n. A skipping
about in frolic; a hop.— Gam'mon. n. A hog's thigh,
pickled and smoked or dried; a smoked ham.

—

v. t.

To make bacon of. (Xaut.) To fasten (a bowsprit
to the stem of a ship).

Game, gam, ». Sport of any kind; jest; frolic : a con-
trivance, arrangement, or institution, furnishing
sport or amusement ; use of such a game : a sinsle
match at play: contest; thing gained, as the stake
in a game ; animals pursued by sportsmen : scheme
fmrsued; plan; project.— a. Ready to fight to the
ast, like a game-cock ; brave ; resolute ; pert, to
those animals hunted for game. — v. i. [gamed
(gamd), gaming.] To play at any sport; to play for
a stake or prize: to gamble.— Gam'mon. n. An ifnpo-
sition, hoax, humbug: the game of back gammon.—
v. t. To beat in back gammon by removing all one's
counters before one's antagonist has removed any ;

to impose -on by improbable stories : to humbug."

—

Gam'ble, v. i. "[-bled (-bid), -blixg.] To play or
game for stakes.— Gam'bier. n.

Gamin. ga-maxr , n. A neglected city boy.
Gammon (of bacon). See under Gambol.—Humbug.
See under Game.

Gamut, gam'ut, n. (Mus.) The scale.

Gander, gan'der, a. The male of the goose.
Gang, gang, n. A number going in company; a com-
pany, esp. of disreputable persons: a squad of work-
meri; a labor-saving combination of similar imple-
ments. {Mining.) A gangue.— Gangue. gang, n. The
mineral substance inclosing metallic ore in the vein.

Ganglion. gan'glT-un, n. A collection of nerve cells,

giving off nerve fibers.

Gangrene, gan'gren, n. {Med.) The first stage of
mortification of flesh, in which it becomes diseol-

Gannet.

ored.— v. t. To mortify.— v. i. To become morti-
fied or putrescent; to lose vitality.

Gannet. gan'net, n. The Solan goose, a sea-fowl al-

lied to the pelican.
Gantlet, gant'let, -lope,

-lop, n. A military or
naval punishment in
which the offender runs
between 2 files of men
facing one another, who
strike_him as he passes.

Gaol. jal. Gaoler. See
Jail.

Gap, gap, n. An opening
in anything made by
breaking or parting; an
opening for passage or
entrance; hiatus; an
opening which is irrep-
arable. — Gape. gap. in Eng. pron. gap, r. i. [gaped
(gapt), gaping.] To open the mouth wide, as, ex-
pressing desire for food; or indicating sleepiness, in-
difference, dullness; or showing surprise, astonish-
ment, expectation, etc.; or manifesting a desire to
injure, devour, or overcome; to open as a gap; to
gaze, stare, yawn. — n. The act of gaping. (Zobl.)
The width of the mouth when opened, as of birds,
fishes, etc.

Gar. gar, Gar'fish, n. A slender sea-fish of the pike
family, having a long, pointed head; one of similar
form, with rhombic scales, found in fresh waters.

Garb, garb, n. Clothing; esp. official dress: fashion, or
mode of dress: exterior appearance: looks.

Garbage, gar'bej. n. Refuse parts of flesh; offal; any
worthless or offensive matter.

Garble, gar'bl. i>. t. [-bled (-bid), -blixg.] To sift

or bolt; to pick out such parts of as may serve a pur-

,

pose; to mutilate, corrupt.
Garden, gar'dn. n. A piece of ground for cultivating

flowers, or vegetables, etc.; a rich, well-cultivated
- spot or tract of country. — v. i. [-dexed (-dnd),

i

-dexixg.] To lay out or labor in a garden. — Gar'-
dener. -dn-er, n.

Gargle, gar'gl, v. t. [-gled (-gld), -glixg.] To wash
or rinse (the mouth or throat); esp. to hold a me-
dicinal preparation suspended and agitated in the
throat.— «. A liquid preparation for washing the
mouth and throat. —
Gar'goyle, -goil, n.

(Arch.) A projecting
water-spout, carved
grotesquely.

Garish. See'GAircisH.
Garland, gar'land. n. A
wreath or chaplet of
branches, flowers,

' feathers, etc.; a coro-
nal; the top; principal thing: thing most prized; a
collection of little printed pieces ; an anthology.
(Saut.) A bag, used by sailors to keep provisions

i in: a ring of rope lashed on a mast.— v. t. To deck
with a garland.

Garlic, gar'lik, n. A garden plant, allied to the onion,
having a bulbous root, strong smell, and acrid taste.

Garment, gar'ment, ?i. Any article of clothing. —
Gar'nish, v. t. [-xfshed '(-nisht), -xishixg.] To
adorn, embellish ; to furnish, as a fort with troops.
(Law.) To warn, give notice to. —n. Decoration;
ornament; also, garments, esp. showy ones. (Cook-
eru.) Something set round a dish as an embellish-
ment, in jails, fetters ; also an entrance-fee de-
manded by old prisoners of one just committed. —
Gar'nishee', n. (Law.) One in whose hands the

!
property of another has been attached ; a trustee.
— Gar'nishment, n. Ornament: decoration. (Law.)
Legal notice to appear and give information to the
court on any matter; warning to a person, in whose
hands the "effects of another are attached, not to
pay money or deliver goods, but to appear in court
and give information as garnishee. A fee.— Gar'ni-
ture. -nT-chur. n. That which garnishes: embellish-
ment. — Garrison. gSr'rY-sn, n. (Mil.) A body of
troops in a fort or fortified town, to defend it or to

repress the inhabitants ; a strong place, in which
troops are quartered for its security.— v. t. [gae-

Gargoyle.
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risoned (-snd), -so>-i>'G.] To place troops in (a !

fortress, etc.) for its defense ; to defend by for-
;

tresses manned with troops.
Garner, gar'ner, n. A granarv ; place -wherein grain

!

is stored. — v. t. [garnered (-nerd), -NEKING.]
jTo store in a granarv.

Garnet, gar'net, n. (}fia.) A mineral of a deep-red
color. (Xaut.) A tackle to hoist the cargo.

Garnish, Garrison, etc. See under Garment.
Garret, gar'ret, n. That part of a house on the upper

floor, immediately under the roof: an attic.

Garrote, gar-rot', «. A Spanish mode of execution by
strangulation, with an iron collar affixed to a post
and tightened by a screw; instrument by which the
punishment is inflicted.— v. t. [garroted ; -rot-
ing.] To strangle with the garrote ; to seize by the
throat from behind, to strangle and rob.

Garrulons, gar'rob-lus, a. Indulging in long, prosy
talk, with repetition and excessive detail; loqua-
cious. — Garru'lity, -ll-tt, n. Quality of being, etc.

Garter, giir'ter, n. A band to hold up a stocking on
the leg; the badge of the highest order of knighthood
in Great Britain; the order itself. — v. t. [gartered
(-terd), -tering.] To bind with a garter; to invest
with the order of the Garter.

Gas, gas or gaz, n. An aeriform elastic fluid ; illumi-
natmg gas,— a mixture of carbureted hydrogen and

|

oleflant gas or bi-carbureted hydrogen, obtained by!
distillation of coal. —Gaseous, gaz'e-us or ga'zhus, I

a. In the form of gas, or an aeriform fluid; lacking
!

substance or solidity; tenuous. — Gassy, gas'sl, a.
\

Full of gas; inflated; full of ambitious or deceitful
j

talk. — Gas'ify, v. t. [-fied^-IicI), -fying.] To con-
vert into gas.— Gas'olene, -len, -line, -lin, n. A high-
ly volatile mixture of fluid hydrocarbons, obtained
from petroleum, also by distillation of bituminous
coal. — Gasom'eter^ gaz-, n. A gas-holder.

Gasconade, gas-kon-ad'', ». A Doast or boasting

;

vaunt; bravado.— v. i. To boast, brag, bluster.
Gash, gash, v. t. [gashed (gasht), gashing.] To make
a long, deep incision in. — n. A deep and long cut.

Gasket, gas'ket, n. (Xaut.) A flat, plaited cord to furl
the sail, or tie it to the yard. (Jlech.) Platted hemp
to pack pistons, as of steam-engines and pumps; any
ring or washer of packing.

Gasp, gasp, v. i. [gashed (gaspt), gasping.] To labor
|

for breath, respire convulsively or violently ; to
pant with eagerness.— v. t. To emit with gaspings.
— n. A labored respiration; convulsive opening of
the mouth for breath.

Gastric gas'trik, a. (An at.) Pert, to the stomach.
— Gastfi'tis.?!. (Jled.) Inflammation of the stomach.
—Gas'teropod, n. (Zobl.) A molluscous animal (as
the snail), having a muscular ventral disk, which
serves in place of feet. — Gastron'omy, -mT, n. Art
or science of good eating ; epicurism. — Gastron''-
omer, n. One fond of good living; an epicure;
glutton. — Gastronomic, -ical, a. Pert. to. etc.

Gate, sat, n. A passage-way in the wall of a city, field,

edifice, etc.: a movable barrier closing an opening in
a fence or wall or placed across a road; a frame stop-
ping the passage of water through a dam, lock. etc.

;

an avenue; means of entrance. — Gait, gat, n. Walk;
march: way; manner of walking or stepping.

Gather, gat-h/er, v. t. [-ERED(-erd), -ering.1 To bring
together, collect, assemble: to harvest, pick, pluck;
to amass in large quantity or numbers ; to make
compact, consolidate ; to draw together (a piece of
cloth, by a thread), pucker, plait ; to derive, as an
inference; to infer, conclude. — v. i. To come to-
gether, congregate: to increase: to come to o head,
as a sore; to draw an inference. — n. A plait or
fold in cloth, made by drawing the thread through
it. — Gath'ering, n. That gathered or brought to-
gether, as a crowd, assembly ; a tumor, suppurated
or maturated; an abscess.

Gaucherie, gosh're, n. Awkwardness ; blundering.
Gaud, gawd, /;. A piece of worthless finery; a trinket.— Gaud'y, -T, a. [-ier, -iest.] Ostentatiously line.

Gauffer, gawf'fer, v. t. To plait, crimp, or flute; to
goffer, as lace.

Gauge, Gage, gaj. v. t. [gauged (gajd), gauging.] To
measure or ascertain the contents of, as of a pipe,
hogshead, etc. ; to measure the capacity or ability
of; estimate, —n. An instrument to determine dis-

Gauntlet.

tances, dimensions, or capacity; a standard of any
kind; estimate. (Physics.) Apparatus for determin-
ing at any moment the state, or volume, or pressure
of a fluctuating object, as water, steam, etc. (AauJ.)
Position with reference to a vessel and to the wind;
the depth to which a vessel sinks in the water. The
distance between the rails of a railroad. ["When the
gauge is 4 ft. 8k in. it is called standard gauge ; when
less, narrow 'gauge.} (Plastering.) The quantity
of plaster of Paris used with common piaster to
hasten its setting; the composition used in finishing
plastered ceilings, etc.

Gaunt, gant, a. Lean ; meager ; pinched and grim.
Gauntlet, gantlet, n. A glove with plates of metal
on the back, worn as defensive armor;
a long glove, covering the wrist.

Gauze, gawz. n. A very thin, transparent
stuff, of silk, linen, cotton,
wire, etc. — Gauz'y, -I, a.
Pert, to, like, or thin as
gauze.

Gave. See Give.
Gavel, gav'el, n. A small
heap of grain, not tied up;
the mallet of a presiding officer.

Gavelkind, gav'el-kind, n. (0. Eng. Law.) A tenure
by whichland descended from the father to all his
sons in equal portions, and the land of a brother,
dying without issue, descended equally to his
brothers.

Gawk, gawk, n. A cuckoo ; a simpleton ; booby. —
Gawk'y, -i, a. [-ier. -iest.] Foolish and awkward;
clumsy and clownish.— n. A fellow awkward from
being overgrown, or from stupidity.

Gay, ga, a. Excited with delight; merry; gleeful;
sprightly ; jolly ; jovial ; having many or showy
colors ; dissipated ; loose ; lewd.— Gayety, Gaiety,
ga'e-tl, «. State of being gay; merriment; acts or
entertainments prompted by, or inspiring, merry
delight, — used often in pi.; finery; show; jollity.
— Gayly, Gaily, ga'lY, adv.

Gaze, gaz, v. i. [gazed (gazd), gazing.] To fix the
eyes in a steady and earnest look ; to gape, stare.

—

n. A fixed look ; a look of eagerness, wonder, or
admiration : object gazed on.

Gazelle, ga-zeK, 7i. A small antelope of Asia and N.
Africa, remarkable for
its swiftne ss, elegant
form, and the soft luster
of its eyes.

Gazette, ga-zef, n. A
newspaper; esp., an of-

ficial journal.— r. f. To
announce or publish in
a gazette, or officially.
— Gaz'etteer'', -ter', n.

A writer of news ; offi-

cer who publishes news
by authority; a geo-
graphical dictionary;
alphabetical descrip-
tive list.

Gear, ger, n. Manufactured stuff or material; goods;
clothing; ornaments; dress; horse-tra ppings.
(Mack.) A toothed wheel, or toothed wheels col-
lectively: connection of toothed wheels with each
other; gearing, — v. t. [geared (gerd), gearing.]
To dress, put on gear, harness. — Gear'ing, n. Har-
ness. (Much.) Parts by which mo-
tion communicated to one portion
of a machine is transmitted to an-
other, considered collectively ; esp., <>g

a train of wheels lor transmitting *s
and varying motion.

Gee. je, v. t. [geed (jed), geeing.]
To turn to the off-side, i

driver (i. <?., in theU
side), said of cattle, or u l

Gelatine, jel'u-tin, n. (Chem.) An
.

^

earill(r
animal substance which dissolves &Pur rearing,

in hot water, and forms a jelly on cooling; animal
jellv. Glue and isinglass are forms of gelatine.—
Gelatinate, je-lat'i-nat, v. t. To convert into gela-

tine, or a jelly-like substance. — v. i. To be con-
verted, etc. — Gelat'ina'tion, n. Act or process of,

GazeUe.
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etc.—Gelatinize, v. t. or i. [-nized (-nizd), -sizing.]
Same as Gelatinate. — Gelat'inous, -nus, a. Of
the nature and consistence of gelatine ; viscous. —
Gel'ly, -It, n. Jelly.

Geld, geld, v. t. To castrate, emasculate; to deprive of
anything essential; to deprive of anything excep-
tionable, expurgate. — Gelding, n. Act of castrat-
ingi a castrated animal, esp. a horse.

Gem, jem, n. {Bot.) A bud. A precious stone, esp.
!

when cut and polished for ornament; a jewel; any-
thing beautiful, rare, or costly. — v. t. [gemmed
(jemd), -MING.] To adorn or embellish, as with gems. !— Gem'mate, -mat, a. Having buds; reproducing by
buds. —Gemma'tion, n. {Nat. Hist.) Formation of a
new individual by the protrusion of part of an ani-

]

mal or plant, whether it becomes free or remains con-
nected with the parent stalk. {Bot.) The arrange-

j

ment of buds on the stalk. The period of expan- i

sion of buds.
Gendarme, zhox-darm', n. ; pi. Gens-d'armes or
Gendarmes, same pron. An armed policeman.

Gender, jen'der, n. Sex, male or female. (Gram.) A
difference in words to express distinction of sex. —

;

v. t. [gendered (-derd), -derixg.] To beget, en-
gender.

Genealogy, jen-e-al'o-jl, n. An account of the descent
!

of a person or family from an ancestor; a list of an-
cestors; pedigree; descent from a progenitor; lineage.

Genera, n. ; pi. of Genus.
General, jen'er-al, a. Eelating to a genus or kind

;

pert, to a whole class or order ; comprehending
many species or individuals; not limited to a precise
or detailed import ; lax in signification ; widely

j

spread; prevalent; extensive, though not universal:
haying a relation to all ; common to the whole.—
n. The whole; the total,— used in pi., or in sing,
with the definite article; the chief or superior officer I

in an administration; esp., one of the chief military
!

officers of a country. — Generally, adv. In gen-
j

eral ; commonly; upon the whole. — Gen'eralness,
n. Condition or quality of being general; frequency;
commonness.— Generality, -T-tl, n. State of being

J

general; that which is general; a vague statement i

or phrase ; the main body, bulk, greatest part.

—

Generalize, v. t. [-ized (-izd), -izing.] To bring
under a genus or genera; to use with a more exten-
sive application ; to make universal in application,

j

as a formula or rule ; to derive, as a genus, or as a
general conception, or general principle. — v. i. To
form classes or genera ; to take general or compre- !

hensive views.
Generate, jen'er-at, v. t. To beget, procreate, propa-
gate, engender; to cause to be, bring into life; to
originate, esp. by a vital or chemical process ; to
produce, cause. — Gen'erable, a. — Generalion, n.

Act of, etc. ; origination by some process, math- ,

ematical, chemical, or -vital ; production ; forma- I

tilled from grain, and flavored with juniper-berries
or oil of turpentine; gin; Hollands; schiedam.

Genial, je'nl-al or jen'yal, a. Contributing to, or
concerned in, propagation or production ; genera-
tive ; kindly ; sympathetically cheerful.

Genie, je'nT, n. One of a fabulous class of beings, re-

garded by the Arabians as intermediate between
angels and men, created of fire, and capable of as-

suming any form, or of becoming invisible, at pleas-
ure. [See Jinnee.]

Genital,jent-tal, a. Pert, to generation.— GenItals,
n.pl. The sexual organs; the privates.—Genltor, n.

One who procreates; a sire; father.— Genitive, -tiv,

n. {Gram.) A case in the declension of nouns, ex-
pressing the relations expressed in English by of. —
a. Pert, to, or indicating, source, origin, possession,
etc.— Geniti'val, a. Of the form of, or pert, to, the
genitive case.

Genius, jen'yus, n. ; pi. -iuses, -yus-ez. The peculiar
structure of mind with which each individual is en-
dowed by nature; special taste, inclination, or dispo-
sition; distinguished mental superiority; esp. supe-
rior power of invention or origination of any kind;
talent ; a man endowed with uncommon vigor of
mind; peculiar constitution or character. — Genius,
jelii-us, n. ; pi. -nii, -nl-I. A tutelary deity sup-
posed by the ancients to preside over a man's des-
tiny in life; hence, a supernatural being; a spirit;

the animating spirit of a people or period.
Genre, zhoxl, n. A style of painting, sculpture, etc.,

representing every-day life and manners.
Genteel, jen-teK, a. Possessing or exhibiting the qual-

ities belonging to high birth and breeding ; well
bred ; eas3r in manners ; elegant in appearance,
dress, or manner; polite; fashionable.—Gen'tile, -til,

7i. One of a gentile or non-Jewish nation; a wor-
shiper of false gods, heathen, pagan.— a. Pert, to
the nations at large, as disting. fr. the Jews ; of pa-
gan or heathen people. {Gram.) Denoting a race
or country.— Gen'tilism, -izm, n. Heathenism; pa-
ganism ; worship of false gods. — Gen'tle, -tl, a.
[-tler, -tlest.] Well-born; of good family or re-
spectable birth ; refined in manners ; not rough,
harsh, or severe ; soothing. — Gen'tly, -til, adv.—
Genlleness, n. — Gentility, -tilt-tt, n. Politeness
of manner; graceful and easy mien; state or quality
of being genteel.— Genllefolk, -fok, -folks, -foks, n.

pi. Persons of good breeding and family.— Gen'-
tleman, n. ; pi. -men. A man who is well born, or of
good family ; one of gentle or refined manners,
fentian, jen'shan, n. {Bot.) A plant whose root has

tion ; thing generated ; progeny ; offspring ; a sin-
gle step or stage in the succession of natural de-
scent; the mass of beings living at one period; the
ordinary interval of time at which one rank follows
another, or father is succeeded by child; an age;
race; kind; breed; stock. {Geom.) Formation or
production of any geometrical magnitude, by the
motion of a point or other magnitude. {Physiol.)
The aggregate of the functions and phenomena
which attend reproduction.

Generic, Generically, etc. See under Genus.
Generous, jen^er-us, a. Exhibiting those qualities be-
longing to hisrh birth; noble; magnanimous; free to
give. — Gen'eroslty, n. Quality of being generous;
nobleness of birth or of soul; magnanimity; liberal-
ity; munificence.

Genesis, jen'e-sis, n. Act of producing, or giving birth
or origin to anything; production; formation; origi-
nation; the 1st book of the Old Testament. {Geom.)
Same as Generation.

Genet, Jennet, jen'et, n. A small-sized, well-propor-
tioned, Spanish horse.

Genet, Genette, jennet or je-nef, n. A carnivorous
animal, allied to the civet, of gray color, spotted and
banded with black or brown, found in southern Eu-
rope, Africa, and Asia; its fur; cat-skin, when made
into muffs, etc., to imitate skins of the genet.

Geneva, je-ne'va, n. A strongly alcoholic spirit dis-

Gentian,

.

a yellowish-brown color, and very bitter taste, and
j

is used as an ingredient in stomachic bitters.

Genuine, jenli-in, a. Pert, to or proceeding from,
;

the original stock; not spurious, false, or adulter-
ated ; authentic; real; pure.

Genus, jelius, n. ; pi. Genera, jen'e-ra. {Logic.) A
class of objects divided into several subordinate spe-
cies. {Science.) An assemblage of species possess-
ing certain characters in common, by which they
are distinguished from all others,— subordinate to
tribe and sub-tribe. — Generic, -ical, -nSrlk-al, a.

Pert, to a genus or kind ; comprehensive.
Geocentric, je-o-senlrik, -trical, a. {Astron.) Having
reference to the earth as center; in relation to or
seen from the earth, — disting. fr. heliocentric, as
seen from the sun: having reference to the center of
the earth. — Geod'esy, -od'e-st, n. {Math.) That
branch of surveying which allows for the curvature
of the earth, as in surveys of states, or of long lines
of coast.—Geoglaphy, -ft, n. Science or description
of the world, its inhabitants, divisions, governments,
products, etc. — Geographic, -ical, -graflk-al, a.

Pert, to geography. — Geographer, -fer, n. One
versed in, etc.—Geol'ogy, -jT, n. Science of the struc-
ture and mineral constitution of the globe, the causes
of its physical features, and its history. — Geologic,
-ical, -lojlk-al, a. Pert, to, etc. — Geol'ogize, v. i.

[-gized (-jizd), -gizing.] To study geology, make
feoiogical investigations.—Geometry, -trT, n. That
ranch of mathematics which investigates the rela-*

tions, properties, and measurement of solids, sur-
faces, lines, and angles.—Geometlie, -rical, a. Pert.,
or according to, the rules or principles of geometry;
determined by geometry, — often used in a techiii-

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; Sdd, tone, or
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cal sense, as opp. to mechanical. — Geometrically,
adv. — Geom'etri'cian, -trish'an, n. A geometer.—
Geor'gic, j6rrjik, n. A rural poem ; poetical com-
position on husbandry.

Geranium, je-ra'ni-um, n. A genus of plants having a
beak-like torus or receptacle,— called also crane's-bill:

many of the cultivated pelargoniums are called gera-
niums.

Germ, jerm, n. {Physiol.) That which is to develop
an embryo; an ovary; bud. That from which any-
thing springs ; origin ; first principle. — Ger'man,
-main', -mane', -man'', a. Nearly related; closely
akin; closely allied; appropriate; relevant.

—

Cousins
german. Cousins having 'the same grandfather.—
Ger'minal, -mt-nal, a. Pert, to a germ.— Ger'mi-
nant, a. Sprouting; sending forth germs or buds.—
Ger'minate, -nat, v. i. To sprout, bud, shoot. — v. i.

To cause to sprout.
German, jer'man, a. Pert, to Germany.— n. ; pi. Ger-
mans. A native or inhabitant of Germany; the Ger-
man language; a dance, including a waltz movement
and variable figures; a party at which it is danced.

Gerund, jer'und, n. {Lat. Gram.) A kind of verbal
neuter noun, governing cases like a participle.—
Gerund'ive, -iv, n. The future passive participle. —
Gestation, jes-ta'shun, n. The act of carrying young
in the womb; pregnancy; passive exercise, in which
one is carried about. — Gesture, jes'chur, n. A mo-
tion of the body or limbs expressing sentiment or
passion or emphasizing an argument or assertion. —
v. t. and i. [gestured (-churd), -uring.] To gestic-
ulate.— Gesticulate, -lat, v. i. To make gestures or
motions, as in speaking. — v. t. To represent by ges-
ture; to act. — Gestic'ula'tion, n. Act of gesticula-
ting; a gesture; antic tricks or motions.

Get, get, v. t. [imp. got, obs. gat; p.p. got, obsoles-
cent gotten; getting.] To procure, obtain, gain
possession of, acquire, come by, win; to have, pos-
sess,— used only with have and. had ; to beget, pro-
create; to learn, commit to memory; to prevail on,
persuade; to procure to be, or to occur, — with a fol-
lowing participle ; to betake, carry,— in a reflexive

use.

—

v.i. To make acquisition, gain ; to fall or
bring one's self into a state or condition ; to come to

be, become, —with a following adjective belonging
to the subject of the verb. — Get'-up, n. General
composition or structure; manner in which parts of
a thing are combined; make-up; style of dress.

Gewgaw, gu'gaw, n. A showy trifle, toy, bauble.
Geyser, gi'ser, n. An eruptive boiling spring, com-
mon in Iceland.

Ghastly, gast'li, a. [-lier. -liest.] Death-like; pale;
horrible; shocking; dreadful.— adv. In a ghastly
manner; hideously.

Gherkin, ger'kin, n. A small species of cucumber
used for pickling.

Ghost, gost, n. The spirit; the soul of man; the soul
of a deceased person; an apparition; any faint sem-
blance,— as, the ghost of a chance.— Ghostly, -It, a.

Relating to the soul; not carnal or secular; spiritual;

pert, to apparitions.
Ghoul, gool, n. An imaginary being among Eastern na-

j

tions, which preys upon human bodies.
Giant, ji'ant, n. A man of extraordinary bulk and

stature; a person of extraordinary powers, bodily or
intellectual. — a. Like a giant; extraordinary in
size or strength.— Gi'antess, n. A female giant.—
Gi'ant-pow'der, n. Dynamite: see Nitro-glycer-
ine.— Gi'gante'an, ji'gan-te'an, Gigan'tic, a. Of
extraordinary size; mighty.

Gib, jib, n. A piece or slip, in a machine or structure,
to hold other parts together, or keep them in place,
— usually held in place by a wedge, key, or screw.

Gibber, gib'ber, v. i. [-bered (-berd), -Bering.] To
speak rapidly and inarticulately. — Gib'berish, n.

Rapid talk; unmeaning words, — a. Unmeaning.
Gibbet, jib'bet, n. A kind of gallows, an upright post
with an arm projecting from the top;
the projecting beam of a crane, on which
the pulley is fixed, —v. t. To hang
a gibbet; to expose to infamy.

Gibe, jib, v. i. [gibed (jibd), gibing.
rail; to utter taunting, sarcastic won
to flout, fleer, scoff, — v. t. To deride,

vhich T^Tf

.] To ^JL_
ords; ^^(p

scoff at', treat' with sarcastic reflections. Gibbet.

taunt, —n. An expression of censure mingled with
contempt; railing.

Giblets, jib'lets, n. pi. The eatable parts of a fowl
which are removed before cooking.

Giddy, gid'dl, a. [-dier, -diest.] Having in the head
a sensation of whirling or reeling about ; light-
headed; dizzy; inducing giddiness; bewildering on
account of rapidity; gyratory; inconstant; unstable;
changeable; wild; thoughtless; excited,— v. i. To
reel. — v. t. To make dizzy, render unsteady.

Gift. See under Give.
Gig, gig, n. A top or whirligig; a light, one-horse car-
riage, with one pair of wheels. (Naut.) A ship's
wherry, or long, light boat. A playful or wanton
person ; a rotatory cylinder, covered with wire teeth,
for teaseling woolen
cloth ; a dart or har-
poon ; fishgig.

Gigantean, Gigantic. See ^^Mfj^^i___^!^s==^
under Giant. ^^S@2^fiHh

===*"

Giggle, gig'gl, n. A kind iFpfft^H/jw
of laugh, with short \^nS^/

j

catches of the voice or ^Ci7
|
H@^ []_

breath. — v. i. [gig- n .

gled (-gld), -gling.] LrlS-

To laugh in a half suppressed or silly manner ; to
titter.

Gild, gild, v. t. [gilded or gilt; gilding.] To over-
lay or overspread with a thin covering of gold; to
cover with a gold-like color; to illuminate, brighten;
to give a fair external appearance to.— Gild'Ing, n.

Art or practice of overlaying things with gold leaf
or a coating of gold; a thin surface of gold covering
some other substance. — Gilt, n. Gilding.

Gill, gil, n. (Physiol.) A fimbriated organ of respira-
tion, in fishes and other water animals. The flap be-
low the beak of a bird; the flesh on the lower part of
the cheeks, or under the chin.

Gill, jil, n. A measure of capacity = l-4th of a pint.

Gill, ]il, n. Ground-ivy; malt liquor medicated with
ground-ivy; a young woman; a sportive girl.

Gillie, Gilly, gil'li, n. A boy; page; menial; in Scot.,

a gamekeeper, or sportsman's attendant.

Gillyflower, iiKlt-flow'er, n. A name for various cru-
ciferous plants, as the stock, clove-pink, etc.

Gilt. See under Gild.
Gimbal, gim'bal, n. A combination of rings for sus-
pending anything, as a com-
pass, so that it may keep a con-
stant position. — Girn'mal, n.

Joined work whose parts move
within each other, as a bridle
bit or interlocked rings;
quaint piece of machinery.

Gimcrack, jim'krak, n. A trivial r;mh„,

mechanism; a device; toy.
crimuai.

Gimlet, gim'let, n. A small instrument for boring
holes by turning it with the hand.

Gimmal. See under Gimbal.
Gimp, gimp, n. A kind of silk, woolen, or cotton
twist or edging, for trimming dresses, etc.

Gin, jin, n. An alcoholic liquor; geneva (which see).

Gin, jin, n. A machine by which mechanical powers
are employed in aid of human strength ; esp. a ma-
chine for raising weights, also for separating the
seeds from cotton; a snare; trap.

—

v. t. [ginned
(jind), -ning.] To clear of seeds by a machine; to
catch in a trap.

Ginger, iin'jer, n. A plant of the E.
and W. Indies, whose hot and spicy
root is used in cookery and medi-
cine.— Gingerbread, n. Sweet cake
flavored with ginger.

Gingerly, jin'jer-lT, adv. Nicely;
cautiously: daintily.

Gingham, g'ing'am, n. A cotton cloth,
the yarn of which is dyed before
weaving.

Ginseng, jin'seng, n. A plant whose
root is valued as a medicine among
the Chinese.

Gip, jip, v. t. To take out the entrails

of (herrings).
Gipsy. See Gypsy.
Giraffe, jt- or zhe-rafr , n. An African

Giraffe.

aim, cube, full ; moon, fo"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNbou , chair, get.
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quadruped, whose fore legs are much longer than
the hinder ones; the camelopard,— the tallest of
animals.

Gird, gerd, n. The stroke of a rod; a severe twitch or
pang; a cut, sarcastic remark, gibe.— v. t. To strike,

gibe. — v. i. To gibe, sneer, Jest scornfully, utter
sarcasms.

Gird, gerd, v. t. [girded or girt; girding.] To en-
ciicle with any flexible band; to make fast, as cloth-
ing, by binding with a cord, bandage, etc.; to sur-
round, dress, invest. — Gird'er, w.. (Arch.) Amain
beam in a wall, floor, etc., to support a structure or
weight, or to bind others together. (Enain.) Any
simple or compound beam supported at both ends.—
Girdle, -1, n. That which girds or encircles ; esp. a
band encircling the bodv and binding together the
clothing.— v. t. [girdled (-did), -ling.] To bind
with a belt or sash, gird; to inclose, environ; to make
a circular incision through (the bark and alburnum
of a tree), to kill it. — Girt, gert, v. t. To gird, sur-
round. —Girt, Girth, gerth, n. A band encircling
the body; esp. one by which a saddle is fastened
upon a horse's back; the measure round the body;
the circumference of anything.

Girl, gerl, n. A female child, or young woman.— Girl'-
hood,w. The state or time of being a girl.— GirPish,
a. Like or befitting a girl ; pert, to a woman's youth.

Gist, jist or jit, n. The main point of a question; point
on which an action rests; pith of a matter.

Give, giv, v. t. [imp. gave (gav); p.p. given (giv'n);
giving.] To bestow without receiving a return; to
impart (a possession); to grant (authority or permis-
sion); to yield possession of, pay; to communicate
or announce (tidings); to render or utter (an opin-
ion, judgment, sentence, shout, etc.); to permit, al-

low, license; to exhibit as a product or result, pro-
duce; to devote, apply, —v. ?. To yield to force or
pressure; to move, recede. — Giv'er, n. — Gift, n.

Anything given or bestowed ; some quality or en-
dowment given to man by God. (Law.) A volun-
tary transfer of real or personal property, without
any consideration. Present; donation; grant; bene-
faction; boon; gratuity; talent; faculty. — v. t. To
endow with some power or faculty.

Gizzard, giz'zerd, n. An enlarged part of the ali-

mentary canal in birds, having strong muscular
walls.

Glacial, gla'shal, «. Pert, to ice or its action ; icy

;

esp. pertaining to glaciers. (Chem.) Having a
glassy appearance, as crystals. — Glacier, gla'ser or
glas'i-Sr, n. A mass of ice, or snow and ice, formed
in the region of perpetual snow, and moving slowly
down mountain slopes or valleys.— Glacis, gla'sis or
gla-ses', n. An easy, insensible slope; esp. (Fort.),
an earthen parapet to the covered way.

Glad, glad, a. [gladder; -dest.] Well contented; joy-
ous; pleased; wearing agay or bright appearance sex-
pressing or exciting joy; cheering; ani-
mating. — v. t. To make glad, affect
with pleasure, cheer, gladden.— Glad'-
den, -dn, v. t. [-dened (-dnd), -den-
in g.] To make glad, cheer, please, ex-
hilarate. — v. i. To be or become glad.— Glad'ly, -IT, adv. — Glad'ness, n. —
Glad'some, -sum, a. Pleased; joyful;
causing joy; pleasing. — Glad'somely,
adv.

Glade, glad, n. An open passage through,
or grassy opening in, a wood.

Gladiate, glad'I-at, a. (Bot.) Sword-
shaped, as the leaf or legume of a
plant. — Glad'ia'tor, -ter, n. A sword-
player; prize-fighter; esp. in ancient
Rome, one who fought publicly in the
arena.— GladPolus, -o-lus, n. A flow-
ering plant of many species having
bulbous roots and gladiate leaves.

Glair, gl£r, n. The white of an egg ; any
viscous, transparent substance. — v. t.

[glaired (glard), glairing.] To
smear with, etc.

Glamour, gla'moor or glam'er, n. Witch-
ery, or a charm on the eyes, making
them see things falsely.

A sudden shoot of light;Glance, gla

sudden darting of the sight ; brief turning of the
attention to a thing. (Min.) Any mineral having
a metallic or semi-metallic luster. — v. i. [glanced
(glanst), glancing.] To dart a ray of light; to fly

off obliquely from an object struck; to snatch a mo-
mentary or hasty view; to make an incidental or
passing" reflection, allude; to be visible only for an
instant at a time; to twinkle.— v. t. To shoot or dart
suddenly or obliquely.

Gland, gland, n. (Anat.) A simple or complex organ
tor secreting, absorbing, or changing some peculiar
substance from the blood or animal fluids. (Bot.) A
cellular spot or prominence which secretes^il or aro-
ma; any very small prominence. (Steam Mach.) The
cover of a stuffing-box. (Mach.) A cross-piece or
clutch for engaging machinery moved by belts. —
Glans, w. (Anat.) The vascular body forming the
apex of the penis. (Med.) An enlargement of the
thyroid gland ; bronchocele ; goiter ; a pessary. —
Gland'ular, -ulous, -lus, a. Containing, consisting
of, or like glands. — Gland'ers, n. (Far.) A highly
contagious disease of the mucous membrane in
horses.

Glare, glar, n. A bright, dazzling light; a fierce, pier-
cing look. —v. i. [glared (glard), glaring.] To
shine with a clear, bright, dazzling light : to look
with fierce, piercing eyes ; to be ostentatiously
P)lendid. — v. t. To shoot out, or emit (light). —a.
olished so as to reflect light brightly ; smooth ;

slippery; glib.

Glass, glas, v. A hard, brittle, transparent substance,
formed by fusing silica with fixed alkalies, etc.; any-
thing made of glass,— esp. a looking-glass; mirror; a
glass filled with running sand for measuring time, or
the time in which a glass is exhausted of its sand ; a
drinking-glass; tumbler ; an optical glass; lens; spy-
glass ; — in pi. spectacles. A barometer. — v. t.

[glassed (glast), glassing.] To see, as in a glass ;

reflect, as in a mirror; to cover with glass; glaze. —
Glaze, v. t. [glazed (glazd), glazing.] To furnish
with glass, as a window; to cover or overlay with a
vitreous or shining substance; to vitrify the surface
of: to render smooth or glossy. — v. i. To assume a
glassy luster.— n. The vitreous coating of pottery
or porcelain; glazing. (Cookery.) Broth boiled down
to a gelatinous paste, to put on braised dishes. —
Glaz'er, n. A worlftnan who glazes pottery, etc.; a
calenderer or smoother of cloth, paper, etc. ; a
wooden wheel covered with emery or with an alloy-
ring of lead and tin, for polishing cutlery, etc.

—

Gla'zier, -zher, n. One whose business is to set glass.
— Glazing, n. Act or art of setting glass, or of
crusting with a vitreous substance, or of polishing,
smoothing, or rendering glossy; glass or glass-like
substance with which any surface is incrusted or
overlaid.

Gleam, glem, n. A shoot of light; beain; ray; bright-
ness; splendor, —v. i. [gleamed (glemd"), gleam-
ing.] To shoot, or dart (light) ; to shine, cast light;

to glimmer, glitter.

Glean, glen, v. t. or i. [gleaned (glend), gleaning.]
To gather (stalks or ears of grain left by the reap-
ers); to gather with patient and minute labor.

Glebe, gleb, n. Turf ; soil ; ground. (Feci. Law.)
Land belonging to a parish church or benefice.

Glee, gle, n. Joy ; merriment ; esp. mirth at a feast.

(Mm.) A composition for S or more voices, gen-
erally of a light and secular character. — Glee'ful,
-ful, a. Merry; gay; joyous.

Glen, glen, n. A secluded and narrow valley ; a dale.

Glib, glib, a. [glibber, -best.] Smooth; slippery;
voluble; easily moving; fluent: flippant.

Glide, glid, v. i. To move gently or smoothly; to pass
rapidly and easily, as over a smooth surface.

Glim, glim, n. A light or candle.— Glim'mer, v. i.

[-mbred (-merd), -mering.J To give feeble or scat-

tered rays of light, shine faintly, gleam, glitter.— n.

A faint light ; feeble, scattered rays of light. —
Glimpse, glimps, n. A sudden flash; short, hurried
view. —v. i. To appear by glimpses, —v. t. To catch
a glimpse of, see by glimpses.

Glint, glint, n. A glimpse; glance; gleam, —v. i. To
glance; peep forth.

Glisten, glis'n, v. i. [-tened (-nd), -tening.] To
sparkle or shine; esp., to shine with a subdued and

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fSre ; Snd, eve, tSmi ; In, ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r
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fitful luster. — Glister, v. i. [-tered (-terd), -ter-
ing.] To be bright, sparkle, shine, glisten.

Glitter, glitter, v.'i. [-tered (-terd), -tering.] To
sparkle with light ; to be showy, specious, or strik-

ing ; to gleam, shine, glare.— n. A bright, spark-
ling light; brilliancy; luster.

Gloaming, glom/ing, n. Twilight; dusk.
Gloat, glot, v. i. To look steadfastly, gaze with ma-
lignant satisfaction, or passionate desire.

Globe, glob, n. A round or spherical body ; ball

;

sphere; orb; anything nearly spherical in shape; the
earth ; a sphere on which is a map of the earth or
of the heavens. — Globose', -bos', Glo'bous, -bus,

GlobtUar, a. Round ; spherical, or nearly so. —
Globosity, -b5sr I-tT, n. Quality of being round ;

sphericity. — Globe'-fish, n. A
fish which, by inflating an ab-
dominal sac, can swell out
its body to a globular shape.
— Globtile, -ul, n. A little

globe; a small particle of
spherical form.— Glom'erate,
-er-at, v. t. To gather or wind
into a ball. — Glomeration, m~\*~ «^
n. Act of gathering or form- UloDe-nsn.

ing into a spherical body; thing formed into a ball.

Gloom, gloom, n. Partial or total darkness ; dimness ;

obscurity ; cloudiness or heaviness of mind ; aspect
of sorrow ; dullness ; dejection ; sadness. — v. i.

[gloomed (gloomd), gloo'mixg.] To shine obscure-
ly, glimmer ; to appear dark, dismal, or gloomy. —
v. t. To render gloomy, make sad or sullen. —
Gloom'y, -T, a. [gloomier, -iest.] Imperfectly il-

luminated ; dim ; dismal ; affected with, or express-
ing gloom; heavy of heart; moody; sullen ; morose.

Glory, glotl, n. Praise, honor, etc., accorded by com-
mon consent; reputation; fame; an object o£ pride
or boast; occasion of praise; pride; boastfulness; the
presence of the divine Being; celestial honor; heaven.
(Paint.) A halo around the head or entire person.
— v. i. [gloried (-rid), -rying.] To exult with joy,
rejoice ; to boast, be proud of. — Glolious, -rl-us, a.

Exhibiting attributes, qualities, or acts worthy of
glory ; noble ; illustrious ; magnificent ; splendid ;

eager .for distinction.— Gloliously, -II, adv.— Glo'-
rify, -rl-fi, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -fying.] To make
glorious by bestowing glory upon; to render worthy
of praise ; to render homage to, worship, adore. —
Glorification, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

Gloss, glos, n. Brightness or luster from a smooth
surface; polish; a specious appearance, representa-
tion, and interpretation. — v. t. [glossed (glost),

glossing.] To make smooth and shining, render
specious and plausible.— v. i. To make sly remarks.
— Gloss'y, -I, a. [-ier, -iest.] Smooth and shining;
specious; plausible. — Glossiness, n.

Gloss, glos, n. Comment; explanation; interpretation
or exposition of a passage, book, etc. — v.t. To il-

lustrate, explain.— v. i. To comment, make ex-
planatory remarks. — Gloss'arist, n. A writer of
glosses or of a glossary. — Gloss'ary, -rl, n. A vo-
cabulary of words requiring elucidation.

Glottis, glottis, n. (Anat.) The narrow opening at
the upper part of the larynx, between the vocal
cords. — Glottal, a. Pert, to, etc.

Glove, gluv, n. A cover for the hand, with a separate
sheath for each finger, — v. t. [gloved (gluvd),
gloving.] To cover with, or as with, a glove.

Glow, glo, v. i. [glowed (glod), glowing.] To shine
with an intense or white heat; to be bright or red
with animation, blushes, etc. ; to feel hot, as the
skin; to feel the heat of passion, —n. Shining heat,
or white heat; incandescence; brightness of color;
redness; intense excitement or earnestness.— Glow--
worm, n. A coleopterous insect: the female, which
is wingless, emits, at night, a green light from the
extremity of the abdomen.

Glucose, gfu'kos, n. A soft, cheap sugar, made from
starch, etc., by aid of sulphuric acid, etc.; found
also, in fruits, honey, and urine of diabetes; grape
sugar; starch sugar; diabetic sugar.

Glue, glu, n. A hard, brittle gelatine, obtained by
boiling the skins, . hoofs, etc., of animals: when
heated with water, it becomes viscid and tenacious,
and is used as a cement.— v. t. [glued (glud), glu-

! ing.] To join with glue; to hold together, unite.— Gluten, n. (Chem.) The viscid, tenacious sub-
stance which gives adhesiveness to dough. — Glu''-

tinous, -nus, a. Like glue; viscous; tenacious.
Glum, glum, a. Sullen; moody; silent.

Glume, glum, n. (Bot.) A bract, scale, or

j

husk, covering the flower or seed of grain
! or grasses.

]

Glut, v. t. To swallow greedily, gorge; to
satiate, sate.— n. Thing swallowed down;

!
full supply ; supply beyond sufficiency

I or to loathing ; a large wooden wedge
I used in splitting blocks. — Glut'ton, -tn,

I n. One who eats voraciously; a gorman-
dizer; one eager to excess. (Zobl.) A car-
nivorous mammal; the wolverine. — Criume.

Gluttonous, -tn-us, a. Pert, to a glutton or to glut-
I tony; given to excessive eating.— Gluttony, -I, n.

Act or practice of a glutton; excess in eating; vo-
racity.

Gluten. See under Glue.
Glycerine, glis'er-in, n. (Chem.) A sweet viscid

liquid, formed from fatty substances, and consist-
ing of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.

;
Gnarl, narl, v. i. [gnarled (narld), gnarling.] To
growl, murmur, snarl.

Gnarl, narl, n. A knot in wood.
Gnash, nash, v. t. [gnashed (nasht), gnashing.] To

strike together, as in anger or pain. — v. i. To grind
or strike together the teeth.

Gnat, nat, n. A small dipterous insect, — some species
blood-suckers, others injurious to vegetation.

Gnaw, naw, £. t. [gnawed (nawd), gnawing.] To
bite off little by little; to wear away by scraping
with the teeth; to corrode, fret away. — v. i. To use
the teeth in biting; to bite repeatedly.

Gneiss, nis, n. (Oeol.) A schistose rock, consisting
of quartz, feldspar, and mica or hornblende.

Gnome, nom, n. An imaginary being, supposed to
inhabit the inner parts of the earth, and guard
mines, quarries, etc.; a dwarf; goblin.

Gnomon, no'raon, n. (Dialing.) The style or pin of
a sun-dial, whose shadow shows the hour of day;
the index of the hour-circle of a globe. — Gnostic,
n. (Eccl. Hist.) One of a sect in the first ages of
Christianity, whose system combined oriental the-
ology and Greek philosophy with the doctrines of
Christianity. — a. Pert, to the Gnostics or their
doctrines.

Gnu, nu, n. A S. African antelope, having a horse's
neck, body, and tail,

and single, recurved
horns.

Go, go, v. i. [imp. went;
p. p. gone ; going.]
To pass from one
place to another ; to
proceed, advance,—
employed in the most
various applications
of the movement of
animate and inani-
mate beings, and of
movements of the
mind; to walk; to pass, circulate; to be with Young,
be pregnant, gestate; to pass away, leave, depart;
to be lost or ruined, perish, die.— ?;, t. To take (a
share in an enterprise);
to bear a part in. — n. A
circumstance; fashion or
mode;_noisy merriment.

Goad, god, n. A pointed
instrument to urge on a
beast; anything that
stimulates. — v. t. To

,

prick, drive with a goad,
arouse, instigate.

Goal, gol, n. Ihe point set
to bound a race; mark;
end or final purpose.

Goat, got, n. A mammif-
erous quadruped, having cloven hoofs, and chew-
ing the, cud,— allied to the sheep. —Goatee'', n.

Part of the beard left depending from the chin, re-
sembling a goat's.

Gnu.

Goat's Head.

sun, cube, full ; moon, f<56t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Gcb, gob, n. A small quantity; mouthful; the mouth;
spittle or saliva. — Gob'ble, v. t. [-bled (-bid),

-3LIXG.] To swallow hastily, eat down voraciously.
— v. i. To make a noise like a turkey-cock.— Gob'-
bler, re. A greedy eater; gormandizer; a turkey-cock.

Goblet, goblet, n. A drinking vessel without a
handle.

Goblin, goblin, re. An evil spirit ; frightful phan-
tom; gnome; elf.

God, god, re. An object of worship; a divinity; deity;
the Supreme Being ; Jehovah. — God'ly, -IT, a.

Reverencing God, His laws, etc.; pious; righteous;
conformed to God's laws. — Godlike, a. — God'less,
a. Having, or acknowledging, no God ; ungodly;
wicked. — God'dess, re. A female deity. — Godr-

child, n. One for whom a person becomes sponsor
at baptism. daughter, -daw-ter, re. A girl for
whom, etc. — God'father, re. A man who becomes
sponsor. — God'head, re. Deity ; divinity ; divine
nature or essence ; a god or goddess ; the Deity ;

God ; the Supreme Being. — God'mother, n. A
woman who becomes sponsor.— God'send. n. Some-
thing sent by God; an unexpected acquisition or
piece of good' fortune. — Goodr-by, -bye, good-bir, re.

or interj. Farewell,— a form of address at parting.
[Contr. of God be with you.] — Gos'pel. u. Glad tid-

ings, esp. concerning Christ and his salvation; one
of the historical narratives of Christ's life; a sys-
tem of religious truth or doctrine.— Gos'sip," re.

Orig. a sponsor; a comrade; an idle tattler; tattle;

rumor.— v. i. To prate, tattle.

Goggle, gog'gl, v. i. [-gled (-gld), -glixg.] To strain
or roll the eyes. — a. Full and rolling or staring,
— said of the eyes. — n. A strained or affected roil-

ing of the eye." pi. A kind of spectacles.
Goiter, -tre, goi'ter, n. (Med.) Bronchocele ; an en-
largement of the thyroid gland.

Gold, gold, re. A precious metal, of reddish yellow col-
or and metallic luster, ductile and malleable; mon-
ey; wealth; a yellow color like that of the metal. —
Gold'en, -n, a. Made of, consisting of, or of the
color of, gold; very precious.

Gondola, gon'do-la, re. A long, narrow, flat-bottomed
pleasure-boat

,

used at Venice ;

in U. S., a plat-

form car, used on
railroads. — G o n-
dolier',-ler

/r

, n. A
man who rows a
gondola.

Gone. See Go.
Gong, gong, n. A
circular instru-
ment of copper
and tin, produ-
cing, when struck,
a loud, harsh
sound; a stationary call-bell.

Good, go~6d, a. [better; best.] Possessing desirable
qualities; wholesome; adapted to the end designed;

fiossessing moral excellence or virtue; kind; benevo-
ent; suited; clever; skillful, — followed esp. by at;
adequate; sufficient, — in a commercial sense, hav-
ing pecuniarv ability: considerable; full ; complete ;

fair; honorable.— re. That which possesses desirable
qualities, pi-omotes success or happiness, is service-
able, fit, excellent, etc.: welfare; prosperity: benefit.

pi. Wares, commodities, chattels. — adv. Well ;

equally well; to a good degree;
quite ; considerably. — Goodr-

ness, re. State of being good ;

excellence; virtue; kindness.—
GOOd'ly, -IT, a. [-LIER. -LIEST.]
Pleasant ; agreeable ; comely;
graceful; portly; large.

Good-by. See under God.
Goose, goos, re.,- pi. Geese, ges.
A large web-footed fowl, mi-
gratory when wild, living on Goose
land and eating grass when do-
mesticated; a tailor's smoothing iron, whose handle
resembles a goose's neck ; a simpleton; a game of
chance. — Gos'ling, gozling, re. A young goose.

Gooseberry, gooz'bgr-rT, re. The fruit of a thorny

Gondola.

shrub; the shrub itself, found in all temperate re-
gions.

Gopher, go'fer, re. A burrowing animal of several
kinds,— pouched rat, squirrel, land-tortoise, etc.

Gopher, go'fer, re. A species of wood used in build-
ing Noah's ark.

Gordian, g&r'dl-an. a. Pert, to Gordius, king of Phr3r-

gia, or to a knot tied by him, which could not be un-
tied, but was cut by Alexander the Great; hence, in-
tricate; complicated; difficult.

Gore, gor, n. Blood ; thick or clotted blood. — Gor'y,
-T, a. Covered with gore ; bloody ; murderous. —
Gor'-crow, re. The common or carrion crow.

Gore, gor, re. A wedge-shaped piece of cloth, sewed
into a garment, etc., to give greater width at a par-
ticular part ; a triangular piece of land.— v. t. To
cut in triangular form.

Gore, gor, v. t. [gored (gord), goring.] To pierce,
stab.

Gorge, g6ri, re. The throat; gullet; a narrow passage,
as, a defile between mountains, or entrance into an
outwork of a fort; that which is swallowed, esp. by
a hawk. — v. t. [gorged (g6rjd), gorging.] To
swallow; esp., to swallow with greediness; to glut,
satiate. — v. i. To feed greedily. — Gor'get, -jet, re.

A piece of armor defending the throat or neck. (Mil.)
A pendent metallic ornament, worn by officers.

(Surg.) A cutting instrument used in lithotomy. —
Gor'geous, -jus, a. Imposing through splendid or
various colors ; showy ; fine.

Gorgon, gor'gon, re. (Myth.) A maiden of terrific

aspect, whose sight turned the beholder to stone.
Anything very ugly or horrid.

Gorilla, go-ril'la, re. An ape, of tropical Africa, of
great size, strength, and fe-

rocity.
Gormand, gor'mand, Gourmand,
goor'mand, re. A glutton. —
Gor'mandize, v. i. or t. [-dized
(-dizd). -dizixg.] To eat greed-
ily, feed ravenously. — Gor'-
mandiz'er, re. — Gourmet.
goor'ma, re. A connoisseur in
eating and drinking. [F.]

Gorse. g6rs, ?;. A thick, prickly
shrub, bearing yellow flowers

Gorilla
in early spring ; furze ; whin.

Gory. ' See under Gore.
Gosling. See under Goose.
Gospel, Gossip. See under God.
Gossamer, gos'sa-mer, n. A filmy substance, like cob-
webs, floating in the air. — Gos'samer'y, -meVT, a.

Like gossamer; flimsy; unsubstantial.
Got, Gotten. See Get.
Goth, goth, re. One of an ancient Teutonic race, who
overran the Roman empire ; a bar-
barian; rude, ignorant person.—
Goth'ic, a. Pert, to the Goths.
(Arch.) Pert, to a style of architec-
ture with high, s'harply-pointed
arches, clustered columns', etc.: see
Capital. Rude ; barbarous. — n.

The language of the Goths. (Print.)
A style of square-cut type, with no
hair lines.

§^= The Type called GOTHIC.
— Gothlcism, -T-sizm, re. A Gothic
idiom ; conformity to the Gothic
style of building; rudeness of man-
ners; barbarousness. — Goth'icize,
?>. t. [-cized (-sizd), -cizing.] To
make Gothic or barbarous.

Gouge, gowj, in Eng. gooj, n. A chisel,
with a semi-cylindrical blade.— v. t.

[gouged (gowjd), gouging.] To
scoop out with a gouge; to force out
(the eye of a person) with the thumb
or finger ; to cheat.

Gourd, gord, n. A rapid-growing cu
curbitaceous plant, bearing a one-
celled, many-seeded, hard-shelled
fruit : which, when dry, is used for
dippers, bottles, etc.

Gourmand, Gourmet. See under Gormand

French Gothic
Window, Tour,
nay Cathedral.

am, fame, far, piss or opera, fare ; 8nd, eve, term ; In, Ice ; Odd, tone, Or
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Gout, gowt, n. {Med.) A painful constitutional dis-

ease ; inflammation of the joints, esp. of the great
toe.— Gout'y, -T, a. Diseased with, subject to, or
pert, to, etc. — Goutiness, n.

Gout, goo, n. Taste; relish.

Govern, guv'grn, v. t. [-erned (-ernd), -erning.]
To regulate by authority; to influence, direct, man-
age. {Gram.) To require to be in a particular case.
— v. i. To exercise authority, administer the laws,

j

have' the control. — Governor, -er,

n. One who governs; esp., a chief
ruler or magistrate ; a tutor, guar-
dian. {Naut.) A pilot. {Mach.) A
contrivance connected with mills,
steam-engines, etc., to maintain
uniform velocity with a varying
resistance: see Steam Engine.—
Gov'erness, n. A female governor;
an instructress. — Gov/emante/

,

-ant', n. A lady in charge of young
women ; a governess. — Govern-
ment, n. Act of governing; exer- Oovernor.

cise of authority; restraint; regulation ; the system
of polity in a state; established form of law; right or
power of governing ; authority ; the ruling power ;

the administration; a commonwealth; state. {Gram.)
The influence of a word in regard to construction.
— Gov'ernmenfal, a. Pert, to, or made by govern-
ment.

Gown, gown, n. A loose upper garment; esp. the outer
dress of a woman; the official robe of professional
men and scholars; hence, civil officers, disting. fr.

military; a wrapper worn by gentlemen within doors.
Grab, grab, n. A sudden grasp or seizure. — v. t. & i.

[grabbed (grand), -bing.] To gripe suddenly, seize.
Grace, gras, n. Exercise of love, kindness, or good-

will; favor bestowed; the divine favor toward man;
enjoyment of divine favor ; inherent excellence ;

beauty, physical, intellectual, or moral; elegance of
manners ; the title of a duke or an archbishop of
England; a prayer before or after meat. pi. {Myth.)
Graceful and beautiful females, the attendants of
Venus. {31us.) Ornamental tones. A play con-
sisting in throwinga hoop by means of two sticks.—
v. t. [graced (grast), gracing.] To adorn, deco-
rate ; to dignify, honor. — Grace'ful, -ful, a. Dis-
playing grace or beauty in form or action ; elegant;
easy.— Graceless, a. "Wanting in grace or excel-
lence, esp. in divine grace ; depraved ; degenerate ;

corrupt. — Gra'cious, gra'shus, a. Abounding in,
or characterized by, grace ; winning favor; accept-
able; beautiful; graceful; produced by divine grace;
benevolent; beneficent; benignant; merciful.

Grade, grad, n. A step or degree in any series, rank,
or order; in a road or railroad, the rate of ascent or
descent; a graded ascending or descending portion
of a road; a gradient. {Stock-breeding.) The result
of crossing a native stock with a better breed.— v. t.

To reduce to a level, or to an evenly progressive as-
cent, as the line of a canal or road. — Gfa'dient, a.

Moving by steps; walking; rising or descending by
regular degrees of inclination. — n. Rate of ascent
or descent in a road, etc. ; grade ; a part of a road
which slopes upward or downward. — Grada'tion,
w. Act of progressing by regular steps ; state of be-
ing graded, or arranged in ranks; any degree in an
order or series ; gradual blending of one tint with
another. — Grad'ual.-u-a^a. Proceeding by steps or
degrees; progressive; slow.

—

n. An order of steps;
an ancient book of hymns, some of which were
chanted on the steps {gradus) of the pulpit.— Grad'-
ually, adv. In a gradual manner ; step by step. —
Grad'uate, -u-at, v. t. To mark with degrees ; to di-
vide into regular steps, grades, or intervals ; to ad-
mit to a certain grade or degree, esp. to an academ-
ical degree; to prepare gradually.— v. i. To pass
to, or to receive, an academical degree ; to pass by
degrees, change gradually. — n. One admitted to an
academical degree. — a. Arranged by successive
steps or degrees; graduated.— Graduation, n. Act
of graduating; art of dividing info degi-ees or definite
parts ; marks on an instrument indicating degrees,
etc.

Graff, graf, Graft, graft, n. A small shoot or scion of
a tree inserted in another tree ; portion of a tree

growing from such shoot.— v. t. To insert, as a cut-
ting from one tree in a branch or stem of another; to

implant or incorporate, as a bud upon a stem. —v. i.

To insert scions from one tree into another.
Grain, gran, n. A kernel, esp. of corn, wheat, etc.;

the fruit of certain kindred food plants, viz., corn,
wheat, rye, oats, barley, etc., — used collectively;
any small, hard particle; small portion ; a small
weight, — the 20th of a scruple in apothecaries'
weight, 24th of a pennyweight troy; a reddish dye
from the coccus insect or kermes; a red color of any
hue, esp. (Poet.) Tyrian purple; that arrangement of
the particles of any body which determines its com-
parative roughness; texture; arrangement or direc-
tion of the veins or fibers of wood ; the hair-side of
leather, or the marking on that side. pi. The husks
or remains of malt after brewing, or of any grain af-
ter distillation; residuum.— v. t. [grained (grand),
graining.] To paint in imitation of the grain of
wood; to form into grains, as powder, sugar, etc.— v.

i. To form grains, or assume a granular form. —
Gran'ary, -rT, n. A storehouse for thrashed grain. —
Grange, granj, n. A granary ; barn ; farm, with
stables, etc.; in U. S., an association of farmers to
promote direct communication between producers
and consumers, to the exclusion of middlemen or
traders.— Gran'ule, gran'ul, n. A little grain; small
particle.—Gran'ulous.-lus.-ular.-ulary, -Ia-ri, -ulate,
-ulated, a. Consisting of, or like, grains or granules.
—Gran'ulate, -lat, v. t. To form into, etc.; to raise in
small asperities; to roughen on the surface. — v. i.

To collect or be formed into grains.— Granula'tion,
n. Act of forming into grains ; development of
small grain-like cells in a sore, filling up the cavity,
and uniting the sides. — Graniv'orous, -rus, a. Eat-
ing grain or seeds. — Granite, -it, n. {Geol.) A
crystalline, unstratified rock, consisting of quartz,
feldspar, and mica.

Grain, gran, n. A prong ; tine ; j)l. a fish spear.
Grallatory, graKla-to-ri, -torial, -to'ri-al, a. Pert, to
the grailatores or wading birds.

Gram. See under Grammar.
Graminaceous, gram-i-iia'shus, Gramin,eal, -eous, -e-

us, a. Pert, to the grasses. — Graminivorous, a.

Feeding on grass, etc.

Grammar, gram'mar, n. Science of language ; art of
speaking or writing with propriety, according to
established usage ; a treatise on the principles of
language, or on the elements of any science.— Gram-
ma'rian, -ri-an, n. A philologist ; one who teaches
grammar. — Grammatical, a. Pert, to, or accord-
ing to the rules of, grammar.—Gram, Gramme, gram,
n. The metric unit of weight, = 18.756 grains trov
or 15.432 grains avoirdupois.

Grampus, gram,pus, n. A voracious cetaceous mam-
mal of the dolphin
family, having sock-
eted, conical teeth,
and breathing by a
spout-hole on the top
of the head.

Granary. See under
Grain. Grampus.

Grand, grand, «. Of large size; extensive ; relatively
great; greatest; chief; principal ; great in size and
tine or imposing in appearance: holding elevated or
advanced rank, as in years or station; majestic; dig-
nified; stately; exalted.—Grand'eur.-jur, ??. Quality
of being grand; splendor of appearance; elevation of
thought or expression, or of mien or deportment; no-
bility of action ; sublimity; augustness; magnificence.
— Grand'aunt, -ant, n. The aunt of one's father or
mother.—un'cle, n.—child, n. A son's or daugh-
ter's child. daugh/ter, n. Daughter of a son or
daughter.—son, n.—father, n. A father's or moth-
er's~father.—mother, n.—sire, n. A grandfather;
any male ancestor. — Grandee', -de', n. A man of
rank : in Spain, a nobleman of the first rank. —
Grandil'oquent, -o-kwent. -oquous, -kwus, a. Speak-
ing in a lofty style : bombastic. — Grandiloquence,
-kwens, n. Lofty words or phrasesj bombast ; pom-
posity of speech. — Grandiose, -T-os, a. Imposing ;

striking; flaunting; turgid; bombastic.
Grange, Granite, Granivorous, etc. See under Grain.
Grant, grant, v. t. To allow, yield, concede; to be-
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stow or confer, in answer to prayer or request; to

make conveyance of, give the possession or title of.
— n. Act of granting: a bestowing; admission of
something as true; thing granted; gift; boon. (Law.}
A transfer of property by deed or writing; esp., an
appropriation or conveyance by the government.

Granular, Granule, etc. See under Grain.
Grape, grap, n. The fruit of the vine. (Jlil.) Grape-shot.
— Grap'y, -T, a. Made of, or like, ^^za^^fe,
grapes.— Grap'ery, -er-i, re. A building ? a 1
for cultivating grapes.— Grape'-shot, n. C m ,^-i?
(JUL) A number of iron balls, included [ W\ ( 9
between circular iron plates at top and r\yl IVay

.

bottom, with rings and a connecting
pin

Graphic, -ical. graflk-al, i. Pertaining31
toTwri ting; written; inscribed: well de- f^KTT7^£
lineated or described. — Graphically, W#l Ivjy
ach\ In a graphic or picturesque man- i. J
ner. — Graphite, -it, n. (Jlin.) A poly- Grane shot
morphous mineral, composed of very y

pure carbon, (listing, by softness, metallic luster, and
by leaving a lead-colored trace on paper, — used for
pencils, and for manv mechanical uses, and often
called plumbago or black-lead.

Grapple, grap'pl, v. t. [-pled (-pld), -pling.] To
seize, lay fast hold on, with the hands or with
hooks, — v. i. To contend in close fight. — ?!. A
seizing; close hug in contest. (Xaut.) A hook for
fastening one ship to another. — Grapline, Grap'-
nel, n. A small anchor, with 4 or 5 flukes or claws, to

hold small vessels; any instrument designed to grap-
ple or hold.

Grasp, grasp, v. t. [grasped (graspt), grasping.] To
seize and hold, catch, take possession of; to compre-
hend.— n. Gripe of the hand ; seizure by embrace ;

power of seizing and holding; wide-reaching power
of intellect to comprehend subjects. — Grasping, a.

Seizing; avaricious ; greedy of'gain; exacting.
Grass, gras, n. Herbage; the plants constituting the
food of cattle, etc.; pasture. (Bot.) An endogenous
plant having long, narrow, alternate leaves, sheath-
ing a stem generally jointed . and tubular, flower
generally in glume-covered spik'elets,andfarinaceous
seeds. — v. t. [grassed (grast), grassing.] To
cover with grass or __^

turf. — Grass'hop-
per, n. A jumping
orthopterous noc-
turnal insect, with
4 joints in feet, and
green or transpar-
ent wing -covers,
which feeds on
grass or leaves: the
common diurnal
" grasshoppers "

«?«.°
C,

fGE"Az^D Grasshopper (G.viridissimus).

(grazd), grazing.] To feed or supply (cattle) with
grass ; to eat (herbage) from the ground ; to tend

j

grazing cattle.— v. i. To eat grass or herbage ; to
j

supply grass. — Graz'er, n. One who grazes orlfeeds
|

on herbage. — Gra'zier, -zher, ?i. One who pastures !

cattle, and rears them for market. — Graz'ing, n.

Act of feeding on grass; a pasture.
Grate, grat, n. A lattice-work, used in windows of

j

prisons, etc.; a frame of iron bars for holding coals.
\— v. r. To furnish with grates or cross-bars.— Graf- I

ing, n. A partition of parallel or cross-bars.
Grate, grat, v. t. To rub roughly or harshly, as one
body against another; to wear" away in small par-
ticles, by rubbing with anything rough ; to fret,

vex, irritate. — v. i. To rubhard, so as to offend; to
make a harsh sound by friction of rough bodies.

|— Grafer, re. One who, or that which, etc.; esp. an
instrument for rubbing off small particles of a body.— Grating, n. A harsh sound of rubbing.

Grateful, grateful, a. Having a due sense of benefits; !

willing to acknowledge and repay benefits; afford- !

ing pleasure ; pleasing to the taste ; acceptable ;
',

gratifying; welcome. — Gratelully, adr. — Grate'-
fulness, n. — Gratify, grat'l-fi, v. t. [-fied (-lid),

j

-FYlNG.] To please bv satisfving some wish; to give I

pleasure to, recompense. — Gratitude, -tud, re. State I

of being grateful; thankfulness.— Grat'incalion, n.

Act of gratifying mind, taste, or appetite ; that which
affords pleasure.—Gra'tis, adv. For nothing; freely;
gratuitously — Gratuitous, -I-tus, a. Given without
a recompense ; without reason, cause, or proof. —
Gratuity, -tl, re. A free gift, present. — Grafulate,
v. t. To salute with declarations of joy ; congratu-
late.— Gratulalion, n. Act of, etc.— Grat'ulatory,
-to-rl, az Expressing joy.

Grave, grav, v. t. [imp. graved (gravd),p.p. graven
or graved; graving.] To carve or cut, engrave; to
give shape to, by cutting with a chisel. (JS'aut.) To
clean, as a ship's bottom, by burning off filth, grass,
etc., and paying it over with pitch.— v. i. To write
or delineate"on hard substances; to practice engrav-
ing.— n. An excavation in the earth as a place of
burial; tomb; sepulcher ; death or destruction, pi.
The sediment of melted tallow. — Grav'er, re. One
who, etc. ; a sculptor ; an engraving tool, burin,
q. v. ; a tool for turning metals. — Graving, n. Act
of, etc. ; thing graved or carved ; act of cleaning a
ship's bottom ; impression on the mind, heart, etc.— Grav'ing-dock, «. A dry dock, in which ship's
bottoms are cleaned, etc. — Grave'-clothes, n. pi.
Clothes in which the dead are interred.—stone, n.

A memorial stone set by a grave.—yard, re. A yard
for the interment of the dead; cemetery.

Grave, grav, a. Of importance ; influential ; serious,— said of character, relations, etc. ; not light or gay;
solemn ; sober ; plain ; serious ; weighty ; momen-
tous. (JIus.) Xot acute or sharp; low; deep. —Gra-
va'men, n. (Law.) The grievance complained of

;

the substantial cause of action. — Grav'ity, -I-tr, n.
Sobriety of character or demeanor ; relative impor-
tance, significance, dignity, etc. (Physics.) The
tendency of a mass of matter toward a center of
attraction; esp., the tendency of a body toward the
center of the earth. (Mas.) Lowness"of sound. —
Specific gravity. The ratio of the weight of a body
to the weight of an equal volume of some other
body taken as the- standard, — usually water for
solids and liquids, and air for gases.— Gravitate,
v. i. To obey the law of gravitation, tend toward
the center. — Gravita'tion, n. Act of gravitating.
(Physics.) That attraction by which all bodies or
particles of matter in the universe tend toward each
other.

Gravel, grav'el, n. A mass of small stones or frag-
ments of stone mixed with sand, etc. (Jled.) Small
calculi in the kidneys and bladder ; painful symp-
toms caused by such calculi, — v. t. [graveled
(-eld), -eling.] To cover with gravel ; to stick in
the sand ; hence, to puzzle, embarrass ; to hurt (a
horse's foot) by gravel lodged under the shoe. —
Grav'eily, a. Abounding with, or consisting of,
gravel.

Gravy, gra'vl, n. Juices obtained from meat in cook-
ing, made into a dressing; liquid dressing for food.

Gray, gra, a. Hoary ; white mixed with Mack ; old ;

mature.— ?). Anj- mixture of white and black; an
animal of gray color.— Gray'-beard, re. An
old man.— Grayling,
n. A fish allied to the
trout, found in N.
Europe. — Gray ,-

wacke,-wak,«. (Geol.) Grayling.A conglomerate or jo
grit-rock, consisting of pebbles and sand firmly uni-
ted together.

Grayhound. See Greyhound.
Graze, Grazier, etc. See under Grass.
Graze, graz, v. t. [grazed (grazd), grazing.] To
rub or touch in passing. — Grazing, n. A touch in
passing. _

Grease, gres, re. Animal fat in a soft state ; esp., fatty
matter of land animals. (Far.) An_ inflammation
of the heels of a horse. — Grease, grez or gres, v. t.

[greased (grezd or grest). greasing.] To smear or
anoint with grease;_to bribe; to cheat or cozen.

—

Greasy, grez'! o>- gres'I, a. [-ier; -iest.] Composed
of, or characterized by, grease; oily: fat; unctuous;
smeared with, or like grease or oil" smooth. (Fur.)
Affected with the disease called grease. — Greasily,
adv.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r
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Great, grat, a. Large in solidity, surface, or linear
dimensions; of wide extent; big; expanded; large in
number; numerous ; long continued ; superior; ad-
mirable; commanding ; endowed with extraordi-
nary powers, strong, mighty, noble; holding a chief
position, eminent; weighty; important. {Geneal-
ogy-) Older, younger, or more remote, by a single
generation.— Great-grandfather, a grandfather's fa-

ther ; great-grandson, a grandson's son. Etc. —
Greafly, adv. In a great degree; much; nobly; il-

lustriously. — Great'ness, n. Largeness of bulk, di-

mensions, number, quantity, etc. ; high rank or
place; magnanimity; strength or extent of intellec-

tual faculties; force; intensity.— Greaf-coat, n. An
over-coat._

Greaves, grevz, n. pi. Ancient armor for the legs.

Greaves, grevz, Graves, gravz, n. pi. The sediment of
melted tallow.

Grebe, greb, n. A diving bird, having a straight, sharp
beak, lobated toes, no tail, and legs set far back.

Grecian. See under Greek.
Greed, gred, n. An eager desire or longing ; greedi-

ness. — Greed'y, -t, a. [-iek, -iest.] Having a keen
appetite for food or drink; ravenous; voracious; ea-
ger; covetous.— Greed'ily, adv.— Greediness, n.

Greek, grek, a. Pert, to Greece, Grecian.— n. A na-
tive or inhabitant of Greece; language of Greece.— Gre'cian, -shan, a. Pert, to Greece.— n. A Greek;
one versed in the Greek language, literature, or his-
tory.

Green, gren, a. Having the color of growing grass, or a
colorcomposed of blue and yellow; verdant ;emerald:
see Light ; full of life and vigor; new; recent; not
ripe ; not fully grown or perfect ; immature in age
or experience; young; raw; awkward; not seasoned;
not dry ; containing its natural juices. — n. The
color of growing plants ; a grassy plain or plat. pi.
Fresh leaves or branches; wreaths. {Cookery.) Leaves
and stems of young plants
dressed for_food. — v. t.

[greened (grend), green-
ing.] To make green.

Greet, gret, v. t. To salute
kindly or respectfully, wel-
come, accost.— v. i. To give
salutations.

Gregarious, gre-ga'rf-us, a.
Living in a flock or herd.

Grenade, gre-nad', n. {Mil.)
A hollow shell filled with
powder, and fired by a fuse.
— Gren'adier', -der', n.

Orig., a soldier who threw
grenades ; later, one of a
company of tall soldiers, posted on the right of a
battalion, to lead it in attacks;
now, one of a regiment so-
called.

Grew. See Grow.
Grey. Same as Gray.
Greyhound, gra'hownd, n. A
slender, swift, keen-sighted
variety of dog. [Not fr. gray.]

Griddle, grid'al, n. A pan,
broad and shallow, for bak-
ing cakes ; a cover, to close
an opening in the top of a
stove ; a sieve with a wire bot-
tom, used by miners.— Gridiron, -i-ern, n. A grated
utensil_for broiling meat, etc.

Grief, gref , n. Pain of mind ; painful sense of loss ;

cause of sorrow. — Grieve, grev, v. t. [grieved
(grevd), grieving.] To occasion grief to, inflict
mental pain upon, make sorrowful,— v. i. To feel
grief, be in pain of mind on account of an evil, sor-
row, mourn. — Griev'ance, -ans, n. A cause of grief
or uneasiness; wrong done and suffered; affliction;

burden ; oppression ; injury. — Griev'ous, -us, a.
Causing grief or sorrow; painful; hard to bear; hei-
nous; flagitious; full of grief.

Griffin, griffin, Griffon, n. {Myth.) An imaginary
animal, generated between the lion and eagle.
(Zobl.) A species of vulture found in the moun-
tainous parts of Europe, N. Africa, and Turkey.

Grig, grig, n. The sand eel; a cricket; grasshopper.

Grenade and Fuse.

Greyhound.

Grill, gril, v. t. [grilled (grild), -ling.] To broil on
a grate or gridiron ; to torment as if by broiling.

Grim, grim, a. [grimmer, -mest.] Of forbidding or
fear-inspiring aspect; ferocious; horrid; surly.

Grimace, grT-mas', n. A distortion of the counte-
nance, to express contempt, disapprobation, etc.

;

a smirk; made-up face.
Grimalkin, gri-maKkin, n. An old cat.

Grime, grim, n. Foul matter; dirt. —v. t. To sully or
soil deeply; to dirt. — Grim'y, -Y, a.

Grin, grin, v. i. [grinned (grind), -ning.] To open
the mouth and withdraw the lips from the teeth, as in
laughter, scorn, or pain.— v. t. To express by grin-
ning.— n. Act of , etc.

Grind, grind, v. t. [ground (grownd), grinding.]
To reduce to powder, by friction, as in a mill, or
with the teeth ; to wear down, polish, or sharpen by
friction; to prepare for examination ; to oppress by-
severe exactions, harass. — v. i. To perform the
operation of grinding ; to become pulverized, pol-
ished, sharpened by friction; to drudge.— Grind'er,
n. One who, or that which, grinds; one of the doub-
le teeth which grinds or masticates food, a molar :

see Tooth, — Grind'ery, -er-t, n. Shoemakers' ma-
terials.— Grind'stone, n. A flat, circular, revolving
stone, for grinding and sharpening tools. — Grist,
grist, n. That which is ground at one time; supply;
provision. — Grisf-mill, n. A mill for grinding
grain.

—

Gris'tle, -1, n. (Anat.) A smooth, solid,

elastic substance in animal bodies; cartilage.
Gripe, grip, v. t. [griped (gript), griping.] To catch
with the hand, clutch; to seize and hold fast; to pain
the bowels of, as if by pressure or contraction; to
pinch, distress. — v. i. To hold or pinch as with a
gripe; to get money by hard bargains or exactions;
to suffer griping pains. {Naut.) To tend to come
up into the wind, as a ship. — n. Grasp; seizure;
clutch; that on which the grasp is put; a handle; op-
pression ; cruel exaction; pinching distress; spas-
modic pain in the intestines. {Naut.) The fore-
foot; sharpness of a ship's stern under the water; pi.

ropes, dead-eyes, and hooks, to secure the boats to
the deck.— Grip, grip, n. A grasp; a holding fast;

a peculiar clasp of the hand; tlrat by which anything
is grasped, —v.t. [gripped (grTpt), -ping.] To give
a grip to, grasp, gripe.

Grisette, gre-zef, n. A young, laboring French
woman; esp. one kept as a servant and mistress.

Grisly, gris'lT, a. Frightful; horrible; terrible.
Grist, Gristle, etc. See under Grind.
Grit, grit, n. Sand or gravel; rough particles; struc-
ture of a stone as to fineness or coarseness, or adap-
tation to grinding and sharpening; spirit; spunk.
{Geol.) A hard, gritty conglomerate or sand-stone.

fl. Hulled and broken grain; groats. {High Milling .)

ragments of cracked wheat smaller than groats.—
v. i. To give forth a sound as of sand undcrthe feet;
to grind.— v.t. To grind, grate. — Grifty, -ti, a.
Containing, or consisting of, sand, etc.; rough; spir-

ited and resolute. — Grifstone, n. A hard sand-
stone.

Grizzle, griz'zl, n. Gray; a mixture of white and
blacft.— Griz'zled, -zld, a. Gray.— Griz'zly, -zll,

a. Somewhat gray.
Groan, gron, v. i. [groaned (gr5nd), groaning.] To
give forth a low, moaning sound, as in pain or sor-

row; to strive after earnestly. — n. A low, moaning
sound, — uttered in pain; sometimes, in derision.

Groats, grawts, n. pi. Oats or wheat broken or cracked.
Grocer, grosser, n. A dealer in tea, sugar, spices, etc.
— Gro'cery, -ser-i, n. pi. Commodities sold by gro-
cers. A grocer's store.

Grog, grog, n. A mixture of spirit and water, usually
not sweetened. — Grog'gery, -ger-i , n. A grog-shop.
— Grog'gy, -gi, a. Overcome with grog ; tipsy ;

weakened in a fight so as to stagger; moving in a
hobbling manner, from tender feet,— said of a horse.
— Grog'giness, «.— Grog-shop, n. A place for re-

tailing, etc.

Grogram, grog'ram, Grog'ran, n. A coarse stuff made
of silk and mohair; also, a strong, coarse silk.

Groin, groin, n. The depressed part of the body be-
tween belly and thigh. {Arch.) The angular curve
made by the intersection of 2 semi-cylinders or
arches.— v.t. [groined (groind), groining.] {Arch.)

sun, cube, full ; moon, fot>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, DONboN, chair, get.
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To fashion into, or adorn
with groins. — Groined,
groind, a. (Arch.) Hav-
ing an angular curve made
by intersection of arches.

Groom, groom, n. A servant;
esp. one in charge of
horses; one of several offi-

cers of the English royal
household, chiefly in the
lord chamberlain's depart-
ment; a man recently
married, or about to be
married; a bridegroom. —
v. t. [groomed (groomd),
grooming.] To tend or
care for (a horse).— r>,.„:„„j \„„t,
Grooms'man, n. An at-

Groined Arch,

tendant of a bridegroom at his wedding.
Groove, groov, n. A furrow, channel ; a long hollow
cut by a tool.— v. t. [grooved (groovd), grooving.]
To cut a groove in, form into grooves, furrow.

Grope, grop, v. i. [groped (gropt), groping.] To at-

tempt to find something in the dark, or as a blind
person, by feeling; to feel one's way.— v. t. To
search out by feeling in the dark.

Gross, gros, a. Great; excessively or disproportion-
ately large ; bulky ; coarse ; rough ; not easily aroused

;

stupid; vulgar; indelicate; obscene; impure; thick;
dense; palpable; whole; entire; total.— n. The main
body, mass; the number of
12 dozen. — Gross'ness, n. —
Gross'beak, -bek, n. A sing-
ing bird of several species,
allied to the finch and lin-

net, having a convex bill,

very thick at the base.
Grot, g r oj , Grot/to, n. ; pi.
-toes, -toz. A natural cav-
ern; an artificial cave or cav- n v.Q„v
ern-likc apartment. — Gro- OrossDeaK.

tesque', -tesk', a. Like figures formerly painted in
grottoes; whimsical; extravagant.

Ground, imp. and .p. p. of Grind, q. v.

Ground, grownd, n. The surface of the earth, also of
afloor: region; territory; land; estate; basis on which
anything rests ; foundation ; premise, reason, or da-

J

turn ; originating force, agency, or agent. (Paint.)
|

The surface on which an object is represented; that
portion of manufactured articles, of a uniform color, i

on which the figures are drawn or projected, pi.

Sediment; dregs; lees. (Arch.) Pieces of wood, flush
with the plastering, to which moldings, etc., are at-

tached. (Mus.) A composition in wliich the base,
consisting of a few bars of independent notes, is

continually repeated to a varying melody; the tune
on which descants are raised. (Elec.) A conduct-
ing connection with the earth, making it part of an
electrical circuit.— v. t. To lay or set on the ground;
to found; to fix or set, as on a foundation, fix firmly;
to instruct in elements or first principles. (Elec.)
To connect with the ground, so as to make the earth
a part of an electrical circuit.— v. i. To run aground;
to strike and remain fixed. — Groundless, a. With-
out ground or foundation ; false.

Group, groop, n. A cluster, crowd, or throng; an as-
semblage of persons or things; an assemblage of fig-

ures or objects in a certain order or relation, or hav-
ing some resemblance or common characteristic.
(Mus.) A number of 8th, 16th, etc., notes tied to-

gether; any musical ornament consisting of several
short tones. — v. t.

[grouped (groopt),
grouping.] To form a
group of, form an as-
semblage, arrange,
combine.

Grouse, grows, n. A
stout-legged rasorial
bird, of several species,
with feathered feet and
short bill.

Grout, growt, n. Coarse
meal; pollard; a kind of
thick ale ; lees ; grounds

;

Grouse.

dregs; sediment; a thin, coarse mortar; also, a finer
material, used in finishing ceilings; a kind of wild
apple.— v. t. To fill up (joints between stones) with
grout. — Grout'y, -I, a. Cross; surly; sullen.

Grove, grov, n. A cluster of trees shading an avenue;
a group of trees smaller than a forest.

Grovel, grov'l, v. i. [-eled (-Id), -eling.] To creep
on the earth, or with the face to the ground; to act
in a prostrate posture; to be low or mean.

Grow, gro, v. i. [imp. grew (groo); p. p. grown (gr5n);
growing.] To increase in size by a natural and or-
ganic process; to increase in any Way, be augmented;
to thrive, flourish; to result as an effect from a
cause, become; to become attached or fixed, adhere.— v. t. To cause to grow, cultivate, produce, raise.— Growth, n. Process of growing; gradual increase
of animal and vegetable bodies; production; that
which has grown; effect; result.

Growl, growl, v. i. [growled (growld), growling.]
To murmur or snarl, as a dog; to utter an angry,
grumbling sound, —v.t. To express by growling.— n. The murmur of a cross dog.

Grub, grub, v. i. [grubbed (grubd), -bing.] To dig
in or under the ground; to Be occupied in digging;
to beg, esp. food. — v. t. To dig, dig up by the roots.— n. A fleshy larve, esp. a larve of a beetle or wee-
vil; a short, thick man, dwarf; that wliich is grubbed
up for food; victuals.

Grudge, gruj, v. t. [grudged (grujd), grudging.] To
part with reluctantly, desire to get back again.— v.

i. To be covetous or envious, unwilling or reluc-
tant.—?*. Uneasiness at the possession of something
by another; ill will; envy; pique; hatred; spite.

Gruel, groo'el, n. A light, liquid food, made by boil-
ing meal in water.

Gruff, gruf, a. Of a rough or stern manner, voice, or
countenance; rugged; harsh.

Grum, grum, a. Morose ; severe of countenance

;

glum; grim; low; deep in the throat; guttural.—
Grum'ly, adv. — Grum'ble, -bl, v. i. [-bled (-bid),
-bling.] To murmur with discontent ; to growl,
snarl; to rumble, roar. — v. t. To express with
grumbling.— Grum'bler, n.

Grunt, grunt, v. i. To make a deep guttural noise,
like a hog. — n. A guttural, or short, rough sound.

Guaiacum, gwa'ya-kum, n. A genus of small, crooked
trees, of tropical Amer. ; balsamic resin of lignum-
vitse, — used in med.

Guano, gwa'no, n. Excrement of sea-fowls,— used as
manure.

Guarantee, gar'an-te', n. (Law.) A promise to an-
swer for the payment of some debt, or performance
of some duty, in case of the failure of another who
is primarily liable; a warranty; security; a guaran-
tor; the person to whom a guaranty is made. — v. t.

[guaranteed (-ted'), -teeing.] To engage for the
payment of debt or performance of duty, by an-
other person; to make sure; warrant. — Guar'anty,
-tt, n.—v.t. [-tied (-tid), -tying (-tT-ing).] Form
of Guarantee generally used by legal writers in
U. S. — Guar'antor', -t6r', n. (Law.) One who makes
or gives a guaranty; a warrantor; surety; one who
engages to secure another in any right or possession.

Guard, gard, v. t. To protect from danger ; to secure
against surprise, attack, or injury ; to accompany
for protection; to protect the edge of, esp. with an
ornamental border. — v. i. To watch by way of
caution or defense; to be in a state of defense or
safety, — n. That which guards or secures; as, a
man or body of men stationed to protect a person or
position, a watch, sentinel; or, one in charge of a
mail coach or a railroad train, conductor; or, an ex-
pression or admission to secure against objections
or censure ; any attachment to protect against in-
jury, defacement, or loss; as, part of a sword hilt

protecting the hand; or, ornamental lace or hem
protecting the edge of a garment; or, a chain or cord
fastening a timepiece to one's person; or, a fenee to
prevent falling from the deck of a vessel; or, a
widening of the deck of a steamboat by a frame-
work, which protects the water-wheel and the shaft
against collision. (Fencing.) A posture of defense.
— Guardian, -l-an, n. One who guards, preserves,
or secures ; a warden. (Law.) One who has the
custody of the person or property of an infant, a

ftm, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; Cdd, tone, Or i
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Gudgeon.

minor without living parents, or a person incapable
of managing his own affairs. — a. Guarding; pro-
tecting.— Guardianship, n. Office of a guardian.

Guava, gwa/va, n. A tropical tree, or its fruit, which
is made into jelly.

Gubernatorial, gu'ber-na-to'ri-al, a. Pert, to govern-
ment, or a governor.

Gudgeon, gud'jun, n. A small fresh-water fish, easily
caught : a person
easily cheated or
insnared ; a bait

;

allurement.
(Mack.) The iron
pin in the end of
a wooden shaft or
axle, on which it

turns in a collar or on a gudgeon-block; formerly,
the part of any horizontal shaft on which it runs.
(Naut.) An eye or clamp on the stern-post to hang
the rudder on.

Guerrilla, ger-riKla, n. An irregular warfare, by at-
tacks of independent bands; one who carries on ir-

regular or predatory warfare.
Guess, ges, v. t. [guessed (gest), -sing.] To judge of
at random; to form an opinion of, from reasons
seemingly preponderating, but not decisive; to con-
jecture rightly; to hit upon by accident. — v. i. To
make a guess, think, suppose. — n. A conjecture;
judgment without sufficient grounds.

Guest, gest, n. A visitor; a lodger at a hotel, etc.
Guffaw, gui'-taw', n. A loud burst of laughter.
Guide, gid, v. t. To lead or direct, conduct in a course
or path, pilot ; to regulate and manage, train, in-
fluence. — n. One who, or that which, etc.; a path-
finder ; conductor ; director ; regulator. (Mil.) A
non-commissioned officer, placed on the flank of a
rank or end of a line, to preserve proper position,
distance, etc.— Guid'ance, -ans, n. Act of guiding ;

direction; government.— Guide'-bars, -blocks, n. pi.
(Mach.) Pieces of metal on which the cross-head of
a steam - en
sine slides,

keeping it \i
parallel to the >

c y 1 i n d e
slide-rods. feu Guide-bars

Guild, gild. n.

An association of men, of the same class or kindred
pursuits, for mutual aid and protection. — Guild''-
hall, -hawl, n. The hall where a guild or corpora-
tion assemble.

Guile, gll, n. Craft; artifice; duplicity; deceit.
Guillotine, giKlo-ten', n. A machine for beheading
by the stroke of a steel blade.— v. t. [guil'lotiked'
(-tend'), -tining.] To be-
head with, etc. [Inventor's
name.]

Guilt, gilt, n. State resulting
from violation of law; crim-
inality and consequent ex-
posure to punishment ; of-
fense against right ; expo-
sure to legal penalty or for-
feiture. — Guilt'y, -T, a.
[-IER,-IESX.] Evincing guilt;
criminal ; wicked. — Guilt-
ily, adv.— Guilt'iness, n.—
Guiltless, a. Free from guilt
or trial. — Guiltlessness, n.

Guinea, gin'e, n. An old gold coin of En?., worth
21 shillings sterling, or about $5. — Guin'ea-fowl,
-hen, n. A harsh voiced fowl allied to the pheas-
ants, orig. fr. Africa.—worm,
n. A long, parasitic worm of
hot regions, burrowing in hu-
man cellular tissue, esp. of the
legs.

Guinea-pig, gin'e-pig, n. A small
Brazilian rodent.

Guise, giz, u. External appear-
ance in manner or dress; garb;
mien; custom; mode; practice.

Guitar, gi-tar', n. A stringed
musical instrument, res em-

Guillotine,
without experience

Guitar.

bling the violin, having 6 strings, played upon with
I

the fingers.

;
Gulch, gulch, n. Orig., a glutton ; a ravine ; deep
ravine or water-course.

Gules, gulz, n. (Her.) A red color; red.
Gulf, gulf, n. An abyss; deep chasm or basin. (Geog.)
A large bay ; open sea.

Gull, gul, n. (Ornith.) A web-footed sea-fowl, with
long, narrow wings, and a straight beak hooked at
the tip. A trick; fraud; one easily cheated; a dupe.— v.t. [gulled (guld), -ling.] To deceive, cheat,
defraud. — GuKlible, -lT-bl, a. Easily deceived.

Gullet, gullet, n. (Anat.) The esophagus. Some-
thing resembling the food-passage. — Gul'ly, -II, n.

A channel worn in the earth by a current of water;
a ditch; gutter.— v. t. [gullied (-lid), -lying.] To
wear into a gully. — Gulos'ity, -los'I-tl, n. Greedi-
ness ; voracity.

Gulp, gulp, v. t. [gulped (gulpt), gulping.] To swal-
low eagerly, swallow up. — n. A swallow, or as
much as is swallowed at once; a disgorging.

Gum, gum, n. The hard, fleshy substance covering
the jaws and investing the teeth. — Gum'-rash, n.
(Med.) A cutaneous disease.

Gum, gum, n. A vegetable secretion of many trees
and plants which hardens when it exudes, but is

soluble in water; also, with less propriety, exuda-
tions not soluble in water, —v. t. [gummed (gumd),
-ming.] To smear with, or unite or stiffen by gum.— v. i. To harden into gum, become gummy.

—

Gurn'my, -ml, -mous, -mus, a. [-miee, -miest.]
Consisting of, producing, or covered with, gum; vis-

cous ; adhesive. — Gum'-res'in, -rez /in, n. The
milky juice of a plant solidified by exposure to air ;

an inspissated sap ; a combination of true gum and
resin, requiring both water and alcohol to entirely
dissolve it.

—

tree, n. (Bot.) The black gum, of the
southern U.S.; a large Australian tree. In the south-
ern U. S., a hollow tree.

Gumbo, gum'bo, n. Okra ; a dish composed of okra,
tomatoes, and a little mustard together.

Gump, sump, n. A foolish person ; dolt ; dunce.
Gumption, gump'shun. n. Capacity ; shrewdness ;

common sense. (Paint.) Art of preparing colors.
Gun, gun, n. Any weapon having a long barrel from
which missiles are thrown by the power of gun-
powder, compressed air, etc. (Mil.) A cannon
proper, as distinguished from howitzers, etc. — v. i.

[gunned (gund), -ning.] To practice fowling or
hunting small game.— Gun'ner, n. One who works
a gun ; a naval warrant officer, in charge of the
ordnance. — Gun'nery, -ner-I, n. Art and science
of firing guns. — Gun'ning, n. Act or practice of
hunting game with a gun. — Gun'nel, Gun'wale,
-nel, n. (Xant.) The upper edge of a vessel's side;
uppermost wale of a ship.— Gun'powder, n. A mix-
ture of saltpeter, sulphur, and charcoal pulverized,
granulated, and dried.— Gun'reach, n. The distance
to which a gun will shoot ; gunshot. — Gun'shot, n.
(Mil.) The distance of the point-blank range of a
cannon-shot; effective distance to which shot can be
thrown from a gun. — Gun'smith, n. One who
makes or repairs small arms; armorer.— Gun-stock,
n. The stock or wood in which the barrel of a gun
is fixed. — Gun'-boat, n. (Mil.) A boat or vessel of
light draught, fitted to carry guns. cot'ton, n. A
highly explosive substance obtained by soaking
cotton, etc., in nitric and sulphuric acids.

—

deck, n.
(Naut.) Lower deck of a ship where the gun-room
is ; main-deck of a frigate, etc., where guns are in
battery.—met'al, n. An alloy of 9 parts of copper
and 1 of tin, used for cannon, etc.

—

room, n. (Naid.)
An apartment on the after end of the lower gun-
deck of a ship of war, occupied by the gunner or as
a mess-room by the lieutenants, etc.

Gunnel, gun^nel, n. A little spotted fish, found on the
N. Atlantic shores.

Gunny, gun'nY, n. A strong, coarse kind of sacking.
Gunter's Chain, gun'terz-chan. The chain commonly
used for measuring land,— being 4 rods, or 66 feet,
long. — G.-Scale. A rule, 2 feet long, with graduated
lines for solving questions in arithmetic, etc.

Gurgle, ggr'gl, v. i. [-gled (-gid), -gling.] To run
or flow in a broken, noisy current. — n. Sound
made by flowing liquid.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fot>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Gurnard, ger'nard, -net, n. A sea-fish, having a large
and spiny head with
mailed cheeks, and
making a grunting
noise when caught.

Gush, gush, v. i. [gushed
(gusht), gushing.] To
now copiously, rush
forth as a fluid from
continement; to act
with a sudden and rapid impulse: to talk effusively,
enthusiastically, or affectedly.— n . Violent issue of
a fluid from au inclosed place ; fluid thus emitted ;

sentimentality. — Gust, n. A blast of wind ; burst
of passion.— Gust'y, -I, a. Subject to, or attended
by, gusts ; tempestuous.

Gusset, gus'set, n. A piece of cloth inserted in a gar-
ment, to strengthen or enlarge some part.

Gust, n. A squall. See under Gush.
Gust, gust, Gus'to, n. The sense or pleasure of tast-
ing; keen appreciation ; relish: capacitv for enjoy-
ment ; taste.— Gust'atory, -to-rl, a. Pert, to taste.

Gut, gut, n. The intestinal canal of an animal ; a
string made from an intestine; a narrow passage or
channel of water. pi. The whole mass of intestines.—v. t. To take out the bowels from, eviscerate; to
destroy the interior of.

Gutta, gut'ta, n. ; pi. -t.e, -te. A drop. {Arch.) One
of a series of ornaments,
shaped like a frustum of
a cone, beneath the tri-
glyphs, also the mutules,
in the Doric order.—Gut-
ter, n. A channel for con- r,,ft»
veying away rain from a

ljUl1*'

roof, also at the road side, etc. — v. t. [guttered
(-terd), -tering.] To form into small, longitudinal
hollows or channels. — r. i. To become hollowed or
channeled.— Gut'tiform, a. Drop-shaped.

Gutta-percha, gut'ta-per'cha, n. An inelastic inspis-
sated sap from trees of the Malayan archipelago, re-
sembling caoutchouc in its properties.

Guttural, gufter-al, a. Pert, to, or formed in, the
throat.— n. A letter pronounced in the throat.

Guy, gi, n. A rope or rod attached to anything to
steady it.

Guy, gi, n. A grotesque effigy of Guy Fawkes, dressed
up in Eng., on Nov. 5th, anniversary of the Gunpow-
der Plot; a person of queer dress or appearance.

Guzzle, guz'zl, v. i. [-zled (-zld), -zling.] To swal-
low liquor greedily, drink frequently.— v. t. To
swallow much or often.— n. An insatiable person.

Gybe, jib, v. t. & i. [gybed (jibd), gybing.] (Xaut.)
To shift from one side of a vessel to the other.

Gymnasium, jim-na/'z}-um, n. ; pi. -sia, -zl-a. A place
for athletic exercises; school for the higher branches
of literature and science. — Gym'nast, n. One who
teaches or practices gymnastic exercises ; manager
of a gymnasium.— Gymnas'tic, -tical, a. Pert, to,

etc. — Gymnas'tically, udr. — Gymnas'tic, n. Ath-
letic exercise; one who practices or teaches, etc.—
Gymnas'tics, n. Athletic exercises, or the art of
performing, etc.

Gypsum, jip'sum, a. (Min.) A mineral consisting of
sulphate of lime and 21 per cent, of water: when
burnt to drive off the water, and ground up, it forms
plaster of Paris.

Gypsy, Gipsy, Gypsey, jip'sTt, n. ; pL -sies, -siz. One
of a vagabond race, orig. fr. India, living by theft,
fortune-telling, tinkering, etc. ; a cunning or crafty
person.

Gyrus, ji'rus, n. ; pi. -Ri^-ri. (Auat.) A convolution of
the brain.—Gy'rate^rat, v. i. To revolve round a cen-
tral point, move spirally.—Gyra'tion, n. Act of turn-
ing or whirling around a fixed center; a circular or
spiral motion; rotation.— Gy'ratory, -to-rT, a. Mov-
ing in a circle, or spirally.— Gyr'falcon, jer'faw-kn,
n. A falcon from the far north, bolder and stron-
ger than the peregrine or common European falcon.
—Gy'roscope, -skop, n. A rotating wheel mounted
in a ring or rings, illustrating the dynamics of rota-
ting bodies, composition of rotations, etc.

Gyve, jiv, n. A shackle, esp. one to confine the legs;
a fetter. — v. t. [gyved (jivd), gyving.] To fetter.

H.

H, ach, the Sth letter of the Eng. alphabet, commonly
classed as a consonant, is a mere breathing, aspira-
ting a following vowel. (JIus.) The 7th degree in
the diatonic scale, used by Germans for B natural.

Ha, ha, interj. An exclamation of surprise, joy, or
grief.

Habeas Corpus, ha/be-as-k6r'
,

pus. (Law.) A writ to
bring a party before a court or judge ; esp., one to
inquire into the cause of a person's imprisonment
or detention by another, to protect the right to per-
sonal liberty. *[L., you may haveti|i|Apdy.]

Haberdasher, haVer-dash'er, n. oKWler of small
wares, such as tapes, pins, needle^tttread, etc.

Habiliment, ha-MKT-ment, 7i. A garment ; clothing.
Habit, hab'it, n. The usual condition of a person or
thing ; ordinary state ; esp. physical temperament

;

fixed custom ; involuntary tendency or aptitude
to perform certain actions, acquired by their fre-
quent repetition ; manner ; way ; custom ; moral
character ; attire ; dress ; habiliment ; a garment,
esp. a closely fitting coat worn by ladies. — v. t. To
dress, clothe, arrav. —Habitant, n. An inhabitant;
dweller; resident.— Hab'itable, a.— Hab'itableness,
-ability, -tT, n. — Hab'itancy, -an-sT, n. Same as
Inhabitancy. — Habitation, n. Act of inhabit-
ing ; state of dwelling : place of abode ; mansion ;

residence. — Habifual, -u-al, a. Formed or ac-
quired by, or according to, habit ; rendered per-
manent by continued causes. — Habifually, adv. —
Habit'uate, v. t. To make accustomed, accustom;
familiarize. — Habifua'tion, n. Act of, or state of
being, etc. — Hab'itude, -tad, n. Frequent repeti-
tion of an act or feeling, and its resulting conse-

quence ; customary manner or mode of living, feel-

ing, or acting. — Habitue, a-bit/oo-ar , n. One habit-
uated to a certain place, employment, etc. ; a fre-
quenter.

Hack, hak, v. t. [hacked (hakt), hacking.] To cut
irregularly and awkwardly, notch ; to speak with
stops or hesitation. — v. i. To cough in a broken
manner, hawk. — n. A notch ; cut : hesitating or
faltering speech. — Hag'gle, v. t. [-gled (-gld),

-gling.] To cut into small pieces; to roughen by
cutting; to tease, worry.

—

v. i. To be difficult in
bargaining, chaffer, higgle. — Hig'gle, v. i. [-gled
(-gld), -gling.] To carry provisions about for sale ;

to chaffer.
Hack, hak, u. A horse, or carriage, let out for com-
mon hire; a familv horse used in all kinds of work;
a man who hires "himself out for literary work ; a
drudge ; a large pick for working stone ; a rack for
feeding cattle; a frame for drying fish, or cheeses; a
place where bricks are dried before burning ; the
wooden frame in the tailrace of a mill. —a. Hack-
neyed; hired; mercenary. — Hack'ney, -nT, n. ; pi.

-neys, -niz. A hack; nag; pony; one worn by hired
drudgery: a hireling; prostitute.— a. Let out for
hire; prostitute; much used; common; trite.— v.t.
[hackneyed (-nid), -neying.] To devote to com-
mon use, as a horse or coach; to make trite or com-
monplace.

Hackberry, hak'bSr-rY, n. An Amer. tree, resembling
an elm, bearing a small, edible fruit.

Hackle, hak'l, Heck'le, Hatch/ el, hach'l, v. t. [-led
(-Id), -ling.] To separate, as the coarse part of flax

or hemp from the fine, by drawing it through the

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r

;
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Haddock.

teeth of a hackle or hatchel; to tear rudely asunder.
— n. An instrument with teeth for separating
(coarse flax from fine) ; any flimsy substance un-
spun, as raw silk; a fly for angling.

Hackmatack, halfma-tak, n. The black larch or
tamarack tree.

Had. See Have.
Haddock, had'dok, n. A sea-fish smaller than the cod,
which it resembles.

Hades, ha'dez, n. The hab-
itation of the dead.

Haft, haft, n. A handle
(of a sword, etc.); hilt.

Hag, hag, n. An ugly old
woman; a fury; she-monster; a witch ;. sorceress.

—

Hag'gard, a. Appearing wasted by want; thin; hol-
low-eyed.

Haggard, hag'gard, a. Wild or intractable.— n. An
untrained hawk; anything wild or intractable.

Haggle. See under Hack, v. t.

Hagiographa, hag-I-og'ra-fa, it. pi. That part of the
Old Testament not embraced by the Law and the
Prophets; the lives of the saints.— Hagiol'ogy, -j i, m.

A narrative of the lives of the saints.

Haguebut, hatfbut or hag-'e-but. See Akquebuse.
Hah, interj. Same as Ha.
Ha-ha, ha-ha', n. A fence, wall, or ditch sunk in a

slope so as not to be seen until one is close upon it.

Hail, hal, n. Frozen rain, or grains of ice precipi-
tated from the clouds, —v. i. [hailed (hald), hail-
ing.] To pour down masses of ice or frozen vapor.— v. t. To pour down, as hail.

Hail, hal, interj. An exclamation of salutation.— n.

A wish of health; a salutation. — v. t. To call to one
at a distance ; to salute ; to name, address. In the
phrase, to hailfrom, to assign as a ship's port of reg-
istry, or the place whence one comes or to which
one belongs. —Hale, a. Sound; healthy; robust.

Hair, har, n. A small animal filament growing from
the skin, or a mass of such. (Bot.) A filament on the
surface of plants. {Jlech.) A secondary spring in some
rifle or pistol locks, to unlock the tumbler. — Haify,
-X, a. Made of, covered with, or like, etc. — Half-

iness, n. — Hairless, a. Without hair. — Haif

-

breadth, n. The diameter or breadth of a hair; a
very small distance. — a. Very narrow.

Hake, hak, n. A sea-fish of
the cod family, having
only 2 dorsal fins.

Halberd, hol'berd,-bert, n.

An ancient weapon, a
combination of battle-ax, iiaue.

spear, and bill-hook, with a handle 6 ft. long.
Haicyon, hafsl-on, n. The king-fisher. —a. Pert, to,

or like the halcyon, which was said to lay her eggs
near the sea during the calm weather about the
winter solstice; peaceful; happy.

Hale, hal, a. Sound; healthy.
Hale, hal or hawl, v. t. [haled (hald or hawld), hal-

ing.] To drag, haul.
Half, haf, n. ; pi. Halves, havz. One of 2 equal parts

of a thing. —a. Consisting of a moietv, or half.

—

adv. In part, or in an equal part or degree.— Halve,
hav, v. t. [halved (havd), halving.] To divide
into 2 equal parts. — Half-and-half, n. A mixture
of beer or porter and ale.—blood, a. Relation be-
tween persons born of the same father or of the same
mother, but not of both.—blood'ed, a. Proceeding
from a male and female of different breeds or races;
degenerate ; mean. breed, n. A person who is

half-blooded : esp. the offspring of Indians and
whites.—brotb/er, n. A brother bv one parent
only.—sis'ter, n.— -caste, n. One born of a Hindoo
parent on the one side, and of a European on the
other.—cock, n. The position of the cock of a gun
when retained by the first notch.—note, n. (ILus.)
A minim, in value ^
one half of a semi- ~y f^j
breve, or whole note, *

and represented thus:— -pay, n. Half the
amount of wages or fj H ,

f N .

salary: more common- ±laU: iNoteb -

ly, diminished or reduced pay.— -penny, haf pen-nT,
hap'pen-nY.or ha'pen-nt, n.'pl.; Half-pence, haf-.

:=(==£=£

An English coin worth 1 cent ; the value of half a
penny.—step,?*. (Mus.) A semitone.—way,«cZu. In
the middle ; at half the distance ; imperfectly ; par-
tially. — u. Midway; equally distant from the ex-
tremes.

Halibut, hof l-but, n. A large, edible flat-fish, dark
above and white beneath.

Hall, hawl, n. A building or large room devoted to
public business or domestic convenience ; a pas-
sage-way at the entrance of a house or suite of chain*
bers ; a manor-house ; a large edifice belonging to a
collegiate institution; a place of public assembly ; a
college in an English university.

Halleluiah, jah, hal'le-lu'ya, Al'lehfiah, n. & interj.
Praise ye Jehovah,— an exclamation used in songs
of praise and in thanksgiving to God.

Halloo, hal-loo', v. i. [-looed (-lood'), -looing.] To
cry out, call to by name, or by the word halloo.— v. t.

To encourage with shouts, chase with shouts, call or
shout to.— n. A call to invite attention. — interj.

Ho, there! ho!
Hallow, haflo, v. t. [-lowed (-lod), -lowing.] To
make holy, consecrate, treat as sacred.—Hal'loweon',
-en', n. The evening preceding All Saints' day.

Hallucination, hal-lu'sl-na'shun, n. Error; delusion;
mistake ; an illusion of sensible perception, occa-
sioned by some bodilv or organic disorder.

Halo, halo, n. ; pi. Ha'los, -loz. A circle of light; in
painting, a glory ; a luminous circle round the sun
or moon.— v. t. or i. [haloed (-lod), haloing.]
To form, or surround with, a halo.

Halt, hawlt, v. i. To stop in walking or marching

;

to step lamely, limp; to hesitate ; to have an irregu-
lar rhythm, —v. t. (Mil.) To cause to cease march-
ing ; to stop. — a. Halting in walking ; lame. — n.
A stop in marching; act of limping; lameness.

Halter, hawl'ter, ?i A strong strap or cord ; esp. i

strap and headstall for a horse ; a rope for hanging
malefactors, — v. I

To put a halter on.
malefactors. — v. t. [haltered (-terd), -teking..

Halve. See under Half.
Halyard, Halliard, hafyard, n. (Naut.) A rope or

tackle for hoisting or lowering yards, sails, flags, etc.
Ham, ham, n. The inner or hind part of the knee;
the thigh of any animal, esp. that of a hog cured by
salting and smoking. — Hanfstring, n. One of the
tendons of the leg.— v. t. [hamstrung or -stringed
(-stringd), -stringing.] To lame or disable by cut-
ting the tendons, etc.

Hames, hamz, n. pi. The curved pieces fastening a
horse's traces and harness to the collar.

Hamlet, hamlet, n. A small village.

Hammer, hanfmer, n. An instrument for driving
nails, beating metals, etc.; something- of like form
or action, as the striker of a clock, gun lock, etc. —
v. t. [HAMMERED (-liierd), -MERING.J To beat, form,
or forge with a hammer: to contrive by intellectual
labor. — v. i. To be busy; to be in agitation.

Hammock, hanfmok. n. A netting or cloth suspended
by clews, to hold a bed,
etc.

Hamper, hanfper, n. A
larsj-e basket^a; con
veying thingflSi • mar
ke't, etc. AnS BM ru-

ment that shad ses; a
fetter. — v. t. [ham-
peked (-perd), per-

Hammock.

ing.] To'put a fetter on, shackle, encumber.
Hand, hand, v. The outer extremity of the human
arm, consisting of the palm, thumb, and fingers;
that which resembles a hand, as, a limb of certain
animals, or an index or pointer of a dial; a measure
of the hand's breadth; 4 inches; a palm, — applied
to the measurement of a horse's height; side; part;
direction; power of performance; skill; actual per-
formance; deed; act; an agent, servant, or laborer;
style of handwriting ; chirography ; possession ;

ownership; course of performance or execution;
agency in the transmission from one person to an-
other: that which is held in a hand at once. —v. t.

To give, transmit, lead, guide, or lift, with the
hand.—Hand'y, -t,a. [-ier, -iest.] Skillful in using
the hand ; dexterous : adroit ; ready to the hand ;

convenient. — Hand'ily, adv. -^ Hand'cuff, n. A fas-

sun, cube, full ; moon, fotit ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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tening consisting of a ring around the wrist, usually
connected bv a chain with one on the other wrist; a
manacle.— v. t. [handcuffed (-kuft), -cuffing.]
To put handcuffs on; to manacle. — Hand'ful, -ful,

a. : pi. -fuls. As much as the hand will contain; a
small quantity or number. — Hand'maid, -maiden,
n. A maid that waits at hand; a female servant.—
Hand'writ'ing, n. The form of writing peculiar to
each hand or person; chirography; what is written
by hand; manuscript. — Handicap, n. A race in
which the horses carry different weights, according
to their age and character for speed, etc., to equalize
the chances as much as possible ; an allowance of
a certain amount of time or distance in starting,

f:ranted in a race to the competitor possessing in-

erior advantages. — v. t. To encumber with a
handicap; to hamper. — Handicraft, n. Manual
occupation; work performed by the hand. —Hand-
icraftsman, n. ; pi. -men. A man skilled in manual
occupation ; a manufacturer. — Handiwork, n.

Work done by the hands.— Hand'kerchief, hank /'-

Sr-chif, n. A cloth, for wiping the face, etc.; a neck-
erchief; neckcloth. — Handle, -1, v. t. [-led (-Id),

-ling.] To touch; to use or hold with the hand; to
manage or wield; to make familiar bjr frequent
touching; to deal with, practice; to treat; to practice
on, transact with; to discourse on, discuss.— n. That
part of a vessel or instrument held in the hand when
used.— Hand'some, han'sum, a. [-somer, -somest.]
Having a pleasing appearance or expression; come-
ly; good-looking; marked with propriety and ease;
appropriate; liberal; generous; moderately large.

Hang, hang, v. t. [hanged (hangd) or hung, hang-
ing. Hanged is preferable to hung when reference
is had to execution by suspension.] To suspend; to
fasten, so as to allow of free motion upon the point or
points of suspension: to put to death by suspending;
to decorate by hanging pictures, trophies, drapery,
etc.; to droop.— v. i. To be suspended, dangle, de-
pend; to be fastened so as to allow free motion on
the point of suspension; to rest for support, depend;
to be a weight; to hover, impend; to lean or in-

cline.— n. The manner in which one part hangs
upon another; connection; arrangement; plan. —
Hang'er, n. One who, or that which, etc.; a short
sword; that by which a tiling is suspended, esp.
(Mach.) a part suspending a journal-box, in which
shafting runs. — Hang'er-on, n. One who hangs on,
or sticks to, a person, place, or plan; a dependent.—
Hanging, )(. Death by suspension; that which is

hung, as, drapery for a room. — Hang'-dog, n. A de-
graded man, fit only to be the hangman of dogs.

—

a. Like, etc. — Hang'-
man, n. ; pi. -men. One
who hangs another ; a
public executioner.— J/fiP;
Hang'nail, n. A small <*

piece of skin hanging fr. sfj

the root of a finger-nail.— ^/
Hang'bird, n. The Balti-
more oriole,—whose nest
hangs from the limb of a <^—^,
tree.—nest, n. The nest - h'l

of, etc.— Hang 'ing- but- '

tress, n. (Arch.} A but-
tress supported upon a
corbel, and not standing
solid on the foundation.
— Hank, hank, n. Two
or more skeins of .yarn
or thread tied together.
(Naut.) A ring sliding on
a stay, to which a sail is

bent. — Hank'er, v. i. [-eked (-erd), -ering.] To
desire vehemently.

Hap, hap, n. That' which happens or conies suddenly
or unexpectedly; chance; fortune; accident; casual
event; fate; lot.— v. i. [happed (hapt), -ping.] To
happen, befall, come by chance. — Haply, -IT, adv.
By hap, chance, or accident; perhaps.— Hapless, a.
Without hap or luck; unfortunate ; unhappy. —
Hap'-haz'ard, n. Extra hazard; chance; accident.— Hap'pen, -pn, v. i. [-pened (-pnd), -pening.] To
come by chance, fall out; to take place, occur.

—

Hap'py, -pi, a. [-pier, -piest.] Favored by hap,

Hang-nest.

luck, or fortune; successful; enjoying good; de-
lighted; satisfied; secure of good;prosperous;blessed;
furnishing enjoyment; propitious; favorable.—Hap'-
pily, -pl-ll, adr. By good fortune; in a happy man-
ner, state, or circumstances; with address or dexter-
ity; luckily; successfully; felicitously; gracefully.

—

Hap'pines's, -/).

Hara-kiri, ha'ra-ke'rl, n. A Japanese method of sui-
cide by cutting open the stomach. [Incorrectly
written hari-kari.']

Harangue, ha-rang', n. A speech addressed to a pub-
lic assembly: a popular oration; declamation; rant-
ing.— v. i. [harangued (-rangd"), -kanguing.] To
address a large assembty. — v. t. To address by a
harangue.

Harass, har'as, ?.-. t. [-assed (-ast), -assing.] To fa-
tigue to excess; to weary with importunity, care, or
perplexity; to annoy an enemy by repeated and un-

i looked-for attacks ; to weary, jade, tease, vex, dis-
turb.

Harbinger, har /r
bin-jer, n. An officer of the Eng.

royal household who precedes the court when trav-
eling, to provide lodgings, etc.; a forerunner; pre-

!
cursor. — v. t. [harbingered (-jerd), -GERING.] To
precede and announce, usher in.

Harbor, har'ber, n. A place of security and comfort;
a lodging; asylum; a refuge for ships; port or haven.

I
— v. t. [harbored (-berd), -boring.] To entertain
as a guest, shelter; to protect (a ship from storms);

I
to secrete (a thief); to indulge, cherish (malice, etc.).

!
— v. i. To lodge or abide for a time ; to take shelter.

Hard, hard, a. Not easily penetrated, or separated

,

into parts ; not yielding to pressure ; difficult to

i
penetrate with the understanding; difficult to ac-
complish: full of obstacles; difficult to resist or con-
trol; difficult to bear or endure; severe; oppressive;
unreasonable; unjust; difficult to please or touch;

i

not easy to influence; not agreeable to the taste;

; rough, acid, sour, as liquors. (Pron.) Abrupt or
', explosive in utterance. — adv. With pressure; with

urgency; diligently; earnestly; with difficulty; un-
j

easily: vexatiously; vigorously; energetically; rap-
idly; violently. — Hardly, adv. In a difficult man-
ner; scarcely; barely; severe^; harshly; roughly.
— Hard'en, -n, v. t. [-ened (-nd), -ening.] To
make hard or more hard; to indurate; to strengthen,
inure; to confirm in wickedness, obstinacy, etc.

—

i v. i. To become hard or more hard, acquire solid-
ity; to become strengthened. — Hard'ener, -n-er, n.

One who hardens.— Hard'hack, re. A very astrin-
gent plant, common in pastures. — Hard'ship, n.

That which is hard to bear,— as toil, injurjr
, etc.

—

Hard'ware, n. Ware made of metal, as cutlery,
kitchen furniture, etc.

—

Hard'-fa'vored, a. Having
coarse or harsh features.—fist'ed, «. Having hard
or strong hands, as a laborer: covetous; niggardly.
— Hard'y, -I, a. [-ier, -iest.] Bold; brave ; stout

;

intrepid; full of assurance; impudent; strong; firm;
compact ; inured to fatigue ; able to bear exposure
to cold weather. — Hard'ihood, -iness, n. Boldness,
united with firmness and constancy of mind ; au-
dacity; impudence. — Hardily, adr.

Hare, har, n. A swift rodent, having long hind legs and
ears, short tail, and divided
upper lip. — Hare'-lip, n.

A lip, commonly the upper
one, having a fissure or per-
pendicular division like
that of a hare. — HarHer,

,

I
h&rll-er, re. A kind of
hound used in hunting
hares.

Harem, halem, n. The apartments allotted to females
; in the East; the wives and concubines belonging to

one man.
,

Harier, Harrier. See under Hare and Harry.
Hark, hark, v. i. To listen. [Imperat. of hearken, q. v.]

Harlequin, harle-kin or -kwin, n. A buffoon, dressed
in party-colored clothes ; a merry-andrew ; zany.

Harlot, harlot, n. A prostitute; strumpet.— Harlot-
ry, -rl, n. Trade or practice of, etc.; prostitution.

j
Harm, harm, re. Injury; hurt; damage; misfortune;

, evil: wickedness. — v. r. [harmed (harmd), harm-
ing.] To hurt, damage.— Harmful, -ful, a. Full of

I harm; injurious. — Harmless, a. Free' from harm

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r
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or from power or disposition to harm: innocent; un-
harmed. — Harmlessly, adv.— Harni'lessness, n.

Harmony, har'mo-nT, n. Just adaptation of parts to
each other; concord or agreement in facts, opinions,
manners, interests, etc. ; a literary work which
brings together parallel passages respecting the same
events, and shows their consistency. (Mus.) Musical
concord ; a succession of chords according to the
rules of progression and modulation ; science of
their construction and progression.— Harmo'nious,
-nT-us, a. Adapted to each other ; symmetrical

;

agreeing in action or feeling; musically concordant;
symphonious. — Harmo'niously, adv. — Harmonic,
-ical, a. Concordant; musical; consonant. (Mus.)
Relating to harmony or music; harmonious. {Math.)
Having relations or properties bearing some resem-
blance to those of musical consonances.— Harmon'-
ics, 11. sing. & pi. Sing. Doctrine or science of mu-
sical sounds. PI. (Mus.) Secondary tones which
accompany any principal, and apparently simple,
tone, as the octave, the 12th, the loth, and the 17th.— Har'monist, n. One who shows the harmony of
corresponding passages of different authors, as of
the 4 evangelists. (Mus.) A musical composer.—
Harmo'nium, -ni-um, n. A keyed instrument of
music, in which the tones are produced by the vibra-
tion of free reeds. — Har'monize, v.. i. [-nized
(-nizd), -nizing.] To agree in action, adaptation,
or effect on the mind; to be in peace and friendship,
as individuals or families ; to agree in vocal or mu-
sical effect.— v. t. To adjust in lit proportions, cause
to agree ; to show the harmony of. (Mus.) To ac-
company with harmony. — Haf'moniz/er, n.

Harness, har'nes, v. The iron covering which a sol-
dier formerly wore ; armor of a horse; equipments
of a draught horse ; tackle; tackling; the part of a
loom comprising the heddies with their means of

|

support and motion. — v. t. [harnessed (-nest),
-NESSING.] To dress in armor, equip for defense,

J

make ready for draught.
Harp, harp, n. An upright, stringed instrument of

,

music, usually
played with
the fingers of
both hands. —
v. i. [HARPED
(harpt), harp-
ing.] To play
on the harp; to
dwell tediously
or monotonous-
ly in speaking
or writing. —
Harp'er, -ist, n.

A player on the
harp. — Harp'-
sichord, -sT-

k6rd, n. A mu-
sical instru-
ment, now su-
perseded by
the piano-forte.

Harping-iron,
harp 'ing-i'crn.
Harpoon',
-poon', n. A
barbed javelin,
with cord at-

tached, for
striking large
fish, whales,
etc.— v. t. [har-
pooned (-pocnd/'), -pooning.] To catch or kill with,
etc.

Harpings, harp'ingz, n. pi. (N~aut.) The fore parts
of the wales, encompassing the bow of a ship.

Harpy, har'pi, n. ; pi. -pies, -piz. (Myth.) A fabu-
lous winged monster, ravenous and filthy, having
a woman's face and vulture's body. One who is ra-
pacious; an extortioner, plunderer. (Ornith.) The
marsh harrier. A large, crested, stout-legged, preda-
ceous bird of Mexico and South America, — the
harpy eagle.

Harquebuse. Same as Arquebuse.
Harridan, har'ri-dan, n. A decayed strumpet; a hag.

[hashed (hasht), hashing.] To
pieces, mince and mix.— n. That

Harrier, n. A dog. See under Hare.—A bird. See
under Harry.

Harrow, har'ro, n. An iron-toothed instrument drawn
over plowed land to level it and break the clods,
and to cover seed when sown. — v. t. [harrowed
(-rod), -rowing.] To draw a harrow over, to break
clods and level the surface or to cover seed sown;
to lacerate, torment, harass. — Har'rower, n. One
who harrows; a hawk; a harrier.

Harry, har'rT, v. t. [-ried (-rid), -rying.] To strip,

pillage ; to worry, harrow. — Har'rier, -rT-er, n. A
low-flying bird of the falcon family, of several spe-
cies.

Harsh, harsh, a. Rough to the touch, taste, or feel-
ing ; grating; austere; severe. — Harsh'ness, n.

Hart, hart, n. A stag ; the male of the red deer. —
Harts'horn, n. The antler of the hart, or male
deer. — Salt of hartshorn. An impure solid.carbon-
ate of ammonia, obtained by distillation of harts-
horn. — Spirit of h. A solution of carbonate of am-
monia.

Harum-scarum, har''um-skar/'um, o. Wild ; rash.
Harvest, har'vest, n. The season of gathering crops;
that which is reaped; product of any labor; gain. —
v. t. To reap or gather (fruits, etc.)'

Has. 3d 2)erson sing, of Have.
Hash, hash, v. t.

chop into small pieces,
which is chopped up ; minced meat, or meat and
vegetables minced; a second preparation or exhibi-
tion of old matter.

Hasheesh, -ish, hasheesh, n. A slightly acrid, narcotic
and intoxicating gum-resin, produced by common
hemp when cultivated in warm climates.

Haslet, haslet, n. Inwards of a beast, esp. of a hog,
used for food.

Hasp, hasp, n. A clasp, esp. one that passes over a
staple to be fastened Dy a padlock; a spindle to wind
thread on.— v. t. [hasped (haspt), hasping.] To
fasten with a hasp.

Hassock, has'sok, n. A thick mat for kneeling in
church.

Hast. 2d person sing, of Have.
Hastate, has'tat, -tated, a. (Bot.) Shaped like the
head of_ a halberd.

Haste, hast, n. Celerity of motion;
state of being urged or pressed by
business; sudden excitement of
feeling or passion; dispatch; hurry;
precipitation.— Haste, Has'ten,
has^n, v. t. [hast'ed, hastened
(haVnd); hast'ing, has'tening.]
To drive or urge forward, push on,
expedite, hurry. — v. i. To move
with celerity, be rapid, speedy, or i

quick. — Hast'y, -l, a. [-ier,

-iest.] Quick ; speedy ; forward ;

eager; precipitate; rash; caused by,
or indicating, passion.

Hat, hat, n. A covering for the head, esp. one with
a crown and brim.— Hat'ter, n. One who makes or
sells hats.

Hatch, bach, v. t. [hatched (hacht), hatching.] To
Eroduce from eggs by incubation, or by artificial

eat; to contrive or plot; to originate.— v. i. To
produce young, bring the young to maturity,— n.

As many chickens as are produced at once; a brood;
act of exclusion from the egg; disclosure; discovery.

Hatch, hach, v. t. To cross with lines in a peculiar

manner in drawing and engraving.— Hatch'et, n.

A'small, short-handled ax, to be used with one hand.
— To bury the hatchet. To make peace.— To take up
the h. To make war, — fr. practice of Amer. Indians.

Hatch, hach, n. A door with an opening over it; a
weir for catching fish; a floodgate; a bed-frame; the

frame of cross-bars laid over the opening in a ship's

deck; cover of the opening in a deck or floor, or into

a cellar ; hatchway.— Hatch'-boat, n. A swift-sail-

ing, yacht-like fishing boat, having a small sail at

the stern and no bowsprit.— -way, n. An opening
in a deck, floor, etc., covered by a hatch or trap-

door.
Hatchel. Same as Hackle.
Hatchet. See under Hatch, to cross with lines.

Hatchment, hach'ment, n. (Her.) A frame bearing

Hastate Leaf.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fo"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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the escutcheon of a
dead person, placed
in front of the house,
on a hearse, or in a
church. An ornament
on the hilt of a sword.

Hate, hat, v. t. To have
a great aversion to,

dislike, regard with
ill-will, abhor, detest,

loathe. — n. Strong-
dislike or aversion ;

hatred. — Hat'er, n.— Hat' able, a.

—

Hate'ful, -ful, a.
Manifesting hatred

Hatchment.

exciting or deserving dislike or disgust; odious; de-
testable : loathsome; malignant. — Hate'fuUy, adv.
— Hate'fulness, n.— Ha'tred, n. Very great dislike;

odium; enmity; rancor; repugnance; antipathy.
Hauberk, haWberk,?;. A shirt of mail formed of steel

rings interwoven. /
Haughty, haw'ti, a. [-tier, -tiest.] High; lofty;
having a high opinion of one's self, with contempt
for others ; expressing or indicating haughtiness;
proud ; arrogant ; scornful ; imperious. — Haugb/-
tily, -ti-lT, adv. — Haugh'tiness, n. Quality of be-
ing, etc. ; superciliousness ; loftiness. — Hauteur,
o-terr , n. Haughty manner or spirit ; haughtiness

;

pride. [F.]
Haul, hawl, v. t. [hauled (hawld), hauling.] To

pull or draw with force; to drag: to transport by
drawing.— ?.'.?'. (Naut.) To change the direction of
a ship, sail with changed course. To pull apart, as
badlv trained oxen, when yoked,— n. A pulling
with'force ; a draught of a net; that taken at once (by
hauling a net, etc.).

Haulm, Halm, Haum, hawm, n. The stem or stalk of
grain, beans, etc.; straw.

Haunch, hanch, n. The hip; thigh; hind quarter; that

Eart of an animal
:

ody between loin l^«-cT\ vxTTy
and buttock. See '•—A^ N ^ '

l -;J / ' '

Horse.—Haunches
of an arch. {Arch.) _Z\d WW
The parts between /Wfy /^-.f^ilc-^-^-J
the crown and the---™------- ;

-to?—

A A, Haunches of an Arch,

frequent, resort to frequently; to visit pertinacious-
ly or intrusively; to infest, as a ghost or apparition.— v. i. To persist in staying or visiting.

—

n. A
place to which one frequently resorts.

Hautboy, ho'boi, n. An oboe; a wooden musical pipe,
with a reed, finger holes, and keys, resemb- --
ling the clarionet. A treble stop in an organ. If

( Bot.) A sort of strawberry.
Hauteur. See under Haughty.
Have, hav, v. t. [had, having. Indie pres-

ent, I have, thou hast, he has; we, ye, they
have.'] To own, hold in possession; to pos-
sess, as something which appertains to, is

connected with, or affects one; to hold, re-

gard, or esteem; to accept possession of; to
obtain; hence, to beget or Dear (young); to

cause or procure to be, effect, require; to

cause or force to go: to take; to take or hold
one's self; to be under obligation.

Havelock, haVe-lok, n. A light cloth cover- J9I
ing for the head and neck, used by soldiers. Jgm

Haven, ha'vn, n. A harbor ; port ; place of tjSSgv
safety; shelter; asylum.

7J
W

7
Haversack, hav'er-sak, ??. A bag in which a -Ham-

soldier carries his rations when on a march; D0V -

leather bag for carrying charges from ammunition
chest to gun.

Havoc, hav'ok, n. Wide and general destruction; dev-
astation ; waste. — v. t. To waste, destroy, lay
waste.— interj. A cry orig. used in hunting, after-

ward in war as signal"for slaughter.
Haw, haw, n. A hedge; an inclosed garden or yard;
the berry and seed of the hawthorn. - Haw'fincn, n.

A small bird; the gross-beak. — Haw'thorn, n. A
thorny flowering shrub or tree,— used in Europe for
hedges. — Haw'haw, Ha'-ha, ??. A fence or ditch

sunk between slopes, so that it is not perceived till

approached.
Haw, haw, n. A hesitation or intermission of speech.— v. i. [hawed (hawd), hawing.] To stop, in speak-

ing, with a sound like haw, speak with hesitation.
Haw, haw, v. i. To turn to the near side, or toward
the driver,— said of cattle or a team.— v. t. To
cause (a team) to turn to the near side (U. S., the
left side).

Hawk, hawk, n. A rapacious bird of many species, re-
sembling the falcons, except in the shortness of its

wings; a falcon.— v. i. [hawked (hawkt), hawk-
ing.] To catch birds by means of hawks trained
for the purpose; to practice falconry; to soar or
strike like a hawk.

Hawk, hawk, v. i. To make an effort to force up
phlegm with noise.— ?-, f. To raise (phlegm) by
hawking.— ??.. A nois3' effort to force up phlegm
from the throat.

Hawk, hawk, v. t. To sell by outcry; to cry, peddle.— Hawk'er, ??. A peddler.
Hawse, hawz, n. (Naut.) The situation of the cables
before a vessel's stem, when moored with 2 anchors,
one on either bow; distance ahead to which the ca-
bles usually extend. — Hawse'hole, n. A hole in
the bow of a ship, through which a cable passes. —
Haws'er, n. (Kant.) A small cable ; a large rope, in
size between a cable and a tow-line.

Hay, ha, n. Grass dried for fodder. *- v. i. To cut and
dry grass for preservation.— Hay'-cock, ??. Aconical
pile of hay, in the field.— -fe'ver, n. (Med.) A catarrh
accompanied with fever, and sometimes with parox-
ysms of dyspnoea, to which some persons are sub-
ject in the spring and summer; hay-asthma; hay-
cold ; rose-cold ; rose-fever.

Hazard, haz'ard, ??. That which comes suddenly or
unexpectedly; chance; accident; casualty; danger;
peril; risk; a game at dice. — v. t. To expose to
chance or evil ; to venture to incur, or bring on; to
endanger.— v. i. To encounter risk or danger.

—

Haz'ardous, -us, a. Exposed to hazard; risky; bold;
daring; precarious; dangerous; uncertain.

Haze, haz, n. A slight lack of transparency in the air;

light vapor or smoke in the air ; dimness. — v. i. To
be hazy.— Ha'zy, -zT, a. Thick with haze.

Haze, haz, v. t. [hazed (hazd), hazing.] To vex
with chiding or reproof : to play abusive tricks upon.

Hazel, ha'zl, n. A nut-bearing shrub or small tree
used for making hoops, crates, charcoal for gunpow-
der and crayons, etc. — a. Of a light brown color.

He, he, pron. [710m. he; p>oss. his; obj. him; pi. nam.
they; poss. theirs; obj. them.] The man or mascu-
line being or object named before; any man; the
man or person ; man ; any male person. —Himself'',
pron. An emphasized form of lie; having command
of himself ; in his true character.— 7?>y 7? imse 7/. Alone.

Head, hed, n. That part of any animal body contain-
ing the perceptive organs of sense, and foremost or
uppermost in the creature's locomotion; the upper-
most, foremost, or most important part of an inani-
mate object; the larger, thicker, or heavier part or
extremity; place where the head should go; chief;
leader; place of honor, or of command; an individ-
ual; seat of the intellect; brain; understanding; the
source, fountain, spring, or beginning, as of a stream
or river; hence, the altitude of the source, and also
the quantity in reserve, and the pressure resulting
from either; that part of a gulf or bay most remote
from the outlet; a separate part of a discourse; cul-
minating point or crisis; strength; force; height; a
rounded mass of foam on beer, etc.; ahead-dress;
power ; armed force ; an ear of wheat, barley, or
other small cereal; the eatable part of a cabbage, etc.— v. t. To be at the head of; to lead, direct; to form
a head to, fit or furnish with a head; to get in front
of, so as to hinder or stop; to check or restrain. — v.

i. To originate ; to go or tend ; to form a head. —
Head'ing.rc. Act of providing with ahead; what
stands at the head ; title ; material for the heads of
casks. (Mining.) A gallery, drift, or adit in a mine.
(Sewing.) The extension of a line of ruffling above
the line of stitch. (Masonry.) End of a stone pre-
sented outward — Head'y, -f, a. Willful; rash;
hasty; apt to affect the head; intoxicating. — Head'

-

-

iness, n. Rashness ; stubbornness ; obstinacy. —

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; in, ice ; Odd, tone, 6r

;
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Head'ache, n. Pain in the head. — Headland, n.

(Geog.) A cape; promontory. A ridge or strip of
unplowed land at the ends of furrows, or near a
fence. — Headless, a. Having no head; beheaded;
destitute of a chief or leader. — Headlong, adv.
With the headforemost; rashly; precipitately; hasti-

ly; without delay or respite. — a. Acting without
deliberation ; hasty ; rash ; steep ; precipitous. —
Head'ship, n. Authority or dignity; chief place. —
Heads'man, n. ; pi. -men. An executioner.— Head'-
spring, n. Fountain; source; origin.— Head'stall, n.

That part of a bridle or halter which encompasses
the head. — Head'strong, a. Not easily restrained;
directed by ungovernable will, or proceeding from
obstinacy; violent; untractable; stubborn; heady.—
Head'way, n. Progress made by a ship in motion;
progress; success. (Arch.) Clear space or height
under an arch, over a stairway, etc.

Heal, hel, v. t. [healed (held), healing.] To make
hale, sound, or whole; to cure of a disease or wound;
to remove or subdue; to restore to original purity or
integrity; to reconcile,— v. i. To grow sound, re-

turn to a sound state. — HeaKablo, a.— Heal'er, n.
— HeaKing, a. Tending to cure; mild; mollifying.
••-Health, helth, n. State of being hale, sound, or
whole, in body, mind, or soul ; esp. the state of be-
ing free from physical pain or disease ; a wish of
health and happiness. — Health'ful, -ful, a. Free
from disease ; serving to promote health ; whole-
some; salutary; indicating, characterized by, or re-

sulting from, health.— Health'fully, adv.— Health'-
fulness, n.— Health'y, -T, a. [-ier, -iest.] Being in a
state of health ; conducive to health ; sound ; hale ;

wholesome ; salutary ; salubrious.
Heald, held, n. A heddle.
Heap, hep, n. A pile or mass; a crowd; throng. —

v. t. [heaped (hept), heaping.] To throw or lay
in a heap, make a heap of, pile ; to accumulate.

Hear, her, v. t. [heard (herd), hearing.J To per-
ceive by the ear; to give attention to, listen to, heed,
obey ; to attend to for the purpose of judging a
cause between parties, try; to listen to and answer
favorably ; to favor. — v. i. To have the sense or
faculty of perceiving sound ; to perceive or appre-
hend by the ear, receive by report.

—

Hearing, n.

Act of perceiving sound ; sense by which sound is

perceived; attention to what is delivered; audience;
a listening to facts and evidence, for adjudication ;

extent within which sound may be heard. — Hear'-
say, n. Report ; rumor ; common talk.— Hearken,
hark'n, r. i". [-ened (-nd), -ening.] To listen, give
heed, hear with attention, obedience, or compli-
ance.

Hearse, hers, n. A carriage for conveyingthe dead to
the grave; monument; tomb. — v. t. To lay in a
hearse.

Heart, hart, n. (Anat.) A c

hollow, muscular organ,
contracting rhythmical-

.

ly and keeping up the •'.

circulation of the blood.
The seat of the affec-
tionsorsensibilities, also #-

of the understanding or
will, and of moral life m
and character ; individ- Z>

ual disposition and char-
acter ; the inmost or
most essential part of
any body or system ;

vital portion ; courage ;

spirit ; vigorous activ-
ity ; power of fertile
production ; that which
is heart-shaped, esp. a
^v—^ figure like that

(
)
in the margin,

V /or one of a se-

\ / ries of playing-
^7, cards, distin-
Heart.

guished byit.-
Hear1/en,-n,v.<. [-ened
(-nd), -ening.] To en-
courage, embolden.—

Section of Heart.
., superior vena cava ; 6, pul-
monary artery ; c, aorta ; d,
pulmonary artery ; e, pul-
monary veins;/, left auricle;

g. mitral valve; k, left ven-
tricle ; i, septum ; j, right
ventricle ; k, vena cava in-

ferior ; to, tricuspid valve

;

«, right auricle ; o, pulmona-
ry veins. [See Lung.]

Hearfy^ -f, a. [-ier, -iest.] Exhibiting the action

of the heart; proceeding from the heart; exhibiting
strength ; sound ; firm ; promoting strength; nour-
ishing; rich; sincere ; cordial ; warm ; zealous; vig-
orous; energetic. — Heartily, -1-lT, adr. — Heart'i-

ness, n. — Heart'less, a. Without a heart; destitute
of sensibility or courage ; unsympathetic; cruel. —
Heart's'-ease, n. Peace or tranquillity of feeling.
(Bot.) A species of violet; pansy.

Hearth, harth or berth, n. The floor of a fire-place;
the house itself, considered as the abode of comfort
and hospitality; a projecting shelf in front of a
stove ; a form of metallurgic furnace ; the lower part
of a blast or reverberatory furnace.

Heat, het, n. Caloric ; the force, agent, or principle
in nature which renders bodies solid, fluid, or aeri-
form, and which we perceive through the sense of
feeling; sensation caused by caloric, when present
in excess; high temperature, as disting. fr. low tem-
perature, or cold ; indication of high temperature;
redness; high color; flush; state of being once heat-
ed or hot ; a single effort, as in a race; a course; ut-
most violence, rage, vehemence; agitation of mind,
exasperation ; animation in thouglit or discourse ;

ardor; fermentation; sexual excitement in animals.— v. t. To make hot, communicate heat to, — said
of inanimate objects ; also of animals, to excite by
action, or make feverish; also of the passions, to in-
flame, excite.— v. i. To grow hot by the action of
fire, by fermentation, or by chemical action.— Heaf-
er, n. One who, or that which heats.

Heath, heth, n. (Bot.) A flowering shrub of many
species. A place overgrown with heath; a desert;
a cheerless tract of country. — Heath'-cock, n. ( Or-
nith.) A large bird which frequents heaths ; the
black grouse. hen, n. The female of, etc. —
-game, re. The heath-cock, etc.—grass, n. A per-
ennial, leafy-stemmed grass. — Heather, heth /'er, n.

Heath. — Heath'ery, -er-t, a.— Heathen, he'thn, n.

Apagan; idolater; an irreligious, unthinking person.
— a. Gentile; pagan.— Hea'thendom, -dum, n. That
part of the world where heathenism prevails ; hea-
then nations collectively. — Hea'thenish, a. Pert,
to, etc. ; rude ; savage ; inhuman. — Hea'thenish-
ness, n. — Hea'thenism, -izm, n. Religious system
or rites of a heathen nation ; idolatry ; paganism ;

manners or morals prevalent in a heathen country.
— Hea'thenize, v. t. [-ized (-Izd), -izing.] To ren-
der heathen or heathenish.

Heave, hev, v. t. limp, heaved (hevd) or hove (hov);
p. ])• heaved, sometimes hoven (hov'n) ; heav-
ing.] To move upward, lift; to raise, elevate; to
throw, cast, send; to force from or into any position;
to throw off ; to raise or force from the breast.— v.

i. To be thrown up, be raised; to rise and fall with
alternate motions, as the bosom in heavy breathing,
as waves in a heavy sea, as ships on the billows, etc.;

to swell, dilate, distend; to labor, pant; to make an
effort to vomit, retch. — n. An upward motion ;

swell or distention, as of the breast, waves, etc. ; an
effort to raise up something, as the contents of the
stomach, etc. (Geo!.) A horizontal dislocation in
a lode, at an intersection with another lode. pi. A
disease of horses characterized by difficult breath-
ing.— Heav'y, -T, a. Having the heaves. — Heavy,
hev't, a. [-ier, -iest.] Heaved or lifted with la-

bor; weighty ; ponderous ; large in size, extent, or
quantity ; bulky ; difficult to move ; not easy to
bear ; hard to endure ; laden with that which is

weighty; pregnant; bowed down ; slow; sluggish ;

lifeless; dull; inanimate ; strong ; violent ; loud ;

low, or deep ; clammy ; solid ; not easily digested;
impeding motion ; cloggy ; clayey ; having much
body or strength; dark with clouds, or ready to rain.
— adv. With great weight ; ponderously.— Heav'-
ily, -T-1T, adr. With great weight; grievously; slow-
ly; with difficulty. — Heft, v. Weight; ponderous-
ness.— v. t. To heave up, lift; to try the weight of,

by raising.
Heaven, hev'n, n. The arch overhanging the earth ;

the sky; atmosphere; the dwelling-place or immedi-
ate presence of God ; the home of the blessed ; the
Supreme Being ; God; felicity; bliss. — Heav'enly,
-n-lT, a. Pert, to, resembling, or inhabiting heaven:
celestial; appropriate to heaven in character or hap-
piness; perfect; pure; supremely blessed.— adv. In
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a manner resembling that of heaven; by the influ-

ence or agency of heaven. — Heav'enliriess, n.

Heavy, etc. See under Heave.
Hebdomadal, heb-dom'a-dal, -dary, -da-ri, a. Week-
ly ; consisting of, or occurring once in, 7 days. —
Hebdom'adary, n. (Rom. Cath. Ch.) A member
of a chapter or convent, whose week it is to perform
certain services.

Hebrew, he'brod, n. One of the ancient inhabitants
of Palestine ; an Israelite : Jew ; the Hebrew lan-
guage.— a. Pert, to the Hebrews, or to their lan-
guage. — Hebraic, a. Pert, to the Hebrews ; desig-

nating their language. — Hebra'ically, adv. After
the manner of the Hebrew language ; from right
to left. — He'braism, -izm, n. A Hebrew idiom ; a
peculiar expression in the Hebrew language ; the
Hebraic type of character ; servile and severe al-

legiance to conscience; stoical self-control; unrelax-
ing industry. — He'braist, n. One versed in the
Hebrew language and learning. — Hebraistic, a.

Pert, to, or resembling, Hebrew. — He'braize, v. t.

To convert into the Hebrew idiom ; to make He-
brew or Hebraistic, —v. i. To speak Hebrew, or to
conform to the Hebrew idiom.

Hecatomb, hek'a-toom, n. (Antiq.) A sacrifice of
100 oxen or beasts of the same kind; any large num-
ber of victims.— Hectare, hek-tar', n. A measure of
area= 100 ares, or 10,000 square meters =2.4711 acres.
— Hedogram, -to-gram, n. A measure of weight=
100 grams or about 3.527 ounces avoirdupois.— Hecto-
liter, hek-toKY-ter or hek'to-li'ter, n. A measure
for liquids = 100 liters = l-10th cubic meter, nearly
2(5:'; gallons of wine measure. — Hectometer, hek-
tom,e-ter or hek'to-me'ter, n. A measure of length
= 100 meters, nearly 32S.09 Eng. feet. — Hectostere,
hek/to-star/\ n. A measure of solidity = 100 cubic
meters = 3-531. Q~> cubic feet.

Heckle. Same as Hackle.
Hectic, hek'tik, -tical, a. Pert, to hectic; habitual;
constant ; affected with hectic fever. — Hec'tic, n.

(Med.) The fever of irritation and debility, occur-
ring usually at an advanced stage of exhausting
disease, as in pulmonary consumption.

Hector, hek'ter, n. A bully; a blustering, turbulent,
noisy fellow; one who teases or vexes. — v. t. [hec-
tored (-terd), -toking.] To bully, bluster, irritate,

vex. — v. i. To bluster. [Name of a Trojan warrior.]
Heddle, hed'dl, n. (Weaving.) One of the threads of
yarn or metal in the harness of a loom ; a heald : each
heddle has a central eye or loop by which the warp
thread passing through it is raised or depressed to
form the shed for the passage of the weft shuttle.

Hedge, hej, n. A fence or line of bushes (esp. thorn-
bushes) or small trees thickly set. —v. t. [hedged
(hejd), hedging.] To inclose or separate with a
hedge ; to hinder from
progress or success; to sur-
round for defense, protect,
hem in ; to surround so as
to prevent escape. — v. i.

To hide as in a hedge,
skulk; to bet on both sides. *sEC1
— Hedge'-hog. n. (Zool.)
A small insectivorous ani-
mal having prickles or
spines on the upper part of lleage-liog.

its body, and able to roll itself into a ball.

Heed, hed. v. t. To mind, regard with care, take
notice of, attend to, observe. — n. Attention; notice;
regard ; careful, reverential, or fearful attention.
— Heed'ful, -ful, a. Full of heed ; cautious ; vig-
ilant; attentive. — Heed'fully, adv.— Heed'fulness,
n. — Heedless, o. Without heed; careless; thought-
less. — Heedlessly, adv. — Heedlessness, n.

Heel, hel, n. The hinder part of the foot, or of any
covering for the foot; the latter or remaining part
of anything; something heel-shaped; a protuber-
ance; a spur, as set on the heel; part of a thing cor-
responding in position to the human heel, esp.
(N~aut.) the after end of a ship's keel, or the lower
end of a mast, boom, bowsprit, etc. — v. t. [heeled
(held), heeling.] To use the heels in, as in dancing,
running, etc.; to add a heel to.

Heel, hel, v. i. (Naut.) To incline; to lean, as a ship.
Heft. See under Heave.

he-gern'o-nY, n. Leadership; preponder-
ant influence (of a government or state).

Hegira, he-ji'ra or hej'I-ra, n. The flight of Moham-
med froni Mecca, Sept. 13, a. d. 622; the lunar year
beginning July 16, A. d. 622, —from which date Mo-
hammedans reckon time; any flight or exodus.

Heifer, liefer, n. A young cow.
Heigh-ho, hi'ho, inter/. An exclamation of surprise,
uneasiness, or weariness.

Height, Hight, hit, n. Condition of being high; ele-
vated position ; distance to which anything rises
above that on which it stands, above the earth or
level of the sea; altitude; that which is elevated; an
eminence; hill; mountain; elevation in excellence
of any kind, as in power, learning, arts ; an ad-
vanced degree of social rank; utmost degree in ex-
tent or violence; progress toward eminence; grade.— Heighfen, Highfen, -n, v. t. [-ened (-nd), -en-
ING.] To raise higher, elevate ; to carry forward,
make better, increase ; to advance toward a worse
state ; to set off to advantage by contrast.

Heinous, ha'nus, a. Hateful; odious; great; enor-
mous; monstrous; flagrant; atrocious.

Heir, ar, n. One who receives, inherits, or is entitled
to succeed to the possession of property after the
death of its owner; one who receives endowment fr.

an ancestor or relation. — Heir'dom, -dum, n. Suc-
cession by inheritance. —Heirless, a. A female heir.
— Heirloom, -loom, n. Any piece of personal prop-
erty, which descends to the heir along with the in-
heritance; one which has been long in a family.

Hektare, Hektogram, etc. See Hectare, etc., under
Hecatomb.

Held. See Hold.
Heliac, hell-ak, Heli'acal, a. (Astron.) Rising or set-
ting at or near the same time as the sun. — He'lio-
trope, -trap, n. (Bot.) A fragrant plant ; turnsole.
(Geodes;/ and Mil. Signal Service.) An instrument
for making signals to an observer at a distance, by
means of the sun's rays thrown from a mirror.
(Min.) A variety of chalcedony, of a deep-green
color, variegated with blood-red or yellowish spots.— He'liotype, -tip, n. A picture made by heliotypy.— He'lioty'py, -ti'pT, n. A method of printing pho-
tographic pictures from a surface of prepared gela-

tine.

Helix, he'liks, n. ; id. Hel'ices, -i-sez. A spiral line,

as of wire in a coil; something spiral. (Arch.) A
little volute under the
abacus of the Corin-
thian capital: see Cap-
ital. (Anat.) The
whole circuit or ex-
tent of the externa!
border of the ear : see
Ear. (Zool.) A spiral
univalve shell, as of a
snail. — Hel'icoid, a.

( Geom.) A warped
surface generated by
a straight line moving
in a certain manner.—
a. Spiral ; curved like the spire of a univalve shell.

Hell, hel, n. The place of the dead ; lower regions ;

grave ; the place or state of punishment for the
wicked after death; place where outcast persons or
things are gathered, as, a dungeon or prison; also, in
certain games, a place to which those caught are
carried for detention; also a gambling-house; also
a place into which tailors throw shreds, or printers
broken type.— Hellish, «. Pert, to, or fit for, hell ;

infernal ; malignant ; wicked ; detestable.
Hellebore, hel'le-bor, rc. (Bot.) A poi-
sonous plant used in medicine.

Hellenic, hel-lenlk or -le'nik, a.

Pert, to the Hellenes, or inhabitants
of Greece ; Greek ; Grecian.

Helm, helm, n. (Naut.) A vessel's
steering apparatus; esp. the tiller.

The place of management.-
Helms'man, n. ; pi. -men. The man '

at the helm.
Helm, helm, v. t. To cover with a
helmet. — Helm, Helm'et, n. De-
fensive armor for the head ; head- Barred Helmet.

Helices (Zool.).
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piece ; morion ; thing like a helmet in form, posi-
tion, etc., as, the upper part of a retort, or the hood-
formed upper sepal of some flowers.

Helminthic, hel-min'thik, a. Pert, to, or expelling
worms.— n. A medicine for expelling worms ; ver-

mifuge.
Help, help, v. t. [imp. & p. p. helped (helpt), obs.

imp. holp and p. p. holpen; helping.] To aid,

assist; to furnish with the means of deliverance; to
furnish with relief in pain or disease ; to change
for the better, remedy; to prevent, hinder; to for-

bear, avoid, — v. i. To lend aid or assistance.— n.

Aid; assistance ; remedy; relief ; in U. S., one who
helps, a domestic servant. — Help'er, n. One who
helps or assists; an assistant; auxiliary. — Help'rul,
-ful, a. Furnishing help ; useful ; wholesome. —
Help'fulness, n. — Helpless, a. Destitute of help
or strength; feeble; weak; beyond help; irremedi-
able; bringing no help.— Helplessly, adv. — Help r-

lessness, re.— Help'mate, -meet, n. An assistant;
helper; consort; wife. [Fr. a misunderstanding of
an help meet (fit). Gen. ii., 18.]

Helter-skelter, hefter-skefter, adv. In hurry and
confusion.

Helve, helv, n. The handle of an ax or hatchet; head
of the ax.— v. t. [helved (helvd), helving.] To
furnish (an ax) with a helve.

Hem, hem, n. The border of a garment or cloth, doub-
led and sewed, for protection or ornament; edge;
margin.— v. t. [hemmed (hemd), -mixg.] To fold
and sew down the edge of; to border, edge.

Hem, hem, interj. An exclamation whose utterance
is a sort of half-cough, indicative of hesitation or
doubt, — better expressed by hm. — n. The sound
thus represented.— v. i. To make the sound; to
hesitate in speaking.

Hemal, Haemal, hernial, a. Pert, to the blood or blood
vessels.— Henforrhage, henfer-ej, n. {Med.) Any
discharge of blood from the blood-vessels.— Henf-
orrhoids, -roidz, n.pl. (Med.) Small erectile tumors
of the vascular, mucous, or cellular tissues of the
rectum; piles. — Hem'atite, -a-tit, n. (Min.) The
sesquioxide, or specular ore, of iron. [Fr. the red
color of the powder.] — Brown hematite. The hy-
drous sesquioxide of iron: limonite.

Hemiplegia, hem-T-ple'jY-a, Henfiple'gy, -jY, n. (Med.)
A palsv that affects one side only of the body.—
Hemip'ter, -teran, n. (Entom.) One of an order of

j

insects having the wing-covers transparent toward
the end, or throughout, the true wings straight and
unplaited, and feeding on vegetable or animal juices
by means of a sucking-
tube.— Hemip'teral, -ter-

ous, -us, a. Of, or pert, to,

etc.—Hemisphere, -Y-sfer,

n. A half sphere: one half
of a sphere or globe; half
of the terrestrial globe, or
a projection of the same
in a m a p or picture. —
Hemispher'ic, -s f 6 r ' i k,
-ical, a. Containing, o r

pert, to, etc.— Henfistich,
-stik, v. Half a poetic
verse, or a verse not com- Hemipter (Pentatome).
pleted.

Hemlock, hem'lok, n. An umbelliferous plant whose
leaves and seeds yield an acrid poison (conia) used
in med.; an evergreen tree common in N. Amer.;
hemlock spruce.

Hemorrhage, etc. See under Hemal.
Hemp, hemp, re. A plant the fiber of whose skin or
bark is used for cloth and cordage ; fiber of the
plant, prepared for spinning; a rope.

Hen, hen, n. The female of any fowl, esp. of the do-
mestic fowl.— Hen'bane, n. A plant poisonous to
domestic fowls: all parts of the plant are highly nar-
cotic, and it is used in medicine as a substitute for
opium: hyoscyamus.

Hence, hens, adv. From this place, this time, this
cause or reason, or this source, origin, or cause.
— Henceforth'' or Hence'forth, Hencefor'ward, adv.
From this time forward.

Henchman, henclfman, «. , pi. -men. A page ; serv-
ant; hanger-on.

Hendecagon, hen-dek'a-gon, re. (Geom.) A plane
figure of 11 sides and 11 angles.

Henna, hen'na, n. (Bot.) An oriental flowering shrub
of the genus Laivsonia. Powdered henna leaves, or
a paste made of the leaves, used by Egyptians and
Asiatics to dye their nails, etc., of an orange hue.

Hepatic, he-pafik, -ical, a. Pert, to, or having the
color of the liver.

Heptad, hep'tad, re. (Cliem.) An atom whose equiv-
alence is 7 atoms of hydrogen, or which can be
combined with, substituted for, or replaced by 7

atoms of hydrogen. — Hep'tagon, n. (Geom.) A
plane figure consisting of 7 sides and 7 angles. —
Hep'tarchy, -tiirk-Y, v. A government by, or coun-
try governed by, 7 persons.

Her, her, pron. and a. The objective case of the per-
sonal pronoun she : pert, to a female, or a noun in
the feminine gender ; being the possessive ease of
the personal pronoun she. — Herself'', pron. An em-
phasized form of she ; in her ordinary or real char-
acter; in her right mind: sane.

Herald, hgfald, n. (Antiq.) An officer who pro-
claimed war or peace, and bore messages from the
commander of an army. In Eng., an officer who
regulates public ceremonies, and" records and bla-
zons the arms of the nobility and gentry; a king at
arms; a proclaimer; publisher; a forerunner ; pre-
cursor; harbinger.— v. t. To introduce, or give tid-

ingsof, as by a herald; to proclaim.— Hefaldry, -rT,

re. Art or office of a herald; art, practice, or science
of recording genealogies, and blazoning arms.

Herb, erb, n. A plant having a soft or succulent stalk,

or stem, that dies to the root every year. — Herby,
herb"!, a. Of the nature of, pert, to, or covered with,
herbs.— Herb'age, erb'- or herb'ej, n. Herbs collect-
ively; grass; pasture. (Law.) Liberty or right of pas-
ture' in the forest or grounds of another man. [F.]—
Herb'al, herb'al, n. A book containing the names
and descriptions of plants; a collection of dried
plants.— Herbiferous, -Sr-us, a. Bearing herbs.—
Herbivorous, -o-rus, a. Eating herbs; feeding on
vegetables.

Herculean, her-kifle-an,'er. Very great, difficult, or
dangerous; having extraordinary strength and size.

Herd, herd, n. A number of beasts assembled together;
a company of people; crowd; rabble.— v. i. To
unite or associate in a herd, as beasts; to ttnite in a
company by custom or inclination.— v. t. To form
or put into a herd.

Here, her, adv. In this place, — opp. to there; in the
present life or state.— Here'abouf, -abouts', adv.
About this place; in this neighborhood.— Hereaffer,
adv. In time to come : in some future state. — n.

A future existence or state. — Hereaf, udc. At, or
by reason of, this. — Hereby', adv. By means of
this.— Herein'', adv. In this. — Here'inaft'er. adv.
In the following part of this. — Hereto'', adv. To
this. — Heretofore'', adr. In times before the pres-
ent ; formerly. — Here'unto', adv. Unto this or
this time ; hereto. — Here'upon 1', adv. On this ;

hereon.

—

Herewith'', -with' or -with', adv. With
this. — Hereufto, adv. Into this. —Hereof, -of
or -ovr , adv. Of, concerning, or from this. — Here-
on'', adv. On this ; hereupon.

Hereditary, he-red'Y-ta-rY, «. Descended by inheri-

tance : capable of descending from an ancestor to

an heir : transmitted, or that may be transmitted,
from a parent to a child ; ancestral ; patrimonial;
inheritable.— Heritage, -ej, re. Thing inherited; in-

heritance.
Heresy, hefe-sY, n. An opinion opposed to the es-

tablished or usually received doctrine; esp. (Theol.)
rejection of, or erroneous belief in regard to, some
fundamental religious doctrine or truth ; hetero-
doxy.— Herpetic, n. One who holds to a heresy; one
who believes some doctrine contrary to the Christian
religion; schismatic: sectarian. (Rom.Cath.C hnrch.)
A Protestant. — Heref ical, a. Containing, or per-
taining to, heresy.

Hermaphrodite, hSr-mafro-dit, n. An animal or hu-
man being having both the male and the female gen-
erative organs. (Bat.) A flower that contains both
the stamen and the pistil within the same calyx, or
on the same receptacle.

Hermeneutic, hSr-me-nu'tik, -tical, a. Pert, to inter-
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pretation; excgetical. — Hermeneu'tics, n. sing. Sci-

ence of interpretation ; exegesis,— esp. applied to
interpretation of the Scriptures.

Hermetic, her-mefik, -ical, a. Pert, to chemistry;
chemical; pert, to that philosophy which pretends
to explain all the phenomena of nature from the 3
chemical principles, salt, sulphur, and mercury ;

pert, to the system which explains causes of diseases,
etc., on the principles of the hermetical philosophy,
esp. on the system of an alkali and acid ; perfectly
close, so that no air, gas, or spirit can escape.

Hermit, her'mit, n. A recluse ; anchoret ; esp. one
who lives in solitude from religious motives.— Her /'-

mitage, -ej, n. The habitation of a hermit; a secluded
residence.

Hern. Same as Heron.
Hernia, her'nT-a, n. {Surg.) A rupture ; a tumor
formed by protrusion of any internal part through
a natural or accidental opening in a muscular or
membranous wall.

Hero, he'ro, n. ; pi. -roes, -roz. A man of distin-
guished valor, intrepidity, or enterprise in danger;
a great or extraordinary person ; principal person-
age in a poem, story, etc. {Myth.) An illustrious
man, placed among the gods, after his death. —
Hero'ic, a. Pert, to, like, or becoming a hero; brave;
intrepid; noble.— Heroine, her'o-in, n. A female he-
ro.— Her'oism, -izm,n. The qualities or character
of a hero; courage; fortitude; bravery; valor.

Heron, her'un, n. A wading bird of many species
with long slender legs, neck,
and bill. — Her'onry, -ri, n.

A place where herons breed.
Herpes, her'pez, n. {Med.)
An eruption of the skin

;

companied with, itching or
tingling, including shingles,
ringworm, etc.— HerpetoK-
ogy, -jT, n. Natural history
or description of reptiles,

including oviparous quad-
rupeds.

Herring, her'ring, n. A small
fish, appearing in vast shoals
in the spring, upon the coasts
of Europe and America, rieron.

where they are taken in great quantities.
Hers, herz, Herself. See Her.
Herschel, her'shel, n. A planet discovered by Dr.

Herschel, in 1781, — now called Uranus.
Hesitate, hez'T-tat, v. i. To stop or pause respecting
decision or action; to be in suspense or uncertainty,
doubt, waver, scruple ; to stop in speaking, falter,
stammer.— Hesitation,?*. Act of hesitating.— Hes'-
itancy, -tan-st, n. Act of hesitating or doubting;
doubt; action or manner of one who hesitates; inde-
cision.

Hessian Fly, hesh'an-fli, n. A small, two-winged
fly, or midge, destructive to young wheat.

Hetchel. Same as Hackle.
Heteroclite, het'er-o-kllt, n. {Gram.) A word which

is irregular or anomalous, esp. a noun irregular in
declension. Any thing or person deviating from
common forms. — Heferodox, a. Contrary to some
acknowledged standard, as the Bible, creed of a
church, etc.; not orthodox; holding opinions or doc-
trines contrary to some acknowledged standard. —
Het'eroge'neal, -je'ne-al, -neous, -us, a. Differing
in kind; having unlike qualities; dissimilar.

Hew, hu, v. t. [imp. hewed; p. p. hewed (hud) or
hewn (hun); hewing.] To cut with an ax, shape
with a sharp instrument, chop, hack.

Hezad, heks'ad, n. (Chem.) An atom whose equiv-
alence is 6, or which can be combined with, substi-
tuted for, or replaced by, 6 atoms of hydrogen. —
Hex'agon, n. {Gcom.) A plane figure of 6 sides and
6 angles.

—

Hexagonal, a. Having, etc.— Hex/ahe /'-

dron, n. A regular solid body of 6 equal faces; a
cube. — Hexam'eter, n. { Gr. & Lut. Pros.) A verse
of 6 feet, either dactyls or spondees.— a. Having,
etc. — Hexan'gular, -an'gu-ler, a. Having 6 angles
or corners.

Hey, ha, interj. An exclamation expressive of joy or

exhortation. — Hey'day', interj. An expression of
frolic, exultation, or wonder.

Heyday, ha'da, n. A frolic; wildness.
Hiatus, hi-a'tus, n. ; L. pi. same as sing.; E. pi. -tuses,

-ez. An opening ; gap ; chasm ; space where some-
thing is wanting ; a break in a manuscript, where
part is lost or effaced. {Gram.) Concurrence of 2
vowels in 2 successive syllables or words.

Hibernal, hi-ber'nal, a. Belonging or relating to
winter; wintry; winterish. — Hi'bernate, -nat, v. i.

To winter; to pass the winter in seclusion, esp. in
lethargic sleep, as bats, bears, etc.— Hibernation, n.

Act ofv etc.
Hibernian, hi-ber' nT-an, a. Pert, to Hibernia, now
Ireland; Irish.— n. A native or inhabitant of Ire-
land; a Milesian.

Hiccough, Hiccup, Hickup, hik'kup, n. A spasmodic
contraction of the diaphragm and adjacent parts,
producing a sudden sound, usually caused by gas-
tric derangement ; the sound itself. — v. i. [hic-
coughed (-kupt), -coughing.] To have, etc.

Hickory, hik'o-rt, n. A nut-bearing American tree of
several species, having strong, tenacious wood.

Hicksite, hiks'It, n. A follower of Elias Hicks, who se-

ceded fr. the Society of Friends in the U. S., in 1827
Hid, Hidden. See Hide, v. t.

Hidalgo, hi-dal'go, n. In Spain, a nobleman of the
lower class; a gentleman by birth.

Hide, hid, v. t. limp, hid; p. p. hid, hidden; hiding.]
To withhold, or withdraw from sight ; to conceal
from knowledge, keep secret, disguise, dissemble,
screen; to protect from danger, defend.— v.i. To
lie concealed or secreted; to keep one's self out of
view.

Hide, hid, n. The skin of a beast, raw or dressed; the
human skin, — so called in contempt. —v. t. To
flog, whip.— Hide'-bound, a. Having the skin stuck
so closely to the ribs and back, as not to be easily
loosened or raised; having the bark so close as to im-
pede growth.

Hide, hid, n. {O. Eng. Law.) A house or dwelling; a
portion of land, differently estimated at 60, 80, or
100 acres.

Hideous, hid'e-us, a. Frightful or shocking to the
eye; distressing to the ear ; hateful ; grim ; grisly :

terrible.— Hid'eously, adv. — Hid'eousness, n.

Hie, hi, v. i. [hied (hid), hying.] To hasten.
Hierarch, hi'e-rark, n. One who rules or has author-

ity in sacred things; chief of a
sacred order. — Hi' erarcb/y,
-rark'Y, n. Dominion in sacred .

things; the body of persons I J^
having ecclesiastical authority

;

a government administered by
the priesthood. — Hi'erafic, a.

Consecrated to sacred uses;
sacerdotal ; pert, to priests,
applied to a mode of ancient
Egyptian writing, being t'
sacerdotal character. — Hi'
oglyph, -glif, -glyph'ic, n. A
sacred character, - esp. the Hieroglyphics,

picture-writing of the ancient Egyptian priests; the
figure of an animal, etc., standing for a phrase, word,
or letter; any character or figure having a mysterious
significance. — Hi'eroglypb/ic, -ical, a. Emblemat-
ic; expressive of some meaning by characters, pic-
tures, or figures; obscure; enigmatical.

—

Hi'erol''-
ogy> -J** n. A discourse on sacred things ; esp. sci-

ence of the ancient writings and inscriptions of the
Egyptians. — Hierophant, hi-er'o- or hi'e-ro-fant, n.

A priest; one who teaches the mysteries of religion.
Higgle, etc. See under Hack, v. t.

Higgledy-piggledy, hig/gl-dY-pig
/r

gl-di, adv. In con-
fusion; topsy-turvy.

High, hi, a. Of great altitude ; elevated ; raised up ;

lofty ; sublime ; distinguished ; sometimes equiv-
alent to great, used ndefinitely; possessing some
characteristic quality in a marked degree; proud ;

violent ; forcible ; intense ; dear in price ; promi-
nent; eminent, — used in technical senses, as, {Fine
Arts) wrought so as to be prominent from the sur-
face, also, in an elevated style; {Laio & Politics) re-

lating to, or derived from the sovereignty of a state,

as, high treason; {Chron.) remote in time or antiqui-

$ro, fSme, far, pass or opera, fare j Snd, eve, tgrin ; tn, Ice ; 5dd
?

tone. Or \
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ty; (.Cookery.) strong-scented, as tending toward pu-
trefaction; (Geog.) remote from the equator, north
or south ; (mis.) acute or sharp.— adv. In a high
manner; to a great altitude; eminently; profound-
ly; powerfully.— n. An elevated place; superior
region. —Highly, -It, adv. — High'ness, n. State of
being, etc.; a title of honor given to princes, etc. —
Hight, n. Same as Height, q. v.— Highland, n.

Elevated land; a mountainous region.— Highland-
er, h. An inhabitant of highlands; esp. of the High-
lands of Scotland. — High'way, n. A public road;
way open to all passengers; path; course.

Hight, hit, v. i. [imp. and p. p. hight, hot, hote,
hoten.] To be called or named.

Hilarious, hi-la^rf-us, a. Mirthful ; merry ; jovial ;

jolly. — Hilar'ity, -lar'i-tf, n. Pleasurable excite-
ment of the spirits; glee; merriment; jollity.

Hill, hil, n. An eminence less than a mountain; the
earth raised about the root of a plant; a group of
plants growing together, and having earth heaped
up about them. — v. t. [hilled (hild), hilling.] To
surround with earth. — HiLVy, -Y, a. Abounding
with, etc.— Hill'iness, n.— Hiil'ock, n. A small hill.

Hilt, hilt, n. The handle of anything, esp. of a sword,
dagger, or cutting instrument.

Hilum, hi'lum, n. (Bot.) The mark or scar where a
seed was attached to its base ; eye of a
bean, etc.

Him. Himself. See under He.
Hind, hind, n. The female of the red
deer or stag.

Hind, hind, n. A peasant; rustic; swain; Hilum
agricultural laborer.

Hind, hind, a. [hinder, hindmost or hindermost.]
Placed in the rear, and not in front. — Hind'er, a.

Pert, to that part in the rear, or which follows. —
Hin'der, hTn'der, v. t. [-dered (derd), -dering.J
To prevent from moving forward; to check or re-

tard in progress; to embarrass, shut out, interrupt,
obstruct, impede, delay. — v. i. To interpose or
cause impediments. — Hin'derance, -drance, n. Act
of, or that which, etc.— Hin'derer, n.

Hindoo, -du, hiii'doo, n. ; pi. -doos or -nus, -dooz. One
of a race inhabiting Hindostan ; an adjierent of
Brahmanism. — Hin'dooism, -duism, -doo-izm, n.

The doctrines, rites, or religious principles of the
Hindoos; Brahmanism. — Hindoostan'ee, -dustan'i,
-stance, a. Of, or pert, to, the Hindoos or their lan-
guage. — n. The camp and court language of the
Hindoos. — Hin'dee, -di, -de, n. The purest modern
dialect of, etc. — Hin'dui, -doo-e, n. The language
of, etc., before the Mussulman invasion,— a pure
Aryan tongue.

Hinge, liinj, n. The hook or joint on which a door,
gate, lid, etc., turns ; that on which anything de-
pends or turns; a governing principle, rule, or point.

,.
-— v. t. [hinged (hinjd), hinging.] To furnish
with hinges. — v. i. To stand, depend, or turn, as
on a hinge.

Hinny, hin'nY, n. The produce of a stallion and a
she-ass; a mule.

Hint, hint, v. t. To bring to mind by a slight men-
tion or. remote allusion; to allude to, suggest, im-
ply. — v. i. To make an indirect reference, etc. — n.

A distant allusion; slight mention; intimation; in-

sinuation; suggestion.
Hip, hip, n. The lateral parts of the pelvis and the
hip joint, with the flesh covering them; the haunch.
(Arch.) The external angle formed by the meeting
of 2 sloping sides of a roof.

Hip, hip, n. The fruit of the rose.
Hipped, hipt, Hip'pish, a. Somewhat hypochondriac.
Hippocampus, hip-po-kamp'us, n. A small armor-

plated fish, with equine head and neck and pre-
hensile tail, allied to the pipe-fish; sea-horse. (Myth.)
One of Neptune's horses, half horse and half fish.
— Hip'podrome, -drom, n. A circus, or place in
which horse-races and chariot-races are performed.
— Hin'pogriff, ??. (Myth.) A monster, half horse and
half griffin; a winged horse.— Hippoph'agous,-pof'-

a-gus, a. Feeding on horses. — Hippoph'agy, -a-jT,

n. Act or practice of, etc.— Hip'popot'amus, n. ; Eng.
pi. -muses, L. pi. -mi. A herbivorous pachyderma-
tous aquatic quadruped of Africa, having a very
large muzzle, small eyes and ears, thick and heavy

Hippopotamus.

body, short legs, a
short tail, and skin
without hair, except
at the extremity of
the tail.

Hire, hir, v. t. [hired
(hird), hieing.] To
procure (the services
of another, or a
chattel or estate) for
temporary use, for a
compensation; to contract with for wages; to bribe;
to grant the use of, for compensation; to let, lease.
— n. Price, reward, or compensation for the tem-
porary use of anything; recompense for personal
service; wages; salary; pay; a bribe.

Hirsute, her-suf, a. Rough with hair; set with bris-
tles; hairy; shaggy.

His, h\z,pron. See He.
Hiss, his, v. i. [hissed (hist), hissing.] To make a
sound like that of the letter s, esp. in contempt or
disapprobation; to make a like sound, as a goose or
serpent, or as water thrown on hot metal, or steam
escaping through a narrow orifice; to glide with a
whizzing noise.— v.t. To condemn by hissing; to
procure disgrace for. — n. A sound like that of s,

esp. as a mark of disapprobation; voice of a goose
or serpent. — Hiss'ing, n. A hiss; occasion of con-
tempt; object of scorn and derision.

Hist, hist, interj. Hush; be silent.

Histology, his-tol'o-jT, n. Science of the minute struc-
ture of the tissues of plants, animals, etc.

History, his'to-rTf, n. A statement of what is known;
a record; description; a narrative of events; a state-

ment of the progress of a nation or an institution,
with philosophical inquiries respecting effects and
causes. — Natural history. Description and classifi-

cation of objects in nature, as minerals, plants, ani-
mals, etc., and the phenomena which they exhibit
to the senses. — Histo'rian, n. A writer or compiler
of history; chronicler; annalist. — Historic, -tSr/

'-

ik, -ical, a. Containing, pert, to, contained or ex-
hibited in, deduced from, or representing history.

Histrionic, his-trt-on'ik, -ical, a. Pert, to a stage-
player, or to playing; theatrical.

Hit, hit, v. t. [imp. & p. p. hit; hitting.] To reach
with a stroke or blow; esp. to reach or touch an ob-
ject aimed at, as a mark, usually with force; to reach
or attain exactly, accord with, suit.— v. i. To meet
or come in contact, strike; to succeed in an attempt.
— n. A collision; the stroke or blow that touches
anything, — often with implied luck or chance; an
apt expression or turn of thought.

Hitch, hich, v. i. [hitched (hicht), hitching.] To
become entangled, caught, linked, or yoked ; to
move spasmodically by jerks, or with stops ; to
fidget, move. — o. t. To fasten, unite, yoke, harness;
to raise or pull with a jerk. — n. A catch ; impedi-
ment; temporary obstacle or stoppage. (Naut.) A
knot or noose in a rope for fastening it to a ring or
other object.

Hither, hith'er, adv. To this place. — a. On the side
or direction toward the person speaking; nearer.— Hith'erto', -too', adv. To this place; up to this

time; as yet; until now. — Hith'erward, adv. This
way; toward this place; hither.

Hive, hiv, n. A box or other place for a swarm of
honey-bees to live in; a swarm of bees; crowded or
busy place; company; crowd, — v. t. [hived (hivd),
hiving.] To collect into, or cause to enter, a hive;
to collect and lay up in store. — v. i. To take shelter
or lodgings together.

Hives, hivz, n. (Med.) A disease, the croup; also an
eruptive disease, allied to chicken-pox.

Ho, Hoa, ho, interj. Halloo! oho! oh! attend! — a call

to excite attention, or to give notice of approach;
stop! standstill! hold! whoa!

Hoar, hor, a. White, or grayish-white; gray or white
with age; hoary. — Hoar'y, -1, a. White or whitish;
hoar. (Bot.) Covered with short, dense, grayish-
white hairs.— Hoar'iness, n. — Hoar'-frost, »(. The
white particles formed by congelation of dew.—
Hoar'hound, Hore'hound, n. A bitter plant, one
species of which is used for coughs.

Hoard, h5rd, n. A store of anything laid up; a hidden

sun, cube, full ; moon, fo"ot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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f. To collect and lay up
To collect a hoard, Is

to
ay up a

stock; treasure
store secretly. -
store.

Hoarse, hors, a. Having a harsh, rough, grating voice,
as when affected with a cold; rough; discordant.

Hoax, hoks, n. A deceptive trick or story ; a practical
joke.— v. t. [hoaxed (hokst), hoaxing.] To de-
ceive; to play a trick upon for sport, or without mal-
ice.— Ho'cus, v. t. To deceive or cheat; to adul-
terate, drug. — n. One who, etc. — Ho'cus-po'cus, n.

A juggler; juggler's trick.— v. t. To cheat.
Hob, hob, n. The nave of a wheel ; the flat shelf at the

side of a grate, where things are placed to be kept
warm. — Hob'nail, n. A thick-headed nail for shoes.

Hob, hob, 11. A clown; rustic; fairy. — Hob'goblin,
n. An imp ; frightful apparition.

Hobble, hob'bl, v. i. [-bled (-bid), -bling.] To walk
lamely, bearing chiefly on one leg; to limp; to move
roughly or irregularly.— v. t. To hopple, clog. — n.

An unequal, halting gait ; difficulty ; perplexity.
— Hob'bledehoy', -de-hoi', -tehoy', u. A stripling; a
youth between bo3rhood and manhood.

Hobby, hob'bY, Hob'byhorse, n. A strong, active
horse, of middle size; an ambling horse; a nag; a
stick, or figure of a horse, on which boys ride; a sub-
ject upon which one is constantly setting off; a fav-
orite theme of discourse, thought, or effort.

Hobnob, hob'nob, adv. Take or not take,— a famil-
iar invitation to reciprocal drinking.— v. i. To drink
or feast familiarly.

Hock, hok, n. The hough, q. v. See Horse, —v. t.

To hamstring; to hough. [See Hough.]
Hock, hok, n. A light-yellowish Rhenish wine, either
sparkling or still.

Hockey, hok'T, n. A game at ball played with a club
hooked at the bottom.

Hocus, Hocus-pocus. See under Hoax.
Hod, hod, n. A trough or box on a handle for carrying
mortar and brick; a coal-scuttle.

Hodgepodge, hoj'poj, n. A mixed mass; a medley of
ingredients.

Hodiernal, ho-di-er'nal, a. Of, or pert, to, the pres-
ent day.

Hoe, ho, ii. An instrument for cutting up weeds and
loosening the earth. —v. t. [hoed (nod), hoeing.]
To cut, dig, scrape, or clean, or to clear from weeds,
or to loosen or arrange the earth about, with a hoe.
— v. i. To use, or labor with, a hoe. — Hoe'cake, a.

A coarse cake, of Indian meal, baked before the fire,

or in the ashes,— sometimes on a hoe; a johnny-
cake.

Hog, hog, n. A swine; porker; esp. a castrated boar;
|

a mean, filthy, or greedy fellow, — the domesti-
i

cated animal, kept for lard and pork, being com-
j

monly trained to gluttonous and filth}' habits. —
v. t. [hogged (hogd), -ging.] To cut short the hair

j

of.— v. i. To become bent upward in the middle, like
j

a hog's back. — Hog'gish, a. Having the qualities
of a hog; gluttonous; filthy; selfish; swinish.— Hog'-
sty, -sti, n. A pen or house for swine. — Hog'-frame,
n. A fore-and-aft truss, on steamboats, to prevent
vertical flexure.

Hogshead, hogz'hed, n. An Eng. measure of capaci-
ty = 63 wine gallons, or 52i imperial gallons; in U.
S., a large cask, of indefinite contents.

Hoiden, Hoyden, hoi'dn, n. A rude, bold girl; a romp.
— a. Rude; bold; inelegant; rustic.

Hoist, hoist, v. t. To raise, lift; esp. to lift by means
of tackle, — n. That by which anything is hoisted;
act of hoisting. (Naut.) The perpendicular height
of a flag or sail.— Hoist'way, n. An opening in
floors of a warehouse, etc., through which to hoist
goods.

Hoity-toity, hoi'ti-toi'tL, a. Thoughtless, giddy,
flighty,— used also as an exclamation, denoting sur-
prise, with some degree of contempt.

Held, hold, v. t. [held or (Law) holden; holding.]
To sustain, restrain, keep in tke grasp, retain; to
maintain possession of, or authority over, defend;
to be in possession of, derive title to; to impose re-

straint upon; to keep up in being or action, carry on,
continue; to prosecute, have, take, or join in; to con-
tain, as a vessel, anything put into it; to have ca-
pacity for; to accept (an opinion), maintain; to con-
sider, regard, account, —v. i. To keep one's self in

a given position or condition ; to remain fixed, as, to
halt, stop,— mostly in the imperative; or, to remain
unbroken or unsubdued; or, to last, endure; or, to
be valid, continue on being tested; or, to remain at-

tached, cleave; to derive right or title.

—

n. Act of
holding; manner of holding, whether firm or loose;
seizure; grasp; authority to take or keep; claim;
binding power and influence: something which may
be seized for support; place of confinement; prison;
custody; a fortified place. (Mm.) A character [thus,
/T\\ placed over or under a note or rest, indicating
that it is to be prolonged.

Hold, hold, n. The interior cavity of a vessel, in which
the cargo is stowed. See Ship.

Hole, hoi, n. A hollow place or cavity; an excavation
in the ground, or a natural cavity inhabited by an
animal; alow, narrow, or dark lodging ; aperture;
perforation; rent; pit; den; cell.— Hollow, hol'lo, a.

Containing an empty space, within a solid sub-
stance ; not solid; sunken; reverberated from a
cavity, or resembling such a reverberated sound ;

not sincere or faithful. — n. A cavity; hole; exca-
vation ; a low spot surrounded by elevations ; con-
cavity. — v. t. [hollowed (-lod), -lowing.] To
make hollow, excavate. — adv. So as to make hol-
low, or empty of resources, strength, etc.; complete-
ly. — Hol'lowness, n. — Hol'low-heart'ed, a. In-
sincere; false; not sound and true.

Holiday, Holiness, etc. See under Holy.
Holland, hol'land, n. A kind of linen first manufac-
tured in Holland.— Hollands, n. Gin made in, etc.

Hollo, -loa, hoKlo or hol-lo', -la, -la, interj. & n. Ho;
attend ; here. —Hollo, hollo or hol-lor , Holla, -la,

[-laed (-lad), -laing.] v. i. To call out or exclaim;
to halloo. — Hol'low, -lo, interj. and v. t. Same as
Hollo.

Hollow, Hollowness, etc. See under Hole.
Holly, holTC, n. An evergreen tree or shrub having
glossy green prick-
ly leaves, and bear-
ing berries that
turn red or yellow
about Michael-
mas; also the holm
oak, an evergreen
oak.

Hollyhock, hol'lY-
hok, n. A tall
flowering plant of
many varieties

;

rose-mallow.
Holm, holm or horn.
Holm Oak, n. The
evergreen oak._

Holm, holm or hom,
n. An islet, or riv-

er isle; a low, flat

tract of rich land
on the banks of a
river.

Holocaust, hol'o-
kawst, ii. A burnt Holly,
sacrifice or offer-
ing, wholly consumed by fire ; a great slaughter.
— Holograph, -graf, n. Any writing, as a letter,

deed, will, etc., wholly in the handwriting of the
one from whom it proceeds.

Holster, hoKster, n. A leather case for a pistol, car-
ried by a horseman.

Holy, holT, a. [-lier, -liest.] Set apart to the ser-

vice or worship of God; hallowed; sacred; accept-
able to God ; free from sinful affections ; pure ;

guiltless. — Holiness, n. — His Holiness. A title of
the Pope and of Greek bishops. — Ho'ly-day, n. A
consecrated day; religious anniversary or festival;

a festival of any kind; holiday. [In the latter sense,
holidayis the preferable spelling.]- Hoi'iday, hSK-,
ji. A festival day; day of exemption from labor;
day of amusement or of joy and gayety .

— a. Pert.
to, etc.; joyous; gay. — Ho'ly-stone, n. (Kaut.) A
stone for cleaning the decks of ships. — v. t. To
scrub with, etc.

Homage, honT'ej, n. (Feud. Lata.) An acknowledg-
ment made by a tenant to his lord, on receiving in-

vestiture of fee, that he was his man, or vassal. Re-

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 2nd, eve, term ; in, Ice ; Odd, tone, 6r

;
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speet or reverential regard; esp., respect paid by ex-

ternal action ; obeisance ; reverential worship ; de-

vout affection.

Home, horn, n. The house in which one resides; place

or country in which one dwells; all that pertains to

a dwelling-place. — a. Pert, to one's dwelling,
country, or family; domestic; close; pointed.— adv.

To one's home or country; close ; closely; to the
point. — Home' lb33, a. Destitute of a home.

—

Home'ly, -IT, a. [-lier, -liest.] Belonging to home;
domestic; familiar; plain; rude in appearance; un-
polished: of plain features; not handsome.— Home'-
liness, n.— Home'sick, a. Depressed in spirits by
separation from home. — Home'sickness, n. —
Home'spun, a. Spun or wrought at home; coarse;

plain; plain in manner; rude.

—

n. Cloth made at

home. — Home'stead, n. The inclosure or ground
immediately connected with a mansion; home or

seat of a family. (Law.) A person's dwelling-place,

with that part of his landed property contiguous to
I

it. — Home'ward, adv. Toward home. — Home'-
j

bred, a. Bred at home : native ; domestic ; rude ; |

uncultivated. — -made, a. Made at home ; of do-
j

mestic manufacture.
Homeopathy, ho-me-op ra-thT, n. (Med.) Theory that

disease is cured by remedies which produce on a
healthy person effects similar to the symptoms of

the patient's complaint, the remedies being usually
administered in minute doses. — Ho'meopatb/ic, a.

Of, or pert, to, etc. — Ho'meop'athist, Ho'meopath, ,

n. A believer in, or practitioner of, etc. — Homoiou/'-
j

sian, -moi-6VzI-an, n. (Eccl. Hist.) One who held
that the Son was of like, but not the same, essence

|

with the Father,— opp. to homoousian, q. v., under
jHOMOCENTRIC.

Homer, ho'mer, n. A Hebrew measure, — as a liquid
j

measure, 75 wine gallons; as a dry measure, 11 l-9th

bushels.
I

Homeric, ho-raer'ik, a. Pert, to Homer, the poet of
|

Greece, or to his poetry.
Homicide, hom'T-sid, n. The killing of any human
being by the act of man; manslaughter; one who
kills another; a manslayer.

Homily, hom'T-lT, n. A plain and familiar sermon; a
serious discourse. — Homilefics, n. sing. Science of
preaching or of preparing and delivering homilies or
sermons.

Hominy, hom^i-nT, n. Maize hulled and broken, but
coarse, prepared for food by being mixed with water
and boiled.

Hommock, horn'mok, n. A hillock; small eminence.
Homocentric, ho-mo-sen'trik, a. Having the same cen-
ter.—Homocerrcal,-ser,kal, a. (Ichth.)
Having the tail symmetrical, the ver-
tebral column terminating at its com-
mencement,— opp. to hcterocercal.—
HomoBop'athy, n. Same as Homeop-
athy. — Jomoge'neal, -je'ne-al, -ne-
oas, -ne-us, a. Of the same kind or
nature; consisting of elements of the Homocercal
like nature. — Hd'mogene'ity, -ne'T- ..

tT, -ge'neousness, n. Sameness of kind Ctaii o± a, her-

or nature; uniformity of structure or rln»>
material. — Homogen'esis, n. That method of nat-
ural descent in which the successive generations are
alike; gamogenesis,— opp. to heterogenesis.— Homol''-
ogous, -gus, a. Having the same relative position,
proportion, value, or structure. — Hom'ologue, -log,
n. That which is, etc.— Hom'onym, -nim, «T A word
having the same sound as another, but differing from
it in meaning,— as the noun bear and the verb bear.— Homon'ymous, -T-mus, a. Having different sig-
nifications, or applied to different things; equivocal;
ambiguous. — Homon'ymy, -mT, n. Sameness be-
tween words which differ in signification; ambigu-
ity. — Ho'mocu'sian, -mo-od'zi-an, n. (Eccl. Hist.)
One of a sect who maintained that the Son had the
same essence with the Father,— opp. to liomoiousian,
q. v., under Homeopathy.

Homony. Same as Hominy.
Hone, hon, n. A stone of a fine grit, used for sharp-
ening instruments, esp. razors. — v. t. [HONED
(hond), honing.] To sharpen on a hone.

Honest, Honesty, etc. See under Honok.
Honey, hun'I, n. A sweet, viscid fluid, esp. that col-

Honey-comb.

lected by bees from flowers, and stored in honey-
comb; that which is sweet or pleasant; sweet one;
darling. — v. i. [honeyed (-id), -eying.] To use
endearments ; to practice servile flattery, fawn. —
v.t. To make luscious, sweeten. — Hon'ey-bag, n.

The receptacle for honey
in a bee.

—

comb, n. The
mass of waxen cells,

formed by bees, for their
honey, eggs, etc. ; any
substance, perforated
with cells like those of a
honey-comb. —dew, n.

A sweet, saccharine sub-
stance, found on the .

leaves of plants in drops,
like dew.

—

guide, n. An
African bird, allied to
the cuckoo, which, by its

motions and cries, leads to hives of wild honey. —
-lo'cust, n. A N. Amer. tree, having long pods with
a sweet pulp between the seeds.—moon. n. The
first month after marriage. — -suck'le, n. One of
several species of flowering plants, from whose co-
rolla a drop of honey may be sucked.

Honor. on"er, n. Esteem due to worth; when said of
the Supreme Being, reverence, veneration ; mani-
festation of respect or reverence; that which right-
fully attracts esteem, respect, or consideration,

—

esp., excellence of character, — in men, integrity; in
women, chastity; a nice sense of what is right, just,
and true, with a correspondent course of life; dig-
nity ; high rank ; reputation ; a mark of respect.
pi. Academic or university prizes or distinctions;
in certain games, the 4 highest cards— the ace, king,
queen, and jack. — v. t. [honored (on^erd), -or-
ing.] To regard or treat with honor, esteem, or
respect, — when said respecting the Supreme Being,
to adore, worship; to dignify, elevate in rank or sta-

tion. (Com.) To accept and pay when due. —Hon'-
orable, a. Worthy of honor; estimable ; actuated
by principles of honor; proceeding from an upright
and laudable cause; conferring honor ; performed
or accompanied with marks of honor; an epithet of
distinction; becoming men of rank and character.— Hon'ora'rium, Hon'orary, -rT, n. A fee offered to
professors in universities, and to medical or other
professional gentlemen. — Hon'orary, a. Confer-
ring, or intended merely to confer, honor; possess-
ing title or place without performing services or re-
ceiving reward. — Hon'est, a. Decent; honorable;
fair; good; unimpeached: fair in dealing with oth-
ers; upright; just; free from fraud; equitable; ac-
cording to truth; proceeding from just principles, or
directed to a good object; chaste; virtuous. — Hon'-
estly, -IT, adv. — Hon'esty, -tT, n. Quality or state of
being honest; upright disposition or conduct; integ-
rity; probity: faithfulness; honor; justice; equity;
candor; veracity.

Hood, hot>d, n. A covering for the head, which leaves
only the face exposed; anything resembling a hood
in form or use, as, the top of a carriage, or a chim-
ney-top, often movable on a pivot. — r. t. To cover
or furnish with a hood; to cover, hide—Hood'-cap, «.

A kind of seal, hav-
ing a membranous
muscular sac over
its head, which it

inflates when
alarmed.—mold/ -

ing, -moulding, n
(Arch.) A project-
i n g molding, a s

over the head of
the arch of a Goth-
ic door or win-
dow ; drip -stone.
— Hood'wink, r. t.

[-winked (-winkt),
-W INKING.] To
blind by covering the eyes; to cover, hide; to impose
on.

Hoodlum, hood'him, n. In California, etc., a rough;
rowdv; ragamuffin; blackguard.

Hoof, hoof or hot>f, n. ; pi. Hoofs, rarely Hooves. The

Ilnnil-nMkliir.:'-.
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horny substance that covers or terminates the feet
of certain animals, as horses, oxen, sheep, goats,
deer, etc.: see Horse. An animal; a beast.

Hook, h<56k, n. Some hard material, bent into a curve
for catching, holding, or sustaining anything ; a
snare; a scythe or sickle; a bolt or spike with a ver-
tical pin at one end.— v. t. [hooked (hot>kt), hook-
ing.] To catch or fasten, seize or draw,with a hook;
to draw or obtain by artifice, insnare; to steal. — v.

i. To bend, be curved.— Hooked, h<56k'ed or h<56kt,

a. Hook-shaped; curvated; provided with a hook.
— Hook'edness, n.

Hookah, hdok'a, n. A kind of pipe, used in the
Orient, having a long, flexible stem, in which the
smoke_of the tobacco passes through water.

Hoop, hoop or hot>p, n. A circular band of wood or
metal, esp. one for holdiug together the staves of
casks, etc.; a flattened ring; a circle, or combination
of rings of elastic material, for expanding the skirts
of dresses,— chiefly in pi. ; a quart pot,— orig. bound
with hoops, like a barrel.— v. t. [hooped (hdopt),
hooping.] To bind or fasten with hoops; to clasp,
encircle.

Hoop, hoop, v. i. To whoop, q. v. — Hoop'er, n. A
wad swan, which utters a note like whoop.— Hoop'-
ing-cough, n. A cough in which the patient whoops,
with a deep inspiration of breath.

Hoosier,_hoo, zher, n. A citizen of Indiana.
Hoot, hoot, v. i. To cry out or shout in contempt; to
cry as an owl. — v. t. To utter contemptuous cries

or shouts at. — n. A cry in contempt; cry of an owl.
Hoove, hoov, Hoven, hov'n, n. A disease in cattle,
with inflation of the stomach by gas.

Hop, hop, v. i. [hopped (hopt), -ping.] To leap on
one leg; to skip, as birds do; to move by leaps, as
toads do. — n. A jump ; a dance. — Hop/'per, n.

One who hops; a trough through which grain passes
into a mill by jolting or shaking; a vessel in which
seed-corn is carried for sowing. — Hop'-scotch, n. A
child's game, in which a stone is driven by the foot
from one compartment to another of a figure traced
or scotched upon the ground.— Hop'ple, -pi, v.t.

[-pled (-pld), -pling.] To tie the feet of loosely to-

f
ether, to prevent running or leaping. — n. A fetter

or horses, or other animals, turned out to graze.

Hop, hop, n. A twining vine ; pi. its bitter, aromatic
flower-scales and fruit,

dried and used in brew-
ing, cooking, and medi-
cine.— Hop'-bine, -bind,

w. The stalk or vine on
whichhops grow.

Hope, hop, n. A desire of
some good, with at least
a slight belief that it is

obtainable ; that which
gives hope or furnishes
ground of expectation;
thing which is hoped
for; anticipation; trust;

belief; confidence.— v. i.

[hoped (hopt), hoping.]
To entertain hope, place
confidence. — v. t. To
desire with expectation.
— Hope'ful, -fill, a. Full
of hope; having qualities
which excite hope ;

promising— Hope'fully,
adv.— Hope'fulness, n.
— Hopeless, a. Destitute of hope; despairing; giv-
ing no ground of hope; desperate; unhoped for; un-
expected. — Hopelessly, adv. —Hopelessness, n.

Horal, Horary. See under Houe.
Horde, hord, n. A wandering troop or gang; esp. a
clan or tribe of a nomadic people possessing no fixed
habitations.

Horehound. See Hoaehound, under Hoae.
Horizon, ho-ri

/,zun, n. The apparent junction of the
earth and sky. (Astron.) A plane passing through
the eye of the spectator and at right angles to the
vertical at a given place, — called the sensible hori-
zon; a plane parallel to the sensible horizon of a
place, and passing through the earth's center, —
called the rational or celestial horizon.— Hor/izon/'-

Hop.

tal, a. Pert, to, near, or parallel to, etc. ; on a level;
measured or contained in a plane of the horizon.—
Hor'izon'taHy, adv.

Horn, h6rn, n. A hard, projecting, and usually curved
and pointed organ, growing from the heads of cer-
tain animals; something made of, or like a horn, as,

a wind instrument of music; or, a drinking-cup; or,

a utensil for holding powder; something resembling
a horn in position or projection; the tough fibrous
material of which horns are composed. (Script.)
A symbol of strength, power, exaltation. An em-
blem of a cuckold,— chiefly in pi.— v. t. [horned
(hornd), horning.] To furnish with horns; to give
the shape of a horn to; to cuckold.—Horned, hornd, a.

Having, or shaped like, etc. — Horn'y, -T, a. [-iee,
-iest.] Consisting of horns or of a horn-like sub-
stance; hard; callous.— Horn'-book, n. A primer,— formerly covered with horn to protect it; any ele-

mentary text-book ; hand-book. mad, a. Mad
as one who has been horned or cuckolded; stark
mad; raving crazy. owl, n. A species of owl,
having 2 tufts of feathers on its head. stone,
n. (Min.) A silicious stone resembling flint, but
more brittle. — Horn'beam, n. A tree having a
smooth, gray bark and white and very hard wood.
—Horn'bill, n. A large bird of
Africa and Asia, having a large
bill curving downward, on
which is a process resembling
another growing upward. —
Horn'blende, n. (Min.) A com-
mon mineral, occurring massive,
or in prismatic crystals, and of
various colors: it consists essen-
tially of silica combined with
magnesia, lime, or iron. — Hor'-
net, n. A large, strong, venom-
ous wasp.— Horn'pipe, n. An
instrument of music consisting
of a wooden pipe, with holes, and
a horn at each end; a lively air
of compound triple time; a Brit-
ish dance. HornbiU.

Horologue, Horoscope, etc. See under Houe.
Horror, hor'rer, n. A shaking, shivering, or shudder-

ing, as in the cold fit which precedes a fever; a pain-
ful emotion of fear, dread, and abhorrence ; that
which excites horror or dread.— Hor'rible, -rt-bl, a.
Exciting, or tending to excite, horror; dreadful; aw-
ful; shocking; hideous; horrid.— Hor'rid, a. Rough;
bristling; prickly; fitted to excite horror; very offen-
sive or disagreeable.— Hor'rify, -rt-fl, v. t. [-fied
(-fid), -fying.] To make horrible, strike with horror.— Horrific, a. Causing horror; frightful.

Horse, h6rs, n. A hoofed quadruped used for draught

, ears; 2, forelock; 3, fore-
head ; 4, eye ; 5, eye-pits ; 6,

nose ; 7, nostril ; 8, point of
nose ; 9, lips ; 10, nether jaw ;

11, cheek ; 12, poll ; 13, mane;
14, withers; 15, parotid
glands ; 16, throat ; 17, neck ;

18, jugular vein ; 19, shoul-
der ; 20, chest ; 21, ribs ; 22,

back ; 23, loins ; 24, hip ; 25,

flank ; 26, belly ; 27, haunch ;

28, thigh ; 29, buttock ; 30,

stifle ; 31, leg ; 32, tail ; 33,

hock ; 34, cannon or shank-
bone ; 35, arms ; 36, knees ;

37, passage for the girths ;

38, elbow ; 39, shank ; 40, bul-
let ; 41, pasterns ; 42, coro-
net ; 43, foot ; 44, hoof ; 45,
fetlock.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, tSrm 5 In, Ice ; 5dd, or;
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or the saddle; the male of the genus horse, disting.
fr. the female ; mounted soldiery, cavalry (used
without pi. termination); a frame with legs used for
supporting something. {Mining.) A mass of earthy
matter inclosed between branches of a vein. (Naut.)
A foot-rope from the middle of a yard to its extrem-
ity; a thick rope near the mast for hoisting a yard or
extending a sail on it.— v. t. [horsed (hdrst), hous-
ing.] To provide with a horse or horses; to ride or
sit on anything astride ; to cover (a mare)— said of
the male. —Horse''man, n. ; pi. -men. A rider on
horseback. (Mil.) A mounted soldier.— Horse'man-
ship, n. Act or art of riding, and of training and
managing horses; manege.— Horse'shoe, n. An iron
shoe for horses, shaped like the letter u ; anything so
ehaped.—Horse'-bean, n. A kind of small bean usu-
ally given to horses.—car, n. A railroad car drawn
by horses.—chest/nut, -ches'nut, n. A tree bearing
snowy flowers and large nuts,— said to have been
brought fr. Constantinople; the nut. [So called be-
cause the nut was formerly ground and given to
horses.]—latitudes, n. pi. A sailor's name for 2
zones of calms and baffling winds, one in each hemis-
phere,— said to be very fatal to horses on shipboard.

laugh, n. A loud, coarse, boisterous laugh.—
-pow'er, n. The power which a horse is capable of
exerting. (Mack.) A standard by which the capa-
bilities of steam engines, etc., are measured, — esti-

mated as 33,000 pounds raised 1 foot in a minute. A
machine operated by horses.—race, n. A race by
horses.—radish, n. (Bot.) A cruciferous herb, al-

lied to scurvy grass, having a root of a pungent taste,

used, when grated, as a condiment and in medicine.—rake, n. A rake drawn by horse-power.
Hortation, h6r-tarshun, n. Act of giving advice.
Horticulture, hSr'tT-kul'chur, n. Art of cultivating
gardens; cultivation of a garden or orchard.

Hosanna, ho-zan'na, n. ; pi. -nas, -naz. An exclama-
tion of praise to God.

Hose, hoz, n. ; pi. Hose, formerly Hosen, ho'zn.
Close-fitting breeches, as formerly worn, reaching to
the knee; stockings; a flexible pipe to' convey water.
— Ho'sier, -zher, n. One who deals in hose, or in
goods knit or woven like hose. — Ho'siery, -zhgr-t,

n. Business of a hosier; stockings and knit goods.
Hospice, hos'pes, n. A place of refuge or entertain-
ment for Alpine travelers kept by monks, who also
occupy it as a convent.— Hos'pitable, -pl-ta-bl, a.

Receiving and entertaining strangers without re-

ward; kind to guests; proceeding from or indicating
kindness to guests.— Hos'pital, n. A building in
which the sick are treated: a refuge for the disabled,
infirm, or dependent. — Hos'pitarity, -Y-tY, «._ Act
or practice of one who is hospitable. — Host, host, n.

One from whom another receives food, lodging, or
entertainment; a landlord.— Host'ess, n. A female
host or innkeeper. — Hostler, hoslgr or osier, n.

One who has the care of horses at an inn; stable-boy;
groom.— Hotel', n. An inn or public house; esp. one
of some style or pretensions.

Host. See under Hospice.
Host, host, n. An army ; any great number or multi-
tude. —Hostile, hSs'til, a. Pert., or appropriate to,

an enemy; inimicil; adverse; repugnant. — Hostil-
ity, -tiKl-tY, n. State of being hostile; act of an open
enemy, esp. in plural, acts of warfare.

Host, host, n. (Rom. Cath. Church.) The consecrated
wafer, believed to be the body of Christ, offered in
the mass as a sacrifice.

Hostage, hos'tej, n. A person given as a security for
the performance of conditions.

Hostess, etc. See under Hospice.
Hostile, etc. See under Host, an army.
Hot, hot, a. [hotter ; hottest.] Having much

sensible heat ; characterized by heat, ardor, or ani-
mation ; lustful ; lewd ; acrid ; biting ; pungent

;

fiery; eager; brisk; violent; furious.
Hotchpotch, hoch'poch, n. A confused mixture of
ingredients. (Law.) A blending of property for
equality of division. In Scot., a kind of mutton
brnth, containing green peas, carrots, etc.

Hotel, etc. See under Hospice.
Hough, hok, n. The hock, the joint on the hind leg

of a quadruped, between knee and fetlock : see
Horse ; the posterior part of the knee-joint in man.

— v.t. [houghed (hokt), houghing.] To disable
by cutting the sinews of the leg; to hamstring.

Hound, hownd, n. A hunting dog; prop., one which
hunts game by the scent. — v. t. lo incite, as a
hound, to pursuit; to hunt, chase; to urge on, as by
hounds; to incite or spur on.

Hour, owr, n. Sixty minutes; the time of the day, as
indicated by a timepiece ; fixed or appointed time ;

conjuncture; limit of the time appointed for one's
regular labor, — as, after hows. pi. (Myth.) God-
desses of the seasons, etc. — Hourly,
-II, a. Happening or done every hour;
occurring every hour; frequent; often
repeated; continual. — adv. Every
hour; frequently.— Hour'-glass, n. An
instrument for measuring time, esp.
the interval of an hour, by the running
of sand out of a glass vessel.— Hor'o-
loge, hSr'o-loj3, hSr'o-loj, n. A timepiece of any

d.— Horolog'ical, -18Vik-al, a.
Pert, to a horologe, or to horology.—
Horol'ogy, -it, n. Science of measur- txoux-'

ingtime.— Hor'oscope, -skop, w. (Astrol.) An obser-
vation of the heavens at the moment of a person's
birth, by which astrologers claimed to foretell the
events of his life ; scheme of 12 houses or signs of the
zodiac, into which the circuit of the heavens was
divided for such prediction of fortune.

Houri, hoWrT or hoc'rT, n. A nymph of paradise,

—

so called by Mohammedans.
House, hows, n. ; pi. Houses, howz'ez. A building
used as a shelter for animals of any kind ; esp. one
for the habitation of man ; a dwelling ; mansion ;

tenement ; household affairs; domestic concerns; a
household; family; a race of persons from the same
stock ; a tribe ; esp. a noble or illustrious race ; a
body of men united in their legislative capacity.
( Com.) A firm or commercial establishment. (As-
trol.) A 12th part of the heavens. An inn; hotel; an
audience; assembl}- of hearers. — House, howz, v. t.

[housed (howzd), housing.] To shelter, protect by
covering.— r. i. To take shelter or lodgings, abide,
dwell.—House'hold, n. Those who dwell under the
same roof and compose a family.— a. Belonging to
the house and family; domestic. — House'holder, n.
The head of a family; one who occupies a house.

—

House'keeper, n. One who occupies a house with his
family; a householder; a female servant who has the
chief care of the family. — House''wife, hows'wlf or
huz'wlf, n. The mistress of a family; a little case
for materials used in sewing, etc., — prop, hussif, q.
v.— House'wifely, -IT, a. Pert, to a housewife, or to
female management of home affairs; like a house-
wife.— House'wifery, huz /r

wif-rY, n. Business of the
mistress of a family; female management of domes-
tic concerns.— House'-break'er, n. One who feloni-
ously breaks into a house.—treak'ing, n. Act of, etc.—warm'ing, n. An entertainment given when a
family enters a new house.

Housing, howz'ing, n. A saddle-cloth ; horsecloth ;

act of putting under shelter. (Arch.) Space taken
out of one solid, to admit the insertion of another ;

a niche for a statue. (Mach.) The part of the
framing which holds a journal-box in place ; up-
rights supporting the cross-slide of a planer.

Hove. See Heave.
Hovel, huvl, n. An open shed for sheltering cattle,

etc., from weather; a small, mean house.— v. t.

[hoveled (-Id), -eling.] To put in a hovel, shelter.

Hover, huv'gr, v. i. [-ered (-Srd), -eking.] To hang
fluttering in the air. or upon the wing ; to move to
and fro in the neighborhood of.

How, how, adv. In what manner or way ; by what
means ; to what degree or extent ; in what propor-
tion; for what reason ; in what state, condition, or
plight. — Howbe'it, conj. Be it as it may; neverthe-
less; notwithstanding; yet; but; however. — How-
eVer, arfn. In whatever manner or degree; at all

events; at least.— con?. Nevertheless: notwithstand-
ing ; yet ; still ; though. — How'soev'er, adv. In
what manner soever; to whatever degree ; however.

Howdah, how'da, n. A seat on the back of an ele-

phant or camel.
Howel, how'el, n. A cooper's plane for smoothing
and chamfering the inside of casks, etc.

sun, cube, full ; moon, l'o"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Howitzer, how'its-Sr
cannon, with
or without a
c h am b e r, in-

tended to
throw large
projectiles with
small charges.

Howl, h o w I, v.

i. [HOWLED
(howld),HO\v
ING.] To CI

n. {Mil.) A short, large bore

Howitzer.

as a dog or wolf; to utter a loud, protracted, and
mournful sound ; to utter a sound of distress, wail

;

to roar, as a tempest.— v. t. To utter with outcry.
— n. The protracted cry of a dog, etc. ; a loud cry
of distress; yell. — Howl'et, n. An owl; owlet.

Hoy, hoi, n. (N'aut.) A coasting vessel for passengers
and goods, usually a sloop.

Hub, hub, n. The central part or nave of a wheel

;

hilt of a weapon ; projecting obstruction ; mark at
which quoits, etc., are cast ; block for scotching a
wheel; a fluted steel screw for cutting chasing tools,
etc.; a punch for making die-matrixes.

Hubbub, hub'bub, n. A great noise of confused voices;
a tumult; uproar; riot.

Huckaback, huk'a-bak, n. A kind of linen with raised
figures, for table-cloths and towels.

Huckleberry, huk'l-ber'ri, n. A branching shrub, of
several species, producing a small, black, edible
berry; the fruit of this shrub. [Written also whortle-
berry.']

Huckster, huk'ster, n. A retailer of small articles

;

a peddler ; hawker ; a mean, trickish fellow. — v. i.

To deal in some small articles, or in petty bargains.
Huddle, hud'dl, v. i. [-dled (-did), -dling.] To press

or hurry in disorder ; to crowd together confusedly.— v. t. To hurry and slight; to put on, put together,
or put away hastily or in disorder. — n. A confused
crowd of persons or things; tumult; confusion.

Hue, hu, n. Color; shade; tint; dye.
Hue, hu, n. A shouting or vociferation.
Huff, huf, n. A fit of petulance or anger ; a boaster. —

V. t. [HUFFED (lmft), HUFFING.] To swell, puff up ;

to treat with insolence, bully.— v. i. To dilate, swell
up; to take offense; to bluster, storm.

Hug, hug, v. t. [hugged (hugd), -ging.] To embrace
closely; clasp to the bosom; to hold fast, treat with
fondness ; to cherish in the mind. (Na.ut.) To keep
close to.— n. A close embrace; clasp; gripe.

Huge, huj, a. Very large or great ; monstrous ; im-
mense; extended; gigantic; vast.

Hugger-mugger, hug'ger-mug'ger, n. Privacy ; se-
crecy. — a. Secret; sly; disorderly; mean.

Huguenot, hu'ge-not, n. (Eccl. Hist.) A French Prot-
estant of the period of the religious wars in France
in the 16th century.

Hulk, hulk, n. The body of a vessel; esp. the body of
an old ship unfit for service ; anything bulky or un-
wieldy. — Hulking, a. Heavy; unwieldy.

Hull, hul, n. The outer covering'of anything, esp. of
a nut or of grain; the husk. (jS

Taut.) The frame or
body of a vessel: see Ship. — v. t. [hulled (huld),
hulling.] To strip off or separate the hull or hulls
of; to pierce the hull of (a ship).

Hum, hum, v. i. [hummed (humd), -ming.] To make
a dull, prolonged, nasal sound, like that of a bee in
flight; to drone, murmur, buzz, drawl; to make as
if speaking, but without opening the mouth, or ar-
ticulating; to mumble.— v. t. To sing with shut
mouth; to murmur without articulation; to make a
murmur or buzz of approbation, —n. Noise of bees
in flight, of a revolving top, whirling wheel, etc.;

any inarticulate buzzing
sound; an imposition or
hoax.—Hum'bug, n. Im-
position under fair pre-
tenses; a hoax; one who
hoaxes ; an impostor. —
V. t. [humbugged
(-bugd), -ging.] To de-
ceive, impose on, cajole.—Hum 7

' drum, a. Dull;
stupid: commonplace. —
Hum' ming -bird, n. A Humming-bir'?

very small Amer. bird of many species, remarkable
for the metallic brilliancy of its plumage, its swift
motion, and the humming sound of its wings when
in flight, or hovering about flowers in pursuit of in-
sect food.

Hum, hum, interj. Ahem; hem, — a sound with a
pause implying doubt and deliberation.

Human, hu'man, a. Pert, to man or mankind; hav-
ing the qualities or attributes of man. — Hu'manly,
-IT, adv. After the manner of men.—Hu'manist, n.

One who pursues the study of the humanities, or po-
I lite literature; one versed in the knowledge of hu-
j

man nature.— Human'ity, -I-tT, n. Quality of be-
j

ing human; mankind collectively; quality of being
! humane ; kindness; benevolence; mental cultiva-

tion; liberal education, pi. The branches of polite

I

or elegant learning; belles-lettres.— Hu'manize, v. t.

i
[-ized (-izd), -izing.] To render human or humane.

i

— v. i. To become or be made more humane ; to be-
come civilized, be ameliorated. — Human'ita'rian,
-rl-an, n. One who holds that Jesus Christ was
merely a man; one who practices humanity or be-

i nevolence. {Philos.) One who limits the sphere of
duties to human relations and affections, excluding
the spiritual. —a. Pert, to humanitarians; benevo-
lent; philanthropic; ethical, — disting. fr. religious.
— Human'ita'rianism, -izm, n. Doctrine or practice
of, etc. — Humane'', -man'', a. Having the feelings
proper to man, and a disposition to treat others with
kindness ; kind ; benevolent ; merciful ; tending to
refine.

Humble, hum'bl or um'bl, a. [-bler. -blest.] Low;
unpretending; mean; thinking lowly of one's self

;

not proud, arrogant, or assuming; modest; meek. —
v. t. [humbled (-bid), -bling.] To bring low, re-

duce the power, independence, or exaltation of,

bring down; to make lowly in mind, abase the pride
of, degrade, sink. — Hum'bly, -bit, adv.— Hum'ble-
ness, n. — Humiliate, hu-mil'I-at, v. t. To reduce to

a lower position, humble, depress, abase. — HumiP-
ia'tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc. — Humil'-
ity, -ti, n. State or quality of being humble; lowli-
ness of mind; modesty; diffidence.

Humble-bee, hum'bl-be, n. A large, hairy bee, of many
species, having nests in the ground; a bumble-bee.

Humbles, Umbles, um'blz, Nom'bles, n. pi. The en-
trails of a deer or other beast. — To eat humble pie.
To take up with mean fare, accept humiliation,
apologize abjectly.

Humbug, Humdrum. See under Hum.
Humerus, hu'mer-us, n. The shoulder ; the upper
arm; esp. the long bone fr. shoulder to elbow.

Humid, hu'mid, a. Containing sensible moisture ;

damp; moist.— Humid'ity, -T-tT,w. Moisture; damp-
ness; degree of wetness or saturation.

Humming-bird. See under Hum.
Hummock, hum'mok, n. A rounded knoll or hillock;

a ridge or pile of ice on an ice-field; timbered land.
Humor, hu'mer or u'mer, n. Moisture ; any fluid of
an animal body except blood, esp. a portion of the
eye. {Med.) A vitiated or morbid animal fluid,

such as often causes an eruption on the skin; an
eruptive affection of the skin; a rash. State of mind
(formerly fancied to depend on the condition of the
fluids of the body); disposition; temper; whim; ca-
price ; present disposition; that quality of the im-
agination which excites mirth by ludicrous images
or representations ; wit ; satire ; pleasantry. — v. t.

[humored (-merd), -moring.] To comply with the
humor of, please by indulgence, favor; to adapt one's
self to. —Hu'moral, a. Pert, to, or proceeding from,
the humors.— Hu'moralism, -izm, n. State of be-
ing humoral; doctrine that diseases have their seat in
the humors or fluids of the body. — Hu'morism, n.

(Med.) Humoralism. Humorousness.— Hu'morist,
n. One who attributes diseases to the diseased state

i of the humors ; one who has strong peculiarity of

j

character, which he indulges in odd or whimsical
ways ; one who has a playful fancy or genius ; a

;

wag; droll.— Hu'morous, -us, a. Subject to be gov-

j

erned by humor or caprice; full of humor; exciting

[

laughter; jocose; wittv; merry; capricious; whimsi-
i cal. — Hu^morously, -It, adv. — Hu'morousness, n.
1 — Hu'morsome, -sum, a. Influenced by humor.
Hump, hump, n. A protuberance; bunch; esp. the

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; Sod, eve, term ; In, ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r
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protuberance formed by a crooked back; a hunch.—Hump,back, n. A crooked back; hunchback. >»»

Hunch, hunch, n. A hump; protuberance; a thick
piece ; hunk ; a push or jerk, as with the elbow. —
V. t. [HUNCHED (huncht), HUNCHING.] To push
with the elbow or with a sudden jerk; to crook, as
the back.— Hunch'back, n. A humpback; one who
has, etc.

Hundred, hun'dred, n. The number of ten times ten;
a division of a county in Eng., supposed to have
originally contained 100 families, or freemen. — a.
Ten times 10; <J0 and 10. — Hun'dredth, a. Next fol-

lowing in order the yyth; forming one of 100 parts
into which anything is divided.— n. One of 100 equal
parts into which one whole is divided.

Hung. See Hang.
Hunger, hun'ger, n. A craving for food; any eager

desire. — v. i. [hungered (-gerd), -gering.] To
crave food; to long for. — v. t. To make hungry,
famish. — Hun'gry, -grT, a. [-grier, -griest.] Reel-
ing hunger; having an eager desire; showing hun-
ger; not rich or fertile; poor; barren.— Hun'grily,
-II, adv.

Hunk, hunk, n. A large lump or piece; a hunch.—
Hunk'er, n. One opposed to progress in politics; a
conservative; fogy. — Hunks, n. A covetous, sordid
man; a miser; niggard.

Hunt, hunt, ?'. t. To follow after (game or wild ani-
mals); to chase; to search diligently after, pursue.—
v. i. To follow the chase, go out in pursuit of game;
to seek by close pursuit, search, — n. A chase of
wild animals, for catching them; pursuit; search; an
association of huntsmen. — Hunt'er, n. One who
Eursues wild animals, a huntsman; a dog, also a
orse, used in the chase; a watch which has the crys-

tal protected by a metallic cover.
Hurdle, her'dl, n. A framework of withes and stakes
or of iron; aerate.

Hurdy-gurdy, her'di-geVdl.
n. A stringed instrument
of music, whose sounds are
produced by the friction of

. a wheel, and regulated by Hurdy-gurdy,
the fingers.

Hurl, herl, v. t. [hurled (herld), hurling.] To send
whirling or whizzing through the air; to throw vio-
lently. — n. Act of hurling; a cast; fling.

Hurra, -rah, hoor-raV, interj. Huzza! a shout of joy or
exultation.

Hurricane, hur'ri-kan, n. A violent storm, character-
ized by fury of the wind and its sudden changes.

Hurry, hur'rl, v. t. [-ried (-rid), -eying.] To hasten,
urge onward; to cause to be done quickly; to im-
pel to violent or thoughtless action ; to precipitate,
expedite, quicken. — v. i. To move or act with haste
or precipitation.— n. Act of hurrying; haste; speed;
urgency; bustle.

Hurt, hert, v. t. [hurt, hurting.] To wound or
bruise painfully; to damage, injure, harm; to wound
the feelings of, annoy, grieve.

—

n. A physical in-
jury causing pain; detriment; wound; harm; loss;
mischief; disadvantage.— Hurfful, -ful, a. Tending
to impair or destroy; pernicious: harmful; mischiev-
ous: injurious; unwholesome.— Hur'tle, -tl,t>. i. To
clash, jostle; to move rapidly, skirmish; to make a
clashing, terrifying, or threatening sound.— v. t. To
brandish; to push forcibly.

Hurtleberry. Same as Huckleberry and Whortle-
berry.

Husband, huz'band, n. A man who has a wife. —v. t.

To direct and manage with frugality; to cultivate
(land); to till.—Hus'bandman, n. ;pl.-MEN. Afarm-
er ; tiller of the ground. —Husbandry, -rl, n. Care
of domestic affairs; domestic economy ; business of a
husbandman or farmer; agriculture; tillage.

Hush, hush, a. Silent ; still ; quiet. — n. Stillness ;

quiet, — v. t. [hushed (husht), hushing.] To still,

silence; to calm (commotion or agitation).— v. i. To
be still; to be silent, — esp. used in the imperative,
as an exclamation.— Hush'-mon'ey, n. A bribe to
secure silence.

Husk, husk, n. The external covering of certain fruits
or seeds of plants, — r.t. [husked (huskt), husk-
ing.] To strip off the external covering of.— Husk'-
ing, n. Act of stripping off husks, as from Indian

corn; a meeting of neighbors, to assist in husking
corn. — Husk'y, -i, a. Abounding with, consisting
of, or like busies.

Husky, husk'!, a. Rough in tone; hoarse; raucous.
Hussar, huz-zar', «. {Mil.) Orig. one of the national
cavalry 'of Hungary and Croatia; now one of the
light cavalry of European armies.

Hussif, huz'zif , n. A case for thread, needles, etc.,—
called also housewife.

Hussy, huz'zl, n. An ill-behaved woman or girl; a
jade; pert girl: a case for thread, needles, etc.: see
Hussif. — Hus'wife, -zif or -wif , n. A female econ-
omist or housekeeper; a worthless woman: a case for
sewing materials. See Housewife.— Hus'wifery,
n. Management of family concerns by a woman.

Hustings, hus'tingz, n. pi. The principal court of the
city of London, held before the lord mayor, record-
er, and aldermen: place where the election of a mem-
ber of Parliament is held; platform on which candi-
dates stand.

Hustle, hus'l, v. t. [-tled (-Id), -tling.] To shake
together in confusion, jostle, shove about roughly.

Hut, hut, n. A small house, or cabin.— v. t. To place
in huts, as troops in winter quarters.

Hutch, huch, n. A chest, box, etc., for storing things;
a coop for rabbits; a low-wheeled car in a mine.

Huzza, huz-zii/, n. A shout of joy. — interj. Hurrah!— v. i. [huzzaed (-zad'), -zaing.] To utter a shout
of joy, approbation, or encouragement.

Hyacinth, hi'a-sinth, n. (Bot.) A bulbous plant of
many varieties, bearing spikes of fra-

grant flowers: the "wild hyacinth"
{Eastern quamash) and " Peruvian
hyacinth" are varieties of scilla.
Ofin.) A red variety of zircon, some-
times used as a gem.

Hybrid, hybrid or hib'rid, ??. An ani-
mal or plant produced from mixture
of 2 species; a mongrel; mule. — a.
Produced from, etc.

Hydra, hi'dra, n. ; E. pi. -dras, -draz,
L. pi. -DRyE, -dre. {Myth.) A water-
serpent having many heads, one of
which, being cut oft, was succeeded
by another, unless the wound was
cauterized. A multifarious evil, or
one not to be repressed by a single
effort. {ZooJ.) A minute kind of fresh
water polyp. — Hy'drous, -drus, a.
Containing water, watery. — Hy-
drangea, -je-a, n. {Bot.) A shrubby Hyacinth.
genus of plants bearing opposite
leaves and large heads of showy flowers.— Hy'drant,
n. A pipe or spout at which water may be drawn
from the mains of an aqueduct: a water-plug; street

fountain.—Hy'drate, -drat, n. {Chem.) A compound
formed by the union of a definite proportion of water
with some other substance, generally forming a neu-
tral salt. — Hy'dride, -drid, n. {Chem.) A compound
of the binary type, in which hydrogen, as a nega-
tive, is united with some other element. —Hydrau'-
lic, -draw'lik, -lical, a. Pert, to hydraulics, or to

fluids in motion. — Hydrau'lics, n. sing. That
branch of science or of engineering which treats of
fluids, esp. water, in motion. — Hydraulic cement.
Cement which will harden
under water.— H. press. A
press in which great power
is obtained from a forcing
pump which forces water
into a large cylinder. — H.
ram. A machine for rais-

ing water by means of the
momentum of the water of
which a portion is to be Hydraulic Ram.
raised.— Hy'drocele, -sel, n.

{Med.) Dropsy of the scrotum or of the coverings of
the testicles or spermatic cord. — Hydrocephalus,
-sef'a-lus, n. {Med.) Dropsy of the brain. — Hy'dro-
dynam'ic, «. Pert, to, or derived from, the force or
pressure of water. — Hy'drodynam'ics, n. Principles
of dynamics, as applied to water and other fluids. —
Hy'drofluor'ic, -floo-3r /'ik, a. {Chem.) Pert, to, or
derived from, fluorine and hydrogen. — H. acid. An
acid obtained by distilling fluor-spar with sulphuric
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acid.— Hy'drogen, -jen, n. (Chem.) An inflamma-
ble, colorless, ino'lorbus gas of extreme lightness, —
one of the elements of water.— Hydrog'rapher, -fSr,

n. One who draws maps of the sea, etc., with the ad-
jacent shores. — Hydrog'raphy, -fI, n. Art of meas-
uring and describing the sea, lakes, rivers, etc., or of

forming charts of the same.— Hydro-Fogy, n. Sci-

ence of water, its properties, phenomena, and laws,

its distribution in likes, rivers, etc, over the earth's

surface.—Hydrometer, n. An instrument for deter-

mining the specinc gravities and thence the strength
of liquids; also, one for measuring the velocity or
discharge of water, as in rivers, from reservoirs, etc.
— Hydrom'etry, -tri, n. The determining the spe-

ciric gravity and strength of liquids; art or operation
of measuring the velocity or discharge of running
water. — Hydrop'athy, -a-thi, n. The water-cure, a
mode of treating diseases by the use of pure water.
— Hydropath'ic, -ical, a. Pert, to, etc. — Hydrop'a-
thist. Hy'dropath, n. One who practices, etc.— Hy-
dropho'bia, -lo'bl-a, n. (Me'l.) A preternatural
dread of water,— a symptom of canine madness; the
disease caused by inoculation with the saliva of a
rabid dog. — Hydrostatic, -ical, a. Relating to hy-
drostatics; pert, to, or in accordance with, the prin-

ciples of the equilibrium of fluids. — Hydrostat'ics,
n. Science of the pressure and equilibrium of fluids.

Hyemal, hi-e'inal, a. Belonging to, or done in winter.

Hyena, hi-e'na, n. ; pi. -nas, -naz. A carnivorous
m a m raal of «,,«**.

Asia and Afri-
ca, allied to the
dog: its habits
are nocturnal,
and it gener-
ally feeds upon
carrion.

Hygeiaa, hi-je'-
an, a. Relating
to Hygeia, god-
dess'of health;
pert, to health
or its preserva-
tion. — Hy ' •

giene, -jT-en, n.
of households and communities.— Hygien'ic, -en-

Hyena.
Science of preserving health, esp.

d communities.— Hygien'ic, -en-ik,
Pert, to, etc.; sanatory.

_ irology, hi-groKo-iT, n.
" Doctrine of the fluids of

the body, or the phenomena and causes of atmos-
pheric moisture. — Hygrometer, n. An instrument
for measuring the moisture of the atmosphere.—Hy-
gromefric, -rical.a. Pert, to hygrometry; made by,
or according to, the hygrometer; readily absorbing
and retaining moisture. — Hygrornetry, -trT, n. De-
termination of the humidity ot bodies, esp. of the
atmosphere.

Hymen, hi'men, v. (Myth.) The god of marriage and
nuptial solemnities. (Anat.) The virginal mem-
brane.— Hymene'al, -e'an, o. Pert, to marriage or
a wedding; nuptial. — n. A marriage song ; epitha-
lamium. — Hymenop'teral, -ter-al, -terous, -us, a.

Pert, to an order of insects having 4 membranous
wings, as the bee, the wasp, etc.

Hymn, him, n. An ode or song of praise, adoration,
thanksgiving, etc., esp. one sung in worship. — v. t.

[hymned (himd), hymning.] To worship or extol
by singing hymns; to sing.— Hymenal, n. A book of
hymns — Hymnoiegy, -j f, n. A collection of hymns;
hymns of a period or country; hymns collectively;
treatise on hvmns.

Hyoid, hi'oid.'Hyoid'ean, -e-an, a. Having the form
of an arch, or of the Greek letter upsi-
lon [u].—Hyoid bone. A bone between
the root of the tongue and the larynx.

Hyp, hip, n. A morbid depression of
spirits; melancholy. — v. t. To make
melancholy, dep-ess the spirits of.
[Contr. of hypochondria, q. v.]

Kyperbaton, hi-per'ba-ton, n. (Gram.)
A figurative construction, changing the
natural and proper order of words and
sentences. — Hyper'bola, -bo-la, n.

(Geo n.) A curve lormed by a section
of a cone, when the cutting-p lane
makes a greater angle with the base Hyperbola.

than the side of the cone makes. — Hyper'bole, -bo-
,._le, 7i. (Ilhet.) A figure of speech which expresses
more or less than the truth; exaggeration.— Hyper-
bol'ic, -ical, a. (Math.) Pert, to or of the natuie of
the hyperbola. Relating to, or containing, hyper-
bole. — Hy'perbol'ically, -IT, adv. In the form of
a hyperbola; with exaggeration. — Hyperborean,
-re-an, a. Northern; very far north; arctic: hence
very cold; frigid, — n. An inhabitant of the most
northern region of the earth.— Hypercrific, n. One
critical beyond measure; a ciptious censor. — Hy-
percrific, -ical, a. Over-ciitical ; c:itical beyond
use or reason; excessively nice or exact. — Hyper-
crit'icism. -sizm, n. Excessive or unjust c iticism.— Hypertrophy, -tro-fi, n. (Jfed.) Morbid en-
largement or overgrowth of an organ or part of the
body.

Hyphen, hi'fen, n. (Print.) A mark, thus [-], to con-
nect syllables of divided, or parts of compound,
words.

Hypnotic, hip-nofik, a. Tending to produce sleep;
sopoinc; characterized by unnatural or morbid sleep.— Hyp'notism, -no-tizm, n. A kind of mesmeric
sleep or somnambulism; a similar condition pro-
duced by gazing at a very bright object.

Hypo, hi'po, v. A morbid depression of spirits; hyp.— Hyp'ochon'dria, hip/o-kon'drf-a, n. (Med.) A
mental disorder, in which one is tormented by mel-
ancholy and gloomy views, esp. about his own
health. — Hyp'ochon'driac, a. Pert, to the hypo-
chondrium, or the

i
ar s of the body so called; af-

fected, characterized, or produced by,'hypochondria;
producing melancholy, or low spirits. — v. A person
affected with hypochondiia.— Hyp'ochon'drium, w.. ;

pi. -dhia. (Anat.) That part 01 the cavity of the
abdomen which, on either side, is beneath the carti-
lages of the false ribs. — Hypoc'risy, -ri-sY, n. The
act or practice of a hypociite; simulation, or dissim-
ulation; esp. the assuming of a false appearance of
virtue or religion.— Hyp'ocrite,-ki it, n. A pretender
to virtue or piety whicu he has not.— Hypoerific,
-ical, a. Belonging to a hypociite: exhibiting hypoc-
risy. — Hypocritically, adv.— Hypodermic, -'der'*-

mik, a. (hed.) Pert, to what is under the skin; sub-
cutaneous.

—

H. injection. The introducing, by a syr-
inge, under the skin, some medicinal substance —
anesthetic, narcotic, etc.— Hypogas'trie, a. (Anat.)
Relating to, or situated in, tlie middle of the lower
part of the abdomen. — Hypotenuse, hi- „
or M-pot'e-nus, n. (Geom.) The longest
side of a right-angled triangle, or the
line that subtends the right angle. — Hy-
pothecate, hi- or hi-, v. t. (Law.) 'lu

confer on (one's creditor) a right in 11

thing, with power to sell it for the dis-

charge of a debt out of the proceeds: to

subject (property) to liability for a debt
without delivery of possession or trans-
fer of title; to pledge. — Hypothecation, n. (Civ.
Law.) Act orcont-act by winch property is hypothe-
cated. (Law of Shipj,in a.) A contract whereby the
vessel, freight, or cargo is made liable ior repayment
ol money advanced ior the necessities of the ship.

—

Hypoth'enuse. Same as Hypotenuse.— Hypothe-
sis, hi- or hi-, n. ; pi. -ses, -sez. A supposition; some-
thing not proved, but assumed for the purpose of
argument; a theory assumed to account i©r known
facts or phenomena. — Hypothetic, -ical, a. Char-
acterized by a hypothesis ; conditional ; assumed
without proof for the purpose of reasoning. — Hypo-
thefically, adv.

Hyson, Men, n. A species of green tea.

Hyssop, hTseup or hie up, v. A plant whose leaves
have an aromatic smell, and a warm, pungent taste.

Hysteria, his-te'i-T-a, h. (Med.) A nervous affection,
manifested by alternate fits of laughing and crying,
or temporary deliiuin, with a sensation of strangu-
lation. — Hyster'ic, -ter'ik, -ical, a. Of, or pert, to,

affected, or troubled with, hysterics; convulsive; fit

ful.

Hysteron-proteron, his'te-ron-prote-ron, n. (Rhet.)
A figure in which the wo d that i-ho ild follow comes
first: an inversion of logic il o der, in which the con-
clusion is put beiore the premises, or the thing
proved before the evidence.
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I.

Ibex.

I, i, the 9th letter of the Eng. alphabet, has 2 principal
sounds,— the long sound, as in pine., fine, ice ; and
the short, as in pin, fin, gift. I and J were iormerly
regarded as the same character, and in English dic-
tionaries were long classed together.

I, i, /iron. [poss. my or mine ; oy'ectire me ; pl.,nom.
we; poss. our or ours; oty. us.] The nominative case
of the pronoun of the rirst person, — the word by
which a speaker or writer denotes himself.

Iamb, i'amb, Iam'bus, L. pi. Iam/bi, -bi ; E. pi.
-buses, -bus-ez, lam 'hie, n.

{Pros.) A foot of 2 syllables,
the 1st short and 2d long, or the
Istunc^ented and 2i accented.
A verse composed of such feet.
pi. A satirical poem; satire; lam-
poon.

Ibex, i'beks, n. A wild goat of
the Alps and other mountains
of Europe, remarkable for its

long, recurved horns.
Ibidem, i-bi'dem, a /v. In the
same place,— abbrev. ibid. [L.]

Ibi3, V bis, n. A graliatory bird, one species of which
was regarded in ancient Egypt
with adoration.

Ice, is. n. Frozen water or other fluid;
concreted sugar ; water or cream
flavored and frozen, —v. t. [iced
(1st), icixg.] To cover with, or con-
vert into, ice; to cover with con-
creted sugar; to frost; to cool, as
with ice; to freeze.— I'cing, n. A
covering of concreted sugar; frost-
ing.— Ice'berg, n. A hill or moun-
tain of icj floating on the ocean.

—

Ice'blink, n. A bright appearance near the horizon,
occasioned by tne reflection of light from ice, and
visible before the ice itself is seen. cream, n.
Cream or milk, sweetened, flavored, and congealed
by a freezing mixture.— -floa, n. A large sheet of
floating ice.—home, re. A repository for preserving
ice during w inn weather, —plant, re. A species of
mesema yantheinum, sprinkled with waterv vesi-
cles, winch glitter like ice.— Icelandic, re. The lan-
guage of the inhabitants of Iceland: it is of Sc mdi-
navian origin, and more nearly allied to the old
Norse than any ctaer language now spjken. — Ice'-
land-moss, re. A kind of nutritious lichen, found in
arctic regions and on high mountains.— I'cicle, -sl-
kl, re. A pendent conical mass of ice.

Ichneumon, ik-nu'mon, re. A carnivorous animal of
Egypt, resembling a
we isel, very destruc-
tive to the eggs of
the crocodile, and of
poultry ; a hymenop-
terous insect whose
larves are parasitic in Ichneumon,
other insects; ichneumon flv.

Icnnograph, ik/no-graf, Ichnog'raphy, -ra-fY, n.
(Drawing.) A horizontal section of a building or

Science of the struc-

Ibis.

other object; a ground-pla
:hthyology, ik-thl-oKo-j r,

. Ichthyosaurus.

ture, habits, classific ition, etc., of fishes. — Ich/tny-
osaur', -o-sawi', -sau'rua, -saw'rus, re. (Pcdeon.) An
extinct cirnivorcias reptile, lizard-like, and witli
vertebra? like those of fishes.

Icicle, Icing, etc. See under Ice.
Iconoclast, i-kon'o-klast, re. A destroyer of images or

idols; one who exposes impositions or shams.
Icosahedron, i'ko-sa-he'dron, re. A solid of 20 equal

sides. (Geom.) A regular solid, consisting of 20
equal and similar triangular pyramids whose ver-
tices meet in the center of a circumscribing sphere.

Icteric, ik-ter'ik, n. A remedy for the jaundice. —
Icter'ic, -ical, a. Pert, to, or affected with, jaundice;
good against the jaundice.

Ictus, ik'tus, re. (Pros.) The stress of voice laid upon
the accented syllabic of a word.— Ic'tic, a. Pert, to
or produced by a blow; sudden: abrupt.

I'd, id. A contr. fr. Iv;oull or I had.
Ide, id, re. A lake fish of N. Europe, of the genus of

the dace, roach, etc., but ascending rivers to spawn.
Idea, i-de'a, re. ; pi. Ide'as, -az. The image or picture
of a visible object, formed by the mind ; a similar
image of any object, whether sensible or spiritual;
a general notion or conception, formed by general-
ization ; a notion, conception, or thought ; a belief,
doctrine, or opinion ; one of the archetypes or pat-
terns of created things, conceived by the Platonists
to have existed from eternity in the mind of the
Deity. — Ide'al, n. A conception proposed by the
mind for imitation, realization, or attainment ; a
standard of perfection, beauty, etc.— a. Existing in
idea or thought; intellectual:" mental; proposed for
imitation, realization, or obedience; existing in imag-
ination only; unreal: teaching the doctrine of ideal-
ism.— Ide'alism, -izm, re. The system or theory that
makes everything to consist in ideas ; doctrine that
we have no rational grounds to believe in the real-
ity of anything but ideas and their relations.— Ide 1'-

aust, re. One who holds the doctrine of idealism ;

one who idealizes, or forms picturesque fancies or ro-
mantic expectations. — Ideal'ity, -l-tl, n. A lively
imagination, united to a love of the beautiful. See
Phrenology.— Ide'alize, r.t. [-iz'ed (-Izd). -izixg]
To make ideal, give an ideal form or value to. —
v. i. To form ideas.

Idem, i'dem. The same as above, — abbreviated id.
[L.] — Ilen'tical, -tik-al, a. The same ; the very
same ; not different : expressing sameness or the
same truth. — Identically, adv. — Iden'tify, -ti-iT,
v. t. [-fied (-11:1), -fving.] To make to be the same,
unite or combine, treat as having the same use or
effect ; to determine or establish the identity of,
prove to be the same. — v. i. To become the same,
coalesce in interest, purpose, use, effect, etc — Iden-
tification, re. Act of, etc.— Iden'tity.-tT-ti, re. State
or quality of being identicil; sameness; condition of
being the same with something described or asserted,
or of possessing n character claimed.

Idas, ldz, re. pi. (Anc. Ro-.n. Calendar.) The loth day
of Ma eh. May, July, and October, and the 13th of
other months.

Idiom, id'Y-um, re. A mode of expression peculiar to a
language or dialect; genius or peculiar cast of a lan-
guage; peculiar form of language. — Id'iomafic, -o-
mat'ik, -ical, a. Peculiar to a language: conformed
to the mode of exnression of a language. — Idiocr-

rasy, -ok'ra-sT, Fdiosyn'crasy, -sin'kra-si, re. Pe-
culiarity of constitution or temperament: individ-
ual characteristic or susceptibility.— Id'iot, -I-ut, re.

Orig., a person in private life, also an unlearned,
ignorant, or foolish person; now, a person destitute
from birth o+' the ordinary intellectual powers ; a
simpleton. — Ii'iocy, -o-sT, Id'iotcy, re. Absence of
the mental faculties, natural to man, from congen-
ital imperfection in the size, form, or quality of the
brain. — Idiotic, -ical. a. Pert, to, or like an idiot ;

foolish, sottish. — Id'iotism, -izm, n. An idiom.
Idle, i'dl, a. [idler, idlest.] Of no account ; use-

less; vain; unprofitable; not calledinto activeservice;
inactive; doing nothing ; averse to labor or employ-
ment; indolent; lazy.— v. t. [idled (-did), idling.]
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To spend in idleness, waste, consume. — I'dleness,
n. Inaction; sluggishness; sloth.

Idol, i'dul, n. An image or representation of any-
thing; image of a divinity, made as an object of wor-
ship; that on which the affections are strongly, ex-
cessively, and improperly set; deceitful image ; phan-
tom.— I'dolize, v. t. [-ized (-Tzd), -izing.] To make
an idol of, pay idolatrous worship to; to love or rev-
erence to excess or adoration.— I'doliz'er, n.— ldoV-
ater, -doKa-ter, n. A worshiper of idols; a pagan; an
adorer; great admirer. — IdoKatress, n. A female
worshiper of idols. — IdoPatrous, -trus, a. Pert, to,

or of the nature of, consisting in, or partaking of,
etc.— IdoKatry, -trT, n. Worship of idols, or anything
which is not God; excessive veneration for anything.

Idoneous, i-do'ne-us, a. Suitable; fit; proper.
Idyl, i'dil or idll, n. A short pastoral poem; also a
narrative poem, in an elevated and finished style.

If, if, conj. In case that; granting, allowing, or sup-
posing that; whether.

Igneous, iglie-us, a. Pert, to, consisting of, contain-
ing, or like fire. ( Geol.) Resulting from the action
of fire.— Ignite'', -liif, v. t. To kindle, set on fire.—
v. i. To take fire, begin to burn.— Ignilor, -te"r, n.
One who, or that which, etc. ; esp. the contrivance for
inflaming powder in a torpedo, etc. — Ignitlble, a.
Capable of being ignited. — Ignilion, -nish'un, n.
Act of, or state of being, etc.— Ig'nis-fat/uus, -u-us,
n. ; pi. Ig'nes-fat'ui, -nez-fafu-I. A flitting light
that appears, at night, over marshy grounds, etc.,
supposed to be occasioned by decomposition of ani-

j

mal or vegetable substances, or by inflammable gas;
will-o'-the-wisp.

Ignoble, ig-no'bl, a. Of low birth or family; not no- !

ble or illustrious; mean; worthless; not honorable,
elevated, or generous; base; degenerate; degraded:
disgraceful; infanions. — Igno'bly, -blT, adv.— Ig'- :

nominy, -min'i, n. Public disgrace or dishonor; an
act deserving disgrace ; opprobrium ; reproach ;

shame; contempt; infamy.— Ignominious, -T-us, a.
Marked with, or deserving, etc.; infamous; despica-
ble. — Ignominlously, adv.— Ignore'', -nor', v. t.

[-NORED (-n5rdO, -xoring.] To be ignorant of.
(Law) To throw out (a bill) as false or ungrounded.
To refuse to take notice of; to leave out of account
or consideration. — Ignora'mus, n. : pi. -muses, -ez.
An ignorant person; a vain pretender to knowledge.— Ig'norance, -rans.w. Condition of being ignorant;
want of knowledge. — Ig'norant, a. Destitute of
knowledge ; uninstructed or uninformed ; unac-
quainted; unaware; displaying, or resulting from,
ignorance; illiterate. — Ig'norantly, adv. — Ig'no-
rantism, -izm, n. Policy of keeping the masses in a
state of ignorance; obscurantism. — Ig'norantist, n.
One who, etc.

Iguana, T-gwa/na, n. An edible lizard of tropical
Amer.

Ilex, ileks, n. A genus of evergreen trees and shrubs,
including holly. —Iliclc, T-lislk, a. Pert, to the

|

holly, — said o*f an acid contained in its leaves. — i

Illcin, -cine, -sin, n. The bitter principle of, etc.
Ileum, iKe-um, n. The lower part of the small intes-

!

tine. — Ilium, -l-nm, n. One of the flattened upper
side bones of the pelvis, forming part of the hip
joint; flank bone; haunch bone.— Iliac, -I-ak, Ili

/r
-

acal, a. Pert, to the ileum or the ilium.
Iliad, iKT-ad, n. A Greek epic poem, composed by
Homer, on the destruction of Ilium, the ancient Troy.

Ilk, ilk, a. The same; also; each; every. [In Scot-
tish usage, the phrase of that ilk denotes that one's
surname and the title of his estate are the same ; as,

Grant of that ilk, i. e., Grant of Grant ; in Eng. and
the U. S., it is ignorantly used to signify of that
same kind ; as, others of that ilk.]

111, il, a. [Comp. and superl. wanting, their places
being supplied bv worse and worst, q. v.] Bad; evil;

contrary to good in a physical sense ; opposed to
advantage, happiness, etc. ; contrary to good, in a
moral sense ; sick; unwell; not accordant with rule,
fitness, or propriety ; cross ; surly ; peevish. — n.
Evil of any kind; misfortune; disease: pain; wick-
edness; depravity; iniquity.

—

adv. With pain or
difficulty; not easily; not rightly or perfectly; not
well. — Ill'ness, n. Disease; indisposition; malady;
sickness; wrong moral conduct; wickedness.— Illy,

irury 10 law; uiuawiui; mien.

—

u
Quality or condition of being ille

v. t. To render unlawful.— Iile'ga
ible, -lej'i-bl, a. Incapable of bei

-It, adv. In an ill or evil manner; not well. [Some-
times used, improperly, for ill.']

Illaudable, il-lawd'a-bl, a. Not laudable; worthy of
censure or dispraise. — Hle'gal, a. Not legal; con-
trary to law; unlawful; illicit. —Illegality, -l-tT, »'.

illegal. — Ille'galize,
;ally, adv.— Illeg'-

lej'i-bl, a. Incapable of being read; not leg-
ale or readable.— Illegibly, adv.— Illegibility, n.— Illegitimate, -jit'I-mat, a. Not regular or au-
thorized; unlawful; unlawfully begotten; born out
of wedlock; illogical; not authorized by good usage.
— v. t. To render illegitimate.— Illegit'imalion, n.
Act of illegitimating; state of being illegitimate; il-

legitimacy.— Illegitimacy, -si, w. Stateof bastardy;
state of being not genuine.— Illib^eral, a. Not lib-

eral; not free, generous, or noble; niggardly; mean;
base; narrow-minded; indicating a lack of breeding,
culture, etc.—Illib'erallty, n. Quality of being il-

liberal.— Illiberally, adv. — Illicit, -hslt, a. Not
permitted or allowed; prohibited; unlawful. — Il-

limitable, a. Incapable of being limited or bound-
ed ; limitless ; unlimited ; immeasurable ; infinite ;

vast.— IUit'erate, a. Ignorant of letters or books;
untaught; unlearned; unlettered. — Illiferateness,
-eracy, -st, n. State of being illiterate; ignorance; a
literary blunder. —Illogical, -lojlk-al, a. Ignorant
or negligent of, or contrary to, the rules of logic or
sound reasoning.

Illness. See under III.
Hlude, il-ludr , v. t. To play upon by artifice, deceive,
mock.— Ulu'sion, -zhun, n. An unreal image pre-
sented to the bodily or mental vision ; delusion ;

mockery ; chimera ; fallacy ; hallucination ; a lace
fabric used for ladies' dresses, bridal veils, etc. — II-

lu'sionist, n. One given to illusion; a juggler.

—

II-

lu'sive, -siv, a. Deceiving by false show; deceitful.
— Illu'sory, -so-rl, a. Deceiving by false appear-
ances; fallacious.

Illume, il-lum' [-lumed (-lumd'), -lumixg], Illu'-
minate, Illu'mine, -min, v. t. To enlighten, supply
with light ; to light up (a building, etc.) in token of
rejoicing or in honor of some person, party, or event

;

to adorn (a book or page) with colored illustrations;

to explain, elucidate.

—

Illu'rainalion, n. Act of, or
state of being, etc. ; festive decoration of buildings
with lights; adornment of books with colored illus-

trations; thing illuminated, as a house, book, or
manuscript; that which illuminates or gives light;

brightness; splendor. — Hlulnina'tive, a. Tending
to illuminate or illustrate; illustrative.

Illusion, Illusive, etc. See under Illude.
Illustrate, il-luslrat, v. t. To make clear or bright;

to set in a clear light, exhibit distinctly; to explain;
to exemplify, esp. by means of figures, comparisons,
examples, etc.; to ornament and elucidate with pic-

tures or figures. — Illustration, n. Act of illustra-

ting; explanation: elucidation; stateof being illus-

trated: that which illustrates, esp., a picture, etc.—
Illustrative, -tiv, a. Tending to illustrate; explain-
ing. — Illuslrious, -trt-us, a. Possessing luster,
brightness, or brilliancy; characterized by greatness,
nobleness, etc.; conferring luster or honor; brilliant;

distinguished; famous; renowned; eminent; glori-

ous.
Illy. See under III.
Image, im'ej, n. A similitude of any person or thing,
sculptured, drawn, or otherwise made perceptible to

the sight; statue; picture; likeness; effigy; an idol;
semblance ; appearance; representation of anything
to the mind. (Rhet.) A word-picture; illustration;
description ; metaphor. ( Opt.) The figure of any ob-
ject formed by rays of light upon the retina of the
eye, or upon a mirror or screen, or at the focus of
a lens.— v. t. [imaged (-ejd), -aging.] To form
an image of ; to represent to the mental vision.
— Im'agery, -ej-rT, n. Images in general, or in

mass ; unreal show ; work of the imagination or
fancy; false ideas; rhetorical decoration; figures in

discourse.— Imagine, -ajln, v. t. [-ined (-ind),

-ining.] To form in the mind a notion or idea of;

to contrive in purpose; to represent to one's self; to

fancy, suppose, plan, frame,— v.i. To form con-
ceptions, think, suppose.— Imaginary, -r i, a. Ex-
isting only in imagination or fancy ; ideal ; chimer-

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; tn, ice ; Odd, tone, 6r

;
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ical ; visionary ; unreal.— Imag'ina'tion, n. Power
by which the mind forms ideas or mental images ;

power to create or reproduce an object of sense pre-
viously perceived, or to recall a mental or spiritual

state before experienced ; power to recombine ma-
terials furnished by experience or direct apprehen-
sion; fancy; power to recreate with readiness, under
the stimulus of feeling, for an elevated end or pur-
pose; invention. — Imag/ina/tive, -tiv, a. Proceed-
ing from, and characterized by, the imagination ;

given to imagining; full of images, fancies, etc.

Imam, T-miim'% I'man, i'miia, Imaum', I-mawm', n.

A priest among Mohammedans ; a Mohammedan
prince who has supreme spiritual and temporal pow-
er.

Imbankment. Same as Embankment.
Imbecile, im'be-sil or -sel', a. Destitute of strength,
either of body or of mind; decrepit; weak; feeble;
impotent.— n. One who is, etc.— Im'becil'ity, -Y-ti,

n. Quality of being imbecile.
Imbed, im-bed', v. t. To sink or lay, as in partially
enclosing clay, mortar, etc.

Imbezzle. Same as Embezzle.
Imbibe, im-blb', v. t. [-bibed (-Mbd'), -bibing.] To
drink in, absorb; to receive into the mind and re-

tain.— Imbibition, -bish'un, n. Act of imbibing.
Imbitter, im-bit'ter, v. t. [-tered (-tSrd), -teking.'J
To make bitter, make unhappy or grievous; to make
more distressing, render violent, exasperate.

Imbody, Imbolden, Imbosom, etc. See Embody", Em-
bolden, etc.

Imbow, im-bo', v. t. To make like a bow; to arch,
vault.

Imbricate, im'brt-kat, -cated, a. Bent and hollowed
like a roof or gutter-tile; lying over
each other in regular order, like shin-
gles on a roof.

Imbroglio, im-brol'yo, n. An intricate
plot; a complicated and embarrassing
state of things.

Imbrown, im-brown', v. t. [-browned
(-brownd'), -browning.] To make
brown, darken the color of, tan. _

Imbrue, im-broo', v. t. [-brued (-brood'),
-bruing.] To soak; to drench in a fluid,

as in blood.
Imbrute, im-broot', v. t. To degrade to
the state of a brute, make brutal. — v.

i. To sink to the state of a brute.
Imbue, im-bu', v. t. [-bued (-bud'), -bu-

ing.J To tinge deeply, dye; to cause to
become impressed or penetrated.

Imitate, im'I-tat, v. t. To follow as a
pattern, model, or example; to copy; to
produce a likeness of, in form, color,
qualities, conduct, manners, etc. ; to
counterfeit; to produce by imitation.— Im'itable, a. Capable or worthy of being, etc— \

Im'itabil'ity, -tt, n. — Imitation, n. Act of imita-
j

ting; thing made or produced as a copv; likeness; re-
|

semblance. See Phrenology.— Im'itative, -tiv, a. !

Inclined to imitate; imitating; exhibiting an imita-
tion of a pattern or model; formed after a model,

j

pattern, or original. — Im'itator, -tgr, n.
Immaculate, im-mak'u-lat, a. Spotless; without blem-

|

ish; unstained; undented; pure; limpid.— Immate'-
!

rial, -rt-al, a. Not consisting of matter; incorporeal; !

spiritual; of no essential consequence; unimportant. I— Immature', -tured', -turd', a. Not mature or ripe ; j

not arrived at perfection or completion; crude; too
j

early; premature.— Immature'ly, acZy.— Immature'- i

ness, -tu'rity, -rT-ti, n. Condition or quality of be-
j

ing immature.
— Immeas'urable. im-mezh'er-a-bl, a. Incapable !

of being measured ; illimitable. — Immeas'urably,
|adv.— Imme'diate, -dT-at, a. Not separated by any-

thing intervening ; proximate ; close ; not deferred
by an interval of time; present; producing its effect
by direct agency; acting directly. — Imme'diately,
adv. In an immediate manner; without intervention
of anything ; without delay: directly; instantly;
quickly ; presently.—Immemo'rlal, -rt-al, a. Beyond
memory, record, or tradition ; out of mind. (Eng.
Law.) Previous to the reign of Richard I. — Imme-
mo'rially, adv.— Immense', -mens', a. Unlimited;

unbounded; very great; huge; infinite; immeasur-
able; prodigious; monstrous.— Immen'sity, -sI-tY, «.
Unlimited extension; infinity; vastness in extent or
bulk; greatness. — Immen'surable, a. Not to be
measured; immeasurable.
— Immis'cible, im-mis'sT-bl, a. Not capable of be-
ing mixed — Immis'cibil'ity, n. — Immit'igafcle, a.
Not capable of being mitigated or appeased.— Immob'ile, im-mob'il, a. Incapable of being
moved; fixed; stable. — Immobil'ity, n. Condition
or quality of being, etc. — Immod'erate, -er-at, a.
Not moderate; not confined to suitable limits; ex-
cessive ; exorbitant; unreasonable; extravagant.—
Immod'est, a. Not limited to due bounds; immod-
erate; wanting in the reserve or restraint which de-
corum and decency require; indecorous; shameless;
impudent; indecent; unchaste; lewd; obscene. —
Immor'al, -mor'al, a. Not moral; inconsistent with
rectitude; contrary to conscience or the divine law;
vicious; unjust; impure; unchaste; profligate; aban-
doned; lewd; obscene. — Immoral'ity, -mo-ral'T-tT,
n. Quality of being immoral; vice; an immoral act
or practice. — Immor'tal, -mortal, a. Not mortal;
exempt from liability to die; connected with, or ter-
minating in, immortality; destined to live in all ages
of this world; eternal; never-ending; ceaseless; en-
during; imperishable; deathless.— Immortal'ity, n.
Quality of being immortal; unending existence; ex-
emption from oblivion. — Immortalize, -Iz, v. t.

To render immortal; to exempt from oblivion, per-
petuate. — Immor'tally, adv.— Im'mortelles', -tel',

n.pl. (Bot.) A name of several genera of unfading
flowers; everlasting, q. v. Wreaths composed of
them, —placed upon coffins, monuments, etc. — Im-
mov'able, -moov'a-bl, a. Incapable of being moved;
firmly fixed; steadfast; not to be induced to change;
incapable of being altered or shaken; unalterable;
not easily affected or moved; unimpressible; hard-
hearted. (Law.) Permanent in place or tenure ;

fixed, — n. That which cannot be moved, pi. (Civil
Law.) Lands, and things adherent thereto,— by na-
ture, as trees; by the hand of man, as buildings and
their accessories ; by their destination, as seeds,
plants, manure, etc.; and by the objects to which
they are applied, as servitudes.
— Immu'mty, im-mu'nl-tl, n. Exemption from any
charge, duty, office, tax, or imposition; a particular
privilege; freedom. — Immu'sical, -zik-al, a. Not
harmonious; unmusical.— Immu'table, a. Not mu-
table ; unchangeable ; invariable ; unalterable.
— Impal'pable, im-pal'pa-bl, a. Not palpable ; not
to be felt; extremely fine, so that no grit can be per-
ceived by touch ; not easily apprehended by the
mind— Impar'ity, -par'T-ti, n. Inequality; dispro-
portion ; difference of degree, rank, number, etc. ;

indivisibility into equal parts.— Impartial, -piir'-

shal, a. Not partial ; unprejudiced ; disinterested;
equitable; just. — Impar'tial'ity, -sht-al'- or -shal'-
T-tY, n. Freedom from bias; disinterestedness; equi-
tableness. — Impartially, -shal-li, adv. — Impart'-
ible, -part'I-bl, a. Not partible ; indivisible. — Im-
part'ibil'ity, n. Quality of being impartible; indi-
visibility.— Impass'able, -pas'a-bl, a. Incapable of
being pissed; impervious; impenetrable; pathless.

—

Impas'sibil'ity, n. Quality or condition of being im-
passible. — Impas'sible, -pas'st-bl, a. Incapable of
suffering or passion, pain or sympathy ; unieeling ;

without sensation.—Impas'sive, -pas'siv, a. Not sus-

ceptible of pain or suffering; insensible; impassible.
— Impas'siveness, n.— Impat'ible, a. Intolerable ;

impassible. — Impatience, -shens, n. Quality of be-

ing impatient ; restlessness ; want of patience ; vio-

lence of temper ; passion. — Impatient, o. Not
patient ; not bearing with composure ; intolerant

;

hasty ; prompted by, or exhibiting, impatience. —
Impa'tiently, adv.— Impec'cable, im-pek'ka-bl, a. Not liable to sin ;

exempt from the possibility of doing wrong. — Im-
pee'eancy, -kan-si, -cabil'ity, -tt, n. Quality of
being, etc. — Impecun'ious, -kun'T-us, a. Not hav-
ing monev ; poor. — Impecu'nios'ity, n. "Want of

money.— Impenetrable, -e-tra-bl, a. Incapable of

being penetrated or pierced; inaccessible (to knowl-
edge, reason, sympathy, etc.). — Impen'etrableness,
-trabil'ity, n. Quality of being impenetrable. (Phys-

Btin, cube, full ; moon, fotit ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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ics.) That Droperty of matter bv which it excludes

all other matter from the space it occupies. Obtuse-

ness ; stupidity ; want of sympathy or susceptibil-

ity ; coldness. — Impen'itent, a. Not penitent ; nut
repenting of sin ; not c m trite; obdurate. — n. One
who does not repent; a hardened sinner. — Imper-
ceiv'able, -per-sev'a-bl, -cep'tible, -sep'tt-bl, a.

Not perceptible ; insensible ; impalpable ; not easily

apprehended ; very small ; fine ; very slow in prog-

ress. — n. That which cannot be perceived on ac-

count of its smallnes?.— Impercep'tibieness. -tibil'-

ity, 7i. Quality of being, etc. —Imperceptibly, aJv.
— Imperfect, a. Not perfect or complete iu all its

pa-ts; wanting in some part; unfinished: not equal

to the standard; not fulfilling itsdesign; estheticiliy

or morally defective; marked by, or subject to, de-

fects or evil.— Imperfect tense. {Gram.) A tense ex-

pressing uncompleted action or state, esp. in past

time.— Imperfection, -fek'shun, n. Quality or con-

dition of being imperfect; want of perfection; de-

fect; deficiency; fault; failing; frailty; foible; blem-

ish; vice.— Imperfectly, a lv— Imperforate, -per'-

fo-rat,a. Not perforated or pierced: having no open-

ing. — Imper'i3hable, -pir'ish-a-bl, a. Not perish-

able; indestructible. — Imper'meable, -per'me-a-bl,

a. Not permeable ; not permitting passage, as of a

fluid, through its substance ; impervious. — Imper'-
sonal, a. Not personal ; not representing a person ;

not having individuality.—Impersonal verb. {Gram.)
A verb without the inflections appropriate to the 1st

and 2d persons ; one without a definite subject, as,

it ra ins.— Imuer'sonal'ity, n. Condition or quality

of beingimpersonal. — Imper3pic'uou3. -per-spik'u-

us, a. Not perspicuous ; obscure ; vague. — Imper'-
spicu'ity. n. Want of perspicuity. — Im'persua/-
sible, -swa'zi-bl,a. Not to be moved by persuasion;
not yielding to arguments.—Impertinence, -nency,
-nen-si, n. Condition or quality of being imperti-
nent; irrelevance; unbecoming conduct ; rudeness;
incivility; that which is impertinent; a thing out of
place, or of no value, etc. — Impertinent, a. Not
pertinent; having no bearing on the subject ; irrele-

vant ; inapplicable ; contrary to rules of propriety ;

impudent: rude ; of no account ; trifling; frivolous.
— Im'perturtable, -per-ter'ba-bl, a. Incapable of

being perturbed or agitated. — Im'pertur'babil'ity,
n. — Imper'turba'tion, n. Freedom from agitation

of mind; calmness; quietude. — Imper'viable, -vT-

a-bl, -vious, -vl-us, a. Not pervious; not admitting
of entrance or passage through; impassable; impene-
trable.
— Impi'ety, im-pi'e-tY, n. Quality of being impi-
ous ; irreverence toward the Supreme Being ; an
impious act ; want of reverence, filial affection, or
obedience to parents; ungodliness; irreligion; sin-

fulness ; profaneness. — Im'pious, -pT-us, a. Not
pious ; profane ; proceeding from, or manifesting, a
want of reverence for the Supreme Being.
— Impla'cable, im-pla'k.i-bl, a. Not placable; inca-
pable of being pacified; unappeasable; inexorable;
relentless. —Implausible , -plaw'zl-bl, a. Not plau-
sible ; not wearing the appearance of truth. — Im-
plumed', -plumd', -plu'mous, -mus, a. Having no
plumes or feathers.
— Impol'icy, im-poKT-sY.w. Quality of being impol-
itic; inexpedience; bad policy. — Impolite'', -lit', a.
Not polite; not of polished manners; impolite; un-
civil : rude. — Impolitic. -T-tik, a. Not politic ;

wanting in policy or prudent management ; indis-
creet ; inexpedient. — Imponderable, -der-a-bl, a.
Not ponderable: without sensible weight. — Impon'-
derabil'ity, n. Quality of being, etc. — Impo'rous,
-po'rus, a. Destitute of pores; compact in texture:
solid. — Imporos'ity, -ros'l-tr, n. Want of poi-ositv:
compactness that excludes pores. — Importune'

,

-tun', v. t. [-tuned (-tund'), -tuning.] To request
with urgency; to p ess with solicitation, tease.— Im-
portu'hity, -nT-tT, n. Quality of being importunate;
urgent request; pertinacious solicitation.— Import'

-

unacy, -pS-t'u-na-sT, n. Quality of being importu-
nate. — Import'unate, a. Troublesnmely urgent;
pertinacious in solicitation. — Import'unately, adv.— Impos'sible, -pos'sY-bt, a. Not possible; incapa-
ble of existence, or of being done, thought, endured,
etc.; impracticable. — Impos'sibil'ity, n. Quality of

being impossible; an impossible thing.— Im'potent,
a. Not potent ; wanting power, strength, or vigor,

whether physical, intellectual, or moral. {Law.)
Wanting the power of procreation, — n. One who
is, etc. — Im'potence, -tency. -ten-sT, n. Condition
of being, etc. {Law & Physiol.) Want of procrea-
tive power.
— Imprac'ticable, im-prak'ti'-ka-bl, a. Not prac-
ticable; incapable of being accomplished by means
at command ; not easily managed ; untractable ;

not to be oveicome or persuaded by any reasonable
method ; not capable of being easily dealt with ; in-

capable of being passed or traveled ; impossible ;

inleasible. — Impracticableness, -ticabil'ity, n. —
Impracticably, adv. — Imprecis'ion, -sizh/un, n.

Want of precision or exactness. — Impreg'nable, a.

Not to be stormed or taken by assault ; not to be
shaken; invincible. — Imprescriptible, -skrip'tT-bl,

a. Not capable of being lost or impaired by neglect
to use, or by the claims of another founded on pre-
scription ; not derived from, or dependent on. ex-
ternal authority. — Improb'able, a. Not probable ;

unlikely to be true. — Improb'ably, adv. In an im-
probable manner.— Improb'abil'ity, n. Quality of
beiug improbable; unlikelihood. — Improp'er, a.

Not proper; not fitted to the ciicumstances, design, or
end; unfit; indecent. — Improperfraction. {Arith.)
A fraction whose denominator is less than its nu-

merator, as, |-.— Improp'erly, adv. In an improper

manner; not fitly; unsuitably: incongruously; inac-
curately.— Im'propri'ety, -pri'e-tT, n. Unfitness or
unsuita'bleness to character, time, place, or circum-
stances; that which is improper; an unsuitable act,

expression, etc. — Improv'ident, a. Not provident;
wanting forecast: inconsiderate; negligent: heed-
less.— Improvise', -VIZ', V. t. [-VISED (-Vlzd'), -VIS-

ING.] To speak extemporaneously, esp. in verse; to

bring about on a sudden, off-hand, or without pre-

vious preparation ; to do or make on the spur of the
moment.— v. i. To utter compositions without pre-
vious preparation ; to do anything off-hand. — Im-
prov'visato're, -ve'za-to'ra, n. One who composes
and sings or recites poems extemporaneously and
immediately. [It.]— Improv'visatri'ce, -ve-za-tre'-
cha^ra. A woman who, etc. [It.]— Impra'dence.
-proo'dens, n. Quality of being imprudent: want of
prudence; an imprudent act. — Impru'dent, a. Not
prudent ; wanting prudence or discretion ; injudi-
cious: incautious; unadvised; rash.— Impru'deutly,
adv. — Im'pudence, n. Quality of bein«r impudent;
effrontery ; sauciness. [F.] — Im'pudent, a. Bold,
with contempt or disregard of others ; unblushingly
forward; wanting modesty; shameless; audacious;
brazen: pert ; rude ; saucy ; impertinent ; insolent.— Impu'nity, -nt-tl, n. Exemption from punish-
ment or penalty,— or from injury or loss ; security.— Impure', -pur', a. Mixed with extraneous sub-
stances; not pure: foul: defiled by sin or guilt; un-
holy ; unhallowed : unchaste : lewd : unclean ; ob-
scene. {Old Test.) Not puriHed according to the law
of Moses; ceremonially unclean.— Impure'ness. Im-
pu'rity, -rt-tt, n. Condition or quality of being,
or that which is impure. — Imputres'cible, -sT-bl. a.

Not putrescible; not subject to putrefaction or cor-
ruption.

Immanent, im'ma-nent, a. Remaining within ; in-

herent: internal or subjective, — opp. to emanent, or
transitive.

Immanity, im-man'T-tt, n. Monstrosity; atrocity.

Immanuel. im-man'u-el, n. God with us,— an appel-
lation of the Savior.

Immerse, im-mers', ?•. t. [-metcsed (-mersf), -mers-
ixg."] To plunge into anything that surrounds or
covers, esp. into a fluid; to engige deeply, involve.
— Immer'sion, -shun, n. Act of, or state of being,
etc.: state of being deeply engaged. {Astron ) Dis-
appearance of a celestial body, by passing behind an-
other, or into its shadow.

Immesh, im-mesh', r. t. [-meshed (-meshf), -mesh-
ixg.] To entangle in the meshes of a net, orm a web.

Immigrate, im'mT-grat, v. i. To remove into a coun-
try for permanent residence. — Im'migrant, n. One
who, etc. — Immigra'tion, n. Act of immigrating.

Imminent, im'mi-nent, a. Threatening immediately

ftm, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 2nd, eve, term ; In, Ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r
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to fall or occur; impending; near; at hand ; threat-
ening evil : dangerous. — Ini'minence, -near. n.

Quanty or condition of being, etc.; that which is im-
minent ; impending evil or danger.

Immolate, im'mo-lat, c. t. To sacrifice; to kill, as a
sacrificial victim.— Immola'tion, //. Act of, or state
ol being, etc. ; that wnicn is immolated ; a sacririce.

Immure, un-mur', v. t. [-uuKED(-mu.d'), -mukixg.]
To inclose within walls, imprison, iiic-ircerate.

Imp, imp, «. A graft; scion; a young or inferior devil;
little demon; a miscilievous child. — !?. t. [imped
(impt). imping.] To gralt ; to extend, enlarge, or
mend, as by inserting a feather into a broken wing

;

to increase, strengthen, plume.
Impact, im-pakt', v. t. To drive close, press firmly

tog tner.— Im'pact, «. Collision; iorce communi-
cated. (Mtck.) Tlie single instantaneous blow or
stroke ot a body in motion against another either in
motion or at rest.

Impair, im-par', v. t. [-paiked (-pard'). -pairixg.] To
make worse; to diminish in quantity, value, excel-
lence, or strength; to injure, weaken, enfeeble.

Impale, im-pai', v. t. [-paled (.-paid'), -paling.] To
lix on a stake; to put to death by nxmg on a stake;
to inclose, as with stakes, posts, or palisades. {Her.)
To join, as 2 coats of arms, pale-wise.—Impale'ment,
n. Ace of impaling; space inclosed
by stakes or pales, (tier.) The
division of a shield paie-wise, or
by a vertical line.

Impanel, im-pan'el, v. t. [-ei.ed
(.-eld), -eli.ng.] To write or enter
(the names of a jury; in a list; to
iorm (a list, etc.).

Impart, im-part', v. t. To bestow a
s.iare or portion of ; to allow an-
other to partake in; to make
known, show by words or tokens,
commtmic .te, confer, give, reveal, Impalement. (Her.)

disclose, divulge. — i\ i. To give a part or share.
Impassion, lm-pasb/un, v. i. [-passioned f-nasb/und),

-SIOXIXG.] To move or affect stronglv with mssion.
— Impas'sioned, -pash'und, p. a. Actuated or agi-
tated by passion; animated; excited.— Impas'sion-
ate, -at, v. t. To affect powerfully.

Impeach. im-nech', r. t. [-peached" (-necht'),-PE\cn-
ixo.] To charge with a cimc or misdemeanor; esp.,
to charge (an office-) before a competent tribunal,
with misbehavior in office : to bring discredit on,
chance with impropriety, ell in question, accuse,
arraign, censure, indict. — Impeach'ment, n. Act
of, or state of being:, imoeached,— as, a calling to

account, arraignment, esr>., arraignment of a pub-
lic officer for maladministration ; or a calling in
question as to purity of motives or rectitude of con-
due 1-, etc.

Impede, im-ned', v. t. To hinder, obstruct.— Imped'-
iment, -p~d'Y-ment, n. That which impedes or hin-
ders progress or motion : obstruction ; obstacle; dif-
ficulty. — Tmrterfiment in speech. A defect which
prevents distinct utterance. — Imped'itive, -i-tiv, a.
Ciusing hindrance: impeding.

Impel, im-pel', r. t. [-pklled (-neld'), -pelltxg.] To
drive or urge forward: to incite to action, instigate,
actuate, move. — Im'pulse, -puis, ». Act of im-
pelling : impulsion : action of a force so as to pro-
duce motion suddenly; effect of an impelling force;
sudden and unconsidered thought or mental pur-
pose exciting to action ; hasty inclination; impres-
sion: instigation: shock.— Impul'sion, -shun, n. Act
of impelling ; influence ;icting unexpectedly or
temporarily on the mind, from without or within;
impulse. — Impul'sive, -siv, a. Having power of
driving or impelling, actuated by impulse. (Jfech.)
Acting momentarily, or by impulse.

Impend, im-pend', v. i. To hang over, be suspended
above, be imminent; approach menacingly.— Im-
pendence, -eacy, -en-s-f, n. State of impending;
near approach; menacing attitude. — Irnpend'ent, a.
Impending; imminent; threatening; pressing close-
ly. — Ijapend'Lig, p. a. Hanging over ; impend-
ent.

Imperative, im-pgr'a-tiv, a. Expressive of command;
comin nding; authoritative ; not to be avoided or
evaded ; obligatory ; binding.

Imperial, im-pe'rr-al, a. Pert, to an empire, or to an
emperor ; belonging to supreme authority, or one
who wields it; royal; sovereign; supreme; of superi-
or size or excellence. — n. (Arch.) A kind of dome,
found in Moorish buildings. A tuft of hair on a
man's lower lip; an outside seat on a diligence; a
case lor luggage on top of a coach; a large kind of
drawing-paper, 21 by oO inches.—Impe'rialist, ra. A
subject or soldier of an emperor; advocate of im-
penal government. — Impe'rious, -ri-us, a. Com-
manding; authoritative; esp. dictatorial, haughty, ar-
rogant ; commanding with rightxul authority ; ur-
gent.

Imperil, im-per'il, v.t. [-iled (-ild), -ilixg.] To bring
into peril, endanger.

Impersonate, im-plr'sun-at, v. t. To invest with per-
sonality; to ascribe the qualities of a person to; per-
sonify; to represent the person of; personate. — Im-
per'sona'tion, Imperson'ifica'tion, n. Act of, etc.

Impetus, im'pe-tus, » The to;ce with which any
body is driven or impelled; momentum.— Impet'u-
0U3, -pet'u-us, a. Rushing with toice and violence;
vehement in ieeling ; passionate. — Impet'uously,
a:!v. — Impet'uousness, -uos'ity, -u-os'±-u, n.

Impinge, im-pinj', r. ;'.
L-

iJJ *e;ED (-pinjd''), -Pix-
ginu.] To fall or dash against; to touch upon, hit.

Implant, im-plant', v. i. To set, plant, or inrix, for
tne purpose of growth ; to sow. — Implanta'tion, n.
Act of implanting, etc., in the mind or Heart.

Implead, im-pled', v. i. (Laio.) To institute and
p.osecute a suit against in court; to sue at law.

Implement, im'ple-ment, n. Whatever may supply a
want; esp., an instrument or utensil as supplying a
requisite to an end.

Implicate, im'pk-kat, i>. t. To infold, entangle: to con-
nect m many relations: to bring into connection with

;

to show to be connected or concerned.—Implica'-
tion, n. Actof, orstate of being, etc.; entanglement;
that which is implied, but not expressed; inference.— Implic'it, -plis'it, a. Fairly to be understood,
though not expressed in words; implied; trusting to
the word of another, without reserve : unquestion-
ing.— Imply', -pit', v. t. [-plied (-plld'), -plying.]
To contain by implication; to include virtually ; to
involve, import, mean, signify. — Impliedly, -ed-ll,

a-Ir. By implication.
Implore, im-plor', v. t. [-r-toKEP (-nlo-d'), -plorixg.]
To call upon, or for.in supplication; to pray earnest-
ly: to beseech, crave, entreat, beg.

Import, im-norf, v. t. To bring in from abroad; esp.
to bring (merchandise) from another country, in
the transactions of commerce; to include, as signifi-
cation or intention: to imply, signify, denote, mean;
to be of imnortanc? or consequence to, interest, con-
cern. — Im'port, 7i. That which is imported, or
brought in from abroad; purport; meaning; intended
significance: importance: consequence.— Impor-
tance. 7i. Quality of being imnort'mt: consequence;
moment: significance. — Important, n. Having
weight or consequence; sigui.lcant ; momentous;
grave.— Importation, n. Act or practice of import-
ing; goods introduced into a country from abroad.
— Imnorfer. n. One who imports go'ods.

Impose, im-roz', v. t. [-posed (-pS/d'), -POSING.] To
lay on ; to set or place, put, deposit : to lay as a
charge, burden, tax, dutv, obligation, command,
etc: to levy: to pass off, palm. (Eccl.) To lay (the
hands in confirmation or ordination). (Print.) To
prepare for printing or casting bv arranging the
pares upon the stone, and scenringthem in the chase.
— Impos'ing, p- a. Adapted to impress forcibly;
impressive ; commanrtinar. — Impos'ing-stone, n.

(Print.) A stone on which the p^'ges or columns of
type are imposed or made into forms.— Imposi'tion,
-zish'un, i). Act of imposing, laving on, affixing,

enjoining, inflicting, obtruding, etc.; thing imposed;
charge; burden: injunction: levy: tax: a trick or de-
ception put on others. (Ercl.) Act of laying on the
hands as a religion's c"-emony, in ordination and
the like — Imnos'tor, -rfis'ter, n One who imposes
upon others, esp. one who fraudulently assumes a
character r • titl" not his own : deceiver : cheat ; pre-
tender. — Impost'ure. -i os'chur. n. Act or conduct
of an impost-.-: deception practiced under a false

character; fraud; trie'e ; imposition; delusion. —
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Im'post, -post, n. A tax, tribute, or duty; often
duty laid by government on goods im-
ported into a country; tribute; toll; ex-
cise; custom. (Arch.) That part of a
pillar, pier, entablature, wall, or abut-
ment upon which an arch or superstruc-
ture rests.

ImpoBthume, im-post'hum, n. A collec-
tion of pus or purulent matter in any
part of un animal body; an abscess.

Impostor, Imposture, etc. See under Im-
pose.

Impound, ini-pownd'", v. t. To confine in
a pound or close pen, restrain within
limits.

Impoverish, im-pov'er-ish, v. t. [-ished
(-isht), -ishing.] To make poor, reduce ! ""l
to poverty ; to exhaust the strength, T
richness, or fertility of. a

<
Impost.

Imprecate, im'pre-kat, v. t. To call down by prayer,
as something hurtful or calamitous; to invoke, as
evil. — Impreca'tion, n. Act of imprecating, or in-
voking evil on any one; curse; anathema. — Im'pre-
catory, -to-rl, a. Maledictory.

Impregnate, im-preg'nat, v. t. To make pregnant,
get with young; to render fruitful or fertile, fertil-
ize; to infuse particles of another substance into.— a.
Rendered prolific or fruitful; impregnated. — Im-
pregnation, n. Act of impregnating;' fecundation;
state of being impregnated ; intimate mixture of
parts or particles; infusion; saturation. — Inipregn',
-pren', v. t. To impregnate.

Impress, im-pres', v. t. [-pressed (-presf), -press- i

ing.] To press, or stamp, in or upon; to make a
'

mark or figure upon; to produce by pressure; to in-

j

culcate, imprint; to take by force tor public service. I

— Im'press, n. A mark made by pressure ; in-
dentation; imprint; stamp; mold; mark of distinc
tion; impression or influence wrought on the mind:

I
interior; seated in the mind or soul.— n. Thatw

act of impressing for the public service.— ImpreB'- etc.; esp., j>1., the inner parts of the bodv; th
sion, -presh'un, «. Act of impressing or stamping;

]
cera.— In'ward, -wards, adv. Toward the iiimpressing or stamping

that produced by pressure, — as, a stamp made by
pressure, mark; or, sensible result of an influence
exerted from without ; or, influence on the pur-
poses, feelings, or actions; or, effect or influence on
the organs of sense, which is the condition of sen-
sation or sensible perception ; hence, an indistinct
notion, remembrance, or belief; or, a copy taken by
pressure from type, an engraved plate, etc., also, all

the copies taken at once ; an edition; that which
impresses, or exercises an effect, action, or agency.
(Paint.) The ground-color ; a stratum of a single
color laid upon a wall or surface. — Impression-
able, a. Susceptible of impression; capable of being
molded; susceptive. — Impressive, -iv, a. Making,
or tending to make, an impression ; adapted to
arouse the attention or touch the feelings ; capable
of being impressed: susceptible: impressible.

Impresario, im-pre-sa're-o, n. The manager of an
opera, etc.

Imprimis, im-pri'mis, adv. In the first place; first in
order.

Imprint, im'print, n. Whatever is printed on the
title-page of a book: esp. the name of the printer or
publisher, with time and place of publication.—Im-
print', i'. t. To impress : to mark by pressure ; to
stamp; to stamp or mark, as letters on paper, by
means of types; to fix indelibly, as on the memory.— Im'prima'tur, n. A license, to print a book, etc".

Imprison, im-priz'n, v. t. [-oned (-nd), -oning.1 To
put into a prison, confine in a prison or jail: to limit,
hinder, or restrain; to incarcerate, immure.— Im-
pris'onment, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; re-

straint of liberty; custody; durance.
Impromptu, im-promp'tu, adv. or a. Off-hand; with-
out previous study; extempore. — n. An off-hand or
extemporaneous composition.

Impropriate, im-pro'prl-at. v. t. Orig., to appropriate
to private use. (Eng. Eccl. Law.) To place the
profits of, for care and disbursement, in the hands
of a layman; to appropriate to private use or put in
possession of a layman.

Improve, im-proov', v. t. [-proved (-proovd'), -PROV-
ING.] To make better; to increase the value or good
qualities of; to use to good purpose; to advance,

mend, correct, rec cify.— v. i. To grow better; to make
orshow improvement; to grow worse; to increase, be
enhanced, rise. — Improve'ment. n. Act of improv-
ing, or state of being improved ; progress toward
what is better; act of making profitable use of any-
thing, or state of being profitably employed ; prac-
tical application, as of the doctrines and" principles
of a discourse; that which improves anything, or is

added to it by way of improving it.

Impugn, im-puii', v.t. [-pugned (-piind'), -pugning.]
To attack by words or arguments, contradict, call in
question. — Impugn'able, -pun'a- or -piig'na-bl, a.
Capable of being, etc. — Impugn'er, n.

Impulse, Impulsion, etc. See under Impel.
Impunity, Impure, etc. See under Immaculate.
Impurple, im-per'pl, v. t. [-pled (-pld), -pling.] To

color or tinge with purple, make red or reddish.
Impute, im-put', v. t. To charge, ascribe, attribute;

to charge to one as the author, responsible origina-
tor, or possessor of. (Thcol.) To set to one's account
as the ground of approval or condemnation.— Im-
puta'tion. n. Act of imputing or charging; thing
imputed or charged; charge of evil; censure; re-
proach ; intimation. (Tlieol.) Attribution of per-
sonal guilt or personal righteousness on account of
the offense or the atonement of another. — Imput'-
ative, -tiv, a. Coming by imputation; imputed.

In, in, vrep. Within : inside of; surrounded by; not
outside of.— adv. Not out; within; inside; into.
(Law.) With privilege or possession.— n. A person
who is in office,— opp. of out; a reentrant angle ; a
nook or corner. — Inlier, a.,compar. Further in;
interior; internal; notobvious; obscure; pert, to the
spirit or its phenomena. — In'nermosfr, In'most, a.
superl. Furthest inward; most remote from the out-
ward part.— Inly, -If, a. Internal; interior; secret.— adv. Internally ; secretly. — In'to, -too, prep. To
the inside of; within.— In'ward, a. Placed within;

hich,
the vis-

inside,
center, or interior; into the mind or thoughts.—
In'wardly, adv. In or toward the inner parts or
heart; internally; secretly; privately.— In-and-in, a.
(Breeding.) From animals of the same parentage.

—

In'asmuch', adv. Seeing that; considering that

;

since,— followed by as. — In'somuch', adv. So; to
such a degree; in such wise. — Inning, n. Ingath-
ering of grain: in games of ball, the turn for using
the bat; pi. lands recovered from the sea.

In-, in, inseparable pref., with negative force: it be-
comes i- before gn, il- before I, im- before m and p,
and ir- before r. Many of the words formed by it

are self-explanatory: those which have been insert-
ed in this vocabulary are gi-ouped under Ignoble,
Illaudable, Immaculate, Inability, and Irra-
tional.

Inability, in-a-bil'T-tT, n. Quality or state of being
unable; lock of ability; incapacity; weakness.— Inaccessible, -ak-scs'I-bl, a. Not accessible

;

not to be reached, obtained, or approached.— Inac-
cessltly, adv. — Inaccesslfcleness, -ibil'ity, n. —
Inac'curate, -rat, a. Not accurate ; displaying a
want of careful attention; erroneous.— Inac'curate-
ly, adv.— Inac'curacy, -si, n. State of being in-
accurate; want of exactness; mistake; fault; error;
blunder. — Inac'tion, n. Want of action; idleness;
rest. — Inactive, -iv, a. Not active ; having no
power to move; not disposed to action or effort; not
busy; idle; dull; indolent; slothful; lazy. (Chem.)
Not producing results. — Inadequate, -e-kwat, a.

Not adequate: unequal to the purpose ; insufficient
to effect the object; incommensurate; disproportion-
ate ; incompetent; incapable.— Inad'equateness,
-equacy, -e-kwa-sT, n. Quality or state of being
inadequate ; inequality ; incompleteness. — Inad-
vert'ent, a. Not turning the mind to a matter;
careless. — Inadvertently, adv. — Inadvertence,
-ency, -eri-sT , n. State of being, etc.; lack of heed-
fulness or attentiveness; an oversight, mistake, or
fault, proceeding from negligence ; carelessness ;

thoughtlessness. — Inalienable, -al'yen-a-bl, a. In-
capable of being alienated, or transferred to another.
—Inane', -an', a. Destitute of contents ; empty ;

purposeless ; void of sense or intelligence. — Ina-
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g calculated ; beyond calculation ; very great.
nca'pable, a. Not capable ; not having ade-

mption, -nish/un, n. Condition of being inane;
emptiness; exhaustion from want of food. — Inan'-
ity, -an'T-tT, n. Inanition; void space; emptiness;
deficiency of contents ; senselessness ; frivolity. —
Inanimate, -T-mat, a. Not animate ; destitute of
life or spirit; lifeless: inert- inactive; dull; soulless;

spiritless. — Inappropriate, -prl-at, a. Not proper
or appropriate ; unbecoming ; unsuitable, as in
manners, moral conduct, etc. — Inapt'itude, -apf-
T-tud, n. Want of aptitude; unfitness; unsuitable-
ness. — Inar'able, -ar'a-bl, a. Not arable ; not
capable of being plowed —Inartic'ulate, -tik'u-lat,

a. Not articulate; not distinct, or with distinction

of syllables. (Zobl.) Not jointed or articulated.—
Inartificial, -fish/al, a. Not artificial ; not made
or performed by the rules of art; characterized by
artlessness or simplicity. — Inatten'tion, n. Waiit
of attention or consideration: inadvertence; heed-
lessness ; neglect. — Inattentive, -tiv, a. Not at-

tentive; not fixing the mind on an object; careless;
heedless; negligent; remiss.— Inaudible, -awd'i-bl,
a. Not audible; incapable of being lieard; making
no sound ; noiseless; silent. — Inauspi'cious. -aws-
pish'us, a. Not auspicious; ill-omened; unlucky;
evil.

— Incalculable, in-kal'ku-la-bl, a. Not capable of
bein
— Inca _
equate power or capacity, mental, physical, or spa-
tial ; not in a moral condition in which it would
be possible (to do an immoral or dishonorable act);
not in a state to suffer or receive; not admitting.
(Law.) Unqualified or disqualified, in a legal sense.
— Inca'pably, adv. — Inca'pabil'ity, n. Quality
of being incapable ; incapacity ; want of power.
(Law.) Want of legal qualifications. —Incapacity,
-pas'T-tY, n. Want of capacity; defect of intellectual
power; inability; incompetency; unfitness; disqual-
ification. {Law.) Want of legal ability or competen-
cy. — Incapacitate, v. t. To deprive of capacity
or natural power ; to disable, deprive of competent
power or ability. (Law.) To deprive of legal or con-
stitutional requisites; to disqualify. — Incapac'ita'-
tion, n. Want of capacity; disqualification.— Incau''-
tious, -kaw'shus, a. Not cautious; not circumspect;
unwary; indiscreet; imprudent; impolitic: thought-
less ; improvident. — Incer'titude, -ser'tT-tud, n.

Uncertainty ; doubtfulness ; doubt. — Inces'sant,
-ses'sant, a. Continuing or following without inter-
ruption; unceasing; uninterrupted: continual; con-
stant ; perpetual. — In'cest, -sest, ??. The crime of
cohabitation or sexual commerce between persons
related within the degrees wherein marriage is pro-
hibited.— Incesfuous, -u-us, a. Guilty of incest; in-
volving the crime of incest. — Incivility, -si-viKi-
tT, 7i. Quality of being uncivil; want of courtesy;
unmannerliness; impoliteness; any act of rudeness
or ill breeding.— Inciv'ism, -siv'izm, n. Want of
civism ; want of patriotism or love to one's country.

—

Inclem'ent, -klem'ent, a. Not clement; void of ten-
derness; unmerciful ; severe; harsh; physically se-
vere; stormy; boisterous; rigorously cold, etc. — In-
clemency, -en-sT, n. Condition or quality of being,
etc.; physical harshness; storminess; severe cold.—
Incog'', -kog', adv. In concealment; in disguise; in
a manner not to be known. [Contr. fr. incognito.]—
Incog/itative, -koj'i-ta-tiv, a. Not cogitative ;

wanting power of thought. — Incog/nito, -nl-to, a.
or adv. Unknown ; in disguise ; in an assumed
character, and under an assumed name. — n. One
unknown or in a disguise, or under an assumed
character; assumption of a feigned character; state
of being in di_sguise or assumed character. — Inco-
herent, -ko-her'ent, a. Not coherent; wanting co-
hesion ; loose ; unconnected : wanting agreement;
incongruous; inconsistent. — Incombus'tible, -tt-bl,

a. Not combustible; not capable of being burned,
decomposed, or consumed by fire. — Incommen'-
surable, -men'shoo-ra-bl, a. Not commensurable ;

having no common measure or standard of com-
parison. — Incommen'surabil'ity, n. Quality or
state of being, etc. — Incommensurate, a. Not
commensurate ; not admitting of a common meas-
ure; not of equal measure or extent; unequal ; in-
adequate ; insufficient. — Incommode'', -mod'', i>. t.

To give inconvenience to, give trouble to, disturb,
molest, disquiet. — Incommo'dious, -nw'dt-us, a.
Not commodious ; tending to incommode; not af-
fording ease or advantage ; giving trouble. — In-
eommutSble, -mut'a-bl, a. Not commutable; not
capable of being exchanged with another. — In-
comparable, -pa-ra-bl, a. Not comparable; admit-
ting of no comparison with otheis; peerless; match-
less ; transcendent. — Incompatible, -pat'I-bl, a.
Not compatible ; incapaole of co-existence ; irrec-
oncilably opposed ; inconsistent ; incongruous ; dis-

similar ; discordant ; repugnant ; contradictory.—
Incom'petent, -pe-teut, a. Not competent; wanting
in adequate strength, power, capacity, means, quali-
fications, etc.; wanting the legal or constitutional
qualifications ; not lying within one's competency,
capacity, or authorized power; unfit ; inadmissible.— Inconv'petence, -tency, -ten-sT, n. Quality of be-
ing, eiC (Law.) Want of competency or legal fitness
to be heard or admitted as a witness, or to sit or act
as a juror. — Incomplete', -plef, a. Not complete;
unfinished; imperfect; defective. (Bot.) Lacking
calyx or corolla, or both. — Incom/prehen/Bible,
-b.enSl'-bl, o. Not comprehensible; incapable oi be-
ing comprehended or understood; inconceivable.

—

Inconceivable, -sevS-bl, a. Not conceivable ; in-

capable of being conceived by the mind ; incom-
prehensible. — Inconclusive, -klu'siv, a. Not con-
clusive; not settling a point in debate, or a doubtful
question. — Incon'gruent, -kon'groo-ent, a. Not
congruent ; unsuitable ; inconsistent.— Incongru''-
ity, -kon-groo'i-tT, n. Want of congruity; unsuit-
ableness of one thing to another; inconsistency.-—
Incon'gruous, -kon'groo-us, a. Not congruous to

a standard or end; not reciprocally agreeing; incon-
sistent ; inappropriate; unfit; improper.— Incon-
sequent, -se-kwent, a. Not following from the
premises; invalid; illogical; inconsistent. — Incon'-
sequen'tial, -kwenShal, a. Not regularly following
from the premises : not of consequence ; of little

moment. — Inconsequence, -kwens, n. Quality of
being inconsequent: inconclusivcness. — Inconsid''-
erable, a. Unworthy of consideration; unimportant;
trivial.— InconsidSrableness, n.— Inconsiderate,
-er-at, a. Not considerate; not attending to the cir-

cumstances which regard safety or propriety; pro-
ceeding from heedlessness ; rash ; negligent ; im-
provident; incautious; injudicious ; rasn ; hasty.

—

Inconsistent, a. Not consistent ; at variance, esp.
as regards character, sentiment, or action ; not ex-
hibiting conformity of sentiment, steadiness to
principle, etc. ; incompatible ; incongruous ; irrec-
oncilable ; repugnant; contradictory. — Inconsist-
ence, -ency, -en-sf, n. Quality of "being, etc.; ab-
surdity in argument or narration ; unsteadiness ;

changeabieness. — InconSonance, -sonancy. -so-nan-
sY, n. Want of consonance or harmony of action
or thought. (Mus.) Disagreement of sounds: dis-

cord. — Inconspicuous, -spik'u-us, a. Not con-
spicuous ; hardly discernible. — Inconstant, a.

Not constant ; subject to change of opinion, incli-

nation, or purpose; changeable: variable; mutable;
fickle ; volatile ; unstable. — Inconstancy, -stan-
sT, n. Quality of being, etc.; want of uniformity;
dissimilitude."— Inconsum''able, -sumS-bl, a. Not
consumable. — Inconsum/'mate, -surn'mat, a. Not
consummate; not finished; not complete. — Incon-
testable, a. Not contestable; too clear to be con-
troverted; indisputable ; irrefragable : undeniable;
unquestionable: indubitable.— IncontigSous, -tig'-

u-us, a. Not contiguous: separate. — Incon'tinent,
'tT-nent, a. Not continent; not restraining the pas-
sions or appetites, particularly the sexual appetite ;

unchaste ; lewd. (Med.) Unable to restrain natural
evacuations. — re. One who is unchaste. — Incon-
tinently, adr. Without due restraint of the pas-
sions or appetites ; unchastely ; immediately ; at
once: suddenly.— Incon'tirence, -neDcy, -nen-st,

n. Quality of 'being, etc — Incon'troverfible, a.

Not controvertible; too clear or certain to admit of
dispute ; indisputable.— Incon'troverfibly, adv.—
Inconvenient, -ven'yent, a. Not convenient; not
becoming or suitable"; unfit; inexpedient; giving
trouble or uneasiness ; disadvantageous; inoppor-
tune. — Incouven'ieice, -iency, -yen-sT, n. Want
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of convenience; that which gives trouble or uneasi-
ness ; incommodiousness ; disquiet; disturbance;
annoyance ; trouble. — Inconvenience, v. t. To
bring' to inconvenience ; to occasion inconvenience
to; to incommode. — Inconvertible, -vert'I-bl, a.
Not convertible; not capable of being changed into
something else. — Incorpo'real, -po're-al, a. Not
corporeal; not consisting of matter; immaterial; un-
substantial; bodiless; spiritual. {Law.) Not having
a visible existence; intangible, as, an equity of re-

demption is an incorporeal hereditament.— Iiicorpo'-
really, adv.— Incor'pore'ity, n. Quality of being
incorporeal; immateriality. — Incorporate, -rat, a.

Incorporeal ; not corporate. — Incorrect', a. Not
correct ; not according to a copy or model, or to
established rules; not in accordance with the truth;
not accordant with the rule of duty or of morality;
inaccurate ; erroneous ; wrong ; faulty. — Incor'-
rigible, -rl-jl-bl, a. Not corrigible ; incapable of
being corrected or amended ; irreclaimable. — In-
cor'rigibleness, -gibil'ity, n. — Incorrigibly, adv.— Incorrupt', a. Not affected with corruption or
deciy; not denied or depraved; pure; untainted.

—

Incorruptible, a. Incapable of corruption, decay,
or dissolution; inflexibly just and upright.— Incor-
rup'tion, -rup'shun, n. Absence of, or exemption
from, corruption. — Incorrupt'ive, -rupt'iv, a. Not
liable to corruption. — In'create, -kre-at, In'crea'-
ted, a. Uncreated. — Incredible, a. Not credible;
impossible to be believed ; not to be credited. — In-
cred'iblene3s, -ibil'ity. n.— Incredibly, adv. In a
manner to p.eclude belief.— Incred'uious, -u-lus, a.

Not credulous; indisposed to believe; skeptical.

—

Incred'ulousness, Incredu'lity, n. Quality of be-
ing incredulous ; indisposition to believe ; skepti-
cism; unbelief; disbelief.— lacur'able, -kur'a-bl, a.

Not curable; incapable of being cured; not admit-
ting remedy or correction; irremediable; irrecover-
able; irretrievable. — n. A person diseased beyond
the reach of cure ; a sick person who cannot be
cured.— Incur'ableness, -ability, n.— Incur 'ably,
adv. So as to be incurable.— Incu'rious, -ku'rl-us,

a. Not curious or inquisitive; destitute of curiosity;

uniuquisitive.
— Inde'cent, in-de'sent, a. Not decent; unfit to
be seen or heard ; indelicate : immodest ; gross ;

unchaste; obscene; filthy. — Inde'cently, adv. [n
a manner to offend delicacy. — Inde'cence. -cen-
cy, -sen-sY, n. Want of decency ; lack of modes-
ty; that which is indecent; an indecent word, act,

etc.; indecorum: impurity; obscenity.— Indecision,
-sizh'nn. n. Want of decision : wavering of mind;
irresolution.

—

Indeci'sive, -si'siv, a. Not decisive;
not bringing to a final close ; prone to indecision;
wavering; vacillating; hesitating. — Indeclinable,
-klTn'a-bl, a. (Gram.) Not declinable: not va-
ried by terminations. — Indeclin'ably, adv. With-
out variation of termination. —Indecorous, -de-ko'-
rus or -dek'o-'-us, a. Not decorous; violating good
manners ; unbecoming ; unseemly ; rude ; coarse ;

uncivil. —Indecorously, -de-ko'- or -dek'o-, adr. —
Indecorousness. n. Violation of propriety. — Inde-
co'rum, n. Want of decorum : impropriety of be-
havior; a breach of decorum.— Indefatigable, -fat'-

Y-sra-bl, a. Incapable of being fatigued; unwearied:
persevering; assiduous. —Indefea'sible,-fe'zY-bl, a.

Not to be defeated: incapable of being made void.

—

Indefea/sibil'ity, n. — Indefectible, a. Not liable to

defect, failure, or decay. — Ir>defect /ibil1ty, n. — In-
defect'ive. -iv, a. Not defective; perfect; complete.
— Iidefen'sible, a. Not defensible; not capable of
beimr maintained, vindicated, or justified. — Inde-
fen'sive, -siv, a. Having no defense. — Indefin'-
able. -In'a-bl, a. Incapable of being defined. — In-
definite, -def'T-nit, a. Not definite; not limited,

frecise, or cartain; having no determined or certain
imits. (Rot.) More than 12, esp. when the number

is not consent, — said of the parts of a flower,
etc. — Indehis 'cent, -de-his'sent, a. (Bot) Not
opening; spontaneously at maturity.— Indeliberate,
-de-lib'e -at, a. Dorie without deliberation; sud-
den ; unpremeditated. — Indelible, -del'Y-bl, n.

Not to be b'otted out: incm-'ble of ' being effaced,
lost, or forgotten. — Indel'icite, -del'I-kat, a. Not
delicate ; offensive to good manners, or to purity

of mind; indecorous; unseemly; coarse; broad;
pross ; indecent. — Indelicacy," -T-ka-sT, n. Want
of delicacy ; coarseness of manners or language.

—

Indem'nify, -ni-ii, v. t. [-fied (-lid), -fyikg.] To
save harmless, secure against future loss or dam-
age ; to make up lor that which is past ; to reim-
burse.— Indem'nifica'tion, n. Act of indemnifying;
reimbursement of loss, damage, or penalty; that
which indemnifies.— Indem'nity, -nY-tl, n. Secu-
rity to save harmless; exemption from loss or dam-
age ; compensation or remuneration for loss, dam-
age, or injury sustained. — Indenion'strable, -mon'-
stra-bl, a. incapable of being demonstrated; not
susceptible of proof.—Independent, a. Not depend-
ent ; not subject to the control of others ; affording
a comfortable livelihood ; not subject to influence ;

self-directing : expressing or indicating the feeling
of independence; free; easy; bold; separate from;
exclusive. (Eccl.) Belonging or pert, to the Inde-
pendents. — n. (Eccl.) One who believes that
an organized Christian church is complete in itself,

and independent of all ecclesiastical authority. —
Independence, -ens, -ency, -en-si, n. State or qual-
ity 01 being, etc.; exemption from reliance on others,
or control by them. — Indescrib'able, -sknb'a-bl, a.
Incapable of being desciiued. — Indesert', -zert', n.
Want of merit or worth.— Indeter'minate, -ml-nat,
a. Not determinate; uncertain; not precise.— In-
deter'mina'tion, n. Want of determination; an un-
settled or wavering state, as of the mind; want of
fixed or stated direction. —Indifferent, -ier-ent, a.

Not making a difference; having no influence or pre-
ponderating weight; of no account; neither particu-
larly good, nor very bad ; passable ; not inclined to

one* side, party, or thing more than to another ; neu-
tral ; impartial ; unbiased ; disinterested ; feeling no
interest, anxiety, or care, respecting anything. —
Indifference, -ens, n. Quality of being indifferent,

or not making or measuring a difference ; passable-
ness ; mediocrity ; impartiality ; freedom from bias;

state of the mind when it feels no interest in what
is presented to it ; carelessness ; unconcern ; apa-
thy ; insensibility. — Indiflerency, -en-sT, n. Ab-
sence of interest in, or influence from, anything;
equilibrium ; indiffercntism. — Irdif'ferentism,
-izm, n. State of indifference. — Indigested, -df-
jest'ed, a. Not digested ; undigested ; crude ; not
regularly disposed and arranged. (Med.) Not brought
to suppuration. — Indigestible, a. Not digestible;
not easily converted into chvme: not to be received
or patiently endured. — Indiges'tion, -jes'chun, n.
Want of due digestion ; a failure of the gastric
juices to produce necessary changes in food in the
alimentary canal ; dyspepsia ; difficult or painful
digestion.'— Indig'nant, a. Affected with indig-
nation : feeling wrath and scorn or contempt. — In-
digna'tion, rr. Strong disapprobation of what is

flagitious in character or conduct ; anger mingled
with contempt, disgust, or abhorrence ; wrath; re-
sentment : rage. — Indig'nity, -nT-tT, n. Unmerited
contemptuous treatment ; contumely ; injury ac-
companied with insult. — Indirect , -dt-rekt', a.
Not direct ; not straight or rectilinear ; circuitous ;

roundabout; not tending to an aim, purpose, or re-
sult by the most plain and direct method or course;
by remote means : not straightforward or upright ;

unfair; dishonest.— Indirec'tion, n. Oblique course
or means : dishonest practices ; indirectness.— In-
discernible, -diz-ze-n'T-bl, a. Incani hie of being
discerned; not discoverable. — Indiscerp ' tible,
-serp'tY-bl, a. Not discerptible ; incapable of being
destroyed by dissolution or separation of parts. —
Indiscreet', -kret', o. Not discreet: wanting in dis-
cretion: imivnulont; injudicious; rash: hasty; heed-
less. — Indiscre'tion, -k-esh'un, v. Want of discre-
tion: imnrnder>ce; anindiscreetact: indisc-eet behav-
ior. — Indiscrete', -Vet', a. Not di'C-etf or separa-
ted.— Indiscriminate, -krim'i-nat, a. Wanting dis-
crimination ; not making any distinction. — Indis-
pen'sable, a. Not dispensable : impossible to be
omitted, or spared : absolutely necessary ; not ad-
mitting dispensation : not providing for release or
exemption. — Ir-dispose ', -poz', ?•. t. [-posed
(-iiOTid'), -posino.] To render unfit or unsuited
disqualify; to disqualify for the exercise of proper
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functions ; to make somewhat ill ; to disincline,
render averse or unfavorable ; to make unfavorable
or disinclined,— with toward. — Indispos'edness, n.

Condition or quality of being, etc.; slight aversion;
indisposition.— Indisposition, -zish'un, n. Con-
dition of wanting adaptation or affinity ; slight dis-

order of the healthy functions of the body; want of
fitness in feeling; disinclination; aversion. — Indis'-
putable, -pu-ta-bl. a. Not disputable ; too evident
to admit of dispute ; incontestable ; unquestion-
able; incontrovertible: certain; positive.— Indis'pu-
tableness, n.— Indis'putably, adv.— Indissoluble,
-so-lu-bl, a. Not capable of being dissolved, melted,
or liquefied ; perpetually binding or obligator}'.

—

Indis ' solubleness, -lubil'ity, n. — Indistinct ',

-tinkf, a. Not distinct or distinguishable ; obscure
to the mind ; confused ; not presenting clear and
well-defined images or perceptions; imperfect; faint:
undefined: indefinite; vague; ambiguous; uncertain.—Indistinc'tion, n. Want of distinction or distin-
guishableness; confusion; indiscrimination; equal-
ity of rank or condition.— Indistinctly, adv. Not
clearly; confusedly ; obscurely.— Indistin'gnislia-
ble, -tin'gwish-a-bl, a. Not distinguishable ; unable
to be distinguished. — Individ'ual. -vid'u-al, a. Not
divided, or not to be divided ; single ; one ; of, or
pert, to, one only; peculiar to, or characteristic of,
a single person or thing ; distinctive.

—

n. A single
person, animal, or thing of any kind ; esp. a hu-
man being: a person. — Individ'ualism, -izm, n.
Quality of being individual ; individuality ; excess-
ive or exclusive regard to one's personal" interest ;

selfishness. (Social Science.) Doctrine that the in-
terests of society are best promoted by each indi-
vidual's seeking his own personal welfare, — opp.
to socialism and communism. — Individ'ual'ity, -u-
al'Y-tY, n. Condition or quality of being individual ;_
distinct nature or existence ; character or property"
peculiar to an individual ; distinctive character.
See Phrenology. — Individ'ual'iza'tion, n. Act of
individualizing ; state of being individualized. —
Individualize, w. t. [-ized (-izd), -izixg] To select
or mark as an individual; to particularize. — In-
dividually, adv. In an individual manner or re-
lation : separately ; inseparably; incommunicably.— Indlvid'uate, -u-at, v. t. To distinguish from
others of the species ; to discriminate: to cause to
exist as an individual whole. — Individ'ua'tion, n.

Act of making single, or the same, to the exclusion
of others : act of endowing with individuality : act
of separating into individuals by analysis. — Indi-
visible, -viz'Y-bl, a. Not divisible; nbt separable
into parts. (Math ) Not capable of exact division;
incommensurable.

—

n. That which is indivisible.
(Geom.) One of the elements or principles, sup-
posed to be infinitely small, into which a body or
figure may be resolved ; an infinitesimal. — Indoc'-
ible, -dos'Y-bl, a. Incapable of being taught, or not
easily instructed ; intractable. — Indoc'ile. -dosll,
a. Not teachable; not easily instructed; dull; in-
tractable. — Indocillty, n. Dullness of intellect

:

intraetableness. — In'dolence, -lency, -do-len-sT, n.
Habitual idleness; indisposition to labor: laziness.— In'dolent, a. Indulging in ease ; avoiding labor
and exertion ; habitually idle; lazy: listless ; slug-
gish. — Indolent tumor. {Med.) A tumor causing
little or no pain. — Indomitable, -dom'Y-ta-bl, a.
Not to be subdued; untamable; invincible. — In-
du'bitable, -bT-ta-bl, a. Not dubitable ; too plain
to admit of doubt ; unquestionable ; evident ; in-
contestable.
— Iuedlted, in-ed'it-ed, a. Not edited; unpublished.— Ineffable, a. Incapable of being exnressed in
words : unspeakable ; unutterable. — Inefface'able,
-fas'a-bl, n. Incapable of being effaced.— Ineffect'-
Ive, -fekt'iv, a. Not effective; incapable of produ-
cing any effect, orthe effect intended; useless; vain;
fruitless; weak. — Ineffectual, -u-al, a. Not produ-
cingthe proper effect: inefficient: weak.— Inef'flca'-
cioua, -fY-ka'shus, a. Not efficcinus ; not having
power to produce the effect desi-ed, or the proper
effect. — Ineffica'ciousness, Ir>efficacy, -ka-sY, n.
Inefficiency; ineffectualness. — Inefficiency, -fish'-
en-sY, n. State or quality of being inefficient; want
of power or exertion of power to produce the effect.

— Ineffi'cient, -fish'ent, a. Not efficient; not pro-
ducing the effect ; inefficacious ; habitually slack
or remiss ; effecting nothing. — Inel'egant. a. Not
elegant ; wanting m anything which correct taste
requires. — Inel'egance, -gancy, -gan-sT, n. Quality
of being, etc. —Ineligible, -l-ji-bl, a. Not eligible;
not proper to be elected to an office : undesirable.
— Ineligibility, n. - Inept', a. Not apt or fit

;

unfit; unsuitable; improper; silly; nonsensical.—
Ineptitude, -1-tud, n. Quality of being inept

;

unfitness; foolishness; nonsense. — Inequal ' ity,
-kwol'Y-tY, n. Quality of being unequal: lack of uni-
formity; diversity; unevenness; want of levelness;
disproportion to any office or purpose ; inadequacy.
(Alg.) The expression of 2 unequal quantities, with
the sign of inequality between them,— as, 3 > 2. (As-
tron.) An irregularity or deviation in the motion of
a planet or satellite from its uniform mean motion.
— Ineq'uitable, -ek'wY-ta-bl,a. Not equitable: not
just.— Inert'', -erf, a. Destitute of the power of
moving itself, or of active resistance to motion im-
pressed; indisposed to move or act: dull ; powerless
for an effect or influence ; inactive ; sluggish. — In-
er'tia, -er'shY-a, n. (Physics.) That property of mat-
ter by which it tends when at rest to remain so, and
when in motion to continue in motion. Indisposition
to move; inactivity; sluggishness.—Ines'timable, -tY-

ma-bl, a. Incapable of being estimated or computed;
above all price; incalculable; invaluable. — Inev'-
itable, -Y-ta-bl, a. Not evitable ; incapable of being
avoided ; unavoidable ; not to be withstood or re-

sisted.— Inexact', -egz-akf , a. Not exact: liot pre-
cisely correct or true.— Inexcusable, -eks-kuz'a-bl,
a. Not admitting excuse or justificatir n. — Inex-
haustible, -egz-awsfY-bl, a. Incapable of being
exhausted or emptied ; unfailing. — Inexist'ent,
-egz-ist'ent, n. Not having being ; not existing ;

existing in something else ; inherent. — Inex'ora-
ble, -eks'o-ra-bl, a. Not to be persuaded or moved
by entreaty or prayer; unyielding; unchangeable.
— Inexorability, n. — Inexpe'dient, -eks-pe'dY-
ent, a. Not expedient ; not tending to a gcod end
or to promote a purpose or cause ; unfit ; improper.— Inexpe'rience, -eks-pelY-ens. n. Absence or want
of experience. — Inexpe'rienced. -rl-enst, a. Not
having experience ; unskilled. — Inexpert', -eks-
perf, a. Not expert ; without knowledge or dex-
terity derived from practice.— Inex'piable, -eks'-
pY-a-bl, a. Admitting of no atonement or satisfac-

tion ; incapable of being appeased by atonement

;

implacable. — Inex'plicable, -eks'plY-ka-bl, a. Not
explainable ; incapaole of being explained, inter-

preted, or accounted for. — Inexplicit, -eki-plislt,

a. Not explicit; not clearly stated. — Inexpressi-
ble, -eks-pres'sY-bl, a. Not capable of expression ;

not to be uttered ; unspeakable ; ineffable ; untold.
— Inexpressive, -iv, a. Not expressing or intend-
ing to express; meaningless; inexpressible. — Inex-
pug'nable, -eks-pug'na- or -pun'a-bl, a. Incapable
of being subdued Dy force; impregnable. — Inex-
tirct', -eks-tinkf , a. Not quenched ; not extinct.
— Inextin'guishable, -tin'gwish-a-bl, n. Not capable
of being extinguished; unquenchable. — Irextir'-
pable, -eks-tei'pa-bl, a. Not capable of being extir-

pated. — Ines'tricable, -eks'trY-ka-bl, a. Not capa-
ble of being extricated.— Infallible, in-fal'lY-bl, a. Not fallible ; entirely

exempt from liability to mistake; net liable to fail,

or to deceive confidence; certain. — It/famy, -fc-mY,

n. Total loss of reputation; publicdisgrr.ee; cxtieme
baseness or vileness. (Law.) That less of character
which a convict incurs, and by which a person is at

common law rendered incompetent as a witness.
— In'famous, -mus, a. Of ill report ; having a

reputation of the worst kind ; held in abhorrence ;

detestable ; scandalous ; disgraceful ; base ; igno-
minious. (Law.) Branded with infamy by convic-

tion of a crime. — In'fant, n. A young babe; some-
times, a child several years of age. (Law.) A per-

son not of full ajre; a minor, —a. Pert, to infancy ;

intended for youna: children. — In'fancy, -sY, n.

State of being an infant ; earlv part of life ; begin-

ning or early period. (Lavj. ) State or condition of

one under a Lie ; nonage ; minority. — In'fantile, -til

or -tYl, In'fantine, -tin or -tYn, a. Pert. to. or char-
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acteristic of, infants or young children. — Infanla,
-ta, re. In Spain and Portugal, any princess of the I

royal blood, except the eldest daughter when heiress i

apparent. — Infanle, -ta, n. Any son of the king,
except the eldest, or heir apparent. — InfantIcide,
-Y-sid, n. (Zaw.) The killing of a newly-born child.

[

Child-murder; a slayer of infants.— Infantry, -fant-
j

rl, re. {Mil.) Foot-soldiers, disting. fr. cavalry. —
Infea'sible, -fe'zY-bl, a. Not capable of being done
or accomplished ; impracticable. — Infec'und, a.

j

Unfruitful ; not producing young ; barren. — In-
!

felicitous, -lis'Y-tus, a. Not felicitous ; unhappy;
unfortunate. — Infelicity, -Y-tf, n. Unhappiness,
misery ; misfortune ; unfortunate state ; unfavor-

!

ableness. — Infer'tile, -ferlil, a. Not fertile; un-

|

productive ; barren. — Infertility, n. — In'fidel,
;

-t'Y-del, a. Unbelieving; disbelieving the inspiration
]

of the Scriptures, or the divine institution of Chris-
|

tianity. — n. One without faith, or unfaithful; a
[

disbeliever in Christianity ; unbeliever ; esp. a free-
j

thinker, atheist, or skeptic; formerly, one not of the ;

faith,— said by persons of any religion of those not
of the same belief, as by Christians of Mohamme-

i

dans, and vice versa.—Infidelity, re. Want of faith
j

or belief; skepticism; disbelief of the divine origin
of Christianity ; unfaithfulness to the marriage con-

|

tract; breach of trust; treachery; deceit.— In'finite,
-fY-nit, a. Unlimited or boundless, in time or space;
without limit in power, capacitv, intensity, or moral

]

excellence; perfect ; indefinitely large or extensive;
(

immeasurable ; illimitable ; unbounded. {Math.)
Greater than any assignable quantity of the same
kind. {Mas.) Capable of endless repetition.

—

n. In-
finite space or extent; the Almighty. {Math.) An in- I

finite quantity or magnitude. An infinity! an incal-
culable or very great number. — Ia'finiteslmal, a.

|

Infinitely small; less than any assignable quantity.—
|

re. {Math.) An infinitely small quantity, or one less

than any assignable quantity.—Infinitive, -Y-tiv, a.
Unlimited; not bounded or restricted. — Infinitive'
mode. {Oram.) That mode of the verb which ex-
presses the action of the verb without limitation of
person or number ; as, to lore: infinitive is often
used as a noun to denote this mode.—Infinitude, -T-

tud, re. Quality of being infinite ; infiniteness ; in-
finite extent; immensity: boundless number; count-
less multitude.— Infinity, -Y-tY, re. Unlimited ex-
tent of time, space, or.quantity ; boundlessness ; un-
limited capacitv, energy, or excellence ; endless or
indefinite number; immense multitude. {Math.)
The state of a quantity when greater than any as-
signable quantity of the same kind. — Infirm'',
-ferm', a. Not firm or sound; weak; weak of mind;
irresolute ; not solid or stable ; sickly ; feeble ; im-
becile. — Infirm''ary, -a-rT, n. A hospital, or place
where the infirm or sick are lodged and nursed. —
Infirmity, -Y-tY, re. State of being infirm ; an im-
perfection or weakness; esp., a disease, malady; fail-

ing ; foible; debility; imbecility; imperfection.—
Inflexible, -fleks'Y-bl, a. Not capable of being
bent ; firm ; firm in purpose ; not to be changed ;

incapable of change; unbending; unyielding; rigid;
inexorable ; stubborn ; unrelenting. — Infor^mal,
-for'mal, a. Not in the regular, usual, or estab-
lished form; irregular; not according to official or
prescribed rules or forms; not binding; without cer-
emony.— Infrangible, -jt-bl, a. Not capable of be-
ing broken or separated into parts ; not to be vio-
lated. — Infrequent, -kwent, a. Seldom happen-
ing or occurring to notice; unfrequent; rare; uncom-
mon. — Infre'quence, -guency, re.

— Iigel'able, in-jeKa-bi, a. Incapable of being con-
gealed. — Inglolious, -rT-us, a. Not glorious; not
bringing honor ; shameful ; disgraceful.— Ingloli-
ously, a :lv —In'grate, -grat, a. Ungrateful; unpleas-
iug to the sense. — n. An ungrateful person. — In-
gratitude, -giafT-tud, re. Want of gratitude ; in-
sensibility to favors ; unthankfulness.— Inharmonic, in-har-monlk, -ical, a. Not har-
monic ; unharmonious. — Inhannc'nious, -mo'hY-
us, a. Discordant. — Inhos'pitable, -pY-ta-bl, a.
Not hospitable ; not disnosed to entertain strangers.
— Inho3vpitableness, -pitallty, n. —Innu'mah, a.
Destitute of the kindness belonging to a human be-
ing ; characterized by, or attended with, cruelty ;

pitiless; merciless ; savage ; barbarous.— Inhuman''-
ity, n. State of being inhuman.
— Inimical, in-im'i-kal, a. Having the disposition
or temper of an enemy ; unfriendly ; opposed in
tendency, influence, or effects; repugnant. — Inimr-

itable, -f-ta-bl. ". Not capable of being imitated or
copied.— Iniq'uity, -ik'wY-tY, re. Absence of, or de-
viation from, equator just dealing; wantof rectitude;
an act of injustice or unrighteousness ; Mickedness ;

sin; crime; a character in the old Eng. moralities,
or moral dramas, having the name sometimes of one
vice and sometimes of another. — Iniq'uitous, -wY-
tus, a. Characterized by iniquity ; wicked ; nefari-
ous ; criminal.
—Injudicious, in-ju-dish'us, a. Not judicious; void
of judgment; indiscreet; unwise; rash; hasty ; im-
prudent. — Inlure, -jur, v. t. [-jured (-jurd), -juk-
isg.] To do harm to, hurt, damage; to wound, as the
person: to impair soundness, as of health; to damage
or lessen the value of, as goods or estates ; to slan-
der, or impair, as reputation or character ; to dimin-
ish, as happiness; to give pain to, as the sensibilities
or the feelings ; to impair, as the intellect or mind.
— Injulious, -julY-us, a. Not just; wrongful; hurt-
ful or prejudicial to the rights of another ; tending
to injure; pernicious; baneful; contumelious; hurt-
ing reputation. — In'jury, -ju-rY, n. That which in-

jures, brings harm, or occasions loss or diminution
of good; mischief; detriment; damage.— Injuslice,
-tis, n. Want of justice and equity ; violation of
the rights of an individual ; wrong.— Inliocent, in'no-sent, o. Not harmful; free from
guilt; not tainted with sin; lawful; permitted; not
contraband; harmless; inoffensive; pure; blameless;
faultless; upright.— re. One free from guilt or harm;
an ignorant person; hence, an idiot; dolt; simpleton.
— In'nocence, -sens, re. State of being innocent; in-

nocuousness; state of being not chargeable with guilt
or sin; purity of heart; ignorance; imbecility.— In'-
nocency, -sen-sY, n. Same as Innocence, but anti-
quated.—In'nocently, adv.—Innoc /uous,-nok/'u-us,
«. Harmless; safe; producing noill effect: innocent.
— Innoxious, -nok'shus, a. "Free from mischievous
qualities; harmless in effects ; innocent : guiltless.—
Innumerable, -mer-a-bl, a. Not capable of being
numbered, for multitude ; very numerous ; count-
less ; numberless ; unnumbered. — Innutrilion,
-trisb/un, re. Want of nutrition. — Innutri'tious,
-trfsb/us, a. Not nutritious, or nourishing; innutri-
tive. —Innulritive, -trT-tiv, a. Not nourishing.
—Inobserv/'ant,in-ob-zervrant,a. Not taking notice;
heedless.—Inobservance, -ans, re. Want of observ-
ance; negligence —Ino'dorous, -o'dgr-us, n. Want-
ing scent ; having no smell. — Inoffen'sive, -siv, a.
Giving no offense, provocation, or disturbance; harm-
less; doing no injury or mischief.—Inoffi'cial. -fish'-
al, a. Not official; not done in the usual forms or by
the proper officer. — Inofficious, -fish"'us, a. Not
civil or attentive. {Law.) Regardless of natural
obligation ; contrary to natural duty. — Inopera-
tive, -er-a-tiv, a. Not operative ; producing no ef-

fect.— Inop /portune /', -por-tun'
r

, a. Not opportune;
unseasonable in time. — Inor'dinate, -or'di-nat, a.

Not limited to rules prescribed, or to usual bounds;
irregular; disorderly; excessive; immoderate.—Inor-
ganic, -ical, a. Not organic; without organs; not
being, or derived from, an organized structure ; un-
organized; pert, or relating to unorganized sub-
stances.— Inor'ganized, -Izd, a. Not having organic
structure.
— Inquietude, in-kwi'e-tud, re. Disturbed state

;

uneasiness of mind or bod3\
— Insalu'brious, in-sa-lu'brY-us, a. Not salubrious ;

not healthful; unwholesome.— Insalu'brity.-brY-tY,
re. Unhealthfulness; unwholesomeness. — Insane',
-san', a. Not sane ; unsound in mind ; crazy ; dis-

tracted; delirious; frantic; raving; mad; used by, or
appropriated to, insane persons. — Insanity, -san'Y-
-tY, re. Derangement of mind ; disorder of the men-
tal faculties arising from diseaseof thebrain; aliena-
tion; aberration ; mania.— Insaliable, -shT-a-bl, a.

Incapable of being satisfied or appeased. — Insa'-
tiate, -shT-at, a. Insatiable.— Insati'ety, -ti'e-tY, re.

Insatiableness. — Insafurable, -u-ra-bl, a. Not capa-
ble of being saturated. — Inscient, in'shY-er.t or in-

am, fame, far, pass o;- opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Yn, Ice ; Odd, tone, or

;
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sfent, a. Having little or no knowledge ; ignorant.—
• Inscru'table, -skroo'ta-bl, a. Incapable of being

searched into and understood by inquiry or study,
or of being discovered or explained by human rea-
son. — Insec'able, -sek'a-bl, a. Incapable of being
divided by a cutting instrument.— Insecure', -se-

kurr, a. Not secure ; not safe; exposed to or appre-
hensive of danger or loss.— Insecurity, -ku'rY-tY,
n. Condition of being insecure ; danger ; hazard ;

want of confidence in one's safety ; uncertainty. —
Insen'sate, a. Destitute of sense; stupid; foolish.—
Insen'sible, -sT-bl, a. Destitute of the power of per-
ceiving; void of feeling; wanting tenderness ; inca-
pable of being perceived by the senses ; progressing
by imperceptible degrees ; imperceptible ; dull ; stu-
pid; torpid; unfeeling; indifferent; hard; callous.—
Insen'sibillty, n.— Insen'tient, -shent, a. Not hav-
ing perception, or power of perception. —Insepa-
rable, -a-ra-bl, a. Not separable ; incapable of being
separated or disjoined. — Insignificant, -T-kant, a.
Not significant ; destitute of meaning ; having no
weight or effect; without weight of character ; un-
important; immaterial; trivial; mean; contemptible.— Insignificance, -icancy, -T-kan-sY, n. Want of
significance or meaning; want of force or effect; un-
importance ; want of claim to consideration or no-
tice.— Insincere', -sin-ser', a. Not sincere ; not be-
ing in truth what one appears to be ; deceitful; hyp-
ocritical ; false, — said of things; not to be trusted
or relied upon; dissembling; disingenuous. —Insin-
cerity, -ser'T-tf , n. Want of sincerity ; dissimula-
tion ; hypocrisy ; deceitfulness.— Insipid, a. Des-
titute of taste ; wanting spirit, life, or animation ;

vapid; dull; spiritless ; lifeless; flat.— Insipidity,
-pid'I-tT, Insipidness, n. Quality of being insipid;
want of taste ; tastelessness ; want of interest, life,

or spirit.— Insobrfety, -brfe-tY, n. Want of sobri-
ety ; intemperance. — Inso'ciable, -sha-bl, a. Not
sociable; not given to conversation; taciturn. — In'-
solent, -so-lent, a. Proud and haughty, with con-
tempt of others ; proceeding from insolence ; over-
bearing; insulting; abusive ; saucy ; impudent; au-
dacious ; pert; opprobrious. — In'solence, -so-lens,
n. Pride or haughtiness manifested in contemptu-

j

ous and overbearing treatment of others ; impu-
dence. — Insol'uble, -sol'u-bl, a. Not soluble; in-
capable of being dissolved, particularly by a liquid;
not to be solved or explained. — InsoiVable, «.

Not solvable ; not capable of solution or explica-
tion ; incapable of being paid or discharged.— In-
solvent, a. (Law.) Not solvent ; not having suf-
ficient estate to pay one's debts; not sufficient to
pay all the debts of the owner; respecting persons
unable to pay their debts.— n. One not solvent.

—

Insolvency, -en-st, n. Condition of one unable to
pay his debts as they fall due, or in the usual course
of trade and business; insufficiency to discharge all

debts of the owner.— Insom'nia, -nY-a, n. Want of
sleep ; inability to sleep ; wakefulness. — Insom 1'-

nious, -nT-us, a._ Restless in sleep; sleepless. — In-
souciance, ax-soo'se-oxs', n. Carelessness ; uncon-
cern.— Insta'ble, a. Not stable; prone to change or
recede from a purpose ; mutable ; inconstant.— In-
subor'dinate, -Sr'dY-nat, a. Not submissive ; mu-
tinous. — Insubor'dina'tion, n. Want of subordi-
nation; disobedience to lawful authority. — Insuf-
ferable, -fer-a-bl, a. Incapable of being suffered ;

insupportable; unendurable: intolerable; disgusting
beyond endurance. — Insufifcient, -fislfent, a. Not
sufficient; inadequate to any need, use, or purpose ;

wanting in strength, power, ability, or skill ; incom-
mensurate ; unequal ; unfit.— Insu'perable, -per-a-
bl, a. Not superahle ; incapable of being passed over,
overcome, or surmounted; insurmountable; uncon-
querable ; invincible. — Insupportable, a. Incapa-
ble of being supported or borne ; insufferable ; in-
tolerable. — Insurmounfable, -sSr-mownfa-bl, a.
Incapable of being surmounted, or overcome ; insu-
perable. — Insuscep'tible, -sus-sep'tY-bl, a. Not
susceptible; not capable of being moved, affected, or
impressed.
— Intact', in-takf, a. Untouched, esp. by an}'-
thing that harms, defiles, etc ; uninjured. — In-
tan^glble, -jY-bl, a. Not tangible ; that cannot be
touched ; immaterial ; not perceptible to the touch.

— In'teger, -te-jer,w. A whole number, in contra-
distinction from a fraction or a mixed number.—In'-
tegral, -te-gral, a. Complete; whole; entire; not frac-
tional. (Math.) Pert, to, or being a whole num-
ber ; pert, to, or proceeding by, integration.— n. A
whole ; an entire thing ; a whole number. (Math.)
An expression which, being differentiated, will pro-
duce a given differential. — In'tegrant, a. Making
part of a whole; necessary to constitute an entire
thing.— In'tegrate, -grat, v. t. To make entire ; to
restore ; to give the sum or total. (Math.) To find
the integral of .— Integration, n. Act of making
entire. (Math.) Operation of finding the primitive
function which has a given function for its differen-
tial coefficient. — Integ'rity, -teg'rY-tY, n. State of
being entire or complete ; wholeness ; moral sound-
ness; honesty; uprightness; unimpaired, or genuine
state; purity; probity; virtue; rectitude. —Intern'-

perance, -per-ans, n. Want of moderation or due
restraint; excess in any indulgence; habitual indul-
gence in spirituous liquors; act of becoming, or state
of being, intemperate. — Intem'perate, a. Indul-
ging to excess any appetite or passion, either habitu-
ally or in a particular instance ; excessive; ungov-
ernable ; inordinate ; addicted to excessive or ha-
bitual use of spirituous liquors. — Inter'minable,
-ter'mY-na-bl, a. Without termination; admitting
no limit; boundless; immeasurable; infinite; unlim-
ited; wearisomely protracted.— Intestable, a. Not
legally qualified or competent to make a testament.— Intes'tacy, -ta-sY,n. State of one dying without
having made a valid will. — Intes'tate, a. Dying
without having made a valid will ; not devised or
bequeathed; not disposed of by will. — n. A person
who dies without making a valid will. — Intolera-
ble, -er-a-bl, a. Not tolerable ; not capable of being
endured ; insufferable. — Intolerance, -er-ans, n.
State of being intolerant ; refusal to allow to others
the enjoyment of their opinions ; illiberality ; big-
otry. — Intolerant, a. Not enduring difference of
opinion or sentiment, esp. in relation to religion;
not able or willing to endure. — Intract ' able,
-trakt'a-bl, a. Not tractable ; not easily governed,
managed, or directed; indisposed to be taught, disci-
plined, or tamed; stubborn; perverse; refractory;
unruly; headstrong; unteachable. — Intract'able-
ness, -ability, n.— Intran'sitive, -sY-tiv, a. (Gram.)
Expressing an action or state limited to the agent,

—

i. e., an action that does not pass over to, or operate
upon, an object. — Intrepid, a. Fearless ; bold ;

brave ; undaunted.— Intrepidity, -tre-pid'Y-tY, n.

State or quality of being intrepid ; fearless bravery ;

courage : heroism ; valor.— Inutility, in-u-til'Y-tY, n. Uselessness; unprofita-
bleness.
— Invalid, in-valid, a. Not valid ; of no force,
weight, or cogency; weak. (Law.) Having no force,
effect, or efficacy ; void ; null. — In'valid, a. In ill

health ; feeble ; infirm.— n. A person who is weak
and infirm, sickly or indisposed. — v. t. To enroll
on the list of invalids in the military or naval serv-
ice. — Invalidate. -I-dat, v. t. To render invalid ;

to destroy the strength or validity of, render of no
force or effect. — InvaPida'tion, n. Act or process
of rendering invalid. —Invalidity, n. Want of co-
gency; want of legal force or efficacy.— Inva'riable,
-rY-a-bl, a. Not given to variation or change : im-
mutable ; unalterable ; always uniform. — Inver'-
tebral, -ver'te-bral, a. (Zooj.) Destitute of a ver-
tebral column, a_s some animals ; invertebrate. — In-
ver'tebrate, -brat, n. An animal which, etc.— In-
ver'tebrate, -brat'ed, a. Destitute of a backbone ;

invertebral. — Invin'cible, -sY-bl, a. Incapable of
being conquered or overcome ; unconquerable : in-

superable. — Invfolable, -o-la-bl, a. Not viola ble ;

not capable of being broken or violated ; not to be
profaned: sacred ; not susceptible of hurt or wound.
— Invfolate, -lat, -lated, a. Unhurt ; unprofaned;
unpolluted ; unbroken. — Invisible, -viz'Y-bl, a.

Incapable of being seen; imperceptible by the sight.
— Invisibility, n. State of being, or that which is,

invisible. — Invol'untary, -un-ta-rY, a. Not having
will or power of choice ; independent of will or
choice; not proceeding from choice; not done will-

ingly. — Invufnerable, -ngr-a-bl, a. Incapable of

sun, cube, full ; moon, foot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boxboN, chair, get.
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Inarch

being wounded or receiving injury ; unassailable ;

a bleto resist argument.
Inamorata, in-am'o-ra'ta, n. f., -rato, -ra'to, n. m.
One enamored, or in love: a lover.

In-and-in. Inasmuch. .See under In, prep.
Inarch, in-arch', v. t. [-akched (-archf), -arching.]
To graft by uniting, as a scion, to
a stock, without separating it from
its parent tree.

Inaugurate, in-aw'gu-rat, v. t. To
induct into office formally ; to
cause to begin; to set in motion,
or rction; to make a public exhi-
bition of for the first time.— In-
au'gural, -gu-ral, a. Pert, to, or
performed or pronounced at, an
inauguration. — v. An inaugural
address. — Inauguration, >?. Act
of inaugurating ; formal begin-
ning of any movement, course of
action, etc.— Inau'guratory, -ra-

to-rt, a. Suited or pert, to inau
guration.

Inteing, in-be'ing, n. Inherence; inherent existence.
Inborn, in'born, a. Born in or with; implanted by
nature.

Inbreed, in-bred', v. t. [-bked, -breeding.] To pro-
duce or generate within; to breed in-and-in : see
under Ix.— In'bred, a. Bred within ; natural.

Inca, in'ka, «. ; pi. Incas, -kaz. A king or prince of
Peru, before its conquest by the Spaniards.

Incage, in-kaj', v. t. [-caged (-kajd'), -caging.] To
confine in a cage; to inclose.

Incalescent, in-ka-les'sent, a. Growing warm ; in-
creasing in heat.— Incales'cence, -sens, -cency, -sen-
-sT, n. A growing warm ; incipient or increasing
heat; calefaction.

Incandescent, in-kan-des'sent, a. White or glowing
with heat. — Incandes'cence, -sens, n. A white
heat, or the glowing whiteness of a body caused by
intense heat.

Incantation, in-kan-ta'shun. n. Act of enchanting;
enchantment; act of using magical formulas.

Incarcerate, in-kar'ser-at, v. t. To imprison, confine,
shut up, or inclose. — a. Imprisoned; confined.—
Incar'cera'tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

Incarnate, in-kar'iiat, v. t. To clothe with flesh, em-
body in flesh. — a. Invested with flesh: embodied
in a fleshy nature and form. — Incarna'tion, n. Act
of assuming flesh, or of taking a human body and
the nature of man ; state of being united with a hu-
man form and nature; an incarnate form; a striking
exemplification in person or act ; manifestation. —
Incar'native. -tiv, a. Causing new flesh to grow.
— Incar'nadine, -din, a. Flesh-colored; of a carna-
tion color. — v. t. To dye red.

Incase, in-kas', v. t. [-cased (-kasf), -casixg.] To
inclose in a case, surround with something solid. —
Incase'ment, n. Act or process of, etc.; any inclos-
ing substance.

Incendiary, in-sen'dT-a-rT, n. One who maliciously
sets fire to a building ; one who excites or inflames
factions; an agitator.— a. Pert, to the malicious
burning of a dwelling ; inflammatory ; seditious. —
Incense', -sens', r. t. To enkindle or inflame to
violent anger; to enrage ; exasperate : irritate; heat;
fire. — In'cense, n. Odors of spices and gums
burned in religious .rites ; a mixture of fragrant
gums, spices, etc., for producing a perfume. — v. t.

To perfume with incense. — Incen'sive, -siv, a.
Tending to excite or provoke : inflammatory.

Incentive, in-sen'tiv, a. Inciting : encouraging or
moving.— n. That which incites to determination
or action ; motive ; stimulus : encouragement.

Inception, in-sep'shun, n. Beginning ; commence-
ment. — Incep'tive, -tiv, a. Beginning ; expressing
or indicating beginning. — Incip'ient, -sip'T-ent, a.

Same as Inceptive. — Incip'iently, adv.— Incip'-
ience, -ency, -T-en-sT, a. Inception.

Inch, inch, n. The 12th part of a lineal_ foot; a small
distance or degree. — Inch'-meal, -mel, n. A piece
an inch long. — adv. By small degrees; little by
little.

Inchoate, in'ko-at, a. Recently, or just, b°gun; incip-
ient; also, incomplete.— Inchoa'tion, n. Act of be-

ginning; commencement; inception. — Incho'ativo,
-tiv, a. Expressing or indicating beginning.

Incident, in'6T-dent, a. Falling upon, as a ray of light
upon a reflecting surface ; happening accidentally

;

casual; fortuitous; liable to happen; naturallv hap-
pening or appertaining. {Law.) Dependent 'upon,
or appertaining to, another thing, called the ; rin-
cipal.—n. That which usually falls out or takes
place; an event; circumstance; that which happens
aside from the main design: an episode or subordi-
nate action. (.Law.) Something depending on or
passing with the principal. — Incident's!, a. Hap-
pening, as an occasional event;' not necessary to
the chief purpose : occasional ; accidental ; casual :

fortuitous ; contingent.— n. An incident.— Inci-
dent'ally, adv. Without intention : accidentally- ;

beside the main design. — In'-
cidence, -dens, n. An acci- N

dent or casualty. (I'/n/sics.) \
Direction in which a body, or
a ray of light or heat, i all's on
any surface. — Angle of inci-
dence. The angle which a ray
of light, or body, falling oil jr
any surface, makes with a per- , _ , T
pendicular to that surface. A P, H -

allS'^ 9* Vi"
Incinerate, in-sin'Sr-at, v. t. To cidence ; C B H,
burn to ashes. angle of reflection.

Incipierce, Incipient, etc. See under Inception.
Incise, in-tiz', v. t. [-cised (-sizd"), -cisixg.] To
cut in or into with a sharp instrument, carve, en-
grave. — Inci sed leaf. (Bot.)
One sharply and deeply cut or
notched.— Ircis'ion, -sizh'un, n.
Act of cutting into a substance ;

separation of the substance of
any body m:.de by a cutting in-
strument; a cut; gash. — In-
clusive, -si'siv, a. Having the
quality of cutting, or penetra-
ting ; sharp; ;;cute ; sarcastic;
biting. — Inci'sor, -zSr, w. A
cutter ; a fore tooth, which cuts,
bites, or separates : see Tooth.

Incite, in-sit', v. t. To move to
action, stir up, spur on, stimulate, instigate, rouse,
prompt, animate.— Incite'ment, n. Act of inciting;
that which incites ; motive ; incentive ; stimulus,
encouragement.

Inclasp, in-klasp', v. t. [-clasped (-klaspf), -clasp-
ing.] To clasp within or into ; to hold fast to, em-
brace, enci:cle.

Incline, in-klin', v. i. [-clixed (-kllnd'), -clixixg.]
To deviate from a line, direction, or course toward
an object; to lean; to favor an opinion, a course of
conduct, or a person ; to be disposed. — v. t. To
cause to deviate from a line, position, or direction ;

to give a tendency or propension to, as to the will
or affections ; to dispose; to bend ; to cause to stoop
or bow. — n. An ascent or de-
scent, as in a road or railway ;

a grade. — Inclined plane.
(Mech.) A plane that makes an
oblique angle with the plane
of the horizon; a sloping plane:
it is one of the mechanical pow- A D. Inclined Plane.

ers. — Inclination, n. Act of inclining; leaning; de-
viation from a normal direction or position ; pro-

pension ; a disposition more favorable to one thing
than to another ; bent ; tendency ; bias ;

preposses-

sion ; predilection ; love regard ; desire. (Geom.)
The angle made by 2 lines or planes, which meet, or
would meet, if produced.

Inclose, in-kloz', v. t. [-closed (-klozd'), -closixg.]
To surround, shut in, confine on all sides, encom-
pass ; to put within a case, envelope, etc.— Inclos'-
ure, -klo'zher, n. Act of, state of being, or thing
which is inclosed ; space contained; that which in-

closes ; a barrier, fence.
Include, in-klud', v. t. To confine within, contain,
shut up; to comprehend, as a genus the species, the
whole a part, an argument or reason the inference;
to embrace. — Inclu'sive, -siv, a. Inclosing : encir-
cling ; comprehending the stated limit or extremes.

Income, in'kum, n. That gam which proceeds from

Incised Leaf.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Tn, ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r
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labor, business, or property of any kind: revenue; re-

ceipts ; esp. the annual receipts of a private person,

or a corporation, from rents, business profits, etc.—
In'coming. -kum-ing, a. Coming in; accruing; com-
ing in as uccup mt or possessor.

Incorporate, in-k6r'po-rat, a. United in one body: in-

corporated; associated.— v. t. To combine (different

ingredients) into one bodyormassj togive a. material
form to, embody; to unite with a substance or mass
alreadv formed or in being; to combine into a struc-

ture or organization; to form into a legal body, or
bodv politic; to constitute into a corporation: — v. i.

To unite so as to make a part of another body; to be
mixed or blended. — Incorporation, n. Act of in-

corporating, or state of being nicjrporated ; union
of different ingredients in one mass ; combination
into a structure or organization. {Law.) The for-

mation of a legal or political body by the union of
individuals; bodv incorporated; a"corporation.

Increase, in-kres', v. i. [-creased (-krest'), -CEEas-
ixg.] To become greater in bulk, quantity, num-
ber, value, intensity, authority, etc. ; to grow, aug-
ment, advance ; to" multiply by the production of
young.— v. t. To augment or make greater in bulk,
quantity, or amountT to add to; to improve in qual-
ity; to aggravate. — Increase, in-kres' or in'kres, n.

A growing larger; that which results from growth ;

produce; profit ; interest; progeny; issue: offspring;
augmentation : extension; growth ; addition; acces-
sion.— Increment, in'kre-ment, n. Art or process of
increasing ; augmentation ; matter added : produce.
(Math.) "The increase of a variable quantity or
fraction from its present value to its next ascend-
ing value, (lihet.) An amplification without strict

dim ix. _ -

Incremate, in^kre-mat, v. t. To consume (a dead
body) by burning; to cremate.

Incrust, m-krusf, v. t. To cover with a crust or
hard coat; to form a crust on the surface of. — In-
crustation, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; a crust
or co it ot anything on the surface of a body.

Incubate, in'ku-bat, v. i. To sit, as on eggs for hatch-
ing.— Iacuba'tion, n. Act of, etc. (Path.) Germi-

|

nation of a contagious poison.— I. or a disease. Pe-
riod between the recaption of a morbific poison and
the manifestation of the disease. — In'cubus, ». : E.
pi. -buses, -bus-ez, L. pi. -bi, -bi. (Me I.) The night-

j

mare. Anything that weighs heavily upon one, or
prevents the free use of the faculties.

Inculcate, in-kuKkat, t\ r. To impress by frequent
admonitions, teach by frequent repetitions; to urge
on the mind. — Inculca'tion, a. Act of, etc.

Inculpate, in-kul'pat, v. t. To expose to blame: to
censure: to accuse of crime, impute guilt to; tocrim-
in ate.— Incul'patory, -pa-to-ri, a. Imputing- blame.
(Liw) Tending to establish guilt; criminatory.

Incumbent, in-kum'berit, a. Lying or resting upon ; 1

supported; buoyed up; lying or resting, as duty or
obligation ; indispensable"— n. One in'present pos-
session of a benefice, or office. — Iacum'bency, -ben-
slf, n. State of being, or that which is, incumbent; a
weight ; rule ; duty ; obligation. (Eccl.) State of
holding a benefice, or office.

Incur, in-ker', v. t. [-cluked {-kerd'), -oukRWG
(-kei-'ing).] To meet or fall in with, as something
from which inconvenience or harm is to be appre-
hended; to expose one's self to; to become liable or
subject to ; to contract. — Incur'sion, -shun, n. An
entering into a territory with hostile intention; in-
vasion ; inroad; raid; foray. — Incur'sive, -siv, a.
Making an attack or incursion; hostile.

Incurvate, in-kerv'at, v. t. To bend, crook. — a.
Curved inward or upward. — Incurva'tinn, ». Act
of bending, or of being curved; state of being bent;
act of bowing.— Incurve', v. t. [-curved (-ken-d').
-curving.] To bend, mike crooked. — Iacurv'ity,
-T-tr, n. State of being, etc.; curvature.

Indsbt, in-def. r. t. To bring into debt, place under
obli.ution.— Indebfed, a. Being in debt; under ob-
ligation j obliged bv something received, for which
restitution or gratitude is due."— Indebfed less, ».

Indeed, in-defK. a lv. In reality; in truth; i 1 i«JCt,

—

usel interjectionally, as an expression ol s i-p-ise.

Indent, in-denf, v. t.~ T 1 cut into points or ineqml-
ities, like a row of teeth; to notch, jag: to hind out

by indenture or contract. (Print.) To begin a line or
lines at a greater or less distance from the margin. —
v. i. To be cut or notched; to crook or turn; to wind
in and out. — n. A cut or notch in the margin of any-
thing. — Indentation, ». A notch ; a cut in the
margin of paper or otlie.- things ; a recess or depres-
sion in any border. (Print.) Act oi, etc. ; blank
space at the beginning of a line. — Indent'ed, p. a.

jagged; notched; bound out by indented wntings.—
ladent'ure, -den'chu;-, n. Act of indenting, or state
of bf ing indented. (Law.) A mutual agreement in
writing between parties, whereof each party had
formerly a part. — v. t. [indentured (,-chu.d),

-tckinu.] To bind by indentures.
Inde^, in'deks, n. ; E. pi. -dexes, -deks-ez ,• L. pi.

-dices, -dl-sez. That which points out, indicates, or
maniiests : esp., a pointer or hand that directs to

anything, as the hour of the day, road to a place,
etc.; table for facilitating reference to topics, names,
etc., in a book. (Anat.) The lore finger, or point-
ing finger. (Arith. & Alg.) The figuve or letter
which shows the power or root of a "quantity; the
exponent. [In this sense, the plural is always in-

dices.]—v. t. [indexed (-dekst), -dexing.] To pro-
vide with or form an index or table of reierences.

Indian, ind'yan or in'dl-an, a. Of, or pert, to, either
of the Indies, East or West, or the aborigines of
America: made of maize or Indian corn. — n. A
native or inhabitant of the Indies :

one of the aboriginal inhabitants
of America, —so called from their
fancied resemblance to the peo-
ple of India. — Indian com.
Maize, a plant of the genus Zea,
native of Amer.— /. file. Single
file; arrangement of persons in a
row following one after another, I 'j

the usual way among Indians of >/

traversing woods, etc. — /. sum-
mer. A period of warm and pleas- 1

ant weather occurring late in au-
tumn. — India paper. A delicate
absorbent paper, manufactured in
China or India, from the inner
bark of the bamboo or cotton tree.
— /. ink. A substance brought
chiefly from China, used for water
colors, consisting of lamp-black and animal glue ;

sepia.— /, ru'.ber. See Caoutchouc — Indiaman.
ind'ya- oj-in^dT-a-man, /(. (JTaut.) A large ship em-
ployed in the India trade.

Indican. See under Indigo.
Indicate, in'dT-kat, v. t. To point out, make known,
show. (Med.) To manifest by symptoms: to point
to as the proper remedies.

—
* Indica'tion, n. Act

of. or that which, etc.: mark: token: sign: symptom.
— Indic'ative. -a-tiv, a. Pointing out; bringing to

notice ; giving intimation or knowledge of some-
thing not visible or obvious. — Indicative mole.
(Gram.) That mode of the verb which indicates,
that is, which affirms or denies: it is also used in
asking questions. Indicative is also sometimes used
substantively to denote this mode. — Itidic'atively,
adr.— In'dica'tor, -ter, n. One who, or
that which, etc.: esp. an instrument by
which the working steam records its

pressure in the cylinder of a steam en-
gine ; an instrument for recording or
announcing telegraphic messages.

Indict, in-clif, r. t. (Law.) To charge
with a cime, in clue form of law, by
the finding or presentment of a grand
jury. — Indicfer, n. — Indicfment,
n. Act of indicting, or state of being^
indicted; written accusation, or formal
charge of a crime, preferred to a court
by a grand jury under oath; hence, an
acciRitiob jn general.

Indifferent. Indignant, etc. See under indicator
Inability.

Indigenous, in-dij'c-nv.s, a. Native; born or origina-
ting in (a place or country); produced naturally in
a count \v or climate; not" exotic.

Indigent, in'd'-jent, a. Destitute of property or
me ins of coni^o"-tablo subsistence; needy: poor.

—

Indian Corn.

sfln, cube, full ; moon, fc5ot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boxboN, chair, get.
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In'digence, -gency, -jen-sl, n. Poverty; need; pau-
perism.

|

Indigo, in'di-go, n. A blue coloring matter obtained
iiu.ii a leguminous plant oi several species. See

{

LlGHT.
Indite, in-dif, v. t. To direct or dictate what is to be

uttered o:- written ; to compose, write, be author of.
— I^dite'dent, it. Act of inditing.

Indoctrinate, in-doklri-nat, c. t. To instruct in the
j

ruuiaieiits or principles of learning, or of a branch
of learning: to instruct in or imbue with a doctrine.

,;

Indoor, iii'dd \ a. Being within doors.
Indorse. ia-dSrs', v. t. [-doksed (-dorst'), -doesixg.] ,

To wiite upon the bock or outside of. (Law.) To
write one's name upon the back of (a paper), to
transfer it, or to secure the payment of (a note,
drait, etc.); to give one's name or support to; to

j

sanction. — Indorsement, a. Act of writing on!
the back of a note, bill, etc.; a writing, usually upon

j

the back, but sometimes on the face, of a negotiable
instrument, by which the property therein is as-

signed and transferred; sanction or support given.
]

Indrawn, iu'drawn, a. Drawn in.

Induce, in-dus', v. t. [-diced (-dust'), -ducixg.] To
lead in, introduce; to prevail on, move or effect by

j

persuasion or influence, incite, cause. (Physics.) To
cause by proximity without contact or transmission.
— Induce'ment, ?;. That which induces ; a motive
or consideration that persuades to action ; reason ;

incitement ; influence. (Law.) Matter stated by
way of explanatory preamble or introduction. —
Induct'', v. t. To bring in, introduce ; to intro-
duce (to a benefice or office). — Induction. ;;. Act
of, etc. (Philos.) Act or process of reasoning from
a part to a whole, or from particulars to generals.
Formal introduction of a clergyman into a benefice,

or of a person into office. (Physics.) The property
by which one body, having electrical, galvanic, c'r

magnetic polarity, causes it in another body without
direct contact. (Math.) A process of demonstration
in which a general truth is gathered from an ex-
amination of particular cases. — Inductional, In-
ductive, -iv, a. Leading or drawing: tempting ;

proceeding or derived by induction. (Elec.) Opera-
ting bv, or facilitating induction.

Indue, i'n-du', v. t. [-dued (-dud'), -duixg.] To put
on, as clothes, draw on; to ciotne, invest, endow,
furnish, supply.

Indulge, in-dulj', v. t. [-dulged (-duljdO, -dulgixg.]
To be complacent towards; to give "way to, yield to

the desire of ; to withhold restraint from ; to grant
as by favor, gratify, cherish, foster. — v. i. To give
one's self up"; to practice a forbidden, or question-
able, act without restraint. — Indulgence, -gency,
-jen-sT, n. Quality of being indulgent; forbearance
of restraint or control : favor granted ; liberality ;

gratification. (Rom. Cath. Church.) Remission "of

temporal punishment for sins, supposed to save the
sinner from purgatory. — Indul'gent. a. Prone to
indulge or humor ; not opposing or restraining.

Indurate, in'du-rat, v. i. To grow hard, harden: be-
come hard. — v. t. To make hard, deprive of sen-
sibility, render obdurate.— a. Hardened; not soft;

without sensibility ; unfeeling ; obdurate. — Indu-
ration, n. Act of hardening or process of growing
hard; state of being indurated: obduracy: stiffness;
want of pliancy.

Industry, in'dus-trY, n. Habitual diligence: assidu-
ousness: laboriousness: a productive occupation.

—

Industrial, -trl-al, a. Consisting in industry: pert,
to industry, or the arts of industry. — Industrious,
-trl-us, a." Given to, or characterized by, etc.; dili-

sent in a particular pursuit, or to a particular end.
Inebriate, in-e'brl-at, v. t. To make drunk, intoxi-

cate: to stupefy, or to make furious or frantic; to
exhilarate.— r.'i. To be or become intoxicated.—
n. One who is drunk: esp. an habitual drunkard;
a sot: toper.— Ine'briation, Inebri'ety, -bri'e-ti, ?i.

Condition of beins, etc.

Ineffable, Inept, et£ See under Inability.
Infatuate, in-fat'u-at, v. t. To make foolish; to weak-
en the intellectual powers of; to inspire with an ex-
travagant or foolish passion; to besot, stupefy, mis-
lead. — Infat'ua'tion, ». Act of infatuating ; state
of beins infatuated: fcllv.

Infect, in-fekt', v. t. To taint with disease; to affect
with morbid or noxious matter ; to communicate
bad Qualities to, corrupt, poison, vitiate, pollute, de-
file. '{Law.) To contaminate with illegality, or ex-
pose to penalty. — Infection, 11. Act or process of
infecting; that which infects; result of infecting in-
fluence; a prevailing disease; that which taints, poi-
sons, or corrupts, by communication from one to
another ; contamination by illegality, as in cases of
contraband goods. — Infec'tious, -s'hus, a. Having
qualities that may infect ; pestilential; corrupting,
or tending to contaminate; vitiating. (Law.) Con-
taminating with illegality. Capable of being easily
diffused or spread.

Infer, in-fer', v. t. [-peered (-ferd'), -feeeixg (-fer'-

riug).] To derive either by deduction or induction:
to draw < r derive, as a fact or consequence.— Inferr-
able, -fertible, -fer-I-bl, n. CapaDle of being in-

terred or deduced from premises. — Inlerence, -f er-

ens, n. Act of inferring ; thing inferred ; a truth
or proposition drawn from anotlier which is admit-
ted or supposed to be true ; conclusion ; deduction;
cousequence.— Inferential, -shal, a. Deduced or
deducible by iniereuce.

Inferior, in-te'rl-er, a. Lower in place, social rank.
Oi excellence; subordinate. (Astro/i.) Between the
earth and the sun; below the horizon. (Bot.) Grow-
ing below some other organ. — n. A person who is

vounger, or lower in rank, station, intellect, etc.,

than another.— Inferiority, -rl-Sr'i-ti, n. State of
being inferior ; a lower state or condition. — Infer'-
nal, -ier'-nal, a. Pert, to the lower regions, or re-

gions of the dead ; pert, to, like, appropriate to, or
inhabiting hell ; hellish ; diabolical. — n. An inhab-
itant of hell.

Infest, in-lesf, v. t. To trouble greatly, harass; to so

occupy or frequent as to make unsafe or unpleas-

ant; to haunt.
Infllter. in-filler, v. t. or i. To filter or sift in.— In-
filtrate, -trat, v. i. To enter by penetrating the
pores or interstices of a substance. — Infiltration,
n. Act or process of infiltrating ; substance which
has entered the pores or cavities of a body. (Med.)
Effusion of a fluid into the cells of an organ or part.

Infinite. Infirm, etc. See under Inability.
Infix, in-fiks', v. t. [-fixed (-fiksf), -fixixg.] To fix

by piercing or thrusting in : to implant or fix, as
principles, thoughts, instructions.

Inflame, in-flam'. v. t. [-flamed (-flamd'), -flam-
ing.] To set on fire, kindle ; to excite to excessive
and unnatural action; to produce morbid heat, red-
ness, or swelling ; to excite or increase (passion or
appetite) ; to provoke to anger or rage ; to irritate,

exasperate, anger. — v. i. To grow hot, angry, and
painful. — Infiam'mable, -flamlna-bl, a. Capable
of being set on fire : easily enkindled. — Inflamlna-
bleness. -inability, n. — inflammation, a. Act of,

state of being, etc. (Med. & Surg.) A redness and
swelling of any part of an animal body, attended
with heat, pain', and febrile symptoms. 'Violent ex-
citement ; heat ; passion. — Inflam'matory, -to-rY, a.

Tending to inflame.
Inflate, in-flat', v. t. To swell or distend with air or

gas; to blow into: to puff up, elate; to cause to be-
come unduly expanded or increased. — Inflate',
-flat'ed. a. Filled with air ; distended; bombastic.— Inflation, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

Inflect, in-flekf, v. t. To bend, turn from a direct
line or course. (Gram.) To vary (a noun or verb)
in its terminations, decline, conjugate. To modulate
(the voice).—Inflection, -flexlonr-fiek'shun, n. Act
of, or state of being, etc. ; a bend ; fold ; a slide or
modulation of the voice in speaking. (Gram.) The
variation of nouns, etc., by declension, and verbs bv
conjugation. (Mus.) Any modification in the pitch
or tone of the voice. (Opt.) The deviation which
light undergoes in passing the edges of an opaque
body; diffraction.— Inflectional, a. Pert, to inflec-
tion. — Inflective, -iv, a. Capable of inflection.

Inflict, in-flikt'
r

, r. t. To lav, send, impose, apply; to

cause to bear, feel, or suffer. —Infliction, n. Act
of inflicting ; thing inflicted or imposed. — Inflict'-
ive. -iv. a. "Tending or able to inflict.

Inflorescence. in-flo-reVsens, n. A flowering; the un-
folding of blossoms. (Bot.) Mode of flowering, or

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 8r
;
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Ingrain, in'gran or in-gran', v. t.
" -graining.] To dye in the

general arrangement and disposition of the flowers ; i two-ply carpet.

_

an axis on which all the buds are flower-buds.
|

[-grained (-grand''),

Influence, in'flu-ens, n. A flowing in orupon; influx;
|

grain or before manufacture; to work into ths nat
agencv or power which affects, modifies, or sways;

; ural texture, as color.

controlling power quietly or efficaciously exerted ; Ingrate. Ingratitude, etc. See under Inability.
authority arising from station, character, intellect, Ingratiate, in-gra'shl-at, v. t. To introduce or com-
wealth, etc.— v. t. [influenced (-enst), -encing.]
To control bv hidden, but efficacious, power ; to

persuade, lead, direct; to modify, affect, bias, sway.
—Influential, -shal, a. Exerting influence or power, i

by invisible operation, as physical causes on bodies \

or as moral causes on the mind. — Influen'tially,

adv.— In'flux, n. Act of flowing in ; infusion ; in-

tromission; introduction ; importation in abundance.
— Influenza, -za, n. {Med.) A violent form of epi-

demic catarrh.
Infold, in-foldl v. i. To wrap up or inwrap ; to in-

|

close; to embrace.
Inform, in-iSrm'', v. t. [-formed (-formd'), -form-

ing.] To give form, shape, or vital or organizing
power to; to animate; to make known to, advise,
instruct, tell; to communicate a knowledge of facts
to, by way of accusation.

—

v.i. To give information.
— Inform*'ant, n. One who informs or gives intel-

ligence. — Information, n. Act of informing, or
communicating knowledge ; news or advice com-
municated by word or writing; intelligence; knowl-
edge derived from reading, observation, or instruc-
tion. {Lav:.) A prosecution for some offense against
the government. — Inform'er, n. One who informs
or gives intelligence. (Law.) One who informs
against another for the violation of some law. One
who makes a business of informing against others,
— esp. who, for selfish ends, volunteers accusations,
to have others punished.

Infraction, in-frak'shun, n. Breach; violation ; non-
observance. — Infringe', v. t. [-fringed (-frinidOi
-fringing.] To break, as contracts ; to violate,

transgress, neglect to fulfill or obey. — v. i. To vio-

late some rule ; to encroach, trespass. — Infringe'-

ment n Act of violating: breach; non-fulfillment.

Infuriate, m-fulY-at, «. Enraged ; mad ; raging ;

furiously angry. — v. t. To render furious or mad ;

Infuse, iif-faz', v. t. [-fused (-fuzd'), -fusing.] To
pour in, as a liquid ; to instill, as principles or qna>

ities; to inspirit or animate; to steep in wate- M suit-

able temperature, for the purpose of extracting me-
dicinal or other qualities.— Infu'sioP -zhun,,n. Act

of infusing, pouring in, or instilling ; instillation ;

thing infused; siwwe^'in. y^/iurinaci/.) Act or pro-

cess of steeping (a plant, etc.) in water, to extract its

virtues; liquid obtained by this process.— Infu'sive,

-siv, a. Having the
power of infusion.
— Infuso'ria, -rY-a,

n. pi. (Zobl.) -Mi-

nute or microscopic
animals foun d in
water and other
fluids; animalcules.
— Infuso'rial, -fur-

sory, -so-rf, a. Pert,

to, composed of, or
containing, etc.

Ingenious, in-jen'yus, a. Possessed of genius, or the
faculty of invention ; skillful or prompt to invent ;

proceeding from. pert, to, or characterized by inge-

nuity ; witty ; well formed; well adapted.— Ingen'-
iousness. Ingenuity, -je-nu'T-U, n. Quality or
power of ready invention : quickness or acuteness
in forming new combinations ; curiousness in de-
sign.— Ingen'uous, -jenli-us, a. Of honorable ex-
traction ; noble ; generous ; free from reserve, dis-

guise, equivocation, or dissimulation ; open : frank;
artless ; sincere.

Ingle, in'gl, n. A fire, or fireplace.

Ingot, in'got, 7i. A mass or wedge of gold or other
metal, cast in a mold ; a mass of nnwrought metal.

Ingraft, in-graff, r. t. To insert, as a scion of one
tree or plant into another for propagation; to intro- I

duce ; to subject to the process of grafting; to set or
j

fix deenly anil firmly.
Ingrain, iri-gran'', a. Dyed in the grain ; thoroughly

;

inwrought, as color. — Ingrain carpet. A double or

Infusoria (as seen through a
microscope).

mend to another's favor; to worm into one's conn
deuce.

Ingredient, in-gre'df-ent, n. That which is a com-
ponent part of any compound or mixture; an ele-

ment. — In'gress, "n. Entrance; power, liberty, or
means of entrance or access. — Ingres'sion, -gresh'-
un, 11. Act of entering; entrance.

Inguinal, in'gwi-nal, a. (Anat.) Pert, to the groin.
Ingulf, in-gulf', v. t. [-gulfed (-gullf), -gulfing.]
To swallow up in or as in a vast deep, gulf, or whirl-
pool; to cast into a gulf, overwhelm.

Inhabit, in-hablt, v. t. To live or dwell in.— v. i.

To have residence, dwell, live, abide. — Inhabit-
able, a. Capable of being inhabited ; habitable. —
Inhab'itance. -ancy, -an-sT, n. Condition of an in-

habitant ; legal residence ; esp., the right to sup-
port in case of poverty, acquired by residence m
a town.— Inhabitant, n. One who resides per-
manently in a place. (Law.) One who has a legal
settlement in a town, city, or paiish ; a resident. —
InhaVita'tion, n. Act of inhabiting, or state of be-
ing inhabited; abode; place oi dwelling. — Inhab'-
itativeness, -a-tiv-nes, n. (PhrenoL) An organ sup-
posed to indicate the desire of permanent residence
in an abode. See Phrenology.

Inhale, in-hal', v. t. [-haled (-hald'), -haling.] To -

draw into the lungs; to inspire.— InhaKer, n. One
who inhales: an apparatus for inhaling any vapor or
volatile substance, for medicinal purposes; a con-
trivance to filter or warm the air for deiicate lungs

;
or in a deleterious atmosphere ; a respirator ; appa-

,
ratus to carry air for a diver, etc. — Inhalation, n.

\ Act of inhaling.
Inhere, in-her', v. i. [-:;zeed (-herd"), -hering.] To

i
be fixed or permanently incorporated.—Inherent, a.

Existing in something, so as to be inseparable from
I

it; naturauy pertaining to; innate: inborn; native;
inviought. — Inherently, adv. — Inherence, -en-

;.y, -en-sT. ?«. State of inhering: existence in some-
thing.— Inhe'sion, -zhun, n. Inherence.

Inherit, in-herlt, v. t. (Law.) To take by descent
from an ancestor: to succeed, as an heir, to the estate

or rights of a deceased person. To receive or take by
birth, have by nature: to become possessed of, own.

—

v.i. To have as an inheritance, possession, or prop-
erty.— Inheritable, a. Capable of being inherited,
or of being transmitted from parent to child, or of

i taking by inheritance, or receiving by descent. —
Inherltably, adv. By inheritance. — inheritance,
-ans, n. (Law.) An estate which a man has by de-
scent as heir to another, or which he may transmit
to another as his heir; that inherited; a permanent
or valuable possession or blessing ; a possession re-

ceived by gift, or without purchase ; ownership.
Inhesion. * See under Inhere.
Inhibit, in-hiblt. v. t. To check, repress, restrain,

hinder; to forbid, prohibit. — Inhibition, -bish'uu,
n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; restraint; prohibi-
tion : embargo. — Inhibitory, -l-to-rf , a. Tend-
ing or serving to inhibit: prohibitory.

Inhospitable, Inhuman, etc. See under Inability.
Inhumate, in-hu'mat, v. t. To inhume.— Inhuma'-

tion. n. Act of. etc.: interment.— Inhume', -hum'',

v.t. [-humed (-liumd'), -huming.] To bury, inter.

Initial, in-ish'al, a. Of, or pert, to, the beginning ;

incipient; placed at the beginning or head (of a list

or series).— ;;. The first letter of a word.— Ini'tiate,
-ish'f-at, v. t. To introduce by a first act, begin: to

instruct in the rudiments or principles; to introduce
into a societj- or organization, or secret ceremonies.
— a. Begun; commenced; incomplete, as a right,

etc.; introduced to a knowledge of .
— Ini'tia'tion,

-ish/t-a'shun, n. Act or process of initiating; cere-

mony bv which one is introduced into any society;

introduction into the principles of anything myste-
rious.— Ini'tiative, -tiv, a. Serving to initiate; ini-

tiatory!.— n. An introductory step or movement;
right to introduce a new measure or law, as in legis-

lation. — Initiatory, -to-rl, a. Suitable for an in-

sfin, cube, full; moon, fcJot ; cow, oil; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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traduction or beginning; introductory; tending or
serving to initiate.

Inject, in-jekt', v. t. To throw in, dart in. — Injec'-
tion, -jek'shun, n. Act of injecting or throwing in,— applied esp. to the iorcible throwing in oi a liq-

uid, or aeriform body, by a syringe, pump, etc.;

thing injected, esp., a liquid medicine injected into
a cavity' of the body. (Anat.) Act of filling the ves-
sels of an animal body with some colored substance,
to render visible their figures and ramifications. A
preserved part of an animal body, thus injected.
{Steam Eng.) Act of throwing cold water'into a
condenser; cold water thrown into a condenser to
produce a vacuum. — Inject'or, n. A person or
thing that injects.

Injoin, iii-join', v. t. See Enjoin. — Injunction, in-
nunk'shun, n. Act of enjoining or commanding;
thing enjoined; an order; command; precept. (Law.)
A writ or process, granted by a court of equity, re-

quiring a party to do or to refrain from doing cer-
tain acts.

Injudicious, Injure, etc. See under Inability.
Ink, ink, n. A colored fluid, viscous material, or pig-
ment used in writing, printing, etc.

—

v. t. [inked
(inkt), inking.] To blacken, color, or daub with
ink.— Ink'y,-i, a. Consisting of, like, or soiled with,
ink; black.— Ink'horn. n. An inkstand, — formerly
made of horn.— Ink'stand, n. A vessel for holding
writing ink.

Inkling, ink'ling, n. Inclination; desire ; a hint or
whisper; intimation.

Inlace, in-las', v. t. [-laced (-last'), -lacing.] To
-.,jvork in, as lace; to lace.

InlkSd. inland, a. Within the land; remote from the
sea ; Ulterior ; carried on within a country ; do-
mestic; "drawn and payable in the same country.

—

n. The inteVJor part of a country.
Inlay, in-la', v. L .[-laid (-lad'), -laying.] To in-

sert (pieces of pearl, 'Yory, etc.) in a groundwork of
some other material, to lSU'.n an ornamental suriace.
— In'lay, n. Pieces of wood,-- ivory, etc., inlaid, or
prepared for inlaying.— Inlay'6A «•

Inlet, inlet, n. A passage by which an 11'rC-lqsed place
may be entered; a bay or recess in che shirre of the
sea, etc., or between isles, a narrow strip of ;v^ fer

running into the land; a creek.
Inly, Inmost, Inner, liming, etc. See under In.
Inmate, in'mat, u. One who lives in the same apart-
ment or house with another.

Inn, in, n. A house for the lodging and entertainment
of travelers; tavern; public house; hotel; in Eng.,
a college or society of students at law and barris-

ters, also one of the buildings containing law cham-
bers.—?;. t~. To put under cover, shelter ; to afford
lodging and entertainment to; to lodge.

Innate, in'nat or in-nac', a. Inborn; native; natural;
originating in, or derived from, the constitution of
the intellect, as opp. to being _acquired from experi-
ence. — Innately, in'- or in-nat'li, adv. Naturally.

Innocent, Innocuous, etc. See under Inability.
Innovate, in'no-vat, v.t. To change by introducing
something new ; to introduce as a novelty.

—

v. i.

To introduce novelties.— Innova'tion, n. Act of, or
a change effected by, innovating; a change in cus-
toms, etc.— In'nova'tor, n.

Innuendo, in-nu-en'do, n. ; pi. -does, -doz. An ob-
lique hint; remote intimation or allusion. (Law.)
A parenthetic explanatory averment employed in
proceedings for libel or slander, to point the applica-
tion to persons or subjects, of the alleged defamato-
ry matter.

Inoculate, in-ok'u-lat, v. t. To bud ; to insert (the
bud of a plant in another plant) for propagation.
(MeJ.) To communicate, as a disease to a person,
by inserting infectious matter in his skin or flesh. —
v. i. To graft by inserting buds; to communicate
disease by inserting infectious matter. —laoo'ula'-
tion, n. Act or art of inoculating.— laoc'ula'tor, n.

Inquire, in-kwl •', v. i. [-quired (-kwirri'), -quiring.]
To ask a question; to make examination or investi-
gation. — v. t. To ask about; to make inquiry re-
specting. — laquir'y, -kwir'T, n. Act of inquiring;
search for trutn, imormation, or knowledge; exam-
ination into iacts or principles; a question; query;
interrogatory; scrutiny: investigation; research.—

In'quest, -kwest, n. Act of inquiring; inquiry; quest.
I (Law.) judicial inquiry; official examination; a

jury. "esp. a coroner's jury.— Inquisi'tion, -zish'un,
n. Act of inquiring ; examination ; investigation.

|

(Law.) Judicial inquiry; inquest; the finding of a
jury. {Rom. Cath. Church.) A tribunal for the ex-

I animation and punishment of heretics.— Inquis'-
itor, -kwiz'I-ter, n. One who inquires ; esp., one
whose official duty it is to inquire and examine.
(Rom. Cath. Church.) A member of the Court of
Inquisition. — Inquis'ito'rial, -to'rf-al, a. Pert, to
inquisition, or to the Court of Inquisition, or resem-
bling its practices. — Inquis'itive, -T-tiv, a. Apt to
ask questions; given to research; prying; curious.

Inroad, in'rod, n. A sudden or desultory incursion
or invasion; irruption; encroachment.

Insane, Insatiable, etc. See under Inability.
Inscribe, in-sknb', v. t. [-scribed (-skubd'), -scrib-

ing.] To write or engrave, imprint; to mark with
letters, characters, or words ; to commend by a
short address, less formal than a dedication; to im-
print deeply, impress. (Geom.) To draw within, as
one figure within another. — Inscrip'tion, -skrip'-
shun, n. Act of inscribing; tiling inscribed; esp.,
anything engraved on a solid substance for preser-
vation or public inspection; an address or consign-
ment of a book to a person, as a mark of respect.

Insect, in'sekt, n. (Zobl.) An articulate animal whose
bod\r is divided by cross lines or incisions into a
number of segments or rings, and in the winged or
adult state is divid-
ed into 3 distinct
parts, the head,
thorax, and abdo-
raen, has G legs,
never more than
4 wings, and that
breathes air in
tubes opening ex-
ternally by spira-
cles. Anything
small or contempt-
ible.—Insec'tivore,
-tl-vbr, n. ; p I

.

-voiiES, - v o r z .

(Zobl.) One of an
ord.'"of small plan-
tigrade mammals
that feed oon in-
sects. — Insectiv-
orous, -tiv'er-us,
a. Feeding cr sub-
sisting on insects ;

pert, to the Insecti-
vores.

Insecure, Insensible,
etc. See under In-
ability.

Insert, in-sert', v. t.

To set or place in
among, introduce.
— Insert'ing, n. A
setting in ; some-
thing inserted or set in, as lace, etc., into garments.—
Inser'tion, -shun, n. Act of inserting, or setting or
placing in or among other things; condition of being
inserted ; mode, place, etc., or inserting; thing set
in, as lace, cambric, in narrow strips, etc.

Inset, in'set, n. That which is set in; an insertion.
Inshrine. Same as Enshrine.
Inside, in'sid, prep, or adv. Within the sides of; in
the interior; contained within.— a. Being within;
contained; interior; internal.— n. The pa-t within;
interior portion ; one who, or that which, is within,
or inclosed; hence, an inside passenger of a coach or
carnage, pi. The inward parts, entrails, bowels.

Insidious, in-sid'T-us, a. Lying in wait; watching an
opportunity to insnare or entrap: intending or in-

tended to entrap ; crafty : wily ; sly : designing ;

treacherous ; deceptive. (Med.) Existing without
marked symptoms; likely to elude notice; more dan-
gerous than it appears.

Insight, in'sit, n. Siaiit or view of the interior of
anything; introspection: thorough knowledge: pow-
er of acute observation and deduction : discernment.

Insect.

o, antennae; 6, eyes; c, head; d, s

terior legs or arms; e, pvochorax;
mesotborax; g, metatlioras; /*, m:
die or central legs or arms; i, cc

tral wings; o, anterior or first wing?
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Insignia, in-sig'nT-a, n. pi. Badges of office or honor;
marks by which anything is distinguished.

Insinuate," in-sin'u-at, v. t. To introduce gently, or
as by a winding or narrow passage; to wind iii; to

introduce artfully, instill ; to hint, suggest by re-

mote allusion ; to push or work one's self (into favor).
— v. i. To creep, wind, or flow, in ; to ingratiate
one's self.— Insin/ua''tion, n. Act of insinuating; a
creeping or winding in; act of gaining favor by gen-
tle or artful means ; art or power of pleasing and
stealing on the affections; a hint; suggestion by dis-

tant allusion; innuendo.
Insist, in-sisf, v. i. To dwell upon as a matter of

special moment; to be persistent or pressing. — In-
sistence, -ens, n. Quality of being urgent.

Insnare, in-snar', v.t. [-snared (-snardO, -snaring.]
To catch in a snare, entrap; to seduce by artifice.

Insolent, Insoluble, etc. See under Inability.
Insomuch. See under In.
Inspect, in-spekf, v. t. To view closely and critically,

esp. in order to ascertain quality or condition, dis-

cover errors, etc.; to view and examine officially, as
troops, arms, goods offered for sale, etc. — Inspec-
tion, -spek'shun, n. Act of inspecting; careful sur-
vey; official examination; act of overseeing; super-
intendence.

Inspire, in-spir', v. i. [-spired (-splrd'), -spiking.]
To draw in breath, inhale air into the lungs; to
breathe, blow gently, — v. t. To breathe into, fill

with the breath; to infuse by breathing, infuse into
the mind; to convey, as by a superior or supernat-
ural influence; to affect, as with a supernatural in-
fluence; to inhale.— Inspiration, n. Act of inspir-
ing, breathing in, infusing, etc.; inhalation: extraor-
dinary elevation of the imagination or other pow-
ers of the soul; result of such extraordinary eleva-

tion in the thoughts, emotions, or purposes inspired;
esp., a supernatural divine influence on the sacred
writers, by which thev were qualiiied to communi-
cate truth with authority.— Iaspir'it, -spir'it, v. t.

To infuse or excite spirit in, give new life to, enliv-

en, animate, cheer, encourage.
Inspissate, in-spis'sat. v. t. To thicken (fluids) by
evaporation.

—

a. Thick; inspissated.
Instability, etc. See under Inability.
Install, in-stawK, v. t. [-stalled (-stawld'), -stall-

ing.] To set in a seat, give a place to; to instate in
an office, rank, or order, with ceremonies.— Instal-

lation, n. Act of installing; esp. of instating an or-

dained minister in a parish; institution. —Install-
ment, n. Act of installing: a part of a sum of money
paid or to be paid at a time different from that of
the balance.

Instant, in'stant, a. Pressing; urgent: importunate;
earnest: closely impending in respect to time; imme-
diate; unking no delay; quick; present; current.—
n. A point in duration; a moment; a particular
time; a day of the current month.— Instantly, at/w.

Without the least delay or interval: with urgency;
directly; immediately; at once. — Insta^ta'neous,
-ne-us, a. Done in an instant. — Instantaneously,
adv. — Instan'ter, adv. Immediately; without de-

lay; instantly.— In'stance, -stuns, n. Quality or act

of being instant or pressing: occasion; order of oc-

currence; something cited in proof or exemplifica-
tion; a case occurring; application: example. — v. t.

[-stanced (-stanst), -stancing.] To mention as an
example or case.

Instate, in-staf, v. t. To set or place, establish (in a
rank or condition), install.

Instsad. in-sted', adv. In the stead, place, or room;
equivalent to; equal to.

Instep, in'step, n. The arched middle portion of the
human foot, comprising the metatarsus and part of
the tarsus, csr>. the projection on the upper side near
its junction with the leg: th it part of the hind leg of
n horse from the thigh to the pastern-joint.

Instigate, iu'stt-gat, v. t. To incite, set on, goad or
u;w iorwnvd, stimulate, impel, animate.

Instill, in-stiK, v. t. [-stilled (-stikK), -stilling.]
To pour in bv d ops; to infuse slowly, or by de-
grees. — I "istilla'tion, n. Act of instilling, or infus-
ing by sin_ll quantities; act of infusing slowly into
the mind; that instilled or infused.

Instinct, in-stinkf, a. Urged from within; moved;

I animated; excited. — In'stinct, n. Unconscious or
unreasoning prompting to action; esp. the natural,

I unreasoning impulse in an animal, by which it is

guided to the performance of any action, without
thought of improvement in the method.— Instincf-
ive, -iv, a. Prompted by instinct : acting without

j

reasoning, instruction, o"r experience. — Instincf-
' ively, adv. By force of instinct.
Institute, in'sti-tut, v. t. To set up, establish, appoint,
ordain; to originate, found; to begin, commence, set

|

in operation. (JEccl. Law.) To invest with the spir-
itual part of a benence, or the care of souls. — n.

|

Thing instituted; established law; settled order ;

I that which is established as authoritative; precept;
! maxim; principle; an institution: a literary, scien-

tific, or philosophical society, pi. A book of elements
or principles; esp. a work containing the principles
of jurisprudence; theory of medicine, esp. physiol-
ogy and therapeutics, applied to the practice of
medicine.— Institution, n. Act of instituting, as,

establishment, foundation, enactment; or, instruc-
tion, education ; or (Eccl. Laio), act or ceremony of
investing a clergyman with the spiritual part of a
benefice; that which is instituted or established; es-

tablished order, or method, or custom; enactment;
ordinance; an established or organized society, en-
dowed school, etc.; a foundation; a text-book; a sys-
tem of elements or rules.

Instruct, in-strukf, v. t. To furnish with requisite
outfit or preparation; to make ready; esp., to impart
information to, enlighten, teach, educate, inform; to
furnish with directions, command, enjoin. — In-
structor, -or, -er, n. — Instruct'ible, a. Capable of
being instructed. — Instruction, ??. Act of instruct-
ing, or teaching: that wnich instructs, as, precept,
imormation, teachings; direction, order, command.— Instructive, -iv, a. Conveying knowledge; serv-
ing to instruct. — Instrument, -stroo-ment, n. That
by means of which anything is effected, a tool,
utensil, implement; a contrivance, by which musical
sounds are produced. (Law.) A writing, expressive
of some act, contract, process, or proceeding. One
who, or that which, serves a purpose.—Instrument-
al, a. Acting as an instrument; serving as a means;
conducive; helpful; pert, to, made by, or prepared
for, musical instruments.— In'strumental'ity, -taK-
i-W, n. Quality or condition of being, or that which
is, instrumental; agency.— Instrument'ally, adv.
In the nature of an instrument, as means to an end;
with instruments of music. — In /strumenta/

'tion, n.
Act of using, or the subordination oi, as an instru-
ment; means; agency. (Mas.) Instrumental compo-
sition; act or manner of playing upon musical in-
struments.

Insubordinate, Insufficient, etc. See under Inability.
Insular, in'su-lSr, -lary, -la-rT, a. Pert, to an island;
surrounded by water..— In'sulate, v. t. To place in
a detached situation, isolate; to prevent the transfer
to, or from, of electricity or heat, by the interposition
of non-conductors. — In'sula'ted, p. a. Standing by
itself. (Elec.) Separated, as a body; from others, by
non-couductors of electricity. (Thennolias.) Sepa-
rated, as a heated body, from other bodies, by non-
conductors of heat.

Insult, in'sult, ??. Gross abuse offered to another; af-

front; indignity; outrage; contumely, — v. t. To
treat with abuse, insolence, or contempt, by words
or actions. — v. i. To behave with insolent triumph.

Insure, in-shoor', v.t. [-suked (-shoordO, -surixg.]
To make sure or secure ; esp. to secure against a pos-
sible loss or assure the contingent payment of a cer-
tain sum on stipulated conditions, or at a given rate
or premium.— v. i. To underwrite; to practice mak-
ing insurance.— Insur'ance, n. Act of insuring, or
assuring, against loss or damage; a contract where-
by, for a consideration called a premium, one party
undertakes to indemnify the other against loss by
certain risks or to pay a certain sum in a given con-
tingency; premium paid for insuring property or life.

Insurgent, in-ser'jent, a. Rising in opposition to law-
ful civil or political authority; insubordinate; re-

bellious.—??. One who rises in revolt; a rebel. — In-
surrec'tion, -seT-rek'shun, n. A rising against civil

or political authority; sedition; revolt: reoellion.

Intact, Integrity, etc. See under Inability.

sun, cube, full ; moon, foot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boxbex, chair, get.
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Intaglio, in-taKyo, n. A figure cut into a material, as

a seal, matrix, etc.; a stone or gem in which a figure
is cut' so as to form a depression or hollow.

Integument, in-tegru-ment, n. That which naturally
covers another tiling; esp. (Anat.), a covering which
invests the body, as the skin, or a membrane that
invests a particular part.

Intellect, in'tel-lekt, n. The faculty of the human
soul by which it knows, understands, or reasons, as
disting. fr. the power to feel and to will: the power
to judge and comprehend.— Intellec'tion, ». Act of
understanding; simple apprehension of ideas; intui-

j

tion.— Intellect'ual, -u-al, a. Belonging to, or per- '

formed by, the mind, mental; formed bv, and exist-
,

ing for, the intellect alone; perceived by the intel-

lect; having the power of understanding; having ca-
pacity for the higher forms of knowTledg_e or thought;
relating to the understanding.

—

Intelligence, -ll-

jens, ?i. Act of knowing; the intellect as a gift or en-
dowment; capacity for the higher functions of the
intellect ; information communicated ; general in-

formation ; an intelligent being or spirit. — Intel'-

ligent, a. Endowed with the faculty of reason, or
with a good intellect; well informed; sensible; skill-

;

ful.— InteKligible, -li-jl-bl, a. Capable of being
understood or comprehended; perspicuous; plain;
clear. — IntePligibleness, -ligibiKity, n.

Intend, in-tend', r. t. To fix the mind upon, as the
object to be effected ; to contemplate, meditate,
purpose, mean.— Intended, n. One betrothed ; an
affianced lover. — Intense', -tens'", a. Strained ;

stretched ; tightly drawn ; kept on the stretch ; ex-
treme in degree, as, ardent, fervent; keen, biting;
vehement, earnest ; severe, violent. — Intense'ness,
-ten'sity, -sl-tl, n. State of being intense; extreme
degree. (Physics & Mech.) Effectiveness, as estimated
by results produced. — Inten'sative, -tiv, a. Add-
ing intensity; intensifying.— Intensify, v. t. [-fied

j

(-lid), -fying.] To render more intense.— v. i. To
become intense, or more intense. — Intension,
-shun, n. A straining, or the state of being strained; ;

increase of power or energy of any quality. (Logic
\

& Metaph.) The collective attributes, qualities, or
marks that make up a complex general notion.

—

Intensive, -siv, a. Stretched, or admitting of ex-
tension, or increase of degree; assiduous; intense. !

(Gram.) Serving to give force or emphasis.— In-
tensively, adv. In a manner to give force.— In-

j

tenf, a. Having the mind strained or bent on an
object ; fixed closely ; anxiously diligent. — n. Act \

of turning the mind toward an object; a design; pur-
pose ; intention ; meaning ; object ; end ; aim.— In-

tently, adv. In an intent manner ; steadfastly ;

earnestly; sedulously; diligently; eagerly.— Intenr-

tion, n. A bending of the mind toward an object

;

closeness of application; fixed direction of the mind
to a particular object, or in a particular way of act-

ing; object intended; state of being strained.— In-
ten'tional, a. Done by intention or design; in-

tended; designed. —Inten'tionally, adv. With in-

tention; by design.
Inter, in-ter', v. t. [-terred Herd'), -terring.] To
deposit and cover in the earth, bury, inhume. — In- ,

ter'ment, n. Act of, etc.; burial; sepulture.
Interact, in-ter-akf, v. t. To act upon each other.

,— n. A short act or piece between others, as in a
|

plav; an interlude.
Intercede, in-ter-sed', v. i. To act between parties, !

to reconcile those who differ: to plead in behalf of
another ; to interpose, mediate. — Intercession, i

-sesh'un, n. Act of interceding ; mediation ; en-
[

treaty with one partv in favor of^ or, less often,
j

against another. — Intercessor, -ser, n. One who
j

intercedes ; a mediator. (Eccl.) A bishop, who,-
j

during a vacancy of the see, administers the bishop- i

ric till a successor is elected.

Intercept, in-ter-sept", v. t. To stop on its passage,

seize by the way; to obstruct the progress of; to in-
'

terrupt communication with, or progress toward.
(Math.) To take, include, or comprehend between.

1

Interchange, in-ter-chanj /',t\Z. [-changed (-chanjd'"),
j

-changing.] To put each in the place of the other; I

to exchange, reciprocate; to cause to follow, or to
j

alternate.— v. i. To change mutually; to succeed al-

ternately. — Interchange', n. Act of mutually
|

changing; state of being mutually changed; alter-
nate succession : baiter ; commerce".

Intercostal, in-ter-kos'tal, a. (Anat.) Placed or lying
between the ribs.

Intercourse, in'ter-kors, n. Connection by reciprocal
dealings between persons or nations, in common af-
fairs and civilities, in trade, language, or correspond-
ence ; esp., interchange of thought and feeling ;

communication : familiarity ; sexual connection.
Interdict, in'ter-dikf, v. t. To forbid by order or
charge; to prohibit or inhibit. (Eccl.) "To cut off
from the enjoyment of communion with a church.— In'terdict', n. A prohibition ; a prohibitory or-
der or decree ; esp. a papal censure, prohibiting the
performance of divine service or the administration
or enjoyment of religious rites, to or by persons
named or in a specified place or region.

Interest, in'ter-est, v. t. To engage" the attention or
affections of; to excite emotkTn or passion in, in be-
half of a person or thing; to excite in behalf of an-
other, or of some other object,— used reflexively.

—

n. Special attention to some object; concern; sym-
pathy; excitement of feeling, esp. of pleased or grat-
ified feeling, regard, or affection ; share, portion,
part; advantage, personal or general; lot; the per-
sons interested in any particular business or meas-
ure, taken collectively,— as. the manufacturing in-
terest. — Interested, p. a. Having an interest; con-
cerned in a cause or in consequences ; liable to be
affected.— Interesting, p. a. Engaging the atten-
tion or curiosity: exciting emotions or passions.

Interest, in'ter-est, n. Premium paid for the use of
money; profit per cent, derived from money lent, or
property used by another person, or from debts re-
maining unpaid; any surplus advantage, or unex-
pected advance in returning what has been received.— Compound interest. That which arises from the
principal with the interest added; interest on inter-
est. — Simple i. _That from the principal sum only.

Interfere, in-ter-fer'", v. i. [-fered Herd'), -fering.]
To come in collision, clash; to take part in the con-
cerns of others, interpose, intermeddle. (Far.) To
strike one foot against its opposite, so as to injure
the flesh. (Physics.) To act reciprocally, so as to
augment, diminish, or otherwise affect one another.— Interference, ?i. Act or state of interfering ; in-
terposition; collision ; clashing. (Physics.) Mutual
influence, under certain conditions, of 2 streams of
light, pulsations of sound, or vibrations of any kind.

Interfuse, in-ter-fuz', v. t. To pour or spread between,
permeate, pervade, mix together. — Interfusion,
-zhun, n. A mixing together.

Interim, in'ter-im, n. The time intervening.
Interior. in-te'rT-er, a. Being within any limits, in-

closure, or substance; internal; inner,— opp. to ex-
terior, superficial; remote from the limits, frontier,
or shore; inland.— n. Internal part of a thing; the
inside; the inland part of a country.

Interject, in-ter-jekf, v. t. To throw- in between; to
insert.— Interjection, -jek'shun, n. Act of throw-
ing between; a word, thrown in between words con-
nected in construction, to express some emotion or
passion.

Interlace, in-ter-las', v. t. [-laced (-last'), -lacing.]
To unite, as by lacing to-

gether; to insert or inter-

pose one thing with an-
other, intermix. — Inter-

lacing arches. (Arch.)
Arches, usually circular,

so constructed that their
curves intersect or are in-

terlaced.
Interlard, in-ter-lard', v. t.

To mix in, as fat with
lean; to diversify by mix-
ture, interpose, insert be-
tween.

Interleaf, in'ter-lef, n. A blank leaf inserted. — In-
terleave'', v. t. [-leaved (-levd'), -leaving.] To
insert a leaf into; to insert (blank leaves) in a book,
between other leaves.

Interline, in-ter-lln', v. t. [-lined (-lind'), -lining.]
To write in alternate lines; to write between lines
already written, to add to or correct what is written.

Interlacing Arches.
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— Interlin'eal, -Hn'e-al, -ear, -e-Sr, a. Written or
inserted between other lines. — Interlineation, n.

Act of interlining; a passage, word, or line inserted
between lines before written or printed.

Interlink, in-ter-linkr , v. t. [-linked (-linkf), -link-
ing.] To connect by uniting links.

Interlocation, in-ter-lo-ka'shun, n. A placing between;
interposition.

Interlock, in-ter-lok
/r

, v. i. [-locked (-loktr ), -lock-
ing.] To unite, embrace, communicate with, or flow
into one another. — v. t. To unite by locking to-
gether.

Interlocution, in-ter-lo-kurshun, n. Dialogue; con-
ference. {Law.) An intermediate act or decree be-
fore final decision. Intermediate argument or dis-

cussion, — Interlocutor, -lok'u-ter, n. One who
speaks in dialogue, or takes part in a conversation.
— Interloc'utory, -to-ri, a. Consisting of dialogue.
(Law.) Intermediate; not final or definitive.

Interlope, in-tei-lop', v. i. [-loped (-lopf), -loping.]
To traffic without a proper license; to forestall; to
prevent right.— Interloper, re. One who interlopes
or runs into business to which he has no right; one
who interferes officiously.

Interlude, inter-lud, re. A theatrical entertainment
between acts of a play or between the play and af-
terpiece. (Mus.) A short piece of instrumental
music played between the parts of a song or hymn.

Intermarry, in-ter-mar'rY, v. t. [-ried (-rid), -rying.]
To become connected (as families, tribes, classes,
etc.) by marriage.— Intermar'riage, -rij, re. Act of,

or state of being, etc.

Intermediate, in-ter-me'dY-at, a. Lying or being in
the middle place or degree between 2 extremes; in-
tervening; interjacent.— v. i. To intervene, inter-
pose. — Interme'dial, -dT-al, -diary, -dl-a-rf, a. Ly-
ing between; intermediate.

Interment. See under Inter.
Intermingle, in-ter-mra'gl, v. t. [-mingled (-min'r-

gld), -gling.] To mingle or mix together, intermix.— v. i. To be mixed or incorporated.
Intermit, in-ter-mit', v. t. To cause to cease for a
time ; to interrupt, suspend.— v. i. To cease for a
time; to disappear or relax at intervals, as a fever.
—Intermittent, a. Ceasing at intervals.— re. (Med.)
A disease which apparently subsides orceases at cer-
tain intervals. — Intermit'tingly, adv. With inter-
mission. — Intermis'sion, -mish/un, re. Cessation
for a time; an intervening period of time; temporary
pause ; interval ; pause ; stop ; rest. (Med.) The
temporary cessation or subsidence of a disease; time
between the paroxysms of a disease. — Intermis'-
sive, -siv, a. Coming by fits, or after temporary
cessations.

Intermix, in-ter-miks /\ v. t. [-mixed (-miksf), -mix-
ing.] To mix together, intermingle, —v. i. To be
mixed together, be intermingled. — Intermixt'ure,
-miks'chur, re. A mass formed by mixture; admix-
ture; something additional mingled in amass.

Intern, in-tern', v. t. [-terned (-ternd''), -terning.]
To put for safe custody in the interior of a country;
to confine to one locality. — Inter'nal, a. Inward ;

interior; beneath the surface; not external; derived
from, or dependent on, the object itself ; pert, to its

own affairs or interests,— said of a country, domes-
tic, as opp. to foreign /— intrinsic; real; pert, to the
heart, thoughts, or inner being. — Inter'nally, adv.
Inwardly ; beneath the surface ; mentally ; spiritu-
ally.

International, in'ter-nasb/un-al, a. Pert, to the re-
lations of or affecting 2 or more nations. — re. A so-
cialistic association for promoting industrial reforms
through political combinations; a memberof the as-
sociation.— Internationalist, re. A member of, etc.

Internecine, in-ter-ne'sin, a. Mutually destructive;
deadly ; accompanied with great mutual slaughter.— Interne'cive, -siv, a. Killing; tending to kill.

Interoceanic, in-ter-o'shc-an'ik, a. Between oceans.
Interpeal, in-tSr-peK, -pel', -pgK, v. t. To interrupt,

disturb, break in upon ; to interfere with, urge by
way of intercession. — Interpol'late, -]&t,v.t. To
question (a minister or executive officer) in explana-
tion of his actions,— generally on the part of a legis-
lative body. - Interpellation, re. Act of interrupt-
ing ; interruption ; act of interfering, interposing,

or interceding; act of demanding explanations from
a minister, etc.

Interpolate, in-ter'po-lat, v. t. To insert (a spurious
word or passage) in a manuscript or book ; to foist
in ; to alter or corrupt by the insertion of foreign
matter ; esp. to change by the insertion of matter
that is new or foreign to the author's purpose.
(Math.) To fill up intermediate terms of (a series)
according to the law of the series. — Inter'pola'-
tion, re, Act of, etc. ; a spurious word or passage
in the genuine writings of an author. (Math.) The
operation of finding from a few given terms of a
series, other intermediate terms in conformity with
the law of the series.— Inter'pola'tor, -ter, re.

Interpose, in-ter-poz'', v. t. [-posed (-pozd'), -pos-
ing.] To place between; to intrude (an obstruction,
interruption, or inconvenience) ; to offer (aid or
services); to intervene, mediate, interfere, intermed-
dle, —v. i. To step in between parties at variance;
put in by way of interruption. — Interpos'er, re.

— Interposition, -zish/un, re. A being, placing, or
coming between; intervention; intervenient agency;
mediation; thing iuterposed.

Interpret, in-ter'pret, v. t. To explain the meaning
of, expound ; to free from mystery or obscurity,
make clear, unfold. — Interpretation, re. Act of
interpreting, expounding, or explaining ; transla-
tion ; version; sense given by an interpreter; expo-
sition ; meaning ; sense ; power of explaining.

Interregnum, in-ter-reg'num, re. The time a throne
is vacant between the death or abdication of a king
and the accession of his successor ; period during
which the executive branch of a government is in-

terrupted.
Interrogate, in-tSr'ro-gat, v. t. To question formally,
examine by asking questions, inquire.

—

v. i. To
ask questions. — Interrogation, re. Act of, etc. ;

question put ; inquiry ; a point, mark, or sign, thus
[?], indicating that the sentence immediately pre-
ceding it is a question. — Interrog'ative, -rog'a-
tiv, a. Denoting a question; expressed in the form
of a question. — re. (Gram.) A word used in ask-
ing questions.— Interrog'atively, adv. In the form
of a question. — Interrogator, -ter, re. One who,
etc. — Interrog'atory, -a-to-rl, re. A question or in-

quiry.— a. Containing or expressing a question.
Interrupt, in-ter-rupt/', v. t. To stop or hinder by
breaking in upon the course or progress of: to inter-

fere with the motion of ; to break the even surface
or uniform order of.— Interruption, -rup'shun, re.

Act of, etc.; obstruction caused by breaking in upon
any course, current, progress, or motion; hindrance;
stop ; cessation ; intermission.

Intersect, in-tgr-sekf, v. t. To cut into or between ;

divide into parts,— v. i. To cut into one another,
meet and cross each other. — Intersection, re. Act,
state, or place of intersecting. (Geom.) The point
or line in which 2 lines or planes cut each other.

Intersperse, in-ter-spersr , v. t. [-spersed (-spersf),
-spersing.] To scatter or set here and there among
other things.

Interstice, inter- or in-ter'stis, re. A space between
2 things or parts; esp. a narrow space between things
closely set, or the parts which compose the body ;

chink ; crack ; crevice ; cranny. — Interstitial,
-stish'al, a. Pert, to, or containing, interstices.

Interval, inter-val,w. A space between things; space
of time between events, or between 2 paroxysms of
disease, pain, or delirium. (Mus.) Difference in
pitch between any 2 tones. A fertile tract of low
or plain ground between hills, or along the banks of
rivers. [In this sense written also intervale.]

Intervene, in-ter-ven', v. i. [-vened (-vend'), -VEN-
ing.] To come or be between persons or things ; to

occur, fall, or come between points of time or
events ; to happen in a way to disturb, cross, or in-

terrupt ; to undertake an action voluntarily for
another. — Intervention, -ven'shun, re. Act of
intervening ; interposition ; interference that may
affect the interests of others, — esp. of one or more
states with the affairs of another. {Civil Law.) The
act by which a third person, to protect his own in-

terest, interposes and becomes a party to a suit pend-
ing between other parties.

Interview, in'tSr-vu, n. A meeting, esp. for confer-
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ence on an important subject: consultation; conver-
sation.— ?. t. To have an interview with ; to con-
verse with, to obtain information for publication. —
In'terviewer, n. One who effects an interview, to
obtain information, etc.

Intervolve, in'ter-volV, v. t. [-volved (-volvd'),
-volving.] To involve one within another.

Interweave, in-ter-wev', ?•. t. [imp. -wove (-wot'),
-woven ; -weaving.] To weave together, unite in
texture or construction ; to intermix, set among or
together ; to intermingle, connect closely.

Intestate, etc. See under Inability.
Intestine, in-tes'tin, a. Internal : inward : depend-
ing upon the internal constitution ; subjective ; in-
ternal with regard to a state or country' : domestic,
not foreign,— applied usually to that which is evil.—
n. (Anat.) The convoluted membranous canal or
tube extending from the pylorus to the anus. pi.
The bowels: entrails; viscera.

Inthrall, in-thrawl', v. t. [-thralled (-thrawld'),
-ling.] To reduce to bondage or servitude ; to en-
slave. — Inthrall'ment, n. Act of, or state of being,
etc.; servitude: slavery; bondage.

Inthrone. Same as Enthrone.
Intimate, in'tl-met, «. Innermost; inward; internal;
near ; close ; close in friendship or acquaintance ;

familiar.— n. A familiar friend or associate. — In'-
timacy, -ma-si, n. State of being intimate; close fa-

miliarity or fellowship.
Intimate, "in'ti-mat, v.'t. To suggest obscurely, in-

directly, or not very plainly ; to give slight notice
of, hint.— Intima'tion. re. Act of intimating; hint.

Intimidate, in-tim'i-dat, ?•. t. To make timid or fear-
ful ; to inspire with fear, dishearten, dispirit, abash,
terrifv.

Into. See under In.
Intolerable, Intractable, etc. See under Inability.
Intomb, in-toom', v. t. [-tombed (-toomd'), -tomb-

ing.] Todeposit in a tomb ; to bury.
Intone, in-ton', v. i. [-toned (-tond'), -toning.] To
utter a sound; give forth a deep, protracted sound: to

chant. — v. t. To utter with ajnusical or prolonged
tone; to chant.— In'tonate, -nat, r. i. To sound the
tones of the musical scale; to practice solmization; to

read, as in liturgical services, in a musical manner.

—

Intona'tion. n. (Jftts.) Act of sounding the tunes
of the musical scale: peculiar quality of a voice or
musical instrument as regards tone. Act or manner
of modulating the voice: esp. act of reading (a litur-

gical service) with a musical accentuation and tone.
Intoxicate, in-toks'T-kat, v. t. To make drunk, in-

ebriate ; to exhilarate or stupefy with alcoholic or
narcotic poisons: to excite to a kind of delirium. — a.

Overexcited, as with joy, grief, etc.— Intox'ica'tion,
re. State of being intoxicated ; act of making drunk;
elation which rises to enthusiasm, frenzy, or mad-
ness: drunkenness: infatuation; delirium.

Intreat. See Entreat.
Intrench, in-trench/, v. t. [-trenched (-trenchf),
-trenching.] To surround with a trench, as in
fortification: to fortify with a ditch and parapet; to
make hollows or trenches in or upon. — v. i. To
invade, encroach.— Intrench'ment. n. Act of in-

trenching. (.Mil.) A trench or ditch dug out for a
defense against an enemy; earth thrown up in mak-
ing such a ditch: a slight field-work.

Intricate, in'trT-kat, a. Entangled ; involved^: per-
plexed; complicated; obscure.— Intrigue', -treg', n.

A complicated plot or scheme to effect some pur-
pose by secret artifices ; the plot of a play or ro-

mance;" illicit intimacy between two persons of dif-

ferent sexes;_amour; liaison; libertinism. — v. i. [in-

trigued (-tregd'), -TRIGU1NG.] To form a plot or
scheme, usually complicated, and intended to effect

some purpose by secret artifices; to carry on an
amour, have illicit commerce with a person of the
opposite sex.

Intrinsic, in-trin'sik, -sical, a. Inward ; internal

:

true; genuine; real; essential: inherent.
Introduce, in-tro-dOs', v. t. [-duced (-dust'), -du-
cing.] To lead, bring, conduct, or usher, in ; to in-

sert, put in; to bring to be acquainted : to present

;

to b ing into notice or practice: to produce, cause
to exist; to open to notice, begin.— Introduc'tion. n.

Act of introducing, esp. of making persons known

to each other: preliminary matter: preface; a formal
preliminary treatise; esp" a treatise introductory to
other treatises, or to a course of study. — Introduc-
tory, -to-rt, a. Serving to introduce something else;
previous; preliminary: prefatory.

Introspect, in-tro-spek't', v. t. To'look into or within,
view the inside of.— Introspec'tive, -tiv, a. Inspect-
ing within: seeing inwardly.

Intrude, in-trood', v. i. To thrust one's self in; to en-
ter, unwelcome or uninvited, into company; to force
one's self in without permission.— v. t. To thrust
in, or cause to enter without right or welcome ; to
force or cast in; to obtrude, encroach, infringe, tres-
pass. (Geol.) To cause to penetrate, as into the clefts
or fissures of rocks. —Intru'sion, -zhun, n. Act of
intruding; entrance without invitation, right, or wel-
come; encroachment. (Geol.) The penetrating of
one rock, while melted, into cavities of other rocks.
(Law.) The entry of a stranger, alter a particular
estate of freehold is determined, before the heir in
remainder or reversion. — Intru'sive, -siv, a. Tend-
ing or apt to intrude; entering without right or wel-
come.

Intrust, in-trust', v. t. To deliver in trust, confide to
the care of, commit, consign.

I Intuition, in-tu-ish'un, n. An act of immediate
|

knowledge, as in perception or consciousness ; a
truth that cannot be acquired hv, but is assumed in,
experience.— Intu'itive. -Y-tiv, a. Seeing clearly;
knowing by intuition; received or obtained by intu-
ition.

Intwine, in-twin', v. t. [-twined (-twind'), -twin-
ing.] To twine or twist into, or together; to wreathe.

Intwist. in-twisf, v. t. To twist into or together.
Inundate, in-un'dat, v. t. To overflow, deluge, flood;

to till with an overflowing abundance or superfluity.
— Inunda'tion. n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; a
flood: spreading of water over low grounds; super-
fluous abundance.

Inure, in-ur', v. t. [-vjred (-urd') ( -uring.] To apply
or expose in practice till use gives little or no incon-
venience; to harden, habituate, accustom.— v. i. To
take or have effect; to be applied; to serve to the
use or benefit of. — Inure'ment, n. Use; habit; prac-
tice; custom.

Inurn, in-ernr , v. t. [-urned (-ernd'), -urning.] To
put in an urn. To bury, inter, intomb.

Invade, in-vad', v. t. To enter with hostile intentions,
attack; to infringe, encroach on, violate.—Inva'sion,
-zhun, re. Act of encroaching upon the rights or pos-
sessions of another; hostile entrance into the domains
of another; a raid; attack of any foe, or anything
hurtful or pernicious.— Inva'sive, -siv, a. Tending
to invade; aggressive.

Invalid. Invariable, etc. See under Inability.
Invaluable, in-val'u-a-bl, a. Precious beyond any as-
signable value; inestimable.

Inveigh, in-va', v. i. [-veighed (-vad'), -veighing.]
To exclaim or rail against, utter invectives ; to ex-
press reproach.— Invec'tive, -tiv, n. A severe or vio-
lent utterance of censure; harsh accusation: abuse;
reproach. — a. Satirical: abusive; vituperative.

Inveigle, in-ve'gl, v. t. [-gled (-gld), -gling.] To
persuade to something evil by deceptive arts or flat-

tery: to entice, seduce, wheedle.
Invent, in-vent', v. t. To discover, commonly by
study or inquiry; to find out: to make, contrive, de-
vise, frame. —Inven'tion, -shun, w. Act of finding
out: contrivance of that which did not before exist;
thing invented; an original contrivance: power of
inventing.— Invent'ive, -iv, a. Able to invent: quick
at contrivance. — Invenfor, -er, n. [L.] — In'ven-
tory, -to-rt, n. A list of the property of which a per-
son or estate is found to be possessed, or of property
aligned or conveyed : a priced list or schedule o"f

movables on hand, as the goods of a merchant, etc.;
register; roll; schedule.— v. t. [inventoried (,-to-

|
rid), -rying.] To make an inventory of; to insert or
register in an account of goods.

Invert, in-verf, v. t. To turn over, put upside down,
|

place in a contrary order, give a contrary direction

j

to. (Mils.) To change the position of, — said of

I

tones which form a chord, or parts which compose
|

harmony. — In'vert, n. (Arch.) An inverted arch.
I — Inver't'ed, p. a. Changed in order; reversed.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 2nd, eve, term ; Tn, Ice ; Odd, tone,
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(Geol.) Situated apparently in reverse order, as

strata when folded back upon themselves by up-

heaval, etc. ~I. arch. {Arch.) An arch placed witl

Inverted Arches.

crown downward, or with its intrados below the
axis or springing line. — Inverse', -vers', a. Oppo-
site in order or relation; reciprocal. (Bot.) Invert-
ed; having a position or mode of attachment the
reverse of that which is usual. {Math.) Opposite in
nature and effect. — Inversely, adv. In an invert-
ed order or manner. — Inversion, re. Act of invert-
ing; a complete change of order; reversed position.
{Gram.) A change of the usual order of words.

Invest, iii-vest', v. t. To put garments on, clothe,
dress, array; to endow, confer, give; to clothe, as
with office or authority; to grace, bedeck. {Mil.) To
inclose; to surround, so us to intercept succors and
prevent escape; to lay siege to. To place (property)
so that it will be safe and yield a profit.— v. i. To
make an investment. — Investment, n. Act of in-
vesting; that with which any one is invested; a vest-
ment; the laying out of money in the purchase of
property, usually of a permanent nature; amount
invested, or that in which it is invested. (Mil.) Act
of surrounding or besieging by an armed force.— In-
vestor, -er, n.

Investigate, in-ves'tt-gat, v. t. To follow up, pur-
sue, search into.— Inves'tiga'tion, n. Act of inves-
tigating; research; study; inquiry. — Inves'tiga'tor,
-ter, n. One who searches diligentty into a subject.

Inveterate, in-vet'er-at, a. Firmly established by
long continuance ; obstinate ; deep-rooted ; having
habits fixed by long continuance: confirmed; habit-
ual.— Invet'erateness, -eracy, -a-sY, re. Obstinacy
confirmed by time.

Invidious, in-vid'i-us, a. Enviable; desirable; likely
to incur ill-will or provoke envy; hateful.

Invigorate, in-vig'or-at, v. t. To give vigor to,

strengthen, animate.
Invincible, Invisible, etc. See under Inability.
Invite, in-vit', v. t. To ask, request; esp. to ask to
an entertainment or visit; to allure, tempt to come,
attract, entice. — v. i. To call to anything pleasing.
— Invita'tion, n. Act of inviting ; the requesting
one's company to visit, to dine, or to accompany one
to any place.

Invoice, in'vois, n. {Com.) A list or account of goods
or merchandise sent to a purchaser, consignee, etc.,

with prices and charges annexed: bill of parcels.— v.

t. [invoiced (-voist), -voicing.] To make a written
account of, as goods; to insert in a priced list.

Invoke, in-vok', v. t. [-voked (-vokf), -voking.] To
call for or ask, invite earnestly or solemnly; to ad-
dress in prayer.— Invocation, n. Act of addressing
in prayer; form or act of calling for the assistance or
presence of any being, esp. of some divinity. {Law.)
A call or summons; esp., a judicial call, demand, or
order.

Involve, in-volv', v. t. [-volved (-volvdr ), -volv-
IN.G.] To roll up, intwine, wind round; to envelop in
anything which exists on all sides : to complicate or
make intricate; to connect by way of natural con-
sequence or effect; to include by rational or logic.il

8

construction, comprise, contain; to overwhelm, em-
barrass; to take in, catch, entangle, implicate, blend.
{Math.) To raise to any assigned power, multiply in-
to itself.—Involv'edness, n. State of being involved.— Involve'ment, n. Act of, or state of being, etc. —
In'volute, -vo-lut, re. (Geoin.) A curve traced by the
end of a string wound upon another curve, or un-
woundfroin it,— called also evolvent. SeeEvoLUTE.
—In'volute. -lu'ted. a. (Bot.) Rolled inward from
the edges. — Involution, n. Act of involving; state
of being involved; complication; that in which any-
thing is involved; envelope. (Gram.) The insertion

of clauses between the subject and the verb, in a
wkv which involves or complicates the construction.
(Math.) Act or process of raising a quantity to any
power assigned. — Invo-
lu'cre, -ker, n. (Bot.) A
whorl or set of bracts
around a flower, umbel,
or head.— Involucel,
-vol'u-sel or in'vo-lu'-
sel, n. (Bot.) A partial
or small involucre.

In wall, in-wawK, v. i.

[-walled (-wawld'),
-ling.] To inclose or for-
tify with a wall.

Inward, Inwardly, etc. See
under In. a, Involucre; 6, Involucel.

Iodine, i'o-din or -din, n. (Chem.) An irritant poison,
much used in medicine: it is a grayish or bluish-black
solid, of metallic luster, chiefly obtained from ashes
of sea-weed: at 347p of Fahrenheit, it becomes a violet

vapor, whence its name. — I'odate, -dat, re. A com-
pound of iodic acid with a base.— I'odide, -did, n.

A non-acid compound of iodine with a metal or
other substance.

Ionian, i-o'nT-an, Ion'ic, a. Pert, to Ionia, in Greece,
or to the Ionians.

Iota, i-o'ta, n. A tittle; a very small quantity or de-
gree; a jot.

Ipecac, ip'e-kak, Ip'ecac'uan'ha, -u-an'a, re. (Bot.
&. died.) The dried root, or an extract of the root, of
several S. Amer. plants, esp. of one growing in Bra-
zil, used as an emetic, also as a sudorific and expec-
torant, and, in small doses, to check vomiting.

Ire, ir, re. Anger; wrath; keen resentment. [F.; L.
ira.] — Ire'ful, -ful, a. Full of ire ; wroth .

— Iras'-
cible, i-rus'I-bl, a'. Susceptible of anger; easily pro-
voked; irritable. — Iras'cibleness, -cibil'ity, v.—
Iras'cibly, adv.— Irate", -iat', a. Angry; enraged.

Iris, i'ris,H. ; E. pLluiSES, -ez; L. pi. Irides, ir'T-dez.
The rainbow ; an appearance resembling the rain-
bow. {Anat.) A colored membrane at the anterior
part of the eye in the midst of the aqueous humor,
and perforated by a circular opening called the pu-
pil : see Eye. (Bot.) Flower-de-luce ; a tuberous
or bulbous-rooted plant, of the flag family, of many
varieties, some of which produce flowers of exquisite
beauty, and one furnishes orris root. — Irides'cent,
-des'ent, «. Having colors like the rainbow. — Ir-

ides'cence, -sens, n. Exhibition of colors, etc. —
Irid'ium, -T-um, n. (Chem.) One of the metals, the
heaviest of known substances.

Irish, i'rish, a. Pert, to, or produced in, Ireland.
— n. pi. The natives or inhabitants of Ireland, sing.

The language of the Irish,— a species of Celtic.

Irk, erk, v. t. [irked (erkt), hiking.] To weary,
give pain to,— used impersonally.— Irk'some, -sum,
o. Wearisome; tiresome; giving uneariness.

Iron, i'ern. n. (Min.) The most common and useful of
the metals, being gray in .color, hard, malleable, duc-
tile, and suscepti ble of polish : according to the meth-
od of manufacture and proportion of carbon with
which it iscombined, it forms wrought iron, cast iron,

and steel. An instrument or utensil made of iron.

pi. Fetters; chains: manacles. — re. Made of iron;

like iron in color, hardness, strength, etc.; inflexible;

hard; unrelenting; binding fast; impenetrable.—
v. t. [ikoned (-eriid), ironing.] To smooth with
an instrument of iron; esp. to smooth with a heated
flat-iron ; to shackle with irons, letter or handcuff; to

arm with iron. — I'rony, -ern-l, a. Made, or partak-
ing of, iron; hard.

Irony, i'run-T, n. A kind of ridicule which exposes
the errors of others by seeming to adopt or defend
them; dissimulation; satire.— Iron'ic, -ron'ik, -ical,

a. Pert, to, containing, or expressing, irony ; ex-
pressing one thing and meaning the opposite.

Irradiate, ir-ra'dT-at, v. t. To cast a bright light upon,
illuminate; to animate bv light or heat.— a. Adorned
with brightness. — Irra'dia'tion, re. Act of emitting
beams oi light; thing irradiated; illumination. (Opt.)
Apparent enlargement of brilliant objects beyond
their proper bounds.

Irrational, ir-rash'un-al, a. Not rational; void of rea-

son or understanding; contrary to reason; absurd;
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foolish; preposterous; unreasonable. (JIath.) Xot
capable of being exactly expressed by an integral

number, or by a vulgar fraction.— Irreclaim'able,
-klanfa-bl, a. Incapable of being reclaimed. — Ir-

rec'oncifable, -siKa-bl, a. Incapable of being rec-

onciled, or appeased; implacable; incapable of being
made to agree or harmonize; incongruous; incom-
patible; inconsistent.— Irrecoverable, -kuVer-a-bl,
a. Xot capable of being recovered, restored, reme-
died, or regained; irreparable: irretrievable; irreme-
diable: incurable.— Irredeemable, a. Xot redeem-
able: not subject to be paid at the nominal value, as

a note or bill of indebtedness. — Irredu'cible, -du'-
si-bl, a. Incapable of being reduced, or brought
into a different state or form of expression. —Irref-
ragable, -ra-ga-bl, a. Xot refragable ; not to be re-

futed; incontrovertible; unanswerable ; unquestion-
able ; undeniable. —Irrefutable, ir-refu-ta- or ir're-

fufa-bl. a. Incapable of being refuted or disproved.
— Irreg'ular, -u-ler, a. Xot regular ; not according
to common form or rules, to established principles
or customs, to nature or the usual operation of nat-
ural laws, to the rules of art, or to rules of moral rec-

titude; not straight; not uniform: abnormal; anom-
alous ; erratic ; eccentric ; unsettled ; variable ; dis-

orderly; intemperate; vicious. (Gram.) Deviating
from the ordinarv form in respect to the inflectional

terminations. — irreg'ularly, adv. — Irreg'ularlty,
-u-lar'T-tT, n. State of being or that which is, irreg-

ular; deviation from symmetry, or established form,
custom, or rule ; deviation from moral rectitude: an
act of vice.—Irrefative. -a-tiv, a. Xot relative; with-
out mutual relations: unconnected. — Irrelevant.
-e-vant, a. Xot relevant; not applicable or pertinent.
— Irrelevancy, -van-si. n. Quality of not being ap-
plicable, or of not serving to aid and support. — ir-

religlon, -re-lijlm, n. Want of religion, or con-
tempt of it ; ungodliness ; worldliness : impiety. —
Irreligious, -lij'us, o. Destitute of religion; impi-
ous ; ungodly ; indicating a want of religion ; pro-
fane ; wicked". — Irrome'diable, -me'dT-a-bl, a. Xot
to be remedied, cured, corrected, or redressed. —
Irremov'able, -moov'a-hl, a. Xot removable ; im-
movable.— Irrep'arable, -a-ra-bl, a. Xot reparable;
not capable of being recovered or regained. — Irre-
pressible, -pres/i-bl, a. Xot capable of being re-

pressed, restrained, or controlled.— Irreproach/able,
-proelfa-bl, a. Incapable of being -justly reproached:
free from blame; upright, —Irresistible, a. Inca-
pable of being successfully resisted or opposed.—
lrres/'oluble, -rez'o-lu-bl, a. Incapable of being dis-

solved, sec free, or resolved into parts.— Irres'olute,
-rez'o-lut, a. Xot resolute ; not decided ; given to

doubt; wavering: vacillating; undecided; unsettled;
unstable.— Irres'olu'tion, -rez'o-lu'shun, n. "Want
of resolution or decision; fluctuation of mind; irres-

oluteness. — Irresolv'abie, -re-zolVa-bl, a. Inca-
pable of being resolved. — Irrespective, -spektlv,
a. Xot having respect or regard to.

—

Irresponsi-
ble, a. Xot responsible; not liable or able to answer
for consequences; not to be trusted.— Irretriev'-
able, -trev'-a-bl, a. Xot retrievable ; irreparable. —
Irreverent, a. Xot reverent; not entertaining or
manifesting due regard to the Supreme Being; want-
ing in respect to superiors : proceeding from or ex-
pressive of irreverence.— Irreverence, ». Absence
or defect of reverence.— Irreversible, -vers'I-bl, a.

Incapable of being reversed; irrevocable; irrepeala-
ble : unchangeable. — Irrevocable, -o-ka-bl, a. In-
capable of being recalled or revoked. — Irrevoca-
bly, adv. Beyond recall ; in a manner precluding
recall or reversion.

Irrigate, irlT-gat, v. t. To water, wet, moisten; to
water (land) b~y causing water from a stream to flow
over it in many artificial channels. — Irrigation, n.

Act of, etc. ; esp. the operation of causing water to

flow over lands, for nourishing plants.

Irritate, irli-tat. v. t. To excite heat and redness in
(the skin or flesh of animal bodies, as by friction):

to fret; to increase the action or violence of: to ex-
cite anger in, tease, provoke, exasperate. (Physiol.)
To produce irritation in.— Irlitable, a. Capable of
being, etc.; easily inflamed or exasperated.— Irrita-
bility, n. Qualitvof being easilv irritated: suscepti-
bility to excitement. (Physiol.) A healthful vital

susceptibility to the influence of natural, medicinal,
and mechanical agents; a morbid and excessive vital
susceptibility to the influence of natural, medicinal,
and mechanical agents; the general vital activity of
any and every part of the living animal body,
whether in health or disease. — Ir'ritant, a. Irri-
tating.— n. That which in any way causes pain,
heat, or tension. — Irritalion, n. Act of, or state of
being, etc.; undue excitement; esp., excitement of
anger or passion; provocation; exasperation; anger.
(Physiol.) A normal and appropriate action of an or-
gan or part of an organized being under appropriate
stimulus or conditions of action ; a vitiated and ab-
normal sensation or action, or both in conjunction,
produced bv natural, medicinal, or mechanical
agents. — Ir^rita'tive, -tiv, Ir'ritatory, -ri-ta-to-ri,

a. Serving to excite or irritate; accompanied with,
or produced by, increased action or irritation.

Irruption, ir-rup'shun, n. A breaking, or sudden,
I violent rushing into a place; a suddejt incursion.

—

i
Irrup'tive, -tiv, a. Rushing in or upon.

! Is, iz, v. i. The 3d pers. sing, of the substantive verb,
in the indicative mood, present tense.

Isagon, fsa-gon, n. (Math.) A figure whose angles
are equal. — I'sochromatlc, -kro-matlk, a. (0)>t.)

I

Having the same color,— applied to 2 rings, curves,
or lines, having the same color or tint.—Isoch'ronal,
-soklo-nal, -ronous, -nus, a. Uniform in time: of
equal time : performed in equal times. — Isomet'ric,
-rical, o. Pert, to, or characterized by, equality of
measure.— Isometrical projection. A method of de-
lineating machines, buildings, etc., in which the
ground-plan and elevations are shown
in one view, 3 planes being projected at
an equal angle upon a single plane. —
I'sopod, -so-pod, n. (ZooV) A species
of crustacean whose _legs are alike.
— IsosOeles, -sos'se-lez. a. (Geom.)
Having only 2 legs or sides that are
equal,— said of a triangle. See Tri-
angle.—1'sotb.enn, -therm, n. (Phys.
Geog.) An imaginary line over the
earth's surface passing through points
having the same mean annual tem-
perature. — Isothernfal, a. Having
reference to the geographical distribu-
tion of temperature, as exhibited by
means of isotherms: having the nature Isopod.
of an isotherm; illustrating the distribution of tem-
perature by means of a series of isotherms.

Ischiatic, is-kY-atlk, a. Pert, to the hip.
Ishmaelite, ishOia-el-Tt, n. A descendant of Ishmael,
whose hand was against every man; one at war with
society; an outlaw; outcast.

Isinglass, fzin-glas, ?;. A semi-transparent, whitish
form of gelatine, chiefly prepared from the sounds
or air-bladders of stuigeons: sheets of mica,— popu-
larly so called.

Islam, izlam, n. The religion of Mohammed : the
whole body of his followers. — Islamism, -izm, n.
The faith or creed of, etc.; Mohammedism; Mahom-
etanism.

Island, lfand, n. A tract of land surrounded by wa-
ter; a floating mass, resembling an island. — v. "t. To
cause to become an island, as by surrounding with
water ; to surround, insulate.

Isle, Tl. /?. An island.— v. t. To cause to become an
island, or like an island. — Isfet, llOt, n. A little

isle.

Ism, izm, n. A doctrine or theory, esp. used contemp-
tuously: a specious, but wild or visionary theory.

Isochronal, Isosceles, etc. See under Isago.v.
Isolate, isO-lat, v. t. To place in a detached situation,
place by itself, insulate. (Chem.) To separate from
other substances; to obtain in a pure state.— Is/ola/'-

tion. n. State of being isolated.

Israelite, iz'- or isla-el-it. n. A descendant of Israel,

or Jacob; a Jew. — Is'raelit'ic, -Ytlk. Is'raelit'ish,
-It'ish, a. Pert, to Israel; Jewish; Hebrew.

Issue, islfshoo, n. Act of passing or flowing out; a
moving out of any inclosed place; egress; act of
sending out; delivery; that which passes, flows, or is

issued or sent out, — as, the whole quantity sent
forth or emitted at one time; or, ultimate result or
end; or, progeny, a child or children, offspring; or,

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; in, ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r

;
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produce of the earth, or profits of land, tenements,
|

or other propertv; evacuation; discharge; a flux or
j

running. {Med") An artificial ulcer designed to

promote a secretion of pus. (Law.) In pleading,
j

a. single material point of law or fact depending in
J

the suit, which, being affirmed on the one side and
denied on the other, is presented for determina- '

tion. Any point in debate or controversy on which
the parties occupy affirmative and negative posi-

tions ; the presentation of alternatives between
which to decide. — v. i. [issued (-shood), -suing.]
To pass or flow out, go out, rush out ; to proceed,
as from a source, or as progeny ; to be produced
as an effect or result : to arise, proceed. {Legal

j

Pleadings.) To come to a point in fact or law, on
which the parties join and rest the decision of the
cause. To close, end, terminate.— v. t. To send
out, put into circulation; to deliver for use; to send
out, deliver by authority.

Isthmus, is'mus, n. ; pi. -muses, -ez. (Geog.) A neck
or narrow strip of lnnd by which 2 continents are
connected, or Dy which a peninsula is united to the
main land.

It, it, pron. An impersonal or neuter pronoun, usu-
ally regarded as a demonstrative, corresponding to

the masc. pron. he and the fem. she, and having the
same plural, they. It is used,— as a demonstrative,
pointing to that about to be stated or referring to that
which is well known ; or, as a substitute for a noun
of neuter gender, or for general terms ; or, as an in-

definite nominative for an impersonal verb; or, as an
indefinite object after some intransitive verbs, or
after a substantive used humorously as a verb.— Its,

the possessive of It. — Itself', the neuter reciprocal
pronoun.

Italian, T-taKyan, a. Of, or pert, to, Italy, its inhab-
itants, or their language. — n. A native or natural-
ized inhabitant of Italy : the language of, etc. —
Italic, a. Relating to Italy, — applied esp. to a
kind of type in which the letters slope toward the

right, — dedicated to the States of Italy by the in-
ventor, Aldus Manutius, about 1500.— n. {Print.)
Type whose face slopes to the right ; anything

printed from such type, as an emphatic word or
sentence. — Italicize, -Y-siz, v. t. [-cized (-slzd),

-cizixg.] To print in Italic; to underline a written
word, etc.

Itch, ich, n. An eruption of small, isolated, acumi-
nate vesicles, produced bv the entrance of a para-
sitic animal, and attended with itching ; the sensa-
tion in the skin occasioned by the disease; a constant
irritating desire, —v.i. [itched (icht), itching.]
To feel a particular uneasiness in the skin, which in-
clines one to scratch the part ; to have a constant
desire. — Itcb/y, -t, a. Infected with the itch.

Item, i'tem, adv. Also ; at the same time.— n. An
article ; a separate particular in an account.

—

v. t.

[itemed (-temd), iteming.] To make a note or
memorandum of.— luteinize, v. t. [-ized (-izd). -iz-

ing.]— To set forth in detail, or item by item.
Iterate, ifer-at, v. t. To utter or do a second time;

to repeat.— Itera'tion, n. Recital or performance a
second time; repetition. —Iterative, -tiv, -erant, a.

Repeating.
Itinerate, i-tin'er-at, v. i. To travel from place to

place, — esp., to preach, lecture, etc. — Itin'eracy,
-cr-a-sT, n. The practice of itinerating.—Itinerancy,
n. A passing from place to place ; discharge of of-

ficial duty by frequently changing residence; a body
of persons who thus discharge official duty.— Itin'-
erant, a. Passing or traveling about a country ;

wandering.— n. One who, etc.; esp. a preacher; one
who is unsettled. — Itin'erary, -er-a-ri, n. An ac-
count of travels, or register of places and distances
as a guide to travelers. — a. Traveling ; passing
from place to place, or done on a journey.

Itself. See under It.

Ivory, i'vo-rY, n. The hard, white, opaque, fine-

grained substance constituting the tusks of the ele-

phant ; the tusks themselves ; any white organic
structure resembling ivory, as the tusks of the wal-
rus, etc.; {slang) teeth in general.

Ivy, i'vY, ?i. A climbing plant of several species,
having smooth, shining, evergreen leaves, with small
flowers, and black or yellow berries.

Izzard, iz'zerd, n. The letter z, —formerly so called.

J.

J, ja, the 10th letter of the Eng. alphabet, to which it

has been added in modern days, the letter i being
written formerly in words where j is now used : see
I. Its sound is that of g soft, as in genius ; andJ is

used to represent that sound in the phonetic respel-
lings in this vocabulary.

Jabber, jab'bgr, v. i. [-bered (-berd),
-beking.] To talk rapidly or indis-
tinctly ; to chatter. — v. t. To speak
rapidly or indistinctly.— n. Rapid talk,
with indistinct utterance of words.

Jack,jak, n. A nickname or diminutive
of John ; a saucy or paltry fellow ; rustic

;

simpleton,—said in contempt orridicule;
a playing-card marked with the figure of
a servant (same as the knave); a sea-far-

ing man ; an instrument that supplies
the place of a boy, as, an instrument
to pull off boots, bootjack ; a portable
machine, variously constructed, for
raising great weights through a small space; or, a
contrivance to turn a spit, smoke-jack ; in general,
any appendage to a machine, ren-
dering convenient service; a young
pike; a buff jerkin, rarely, a coat of
mail ; the male of certain animals,
as of the ass ; a wooden frame on
which wood or timber is sawed.
{Me • ; The quill of the hammer
Avhich strikes the strings in a harpsi-
chord, piano, etc. £Nuut.) A small
flag containing only the union with- Amer. Jack.

out the fly. — Jack-at-alUtrades.
One who can turn Ms hand to any
kind of business. — J.-at-a-pinch.
One who receives unexpected calls
to do anything. — J.-o'-lantern, J.-
loith-a-lantern. An ignis fatuus; a
will-o'-the-wisp. — J.-a-dandy. A -RiHHsh t-.i.
little, foppish, impertinent fellow.

Jjnnsjl 'laa '

— Jack'anapes, -a-naps, n. A monkey ; ape ; a cox-
comb; impertinent fellow. — Jack'ass, n. The male
of the ass ; a dolt ; blockhead. — Jack'daw, n. A
bird allied to the crows, of which it is the smallest
example. — Jack'et, n. A short, close garment, ex-
tending downward to the hips; a coat without skirts;
the outer covering of anything, esp. a case to prevent
radiation of heat. — Jack'knife, n. A strong clasp-
knife for the pocket. — Jack'-boots, n. pi. Large
boots reaching above the knee, to protect the leg. —
-plane, n. A plane used by joiners for coarse work.—pud'ding, n. A merry-andrew; buffoon; zany.

—

-screw, n. A portable machine for raising heavy
weights through a small distance. stays, n. pi.
{Xaut.) Ropes or strips of wood or iron stretching
along the yards of a ship to bend the sails to. —
-straw, n. A low, servile fellow ; one of a set of
straws or strips of ivory, bone, etc., for playing a
child's game. tow'el, n. A long, endless towel
upon a roller.

Jackal, jak'awl, n. A gregarious nocturnal animal
of Asia and Africa, allied to the dog and fox, feeding
upon carrion, small animals, poultry, grapes, etc.; an
unscrupulous agent.

sun, cube, full ; moon, io"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Jacobin, jafo-bin, n. A Dominican friar; a pigeon
with a hood-like tuft of feathers; one of a society of
violent revolutionists iu France, during the revo-
lution of 1789; a turbulent demagogue.— Jacobin/ic,
-ical, a. Resembling, or pert, to, the Jacobins: hold-
ing revolutionary principles.— Jac'obinism, -izm, n.

The principles of the Jacobins ; factious opposition
to legitimate government.

Jacobite, jak'o-bTt, n. A partisan of James TL, of
Eng.. after he abdicated the throne, and of his de-
scendants. — Jac'obite, -bit'ic, -blfik, -bit'ical, a.

Pert, to, etc.— Jac'obitism, -izm, n. The principles
of, etc.

Jacob's-ladder, ja'kobz-lad'der, n. (Bot.) A plant
with alternate leaves and corymbs of blue or white
flowers. (Naut.) A rope ladder, with wooden steps,
for going aloft.

Jaconet, jak'o-net, n. A thin cotton fabric, for dresses,
neck-cloths, etc^

Jaculate. jak'u-lat, v. t. To throw like a dart, throw
out, emit. — Jac'ulatory, -to-rT, a. Darting or
throwing out suddenly, or suddenly thrown out.

Jade, jad, n. (Min.) A hard stone of a dark-green
color,_used for ornament.

Jade, jad, n. A mean, tired, or worthless horse ; a
mean woman, wench ; a young woman,— in irony
or slight contempt. — v. t. To reduce to the condi-
tion of a jade, tire out ; to exhaust by excessive la-
bor of any kind, fatigue, weary, harass.

Jag, jag, n. A notch; a ragged protuberance; a small
load, as of hay or grain in the straw.— v. t. [jagged
(jagd), -ging.] To cut into notches or teeth like
those of a saw ; to notch. — Jag'ged, p. a. Having
notches ; cleft; divided.— Jag'gy, -gl, a. Notched;
uneven.

Jaguar, jag'u-ar or jag-u-a.r'', n. A carnivorous feline
animal, of S. America ; the S. Amer. tiger.

Jail, jal,w. A prison; a place for confinement for debt
or for crime. —Jail'er, n. The keeper of, etc.—JaiK-
bird, n. A prisoner; one who has been confined in
prison.—fe'ver, n\ (Med.) A fever of the typhoid
character, generated in jails and crowded places.

Jalap, jaKap, n. (Med.) The root of a Mexican plant,
used in powd_er as a cathartic.

Jalousie, zhal-oo-ze/', n. A slatted window blind.
Jam, jam, n. A mass of people or of objects crowded

together ; the pressure from a crowd ; an injury
caused by pressure; a conserve of fruit, as berries,
boiled with sugar and water to a uniform consist-
ence— v. t. [jammed (jamd), -Ming.] To press,
crowd, squeeze tight; to crush, as in the crack of a
door; to wedge in.

Jamb, jam, n. (Arch.) The side-piece of a door, fire-

place, or other aperture in a building.
Jangle, jan'gl, v. ?'. [-gi.ei> (-gld), -gling.] To sound
harshly or discordantly, as belis out of tune ; to
bicker, wrangle.— v. t. To cause to sound harshly,
inharinoniously, or discordantly. — n. Discordant
sound: contention; babble.

Janitor, jan'T-te \ ». A door-keeper; porter; one in
charge of a public building.

Janizary, jan'T-za-rY, n. A soldier of a privileged
miiitay class, formerly the nucleus of the Turkish
infantry, but suppressed in 1826.

Jant. See Jaunt.
January, jan'u-a-rY, n. The 1st month of the year.
Japan, ja-pan', n. Work varnished and figured in

tlie manner of the natives of Japan; varnish or lac-

quer used in japanning metallic or other articles. —
v.t. [japanned (-pand'), -ning.] To cover with
hard, brilliant varnish, in the manner of the Japa-
nese: to black and gloss, as in blacking shoes.— Jap-
anese', -nezr , a. Of, or pert, to, Japan, or its inhab-
itants.— n. A native or inhabitant of Japan; in pi.

the people of Japan ; language of the people of
Japan. — Japan'ner, n. One who varnishes in the
manner of, etc.— Japon'ica, -pon r l-ka, n. (Bot.) A
species of camellia, native <>j Japan.

Jar, jar, c. i. [jarred (jard), -king.] To give forth
a short rattle or tremulous sound: to vibrate harshly
or discordantly : to clash, interfere : to vibrate reg-
ularly. — v.t. To cause to tremble, shake. — n. A
rattling vibration of sound; clash of interest or opin-
ions: discord; a vibration of the pendulum of a clock.

Jar, jar, n. A deep, broad-mouthed vessel, of earth-

enware, glass, etc.; the measure of what is contained
in a jar.

Jargon, jar'gon, n. Confused, unintelligible talk or
language; gabble; gibberish: cant language; slang.

Jasmine. jas>- or jaz'min, Jes'samine, n. An erect or
climbing plant of many species, bearing flowers of a
peculiarly fragrant odor.

Jasper, jas'per, n. (Min.) An opaque, impure variety
of quartz, of red, yellow, and other dull colors,
brea king with a smooth surface.

Jaundice, jan'dis, n. (Med.) Icterus; a disease caused
by disturbance of the functions of the liver, and
characterized b^ yellowness of the eyes, skin, and
urine. — Jaun'diced, -dist, a. Affected with the
jaundice; prejudiced; seeing with discolored organs.

Jaunt, Jant, jant, v. i. To ramble here and there,
make an excursion, stroll.— n. An excursion; short
journey.

Jaunty, jiin'tY, a. [-tier, -tiest.] Gay and easy; airy;
showy; finical ; characterized by an affected or fan-
tastical manner.

Javelin, javelin, n. A light spear, anciently thrown
from the hand. ^m

Jaw, jaw, n. One of the maxillary
bones; the bone with its teeth and Javelin,

covering; scolding; abusive clamor; anything re-
sembling an animal's jaw; in pi., the mouth.— v. i.

[jawed (jawd). jawing.] To scold, clamor.— v. t.

To abuse by scolding.
Jay, ja, n. A voracious and destructive bird of sev-

eral species: the European jay is a showy bird, of
red-brown color above, and a taint yellow below,
and has a low, erectile crest of feathers; the blue jay
is a crested Amer. bird, hav-
ing the larger part of the
feathers of a brilliant sky-
blue.

Jealous, jel'us, a. Filled with
anxious apprehension ; sus-
piciously vigilant; solicitous
m a matter affecting charac-
ter or honor ; pained by sus-
picions of preference given
or love transferred to anoth-
er; envious; zealous.—JeaK-
ousy, -us-sT, n. Quality of
being jealous; suspicious
fear or apprehension ; pain-
f u 1 apprehension of rival-
ship.

Jean, jan, n. A twilled cotton cloth.
Jeer, jer, v. i. [jeered (jerd), jeering.] To make
a mock of some thing or person, sneer, scoff, flout.
— v. t. To treat with derision. — n. A railing remark
or reflection; a taunt; jibe; mockery.

Jehovah, je-ho'va, n. A Scripture appellation of the
Supreme Being.

Jejune, je-jun
/-

. a. Craving food; hungry; starving;
wanting contents; empty; void of interest; barren;
unprofitable.

Jelly, jeKlT, n. An elastic, tremulous, viscous or ge-

latinous semisolid ; a stiffened solution of gelatine,

gum, etc. ; juice of fruits or meat boiled with sugar
to a stiffened consistence.

Jennet, Gennet, jen'net, n. A small Spanish horse.

Jenneting, jen'riet-ing, n. A species of early apple.

Jenny, jen'nY, n. A machine for spinning a number
oi soft cotton threads at once.

Jeopardy, jep/ard-Y, n. Exposure to death, loss, or

injury; peril; risk; hazard; danger. — Jeop'ard,
Jeopardize, v. t. [-ized (-izd), -izing.] To expose
to loss or injury.— Jeop'ardous, -us, a. Exposed to

danger; perilous; hazardous.
Jerboa, jer'bo-a or jer-bo'a, n. A small, jumping,
rodent' animal, having
very long hind legs and
a long tail: it burrows
in the ground.

Jeremiad, -ade, jer-e-mi'-
ad, n. A tale of grief,

sorrow, or complaint;
a doleful story.

Jerk, jSrk, V. t. [JERKED lerhnn
(jgrkt), jerking.] To u

throw with a quick and suddenly arrested motion;

ilm, tame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Yn, Ice ; Qdd, tone, Or j
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to give a sudden pull, twitch, thrust, or push. — v. i.

To make a sudden motion, start quickly, move with
a start, or by starts.— re. A short, sudden thrust, push,
or twitch; unsteady motion; a sudden spring.

Jerk, jerk, v. t. To cut (meat) into slices or strips,

and dry it in the sun.
Jerkin, jerkin, re. A jacket; a kind of short coat or
close waistcoat.

Jersey, jer'zT, re. The finest of wool separated from
the rest ; fine yarn of wool ; a close-fitting woolen
jacket or skirt.

Jessamine. Same as Jasmine.
Jest, jest, re. Something done or said to amuse; some-
thing ludicrous meant only to excite laughter; the
object of sport; laughing-stock; joke; fun; raillery;

sport. — v. i. To make merriment, joke, sport, rally.

Jesuit, jez'u-it, n. (Rom. Cath. Church.) One of a
religious order founded by Ignatius Loyola, under
the title of The Society of Jesus; a crafty person;
intriguer (an opprobrious use of the word).— Jesu-
its'-hark. Peruvian bark, or the bark of certain spe-
cies of cinchona, whose medicinal properties were
first made known in Europe by Jesuit missionaries
to S. Amer. — J. drops. Compound tincture of ben-
zoin. — J. powder. Powdered cinchona bark. — Jes-
uit'ic, -ical, a. Pert, to the Jesuits, or to their prin-
ciples and arts: designing; deceitful. — Jesuit'ical-
ly, adv.— Jes'uitism, -izm, re. The arts, principles,
and practices of the Jesuits.

Jet, jet, a. (Miri.) A compact, lustrous, velvet-black
variety of lignite, wrought into toys, jewelry, etc.

Jet, jet, 11. A spouting, forcible shooting forth, or
sudden rush, as of water from a pipe, or flame from
an orifice ; that which issues in a jet. — v. i. To
shoot forward, shoot or stand out, project, jut. —
v. t. To spout forth, emit in a stream or spout.— Jet-d'eau, zha-do

/r

, re. A stream of water spout-
ing from a fountain or pipe. [F.J — Jet'sam, Jet'-
son, Jet'tison, n. (Mar. Law.) The voluntary
throwing of goods overboard, to lighten and pre-
serve a ship ; goods thus thrown away, and which
remain under water. [OLaw F.] — Jefty, -tT, n.

A part of a building that jets or projects beyond the
rest; a projecting pier or mole of timber, fascines,
rubble, or masonry, for use as a wharf, or to defend
a harbor, etc^, from the waves, or to deflect a stream.

Jew, ju or joo, n. A Hebrew, or Israelite. — v. t.

[jewed (jtid or jood), JEWING.] To cheat or defraud
(an opprobrious use of the word). — Jew'ess, re. A
Hebrew woman.— Jew'ish, a. Pert, to the Hebrews;
Israelitish. — Jew'ry, -rl, n. Judea ; a district in-
habited by Jews, hence the name of a street in Lon-
don. — Jews'-harp, n. A small musical instrument,
held between the teeth, and having a metal tongue,
which when struck by the finger produces musical
sounds that are modulated by the breath.— Juda'ic,
-ical, ju-da'ik-at, a. Fert. to" the Jews.

Jewel, ju'- or joo'el, n. A personal ornament in
which precious stones form a principal part ; a pre-
cious stone; gem; any object very highly valued; a
precious thing, —v.t. [jeweled (-eld), -eling.] To
adorn, fit, or provide with, jewels. — Jew'eler, n.

One who makes or deals in jewels and other orna-
ments.— Jew'elry, -ellery, n. Jewels in general; the
art or trade of a jeweler.

Jezebel, jez'e-bel, n. An impudent, vicious woman.
Jib, jib, n. (Naut.) The foremost sail of a ship, be-
ing a triangular stay-sail extended from the outer
end of the jib-boom toward the fore topmast-head

:

in sloops, it is on the bowsprit, and extends toward
the lower mast-head: see Sail. (Mach.) The pro-
jecting beam of a crane. — Jib-boom, -boom, re.

(Naut.) A spar run out from the extremity of the
bowsprit, and serving as a continuation of it : see
Ship.— Jibe, jib, v. t. [jibed (jibd), jibing.] [Writ-
ten also gy ie.\ (Naut.) To shift from one side of a
vessel to the other, as a sail.— v. i. (Naut.) To shift
from one side of a vessel to the other. To harmon-
ize, agree.

Jiffy, jiff 1, n. A moment; an instant.
Jig, jig, n. (Mus.) A light, brisk musical movement.
A frolicsome, quick dance, to such a movement ; a
piece of sport ; trick; cajolery. — v. t. To sort or
separate (ore) by shaking ; to delude. — Jig'ger,
n. One who, or that which, jigs, as a miner who

separates ore by shaking it in water in a riddle or
wire-bottom sieve ; a jigging sieve : a machine on
which earthen vessels are shaped by rapid motion;
a potter's wheel. (Naut.) A small tackle, consisting
of a double and single block and the fall.— Jig'saw,
n. A vertically reciprocating saw, moved by a vi-

brating lever or crank rod.— Jig'gle, -gl, v.i. To
move in an affected or awkward manner; to shake
up and down.

Jill, jil, re. A young woman, — so called in contempt.
— Jilt, n. A woman who capriciously deceives and
disappoints her lover; a coquette; flirt.— v. t. To en-
courage and then frustrate the hopes of (a lover). —
v. i- To play the jilt, practice deception m love.

Jimmy, jirn'mi, re. A short bar used by burglars in
breaking open doors.

Jimp, jimp, a. Neat; handsome; elegant of shape.
Jingle, jin'gl, v. i. [-gled (-gld), -gling.] To sound
with a fine, sharp rattle; to clink. — v. t. To cause
to give a sharp sound, as a little bell, or pieces of
metal.— re. A rattling or clinking sound; that which
makes such sound ; correspondence of sound in
rhymes.

Jingo, jin'go, re. A word often used in a vulgar oath.
Jinnee, jin'ne, n. ; pi. Jinn. (Mohammedan Myth.)
A genius or demon,— a name applied to genii, an-
gels, or demons, supposed to have transparent bod-
ies, with the power of assuming various forms.

Job, job, n. Apiece of work; anything undertaken;
an undertaking with a view to profit; a public trans-
action done for private profit.— v. t. [jobbed (jobd),
-bing.] To hire by the job, or period of use and
service; to do by separate portions or lots. (Com.)
To buy and sell as a broker; to purchase of im-
porters for the purpose of selling to retailers.— v. i.

To perform pieces of work, work by the job; to seek
private gain under the pretense of public service.— Job'ber, re. A worker by the job ; a dealer in pub-
lic stocks; one who purchases goods from importers,
and sells to retailers; one who turns officiafactions
to private advantage.— Job'bery, -ber-T, re. Act of,

etc.; unfair means for gaining a private end.
Jockey, jok'T, n. ; pi. Jock/eys, -iz. A man who
rides or drives horses at horse-races ; a dealer in
horses ; one who cheats in trade, —v. t. [jockeyed
(-id), -eying.] To play the jockey toward; to cheat,
trick. — v. i. To act the jockey.

Jocose, Jocular, etc. See under Joke.
Jocund, jok'und, a. Merry; lively; sportive.
Jog, jog, v. t. [jogged (jogd), -ging.] To push or
shake with the elbow or hand ; to arouse the mem-
ory or attention by a slight push.— v. i. To move by
jogs, like a slow trot; to walk or travel idly, heavily,
or slowly. — n. A slight shake; a push to awaken at-
tention.— JOg'gle, -gl, V. t. [-GLED (-gld), -GLING.]
To shake slightly ; to jostle, or cause to move irregu-
larly. (Arch.) To join or match by jogs or notches,
so as to prevent sliding apart.— v.i. To shake or
totter. — ?i. (Arch.) A joint between 2 bodies so
constructed by means of jogs or notches, as to pre-
vent their sliding past each other. (Masonry.) A
similar joint held
in place by means
of pieces of stone
or m et al intro-
duced into it. pi.

The pieces of
stone or m e t a
used in a joggle
joint.

Join, join, v. t

[joined (joind), joining.] To bring together, place
in contiguity, connect; to associate one s self to, be
connected with ; to effect a union; to add, annex,
combine, couple, link.

—

v. i. To be contiguous,
close, or in contact: to form a league or contract to-

gether; to unite.— Join'der, n. Act of joining; con-
junction. (Law.) A joining of parties as plaintiffs
"or defendants in a suit, or of causes of action; ac-
ceptance of an issue tendered in law or fact. —
Joinder, re. One who joins ; a mechanic who does
the wood-work in buildings. — Join'ery, -Sr-i, n.

Art or work of a joiner. — Joint, n. The place or
part in which 2 or more things or parts are joined or
united; junction; articulation; hinge; node; the part
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or space included between 2 joints, knots, or articula-
tions; a large piece of an animal cut off for cooking.
(Geol.) A deep fissure or plane of fracture cutting
across the stratification. — a. Joined; united; com-
bined ; concerted ; uniting or sharing with others ;

shared among more than one; held in common.— v.

t. To unite hy joints, fit together; to provide with
joints, articulate ; to separate the joints of ; to cut
up (meat), disjoint,— v. i. To fit perfectly; to coa-
lesce as joints do. — Joint'ure, join'chur, n. (Law.)
An estate settled on a wife, and which she is to enjoy
after her husband's decease for her own life at least,

and in satisfaction of dower.— c. f. [jointured
(-churd), -Turing.] To settle a jointure upon. —
Ju'g'ular, -gu-lar, a. (Anat.) Pert, to the neck or
throat. — n. One of the large veins by which blood
is returned from the head to the heart: see Lung.—
Junc'tion, junk'shun, n. Act of joining, or state of
being joined; union; combination; coalition; place
or point of union; esp. place where lines of railway
meet or cross. — Juncfure, junk'chur, n. The line
or point at which 2 bodies are joined'; a joint or ar-

ticulation; a point of time, esp. a point rendered
critical by a concurrence of circumstances; an exi-
gency; emergency. — Jun''to, n. ; pi. -tos, -toz. A
select council which deliberates secretly on affairs
of government; a cabal; faction.

Joist, joist, n. A small timber to which boards of a
floor or laths of ceiling are nailed.— v. t. To fit or
furnish with joists.

Joke, jok, n. Something said to excite a laugh; a jest;

witticism; what is not in earnest, or actually meant.
— v. t. [joked (jokt), joking.] To make merry
with, banter.

—

v. i. To do something for sport,
make sport, jest, rally. —Jocose, jo-kos', a. Given
to jokes and jestir.gs; containing a joke; facetious;
witty; merry; waggish; sportive. — jocosity, -kosr-

t-tT, ?i. A jocose act or saying; jocoseness. — Joe'
ular, -u-lar, a. Given to jesting; containing jokes;

:ular1ty, -l&r'T-tT, n. Merrime
jesting.
sportive. — Jocularity, rinient ;

Jolly, jollY, a. Full of life and mirth; jovial; joy-
ous; merry; expressing mirth, or inspiring it ; of
fine appearance ; handsome ; plump. — JoKliness,
-lity, -lf-tt, n. Noisy mirth; revelry; joviality.—
Jol'lifica'tion, n. Noisy festivity.

Jolly-boat,
jollT-bot, n.

(Naut.) A
small boat
belonging to
a ship.

Jolt, jolt, v. i.

To shake
with short,
abrupt Jolly-boat.

ings and fallings, as a carriage moving on rough
ground.— v. t. To shake with sudden jerks. — n. A
shock or shake.

Jonquil, -quille, jon'kwil, a. A bulbous plant of the
narcissus family, having lily-like leaves and very
fragrant yellow flowers.

Joram, jo'ram, Jo'rum, n. A large drinking vessel;
also its contents, —nut-brown ale and toast, with
sugar and spice.

Jostle, josl, Jus'tle, v. t. [-tled (-Id), -tling.] To
run, push, or crowd against, so as to render un-
steady ; to hustle, clash. — v. i. To hustle, shove
about, elbow. — n. An encounter or shock.

Jot, jot, n. An iota-- a point; tittle; the least quantity
assignable, — v. t. To set down; to make a memo-
randum of.

Jounce, jowns, v. t. [jounced (jownst), jouncing.]
To jolt, shake, as by driving over a stone, etc. — n.

A jolt; shake; bard trot.

Journal, jer'nal, n. An account of daily transactions
and events; diary; a record of proceedings; a paper
published daily ; a periodical publication giving
an account of passing events, proceedings of socie-
ties, etc. (Naut.) A daily register of the ship's
course and distance, etc. (Com.) A book in which
every charge is entered under the date of each
day. (Mach.) The portion of a shaft or other re-

volving piece which turns in some other piece, or
in a journal-box; a bearing.— Jour'nalism, -izm, n.

The keeping of a journal; the profession of editing,
or writing for, journals.—Jour'nalist, u. The writer
of a journal or diary ; conductor of, or contributor
to, a public: journal.—Jour'naliz3, v. t. [-ized (-Izd),
-izing.] To enter an account of in a journal.— v.

i. To aid by writing in carrying on a public journal.— Jour'ney, -nT, n. ; pi. -keys, -niz. Travel from
one place to another ; passage ; voyage ; tour ; ex-
pedition ; pilgrimage. — v. i. [journeyed (-nid),
-neying.} To travel i'rom place to place. — Jour/'-

neyman, n. ; pi. -men. One hired to work by the
day ; a workman who has learned his trade and is

supposed to be capable of earning the full rate paid
for day's work.

Joust. Same as Just.
Jove, jov, ii. The chief divinity of the ancient Ro-
mans; Jupiter.— Jo'vial, -vt-al, a. Under the influ-
ence of Jupiter, the planet; gay; joyous; jolly.

—

Jor-
vialness, Joviality, -al'f-tT, Jov vialty, n. Merriment.

Jowl, jol, n. The cheek.
Joy, joi, n. The emotion excited by the acquisition
or expectation of good ; exhilaration of spirits ;

cause of happiness ; gladness ; pleasure ; delight ;

felicity; rapture; bliss ; mirth; festivity; hilarity.—
v.i. [joyed (joid), joying.] To rejoice, be glad, exult.

Jubilant, ju'bi-lant, a. Uttering songs of triumph;
rejoicing; shouting with joy.— Jubilalion, n. Act of
rejoicing ; exultation.

Jubilee, ju'bi-le, n. (Jewish Hist.) Every 50th year,
at which time all slaves were liberated, and all lands
alienated during the whole period reverted to their
former owners. (Rom. Calk. Church.) A solemnity
celebrated at Rome, at stated intervals, latterly of
25 years. A season of public festivity and joy; joy-
fulness; exultation.

Judaic, Judaism, Judaize, etc. See under Jew.
Judge, juj, 11. (Law.) A civil officer authorized to
hear and determine causes, civil or criminal. The
Supreme Being; one skilled to decide on the merits
of a question, or on the value of anything; a con-
noisseur; expert. (Jewish Hist.) A chief magistrate
with civil and military powers, such as those who
governed the nation more than 300 years, pi. The
title of the 7th book of the Old Testament. — v. i.

[judged (jujd), judging.] To hear and deter-
mine (in causes on trial); to pass sentence; to as-

sume authority to try anything and pass judgment
on it; to form an opinion, determine, distinguish. —
v. t. To hear and determine by authority (a case
before a court, or controversy between parties); to
examine and pass sentence on; to sit in judgment
upon; to be censorious toward; to determine upon
inquiry or deliberation; to esteem, think, reckon.
— Judgement, n. Act of judging ; process of the
mind m comparing ideas, to find their mutual re-
lations, and to ascertain truth ; that discerned by
the mind in judging ; opinion ; notion; facility in
judging ; faculty of judging or deciding truly and
wisely ; good sense ; taste. (Philos.) The act or
faculty of comparing objects, and discerning their
relations, attributes, or properties; result of the act
thus performed. (Law.) Sentence of the law, pro-
nounced by a court or judge; decision of a court. A
calamity regarded as sent by God, by way of recom-
pense for wrong committed. (Theol.) The final
punishment of the wicked. — Ju'dicature, -ka-chur,
n. Power of distributing justice by legal trial and
determination ; right of judicial action ; jurisdic-
tion ; a court of justice ; extent of jurisdiction of a
judge or court. — Judi'cial, -dish/al, a. Pert, or ap-
propriate to courts of justice; practiced or employed
in the administration of justice; proceeding from a
court of justice ; positive or established by statute ;

inflicted, as a penalty or in judgment. — Judi'dary,
-dish^I-a-rT, a. Passing judgment or sentence; pert,
to courts of judicature. — n. That branch of govern-
ment in which judicial power is vested; judges col-

lectively. — Judi'cious, -dish'us, a. According to,

having, or exercising, sound judgment; prudent

;

wise ; discerning ; sagacious.
Jug, jug, n. A vessel, with a capacious body and nar-
row mouth, and usually a handle on one side; a
large earthen or stone "bottle ; a pitcher ; ewer ; a
prison; jail. — v. t. [jugged (jugd), -ging.] To boil
or stew,' as in a jug ; to commit to jail, imprison.

Sm, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; Sdd, tone,
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Juggle, iug'gl, v. i. [-GLED (-gld), -gling.] To play
tricks by sleight of hand ; to conjure ; to practice
artifice or imposture, — v. t. To deceive by trick or
artifice, — n. A trick by legerdemain; an imposture;
deception. — Jug'gler, n. One who practices tricks
by sleight of hand; a cheat ; deceiver. — Jug'glery,
-gler-T, n. Art or act of, etc.; trickery; imposture.

Jugular. See under Join.
Juice, jus, n. The characteristic fluid of any vegetable
or animal substance, esp. that which may be ex-
pressed from fruit or meat, or which flows from
them in cooking.— Jui'cy, ju'sY, a. [-cier, -ciest.]
Abounding with juice ; moist ; succulent.

Jujube, ju'jub, n. An oriental fruit, allied to the
plum, of"a blood-red or saffron color, and having a
sweet, granular pulp.

Julep, julep, n. A sweet drink; esp. {Med.), a demul-
cent, acidulous, or mucilaginous mixture; a bever-
age composed of some spirituous liquor, with sugar,
pounded ice, and sprigs of mint.

Julian, juKyan, a. Pert, to, or derived from, Julius
Cassar. — Julian calendar. The calendar as adjusted
by Julius Caesar, in which the year was made to con-
sist of 36.3 days, G hours, instead of 365 days.— July',
-W^n. The 7th month of the year,— fr. Julius Cassar,
born in this month.

Jumble, jum'bl, v. t. [-bled (-bid), -bling.] To mix
in a confused mass; to put or throw together with-
out order.— v. i. To meet, mix, or unite confusedly.— n. Confused mixture: orderless mass or collec-
tion; a small, sweet cake, often ring-shaped.

Jump, jump, v. i. [jumped (jumt), jumping.] To lift

the feet wholly from the ground and alight again
upon them, usually with a
forward motion ; to leap ; to
skip, spring, bound ; to jolt;

to coincide.— v. t. To pass by
a leap, pass over eagerly or
hastily, skip over.— n. Act of
lumping; a leap ; spring;
bound; a venture. {Geol.) A
dislocation in a stratum ; a
fault. {Arch.) An abrupt in-
terruption of level in a piece
of brick-work or masonry.—
Jump'er, n. One who or that
which jumps; the maggot of
the cheese-fly ; a long iron
chisel or borer; a kind oi
sleigh ; one of a certain re-

ligious sect. — Jump-seat, n.

A carriage with a movable Jump-seat,
seat, readily changed from the Two-scat form,
one-seated to the two-seated form.

Junction, Juncture. See under Join.
June, jun, n. The 6th month of the year.
Jungle, jun'gl, n. Land mostly covered with forest

trees, brush-wood, etc., or coarse, reedy vegetation,
but not wholly uninhabited.

Junior, jun'yer, a. Less old ; younger, esp. applied to
the younger of 2 persons of the same name; pert, to

a younger person, or to a junior.— n. A younger per-
son; of a lower or younger standing; as, esp., one in
the 3d year of his collegiate course in an Ainer. col-
lege, or in the 1st year of his course at a theological
seminary.

Juniper, ju'nY-per, n. An evergreen shrub or tree,

whose berries are used to flavor gin and as a power-
ful diuretic.

Junk, junk, n. Pieces of
old cable or cordage.
(Naut.) Hard salted
beef supplied to ships.— Junk Dealer. One
who buys and sells
junk, old metals, etc.

Junk, junk, n. A ship
used in China.

Junk, junk, n. A thick
piece; lump.—Junk-bot-
tle. A bottle, usually of
green glass, made thick
and strong, for holding
liquors, etc.

Junta, Junto. See under Join

Junk.

Jupiter, ju'pY-tSr, n. {Rom. Myth.) The supreme
deity; the son of Saturn ; Jove. {Astron.) The
largest planet, and, next to Venus, the brightest: it

has 4 moons.
Jupon, ju-ponr or zhoo-pawN'', Juppon, jup-pon', n. A

sleeveless jacket, orig. worn over
armor, composed of several thick-
nesses of material sewed through
and faced with silk or velvet ; a
petticoat.

Juridic, ju-rid /'ik, -ical, a. Pert, to
a judge; acting in the distribution
of justice; used in courts of law.— Ju'risdic'tion, n. Legal pow-
er or authority of determining
causes ; power of governing or
legislating, or of exercising au-
thority ; limit within which pow-
er may be exercised. — Juris-
prudence, -proo'dens, n. The
science of law; knowledge of the
laws, customs, and rights of men
in a state or community.

Jurist. See under Just.
Jury, ju'rf, n. (Law.) A body of
men, selected and sworn to in-
quire into and try any matter of
fact, and to declare the truth of
it on the evidence given them in
the case; a committee for adjudg-
ing prizes at a public exhibition, Jupon.
etc.

Jury-mast, ju'rY-mast, n. {Naut.) A temporary mast
erected in a ship, to supply the place of one carried
away.

Just, just, a. Rendering, or disposed to render, to each
one his due; conformed to fact, to the truth of things,
to a proper standard, to reasonable expectations, etc.

;

upright; impartial; righteous; equitable; true; fair;

regular.— adv. Precisely; exactly; closely; nearly.— Justness, n. — Jus'tice, -tis, n. Quality of being
just; the rendering to every one his due; conformity
to truth and reality; fair representation of facts;
just treatment ; merited reward or punishment ;

equity; justness; one duly commissioned to hold
courts, or to try and decide controversies and ad-
minister justice. — Justiciar, -tish'l-ar, -ciary,
-tish'I-a-rTf, n. A judge or justice; a lord chief jus-
tice.— Ju'rist, n. One versed in the law, esp. in the
civil law, or the law of nations. — Jus'tify, -tT-fT,

v. t. [-fied (-fid), -fying.] To prove or show to be
just, or conformable to law, right, justice, propriety,
or duty; to vindicate as right; to pronounce free
from blame. {Theol.) To treat as just, though
guilty and deserving punishment. (Print.) To form
even or true lines of (type) by proper spacing; to ad-
just, cause to fit.— Jus'tifi'able, a. Capable of being
proved to be just; defensible; warrantable ; excus-
able. — Jus'tiflca'tion, n. Act of justifying; vindi-
cation ; defense ; state of being justified. (Law.)
The showing of a sufficient reason in court why a
party accused did what he is called to answer.
(Theol.) The treating of sinful man as though he
were just. — Jus'tifi'er, n. One who justifies ; one
who pardons and absolves from guilt and punish-
ment.

Just, Joust, just, n. A mock encounter on horseback;
a tilt; one of the exercises at tournaments.— v. i. To
engage in a mock fight on horseback; to push, drive,
jostle.

Justle. See Jostle.
Jut, jut, v. i. To shoot forward, project beyond the
main body.— n. A shooting forward; projection.

Jute, jut, n. A substance resembling hemp, used in
manufacturing mats, coarse carpets, etc. ; also, the
plant which produces it.

Juvenile, ju've-nil, a. Young; youthful; pert, or
suited to' youth.— n. A young person or youth.—
Ju'venileness, -nil'ity, -t-tt, n. Youthfulness; man-
ners or customs of youth.— Juvenes'cent, -nes'sent,
a. Becoming young.

Juxtaposit, juks-ta-poz'it, v. t. To place in close con-
nection or contiguity. — Jux'taposi'tion, -zish'un,
n. A placing or being placed in nearness or conti-
guity.
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K, ka, the 11th letter of the Eng. alphabet, is silent

before n, but elsewhere has one invariable sound,
like e hard.

Kale, Kail, kal, n. A plant allied to the cabbage, culti-

vated lor its curled or wrinkled leaves or "sprouts."
— Kale'-yard, n. A kitchen garden.

Kaleidoscope, ka-li'do-skop, n. An optical instrument
which, by a change of position, exhibits its contents
in a varietv of colors and symmetrical forms.

Kalendar. See Calendar.
Kalmia, kal'ml-a, n. An evergreen shrub, native to

N. Amer., having corvmbs of showy flowers; laurel.

Kanaka, ka-na'kC'i. A native of the South Sea isl-

ands, e.-p. of the Sandwich Islands.
Kangaroo, kan'ga-roo', n. A ruminating, marsupial
animal of Australiaand
the neighboring islands,
having short fore legs,

used only for digging,
bringing food to the
mouth, etc., and long
hind legs, with which it

makes enormous
bounds.

Kaolin, -line, ka'o-lin, n.

(Min.) A variety of clay
used for making porce- .

~"
t

lain.

Karob, ka'rob, n. With
goldsmiths, the 24th
part of a grain. Kangaroo.

Katydid, ka'tl-did, n. A broad-winged green grass-
hopper, living in trees, — the males of which, at
night, by means of membranes in their wing-covers,
make a sound, resembling ka-ty-did.

Kedge, kej, n. (Navt.) A small' anchor used to keep
a ship steady when riding in a harbor or river, and
esp. at the turn of the tide, to keep her clear of her
bower anchor, — v. t. [hedged (kejd), kedgixg.]
To warp, as a ship: to move by means of a kedge, as
in a river. — Kedg'er, n. A kedge.

Keel, kel, n. The principal timber in a shiD, extend-
ing from stem to stern at the bortom, and supporting
the whole frame : see Ship ; hence, a ship ; a low,
flat-bottomed vessel, to convey coal ; a broad, flat
vessel, lor cooling liquids; a keel-
er. (not.) The 2 lowest petals of
the co.-olla of a papilionaceous
flower, inclosing the stamens and
pistil. (Nat. Hist.) A projecting
ridge along the middle of a flat or
curving surface. — v. i. [k e e le n
(keld), keeling.] To plow with
a keel, navigate ; to t mi up the
keel, show the bottom.—False keel.
A strong timber bolted to the bottom of the keel, to
protect it. — Keel'age, -e.j, n. Right of demanding a
toll for a ship entering a harbor: dutv so naid.—
KeeKer, n. A shallow tub for holdHtr materials for
calking ships, or for other uses. — Keel'-boat, n. A
large, covered boat, with a keel, bu" no sails, used
on Amer. rivers fo. transporting freight; a low, flat-

bottom.-d freight-boat. — Keel'haul, v. t. [-hauled
(-hu.vld), -hauling.] (Naut.) To haul under the
keel of a ship, as a
punishment, by ropes
attached to the yard-
arms on each side. —
Keel'son, kel'sun, n.
(Shii:-,uillina.) A
piece of timber laid
on the middle of the
floor timbers over the a, Keelson; ft, Keel; c, False
keel, and binding the Keel,
floor timbers to the keel.

Keeling, kel'ing, n. (Tchtli.) A kind of small cod.
Keen, ken, a. Eager; vehement; sharp; having a line,

Keel. (Bot.)

cutting edge ; piercing; severe; acrimonious; acute
of mind; penetrating: having mental acuteness.

Keep, kep, v. t. [kept, keeping.] To cause to re-

main in a given position, situation, or condition ; to
maintain unchanged; to hold, retain in one's power
or possession; to have in custod}r

, take care of; to
detain; to protect, guard, sustain;.to hide,; to attend
upon ; to maintain (an establishment, institution,
etc.); to conduct, manage ; to supply with necessaries
of life, entertain; to maintain (an assistant, servant,
horse, etc.); to continue in (a course of action); to
adhere to, perform, observe, obey (duty, promise,
command): to confine one's self toji remain in, haunt,
frequent; to celebrate, solemnize.— v. i. To remain
in any position or state, continue, stay; to last, en-
dure; to reside for a time, dwell, —h. Act of keep-
ing; custody; care; state of being kept: resulting
condition; case; maintenance; support; that which
keeps or protects; a stronghold; castle; esp. the
strongest and securest part of a castle, the donjon:
see Castle ; that which is kept or had in charge.
— Keep'-sake, n. Anything kept, or given to be
kept, for the sake of the giver; a token of friendship.

Keeve, kev, n. A large vessel for fermenting liquors.
{Mining.) A vat for dressing ores. — v. t. To set in
a tub, for fermentation.

Keg, keg, n. A small cask; barrel; cag.
Kelp, kelp, n. Calcined ashes of sea-weed, from which
carbonate of soda and iodine are made. (Bot.) The
sea-weed yielding kelp.

K9lt. Same as Celt.
Ken, ken, v. t. [kenned (kend), -ning.] To know,
understand; to recognize, descry. — n. Cognizance;
view; esp. reach of sight or knowledge.

Kennel, ken'nel, n. A house for dogs ; a pack of
hounds ; the hole of a fox or other beast. — v. i.

[kenneled (-neld), -neling.] To lodge, lie, dwell,— as a dog or fox. —v. t. To keep in a kennel.
Kennel, ken'nel, n. A gutter ; puddle.
Kennel-coal. See Cann el-coal.
Keno, ke'no, n. A game played with numbered cards,
and balls correspondingly numbered.

Kentle. Same as Quintal.
Kept. See Keep.
Keramic. See Ceramic.
Kerchief, ker'chif, n. A square of fine linen used by
women to cover the head ; any cloth used in dress,
esp. on the head.

Kerf, kerf, n. A notch, slit, channel, or way through
wood made by a saw or other cutting instrument.

Kernel, ker'nel, ». A little grain or corn ; anvthing
included in a shell, husk, or integument ; a' small
mass around which other matter is concreted : nu-
cleus ; central part of anything.

Kerosene, ker'o-sen, n. A hydrocarbon illuminating
oil. distilled from petroleum.

Kersey. ker'zT, n. A coarse woolen cloth, usually
ribbed, woven from long wool.— Ker'seymere,-iner,
n. A thin, twilled cloth, generally of the finest wool;
cissimere.

Kestrel, kes'trel, n, A small, slender hawk, of a red-
dish fawn color, spotted with white and black.

Ketch, kech, n. A vessel with 2 masts, a main and
mizzen-mast, usually from 100 to 250 tons burden.

Ketchup. See Catchup.
Kettle, ket'tl, n. A metallic vessel, with a wide
mouth, used for heating water, etc.— Ket'tle-c'rum, n. A drum made
of a copper vessel, usually hemi-
spherical, or shaped like a kettle,
covered with parchment ; an in-
lormal afternoon or early eveniig
partv.

Key, ke, n. A portable instrument
to .shut or open a lock, by moving
or raising a bolt or tumbler, or one Kettle-drum.

by' which anything is wound, screwed, turned, or

am, fame, far, piss or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice s 5dd, tone, 6r
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Key-seat.

tightened, as, a watch-/.-"", bed-icy, etc.; that which
unlocks a secret or mystery, or discloses anything
difficult, a solution, explanation; that which locks
up and makes fast, as, (Arch.) a piece of wood let

into another across the grain to prevent warping ;

(Masonry.) the highest central stone of anarch, key-
stone: or (Mech.) a piece of wood or metal, placed in
coincident slots or mortises, to hold parts together; a
wedge or cotter in a frame, chain, etc.; a fin, spline,

feather, or wedge, fastening a wheel or crank upon
a shaft. {Hits.) A lever of wood, ivory, or metal, in
an organ, piano-forte, etc., pressed by the fingers in
playing the instrument; the fundamental tone of a
movement, key-note.— v. t. [keyed (ked), keying.]
To fasten with* keys or wedge-shaped pieces of wood
or iron. — Key'-board, n. (Mas.) The whole range
of the keys 01 an organ or piano-forte. hole, n. A
hole in a'door or lock, for receiving a key. (Carp.)
An excavation in beams intended to be joined to-

gether, to receive the key which fastens them.—
-note, b. (Mux.) The tonic or first tone of the scale
in which a piece is writ-

ten.—seat, n.

A rectangular groove,
esp. in awheel and shaft,

to receive a key, so as to
prevent one part trom
turning on the other.

—

stone, n. (Arch.) The wedge-
shaped stone on the top or middle of an arch or
vault, which binds the work.

Key, ke, n. An island rising little above the surface,
as in the 'W. Indies ; a quay.

Khalif. See Caliph.
Khan, kawn or kan, ». A prince ; king ; chief, — so
called among the Tartars.

Khan, kan, n. An Eastern inn or caravansary.
Khedive, ka-deV or ke'div, n. Governor, viceroy, —
a title granted by the Sultan of Turkey to the ruler
of Egypt, in IStkj.

Kibe, kib, n. An ulcerated chilblain, as in the heels.

Kick, kik, v. t. [kicked (kikt), kicking.] To strike,

thrust, or hit violently with the toot. — v. i. To
practice striking. with the foot; to thrust out the
foot violently ; to manifest opposition ; to recoil, —
said of a musket, etc. — n. A blow with the foot ;

recoil of a fire-arm, when discharged.
Kickshaw, kik'shaw, n. Something fantastic or un-
common, or that has no particular name ; a fantas-
tical dish.

Kid, kid, n. A voung goat : a bundle of heath and
furze : a small wooden tub or vessel, — applied,
among seamen, to one containing food; leather made
of kid skin; a glove of kid leather; among thieves,

etc., a child. — Kid'nap, v. t. [-naped (-napt), -nap-
in<; ] To steal and cany away or secrete (a man,
woman, or child).

Kiddle. kid'*dl, n. A kind of wear in a river for
c itching fish, —corrupt, pron. kittle.

Kidney, kid'nY, n. : pi. -neys, -niz. (Anat.) One of
2 oblong, flattened glands, at each side of the lum-
bar vertebra;, and surrounded with fatty tissue,

which constitute the secretory organs of the urine.
Htbit; disposition; sort: kind; a waiting-servant.

—

Kid'ney-bean, n. (Hot.) A sort of
bean,— shaped like the kidney.— /F
Kid'ney-form, -shaped, -shapt, a. f'. \
Sii iped like, etc. A

Kilderkin, kil'der-kin, n. A small \J^
birrel: a liquid measure containing v&
16 or IS gallons.

Kill, kil, r\ t. [killed (kild), kill-
ing.] To deprive of life, animal or
vegetable ; to put to death, slav,

^stro^.to deP ri
Y? ?

f
."S^ 11* Kidney-shaped

Leaf.
ties, appease, quell, c-ili

Killikinick See Kinn ikinic
Hillock, kil'lok, n. A wooden anchor for mooring a

fishing boat at sea; in X. Eng., a small iron anchor.
Kiln, kil. n. A large furnace or oven for calcining,

vitrifying:, baking, burning, or drying anything; a
pile of brick for burning or hardening.— Kiln'-dry,
kil'dri, r. /. To dry in a kiln.

Kilogram, kil'o-gram* ahbr. Kilo, ke'lo, n. A measure
of weight, — 1,000 grains = 2.070.51 pounds troy, or
2.20485 pounds avoirdupois (15.4S2.31 grains). — Ki

loliter, kY-loKi-ter or kiKo-li'ter, n. A measure of
capacity= 1 cubic meter= 1,000 liters = 35.3166 Eng.
or 35.3105 Amer. cubic feet, or 264.14 Amer. gallons
of 231 cubic inches.—Kilometer, ki-lom'e-te'r o/-kil /'-

o-me'tgr, n. A measure of length, — 1,000 meters =
3.280.800 Eng. or 3,280.709 Amer. feet, or .62135 of a
mile.— Kiloster9, ke-lo-star', n. A measure of solid-
ity or volume,— 1,000 cubic meters = 35,310.6 Eng.,
or 35,310.5 Amer. cubic feet.

Kilt, kilt, j*. A short petticoat, worn by men in the
Highlands of Scotland, and by children in the Low-
lands.

Kimbo, kim'bo, a. Crooked ; arched : bent.
Kin, kin, n. Relationship, consanguinity, or affinity;

relatives: kindred, — a. Of the same nature or kind;
akin. — Klns'man, -woman, 11. One who is, etc.—
Kind, kind, n. Race; genus; generic class; esp. one
fixed by the laws of nature ; sort; nature: style;
manner; character; native character. — a. Having
feelings befitting a common nature ; esp., showing
tenderness or goodness; disposed to do good; oblig-
ing; indulgent; tender; good; gentle: friendly; lov-
ing.—Kind'ly, -It, a. [-lieu, -liest.] Belonging to
the kind or species; natural; kindred; sympathetic;
disposed to do good: gracious; favorable; mild; gen-
tle.— adv. In a kind manner; benevolently.—Kind''-
liness. «. — Kind'ness, n. Quality of being kind;
good will; benevolence; a kind act; act of good will.
— Kind'-heart'ed, a. Having kindness of nature.
— Kin'dred, n. Relationship by birth or marriage;
consanguinity; kin: relatives by blood or marriage;
relations.— a. Related; congenial; of like nature or
properties.

Kindergarten, kin-der-garfeu, n. A school for young
children, where play is combined with study and
especial attention is paid to object-teaching.

Kindle, kin'dl, v. t. [-dled (-did), -dling.] To set
on fire, light; to inflame, as the passions; to exasper-
ate, rouse, provoke.— i'. i. To take tire; to begin to
be excited: to grow warm or animated.— Kin''dling,
n. Act of, etc. 2)1. Materials easily lighted, tor start-

ing a fire.

Kine, kin, n. pi. Cows. — Kine'-pox, n. (Med.) Cow-
pox, q. v.

King, king, n. A sovereign: monarch; chief among
competitors; a playing-card having the picture of a
king; the chief piece in the game of chess; a crowned
checkerman. pi. The title of 2 books in the Old
Testament.— v. t. To supply with a king, make
royal. — King'cup, n. The buttercup, q. v.— King/'-

dom, -dum, n. Quality and attributes of a king;
roval authority ; monarchy ; country subject to a
king; one of the greatdivisionsin nat. hist, classifica-

tion; a department. — King'fisher, n. A bird of sev-
eral widely distributed genera, inhabiting borders
of streams, and living on fish,

which it takes by darting
down on its prey in the water.
— King'-bird, n. A small bird
of N. Amer., the tyrant fly-

catcher or bee-martin,— noted
for its courage in driving
larger birds from the vicinity
of its nest. crab, n. A large
crustacean, having the form
of a horse's foot, with sharp,
straight tail-spine ; horse-shoe
crab.

—

kill'er.n. One who killsaking; aregicide.—
-post, n. (Arch.) A beam in the
frame of a roof, or any compound
girder binding the tie-beam to
the ridge.— King's Bench. {Law.)
The highest court of common
law in Eng., — so called because
the kins; used to sit there in per- ' .

son. — King's'-evil, n. A scrofu- A
>
King-post.

Ions disease, formerly supposed to be healed by the
touch of a king.

Kink kink, n. A spontaneous twist or doubling upon
itself of a rope or thread, which prevents its running
freely; a crotchet; wh'm.— v.i. [kinked (kinkt),
kinking.] To twist or knot spontaneously.

Kianikinic, kin /ni-kl-nikr , n. A preparation for smok-
ing used by the North American Indians, consisting
of the bark and leaves of red sumac or red willow.

Kingfisher.

e&n, cube, full ; moon, i'dot ; cow,, oil ; linger or ink, then, botfbotf, chair, get.
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Kino, ki'no, n. An astringent extract of a deep
brownish-red color, obtained from tropical trees.

Kiosk, kT-osk/, n. A Turkish open summer-house,
supported by pillars.

Kip, kip, n. The skin of a young beast. — Kip'-skin,
n. Leather prepared from the skin of young cattle,
intermediate between calf-skin and cow-hide.

Kipper, kip'per, v. t. [-peked (-perd), -pering.] To
cure (fish) by means of salt and pepper, and by
hanging up.— n. A salmon after spawning, also one
split open, salted, and dried or smoked.

Kirk, kerk,«. In Scot., aplace of worship; church; the
established church in Scotland.

Kirtle, ker'tl, n. An upper garment; gown; petticoat;
short jacket.

Kiss, kis, v. t. [kissed (kist), kissing.] To salute or
caress with the lips: to buss; to touch gently. — v. i.

To join lips, touch, meet.

—

n. A salute made by
touching with the lips pressed closely together and
suddenly parting them; a small piece of confection-
ery.

Kit, kit, n. A vessel of various kinds; esp., a wooden
tub; that which comprises a necessary outfit, as of
tools, necessaries, etc., as of a workman, soldier, etc.

Kit. kit, n. A small violin or fiddle.
Kitchen, kich'en, n. A room appropriated to cook-
ery ; a utensil for roasting meat.

Kite, kit, n. A rapacious bird of the hawk kind, dis-
ting. fr. hawks and falcons by having a forked tail

and long wings ; one
who is rapacious ; a
frame of wood cov-
ered with paper, for
flying in the air ; fic-

titious commercial pa-
per designed to de-
ceive.— v.i. Lit., to fly

a kite ; to raise money, j^ite
or sustain one's credit
by the use of fictitious mercantile paper.

Kith, kith, n. Acquaintances or friends. — Kith and
kin. Intimate acquaintance and relations.

Kitten, kit'tii, n. A young cat. — v. i. [kittened
(-tnd), -tening.] To bring forth young, as a cat.

Kleptomania, klep-to-ma'nf-a, n. A morbid impulse
to steal; propensity to thievishness.

Knab, nab, v. t. [knabbed (nabd), -bing.] To seize
with the teeth, lay hold of.

Knack, nak, n. A petty contrivance; toy; something
requiring neat performance ; facility of perform-
ance ; dexterity ; adroitness.

Knacker, nak'er, n. A dealer in old horses for slaugh-
ter, and in hoofs, dog"s meat, etc.

Knap, nap, n. A protuberance; knob or button ; ris-

ing ground ; a summit.
Knap, nap, v. t. [knapped (napt), -ping.] To bite,

bite off; to strike with a loud noise; to snap. — v. i.

To make a short, sharp sound ; to
snap. — Knap'sack, n. A case for
food, clothing, etc., borne on the back
by soldiers, travelers, etc.

Knar, Knarl. See Gnarl.
Knave, nav, n. A dishonest person;
rascal: yiUiin, a playing-card marked
with the figure of a servant or soldier,
a jack. — KnaVery, -er-T, n. Dishon-
esty ; petty villainy ; trickery ; mis-
chievous practices. — Knav^ish, a.

Like a knave ; villainous.
Knead, ned, v. t. To work and press into a mass; esp.,

to work into a well-mixed mass, as the materials of
bread.

Knee, ne, n. (Anat.) The joint connecting the 2
principal parts of the leg. (Mech.) A piece of timber
or metal with an angle in the shape of the bent knee.— Knee'-deep, a. Rising to the knees; sunk to the
knees.—high, -hi, a. Rising or reaching upward
to the knees. — -joint, n. {Much.) A joint consist-
ing of 2 pieces butting on each other like the knee
bent, so as to thrust with increasing power when
pressed into a straight line; a toggle-joint. pan,
n, (Anat.) The patella, — a flattened round Jbone
on the front part of the knee-joint— Kneel, nel, v.

i. [knelt (nelt) or kneeled (neld), kneeling.]
To bend the knee, fall on the knees.

Knapsack.

Knight in full

Armor.

Knoll, nel, n. The stroke of a bell, rung at a funeral,
or at the death of a person; a death-signal.— v. i.

[knelled (neld), knelling.] To sound as a.knell,
or as a warning or evil omen.

Knew. See Know.
Knickerbockers, nik'er-bok'erz, n. pi. Trousers end-
ing at the knee, as worn in Holland, and now by
sportsmen, young boys, etc.

Knickknack, nik'nak, n. A trifle or toy ; bawble.
KDife, nif, n. ; pi. Knives, nivz. A cutting instrument
having a blade with a sharp edge and a handle.

Knight, nit, n. A military attendant; a follower: a
partisan; champion: lover; one
admitted, in feudal times, to a
certain military rank, with
special ceremonies; in Eng.,
one on whom a dignity next
below that of baronet is con-
ferred by the sovereign, enti-
tling him to be addressedas Sir;
a piece in the game of chess,
usually bearing a horse's head.— v. t. To dub or create a
knight. — Knight'ly, -1Y, a.
Pert, to, or becoming, a knight.—adv. In a manner becoming,
etc. — K n i g h t'l i n e s s, n.—
Knight'hood, -hdod, n. Char-
acter, dignity, or condition of
a knight ; the whole body of
knights at a particular time.

Knit, nit, v. t. [knit or knit-
ted, -ting.] To form into a
knot or into knots: to tie; to
form, by the interlooping of
yarn or thread in a series of
connected knots, by means oi
needles; to join, cause to grow
together; to unite closely, con-
nect; to draw together, con-
tract.— v.i. To unite or weave
anything by making knots; to be united closely.—
Knot, not, n. A complication of
threads, cords, or ropes, formed by
tying, knitting, or entangling,
which resists separation ; abond
of union; connection ; something
not easily solved; a difficulty; per-
plexity; a figure, the lines of
which are interlaced or intricately
interwoven; a collection; band ;

clique ; a joint in the stem of a
plant; a hard place in wood caused
by fibers passing transversely
across the grain, as at the insertion
of a branch; a protuberance.
(Naut.) A division of the log-line,
serving to measure the rate of the
vessel's motion. A nautical mile of
6,086.7 ft. (Ornith.) A bird allied
to the snipe. — v. t. To form a
knot; to unite closely; to entangle;
perplex. — v. i. To form knots or
joints. — Knot'ty, -tY, a. [-tier,
-tiest.] Having many knots; hard; rugged; diffi-

cult; intricate; perplexed.
Knives. See Knife.
Knob, nob, n. A hard protuberance; bunch; round

ball at the end of anything; a ball-shaped handle.
Knock, nok, v. i. [knocked (nokt), knocking.] To

strike or beat with something hard or heavy; to

strike against, clash. — v. t. To strike, drive against;

to strike for admittance, rap upon (a door, etc.)—
n. A stroke with something heavy; a rap.

Knoll. Same as Knell.
Knoll, nol, n. The top or crown of a hill; esp., a little

round hill or mount; a small elevation of earth.

Knot, etc. See under Knit.
Knout, nowt or noot, n. An instrument of punish-
ment in Russia, with which stripes are inflicted on
the bare back.— v. t. To punish with the knout.

Know, no, v; t. [knew (nu), known (non), know-
ing.] To be aware of as true or actual; to have
mental cognition of ; to perceive or apprehend
clearly; to be acquainted with; to recognize; to ac-

Knots.

, single knot ; 6,

double knot ; c,

figure of 8 knot

;

d. over-hand knot;
e, bowline knot.
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knowledge, approve to have sexual commerce
with.— v. i. To have knowledge, possess informa-
tion; to take cognizance. — Knowing, p. a. Skill-
ful; well-informed; intelligent. — Know'ingly, adv.
With knowledge ; intelligently ; deliberately. —
Knowledge, nol'ej, n. Act of knowing ; certain
apprehension; that which is known; a cognition ;

learning; scholarship; familiar-
ity gained by actual experience;
practical skill; information; no-
tice; sexual intercourse.

Knuckle, nuk'l, n. The joint of
a finger, esp. when made pro-
tuberant by closing the lingers;
knee-joint, esp. of a calf. — v. i.

[knuckled (-Id), -ling.] To
submit in contest to an antag-
onist; to yield, — said to be de- A

< Pin ;
J

rived from the old custom of spade-handle,

striking the under side of a table when defeated in
argument.— v. t. To beat or strike with the knuck-

-'ill' fti
-

Knuckle-joint.

thimble; C,

les:— Knuckle-joint, w. (Mach.) A joint or hinge
in which a projection on one part enters a recess on
the other and is held by a pin on which both turn.

Knur, Knurr, ner, Knurl, n. A contorted knot in wood;
nodule ; protuberance ; hard substance ; a cross-
grained fellow.

Kobalt. Same as Cobalt.
Kobold, ko'bold or kob'Sld, n. A kind of domestic

spirit or elf among the Germans.
Kopeck, ko^pek, n. A Russian coin worth about 2-3ds

of a cent.
Koran, ko'i-an or ko-ran', n. The sacred writings of

the Mohammedans, —same as Alcoran.
Kraal, kr'al or krawl, n. In S. Africa, a village; col-

lection of huts; hut.
Kreosote. Same as Creosote.
Kreutzer, kroit'ser, n. A German coin of variable
value, — less than a cent.

Kyanise, ki'an-iz, v. t. [-ized (-Tzd), -izing.] To
render proof against decav, as wood, bv steeping it

in a solution of corrosive sublimate, or"other agent.

L, el, the 12th letter of the Eng. alphabet, has only 1

sound, as in like, canal. In Eng. words, the termi-
nating syllable le is unaccented and the e is silent,

as in able, eagle, pronounced abl, egl. —L of a
house. A wing, or part attached to the main build-
ing; properly, a wing joined at right angles to the
main building, giving it the shape of the letter L.

La, lii. (Mus.) A syllable applied to the 6th tone of
the scale for the purpose of solmization.

La, law, interj. Look; see; behold.
Labarum, lab'a-rum, n. The imperial standard adopt-
ed by the Emperor Constantine after his conversion
to Christianity.

Label, la'bel, n. A narrow slip of paper, parchment,
etc., affixed to anything, indicating its contents,
ownership, etc.; any paper annexed to a will by
way of addition, as a codicil. (Her.) A fillet with
pendants or points, usually 3. (Goth. Arch.) A pro-
jecting tablet or molding over
doorways, windows, etc.; drip-
stone. — v. t. [labeled (-beld),
labeling.] To affix a label to.

Labial, la'bY-al, a. Pert, or belong-
ing to the lips. (Pron.) Uttered
principally with the lips, as 6, m,
and p. — n. {Pron.) A letter
representing a sound formed
chiefly with the lips. — La'biate,
-at, -ated, a. (Pot.) Having the T
limb of a tubular corolla or calyx Label. (Her.)

divided into 2 unequal parts, one projecting over the
other like the lips of a mouth.

Labor, la'ber, n. Toil or exertion, physical or mental,
esp. when fatiguing, irksome, or unavoidable; that
which requires hard work for its accomplishment;
drudgery; work; task; travail; the pangs and efforts
of childbirth. — v. i. [labored (-berd), -boring.]
To exert muscular strength, work, toil; to exert
one's powers of mind; to take pains; to be oppressed
with difficulties; to be in travail. (Naut.) To pitch
and roll heavily, as a ship in a turbulent sea. — r. t.

To work at; to form with toil, exertion, or care; to
finish or prosecute with effort; to urge.— La'borer,
-ber-er, n. One who labors in a toilsome occupation,
esp. one requiring little skill.— Laborious, -bo'rl-
us, a. Requiring or employing labor, perseverance,
orsacrifices; toilsome; irksome; usingexertion; dili-

fent; industrious. — La'borsome, -sum, a. (Naut.)
nclined to roll or pitch, as a ship in a heavy sea.

Laboratory, lab'o-ra-to-rT, n. A place for operations
and experiments in chemistry, pyrotechny, etc.

;

place where anything is prepared for use.
Laburnum, la-ber'num, n. An Alpine tree, cultivated
for its pendulous racemes of yellow flowers.

Labyrinth, lab'T-rinth, n. A place full of intricacies,
or formed with winding passages; any involved in-
closure, or object or arrangement of involved form;
an inextricable or bewildering difficulty; maze.

Lac, lak, >;. A red, resinous substance produced by an
insect, mainly upon the banyan tree, fr. which are
made shellac, sealing-wax, varnishes, dyes, etc.; in
the E. Indies, 100,000, — as, a lac of rupees.— Lac r-

quer, Lack'er, n. A varnish for metals, etc., consist-
ing of a solution of shellac in alcohol, colored by
gamboge, saffron, etc.— v. t. [lacquered (-kerd),
-quering.] To varnish with, etc.

Lace, las, n. A string or cord for fastening; an orna-
mental network of linen, silk, or cotton. — v. t.

[laced (last), lacing.] To draw together with a
lace or string; to adorn with lace; to variegate with
stripes: to beat.— v. i. To have a lace; to be tied with
a lace or string.— La'cing, n. A fastening with a cord
through eyelet-holes; a cord used in fastening.

Lacerate, las'er-at, v. t. To tear, rend, wound, sepa-
rate bjr violence, injure, or afflict.

Lache, lash, Laches, lash'ez, n. (Law.) ]S7egligence;

remissness; neglect to do a thing at the proper time.
Lachrymal, lakli-mal, a. Generating or secreting

tears; pert, to, or conveying, tears. — Lach'rymose',
-moV, a. Generating or shedding tears; tearful.

Lacing. See under Lace.
Lack, lak, r. t. [lacked (lakt), lacking.] To be desti-

tute of, be in need of, want. — v. i. To be in want,
be wanting, — n. Want: destitution; need; failure.

Lackaday, lak'a-da', interj. Alas, —an expression of
sorrow or regret.— Lackadaisical, -da'zl-kal, -dai'-

sy, -zT, a. Affectedly pensive or sentimental.
Lacker. Same as Lacquer, under Lac.
Lackey, lak'T, n. ; pi. -eys, -iz. An attending serv-
ant; servile follower. — v. t. To attend, wait upon.

Laconic, la-kon'ik, a. Pert, to Laconica or its inhab-
itants; expressing much in few words; brief; con-
cise; pithy. — n. A concise, sententious method of
speaking;'laconism; a concise phrase or expression.
— Laconical, a. Same as Laconic— Laconically,
adv. — Lac'onism, -izm, Laconlcism, -l-sizm, n. A
concise manner of expression; laconic style: senten-
tious phrase.— Lac'onize, v. i. [-nized (-ni'zd), -niz-

ing.] To speak in a concise, sententious manner.
Lacrosse, la-kros', n. An outdoor game, orig. of the
Canadian Indians, played on ice or level ground,
with balls and a wicker bat (crosse).

Lacquer. See under Lac.
Lacteal, lak'te-al, a. Pert, to, or resembling, milk ;

milky. (Anat.) Conveying chyle.— n. One of the
minute tubes which convey the chyle from the
small intestine through the mesenteric glands to the
thoracic duct— Lac'tate, n. (Client.) A salt formed

stiri, eabe, full ; moon, iot>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNbON, chair, get.
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Lacteals and Adjacent Parts.

o, aorta; 6, thoracic canal; c, lym-
phatic glands; rf. radicals of the
chyliferous vessels ; e, intestine

;

/, mesentery ; g, lacteals.

by the union of lac-
tic acid, or acid of
milk, with a base.—
Lacta'tion, n. Act
of giving suck, or
time of suckling: se-

cretion or excretion
of milk.— Lac'tean,
a. Milky; resem-
bling, or consisting
of, milk; conveying
chyle. — Lac'teous,
-te"-us, a. Milky; re-

sembling milk; lac-
teal, conveying
chyle. -Lactes'-
cence, -sens, n. Ten-
dency to milk; milk-
iness or milk3T color.
{Bot.) The juice,
commonly white,
which flows from
some plants when
wounded. — Lactes'-
cent, a. Producing
milk or white juice ; abounding with a thick, colored
juice.— Lactoneeter, n. An instrument for ascer-
taining the proportion of cream in milk; galactom-
eter; a kindof hydrometer for ascertaining the value
of milk by noting its specific gravity.

Lacuna, la-ku'na, n. ; pi. -nm, -ne. A small opening,
pit, or depression; blank space ; vacancy; hiatus.
{Bot.) The small pit or cup-shaped depression in
the top of the thallus of some lichens: a vacant space
between the cells of plants; an air-cell. {Anat.) A
small cavity or sac in a mucous membrane.

Lacustral, Lacustrine. See under Lake.
Lad, lad, n. A young man, or boy; stripling; fellow:
comrade.

Ladanum, lad'a-num, n. A gum-resin of a dark color
and pungent odor, used as an external stimulant.

Ladder, lad'dgr, n. A frame of wood, rope, etc., con-
sisting of 2 side-pieces, connected by rounds, form-
ing steps by which persons may ascend; that which
resembles a ladder in form or use; that by means of
which one attains to eminence.

Lade, lad, v. t. [itnp. laded ; p. p. laded, laden ;

lading.] To load ; to put on or in, as a burden or
freight ; to throw in or out, as a fluid, with a ladle ;

to dip.— Lading, n. That which lades or constitutes
a load or cargo; freight; burden.— La'dle, -dl, n. A
cup with a long handle, used in lading or dipping;
the float of a mill-wheel. ( Gun.) An instrument for
drawing the charge of a cannon.— v. t. [ladled
(-did), -dling.] To use a ladle for dipping or draw-
ing out.

Lady, la'dY, n. A mistress : the female head of a
household ; a woman of social distinction or posi-
tion; the feminine corresponding to lord ; a woman
of gentle or refined manners ; a wife, or spouse. —
La'dyship, n. Rank or position of a lady,— used
as a title. — La'dy bird, -bug, n. (Entom.) A small,
hemispherical, spotted beetle, feeding on plant-lice.

Lag, lag, a. Slow; tard3T
; last; long-delayed.— n. One

who tags ; thatwhich comes in last ; the fag-end ; rum p

;

lowest class ; amount of retardation of anything,
as a valve in a steam-engine.— v. i. [lagged (lagd),
-ging.] To walk or move slowly, stay behind, loiter,

linger, delay.— v. t. To cover (a steam-boiler, etc.).

to prevent radiation of heat. — Lag'gard, a. Slow;
sluggish; backward.— n. One who, etc. — Lag'ger,
n.— Lag'ging, ». The nonconducting covering of a
steam-boiler; timber of a shaft in mines; planking
over centering of arches and tunnels.

Lager-beer, la'ger-ber, n. A German beer.
Lagoon, la-goon', n. A creek, shallow pond, or lake,

esp. one into which the sea flows ; lake in a coral
island.

Laic, Laical. See under Lay, a.

Laid. See Lay, v. t.

Lain. See Lie.
Lair, lar, n. A place in which to lie or rest; esp. the
bed of a wild beast; any couch or resting-place.

Laird, ISrd, n. In Scot., a lord : a landholder under
the degree of a knight or squire.

Laity. See under Lay, a.
Lake, lak, n. A large collection of water surrounded
by land.— Lacus'tral, -trine, -trin, a. Pert, to lakes
or swamps.

Lake, lak, n. A deep-red coloring matter, consisting
of aluminous earth and cochineal or other red sub-
stance; a compound of animal or vegetable coloring
matter and a metallic oxide.

Lamb, lam, n. The young of the sheep kind ; one as
innocent and gentle as a lamb. — v. i. To bring
forth lambs, as sheep.

Lambent, lam'bent, a. Playing on the surface; touch-
ing lightly; gliding over; twinkling or gleaming.

Lambrequin, lam'ber-kin, n. A covering for a knight's
helmet, protecting it from heat, moisture, etc.; orna-
mental drapery hanging from a window casing, a
shelf, etc.

Lame, lam, or. Crippled or disabled in a limb, or
|

otherwise injured so as to be unsound and impaired
in strength ; imperfect ; not satisfactory ; hobbling;
not smooth. — v. t. [lamed (lamd), laming.] To
make lame, cripple, render imperfect and unsound.

Lament, la-ment', v. i. To weep or wail, mourn; to
feel deep regret or sorrow. — v. t. To mourn for,
bemoan, deplore, bewail. — n. Grief expressed in
complaints or cries ; lamentation: an elegy. — Lam'-
entable, a. To be lamented; sorrowful; expressing
grief; lifted to awaken lament; pitiable; miserable;
pitiful; low; poor.— Lam'entably, adv.— Lamenta'-
tion, n. Act of bewailing ; expression of sorrow.

Lamina, lam'T-na, n. ; pi. -sje, -ne. A thin plate or
scale; a layer lying over another. {Anat.) A bone,
or part of a bone, resembling a thin plate. {Bot.) The
blade of a leaf.

Lammas, lam'mas, n. The 1st day of August.
Lammergeir, lanV'mer-glr, -geyer,"-gi-er, n. A vulture
of the Eastern hemis
phere, having the neck '

covered with feathers
like true eagles, and
seeking living animals
for food as well as car-
rion.

Lamp, lamp, n. A ves-
sel for producing arti-

ficial light or heat by
means of a wick satu-
rated withinflammable
liquid ; whatever yields
Lamp '-black, n. A black pigment of fine charcoal
deposited from smoke of burning oil, resinous sub-
stances, etc.

Lamper-eel. Same as Lamprey.
Lampoon, lam-poon'', n. A personal satire in writing.— v. t. [lampooned (-poond'), -pooning.] To
abuse in written satire: to libel, calumniate, lash.

Lamprey, lam'pre, n. An eel-like fish, having a round,
sucking mouth, set with numerous minute teeth.

Lanate, la'nat, -nated, a. Woolly. {Bot.) Covered
with a substance like curled hairs. — Laniferous,
-er-us, -nig'erous, -nij'er-us, a. Bearing or produ-
cing wool. — La'nary, -na-rT, n. A store-place for
wool.

Lance, lans, n. A weapon consisting of a long shaft
and metal point ; spear : a soldier armed with a
spear; lancer.— v. t. [lanced (lanst), lancing.] To
pierce with a lance; to open with a lancet; to throw

m the manner of a lance. — Lan'cer, n. —
Lance'wood, n. A light, tough, elastic tim-
ber fr. the W. Indies.— Lan'ceolate, -se-o-lat,

-lated, a. (Bot.) Oblong and
gradually tapering toward
the outer extremity.

—

Lan'-
cet, -set, n. A surgical in-

strument, sharp-pointed
and two-edged, used in ve-
nesection, and in opening
tumors, abscesses, etc.
{Arch.) A hijrh and narrow
window pointed like a
lancet. — Lan'cinating, -si-

nat-ing, a. Acute darting
(pains), as if fr. the thrust
of a lancet. — Lanch, v. t.

[lanciied (lancht), lanch- Lancet Window.

Lammergeir.
light or cheerfulness. —
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ing.] To throw, as a lance, dart; to pierce with a
lance.

Land, land, n. Earth, or the solid matter constituting
the surface of the globe ; any portion of the surface
of the globe, considered as belonging to an individ-
ual or people : ground ; soil ; inhabitants of a re-
gion ; the main land, disting. from an adjacent island

;

the ground or floor. {Law.) Any earth whatso-
ever; real estate.— v. t. To set on shore, disembark,
debark.— v. i. To go on shore from a vessel, dis-
embark.—Landing, n. Act of, or place for, going or
putting onshore from a. vessel; platform of a rail-

road station. {Arch.) The level floor at the end of
a flight of stairs, or a resting place between 2 flights.— Land'ing-place, n. A landing. — Landless, a.

Having no property in land.— Land'ward, adv. To-
ward the land. — Land'fall, n. A sudden transfer-
ence of property in land by the death of its owner.
(Naut.) The first land discovered after a voyage. —
Landlady, n. A woman who has tenants holding
from her; mistress of a lodging-house. — Land'lock,
v. t. To inclose or encompass by land.— Landlord,
n. The lord of a manor or of land ; the owner of
land or houses who has tenants under him; master
of an inn or lodging-house. — Land'mark, n. A
mark to designate the boundary of land ; any fixed
and known object or prominent feature of a local-
ity ; a striking historical event. {Naut.) Any ele-
vated object on land that serves as a guide to sea-
men. — Landscape, -skap, n. A portion of land
which the eye can comprehend in a single view ; a
picture exhibiting somejreal or fancied scene in na-
ture.— Land'grave, -grav, n. A German nobleman
of the rank of an Eng. earl or French count.—Land'-
gravine, -ven,w. "Wife of, etc.

Landau, lan'do, n. A kind of coach whose top may
be thrown back.

Lane, Ian, n. A narrow
way, road, street, alley,

or private passage;
passage between lines
of people standing on
each side.

Language, lan'gwej, n.
Human speech; expres-
sion of ideas by the voice, by writing, or other in stru-
mentality; forms of speech peculiar to a particular
nation; characteristic mode of arranging words pe-
culiar to an individual speaker or writer; style;
ideas suggested by inanimate objects; a nation, as
disting. by their speech ; tongue ; idiom ; dialect.

Languish, lan/gwish, v. i. [-guished (-gwisht),
-guishing.] To become languid or weak; to suffer,
as from heat or drought; to grow dull, pine, droop,
faint; to look with tenderness.— n. Act or condition
of, etc. ; tender look or appearance. — Lan'guor,
-gwSr, n. State of being languid; lassitude; dullness
of the intellectual faculty ; listlessness. — Lan'guid,
-gwid, a. Drooping from exhaustion; indisposed to
exertion; slow in progress ; promoting or indicating
weakness; faint; heavy ; dull; weary; without ani-
mation.

Laniard. Same as Lanyard.
Laniferous, Lanigerous. .See under Lanate.
Lank, lank, a. Loose or lax, and yielding to pressure;
thin and slender; not plump; not full and firm.

Lantern, lan'tern, n. A portable or fixed transparent
case inclosing a light, and protecting it from wind,
rain, etc.; upper part of a lighthouse. {Arch.) A
little dome over the roof of a building to give light;
an open tower. {Mach.) A trundle wheel.— Dark
lantern. A lantern with a single opening, which
may be closed to conceal the light.

Lanyard, lan'yard, n. {Naut.) A short piece of line
for fastening something in ships. {Mil.) A piece
of twine, with an iron hook at one end, used in fir-

ing cannon with a friction-tube.
Lap, lap, n. The loose part of a coat ; part of the
clothing that lies on the knees when one sits down;
part of the body thus covered; part of any sub-
stance which extends over or lies upon another; an
edge; border; hem. {Mach.) A piece of soft metal,
used to hold a cutting or polishing powder in cut-
ting glass, gems, etc., or in polishing cutlery, etc. —
v. t. [lapped (lapt), -ping.] {Mach.) To cut or

Landau.

polish (glass, etc.) with a lap. —v. i. To extend over
or upon ; to lay partly over something else. — Lap'-
ful, -ful, n. As'much as the lap can contain.— Lap'-
stone,'n. A stone for the lap, on which shoemakers
beat leather. — Lap'dog, n. A small dog held in
the lap.—streak, a. Made with boards whose edges
lap one over another. — Lapel', n. That part of a
coat which is made to fold over.— Lap'pet, n. Part
of a garment, etc., hanging loose; a flap.

Lap, lap, v. t. [lapped (lapt), -ping.] To fold, wrap,
or twist round; to infold, involve.— v. i. To be
spread or laid on or over; to be turned over or upon.

Lap, lap, v. i. To take up food or drink with the
tongue; to make a sound like that produced by tak-
ing up drink with the tongue.

—

v. t. To take with
the tongue, lick up.

Lapidary, lap'i-da-ri, n. An artificer who cuts, pol-
ishes, and engraves precious stones; a dealer in, or
virtuoso skilled in gems, etc. — a. Pert, to the
art of cutting stones.

Lapse, laps, n. A gliding, slipping, or gradual falling;
unobserved progress or passing away; a slip; error;
failing in duty. {Eccl. Law.) Omission of a patron
to present a clerk to a benefice within 6 months
after it becomes void.— v. i. [lapsed (lapst), lap-
sing.] To pass silently or by degrees, glide, slip; to
commit a fault, deviate from rectitude, fail in duty;
to pass from one proprietor to another, by the negli-
gence or failure of some one. {Law.) To become
ineffectual or void.

Lapsided, lop'sid-ed, «. Same as Lopsided.
Lapwing, lap'wing, n. A wading bird of the plover
family found on the sea-
coast and on marshy
moors in Eng. ; the
pewit.

Lar, lar, n. ; pi. Lares,
la'rez. {Rom. Antiq.) A
household deity, regard-

,

ed as the soul of a de-
ceased ancestor.

Larboard, lar'berd, n.

{Naut.) The left-hand
side of a ship (looking
toward the prow) ; port.

Larceny, lar'se-ni, n.

{Law.) Unlawful taking of others' property ; theft.— Lar'cenous, -se-nus, a. Of the nature of, or given
to, etc.

Larch, larch, n. A coniferous tree, having deciduous
leaves, in whorls or clusters.

Lard, lard, n. The fat of swine, melted and separated
from the flesh. — v. t. To smear or mix with lard ;

to grease; to fatten, enrich ; to mix with something
by way of improvement ; to interlard. — Larda 1*-

ceous, -shus, a. Consisting of, or resembling, lard.— Lard'er, n. A room where food is stored; pantry.
— Lard'erer, n. One in charge of the larder.

Lares. See Lar.
Large, larj, a. Having great size, wide, extensive,—

said of surface or area ; abundant, plentiful,— of
quantity ; numerous, populous, bulky, huge, — of
size; diffuse, full, — of language, style, etc. ;liberal,
comprehensive, — of the mind; generous, noble,

—

of the heart or affections.— Lar'gess, n. A present;
gift; donation. — Lar'go, a. {Mus.) Slowly. — Lar-
ghet'to, -get'to, a. {Mus.) Somewhat slowly, but
not so slowly as largo.

Lariat, lar'Y-at, n. A long rope or cord for picketing
horses in camp, also used as a lasso.

Lark, lark, n. A migratory singing bird of several
species, having a long, straight hind claw, strong
bill, and erectile crest; esp. the skylark or laverock.
— r. ?'. [larked (larkt), larking.] To catch hirks.
— Lark'spur, n. A plant with showy blue, red, or
white flowers ; delphinium.

Lark, lark, n. A frolic; a jolly time. — v. i. To make
sport, frolic.

Larrup, lar'rup, v. t. To beat or flog.

Larum, lar'um, n. An alarm; anything to give an
alarm or notice.

Larva, lar'va, n. ; pi. -vje, -ve. An insect in the first

stage after leaving the egg; a caterpillar, grub, or
maggot. — Lar'vatdd, a. Masked ; clothed as with
a mask. — Larve, larv, n. Same as Larva.

Lapwing.
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Larynx, larlnks, n. (Anat.) The upper part of the

trachea or windpipe,
Constituting the or^ A.
gan of voice. — Lar-
yngeal, lar'in-je'al
or Ia-rin /'je-al, -gean,
a. Pert, to the larynx

-got'o-mi, n. (Surg.) ^ § 'Utt

cr
cn

Larynx.
view of larynx; B, section

£ larynx; h, hyoid bone ; tJi, thy-
oid cartilage ; ar, arytenoid car-
ilage ; cr, cricoid cartilage ; tr,

rachea ; t, tongue ; si, superior
ocal cord; ir, interior vocal cord ;

, ventricle.

; lewd ; lustful; tending to

-got'o-ml, n. (S<

Operation of cutting
into the larynx, from
the outside of the
neck, to assist respi-
ration when ob-
struct e d, or to re-

move foreign bodies.
Lascar, las'kar or las- A later .

kar', n. In E.Indies, f lan
a native sailor, em- roid c

ployed in European tilage

vessels; a camp fol- (

lower.
Lascivious, las-siv'T- '

us, a. Loose ; wanton
produce lewd emotions.

Lash, lash, n. The thong of a whip; a whip; scourge;
cord; string; a stroke with a whip; stroke of satire
or sarcasm; cut.— v. t. [lashed (lasht), lashing.]
To strike with a lash, whip, scourge; to satirize; to
throw up with a sudden jerk; to dash against; to tie

or bind with a rope or cord. — v. i. To ply the whip,
make a severe attack.

Lass, las, n. A young woman; girl.

Lassitude, las'sT-tud, n. State of being relaxed or
weak; languor of body or mind; weariness.

Lasso, las'so, n. ; pi. -sos, -soz. A rope or long leather
thong with a running noose, for catching wild
horses, etc.

Last, Lastly. See under Late.
Last, last, n. A foot-shaped block, on which boots or
shoes are formed.

Last, v. i. To continue in time, endure; to continue
unimpaired, hold out.— Lasting, p. a. Of long con-
tinuance ; that may continue or endure ; durable

;

permanent. — n. A very durable woolen stuff.—
Lastingly, adv. Durably; with continuance.

Last, n. A load; a weight or measure, varying as to
different articles, but estimated at 4,000 lbs.; the
burden of a ship.

Latakia, lat-a-ke'a, n. A superior quality of Turkish
smoking tobacco, grown near Latakia, the ancient
Laodicea.

Latch, lach, n. A movable catch for fastening a door
orgate. (Naut.) A latching,— v. t. [latched (lacht),
latching.] To catch or fasten by means of a latch.

Latchet, lach'et, n. The string, thong, or fastening of
a shoe or sandal.— Latching, n. (Naut.) A loop
on the head rope of a bonnet, by which it is con-
nected with the foot of the sail.

Late, lat, a. [later or latter, latest or last.]
Coming after others, or after the proper time; slow;
tardy; far advanced towards the end; existing not
long ago, but not now; deceased; out of office; hap-
pening not long ago; recent, — adv. After the usual
time, or time appointed; not long ago; lately; far
in the night, week, etc. — Lately, adv. Not long
ago; recently.— Late'ness, n. — Lat'6r, a. Poste-
rior ; subsequent. — Lat'ter, latler, a. More re-
cent; mentioned the last of 2; lately past; modern;
final.— Latter-day Saint. A Mormon.— Lafterry,
adv. Lately; of late. — Latlsh, latlsh, a. Some-
what late.— Lafest, a. Longest after the proper
time; tardiest; last; most recent. — Last, a. Follow-
ing all the rest; final; closing; hindmost; next before
the present; incapable of being increased or sur-
passed; utmost; most unlikely; having least fitness.

—adv. The last time; the time before the present;
in conclusion; finally; after all others in order or
time.— Lastly, adv. In the last place; finally.

Lateen-sail, la-ten rsal, n. (Naut.) A triangular sail,

extended by a long yard, — used in small boats, fe-

luccas, xebecs, etc., esp. in the Mediterranean.
Latent, lalent, a. Notvisible orapparent; hid; secret;
dormant. —Latent heat. (Physics.) That portion of
heat in any body which cannot be discerned by

touch or by thermometer, but which becomes sensi-
ble heat during certain changes in the body.

Lateral, lafer-al, a. Proceeding from, or attached
to, the side; directed to the side. — Lat'erally, adv.
By the side ; sidewise ; in the direction of the side.

Lath, lath, n. ; pi. Laths, lathz. A thin, narrow
board, or strip of wood to support tiles, covering, or
plastering.— Lath, lath, v. t. [lathed (lathd), lath-
ing.] To cover or line with laths. — Lathing, n. A
covering of, or process of covering with, etc. —
Latb/y, lath'!, o. Thin as a lath; long and slender.

Lathe.

A, shears or framing ; B, lead-sere

pound rest ; F, face-plate ; L,

Lathe, lath, n. (Mach.) A machine-tool in which »

revolving piece of wood, metal, etc., may be shaped
by a cutting instrument ; the movable swing-frame
of a loom.

Lather, lath'er, v. i. [-ered (-erd), -ering.] To form
a foam with water and soap ; to become frothy. —
v. t. To spread over with lather, —n. Foam made
by soap moistened with water ; froth from profuse
sweat, as of a horse.

Latin, latin, a. Pert, to the Latins, a people of La-
tium, in Italy; Roman; pert, to, or composed in, the
language used by the Romans or Latins. — n. A na-
tive or inhabitant of Latium ; the language of the
ancient Romans.

Latitude, lat'I-tud, n. Extent from side to side, or
distance sidewise from a given point or line; breadth;
width; space; looseness; laxity; independence; ex-
tent of signification, application, etc.; extent of de-
viation from a standard, as truth, style, and the like

;

amplitude; scope. (Astron.) Angular distance of a
heavenly body from the ecliptic. (Geog.) Distance
of any place on the globe from the equator.— Lat'-
itud iiia'rian, a. Not restrained ; not confined by
precise limits; lax in religious principles or views. —
n. One who, etc. (Theol.) One who departs from
the strict principles of orthodoxy ; in Eng., one of
the Broad Church party. — Lat/itud/ina

/,
naiiism

!
n.

A latitudinarian system or state ; freedom of opinion
in religious matters ; laxity of doctrine.

Latten, laften, n. A fine kind of brass or bronze,
used in the middle ages ; metal in thin sheets, as
sheet tin; iron plate, covered with tin; milled brass.

Latter, Latterly. See under Late.
Lattice, laftis, n. Work made by crossing laths, rods,
or bars, and form-
ing a net-work

;

,

anything made of
strips interwoven
so as to form net-
work; esp., a win-
d o w or window-
blind.—v. t. [-TICED
(-tist), -TICING.] To
form into open
work ; to furnish
with a lattice.

Laud, lawd, n.. A eu-
logy; praise; com-
mendation ; that
part of divine wor-
ship which consists

— v. t. To praise, Lattice Window.
extol.— Laud'able,
a. Praiseworthy; commendable ; healthy.— Laudr-
ableness, n. — Laud'ably, adv. — Lauda'tion, n.

Commendation ; praise. — Laud'atory, -to-ri, a.
Containing or expressing praise. — n. That which,
etc.
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Laudanum, law'da- or lod'a-num, re. A strong tinc-

ture or alcoholic solution of opium.
Laugh, laf, v. i. [laughed (lalt), laughing.] To ex-
press mirth, derision, or satisfaction by the coun-
tenance or voice; to appear gay, lively, or brilliant.—
v. t. To express by laughing ; to ridicule or deride.
— re. An expression of mirth, etc., peculiar to the
human species ; laughter.— Laugh'able, a. Fitted to
excite laughter ; droll; ludicrous; comical.—Laugh'"-
ing-gas, re. (Chem.) Nitrous oxide, or protoxide of
nitrogen, —which ordinarily produces exhilaration
when inhaled.—stock, re. An object of ridicule. —
Laugh'ter, laf'ter, re. An involuntary movement of
the muscles of the face, or expression of the eyes,
indicating merriment, satisfaction, etc., and usually
attended by a sonorous and interrupted expulsion
of air from the lungs.

Launch, liinch, v. t. [launched (lancht), launching.]
To cause to slide from the land into the water; to
send forth or dispatch; to throw (a spear or dart).—
v. i. To go forth, as a ship into the water; to expa-
tiate in language. — re. The sliding of a ship from
the land into the water. (Naut.) The largest size

of boat belonging to a ship.
Laundry, Laundress. See under Lave.
Laurel, law'rel, n. A flowering shrub or tree of sev-

eral genera and many species: the Laurus nobilis, or
sweet bay, with which heroes, poets, and scholars
were formerly crowned, is an evergreen shrub of
Africa and Europe, with aromatic leaves and purple
berries : the mountain laurel, sheep laurel, and
swamp laurel are handsome but poisonous species of
kalmia. (pi.) A laurel crown; honors. — Lau'reate,
-re-at, a. Decked or invested with laurel. — Poet
laureate. In Eng., an officer of the royal household,
orig. retained to compose odes for the king's birth-
day and other state occasions.

Lave, lav, v. t. [laved (lavd), laving.] To wash,
bathe,— v. i. lo wash one's self . — La'ver, re. A
vessel for washing. (Script. Hist.) A large brazen
vessel in the tabernacle or temple, to hold the water
in which the priests washed their hands and feet
and the sacrificial animals.—Lavatory, laVa-to-rT, a.

Washing, or cleansing by washing. — re. A place
for washing ; a wash or lotion for a diseased part ;

place where gold is obtained by washing.— Laundry,
Ian'drY, re. A washing ; place where clothes are
washed and done up. — v.'t. To wash and iron
(clothes). — Laun'derer, -der-er, re. A man who
washes clothes.— Laun'dress, re. A washerwoman.
— Lav'ender, re. An aromatic plant which yields an
oil used in medicine and perfumery. — Lava, la'va
or la/va, re. Melted rock ejected by a volcano.

Lavish, lav'ish, a. Expending profusely, excessively,
or foolishly; unrestrained; prodigal; extravagant.—
v. t. [lavished (-isht), -ishing.J To bestow with
profusion, expend prodigally, squander. [Fr. obs.
E. lave, to pour out (water); not s. rt. lave, to wash.]
—Lavishly, adv. — Lav'ishment, re. State of being
lavish; profuse expenditure. — Lav'ishness, re.

Law, law, n. A rule of conduct established by au-
thority ; statute; regulation ; edict; decree ; the ap-
pointed rules of a community or state, for the con-
trol of its inhabitants ; established usage; a rule,
principle, or maxim of science or art ; the Jewish or
Mosaic code, disting. fr. the gospel; hence, the Old
Testament ; litigation; legal science; jurisprudence.
(Nature.) The regular method or sequence by
which certain phenomena follow certain conditions
or causes, etc. ; any force, tendency, propension, or
instinct, natural or acquired. (Morality.) The will
of God, as the supreme moral ruler, concerning the
conduct of all responsible beings. — Law'ful, -fill, a.

Agreeable, conformable to, or allowed by, law; com-
petent; constituted by law: legal; constitutional; le-

gitimate; rightful. — Law'fuliy, adv. In accordance
with law, legally. — Lawfulness, re.— Lawless, a.

Not subject to, or unrestrained by, the law of mo-
rality or of society; contrary to, or unauthorized by,
the civil law; not subject to the laws of nature.

—

Lawlessly, adv.— Lawlessness, re.— Lawgiver, re.

One who makes or enacts a law ; a legislator. —
Law'suit, re. A process in law instituted for the re-
covery of a supposed right or to obtain justice ; an
action. — Law'-book, re. A book containing, or treat-

ing of, laws.—maker, re. A legislator ; a lawgiver.
— Law'yer, re. One versed in the laws, or a practi-
tioner of law, — a general term comprehending at-
torneys, counselors, solicitors, barristers, sergeants,
and advocates.

Lawn, lawn, re. An open space between woods ; a
smooth space of ground covered with short grass,
generally around a house. — Lawn'y, -T, a. Level

;

like a lawn.— Lawn'ten'nis, re. A variety of the
game of tennis played upon an open lawn instead
of in a tennis-court.

Lawn, lawn, re. A sort of fine linen or cambric, used
esp. for parts of the official robes of a bishop; the
official dress itself. — Lawn'y, a. Made of lawn.

Lax, laks, a. Not tense, firm, or rigid; flabby; soft;
not tight; sparse; not crowded; of loose texture;
easy or indulgent in principles or discipline; having
too frequent alvine discharges; slack; unrestrained;
dissolute; licentious. — re. A looseness; diarrhea.— Laxa'tion, re. Act of loosening, or state of being
loose or slackened. — Lax'ative, -tiv, a. (Med.)
Having the quality of loosening or opening the in-
testines. — re. A medicine which, etc.; a gentle pur-
gative.— Lax'ity, -1-ti, -ness, re. State or quality of
being lax,— as, slackness (of a cord) ; looseness (of
a texture) ; want of exactness or precision ; want of
due strictness ; looseness (of the intestines) ; open-
ness.— Laxly, adv.

Lay, imp. of Lie, q. v.

Lay, la, v. t. [laid (lad), laying.] To cause to lie

flat or to lie against something else ; to put down; to
establish firmly; to beat down, prostrate; to place in
order, arrange regularly; to make ready, provide; to
spread on a surface ; to calm, appease, allay ; to pre-
vent (a spirit) from manifesting itself ; to deposit (a
wager), stake; to bring forth and deposit (eggs); to
apply, put; to assess (a tax), impose (a burden, suf-
fering, or punishment) ; to charge (origin of, or re-
sponsibility for) ; to enjoin (a duty) ; to present or
offer. (Naut.) To depress and lose sight of, by sailing,
or departing from. (Law.) To state, allege.— v. i. To
produce eggs. (Naut.) To take a position; to come or
go.— re. lhat which lies, or is laid; a row ; stratum;
layer; a portion of the proceeds of labor, etc., under-
taken on shares. ( Weaving.) A swinging frame in a
loom, which lays the weft-threads parallel to each
other against the cloth
previously woven.

—

Lay'er, la'er, re. One
who, or that which,
lays ; thing laid, as, a
stratum, bed, body
spread over another; a
course, as of bricks,
stones, etc. ; a shoot or
twig of a plant, not de-
tached from the stock,
laid under ground for
growth or propagation.— Lay'ering, re. Propagation
of plants by layers.

Lay, la, re. A song; a species of narrative poetry among
the ancient minstrels.

Lay, la, a. Pert, to the laity or people, as distinct fr.

the clergy or from the members of a learned pro-
fession; not clerical. —Lay^man, re. ; pi. -men. One
of the people, disting. fr. the clergy ; also, one who
does not belong to one of the other learned profes-
sions, disting. fr. one who does. — La'ic, a. Pert, to
the laity. —re. A layman. — La'ity, -l-tl, re. The
people, disting. from the clergy.

Lay-figure, la'fig'ur, re. A jointed figure of wood or
cork, used as an artist's model.

Lazar, la'zar, re. One infected with a pestilential dis-

ease.— Laz'aret', -ret'to, La'zar-house, re. A hos-
pital or pest-house for the reception of diseased per-
sons. — Laz'zaro'ni, -nt, n. pi. The beggars and
homeless idlers of Naples,— so called fr. the hospital
of St. Lazarus.

Lazuli, laz'u-li, re. (Min.) A fine azure-blue amor-
phous silicate of sodium, calcium, and aluminium,
valued for ornamental work,— called also lapis laz-
uli and ultra-marine.

Lazy, la'zl, a. [-zier, -ziest.] Disinclined to exer-
tion; moving slowly; sluggish; idle; slothful.

Lazzaroni. See under Lazar.

Layers

sun, cube, full ; moon, f(56t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get,
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Lea, Ley, le, n. A meadow or sward land ; a grassy-
field.

Leach, lech, v. t. [leached (lecht), leaching.] To
remove the soluble constituents from any material
(as alkali from ashes) by causing water or other sol-
vent to slowly pass through it. — v. i. To part with
soluble constituents by percolation.— re. A quantity
of wood-ashes, through which water passes, imbib-
ing the alkali ; a vat, chamber, or tub for leaching
ashes, bark, etc.

Lead, led, n. A heavy, soft, bluish-gray metal, easily-

fusible and ductile; an article made of lead, — as, a
plummet, for sounding at sea; (Print.) a thin plate

of type-metal, to separate lines in printing ;. a small
cylinder of black lead or plumbago, used in pencils;

6heets of lead covering roofs ; a roof covered with
lead-sheets. — v. t. To cover, or fit, with lead.

(Print.) To widen (space between lines) by insert-

ing leads.

E©"" This paragraph is leaded.

Lead'ed, p. a. Fitted with, or set in, lead. (Print.)

Separated by leads, as the lines of a page. — Lead'-
en, led'n, a. Made of lead ; heavy ; indisposed to

action ; dull. —Lead'ing, n. Lead, or leaden articles

collectively. — Lead'-pen'cil, n. An instrument for
drawjng, made of black lead or plumbago.

Lead, led, v. t. [led, leading.] To show the way to,
guide in a way; to guide by the hand, as a child or
animal; to direct, as a commander, govern; to intro-
duce by going first, precede; to draw, allure, influ-
ence; to pass, spend; to cause to pass or spend.— v.
i. Togo before and show the way; to conduct, as
commander ; to have precedence or preeminence ;

to put forth, or exercise, a tendency or influence.— n. Precedence ; guidance ; a navigable opening
or lane in an ice-field ; a lode. — Lead'er, n. One
who, or that which, etc. ; a guide ; conductor ; esp.
one who goes first ; a commander ; the chief of a
party or faction. (Mus.) A performer who leads a
hand or choir, also, in an orchestra, the performer
on the principal violin; the leading editorial article
in a newspaper; a horse placed in advance of others,
or one of a forward pair; pi. (Print.) a row of dots,
to lead the eye across a space. — Leadership, n.
State, condition, or office, of a leader ; command ;

guidance ; lead. — Lead'ing, p. a. Chief; principal
most important or influential;

'

going first.

Leaf, lef, n. ; pi. Leaves, levz. (Bot.)
One of those organs of a plant which
in the aggregate constitute the foli-

age and in which the sap is aerated
and elaborated for use, — usually a
flattened expansion of green paren-
chyma upon a framework (veins or
ribs) of woody fiber, attached by a
petiole or leaf-stalk to a stem or
branch: sepals, petals, scales, spines,
tendrils, etc., are leaves modified for
special uses. Something which folds,
bends over, or otherwise resembles a
leaf,— as, a part of a book containing
2 pages ; a side or part, of window-
shutters, folding-doors, etc.; the
movable side of a table; a very thin
plate, as of gold ; a portion of fat
lying in a separate fold or layer ; a
tooth of a pinion-wheel.— v. i. [leafed (left), leaf
ing.] To shoot, produce leaves.— Leafage, -ej, n. Leaves collec-
tively; foliage-—Leafy, -T, a. [-ier,
-iest.] Full of leaves. — Leafiness,
n. — Leaf ' less, a. Destitute of
leaves. — Leaflet, n. A little leaf;
an unattached printed leaf. (Bot.)
One of the divisions of_a com-
pound leaf. — Leave, lev, v. i.

To leaf.— Leaf-bridge, n. A draw-
bridge having a leaf or platform
on each side, which rises and falls. Leaflets.
— -bud, n. (Bot.) A scale-covered conical bud

showing the way by

containing rudiments of common leaves or of a leaf-
bearing branch.

League, leg, n. A combination of narties for promo-
ting their mutual interest, or executing any design
in concert; a national contract or compact; alli-
ance; confederacy; coalition; combination.—?;, i.

[leagued (legd), leaguing.] To unite in a league,
confederate. —Leag^uer, n. One who unites in a
league ;_ a confederate.

League, leg, a. A measure of distance,— in Eng. and
U. S.jthe marine league = 3 geographical miles.

Leak, lek, n. A crack, crevice, or hole in a vessel,
that admits a fluid or permits it to escape; oozing of
water or other fluid through an aperture in a vessel.— v. i. [leaked (lekt), leaking.] To let water,
etc., into or out of a vessel, through a crevice. —
Leak'age, -ej, n. A leaking; quantity of a liquor
that enters or issues by leaking. (Com.) Allowance
of a certain rate per cent, for the leaking of casks. —
Leak'y, -Y, a. [-ier, -iest.] Permitting liquid to
leak in or out; apt to disclose secrets; tattling; not
close_. — Leak'iness, n.

Leal, lei, a. Faithful ; loyal ; true.
Lean, len. v. i. [leaned (lend) or leant (lent), lean-

ing.] To deviate from a perpendicular position or
line; to be in a position thus deviating; to incline in
opinion, conform in conduct; to bend; to depend for
support, comfort, etc.— v.t. To cause to lean, in-
cline, support or rest.— Lean'-to, -too, n. A building
whose rafters pitch or lean against another building;
a wall, etc.

Lean, len, a. Wanting in flesh; bare; barren; barren
of thoughts; jejune; low; poor; thin; meager; lank;
skinny; gaunt.'— n. The muscular part of flesh,
without fat.

Leap, lep, v. i. [leaped (lept) rarely leapt (15pt),
leaping.] To spring from the ground, jump, vault;
to make a sudden jump, bound, skip; to manifest
joy or vivacity. — v. t. To pass over try leaping; to
copulate with, cover.— n. Act of leaping; a jump;
spring; bound; space passed by leaping; a hazardous
or venturesome act; copulation with a female beast.— Leap'er, n. — Leap'-frog, n. A play among boys,
in which one stoops and another leaps over him by
placing his hands on the shoulders of the former.—year, n. Bissextile; a year containing 366 days ;

every 4th year, which leaps over a day more than
a common year, giving to February 29 days.

Learn, ISrn, v. t. [learned (lernd) or learnt (ISrnt),
learning.] Orig., to teach (obs.); to acquire new
knowledge or ideas from or concerning; to acquire
skill in anything, —v. i. To receive information,
intelligence, instruction, or knowledge. — Learn'-
ing, n. Knowledge of principles or tacts received
by instruction or study, or acquired by experience,
experiment, or observation; erudition; lore; scholar-
ship; letters.

I Lease, les, n. A letting of lands, tenements, or here-

j

ditaments to another for life, for a term of years,
|

or at will, for a specified rent or compensation; writ-
! ten contract for such letting; tenure Dy grant or per-

mission; time forwhich such tenure holds good. —
!

v. t. [leased (lest), leasing.] To grant tempora-
ry possession of lands, etc., for rent; to let.— Lessee'',
-se

/r

, n. (Law.) One who takes an estate by lease.— Les'sor, -sor, n. One who gives a lease. —Lease'-
hold, a. Held by lease.— n. A tenure held by lease.

Leash, lesh, n. A thong of leather, or line, by which
a falconer holds his hawk, or a courser his dog.
(Sportina.) A brace and a half; 3 creatures of any
kind, esp. greyhounds, foxes, bucks, and hares; the
number 3 in general; a bandwherewith to tie any-
thing. — V. t. [LEASHED (lesht), LEASHING.] To
bind, hold by a string.

Least, etc. See under Less.
Leather, letb/er, n. The skin of an animal tanned,
tawed, or otherwise dressed for use ; dressed hides
collectively.— Leather, -era, a. Made of, etc. —
Leatlfery, -er-t, a. Like leather ; tough.

Leave, lev, n. Liberty granted; permission; license;
a formal parting of friends ; farewell ; adieu.

Leave, lev, v. t. [left, leaving.] To withdraw or
depart from; to forsake, desert, abandon, relinquish;
to suffer to remain; to have remaining at death; to
give by will, bequeath; to commit or trust to, as a

fame, far, p&ss or opera, fare ; 6nd, eve, term ; Tn, Ice ; Odd, tone. Or

;
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deposit; to intrust; to permit or allow; to refer; to
cease or desist from. — v. i. To cease, desist.

Leave, lev, v. i. To leaf, q. v.

Leaven, lev'n, n. A portion of fermenting dough,
which, mixed with a larger quantity, produces fer-

mentation in it, and renders it light ; yeast ; barm;
anything which produces fermentation or works a
general change in the mass.— v. t. [leavened (-nd),

-ening.] To excite fermentation in; to taint, imbue.
Lecher, lech'er, n. A man given to lewdness. — v. i.

[lechered (-erd), -ering.] To practice lewdness,
indulge lust. — Lech'erous, -er-us, a. Addicted to

lewdness ; lustful ; provoking lust. — Lech'erously,
adv. — Lecu'erousness, n.— Lech'ery, -er-T, n. Free
indulgence of lust; practice of indulging the animal
appetite.

Lection, lek'shun, n. A difference in copies of a man-
uscript or book; a reading; a portion of Scripture
read in divine service. — Leclor, n. A reader ; one
who read Scripture, etc., in the ancient churches.
— Ledionary, -a-rf, n. The Roman Catholic ser-

vice-book. — Lecfure, lek'chur, n. Act or practice
of reading ; a discourse on any subject, esp. a for-

mal or methodical discourse, for instruction; a mag-
isterial reprimand; formal reproof .— v. t. [lectured
(-churd), -uring.] To instruct by discourses, in-

struct authoritatively, reprove. — v. i. To deliver a
discourse; to practice delivering lectures to instruct
or amuse.— Lect'urer, n. One who, etc. ; a preacher
in a church, who assists the rector or curate.— Lect-
ureship, n. Office of a lecturer.

Lecturn, -tern, leklern, Lef-
tern, n. A reading-desk, in
churches.

Led, etc. See under Lead.
Ledge, lej, n. A shelf on which

to lay articles; whatever resem-
bles such a shelf ; a ridge or
part projecting beyond the rest,

as rocks'; a layer or stratum ; a
small molding ; a piece against
which something rests. (Naut.)
A small timber athwart ships,
under the deck, between the
beams.

Ledger, lej 'er.n. A mercantile ac-
count-book, in which all debits
and credits from the journal
are placed under- appropriate
heads. (Arch.) A slab of stone,
such as is laid over a tomb ; a
piece of timber used in a scaf-
folding.

Ledger-line, n. See Leger-line, under Legek.
Lee, le, n. ; pi. Lees, lez. That which settles at the
bottom of a cask of liquor (esp. wine), etc.; sedi-
ment; dregs.

Lee, le, n. (Naut.) A place defended from the wind;
that side of an object which is protected from the
wind by the object itself; that quarter toward which
the wind blows,— opp. to that whence it proceeds.— a. Of, or pert, to, the side opposite to that against
which the wind blows. — Lee'-
ward, loo'erd, a. Pert. to. or
in the direction of, the part
away fr. the wind.— adv. To-
ward the lee. — Lee'way, le /'-

wa, n. The lateral movement
of a ship to the leeward of her
course, or the angle which the
line of her way makes with her
keel; drift.

Leech, lech, n. A physician.
(Zo'61.) An aquatic sucking
worm, used for the local ab-
straction of blood; blood-suck-
er. — v. t. To treat with medi-
cine; heal ; to bleed by means
of leeches.

Leech, lech, n. (Naut.) The
border of a sail at the sides.

Leek, lek, n. A plant of the
onion family, having an ob-
long, edible bulb.

Leer, ler,

Lecturn.

Leek.
(Allium porrum.)

[leered (lerd), leering.] To look

obliquely; to cast a lingering, sidelong look, express-
ive of lust, hatred, etc. — n. A sidelong luBtful or
malign look ; arch or affected look.

Lees. _See Lee, sediment.
Leet, let, n. (Eng. Law.) A court-leet, q. v. ; district
within the jurisdiction of a court-leet. A list of can-
didates for office.

Left. See Leave.
Left, left, a. In the direction, or on the side of, the
part opp. to the right of the body.— n. The side op-
posite to the right. — Left'handed, a. Having the
left hand more strong and dextrous than the right

;

clumsy ; awkward ; unlucky ; inauspicious ; sinis-

ter ; malicious.
Leg, leg, n. The limb of an animal, used in support-
ing the body ; esp. that part from the knee to the
foot ; that which resembles a leg ; esp. any long and
slender support on which an object rests; that part
of a stocking, etc., which covers the leg. — Leg'gin,
-ging, n. A covering for the leg, as a gaiter.

Legacy, leg'a-sT, n. A gift, by will, of money or other
property; a bequest; anything bequeathed.— Leg'-
atee', -te', n. One to whom a legacy is bequeathed.
— Legator', -t6r', n. One who bequeaths, etc.

Legal, tergal, a. According to, in conformity with,
created by, or relating to, law; lawful. (Theol.) Ac-
cording to the law of works, disting. fr. free grace;
resting on works for salvation; according to the old
or Mosaic dispensation. (Law.) Governed by rules
of law as disting. fr. rules of equity. Constitutional;
legitimate ; licit ; authorized. — Legality, -T-tT, n.
State of being legal; conformity to law. (Theol.)
Outward conformity to law without inward princi-
ple. — Le'galize, v. t. [-ized (-Izd), -izing.1 To
make lawful; to authorize ; to sanction after being
done. (Theol.) To interpret in a legal spirit.— Le'-
gally, adc._ According to law ; lawfully.

Legate, leg'at, n. An embassador or envoy; esp. the
pope's embassador to a foreign state.— Lega'tion,n.
The commissioning one person to act for another ;

a legate, or envoy, and the persons associated with
him in his mission; the official residence of a diplo-
matic minister at a foreign court.

Legatee, Legator. See under Legacy.
Legend, le'jend or lej'end, n. A chronicle of the

lives of saints, formerly read at matins ; a story re-
specting saints, esp., one of a marvelous nature; any
remarkable story handed down from early times ;

an inscription or motto, as on a coat of arms.— Leg'-
endary, -a-rt, a. Consisting of, or like, legends

;

strange; fabulous; exaggerated; extravagant.—Leg/'-
ible, -T-bl, a. Capable of being read, or of being dis-
covered by apparent indications. — Legibly, adv.

Leger. See Ledger.
Leger, lej'er, a. Light; slender; slight; unimportant;

trifling. — Leger line. (Miis.) A line added above or
below the staff to extend its compass. — Legerde-
main', -de-man'', n. A trick performed with such
adroitness as to elude observation ; sleight of hand.

Legging. See under Leg.
Legible, etc. See under Legend.
Legion, le'jun, n. (Rom. Antiq.) A body of infantry,
consisting of from 3,000 to 5,000 men ; a military
force ; a great number ; multitude.

Legislate, lejls-lat, v. i. To enact a law or laws.— Leg-
islation, n. Act of legislating, or enacting laws. —
Legislative, -tiv, a. Givinglaws ; pert, to the en-
acting of laws; done by enacting. — Legislatively,
adv. — Legislator, -tSr, n. A lawgiver ;

one who makes laws for a state or commu-
nity ; member of a legislative assembly. —
Legislature, -chur, n. The body of men
in a state empowered to make and repeal
laws.— Legitimate, -jit'Y-mat, a. Accord-
ant with law ; lawfully begotten or born ;

genuine; real; following by logical or nat-
ural sequence ; in accordance with estab-
lished law ; acknowledged as conforming
to a rule or standard.— v. t. To make law-
ful, legalize ; to render legitimate; to com-
municate the rights of a legitimate child
to one illegitimate.

Legume, leg'tim or le-gum /
', n. (Bot.) A sim- Legume

pie pod, which splits into 2 parts (by the °

ventral and dorsal sutures) and has the seeds at
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tached at the ventral suture, as of the pea or bean.
pi. The fruit of leguminous plants of the pea kind;
pulse.— Legu'urinous, -ml-nus, a. Pert, to, or con-
sisting of, pulse. {Hot.) Bearing legumes, as seed-
vessels.

Leisure, le'zhur, n. Freedom from occupation or busi-
ness ; vacant time ; convenient opportunity ; con-
venience ; ease. — Lei'surely, a. Exhibiting, or em-
ploying, leisure; deliberate; slow. — adr. Slowly.

Lemma, lem'ma, n. ; L. pi. -mata, -ma-ta: E. pi. -mas,
-niaz. {Math.) A preliminary proposition demon-
strated for immediate use in the demonstration of
some other proposition.

Lemming, Leming, lem'ming, n. A rodent animal of
the far north, esp. of Europe, allied to the rat, which
periodically migrates southward in great swarms.

Lemon, lem'im, n. A yellowish, oval fruit, with a very
acid pulp; the tree producing it.— Lem onade', -ad',
n. A beverage of lemon-juice and water, sweetened.

Lemur, le'inur, n. A small nocturnal mammal of
Madagascar,
allied to the
monkey, but
having a
sharp, fox-
like muzzle.
—Lem'ures,
-u-rez, n. pi.
Spirits or
ghosts of the
departed ;

specters.
Lend, lend, v. t.

[LEXT, LEND-
ING.] To
grant to an-
otherfortem-

of receiving Lemur,
an equivalent in kind ; to loan ; to afford, grant, or
furnish ; to let for compensation. — Loan, Ion, n.

Act of lending ; thing lent; thins: furnished on con-
dition that the specific thing shall be returned, or its

equivalent in kind ; esp. money lent on interest

;

permission to use: grant of the use. — v. t. [loaned
(lond), loaxixg.] To lend. — v. i. To lend money
or other valuable property ; to negotiate a loan, —
said of the lender.

Length, Lengthen, etc. Sec under Loxg.
Lenient, le'nT-ent. a. Emollient ; softening : mitiga-
ting ; acting without rigor or severity ; mild ; clem-
ent; merciful, — n. (fled.) That which softens or
assuages ; an emollient. — Le'ruently, adv. — Len'-
itive, -t-tiv, a. Having the quality of mitigating
(pain or acrimony); emollient. — n. (Med.) A
medicine easing nam ; a mild purgative ; laxative.
That which tends to allay pussion ; a palliative. —
Len^ity, -T-tT, Le'nience, -ency, -nT-en-sl, n. Mild-
ness of temper ; gentleness of treatment ; kindness;
clemency; mercy.

Lens, lenz, n. ; pi. Lexses. (Opt.) A piece of glass,

or other transparent substance,
ground with 2 opposite regular
surfaces, used in optical instru-
ments for changing the direction
of rays of light, to magnify ob-
jects or otherwise modify vision :

of spherical lenses, there are 6
varieties, as shown in section in
the figures, viz., o, plano-concave;
b, double-concave ; c, plano-con-
vex ; d, double-convex ; e, menis-
cus ; /, concavo-convex. — Len'-
til, n. A small leguminous plant;
its edible lens-shaped seeds.— Len-
tic'ular, a. Like a lentil in size
or form ; shaped like a double-
convex lens. — Lentig'inous, -tij'I-nus, a. Freckly;
scurfy; furfuraceous.

Lent, lent, n. A fast of 40 days, from Ash Wednesday
till Easter, commemorating our Savior's fast.

Lent, lent, n. That which is loaned ; a loan.
L'envoy, -voi, lax-vwa', n. One or more detached
verses at the end of a literary composition, to convey

the moral, or to address the poem to a particular per-
son; a conclusion; result.

Leo, le'o, n. (Astron.) The Lion, the 5th sign of the
zodiac.— Le'onine, -nm, a. Pert, to, or like, a lion.

Leopard, lep'ard, n. A carnivorous digitigrade mam-
mal of the genus Felis : it is of a yellow or fawn col-
or, with numerous black spots, and is found in Asia
and Africa.

Leper, lep'er, n. One affected with leprosy. — Lep'-
rosy, -ro-sl, n. (Med.) A name applied to several
loathsome, incurable cutaneous or tuberculous dis-
eases, esp. one with progressive destruction of ex-
tremities, etc. ; a form of elephantiasis. — Lep'rous,
-rus, a. Infected with leprosy.

Leporine, lep'o-rm or -rln, a. Pert, to, or having the
nature or qualities of, the hare.

Lesion, le'zhun, n. A hurt; injury. (Law.) Loss or
injury from not receiving a full equivalent for what
one gives under an inequitable commutative con-
tract. (Med.) Any morbid change in the exercise of
functions or texture of organs.

Less, les, a. Smaller; not so large or great, — adv.
Not so much; in a smaller or lower degree.— n. A
smaller portion; the inferior ; younger. — Less'en,
les'n, v. t. [-sexed (-snd), -sexixg.J To make less

or smaller ; to reduce in size, quantity, number, or
amount, diminish in quality, state, or degree, re-

duce in dignitj', abate, lower, degrade. — v. i. To
become less, contract, decrease, diminish. — Less'-
er, a. Less; smaller ; inferior. — Lest, conj. That
not ; for fear that. — Least, lest, a. Smallest; little

beyond others, either in size or degree; of the small-
est worth or importance, — adv. In the smallest or
lowest degree.

Lessee, Lessor. See under Lease.
Lesson, les'n, n. Anything read or recited to a teach-

er by a pupil; something assigned to be learned or
taught at one time; instruction derived from expe-
rience, observation, or deduction ; a portion of Scrip-
ture read in divine service ; severe lecture ; rebuke.
— v. t. [lessoxed (-nd), -oxixg.] To teach, instruct.

Lest. See under Less.
Let, let, v. t. [let (letted is obsolete), letting.]
To give leave or power \>y a positive act; or, nega-
tiveV, to withhold restraint ; not to prevent ; to
permit, allow, suffer ; to grant possession and use
for a compensation; to lease, — often followed by
out.

Let, let, v. t. To retard, hinder, impede. — n. A hin-
drance ; obstacle ; delay.

Letch, lech, v. t. To leach. See Leach.
Lethal, le'thal, a. Deadly; mortal; fatal.

Lethe, le'the, n. (Gr. Myth.) One of the rivers of
hell, causing fonretiulness of all that was past to
those who drank of it. Oblivion; a draught of ob-
livion; forgetfulness.— Leth'argy, -ar-jT, n. Preter-
natural sleepiness ; morbid drowsiness ; dullness ;

inattention ; apathy. — Lethax'gic, -gical, a. Given
to, like, pert, to, or caused by, etc.

Letter, let'ter, n. A mark or character, used as the
representative of an articulate elementary sound; a
written message ; epistle; mere verbal expression;
literal meaning; exact signification. (Print.) A char-
acter formed of metal or wood, used in printing ;

type used for printing,— spoken of collectively, pi.

Learning; erudition.— v. t. [lettered (-terd), -tek-
ixg.] 1o impress or mark with letters.

Lettuce, let'tis, n. A lactiferous plant, of many vari-

eties, the slightly narcotic leaves of which are used
as salad, etc.

Leucorrhoea, lu-kor-re'a, n. (Med.) Fluor albus; the
whites: a morbid discharge of white, yellowish, or
greenish mucus, from the vagina.

Levant, lev'ant, a. Eastern. — Levant', n. The
countries of Turkev, Syria, Asia Minor, Greece,
Egypt, etc., washed "by the eastern part of the Med-
iterranean.— v. i. To abscond, decamp mysterious-
ly. — fr. reports spread that absconders had gone to

the Levant— Levant'er, n. A strong easterly wind
in the Mediterranean ; one who runs away without
paying wagers he has lost, or otherwise runs away
disgracefully.— Levantine, le-vant'Tn orlev'ant-m,
a. Pert, to the Levant.— n. A native or inhabitant
of the Levant; a kind of silk cloth.

Levee, lev'e or le-ve', n. A morning reception or as-

fcm, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; in, ice ; 5dd, tone, Or 5
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a, spirit or air level ; 6, artillery

foot level ; c, carpenter's level

;

d, mason's level.

sembly of visitors; any general gathering of guests;
a bank or causeway, esp. along a river, to prevent in-
undation.— Lev'y, -T, v. t. [levied (-id), -ying.]
To raise, collect, —said of troops, to form into an
army; to impose; to raise by assessment. (Law.) To
gather or exact ; to erect, build, or set up; to attach
specific property for a debt, seize on execution.—
n. Act of taking by authority or force for public
service, as troops, taxes, etc. ; thing levied, as an
army, tribute, etc. (Law.) The seizure of property
on executions to satisfy judgments, or on warrants
for the collection of taxes; a collecting by execution.

Level, lev'el, a. Not having one part higher than
another ; even : flat ; smooth ; horizontal ; of the
same height with anything else ; equal in rank or
degree, —v. t. [leveled (-eld;, -elixg.] To make
smooth, even, or horizontal ; to bring to the same
height with something else, lay fiat, reduce to an
even surface or plane, or to equality of condition,
state, or degree; to point, in taking aim; to direct,
utter; to adapt to the capacity of. —v. i. To aim;
to direct the view or purpose. — n. A line or plane
everywhere parallel to the surface of still water,— a
curve, the center of which coincides with the earth's
center; a horizontal line or surface ; a smooth or
even line, plane, or surface; equal elevation with
something else; degree of energy, intensity, or at-
tainment; rate; standard; quiet condition; position
of rest; rule ; plan; ».

scheme; line of direc-
tion in which a mis-
sive weapon is aimed.
(Mech.) An instru-
ment by which to find
a horizontal line, or
adjust something with
reference to such a
line. (Mining.) A hor-
izontal gallery or pas-
sage in a mine at a
given depth; a drain-
age adit or drift. — Lev'eler, n. One who levels or
makes even ; one who attempts to destroy distinc-
tions, and reduce to equality. — Lev'eling, n. Re-
duction of uneven surfaces to a plane. (Surveying.)
Art or operation of ascertaining the differences of
level between points of the earth's surface included
in a survey.— Lev'elness, n.

Lever, le'ver or lev'er, n. (Mech.) A bar used over or
against a fulcrum, to exert a pressure, overcome re-
sistance, or sustain a weight. See Mechaxical Pow-
ers.— Levrerag6, -ej, n. Action of a lever; mechan-
ical advantage gained bv the use of, etc.

Leveret, lev'er-et, n. A hare in the first year of its age.
Leviathan, le-vi'ii-than, n. An aquatic animal, de-
scribed in the book of Job, Psalms, etc.; a crocodile,
whale, or other aquatic monster.

Levite, le'vit, n. (Jewish Hist.) One of the tribe or
family, or a descendant, of Levi; esp., one not in the
priesthood, but employed in certain subordinate du-
ties of the tabernacle, and afterward the temple.

—

Levrt'ical, -vTt'ik-al, a. Belonging, or relating, to
the Levites.— Levit'icus, n. The 3d book of theOld
Testament, containing the laws which relate to the
priests and Levites among the Jews.

Levity, lev'T-tT, n. Want of weight in a body, com-
pared with another that is heavier; lightness: buoy-
ancy; frivolity; vanity; lightness of temper or con-
duct; want of seriousness^ disposition to trifle; in-
constancy ; volatility ; flightiness.

Levy. See under Levee.
Lewd, lud, a. Given to the unlawful indulgence of
lust ; eager for sexual indulgence ;

proceeding from or expressing lust ;

libidinous ; profligate ; dissolute ;

lascivious ; lecherous.
Lewis, lu'is, Lew'isson, n. An iron
clamp dove-tailed into a large stone
to lift it by.

Lexicon, leks'Y-kon, n. A vocabulary,
or book containing the words in a
language, with definitions ; a dic-
tionary : esp. one of a foreign lan-
guage,with Eng. definitions. — Lex'-
lcog'raphy, -ra-fT, n. Act or art of

Lewis.

composing dictionaries ; principles in accordance
j

with which dictionaries should be constructed. —
Lexicographer, -ra-fer. n. The author or compiler
of a dictionary. — Lexicol'ogy, n. Science of the
derivation and signification of words.

Ley, li, n. Alkaline water: see Lye.
Ley, le. A meadow: see Lea.
Liable, li'a-bl, a. Obliged in law or equity; answer-

able; accountable; responsible; bound; subject: ex-
posed,— used with reference to evils.— Li 'ableness,
Liability, n. State of being, etc. ; responsibility;
tendency; a state of being subject, pi. That which
one is under obligation to pay; debts. — Liaison, le-
a-zawN', u. An intimacy; esp., an illicit intimacy
between a man and a woman. —Liana, le-a'na, Li-
ane, le-an', n. A luxurious woodv creeper, of trop-
ical forests.

Liar. See under Lie.
Libel, li'bel, n. (Law.) A defamatory writing: pub-

lished defamation ; lampoon ; satire. (Civil Law
and Courts of Admiralty.) A written declaration
by the plaintiff of his cause of action, and of the re-
lief he seeks. Crime of publishing a defamatory
writing.— v. t. [libeled (-beld), -belixg.] To de-
fame or expose to public hatred and contempt by a
writing, picture, sign, etc. (Law.) To proceed
against by filing a libel, esp. against a ship or goods.— Li'belous, -us, a. Defamatory-

Liberal, lib'er-al, a. Free by birth; refined; befitting
a freeman or gentleman; bestowing with a free
hand; open-hearted; not narrow in mind; catholic;
bountiful, — said of a gift; profuse; not restricted;
not bound by orthodox or established tenets in po-
litical or religious philosophy ; friendly to great
freedom in the forms of administration "of govern-
ment; not strict or literal,— n. One who advocates
freedom from restraint, esp. in political or religious
matters. — Liberality, -t-tl, n. Munificence ; boun-
ty ; act of generosity; donation; gratuity; largeness
of mind; catholicity; candor; impartiality. — Lib-
eralize, v. t. [-ized (-Izd), -izixg.] To render lib-

eral or catholic, free from narrow views or preju-
dices, enlarge. — Lib'erally, adv. In a liberal man-
ner: generously; with regard to other interests than
one'sown; with enlarged views; freely; not literally.
— Lib'erate, -er-St, v. t. To release from restraint,
set at liberty, deliver, free, manumit; disengage.

—

Libera'tion, n. Act of delivering, or state of being
delivered, from restraint, confinement, or slavery.

—

Lib'era'tor, -ter, n. One who, etc.— Lib'ertine, -tin,

n. (Horn. Antiq.) One manumitted, or set free from
servitude ; a freedman. One free from restraint ;

one who leads a dissolute, licentious life ; a rake ;

debauchee ; a skeptic; free thinker. — a. Free from
restraint; uncontrolled; dissolute; licentious.—Lib'-
erty, -er-tT, n. State of one who is free ; ability to
do as one pleases; permission granted; leave; privi-
lege; immunity enjoyed by prescription or by grant;
place within which certain privileges or immunities
are enjoyed, or jurisdiction is exercised; permission
to go about freely within certain limits, as in a place
of confinement ; limits within which such freedom
or privilege is had; freedom from, or neglect of ob-
servance of, the laws of etiquette, propriety, or
courtesy ; power of choice ; freedom from compul-
sion or' constraint. — Libidinous, -1-nus, a. Eager
for sexual indulgence; fitted to excite lustful desire;
lewd: lascivious; unchaste: licentious; salacious.

Libra, li'bra, n. (Astron.) The Balance; the 7th sign
in the zodiac, which the sun enters at the autumnal
equinox in September. —Li^brate, -brat, v. t. To
poise, balance, hold in or bring to an equipoise.— v.

i. To move, as a balance, oscillate ; to be poised.
Library, li'bra-rT, n. A collection of books; an edifice

or apartment appropriated to books. — Libra'rian,
-rt-an, n. One who has care of a library. — Libra'-
rianship, n. Office of a librarian.— Librefto, n.

;

pi. -tos, -toz. (Mus.) A book containing the words
of an opera or extended piece of music ; the words
themselves.

Lice. See Louse.
License, li'sens, n. Authority or liberty to do or for-

bear any act; esp., formal permission from proper
authorities to perform certain acts; written docu-
ment by which permission is conferred; excess of

sun, cube, full ; moon, fdbt ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boxboN, chair, get.
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liberty; exorbitant freedom; disregard of law or pro-
priety; liberty taken by a poet or artist, — v. t. [li-

censed (-senst), -censing.] To permit by grant of
authority ; to authorize to act in a particular char-
acter ; to tolerate, permit. — Licentious, -shus, a.

Using license ; indulging too great freedom ; unre-
strained by law or morality; uncontrolled; ungov-
ernable : wanton ; dissolute ; immoral.

Lichen, li'ken or lich'en, n. One of an order of cel-

lular, flowerless plants, having no distinction of leaf

and stem, growing on rocks, trees, etc., in the form
of thin crusts, leaf-like expansions, or miniature
shrubs. {Med.) A cutaneous eruption, attended
with tingling and pricking.

Lick, lik. v. t. [licked (likt), licking.] To pass or
draw the tongue over; to lap, take in by the tongue.
— n. A place where salt is deposited from springs,
resorted to by animals, which lick the surface to ob-
tain the salt.

Lick, lik, v. t. To strike repeatedly for punishment;
to flog, beat, whip, castigate, —n. A blow. — Lickr-

ing, n. A beating.
Licorice, lik'o-ris, n. {Bot.) A hardy, herbaceous
plant ; its sweet, mucilaginous root, used dry for
chewing, and in porter-brewing and medicinarcom-
positions; a sweet, dark-colored, inspissated extract
of the root of this plant, used as a remedy for coughs
or colds.

Lictor, lik'ter, n. {Rom. Antiq.) An officer who at-
tended the magistrates.

Lid, lid, n. A movable cover, as of a vessel or box;
cover of the eyes ; eyelid.

Lie, li, n. Water impregnated with alkali. See Lye.
Lie, li, n. A criminal falsehood; willful deceit; an in-
tentional violation of truth ; anything which mis-
leads, as false doctrine, etc.— v. i. [lied (lid), ly-
ing.] To utter falsehood with an intention to de-
ceive; to say or do anything with intent to deceive.
— Li'ar, n. One who, etc. — Lying, a. Addicted
to, etc. — n. The practice of, etc. — Ly'ingly, adv.

Lie, li, v. i. limp, lay (la), p. p. lain (Ian) or ohs.
lien (li'en), ly'ing.] To rest extended, as on the
ground, bed, or couch; to be in a horizontal position;
to be situated; to abide, remain; to belong, pertain,
consist; to lodge, sleep; to weigh, press. {Law.) To
be capable of being maintained.

Lief, lef, adv. Gladly; willingly; freely, — used in the
phrase, I had as li$f go as not.

Liege, lej, a. Bound by a feudal tenure; subject: en-
forcing allegiance; sovereign. — n. One who owes
allegiance; a vassal; a lord or superior; sovereign. —
Liege'man, n. ; pi. -men. A vassal; subject.

Lien, le'en or li'en, n. {Law.) A legal claim : a
charge upon real or personal property for the satis-

faction of some debt or duty.
Lieu, lu, n. Place ; room ; stead.

—

Lieuten'ant, lu- or
lef-ten'ant, n. An officer, civil or military, who sup-
plies the place of an absent superior ; a commis-
sioned officer next below a captain in the army, or
lieutenant-commander in the navy.

Lieve. Same as Lief.
Life, llf, ».{ pi. Lives, livz. Animate existence; vital-

ity; the time during which this state continues; the
present state of existence; sometimes, the perpetual
existence of the soul in the present and future state;
external manifestation of life ; manner of living;
conduct; a person or thing imparting spirit, vigor,
or enjoyment; animation; vivacity; energy; the liv-

ing form; reai person or state; a living person; ani-
mals in general, or considered collectively; narrative
of a past life; biographical narration; happiness in
the favor of God; heavenly felicity, disting. fr. eter-
nal death ; position in society ; social state ; course
of things ; human affairs ; that which is dear as
one's existence ; a darling. — Lifeless, a. Dead ;

deprived of, or destitute of, life ; destitute of power,
vigor, or spirit ; insipid ; tasteless, as liquor ; want-
ing physical energy ; sluggish ; torpid ; inert ; dull ;

frigid; vapid; flat; tasteless.— Live, liv, v. i. [lived
(livd), living.] To have life, be animated; to pass
one's life or time as to habits or constitution ; to
abide, dwell, reside ; to continue in existence, re-
main, last; to enjoy life; to feed, subsist, be nour-
ished; to be maintained in life, acquire a livelihood.
{Script.) To be exempt from spiritual death; to be

inwardly quickened, and actuated by divine influ-
ence or faith.— v. t. To spend (one's life); to act ha-
bitually in conformity to. — Living, a. Having
life; lively; issuing continually from the earth; flow-
ing; producing action, animation, and vigor. — n.
Means of subsistence; livelihood; act of living, or
living comfortably; in Eng., the benefice of a cler-

gyman; one who is, or those who are, alive. — Live,
liv, a. Having life; full of earnestness; active; con-
tainingfire; ignited; vivid; bright; glowing, as color.— Livelihood. -H-h6t>d, n. Means of maintaining
existence ; support of life ; maintenance. — Live'ly,
-IT, a. [-lier, -liest.] Endowed with or manifest-
ing life; living; brisV: vivacious; active; gay; spir-

ited ; representing life ; life-like ; strong ; bright

;

vivid ; glowing. — adv. With strong resemblance
of life.— Live'liness, n. Quality or state of being
lively or animated ; spirit ; appearance of life, ani-
mation, or spirit; sprightliness; vivacity; smartness;
effervescence, as of liquors.— Livelong, lTv'long, a.
Long in passing; long as life ; lasting; entire. —
Live'-oak, n. {Bot.) An evergreen oak growing in
the Southern States.

Lift, lift. v. t. To raise, elevate, bring up to a higher
place; to exalt, improve in fortune, estimation, rank,
etc.; to cause to swell (with pride), elate. — v. i. To
exert strength for the purpose of raising something
heavy; to rise, be raised, seem to rise. — n. Act of
lifting; thing to be raised; assistance in lifting, and
in general. An elevator; lifter; a rise; degree of ele-

vation.
Lift, lift, v. t. To take and carry away, remove, steal.

Ligate, li'gat, v. t. {Surg.) To tie with a ligature,

bind around, bandage. — Lig'ament, n. Anything
that ties or unites one thing to another ; a bond.
{Anat.) A strong, compact membranous or tendi-
nous substance connecting the ends of movable
bones, or holding viscera in place. — Lig'ature, -a-

chur, n. Anything that binds; act of binding ; state

of being bound; stiffness. {Mus.) A band or line con-
necting notes. {Print.) A double character, or a type
consisting of 2 or more letters united. {Surg.) A
string for tying blood-vessels, to prevent hemor-
rhage ; a thread or wire used to remove tumors, etc.

— v. t. To ligate.

Light, lit, n. That agent or force in nature which il-

luminates objects and renders them visible ;

that which furnishes or is a source of light, r
-

the sun, a
candle,
light-
house,
etc.; the
medium
thro ugh
which
light is

nsTwfn' \ /""•'•------ Solar Ray of Li Kht, S eparatec
as a win- y b a ism ict0 the
dow;hfe; primary colors.
existence;

.

that which «• P«fm :
c d - spectrum; v, violet; t, ind.go ;

makes b
'
blue; 9 '

green; y ' yellow > °< orange
;
r, red.

clear to the intellect ; mental or spiritual illumi-
nation ; enlightenment; instruction; information ;

esp. the source of moral enlightenment ; dawn of
day; open view; a visible state or condition ; pub-
licity; a time of prosperity and happiness. {Paint.)
The manner in which the light strikes upon a pic-
ture ; the illuminated part of a picture. The point
of view in which anything is seen, or from which
instruction or illustration is derived ; one who is

conspicuous or noteworthy. — a. Not dark or ob-
scure; bright: clear; white or whitish; not intense
or very marked. — v. t. [lighted or (less prop.)
lit ; lighting.] To set fire to, kindle ; to give
light to ; to conduct with a light. — Light'en, llt'n,
v. i. [-ened (-nd), -ening.] To burst forth or
dart, as lightning ; to shine like lightning, flash ;

to grow lighter, become less dark or lowering.— v. t.

To make light or clear, illuminate, enlighten: to il-

luminate with knowledge; to free from trouble and
fill with joy. — Light'ness, n.— Light'some, -sum,
a. Luminous; not dark. — Light'-house, n. A tower
bearing a powerful light, to guide mariners at
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night. ship,
-ves'sel, n. A
vessel moored
and serving as
a light-house.—
-keep'er, n. One
in charge of a
light-house,
light-ship, etc.,

and its illumin-
ating appara-
tus.

—

wood, n.

Resinous wood,
which kindles
quickly and
makes a Dright
blaze.—Lighte-
ning, n. A dis-

;

charge of at-

mospheric elec-

tricity, accom-
panied by aviv-
id flash of
light. — Light'ning-rod,

Light-house.

An insulated metallic
rod erected" to protect buildings, vessels, etc., from
lightning.

Light, lit, a. Having little weight ; not heavy ; easy
to be lifted, borne, or carried, or to be suffered or
performed, or to be digested; containing little nutri-
ment ; armed with weapons of little weight ; clear
of impediments; active; nimble; not deeply laden;
not sufficiently ballasted ; slight ; trifling ; not im-
portant; not dense ; not gross ; inconsiderable ; not
strong; moderate; easy to admit influence; inconsid-
erate ; unsettled; volatile; wanting dignity or solidi-

ty; trifling; gay; airy; wanton; unchaste; not of legal
weight; diminished; loose; sandy: easily pulverized;
dizzy. [Light is used in the formation of many com-
pounds of obvious signification ; as, light-armed,
light-bodied, light-spirited, etc.] — Light'ly, adv.
With little weight; without deep impression ; with-
out dejection ; cheerfully ; with little effort or diffi-

culty; easily ; readily ; without reason; wantonly ;

nimbiv ; with agility ; with levity ; without care. —
Lightness, lifnes, n. Want of weight ; inconstan-
cy ; levity ; wantonness ; lewdness ; agility ; ease ;

facility. — Light'en, lit'n, v. t. To make lighter,

or less heavy ; to reduce in weight ; to make less

burdensome or afflictive ; to cheer, exhilarate. —
Lighfer, lifer, n. One who, or that which, etc.

(Jfavt.) A bartre used in lightening or unloading
ships, also, in loading them.

Light, lit, v. i. [lighted or (less prop.) lit, light-
ing.] To come to by chance ; happen to find, fall ;

to stoop from flight, settle, rest; to alight.

Lignaloes, iTn-aKoz or lig-naKoz, n. Aloes-wood. prop.
the agallochum, a tree of India, whose decaying
timber develops a fragrant oil. — Lig'neous. -ne-us,
a. Made of, consisting of, or resembling, wood ;

woody. — Lig'nite, -nit, n. (Min.) Mineral coal
retaining the texture of the wood from which it was
formed. — Lig'nose, -nos, a. Ligneous. — n. An
explosive compound of wood fiber and nitro-glycer-
ine, q. v. — Lig/num-vi ,r

tse, -te, n. A tree of trop-
ical America, from which the guaiacum of medicine
is procured : its hard wood is used for various me-
chanical purposes.

Lignre, li'gur or lig'ur, n. A kind of precious stone.
Like, lik, a. Equal in quantity, quality, or degree ;

having resemblance ; similar ; likely ; probable ; in-

clined or disposed to.— n. A counterpart ; an exact
resemblance; copy. —adv. In a similar manner; in
a manner becoming ; likely ; probably. — Likely,
a. (^-lier. -liest.] Worthy of belief ; probable ;

credible ; having or giving reason to expect, — fol-

lowed by an infinitive ; well adapted. — Like'lihood,
-lT-hdt>d, -liness, n. Appearance of truth or reality ;

probability ; verisimilitude.— Like'wise, -wiz, conj.
in like manner ; also ; moreover ; too.— Like'ness,
n. State of being like ; resemblance ; that which re-

sembles or copies; esp. a portrait of a person, or
picture of a thing ; similarity; parallel; similitude;
representation. — Lik'en, llk'n, v. t. [-ened (-nd),
-enixg.] To make like; to represent as like or sim-
ilar ; to compare.

Like, lik, v. t. [liked (likt), likixg.] To be pleased
with in a moderate degree ; to enjoy, —v. i. To be
pleased; to choose.— n. A liking; fancy: inclination.— Likely, a. Such as may be liked ; of honorable
or excellent qualities.— Like'liness, n. The quali-
ties that please. — Lik'ing, n. Inclination ; pleas-
ure ; satisfaction in, or attraction toward, some ob-
ject.

Lilac, li'lak, n. A shrub of the genus Syringa, a na-
tive of Persia with fragrant purple or white flowers.— a. Of the color of the purple lilac,

lilliputian, lil-Y-pu'shan, n. One of a diminutive race
described in Swift's " Voyage to Lilliput ;

" a per-
son of very small size. — a. Of, or pert, to, the
imaginary island of Lilliput; of very small size;
pigmy; diminutive; dwarfed.

Lilt, lilt, v. i. To sing cheerfully, — n. A song.
Lily, lil'T, n. A perennial, herbaceous, bulbous plant
of many species, having showy white or colored
flowers, some being very fragrant.

Limb, lim, n. An extremity of the human body, as the
arm or leg ; a member; branch of a tree larger than
a twig^ ; any thing or person regarded as a part of
something else. (Bot.) The border or upper spread-
ing part of a monopetalous corol, or of a petal, or
sepal; blade.— v. t. [limbed (limd), limbing (limb-
ing).] To supply with limbs ; to dismember, tear
off the limbs of . — Lim'ber, n. {Mil.) The for-
ward part of a gun-carriage, to
which the horses are attached,
and from which the gun is de- V
tached (unlimbered) when in
action. A shaft of a carriage.
(Naitt.) A gutter beside the
keelson for bilge-water; a board
covering such gutter. — v. t. Limber.
[limbered (-berd), -berixg.] —To attach a limber
to.

Limb, lim, n. (Astron.) The border of the disk of a
heavenly body, esp. of the sun and moon ; edge of
a graduated circle in an instrument. — Lim'bo, n.

(Scholastic Theol.) A region bordering on hell. A
place of confinement.

Limber, of apn. See under Limb.
Limber, lim'ber, a. Easily bent ; flexible ; pliant. —

v. t. [limbered (-berd), -berixg.] To cause to be-
come limber. —Lim'berness, n.

Lime, lim, n. A viscous substance laid on twigs for
catching birds; bird-lime ; oxide of calcium ; a brit-

tle, infusible, white, caustic substance obtained by
calcining limestone, shells, etc., and used in making
mortar, etc. ; the principal constituent in marble,
chalk, bones, shells, etc.— v. t. [limed (limd), lim-
ing.] To smear with a viscous substance; to entan-
gle, insnare; to manure with lime; to cement.

—

Lim'y, -T, a. Covered with, containing, or like
lime; viscous. — Lime'kiln, -kil, n. A kiln or fur-
nace in which limestone or shells are burnt to make
lime.— Lime'stone, n. Any kind of stone consisting
largely of carbonate of lime, esp. those varieties used
in making lime.

Lime, lim, n. The European linden tree ; the Amer.
.

basswood.
Lime, lim, n. A fruit allied to the lemon, but smaller,
and more intensely sour.

Limit, lim'it, n. That which termi-
nates, circumscribes, restrains, or
confines; bound, border, or edge.
(Logic & Metaph.) A distinguish-

I

ing characteristic ; a differential.
(Ifath.) A determinate quantity,
to which a variable one continu-
ally approaches, but can never
go beyond it. — v. t. To bound ;

set bounds to ; to confine within
certain bounds ; to restrain ; to

confine the signification of, de-
fine exactly. — Lim'itary, -a-rY, a.

Placed at the limit, as a guard;
confined within limits ; limited in
extent, authority, power, etc. — Limita/'tion, n. Act
of, condition of being, or means of, etc.; restraining

Lime.

condition ; defining circumstance. (Laiv.) A cer-

jy statute after which the els

ant shall not enforce his claims by suit.

tain period limited Dy statute after which
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Limn, lim, v. t. [limned (limd), lim'ning.] To draw
or paint; esp. to paint in water colors ; to illuminate
(books or parchments). — Lim'ner, n. One who
decorates books with initial pictures ; a portrait or
miniature painter.

Limonite, lim'o-nit, n. Hydrous sesquioxide of iron;
brown hematite or bog ore.

Limp, limp, v. i. [limped (limt), limping.] To halt;
walk lamely.— n. A halt ; act of limping.

Limp, limp, a. Lacking stiffness ; flexible ; limpsy.
— Limp'sy, Lim'sy, a. Weak ; flexible ; flimsy.

Limpet, lim'pet, n. An edible gasteropodous univalve
mollusk, found adhering to rocks.

Limpid, hm'pid, a. Characterized by clearness or
transparency; pellucid; pure; crystal ; translucent.

Limy. See under Lime.
Linchpin, lincb/pin, n. A pin to prevent the wheel of

a carriage from sliding off the axletree.
Linden, lin^den, n. A European tree, having panicles
of light yellow flowers, and large cordate leaves; in
Amer., the basswood.

Line, lin, n. A linen thread or string ; any slender,
strong cord or rope ; a thread-like mark of the pen,
pencil, or graver. (Math.) That which has length,
but not breadth or thickness. The exterior limit
of a figure ; boundary ; contour ; a long thread-like
mark upon the face or hand ; lineament ; a straight
row ; a continued series or rank ; supply of a vari-
ety of goods in some department of trade; the num-
ber of shares taken by a stock broker ; a short let-

ter, note. Course of conduct, thought, occupation,
or policy, directed toward an object ; department

;

ancestry or descendants of a given person ; family
to which one belongs ; a connected series of pub-
lic conveyances ; an established arrangement for
forwarding merchandise. (Poet.) Averse. (Geog.)
The equator, — usually called the line, or equinoc-
tial line. (Script.) That which is measured by a
line or cord ; boundary ; place of abode ; instruc-
tion, doctrine. (Mach.) Proper adjustment of parts,
for smooth working. (Mil.) The regular infantry
of an army. (Fort.) A trench or rampart ; pi. dis-

positions covering extended positions, and present-
ing a front in but one direction to an enemy. The
12th of an inch. —v. t. [lined (lind), lining.] To
mark out or cover with lines; to cover on the inside;

to put inside of ; to place along the side of for de-
fense; to read or repeat line by line. — Linkage,
lTn'e-ej, n. Race fprogeny ; descent in a line from
a common progenitor.

—

Lin'eal, a. Composed of
lines ; descending in a direct line from an ances-
tor ; hereditary ; in the direction of a line ; pert, to,

or ascertained by, a line. — Lin'oally, adv. In a
direct line. — Lin^eament. -e-a-ment, n. The outline
of a body or figure, esp. of the face ; feature ; form ;

mark. — Lin'ear, a. Pert, to, or consisting of, etc. ;

in a straight direction. —Lin'eate, -e-at, -ated, a.

(Bot.) Marked longitudinally with depressed paral-

lel lines. — Linking, linking, n. The covering of the
inner surface of anything.

Linen, linden, n. Thread or cloth made of flax; un-
derclothing, esp. shirts, as being orig. chiefly made
of linen. — a. Made of, or like, etc. — Lino'leum,
-le-um, n. A kind of floor-cloth made with hardened
or oxidized linseed oil.—
Lin'net, n. A small Euro
pean singing bird. — Lin''

seed, n. Flaxseed.— Lin'
sey-wooPsey, -sT-wdoPsT.a
Made of linen and wool:
of different and unsuita
ble parts; vile; mean.— n.
Stuff made of linen and Linnet,

wool mixed. — Lint, n. Flax; linen raveled, or
- scraped into a soft substance, and used for dressing
wounds and sores.

Ling, ling, n. An edible marine fish, more slender
than the cod, and having only 2 dorsal fins.

Linger, lin'ge'r, v. i. [-geked (-gerd), -gering.] To
delay, loiter; to be in suspense, hesitate; to remain
long in any state. — Lin'gering, n. A delaying; tar-
diness; protraction.

Lingual, hh'gwal, a. Pert, to the tongue.—n. A let-

terpronounced with the tongue.— Lin'guist, -gwist,
n. One skilled in language? —t.™«m««s/i« .i^ai nLinguistic, -ical, a.

Link-motion.

Relating to linguistics, or to the affinities of lan-
guages. — Linguist'ics, n. sing. Science of lan-
guages, or of the origin, signification, and applica-
tion of words.— Lin'go, n. Language; speecn; dia-
lect.

Liniment, lin'T-ment, n. A soft anodyne or stimula-
ting ointment or embrocation, with which diseased
parts are rubbed.

Lining. See under Line.
Link, link, n. A single ring of a chain ; anything
doubled and closed like a link. Anything connect-
ing or binding one thing to another; any constituent
part of a connected series. (3fech.) Any interme-
diate rod or piece transmitting motive power from
one part of a machine to another. {Surveying.') The
length of one joint of Gunter's chain = 7.92 inches.— v.t. [linked (linkt), linking.] To unite or con-
nect by something intervening; to join, couple. — v.

i. To be connected. — Link -mo'tion, n. (Steam-
Eng.) A
valve gear
consisting

.

of two ec-
cen t ri cs
and their
rods, so con-
nected b y
a n adjust-
able piece,
called the
link, to the
valve, as to reverse the steam when the engine is in
motion.

Link, link, n. A torch made of tow and pitch. —
Link^boy, -man, n. One who carried a torch to
light passengers.

Linnsean, -nean, lin-ne'an, a. Pert, to Linnseus, the
botanist. — Linnsean system. (Bot.) The system in
which the classes are founded upon the number of
stamens, and the orders upon the pistils ; the artifi-

cial or sexual system.
Linnet, Linseed, Linsey-woolsey, Lint. See under
Linen.

Linstock, lin'stok, n. A pointed or forked staff, to
hold a lighted match,— used in firing cannon.

Lintel, lin'tel, n. (Arch.) A horizontal timber or
stone over a door, window, etc.

Linter, linger, n. A row of stalls for cattle in a barn.
Lion, li'un, n. A carnivorous feline mammal of great

size and strength, found
in Asia and Africa ; the
puma of S. America.
(Astron.) The 5th sign
in the zodiac, Leo. An
object of interest and
curiosity. — Li'oness, n.

The female of the lion
kind. — Li'onize, v. t.

[-ized (-izd), -izing.] To
treat as a lion, or object
of interest.

Lip, lip, n. One of the 2
fleshy parts composing
the exterior of the mouth in man and many other
animals ; the mouth ; organs of speech ; sometimes
speech itself; the edge of anything, — v. t. [lipped
(lipt), lipping.] To touch with the lips, kiss ; to

speak.
Liquefy, lik'we-fi, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -eying.] To
melt, dissolve ; esp. to melt by the sole agency of
heat or caloric— v. i. To become liquid.— Liq'ue-
fac'tion, n. Act or operation of, or state -of being,
etc.— Liq'uefa'cient, -shent, n. That which serves

to liquefy. — Liq'uid, -wid, a. Having liquidity;

fluid; flowing smoothly or easily; sounding agree-

ably to the ear; pronounced without harshness, — n.

A substance whose parts change their relative posi-

tion on the slightest pressure and retain no definite

form; a fluid not aeriform. (Gram.) Aletterwhich
has a smooth, flowing sound, or which flows smoothly
after a mute, — in Eng., I, m, n, r.— Liq'uidate, -wt-
dat, v. t. To make liquid; to clear from obscurity;
to ascertain the precise amount of; to settle, adjust,

pay.

—

Liquida'tion, n. Act of, etc.; esp. of adjust-

ing debts. —Liquidity, -T-ti, n. State of being liq-

Lion.
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. uid; fluidity; quality of being smooth and flowing;
agreeableness of sound. — Liq'uor, lik'er, n. Any
liquid or fluid substance; esp. alcoholic or spirituous
fluid, distilled or fermented; a decoction, solution,

or tincture.— Liqueur, le-ker', n. A delicate prepa-
ration of distilled spirits, usually flavored with fruits

and aromatic substances.
Liquorice. See Licokice.
Lira, le'ra, n. ; pi. -re, -ra. An Italian coin = 1

French franc = 19| cents.

Lisp, lisp, v. i. [lisped (lispt), lisping.] To give s

or z the sound of th, th, or dh ; to speak imperfectly
or with hesitation; to make feeble beginnings or im-
perfect efforts.— v. t. To pronounce with a lisp. —
n. Habit or act of lisping.

Lissom. See under Lithe.
List, list, n. The outer edge or selvage of cloth; strip

of cloth forming the border ; a boundary ; border.
(Arch.) A little square molding; fillet, —v. t. To
sew (strips of cloth) together; to form a border; to
cover or pack (a crack) with list or with strips of
cloth; to mark as if with list. — Listing, n. Same
as List. — List'el, n. (Arch.) A fillet.

List, list, n. A roll; catalogue; register; inventory.—
v. t. To place in a list or catalogue; to enlist; to
engage in the public service, —v. i. To enlist.

List, list, n. A line inclosing or forming the extrem-
ity of a field of combat ; j)l. the ground or field

inclosed for a race or combat. — v. t. To inclose for
combat.

List, list, v. i. To desire, choose, please. — Listless,
a. Lit., devoid of desire; weary; not attending ; in-

different to what is passing ; languid ; indolent.
List, list, n. (Naut.) An inclination to one side, —

said of a ship.
List, list, Listen, lis'n, v. i. [listened (-nd), -en-

ing.] To attend closely with a view to hear; to
hearken; to yield to advice, obey.

Litany, lifa-nT, n. A solemn form of supplications
for mercy and deliverance, used in public worship;
esp. the responsive form of general supplication in
the Book of Common Prayer.

Liter, liler or letter, n. A metric measure of capaci-
ty=1 cubic decimeter =61.016 cubic inches, or 2.113
Amer. pints = 61.027 cubic inches.

Literal, lifer-al, a. According to the letter; real; not
figurative or metaphorical; following the letter or
exact words ; not free ; consisting of, or expressed
by, letters. — Liferally, adv. According to the
primary and natural import of words; word by
word; exactly. — Lit'eralism,-izm,M. Adherence to
the letter; a mode of interpreting literally. — Lit'-
eralist, n. One who adheres to the exact word; an
interpreter according to the letter. — laterality, n.

Quality of being literal.— Liberalize, v. t. [-ized
(-Izd), -izinu.] To interpret or put in practice ac-
cording to the strict meaning of the words.— Lif-
erary, -er-a-rY, a. Pert, to or connected with litera-
ture or men of letters; versed or engaged in litera-
ture; consisting in letters or compositions. — Lit-
eralus, n. ; pi. -ati, -ti. A learned man; man of
erudition. — Litterateur, le-ta-ra-terr,n. One versed
in literature; a literary man.— Lit'erate, -er-at, a.
Instructed in learning and science; learned ; let-

tered.— n. In Eng., orre educated, but not having
taken a university degree ; a literary man. — Lit-
eralim, adv. Letter for letter. — Lit'erature, -er-a-
chur, n. Learning ; acquaintance with letters or
books; the collective body of literary productions;
the class of writings disting. for beauty of style or
expression, as poetry, essays, history; belles-lettres.

Lithe, lith, a. Capabk of being easily bent; pliant;
flexible; limber. — Lithe'ness, n. — Lithe'some,
-sum, Lis'som, a. Pliant; limber; nimble.

Lithie, lithlk, a. -Consisting of, or pert, to, stone, esp.
to stone in the bladder; uric. — n. (Med.) A medi-
cine preventive of, etc.— Lith'arge, -arj, n. Semi-
crystalline or partially fused yellow or red protoxide
of lead, used in glass-making, etc. — Lithium, -i-

um, n. (Chem.) A very soft metal, — the lightest
solid known. — Lith/ofrac'

r
teur, -frakler, n. An

explosive compound of nitroglycerine, q. v. — Lith''-
ograph, -graf, v. t. [-graphed (-graft), -graphing.]
Iq trace on stone, and transfer to paper, etc., by
printing. — n. A print from a drawing on stone. —

Lithographer, -ra-fer, n. One who practices lithog-

raphy.— Lithographic, -ical, a. Pert, to lithogra-
phy; engraved upon, or printed from, stone. — Lith-
iii/r:t/,/iir limestone. (Min.) A compact fine-grained
limestone, obtained largely from the Lias and Oo-
lite, esp. of Bavaria, used in lithography. — Lith-
oglaphy, -ft, n. Art or process of writing or draw-
ing upon stone with a greasy composition, and of
obtaining printed impressions therefrom on a litho-

graphic press. — LithoKogy, -jf, n. Science of the
characteristics and classification of rocks. (Med.) A
treatise on stones found in the body. — Lithof-
omy, -o-mi, n. (Surg.) Operation, art, or practice
of cutting for stone in the bladder. — Lithotlity,
-rY-tT, n. Operation of breaking a stone in the blad-
der into pieces that may be voided.

Lithuanian, lith-u-a'ni-an, a. Of or pert, to Lithua-
nia, a part of the Russian and Prussian territory

bordering on the Baltic sea. — n. The language of,

etc., now extinct, a branch of the Slavonic closely
akin to the Lettish of Courland and Livonia, and to
the Old Prussian.

Litigate, lift-gat, v. t. To contest in law, engage in a
lawsuit, prosecute or defend in a court of justice. —
v. i. To carry on a suit by j udicial process. — Lif-
igant, a. Disposed to litigate; engaged in a lawsuit.
— n. A person engaged in a lawsuit. — Litigalion,
n. Act or process of litigating; a suit at law; judi-
cial contest. — Litigious, -tijlis, a. Inclined to

litigation; quarrelsome; contentious; subject to con-
tention; disputable; pert, to legal disputes.

Litmus, litlrius, n. A coloring matter obtained from
several lichens. — Litmus paper. Unsized paper pre-

pared with litmus for use as a delicate chemical test:

blue litmus paper turns red when it touches an acid,

and the red paper turns blue when exposed to an
alkali.

Litre, liler or lelr, n. Same as Liter.
Litter, lifter, n. A portable bed or stretcher for car-
rying a person, esp. a sick person; bedding of straw
for animals; a covering of straw for plants; a con-
fused mass of objects little valued ; scattered rub-
bish; a condition of disorder or confusion; number
of pigs, etc., born at once.— ?;, t. [littered (-terd),
-tering.] To supply with litter; to scatter things
over in a slovenly manner; to give birth to.— v. i.

To produce a litter.

Litterateur. See under Literal.
Little, litl, a. [less, least.] Small in size or ex-

tent; diminutive; short in duration; brief; small in
quantity or amount; small in dignity, power, or im-
portance; insignificant; contemptible; small in force
or efficiency; weak; slight; petty; small in generos-
ity; mean.— n. A small quantity, amount, space,
etc.; small degree or scale; miniature. — adv. In a
small quantity or degree; not much; slightly.—
Litlioness, n. State or quality of being little; small-
ness; want of grandeur; insignificance; meanness.

Littoral, litlo-ral, a. Of, pert, to, or inhabiting a
s-hore, as of the sea; pert, to the zone on a sea-coast,
between high and low water mark.

Liturgy, lifer-jt, n. The established formulas for
public worship in churches using prescribed forms.
(Rom. Caih. Church.) The mass, or entire ritual.
— Litur'gic, -gical, a. Pert, to a liturgy, or to public
worship.

Live, Lively, etc. See under Life.
Liver, liv'er, n. (Anat.) A large abdominal organ or

fland, which secretes the bile or gall: in the human
ody it is the largest gland, and is situated immedi-

ately beneath the diaphragm.
Livery, liv'Sr-i, n. (Eng. Law.) Act of delivering pos-

session of lands or tenements; writ by which posses-
sion is obtained. Deliverance ; formerly that which
is delivered out statedly, as clothing, food, etc.; esp.

the peculiar dress by which the servants of a house-
hold are distinguished; peculiar dress appropriated
by any body of persons to their own use; company
of those wearing such a garb; any characteristic
dress or outward appearance ; an allowance of food
statedly given out; a ration, as to a family, to ser-

vants, to horses, etc.; release from wardship.—?;, t.

To clothe in livery. — Liv'ery-sta'ble, n. A stable
where horses are kept for hire, and where stabling
is provided.
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Llama.

Livid, liv'id, a. Black and blue; of a lead color; dis-

colored, as bruised flesh.

Livre, li'ver or le'vr, n. A French money of account,
afterward a silver coin equal to 20 sous, or 18J cents.

Lixivial, etc. See under Lye.
Lizard, liz'ard, ?i. A four-footed ,,.';.

.)

reptile, having an elongate, ^-V '

round body, long tail, head ---
"''

covered with polygonal plates, ;<fmj
and a free tongue, more or less «£
divided at the end. (Naut.) A
piece of rope with thimbles or
blocks attached by spliced
legs. .Lizard.

Llama, la/ma, n. (Zool.) An ungulate ruminating
mammal, of S. Amer., allied to
the camel and alpaca: it was
the only beast of burden of the
aborigines, and is still used in
parts of the Andes too rough
and steep for any other animal,

Lo, lo, interj. Look; see; behold,
observe.

Loach, loch, n. A small food-fish,
allied to the minnow, inhabit
ing clear streams.

Load, lod, n. A burden; that which is laid on or put
in anything for conveyance ; a weight ; quantity
which one can carrv; contents of a cart, barrow, or
vessel; lading; weight; cargo; a heavy burden ; that
which oppresses the mind ; a particular measure
for certain articles, — as much as is commonly car-
ried at one time; the charge of a fire-arm. —v. t. To
lay a burden on, cause to bear, furnish with a cargo;
to weigh down, encumber, bestow in abundance;
to add to the weight of, by some extraneous addi-
tion; to charge (a gun) with powder, etc.

Load-, Lodestar, lodestar, n. The star that leads; pole-
star. — Load'-, Lode'stone, n. (Min.) Magnetic
iron ore possessing polarity like a magnetic needle.

Loaf, lof, n.; pi. Loaves, lovz. Any thick lump or
mass ; esp., a regularly shaped or molded mass, as
of bread, sugar, or cake.

Loaf, lof, v. i. [loafed (loft), loafing.] To spend
time in idleness; to lounge, loiter. — v. t. To pass in
idleness, waste lazily. — Loaf'er, n. An idle man; a
lazy lounger; one who lives by sponging; a vagrant.

Loam, lom, n. A rich friable soil chiefly composed of
silicious sand, clay, carbonate of lime, and humus.— v. t. [loamed (lomd), loaming.] To cover with
loam.

Loan. See under Lend.
Loath, loth, a. Filled with aversion: unwilling; back-
ward; reluctant.— Loathe, loth, v. t. [loathed
(lothd), loathing.] To have an extreme aversion
of the appetite to food or drink: to dislike greatly,
hate, abhor, detest, abominate. — Loath'er, n. —
Loath'ful, -ful, a. Full of loathing; exciting dis-

gust; disgusting. — Loath'some, -sum, a. Causing
|

to loathe ; exciting disgust, hatred, or abhorrence ;
j

odious.
Loaves. See Loaf.
Lob, lob, n. A dull, heavy, sluggish person; something

J

thick and heavy.— f. t. To let fall heavily or lazily.

Lobby, lob'M, n. {Arch.) An inclosed place comma- !

meeting with one or more apartments; a hall or
j

waiting-room. That part of a hall of legislation not
appropriated to the official use of the assembly; fre-

j

quenters of such a place for business with legisla-

1

tors. (Naut.) An apartment before the captain's
cabin.

—

v. i. [lobbied (-bid), -by-
ing.] To solicit members of a legis-

lative body, with a view to influence
their_votes.

Lobe, lob, n. Any projection or divis-
ion, esp. of a rounded form. — Lobed,
lobd, Lo'bate, -bated, -ba-ted, a.

Consisting of, or having, lobes.—
Lob'ule, -ul, n. A small lobe.

Lobelia, lo-beli-a, n. (Bot.) A genus
of plants, including many species,
one of which is used in medicine as T

- ,, T
an emetic, expectorant, etc.; some -L'ODare -L-eai.

are very poisonous, and others are prized for their
flowers.

Lobster, lob'ster, n. An edible, fan-tailed, stalk-eyed,
decapod crustacean, with
large claws, — one of the
scavengers of the sea.

Local, lo'kal, a. Pert, to a""

particular place, or to a
limited portion of space;
confined to a spot, place,
or definite district.— Lo-
cality, -I-ti, n. Exist-
ence in a place, or in a
certain portion of space; Lobster.

position; situation; limitation to a county, district,
or place.— Lo'calize, v. t. [-ized (-izd), -izing.] To
fix in, or assign to a definite place; to discover the
place of. — Lo'calty^adf. With respect to place; in
place. — Lo'cate, -kat, v. t. To place, set m a par-
ticular position ; to designate the site or place of ;

to designate by limits ; to select or determine the
bounds or place of. — Loca'tion, n. Act of placing,
or of designating a place ; place where something
spoken of is fixed ; a tract of land designated in
place. (Civil Law.) A leasing on rent. (Amer. Law.)
The marking out of the boundaries, or identifying
the site, of a piece of land, according to the descrip-
tion given in an entry, plan, map, etc.— Lo'cative,
-ka-tiv, a. (Gram.) indicating place, or the place
where, or wherein. — Locomo'tion, n. Act or power
of moving from place to place.— Locomo'tive, -tiv,

a. Changing, or able to change, place; occupied in
produ-
cing mo-
tion, or in

C, ohimney

:

sand-boz ; F, cab ; G. cylinder ; OP, feed-
pipe ; T, steam-chest ; UU, parallel rod

;

VG, piston-rod ; W, ash-pan.

passengers, or to draw railroad cars.
Loch, lok, n. A lake; a bay or arm of the sea.
Lock, lok, n. Anything that fastens; esp. a fastening
for a door, Lid, etc., in which a bolt is projected or
withdrawn by, or in connection with, the action of
a separate piece, called a key ; a fastening together;
state of beingfixed orimmovable; a place locked up;
barrier confining the water of a stream or canal; in-
closure in a canal with gates at each end, used in
raising or lowering boats from one level to another;
that part of a fire-arm containing the apparatus for
exploding the charge.— v. t. [locked (lokt), lock-
ing.] To fasten with a lock and key; to fasten so
as to impede motion: to confine, close fast, encircle,
or inclose; to furnish with locks, as a canal, —v. i.

To become fast; to unite closely by mutual inser-
tion. — Lock'er, n. A close place, as a drawer or
compartment in a ship, that may be closed with a
lock: a cupboard.— Lock'et, n. A catch to fasten a
necklace, etc.; a little gold case worn as an orna-
ment, containing a lock of hair, miniature, etc.

—

Locked'-, lokt'-, Lock'-jaw, n. (Med.) A painful
and often fatal variety of tetanus, in which the jaws
are immovably
closed.

Lock, lok, n. A tuft,
tress, or ringlet of
hair; a flock of
wool; a small
quantity, as of
hay.

Locomotion, Loco-
E^..re, etc. See
under Local. Locust.

Locust, lo'kust, n. (Entom.) A jumping, orthoptier-
ous insect, of several species, some of which are

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; gnd, eve, term ; in, ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r j
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popularly called grass-hoppers: some species swarm
periodically in countless mimbers, devouring every-
thing before them; also, incorrectly, the harvest-fly.
(Bot.) The locust-tree. — Lo'cust-tree, n. A legu-
minous tree of several genera, esp. a N. Amer. tree,

producing large, slender racemes of white, fragrant
flowers.

Locution, lo-ku'shun, n. Speech, or discourse; phrase.
Lode, lod, n. (Mining.) A regular vein or course,
whether metallic or not. A cut or reach of water. —
Lodestar, Lodestone. Same as Loadstar and Load-
stone.

Lodge, loj, v. t. [lodged (lojd), lodging.] To de-
posit for preservation; to infix, throw in, plant; to

fix in the heart, mind, or memory; to furnish with a.

temporary habitation, harbor, cover. — v. i. To re-

side, dwell; to rest or dwell for a time; to sink or be
beaten down, as grain. — ?;. A place in which one
may find shelter, as, a small house in a park or for-

j

est; or the house of the gate-keeper on an estate; a
local branch of a secret association, as of the Free-
masons, etc.; or the place in which they assemble. !— Lodg'er, n. One who lodges, esp. one who lives !

in a hired room, or who has a bed in another's house
j

for a night; one who resides in any place for a time.
\— Lodg/ing, n. A place of residence for a time; har-
i

bor; cover.— Lodgement, n. Act of, or state of be-
|

ing, etc. ; a lodging-place ; room ; accumulation of I

something deposited or remaining at rest. {Mil.)
j

Occupation of a position, by a besieging party.
Loft, loft, n. That which is lifted up; an elevation;

j

esp. the space under a roof; a gallery in a church,
j

hall, etc.; a floor or room placed above another.—
Loffy, -i, a. [-iek, -iest.] Lifted high up ; tower-
ing ; elevated in character or rank, language or '

style ; tall ; exalted ; dignified ; stately ; majestic ;

haughty.
Log, log, n. A bulky stick of wood or timber. (Navt.)
An apparatus for measuring the
rate of a ship's motion through the
water; journal of a ship's progress,
etc.; log-book.— v. i. [LOGGED(logd),
-GiNG.J To cut and get out logs.
— Log'wood, n. A red, heavy, as-

tringent dye-wood fr. S. Amer. and
the W. Indies, used with other
agents to color yellow, brown, and
esp. black ; haamatoxylon ; Cam-
peachy wood. — Log'gerhead, n.

dunce; a spherical mass of iron, with a long handle,
used to heat tar. (Navt.) A piece of round timber, in
a whale-boat, over which the line is passed, to make
it run more slowly.

Logarithm, log'a-rithm, n. (Math.) One of a system
of numbers increasing in arithmetical progression,
representing a series increasing in geometrical pro-
gression, used to facilitate mathematical calcula-
tions, operations being much abridged by using log-
arithms instead of the natural numbers for which
they stand.— Logarithmic, -mical, a. Pert, to or
consisting of, etc. — Logic, loi^ik, n. Science of ex-
act reasoning or of pure and formal thought, or of
the laws according to which the process of pure
thinking should be conducted; correct reasoning.
— Logical, a. Pert, to, used in, according to the rules
of, or skilled in, logic— Logi'Aan, -jish'an, n. One
skilled in logic.

Loin, loin, n. That part of an animal between the il-

ium or haunch bone and the false ribs: see Beef,
Horse, pi. A corresponding part of the human
body, —called also the reins.

Loiter, loi'ter, v. i. T-tered (43rd), -tering.] To be
slow in moving, delay, lag, saunter.

Loll, lol, v. i. [lolled (lold), lolling.] To act la-

zily or indolently; to throw one's self down, lie at
ease; to hang extended from the mouth, as the
tongue of an ox or a dog; to put out the tongue.—
v. t. To thrust out (the tongue).

Lollipop, loKlt-pop, n. A sugar confection which dis-

solves in the mouth.
Lone, Ion, a. Having no company; solitary; retired;
standing by itself; single; unmarried, or in widow-
hood. — Lonely, -II, a. [-lier, -liest.] Seques-
tered from company or neighbors; sad from lack of
companionship or sympathy ; unfrequented ; se-

Log, Line, and
Glass.

A blockhead ;

questered ; secluded. — Lone'some, -sum, a. Se-
cluded from society; solitary; dismal; lonely.

Long, long, a. [longer (lon'ger), longest (lorj'-

gest).] Drawn out in a line; protracted; extended
in time; faraway; distant; extended to any speci-
fied measure; slow in coming; continued through a
considerable time, or to a great length; far-reaching;
extensive. (Stock Exchange.) Holding a quantity
of stock; having bought stock on time, which may
be called for at pleasure. — adv. To a great extent
in space or in time; at a point of duration far dis-

tant ; through the whole extent.— Long'-boat, n.

A ship's largest boat.—head'ed, a. Having fore-
thought and sagacity or great penetration of thought;
discerning. measure, n. Lineal measure; the
measure of length.—printer, n. {Print.) A kind
of type, in size between small pica and bourgeois.

(gfT This line is in long primer.
— L.-sight'ed, a. Able to see at a great distance; of
acute intellect; sagacious; far-seeing; able to see ob-
jects distinctly at a distance, but not close at hand. —
-wind'ed, a. Long-breathed; tediously protracted in
speaking, argument, or narration. — Length, length,
n. The longest measure of any object,— disting. fr.

depth, thickness, breadth, or width ; extent from end
to end; extent of space or time; a subdivision of a
thing, as of a fence; long continuance; detail or am-
plification. — Length/ en, -n, v. t. [-ened (-nd), -en-
ing.] To extend in length, elongate; to extend in
time, protract ; to occupy time with, expand ; to

draw out in pronunciation. — v. i. To grow Ion
ger, extend in length. — Longevity, -jev'I-tl, n
Length of life. — LoDgi-
ros'ter,-jT-ros"'ter, n. One
of a tribe of grallatory
birds, having long, slender
beaks, which they thrust
into the mud in search of
food, as the snipes, etc.
— Lon'gitude, -jT-tud, n.

Length; measure or
tance along the longest
line. (Geog.) Distance
east or west from the (

meridian of a given place,
expressed in degrees sig-

nifying each l-360th of
the" parallel of latitude on
which the measurement
is made. (Astron.) Dis-
tance in degrees, reckoned
from the vernal equinox, on the ecliptic, to a circle
at right angles to it passing through the heavenly-
body whose longitude is designated. — Longitud'-
inal, a. Pert, to longitude or length; running
lengthwise.

Long, long, v. i. [longed (longd), longing.] To de-
sire earnestly or eagerly; to have an eager or craving
appetite. — Long'ing, n. An eager desire ; earnest
wish; aspiration; craving or morbid appetite.

Longe. See Lunge.
Longshore-man, long'sh5r-man, n. One of a class of

laborers employed about wharves, esp. in loading
and unloading vessels.

Loo, loo, n. A game at cards. —v. t. [looed (lood),
looing.] To beat in the game of loo, by winning
every_trick at the game.

Loof, loof or luf . Same as Luef.
Look, 16t>k, v. i. [looked (16t>kt), looking.] To di-

rect the eye toward an object as if to see it; to direct
the attention to, consider; to wait for expectantly;
to penetrate, solve, as a mystery; to direct the gaze
in all directions, be circumspect, watch; to seek,
search; to observe narrowly, examine, scrutinize; to
seem, appear; to face, front; in the imperative, see;
behold; take notice; observe.— v. t. To influence or
subdue by looks or presence; to express or manifest
by a look. — n. Cast of countenance; air of the face;
aspect; manner; glance; act of looking or seeing;
view; watch.— Looking-glass, n. A glass which
reflects whatever is before it ; a mirror. — Look'out,
n. A careful looking for any object or event; place
from which observation is made ; a person engaged
in watching.

Longirosters.

sun, cube, full j moon, fo"ot ; cow, oil ; linger or ijk, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Loom, loom, n. A frame or machine for weaving cloth
out of thread; the
part of an oar
-within the
rowlock.

Loom, loom, v.
i. [loomed
( 1 oo m d ) ,

looming.] To
appear above
the surface
either of sea
or land; to
appear larger
than the real
dimensions,
and indis-
tinctly; to
rise and to be
eminent. —re. -Loom.

The indistinct appearance of anything, as land,
whose_outline only is visible.

Loon, loon, n. A sorry fellow ; rogue ; rascal.
Loon, loon, n. A migratory swimming and diving bird

of northern regions, of several species, esp. the great
northern diver or ember goose.

Loop, loop, n. A doubling of a string, cord, etc., for
ornament or through which another cord, etc., may
pass; a noose; bight; a narrow opening; loop-hole.— v. t. [looped (loopt), looping.] To fasten, se-
cure, or ornament, by means of loops. [Ir. and Ga.
Ivb, a loop, also to bend.] — Loop'-hole, n. (Mil.) A
small opening in walls of a fortification or bulk-head
of a ship, through which to Are at an enemy; an
aperture for escape: see Castle.

Loose, loos, v. t. [loosed (loost), loosing.] To untie
or -unbind, free from any fastening, set free; to re-
lease from anything obligatory or burdensome, ab-
solve, remit; "to relax, loosen ; to unfasten, undo,
unlock.— v. i. To set sail; to leave a port or harbor.— a. Unbound; untied; not attached, fastened, or
fixed; free from obligation; disengaged; not tight or
close; not crowded or compact; not concise; not pre-
cise or exact; vague; not strict or rigid; unconnected;
rambling ; having lax bowels ; dissolute ; wanton ;

unchaste. — Loos'en, -n, v. t. [-ened (-nd), -en-
ing.] To make loose, free from tightness or fixed-
ness; to render less compact; to free from restraint;
to remove costiveness from. — v. i. To become less
tightjjinn, or compact. — Loose'ness, n.

Loot, loot, n. Act of plundering in a conquered city;
booty; plunder.— v. t. or i. To plunder; to carry off
as prize obtained by war.

Lop, lop, v. t. [lopped (lopt), lopping.] To cut off
(the top of anything); to cut partly off and bend
down; to let fall.

—

v. i. To hang downward, be
pendent. — n. That cut off, as from trees ; that
which lops or falls over. — Lop'sided, a. Heavier
on one side than the other; inclining to one side.

Lope, lop, v. i. [loped (lopt), loping.] To run with
long strides.— n. A leap ; a sait of horses, dogs, etc.

Loquacious, lo-kwa'shus, a. Talkative; given to con-
tinual talking ; noisy. — Loqua'ciousness, Loquac'-
ity, -kwas'T-ti, n. Habit of talking excessively; gar-
rulity; babbling.

Lord, 16rd, n. A superior; master; governor; ruler; in
Eng., a nobleman of any rank above that of a baronet,
hence, by courtesy, the son of a duke or marquis or
eldest son of an earl, also a bishop, if a member of
Parliament ; a title of these persons and also of
certain official characters or representatives of maj-
esty; proprietor of a manor; a husband; the Supreme
Being; Jehovah.— v. i. To play the lord; domineer.
— Lordly, -If, a. [-lier, -liest.] Becoming or
pert, to a lord ; proud ; imperious ; domineering ;

arrogant; insolent.— Lord'ship, n. State or quality
of being a lord; hence (with his, your, or their), a
title applied to a lord, except to an archbishop or
duke; territory of a lord over which he holds juris-

diction; a manor; dominion; authority.
Lore, lor, n. That which is or may be known; erudi-

tion; instruction; counsel.
Lorette, lo-ref, n. One of a class of females of light
character in Paris supported by their lovers.

Lorgnette, lorn-yef, n. An opera-glass.

Lorn, lorn, a. Lost; undone; forsaken; lonely; bereft.
Lose, looz, v. t. [lost (15st), losing.] To be rid of un-
intentionally; to forfeit by unsuccessful contest; to
part with, be deprived of ; to throw away, employ
ineffectually, waste, squander ; to wander from ; to
miss, so as not to be able to find ; to perplex or be-
wilder; to ruin, destroy ; to cease to view ; to fail to
obtain, — v. i. To forfeit anything in contest; to

suffer loss by comparison. — Los'er, n. One who
loses, or is deprived of anything by defeat, forfeit-

ure, etc. — Loss, 15s, n. Act of losing : failure ; de-
struction; privation ; state of having been deprived
of ; thing lost; waste. (31il.) Killed, wounded, and
captured persons, or captured property. — Lost, a.

Parted from unwillingly ; unintentionally rid of ;

missing; forfeited in unsuccessful contest; deprived
of; thrown away; employed ineffectually ; wasted;
bewildered ; perplexed ; ruined or destroyed; hard-
ened beyond sensibility or recovery; not perceptible
to the senses; not visible.

Lot, lot, n. That which happens without human de-
sign or forethought; chance; hazard; fortune; acon-
tnvance to determine a question by chance: part, or
fate, which falls to one by chance; separate portion
belonging to one person ; a distinct parcel, separate
part; distinct portion of land; quantity or large num-
ber.— v. t. To allot, assign; to separate into lots or
parcels, assort.—Lot'tery, -ter-T,

n. A distribution of anything
by lot or chance; esp. a gambling
scheme, in which certain tickets
draw prizes and the rest are
blanks.

Lote, lot, Lo'tus, -tos, n. A shrub
of N. Africa and S. Europe, of
several genera, one of which
prob. furnished the food of
Homer's lotus-eaters, and was
fabled to make strangers forget
their native land; the nettle tree; Lotus. (Arch.)
an Egyptian water-lily of several species; a legumi-
nous clover-like plant. (Arch.) An ornament in
the form of the Egyptian water-lily.

Loth. Same as Loath.
Lotion, lo'shun, n. A washing, esp. of the skin, to
render it fair; a liquid preparation for washing some
part of the body. (Med.) A healing application in
a fluid form, to be applied externallv to the body.

Loto, Lottery. See under Lot.
Loud, lowd, a. Having or making a strong or great
sound; clamorous; boisterous: emphatic: noisy; vo-
ciferous; vehement.— adv. With loudness; loudly.

Lough, lok, n. Same as Loch.
Lounge, lownj, v. i. [lounged (lownjd), lounging.]
To spend time lazily; move idly about; to recline at
ease; loll.

—

n. An idle gait or stroll: act of reclining
at ease ; place for lounging ; piece of furniture on
which to recline.

Louse, lows, n. ;pl. Lice, lis. A wingless, bloodsuck-
ing insect, of several species, parasitic upon men,
animals, and birds.— Lous'y, lowz'T, a. Swarming
with lice; infested with lice.— Lousiness, n.

Lout, lowt, n. _A mean, awkward fellow; a bumpkin.
Louver, -vre, loo'ver, n. An opening in the roof of
ancient buildings for ventila-
tion, often in the*form of a
turret or small lantern.

—

Louver
window. (Arch.) An opening
in a bell-tower, church steeple,
etc., crossed by a series of slats.

Lovage, luv'ej, n. An umbel-
liferous plant, used in med-
icine as an aromatic stimulant.

Love, luv, n. Act of loving; pre-
eminent kindness or devotion
to another ; affection ; court-
ship ; devoted attachment to
one of the opposite sex ; fond-
ness ; devotion ; the object of
affection ; moral good-will ;

Louver Window,
kindness ; charity ; Cupid, the god of love.— v. U
[loved (luvd), loving.] To be pleased with, be
fond of, like ; to have good-will toward ; to have a
strong affection for, have a tender feeling toward;
to delight in, with exclusive affection.— v. i. To de-
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liRlit, take pleasure, be in love. — Lov'er, ra. One
wlio loves ; esp. one in love with a person of the op-
posite sex; one who likes or is pleased.— Love'ly, -IT,

a. [-LIER, -liest.] Fitted to excite, or worthy of,

love or esteem; amiable; charming ; delightful ; en-
chanting.

Low, lo, v. i. [lowed (lod), lowing.] To cry or call
as a cow; to moo. — n. The voice of cattle.

Low, lo, a. Occupying an inferior or depressed position
or place; not rising to the usual height; near the
horizon; descending far below the adjacent ground;
deep; sunk down to, or below, the natural level of
the ocean by the retiring of the tide; below the usual
rate, amount, or value; reasonable; not high or loud.
(Mus.) Depressed in the scale of sounds ; grave.
(Geog.) Near the equator. Late in time ; modern ;

depressed ; dejected ; humble in rank ; abject; vul-
gar; base; dishonorable ; not elevated; submissive;
humble; feeble; weak; moderate; not intense; in re-

duced circumstances; impoverished; not high sea-
soned or nourishing; plain; simple.— adv. In a low
position or manner; under the usual price; cheaply;
near the ground; humbly; meanly; in time approach-
ing our own; with a depressed voice; in a state of
subjection, poverty, or disgrace. (Astron.) In a path
near the equator, or so that the declination is small.
— Lowly, -IT, a. [-lier, -liest.] Not high; not ele-

vated in place ; mean ; wanting dignity or rank ; hum-
ble ; meek; free from pride.— adv. In a low manner
or condition ; humbly ; meanly. — Low'er, v. t.

[-ERED (-erd), -ering.] To cause to descend, let

down, take down ; to bring down, humble ; to re-

duce in value, amount, etc.— v. i. To fall, grow
less, diminish, decrease.— Low'er-case, a. (Print.)
Pert, to or kept in the lower case,— said of the small
letters, disting. from capitals.

Lower, low'er, v. i. [-ered (-erd), -ering.] To be
clouded, threaten a storm ; to frown, look sullen.

Loyal, loi'al, a. Devoted to the maintenance of law;
faithful to lawful government, to the sovereign, or
to a lover, friend, etc., esp. under trying circum-
stances; true to a cause or to one's word.

Lozenge, loz'enj, n. A figure with four equal sides,

having 2 acute and 2 ob-
tuse angles; a diamond;
a rhomb ; a small cake of
sugar, etc., often medi-
cated, orig. of a diamond
shape.—Lozenge molding.
(Arch.) A molding used
in Norman architecture, Lozenge Molding,

having lozenge-shaped compartments or ornaments.
Lubber, lub'ber, n. A heavy, clumsy fellow; esp. one
unskilled in seamanship; sturdy drone; clown.

Lubric, lu'brik, -brical, a. Having a smooth surface ;

slippery ; wavering ; unsteady ; lascivious ; lewd.— Lu'bricant, n. That which lubricates.— Lu'bri-
cate, v. t. To make smooth or slippery ; to supply
with an oily, greasy, or other substance diminishing
friction.—Lubrica'tion, n. Act of, etc.— Lu'brica7-
tor, -ter, n. One who, or that which, etc.

Lucent, lu'sent, a. Shining ; bright ; resplendent.— Lu'cid, -sid, a. Shining ; bright ; clear ; transpa-
rent; easily understood; clear; distinct; luminous;
sane; reasonable. — Lu'cifer, -sT-ier, n. The planet
Venus, when appearing as the morning star, — ap-
plied, in Isaiah, by metaphor, to a king of Babylon;
hence, Satan ; a match made of wood tipped with a
combustible substance, to be ignited by friction.

—

Lu'cubrate, v. i. To study by candle-light or a lamp.
— Lucubration, n. Act of, etc.; nocturnal study ;

that composed by night; any literary composition.—
Lu'culent, a. Lucid; clear; evident.

Lucern, lu'sgrn, n. A leguminous plant cultivated
for fodder.

Luck, luk, n. That which happens to a person; chance;
fortune ; good fortune. — Luck'y, -T, a. [-ier,
-iest.] Favored by luck ; fortunate ; producing
good by chance, or unexpectedly; successful ; pros-
perous; auspicious. — Luckless, a. Without luck;
unfortunate ; meeting with ill-success.

Lucre, lu'ker, n. Gain in money or goods ; profit. —
Lu'crative, -kra-tiv, a. Yielding lucre ; gainful ;

profitable.

Lucubrate, Luculent, etc. See under Lucent.

Ludicrous, lu'dT-krus, a. Adapted to excite laughter,
without scorn or contempt ; sportive ; burlesque ;

comic; droll; ridiculous.
Luff, luf, v. i. [luffed (luft), luffing.] (Naut.) To
turn the head of a ship toward the wind ; to sail

nearer the wind. — n. The side of a ship toward the
wind ; act of sailing a ship close to the wind ; the
roundest part of a ship's bow; the forward or weather
leech of a sail.

Lug, lug, v. t. [lugged (lugd), -ging.] To pull with
force, haul, drag ; to carry or convey with labor. —
n. Anything drawn or carried with difficulty ; a
weight ; effort of carrying anything heavy; in Scot.,
the ear, esp. its lobe ; that which projects like an
ear, as the handle of a pitcher; a projecting piece in
machinery to communi-
cate motion, etc.; esp. a
short flange by or to
which something is fas-
tened; a ring-shaped
piece of leather, fastened
to the saddle of a single
harness, to hold up the LuS- A

<
A

>
luSs -

shaft. — Lug'gage, -gej, n. That which is lugged or
carried with difficulty ; anything cumbrous ; esp. a
traveler's trunks, baggage, etc. ; something of more
weight than value.— Lug'ger, n. A small vessel car-
rying 2 or 3 masts, with a running bowsprit and lug
sails. — Lug'sail, n. A square sail bent upon a yard
that hangs obliquely to the mast at £ of its length.

Lugubrious, lu-gu'brT-us, a. Mournful ; indicating
sorrow.

Lukewarm, luk'wawrm, a. Moderately warm ; nei-
ther cold nor hot ; tepid ; not ardent ; not zealous ;

indifferent.
Lull, lul, v. t. [lulled (luld), lulling.] To cause

to rest by soothing influences ; to quiet. — v. i. To
become gradually calm, subside. — n. Power or
quality of soothing ; a season of temporary quiet
after storm or confusion.— LulKaby, -a-bl, n: A
song to quiet babes.

Lumbago, lunvba-'go, n. (Med.) A rheumatic pain
in the loins and small of the back.— Lumbag/inous,
-baj'T-nus, a. Pert, to lumbago. — Lum'bar, a.

(Anat.) Pert, to, or near the loins.
Lumber, lum'ber, n. Orig., a pawnbroker's shop, a
pledge or pawn; anything cumbrous; things thrown
aside as useless; timber sawed for use.

—

v.t. [lum-
bered (-berd), -Bering.] To heap together in disor-
der; to fill with lumber.— v. i. To move heavily, as
if burdened; to rumble; to cut lumber and prepare
it for market.

Luminary, lu'mT-na-rT, n. Any body that gives light;
esp., one of the heavenly bodies; one who illustrates
any subject, or enlightens mankind. — Lu'minous,
-mT-nus, a. Shining, emitting light ; bright ; clear,
as if illuminated ; lucid.

Lump, lump, n. A mass of matter, of no definite
shape, or thrown together without order or distinc-
tion.— v. t. [lumped (lumpt), lumping.] To throw
into a mass ; to take in the gross, speak of collectively.
— Lunch, n. A repast between breakfast and dinner;
food taken at other than regular meal times; a light,-

informal repast instead of a regular meal. — v. i.

[lunched (luncht), lunching.] To take a lunch.
— Lunch/eon, -un, n. Same as Lunch, n.

Lune, lun, n. Anything in the shape of a half-moon.
(Geom.) A crescent-shaped figure.
— Lu'nar, a. Pert, to, or like, the
moon ; orbed ; measured by the
revolutions of the moon.—Lu'nate,
-nated, a. (Bot.) Of the form of
the half-moon ; crescent-shaped.—Lu'natic, a. Affected by lunacy;
insane ; exhibiting lunacy. — n.

One who is, etc.— Lu'nacy, -na-sT,

n. A popular name for insanity ; Lunate Leaf,
derangement; craziness.— Luna'tion, n. The period
of a synodic revolution of the moon, or the time
from one new moon to the next.— Lunette', -net',ra.
(Fort.) A detached bastion. (Far.} A half horse-
shoe. A somewhat flat watch-crystal; a kind of con-
cavo-convex lens for spectacles; a covering for the
eye of a vicious horse. (Arch.) An aperture in a
concave ceiling.

Bun, cube, full ; moon, foot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Lung, lung, n. (Anat.) One of the 2 organs of respira-

tion in an air-breath- „ j „ * „ . ' ,

ins animal. e d a b c b a d e

Lunge, Longe, lunj, n.

A sudden push or
thrust.— v. t. To de-
liver a lunge in fen-
cing.

Lupine,lu /'prn,ra. (Bot.)
A leguminous plant
of many species, some
cultivated for their
showy flowers, others
as forage plants, or to I

be plowed under as
fertilizers.

Lupuline, lu'pu-lin, n.
(Chem.) The bitter
principle of hops.
The fine yellow pow-
der of hops, which
contains that princi- • j i h g f

t£^.\. i* u ,-kt + s Lungs, Heart, and chief Vital
Lurch, lSrch, n. (Naut.)
A sudden roll of a

Organs, in Man
ship to one side.
i. [lurched (lercht),
lurching.] To with-
draw to one side, or to
a private place; to lie
in ambush, lurk ; to

, a, jugular veins ; b, b, carotid
arteries ; c, trachea ; d, d, bron-
chial veins ; e, e, bronchial ar-

teries ; k, I, lungs ; g, right au-
ricle ; h, inferior vena cava ; i,

right ventricle ; j, aortal artery;

/, left ventricle.

dodge, play tricks ; to roll or pass suddenly to one
side, as a ship in a heavy sea. — To leave in the lurch.
To leave in a difficult situation, in embarrassment,
or without help. — Lurk, v. i. [lurked (lerkt), lurk-
ing.] To lie hid, he in wait; to keep out of sight. —
Lurking-place, n. A place in which one lurks. —
Lurcb/er, n. One that lies in wait, esp. a dog that
lies in wait for game, and seizes it. as hares, rabbits,
and the like; a glutton; gormandizer.

Lure, liir, n. An object resembling a bird, held out
by the falconer to call a hawk ; any enticement; de-
coy; anything which attracts by promise of pleasure
or advantage, —v. i. [lured (lurd), lurixg.] To
call a hawk or other animal.— v. t. To draw to the
lure; entice; attract.

Lurid, lulid, a. Ghastly pale; yellow or red, as the
sky when a tempest is coming; gloomy; dismal.

Lurk, etc. See under Lurch.
Luscious, lush'us, a. Sweet ; delicious; sweet or rich

so as to cloy; fulsome.— Lush, a. Full of juice or
succulence.

Lust, lust, n. Longing desire; eagerness to possess or
enjoy ; carnal appetite : concupiscence. — v. i. To
desire eagerly, long ; to desire the gratification of
carnal appetite ; to have irregular or"inordinate de-
sires.— Lustlul, -fill, a. Havms: lust ; orovoking to
sensuality; carnal;' licentious; lewd; lecherous. —
Lusly, -tt, a. [-tier, -tiest.] Exhibiting vigor,
health, etc.; able of body; large: robust; vigorous;
healthful; bulky; corpulent; lustful.

Luster, -tre, lusler, n. That which shines or is bril-

liant: splendor; brightness; renown; distinction; a
candlestick ornamented with pendants of cut glass.
— Luslrous, -trus, a. Bright ; shining.— Luslring,
n. A kind of glossy silk cloth.

Lute, lift, n. A pear-shaped musical instrument, whose
strings are struck with the right
hand, while the left presses them
upon the stops.

Lute, lut, Luting, n. (Chem.) A
composition of clay or other te-

nacious substance, used for mak-
ing joints of chemical vessels,
etc., air-tight; a rubber packing
ring; a coating of clay, sand, etc.,

to protect retorts, etc., when ex-
posed to heat.— v. t. To close or
coat with lute.

Luteous, lule-us, a. Of a deep-yel-
low, golden-yellow, or orange-
yellow color.

Lutheran, lulher-an, a. Pert, to Martin Luther, the
reformer.— n. A disciple, or adherent to the doc-
trines, of Luther or the Lutheran church. — Lu'-

Lute.

theranism, Lu'therism, -izm, n. Doctrines taught
by Luther.

Luxate, luks'at, v. t. To put out of joint, dislocate.— Luxalion, ru Act or state of, etc.; a dislocation.
Luxury, luk'shoG-rl, n. Free or extravagant indul-
gence in the pleasures of the table, and in costly
dress and equipage ; anything delightful to the
senses ; a dainty ; any delicious or costly food or
drink; any article not necessary for health or com-
fort; epicurism; effeminacy.— Luxuriate, v. i. To
grow exuberantly, or to superfluous abundance; to
feed or live luxuriously; to indulge to excess, de-
light greatly.— Luxu'rialion, n. Act, or process of,
etc.— Luxu'rious, -ri-us, a. Given to luxurv; vo-
luptuous; administering to luxury; furnished with
luxuries; softening by pleasure, or free indulgence
in luxury.

Lyceum, li-se'um, n. A place in Greece near the River
Ilissus, where Aristotle taught philosophy; a place
for instruction by lectures or disquisitions; a higher
school, in Europe, which prepares youths for the
university; an association for literary improvement.

Lydian, lidl-an, a. Pert, to Lydia, in Asia Minor, or
to its inhabitants; soft; effeminate,— said esp. of
one of the ancient Greek modes or keys, whose
music was of a soft, pathetic character.

Lye, li, n. Water impregnated with alkali imbibed
from the ashes of wood, used in soap-making, etc.— Lixivlal, -Y-al, a. Obtained by lixiviation ; con-
taining alkali extracted from wood-ashes ; of the
color of, or like lye or alkaline salts from wood-ashes.— Lixiviate, -ated, a. Pert, to lye ; impregnated
with alkali from wood-ashes. —Lixiviate, v. t. To
subject to the process of lixiviation; to leach.— Lix-
iv'ialion, n. Operation or process of extracting sol-
uble matter from insoluble by washing, filtering, or
leaching, as alkali from ashes.— Lixivium, -T-um,
n. Water impregnated with soluble matter, as with
alkaline salts imbibed from wood-ashes.

Lymph, limf, n. Water, or a pure, transparent fluid
like water; a coagulable fluid in animal bodies, con-
tained in vessels called lymphatics; the watery part
of the pus or virus used in vaccination.— Lymphat'-
ic, -fatIk, a. Pert, to, of the nature of, containing,
or conveying lymph; heavy in temperament; dull.
—n. (Physiol.) One of the vein-like, valved vessels
in vertebrate animals, which absorb the tymph fr.

.

various parts of the system and carry it to the tho-
racic duct, etc.: see Lacteal.

Lynch, linch, v. t. [lynched (lincht), lynching.]
To inflict punishment upon without the forms of
law; esp. to hang by mob-law.— Lynch'-law, ra. Pun-
ishment of men, by private, unauthorized persons.

Lynx, links, n. A sullen nocturnal feline animal of
several species, with brilliant eyes, tufted ears, and
short tail : it preys upon birds and beasts in the
woods of N. Europe, Asia, and Amer.— Lynx'-eyed,
-id, a. Having acute sight. — Lyn'cean, -se-an, a.
Pert, to the lynx.

Lyra, lila, n. (Astron.) A northern constellation,
situated directly
in front of Ursa
Major. — Lyre,
lir, n. (Mvs.) A ;

stringed instru-
ment of music;
a kind of harp
used by the an-
cients. (Astron.)
The constellation
Lyra. — Ly'rist,
n. One who plays
upon the lyre.

Lyre'-bird, n. An Australian'1

bird, having the 16 tail feath-
ers of the male arranged in
the form of a lyre: it'is the
only known speck's of its

genus. — Lyric, lYrlk, -ical,

a. Pert, to a lyre or harp; =~~'

fitted to be sung to the lyre;^
appropriate for song. — Lyr'- .

ic, n. A lyric poem; a song;
a verse of the kind usually

Lyre.

Lvre-bird.

employed in lyric poetry, — chiefly in pi.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 6nd, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r j
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M.

Macaw.

i. A mace

M, em, the 13th letter of the Eng. alphabet, represents
a labial articulation, and is called the labia! nasal.
—As a numeral M = 1,000. {Print.) A quadrat, the
face or top of which is a square, as formerly the letter

M also was : it is the unit of measuring the amount
of type in any work: this page in length is equal to

91 lines of pearl, in breadth 58 ; it would therefore
measure 58 X 91= 5,278 m's. [Written also em.)

Ma, ma, n. Mother, — an abbr. of mamma, a child's
title for mother. — Ma'am, mam, n. Madam, — a
colloq. contraction of madam.

Macadamize, mak-ad'am-iz, v. t. [-ized (-Tzd), -iz-

ing.] To cover (a road! with small, broken stones,
so as to form a smooth, hard surface.

Macaroni, mak-a-ro'ni, n. An article of food com-
posed of paste, chiefly of wheat flour, made into
long, slender tubes; a medley; something extrava-
gant, to please an idle fancy; a sort of droll or fool;
a fop; beau; exquisite. — Macaroon', -roon', n, A
small cake, composed chiefly of almonds and sugar.

Macaw, ma-taw', n. A large bird of the parrot fam-
ily, of several species, all having
beautiful plumage and long tails,

native of tropical America.
Maccabees, mak'ka-bez, n. pi. Two
books of the Apocrypha, which re-

cord Jewish affairs in the time of
the Maccabean princes.

Maccaboy, mak'ka-boi, -co boy, n.

Rose-flavored snuff.
Mace, mas, n. A heavy metal club,
anciently used as a weapon ; a staff

borne by, or before, a magistrate
as an ensign of authority ; a scepter;
a rod used in billiards; a knobbed
mallet used by curriers. — Ma'cer
bearer ;_ a court officer.

Mace, mas, n. A spice,— the 2d coat or aril which cov-
ers the nutmeg,— extremely fragrant and aromatic.

Macerate, mas'er-at, v. t. To soften and separate the
parts of by steeping, as in a fluid, or by the digestive
process.

Machiavelian, mak'i-a-vel'yan, a. Pert, to Machia-
vel, an Italian writer, or to his supposed principles;
politically cunning; using duplicity; crafty.

Machicolation, mach't-ko-la'shun, n. An opening be
tween the corbels supporting
a projecting parapet, in the
floor of a gallery, or in the
roof of a portal, for pouring
hot liquids, etc., upon assail-

ants approaching the walls;
act of pouring or hurling mis-
siles, etc., upon assailants
through such apertures ; a
parapet resting on corbels.

Machine, ma-sheii', n. Any body or assemblage of
bodies used to transmit and modify force and mo-
tion; esp., a construction in which the several parts
unite to produce given results; any instrument or
organization by which power is applied and made
effective, or a desired effect produced; a person who
acts mechanically or at the will of another; supernat-
ural agency in a poem. — Machin'ery, -shen'er-1,
n. Machines collectively; the working parts of a
machine, arranged to apply and regulate force ;

means by which anything is kept in action ; esp.
supernatural means by which the action of a ficti-

tious work is carried on and brought to a catastro-
phe.— Machinist, n. A constructor of machinery.
— Machinal, mak'Y-nal, a. Pert, to machines.—
Machinate, v. t. To plan; to form, as a plot or a
scheme. — Machina'tion, n. Act of contriving a
scheme for executing some purpose, esp. an evil
one; a hostile ortreacherous scheme formed with de-
liberation and cunning.— Machlna'tor,?;. One who
plots with evil designs.

-yrpTjT^

Machicolation.

Mackerel.

i Mackerel, mak'er-el, n. A food fish, blue, streaked
with black, found in

I the European and N.
! Amer. seas.
Mackintosh, mak'in-

tosh, n. A water-proof
outer garment.

Macrocosm, mak'ro-
kozm, n. The great world; universe, — opposed to
microcosm, or the little world constituted by man.

—

Macrom'eter ,-krom /'-

e-ter, n. An instru-
ment for measuring
inaccessible objects
by means of 2 reflect-

ors on a common sex-
tant.— Mac'ropod , n.

(Zobl.) A short-tailed,
decapodous crusta-
cean, having very JMacropoa.

long feet; the sea-spider; spider-crab.
Mad. mad, a. [madder, -dest.] Disordered in intel-

lect ; distracted ; crazy ; insane; beside one's self;
showing uncontrolled or unreasonable feeling or ac-
tion, as from levity, willfulness, fear, pain, appetite,
rage, etc.; esp., excited with violent or unreasonable
desire or appetite, or with wrath; enraged; angry;
proceeding from, or indicating, madness or fury. —
v. t. [madded, -ding.] To madden.—Mad'den, -dn,
v. t. [-desed (-dnd), -dening.] To make mad, furi-
ous, or angry, drive to madness, craze, enrage.— v. i.

To become mad, act as if mad.
Madam, mad'am, Madame, ma-dam', n. ; pi. Mes-
dames. ma-dam'. My lady, — a complimentary
form of address to a lady, esp. an elderly or a mar-
ried lady.— Madon'na, ma-don'na, h. Madam; my
lady; a picture of the Virgin Mary, to whom the title

Our Lady is given in the Rom. Cath. Church. —
Mademoiselle, mad'mwS-zel', n. ; pi. Mesdemoi-
selles, mad'mwS-zel''. Miss; young woman; girl,— used esp. in address.

Madder, mad'der, n. A plant cultivated in Europe
and the Levant, from whose root are made pigments
for dyeing several shades of red, yellow, and purple.

Madeira, ma-de'ra or -da'ra, n. A rich wine made on
the Isle of Madeira.

Madrepore, mad're-por, n. A reef-building polyp, or
the white, stony, tree-
shaped coral formed by ag-
gregation of its cells.

Madrigal, mad'rT-gal, n. A
little amorous poem, or
pastoral poem, containing
some tender and delicate,
though simple thought.
(Music.) An elaborate vocal
composition in 5_or 6 parts.

Magazine, mag'a-zen', n. A
warehouse or storehouse ;

esp. a storehouse for mili-
tary stores; building or
room in which powder is

kept in a fortification or
ship; cartridge chamber of i

phlet periodically published, containing miscellane-
ous compositions.

Magdalen, mag'da-len, n. A reformed prostitute.
Magenta, ma-jen'ta, n. A red or crimson dye or color
derived from aniline.

Maggot, mag'got, n. The larval form of a fly ; a grub;
worm.— Mag'goty, -got-T, a. Full of or infested with
maggots; full of whims; capricious.

Magi, ma'ji, n. Priests of the Persians; wise men of
the East. — Magic, majlk, n. The pretended art,

science, or practice of working wonders by aid ot
supernatural beings, departed spirits, or occult pow-
ers of nature ; sorcery ; witchcraft ; necromancy;

Madrepore,

repeating rifle; a pam-
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Magic
Square.

conjuration; enchantment. —Maggie, -ical, a. Re-
lating to, performed by, or proceeding from, etc.;

hence, imposing or startling in performance.—Mag-
ic circle. A series of concentric circles containing
the numbers 12 to 75 in eight radii, and having sim-
ilar properties to the magic square.— M. lantern.
An optical instrument consisting of a case contain-
ing a lamp, whose light, passing through lenses, ex-
hibits on a screen the magnified image of objects
placed in the focus of the outer lens.— M. square.
A series of numbers in a regular progres-
sion, so disposed in parallel and equal
rows, in the form of a square, that each
row, taken vertically, horizontally, or di-

agonally, shall give the same sum, same
product, or a harmonical series, accord-
ing as the series taken is in an arithmeti-
cal, geometrical, or harmonical progres-
sion. — Mag'ically, adv. — Magi'cian,
-jish'an, n. One skilled in magic; an enchanter; sor-

cerer or sorceress.
Magisterial, maj-is-te'rY-al, a. Pert, or appropriate to
a master or magistrate; authoritative; commanding;
imperious ;_haughty; despotic; dogmatical.— Mag'-
istrate, -trat, n. A person clothed with power as a
public civil officer, executive or judicial. — Magis-
tral, a. Suiting a magistrate; authoritative. (Phar-
macy.) Prescribed for the occasion, — said of med-
icines, disting. fr. such as are officinal, or directed
by the pharmacopoeia. — Magistracy, -tra-sT, n.

Office or dignity of a magistrate; the body of magis-
trates. — Mag'na Char'ta, kar'ta, n. The great
charter obtained by the Eng. barons from King John,
A. d. 1215 ; a fundamental constitution which guar-
anties rights and privileges.— Magnanimity, -T-tT,

n. Quality of being magnanimous ; greatness of
mind ; elevation or dignity of soul ; generosity.—Mag-
nan,'imous, -I-mus, a. Great of mind; raised above
what is low, mean, or ungenerous; of lofty spirit

;

exhibiting nobleness of soul ; liberal and honorable.
— Mag'nate, -nat, n. A noble or grandee; a person of
distinction. — Mag'nify, -nY-fi, v. t. [-fied (-fid),

-fying.] To make great or greater ; to increase the
power or glory of, sound the praises of; to enlarge,
amplify, augment, exaggerate.

—

v.i. To increase
the apparent dimensions of objects.—Mag'nin'er, n.

One who, or that which, magnifies; an optic il in-

strument, which increases the apparent magnitude
of bodies. — Magnificent, -T-sent, a. On a grand
scale; imposing with splendor; grand in appearance;
exhibiting grandeur ; pompous ; gorgeous ; grand ;

brilliant.— Magnitude, -nl-tud, n. Extent of di-

mensions or parts; bulk; size. (.Geom.) That which
has one or more of the 3 dimensions, length, breadth,
and thickness; anything of which greater or less can
be predicated; greatness; grandeur; importance.

Magnesia, mag-ne'zM-a or -zha, n. (Chem.) Oxide of
magnesium, a white, almost insoluble, alkaline earth,
used as an absorbent and antacid. — Magne'sium,
-zhT-um, n. (Chem.) The undecomposable metallic
base of magnesia. — Magnesium light. A brilliant
light produced by burning metallic magnesium, —
used in photographic processes. — Mag'net, n. The
loadstone; a species of iron ore, which attracts iron
and some of its ores, and, when freely suspended,
points to the magnetic poles; a bar of iron to which
the properties of the loadstone have been imparted.
— Magnet'ic, -ical, a. Pert, to, or having the prop-
erties of, the magnet ; pert, to the earth's magnet-
ism; attractive. — Mag'netism, -izm, n. The force
in nature which gives rise to the phenomena of at-

traction, polarity, etc., exhibited by the loadstone
and other magnetic bodies; science of magnetic phe-
nomena ; power of attraction.— Mag'netize, v. t.

[-IZED (-Tzd), -izing.] To communicate magnetic
properties to ; to attract as if by a magnet; to move,
influence ; to mesmerize.— v. i. To acquire mag-
netic properties, become magnetic.

Magnificent, Magnify, etc. See under Magisterial.
Magnolia, mag-no'H-a, n. A tree of several species
having large fragrant flowers.

Magpie, mag'pi, n. A long-tailed, crafty bird, allied
to the crow, having black plumage above, glossed
with green and purple, and snowy white below: it is i

noisy and mischievous, and may he taught to speak. I

Coat of Mail.

Maguey, ma-gwa', n. A Mexican aloe, used for paper,
clothing, cordage, etc.

Mahogany, ma-hog'a-nT, n. A large tree, of tropical
Amer.; the wood of the tree, of a reddish brown
color, very hard, and susceptible of a fine polish; a
dining table.

Mahomedan, Mahometan. See Mohammedan.
Mahout, ma-hoot 1', n. In India, a man in charge of an
elephant; elephant-driver.

Maid, mad, n. An unmarried woman; virgin; maiden;
a female servant.—Maid'en, mad'n.n. A maid; an
instrument resembling the guillotine, formerly used
in Scotland for beheading criminals; a machine for
washing linen. — a. Pert, to a j'oung unmarried
woman or virgin ; consisting of virgins; fresh; new;
pure ; unused. — Maid'enhead, n. Virginity ; the
hymen or virginal membrane; that which a woman
loses when first she has sexual intercourse.— Maid'-
enhood, n. State of being a maid or virgin; virginity;
newness; freshness; uncontaminated state; state be-
fore marriage; girlhood. — Maid'enly, a. Becoming
a maid; gentle; modest; reserved.— Maid'en-hair, n.

A name for several delicate and graceful species of
fern, all of which are used in medicine.

Maihem._ See Maim.
Mail, mal, n. Defensive armor com-
posed of steel scales, rings, or plates;
any defensive covering. (Naut.)
An apparatus composed of rings in-

terwoven, for rubbing off loost hemp
on lines and white cordage. — v. t.

To put a coat of mail or armor upon.
Mail, mal, n. A bag for the convey-
ance of letters and papers ; con-
tents of such a bag, etc.; the person
or conveyance carrying the mail.
— v. t. [mailed (maid), mailing.]
To put in the post-office for transmission by the
mail ; to post. — Mail'able, a. Usually admitted,
or proper to be admitted, into the mail.

Maim, mam, v. t. [maimed (mamd), maiming.] To
deprive of the use of a limb, or of a necessary part;
to mutilate, mangle, disable. — Maim, in law lan-
guage Mai'hem, May'hem, ma'hem, n. Privation
of the use of a limb or member of the body, or of
any necessary part ; mutilation ; injury.

Main, man, n. Strength; force; violent effort.

Main, man, a. Mighty; powerful ; vast ; first in size,
rank, importance, etc.; principal ; chief ; capital.

—

n. The chief or principal part ; esp., the great sea,
disting. from an arm, bay, etc. ; the ocean ; the con-
tinent, disting. from an island ; mainland ; a prin-
cipal duct or pipe, disting. from lesser ones ; esp., a
principal pipe leading from a reservoir.— Main'ly,
adv. Chiefly ; principally ; greatly ; mightily. —
Main'mast, n. The principal mast in a vessel. See
Ship.— Main'sail, n. The principal sail. See Sail.
— Main'spring, n. The principal spring in a piece
of mechanism ; esp. the moving spring of a watch
or clock ; the chief or most powerful motive. —
Main'top, n. The platform at the top of the main-
mast of a ship, brig, etc.— Main'yard, n. The yard
on which the mainsail is extended, supported by the
mainmast.— Main'-deck, n. (Naut.) The deck next
below the spar-deck in frigates and seventy-fours.
See Ship.—land, n. The continent, the principal
land,—opp. to island.—sheet, n. (Naut.) The sheet
that extends and fastens the mainsail. — -stay, n.

The stay extending from the foot of the foremast to
the maintop; main support; principal dependence.

Mainpernor, man'per-ner, n. (Law.) A surety for a
prisoner's appearance in court at a day.—Maintain',
-tan', v. t. [-tained (-tand'), -taining.] To hold
or keep in any particular condition; to keep up, sus-
tain; to keep possession of, hold and defend ; to
continue ; to bear the expense of, supply with what
is needed; to support by assertion or argument.— v.

i. To affirm a position, assert. - Maintenance, -te-

nans, n. Act of maintaining; sustenance; support;
defense; vindication; that which maintains or sup-
ports; means of sustenance. (Crim. Law.) An offi-

cious intermeddling in a cause depending between
others. _

Maize, maz, n. Indian corn, a large species of Amer.
grass, cultivated as a forage and food plant; its seed,

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare s end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; Odd, tone, or
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f
rowing on cobs and used as
odd for men and animals. —
Maize'na, ma-ze'na, n. A trade
name for fine meal or farina,
prepared from maize, for pud-
dings, etc.

Majesty, maj'es-ti. n. Grandeur;
exalted dignity; imposing lofti-

ness; the title of a king or queen,
— in this sense taking a pi. —
— Majes'tic, a. Possessing or
exhibiting majesty ; of august
dignity, or imposing grandeur ;

splendid ; magnificent ; imperi-
al; regal; royal; stately; lofty.

Major, ma'jer, a. Greater in
number, quantity, or extent; of
greater dignity ; more impor-
tant.— n. (Mil.) An officer next
in rank above a captain and
below a lieutenant-colonel.
{Civil Law.) A person of full age.

Maize.

{Logic.) That
premise which contains the major term. — Major'
ity, -jQr'T-tY, n. Quality or condition of being great-
er; esp. the military rank of a major; condition of
being of age, to manage one's own concerns ; the
greater number : more than half ; the number by
which one aggregate (as of votes) exceeds all op-
posed to it.— Ma'jor-do'mo, n. A steward ; a chief
minister. — Ma'jor-gen'eral, n. {Mil.) An officer

next in rank below a lieutenant general.
Make, mak, v. t. [made (mad), making.] To cause

to exist ; produce, frame, create ; to produce (some-
thing artificial or false) ; to bring about, effect, do,
execute, etc. ; to gain, as the result of one's efforts ;

to suffer ; to find, as the result of computation ; to
pass over the distance of, travel over; to put in a de-
sired or desirable condition ; to cause to be or be-
come, constitute; to cause to appear to be; to esteem,
represent; to require, compel, force ; to compose, as
parts, ingredients, or materials ; to form ; to serve
or answer as; to reach, or arrive at ; to come near, so
as to have within sight. — v. i. To tend, proceed,
move ; to contribute, have effect ; to increase, aug-
ment, accrue. — n. Structure ; texture ; constitu-
tion of parts. — Mak'er, n. One who makes, forms,
or molds; a manufacturer; the Creator. {Law.) One
who signs or makes a promissory note. — Make'-be-
lieve', n. A mere pretense.—shift, n. That with
which one makes shift; a temporary expedient.—
-up, n. The whole,— disting. from the parts com-
posing it; general composition or structure; get-up;
among actors, artificial preparation of the face, etc.,

for the stage. {Print.) Arranging of type into pages,
with proper head-lines, etc.—weight, -wat, n. That
which is thrown into a scale to make weight.

Malachite, mal'a-klt, n. {Min.) Green carbonate of
copper, found in Siberia, Cornwall, etc.

Malacology, mal-a-kol'o-j Y, n. Science of the structure
and habits of mollusks or soft-bodied animals.

Maladministration, mal'ad-min'is-tra'shun, n. Faulty
administration; bad management of public officers
or official duties.—Maladroit', -a-droit', a. Clumsy;
awkward ; unskillful.— Mal'ady, -a-d 1, n. Sickness
or disease; esp., a lingering or deep-seated disorder;
amoral or mental disorder; illness.— Malapropos',
-ap'ro-po', adv. Unseasonably; unsuitably.—Mala'-
ria, ma-la'rT-a, n. An unhealthy exhalation from
wet land, etc., producing fever, ague, etc., in certain
districts. — Mala'rious, -rt-us, a. Pert, to, or in-
fected by, malaria.— Mai'content', n. One discon-
tented; esp., a discontented subject of government.— Mai'content', MaPcontent'ed, a. Discontented;
dissatisfied with the government.—MaPedic'tion, n.
Denunciation of evil; declaration of a wish of evil;
curse; imprecation; execration.— Mal'efac'tor, -ter,

n. One who commits a crime; evil-doer; felon; con-
vict.— Malefac'tion, n. A crime.—Maleficence, -T-

sens.ra. Evil-doing. {Moral Philos.) The doing ill

to others, — opp. to beneficence.— Malev'olent, a.
Wishing evil; ill-disposed, or disposed to injure oth-
ers; envious; spiteful; malicious; malignant. — Ma-
lev'olence, -o-lens, n.— MaPforma'tion, n. Irregular
or anomalous formation or structure of parts.—Mal'-
ice, -is, n. A disposition to injure others unjustly,

without apparent cause, or in revenge; deliberate in-
tention to do mischief to another ; unprovoked ma-
lignity or spite ; rancor. — Mali'cious, -lish'us, a.
Indulging or exercising malice ; proceeding from
hatred or malice ; mischievous ; bitter. — Malign',
-lin', a. Having a very evil disposition toward oth-
ers; malignant; pernicious; tending to injure.— v.t.
[maligned (-lind'), -ligning.] To speak great evil
of, traduce, vilify. — Malig'nancy, -lig'nan-st, n.
Quality of being malignant; malice. {Med.) Viru-
lence; tendency to mortification or to a fatal issue.

—

Malig'nant, a. Disposed to do harm, inflict suffer-
ing, or cause distress; exerting pernicious influence;
heinous. {Med.) Tending to produce death ; viru-
lent ; incurable. — Malprac'tice, -tis, n. Evil prac-
tice ; illegal or immoral conduct ; esp. professional
misconduct of a physician. — Maltreat', v. t. To
treat ill, abuse.—Maltreat'ment, n. Ill usage; abuse.— MaPversa'tion, n. Evil conduct; corruption or
extortion in office.

Malaga.mal'a^ga, n. A wine from Malaga, in Spain.
Male, mal, a. Pert, to the sex that begets or procre-

ates young, disting. fr. the female; masculine. (JBot.)
Having fecundating organs, but not fruit-bearing;
staminate.— n. An animal of the male sex; a he.
{Bot.) A plant which bears only staminate flowers.— Mal'lard, n. The common green-head or migra-
tory wild duck of Europe and the Western U. S.,
the progenitor of the tame mallard ; the common
domestic duck.

Malediction, Malice, etc. See under Maladminis-
tration.

Mall, mawl, n. A large wooden beetle; a maul.— v. t.

[malled (mawld), malling.J To beat with a mall;
to maul.—Mall, mal, n. A level, shaded public walk.— Mal'leate, mal'le-at, v. t. To hammer ; to draw
into a plate or leaf by beating.— Mal'leable, a. Ca-
pable of being shaped, drawn out, or extended by
beating.— Malleable iron. Iron so nearly freed from
carbon, etc., that it may be wrought with a hammer.— Mal'let, n. A wooden hammer, used esp. for driv-
ing a chisel.

Mallow, mal'lo, -lows, -loz, n. A plant of the genus
Malva — so called from its emollient qualities.

Malmsey, mam'zi, n. A sort of grape; also, a kind of
strong and sweet wine.

Malpractice, Maltreat, etc. See under Maladminis-
tration.

Malt, mawlt, n. Barley, or other grain, in which the
starch has been changed to saccharine matter by
forced germination, and the sprouting checked by
drying in a kiln : it is used in brewing.— v.t. To
make into malt. — v. i. To become malt.

Mamma, mam-ma', n. Mother, — a word of tender-
ness and familiarity, used chiefly by children.

Mamma, mam'ma, n. ; pi. -urn.. The breast; the pro-
tuberant organ or gland in the female which secretes
milk. — Mam'mal, n. {Zobl.) An animal of the
highest class of vertebrates, the female of which
suckles her young. — Mamma'lia, -lT-a, n. pi. A
class of animals, comprehending the mammals.

Mammon, mam'mun, n. Riches; wealth; also, the god
of riches.

Mammoth, mam'muth, n. A huge extinct elephant,
of which the remains of several species have been
found in northern regions. — a. Resembling the
mammoth in size; gigantic.

Man, man, n. ; pi. Men, men. An individual of the
human race; a human being; esp., an adult male
person; the human race; mankind; sometimes, the
male part of the race, as disting. fr. the female; one
of manly strength or virtue; a male servant; a mar-
ried man; husband; a piece with which a game, as
chess or draughts, is played.— v. t. [manned (mand),
-ning.] To supply with men ; to furnish with
strength for action, fortify.— Man'ly, a. [-her, -li-

EST.] Having qualities becoming a man ; firm ; brave

;

noble. — adv. With courage like a man. — Man'li-
ness, n. — Mankind', -kind', n. The human race;
man; men as disting. fr. women. — Man'ful, -ful, a.
Showing manly spirit; bold. — Man'hood, -hdo'd, n.
State of Deing, or qualities characteristic of or becom-
ing, a man—Man'nish, a. Having the appearance of
a man ; masculine.— Manslaughter, -slaw-ter, n. The
slaying of a human being; murder. {Law,) The un-

sttn, cQbe, full ; moon, fo"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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lawful killing of a man without malice.— Man'ikin,
-I-kin, n. A little man : dwarf; an anatomical model of
the human body, with detachable pieces to show the
parts and organs.— Man'-
hole, n. A hole through
which a man may enter a
drain, boiler, etc., to clean
or repair it.—mid'wife, n.

A man who practices ob-
stetrics.—trap, ». An ap-
pliance for catching tres-

ManacYe,' man'a-kl, re. An Manhole, closed by bridge

instrument of iron for and bolt -

fastening the hands ; handcuff ; shackle. — i: t.

[manacled (-kid), -clisg.] To put fastenings upon
the hands; to shackle.

Manage, man'ej, v. t. [-aged (-ejd), -aging.] To
have under control and direction; to guide by care-
ful treatment; to bring around cunningly to one's
plans; to train, as a horse; to exercise in graceful or
artful action: to direct, control, contrive, conduct,
transact.— o.i. To direct or conduct affairs.— Man'-
ageable, a. Capable of being managed; admitting
or suffering management; easily made subservient
to one's designs; tractable; tamable: docile.— Man'-
ageableness, re. — Management, re. Act of man-
aging; manner of treating, directing, etc.; cunning
practice; conduct directed by art or address; board
of managers; administration; direction.— Man'ager,
re. One who, etc.; a director; one who conducts busi-
ness with economy and frugality; a good economist.— Manege', ma-nazli', re. The art of horsemanship,
or of training horses; a riding school.

Manchineel, manch-T-nel', re. A lofty "W. India tree,
having a milky poisonous sap, but furnishing wood
valued for cabinet making.

Mandamus. See under Mandate.
Mandarin, man-da-ren', re. A Chinese nobleman; a

civil or military official in China ; the colloquial
language of China; a variety of orange, orig. from
China.

Mandate, man'dat, re. An official or authoritative
command; an order; precept; injunction; commis-
sion. (Canon Law.) A rescript of the pope, requir-
ing a person therein named to be put in possession
of a vacant benefice. — Man'datory, -da-to-rt, a.
Containing a command. — Man'datary, -ta-rT, n.
One to whom a charge is given; esp., one to whom
the pope has given a mandate for his benefice.
(Law.) One who undertakes, without a recompense,
to do some act for another in respect to a thing bailed
to him.— Manda'mus, re. (Law.) A writ issued by
a superior court to some inferior tribunal, corpora-
tion, or person exercising public authority, com-
manding the performance of some specified duty.

Mandible, man'df-bl, n. The jaw (upper or lower) of
a bird,— also applied to designate the lower jaw of a
mammal, and the anterior or upper pair of jaws in
some invertebrates.

Mandrake, man'drak, n. A low-growing Oriental nar-
cotic plant, with a large fleshy root, often forked.

Mandrel, man'drel, re. (Mack.) A bar of
which work to be turned is

fixed or to which a tool is

attached, as in a lathe; the
spindle carrying the center-
chuck of a lathe, and com-
municating motion to the
work, and usually driven by
a pulley; an arbor.

Mane, man, re. The long hair
on the neck of some quadru-
peds, as the horse, lion, etc. See Horse.

Manege. See under Manage.
Manes, ma'nez, n. pi. (Bom. Antiq.) The benevolent
infernal dei'ies; deified shades of the departed.

Maneuver, -noeuvre, ma-noo'ver, n. Management ;

dexterous movement; esp., an evolution, or change
of position among military or n.ival bodies; adroit
proceeding ; intrigue ; stratagem. — v. i. [maneu-
vered or -nceuvred (-vSrd), -neutering or -xceu-

vringJ To make an evolution; to manage with art.—v. t. To change the positions of (troops, ships, etc.).

Manful, etc. See under Man.

Manganese, man/ga-nez', n.

(Chem.) A metal of a dusky
white or whitish-gray color, very
hard and difficult to fuse. The
black oxide of the metal.

Mange, manj, n. The scab or itch
in cattle, dogs, etc. — Man'gy,

i

-ji, a. [-gier, -giest.] Infected I

with, etc. ; scabby. — Man'gi-
ness, n.

Mangel-wurzel, man'gl-wgr'zl, n.

A Targe kind of field beet used
for feeding cattle.

Manger, manner, n. A fixed re-
ceptacle to hold food for horses
or cattle, in a barn or stable.

(Naut.) A space at the fore-end
of the deck, bounded by the ^
mangei- board, to prevent water -M-angei-wurzei.

which enters the hawse-holes from running over the
deck.

Mangle, man/gl, ?. t. [-gled (-idd), -glixg.] Tocut
bungiingly, as flesh: to hack, lacerate, mutilate; to
curtail, take by piecemeal.

Mangle, man'gl, n. A machine for smoothing damp
cloth or clothes by roller pressure. —v. t. To smooth
(linen) with a mangle. — Man'gonel, n. An engine
formerly used for throwing stones and battering

Mango, man'go,
n. An Asiatic
tree of many
species, culti-
vated in the
tropics; its lus-
cious acid
fruit; a green
m us k-m e 1 o n
pickled.

Mangos tan,
man'
-steen, -sten, re.

A tree of the
E. Indies ; its

delicious and
wholesome
fruit, about the
size of a small
orange.

Mangrove, man'-
grov, n. A tree Mango Tree.

metal on

Mandrel.

of the muddy shores and deltas of the tropics, whose
branches take root and form new trunks and whose
seeds germinate while attached to the tree, forming
dense forests extending into the water.

Mangy. See under Mange.
Manhaden. See Menhaden.
Manhood. See under Man.
Mania, ma'nl-a, re. Violent derangement of mind;
uncontrollable desire; insane passion; madness; de-
lirium: frenzy. — Ma'niac, -nT-ak, a. Raving with
disordered intellect; mad.— re. One raving; a mad-
man.

Manifest, man'T-fest, a. Clearly visible to the eye ;

obvious to the understanding ; apparent ; evident

;

conspicuous; plain. — n. A list or invoice of a ship's
cargo, to be exhibited at the custom-house.— v. t.

To disclose to the eye or to the understanding ; to
show plainly; to exhibit the manifests of, at the cus-
tom-house. — Man'ifesta'tion. re. Act of. etc.; dis-
play ; revelation. — Man'ifestly, adv. — Manifes'to,
re. ; pi. -toes, -toz. A public declaration, usually of
a sovereign, showing his intentions, or proclaiming
his opinions and motives in reference to some act
done or contemplated by him.

Manifold, man'T-fold, a. Various in kind or quality;
many ; numerous ; exhibited at divers times or in
various ways.— v. t. To double or fold in many
complications or thicknesses; to take many copies of
by a mechanical process.

Manikin. See under Man.
Manilla, ma-nil'la, a. Of or pert, to Manilla, the capi-

tal of the largest of the Philippine Islands.— re. A
kind of cheroot or cigar made at, etc.

Manioc, ma'nl-ok, re. A poisonous tropical shrub

am, fime, far, pass or opera, fare ; fend, eve, term ; Tn, Ice ; Sdd, tone, Sr
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from whose fleshy tubers cassava and tapioca are
prepared; cp.ssava.

Maniple, man'I-pl, n. A handful ; a small band of
soldiers, a company ; a kind of scarf about the left

arm of a Rom. Cath. priest.— Manip'ulate, -u-lat, v.

t. To treat, work, or operate with the hands; to han-
dle skillfully ; to re-arrange for a purpose, tamper
with.— v. i. To use the hands, esp. in scientific ex-
periments, artistic and mechanical processes, etc. —
Manip/ula/'tion, n. Act of, etc.— Manip'tila'tor, -ter,

n. One who practices manipulation.
Mankind, Manly, etc. See under Man.
Manna, man'na, n. {Script.) A substance miracu-
lously furnished as food for the Israelites in the
wilderness; divinely supplied food. (Med.) A sweet-
ish secretion from many trees, as the manna ash,
European larch, etc.

Manner, man'ne'r, n. Mode of action; way of effecting
anything; characteristic mode of acting, conducting,
etc.; habitual style; esp. style of writing or thought
in an author ; a certain degree or measure ; sort

;

kind; style; pi. carriage; behavior; decent and re-

spectful deportment; customary method of acting.
— Man'nerism, -izm, n. Adherence to a peculiar
style or manner ; a characteristic mode of action,
bearing, or treatment, carried to excess.— Man'ner
1t,f *, Cina a/1/lin+Qil +n m annp riam — TWa/n'TiArlTTOne addicted to mannerism.— Man'nerly,

Showing good manners; civil; not rude or

Manoeuvre. See Maneuvee.
Manor, manner, n. {Eng. Law.) District over which
a lord has feudal authority,— the tenants holding
by copyhold; lordship; barony; house and land re-

served by a person of rank for his own use. {Amer.
Laiv.) A tract of land occupied by fee-farm tenants.
— Mano^rial, -rf-al, a. Pert, to a manor. — Manse,
mans, n. A house or habitation; esp. a parsonage-
house ; a farm. — Man'sion, -shun, n. A house ;

:;bode; esp. one of some size or pretension; house of
the lord of a manor.

Mansard-roof, man'sard-roof, n. {Arch.) A roof with
2 sets of rafters on each side, the lower nearly verti-

cal, the upper much inclined, giving much space
for chambers; French-roof; hip-roof; curb-roof.

Mantel, man'tl, n. {Arch.) The ornamental work
over a fire-place in front of the chimney, esp. a shelf
above the fire-place.— Man'tel-piece, -shelf, -tree, n.

Same as Mantel.— Man'tle, -tl, n. A loose garment
worn over other garments ; a cloak; a covering or
concealing envelope. {Zool.) The outer soft mem-
brane of the body of amollusk; any free outer mem-
brane. {Arch.) A mantel. — v. t. [mantled (-tld),

-tling.] To cover or envelop, as with a mantle; to
cloak, hide, disguise.— v. i. To rise and spread, ex-
pand, be spread out, esp. in a graceful manner; to
revel in pleasure; to become covered, as a liquid, on

j

the surface.— Man'tle-piece, -shelf, -tree, n. A man-

'

tel.— Man'tua, -tu-a or -tu, n. A woman's gown or
dress. — Man'tua-mak'er, man'tu-mak'er, n. A
dressmaker; one who makes women's clothes.

Mantis, mantis, n. A pugnacious, voracious, insec-

tivorous,
ort hop-
t ero us
insect, of
s e v e ral
s p e cies,

of s 1 e n-
der, gro-
tesque
form.

Manual, " Mantis.
man'u-
ah a. Pert, to, or performed by, the hand; used or
made by hand. — n. A small book, such as may be
conveniently handled; a compendium; a hand-book;
esp. the service-book of the Rom. Cath. church.
{Mus.) The kev-board of an organ or harmonium.
— Man'ufacfure, -fak'chur, n. The operation of
making (wares) by the hands, by art, or machinery;
anything made from raw materials.

—

v. t. [manu-
factured (-churd), -Turing.] To make from raw
materials, by the hand, by art, or machinery ; to
work (materials) into forms for use. — Man'ufact''-
nrer, n. — Manufactory, -to-rT, n. A house or place

where anything is manufactured; a factory.—Man7-

j
umif, v. t. To release from slavery; to free, us a

I

slave.— Man'mnis'sion, -mish'un, n. Act' of,.- etc.—
Manure', v. t. [-nured (-nurd'), -nuking.] To en-
rich (land) by the application of a fertilizing sub-
stance. — n. Any matter which makes land produc-
tive ; a fertilizing substance. — Man'uscript, -u-
skript, a. Written with the hand; not printed. — n.
A book or paper written with the hand.

Manx, manks, a. Of, or pert to, the Isle of Man.
Many, meii'i, a. [more (mor); most (most); from a

diiferent root.] Comprising, or consisting of, a great
number of individuals; numerous; manifold; vari-
ous; sundry. — n. A number; multitude; crowd,

—

chiefly in the phrases a great many, a good many.
Map, map, n. A representation of the earth's surface
or of part of it on a plane ; a chart. — v. t. [mapped
(inapt), -ping.] To delineate (the figure of any por-
tion of land); to describe well; to plan, mark out.

Maple, ma'pl, n. A tree of the genus Acer, of several
species, with hard wood and sweet sap.

Mar, mar, v. t. [marred (mard), -ring.] To injure, esp.
by cutting off a part, or by wounding and making
defective ; to damage, harm, spoil ; to impair the
good looks of, disfigure. — n. A mark made by
bruising, scratching, etc.; an injury. — Mar'plot, n.
One who frustrates a scheme by officious interfer-
ence. — Mar'text, n. A blundering or ignorant
preacher.

Marabou, mar /a-boo/
', n. {Zool.) A kind of stork,

producing white feathers used as ornaments. In
Louisiana, the offspring of a mulatto and a griffe.

Maranatha, mar-a-nath'a or -na'tha, n. The Lord
comes, or has come, — a word used in anathematiz-
ing persons for great crimes.

Maraschino, mar-as-ke'no, n. A delicate spirit dis-
tilled from cherries.

Marasmus, ma-raz'mus, n. {Med.) A wasting of flesh
without fever or apparent disease ; atrophy ; con-
sumption; phthisis.

Maraud, ma-rawd', v. i. To rove in quest of plun-
der; to plunder.

Marble, mar'bl, n. Calcareous stone or mineral, of
compact texture and beautiful appearance, suscepti-
ble of high polish; a thing made of, or like, marble,— as, a work of art, in marble ; a little ball used as a
plaything by children; or, pi. a collection of antique
works of art in marble. —v. t. [marbled (-bid),
-blixg.] To stain or vein like marble; to variegate
in color.

March, march, n. The 3d month of the year.
March, march, v. i. [marched (marcht), marching.]
To move with a regular step and in order, as sol-
diers; to walk in a deliberate or stately manner. —
v. t. To cause to move in military array or in a
body, as troops; to cause to go by peremptory com-
mand or by force. — n. Military progress; advance
of troops; measured and regular advance like that
of soldiers; a piece of music, designed to guide the
movement of troops; distance passed over between
halting-places or in one day.

March, march, n. A frontier of a territory; border;
confine, —used chiefly in pi.

Marchioness. See under Mark.
Mardi-Gras, mar-de-gra/', n. The festival
preceding Ash-Wednesday, the first dajT

of Lent; Shrove-Tuesday.
Mare, mar, n. The female of the horse, or
equine genus of quadrupeds.— Mare's-
nest. A fancied discovery of something
absurdly ridiculous, or of some evil, scan-
dal, or cause of anxiety, which proves to
be baseless; a hoax. —Mare's-tail. A long
streaky cloud, spreading like a horse's
tail, and indicating rain. {£ot.) An
aquatic plant, having silicious, jointed
stems; horse-tail.

Mareschal, mar'shal, n. Same as Mar-
shal.

Marge, marj, Mar'gent, mar'jent, n. A
margin. — Mar''gin, n. A border; edge;
brink; verge; the part of a page at the
edge left uncovered in writing or print- Comn.
ing. {Com.) Difference between the price Mare's-
of purchase and sale of an article, which {Bot.)

sun, cube, full ; moon, ftfot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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leaves room for profit ; difference between the out-
lay, expense, number, or amount of anything as es-

timated, and that which is actually required or in-

curred. (Stock Exchange.) Money whicn one specu-
lating in stocks deposits with his broker, to secure
him against loss.— v.t. [margined (-jind), -going.]
To furnish with a margin; to border; to enter in the

- margin of a page. — Mar 'ginal, a. Pert, to, written
or printed in, etc.— Mar'ginate, -jT-nat, -gina'ted, a.

Having a margin.
Margrave, mar'grav, n. Orig., a lord of the borders
or marches, in Germany; a nobleman of a rank
equivalent to that of an English marquis. — Mar / -

gravate, -gra'viate, -vf-at, n. The territory or juris-
diction of, etc.— Mar'gravine, -ven, n. The wife of
a margrave.

Marigold, mer'- or mar'Y-gold, n. A plant of several
genera, bearing yellow, orange, or brown flowers.

Marine, ma-ren', a. Pert, to the sea, ocean, naviga-
tion, naval affairs, etc.; naval; nautical. (Geol.)
Formed by the action of currents or waves of the
sea. — n. A soldier serving on shipboard; the sum of
naval affairs; naval economy; collective shipping of
a country.— Mar'iner, -T-ner, n. One who pursues
a sea-faring life; a seaman: sailor.—Mar'itime, -T-

tim, a. Bordering on the ocean; connected with the
sea by situation, interest, power, etc.; pert, to navi-
gation and naval affairs.

Mariolatry, ma-rt-oKa-trt, n. The worship of the
Virgin Marv.

Marionette, mar/t-o-net'', n. A puppet made to act a
part in a miniature pantomime.

Marital. See under Marry.
Maritime. See under Marine.
Marjoram, mr.r /'jo-ram, n. A plant of the genus Orig-
anum, of several species : the sweet marjoram is

aromatic, ard used in cookery.
Mark, mark, n. A visible sign or impression, as a line,

point, figure, streak, scratch, etc., made or left upon
anything; a token; trace; a significative token; esp.,
a permanent impression of one's activity or charac-
ter; distinguished preeminence; a character made,
instead of signature, by one who cannot write; a
thing aimed at; what one seeks to hit or reach. {Log-
ic.) A characteristic or essential attribute; a differ-

ential. — v. t. [marked (miirkt), marking.] To
make a visible sign upon, affix a significant mark to;

to notice the marks of, give attention to, remark, re-

gard, note, observe, betoken, brand, — v. i. To take
particular notice, note.— Letter of marque, -mark.
A license from the supreme power of a state to its

subjects, to make reprisals beyond its marches or
borders ; esp. a commission authorizing a private
armed vessel, in time of war, to take the property of
a hostile state or of its subjects; the vessel so com-
missioned ; a privateer. — Mar'quetry, -ket-rl, n.

Inlaid work ; work inlaid with pieces of divers col-

ored wood, shells, etc.— Mar'quis, -kwis, n. A
nobleman in England, France, and Germany, of a
rank next below that of duke. — Mar'quess, -kwes,
n. A marquis. — Mar'quisate, -kwiz-et, n. The
seigniory, dignity, or lordship of_a marquis. — Mar'-
chioness, -shun-es, Marquise'', -kez

/r

, n. The wife of
a marquis.— Marquee', -ke', n. A large field-tent.

Mark, mark, n. A German silver coin=100 G. pfennig
or about 24 cents.

Market, market,?*. A public place or building where
provisions, cattle, or other goods are exposed for sale

;

occasion when goods are publicly bought and sold

at private sale; a fair; gathering of people on such
an occasion; a town, region, country, etc., where an
article maybe disposed of by sale or barter; demand
and sale; exchange, —v. i. To buy or sell; to make
bargains. — Marketable, a. Fit to be of-

fered for sale ; salable ; current in market.
Marl, marl, n. A mixed earthy substance,
consisting of carbonate of lime, clay, and
silicious sand. — v. t. [marled (marld),
marling.] To overspread or manure with
marl.

Marline, marlin, n. (Naut.) A small line
composed of 2 strands a little twisted, for M"{£e'

winding round rnpes, to prevent their being p

fretted by the blocks, etc. —v. t. To wind marline
around. —Marl, v. t. To wind with, etc. — Mar/ -

line-spike, n. An iron tool, tapering to a point, to
i separate strands of arope, in splicing.
Marmalade, mar'ma-lad, n. A pasty or jelly-like pre-

1 serve made of the pulp of fruit, boiled with sugar.
1 Marmoreal, mar-mo^re-al, -rean, a. Pert, to, or like,

made of, or having the qualities of, marble.
j
Marmoset, mar'mo-zet', n. A small, agile, wary S.

j

Amer. monkey, having soft fur, sharp, hooked nails,
I and a long, thick, hairy, non-prehensile tail.

Marmot, mar'niot, n. A burrowing and hybernating
rodent of Europe, Asia,
and America, of many
species, most of whicn
(as the marmot of the
Alps and Pyrenees and
the prairie dog of Amer.

)

live in communities,
while others (as the
Amer. woodchuck) are
solitary.

Maroon, ma-roon
/r

, n. A
fugitive slave living on Alpine Marmot.

|

the mountains in the W. Indies and Guiana.— v. t.

I [marooned (-roond'), -ROONING.] To put (a sailor)
I

ashore on a desolate isle, under pretense of his hav-
ing committed crime.

1 Maroon, ma-roon'', a. Brownish-crimson; of a claret

j

color.— n. A claret color.
Marplot. See under Mar.

;
Marque, Marquetry, Marquis, etc. See under Mark.

.
Marriage, etc. See under Marry.
Marroon. Same as Maroon, a.

I
Marrow, mar^ro, n. (Anat.) A soft, oleaginous sub-
stance contained in the cavities of animal bones.
The essence ; best part. — Mar/row-bone, n. A bone
containing marrow, pi. The bone of the knee ; the
knees. — Mar'rowfat, n. A rich but late variety

I

of pea. — Mar'rowless, a. — Mar'rowy, -ro-1, a.
Abounding in marrow or pith; pithy.

Marry, mar'rY, v. t. [-ried (-rid), -rying.] To unite
in wedlock or matrimony; to dispose of in wedlock,
give away as wife; to take for husband or wife; to
unite closely.— v. i. To unite as husband and wife.— Mar'riage, -rij, n. Act of, or state of being, etc. ;

legal union of a man and woman for life ; matri-
mony ; wedlock ; wedding ; nuptials. — Mar'ital^
a. Pert, to a husband. [F.; L. maritalis.~]

Mars, marz, n. (Lot. Myth.) The son of Jupiter and
Juno, and god of war. (Astron.) The planet of the
solar system next beyond the earth, conspicuous for
the redness of its light.— Mar 'tial, -shal, a. Pert, or
suited to war; military; given to war; brave; pert. to
army and navy,— opp. to civil.— Martial law. An
arbitrary kind of law, extending to matters of civil
as well as of criminal jurisdiction, and proclaimed
only in times of war, insurrection, rebellion, or
emergency: it is quite distinct from military law.

Marseilles, mar-salz', n. A fabric formed of 2 series
of interlacing threads, forming double cloth, quilted
in the loom,— first made in Marseilles, France.

Marsh, marsh, n. A tract of low, wet land, at times
covered with water; a fen; swamp; morass.

Marshal, mar'shal, n. An officer of high rank, charged
with the arrangement of ceremonies, conduct of op-
erations, etc.; as, a harbinger, pursuivant; or one
who regulates rank and order at an assembly, di-

rects the order of procession, etc. ; or the chief offi-

cer of arms, who regulates combats in the lists; in
France, the highest military officer. (Am. Law.) A
ministerial officer, who executes the process of the
courts of the Lnited States, and has duties similar
to a sheriff's: the name is also sometimes applied to
certain police officers of a city.— v. t. [marshaled
(-shald), -shaling.] To dispose in order, arrange in
a suitable manner, as troops or an army; to lead, as

a harbinger.
Marsupial, mar-su^pt-al, a. (Zobl.) Having a pouch
for carrying the immature young after birth; pert.

to the group of quadrupeds having, etc. ; pert, to the

J

pouch of the marsupials.— n. One of the marsupial
animals.

Mart, mart, n. A place of sale or traffic; a market.
Martello Tower, mar-teKlo-tow-'er. (Fort.) A round
tower of masonry, erected on the sea-coast, bearing
a gun that may be fired in any direction.
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Marten.

Martin.

Marten, marten, n. A carnivorous animal of several
species, allied to the weasel

;

its fur, used for hats, muffs,
etc.

Mar-text. See under Mar.
Martial. See under Mars.
Martin, mar'tin, Mart'let, n.

A species of swallow which
builds its nest about the
eaves, etc., of houses.

Martinet, mar'tiii-et', n.

{Mil.) A strict disciplina-
rian ; a pedantic officer.

[Name of an officer in the French army under Louis
XIV.] (JStaut.) A small
line fastened to the leech
of a sail, to bring it close
to the yard when the sail

is furled.
Martingal, mar'tin-gal,

-gale, -gal, n. A strap fas-
tened to a horse's girth,
passing between his fore
legs, and ending in 2 rings,
through which the reins pass, to hold down his head,
and prevent him from rearing. {Xaut.) A lower
stay for the jib-boom or flying-jib-boom ; the short,
perpendicular spar (= dolphin-striker) under the
bowsprit end, which forms a strut for the stay: see
Ship. {Gambling.) Act of doubling the amount
lost on the preceding stake.

Martlet. See Martin.
Martyr, mar'ter, n. One who, by his death, bears
witness to the truth of the gospel ; one who sacri-
fices his life, or what is of great value, for any prin-
ciple or cause. — v. t. [martyred (-terd), -tyring.]
To put to death on account of faith or profession ;

to persecute as a martyr, torment, torture.

—

MarA-

tyrdom, -dum, n. The condition or death of a martyr.
Marvel, mar'Vel, n. That which arrests the attention,
and causes admiration or surprise: a wonder ; prod-
igy ; miracle. — v. i. [marveled (-veld), -vel-
ing.] To be struck with surprise or admiration; to
wonder.— Mar 'velous, -us, a. Exciting wonder or
surprise ; prodigious ; surpassing belief ; improba-
ble: incredible.

Masculine, mas'ku-lin, a. Of the male sex ; net fe-
male ; having the qualities of a man ; virile ; not
effeminate ; unwomanly. {Gram.) Having inflec-
tions, or construed with words, pert. esp. to male
beings, as disting. fr. feminine and neuter.

Mash, mash, v. t. [mashed (masht), mashing.] To
crush by beating or pressure; to bruise. {Breiving
and Distilling.) To steep ground grain and crushed
malt in warm water. — n. A mixture or mass of in-
gredients, beaten or blended together in a promis-
cuous manner.

Mask, mask, n. A cover for the face, with apertures
for the eyes and mouth ; a visor ; that which dis-
guises ; a pretext or subterfuge ; a festive entertain-
ment in which the company wear masks ; a mas-
?.uerade; revel; piece of mummery ; a dramatic per-
ormance writteu in a tragic style, introducing such
characters that the actors must be masked. — v. t.

[masked (maskt), masking.] To conceal with a
mask, disguise, cover, hide. — v. i. To revel ; to be
disguised. -Masque, mask, n. A mask; masquer-
ade. [F.]— Mas'querade', mas'ker-ad'

-

, n. An as-
sembly of persons wearing masks, and amusing
themselves with dancing, conversation, etc.; elabo-
rate hiding of what is true under a false show; dis-
guise.— v. i. To assemble in masks, go in disguise.— Mj.s'querad'er, n.

Mason, ma'sn, n. A builder in stone or brick; a brick-
layer ; stonemason ; a member of the fraternity of
Freemasons.—Ma'noary, -sn-rt, n. Art or occupa-
tion, work or performance, of a mason; art of build-
ing, or that which is built, with stone or brick; craft
or mysteries of Freemasons. — Masonic, -son'ik, a.
Pert, to the craft of Freemasons.

Masora, ma-so'ra, n. A critical Rabbinical work on
the text of the Hebrew Scriptures.

Masque, Masquerade, etc. See under Mask.
Mass, mas, n. A body or lump of solid matter; a body
of fluid matter ; a quantity collected; heap; assem-

blage ; bulk ; magnitude ; size ; chief component
portion; principal part; main body. {Physics.) The
quantity of matter which a body contains, irrespec-
tive of its bulk or volume.

—

v.t. To form into a
mass, or a collective body; to assemble. — Mass'-
ive, -iv, a. Forming, or consisting of, a large mass ;

compacted; weighty; heavy. {Min.) Having a crys-
talline structure, but not a regular form. — Mass'-
iveness, n. State or quality of being massive. —
Mass'y, -T, a. [-ier, -iest.] Compacted into, or
consisting of, a mass; solid; bulky and heavy.

Mass, mas, n. The communion service, or the consecra-
tion and oblation of the host in Rom. Cath. churches.

Massacre, mas'sa-ker, n. The killing of numbers of
human beings by indiscriminate slaughter ; cold-
blooded destruction of life ; butchery ; carnage. —
v.t. [massacred (-kerd), -cring.] To murder cru-
elly, butcher, slaughter indiscriminately.

Masseter, mas-se'ter, n. {Anat.) A muscle which
raises the under jaw, and assists in chewing.

Massicot, mas'si-kot, Mas'ticot, n. {Chem.) Pro-
toxide of lead, or yellow oxide of lead.

Massive, etc. See under Mass, body or lump.
Mast, mast, n. {JS

raut.) A pole, long round timber,
spar, or iron pillar set upright in a vessel, to sustain
the sails, yards, rigging, etc. : see Ship.— v. t. To
furnish with, etc.

Mast, mast, n. The fruit of the oak, beech, or other
forest trees; nuts; acorns.

Master, nias'ter, n. A superior; leader; chief,— em-
ployed as a title of respectful address, also, familiarly
to an inferior or a boy ; a ruler, governor, director, or
manager: esp. an owner or possessor; proprietor; a
person having others under his authority; the direc-
tor of a school; teacher; instructor; one highly skilled
in any occupation, art, or science . {Naid?) The com-
mander of a merchant ship ; an officer in the navy,
subordinate to captains and lieutenants in com-
mand, who navigates the vessel.— v. t. [mastered
(-terd), -TERrNG.J To become the master of; to con-
quer, overpower, subdue ; to become an adept in. —
Mas'terly, -ll, a. Indicating thorough knowledge
or skill ; most excellent ; imperious ; domineering ;

arbitrary. — Mas'tery, -T, n. Act of mastering ;

position or authority of a master ; supremacy ; supe-
riority in competition ; preeminence ; victory in
war; eminent skill.— Mas'ter-piece, n. A capital
performance; a chef-d'oeuvre. — Maes'tro, ma-es/'-

tro, n. A master in any art, esp. in music ; a com-
poser.

Mastic, Mastich, mas'tik, n. A low, shrubby tree of
the islands and coasts of the Mediterranean, pro-
ducing a valuable resin; the resin of the mastic tree,

used as a chewing gum, as an aromatic and astrin-
gent, and in varnishes; a cement used for plastering
walls, etc. — Mas'ticate, -tT-kat, v. t. To grind
with the teeth, and prepare for swallowing and
digestion : to chew.— Mastica'tion, n. Act or opera-
tion of, etc. — Mas'tica- ^mb»h
tory, -tT-ca-to-r 1,
Chewing; adapted to 1

perform the office of
chewing food. — n.
{Med.) A substance to
be chewed to increase the
saliva.

Masticot. See Massicot.
Mastiff, mas'tif, n. ; pi.

-tiffs. A large and trusty variety of dog, of great
strength and courage.

Mastodon, mas'to-don, n. An extinct mammal re-
sembling the elephant, but
larger, and having mas-
toid processes on the teeth.
— Mas'toid, -toid, a. Re-
sembling the nipple or
breast. — Mastol'ogy, -o-jT,

n. Natural history of ani-
mals which suckle their
young.

Masturbation, mas-ter-ba'- c . , . #•»«•„„

shun, n. Production of the Skeleton of Mastodon,

sexual orgasm by handling one's private parts,—

a

degrading and health-destroying vice ; onanism ;

self-pollution.

^>
Mastiff.
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Mat, mat, n. A texture of sedge, rushes, husks, etc.,
j

for cleansing shoes or to cover a part of the floor; a
;

rug; any similar fabric for various uses ; anything I

growing thickly, or closely interwoven.— v. t. To
cover or lay with mats; to twist together, interweave. .

— v. i. To become interwoven like a mat. — Mat'- !

ting, n. Mats collectively ; materials for mats ; a
\

carpet made of straw, etc., or a texture used in
j

packing goods, etc.

Matadors, mafa-dor, n. One of the 3 principal cards
in the game of omber and quadrille ; the man ao-
pointed to kill the bull in bull-fights.

Match, mach, ». A combustible substance used for
retainiug, conveying, or communicating fire; a small

j

strip of wood, etc.. having one end covered with a
composition which ignites by friction. — Match/-
lock, n. The lock of a musket containing a match
for firing it ; a musket fired by a match.

Match, mach, n. A person or thing equal to another
in quality ; an equal ; mate ; a bringing together of
2 parties suited to one another, as for a union, a trial

of skill or force, etc. ; a contest to try strength or
skill, or to determine superiority ; a marriage ; a can-
didate for matrimony. — v. t. [matched (macht),
matching.] To be a mate or match for ; to rival

|

successfully ; to furnish with its match ; to bring a
;

mate, match, or equal, against ; to set in competi- i

tion ; to make equal, proportionate, or suitable ; to
j

marry, give in marriage.

—

v. i. To be united in
|

marriage; to be of equal size, figure, or quality; to

tally, correspond. — Matchless, a. Having no
equal ; unrivaled. — Match'-maker, n. One who
contrives a marriage.—mak'ing, ". — Mate, mat, n.

\

One who customari^ associates with another; acorn-
]

panion ; a husband or wife ; a bird or animal which
j

has paired with one of the opposite sex; one suitable I

to be a companion; a match. (X~aut.) An officer in
a merchant vessel next below the captain; an assist-

j

ant. — v. t. To match, marry, pair ; to match one's
self against, compete with.

Materia, ma-te'rT-a, n. Matter; substance.— Mate-]
ria medica. (Med.) All substances used as curative

I

agents in medicine ; science of the nature and prop-
\

erties of substances used for the cure of diseases.—
Mate'rial, a. Consisting of, or pert, to, matter ;

physical ; pert, to, or affecting, the physical nature
of man, as disting. fr. the moral or religious nature

;

of solid or weighty character ; of consequence, not
to be dispensed with. (Logic.) Pert, to the matter,
as opposed to the form, of a thing. Corporeal ; bod-
ily; weighty; momentous; essential. — n. Substance
of •which anything is or may be made. — Mate'ri-
alism, -izm, n. Doctrine of materialists ; tendency
to give undue importance to material interests; de-
votion to the material nature and its wants.—Mate'-
rialist, n. One who denies the existence of spiritual

substances, and maintains that the soul of man is

the result of a particular organization of matter in
the body; one who maintains the existence of mat-
ter,— disting. fr. the ideali.pt, who denies it. — Ma-
te/rialist

/r

ic, -ist'ical, a. Pert, to materialism or
materialists. — Mate'rial'ity, -i-tT, n. Quality of
being material; material existence; corporeity; im-
portance. — Mate'rialize, i>. t. [-ized (-Tzd), -izing.]

To reduce to a state of matter, regard as matter ; to

explain by the laws or principles appropriate to mat-
ter ; to occupy with material instead of moral or
religious interests. (Spiritualism.) To pretend to

present a spirit or departed soul under a material
form or body. — Materially, adv. In the state of
matter; in its essence; substantially; in an impor-
tant manner or degree; essentially.— Mate'rialness,
n. State of being material : importance.— Mate-
riel, -ta're-el, n. That in a complex system which
constitutes the materials, or instruments employed,
disting. fr. the personnel, or men.

Maternal, ma-ter'nal, a. Pert, to, or becoming a
mother; motherly. — Mater'nity, -nt-tY, n. State,

character, or relation of a mother. — Mafricide, -rt-

sid, n. The murder, also the murderer, of one's
mother.— Mafrimony, -ri-mo-nY, n. Union of man
and woman as husband and wife; the nuptial state;

marriage; wedlock.— Matrimo'nial, a. Pert, to, or
derived from, marriage; connubial; conjugal; nup-
tial: hymeneal. - Mavtron. n. A married woman;

Act

Matrix.

the female head of a household ; esp. an elderly,
motherly woman; a head nurse in a hospital; a fe-
male superintendent of any institution.

Mathematic, math-e-mat'ic, -ical. a. Pert, to, or ac-
cording to the principles of, mathematics: theoreti-
cally precise ; very accurate. — Mathematically,
udv. According to the principles of mathematical
science; demonstrably.— Matb/emati'cian, -tish'an,
n. One versed in mathematics. —Mathematics, n.
Science of the properties, measurement, and exact
relations of numbers, quantities, or magnitudes, and
ot the methods and processes by which problems are
solved, — including arithmetic, geometry, algebra,
etc.

Matin, rnat'in, a. Pert, to, or used in the morning.—
n. Morning worship or service, prayers or song ;

time of morning service: the first canonical hour m
the Rom. Cath. church. — Matinee, -e-na, n. A re-
ception or entertainment in the early part of the
day. — Mat'uti'nal, Mat'utine, -u-tln, a. Pert, to
the morning; early.

Matrass, mat'ras, n. An egg-shaped glass chemical
vessel with tapering neck, used for distilling, digest-
ing, etc.

Matress. See Mattress.
Matricide, Matrimony, etc. See under Maternal.
Matrix, ma'triks, Matrice, ma'tris or mafris, n. ; pi.
Mat'rices, -rl-sez. (Anat.) The womb.
That which gives form or modifies any- f
thing; as, (Mech.) a mold, as for the face I

of a type; (Min.) the earthy or stony sub-
stance in which metallic ores or crystalline
minerals are found; pi. (Dyeing.) the 5
simple colors, black, white, blue, red, and
yellow, of which all the rest are composed.— Matric'ulate, -trik'u-lat, v. t. To enter
or admit to membership in a body or soci-
ety, esp. in a college or university, by en-
rolling the name in a register.— n. One
matriculated. — Matric'ula'tion, r,

of, etc.

Matron, etc. See under Maternal.
Matter, maftSr, n. That of which the sensible uni-
verse and all existent bodies are composed ; body ;

substance ; that of which anything is composed ;

material or substantial part of anything ; that with
regard to, or about which, anything takes place ;

subject of thought, emotion, speech, or action ; con-
cern; affair: business; thing of consequence; impor-
tance; moment; inducing cause or occasion : indefi-

nite amount, quantity, or portion; pus; purulent sub-
I stance. (Print.) Copy; tvpe set up. (Metaph.) That

which is the subject of any mental operation or psy-
chological or logical process; substance, as opp. to

j

form.— v.i. [mattered (-t?rd), -tering.] To be
of importance ; to import, signify ; to form pus or
matter, maturate.

Matting. See under Mat.
Mattock, maftok, n. A kind of pickax, with ax and
adze-shaped eutting ends, instead of
points.

Mattress, maftres, n. A bed stuffed
with hair, moss, or other soft mate-
rial, and quilted or tied.

; Mature, ma-fur', a. Brought by nat-

j

ural process to completeness or per-
i fection of development; completely

worked out; fully digested: come to suppuration;
! ripe. — v. t. [matured (-turd'), -Turing.] To briHg

or hasten to perfection ormaturity: to perfect, ripen;
to make fit or ready for a special" use.— v. i. To be-

come ripe or perfect: to become due, as a note.—
Mature'ness, Maturity, -rt-H, n. State of being
mature; ripeness; termination of the period a note
has to run.

Matutinal, Matutine. See under Matin.
Maudlin, mawd'lin, a. Drunk ; fuddled ; stupid ;

weak or silly, as if half drunk: sickly sentimental.
Manger, -gre, maw'ger. prep. In spite of; in opposi-
tion to; notwithstanding.

Maul, mawl, n. A large, heavy hammer or beetle, usu-
ally of wood. — v. t. [mauled (mawld), mauling.]
To beat and bruise.

Maul-stick, mawl'stik, n. The stick used by painters
to keep the hand steady in working.

Mattock.
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Mauresque. See under Mooe.
Mausoleum, ma w-so-le'um, n. A magnificent tomb, or

stately sepul- <^..
chral monu-
ment, chapel,
or edifice. —
Mausole ' an,
a. Pert, to a
mausoleum ;

monumental.
Mauve, mov, n.

A purple or
lilac colcring
matter ob-
tained from
aniline; t h e

color itself.

Mavis, ma'vis,
n. (Ornith.) Mausoleum.
The throstle or song-thrush.

Maw, maw, n. A stomach of one of the lower ani- ;

mats, or, in contempt, of a man ; in birds, the craw.
— Maw'-worm, n. (Med.) An intestinal worm.

Mawkish, mawkish, a. Apt to cause satiety or loath-
|

ing; nauseous; disgusting; squeamish.
Maxillar, maks'il-lar, -lary, a. (Anat.) Pert, to the

j

jaw.—Maxillary bone. A bone of either jaw, having
jan alveolar process in which the teeth are set.

Maxim, makslm, n. An established principle or
proposition ; a condensed statement of important

]

practical truth ; axiom ; aphorism ; apothegm : ad-
j

age; proverb.— Max'imum, n.;pl. -ima, -ma. (Math.
and Physics.) The greatest quantity or value attain-

|

able in a given case ; greatest value attained by a i

quantity which first increases and then begins to de- i

crease ; highest point or degree.
May, ma, v. [imp. might (mit).] An auxiliary verb

i

qualifying the meaning of another verb, by express-
'

ing ability or possibility ; or moral power, liberty,
permission, allowance ; or contingency or liability ;

or modesty, courtesy, or concession, or a desire to
soften a question or remark; or desire or wish.

May, ma, n. The 5th month of the year; the early part
of life ; the flowers of the hawthorn, which bloom
in May. — May'day, n. The first day of May. — v.

i. To gather flowers on May morning.
Mayhem. See Maim.
Mayonnaise, ma-on-naz', n. A salad compounded of

oil, vinegar, pepper, and salt, with raw yolks of
eggs; a dish of meat, etc., with this sauce.

Mayor, ma'gr or mar, n. The chief magistrate of a
city or borough ; chief officer of a municipal corpo-
ration.—May'oralty, -al-tl, n. The office of a mayor.

Maze, maz, n. A baffling net-work of paths or pas-
sages; confusion of thought; labyrinth; perplexitv ;

intricacy. — v. t. [mazed (mazd), mazing.] To
confound with intricacy; to amaze, bewilder.— Ma'-
zy, -zt, a. Perplexed with turns and windings; in-

tricate; confusing; perplexing.
Me. me, pron. pers. Myself; the person speaking,—

objective case of 7.

Mead, med, ri. A fermented liquor made of honey and
water with malt, yeast, etc.; a drink made of water
flavored with sirup of sarsaparilla, etc., and impreg-
nated with carbonic acid gas.

Mead, med, Mead'ow, med'o, n. A tract of low or
level grass land, esn. land somewhat wet, but cov-
ered with grass.— Mead'owy, -o-T, a. Pert, to, like,

or consisting of, meadow.
Meager, -gre, me'ggr, a. Having little flesh ; thin ;

lean; destitute of richness, fertility, strength, etc.

;

defective in quantity, or poor in quality ; wanting
strength of diction or affluence of imagery; starved;
scanty^ barren.

Meal, mel, n. A portion of food taken at one time; a
repast._

Meal, mel, n. Grain coarsely ground and unbolted,
esp. oats or maize. — Meal'y, -T, a. [-ier, -iest.]
Having the qualities of meal ; soft ; smooth ; like
meal: farinaceous; dry and friable: overspread with
something that resembles meal. — MeaKy-mouthed,
-mowthd, a. Having a soft mouth; unwilling to tell
the truth in plain language.

Mean, men, a. Destitute of eminence ; wanting dig-
nity of mind ; destitute of honor ; of little value ;

base; ignoble; humble; poor; degraded; degenerate;
vile; servile; despicable; paltry: sordid.

Mean, men, a. Occupying a middle position ; inter-
vening; intermediate in excellence. (Math.) Aver-
age ; having an intermediate value between 2 ex-
tremes. — n. That which is intermediate between 2
extremes ; middle point, place, rate, or degree ; me-
dium. (Math.) A quantity having an intermediate
value between several others, from which it is de-
rived, and of which it expresses the resultant value;
average. Intermediate agency or measure, instru-
ment, — usually in pi. (means), but with a singular
attribute or predicate; pi. resources; property; rev-
enue.— Mean'time, -while, adv. In the intervening
time; during the interval.

Mean, men, y. t. [meant (ment), meaning.] To have
in mind, view, or contemplation; to intend; to pur-
pose, design; to signify, indicate, denote. — Mean/'-

ing, n. That which is meant; intent; purpose; aim;
that which is signified; sense; import.

Meander, me-an'der, n. A winding course; a turning
in a passage; an intricate or tortuous movement.

—

v. t. [meandered (-derd), -dering.] To wind, turn,
or flow round. — v. i. To wind or turn.

Measles, me'zlz, 7i.pl. (Med.) A very contagious dis-
ease, with inflammatory fever, catarrhal symptt ms,
and an eruption of red points grouped in circles or
crescents,— it is often fatal, or leaves dreaded seque-
la?; rubeola. A disease of swine.

Measure, mezh'er, «. Extent, dimensions, or capacity
of anything; aggregate measurements to determine
the shape and size, as for clothing; limit; allotted
share, as of action, influence, ability, etc.; modera-
tion; due restraint; a standard of dimension: rule by
which anything is adjusted or judged; an instru-
ment for measuring size or quantity; contents of a
vessel by which quantity is measured ; a stated or
limited quantity or amount ; undefined quantity;
extent; degree; means to an end; regulated division
of movement, as, (Dancing.) a grave, solemn style

of dance, with slow and measured steps; or, (Mus.)
that division of the time by which the air and mo-
tion are regulated ; or, (Poeti-y.) meter ; rhythm ;

hence, a foot. pi. (Geol.) Beds or strata. — v. t.

[measured (-era), -uring.] To ascertain the extent,
quantity, capacity, or dimensions of; to serve as the
measure of ; to estimate, value, appraise ; to pass
through or over in journeying : to adjust, propor-
tion; to allot or distribute by measure. — ?;, i. To
have a certain extent or bulk. — Lineal or long meas-
ure. The measure of lines or distances.— Square m.
The measure of the superficial area of surfaces in
square units, as inches, feet, miles, etc.— Meas'ure-
less. a. Without measure; boundless: endless; vast;
infinite; immeasurable. — Meas'urement, n. Act or
result of measuring; mensuration; amount or quan-
tity ascertained by measuring; the area.—Meas /'-

urer, n.

Meat, met, n. Food in general; flesh of animals; edi-

ble portion of anything.
Mechanic, me-kan'ik
chines orinstniments;
a workman employed
in the mechanic arts;

artificer; artisan; oper-
a t i v e . — Mechanic,
-ical, a. Pert, to, gov-
erned by, or in accord-
ance with, the princi-

ples or laws of me-
chanics; depending
upon mechanism or
machinery; done as if

by a machine, or with-
out conscious exertion
of will; pert, to arti-

sans or mechanics:
made by mechanical
means, and not by
chemical action. — Me-
chanical poivers. Cer-
tain simple instru-
ments (the lever, in-
clined plane, wheel

One who works with ma-

1

Ij=«^

Mechanical Powers.
lever ; 2, inclined plane ; c,

wheel and axle ; 4, screw ; 5,

pulley ; G, wedge.

and axle, screw, pulley, wedge, and their modifica-

sun, cube, full ; moon, fobc; tow, oil; linger or ipk, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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tions) which convert a small force acting through a
great space into a great force acting through a small
space, or vice versa. — Mechanically, adv. — Me-
chanlcalness, n. — Mechanician, -nish'an, n. One
skilled in mechanics; a machinist. — Mechanics, n.

sing. That science which treats of forces and pow-
ers, and the construction and use of machines and
instruments to utilize the laws of matter and motion.— Mecb/anism, -nizm, n. The construction of a ma-
chine; the parts of a machine taken collectively.

—

Mech'anist, n. A maker of machines; one skilled
in mechanics.

Medal, med'al, n. A coin-shaped piece of metal, with
a device to commemorate an action, event, or person,
or given as a reward of merit.— Medallion, -yun, n.

A large antique medal ; a circular or oval tablet,
bearing a portrait or ornament in relief.

Meddle, med-Ml, v. i. [-dled (-did), -dling.] To mix
with another person s affairs in an unnecessary, im-
pertinent, or improper manner; to interpose offi-

ciously, interfere, intermeddle; to touch or handle.— Mecrdler, n. One who meddles; a busybody.—
Med'dlesome, -sum, a. Given to meddling; officious-
ly intrusive.— Med'dlesomeness, n. —Medley, -IT,

n. A mixture; jumble; hodge-podge. (Mus.) A com-
position containing detached passages from several
different compositions.— Melange, ma-laNzh'', n. A
medley; mixture. [F.]— Mell, v. i. To mix, meddle.— Melee, ma-la', n. A fight in which the combatants
are mingled in one confused mass; a hand-to-hand
conflict.

Medial, me'dt-al, a. Pert, to a mean or average; mean.— Me'dian, a. Running through the middle.— Me'-
diant, n. (Mus.) The 3d above the key-note, — so
called because it divides the interval between the
tonic and dominant into 2 thirds. — Me'diate, -at, a.
Being bet'veenthe 2 extremes; middle; intervening;
acting as a medium; acting by means, or by an in-
tervening cause or instrument.— v. i. To interpose
between parties, as the equal friend of each; to arbi-
trate, intercede.— v. t. To effect by mediation or in-
terposition. — Me'diately, adv. In a mediate man-
ner; by a secondary cause. — Media'tion, n. Act of
mediating; action as a necessary condition, means,
or instrument; interposition; intervention; agency
between parties at variance, to reconcile them; en-
treaty for another. — Me'dia'tor, -ter, n. One who
mediates, esp. between parties at variance; interces-
sor; advocate ; propitiator; hence, by way of emi-
nence, Christ is called the Mediator. — Me'dio'cre,
-dY-o'kr, a. Of a middle quality; indifferent; ordi-
nary; commonplace.— n. One of indifferent tal-
ents or ordinary abilities.— Medioc'rity, -ok'rl-tl, n.
Quality of being mediocre ; a moderate degree or rate.— Me'dium, -dY-um, n. ; L. pi. -dia, -dTf-a, E. pi. -di-
ums, -dY-umz. That which lies in the middle; inter-
vening body or quantity; middle place or degree

;

mean. (Math.) See Mean. (Logic.) The mean or
middle term of a syllogism. An intervening or per-
vading substance; instrumentality of communica-
tion; agency of transmission; esp. in animal magnet-
ism, spiritualism, etc., a person through whom the
action of another being is said to be manifested and
transmitted; a kind of printing paper of middle size.— Mediaeval, -e'val, a. Of or pert, to the middle
ages. [L. sevum, age.]

Medicine, med'Y-sin or med'sn, n. Any substance
administered in the treatment of disease; remedy;
physic; science of the prevention, cure, or allevia-
tion of disease.— Medicinal, -dis'r-nal, a. Having
the property of healing or of mitigating disease ;

pert, to medicine. —Medicinally, adv. — Medical,
-ik-al, a. Pert, to medicine, or the art of healing
disease ; tending to cure; medicinal ; adapted, in-
tended, or instituted to teach medical science. —
Medically, adv.— Medicament, n. Anything used
for healing diseases or wounds ; medicine ; healing
application. — Medicate, v. t. To tincture or im-
pregnate with anything medicinal; to treat with a
medicine, heal, cure.

Medieval, Mediocre, etc. See under Medial.
Meditate, med'I-tat, v. i. To dwell on anything in
thought; to revolve any subject in the mind; to in-
tend, think, ruminate, cogitate, study.

—

v. t. To
plan, contrive, intend. — Medita'tion, n. Act of

meditating; close or continued thought; musing; re-
flection.—Meditative, -tiv, a. Addicted to, express-
ing, or appropriate to, etc.

Mediterranean, med'I-tgr-ralie-an, a. Surrounded by
land; inland; pert, to the Mediterranean Sea.

Medium. See under Medial.
Medlar, medlar, n. A kind of tree, and its sour, as-
tringent fruit, eaten when approaching decay.

Medley. See under Meddle.
Medullar, me-dullar, Med'ullary, -ul-la-rY, a. Pert,

to, consisting of, or resembling, marrow. (Bot.)
Filled with spongy pith; pithy.

Meed, med, n. That bestowed in consideration of
merit; reward; recompense.

Meek, mek, a. Not easily provoked or irritated; esp.
submissive to the divine will: gentle; yielding; for-
bearing; unassuming: humble.

Meerschaum, mer'shawm, n. (Min.) Hydrous silicate
of magnesia,— a fine white clay, consisting of mag-
nesia, silica, and water: when first taken out it is
soft, and makes lather, like soap. A tobacco-pipe
made of this mineral.

Meet, met, v. t. [met, meeting.] To come together
with from an opposite direction, fall in with ; to
come face to face with, join; to come upon with a
hostile object, encounter; to have befall one, lighton,
find, receive.— v. i. To come together by mutual ap-
proach, converge, join; to come together with hostile
purpose; to assemble together, congregate, collect; to
agree, harmonize. — Meeting, n. A coming togeth-
er; interview; a congregation: collection of people;
convention; a religious assembly; in Eng., applied
distinctively and disparagingly to a congregation of
dissenters.

Meet, met, a. Adapted, as to a use or purpose; fit;

proper; convenient; suitable; appropriate.
Megalosaur, meg'a-lo-sa wr', -saulus, -sawlus, n. An
extinct gigantic carnivorous saurian or lizard. —

Megatherium Cuvieri.

Megathelium, -thelT-um, n. An extinct gigantic
mammiferous edentate quadruped allied to the
sloths.

Melancholia, mel-an-kolY-a, n. (Pathol.) Mental un-
soundness characterized by depression of spirits,

unfounded fears, and brooding over one particular
subject: it often attends disorders of the liver and
digestive organs.—MeKancholy, -kol-T, n. A gloomy
state of mind; dejection of spirits.— a. Depressed in
spirits; causing dejection; sad; unhappy; hypochon-
driac; doleful; dismal; afflictive.— Mel'anchol'ic, a.
Given to, etc.— Mel'anchol'iness, n.

Melange, Melee, Mell. See under Meddle.
Meliorate, meKyor-at, v. t. To make better, improve,
ameliorate.— v. i. To grow better.— Melioration,
n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; improvement.

Melliferous, mel-lif'er-us, Melliflc, a. Producing
honey. — Mellifluent, -lu-ent, -luous, -lu-us, a.
Flowing as with honey; smooth; sweetly flowing.

Mellow, mello, a. Soft; not hard, harsh, tough, or
unyielding,— as, soft with ripeness, ripe ; or well
broken and lying lightly, as soil; or not hard, coarse,
or rough to the senses; soft, rich, delicate,— said of
sound, color, flavor, etc.; well matured; genial; jovi-
al with liquor; slightly intoxicated; fuddled. — v. t.

[mellowed (-lod), -lowing.] To make mellow,
ripen, soften by age; to pulverize.— v. i. To become
soft; to be ripened, matured, or brought to perfec-
tion.

Melodrama, mel-o-dra/ma or -dra'ma, n. A dramatic

$m, f^me, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Yn, Ice ; JJdd, tone, or

;
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performance in which songs are intermixed, and
effect is sought by startling, exaggerated, or unnat-
ural sentiment or situation.— MeFodramatlc, a.

Pert, to, or of the nature of, etc. ; overstrained ;

coarsely exaggerated.— Melodram'atist, n. A writer
of, etc.

Melody. melC'dY, n. Sweetness of sound ; music.
(Miis.) A rhythmical succession of single tones, so
related together as to form a musical whole. The air
or tune of a musical piece. — Melo'dious, -dY-us, a.
Containing melody; agreeable to the ear by a sweet
succession of sounds.— Melo'deon, -de-un, n. (Mus.)
A kind of reed instrument, with a key-board, and
bellows worked by the feet. A music-hall.

Melon, mel'un, re. A cucurbitaceous plant of many
species; its fleshy, edible fruit.

Melt, melt. v. t. To reduce from a solid to a liquid
state by heat ; to soften, as by a warming or kindly
influence ; to liquefy, dissolve, fuse, thaw, mollify,
subdue.— v. i. To hecome liquid, dissolve; to pass
by imperceptible degrees, blend; to be softened to
love, pity, tenderness, sympathy,_etc. ; to become
dissipated or weak.— MoltCn, molfn, a. Melted;
made of melted metal. [Obs. p. p. of melt.]

Member, mem /,
ber, n. A part of an animal body ca-

pable of performing a distinct office ; a vital organ;
limb; a part of a whole; an independent constituent
of a body, as, a part of a discourse, period, or sentence

;

a clause; {Arch.) a subordinate part of a building, as
a frieze, cornice, or molding ; one of the persons
composing a society, community, etc. ; {Math.) either
of the 2 parts of an algebraic equation, connected by
the sign of equality.— Mem/bership, n. State of be-
ing, etc.; collective body of members.— Mem'brane,
-bran, n. (Anat. and Bot.) A thin, extended cell-

ular tissue or skin, covering, lining, connecting, or
dividing some part, organ, or cavity. — Membra-
nous, -bra-nus, -bra'neous, -ne-us, -branaCeous,
-na'shus, a. Pert, to, like, or consisting of, etc.

Memento, me-menCo, n. ; pi. -tos, -toz. A sugges-
tion or memorial, to awaken memory ; a souvenir.
— MemCry, -o-rt, re. The faculty of the mind by
which it retains knowledge of previous events, ideas,
etc.; time within which past events can be remem-
bered; remembrance of a person or event preserved
to after-times; state of being remembered; recollec-
tion; reminiscence. — Memoir, mem'wor or mc'-
mwor, n. A memorial account; familiar history com-
posed from personal experience and memory; a me-
morial of any individual; biography; record of in-

vestigations of any subject; the journals and pro-
ceedings of a society. — Mern'orabiKia, -bil'Y-a, re.

pi. Things remarkable and worthy of remembrance
or record.— MemCrable, a. Worthy to be remem-
bered; illustrious; celebrated; remarkable; famous.
— MemCrably, adv. — Memorandum, re. ; E. pi.
-DUMS,-dumz, L. pi. -da, -da. A record of something
which it is desired to remember. (Laic.) A brief
note in writing of some transaction, or outline of an
intended instrument. — Memo''rial, -rY-al, a. Pre-
servative of, or contained in, memory.— n. Anything
intended to preserve the memory of a person, occur-
rence, etc. ; a record ; a written representation of
facts or address of solicitation or complaint made to
a legislative or other body. (Diplomacy.) A species
of informal state paper, much used in negotiation.—
Memo'rialist, re. One who writes or presents a me-
morial.— MemoCialize, v. t. [-ized (-Izd), -izing.]
To present a memorial to, petition by memorial. —
MemCrize, v. t. [-rized (-rlzd), -rizing.] To cause
to be remembered ; esp., to record ; to commit to
memory, learn by heart.

Men. See Man.
Menace, menses, v. t. [-aced (-est), -acing.J To
threaten; to inspire with apprehension. — n. Show
of a disposition or intention to inflict an evil; a threat
or threatening.

Menage, men-azh'', re. Housekeeping ; household af-
fairs and administration ; domestic economy ; train-
ing of animals, as of horses ; a collection of animals
for exhibition ; a menagerie. — MenagCrie, men-
azhC-rY, n. A place where animals are kept and
trained: esp., a collection of wild or exotic animals,
kept for exhibition.

Mend, mend, v. t. To repair (anything that is torn,

broken, decayed, etc.) ; to alter for the better, set
right, quicken, hasten ; to help, further, improve,
reform. — v. i. To grow better, become improved.

Mendacious, men-da'shus, a. Given to deception ;

lying; false. — Mendac'ity, -das'Y-tY, n. Quality of
being mendacious; disposition to deceive; habit of
lying; a falsehood; lie.

Mendicant, men'dl-kant, a. Begging; poor; practicing
beggary.— n. One who, etc.; a beggar; esp., one of
the begging fraternity of the Rom. Cath. church.—
Men'dicancy, -kan-sY, n. Beggary. — Mendicity,
-dis'Y-tY, n. State of begging; life of a beggar.

Menhaden, men-ha'den, n. A salt-water fish used for
making oil, mackerel bait, and manure; the moss-
bunker.

Menial, me'nY-al, a. Belonging to a retinue of serv-
ants ; performing servile office ; pert, to servants ;

low ; mean.— n. A domestic servant ; a person of
servile disposition

._
Meninges, me-nin /'jez, n. pi. (Anat.) The 3 mem-
branes enveloping the brain and spinal cord.— Men-
ingitis, n. Inflammation of one or all of the me-
ninges.

Meniscus, me-nis^kus, n.; pi. -cuses. A lens convex
on one side and concave on the other, having the
concavity less than the convexity. See Lens.

Meniver, men'T-ver, n. A small white animal of
Russia, or its fine fur; the Siberian squirrel.

Mennonite, men'non-it, n. One of a Christian sect in
Russia and Germany, founded by Simon Menno,
who hold that the New Test, is the only rule of
faith, that there is no original sin, that infants should
not be baptized, and that oaths and physical force
are unlawful.

Mensal, men'sal, a. Occurring once in a month ;

monthly. — MenCes, -sez, re. pi. (Med.) The cata-
menial or menstrual discharges, a periodic flow of
blood from the uterus. — Men'strual, -stroo-al, a.
Recurring once a month; monthly; pert, to the
menses; pert, to a menstruum. (Astron.) Making a
complete cycle of changes in a month.

Mensurable, men'shoo-ra-bl, a. Capable of being
measured; measurable.—MensuraCion, n. Act, pro-
cess, or art of measuring; that branch of applied ge-
ometry which gives rules for finding the dimension
of objects from measurement of lines and angles.

Mental, men'tal, a. Pert, to the mind ; intellectual.— Men'tally, adv. In the mind; intellectually; in
idea.— Men'tion, -shun, n. A brief notice; a cur-
sory speaking of anything. — v. t. [mentioned
(-shund), -tioning.] To direct attention to by a
simple reference; to name.

Mentor, men'tor, re. A wise and faithful counselor or
monitor.

Mephistophelian, mefis-to-feTY-an, a. Pert, to, or
like, the devil Mephistopheles ; fiendish ; crafty.

Mephitis, me-fi'tis, Meph'itism, mefY-tizm, n. Foul
or noxious exhalations from decomposing sub-
stances, etc. — Mephific, -ical, -fit'ik-al, a. Offen-
sive to the smell; poisonous; pestilential; destruc-
tive to life.

Merchant, mSr'chant, n. One who traffics or carries
on trade, esp. on a large scale; a trafficker; trader.—
a. Pert, to, or employed in, trade or merchandise.

—

Merchantable, a. Fit for market; such as is usually
sold in market, or will bring the ordinary price.—
Merchantman, n. ; pi. -men. A trading vessel; a
vessel for transporting goods.— Merchandise, -chan-
diz, n. Act or Dusiness of trading; whatever is usu-
ally bought or sold in trade ; wares ; goods ; com-
modities.— v. i. [merchandized (-dizd), -dizing.]
To trade; carry on commerce.— Mercantile, -kan-
til, a. Pert, to merchants, or their business; com-
mercial. — Mercenary, -se-na-rT, a. Acting for re-
ward; serving for pay; hired; moved by considera-
tions of profit; hireling; venal; sordid; selfish, — n.

One who is hired; a hireling; esp. a soldier hired
into foreign service. — M6rCer, n. One who deals
in silks and woolen cloths, etc.

Merciful, Merciless, etc. See under Mercy.
Mercury, mer'ku-rY, n. (Bom. Myth.) The son of
Jupiter and Maia, messenger and interpreter of the
gods, and god of eloquence, commerce, and gain.

( Chem.) A very heavy, expansible metal, white like
silver, liquid at common temperatures; quicksilver:

sun, cube, full ; moon, fot>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNbON, chair, get.
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it acts as a poison, and its compounds are used in
medicine. {Med.) A salt or preparation of mercury,
used as a remedial agent, as calomel, blue-pill, etc.
(Asiron.) The planet of the solar system, nearest the
sun. A newsboy; messenger; newspaper. (Bot.) A
plant, whose leaves are used for spinach, in Europe;
in Amer., certain climbing plants, some of which are
poisonous to the skin, esp. the poison ivy. — Mercu'-
rial, -rf-al, a. Having the qualities fabled to belong
to Mercury; active; sprightly; full of fire or vigor;
gay; fickle; changeable; pert, to Mercury, as god of
trade; money-making; pert, to, containing, or con-
sisting of, mercury. — Mercu'rialize, v. t. [-ized
(-izd), -izing.] (Med.) To affect with mercury.
(Plwtog.) To expose to the vapor of mercury.

Mercy mer'sY, n. Disposition to overlook injuries,
or to treat an offender better than he deserves ; an
act or exercise of mercy or favor ; clemency ; pity ;

compassion; leniency; mildness.— Mer'ciful, -sY-ful,
a. Full of, having, or exercising, mercv; unwilling
to give pain; compassionate; humane; kind; benig-
nant.— Mer'ciless, a. Destitute of, or acting without,
mercy; unsparing; relentless; cruel; unfeeling; re-
morseless; ruthless; pitiless; severe; barbarous; sav-
age.

Mere, mer, a. Unmixed ; pure : absolute ; only this,
and nothing else; simple; bare. — Mere'ly, adv.
Purely; utterly; solely.

Mere, mer, n. A pool or lake.
Meretricious, mer-e-trish

/,
us, a. Pert, to prostitutes ;

like the arts of harlots ; alluring by false show ;

gaudily ornamental; in bad taste.

Merge, merj, v. t. [merged (merjd), merging.] To
cause to be swallowed up ; to immerse, immerge.
sink.— i, i. To be sunk, swallowed up, or lost.

—

Mer'ger, i. One who, or that which, merges or swal-
lows up. (Law.) Absorption of one estate, or one
contract, in another. — Mer'sion, -shun, n. Act of
merging. — Mer gan'ser,
-gsfh/ser, n. A migratory,
crested, fish-eating, slen-
der-billed water -fowl, of
several species, allied to the
ducks.

Meridian, me-rid'Y-an, n.
Midday ; noon ; the high-
est point, as of success, pros-
perity, etc. ; culmination. Merganser.
(Astron.) A great circle of the celestial sphere pass-
ing through the poles of the heavens and the zenith
of a given place. (Geog.) An imaginary great cir-
cle on the surface of the earth, passing through the
poles and any given place. — a. Pert, to the merid-
ian, or to midday, or to the highest -point or culmi-
nation.

Meringue, ma-rang'', n.
A soft icing or frosting
(white of eggsandsug-
ar) piled upon a pud-
ding, pie, or confec-
tion, and browned in
the oven. [F.]

Merino, me-re'no, a.
Of, or pert, to, a va-
riety ofsheepwith long
fine wool ; made of
the wool of the merino
sheep, or of fine wool
mixed with cotton. —
n. A thin fabric, of merino wool, for ladies' wear.

Merit, mgr'it, n. Quality or relation of deserving well
or ill; desert; excellence entitling to honor or reward;
worth ; reward deserved ; that which is earned or
merited.— v. t. To earn by active service, or by any
valuable performance; to be entitled to, deserve, in-
cur.— Merito'rious, -to'rf-us, a. Possessing merit
or desert; deserving of reward or honor; valuable.

Merle, merl, n. A blackbird.— Mer'lin, n. (Ornith.)
The smallest of the falcons. A wizard.

Merlon, merlon, n. That part of a parapet which
lies between 2 embrasures. See Embrasure.

Mermaid, mgr'mad, n. A fabled marine creature, hav-
ing the upper part like that of a woman, and the
lower like a fish. — Mer'man, n. A sea-man, with a
fish's tail instead of legs,

Merino.

Merry,me'r/'rf,a. [-rier,-riest.] Brisk;lively;stirring;
noisily gay ; overflowing with good spirits ; cheer-
ful ; causing laughter or mirth ; sprightly ; joyous ;

sportive; pleasant.— Mer'riment, n. Gayety, with
laughter or noise; noisy sport; hilarity; frolic; jollity.

Mersion. See under Merge.
Mesalliance, maz'al-le-aNs', n. Misalliance, q. v.
Mesdames. See Madame.
Mesentery, mes'- or mez'en-ter-Y, n. (Anat.) A mem-
brane in the cavity of the abdomen, which retains
the intestines and their appendages in position.

Mesh, mesh, n. The opening or space inclosed by the
threads of a net between knot and knot ; net-work.— v.t. [meshed (mesht), meshing.] To catch in a
mesh, insnare.

Meslin. Same as Maslin.
Mesmerism, mez'm6r-izm, n. The art of inducing an
abnormal state of the nervous system, in which the
actor claims to control the actions, and communi-
cate directly with the mind, of the recipient.— Mesr-

merist, n. One who practices, or believes in, etc.—
Mes'merize, v. t. [-ized (-Tzd), -izing.] To bring
into a state of mesmeric sleep.

Mesne, men, a. (Law.) Middle; intervening.
Mess, mes, n. A dish, or quantity of food prepared

at one time ; a number of persons who eat together,
and for whom food is prepared in common.— v. i.

[messed (mest), messing.] To eat, feed ; to eat in
company, —v. t. To supply with a mess. — Mess'-
mate, n. A table companion.

Mess, mes, n. A medley ; mixed mass ; a disagree-
able mixture ; a state of dirt and disorder, a diffi-

cult, embarrassing, or distressing situation. — v. t.

To confuse, disorder, soil.

Message, mes'sej, n. Any notice, word, or communi-
cation, from one person to another; an official ad-
dress, not made in person, but delivered by a mes-
senger.— Mes'senger, -sen-jSr, n. One who bears a
message or goes on an errand. (Xaut.) A hawser
wound round the capstan, used for heaving in the
cable. (Law.) A person appointed to perform cer-
tain ministerial duties under bankrupt and insolv-
ent laws.

Messiah, mes-si'a, n. Christ, the anointed; the Savior.
— Messian'ic, -sY-anlk, a. Relating to the Messiah.

Messieurs. See Monsieur.
Messmate. See under Mess, a dish.
Messuage, mes'swej, n. (Law.) A dwelling-house,
with the adjacent buildings and lands appropriated
to the use of the household".

Met. See Meet.
Metacarpus, met-a-kar'pus, n. (Anat.) The part of
the hand between wrist and fingers. See Skele-
ton.— Mefagrarn'matism, -ma-tizm, n. Transposi-
tion of the letters of a name into such a connection
as to express some perfect sense applicable to the per-

son named ; anagrammatism. — Met'al, mefal or
met'l, n. An elementary substance having a peculiar

I

luster, insoluble in water, a good conductor of heat
I and electricity, and usually solid at ordinary tem-

peratures ; the effective power of guns carried by a
vessel of war; a metallic alloy or compound, such as
brass, bronze, steel, etc. pi. In Eng., the rails of a
railroad.— Metallic, me-tal'lik, a. Pert, to, consist-

ing of, resembling, or of the nature of, metals. —
— Met'allize, v. t. [-LizED(-lizd),-LiziNG.] To form
into metal ; to give its proper metallic properties to.

— Metalliferous, -er-us, a. Producing metals.—
Met'alloid, -loid, n. (Chem.) An inflammable, non-
metallic body, such as sulphur, phosphorus-, etc.; the
metallic base of a fixed alkali, or alkaline earth. —
a. Like metal; pert, to the metalloids.—Met'allur'-

gy, -ler'jY, n. The art of working metals ; esp. the
operation of obtaining metals from their ores. —
Met'allur'gist, n. One skilled in, etc. — Met'tie,

-tl, n. Element ; material ; disposition : character ;

courage ; temper ; temperament susceptible of high
excitement ; ardor. [Same word a6 metal, used in

allusion to the temper of the metal of a swoid-
blade.]—Met'tled, -tld, a. Having mettle; high-spir-

ited ; full of fire. — Met'tlesome, -sum, a. Full of
spirit ; easily excited ; fiery. — Met'amor'phosis,
-m6r'fo-sis, n. ; pi. -ses, -sez. Change of form, shape,
or structure; transformation; change in the form or
function of a living body, by a normal process of
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growth. — Met'amor'phose, -fos, n. Same as Meta-
morphosis. — V. t. [METAMORPHOSED (-iOSt), -PHOS-
ijtg.] To transform, transmute. — Mefaphor, -a-

fer, n. (Rhet.) A short similitude ; a word suggest-
ing similitude without a formal expression of com-
parison. — Metaphor'ic, -fQrlk, -ical, a. Pert, to,

or comprising, a metaphor ; figurative ; tropical.
— Metaphysics, -fizlks, n. Science of being; sci-

ence of mind or intelligence, as disting. from sci-

ence of matter ; scientific knowledge of mental phe-
nomena ; mental philosophy ;

psycholog3r
; philos-

ophy ; science of the supernatural. — Metatar'sus,
n. (Anat.) The middle of the foot, or part between
ankle and toes. See Skeleton. — Metath'esis, me-
tath'e-sis, n. ; pi. -SES, -sez. (Gram.) Transposition;
a figure by which the letters or syllables of a word
are transposed. (Chem.) Interchange of 2 elements
in a reaction.— Metathetlcal, a. Taking place by
metathesis.— Metemp'sycho'sis, -si-ko'sis, n. The
passing of the soul of a man after death into some
other animal body ; transmigration. — Meleor, -te-

or, n. Any transitory phenomenon or appearance
in the atmosphere, as clouds, rain, hail, snow, etc.;

esp. a transient fiery or luminous body seen in the
atmosphere ; aerolite ; shooting star. — Me'teorlc,
-te-orlk, a. Pert, to, of the nature of, or consisting
of, meteors ; proceeding from a meteor transiently
brilliant ; influenced by the weather. — Meleorite,
-It, Me'teor'olite, -o-lit, n. A meteoric stone ; aero-

lite.— Me'teorol'ogy, -o-jT, n. Science of the at-

mosphere and its phenomena, esp. in relation to the
weather. — Meth'od, n. An orderly procedure or
process; regular manner of doinjr anything ; orderly
arrangement, elucidation, development, or classifi-

cation. (Nat. Hist.) Arrangement of natural ob-
jects according to their common characteristics.—
Methodic, -ical, me-thodlk-al, a. Characterized
by method ; systematic ; arranged in convenient
order. —Methodically, adv. — Meth'odist, n. A
strict adherent to method, esp. one of an ancient
school of physicians. (Theot) One of a sect of
Christians, founded by John Wesley, so called from
the exact regularity of their lives at Oxford uni-
versity. A person of strict piety; one who lives in
the exact observance of religious duties. — Meth'-
odism, n. Doctrines and worship of the Method-
ists. — Methodistlc, a. Resembling, or partaking
of the strictness of, Methodists. — Meth'odize, v. t.

[-ized (-izd), -izixg.] To
reduce to method, ar-

range conveniently.—
. Meth'odiz'er, n. One"who

methodizes. — Metonymy,
me-ton't-mt or nict'o-
niml. (Rhet.) A trope in
which one word is put for
another; a change of' names
which have some relation
to each other. — Mefope.
-o-pe, n. (Arch.) The space Metope,
between the triglypl\s of the Doric frieze, often
adorned with carved work.

Mete, met, v. t. To ascertain the quantity, dimensions,
or capacity of , by rule or standard; to measure.—
n. Measure ; limit ; boundary. — Met'age, -ej. n.

Measurement of coal; charge for measuring.— Moo-
ter, n. One who, or that which, metes or measures;
esp. an instrument for measuring the consumption
of gas, also of water ; a licensed measurer of coal be-
fore its delivery for sale. — Meier, -tre, n. Rhyth-
mical arrangement of words into verses, stanzas,
strophes, etc. ; number of syllables in a verse, etc. ;

rhythm ; measure ; verse ; a decimal measure of
length = 39.37 inches. — Met'ric, mEt'rik, a. Pert,
to the decimal system of weights and measures, in
which the meter is the unit of linear, square, and
cubic measure. — Mefrical, a. Pert, to measure,
or due arrangement or combination of long and
short syllables; consisting of verses; poetically meas-
ured: employed in, or obtained by, measurement.

Metheglin, me-theglin, n. A liquor made of honey
and water boiled and fermented; mead.

Method, Metope, etc. See under Metacarpus.
Metropolis, me-trop'o-lis, n. The mother city ; chief
city or capital of a kingdom, state, or country.

—

ists. — Meth'odize, v. t.

Ill lllll llllll M^IMIIM I^

Metropolitan, a. Pert, to a metropolis ; residing
in the chief city. — n. The bishop presiding over the
other bishops of a province. (Lat. Church.) An
archbishop.

Mettle, etc. See under Metacarpus.
Mew, mu, n. A kind of sea-fowl; a gull.
Mew, mu, v. t. [mewed (mud), mewing.] To shed

or cast ; to molt, as a bird, its feathers ; to shut up,
confine in a cage or other inclosure. — v. i. To cast
the feathers, molt, change, put on a new appear-
ance. — n. A cage for hawks while mewing; a place
of confinement. — Mews, n. ; pi. Mews'es, muz'ez.
Prop, the royal stables in London ; any range of
stables ; an inclosed space ; an alley, etc., where
stables are situated.

Mew. mu, v. i. To cry as a cat. — n. The cry ela cat.— Mewl, mul, v. i. [mewled (muld), me'wling.]
To cry from uneasiness, as a child; to squall.

Mezzo, med'zo or met'zo, a. (Mus.) Middle; mean.— Mez'zo-rilie'vo, -re-le-a'vo, n. A middle degree
of relief in figures, between high and low relief. —
M.- sopra'no, -so-pra'no, n. (Mus.) A female voice
intermediate in compass between soprano and con-
tralto ; one having such a voice.—Mez'zotint, -tin'-
to, n. A manner of engraving on copper, in imita-
tion of painting in India ink.

Miasm, mfazm, Miaslna, -ma, n. ; pi. Mias'mata,
-ma-ta. Infection floating in the air; deadly exhala-
tion ; noxious effluvia ; malaria. — Mias'mal, Mi'as-
matlc, -ical, a. Pert, to, or partaking of the qual-
ities of, miasma.

Mica, mi'ka, n. (Min.) A mineral easily split into
extremely thin flexible plates, more or less transpar-
ent, and used like glass, in lanterns, etc. — Mica'-
ceous, -shus, a. Pert, to, or containing, mica; split-

ting into laminae or leaves like mica.
Mice. See Mouse.
Michaelmas, mik'el-mas, n. The feast of St. Michael,
celebrated Sept. 29th; hence, autumn.

Mickle, mikl, a. Much ; great.

Microcosm, mi'kro-kozm, w. A little world: a minia-
ture society, or institution; hence, man, supposed to
be an epitome of the universe or great world. —
Microm'eter, n. An instrument, used with a tel-

escope or microscope, for measuring very small dis-
tances, or the apparent diameters of objects which
subtend very small angles. — Mi'croscope, -skop. n.
An optical instrument, consisting of a lens, or combi-
nation of lenses, for examining objects too minute
to be viewed by the naked eye.— Microscopic, -ical,
a. Made by aid of a microscope ; resembling a mi-
croscope ; capable of seeing very minute objects;
visible only by aid of a microscope.— Micros'copy,
-ko-pY, n. Use of, or investigations with, the mi-
croscope.

Mid, a. [compar. wanting ; superl. midst or midmost.]
Situated between extremes ; middle ; intervening.— Mid'day, a. Pert, to noon; meridional.
— ?i. The middle of the day; noon.— Midr-

land, a. In the interior country ; distant
from the coast; mediterranean. — Midr-

night, n. Middle of the night ; 12 o'clock
p. m. — a. In the middle of the night ; very
dark. —Midlib, n. (Bot.) The main rib of
a leaf, a continuation of the petiole. — Mid'-
riff, n. (Anat.) The diaphragm, or respira-
tory' muscle which separates the thorax and
abdomen.— Mid'ships, r<c7r. (Nnut.) In the
middle of a ship. — Mid'shipman, n. ; pi.
-mex. A naval cadet holding a petty office in Midrib.

a ship of war.— Mid'dy, -dY,«. Colloquial abbrev. of
midshipman. — Mid'sum'mer. ??. The middle of the
summer; the summer solstice.

—

Mid'way, n. The
middle of the way or distance. — a. and adv. In
the middle, etc.; half way. — Mid'win'ter, n. The
middle of the winter; the winter solstice; also the
severe winter weather, which is usually later.

—

Midr-

heav'en, n. The middle part of heaven, or the sky.
(Astron.) The meridian, or middle line of the heav-
ens.— Mid'dle, -dl, a. Equally distant from the ex-
tremes; mean; medial; mid; intermediate; interven-
ing.—??. The point or part equally distant from the
extremities; midst; central portion. — Mid'dling, a.

Of middle rank, state, size, or quality ; moderate ;

mediocre ; medium ; ordinary.— Mid 'dlings, n. pi.

sun, cube, full ; moon, f<J6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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A coarse, inferior flour; in high milling, coarse parti-
cles of the first crushing of the grain, from which
the best flour is afterwards ground ; in U. S., the
portion of a hog between ham and shoulder.—Midst,
n. The interior or central part ; the middle.— adv.
In the middle.

Midge, mij, n. A name given to several minute but
troublesome species of gnats and flies.

Midwife, mid'wif, n. ; pi. -wives, -wivz. A woman
who assists other women in childbirth.—Mid'wifery,
-wif-ri or -wTCf-rf, n. Art or practice of assisting, or
assistance rendered, at childbirth ; obstetrics.

Mien, men, n. External appearance; carriage; bear-
ing; look; air; aspect; demeanor.

Miff, mif , n. A slight degree of resentment.
Might, mit, imp. of May, q. v.

Might, mit, n. Force or power ; strength ; ability ;

capacity. — Might'y, -T, a. Possessing might ; for-
cible; strong; valiant; very great; remarkable for
size, effect, or qualities; exhibiting or implying
power; very excellent; fine.— ado. In a great de-
gree ; very.

Mignon, men-yoN' or min'yun, a. Delicate; dainty;
pretty. — n. A darling. —
Mignonette', min'yun-et',
n. An annual flowering
plant, having a delicate fra-
grance. — Minion, -yun,
M. A favorite; darling; esp.
an unworthy favorite ; one
who gains favors by flattery

or mean adulation; a servile
dependent; a small kind of
printing type, in size be-
tween Drevier and non-
pareil.

This line is in minion.
— Min'nesing'er, -ne-sing'-
Sr, n. A love-singer; esp. one
of a class of Germ, poets and
musicians of the 12-14th cen-
turies.— Minikin, a. Small;
diminutive.— n. A darling;
favorite; a small kind of pin. Mignonette.

Migrate, mi'grat, v. i. To change one's place of res-

idence, esp. to remove to another country ; to pass
to a warmer climate in the autumn, returning in the
spring,— said of birds. — Migration, n. Act of mi-
grating. — Mi'gratory, -to-ri, a. Removing or ac-
customed to remove, etc.

Mikado, me-ka'do, n. The title of the Emperor of
Japan.

Milage. Same as Mileage: see under Mile.
Milch. See under Milk.
Mild, mild, a. Tender and gentle in temper or dispo-

sition; not showing severity or harshness; not acrid,
pungent, corrosive, or drastic; gently affecting the
senses; not violent; soft; calm; soothing ; placid ;

tender ; lenitive ; assuasive.
Mildew, mil'du, n. A peculiar state of decay in living
or dead vegetable matter, cloth, paper, etc., caused
by minute fungi; the fungi which cause such decay.
— v.t. [mildewed (-dud), -dewing.] Totaintwith
mildew.— v. i. To become tainted with, etc.

Mile, mil, n. A measure of distance =320 rods, or 5,280
feet: the Eng. geographical or nautical mile is l-60th
of a degree of latitude, or about 6,079 feet; the Ger-
man short mile is nearly 3.9 Eng. m.; the Ger. long
m. 5.75 Eng. m.; the Prussian and Danish m. about
4.7 Eng. m. ; the Swedish m. about 6.625 Eng. m. —
Mile ' age, Mil'age, mil'ej, n. An allowance for
traveling, as so much by the mile. — Mile'post,
-stone, n. A post or stone set to mark the space of a
mile.— Mil''foil, -foil, n. (Bot.) An herb ; yarrow.— Mill, n. An imaginary money of account of the
IT. S. = l-10th of a cent, or 1-lOOOth of $1. — Millen-
nium, -nT-um, n. 1,000 years,— a word used to de-
note the 1,000 years mentioned in Revelation xx.,
during which Satan will be bound, and holiness tri-

umph throughout the world. — Millena'rian, -ri-an,

a. Consisting of 1,000 years; pert, to the millennium.
— n. One who believes that Clfrist will personally
reign on earth 1,000 years. — Millenary, -na-rT, a.

Consisting of 1,000. — n. Space of 1,000 years. —

Millen'nial, -nT-al, a. Pertaining to the millen-
nium, or to 1,000 years. — Millen'nialist. w. One
who believes that Christ will reign, etc.— Milleped,
-le-ped, n. An insect having many feet ; one of
the myriapods. — Mille-
pore, -le-por, n. A minute
reef-building marine ani-
mal; its branching coral,
having the surface smooth,
and perforated with very
minute punctures or cells.
— Milleporite, -po-nt, n.

A fossil millepore. — Mil-
lesimal, a. Thousandth;
consisting of 1,000 parts.— Milligram, Milli-
gramme'', -gram', n. A
metric measure of weight, Millepora alciconus.

being the l-1000th of a gram = .01876 grain trov, or
.0154 gram avoirdupois. — Milliliter, mil-lil'i-tlr or
milll-li'ter, Mil'lili'tre, -le'tr, n. A measure of ca-
pacity=l-1000th of a liter = .06103 of a cubic inch.—
Millimeter, mil-lim'e-ter or milli-me'ter, Millime'-
tre, -ma'tr, n. A lineal measure = l-1000th of a
meter= .03937 of an inch.—Milllea, -ree, -reis, miK-
re, n. A coin of Portugal= 1,000 reis= $108.— Mill-
ion, -yun, n. The number of ten hundred thousand,
or a thousand thousand, written 1,000,000; an indef-
initely large number. — MiU/ionary, -yun-a-rT, a.
Pert, to, or consisting of, millions. — Millionth,
-yunth, a. Last of, or constituting one of, a million
units. — n. One of, etc.— Millionaire', -ar', n. One
whose wealth is counted bv millions.— Millier, mel-
-ya', n. A measure of weight = 1,000,000 grains =
2204.02 lbs. avoirdupois, being the weight of 1 cu.
meter of water at 4° centigrade. — Milliard, mil'le-
ar'', n. A thousand millions.

Milesian, mi-le'zhan, n. A Celtic inhabitant of Ire-
land.

Miliary. See under Millet.
Militate, miKY-tat, v. i. To stand opposed, have weight
on the opposite side, contend, — said of arguments,
etc., and followed by against. — Militant, a. En-
gaged in warfare; combating; serving as a soldier.— Military, -T-ta-rY, a. Pert, to soldiers, to arms,
or to war; engaged in the service of soldiers or
arms; warlike; becoming a soldier. — n. The whole
body of soldiers; soldiery; militia; the army.—
Mili'tia, mY-lish'a, n. The body of citizen soldiers
in a state enrolled for discipline, but engaged in act-
ual service only in emergencies.

Milk, milk, n. A white fluid secreted by female mam-
mals for the nourishment of their young; white juice
of certain plants; emulsion made by bruising seeds.— v.t. [milked (milkt), milking.J To draw milk
from the breasts or udder of; to supply with milk;
add milk to; to draw the substance, contents, etc.,
from, esp. surreptitiously, — as, to milk a telegram,
to use information designed for others. — Milk'er,
n. One who or that which milks; an animal giving
milk. —Milk'y, -Y, a. Relating to, made of, like,
or yielding milk; soft; miW; gentle; timorous.

—

Milk'maid, n. A woman employed in the dairy.—
Milk'sop, n. A piece of bread sopped in milk ; a
soft, effeminate, feeble-minded man.— Milk'tooth,
n. ; pi. -teeth. (Far.) The fore tooth of a foal,
which is cast within 2 or 3 years. One of the decid-
uous or first set of teeth of a child. — Milk'weed, n.

A plant of several species, abounding in a milky
juice, and having its seeds attached to a long, silky
down; silkweed. — Milk'-tree, n. A tree yielding
a milky juice; esp. one in which this juice is fit

for food, as the cow-tree of S. Amer. — Milk leg.
(Pathol.) A swelling of the leg, usually in puer-
peral women, caused by inflammation of veins, and
having a white appearance due to an accumulation
of serum or of pus in the cellular tissue.— Milch, a.

Yielding milk,— said only of beasts.
Mill. U. S. money. See under Mile.
Mill, mil, n. A set-to; pugilistic encounter.— v. t. To

beat.
Mill, mil, n. An engine or machine for grinding any
substance, as grain, etc., also for transforming raw
material by mechanical processes into a condition for
use; the building, with its machinery, where grind-
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ing or manufacturing is carried on. (Calico Print-
ing.) A printing cylinder, of copper, — v.t. [milled
(mild), milling.] To reduce to fme particles, grind,
comminute; to pass through a machine or engine;
to shape or finish by passing through a machine; to
make a raised border or impression around the edges
of, or to cut fine grooves or indentations across the
edges of; to stamp in a coining press, coin; to full
(cloth). — High milling. Reduction of the grain to
Hour by a succession of crackings, or of slight and
partial crushings, alternately with sifting and sort-

ing the product,— the method by which New Pro-
cess or Jiaxall flour is obtained.

—

Low m. Reduc-
tion by a single crushing or grinding. — Milestone,
n. A stone for grinding grain. — Mill'er, n. One
who keeps or attends a mill, esp. a grist-mill. (En-
tom.) A moth, whose wings appear covered with
powder, like a miller's clothes. — MilPer's thumb,
n. A small fresh-water fish; the river bull-head of
Europe.

Millennium, Milleped, Milligram, Million, Millreis,
etc. See under Mile.

Millet, millet, n. A grain-bearing grass of several
species, cultivated in the Orient for its seed and in
Europe and Amer. as a forage plant. — Mil'iary,
-ya-rT, a. Like, or accompanied with an eruption
like, millet seeds.

Milliner, mil'lT-ner, n. One who makes head-dresses,
bonnets, etc., for women. — Milliner'y, -neVY, n.

Articles dealt in b}' milliners.
Milt, milt, n. (Anat.) The spleen.
Milt, milt, n. The soft, white, spermatic glands of the
male fish; soft roe; sperm of the male fish.— v. t. To
impregnate (the roe or spawn of the female fish).

Mime, mim, n. A kind of farce in which real charac-
ters were depicted; an actor in one. — Mim'ic, -ical,

a. Inclined to ape; imitative; consisting of, or
formed in, imitation. — Mim'ic, n. One who, etc.; a
mean or servile imitator. — v. t. [mimicked (-ikt),

-icking.] To imitate for sport, ridicule by imi-
tation, ape, counterfeit, mock. — Mim'icker, n. —
Mimicry, -ik-rT, n. Act or practice of, etc. —
Mimo"'sa,-sao/--za,rc. A genus of leguminous plants,
of many species, including the sensitive plant, — so
called fr. its imitating the sensibility of animal life.

Minaret, min^a-ret, n. (Arch.) A slender, lofty tur-
ret on or near a Mohammedan mosque,
having one or more projecting balco-
nies, from which the people are sum-
moned to prayer.

Minatory, min'a-to-ri, a. Threatening ;

menacing.
Mince, mins, v. t. [minced (minst);
mincing.] To cut into very small
pieces; to hash; to diminish in speak-
ing, extenuate ; to clip (words, or ex-
pressions').— v.i. To walk with short
steps, or to speak softly, with affected
nicety. — Mince'-pie, n. A pie made
with minced meat and other ingre-
dients baked in paste. — Min'cingly,
adv. In a mincing manner: with af-

fected delicacy.
Mind, mind, n. The intellectual or rational faculty

in man ; the understanding ; the entire spiritual na-
ture; soul; state of the faculties of thinking, willing,
choosing, etc.; as, opinion, sentiment, belief ; choice,
desire, purpose ; courage, spirit ; memory ; remem-
brance; recollection, —v. t. To attend to; to notice,
mark, regard, obey. — v. i. To be inclined, or dis-
posed to incline. — Mind'ed, a. Disposed; inclined.—»Mind'fUl, -ful, a. Attentive; heedful; observant.

Mine, min, a. Belonging to me; my,— used, as a pro-
nominal adjective, placed always in the predicate;
also, attributively, in the old style, before a noun
beginning with a vowel, for my; also as a possessive
pronoun, equivalent to of me, or, belonging to me;
often used in the predicate standing for the noun to
which it belongs.

Mine, min, n. A subterranean cavity or passage; esp.
a pit from which mineral substances are dug ; or
(Mil.) a cavity filled with powder, under a fortifica-
tion or other work, for blowing up the superstruc-
ture; a rich source of wealth or other good.— v.i.
[mined (mind), mining.] To dig a mine; to form a

burrow, tunnel, or hole, in the earth.— v. t. To dig
away the foundation of, lay a mine under, sap, un-
dermine; to ruin or destroy by slow degrees or secret
means. — Min'eral, min'er-ai, n. Any natural inor-
ganic substance having a definite chemical composi-
tion. — a. Pert, to, consisting of, or impregnated
with, minerals. — Min'eralist, n. One versed or
employed in minerals. — Min'eralize, v. t. [-ized
(-izd), -izing.] To make mineral, reduce to a min-
eral form, communicate the properties of a mineral
to. — v. i. To go on an excursion for observing and
collecting minerals. — MineraKoey, -jT, n. Science
of the properties of minerals, their classification,
etc. — Mineral'ogist, n. One versed in, etc. — Min/-

eralog'ical, a. Pert, to mineralogy.
Minever, Miniver. Same as Menivek.
Mingle, min'gl, v. t. [-gi.ed (-gld), -gling.] To unite
in one body, mass, or compound; to blend; to mix
confusedly, irregularly, or promiscuously; to unite
in society or by ties of relationship; to deprive of
purity by mixture; to render impure.— v. i. To be
mixed, be united.

Miniate, Miniature. See under Minium.
Minikin, Minion. See under Mignon.
Minish, min'ish, v. t. [-ished (-isht), -ishing.] To

lessen, diminish. —Minify, -t-fi, v. t. To make
small or smaller; to degrade, treat with contempt,
speak slightingly of,— opp. to magnify.— Min'now,
-no, n. A very small fresh-
water fish, of several spe-
cies.— Mi^nor, a. Inferior
in bulk, degree, impor-
tance, etc.; less; smaller;
small; pettv; unimportant.
(Mus.) Less or lower by a Minnow,
semitone. — ?;. A person under age; a person under
authority of parents or guardians; in Eng. and U. S.,
one not vet 21 years of age; a Minorite, or Franciscan
friar. (Logic.) The minor term, that is, the subject
of the conclusion; also, the minor premise, that is,

that premise which contains the minor term; in hy-
pothetical syllogisms, the categorical premise. —
Mi'norite, -it, w. A Franciscan friar.— Minority,
-nSr'TC-ti, w. State of being, or period during which
one is, a minor, or under age ; the smaller number.— Mi'nus, a. Less; requiring to be subtracted;
negative. — Minim, n. _fj. ._ 1

Anything very minute; -J/ f---s 1 1—fl

a single drop. (Mus.) J*^ 1 -^~A 1—

|

<v ^ur ii. uiu^i. v-"*">'7
A half note, equal in
time to 2 quarter notes,
or crochets. — Min-
imize, v. t. [-mized (-mlzd), -mizing.] To reduce
to the smallest part or proportion possible. — Min'

-

-

imum, n. ; pi. -ma, -ma. The least quantity assign-
able in a given case; smallest amount; lowest point
or degree; a thing of small consequence; trifle.—
Min'uend, -u-end, n. (Arith.) The number from
which another number is to be subtracted. — Min-
uet, -u-et, n. A slow, graceful dance; a tune to reg-

Minims.

ulate^toe movements in the dance so called. -

Minute*, mt-nuf, a. Very small, little, or slender;
slight; attentive to small things; fine; critical; ex-
act: circumstantial: detailed. — Minutely, adv.—
Minute'ness, n— Min'ute, minlt, w. The 60th part
of an hour; t>0 seconds. (Geom.) The (iOth part of
a degree. A note in writing to preserve the mem-
ory of anvthing.— v. t. To make a note of; to jot

down.— Min^utely, -it-It, adv. Every minute; rap-
idly. — Minulia, -shT-a, n. ; pi. -ti.e, -shl-e. A
minute particular; the smallest detail.

Minister, minls-ter, n. A servant ; subordinate ; as-

sistant of inferior rank ; one to whom is intrusted
the direction of affairs of state ; the representative
of a sovereign or government at a foreign court; em-
bassador; one who serves at the altar ; pastor of a
church; clergyman; parson; priest. — v. t. [min-
istered (-terd), -teking.] To furnish, afford, sup-
ply, administer. — v. i. To act as a. servant, attend-
ant, or agent ; to serve in any office, sacred or secu-
lar; to afford supplies, give things needful, serve,

officiate, administer, contribute. — Ministry, -is-trT,

n. Act of ministering ; ministration ; instrumen-
tality; office, duties, or functions of a minister; the
body of ministers ; the clergy ; the ministers oi

siin, cube, full ; moon, fot>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNbox, chair, get.
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Mink.

state: business: employment. — Ministe'rial, -rT-al,

a. Pert, to ministry, or to the performance of ser-

vice, or of executive office ; pert, to the office of a
minister: executive, embassadorial, or sacerdotal;
official; cleric il: priestly: ecclesiastical. — Ministe'-
rially, ado.— Min'istrant, a. Performing service
as a minister; acting under command. — Ministra'-
tion. n. Act of performing service; office of a
minister; ecclesiastical function. — Min'strel, v.

One of an order of men, in the middle ages, who
sang verses to the harp, etc.; a bard: singer; harper:
a singer and musician,— often applied esp. to one
-who performs at comic entertainments. — Min'-
streisy, -sT, n. Arts and occupation of minstrels ;

a collective body of minstrels, or of their songs.
Minium, min'I-um, n. A pigment of a beautiful red

color; red lead. — Miniate, -t-at, v. t. To paint
or tinge with red lead or vermilion. — Miniature,
-T-a-cliur or -T-chur, re. Orig. a painting in colors,

esp., arid now exclusively, one on a leduced :cale ;

hence, reduced sc tie ; greatly diminished style or
form. — a. On a small scale.

Mink, mink, n. A carnivorous and fish-eating quad-
ruped, allied to the weasel,
which burrows near rivers or
ponds, and is an expert swim-
mer and diver; its fine black
fur.

Minne-singer. See under MiG-
NON.

Minnow, Minor, etc. See under
Minisii.

Minster, minister, n. The church of a monastery, or
one to which a monastery has been attached ; a ca-
thedral church.

Minstrel, etc. See under Minister.
Mint, mint, n. The place where money is coined; place
of invention, fabrication, or production ; unlimited
supply.— i'. t. To make by stamping, as monev; to
coin; to invent, forge, fabricate, fashion. — Mint-
age, -ej, n. That which is minted or coined; duty
paid to the mint for coining. —Minfer, n. One
who mints; a coiner; an inventor.— Mint'-man, n.

;

pi. -men. One skilled in coining, or in coins; a
coiner.—mas'ter, re. Superintendent of a mint;
one who invents.

Mint, mint, n. An aromatic plant of various species,
producing a pungent essential oil.

Minuend, Minus, Minute, etc. See under Mixisii.
Minx, minks, n. A pert, wanton girl; a she puppy;

lap-dog.
Miocene, mi'o-sen, a. (G:ol.) Less recent, —a term
applied to the middle division of the tertiary
strata.

Miracle, mir'a-kl, n. A wonderorwonderful thing; esp.
an event oreffect contrary to the established constitu-

jtionand course of things; supernatural event; a spec- I

tacle or dramatic representation exhibiting the lives
of the saints, — called also a miracle-play. — Mirac'-
ulous, -rak'u-lus, a. Of the nature of a miracle;
performed by or exhibiting a supernatural power:
extraordinarily wonderful! —Mirac'ulousYy. a lr.— i

Mirage', inT-razh', n. An optical illusion arising
\

from an unequal refraction in the lower strata of
the atmosphere, and causing remote objects to be
seen double, inverted, suspended in air, approxi-
mated, changed, or as if reflected in water. — Mir'-
ror, -rer,x. A
looking- glass;
that in w h i c h a
true image may
be seen ; a pat-
tern ; an exem-
plar. — V.t. [MIR-
RORED (-rerd),
-RORING.] To re-

flect, as in a mir-
ror.

Mire, m!r, n. Earth
so wet and soit
as to yield to pres- Mirage,
sure; deep mud.— v. t. [mired (mird), miring.]

\

To plunge and fix in mire ; to soil or daub with
j

mud.— Mir'y, -T, a. Abounding with, full of, or :

conMstiiu of, etc.

Mirk, mSrk, a. Dark; murky, — n. Darkness; gloom.— Mirk'y, -I, a. Dark ; obscure. [See Murky.]
Mirror. See under Miracle.
Mirth, merth, n. High excitement of pleasurable
feelings in company ; noisy gayety ; merriment

;

fun; frolic: festivity; jollity. —Mirth 'ful, -Jul, o.
Full of mirth ; merry : jovial ; festive. — Mirth'-
fuliy, wlv. — Mirthlulness, n. — Mirthless, a.
Without mirth.

Mirza, mSr'za, re. The common title of honor in
Persia: appended to a name, it signifies prince.

Misadventure. mis-ad-ven'chur, n. An unfortunate
adventure; ill luck; accident; mishap; disaster.

—

Misalli'ance, -li'ans, M.s'alliance', mez'al-le-aNs',
n. Improper association; esp. a degrading marriage
connection with one of inferior social station. —
Mischance ', -chans', n. Ill luck; accident; misfor-
tune ; calamity. — Mis'chief, -chif, n. Evil pro-
duced or effected, whether with or without inten-
tion ; trivial evil or vexation, caused by thought-
lessness, or in sport; troublesome or annoying act
or conduct ; cause of trouble or vexation ; damage ;

harm ; wrong-doing. — Mis'chievous, -chiv-us, a.
Making mischief; inclined to do liarm; hurtful; in-
jurious; noxious; destructive. — Miscount', v. t.

and i. To count wrongly. — n. An erroneous count-
ing or numbering.— Mis'creant. -kre-ant, n. An
infidel ; misbeliever ; a vile wretch : scoundrel. —
Misfea'sance, -le'zans, n. (Law.) A trespass; wrong
done; improper performance of a lawful act.—
Misno'm6r, n. (Law.) The mistaking of the true
name of a person. A wrong or inapplicable name
or title; a misapplied term. — Misprize', -prlz', t\ t.

[-prized (-prizd'), -prizing.] To slight, undervalue.
— Misprision, -prizh'un, re. (Law.) A high offense
or misdemeanor, negative or positive ; passive con-
cealment of a crime or neglect to reveal it, as of
treason or felony; a positive act to help cover a
crime, as dissuading a witness; maladministration;
neglect, oversight, or mistake— as of a clerk in
writing or keeping a record.

Misanthrope, mis'an-throp, -an'thropist, -thro-pist,
re. A hater of mankind. —Misanthropic, -ical, a.
Hating mankind. —Misan'thropy, -pi, n. Hatred
or dislike of, etc. — Misog'amy, -mT, n. Hatred
of marriage. — Misog'amist, re. One who, etc.

—

Misog'yny, -soj'i-nl, re. Hatred of the female sex.
— Misog'yaist, n. A woman-hater.

Misapply, Misapprehend, Misbegot, etc. See under
Miss.

Miscellaneous, mis-sel-la'ne-us, a. Mixed ; mingled ;

consisting of several kinds. — Mis'cellany, -la-nT, n.
A mass or mixture of various kinds; a medley;
esp., a collection of compositions on various sub-
jects. — Miscella'nea, -ne-a. n. pi. A collection of
miscellaneous matters. — Mis'cegena'tion, -se-je-

na'shun, n. Amalgamation of races.
Mischance, Mischief, etc. See under Misadventure.
Miser, mi'zer, n. An avaricious or extremely covet-
ous person; one who hoards money and lives mean-
ly ; a niggard. — Mi'serly, -It, a~ Sordid ; avari-
cious; parsimonious; stingy; mean.— Mis-'ery, -er-T,

n. Great unhappiness; extreme pain of body or
mind ; evils which cause misery ; calamity : mis-
fortune; torture; agony; anguish; distress. — Mis'-
erable, a. Very unhappy; in a state of distress;
causing misery ; very poor ; worthless ; despicable ;

abject; wretched.— Mis'erably, adv. In a misera-
ble manner; unhappilv; pitiably.— Mis'ere're, -re'-

re, n. (Rom. Cath. Ch'urch.) The ,51st psalm, which
commences with this word. (Pathol.) The symptoms
attending obstruction in the intestines ; iliac pas-
sion.

Misfeasance, etc. See under Misadventure.
Mi3h-mash, mish'-mash, n. A mingle or hotch-
potch.

Mishna, mish'na, 7). The digest of the Jewish tra-

ditional and ritual law, made in the 2d century,
which with the Gemara forms the Talmud.

Misle, etc. See under Mist.
Misnomer, Misprize, Misprision. See under Misad-
venture.

Misogamy, Misogyny, etc. See under Misanthrope.
Mispickel, mis-pik'i, n. (Min.) Arsenical iron py-

rites.
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MiBSv mis, n. Young woman or girl, — used as a title

of address, prefixed to the name of an unmarried
woman. — Miss'y, -t, -ish, a. Like a miss or young
girl; affectedly fine.

Miss, mis, v. t. [missed (mist), missing.] To fail of hit-

ting, reaching, obtaining, seeing, finding, etc.; to do
without, forego; to omit, pass by; to discover the ab-

sence of, feel the want of, mourn the loss of. — v. i.

To fail to hit; not to succeed; to fail to obtain, learn,

find, etc.; to mistake; err.— n. A failure to hit, reach,

etc. ; loss ; want ; felt absence ; mistake ; error. —
Mis'apply', v. t. To apply wrongly or to a wrong
purpose. — Mis'apprehend', v. i. To misunder-
stand.— Misap'prehen'sion, -shun, n. A mistak-
ing ; wrong apprehension of one's meaning or of
a fact; misconception; mistake.— Mis'appro'pria'-
tion, n. Wrong appropriation.
— Misbecome'', -kum', v. t. To suit ill ; not to befit

or become.— Misbegot', -got'ten, p. a. Unlawfully
or irregularly begotten. — Misbehave'', v. i. To be-

have ill, conduct one's self improperly. — Misbe-
havior, -hav'yer, n. Improper, rude, or uncivil
behavior; ill-conduct. — Misbelief', -let', n. Errone-
ous belief ; false religion. — Misbeliev'er, n. One
who believes wrongly, or holds a false religion. —
Misbestow', v. t. To bestow improperly.
— Miscalculate, -kal'ku-lat, v. t. To calculate er-

roneously. — Miscal'cula'tion, n. Erroneous calcu-
lation. —Miscall', -kawl', v. t. To call by a wrong
name, name improperly, abuse. — Miscar'riage,
-kar'rij, n. Unfortunate event of an undertaking;
failure ; improper behavior ; expulsion of a fetus
from the womb before it is viable; abortion. — Mis-
car'ry, -k&r'rT, v. i. To fail of the intended effect;

to fail to reach its destination; to bring forth young
before the proper time. — Misconceive, -kon-sev' v.

t. or i. To conceive wrongly; interpret incorrectly;
misapprehend; misjudge; mistake. — Misconceit',
-set', Misconcep'tion, n. Erroneous conception ;

false opinion; mistake. — Miscon'duct, n. Wrong
conduct; ill behavior; misdemeanor; mismanage-
ment. — Misconduct/, v. t. To conduct amiss; mis-
manage.— Miscon'strue, -kon'stroo, v. t. To con-
strue wrongly ; interpret erroneously. — Mis'con-
struc'tion. n. Wrong interpretation of words or
things — Miscoun'sel, -kown'sel, v. t. To counsel
wrongly. — Miscue', -ku', v. i. To fail to strike the
ball properly with the cue at billiards.— n. An in-

effectual stroke with the cue.— Misdate', n. A wrong date.— v. t. To date errone-
ously. — Misdeed', n. An evil deed ; wicked action

;

offense; transgression; crime. —Misdeem', v. t. To
judge erroneously, misjudge. — Misdemean', -de-
men', v. t. To behave ill.—Misdemean'or, -men'-
Sr, n. Ill behavior ; evil conduct. (Law.) Any
crime less than a felony. — Misdirect', -dY-rekt',
v. t. To give a wrong direction to ; to direct to a
wrong person or place.— Misdirec'tion, n. Act of
directing wrongly. (Law.) An error of a judge in
charging the jury.— Misdo', -doo', v. t. [-did, -done,
-doing.] To do wrongly. — v. i. To do wrong, com-
mit a fault or crime. — Misdo'ing, n. A wrong
done, fault, offense.
— Misemploy', v. t. To employ to no purpose, or to
a bad purpose ; to use amiss. — Misemploy'ment, n.
Ill employment. — Misen'try, -en'trT, n. An er-
roneous entry or charge, as of an account.
— Misfit', n. A bad fit: a bad match. — Misform',
v. t. To put into an ill shape. — Misfort'une, -i'6r-

chun, n. Ill fortune; ill luck; accident; calamity;
mishap: harm; disaster.
— Misgive', -giv', v. t. To fill with doubt and appre-
hension, deprive of confidence; to fail.—Misgiv'ing,
n. A failure of confidence; distrust; doubt. — Mis-
got'ten, a. Unjustly obtained.— Misgov'ern, -guv'-
ern, v. t. To govern ill, administer unfaithfully. —
Misgov'ernment, n. Ill administration of public or
private affairs; irregularity; disorder.— Misguid'-
ance, -gld'ans, n. Wrong direction or guidance. —
Misguide', v. t. To direct ill, lead into error.— Mishap', n. Ill chance; accident; calamity; mis-
chance. — Mishear', v. i. To mistake in hearing.
— Misinform', v. t. To give erroneous information
to. — Misin'forma'tion, n. Wrong information. —
Misinter'pret, v. t. To interpret erroneously ; to

understand or to explain amiss. — Mis'inter'preta'
tion, n. A mistaken interpretation.

Misjoin', v. t. To join unfitly or improperly. -
Misjudge', -juj', v. t. To mistake in judging of.

To err in judgment, form false opi
judg'ment, n. Wrong determination.

- Mislay', v. t. [-laid (-lad'), -laying.] To lay in
a wrong place, lay in a place not recollected, lose. —
Mislead', -led', v. t. [-led, -leading.] To lead into
a wrong way or path, lead astray, cause to mistake,
deceive, delude. — Mislead'er, n. — Mislike', v. t. or
i. To dislike, have aversion to.— n. Dislike; disap-
probation; aversion.
— Misman'age, -man'ej, v. i. To behave or manage
ill. — v. t. To manage ill, administer improperly.—
Mismanagement, n. — Misman'ager, n. — Mis-
match', -macli', v. t. To match unsuitably.
— Misname', v. t. To call by the wrong name.— Mispell, Mispend. See Misspell, etc., below. —
Misplace', -plas', v. t. Toputinawrongplr.ee; to
set or place on an improper or unworthy object.—
Misplace'ment, n. Act of, or state of being, etc. —
Misplead', -pled', v. t. To err in pleading. — Mis-
print', v. t. To print wrong.—n. An error in printing.
— Mispronounce', -nowns', v. i. and t. [-nounced
(-nownsf), -nouncing.] To pronounce erroneously.
— Mis'pronun'cia'tion, -shi-a'shun, n. Wrong pro-
nunciation. — Mis'propor'tion, v. t. To err in pro-
portioning one thing to another; to join without due
proportion.

Misquote', -kwot', v. t. To quote erroneously.—
Misquota'tion, n. An erroneous quotation.— Misrecite', -sit', v. t. To recite erroneously.—
Misrecit'al, n. An inaccurate recital.— Misreck"'on,
-rek'n, v. t. To reckon or compute wrongly.— Mis-
reck'oning, n. An erroneous computation. — Mis-
represent', ?>. t. To represent falsely or incorrect-
ly. — v.i. To make an incorrect representation.—
Misrep'resenta'tion, n. Act of giving a false repre-
sentation ; incorrect account given, from mistake,
carelessness, _or malice. — Misrep'resent'er, n. —
Misrule', -rool', n. Disorder ; confusion ; tumult
from insubordination; unjust domination.
— Misshape', -shap', v. t. To shape ill, deform.—
Misspell', r. t. To spell wrong, write with wrong
letters. — Misspelling, n. A wrong spelling, ; false
orthographv. — Misspend', v. t. To spend amiss,
squander.— Misstate', v. t. and i. To state wrongly,
falsify. — Misstate'ment, n. Incorrect statement.

—

Misstep', v. A wrong or false step.
— Mistake', -tak', v. t. To take wrongly, misun-
derstand, misapprehend, or misconceive ; to mis-
choose, misjudge; to take one person or thing to be
another, confound.— v. i. To err in opinion or judg-
ment. — n. A taking or apprehending wrongly; a
fault in opinion, judgment, or conduct; a miscon-
ception; blunder; error; bull.— To he mistaken. To
be misapprehended or misunderstood; to be taken
or_led astray; to err; to misapprehend.— Mistak'en,
-tak'n,p. a. Guilty of a mistake: in error; errone-
ous; incorrect; wrong. — Mistak'enly, adv. By mis-
take.— Mistak'er. «.— Mistak'able, a. Liable to be
mistaken.— Mistime', -tim', )>. t. To time wrongly,
not adapt to the time. — v. i. To neglect the proper
time. — Misti'tie, -tl, v. t. To call by a wrong title

or name. — Mistri'al, n. (Law.) A false or errone-
ous trial. — Mistrust', n. Want of confidence or
trust; suspicion, —v. t. To regard with jealousy or
suspicion, suspect, doubt; to anticipate as near or
likely to occur; to surmise.— Mistrust'ful, -ful. a.

Suspicious; wanting confidence. — Mistrust'fully,
adv. — Mistrust'fulntss, n. — Mistune', -tun', r.t.

To tune wrongly or erroneously. — Mistu'tor, v. t.

To instruct amiss.
— Misunderstand', v. t. To misconceive, mistake,
take in a wrong sense. — Misun'derstand'ing, ».

Mistakeof meaning; error; misconception: disagree-
ment; difference; slight quarrel.— Misuse', -uz'.w. t.

To use improperly, treat ill, maltreat, abuse, misem-
ploy, misapply. — Misus'ajje, -uz'ej, n. Ill usage;
abuse.— Misuse', -Us', n. Wrong application or use-,,

misapplication ; abuse.
Missal, mis'sal, n. The Roman Catholic mass-book..
Mi3seltoe. See Mistletoe.
Missile, mis'sil, a. Capable of being thrown, hurled,.
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or projected.—?!. A projectile weapon, as a lance,
arrow, or bullet, with which one may strike an ob-
ject at a distance. — Mis'sion, mish^un, n. Act of
sending, or state of being sent: commission; errand;
duty on which one is sent; persons sent; delegation;
embassy ; a station, residence, or organization, of
missionaries. — Mis 'sionary, -er-T, n. One sent upon
amission; esp., one sent to propagate religion. — a.
Pert, to missions. — Mis'sive, -siv, a. Intended to
be sent; prepared for sending out; sent by authority
of some person or society; intended to be thrown or
hurled; missile, — n. That which is sent; a message;
letter. — Mit'timus, -tt-mus, n. {Law.) A warrant
of commitment to prison.

Mist, mist, Misle, Mislle, mizl, Miz'zle, miz'zl, n.
Visible watery vapor at or near the surface of the
eaith ; fog ; coarse, watery vapor, approaching the
form of rain ; anything which dims or darkens. —
v. t. To cloud, cover with mist. — v. i. [misted,
MISTING;— MIZZLED (-Id), -LING; — MIS'l'LED (miz'-
Id), -ling; —miz'zled, -ZLING.] To rain in very fine

zll, a.

if by,
drops.— Mist'y, -I, Misly, mizli, Miz'zly
Overspread with, attended by, or obscured a

mist; raining in tine drops. — Mistiness, n.
Mister, mis'tSr, abbr. in

writing to Mr., n. Sir ;

master, — a title of any
adult male.

Mistletoe, Misletoe, miz'l-
to, n. A parasitic ever-
green shrub, bearing a
glutinous berry: the
sacred plant of the Dru-
ids.

Mislress, mislres, n. A
woman who exercises au-
thority, is chief, etc.; the
female head of a family,
school, etc.; a woman
well skilled in anything,
or having the mastery Mistletoe,

over it; a beloved object; sweetheart; a paramour;
concubine. Madam,— a title or term of address, now
-written Mrs. and pron. mis'is.

Mistrust, Mistune, Misuse, etc. See under Miss.
Mite, m!t, n. Anything very small; a minute object;

very small quantity; very small coin.
Mite,"mlt, n. A minute animal, allied to the spider,

of several varieties, having jaws, which distinguish
it from the ticks.— Mify, -1, a. Abounding with
mites.

Miter, -tre, mi'ter, n. A covering for the head, worn
by bishops, cardinals, etc.

(Arch.) The joint formed by
the ends of 2 pieces (of mold-
ing, etc.), each cut off at an
angle, and matching together.—V. I. [MITEKED Or MITRED
f-terd ), miter i xg or mitring.]
(Arch.) To meet and match
together, on a line bisecting
the angle of junction, esp.
when at a right angle. — v. 1.

To adorn with a miter ; to
cut the ends of 2 pieces oblique-
ly and join them at an angle.— Mi'tral, a. Pert, to
or like, etc.

Mitre.

said esp. (Anat.)
of the mitral
valves of the left
ventricle of the
heart: see
U.EAP.T.

Mitigate, mit/i-
gat, v. t. To al- Mlter Joints,

leviate (suffering, etc.); to make less rigorous, soften
in severity or harshness; temper; to render more tol-

erable; to reduce a penalty in amount or severity;
assuage. — Mitlga'tive, -tiv, a. Tending to, etc. —
Mit'iga'tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

Mitrailleuse, me-tra-yez', n. A machine-gun, having
37 parallel breech-loading barrels, which may be
fired at once or in quick succession.

llitt, mit, n. A mitten; also, a covering for the wrist
and hand and not for the fingers. — Miften, n. A

covering for the hand for warmth, etc., in which the
!

fingers are not separated.
! Mittimus. See under Missile.
Mix, miks, v. t. [mixed, less prop, mixt; mixing.] To
unite or blend 2 or more ingredients into one mass
or compound, as by stirring together ; to unite with
in company, join, associate: to produce by the stir-
ring together of ingredients, mingle ; to confuse,
disarrange, confound. — v. i. To become united or
blended promiscuously; to be joined, associate.—
Mixt'ure, miks'chur, n. Art of mixing, or state of
being mixed; that which is mixed; an ingredient en-
tering into a mixed mass; admixture; intermixture;
medley.— Mix/tilin

/,

eal, -ear, a. Containing, or con-
sisting of, lines of different kinds, as straight, curved,
etc.

Mizzen, miz'zn, a. (Fatit.) Hindmost; nearest the
stern.— ?;. The hindmost of the fore-and-aft sails
of a vessel; the spanker sail. See Sail and Ship.

Mizzle, r. i. See under Mist.
Mnemonic, ne-monlk, -ical, a. Assisting the memory.— Mnemonics, n. The art of memory; a system of

rules to assist the memory.
Moan, man, v. t. [moaned (mond), moaning.] To
bewail with an audible voice, lament, deplore.— r.
i. To make a low, dull sound of grief or pain.— n.
Audible expression of sorrow or suffering; a low,
dull sound, like that of one in grief or pain.

Moat, mot, n. (Fort.) A deep trench round the ram-
part of a fortified place; a ditch.

—

v. t. To surround
with a ditch for defense. See Castle.

Mob, mob, n. A disorderly crowd; collection of peo-
ple for some riotous and unlawful purpose; popu-
lace. — v. t. [mobbed (mobd), -bixg.] To attack in
a disorderly crowd.— Mobodacy, -ra-sT, n. Rule or
ascendency of the mob. — Mo'bile, -bil, a. Capable
of being moved, aroused, or excited ; movable ;

changeable; fickle.— Mobility, -X-tl, n. Quality of
being mobile ; capacity for motion ; susceptibility of
being moved, aroused* excited, etc.; activity; fickle-
ness. — Mobilize, v. t. [-ized (-izd), -izing.] To
put in a state of readiness for active service,— said
of troops, enrolled, but not previously on the war
establishment.— Mob'iliza'tion, n. Act of, or state
of being, etc.

Mob-cap, mob'kap, n. A plain cap or head-dress; esp.,
I one tying under the chin by a very broad band,
! generally of the same material as the cap itself.

I Moccasin,"mok /'ka-sin, n. A shoe of the N. Amer. In-

|
dians, made wholly (including the sole) of deer-

j

skin or soft leather. (Zo'61.) A poisonous water ser-
pent of the U. S.; also a highland species.

Mocha, mo'ka, n. An Abyssinian weight = 1 Troy
grain; a kind of coffee fr. Mocha, in Arabia.

Mock, mok, v. t. [mocked (mokt), mocking.] To im-
itate in contempt or derision: to treat with scorn or
contempt; to disappoint the hopes of; to deride, rid-
icule, taunt, jeer.— v. i. To malce sport in contempt
or in jest, gibe, jeer. — n. Ridicule; derision; sneer;
mockery. — a. Imitating reality, but not real; false.— Mocky6ry, -er-i, n. Act of mocking; derision;
ridicule; counterfeit appearance; vain imitation or
effort. — Mocking-bird, n. A singing-bird of N.
Amer., which imitates the notes of other birds and
many other sounds.

Mode, mod, n. Manner of existing or being: prevail-
ing popular custom ; variety; gradation ; degree;
method; fashion; way; style. (Metaph.) Condition,
or state of being; form, — opp. to matter. (Logic.)
The form in which the proposition connects the
predicate and subject, whether by simple, contin-
gent, or necessary assertion. (Gram.) A form in
the inflection of a verb indicating the manner in
which the action or state is presented, as certain,
contingent, etc. ; mood. (Mvs.) The arrangement
of the intervals in a scale.— Modish, modish, a.

According to the mode; conformed to the extreme
fashion.— Modlst, n. One who follows the fashion.
— Modiste', -desf, n. A milliner; dressmaker; pur-
veyor of fashions. — Mod'el, mOd'el, n. Standard;
pattern; example; something to be copied; a mold;
a representation; facsimile; a copy, as of a statue or
bust; a representation of a machine or structure on
a reduced scale. — v. t. [modeled (-eld), -eling.]
To plan or form after a pattern; to form in model,

an?, fame, far, pa^s or opera, fare ; 6nd, eve. term ; Tn, ice ; odd, t5ne, 6r
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Modillion.

or propose a model for.— v. i. {Fine Arts.) To make
a pattern from which some work is to be executed.
— Mod'eler, n. One who models; a worker in plas-

1

tic art. — Mod'eling, n. (Fine Arts.) Act or art of
making a model from which a work of art is to be I

executed.— Mod'ulate, -u-lat, v. t. To form (sound)
to a certain key or proportion; to vary or inflect in a

|

natural, customary, or musical manner.— v.i. (Mus.)
!

To pass from one key into another. — Modulation,
n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; sound modulated;
melody. {Mus.) Manner of ascertaining and manag-

]

ing the modes; a passing from one key to another.—
j

ModilKion, -yun, n.

{Arch.) The enriched
bracket generally
found under the cor-
nice of the Corinthian
entablature,—socalled
fr. its arrangement at
regulated distances. —
Mod'erate, -er-at, a.
Kept within due bounds; observing reasonable lim-
its; not excessive, extreme, violent, or rigorous; re-

strained.— v. t. To restrain from excess, keep with-
in bounds, lessen, allay, repress, temper, qualify; to

regulate, mitigate, abate, still, pacify, quiet.— v. i.

To become less violent, severe, rigorous, or intense;
to abate.— Moderation, n. Act of moderating; state

or quality of being moderate; freedom from excess;
calmness of mind; equanimity.— Mod'ern, a. Pert,
to the present time, or time not long past; late; re-

cent; new; novel.— n. A person of modern times.

—

Modernize, v. t. [-ized. (-Tzd), -izing.] To cause
to conform to recent or present usage or taste. —
Mod'est, a. Restrained within due limits of propri-
ety or decency; observing the proprieties of the sex;
free from familiarity, indecency, or lewdness,— said
of a woman ; evincing modesty in the actor or au-
thor; not boastful, presumptuous, or arrogant; re-
served; unobtrusive; diffident; bashful; coy; shy;
decent; chaste; virtuous. — Mod'esty, -Y, n. Quality
of being modest; absence of self-confidence, arro-
gance, and presumption, or of unwomanly or inde-
cent bearing or conduct; purity of manners; humil-
ity; diffidence; shyness.— Modicum, -Y-kum, n. A
little; a small quantity.— Mod'ify, -Y-fi, v. t. [-fied
(-fid), -fying.] To change the form or external
qualities of; to give a new form to, vary, alter, qual-
ify. — Mod'ifica'tion, n. Act of modifying; partic-
ular form or manner; modified shape or condition.

Mogul, mo-gul', n. A person of Mongolian race. —
Great Mogul. The sovereign of the empire founded
in Hindostan by the Mongol Tartars in the lGth cen-
tury.

Mohair, mo'har, n. The long, silky hair of the Angora
goat, of Asia Minor; a fabric made from it.

Mohammedan, mo-harn'med-an, a. Pert, to Moham-
med or Mahomet, or to the religion founded by him.— n. A follower of, or believer in, etc. - Moham'me-
danism, -medism, -izm, n. The religion, or doctrines
and precepts, of Mohammed, contained in the Ko-
ran; Islamism.— Mob.am'medanize, -medize, v. t. To
make conformable to, etc.

Moidore, moi'dor, n. A gold coin of Portugal= about
$6.

Moiety, moi'e-tY, n. One of 2 equal parts; the half.
Moil, moil, v. t. [moiled (moild), moiling.] To daub,
make dirty, soil, defile. — v. i. To work with pain-
ful effort; to labor, toil, drudge.

Moire, mw6r, n. A clouded or mottled appearance on
metallic or textile fabrics; watered or clouded silk,

j

Moist, moist, a. Moderately wet; damp; humid.—
Moist'en, mois'n, v. t. [-exed (-nd), -ening.] To
make damp, wet slightly, soften.—Moist'ure, mois'-
chur, n. A moderate degree of wetness; dampness;
that which makes damp or wet.

Molar, mo'lar, n. A grinding tooth; double tooth: see
Tooth. — Mo'lar, -lary, -la-rT, a. Having power to
grind ; grinding.

Molasses, mo-las'sez, n. sing. The viscid, uncrystal-
lizable sirup which drains from sugar, in the process
of manufacture.

Mold, Mould, mold, n. Fine, soft earth, or earth easi-
ly pulverized; the earthy material, or the matter of
which anything is formed.— v. t. To cover with

soil.— Mold'er, Mould'er, v. i. To turn to dust by
natural decay; to crumble, perish, waste away grad-
ually.— v. t. To turn to dust, crumble, waste.

Mold, Mould, mold, n. A vegetable or fungous growth,
often like down, upon decaying food or articles that
lie long in warm and damp air. — v. t. To cause t<*

contract mold.— v. i. To become moldy. — Mold'y,
Mould'y, -Y, a._ Overgrown with mold; fusty.

Mold, Mould, mold, n. The matrix in which anything
is cast; anything which
serves to regulate size,
form, etc.; cast; shape;
character.— v. t. To form
into a particular shape,
model, fashion. —Mow-
ing, Moulding, n. Any-
thing cast in a mold, or
which appears to be so.

(Arch.) A grooved or
swelling band or projec-
tion, or an assemblage of
such, upon a wall, col-
umn, wainscot, etc.

Mole, mol, n. A spot, mark,
or small permanent pro-
tuberance on the human
body. _

Mole, mol, n. A mass of fleshy matter generated in
the uterus.

Mole, mol, n. A mound, pier, jetty, or massive work
formed of masonry, etc., laid in the sea, extended
before a port, to defend it from the waves; a break-
water; the harbor itself .— Mol'ecule, moKe-kul, n.
A very small particle of matter; one of the element-
ary particles of any substance. — Molec'ular, o.
Pert, to, consisting of, or re-

siding in, molecules. — Mo-
lest', v. t. To trouble, ren-
der uneasy, disturb, annoy,
vex, tease. — MoPesta'tion,
n. Act of, or state of being,
etc.

Mole, mo"l, n. (Zool.) A small
subterranean insect-eating
mammal, with minute eyes
and very soft fur.— v.*. [moled (mold), moling.]
To form holes in, as a mole; to burrow, excavate.

Molecule, Molest, etc. See under Mole, a mound.
Mollient, mollY-ent or -yent, a. Serving to soften;
assuaging ; emollient. — MoPlify, -lY-fl, v. t. [-fied
(-fid), -fying.] To make soft or tender; to assuage
(pain or irritation) ; to appease (excited feeling or
passion), pacify; to reduce in harshness or asperity.— MoFlusk, n. A boneless animal, having a soft,
fleshy body, inhabiting a univalve or bivalve shell,
or clothed only with a membranous mantle.

Molt, Moult, molt, v. i. To shed or cast the hair,
feathers, skin, horns, etc.— v. t. To cast (the hair,
skin, etc.) ; to shed.

Molten: see Melt.
Molybdena, mol-ib-de^na, Molyb'denite, -nit, n. (Min.)
An ore of dark lead color, occurring in flexible lam-
ina?, like plumbago ; sulphuret of molybdenum.

Mome, mom, n. A dull, silent person; stupid fellow;
stock.

Moment, mo'ment, n. A minute portion of time ; an
instant; impulsive power; momentum; importance
in influence or effect; an essential element; a decid-
ing point, fact, or consideration.—Mo'mentary, -a-rY,

a. Done in a moment ; continuing only a moment.— Mo'mentarily, -a-rY-lY, adv. Every moment; from
moment to moment. — Mo'mentariness, w.-Mo'-
mently, adv. For a moment ; in a moment ; every
moment.— Moment'ous, -us, a. Of moment or con-
sequence ; important; weighty.— Momenfousness,
n— Momen'tuni, n. ; L.pl.-TA; E. pi. -tums. (Mech.)
The amount of force in a moving body, being always
proportioned to the quantity of matter multiplied
into the velocity ; impetus ; essential or constituent
element. [L.]

Monachal, etc. See under Monad.
Monad, mon /,

ad, n. An ultimate atom, or simple, un-
extended point; an indivisible thing. (Zool.) One of
the simplest kind of minute animalcules. (Chem.)
One of the elements (hydrogen, fluorine, chlorine,

Moldings.
astragal ; 6, ogee ; c, cy-
matium ; d, cavetto ; e,

scotia, or casement ; /,
apophyges

; g, ovolo, or
quarter round; h, torus ; i,

reeding ;"/, band.

nee. — Molec'ular, a.

Wfm0
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bromine, iodine, potassium, sodium, and lithium)
which can combine with, be exchanged for., or be re-
placed by one atom of hydrogen. — Monan'drian,
-nan'drY-an, -drous. -drus, a. (hot.)
Having but one stamen. — Mon'arch,
-ark, n. A sole ruler ; autocrat ; sov-
ereign ; emperor, king, prince, or
chief; one superior to all others of the
same kind.— Monarch'al, -ial, a. Pert,

to, or suiting, a monarch ; sovereign ;

regal; imperial.—Monarchic, -ical, a.

Vested in a single ruler; pert, to mon-
archy or a monarch.—Monorchism, n.

The principles of monaichy ; love or
preference of, etc.— Monarchist, n.

An advocate of, etc. — Mon'archy, -I,

«. A state or government in which
the supreme power is lodged in the hands of a mon-
arch; territory ruled over hy a monarch; a kingdom;
empire. — Monastery, mon,as-tSr/

I or mon'as-trT,
n. A house of religious retirement, esp. for monks;
convent; nunnery; abbey; priory. — Monas'tic, n.

A monk.— Monas'tic, -tical, a. Pert, to monaster-
ies, or to their occupants, rules, etc.; secluded from
the temporal concerns of life ; recluse. — Monas'ti-
cism, -tf-sizm, n. The monastic life, system, or con-
dition. — Monachal, -a-kal, a. Pert, to monks or a
monastic life ; monastic.— Mon'achism, -a-kizm, n.
The system and influences of a monastic life.

—

Monk, munk, n. One of a male community inhab-
iting a monastery, and bound by vows to a life of
celibacy and religious exercises;' a religious recluse
or hermit. — MonkOry, -er-I, n. The life of monks;
monastic life, usage, or customs. — Monkish, a.

Like, or pert. to. etc.— Mon'ocar'pous, -kar'pus, a.

(Bot.) Bearing fruit but once, and dying after fruc-
tification, as wheat. — Mon'ochrome, -o-krom, n. A
painting with a single color. — Mon'ochromafic,
-kro-mafik, a. Consisting of 1 color, or presenting
rays of light of 1 color only.— Monovular, -ulous.
-u-lus, a. Having 1 eye only ; adapted to be used
with only 1 eye at a time. — Mon'ocule, -kul, n.

(Entom.) An insect with only 1 eye. — Mon'odac''-
tylous, -daklil-us, a. Having but 1 finger or toe.
— Mon'ody, -o-dT, n. A mournful poem, in which
a single mourner expresses lamentation.— Monog'-
amy, -a-mT, n. Union of 1 male with 1 female; prac-
tice or state of having only 1 husband, wife, or mate
at a time, — opp. to bigamy and polygamy ; also the
state of such as may not marry again after the death
of a first wife. — Monog'amisc, n. One who holds to
monogamy, as opp. to polygamy, etc. ; one who dis-

allows second marriages. — Mon'ogamlc, a. Pert,
to, or involving, monogamy. — MonogenOsis, -jen'-
e-sis, -nog'eny, -noj'e-ni, n. Unity of origin, — esp.

the theory that all mankind has a common origin,
opp. to polygenesis or polygeny.— MonOgram, n. A
character or cipher composed of 1,2, or more letters,

interwoven, being an abbreviation of a name.

—

MonOgraph, -grat, n. A treatise upon or description
of a single thing, or a single branch of a subject.—
Monographic, -ical, a. Drawn in lines without
colors; pert, to a monograph. — Monog'raphy, -ra-fT,

n. A representation by lines only; an outline draw-
ing ; a mere sketch ; a monograph. — Mon'olith, n.

A pillar, column, etc, consisting of a single stone.
— MonOlogue, -log, n. A speech uttered by a per-
son alone ; soliloquy ; a poem, song, or scene com-
posed for a single performer. — Mon'oma'nia, -nt-a,
n. Derangement of a single faculty of the mind, or
with regard to a particular subject only. — Mon'o-
ma'niac, it. One affected by mono-
mania. — a. Affected with, etc.—
Mono'mial, -no'mT-al, n. (Alg.) A
single algebraic expression ; that is,

an expression unconnected with any
other by the signs of addition, sub-
traction, equality, or inequality.—
Monop'athyr-a-thY, n. Solitary suf-
fering* or sensibility. — Mon'opet'a-
lous, -a-lus, a. (Bot.) Having only 1

petal, or the corolla in 1 piece, or com-
posed of petals cohering so as to form ivionopeiaious

a tube.-Mon'ophthong, mon'of-
"'

thong, n. A single uncompounded
Gamopet-

alous Flower.

vowel sound; a vowel digraph.— Mon'ophthon'gal,
-thon'gal, a. Consisting of, or pert, to, etc. — Mo-
noph'ysite, -nof 'T-sIt, n. (Eccl. Hist.) One of an
ancient sect who maintained that the human and
divine in Jesus Christ constituted but 1 nature.—
Monop'oly, -o-lt. n. An exclusive right, privilege,
or power of dealing in any species of goods, or of
dealing with a country or market. — Monopolist,
-oliz'er, -o-liz'er, n. One who monopolizes. —Mo-
nopolize, V. t. [-L1ZED (-lizd), -lizing.] To get
possession of the whole of (a commodity); to appro-
priate or control the exclusive sale of ; to obtain the
exclusive right of, esp. the right of trading to any
place, or with any country or district; to engross the
whole of. — Monop'teral, a. (Arch.) WJth but I
wing, — applied to a temple or circular inclosure of
columns without a cell. — MonOsyl'lable, -sil'la-bl,

n. A word of 1 syllable. — Mon'osyllablc, a. Con-
sisting of 1 syllable ; consisting of words of 1 sylla-
ble. —Mon'othe'ism, -the'izm, it. The doctrine or
belief that there is but 1 God. — MonOtone, -o-t5n,
n. (Mus.) A single unvaried tone or sound. (Rhet.)
The utterance of successive syllables in 1 unvaried
key or line of pitch.— Monotonous, -o-nus, a. Ut-
tered in 1 unvarying tone or key ; continued with
dull uniformity. — Monotonously, adv. — Monof-
onousness, -ony, -o-nl, n. Absence of variety, as in
speaking or singing ; an irksome sameness or want
of variety.

Monday, mun'dT, n. The 2d day of the week.
Money, muni, n.; pi. -eys, -iz. Coin; stamped metal
used as the medium of commerce; any currency
usually and lawfully employed in buying and sell-

ing ; cash; wealth. — MonOtary, -e-tgr-T, a. Pert,
to or consisting in money ; pecuniary. — Monkeyed,
-id, a. Kich in, having, consisting in, or composed
of, money.— MonOyer, -T-Sr, n. (Coinage.) A re-
sponsible and authorized manufacturer of coin.

—

MonOy-or'der, n. An order for a sum of money,
issued by a post-office to which payment has been
made, and payable by another office. — MonOtize,
-e-tlz,v.t. [-TiZED(-tizd),-Tizi;*G.] To convert into
money, adopt as current money, give an established
value to.

Monger, mun'ge'r, n. A trader; dealer,— now used
chiefly in composition. — v. t. To deal in, make
merchandise of, traffic in.— Mon'grel, munOrel, a.

Of a mixed breed; hybrid, — n. An animal of a
mixed breed ; one of no definite breed or without
pedigree.

Mongoose. See Mungoose.
Monition, mo-nish'un, n. Instruction given by way of
caution; warning; information; notice.—Monltive,
-T-tiv, a. Conveying admonition; admonitory.—
Mon'itor, n. One who warns, advises, cautions, in-
structs, or admonishes ; a pupil selected to look to
the scholars in the absence of an instructor, or to in-
struct a division or class. (Naut.) An ironclad war
vessel, having its guns in a revolving turret,— this
having been the name of the first vessel of the kind.— Mon'itolial, -i-to'rY-al, a. Pert, to, performed by,
conducted or taught by, or communicated by, mon-
itors. — Monitory, -to-rl, a. Giving admonition;
warning.

Monk, etc. See under Monad.
Monkey, munkl, n.; pi. -eys, -iz. One of an order

of 4-handed mammals, having pectoral mammae,
short legs with hand-shaped prehensile feet, usual-
ly, long arms with clasping hands, and almost al-

wa}Ts a pre-
hensile tail,

—sometimes
applied to
apes and ba-
boons; a
name of con-
tempt, or of
slight kind-
n e s s i the Heads of Monkeys,
hammerof

a

, „. . . „'_..?
p i 1 e-driver. X> S>n»ad*; 2, Cebidae.

— MonkOyism, -Y-izm, n. Conduct of a monkey ;

resemblance to a monkey in disposition or ac-
tions.— MonkOy-jack'et, n. A tailless, close-fitting
jacket.

—

rail, n. (Naut.) A second and lighter rail

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, t»rm ; la, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r j
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raised about inches
above the quarter-rail
of a ship.—wrench, n.

A wrench or spanner
having a movable jaw. Monkey-wrench.

Monocarpous, Monody, Monogram, etc. See under
Mosau.

Monseigneur, mawN-sa-nyer /\ n.; pi. Messeioxeurs,
ma-a-i-nyer'. My lord; your grrce or highness,

—

title of a person of high rank. — Monsieur, rao-sve',
n. ; pi. Messieurs, ma-sye'. Sir, or Mr.— title of
civility to persons addressed in speech or writing :

it is used specifically of princes of the French blood-
royal; a frenchman, — in contempt or ridicule.

Monsoon, mon-soon', re. A wind alternating with the
seasons, esp. a wind in the Indian Ocean, blowing
from the S.-W. from April to Oct., and from the N.-
E. during the other half of the year.

Monster, monaster, re. Something of unnatural size,
shape, or quality; a prodigy; an unnatural produc-
tion ; an animal or plant"departing from the usual
type ; any thing or person horrible from ugliness,
deformity , wickedness, or power to harm. — Mon'-
strous, -strus, a. Having the qualities of a monster;
deviating greatly from the natural form; abnormal;
enormous; extraordinary; marvelous; shocking to
the sight or other senses; horrible; dreadful, — adv.
Exceedingly ; very much. — Monstrosity, -stros'-
T-ti, n. State of being monstrous; an unnatural pro-
duction ; that which is monstrous. — Mon'strance,
-strans, n. (Rom. L'ath. Church.)
A transparent pyx, in which the
consecrated wafer or host is held
up to view before the congrega-
tion.

Montanic, mon-tan'ik, a. Pert.
to, or consisting in, mountains.— Mont de Pi'ti, mawN'de-pe-
a-ta'. A pawnbroking establish-
ment, to lend money to necessi-
tous persons at a low rate of
interest.

Month, munth, n. One of the 12
divisions of the calendar year ;

time of one revolution of the
moon; four weeks. — Monthly,
-IT, a. Continued, or performed in a month ; hap-
pening once a month, or everv month. — n. A publi-
cation which appears regularly once a month. -adv.
Once a month; in every month.

Monument, mon'u-ment, n. Anything intended to
remind or give notice; a building, pillar, stone, etc.,

erected in remembrance of a person, event, etc. ;

memorial; tomb: cenotaph; an enduring or notable
evidence, instance, or example.

Moo. raoo,p. i. To make the noise of a cow; to low.
Mood, mood, re. Manner; style; mode; logical form;
musical style ; grammatical form indicating man-
ner of action or being.

Mood, mood, re. Temper of mind; temporary state of
the mind in regard to passion or feeling. — Mood'y,
:
T, a. [moodier, -iest.] Indulging moods, or vary-
ing frames of mind; out of humor; peevish; ab-
stracted_and pensive; gloomy; fretful; capricious.

Moon, moon, n. The satellite which revolves round
the earth; any second-
ary planet, or satellite;

a month ; a complete
revolution of the moon.
(Fort.) A crescent-
formed outwork. — v. i.

T o act as if moon-
struck; to stare dream-
ily, wander idly. —
Moon'y, -T, a. Pert, to,

orli'<e the moon : moon-
st-uck; prone to moon.
— Moon'ish, a. Like
the moon ; variable. —
Moon'beam, n. A ray
of light from the moon.
— Moon'light, re. The
light afforded by, etc. —
a. Illuminated by, etc. ; occurring during or by
moonlight.— Moon'snine, n. Moonlight; show with-

Monstrance.

Phases ot the moon.
See Phase.

out substance or reality. — -struek, a. Affected by
the influence of the moon ; lunatic.

Moor, moor, ?i. An extensive waste covered with
heath, and having a poor, light soil, but sometimes
marshy and abounding in peat; a heath; ien.

—

Moor'ish. a. Having the char, cter of a moor;
marshy ; fenny ; watery.— Moor'y, -T, a. 01, pert,
to, or like, moors; boggy. — Morass', -ras', 11. A
tract of_soit, wet ground; marsh; swamp; bog; fen.

Moor, moor, n. One of a swarthy Mohammedan race,
once masters of Spain, --

but expelled in 16th
cent., and now found

i

in the towns of N". and
N.W. Africa.—Moor '-

ish.a. Pert, to Moroc-
co or the Moors. — Mo-
resque', -resk'. Mau-
resque', maw-resk',
Moris'co, a. Done
alter the manner ol
the Moors, — a. A
species of ornamen-
tation upon flat sur- Moorish Archway.
faces, used by the Moors, painted, inlaid in mosaic,
or carved in low relief; arabesque, q. v.— Moris'co,
Mo'risk, n. One of the Moors in Spain : the Moor-
ish language ; a Moorish dance, now called Morris-
dance ; one who dances it. — Moroc'co, n. A tine
kind of leather, prop, made of goatskin and tanned
with sumach, dyed, and grained, — said to have
originated with the Moors.

Moor, moor, v. t. [moored (moord), mooring.] (Naut.)
To confine (a ship) by cables and anchors: to secure,
fix firmly.— v. i. To be confined b3r cables or chains!— Moor'age, -ej, n. A place for mooring. — Moor'-
ing, re. Act of confining a ship to a particular place,
by anchors, etc. ; that by which a ship is secured or
confined; pi place or condition of a ship thus con-
fined. _

Moose, moos. Moose'deer, re. A large, ungainly Amer.
deer, the congener of the
European elk, having a
short, thick neck, with a

,

mane, a long, flexible •

nose, and very long,
coarse ears : the males
have antlers, branched
and broadly palmate.

Moot, moot, v. t. To argue
for and against, debate;
to propound and discuss
in a mock court, — v. i.

xVioose.

To argue or plead on a supposed cause. — a. Sub-
ject to argument or discussion; undecided: debat-
able. — n. A debate; esp., a discussion of fictitious

causes by way of practice. — Moot'-case, -point, n.

A point, case, or question, to be mooted or debated ;

a disputable case.—court, a. A court held lor argu-
ing or trj'ing feigned cases.

Mop, mop, re. A piece of cloth, or a collection of
thrums, fastened to a handle, for washing floors ; a
thick, shaggy, or untidy mass, as of hair.— v. t.

[mopped (iiiopt), -ping.] To rub or wipe with, or
as with, a mop.

Mop, mop, re. A grimace ; a wry mouth. —v. i. To
grimace. [Same as mope.] — Mope, mop, v. i. [moped
(mopt), moping.] To be very stupid; to be dull; to

be spiritless or gloomy.— v. t. To make spiritless

or stupid.— n. A dull, stupid person: a drone.—
Mop'ish, a. Dull; spiritless: sulky: sullen.

Moquette, mo-kef, n. A fine tapestry or Brussels
cirpet ; Wilton carpet.

Moraine, mo-ran', n. (Geol.) A line of stones and
other debris along the sides and at the foot of sepa-

rate glaciers, and along the middle part of glaciers

formed bv the union of separate ones.

Moral, mor'al, a. Pert, to those intentions and ac-

tions of which right and wiong, virtue and vice, are
predicated; conformed to rules of right; virtuous;
just; conformed to law and right in deportment: ca-

pable of moral action; subject to the moral law; cal-

culated to serve as the basis of action; probable.— re.

Doctrine or practice of the duties of life, manners,
conduct, behavior,— usually in pi.; the inner sig-

6un, cube, full ; moon, f<3ot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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nificance of a fable, occurrence, experience, etc.—
Moralphilosophy. Science of the nature, condition,
and duties of man as a moral being. — M. sense.
Power of moral judgment and feeling. — Mor'aiist,
n. One who moralizes or teaches morality; one who
nractices moral duties. — MoraPity, mo-raPi-tT, n.

delation of conformity or non-conformity to the true
moral standard or rule; doctrine or system of moral
duties ; ethics ; practice of the moral and social du-
ties; external virtue; a kind of play, which consisted

;

of discourses in praise of morality between allegori-

cal actors. — Mor'ally, adv. In a moral or ethical
j

sense ; according to moral rules ; virtuously ; hon-
j

estly; practically ; according to the usual course of
j

things and human judgment.— Morals'", mo-raP,
n. Moral condition or mental state (of a body of
men, an army, etc.). [F.] — Mor'alize, v. t. [-ized
(-Izd), -izixg.] To apply to a moral purpose, ex-
plain in a moral sense, draw a moral from; to

lend a moral to; to render moral or virtuous.

—

v. i.

To make moral reflections.

Morass. See under Moor.
Moravian, mo-ra'vT-an, ». (Eccl. Hist.) One of a re-

ligious sect called the United Brethren, orig. fr. Mo-
ravia, Austria.

Morbid, m6r'bid, a. Not sound and healthful ; in-

duced by a diseased or abnormal condition; sickly;
sick. — Morbose'', -bos', a. Proceeding from dis-

ease; unsound; unhealthy.
Morceau, mSr-so', n. A bit; a morsel. — Mor'sel, n.

A bite; mouthful; a small quantity of anything;
little piece ; fragment. — Morda''cious. -shus, a.

Biting; given to biting; sarcastic: severe; scathing.— Mordac'ity, -das'l-ti, n. Quality of being mor-
dacious; biting or sarcastic quality. — Mor'dant, a.

Biting; caustic; sarcastic. (Dyeing & Calico Print-
ing.) Serving to fix colors.— w. A substance which

I

gives fixity to dyes, or one which makes gold leaf
adhere.

More, mor, n. Greater quantity, amount, or number;
something other and further.— «., comp. [used as
compar.of much and many; superl. Most.] Greater
in amount, degree, quality, number, etc.; additional. I

— adv. In a greater quantity, extent, or degree;
j

rather ; in addition ; further ; besides ; again. —
j

Moreo'ver, adv. Beyond what has been said;
further; also; likewise; besides. —Most, most, a.

[superl. of more.] Consisting of the greatest num-
ber or quantity ; greatest.

—

n. The greatest, etc.
j— adv. In the greatest or highest degree. — Most'-

ly, -IT, adv. For the greatest part; chiefly; in the
main.

Moreen, mo-ren', n. A heavy watered woolen stuff,

used for curtains, etc.

Morel, morsel, Mor'il, n. An edible mushroom of the
size of a walnut, abounding with little holes.

Morel, mor'el, Morel'lo, n. A variety of juicy cherry
i

of an acid taste.

Moresque. See under Moor.
Morganatic, mdr-ga-nafik, a. Pert, to, or in the man-
ner of, a marriage of a man with a woman of in-
ferior rank, in which neither the latter nor her !

children enjoy the rank or inherit the possessions
j

of her husband, though the children are legitimate.
Moribund. See under Mortal.
Moril. See Morel.
Morisco, Morisk. See under Moor.
Mormon, mor'mon, n. One of a polygamous sect in

'

the U. S., followers of Joseph Smith, who claimed to

have found an addition to the Bible, called the Book
j

of Mormon.— Mor'monism, -izm, n. Doctrine of,
j

etc. — Mor'monite, -it, n. A Mormon.
Morn, m6rn, n. The first part of the day; the morn-

j

ing ; the following day; morrow. — Morn'ing, n.

The early part of the day, earliest hours of light,

time from midnight to noon, from rising till dinner,
etc. ; the first or early part. — a. Pert, to, or in,

the early part of the day. — Mor'row, mSr'ro, n.

Morning (as, good morrow); the next following
day; the day following the present; to-morrow.

Morocco. See under Moor.
Morose, mo-ros', a. Of a sour temper; sullen; austere;

splenetic; crabbed; surlv; ill-natured._

Morphia, m6r'fT-a, Mor'phine, -fin or -fen, n. ( Chem.)
A vegetable alkaloid, the bitter, narcotic principle

of opium: its salts are used in medicine as an ano-
dyne.

Morrow. See under Morn.
Morse, mSrs, n. The sea-horse, or walrus.
Morsel. See under Morceau.
Mort, m6rt, n. A note or tune sounded at the death

of game. — Mor'tal, a. Subject to death; destruc-
tive to life; causing death; admitting, or accessible
to, death; incurring the extreme penalty of God's
law ; not venial ; extreme ; human ; belonging to
man, who is mortal; wearisomely long.— n. A being-
subject to death; man. — Mortality, -T-tl, n. Con-
dition or quality of being mortal; death; destruc-
tion; the whole number of deaths in a given time
or community ; those who are, or that which is,

mortal: the human race; humanity.— Mor'tally,
adv. In a mortal manner ; irrecoverably ; in the
highest possible degree; inveterately. — Moribund,
mor'T-buncl, a. At the point of death; dying.—
Mort'uary, morfu-a-rT, n. A gift due to the min-
ister of a parish on the death of a parishioner: a
burial-place; a morgue. — a. Pert, to the burial of
the dead.— Mort'gage, mor'gej, n. (Law.) A con-
veyance of property, as security for payment of a
debt or performance of a duty, on condition that
the grant shall become void upon payment or per-
formance; state of being pledged. — v. t. [mort-
gaged (-gejd), -gaging.] To conve3' as security,
etc.; to pledge; to make liable to the payment of
any debt or expenditure.— Morfgagee', -ga-je', ».

One to whom a mortgage is made or given.— MorV-
gageor', -gej-dr'', Morfgager, -ga-ier, n. One who
conveysproperty as security for debt. — Mort''main,
mfirfman, n. (Law.) Possession of lands or tene-
ments in dead hands, or hands that cannot alienate,— orig. by the church, now by any corporation.— Mor'tify, -tT-fl, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -fying.] To
destroy the organic texture and vital functions of;
to deaden by religious discipline, as the carnal af-

fections, bodily appetites, or worldly desires ; to
abase; to affect with vexation, chagrin, or humilia-
tion; to humble, — v. i. To lose vitality, as flesh;

to practice severities and penance from religious
motives; to be subdued.— Mor'tifica'tion, n. Act of,

or condition of being, etc., esp. (Med.) death of one
part of an animal body, while the rest continues to
live ; subjection of the passions and appetites, by pen-
ance, abstinence, etc. ; humiliation, chagrin, vexa-
tion; that which mortifies.

Mortar, mSr'tar, n. A wide-
mouthed vessel, in which
substances are pounded
with a pestle. (Mil.) A
short piece of ordnance,,
with large bore, for throw-"
ing bombs, shells, etc., at
high angles of elevation.— A mixture of lime and sand with water,
as a cement for uniting stones
and bricks in walls.

Mor'tise, mSr'tis, ». A cavity
cut into a piece of timber, or
other material, esp. one to re-

ceive the end of another piece,

made to fit it, called a tenon. — , r„v

v. t. [mortised (-list), -Tis-
Mortise and Tenon.

ing.] To make a mortise in; to join by a tenon
and mortise. r

Mortmain, Mortuary. I

See under Mort.
Mosaic, mo-zalk, -ical,

a. Pert, to Moses,
leader and law-giver
of the Israelites.

Mosaic, mo-zalk, n.

Inlaid work, in
which the effect of
painting is produced

j

by pieces of colored
stone, etc. — a. Of,
or pert, to, etc.; vari-
egated; tesselated ;

also, composed of va-
rious materials or in-
gredients.

Mortar.

used
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Moslem, mozlem, n. A Mussulman ; an orthodox
Mohammedan. — a. Pert, to, etc.

Mosque, mosk, n. A Mohammedan place of worship.
Mosquito, mus-ke^to, n. ; pi. -toes, -toz. A small dip-
terous stinging insect of several species, having a
sharp-pointed proboscis, by which it punctures the
skins of animals and suck's their blood.

Moss, mos, n. (Bot.) An acrogenous cryptogamous
plant of a cellular structure, with branching stem,
narrow leaves, and a distinct root,— popularly ap-

Elied to other cryptogamic plants, esp. lichens. A
og ; a place where peat is found.

—

v. t. [mossed
(most), mossing.] To cover with moss. — Moss'y,
-I, a. [-IER, -iest.] Overgrown, abounding, or bor-
dered with, moss.— Moss-rose, n. A variety of rose
having a mosslike pubescence or growth on the
calyx or envelope of the flower.

Most, Mostly. See under More.
Mostic, -tick. Same as Maul-stick.
Mot, mo, 11. A pithy or witty saying ; a witticism.
— Motet', mo-tef, n. {Mus.) A musical composi-
tion adapted to sacred words in church style; an
anthem. — Mofto, n. ; pi. -toes, -toz. A phrase or
sentence prefixed to an essay, poem, etc., and ap-
posite to its subject; a phrase attached to a device.

Mote, mot, n. A small particle, speck, spot.

Moth, moth, n. (Entom.') A lepidopterous insect,
of man}- species, allied to
the butterfly, having an-
tennas that taper regular-
ly to a point, and flying
mostly by night; a miller;
a small caterpillar or larve
of certain insects, very de-
structive to woolen goods,
furs, honey, and some veg-
etable substances. That „
which gradually and si- Feather-winged Moth,
lently consumes or wastes anything.

Mother, muth'er, a. A female parent, esp. of the hu-
man race; that which has produced any tiling; source
of birth or origin. — a. Received by birth or from
ancestors; native; natural; acting the part, or having
the place of, a mother. — Motherhood, n. State
of being a mother.— Moth'erly, -II, a. Pert, to, or
becoming, a mother; tender; maternal.— adv. In
the manner of, etc. — Moth'erless, a. Destitute
of, or having lost, etc.— Moth'er-in-law', n. The
mother of one's husband or wife.

Mother, muth'er, n. A thick, slimy vegetable growth
which forms in certain saccharine or alcoholic liq-
uids, turning them into vinegar; the vinegar plant.
— r. i. To produce or become thick with mother.— Moth'ery, -£r-Y, a. Like, of the nature of , or
containing, etc. — Moth'er-wa'ter, n. The impure
residue of a liquor from which crystals have been
obtained. — Motherwort, -wert, n. (Bot.) An herb
of a bitter taste, used popularly in medicine.

Motion, Motive, Motor, etc. See under Move.
Motley, mofli, a. Variegated in color; dappled; het-
erogeneously made or mixed up; discordantly com-
posite.— n. A fool's parti-colored coat. — Moftle,
-tl, v. t. [-tled (-tld), -tling.] To mark with
spots of different colors.

Motto. See under Mot.
Mould, Moulder, etc. See Mold, etc.

Moult. See Molt.
Mound, mownd, n. An artificial hill or elevation of
earth ; a raised bank ; .bulwark ; rampart ; also, a
natural isolated hill, hillock, or knoll.— v. t. To
fortify with a mound.

Mount, mownt, n. A mass of earth rising considerably
above the surrounding surface; a mountain; means
or opportunity for mounting ; esp., a horse, and the
equipments for a horseman. — v. i. To rise on high,
go up, ascend, tower ; to get upon anything, esp.
on horseback; to amount, count up. — v. t. To get
upon, ascend, climb ; to bestride ; to put on horse-
back, furnish with horses ; to put on anything that
sustains and fits for use, as a gun on a carriage, a map
on cloth or paper ; to prepare for being worn or
used, as a diamond by setting, etc. — Mounfing, n.

Act of preparing foruse, or embellishing; that by
which anything is prepared for use, or set off to
advantage; embellishment.— Mount'ebank, -e-bank,

n. A quack-doctor who vends nostrums from a
bench or public stage; any boastful and false pre-
tender; a charlatan. — Mount'ain, -in, n. A large
mass of earth and rock, rising above the adjacent
land: a very high hill, esp. a particular elevation
in a lofty range; something very large.— a. Pert.
to, or found on, etc. ; of mountain size ; vast. —
Mountaineer', -in-eK, n. An inhabitant of a
mountain.—Mount'ainous, -in-us, a. Full of moun-
tains; large as a mountain; huge.

Mourn, morn, v. i. [mourned (mornd), mourning.]
To feel or express grief or sorrow, grieve, lament; to
wear the customary habit of sorrow.— v. t. To grieve
for; to utter in a sorrowful manner, deplore, bewail,
bemoan. — Mourn'er, n. One who mourns; one
who follows a funeral in the habit of mourning.—
Mourn'rul, -ful, a. Full of, expressing, intended to
express, or causing, sorrow; lugubrious: sad; dole-
ful; grievous; calamitous. — Mourn'ing, n. Act of
sorrowing; lamentation; sorrow; dress worn by
mourners.

Mouse, mows, n.; pi. Mice, mis. A small rodent quad-
ruped infesting houses and fields. —Mouse, mowz,
v. i. [moused (mowzd), mousing.] To watch for
and catch mice ; to watch for or pursue anything
in a sly manner. — Mous'er, n. One that mouses; a
cat that catches mice.— Mu'rine, -rin, a. Pert, to
mice; mouse-colored.

Moustache. See Mustache.
Mouth, mowth, n. The aperture between the lips

;

aperture by which an animal takes food ; also, the
cavity within the lips, containing the jaw, teeth,
and tongue ; an opening ; orifice ; aperture ; as of
a vessel by which it is filled or emptied, charged or
discharged ; or, of any cavity, as a care, pit, well,
or den; or, the opening through which.the waters of
any body of water are discharged into another; a
principal speaker ; mouth-piece ; a wry face ; gri-

mace. — Mouth'ful, -ful, n. ; pi. -fuls. As much as
the mouth contains at once ; a small quantity. —
Mouth, mowth, v. t. [mouthed (mowtihd), mouth-
ing.] To chew, devour; to utter with a voice affect-
edly big or swelling, —v. i. To speak with a full,
round, or loud, affected voice; to vociferate, rant.

Move, moov, v. t. ("moved (moovd), moving.] To
cause to change place or posture, carry from one
place to another, alter the position of, set in motion;
to excite to action by presentation of motives; to af-
fect (the mind, will, or passions); to arouse the feel-
ings or passions of ; esp., to excite to tenderness or
compassion; to offer formally for consideration and
determination, in a public assembly, propose, offer.— v. i. To change place or posture ; to go from
one place to another; to act mentally or spiritually;
to change residence ; to bring forward a motion in
an assembly; to make a proposal. — n. Act of mov-
ing; movement; act of moving a piece used in play-
ing a game, as chess. —Moveable, a. Capable of
being moved; not fixed; changing from one time to
another. — Moveable, n.; pi. -bles, -biz. An article
of wares or goods; generally, in pi., goods; wares;
furniture ; property not fixed, opp. to real estate.— Move'ment, n. Act of moving; change of place
or posture ; mental action ; emotion ; manner of
moving ; that which moves or imparts motion.
(Mus.) Rhythm; any single strain, or part, having
the same measure or time. — Mov'er, n. A person
or thing that moves, stirs, or changes place; a mo-
tor; motive power; one who offers a proposition, or
recommends anything for consideration or adop-
tion.— Mov'ing, p. a. Changing place or posture;
causing motion or action; exciting the passions or
affections; touching; pathetic; affecting. — Mo'tile,
-til, a. Having powers of self-motion, though un-
conscious.— Mortion, -shun, n. Act or process of
changing place or position ; gesture ; movement

;

manner of moving ; port : gait ; air ; power of, or
capacity for, moving; movement of the mind, will,
desires," or passions; proposition offered, esp. in a
deliberative assembly. — v. i. [motioned (-shund),
-tioning.] To make a significant movement or
gesture ; to make proposal, offer a proposition. —
Mo'tionless, a. Wanting motion; at rest. — Mo'-
tive, -tiv, a. Causing motion ; having power, or
tending, to move. — n. That which incites to ac-
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tion ; anything moving the will; incentive; incite-

ment; inducement; stimulus; cause. {Fine Arts.)

The theme or conception which the artist embodies
in his work. — Motivlty, -Y-tY, n. Power of pro-
ducing motion ; quality of being influenced by
motives. — Mo'tor, n. One who, or that which,
imparts motion ; a source or originator of me-
chanical power, etc. — Mo'tor, -tory, -to-rT, a. Giv-
ing motion ; pert, to organs of motion.

Mow, mow, n. A heap or pile of hay or sheaves of
grain in a barn; place in a barn where hay or grain
is stowed,— r.t. [mowed (mowd), mowing.] To
pile and stow away in a barn, as hay or sheaves.

Mow, mo, v. t. [imp. mowed; p. p. mowed (mod) or
mown (mon); mowing.] To cut down with a scythe,
as grass; to cut the grass from: to cut down indis-
criminately, or in great numbers or quantity, — v. i.

To cut grass, perform the business of mowing.
Mow, mow, n. A wry face. — v. i. To make mouths,
grimace, pout.

Moxa, moks / a, n. A woolly, soft substance prepared
from the young leaves of certain plants, and burnt
on the skin to produce an ulcer; any substance used
in a like manner.

Mr. Abbr. of mister, q. v. —Mrs. Abbr. of mistress,
but pron. mis'sis. See Mistress.

Much, much, a. [compar. & superl. wanting, but sup-
plied by more and most.] Great in quantity or
amount; long in duration; abundant; plenteous.—
n. A great quantity; great deal; a thing uncommon,
wonderful, or noticeable.— adv. To a great degree
or extent; greatly; abundantly; far; often, or long;
in nearly the same condition; almost.

Mucid, Mucilage, etc. See under Mucus.
Muck, muk, n. Dung in a moist state; a mass of de-
caying vegetable matter ; black swamp earth con-
taining decornposed vegetable matter ; peat ; some-
thing mean, vile, or filthy.— v. t. To manure with
muck.

Muck. See Amuck.
Mucronate, mu'kro-nat, -nated, a. (Bot. &
Zobl.) Terminating abruptly, with a short,
spinous process.

Mucus, mu'kus, n. (Phpsiol.) A viscid fluid

secreted by the mucous membrane, which it

moistens and defends; any other animal fluid
of a viscid, quality. — Mu'cous, -kus, a.

Pert, to, resembling, or secreting mucus ;

slimy; secreting a slimy substance. — Mucous
membrane. The membrane lining all the
cavities of the body which communicate
with an external opening.— Mu'cousness, n. ™«»™-
— Mu'culent, a. Slimy; moist, and moder-

L
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ately viscous. — Mu'cid, -sid, a. Musty ;

moldy; slimy.— Mu'cilage, -sY-lej, n. (Chem.) One
of the proximate elements of vegetables; an aque-
ous solution of gum. — Mucilaginous, -laf Y-nus, a.

Of the nature of mucilage ; moist, soft, and lubri-
cous: slimy; pert, to, or secreting, mucilage.

Mud, mud, n. Earth wet, soft, and adhesive ; mire.— v. t. To make turbid, or foul, with dirt ; to
muddy. — Mud'dy, -dt, a. [-diek, -diest.] Be-
smeared with, containing, or consisting of mud or
adhesive earth ; of the color of mud ; turbid: thick,
as with dregs; gross; impure; cloudy in mind: dull;
heavy; stupid.—?', t. [muddied '(-did), -dying.]
To soil with mud, dirty, make turbid; to make dull
or heavy. — Mud'dle, -dl, n. A state of being tur-
bid or confused; bewilderment.— v. t. [muddled
(-did), --dung.] To make turbid, or muddy, as
water; to cloud or stupefy; to make a mess of.— a.
In a half-intoxicated state.

Muff, muf, i). A warm cover for receiving the hands,
esp. a cylinder of fur.— Muffin, n. A light, spongy
cake, circular and flat. — Muffle, v. t. [-fled (-flu),

-fling.] To wrap up in something that conceals ;

esp. to wrap (the face) in disguising folds; to wrap
with something that dulls or renders sound inaudi-
ble. — n. (Chem. &. Metal.) An oven-shaped vessel,
used in assaying. The naked portion of the upper
lip and nose of ruminants and rodents.

Muff, muf, n. A stupid, clumsy, or despicable fellow;
a blunderer: simpleton; in games, a failure to catch
a flying ball.— Muffle, -ff, v. i. To speak indis-
tinctly.

Black Mulberry
Leaf and Fruit.

Mug, mug, n. A kind of earthen or metal cup.
Muggy, mug'st, a. [-gier, -giest.] Moist; moldy;
damp and close ; warm and humid.

Mulatto. See under Mule.
Mulberry, mufber-ri, n. The berry or fruit of a tree

of the genus Morus ; the tree it-

self.

Mulch, mulch, n. Half-rotten
straw, leaves, etc., strewn over,
the roots of plants to protect
from heat, cold, dryness, etc. —
v.t. ("mulched (mulcht), mulch-'
ing.] To protect with mulch.

Mulct, mulkt, n. A fine; pecuni-
ary punishment or penalty. — v.

t. To punish by a tine; to with-
hold from by way of discipline.

Mule, mul, n. A quadruped oi
mongrel breed, usually gener-
ated between an ass and a mare,
sometimes between a horse and
a she-ass; any animal or plant
of a mongrel kind; a hybrid.— Mulish, a. Like a mule; stubborn.— MuTeteer',
-le-tei', jj. One who drives mules. — Mulafto, n.

;

pi. -toes, -toz. The offspring of a negress by a
white man, or of a white woman by a negro.

Mule, mul, n. A machine used in spinning cotton.
Mull, mul, v. t. [mulled (muld), mulling.] To heat,
sweeten, and enrich with spices; to dispirit or dead-
en.

Mull, mul, n. A thin, soft kind of muslin.
Mullein, -len, muf len, n. A plant growing in roads
and neglected fields.

Muller, muller, n. A pestle of stone or glass, for
grinding pigments.

Mullet, mullet, n. An ed-
ible fish of 2 genera and
several species.

Mulligatawny, mul'lY-ga-
taw'nY, n. A k i n d of
curry soup or stew. ,. „ .

Mulligrubs, muflY-grubz, Mullet.

n. A twisting of the intestines ; colic; sullenness.
Mullion, mul'yun, n. (Arch.) A vertical bar divid-
ing the lights of Gothic windows,
screens, etc.; one of the divisions
in panelings resembling win-
dows.

Multangular, mult-aifgu-Ier, a.
Having many angles; polygonal.— Multan'gularly, adv. With
many angles or corners. — Mul-
tica'vous, -vus, a. Having many
cavities.— Multidenlate, -tat, a.
Armed with many teeth.— Mul-
tifarious, -rY-us, a. Having mul-
tiplicity; of various kinds; diver-
sified. — Multifariousness, n.
Multiplied diversity.—Muftifid,

a. (Bot.) Divided into several
parts by linear sinuses and
straight margins. - Multiflorous, " "'

TZ\7om.'
" '

-tY-flo'- or -tiflo-rus, a. Having
many flowers. —Muftifoil, n. (Arch.) A leaf orna-
ment consisting of
more than 5 divisions
or foils; see Foil. —
Muftifold, a. Many
times doubled; mani-
fold. — Mufti-form, a.
Having many forms,
shapes, or appear-
ances.—M u 1 1 i fornf-
ity, n. Diversity of
forms ; variety of ap-
pearances in the same
thing. — Multilateral,
a. Having many sides.
— Multilin'eal, -e-al, a.
Having many lines. — Multilobular, a. Having
many cells or compartments. — Multifoquence,
-o-kwens, n. Use of many words; talkativeness.

—

Multifoquent, -oquous, -kwus, a. Very talkative.
— Multip'arous, -a-rus, a. Producing many at a

Mullions.

Multifoil.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Yn, Ice ; 8dd, tSne, or

;
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birth. — Mul'tiped, -ti-ped, n. An insect having
many feet. — a. Having many feet. — MuKtiplex,
a. Manifold. — MuKtiple, -tY-pl, a. Containing
more than once, or more than one ; manifold.—
n. (Math.) A quantity containing another a cer-
tain number of times without a remainder. — A
common multiple of 2 or more numbers contains each
of them some number of times exactly : the least c.

m. is the least number that will do this.— Mul'tiply,
-tY-pli, v. t. [-plied (-pfid), -plying.] To increase
in number, make more numerous, add quantity to.

(Math.) To repeat or add to itself any given num-
ber or quantity as many times as there are units in
any other given number.— v. i. To become numer-
ous: to increase in extent and influence. — Mul-
tiplicand', n. (Arith.) The number to be multiplied
bv another, which is called the multiplier. —Multi-
plicate, mul'tY-plT- or mul-tiplT-kat, a. Consisting
of many, or more than one; multiple; multifold. —
Mul'tiplica'tion, n. Act of multiplying, or of in-
creasing in number. (Math.) A rule or operation
by which any given quantity may be added to itself

any number of times proposed.— Mul'tiplica'tive,
-tiv, a. Tending, or having the power, to multiply,

i

— MuKtiplica'tor, n. The number by which an- !

other number is multiplied; a multiplier. — Multi- I

plic'ity, -plis'i-tY, n. A state of being multiple, I

manifold, or various; a collection of many objects;
a great number. — MuKtipli'er, n. One who, or that
which, etc. ; the number in arithmetic by which an-
other is multiplied.— Mul'titude, -ti-tud, n. State !

of being many ; numerousness ; a great number of
I

individuals ; throng ; crowd ; commonalty ; swarm; I

populace ; vulgar.—Mul'tivalve, -ti-valve, n. (Zobl.)
A shell having more than two valves.

Mum, mum, a. Silent.— interj. Be silent; hush.— n.

Silence.— Mum'ble, -bl, v. i. [-bled (-bid), -bling.]
To speak with the lips or other organs partly closed,
mutter; to eat with the lips closed, chew ineffectu-
ally. — v. t. To utter with a low, inarticulate voice;
to eat with a muttering sound; to suppress, or ut-
ter imperfectly. — Mumm, v. t. [mummed (mumd),
-MING.] To sport in a mask or disguise; to mask,
play the buffoon.— Mum'mery, -mer-Y, n. Mask-
ing; sport; buffoonery; farcical show. — Mump, v. t.

[mumped (mumpt), mumping.] To work over with
the mouth, chew quickly, nibble ; to talk imper-
fectly or feebly.— v.i. To move the lips with the
mouth closed, mumble; to talk brokenly; to begin
a low tone or deceitful manner. — Mumps, n. pi.
(Med.) A peculiar and specific unsuppurative in-
flammation and swelling of the parotid glands.

Mummy, mnrn'ml, n. A dead body embalmed and
dried after the manner of the ancient Egyptians ; a
body preserved, by any means, in a dry state.

Munch, munch, v. t. [munched (muncht), munch-
ing.] To nibble, chew without opening the mouth,
chew noisily or eagerly.— v. i. To chew with closed
lips, masticate.

Mundane, mun'dan, a. Pert, to this world; worldly;
earthly; terrestrial. — Mun'difica'tion, n. Act or
operation of cleansing anv body from dross or ex-
traneous matter. — Mundif'icative, -tiv, a. Having
power to cleanse. — n. A medicine which, etc.

Mungo, mun'go, n. Fibrous material obtained bv
deviling the rags of fine woolen goods, broadcloths,
etc., as shoddy is obtained fr. coarser kinds ; cloth
made from this material.

Mungoose. Mongoose, mun'goos, n. An animal of
India which destroys snakes, small animals, etc.; a
species of ichneumon.

Municipal, mu-nis'Y-pal, a. Pert, to local self-govern-
ment; pert, to a corporate town or city, or to a state,
kingdom, or nation. — Municipality, -Y-tT, n. A
municipal district. — Munificence, -nif'i-sens, n.
Great liberality in giving ; benevolence ; benef-
icence ; bounty. — Munificent, -sent, a. Very lib-
eral in giving; bountiful; generous.

Muniment, mu'nY-ment, n. Anything supporting or
defending; a stronghold; place or means of defense.
(Lino.) A record; a title-deed, charter, etc., esp. one
relating to national, manorial, or ecclesiastical rights
and privileges. — Muni'tion, -nish'un, n. Materials
used in war for deiense, or lor annoying an enemy;
military stores of all kinds, usually in pi.

Mural, mu'ral, a. Pert, to, or like, a wall; perpendic-
ular or steep.

Murder, mer /,
dSr, n. Act of killing a human being

with malice prepense or aforethought, —v. t. [mur-
dered (-derd), -dering.] To kill with premeditated
malice; to destroy, put an end to, assassinate, slav-,

massacre.— Mur'derer, n. One guilty of murder;
assassin ; bloodshedder ; manslay^r. — Mur'deress,
n. A woman who, etc. — Mur'derous, -us, a. Guilty
of, consisting in, accompanied with, fond of, or
premeditating, murder; bloody; blood-guilty;
blood-thirsty; Ravage; cruel.

Muriate, mu'ri-at, n. (Cheat.) A compound formed
by the union of muriatic acid with a base.— Mu'-
ria'ted, a. Combined or impregnated with mu-
riatic acid ; put in brine. — Muriatic, a. Pert, to,

or obtained from, sea-salt. — Mwiatic acid. An
acid consisting of hydrogen and chlorine; hydro-
chloric acid.

Murine. See under Mouse.
Murky. merk'Y, a. [-ier, -iest.] Dark; gloomy.
Murmur, mer'nier, n. A low, confused, and indis-

tinct sound; a half suppressed complaint, —v. i.

[murmured (-mSrd), -muring.] To make a low, con-
tinued noise, like the hum of bees, stream of water,
rolling waves, wind in a forest, etc.; to utter com-
plaints in a low, half-articulated voice; to grumble.— Mur'muringly, adv. With a low sound ; with
complaints. — Mur'murous, -us, a. Attended with
murmurs ; murmuring.

Murrain, mur'rin, n. An infectious and fatal dis-
ease among cattle.

Muscadel, mus'ka-del, -catel, -cat, -cadine, -din or
-din, n. A rich, spicy grape, or the wine made from
it; a fragrant pear.

Muscle, mus''si, n. (Anat.) An organ of motion in
animal bodies, consisting of fibers inclosed in their
cellular membrane, and capable of contraction and
relaxation. (Conch.) An
edible bi-valvular shell-

fish.— Mus'cular, -ku-
lSr, a. Pert, to a muscle, <

or to a system or the<
strength of muscles; con-
sisting of or constituting,
performed by, or depend-
ent on, etc.; well fur-
nished with muscles ; brawny ; strong : powerful;
characterized by strength and vigor. — Muscular''-
ity, -lar'Y-tY, re. State of being muscular. — Myol'-
ogy, -oKo-jY, n. (Anat.) A description of the mus-
cles of the human body.

Muscovy Duck, mus'ko-vY-duk'. A large and prolific
species of duck, wild and domesticated, having a
musky smell.

Muse, muz, v. i. [mused (muzd), musing.] To think
closely, study in silence, ponder, meditate, rumi-
nate; to be absent-minded.— v. t. To think on, med-
itate on.— n. Deep thought; absence of mind.

—

Mus'ing, a. Meditative. — n. Act of, etc.

Muse, muz, n. (Myth.) One of the 9 goddesses who
preside over the liberal arts ( Cali'ope, overeloquence
and heroic poetry; Cli'o, history; Er'ato, lyric and
love poetry ; Euter'pe, music ; Melpom'ene, trage-
dy ; Polt/him'nid, singing and rhetoric ; Terpsich'-
ore, dancing ; Thali'a. pastoral and comic poetry ;

Ura'nia, astronomy); a genius of art, literature, or
music. — Muse'um, n. A collection of natural,
scientific, or literary curiosities, or of works of art.— Mu'sic, n. Melody or harmony; a succession of
sounds so modulated as to please the ear; science
of harmonical sounds; art of producing or combin-
ing sounds in a manner to please the ear.— Mu'si-
cal, a. Pert, to, producing, or
containing music; pleasing to
the ear ; melodious ; harmc -

nious. — Musi'cian, -zish'an.
n. One skilled in the art or
science of music.

Mush, mush, n. Indian meal
boiled in water ; hasty pud-
ding.

Mushroom, mush'room, n
(Bot.) One of a class of rapid-
growing cryptogamic plants

Muscle.

Mushrooms.
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Musk-ox.

of the order of Fungi: the name is popularly re-

stricted to such species as are edible. An upstart.
— a. Pert, to mushrooms; short-lived; ephemeral.

Mu3ic, etc. See under Muse.
Musk, musk, n. A substance of powerful and en-
during odor obtained from a bag behind the navel
of the male musk-deer. — Musk'y, a. Having the
odor of musk. — Musk'deer, n. A hornless deer of
the highlands of Cen-
tral Asia. See Musk.—
-mel'on, n. A species
of melon, having a
musky fragrance. —

_-ox, n. A bovine ru-
minant of the country
about Hudson's Bay:
it has large horns turn-
i n g downward and
outward on each side
of the head. rat, n.

A rodent animal of N
Amer., allied to the beaver, but about the size of a
cat, having a strong, musky smell.

Musket, mus'ket, n. Orig. a kind of hawk or fal-
con ; now, the ordinary fire-arm of infantry sol-
diers.— Mus'keteer'', -err , n._ A soldier armed with
a musket.— Mus'ketoon'', -oon', n. A short, wide-
mouthed musket ; one armed with, etc. — Mus'-
ketry, -ri, n. Muskets in general or collectively;
practice with, or the art of using, etc. ; the fire of,

etc.

Muslin, muz'lin, n. A thin cotton cloth or gauze.
Musquash, mus'kwosh, n. The Indian name for
Musk-rat, q. v.

Musquet. Same as Musket.
Musquito. Same as Mosquito.
Muss, mus, n. A confused struggle: state of confusion

or disorder; mess.— v. t. To disorder, rumple.
Mussel. Same as Muscle, a shell-fish.

Mussulman, mus'sul-man, n. ; pi. -mans. A Moham-
medan; a Moslem.

Must, must, v. i. or auxiliary. To be obliged, —ex-
pressing both physical and moral necessity ; to be
essential to the end proposed.

Must, must, n. Wine pressed from the grape, but not
fermented, —i'. i. To grow moldy and sour; to be-
come fetid.— Must'y, -T, a. [-ier, -iest.] Moldy;
sour; foul and fetid; spoiled by age; stale; vapi'd;

dull; heavy.— Mus'tard,
re. A cruciferous plant of
several species ; a powder
or paste made of its pun-
fent seeds, used as a con-
iment and in medicine.

Mustache, mus-fash', Mous-
tache, moos-fash', n. That
part of the beard which
grows on the upper lip.

Mustang, mus'tang, n. The
wild horse of the prairies in
Mexico, California, etc.

Mustard. See under Must, n.

Muster, mus'ter,*;.*. [-tered
(-terd), -tering.] To as-

semble (troops) for parade,
inspection, exercise, etc.; to
take an account of num- Mustard,

hers, condition, etc. ; to gather for use or exhibi-
tion, get together, — v. i. To come together as parts
of a force or body; to assemble;

—

n. An assem-
bling of troops for review, etc.; assemblage and dis-

play; gathering.
Musty, etc. See under Must, n.

Mutable, mu'ta-bl, a. Capable of alteration ; subject
to change; susceptible of change; inconstant; un-
stable; wavering; variable; fickle. — Mu'tableness,
-tabil'ity, n. Quality of being, etc.; changeable-
ness; inconstancy. — Muta'tion, n. Act or process
of changing; alteration, either in form or qualities.

Mute, mat, a. Restrained from speaking ; uttering
no sound ; incapable of speaking ; not uttered ; un-
pronounced; silent; having its sound wholly checked
by complete closure of the vocal organs,— said of
certain consonants.— n. One who is silent or speech-
less, as, one who, from deafness, is unable to use ar-

ticulate language; or, one employed to stand before
the door of a house in which there is a corpse ; or, a
dumb attendant, esp. of a seraglio. (Gram.) A let-

ter which represents no sound, a silent letter; a con-
sonant formed by a position of the vocal organs which
stops the passage of the breath entirely, as p, b, d, g,
k, t. — Mu'tacism, -sizm, n. Inability to enunciate
properly the labial consonants, b,p, m.

Mute, mut, v. i. To eject the contents of the bowels,
as birds.

Mutilate, mu'tTl-at, v. t. To cut off a limb of; to
maim, cripple; to destroy or remove a material part
of, so as to render imperfect; — Mu'tila'tion, n. Act
of mutilating, or state of being mutilated.

Mutiny, mu'tT-ni, n. Insurrection against constituted
authority by subordinates, esp. against military or
naval commanders; violent commotion; tumult: re-

volt; uprising; rebellion.— v. i. [mutinied (-nid),

-NTiNG.J To rise against lawful authority. — Mu-
tineer', -ner', n. One guilty of mutiny; a sailor or
soldier who rises in opposition to the authority of
the officers. — Mu'tinous, -nus, a. Disposed to mu-
tiny ; turbulent.

Mutter, mutter, v. i [-tered (-terd), -tering.] To
utter words with a low voice, with sullenness or in
complaint; to grumble, murmur; to sound with a
low, rumbling noise.— v. t. To utter with imperfect
articulations, or with a low voice.— n. Repressed
or obscure utterance.

Mutton, muftn, n. The flesh of sheep, raw or dressed
for food.

Mutual, mut'u-al, a. Reciprocally acting or related

;

reciprocally given and received ; showing commu-
nity of action. — Mutuality, -al'Y-ti, n. Quality of
correlation ; reciprocation ; interchange. — Mutu-
ally, adv.

Mutule, mut'Ol, n. (Arch.) A projecting block worked
under the corona of the
Doric cornice, in the same
situation as the Corinthian
modillion. 1" UV1U,: -

Muzzle, muz'zl, n. The projecting mouth and nose
of an animal; mouth of a thing, esp. of a gun; a
fastening or covering for the mouth which prevents
biting. — v. t. [muzzled (-zld), -zling.] To bind
or cover the mouth of, so as to prevent biting or eat-
ing.

My, mi, a. Belonging to me,— used always attribu-
tively.— Myself , x>ron. I or me, — used for empha-
sis; used also instead of me, without emphasis, as
the object of the first person of a reflexive verb.

Myriad, mir'H-ad, n. Ihe number of ten thousand;
an immense or indefinitely large number. — Myr'-
iagram,-i-a-gram,rc. A metric weight= 10,000 grams,
or 10 kilograms, or 22.046 lbs. avoirdupois. — Myria-
gramme, me're-a/gram', re. Same as Myriagram. —
Myrialiter, imVi-SKI-ter or mir'I-a-li'ter, n. A
measure of capacity = 10,000 liters = 2,641.4 Amer.
gallons, or nearly 42 hogsheads.— Myrialitre, -le'tr,
n. Same as Myrialiter.— Myriameter, mir' l-am'e-
ter or mir'Tt-a-me'tSr, re. A measure of length=
10,000 meters = 6.2134 Amer. or 6.21382 Eng. miles. —
Myriainetre, me/re_-a/ma y,

tr, n. Same as Myriame-
ter.— Myriare, me're-ar', n. A measure of suriace
= 10,000 ares = 247.085 Amer. or 247.1143 Eng. acres.
— Myr'iapod, -Y-a-pod, re. (Zobl.) An air-breathing,
vermiform, articulate ani-
mal, having many jointed
legs and a hard external
skeleton ; centiped ; milli-

ped.
Myrmidon, mer'nit-dun, n.

One of a troop who accom-
panied Achilles to the war
against Troy; hence, a sol-

dier of a rough or desperate
character; one who ruth-
lessly executes orders.

Myrrh, mer, n. A transpar-
ent gum-resin, usually of
amber color, of aromatic
odor, and bitter, slightly
pungent taste.

Myrtle, mSr'tl, n. A fragrant
evergreen shrub of several species : the common

Myrtle (Myrtus com-
munis).

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, Sve, term ; In, Ice ; 8dd, t5ne, 8r
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myrtle has a shrubby, upright stem, 8 or 10 feet high:
the ancients considered it sacred to Venus. — Myr'-
tiform, a. Resembling myrtle or myrtle-berries.

Myself. See under My.
Mystery, mis'ter-Y, n. A trade; handicraft; any me-
chanical occupation; a kind of rude drama, of a re-
ligious character, orig. performed By craftsmen; a
mystery-play.

Mystery, mis/tSr-i, n. A profound secret; that which
is beyond human comprehension until explained;
anything artfully made difficult, pi. A kind of secret
religious celebrations, to which only initiated persons
were admitted. — Myste'rious, -rY-us, a. Relating to,

of the nature of, or containing, mystery ; difficult or
impossible to understand; obscure; secret; occult;
enigmatical; incomprehensible. — Mys'tic, n. One
who holds to mysticism. — Mys'tic, -tical, a. Re-
mote from human comprehension; obscure; import-
ing or implying mysticism; involving some secret
meaning; allegorical; emblematical.— Mysticism,

-tY-sizm, n. Obscurity of doctrine. (Eccl. Hist.)
Doctrine of the Mystics, who maintain that they
have direct intercourse with the divine Spirit, and
acquire a knowledge of spiritual things unattaina-
ble by the natural intellect.— Mystifica'tion, n. Act
of involving in mystery, perplexing, or playing on
one's credulity ; also, something designed to mys-
tify. — Mys'tify, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -eying.] To
involve in mystery so as to mislead ; to perplex
purposely.

Myth, mitn, n. A fable, legend, or tradition as to the
origin, early history, gods, etc., of a nation, etc. ; a
fabulous story; an imaginary person or object. —
Mytb/ic, -ical, a. Relating to, described in, or of
the nature of, a myth; fabulous; imaginary; fanci-
ful. — Mythol'ogy, -thoKo-jY, n. Science of, or a
treatise on, myths; a collective body of myths; esp.
pert, to the gods, etc., of a heathen people. — My-
thol'ogist, -thologist, n. One versed in, or who
writes on, mythology.

N.

N, en, the 14th letter of the Eng. alphabet, is a nasal.
Nab, nab, v. t. [nabbed (naod), -bing.] To catch
suddenly or unexpectedly.

Nabob, na'bob, n. A deputy or viceroy in India; one
who returns to Europe from the East with immense
wealth; a very rich man.

Nadir, na'dgr, n. That point of the heavens directly
opposite to the zenith; the lowest point.

Nag, nag, n. A horse, esp. a small horse ; pony.
Nag, nag, v. t. [nagged (nagd), -ging.] To tease in
a petty and pertinacious fashion, scold, annoy.

Naiad, na'yad, n. (Myth.) A female deity, presiding
over a river or spring ; a water nymph.

Nail, nal, n. The horny scale growing at the end of
the human fingers and toes; the claw or talon of a
bird or other animal; a metal pin to fasten boards,
timbers, etc. ; a measure of length = 21-4 inches. —
v. t. [nailed (nald), nailing.] To fasten with
nails, or as with a nail; to fix, catch, trap.

Naked, na'ked, a. Having no clothes on; uncovered;
bare; nude; unarmed; defenseless; open to view;
manifest ; plain ; without addition, exaggeration,
excuses, etc. ; destitute, unaided ; mere ; simple.
(Bot.) Without pubescence; without a calyx; with-
out leaves; not inclosed in a pod or capsule. (Mils.)
Not having the full complement of tones.

Name, nam, n. The title by which a particular person
or thing is known or designated : appellation ; reputed
character; reputation; renown; celebrity; eminence;
memory; remembrance; a race; family; a person.

—

v.t. [named (namd), naming.] To give an appella-
tion to; to mention by name; to designate by name,
denominate, style, term, call, nominate. — Name'-
less, a. Without a name; undistinguished; that
cannot or ought not to be named. — Nam''able, a.
Capable of being named. — Namely, adv. To wit;
that is to say; to particularize. — Name'sake, n. One
who has the same name as another; esp., one named
out of regard to another.

Nankeen, nan-ken', n. A yellowish cotton cloth, of
firm texture, orig. manufactured at Nankin, China.

Nap, nap, v. i. [napped (napt), napping.] To have
a short sleep; to be drowsy, doze; to be in a careless,
secure state. — n. A short sleep.

Nap, nap, n. Woolly or villous substance on the sur
face (of felt, cloth, some plants, etc.).

Nape, nap, n. The back part of the neck.
Naphtha, nap'tha or naftha, n. A thin, volatile,
very inflammable and explosive hydrocarbon, ob-
tained from some oil-springs and from distillation of
coil and wood, -and esp. from petroleum.

Napkin, nap'kin, n. A little towel; a cloth used for
wiping the mouth and hands, esp. at the table.

Narcissus, nar-sis'sus, n. (Bot.) A genus of bulbous

flowering plants, of several species, comprising the
daffodils, jonquils, etc.

—

Narcot'ic, -kot'ik, -ical, a.

(Med.) Relieving pain, and
producing sleep; producing
stupor, coma, and convul-
sions, and, when given in
sufficient quantity, causing
death.

—

n. (Med.) A medi-
cine which, in medicinal
doses, relieves pain, and
produces sleep, but in poi-
sonous doses produces stu-
por, coma, convulsions, and,
in sufficient quantity, caus-
es death.

Narrate, nar-raf or nar'rat,
v. t. To tell, rehearse, or re-
cite, as a story ; to give an
account of. — Narra'tion,
n. Act of, etc.; rehearsal;
recital; thing related; ac-

Narcissus,

count; relation; story; tale; history. — Nar'rative,
-ra-tiv, a. Pert, to narration ; giving a particular or
continued account; inclined to relate stories, or to
tell particulars of events, —n. That narrated; the
recital of a story; narration. — Narra'tor, n.

Narrow, nar'ro, a. Of little breadth ; not wide or
broad; of little extent; very limited; circumscribed;
contracted in mind, disposition, views, feelings, etc.

;

parsimonious; selfish; within a small distance; close;
near ; involving serious exposure ; scrutinizing ;

careful; exact.— v. t. [narrowed (-rod), -row-
ing.] To lessen the breadth of, contract ; to con-
tract the reach or sphere of ; to make less liberal or
more selfish; to limit, confine- (Knitting.) To con-
tract the size of (a stocking, etc.) by taking 2 stitches

intol. — v. i. To become less broad. (Knitting.) To
contract size, by taking 2 stitches into 1. — Nar/rows,
n. pi. A narrow passage through a mountain, or a
channel of water between one sea or lake and anoth-
er; a contracted part of a river or of an ocean cur-
rent; a strait; sound. — Nar'rowly, adv. With little

breadth; without much extent; contractedly; with
minute scrutiny; closely; by a small distance; bare-
ly; merely; sparingly.

Narwhal, nar'hwal, -wal,
found in the northern
seas; sea-unicorn :

the.male has usually
one long, twisted.,
tusk, projecting for-
ward from the upper
jaw like a horn.

A cetaceous mammal,

Narwhal.
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Na^al, na'zal, a. Pert, to the nose ; spoken through
the nose. — ji. An elementary sound uttered
through the nose, or through both nose and mouth
simultaneously. (Med.) A medicine that operates
through the nose; an errhine. — Nastur'tium, -ter'-

shum, n. A plant of several species, cultivated for

its showv, strong-scented, yellow or orange flowers,

as a salad plant, and for its pungent flower-buds
and seeds (for pickling); Indian cress; also, the wa-
ter cress and allied cruciferous plants.

Nascent. See under Nation.
Na3ty, nas'tr, a. [-tieu, -tiest.] Offensively filthy;

very dirty; nauseous; disgusting; indecent; gross;
vile; wet, sloppy, disagreeable,— said of the weather.

Natant, na'tant, a. {Bot.) Floating on the surface
of water, as the leaf of an aquatic plant.

Nation, na'shun, n. A people living in the same coun-
try and under the same government; a people hav-
ing a common origin and language ; people ; race;

stock.— Na'tional, nash'un-al, a. Pert, to a nation;
common to a people or race ; public ; general ; at-

tached, esp. to one's own country. — Nationalism,
-izm, n. State of being national ; national attach-

ment.—Nationality, -al'I-tl, n. Quality of being na-
tional, or strongly attached to one's own nation; na-
tional character; a race or people, as determined by
common language and character, and not by polit-

ical bias or divisions; nation; national unity and in-

tegrity. — Nationalize, nash'un-al-Iz, v. t. [-ized
(-Izd), -izing.] To make national.— Nas'cent, -sent,

a. Beginning to exist or to grow.— Na'tal. a. Pert,
to, accompanying, or dating from, one's birth ; na-
tive; natural. — Na'tive, -tiv, a. Tort, to one's birth;
natal; conferred by birth; born with one; indige-
nous; produced by nature; not wrought by art; un-
artiScial. — n. One born in a place or country; a
denizen by birth. (Stock-breeding.) Any of the live
stock found in a region, excluding such as belong
to pure and distinct breeds ; an animal of common
or mongrel blood. — Nativ'ity, -tiv'i-tT, n. Birth;
time, place, or circumstances of birth. (Astrol.) A
horoscope. — Nat'ure, na'chur, n. Native charac-
ter; inherent qualities, attributes, or endowments;
kind; sort; character; species; established or regular
course of things; existing system of things; the world
of matter; thecrcatiou; universe; the personified sum
and order of causes and effects ; the agencies which
carry on the processes of the creation ; natural af-

fection or reverence ; adherence to what is natural,
normal, or usual ; a person of intelligence and char-
acter. — Nat'ural, nach'ur-al, a. Pert, to the con-
stitution of a thing; according to nature; charac-
teristic; conformed to the order of nature; normal;
regular; having to do with the existing system of
things; conformed to truth or reality; by impulses
of natural appetite alone ; illegitimate ; bastard ;

pert, to, derived from, or formed by, the lower or
animal nature merely. (Mus.) Pert, to a key which
has neither a flat nor a sharp for its signature, —n.
An idiot. (Mus.) A character [thus, _Q~] used to
contradict, or to remove the effect of, a sharp or flat

which has preceded it. — Nat'uralist, n. One who
studies the natural history of animals ; one who
maintains the doctrines of naturalism.— Nat'urali-
za'tion, it. Act of investing an alien with the rights
and privileges of a native subject or citizen; state
of being thus invested with citizenship.— Nat'u-
ralize, v. t. [-ized (-Izd), -izijtg.] To make natural
or easy by custom and habit; to confer rights of a
native citizen on; to receive or adopt as native, nat-
ural, or vernacular; to accustom, habituate, accli-

mate.— v. i. To explain phenomena by natural
agencies or laws. — Nafurally, adv. According to
nature, or to the usual course of things; without art

or cultivation; spontaneously; without affectation.

Natty, nat'tr, a. Neatly fine ; smart ; spruce.
Naught, Nought, nawt, n. Nothing.— adv. In no
degree, — a. Of no value or account; worthless ;

bad; vile; naughty. — Naughfy, -I, a. [-iek, -iest]
Orig. corrupt ; wicked ; mischievous ; perverse, —
said esp. of children. — Naught'ily, -1-11, adv. In a
naughty manner; perversely; corruptly.— Naughf-
iness, n.

Nausea, naw'she-a, n. Seasickness; any similar sick-

ness of the stomach, accompanied with a propen-

sity to vomit ; qualm.— Nau'seate, naw'she-at, v. i.

To become squeamish, feel disgust.— v. t. To affect
with nausea, sicken ; to reject with disgust, loathe.
— Nau'seou3, -shus, a. Causing, or fitted to cause,
nausea. — Nau'tical, -tik-al, a. Pert, to seamen, or
to the art of navigation ; naval

;

marine ; maritime. — Nau'tilus,
-tt-lus, n. (Zobl.) A cephalopodous
mollusk, of several species, having
a spiral, chambered shell and many
slender cupless tentacles; the name
is also applied to the shells of sev-
eral different mollusca. A kind of
diving bell, whose motions are con-
trolled by the occupants.— Na'val,
a. Pert, to, consisting of, or having
to do with ships or a navy : naut- Nautilus,
ical

; marine ; maritime. — Na'vy, -vT, n. A fleet of
ships; a nation's ships of war. considered collectively,
or the officers and men belonging to them. — Nav/'-

igate, nav'Y-gat, v. i. To journev bv water, go in a
ship, sail. — v. t. To pass over "in ships; to steer,
direct, or manage in sailing. — Navigation, n. Act
of navigating ; science or art of conducting ships or
vessels from one place to another ; navigable water;
means of navigation ; vessels ; shipping. — Nav'-
igable, a. Admitting of being navigated. — Nav'-
iga'tor, n. One who is skillful in the art of naviga-
tion. — Nav'vy, -vl, n. Originally, a laborer on ca-
nals for inter-
nal navigation;
hence, a labor-
er on other
public works,
esp. railroads.
— Nave, -nav,
n. (Arch.) The
middle or body
of a church,
extending f r .

the choir to the
principal en-
trance ; the
part between
the wings or
aisles.

Nautch, nawch,
m. In India,
an exhibition
of dancing by
girls, generally
courtesans.

Nave, nav, n.
Body of a
church : see under Nausea.

Nave, nav, n. The piece of wood, etc., in the center
of a wheel, through which the axle passes; the hub.— Na'vel, -vl, n. A depression in the center of the
abdomen, being the scar left by the detachment of
the umbilical cord after birth; the central part or
point of anything ; middle.

Nay, na, adv. No; not this merely, but also; not only
so.— n. Denialj refusal.

Nazarene, naz'a-ren', n. An inhabitant of Nasareth;
one of the early converts to Christianity,— a term
of contempt. — Naz'arite, -rit, n. A Jew who
bound himself by a vow to extraordinary purity of
life and devotion.

Neap, Hep, n. The pole of a cart or wagon ; a prop
for the front of a cart, etc.

Neap, nep, a. Low : scanty.
Neapolitan, ne-a-poKl-tan, a. Of, or pert, to, the

city of Naples.
Near, ner, a. Not far distant; as, not distant in place,
adjacent, neighboring; or, .not distant in time; or,
closely related; or, close to one's interests, affection,
etc.; intimate; dear; or, close to anything followed
or imitated ; or, on the left of a team : serving to
bring the objpet closer ; immediate : direct : par-
simonious ; illiberal. — adv. At a little distance
only, in place or time, manner or degree ; almost

;

well-nigh ; nearly. — v. t. [neaked (nerd), neap-
ing.] To approach, come nearer.— v. i. To draw
near, approach.— prep. Adjacent to ; close by.

—

Nearly, -It, adv. At no great distance ; closely ;

Nave.
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intimately ; pressingly ; almost ; in a parsimonious
manner.

Neat, net, n. Cattle of the bovine genus, as bulls, ox-
en, and cows. — a. Belonging to the bovine genus,
as, neat cattle ; also, pert, to such cattle.

Neat, net, a. Free from that which soils or disorders;
clean; pleasing with simplicity; chaste; good in its

kind; excellent; complete in character, skill, etc.;

adroit; with all deductions made; net; tidy; trim;
spruce. — Net, a. (Com.) Pure; unadulterated;
clear of all charges, deductions, etc.— v. t. To gain
or produce as clear profit.

Neb, neb, n. The nose; snout; mouth; the beak of a
bird; the bill; nib (of a pen).

Nebula, neb'u-la, n. ; pi. -lm, -le. (Astron.) A misty
or cloud-like object in the distant heavens, often re-

solvable by the telescope into distinct stars.— Neb'-
nlous, -u-lus, a. Cloudy ; hazy. (Astron.) Pert, to,

or like, a nebula ; nebular. — Nebulos'ity, -los'T-tT,

n. State of being nebulous. (Astron.) The faint,

misty appearance surrounding certain stars.

Necessary, nes'es-sa-rl, «. Such as must be; inevita-

ble; indispensable; essential; acting from necessity
or compulsion.— n. A thing indispensable to some
purpose, — chiefly in pi. ; a privy ; water-closet. —
Nece3'sity, -ses'si-tr, n. Quality of being, etc.

;

pressing need; indigence; want; that which is neces-
sary; a requisite, — chiefly in pi. ; irresistible force ;

overruling power; fate; fatality. (Metanh.) Denial
of freedom to voluntary action. — Necessitate,
v. t. To make necessary or indispensable ; to force,
compel.— Necessitous, -sl-tus, a. "Very needy or
indigent ; narrow ; destitute.

Neck, nek, h. The part of an animal's body connect-
ing head and trunk; any part of an inanimate ob-
ject corresponding to a neck ; the long, slender part
of a vessel, as a retort, or of a fruit, as a gourd; esp.,

a narrow tract of land connecting- larger tracts.

Necrology, ne-krol'o-ji, n. A register of deaths. —
Nec'roman'cy, -si, n. Art of revealing future
events by pretended communication with the dead ;

conjuration; enchantment; the black art, q. v., un-
der Black. — Necrop'olis, n. A city of the dead ;

cemetery ; graveyard.
Nectar, nek'tar, n. (Mi/th. & Poet.) The drink of the
gods; the honey in certain flowers and plant glands;
a sweet, pleasant, or delicious beverage. — Nec'tar-
ine, -tar-in, n. (Bot.) A variety of peach, with a
smooth rind. — Nec'tary, -ta-ri, n. (Bot.) The
honey-gland of a flower.

Nee, na, p. p. Born,— used to denote the family name
of a woman before her marriage.

Need, ned, n. A state that requires supply or relief;

urgent want; poverty; indigence; exigency; strait;

extremity. — v. t. To be in want of, lack- [With
another verb, nee'l is used like an auxiliary, and un-
dergoes no change of termination in the 3d pers.
sing, of the pres. tense.]— v.i. To be wanted.be
necessary.— Needs, a Iv. Of necessity; necessarily;
indispensably. — Need'y, -I, a. [-ieu, -iest.J Dis-
tressed by want of the means of living; necessitous.— Need'le3S, a. Having no need ; in want of noth-
ing : unnecessary; not requisite. — Need'ful, -ful, a.

Full of need ; needy; requisite.
Needle, ne'dl, n. A slender, pointed steel instrument
with an eye, used in sewing; a knitting-needle: a
magnetized bar of steel, resting on a pivot, in a com-
pass, so as to turn freely toward the magnetic poles
of the earth ; any slender pointed object ; a pointed
crystal ; a sharp pinnacle of rock, etc — r. i. To
shoot into the form of needles. — Nee'dleful, -ful,

??.. ; pi. -fl'ls. As much thread as is put at once into
a needle.

Ne'er, nar, adv. A contr. of never.— Ne'er'-do-weel,
-wel, n. A good-for-nothing; one who will never do
good.

Nefarious, ne-fa^rT-us, a. Wicked in the extreme ;

atrociously villainous; detestable; infamous; impi-
ous.— Nega'tion, n. Act of denying: denial : state-
ment of what a thing is not, or has not, etc.— Neg'a-
tive, -tiv, a. Implying or containing denial, nega-
tion, or refusal ; the opposite of affirmative or pos-
itive : marked by absence of what is appropriate or
expected ; having the effect of stopping or restrain-
ing. — n. A proposition by which something is de-

nied or forbidden ; an opposite or contradictory term
or conception; a word that denies; veto; the relation
of denial or opposition. (Photog.) A picture upon
glass in which the lights and shadows aie reversed,
from which photographs, etc., may be printed.

—

V. t. [NEGATIVED (-tivd), -TIVING.J To dispiove;
to refuse to enact or sanction. — Neglect', -lekf,
v. t. Not to treat with due attention; to suffer to
pass unimproved, unheeded, undone, etc.; to omit;
to forbear to treat with attention or respect; to slight,
overlook, disregard. — n. Omission of proper atten-
tion; state of being disregarded. — Neglect'ful, -iul,

a. Full of neglect; heedless: careless: inattentive;
treating with neglect or slight ; indicating indiffer-
ence. — Neg'ligence, -ll-jens, n. Quality of being
negligent; habitual neglect; a negligent act.— Neg'-
ligent, a. Apt to neglect; customarily neglectiul;
heedless ; remiss. — Negligee, neglT-zha', n. An
easy, unceremonious attire ; a long necklace

t
usu-

ally of red coral. — Negotiate, -shT-at, v. i. To
transact business ; to treat with another respecting
purchase and sale; to treat with respecting a treaty,
league, etc.— v. t. To arrange for; to settle by deal-
ing and management; to sell, pass.— Nego'tiable,
a. Capable oi being negotiated: transierable by as-

signment or indorsement to another person.—Nego'-
tia'tion, -shi-a'shun, «. Act of negotiating ; the
transacting of business in traffic ; mercantile busi-
ness ; trading; the transaction of business between
nations.—Nei'ther, ne'tJ ei or ni'ft Si- (see Eitheh),
pron. or provonival a. Not either ; not the one or
the other, — tonj. Not either.— Neu'ter, nu'ter, a.

Neither the one thing nor the other: of neither side;
neutril: sexless. (C/iam.) Of neither gender; nei-
ther male nor iemale ; neither active nor passive;
intransitive. (Hot.) Having neither stamens nor
pistils, -n. A person who takes no part in a con-
test ; a neutral ; the working bee, which is really
an undeveloped female. (Bot.) A plant having
neither stamens nor pistils. — Neu'tral, a. Not
engaged on either side ; neuter ; indiflerent ; nei-
ther very good nor bad; of medium quality. (Bot.)
Having neither stamens nor pistils.— n. A person
or nation that takes no part in a contest between
others.— Neutrality, -traKI-ti, n. State of being
neutral ; indifieience ; a combination of neutral
powers or states. — Neutralize, v. t. [-ized (-Izd),

-izing.] To render neutral. (Chem.) To destioy
the effect of, render inert. To destroy the peculiar
properties or opposite dispositions of.— Nev'er, adv.
Not ever; not at any time ; in no degree; not in the
least; not.— Nevertheless', adv. Not the less ; not-
withstanding ; in spite of that ; however ; at least

;

yet.
Negro, ne'gro, n. ; pi. -gkoes, -gi5z. A black man;

esp., one of a race having protruding lips and woolly
hair, inhabiting a portion of tropical Africa. — Ne'-
gress, n. A blrckw<man; a iemale negro. — Ne'-
groid, a. Characteristic of or resembling the negro.
— Nig'ger, n. A ncgio, — in contempt. — Nigres''-
cent, ni-gres'sent, a. Growing black ; changing to
a black color.

Negus, ne'gus, n. A beverage made of wine, water,-
su>;ar, nutmeg, and lemon-juice.

Neigh, na, r. i. [neighed (n'ad), neighing.] To cry
as a horse: to whinny.— n. The natural cry of a
horse ; a whinnying.

Neighbor, na'ber, n. One who lives near one; one en-
titled to, or exhibiting, neighboily kindness: one of
the human race. — a. Near to another; adjeining;
next.— v. t. [neighbored (-herd), -boring.] 1o
adjoin, border on, be near to. — Neighborhood,
-hdfjd, n. Quality or condition of being a neighbor;
vicinity; adjoining disti ict • a region whose inhabit-
ants may he counted as neighbors; inhabitants liv-

ing in the vicinity of each other. — Neigh/boring, a.
Living or being near. — Neigh/borly, -ler-ll , a. Be-
coming a neighbor ; kind ; social ; friendly ; culti-
vating familiar intercourse.

Neither. See under Nefarious.
Neogene. ne'o-jen, n. (Geol.) A designation for the
miocene and' pliocene tertiary formations. — Neol'-
ogy, -ol'o-jT, n. Introduction of a new word, or of
new words, into a language; new doctrines, esp. in
theology. — Neolog'ical, -loj'ik-al, a. Pert, to neol-
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ogy ; employing new words.— NeoKogisni, -jizm, n.

Introduction of new words or doctrines ; a new
word, expression, or doctrine. — Ne'ophyte, -o-iit,

n. A new convert or proselyte ; a novice ; tyro.
Nephew, nefu, Eng.pron. nev'u, n. A son of one's
brother or sister. — Nep'otism, -tizm, n. Fondness
for, or favoritism shown to, relations.

Nerve, nerv, n. Physical force or steadiness ; firm-
ness of mind ; self-command ; courage. (Anat.)
One of the fibers which establish communication
between the parts of the body, and the brain and
spinal cord, or the central ganglia. {Hot.) One of
the simple parallel veins or ribs of a leaf, etc. — v. t.

[NEKVED (nervd), nekving.] To give strength or
vigor to. — Nenrine, -In, a. {Med.) Quieting nerv-
ous excitement, — n. Nerve substance. {Med.) A
medicine which acts upon the nerves. — Nerv'ous,
-us, a. Possessing nerve ; strong ; vigorous ; mani-
festing mental vigor ; pert, to, or seated in, the
nerves; full of nerves; having the nerves weak or
diseased ; easily agitated.— Neural'gia, nu-raKji-a,
n. {Med.) A disease, whose chief symptom is acute
pain, which follows the course of a nervous branch,
extends to its ramifications, and seems to be seated
in the nerve.— Neural'gic
gia. — Neuro'ma, -ma, n.
a nerve. — Neurop /'-

ter, n. One of an
order of insects
having 4 m em b r a-
n o u s, transparent
wings, as the drag-
on-fly. — Neurop'-
teral, a. Pert, to,
etc.— Neurot/ic, a.
Relating to, seated
in , or useful in disor-
ders of, the nerves.— n. A drug affect-
ing primarily the
functions of intel-
lection, sensibility,

-jik, a. Pert, to neural-
{Pathol.) A tumor on

motility,—
Icohol, <

Neuropter.
Caddis-fly {Phryania).

aconite, alcohol, chloral, ether, digitalis, opium, etc.— Neurofomy, -o-ml, n. Art or practice of dissect-
ing the nerves ; an incised wound of a nerve.

Nest, nest, n. The receptacle prepared by a bird for
hatching and

Nest of Thistle-bird,

snug, as a bird in her nest ; to move about in one's
seat, like a bird when forming her nest. — v. t. To
house, as in a nest; to cherish, as a bird her young.— Nestling, nestling, n. A young bird in the nest,
or just taken from the nest.

Net, net, n. A texture of twine, etc., with open
meshes, arranged in various forms, for catching
fish, birds, or beasts ; anything fitted to entrap or
deceive; a snare; any fahric of open texture, as one
to inclose the hair. — v. t. To make into a net, or
net-work: to tike in a net. — v. i. To form net-

work.— Net'ting, n. A piece of net-work. — Nef-
work, n. A fabric of threads, cords, or wires cross-

ing each other at certain intervals, and secured at

the crossings.
Net, a. Unadulterate, clear of deduction.
Neth'er, neth'er, a. Lying or being beneath, or in
the lower part ; lower"— Neth'ermost, a. Lowest.

Nettle.

Nettle, neftl, n. A plant covered with minute ska
hairs containing a poison
that produces a very
painful sensation.— v. t.

[nettled (-tld),
-TLIH6.] To fret or
sting, irritate or vex.
— Net 'tie -rash, n,

{Med.) An eruptive dis-

ease resembling the ef-

fects of whipping with a
nettle; urticaria.

Neuralgia, Neurotic, etc.
See under Nehve.

Neuter, Neutral, Never,
etc. See under Nefari-
ous.

New, nu, a. Having ex-
isted, or having been
made, but a short time;
of late origin; lately
manifested ; recently in-
vented, discovered, or established as true ; strange;
starting anew ; recommencing ; not ancient ; mod-
ern ; not worn out or defaced by use ; unaccus-
tomed ; unfamiliar ; fresh from anything ; novel.— NeWTy, -It, adv. Lately; freshly; recently; in a
manner not existing before ; with a new form. —
New'ness, ?;. State or quality of being new, or of
being first known or introduced ; novelty ; innova-
tion ; recent change ; want of practice or familiar-
ity; different state or qualities introduced by change
or regeneration. — News, ntiz, n. [Plural in form,
but united with a verb in the sing.] Recent intel-
ligence ; fresh information ; tidings ; information
of what has recently happened or of what was be-
fore unknown ; advice. — News'mon/ger, n. One
who deals in news. — News'paper, n. A public print
that circulates news, advertisements, etc.

Newel, nu'el, n. {Arch.) The upright post about
v liich the steps of a circular staircase wind; the post
at the angles and foot of a staircase.

Newt, nut, n. A small water lizard ; an eft.

lNc::t, nekst, a.; superl. of nigh. Nearest in place,
time, degree, quality, rank, right, or relation; ad-
joining in a series.— adv. At the time or turn near-
est or immediately succeeding.

Nib, nib, n. Something small and pointed; a prong;
esp. the bill or beak of a bird, or point of a pen.

—

v. t. To furnish with a nib; to point; to cut off the
point of.— Nip'ple, -pi, n. The protuberance on the
breast of females from which milk is drawn ; a teat,
pap ; any small projection having a perforation, as
that part of a gun-lock on which the cap is placed.

Nibble, nib'bl, v. t. [-bled (-bid), -bling.] To eat
slowly or in small bits.— v. i. To bite gently, or a lit-

tle ata time.— n. A little bite, or seizing as if to bite.

Nice, ins, a. Pleasing to the senses; esp. to the taste;
agreeable; gratifying; wrought by a skillful work-
man; produced by an acute or
fastidious mind; requiring to be
daintily touched, discussed, or
judged of; refined; showing
delicacy or refinement; distin-
guishing accurately or minute-
ly ; over scrupulous or exact

;

hard to please or satisfy ; scru-
pulously and minutely cautious

;

dainty; fine; precise; fastidious;
squeamish ; finical. — Nic'ety,
-e-tf, n. Quality of being nice ;

daintiness, as, delicate manage-
ment ; or, delicacy of percep-
tion; a minute distinction ; pre-
cision ; or, excess of delicacy ;

fastidiousness ; a delicacy, — ~=\
used in pl._

Nicene, ni'sen or m-sen', a. Of, _,

or pert, to, Nice, in Asia Minor, r

where the Nicene creed, a sum-
mary of Christian faith, was
composed. A. D. 325. ^^

Niche, nich, n. A cavity or re-
cess, generally within the thick-
ness of a wall, for a statue, bust, etc.

Niche.
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Nick, nik, n. {Northern Myth.) An evil spirit of the
waters ; hence Old Nick, thedevilr

Nick, nik, n. A notch cut into something ; a score
for keeping an account ; a hit ; the exact point or
critical moment, — v. t. [nicked (uikt), nicking.]
To cut in notches ; to make nicks in, notch; to suit

or fit into, as one nick or notch into another; to hit

;

to strike at the precise point or time ; to gain an ad-

vantage over, cozen, defeat ; to hit with a telling

name or epithet.

Nickel, nik'el, u. (Min.) A hard grayish-white metal
of considerable luster, very malleable and ductile:

it is used in various alloys and in plating; in the U.
S., a coin (1, 2, or 5 cents) made partly of nickel.

Nick'nack. Same as Knickknack.
Nickname, nik'nam, n. A name given in contempt,

derision, or sportive familiarity, —v.t. [nicknamed
(-namd), -naming.] To give a name of reproach or
familiarity to.

Nicotian, nT-ko'shan, a. Pert, to, or derived from
tobacco.— Nic'otin, -tine, -tin, n. An oily, limpid,

and highly poisonous liquid alkaloid yielded by
tobacco.

Niece, nes, n. A. daughter of one's brother or sister.

Niggard, nig'gard, n. One meanly close and covet-

ous; a miser. — a. Meanly covetous; sordidly parsi-

monious ; miserly. — Nig'gardly, -IT, a. Meanly
avaricious in dealing with others; cautiously avoid-
ing profusion; penurious.

Nigger. See under Negro.
Nigh, ni, a. [nigher; highest or next.] Not dis-

tant in place or time; near; not remote in degree,
kindred, circumstances, etc. ; closely allied ; adja-
cent ; contiguous; intimate. — adv. In a situation
near in place or time, or in the course of events; al-

most ; nearly, —prep. Near to ; not distant from.
Night, nit, n. The time from sunset to sunrise; dark-
ness; obscurity; ignorance; a state of affliction or
distress; adversity; death; the time of the absence
of life from nature.—Nightly, -IT, a. Done by night

;

done every night. — adv. By_night ; in the night;
every night.— Nightingale, -gal, n. A small migra-
tory bird of Europe, Asia, and Africa, which sings
sweetly at night; philomel. — Night'mare, -mar, n.

A state of oppression during sleep, with horror, anx-
iety, and a desire to call tor help, and a sense of
pressure on the chest or stomach; incubus; any over-
whelming, oppressive, or stupefying influence. —
Nighf-shade, n. (Lot.) A low, branching, annual
plant, of several species, having very small white
flowers, and round berries, and poisonous properties.

Nigrescent. See under Negro.
Nil, nil, n. Nothing, — a term used in canceling, in
book-keeping, meaning to take no notice of that to
which it refers.— Ni'hilism, ni-'hil-izm, n. Nothing-
ness ; nihility ; doctrine that nothing can be known.
(Ross. Politics.) The socially destructive principles
maintained by the organization of Nihilists, who
disbelieve in any permanent improvement in the
social condition or progress of man, and who consti-
tute a secret revolutionary society, devoted to the
destruction of the present form of government. —
Ni'hilist, n. An advocate of, etc.— Nihility, -hil'T-
tT, n. Nothingness; a state of being nothing.

Nimble, nim'bl, a. [-bler, -blest.] Light and quick
in motion ; agile ; briskj, prompt.

Nincompoop, nin'kum-poop, Nin'kum, n. A silly
fool; blockhead; simpleton.

Nine, nin, a. One more than 8, or one less than 10.—
n. The sum of 5 and 4 ; a symbol representing nine
units, as 9 or ix; the players on one side in a game
of base ball, 9 in number.— The Nine. The 9 Muses:
see Muse.— Nine'fold, a. Nine times repeated.—
Ninth, a. Following the 8th and preceding the 10th;
being one of 9 equal parts into which anything is

divided. — n. The quotient of a unit divided by
9; one of 9 equal parts. (Mus.) An interval contain-
ing an octave and a second ; a chord consisting of the
common chord, with the 8th advanced one note^—
Ninthly, adv. In the 9th place. — Nine'teen, -ten,
a. Nine and ten. — n. The sum of 10 and 9; a
symbol representing nineteen units, as 19 or xix.

—

Nineteenth, a. Following the 18th and preceding
the 20th; being one of 19 equal parts into which any-
thing is divided.— n. The quotient of a unit divid-

ed by 19 : one of 19 equal parts ; the next in order
after the 18th. — Nine'ty, -tT, a. Nine, times 10; one
more than 89.— n. The sum of 9 times 10 ; a symbol
representing ninety units, as 90 or xc. — Nine'tieth.
-tT-eth, a. Next in order after the 89th; being one of
90 equal parts. —h. The quotient of a unit divided
by 90 ; one of 90 equal parts; the next in order after
the 89th.

Ninny, nin/'nT, n. A fool ; simpleton ; dolt.

Nip, nip, v. t. [nipped (nipt) less properly nipt,
nipping.] To catch or inclose and compress tightly
between two surfaces or edges brought together; to
pinch; to remove by pinching, biting, or cutting with
2 meeting edges of anything; to blast, as by frost; to
destroy; to bite, vex. — n. A seizing or closing in
upon; a pinch with the nails or teeth; a small cut,
or a cutting off the end; a blast; destruction by frost;
a biting sarcasm ; taunt ; a sip (esp. of intoxicating
liquor).— Nip'per, n. One who
or that which, etc.; a fore tooth ,

of ahorse; a small draught; sip; '

nip. pi. Small pincers for hold-
in g, breaking, or cutting.
(Naut.) A number of yarns Kippers,

marled together, to secure a cable to the messenger.
Nipple. See under Nib.
Nisan, iii'san, n. The 1st month of the Jewish sacred
year, answering to April, orig. called Abib.

Nisi, ni'si, conj. Unless ; if not. [L.]— Nisi prius.
(Law.) Unless before,— a phrase applied to terms
of court, held generally by a single judge, with a
jury, for the trial of civil causes.

Nit, nit, n. The egg of a louse or other small insect.
Niter, -tre, ni'ter, n. (Chem.) A white, crystalline

salt, nitrate of potassa, having a pungent, saline
taste,— used in the manufacture of gunpowder, etc.;
saltpeter. — Ni'trate, -trat, n. A salt formed by the
union of nitric acid with a base.— Nitrate of silver.

A transparent crystalline substance obtained by dis-
solving silver in nitric acid: when fused it becomes
lunar caustic. — Ni'tride, -trid, n. A compound of
nitrogen with any other element or radical, as with
phosphorus, silicon, or one of the metals.— Ni'tric,
a. Compounded of nitrogen and oxygen. See Ni-
trous. — Nitric acid. A powerful, corrosive acid,
containing 5 equivalents of oxygen and 1 of nitro-
gen. — Ni'trous, -trus, -try, -trT, a. Compounded
of nitrogen with a smaller proportion of oxygen
than in a nitric compound; pert, to, containing, pro-
ducing, or like, niter.—Nitrous oxide gas. A gaseous
oxide of nitrogen, used as an anesthetic, esp. D3r

dentists; laughing gas. — Ni'trogen, -tro-jen, n. A
gaseous element, without taste, odor, or color, form-
ing nearly 4-5ths of common air, and incapable of
supporting life ; azote. — Ni'tro-glyCerine, -glis'Sr-
in, n. A compound produced Dy the action of a
mixture of strong nitric and sulphuric acids on glyc-
erine at low temperatures: it detonates when struck
and explodes with great violence. The mixture of
nitro-glycerine with silicious earth produces dyna-
mite or giant-powder ; with gunpowder, or with saw-
dust and nitrate of sodium or barium, lithofracteur; -

with gunpowder, Colonia powder ; with sawdust, or
with sawdust and nitrate of potassium and some
other substances, dualin ; with wood fiber, lignose.

No, no, adv. Nay, — a word of denial or refusal; not.— n. ; pi. Noes, noz. A refusal by use of the word
no; a denial: a negative vote ; one who votes in the
negative.— No, a. Not any; not one; none.— None,
nun, a. and pron. No one; not anything ; no ; not
any. — No'body, -bod-T, n. No person ; no one ;

not anybody ; a person of no importance. — Noth''-
ing, nutb/ing, n. Not anything ; no thing; non-ex-
istence ; nonentity ; nihility ; not anything of ac-
count, value, note, etc. ; a trifle.

—

adv. In no de-
gree; not at all.— Norway, -ways, -waz, adv. In no
manner or degree ; not at all ; nowise. — No'where,
adv. Not anywhere ; not in any place or state. —
No'wise, adv. Not in any manner or degree.

Noble, no'bl, a. [-bler, -blest.] Possessing emi-
nence, elevation, dignity, etc. ; above whatever is low,
mean, degrading, or dishonorable ; grand ; magnifi-
cent ; splendid ; of exalted rank ; of aristocratic or
patrician family; sublime; great; eminent; stately;
magnanimous; liberal; free.— n. A nobleman; peer;

sun, cube, full ; moon, ftSot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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formerly, a gold coin,
-bil'T-ti,

liu, piutuuciauvC) a BWCJU- ' StUUCU; WIIItLllll

etc. (Astron.) -—^ j

— Nonen'tity, -tt

2 great celes- ( \
!

being; u thing no!
other, or the \ \ I J ' a nobody. — Non-
ets that of its \^_^>C^y — n. A thing w

Node.

a money of account, and
worth about $1.61. — Nobil'ity. -bil'T-ti, n. The
quality of being noble, as, dignity ; greatness ; ele-

vation, superiority of mind and of quality ; or, no-
ble birth ; patrician dignity ; distinction by rank,
station, and title ; the aristocratic or patrician class ;

the peerage. — No'bleman, n. ; pi. -men. One of the
nobility ; a noble ; peer. — Nobless', -blesse', -hies',

n. The nobility; persons of noble rank collectively.
— Nob, n. A slang contr. of nobleman : a swell.—
Nob'by, -bY, a. Stylish; modish; fashionable.

Nobody. See under No.
Nocturn, nok'tern, n. An act of religious service by
night ; one of the portions into which the Psalter
was divided, designed to be used at such a night-ser-
vice. — Nocturne', -tern'

-

, «. {Painting.) A night-
piece, night-scene. (3Ius.) A piece to be played as
a serenade. — Noctur'nal, a. Pert, to, done, or oc-
curring at night; seeking food at night.

Nod, nod, v. i. To bend or incline the upper part,
with a quick motion; to make a slight bow in assent
or salutation ; to be drowsy. — v. t. To incline or
bend, as the head or top ; to make a motion of as-
sent, of salutation, or of drowsiness with ; to sig-
nify by a nod. — n. A bending forward of the
upper part or top; quick downward or forward mo-
tion of the head, in assent, salutation, drowsiness,
as a signal, etc.

Noddle, nod'dl, n. The head, — used jocosely or con-
temptuously.

Node, nod, n. A knot; knob; protuberance; a swell
ing, as of a bone, tendon, etc. (Astron.)
One of the points where
tial circles intersect each
orbit of a satellite intersect;
primary. (Bot.) The joint of a stem
(Geom.) The oval figure, or knot,
formed by the folding of a curve upon itself. —
Nod'al, a. Pert, to, or like, etc.— Nodose'', no-dos',
a. Having knots or swelling joints ; knotted. —
Nod'ule, nod'ul, n. A rounded mass of irregular
shape; a little knot or lump.

Nog, nog, n. A little pot; noggin; a kind of strong ale;

a wooden pin or treenail; a timber brick.— Nog'gin,
n. A small mug or wooden cup ; a measure = I gill.

— Nog'ging, n. A partition of scantlings filled with
bricks.

Noise, noiz, n. Sound of any kind; esp.,- over-loud,
empty, confused, or senseless sound; loud or contin-
uous talk; discussion; stir; outcry; clamor; din; up-
roar. — v. i. [noised (noizd), noising.] To sound
loud.— v. t. To spread by rumor or report; to disturb
with noise. — Nois'y, -T, a. [-iek, -iest.] Making
a noise, clamor, etc.

Noisome, noi'sum, a. Injurious to health ; unwhole-
some ; unsalubrious ; destructive ; offensive to the
smell or other senses ; disgusting ; fetid ; noxious.

Nolle prosequi, nol'le-pros'e-kwi. (Law.) A phrase
denoting that a plaintiff discontinues his suit, or the
attorney for the public a prosecution.

Nomad, -ade. nom'ad, w. One of a tribe that has no
fixed location, but wanders from place to place in
search of game or pasture.— Nome, nom, n. A prov-
ince or political division, esp. of modern Greece or
of ancient Egypt. — Nom'archy, n5m'ar-kT, n. A
nome; a province of modern Greece.— Nomad'ic, a.

Pert, to, or like, etc. ; wandering.
Nome. See under Nomad.
Nominal, nom'Y-nal, a. Pert, to a name or term; ver-

bal; existing in name only: not real or substantial.
— Nominalism, -izm, n. The principles of nomi-
nalists.— Nominalist, n. (Metaph.) One of a sect .

of philosophers in the middle ages, who held that !

general conceptions, or universals, exist in name
(

only. — Nominally, adv. By name, or in name;
only. — Nominate, -nat, v. t. To mention by name;

j

to name; to appoint; to propose by name, or offer
j

the name of, as a candidate for office. —Nomina'- i

tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; power of
nominating. — Nom'inative, -tiv, a. Naming; des-

j

ignating,— said of a case of a noun.— n. (Gram.)
;

The simple form (or case) of a noun which may be
|

the subject of a verb. — Nom'inee', -ne', n. One !

proposed for an office: one nominated for election
to office. — No'mencla'tor, n. One who gives names

to things. — No menclat'ure, -kla'chur, n. A sys-
tem of technical mames in a particular branch of sci-

ence; terminology.
Nonage, Nonagenarian, Nonagon, etc. See under
Nones.

Nonage, non'Sj, n. The time of life before a person
becomes of age; minority. — Non'-attend'ance, -ans,
n. Failure to attend. — Nonchalance, nawN-sha-
l&Ns', n. Indifference; carelessness; coolness.—
Nonchalant, -UIn', a. Indifferent ; careless ; cool.— Non-commis'sioned, -mish'und, a. Not having
a commission. — Non-commissioned officer. An of-
ficer of a rank below lieutenant; a warrant officer.— Non-commit'tal, n. A state of not being com-
mitted or pledged to any course. — Non- compli-
ance, -ans, n. Neglect or failure of compliance.—
Non corn'pos, N. c. men'tis. Lit., not of sound
mind. — n. An idiot; lunatic. — Non-conduct'or, n.
A substance which does not transmit or permit the
passage of a substance, fluid, or force, as neat, elec-
tricity, etc., or which transmits it with difficulty.— Non-conform'ist, n. One who does not conform
to an established church. — Non-conformity, -T-tY,

n. Neglect of conformity; esp., in Eng., refusal to
unite with the established church in its worship.— Non con'stat. It is not clear, or does not ap-
pear. — Non-content', n. (British House of Lords.)
One who gives a negative vote. — Non'descript,
-de-skript, o. Not hitherto described; novel; odd;
abnormal ; irregular. — n. A thing not yet de-
scribed; something abnormal, or hardly classifiable.

Nonen'tity, -tT-tt, n. Non-existence; negation of
not existing; a person of no account;

essen'tial, -shal, a. Not essential,
which, etc. — Non est inven'tuu.

Lit., he is not found. (Law.) The return of a
sheriff on a writ, when the defendant is not found
in his county. — Non-exist'ence, n. Absence of ex-
istence ; nonentity ; a thing that has no being. —
Non - exist'ent, a. Not having existence. — Non-
observ'ance, n. Neglect or failure to observe or
iulfill. — Nonpareil', -pa-rel', n. Something of un-
equaled excellence; a sort of apple; a small sugar-
plum; a kind of narrow ribbon; a brilliantly col-
ored singing bird, of the finch family; a printing
type, in size between ruby and emerald.

(jgg^ This line is printed in nonpareil type.

— a. Having no equal; peerless. - Non'plus, n. In-
superable difficulty : state of embarrassment ; in-

ability to say, do, or decide; puzzle. — v. t. [non-
plused (-plust), -pi.using.] To puzzle, confound,
put to a stand.— Non pros. (Law.) A judgment
entered against the plaintiff in a suit where he
does not appear to prosecute. — Non'-pros, v. t.

[-pkosskd (-prost), -prossing.] To fail to prosecute.
— Non-res'idence, n. Failure or neglect of residing
at the place where one is stationed.— Non-res 'ident,
a. Not residing in a particular place, on one's own
estate, or in one's proper place. — n. One who does
not reside in, or is not a resident of, a particular
place, — applied esp., in Eng.. to clergymen who live

away from their cures; absentee.— Non-resist'ance,
n. The principles or practice of a non-resistant

;

passive obedience. — Non-resist'ant, a. Making no
resistance to power, oppression, or violence. — n.

One who maintains that no resistance should be
made to constituted authority, even when unjustly
or oppressively exercised; one who holds that wrong
or violence should not be resisted by force. — Non'-
sense, n. That which is not intelligible, is not sense,

or has no meaning; trifles; things of no importance.
— Nonsens'ical, a. Unmeaning; absurd; foolish.—
Non seq'uitur, -sek'wt-ter. Lit., it does not fol-

low. (Logic.) An inference which does not follow
from the premises. — Non'suit, -sut, n. (Low.) A
judgment against a plaintiff who is unable to prove
or does not follow up his case.— v. t. To adjudge or
record (a plaintiff) as having dropped his siiit, upon
his withdrawal or failure to follow it up.

Nonce, nons, n. The present occasion or purpose—
in the phrase for the nonce.

None. See under No.
Nones, nonz, n. pi. (Roman Calendar.) The 7th day

of March, May, July, and October, and the 5th of

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term; in, Ice; Qdd, tone, 6r;
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other months, — being the 9th day before the ides.

(Rom. Cath. Ch.) A season of prayer, orig. observed
at the 9th hour= 3 p. m., afterwards changed tomid-
day, whence noon, q. v. — Non'age, nOn'aj, n.

(Eccl.) A payment formerly made to the clergy of
the l-9th part of the movable goods of persons
dying in their parishes. -*- Non'agena'rian, -je-nar-

rT-an, n. One who is 90 years old. — Non'agon, n.

(Math.) A polygon having 9 sides and 9 angles. —
Nonilrion, -yun, n. By the common, or French,
notation, a thousand octillions, or 1 with 30 ciphers
annexed ; by Eng. notation, a million octillions, or
1 with 54 ciphers annexed. — Nov'enary, -e-na-ri, a.

Pert, to the number 9. — Noven'nial, -nl-al, a. Done
every 9th year. — November, n. The 11th month of
the year,— the 9th of the Roman year.

Non-essential, NonpareD, Nonsuit, etc. See under
Nonage.

Noodle, ndo'dl, n. A simpleton ; blockhead.
Noodle, noo'dl, n. A thin strip of dough, made with
eggs, rolled, cut in small pieces, and used in soup.

Nook, n<56k or nook, n. A corner; recess; secluded re-

treat. _
Noon, noon, n. The middle of the day; midday; 12

o'clock; the time of greatest brilliancy; culminating
point. — a. Pert, to midday; meridional.

Noose, nooz or noos, n. A running knot, which binds
the closer the more it is drawn. — v. t. [noosed
(noozt or noost), noosing.] To tie or catch in a
noose, insnare.

Nor, n6r, eonj. A negative connective or particle, in-

troducing the 2d member or clause of a negative
proposition, following neither, or not, in the first

;

neither ; and not.
Noria no'rT-a, n. A Persian wheel,— a water wheel
used in Spain, etc., for irrigating
land, which is turned by the ac-
tion of a stream against its floats,

and raises water in pendent buck-
ets to a trough at top.

Norm, n6rm, n. A rule or authorita-
tive standard ; model ; type.—
Nor'mal, a. According to an es-
tablished norm, rule, or princi-
ple; conformed to a type or reg-
ular form; ordinary; analogical.
— n. A perpendicular. (Geom.)
A straight line perpendicular to
the tangent of a curve at a n y
point, and included between the
curve and the axis of the abscis-
sas. — Normal school. A school whose methods of
instruction are to serve as a model for imitation;
an institution for the education of teachers.

Norman, Norroy, Norse. See under North.
North, north, n. The direction opposite to the south.
—a. Lying toward, or situated at the N.— v. i.

To turn or move toward the N. — North-east', n.
The point between the N. and E., at an equal dis-
tance from each. — a. Pert, to, or proceeding from
the N. E. — North-easferly, a. Toward, or coming
from, etc.— North-east'ern, a. Pert, to, being in,
or in a direction to, the N. E. — North-north-east,
North-west, etc. See Compass. — North'er. north'-
er, n. A wind or gale, from the N. — Nortb/erly,
-er-lT, a. Being toward the N.; northern; from the
N. — adv. Toward the N.; in a northern direction;
proceeding from a northern point.— Nor'therliness,
71. — Nortn'ern, a. Being in, near to, or in a direc-
tion toward, the N. —-Northerner, n. A native or
resident in the N. — Northernmost, a. Situated at
the point furthest N.— North'ing, n. (Surv. & Nav.)
Distance northward from any point of departure,
measured on a meridian. (Astron.) The distance
of any heavenly body from the equator northward.
— North'most, a. Northernmost.— North'ward, a.
Being toward the N., or nearer to it than the E. and
W. points. — North'ward, -wards, adv. Toward the
N., or toward a point nearer to the N. than the E.
and W. points. — North'wardly, a. Having a north-
ern direction. — adv. In a northern direction. —
North'man, n. ; pi. -men. One of the inhabitants of
the N. of Europe ; the ancient Scandinavians. —
Nor'man, n. A native or inhabitant of Normandy.
— a. Pertaining to Normandy, or to the Normans.

— Norwe'gian, -we'jan, a. Of, or pert, to, Norway.— n. A native or inhabitant of, etc.— Norse, a. Of,
or pert, to, ancient Scandinavia, —n. The language
of, etc. — Norseman, n. / pi. -men. An inhabitant
of ancient Scandinavia ; a Northman. — Nor'roy, n.
(Her.) The 3d of the 3 Eng. kings at arms, or provin-
cial heralds: his jurisdiction is N. of the Trent.

Nose, n5z, n. The prominent part of the face, which is
the organ of smell; power of smelling; scent; a pro-
jecting end or vent; a snout; nozzle, —v. t. [nosed
(nozd), nosing.] To smell, scent; hence, to track; to
oppose to the face, affront.— v. i. To smell; to carry
the nose high, strut ; to pry officiously into what
does not concern one. — Nos'tril, nSs'tril, n. One
of the 2 channels through the nose which give pas-
sage to the air we breathe, and to the secretions of
the nose.— Noz'zle, -zl, n. The nose; snout; pro-
jecting vent of anything,— Nuz'zle, v. i. [-zled
(-zld), -zling.] To work with the nose, like swine
in the mud; to go with the nose thrust out and
down, like swine; to hide the head, as a child in
the mother's bosom ; to nestle. — v. t. To nestle; to
house, as in a nest.

Nostalgia, nos-taKjY-a, n. Melancholy resulting from
absence from one's home ; homesickness.

Nostrum, nos'trum, n. A quack or patent medicine.
Not, not, adv. A word that expresses negation, denial,
or refusal.

Notable, Notary, etc. See under Note.
Notch, noch, n. A nick ; indentation ; a hollow cut

in anything ; a deep, close pass or defile. — v. t.

[notched (nocht), notching.] To cut in small
hollows ; to place in a notch.

Note, not, n. A mark or token; visible sign; symbol;
a sign to call attention, to point out something to
notice, etc. ; a memorandum ; minute ; a brief re-
mark; annotation; comment, esp. at the side or foot
of a page; a short letter; billet; a diplomatic paper;
a paper acknowh dging a debt, and promising pay-
ment; observation: notice; reputation; distinction.
pi. A writing to be spoken from, being a synopsis
or full text of what is to be said. (Mus.) A character
to indicate the length of a tone; a musical sound; a
tone. — v. t. To notice with care; observe, remark,
heed; to record in writing; to denote, stand for, des-
ignate. — Not'able, a. Noticeable; evident; worthy
of notice; remarkable; noted or distinguished, — n.
A person, or thing, of note or distinction. — Not'-
abiPity, n. Quality of being notable ; a remark-
able person or thing.— No'tary, -ta-rT, n. A pub-
lic officer who attests deeds and other writings, cer-
tifies copies of documents, receives affidavits, pro-
tests bills of exchange, etc., — generally called a
notary public. — Nota'tion, n. Act, practice, or
method, of recording anything by marks, figures,
or characters; esp., in arithmetic, and algebra, the
expressing of numbers and quantities by figures
or signs ; the system of signs and characters so em-
ployed. — No'tice, -tis, n. Act of noting, remark-
ing, or observing; cognizance; intelligence; knowl-
edge given or received ; intimation ; warning ; a
writing containing formal, customary information;
a critical review or lemarks; respectful treatment;

"

attention; heed: advice: news.— ?;, t. [noticed
(-tist), noticing.] To take note of, pay attention
to ; to take public note of, remark upon, make
observations on : to treat with attention and civil-

ities. — No'ticeable, a. Capable of being observed;
worthy of observation ; likely to attract observa-
tion. — No'tifica'tion, n. Act of notifying, giving
notice, or making known; notice given in words,
wiiting, or signs; the writing which communicates
information: an advertisement, citation, etc.— No'-
tify, v. t. [-FIEU (-ild), -eying.] To make known,
declare, publish; to give notice to — No'tion, n.

Mental apprehension of whatever may be known or
imagined : idea ; conception ; judgment ; opinion ;

belief: a small article; trifling thing,— chiefly in pi.— No'tional, a. Consisting of, or conveying, no-
tions or ideas ; existing in idea only ; visionary;
imaginary; given to foolish or visionary expecta-
tions ; whimsical ; fanciful. — Notorious, -rT-us, a.
Generally known and talked of by the public; usu-
ally, known to disadvantage ; conspicuous.

Nothing, etc. See under No.
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Notwithstanding, not-with-stand'ing, prep. Without Nugget, nug'get, n. A lump; mass, esp. of a precious
opposition, prevention, or obstruction from; in spite metal.
of; despite. — adv. or conj. This not obstructing or Nuisance, nu'sans, n. That which annoys or gives
preventing ; nevertheless ; however. trouble and vexation. (Law.) Something that pro-

Nought, nawt, 7i. Same as Naught, duces inconvenience and damage.
Noun, nown, n. (Gram.) A word used as the desig- Null, nul, a. Of no legal or binding force or validity:
nation of a creature or thing, etc.; a name; a sub-
stantive.

'

Nourish, ner'ish, v. t. [-ished (-isht), -ishing.] To
feed and cause to grow; to furnish with nutriment;
to supply the means of support and increase to; to

encourage; to comfort; to educate, instruct; to nur-
ture, cherish, feed, provide, supply.— v. i. To pro-

mote growth. — Nourishment, n. Act of, or state

of being, etc.; nutrition; that which nourishes, re-

pairs waste, or promotes growth; food; sustenance.
— Nurse, ners, n. One who takes care of a child or
the sick; esp., one who suckles an infant not her
own; one who, or that which, brings up. rears,

causes to grow, trains, etc.— v. t. [nursed (nerst),

nursing.] To nourish, cherish, foster; to nourish
at the breast, suckle ; to tend (a sick person) ; to
bring up, raise, by care, from a weak or invalid
condition. — Nurs^ery, -Sr-T, n. Act of nursing;
the apartment, in a house, appropriated to the care
of children ; a plantation of young trees ; place J

where anything is fostered and growth promoted;
that which forms and educates. — Nurs'eryman',
n.; pi. -men. One who has charge of a nursery,

j— Nurseling, n. One who, or that which, is nursed;
j

an infant.— Nurt'ure, ner'.chur, re. Act of nour-
ishing or nursing; education; training; discipline;
instruction; that which nourishes; food; diet.— v.

t. [nurtured (-churd), -Turing.] To feed ; to
bring ortra'nup; to 'nourish, cherish, tend. — Nu'-
triment, -trt ment, re. That which nourishes; food;
aliment; that which promotes enlargement or iin- i

provement. — Nu'trient, -tri-ent, n. A substance
which, etc.— Nutrition, -trish'un, re. Act or pro-
cess of promoting the growth or repairing the waste
of animal or vegetable life; nutriment. — Nutri-
tious, -trish'us, a. Nourishing. — Nu'tritive, -trl-

'

tiv, a. Nutrimental.
Novel, nov'el, a. Of recent origin or introduction; of a

j

kind not before known; unusual: strange; new.— n.

A fictitious narrative, intended to exhibit the opera-
tion of the passions, esp. of love. (Law.) A new or
supplemental constitution. — Nov'elette , -ef, n. A
small novel. — Nov'elist, n. A writer of novels.

—

Nov'elty, -el-tT, n. Quality of being novel ; new-
ness; a new or strange thing. — Nov'ice, -is, re. One
new in any business ; a beginner ; one newly re-

ceived into the church. (Eccl.) One who has en-
tered a convent, nunnery, etc^, but has not taken
the vow.— Novi'tiate, -visli'I-at, re. State or condi-
Hon of being, etc.; time of probation in a religious

j

house before taking the vows; a probationer, nov-
ice; place where novices live or are trained.

November, Novenary, Novennial, etc. See under
|

Nones.
Novice, Novitiate. See under Novel.
Now, now, adv. At the present time; at this moment;
in present circumstances ; things being as they are.

Noway, Nowhere, Nowise. See under No.
Noxious, nok'shus, a. Productive of injury or evil
consequences; corrupting to morals; noisome; per-
nicious; baneful; unwholesome; hurtful.

Nozzle. See under Nose.
Nubia, nu'bT-a, re. A network of wool worn as a head-

'

dress by ladies; a cloud.
Nucleus, nu'kle-us, n. ; E. pi. -cletjses, L. pi. -clei. I

A kernel ; a central mass or point about which
matter is gathered,— both literally and figuratively.
(Astron.) The body or head of a comet.—Nu'cleate,
-kle-at_, v. t. To gather, as about a nucleus.

Nude, nud, a. Bare; naked; uncovered. (Law.) With-
out consideration.— Nu'dity, -dT-tT, re. Quality oi
condition of being nude; nakedness; that which is

naked; undraped or unclothed portion.
Nudge, nuj, v. t. [nudged (nujd), nudging.] To
touch gently, as with the elbow, in order to call at-
tention or convey intimation. — n. A significant
push.

Nugatory, nu'ga-to-ri, a. Trifling; vain; futile; in-
significant ; inoperative ; ineffectual.

invalid; void; nugatory; of no significance.— Nul-
lifica'tion, n. Act of nullifying; a rendering void
and of no effect, or of no legal effect; esp. a refusal,
bv a State, to permit the enforcement within its bor-
ders of a (J. S. law. — Nul'lify, -H-fi, v.'t. [-fied
(-lid), -fyixg.] To make void, render invalid, de-
prive of legal force or efficacy, abolish, abrogate, re-

voke, annul, repeal. — Nul'lity, -li-tT, re. Condition
or quality of being null or void; nothingness; any-
thing void or of no efficacy.

Numb, num, a. Enfeebled in, or destitute of, the
power of sensation and motion; torpid; paralyzed;
chill; motionless. — v. t. [numbed (numd), numb-
ing.] To make torpid, deprive of the power of sen-
sation or motion, benumb.

Number, num'ber, re. A single unit, considered as
part of a series, or 2 or more of such units; a collec-
tion of many individuals; a multitude; numerous-
ness; quantity regarded as made up by an aggregate
of separate thiAgs; that which is regulated by count,
as divisions of time or number of syllables ; poetry,
verse. (Gram.) The distinction of objects, as one,
or more than one, expressed by a difference of the
form of a word,— singular or plural. (Math.) Nu-
merical value. See Phrenology.— v. t. [numbered
(-berd), -Bering.] To reckon, ascertain the units of;

to give or assign the number of; to reckon as one of
a collection or multitude, enumerate, calculate, tell;

to amount to, consist of. — Num'bers, re. The 4th
book of the Pentateuch— containing the enumera-
tion of the Hebrews. — Numberless, a. Not admit-
ting of being counted; innumerable.— Nu'merable,
-mer-a-bl, a. — Nu'meral, a. Pert, to, or consisting
of, number; expressing or representing number.—
n. A figure or character used to express a number.
( Gram.) A word expressing number.— Nu'merate,
v. t. (Arith.) To divide off and read according to the
rules of numeration.— Numeration, n. Act or art
of numbering. (Arith.) Act or art of reading or
writing numbers, esp. as expressed by the Arabic
method. [Two systems of numeration arenow in
use, the English and the French: in the Eng. the
billion is a million of millions, a trillion a million of
billions, and each denomination is a million times
the one preceding; in the F. (which is used in the
U. S.), the billion is a thousand millions, and each
denomination is a thousand times the preceding.]— Nu'mera'tor, re. One who numbers. (Arith.) The
term in a fraction which indicates the number of
fractional units that are taken; in a vulgar fraction
the number above the line: in decimal fractions, the
number next following the decimal point, the de-
nominator not being written: see Fraction.— Nu-
meric, -ical, -m?r / ik-al, a. Belonging to, or de-
noting, number; expressed by numbers; the same in
number; hence, identical. — Numerous, -mer-us, a.

Being many; consisting of a great number of indi-
viduals; consisting of poetic numbers; rhythmical;
musical.

Numismatic, nu-miz-mafik, -ical, a. Pert, to coins
or medals. — Numismatics, re. Science of coins and
medals. — Numis matol'ogy, -toKo-ji, n. Science of
coins and medals, in their relation to history ; nu-
mismatics. — Nurn'mary, -ma-ri, -mular, -mulary,
-mu-la-ri, a. Pert, to coin or money; pecuniary.

Nun, nun, re. A woman devoted to a religious life,

who lives in a cloister or nunnery under a vow of
perpetual chastity and seclusion from the world; a
kind of small pigeon. —Nun'nery, -ner-i, re. A clois-

ter or house in which nuns reside.
Quality or Nuncio, nun'shT-o, re. A messenger; an embassador

from the pope to an_emperor or king.
Nuncupate, nun'ku-pat, v. t. To dedicate by declara-

tion; to inscribe; to declare orally (a will, etc.)—

•

Nuncupative, nun-ku'- or nun'ku-pa'tiv, -tory, -to-

rY, a. Publicly or solemnly declaratory; nominal;
existing only in name; oral; not written.

Nunnery. See under Nun.
Nuptial, nup'shal, a. Pert, to marriage ; done at a

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; in, ice ; 5dd, tone, or
j
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. wedding ; constituting marriage. — w. Marring
wedding,— now always in pi.

Nurse, Nursery, Nurture, etc. See under Nourish.
Nut, nut, n. Fruit consisting of a hard shell inclosing
a kernel; a small block containing a fe-

male screw, used for retaining or tight
ening a bolt, etc.: see Bolt.— v. t. To
gather nuts. — Nufmeg, n. The kernel
of the fruit of a tree, a native of the N t
Molucca islands, but cultivated in the

E. Indies: it is aromatic, and is used in cookery.
Nutria, nu'trt-a, n. (Com.) The fur of the coypu, a

rodent quadruped resembling the beaver, found in

Brazil, etc.

Nutrient, Nutriment. Nutrition, etc. See under Nour-
ish.

Nux vomica, nuks-vom'T-ka, n. A deadly poison, used
in medicine, from which strichnine is made ; the seed
of a tree of the E. Indies, yielding strychnine and
mix vomica.

Nuzzle. See under Nose.
Nylghau, niKgaw, n. A large, short-
horned antelope, found in N. India:
the males are of a slaty blue.

Nymph, nimf, n. (Myth.) A goddess of
the mountains, for-
ests, meadows, or wa-
ters. A lovely young
girl ; a maiden. —
Nymph, Nymph'a, -a,

n. An insect in the
pupa state; 'a chrys-
alis.— Nymph'al,
Nymphe'an, a. Pert,
to, app r o p r i a t e to,

or inhabited by,
nymphs.— Nymph'-
oma'nia, -ma'nT-a, n,

Morbid and uncon-
trollable sexual desire in women

Nylghau.

O.

0, o, the 15th letter in the Eng. alphabet, has several
different sounds, as heard in odd, tone, or, other,

do, wolf, actor; when doubled, it has the 2 sounds
heard in moon and.foot; see key-line at foot of pages.

0, interj. An exclamation used in calling or directly
addressing a person or personified object, also as ex-
pressive of pain, grief, surprise, desire, etc.

Oaf, of, n. A changeling; a foolish child left by fair-

ies in the place of another; a dolt; blockhead.
Oak, ok, n. A valuable tree of many species; its wood.
Oakum, ok'um, n. Old ropes untwisted and pulled
into loose hemp, used for calking seams of ships,
stopping leaks, etc.

Oar, or, n. An instrument for rowing boats. — 1>. i. &
/. [oared (ord), oaring.] To row.

Oasis, o'a- or o-a'sis, n. ; pi. -ses, -sez. A fertile
place in a sandy or barren desert.

Oat, ot, n. ; chiefly in pi. A grassy plant, and its seed.— Oafen, -n, a. Consisting of
oat straw; made of oat-meal.—
Oaf-cake, n. A cake made of
the meal of oats. meal, n.

Meal made of oats.

Oath, oth, n. A solemn affirma-
tion, with an appeal to God for
its truth; a blasphemous use of
the name of the divine Being,
or anything divine or sacred.

Obdurate, olrdu-rat, a. Ren-
dered hard ; harsh ; rugged ;

rough; hardened in feelings,
esp. against moral influences;
stubbornly and unfeelingly
wicked; firm; unbending; unyielding; impenitent;
callous.— Ob'durateness, -racy, -ra-sT, n. Inflexible
persistence in sin; stubbornness.

Obedience, Obeisance, etc. See under Obey.
Obelisk, ob'e-lisk, n. A 4-sided pillar, tapering as it

rises, and cut off at the top in
the form of a flat pvramid.
(Print.) A mark [thus, t],

called also a dagger, used as
a reference to notes at the
bottom of a page, as a note of
censure, or to indicate that
an expression is obsolete.

Obese, o-bes', a. Excessively
corpulent; fat; fleshy.

Obey, o-ba', v. t. [obeyed
(-bad), -keying.] To yield
submission to, comply with
the orders of, submit to- the
government of ; to yield to
the impulse, power, or opera-
tion of. — Obe'dient, -be'dY- Obelisk

Oats.

ent, a. Subject in will or act to authority; willing
to obey; dutiful ; respectful; subservient; submis-
sive; obsequious.— Obe'dience, -ens, n. State of be-
ing, etc.— Obei'sance, -ba'sans, n. A token of obe-
dience or respect; a bow; courtesy. — Obei'sant, a.

Showing willingness to obey; reverent; submissive.
Obfuscate, ob-fus'kat, v. t. To darken; obscure, be-
wilder, confuse.

Obit, o'bit or obr
it, n. Death ; decease ; funeral so-

lemnities; anniversary of a person's death; an anni-
versary service for the soul of the deceased on the
day of his death.— Obifuary, -u-a-ri, a. Relating
to the decease of a person, —n. A biographical no-,
tice of one lately deceased.

Object, ob'jekt, n. That with which the mind is oc-
cupied in the act of knowing; any visible or tangible
thing; that which is sought or labored for or aimed
at; end; aim; motive; final cause. (Gram.) That
toward which an activity is considered to be directed.— Objecf , v. t. To set before, bring into opposition;
to present or offer in opposition, as a criminal
charge, or as a reason adverse to something supposed
to be wrong.— v. i. To make opposition in words or
argument. — Objec'tion, n. x\ct of objecting; that
presented in opposition ; adverse reason or argu-
ment; exception; doubt; scruple. — Objec'tionable,
a. Justly liable to objections. —Objecfive, -iv, a.
Pert, to an object. (Metaph.) Pert, to, contained
in, or being in the nature or position of, the object ;

outward; external; extrinsic, — opp. to subjective.
(Oram.) Pert, to, or designating, the case which
follows a transitive verb or a preposition. — w.

(Gram.) The objective case. The object-glass of a
microscope. (Mil.) The objective point. — Objective
point. (Mil.) A point to which the operations of an
army are directed.

Objuration, ob-ju-ra'shun, ??. A binding by oath.
Objurgate, ob'j'er-gat, v. t. To chide ; reprove; repre-
hend. — Objur'gatory, -ga-to-ri, a. Designed to
chide; culpatory.

Oblate, ob-laf, a. (Geom.) Flattened or depressed
at the poles. — Obla'tion, n. Anything offered in
worship or sacred service; an offering; sacrifice.

Obligate, oblT-gat, v. t. To bring under obligation ;

to bind (one's self) to any act of duty, etc., by a
pledge. — Obligation, n. Act of obligating or bind-
ing; "that which obligates; the binding power of a
promise, oath, or contract, or of law, civil, political,

or moral, independent of a promise ; any act by
which a person becomes bound to do something to
or for another, or to forbear something; state of be-
ing indebted for an act of favor or kindness. (Law.)
A bond with a condition annexed. — Ob'ligatory,
-li-ga-to-rf, o. Binding in law or conscience; impos-
ing duty.— Oblige'', o-blij', v. t. [obliged (-blijd

/r

),

sun, cube, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or irjk, then. boNboN, chair, get.
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obliging.] To constrain by physical, moral, or le-

gal force; to bind by some favor rendered; to do a
favor to, gratify, accommodate. — Obli'ging. a.

Having the disposition to oblige or do favors; com-
plaisant; courteous; kind.

Oblique, ob-lek' or ob-lIk', a. Not erect or perpendicu-
lar; slanting; inclined : not straight forward ; indi-
feet ; underhand ; not direct in descent ; collateral.
— v. i. [obliqued (ob-lekf or ob-likt') ; obliqu-
ing.] To deviate from a perpendicular line. {Mil.)
To move forward, either to the right or left, by
stepping sidewise. — Oblique case, (dram.) Any
case except the nominative.— Obliq'uity, -lik'wi-tl,

ji. Condition of being oblique: deviation from a
right line, or from moral rectitude: irregularity.

Obliterate, ob-lit'er-at, ». t. To erase or blot out ; ef- \

face; to destroy by time or other means.
Oblivion, ob-liv'I-un. n. Act of forgetting, or state

of being forgotten ; forgetfulness ; an amnesty, or
general pardon of crimes and offenses.— Oblivious,
-T-us, a. Causing for<retfulness: forgetful.

Oblong, oblong, a. Having greater length than
breadth.— n. A rectangular or other figure which
is longer than it is broad.

Obloquy. oblo-kwT, ?i. Censorious speech: reproach-
ful language ; odium; censure ; contumely ; calum-
ny; detraction.

Obnoxious, ob-nok'shus. a. Liable to censure; repre-
hensible ; blameworthy ; offensive ; hateful ; ex- I

posed; subject; answerable.
Oboe, o'bo-e, n. A portable wind instrument of music

;

sounded by means of a reed; a hautboy.
Obovate, ob-o'vat, a. {Bot.) Inversely ovate; ovate
with the narrow end downward.

Obscene, ob-sen', a. Expressing or pre
senting to the mind or view some-
thing which delicacy, purity, and de-
cency forbid to be expressed or ex- i

posed ; immodest ; unchaste ; lewd ; (

foul; offensive; disgusting ; inauspi-
cious; ill-omened. — Obscene'ness,
Obscenity, -sen'I-tT, n. Quality of be-
ing,etc; ribaldry; impurity; lewdness.

Obscure, ob-skur', a. Covered over;
shaded ; darkened ; imperfectly illu-

minated; living in darkness; hidden; m
not much known or observed; remote uoo,rate LeaI -

from observation; humble, not easily understood;
not clear, full, or distinct; dim; abstruse: difficult;

mysterious; imperfect; defective.— v. t. [obscured
(-s"kurdr ), -souring.] To render obscure, darken,
make less intelligible, legible, visible, glorious, beau-
tiful, or illustrious. — Obscura'tion, a. Act of, or
state of being, etc.

Obsequy, ob'se-kwi, n. ; pi. -quies. -kwiz. A funeral
|

solemnity,— chiefly in pi.— Obse'quious, -kwT-us, a.
j

Servilely or meanly condescending; compliant to
J

excess.
Observe, ob-zervr , v. r. [-served (-zSrvd'), -serv-
ing.] To pay attention to, notice with care, regard

|

with religious care, celebrate; to utter as a remark,
j

say in a casual wajr
; to comply with, obey.— v. i.

To take notice, attend, comment. — Observance,
-ans, n. Act of observing or noticing with atten-
tion ; tokens or marks of fidelity ; that which is to

be observed or attended to ; rule of practice : per-
formance of religious ceremonies, or formal service.
— Observlmt, a. Taking notice; attentively view-
ing or noticing ; adhering in practice ; carefully at-

tentive; mindful; obedient; submissive.— Observa''-
tion, n. Act or power of taking notice; act of seeing,
or of fixing the mind upon, anything; that which is

noticed ; a remark; performance of what is pre-
scribed; act of recognizing and noting some fact or
occurrence in nature. — Observ'atory, -to-rl, n. A
place from which a view may be obtained; esp. a
place for making observations" on the heavenly lv d-
les; a building fitted with instruments for making
systematic observations of any particular class of
natural ] henomena.

Obsolete, ob'so-let, a. No longer used: antiquated.
{Nat. Hist.) Not very distinct; obscure. — Obsoles'-
ccnt, -les'sent, a. (Joing out of use; passing into
desuetude. — Obsolescence, -sens, n. btate of be-
coming obsolete.

Obstacle, ob'sta-kl, n. Anything that hinders prog-
ress; obstruction; impediment; difficulty.

Obstetric, ob-stet'rik, -rical. a. Pert, to midwifery,
or the delivery of women in childbed.— Obstet'rics,
n. Science of midwifery.

Obstinate, ob'stl-nat, a. "Pertinaciously adhering to
an opinion or purpose ; not easily subdued or re-
moved; stubborn ; inflexible; firm; resolute; opin-
ionated; refractory; perverse. — Ob'stinacy, -m.-sl,
n. Unyielding fixedness in opinion or resolution:
pertinacity; persistency; contumacy.

Obstreperous, ob-strep'er-us, a. Attended by, ormak-
ing a tumultuous noise; loud; clamorous.

Obstruct, ob-strukf, v. t. To block up, stop up or
close (a way or passage); to hinder from passing; to
render slow ; to bar, stop, check, clog, choke, im-
pede, oppose. — Obstruction, n. Act ofv state of be-
ing, or that which, etc.— Obstructive, -iv, a. Tend-
ing _to obstruct; causing impediment.— Ob'struent,
-stroo-ent, a. Blocking up; hindering.— n. Anything
that obstructs or closes a passage, esp. one of the
natural passages in the body.

Obtain, ob-tan', v. t. [-tained (-tand'). -taining.] To
get hold of by effort, gain possession of, acquire :

to attain, procure, win, earn. — v. i. To have a firm
footing; to become prevalent or general.

Obtest, ob-tesf, v. t. To call to witness ; to beseech,
supplicate.

Obtrude, ob-tro5d /\ v. t. To thrust in or upon ; to

offer with unreasonable importunity; to intrude. —
v. i. To enter without right; to make an officious or
importunate offer. — Obtru'sion, -zhun, n. Act of,

etc. — Obtru'sive, -siv, a. Disposed to obtrude; in-

clined to thrust one's self among others.
Obtund, ob-tund', v. t. To dull, blunt, deaden. — Ob-

tuse'', -tus'', a. Not pointed or acute, applied to an-
gles greater than a right angle ; not having acute
sensibility; dull; not sharp or shrill; .4 j)

obscure. — Obtuse
/,

-an/gled, a. Hav-
ing an obtuse angle: see Triangle.—
Obtuse'ness. n.— Obtu'sion, -zhun, n.

Act of making obtuse or blunt; state % c
of being dulled or blunted. ABC, obtuse

Obverse, ob-vers', a. {Bot.) Havingthe angle; D BC,
base narrower than the top, as a leaf, right angle.

— 71. The face of a coin having the principal image
or inscription upon it.— Obverf, v. t. To turn tow-
ard or downward.

Obviate, ob'vl-at, v. t. To meet in the way ; to pre-

vent bv interception ; to clear the way of, remove.
— Ob'vious, -vl-us, a. Open ; exposed; liable; sub-

ject ; easily discovered, seen, or understood ; plain;

clear; apparent.
Occasion, ok-ka'zhun, n. A falling, happening, or

coming to pass ; an occurrence, casualty, incident

;

a favorable opportunity : accidental cause ; oppor-
tunity to use; incidental need: requirement.— v. t.

[occasioned (-zhund), -sioning.] To give occa-

sion to, cause incidentally. — Occassional, a. Pert.

to or occurring at times, hut not regular or system-
atic; casual: incidental; produced by accident; made
on some special event, — Oc'cident, -si-dent, n. The
western quarter of the hemisphere; the west. — Oc-
cidental, a. Situated in, or pert, to, the west; west-

ern; setting after the sun.

Occiput, ok'si-put, n. {Aunt.) The part of the skull

which forms the hind part of the head.— opp. to

sinciput. — Occipital, -sip'I-tal, a. Pert, to the oc-

ciout.
Occlusion, ok-klurzhun, n. Act of shutting up: state

of being shut up ; transient approximation of the

edsres of a natural opening; also, imperforation.

Occult, ok-kulf, a. Hidden from the eye or under-
standing ; invisible: secret; unknown. — OccultaA
tion, n. Act of rendering, or state of being, occult.

{Astron.) The hiding of a heavenly body from sight

by the intervention of some other heavenly body. —
Occult'ness, n.

, , _
Occupy, ok'ku-pl, v. t. [-pied (-pld), -PYISG.] To
take or hold in possession, possess ; to hold, or till,

the dimensions of; to cover ; to employ, use; to em-
ploy, busv, — used reflexively ; to follow as a busi-

ness.— ,-.*i. To hold possession, be an cccupant,
follow business, negotiate.— Oc'cupant, n. One who
occupies; one who nas the actual use or possession,

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term s In, Ice ; Odd, t5ne, Or

;
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or is in possession, of a thing.— Oc'cupancy, -pan-si,

n. Act of taking or holding possession. — Occupa'-
tion. n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; that which
occupies the time and attention; the principal busi-

ness of one's life; possession: tenure; use; vocation;
calling; office; trade; profession.

Occur, ok-kef, v. i. [-curred (-kerd^), -curbing.]
To be found here and there; to appear; to meet or
come to the mind. — Occur^rence, n. A coming or
happening; any incident or single event.

Ocean, o'shun, n. The water considered as one vast
body surrounding the land, — the sea; one of the
large bodies of water into which the great ocean is

regarded as divided; an immense expanse.— Ocean-
ic, -she-anlk, a. Pert, to, found, or formed in, the
ocean.

Ocelot, o'se-lot, n. (Zool.) A digitigrade carnivorous
mammal of the cat kind, found in Mexico.

Ocher, Ochre, o'ker, n. (Min.) A variety of fine clay
containing iron: the common colors are yellow and
red.

Ocra. See Okra.
Octagon, okla-gon, n. (Geom.) A plane figure of 8

sides and 8 angles.— Octag'onal, a. Having S sides
and 8 angles. — Octahe'dron, n.

{Geom.) A solid contained by 8
equal and equilateral triangles.—
Octahe'dral, a. Having 8 equal
faces or sides.— Octan'gular,
-tan'gu-ler, a. Having 8 angles.—
Oc'tant, -tile, -til, n. (Geom.) The Octahedron.

l-8thpart of a circle. (Astron. & Astrol.) The posi-

tion or aspect of a heavenly body, when.half way
between conjunction, or opposition, and quadrature,
or distant from another body 45°.— Oc'tave, a. Con-
sisting of 8.— n. The 8th dav after a church festival,

the festival itself being included; the week immedi-
ately following a church festival. (Mits.) The 8th
tone in the scale; the scale itself. The first 8 lines of
a sonnet; a small cask of wine, — the l-8th of a pipe.
— Octa'vo.a. Formed of sheets folded so as to make
8 leaves; of, or equal to, the size of one of such
leaves..— n. A book composed of sheets folded so as
to make 8 leaves; the size of a book thus composed.
— Octen'nial, -nT-al, a. Happening every 8th year;
lasting 8 years.— Octillion, -tifyun, n. By Eng. nu-
meration, the number produced by involving a mil-
lion to the 8th power, expressed "by a unit with 48
ciphers annexed: by the common or French method,
a unit with 27 ciphers annexed. See Notation.— Oc-
to'ber, n. The 10th month of the Julian year, con-
taining 31 days.— Octodec'imo, -des'T-mo, a. Formed
of sheets folded so as to make 18 leaves; of, or equal
to, the size of one of such leaves.— n. A book com-
posed of sheets folded so as to make 18 leaves; the
size of a book thus composed.— Octogenary, ok-toj'

r-

e-na-rT or oklo-je-na-rT, a. Of 80 years of age. —
Oc'togena'rian, n. A person 80 years of age.— Oc'-
topod, n. A mollusk or insect having 8 feet or legs.— Octo'pus, n. A cuttlefish, having § arms attached
to the head.— Octoroon'', -roon', a. The offspring
of a quadroon and a white person.— Oc'tostyle, -stil,

n. (Arch.) An edifice or portico adorned with 8 col-
umns, or a range of 8 columns in front.— Octosyl-
lable, -sil1a-bl,_«. A word of 8 syllables. — Oc'tosyl-
lablc, -ical, a. Consisting of 8 syllables.— Oc'tuple,
-pi, a. Eightfold.

Ocular, ok'u-le"r, a. Depending on, or perceived by,
the eye. — Oc'nlist, n. One skilled in treating dis-
eases of the eyes.

Od, 8d or od, n. A force or natural power, supposed
to produce the phenomena of mesmerism, and to be
developed by various agencies. — Odlc, fief- or 6d/'-

ik, a. Of or pert, to, etc. — O'dyle, -dil, n. Same as
On.

Odalisque, o'da-lisk', n. A female slave or concubine
in the harem of the Turkish sultan.

Odd, od, a. [odder, oddest.] Not paired with an-
other; alone; left over, after a round number has
been taken; remaining; having no great value; in-
significant; not divisible by 2 without a remainder;
not even; different from what is usual or common;
peculiar; unsuitable orinappropriate; quaint; queer;
whimsical; droll; comical.— Oddity, -I-tT, n. State
of being odd; singularity; queerness; that which is

odd.— Oddly, -IT, adv. m an odd or queer manner:
unevenly; strangely.— Ottd'ness, n. — Odds, odz, n.

sing. & pi. Difference in favor of one and against
another ; inequality ; advantage ; superiority ; in

games, points given by a stronger player to a weaker.
— Odd'-fel'low, n. A member of a secret society,

established for mutual aid and social enjoyment.
Ode, od, n. A short, dignified poem or soiig, proper to

be set to music or sung; a lj'ric poem.
Odic. See Od.
Odium, o'dl-um, n. Hatred; dislike; the quality that
provokes hatred; offensiveness. — O'dious, -dT-us, a.

Deserving hatred; causing disgust or hate; exposed
to hatred; hated; abominable; loathsome; repulsive;
unpopular.

Odontalgia, o-don-tafjY-a, n. (Med.) Pain in the
teeth; toothache.— Odontofogy, -tofo-ji, n. (Anat.)
That branch of anatomy which treats of the struc-
ture and development of the teeth.

Odor, order, n. Any smell, whether fragrant or offen-
sive; scent.— Odoriferous, -if'er-us, a. Giving scent;
fragrant; perfumed; usually, sweet of scent.— O'dor-
ous, -us, a. Having or emitting an odor; esp., hav-
ing a sweet odor; fragrant.

Odyle. See under Od.
(Ecumenical, (Esophagus, etc. See Ecumenical,
Esophagus, etc.

O'er, or, prep. & adv. Contr. for over.
Of, ov, prep. From, or out from; proceeding from, as
the cause, source, means, author, or agent bestow-
ing; belonging; to; pert, or relating to; concerning.
— Off, of. a. On the opposite or further side ; most
distant. — adv. From; away from, — denoting dis-

tance; or, separation, removal; or, departure, abate-
ment, remission, or a leaving; or, opppsite direction;
the opposite side of a question. —prep. Not on. —
interj. Away ; begone.— Off-hand, c. & adv. With-
out studv or" preparation. — Offal, n. Waste meat;
parts rejected as unfit for use; carrion; putrid meat;
refuse: rubbish. — Offing, n. . That part of the sea
which is at a good distance from the shore, or where
there is deep water, and no need of a pilot. — Off-
set, n. A sprout or a shoot; a flat surface or terrace
on a hill-side. (Arch.) A horizontal ledge on the
face or at the foot of a wall. (Sum.) A short dis-

tance measured at right angles from a line actually
run to some point. A sum, account, or value set off
against another, as an equivalent; anything given
in exchange or retaliation; a set-off. —Offset, of-sef
or ofset, v. t. [-set, -setting.] To set off, place
over against, balance. — Offshoot, n. That which
shoots off or separates from a main stem, channel,
or the like. — Offspring, n. A child or children; de-
scendants, however remote, from the stock; issue;
generation; progeny; posterity.

Offend, of-fend', v. t. To displease, make angry; to
shock, pain, annoy; to draw to evil, or hinder in obe-
dience. — v.i. To commit a crime ; to sin ; to cause
dislike or anger; to take offense, be scandalized.—
Offense'', -fence /

\ n. Act of offending, displeasing,
or hurting; an open violation of law; that which of-

fends, or excites anger; state of being offended; um-
brage; resentment; misdeed: trespass; delinquency;

!
fault; sin; affront; insult.— Offensive, -siv, a. Caus-
ing displeasure or some degree of anger; giving un-
pleasant sensations; causing evil or injury; used in
attack; making the first attack, — n. State or pos-
ture of one who makes attack.

Offer, offer, v. t. [-fered (-ferd), -fering.] To bring
to or before, present for acceptance or rejection,
make a proposal to; to attempt, undertake; to pre-
sent in prayer or devotion; to bid, as a price, re-

ward, or wages; to manifest in an offensive way.

—

v. i. To present itself; to declare a willingness; to
make an attempt. — n. Act of, or thing which, etc.;

a proposal.— Offering, n. That which is offered,
esp. in divine service; a sacrifice: oblation.— Of-
fertory, -to-rl, n. (Rom. Cath. Ch.) An anthem
chanted, or a voluntary played on the organ, during
the offering and first part of the mass; that part of
the mass in which the priest prepares the elements
for consecration. (Ch. of Eng.) The verses of
Scripture near the beginning of the communion ser-

vice, read while the alms are collecting.

Office, offis, n. Work to be performed for, or with

sun, cube, full ; moon, f<3ot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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[oiled (oild), oiling.] To smear, rub over,
oint with oil. — OiKy, -T, a. [-ier, -iest.] Con-

reference to, others; duty; esp., customary duty; a
snecial duty, trust, or charge, conferred by author-
ity and for a public purpose ; that which is per-
formed, intended, or assigned to be done, by a par-
ticular thing; place in which public officers and oth-
ers transact business; the company or corporation
whose place of business is their office, pi. Apart-
ments in which domestics discharge the service of a
house, as kitchens, pantries, etc.— Officer, -fT-ser, n.

One who holds an office: a magistrate. — v. t. To
furnish with officers. — Offi'cial, -fish'al, a. Pert, to
an office or public trust; derived from the proper of-

fice, officer, or authority. — n. One who holds an of-

fice; an officer. — Offi'dally, adv. By, or by_virtue
of, the proper authority. — Offi'date, -fish'I-at, v. i.

To act as an officer in his office; to perform the ap-
propriate official duties of another. — Offi'cious,
-fish'us, a. Excessively forward in kindness; inter-
meddling in affairs in which one has no concern

;

impertinent; meddlesome.
Officinal, of-fis'i-nal or -fI-si'iial, a. Used in a shop,
or belonging to it; having a character or composition
approved of by the college of medicine.

Offing, Offset, etc. See under Of.
Oft, oft, Often, ofn, adv. [oftener, oftenest.]
Frequently; many times; not seldom.

Ogle, o'gl, v. t. [ogled (-gld), ogling.] To view
with side glances, as in fondness, or to attract notice.— n. A side glance or look.

Oglio, oli-o or oKyo, n. Same as Olio.
Ogre, o'ger, n. An imaginary monster, who lived on
human beings. — O'gress, n. A female ogre.

Oh, o, interj. An exclamation expressing surprise,
pain, sorrow, anxiety, a wish, etc.

OU, oil, n. A1 unctuous liquid expressed or drawn
from various animal and vegetable substance:
v. t '

or anoint
sisting of, or containing, oil ; unctuous ; resem-
bling oil; fatty; greasy; smoothly subservient; com
pliant.— Oil'iness, n. — Oil'cake, n. A mass of com-
pressed seeds, or other substance, from which oil

has been extracted. —cloth, n. Cloth oiled or
painted for covering floors, etc.—cup, n. (Mach.)
A cup at the
top of a pas-
sage called an
oil-hole, to sup-
ply a lubrica-
tor to machin-
ery.—gas. n.
Inflamm a b 1 e

fa s procured
r o m oil.—

-man, n. One
who deals in
oils.—stone,
n. A kind of „.,
whetstone. Oil-cup.—well, n. An artesian well yielding petroleum. —
O'leag'inous, -aj'i-nus, a. Having the qualities of
oil; oily; unctuous.— O'leomar'garine, -ga-rin, n.
Artificial butter made from animal fat; butterine.—
O'leas'ter, n. A shrub resembling the olive.

Ointment, oint'ment, n. That which serves to anoint;
an unguent.

Oker. See Ocher.
Okra, o'kra, O'kro, n. An annual plant, whose green
pods are used in the W. Indies, etc., for soups or
pickles ; gumbo.

Old, old, a. Not young ; advanced far in years or
life; not new or fresh ; not recently made or pro-
duced ; formerly existing ; preexisting or preced-
ing ; indefinitely continued in life ; long practiced ;

skilled ; experienced ; long cultivated ; worn out ;

decayed; antiquated; bad; mean, — used as a term
of reproach ; old-fashioned ; as of old ; very gay ;

jolly.

Oleander, o-le-an'dgr, n. An evergreen shrub, having
clusters of fragrant red or white flowers.

Oleaster, Oleaginous, Oleomargarine, etc. See under
Oil.

Olfactive, ol-fak'tiv, -tory, -to-rY, a. Pert, to, or hav-
ing the sense of, smelling. — Olfac'tory, n. An organ
of smelling; the sense of smell.

Oligarchy, ol'I-gark'T, n. Government in which the
supreme power is in the hands of a few persons. —
Oligarch, n. One of those who constitute an oli-

garchy. — 01/igarch/
'al, -ic, -ical, a. Pert, to, etc.

Olio, oli-o or ol'yo, n. A dish of stewed meat ; a

mixture ; medley. (31ns.) A
collection of various pieces.—
Ollapodrida, ol'la-po-dre'da, n.

A mixture of all kinds of meat
chopped fine, and stewed -with
vegetables ; any incongruous
mixture or miscellaneous col-
lection.

Olive, ol'iv, n. (Bot.) A tree cul-
tivated in Asia and S. Europe,
for its fruit ; the fruit from
which olive oil is expressed.
The color of the olive, a color
composed of violet and green.

Olympiad, o-lim'pT-ad, n. A pe-
riod of 4 years, reckoned from
one celebration of the Olympic Ulive Iree.

games to another,— the 1st being 776 b. c— 01ym /'-

pian, -pt-an, -pic, a. Pert, to Olympus ; also to the
town of Olympia, and to the games there celebrated.

Omega, o'meg-a or o-meg'a, n. The last letter of the
Greek alphabet (ft, w), as Alpha, A, is the first.

Omelet, om'e-let or omlet, n. A kind of fritter made
chiefly of eggs.

Omen, o'men, n. Sign or indication of some future
event ; a prognostic ; presage ; augury. — v. t.

[omened (-mend), omening.] To indicate as likely
to occur, augur; to predict, foretell.— Ominous, -T-

nus, a. Pert, to, or containing, an omen; foreshow-
ing good, auspicious; foreboding evil, inauspicious.

Omentum, o-men'tum, n. (Anat?) The caul; a fatty
membranaceous covering of a portion of the bowels,
attached to the stomach.

Omer, o'mer, n. A Hebrew measure, the l-10th of an
ephah.

Ominous, etc. See under Omen.
Omit, 0-mif, v. t. To let fall, leave out, drop ; to
pass by, neglect.— Omis'sion, -mish-'un, n. Act of
leaving out ; neglect or failure to do something re-
quired by propriety or duty ; that omitted.

Omnibus, om^ni-bus, n. A large four-wheeled car-
riage, to carry many people. — Omnifa'

r
rious, -ri-us,

a. Of all varieties, forms, or kinds. — Omniferous,
-5r-us, a. All-bearing ; producing all kinds. — Om-
nip'arous, -a-rus, a. Producing all things; omnipa-
rient. — Omnip'otent, a. Possessing unlimited pow-
er; all-powerful; having unlimited power of a par-
ticular kind. — Omnip'otence, -tency, n. — Omni-
present, a. Present in all places at the same time

;

ubiquitous. — Omnipres/'ence, n. Ubiquity. — Om-
nis'cient, -nish'ent, a. Having universal knowl-
edge, or knowledge of all things ; all-knowing ; all-

searching ; all-seeing.— Omnis / cience, -nish-'ens, n.
Quality of being, etc. — Omniv'orous, -o-rus, a. All
devouring; eating everything indiscriminately.

On, on, prep. At, or in contact with, the surface or
upper part of a thing, and supported by it ; toward
and to the upper surface of ; upon ; by means of ;

with ; in addition to ; besides ; at or near,— indica-
ting relative position; in dependence or reliance up-
on ; at or in the time of ; toward; for ; at the peril
of, or for the safety of; by virtue of; with the pledge
of; to the account of; in consequence of, or follow-
ing ; in reference or relation to.— adv. Forward;
in progression; onward; forward, in succession ; in
continuance ; without interruption ; adhering ; at-

tached to the body.— On'to, -too, prep. On the top
of; upon; on.—On'ward, o. Advanced or advancing;
increased; improved, — adv. Toward the point be-
fore or in front; forward; progressively; in advance.
— On'wards, adv. Same as Onward.— On'set, n. A
violent attack, esp. the assault of an army or body
of troops upon an enemy, fort, etc. ; charge ; storm-
ing ; onslaught. — Onslaught, -slawt, «. Attack ;

aggression ; assault.
Onanism, o'nan-izm, n. Self-pollution; masturbation.
Once. See under One.
On dit, awN-de'. Lit., they say; it is said. — n. A
rumor; flying report. [F.J

One, wun, a. Being but a single unit, or entire being

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, ice ; Sdd, tone, dr
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or thing, and no more; single; individual; denoting
a person conceived or spoken of indefinitely, — used
as an indefinite pronoun or adjective (having, as a
pronoun, a plural, ones) ; pointing out a contrast,

—

used as a correlative adjective; constituting a whole;
undivided ; united ; single in kind ; the same ; a
common. — Once, wuns, adv. At one time ; on one
occasion; atone former time ; formerly ; as soon as.

— On'ly, on'H, a. One alone ; single ; alone in its

class ; by itself ; distinguished above all others; pre-
eminent. — adv. In one manner, or for one purpose
alone ; solely ; singly ; merely ; barely.

Onerary, Onerous, bee under Onus.
Onion, un'yun, n. A biennial plant; its bulbous root,

used as an article of food.
Only. See under One.
Onset, Onto, Onward, etc. See under On.
Onus, o'nus, n. The burden. — On'erous, on'er-us,

a. Burdensome; oppressive. — On'erary, -er-a-rf, a.
Designed for carrying burdens.

Onyx, o'niks, n. A stone (chalcedony, etc.) consisting
of parallel layers of different shades of color, and
used for making cameos.

Oolite, Oology, etc. See under Ovum.
Oolong, oolong, n. A variety of black tea possessing
the flavor of green tea.

Ooze, ooz, v. i. [oozed (oozd), oozing.] To flow
gently, percolate. — v. t. To cause to flow forth
gently, cause to percolate ; to drop, shed, distill.

—

n. Soft mud or slime; soft flow, spring; the liquor
of a tan-vat. — Ooz'y, -t, a. Miry; resembling ooze.

Opacity. See under Opaque.
Opal, o'pal, n. A mineral consisting of silex in what

is called the soluble state, and usually a small quan-
tity of water : the $>recious opal presents a peculiar
play of colors, and is esteemed as a gem. — Opal-
esce /', -pal-es', v. i. [-esced (-est 1'), -escing.] To
give forth a play of colors, like the opal. — Opal-
escence, -es'sens, n. A reflection of a milky or
pearly light from the interior of a mineral.

Opaque, o-pak'", a. Impervious to the rays of light

;

not transparent ; dark ; obscure. — Opaque'ness,
Opacity, -pas'f-tf , n. Quality of being, etc.

Ope, op, Open, o'pn, a. Free of access ; not shut up;
not closed ; free to be used, visited, read, etc. ; not
private ; public ; not drawn together or contracted;
expanded; without reserve; not concealed or secret;

exposed to view ; candid; ingenuous ; sincere ; art-

less; not frozen up; not cold or frosty ; not settled
or adjusted; not balanced or closed ; not blinded or
obscured; not deaf ; not unwilling to hear; listen-

ing; free to be discussed; easily enunciated; spoken
without closing the mouth.— n. Open country or
space.— v. t. [opened (o'pnd), opening.] To make
open, render tree of access, unclose, unlock, remove
any fastening from; to bring to view, exhibit, inter-
pret, explain, disclose; reflexively, to speak without
reserve; to enter upon, begin, commence.— v. i. To
unclose, be parted; to begin to appear; to commence,
begin.—O'pening, n. A place which is open; breach;
aperture ; beginning ; commencement. — O'penly,
adv. In an open manner ; publicly ; without se-

crecy ; without reserve or disguise; plainly.
Opera, op^er-a, n. A musical drama consisting of

airs, choruses, recitations, etc. ; the score of a musi-
cal drama ; house where operas are exhibited.— Op-
erat'ic, -ical, a. Pert, or appro-
priate to the opera. — Op'era-
glass, n. A short telescope of low
power, usually with a tube and
glasses for each eye, for use in
theaters, etc.; a lorgnette. —
Op'era-bouffe'', -boof, n. A
comic opera. — Op'erate, v. i.

To exert power or strength,
physical or mechanical; to pro-
duce an appropriate physical
effect; to exert moral influence.
(Med.) To take appropriate effect on the human
system (Surg.) To perform some manual act upon
a human body, usually with instruments. — v. t.

To produce as an effect ; to cause, occasion ; to put
into or to continue in operation ; to work. —Opera'-
tion, n. Act or process of operating ; agency ; ex-
ertion of power, physical, mechanical, or moral

;

Opera-glass.

method of working ; effect brought about by a def-
inite plan, (Math.) Some transformation to be made
upon quantities, indicated by rules or symbols.
(Surg.) Any methodical action of the hand, or of
the hand with instruments, on the human body. —
Operative, -a-tiv, a. . Having power of acting ; ex-
erting force ; efficient in work ; efficacious.— n. A
laboring man; artisan; workman in manufactories.
— Op'era'tor, n. One who, or that which, operates.
(Surg.) One who performs some act upon the human
body.— Op'erose', -os', a. Wrought with labor ;

laborious ; tedious ; wearisome.
Ophidian, o-fid't-an, n. An animal of the snake family.
O'phioKogy, -fT-oKo-jT, n. That part
of natural history which treats of ser-
pents.—Ophicleide, off-klid, n. A large
brass wind instrument of the trumpet
kind. — O'phioman'cy, -ft-o-man'sT, n.

Art of divining or predicting events by
serpents.

Ophthalmia, etc. See under Optic.
Opiate. See under Opium.
Opinion, o-pin'yun, n. A mental convic-
tion of the truth of some statement
founded on probable evidence ; judg-
ment of persons or their qualities; esp.,
favorable judgment, good esteem.
(Law.) The formal decision of a judge,
umpire, counselor, etc. — Opin'ionV- ~
ted, a. Stiff or obstinate in opinion. — Ophicleide.

Opin'ionative, -tiv, a. Unduly attached to one's
own opinions ; fond of preconceived notions. —— Opine", o-pin /', v. i. [opined (-pmd'.), opining.]
To think, suppose. — Opin'iative, -ya-/civ, a. Very-
stiff in adherence to one's opinion/, founded on
mere opinion ; fancied.

Opium, o'pY-um, n. The inspissated juice of the
white poppy, — a narcotic drug. — O'piate, -pl-at, n.
Any medicine that contains opium, and induces
sleep or repose ; a narcotic ; that which induces rest
or inaction.— a. Inducing sleep; causing rest or in-
action ; soporific ; lulling ; quieting.

Opodeldoc, o-po-deKdok, n. A saponaceous campho-
rated liniment.

Opossum, o-pos'sum, n. An Amer. marsupial quadru-
ped.

Opponent, op-pornent, a. In-
clined to oppose ; adverse ;

antagonistic ; situated in
front; opposite. — n. One
who* opposes, esp., in a dis-
putation or controversy.,
(Academic Usage.) One|
who attacks some thesis
proposition, disting. from J

the respondent, or defendant, i

who maintains it. Adver-
sary; antagonist; opposer.

—

Opossum.
— Oppo'nency, -si, n. Proposition of objections to a
thesis.

Opportune, op-por-tun'
-

, a. Present at a proper time;
recurring at a suitable occasion; timely; seasonable;
convenient ; fit ; well-timed ; proper. — Opportu-
nity, -ni-tf , n. Fit or convenient time ; occasion ;

convenience; occurrence.
Oppose, op-poz'', v. t. [-posed (-pozdO, -posing.] To

set opposite ; to put in opposition, with a view to
counterbalance, hinder, defeat, or prevent effect; to
resist ; to compete with, strive against ; to resist
effectually, combat, withstand, deny, obstruct. —
v. i. To act adversely ; to make objection or oppo-
sition in controversy.— Op'posite, -zit, a. Stand-
ing or situated in front ; facing ; contrasted with ;

hostile ; adverse ; mutually antagonistic ; inconsist-
ent. — n. One who opposes ; that which is contrary.
— Opposition, -zish'un, n. State of being opposed;
repugnance ; contrariety ; act of opposing ; attempt
to check, restrain, or defeat; resistance; that which
opposes ; an obstacle ; the collective body of oppo-
sers; the party that opposes the existing administra-
tion. (Astron.) The situation of 2 heavenly bodies
180° apart. — Oppositionist, n. One who belongs
to an opposing party. — Oppos^itive, -i-tiv, a. Ca-
pable of being put in opposition.

Oppress, op-pres', v. t. [-pressed (-presf), -press-

sfin, cube, full ; moon, fot>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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iso.] To press down ; to treat severely, cruelly, or
unjustly; to sit or lie heavy upon. — Oppression,
-presh'un, n. Act of, state of being, or mat which,
etc.; sense of heaviness, weight, or obstruction in the
body or mind; hardship; cruelty; burden. — Op-
pressive, -iv, a. Unreasonably burdensome ; un-
justly severe ; proceeding from a design to oppress;
overwhelming; cruel; unjust; tyrannical; overpow-
ering.

Opprobrium, op-pro'brT-um, n. Reproach mingled
with contempt or disdain.— Oppro'brious, -bri-us, a.

Reproachful and contemptuous; scurrilous; blasted
with infamy ; rendered hateful.

Oppugn, op-pun', v. t. [-pug.ved (-pund'), -I'Igs-
ixg.J To fight against, whether in attack, resist-

ance, or simple opposition.—Oppugn'er, n.—Oppug'-
nancy, -pug'nan-sl, ?;. Act of oppugning ; resist-

ance.
Optative, op'ta-tiv, a. Expressing desire or wish. — n.

{Gran.) A mode of the verb expressing desire.

—

— Op'tion, -shun, n. Power of choosing ; right of
choice ; exercise of the power of choice ; election ;

preference ; power of wishing ; wish. (Stock Ex-
change.) Liberty of selling or of buying stock at
a certain price, and at a given future time ; time al-

lowed to either buyer or seller for the delivery of
stock.— Op'tional, a. Left to one's wish ; depend-
ing on choice ; involving an option, or power of
choice. — Op'timism, -mizm, ». The doctrine that
everything in nature is ordered for the best. — Op'-
timist, n. One who holds, etc.

Optic, op'tik, ?i. An organ of sight; an eye.— Op'tic,
-tical, a. Pert, to vision or to the organ of sight, or
to the science of optics. —Optic nerves. The 2d pair
of nerves which proceed directly from the brain,
and are the nerves of sight : see Eye. — Op'tics, «.

Science of the nature and properties of light, and
the phenomena of vision. — Opti'cian, -tish'an, n.

One who makes or sells optical glasses and instru-
ments. — Ophthal'mia. of-thal'mT-a, Oph'thalmy,
-mi, n. (Jled.) An inflammation of the membranes
or coats of the eye, or of the eyeball.— Ophthal'-
mic, a. Pert, to the eye.

Option, etc. See under Optative.
Opulent, op'u-lent,«. Having a large
estate; wealthy; affluent— Op'u-
lence.n. Wealth; riches; affluence.

Or, 6r, conj. A connective that marks
an alternative : it corresponds to
either, and in poetry is sometimes
used for either : it is often used to
express an alternative of terms,
definitions, or explanations of the
same thing in different words.

Or, or, n. (Her.) The yellow or gold
color repre-
sented on an
escutcheon
by small dots.
—Or'i- flamb,
-flamme, Sr'-
T-flam, n. The

Onflamme. ancient royal
standard of France, — a red
silk flag, cut at the edge into -.

flame-shaped strips, and borne 3

on a gilded lance.— 0'riel,-rl-

el, n. (Arch.) A large bay or
recessed window, as in a hall,

chapel, etc.— O'riole, -ri-ol, n.

A singing bird allied to the
thrushes, having a golden or
yellow plumage m i x e d_with
black. — Or'mblu', -mo-loo', n.

A kind of brass, made to resem-
ble gold by using less zinc and more copper than in
ordinary brass.— O'roide, -roid, n. An alloy, resem-
bling gold. — Or'piment, -pT-ment, n. Triculphide
of arsenic, occurring in crystals of a lemon-yellow
color, and used in dyeing. — Or'ris, Sr'ris, n. A
kind of gold or silver lace; a pattern worked in gold
or silver lace.

Oral, o'ral, a. Pert, to, or uttered by, the mouth ;

spoken, not written.— O'rally, adv. By mouth. —
Or'acle, Sr'a-kl, n. The answer of a pagan god to

Oriel.

an inquiry respecting some affair of importance ;

the deity supposed to give the answer, also the place
where it was given ; revelations delivered by God
to prophets ; the entire sacred Scriptures ; one who
communicates a divine command; an angel; proph-
et ; any person reputed uncommonly wise ; a wise
sentence or decision of great authority.— Orac'ular,
a. Pert, to an oracle ; uttering oracles ; like, or of
the nature of, an oracle ; positive; authoritative; ob-
scure; ambiguous. — Ora'tion, ?j. An elaborate dis-
course, treating an important subject in a dignified
manner,— applied chiefly to discourses on special oc-
casions, and to academical declamations; harangue;
address ; speech. — Or'ator, 5r'a-ter, n. A public
speaker ; one who delivers an oration ; esp. one dis-
tinguished for his eloquence. (Law.) One who pravs
for relief; a petitioner; a plaintiff or complainant in
a bill in chancery.— Orato'rial,-rT-al, a. Pert, to an
orator or to oratory.— Oratorical, -t5r'ik-al, a. Pert.
to, or becoming, an orator: rhetorical; eloquent; flow-
ery; florid.—Orator'ically, adv. In a rhetorical man-
ner.— Orato'rio, -to'rT-o, .1. (jflus.) A sacred com-
position consisting of -irs, recitatives, duets, trios,
choruses, etc., the subject of which is generally
taken from the Scriptures; an oratory. — Or'atory,
-to-rT, n. The art of an orator; art of effective public
speaking; a chapel for private devotions. — Or'ison,
-T-zun, n. A prayer or supplication.— Or'ince, -l-fis,

7i. The mouth of a tube, pipe, etc. ; an aperture,
opening. — O'rotund', -ro-tund', n. A mode of into-
nation directly from the larynx, particularly full,
clear, and ringing in tone.— a. Ringing and musical.— Os'citate. -sT-tat, v. i. To gape with sleepiness,
yawn. — Os'citant, a. Yawning; sleepy; drowsy. —
Os'citancy, -tan-si, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.— Os'culate, -ku-lat, v. t. and i. To kiss. (Geom.)
To touch, as one curve another, or as 2 curves when
both have a common curvature at the point of con-
tact. — Oscula'tion, n. Act of, etc. (Geon.) Contact
of curves.— Os'culant, a. Adhering closely. (Class-
ification.) Intermediate in character, or on the bor-
der between two groups. — Os'cu-
latory, -to-rT, a. Pert, to kissing.
(Geom.) Capable of oscultation. —
n. A picture of Christ or the Vir-
gin, to be kissed by priest or people.

Orange, or'e"hj, n. A tree of many
varieties, and its r o u n d yellow
fruit. — a. Of the color of an or-
ange : see Light. — Orangeade',
-ad', n. A drink made of orange-
juice, corresponding to lemonade.
— Or'angery, -an-jer-T, ?i. A plan-
tation or nursery of orange trees.

Orang-outang, o "r a n g'oo-
tang',». A large monkey,
closely resembling man.

Oration, Orator, etc. See
Oral.

Orb, 6rb, n. A body of a
round form ; one bf the
celestial spheres; the eye;
a circle; orbit; a revolving
circular body ; wheel;
globe; sphere. — Orbed,
orbd, Orbic'ular, a. Re-
sembling, or having the
form of, an orb; spherical;
globular. — Orbic'ularly,
«-'?-. Spherically.—Orbic'-
ulate, a. In the form of an
o>-b. — Orb'it,«. (Astron.)
The path described by a
heavenly body in its peri-

odical revolution. (Anat.)
The cavity in which the
eye is situated : see Skel-
eton. (Ornith.) The skin
which surrounds the eye
of a bird.

Orchard, Sr'chgrd, n. An inclosure or assemblage of
fruit trees.

Orchestra, 6r'kes- or 6r-kes'tra, Or'chester, -tre, -kes-

ter, n. The space in a theater between stage and
audience; a band of instrumental musicians.

Orang-outanj

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 6nd, eve, term ; Tn, ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r
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Orchis.

Orchil, Sr'kil, -chilla, -kil'la, n. Same as Archil.
Orchis, Sr'kis, Or'chid, -kid, n. A perennial terres-

trial or epiphytal plant
of unnumbered species,
many of which bear
flowers of great beautj',
and singular in form :

it is found all over the
world.

Ordain, etc. See under
Order.

Ordeal, dr'de-al, n. An
ancient form of trial,

by lot, fire, water, etc.,

to determine guilt or in-
nocence ; severe trial

;

accurate scrutiny.
Order, Sr'der, n. Eegular
arrangement; any me-
thodical or established
succession; a sound or
proper condition ; normal state; customary mode of
procedure; regulargovernment; general tranquillity;
a regulation; standing rule; a particular injunction;
command; mandate; necessary measures or care;
a commission to make purchases or supply goods;
a direction, in writing, to pay money; a number of
things or persons arranged in a fixed or suitable
place, or relative position ; esp., a rank or class in
society; a privileged or dignified grade; a class of
men so closely linked together that they form a sep-
arate class in the community. {Episc. Ch.) The
rank of deacon, priest, or bishop, — often used in
pi. (Arch.) One of the 5 principal methods recog-
nized by the ancients for ornamenting the columns
of an edifice (Tuscan, Doric, Ionic, Corinthian, and
Composite : see Capital). (Zo'61.) One of the well-
marked divisions of a class, including families and
genera. (Bot.) A group of allied individuals, more
comprehensive than a genus. (Rhet.) The placing of
words and members in a sentence so as to contribute
to force, beauty, and clearness of expression. — v. t.

[ordered (-derd), -derixg.] To put in order, re-
duce to methodical arrangement, adjust ; to man-
age, regulate; to command, direct, bid. — v. i. To
give direction.— orderly, -der-ll, a. Conformed to
order ; methodical ; regular ; observant of order,
method, or rule; quiet; peaceable; well-regulated;
systematic; regular; methodical; being on dutv.

—

adv. According to due order; regularly.'—w. (5lil.)

A non-commissioned officer who attends a superior
officer for the purpose of bearing orders or render-
ing service.— Ordain/', -dan', v. t. [-daixed (-dandO,
-daining.] To set in order, regulate, establish; to ap-
point, decree, enact; to set apart for an office, esp.,
to invest with ministerial or sacerdotal functions.—
Or'dina/tion, n. Act of ordaining; esp., the act of
setting apart to an office in the Christian ministry;
state of being ordained or appointed; tendency.—
Ordinal, -dT-nal, a. Indicating the established order
or succession.— n. A number noting order; a book
containing the service prescribed in the Eng. church,
for the ordination of deacons, etc.— ordinance, -di-
nans, n. An ordaining or establishing bv authority;
appointment: a rule established by authority; a stat-
ute; law; edict; decree; rescript. \Eccl.) An estab-
lished rite or ceremony. — Ordinance, n. Heavy
weapons of warfare, — cannon, mortars, and howit-
zers; artillery. — Or'donnance, -don-nans, n. (Fine
Arts.) The disposition of the parts either in regard
to the whole piece or to the several parts. — Ordi-
nary, -dT-na-rT, a. According to established order;
methodical; regular; of common rank; usual: of lit-

tle merit; plain; not handsome. — n. (Civil Law.)
An officer who has original jurisdiction in his own
right, and not by deputation. (Eng. Law.) One who
has immediate jurisdiction in matters ecclesiastical;
an ecclesiastical judge. (Am. Law.) A judicial offi-

cer, having generally the powers of a judge of pro-
bate or surrogate. A dining-room where there is a
fixed price for the meal; meal furnished at such a
dining-room. (Naval.) The establishment of the
shipping not in actual service, but laid up under the
charge r>f officers. (Her.) A portion of the escutch-
eon corr prised between straight or other lines.— Or-

dinarily, adv. According to established rules; com-
monly ; usually ; on the average.

Ordure, Srd'ur, n. Dung; excrements; feces.

Ore, or, n. The compound of a metal and some other
substance (as oxygen, sulphur, or arsenic), by which
its properties are" disguised or lost.

Oread, o're-ad, n. A mountain nymph.
Organ, dr'gan, n. An instrument by which an action

is performed, or object accomplished; part of a liv-

ing being, capable of a special function, essential to
the lite or well-being of the whole, as the lungs, the
heart, etc. ; a medium of communication between
one person or body, and another. (Mus.) An in-
strument containing pipes filled with wind from a
bellows, and played upon by means of keys.— Or-
ganist, n. One who plays on an organ. — Organic,
-ical, a. Pert, to an organ or its structure; consisting
of, containing, or produced by the organs; instru-
mental. — organism, n. A structure composed of
or acting by means of organs: an organized being.—
Organize, v. t. [-ized (-izd), -izixg.] To furnish
with organs; to arrange or constitute in parts, each
having a special function, act, office, or relation.

—

organiz'able, a. — Or'ganiza'tion, n. Act of organ-
izing ; state of being organized ; the relations in-
cluded in such a state or condition; that which is or-
ganized; an organism.

Orgy, 6rjT, n. ; }>l. -gies, -jiz,— usually in the pi.

The ceremonies observed by the Greeks and Romans
in the worship of Bacchus ; drunken revelry ; noc-
turnal carousals.

Oriel. See under Or, n.

Orient, oll-ent, a. Rising, as the sun ; eastern ; ori-

ental; bright; shining; of superior quality; perfect.
— n. The eastern horizon ; the East ; the countries
of Asia. — Orienfal, a. Pert, to, proceeding from,
or situated in, the orient.— v. A native or inhab-
itant of some eastern part of the world.— O'rienta''-
tion, n. Process of determining the points of the
compass, or the east point, in taking bearings; ten-
dency of a revolving body, when suspended in a cer-
tain way, to bring the axis of rotation into parallel-
ism with the earth's axis; an aspect or fronting to
the east.

Orifice. See under Oral.
Oriflamb, -flamme. See under Or, n.

Origin, Sri-jin, n. First existence or beginning of
anything; that from which anything primarily pro-
ceeds ; commencement ; rise :" source ; derivation ;

cause. — Original. -rij'Y-nal, n. Origin ; source ;

that which precedes all others of its class ; arche-
type; an original work of art, manuscript, text, etc.;

the precise language employed by a writer; a person
of marked peculiarity. (Xat. Hist.) The stock of
a series of living forms, in which a variety is con-
sidered to have "originated ; one who has new and
striking ideas. — a. Pert, to the origin or being ;

preceding all others : first in order ; not translated ;

employed by the author ; having power to suggest
new thoughts or combinations of thought ; before
unused or unknown; new. — Originality, -T-tt, n.

Quality or state of being, etc.— Originally, adv.
Primarily; from the beginning; at first; by the first

"

author; at the time of formation.— Originate, -nat,

v. t. To give an origin or beginning to ; to bring into
existence.— v. i. To have origin; to begin to exist

or act.

Oriole. See under Or, n.

Orion, o-ri'un, n. (Astron.) A large and bright con-
stellation, crossed by the equinoctial line.

Orison. See under Oral.
Orlop, orlop, n. (jYaut.) The lower deck of a ship
of the line; or that, in all vessels, on which the ca-

bles are stowed.
Ormolu. See under Or, n.

Ornament, or'na-ment, n. That which embellishes;
decoration. — v. t. To make beautiful or furnish
with embellishments; to adorn, deck, beautify.— Or-
nament'al, a. Serving to ornament.— Or'namenta''-
tion, n. Act or art of ornamenting, or state of being
ornamented; that which ornaments.— Or'nate, -nat,

o. Adorned; decorated: beautiful.

Ornithology, 6r-nT-thoKo-jT, n. Science of the form,
structure, and habits of birds—Or'nithoJoglc-log'-
ical, -lojlk-al, a. Pert, to, etc. — OrnithoKogist, ?i.

etin, cube, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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One skilled in, etc.— Ornith'ichnite, -ik-mt, n. (Pa-
leon.) The foot-mark of a bird, occurring in strata
of stone. -
Or'nitho
rhynch ' us, JS^^SIH Hi8v \ 1

-tho-rink'-
us, n. An
Australian ^ fe^\£x.mammal of alN^^N*
the shape '"^^^l«SIi«§k*^
and size of M
the otter,
with a beak
like a duck's
and paws Ornithorhynchus,

webbed and formed for swimming ; duck-billed
platypus.

Orography, o-rog'ra-fi, n. An account of mountains.
Oroide. See under Ob, n.

Orotund. See under Oeal.
Orphan, or'fan, n. A child bereaved of both father
and mother; also, a child who has but one parent
living.— a. Bereaved of parents.— Or'phanage, -ej,

n. State of being an orphan; an asylum for orphans.
Orrery, Or're-ri, n. A piece of
apparatus to illustrat&the rel-

ative size, positions, orbits,

etc., of the bodies of the solar
system.

Orris, Sr'ris, n. A European
species of iris, whose root has
an agreeable odor, resemb-
ling violets.

Orris, n. Gold and silver lace
Orthodox, or'tho-doks, a.

Orrery.

See under Or, n.
Sound in the Christian

faith,— opp. to heretical ; according with the doc-
j

trines of Scripture.— Or'thodox'y, -T, n. Soundness
of faith ; belief in the doctrines taught in the Scrip-
tures; consonance to genuine Scriptural doctrines.—
Orthodromics, Or'thodrom'y, -1, re. Art of sailing
in a direct course, or on the arc of a great circle. —
Or'thoepy, -tho-e-pT, re. Art of uttering words with
propriety ; correct pronunciation of words. — Or-
thoep'ic, -ical, a. Pert, to, etc.— Orthoep'ically,
adv. — Or'thoepist, re. One skilled in orthoepy. —
Orthog'onal, a. Right-angled; rectangular; at right
angles. — Orthog'raphy, -ra-fi, re. Art of writing
words with the proper letters, according to common
usage; spelling; the part of grammar which treats of
this subject. (Geom.) Delineation of an object by
lines and angles corresponding to those of the ob-
ject; an elevation, showing all the parts in their
proper proportions.

Ortive, Sr'tiv, a. Of, or relating to, the time or act of
rising, as of a star; eastern.

Ortolan, Cr'to-lan, n. A European singing bird, about
the size of the lark, esteemed delicious food.

Oryx, o'riks, re. A variety of S. African antelope; the
gemsbok; the Egyptian antelope of N. Africa and S.

Asia.
Osage-orange, o'saj-or'enj, re. An ornamental tree,

resembling the mulberry, having an orange-like
fruit, and used_as a hedge plant.

Oscillate, os'sil-lat, v. i. To move backward and for-
ward, vibrate, swing, sway.

Osculate. See under Oral.
Osier, o'zher, re. A species of willow, or the twig of
the willow, used in making baskets.

Osmanli, oz'maii-lT, re. ; pi. -lis, -liz. A Turkish offi-

cial,— so called fr. Osman, who founded the Otto-
man empire in Asia; less properly, a native Turk.

Osmium, oz'mY-um, re. A gray-colored, brittle metal,
found with platinum, whose oxide has a disagree-
able smell.

Ospray, -prey. See under Osseous.
Osseous, os'se-us or osh'us, a. Composed of, or re-

sembling, bone; bony. — Os'sifica'tion, re. Change,
process of changing, or state of being changed into
a bony substance.— Os'sifrage, -fraj, Os'pray, -prey,
-pra, re. A long-winged eagle, living on fish, which
it takes by darting upon them when near the surface
of the water.— Os'selet, -se-let, re. A hard substance
growing on the inside of a horse's knee, among the
small bones.— Os'sify, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -fying.]
To form into bone ; to change from a soft animal

substance into bone. — v. i. To become bone or
bony. — OsteoKogy, -ol'o-ji, n. That part of anat-
omy which treats of the nature, arrangement, and
uses of the bones.

03tent, os'tent or os-tenf, n. Appearance; air; man-
ner; show; manifestation; token; a portent. — Os-
tensible, -sT-bl, a. Shown, declared, or avowed;
manifest; apparent.— Ostensibly, adv.— Os'tenta''-
tion, re. Act of making an ambitious display; pre-
tentious parade; pomp; vaunting; boasting.— Os'-
tenta'tious, -shus, a. Fond of excessive or offensive
display; pretentious; boastful; showy; gaudy.

Osteology, etc. See under Osseous.
Ostler. Same as Hostler.
Ostracean, os-tra/shan, n. One of a family of bivalve

shell-fish, of which the oyster is the type.
Ostracize, os'tra-sTz, v. t. [-cized (-slzd), -cizing.]
To exile by ostracism, banish from society, put un-
der ban. — Os'tracism, -sizm, re. (Gr. Antiq.) Ban-
ishment, by the people of Athens, of a person whose
influence gave umbrage to them. Expulsion; sepa-
ration.

Ostrich, os'trich, re. A bird of Africa and Arabia,
nearly 10 feet high,
having a long neck,
stout, long legs, with'
only 2 toes, and short
wings, with long,
soft plumes in the
place of feathers: it

is remarkable for its

speed, and for swal-
lowing bits of metal
or stone to aid in di-

gestion.
Ostrogoth, os'tro-goth,

re. One of the eastern
Goths, disting. fr. the
Visigoths, or western
Goths.

Otalgia, etc. See under
Otic.

Other, utb/er, pron. &
a. Different from
that which has been
specified; additional;
second of two ; not
this, but the contrary;
opposite. — Oth'erwise, adv. In
ner ; in different respects.

Otic, o'tik, a. Pert, to, of, or for the ear; auricular.—
Otal'gia, -taKjT-a, Otal'gy, -tal'jT, re. (Jiled.) Pain
in the ear. — Otoscope, o'to- or ofo-skop, re. An
instrument for examining the condition of the ear.

Otiose, o'shi-os', a. Being at ease ; indolent.
Ottar, ot'tar, re. A highly fragrant oil obtained from
the petals of some flowers, esp. of the rose,— written
also attar, otto.

Otter, offer, re. A carnivorous aquatic animal of sev-
eral species, feeding on fish.

Ottoman, ot'to-man, a. Pert, to, or derived from, the
empire of Turkey. — re. ; pi. -mans. A Turk; a
stuffed seat without a back, orig. used in Turkey.

Ouch, owch, re. A bezel, or socket, in which a precious
stone or seal is set ; a cai canet or ornament of gold.

Ought, awt, re. See Aught.
Ought, awt, v. imperfect. Is fit; behooveth; is proper
or necessary; should,— used impersonally.

Ounce, owns, re. A weight = l-12th lb. troy, and 1-16th
lb. avoirdupois.

Ounce, owns, re. A carnivorous animal, of N. India
and Persia, resembling the leopard, but having a
thicker fur, irregular faint spots, and a longer tail.

Our, owr, possessive pronoun. Pert., or belonging, to
us. [When the noun is not expressed, ours (not
our} is used.]— Ours, owrz, possessive of We.— Our-
selr

r
, pron. ; pi. -selves, -selvz'. We ; us,— used

by way of emphasis, and chiefly in pi. ; myself ;

also, we, us,— used reciprocally, chiefly in the regal
or formal style^and generally in singular.

Ouranography, oo-ra-nog /'ra-fT, re. Same as Ukaxog-
raphy.

Ourology, ob-rol'o-jT, Ouros'copy, -ros'ko-pi, n. Ex-
amination of urine, to determine with /espect to
disease.

Ostrich.

different man-
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Ousel, Ouzel, oo'zl, 71. A bird of several species, of the
tlirush family.

Oust, owst, v. t. To take
away, remove ; to eject,

turn out. — Oust'er, n.

A putting out of pos-
session ; dispossession ;

ejection ; disseizin.

Out, owt, adv. "Without :

on the outside ; not
within ; on the exterior,
or beyond the limits of
any inclosed place or
given line, — opp. to in

or within;— used in
special senses ; as, a-

broad, not at home ; in " ater-ousel.

a state of disclosure or discovery ; not in conceal-
ment or secrecy ; in a state of extinction or desti-

tution, in want or debt, with deficiency or loss ;

not in office or employment ; in public, on display,
etc. ; to the end, completely ; in an open or free
manner, audibly or perceptibly, vividly or forci-

bly ; not in the*hands of the owner ; in error or
mistake, in a wrong position or opinion ; in a puz-
zle, at a loss; uncovered, with clothes torn ; away,
off,— used as an exclamation ; at the end of a game
or of some definite part of it. — n. One who, or that
which, is without ; esp. one out of office ; a place or
space outside of, or around ; an angle projecting
outward ; an open space. (Print.) An omission in
setting up copy.— Out'er, a. On the outside ; fur-
ther or more remote ; external. — Out'ermost, a. On
the extreme external part ; remotest from the midst.
— Out''ward, a. Forming the superficial part: exter-
nal ; exterior ; extrinsic ; adventitious ; tending to
the exterior part; visible ; apparent; carnal; corpo-
real. — Out'ward, -wards, adv. To the outer parts;
from a port or country ; to some foreign region. —
Out'wardly, adv. Externally.— Outbal'ance, r. t. To outweigh, exceed in weight
or effect. — Outbid'', v. t. To go beyond in the otter
of a price. — Out'bound, a. Destined or proceeding
from a country or harbor to a distant country or
port. — Out'break, n. A bursting forth; eruption;
violent manifestation.— Outbreaking, n. Act of, or
that which, etc. — Out'burst, ?i. A breaking or
bursting out.— Out'cast, n. One cast out or expelled; an exile ;

a degraded person ; a vagabond. — Out'come, n.

That which comes out of, or follows from, some-
thing else ; issue ; result ; consequence. — Out'cry,
«. A vehement or loud cry ; cry of distress ; noisy
opposition or detestation ; clamor ; noise ; vocifera-
tion ; sale at public auction.
— Outdare', v. t. To dare or venture beyond ; sur-
pass in daring. — Outdo', v. t. [imp. -did ; p. p.
-done ; -doing.] To excel ; to surpass. — Out-
door', a. Being without the house. — Outdoors',
adr. Abroad ; out of the house ; out of doors.— Outface', v. t. To face or look out of countenance ;

to brave.— Out'fit, n. A fitting out or equipment,
as of a ship or person for avoyage; an allowance for
the payment of expenses connected with any special
service or dutv.
—Outgen'eral, v. t. To exceed in generalship ; to
gain advantage over by superior military skill.—
Outgo', V. t. [imp. -WENT ; p. p. -GONE ; -GOING.]
To go beyond, go faster than ; to surpass, excel; to
circumvent, overreach. — Out'go, n. Outlay ; ex-
penditure,— opposite of income. — Outgrow', v. t.

[-grew ; p. p. -grown ; -growing.] To surpass in
growth ; to become too large to make use of, or too
old or infirm to exhibit. — Out'growth, n. Growth
to excess ; that which has grown out or proceeded
from anything ; result.— Outland'ish, a. Not according with usage ;

strange ; rude ; barbarous ; clownish. — Outlast',
v. t. To last longer than ; exceed in duration. —
Out'law, n. A person excluded from the benefit of
the law, or deprived of its protection. — v. t. To de-
prive of the benefit and protection of law ; to pro-
scribe. — Out'lawry, -ri, n. Act of, or state of be-
ing, etc. — Out'lay, n. A laying out or expending ;

that which is laid out; expenditure.— Out'let, n.

Place or the means by which anything is let out

;

passage outward ; an exit. — Out'line, n. The line
which marks the outside of a figure ; contour ; a
sketch ; delineation of a figure without shading ; a
preliminary or general indication of a plan, system,
course of thought, etc.— v. t. To draw the exterior
line of ; to draw in outline, sketch, delineate. —
Outlive', v. t. To live beyond, survive. — Out'look,
n. Act of looking out ; watch ; place from which
one looks out ; a watch-tower ; view obtained by
one looking out; prospect; sight. — Out'lying, a.
Lying or being 1 a distance from the main body
or design ; remote ; on the exterior or frontier.
— Outmarch', v. t. To march faster than ;-to leave
behind. — Outmeas'ure, v. t. To exceed in measure
or extent.
— Outnum'ber, v. t. To exceed in number.— Out 'port, n. A harbor or port at some distance
from the chief town or seat of trade.— Out'post, w.
(Mil.) A post or station without the limits of a
camp, or at a distance from the main body of an
army; the troops at such a station. — Outpour', v. t.

To pour out; to send forth in a stream: to effuse.

—

Out'put, n. (Iron and Coal trade.) The quantity
of metal yearly produced by the furnaces, or of coal
from the pits. — Outrank', v. t. To take precedence
of, or be superior to, in rank; to rank.— Outreach', v. t. To reach or extend beyond.

—

Outride', v. t. To ride faster than.— v. i. To travel
about on horseback, or in a vehicle. — Out'rider, n.
A servant on horseback who attends a carriage. —
Out'rigger, n. (Nant.) Any projecting spar or tim-
ber for extending ropes, sails, etc. ; a projection at
the side of a boat, to sustain a row-lock ; a racing
boat, thus equipped.— Out'right, adv. Immedi-
ately ; without delay ; at once ; instantly ; com-
pletely; utterly. — Outrun', v. t. [-ran; p.p. -run;
-running.] lv

o exceed in running ; to exceed in
degree, quality, etc. ; to surpass.
— Outsail', v. t. To sail faster than. — Outseli', v.

t. To exceed in amount of sales, or in the prices of
things sold ; to bring, or be sold for, a higher price.— Out'set, n. First entrance on any business ; be-
ginning. — Outshine', v. t. To excel in luster or ex-
cellence. — Out'side, n. The external part of a thing;
that which is superficial; exterior; externality; part
or place which lies beyond an inclosure ; furthest
limit, as to number, quantity, extent, etc. ; the ut-
most; one who, or that which, is without. — a. On
the outside ; exterior ; external ; pert, to, or denot-
ing, the extreme or furthest limit, as to extent, qual-
ity, etc.— as, the outside price. — Out'sid'er, n. One
not belonging to the concern, party, etc., spoken of.— Out'skirt, n. Border; outpost; suburb. — Out-
spok'en, a. Speaking freely or openly ; candid ;

frank. — Outspok'enness, n. — Outspread', v. t. To
extend, spread. — Outstand', v. i. To project out-
ward from the main body ; to stand or remain be-
yond the proper time; to be unpaid, as a debt, etc.
— Outstare', v. t. To face down, browbeat. — Out-
stretch', v. t. To stretch or spread out, expand.—
Outstrip', v. t. To outrun, advance beyond, leave
behind.— Outtalk', v. t. To overpower by talking, exceed
in talking.
— Outval'ue, v. t. To exceed in price or value. —
Outvie', v. t. To exceed, surpass. — Outvote', v. t.

To exceed in the number of votes given, defeat by
pluralitv of suffrages.
— Outwalk', v. t. To walk faster than, leave be-
hind in walking. — Out'wall, n. The exterior wall
of a building or fortress. — Outwear', v. t. [imp.
-wore ; p. p. -worn ; -wearing.] To last longer
than, surpass or exceed in duration. — Outweigh', v.

t. To exceed in weight, value, influence, or impor-
tance. —Outwit', v. t. To surpass in design or strata-

gem, overreach, frustrate by superior ingenuity.—
Outwork', v. t. [imp. outworked or outwrought;
p. p. -wrought; -working.] To surpass in work or
labor. — Out'work, n. (Fort.) A part of a fortress
without the principal wall, within or beyond the
principal ditch.
— Out'-build'ing, -house, n. A structure separated
from, or subordinate to, the main house.—Her'od,
-hgr'ud, v. t. To excel in resemblance to Herod ;

sun, cube, full ; moon, fotit ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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to surpass in atrocity, violence, or cruelty.

—

of-

door', a. Outdoor ; out of the house ; in the open
air.—of-doors', adv. Outdoors.—of-the-way', a. ,

Different from the ordinary way or fashion ; uu-
|

common ; singular ; inaccessible; inconvenient.
Outrage, owt'raj, v. t. [-kagkd (-rajd;, -raging.] To '

treat with violence and wrong; to injure by rough
treatment of any kind, abuse ; to commit a rape
upon. — n. Injurious violence offered to persons or
things ; gross injury ; affront ; insult ; abuse. — Out-
ra'geous, -jus, a. Involving or performing an out-
rage ; exceeding the limits of reason or of decency ;

violent ; furious ; exorbitant ; excessive ; atrocious ;

enormous.
Outre, oo'tra', a. Being out of the common course or
limits : extravagant ; fantastic ; bizarre.

Ouzel. Same as Olsel.
Oval, Ovary, etc. See under Ovum.
Ovation, o-va'shun, n. (Bom. Antiq.) A lesser tri-

umph allowed to a commander for a victory; an ex-
traordinary and spontaneous expression of popular
homage.

Oven, uv'n, n. An arched place, for baking, heating,
or drying any substance; any structure, which may
be heated for baking or like "uses; esp. a chamber in
a stove.

Over, o'vgr, prep. Across; from side to side,— imply-
ing a moving either above the thing, or on the sur-
face of it; above, in position; above, denoting supe-
riority in excellence, dignity, or value; above in au-
thority; upon the surface or whole surface; through
the whole extent; in a state of watchfulness with
respect to; during the whole time; above the top of;
covering. — adv. From side to side ; on the opposite
side ; from one to another by passing: ; from one
country to another, by passing"; above the top; more
than the quantity assigned; throughout; from be-
ginning to end; completely. — a. Upper; covering,
— chiefly in composition. — n. In cricket, a change
of ends in bowling and of the position of fielders.

[Over is much used in composition, with the signifi-

cation of spreading, so as to come from above, as in
overcast, overflow ; or above, as to overhang ; or turn-
ing, so as to reverse the surface or sides, as in over-
turn; or, more generally, beyond a limit, implying
excess or superiority, as in oreract, overcome.'] —
O'verabound', -a-bownd', v. i. To abound more
than enough. — Overact', v. t. To act or perform to

excess, — v. i. To act more than is necessary.—
O'veralls, n. pi. A kind of loose trowsers worn
over others to protect them from being soiled. —
Overarch', v. t. To cover with an arch. — v. i. To
hang over like an arch.— Overawe', v. t. To re-
strain by awe, fear, or superior influence.
— O'verbal'ance, v. t. To exceed in weight, value,
or importance.— O'verbal'ance, n. Excess of weight
or value. — Overbear', v. t. To bear down, repress,
subdue, overwhelm, suppress. — Overbear'ing, p. a.

Haughty and dogmatical; tending to repress by in-
solence or effrontery. — Overbid', v. i. [imp. -bade;
p.p. -bid or -bidden; -bidding.] To hid or offer
more than an equivalent. — O'verboard', adv. Over
the side of a ship; hence, out of a ship or from on
board. — Overbuild', v. t. and i. To build in excess
of the demand. — Overbur'den, v. t. To load with
too jrreat weight.
— Overcast', v. t. To cover with gloom, cloud,
darken; to rate too high; to sew by running the
thread over a rough edge, sew over and over. —
Overcharge', v. t. To load with too heavy a charge
or weight; to burden, oppress, cloy; to make too
great a charge of, or against, as on an account.
(Mil.) To fill with too much powder and ball, as a
gun. — O'vercharge'. n. An excessive load, burden,
or charge. — Overcloud', v. t. To cover or over-
spread with clouds, becloud. — O'vercoat, n. A coat
worn over the other clothing; great-coat; top-coat.

—

Overcome', v. t. To get the better of, subdue, van-
quish, defeat, beat, surmount. — v. i. To gain the
superiority.— Overcost'ly, a. Very or unduly cost-
ly; extravagantly expensive.— Overdo', v. t. To do or perform too much; to op-
press by too much action or labor, harass, fatigue;
to boil, bake, or roast too much.— v. i. To labor too
hard, do too much. — O'verdose', n. Too great a

dose. — Overdraw', v. t. To draw upon for a sum
beyond one's credit in the books (of a bank, etc.); to
exaggerate.— Overdrive', u. t. and i. To drive too
hard or beyond strength. — Overdue', a. Due and
more than due; past the time of payment.— Overfeed', v. t. To feed to excess. — Overflow',
v. t. To flow over, spread over, as water, inundate;
to overwhelm, cover, as with numbers. — v. i. To
run over, swell and run over the brim or banks; to
be abundant, abound.— O'verflow', n. An inunda-
tion; also, superabundance.— Overflow'ing, n. Ex-
uberance ; copiousness. — Overfreight', v. t. To
load too heavily, fill with too great quantity or num-
bers.
— Overgrow', v. t. To cover with growth or her-
bage; to grow beyond, rise above.

—

v. i. To grow
beyond the fit or natural size.
— Overhang',?'.?. To impend or hang over; to jut
or project over. — v. i. To jut over. — Overhaul', v

.

t. To turn over and examine; to examine thorough-
ly with a view to repairs. ( Naut.) To gain upon in
a chase, overtake. — Overhead', adv. Aloft : above

;

in the zenith or ceiling; in the story or upon the
floor above. — Overhear', v. t. To hear more than
was intended or proper, hear by accident.— Overis'sue, n. An issuing to excess; an issuing
(of notes, etc.) beyond the capital stock, or beyond
the public wants.
— Overjoy', v. t. To make excessively jovful.— Overla'bor, v. t. To harass with toil ; to execute
with too much care.— Overlade', v. t. [imp. -laded;
p. p. -laden ; -lading. J To load with too great a
cargo or other burden. — O'verland', a. Made or
performed upon or across the land. — Overlap', v. t.

or i. To extend so as to lie or rest upon; to lap over.— Overlay', v. t. To lay over, spread over, cover
completely; as, to occupy fully; or, to conceal with
a superficial covering; or, to smother with a close
covering or by lying upon; or, to stretch above and
across, so as to unite the two sides of. — Overleap',
v. t. To leap over, pass from side to side by leaping.— O'verleatb/er, n. The leather which forms the
upper part of a shoe; upper-leather. — Overlie', v. t.

[imp. -LAY; p.p. -LAIN; -lying.] To lie over or upon
something.— Overload', r. t. To load with too heavy
a burden or cargo.— Overlook', v. t. To look over
or beyond as from an elevated position; as, to view
from a high place; or, to afford an elevated prospect
of; or, to inspect, review, go over and survey the
whole; or, to look beyond, so that what is near by is

not perceived, pass by; or, to refrain willingly from
noticing, excuse, pardon; or, to look over the'shoul-
der of.
— Overmas'ter, v.t. To overpower, subdue, gov-
ern.— Overmatch', v. t. To be too powerful for,
conquer, suppress by superior force.— O'vermatch',
n. One superior in power; one able to overcome. —
Overmeas'ure, v. t. To measure or estimate too
largely. — O'vermeas'ure, n. Excess of measure ;

something that exceeds the measure proposed; sur-
plus. — Overmuch', adv. In too great a degree. — n.

More than sufficient.
— O'veroight', n. The night following yesterday,
or the previous evening'. — adv. During the night
previous; yesterday night; last night.
— Overpass', v. t. To pass over, neglect, disregard;
to go over, cross; to omit. — Overpay', v. t. To pay
too much or more than is due; to reward beyond the
price or merit. — O'verplus, h. That which remains
after a supply; surplus, [over and L. phis, more.]—
Overply', v. t. To ply to excess, exert with too
much vigor.— Overpoise', v. t. To exceed in weight,
out-weigh. — O'verpoise7

, n. Preponderant weight.
— Overpow'er, v. t. To affect with a power or force
that cannot be withstood; to vanquish by force, de-
feat, crush, overwhelm, subdue.
— Overrake', v. t. (Naut.) To break in upon, as a
ship, — said of the waves when they break in upon
a ship at anchor, with her head to the sea. — Over-
rate', v. t. To rate at too much, estimate at a value
beyond the truth. — Overreach', v. t. To reach be-
yond in any direction, extend beyond; to get the
better of by cunning or sagacity; to cheat.— v. i. To
strike the toe of the hind foot against the heel or
shoe of the fore foot,— said of horses.— Overreach'-
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er, n. — Override ', v. t. [imp. -rode; p. p. -ridden,
-rode, -rid; p. pr. & vb. n. overriding.] To ride
beyond the strength of the horse; to ride too far, or
beyond, outride; to trample down, and hence to set
aside or annul. — Overrule'', v. t. To influence or
control by predominant power; to control in such a
way as to bring to pass events not contemplated by
the human agent. {Law.) To supersede, reiect, an-
nul, or rule against. — Overruling, p. a. Exerting
superior and controlling power; prevailing; predom-
inant; governing. — Overrun', v. t. [imp. -ran ; p. p.
-run; -running.] To run or spread over in a pro-
lific manner, or in excess; to grow all over; to over-
come by an invasion; to subdue, oppress. (Print.)
To change the arrangement of (types) and carry
those of one line or page into another, either in cor-
rection, or in the contraction or extension of columns
or lines ; to extend beyond the previous length of
(a line, etc.) by the insertion of new matter. — v. i.

To become excessive or superabundant, overflow.
(Print.) To extend beyond its due length.
— Oversee', v. t. [imp. -saw; p. p. -seen ; -seeing.]
To inspect sous to direct and control; to superin-
tend, overlook. — Overseer', n. A superintendent;
supervisor. — Oversell', v. t. To sell for a higher
price than, go to a higher rate. (Stock Exchange.)
To sell beyond one's ability to deliver. — Oversold
market. A market in which stocks have been sold
" short " to such an extent that it is difficult to pro-
cure them for delivery. — Overset', v.t. To turn
upon the side, orto turn bottom upward; to subvert,
overthrow.— O'verset', n. An upsetting; ruin; over-
turn. — Oversew', -so', v. t. To sew over and over,
overcast. — Overshade', v. t. To cover with shade,
render dark or gloomy. — Overshad'ow, v. t. To
throw a shadow or shade over; to shelter, protect.—
O'vershoe, n. A shoe of India-rubber, or other
water-proof material, worn over another shoe to pro-
tect it from moisture. — Overshoot', v. t. To shoot
beyond, as a mark; to pass swiftly over.— Overshot
wheel. A wheel whose circumference is covered
with buckets, and which is turned by water which
flows upon the top of it, filling the buckets and act-
ing byits weight only. See Water-wheel.— O'ver-
sight, n. Watchful care; an overlooking; omission;
a being overlooked; escape; neglect: mistake; error.— Oversleep', v. t. To sleep beyond or by.— Over-
spread', v. t. To spread over, cover over; to scatter
over.— Overstate', v. t. To state in too strong terms;
to exaggerate.— Overstay', v. t. [-stayed or -staid,
-staying.] To stay longer than, stay beyond the
limits of . — Overstep', v. t. To step over or beyond,
exceed. — Overstrain', v. i. To strain to excess,
make too violent efforts.— Overtake', v. t. [imp. -took; p. p. -taken; -tak-
ing.] To come up with, catch; to come upon, take
by surprise.— Overtask', v. t. To impose too heavy
a task or injunction on.— Overthrow', r. t. [imp.
-threw ; p. p. -thrown; -throwing.] To throw
over, turn upside down; to ruin, defeat utterly, de-
molish, prostrate, subvert, beat, rout.— O'vertlirow',
n. Act of, or stare of being, etc.; ruin; defeat; dis-
comfiture; downfall. — O'vertone. n. (Mus.) In a
body or instrument producing musical sounds, one
of the tones emitted (due to higher orders of vibra-
tion) over and above its fundamental tone : such
tones are also called harmonics. — Overtop', v. t. To
rise above the top of; to go beyond, transcend, sur-
pass, excel; to make of less importance by superior
excellence; to obscure.— Overtrade', v. i. To trade
beyond capital, or to purchase goods beyond one's
means of payment, or beyond the wants of the com-
munity.— Overturn', v. t. To turn or throw from a
basis or foundation; to subvert, ruin, destroy; to
overpower, conquer. — O'verturn', n. State of be-
ing overturned or subverted; overthrow; prostra-
tion; revolution; ruin.
— Overval'ue, v. t. To value excessively.— Overween', v. i. To be too high, favorable, or
flattering, in one's estimate or judgment; to be arro-
gant in one's thoughts or claims.— Overween'ingly,
adv. — Overweigh', -wa', r. t. To exceed in weight,
outweigh, preponderate, outbalance.— O'verweight',
n. Weight over and above what: is required; pre-
ponderance.— Overwhelm', v. t. To overspread or

Ovary. (Bot.)

crush beneath something that covers or encompasses
the whole; to immerse and bear down, crush, sub-
merge, drown, subdue. — Overwhelm'ingly, adv. —
Overwork', v. i. and r. [im/>. and p. p. -worked of
-wrought; overworking.] To work beyond the
strength; to tire. — O'verwork', ?i. Work done be-
yond the amount stipulated, or beyond usual hours;
excessive or exhausting labor.

Overt, o'vert, a. Open to view; public ; apparent.
(Law.) Not covert, manifest. — O'verture, -v6r-
chur, n. Something offered for consideration ; a
proposal; offer ; a topic or resolution, formally pro-
posed for consideration by a proper person 01 com-
mittee. (Mns.) A composition, for a full instru-
mental band, introductory to an oratorio, opera, or
ballet.

Ovicular. Ovoid, etc. See under Ovum.
Ovine, o'vin, a. Pert, to sheep; consisting of sheep.
Ovum, o'vuin, n.; 2jI. O'va, -va. (Anat.) The egar of
a human female or any viviparous animal. — O'val,
a. Having the shape or figure of an egg ;

resembling the longitudinal section oi an
egg; oblong and curvilinear, with loth/
ends of about the same breadth; elliptical.— n. A body or figure in the shape of anl
egg, or of an ellipse. — O'vate. -vat, O'vat-'
ed, a. Shaped like an egg. with the lower
extremities broadest.— Ova'rious, -ri-us, a. Oval.
Consisting of eggs. — Ova'rium, n.; pi. -ria, -rt-a.
Same as Ovary. — O'vary, -va-ri, n. (Bot.) That
part of the pistil which con-
tains the ovules, and in the
course of development be-
comes the fruit. (Anat.)
The organ of a female ani-
mal in which eggs are
formed. — Ovic'ular, a.
Pert, to an egg. — O'viduct,
n. (.Anat.) A passage for
the egg from the ovary to the
womb, or to an external out-
let. — O'viform, a. Having
the form or figure of an egg.— O'void, -void, Ovoid'-
al, a. Oviform. — O'volo, -vo-lo, n. (Arch.) A
round molding, the quarter of a circle: see Mold-
ing.— Ovip'arous, -a-rus, a. Producing eggs, from
which young are hatched after separation from the
parent,— opp. to viviparous.— Obl'ogy, o-ol'o-jT, n.

Science of the coloring, size, shape, number, etc., of
eggs. — O'blite, -lit, n. (Geo!.) A variety of lime-
stone consisting of round grains of the size of the
eggs of fish.

Owe, o, v. t. [owed (od), owing.] To be indebted to;

to be obliged or bound to pay: to be obliged to ascribe
to; to be obliged for.— v. i. To be due to; to be the
consequence or result of.— Ow'ing, p. a. Required
by moral obligation to be paid ; due ; ascribable to,

as the cause ; imputable, as to an agent.
Owl, owl, n. A nocturnal carnivorous bird, of short,
stout form, large head
and eyes, and uttering
a howling or hooting
cry. — v. i. [owled
(owld), owling.] To
carry on a contraband
or unlawful trade, —
fr. its being practiced
chiefly in the night.

Own, on, a. Belonging
to, or exclusively to ;

peculiar,— usually fol-

lowing a possessive
pronoun, to empha-
size the idea of owner-
ship. — !-. t. [owned
(ond), owning.] To
hold as property, have
a legal or rightful title

to.— Own'er, n. One
who owns ; a rightful
proprietor. — Own'ership,
or legal title.

Own, on, v. t. To acknowledge the possession of; to

avow as one's own, confess, admit, recognize.

Ox, oks, n. ; pi. Oxen, oks'n. The male of the bovine

Barn Owl.

Proprietorship ; just
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genus of quadrupeds, esp. when castrated and fully

having an acid taste. — Oxalic, a. Pert, to, con-
tained in, or obtained from, sorrel.— Oxide, -id, n.

(Chem.) A compound of oxygen and a base desti-

tute of acid and salifying properties. — Oxidate,
v. t. To convert (metals and other substances) into
an oxide by combination with oxygen. — Qxida'

-

-

tion, n. Operation or process of, etc. — Oxidize,
-tz, v. t. [-ized (-Tzd), -izing.] To convert into an
oxide, oxidate. — Ox'ygen, -Y-jen, n. (Chem.) A
gaseous element, possessing strong chemical affini-

ties: its combination with bodies, when rapid, pro-
duces combustion, and in slower form, oxidation:
it serves to support life, and forms about 22 per cent,

of the atmosphere: by composition with hydrogen,

it forms water. Bleaching powder,— a manufactur-
ing term. — Ox'ytone, -1-ton, a. Having an acute
sound.— 11. An acute sound. (Gr. Gram.) A word
having the acute accent on the last syllable.

Oyer, o^yer, n. (Laiv.) The hearing, as of a deed,
bond, etc. — Oyer and Ter'miner. A court consti-
tuted by a commission to hear and determine crimi-
nal causes.

Oyster, oisler, n. A bivalve mollusk, usually found
on gravel or sand, or adhering to rocks or other
fixed substances in shallow salt water, or in the
mouths of rivers: the common species is extensively
used for food. — Oysler-plant, n. A plant, whose
root, when cooked, somewhat resembles the oyster
in taste; salsify.

Ozone, o'zon, n. Oxygen in an active or highly elec-
tro-negative state.

P, pe, the 16th letter of the Eng. alphabet, is formed
by closely compressing the lips, and separating them
suddenly with an explosive emission of breath, as

in pari, pap.
Pabulum, pab'u-lum, n. Means of nutriment ; food ;

fuel.— Pab'ular, a. Pert, to, or affording, food.
Pacation, Face. See under Pacify.
Pace, pas, n. A step; esp., the space included between
the two feet in walking, usually estimated at 2.5, but
sometimes at 3.3 feet; manner of walking; gait; de-
gree of celerity in walking ; a mode of stepping
among horses, in which the legs on the same_side
are lifted together; amble.— v. i. [paced (pasd),
pacing.] To go, walk; to go at a pace, walk slowly;
to move by lifting the legs on the same side together,
as a horse ; to amble. — v. t. To walk over with
measured steps; to measure by steps or paces.

Pacha, Pachalic. See Pasha.
Pachisi, pii-che'zY, Par'chesi, n. A game, orig. of
India, resembling backgammon.

Pachyderm, pakl-derm, w.. A non-ruminant hoofed
animal, disting. for the thickness of its skin, as the

Pack-saddle.

elephant, hippopotamus, rhinoceros, tapir, horse,
hog, etc.— Pachyderm/ atous, -a-tus, a. Pe
pachyderm; thick skinned.

rert. to

Pacify, pas'T-fi, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -fying.] To ap-
pease (wrath, passion, or appetite); to restore peace
to, tranquilize, calm, still, quiet, soothe, allay, com-
pose. — Pacific, -ical, a. Suited to make or restore
peace; attended or characterized by peace; mild:
conciliatory; tranquil; peaceable.— Pacification, pa-
sifY- or pas'Y-fY-ka'shun, n. Act of pacifying; re-
duction to a peaceful state; reconcilement. — Pacifi-
cator, pa-sifY- or pas'Y-fY-ka'ter, n. One who, or
that which, pacifies; a peace-maker, etc.— Pacifi-
catory, -Y-ka-to-rY, a. Tending to make peace; con-
ciliatory. —Paca'tion, n. Act of appeasing.

Pack, pak, n. A bundle or bale ; esp., a bundle made
up to be carried on the back; a burdensome load; a
number or quantity of connected or similar things,
as, a set of playing cards; or, a number of hounds
or dogs, hunting or kept together; or, a number of
persons united in a bad design or practice ; a large
area of floating pieces of ice driven together.— v. t.

[packed (pakt), packing.] To make up into a bun-
dle or bale ; to assemble and compact together ; to
fill or load, make full, stow away within; to put to-
gether (cards) in such a manner as to secure the
game unfairly ; to bring together fraudulently for
some unjust end ; to send off, dispatch ; to envelop
in numerous coverings, esp. when surrounded with
a wet sheet. {Mech.) To render impervious to air,

water, or steam, by filling or surrounding with suit-
able materials.— v. i. To form things into bundles;
to admit of stowage or compression into a smaller
space, or so as to form a compact mass ; to unite in
bad measures, join in collusion ; to depart in haste.—
Pack'-horse, n. A horse to carry burdens.—man,

ho bears a pack; a peddler.—
-sad'ale, n. A
saddle on
which packs
or burdens are
borne.

—

staff,

n. A staff on
which a trav-
eler occasion-
ally supports
his pack.

—

-thread, n .

Strong thread
or twine used
in tying up par-
cels. — P a c k '-

age, n. Act or
style of pack-
ing; a bundle;
pack or packet; bale; a charge for packing goods.—
Pack'et, n. A small pack or package ; a vessel em-
ployed in conveying dispatches, passengers, or goods
on fixed days of sailing. — v. t. To make up into a
packet or bundle: to send in a packet or dispatch-
vessel.— v. i. To ply with a packet or dispatch-
vessel.

Packwax. See Paxwax.
Pact, pakt, Pac'tion, n. An agreement; league; com-

pact; covenant.— Pac'tional, a. By way of agree-
ment.— Pactftious, -tish'us, a. Settled by agree-
ment or stipulation.

Pad, pad. n. Afoot-path: road; an easy-paced horse;
a highwayman; foot-pad. — v. t. To travel; tread;
tramp ; to tread or beat smooth or level. — v. i. To
travel slowly or leisurely; to rob on foot; to beat a
way smooth and level.

Pad, pad, n. Anything flattened or laid flat; a package
of blotting paper; a soft saddle, cushion, or bolster
stuffed with straw, hair, or other soft substance; a
measure for fish. — v. t. To stuff with padding.
(Calico Printing.) To imbue equally with a mor-
dant.— Pad'ding, n. Act or process of making a pad;
impregnation of cloth with a mordant; material for
stuffing a saddle, garment, etc.; literary matter of
inferio'r value used to fill a book, newspaper, etc.

Paddle, pad'dl, v. i. [-dled (-did), -dling.] To toy
with hands or fingers; to beat water with the hands
or feet; to propel a boat with a paddle, — v. t. To
propel by an oar or paddle,— n. A short oar with a
broad blade; the blade or the broad part of an oar
or weapon ; a short, broad blade resembling that of
an oar; one of the broad boards at the circumference
of a water-wheel ; a small gate in sluices or lock-
gates; a paddle-shaped foot, as of the sea-turtle, etc.

Paddock, pad'dok, n. A large toad or frog. — Padr-
dock-stool, n. A mushroom; toadstool.

Paddock, pad'dok, n. A small inclosure under pas-
ture, adjoining a stable.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 6nd, eve, term ; tn, Ice ; 5dd, tone, or ;
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Padlock.

Paddy, pad'dT, n. An Irishman, — in joke or con-
• tempt.
Paddy, pad'dT, n. In India, rice in the husk.
Padlock, pad'lok, n. A movable lock having a semi-
circular link jointed at one
end so that it can be
opened, the other end be-
ing fastened by the bolt.—
v. t. [padlocked (-lokt),

-locking.] To fasten
with a padlock; to stop,
shut, confine.

Paduasoi, pad'u-a-soi' or
pad'u-soi, n. A particular
kind of silk stuff.

Paean, pe'an, n. A song of
rejoicing, among the an-
cients, in honor of Apollo;
a loud and joyous song;
song of triumph.

Paeony. See Peony.
Pagan, pa'gan, n. One who
worships false gods ; one
who is not Christian, Mo-
hammedan, nor Jew; a heathen; idolater, — a. Pert,

to the worship or worshipers of false gods; heathen;
heathenish.

Page, paj, n. A youth or attendant on a nobleman or
wealthy person; a boy that waits on the members of
a legislative body; a contrivance to hold up the skirt

of a lady's dress.
Page, paj, n. One side of a leaf of a book or manu-

script. — v.t. [paged (pajd), paging.] To mark or
number the pages of.

Pageant, paj'ant or pa'jant, n. Something showy,
without stability or duration ; a spectacle for the
entertainment of a distinguished personage, or of
the public ; an exhibition ; display ; pomp ; finery.
— Pag'eantry, -rt, n. Pompous spectacle; show.

Pagoda, pa-go'da, n. A temple in the E. Indies and
China, in which idols are worshiped ; a gold or silver

coin, formerly current in Hindostan, varying in
value_fr. about $1.75 to $2.18. j^

Pail, pal, n. An open vessel
of wood, tin, etc., with a
bail, for water, milk, or other
liquids.— PaiFful, n. ; pi.
-fuls. The quantity that a
pail will hold.

Pain, pan, n. Punishment suf-
fered or denounced; an un-
easy sensation or ache in an-
imal bodies, of any degree;
bodily distress; suffering; pi.

the throes or distress of trav-
ail or childbirth; uneasiness
of mind; mental distress.

—

V. t. [PAINED (pand), PAIN-
ING.] To afflict with uneasy ragoaa.

sensations; to render uneasy in mind, disquiet, af-
flict, grieve, torment, torture.— Pain'ful, -ful, a. Full
of pain; occasioning uneasiness or distress; requir-
ing labor or toil; difficult; distressing; grievous; ar-

duous. —Pain'less, a. Free from pain; relieved from
pain or trouble. — Pains, n. Care; trouble.— Pains''-
taker, n. One who takes pains; a laborious person.
— Pains'taking, a. Carefully laborious; sparing no
Eains.

—

n. Careful and conscientious exertion; la-

or.

Painim, Paynim, pa'nim, n. A pagan; infidel.

Paint, pant, n. A substance used in painting ; pig-
ment; coloring matter for the face.— v. t. To apply
paint to, color; to represent by means of colors or
hues; to describe vividly, delineate, image, depict,
portray, describe.— /'.?'. To practice the art of paint-
ing; to color one's face with intent to beautify it.

—

Paint'er, n. — Painting, n. Act or employment of
laying on colors; art of representing natural objects
on a plane surface, by means of colors ; also, vivid
description in words; thing painted; a picture.

Painter, pant'er, n. (Naut.) A rope at the bow of a
boat, used to fasten it to anything.

Pair, par, n. Two things of a kind, similar in form,
applied to the same purpose, and suited to each
other or used together; a tiling in 2 parts, as scissors,

forceps, etc.; man and wife; a couple; brace; set.

—

v. i. [paired (pard), pairing.] To join in pairs,
mate, couple: to suit; fit, as a counterpart.— v. t. To
unite in couples, form a pair of.

Palace, paKes, n. A magnificent house of an emperor,
king, etc. — Pala'tial, pa-la'shal, a. Pert, to a pal-
ace; magnificent. — PaPatine, -tin, a. Pert, to a pal-
ace, or to a high officer of a palace.— n. A count
palatine. — Palatinate, -T-nat, n. The province or
seigniory of a palatine. — PaPadin, -a-din, n. A dis-
tinguished champion- an eminent knight.

Palankeen, -quin, paPan-ken', n. A covered carriage
used in the East,
borne on the
shoulders of men.

Palate, pal 'at, n.

{Anat.) The roof
of the mouth : its

fixed portion is

called the hard
palate, and the
membranous,
muscular curtain '

continuous with
its posterior mar- Ialanquin.

gin, the soft palate. The seat or power of taste ;

relish ; taste ; mental relish ; intellectual taste. —
PaPatable, -a-ta-bl, a. Agreeable to the palate or
taste ; savory. — PaPatal, a. Pert, to, or uttered by
the aid of, the palate. — n. A letter pronounced by
the aid of the palate.— PaPatine, -tin, Palat'ic, a.
Pert, to the palate.

Palatial, Palatine. See under Palace.
Palaver, pa-la/ver, n. Idle talk ; flattery ; a confer-
ence or deliberation.— ?;, t. or v. i. [palavered
(-verd), p. pr. & vb. n. palavering.] To hold a
palaver; to use idle, deceitful talk ; to flatter.

Pale, pal, a. Not ruddy or fresh of color ; dusky
white; of a faint luster; whitish; wan; pallid; dim.— v. i. [paled (paid), paling.] To turn pale, lose
luster, — v. t. To make pale. — Pallid, paKlid, a.
Pale i wan. — PaPlor, n. Paleness ; pallidness.

Pale, pal, n. A pointed stake driven into the ground
and fastened to a rail at the top; a picket; an inclos-
ing boundary; limit; fence; space inclosed ; inclos-
ure ; limited territory. (Her.) One of the greater
ordinaries, being a broad, perpendicular stripe in an
escutcheon, equally distant from the 2 edges, and
occupying l-3d of it. — v. t. To inclose with pales
or stakes; to encompass. — PaPing, n. Pales in gen-
eral ; a fence formed with pales ; an inclosure. —
Palisade'', pal/T-sad

/r

, n. (Fort.) A strong stake,
whose lower end is set firmly in the ground, the
other sharpened; a fence formed of such stakes.

—

v. t. To surround, inclose, or fortify with, etc.

Palearctic, pa-le-ark'tik, «. Pert, to a region of the
eastern hemisphere (including all Europe to the
Azores, Iceland, and all temperate Asia) whose
fauna form a distinct class.— Pa'leontoPogy, n.

Science of the ancient life of the earth, or of fossil
remains of such life.

Palette, pallet, n. (Paint.*) A thin, oval tablet, with
a thumb-hole at one end for
holding it, on which a painter
mixes nis pigments; a broad,
thin knife, for mixing pigments,
medicines, etc.— PaPlet, n.

{Paint.) A palette. A wooden
instrument used by potters, cru-
cible-makers, gilders, etc. A
lever connected with the pendu-
lum of a clock, or the balance of a watch, which re-

ceives the immediate impulse of the scape-wheel, or
balance-wheel : see Escapement. (3fus.) A valve
between the wind-chest of an organ and the mouth
of a pipe.

Palfrey, pawKfrT, n. A saddle-horse ; a small horse
suitable for ladies.

Pali, pii'le, n. The sacred language of the Buddhists
of Burmah, Siam, Ceylon, etc.,— a dialect of San-
skrit.

Palilogy, pa-liKo-jt, n. (IUiet.) Repetition of a word
or part of a sentence for greater energy. — PaPimp-
sest, -imp-sest, n. A parchment, paper, etc., which
has been written upon twice, the first writing hav-

Palette.
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ing been erased.— Palinode. -T-nod, n. A song re-

peated a second time ; a satirical song retracting a
former one; a recantation.

Paling, Palisade, etc. See under Pale, n.

Pall, n. A detent. Same as Pawl.
j

Pall, pawl, n. A cloak ; mantle ; a consecrated scarf-

like vestment composed of white wool, and embroid-
ered with crosses: a large, black cloth thrown over a

coffin at a funeral. (Eccl.) A piece of stiffened

linen, to cover the chalice.— v. t. To cloak; to cover
or invest. — Pall'-bear'er, re. One who attends the
coffin at a funeral.— Palliate, pallT-at, v. t. To
cover with excuse, soften by favorable representa-
tions, cloak, hide, extenuate": to reduce in violence,
lessen, abate, mitigate. — PalTia'tion, re. Act of, or
state of being, etc. ; extenuating circumstances ;

concealment of the worst features of an offense ;

mitigation or abatement (of disease, etc.).— PaK-
liative, a. Serving to extenuate; relieving (pain or
disease).— «. That which, etc.

Pall, pawl, v. i. [palled (pawld). palling.] To be-
come vapid ; to lose strength, life, spirit, or taste ; ;

to become insipid. — v. 1. To make vapid or insipid; I

to make spiritless, dispirit, depress ; to satiate, cloy. '.

Palladium, fjal-la'di-um, n. (Antiq.) A statue of the
goddess Pallas, on the preservation of which de-
pended the safety of Troy ; something that affords
defense and safety. (Chem.) A metal discovered ;

in 1803 by Wollasto'n, of a steel-gray color and fibrous
structure.

Pallet, n. A tool, valve, etc. See under Palette.
Pallet, pallet, re. A small or rude bed.
Palliate, Palliation, etc. See under Pall, n.

Pallid, Pallor, etc. See under Pale, a.

Pallmall, pel-meK, re. An old game in which a wooden
ball was driven with a mallet through an iron arch;
the mallet used; place where the game was played,

j

Palm, pam, n. The inner part of the hand ; a lineal
measure equal either to the breadth of the hand (4,
sometimes 3, inches) or to its length from the wrist
to the ends of the fingers (8i inches): the broad, tri-

angular part of an anchor at the end of the arms;
the broad part of an antler ; an instrument used
by sail-makers to force a needle through canvas.
(Bot.) A perennial endogenous tree of several dif-
ferent genera, usually with an unbranching cvlin-
drical trunk, having a terminal bud; a leaf of the
palm, anciently worn as a symbol of victory or re-
joicing ; a token of success or triumph. — v. t.

[palmed (pamd), palming.] To conceal in the palm
of the hand; to impose by fraud. —Pal'
a. Hand-shaped; having
a membrane between the
toes, so that the feet make
a hand-like impression,

—

as in web-footed birds.—
Pal'miped, -mi-ped, a.
Having the toes connect-
ed by a membrane; web-
footed, as a water-fowl.—
n. A swimming bird. —
Pal'ma Chris'ti, pal'ma-
kris'ti, Palm'crist, pam''-
krist, n. {Bot.) The cas-
tor-oil plant, — so called
fr. its hand-shaped leaves.

Pal'mary, Palm'y, pam'T,
preeminent ; superior ; palmy
pam'er, n. One who palms or
cheats; one who visited the Holy
Land and its sacred places, and
bore a branch of palm in token
thereof; an incessant pilgrim.

—

Palm'er-worm, n. A kind of
hairy worm, — loosely applied to

various hairy caterpillars which
wander like a palmer, and de-
vour leaves and herbage. — Pal-
metto, pal-, n. A species of
dwarf palm growing in the W.
Indies and Southern U. S.; a kind
of palm called also the cabbage-
tree. — Palmiferoua, -er-us, a.

Bearing palms.— Palm'-Sun'-
day, re. {Eccl.) The Sunday

Palmate Leaf.

Worthy of the palm;
chief. — Falm'er,

Palmetto

next before Easter, — so called in commemoration
of Christ's triumphal entry into Jerusalem, palm
branches being strewn in the way.

Palp, palp, re. (Entom.) A jointed, sensiferous organ,
attached in pairs to some part of the head in many
insects, etc. : a feeler. — Pal'pable, a. Perceptible by
the touch; capable of being felt; plain; obvious.

—

Pal'pitate, -pT-tat, v. i. To beat rapidlv and excited-
ly, as the heart; to throb; pulsate violently; flutter.— Palpitalion, re. A beating of the heart; esp., a
violent, irregular, and unnatural beating.

Palsgrave, pawlz'grav, re. A count or earl who has
the superintendence of the king's palace ; a count
paiatine. - Pals'gravine, -ven', re. Consort or widow
cf a palsgrave.

Palsy, pawl'zi, re. {Med.) A weakening, suspension,
or destruction of functions, of sensation, and of vol-
untary motion ; paralysis.— v. t. [palsied (-zid),
-sviN(j.] To destroy a function of, paralyze.

Palter, pawKter, v. i. [-teeed (-terd), -tering.] To
act in an insincere or false manner ; trifle ; haggle.— Pal'try, -tri, a. [-trier ; -teiest.] Destitute of
worth ; characterized by meanness ; contemptible ;

pitiful; mean; vile.
Pampano, pam'pa-no, n. A food fish found along the
Atlantic coast from New York to Brazil.

Pampas, pam'paz, n. pi. Vast plains in southern
Buenos Ayres, in S. Araer.

Pamper, pam'per, r. t. [-pered (-perd), -pering.]
To feed to the full; gratify inordinately; glut.

Pamphlet, pam'flet, re. A small book consisting of a
sheet, or a few sheets, of paper, stitched together,
but not bound.

Pan, pan, v. A shallow, open dish or vessel ; the part
of a flint-lock which holds the priming ; the skull

;

brain-pan ; cranium : the hard stratum of earth
that lies below the soil, and holds the water, —v. i.

and t. To show, as gold in a miner's pan ; to de-
velop, turn out— with out.

Pan, pan, n. {Myth.) The Arcadian god of shep-
herds, guardian of
bees, and patron of
fishing and fowling :

he is usually repre-
sented as half man
and half goat. — Pan-
de'an, a. Pert, to
Pan.

—

Pancleanpipes.
A syrinx; an ancient
wind instrument
made of reeds joined SS
side by side, said to
have "been invented
by Pan.— Panic, n.

A sudden fright, csp.
one without real or
sufficient cause. — a.

Extreme or sudden,
imaginary, and cause-
less,— said of fright.

Panacea, pan-a-se'a. n.

A remedv for all diseases. — Pan'creas, pan''- or
pan'kre-as, re. (Anat.) A gland in the abdomen,
beneath the stomach, which pours its secretion into
the alimentary canal during digestion; the sweet-
bread.— Pancreatic, -atlk, a. Pert, to, etc.—Pan/'-

dect, n. A treatise containing the whole of any sci-

ence, pi. The digested code of Roman civil law
of Justinian. — Pandemic, a. Incident to a whole
people ; epidemic.— Pandemo'nium, -mo'ni-um, n.

The great hall of demons or evil spirits ; hell. —
Panegyric, -e-jlrlk, n. An oration in praise of
some person or achievement ; encomium ; eulogy.
— Panegyric, -ical. a. Containing eulogy; enco-
miastic. — Panegyrist, n. A eulogist; encomiast.
— Pan'egyrize, -e-jT-nz, v. t. [-rized (-rizd), -Riz-

isg.] To praise highly.— v. i. To bestow praises.
— Pan'oply, -o-plT, n. Armament; a full suit of de-
fensive armor. — Panora'ma, -ra'ma, n. A complete
view in every direction; a picture exhibited by be-
ing unrolled and made to pass continuously before
the spectator. — Panoramic, -ical, a. Pert, to or like,

etc.; comprehensive.— Pan''theism, -the-izm,H. Doc-
trine that nature, or the universe conceived of as a
whole, is God.— Panlheist, n. One who holds to

Pan.
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pantheism.—Pantheistic, -ical, a. Pert, to, founded
j

in, or leading to, pantheism. — Pantheon, pan-the'-
!

or pan'the-un, n. A temple dedicated to all the
gods ; a work treating of all the divinities worshiped
by a people ; the whole body of divinities wor-
shiped.— Pan'1
for copying on

A
iiped.—Panlograph, -to-graf, n. An instrument

pying on the same, or on a
reduced or enlarged, scale.—Pan-
tographlc, -ical, a. Pert, to, or
performed by, etc.— Pantogla-
phy, -ra-ft, n. General descrip-
tion; entire view of an object.

—

PantoFogy, -o-jY, n. A work of
universal information.

—

Pan'to-
mime, -mim, n. One who acts his
part by gesticulation only, with-
out speaking; a theatrical enter-
tainment given in dumb show.
— Pantomimic, -ical, -mYmlk- Pantograph.
al, a. Pert, to the pantomime; representing charac-
ters and actions by dumb show.— Pasiglaphy, pa-
sig'ra-fY, n. A system of writing to be understood
and used by all nations.

Panada, pa-na'da, -na'do, -nade', -nad', n. Bread
boiled in water and sweetened. — Panic, Panic-
grass, Pan'nicle, -nY-kl, n. A plant of the genus
Panicum ; oatmeal. — Pan'nier, -yer, n. Ong., a
bread-basket ; a wicker basket for carrying fruit,

etc., on a horse ; a frame-work to expand the skirts
of ladies' dresses. {Arch.) A corbel, q. v.— Pan'"-
try, -trY, n. A closet for keeping bread, provisions,
etc. — Pantler, n. The household officer in charge
of the pantry.

Panama, pan-a-ma', n. A hat made of the undevel-
oped leaf of a dwarf screw-palm of S. Amer.

Pancreas, Pandect, Pandemonium, etc. See under
Panacea.

Pander, pan'der, n. A male bawd ; a pimp ; pro-
curer; one who ministers to the evil passions of an-
other. —v. t. [pandered (-derd), -dering.] To
procure the gratification of the lust of.— v. i. To
act as agent for the lusts, or minister to the evil de-
signs of others.

Pandour, -door, pan'door, n. A Hungarian foot-sol-
dier in the Austrian service.

Pane, pan, n. A distinct patch, piece, or compart-
ment ; esp., a square plate of glass ; a square piece
of cloth in a garment for ornament.

—

Pan'el, pan'el,
n. (Arch.) A compartment, usually with raised mar-
gins, as in wainscotings, doors, etc. (Masonry.) One
of the faces of a hewn stone. (Painting.) A thin
board on which a picture is painted. (Law.) A
schedule, containing the names of persons sum-
moned as jurors by the sheriff ; the whole jury.
>. t. [paneled (-eld), -eling.]

"™

els. — Panicle, -T-kl, n. (Bot.)
A form of inflorescence, in
which the cluster is much and
irregularly branched, in a
branched raceme, as in oats.

Panegyric, etc. See under Pana-
cea.

Pang, pang, n. A momentary and
violent pain ; a throe ; agony ;

anguish ; distress.
Panic, n. A fright. See under
Pan, the god.

Panic-grass, Pannicle, Pannier,
etc. See under Panada.

Panoply, Panorama, etc. See under Panacea.
Pansy, pan'zY, n. A plant and flower; the garden

violet, heart's-ease.
Pant, pant, v. i. To breathe quickly or in a labored
manner ; to gasp ; to be overpowered with eager-
ness, desire, or longing ; to palpitate, or throb, as
the heart, in terror, etc.— v. t. To breathe forth
quickly or in a labored manner; to gasp out. — n.
A quick breathing; gasp; violent palpitation of the
heart. <

Pantagraph. See Pantograph, under Panacea.
Pantaloon, pan'ta-loon', n. A ridiculous character
in Italian comedy, and a buffoon in pantomimes ;

one of the long, loose coverings for the legs worn by
males, reaching from waist to heel,— in pi.; trousers.— Pan'talet', n. One of a pair of loose drawers worn

Panicle.

below the knee by children and women, — chiefly
in pi.

Pantheism, Pantheon, etc. See under Panacea.
Panther, panlher, n. A fierce, dark-colored leopard
of Asia and Africa ; the Amer. tiger, a feline mam-
mal of several species, including the catamount,
cougar, jaguar, etc.

Pantler, Pantry. See under Panada.
Pantofle, pan-too^fl, n. A slipper.

Pantograph, Pantomime, etc. See under Panacea.
Panym. See Painim.
Pap, pap, n. A nipple of the breast ; teat ; soft food

for infants, made with bread softened with water
or milk; nourishment. —v. t. To feed with soft
food.

Papa, pa-pa', n. Father,— a word used by children.
— Pa'pal, a. Pert., relating to, or proceeding from
the pope of Rome; popish. — Pa'palize, v. t. [-ized
(-Izd), -izing.] To make papal.— v. i. To conform
to popery. — Pa'pacy, -sY, n. Office and dignity of
the pope; papal authority or jurisdiction; popedom;
the popes collectively. — Pa'pist, n. An adherent
of the pope; a Roman Catholic. — Papistic, -ical,

a. Pert, to, etc. ; popish. — Pa'pistry, -ri, n. The
doctrines and ceremonies of the church of Rome ;

popery.
Papaverous, pa-pav'gr-us, a. Resembling the poppy.
Papaw, pa-paw', n. A tropical tree and its fruit ; a

tree growing in the western and southern U. S., and
producing a sweet, edible fruit ; the fruit itself.

Paper, pa'per, n. A thin, flexible substance, made of
rag pulp, vegetable fiber, etc., in sheets for writing
or printing on, to be used in wrapping, etc. ; a sheet or
piece of such substance; a printed or written instru-
ment; a writing; a newspaper; journal; notes or bills

of exchange ; bank-notes, etc. ; hangings printed or
stamped for the walls of rooms, —v. t. [papered
(-pgrd), -pering.] To cover with paper;_to fold orin-
close in paper.— Papier-mache, pap^ya-ma/sha, n.

A hard substance made of a pulp from rags or paper
mixed with size or glue, and
cast in a mold.

—

Papy'rus, n.;

pi. -ri. A species of reed or
flag from which the ancients
made a material for writing
upon ; a manuscript written
on rolls of papyrus.—Papyr'-
ograph, -pYr'o-graf , n. A ma-
chine for printing fac-simile
impressions from manu-
scripts.

Papescent. See under Pap.
Papilionaceous, pa-pil'yo-na'
shus, a. Resembling the
butterfly. (Bot.) Having a
winged corolla, somewhat re-

sembling a butterfly, as in Papyrus,

the blossoms of the bean and pea.
Papilla, pa-pilla, n. ; pi. -lje, -le. (Anat.) One of
the minute elevations of the surface of the skin,
tongue, etc., containing terminations of sensory
nerves, etc. — Pap'illary, -il-la-rl, Papillose, -il-los,.

Papulous, papll-or pa-pillus, Pap'ulous, -u-lus, a.
Pert, to, or resembling, the nipple or the papilla; j

covered with papillse ; pimpled ; warty.
Papillote, papll-lot, n. One of the small pieces of
paper on which ladies roll up their hair.

Papist, Papistry, etc. See under Papa.
Papoose, Pappoose, pap'poos, n. Name of the N"-
Amer. Indians for a child.

Pappose, pap-pos', Pap'pous, -pus, a. Downy, as the
seeds of dandelions, thistles, etc.

Papyrus, Papyrograph. See under Paper.
Par, par, «. State of equality ; value expressed on
the face or in the words of a certificate of value or
other commercial paper ; equality of condition or
circumstances. — Parity, par'T-tT, n. Condition of
being equal or equivalent ; equality ; close corre-
spondence; analogy.

Parable, par'a-bl, n. A fable or allegorical relation of
something real in life or nature, from which a moral
is drawn tor instruction. — Parab'ola, -o-la, n. ; pi.
-las, -laz. (Geom.) A curve, one of the conic sec-
tions, formed by the intersection of the surface of
a cone with a plane parallel to one of its sides : any
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point in the curve is equally distant
from a fixed point, called the focus, and
a fixed straight line, called the direc-
trix; any curve having an infinite

branch, without having a rectilineal
asymptote. — Parabolic, -ical, a. Ex-
pressed by parable or allegorical repre-
sentation. (Geom.) Having the form or
nature of a parabola ; generated by the Parabola,
revolution of a parabola. — Parabollcally, adv. By
way of parable ; in the form of a parabola.

Parachronism, pa-raklo-nizm, n. An
error in chronology, by which the date
of an event is made later than it was
in reality. _

Parachute, par'a-shoot, n. A contriv-
ance in the form of an umbrella, to
prevent the too rapid motion of any-
thing dropped from a height.

Paraclete, par'a-klet, n. One called to ^
aid or support; the Consoler, Comfort- Parachute,

er, or Intercessor,— applied to the Holy Spirit.
Parade, pa-rad', n. Pompous exhibition; assembly of
troops for inspection, etc.; military display; ground
where such display is held; a spectacle; ostentation;
show. — v. t. To show off, make a spectacle of ; to
array or marshal in military order. — v. i. To go
about for show, or in military procession ; to assem-
ble in military order.

Paradigm, par'a-dim, n. (Gram.) An example of a
verb, noun, etc., conjugated, declined, compared,
etc., in all its different forms of inflection.

Paradise, par'a-dis, ii. (Script.) The garden of Eden.
A place of bliss; heaven.

Paradox, par'a-doks, n. A sentiment or proposition
seemingly absurd or contradictory, yet true in fact.

Paraffins, par'af-fin, n. (Chem.) A white, translu-
cent substance, obtained from distillation of tar, pe-
troleum, etc., resembling spermaceti, and used for
making candles, etc.

Paragoge, par-a-go'je, n. (Gram.) The addition of a
letter or a syllable to the end of a word, as, icith-

outen for without.
Paragon, par'a-gon, n. A model or pattern by way
of distinction, implying superior excellence or per-
fection.

Paragraph, par'a-graf, n. The character [f], used as
a reference, or to mark a division ; any portion or
section of a writing or chapter which relates to a
particular point, noted by the mark [f], or, more
usually, by indentation of the first line; a short pas-
sage ; notice or brief remark, as in a newspaper.

Paraleipsis, par-a-llp'sis, n. (Rhet.) A pretended or
apparent omission.

Parallax, par'al-laks, n. (Astron.) The difference
between the position of a body as seen from some
point on the earth's surface, and its position as seen
from some other conventional point, as the earth's
center or the sun.

Parallel, par'al-lel, a. (Geom.) Extended in the same
direction, and in all parts ____________
equally distant; having the

*""

same direction or tendency;
~

continuing a resemblance v „ , T
through many particulars ;

iraraiiel J^mes.

equidistant ; like ; similar. — n. A line which,
throughout its whole extent, is equidistant from an-
other line; one of the circles upon a globe, parallel
to the equator, and marking the latitude; conformity
continued through many particulars or in all essen-
tial points; resemblance; a comparison made; coun-
terpart. (Mil.) A wide trench, affording besieging
troops a covered communication between their va-
rious batteries and approaches. (Print.) A sign of
reference [thus

|| ], used to direct attention to notes
in the margin or at the foot of a page. — v. t. [par-
alleled (-leld), -leung.] To cause to be parallel ;

to be equal to, resemble in all essential points.—Par-
allel motion. (Steam Eng.) A contrivance for con-
necting the piston and pump-rods with the working-
beam, so as to convert the circular motion of the
beam into the rectilinear motion of the rods, and
preserve the parallelism of the rods with the axes of
their cylinders. See Steam-Engine. — P. ruler.

An instrument for drawing parallel lines, consist-

ing of movabl
parts, whos
edges are alway
parallel. — Par"
allelism, -izm,
State of being
parallel; compar-
ison ; resem-
blance. (Hebrew Poetry.) The expression, in

^ar'- _.
n, n. r~
:ing —

Parallel Ruler.

po-

z
etic lines, of the same sentiment,
with slight modifications.
Parallelogram, n. (Geom.) A
right-lined quadrilateral figure,
whose opposite sides are parallel, T
and consequently equal.— Par- Parallelogram.

allerograrn'mic, -mical, a. Having the properties
of, etc. — Parallel'opi'ped, -pi'ped,
-pip'edon, -pip'e-don, n. (Geom.) A
regular solid, the faces of which are
G parallelograms, the opposite ones
being parallel, and equal to each

«
Parallelepiped.other.

Paralysis, pa-ral'Y-sis, n. (Med.) Loss of voluntary
motion, with or without loss of sensation, in any
part of the body; palsy.— Paralytic, -ical, -litlk-al,
a. Affected with, or inclined to paralysis. — Para-
lytic, n. A person affected with palsy.— Paralyze,
par'a-lTz, v. t. [-lyzed (-lizd), -lyzing.] To affect
with paralj'sis or palsy ; to palsy.

Paramount, par'a-mownt, a. Superior to all others;
of highest rank, dignity, or value ; principal ; pre-
eminent; chief. — n. The highest in rank or order;
the chief.

Paramour, par'a-moor, n. A lover of either sex ; a
wooer or a mistress, — formerly in a good sense,
now only in a bad one ; a kept mistress ; concubine.

Parapet, par'a-pet, n. A wall, rampart, or elevation of
earth lor covering soldiers from an attack from the
front; a breast-work; a breast-wall, on the edge of a
bridge, roof, etc. See Casemate, Castle.

Paraphernalia, par'a-fer-nalT-a, n.pl. Articles which
a wife brings with her at her marriage ; goods of a
wife beyond her dowry ; appendages ; ornaments ;

trappings.
Paraphrase, par'a-fraz, n. A re-statement of a text,
or passage, expressing the meaning of the original
in another form; a free translation into the same or
another language, —v. t. [paraphrased (-frazd),
-phrasing.] To explain, interpret, or translate
with latitude.— v. i. To interpret or explain amply.

Paraquet, Paraquito. See under Parrot.
Parasite, par'a-sit, n. A trencher friend; hanger on;
dependent companion and flatterer ; toady. (Bot.S
A plant that grows and lires on another. (Zobl.)
An animal which lives on or in some other animal,
as lice, etc.— Parasitic, -ical, -sTtlk-al, a. Of the
nature of a parasite, fawning ; living on or deriving
nourishment from, some other living thing.

Parasol, par'a-sol, n. A small umbrella to defend the
face from the sun's rays.

Parboil, par'boil, v. t. [-boiled (-boild), -boiling.]
To boil in part, cook partially by boiling.

Parbuckle, par'buk-1, n. (Naut.) A purchase formed
of a single rope around any weighty body, as a spar
or cask, by which it is lowered or hoisted.— v. t.

[parbuckled (-Id), -ling.] To hoist or lower by
means of a parbuckle.

Parcse, par'se, n. pi. (Myth.) The Fates, q. v.

Parcel, par'sel or par'sl, n. Any mass or quantity; a
collection; lot; a bundle; package: packet. (Law.)
A part ; portion ; piece. — a. and adv. Part or half ;

in part.— v. t. [parceled (-seld), -celing.] To
divide and distribute by parts or portions.

Parcener, par'se-ner, n. (Law.) A co-heir; 1 of 2 or
more persons, to whom an estate of inheritance de
scends jointly, and by whom it is held as one estate.— Par'cenary, -se-na-ri, n. Joint occupation of an
inheritable estate which descends from the ancestor
to 2 or more persons; co-heirship.

Parch, parch, v. t. [parched (parent), parching.]
To burn the surface of, scorch; to shrivel with heat.— v. i. To be scorched or superficially burnt.

Parchesi. SeePACHisi.
Parchment, parch'ment, n. The skin of a sheep or
goat prepared for writing on.
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Pard, pard, n. The leopard ; any spotted beast.
Pardon, paTdn, v. t. [-doned (-dnd), -doning.] To
refrain from exacting as a penalty ; to suffer to pass
without punishment, discharge from liability to pen-
alty; to absolve, excuse, acquit, forgive.— n. Remis-
sion of penalty; release of an offense, or of the expo-
sure of the offender to suffer a penalty; forgiveness.

Pare, par, v. t. [fared (pard), paring.] To cut or
shave off, as the superficial substance or extremities
of a thing; to diminish by little and little.— Parking,
n. Thing pared off; the rind; the cutting off the sur-
face of grass land, for tillage.

Paregoric, par'e-gorlk, a. Mitigating; assuaging pain.
— n. {Med.) A medicine that mitigates pain ; an
anodyne; camphorated tincture of opium.

Parent, parent, n. A father or mother; that which
produces ; cause ; source ; origin ; creator. — Par-
entage, -ej, n. Descent from parents or ancestors;
parents or ancestors considered in their character or
social position ; extraction ; birth. — Parenfal, a.

Pert, to, or becoming, parents; tender; affectionate.

Farenthesis, pa-renlhe-sis, n. ; pi. -ses, -sez. A word
or sentence inserted, by way of comment or expla-
nation, within another sentence, — usually inclosed
within curved lines, but sometimes within dashes.
(Print.) The sign of a parenthesis, thus ( ).— Paren-
thetic, -ical, a. Pert, to, expressed in, using, or
containing, parentheses. — Parenthetically, adv.

Parget, pafjet, n. (Arch.) Plaster for lining chim-
ney flues or covering the walls of rooms. —v. t.

To plaster (walls, etc.).

Parhelion, par-heIT-un or -hefyun, n. ; pi. -helia,
-hell-a or -hefya. A mock sun or meteor, appear-
ing in the form_of a bright light near the sun.

Pariah, pif- or pa'ri-a, n. One belonging to the low-
est class in parts of India; an outcast; one contemned
by society.

Parian, palY-an, u. An inhabitant of Paros, an island
in the iEgean Sea ; a fine porcelain clay, used for
making statuettes, etc.,— so called fr. its resemblance
to Parian marble.

Parietal, pa-rfe-tal, a. Pert, to a wall, to buildings,
or the care of them. (Anat.) Pert, to the walls of a
cavity or the bones which form the sides and upper
part of the skull: see Skeleton.

Paring. See under Pare.
Parish, parish, n. The precinct or territorial juris-
diction of a secular priest or ecclesiastical society,
or the precinct, whose inhabitants belong to the
same church; in the U. S., any religious or ecclesi-

astical society ; in Louisiana, a territorial division
corresponding to counties in some States, and to
townships in others. — a. Of, or relating to, a par-
ish ; employed in the ecclesiastical concerns of a
parish; maintained by the parish.— Parishioner,
-un-e'r, n. One who belongs to, or is connected with,
a parish.—Paro'chial, -kf-al, a. Pert, to h parish.

Parity. See under Par.
Park, park, n. A large tract of ground kept for the pres-
ervation of game, for walking, riding, ornament, or
recreation. (Ml.) The space occupied by the ani-
mals, wagons, pontoons, and materials of all kinds,
when brought together ; a group of cannon or of
wagons, — v.t. [parked (piirkt), parking.] To in-
close in a park; to bring together in a park, or com-
pact body.

Parley, parlT, v. i. [-leyed (-lid), -leying.] To con-
fer with another on some point of mutual concern,
esp. with an enemy. — n. Mutual discourse: a con-
ference between antagonists. — Parlance, -lans, n.
Conversation; discourse; phrase; form of speech. —
Parliament, -lT-ment, n. The legislative assembly
of the 3 estates of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland, viz., the lords spiritual, lords
temporal, and the commons; the legislature in some
of the British dependencies; the supreme council in
Sweden; one of the judicial courts of France, before
the Revolution.—Pafliamentalian, -a'ri-an,w. An
adherent of the parliament in the time of Charles I.— Parliament''ary, -a-rt, a. Pert, to, enacted or done
by, parliament; according to the established usages
of legislative bodies.— Parlor, -ler, n. A room in a
house which the family usually occupy for society
and conversation; a reception-room for visitors, etc.
— Parol', -role', pa-roK, n. (Law.) Oral declara-

tion; word of mouth. Word of honor; plighted faith;
esp. (Mil.) a promise to fulfill certain stated obliga-
tions ; a countersign given to those who inspect or
direct the guards. — a. Oral ; not written. [Writ-
ten parol in the legal sense, parole, in the others.]

Parochial. See under Parish.
Parody, par'o-di, n. A kind of poetical composition,

in which what is written on one subject is altered
and applied to another by way of burlesque. — v. t.

[parodied (-did), -dying.] To alter and apply to a
purpose different from that of the original; to bur-
lesque in verse.

Parol, Parole. See under Parley.
Paronomasia, par/o-no-ma'zhY-a, n. (Rhet.) A play
upon words; punning.— Paron'ymous, -l-mus, a.
Having the same derivation ; allied grammatically ;

also having a similar sound, but differently written,
and of different meaning, as hair and hare. — Par-
onym, -o-nim, n. A paronymous word.

Paroquet. See under Parrot.
Parotid, pa-rotld, n. (Anat.) One of the salivary
glands situated near the ear. — a. Pert, to, etc.

Paroxysm, par'oks-izm, n. (Med.) The fit, attack,
or exacerbation of a disease that has decided remis-
sions or intermissions. Any sudden and violent ac-
tion ; convulsion; fit. — Paroxys'mal, -izlnal, a.
Marked by, pert, to, or caused by, etc.

Parquet, par-ka' or -kef, -quette', -kef, n. A body of
seats on the floor of a theater nearest the orchestra;
also the whole lower floor of a theater, behind the
orchestra; parquetry. —Parquetry, -ket-rf, n. A

Parquetry.

species of joinery, consisting of inlaid work, gen-
erally of different colors, used esp. for floors.

Parr, par, n. A small fish, common where salmon
breed,— supposed to be young salmon.

Parrakeet. See under Parrot.
Parricide, parlY-sid, n. One who murders his father
or mother; murder of any one to whom reverence
is due. — Parricid'al, a. Pert, to, or committing,
parricide.

Parrot, parlut, n. A climbing bird, of many species,
often of brilliant color, hav- _
ing a fleshy tongue, and a
short, hooked bill, toothed
above : it is found in trop-
ical regions, esp. of S. Amer.,
and can be taught to repeat
words. — Par'aquet', -okef,
-kef, Parlakeef, -kef,
Par'aqufto, -ke'to, «. A
small bird, allied to the
macaw, but having the
cheeks wholly feathered.

Parry, par'rY, v. I. [-ried
(-rid), -rying.] To ward off,

prevent ; to avoid, shift off,

evade. — v. i. To ward off,

evade, or turn aside some-
thing.

Parse, pars, v.t. [parsed
(parst), parsing.] (Gram.)
To analyze and describe
grammatically (a sentence).

Parsee, parse or par-sel n. One of the Indian ad-
herents of the Zoroastnan or ancient Persian re-

ligion ; a fire-worshiper ; Gueber.
Parsimony, piifsY-mo-nT, n. Closeness in expending
money; excessive economy; frugality; illiberality.
— Parsimo'nious, -nY-us, a. Exhibiting parsimony;
frugal to excess ; avaricious ; niggardly ; miserly ;

penurious.

Parrot.
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Parsley, pars'lr, n. A plant, whose leaves are used in
cookery, and its root as an aperient medicine.

Parsnip, pars'nip, n. A plant, of which one species,
the common parsnip, has a white, spindle-shaped
root, of aromatic flavor, used for food; the root itself.

Parson, par'sn, n. The priest of a parish or ecclesias-

tical society ; a clergyman. — Par'sonage, -sn-ej, n.

The house and glebe belonging to a parish, and ap-
propriated for the use of the minister of a church.

Part, part, n. One of the portions, equal or unequal,
into which anything is divided, or regarded as di-

vided; something less than a whole; an equal con-
stituent portion; an organic or essential element

;

organ ; pi. constituents of character or capacity,
take n»col lee tively; qualities; faculties; talents; quar-
ters; regions; districts; sing, share; lot; concern; in-

terest; side; party; action; allotted duty; appropri-
ated office; character appropriated to one in a play,
etc. (3It(s.) One of the different melodies of a
harmonic composition, which, heard in union, com-
pose its harmony.

—

v. t. To divide, separate into
pieces; to distribute, share, allot; to disunite, sun-
der; to stand between (combatants). — v. i. To be
broken or divided into pieces; to go asunder, take
leave ; to become removed, separate, leave. — Party-
ing, n. Act of dividing; a division or separation ;

thing divided. — Part'ly, adv. In part; in some
measure or degree. — Partake', -tak', r. i. [imp.
-took; p. p. -taken ; -taking.] To take a part, por-
tion, or snare in common with others ; to partici-
pate; to have something of the properties, nature, or
office; to be admitted. — v.t. To have a part in; to
share.— Par'tial, -shal, a. Affecting a part only;
not total or entire; biased to one party; not indiffer-
ent ; inclined to favor unreasonably ; strongly in-
clined; fond.— Partial'ity, -shT-al'i-ti, n. Quality
of being partial ; special fondness. — Participate,
-tis'I-pat, v. i. To have a share in common with
others ; to take a part, partake, share. — Partic'ipa'-
tion, n. Act or state of sharing with others ; act or
state of receiving, having, or taking part of or in
something. — Participant, a. Sharing; having a
share or part.— n. One who, etc. — Partic'ipa'tive,
-tiv, a. Capable of participating. — Particlpa'tor,
-ter, n. One who, etc. — Par'ticiple, -tT-si-pl, n.
(Gram.) A word having the nature of an adjective,
derived from a verb, and so called because it par-
takes of the properties of an adjective and of a verb.— Participial, -sip'i-al, a. Having the nature and
use of, or formed from, a participle. — Par'ticle,
-tl-kl, n. A minute part or portion of matter ; an
atom; iot; any very small portion or part. (Gram.)
A word that is never inflected.— Partic'ular, -tik'u-
lar, a. Relating to a part or portion of anything, or
to a single person or thing ; clearly distinguishable
from others of its kind ; possessing some eminent
quality; worthy of special regard; special; separate;
individual ; entering into details ; minute ; exact

;

specific ; precise ; circumstantial ; hard to suit ; pre-
cise; difficult. (Law.) Containing a part only; hold-
ing a particular estate. (Logic & Metaph.) Forming
a part of a genus ; relatively limited in extension.—
n. A single point, or circumstance ; a distinct or
minute part ; detail ; specialty. — Particularity,
-lar'T-tY, n. Quality of being particular; distinctive-
ness ; specialty; minuteness in detail; that which
is particular, as, individual characteristic, peculiar-
ity ; or, special circumstance, minute detail ; or,
something of special or private cone71-" or interest.— Partic'ularize, v. t. [-ized (-izd), ;:ing.] To
mention in particulars, enumerate in cotail. — v.

i. To be attentive to particulars.— Par'tisan', -tt-

zan', n. An adherent to a party or faction. (Mil.)
The commander of a corps of light troops designed
to surprise the enemy, and carry on a desultory
warfare; a member of such a corps.— a. Adherent
to a party or faction. (Mil.) Engaged in irregular
warfare on outposts.— Parti'tion, -tish'un, n. Act
of, or state of being, etc.; division; separation ; that
which divides or separates ; esp., an interior wall
dividing one part or apartment of a house, etc., from
another.— v. t. [partitioned (-und), -ioning.] To
divide into shares ; to divide into distinct parts by
walls. — Part'ner, n. A partaker ; associate ; joint
owner. (Law.) An associate in any business or oc-

cupation ; a member of a partnership. One who
dances with another ; a husband or wife ; consort.
— Partnership, n. State of being a partner; par-
ticipation with another; association of persons for
the prosecuting of any business ; a firm or house ;

company; society; combination. — Par'ty, -ti, re. A
number of persons, united by some tie, as disting.
fr., or opp. to, others; as, a number of persons united
in opinion, and aiming to influence the general ac-
tion; a faction; or, an assembly, esp., a social assem-
bly; or, a part of a larger company sent together on
some duty, esp., (Mil.) a small number of troops dis-

patched upon some special service; one who takes a
part with others; a participator; one who takes part
in a lawsuit, as plaintiff or defendant; a single per-
son, as distinct from or opposed to another; a per-
son ; individual.

Parterre, par-tar'', n. An ornamental arrangement
of beds or plots in a flower-garden.

Partisan, Partner, etc. See under Part.
Partisan, -zan, par'tl-zan', n. A kind of halberd;
truncheon; staff.

Partridge, par'trii, n. A grouse-like bird, of several
species, having the feet bare: it is of gray color, mot-
tled with brown, and is found in Europe, Asia, and
N. Africa: no bird of this genus is found in Araer.,
but the name is applied to the Amer. quail and the
ruffed grouse.

Parturient, par-tu'rY-ent, a. Bringing forth, or about
to bring forth young. — Parturi'tfon, -rish'un, re.

Act of bringing forth, or being delivered of young;
delivery.

Party, etc. See under Part.
Parvenu, parv'noo', n. An upstart; one newly risen
into notice.

Paschal, pas'kal, a. Pert, to the passover, or to Easter.
Pasha, Pacha, pa-shaw' or pa'sha, Pashaw', re. A
Turkish viceroy, governor, or commander; a ba-
shaw. — Pasha'lic, n. The jurisdiction of a pasha.

Pasigraphy. See under Panacea.
Pasquin, pas'kwin, n. A mutilated statue dug up at
Rome, near the shop of a cobbler so named, who
was remarkable for his gibes: on this statue were
pasted satiric papers; hence, a lampoon.— Pasquin-
ade', -kwin-ad', re. A lampoon or satirical writing.
— v. t. or i. To satirize.

Pass, pas, v. i. [passed (past), passing.] To go,
move, be transferred from one point, state, or con-
dition to another; to undergo transition; to circu-
late; to be current, gain reception; to have current
value or reputation, be regarded; to go by, move
athwart one, cross one's path, one's observation,
etc.; to elapse, be spent; to happen, take place; to
disappear, vanish, depart from life, die; to be rati-

fied or accepted; to receive legislative or executive
sanction, be enacted ; to bear inspection, do well
enough, answer; to go unheeded or neglected, pro-
ceed without hindrance; to go beyond bounds, sur-
pass, be in excess; to make a lunge or pass, as in
fencing; to thrust.— v.t. In simple, proper, tran-
sitive senses: to go by, beyond, over, through, etc.;

or, to spend, live through; hence, to undergo, suffer;
or, to omit, make no note of, disregard; or, to tran-
scend, surpass, excel, exceed ; or, to be carried
through (a body having power to accept or reject),

be accepted or ratified T>y, receive the legislative or
official sanction of; in causative senses, to cause to
move or go, send, transfer or transmit, deliver, make
over; or, to utter, pronounce, make orally; or, to ac-

complish, achieve ; or, to carry on with success
through an ordeal, examination, or action; esp., to
give legal or official sanction to, ratify, enact; or, to
give currency to; or, to cause to obtain entrance, ad-
mission, or conveyance; to pay regard to, take no-
tice of, care.— re. A passage; way; esp., a narrow
and difficult way; a document entitling one to pass,

or to go and come; a passport; ticket of free transit

or free admission. (Fencing.) A thrust; push. A
movement of the hand over or along anything; state

of things ; condition ; conjuncture.— Pass'able, a.

Capable of being passed, traveled, navigated, etc. ;

such as may be suffered to pass; current; tolerable;
admissible; mediocre.— Pas'sage, -sej, n. Act of
passing ; motion from point to point ; a going by,
over, or through ; esp. a journey, as by water, car-
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riage, etc.; travel; or, fare; or, decease, death; way
or course through or by which one passes ; road ; a
room giving access to other apartments ; a hall

;

event; anything which has happened; incident; sep-
arate part or portion of something continuous; esp.,

part of a book or text; extract;

act of carrying through all the\
regular forms necessary to give
validity; enactment; a pass or
encounter. - Pas'sant, a. {Her.)
Walking, — applied to an ani-
mal on a shield, which appears
to walk leisurely. [F.]— Pas'-
senger, -sen-jer, n. A passer or
passer-by; a' traveler, esp. by
some established conveyance.
— Pass'ing, adv. Exceedingly; Tj f
surpassingly. - Past, p. a. Not ^on passant.

present or future ; gone by ; ended ; accomplished.
— n. That which is, etc., esp. time.— adv. By.

—

prep. Further than ; beyond the reach or influence
of ; beyond in time or position ; after. — Pass'over,
re. A feast of the Jews, commemorating the time
when God, smiting the first-born of the Egyptians,
passed over the houses of the Israelites; the sacrifice

offered at the feast of the passover. — Pass'port, re.

A document carried by neutral merchant vessels in
time of war to certify their nationality, and protect
them from belligerents ; a document given Dy the
competent officer of a state, permitting one therein
named to pass from place to place; a safe-conduct;
a license for importing or exporting contraband
foods or movables without paying the usual duties;
hat which enables one to pass with safety, certainty,
or general acceptance. — Pas'time, n. That which
makes time pass agreeably ; entertainment ; amuse-
ment; diversion; sport; play. —Pas'aim, adv. Here
and there; everywhere.

Passerine, pas'ser-in, a. Pert, to sparrows, or to the
order of birds to which sparrows belong.

Passible, etc. See under Passion.
Passim, Passing, etc. See under Pass.
Passion, pash'un, n. A suffering or enduring; the
suffering or crucifixion and death of the Savior; ca-
pacity for emotion ; strong feeling prompting to ac-
tion; anger; wrath; love; fondness; eager desire ;

controlling inclination; the object of love, fondness,
ardent inclination, etc.— Pas'sionate, -at, a. Easily
moved to anger ; showing passion ; moved to strong
feeling, love, desire, etc. — Pas'sible, pas'sY-bl, a.

Susceptible of feeling or suffering, or of impressions
from external agents. — Passibil'ity, re. Quality of
being, etc. — Pas'sive, -siv, a. Not active, but acted
upon; receiving impressions or influences; incapable
of the appropriate excitement or emotion ; inert

;

quiescent ; enduring ; patient.
Past, etc. See under Pass.
Paste, past, n. A soft composition, as of flour mois-
tened with water or milk; dough prepared for pie-

crust, etc.; a fine kind of glass, used in imitating
precious stones; an adhesive cement, made of flour,

etc.; an elastic confection. — v. t. To unite, cement,
or fasten, with paste.— Paste'board, re. A stiff board
made of sheets of paper pasted together. — Past'y,
past'Y, a. Like paste. — n. A meat-pie made with
paste. —Pat'ty, pat'tY, n. A little pie. — Pat'ty-
pan, re. A pan to bake patties in. — Pas'try, pas'-
trY, re. Articles of food made chiefly of paste, as
pies, tarts, cake, etc.

Pastel, pas'tel, re. A colored crayon; a plant afford-
ing a blue dye; the coloring matter obtained from
it— Pas'til, -til, Pastille', -teK, w. {Pharmacy.) A
small cone made of aromatic substances to be burned
for cleansing and scenting the air of a room; an aro-
matic or medicated lozenge.

Pastern. See under Pastok.
Pastime. See under Pass.
Pastor, pas'ter, n. A shepherd; a minister of the gos-

pel having charge of a church and congregation.—
Pas'toral, a. Pert, to shepherds, to the care of souls,

or to the pastor of a church.— re. A poem describing
the life and manners of shepherds; an idyl; a bucol-
ic— Pas'torate, -at, -ship, re. Office or rank of pas-
tor. — Past'ure, pas'chur, re. Grass for the food of
cattle; ground covered with grass, to be eaten on the

spot by cattle, horses, etc.— v. t. [pastured (-churd),
-tueing.] To feed on growing grass, or to supply
frass for food. — v. i. To take food by eating grass
rom the ground; to graze.— Past'nrage, -chur-ej, re.

The business of feeding or grazing cattle ; land ap-
propriated to grazing ; grass for feed. — Pas'tern,
-tern, re. The part of a horse's leg between the fet-
lock joint and the hoof: see Horse.

Pastry, etc. See under Paste.
Pat, pat, a. Exactly suitable as to time, place, or pur-
pose; fit; convenient. — adv. Precisely at the proper
time ; seasonably ; fitly.

Pat, pat, re. A tap; a light, quick blow with the fin-
gers or hand. — v.t. To strike gently, tap.— Paf-
ter,r. i. [-tered (-terd), -tering.] To strike as fall-

ing drops of water or hail.— v. t. To cause to strike
in drops ; to spatter, sprinkle ; to repeat (prayers,
etc.) in a muttering manner.— n. A quick succes-
sion of small sounds.

Pat, pat, re. A small mass or lump.
Patch, pach, re. A piece of cloth sewed on a garment

to repair it ; anything resembling such a piece of
cloth; a small piece of silk used to cover a defect on
the face, or to heighten beauty; a small piece of
ground; a plot.— ?;, t. [patched (pacht), patch-
ing.] To mend by sewing on a piece; to mend with
pieces, repair clumsily; to adorn (the face) with a
patch; to put together of ill-assorted parts; to com-
pose in a hasty, irregular, or botching way.

Pate, pat, re. The head ; top of the head.
Patent, pa'tent or pat'ent, a. Open; expanded; evi-
dent; manifest; apparent. (Bot.) Spreading. Open
to public perusal, — said of a document conferring
some right or privilege, as, letters patent ; appropri-
ated by letters patent; restrained from general use.— Pat'ent, n. A letter patent, or letters patent; a
writing securing to a person, for a term of years,
the exclusive right to an invention.— ?;, t. To secure
the exclusive right of to
a person. — Pat'entee'',

One to whom
grant is made or a privi-

|

lege secured by patent. — '

Patera.

Pat'en, re. The plate on
|which the consecrated

bread in the Eucharist is

placed. — Pat'era, -er-a,

re. ; pi. -RjE, -re. An an-
cient saucer-like vessel of
earthenware or metal.
{Arch.) A circular dish-
ornament, worked in relief on friezes, etc.—PateFla,
pa-teKla, re.; pi. -lje, -le, E. pi. -las, -laz. {Anat.)
The knee-pan : see Skeleton.

Paternal, pa-ter'nal, a. Pert, to a father; fatherly;
showing the disposition of a father; derived from a
father ; hereditary. — Pater'nity, -nY-tY, re. The re-

lation of a father to his off-spring; fatherhood; orig-
ination or authorship. — Pa'ter nos'ter, re. The
Lord's Prayer. — Pa'triarch, -trY-ark, re. The father
and ruler of a family, — applied to heads of families
in ancient, esp. Biblical, history. {Eastern Churches.)
A dignitary superior to the order of archbishops. —
Patriarchal, -ic, a. Belonging, relating to, or pos-
sessed by, patriarchs; subject to a patriarch.— Pa-
triarchate, -at, n. Office, dignity, or jurisdiction of
a patriarch ; residence of a patriarch.— Patri'dan,
-trish'an, a. Pert, or appropriate to a person of high
birth; senatorial; noble, —re. A person of high birth
or old family. — Patris'tic, -tical, a. Pert, to the
ancient fathers of the Christian church. — Pafri-
cide, -rY-sid, re. The murder or murderer of a father;
parricide. — Pat'rimony, -rY-mo-nY, n. A right or
estate inherited from one's ancestors; a church es-

tate or revenue. — Patrimo'nial, a. Pert, to a patri-

mony ; inherited from ancestors. — Pat'ronym'ic,
-nim'ik, n. A name derived from an ancestor ; a
modification of the father's name borne by the son.
— Pa'triot, -trY-ot, n. One who loves his country,
and zealously supports it and its interests. — a. De-
voted to the welfare of one's country ; patriotic. —
Patriotic, a. Full of patriotism ; actuated by love
of one's country.— Patriotism, -izm, n. Quality
of being patriotic; love of country.— Patois, pat-wO',
re. An uncultivated idiom ; a provincial form of
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speech.— Pa'tron, -trun, n. {Bom. Antiq.) A mas-
ter who had freed his slave, and retained some rights
over him after his emancipation; also, a man of dis-
tinction under whose protection another placed him-
self. One who countenances, supports, or protects;
an advocate; defender. — Pafronage, pafrun-ej, n.

Special countenance or support: guardianship, as of
a saint. — Pafronize, v. t. [-ized (-izd), -izing.]
To act as patron toward, support, favor ; to assume
the air of a superior and protector toward. — Paf-
tern, n. An original or model proposed for imi-
tation; archetype; exemplar; a specimen; sample;
instance ; a quantity of cloth sufficient for a gar-
ment ; figure or style of ornamental execution.
(Founding.) A full-sized model around which a
mold of sand is made, to receive the melted metal.—
v. t. [patterned (-ternd), -TERMING.] To make in
imitation of some model; to copy; to serve as an ex-
ample to be followed.

Path, path, n. ; pi. Paths, pathz. A way, course, or
track, on which anything moves, or has moved;
road; route; passage; esp., a narrow way beaten by
the foot; course of action, conduct, or procedure.

Pathos, pa'thos, ». That which excites emotions and
passions, esp. tender emotions; pathetic quality.—Fa-
thet'ic, a. Affecting the tender emotions, as pity or
grief; moving, touching.—Pathol'ogy, -o-jt,n. (Med.)
That part of the science of medicine which treats of
the nature, causes, and symptoms of diseases.

Patient, pa'shent, a. Suffering with meekness and
submission ; calmly submissive ; persevering ; ex-
pectant with calmness, or without discontent; not
hasty. — n. A person or thing that receives impres-
sions from external agents; a diseased person under
medical treatment.— Pa'tience. -shens, ?i. Quality
of being patient ; suffering of afflictions, pain, prov-
ocation, etc., with unruffled temper; act or quality
of waiting long for justice or expected good without
discontent; perseverance; resignation.— Pafible,
pafl-bl, a. Sufferable; endurable; tolerable.

Patin. See Paten, under Patent.
Patois, Patriarch, Patrician, Patriot, etc. See under
Paterxal._

Patrol, pa-troK, n. (Mil.) A marching round of a

fuard in the night, to secure the safety of a place,
ersons who go the rounds for observation.— r. i.

[pateolled (-troldO, -ling.] To go the rounds in
a camp or garrison; to march about and observe
what passes, as a guard. — v. t. To pass round,
as a sentry.— Paften, n. A clog or wooden sole,

mounted on an iron ring, to raise the feet above the
wet. (Arch.) The base or foot of a column. — v. i.

To walk on pattens.
Patron, Pattern, etc. See under Paternal.
Patter. See under Pat. a tap.
Patty, etc. See under Paste.
Paucity, paw'sT-tt, n. Fewness ; smallness of num-
ber or of quantity; scarcity.

Pauline, paw'lTn, a. Pert, to, derived from, or like
St. Paul or his writings.

Paunch, pawnch or panch, ?;. The belly and its con-
tents; abdomen; first and largest stomach of a rumi-
nant quadruped.

Pauper, paw'per, n. A poor person; esp., one so in-
digent as to depend on charity for maintenance ;

one supported by public provision. — Pau'perize, v.

t. [-ized (-izd), -izing.] To reduce to pauperism.
Pause, pawz, n. A temporary stop or rest; cessation;
suspense; hesitation: a mark of cessation or inter-
mission of the voice: a point. (Mas.) A character,
thus ['•V], placed over a note or rest, to indicate
that the tone or the silence is to be prolonged be-
yond the regular time; a hold. — v. i. [paused
(pawzd), pausing.] To make a short stop, cease for
a time; to be intermitted, stay, wait, delay, hesitate,
demur.

Pave, pav, v. t. [paved (pavd), paving.] To cover
with a pavement of stone, brick, etc.; to prepare the
way for. facilitate the introduction of. — Pav'er,
pav'er. -ier, -ior, -yer, n. One who lays a pavement.
— Pav'ing, Pave'ment, n. A floor or covering of
solid material, laid so as to make a hard and con-
venient road or footway.

Pavilion, pa-viKyun, n. A temporary movable habi-
tation; a tent; canopy. (Arch.) A turret, project-

; ing apartment, or isolated ornamented building, esp
j

one with a tent-shaped roof. (Ml.) A tent raised

Pavilion.

on posts. — v. t. [pavilioned (-yund), -ioning.]
To furnish or cover with tents or pavilions.

Paw, paw, n. The foot of beasts of prey having claws;
the hand, —in contempt. — v. i. [pawed (pawd),
pawing.] To scrape with the fore foot. —v. t. To
handle with the paws ; to handle awkwardly or
coarsely; to scrape with the fore foot.

Pawl, pawl, n. (Mech.) A short, movable bar, to

j

check the backward revolution of a wheel, wind-
lass, etc. ; a catch, click, detent, or rachet.

' Pawn, pawn, n. Goods, chattels, or money deposited
as security for payment of money borrowed ; a
pledge for the fulfillment of a promise.— v. t.

[pawned (pawnd), pawning.] To deposit in

E
ledge, or as security for the payment of money
orrowed; to pledge for the fulfillment of a prom-

ise; to stake, wager. — Pawn'bro'ker, n. One who
lends money on pledge, or the deposit of goods.

Pawn, pawn, n. A common man, or piece of the
lowest rank, in chess.

Pawpaw. See Papaw.
Pax, paks, n. (R. Cath. Ch.) A small plate of gold,

silver, etc., with the image
of Christ on the cross on it,

formerly kissed by the peo-
ple, after the service, the
ceremony being considered
as the kiss of peace.

j

Paxwax, paks'waks, Paxy-
waxy, paks'I-waks'T, n. A
strong, stiff cartilage run-
ning along the neck of a
large quadruped to the
middle of the pack, as in
an ox or horse.

Pay, pa, v. t. [paid (pad), pay-
ing.] To discharge one's
obligations to, make due
return to, compensate, re-
quite ; to retort or revenge
upon ; to punish ; to dis-
charge (a debt or obliga-
tion) by giving or doing that which is due; to render
duly.— v. i. To recompense, make payment or re-

quital; to be remunerative or profitable, —n. An
equivalent given for money due, goods purchased,
or services performed; compensation; recompense;
payment; hire.— Payee'', -e

/r

, n. The person named
in "a bill or note, to whom, or to whose order, the
amount is promised or directed to be paid.— Pay'er,
n. One who pays; the person on whom a bill of ex-
change is drawn, and who is directed to pay the
money to the holder. — Pay'ment, n. Act of paying;
thing paid; reward; requital; sometimes, deserved
chastisement.— Pay'able, a. Capable of being paid;
suitable to be paid; justly due.

Pay, pa, v. t. (.Naut.) To cover (the bottom of a ves-
sel, a seam, mast, yard, etc.), with a water-proof com-
position of tar, tallow, resin, etc.

Paynim. Same as Painim.
Pea, pe, n. ; pi. Peas, pez (used when a definite num-
ber is referred to), or Pease, pez (used when an in-

Pax.
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definite quantity or bulk is spoken of). A legu-
minous plant and its fruit, of many varieties, culti-

vated for food. — Pea'nut, n. A leguminous plant,
which ripens its seed under ground; also its seed-
vessel and seed; the earth-nut; ground-nut.— Peasr-
God, n. The legume or pericarp of the pea.

Peace, pes, n. A state of quiet or tranquillity; calm;
repose; freedom from war; exemption from, or
cessation of hostilities ; absence of civil disturb-
ance ; public tranquillity ; quietness of mind or
conscience ; a state of reconciliation ; concord. —
Peace'able, a. Free from war, tumult, commotion,
or quarrel; disposed to peace: not quarrelsome; un-
disturbed by anxiety or excitement; tranquil; quiet;
serene; mild; still.— Peacelul, -fui, a. Possessing
peace; not disturbed by war or commotion; pacific;
mild.

Peach, pech, n. A tree and its fruit, of many vari-
eties, growing in warm or temperate climates.

Peach, pech, v. t. To impeach; to accuse of crime,
inform against, — v. i. To turn informer; to betray
one's accomplice.

Peacock, pe'kok, n. The male of a gallinaceous fowl,
about the size of the tur-
key, having long rump
feathers, capable of being
erected, and each marked
with a black spot, around
which brilliant metallic
colors are arranged.— Pea""-
fowl,n. The peacock or pea-
hen.— Pea'hen, n. The fe-

male of, etc.— Pea'chick, n.

The young of, etc.

Peajacket, pe'jak'et, n. A
thick woolen jacket worn
by seamen, etc.

Peak, pek, n. A point ; the
end of anything that termi-
nates in a point; the sharp
top of a hill or mountain.
< KTn:

Peccary.

Pectinate Leaf.

Peacock.(Naut.) The upper, outer
corner of a sail extended by a gaff or yard; extrem-
ity of the yard or gaff.— v. t. [peaked (pekt), peak-
ing.] (Naut.) To raise to a position perpendicular
or nearly so.

Peal, pel, n. A loud sound, or a succession of loud
sounds, as of bells, thunder, cannon, etc.; a set of bells
tuned to each other; the changes rung upon a set of
bells.— v.i. [pealed (peld), pealing.] To utter
loud and solemn sounds.

Pean. See Pjean.
Pea-nut. See under Pea.
Pear, pstr, n. A tree of many varieties and its fruit.
Pearl, perl, n. A white, hard, smooth, lustrous sub-

stance, usually roundish, found inside the shells of
several species of mollusks, esp. of the pearl oyster;
also, nacre or mother of pearl, esp. when made into
buttons, etc. ; something very precious; a jewel;
something round and clear, as a drop of water or
dew. {Print.) A printing type, in size between
agate and diamond (this book is printed in Pearl
type). — PearKy, -T, a. Containing, abounding with,
or resembling, pearls or nacre; clear; pure; irides-
cent.— Pearl'ash, n. A carbonate of potassa, ob-
tained by calcining potashes, — named from its
pearly color.

Peasant, pez'ant, n. One whose business is rural la-
I

bor; esp., one of the lowest class of tillers of the soil !

in European countries; countryman ; rustic ; hind. I— Peasantry, -rf, n. The body of peasants; rustics.
Peas-cod. See under Pea.
Peat, pet, n. A substance resembling turf, consisting

of vegetable matter in various stages of decompose
tion, often dried and used for fuel.

Peba, pe'ba, n. A kind of
afmadillo of S. Amer.

Pebble, peb'bl, n. A small,
roundish stone ; a stone
rounded by the action of
water; transparent and
colorless rock-crystal.

—

Peb'bly, -blT, a. Full of or
abounding with pebbles.

Pecan, pe-kan' or pe-kawn', Peba

[
Peca'na, -ka/na, n. A species of N. Amer. hickory,

|

and its fruit.

I

Pecary. See Peccary.
! Peccant, pek'kant, a. Sinning; criminal; morbid; cor-

rupt; not healthy.— Pec'cancy, -kan-sY, n. Qu-lity
|

of being, etc.; offense. — Pec'cadillo, w. A slight
i trespass or offense; a petty crime or fault.
Peccary, pek'ka-ri, n. A pachyderm about the size
and shape of a small
hog, but liaving a white
ring around the neck :

they are found fr. Ar-
kansas to Brazil.

Peck, pek, n. The l-4th
! of a bushel; a dry meas-
i

ure of 8 quarts ; a great

|
deal, as, to be in a peck
of troubles.

Peck, pek, v. t. [pecked
(pekt), pecking.] To
strike with the beak: to
delve or dig with anything pointed, as with a pick-
ax; to pick up with the beak; to strike with small
and repeated blows.— v. i. To make strokes with
a beak, or something like a beak.

Pectinal, peklt-nal, a. Pert, to, or resembling, a
comb. — n. A fish whose bones re-
semble the teeth of a comb. — Pec r-

tinate, -na'ted, a. {Nut. Hist.) Re-
sembling the teeth of a comb.

Pectoral, peklo-ral, a. Pert, to the
breast ; relating to diseases of the
chest. — n. A ^breastplate ; esp., a
sacerdotal vestment worn by the
Jewish high priest. (Ichth.) A pec-
toral fin: see Fin. A medicine
adapted to cure or relieve complaints
of the breast and lungs.

Peculate, pek'u-lat, v. i. To steal pub-
lic moneys committed to one's care; to embezzle. —
Peculation, n. Act or practice of peculating; embez-
zlement. — Pec'ula'tor, n. One who, etc.—Pecul-
iar, pe-kul'yar, a. Pert, solely or especially to, or
characteristic of, one person or thing; not general;
appropriate ; particular ; individual ; special ; es-

pecial ; unusual; strange.— )/. Exclusive property.
(Eng. Canon Law.) A particular parish or church
having jurisdiction within itself, and exemption
from that of the bishop's court.— Peculiarity, -yar'-
T-tT, n. Quality of being peculiar: appropriateness;
individuality; that which is peculiar; particularity.
— Pecullarize, v. t. [-ized (-izd), -izing.] To ap-
propriate, make peculiar. — Peculiarly, adv. In a
peculiar manner; particularly; unusually; especial-
ly. — Pecuniary, -kun'T-a-ri or -kun'ya-ri, a. Re-
lating to money, or to wealth or property; consist-
ing of money.

Pedagogue, ped'a-gog, n. A teacher Of children ;

schoolmaster ; one who by teaching has become
formal, positive, or pedantic in his habits; a pedant.
— Ped'ant, n. One who makes a display of learning;
a pretender to superior knowledge. — Pedantic, de-
al, a. Suiting or resembling a pedant: ostentatious
of learning. — Ped'antry, -rt, w. Vain ostentation of
knowledge.

Pedal, pe'dal, a. Pert, to a foot. — Pedal, pcd'al. n.

(Jlus.) A lever, acted on by the foot, as in the
piano-forte to raise a damper, or in the organ to

open and close certain pipes.— Ped'estal, n. (Arch.)
The base or foot of a col-

umn, statue, vase, etc.
— Pedes'trian, -des'trl-
an, a. G o i n g , or per-
formed on foot.— n. One
who walks or journeys
on foot. — Pedicel, -l-sel,

n. (Bot.) The stalk that
supports one flower only,
when there are several on
a peduncle. — Pedun'cle,
-dunk'l, n. (Bot.) The
stem that supports the
flower and fruit of a plant.

Pedant, etc. See under Ped-
agogue.
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Pediment.

Peddle, ped'dl, v. i' [-dled (-did), -dling.] To go
from place to place and retail goods : to hawk ; to
be busy about trifles.—)'. t. To retail by carrying
around from customer to customer ; to hawk.
— Ped'dler, -lar, -ler, n. A hawker; traveling trader.— Ped'dlery, -dler-i, n. The trade of, or goods sold
by, a peddler.

Pedestal, Pedestrian, Pedicel, etc. See under Pedal.
Pedigree, ped'i-gre, n. Line of ancestors; descent;
lineage; genealogy; register of a line of ancestors.

Pediment, ped'T-ment, n. {Arch.) The triangular or
arched ornamental facing
over a portico, door, win-
dows, etc.

Pedlar, Pedler. See under Ped-
dle.

Pedobaptism, pe-do-bap'tizm,
n. The baptism of infants
or of children. — Pedobap'-
tist, n. One who holds to in-
fant baptism.

Peduncle. See under Pedal.
Peek, pek, v. i. To peep; to look

slyly, or through a crevice, or
with eyes half closed.

Peel, pel, v. t. [peeled (peld), peeling.] To strip
off the skin, bark, or rind of; to flay, decorticate; to
strip by drawing or tearing off (the skin of an ani-
mal, bark of a tree, etc.).— v. i. To come off, as the
skin or rind. — n. The skin or rind of anything.

Peel, pel, v. t. To plunder, pillage.
Peel, pel, n. A wooden shovel with long handle, used
by bakers; an instrument used by printers, etc., in
hanging up wet sheets.

Peen, pen, n. The pointed or wedge-shaped end of a
hammer-head, opposite to its face, used in working
metal, stone, etc.

Peep, pep, v. i. [peeped (pept), peeping.] To cry,
as a chicken hatching or newly hatched; to chirp;
to begin to appear ; to look slyly, through a crev-
ice, or with the eyes half closed. — n. The cry
of a chick; chirp; first outlook or appearance; sly
look. — Peep'er, n. A chicken just breaking the
shell; a young bird; one who looks out slyly; a spy;
the eye.

Peer, per, n. One of the same rank, quality, endow-
ments, etc.; an equal; match; mate; a comrade;
companion; associate; a nobleman.— Peerless, -es,w.
The consort of a peer; a noble lady.— Peer'age, n.

Rank or dignity of, etc. ; the body of peers. — Peer'-
less, a. Having no equal ;_matchless; superlative.

Peer, per, v. i. [peered (nerd), peering.] To look
narrowly, curiously, or sharply; to peep, pry.

Peevish, pe'vish, a. Habitually fretful ; easily vexed
or fretted ; expressing discontent and fretfulness;
querulous; petulant; cross; testy; captious; discon-
tented.

Peg, peg, n. A wooden nail or pin. — v. t. [pegged
(pegd), -ging.] To fasten with pegs; to confine, re-
strict, restrain, or limit.

Pekoe, pe'ko or pek'o, n. A kind of black tea.

Pelagian, pe-la'jt-an, n. (Eccl. Hist.) A follower of
Pelagius, a monk of the 4th cent, who denied the
received doctrines in re-

spect to original sin, free
will, grace, and the merit
of good works. — Pela'-
gianism, -izm, n. The
doctrines of Pelagius.

Pelerine, pel'e-ren, n. A
lady's long cape, with
ends coming down be-
fore.

Pelf, pelf, n. Money; rich-
es ; wealth,— esp. some-
thing ill gotten or worth-
less.

Pelican, pel'K-kan, n. A
large web-footed water-
fowl, havinganenormous
bill, to which is attached
a pouch for holding fish ;

a chemical glass vessel,
or alembic, with a tubu-
lated head, from which

Peltate Leaf.

Amer. White Pelican.

2 crooked beaks pass out, and enter again at the
belly of the cucurbit.

Pell, pel, n. A skin or hide; a roll of parchment.—
Pelisse'

1

', pe-lesr , n. A silk robe or habit worn by
ladies. —Pellicle, -tt-kl, n. A thin skin, film, or
crust. — Pelt, n. The skin of a beast with the hair
on ; an undressed hide. — Pelt'-mong'er, -mun'ger,
n. A dealer in pelts or raw hides. — Pelfry, -rl, n.
Skins with the fur on them; furs; a worthless or ref-
use object.

Pellet, peKlet, n. A little ball.

Pell-mell, pel-meK, adv. In utter confusion ; with
disorderly mixture.

Pellucid, pel-lu'sid, a. Admitting the passage of light;
translucent ; clear.

Pelt, n. A skin. See under Pell.
Pelt, pelt, v. t. To strike with missiles

(stones, etc.) ; to use as missiles. —
,

n. A blow or stroke from something
thrown.

Peltate, peKtat, Pel'tated, a. (Bot.)
Shaped like a shield, — said of a leaf
or other organ having the stalk in-
serted at or near the center.

Peltry. See under Pell.
Pelvis, pel'vis, n. (Anat.) The bowl-shaped, bony
structure at the lower extremity of the body, in-

closing the lower part of the abdominal cavity.
Pemmican, pein'mi-kan, n. Meat cut in thin slices,

divested of fat, and dried in the sun; or dried,
pounded, mixed with melted fat and dried fruit,

and compressed into bags.
Pen, pen, n. A small inclosure for beasts or fowls

;

fold ; sty ; coop. — v. t. [penned (pend) or pent;
penning.] To confine in a small inclosure or nar-
row place. — Pent, p. p. or a. Shut up ; closely con-
fined.

Pen, pen, n. An instrument used for writing with ink;
a writer. — v. t. [penned (pend), penning.] To
write ; to compose and commit to paper. — Pen'-
craft, n. Penmanship ; chirography ; art of com-
position; authorship. — Pen'knife, -nif, n. A pocket
knife, — orig. a knife for making quill pens. — Pen'-
man, n. One who uses the pen ; one who writes a
good hand; an author. — Pen'manship, n. Use of
the pen in writing ; art of writing -

L manner of
writing ; chirography. — Pen'nate, -nat, -nated, a.

Winged; plume-shaped.—Pen'-
nant, n. (Naut.) A small flag ;

banner ; a long, narrow piece
of bunting carried at the mast-
head ; a rope or strap to which
a purchase is hooked. — Penr-

Tion, n. A wing; pinion; a pen-
nant (flag).

Penal, pe'nal, a. Pert, to pun-
ishment ; enacting or threaten-
ing, incurring, orinflicting, pun-
ishment. — Pen'alty, pen'al-tY,
n. Penal retribution ; punish-
ment for offense ; forfeiture ;

fine.— Pen'ance.-ans.n. Suffer-
ing imposed or submitted to as a punishment for
faults, or as an expression of penitence. {Rom. Cath.
Ch.) A sacrament, associated with absolution. —
Pen'itent, -T-tent, a. Repentant; contrite; sincerely
affected by a sense of guilt, and resolving on amend-
ment of life.— n. One who repents of sin; one under
church censure, but admitted to penance; one under
the direction of a confessor. — Pen'itence, -tens, n.
Condition of being, etc. ; contrition ; compunction;
remorse.— Peniten'tial, -shal, a. Pert, to, proceed-
ing from, or expressing penitence.— Peniten'tiary,
-sha-rT, a. Relating to penance, or to the rules and
measures of penance. — n. One who prescribes the
rules and measures of penance; one who does pen-
ance ; a house of correction in which offenders are
confined for punishment and reformation, and com-
pelled to laborj state prison.

Penates, pe-nartez,M.pZ. (Rom. Antiq.) The house-
hold gods of the ancient Latins.

Pence. See Penny.
Penchant, poN/shaN r

, w. Inclination; decided taste;
liking.

Pencil, pen'sil, n. A small brush used by painters ;

Pennant.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Tn, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r ;
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an instrument used for writing and drawing ; esp.

a strip of graphite, etc., in a small cylinder of wood
or metal, or a slender piece of slate; the art, capaci-
ty, or instrument of painting, drawing, or describ-
ing. {Opt.) An aggregate or collection of rays of
light. —v.*. [penciled (-sild), -ciling.] To paint
or draw ; to mark with a pencil.

Pendant, pend'ant, n. A hanging appendage, esp. of
an ornamental character; an appendix or addi-
tion ; an earring. {Arch.) A hanging ornament on
roofs, ceilings, etc., much used in
Gothic architecture. A picture or
print which hangs as a companion
of another ; a pennant, q. v. —
Pend'ent, a. Suspended; depend-
ing ; pendulous; hanging; jutting
over ; projecting ; overhanging.—
Pend'ing, p. a. Remaining unde-
cided ; in suspense.—prep. Dur-
ing the pendency or continuance
of; during. — Pend'ency, -en-sT, n.

State of Deing undecided or not
terminated. — Pend'ulous, -u-lus,

a. Supported from above; pendent Pendant,
loosely; hanging; swinging.— Pend'ulum, n. A body
so suspended from a fixed point as to swing freely
to and fro by the alternate action of gravity and
momentum, as in a clock.— Pen'sile, -sit, a. Hang-
ing ; pendent.

Penetrate, pen'e-trat, v. t. To enter into, make way
into the interior of, pierce ; to touch with feeling,
make sensible, affect ; to arrive at the inner con-
tents or meaning of, comprehend. — v. i. To pass,
make way, affect the intellect or feelings. — Pene-
tration, n. Act of penetrating ; physical or men-
tal entrance into the interior of anything ; acute-
ness ; sharp discernment; sagacity; discrimination.
— Pen'etra'tive, -tiv, a. lending to penetrate;

Siercing.— Pen'etra'tiveness, n. — Penetrant, a.

[aving power to, etc.; sharp; subtile. — Pen'e-
trance, -trans, -etrancy, -st, n. Quality of being,
etc.— Pen'etrable, a. Capable of being penetrated;
susceptible of moral or intellectual impression.

Penguin, pen'gwin, n. A web-footed marine bird, of
the south tem-
perate and frigid
regions, unable
to fly, but an ex-
p e r t swimmer
and diver.

Peninsula, pen-in'-
su-la or -shoo-la,
n. A portion of
land nearly sur-
rounded by wa-
ter, and connect-
ed with the larger
body of land T>y
an i s t hm u s. —
Penin'sular, o.
In the form or
state of, or pert,
to, a peninsula. Penguin.

Penis, pe'nis, n. The male organ of generation.
Penitent, Penitentiary, etc. See under Penal.
Penman, Pennant, Pennate, Pennon, etc. See under
Pen.

Penny, pen'nT, n. ; pi. Pennies, -niz, or Pence, pens.
[Pennies denotes the number of coins ; pence, the
amount in value.] The l-12th of an E. shilling = 2
cents ; a small sum ; money in general, in certain
phrases. — a. Containing 1,000 in so many pounds
weight, — said of nails, as, tenpenny nails, of which
1,000 weigh 10 pounds.— Pen'nyweight, -wat, n. A
troy weight containing 24 grains, or the 20th part of
an ounce, — anciently the weight of a silver penny.
— Pen'ny-wise', a. Saving small sums at the hazard
of larger. — Pen'nyworth, pen'nY-werth or pen'-
nSrth, n. As much as is bought for a penny; a good
bargain; small quantity; bit.— Pen'niless, a. Mon-
eyless ; destitute of money.

Pennyroyal, pen'nY-roi-al, n. An aromatic herb grow-
ing in "Europe ; a N. Amer. plant resembling it.

Pension, pen'shun, n. A stated allowance to a per-
son in consideration of past services ; esp., a yearly

stipend paid by a government to retired public of-
ficers, disabled soldiers, needy authors, etc. — v. t.

[pensioned (-shund), -sioning.] To grant a pension
to. — Pen'sionary, -a-rt, a. Maintained by, or re-

ceiving, a pension ; consisting of a pension. — n.
One who receives a pension for past services; one of
the chief municipal magistrates of the towns in Hol-
land and Zealand.—Pensioner, n. One who receives
an annual allowance for services ; a dependent ; a
student of the 2d rank, in the universities of Cam-
bridge (Eng.), and Dublin, who is not dependent
on the foundation for support. — Pen'sive, -siv, a.
Thoughtful, sober, or sad ; expressing thoughtful-
ness with sadness.

Penstock, pen'stok, n. A close trough or tube of
planks for conducting water, as to a water-wheel

;

the barrel of a wooden pump.
Pent. See under Pen, an inclosure.
Pentad, pen'tad, n. (Chem.) An atom, the equiva-
lence of which is, or which can be combined with,
or exchanged for, 5 hydrogen atoms.
Pen'"
ing.
A
sides.

ners or angles. — Pentagyn'
an, -tag'ynous, -taj'Y-nus, a. (Bot.) Pentago

Having 5 pistils or 5 distinct styles.— Pentahe'dron,
n. A solid figure having 5 equal
sides. — Pentam'eter, n. { Or.
& Lat. Pros.) A verse of 5
feet, of which the first two
may be either dactyls or spon-
dees, the third is always a spon-
dee, and the last two anapests.
— Pentan'gular, -an/gu-lar, a.
Having 5 angles. — Pent'ap-
tote, -ap-tot, n. {Gram.) A
noun having 5 cases. — Pen'ta-
stich, -stik, n. ^composition Pentagynous.

consisting of 5 verses.— Pen'tastyle, -stil, n. {Arch.)
An edifice with 5 columns in front. — Pen'tateuch,
ta-tuk, n. The first 5 books of the Old Testament.

—

Pen'tecost, -te-kost, n. A festival of the Jews, on
the 50th day after the Passover, in commemoration
of the gift of the law on the 50th day after the de-
parture from Egypt; Whitsuntide, a festival in com-
memoration of the descent of the Holy Spirit on the
apostles. {Acts, ii.)

Pentagraph. Same as Pantograph : see under
Pamacea.

Penthouse, penfhows, n. A shed standing aslope
from the main wall or building ; a lean-to. — Pent'-
roof. n. A roof with a slope on one side only.

Penult, pe'nult or pe-nulf, n. {Gram. & Pros.) The
last syllable but one of a word.— Penul'timate, -mat,
a. Last but one ; next before the last.— n. The
last syllable but one of a word ; penult.

Penumbra, pe-num'bra, n. {Astron.) The shadow
cast, in an
eclipse, where
the light is
partly, but not
wholly, cut off

by the inter-

"Painff ffi Penumbra.

point of a pic- s >
sun ; M -

moon
:
CHB

>
CDI

'
penumbra.

ture where the shade blends with the light.

Penury, pen'u-rt, n. Absence of means or resources;
•want ; indigence ; poverty. — Penu'rious, -rt-us, a.
Showing penury or scarcity ; excessively saving in
the use of money ; parsimonious ; avaricious ; mi-
serly ; niggardly ; sordid.

Peony, pe'o-nY, n. A plant having beautiful, showy
flowers.

People, pe'pl, n. The body of persons who compose
a community, tribe, nation, or race, — a collective
noun, generally construed with a pi. verb, and only
occasionally used in the pi. in the sense of nations
or races ; persons generally ; folks ; the mass of a
community as distinguished from a special class, as
the noble or clerical ; the populace ; vulgar.— v. t.

[peopled (-pld), -pling.] To stock with inhabi-
tants ; to populate.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; ligger or ink, tken, boNboN, chair, get.
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Peppsr. pep'per, n. A plant of several genera and nu-
merous species, and its fruit, having a strong, aro-
matic smell, and a hot. pungent taste : the ground
or powdered fruit, used as a spice or condiment.

—

v. t. [peppered (-perd), -peeing.] To sprinkle
with pepper ; to pelt with shot— Pep'pery, -per-T. a.

Relating to, or having the qualities of, pepper; hot;
pungent; irritable.— Pep'permint, n. An aromatic,
pungent plant; also, a liquor distilled fr. the plant.

Pepperidge, pep'per-ij, n. The tupelo, or black gum,
a tree with very tough wood.

Pepsin, pep rsin,'«. A substance secreted by the stom-
ach of animals, and present in the gastric juice.

Peradventure, per-ad-ven'chur, adv. By chance ;

perhaps ; it may be.

Perambulate, per-am /,
bu-lat, v. t. To walk through

or over ; to go round or about.
Percale, par-kaK, n. A fine, closely woven cotton

fabric, used for ladies' summer dresses. [F.]

Perceive, per-sev'. ;-. t. [-ceived (-sevd, ) 1 -ceivixg.]
To obtain knowledge of through the senses: to take
intellectual cognizance of, see to be true, discern,
see, feel, know, understand. — Perception, -sep /'-

shun,n. Act of perceiving; cognizance by the senses
or intellect; cognition. {Psychology.') The faculty
of perceiving; act of apprehending material objects
or qualities through the senses.— Percep'tive, -tiv,

a. Having the faculty of perceiving; used in per-
ception. — Percep'tible, a. Capable of being, etc. —
Percep'tibly, adv. — Percep'tibil'ity, re. State or
quality of being, etc. — Percipient, -sip'l-ent, a.
Having the faculty of perception; perceiving.

Percentage, per-senfej, n. {Com.) The allowance,
duty, rate of interest, or commission on a hundred.

Perch, perch, re. A fish of several species, inhabiting
both fresh and salt
water, and having sharp
long fins.

Perch, perch, n. A pole;
long staff ; rod; a meas-
ure of length = 5J
yards or 1 rod ; any
raised object upon
which a bird lights or Perch.
rests ; a roost. — v. i.

[perched (percht), perching.] To light or settle

on a fixed body, as a bird.— v. t. To place on a fixed
object or perch.

Perchance, per-chans', adv. By chance; perhaps ;

peradventure.
Percheron, per'she-ron, re. One of a breed of horses
originating in the district of Perche in Xnrmandv.

Percipient, etc. See under Perceive.
Percolate, per'ko-lat, r. t. To cause to pass through
small interstices, as a liquid; to filter. — v. i. To
pass through interstices, filter.

Percussion, per-kush'un, ?i. Act of striking one body
against another; forcible collision, esp. such as give's

a sound or report: the effect of violent collision; vi-

bratory shock. (JJed.) Act of determining the con-
dition of an internal organ by the sound given when
the external surface is gently knocked upon. — Per-
cussion cap. A =. -^ tP^Ss
small copper cap or
cup, containing ful-
minating powder,
and used in a per-
cussion-lock to ex-
plode gunpowder. —
P.-lock. A lock of a
gun in which gun-
powder is exploded
by fire from the percussion of fulminating powder.

Perdition, per-dish'un, n. Entire loss: utter destruc-
tion; ruin; future misery or eternal death. — Perdu,
Perdue, per-du' or per'du, a. Lost to view ; in con-
cealment ; abandoned; employed on desperate pur-
poses.

Peregrinate, per'e-gri-nat, v. i. To travel from place
to place; to live in a foreign country.

Peremptory, per'emp-to-rTra. Precluding debate or
expostulation; decisive; absolute; positive in opin-
ion or judgment : arbitrary ; dogmatical.

Perennial, per-en'nT-al, a. Lasting through the year;
continuing without stop or intermission; perpetual;

never-failing; constant; enduring. (Bot.) Contin-
uing more than 2 years.— n. A plant which lives or
continues more than 2 years.

Perfect, per'fekt, a. Carried through: completed ;

filled up; esp., not defective; having all that is req-
uisite to its nature and kind; complete in moral ex-
cellences. {Bot.) Having both stamens and pistils.— Perfect, per'fekt or per-fekt'. v. t. To finish or
complete, so as to leave nothing wanting.— Perfec'-
tion. n. State of being perfect or complete, so that
nothing requisite is wanting ; a quality, endow-
ment, or acquirement, completely excellent, or of
great worth.

Perfidy, perTi-dT, n. Breach of faith : act of vio-
lating a promise, vow, or allegiance : faithlessness ;

treachery. — Perfid'ious, -I-us, a. Guilty of, or in-
volving, perfidy ; false to trust or confidence ; pro-
ceeding from treachery, or consisting in breach of
faith; guilty of violating allegiance; "faithless ; dis-
loval; traitorous.

Perfoliate, per-fo'11-at. a. {Bot.) Sur-
rounding the stein at the base.

Perforate, perl'o-rat, v. t. To bore
through, pierce, penetrate; to make a
hole or holes through. — Perforation,
?u Act of perforating ; a hole passing
through or into the interior of any-
thing. — Perforative, -tiv. a. Having
power to perforate. — Per'fora'tor,
-ter, re. An instrument that bores.

Perforce, per-fors', adv. By force; vio-
lently ; of necessity ; absolutely.

Perform, per-form'", v. t. [-formed
(-formdO. -forming.] To carry prf

.

through, bring to completion, accom-
plish, do, transact; to execute, discharge, —v. i. To
acquit one's self in any work ; esp. to go through
with or act a public part, as in a drama, pantomime,
etc. : to play on a musical instrument. — Perform'-
ance, -ans, re. Act of, condition of being, or thing
which, etc. ; esp.. an act of an elaborate or public
character; exhibition; achievement; exploit; feat.

Perfume, per'fum or per-ium /\ re. The odor emitted
from sweet-smelling substances; fragrance; a sub-
stance that emits an agreeable scent. — v.t. [per-
fumed (-fumcK), -fuming.] To fill or impregnate
with a grateful odor ; to scent. — Perfum'er, re. One
who perfumes, or sells perfumes. — Perfum ,'ery,
-e:--T, n. Perfumes in general.

Perfunctory, per-funk'to-rl, a. Done without interest
or zeal, and merely to get rid of a duty; indifferent;
careless ; negligent.

Perhaps, per-haps', adv. By chance; it may be; per-
adventure: possibly.

Peri, pe'rT, re. ; p?. -Ris, -riz. {Per. Myth.) A being of
the female sex, descendant of fallen angels, ex-
cluded from paradise till their penance is accom-
plished.

Perianth, per'T-anth, n. {Bot.) That calyx which
envelops only a single flower, and is immediately
contiguous to' it; the leaves of the flower generally,
esp. when the calyx and corolla are not readily dis-
tinguished.

Pericardium, p?r/T-kar,dY-um, re. {Anat.) The mem-
branous sac which incloses the heart.—Pericar'-
diac. -dial, -dian, -die, a.
Pert, to, etc.

Pericarp, per'T-karp, n.

(Bot.) The seed vessel of
a plant; that portion of a
fruit in which the seed

"

inclosed.

Pericarps.

b, drupe of peach; c, nut, filbert; d, strobile of pine;

e, f, capsule of poppy; g, capsule of Aristolochia.
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Pericranium, per-Y-kra/'nY-um, n. {Anat.) The fibrous
- membrane that immediately invests the skull.

Perigee, perl-je, -ge'um, n. {Astron.) That point in
the orbit of the moon which is nearest to the earth.

Perihelion, per-t-heKyun or-helY-on,-helium, -lY-um,
n. {Astron.) That point in the orbit of a planet or
comet nearest to the sun.

Peril, peril, n. Instant or impending danger ; ex-
posure to injury, loss, or destruction ; jeopard}'

;

risk; hazard, — v. t. [periled (-ild), -iling.] To
expose to danger; to hazard, risk, jeopard. — Per-
ilous, -us, a. Full of, attended with, or involving
peril; hazardous.

Perimeter, pe-rim/'e-ter, n. { Geom.) The outer boun-
dary of a body or figure, or the sum of all the sides.

Period, pelY-ud, n. A portion of time as determined
by some recurring phenomenon, as by the revolu-
tion of one of the heavenly bodies ; a stated and
recurring interval of time; a cycle; an interval of
time, specified or left indefinite; a certain series of
years, months, days, etc.; termination of a revolu-
tion, cycle, series of events, single event, or act.

{Rhet.) A complete sentence, from one full stop to

another ; clause. {Print.) The point that marks
the end of a complete sentence; a full stop [thus • ].— Periodic, -ical, -odlk-al, a. Performed in a cir-

cuit, or in a series of successive circuits; happening
by revolution, at a stated time; returning regu-
larly, after a certain period of time. {Rhet.) Pert,
to or constituting a period. — n. A publication
which appears at stated or regular intervals. — Peri-
odically, adv. At stated periods. — Pe'riodiclty,
-o-dis'Y-tY, n. State or quality of being periodical;
tendency to return or change at regular intervals.

Periosteum, per-Y-osle-um, n. {Anat.) A fibrous mem-
brane investing a bone.

Peripatetic, per'Y-pa-tetlk, a. Pert, to the system of
philosophy of Aristotle, who gave his instructions
while walking in the Lyceum at Athens, —n. An
adherent of the philosophy of Aristotle; one obliged
to walk, or unable to ride.

Periphery, pe-rifer-Y, n. The circumference of a cir-

cle, ellipse, or other regular curvilinear figure. —
Peripheric, -ical, -ferlk-al, a. Pert, to, or consti-
tuting, a periphery ; external ; around the outside
of an organ.

Periphrase, per'Y-fraz, n. {Rhet.') The use of more
words than are necessary to express the idea; cir-

cumlocution.— v. t. [periphrased (-frazd), -phras-
ing.] To express hy circumlocution. — Periph'-
rasis, -rifla-sis, n. Same as Periphrase.— Per7-

iphras'tic, -tical, -Y-fraslik-al, a. Expressing or
expressed in more words than are necessary ; cir-

cumlocutory.
Peripneumony, per-ip-nulno-nY, n. {Med.) An in-
flammation of the lungs ; pneumonia.

Peripteral, pe-ripler-al, a. Having a range of col-

umns all around. — Periplerous, -ter-us, a. Feath-
ered on all sides.

Perish, perish, v. i. [-ished (-isht), -ishing.] To be
destroyed, pass away, go to destruction, come to
nothing, be ruined or lost ; to die, decease ; to
wither, waste, decay gradually, as a limb.

Peristaltic, per-Y-stallik, a. {Anat.) Contracting in
successive circles,— applied to the vermicular mo-
tion of the alimentary canal, and similar structures.

Peristyle, per'Y-stil, n. {Arch.) A range of columns
round a building or square, or a
building encompassed with a
row of columns on the outside.

Peritoneum, pgr/Y-to-ne /'um, n.

{Anat.) A thin, smooth, serous,
membrane, investing the whole
internal surface of the abdo-
men, and the viscera contained
in it—Per'itonilis, n. {Pathol.)
Inflammation of, etc.

Peritropal, pe-ritlo-pal, a. Ro-
tatory; circuitous. {Bot.) Hav-
ing the axis of the seed perpen-
dicular to the axis of the peri-
carp to which it is attached.

Periwig, perl-wig, n. A small wig; peruke: scratch.
— v. t. [periwigged (-wigd), -ging.] To dress
with a periwig, or with false hair.

Peristyle.

Periwinkle, per'Y-wink'l, n. (Zobl.) A
dous mollusk, having a turbinated
shell. (Dot.) A flowering plant.

Perjure, per'jur, v. t. [-jured (-jurd),

-juring.] To swear before a court
of justice to what one knows to be
untrue, or does not know to be true; T
to make a false oath to, forswear. ^enwinKie.
— Perjured, -jurd, a. Guilty of perjury ; having
sworn falsely ; being sworn falsely. — Per'jury, -rY,

n. False swearing; act or crime of willfully mak-
ing a false oath in a judicial proceeding.

Perk, perk, a. Pert; uppish; smart: trim ; vain.—
v. i. [perked (perkt), perking.] To hold up the
head with affected smartness. — v. t. To dress up;
make trim, prank.

Permanent, perlna-nent, a. Continuing in the same
state, or without anv change that destroys form or
character; lasting; durable; fixed. —Permanence,
-nens, -nency, -nen-sY, n. Condition or quality of
being, etc. ; duration ; fixedness.

Permeate, per'me - at, v. t. To pass through the
pores or interstices of, —applied esp. to fluids.

Permit, pSr-mif, v. t. To resign, give in charge, re-

fer; to grant express liberty to do; to put up with,
tolerate, suffer; to grant leave to, allow. — v. i. To
grant permission, give leave. — Permit, per'mit or
per-mit', n. Warrant; leave; permission; written
permission from the proper authority, to export or
transport goods, or to land goods or persons. — Per-
mitlance, -tans, Permis'sion, -mish/'un, n. Act of
permitting : formal consent; leave; liberty; license.
— Permis'sible, a. Proper to be, etc. — Permis'sive,
-siv, a. Granting liberty; allowing; suffered with-
out hindrance.

Permutation, per-mu-ta'shun, n. Successive change
or variation of arrangement; mutual transference;
interchange. {Math.) Arrangement of any deter-
minate number of things, in all possible orders.

Pernicious, per-nishlis, a. Having the quality of de-
stroying or injuring; destructive; noxious; mischiev-
ous.

Peroration, per-o-ra'shun, n. {Rhet.) The concluding
part of an oration or discourse.

Peroxide, p3r-oks1d, n. That oxide of a given base
which contains the greatest quantity of oxygen.

Perpendicular, per-pen-dik'u-ler, a. Exactly up-
right; at right angles to the plane
of the horizon. {Geom.) At right
angles to a given line or surface.
— n. A line at right angles to the
plane of the horizon: a vertical
line or direction. {Geom.) Aline
or plane falling at right angles
on another line or surfsice .— Per-
pendic'ularlty, -l&r'Y-tY, n.

State of being perpendicular.
Perpetrate, per'pe-trat, v. t. To
execute, in a bad sense; to commit ; be guilty of

.

— Perpetralion, n. Act of perpetrating, or of com-
mitting a crime ; an evil action.

Perpetual, per-pefu-al, a. Continuing indefinitely
or infinitely ; unending ; constant ; perennial ; in-

cessant ; unceasing. — Perpefuate, -u-at, v. t. To
make perpetual ; to preserve from extinction or
oblivion; to eternize. — Perpet'ualion, n. Act of,

etc. — Perpetuity, n. State or quality of being,
etc. ; endless duration ; a thing without an end;
quality or condition of an estate by which it be-
comes inalienable, either perpetually or for a very
long period ; the estate so perpetuated.

Perplex, per-pleks', v. t. [-plexed (-plekstO, -plex-
int g.] To make intricate; to make complicated and
difficult to be understood or unraveled; to tease with
suspense, anxiety, or ambiguity; to embarrass, puz-
zle, bewilder, vex. — Perplex'edly, adv. In a per-
plexed manner. — Perplexity, n. State of being
perplexed ; intricacy ; embarrassment.

Perquisite, per'kwY-zit, n. An incidental gain in an
office or employment, beyond ordinary salary or
wages for services rendered.

Persecute, perle-kut, v. t. To pursue in a manner to
injure, vex, or afflict ; to harass ; esp. to harass or
punish for adherence to a creed or mode of worship.
— Persecution, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

sun, cube, full ; moon, i'6"6t ; cow, oil ; ligger or ink, tiaen, boNboN, chair, get.
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Persevere, pSr'se-ver'', v. i. [-vered (-verd'), -ver-
ing.] To persist in any business or enterprise un-
dertaken ; not to abandon what is undertaken ; to
continue.— Per'sever'ance, -ans, n. Act of, etc.;
persistence ; steadfastness ; constancy ; steadiness.
— Per'severlngly, adv.

Persiflage, par'se-nazh'', w. Frivolous or bantering
talk, or style of treating a subject.

Persimmon, per-sim'mun, n. A tree and its fruit,

found from New York southward.
Persist, per-sisf, v. i. To continue fixed in a course of
conduct against opposing motives ; to persevere,
continue steadily and firmly. — Persist'ent, -ive,

-iv, a. Inclined to persist or hold firm ; tenacious ;

fixed ; immovable. — Persist'ence, -ens, -ency, -en-
-sY, n. State of being, etc. {Physics.) Continuance
of an effect after the cause which first gave rise to

it is removed.
Person, pSr'sn, n. A character represented in dia-
logue, fiction, or on the stage ; part or character
which any one sustains ; outward appearance ; ex-
Eression ; a living soul ; moral agent ; esp. a living
uman being, a man, woman, or child ; among

Trinitarians, oue of the 3 subjects or agents consti-
tuting the godhead; any human being; one; a man.
{Gram.) One of the 3 relations which a noun or
pronoun may hold to the verb of which either is the
subject, and pert, to both noun and verb.— Per'-
sonable, a. Having a well-formed body or per-
son ; graceful. (Law.) Enabled to maintain pleas
in court.— Per'sonage, -sun-ej, n. Character as-
sumed or represented; an individual or person, esp.
one distinguished by rank, social position, or reputa-
tion ; exterior appearance, stature, an imposing air,

etc. ; or an individual attracting attention by such
characteristics.— Per'sonal, a. Pert, to a person;
as, belonging to men or women and not to things;
or, relating to individuals, peculiar to private con-
cerns ; or, pert, to the bodily appearance, done
without the intervention of another ; or, applying
to the character and conduct of individuals in a dis-

paraging manner ; or, {Law.) pert, to movable or
chattel property, as disting. from real estate ; or,

{Gram.) denoting the person. — Personality, -al'T-

tt, n. That which constitutes, or pertains to, a per-
son; something said or written which refers, esp. in
a disparaging way, to the conduct of some person. —
Personally, adv. In a personal or direct manner;
with respect to an individual; individually. — Per'-
sonate, -at, v. t. To assume the character of, coun-
terfeit, feign; to disguise, mask.— PersonaHon, n.

Act of, etc. — Per'sona'tor, n.— Person'ify, v. t.

[-fied (-fid), -fyixg.] To represent, regard, or treat
as a person; to imitate, mimic, resemble. — Person'-
ifica'tion, n. Act of personifying. {Rhet.) A fig-

ure, in which an inanimate being is represented as
animated, or endowed with personality ; prosopo-
poeia.— Personnel, par'so-neK, ?i. The body of per-
sons employed in some public service, as the army
or navy, etc.

Perspective, per-spekliv, a. Pert, to the art, or in

Linear Perspective.

h h, horizon ; o, point opposite the eye ; ao,bo,co,do,fo,
ho, io, j o, vanishing lines,

accordance with the laws, of perspective, —n. A
view; vista ; art of representing on a plane surface

objects as they appear, relatively, to the eye in na-
ture. — Aerial perspective. Art of giving due dim-
inution to the light, shade, and colors of objects, ac-
cording to their distances, etc. — Isdmetrical p. See
Isometric, under Isagon.— Linear p. Application
of geometric principles to the delineation of the lines
of a picture. — Perspica'cious, -spi-ka'shus, a.
Quick-sighted ; sharp of sight ; of acute discern-
ment ; keen. — Perspicacity, -kas'Y-tT, n. State of
being, etc.— Perspic'uous, -spik'u-us, a. Clear to
the understanding ; capable of being clearly under-
stood ; not obscure or ambiguous ; plain ; distinct

;

definite. — Perspic'uousness, Per'spiculty, n. The
state of being perspicuous; plainness; freedom from
obscurity.

Perspire, per-splrr , v. i. [-spired (-splrd'), -epiking.]
To evacuate the fluids of the body through the
pores of the skin ; to sweat ; to be excreted insensi-
bly through the excretories of the skin. — v. t. To
emit or evacuate insensibly through the excretories
of the skin ; to sweat. — Perspira'tion, n. Act of
perspiring ; that which is perspired ; sweat.

Persuade, per-swad', v. t. To influence by argument,
advice, entreaty, or expostulation ; to convince by
argument or reasons, induce, prevail on, allure, en-
tice. — Persua'sible, -swa'sT-bl, a. Capable of being
persuaded. — Persua'sibillty, n. — Persuasion,
-zhun, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; a creed or
belief; a sect adhering to a creed. — Persua'sive,
-siv, a. Tending to persuade; having the power of
persuading.— n. An incitement ; an exhortation.
— Persua'sory, -so-r i , a. Having power or tendency
to persuade ; persuasive.

Pert, pert, a. Indecorously free or presuming ; for-
ward ; saucy; bold; impudent.— n. An assuming
or saucy person.

Pertain, per-tan'', v. i. [-tained (-tand'), -taining.]
To be the property, right, or duty of; to belong; to
have relation to, relate.— Per'tinent, -tl-nent, a.

Related to the subject or matter in hand; adapted
to the end proposed; apposite; relevant; fit; proper.
— Per'tinence, -nency, -tl-nen-sT, n. State of being,
etc. ; suitableness. — Pertina'cious, -na'shus, a.
Holding or adhering to any opinion, purpose, or
design, with obstinacy; resolute; firm; inflexible;
determined; steady.—Pertina'ciousness, Pertinac''-
ity, -nas'I-tY, n. State or quality of being pertina-
cious; obstinacy.

Perturb, per-terb', v. t. To disturb, agitate, disquiet;

to disorder, confuse.— Perturba'tion, n. Act of, or
state of being, etc. {Ast?-on.)' An irregularity in the
motion of a heavenly body through its orbit.

Peruke, per'ook, n. An artificial cap of hair ; a peri-

wig, q. v.

Peruse, pe-rooz', v. t. [-rused (-roozdO, -rusing.] To
read, or to read with attention; to observe, consider.
— Peru'sal, n. Act of, etc.— Perus'er, n.

Pervade, per-vad', v. t. To pass through, as an aper-
ture, pore, or interstice ; to permeate ; to be com-
pletely diffused in; to be in all parts.—Pervert^, per-
vert'', v. t. To turn from truth, propriety, or from its

proper purpose ; to misinterpret through evil mo-
tives or bias ; to turn from the right, corrupt, con-
vert, proselyte. — Per'vert, n. One who has turned
from a rignt way to that which is wrong. —Per-
verse'', -vers'', a. Turned aside; distorted from the
right; obstinate in the wrong; disposed to cross and
vex ; froward ; untoward ; stubborn ; untractable ;

cross; peevish; vexatious. — Perversion, n. Act of
perverting ; change to something worse ; diversion
from the true and proper intent or purpose. — Per-
versity, -st-tT, n. State of being perverse.—Perver'-
sive, -siv, a. Tending to pervert or corrupt.

Pervious, per'vT-us, a. Capable of being penetrated
bv another body or substance; permeable; penetra-
ble ; capable of being penetrated by the mental sight.

Pessary, pesSa-rTi, n. An instrument made of wood,
caoutchouc, etc., and introduced into the vagina to
support a displaced uterus.

Pessimist, pesSY-mist, n. One who complains of every-
thing as being, for the worst, — opp. to optimist.—
Pessimistic, a. Gloomy; croaking.

Pest, pest, n. A fatal epidemic disease; plague; pes-

tilence ; a troublesome, noxious, mischievous, or de-
structive person or thing. — Pestiferous, -er-us, a.
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Pest-bearing ; pestilential ; infectious ; contagious ;

mischievous; destructive; vexatious.— Pes'tilence,
-tT-lens, n. That which is pestilent ; the disease
known as the plague ; any deadly epidemic conta-
gious or infectious disease ; that which breeds dis-

turbance or vice. — Pes'tilent, a. Pestilential; nox-
ious ; contaminating ; infectious ; troublesome. —
Pestilen'tial, -shal, a. Producing or tending to pro-

duce the pest, plague, or other infectious disease;
noxious; seriously troublesome.

Pester, pes'ter, v. t. [-tered (-terd), -tering.] To
harass with little vexations; to crowd together in an
annoying way ; to trouble, annoy, tease, vex, en-
cumber.

Pestle, pes'l, n. An instrument for pounding and
breaking substances, in a mortar.— v. t. [pestled
(pesld), pestling.] To pound, break, or pulverize,
with, or as with, a pestle.

Pet, pet, n. A slight fit of peevishness; any little ani-

mal fondled and indulged; one treated with constant
gentle attention.— v. t. To treat as a pet, fondle,
indulge.— Pettish, a. Evincing, pert, to, or ad-
dicted to, pets; fretful; peevish; captious; cross.

Petal, pet'al or pe'tal, n. (Bot.) One of the leaves of
the corolla, or the colored
leaves of a flower.—
Pet'alous, -al-us, a.

Having petals,— opp. to
apetalous.— Pefalism,
-izm, n. A custom in an-
cient Syracuse of writ-
ing on a leaf the name
of a person whom it was Petals,
proposed to banish.

—

Pefaloid, -al-oid, a. Of the form of a petal.

Petard, pe-tard', «. {Mil.) A receptacle filled with
powder, formerly used to break gates, barricades,
ete., by explosion.

Peterpence, pe'ter-pens, n. An annual tax, paid to the
Pope.

Petiole, pet'T-ol, n. (Bot.) The foot-stalk of a leaf,
connecting the leaf with
the plant. — Petlolar, -la-

ry, -I-c-la-rT, a. Pertaining
to, proceeding from, grow-
ing or supported on, a peti-

ole. — Petlolate, -lat, a.

(Bot.) Having a petiole.

Petit, Petite, Petit-maitre.
under Petty.

Petition, p e-t i s h'u n , n. A
prayer ; supplication ; re-
quest ; entreaty, esp. of a
formal kind. — v. t. [peti-
tioned (-und),-iONiNG.] To
make a request to, solicit;

esp., to supplicate for some
favor or right.

—

Peti'tioner,
a. Coming with, or containing, a petition

Petrean, pe-tre'an, a. Pert, to rock or stone. — Pe'-
trous, -trus, a. Like stone; stony; hard.— Petres'-
cence, -tres'sens, n. Process of changing into stone.— Petres'cent, -sent, a. Converting into stone, or
into stony hardness. — Pefrify, -rT-fi, v.t. [-fied
(-fid), -fying.] To convert to stone or stony sub-
stance; to make callous or obdurate.— v. i. To be-
come stone, or of a stony hardness.— Petrifaction,
n. Conversion of any organic matter into stone;
an organized body rendered harai by depositions of
stony matter in its cavities ; a body incrusted with
stony matter.—Petrifac'tive, -tiv, a. Having power
to convert vegetable or animal substances into stone;
pert, to petrifaction.— PetriFic, pe-trif'ik, a. Hav-
ing power to convert into stone.

—

Pefrifica'tion,
n. Petrifaction; obduracy.— Petroleum, -tro'le-um,
n. Rock oil, an inflamma-
ble bituminous liquid ex-
uding from the earth.—
Pet'roleur', -ler', n. One
who fires buildings by pe-
troleum; an incendiary.—
Pet'roleuse', -lez', n. A
woman who, etc.

Petrel, pet'rel, n. A long- Petrel.

Petiole.

-Peti'tionary, -a-rT,

«g»

winged, web-footed seafowl : the stormy petrel is

called also Mother Carey's chicken.

Petticoat, Pettifog, etc. See under Petty.
Pettish, etc. See under Pet.
Petty, peftY, a. [-tier, -tiest.] Small ; little ; in-

ferior; trifling ; trivial ; unimportant ; frivolous. —
Pet'it, petit, F. pron. pte, a. Small; little; mean;
petty. — Petit jury. A jury of 12 men, impaneled
to try causes at the bar of a court,— disting. fr. the
grand jury.— P. larceny. The stealing of goods of
a certain specified small value or under. — Petite',
pe-teF, a. Small in size ; little ; dainty.— Petit-
maitre, pefe-ma'tr, n. A spruce fellow who dan-
gles about ladies ; a fop ; coxcomb. — Pet'ticoat,
-ti-kot, a. A woman's underskirt.— Pet'tifog, v. t.

To do-small business as a lawyer.— Pet'tifog'gery,
-ger-T, n. Practice or arts of, etc.; disreputable
tricks; quibbles.

Petulant, peFu-lant, a. Inclined to complain; cap-
tious; caviling; irritable; peevish; cross; fretful.—
Pet'ulance, -lans, -lancy, -lan-si, n. State of being
petulant; freakish passion; pettishness.

Petunia, pe-tu'nt-a, n. A S. Amer. plant allied to the
tobacco family, many cultivated varieties of which
furnish a profusion of beautiful flowers.

Pew, pu, n. An inclosed seat in a church.
Pewet, pe'wet, Peewit, n. The
lapwing or green plover.

Pewter, pu'ter, n. An alloy
consisting chiefly of tin and
lead; a class of utensils
made of pewter.

Pfenning, fen'ning, n. A
German copper coin=
about l-4th cent.

Phaeton, fa'e-ton, n. (Myth.)
The son of Phoebus, who Pewit,

attempted to guide the chariot of the sun. An open
carriage like a chaise, on 4 wheels.

Phalanx, fa'lanks or fal'anks, n. (Gr. Antiq.) A
battalion or body of soldiers formed in ranks and
files close and deep, so as to offer very firm resist-

ance to a foe. Any body of troops formed in close
array; any firm combination of people ; a compact
society organized on the plan of the socialist Charles
Fouriej-, and having a common dwelling.

—

Phalan'-
ges, -jez, n. pi. (Anat.) The small bones forming
the fingers and toes : see Skeleton.

Phalarope, fal'a-rop, n. One of a genus of wading
birds, found chiefly in northern localities.

Phantasm, fan'tazm, n. A creation of the fancy ; an
imaginary existence which seems to be real; an op-
tical illusion ; a dream.— Phantas'mago'ria, -taz'-

ma-go'ri-a, n. An exhibition of shadows thrown
upon aflat surface, as by a magic lantern; illusive
images.—Phantasmagoric, -gSrlk, o. Of, or pert,

to, etc.— Phantas'magory, -go-ri, n. Phantasmago-
ria ; a magic lantern. — Phan'tom, n. An appari-
tion; specter; ghost; airy spirit. — Phantasy, -ta-sT,

n. Fancy. — Phantas'tic, a. Fantastic.
Pharisee, far'i-se, n. One of a sect among the Jews
ostentatiously observant of rites and ceremonies."
— Pharisaic, -l-salk, -ical, a. Pert, to, or like, the
Pharisees ; making a show of religion without the-

spirit of it; hypocritical.
Pharmacy, far'ma-sY, n. Art or practice of preparing,
compounding, and dispensing medicines.— Pharma-
ceutic, -tical, -su'tik-al, a. Pert, to the knowledge
or art of, etc. — Pharmaceutics, n. Science of pre-

paring medicines. — Pharmaceutist, Pharmacist,
n. One skilled in pharmacy; a druggist. — Pharma-
cology, -koKo-jT, n. Science of drugs, or art of
preparing medicines; a treatise on the art. — Phar-
macopoeia, -pe'ya, n. A book giving authoritative
formulae for the preparation of the various stand-
ard medicines; a dispensatory.

Pharos, fa'ros, n. A lighthouse for the direction of sea-

men; a watchtower; beacon.
Pharynx, far'inks, n. (Anat.) The cavity ihto which
the nose and mouth open, and which is continuous
below with the esophagus. — Pharyngeal, fa-rin'-

je-al or far-in-je'al, a. Belonging to, or connected
with, the pharynx.

Phase, faz, n. ; pi. Phases, fa'zej, Pha'sis, n. ; pi.

-ses, -sez. That which is exhibited to the eye ; ap-
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Pheasant.

pearance which anything manifests, esp. any one
among varying appearances of the same object. See
Moox.

Pheasant, fez'ant, n. A gallinaceous Asiatic bird,

found wild in Europe,
whose flesh is valued as
food.

Phenakistoscope, fen-a-
kislo-sko p, n. An
optical toy, consisting
of a revolving disk on
which are figures that
seem to be in actual
motion.

Phenix, fe'niks, n. (Gr.
Math.) A bird fabled
to exist single for 500
years, and to rise again
from its own ashes,—
the emblem of immor-
tality.

Phenol, fe'nol, n. (Chem.) A hydrocarbon pro-
duced in the distillation of coal-tar or from the
vapor of benzoic acid, — used as a disinfectant and
antiseptic, and as the base of dyes ; carbolic acid.

Phenomenon, fe-nom /'e-non, n. ; pi. -na, -na. An ap-
pearance ; whatever, in matter or spirit, is apparent
to, or is apprehended by, observation, as disting. fr.

its ground, substance, or unknown constitution : a
remarkable or unusual appearance. — Phenomenal,
a. Pert, to a phenomenon; very extraordinary ; of
rare excellence.

Phial, fi'al, n. A glass bottle, esp. of small size, for
liquids; a vial.

Philander, fi-lan'der, v. i. [-dered (-de>d), -dering.]
To make love, flirt, coquette.—Philanthropy, -thro-
pT, ?). Love of mankind; benevolence toward the
whole human family; universal good will.— Phil-
anthropic, -ical, o. Pert, to, or exhibiting, phil-
anthropy ; benevolent; kind. — Philanthropist, n.
One who evinces, etc. - Philat'ely, f'T-lat'e-lT, n.

Collection of postage stamps.— Phil'harmonlc, a.

Loving music. — PhiloPogy, fT-loKo-jr, n. The
study of language, esp. in a philosophical manner;
linguistic science.—Philol'oger, -o-jer,-ogist, n. One
versed in, etc. — Phil /ope'

r
na, -na, «. A small pres-

ent or forfeit of one friend to another, arising out I

of their partaking together of a double-kerneled al- I

mond. — Phi'loprogenltiveness, -jen'T-tiv-nes, n.
(Phren.) The love of offspring or of young chil-
dren. See Phrenology. — Philos'ophy, -o-fT, n.
Knowledge of phenomena as explained by, and re-
solved into, causes and reasons, powers and laws ;

a particular philosophical system or theory; collec-
tion of the general laws or principles under which
the subordinate phenomena of any subject are com-
prehended. — Philos /'opher, -o-fer, n. One versed in,
or devoted to, philosophy; one who philosophizes.— Philosopher's stone. A stone or preparation which
the alchemists sought as the instrument of convert-
ing the baser metals into gold.— Philosophic, -ical,

a. Pert, to, proceeding from, skilled in, or evin-
cing, philosophy; rational; wise; temperate.— Phil/'-

ter, 71. A potion or charm intended to excite love.
— v.t. [PHiLTERED(-terd), -tering.] To impreg-
nate with a love potion; to charm to love.

Philippic, fil-iprpik, n. An oration of Demosthenes
against Philip, king of Macedon ; any declamation
abounding in acrimonious invective.

Philistine, IT-lis'tin, n. (Geog.) An inhabitant of
ancient Palestine. One who cannot appreciate, and I

therefore despises, culture, art, or religion.
Philomel. fiKo-mel, -mela, -la, n. The nightingale

;

Philopena, Philosophy, Philter, etc. See under Phi-
I

LANDER.
PWz, fiz, n. The face or visage.
Phlebotomy, fle-bofo-mt, n. {Surg.) Act or practice

of opening a vein for letting blood; blood-letting.— Phleme, flem, n. A lancet7fleam, q. v.
Phlegm, flem, w. One of the 4 humors (blood, choler,
ghlegm, and gall) which the ancients supposed to
etermine the temperament. (Physiol.) The tena-

cious mucus of the respiratory and digestive pas-
sages. Dullness ; coldness1

; sluggishness ; indiffer-
ence. — Phlegmatic, fleg-matlk, a. Abounding in,

or generating, phlegm; cold; dull; heavy. — Phlox,
floks, n. A genus of Amer. flowering plants, having
red, white, or purple flowers.

Phleme. See under Phlebotomy.
Phoenix. Same as Phenix.
Phonetic, fo-netlk, Phonic, fonlk, a. Pert, to the

voice, or its use; representing sounds.— Phonetics,
n. Doctrine or science of sounds, esp those of the
human voice ; phonology ; art of combining mu-
sical sounds. — Pho'nograph, -graf, n. A distinct
symbol to represent a sound, and always one and
the same sound, in writing. (Physics.) An instru-
ment for the mechanical registration and reproduc-
tion of audible sounds.— Pholiogram, «. (Phonog-
raphy.) A written letter or mark indicating a par-
ticular sound or modification of sound. The rec-
ord made by a phonograph (instrument). — Pho-
noglapher, -nog'ra-ler, n. One skilled in phonog-
raphy, or in using the phonograph (instrument).

—

Pho'nographlc, -ical, a. Pert, to, or based upon,W L
i

^ 5—^ Ll
v

" Be fit to live, that you maj be fit to die."

Phonographic Characters.

phonography. — Phonoglaphy, -fT, n. A descrip-
tion of the laws of the human voice, or of sounds
uttered by the organs of speech; a representation
of sounds by distinctive characters ; a system of
short-hand; art of constructing or using the phono-
graph. — Phonol'ogy, -o-jT, n. A treatise on sounds;
science or doctrine of the elementary sounds ut-
tered by the human voice in speech ; phonetics.

Phosphorus, fosl'or-us, n. The morning star; Phos- -

phor, q. v., below. (Chem.) An elementary non-
metallic, luminous, poisonous substance, very com-
bustible, semi-transparent, resembling fine wax.— Phos'phuret, -fu-ret, -phide, -fid, n. (Chem.) A
combination of phosphorus with another substance.— Phos'phuret'ed, a. Combined with phosphorus.— Phos'phate, -fat, n. A salt formed by a com-
bination of phosphoric acid with a salifiable base.— Phos'phite, -fit, n. A salt formed by combina-
tion of phosphorous acid with a salifiable base.—
Phos'phorate, v. t. To combine or impregnate with
phosphorus. — Phosphoresce', -es', v. i. [-esced
(-est"), -escing.] To shine, as phosphorus, by ex-
hibiting a faint light without sensible heat. — Phos'-
phores'cent, a. Shining with a faint light. — Phos-
phoric, -ical, -fSrlk-al, a. Pert, to, or obtained
from, phosphorus. — Phos'phorous, -for-us, a. Pert,
to, or obtained from, phosphorus — said of a certain
acid formed by combination of phosphorus with ox-
ygen. — Phos'phor, -fer, n. (Astron.) The planet
Venus, when appearing as the morning star; Luci-
fer. — Photog'eny, fo-toj'e-nT, n. Art of taking pic-

tures by the action of light on a chemically prepared
ground. — Pho'tograph, -to-graf, n. A picture pro-
duced or printed on chemically prepared paper, by
the action of sunlight.— v. t. To take such a picture.
— Photoglapher, -ra-fer, n. One who practices pho-
tography. — Photog'raphy, -ra-fY, n. Art of, etc.—
Pho'to-elec'tric, a. Acting by the operation of both
light and electricity, — said of apparatus for taking
photographs by electric light.— Pho'to-lith'ograph,
n. A picture printed from a lithographic stone which
has been prepared by photographic process. — v. t.

To produce, etc.

Phrase, fraz, n. A brief expression, or part of a sen-
tence; a short, pithy expression ; esp. one which is

often employed ; manner or style in which one ex-
presses himself ; diction. — v. t. [phrased (frazd),
phrasing.] To express in words, or in peculiar
words. — PhraseoKogy. -ze-oKo-jT, n. Manner of ex-
pression; peculiar words used in a sentence; diction;
style; a collection of phrases in a language.

Phrenic, frenlk, a. Pert, to the diaphragm. —
Phrenlcs, n. Science of the mind; metaphysics.

—

Phrenetic, fre-netlk, a. Frantic, q. v., under Fren-
zy.— Phren'sy, -zi, n. Same as Frenzy. — Phreni'-
tis, n. (Med.) Inflammation of the brain, or of the
meninges of the brain, attended with acute fever

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, tgrm ; In, Ice ; Qdd, tone, or
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and delirium. Madness; frenzy, q. v. [Gr.]— Phre-
nol'ogy, -noKo-ji, n. Science of the special func-

Phrenology.

1, Atnativeness ; 2, Philopro-
genitiveness ; 3, Concentra-
tiveness; 3 a, Inhabitiveness;
4, Adhesiveness ; 5, Combat-
iveness ; 6, Destructiveness

;

6 a, Alimentiveness; 7, Seere-
tiveness ; 8, Acquisitiveness;
9, Constructiveness; 10, Self-
esteem ; 11, Love of appro-
bation; 12, Cautiousness;
13, Benevolence ; 14, Venera-

tion ; 15, Firmness; 16, Con-
scientiousness; 17, Hope; 18,

Wonder ; 19, Ideality ; 19 a,

(Not determined) ; 20, Wit

;

21, Imitation; 22, Individual-
ity ; 23, Form ; 24, Size ; 25,

Weight; 26, Color; 27, Local-

ity ; 28, Number; 29, Order;
30, Eventuality; 31, Time; 32,

Tune; 33, Language; 34, Com-
parison ; 35, Causality.

•

Phylacteries.

tions of the parts of the brain; theory that the men-
tal faculties are shown on the surface of the head or
skull; craniology. — Phrenol'ogist, n. A believer in,

or one versed in, etc.

Phthisis, thi'sis, n. {Med.) Pulmonary consumption,
— formerly applied, also, to many wasting diseases.
— Phthisic, tiz'ik, n. Same as phthisis,— popularly,
but erroneously, applied to any difficulty of breath-
ing, esp. to chronic dyspnoea, from the notion that
these affections are much the same as phthisis.

Phylactery, fi-lak'ter-i, n. Any charm or spell worn
as a preservative from danger
or disease. (Jewish Antiq.) A
slip of parchment on which
were written certain passages
of the Pentateuch; worn by
devout persons on the fore-
head and left arm while at
prayer.

Phyllon, fil'lon, n. (Bot.) One
of the leaves forming the calyx or external envelope
of a flower. — Phylloxera, -loks^e-ra, n. A hemip-
terous insect, allied to the aphis or plant-louse, very
destructive to grape-vines; the diseased condition of
the vine thus caused.

Physic, fiz'ik, n. Theory or practice of medicine; a
specific internal application for the cure or relief of
sickness; a purge; cathartic— v. t. [physicked (-ikt),

-ICKING.J To treat with physic; to purge; to cure.— Phys'ics, n. Science of nature or of natural ob-
jects; esp. science of the general properties of bodies,
and causes that modify those properties ; natural
philosophy. — Physique', fe'zek', n. The natural
constitution, or physical structure, of a person.— Physical, a. Pert, to nature, as including all

created existences; relating to natural or material
things, as opp. to things mental, moral, spiritual, or
imaginary ; pert, to physics, or the science of na-
ture, or to unorganized matter ; cognizable by the
senses ; corporeal ; external. — Physically, adv.
Physician, -zish'an, n. One who is skilled in physic

, doctor of medicine. — Phys'-or the art of healing;

icist, -T-sist, n. One versed in the science of physics.— Physiognomy, -I-og'no-mT, n. Art or science of
discerning the character of the mind from the fea-
tures of the face; the face or countenance, with re-
spect to the temper of the mind; particular cast, or
expression of countenance. (Bot.) The general ap-
pearance of a plant, irrespective of its botanical char-
acters. — Physiognomist, n. One skilled in physiog-
nomy. — PhysioKogy, -T-oKo-jT, n. Science of the
organs and their functions in animals and plants.—
Phys'iolog'ic, -ical, -o-lojlk-al, a. Pert, to physiolo-
gy, or the science of the properties and functions of
living beings.

Pi, pi, n. (Print.) A mass of type confusedly mixed,
or unsorted. — v. t. [pied (pid), pieing.] To drop
or break down (a line, page, etc.) so that the type
shall be confusedly mixed. [Abbr. of pica, q. v.,
under Pie, a bird.]

Pia Mater, pi'a-ma'ter, n. (Anat.) The vascular mem-
brane immediately investing the brain.

Piano, pe-a/no, a. (Mus.) Soft,— a direction to the
performer. — Pia'no, P.-for'te, -for'ta, n. (Mus.) A
musical instrument, consisting of a series of wires of
Graduated length, thickness, and tension, struck by
ammers moved by keys.— Pi'anis'simo, -se-mo, a.

(Mus.) Very soft,— a direction to execute a passage
in the softest manner.— Pia'nist, n. A performer
on the piano-forte.

Piaster, pi-as'ter, n. A coin of different values in dif-
ferent countries,— worth about 80 cents in Italy.

Piazza, pY-az'za, n. (Arch.) A kind of portico. A
square open space surrounded by buildings.

Pibroch, pe'brok, n. A wild, irregular species of mu-
sic, peculiar to the Highlands of Scotland. — Pib'-
corn, n. A wind instrument or pipe, with a horn at
each end, used in Wales.

Pica. See under Pie, a bird.
Picayune, pik-a-yoon', n. A small coin = 6 1-4 cents.
Piccalilli, pik'ka-lil'lY, n. An E. Indian pickle of va-
rious vegetables with pungent spices.

Piccolo, pik'ko-lo, n. (Mus.) A small flute, whose
pitch is an octave higher than that of the ordinary
flute; a small upright piano-forte.

Pick, pik, v. t. [picked (pikt), picking.] To peck at,

like birds with their bills; to strike at with anything
pointed; to open, as a lock; to separate, as wool, cot-
ton, hair, oakum, etc.; to pull away, gather, esp.
with the fingers, as fruit from a tree, corn from a
stalk, etc.; to pluck; to cleanse, by removing (with a
pointed instrument or the fingers) that which is ob-
jectionable; to take away by a quick, unexpected
movement, take up suddenly; to choose, select, cull;
to seek or desire; to collect, bring together. — v. i.

To eat slowly or b3T morsels, nibble; to do anything
nicely; to steal, pilfer.— n. A sharp-pointed tool;
esp. (Mining & Mech.), a tool with a wooden handle
and a heavy curved iron head tapering to a point
at each end, used for loosening and breaking up
hard earth, ground, stones, etc. Choice; right of se-

lection.— Pick'ax, -axe, n. A pick with a point at
one end, a transverse edge or
blade at the other, and a han-
dle inserted at the middle; a
pick.— Picklock, n. An in-

strument for opening locks
when there is no key; a per-
son who picks locks.— Pick'-
pocket, n. One who steals
from another's pocket.—Pick

/r
-

et, n. A stake sharpened, used -ficKax.

in fortification and encampments; a narrow board
pointed, used in fences. (Mil.) A guard posted in
front of an army, to give notice of the approach of
an enemy.— v. t. To fortify, inclose, or fence with
pickets; "to fasten to a picket.

Pickaninny, pik'a-nin-ni, n. A small child; esp. a ne-
gro or mulatto infant.

Pickerel, pik'er-el, n. A fresh-water fish of several
species of the pike family.

Pickle, pik'l, n. A solution of salt and water, in
which fish and meat may be preserved or corned;
brine ; vinegar, sometimes spiced, in which vege-
tables, fish, etc., may be preserved ; any article of
food preserved in vinegar ; a troublesome child. —
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c. t. [pickled (pik'ld), -ling.] To preserve or
season in pickle ; to imbue highly with anything
bad ; to prepare (an imitation) and sell as genuine ;

to subject (pins and needles) to the action of certain
chemicals.

Picklock, Pickpocket. See under Pick.
Picnic, pikfiik, n. Orig. an entertainment at which
each person contributed some article for the gen-
eral table; an excursion of pleasure into the country;
tke party itself. — ?•. i. To go on a picnic.

Pict, pikt, n. One of the ancient inhabitants of N. E.
Scotland, probably a Celtic race and akin to the
Welsh.

Picture, pik'chur, n. That which is painted ; a like-

ness drawn in colors: any graphic representation ;

art or form of representation by painting; that which,
by its likeness, brings vividly to mind some other
thing. — r. t. [pictured (-churd), -Turing.] To
draw or paint a resemblance of '; to represent; to re-

call vividly. —Pict/uresque,,-esk'\ a. Fitted to form
a pleasing picture; expressing that kind of beauty
which is agreeable in a picture, natural or artificial.
— Picto'rial, -to'rT-al, a. Pert, to, illustrated by, or
forming, pictures.

Picul, pik'ul, n. In China, a weight of 133.} pounds.
Piddle, pid'dl, v. i. To deal in trifles, spend time in

trifling objects ; to eat or drink squeamishly, or
without relish; to make water, — a childish word.

Pidgeon, Pidjln. See Pigeon English.
Pie, pi, n. A crust of paste baked with fruit, meat,

etc., m it or under it.

Pie, pi, Pi'ca, -ka, n. A magpie; the old Rom. Cath.
service-book;
pi, disordered
type . [The
service - book
was printed
in heavy
black-le 1 1 e r

type on white
Eaper, resem-
ling the col-

ors of the
magpie,
hence the
name of the
type now
called pica.']— Pi'ca, n. Magpie.
(Print.) A kind of type of 2 sizes, small pica and
pica, in size between English and long primer.

This line is in pica.

This line is in small pica.
— Pied, pid, a. Variegated with spots of different
colors; spotted. — Pied'ness, n. State of being parti-
colored. — Pie'bald, a. Of various colors; diversi-
fied in_color.

Piece, pes, n. A fragment of airything separated
from the whole ; a part ; share ; portion of any-
thing conceived of as apart from other portions ; an
individual article ; single effort ; definite perform-
ance ; a literary or artistic composition ; a musket,
gun, or cannon; a coin. — v. t. [pieced (pest),
piecing.] To enlarge or mend by the addition of a
piece ; to patch ; to unite, join.— v. i. To unite by
a coalescence of parts; to be compacted as parts into
a whole. — Piece'meal, -mel, adv. In pieces; in frag-
ments ; by little and little. — a. Made of parts or
pieces; single; separate.

Pied, etc. See under Pie, a bird.
Pier, per, n. (Arch.) A mass of stone-work support-
ing an arch, bridge, etc.; part of the wall of a house
between windows or doors ; a structure to break the

j

force of_the waves ; a wharf or landing-place.
Pierce, pers, v. t. [pierced (perst), piercing.] To

j

thrust into or transfix with a pointed instrument; to
force a way into; to touch (the affections); to dive in-
to (a secret or purpose); to bore, penetrate, perforate,

j

reach.— r. i. To enter, as a pointed instrument ; to
dive or penetrate (into a secret, etc.).

Pierian, pi-e rrY-an, a. Pert, to the Muses.
Piet, pi'et, -ot, n. Same as Pie, magpie.

Piety, Pietist, etc. See under Pious.
Pig, pig, n. The young of swine; a hog; an oblong
mass of metal, as first extracted from the ore.— v. t.

or i. [pigged (pigd), pigging.] To bring forth pigs;
to lie together like pigs. — Pig'gish, a. Like pigs ;

filthy: greedy; obstinate.— Fig^gery, -ger-T, Pig'-sty,
n. A place where swine are kept. — Pig'-iron.n. Iron
in pigs, or oblong bars, as it comes from the smelting
furnace. — Pig'tail, n. The tail of a pig; the hair so
tied at the back of the head as to resemble a pig's
tail, a cue ; a twisted roll of tobacco.

Pigeon, pij'un, ?;. A gallinaceous bird, of several
species, as the stock-dove, ring-dove, turtle-dove,
and the migratory or wild pigeon of America. — Pig /'-

eon-hole, n. A division of a case for papers.—liv'-

ered. -erd, a. Mild in temper; soft; timid.
Pigeon-, Pidgeon-, or Pidiin-English, pij'un-in/glish.
The barbarous and childish dialect used between
English or Americans and Chinamen,— consisting
of English words as pronounced by the Chine se,

with an infusion of Chinese, Portuguese, and other
words.

Pigment, pig'ment, n. A substance used by painters,
dyers, etc., to impart colors to bodies; paint.

Pigmy. See Pygmy.
Pike, pik, n. (Mil.) A long wooden staff, with a flat,

pointed steel head; spear.

( Ich th.) A voracious fresh-
water fish, living in deep^
water, so named fr. shape

;

a turnpike road. — Pike'-
man, n. ; )1. -men. A sol- riKe.

dier armed with a pike. — Pike'staff, n. The sliaf t

of a pike; a staff having a sharp metal spike at the
bottom, to guard against slipping.

Pilaster, pY-las'ter, n. (Arch.) A square column,
usually set within a wall, and projecting
only Wth or l-5th of its diameter.

Pilchard, piKchard, n. A fish resembling
the herring, but thicker and rounder.

Pile, pil, n. A roundish or elevated mass
or collection of things; a heap; a mass
regularly formed by rows or layers ; a
large building, or mass of buildings.
(Elec.) A vertical series of alternate disks
of 2 dissimilar metals, with disks of cloth
or paper between them moistened with
acid water, for producing a current of
electricity.— v. t. [piled (pild), piling.] piiasterTo lay or throw into a pile or heap; to fill

above the brim or top; to heap, accumulate, amass.— Pil'er, n. One who forms a pile or heap.— Piles,
pi\z, n. pi. (Med.) Small erectile tumors of the vascu-
lar, mucous, or cellular tissues of the rectum; hem-
orrhoids. — Pill, n. Medicine, etc, in the form of a lit-

tle ball; anything nauseous.

—

PiKule, -til, n. A homeopathic
pill. — Pil'ulous, -u-lus, a. Of
the size of a pill; insignificant.

Pile, pil, n. A piece of timber,
pointed and driven into the
earth, to support a building,
bridge, etc. — Pile'-driv'er, -en'-
gine, n. A machine for driving
down piles.

Pile, pil, n. The fiber of wool,
cotton, etc.; nap.—Pilose'', -los',

a. Hairy. (Hot.) Covered with
long, distinct hairs. — Pi'lous,
-lus, a. Abounding with, or con-
sisting of, hair.— ftlos'ity, -10s'-
Y-tT, n. Hairiness.

Pilfer, piKfer,i\ i. [-FERED(-ferd),
-fering.] To steal in small
quantities; practice petty theft. -

petty theft; filch.

Pilgrim, piKgrim, n. A wanderer; traveler; esp. one
who travels to a distance from his own country to
visit a holy place.— PiKgrimage, -ej, n. The jour-
ney of a pilgrim; a journey to a shrine or other sa-

cred place.
Pill, Pilule, etc. See under Pile, a mass.
Pill, pil, v. t. [pilled (pild), pilling.] To rob, plun-

der, pillage.— Pillage, -lej, n. Act of plundering;
that taken from anotlier by force, esp. from enemies

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; gnd, eve, term ; In, ice ; 5dd, tone, or
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Pillory

Pillow-block.

in war; rapine; spoil; depredation.— v. t. [pillaged
(-leid), -laging.J To strip of money or goods by
violence; to plunder, spoil.

Pillar, pillar, n. A pier or column for a monument or
ornament, or to support an arch, roof, statue, etc.;

thing resembling such a pillar in appearance, stabil-

ity, strength, etc.; foundation; prop; support.
Pillion, piPyun, n. The pad or cushion attached to

the hinder part of a saddle, as a second seat.

Pillory, piKlo-rT, n. A frame of wood erected on a post,
with holes, through which the
head and hands of a criminal
were formerly put, to expose
him to public view. — v. t. [pil-

loried (-rid), -rying.] To pun-
ish with, or set in, the pillory.

Pillow, pil'lo, n. A cushion to

support the head. {Naut.) The
block on which the inner end
of a bowsprit is supported.
(Mech.) A piece of metal or
wood used to support some
part of a machine to equalize
the pressure ; a bearing, or
journal-box. A kind of plain,
coarse fustian. — v. t. [pillowed (-lod), -lowing.]
To rest or lay for support. — Pil'low-bier, -ber, n,

The movable case or 6ack
drawn over a pillow ; pillow-
case.—block, n. {Mech.) A
block, or standard, for sup-
porting the end of a shaft.—
-case, n. A covering for a pil-

low.
Pilose, Pilous, etc. See under
Pile, fiber.

Pilot, pi'lot, n. One who steers ships, esp. where nav-
igation is dangerous; a guide; the cow-catcher of a
locomotive. — v. t. To direct the course of (a ship);
to guide through dangers or difficulties. — Pi'lotage,
-ej, n. The pay, also the guidance, of a pilot.

Pimenta, pT-men'ta, -to, n. The dried berry of a W.
Indian tree, having an aromatic flavor, and valued
as a spice; allspice; the tree which produces allspice.

Pimp, pimp, n. One who provides gratifications for
the lust of others; a procurer; pander.— i\i. [pimped
(pimt), pimping.] To procure lewd women for the
gratification of others; to pander.

Pimpernel, pim'per-nel, n. A plant of which one spe-
cies has small flowers, usually scarlet, which close
at the approach of bad weather.

Pimple, pim'pl, n. {Med.) A small pointed elevation
of the cuticle with inflamed base, differing from a
pustule in not containing a fluid, nor tending to
suppuration.

Pin, pin, n. A pointed instrument of wood, metal,
etc.; a peg; bolt; esp., a small, pointed piece of wire
with a head, used for fastening clothes,
etc. ; a thing of trifling value ; that which
resembles a pin in form or use. — v. t.

[pinned (pind), -ning.] To fasten (with
apin); to inclose, pen. — Pin'afore', -a-

for', n. An apron for a child to cover
the front part of the body ; a tier.

—

Pin'cushion, -kush-un,n. A small cush-
ion in which to stick pins, to keep them.— Pin'hole, n. A puncture made by a
pin; a very small aperture.— Pin'nacle,
-na-kl, n. A slender turret elevated
above a roof, buttress, etc. ; a high,
spiring point. — Pin'nate, -nat, -nated,
a. {Bot.) Shaped like a feather. Fur-
nished with fins. -Pin'tle, -tl, n. (Artil.)

A long iron bolt to prevent the recoil

of a cannon. A pin to hold a wheel in
place ; a pivot pin, as of a hinge ; an
iron plate with dowel pins. {Naut.) A
hook on which a rudder is hung to its

post.
Pinch, pinch, v. t. [pinched (pincht),
pinching.] To press hard or squeeze Pinnacle,
as between the ends of the fingers, or
any hard bodies; to oppress with want; to distress.— v. i. To act with pressing force; to bear hard; to
spare, be covetous. — n. A close compression with

excel-

the ends of the fingers ; that taken between the
ends of the fingers; distress; oppression; difficulty.— Pine b/er, n. — Pincb/ers, ^g-sg^ _
Pin'cers, -sers, n. pi. An in-

strument for drawing nails,

griping things to be held fast, —

—

— _^
Pinchbeck, pinch'bek, n. An ^l||||^^l

ailoy of copper and zinc, re-

1

iT'^k'
—

sembling gold. -a. Made of Xas^ '
r**<%

pinchbeck ; sham ; imitation; x carperiter's pinchers,
not genuine. 2, shoemaker's pinchers.

Pine, pin, n. A genus of trees
of many species, some of which furnish valuable
timber ; the wood of the pine tree ; a pine-apple.
— Pine'-apple, n. A tropical plant and its fruit,

which resembles in shape the cone of the
pine tree.

Pine, pin, v. i. [pined (pind), pining.] To
languish, lose flesh, grow lean ; to languish
with desire; to droop, flag, wither, decay.
— v. t. To wear out, make to languish; to

grieve for, bemoan in silence.

Pinion, pin'yun, n. A feather; quill; a wing;
the joint of a bird's wing most remote from
the body; a fetter or band for the arm; a

smaller wheel with leaves or teeth working
into the teeth of a larger wheel or rack;

a toothed arbor, —v. t. [pinioned (-yund), -10N-

ing.] To bind or confine the wings of; to cripple

by cutting off the outermost joint of the wing; to

restrain by binding the arms to the body; to con-
fine, shackle.

Pink, pink, v. t. [pinked (pinkt), pinking.] To
pierce, stab, prick; to pierce with small holes, work
in eyelet-holes; to cut or work in small scollops or
angles, —n. An eye; a small eye.

Pink, pink, n. A garden plant and its flower; the com-
mon color of the flower, — being a combination of
pure red with white; that which is supremely r™
lent. — v. t. To dye of a pink color.— Pink'-e
An acute pinkish inflammation of the eyes.

Pink, pink, n. A kind of boat or ship, with a very
narrow stern.

Pinnace, pin'nes, n. A small vessel, usually schooner-
rigged; a boat, usually rowed with 8 oars.

Pinnacle, Pinnate, Pintle, etc. See under Pin.
Pint, pint, n. Half a quart, or 4 gills; in med., 12
ounces.

Pioneer, pi-o-ner /
\ v. t. [-neered (-nerd'), -neering.]

To go before and prepare a way for. — n. {Mil.)
One who marches with or before an army, to repair
the road or clear it of obstructions, etc. One who
goes before to prepare the way for another; a back-
woodsman; first settler.

Piony. Same as Peony.
Pious, pi'us, a. Having affectionate or filial reverence
for a parent or superior; having reverence and love
toward the Supreme Being ; dictated by religious
feeling; practiced under the pretense of religion;
godly; devout; righteous.— Pi'ety, -e-tt, n. Affec-
tionate reverence of parents, or friends, or country;
obedient love of the will of God and zealous devo-.
tion to his service; religion; sanctity.

Pip, pip, n. A disease of fowls, in which a horny pel-
licle grows on the tip of the tongue.

Pip, pip, n. The seed of an apple, orange, etc.— Pip'-
pin, n. A kind of tart apple,— prob. orig. one raised
fir. the pip or seed.

Pip, pip, n. A spot on cards.
Pip, pip, v. i. To cry or chirp, as a chicken.
Pipe, pip, n. A wind instrument of music, consisting
of a tube of wood or metal; any long tube or hollow
body; a tube of clay, etc., with a bowl at one end,
used in smoking tobacco, etc. ; in Eng., a roll in the
exchequer, fr. its resemblance to a pipe; the excheq-
uer itself ; a cask usually containing 12(i gallons,
used for wine; or the quantity which it contains. —
v. i. [piped (pipt), piping.] To play on a pipe,
fife, flute, etc.; to have a shrill sound; whistle.—
v. t. To perform by playing on a wind instrument;
to utter in a high "or sharp tone. —Pip''er, n. One
who plays on a pipe or flute ; esp. one who plays
on the bagpipe. — Pip'ing, p. a. Giving forth a
weak, shrill sound like the voice of the sick; fee-
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ble; simmering; boiling, — n. A kind of cord trim-
ming or fluting for ladies' dresses. (Bot.) A piece
cut off to be planted ; a cutting. — Pip'kin, n. A
small earthen boiler.

Pippin. See under Pip, a seed.
Pique, pek, n. A feeling of annoyance or resentment
awakened by a social slight or injury; irritation;
grudge ; spite. — v. t. [piqued (pekt), piquing.]
To excite the sensibilities of, excite to anger; to
excite to action by causing resentment or jealousy;
to pride or value,— used reflexively.— Piquant, pe'-
kant or pik'ant, a. Stimulating to the tongue

;

sharp; tart; pungent; severe. — Pi'quancy, -kan-sT,
n. State or quality of being, etc. — Piqul', -ka', n.

A figured cotton fabric used for women's and chil-
dren's dress goods.— Piquet', -kef, n. A game ati ga
cards played between 2 persons, with only 32 cards.

Pirate, pi'ret, n. A robber on the high seas; free-
booter; an armed vessel which sails without a legal
commission, to plunder other vessels indiscrimi-
nately on the high seas; one who publishes the writ-
ings of other men without permission. — i>. t. To re-
produce books or writings by theft, or without right
or permission.— Pi'racy, -ra-sT, n. Act or crime of
a pirate ; robbery. (Law.) The act, practice, or
crime of robbing on the high seas. Infringement
of the law of copyright by publishing the writings
of other men without permission. — Piratical, a.
Pert, to a pirate; acquired by, or practicing, piracy.

Pirogue, pt-rog /', n. A canoe formed out of the trunk
of a tree; a narrow ferry-boat carrying 2 masts and
a leeboarcl. _

Pirouette, pir'oo-ef, n. A whirling about on the toes
in dancing. — v. i. To turn about on the toes, as in
dancing.

Pisces, piVsez, n. pi. (Astron.) The Fishes, the 12th
sign of the zodiac— Pis'catory, -to-rt, -to'rial, -to'

r
-

rT-al, a. Relating to fishes or to fishing. — Pis'ci-
cult'ure, -sT-kul'chur, n. Artificial preservation,
propagation, and nurture of fish.

Pish, pish, interj. Pshaw,— an exclamation of con-
tempt. — v.i. To express contempt.

Piss, pis, v. i. [pissed (pist), -sing.] To discharge
urine. — Pis'mire, -nnr, n. The ant or emmet.

Pistachio, pis-ta'sho, n. A small tree of W. Asia and
S. Europe ; its nut, containing a kernel of a pale
greenish color, of a taste resembling that of the
almond.

Pistil, pis'til, n. The seed-bearing organ of a flower,
including ovary, style, and stigma; a carpel;
a collection of carpels united by their inner
suture, or a compound pistil. — Pis'ton, -tun,
n. A cylinder of metal or other substance,
fitting the cavity of a pump or barrel, and
working alternately up and down or back-
ward and forward in it. See Forcing-pump,
STEAM-ENGINE.

Pistol, pis'tol, n. A small fire-arm, to be fired

from one hand. — v. t. [pistoled (-told), Pistil.

-tolixg.J To shoot with a pistol. — Pistole',
-toK, n. A Spanish gold coin worth about $3.60.

Piston. See under Pistil.
Pit, pit, n. A large, deep hole in the ground; a well;
an abyss; esp., the bottomless pit: hell; the grave:
an indenture in the flesh, as the hollow under the
arm, hollow of the stomach, or the indentation left

on the flesh by a pustule of the small-pox; the low-
est place in a theater where spectators assemble;
parquet; an area into which cocks, dogs, etc., are
brought to fight. — i\ t. To indent; to mark with
little hollows, as by variolous pustules; to set in an-
tagonism to; to provoke to combat, as cocks in a
pit.

Pitapat, adv. In a flutter; with palpitation.

Pitch, pich, n. A thick, black, sticky substance ob-
tained by boiling down tar; turpentine, — improp.
so called.— v. t. [pitched (picht), pitching.] To
cover over or smear with pitch; to darken as if by
smearing with pitch; to obscure.— Pitch'y, -T, a.

Of the nature of, or like, pitch ; black; dark; dis-

mal.
Pitch, pich, n. A point or peak; degree of elevation

or depression. (JIus.) Degree of elevation of the
voice, of an instrument, etc. Degree ; rate ; posi-

tion ; point where a declivity begins ; the declivity

itself: descent; slope. (Mech.) The distance from
center to center of any 2 adjacent teeth of gearing,
measured on the pitch-line ; distance measured on a
line parallel to the axis, between 2 adjacent threads
or convolutions of a screw; distance between the
centers of holes, as of rivet-holes in boiler plates. —
v. t. To throw, hurl, toss; to fix firmly, plant, set
in array. (JIus.) To fix or set the tone of. — v. i.

To light, settle; to fall headlong; to fall, fix choice;
to encamp. (Navt.) To rise and fall, as the head
and stern of a ship. — Pitch line, or
p. circle. A circle concentric with the
circumference of a toothed wheel, and
cutting its teeth at such a distance
from their points as to touch the cor-
responding circle of the gear work-
ing with it. — P. of a roof. (Arch.)
The inclination or slope of the sides.— P. of a saw. The slope of the face
of the teeth. — Pitched battle. A bat-
tle in which the hostile forces have
taken up a firm position, — disting.
fr. a skirmish. — Pitchier, ?;. One ADB, Roman
who, etc. ; esp., in games of ball, who pitch

; ACB,
pitches the ball for the batsman to Grecian pitch ;

strike at. — Pitch'fork, n. A farming *££• G°^
implement used in pitching hay, Elizabethtn

'

sheaves of grain, etc.. into wagons,
etc. — Pitch'-farth'ing, n. A play in which coins
are pitched into a hole.—pipe, n. (Mus.) An in-
strument for regulating the pitch of the key or
leading tone of a tune.

Pitcher, pich'er, n. A vessel with a spout for pour-
ing out liquid; a ewer. (Bot.) A
cuplike appendage of the leaves of
certain plants.

Piteous, etc. See under Pity.
Pith, pith, n. The soft, spongy sub-
stance in the center of many plants
and trees. (Anat.) The spinal cord;
marrow. Vital or essential part ; vig- ____
or ; strength ; importance. — Pith'y, £TtnU 7~. , „„,, s

-T, a. [-ier; -iest.] Consisting of,
Pltcher

- (Bot-)

containing, or abounding with, pith; energetic; con-
densed, forcible, and appropriate in expression.—
Pithily, adv.

Pittance, pit'tans, n. An allowance of food, bestowed
in charity; a very small quantity; trifle.

Pity, pi ft, n. The feeling or suffering of one person,
excited by the distresses of another; cause of grief ;

thing to be regretted ; a call for pity ; compassion ;

mercy; commiseration.— v. t. [pitied (-id), pity-
ing.] To feel pain or grief for, have sympathy for,
commiserate; compassionate, — v. i. To be compas-
sionate; exercise pity. — Pit'eous, -e-us, a. Fitted to
excite pity ; evincing pity; paltry ; mean ; pitiful;
affecting ; doleful ; wretched ; miserable. — Pitia-
ble, -T-a-bl, a. Deserving pity; worthy of compas-
sion; affecting; lamentable; rueful.—Pitiful, -T-ful,

a. Full of pity; compassionate ; miserable; moving
compassion; deserving pity for littleness or mean-
ness; contemptible; despicable; paltry.— Pit'iless,

a. Destitute of pity ; hard-hearted; cruel ; merci-
less; exciting no pity.

Pivot, piv'ut, n. A fixed point, shaft, or piu on which
any hody turns, oscillates, or revolves; a turning
point ; that on which important results depend.
(Ml.) The one on whom the different wheelings are
made in the various evolutions of the drill. .

Fix. Same as Pyx.
Placable, etc. See under Placate.
Placard, pla-kardr , n. A bill, advertisement, etc.,

posted in a public place; poster. — v. t. To post (a
writing, libel, etc.) in a public place; to notify pub-
licly. — Plaque, plak, n. A decorated plate, saucer,
etc., to be hung on a wall for ornament, — v. t. To
decorate walls with plaques. — Plack'et, n. The
opening or slit left in a petticoat or skirt for con-
venience in putting it on; a woman's pocket.

Placate, pla'kat, v. t. To appease or pacify, concili-
ate.— Fla'cable, a. Capable of being, etc. — Pla'ca-
bleness, -cabillty, n.—Placid, plas'id, a. Pleased;
contented ; serene ; tranquil ; quiet ; unruffled ; un-
disturbed.

Place, plas, n. A broad way in a city ; open space :

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Tn, Ice ; Odd, tone, 6r

;
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area; any portion of space regarded as distinct from
all other space, as related to any other portion, or as
appropriated to some definite object or use ; rank :

degree; grade; esp., social rank or position; official

station or post; a position occupied and held as a
residence, as, a stately dwelling, a mansion; or, a
collection of dwellings, a village, town, or city; or,

a country, the seat of a nation; or, a fortified town
or post; possibility of existence or action; opportu-
nity; definite portion of a written or printed docu-
ment; vacated or relinquished space; room; stead.
— v.t. [placed (plast), placing.] To assign a.place

to, fix, settle; to put in a particular rank or office; to

surround with particular circumstances; to put out
at interest, invest.— Pla'za, pla'za, n. A public
square in a city.

Placenta, pla-sen'ta, n. ; pi. -tje, -te. (Anat.) The
soft, spongy disk which connects the mother with
the fetus in the womb; afterbirth. (Bot.) The part
of a plant or fruit to which the seeds are attached.
— Placen'tal, a. Pert, to, or having, etc. — n. A
mammal having, etc.

Placid, etc. See under Placate.
Placket. See under Placard.
Plagal, pla'gal, a. (Mus.) Having the principal tones
lying between the fifth of the key and its octave or
twelfth, — said of certain melodies or tunes.

Plagiary, pla'jT-a-rT, n. A thief in literature; one who
purloins another's writings, and offers them to the
public as his own. — a. Practicing literary theft. —
Pla'giarism, -a-rizm, n. Act or practice of plagia-
rizing ; literary matter stolen. — Pla'giarist, n. A
plagiary.— Pla'giarize, v. t. [-ized (-izd), -izing.]
To steal or purloin from the writings of another.

—

v. i. Tobe guilty of literary theft.

Plague, plag, n. Any afflictive evil or calamity; that
which troubles or vexes. (Med.) An acute, malig-
nant, febrile disease, that often prevails in the East,
and has at times raged in cities of Europe. Any pes-
tilence.— v. t. [plagued (plagd), plaguing.] To
vex,tease, trouble; to afflict with disease, calamity,
or natural evil; to torment, afflict, annoy, tantalize,
perplexL

Plaice, plas, n. A very broad flat-fish, spotted, and
larger than the flounder.

Plaid, plad, n. A striped or
variegated cloth, worn as an
over-garment by the Scot-
tish Highlanders.— a. Hav-
ing a pattern like a Scotch
plaid ; marked with bars or
stripes at right angles to
one another. .riaice.

Plain, plan, a. Without elevations or depressions

;

open ; clear ; unencumbered ; not intricate or diffi-

cult; simple; natural, as, void of extraneous beauty
or ornament, homely ; or, not highly cultivated,
unsophisticated, common; or, void of affectation or
disguise ; or, free from costliness, not rich ; or, not
ornamented with colors or figures ; or, not much
varied by modulations. — adv. In a plain manner.—m Level land ; usually, an open field with an
even surface, or one little varied by inequalities ; a
field of battle.— v. t. [plained (pland), plaining.]
To level, make plain or even.

Plain, plan, v. t. and i. To complain, lament, bewail.— Plaint, plant, n. Audible expression of sorrow;
lamentation ; complaint ; a sad or serious song. —
Plaint'iff, n. (Law.') The person who commences a
suit to obtain remedy for injury to his rights,

—

opp. to defendant. — Plaintive, -iv, a. Containing
a plaint, or expression of sorrow; indicating grief;
serious ; sad.

Plait, plat, Plat, plat, n. A fold ; a doubling, as of
cloth ; a braid, as of hair or straw. — v. t. To fold,
double in narrow folds ; to form by interlaying,
braid, plat; to entangle, involve.

Plan, plan, n. A draught or form ; prop., the repre-
sentation of anything drawn on a plane, esp. of a
horizontal section of anything ; a method of action
or procedure expressed or described in language ;

scheme; plot; device. — v. t. [planned (pland),
-ning.] To form a draught or representation ; to
sketch, model; to devise, contrive.

Plane, plan, o. Without elevations or depressions

;

even ; level ; flat : pert, to, lying in. or constituting
a plane. — n. ( Geom.) A surface, real or imaginary,
in which, if any 2 points are taken, the straight line
which joins them lies wholly in that surface. (Join-
er;/.) A tool for smoothing wooden surfaces, form-
ing moldings, etc.— !;. t. [planed (pland), plan-
ing.] To make smooth, free from inequalities of
surface. — Pla'no-con'cave, a. Flat on one side, and
concave on the other.—conical, a. Plane on one
side, and conical on the other.—con'vex, a. Plane
on one side, and convex on the other : see Lens.—
Planch, v.t. [planched (plancht), planching.] To
cover with planks or boards ; to plank.— Plancb/et,
n. A flat piece of metal; esp. a disk of metal ready
to be stamped as a coin. — Planchette', plaN-shet',
n. A small board; a circumferentor; a small tablet,
mounted on wheels and carrying a pencil, which,
when the instrument is moved by the hand resting
on it, traces characters supposed to have signifi-

cance. —Plank, plank, n. A broad piece of sawed
timber, thicker than a board; a support, as for float-

ing in a stream; a statement of a principle or pur-
pose (in a political, etc., platform).— v. t. [planked
(plankt), planking.] To cover or lay with planks;
to lay down upon, or as upon, a plank; to produce,
as a wager or cash.— Planish, v. t. [-ished (-isht),

-ishing.] To render (a metal surface) smooth and
level by light blows with a smooth-faced hammer.

Plane, plan, Plane'-tree, Plat'an, -ane, plat'an, n. A
large-leaved tree of the genus Platanus : the orien-
tal plane-tree is a native of Asia ; the occidental of
N. Amer., where it is called also the button-wood
or button-ball.

Planet, plan 'et, n. (Astron.) A celestial body which
revolves about the sun in an orbit of a moderate
degree of eccentricity.— Plan'etary, -a-rl, a. Pert,
to, produced by, or consisting of, planets. (Artrol.)
Under the dominion or influence of a planet. —
Plan'et-strick'en, -struck, a. Affected by the influ-
ence of planets ; blasted. wheel, n. (Mack.) A
wheel revolving around, or within, the circumfer-
ence of another wheel, by which it is driven. See
Sun and Planet Wheels, under Sun.

Planifolious, Planish, Plank, etc. See under Plane, a.
Plant, plant, n. A vegetable; an organic body, desti-
tute of sense and spontaneous motion, and'having,
when complete, a root, stem, and leaves; the fixtures
and tools necessary to carry on any trade or mechan-
ical business.— ?-, i. To put (seeds, young trees, etc.)
in the ground for growth: to furnis'h with plants; to
engender; to settle, establish, introduce; to set and
direct, or point.— v. t. To perform the act of plant-
ing.—Plantation, w. Act of planting; place planted,
esp. with trees or shrubs; in South. U. S. and W.
Indies a farm or large estate; a colony. — Planfer,
n. One who plants, sets, introduces, or establishes;
one who assists in col-
onizing in a new terri-

tory; one who owns a
plantation.— Plantlcle,
-T-kl, n. A young plant,
or plant in embryo. — .

Plant'ule, -Ol, n. The
embrvo of a p 1 a n t. —
Plan t'-l o u s e, n. ; pi.

-lice. An insect that
infests plants and feeds
on their juices.—Plant'-
ain, -in, n. A wild her-
baceous plant of many
species. — Planfain, P-
tree, n. An endogenous
tropical tree, with a soft
stem, whose fruit is a
substitute for bread.—
Plantigrade, -Y-grad, n.

An animal that walks
on the sole of the foot,
as the bear. — a. Walk-
ing on the sole of the foot.

Plash, plash, n. A puddle ; a dash of water; splash.—
v. i. [plashed (plasht), plashing.] To dabble in
water, splash.

Plash, plash, Pleach, plech, v. t. [pleached (plecht),
pleaching.] To lop off (branches of trees); to bind,

Plantain.

sun, cQbe, full ; moon, fot>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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or cut, and intertwine (branches). — n. The branch
of a tree partly cut or lopped and bound to other
branches.

Plasm, plazm, n. A mold or matrix in which anything
is cast or formed to a particular shape.

Plaster, piaster, n. A composition of lime, water, and
sand, for coating walls, etc. ; calcined gypsum (plas-

ter of Paris), used as a fertilizer and for making or-

naments, moldings, etc. {Med.) An unctuous, me-
dicinal, or adhesive substance, spread on cloth or
leather, used to produce a medicinal effect, exclude
air, or bind parts together.— v. t. [plastered (-terd),

-teeing.] To cover (walls, etc.) with plaster; to cov-
er (wounds, etc.) with a plaster: to smooth over, con-
ceal the defects or irregularities of .— Plas'tic, a.

Having power to form a mass of matter; capable of
being molded or modeled; pert, or appropriate to, or
characteristic of, molding or modeling: produced
by, or appearing as if produced by, molding or
modeling.— Plasticity, -Hs'I-tY, n. State or quality
of being plastic. — Plas'tron, n. A piece of leathe'r

stuffed, — used by fencers to defend the body.
Plat, to fold. Same as Plait.
Plat, plat, n. A small piece of ground (usually flat)

;

a plot.

Platan, -ane. See Plaxe-tree.
Plate, plat, n. A piece of metal flattened; metallic
armor composed of broad pieces; dishes wrought in
gold or silver; metallic ware overlaid with gold, sil-

ver, or other metal; a shallow vessel, to hold food at
table. (Arch.) The timber which supports the ends
of the rafters. A piece of metal on which anything
is engraved; an impression from an engraved piece
of metal ; a page of stereotype or electrotype for
printing from. — v. t. To overlay with gold', silver,

or other metal ; to arm with plate or metal for de-
fense ; to adorn with plate ; to beat into thin, flat

pieces. — Plate'ful, n. ; pi. -fcls, -fulz. Enough to
fill a plate. — Plat'ins, n. Act or operation of cov-
ering Daser metal with a coating of silver, etc. ; a
thin coating of metal. — Platen-glass, n. A fine kind
of glass, cast in thick plates, for mirrors, large win-
dows, etc. — Plafter, plafter, n. A large shallow
dish, for food at table.— Plateau, pla-to', n. A
broad, level, somewhat elevated area of land. —
Plat'en, n. (Print.) The flat part of a press, by
which the impression is made: see Prixtixg-press.
— Plat'in, n. (Mach.) The movable flat table of a
machine-tool. — Plafform, n. A frame-work, form-
ing a conspicuous or elevated standing-place; a dec-
laration of principles to which anv body of men
declare their adhesion. — Platina, plafY- or pla-te'-
na, Platinum, plafT- or pla-te'num, n. (Chem.) A
very ductile metal of the color of silver, but less
bright,— the least expansible of the metals. — Plat'-
itude, -T-tud, n. Flatness ; dullness ; insipidity ; a
weak or empty remark.

Platonic, pla-tonvik, -ical, a. Pert, to Plato, the Greek
philosopher, or to his philosophy, school, or opin-
ions. — Platonic tore. A pure, spiritual affection
subsisting between the sexes, unmixed with carnal
desires. — Pla'tonism, -to-nizm, n. Doctrines of
Plato and his followers; an elevated rational and
ethical conception of the laws and forces of the uni-
verse. — Pla'tonist, n. A follower of Plato.

Platoon, pla-toon', n. (Mil.) A subdivision of a com-
pany of soldiers, consisting of 2 files.

Platter. See under Plate.
Platypus, plat'T-pus, n. Same as Ornithorhyncht/S,

q. v.

Plaudit, plaw'dit, n. A mark or expression of ap-
plause ; acclamation ; encomium ; approbation. —
Plau'ditory, -o-rt, a. Applauding. — Plau'sible. -zT-
bl, a. Fitted to gain favor or approbation; super-
ficially pleasing ; apparently right ; using specious
arguments or discourse. — Plau'sive, -siv, a. Ap-
plauding; manifesting praise.

Hay, pla, v. i. [played (plad), playixg.] To engage
in sport or lively recreation : to frolic : to act with
levity, trifle; to contend in a game ; to gamble ; to
perform on an instrument of music ; to move with
alternate dilatation and contraction ; to operate ; to
move irregularly, wanton ; to act a part upon the
stage, act in any particular character. — v. t. To
put in action or motion; to perform music upon; to

bring into sportive or wanton action ; to act or per-
form by representing a character ; to perform in
contest for amusement or for a prize. — n. Any ex-
ercise or series of actions intended for pleasure,
amusement, or diversion ; game ; act of contending
for victory, for amusement, or for a prize, as at dice,
cards, or other games ; gaming ; practice in any
contest; action; use; employment; a dramatic com-
position ; representation of a comedy or tragedy ;

performance on an instrument of music; movement,
regular or irregular ; room for motion ; free and
easy action; liberty of acting, room for enlargement
or display; scope. — Play'er, n. One who plays, as.

a dramatic actor; a mimic; one who performs on
an instrument of music ; a gamester. — Play'fellow,
n. A companion in sports; a playmate. — Play'ful,
-ful, a. Sportive ; indulging a sportive fancy.—Play'-
mate, n. A playfellow. —Plaything, «. Anything
that serves to amuse; a toy.

Plaza. See under Place.
Pleach. Same as Plash, to lop branches.
Plea, pie, n. (Law.) An allegation of fact in a cause,
— disting. fr. a demurrer; more usually, the defend-
ant's answer to the plaintiff's declaration and de-
mand. A cause in court; a lawsuit; an excuse: apol-
ogy; urgent prayer or entreaty. — Plead, pled, v. i.

[pleaded (plead (pled) or pled improp. used),
pleading.] To argue in support of a claim, or in
defense against the claim of another ; to attempt
to persuade by argument or entreaty. (Law.) To
present an answer to an indictment or to the dec-
laration of a plaintiff; to make an allegation of fact
in a cause ; to carry on a suit or plea. — v. t. To
allege or adduce in proof, support, or vindication;
to offer in excuse ; to discuss, defend, and attempt
to maintain by arguments offered to a tribunal, etc.;

to argue; to allege and offer in a legal plea or de-
fense, or for repelling a demand in law. — Please,
plez, v. t. [pleased (plezd), pleasing.] To excite
agreeable sensations or emotions in ; to gratify. —
v. i. To be pleased; to like, choose, prefer, comply.
—Pleas'ing, a. Giving pleasure or satisfaction; grati-
fying; pleasurable; acceptable. — Pleas'ant, plez /'-

ant, a. Fitted to please ; grateful to the mind or
senses; cheerful; gay; lively; gratifyine. — Pleas '-

antry, -rt, n. Gayety; merriment; gentle raillery;

a sprightly saying; lively talk. — Pleas'ure, plezh'-
Sr, n. Gratification of the senses or of the mind

;

agreeable sensations or emotions; frivolous or dis-

sipating enjoyment ; what the will dictates or pre-
fers; that which pleases; a favor. — v. t. [pleas-
ured (-erd), -uring.] To give or afford pleasure
to; to please, gratify. — Pleas'urable, a. Pleasing;
giving pleasure; affording gratification.

Pleat. Same as Plait.
Plebeian, ple-be'yan, a. Pert, to, or consisting of, the
common people; vulgar.

—

n. One of the lower ranks
of men. —Plebiscite, pla-bis-sef, n. A vote by uni-
versal suffrage. — Plebe'ianism, -yan-izm, n. Con-
duct of plebeians.

Pled. See Plead.
Pledge, plej, n. Something deposited as security for
a debt or engagement ; a pawn ; gage ; anything
given or considered as a security for the perform-
ance of an act ; the wishing of health to another. —
v. t. [pledged (plejd), pledging.] To deposit in

pawn, leave as security ; to engage for by promise
or declaration ; to invite (another person) to drink,
by drinking of the cup first, and then handing it to

the other; to drink the health of.

Pledget, plej'et, n. (Surg.) A compress, or small, flat

tent of lint, laid over a wound.
Pleiocene, etc. See Pliocene, etc., under Plenary.
Plenary, ple'na-rf, a. Full; entire ; complete. — Ple-
nip'otent, a. Possessing full power. - Plenip'o-
tence, -tens, -otency, -si, n. State of being, etc.—
Plenipotentiary, -shT-a-rt, re. One having full
power to transact any business; esp. an embassa-
dor at a foreign court furnished with full power. —
a. Containing full power. — Ple'nist, n. One who
maintains that all space is full of matter. — Plen'-
itude, -ttid, n. State of being full or complete; full-

ness; abundance; redundancy of blood and humors;
repletion.— Plen'ty, -tt, n. Full or adequate sup-
ply; enough and to spare; copiousness; exuberance.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, tgrm ; in, Ice ; 5dd, t5ne, 6r

;
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— a. Plentiful; abundant. — Plen'teous, -te-us, a.
Containing plenty ; sufficient for every purpose ; I

having plenty; well provided for; rich; fruitful.— i

Plentiful, -ti-ful, a. Containing plenty ; yield-
|

ing abundant crops ; affording ample supply. —
Ple'onasm, -o-nazm, n. The use of more words, to

j

express ideas, than are necessary. — Pleonas'tic,
j

-tical, a. Pert. to, or partaking of, pleonasm; redun-
dant.— Pli'oeene, Plei'ocene, pli'o-sen, a. (Geo!.)
Pert, to the strata more recent than the miocene
or 2d tertiary. — Pli-, Plei'stocene, plfsto-sen, o.

( Geol.) Pert, to the most recent tertiary deposits.
j

Plesiosaurus, ple/8Y-o-saw /'rus, n. (Paleon.) A genus

plug,

Plesiosaurus

of large extinct marine reptiles, having the neck
very long, and the body and tail short.

Plethora, pleth'o-ra, n. Over-fullness ; esp., fullness

or excess of blood ; repletion ; state of being over-

full in any respect.—Plethoric, ple-thor'ikorpleth
/r
-

o-rik, a. Evincing plethora either in a physical or a
metaphorical sense.

Pleura, plu'ra, n. (Anat.) The serous membrane
covering the inside of the thorax and investing the
lungs.— Pleu'risy, -rT-sT, n. {Med.) An inflamma-
tion of the pleura, accompanied with fever, pain,

difficult respiration, and coujrh.— Pleuritic, -ical,

a. Pert, to, or diseased with, pleurisy. - Pleu'ro-

pneumo'nia, -nu-mo'nl-a, n. A contagious inflam-

matory disease of the pleura and lungs, esp. danger-
ous to herds of cattle.

Plexus, Pliable, Plicate, Pliers, etc. See under Ply.
Plight, plit, v. t. To expose to danger or risk ; to
pledge, give as security for the performance of some
act. — n. That which serves to plight or pledge ; se-

curity; gage; exposed condition; state.

Plinth, plinth, n. A projecting, vertically faced mem-
ber forming the lowest division of the base of a
column, pedestal, or wall.

Pliocene, Plistocene. See under Plenary.
Plod, plod, v. i. To travel, with steady, laborious dili-

gence; to toil, drudge; esp., to study heavily.— v. t.

To tread, with a heavy, laboring step.

Plot, plot, n. A small extent of ground. (Surr.) A
draught of a field, piece of land, etc., drawn to a
scale.— v. t. To make a plan of, delineate.

Plot, plot, n. Any scheme, stratagem, or plan of a
complicated nature ; conspiracy; cabal; combina-
tion; plan or intrigue of a play, novel, poem, etc.
— v. i. To form a scheme of mischief against an-
other or against government, conspire; to contrive
a plan. — v. t. To plan, devise, contrive.

Plough. See Plow.
Plover, pluv'er, n. A bird of several species frequent-
ing the banks of rivers and
the sea-shore.

Plow, Plough, plow, n. An im-
plement for turning up the
soil ; agriculture : tillage ; a
joiner's instrument forgroov-
mg ; a knife or machine for
cutting or trimming paper,
used by bookbinders and pa-
per-makers. — v.t. [plowed
or PLOUGHED (plowd), PLOW-
ING or ploughing.] To Plover
trench and turn up with a
plow ; to run through in sailing ; to turn up and
devastate ; to cut or trim (paper, etc.) with a knife
or press. — v. i. To labor with a plow; to advance by
plowing, or in spite of obstacles.— Plow'-, Plough'-
share, n. The part of a plow which cuts the ground
at the bottom of the furrow.

PlUCk, pluk, v. t. [PLUCKED (plukt), PLUCKING.] To pull
with sudden force or effort, or to pull off, out, or
from, with a twitch; to strip by plucking, —n. The
heart, liver, and lungs of an animal; spirit; indom-
itableness; courage. — Pluck'y, -T, a. [-ier; -iest.]

; resolute and enduring courage; spirited.

Plug, plug, n. Anything used to stop a hole; a stop-
ple; a flat, oblong cake of pressed tobacco.
[plugged (plugd), -ging.] To stop with e

make tight by stopping a hole.
Plum, plum, w. The fruit of a tree of the genus Pru-
kms ; the tree itself, usually called plum tree ; a rai-

sin; in Eng., a handsome fortune or property; the
sum of £100,000 sterling.

Plumage. See under Plume.
Plumb, plum, n. A weight of lead, etc., attached to a

line, to indicate a vertical direction, as in building,
etc.; a plummet. — a. Perpendicular; standing ac-
cording to a plumb-line. — adv. Perpendicularly. —
v. t. [plumbed (plumd), plumbing.] To adjust by
a plumb-line ; to examine by tests. — Plumba'go,
-ba'go, n. A form of carbon, popularly called black
lead ; graphite, q. v. — Plumbaginous, -baj'T-nus, a.
Resembling, consisting of, or containing, plumbago.— Plum'bean, -be-an, -beous, -be-us, a. Consisting of
or resembling lead; lead-colored; dull; heavy; stu-
pid. — Plumb'er, plumper, n. One who works in
lead, esp. one who adjusts pipes, etc., in buildings.—
Plumb^ery, -er-T, n. Business of a plumber; place
where plumbing is carried on. — Plumb'ing, n. Art
of casting and working in lead ; business of arran-
ging pipes for conducting water, etc. ; pipes and other
apparatus for conveying water, etc., in a building.— Plumb'-line, n. A plummet; a line perpendicular
to the plane of the horizon. — Plurn'met, n. A weight
attached to a line, for sounding the depth of water,
or for determining a perpendicular, or, with a square,
a horizontal line; any weight.

Plume, plum, n. The feather of a bird; esp. a large
or handsome feather; a large feather or collection
of feathers worn as an ornament; a token of honor,
prowess, stateliness, etc.— v. t. [plumed (plumd),
pluming.] To pick and adjust the plumes or
feathers of ; to strip of feathers ; to pride, value,
boast.— Plu'mage, -mei, n. The collection of feath-
ers covering a bird. — Plumig'erous, -mij''er-us, a.
Having feathers. — Plumose , -raos',

Plulnous, -mus, a. Having, or resem-
bling, plumes. (Bot.) Having hairs,

or any parts or appendages, arranged
along an axis.

Plummet. See under Plumb.
Plump, plump, a. Swelled with fat or i

flesh to the full size ; fleshy ; fat;

sleek; full; round; complete; un-
reserved ; unqualified ; blunt.— v. t.

[plumped (plumt), plumping.] To
extend to fullness, swell, fatten.— r.

i. To grow large to fullness, be swelled.
Plump, plump, v. i. To fall suddenly or at once.— v.

t. To cause to drop heavily. — adv. At once, or
with a sudden, heavy fall; suddenly.

Plunder, plun'der, v. t. [-dered (-derd), -Dering.]
To take the goods of by force; to take by pillage

or open force, despoil, sack, strip, rob. — n. That
which is taken from an enemy; pillage; prey; spoil;

in South, and West. U. S., personal property and ef-

fects; baggage; luggage.
Plunge, plunj, v. t. [plunged (plunjd), plunging.]"
To immerse in a fluid; to drive into'flesh, earth, wa-
ter, etc. — r. i. To thrust or drive one's self into

water, or a fluid; to dive, rush in; to fall or rush (into

distress or a state in which the person or thing is

surrounded or overwhelmed) ; to pitch or throw
one's self headlong, as ahorse.— n. Act of thrust-

ing into water or any penetrable substance; act of

pitching or throwing one's self headlong, like an un-
ruly horse.— Plun'ger, n. One who or that which
plunges; a diver; a long, solid cylinder, used as a
forcer in pumps.

Plus, plus. n. (Math.) A character [marked thus, +]
used as a sign of addition. — a. Full; ample; posi-

tive. — Plu'ral, a. Containing more than one.— Plu-
ralism, n. (JSccl.) In Eng., the holding of more than
one ecclesiastical living at a time. — Plu'ralist, n. A
clerk or clergyman who holds, etc.— Plurality, -T-ti,

n. State of being plural, or consisting of more than
one; a greater number; the number (as of votes) by
which the largest aggregate exceeds the next in

size ; a state of being or having a greater number.
— Plu'perfect, -per-fekt, a. More than perfect,—

sun, cube, full ; moon, fotit ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNbON, chair, get.
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Plicate Leaf.

Pliers.

said of that tense of a verb which denotes that an ac-
tion took place previous to another past action.

Plush, plush, n. A textile fabric with a velvet nap or
shag on one side.

Ply, pli, v. t. [plied (plld), plying.] To fold or cover
over; to put to or on with force and repetition; to
urge, solicit importunately; to employ with dili-

gence, keep busy; to practice or perform diligently;
to press, strain, force, — v. i. To work steadily; to

fo with diligence or pertinacity; to busy one's self,

e steadily employed. {Naut.) To endeavor to
make way against the wind. To make regular trips.— n. A fold; plait; a bent; turn; direction; bias.

—

Pli'able, a. Capable of being plied, turned, or bent;
easy to be bent; readily yielding
to moral influence, arguments,
persuasion, or discipline ; supple

;

limber. — Pli'ableness, -ability,
n. — Pli'ant, a. Capable of ply-
ing or bending; easily bent; easi-
ly influenced to good or evil

;

easy to be persuaded; tractable;
docile ; obsequious.— Pli'ant-
ness, -ancy, -si, n. St_ate of being
pliant. — Pli'cate, -kat, -cated, a.

{Pot.) Plaited; folded like a fan.— Plexlis, n. {Physiol.) Any
net -work of vessels, nerves, or
fibers. — Plex'iform, -I-form, a.

In the form of net-work; complicated. — Pli'ers, n.

pi. A kind of pincers, by which any small object
may be seized and bent.

Pneumatic, nu-matlk, -ical, a. Con-
sisting of, or resembling, air; pert.
to air, or to elastic fluids or their
properties ; moved or played by
means of air ; adapted to, or used
for, experiments with gases; fitted
to contain air. — Pneumatics, n.
Science of the mechanical properties of air and other
elastic fluids.— Pneumo/'nia,-mo

/_
nI-ajW. {Med.) In-

flammation of the lungs, with fever, difficult breath-
ing, etc.— Pneumonic, a. Pert, to the lungs.— n. A
medicine for affections of the_lungs.

Poach, pocli, v. t. [poached (pocht), poaching.] To
cook (eggs) by breaking them into a vessel of boiling
water; to cook (eggs) with butter after breaking in
a vessel.

Poach, poch, v. t. To rob of game; to plunder. — v. i.

To stealor pocket game, or to carry it away privately,
as in a bag.

Pock, pok, n. {Med.) A pustule raised on the surface
of the body in an eruptive disease, as the small-pox.— Pock'-mark, n. Mark or scar made by the small-

fox.~ Pock'y, -I, a. [-ier; -iest.] Full of pocks; in-
ected with the small-pox; vile; rascally; contempti-

ble. — Pox', n. {Med.) Any one of the 4 diseases,
small-pox, chicken-pox, the vaccine disease, and the
venereal disease or syphilis, — the last being signi-
fied when no qualifying word is used.— v. t. [foxed
(pokst), poxing.] To infect with syphilis.

Pocket, pok'et, n. Any small bag, esp. one inserted
in a garment ; a large bag for holding various arti-

cles. {Min.) A small cavity in a rock, containing
gold., etc.— v. t. To put, or conceal, in a pocket; to
take clandestinely.

Pod, pod, n. A capsule of a plant, esp. a legume; a de-
hiscent fruit.

Podagric, po-daglik, -rical, a. Pert, to, or af-
flicted with the gout. — Pod'ophil' line, -fiK-
lin, n. {Med.) A cathartic principle obtained
from the root of the may-apple {Podophyllum
peltatum).

Poe, po'e, n. Food prepared from the pound-
ed baked roots of the taro plant, used in Ha-
waii and other islands of the Pacific.

Poem, po'em, n. A metrical composition ; a
composition in verse, — opp. to prose. —Vor-

esy, -e-sl, n. Art or skill of composing poems;
poetry; metrical composition.—Po'et.n. The
author of a poem; one skilled in making po-
etry ; an imaginative thinker or writer. — Pod.
Poet laureate. In Eng., a court poet, employed to
compose poems for special occasions: see Laureate.— Po'etess, n. A female poet. — Po'etas'ter, n. A

writer of bad poetry. — Poetic, -ical, a. Pert., suita-

ble to, expressed in, or possessing the peculiar beau-
ties of, poetry. — Po'etry, -ri, n. Modes of^express-
ing thought and feeling which are suitable to the
imagination when excited or elevated ; metrical com-
position; verse; imaginative composition, whether in
prose or verse.

Poh, po, interj. Pish ! pshaw ! — an exclamation ex-
pressing contempt or disgust.

Poignant, etc. See under Point.
Point, point, n. That which pricks or pierces; esp., the
sharp end of a piercing instrument; a sort of needle
used by engravers, etchers, lace-workers, etc. ; the
mark made by the end of a sharp, piercing instru-
ment; an indefinitely small space; mere spot; a small
promontory, or cape; a moment; instant; the verge;
whatever serves to mark progress, or to indicate
transition; degree ; condition ; rank ; a salient trait

of character; characteristic; a distinct position, the-
sis, or passage, in argument or discourse ; the pith
or gist of an expression or discussion ; a lively turn
of thought. {Geom.) That which has not length,
breadth, nor thickness. A character used to mark
divisions of a sentence, etc. ; anything aimed at or in-

tended; object; end; a small affair; trifling concern;
punctilio. (Mus.) A dot or mark to designate cer-
tain tones or time; a dot at the right hand of a note,
to raise its value, or prolong its time, by one half.

{Anc. Costume.) A tagged lace, used to tie together
certain parts of the dress. {Naut.) A flat, tapering
piece of braided cordage, used in reefing sails, pi.

{Railroads.) In Eng., the switch of a railway track.
— v. t. To give a point to, sharpen ; to direct toward
an object, aim; to direct attention toward; to mark
(a sentence, etc.) with marks of punctuation ; to

punctuate; to indicate the point, aim, or purpose of;

to indicate or discover (game) by a fixed look. {Ma-
sonry.) To fill the joints of with mortar, and smooth
them with the point of a trowel.— v. i. To direct the
finger for designating an object; to indicate the pres-
ence of game by a fixed and steady look; to show dis-
tinctly by any means; to fill the joints or crevices of a
wall with mortar.

—

Point'ed, p. a. Sharp; having a
sharp point; characterized by distinctness of mean-
ing and pithiness of expression; keen; severe; epi-
grammatic; directL

— Point'er, n. Anything that
points, — as,

Pointer Dog.

the 2'stars in the Great Bear, the line between which
points nearly to the North Star. — Point-blank'', n.

{Mil.) The point to which a projectile is supposed to
move directly, without a curve.— a. Aimed directly
toward the mark; plain; express. — adv. In a point-
blank manner. Directly. — Poign'ant, poin'ant, a.

Stimulating to the organs of taste; acutely painful;
piercing ; irritating ; sharp ; keen ; satirical ; bitter.
— Pun'gent, -jent, a. Pricking; piercing,— as, sharp,
acrid, biting, — said with reference to taste; stimu-
lating, pricking, — said of smell ; sharply painful,
acute,— said of pains, sensations, etc.; exquisitely
painful to the feelings, severe,— said of discourse.
— Pun'gency, -si, n. State of being, etc.— Puncfure,
punk'cnur, n. Act of perforating with a pointed
instrument ; a small hole made by a point. — v. t.

[punctured (-churd), -uring.] To pierce with a
small, pointed instrument; prick.— Punc'tate, -tat,

-tated, a. Pointed; ending in a point or points. {Pot.)
Having dots scattered over the surface.— Puncfual,
punk'chual, a. Observant of nice points; punctili-

ous; esp. adhering to the time of an appointment;
prompt; occurring, made, or returning, at the ap-
pointed time • exact ; precise ; strict ; accurate. —
Punctuality, -I-tl, n. Quality or state of being, etc.
— Punctilio, -tiKyo, n. A nice point of exactness in

conduct, ceremony, or proceeding. — Punctilious,

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; Odd, tone, or ;
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-til/yus, a. Attentive to punctilio; exact in forms
of ceremony. — Puncfuate, punk'chu-at, v. t. To
separate into sentences, clauses, etc., by points, which
mark the proper pauses. — Punctualion, n. {Gram.)
Act or art of punctuating or pointing a writing or
discourse.

Poise, poiz, n. Weight ; gravity ; the mass of metal
used in weighing with steelyards ; equipoise ; bal-
ance; equilibrium.— v. t. [poised (poizd), poising.]
To make of equal weight; to hold or place in equilib-
rium; to load with weight for balancing; to weigh.

Poison, poi'zn, n. Any substance noxious to life or
health; that which taints or destroys moral purity
or health ; venom ; bane ; ruin ; malignity. — v. t.

[poisoned (-znd), -soning.] To infect with poison;
to attack, injure, or kill, by poison ; to taint or cor-
rupt the character, principles, or happiness of. —
Poi'sonous, -zn-us, a. Having the qualities of poi-
son; corrupting; impairing soundness or purity.

Poke, pok, n. A pocket ; small bag ; a long, wide
sleeve, formerly worn; a projecting bonnet, former-
ly worn.

Poke, pok, v. t. [poked (pokt), poking.] To thrust
against, push against witli anything long or pointed;
to feel for with a long instrument; to search or feel
for in the dark, in a hole, or in a heap of things; to
stir (a fire, etc.) — v. i. To grope, as in the dark ;

to dawdle, be slow at one's work.— n. Act of pok-
ing; a thrust; a lazy or stupid person; a yoke with
a projecting pole, to prevent unruly beasts from
leaping or breaking through fences. — Pok'er, n.
One who pokes; that used in poking, esp. an iron
bar, for stirring a coal fire.— Pok^y, -ey, -Y, a. Slow;
dull; stupid.

Poke, pok, P.'-weed, n. A poisonous N. Amer. plant,
bearing dark-purple, juicy berries.

Poker, pok'er, n. A game of cards.
Poker, pok'er, n. Any frightful object, esp. one
dimly seen in the dark; a bugbear.

Polacca, po-lak'ka, -lacre, -lacker, n. (Naut.) A ves-
sel with 3 masts, used in the Mediterranean.

Polar, Polarize, etc. See under Pole, extremity of an
axis.

Pole, pol, n. A native or inhabitant of Poland. — PoK-
ish, a. Pert, to, etc. — Po'lonaise', -lo-nazl n. The
Polish language ; a kind of Polish robe worn by
ladies ; a kind of dance ; a polacca.

Pole, pol, n. A long, slender piece of wood; stem of a
small tree ; a measure of length of 5 1-2 yards, or a
square measure of 30 1-4 square yards; a rod; perch.
— v. t. [poled (pold), poling.] To furnish with
poles for support ; to bear or convey on poles ; to
push forward by the use of poles. — Pole'ax^axe, «.

A sort of ax or hatchet fixed
to a pole or handle.

Pole, pol, n. One of the ex-
tremities of an axis, on
which a sphere revolves;
esp., one of the extremities
of the earth's axis ; a point
on the surface of a sphere
equally distant from every
part of the circumference of
a great circle. (PJij/sics.)

A point of maximum inten-
sity of a force which has 2
such points, or which has
polarity. The heavens, the Pole-axes,

sky. — Pole'-star, n. (Astron.) A star at or near to
the pole of the heavens. That which serves as a
guide or director. — Polar, a. Pert, to, surround-
ing, or proceeding from one of the poles of the earth,
or the poles of artificial globes; situated near one of
the poles; pert, to the magnetic pole. (Geom.) Pert,
to, reckoned from, or having a common radiating
point. — Polar bear. A species of arctic bear hav-
ing fur of a silvery white tinged with yellow.—
Polarity, -lar'Y-tY, n. (Pliysics.) That quality or
condition of a body in virtue of which it exhibits
opposite or contrasted properties or powers, in oppo-
site or contrasted parts or directions.— Polarize,
v. t. [-ized (-Tzd), -izing.] To communicate polar-
ity to. — Polarlscope, -lar'Y-skop, n. (Opt.) An
instrument for polarizing light and analyzing its

properties.

A carnivorous European mam-
mal, allied to
the weasel,
which ejects a
fetid liquid
when irritated
or alarmed ; the
fitchew or fitch-
et.

Polemic, po-lemA
ik, n. A contro-
versialist ; dis-
putant. — Po- Polecat.

lemlc, -ical, a. Pert, to, engaged in, or involving
controversy; controversial; given to controversy;
disputatious.— Polemics, n. Controversy, esp. on
religious subjects.

Police, po-les', n. The administration of the laws
and regulations of a city, town, etc. ; internal regu-
lation and government of a state; the body of civil
officers, organized for the preservation of order, and
enforcement of the laws.

—

v.t. [policed (-lest''),

-licing.] To apply police regulations to, keep in
order, make (a camp, etc.) clean.— Policy, porY-sY,
n. The settled method by which the government
and affairs of a nation are administered; method by
which any institution is administered; line of con-
duct on special questions; worldly wisdom; dexteri-
ty of management; cunning; stratagem; prudence in
the management of public and private affairs; wis-
dom. —PoKity, -Y-tY, n. The form or constitution
of civil government of a state or nation; principle
on which a nation or any institution is organized.— Politic, a. Political; pert, to or promoting a pol-
icy, esp. a national policy; well devised; sagacious in
promoting a policy; devoted to a scheme or system
rather than to a principle; wary; artful; cunning.— Politics, v. Science, art, or course of govern-
ment; political affairs and contests; management of
a political party; in a bad sense, political trickery.—
Political, a. Pert, to public policy or politics; esp.,
pert, to a state, disting. fr. a city or municipality;
derived from office or connection with government;
public. — Politician, -tish'an, n. One versed in the
science of government; one devoted to politics; one
devoted to the advancement of a political party.

Policy, poKY-sY, n. A warrant for money in the public
funds. (Laio.) The writing or instrument in which
a contract of insurance is embodied.— Policy-shop,
n. An office for gambling in connection with lot-

teries.

Polish, polish, v. t. [-isiiED (-islit), -ishing.] To
make smooth and glossy, usually by friction ; to re-
fine, wear off the rusticity or coarseness of.— v. i.

To become smooth, receive a gloss. — n. A smooth,
glossy surface, produced by friction ; refinement

;

elegance of manners. — Polite'', -lit', a. Elegant in
manners; refined in behavior ; well-bred ; complai-
sant; urbane; courtly; elegant; genteel.

Politic, Polity, etc. See under Police.
Polka, poKka, n. A Bohemian dance, performed by 2
persons in common time. — Polk, v. i. [polked
(polkt), polking.] To dance the polka.

Poll, pol, n. The head, or back part of the head ; a
register of heads, that is, of persons; the entry of
the names of electors who vote for civil officers; an
election of civil officers

;_
place where an election is

held.— v. t. [polled (pold), polling.] To remove
the poll or head of ; to clip, lop, shear, cut closely;
to strip off, bring to naught; to enter (polls or per-
sons) in a register, esp. for purposes of taxation; to
enroll; to pay as one's personal tax; to deposit, as
a vote; to bring to the polls; to elicit or call forth,
as a number of votes or voters. (Law.) To cut or
shave smooth or even. — PolK-tax, n. A tax levied
by the head or poll; capitation tax.— Politer, -re.

One who polls or lops trees, who registers voters, or
who enters his name as a voter.— Pollard, pOKlard,
n. A tree having its top cut off, that it may throw
out branches ; the chub fish ; a stag that has cast
his antlers; a mixture of bran and'meal.

Poll, pol, n. A name for a parrot.

Pollen, pollen, re. (Bot.) The fecundating dust or
powder of the anthers of flowers.

Polliwig, pollY-wig, -wog, re. A tadpole.

6un, cube, full ; moon, fo"ot ; cow, oil; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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edible fish of the Atlau-

Pollock.

Pollock, pollok, -lack, n. ±

tic coasts, (listing, from
the whiting by having a

projecting under jaw
Pollute, pol-lut', v. t. TV
make foul or unclean ;

to defile morally, impair,
profane; to render legally or ceremonially unclean;
to violate by illegal sexual commerce, debauch, dis-

honor, ravish.— Pollution, n. Act of, or state of
being, etc.; defilement; contamination; taint; cor-
ruption; violation. (Jewish Antiq.) Legal or cere-
monial uncleanness.

Polo, po'lo, n. A game of ball, resembling hockey,
played by persons on horseback.

Polonaise. See under Pole, native of Poland.
Poltroon, pol-troon

/r

, n. An arrant coward; a wretch
without spirit or courage; craven; dastard. — Pol-
troon'ery, -er-T, n. Cowardice; want of spirit.

Polyacoustic, poPT-a-koos'tik, a. Tending to multiply
or magnify sound. — Polyan'dry,
-drY, n. The possession by a woman
of more husbands than one at the
same time.—Polyan^drian, -drT-an,
-drous, -drus, a. (Bot.) Pert, to
a class of monoclinous or hermaph-
rodite plants, having many sta-

mens, or more than 20. — Por/an'-
thus, n. (Bot.) A species of prim-
rose, whose flower-stalks produce
flowers in clusters; a species of nar-
cissus. — Polyg'amy, po-lig'a-mT, n. A plurality
of wives or husbands at the same time; usually, the
condition of a man having more than one wife. —
Polyg'amous, -a-mus, a. Of, or pert, to, polygamy;
having a plurality of wives. — Polyg'amist, n. One
who practices polygamy, or maintains its lawful-
ness. — PoPyglot, a. Containing, or pert, to, sev-
eral languages. — n. One acquainted with several
languages ; a book containing the same subject-
matter in several languages ; esp. the Scriptures in
several languages; the text of one of the versions in
a proper polyglot, printed by itself.— PoPygon, n.

(Geom.) A plane figure of many
angles, and consequently of
many sides ; a plane figure of
more than 4 sides. — Polyg^o-
nal, -lig'o-nal, a. Having many . - ,~^
angles.— Poly he'dron, n. / \ / \
( Geom.) A body or solid con- '

tained by many sides or planes
(Opt.) A polyscope, or multi-
plying glass. — Polyhe'drous, Polvo-ons
-drus, -he'dral, -hed'rical, a.

roiysons.

Having many sides, as a solid body.— Polym'athy,
-lim'a-thi, n. Knowledge of many "arts and sciences.
— PoPyno'mial, -mX-al, n. (Alg.) An expression
composed of 2 or more terms, connected by the
sign plus or minus. — a. Containing many names or
terms.—Pol'yora'ma, -!-o-ra'ma, n. A view of many
objects.— PoPyp, -ip, n. An aquatic animal of the

radiate type, having, in general,
a cylindrical body, at one ex-
tremity of which there is a
mouth, surrounded by one or
more series of arms or tenta-
cles : it is capable of multiply-
ing by buds and artificial sec-

tions as well as by ova: it forms
coral by the secretion of calca-

reous matter.— PoKypus, -t-pus,

n.; E./il. -pusks;
L. pi. -pi. Some-

thing that has many feet or roots.

(Zobl.) A polyp. (Med.) A tumor
with a narrow base, somewhat re-

sembling a pear. — Pol/ysperm /'ous,

-sperm'us, a. (Bot.) Containing
many seeds. — PoPystyle, -T-stil, n.

(Arch.) An edifice or court sur-

rounded by several rows of col-

umns. — PoVysyPlable, -sil'la-bl, n.

A word of many, that is, more than
3, syllables. — Pol'ysyllab'ic, -ical, a. Pert, to, or
consisting of, many syllables.—PoFytecb/nic, -tekr-

KJ

Polyps.

nik, a. Comprehending many arts,— applied esp.

to schools in which many branches of art or
science are taught. — Pol'ythaFamous, -thaFa-mus,
a. Many-chambered, — applied to cephalopods hav-
ing multilocular shells. — PoFythe'ism, -T-the'izm,
n. Belief in or doctrine of a plurality of gods.

Pomace, pum^cs, n. The substance of apples, etc.,

crushed by grinding. — Pomade', -mad', Poma'tum,
n. Perfumed ointment; esp. unguent for the hair.
— PomiFerous, -mif'er-us, a. (Bot.) Apple-bearing,
—applied to plants which bear the larger fruits, such
as melons, pumpkins, cucumbers, etc. — PomoPogy,
-moKo-jT, n. Art or science of fruits, or of raising
fruits.— PomoKogist, n. One versed in, etc.— Pome-
cit'ron, pum-sit'run, n. A citron apple. — Pome-
granate, -gran'et, n. A tree and its fruit, which is

as large as an orange, having a hard rind filled with
a mass of " grains," each resembling a skinless grape
and inclosing a seed ; an ornament resembling a

Eomegranate, on the robe and ephod of the Jewish
igh priest. — Pom'mel, n. A knob or ball ; as, the

knob on the hilt of a sword; the protuberant part of
a saddle-bow.— v. t. [pommeled (-meld), -meling.j
To beat, as with a pommel, that is, with something
thick or bulky.

Pomp, pomp, n. A procession disting. by ostentation
of grandeur and splendor; show of magnificence;
parade; splendor; state; magnificence; pride.—
Pomp'ousness, Pompos'ity, -pos'T-ti, n.

Poncho, pon'cho, n. A blanket-like cloak worn by
Span. Americans, with a slit in the middle for the
head to pass through.

Pond, pond, n. A body of fresh water, less extended
than a lake.

Ponder, pon'der, v. t. [-deked (-derd), -deeing.] To
weigh in the mind, view with deliberation; to con-
sider, muse, examine.

—

v.i. To think, deliberate,
muse, — usually followed by on. — Pon'derable, a.

Capable of being weighed. — Pon'derance, -ans, n.

Weight; gravity. — Pon'derous, -der-us, a. Very
heavy; weighty; important; momentous; forcible;
strongly impulsive. — Ponderosity, -os'T-tt, n.

State of being, etc. ; weight ; gravity ; heaviness.
Pongee, pon-je', n. An inferior kind of India silk.

Poniard, pon'yard, n. A small dagger. — v. t. To
pierce with a poniard, stab.

Pontage, pon'tej, n. (O. Eng. Law.) A tax paid for
repairing bridges. — Pon'tiff, n. A high priest, esp.

of the sacred college, in ancient Rome ; (Jewish
Antiq.) the chief priest: (Bom. Cath. Church.) the
pope. — Pontific, a. Relating to, or consisting of,

priests; pert, to the pope. —Pontifical,
to a high priest or to the pope; popish,
containing the offices, or formulas, used in various
ecclesiastical rites, pi. The dress and ornamentsj>f

a priest, bishop, or the pope. — Pontificate, -ik-at,

n. State or dignity of a hi<rh priest or of_the pope;
the reign of a pope.— Pontoon'', -ton'', -toon', n. A
flat-bottomed boat, g,
lightframe-work,or
float, used in form-
ing a bridge quick-
ly for the passage
of troops. (Naut.)
A low, flat vessel,

furnished with
cranes, cap-
stans, etc., used
i n careening
ships; a lighter.

Pony, po'nT, n. ;

pi. -nies, -niz.

A small horse ;

in college
slang, a trans-
lation of a clas-

sic author ; in
Eng. slang, the
sum of £25.

Poodle, poo'dl,
n. A small dog
covered with
long, silky
hair. _

Pool, pool, n. A

Belonging
A book

w *\J
Ponton-bridge.

side view of ponton ; b, end view of

ponton, with joists, flooring, and timbers

fastened upon flooring to keep it in place;

c, plan of pontons ; d, plan of flooring

joists ; /, plan of flooring boards, with

timbers thereon, near sides of floor, to

keep it in place.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, ice ; 5dd, tone, or

;
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small and rather deep collection of fresh water sup-
plied by a spring, or occurring in the course of a
stream; a puddle.

Pool, pool, n. The receptacle for the stakes in certain
games; the stakes themselves; a kind of billiards;

a commercial or gambling venture in which sev-
eral persons have a joint interest. — v. t. or i. To
contribute, with others, to a common venture.

Poop, poop, n. A deck raised above the after part of
the spar deck, reaching forward to the mizzen mast;
the highest or after part of a ship's deck or hull: see
Ship.— v. t. (Naut.) To strike upon the stern of, as
a heavy sea; to strike in the stern, as one vessel that
runs her stem against another's stern ; to drive in
the stern of.

Poor, poor, a. Destitute of property; needy; indigent;
destitute of qualities which are desirable or might
be expected, — as, wanting in fat, plumpness, or
fleshiness; lean; emaciated; meager; or, wanting in
strength or vigor; or, of little value or worth, not
good, inferior; or, destitute of fertility, barren, ster-

ile; or, destitute of strength, beauty, or fitness; or,

very insufficient for an end or occasion, valueless,
paltry; worthy of pity or sympathy.— Poorly, adv.
In a poor manner or condition ; with little or no
success; meanly; without spirit; without excellence
or dignity.— a. Somewhat ill ; indisposed.— Poor'-
house, n. A public establishment for the support of
the poor; alms-house; work-house.— Pov'erty, -er-tT,

n. Want of convenient means of subsistence; indi-

gence ; need ; pauperism ; deficienc3T of resources ;

lack of sentiment or words.
Pop, pop, n. A small, quick sound or report; a bever-
age which issues with a slight explosion, from the
bottle containing it. — v. i. [popped (popt), -ping.]
To make a pop, or sharp, quick sound ; to enter, or
issue forth, with a sudden motion ; to move from
place to place suddenly. — v. t. To push or thrust
suddenly, bring suddenly to notice; to cause to ex-
pand and burst suddenty with heat, as corn. — adv.
With sudden entrance ; suddenly.

Pope, pop, n. The bishop of Rome, the head of the
Rom. Cath. church. — Pope'dom, -dum, n. The
place, office, or dignity of the pope ; jurisdiction of
the pope.—Pop'ery, -er-Y, n. The religion, doctrines,
and practices of the Rom. Cath. church.— Popish,
a. Pert, to, or taught by, the pope or the Rom. Cath.
church or its adherents,— used offensively.

Popinjay, pop'in-ja, n. A parrot; a mark like a par-
rot, put on a pole to be shot at; a gay, trifling young
man ; fop ; coxcomb.

Poplar, pop'ler, n. A genus of trees of several spe-
cies, all of rapid growth, with soft wood.

Poplin, poplin, n. A textile fabric of silk and worsted.
Poppy, pop'pT, n. A flowering plant of many spe-

cies, from one of
which (the white
Poppy) opium is col-

lected. — Pop'py, P.
-head, n. (Arch.) An
elevated ornament
used on bench-ends,
desks, etc., in the
middle ages.

Populace, pop'u-les, n.

The common people ;

vulgar; multitude;
all persons not distin-
guished by rank, edu-
cation, office, or pro-
fession ; mob ; com-
monalty. — Pop'ular,
a. Pert, or suitable to
common people; easy
to be comprehended;
familiar; enjoying
the favor of the peo-
ple-; pleasing to peo- 10PPy-
pie in general; prevailing among the people. — Pop-
ularity, -lar'Y-tY, n. Quality or state of being popu-
lar. — Pop'ularize, v. t. T-ized (-Tzd), -izing.] To
make common, or suitable to the mind; to spread
among the people. — Pop'ulate, -lat, v. t. To fur-
nish with inhabitants ; to people, — v. i. To breed
people ; propagate.— Population, n. Act or opera-

tion of peopling; multiplication of inhabitants; the
whole number of people in a country, or portion of a
country.—Fop'ulous, -u-lus, a. Containing many in-
habitants in proportion to the extent of the country.

Porcelain, p6rs1an, n. A fine, translucent kind of
earthen ware.

Porch. See under Port, a gate.

Porcine, Porcupine. See under Poek.
Pore, por, n. (Anat.) A minute orifice in a body or

I membrane, esp. in the skin of an animal or plant;
I

an interstice between the constituent particles or

|

molecules of a body. — Por'ous, -us, a. Full of
pores ; spongy ; permeable by liquids. — Porosity,
-ros'i-tY, n. Quality or state of being, etc.

j

Pore, por, v. i. [pored (pord), poring.] To look
|

with steady, continued attention or application on
j

or over.
[
Porgee, -gy, pSr'iY, n. A salt-water food fish.

|
Pork, pork, n. The flesh of swine, fresh or salted,

i
used for food. — Pork'er, n. A hog. — Por'cine,

! p6rrsin, a. Pert, to swine. — Por'cupine, -ku-pin, n.

:
A rodent quadruped furnished with spines, prickles,

Porcupine,

or quills capable of being erected at pleasure: when
attacked, he rolls his body into a round form, pre-
senting the prickles in every direction to the ene-
my.— Por'poise, p&r'pus, n. A cetaceous mammal
about 6 feet in length, which preys on fish, and seeks
food not only by swimming, but by rooting like a
hog in the sand and mud: the flesh resembles that
of the hog.

Porosity, Porous. See under Pore, an orifice.

Porphyry, pSr'fT-rf, n. (Min.) A rock consisting of
a compact base, usually feldspathic, through which
crystals of feldspar, etc., are disseminated.— Por-
phyrinic, a. Pert, to, like, or consisting of, por-
phyry.

Porpoise. See under Pork.
Porridge, por'rij, re. A kind of food made by boiling
vegetables in water, with or without meat ; or by
boiling meal or flour in water, or in milk and water,
to the consistency of thin paste. — Por'ringer, -rin'-
j5r, n. A small and shallow metallic vessel in which
porridge or other liquids are warmed.

Port, port, n. A place where ships may ride secure
from storms; a harbor; haven; a place situated on a
harbor or navigable water, where vessels may dis-
charge or receive cargoes, passengers, etc.; a dark,
astringent Portuguese wine.

Port, port, n. Manner in which one bears himself

;

mien; carriage; deportment; behavior. — ?;.*. (Mil.)
To hold (a musket, etc.) in a slanting direction up-
ward across the body.— Port''able, a. Capable of
being carried; conveyed without difficulty. — PorV-
age, -ej, n. Act of carrying; price of carriage; a tract
of land over which merchandise, etc., is carried be-
tween 2 bodies of navigable water. — Por'ter, n.

One who carries burdens for hire ; a malt liquor,
— so called fr. its popularity among the porters of
London. —Por''terage, -ej, re. Business of a porter;
money paid for the carriage of burdens. — Portly,
-li, a. Having a dignified port or mien ; bulky ;

coipulent. — Port'-cray'on, -kra'un, n. A metallic
clasped handle
to hold a cray-

,

on in drawing.— Portman'"
teau, -to, re.

pi. -teaus, -toz. A traveling bag. — Porte monnaie'',
-mun-na', n. A pocket-book. — Port-folio, -fo'li-o
or -foKyo, n. A portable case for loose papers,—

Port-crayon.

sun, cQbe, full ; moon, fo~6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Portcullis

orig. one large enough to contain folio sheets; a col-
lection of prints, designs, etc.; office and functions
of a minister of state.

Port, port, n. A gate; door; passage-way. (Naut.)
An opening in a ship's side, through which to dis-
charge cannon ; the lid closing such an opening.
(Meek.) A passage leading to a steam-way : see
Steam-engine. — Por'ter, «. One in charge of a
door or gate; doorkeeper. — Por'tress, n. A female
porter. — Port'-hole, re. The embrasure of a ship of
war.— Por'tal, n. A small door or gate; any passage-
way. (Arch.) The arch over . ,

a doororgate ; frame-work of
the gate.—Por'tiere', -te-ar',

re. A curtain hanging across
a doorway, or used as a
screen. — Portcullis, n.

(Fort.) A frame-work of
timbers, each pointed with
iron, hung over a gateway,
to be let down to exclude sin

enemy : see Castle.— Porte,
port, n. The government of
the Turkish empire, official-

ly called the Sublime Porte.
from the gate of the sultan's
palace, where justice was ad-
ministered. — Porch, porch,
n. (Arch.) A vestibule at
the entrance of a temple, etc.; a covered entrance
way.—Por'tico, -ti-ko,

n. ; pi. -C o e s, -koz.
(Arch.) A covered
space, or porch in-

closed by columns, at
the entrance of a build-
ing.

Port, port, re. The lar-

board or left side of a
6hip. — v. t. To turn
or put (the helm) to the
left side.

Portend, p6r-tend', v. t.

To indicate as in the
future; to foreshow,
forebode, augur, pre-
sage, threaten. — Por-
tent', n. That which
foretokens ; esp., that
which portends evil; an omen of ill. — Portent'ous,
-us, a. Serving to portend; containing portents; fore-
shadowing ill ; ominous.

Portal, Porte, Porter (a doorkeeper), Portico, etc. See
under Port, a gate.

Porter, Porterage, Port-folio, etc. See under Port,
demeanor.

Portion, por'shun, n. A part of anything separated
from it; a part, though not actually divided, but
considered by itself ; part assigned; allotment; part
of an estate given to a child or heir, or descending
to him by law ; a wife's fortune ; share ; parcel

;

quantity; dividend. — v. t. [portioned (-shund),
-tioning.] To separate into portions or shares, di-
vide, parcel ; to furnish or supply with a portion,
endow. — Por'tioner, n. One who divides or appor-
tions. — Por'tionless, a. Having no portion.

Portland, port'land, a. Of
or pert, to the island of
Portland, in Dorsetshire,
Eng. — P. cement', -se-

ment'. A kind of cement,
like Portland stone in col-

or, used in facing up brick
and rough stone buildings
to imitate hewn stone,— made from limestone
mixed with the muddy
deposits of rivers which
run over clay and chalk,
this mixture being dried
and calcined. — P. stone.
A shelly freestone of a
dull-white color, fr. Port-
land. — P. vase. A cele-
brated ancient urn found Portland Vase.

Portico.

in the tomb of the Roman Emperor Alexander Sev-
erus, and deposited by the Duke of Portland in the
British Museum.

Portly, Portmanteau, etc. See under Port, demeanor.
Portray, por-tra', v. t. [-trayed (-trad'), -traying.]
To paint or draw the likeness of; to describe in words.— Portrait, -trat, re. That which is portrayed; the
drawn or painted likeness of a face or person ; any
exact likeness of a living being. — Por'traiture, -tra-
chur, re. A portrait; that copied from some example
or model; the drawing of portraits.

Pose, poz, re. An attitude formally assumed for the
sake of effect.— v.t. [posed (pozd), posing.] To
place in an attitude for the sake of effect. — v. i. To
assume a pose, strike an attitude, carry one's self
affectedly.

Pose, poz, v. t. To bring to a stand, puzzle; to ques-
tion with a view to puzzling; to embarrass by ques-
tioning or scrutiny. — Pos'er, n. One who puzzles
by asking difficult questions; a question, statement,
etc., which puzzles or silences.

I

Position, po-zish'un, re. The manner in which, or
spot where, a person or thing is placed; place where
one plants himself; ground taken in an argument,
etc.; a proposition to be defended or reasoned out;
a thesis; relative place or standing in society; social
rank. (Oram.) The state of a vowel placed before
2 consonants, or before a double consonant. (Arith.)
A method of solving a problem by oue or two sup-
positions. — Post'ure, pos'chur, re. (Fine Arts.) The
situation of a figure witli regard to the eye, and of
the several principal members with regard to each
other. State or condition, whether of external cir-

cumstances, or of internal feeling and will ; atti-

tude, position of the body or its members.— v. t. To
place in a particular attitude. — Pos'itive, poz'Y-tiv,
a. Having a real position, existence, or energy ;

actual; not dependent on changing circumstances
or relations; absolute; definitely laid down; explicit-

i ly stated ; not admitting of doubt, condition, quali-
fication, or discretion; indisputable; decisive; pre-
scribed by express enactment or institution; fully

I

assured ; confident ; dogmatic or even overbearing.
1 (Photog.) Corresponding in lights and shades to

those of the original from which taken,— opp. to

i

negative. — n. Reality ; that which settles by abso-
lute or arbitrary appointment. (Gram.) The simple
form of an adjective, expressing absolute quality,
from which the degrees of comparison are derived.
(Photog.) A picture printed from a negative, cor-

', responding in its lights and shades with the original,
! instead of being reversed. — Positively, adv. In a

|

positive form or manner ; absolutely ; inherently ;

certainly; really.— Pos'itiveness, h. Reality of ex-
istence; actualness; undoubting assurance; peremp-

I toriness.
Possess, pos-ses' or poz-zes', v. t. [-sessed (-sesf or

-zest'), -sing.] To occupy in person, hold in one's
own keeping; to have the legal title to, have a just
right to ; to assume the control of, be the master
of; to obtain possession of; to enter into and in-

fluence, — said of evil spirits, passions, etc.; to ac-
quaint, inform; to have, hold, control, own. — Pos-
ses'sion, -sesh'un or -zesh'un, n. Act of possessing.
(Law.) Actual seizin or occupancy ; ownership,
whether rightful or wrongful. That which one owns
or controls; state of being possessed, as by an evil

spirit. (International Law.) A country held by no
other title than mere conquest. — Possess'ive, -siv,

a. Pert, to possession; having or expressing posses-

sion or some relation of one thing to another. — Pos'-
sible, -si-bl, a. Liable to happen or come to pass ;

capable of existing or of being done; barely able to

be or to come to pass, but highly improbable; prac-
ticable ; likely. — Possibil'ity, -T-tT, n. Power of be-
ing or existing; state of being possible; that which
is possible. — Pos'sibly, -blY, adv. By any power,
moral or physical, really existing; without involving
impossibility or absurdity; perhaps; peradventure;
perchance.— Po'tent, a. Physically strong; having
great authority, control, or dominion ; powerful

;

mighty; puissant; able; efficacious; cogent; influ-

ential.— Po'tency, -ten-sT, n. State of being potent;
strength; might; energy. — Poten'tial, -shal, a. Ex-
isting in possibility, not in act. — Po'tentate, -ten-

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, tgrm ; In, Ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r
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tat, n. One who is potent ; a prince ; sovereign ;
|

emperor, king, or monarch. — Puissant, pu'is- or
j

pu-is'sant, a. Powerful; strong; mighty; forcible.
|— n. Power; strength; might.— Pow'er, n. Ability
j

to act, regarded as latent or inherent; faculty of per-
forming fstrength, force, or energy in action; capaci-
ty of undergoing or suffering ; susceptibility ; exer-
cise of a faculty or of any kind of control; influence;
command ; an individual, institution, or govern-
ment, which exercises control ; military or naval
force ; army or navy. (Math.) The product arising
from the multiplication of a number into itself.

(Mech.) A mechanical agent; that by means of which
force is applied, or mechanical advantage is gained.
(Optics.) The degree to which a lens, mirror, or
any optical instrument, magnifies. (Law.) An au-
thority enabling a person to dispose of an interest
vested either in himself or another person. — Pow'-
erful, -ful, a. Mighty ; strong ; potent ; intense. —
Pow'erless, n. Destitute of, etc.; weak; impotent.

Posset, pos'set, n. Milk curdled by the infusion of
wine, etc., formerly used as a beverage. — v. t. To
curdle, turn.

Possible, etc. See under Possess.
Post, post, n. A timber or other solid substance, set
upright, esp. as a support to something else; a pil-

lar; place at which anything is stayed or fixed ; a
station; esp. a military station; an office or position
of service, trust, or emolument; a messenger who
goes from station to station; one who regularly car-
ries letters from one place to another; letter-carrier;
express; postman ; an established conveyance for
letters ; the mail ; carriage by which the mail is

transported; a sort of writing paper. — v. i. To
travel with post-horses, or with speed. — adv. With
post-horses; with great rapidity. — v. t. To attach
to a sign-post or other place; to advertise, esp. to
advertise opprobriously; to assign to a station, set,

place ; to cause to go by the post; to put in the
mail ; to acquaint with what has occurred ; to in-
form. (Book-keeping.) To carry (an account) from
the journal to the ledger.— Post'age, -ej, n. The
established price for conveyance of a letter or other
mailable matter by post.— Postage-stamp. An adhe-
sive government stamp representing a certain sum,
for affixing to articles sent by mail to pay the postal
charge. — Post'al, a. Belonging to the post-office or
mail service.— Postal, P.-card. Post-card. A card
on which messages may be written for transmission
through the mails, at a lower rate of postage than
a sealed letter.— Post'er, n. One who posts; a cou-
rier ; a large bill posted for advertising. — Postill-
ion, pos-til'yun, n. One who guides post-horses, or
horses in any carriage, riding on one of them.

Poster. See under Post.
Posterior, pos-te'rf-er, a. Later, or subsequent, in
time; later in the order of proceeding or moving;
behind in position.—Poste'rior'ity, -Sr'T-tT, n. State
of being later or subsequent. — Poste'riors, -rT-erz,
n. pi. The hinder parts of an animal's body. — Pos-
terity, -tefi-tT, n. The race that proceeds from a
progenitor; offspring to the furthest generation; suc-
ceeding generations, — opp. to ancestry. — Pos'tern,
pos'tern, n. Orig. a back door or gate ; a private
entrance ; any small door or gate.— Post'humous,
pSst'u-mus, a. Born after the death of the father,
or taken from-the dead body of the mother; published
after the death of the author; continuing after one's
decease.

Postilion, etc. See under Post.
Posthumous, etc. See under Posterior.
Postmeridian, post'me-rid'T-an, a. Being or belong-
ing to the afternoon, — usually contracted r. M.

Post-mortem, post'mor'tem, a. After death. — Post-
mortem examination. (Med.) An examination of a
body made after death; autopsy.

Post-obit, post'o'bit, n. (Law.) A bond, in which
the obligor, in consideration of having received a
certain sum of money, binds himself to pay a larger
sum, on unusual interest, upon the death of some
specified individual from whom he has expectations.

Postpone, post-pon', v. t. [-poked (-pond'), -poning.]
To defer to a future or later time ; to set below some-
thing else in value or importance; to adjourn, delay,
retard, hinder.

Postscript, post'skript, n. A paragraph added to a
letter after it is concluded and signed by the writer;
an addition made to a book or composition after it
had been supposed to be finished.

Postulate, post'u-lat, n. A position or supposition
assumed without proof. (Geom.) The enunciation
of a self-evident problem. — v. t. To beg or assume
without proof; to take without positive consent.

—

Post'ulant, n. One who makes a request or de-
mand ; a candidate. — Pcst'ulatory, -u-la-to-rT, a.
Assuming or assumed without proof.

Posture, etc. See under Position.
Posy, po'zT, n. A poetical sentence, or a sententious
maxim ; motto ; legend; inscription ; esp., a motto
or verse sent with a bunch of flowers ; hence, a
nosegay ; bouquet ; a single flower.

Pot, pot, n. A deep metallic or earthen vessel, — esp.
one used for cooking or for plants; a mug; quantity
contained in a pot.— v. t. [potted; potting.] To
place or inclose in pots; as, to preserve seasoned; to
set out or cover in pots. — Portable, a. Fit to be
drunk ; drinkable. — Pota'tion, n. Act of drink-
ing ; a drinking bout; a draught.— Poteen', -ten',
n. Irish whisky.— Po'tion, -shun, n. A draught

;

dose; liquid medicine. — Pot'ash, n. (Chem.) A
powerful alkali, the protoxide of potassium ; po-
tassa,— orig. obtained fr. the ashes of vegetable sub-

, stances burned in pots. — Potas'sa, -sa, n. Pure
potash, or protoxide of potassium. — Potas'sium,
-si-um, n. A soft bluish-white, lustrous metal, hav-
ing a strong affinity for oxygen, with which it forms
potassa: it is lighter than water. — Pot'tage, -tei, n.
A kind of porridge of lentils and other vegetables ;

porridge of oatmeal, etc. ; meat and vegetables boiled
soft.— Pot'ter, n. A maker of earthen vessels.—Pot-
ter's field. A public burying-place, esp. in a city, for
the poor. [Matt, xxvii. 7.]— Pot'tery, -ter-T, n. Ves-
sels or ware made by potters; earthenware; place for
manufacturing it.—Pot'tle, -tl, n. A liquid measure
of 4 pints; a pot or tankard; a vessel or basket for
fruit.— Pot'sherd, n. A fragment of a broken pot.

Potato, po-ta'to, n. ; pi. -toes, -toz. A plant of many
species ; one of its tubers, used for food, and in
various farinaceous preparations. — Sweet potato. A
running or climbing plant, allied to the morning-
glory, whose edible farinaceous tubers have a sweet-
ish taste. —P. bug. The Colorado beetle, q. v.

Potent, Potentate, Potential, etc. See under Possess.
Pother, poth'er, n. Bustle; confusion; tumult; flut-

ter.— Pot'ter, v. i. To occupy one's self in a trifling

or inefficient manner.
Potion, Pottage, Potter, Pottle, etc. See under Pot.
Potter, v. i. See under Pother.
Pouch, powch, n. A small bag ; usually, a leather
bag ; thing shaped like or used as a pouch,— as, a
protuberant belly: or, the bag or sack of the pelican,
etc.; crop of a bird: or, (Med.) a cyst or sac con-
taining watery fluid ; or, a membranous sac in
which the young of marsupials are carried. — v. t.

[pouched (powcht), pouching.] To pocket, save;
to swallow,— said of fowls.

Poudrette, poo-dret', n. A fertilizing manure made
from the contents of privies, dried and mixed with-
charcoal, gypsum, etc.

Poult, polt, n. A young chicken, partridge, etc. —
Poult'ry, -rt, n. Domestic fowls, turkeys, ducks,
and geese, raised for the table, or for their eggs,
feathers, etc. — Pul'let, pul'let, n. A young hen.

Poultice, pol'tis, n. A soft composition of mollifying
or medicinal materials, to be applied to sores, boils,

and the like; a cataplasm.—v. t. [poulticed (-tist),

-ticing.] To cover or dress with a poultice.

Pounce, powns, n. A fine powder to prevent ink from
spreading on paper; a colored powdered substance
used by embroiderers in making designs on paper.
— v.t. [pounced (pownst), pouncing.] To sprin-

kle or rub with pounce.
Pounce, powns, n. The claw or talon of a bird of

prey.— v. t. [pounced (pownst), pouncing.] To
pierce with a sharp instrument, perforate, punch.—
v. i. To fall suddenly on and seize with the claws.

Pound, pownd, n. A certain weight; 16 ounces avoir-
dupois, or 12 Troy ; 20 shillings sterling = about
$4.84.

Pound, pownd, n. An inclosure in which cattle or

sun, cube, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, tiien, boNboN, chair, get.
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other beasts are confined when taken in trespassing,
or going at large in violation of law. — v. t. To con-
fine in a pound, impound.

Pound, pownd, v. t. To beat or strike repeatedly with
a heavy instrument; to pulverize by beating.

Pour, por, v. t. [poured (pord), pouring.] To cause
to flow, as a liquid, in a stream, either out of a ves-

sel or into it; to send forth in a profuse manner,
emit; to give vent to, as strong feeling; to utter.

—

v. i. To issue forth in a stream, or continued suc-
cession of parts; to move impetuously, like a swift-
running stream; to flow.

Pout, powt, n. {Ichth.) A sea-fish, of the cod kind,
which has the power of inflating a membrane which
covers the eyes and parts
of the head; an Amer. fish

called also catfish, horned-
pout, or bullhead. A spe-
cies of bird ; a fit of sullen-
ness. — v. i. To thrust out
the lips, as in displeasure;
to look sullen ; to swell
out, protrude. — Pout'er,
n. One who pouts; a va-
riety of the domestic pig-
eon, with an inflated
breast.

Poverty. See under Poor.
Powder, pow'der, n. A dry
substance in minute par-
ticles; dust; esp. an ex-
plosive composition of
saltpeter, sulphur, and
charcoal, mixed and gran-
ulated; gunpowder; a perfumed dust, as pulverized
starch, for dressing the hair, whitening the skin, etc.— v. t. [powdered (-derd), -dering.] To reduce
to fine particles, pulverize; to sprinkle with, or as
with, powder.— v. i. To separate into minute parti-
cles. — Pow'dery, -der-T, a. Easily crumbling to
pieces; friable; sprinkled with powder; dusty; re-
sembling powder.

Power, Powerful,
etc. See under

Pouter Pigeon.

Poyou.

Pox. See under -^
Pock.

Poyou, poi'oo, n. A
S. Amer. armadil-
lo.

Praam, pram, n. A
flat-boat or lighter
used in N. Eu-
rope. {Mil.) A
flat-bottomed ves-
sel carrying guns;
a battery to cover the landing of troops.

Practice, prak'tis, n. Frequently repeated or custom-
ary actions ; customary use, habit; performance,
disting. fr. theory : exercise of a profession, or the
limits within which a profession is practiced; skill-

ful management; art; stratagem; artifice; a rule in
arithmetic, by which the operations of the general
rules are abridged in use. (Law.) The established
or prescribed form, manner, and order of conduct-
ing suits. — v.t. [practiced (-tist), -ticing.] To
do or perform frequently or habitually; to carry on
in practice or repeated action; to apply (a theory) to
real life; to exercise (a profession, trade, art, etc.);

to commit, perpetrate. — v. i. To perform certain
acts customarily; to learn by practice; to try arti-

fices or stratagems; to exercise an employment or
profession, esp. that of medicine or of law. — Prac-
titioner, -tish'un-er, n. One engaged in the actual
exercise of any art or profession, esp. in law or med-
icine. — Practicable, -tT-ka-bl, a. Capable of being
practiced, performed, or done; possible to be accom-
plished; admitting of use, or of being passed or trav-
eled; possible; feasible.— Prac'tical, -tT-kal, a. Pert,
to practice ; capable of being turned to use ; evincing
practice or skill; ready to apply knowledge to some
useful end; derived from practice. —Practicaljoke.
A trick or joke which annoys or injures some one in
person, feelings, or property; a joke the fun of which
consists in something that is done.— Practically,

adv. In relation to practice; by means of practice or
use; by experiment; in practice or use. — Practical-
ness, n.— Pragmatic, prag-mat'ik, -ical, a. Pert, to
business; material; over-forward in acting; officious;
meddling; meddlesome; impertinent.— n. One ac-
tive or skilled in business; a solemn ordinance or
decree issued by the head of a state. .

Pragmatic, etc. See under Practice.
Prairie, pra're, n. An extensive tract of land, level or

rolling, destitute of trees, and covered with coarse
grass. — Prai'rie-chick'en, -hen, n. A species of
grouse, found on the
prairies and plains of
the Western U. S.—
-dog, n. A small rodent
animal, a species of
marmot, found on the
prairies, etc., having a
sharp bark, like that of
a small dog.—squir'-
rel, n. A ground squir-
rel, of the prairies.—
-wolf, n. The small
gregarious wolf of the
prairies; _coyote.

Praise, praz, n. Com-
mendation for worth

;

approval of merit; joy-
ful tribute of gratitude
or homage rendered to
the Divine Being ; the
object, ground, or rea-
son of praise; enco- Prairie-dog.

mium; eulogy; panegyric; applause; acclaim. — v. t.

[praised (prazd), praising.] To express approba-
tion of; to extol in words or song; to do honor to,

;

laud, glorify, magnify, extol.

Prance, prans, v. i. [pranced (pranst), prancing.]
- To spring or bound, as a horse : to ride with bound-
ing movements ; to strut about in a showy manner.
—Prank, prank, v. t. [pranked (prankt), prank-
ing.] To adorn in a showy manner; to dress or ad-
just ostentatiously.— n. A gay or sportive action; a
playfully mischievous act; gambol; frolic; freak;
sport.

Prate, prat, v. i. To talk much and without weight,
or to little purpose ; to be loquacious. — v. t. To
utter foolishly, speak without meaning.— n. Tri-
fling talk.— Prat'tie, v. i. [-tled (-tld), -tling.1 To
talk much and idly, or lightly and artlessly, like a
child. — n. Trifling or childish tattle ; prate.

Pravity, prav'Y-tT, n. Deterioration; corruption; de-
pravity; esp. moral corruption; moral perversion.

Prawn, prawn, n. A small, edible crustacean, allied to
the shrimp.

Pray, pra, v. i. [prayed
(prad), praying.] To ask
with earnestness or zeal
(for something desirable)

;

esp. to address the Su-
preme Being with adora-
tion, confession, supplica-
tion, and thanksgiving; to
supplicate, beg, petition.— v.t. To address earnest -
request to, entreat; to ask irrawn.

earnestly for, beseech.— Pray'er, n. One who prays;
a supplicant. —Prayer, prar, n. Act of praying or of
asking a favor; an earnest memorial; esp. the act of
addressing supplication to God; form of words used
in praying; an expressed petition; entreaty; suit; re-

quest.— Prayer'-book, n. A book containing prayers
or forms of devotion.— Prayerful, -ful, a. Given
to prayer; devotional. - Prayer'lesB, a. Not using
prayer; habitually neglecting the duty of prayer to
God.— Preca'rious, -ka'rt-us, a. Depending on the
will or pleasure of another; held by courtesy, or by
a doubtful tenure; exposed to constant risk; uncer-
tain; dubious; equivocal.

Preach, prech, v. i. [preached (precht), preaching.]
To pronounce a public discourse on a religious sub-
ject, deliver a sermon, give earnest advice on moral
or religious grounds. — v. t. To proclaim in a ser-

mon, inculcate in public discourse, deliver or pro-

nounce.— Predicate, -T-kat, v. t. To assert to belong

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, ice ; Odd, tone, 6r

;
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to something; to affirm, declare, assert, — followed
by of; improp. used as meaning to found, base,—
followed by on or upon. — n. {Logic.) The thing or
quality affirmed of the subject ; in grammar, the
word or words in a proposition expressing that which
is affirmed of the subject. — Predlcatory, -I-ka-to-

ri, a. Affirmative; positive. — Predlcable, -Y-ka-bl,

a. Capable of being affirmed of something. — re. A
General attribute or notion as affirmable of many in-

ividuals; a general abstract notion. {Logic.) One
of the 5 most general relations of attributes in-

volved in logical arrangements (genus, species, dif-

ference, property, and accident). — Pred'icabil'ity,

-bil'I-tf, n. Quality of being predicable.— Predic'a-
ment, pre-dik'a-ment, re. Class or kind described
by any definite marks ; condition ; esp. an unfor-
tunate or trying position or condition; state; plight.
— Predict', -dikt', v. t. To tell beforehand, foretell,

prophesy, prognosticate, foreshow, bode.— Predic'-
tion, n. Act of foretelling; thing foretold; a previ-

ous declaration of a future event; prophecy; augury

;

divination; soothsaying; vaticination.

—

Predictive,
-iv, a. Foretelling; prophetic.

Preamble, pre'am-bl, n. An introductory portion ; a
preface; introductory part of a statute.

Prebend, preb'end, re. The maintenance granted to a
prebendary out of the estate of a cathedral or col-

legiate church with which he is connected.

—

Preb'-
endary, -a-rT, re. A salaried clergyman attached to a
collegiate or cathedral church.

Precarious. See under Pray.
Precaution, pre-kaw'shun, re. Previous caution or
care ; a measure taken beforehand to ward off evil

or secure good or success. —v. t. [precautioned
(-shund), -tioning.] To warn or advise beforehand
for preventing mischief or securing good.— Precau'-
tional. -ary, -a-rt, a. Preventive of mischief.

Precede, pre-sed', v. t. To go before in place, time,
rank, or importance.— Preced'ence, -sed'ens, -ency,
-en-sT, n. Act or state of being precedent; priority in

position, rank, or time; state of going or being before
in rank, dignity, etc.— Precedent, -sed'ent, a. Go-
ing before; anterior; preceding; antecedent.— Prec-
edent, pres'e-dent, re. Something done or said that
may serve as an example to authorize a subsequent
act of the like kind; a preceding circumstance or
condition; prognostic— Prec'edented, a. Having a
precedent. — Preces'sion, -sesh'un, re. Act of going
before, or forward. — Precession of the equinoxes.
{Astron.) The slow, backward motion of the equi-
noctial points along the ecliptic.

Precentor, pre-sen'ter, n. The leader of the choir in a
cathedral.

Precept, pre'sept, re. Any commandment or order in-

tended as an authoritative rule of action; esp., a
- command respecting moral conduct ; injunction

;

mandate; law; principle; maxim. {Law.) A spe-
cies of writ or process. — Precep'tive, -tiv, a. Giv-
ing precepts; directing in moral conduct; didactic—
Precep'tor, -ter, n. A teacher; instructor; head of a
school.— Precepto'rial, -to'rl-al, a. Pert, to a pre-
ceptor.— Precep'tory, a. Giving precepts; precep-
tive. — n. An establishment of the Knights Tem-
plars, subordinate to the temple or principal house
of the order at London. — Precep 'tress, re. A female
teacher.

Precession, etc. See under Precede.
Precinct, pre'sinkt, n. The limit, or exterior line en-
compassing a place; boundary; confine; a minor ter-

ritorial or jurisdictional division; esp., a parish or
prescribed territory attached to a church, and taxed
for its support.

Precious, presh'us, a. Of great price; costly; of great
value or worth ; very valuable ; highly esteemed;
worthless, contemptible,— used ironically.

Precipice, pres'T-pis, n. A very steep, perpendicular,
or overhanging bank or cliff; an abrupt declivitv.—
Precipitate, -sip'I-tat, v. t. To throw headlong, cast
down from a steep height; to urge or press witli ea-

ferness or violence, hasten; to throw down or to the
ottom of a vessel,— v. i. To fall headlong, hasten

without preparation ; fall to the bottom of a vessel,
as sediment.— a. Falling, flowing, or rushing, with
steep descent; rashly hasty; lacking due delibera-
tion; hurried; rapid; terminating speedily in death;

rash; headstrong; violent.— n. {Chem.) A substance
which, having Deen dissolved, is again separated
from its solvent and thrown to the bottom of the
vessel when another substance is added to the solu-
tion. — Precipitately, adv. Headlong; hastily. —
Precip'ita'tion, re. Act of, or state of heing, etc.; a
falling, flowing, or rushing down with violence and
rapidity; great hurry; rash, tumultuous haste; act
of throwing to the bottom of a vessel any substance
held in solution.— Precipitance, -I-tans, -itancy, -T-

tan-si, re. Quality of being precipitant or precipitate;
headlong hurry ; precipitation. — Precipitant, a.
Falling or rushing headlong ; urged with violent
haste; unexpectedly brought on or hastened, — re.

(Chem.) A liquor which, when poured on a solu-
tion, separates what is dissolved, and makes it fall

to the bottom.— Precipitous, -Y-tus, a. Very steep;
headlong; rapidly descending; hasty; rash; quick;
sudden; precipitate.

Precise, pre-sis', a. Not loose, vague, uncertain, or
equivocal, either in thought or expression; exces-
sively nice; punctilious in conduct or ceremony; ac-
curate; exact; definite; punctilious; formal; finical.— Precisely, adv. In a precise manner; exactly; ac-
curately ; with excess of formality. — Precisian,
-sizh'an, re. A person rigidly or ceremoniously exact
in the observance of rules; formalist. — Precisian-
ism, -sizh'an-izm, n. Absurdly excessive exactness.
— Precision, -sizh'un, re. Quality of being precise;
exact limitation ; exactness; accuracy. — Precis,
pra'se, n. An abridged statement; an abstract.

Preclude, pre-klUd', v. t. To shut out by anticipative
action, shut off, hinder.— Preclusion, -klu'zhun, re.

Act of. or state of being, etc. ; a shutting out.
Precocious, pre-ko'shus, a. Ripe before the natural
time ; having the faculties developed more than is

usual at a given age; too forward; premature.— Pre-
co'ciousness. Precocity, -kos'Y-tT, re. Quality or
state of being, etc.; premature development.

Preconceive, pre'kon-sev', v. t. [-ceived (-sevd'),
-CEiviNG.] To conceive previously, form a previous
notion or idea of .

— Preconcert', -set', re. A pre-
vious conceit or conception ; an opinion or notion
previously formed. — Preconcep'tion, -sep'shun, re.

Act of, etc.; conception or opinion previously
formed.

Preconcert, pre'kon-sert', v. t. To concert before-
hand, settle by previous agreement. — Precon'cert,
re. A previous agreement.

Precontract, pre-con'trakt, re. A contract previous
to another.

Precursor, pre-ker'ser, re. One who, or that which,
precedes an event, and indicates its approach; fore-
runner; harbinger; omen; sign. — Precur'sive, -siv,

-sory, -so-ri, a. Preceding and leading to, or intro-
ductory; forerunning.

.

Predatory, pred'a-to-rt, a. Characterized by plun-
dering; practicing rapine; hungry; ravenous.— Pre-
da'ceous, -da'shus, a. Living by prey ; predatory.

Predecessor, pred-e-ses'ser, n. One who precedes or
has preceded another in some position, office, etc;
one whom another follows or comes after.

Predestine, pre-des'tin, v. t. [-tined (-tind), -tining.]
To decree beforehand, foreordain. — Predes'tinate,
-tT-nat, a. Predestinated ; foreordained ; fated. —
v. t. To appoint or ordain beforehand by an un-
changeable purpose, predetermine, decree, fore-
doom. — Predes'tina'tion, re. Act of, etc. {Theol.)
The purpose of God from eternity respecting all

events.
Predetermine, pre'de-ter'min, v. t. [-mixed (-mind),
-mining.] To determine beforehand; to doo_m by
previous decree. — Pre'deter'minate, -mT-nat, a.

Determined beforehand. — Pre'deter'mina'tion,- re.

Act of, etc.; purpose formed beforehand.
Predial, pre'dt-al, a. Consisting of, or attached to,

land or farms; growing or issuing from land.
Predicate, Predicament, Predict. See under Preach.
Predilection, pre'di-lek'shun, re. A prepossession of
mind in favor of something ; partiality. _

Predispose, pre'dis-poz', v. t. [-posed (-pozd'), -pos-
ing.] To incline beforehand ; to fit or adapt pre-
viously.—Pre'dispo'nent, a. Disposing beforehand;
predisposing.

—

Pre'disposi'tion, -zish'un, re. Act
of, or state of being, etc. ; previous inclination or

sun, cube, full ; moon, fotit ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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propensity ; previous fitness or adaptation to any
change, impression, or purpose.

Predominate, pre-dom'i-nat. v. i. To surpass in
strength, influence, or authority ; to have control-
ling influence, prevail, rule.— Predominance, -inan-
cy, -T-nan-sT, n. Condition or quality of being pre-
dominant; prevalence; ascendency.—Predominant,
a. Prevalent over others; superior in strength, influ-

ence, or authority; ruling; controlling; overruling.
Preeminent, pre-em'i-nent, a. Eminent above others;
superior in excellence; surpassing others in evil or
bad qualities. — Preeminence, -nens, n. State or
quality of being, etc.

Preemption, pre-emp'shun, n. Act or right of pur-
chasing before others ; as the right of a settler on
lands of the U. S. to purchase in preference to oth-
ers, when the land is sold.

Preen, pren, n. A forked instrument used bv clothiers
in dressing cloth.— v. t. [preened (prend), preen-
ing.] To dress with, or as with, a preen; to keep in
order (the feathers) — said of birds.

Preexist, pre'egz-isf, v. t. To exist beforehand, or
before something else. — Pre'exist'ent, o. Existing
beforehand. — Pre'exist'ence, -ens, n. Existence
previous to something else ; existence of the soul
before its union with the body, or before the body
is formed.

Preface, prefes, n. Something spoken or written as
introductory to a discourse, book, or essay; pream-
ble; proem; prelude; prologue, — v. t. [prefaced
(-est), -acing.] To introduce by preliminary re-
marks.

Prefect, prelekt, n. A Roman officer who was over
a particular command, charge, or department ; in
France, a superintendent of a department, having
direction of its police establishment, etc.

Prefer, pre-feT, v. t. [-ferred (-fgrcK), -ferring.]
To set forth, offer, present, address; to advance (to
an office or dignity); to raise, exalt; to set above
something else in estimation, choice, or liking; to
incline more toward; to choose. — Preferable, -er-
a-bl, o. Worthy to be preferred before something
else ; more desirable. — Preference, -er-ens, n. Act
of preferring one thing before another ; predilec-
tion ; choice ; state of being preferred ; thing pre-
ferred. — PrePeren'tial, -en'shal, o. Giving, in-

dicating, or having, a preference. — Preferment,
-ferment, n. Act of preferring, or advancing in

dignity or office ; state of being advanced ; promo-
tion; exaltation.

Prefigure, pre-fig'ur, v. t. [-ured (-urd), -uring.]
To announce or suggest by types and similitudes.

Prefix, pre-fiks', v. t. [-fixed (-fiksf), -fixing.] To
put or fix before, or at the beginning of another
thing.— PreUx, n. A letter, syllable, or word, set

before a word, or combined or united with it at its

beginning, to vary its signification.

Pregnant, preg'nant, a. Being with young, as a fe-

male; heavy with important contents; full of con-
sequence; teeming; big; fruitful; inventive.

—

Preg'-
nancy, -nan-st, n. Condition of being pregnant

;

quality of being heavy with important contents,
significance, etc.; fertility.

Prehensile, prc-hen'sil, a. Adapted to seize or grasp;
seizing; grasping.— Prehen'sion, -shun, n. A seiz-

ing, as with the hand or other limb.
Prejudge, pre-juj', v. t. [-judged (-jujd'), -judging,]
To judge before hearing, condemn beforehand. —
Preju'dicate, -dl-kat, v. t. To determine beforehand,
esp. to disadvantage; to prejudge. — v. i. To form a
judgment beforehand or without due examination.
— Prejlidice, prejli-dis, n. Prejudgment; an un-
reasonable predilection or prepossession for or
against anything; esp., an opinion or leaning ad-
verse to anything, formed without proper grounds,
or before suitable knowledge; mischief; damage; in-

jury. — v. t. [prejudiced (-dist), -dicing.] To
prepossess with unexamined opinions, or opinions
formed without due knowledge of facts; to obstruct
or injure by prejudices; to hurt, damage, impair.
— Prejudicial, -dish'al, n. Tending to obstruct or
impair ; injurious ; hurtful ; mischievous.

Prelate, prel'et, n. A clergyman of a superior order,
as an archbishop, bishop, etc.; a dignitary of the
church. — Prel'acy, -a-sY, n. Office or dignity of a

prelate; government by prelates; the order of prel-

I
ates taken collectively.

Preliminary, pre-lim'l-na-rY, a. Preceding the main
discourse or business ; introductory ; preparatory;

I

prior; precedent. — n. Something previous or pre-
paratory ; preface ; prelude.

Prelude, prel'tid or prelud, n. Something introduc-
tory; an introductory performance, preceding and
preparing for the principal matter; esp., a musical
strain, introducing the theme or chief subject: pre-
liminary ; forerunner ; harbinger ; preface. — Pre-
lude', pre-lud r

, v. t. To introduce with a previous
performance; to play before; to precede, as introduc-
tory.— v. i. To serve as an introduction ; to play an
introduction.

Premature, pre'ma-tur', a. Mature or ripe before the
natural time ; happening, arriving, performed, or
adopted before the proper time; too early; received
without due authentication or evidence. — Pre'ma-
ture'ness, -tulity, -tul-J-t If, n.

Premeditate, pre-med'Y-tat, v. t. To meditate, or
think on and revolve in the mind, beforehand, —v.
i. To think, consider, or revolve in the mind be-
forehand; to deliberate. — Premed'ita'tion, n. Act
of, etc.; previous deliberation; previous contrivance
or design formed.

Premier, etc. See under Prime.
Premifie, pre-miz /', v. t. [-jiised (-mTzd'), -mising.]
To set forth beforehand, or as introductory to the
main subject; to lay down premises, on which rest
subsequent reasonings.— v. i. To make or state an-
tecedent propositions. — Premise, -is, -iss, n. ; pi.
-ises, -is-ez. A proposition antecedently supposed
or proved. {Logic.) Each of the first 2 propositions
of a syllogism, from which the inference or conclu-
sion is drawn, pi. {Law.) The land or thing de-
mised or granted by deed,— hence applied to a build-
ing and its adjuncts.

Premium, pre'ml-um, n. A recompense; reward; a
prize to be won by competition; something offered
or given for the loan of money; insurance money
paid to underwriters; allowance; bonus; anything
offered as an incentive; bounty.

Premonish, pre-monlsh, v. t. [-ished (-isht), -isii-

ing.] To forewarn, admonish beforehand. — Pre'-
monilion, -nish'un, n. Previous warning, notice,
or information; presentiment.— Premonitory, -l-to-

rT, a. Giving previous warning or notice.

Premorse, pre-m8rs,
1

a. (Bot.) Terminating ab-
ruptly, as if bitten off, — said of
roots and leaves.

Premunition, pre'mu-nish'un, n.
An anticipation of objections.

Prenatal, pre-nalal, a. Anterior
to birth.

Prenomen, pre-no'men, n. Same
as Pk-exomex, q. v. — Prenom'-
inate, -noml-riat, v. t. To fore-
name ; to nominate or name be-
forehand.

Prentice, pren'tis, n. Contr. fr.

Apprentice, q. v.

Preoccupy, pre-ok/ku-pi, v. t. [-pied (-pid), -pying.]
To take possession of before another; to prepossess;
to engage or occupy the attention of beforehand.— Preoc'cupancy, -ku-pan-sY, n. Act or right of
taking possession before another. — Preoc'cupa''-
tion, ». Act of, or state of being, etc.; prior occu-
pation; anticipation of objections.

Preordain, pre /6r-dan /
\ v. t. To ordain or appoint be-

forehand, predetermine.— Preor'dinance, -dY-nans,
n. Antecedent decree or determination. — Preor'-
dina'tion, n. Act of foreordaining; previous deter-
mination.

Prepare, pre-par', v. t. [-pared (-pard'), -paring.]
To fit, adapt, or qualify for a particular purpose; to
make ready ; to procure as suitable, get ready, pro-
vide, fit, adjust, adapt, equip, form, make.— v. i.

To make all things ready; to make one's self ready,
get ready.— Prep'aralion, n. Act of, or state of
being, etc. ; that which prepares ; preparatory act
or measure ; that which is prepared, made, or com-
pounded, for a particular purpose. (Anat.) A part
of an animal body prepared and preserved as a speci-
men. — Preparative, -par'a-tiv, a. Tending to pre-

Premorse Leaf.
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pare or make ready ; preparatory.— n. That which
has the power of preparing, which prepares, or which
is done to prepare ; preparation. — Preparatory,
-to-rT, a. Preparing the way for anything by pre-
vious measures of adaptation ; preliminary ; ante-
cedent ; introductory.

Prepay, pre-pa', v. t. [-paid (-pad'), -paying.] To
pay in advance or beforehand. —Prepayment, n.

Payment in advance.
Prepense, pre-pens', a. Devised, contrived, or planned
beforehand; premeditatedj aforethought.

Preponderate, pre-pon'der-at, v. t. lo outweigh,
have greater weight than; to overpower by stronger
influence or moral power.

—

v. i. To exceed in
weight : to incline or descend, as the scale of a bal-
ance; to exceed in influence or power ; to incline to
one side. — Preponderance, -ancy, -dgr-an-sT, n.

State or quality of being preponderant or prepon-
derating; superiority of weight, influence, or power.
— Preponderant, a. Preponderating; outweighing.

Preposition, prep'o-zish'un, n. (Gram.) A particle
governing, and generally placed before, a substan-
tive or pronoun, which is put in an oblique case (in
Eng., in the objective), and expressing its relation
to some other word. — Prepositive, -poz'T-tiv, a.

Put before ; prefixed. —n. A word, or particle, put
before another word.

Prepossess, pre /pos-ses/' or -poz-zesr , v. t. [-sessed
(-zest'), -Sessing.] To take previous possession of;
to preoccupy, as the mind or heart, so as to preclude
other things; to induce a favorable opinion before-
hand or at the outset; to bias or prejudice.— Pre'pos-
sess'ing, a. Tending to invite favor; having power
to secure favor, esteem, or love.— Pre'posses'sion, n.

Preoccupation ; prior possession ; preoccupation of
the mind by an opinion, or impression, already
formed; bent; bias; inclination.— Pre'possess'or, «.

Preposterous, pre-pos'ter-us, a. Having that first

which ought to be last ; contrary to nature or rea-
son ; utterly and glaringly foolish ; absurd ; irra-
tional ; foolish ; monstrous.

Prepuce, pre'pus, n. (Anat.) The loose fold of skin
which ordinarily covers the glans or head of an un-
circumcised penis; foreskin.

Preraphaelite, pre-raf'a-el-it, a. Pert, to, or imitating
the style of art which existed before the time of
Raphael.— n. One who practices or advocates, etc.— Preraph'aelism, -izin, n. The observance in art of
close adherence to natural forms and effects, as opp.
to the style of rendering of particular schools in art.

Prerequisite, pre-rek'wT-zit, a. Previously required
or necessary to any proposed effect or end.— n.
Something that is, etc.

Prerogative, pre-rog'a-tiv, n. An exclusive or pecul-
iar privilege ; right.

Presage, pres'ej or pre'saj, n. Something which fore-
shows a future event ; power to look into the future,
or the exercise of that power ; prognostic ; omen ;

presentiment. — Presage', pre-saj', v. t. [-saged
(-sajdr ), -Saging.] To have a presentiment of ; to
forebode ; to foretell, predict, prophesv.

Presbyter, prez'bT-ter, n. (Anc. Church.) An elder
having authority to instruct and guide in the church;
a pastor or ruling elder in the Presbyterian church.
(Church of Eng.) One ordained to the second order
in the ministry, — called also priest. — Presbyte'-
rial, -rt-al, -rian, a. Pert, to a presbyter, or to ec-
clesiastical government by presbyters ; consisting of
presbyters.— Presbyte'rian, n. 'One who maintains
the validity of ordination and government by pres-
byters, or belongs to a church governed by presby-
ters. — Presbyte'rianism, -izm, n. That form of
church government which invests presbyters with all
spiritual power, and admits no prelates over them.— Pres'bytery, -bt-ter-T, n. A body of elders in the
Christian Church. (Presb. Ch.) A judicatory con-
sisting of all the pastors of churches within a cer-
tain district, and one ruling elder (a layman) from
each church.

Prescience, pre'shY-ens, n. Knowledge of events be-
fore they take place ; foresight. — Pre'scient, -shf-
ent, a. Having knowledge, etc.

Prescribe, pre-skrib', v. t. [-scribed (-skrlbd'),
-scribing.] To lay down authoritatively for di-
rection, appoint, order, dictate, ordain, establish.

(Med.) To direct as a remedy to be used by or for
a patient.— v. i. To give law, dictate, give direc-
tions. (Med.) To write or give medical directions.
(Law.) To claim by prescription, or on the ground
of immemorial use. — Pre'script, a. Directed; pre-
scribed.— Prescript'ible. a. Depending or derived
from prescription.— Prescrip'tion, n. Act of pre-
scribing or directing, or that which is prescribed;
esp., the direction of remedies for a disease, and the
manner of using them. (law.) The claim of title

to a thinsr by virtue of immemorial use and enjoy-
ment. — Prescriptive, -iv, a. Consisting in, or ac-
quired by, immemorial use and enjoyment.

Presence, prez'ens, n. State or condition of being
present; region in which one is present; approach
face to face; nearness; neighborhood to one of su-
perior or exalted rank; the person of a superior; a
number assembled before a great person ; port ;

mien; air; personal appearance.— Presence of mind.
A calm, collected state of the mind, with its fac-
ulties under control, esp. in danger or emergency.
— Pres'ent, a. Being at hand, within reach or
call, within certain limits, etc. ; now existing, or in
process ; now in view, or under consideration ; im-
mediate ; instant ; favorably attentive ; propitious.
— n. Present time. pi. (Law.) Present letters or
instrument ; a deed of conveyance, a lease, letter of
attorney, etc. — Present tense. (Gram.) The tense
or forrnof a verb which expresses action or being in
the present time. — Present', pre-zent', v. t. To put
or place in the presence of some one, esp. of a supe-
rior; to give a formal introduction to; to exhibit to
view or notice, set forth, offer ; to pass or make
over, esp. in a ceremonious manner; to make a gift

of, bestow, give, grant, confer; to nominate to an
ecclesiastical benefice; to lay before a court as an
object of inquiry; to indict; to point or direct, as a
weapon.— Pres'ent, n. That which is presented or
given; gift; donation; donative; benefaction.— Pre-
sent'

1

'able, a. Capable or admitting of being pre-
sented: properly prepared to be introduced to an-
other, or to go into society. — Pres'enta'tion, n. Act
of presenting, or state of "being presented; a setting
forth; offering; bestowal; exhibition; representa-
tion. (Eccl. Law.) Act of offering a clergyman to
the bishop or ordinary for institution in a benefice.
[OF.] — Presenfative, -a-tiv, a. (Eccl.) Having
the right of presentation, or offering a clergyman to
the bishop for institution. Admitting the presenta-
tion of a clergyman. (Metaph.) Capable of being
directly known by, or presented to, the mind; intui-

tive—applied to objects; capable of apprehending,
— applied to faculties. — Pres'entee', n. One pre-
sented to a benefice. — Presently, adv. At once;
without delay; instantly; soon; before long; by and
by. — Presentiment, n. Act of presenting, or state

of being presented ; presentation ; setting forth to
view; delineation; representation. (Law.) Written
notice taken by a grand jury of any offense from
their own knowledge or observation, without any
bill of indictment laid before them ; bill of indict-
ment found by a grand jury.

Presentient, pre-sen'shent, a. Perceiving beforehand.
— Presentiment, -senfl-ment, n. Previous con-
ception, sentiment, or opinion ; esp., an antecedent
impression or conviction of something about to
happen ; anticipation of evil.

Preserve, pre-zervr , v. t. [-served (-zervd'), -serv-
ing.] To keep from injury or destruction; to save
from decay by the use of some preservative sub-
stance, as sugar, salt, etc. ; to maintain or keep
throughout (appearances) ; to secure, sustain, pro-
tect, guard, shield, — n. Fruit, etc., seasoned and
kept by suitable preparation; esp. fruit cooked with
an equal weight of sugar; a place for the shelter or
preservation of game, fish, etc. — Pres'erva'tion, n.

Act of, or state of being, etc.; security. — PreBerv'-
ative, -a-tiv, a. Having the power or quality of pre-

serving; tending to preserve. — n. That which, etc.;

a preventive of injury or decay. — Preserv'atory,
-a-to-rt, a. Having the power or a. tendency to pre-
serve; preservative. — n. That which, etc.

Preside, pre-zid', v. t. To occupy the place of ruler,

moderator, principal director, etc.; to exercise su-
perintendence. — President, prez'T-dent, n. One
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elected or appointed to preside : a presiding officer ;

as, the chief officer of a corporation, company, ward,
society, etc. ; the chief executive of the republic in
certain countries. — Presidency, -den-st, n. Act or
condition of one who presides ; superintendence ;

office of president ; term during which a president
holds his office ; jurisdiction of a president.— Pres'-
iden'tial, -shal, a. Presiding; pert, to a president.

Press, pres, v. t. [pressed (prest), pressing.] To
urge with force or weight; to squeeze, crush: to
squeeze in order to extract the juice or contents of:
to squeeze in or with suitable instruments, in order
to make smooth; to embrace closely; to urge with
earnestness or importunity, force, compel; to drive
with violence, urge on; to inculcate with earnest-
ness. — v. i. To exert pressure, bear heavily ; to
move on with urging and crowding forward ; to
crowd, throng, encroach;
to urge with vehemence
or i ni p o r t u n i t y : to ap-
proach unseasonably or
importunately.—n. An in-

strument or machine by
which anything is pressed
or squeezed; placeor build-
ing containing presses; a

machine for printing : see
Printing-press ; the art'

or business of printing
and publishing; the publi-
cations issued from the
press, taken collectively ;

a case, or closet, for the
safe keeping of articles ;

act of pressing or pushing
forward; urgent demands
of affairs; urgency; a mul-
titude of i n d i vi d u a 1 s

crowded together; a
throng.— PressIngly, adv Press.

Pressirosters.

B, Ring

Urgently ; closely. —Press'ure, presh'er, n. Act of,

or condition of being, etc.; a constraining force or im-
pulse ; severe affliction,

distress, difficulties.etc.;

urgency. (Mcch.) The
action of a force against
some obstacle or oppos-
ing force. — Press'bed,
n. A bed that may be
raised and inclosed in
a press or closet. —
-man, n. {Print.) One
who manages or attends
to a press.— Pres'si-
ros'ter, -sY-ros'ter, n.

One of a tribe of wading
birds, including those
which have a com-
Eressed or flattened
eak.

Press, pres, v. t. To force
(men) into service, esp.
the naval service.

Prestidigitator, etc. See under Presto.
Prestige, pres-tezh' or preslij, n. Weight or in-

fluence coming from past success, character, or
deeds.

Presto, pres'to, adv. Quickly; rapidly; immediately;
in haste; suddenly.—Pres'tidig'ita'tion, pres'tT-dij 7-

I-ta'shun, n. Skill in legerdemain. — Pres'tidig'-
ita'tor, n. One skilled, etc.

Presume, pre-zum', v. t. [-sumed (-zumd'), -suming.]
To take or suppose to be true, or entitled to belief,

without examination or positive proof ; to take for
granted, — v. i. To suppose or assume something
to be, or to be true, on grounds deemed valid, though
not amounting to proof; to act in a forward or ven-
turesome manner, take liberties. — Presump'tion,
-zump'shun, n. Act of believing upon probable
evidence, or taking for granted ; ground for pre-

suming ; strong probability; an inference or belief
based upon probable reasoning in the absence of
positive evidence; forward, venturesome, over-con-
fident, or arrogant opinion or conduct; presump-
tuousness. —Presump'tive. -tiv, a. Taken by pre-

sumption or previous supposition ; grounded on
probable evidence.—Presumpt'uous, -zump'chu-us,
a. Full of presumption ; going beyond bound's of
due self-appreciation or modesty; founded on pre-
sumption ; proceeding from excess of confidence;
done with bold design, rash confidence, or in viola-
tion of known duty; foolhardy; rash; presuming;
arrogant; insolent.

Presuppose, pre'sup-poz', v. t. [-posed (-pozd'),
-posing.] To suppose as previous, take for granted,
presume, assume.

Pretend, pre-tend', v. t. Orig. to practice, plot, in-
tend; to simulate in words or actions; to represent
falsely, show hypocritically or for the purpose of de-
ceiving, feign; to allege a title to ; to counterfeit, as-
sume, claim.— v. i. To put in a claim, trulj' or falsely;
to lay claim, strive after something; to profess, make
believe. — Pretense', -tence', n. Act of holding out
or offering to others something false or feigned; de-
ceptive reason; pretext; simulation; that pretended;
false, deceptive, or hypocritical show ; act of pre-
tending or laying claim; assumption.— Preten'sion,
-shun, n. Act of pretending or laying claim; claim
laid; right alleged or assumed.— Preten'tious, -shus,
a. Full of pretension: disposed to claim more than
is one's due.

Preterhuman, pre-tgr-hu'man, a. More than human;
superhuman.

Praterimperfect, pre/t§r-im-pgr
/,
fekt, a. (Gram.) Not

I

absolutely or distincth7 past; past imperfect.
! Preterit, -ite, prefer-it, a. Past, — appl. to the tense
1 in grammar which expresses an action or being per-

fectly past or finished, often that which is just past
or completed, but without a specification of time, —
called also the perfect tense.

Pretermit, pre-ter-mit', v. t. To omit, disregard.
Preternatural, pre-ter-nach /'ur-al, a. Beyond or dif-
ferent from what is natural ; out of the regular
course of tilings.

Preterperfect, pre-ter-per'fekt, a. (Gram.) Express-
ing action or being absolutely past ; perfect. — Pre-
terplu'perfect, a. Expressing action or being past
at or before another past event or time; pluperfect.

Pretest, pre-teksf or pre'tekst, n. Ostensible motive
assigned or assumed as a cover for the real motive ;

pretense; semblance; appearance.
Pretor, pre'ter, n. A civil officer among the ancient
Romans.

Pretty, priftY, a. [-tier; -tiest.] Pleasing by deli-
cacy or grace; of pleasing and attractive form or
features; having slight or diminutive beauty ; af-
fectedly nice; foppish; petty; mean; despicable ;

contemptible.

—

adv. In some degree ; tolerably ;

moderately; quite.
Pretzel, pret'zel, n. A brittle, salted cake; cracknel.
Prevail, pre-val', v. i. [-vailed (-vald'), -vailing.]
To overcome, gain the victory or superiority, suc-
ceed; to be in force, have effect, power, or influ-
ence ; to persuade or induce. — Prevailing, p. a.
Having more influence ; superior in power, influ-
ence, or efficacy; predominant; most general in re-
ception, existence, or extension ; prevalent ; com-
mon: efficacious; successful. — Prev'alence, -a-lens,
n. Condition or quality of being prevalent; superior
strength, influence, or efficacy ; most general recep-
tion or practice, existence or extension.—Prev'alent,
a. Gaining advantage or superiority; most gener-
ally received; extensively existing; prevailing.

Prevaricate, pre-var'Y-kat, v. i. To evade telling the
truth, equivocate, quibble, shuffle. (Civil Law.)
To collude, as where an informer colludes with the
defendant. — Prevar'ica'tion, n. Act of shuffling
or quibbling to evade the truth, or disclosure of
truth. (Civil Law.) Collusion of an informer with
the defendant. (Common Latv.) The undertaking a
thing falsely or deceitfully, for the purpose of de-
feating or destroying it.

Prevent, pre-venty , v. t. Orig. to be beforehand
with, get the start of; to inte rcept and stop, thwart,
hinder, impede, debar, obstruct. — Prevention, n.

Act of, etc.; obstruction. — Preventive, -iv, a.

Tending to prevent; hindering the access of.

—

n.

That which prevents, or intercepts approach. (Med.)
Medicine taken in health, esp. after exposure to
contagion, etc., to prevent an attack of disease.
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Previous, pre'vY-us, a. Going before in time; being
or happening before something else ; antecedent

;

preceding; anterior; prior; foregoing; former.
Prevision, pre-vizh'un, n. Foresight; prescience.
Prey, pra, n. Anything, as goods, etc., taken by force
in war; that which is seized by beasts or birds, to be
devoured; anything taken violently or unjustly;
spoil; booty; plunder, —v.i. [preyed (prad), prey-
ing.] To collect spoil, take food by violence.

Price, prls, n. The amount of money at which a
thing is valued; that for which something is bought
or sold, or offered for sale; value; estimation; re-

ward; recompense.—v. t. [priced (prist), pricing.]
To set a price on. — Price'less, a. Too valuable to

admit of being valued; of inestimable worth.
Prick, prik, v. t. [pricked (prikt), pricking.] To
puncture with a sharp-pointed instrument or sub-
stance; to fix by the point, hang or put on by punc-
turing ; to mark or designate by a puncture ; to
trace, form, or make, by pricking; to spur, goad,
incite; to affect with sharp pain; to erect into a
point; to raise (something pointed),— said esp. of
the ears of an animal ;— hence, to prick up the
ears, to listen sharply.— v. i. To be pricked or
punctured; to suffer or feel penetration by a point
or sharp pain; to spur onward.— n. That which
pricks, penetrates, or punctures; a pointed instru-
ment; sharp, stinging pain; a mark made by a point;
a puncture. — Prick'ing, n. Act of piercing with a
sharp point; sensation of sharp pain, or of being
pricked; trace left by a hare's foot.— Prickle, n.

A little prick; a small, sharp-pointed projection.—
v. t. To pierce with a prickle, or with fine, sharp
points; to prick slightly.—Prick'ly, -It, a. Full of
sharp points or pnckles ; armed with prickles. —
Prick'ly-pear, n. A species of
Cactus, destitute of leaves, cov-
ered with spines, and consist-

ing of flattened joints inserted
upon each other: it produces a
purplish, edible fruit.

Pride, prid, n. State or quality
of being proud; inordinate self-

esteem; noble self-esteem; ele-
vation of character ; insolence
or arrogance of demeanor; that
of which one is proud ; that Prickly-pear,

which excites boasting, — as, decoration, ornament;
or, show, ostentation, honor; or, elevation reached.
— v. t. To indulge in pride, elation, self-gratulation,
etc.,— used reflexively. — Proud, prowd, a. Feeling
or manifesting pride, in a good or bad sense; esp.,
possessing or showing inordinate self-esteem ; giv-
ing reason or occasion for pride, self-gratulation

,

or boasting; excited by the animal appetite,— said
of the female of some animals.—Proudflesh. (Med.)
A fungous growth or excrescence of flesh in a
wound or ulcer.

Priest, prest, n. One who officiates at the altar, or
performs the rites of sacrifice. (Christian Ch.) A
presbyter or elder ; a minister. (Prot. Epis. Ch.)
One who belongs to the intermediate order Detween
bishop and deacon. — Priest'craft, n. The strata-
gems and frauds of priests; fraud or imposition in
religious concerns.— Priest'hood, n. Office or char-
acter of a priest; priests taken collectively; order
of priests. — Priest'ly, a. Pert, to, or becoming, a
priest or priests; sacerdotal.

Prig, prig, n. A pert, conceited, saucy, pragmatical
felllow ; a thief. i. [prigged (prigd), -ging.]
To haggle about the price of a commodity. — v. t.

To filch or steal.

Prim, prim, a. Formal; precise; affectedly nice.— v. t.

[primmed (primd), -ming.] To deck with great
nicety.

Primadonna, pre'ma-don'na, n. The chief female
singer in an opera.

Prime, prim, a. Primitive; primary; first in rank, de-
gree, dignity, or importance; first in excellence; of
highest quality ; early ; blooming. — n. The first
part; beginning or opening, as of the day, year, etc.;
the dawn; the spring; spring of life; "youth; full
health, strength, or beauty; that which is first in
quality; best portion. (Rom. Cath. Ch.) The first

canonical hour, succeeding to lauds.— v. i. [primed

(piimd), priming.] To fill the vent with powder,
etc., for communicating fire, from the percussion
cap, etc., to the charge ; to lay the first color in
painting upon. — Pri'mary, ma-rY, a. First in or-
der of time or development; preparatory to some-
thing higher; first in dignity or importance; origi-
nal; chief; lowest; primitive; elemental.— n. That
which stands highest in rank or importance, pi.
(Ornith.) One of the large feathers on the last joint
of a bird's wing. — Pri'mate, -mat, n. The chief
ecclesiastic in a national church; an archbishop. —
Pri'mateship, -macy, -ma-sY, n. Office or dignity of
a primate.— Pre'mier, -mY-er, a. First; chief; prin-
cipal. (Her.) Most ancient. —Premier, pre'mY-gr or
prem'yer, n. The chief minister of state ; prime
minister.— Priming, primming, n. The powder,
etc., used to communicate fire from the percussion
cap, etc., to the charge in a firearm, etc. (Paint.)
The first color laid on canvas, or on a building, etc.

(Steam Eng.) The act of carrying over water from
the boiler into the cylinder. — Primitive, prYm'Y-
tiv, a. Pert, to the beginning or origin, or to early
times; characterized by simplicity; formal; prim;
antique; antiquated; original; primary; radical.— n.
An original word; a word not derived from another.
— Primmer, prYm'er, n. A small, elementary book
for teaching children to read. (Print.) A kind of
type, of which there are 2 species; one, called long
primer, in size between small pica and bourgeois;
the other, called great primer, larger than English,
and the largest type commonly used in printing
books. [Orig. the book of prime, or devotions, then
an elementary book.]

The type called long-primer.

Great-primer type,
—Prime'val, pri-me'val, a. Belonging to the first

ages; pristine; original; primitive.

—

Pri/moge'nial,
-jernY-al, a. First born, made, or generated; pri-

mary ; constituent; elemental. — Pri/mogen /
'itor,

-Y-ter, n. The first father or forefather. — Pri'mo-
gen'iture, -Y-chur, n. Seniority by birth among chil-
dren. (Eng. Law.) The exclusive right of inheri-
tance which belongs _to the eldest son or daughter.
— Prirn'rose, prYrn'roz, n. An early flowering her-
baceous plant of many species.

Prince, prins, n. A person possessing highest place
and authority; a sovereign; monarch; the son of a
king or emperor, or the issue of a royal family; a
person of rank next to the sovereign.— Prin'cess,
n. A female prince ; daughter of a king ; consort
of a prince. — Prince'dom, -dum, n. The jurisdic-
tion, sovereignty, rank, or estate, of a prince.—
Prince'ly, -1Y, a. Of, or relating to, a prince; regal;
of highest rank or authority; resembling or becom-
ing a prince; of great wealth or magnificence; grand;
noble; stately. — adv. In a prince-like manner.

—

Prinrce's-met/
al, n. An alloy composed of 75 parts

of copper and 25 of zinc, in imitation of gold. —
Prin'cipal, -sY-pal, a. Highest in rank, authority,
character, or importance: most considerable ; chief.
— n. A chief or head ; presiding teacher of a school;
one who takes the lead,— as, one who possesses or
exercises chief authority. (Law.) The chief actor
in a crime, oran abettor who is present at it, — as
disting. fr. an accessory; a chief obligor, promisor,
or delator, — disting. fr. a, surety ; one who employs
another to act for him, — disting. fr. an agent. A
thing of chief or prime consequence; a capital sum
of money, placed out at interest, due as a debt, or
used as a fund. — Principality, -pal'Y-tY, n. Sov-
ereignty ; supreme power ; a prince ; one invested
with sovereignty; the territory of a prince.— Prin'-
cipally, adv. In a principal manner; chiefly; main-
ly; essentially; especially; particularly.—Pnn'ciple,
-sY-pl, n. A source, or origin; that from which any-
thing proceeds; an original faculty or endowment
of the soul; a fundamental truth or tenet; elemen-
tary proposition; a settled rule of action; right rule
of conduct; maxim; axiom; tenet; motive. (Chem.)
An original element which characterizes some sub-
stance, and from which it may be obtained by anal-
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ysis. — v. t. [principled (-pld), -pling.] To es-

tablish or fix in, or impress with, tenets.
Prink, prink, v. i. [pkinked (prinkt), pkinking.] To
dress for show, put on stately airs, strut.— v. t. To
dress or adjust the hair, etc.

Print, print,!', t. To press or impress, imprint; to
take an impression of, stamp; to strike oft' impres-
sions of, by means of a press; to mark by pressure,
form an impression upon; to form an imitation of
letters made by the impression of types. — v. i. To
use or practice the art of typography ; to publish a
book.— n. A mark made by impression or by pres-
sure of one thing on another; impressions of types
in general, as to form, size, etc.; that produced by
printing,— as, a stamped likeness of anything, an en-
graving; or, a printed sheet of news, newspaper; or,

a fabric figured by printing, calico; that which im-
presses its form on anything.—Prinfer, n. One who
prints, impresses, or stamps ; esp., one employed
in printing books, newspapers, etc. — Frint/ing, n.

Act, art, or practice of impressing letters, char-
acters, or figures
on paper, cloth, or
other material; ty-
pography.—Print-
ing- ink, n. Ink
used in printing
paper.—press, n.

A press for printing
books, newspapers,
handbills, etc.

—

Print'-shop, n. A
shop where prints
are kept for sale.

Prior, pri'er, a. Pre-
ceding in the order
of time; anterior;
antecedent; pre-
cedent; preemi-
nent.— n. (Eccl.)
The superior of a
priory ; one next
m dignity to an ab-
bot. — Pri'oress, n.
A female superior
of a convent of
nuns. — Pn'ory, -o-rT, n. A religious house, the
head of which was a prior or prioress, and which was
in dignity below an abbey; a convent. — Priority,
-bVT-tY, n. State of being antecedent in time, or of
preceding something else; precedence; preeminence

;

preference.
Prism, prizm, n. (Geom.) A solid whose bases or ends
are any similar, equal, and parallel plane
figures, and whose sides are parallelograms.
(O/it.) A transparent bodjr

, with, usually.
3 rectangular plane faces or sides, and 2

equal and parallel triangular ends or bases:
see Light. — Prismatic, -ical, a. Resem-
bling or related to, separated or distributed

by, or formed by, a prism.— Prismat'ically.
adv. — Pris'moid, -moid, n. A body that
approaches to the form of a prism.

Prison, prizli, n. A building for the con-
finement or safe custody of criminals, or
those accused of crime, and others committed by
due process of law; a jail.— v. t. [prisoned (-nd),
-Oning.] To shut up in a prison, confine, restrain
from liberty. — Pris'oner, n. One under arrest or
in custody; a captive.

Pristine, prislin, a. Belonging to the beginning or
earliest time; original; first; primitive; former.

Prithee, prirb/e. Corrupt, of Ipray thee, — generally
used without the pronoun.

Private, pri'vet, a. Belonging to, or concerning, an !

individual person, company, or interest,— personal,
j

opp. to public ; peculiar to one's self ; sequestered
from company or observation ; not invested with
public office or employment; not publicly known ; |

not open; secret; secluded; solitary, —n. A com-
mon soldier ; one of the lowest rank in an army.
— Pri'vacy, -va-sT, n. State of being in retirement;
a place of seclusion from company or observation;
retreat ; retirement ; concealment of what is said

|

or done; secrecy. — Pri'vateer', -ter', n. An armed
|

Columbian Printing-press.

t, tympun ; /, frisket ; r, rounce

;
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private vessel commissioned to cruise against the
enemy's commerce. — v. i. [privateered (-terd')i
-teering.] To cruise in a privateer. — Priva'tion,
n. Act of depriving of rank or office; degradation
in rank; state of being deprived of something, esp.
of something required or desired; destitution; need;
condition of being absent or wanting ; absence. —
Priv'ative, priv'a-tiv, a. Causing privation : de-
priving ; consisting in the absence of something;
not positive. — n. That which derives its charac-
ter from, or of which the essence is, the absence
of something. {Gram.) A prefix or suffix to a word
which changes its signification and gives it a con-
trary sense. —Priv'y, -t, a. Pert, to some person ex-
clusively; assigned to private uses; private; not open
or public; secret; clandestine; appropriated to retire-
ment; secretly cognizant.— n. (Law.) A partaker; a
person having an interest in any action or thing. A
necessary house.— Privilege, -I-lej, n. A peculiar
benefit or advantage; a right or immunity not en-
joyed by others or by all;

prerogative ; franchise ;

claim; liberty. — v. t.

[privileged (-lejd),

-leging.] To grant some
particular right or exemp-
tion to; to exempt, deliv-
er.

Privet, priv'et, n. An or-
namental European
shrub, used in hedges in
the U. S.

Prize, priz, n. Something
taken from another ; a
thing seized by force,
stratagem, or superi.or
power. (Law.) Anything
captured by a belligerent
using the right of war;
esp. a captured vessel.
Anything carried off as
the reward of success in a
contest, etc.; thing of-
fered to be competed for;
that won in a lottery; anything worth striving for.

Prize, priz, v. t. [prized (prizd), prizing.] To set or
estimate the value of, rate; to value highly, esteem.

Prize, to raise with a lever. See Pry.
Pro and Con, pro-and-kon. For and against, pi.
Things which may be urged for or against a thing.

Proa, pro'a, n. A long, narrow, sail canoe, with oars
and outrigger, used in the regions of the trade-
winds : the head and stern are alike, but the sides
differently formed.

Probable, Probate, Probe, Probity, etc. See under
Prove.

Problem, problem, n. A question proposed for solu-
tion; a matter difficult of settlement. (Math.) Any-
thing required to be done. — Problematic, -ical, a.
Having the nature of a problem ; questionable ; un-
certain; disputable: doubtful.

Proboscis, pro-bos'sis, n. ; pi. -boscides, -bos'sY-dez.
An extensible hollow tube projecting from the head
of certain animals, and capable of absorbing fluids;
a snout ; trunk : an insect's proboscis is usually a
horny lube formed by the modified jaws.

Pi'oceed', pro-sedr , v. i. To move, pass, or go forward
or onward ; to come forth ; to pass from a stated
point or topic to another ; to issue or come forth
as from a source ; to go on in an orderly or reg-
ulated manner ; to act by method. (Law.) To
commence and carry on a legal process.— Proceeds,
v. )>l. That which comes forth or results; yield; is-

sue; product; sum afforded by a sale. — Proceed'-
in§, n. Action contemplated as in process or with
reference to its successive steps; progress or move-
ment from one thing to another; transaction; meas-
ure; step. — Proced'ure, -se'jur, n. Act or manner
of proceeding; progress; management; step taken ;

act performed; course; conduct. — Proc'ess, pros/ -

es, n. Act of proceeding or moving forward ; pro-
cedure; progress; advance; series of actions, mo-
tions, or occurrences; progressive act or transaction;
normal or regular manner of activity. (Anat.) Any
protuberance; projecting part of any surface. (Law.)

Privet.
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The whole course of proceedings in a cause.— Pro-
ces'sion, -sesh/un, n. Act of proceeding ; regular,
orderly, or ceremonious progress; a train of individ-
uals advancing in order; a retinue.

Proclaim, pro-tlam', v. t. [-claimed (-klamd''),
-claiming.] To make conspicuously known by
public announcement, give wide publicity to, an-
nounce, publish, promulgate, declare. — Proc'lama''-
tion, n. Act of publishing abroad ; official or gen-
eral publication; an official public announcement;
published ordinance.

Proclivity, pro-kliVY-ti, n. Inclination ; propensity ;

proneness ; tendency ; readiness ; facility.

Proconsul, pro-kon'sul, n. (Rom. Antiq.) A Koman
officer who discharged the duties of a consul with-
out being himself consul; a governor of a province.

Procrastinate, pro-kraslY-nat, v. t. To put off till to-
morrow, or from day to day ; to defer to a future
time, postpone, delay, retard, prolong.— v. i. To
delay, be dilatory. — Proeras'tinalion, n. Act of,
etc.; dilatoriness. _

Procreate, pro'kre-at. v. t. To beget, generate, en-
gender. — Pro'crea'tion, n. Act of, etc.

Procrustean, pro-krusle-an, a. Pert, to or like Pro-
crustes, a highwayman of Attica, who tied his vic-
tims on an iron bed, and either stretched out or cut
off their legs to adapt them to its length ; hence, re-
ducing by violence to strict conformity to a measure
or model.

Proctor, etc. See under Procure.
Procumbent, pro-kum'bent, a. Lying down or on the

face; prone; prostrate.
Procure, pro-kur

/r

, v. t. To bring into possession ; to
acquire or provide for one's self or for another ; to
contrive and effect, bring about, gain, get, obtain,
win, attract, cause. — v. i. To pimp. — Procure'-
ment, n. Act of procuring ; obtainment; manage-
ment; agency. — Procurer, n. One who procures or
obtains; a pimp: pander. — Procur'ess, n. A female
procurer. — Procurable, a. — Proc'ura'tor, prok'u-
ra'ter, n. (Law.) One who manages another's af-
fairs ; a proctor. (Rom. Antiq.) A governor of a
province under the emperors; also, a certain officer
who had the management of the revenue.— Proc'-
uracy, -u-ra-sY, n. Office or act of a proctor or proc-
urator; vicarious management. — Proc'iira'tion, n.

Act of procuring; procurement; management of an-
other's affairs; instrument by which a person is em-
powered to transact the affairs of another; sum of
money paid to the bishop or archdeacon by incum-
bents, on account of visitations.— Proc'tor, -ter, n.
One employed to manage the affairs of another.
(Law.) An officer employed in admiralty and eccle-
siastical causes. An officer who attends to the mor-
als of university or college students, and enforces
obedience to the regulations. — Prox'y, -T, n. The
agency of one who acts as a substitute for another;
one deputed to act for another; a writing by which
one authorizes another to vote in his place.

Prod, prod, v. t. To thrust with a pointed instrument,
goad, prick. — n. A goad; awl.

Prodigal, prod'Y-gal, a. Given to extravagant expen-
ditures; recklessly profuse; expending to excess, or
without necessity ; lavish ; free. — n. One who ex-
pends money extravagantly or without necessity ;

a spendthrift. — Prod'igallty, n. Extravagance in
expenditure, esp. of money; profusion; waste.

Prodigy, prod'Y-jY, n. Something extraordinary from
which omens are drawn ; portent ; anything won-
derful or astonishing, and out of the ordinary course
of nature; miracle; marvel; monster. — Prodigious,
-dijlis, a. Of the nature of a prodigy; enormous in
size, quantity, extent, etc.; huge; monstrous; por-
tentous; amazing; extraordinary.

Produce, pro-das', v. t. [-duced (-dust'), -ducixg.]
To offer to view or notice, exhibit ; to bring forth,
give birth to, propagate, furnish ; to cause to be or
to happen ; to manufacture ; to yield or furnish; to
draw further, lengthen out, prolong. (Geom.) To
extend, — applied to a line, surface, or solid. — Prod'-
uce, prod'us, n. That produced, brought forth, or
yielded; result of labor, esp. of agricultural labors;
agricultural products.— Prod'uct, n. That produced,
brought forth, or effected; fruit, whether of growth
or labor, either physical or intellectual. (Math.) The

number resulting from the multiplication of 2 or
more numbers. — Production, n. Act or process of
producing; that produced or made; product; fruit
of labor; a lengthening out; prolongation.— Pro-
ductive, -tiv, a. Having the quality or power of
producing; yielding or furnishing results; cringing
into being ; causing to exist ; efficient ; producing
good crops.

Proem, pro'em, n. Preface; introduction; prelude.
Profane, pro-fan? , a. Not sacred or holy ; relating to
matters other than sacred ; secular ; temporal

;

worldly ; characterized by impurity ; esp., treating
sacred things with contempt, disrespect, irrever-
ence, or undue familiarity; taking the name of God
in vain ; given to swearing; wicked ; godless ; im-
pious.— v. t. [profaned (-fand'), -faning.] To
treat with abuse, irreverence, obloquy, or contempt;
to put to a wrong or unworthy use ; to desecrate,
pollute, defile, violate, dishonor. — Profanity, -fan''-

Y-tY, n. Quality or character of being profane; pro-
faneness; esp., the use of profane language ; blas-
phemy; that which is profane; profane language.

—

Prof'analion, n. Act of violating sacred things, or
of treating them with contempt or irreverence ; act
of treating with abuse or disrespect.

Profess, pro-fes', v. t. [-fessed (-fesf), -fessing.] To
make open declaration of, confess publicly, affirm; to
make pretense to, put on an appearance of ; to pre-
tend to knowledge of, proclaim one's self versed in.
— v. i. To take a profession upon one's self; to
confess. — Profess'edly, adv. By profession ; by
avowal. — Profes'sion, -fesh'un, n. Act of profess-
ing ; open declaration ; public avowal ; that which
one professes; declaration ; claim ; occupation (not
mechanical, agricultural, etc.), to which one devotes
himself ; the collective body of persons engaged in
a calling. — Professional, a. Pert, to or engaged
in a profession or a calling; professed; being by pro-
fession ; avowed. — Professionally, adv. By pro-
fession or calling. — Profess'or, n. One who makes
open profession of his sentiments or opinions; esp.,
one who makes a formal profession of religion; a pub-
lic teacher of any science or branch of learning; esp.,
a college instructor.

Proffer, proffer, v. t. [-fered (-ferd), -feeing.] To
offer for acceptance, propose to give, tender, essay.
— n. An offer made ; something proposed for ac-
ceptance by another.

Proficient, pro-fish'ent, a. Well advanced in any
branch of knowledge or skill; well-skilled; versed.— n. One who has made considerable advances in
any business, art, science, or branch of learning

;

an expert, adept. — Profi'cience, -ciency, -fish'en-sY,
n. State or quality of being, etc.

Profile, pro'fil or -f'el, n. An outline or contour ; a
vertical section through a building, figure, machine,
piece of work, section of country, etc. (Paint. &
Scidp.) A head or portrait representedsidewise or in
a side view.— v. t. [-filed (-fild or -feld), -filing.]
To draw the outline of, draw in profile.

Profit, profit, n. Acquisition beyond expenditure;
in commerce, pecuniary gain in any transaction or
occupation; valuable results; useful consequences;

'

benefit; avail; advancement; gain; emolument.—
v. t. To be of service to, be good to, help on, bene-
fit. — v. i. To gain advantage, make improvement;
to be of use or advantage, bring good.— Profitable,
a. Yielding or bringing profit or gain; lucrative;
advantageous; serviceable: improving.

Profligate, proflY-gat, a. Abandoned to vice ; open-
ly and shamelessly immoral or vicious ; dissolute ;

depraved ; wicked. — n. An abandoned man ; a
vicious person. — Profligacy, -lY-ga-sY, n. Condition
or quality of being profligate; a very vicious course
of life: prodigality; extravagance; exuberance.

Profound, pro-fownd', a. Descending far below the
surface ; low bending ; very low; characterized by
intensity; deeply felt; intellectually deep; reaching
to the bottom of a matter ; exhibiting or express-
ing deep humility, —n. The deep; the abyss: the
sea; ocean. — Profun'dity, -fun'dY-tY, n. Condition
or quality of being profound; depth of place, of
knowledge, of science, of feeling, etc.

Profuse, pro-fus', a. Very liberal; giving without
stint; liberal to excess; lavish; exuberant; pouring
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forth very abundantly ; prodigal ; extravagant. —
Profusion, -zhun, n. Act of a profuse person; ex-
travagance of expenditure ; rich abundance ; exu-
berant plenty.

Prog, prog, v. i. To wander about and beg; to steal,

filch. — n. Victuals sought by begging, or found
by wandering about; food; one who seeks victuals
by wandering and begging.

Progeny, proj'e-nT, n. Descendants of the human
kind, or offspring of other animals; offspring.— Pro-
genitor, pro-jen'T-ter, n. An ancestor in the direct
line; forefather.

Prognathic, prog-na'thus, -nathlc, a. Having a pro-
jecting jaw.

Prognosis, prog-no'sis, n. (Med.) Act or art of fore-
telling the course and event of a disease, by partic-
ular symptoms.— Prognos'tic, -nos'tik, a. Indica-
ting something future by signs or symptoms.— n. A
sign by which a future event may be known or fore-
told; a prediction. (Med.) A symptom indicating
the course and event of a disease. — Prognosticate,
-tik-at, v. t. To indicate as future, foretell from signs
or symptoms, foreshow, betoken, presnge, prophesy.
— Prognostication, n. Act of, etc.; a previous sign;
a foretoken.

Program, -gramme, pro'gram, n. A brief outline or
explanation of the order to be pursued, or subjects
embraced, in any public exercise.

Progress, prog'res. n. A moving or going forward,—
as, in actual space, etc. ; or, in the growth of an
animal or plant; or, in knowledge; or, in business
of any kind; or, toward completeness or perfection;
a journey of state, made by a sovereign through
his own dominions. — Progress'', pro-gres', v. i.

[-gressed (-gresf), -dressing.] To make progress,
move forward, proceed, advance, go on ; to make
improvement. — Progression, -gresn'un, n. Act of
moving forward; motion onward; course; passage.
(Math.) Continued proportion, arithmetical, geo-
metrical, or harmonical. (Mux.) A regular succession
of chords, or movement of the parts in harmony.

—

Progressive, -iv, a. Moving forward; advancing;
evincing progress; improving.

Prohibit, pro-hiblt, v. t. To forbid, interdict by au-
thority; to hinder, debar, prevent, preclude.— Pro'-
hibi'tion, -bish'un.w. Act of, etc.; interdict. — Pro'-
hibi'tionist, n. One who favors prohibitory duties
in commerce or prohibition of the sale of intox-
icating liquor. — Prohibitive, -tiv, -tory, -to-rT, a.

Tending to prohibit, forbid, or exclude ; implying
prohibition.

Project, pro-jekf, v. t. To throw out, cast forward;
to scheme, devise; to draw or exhibit (the form of
anything); to exhibit in a striking way by the aid
of another object. — v. i. To shoot forward, extend
beyond something else, jut.— Proj'ect, proj'ekt, n.

That projected or designed, intended or devised; a

Elan ; scheme; an idle scheme ; design not practica-
le.—Projectile, -jek'til, a. Impelling forward; giv-

en by impulse; impelled forward, — n. A body pro-
jected through the air, as a cannon-ball. pi. (Meek.)
Science of the motion, range, etc., of bodies thrown
above the surface of the earth. — Projection, n. Act
of, etc.; apart jutting out, as of a building: scheme;
representation of something; delineation; plan; esp.,

the representation of any' object on a perspective
plane. — Project'or, n. One who projects; one who
forms a design,— esp. wild or impracticable schemes.

Prolstaire, pro-la-tarr , n. One of the common people;
a low person ; the commonalty as an influence or
estate in a country. — prolific, a. Producing young
or fruit; generative; fruitful; productive; serving
to produce; fruitful of results: active.

Prolix, pro-liks", a. Extending to a great length; in-

dulging in protracted discourse; long; diffuse; te-

dious; tiresome; wearisome. — Prolixity, n. Qual-
ity of being, etc. ; great length: minute detail.

Prolocutor, prol-o-ku'ter or pro-lokli-ter, n. One who
speaks for another; the speaker or chairman of a
convocation.

Prologue, prolog, n. The preface or introduction to
a discourse or performance ; esp., the poem spoken
before a dramatic performance begins.

Prolong, pro-long', v. t. [-longed (-longd'), -long-
ing.] To lengthen in time, extend the duration of;

to put off to a distant time; to extend in space or
length ; to delay, protract, postpone. — Prolonga'-
tion, n. Act of, etc.; extension.

Fromenade, prom-e-nad' or -nad', n. A walk for
amusement or exercise; a place for walking. — v. t.

To walk for amusement or exercise.
Promethean, pro-melhe-an, a. Of, or pert, to, Pro-
metheus, fabled to have formed men of clay, and
Eiven them life by means of Are stolen from heaven;
aving a life-giving quality; inspiring.

Prominent, prom't-nent, a. Standing out beyond the
line or surface of something; likely to attract atten-
tion from size or position; eminent; distinguished
above others; conspicuous; chief. — Prom'inence,
-nency, -nen-sT, n. State of, or that which, etc.

Promiscuous, pro-mis'ku-us, a. Consisting of indi-
viduals united in a body or mass without order; dis-
tributed or applied without order or discrimination;
common; indiscriminate; confused.

Promise, promls, n. A declaration by one person to
another, which binds him who makes it to do or
forbear a specified act ; a binding declaration of
something to be done or given for another's benefit;
ground or basis of hope; bestowal or fulfillment of
what is promised.— v. t. [promised (-ist). -ising.]
To engage to do, give, make, or to refrain from do-
ing, etc.; to afford reason to expect, assure ; to engage
to bestow.— v. i. To give assurance by a promise,
afford hopes or expectations.— Promissory, -so-rt,

a. Containing a binding declaration of something
to be done or forborne.— Promissory note. (Law?)
A written promise to pay to some person named,
and at or before a time specified therein, a certain
sum of money, in consideration of value received.

Promontory, prom'on-to-rY, n. A high point of land
or rock projecting into the sea; a headland.

Promote, pro-mot', v. t. To contribute to the growth,
enlargement, or excellence of (anything valuable) }

to forward, advance, contribute to the increase or
power of ; to excite, stir up ; to exalt in station,
rank, or honor; to elevate, raise, prefer. — Promo'-
tion, n. Act of, or condition of being, etc. ; advance-
ment; assistance; elevation.

Prompt, prompt, a. Ready and quick to act as occa-
sion demands; acting with cheerful alacrity; quick-
ly, readily, or cheerfully performed; expeditious;
alert; brisk; nimble, — v. t. To move or excite to
action or exertion; to suggest to the mind; esp., to

assist (a speaker or a learner) when at a loss.

—

Prompfer, n. One who prompts; esp., one who as-

sists speakers, or actors in a play, when at a loss. —
Promptitude, -T-tOd, n. Quality of being prompt;
quickness of decision and action when occasion de-
mands: cheerful alacrity.

Promulgate, pro-muKgat, v. t. To make known by
open declaration, as laws, decrees, or tidings; to an-
nounce, publish, declare, proclaim. — Pro'mulga/'-

tion, n. Act of, etc.; open declaration.— Pro'mul-
ga'tor, n. One who, etc. — Promulge', pro-mulj',
v. t. [-mulged (-muljd'), -mulging.] To promul-
gate.

Prone, prSn, a. Bending forward ; in-
clined; flat on the face; lying with the
face downward ; headlong ; running
downward ; sloping, with reference to
a line or surface: disposed, — usually
in an ill sense. — Prone'ness, n. State
of being prone ; in-

clination of mind,
heart, or temper: pro-
pension; disposition.

Prong, prong, n. A
sharp-pointed instru-
ment; the tine of a
fork, etc. ; a pointed
projection.— Prong'
horn, -buck, n. An
antelope of western-,
N. Amer., having hol-
low deciduous horns, t>„«„ „!,„..,
with a prong near the Prong-horn,

end of each; the only known animal having true
deciduous horns.

Pronoun, pro'nown, n. (Oram.) A word used instead
of a noun or name, to prevent the repetition of it.
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— Pronom'inal, -nomM-nal, a. Belonging to, or
' partaking of, the nature of a pronoun.
Pronounce, pro-nowns', v. t. [-nounced (-nownstO,
-nouncing.] To utter articulately, speak distinctly;
to utter formally, officially, or solemnly; to sjeik
rhetorically; to declare or affirm.— Pronounced'',
-nownsf, a. Strongly marked ; decided. — Pro-
nouncing, p. a. Teaching or indicating pronun-
ciation. — Pronun'cia'tion, -shi-a'shun, n. Act of,

etc. ; utterance ; mode of uttering words or sen-
tences. (Rhet.) Art or manner of uttering a dis-

course with propriety and gracefulness. — Pronun'-
ciamen'to, -sl-a-men'to, -ciamiento, -noTm'the-a'-
ml-en-to, n. A proclamation ; manifesto ; formal
announcement or declaration.

Proof, etc. See under Pkove.
Prop, prop, v. t. [propped (propt), propping.] To
support or prevent from falling by placing some-
thing under or against; to sustain, support, stay, up-
hold.—n. That which sustainsan incumbent weight:
that on which anything rests for support; stay; staff;

pillar.

Propagate, prop'a-gat, v. t. To continue or multiply
by generation or successive reproduction; to cause
to reproduce itself ; to cause to spread or extend ;

to spread from person to person, extend the knowl-
edge of, diffuse, disseminate, promote,— v. i. To
have young or issue ; to be produced or multiplied
by generation. — Prop'aga'tion, n. Act of propaga-
ting; the spreading or extension of anything; gen-
eration; extension; increase. — Prop'aga'tor, ;?.—
Prop'agable, a.— Propaganda, -gan'da, n. A so-

ciety in Rome, charged with the management of
the Rom. Cath. missions, and entitled Cbngregatio
de Propaganda Fide; hence, any organized effort
to make proselytes. — Propagan'dism, -dizm, n.

Art or practice of propagating tenets or principles.
Proparoxytone, pro-par-oks'I-ton, n. (Gr. Gram.) A
word accented on the antepenult.

Propel, pro-peK, v. t. [-pelled (-peldO, -felling.]
To drive forward, urge or press onward by force.— Propeller, n. One who, or that which, propels;
esp. a contrivance for propelling a steamboat, con-
sisting of a revolving screw placed in the stern; a
steamboat thus propelled : see Screw-propeller.
— Propul'sion, -shun, n. Act of, etc.

Propense, pro-pens', a. Inclined; disposed either to
good or evil; prone. — Propense'ness, -pen'sion.
-pen'sity, -st-tl, -pend'ency, -en-sT, n. State of
being propense or inclined; natural inclination; dis-
position; bias; proclivity; proneness.

Proper, propter, a. Belonging to as one's own; own;
belonging to the natural or essential constitution of;
esp., befitting one's nature, property, etc.; adapted
to the ends of order, comfort, taste, beauty, moral-
ity, etc.; precise; formal; according to usage; well
formed; handsome; pert, to one of a species, but not
common to the whole; not appellative. — Prop'erly.
adv. In a proper manner; suitably; fitly; in a strict
sense; strictly. — Prop'erty, -er-tt, n. That which
is proper to anything; a peculiar quality of any-
thing; an acquired or artificial quality; that which
is peculiar to any person; that to whicn a person has
a legal title ; thing owned; exclusive right of pos-
sessing; possession held in one's own right; an es-
tate, whether inlands, goods, or money; nearness
or right; a piece of land with the appurtenant build-
ings. — Proprietary, -pri'e-ta-rt, n. A proprietor
or owner; a body of proprietors taken collectively.— a. Pert, to a proprietor.— Proprietor, -e-tgr, n.
One who has the legal right or exclusive title to
anything, whether in possession or not; an owner.— Proprietorship, n. State of being proprietor.—
Proprietress, n. A female proprietor. — Propri-
ety, -e-tT, n. Conformity to an acknowledged or cor-
rect standard; consonance with established princi-
ples, rules, or customs; fitness; decorum; justness;
accuracy.

Properispomenon, pro'per-Y-spom'e-non, n. (Gr.
Gram.) A word having the circumflex accent on
the penult.

Prophet, proFet, n. One who foretells events; a pre-
dicter; an interpreter.— Proph'ecy, -e-st, n. A dec-
laration of something to come ; esp., an inspired
foretelling. (Script.) A book of prophecies ; a his-

tory; public interpretation of Scripture; preaching.
j

— Proph'esy, -e-si, r. t. [-sied (-sld), -sying.] To
I

foretell, as future; predict.— v. i. To utter predic-
|

tions. (Script.) To instruct in religious doctrines,
I

preach, exhort.— Proph /
'esi/er, -si'6r, n. — Propnef-

ic, -ical, pro-i'et'ik-al, a. Containing, or pert, to,

pronliecy, — used with of before the thing fore-
told.

Propnylasis, prof-Y-laks'is, n. (Med.) Art of pre-
serving from, or preventing, disease ; observance of
rules necessary for the preservation of health ; pre-
servative or preventive treatment.— Propb/ylac'tic,
n. A medicine which preserves or deieuds ag»inst
disease ; a preventive. — Proph'ylac'tic, -tical, a.
Defending from disease.

Propinquity, pro-pink'wY-tY, n. Nearness in place,
time, or relationship; neighborhood; proximity.

Propitious, pro-pisii'iis, a. Favorable ; kind ; ready
to forgive sins and bestow blessings ; auspicious.
— Propi'tiate, -Y-at, v. t. To appease and render
favorable, make propitious. — Propi'tia'tion, n. Act
of propitiating or making propitious ; that which,
etc. (Theol.) The atonement or atoning sacrifice.

—

Propi'tiatory, -a-to-rY, a. Having the power to make
propitious; pert, to, or employed in, propitiation;
expiatory. — n. (Jewish Antiq.) The mercy-seat: the
lid or cover of the ark of the covenant ; the symbol
of the propitiated Jehovah.

Propolis, pro'po-lis, n. A resinous substance of a red-
dish color, used by bees to stop crevices in their
hives, etc.

!
Proponent. See under Propound. •

Proportion, pro-por'shun, ?j. Arrangement of parts ;

relation of one portion to another, or to the whole,
with respect to magnitude or quantity ; relation of
one thing to another in size, quantity, degree, etc.

;

equal or just share; lot; symmetrical arrangement,
distribution, or adjustment. (Math.) Equality or
similarity of ratios, esp. of geometrical ratios ; the
rule of 3 in arithmetic, in which the 3 given terms,
together with the 1 sought, are proportional.— v. t.

[proportioned (-shund), -tioning.1 To adjust in
a suitable proportion ; to form with symmetry or
suitableness.— In proportion. According as ; to the
degree that. — Propor'tionable, a. Capable of being
proportioned or made proportional ; proportional.— Propor'tional, a. Having a due proportion or
comparative relation : relating to, or securing, pro-
portion. (Math.) Having the same, or a constant,
ratio.

—

n. (Math.) Any number or quantity in a
proportion. (Chem.) Same as Equivalent. — Pro-
por'tionaKity, -aKY-tY, n. Quality of being in pro-
portion. — Proportionate, -at, a. Adjusted to some-
thing else, according to a proportion; symmetrical;
corresponding. — v. t. To make proportional ; to
proportion.

Propose, pro-pSz', v. t. [-posed (-p5zd'), -posing.]
To offer for consideration, discussion, acceptance,
or adoption; to purpose, intend. — v. i. To lay
schemes; to offer one's self in marriage.— Proposal,
n. That which is proposed for consideration or ac-

ceptance; offer ; proffer; tender; overture. — Purr-
pose, per'pus, n. Object to be reached or accom-
plished; end or aim to which the view is directed in"
any plan, measure, or exertion; design; end; inten-
tion.— v. t. [purposed (-pust), -posing.] To deter-
mine upon (some end or object to be accomplished);
to intend, design, resolve. — v. i. To design, intend,
mean. — On purjiose. With previous design; with
the mind directed to that object. — Pur'posely, adv.
By purpose or design ; intentionally; with predeter-
mination.

Propound, pro-pownd'", v. t. To lay before, offer for
consideration. (Congregational Churches.) To pro-

pose or name as a candidate for admission to com-
munion with a church. — Proposition, -zish'un, w.

That which is offered for consideration, acceptance,
or adoption. (Gram. & Logic.) A complete sentence;
a subject and predicate united by a copula. (Math.)
A statement in terms either of a truth to be demon-
strated or of an operation to be performed. — Pro-
ponent, n. One who makes an offer, or lays down
a proposition.

Proprietor, Propriety, etc. See under Proper.
Propulsion. See under Propel.
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Pro rata, pro-ra'ta. In proportion. —Prorate', -rat',

v. t. To divide or distribute proportionally ; to as-

sess pro rata.— n. A division of rate proportion-
ably.

Prorogue, pro-r5g', v. t. [-rogued (-rogd'), -ROGU-
ING.J To protract, prolong, defer, delay; to adjourn
(a parliament or legislature) to some definite time,
oresp. till the commencement of the next annual
session. — Pro'roga'tion, n. Adjournment of a par-
liament, etc., by authority of a sovereign, governor,
etc.

Prosaic, Prosaism, etc. See under Prose.
Proscenium, pro-se'nl-um, n. {Anc. Theater.) The

stage. (Modern Theater.) The part of the stage in
front of the drop-scene.

Proscribe, pro-skrlb', v. t. [-scribed (,-skrTbd'), -scrib-
ing.] To doom to destruction ; to denounce and
condemn as dangerous and not worthy of reception,
interdict, prohibit; to outlaw, doom.—Proscription,
n. Act of, or state of being, etc. ; outlawry ; ban-
ishment; condemnation; denunciation. — Proscrip'-
tive, -tiv, a. Pert, to, or consisting in, proscription;
proscribing.

Prose, prOz, n. The natural language of man; lan-
guage not in verse; a prosy talker. — v. i. [prozed
(prozd), prozing.] To write prose; to talk in a dull,
prosy, tedious manner. — a. Pert, to, or composed
of, prose; possessing or exhibiting unpoetical char-
acteristics.— Pros'y, -T, a. [-ier, -iest.J Like prose;
dull; tedious. — Prosa'ic, -ical, pro-za'ik-al, a.

Pert, to, or resembling, prose; dull; uninteresting;
prosy.

Prosecute, pros'e-kut, v. t. To follow or pursue with
a view to reach, execute, or accomplish; to seek to
obtain by legal process. (Law.) To accuse of some
crime or breach of law, or to pursue for redress
or punishment, before a legal tribunal. — v. i. To
carry on a legal prosecution.—Pros'ecu'tion, n. Act
or process of prosecuting, or of endeavoring to gain
or accomplish something. (Lav>.) The institution
and carrying on of a suit.— Pros'ecu'tor, n.

Proselyte, pros'e-lit, n. A convert to some religion or
religious sect, or to some particular opinion, system,
or party, —v. t. To convert to some religion, opin-
ion, or system.

Pro-slavery, pro-sIav'Sr-Y, a. In favor of slavery.

Prosody, pros'o-dl, n. That part of grammar which
treats of the quantity of syllables, of accent, and of
the laws of versification.

Prosopopoeia, pros'o-po-pe'ya, n. (Ehet.) A figure by
which things are represented as persons, or an ab-
sent person is introduced as speaking; personifica-
tion.

Prospect, pros'pekt, ». That which is embraced by
the eye in vision; view; a picturesque or widely ex-
tended view; landscape; a position which affords a
fine view; a lookout; position of the front of a build-
ing; anticipation; ground for hoping; expectation.— v.t. To search or examine for (esp. ore, gold,
etc.).— ?;. i. To make a search, seek. — Prospec'tion,
pro-spek'shun, n. Act of looking forward, or pro-
viding for future wants. — Prospective, -iv, a.
Looking forward in time; acting with foresight; re-
specting or relating to the future. — Prospectus, n.

Plan of a literary work, containing the general sub-
ject,or design, terms of publication, etc.

Prosperous, pros'p5r-us, a. Tending or permitted to

succeed in the pursuit of anything desirable; favor-
ing success; fortunate; flourishing; thriving; auspi-
cious; lucky.— Pros 'per, v. t. [-pered (-pera), -per-
ing.] To favor, render successful. —v. i. To be
successful, flourish, thrive, advance.— Prosperity,
-pSr'Y-tl, n. Advance or gain in anything desirable

;

successful progress in any enterprise; success; thrift;
weal; welfare: well-being; happiness.

Prostitute, pros'tY-tut, v. t. To offer (a woman) to a
lewd use; to devote to base or unworthy purposes.—
a. Openly devoted to lewdness, or to base or infa-
mous purposes.— n. A woman given to indiscrimi-
nate lewdness; a strumpet; abase hireling. — Pros-
titution, n. Act or practice of prostituting; com-
mon lewdness of a female; act of setting one's self
to sale, or of devoting to infamous purposes what is

in one's power.
Prostrate, pros'trat, a. Lying at length, or with the

i body stretched out; occupying a humble or suppli-
j

ant position.— v. t. To lay or fall flat, throw down;
i to cause to sink totally, reduce. — Prostra'tion, n.

Act of prostrating, throwing or falling down, or lay-
j

ing flat; condition of being prostrate; great depres-
j

sion. (Med.) Oppression of natural strength and
J

vigor.
• Prosy. See under Prose.
! Protagonist. See under Proteid.
! Protasis, prot'a-sis, n. A proposition; maxim. (Gram.)

The first or subordinate member of a sentence, gen-
erally of a conditional sentence.

Protean, pro'te-an, a. Pert, to Proteus, a sea-god who
could assume different shapes; readily changing the
form or appearance.

Protect, pro-tekt", v. t. To cover or shield from dan-
fer or injury; to defend, guard, preserve, secure.—
rotec'tion, n. Act of protecting; preservation from

loss, injury, or annoyance; state of being protected;
that which preserves from injury; a writing that pro-
tects ; defense ; guard ; shelter ; refuge ; security ;

safety. — Protectionist, n. One who favors the
protection of some branch of industry by legal enact-
ments. — Protective, -iv, a. Affording protection;
sheltering. — Protect'or, n. One who, etc.; a guar-
dian, preserver, supporter.— Protectorate, -Sr-at, n.
Government by a protector; authority assumed by a
superior power over an inferior or a dependent one.— Protege\ n. m., Protegee, pro-ta-zha', n.f. One un-
der the protection of another.

Proteid, pro'te-id, n. (Chem.) One of certain nitrog-
enous, amorphous principles (albumen, gluten,
fibrin, casein, etc.), forming the chief solid constitu-
ents of the blood, muscles, etc., of animals, and oc-
curring in almost every part of vegetables ; an al-
buminoid. — a. Of, or pert, to, etc. — Protag'onist,
n. One who fills the leading part in a drama, or in
any great enterprise, conflict, etc. — Prothon'otary,
-thon'o-ta-rY, n. A chief notary or clerk; in some of
the U. S.. a register or chief clerk of a court. (Rom.
Cath. Ch.) One of 12 persons constituting a college,
who receive the last wills of cardinals, etc.— Pro'-
tocol, n. Original copy of any writing, as of a
treaty; rough draught of an instrument or transac-
tion ; a friendly diplomatic document designed to
effect the peaceful accomplishment of diplomatic
ends.— Pro'toplasm, -plazm, n. ( Physiol.) A homo-
geneous structureless substance, forming the phys-
ical basis of life, contractile, and resembling albu-
men in chemical composition; cytoplasm; sarcode;
germinal matter. — Pro'toplast, n. The thing first

formed, as a copy to be imitated; an original.—Pro'-
totype, -tip, n. A model after which anything is

copied; pattern; exemplar; archetype. — Protozo'-
an, -zo'an, n. An animal of the lowest class, cas-

ting, by its simplicity of structure; the protozoans in-
clude the sponges, and many so-called animalcules.

Protest, pro-test'
-

, v. i. To affirm in a public or for-
mal manner; to make a solemn declaration (usually
a written one) expressive of opposition ; to assever-
ate, aver, attest, declare, profess.— v. t. To make a
solemn declaration or affirmation of. — Pro'test, n.

A solemn declaration of opinion, commonly against
some act; a declaration that one does not consent
to an act; esp. a declaration in writing of dissent
from the proceedings of a legislative body. (Lavj.)
A declaration in writing, made by a notary public,
on behalf of the holder of a bill or note, that ac-
ceptance or payment has been refused. — Prot'es-
tant, a. Making a protest; pert, to the faith and
practice of those who protest ajrainst the church of
Rome. — n. One who, etc. — Prot'esta'tion, n. Act
of making a protest or public avowal ; a solemn
declaration, esp. of dissent.

Prothonotary, Protocol, Protoplasm, etc. See under
Proteid.

Protract, pro-trakf, v. t. To draw out or lengthen in
time, continue; to put off to a
distant time, prolong, delay,
defer, retard. (Surv.) To lay
down with scale and protrac-
tor. — Protract'er, n. One who, ,

etc. — Protract'or. -Sr, n. One'
who, etc. ; a mathematical in- Jrrotractor.

strument for laying down and measuring angles on
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paper. (Surg.) An instrument used in extracting
j

foreign or offensive matter from a wound. — Pro-
traclion, n. Act of drawing out or continuing in
time. (Surv.) Act of plotting or laying down on
paper the dimensions of anything, as a field. That
which is protracted, or plotted on paper.— Protracf-
ive, -iv, a. Prolonging; continuing; delaying.

Protrude, pro-trood /
\ v. t. To thrust out, as through a

narrow orifice or from confinement.— v. i. To shoot
forward, be thrust forward.— Protrusion, -zhun, n.

Act of, or state of beinjr, etc.— Protrusive, -siv, a.
Thrusting or impelling forward.

Protuberate, pro-tu'ber-at, v. i. To swell or. be prom-
inent beyond the adjacent surface ; to bulge out.

—

Protu'berance, -ans, n. Anything swelled beyond
the surrounding surface; a projection. — Protu'ber-
ant, a. Swelling.

Proud. See under Pride.
Prove, proov, v. t. [proved (proovd), proving.] To

try or ascertain by an experiment, test, or standard;
to evince, establish, or ascertain (truth, reality, or
fact) by argument, testimony, etc. ; to ascertain
the genuineness or validity of ; to argue, verify,
justify, evince, manifest, demonstrate. — v. i. To
make trial; to be found by experience or trial; to be
ascertained by the event subsequent. — Prov'en, -n,

p. p. Scotch form of proved, p. p. of prove.—Proof,
proof, n. Any effort, process, or operation designed
to establish or discover a fact or truth ; test ; trial

;

that degree of evidence which produces belief ; im-
penetrability of physical bodies ; firmness of mind;
stability not to be shaken ; act of testing the strength
of alcoholic spirits; the degree of strength. (Print.)
A trial impression from a page or form of type, an
engraved plate, etc., taken for correction.— a. Firm
or successful in resisting; impenetrable,— much used
in composition, as, waterproof, fireproof, etc. —
Proof-sheet, n. (Print.) A trial impression from
type, an engraved plate, etc.— Probe, prob, n. (Surg.)
An "instrument for examining a wound, ulcer, cav-
ity, etc. — v . t. [probed (probd), probing.] To
examine (a wound, ulcer, etc.) by an instrument
thrust into the part ; to scrutinize ; to examine thor-
oughly into. — Pro'bate, -bat, n. (Law.) Official

Eroof ; esp., proof that an instrument purporting to
e the last will and testament of one deceased, is

his lawful act; right or jurisdiction of proving wills.
— a. Of, or belonging to, a probate or court of pro-
bate. — Probation, «. Any proceeding designed to
ascertain truth, to determine character, qualifica-
tion, etc.; examination; trial. — Proba'tional, -tion-

ary, -a-ri, a. Serving for trial. — Probationer, n.

One undergoing probation ; a novice.— Pro'bative,
-ba-tiv, a. Serving for trial or proof; probationary.
— Proba'tor, n. An examiner; approver. — Proba-
tory, -ba-to-rf, a. Pert, to, or serving for, trial or
proof. — Probity, prSb'Y-tT, n. Tried virtue or in-
tegrity ; approved moral excellence ; rectitude ; up-
rightness ; sincerity. — Provable, -a-bl, a. Having
more evidence for than against ; likely ; rendering
probable ; giving ground for belief, but not demon-
strating. — Prob'ably, adv. In a probable manner;
in likelihood ; likely. — Probability, -bil'T-tT, n.

Quality of being probable; anything that has the ap-
pearance of truth. (Math.) The ratio of the whole
number of chances, favorable and unfavorable, to
the number of favorable chances.

Provengal. See under Province.
Provender, prov'en-dSr, n. Dry food for beasts, as
corn, hay, and oats; a mixture of meal and cut straw
or hay.

Proverb, prov'grb, n. An old and common saying;
esp. a sentence briefly and forcibly expressing some
practical truth; a striking or paradoxical assertion;
an enigma; maxim; aphorism; apothegm; adage;
saw ; a by-word ; an expression of contempt. —
Prov'erbs, n. A book of the Old Test., containing
maxims suitable for the conduct of all classes of men.— Proverbial, pro-verb'Y-al, a. Mentioned or com-
prised in a proverb; universally acknowledged or
spoken of; pert, to, current as. resembling, or suit-

able to, etc.— Proverblalism, -izm, n. A proverbial
phrase. — Proverblalist, n. One who speaks prov-
erbs. — Proverbially, af/w. In a proverb; in a pro-
verbial manner; commonly; universally.

Provide, pro-vid^, v. t. To look out for in advance; to
get, collect, or make ready for future use; to pre-
pare; to furnish, supply.— v. i. To procure supplies
or means of defense; to furnish, afford; to stipulate
previously.— Provid'ed, conj. On condition ; by stip-

ulation ; with the understanding; if , — followed by
that. — Providence, n. Act of providing or prepar-
ing for future use or application ; the foresight and
care which God exercises over his creatures ; hence,
God, regarded as exercising forecast, care, and direc-
tion, for and on his creatures.— Provident, a. Fore-
seeing wants and making provision to supply them;
forecasting; cautious; prudent; economical.— Prov-
iden'tial, -shal, a. Effected by the providence of
God; referable to divine providence.—Providently,
adv. In a provident manner; with prudent foresight.— Provision, -vizh'un, n. Act of providing or mak-
ing previous preparation; that provided orprepared;
measures taken beforehand; a stock of food; eat-
ables collected or stored, — often in pi.; a condition;
previous agreement; proviso; a temporary arrange-
ment. — v. t. [provisioned (-vizir'und), -ioning.]
To supply with victuals or food. — Provisional,
-ionary, -a-ri, a. Provided for present need or for
the occasion; temporary. — Provisionally, adv. By
way of provision ; temporarily.— Provi'so, -virzo, n. ;

pi. -SOS, -zoz. A conditional" stipulation that affects
an agreement, contract, law, grant, etc.— Provisory,
-zo-rT, a. Conditional; making temporary provision. ,

Province, provlns, n. A country or region dependent
on a distant authority; a division of an empire, or
state, esp. one remote from the capital; a region of
country; tract; large extent; a region under the
direction of any special person; a division in any
department of knowledge or speculation ; one's
appropriate business, duty, or calling.— Provincial,
-shal, a. Pert, or relating to a province; appendant
to the principal kingdom or state; exhibiting the
ways or manners of a province; countrified; rude;
uncouth; having local prejudices; illiberal,— opp. to
cosmopolitan. — n. One belonging to a province.
(Rom. Cath. Ch.) A monastic superior, in charge
of all the religious houses of the same fraternity in
a given district.— Provincialism, -izm, n. A pecul-
iar word or manner of speaking in a province or dis-
trict, remote from the metropolis. — ProvuVciallty,
-shi-al'T-tT. n. Peculiarity of language in a prov-
ince. — Provencal', pro-voN-sal', a. Of or pert, to
Provence (the lirst Roman province in Gaul), or to
its inhabitants or language. — n. The Romance
tongue used in the Middle Ages, esp. in poetry; the
Languc a"oc, as disting. fr. the Langve d'oil of
Northern France,— oc and oil signifying yes in the
two dialects.

Provision, Proviso, etc. See under Provide.
Provoke, pro-vok', v. t. [-voked (-v5kt')» -VOKING.]
To call iorth, excite or stimulate to action; to arouse
to anger or passion, incense, offend, irritate, incite.

—

Prov'oca'tion, n. Act of provoking; that which pro-
vokes or excites anger. — Provocative, pro-vo'ka-
tiv, a. Serving or tending to provoke, excite, or
stimulate. — n. Anything which, etc. ; a stimulant.

Provost, prov'ust, n. A person appointed to superin-.
tend or preside over something; chief magistrate of
a city or town ; head of a college.

Prow, prow, n. The fore
part of a ship.

Prowess, prow'es, n. Dis-
tinguished bravery; val-
or; esp., military bra-
very ; gallantry.

v. t. ,=Prowl, prowl.
[prowled (prowld),
prowling.] To rove
over, through, or about.
— v. i. To rove or wan-
der, esp. for prey; to,

prey, plunder.
Proximate, proks'Y-mat, a.''

Next immediately pre-
ceding or following ;

closest ; immediate ; di-

rect.— Proximity, -im'T-tT, n. State of being next
in time, place, causation, or influence, etc. — Prox/ -
imo, n. A day of the next month.

Prow of Ancient Galley.
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Proxy, etc^ See under Procure.
Prude, prood, n. A woman of affected or over-sensi-

tive modesty or reserve. — Prud'ery. -er-Y, ??. Qual-
ity or state of being prudish : affected scrupulous-
ness; coyness.— Prud'ish, «. Like a prude; very for-
mal, precise, or reserved.

Prudent, proo'dent, a. Sagacious in adapting means
to ends; practically wise: careful; dictated or di-

rected by prudence; cautious; wary; circumspect;
judicious; frugal: economical; provident. — Pru''-
dence, -dens, n. State of being prudent; wisdom ap-
plied to practice.— Pruden'tial, -shal, a. Proceed-
ing from, dictated or prescribed by, or exercising,
prudence: discretionary; advisory.— Pruden'tially,
adv. In conformity with prudence ; prudently.

Prune, proon, v. t. [pruned (proond), pruning.] To
lop or cut off (the superfluous branches of trees) : to
trim; to dress or trim, as a bird its feathers.— v. i.

To dress^ prink.
Prune, proon, n. A dried plum; sometimes, also, a
fresh plum. — PruneKla. -neKla, -nePlo, n. A
smooth woolen stuff, generally black, used for mak-
ing shoes or garments ; a kind of lasting.— Prunelle.
-neK, -nel'lo, n. A kind of small French plum,
stoned, dried, and pressed. — Pruniferous, -nifer-
us, a. Bearing plums.

Prurient, proo'rl-ent, a. Uneasy with desire; itching;
inclined to lewd thoughts or sights — Pru'rience,

, -ency, -rY-en-sY, n. State of being prurient; an itch-
ing desire or appetite for anything. — Prurig'inous,
-rij'Y-nus, a. Tending to, or caused or affected by,
prurigo. — PrurPgo, -ri'go, n. (Med.) A papular dis-
ease of the skin, of which itching is the principal
symptom.

Prussian, prush'an or proo'shan, a. Of, or pert, to,

Prussia.— n. A native or inhabitant of Prussia.

—

Prussian blue. (C/ie/n.) Cyanide of potassium and
iron, a salt of a deep blue, used as a pigment.—Prus'-
siate, -sT-at, n. (Chem.) One of various compound
cyanides. — Prus'sic, a. Pert, to Prussian blue.

—

Prussia aci'l. An extremely powerful and instantly
fatal liquid poison, composed of hydrogen and cyan-
ogen ; hydrocyanic acid : it smells and tastes "like
bitter almonds or peach stones.

Pry, pri, v. i. [pried (prid), prying.] To inspect
closely; to attempt to discover that which is hidden
or inaccessible.

Pry. pri, [pried (prid), prying.], Prize, Prise, v. t.

[prized or prised (prizd), prizing or prising.] To
raise, or attempt to raise, with a lever. — it. A lever.

Psalm, sam, n. A sacred song; esp., one of the hymns
by David and others, contained in the Bible;" or, a
modern versification of such a hymn. — Psalm'ist,
n. A writer of sacred songs,— a title esp. applied to
David. — PsaPmody, sal'mo-dY, n. Act, practice, or
art of singing psalms; psalms considered collectively.
— PsaPter, sawPter, n. The Book of Psalms ; esp.,
the Book of Psalms as printed in the Book of Com-
mon Prayer. — PsaPtery, -ter-Y, n. A stringed in-
strument of music used by the Hebrews.

Pseudaesthesia, su-des-thCzhY-a, n. (P.'ti/siol.) False
or imaginary feeling or sense-perception, as in hypo-
chondriasis, or in an organ that has been removed,
as an amputated foot.— Pseu'do-dip'teral, a. (Arch.)
Imperfectlv or
falsely dipter-
al.—)!. A tem-
ple, etc., in
which the in-

ner range of
columns sur-
rounding the
cell is omitted.—Pseu'donym,
-nim, n. A fic-

titious name
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Pseudo-dipteral,

assumed for the time, as by an author.— Pseudony-
mous, -don't-mus, a. Bearing a fictitious name.

Pshaw, shaw, interj. Pish ! pooh !—an exclamation ex-
pressive of contempt, disdain, or dislike.

Psora, so'ra, n. (Med.) A cutaneous disease; esp., the
itch.

Psychic, si'kik, -chical. a. Of, or pert, to, the human
soul : relating to the living principle in man. — Psy-
chology, -koro-jY, n. A treatise on the human soul;

the systematic or scientific knowledge of the powers
and functions of the human soul, so far as they are
known by consciousness.— Psychologic, -ical, -loP-
ik-al, a. Pert, to psychology.— Psychologist, -koP-
o-jist, n. One versed in the nature and properties of
the soul, or who writes on the subject.

Ptarmigan, tar'mi-gan, n. A bird of the grouse fam-
ily, having the
feet and toes
feathered, and
haunting lofty
heights of
mountainous
countries in
Europe, Asia,
and Amer.

Pterodactyl, tSr-

o- dak' til, n.

(Pale on.) A
fossil reptile
which had the
little finger
of the hand Ptarmigan.

Pterophorus.

greatly elongated, to bear a membranous wing.
Pteroph'-
orus, te-

rof'o-rus.
n. (E n-
tom.) One
of agemis
of sm a 1

1

lepidop-
terous
insects
whose
wings
are di-
vided
into nar-
row feathered rays.

Ptolemaic, tol-e-ma'ik, a. Pert, to Ptolemy, an an-
cient Greek geographer and astronomer who sup-
posed the earth to be fixed in the center of the uni-
verse, with the sun and stars revolving around it.

Puberty, pu'her-tY, n. The age at which persons are
capable of begetting or bearing children, being, in
temperate climates, about 14 years in males and 12 in
females.— Pubes'cent, -bes'sent, a. Arriving at pu-
berty. (Bot.) Covered with pubescence, as the
leaves of plants. — Pubes'cence, -sens, n. State of a
youth who has arrived at puberty ; state of puberty.
(Rot.) The toft downv substance on plants.

Public, pub'lik, o. Pert, to the people ; relating to a
nation, state, or community; open to the knowledge
of all; current; general; notorious; open to common
use.— n. The general body of mankind, or of a na-
tion, state, or community;"the people, indefinitely.
— Publicly, adv. Without concealment ; in the
name of the public. — Publicity, -lis'Y-tY, n. State
of being, etc. ; notoriety. — Pub'lican, -lT-kan, n.

(Rom. Antiq.) A farmer'of the taxes and public rev-
enues ; collector of tribute. The keeper of an inn
or public house.— Pub'lish. v. t. [-lished (-lisht),

-lishing.] To make public, divulge (a private trans-
action), promulgate or proclaim (a law or edict) ; to

make known by posting, or by reading in a church;
to put forth (a book, etc.): to utter or put into cir-

culation. — Publisher, n. One who, etc. ; esp. one
who prints and offers a book, newspaper, etc., for
sale.—Pub'lica'tion, n. Act of making known, or of
offering a writing to the public by sale or by gratui-
tous distribution; any pamphlet, book, etc., offered
for sale or to public notice.— Pub'licist, -lT-sist, n. A
writer on the laws of nature and nations.

Puce, pus, a. Of a dark brown or brownish-purple
color.— Pu'ceron, -se-ron, n. The aphis, vine-fretter
or plant-louse.

Puck, puk. n. A goblin or mischievous sprite; a cele-

brated fairv.
Pucker, puk'er, v. t. [-ered (-Srd), -erino.] To
gather into small folds or wrinkles; to corrugate.

—

n. A fold, wrinkle, or collection of folds; a state of
perplexity : confusion ; bother.

Pudder, pud'der, n. A tumult ; noise ; bustle.

Pudding, pud'ding, n. A kind of food soft or moder-

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Tn, Ice ; Sdd, tone, 5r;
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ately hard, often a compound of flour, milk, and
eggs, sweetened, or eaten with sauce; an intestine
filfed with meat ; anything resembling pudding. —
Pud'ding-stone, n. (Min.) A coarse rock, composed
of silicious or other pebbles, united by a cement ;

conglomerate.
Fuddle, pud'dl, n. A small quantity of dirty stand-
ing water ; a mixture of clay and sand, worked to-

gether with water, until it is impervious to water.

—

v. t. [puddled (-did), -dling.] To make foul or
muddy; to make thick or close with clay, sand, and
water," so as to render impervious to wa'ter ; to sub-
ject (iron) to the process of puddling, to convert it

from the condition of cast iron to that of wrought
iron.— Pud'dling, n. Act of, etc. {Metal.) Decar-
bonization of cast iron ; process of converting cast
iron into wrought or malleable iron.

Pudicity, pu-dis'Y-tY, n. Modesty; chastity.
Pueblo, poo-ab'lo, n. A village or town in the parts

of America settled by Spaniards.
Puerile, pu'er-il, a. Boyish; trifling; childish.— Pu'-
erillty, -Y-tY, a. Quality of being puerile; childish-
ness ; that which is puerile ; esp., an expression
which is flat, insipid, or childish.— Puer'peral, -er'-
pSr-al, a. Pert, to childbirth.

Puff, puf, n. A sudden and single emission of breath
from the mouth; any sudden or short blast of wind;
a whiff: anything light and filled with air, as, a
dry, fungous ball containing dust ; or, a certain
kind of light pastry; or, a substance of loose tex-
ture for sprinkling powder on the hair or skin ; an
exaggerated expression of praise, esp. one in a pub-
lic journal.— v. i. [puffed (puft), -fing.] To blow
with short and sudden whiffs; to blow, as an ex-
pression of scorn or contempt; to breathe quick
and hard; to swell with air; to breathe in a swell-
ing or pompous manner; to assume importance. —
v. t. To drive with a puff; to drive away in scorn
or contempt; to dilate with air, blow up; to inflate
with pride, flattery, self-esteem, etc.; to praise with
exaggeration.— Puff-ball, n. A ball-shaped fungus,
which when ripe is full of dust-like spores.— Puff'er,
n. One who puffs ; one who praises with noisy com-
mendation; one who bids at an auction to raise the
price in the interest of the seller . — Puffy, -Y, a.

Swelled with air or any soft
matter; inflated; bombastic-
Puffiness, n. — Puffin, n. A
marine diving bird, allied to
the auk, and having a short,
thick beak like the parrot's.

Pug, pug, n. A monkey; a kind S

of small dog.—Pug'-mill, n. A
mill for grinding or mixing
clay, consisting of a shaft with
projecting knives, revolving
vertically in a hollow cylinder
containing the clay.

—

nose, n.

A short, thick nose; snub-nose.
Pugh, poo, intery. Pshaw ! pish !

— a word used in contempt or Puffin,
disdain.

Pugil, pu'jil, n. As much as is taken up between the
thumb and first 2 fingers.— Pu'gilism, -izm, n. The
practice of boxing or fighting with the fist.— Pu'gil-
lst, n. A boxer; prize-fighter. — Pugilistic, Pert.
to boxing or fighting with the fist. — Pugna'cious,
pug-na'snus, a. Disposed to fight ; quarrelsome. —
Pugnacity, -nas'Y-tY, n. Inclination to fight; quar-
relsomeness.

Puisne, pu'nY, a. (Law.) Younger or inferior in
rank, as, a puisne justice.

Puissant, Puissance, etc. See under Possess.
Pake, puk, v. i. [puked (pukt), puking.] To eject
the contents of the stomach, vomit.— v. t. To eject
from the stomach, vomit, throw up. — n. A medi-
cine which excites vomiting.

Pulchritude, pufkrY-tud, n. That external appear-
ance which pleases the eye ; comeliness ; grace ;

loveliness; moral beauty. [L. pulchritudo, fr. pul-
cher, beautiful.]

Pule, pal, v. i. [puled (puld), puling.] To cry like
a chicken ; to cry, as a complaining child ; to
whimper, whine.

Pull, pul, v. t. [pulled (puld), pulling.] To draw,

Conical Pulleys.

Loose p. One

J

or attempt to draw, toward one ; to draw apart,
tear; to gather by drawing toward one, drag, haul,

j

pluck, rend; to move by pulling an oar.— v. t. To
I

give a pull, tug. — n. Act of pulling or drawing
with force ; a contest, struggle.

Pullet. See under Poult.
Pulley, pul'li, k. ; pi. -leys, -Hz. (Mach.) A wheel
for transmitting power from, or imparting it to, the
different parts of machinery, or for changing the
direction of motion, or lifting a weight or gaming
a mechanical advantage or pur-
chase by means of a belt, cord, or
rope : see Mechanical Powers.— Cone pulley. A conical pulley;
a pulley naving 2 or more faces "of

different diameters, placed side by
side, to any one of which the belt
may be shifted, to vary the veloci-
ty.— Conical p. One of a pair of
pulleys, each in the shape of a trun-
cated cone, for varying velocities.— Fast p. One firmly attached up-
on a shaft and revolving with it.

loose upon a shaft so as to revolve without transmit-
ting motion. n

Pulmonary, pufmo-na-rY, a. Pert, to, or affecting
the lungs. — Pulmonic, a. Pert, to, or affecting, the
lungs.

—

n. A medicine for diseases of the lungs;
one who has a lung complaint.

Pulp, pulp, n. A soft, moist, slightly cohering mass
of animal or vegetable matter; as," marrow; or, the
soft, succulent part of fruit ; or, the material of
which paper is made, etc. — Pulp'y, -Y, a. Like
pulp; soft; fleshy; succulent.

Pulpit, puKpit, n. A place in a church, in which the
preacher stands; preaching; a sort of movable desk
formerly in use.

Pulque, pufka, n. A drink slightly intoxicating, ex-
tracted from the maguey, or Agave of Mexico.

Pulsate, pufsat, r. i. To beat or throb; to beat, as
the heart. — Pufsatile, -sa-til, a. Capable of being
struck or beaten. — Pulsa'tion, n. Act of beating or
throbbing, as of the heart; a beat or throb; a beat or
stroke by which some medium is affected. — Pul'-

sative, -tiv, -tory, -to-rY, a. Capable of pulsating

;

throbbing. — Pulse, puis, n. The beating or throb-
bing of the heart or blood-vessels, esp. of the arte-
ries; any measured or regular beat; oscillation; vi-

bration; pulsation.— v. i. To beat, as the arteries;
to pulsate.

Pulse, puis, n. Leguminous plants, or their seeds, as
beans, peas, etc.

Pulverize, pul'ver-Tz, v. t. [-ized (-Tzd), -izing.] To
reduce to fine powder, as by beating, grinding, etc.
— v. i. To turn to powder, fall to dust.— Pulver'u-
lence, -ver'oo-lens, n. State of being pulverulent;
dustiness. — Pulver'ulent, a. Consisting of fine
powder; powdery; dusty.

Puma, pu'ma. n. A large"carnivorous feline mammal
of S. Amer.; the Amer. lion.

Pumice, punfis, n. A light, hard, porous substance of
various colors, frequently ejected from volcanoes.
— Pumfceous, -mish/us, a. Pert, to, consisting of,

or like pumice.
Pummace. Same as Pomace.
Pummel. Same as Pommel.
Pump, pump, n. A machine for raisins
or transferring water or other fluids
— v. t. [pumped (pumpt), pumping/
To raise (water, etc.) with a pump;
to draw out by artful interrogatories;
to examine by artful questions for

the purpose of eliciting secrets from.
— v. i. To work a pump, raise water
with a pump.

Pump, pump, n. A. low, thin-soled shoe.
Pumpion, pump'yun, Pump'kin, n. A
running cucurbitaceous plant; its ed-
ible fruit, used, when ripe, for cook-
ing and for feeding cattle.

Pun, pun, n. A play on words which £ '[-V p „ is
have the same sound, but different ton .

'

R pis ton
meanings; a kind of quibble or roi-'v,v, valves;
equivocation. — v. i. [punned ab, pipe ; c,

(pund), punning.] To play on words; month of pump.

sun, cflbe, full j moon, f<$6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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See

tn use the same word at once in different senses; to
|

quibble.— Pun'ster, n. One addicted to punning, j

Punch, punch, n. A drink composed of some alcoholic
liquor, mixed with sugar, lemon-juice, and water or
milk.

Punch, punch, n. The buffoon or harlequin of a pup-
\

pet-show.
Punch, punch, n. A tool, used for stamping, cutting,

;

or perforating me-
tallic plates and
other substances.
— V. t. [PUNCHED
(puncht), punch-
ing.] To perfo-
rate with an in-
strument. —
Punch'eon, -un,
n. A tool or in-
strument for Punche
piercing, stamping, etc., used by various artificers.

|

(Carp.) A short, upright
piece of timber in fram-
ing ; a stud.

Punch, punch, ». f. To
beat, bruise, thrust
against, p o k e . — n. A
blow or tiirust. Punch Pllers -

Puncheon, punch'un, ?!. A cask containing,
times 84, sometimes 120. gallons.

Punctuate, Punctilio, Puncture, Pungent, etc.

under Point.
Pundit, pun'dit, n. A learned Brahman.
Pung, pung, n. A kind of rude one-horse sleigh.

Punic, pu'nik, a. Pert, to, like, or appropriate to, the
Carthaginia.is; faithless; treacherous.

Punish, punish, v. t. [-ished (-isht), -ishing.] To
afflict with pain, loss, or calamity for a crime or
fault, or with a view to amendment: to reward with
pain inflicted on the offender; to chastise, castigate,
correct, discipline: to pound or pommel. — Punish-
able, a. Liable to punishment : capable of being
punished by law or right; worthy of punishment
— Punishment, n. Act of punishing; penalty in-

flicted on a person because of a crime or offense.—
Pu'nitive, -nT-tiv, a. Pert, to, involving, awarding,
or inflicting, punishment.

Punk, punk, n. A species of fungus, or some decayed
wood, used as tinder; a prostitute; strumpet.

Punka, -kah, pun'ka, ». A large fan, consisting of
cloth spread over a frame, and suspended from the
ceiling.

Pun3ter. See under Pun.
Punt, punt, n. A flnt-bottomed boat, used in calking

ships, also, for fishing and shooting in shallow
waters.

Punt, punt, v. 1. To play at basset, faro, or omber.—
Punt'er, n. One who "plays against the banker or
dealer at faro, etc.

Puny, pu'nl, a. [-nier ; -niest.] Small and feeble
;

inferior; petty.
Pupa, pu'pa, n. ; pi. -p.£, -pe.
the intermediate state be-
tween caterpillar and ima-
go ; chrysalis. — P u p ' p y

,

pup'pT, n. A young dog ;

whelp; a person contempt-
ible from insignificance and
conceit.— Pup'pyism, -izm,
n. Extreme meanness, af-

fectation, or conceit. — Pup,
n. A puppy ; a young seal.—v.i. To bring forth wnelps.
— Pu'pil, n. (Anat.) The
small opening in the iris ^
through which the rays of ^^Mf
light pass to the r e t in a :

*eacoek Butter%-
see Eye. A youth or scholar of either sex under
the care of an instructor. — Pu'pilage, -ej, n. State

j

of being a pupil. — Pu'pillary, -la-rl, a. Pert, to
a pupil or ward. (Anat.) Of, or pert, to, the pupil

j

of the eye. — Pup'pet, n. A doll ; a similar figure
\

moved by a wire in a mock drama ; one managed
by the will of another. — Pup'pet-show, n. A mock
drama performed bv puppets moved by wires.—
-valve, n. (Mech.) A disk like a pot-lid, attached I

(Entom.) An insect in

to a stem, and used
in steam-engines,
etc., to cover and
uncover an opening,
for the passage of
steam, etc.

Pur, Purr, per, v. i.

[purred (perd),
purring.] To utter
a low, murmuring,
continued sound, as
a cat. — v. t. To sig-

nify or express by
Furring. — n. The
o w , murmuring,

continued sound of
a cat ; a kind of Puppet-valve,
growl, expressive of contentment or pleasure.

Purblind, per'bhnd, a. Near-sighted or dim-sighted;
seeing obscurely.

Purchase, per'ches, v. t. [-chased (-chest), -chas-
ing.] To obtain by paying money or its equivalent;
to buy; to obtain by any outlay.— n. Acquisition
of title to, or property in, anything for an equiva-
lent; a thing bought; property; possession; acquisi-
tion ; any mechanical hold, advantage, power, or
force applied to the raising or removing of heavy
bodies.

Pure, pur, a. Separate from all extraneous matter or
defilement ; free from mixture ; free from that
which contaminates, defiles, or blemishes; uncon-
nected with anything else; mere; absolute; clear;
simple; real : genuine ; unadulterated; unstained;
clean; fair: chaste; undefiled ; innocent; guileless;
holy. —Purely, adv. In a pure manner; innocent-
ly; without connection with, or dependence upon,
anything else; merely; absolutely. — Pure'ness, n.— Pu'rity, -rl-tT, n. "Condition of being pure ; as,

freedom from foreign admixture or heterogeneous
matter; or, from foulness or dirt; or, from guilt or
the defilement of sin ; or, from any sinister or im-
proper views ; or, from foreign idioms, barbarous
or improper words, phrases, etc. — Fulitan, -rY-

tan, n. (Eng. Church.) A dissenter from the Ch.
of Eng. m the time of Queen Elizabeth and the
Stuarts. One scrupulous and strict in his religious
life. —a. Pert, to, resembling, or characterizing the
Puritans. — Puritanic, -ical, a. Pert, to the Puri-
tans, or their doctrines and practice; precise in ob-
servance of religious requirements: over scrupulous;
rigid. — Puritan'ically, adv. — Pu'ritanism. n. The
notions or practice of Puritans. — Purge, pSrj, v. t.

[purged (perjd), purging.] To cleanse, clear, or
purify by separating and carrying off whatever is

impure, "foreign, or superfluous; to operate on as,

or by means of, a cathartic medicine: to clear from
guilt or moral defilement. (Law.) To clear from
accusation or the charge of a crime, as in ordeal. —
v.i. To become pure, ss by clarification; to have
frequent or preternatural evacuations from the in-
testines. — n. Act of puiging; that which purges;
esp. a medicine that evacuates the intestines; a ca-
thartic. — Purga'tion, n. Act of purging, cleansing,
or purifying; often, the act of cleansing from the im-
putation of guilt. — Pur'gative, -tiv, a. Having the
power of purging; cathartic— n. (Med.) A medicine
that evacuates the intestines: a cathartic. — Pur'ga-
tory, -to-rT, a. Tending to cleanse: expiatory, — n.

(Jiom. Cath. Ch.) A place, or a state believed to ex-
ist after death, in which the souls of persons are pu-
rified, or in which they expiate such offenses com-
mitted in this life as do not merit eternal damnation.
— Pu'rify, pu'rT-fi, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -ftino.] To
make pure or clear from defilement, admixture, or
imperfection; to free from guilt, from ceremonial
or legal defilement, or from improprieties or bar-

barisms. — r. i. To grow or become pure or clear.
— Fu'rifica'tion, n. Act of purifying; act or opera-
tion of cleansing or of removing foreign substances,
or of cleansing ceremonially; a cleansing from guilt
or the pollution of sin.

Purfle, perU, t\ t. [-fled (-fld), -fling.] Orig., to
embroider. (Arch.) To decorate richly, esp. with
imitation of drapery, lace work, etc., carved in
stone, wood, etc. — Purl, n. An embroidered and

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; Snd\, eve, tSrm ; In, Ice ; Odd, tOne, fir
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puckered border; a hem or fringe; an inversion of
stitches in knitting. — v. t. To decorate with fringe,

embroidering, etc.

Purl, pgrl, n. A gentle murmur, as of a brook; a cir-

cle made by the motion of a fluid. — v. i. [purled
(pgrld), purling.] To make a murmuring sound,
like running water; to run swiftly round, as a

small stream flowing among stones; to eddy.
Purl, pSrl, n. Malt liquor medicated or spiced.— v. i.

To mantle, as in a glass.

Purlieu, peKlu, n. The outer portion of any place;

environs.
Purlin, -line, perlin, n. {Arch.) A piece of timber
extending from end to end ot a building or roof,

across and under the rafters, to support them in

the middle.
Purloin, per-loin', v. t. [-loined (-loind'), -loining.]
To steal, filch, pilfer, plagiarize.

Purple, pe'r'pl, a. Of, or exhibiting, a color composed
of red and blue; imperial; regal, — the color hav-
ing been a distinguishing token of imperial author-
ity.— ». A purple color; a royal robe; imperial state

or power, pi. {Med.) Spots of a livid color on the
skin. — v. t. [purpled (-pld), -pling.] To make
purple, dye of a deep red.

Purport, pSr'port, n. Design or tendency; meaning;
import.— v. t. To intend, mean, signify.

Purpose, etc. See under Peopose.
Purr. See Pur.
Purse, pgrs, n. A small bag, to carry money in; a

treasury; a sum of money offered as a prize, or
collected as a present, — v. t. [pursed (perst),

pursin'G.] To put in a purse; to contract into folds
or wrinkles, like the mouth of a purse. — Pur3'er, n.

(Naut.) A commissioned officer in charge of the pro-
visions, clothing, etc., and of the public moneys on
shipboard.

Purslane, -lain, pgrslau, n. An annual plant, with
fleshy, succulent leaves, used as a pot-herb, for
salads, etc.

Pursue, per-su", v. t. [-sued (-sud')t -suing.] To fol-

low with a view to overtake; to use measures to ob-
tain; to proceed along, with a view to some end or
object; to prosecute, be engaged in, continue; to fol-

low as an example, imitate.— v.i. To go on, pro-
ceed, esp. in argument or discourse. (Law.) To
follow a matter judicially, as a complaining party.
— Purau'ance, n. Act of pursuing or prosecuting;
state of being pursuant; consequence. — Pursu'ant,
a. Done in consequence or prosecution of anything;
agreeable; conformable; according.—Pursuit', -suf,
n. Act of following with haste, either for sport or in
hostility ; endeavor to attain to or gain ; course of
business or occupation. — Pur'suivant, -swT-vant, n.

A state messenger; an attendant on*the heralds.
Pursy, pers'i, a. Inflated; swelled; fat, short, and
thick; short-breathed.

Purulent. See under Pus.
Purvey, per-va', v. t. [-veyed (-vad'), -vexing.] To
furnish or provide (with provisions, etc.); to pro-
cure, get.— v. i. To purchase or procure provis-
ions, provide, cater. — Pur'view. p5r'vu, n. {Law.)
The body of a statute. The limit or scope of a stat-
ute; sphere of authority; scope; extent.

Pus, pus, n. {Med.) The" yellowish-white matter pro-
duced by the process of suppuration. — Pu'rulent,
-roc-lent, a. Consisting of, or pert, to, pus or matter;
stinking.— Pu'trid, a. Tending to dissolution or de-
cay; decomposed; rotten; indicating or proceeding
from a decayed state of animator vegetable matter.— Putrid fever. {Pathol.) A form of malignant ty-
phus fever,— fr. the decomposing and offensive state
of the discharges and diseased texture of the body.
—P. sore throat. A gangrenous inflammation of the
fauces and pharynx. — Putridity, -T-tT, Pu'trid-
ness, n. State of being putrid ; corruption ; putre-
faction. — Pu'trefy, -tre-fl, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -fx-
ing.] To render putrid, cause to rot; to corrupt or
foul: to make morbid, carious, or gangrenous.— v.
i. To become putrid, decay offensively, rot.— Pu-
trescence -sens, n. State of being putrescent. —
Putrescent, a. Becoming putrid ; pert, to the pro-
cess of putrefaction.—Pyae'mia, pi-e'mT-a, n. (Med.)
Blood poisoning, — a dangerous disease apt to occur
after injuries and wounds, caused by the mingling

of the poisonous matter of pus, etc., with the blood.

I

— Pyse'mic, o. Pert, to, etc.

| Push, push, v. t. [pushed (pusht), pushing.] To
press against with iorce, impel' by pressure; to urge
forward, drive; to embarrass by arguments, impor-
tune. — v.i. To make a thrust; to make an effort,
advance, or attack; to burst out, as a bud or shoot.— n. A thrust with the end of a thing; any pressure,
impulse, or force applied; an assault or attack; cir-

cumstances which press one; emergency; exigency;
a little swelling or pustule.

Pusillanimous, pu-sil-lan'i'-nius, a. Destitute of man-
ly strength and firmness of mind; evincing want of
courage: cowardly; dastardly; timid; weak: feeble.— Pu/sillanim/'ity, -nim/I-ti, n. Quality of being,
etc.; cowardice; fear.

Puss, pus, n. A cat; a hare.— Puss'y, -i\ n. A puss,— a iondling name for a cat.— Pus'sy-wil'low, n. A
variety of willow bearing large catkins, which are
clothed with long glossy hairs; swamp willow; glau-
cous willow.

Pustule, pusful, n. {Med.) An elevation of the cu-
ticle, with an inflamed base, containing pus.

Put, put, v. t. [put, putting.] To move in any direc-
tion, thrust, push ; to place, lay, set ; to cast or
throw, as a heavy stone ; to cause to be or exist in
a specified relation, bring to a mental or moral con-
dition, or to the possession of an attribute or qual-
ity, or into a specified state ; to place before for
judgment, acceptance, or rejection ; to bring to the
attention of ; esp., to state in language, express

;

to incite, urge. — v. i. To go or move: to steer, di-
rect.— n. An action of distress. (Stock Exchange.)
Privilege to deliver shares of stock, at a certain price
within a certain time agreed upon; money paid for
this privilege. — Puf-
log, n. (Arcli.) A short
piece of timber, on
which the planks form-
ing the floor of a scaf-
fold are laid.—Put'-off,
n. A shift for delay;
evasion.

Put, put, n. A rustic;
clown.

Putative, pu'ta-tiv, a.
Commonly thought;
supposed;" reputed.

Putlog.
a, Putlog ; b. 6, 6, Putlog holes i

Ledger.
Putrefy, Putrid, etc. See under Pus.
Putter, pufter, v. i. [-tlred (-terd), -TERING.] To

act inefficiently or idly, tiifle, potter.
Putty, put'tT, n. A kind of thick paste or cement of
whi ing and linseed oil, used bv glaziers, etc — v. t.

[puttied (-tid), -tying.] To cement or fill up with
putty.

Puzzle, puz'zl, v. t. [-zled (-zld), -zling.] To in-
volve in perplexity, put to a stand, nonplus; to make
intricate.— r. i. To be bewildered; to be awkward.— n. Something, esp. a tov, which perplexes; state
or condition ot being puzzled: perplexity.

Pyaemia, Pyaemic. See under Pus.
Pye. See Pie, magpie.
Pygarg, pi'garg, n. In Script., a species of antelope
orgazelle: the female oi the hen-hanier; theosprey.

Pygmy, pig'mT, n. (Gr. Myth.) One of a fabulous
race of beings inhabiting Thrace, who waged war
with the cranes, and were destroyed. A shoit, in-

significant person; a dwarf. — a. Pert, to, etc.;
dwarfish; pettv.

Pylorus, pi-lo'rus, n. (Anat.) The orifice of the stom-
ach through which the food pass-
es on to the intestine.— Pylor/'-

ic, -lor'ik, a. Pert, to the pylorus.
Pyramid, pir'a-mid, n. A solid
body standing on a triangular,
square, or polygonal base, and
terminating in a point at the
top; an edifice so shaped.— Pyr'-
amid'ic, -ical, a. Having the
form of a pyramid. — Pyram'-
idal, pi-ranri-dal, a. Tapering
to a point; relating to the pyramid?.

Pyre, pir, n. A funeral pile; a pile to be burnt. — ?y-
ri'tes, pi-ri'tez, u. (Min.) A combination of sulphur
with iron, copper, cobalt, or nickel, presenting a

: orifice of the stom-

4&
Pyramids.

sua, cube, full ; moon, fdtit ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, tiien, bowboN, chair, get.
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white or yellowish metallic luster.— Pyr'olig'neous,
-ne-us, -lig'nic, a. (Chem.) Generated by the dis-

tillation of wood, — said of a kind of acetic acid
holding in solution oily impurities. — Pyrom'eter,
pi-rom'e-ter, n. An instrument for measuring de-
grees of heat above those indicated by the mercurial
thermometer.— Pyr'otech/nic, -nical, -tek'nik-al, a.

Pert, to fireworks, or the art of forming them.—
Pyr'otech'nics, n. Art of making or exhibiting fire-

works, esp. for public amusement or rejoicing.—
Pyr'oxene, pir'oks-en, n. A mineral, augite, q. v.

Pyrrhic, pir'rik, n. (Pros.) A foot consisting of 2

short syllables. An ancient military dance, to the
accompaniment of the flute. —a. (Pros.) Pert, to,

or containing, pyrrhics. Of, or pert, to, the dance.

Pythian, pith/I-an, n. Pert, to the priestess of Apollo,

who delivered oracles. — Pyth'-
oness, -o-nes, n. (Gr.Antiq.) The
priestess who gave oracular an-
swers at Delphi, in Greece. A
witch.— Py'thon, n. A genus of
large African and E. Indian
snakes, allied to the boa.

Pyx, piks, n. (Rom. Caih. Ch.) The
box in which the host is kept ; a
box used, in English coinage, as a
place of deposit for sample coins
taken for a trial of the weight and
fineness of metal, before they are
sent from the mint. (Naut.) The
box in which the compass is sus-
pended. Pyx.

Q
Q, ku, the 17th letter in the Eng. alphabet, has but one
sound, — the same as that of k, or c hard : it is a su-
perfluous letter, never ending a word, and is always
followed by w, the 2 letters together being pro-
nounced like kw, except in some words in which the
h is silent.

Qua, kwa, conj. As ; in so far as ; in the capacity,
character, or condition of; because. — Qua'si, kwa'-
si, prefix. As if; in a manner; in a certain sense or
degree; apparently; almost.—Quo'rum, kwo'rum.n.
Such a number of the officers or members of any
body as is competent by law or constitution to trans-

act business.— Qui tarn, kwi'tam,n. (Law.) A penal
action prosecuted partly by the government, partly

by an informer. — Qui vive, ke-vev. The challenge
of aFrench sentinel,— signifying, For whom do you
call Vive? — i. e., What party do you belong to ? —
Quid'nunc, kwid'nunk, n. One curious to know
everything that passes; a busjrbody; gossip.— Quid'-
dity, -dT-tY, n. The essence or nature of a thing; a
trifling nicety; quibble; captious question.— Qual-
ity, kwoKT-tt, n. Condition of being of such and
such a sort as distinguished from others; nature rel-

atively considered; special or temporary character;
that which makes, or helps to make, anything such
as it is ; distinguishing property, characteristic, or
attribute; superior birth or station; high rank. —
Qualify, -T-fi, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -fyingT] To make
such as is required; to give requisite qualities to; to

fit (for a place, office, occupation, etc.); to supply
with legal power or capacity; to reduce, by consid-
eration or enumeration of qualities, from a general,

- undefined, or comprehensive, to a particular or re-

stricted form; to limit; to soften, abate, diminish,
assuage; to reduce the strength of (liquors, etc.).

—

v. i. To be or become qualified.— Qual'ifica'tion, n.

Act of, or condition of being, etc.; any endowment
which fits a person for a place, or enables him to

sustain any character with success; act of limiting,

or state of being limited or restricted; that which
limits, restricts, or modifies; abatement; diminution.
— Qualified, -T-fid, p. a. Fitted by accomplishments
or endowments ; modified ; limited. — Quan'tum,
kwon'tum, n. Quantity; amount.— Quan'tity, -tl-

tt, n. Property of being measurable, or capable of

increase and decrease, multiplication and division;

that which answers the question " How much ? " ;

extent; size; measurement; a certain portion or part;

a large bulk, sum, or portion. (Logic.) The extent
or extension of a general conception, that is, the

number of species or individuals to which it may be
applied; also, its contents or comprehension, that is,

the number of constituent qualities, attributes, or

relations. (Gram.) The relative time occupied in

pronouncing a syllable. (Mas.) The relative dura-
tion of a tone. (Math.) Anything to which mathe-
matic '1 processes are applicable. — Quan'tum li'bet.

As much as pleases you. — Q. sufficit, -fT-sit. As
much as is sufficient.— Quodlibet, kwod'lt-bet, n.

A nice point; a subtilty. (Mux.) A medley impro-
vised by several performers.— Quo'ta, kwo/ta, n. A
proportional part or share; or share, part, or propor-
tion assigned to each.—Quote, kw5t, v. t. To cite (a
passage from some author;; to name, adduce, repeat.
(Com.) To name the price of . — Quot'able, a. — Quo-
tation, n. Act of quoting; thing quoted or cited.
(Com.) The naming of the price of commodities; or
the price specified to a correspondent. — Quotidian,
kwo-tid'T-an, a. Occurring or returning daily. — n.
Anything returning daily; esp. (Med.), a fever whose
paroxysms return every day. — Quo'tient, -shent, n.
(Arith.) The number resulting from the division of
one number by another.

Quack, kwak, v. i. [quacked (kwakt), quacking.]
To cry like the common domestic duck; to boast; to
act as a quack. — n. The cry of the domestic duck;
a boastful pretender to medical skill ; an empiric;
one who pretends to knowledge of any kind, not
possessed; mountebank ; charlatan.— a. Pert, to
quackery ; used by quacks. — Quack'ery, -er-T, n.
Practice of a quack; empiricism.

Quadragesima, Quadrangle, etc. See under Quad-
rate.

Quadrate, kwod'rat, a. Having 4 equal and parallel
sides, and 4 right angles ; square ; divisible by 4

;

even; equal; exact; suited; applicable; correspond-
ent. — n. A square. (Ast>-ol.) Same as Quartile. —
v. i. To agree, be accommodated, suit, correspond,
square.— Quadratic, -rat'ik,a. Of, pert, to, or like,
a square; square.— Q. equation. (Alg.) An equation
in which the highest power of the unknown quan-
tity is a square. — Quad'rat, n. (Print.) A piece of
type metal cast lower than the letters, so as to leave
a blank space on the paper, when printed, where it

is placed.— Quad, n. Abbr. of Quadrat, also of
Quadrangle.— Quadrature, -ra-chur, n. The find-
ing of a square having the same area' as a given cur-
vilinear figure, as a circle; a quadrate; square. (.4s-

tron.) The position of one heavenly body in respect
to another, when distant from it 90°. —
Quadrangle, -ran-gl, n. (Geom.) A plane
figure having 4 angles and 4 sides. (Arch.)
A square or quadrangular court s u r-

rounded by buildings.— Quadran'gular,
a. Having 4 angles and 4 sides. - Quad- ,_

ren'nial, -ren'nT-al, a. Comprising 4 Q^aranj

years; occurring once in 4 years.— QuadrenIlium
A period of 4 years. — Quad'rilat'-
eral, -lat'er-al, a. Having 4 sides and
4 angles,— n. A plane figure hav-
ing, etc.; a quadrangular figure.

—

Quad'riliferal, a. Consisting of 4
letters. — Quadrille'. kwa-driK o>-

~— . .,
. T

ka-driK, n. A game played by 4 per- Quadrilateral,

sons with 40 cards ; a dance made up of sets of
dances, 4 couples of dancers being in each set. —
Quad'rireme, -rt-rem, n. (Rom. Antiq.) A galley
with 4 benches of oars or rowers.— Quadroon', -roon ,

Sua, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; gnd, eve, term ; In, ice ; Qdd, tone, 6r

;
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n. The offspring of a mulatto and a white person;
one quarter-blooded.— Quad'rumane, -roc-man, n.
An animal having 4 hands, and no true feet, as a
monkey. — Quad'ruped, a. Having 4 feet.— n. An
animal having 4 feet, — often restricted to mammals.
— Quad'ruple, -roo-pl, a. Fourfold; 4
times told.

—

a. Four times the sum or
number; a fourfold amount. — v. t.

[-pled (-pld), -pling.1 To multiply by
4; to increase fourfold. — v. i. To be
multiplied by 4.- Quadruplicate, -pli-

kSt, n. Fourfold; 4 times repeated.—
v. t. To make fourfold, quadruple. —
Quad'ruplica'tion, re. Act of, etc. —
Quad'rant, n. (Geom.) The
quarter of a circle, or of the cir-

cumference of a circle; an arc
of 90°. An instrument for meas-
uring altitudes, in astronomy,
surveying, gunnery, etc.

—

Quadfant'al, a. Pert, to a quad-
rant. — Quar'rel, kwor'rel, -ry,

-rt, re. A square-headed arrow;
a square or lozenge-shaped pane
of glass; a glazier's diamond.

—

Quar'ry.re. A place where stones
are cut from the earth for build- Hartley's Quadrant
ing, etc. - v. t. [quarried ilacuey s yuactrant.

(-rid), -kying.] To dig or take *» index glass ; h, hon-

from a quarry.— Quart, kwawrt, zon Siass ' 8
'
s 'sht -

n. The l-4th of a gallon; 2 pints; a vessel containing,
etc. — Quarte, kart, re. A thrust in fencing; a carte,
q. v.— Quar'tan, kwawr'tan, a. Of, or pert, to, the
4th; occurring every 4th day.— n. (Med.) An inter-
mitting ague that occurs every 4th day. — Quar'ter,
n. One of 4 equal parts into which anything is di-

vided; the l-4th of a hundred-weight, being 28 or 25
pounds, according as the hundred-weight is reck-
oned at 112 or 100 pounds; l-4th of a ton in weight,
or 8 bushels of grain; l-4th of a chaldron of coal.
(Astron.) The l-4th part of the moon's period or
monthly revolution. One limb of a quadruped with
the adjacent parts; that part of a shoe which forms
the side, from the heel to the vamp. (Far.) That
part of a horse's foot between the toe and heel. A
term of study in a seminary, college, etc.; properly,
l-4th of the year; part of a ship's side between trie

aftmost end of the main-chains and the sides of the
stern ; a region ; territory ; a division of a town,
county, etc.; district; locality; proper station; spe-
cific place; assigned position.' (Naut.) pi. A station
at which officers and men are posted in battle.
Place of lodging or temporary residence ; shelter.
(Mil.) A station or encampment occupied by troops.
sing. Merciful treatment shown to an enemv. — v.

t. [quartered (-terd), -TERI2JG.] To divide into
4 equal parts; to furnish with shelter or entertain-
ment. (Her.) To bear as an appendage to the he-
reditary arms.

—

v. i. To lodge; to have a tem-
porary residence. — To quarter arms. (Her.) To
place the arms of other
families in the compart-
ments of a shield, which
is divided into 4 or move
parts, the family arms be-
in? placed in the first.—
Quar'ter-day, n. A day
regarded as terminating a
quarter of the year; one
on which rent becomes
due.—deck, n. (N'aut.)
That part of a ship's upp. r

deck which extends froi.'

the stern to the mainmast.
round, re. (Arch.) A

molding, the section of which is approximately a
quadrant, or the l-4th pa- 1 of a ci-cle.—sessions, ».
pi. (Eng. Law.) A general court of criminal iuris-
diction held quarterly by the justices of peace of erch
county.—staff, r>. A long, stout staff formerly used
as a weapon in Eng., — so called from the manner
of using it, one hand being placed in the middle, and
the other halt way between the middle and end.—
Quarterage, -ej, >/. A qu arte ly allowance.— Quar-
ter-foil, -foil, Quatre foil. k>t'er-foil, n. (Arch.) An

Quartered (arms).

Quarterfoils.

ornamental figure dis-

posed in 4 segments of
circles, supposed to re-
s e m b 1 e an expanded
flower "of 4 petals: see
Fo i l.— Quartering, n.
Assignment of quarters
for soldiers; lodging. (Her.) Division of a shield
containing many coats. (Aich.) A series of small
upright posts.— Quarterly, a. Containing or con-
sisting of l-4th part; recurring at the end of each
quarter of the year. — n. A periodical work pub-
lished once in a quarter of a year, or 4 times dur-
ing a year. —adv. By quarters; once in a quar-
ter of a year.— Quar'termas'ter, re. (Mil.) An offi-

cer, who provides quarters, provisions, clothing,
transportation, etc., for a regiment, and superintends
the supplies. (Faut.) A petty officer who attends
to the helm, binnacle, signals, etc., under the direc-
tion of the master. — Quar'tern, n. The l-4th of a
pint; a gilh l-4th of a peck: a loaf weighing about 4
pounds. — Quartet', -tette', -tet', r>. (Mns.) A com-
position in 4 parts, each performed by a single voice
or instrument; the set of 4 persons who perforin
such a piece of music — Quar'to, re.; pi. -tos, -t5z.

Orig., a book of the size of l-4th of a sheet of print-
ing paper; in present usage, a book of a squarish
form, corresponding to that formerly made by fold-
ing a sheet twice.— a. Having the form or size of a
quarto. — Quaternary, kwa-ter'na-rT, n. The num-
bed.

—

a. Consisting of 4; by 4s.—Quat'rain, kwof-
lan, re. A stanza of 4 lines*rhyming alternately. —
Quat'refoil, kafer-foil, n. Sameas QuarterfoiLj
above. — Quarantine, kwSr'an-ten, n. A space of
40 days ; term during which a ship arriving in port,
and suspected of being infected with a contagious
disease, is obliged to forbear all intercourse with the
shore; inhibition of intei course, t— v. t. [quaran-
tined (-tend), -tining.] To prohibit from inter-

course. — Quad'rages'ima, kwod'ra-jes'T-ma, n.

(Eccl.) The 40 days of fast preceding Easter; Lent,
— Quadrillion, -ril,yun, n. According to Eng. nota-
tion, the number produced by involving a million to
the 4th power, or a unit with 24 ciphers annexed ;

according to the common or French, a unit with 15
ciphers: see Notation.

Quaere, kwe're, v. i. Inquire, question, query, — used
as a memo-
randum sig-

n if y i n g
doubt.

Quaff, kwaf,
r. t. (quaff-
ed (kwafO,
QUAFFING.]
T o drink
down, drink
c o p io u sly

of.-r. i. To
drink larg -

ly or luxu-
riously.

Q u a g g a ,

kwag'ga, n.

A S. Afric-
an mammal
of the horse

Quagga.

family, allied to the zebra.

Quaggy and Quagmire. See under Quake.
Quahaug, kw: w'hog, n.

A large species of clam
having the inside «shell

tipped with purple.
Quail, kwal, v. i. [quailed
(kwald), quailing.] To
become quelled, sink
into dejection, lose spir-

it, shrink, cower.
Quail, kwal, n. A gallina-

ceous bird allied to the
partridge of Europe: in

the U. S. the name is'

used for ruffed yronse,
and for the bob-white,
or Virgini part klge.

Common Quail.

sun, cube, full} moon, foot; cow, oil; linger or ink, then, boa bo*, chair, get.
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Quaint, kwant, a. Characterized by ingenuity or art;

subtle; artificially elegant; showing excess of art;

odd and antique; curious and fanciful; far-fetched;
affected; odd; unusual.

Quake, kwak, v. i. [quaked (kwakt), quaking.] To
tremble ; to shake with fear, cold, or emotion ; to
shake or tremble, either from not being solid, as soft,

wet land, or from violent convulsion of any kind;
to vibrate, quive'-, shudder.

—

n. A tremulous agi-

tation ; shake ; shudder. — Qual'/er, n. One who
quakes; one of the religious sect whose members
are called also Friends : their earl}' preachers were
thrown bv their violent enthusiasm into quaking*
and distortions of the limbs. — Quag'gy, kwag'gT,
a. Of the nature of a quagmire: trembling under
the foot, as soft, wet earth.— Quag'mire, -mir, n.

Soft, wet land, which shakes or yields under the
feet.

Sualify, Quality, etc. See under Qua.
ualm, kwam, n. A sudden attack of illness, faint-
ness, distress, or pain; esp., a sudden fit of sickness
at the stomach; a scruple of conscience. — Qualm'-
ish, a. Sick at the stomach; inclined to vomit; af-
fected with nausea.

Quandary, kwon'da- or kwon-da'rT, n. A state of dif-
ficulty or perplexity; uncertainty; doubt.

Quantity, Quantum, ete. See under Qua.
Quarantine. See under Quadrate.
Quarl, kworl, n. A medusa or jelly-fMi.
Quarrel, kwor'rel, n. An angry dispute; a falling out;
brawl ; squabble ; affray ; altercation ; contention ;

breach of friendship; variance; cause or ground of
contention ; cause of a contending party. — v. i.

[quarreled (-reld), -reling.] To dispute violently,
wrangle, fall out ; to find fault. — Quar'relsom'e,
-sum, a. Apt to quarrel; given to brawls and con-
tention; irascible.

Quarrel, a bolt, Quarry, a bolt, a stone pit. See un-
der Quadrate.

Quarry, kwor'rT, n. Game; esp., the game hunted for
by hawking.

Quart, Quarter, Quarto, etc. See under Quadrate.
Quartz, kwSrts, ». {Min.) Silex, occurring crystallized,
and also in masses of various colors, more or less
transparent, and sometimes opaque ; rock crystal.— Quartzose', -os', Quartz'ous. -us, Quartz'y, -T, a.
Containing, of the nature of, or resembling quartz.

Quash, kwosh, v. t. [quashed (kwosht), quashing.]
To beat down or beat in pieces; to crush, subdue,
put down summarily and completely. {Law.) To
annul, overthrow, make void, or suppress. — Quas-
sa'tion, kwas-sa'shun, n. Act of shaking; concus-
sion; state of being shaken.

Quasi. See under Qua.
Quassia, kwosh'T-a or kwash'Y-a, n. A bitter wood
obtained from various trees of tropical America: the
wood and bark are employed in medicine.

Quaternary, Quatrain, etc. See under Quadrate.
Quaver, kwa'ver, r. i. [quavered (-verd), -vering.]
To tremble, vibrate, shake; to shake the voice, sing
with tremulous modulations of voice; to produce a
shake on a musical instrument, —n. A rapid vibra-
tion of the voice, or on an instrument of music.
{Music.) An eighth note: see Eighth, under Eight.

ke, n. A wharf or landing-place, esp. one facing
larbor or dock; a mole or bank formed toward the

sea, or on the side of a river.
Quean, kwen, n. A woman; girl; low woman; slut.

Queasy, kwe'zY, a. Sick at the stomach; affected with
nausea; fastidious; squeamish; causing nausea.

Queen, kwen, n. The con-
sort of a king; a woman
who is the sovereign of
a kingdom ; the sover-
eign of a swarm of bees,
being the only fully-de-
veloped female in the
hive ; the 2d piece in
value in chess.— v. i. To aa < queen -posts ; 6, tie-beam ;

act the part or character ?.
c

>
struts or braces

;
dd, pur-

of a queen.— Queen'- lms '' e
'
**™amS beam

• ff>
»wn»* ,/ j \rT„-t common rafters; gg, wall-
post, n. {Arch.) One of lates h ridge-pieceT
2 posts in a truss, framed
below into the tie-beam, and above into the princi-
pal rafters.

Quay
a h

Queen-post Roof.

Queer, kwer, a. Going athwart what is usual or nor-
mal; odd; singular: quaint; whimsical.— ». A cant
name for counterfeit money.

Quell, kwel, v. t. [quelled (kweld), -lixg.] To sub-
due, put down: to reduce to peace, cause to cease,
crush, quiet, allay, calm.

Quench, kwench, v. t. [quenched (kwencht), quench-
ing.] To extinguish, put out (fire); to put an end
to (something warm, ardent, burning, etc.); to still,

stifle, check, destroy.
Quercitron, kwer'sit-run, n. The bark of the black
oak, or dyer's oak, which grows from Canada to
Georgia, and west to the Mississippi; the inner bark
of this tree, used in tanning and in dyeing yellow.

Querhnonious. See under Querulous.
Querist- See under Query.
Quern, kwern, n. A stone hand-mill for grinding grain.
Querulous, kwer'oo-lus, a. Apt to repine; habitually
complaining; expressing complaint; whining; mur-
muring; dissatisfied.—Quer'imo /'nious. -mo'nT-us, a.
Complaining; querulous; apt to complain.

Query, kwe'rl, n. A question; an inquiry to be an-
swered or resolved. — v. i. [queried (-rid), -ryikg.]
To ask questions, make inquiry. — v. t. To seek by
questioning, inquire into; to doubt of . — Que'rist,
n. One who asks questions. — Quest, kwest, n. Act
of seeking, or looking after anything ; attempt to
find or obtain: search. — Ques'tion, -chun, n. Act
of asking ; interrogation ; discussion ; debate ; ver-
bal contest ; investigation ; esp., formal investiga-
tion, as before a tribunal ; that which is asked; a
query ; a subject of investigation or examination.— v. i. [questioned (-chund), -tioning.] To ask
questions. — v. t. To inquire of by asking questions;
to examine by interrogatories; to doubt of, be un-
certain of; to treat as not entitled to confidence, call
in question, catechise, doubt, controvert, dispute, in-
quire. — Questionable, a. Inviting, or seeming to
invite, inquiry; liable to be doubted or called in
question ; disputable ; debatable ; doubtful ; suspi-
cious.

Queue, ku, n. A cue, q. v. [F.]

Quib, kwib, n. A sarcasm; bitter taunt; quip; gibe.— Quib^ble, -bl, n. An evasion ; cavil; pretense; a
pun ; a low conceit. — v. i. [quibbled (-bid),
-bling.] To evade the point in question by arti-

fice, play upon words, caviling, or any conceit; to
pun, practice punning.

Quick, kwik, a. Alive; living; characterized by live-
liness; animated; sprightty; speedv; hasty; swift;
rapid; prompt; brisk; nimble; lively.— adv. In a
quick manner; rapidly; in a short time; without de-
lay. — n. A living animal or plant; esp., the haw-
thorn, quickset ; the part of the body sensitive to
pain; the living flesh; the sensitive part or point.— Quick'en, -n, v. t. [-ened (-nd), -ening.] To
make alive, vivify, reinvigorate; to make lively, ac-
tive, or sprightly; to make quick or rapid, stimu-
late, sharpen, expedite, speed. — v. i. To become
alive, become vivified or enlivened; to move with
rapidity.— Quick'lime, n. {Chem.) Any carbonate
of lime, as chalk, limestone, oyster-shells, etc., de-
prived of its carbonic acid and aqueous matter, bv
exposure to intense heat; unslacked lime.— Quicks-
sand, n. Sand easily moved or readily yielding to
pressure ; esp., loose or moving sand mixed with
water, and very dangerous, from its being unable to
support the weight of a person. — Quick'set, v. t.

To plant with living shrubs or trees for a hedge or
fence.— a. Made of quickset,— Quick'silver, ra. Mer-
cury,— a fluid silver-like metal, moving as if quick,
or living.—Quick'step, n. {Mus.) A lively, spirited
march. — Quick'-sighted, a. Having quick sight or
acute discernment.

Quid, kwid, n. A portion to be chewed; a cud; esp. a
chew of tobacco.

Quiddity, Quiddle, Quidnunc, etc. See under Qua.
Quiesce, kwi-es', v. i. [-esced (-est'), -escing.] To be

silent, as a letter; to nave no sound. — Quies 'cence,
-cency, -es'sen-sf , n. State or quality of being quies-
cent; rest: repose; rest of the mind. {Gram.) Si-

lence; the having no sound, as a letter.— Quies'cent,
a. Being in a state of repose; still; not ruffled with
passion; quiet; dormant. {Gram.) Not sounded;
mute.— Qui'et, a. Being in a 6tate of rest: not mov-

fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, £ve, term ; In, Ice 5 5ddj tone, 6r \
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ing; still; free from alarm or disturbance; not giv-

ing offense or trouble ; not turbulent ; tranquil;

calm; placid; mild; contented.— re. State of a thing
not in motion; rest; repose; freedom from disturb-
ance or alarm; stillness; tranquillity.— v. t. To stop
motion in. reduce to a state of rest ; to calm, ap-
pease, pacify. — Qui'etism, -izm, re. Peace or tran-
quillity of mind. (Eccl. Hist.) The system of the
Quietists, who maintained that religion consists in
an internal rest or repose of the mind, employed in
contemplating God, and submitting to his will.

—

Qui'etist, re, One of a sect of mystics, who main-
tained the principles of Quietism. — Qui'etucle,
-e-tud, n. Rest; repose; quiet; tranquillity.— Quie'-
tus, n. Rest ; repose ; death ; hence, a final dis-

charge or acquittance; that which quiets.

Quill, kwil, n. A large, strong feather, — used for writ-
ing-pens, etc.; a pen; a spine or prickle, as of a por-
cupine; a piece of small reed, on which weavers wind
thread. (Mus.) The tube of a musical instrument.
— v. t. [quilled (kwild), -LiXG.l To plait, or form
with small ridges like quills or reeds; to wind on a
quill, as thread or yarn. — QuilKing, re. A narrow
border or trimming of lace, etc., folded so as to re-

semble a row of quills.

Quilt, kwilt, re. A bed cover or garment made by put-
ting wool, cotton, etc., between 2 cloths, and stitch-

ing them together; a coverlet or counterpane. — v. t.

To stitch together with some soft and warm sub-
stance between, or in the interior of ; to sew with
the stitch used in a quilt. — Quilfing, n. Act of
forming a quilt; act or process of making quilts by a

• party of ladies, esp. for some charitable purpose; fig-

ured material for bed-quilts, toilet-covers, etc.

Quinary, kwi'na-rY, a. Consisting of 5 ; arranged
in 5s.— Quint, kwint, re. A set or sequence of 5,

as in piquet. — Quincunx, kwin'-
kunks, re. An arrangement or dis- ^g, &
position of things, esp. of trees, by ^r

in a square, one being placed in 4
Quincunx.

Quinquefoliate.

the middle of the square. — Quin-
quan'gular, -kwan'gu-ler, a. Hav-
ing 5 angles or corners. — Quin-
quen'nial, -kwen'nt-al, a. Occur-
ring once in 5 j'ears, or lasting 5
years. — Quinquefo'liate, -liated, a.

(£ot.) Having 5 leaves or leaflets.— Quin'quevalve
- valv'ular, -valv'u-ler, a.

(Hot.) Having S valves, as
a pericarp.— Q u i n t e s'-
sence, -sens, re. (Alchemy.)
The 5th or last and high-
est essence or power in a
natural body. Pure or
concentrated essence. —
Quintet', -tette', -tet',

-tet'to, re. (Mus.) A com-
position for 5 voices or in-
struments.— Quinfile, -il,

re. (Astron.) The aspect of planets when distant
from each other the l-5th part of the zodiac, or 72°.
— Quint'an, n. (Med.) A fever whose paroxysms re-
turn every 5th day.— QuintilKion, -tiryun, re. Ac-
cording to Eng. notation, a number produced by in-
volving a million to the 5th power, or a unit with
SO ciphers annexed : according to the common or
French notation,a unit
with 18 ciphers an-
nexed. — Quintuple,
-tu-pl, a. Multiplied
by 5; fivefold. — ?', t.

[quintupled (-pld),
-pling.] To make five-
fold; multiply by5.—
Quinquages'ima,
-kwa-jes'T-ma, a. Fif-
tieth.— Quinquagesima
Sunday. The Sunday
which is about the
50th day before Easter.

Quince, kwins, re. The
hard, yellow fruit of
a small tree or bush
of the rose family, — Quince
named from Cydonia,

a town of Crete, famous for this fruit: it has a
pleasant flavor when cooked, and is used in making
preserves, marmalade, etc.

Quinine, kwi'nln or kwl-nin', re. (Chem.) A basic
alkaloid obtained from the bark of various species
of cinchona. (Med.) One of the salts of quinine,
esp. the sulphate, used as a tonic and febrifuge.

Quinquagesima, Quinquangular, etc. See under Qui-
nary.

Quinsy, kwin'zY, n. (Med.) An inflammation of the
throat, or parts adjacent, accompanied by inflamma-
tory fever.

Quint, Quintan, Quintet, etc. See under Quinary.
Quintain, kwin'thi, re. An object to be tilted at.

Quintal, kwin'tal, re. A hundred weight, either 112 or
100 pounds, according to the scale used; a metric
measure of weight = 100,000 grams (100 kilograms),
or 220.40 lbs. avoirdupois.

Quintillion, Quintuple, etc. See under Quinary.
Quip, kwip, re. A smart, sarcastic turn; a taunt; se-
vere retort; pribe; jeer. — v. t. [quipped (kwipt),
quipping.] To taunt, treat with a sarcastic retort.
— v. i. To scoff, manifest contempt by derision.

Quire, kwir, n. A body of singers; a choir; the part of
a church where the service is sung.

Quire, kwir, re. Tw-enty-four sheets of paper of the
same size and quality, having a single fold or not
folded; l-20th of a ream.

Quirk, kwerk, re. A sudden turn; a recess or indenta-
tion; an artful evasion or subterfuge; a shift; quib-
ble; a smart taunt or retort.

Quit, kwit, v. t. [quit or quitted; quitting.] To
release from obligation, accusation, penalty, etc.; to
acquit; to meet the claims upon, or expectations en-
tertained of; to conduct; to discharge (obligation or
duty); to have done with, depart from, forsake, give
up, leave, resign, surrender.— a. Released from ob-
ligation, charge, penalty, etc.; free; clear; absolved.
— To be quits with one. To have made mutual satis-

faction of demands with him; to be even with him.
— Quiftance, -tans, re. Discharge from a debt or
obligation ; acquittance ; recompense ; repayment.
— Quifclaim, v. t. [-claimed (-klamd), -claim-
ing.] (Law.) To release or relinquish a claim to
by deed.— re. A release of a claim; deed of release.
— Quit'rent, n. (Law.) A rent reserved in grants
of land, by the payment of which the tenant is

quieted or quit from all other service. — Quite, kwit,
adv. Completely; wholly; entirely; to a great ex-
tent or degree; very; considerably.

Qui tam- See under Qua.
Quiver, kwiv'er, re. A case or sheath for ar-
rows.—Quiv'ered, -erd, a. Furnished with, I

or sheathed as in, a quiver.
Quiver, kwiv'Sr, v. i. [-ered (-erd), -eeing.]

|To shake with slight and tremulous mo-J
tion : to quake, shudder, shiver, vibrate,
tremble.

Qui vive. See under Qua.
Quixotic, kwiks-ot'ik, a. Like Don Quixote;
romantic to extravagance. — Quix'otism,
-izm, re. Absurdly chivalrous notions,
schemes, or acts.

Quiz, kwiz, re. A riddle or obscure question ; I

an enigma; one who quizzes others; an odd'
fellow.— v. t. [quizzed (kwizd), -zing.] Quiver.
To puzzle; to ridicule or make sport of, by
deceiving; to look sharply and mockingly at, peer at.— Quiz'zical, -zik-al, a. Comical.— Quiz'zing-glaas,
re. A small eye-glass.

Quod, kwod, re. A prison; confinement.
Quodlibet. See under Qua.
Quoif, kwoif , re. A cap or hood.
Quoin, kwoin or koin, re. Any external angle; esp.

(Arch.), the external angle of a building; a wedge-
like piece of stone, wood, metal, etc., used in ma-
chinery, building, etc.

Quoit, kwoit, re. A circular ring or piece of iron, stone,
or other material, to be pitched at a fixed object in
play.— v. i. To throw quoits, play at quoits.

Quondam, kwon'dam, a. Having been formerly; for-
mer.

Quorum, Quote, Quotient, etc. See under Qua.
Quoth, kwoth or kwuth, v. i. Said; spoke,— used with

1st and 3d persons in past

son, cube, full ; moon, fd"6t; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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E.

R, ar, the 18th letter of the Eng. alphabet, is a liquid
or semi-vowel.

Rabbet, rab'bet, v . t. To cut a rectangular recess,
channel, or groove in (the edge
or face of a board, etc.) so that it

may receive or form a .-joint with
the edge of another board, etc..

properly cut; to lap and unite the
edges of (boards, etc.) by a rab-
bet. — n. A cut made upon the
edge or face of a board, etc., so Rabbet,
that it may form a joint with another board, etc.,

properly cut.
Rabbi, rab'bt or rab'bl, n. : pi. -bis, -bTz, or -bies,

-biz. Master; lord; sir,-— a Jewish title of respect for
a teacher or doctor of the law. — Rab'bin, n. Same
as Rabbi. — Rabbin'ic, -ical, a. Pert, to the rab-
bins, or Jewish doctors of the law, or to their opin-
ions, learning,
and language.—
Rab'b inism,
-izm, n. A rab-
binic expression
or phraseology.
—Rab'binist, n.

One among the
Jews who ad-
hered to the
Talmud and
traditions of the
rabbins. Rabbit.

Rabbit, rab'bit, n. A bui rowing rodent mammal,
which resembles the hare, but is smaller, and has
shorter legs and ears.

Rabble, rab'bl, n. A crowd of vulgar, noisy peo-
ple; a mob; the dregs of the people; a rake-like tool
for skimming off slag, etc., in puddling metal.— v.t.

[rabbled (-bid), -bling.] To insult or drive away
by a mob; to mob; to stir (molten metal) to render
it uniform.

Rabid, rab'id, a. Furious; raging; mad; pert, to hy-
drophobia. — Rab'idness, -id'ity, -T-tT, n.

Raca, ra'ka, a. Empty ; beggarly ; foolish ; loose in
life and manners, — a term expressing contempt.

Raccoon, rak-koon', n. A climbing, nocturnal, omniv-
orous mam-
m a 1 inhab-
iting North
Amer., al-

lied to the
bear, but
less than 3 ft.

long, inclu-
sive of its

bushy, a n -

nulated tail.

Race, ras, n.

The descend-
ants of a
common an- Raccoon.

cestor ; a family, tribe, people, or nation, of the
same stock ; peculiar flavor, taste, or strength of
wine : characteristic flavor : smnck : characteristic
quality or disposition.—Ra'cy, -sT, a. [-cier, -ciest.]
Having a strong flavor indicating origin ; tasting of
the soil; fresh; rich; spicy; exciting to the mental
taste by a distinctive character of thought or lan-
guage ; smart; piquant. — Ra'cial, -shal, a. Pert,
to a rnce or family of men.

Race, ras, n. A root.

Race, ras, v. A movement or progression of any kind;
a method or course of action or effect; train; pro-
cess ; swift progress ; rapid course or motion; act or
process of running in competition ; trial of speed to
win a prize ; a rapid current of water, or the chan-
nel for such a current ; a watercourse leading from
a dam to a waterwheel which it drives.—v. i. [raced

Raceme.

(r5st), racing.] To run swiftly, contend in run-
ning. — v. t. To cause to run rapidly, as a horse in
a race.

Raceme, ra-sem', n. (Bot.) A flower-clus-
K .

ter with short and equal lateral one-flew- •&,
ered pedicels, as in the currant — Rac'- s^i

,

ema'tion, n. A cluster or bunch, as of -^J/*
grapes. — Rac'emiferous, a. Bearing Cy^
racemes, as the currant. ^KT

Rachitis, ra-ki'tis, n. {Med.) Inflamma- £Vf£>
tion of the spine, — a disease commen- "^ „

cing in early childhood, which is charac-
terized by a' bulky head, distorted bones
and joints, tumid abdomen, short stat-
ure, emaciated limbs, and weak, un-
steady gait—Rachitic, -kit'ik, a. Pert.
to, or affected by, rachitis ; rickety.—
Rick'ets, n. pi. Same as Rachitis. —
Rick'ety, -et-t, a. Affected with rickets;
feeble in the joints; imperfect; weak.

Rack, rak, v. t. To stretch or strain ; 1

subject to violent treatment, wrest ; to
stretch on the rack or wheel, torment,
torture ; to harass by exaction, exhaust.— n. An instrument for racking, stretching, or ex-
tending anything; as, an engine of torture, on which
the body of a person is gradually stretched ; or, a
wooden frame in which nay is laid for horses and
cattle ; or, a frame-work on which articles are ar-

ranged and deposited ; or, (Ifant.) a strong frame
of wood, having several sheaves, through which
passes the running rigging ; or, -n^
(Mack.) a straight Tbar with teeth ti/ffi^S
on its edge to work with those of I Wwm J
a wheel or pinion which is to _a^t£„,_„„
drive or follow it. — Rack'er, n. Kj"

"
"
^""-"""""^

One who racks or torments. — „ , „ „ .

Racking, a. Tormenting ; ex- Kack & 1 lmon -

cruciating. —Rack'-rent, n. An annual rent raised
to the utmost.

Rack, rak. v. t. [racked (rakt), racking.] To draw
off from the lees, as wine or other liquor; to cause
to flow off, as pure wine, etc., from its sediment.

Rack, rak, n. A peculiar pace of a horse, resembling
an amble. — v. i. [racked (rakt), racking.] To
move or travel with a quick amble, as a horse.
— Rack'er, n. A horse which, etc.

Rack, rak, v. i. To steam ; to rise, or fly as vapor or
broken clouds, —n. Thin, flying, broken clouds, or
any portion of floating vapor in the sky.

Rack, n. Same as Arrack.
Racket, Racquet, Raquet. rak'et, n. A bat with net-

work instead of a solid blade, used in tennis and
similar games; a game of ball, resembling tennis; in
Canada, a snow-shoe ; a broad wooden shoe for a
horse, to enable him to step on solt ground.

Racket, rak'et, n. A confused, clattering noise ;

clamor; din. — v. i. To make a racket; to frolic.

Racy. See under Race, family.
Raddle, rad'dl, r. t. To interweave, twist together.—

n. A long stick used in hedging: a hedge iormed by
interweaving the shoots and branches of trees or
shrubs; an instrument employed by domestic weav-
ers.

Radial. Radiate, etc. See under Radius.
Radical, Radish, etc. See under Radix.
Radius, r i'dT-us, n. ; pi. -dii, -dT-T. (Geom.) A right

line, extending from the center of a
circle to the peripher
bone on the exterior
of the fo-e-f
— Ra'dius-vec'tor, n. (Math.) A
straight line connecting any point
(of a curve) with a fxed point* ov pole,

round which it turns, and to which it _, ,.

serves to refer the successive points of xtacius.

acurve, in asystem of polar coordinates.—Ray, ra, n.

n the center of a —*—

^

ry. (Anat.) The /^ ^\
>r or thumb side / \
;e Skeleton.

|

'
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. One of a number of lines or parts diverging from a
]common point or center, like the radii of a circle.
[

(Bot.) A radiating part of a flower or plant. (Ichth.)
j

One of the radiating bony spines forming the frame-
j

work of the fins of fishes. (Physics.) A line of light
or heat proceeding from a radiant or reflecting point;
one of the colored portions of the spectrum. A gleam

j

of intellectual light ; perception ; apprehension. —
v. t. [rayed (rad), haying.] To send forth or shoot

j

out, cause to shine out, glimmer, beam, gleam, light.
;— Rayless, a. Destitute of light; not illuminated;
!

dark. — Ra'diate, -dT-at, n. (Zo'61.) An animal in
which all the parts are arranged uniformly around
the central axis of the body. — v. i. To issue and
proceed in direct lines from a point of surface, as
heat or light ; to issue in rays, as light ; to emit
rays, be radiant. — v. t. To emit or send out in di-

rect lines from a point or surface. — a. Formed of
rays diverging
from a center ;

having the parts
of a structure ar-

ranged radiate-
ly about a cen-
ter. — R a d i a '-

tion, n. Act of
radiating, or j,
state of being ra- O
dialed; emission
and diffusion T
of rays of light; Radiata. o, coral ; a, starfish,

divergence of anything from a point or surface, like
diverging rays of light.— Ra'dia'tor, -ter, n. That
which radiates or emits rays ; esp. that part of a
heating apparatus designed to radiate heat. — Ra'-
dial, -dl-al, a. Pert, to a radius, or to the radius, one
of the bones of the fore-arm. — Ra'diant, a. Ra-
diating; radiate; resembling or in the form of rays ;

emitting or darting rays of light or heat ; emitting
a vivid light or splendor. — Ra'diance, -ancy, -an-
sl, h. Quality of being radiant ; vivid brightness ;

luster; glare; glitter.

Radix, ra'diks, n. A root. (Philology.) A primitive
word, from which spring other words; a radical; root.
(Math.) The fundamental number of any system;
a base. — Radical, -T-kal, a. Pert, to, or proceeding

;

directly from, the root ; pert, to the root or origin ;
j

reaching to the principles; thoroughgoing ; unspar-
ing ; extreme ; innate ; constitutional. (Bot.) Pro-
ceeding from the stem at or below the surface of the i

ground ; belonging to the root of a plant. (Gram.) I

Relating to a root, or ultimate source of derivation.
— n. (Philology.) A primitive word ; a root, or sim-
ple, underived, uncom pounded word ; a letter that
belongs to the root. (Politics.) One who advocates
a radical reform, or extreme measures in reforma-
tion. (Chem.) The base or distinguishing part of a
compound, whether itself a simple or compound. —
Radicalism, -izm, n. Doctrine or principle of rad-
icals in politics or reformation. — Radlcant, a.

(Bot.) Taking root in, or above the ground. —Rad'-
icate. -Y-kat, v. t. To root, plant deeply and firmly.— Radica'tion, n. Process of taking root deeply.
(Bot.) Disposition of the root of a plant
with respect to the ascending and de-
scending caudex. — Radical, -Y-sel, n.

(Bot.) A little root.— Radicle, -1-kl, n.

(Bot.) The rudimentary root of a plant;
the stem of the embryo. — Rad'ish, n.

(Bot.) A cultivated plant, whose root is

eaten raw. Radicle.

Raffle, rafU, v. i. [-fled (-fid), -fling.] To engage
in a raffle.— v. t. To dispose of by means of a
raffle. — v.. A game of chance, or lottery, in which
several persons deposit a part of the value of some-
thing, and it is determined by chance which of them
shall become sole possessor.

Raft, raft, n. A collection of logs, planks, etc., fas-
tened together, either to serve as a support upon
the water, or to move the materials from one place
to another. — v. t. To carry on or in a raft.— Raft'-

er,«. A roof-timber of a building: see Queen-post.
Rag, rag, n. A piece of cloth torn off; a tattered frag-
ment; shred; bit; patch, pi. Mean or tattered at-

tire. (Geol.) A coarse kind of rock, somewhat cel-

Rag'man, n. "One

lular in texture. — Rag'ged, a. Rent or worn into
tatters ; broken with rough edges : uneven ; rough
with sharp or irregular points ; jagged; wearing tat-

tered clothes; dressed in rags.-
"*

who collects or deals in rags.
— Rag'stone, n. A dark gray
silicious sand stone. — Rag'-
wheel, n. (Mach.) Awheel
having projecting pins on
the rim, which fit into the
links of a chain belt, to prevent
its slipping when receiving or M
communicating motion: a (L
sprocket wheel. — Rag'amufF- (c
in, -a-muf'in, n. A paltry iel-

low; mean wretch; a ragged, Rag.„heel and Chaiu.
disreputable fellow. b

Rage, raj, n. Violent excitement; eager passion; vio-
lent anger accompanied with furious words, ges-
tures, or agitation; vehemence of anything painful
or destructive; tlie subject of eager desire.— v.i.
[raged (rajd), raging.] To be furious with anger;
to be violent and tumultuous; to act or move furi-
ously, storm, fret, chafe, fume ; to prevail without
restraint, or with fatal effect, ravage.

Ragged, Ragman, Rag-wheel, etc. See under Rag.
Ragout, ra-goo', n. Fragments of meat stewed and
highly seasoned; a stew.

Raid, rad, n. A hostile or predatory incursion; esp.,

an inroad or incursion of mounted men.
Rail, ral, n. A piece of timber, iron, or other sub-
stance extending from one post or support to an-
other ; a long wooden bar split from a log, — used
esp. in building a crooked or " Virginia " rail fence.
(Railroads.) A bar of iron, resting upon sleepers
and forming part of a continuous track. (ATaut.) A
narrow plank on a ship's upper works ; a curved
piece of timber extending from the bows of a ship
to the continuation of its stem, to support the knee
of the head, etc.- v. t. [railed (raid), railing.]
To inclose with rails. — By rail. By railroad or rail-

way. — Railing, n. A series of rails: a fence ; rails

in general ; material for rails. — Rail'road, -way, n.

A graded road having a continuous track of iron or
steel rails laid upon sleepers, etc.

Rail, ral, n. A wading bird of Europe and Amer., of
many species.

Rail, ral, v. i. To use inso-
lent and reproachful lan-
guage ; to scoff. —Rail 'er,
». One who rails, scoffs,

insults, or censures.—RaiP'-
lery, raK- or ral'er-T, n.

Good-humored pleasantry '*

or slight satire ; banter. 3^
Raiment, ra'ment, n. Cloth- "--~

ing in general ; vestments ; Rail,
garments.

Rain, ran, u. i. [rained (rand), raining.] To fall in
drops from the clouds, as water; to fall or drop like

water from the clouds, —v. t. To pour or shower
down from above like rain from the clouds. — n.

Water falling in drops from the atmosphere. —
Rain'y, -T. a. Abounding with rain: wet; showery.
— Rain'iness, n. — Rain'bow, n. A bow or arch ex-
hibiting the colors of the spectrum, and formed by
the refraction and reflection of the sun's rays in
drops of falling rain.

Raise, raz, v. t. [raised (razd), raising.] To cuuse
to rise; to bring from a lower to a higher place; to

bring to a higher condition or situation, elevate in
rank, dignity, etc.; to increase the strength or vehe-
mence of; to" recall from death, give life to; to cause
to rise up, or assume an erect position or posture; to

cause to spring up from a recumbent position, from
a state of quiet, etc.; to awaken; to rouse to action,

stir up; to cause to arise, grow up, or come into be-

ing or to appear; to give rise to; to build up, erect;

to bring together, collect; to cause to grow; to pro-

cure to be produced, bred, or propagated; to bring
into being, produce; to give vent or utterance to; to

cuise to rise, as by the effect of leaven: to make
light and spongy, as bread. (iVant.) To cause to

seem elevated, as an object bv a gradunl approach
to it. (Law.) To create or constitute. — Raising, n.

sun, cube, full; moon, fdot; cow, oil; linger or ink, then, boNbON, chair, get.
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Act of lifting, setting up, elevating, exalting, pro-
ducing, or restoring to life; operation of setting up
the frame of a building, or any structure of timber.

Raisin, ra'zn, n. A grape dried in the sun, or by ar-

tificial heat.
Raisonne\ See under Reason.
Rajah, ra'ja or ra/ja, n. In India, a native prince or
king. — Rajpoot', raj-poof, n. In India, a prince; a
Hindoo ot the 2d, or royal and military, caste; an
inhabitant of the country of Rajputana.

Rake, rak, n. An instrument for collecting hay or
light things spread over a large surface, or for
breaking and smoothing the earth, — v. t. [haked
(rakt), raking.] To smooth, clear, gather, etc.,

with a rake; to collect, laboriously, scrape together;
to scour, ransack. {Mil.) To enfilade, fire in a direc-
tion with the length of. — v. i. To use a rake, scrape,
pass rapidly. — Rak'ing, n. Act of using a rake;
space or ground raked at once ; or quantity of hay,
etc., collected by using a rake once.

Rake, rak, n. A loose, dissolute, vicious man. —
Rake'hell, n. A lewd, wild fellow; rake; debauchee.
— Rak'ish, a. Dissolute.

Rake, rak, n. (Naut.) The projection of the upper
Earts of a ship, at the height of the stem and stern,

eyond the extremities of the keel; inclination of a
mast from a perpendicular direction. — r. i. [raked
(rakt), raking.] To incline from a perpendicular
direction. — Rak'ish, a. Having a great rake, or
backward inclination of the masts.

Rally, raKlT, v. t. [-lied (-lid), -lying.] To collect
and reduce to order (as troops thrown into confu-
sion); to gather again, reunite. — v. i. To come into
orderly arrangement, assemble, unite ; to renew
wasted force or power, recuperate.— n. Act of reas-

sembling scattered troops; regaining of lost strength;
a public meeting, as of political adherents.

Rally, ral'lT, v. t. To attack with raillery, banter,
ridicule, mock. — v. i. To use pleasantry or satir-

ical merriment.

—

n. Exercise of good humor or
satirical merriment.

Ram, ram, n. The male of the
sheep and allied animals.
(Astron.) Aries, the sign of
the zodiac which the sun
enters about March 21st; the
constellation Aries, which
does not now, as formerly,
occupy the sign of the same
name. An engine of war,
used for butting or batter-
ing; a battering-ram; a ves-
sel, armed with a heavy
beak for piercing and destroying other vessels ; a
machine for raising water by the momentum of the
water of which a part is to be raised : see Hy-
draulic Ram. — v. t. [rammed (ramd), ramming.]
To butt or strike against, like a ram ; to thrust or
drive with violence; to fill or compact by pounding
or driving?

Ramble, ram'bl, v. i. [rambled (-bid), -bling.] To
walk, ride, or sail from place to place, without de-
terminate object; to go out, expand, or grow with-
out constraint or direction; to rove, roam, wander,
stroll. — n. A going from place to place without
object. — Ram-'bling, a. Discursive; desultory.

Ramee, -mie, ram'e, n. An Asiatic plant of the hemp
and nettle family, from the fiber of whose inner
bark grass-cloth is made for wearing apparel ; China
grass.

Ramose, ra-mos/', Ra'mous, -mus, a.

{Bot.) Branched, as a stem or root :

consisting of branches ; branchy. —
Ram'ify, ram'i-fi, v. t. [-fied (-fid).

-FY inc.] To divide into branches or
parts.— v. i. To shoot into branches ;

to be divided or subdivided.— Ram'-
ifica'tion, n. Process of branching,
or shooting branches from a stem, or
the mode of their arrangement ; a
small division proceeding from a
main stock or channel; a subordin-
ate branch ; a division into principal n

"*
,.,„.,.

and subordinate classes or heads. Ramose loot.

(Bot.) The manner in which a tree produces its

Ram.

Rampant.

branches. Production of figures resembling
branches.

Ramp, ramp, v. i. [ramped (rampt), ramping.] To
climb, as a plant; to creep up; to spring, leap,
prance, frolic, romp.

—

n. A leap; spring; bound.— Ramp'age, -aj, n. Violent or
riotous behavior ; a state of ex-
citement or passion. — Ramp'-
ant, a. Springing or climbing
unchecked ; overgrowing the
usual bounds ; exuberant; over-
leaping restraint. (Her.) Stand-
ing upright on his hind legs, as
if attacking a person. — Ramp'-
ancy -an-st, n. Quality or state
of being rampant ; excessive
growth or practice; exuberance;
extravagance.

Rampart, ram'part, n. That which fortifies and de-
fends from assault. (Fort.) An elevation or mound
of earth round a place, upon which the parapet is

raised : see Castle. —v. t. To fortify with ram-
parts.

Ramshackle, ram'shak-l, a. Loose 5 old ; falling to
pieces.

Ran, imp. of Run.
Rancescent. See under Rancid.
Ranch, ranch, Ranch'o, n. In Mexico, California, etc.,

a rude hut, as of posts, covered with branches or
thatch, where herdsmen or laborers lodge at night;
a large farming establishment on which are many
ranchos ; esp., an establishment for rearing cattle
and horses. — Ranche'ro, ran-cha'ro, n. A herds-
man ; one employed on a rancho.

Rancid, ran'sid, a. Having a rank, unpleasant smell;
strong-scented ; sour ; musty. — Rancid'ity, -sid'i-
tY, Ran'cidness, n. Quality of being rancid ; a strong
scent, as of old oil.— Rances'cent, -ses'sent, a. Be-
coming rancid or sour. — Ran 'cor, rank'er, n. The
deepest malignity; inveterate hatred ; ill will ; mal-
ice; spite; grudge; malignity. — Ran'corous, -er-us,

a. Full of rancor; implacably spiteful or malicious;
bitter; malevolent; virulent.

Random, ran'dum, n. A roving motion; course with-
out definite direction; hazard; chance; distance to
which a missile is thrown; range; reach. — a. Done
at hazard, or without settled aim or purpose; left to
chance.

Ranedeer. Same as Reindeer.
Range, ranj, v. t. [ranged (ranjd), ranging.] To

set in a row or rows, dispose in the proper order,
rank; to dispose in a systematic order; to rove over,
pass over; to sail or pass in a direction parallel to or
near. — v. i. To wander without restraint or direc-
tion; to be capable of projecting, or to admit of be-
ing projected, esp. as to horizontal distance; to be
placed in order, admit of arrangement or classifica-
tion ; to have a particular direction, be in a line with;
to sail or pass near or in the direction of.— n. A
series of things in a line; a row; rank; an aggregate
of individuals of like rank or degree ; an order; class;
a cooking apparatus of cast iron, set in brick work,
and containing pots, oven, etc.; a wandering or rov-
ing; ramble; expedition; compass or extent of excur-
sion; natural or acquired power to comprehend or
master a greater or less variety of knowledge; the
variety of truth or compass of knowledge in posses-
sion ; scope. (Gun.) The horizontal distance to
which a shot or other projectile is carried. That
which may be traversed or ranged over; esp., a re-
gion of country in which cattle may wander and
pasture; in the land system of thetJ. S., a row or
line of townships lying between 2 successive merid-
ian lines 6 miles apart. — Ran'ger, n. One who
ranges ; a dog that beats the ground; one of a body
of mounted troops, who range over the country,
and often fight on foot; a keeper of a forest or park.
— Rank, rank, n. A row or line ; a range. (Mil.)
A line of soldiers; a row of troops reckoned from
side to side,— opp. to file. (Mil. & Naval.) Degree;
grade. An aggregate of individuals together; an
order; division; degree of dignity, eminence, or ex-
cellence; high degree; high social position. — v. t.

[ranked (rankt), ranking.] To place abreast, or
in a line; to range in a particular class, order, or di-

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, tSrm ; tn, Ice ; Qdd, tone, dr s
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vision; to class; to dispose methodically ; to take pre-

cedence of, outrank.— v. i. To be ranged or set, as
in a particular degree, class, order, or division; to
have a certain grade or degree of elevation in the
orders of civil or military life.

Bank, rank, a. Luxuriant in growth ; exuberant;
raised to a high degree; causing vigorous growth;
very rich and fertile; strong to the smell; rancid;
sour ; musty ; strong to the taste ; high-tasted. —
Rankle, -1, v. i. [rankled (-Id), -ling.] To grow
more rank or strong, be inflamed, fester ; to become
more violent, rage.

Ransack, ran'sak, v. t. [-sacked (-sakt), -sacking.]
To search thoroughly, search every place or part of;

to plunder, pillage completely.
Ransom, ran'sum, n. Release from captivity, bond-

age, or the possession of an enemy; money paid for
the redemption of a prisoner, or for goods captured
by an enemy, — v. t. [kanso.med (-sumd), -sowing.]
To redeem from captivity, servitude, or punishment,
by paying a price.

Rant, rant, v. i. To rave in violent, high-sounding,
or extravagant language. — n. Boisterous, empty
declamation.

Ranunculus, ra-nun'ku-lus, n. ; E. pi. -luses; L. pi.

-Li. A herbaceous flowering plant of many annual
and perennial species, including the crow-foot, but-
tercup, etc., and esp. the cultivated tuberous-rooted
Asiatic ranunculus.

Rap, rap, v. i. To strike with a quick, sharp blow; to
knock, — v. t. [rapped (rapt), rapping.] To strike
with a quick blow, knock.— n. A quick, smart blow.

Rap, rap, v. t. [rapped (rapt), more usually written
rapt; rapping.] To snatch away, seize and hurry
off; to transport out of one's self, affect with ecstasy
or rapture. — Rape, rap, n. Sexual intercourse with
a woman against her will ; violation ; act of seizing
and carrying away by force (persons or things).

Rapacious, ra-pa'shus, a. Given to plunder; seizing
by force; subsisting on prey or animals seized by
violence; greedy; ravenous: voracious.

Rape, violation. See under Rap, to snatch.
Rape, rap, n. A plant of several species, with woody

roots, allied to the turnip and cabbage, cultivated
for its leaves and stalks (for salad and forage), and
for its seeds, from which oil is extracted.

Rapid, rapid, n. Very swift or quick; moving with
celerity; advancing with speed; in quick sequence;
of quick utterance of words; fast; expeditious; hur-
ried. — n. A portion of a stream, esp. when broken
by rocks, where the current runs with unusual swift-

ness or rapidly descends without actual waterfall or
cascade. — Rapidity, -T-tT, n. Quality or state of
being rapid; quickness of progression or advance ;

speed; celerity; velocity: agility.—Rapidly, adv. —
Rapldness, n. — Rapine, -in, n. Act of plunder-
ing; spoliation; pillage: violence; force.— Rapto'-
rial, -toli-al, a. Rapacious : livinjr upon prey, —
said esp. of certain birds. — Rapt'ure, rap'chur, n.

State or condition of being earned away from one's
self bv agreeable excitement ; extreme'joy or pleas-
ure ; bliss ; ecstacy ; transport; exultation.— Rapt'-
urous, -us, a. Ecstatic: transporting; ravishing.

Rapier, ra'pt-gr, n. A light sword with narrow blade,
formerly worn by gentlemen on all occasions.

Rapine. See under Rapid.
Rapparee, rap'pa-re', n. A wild Irish plunderer.
Rappee, rap-pe', n. A pungent kind of snuff, of either

a brown or black color.
Rapscallion. See under Rascal.
Rapt, i'up. of Rap, to snatch.
Raptorial, Rapture, etc. See under Rapid.
Raquet. See under Racket.
Rare, rar, a. Of loose texture ; not thick or dense ;

thin; thinly scattered: dispersed; not frequent; sel-

dom met with; unusual; unusually excellent; valu-
able to a degree seldom found; scarce; uncommon;
extraordinary; incomparable. — Rarely, adv. In

- a rare manner or degree; seldom; not often ; finely;
nicely. — Rar'efy, rar'e-fY, v. t. [-FiED(-fId),-FY-
INGJ To make rare, thin, porous, or less dense. —v.
t. To become thin and less dense.— Rarefac'tion, n.
Act or process of making rare, or of expanding or
distending bodies, by separating the parts. — Rar'-
ity, -1-tt, n. Quality or state of being rare; tenuity;

uncommonness; infrequency ; a rare or uncommon
thing ; a thing valued for its scarcity; thinness: sub-
tilty.— Rare'ripe, rar'rtp, a. Early ripe ; ripe before
others, or before the usual season. — n. An early
fruit; esp., a kind of peach which ripens early.

Rare, rar, a. Nearly raw; imperfectly cooked; under-
done.

Rascal, ras'kal, n. A mean fellow; scoundrel; worth-
less fellow ; trickish, dishonest person ; rogue. —
Ras'cally. a. Like a rascal; meanly trickish; base.
— Rascality, -Y-tT, ??. Quality of being, etc.; trick-

ery; dishonestv. — Rascalllon, ras-kal'-, Rapscall-
ion, rap-skaKyun, n. A low, mean wretch.

Rase, raz, v. t. [rased (razd), rasing.] To graze;
to cancel, erase; to level with the ground, raze.

—

Raze, v. t. [razed (razd), razing.] To erase, ef-

face, obliterate, extirpate ; to lay level with the
ground, demolish, subvert, ruin. — Razee', ra-ze',

n. (Naiit.) An armed ship having her upper deck
cut down, and thus reduced to the next inferior

rate. — v. t. To cut down (a ship) to an inferior

class; to prune or abridge by cutting off or retrench-

ing parts. — Ra'zor, -zer, n. An instrument for

shaving off the
beard or hair. —
Ras'ure, Raz'ure,
razh'ur, n. Act of
erasing or oblit-

erating; thing
razed ; erasure. —
Raso'rial, -solY-
al, a. Pert, to an
order of gallina-
ceous birds which
scrape the ground
for food, as the
domestic fowl,
peacock, par-
tridge, ostrich,
pigeon, etc.

Rash, rash, «. .

Hasty; quick; sud-
,

den ; rapid ; hasty
in counsel or ac-
tion ; entering on
a measure without
due caution ; ut-

tered or under-
taken with too
much haste or too
little reflection;
precipitate ; head-
strong; foolhardy; <

heedless; unwarv.
Rash, rash,n. (.Med.) of wild turkey ; d, d, do.

A fine eruption or grouse,

efflorescence on any portion of the
,

Rasher, rash/er, ??. A thin slice of bacon; a thin cut.
Rasorial. See under Rase.
Rasp, rasp, n. A species of coarse file, on which the
cutting prominences are distinct, being raised by the
oblique stroke of a sharp punch. — v. t. [rasped
(raspt), rasping.] To rub or file with a rasp or a-
rough file ; to grate harshly upon. — Rasp'berry, n.

A thorny bush or bramble of several species ; its

edible thimble-shaped berry, — red, white, or black.
Rasure. See under Rase.
Rat, rat, n. (Zool.) One of several species of rodent
mammals, larger than mice, that infest houses, stores,

and ships. One who deserts his party or associates;

among printers, one who works at less than estab-
lished prices. — v. i. [ratted, -ting.] (Eng. Poli-

tics.) To desert one's former party or associates
from interested motives. To work at less than estab-

lished prices.—Rats'bane, n. Poison for rats; arseni-
ous acid.— Rat'ten, v. t. [-tened (-tend), -tening.]
To injure and carry away the tools, etc., of (a work-
man obnoxious to a trades' union, etc.).

Ratafia, rat'a-fe'a, n. A fine spirituous liquor, fla-

vored with cherries, apricots, peaches, etc., and
sweetened with sugar.

Ratan. See Rattan.
Ratch, Ratchet, rach'et, n. A bar or piece of mechan-

;
ism turning at one end upon a pivot, while the other

I end falls into the teeth of a wheel or rack, allowing

Rasorial Birds.

head and foot of Gallus bankiva

;

. of common pheasant; c, e, do.

eon, cube, full ; moon, i6t>t ; cow, oil ; liQger or ink, tben, dondon; chair, get.
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the latter to move in one direction
only ; pawl ; click ; detent. —
Ratchet-wheel, n. A circular
wheel, having angular teeth, by
which it may be moved forward,
as by a lever and catch, or pawl,
or into which a pawl may drop to

prevent the wheel from running
back.

Rate, rat, v. t. To chide vehemently,
reprove, scold.

Rate, rat, n. Established portion or
measure; fixed allowance; degree; Ratchet-wheel
standard; proportion; ratio; value; a< ratchet-wheel

reciprocating lever;

c, small ratchet or
pawl for communi-
cating motion ;

d, ratchet for pre-
venting backward
motion.

to have rank ; to
Capable of being

price; rank; movement, as fast or
slow, etc. ; a tax or sum assessed on
property for public use.— v.t. To
set a certain estimate on, value at

a certain price; to settle the rela-
tive scale, rank, or position of; to
appraise, compute, reckon. — v. i.

To be set or considered in a class ;

make an estimate— Rateable, a.

rated, or set at a certain value ; liable to taxation— Rafably, adv. Proportionally. — Rat'er, n. —
Ra'tio, ra'shT-o or -sho, n. (Math.) The relation

which one quantity or magnitude has to another of
the same kind, as expressed by the quotient of the 2d
divided by the 1st; fixed relation of number, quan-
tity, or degree ; proportion ; rate ; quota.— Ra'tion,
ra'shun or rash'un, n. A portion or fixed allow-
ance of provisions, drink, and forage; a certain por-
tion or fixed amount dealt out ; allowance. — Ra'-
tional, rash'un-al, a. Relating to the reason; not
physical; having reason, or the faculty of reasoning;
agreeable to reason ; not absurd, extravagant, fool-

isn, fanciful, etc.; sane; sound; discreet; judicious.— Rational quantity. (Alg.) A quantity that can
be expressed without a radical sign,— opp. to irra-
tional or radical quantity.—Ra'tiona'le, rash/un-a'-
le, n. A series of reasons assigned ; an explanation
of the principles of some opinion, action, hypoth-
esis, phenomenon, etc., or the principles themselves.— Ra'tionalism, -izm, n. A system of opinions de-
duced from reason, as disting. fi\, or opp. to, revela-
tion; an excessive reliance on reason. — Rational-
ist, n. One who proceeds wholly upon reason, or
relies on his reason as the sole o'r the supreme au-
thority in matters of religion, and rejects supernat-
ural guidance. — Ra'tional'ity, n. Quality of being
rational; due exercise of reason ; reasonableness._—
Ra'tionally, adv. — Ra'tioc'inate, rash'i-os'i-nat,
v. i. To reason deductively ; to offer reason or ar-

gument,— Ra'tioc'ina'tion, n. Act or process of rea-
soning. - Rat'ify, rat'I-fi, v. t. [-fied, -fying.] To
approve, make valid; esp., to give sanction to (some-
thing done by an agent or servant); to confirm, es-

tablish, sanction. — RaVifica'tion, n. Act of ratify-
ing; state of being ratified; confirmation.

Rath, Rathe, rath, a. Coming before others or be-
fore the usual time; early.— ado. Early; betimes.— Rath'er, ratb/er, adv. More readily or willingly;
preferably ; on the other hand ; on the contrary ;

somewhat ; moderately ; tolerably ; more properly;
more correctly speaking.— The rather. The sooner;
the more so ; especially.

Ratify, Ratio, Rational, etc. See under Rate.
Ratlin, -line, rat'lin, n. {Naut.) A small line travers-
ing the shrouds of a ship, making the step of a lad-
der for ascending the masts : see Ship.

Ratoon, ra-toon /', n. A sprout from the root of the
sugar-cane, alter the cane has been cut.

Ratsbane. See under Rat.
Rattan, rat-tan'', n. The long, slender, jointed, branch-

less stem of a plant growing in India, which is cylin-
drical, solid, flexible, and very tough, and is used
for wicker-work, seats of chairs, walking sticks, etc.

Ratteen, rat-ten', n. A thick woolen stuff quilled or
twilled.

Ratten. See under Rat.
Rattle, rat'tl, v. i. [-tled (-tld), -tling.] To make
a quick, sharp noise, rapidly repeated, by collision
of bodies not very sonorous ; to clatter ; to speak
eagerly and noisily, jabber, —v. t. To cause to make
a rapid succession of sharp sounds ; to stun with

Rattle-snake.

sY-tt, n. Harshness of

noise ; to scold. — n. A rapid succession of sharp,
clattering sounds; loud, rapid talk; an instrument or
toy with which a clattering sound is made ; a jab-
berer; noise produced by the air in passing through
mucus of which the lungs
are unable to free them-
selves. — Rat'tle - head'-
ed, a. Noisy; giddy; un-
steady.—snake,«. A ven-
omous Amer. snake hav-
ing a series of horny joints
at the end of the tail
which make a rattling
sound.—wort, -wert, n.

An annual hairy herb,
growing from Massachu-
setts southwards, whose
seeds are in inflated pods,
and rattle when shaken;
rattle-box.

Raucous, raw'kus, a.
Hoarse ; harsh. — Rau'city,
sound ; hoarseness.

Ravage, rav'ej, n. Desolation by violence ; violent
destruction ; devastation ; pillage ; spoil ; waste;
ruin.— v. t. [ravaged (-ejd), -aging.] To lay
waste by force, despoil, sack, desolate, destroy.

Rave, rav, v. i. [raved (ravd), raving.] To wander
in mind or intellect; to be delirious; to talk irration-

ally or frantically ; to be furious or raging ; to rush
wildly or noisily, —v. t. To utter in frenzy, say
wildly.

Ravel, rav'!, v. t. [-eled (-Id), -eling.] To undo the
texture of, take apart, unsew or unknit; to dis-

entangle ; to pull apart (a texture) so that the
threads fall into a tangled mass; to entangle, make
intricate, involve. — v. i. To become separated in
texture, be untwisted or unwoven, be disentangled.

Ravelin, rav'lin, n. (Fort.) A detached work with
2 embank ments which
make a salient angle.

Raven, ra'vn, n. A bird of
black color, allied to the
crow, but larger.

Raven, rav'n, v. t. [-ened
(-nd), -ENiNG.l To obtain
by violence, devour with
eagerness, — v. i. To prey
with rapacity, be greedy.— n. Rapine; rapacity;
prey ; food obtained by
violence. — Rav'ening, n.
Eagerness for plunder.—
Rav'enous, -n-us, a. Furi-
ously voracious ; hungry bb, ravelin ; a, redoubt; co,

even to rage ; eager for ditch; e, passage from fort-

prey or gratification. — ress t0 ravelin.

RaVin, -n, n. Plunder; prey.
Ravine, ra-venr , n. A long, deep, and narrow hollow,
usually worn by a stream or torrent of water; a
gorge.

Ravish, rav'ish, v. t. [-ished (-isht), -ishing.] To
seize and carry away by violence; to carry away with
joy or delight, transport, entrance, enrapture; to
commit rape upon, violate, deflour, force.

Raw, raw, a. Not cooked; unprepared for use or en-
joyment; immature; unripe; unpracticed; untried;
untouched by art; unwrought; not spun or twisted;
not mixed or adulterated; not tried, or melted and
strained; not tanned; deprived of skin; galled; caus-
ing sensations as of raw flesh; piercingly damp or
cold. — n. A raw, sore, or galled place.

Ray, a line, Rayless. See under Radius.
Ray, ra, n. A fish of several species, including the

skate, thornback, and tor-
pedo, having the rays of the
pectoral fins covered by
disk-like expansion of the
body.

Raze, Razee, Razor, etc. See
i

under Rase.
Reach, rech, v. t. [reached
(recht), reaching.] To ex- Ray.
tend, stretch, thrust out ; to
deliver by stretching out a member, esp. the hand;

Ravelin.

1 species, including the
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to pass to another, hand over ; to attain or obtain
by stretching forth the hand; to extend an action,
effort, or influence to, penetrate to ; to extend to,

stretch out as far as; to arrive at, get as far as; to

attain to, gain. — v. i. To stretch out the hand ; to

strain after something ; to be extended in dimen-
sion, time, action, influence, etc., so as to attain to

or be equal with something, —n. Act of stretching
or extending: extension; power of reaching; power
of extending action, influence, etc.; extent of force

or capacity; extent; stretch; expanse; application;
influence; result; an extended portion of land or
water; a stretch; an artifice to obtain an advantage.

Re-, re, Red-, inseparable pre/., signifying again, or for
the 2d time: it may be prefixed to almost any verb,
and many substantives, the words so formed being
usually self-explanatory.

Re, ra. (Mus.) A syllable applied in solmization to

the 2d tone of the diatonic scale.

React, re-akt', v. t. To act or perform a second time,
do over again.— v. i. To resist the action of another
body by an opposite force; to produce or exhibit an
opposite effect or condition from that which has
previously been produced or exhibited; to exercise
a reciprocal or reverse effect. — Reac'tion, n. Any
action in resisting other action or power ; counter
tendency or movement. (Chem.) The mutual or
reciprocal action of chemical agents upon each
other. (Med.) Depression or exhaustion of vital

force consequent on over-exertion or over-stimula-
tion; or vital excitement and recuperation follow-
ing depression or exhaustion. (Mech.) Force which
a body subjected to the action of a force from an-
other body exerts upon that body in the opposite
direction. (Politics.) Backward tendency from rev-
olution, reform, or progress. — Reactionary, -a-rT,

-ist, a. For, or implying, reaction. — n. (Politics.)

One anxious to undo reform, or to return to an out-
grown condition of things. — Reactive, -iv, a. Hav-
ing power to react; tending to reaction^

Read, red, v. t. [kkad (red), reading (redoing).] To
go over, as characters or words, and utter aloud, or
recite to one's self inaudibly; to take in the sense of
(language); to peruse; to know fully, comprehend;
to gather the meaning of by inspection, learn by ob-
servation. — v. i. To perform the act of reading; to
be studious; to learn by reading; to appear in read-
ing. —a. Instructed or knowing by reading; versed
in books; learned.— Read'able, a. Capable of being
read; fit, legible, or suitable to be read; worth read-
ing. — Reading, n. Act of one who reads; perusal;
study of books; the way in which anything reads;
lection; version; learning.

Ready, red'T, a. [-iee ; -iest.] Prepared at the mo-
ment ; not behindhand or backward when called
upon; prepared in mind or disposition; not slow, hes-
itating, or awkward; quick in action ; not occasion-
ing delay; offering itself at once; on the point, about,
— with a following infinitive, —adv. In a state of
preparation so as to need no delay. —Readily, -T-lT,

adv. Quickly; promptly; without delay or objec-
tion; cheerfully.

Reagent, re-a'jent, n. (Chem.) A substance em-
ployed to detect the presence of other bodies ; a
test.

Real, re'al, a. Actually being or existing ; not arti-
ficial, counterfeit, or factitious. (Law.) Pert, to
things fixed, permanent or immovable, as to lands
and tenements, — as, real estate. — Re'ally, aclr.
Actually ; in truth. — Re'alism, -al-izm, n. Doc-
trine of the realists ; fidelity to nature or to real
life, in art or literature. — Re'alist, n. One who
maintains that generals, or the terms used to denote
the genera and species of things, represent real ex-
istences, and are not mere names, as maintained by
the nominalists; an artist or writer who aims to ad-
here to real life in his delineations. — Realistic, a.
Pert, to, or characteristic of, realists. — Reality, n.

State or quality of being real ; actual being or ex-
istence of anything, — disting. fr. mere appearance;
fact: that which is real; an actual existence; truth;
verity; certainty. — Re'alty, n. (Law.) Real estate;
that which hss'the nature or ch^,raeter of real es-
tate. — Re'alize, v. t. [-ized (-Tzd), -izing.] To
make real, convert from imaginary or fictitious into

actual ; to cause to seem real, impress upon the
mind as actual ; to convert into real property ; to
obtain as the result of plans and efforts, gain, get.— v. ?'. To receive value or property, esp. in money.

Real, re'al, n. A small Spanish denomination of
money varying in value from 12J to 5 cents.

Realgar, re-aKgar, n. (Min.) A natural or artificial
combination of sulphur and arsenic in equal equiv-
alents, of a brilliant red color; red orpiment.

Realm, relm, n. A royal jurisdiction or regal govern-
ment; kingdom: region; domain; department.

Ream, rem, n. A package of paper, consisting of 20
quires or 480 sheets.

Ream, rem, v. t. [reamed (remd), reaming.] To en-
large or dress out, as a hole.—Ream'er, n. (Mech.)
An instru- ,*•**.
ment to en- /

j
large a hole l ° J
in a beveled **^
form. Reamer.

Reanimate, re-an'T-mat, v. t. To animate anew, in-
fuse new life, vigor, spirit, or courage into.

Reap, rep, v. t. [reaped Crept), reaping.] To cut
with a sickle, as grain ; to gather, obtain, receive as
a reward, or as the fruit of labor; to clear of a crop
by reaping. — v. i. To perform the act of reaping;
to receive the fruit of labor or works.— Reap'er, n.

One who reaps or cuts grain with a sickle; machine
for cutting grain.

Rear, rer, n. The back or hindmost part; part of an
army or fleet which comes last, or is Dehind the rest.
— a. Being behind or in the hindmost part : hind-
most. — Rear'-ad'miral, n. An officer next in rank
after Uie vice-admiral.

Rear, rer, v. t. [reared (rerd), rearing.] To bring
up or raise to maturity, as young; to lift, erect, es-

tablish. — v. i. To rise on the hind legs, as a horse.
Rear-, Reremouse, rer'mows, n. The bat.
Reason, re'zn, n. A thought or consideration, as bear-
ing on a determination or opinion ; a motive or cause

;

that which accounts for or explains ; the faculty
or capacity of the human mind by which it is dis-
ting. fr. the inferior animals ; the higher as disting.
fr. the lower cognitive faculties; due exercise of the
reasoning faculty ; that which is supported by the
common sense of mankind ; propriety ; justice ;

truths and laws by which the universe is supposed
to be constructed and governed, — v. i. [reasoned
(-znd), -soning.] To exercise the rational faculty,
ratiocinate ; to carry on a process of deduction in
order to convince, or to confute ; to debate, discuss,
argue, examine, prove.

—

v. t. To examine or dis-

cuss by arguments ; to debate ; to persuade by rea-
soning or argument. — Reasonable, a. Having the
faculty of reason; governed by, under the influence
of, or agreeable to, reason; within due limits; just;
honest ; equitable ; fair ; suitable ; considerable. —
Rea'soning, n. Act or process of deriving conclu-
sions from premises ; proofs or reasons when ar-
ranged and developed; argumentation; argument.
— Raisonne\ ra'zo-na', a. Having proofs, illustra-
tions, or notices ; arranged analytically or system-
atically.

Reassure, re'as-shoor', v. t. To assure anew; to free
from fear or terror; to obtain insurance from an-
other of what one has already insured. — Re'as-
sur'ance, n. Assurance or confirmation repeated.
(Law.) A contract by which an insurer of property
obtains indemnity against loss by his insurance
from someother insurer.

Rebate, re-bat'', v. t. To beat to obtuseness, blunt; to
make a discount from for prompt payment; to cut
a rebate in, rabbet. — n. A groove or channel sunk
on the edge of a board or piece of timber; a rabbet.
— Rebate", -batelnent, n. Diminution. (Com.) De-
duction of interest, or any sum, etc., on account of
prompt payment; abatement.

Rebel, reb'el, n. One who rebels ; one who revolts
from the government to which he owes allegiance;
revolter ; insurgent.

—

a. Acting in revolt; rebel-

lious. — Rebel', re-beK, v. i. [-belled (-beld'),

-belling.] To revolt; to take up arms traitorously
against the state or government.— Rebellion, -yun,
n. Act of rebelling ; open renunciation of the au-
thority of the government to which one owes alle-
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giance ; resistance to lawful authority ; sedition ;

mutiny ; contumacy. — Rebellious, -yus, a. En-
gaged in, or marked by, rebellion; violently resist-

ing government or lawful authority.
Rebound, re-bownd', v. ?'. To spring back, start back;

to be reverberated. — v. t. To drive back, reverber-
ate. — n. Act of flying back upon collision with
another body; resilience.

Rebuff, re-buf, n. A beating back; a quick and sud-
den resistance; sudden check; repercussion; unex-
pected repulse; refusal.— v. t. [rebuffed (-buff),
-fing.] lo beat back, check, repel violently, harsh-
ly, or uncourteously.

Rebuild, re-bild', v. t. [-built (-bilt), -building.] To
build or construct (something which has been de-
molished).

Rebuke, re-buk',v. t. [-buked (-bukf), -buking.] To
check, silence, or put down with reproof; to repre-
hend sharply and summarily. — n. A pointed re-
proof; reprimand; chastisement; punishment.

Rebus, re'bus, n. ; pi. -buses. Enigmatical represen-
tation of words by figures; a riddle made up of
such representations.

Rebut, re-buf, v. t. To drive back, repel by force.
(Laiv.) To oppose by argument, plea, or counter-
vailing proof.— v.i. To make an answer, as to a
plaintiff s surrejoinder. — Rebut'ter, n. The an-
swer of a defendant in matter of fact to a plain-
tiff's surrejoinder.— Rebut'tal, n. The giving of
evidence for the plaintiff, to destroy that of the de-
fendant.

Recalcitrate, re-kal'sY-trat, v. i. To kick back, kick
against anything, express repugnance. — Recal'ci-
trant, a. Kicking back; showing repugnance or op-
position.

Recall, re-kawl', v. t. [-called (-kawld'), -calling.]
To call back, summon to return; to revoke, annul
by a subsequent act; to call to mind, recollect, re-

member. — n. A calling back; revocation.
Recant, re-kant', v. t. lo contradict (a former dec-

laration); to take back by one's own act, retract, re-

call, abjure, disown, disavow.—!', i. To revoke or
disavow a declaration or proposition. — Recanta'-
tion, n. Act of recanting; retraction.

Recapitulate, re-ka-pit'u-lat, v. t. To give a summary
of the principal facts, points, or arguments of; to
relate in brief, reiterate, repeat, rehearse, recite.—
v.i. To sum up what has been previously said.

—

Recapit'ula'tion, n. Act of recapitulating ; a sum-
mary.— Recapitulatory, -to-ri, a. Repeating again;
containing recapitulation.

Recapture, re-kap^chur, n. Act of retaking: esp., the
retaking of a prize or goods from a captor; a prize
retaken. — v. t. [recaptured (-churd), -Turing.]
To retake, esp. a prize previously taken.

Recast, re-kast', v. t. [recast, recasting.] To
throw again; to mold anew, throw into a new form
or shape; to compute a second time.

Recede, re-sed', v. i. To move back, retreat, with-
draw; to withdraw a claim or pretension, desist.— v.

t. To cede back, yield to a former possessor. — Re-
cess', n. A withdrawing or retiring ; retirement;
retreat; a withdrawing from public business or no-
tice; state of being withdrawn; seclusion; privacy;
remission or suspension of business; intermission,
as of a legislative body or school; part of a room
formed by the receding of the wall, as an alcove,
niche, etc.; place of retirement or secrecy; secret or
abstruse part. — Reces'sion, -sesh'un, n. Act of re-

ceding or withdrawing; (from a place, claim, de-
mand, etc.); act of ceding back; restoration.

Receive, re-sev', v. t. [-CEiVED(-sevd'),-CEiviNG.] To
take (something offered, given, committed, sent,
paid, etc.) ; to gain the knowledge of, accept (an
opinion, notion, etc.); to give credence or accept-
ance to; to give admittance to, in an official capacity,
as an embassador, associate, guest, etc.: to have ca-
pacity for, hold, contain ; to bear, suffer ; to take
(goods) from a thief, knowing them to be dishon-
estly obtained. — v. i. To hold a reception of com-
pany. — Receiv'er. n. One who, or that which, etc.

{Law.) One appointed, usually by a court of chan-
cery, to receive and hold in trust property which is

the subject of litigation pending the suit, or to take
charge of the estate and effects of a corporation and

Receivers.

do acts necessary to winding up its affairs. ( Chem.)
A vessel connected with
an alembic, retort, etc.,

for receiving and con-
densing the product of
distillation ; a vessel to
contain gases. (Pneu-
mat.) The glass vessel in
which a vacuum is pro-
duced by an air-pump.
—Receipt', -set", n. Act,
power, or place of re- a > cylindrical glass receiver;

Ceiving; reception; Ca- 4
> Sas receiver; c, air-pump

parity ; plan or formu- receiver -

lary according to which things are to be combined;
a recipe; a written acknowledgment of payment;
that received, —v. t. To give a receipt for.—v. i.

To give a receipt.— Recep'tacle, -sep'ta-kl, n. That
which receives, or into which anything is received
and held; a receiver or holder; reser-
voir. (Bot.) The apex of the flower-
stalk from which the organs of the
flower grow or into which thev are in-

serted.—Receptac'ular, a. (Bot.) Pert,
to the receptacle, or growing on it, as
the nectary. — Recep'tible, -tT-bl, a.
Admitting reception; receivable.—Re-
cep'tibillty, n. Quality of being recep-
tible; capacity of receiving. — Recep'-
tion, re-sep'shun, n. Act of, or state
of being, etc. ; a receiving or manner of
receiving for entertainment ; an occa-
sion or ceremony of receiving guests; R„.„„* n „i„
admission (of an opinion or doctrine). 7 bV,,\— Recep'tive, -tiv, a. Having the (Jiot ->

quality of receiving; able or inclined to take in,

hold, or contain.— Receptivity, n. Quality of be-
ing, etc. — Recipe, -Y-pe, n. ; pi. -pes, -pez. A pre-

scription for making some combination ; esp. for
medicine. — Recipient, -Y-ent, a. Receiving. — n.

A receiver; the person or thing that receives.

Recension, re-sen'shun, n. Act of reviewing or re-

vising; examination; esp. review of a text by edit-

ors; a text established by critical revision.

Recent, re'sent, a. Of late origin, existence, or occur-
rence; not already known, familiar, worn out, trite,

etc. (Geol.) Of a date subsequent to the creation

of man. — Re'cently, adv. — Re'centness, -cency,
-sen-sY, n. Quality of being, etc. ; freshness ; late-

ness of origin or occurrence.
Receptacle, Recipe, etc. See under Receive.
Recess, Recession, etc. See under Recede.
Recnerche\ See under Research.
Reciprocal, re-sip'ro-kal, a. Recurring in vicissitude;

alternate; done by each to the other; given and re-

ceived; mutually interchangeable. (Gram.) Reflex-
ive—applied to pronouns and verbs.- n. That which
is reciprocal to another thing. (Arith. & Alg.) The
quotient arising from dividing unity by any quan-
tity.— Recip'rocate, -ro-kat, v. i. To act inter-

changeably ; to alternate. — v. t. To give and re-

turn mutuallv, make return for, requite, inter-

change. — Reclp'roca'tion, n. Act of reciprocating;

interchange of acts ; alternation. — Reciprocity,
res-Y-pros'Y-tY, n. Mutual action and reaction; re-

ciprocal advantages, obligations, or rights.

Recision, re-sizh'un, n. Act of cutting off.

Recite, re-sit', v. t. To repeat (something already
prepared, written, memorized, etc.); to tell over, go
over in particulars ; to rehearse (a lesson to an in-

structor), detail, number, count, — v. i. To repeat,

pronounce, or rehearse something prepared. — Re-
cit'al, n. Act of reciting ; repetition of the words
of another, or of a writing; narration; that recited;

a story. (Law.) The formal statement or setting

forth of some matter of fact in any deed or writing.
— Recita'tion, res-Y-ta'shun, n. Act of reciting ;

rehearsal; a public reading or reproduction, esp. as

an elocutionary exhibition ; rehearsal of a lesson by
pupils before their instructor. — Recitative', -ta-

tev', n. A species of musical recitation in which the

words are delivered in a manner resembling that of

ordinary declamation ; the recitation itself; a piece

of music intended for recitation.

Reck, rek, v. i. To make account, take heed, regard.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare
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care. — Reck'less, a. Rashly or indifferently negli-
gent; heedless; cureless; remiss.— Reck'lessness, n.

Beckon, rek'n, v. t. [-oned (-nd), -oning.] To make
or render account of, tell one by particulars ; to
count as in number, rank, or series; to* enumerate,
compute, calculate, estimate, account, repute. — v. i.

To make account, go through with a calculation ; to

make up accounts, examine and strike the balance
of debit and credit; to think, suppose, imagine,—

a

provincial vulgarism. — Reck'oner, n. — Reckon-
ing, n. Act ot one who reckons, counts, or com-
putes ; calculation ; adjustment Of claims and ac-
counts ; exaction of penalty incurred ; charges or
account made by a host; esteem; account; estima-
tion. {Navigation.) A calculation of the ship's posi-

tion from observations made and recorded in the
log-book.

Reclaim, re-klam', v. t. [-claimed (-Warnd'), -claim-
ing.] To reduce from a wild to a tamed state; to

bring under discipline ; to reduce by discipline, la-

bor, cultivation, etc., to a desired state; to call back
from moral wandering or transgression to rectitude;
to claim back, demand as a right the return of. —
Reclamation, n. Recovery; demand of something
to be restored ; exception taken.

Recline, re-klln', v. t. [-clined (-klTnd'), -clining.]
To lean back, lean to one side, or sidewise. — v. i.

To rest or repose, take a recumbent position, lean.
— Rec'linate, -]T-nat, a. {Bot.) Reclined, or bent
downward, as a leaf.

Recluse, re-klus', a. Shut up ; sequestered ; retired
from the world or from public notice ; solitary. — n.

One who lives, etc.; a secluded religious devotee.
Recognize, rek'og-nlz, v. t. [-nized (

:nizd), -nizing.]
To know again, recover or recall knowledge of ; to
avow knowledge of, allow that one knows, admit
with a formal acknowledgment. — v. i. {Law.) To
enter an obligation of record before a proper tribu-
nal. — Recognizee', -kog'nt-ze' or -kon'Y-ze', n.

{Law.) The person to whom a recognizance is made.
— Recog'nizor', -kog'- or -kon'Y-zCr', n. One who
enters into a recognizance. — Rec'ogni'tion, -og-
nish'un, n. Act ot recognizing, or state of being
recognized ; acknowledgment ; formal avowal ;

knowledge confessed or avowed. — Recognizable,
rek'og-nlz'- or re-kog'nY-za-bl, a. Capable of be-
ing recognized or acknowledged. — Recognizance,
-kog'nY- or -kon'Y-zans, n. Acknowledgment of a
person or thing; avowal; recognition. {Law.) An
obligation of record entered into before some court
of record or magistrate, with condition to do some
particular act ; verdict of a jury impaneled upon
assize. [Among lawyers, the g in this and the re-

lated words (except recognize) is usually silent.]
— Recon'naissance, -noissance, -kon'nis-sans, n.
Act of reconnoitering ; examination of a tract of
country, either in warlike movements or for the
carrying on of public works, as canals, railroads,
etc.— Rec'onnoi'ter, -tre, -noi'ter, v.t. To exam-
ine by the eye, make a preliminary survey of, sur-
vey with a view to military or engineering opera-
tions.

Recoil, re-koiK, v. i. [-coiled (-koild'), -coiling.]
To start, roll, bound, or fall back; to draw back as
from anything repugnant, distressing, or alarming ;

to shrink.

—

n. A starting or falling back; there-
action of fire-arms when discharged.

Recollect, rek'ol-lekf, v. t. To recover or recall the
knowledge of, bring back to the mind or memory,
remember. — Re-collect', v. t. To collect again,
gather what has been scattered. — Rec'ollec'tion, n.

Act of recollecting or recalling to (he memory; power
of recalling ideas to the mind, or the period within
which things can be recollected ; remembrance ;

memory; thing recollected; reminiscence.
Recommend, rek'om-mend', v. t. To commend to the
favorable notice of another, bestow commendation
on; to make acceptable; to commit, give in charge ;

to advise (an action, practice, measure, remedy,
etc.)— Rec'ommend'able, a. Worthy of, etc.— Rec'-
ommenda'tion, n. Act of recommending or com-
mending; that which recommends or commends to
favor. — Rec'ommend'atory, -a-to-rt, a. Serving to
recommend; commendatory. — Rec'ommend'er, n.

Recommit, re'kom-mif, v. t. To commit again, refer

again to a committee. — Re'commifment, -mit 'tal,

n. A second commitment ; renewed reference to a
committee.

Recompense, rek'om-pens, v. t. [-pensed (-penst),
-pensing.] To make a return to ; to render an
equivalent to, for service, loss, etc. ; to make up to
any one, pay for, compensate, remunerate,— n. An
equivalent returned for anything given, done, or
suffered; amends; satisfaction; requital.

Reconcile, rek'on-sil, v. t. [-ciled (-sild), -ciling.]
To conciliate anew, restore to friendship or favor
after estrangement ; to bring to acquiescence, con-
tent, or quiet submission ; to make consistent or con-
gruous; to adjust, settle, pacify, appease. — Rec'on-
cil/ia'tiom-sil'Y-a'shun, n. Act of, or state of being,
etc.; restoration to harmony; reduction to congru-
ence or consistency ; appeasement ; propitiation ;

atonement ; expiation. — Rec'oncil'iatory, -sil'Y-a-

to-rT, a. Serving or tending to reconcile.
Recondite, rek'on-dTt or re-kon'dit, a. Hidden from
the view or intellect ; dealing in things abstruse ;

profound; deep; unfathomable.
Reconnoissance, Reconnoiter. See under Recognize.
Reconsider, re'kon-sid'er, v. t. J-ered (-erd), -eking.]
To consider again, review. {Parliam. Practice.) To
take up for renewed consideration (a motion, vote,
etc., which has been previously acted upon). — Re'-
consid'era'tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.;
renewed consideration or review.

Record, re-kSi-d', v. t. To preserve the memory of,
by committing to writing, printing, inscription, etc.;

to make note of.— Rec'ord, n. A register; an au-
thentic copy of any writing, or an account or memo-
rial of any facts and proceedings, entered in a book
for preservation ; known facts showing the principles
and course of life of any one, esp. of a public man;
register of the time made by competitors in a race,
etc.— Record'er, n. One who records; esp., one ap-
pointed to register writings or transactions; the chief
judicial officer of some cities and boroughs. {Mus.) A
wind instrument resembling the flageolet.

Recount, re-kownt', v. t. To relate in detail, tell or
narrate the particulars of, rehearse, enumerate, de-
scribe, recite.

Recoup, re-koopr , v. t. Lit., to cut again; to redivide
or redistribute. {Law.) To diminish damages by
cutting out or keeping back a part of; to hold Tbacka
part of, as due. To compensate (one's self) for a loss.

Recourse, re-korsr , n. Return; recurrence; recurrence
in difficulty, need, etc.; a going for help; resort.

Recover, re-kuv'er, v. t. [-eked (-erd), -ering.] To
get or obtain again, win back; to make up for, re-

Eair the loss or injury of; to bring back to life or
ealth. {Law.) To gain as a compensation; to ob-

tain in return for injury or debt. — v. i. To regain
health after sickness, grow well; to regain a former
state or condition after misfortune. {Law.) To ob-
tain a judgment, succeed in a lawsuit. — Recov'ery,
-er-T, n. Act of recovering, regaining, retaking, or ob-
taining possession; restoration from sickness, weak-
ness, misfortune, etc. ; the obtaining of a right to
something by a verdict and judgment of court from
an opposing party in a suit. — Recu'perate, -pSr-at,

v. i. To recover health. — Recu'perative, -a-tiv, -ato—
ry, -a-to-rY, a. Tending, or pert., to recovery.

Recreant, rek're-ant, a. Crying for mercy, as a com-
batant in the trial by battle; cowardly; craven; apos-
tate; false; unfaithful.— n. One who, etc.; a mean-
spirited, cowardly wretch.

Recreate, rek're-at, v. t. To give fresh life to, reani-
mate, revive; esp., to revive the exhausted strength
or languid spirits of, refresh from weariness, enli-

ven, amuse, entertain, divert, cheer, —v. i. To take
recreation.— Re'create', v. t. To create or form
anew.

—

Rec'rea'tion, n. Act of. or state of being,
etc.; refreshment of strength and spirits after toil;

amusement; diversion; entertainment. — Re'crea'-
tion, n. A forming anew; new creation.— Rec'rea'-
tive, -tiv, a. Tending to recreate or refresh; amus-
ing; diverting.

Recriminate, re-krim'T-nat, v. i. To return one accu-
sation with another, retort a charge. — v. t. To ac-

cuse in return . — Recrinvlna'tion, n. Act of, etc. —
Recrim'inatory, -Y-na-to-rT, a. Recriminating; re-
torting accusation.
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Recruit, re-krobf, v. t. To repair by fresh supplies,
as anything wasted; to supply lack or deficiency in;

to renew in strength or health, reinvigorate; to sup-
ply with new men, enlist new men for (an army). —
v. i. To gain new supplies of anything wasted ; to

gain flesh, health, spirits, etc.; to gain new supplies
of men for military or other service.— n. Supply of
anything wasted; a newly-enlisted soldier.

Rectangle, rekfan-gl, n. A 4-sided figure, having only
right angles; aright-angled par-
allelogram. — Rectan'gular, a.

Right-angled; having one or
more angles of 90°. — Rec'tify,
-tl-fi, V. t. [-FIED (-fid), -FYING.]
To make straight or right; to cor- -RppHnsrlP
rect from a wrong, erroneous, or

jw.i,utiigie.

false state; to amend. {Chem.) To refine by repeated
distillation or sublimation . — Rec'tifica'tion, n. Act
or operation of rectifying, or of correcting, amend-
ing, or setting right. {Chem.) Process of refining or
purifying any substance by repeated distillation.

(Geam.) The determination of a straight line, whose
length is equal to a portion of a curve.— Rec'tilin'-

eal, -e-al, -ear, a. Right-lined ; consisting of, or
bounded by, right lines. — Rec'titude, -tl-tud, v.

Rightness of principle or practice; uprightness; in-

tegrity; honesty. — Rec'tor, -ter, n. {Episc.Ch.) A
clergyman who has the charge and cure of a parish;

a pastor: the head master of a public school; chief

elective officer of some universities; superior officer

or chief of a convent or religious house. — Rec'to-
rate, n. Office, rank, or station of a rector, rector-

ship. — Rec'tory, -to-ri, n. A parish church, par-
sonage, or spiritual living, with all its rights, tithes,

and glebes; a rector's mansion or parsonage-house.
— Rec'tum, n. {Anat.) The terminal part of the
large intestine.

Recumbent, re-kum^bent, a. Leaning; reclining; ly-

ing; reposing; inactive; idle.— Recum^bence, -bens,

-bency, n. State of being recumbent; act of reposing
or resting.

Recuperate, etc. See under Recover.
Recur, re-keK, v. i. [-curred (-kerd'), -curring.] To
come back, return again or repeatedly; to occur at a
stated interval, or according to some regular rule; to
resort, have recourse. — Recurrence, -rency, -ren-sT,

n. Act of recurring; state of being recurrent; return;
resort.—Recurrent, a. Returning from time to time;
recurring.

Recusant, re-ku'zant, a. Obstinate in refusal; {Eng.
Hist.) refusing to acknowledge the supremacy of the
king, or to conform to the established rites of the
church.— n. One obstinate in refusal. {Eng. Hist.)
One who refuses to acknowledge the supremacy of
the king in matters of religion. A non-conformist.

Red, red, a. [redder ; reddest.] Of the color of
blood, or of a tint resembling that color,— a general
term, including many different shades or hues, as
scarlet, crimson, vermilion, orange, etc. — n. The
color of blood, or a tint resembling this; one of the
primary colors: see Light. {Europ. Politics.) A re-

publican of the most advanced and violent type; a
jacobin ; communist ; nihilist. — Red'den, -dn, v. t.

[-dened (-dnd), -dening.] To make red. — v. i. To
grow or become red, blush. — Red'dish, a. Some-
what red. — Red'breast, n. The European robin, —
fr. the color of his breast. — Redsear', -set-', ?•. i. To
break or crack when red-hot, as iron under the ham-
me-.—Red'short, a. Brittle, or breaking short when
red-hot, — said of metals. — Red'start, n. A Euro-
pean singing bird of the warbler family; a migrato-
ry bird of N. Amer., combining the habits of the fly-

catchers and warblers. — Red'top, n. An English
grass, cultivated in the U. S., valuable for pasturage

id hay.
Redaction, re-dak'shun,
ducing to order (lit-
erary or scientific ma-
terials); a digest ; the
editorial staff of a
newspaper or literary
compilation.— Re'dac-
teur', ra'dak-ter', n.

An editor.
Redan,re-dan', n. {Fort.)

Act of digesting, or re-

Redans.

A field work having 2 parapets, uniting so as to form
a salient angle toward the enemy.

Reddition. See under Render.
Redeem, re-dem /', v. t. [-deemed (-demd'), -deeming.]
To purchase back, repurchase. {Law.) To recall (an
estate) or regain (mortgaged property) by paying
what may be due. {Com.) To receive back by pay-
ing the obligation (a promissory note, bond, or other
evidence of debt). To ransom or rescue from cap-
tivity, bondage, etc., by paying a piice or ransom.
(Theol.) To rescue and deliver from the bondage
of sin and its penalties. To discharge (a penalty or ob-
ligation); to make good by performance (a promise).— Redeemable, a. — Redeem'er, n. One who, etc.;
the Savior of the world, Jesus Christ. — Redemp'-
tion, -dem'shun, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.
{Law.) Liberation of an estate from a mortgage;
right of redeeming and reentering upon an estate
mortgaged. ( Com.) Repurchase Dy the issuer, of
notes, bills, etc., by makfng payment to the holder.
( Tlied.) The deliverance of sinners from the bon-
dage of sin and the penalties of God's violated law.— Redemp'tory, -to-ri, a. Paid for ransom; serving
to redeem.

Redolent, red'o-lent, a. Diffusing odor or fragrance

;

scented; odorous.
Redouble, re-dub'!, v. t. [-doubled (-bid), -ling.] To
double again or repeatedly, augment greatly, multi-
ply.— v. i. To become greatly or repeatedly in-
creased; to be multiplied.

Redoubt, re-dowt', n. {Fort.) An inclosed work of any
polygonal form without
reentering angles; a
work placed within an
outwork: see Ravelin.

Redoubtable, re-dowt'a-bl
a. Form-
idable ;

terrible to

foes; val-

iant.
Redound, re-

do wild',
v. i. To
roll back,
as a wave
or flood ;

to come
back, as
a co n se-
quence or result; to have effect; to contribute, con-
duce; to be in excess, be redundant. — Redun'dant,
a. Exceeding what is natural or necessary; using
more words or images than are necessary or useful;
superfluous; superabundant; excessive; copious.

—

Redundance, -dancy, -dan-sT, n. Quality of being
redundant; anything superfluous.

Redowa, red'o-a, n. A slow and graceful dance in
triple time.

Redress, re-dres/\ v. t. [-dressed (-dresf), -dressing.]
Orig., to put in order again; to set right (a wrong);
to make amends for, remedy; to make amends or
compensation to. — n. Reformation ; deliverance
from wrong, injury, or oppression; reparation; in-
demnification; remedy.

Reduce, re-dus', v. t. [-duced (-dust'), -ducing.]
To bring (to a state or condition specified, usually
inferior or weaker, sometimes indifferent); to con-
vert ; to bring to an inferior state, with respect to
size, rank, quantity, value, etc. ; to bring into sub-
jection ; to bring into a certain order, arrangement,
classification, etc. {Arith.) To change (numbers)
from one denomination to another without altering
their value. {Metal.) To separate (a metal) from
other substances with which it is combined. {Surg.)
To restore to its proper place or condition (a dis-

placed organ or part). — Reducible, -sT-bl, a. Ca-
pable of being reduced ; convertible. —Reduction,
n. Act of, or state of being, etc. ; conversion to a
given state or condition ; conquest. {Arith.) Art
or operation of changing numbers from one denomi-
nation to another without altering their value, or of
changing the form of a quantity or expression with-
out altering its value. {Alg.) Act or operation of
solving an equation by bringing the unknown

Redoubt.
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quantity by itself on one side, and all the known
quantities on the other side, without destroying the
equation. Process of making a copy of something,
on a smaller scale, preserving the proper propor-
tions. (Metal.) Operation of separating a metal
from other substances with which it is combined.
(Surg.) Operation of restoring a dislocated or frac-
tured part to its former place.

Redundant, etc. See under Redound.
Reduplicate, re-du'pli-kat, v. t. To redouble, multi-

ply, repeat.— Redu'plica'tion, re. Act of, or state
of being, etc.—Redu'plicative, -ka-tiv, a. Double.

Reecho, re-ek'o, v. t. [-oed (-od), -oing.] To echo
back, reverberate again. — v. i. To return back,
or be reverberated, as an echo ; to resound. — n.

The echo of an echo.
Reed, red, re. (Bot.) One of a large family of plants,

'

mostly aquatic, being chiefly large grasses, with hoi-
j

low, jointed stems. A musical instrument made of
|

the hollow joint of some plant ; a rustic or pastoral I

pipe ; an arrow, as made of a reed. (Mus.) A thin
\

piece of wood attached to the mouth-piece of instru-
ments of the clarionet species ; one of the thin
pieces of metal, whose vibrations produce the tones
of a melodeon, accordeon, etc. (Weaving.) A frame
having parallel slips (called "dents") of wood or
metal for separating the threads of the warp and for
beating the weft up to the web; a sley. (Anat.) The
4th or true digesting stomach of a ruminant- Reed'-
Ing, re. (Arch.) A small molding in imitation of par-
allel reeds: see Molding.

Reef, ref, n. (Naut.) A certain portion of a sail which
is folded or rolled up to contract the sail, whenthe
wind becomes too strong.

—

v. t. [reefed (reft},

reefing.] To reduce the extent of (a sail) by roll-

ing or folding a portion and making it fast to the
yard.— Reeve, rev, v. t. [rove (rov), reeving.] To
pass (a rope) through any hole in a block, thimble,
cleat, ring-bolt, cringle, etc.

Reef, ref, re. A chain or range of rocks lying at or
near the surface of the water. (Mining.) A large
auriferous quartz vein.

Reek, rek, re. Vapor; steam; smoke.— v. i. [reeked
(rekt), reeking.] To emit vapor, usually that which
is warm and moist; to steam, smoke.

Reel, rel, n. A revolving frame on which yarn, thread,
lines, etc., are wound; a yarn measure = 54 inches
for cotton or linen, 80 for worsted.— v. t. [reeled
(reld), reeling.] To wind upon a reel, as yarn or
thread from the spindle.— v. i. To move in walk-
ing, first to one side and then the other; to stagger.

Reel, rel, n. (Mus.) A lively dance, characterized by
a whirling movement.

Reeming, rem'ing, n. (Naut.) The opening of the
seams between the planks of vessels, tor calking.

Reenforce, re'en-fors', v. t. [-forced (-forsf), -for-
cing.] To strengthen with new force, assistance, or
support; esp. to strengthen (an army or a fort) with
additional troops, or a navy with additional ships.

—

— re. (Artil.) Part of a gun near the breech which
is stronger than the rest of the piece : see Cannon.
— Re'enforce'ment, n. Act ot reenforcing ; that
which reenforces ; additional force ; esp. additional
troops or ships, to strengthen an army or navy.

Reenter, re-en'ter, v. t. [-tered (-terd), -terlng.]
To enter again or anew. (En-
graving.) To cut deeper, as
those incisions of the plate
which the acid has not bitten
in sufficiently. — v. i. To
enter anew or again. — Re-
entering angle. An angle of a
polygon pointing inward, as a,
in the cut. — Reen'trance, Reentering Angle,
-trans, n. Act of entering again.

Reeve. See under Reef, of a sail.

Refashion, re-fash'un, v. t. [-ioned (-und), -ioning.]
To fashion, form, or mold into shape a second time,
rewiodel, change the form of.

Refection, re-fek'shun, n. Refreshment after hunger
or fatigue; a simple repast; lunch.— Refec'tive, -tiv,

re. That which refreshes.— Refec'tory, -to-rT, re. A
room of refreshment; orig. a hall in convents and
monasteries, for a repast.

Refer, re-fe'r', v. t. [-ferred (-fgrd'), -ferring.] To

carry or send back, pass over, give in charge; to pass
over to another tribunal or authority for decision;
to assign to as a class, a cause, motive, reason, or
ground of explanation. — V. i. To have recourse,
apply, betake one's self; to have reference or rela-
tion; to relate; to make reference or allusion, direct
attention; to direct or apply for information or a
guarantee of any kind. — Referable, Refer'rible,
a. Capable of being referred ; assignable ; ascrib-
able ; imputable. — Referee', n. One to whom a
thing is referred ; a person to whom has been re-
ferred a matter in dispute in order that he may set-

tle it; arbitrator; umpire. —Reference, -ens, n. Act
of referring, or state of being referred; a directing,
delivering, making over, or sending, as ior treat-
ment, decision, information, etc.; respect: heed; con-
cern taken; allusion; intimation; one of whom in-
quiries can be made as to the integrity, capacity,
etc., of another; a passage in a work to which the
reader is referred from another passage.

Refine, re-fin', v. t. [-fined (-find'), -fining.] To
reduce to a fine, unmixed, or pure state; to free
from impurities. (Metal.) To reduce (metals) from
the ore: to separate from other metals or from dross.
To purify from what is gross, coarse, vulgar, inele-
gant, low, etc. — v.i. To become pure, be cleared
of feculent matter; to improve in accuracy . delicacy,
or excellence of any kind; to affect nicety or subtil tv
in thought or language.— Refine'ment, re. Act of,

or state of being, etc.; nigh cultivation; culture; ele-

gance; over-nicety; affected subtilty.— Refin'er, re.— Refin'ery, -er-T, re. The place and apparatus for
refining metals, sugar, etc.

Refit, re-fif, v. t. To fit or prepare again ; to repair;
to fit out or provide a second time.— v. i. To repair
damages.— Refit'ment, re. A second fitting out.

Reflect, re-flekt', v. t. To bend or throw back; esp.,

to cause to return after striking upon any surface;
to give back an image of; to mirror.— v. i. To throw
back light, heat, etc. ; to rebound as from a surface

;

to turn back the thoughts upon anything; to attend
earnestly to what passes within the mind; to think
in relation to moral truth or rules; to cast reproach.
— Reflec'tion, -flex'ion, re. Act of reflecting, or state
of being reflected; the return of rays, beams, sound,
etc., from a surface; the reverting of the mind to
that which has already occupied it; the capacity for
judging rationally, esp. in view of a moral rule or
standard; that which is produced by reflection; an
image given back from a reflecting surface; result
of meditation; esp., thoughts suggested by truth;
censure: reproach cast.— Reflect'ive, -iv, a.' Throw-
ing back images; capable of exercising thought or
judgment. (Gram.) Reflexive; reciprocal. — Re-
flect'or, n. One who reflects; something having a
polished surface for reflecting light or heat, as a
mirror, speculum, etc. — Re'flex, a. Directed back;
retroactive; introspective; produced in reaction, in
resistance, or in return. (Bot.) Bent back: reflected.
(Physiol.) Produced by stimulus without the neces-
sary intervention of consciousness. (Paint.) Il-

luminated by light reflected from another part of
the same picture. — Reflex'ible. a. Capable of being
reflected or thrown back. — Reflex'ive, -iv, a. Bend*
ing or turned backward; reflective. (Gram.) Having
for its direct object a pronoun which refers to the
agent or subject as its antecedent, — said of certain
verbs.

Refluent, ref'lu-ent, a. Flowing back; returning; ebb-
ing. — Re'flux, a. Returning or flowing back ; re-

flex. — re. Allowing back, as the return of a fluid;

ebb.
Reform, re-f6rm', v. t. To form again, create or shape
anew; esp., to restore to a former good sta^e, or bring
from bad to good; to amend, correct, better, restore,

reclaim.— v. i. To return to a good state; to be
amended or corrected,— re. Amendment of what is

defective, vicious, corrupt, or depraved ; amend-
ment; rectification; correction. — Ref'orma'tion, n.

Act of, or state of being, etc.: change from worse to
better. (Eccl. Hist.) The religious movement at the
beginning of the 16th century, which resulted in the
separation of the Protestant church from the Romish
see.— Re'forma'tion, re. Act of forming anew; a sec-

ond forming in order.— Reform'ative, -tiv, a. Form-
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Refraction.

b, vessel, lower part filled

with water; s I, ray of

light in straight line ;

rp a, ray of light refract-

ed ; Q, q, perpendicular.

ing again; having the quality of renewing form : re-
formatory. — Reform'ato-
ry, -to-rl, a. Tending to

produce reformation. —
Reformer, n. One who
effectsa reformation or
amendment ; one who ad-
vocates reform in church
or state, or in manner of
life. (Eccl. Hist.) One
of those who commenced
the reformation of religion
in the 16th century. — Re-
formist, n. One who is of
the reformed religion; one
who proposes or favors po- g
litical reform.

Refract, re-frakt', v. t. To
bend sharply and abruptly
back. (Opt.) To cause to
deviate from a direct ,

course, as rays of light.

—

Refrac'tion, n. Act of, or
state of being, etc.; the »

change in the direction of
a ray of light, heat, etc.,

when it enters obliquely a
medium of a different den-
sity from that through which it has previously
moved. — Refract'ory, -o-rT, a. Sullen or perverse
in opposition or disobedience ; not readily yielding
to heat, or to the hammer, as metals; reduction, etc.
— Refragable, -ra-ga-bl, a. Capable of being re-

futed; refutable.
Refrain, re-fran', v. t. [-frained (-frand'), drain-

ing.] To hold back, restrain, keep within prescribed
bounds, curb, govern, — v. i. To keep from action
or interference, forbear, abstain, withhold.

Refrain, re-fran', n. The burden of a song; a portion
of a song or poem recurring at the end of each stanza
or division; a musical repetition.

Refresh, re-fresh', v. t. [-freshed (-freshf), -fresh-
ing.] To make fresh again, restore strength, spirit,

animation, etc., to; to cool, renew, cheer; to renovate,
retouch.— Refreshment, n. Act of, or state of be-
ing, etc. ; restoration of strength, spirit, vigor, or live-

liness; that which refreshes; esp., food taken for the
sake of fresh strength; rest; peace; sympathy, etc.

Refrigerate, re-frij'er-at, v. t. To allay the heat of,

cool, refresh.— Refrig'erator, n. That which refrig-

erates, or keeps cool; as, a box for keeping articles

cool by means of ice; an apparatus for rapid cooling,
connected with a still, etc.— Refrig'erant, a. Cool-
ing; allaying heat. — n. That which cools.

Refuge, ref'Qj, n. Shelter or protection from danger
or distress; that which shelters or protects; a place
inaccessible to an enemy, an expedient to secure
protection or defense; asylum; retreat; covert.

—

Refugee', -je', n. One who flies to a shelter or place
of safety ; esp., one who flees to a foreign power or
country for safety.

Refulgent, re-ful'jent, a. Casting a bright light; radi-
ant; brilliant; splendid.— Reful'gence, -gency, -jen-
st, n. Quality of being refulgent; splendor; radiance.

Refund, re-fund', v. t. To return in payment or com-
pensation for what has been taken; to repay, restore.

Refuse, re-fuzr, v. t. [-fused (-fuzd'), -fusing.] To de-
ny (a request, demand, invitation, or command); to
decline to accept, reject.— v. i. To decline to accept
something offered.— Refus'al, n. Act of refusing;
denial of anything demanded, solicited, or offered
for acceptance; right of taking in preference to oth-
ers; option; preference; preemption.— Refuse, -us,
a. Refused; rejected; of no value; worthless. — n.

That which is refused or rejected as useless; waste
matter; dregs; sediment; scum; dross; trash.

Refute, re-fut', v. t. To prove to be false or erroneous,
confute, disprove, repel. — Refuta'tion, ». Act or
process of refuting or disproving, or state of being
refuted; proof of falsehood or error. — Refut'atory,
-a-to-rT, a. Tending to refute; refuting.

Regain, re-gan', v. t. [-gained (-gand'), -gaining.]
To gain anew; to recover (what has escaped or been
lost); to reobtain, repossess, retrieve.

Regal, re'gal, a. Pert, to a king; kingly; royal. — Re-

galia, -ga'lT-a, n. pi. Ensigns of royalty; regal
symbols or paraphernalia; decorations or insignia of
an office or order. — Regality, -gal'I-tY , n. Royalty

;'

sovereignty; sovereign jurisdiction.

—

Re'gent, -jent,
a. Ruling; governing; regnant; exercising vicarious
authority.— n. One who rules or reigns; one who
governs a kingdom in the minority, absence, or dis-
ability of the sovereign; one of a governing board;
a trustee or overseer.—Re'gentship, -gency, n. Office
of a regent or ruler ; rule ; authority; government

;

esp., the office, jurisdiction, or dominion of a vica-
rious ruler ; body of men intrusted with vicarious
government.— Regicide, rej'T-sId, n. One who kills
a king; esp. (Eng. Hist.), one of the judges who con-
demned Charles I. to death; the killing of a king.—
Regime, ra-zhem', n. Mode or style of rule or man-
agement; administration.— Reg'imen, rej'Y-men, n.
Orderly government; any regulation or remedy in-
tended to produce beneficial effects by gradual oper-
ation. (Med.) Systematic use of food and drink, and
the necessaries of life. (Gram.) A relation of syntax
between 2 words; government; the words governed.— Regiment, n. (Mil.) A body of troops, command-
ed by a colonel, and consisting of a number of com-
panies, usually 10. — Regimen'tal, a. Pert, to, or
concerning, a regiment. — Regimen'tals, n. pi. The
uniform of a regiment; military dress. — Re'gion,
-jun, n. A portion of territory of indefinite extent

;

province, district; tract; neighborhood; vicinity;
sphere. — Reg'ular, -u-ler, a. Conformed to a rule;
agreeable to an established rule, law, principle, or
mode; governed by rule or rules; steady or uniform
in course, practice, or occurrence; normal; orderly;
methodical ; periodical ; instituted or initiated ac-
cording to established forms or discipline; belong-
ing to a monastic order. — n. (Rom. Cath. Church.)
A member of any religious order who has taken the
vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience, and been
solemnly recognized by the church. (Mil.) A sol-

dier belonging to a standing army. — Regularity,
-lar'T-tt, n. Condition or quality of being regular;
method; steadiness; uniformity.— Reg'ularly, adv.— Reg'ulate, v. t. To adjust by rule, method, or
established mode; to subject to governing principles
or laws; to put in good order, adjust, dispose, meth-
odize, arrange.— Regula'tion, n. Act of. or state of
being, etc. ; a prescribed rule ; law ; principle ; or-
der. — Reg'ula'tor, n. One who regulates. (Mech.)
A contrivance to produce uniformity of motion or
regulate it, as a watch-spring, etc. — Reg'let

;
n.

(Arch.) A kind of flat, narrow molding. (Print.)
A thin strip of wood of the height and thickness of
a quad (nonpareil, pica, etc.), used instead of a blank
line, or in making margin.— Reign, ran.n. Royal
authority; supreme power; time during which a
king, queen, or emperor, possesses the supreme au-
thority; rule; empire; dominion; influence; preva-
lence. — r.i. [reigned (rand), reigning.] To pos-
sess or exercise sovereign authority; to be predom-
inant, prevail; to have superior or uncontrolled do-
minion.— Reg'nant, a. Exercising regal authority;
reigning; predominant; prevalent.

re-gal', n. A royal or princely entertainment;
a magnificent repast. —v. t. [regaled (-gald'),
-galing.] To entertain in a royal, princely, or
sumptuous manner; to gratify, refresh.

Regalia, Regality, etc. See under Regal.
Regard, re-giird', v. t. To observe, notice, or remark
particularly; to pay respect to, treat as of peculiar
importance: to hold and treat, look upon, consider,
heed, estimate, value. — n. Look ; aspect ; view ;

gaze ; attention, as to a matter of
importance or interest ; that feel-

ing which springs from perception
of value, estimable qualities, or
anything that excites admiration;
respect ; relation : reference. —
Regard'ant, a. Looking behind.
(Her.) Looking behind or back-
ward. — Regard'ful, -ful, a. Tak-
ing notice ; observing with care ;

heedful ; attentive.— Regardless ,

a. Not looking or attending; neg-
ligent ; careless; indifferent; un-
observant; neglectful.
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Regatta, re-gat'ta, n.;pl. -tas, -taz. A rowing or sail-

ing match in which a number of boats compete for a
prize.

Eegency. See under Regal.
Regenerate, re-jen'er-at, v. t. To generate or produce
anew. (Theol.) To cause to be spiritually born
anew, or to become a Christian.— a. Reproduced.
(Theol.) Born anew ; changed from a natural to a
spiritual state.— Regen'erateness, -eracy, -er-a-st, n.

State of being, etc. — Regeneration, n. Act of, or

state of being, etc. ; reproduction. (Theol.) The
entering into a new spiritual life. — Regen'erative,
-tiv, a. Of, or pert, to, etc.

Regent, Regicide, Regiment, Region, etc. See under
Regal.

Register, rej'is-ter, n. A written account or entry ;

memorial record; list; roll; book in which a register

is kept; the officer who keeps such an account; that
which records; a contrivance for automatically not-

ing down or calculating the performance of a ma-
chine, the rapidity of a process, the pressure of a
fluid, etc.; a device for regulating the passage of

heat or air, as in a furnace, or in the floor or wall of

a room. (Print.) Correspondence of pages or col-

umns on opposite sides of the sheet. (Com.) A docu-
ment issued by the custom-house, to be kept on
board a vessel on a foreign voyage, as evidence of

its nationality. (Mus.) Compass of a voice or in-

strument ; a portion of the compass of a voice ; a

stop or set of pipes in an organ.— v. t. [eegisteeed
(-terd), -TEEING.] To enter in a register, record, en-

roll. — v. i. (Print.) To correspond in relative po-

sition, as the columns or pages of a printed sheet.—
Reg'istrar, n. One who registers; a recorder; keep-

er of records.—Registration,^ Act of, etc.— Reg'-
istry, -trT, n. Act of recording in a register ; place
where a register is kept ; series of facts recorded.

Reglet, Regnant. See under Regal.
Regorge, re-g6rj', v. t. [-gorged (-gSrjd'), -gor-
ging.] To vomit up, eject from the stomach ; to

swallow again; to swallow eagerly.
Regress, re'gres, n. Passage hack ; return ; power
or liberty of passing back. — Regression, -gresh'-
un, n. Act of returning ; retrogression ; retrogra-
dation.— Regressive, -iv, a. Passing back; return-
ing.

Regret, re-gret', v. t. To grieve over, be sorry for; to
look back at with sorrowful longing, repent, bewail,
bemoan, —n. Pain of mind at something causing
unhappiness ; pain of conscience ; remorse ; con-
cern; repentance; penitence; self-condemnation.—
Regret'ful, -ful, a. Full of regret.— Regrettable,
a. Admitting of, or deserving, regret.

Regular, Regulate, etc. See under Regal.
Regurgitate, re-ger'jT-tat, v. t. To throw or pour
back in great quantity. — v. i. To be thrown or
poured back ; to rush or surge back. — Regur'gita'-
tion, n. Act of flowing or pouring back by the ori-

fice of entrance ; act of swallowing again; the rising
into the mouth of solids or fluids from the stomach.

Rehabilitate, re-ha-bil'Y-tat, v. t. To reinstate, re-
store (a delinquent) to a former right, rank, or
privilege forfeited. — Rehabilitation, n. Act of,
etc.; restoration to former rights.

Rehear, re-her', v. t. [-heard (-herd'), -hearing.]
To hear again, try a second time.

Rehearse, re-hers', v. t. [-hearsed (-hersf), hears-
ing.] To repeat (what has been already said) ; to
narrate, recount, relate ; to recite in private for ex-
periment and improvement, before a public repre-
sentation. — Rehears'al, n. Act of rehearsing, or
state of being rehearsed; recital; narration; recital
of a piece before the public exhibition of it.

Reign. See under Regal.
Reimburse, re'im-bers', v. t. [-bursed (-bersf), -btjrs-
ING.] To replace in a treasury or purse, pay back;
to indemnify, refund, repay, make up, restore, ren-
der an equivalent.— Reimburse'ment, n. Act of,
etc.; repayment.

Rein, ran, n. The strap of a bridle, fastened to the bit
on each side and extending to the hand of the dri-
ver, by which to govern the horse, etc. ; a means of
curbing, restraining, or governing. — v. t. [eeined
(rand), reining.] To govern by a bridle; to restrain,
control.

I
Reindeer, ranker, n. [Written also rain- and ram-
deer.1 A ruminant
mammal of the deer
kind, of several spe-
cies, found in the
northern part of both
hemispheres.

Reinforce. See Re-
enforce.

Reins, ranz, n. pi. The
kidneys ; the lower
part of the back, over
the kidneys ; the af- __
fections and passions, =;— formerly supposed
to have their seat in
*aRWrf

a.
th
peS

j
;

**»*~-
the kidneys or reins. — Ren'iform, a. Of the shape
of a kidney, (liot.) Of the form of a section of a
kidney: see Kidney.

Reinstate, re'in-stat', v. t. To place again in pos-
session, or in a former state.

Reinsure, re'in-shoor', v. t. [-sored (-shoord'), -sur-
ing.] To insure property in favor of one who has
previously insured it. — Re'insur'ance, -ans, n. A
contract of indemnity to a party, who has insured
property, against loss by his insurance ; insurance a
second time or again.

Reintegrate, re-in'te-grat, v. t. To renew with regard
to any state^r quality; to restore, reestablish.

Reis-effendi, rez'ef-ien'de, n. A Turkish minister for
foreign affairs.

Reissue, re-ish'shoo, v. t. To issue a 2d time.— n. A
2d or repeated issue.

Reiterate, re-it'gr-at, v. t. To repeat again and again;
to say or do repeatedly, recapitulate, rehearse.

Reject, re-jekt', v. t. To cast from one, throw away,
discard ; to refuse to receive, decline haughtily or
harshly; to refuse to grant, repel, repudiate, rebuff,
decline.— Rejection, n. Act of rejecting, throwing
away, casting off, or forsaking; refusal to accept or
grant; repulse; slight, etc.

Rejoice, re-jois', v. i. [-joiced (-joist'), -joicing.]
To feel joy, experience gladness in a high degree,
delight, exult, triumph. —v. t. To give joy to, make
jovful, gladden, cheer, exhilarate, delight.

Rejoin, re-join', v. t. [-joined (-joind'), -joining.] To
join again, unite after separation; to answer.— v. i.

To answer to a reply.— Rejoin'der, n. An answer.
(Law.) The defendant's answer to the plaintiff's

replication.
Rejuvenate, re-ju've-nat, v. t. To render young again.
Rekindle, re-kin'dl, v. t. [-dled (-did), -dling.] To
kindle again, set on fire anew; to excite anew.

Relapse, re-laps', v. t. [-lapsed (-lapsf), -lapsing.]
To slip or slide back; to fall back, return to a former
state or practice,— generally in a bad sense.— n. A
sliding or falling back, esp. into a former bad state,

either of body or morals.—Relapsingfever. (Pathol. )

An acute, epidemic, contagious fever, usually not
fatal, which prevails endemically also in Ireland,
Russia, and elsewhere : it is marked by 1 or 2 remis-
sions of the fever, and by the presence during the
paroxysm of a spiral bacterium in the blood; famine
fever.— Relaps'er, n. One who relapses into vice or
error.

Relate, re-lat', v. t. To recount, narrate, recite, tell

over ; to ally by connection or kindred. — v. i. To
stand in some relation, have bearing or concern, per-
tain, refer.— Relat'er, n. — Rela'tion, n. Act of re-

lating or telling ; that related ; narrative of facts ;

state of being related or of referring; relative qual-
ity or condition ; connection by consanguinity or af-

finity; a person connected by consanguinity or affin-

ity; Kindred; kinsman; kinswoman. — Relational,
a. Having relation or kindred; indicating or speci-
fying some relation. — Relationship, n. State of
being related by kindred, affinity, or other alliance.
— Rel'ative, -tiv, a. Having relation; respecting;
pertaining ; arising from relation, or from connection
with, or reference to, something else; not absolute.
(Gram.) Indicating or expressing relation.— w. One
who, or that which, relates to, or is considered in its

relation to, something else; a person connected by

son, cube, full ; moon, fOot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, tiien, boNboN, chair, get.
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blood or affinity. (Gram.) A word relating to or
representing another word or phrase, called its ante-
cedent.

Relax, re-laics', v. t. [-laxed (-laksf), -laxing.] To
make less close, firm, rigid, or tense; to make less
severe or rigorous, abate the stringency of; to slack-
en, remit; to relieve from attention or effort; to re-
lieve from constipation; to open.— v. i. To become
loosened or feeble; to be made lax; to abate in sever-
ity ; to remit in close attention or effort. — Relaxa'-
tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; remission of
closeness, firmness, tension, rigor, effort, or consti-
pation ; remission from attention and effort. — Re-
lease'', -les', V. t. [-LEASED (-lest'), -LEASING.] To
set free from confinement, give liberty to; to relieve
from something that confines, burdens, or oppresses;
to let go (a legal claim), discharge, quit, acquit.—
n. Act of, or state of being, etc. ; relief from care,
pain, or any burden ; discharge from obligation or
responsibility. (Law.) A giving up or relinquish-
ment of some right or claim ; a quitclaim ; acquit-
tance; discharge.

Relay, re-la', n. A supply of anything, as of horses, ar-
ranged beforehand for affording relief from time to
time, or at successive stages. _

Relay, re-la', v. t. [-layed (-lad'), -laying.] To lay
again, or a second time.

Release, etc. See under Relax.
Relegate, rel'e-gat, v. t. To remove, dispatch, con-

sign, remand, transfer; to send into exile, banish.— Rel'ega'tion, n. Act of relegating; removal; con-
signment; banishment; exile.

Relent, re-lent', v. i. To become less harsh, hard,
cruel, etc. ; to become more mild and tender, feel
compassion ; to yield.— Relent'less, a. Unmoved
by appeals for sympathy or forgiveness; insensible
to the distress of others ; destitute of tenderness ;

implacable: unmerciful; pitiless; cruel.
Relevant, rel'e-vant, a. Bearing upon, or properly
applying to, the case in hand; pertinent; applica-
ble.— Rel'evance, -vancy, -van-sT, n. State of being
relevant, or of affording relief or aid; pertinence;
fitness; propriety; appositeness.

Reliable, Reliance, etc. See under Rely.
Relic, RelictLetc. See under Relinquish.
Relieve, re-lev', v. t. [-lieved (-levd'), -lieving.]
To cause to rise, cause to seem to rise, set off by
contrast; to raise or remove (anything which de-
presses, weighs clown, or crushes) ; to render less
burdensome or afflicting, alleviate ; to make less

monotonous; to free from any burden, trial, evil,

distress, etc. ; to release from a post or station by
substitution of others; to ease of any burden, wrong,
or oppression by judicial or legislative interposition,
by the removal of a grievance, by indemnification
for losses, etc. ; to remedy, right. —Relief , -lef, n.
Act of, or state of being, etc.; removal of any evil, or
of anything oppressive or burdensome; release from
a post, or from the performance of duty; that which
relieves or gives succor, aid, or comfort. (Sculp. &
Arch.) Prominence of a figure above or beyond the
ground or plane on which it is formed. (Paint.) The
appearance of projection, which a figure exhibits to
the eye at a distance.

Religion, re-lij'un, n. The recognition of God as an
object of worship, love, and obedience; any system
of faith and worship; piety; sanctity.

—

Relig'ion-
ism, -izm, n. Practice of, or adherence to, religion;
affected or false religion. — Relig'ionist, n. One
earnestly or bigotedly devoted to a religion. — Re-
lig'ious, -lij'us, a. Pert., relating to, or concerned
with, religion ; possessing, acting according to, or
agreeing with, religion ; scrupulously faithful or ex-
act; pious; godly; devout; strict; rigid; exact.

Relinquish, re-link'wish, v. t. [-quished (-wisht),
-quishing.] To withdraw from, leave behind; to
give up, renounce a claim to, resign, quit, forsake,
abandon, forego.— Relinquishment, n. Act of leav-
ing or quitting; a forsaking; the renouncing a claim
to. — Rel'ict, n. A woman whose husband is dead ;

a widow. — Rel'ic, n. That which remains after loss

or decay ; a corpse ; the body, or some part of the
body, of deceased saints or martyrs; a memorial ;

any remembrancer. — Rel'iquary, -T-kwa-rY, n. A
small chest, box, or casket in which relics are kept.

Relish, rel'ish, v. t. [-ished (-isht), -ishing.] To taste
or eat with pleasure ; to like the flavor of, enjoy, be
pleased wither gratified by; to give a pleasing flavor
to. — v. i. To nave a pleasing taste, give pleasure,
gratification, or satisfaction ; to have a flavor. — w.
A pleasing taste; enjoyable quality; power of pleas-
ing ; savor ; quality ; characteristic tinge ; inclina-
tion or taste for; fondness; the smallest perceptible
quantity; tinge; that used to impart a flavor; some-
thing taken with food to render it more palatable.

Reluct, re-lukt', v. i. To strive or struggle against
anything; to make resistance.—Reluc'tance, -tancy,
-tan-sT, n. State or quality of being reluctant; aver-
sion of mind; repugnance; unwillingness; dislike.— Reluc'tant, a. Striving against ; much opposed
in heart ; proceeding from an unwilling mind ;

granted with reluctance; averse; loth; disinclined;
coy.

Relume, re-lum', v. t. [-lumed (-lumd'), -luming.]
To rekindle, light again.

Rely, re-IP", v. i. [-lied (-lid'), -lying.] To rest with
confidence, as the mind when satisfied of the veraci-
ty, integrity, or ability of persons, or of the cer-
tainty of facts; to trust, depend, repose. — Reli'able,
a. Suitable or fit to be relied on ; worthy of de-
pendence or reliance; trustworthy. — Reli'ableness,
-abil'ity, n. Trustworthiness. — Reli'ance, -ans, n.
Act of relying, or condition or quality of being re-
liant; repose of mind on what is deemed sufficient
support or authority: anything on which to rely;
ground of trust; confidence; faith.

Remain, re-man', v. i. [-mained (-mand'), -main-
ing.] To stay behind while others withdraw or are
removed ; to be left as not included or comprised;
to continue in a fixed place, an unchanged form or
condition, an undiminished quantity; to abide, last,

endure.— n. That which is left ; relic ; remainder,— chiefly in pi. ; a dead body, corpse,— only in pi.;

the literary works of one who is dead.— Rem'nant,
n. What remains after a part is removed, per-
formed, etc.; a small portion ; fragment; residue;
rest ; remainder. — Remain'der, n. Anything that
remains, or is left, after the separation and removal
of a part; sum left after subtraction.

Remand, re-mand', v. t. To recommit or send back.
Remark, re-mark', n. Act of remarking or attentive-
ly noticing ; expression, in speech or writing, of
something remarked or noticed ; a casual observa-
tion; note; comment; annotation.— v. t. [remarked
(-markf), -marking.] To take notice of ; to ex-
press in words or writing, as observed or noticed; to
call attention to, notice, heed, note, say.— v. i. To
say or observe. — Remark'able, a. Worthy of or
capable of being remarked or noticed; extraordi-
nary; unusual ; rare ; strange; wonderful ; notable;
famous; eminent.

Remedy, rem'e-dT, n. That which cures a disease

;

that which corrects or counteracts an evil of any
kind. (Law.) The legal means to recover a right, or
obtain redress for a wrong. — v. t. [remedied (-did),
-dying.] To apply a remedy or cure to; to restore to
soundness, health, integrity, etc. ; to heal, redress,
relieve, help, aid, remove, counteract, etc. — Reme'-
diable, -dl-a-bl, a.— Reme'dial, a. Affording, or
intended for, a remedy. — Remediless, re-med'T-
or rem'e-dl-less, a. Incapable of being restored,
changed, or prevented ; not answering as a remedy;
ineffectual; powerless.

Remember, re-mem'ber, v. t. [-bered (-bgrd), -Ber-
ing.] To bring to mind again, recall ; to keep in
mind, preserve fresh in the memory, keep from be-
ing forgotten.— Remem'brance, -brans, n. Act of
remembering ; state of being remembered, or held
in mind; recollection; that which serves to keep in "

or bring to mind ; a memorial ; token ; memento ;

souvenir ; power of remembering ; time within
which a fact can be remembered.

Remigrate, rem'I- or re-mi'grat, v. i. To migrate
again, return. — Remigra'tion, n. Migration to a
former place.

Remind, re-mind', v. t. To put in mind, bring to the
remembrance, notice, or consideration of.

Reminiscence, rem-T-ms'sens, n. State of being rem-
iniscent, or inclined to call to mind ; power of recall-

ing to mind ; that remembered or recalled to mind ;
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memory; remembrance; recollection. — Reminis'-
cent, a. Capable of, or inclined to, call to mind.

Remit, re-mit', v. t. To send back, refer; to give up, sur-
render, resign; to relax in intensity; to refrain from
exacting or enforcing, abate; to forgive; to transmit
or send, esp. to a distance (money, Dills, etc.) — r. i.

To abate in force or in violence ; to grow less in-
tense, become moderated. — Remit'ment. n. Act of
remitting; state of being remitted. — Remiftal, n.

A remitting; a giving up; surrender.— Remittance,
-tans, n. (Com.) Act of transmitting (money, bills,

etc.), esp. to a distrnt place ; the sum or thing re-

mitted. — Remit'tent, a. Having remissions from
time to time, as a disease.— Remise', -mTz', v. t.

[-mised (-mizd'), -mising.] To release a claim to ;

to resign or surrender by deed. — Remiss', -mis',
a. Not energetic or exact in duty or business; not
careful or prompt in fulfilling engagements; lack-
ing earnestness or activity; languid; slack; dilatory;
negligent; inattentive; heedless ; thoughtless.—
RemiB'sible, -sT-bl, a. Capable of being remitted
or forgiven.— Remis'sion, -mish'un, n. Act of re-

mitting, surrendering, or giving up; esp., discharge
from that which is due; relinquishment of a claim,
right, or obligation ; pardon ; forgiveness; release.

(Med.) A temporary subsidence of the force or
violence of a disease or of pain.

Remnant. See under Remain.
Remodel, re-mod'el, v. t. [-eled (-eld), -eling.] To
model or fashion anew.

Remold, -mould, re-mold', v. t. To mold or shape
anew, make over, remodel.

Remonstrate, re-mon'strat, v. i. To exhibit or pre-
sent strong reasons against an act, measure, or any
course of proceedings; to expostulate, reprove.— Re-
mon'strator, n.— Remon'strance, -strans, n. Act
of expostulation ; the terms in which one remon-
strates; earnest advice or reproof. — Remon'strant,
a. Inclined or tending to remonstrate; expostula-
tory. — n. One who remonstrates.

Remorse, re-m6rs', n. The keen or gnawing pain or
anguish excited by a sense of guilt; compunction;
regret; compassion. — Remorse'ful, -ful, a. Full of
remorse or compunction; compassionate ; pitiable.— Remorseless, a. Without remorse or sensibility;
cruel; insensible to distress; pitiless; relentless;
merciless; savage.

Remote, etc. See under Remove.
Remove, re-moov', v.t. [-moved (-moovd'), -moving.]
To cause to change place; to move away from the
position occupied; to displace from an office, etc.;

to cause to cease to be, put an end to; to banish; to
carry from one court to another. — v. i. To change
place in any manner; to change one's residence. — n.
Act of removing; removal; state of being removed;
that which is removed, as a dish removed from table

• to make way for something else; distance or space
through which anything is removed ; interval ; a
6tep in any scale of gradation.— Remov'able, a. Ad-
mitting of being removed, as from an office or sta-
tion, or from one place to another. — Remov'al, n.

Act of removing from a place, office, etc. ; act of
remedying or taking away; state of being removed;
change of place; migration; displacing: departure;
death; aet of putting an end to. — Remote', -mot', n.
Removed to a distance; not near; iar away,— i-aid

in respect to time or place; removed; not agreeing,
according, or being related, — in various figurative
uses; foreign; alien; primary; abstracted; slight;
inconsiderable.

Remunerate, re-mu'ner-at, v. t. To pay an equiva-
lent to for any service, loss, expense, or other sac-
rifice ; to repay, reimburse. — Remu'nera'tion, n.
Act of remunerating; that given to remunerate.—
Remu'nerative, -tiv, a. Intended or fitted to re-
munerate ; yielding a proper remuneration. — Re-
mu'neratory, -to-rl, a. Affording recompense.

Renal. See under Reins.
Renard, ren'ard, n. A fox.
Renascent, re-nas'sent, a. Springing or rising into
being again; reproduced; able or likely to be re- i

born, renewed, or reproduced; rejuvenated. — Re- i

nas'cence, -cency, -sen-st, n. State of being, etc. —
Renaissance', re-na-saNs', n. Lit., a renewal ; the
historic period of the revival of learning in Europe

I

in the loth and 16th centuries ; the transitional
movement from the middle ages to the modern
world; a style of decorative art, characterized by a
return from Gothic to antique forms, revived by
Raphael.

Rencontre, ren-kon'ter, -counter, -kown'ter, n. A
meeting of 2 persons or bodies; a meeting in oppo-
sition or contest; action or engagement; a sudden
contest without premeditation, as between individ-
uals or email parties; conflict; collision; clash.

—

Rencoun'ter, v. i. To meet an enemy unexpect-
edly, come into collision, skirmish.

Rend, rend, v. t. [rent, rending.] To separate into
parts with force or sudden violence; to tear asun-
der; to part or tear off forcibly, burst, break, rup-
ture, crack, split. — Rent, n. An opening made by
rending ; a break or breach made by force ; a
schism; separation.

Render, ren'der, v. t. [-dered (-derd), -dering.] To
return, pay back, restore; to inflict, as a retribution;
to give on demand, surrender; to furnish, contrib-
ute; to make up, state, deliver; to cause to be, or to
become; to translate from one language into an-
other; to interpret, or bring into full expression to
others, the meaning, spirit, and full effect of; to try
out or extract (oil, lard, tallow, etc.) from fatty ani-
mal substances; to plaster roughly without lathing.
— Rendi'tion, -dish'un, n. Act of rendering, or re-
turning; surrender, as of fugitives from justice, at
the claim of a foreign government; translation; ren-
dering. — Rendi'tion, -dTsh'un, n. A returning of
anything^ restitution ; surrender. — Ren'dezvous,
ren'de-voo, n. A place for meeting; esp., the ap-

Eointed place for troops or ships of a fleet to assem-
le^_a meeting by appointment. — v. i. [-voused

(-vood'), -vousing.] To assemble or meet at a par-
ticular place, as troops, ships, etc. — v. t. To as-

semble or bring together at a certain place. — Rent,
n. A certain sum or amount in money, provisions,
chattels, or labor, periodically paid or received for
the use of a tenement, estate, or corporeal inherit-
ance; in France, capital invested in public funds,
stocks, etc.— v. t. To grant the possession and en-
joyment of, for a consideration; to lease; to take
and hold by lease or at will, for a consideration, the
possession of.— v.i. To be leased, or let for rent.
— Rent'al, Rent'roll, n. A schedule or account of
rents, with the names of the tenants, etc.

Renegade, ren'e-gad, -ga'do, n. One faithless to prin-
ciple or party ; esp. an apostate from a religious
faith ; or, one who deserts from a military or naval
service; a deserter; a common vagabond.

Renew, re-nu', v. t. [-newed (-mid'), -newing.] To
make over as good as new, give new life to ; to re-
store to freshness, completeness, or vigor; to begin
again; to repeat, either exactly or almost exactly;
to furnish again . ( Theol.) To make new spiritually,
implant holy affections in the heart. — v.i. To be
made new, grow or commence again. — Renew'al, n.

Act of renewing or forming anew; that renewed. —
Renew'edly, adr. Again; once more.

Reniform. See under Reins.
Rennet, ren'net, n. The inner membrane of the 4th
stomach of the calf, or an infusion or preparation
of it, used for coagulating milk.

Renounce, re-nowns', v. t. [-nounced (-nownsf),
-nouncing.] To declare against, reject (a title or
claim) ; to cast off or reject (a connection or pos-
session), give up, disavow, disclaim, abjure, recant,
quit, forego, resign, abdicate—Renun'cia'tion, -shT-
a'shun, n. Act of renouncing; disavowal; disclaim-
er; abjuration; recantation; relinquishment.

Renovate, ren'o-vat, v. t. To make over again, render
as good as new, renew, regenerate, revive. — Ren-
ova'tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

Renown, re-nown', n. State of being much known and
talked of ; fame; celebrity. — Renowned', -nownd',
a. Celebrated for great and heroic achievements,
for distimniished qualities, or for grandeur ; fa-
mous; noted; eminent; remarkable; wonderful.

Rent, a tear, breach. See under Rend.
Rent, pavment, Rental, etc. See under Render.
Renter, ren'ter, (;. t. [-tered (-terd), -tering.] To
sew together so that the seam is scarcely visible ; to
fine-draw.
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Renunciation. See under Renounce.
Reorganize, re-6r'gan-Iz, v. t. [-ized (-Izd), -izing.1

To organize anew, reduce again to an organized
condition.— Reor'ganiza'tion, n. Act of, etc.

Rep, rep, a. Formed with a surface closely corded, or
of a cord-like appearance, — n. A kind of stuff

having a surface appearing as if made of small
cords.

Repair, re-par', v. t. [-paieed (-pard'), -pairing.] To
restore to a sound or good state after decay, injury,
dilapidation, or partial destruction; to make amends
for, as for an injury, by an equivalent; to indemnify
for; to renew, mend, retrieve, recruit.— n. Restora-
tion to a sound or good state after decay, waste, inju-

ry, or partial destruction; reparation; condition.—
Rep'arable, -a-ra-bl, a. Capable of being, etc.

—

Rep'ara'tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc. ; that
done or made in order to repair; indemnification for
loss or damage; restoration; restitution; compensa-
tion; amends.

Repair, re-par'
t
v. i. To go, betake one's self, resort.

Repartee, rep'ar-te', n. A smart, ready, and witty
reply; retort,— v. t. [refaeteed (-ted'), -teeing.]
To make smart and witty replies.

Repass, re-pas', v. t. [-passed (-past'), -passing.] To
pass again, pass or travel back, pass a second time.
— v. i. To pass or go back, move back.

Repast, re-past', n. Act of taking food; that taken as
food; a meal; victuals.

Repay, re-pa', v. t. [-paid (-pad'), -paying.] To pay
back, make return or requital for, pay anew, or a
second time, as a debt, refund, recompense, remu-
nerate, reimburse, requite. — Repay'ment, n. Act
of, etc. ; money or other thing repaid.

Repeal, re-pel', v. t. [-pealed (-peld'), -pealing.] To
recall (a deed, will, law, or statute); to abrogate by
authority, abolish, revoke, rescind, annul, cancel, re-

verse.— n. Revocation; abrogation.
Repeat, re-pet', v. t. To go over a second time ; to do,

try, make, attempt, or utter again; to do or say what
one has already done or said; to reiterate, recite, re-

hearse, recapitulate.— n. Act of repeating; repeti-

tion ; that repeated, or to be repeated. {Mus.) A
mark, or series of dots, placed before and after a pas-
sage to be repeated in performance.— Repeat'edly,
adv.— Repeat'er, n. One who, or that which, re-

peats; one who recites or rehearses ; a watch that
strikes the hours at the touch of a spring; a fire-arm
that may be discharged many times in quick succes-
sion; in TJ. S., one who votes more than once at an
election.— Rep'etend', n. {Math.) That part of a
repeating decimal which recurs continually.— Rep'-
eti'tion, -tish'un, n. Act of repeating; recital from
memory; tautology; iteration; rehearsal.— Rep'eti'-
tional, -ary, -a-rl, a. Containing repetition.— Rep'-
eti'tious, -tish'us, a. Repeating; containing repeti-

tion.
Repel, re-pel', v. t. [-pelled (-peld'), -pelling.] To
drive back, force to return, check the advance of;

to encounter or assault with effectual resistance, as
an encroachment; to repulse, reject, refuse.— Re-
pel'lence, -lency, -len-st, n. Quality or capacity of
repelling ; repulsion.— Repel'lent, a. Driving back

;

able or tending to repel.— n. That which repels or
scatters ; a kind of water-proof cloth. — Repulse',
-puis', n. Condition of being, or act of, etc, ; re-

fusal ; denial; failure. —v. t. [-pulsed (-pulsf),
-pulsing.] To repel, beat or drive back, reject.
— Repul'sion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.—
Repul'sive, -siv, a. Inclined, serving, or able to re-

pel; repelling; cold; reserved; forbidding.
Repent, re'pent, a. Creeping, as a plant.

Repent, re-pent', v. i. To feel pain, sorrow, or regret,

for what one has done or omitted to do ; to feel

such sorrow for sin as leads one to turn from it and
seek forgiveness; to change the mind or course of
conduct on account of dissatisfaction with what
has occurred.— v. t. To feel pain on account of,

remember with sorrow.— Repent'ance, -ans, n. Act
of repenting, or state of being penitent; sorrow for
what one has done or omitted to do; contrition for
sin, accompanied by change of life. — Repent'ant,
a. Inclined to repent; sorry for sin; expressing or
showing sorrow for sin.— n. One who repents; a
penitent.

&

Repeople, re-pe'pl, v. t. [-pled (-pld), -pling.] To
people anew, furnish again with inhabitants.

Repertory, rep'er-to-rl, n. A place in which things
are disposed in an orderly manner, so that they can
be easily found; a treasury; magazine.

Repetend, Repetition, etc. See under Repeat.
Repine, re-pin', v. i. [-pined (-pind'), -pining.] To
continue pining, indulge in envy or complaint, mur-
mur.

Replace, re-plas', v. t. [-placed (-plasf), -placing.]
To place again, restore to a former place, position,
condition, etc.; to refund, repay, to supply or sub-
stitute an equivalent for; to supply the want of, ful-
fill the end or office of.— Replace'ment, n. Act of re-
placing.

Replenish, re-plen'ish, v. t. [-ished (-isht), -ishing.]
lo fill up again, fill completely.— Replenishment,
n. Act of, state of_being, or that which, etc.; sup-

— Replete', -plet', a. Filled again; completely
ed; full. — Reple'tion, n. State of being replete;

superabundant fullness. {Med.) Fullness of blood;
plethora.— Reple'tive, -tiv, a. Tending to replete;
replenishing.

Replevy, re-plev'T, v. t. [-plevied (-plev'id), -ying.]
lo take back, by a writ for that purpose, goods
wrongfully taken, upon giving security to try the
right to them in a suit at law, and, if that should be
determined against the plaintiff, to return the prop-
erty replevied; to bail.— Replev'in, n. {Laiv.) A
personal action which lies to recover possession of
goods and chattels wrongfully taken or detained.
The writ by which goods and chattels are replevied.

Reply, re-pli', v. i. [-plied (-plld'), -plying.] To
make a return to in words or writing, answer, re-
spond, rejoin; to do or give in return for something,
answer by deeds. {Law.) To answer a defendant s

plea.— v. t. To return for an answer.— n. That
which is said, written, or done in answer to what is

said, etc., by another; rejoinder; answer.
Report, re-port', v. t. To bear or bring back (an answer
or account of something); to give an account of, cir-

culate publicly; to give a formal or official account
of; to make minutes of (a speech, or the doings of a
public body); to relate, tell, recite

t
detail.— v. i. To

make a return or statement that is expected or de-
sired; to furnish in writing an account of a speech
or proceedings of a public assembly, etc. ; to betake
one's self as to a superior officer, and be in readi-
ness for orders or to do service,— n. That which is

reported; an account received ; story; rumor; repute;
reputation ; sound ; noise ; an official statement of
facts, verbal or written ; a statement of a judicial
opinion or decision, or of a case argued and deter-
mined ; a sketch, or fully written account, of a
speech, or a public meeting, etc. — Report'er, n.

One who reports; esp., one who makes statements
of law proceedings and decisions, or of legislative
debates; one who reports the proceedings of public
meetings, current transactions, etc., for the news-
papers.

Repose, re-poz', v. t. [-posed (-p5zd'), -posing.] To
lay at rest, cause tooe calm or quiet, compose; to
place, have, or exercise (confidence, etc.), deposit,
lodge, — v. i. To lie. rest; to lie for rest or refresh-
ment; to rest in confidence, —n. A lying at rest;

sleep; tranquillity; freedom from uneasiness.
Reposit, re-poz'it, v. t. To lay up, or lodge, as for
safety or preservation. — Repos'itory, -poz'I-to-rt,
n. A place in which to deposit things for safety; a
depository.

Reprehend, rep-re-hend', v. t. To accuse, charge,
chide, reprove, censure.— Reprehen'sible, -sT-bl, a.

Worthy of reprehension or blame; culpable; censur-
able.— Reprehen'sion, n. Reproof; censure; open
blame.— Reprehen'sive, -siv, -sory, -so-rT, a. Con-
taining reproof.

Represent, rep-re-zenf, v. t. To exhibit the counter-
part or image of; to delineate, reproduce; to act the
part or character of, personate; to supply the place
or perform the duties of; to exhibit to another mind
in language, bring before the mind; to serve as a
sign or symbol of.— v. i. To present a second time,
esp. by a mental transcript or picture. — Rep're-
senta'tion, n. Act of representing, describing, or
showing ; that which represents, — as, a picture,

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare s 6nd, eve, tSrm ; In, Ice ; Sdd, t5ne, 6r
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model, or other facsimile; or, a dramatic perform-
ance; or, a description or statement; or, a body of
representatives. — Representative, -tiv, a. Fitted
or qualified to represent; bearing the character or
power of another; acting for others.

—

n. One who,
or that which, etc.; an agent, deputy, or substitute,
who supplies the place of another; in U. S., a mem-
ber of the lower house in a State legislature or in
the national Congress.

Repress, re-pres', v. t. [-pressed (-presf), -pressing.]
To press back or down effectually, or a second time;
to crush down or out; to overpower, subdue, quell,
check.—Repression, -shun, n. Act of, or that which,
etc.; check; restraint. — Repressive, -iv, a. Able,
or tending to, etc.

Reprieve, bee under Reprove.
Reprimand, rep'rl-mand, v. t. To reprove severely,
chide for a fault; to reprove publicly and officially,

in execution of a sentence; to reprehend, rebuke,
censure, blame.— n. Severe reproof for a fault; repre-
hension, private or public.

Reprint, re-print', v. t. To print again; to print a new
edition of . — Re'print, n. A second or a new im-
pression or edition of any printed work; esp., the
publication in one country of a work previously
published in another.

Reprisal, re-priz'al, n. Act of reprising or retaking;
esp., the act of taking from an enemy by way of re-
taliation or indemnity; that which is retaken, esp.
from an enemy, etc.; act of retorting on an enemy
by inflicting suffering or death on a prisoner taken
from him, in retaliation for an act of inhumanity.

Reproach, re-proch', v. t. [-proached (-prochf).
-proaching.] To censure with severity, and some-
times with contempt; to charge with a fault in se-

vere language, upbraid, rebuke, condemn, revile,
vilify, — n. An expression of blame or censure; cen-
sure mingled with contempt or derision; an occasion
of blame or censure; an object of blame, censure,
scorn, or derision; disrepute; discredit; scandal; op-
probrium; invective; contumely; vilification; insult;
ignominy; shame; disgrace; infamy. — Reproach'-
ful, -ful, a. Expressing, occasioning, or deserving,
reproach.

Reprobate, etc. See under Reprove.
Reproduce, re-pro-dus', v. t. [-duced (-dust'), -du-
cing.] To produce again; to make a copy of; to
portray: to bring to the memory or the imagination;
to renew the production of; to generate, as offspring.
— Reproduc'tion, -duk'shun, n. Act or process of,
etc.— Reproductive, -tiv, -tory, -to-rT, a. Pert, to,

or employed in, reproduction.
Reprove, re-proov', v. t. [-proved (-probvd'), -prov-

ing.] To chide as blameworthy to the face; to ac-
cuse as guilty; to reprehend, rebuke, scold, blame,
censure. — Reproof, n. Expression of blame; cen-
sure for a fault; admonition; reprimand: rebuke-;
blame. — Reprov'al, n. Act of reproving, or that
which is said in reproving; reproof. — Rep'robate,
-ro-bat, v. t. To disapprove with detestation or marks
of extreme dislike ; to abandon to punishment with-
out hope or pardon ; to condemn, reprehend, dis-
own, reject. — a. Abandoned to vice or punishment;
morally abandoned and lost ; vitiated ; depraved ;

profligate; base; vile; castaway.— n. A person aban-
doned; one morally lost. — Reproba'tion, n. Act
of reprobating; state of being reprobated. — Re-
prieve', -prev', v. t. [-prieved (-prevd'), -priev-
ing.] To try over again, delay the "punishment of.— n. Temporary suspension of the execution of sen-
tence, esp. the sentence of death; interval of ease or
relief; respite.

Reptile, rep'til, a. Creeping, moving on the belly, or
by means of small, short legs; groveling; low; vul-

far.

—

n. An animal that crawls or moves on its

elly. or by means of small, short legs. (Zool.) A
vertebrate animal, oviparous, cold - blooded, air-
breathing, and covered with plates or scales. A
groveling or very mean person.

Republic, re-pub'lik, n. A state in which the sover-
eign power is exercised by representatives elected
by the people; a commonwealth. — Repub'lican, a.
Pert, to a republic; consonant with the principles of
a republic— n. One who favors a republican form of
government; in U. S., since I806, a member of the

political party opposed to the extension of slavery.— Republicanism, -izm, ra. A republican form or
system of government; attachment to a republican
form of government. —Repub'licanize, v. t. [-ized
(-izd), -iziNG.] To convert to republican princi-
ples.

Republish, re-pub'lish, v. t. [-lished (-lisht), -lish-
ing.] To publish anew,— often applied to the pub-
lication in one country of a work first published in
another. — Reput/lica'tion, n. A second publica-
tion, or a new publication of something before pub-
lished; esp., the publication in one country of a "work
first issued in another; a reprint.

Repudiate, re-pu'dt-at, v. t. To cast off and disavow;
to put away, divorce; to refuse any longer to ac-
knowledge br to pay. — Repu'diable, -dl-a-bl, a. Ad-
mitting of repudiation; fit or proper to be put away.
— Repu'dia'tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

Repugnant, re-pug'nant, a. Opposite; contrary; hos-
tile; inconsistent; distasteful in a high degree; of-
fensive. — Repug'nance, -nancy, -nan-si, n. Act of
opposing, or state of being repugnant; opposition or
contrariety, as of mind, passions, principles, etc.;
aversion; reluctance; dislike; inconsistency.

Repulse, Repulsive, etc. See under Repel.
Repute, re-put', v. t. To account, hold, reckon; to at-

tribute.— n. Character attributed; established opin-
ion; estimate; good character; reputation. — Rep'-
utable, -u-ta-bl, a. Worthy of repute or distinction;
held in esteem; respectable; honorable; estimable.
— Reputa'tion, n. Condition in which one is reputed
to be ; estimation in which one is held ; public es-

teem; general credit; good name.—Roput'edly, adv.
In common opinion or estimation; by repute.

Request, re-kwest', n. Act of asking for anything de-
sired; earnest desire or demand; solicitation; that
asked for or requested; a state of being held in such
estimation as to be sought after or pursued. — v. t.

To ask for earnestly, express desire for, beg, ask,
entreat, beseech. — Require', -kwir', v. t. [-quired
(-kwirdQ, -quiring.] To insist upon having ; to
claim as by right and authority; to make necessary,
claim as indispensable, exact, enjoin, prescribe, de-
mand, need.— Requiro'ment, n. Act of requiring;
demand ; requisition ; that required ; an essential
condition.

—

Req'uisite, rek'wT-zit, a. Required by
the nature of things, or by circumstances ; neces-
sary; needful; indispensable; essential. — n. That
which is necessary ; something indispensable. —
Requisition, -zish'un, n. Act of requiring; appli-
cation made as of right ; demand ; a written call

or invitation; a formal demand made by one state

or government upon another for the surrender of a
fugitive from justice ; that required by authority;
esp., a quota of supplies or necessaries.

Requiem, re'kwT-em, n. (Mom. Catft. Ch.) A hymn
or mass sung for the dead, for the rest of his soul.

A grand musical composition, performed in honor
of some deceased person.

Requite, re-kwit', v. t. To repay; to return an equiv-
alent in good, or evil for evil; to reward, retaliate,

punish.— Requit'al, n. That which requites or re-

pays; returnforany office, good or bad; recompense;
satisfaction; retribution; punishment.

Rescind, re-sind', v. t. To cut off, abrogate; to vacate
(an act) by the enacting authority or by superior
authority; to revoke, repeal, annul, vacate, void.

—

Rescis'sion, -sizh'un, n. Act of rescinding, abro-
gating, annulling, or vacating.

Rescript, re'skript, n. {Rom. Antig.) The answer of
an emperor or pope, when consulted on some diffi-

cult question ; an edict or decree.
Rescue, res'ku, ?. *. [-cued (-kud), -cuing.] To
free or deliver from any confinement, violence, dan-
ger, or evil ; to retake, liberate, save. — n. Act of
rescuing ; deliverance from restraint, violence, or
danger.

Research, re-serch', n. Diligent inquiry or examina-
tion in seeking facts or principles ; investigation ;

scrutinv.— v. t. [researched (-sSrchf), -search-
ing.] To search and examine with continued care,
seek diligently; _to search again, examine anew.

—

Recherche\ re-shar-sha', a. Sought out with care; of
rare attraction or elegance.

Reseize, re-sez', v. t. [-seized (-sezd'), -seizing.] To

sun, cQbe, full ; moon, f<36t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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seize again, or a second time. (Laic.) To take pos-
session of, as lands and tenements which have been
disseized.— Reseiz'ure, -se'zhur, ;?. A second seiz-

ure; act of seizing again.
Res9mble, re-zem'bl. v. f. [-bleu (-bid), -bling.] To '

be like to, — said of one thing as compared with an-
other; to be alike or similar to.— said of objects with
respect to one another: to liken, compare.— Resem'-
blance. -blans, n. State of resembling or being like;

that which is similar ; likeness ; similitude ; sem- !

blance; representation: image.
Resent, re-zent', v. f. To take ill, consider as an in-

jury or affront; to be in some degree provoked at.
,— Resent'ful, -ful, n. Inclined to resent: easily pro-

voked. — Resen't'ment, n. Act of resenting'; dis-

pleasure; indignation; irritation; anger.
Reserve, re-zerv', v. t. [-served (-zervd'), -SERV-

ING.] To keep in store for future or other use; to
withhold from present use for another purpose ; to
keep, retain, withhold. — n. Act of reserving or
keeping back ; that which is reserved ; restraint of
freedom in words or actions; a tract of land reserved
or set apart for a particular purpose. (Mil.) A body
of troops kept for au exigency.—Reserved'. -zervd',
p. a. Restrained from freedom in words or actions;
not free or frank; cautious; backward; cold; shy;
coy; modest — Res9rv'edly, -ed-ir, adv.— Reserva-
tion, rez-er-va'shun, n. Act of reserving, or keep-
ing back; something withheld: a tract of "the public
land reserved for some special use, as for schools,

j

{Law.) A clause in an instrument by which some-
j

thing is reserved out of the thing granted; a proviso.— Res'ervoir', -gr-vwor', n. A place where anything
is kept in store, esp., a place where water is collected
and kept for use when wanted; a cistern; basin.

Reset, re-set', v. t. [-set, -setting.] (Print.) To set I

over again, as a page of matter. To furnish with new
setting, border, or adornment.

Reside, re-zLK, v. i. To dwell permanently or for a
j

length of time; to have one's dwelling or'home ; to :

have a seat or fixed position; to lie or be inherent
in. — Residence, rez'I-dens, n. Act of residing,
abiding, or dwelling in a place for some continu-
ance of time; place where one resides; sojourn; stay;
abode ; home ; domicile ; mansion. — Resident, "a.

j

Dwelling or having an abode in a place for a con- '

tinned length of time; fixed; residing. — n. One
jwho dwells in a place ; a public minister who re-

sides at a foreign court. — Residentiary, -sha-ri, a.
\

Having residence. — n. One who is resident; an ec-
,

clesiastic who keeps a certain residence.— Residue,
;

rez'T-du, n. That which remains after a part is tak-
en: balance or remainder of a debt or account. — Re-
sid'uum, -zid'u-um, n. That which is left after any
process of separation or purification; residue. — Re-
sid'ual, -u-al, a. Remaining after a part is taken. — •

Resid'uary, -u-a-rT, a. Pert, to the residue, or part :

remaining.
Resign, re-zin', v. t. [-signed (-zTnd'), -signing.]

jTo return by a formal act. yield to another, give up;
!

to withdraw (a claim), abdicate, surrender, relin-
quish, forego, abandon, renounce. — Resignation,
rez'ig-na'shun, n. Act of resigning or giving up (a

:

claim, possession, wish, etc.): state of being resigned
or submissive; patience; submission: acquiescence;

j

endurance. — Resigned', -zind', p. a. Submissive;)
not disposed to murmur.

Resin, rez'in, n. A solid, inflammable substance, of !

vegetable origin, a non-conductor of electricity, and
insoluble in water, but soluble in ether and in es-

sential oils. — Res'iuous, -us, a. Partaking of the
qualities of resin, or resembling it: pert, to, or ob-

;

tained from, resin. — Res'inif'erous, -if'er-us, a.
\

Yielding resin.

Resist, re-zist', v. t. To stand against; to strive against, i

act in opposition to; to counteract as a force by iner-
j

tia or reaction; to withstand, hinder, thwart/baffle,
|

disappoint. — Resist'ance, -ans, n. Act of resisting;
quality of not yielding to force or external pressure;
opposition; rebuff; hindrance: check.— Resist'ant,
n. One who, or that which, resists. — Resist'ible, a.

Capable of being resisted or of resisting. — Resist'i-
bil'ity, -1-ti, n. — Resist'less, a. Incapable of being
resisted; irresistible.

Resolve, re-zolv', v. t. [-solved (-zolvd'), -solving.]

To separate the component parts of; to melt; to dis-
solve and reduce to a different form; to reduce to
simple or intelligible notions, make clear or certain,
free from doubt; to cause to perceive or understand;
to form or constitute by resolution, vote, or determi-
nation; to determine on. (Math.) To solve, as a prob-
lem : to find the answer to, or the result of. (Med.)
To disperse or scatter. — v. i. To be separated into
its component parts, or distinct principles; to melt,
dissolve; to form a resolution or purpose.

—

n. Act
of resolving or making clear; that resolved on or
determined ; decisive conclusion ; legal or official

determination; legislative act or declaration.— Re-
solv'ent. n. That which has the power of resolving
or causing solution. (Med.) That which has power
to disperse inflammation.—Res'olute,-o-lut, a. Hav-
ing a decided purpose; constant in pursuing a pur-
pose; decided; fixed; steadfast; persevering; firm;
bold; unshaken. — Resolu'tion, n. Act, operation,
or process of resolving,— as, act of separating a com-
pound into its elements or parts; or, act of analyz-
ing a complex notion, or solving a vexed question,
or difficult problem; state of being resolved, made
clear, or determined; that which is resolved or de-
termined; esp., the decision of a court, or vote of an
assembly. (Math.) Act or process of solving; solu-
tion.

Resonant, Resonance. See under Resound.
Resort, re-z6rt', v. i. To go, repair, betake one's self;

to have recourse, — n. Act of going to, or making
application; a betaking one's self: a place to which
one betakes himself habitually; a haunt.

Resound, re-zownd', ». t. To sound again, or repeat-
edly; to praise or celebrate with voice or sound of
instruments; to spread the fame of; to reecho, re-

verberate.

—

v. i. To sound loudly; to be filled with
sound, ring: to be echoed; to echo or reverberate.
—Res'onant, rez'o-nant, a. Able to return sound;
engaged in resounding: echoing back.—Res'onance,
-nans, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

Resound, re-so\vnd', v. 1. To sound again.
Resource, re-sors', n. That from which a^'thing
springs forth; that to which one resorts, or on which
one depends for supply or support ; pi. pecuniary
means; funds; property that can be converted into
supplies; capabilities of any kind.

Respect, re-spekt', v. t. To' look back upon, notice
with special attention, regard as worthy of particular
notice, honor, revere, venerate; to relate to, regard.
— u. Act of respecting, or noticing with attention;
act of holding in high estimation; that which re-

spects or pertains to any person or thing; relation;
reference; pi. an expression of respect or deference.
— Rospect'able, o. Worthy of respect ; fitted to
awaken esteem ; deserving regard ; having a good
reputation or standing: moderate in degree of excel-
lence or in number, but not despicable. — Respect'-
ablensss, -abil'ity, n. State or quality of being re-

spectable; state or quality which deserves or com-
mands respect. — Respect'ably, adv. In a respecta-
ble manner: in a manner to merit respect.—Respect'-
ftti, -ful, a. Marked or characterized by respect.— Re-
specting, p. pr., but commonly called a. preposition.
Having regard or relation to; regarding; concerning.
— Respective, -iv, a. Noticing with attention; care-
ful: wary; considerate: looking toward; having ref-

erence to; relative, not absolute; relating to partic-
ular persons or things, each to each: particular; own.
— Respectively, adv. As relating to each; particu-
larly; as belongs to each; relatively; not absolutely.
— R'es'pite, -pit, n. A postponement or delay; tem-
porary intermission of labor, or of any process or op-
eratio'n; pause; cessation; stay; reprieve.— v.i. lo
grant or give a respite to.

Respire, re-spir', v. i. [-spjred (-spird'), -spiring.]
To take breath again; to'take rest or refreshment;
to breathe, inhale 'am with the lungs. — v. t. To
breathe in and out; to inspire and expire (air); to

breathe. — Res'pira'tion, n. The act or process of
breathing, or drawing breath.

Respite. See under Respect.
Resnlendent, re-splen'dent. a. Sinning with brilliant

luster; very bright. — R6splen'dence, -dency, -deli-

st, n. State of being, etc.

Respond, re-spond', v. i. To answer, reply; to exhibit

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; to, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r
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action or effect in response to force or stimulus; to
correspond, suit; to render satisfaction, make pay-
ment. — Respondent, a. Disposed or expected to re-

spond; answering.—n. One who responds; as, (Law.)
one who answers in certain suits or proceedings; or,

one who maintains a thesis in reply. — Response'',
-spons', n. Act of responding; an answer or reply.—
Responsible, -sT-bl, a. Liable to respond; likely to

be called upon to answer ; accountable ; able to re-

spond; involving responsibility or accountability.

—

Respon'sibleness, n. — Responsibility, n. State of
being responsible, accountable, or answerable; that
for which any one is responsible or accountable ; abil-

ity to answer in payment. — Responsive, -siv, a.
Able, ready, or inclined to respond; suited to some-
thing else ; correspondent. — Respon'sory , -so-rY, a.
Containing or making answer.

Rest, rest, n. A state of quiet or repose; cessation
from motion or labor ; freedom from everything
which wearies or disturbs; that on which anything
rests or leans for support; a place where one may
rest. (Mus.) A pause ; an interval during which

Rests. (Mus.)

voice or sound is intermitted; the mark of such in-
termission.— v. i. To cease from action or motion
of any kind; to be free from whatever disturbs; to
lie, repose, recline; to stand on, be supported by; to
sleep, slumber; to sleep the final sleep, die; to lean,
trust, rely. — v. t. To lay or place at rest; to quiet;
to place, as on a support. — Restless, a. Never rest-
ing; continually moving; passed in unquietness; not
affording rest; nard; not satisfied to be at rest or in
peace ; discontented with one's lot, residence, etc.

;

unsettled; wandering.
Rest, rest, n. That which is left, or which remains
after the separation of a part; those not included in
a proposition or description; remainder; overplus;
residue; others.— v. i. To be left over, remain.—
Restive, -iv, -iff, a. Unwilling to go forward; stub-
born; impatient under coercion or opposition; un-
easy.

Restaurant, Restaurateur. See under Restore.
Restitution, res-tY-tu'shun, n. Act of restoring, esp.
of restoring anything to its rightful owner, or of giv-
ing an equivalent for any loss, damage, or injury;
that offered in return for what has been lost, in-
jured, or destroyed; indemnification; reparation;
amends.

Restive, etc. See under Rest, remainder.
Restless, etc. _ See under Rest, quiet.
Restore, re-stor', v. t. [-stored (-stord'), -storing.]
To bring back from a state of ruin, decay, etc.; to

five or bring back (what has been lost); to bring
ack to health or strength; to give in place of, or as

satisfaction for; to return, replace, refund, repay,
reinstate, revive, heal, cure. — Restor'er, n. — Res-
tor'able, a. — Res'tora'tidn, n. Act of restoring or
bringing back to a former place, station, or condi-
tion ; event or state of being restored; .reestablish-
ment; the repairing of injuries; that which is re-
stored or made anew. — Restor'ative, a. Having
power to renew strength, vigor, etc. — n. A medi-
cine which, etc. — Restaurant, res-to-raN' or reslo-
rant, n. A place for_ refreshment; eating-house.—
Res'taurateur'', res'tor-a-ter', n. The keeper of an
eating-house. — Res'tora'tor, n. A restaurateur.

Restrain, re-stran', v. t. (Vstrained (-strand'),
-straining.] To hold from acting, proceeding, or
advancing; to hinder from lifaiimited enjoyment; to
check, hinder, repress, curb, co^erce, restrict, limit,
confine. — Restrain'ealy, adv. With restraint; with
limitation. —Restraint', -stranf, j*. Act of restrain-
ing; hindrance of the will, or of any action, physi-
cal, moral, or mental; that which restrains; repres-
sion; stop; curb; limitation; restriction.— Restrict'',
-strikf, t>. t. To restrain within bounds, limit, con-
fine, circumscribe, curb, coerce. — Restriction, n.

Act of, or state of beins, etc. ; confinement within
bounds ; that which restricts ; a restraint. — Re-

strictive, -iv, a. Having power or tendency to re-
strict.

Result, re-zulf, v. i. To come out, or have an issue ;

to proceed or spring, as a consequence, from facts,
arguments, premises, combination of circumstances,
consultation, thought, or endeavor; to rise, originate,
ensue, terminate.— n. The conclusion or end to
which any course or condition of things leads, or
which is obtained by any process or operation; ef-
fect ; consequence ; inference ; issue ; event.— Re-
sulfance, -ans, n. Act of resulting.— Result'ant, n.
(Mech.) A force which is the joint effect of 2 or more
forces. — a. Resulting or issuing fr. a combination.

Resume, re-zuml v. t. [-sumed (-zumdr), -suming.]
To take back; to enter upon or take up again; to be-
gin again, as something which has been interrupted.— Resume^ ra'zu-ma', n. A summing up; an abridg-
ment or brief recapitulation.— Resump'tion, -zQnr-
shun, n. Act of resuming, taking back, or taking
again.—Resumptive, -tiv, a. Taking back or again.

Resurrection, rez-Sr-rek'shun, n. A rising again, esp.,
the rising again from the dead; resumption of life;
the future state. — Resurrec'tionist, n. One whose
business it is to steal bodies from the grave, esp. for
dissection.

Resuscitate, re-sus'sY-tat, v. t. To revivify, revive ;

esp., to recover from apparent death. — v. i. To
come to life again. — Resus'cita'tion, n. Act of re-
viving from a state of apparent death ; state of be-
ing revivified.

Ret, ret, v. t. To prepare (flax) for use, by separating
the fibers from the woody part, by a process of soak-
ing, macerating, etc.

Retail, re-taK, v. t. [-tailed (-tald'), -tailing.] To
cut up and sell in small quantities, as to customers;
to sell at second hand; to deal out or tell in small
portions; to tell again, or to many. — a. The sale of
commodities in small quantities or parcels,— opp. to
wholesale. — Retailer, re-taK- or relal-er, n.

Retain, re-tan', v. t. [-tained (-tand'), -taining.]
To continue to hold, keep in possession ; to keep in
pay, employ by a fee paid.— Retain'er, n. One who
retains ; one who is retained or kept in service; an
attendant ; adherent ; dependent ; a fee paid to en-
gage a lawyer or counselor.— Retenlion, n. Act of,
or state of being, etc.; custody; faculty of the mind
by which it retains ideas.— Retenlive, -tiv, a. Hav-
ing power to, etc.— Retinue, -Y-nu, n. A body of re-

tainers ; train of attendants ; suite.

Retake, re-tak', v. t. [imp. -took; p. p. -taken; -tak-
ing.] To take or receive again, recapture.

Retaliate, re-tal'i-at, v. t. To return the like for ; to
repay or requite by an act of the same kind as has
been received ; esp., to return evil for evil.

—

v. i.

To return like for like. — RetaTialion, n. Act of,

etc. ; reprisal ; retribution ; punishment. — Retal''-

iative, -Y-a-tiv, -iatory, -to-rT, a. Tending to, or in-
volving, etc.

Retard, re-tiird', v. t. To continue to hinder, prevent
from progress; to put off, render more late, impede,
detain, delay, procrastinate, defer.— Re'tardalion,
n. Act of retarding or delaying ; hindrance ; that
which retards ; obstacle ; obstruction.

Retch, rech, v. i. [retched (recht), retching.1 To
make an effort to vomit.

Retell, re-teK, v. t. To tell again.
Retention, Retentive. See under Retain.
Retepore. See under Reticulum.
Reticent, ret'Y-sent, a. Inclined to keep silent ; re-
served; taciturn.— Reticence,
-sens, n. State of being reticent,
orobserving continued silence.

Reticulum, re-tik'u-lum, n.

(Comp. Anat.) The 2d stomach
of a ruminant, in which the
mucous membrane forms hex-
agonal cells ; the honey-comb
stomach.— Reticle, -Y-kl, n. A
small net or bag.—Reticule, -Y-

kul, n. A littlehag of net-work,
etc. ; a lady's work-bag. — Re-
ticular, -tik'u-lar, a. Having _
the form of a net, or of net- Reticulate Leaf,

work; formed with interstices.— Retic'ulate, -lated,
a. Resembling net-work ; netted ; having distinct
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Retepore.

veins, fibers, or lines crossing; like net-work. — Re-
tic'ula'tion, n. State of being, or that which is.

etc. ; net-work. — Ret'iform, -T-f&rm, a. Having
the form of a net in
texture; composed of
crossing lines and in-
terstices.—Re'tepore,
-te-por, n. (Zo'61.) A
zoophyte whose cor-
al-like cells form re-

ticulated leaf- or ruf-
fle-shaped e x p a n -

sions. — Ret'ina, -1-

na, n. The reticular
membranous expan-
sion of the optic
nerve which receives
the impressions re-
sulting in the sense
of vision. See Eye.

Retinue. See under Retain
Retire, re-tir', v. i. [-tired (-tird'), -tiring.] To
draw back or away, keep aloof ; to retreat from ac-
tion or danger ; to withdraw from a public station ;

to fall back, recede, retrocede. — v. t. To pay up
and withdraw from circulation ; to cause to retire ;

to designate as no longer qualified for active service.
— Retired'ly, -tird'lT, adv. In a retired manner. —
Retire'ment, n. Act of retiring or withdrawing
from company or from public notice or station; state
of being retired or withdrawn: place to which any
one retires ; private abode ; solitude ; retreat ; se- i

elusion; privacy.— Retir'ing, p. a. Reserved; not!
forward or obtrusive ; assigned or suitable to one i

who retires, or is retired, fr. a public office or station. I

Retort, re-tort', v. t. To bend or curve back ; to !

throw back, reverberate ; to return (an argument,
j

accusation, censure, or incivility). — v. i. To return
j

an argument or charge, make or a \

read a severe reply. — n. The
return of an argument, charge,
or incivility in reply ; a quick
and ready response; a vessel in
which substances are subjected
to distillation or decomposition
by heat, made of different forms
and materials for different uses.
—Retor'tion, n. Act of retorting or throwing back.

Retouch, re-tuch', v. '. [-touched (-tuchf), -touch-
ing.] To improve by new touches; to touch again,
revise.

Retrace, re-tras', r. f. [-traced (-trasf), -tracing.]
To trace back (a line); to carry or conduct back in
the same path or course; to reverse; to go over again
in reverse direction.

Retract, re-trakt', v. t. To draw back (claws, etc.);

to recall (a declaration, words, or saying); to with-
draw, take back, recall, recant, disown. — v. i. To
take back what has been said. — Retract'ible, -T-bl,

-ile, -il, o. Capable of being retracted or drawn
back.— Retraction, n. Act of, or state of being,
etc. ; act of withdrawing something claimed, ad-
vanced, or done ; recantation. (Meet.) A drawing
up or shortening. — Retractive, -iv, a. Able or
ready to retract; retractile. — ??. That which with-
draws or takes from. — Retreat', -tret', n. Act of
retiring or withdrawing one's self, esp. from what
is dangerous or disagreeable; place to which one re-

tires; the retiring of an army, body of men, ship, or
fleet, from an enemy ; seclusion ; privacy ; asylum ;

shelter; refuge.— v. i. To retire from any position
or place, withdraw ; to retire from an enemy, or
from any advanced position.

Retrench, re-trench', v. t. [-trenched (-trenchf),
-trenching] To cut off, pare away ; to lessen,
abridge, curtail. (Mil.') To furnish with a retrench-
ment.—v. i. To live at less expense.—Retrenchment,
n. Act of retrenching or of lopping off ; removal of
what is superfluous; act of lessening or abridging.
(Mil.) A work constructed within another, to pro-
long partial possession of the fortress when the en-
emy has gained possession, or to protect the defend-
ers till they can retreat or obtain a capitulation.

Retribute, re-trib'ut, v. t. To pay back, compensate,
requite.— Ret'ribu'tion, n. Act of retributing or

repaying : state of being paid back ; return suit-
able'to the merits or deserts of (an action, esp. an
evil or wrong action) ; reward and punishment, as
distributed at the general judgment; requital; retal-
iation. — Retrib'utive, -u-tiv, -utory, -u-to-rt, a.
Tending to retribute; involving, or pert, to, retribu-
tion.

Retrieve, re-trSv', v. t. [-trieved (-trevd'), -thiev-
ing.] To find again, restore from loss or injury; to
remedy the evil consequences of, repair, restore.— Retriev'er, n. One who, etc. ; a dog trained to
find and bring in birds that have been shot.— Re-
triev'able, a. —Retrieval, n. Act of retrieving.

Retroact, re'tro- or ret'ro-akt, v. i. To act backward,
in return or in opposition. —Retroaction, n. Ac-
tion returned, or action backward ; operation on
something past or preceding. — Retroactive, -iv, a.
Fitted or designed to retroact ; affecting what is
past; retrospective. — Retrocede, re'tro- or ret'ro-
sed, v. t. To cede or grant back. — v. i. To go back.
— Retrocession, -sesh'un, n. Act of retroceding ;

state of being retroceded or granted back. — Retro-
trade, a. Moving or going backward ; contrary ;

eclining from abetter to a worse state. (Astron.)
Apparently moving backward, as a planet.— v. i.

To go or move backward.—Retrograda'tion, n. Act
of retrograding or moving backward. (Astron.) The
apparent motion of the planets contrary to the order
of the signs, that is, from east to west. State of being
retrograded; a going backward.— Retrogression, w.
Act of going backward ; retrogradation. — Retro-
gressive, -siv, o. Going^ or moving backward. —
Retrospect, v. i. To lookback ; to affect what is past.— n. V iew or contemplation of things past; review;
survey; reexamination.— Retrospection, n. Act or
faculty of looking back on things past.—Retrospect-
ive, -iv, a. Tending or fitted to look back; looking
back ; having reference to what is past ; affecting
things past.

Return, re-tern', v. i. [-turned (-ternd'), -turning.]
To go or come again to the same place or condition;
to come again, as a visitor; to answer, reply. — v. t.

To bring, carry, or send back; to repay; to requite
or recompense; to give back in reply ; to report offi-

cially; to render back to a tribunal, or to an office.— n. Act of returning; that returned; as, a pay-
ment, remittance, an answer, a formal account or
report, profit on. labor, an investment, etc. (Law.)
The delivery of a writ, precept, or execution, to the
proper officer or court; or the certificate of the offi-

cer, stating what he has done in execution of it, in-
dorsed.— Return'able, a. Capable of being returned
or restored. (Lav;.) Legally required to be re-
turned, dejivered, given, or rendered.

Reunion, re-un'yun,w. A second union; union formed
anew after separation or discord; an assembling or
assembly of familiar friends.— Re'unite', -nit', v. t.

To unite again, join after separation or variance.—
v. i. To be united again; to join and cohere again.

Reveal, re-vel', v. t. [-vealed (-veld'), -vealing.]
To make known after having been concealed, —
used esp. of what could not be known or discovered
without divine or supernatural instruction. — Rev'-
ela'tion, n. Act of, etc. ; thing revealed ; the last

book of the New Test., the Apocalypse.
Reveille, ra-val'ya, in the U. S. service rev'a-le', n.

(Mil.) The beat of drum about break of day, after
whicn sentries do not challenge.

Revel, rev'el, v. i. [-eled (-eld), -eling.] To feast
in a riotous and lawless manner; to carouse, — n.

A riotous feast ; a carousal. — Rev'elry, -el-rT, n.

Act of engaging in a revel; noisy festivity.

Revelation. See under Reveal.
Revenge, re-veni', v. t. [-venged (-venjd'), -ven-
ging.] To inflict punishment for; to exact satisfac-
tion for, under a sense of injury ; to inflict injury
for, in a spiteful, wrong, or malignant spirit ; to
avenge.— n. Act of revenging ; retaliation; dispo-
sition to return evil for evil. — Revenge'ful, -ful, a.

Full of revenge ; wreaking revenge ; vindictive ;

spiteful; malicious.
Revenue, rev'e-nu. n. That which returns, or comes
back, from an investment; income; esp., the annual
produce of taxes, customs, duties, etc., which a na-
tion or state collects for public use. *"
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Reverberate, re-vgr'bgr-at, v. t. To return or send
back (sound); to echo; to reflect (light or heat); to
repel from side to side. — v. i. To resound; to be
driven back; to be repelled, as rays of light; to
echo, as sound.— Rever'bera'tion, n. Act of rever-
berating or sending back; esp., of reflecting light and
heat, or reechoing sound.— Rever'beratory, -a-to-rT,

a. Producing or acting^by reverberation; returning,
or driving back. See Furnace^

Revere, re-ver', v. t. [-veked (-verd
/r

), -vekinc] To
regard with fear mingled with respect and affec-

tion; to venerate, reverence. — Rev'erence, -gr-ens,

n. Profound respect and esteem, as for a holy be-
ing or place; an act or token of respect or venera-
tion; state of being reverent; disposition to venerate;
a person entitled to be revered, — a title applied to
priests or ministers.— v. t. [reverenced (-gr-enst),

-encing.1 To regard with reverence. — Rev'erend,
a. "Worthy of reverence ; entitled to respect, — a
title given to the clergy, in writing abbr. Rev. —
Rev'erent, a. Expressing reverence, veneration,
or submission; disposed to revere; submissive; hum-
ble. — Reveren'tial, -shal, a. Proceeding from, or
expressing, reverence.

Reverie, rev'Sr-e', Rev'ery, -er-T, n. A loose or ir-

regular train of thoughts, occurring in musing or
meditation; a waking dream; deep musing.

Reverse, re-v§rs', v. t. [-versed (-vgrsf), -versing.]
To turn back, cause to return or depart; to change
totally ; to turn end for end, or upside down; to
overthrow, subvert. (Law.) To make void, undo
or annul for error, —n. That which appears or is

Eresented when anything is reverted or turned
ack; that which is directly opposite or contrary to

something else ; complete change ; esp., a change
from better to worse, misfortune; the back side.

—

a. Turned backward; having a contrary or opposite
direction.— Rever'sal, n. A change or overthrowing.— Rever'sion, -shun, n. (Law.) The returning of an
estate to the grantor or his heirs, after the grant is

determined; the residue of an estate left in the pro-
prietor or owner thereof, to take effect in posses-
sion, after the determination of a limited or less
estate carved out of it and conveyed by him. A
right to future possession or enjoyment; succession.
(Annuities.) A payment not due till the occurrence
of some contingent event. A return toward some
ancestral type or character; atavism.— Reversion-
ary , -a-ri, a. Pert, to, or involving, a reversion. —
Revert', v. t. To turn back, or to the contrary; to
reverse ; to drive or turn back, reverberate. — v. i.

To return, fall back. (Law.) To return to the pro-
prietor, after the determination of a particular estate
granted by him.

Revery. Same as Reverie.
Revetment, re-vefment, n. (Fort.) A facing of wood,

stone, or any other material, to sustain an embank-
ment.

Review, re-vu', v. t. [-viewed (-vud'), -viewing.] To
go over and examine critically or deliberately, as, to
go over with critical examination, in order to dis-
cover the excellences or defects of; to make official
examination of the state of (troops, etc.). — n. A
second or repeated view, retrospective survey. (Lit.)
A critical examination of a new publication, with
remarks; criticism; critique. (Mil.) An inspection
of troops under arms, by a commander, for ascer-
taining the state of their discipline, equipments,
etc. A periodical publication containing critical es-
says upon matters of public interest, new books,
etc. Reexamination ; retrospect ; survey ; revise ;

revision.
Revile, re-vll', v. t. [-viled (-vild'), -viling.] To

treat as vile or common, assail with opprobrious
language, vilify, upbraid, calumniate.

Revise, re-viz', v. t. [-vised (-vizd'), -vising.] To
look at again, reexamine, look over with care for
correction ; to review, alter, and amend. (Print.)
To compare a proof with a previous proof of the
same matter and mark again such errors as have not
been corrected in the type.— n. (Print.) A2d proof-
sheet ; a proof-nheet taken after correction. — Re-
vis'al, n. Act of revising, or reexamining for cor-
rection anc' improvement. — Revision, -vizh'un, »i.

Act of revising; reexamination for correction; that

Revis'ional, -ary, -vizh/ un-a-rT,which is revised.
a. Pert, to, etc-

Revive, re-viv', v. i. [-vived (-vivdO, -viving.] To
I

return to life, become reanimated or reinvigorated;
to recover from a state of neglect, oblivion, obscu-

I rity, or depression. — v. t. To bring again to life, re-

;
animate; to recover from a state of neglect or depres-

i sion ; to renew in the mind or memory, awaken.
— Revtv'al. n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; re-

newed attention; renewed performance of, or inter-
est; renewed interest in religion after indifference
and decline; reanimation from a state of languor or
depression; renewed pursuit or cultivation, or flour-
ishing state of; renewed prevalence of (a practice or
fashion). (Law.) Restoration of force, validity, and
effect to; renewal.— Revivify, -vTv'T-fi, v. t. [-fied

I

(-fid), -fying.] To cause to revive, reanimate. —
|

Reviv/ifica
/
'tion. n. Renewal or restoration of life.

: Revoke, re-vok', v. t. [-voked (-vokf), -voking.] To
j

annul by recalling or taking back; to reverse (any-
thing granted by a special act) ; to abolish, recall,

!
repeal, rescind, countermand, abrogate, cancel.—
v. i. (Card-playing.) To fail to follow suit; to re-
nounce. — n. Act of revoking, or of neglecting to
follow suit. — Rev'ocable, -o-Tta-bl, a. Capable of
being recalled or revoked.—Rev'ocableness, -cabil'-
ity, n. — Revocation, n. Act of calling back; state
of being recalled; repeal; reversal.

Revolt, Revolution, etc. See under Revolve.
Revolve, re-volv', v. i. [-volved (-volvd'), -volving.]
To turn or roll round on an axis ; to move round a
center.— v. t. To cause to turn, as upon an axis; to
rotate; to turn over and over, reflect repeatedly upon.— Revolv'ency, -en-si, n. State, act, or principle of
revolving. — Revolv'er, n. One who, or that which,
revolves ; a fire-arm
with several loading
chambers or barrels
so arranged as to re-

volve on an axis and
be discharged in suc-
cession by the same
lock.—Rev'olu'tion

,

n. Act of revolving,
or turning round on an axis or a center ; rotation ;

return to a point before occupied ; space measured
by the regular return of a revolving body ; period
made by the regular recurrence of a measure of
time, or by a succession of similar events; a total or
radical change. (Astron.) The motion of any body,
as a planet or satellite, in a curved line or orbit,
until it returns to the same point again. (Geom.)
The motion of a point, line, or surface, about a
point or line as its center or axis, in such a manner
that a moving point generates a curve, a moving
line a surface, and a moving surface a solid. ( Poli-
tics.) A revolt successfully or completely accom-
plished ; a sudden, violent, or complete change in a
government, constitution, etc. — Revolutionary,
-shun-a-ri, a. Tending or pert, to a revolution in
government. — Revoltr tionist, n. One engaged in
effecting a change of government. — Revolutionize,
v. t. [-[zed (-izd), -izing.] To change completely,
as by a revolution.— Revolt', re-volt' or -vSlt', v. i.

To turn away; to renounce allegiance or subjection,
rise against a government, rebel ; to be grossly of-

fended, disgusted, or shocked.— v. t. To put to flight,

overturn; to do violence to, repel, shock, — n. Act of
revolting; esp., a renunciation of allegiance and sub-
jection to one's prince or government; insurrection;
sedition; rebellion; mutiny.

Revulsion, re-vuKshun, n. Act of holding or drawing
back; marked repugnance or hostility; a sudden and
violent change, esp. of feeling.— Revul'sive, -siv, a.
Tending to revulsion; repugnant.

Reward, re-wawrd', v. t. To give in return, whether
good or evil, — commonly in a good sense; to repay,
recompense, compensate, requite. — /?.. That which
is given in return forgood or evil received; esp., that
which comes in return for some good; that which is

offered or given for a certain service, information,
or attainment; a token of regard. (Law.) Compen-
sation for services.

Reynard, ra'nard or ren'ard, n. A fox.
Rhapsody, rap'so-dT, n. A portion of an epic poem fit

Revolver.
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for recitation at one time ; a wild, rambling composi-
tion or discourse. — Rhapsod'ic, -ical, a. Pert, to, or
consisting of, rhapsody; unconnected.

Rhenish, ren'ish., a. Of, or pert, to, the river Rhine.
— n. Wine from the vineyards along the Rhine.

Rhetoric, ret'o-rik, n. Art of elegant and accurate
composition, esp. in prose; science of oratory; art of
speaking with propriety, elegance, and force; arti-

ficial eloquence, as opposed to that which is real

;

the power of persuasion or attraction ; that which
allures or charms. — Rhetorical, re-tor'ik-al, a. Of,
pert, to, or involving, rhetoric; oratorical. — Rhet'-
orircian, -rish,an, n. One well versed in the rules
and principles of rhetoric ; one who teaches the art
of rhetoric ; an artificial orator, as opp. to one who
is genuine.

Rheum, room, n. An increased action of the excretory
vessels of any organ; a thin serous fluid, secreted by
the mucous glands, etc., as in catarrh. — Rheum'y,
-T, a. Pert, to, abounding in, or causing, rheum. —
Rheu'matism, -ma-tizm, n. (Med.) A painful affec-
tion of the muscles, joints, etc., of the human bodv.
— Rheumat'ic, a. Pert, to rheumatism, or of its na-
ture.

Rhino, ri'no. n. Gold and silver, or money.
Rhinoceros, ri-nos'e-ros, n. A large, powerful, uii-

Rhinoceros.

gainly pachydermatous mammal of Asia and Af-
rica, allied to the elephant, hippopotamus, tapir,

etc., having 3 hoofs on each foot, and 1 or 2 very
strong horns upon the nose. — Rhinoplasty, -tT,

n. (Surg.) Process of forming an artificial nose, by
bringing down a piece of flesh from the forehead, i

and causing it to adhere to the anterior part of the
remains of the nose.— Rhi'noscope, -skop, n. A small
mirror for inspecting the nasal passages.— Rhinos'-
copy, -nos'ko-pt, n. Inspection of, etc.

Rhizoma, ri-zo'ma, n. (Bot.) A creeping stem or
branch growing beneath the
surface of the soil and partly
covered by it.

Rhodium, ro'dY-um, n. (Chem.)
A metal of a white color and
metallic luster, extremely hard
and brittle: it is used for form-
ing the nibs of gold pens. —
Rho'doden'dron, n. A shrub or
small tree of several species,

having evergreen leaves, and
handsome flowers.

Rhodomontade. Same as Rodo-
montade.

Rhomb, rom, Rhom'bus,?i. (Geom.) A figure of 4 equal
sides but unequal angles. — Rhom'- ,—

,

bic, a. Having the
figure of a rhomb.
Rhom/boid,

-boid, n. (Geom.)
An oblique-angled

,

parallelogram like /

Rhizoma.

1^1
Rhombus.

Rhomboid.
a rhomb, but hav-

ing only the opposite sides equal
the length and width being different. — Rhom'boid,
-boid'al, a. Having the shape of a rhomboid. —
Rhumb, rum, n. (Navigation.) Any given point of
the compass; aline making a given angle with the
meridian; a rhumb-line. — To sail on a rhumb. To
sail continuously on one course. — Rhumb'-line, n.

A line or the course of a vessel which cuts all the me-
ridians at the same angle.

Rhubarb, roo'barb, n. A plant of many species : the
fleshy and acid stalks of the common species are
used in cookery: roots of several other species fur-
nish a cathartic medicine.

Rhumb, etc. See under Rhomb.
Rhyme, rim, n. Poetry. (Poet.) Correspondence of
sound in the terminating words or syllables of
verses. Verses, usually 2, in rhyme with each
other; a couplet, triplet; a word answering in sound
to another word.— v. i. [rhymed (rlmd), rhyming.]
To make verses; to accord in sound. — v. t. To put
into rhyme; to influence by rhyme. — Rhym'ster, n.
One who makes rhymes; a poor or mean poet.

Rhythm, rithm or rrthm, n. A dividing into short
portions by a regular succession of motions, im-
pulses, sounds, accents, etc., producing an agreeable
effect, as in music, poetry, etc. (Mus.) Movement
in musical time, or the periodical recurrence of ac-
cent. A division of lines into short portions by a
regular succession of percussions and remissions of
voice on words or syllables; harmonious flow of vo-
cal sounds. — Rhyth'mic, -mical, a. Pert, to rhythm.

Rial, re'al, n. A Spanish coin. See Real.
Rib, rib, n. (Anat.) One of the curved bones attached

to the spine and inclosing the thoracic cavity: see
Thorax. That which resembles a rib in form or use,
as apiece of timber which forms or strengthens the
side of a ship; (Arch.) an arch-formed piece of tim-
ber for supporting the lath and plaster work of a
vault; also a projecting piece on the interior of a
vault, etc.; (Bot.) any marked nerve or vein of a leaf.
A prominent line or rising, like a rib in cloth. — v.
t. [ribbed (ribd), -bing.] To furnish with ribs; to
inclose with ribs, shut in. — Rib'roast, v. t. To beat
soundly.

Ribald, rib'ald, n. A low, vulgar, brutal, foul-
mouthed wretch; a lewd fellow. — a. Low; base;
mean; filthy; obscene. — Rib'aldry, n. The talk of
a ribald; vulgar language; obscenity.

Ribbon, rib'bun, Rib'and, Rib'band, n. A fillet or
narrow web of fine cloth, commonly of silk or satin;
a narrow strip or shred; pi. the reins, or lines, by
which a horse is guided and held.
— Rib'bon, v. t. [-boned (-bund),
-boning.] To adorn with, or mark
with stripes resembling, ribbons.

Rice, rlSj n. An annual plant culti-
vated in warm climates ; its seed,
which forms an important article of
food. — Rice'pa'per, n. A kind of
thin, delicate paper, from China,
used for painting upon, and for
fancy articles: it is said to be made
from the pith of a plant.

Rich, rich, a. Abounding in material
possessions; possessed of large prop-
erty; well supplied; affording abun- »:„„
dant supplies; productive or fertile;

composed of valuable or costly materials or ingredi-
ents; highly valued; abounding in agreeable or nu-
tritive qualities ; highly seasoned or flavored ; abound-
ing in oily, fatty, or indigestible materials; not faint
or delicate; vivid; bright; full of sweet and harmoni-
ous sounds; abounding in beauty: abounding in hu-
mor; exciting amusement.—Rich^es, -ez, n. 2u- That
which makes one rich; abundant possessions or treas-
ures; that which appears rich, sumptuous, precious,
etc.; wealth; opulence; plenty; abundance.

Rick, rik, n. A stack of grain or hay in the open air,

sheltered with a covering.
Rickets, Rickety. _ See under Rachitis.
Ricochet, rik'o-sha', n. Rebound or skipping, as of a

ball fired at a low angle of elevation. (Gun.) The
firing of guns, or howitzers, so as to cause the balls

or shells to rebound or roll along the ground on
which they fall.

Rid, rid, v. t. [rid or ridded; ridding.] To free, de-
liver, clear, disencumber. — Rid'dance, n. Act of
riddingor freeing; deliverance; a clearingup orout;
state of being rid or free; freedom; escape.

Ridden. See Ride.
Riddle, rid'dl, n. A sieve with coarse meshes, for
separating coarser materials from finer, as chaff from
grain, gravel from sand, etc.— v. t. [riddled (-did),

-dlikg.] To separate, as grain from chaff, with a

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; Sdd, t5ne, dr ;
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riddle; to perforate with balls so as to make like a
riddle.

Riddle, rid'dl, n. Something to be solved by con-
jecture; a puzzling question; enigma; anything am-
biguous or puzzling.

—

v. t. To solve, explain, un-
riddle.— v. i. To speak ambiguously, oDscurely,
or enigmatically.

Ride, rid, v. i. [imp. rode or rid; p. p. rid or ridden ;

riding.] To be carried on the back of any animal,
as a horse ; to be borne in a carriage ; to be borne on
or in the water; to be suppoited in motion; to rest

on something; to manage a horse well; to support a
rider, as a horse. — v. t. To sit on, so as to be car-

ried; to manage insolently at will; to cause to ride; to

carry.—n. An excursion on horseback or in a vehicle.
— Rid'er, n. One who rides; in Eng., an agent who
goes out with samples of goods to obtain orders; an
addition to a manuscript or other document, inserted
after its completion, on a separate piece of paper; an
additional clause, as to an appropriation bill, in-

volving legislation not germane to the bill. —Ridd-
ing, n. Act of, etc.; a road made for, etc. — Rid'ing-
hood, n. A woman's hood to be worn when riding;
a cloak with a hood.

—

school, n. A place for in-
struction in riding.

Rideau, re-do', n. A small mound of earth.

Ridge, rij, n. The back, or top of the back; top or
crest of any elongated elevation, as of a mountain,
roof, etc.; a long, horizontal elevation from which
the surface slopes down on each side; a raised line

or strip, as of soil between furrows. — v. t. [ridged
(rijd), ridging.] To form a ridge of, make into
ridges; to wrinkle. — Ridg'y, -Y, a. Having a ridge
or ridges ; rising in a ridge. — Ridge-pole, -plate,

-piece, n. {Arch.) The timber or board forming the
ridge, or upper angle, of a roof: see Queenpost.

Ridicule, rid'Y-kul, n. The expression of, or en-
deavor to excite, laughter at some person or thing,
esp. when mingled with contempt ; that species of
writing which excites contempt with laughter ; de-
rision; banter; raillery; burlesque; irony; satire^ sar-

casm; gibe; jeer; sneer.— ?;, t. [ridiculed (-kuld),
-CULING.] To laugh at with expressions of contempt;
to deride-rally, mock, lampoon.— Ridic'ulous, -dik /'-

u-lus, a. Fitted to excite ridicule; contemptuous and
laughable; ludicrous; droll; absurd; preposterous.

Riding, R.-school, etc. See under Ride.
Rife, rif, a. Prevailing; prevalent; abounding.
Riffle, Riffler. See under Rifle, a gun.
Riffraff, rifraf, n. Sweepings ; refuse ; the lowest
order of society.

Rifle, ri'fl, v. t. [-fled (-fld), -fling.] To seize and
bear away by force, carry off; to strip, rob, pillage,

plunder.
Rifle, ri'fl, n. A gun whose barrel is formed with

spiral grooves or channels inside, thus securing for
the ball a rotary motion, and great precision ; a
whetstone for a scythe.— v. t. To groove, channel;
esp., to groove internally with spiral channels ; to
sharpen (a scythe) with a rifle. — Riffle, riffl, n. A
sluice having depressions in the bottom, or other con-
trivances, for facilitating the settling of particles of
gold, in washing auriferous dirt; process of washing,
etc.— Riffler, n. A file with a curved end for work
in shallow depressions.

Rift, rift, n. An opening made by riving or splitting;

a cleft; fissure; a fording-place. — v.t. To cleave,
rive, split, —v. i. To burst open, split.

Rig, rig, v. t. [rigged (rigd), -ging.] To dress, clothe;
esp., to clothe in an odd or fanciful manner; to fur-
nish with apparatus, gear, or tackling.— n. Dress;
clothing; esp., odd or fanciful clothing; the peculiar
manner of fitting the masts and rigging to the hull
of a vessel. — Rig'ging, n. Dress; tackle; esp., the
ropes which support the masts, extend and con
the sails, etc., of a ship.

. contract

Rig, rig, n. A sportive trick; a frolic.— To run a rig.

To play a wanton trick.

Rigadoon, rig /a-doon r , n. A gay, brisk dance, per-
formed by one couple.

Rigation. Same as Irrigation.
Right, rlt, a. Straight; not crooked; most direct; up-

right; erect; not oblique; according with truth and
duty; unswerving; just; true; fit; suitable; charac-
terized by reality or genuineness; actual; unques-

tionable; passing a true judgment; not mistaken or
wrong; not left, but its opposite; most convenient
or dexterous; being on the same side as the right
hand; well placed, disposed, or adjusted; orderly;
being on the right hand of a person descending a
river with his face toward its mouth: designed to be
placed or worn outward. (Math.) Upright from a
base; having an upright axis. — adv. In a right
manner: esp., in a right or straight line; directly; ac-
cording to the law or will of God, or to the standard
of truth and justice; or to any rule of art; or to fact
or truth; in a great degree, very, extremely, — pre-
fixed to titles.—n. That which is right or correct; as, a
straight course, adherence to duty; or, a true state-
ment, adherence to truth or tact; or, a just judgment,
justice, uprightness, integrity; that to which one
has a claim; as, that which one has a natural, legal,
or social claim to do or to exact ; legal power, author-
ity; or, that which justly belongs to one, title, claim,
Eroperty, interest; or, privilege or immunity granted
y authority; that which is on the right side, or oppo-

site to the left; the outward or most finished surface.— v.t. To set upright, make right or straight, as hav-
ing been wrong or crooked; to do justice to, relieve
from wrong.— v. i. To recover the proper or natural
condition or position; to become upright. — To set to
rights, put to r. To put into good order, adjust, as
what is out of order.— Righf-an'gled, -an'gld, a.
Containing a right angle or right angles: see Angle.—hand'ed, a. Using the right hand habitually or
more easiV than the left.— Righfly, adv. Accord-
ing to justice; honestly; uprightly; properly; fitly;
suitably; appropriately; according to truth or fact.— Righfeous, ri'chus, a. According with, or per-
forming, that which is right; esp., free from guilt or
sin; upright; just; godly; honest; equitable; right-
ful.— Right'ful, -ful, a. Consonant to justice; hav-
ing the right or just claim; being by right, or by just
claim; lawful; true; honest; equitable; proper.

Rigid, rii'M, a. Having become so firm as not to be
easily Dent; not lax or indulgent; severe; inflexible;
stiff; strict; exact: austere; stern; unmitigated.—
Rig'idness, Rigid'ity, rY-jid'Y-tY, n. Want of plia-
bility; quality of resisting change of form; stiffness
of appearance or manner ; inflexibility. — Rig'or,
rig'or, n. State of being rigid. (Med.) A convulsive
shuddering with sudden coldness, as in the begin-
ning of a fever, etc. Severity of climate or season;
stiffness of opinion or temper ; severity ; voluntary
submission to pain, abstinence, or mortification; ex-
actness without allowance, latitude, or indulgence;
austerity; harshness; exactness. — Rig'orous, -us, «.
Manifesting, exercising, or favoring rigor; relentless;
strict; severe.

Rigmarole, rig'ina-rol, n. A succession of confused
or nonsensical statements; foolish talk; nonsense.

Rigor, etc. See under Rigid.
Rile, ill, v. t. To render turbid; to make angry, vex.
Rill, ril, n. A small brook; rivulet; streamlet.
Rim, rim, n. The border, edge, or margin of some-
thing circular or curving. — v.t. [rimmed (rimd),
-ming.] To furnish with a rim. — Rim'base, n. A
short cylinder connecting a trunnion with the body
of a cannon: see Cannon.

Rime. See Rhyme.
Rime, rim, n. White or hoar frost; congealed dew or
vapor. — Rim'y, -T, «. Abounding with rime; frosty.

Rimose, ri-mos'", a. Full of cracks or chinks, like those
in the bark of trees.

Rind, rind, n. The external covering or coat of fruit,

etc.; peel; bark; skin; shell.

Rinderpest, rin'der-pest, n. A highly contagious dis-

temper or murrain, affecting neat cattle and sheep;
the cattle-plague; steppe-murrain.

Ring, ring, n. A circle, circular line, or anything in

the form of a hoop; esp. an ornament of gold, etc.,

for a finger; an inclosure for games, fights, etc.;

arena; a clique; a combination of persons for a self-

ish end, esp. in politics, finance, or commerce.— v. t.

[ringed (ringd), ringing.] To surround with, or
as with, a ring; to encircle. (Hort.) To cut out a
ring of, as bark. — Ringlet, n. A curl, esp. of hair.— Ring'dove, -duv, n. A large species of pigeon, hav-
ing white upon the neck which forms a portion of a
ring about it ; the cushat. — Ringleader, n. The

cube, full ; moon, f<3ot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, tiien, boNboif, chair, get.
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leader of a ring; esp., the leader of an association
of men engaged in violation of law or an illegal en-
terprise. — Ring'worm, n. (Med.) A vesicular erup-
tion of the skin, forming rings, whose area is slight-

ly discolored. — Rink, rink, n. Orig. a circus or
I

course for the game of curling; a covered sheet of
ice on which to skate, or smooth flooring for roller

skates.
Ring, ring, v. t. [imp. bang or bung; p. p. bung;
ringing.] To cause to sound, esp. by striking (a
metallic body); to produce by ringing (a sound or
peal); to repeat often, loudly, or earnestly, — v. i.

To sound, as a bell, or other sonorous body; to re-

sound; to continue to sound or vibrate, resound; to

be filled with report or talk. — n. A sound; esp., the
sound of metals; any loud sound, or sound contin-
ued, repeated, or reverberated; a chime, or set of
bells harmonically tuned.

Rink. See under Ring, a circle.

Rinse, rins, v.t. [rinsed (rinst), rinsing. J To cleanse
with a second application of water after washing; to
cleanse (a hollow vessel) by the introduction of
water.

Riot, ri'ot, n. "Wanton or unrestrained behavior; up-
roar; row; sedition. (Law.) The doing of an act in
a tumultuous manner against the peace, by 3 or
more persons assembled of their own authority.— v.

i. To engage in riot, act in an unrestrained or wan-
ton manner, indulge in excess of luxury, feasting,
behavior, etc. ; to be highly excited; to raise an up-
roar or sedition. — Ri'otous, -us, a. Involving or en-
gaging in riot; of the nature of an unlawful assem-
bly; seditious; tumultuous; wanton.

Rip, rip, v. t. [ripped (ript), ripping.] To divide or ;

separate the parts of, by cutting or tearing, esp. by
cutting or pulling out stitches in a seam; to tear off,

out, or open, by violence ; to take out or away by cut-
ting or tearing. — n. A rent made by ripping, esp. by
a seam giving way; a tear; a place torn; laceration;
water roughened by the meeting of opposing tides or
currents. — Rip'ple, -pi, v. t. To remove the seeds,

i

etc., from (flax, etc.) with a ripple.— n. A kind of
|

comb, with which the seeds and seed-vessels of flax,

broom-corn, etc., are removed.
Riparian, li-pa^rl-an, a. Pert, to the bank of a river.
Ripe, rip, a. Ready for reaping; having attained per-
fection, as grain, fruit, etc.; advanced to the state of
fitness for use; having attained full development;
characterized byeompletenessorfinish; consummate;
perfected ; ready for action or effect; prepared ; re-
sembling ripened fruit in ruddiness and plumpness;
mature; mellow.— Rip'en, rip'n, r. t. [-ened (-nd),

j

-ening.J To grow ripe; to approach or come to per-
\

fection; to be fitted or prepared, — v. t. To make I

ripe, as grain or fruit; to mature, fit or prepare, bring
to perfection.

Ripple, to clean flax. See under Rip.
Ripple, rip'pl, v. i. [-pled (-pld), -pling.] To become
fretted or dimpled on the surface, as water running
over a rough bottom; to be covered with small waves
or undulations; to make a sound like the breaking
of ripples on the shore. — v. t. To fret or dimple, as

j

the surface of running water. — n. The fretting or
j

dimpling of the surface of water ; a little wave or :

undulation.
Riprap, rip'rap, n. (Engin.) A foundation or par-

j

apet of stones thrown together without order, as in
deep water, or on a soft bottom.

Rise, riz, v. i. [imp. rose (roz); p.p. risen (riz'n);
j

eising.] To move or pass in any manner from a
j

lower position to a higher; to ascend, mount up, be-
jcome elevated, attain' a height ; to have the aspect 1

or the effect of rising; to seem to rise, become appar-
ent, emerge into sight, have a beginning; to increase
in size, force, value, price, etc. ; to become excited,
opposed, or hostile ; to attain to a better social posi-
tion; to become more and more dignified or forcible,
increase in interest or power ; to come to mind, be
suggested ; to come to hand, offer itself ; to come to
life, revive; to close a session, adjourn.— Rise, ris, n.
Act of rising, or state of being risen; ascent; distance
through which anything rises ; that which rises or
seems to rise ; an acclivity ; steep ; ascent ; spring ;

source; origin; increase; augmentation, as of price,
value, rank, property, fame, etc.; increase of sound.

(Mus.) Elevation or ascent of the voice. The spring
of a fish alter an artificial fly.— Ris'er, n. One who
rises. (Arch.) The upright piece in a stair. — Risk-
ing, n. Act of, etc.; resurrection; insurrection; a tu-
mor; boil.

Risible, riz'T-bl, a. Capable of exciting laughter;
worthy to be laughed at; ludicrous; a music;:: ridic-
ulous. — Risibility, n. Quality of being risible.

Risk, risk, n. Hazard; peril; degree of danger. (Com.)
Liability to loss in property ; that which is liable to
loss. — v. t. [eished (riskt), bisking.] To expose
to risk, hazard, or peril ; to jeopard, venture. —
Risk'y, -I, a. Attended with danger; hazardous.

Rite, rlt, 7i. Formal act of religion, or other solemn
duty; a religious ceremony or usage ; form ; observ-
ance; ordinance. — Rifual, rtfu-al, o. Pert, to, or
consisting of, rites; ceremonial; ceremonious; for-
mal; prescribing rites.— n. Manner of performing
divine service in a particular church or communion;
a book containing the rites to be observed. — Rif-
ualism, -izm, n. Prescribed forms of religious wor-
ship; observance of prescribed forms in religion;
confidence in mere rites or external ceremonies. —
Rifualist, n. One skilled in, or devoted to, a ritual;
one of the extreme party in the Ch. of Eng., which
seeks to assimilate its doctrines and ritual to that of
Rome — Rit'ually, adv. By rites, or by a particular
rite.

Rival, ri'val, n. One in pursuit of the same object
as another; competitor; emulator; antagonist— a.
Having the same pretensions or claims; standing in
competition for superiority.— v. t. [rivaled (-vald),

rivaling.] To stand in competition with, strive to

gain some object in opposition to; to strive to equal
or excel, emulate. — Ri'valry, -rT, -ship, n. Act of
rivaling, or state of being a rival; emulation; strife.

Rive, riv, v. t. [imp. rived (rivd), p. p. rived or
riven (rlv'11), riving.] To rend asunder by force,

split, cleave.— v. i. To be split or rent asunder.
River, riv'er, n. A stream of water, larger than a
rivulet or brook, flowing in a channel on land toward
the ocean, a lake, or another river ; a copious flow;
abundance. — Riv'ered, -erd, a. Supplied with riv-

ers. — Riv'er-horse, n. The hippopotamus, an am-
phibious animal inhabiting rivers.

Rivet, riv'et, n. A pin of metal clinched at one or
both ends by being hammered and spread. — r. t.

To fasten with a rivet, or with rivets ; to clinch ; to

fasten firmlv, make firm or strong.
Rivulet, riVu-let, n. A small river or brook; a stream-

let.

Rix-dollar, riks'dol'lar, n. A silver coin of Germany,
Holland, Denmark, and Sweden, of different value
in different places, varying fr. 60 cents to .$1.08.

Roach, roch, n. (Ichth.) A
gregarious fresh-water fish

of the carp family, of a
silver-white color, with a
greenish back, having the
dorsal fin opposite the ven-
tral. A cockroach.

Road, rod, n. An open way
or public passage; a public track for traveling; way;
highway; street; lane; route; course; a place where
ships may ride at anchor at some distance from the
shore; a roadstead. — Road'stead, -sted, n. A place
where ships may ride at anchor, at some distance
from the shore. — Road'ster, n. (Naut.) A vessel
riding at anchor in a road or bay. A horse fitted for
traveling.

Roam, rom, v. i. [roamed (romd), roaming.] To
walk or move about from place to place without any
certain purpose or direction; to wander, rove, stroll,

ramble, stray.— v. t. To range or wander over.
Roan, ron, a. Having a bay, sorrel, or dark color, with

spots of gray, or white, thickly interspersed; esp., of
a color having a decided shade of red, — said of a
horse.— n. The color of a roan horse; a roan horse;
a kind of leather for book-binding, made from sheep-
skin, in imitation of morocco.

Roar, ror, v. t. [roared (rord), roaring.] To utter
a deep, loud, terrific cry, as a lion; to cry with a full,

loud, continued sound; to make a loud, confused
sound, as winds, waves, passing vehicles, etc.; to en-
gage in riotous conduct, be disorderly; to laugh out

Roach.
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loudly and continuously.— re. The cry of a lion,

etc.; the sound of roaring; a loud, continuous noise,

as of billows, etc.

Roast, r5st, v. t. To cook, dress, or prepare (meat, etc.)

for the table, by exposure to heat, before the fire;

to dry and parch by exposure to heat; to heat vio-

lently, or to excess.— v. i. To be cooked by expo-
sure to heat in the ashes or in an oven, be roasted.

—

re. That which is roasted; a piece of meat suitable

for roasting.— a. Roasted.
Hob, rob, v. t. [robbed (robd), -bing.] To take away
from by force, strip by stealing, plunder, steal from.
{Law.) To take property from the person of, feloni-

ously, forcibly, or by putting in fear.

—

Rob'oer, n.

One who commits a robbery ; one who takes property
feloniously, and by violence; thief; plunderer; pil-

lager; brigand; freebooter; pirate.— Rob'bery, -ber-

T, re. The crime of stealing by force; spoliation;

plunder; pillage; freebooting; piracy.

Robe, rob, re. An outer garment for man or woman

;

esp., one of a rich, flowing, or elegant style or make;
a dress of state, rank,
office, etc.; a skin of the
wolf, buffalo, etc.,

dressed and prepared
for use.— v. t. [robed
(robd), robing.] To in-

vest with a robe, dress.

Robin, robin, re. A Eu-
ropean singing- bird,

having a reddish Dreast

;

the ruddock; redbreast;
an Amer. singing-bird,
having the breast of a
dingy orange red color;
migratory thrush. — Robin.
Rob'in-red'breast, n. A robin.

Robust, ro-busf, a. Evincing strength ; indicating
vigorous health; lusty; sturdy; hearty; sound; re-
quiring strength or vigor.— Rob'orant, -o-rant, a.
Strengthening. — re. {Med.) A strengthening med-
icine; atonic.

Roche-alum. See under Rock.
Rochelle Powders, ro-sheK pow'derz. Same as Sed-
litz Powders.

Rock, rok, re. A large mass of stony material; a large
stone or crag; a stone. (Geol.) Any natural deposit
of stony material, whether consolidated or not, in-
cluding sand, earth, or clay, when in natural beds.
That which resembles a rock in firmness. — Rock'y,
-T, a. Full of, formed of, or like, rock; unfeeling;
obdurate.— Roche''-, rok'-, or Rock'-al'um, re. The
purest kind of alum. — -can'dy, re. An extremely
hard candy, consisting of crystals of pure sugar.—
-crys'tal, re. {Min.) Limpid quartz.

—

oil, n. Same
as Petroleum.— -salt, re. {Min.) Chloride of sodium
(common salt) occurring in rock -like masses in
mines. In U. S., salt in large crystals, formed by
evaporation from sea-water.

Rock, rok, n. A distaff used in spinning. — Rock'et,
A cylindrical case attached to a stick and filled

with a composition which, being set on fire, projects
the case, etc., through the air by a force arising from
the combustion

Rock, rok, v. t. [rocked (rokt), rocking.] To move
backward and forward, as a body resting on a sup-
port beneath; to move backward and forward in a
cradle, etc. ; to still, quiet. — ?;, i. To move or be
moved backward and forward ; to reel, totter. —
Rock'er, n. One who
rocks the cradle ; the
curving . piece of wood
o n which a cradle o r

chair rocks; any imple-
ment capable of a rock-
ing motion. — Rocking-
chair, n. A chair mount-
ed on rockers.—stone,
re. A large stone, resting
upon another stone, and
so exactly poised that it

can be rocked, or slight- Rockaway.
ly moved, with but little force.— Rock'away, -a-wa,
n. A low, 4-wheeled, 2-seated pleasure-carriage, with
full standing top.

Roebuck.

Rocket, rok'et, n. An ornamental plant of several
genera and many species: one species is eaten as a
salad, when young and tender.

Rocket, a firework. See under Rock, a distaff.
Rod, rod, re. A shoot or long twig of any woody plant;
a branch; stem of a shrub; any long slender stick;
a wand; an instrument of punishment or correction;
a kind of scepter, or badge of office; power; author-
ity; tyranny; oppression; a measure of length, con-
taining 16A feet; a perch; pole.

Rode. See Ride.
Rodent, ro'dent, a. Gnawing.— n. An animal that
gnaws, as a rat.

Rodeo, ro-da'o, re. In Western U. S., a collecting of
all the cattle on a ranch, to separate, count, or brand
them.

Rodomontade, rod'o-mont-ad', re. Vain boasting

;

empty bluster or vaunting; rant. —v. i. To boast,
brag, bluster. «

Roe, ro, re. The female of any species of deer.— Roe'-
buck, re. A
small, grace-
ful , and
Dimble deer
of Eu r o p e

and Asia,
about 2 1-4
feet high,
with branch-
ing antlers.

Roe, r o, re.

The ovary
and eggs of-1

a fish : t h e
milt of the
male fish is

sometimes
called soft roe.

Rogation, ro-ga'shun, re. {Rom. Antiq.) The demand,
by the consuls or tribunes, of a law to be passed bv
the people. Litany: supplication.— Rog'atory, rog*-
a-to-rY, a. Seeking information; authorized to ascer-
tain facts by examining witnesses, etc.

Rogue, rog, re. {Laiu.) A vagrant; sturdy beggar;
vagabond. A deliberately dishonest person; knave;
cheat ; one who is mischievous or frolicsome ; an
elephant which has left the herd and roams alone,
usually very ferocious; also used as a term of en-
dearment. {Hort.) A plant which deviates from the
normal type. — Rogu'ery, -er-Y, re. Knavish tricks;
cheating; fraud; dishonest practices; rogue-like ac-
tions ; waggery ; arch tricks ; mischievousness. —
Roguish, a. Resembling, or proper for, a rogue;
waggish; slightly mischievous.

Roil, roil, v. t. [roiled (roild), roiling.] To render
turbid by stirring up the dregs or sediment of; to
excite to some degree of anger.

Roister, -terer, rois'ter-er, re. A bold, blustering, tur-
bulent fellow.

Roll, rol, v. t. [rolled (rold), rolling.] To cause
to revolve by turning over and over; to move by
turning on an axis: to wrap round on itself, form
into a spherical or cylindrical body; to bind or in-
volve by winding; to drive or impel forward with

"

a swift and easy motion, as of rolling; to press or
level with a roller ; to move on, or hy means of,
rollers or small wheels; to beat with rapid strokes,
as a drum.— v.i. To move by turning on a sur-
face; to revolve upon an axis; to keep falling over
and over: to perform a periodical revolution; to
turn, move circularly; to move up and down, as
waves or billows; to rock or move from side to side,
as a ship; to run on wheels: to be formed into a
cylinder or ball; to spread under a roller or rolling-
pin; to wallow, tumble; to emit a sound like that
of a drum beaten with strokes so rapid that they
can scarcely be distinguished by the ear. — re. Act
of rolling, or state of being rolled; that which rolls;

a roller; that which is rolled up; wool, and the like;
a document which may be rolled up; a scroll; an
official or public document ; register ; catalogue ;

list ; a quantity of cloth wound into a cylindrical
form; a small cake of bread made from dough rolled
up ; the uniform beating of a drum with rapid
strokes. —Roll''er, re. That which rolls; that which

sun, cube, full ; moon, foTit ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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turns on its own axis: esp., a cylinder of wood, stone,
metal, etc., used in husbandry and the arts; a long
and broad bandage used in surgery.— Roll'call, n.
Act or time of calling over a list of names, as among
soldiers. —Rolling-mill, » A mill furnished with
heavy rollers, through which heated metal is passed,
to form it into sheets or rails, etc.—pin, n. A cylin-
drical piece of wood to roll out paste or dough with.— Roll'y-pol y, -I-pol'I, n. A game in which a bull,
rolling into a certain place, wins; a thin sheet of
cake spread with jam and rolled into cylindrical
form. — Role, rol, ??. A part performed by an actor
in a drama; any conspicuous action or dutv per-
formed by any one.—Rouleau, rCo-lo', u. ; pi. -le aux,
-lozl A little roll; a roll of coins in paper.—Roulette,
-let'', n. A game of chance, in which a small ball is

made to roll round on a circle divided off into red
and black spaces; a small toothed wheel used by en-
gravers to roll over the surface of a plate to produce
dots.

Rollic, rollik, v. i. [-licked (-likt), -licking.] To
movejwith a careless, swaggering, or frolicsome air.

Rom, rom, n. The name of the gvpsies for one of
themselves.— Rom'any, r5m'a-nf, a. Of or pert, to
the gypsies.

Roman, ro'man. a. Pert, to Rome, to the Roman
people, or to the Roman Catholic religion. {Print.)
Upright, erect, — said of the letters ordinarily used,
as disting. fr. Italic characters: expressed in letters,
not in figures, as 1., IV., i., iv., etc.,— said of nu-
merals, as disting. fr. the Arabic numerals, 1, 4, etc.—
n. A native, permanent resident, or citizen, of Rome.— Roman Catholic. Of, pert, to, or adhering 1o. the
religion of that church of which the pope is the spir-
itual head.— Romanic, a. Pert, to Rome or its peo-
ple,— or to any or all of the various languages which,
during the middle ages, sprung out of the old Ro-
man; related to the Roman people bv descent —
Ro'manism, -izin, n. The tenets of the church of
Rome. — Ro'manist, n. An adherent to the Rom.
Cath. religion; a Roman Catholic — Ro'manize, v.
t. T-ized (-IzdJ, -izixo.] To convert to the Rom.
Cath. religion or opinions. — v. i. To conform to,
etc. — Romish, a. Belonging or relating to Rome,
or to the Rom. Cath. church. —Romaic, -malk, ?;.

The modern Greek vernacular language, used by
the descendants of the Eastern Romans. —a. Of,
or pert, to, modern Greece, or the modern Greek
vernacular.— Romance', -mans', n. A species of fic-

titious writing, orig. composed in meter in the Ro-
mance dialects, and afterward in prose; hence, any
fictitious and wonderful tale; a sort of novel; the
languages or dialects formed from a mixture of the
Latin with the languages of the barbarians, and
from which have sprung the languages now preva-
lent in the south of Europe ; the Neo-Latin lan-
guages.— v. i. [-MAXCED (-mansf), -mancing.] To
write or tell romances; to deal in extravagant sto-
ries.— Roman'cer, n. One who romances.— Roman'-
tic. a. Pert, to, involving, or resembling romance;
fictitious; fanciful; characterized by novelty, strange-
ness, or variety, as scenery; sentimental"; extrava-
gant; wild; chimerical.— Roman'ticism, -tl-sizm, n.

State of being romantic or fantastic. — Roman'tic-
ncss, n. The state of being romantic; wildness; ex-
travagance; fancifulness. — Ro /manesquer , -eskl a.
{Paint.) Representing subjects and scenes appropri-
ate to romance. (Arch.) Somewhat resembling the
Roman; esp., characterized by the debased style
adopted in the later Roman empire. — n. (Paint.) A
style of art in which fantastic and imaginary repre-
sentations of animals and foliage are employed.
(Arch.) The debased style of architecture and or-
nament adopted in the later Roman empire.

Romany. See under Rom.
~ imp, romp, n. A rude girl who indulges in boister-

>us play; rude play or frolic. — v. i. [romped
(romt), romping.] 'To play rudely and boister-
ously; to leap and frisk about in play.

Rondeau. See under Round.
Rood, rood, n. The 1-fthof an acre, or 40 square rods;

a representation of the cross with Christ hanging on
it: or more generally of the Trinity.

Roof, roof, n. The cover or upper part of any house,
barn, etc ; that which resembles or corresponds

Oiicu. 1VUU1.

Mansard Roof. P1^ Roof -

k
Con-
ical
Roof.

with the covering of a house. — v. t. [roofed
(rooit), roofing.] To cover with a roof, inclose in
a house, shelter.— Roofing, n. Act of covering with
a roof; materials of or for a roof; the roof itself.—
Roofless, a. Having no roof; having no house or
home; unsheltered.

Rook, ro~6k, n. (Chess.) One of the 4 pieces placed
on the corner squares of the board; a castle.

Rook, rook, n. A gregarious bird resembling the
crow, but differing from it in
feeding chiefly on insects
and grain, instead of carrion
and the like. — v. i. [rooked
(rotikt). rooking.] To cheat,
defraud; to squat or sit close.— v. t. To cheat, defraud by
cheating. — Rook'ery, -er-I,

n. A place where rooks con-
gregate and build their nests,
as a wood, etc.; an over-
crowded, dilapidated build-
ing, or cluster of buildings.

—

Kook.
Rook'y, -T, a. Inhabited by rooks.

Room, room, n. Space; space unoccupied; place for
reception of a person or thing; an apartment in a
house ; opportunity to act; place or stead left by
another; compass; scope; latitude. — v. i. [roomed
(rooind), rooming.] To occupy a room or apart-
ment; to lodge. — Room'y, -I. a. Having ample
room; spacious; wide. — Roominess, n.

Roorback, roor'bak, n. A sensational storj', esp. for
political effect; a circumstantial falsehood.

Roost, roost, n. The pole on which birds rest at night;
a perch : a collection of fowls roosting together. —
v. i. To sit, rest, or sleep, as birds on a pole or tree;
to perch. — Roost'er, n. The male of the domestic
fowl, considered as the head of the roost; a cock.

Root, root, ?i. (Pot.) That part of a plant, usually
underground, from which
it receives support and
through which it imbibes
nourishment from the
earth, etc. An edible or es-

culent root; that which re-

sembles a root as a source
of nourishment or support;
that from which anything
proceeds as if by growth or
development ; an ancestor
or progenitor: an early
race ; a word from which C-
other words are formed;
a radical; cause or occasion
by which an}' thing is

brought about. (Math.)
That factor of a quantity a

which when multiplied
into itself will produce that c <

quantity. That which resembles a root in position ;

the lowest place, position, or part. — v.i. To enter
the earth as roots ; to take root and begin to grow;
to become firmly fixed or established, — v. t. To
plant and fix deeply in the earth, or as in the earth;

Root.
., a. crown or head of

root ; b, b, rootlets

c, c, fibers.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 8dd, tone, 6r

;
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to. make deep or radical; to tear up by the root,

eradicate, extirpate. — Rootlet, n. A radicle; a lit-

tle root; a branch of a root. — Root'y, -I, a. Full
of roots.— Root, v. i. To turn up the earth with
the snout, as swine ; to faw» servilely.— v. t. To
turn up with the snout, as swine.

Rope, r5p, n. A large, stout, twisted cord, of not less

than an inch in circumference; a row or string con-
sisting of a number of things united ; in Eng., a
measure of length =6 2-3 yards. — v. i. [roped
(ropt), roping.] To be formed into rope ; to be
drawn out or extend into a filament or thread, as a
glutinous substance.— v. t. To draw by, or as by,
a rope.— Rop'y, -Y, a. Stringy; adhesive; viscous;
tenacious; glutinous. — Rop'ery, -er-T, n. A place
where ropes are made. — Rope'dan'cer, n. One
who walks or dances on a rope extended through
the air.— -lad'der, n. A ladder made of ropes.—
-walk, re. A long, covered walk or building where
ropes are manufactured.

Roriferous, ro-rifer-us, a. Generating or producing
dew. — Rose'mary, roz'ma-rT, re. A shrubby aro-

matic plant of several species, whose pungent ever-

freen leaves are used for flavoring soup, etc., and
urnish a fragrant oil used in making cologne,
Hungary water, etc.

Rorqual, rSr'kwal, n. A cetaceous mammal allied to

the common whale, but more ferocious and yielding
less bone and oil: it is characterized by a dorsal fin

and longitudinal folds on the throat and under parts.

Rose. See Rise.
Rose, roz, n. A plant and flower of many species and

varieties; a rosette; a perforated nozzle for distrib-

uting water. — Ros'y, -T, a. [-ier; -iest.] Like a
rose in form, color, etc.; blooming; red; blushing.
—Rose'-bug, -cha'fer, re. A species of diurnal beetle,

which feeds on the blossoms of the rose, and on va-
rious other plants.—cold, -fe'ver, n. Hay-fever, q.

v.—colored, a. Having the color of a rose; un-
commonly beautiful ; exaggeratedly fine or pleas-

ing; extravagant.—di'amond, n. A diamond near-
ly hemispherical, one side of which is flat, and the
other cut into 24 triangular planes in 2 ranges. —
-wa'ter, n. Water tinctured with roses by distilla-

tion.— a. Having the odor of rose-water; affectedly
nice or delicate; sentimental.—wind'ow, n. {Arch.)
A circular window with a series of mullions diver-
ging from the center, forming divisions which bear
a general resemblance to the leaves of a rose. —
-wood, n. The wood of several different kinds of
trees, growing in warm climates, much used in
cabinet-work. — Ro'seate, -ze-at, a. Full of roses;

rosy; of a rose color; blooming.— Ro'sary, -za-rT,

n. A bed of roses, or place where roses grow. {Rom.
Cath. Ch.) A series of prayers, and a string of beads
by which they are counted. — Rosette', -zet', n.

An imitation of a rose made of ribbon or other
material, used as an ornament. (Arch.) An orna-
ment in form of a rose.

Rosemary. See under Roriferous.
Rosin, roz'in, n. The resin left after distilling off the

volatile oil from the different species of turpentine.
— ?;. t. To rub with rosin.

Ross, ros, n. The rough, scaly matter on the surface
of the bark of trees.

Roster, ros'ter, n. (Mil.) A list of officers.

Rostrum, ros'trum, re. The beak or bill of a bird

;

beak of a ship. (Rom. Antiq.) An elevated place
in the forum, for public speakers. Any elevated
platform from which a speaker addresses an audi-
ence.

Rosy. See under Rose.
Rot, rot, v. i. To be decomposed into simple parts; to
go to decay, putrefy, corrupt, spoil. — v. t. To make
putrid, bring to corruption, — n. The process of rot-

tins' ; decav ; putrefaction ; a fatal distemper inci-

dent to sheep; a form of decay which attacks timber,
— usually called dry-rot; a disease very injurious to
the potato.— Rot'ten, -tn, a. Having rotted; putrid;
decayed; offensive to the smell; not firm or trusty;
carious; unsound; corrupt; deceitful; treacherous.
— Rot'tenness, n. — Rot'ten-stone, n. (Min.) A soft

stone used for polishing, and for cleaning metallic
substances.

Rotary, ro'ta-rT, a. Turning, as a wheel on its axis;

355 ROUND

pert, to, or resembling, the motion of a wheel on its

j^T~>n

Rotary Pump.

Rotate Corolla.

rota-

tory. — Rota-
ry pump. A
machine
consisting of
one or more
projections
acting as
plungers,
fixed t o a n
axle and re-

volving: in a
cylindrical
case, for lift-

i n g or for-

cing fluids.— Ro'tate, -tat, a. (Bot.) Wheel-shaped.
— v. i. To revolve or move round a center; to go
out of office, and be succeeded by another, —v. t.

To cause to revolve.— Rota'-
tion, n. Act of rotating or
turning, as a wheel or solid

body on its axis; any return
or succession in a series; fre-

quent change of crop on any
piece of land, or of incum-
bents in an office. — Ro'ta-
tive, -tiv, a. Turning as a
wheel : rotary. — Ro'tatory,
a. Turning on an axis, as awheel ; going in a cir-

cle ; following in succession .— Rotund'', a. Round

;

circular; spherical: complete; entire. — Rotundity,
-l-tl, n. State of being rotund ; sphericity ; circu-

larity. — Rotun'da, -da, n. Any building that is

round both on the outside and inside.— Roue, roo-a',

re. A debauchee; rake.
Rote, rot, n. An old instrument of music,— one kind
resembling a harp, another a fiddle.

Rote, rot, re. A frequent repetition of forms of speech
without attention to the meaning; mere repetition.

Rotten, Rotten-stone. See under Rot.
Rotund, Rous, etc. See under Rotary.
Rouble. Same as Ruble.

j

Rouche. _Same as Ruche.
Rouge, roozh, n. A cosmetic giving a red color to the
cheeks or lips. — v. i. [rouged (roozhd), rouging.]
To paint the face or cheeks with rouge. — v. t. To
paint or tinge with rouge.

Rough, ruf, a. Having inequalities, small ridges, or
points on the surface ; not level, uneven ; not pol-
ished; uncut, as a gem; tossed in waves; boisterous;
storm}'; marked by coarseness; shaggy; ragged; dis-

ordered; lacking refinement, gentleness, or polish;
rude: uncivil; harsh; unharmonious; hard; austere.
— n. A rude, coarse fellow ; a swaggerer ; bully ;

rowdy; unfinished or original state.—v.t. [roughed
(ruft), roughing.] To render rough, roughen.—
Rough'ly, adv. In a rough manner; unevenly; harsh-
ly; rudely; severely; austerely. — Rougb/ness, n. —
Rougb/en, ruf'n, v. t. [-ened (-nd), -ening.] To
make rough. — v. i. To grow or become rough. —
Rougb/-cast, v. t. [-cast, -casting.] To form or
mold rudely; to plaster with a mixture of lime and
shells or pebbles.— n. A rude model; a mixture of
lime with shells or pebbles, used for covering build-
ings.

Rouleau, Roulette. See under Roll.
Rounce, rowns, n. (Print.) The handle of a printing-

press. See Prixting-press.
Round, rownd, a. Having every portion of the surface
or of the circumference equally distant from the
center; or having a form approaching this; circular,

cylindrical, or curved; not angular or pointed; full;

complete; not inconsiderable; large; fully or plump-
ly stated ; positive : decided. — n. That which is

round, as a circle, globe, sphere; a series of events
ending where it began ; a cycle ; a course of action or
conduct, performed by a number of persons in turn,
or one after another ; a series of duties to be per-

formed in turn, and then repeated; a circular dance;
that which goes round a whole circle or company;
rotation, as in office ; succession: step of a ladder ;

thigh of a beef creature below the edge bone. (Mus.)
A short, vocal piece, in which 3 or 4 voices follow
each other round in a species of fugue in the uni-
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son. (Mil.) A general discharge of fire-arms- by a

body of troops, in which each soldier fires once" —
adv. On all sides: around; circularly; from one
side or party to another; by or in a circuit; back to

the starting-point; through a circle, as of friends or
houses.

—

prep. On every side of; around; about.— v.

t. To make circular, spherical, cylindrical, or curved

;

to complete ; to make round and protuberant ; to
move about, go round. — v. i. To grow or become
round or full. — Round'nig, -ish, a. Somewhat, or
nearly, round.— Roundly, adv. In a round form
or manner; openly; boldly; plainly; briskly; with
speed. — Round-about, a. Indirect ; going round

;

loose,— n. A sort of surtout ; an armchair with a
rounded back : a jacket worn by boys, sailors, and
others. — Round'head, a. A Puritan. — so called
from their practice of cropping the hair. — Round'-
house, n. A constable's prison. (Naut.) A cabin on
the after part of the quarter-deck; a privy near the
head of a vessel. A building in connection with a
railroad station, for housing locomotives. — Round'-
let. n. A little circle. — Rounds'man, n. A police-
man not on duty in a particular precinct, but who
inspects the rounds of the patrolmen. — Round'-
shoul'dered. -derd, a. Having the shoulders pro-
jecting behind ; round - backed.
— Roun'del, n. A round form or
figure; a circle: a small circular
shield, in the 14th and 15th centu-
ries. (Her.) A circular spot : an
ordinarv in the form of a small
circle. \Miis.) A roundelay, q. v.
— Rondeau', ron-do'. n. A spe-
cies of lyric poetry so composed as

to contain a refrain or repetition,

which occurs according to a fixed
law. (Jlus.) A composition, in "Roundel
which the first strain is repeated

JWU

at the end of each of the other strains. — Roun'-
delay, -de-la, n. A sort of ancient poem, in which
certain parts are repeated, and that, if possible, in
an equivocal or punning sense.

Rouse, rowz, v. t. [roused (rowzd), rousing.] To
wake from sleep or repose ; to excite to lively thought
or action; to awaken into activity, as the attention,

or some passion, emotion, or faculty; to put into mo-
tion, agitate; to startle or surprise.— v. i. To awake
from sleep or repose ; to be excited to thought or ac-
tion.

Rouse, rowz, n. A carousal; festival: drinking frolic.

Roust, rowst, v. t. To rouse, disturb, vex. — Roust'-
about, -a-bowt, n. A laborer on a steamboat, who
loads and unloads the cargo, etc.; a shiftless va-
grant.

Rout, rowt, n. A fashionable assembly, or large even-
ing party; a tumultuous crowd; rabble; an uproar;
noise; defeat of an army or band of troops: disorder
and confusion of troops' put to flight. — v. t. To de-
feat and throw into confusion, discomfit, beat, over-
power, overthrow, conquer.

Route, root or rowt, n. The course or way traveled or
to be passed; a passing: course; march.—Routine',
rod-ten', n. A round of business, amusements, or
pleasure, frequently pursued ; anv regular course
of action adhered to by force of habit.

Rove, rfjv, v. i. [ro"ved (rovd), roving.] To wander,
ramble, range; to go, move, or pass without certain
direction in any manner.— v. t. To wander over,
ramble, stroll.— Rov'er, rov'er, n. A wanderer; a
fickle or inconstant person; a robber or pirate; free-

booter.
Rove, r5v, v. t. To draw through an eye or aperture;

to draw out into flakes; to card (wool).
Row, ro, n. A series of persons or things in a contin-
ued line; a line; rank; file.

Row, ro, v. t. [rowed (rod), rowing.] To impel (a

boat or vessel) along the surface of water by oars; to

transport by rowing. — v. i. To labor with the oar;

to be moved by oars. — n. An excursion in a row-
boat. — Row'er, n.— Rowlock, ro'lok or rul'uk, n.

(Naut.) A contrivance or arrangement in or against
which an oar works in rowing.— Row'-boat, n. A
boat propelled by oars.

Row, row, n. A riotous, noisy disturbance ; uproar
To be riotous. — Row'dy,

-dt, n. One who engages in rows, or riots ; turbu-
lent fellow; a rough.

Rowel, row'el, n. The little wheel of a spur, formed
with sharp points. (Far.) A roll of hair or silk, an-
swering to a seton in surgery. — v. t. [roweled
(-eld), -eling.] (Far.) To insert a rowel in.

Row'en, row'en, n. A stubble-field left unplowed un-
til after Michaelmas, that the corn left on the ground
may sprout into green; the 2d growth of grass in a
season; aftermath.

Royal, roi'al, a. Kingly; pert, to the crown; becom-
ing a king or queen ; regal ; founded by or under
the patronage of royalty; noble; illustrious; august;
majestic; magnanimous.— n. A large kind of paper,
usually 20 by 25 inches or more. (Naut.) A small
sail above the top-gailant-sail: see Sail.— Roy'alist.
n. An adherent to a king, or one attached to a
kingly government.— Roy'alize, v. t. [-ized (-Tzd),

-izing.] To make royal. — Roy'ally, adv. — Roy'-
alty, n. State of being royal; kingship; kingly of-

fice; the person of a king or sovereign; royal pre-
rogative ; kingdom ; domain ; province ; sphere ; a
tax or duty paid to the crown or government, as on
the produce of a mine; (Com.) a duty paid by one
who uses the patent of another, at a certain rate
for each article manufactured; or a percentage paid
to the owner of an article or privilege by one who
hires the use of it.

Roysterer. Same as Roisterer.
Rub, rub. v. t. [rubbed (rubd), -bing.] To move
backwards and forwards upon the surface of, with
pressure or friction; to wipe, clean, scour; to spread
a substance thinly over the surface of ; to smear.
— v. i. To move along the surface of a body with
pressure : to fret, chafe ; to move or pass with dif-

ficulty.— n. Act of rubbing; friction; that which
rubs, esp., a difficulty or obstruction hard to over-
come, a pinch ; something grating to the feelings

;

sarcasm ; joke. — Rub'ber, n. One who, or that
which, rubs ; in some games of chance, as whist,
etc., the decisive game or games; or a contest of 3
games; a small block of India-rubber for erasing
pencil marks; pi. overshoes made of India-rubber.
— India-rubber. Caoutchouc, — so called as having
been orig. used to rub out pencil marks.

Rubbish, rub'bish, n. Waste or rejected matter; any-
thing worthless; fragments; ruins; debris. — Rub'-
ble, -bl, n. Water-worn or rough stones, broken
bricks, etc.. used in coarse masonry, or to fill up
between walls.

Rubescent, Rubicund, etc. See under Ruby.
Ruble, roo'bl, n. A silver coin of Russia, worth from

$0.75 to $0.86; a gold coin of Russia, 100 of which are
held equal to 103 of the silver ruble.

Ruby, roo'bT, n. (Min.) A precious stone or mineral,
of a crimson or carmine red color. (Print.) A size

of printing typp smaller than nonpareil, — so called
in Eng.: in the U. S. it is called agate.

&3" This line is printed in ruby, or agate.

— a. Having the color of the ruby; red. — Rubes'-
cent, -bes'sent, a. Growing or becoming red; tend-
ing to a red color.— Ru'bicund, -bT-kund, a. In-
clining to redness. — Rubif'ic, a. Making red.—
Ru'bifica'tion, n. Act of making red ; that which
serves to make red. — Ru'biform, a. Having the
form or nature of red.— Rubi'go, n. (Bot.) A kind
of rust on plants, consisting of a parasitic fungus;
mildew. — Ru'bric, n. That part of any work
which in the early manuscripts and typography was
colored red; (Law-books.) the title of a statute,—
anciently written in red letters ; (Prayer-book of
the Epis. Ch.) the directions for the conduct of ser-

vice, formerly printed in red; an episcopal injunc-
tion; that which is established or settled, as by au-
thoritv.

Ruche, Rouche, roosh, n. A kind of plaited or goffered
quilling.— Ruck, ruk. v. t. [rucked (rukt), ruck-
ing.] To draw into wrinkles or folds; to crease.— v.

i. To be drawn into wrinkles.— n. A wrinkle, fold',

or plait in a piece of cloth.
Ructation, ruk-ta'shun, n. Act of belching wind from

the stomach.
Rudd, rud, n. A fresh-water European fish of the

fim, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Tn, Ice ; Sdd, tSne, 8r

;
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carp family ; it has red
irises, fins, and tail; the
red-eye. — Rucfdy, -dT,
a. [-dier ; -DiEST.J Of a
red color: of a lively flesh
color. — Rud'diness, n. —
Rud'dle, -dl, n. (Min.) A
species of red earth; red Rudd

Rudder, rud'der, n. (Naut.) The instrument by which
a ship or other vessel is steered : see Ship. That
whichjesembles a rudder as a guide or governor.

Rude, rood, a. Characterized by roughness, uneven ;

rugged; lacking delicacy or refinement; coarse; im-
pertinent; shapeless; uncouth; rustic; vulgar; un-
taught; ignorant; surly; churlish: uncivilized; bar-
barous; boisterous; severe. — Ru'diment, -di-ment,
n. That which is unformed or undeveloped ; un-
finished beginnings ; an element or first principle
of any art or science. {Nat. Hist.) An organ not
fully formed. — Rudimenfal, -ary, a. Pert, to rudi-
ments, or consisting in first principles ; initial.

(Nat. Hist.) Imperfectly developed.
Rue, rod, v. t. [rued (rood), ruing.] To lament, regret,
grieve for. — Rue'ful, -ful,

or lament ; woful ; mournful
Causing one to rue
sorrowful; express

ing sorrow.
Rue, roo, n. A plant, having
a strong, heavy odor, and a
bitter taste.

Ruff, ruf , n. A muslin or linen
collar plaited, crimped, or
fluted ; something formed
in plaits or flutings. like the
collar of this name. (Or-
Tilth.) A bird, allied to the
woodcock and sandpiper:
the male has a tuft of feath-
ers around the neck during
the breeding season; also, a
certain species of pigeon. —
V.t. [RUFFED (ruft).-FING.]
To ruffle, disorder.—
Ruffed, ruft, a. Furnished with
grouse. A handsome
Amer. bird, resembling
the pheasant, — called
partridge in the U. S.

—

Ruffle, -fl, v. t. [-FLED
(-fid), -fling.] To make
into a ruff, draw or con-
tract into wrinkles,
open plaits, or folds; to
furnish with ruffles; to
roughen or disturb the
surface of ; to discom-
pose, agitate ; to throw
into disorder or confu-
sion.— t?. i. To play
loosely, flutter.

—

n. A strip of plaited cambric, or
other fine cloth, attached to some border of a gar-
ment; a frill; a state of being ruffled or disturbed;
agitation; commotion. (Mil.) A low, vibrating beat
of a drum, not so loud as a roll. — v. i. To make this
beat on a drum.

Ruffian, ruf'yan or -fT-an, n. A boisterous, brutal fel-

low ; a fellow ready for any desperate crime. —a.
Brutal ; savagely boisterous.— Ruffianism, -izm, n.
Act or conduct of a ruffian.— Ruf'fianly, a. Like a
ruffian; bold in crimes: violent; licentious. —Ruf

-

fie, -fl, v. i. [-fled (-fld). -fling.] To be noisy and
turbulent; to bluster, bully.

Ruffle. See under Ruff and Ruffian.
Rufous, nffus, a. Reddish; brownish-red.
Rug, rug, n. A coarse, nappy, woolen fabric, used for
protecting a carpet, and for various purposes.—Rug'-
ged, a. Full of asperities on the surface; not neat or
regular; rough with bristles or hair; harsh; crabbed;
austere; stormy; turbulent; tempestuous, — said of
weather, etc.; rough to the ear; sour; surly; frown-
ing ; violent ; rude ; boisterous ; vigorous ; robust

;

hardy.— Rug'gedly, adv.— Rug'gedness. n.

Rugine, roo'ien, n. A surgical instrument for rasping
bones to detach the periosteum, either in certain
surgical operations or for anatomical purposes.

Ruffed Grouse.

Rugose, roo-gos', a. Wrinkled; full of wrinkles.

—

Rugosity, -gSs'T-tt, n. State of being wrinkled.
Ruin, roo'in, n. That change of anything which de-
stroys it, or entirely defeats its object, or unfits it

for use ; that which is fallen down and become
worthless; esp., in pi., the remains of a destroyed or
desolate house, fortress, city, etc.; state of being de-
cayed, or worthless; that which promotes injury, de-
cay, or destruction.— v. t. [ruined (-ind), ruining.]
To bring to ruin, impair seriously, damage essen-
tially.— v.i. To fall to ruins; to perish. — Ruina''-
tion, n. Subversion; overthrow; demolition. — Ru'-
inous, -us, a. Bringing, or tending to bring, certain
ruin : characterized by ruin ; composed of, or con-
sisting in, ruins: dilapidated; decayed; pernicious;
destructive; wasteful; mischievous.

Rule, rool, n. An instrument which serves as a guide
in drawing a straight line; that which is prescribed
or laid clown as a guide to conduct or action; a mi-
nor law; the administration of law; government; au-
thority ; control, — v. t. [ruled (robld), ruling.]
To mark with lines by a ruler: to exercise authority
over, govern; to establish or lay down (a rule, de-
cree, decision). (Law.) To require or command by
rule; to enter a rule against. — v. i. To have power
or command; to exercise supreme authoritv. (Law.)
To decide, order by rule, enter a rule. (Com.) To
stand or maintain on a level. — Rufable, a. Ac-
cordant or conformable to rule. — Rufer, n. An
instrument with straight edges or sides, for drawing
lines; one who rulesj a governor. — Rufing, p. a.
Marking with, or as with, a ruler ; predominant

;

reigning; controlling; prevailing: prevalent.
Rum, rum, ??. A kind of intoxicating liquor distilled
from cane juice, or from treacle or molasses.

Rum, rum, a. Queer; odd; strange; curious.
Rumble, runfbl, n. A boot with a seat above it for

servants, behind a carriage; a low, heavy sound; a
rumbling. — v. i. [rumbled (-bid), -bling.] To
make a low, heavy, continued sound.— Runfbler, n.

Rumb. Same as Rhumb: see under Rhomb.
Ruminate, roo'mi-nat, v. i. To chew the cud; to muse,
meditate, ponder, —v.t. To chew over again; to
muse on, meditate. — Ru'minant, a. Chewing the
cud.— n. An animal that chews the cud, as the
camel, deer, goat, and bovine kind. — Rumina'tion,
n. Act of ruminating, or chewing the cud; deliber-
ate meditation or reflection.

Rummage, runfmej, n. A searching carefully by
looking into every corner, and by turning things
over. — v. t. Lrummaged (-mejd), -maging.] To
search or examine thoroughly, esp. by turning over
or moving things. (Naat.) To remove (goods or lug-
gage) from one place to another.— v.i. To search
a place narrowly.

Rumor, roo'mSr, n. A current story passing from one
person to another, without any known authority
for its truth; a story well authorized; fame; reputa-
tion ; report ; hearsay ; story. — v. t. [rumored
(-merd), -moring.] To report by rumor, tell.

Rump, rump, n. The end of the back-bone of an ani-
mal, with the parts adjacent; the buttocks; the part
of a beef creature above the edge bone, extending
from the round to the loin: see Beef.

Rumple, runfpi, v. i. [-pled (-pld), -pling.] To make
uneven, wrinkle, disorder by rough usage.— n. An
irregular fold or plait.

Rumpus, runfpus, n. A disturbance; quarrel.
Run, run, v. i. [imp. ran or run; p. p. run; running.]
To go with a lighter or more rapid gait than by
walking; to move with an easy or rapid- movement;
to hasten, hurry; to retreat, flee; to steal off, quit, de-
part; to contend in a race, enter, as a candidate, into a
contest; to go from one state to another; to proceed;
to pass, in thought or conversation, from one sub-
ject to another; to press for payment (upon a bank,
etc.) with numerous demands; to be moved, pass,
go, — said of involuntary motion; as, to flow, as a
liquid; to descend, as a stream; to proceed along a
surface, extend, spread; to turn, as a wheel; to move
on wheels or runners; to extend through a period
of time; to go back and forth from place to place, as
a stage, packet, etc.; to pass; to continue in opera-
tion; to have a course or direction; to be inform
thus, as a combination of words; to have growth or

sun, cube, full ; moon, foot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Runners,

plant at its extremity.

development; to tend, incline; to spread and blend
together; to continue without falling due; to hold
good.— v. t. To cause to run; to pursue in thought;
to cause to enter, thrust; to drive or force; to shape,
mold, cast; to cause to be drawn, mark out, deter-
mine; to smuggle; to be exposed to the risk of, haz-
ard, venture; "to sew by passing the needle through
cloth back and forth in a continuous line. — n. Act
of running; that which runs; a method or rate of
running; mode of conduct or procedure; state of be-

ing current; currency; prevalence; a small stream;
brook; creek; a pressure on a bank or treasury for
payment of its notes.— Run'ner, n. One who or that
which runs; a racer;
one who solicits cus-
tom for hotels,
steamboats,etc; one
of the curved pieces
on which a sled or
sleigh slides. {Bot.)
A slender branch
running along the
ground, and form-
ing roots and a yount .

Run''away, -a-wa, n. One who flees from danger or
restraint; a fugitive. — a. Fleeing, etc.; accom-
plished by or during flight ; addicted to running
away, — said of a horse, etc. —Run'way, n. The
channel of a stream ; the path to feeding-grounds
made by deer, etc. — Run'-round, n. (Med.) A
felon ; whitlow. — Runlet, -nel, n. A little run

;

small brook ; rivulet.

Runagate, run'a-gat, n. A fugitive; vagabond; apos-
tate; renegade.

Rundle, run'dl, n. A round ; a step of a ladder;
something put round an axis.

Rune, roon, n. One of the letters or characters of a
peculiar alphabet in use among the Norsemen ; a
rhyme, etc., written in such characters ; anything
obscure or mysterious. — Ru'nic, a. Of, or pert, toj

the Runes, or the language and letters of the ancient
Norsemen.

Rung. See Ring.
Rung, rung, n. (Naut.) A floor timber in a ship. One

of the rounds of a ladder, or stakes of a cart.

Runner. See under Run.
Runt, runt, n. Any animal small below the natural

or usual size of the species.

Rupee, ru-pe', n. A coin and money of account in
the E. Indies: the gold rupee of Bombay and Ma-
dras is worth about $7.00; the silver rupee, coined
by the E. I. Co. at Calcutta, nearly $0.50.

Rupture, rup'chur, n. Act of breaking or bursting;
state of being b'roken or violently parted; breach of
peace or concord; between nations, open hostility
or war. (Med.) Hernia.— v. t. [ruptured (-churd),
-TURING.] To part by violence, break, burst.

Rural, roo'ral, a. Pert, or belonging to the country, as
disting. fr. a city or town ; pert, to farming or agri-
culture; rustic— Rus'tic, a. Pert, to the country;
rude ; unpolished ; coarse ; plain ; simple ; artless ;

inelegant; untaught; awkward; rough; honest—
n. An inhabitant of the country ; a clown. — Rus'-
tically, -tik-al-lT, adv. In a rustic manner ; rudely. ,—Rus'ticate, v. i. To dwell in the country,— v. t. >

To compel to reside in the
country; to banish from a
town or college for a time.
— Rustica'tion, n. Act of,

or state of being, etc.

—

Rus-
ticity, -tis'T-tl, n. State
of being rustic ; rustic man-
ners; rudeness; coarseness;
simplicity ; artlessness.

Ruse, rooz, n. An artifice ;

trick; stratagem ; wile ;

fraud ; deceit.
Rush, rush, n. ( Bot.) A plant R ti Masonry,
of many species, growing

"u^wwwmj.
in wet ground. The merest trifle; a straw.

Rush, rush, v. i. [rushed (rusht), rushing.] To move
or drive forward with impetuosity, violence, and
tumultuous rapidity; to enter with undue eager-
ness. — v. t. To push forward with violence. — re.

A driving forward with eagerness and haste.
Rusk, rusk, n. A kind of light, soft cake, or a kind
of soft, sweetened biscuit.

Russ, rus or roos, n. A Russian ; the language of the
Russians. — «. Pert, to, etc. — Rus'sian, rush'an or
roo'shan, a. Of, or pert, to, Russia,— n. A native
or inhabitant of Russia ; language of Russia ; Russ.

Russet, rus'set, a. Of a reddish-brown color ; home-
spun. —Rus 'set, -seting, n. A kind of apple of a
russet color and rough skin.— Rus'sety, -set-Y, a.

Of a russet color ; russet.
Rust, rust, n. An oxide of iron which forms a rough,
reddish coat on the surface of that metal; any met-
allic oxide; that which resembles rust in appearance
or effects ; esp., a parasitic fungus which forms
rusty spots on the leaves and stalks of many kinds
of grain. — v. i. To be oxidized, and contract a
roughness on the surface ; to become dull by in-

action.— v. t. To cause to contract rust; to cor-
rode with rust; to impair by time and inactivity.
— Rust'y, -T, a. [-ier; -iest.] Covered, affected
with, or resembling, rust ; impaired by inaction or
neglect of use; covered with a substance resembling
rust ; rubiginous.

Rustic, Rusticate, etc. See under Rural.
Rustle, rus'l, v. i. [rustled (,-sld), -ling.] To make
a quick succession of small sounds, like the rubbing
of silk, or dry leaves.— n. A succession of sounds
like those made by rubbing silk ; a rustling.

Rut, rut, n. The copulation of animals, esp. of deer;
time of sexual excitement among deer, etc.— v. i.

To seek copulation.— Rufty, -Y, a. Lustful.
Rut, rut, n. A furrow worn by a wheel or by habitual
passage of anything. — Rut'ty, -tt, a. Full of ruts.

Rutabaga, roo'ta-ba'ga, n. A large turnip of many
varieties; Swedish turnip.

Ruth, rooth, n. Sorrow for the misery of another;
pity ; tenderness. — Ruthless, a. Having no ruth or
pity; cruel; pitiless.

Rye, ri, n. An annual herbaceous grain-bearing grass,
intermediate between wheat and barley ; its seed,
used as a bread-corn, esp. in Germany and Russia.
— Rye'-grass, ri. A grass of several species, culti-
vated for cattle in England; the darnel.

Ryot, ri'ot, n. A cultivator of the soil; a peasant,—
so called in Hindostan.

S.

S, es, the 19th letter of the Eng. alphabet, is a conso-
nant, called a sibilant, from its hissing sound: it has
2 uses; one to express a mere hissing, as in sin, this;
the other a vocal hissing or a buzzing, like that of z,

as in muse, wise: it generally has its hissing sound
at the beginning of proper Eng. words, but in the
middle and end of words its sound is to be known
only by usage.

Sabaoth, sa-ba'oth or sab'a-oth, n. pi. Armies; hosts,
— used only in the phrase, Lord of Sabaoth.

Sabbath, sab'bath, n. A day in each week which
God has commanded to be kept holy and observed
by rest from all secular employments and recrea-
tions,— kept by the Jews upon Saturday, the 7th
day, and by Christians on Sunday, the 1st day of the
week, the day on which Christ arose from the dead;
the 7th year, observed among the Israelites as one of
rest and festival ; intermission of pain, effort, sor-
row, etc. — Sabbata'rian, -rY-an, n. One who regards
the 7th day of the week as the Sabbath, agreeably to

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; Snd, eve, term ; in, Ice ; Odd, tone, 6r

;
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the letter of the 4th commandment in the decalogue

;

a strict observer of the Sabbath. —a. Pert, to the
Sabbath, or to the tenets of Sabbatarians. — Sabba-
ta'rianism, -izm, n. The tenets of, etc. ; bigoted or
rigid observance of, etc.

Saber, -bre, sa'ber, n. A sword with a broad and heavy-
blade, thick at the back,
and a little curved tow-
ard the point; a cavalry
sword.— v. t. [SABERED
or -bred (-berd), -ber- baber.

ING or -bring.] To strike, cut, or kill with a saber.
Sable, sa'bl, n. (Zool.) A carnivorous animal of the
weasel family, found in
northern Europe and
Asia. The fur of the
sable, consisting of a jg~,

downy u nd e r- w o o 1, +2£s
with a dense coat of
hair over-topped by an-
other still longer: this

i,i

upper covering will lie

in any direction, backward or forward; and a skin
is valued in proportion as this coat is abundant,
black, and glossy: the Amer. sable is the pine mar-
ten; a mourning garment; funeral robe. (Iter.) The
tincture or color black, — represented by vertical
and horizontal lines crossing each other. — o. Of
the color of the sable's fur; black.— v. t. [sabled
(-bid), -bling.] To render sable or dark in color.

Sabot, sa-bor , n. A kind of wooden shoe, worn by
the lower classes in some European countries. {Mil.)
A wooden disk to which the cartridge bag and pro-

•. jectile are attached, in a stand of ammunition.
Sabre. See Saber.
Sac, sak, n. {Nat. Hint.) A bag or receptacle for a

liquid.
Saccharine, sak'ka-rin o/'-rin, a. Pert, to sugar; hav-
ing the qualities of sugar ; sweet ; producing sugar.— Sacchariferous, -rif'er-us, a. Producing sugar. —
Sac'charoid, -roid'al, -roid'al, a. Having a texture
resembling that of loaf-sugar. — Saccharom /,

eter,
-e-ter, n. An instrument for ascertaining the quan-
tity of saccharine matter in any solution.

Sacerdotal. See under Sacked.
Sachem, sa'chem, n. A chief of a tribe of the Amer.
Indians; a sagamore.

Sack, sak, n. A. bag for holding and carrying goods
of any kind; a large pouch; a loosely hanging gar-
ment, worn like a cloak about the shoulders ; the
pillage or plunder (of a town or city) ; devastation ;

ravage, — v. t. [sacked (sakt), sacking.] To put
in a sack; to bag; to plunder or pillage (a town or
city) ; to devastate, ravage. — Sack'age, -ej, n. Act
of taking by storm and pillaging. — Sack'er, n. —
Sack'cloth, ». Cloth such as sacks are made of

;

coarse cloth; a cloth or garment worn in mourning,
distress, or mortification. — Sackful, -ful, n. ; j)l.

-fuls. As much as a sack will hold. — Sacking, n.
A stout, coarse cloth for bags, bed-bottoms, etc.

Sack, sak, n. A Spanish wine of the dry kind; sherry.
Sackbut, sak'but, n. {Mus.) A brass wind instru-
ment of music, like a trumpet, so contrived that it

can be lengthened or shortened.
Sacred, sa'kred, a. Set apart by solemn religious
ceremony ; esp., in a good sense, made holy ; set
apart to religious use; relating to religion, or to the
services of religion ; possessing the highest title to
respect, reverence, or veneration; not to be profaned
or violated ; consecrated; dedicated; holy; divine;
reverend. — Sac'rifice, -rT-fiz, v. t. [-ficed (-fizd),
-ficing.] To make an offering of; to consecrate or
present, by way of expiation or propitiation, or as a
token of acknowledgment or thanksgiving, to some
divinity; to destroy, surrender, or suffer to be lost,

for the sake of obtaining something; to kill.— v.i.
To make offerings to God, or to a deity, of things
consumed on the altar.—fis or -fiz, n. The offering
of anything to God or to agod; anything consecrated
and offered to a divinity; destruction or surrender
of anything made for the sake of something else ;

thing so given up. — Sac'rift'cial, -fisb/al, a. Re-
lating to, concerned with, or consisting in, sacrifice.— Sac'rilege.-rY-le.v/i. The crime of violating or pro-
faning sacred things. — Sacrile'gious, -lCjus, a. Vi-

olating sacred things; involving sacrilege; profane;
impious. — Sac'ristan, now contr. Sex'ton, n. An
officer of the church who has the care of its utensils
or movables. — Sac'risty, -tT, n. An apartment in a
church where the sacred utensils, vestments, etc., are
kept; vestry.— Sac'rament, n. (Theol.) One of the
solemn religious ordinances enjoined by Christ to be
observed by his followers; eucharist. [Protestants
apply the term sacrament to baptism and the Lord's
Supper, esp. the latter : the Romish and Greek
churches have 5 other sacraments, viz., confirmation,
penance, holy orders, matrimony, and extreme unc-
tion.] — Sacramenfal, a. Belonging, relating to, or
constituting a sacrament; sacredly binding; bound
by a sacrament. — Sac'ramenta'rian, -ment'ary, -a-
ri, a. Pert, to the sacraments.— Sacerdo'tal, sas-er-
do'tal, a. Pert, to priests, or to the order of priests;
priestly.— Sa'crum, w. {Anat.) The triangular bone
which forms the posterior part of the pelvis.

Sad, sad, a. [sadder; -dest.] Heavy; dull; grave;
dark, — said of colors; serious; grave; affected with
grief or unhappiness; causing sorrow; bad; naugh-
ty; troublesome.—Sad'den.-dn, r.«. [-dened (-dnd),
-dening.] To make sad, or sorrowful.

Saddle, sad'dl, n. A seat to be placed on an animal's
back for the rider to sit on; a part of a horse's har-
ness, to which the check-rein, lugs, etc., are at-
tached; something resembling a saddle in form, use,
etc.; esp., a piece of meat containing a part of the
back-bone of an animal with the ribs on each side.— v. t. [saddled (-did), -dling.] To put a saddle
upon; to fix as a charge upon; to encumber.— Sad'-

dler, n. One who makes saddles, harness, etc. —
Sad'dlery, -dler-T, n. Materials for making saddles
and harnesses; articles for sale in a saddler's shop;
trade or employment of a saddler.

Sadducee, sad'u-se, n. One of a sect among the an-
cient Jews, who denied the resurrection, a future
state, and the existence of angels.

Sad-iron, sad'i-ern, n. An instrument for ironing
clothes; flat iron.

Sadly, Sadness. See under Sad.
Safe, saf, a. Free from harm, injury, or risk; not dan-
gerous or likely to cause injury; conferring safety;
securing from harm ; to be relied upon ; in secure
care or custody; sure; secure.— n. A place for safe-

ty; a fire-proof chest or closet for containing money,
valuable papers, etc.; a chest for meals; refrigerator.— Safely, adv. In a safe manner; without injury or
danger; without escape; in close custody. — Safe'-
ness, n. Condition or quality of being safe; free-

dom from harm or danger; security; safety.— Safe /'-

ty, -tT, n. Condition or state of being safe; exemp-
tion from hurt, injury, or loss; quality of making
safe or secure, or of giving confidence, insuring
against loss, etc.; close custody. — Safeguard, n.

That which defends or protects ; defense ; protec-
tion ; a convoy or guard ; a warrant of security
given by a sovereign or military commander to pro-
tect any one. — Safe'-con'duct, n. That which gives
a safe passage; either a convoy or guard, or a writ-

ing, pass, or warrant of security. keep'ing, n.

Act of keeping or preserving in safety from injury
or from escape. — Safe'ty-lamp, n. A lamp sur-

rounded with a cylinder of wire gauze, to give light

in mines, without danger of setting fire to inflam-

mable gases. — -valve, n. {Steam Eng.) A valve

fitted to the boil-
. Ifr? . f̂ \

er, which opens "Jta ct
and lets out the ctm
steam when the
pressure within
becomes too
great for safety;
a valve, opening
inward, to admit
the air and prevent the boiler from being crushed
or injured by the pressure of the atmosphere as the
steam cools. — Save, sav, v. t. [saved (savd), sav-
ing.] To make safe, preserve from injury, destruc-
tion, or evil of any kind; to rescue from impend-
ing danger; to deliver from sin and from the second
death or endless misery; to keep from being spent
or lost ; to lay up ; to insure against, spare ; to

hinder from occurrence, prevent; to catch; to be in

Safety-valve.

i, boiler ; 6, valve ; c, fulcrum or sup-
port ; d, steelyard lever ; e, weight.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fo~6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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time for. — v. i. To hinder expense, be economi-
cal. — prep. Except ; not including. — Saving,
p. a. Avoiding unnecessary expenses; frugal; eco-
nomical: incurring no loss, though not gainful.—
p.pr., but commonly called a prep. "With the ex-
ception of; in favor of; excepting. — n. Exception;
reservation; that which is saved.— Savings-bank, n.

A bank in which savings or earnings are deposited
and put to interest. — Savior, -iour, -yer, n. One
who saves or delivers from destruction or danger;
Jesus Christ, the Redeemer.

Saffron, saflun, n. A bulbous plant of the genus
Crocus, having flowers of a deep yellow color ; the
dried stigmata of the plant, used in cooking, medi-
cine, and esp. in dyeing, etc. — a. Having the color
of saffron flowers; deep yellow. — Saf'flower, n. An
annual plant, the flowers of which are used as a dye-
stuff and in making rouge; the dried flowers; the red
or yellow dyestuff obtained from the flowers.

Sag, sag, v. i. [sagged (sagd), -ging.] To lean, in-
cline, bend, hang away, in consequenee of unsup-
ported weight; to give way, yield. — v. t. To cause
to bend or give way; to load or burden.

Saga, sa'ga, n. ; pi. -gas, -gaz. A northern European
popular historical or religious tale of olden time.

Sagacious, sa-ga'shus, a. Of keen penetration and
judgment; discerning and judicious; shrewd; quick;
wise. — Sagacity, -gas'T-ti, n. Quality of being sa-
gacious : keenness of discernment or penetration
with soundness of judgment; judiciousness.

Sagamor, sag'a-mor, n. The head of a tribe, among
the N. Amer. Indians,— generally used as synony-
mous with sachem, but some writers disting. between
them, making the sachem a chief of the 1st rank,
a sagamore one of the 2d.

Sage, saj, n. A plant of many species : the common
sage is mostly employed in cookery as a condiment.

Sage, saj, a. Having nice discernment and powers of
judging; proceeding from wisdom; well adapted to
the purpose; sapient; grave; prudent; judicious.—
n. A wise man ; esp., a grave philosopher, venera-
ble for his years.

Sagittarius, sajlt-ta-rT-us, n. (Astron.) One of the
12 signs of the zodiac, which the sun enters about
Nov. 22. [L., an archer, fr. sagitta, an arrow.] —
Saglttary, -ta-rT, n. (Myth.) A centaur, an animal
half man, half horse, armed with a bow and quiver.— a. Pert, to, or resembling, an arrow.

Sago, sa'go, n. A dry, granulated starch, imported
. from the E. Indies, and used for puddings, etc.: it

is prepared from the pith of severaL different palms.
Sagoin, sa-goin', n. The squirrel monkey of S. Amer.:

it has a non-prehensile, furry tail.

Said, sed,p. a. Before mentioned; already spoken of
or specified; aforesaid, — used chiefly in legal style.

Sail, sal, n. A sheet of canvas or other substance,

1, flying jib ; 2, jib ; 3, foretop-
mast stay sail; 4, fore-course;
5, foretop-sail; 6, foretop-gal-
1 a n t sail ; 7, fore-royal ; 8,

tore sky-sail ; 9, fore-royal
studding sail; 10, foretop-gal-
lant studding sail ; 11, fore-

topmast studding sail ; 12,

main course; 13, maintop-sail;
14, maintop-gallant sail ; 15,

main royal; 16, main sky-sail;

17, main-royal studding sail ;

18, maintop-gallant studding
sail ; 19, maintopmast stud-
ding sail ; 20, mizzen course ;

21, mizzen-top-sail ; 22, miz-
zen top-gallant sail ; 23, miz-
zen-royal ; 24, mizzen s k y-

sail ; 25, mizzen spanker.

spread to the wind, to assist the progress of a vessel
in the water ; a sailing vessel ; ship of any kind; a
craft; a journey or excursion upon the water.— v. i.

[sailed (said), sailing.] To be impelled or driven
forward by the action of wind upon sails, as a ship
on water: "to be conveyed in a vessel on water; to
set sail, begin a voyage; to move smoothly through
the air. — ?;, t. To pass or move upon in a ship, by
means of sails; to fly through ; to direct or manage
the motion of (a vessel). — Sail'er, w. A ship or
other vessel, — with qualifying words descriptive of
speed or manner of sailing. — Sailing, n. (Kant.)
Act of one who or that which sails: art or method of
directing a ship's way on the ocean: navigation.

—

Sail'or, n. One who follows the business of naviga-
ting ships or other vessels; one of the crew of a ves-
sel; a mariner; seaman; seafarer.

Sainfoin, san'foin, n. A leguminous fodder plant.
Saint, sant, n. A holy or godly person ; one of the
blessed in heaven. (Eccl.) One canonized by the
church. — v. t. To make a saint of, beatify, canon-
ize. — Saint Vitits's dance. (Med.) A disease affect-
ing the voluntary muscles with constant, irregular
movements ; chorea. — Sainfed, a. Consecrated ;

sacred; holy; gone to heaven.— Saintly, a. [-lier;
-liest.] Like a saint; becoming a holy person.—
Saint'ship, n. Character or qualities of a saint —
Sanc'tify, sank'tt-fi, r. r. [-fied (-fid), -fying.] To
make sacred or holy; to purify, in preparation for
religious service ; to set apart to a holy or religious
use, hallow ; to make free from sin, make holy ; to
render productive of holiness or piety ; to secure
from violation, give sanction to.— Sandimony, -tY-

mo-nY, n. Holiness: devoutness: sanctity: esp., arti-

ficial saintliness; hypocritical devoutness.— Sanc'ti-
mo'nious, a. Possessing sanctimony: sacred: saint-

ly; making a show of sanctity; hypocritically devout
or pious. — Sanc'tion, n. Solemn or ceremonious rat-

ification; approbation and acceptance; anythingdone
or said to enforce the will, law, or authority of an-
other; ratification; authorization; authority; coun-
tenance; support. — v. t. [sanctioned (-shund),
-tioning.] To give validity or authority to; to rat-

ify, confirm, authorize. -Sanc'titude. -tY-tud, n. Ho-
liness; sacredness; sanctity.— Sanc'tity, n. State or
quality of being sacred or holy; religious binding
force. — Sanct'uary, -choo-er-Y, n. A sacred place; a
temple,church,or place of worship; consecrated spot;
place of refuge and protection; shelter; refuge.—
Sane'turn, n. A sacred place; a private retreat.

Sake, sak, n. Final cause; end; purpose of obtaining;
cause; reason; account; regard for a person or thing.

Sal, sal, n. Salt, — a word used in chemistry and phar-
macv.— S. volatile, -vo-lat'Y-le, vulg. pron. -voKa-til.

Lit. 'volatile salt, carbonate of ammonia; aromat-
ic spirits of ammonia. — S- soda. (Com.) Impure
carbonate of soda. — Sal'ad, n. Uncooked herbs,
dressed with salt, vinegar, oil, or spices, and eaten
as a relish; a dish composed of meat chopped fine,

and mixed with uncooked lettuce, etc., seasoned
with mustard and other condiments.— Sal'ary, -a-

rf, ». Recompense stipulated to be paid to a per-

son periodically for services: stipend; pay; wages;
hire. — v. t. [salaried (-rid), -rying.J To fix or

pay a salary to one. — Sarera'tus, n. A bi-carbon-

ate of potash, used in cookery. — Sallfy, -Y-fi, v. t.

I

[-FlED(-fid), -fying.] To form into a salt, as a base,

! by combining it with on acid. — Saliferous, -lif-

|
er-us, a. Producing or bearing salt.— Salifiable, a.

i (Chem.) Capable of combining with an acid to form
|

a salt. — SaPificalion, n. Act of salifying. — Saline,

! sa-lin' or salin, a. Consisting of, containing, or

|

partaking of the qualities of, salt.— n. A salt spring,

i or a place where salt water is collected in the earth.

! Salacious, sa-la'shus, a. Lustful; lecherous.

Salad. See under
Sal.

S a 1 a m , -laam, sa-

lam /\ n. A saluta-
tion, obeisance, or
compliment of #*

ceremony or re-
spect in the East.

Salamander, saKa-
man'der, n. A

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, evej term ; in, Ice ; odd, tone, Sr

;
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small lizard-shaped batrachian reptile, living in cool,
moist places, formerly fabled to live and breed in
the fire; any being capable of enduring great heat.

Sale, sal, n. Act of selling, transfer of property for a
price in money, etc.; opportunity of selling; demand;
market; auction. — Sales'man, n. ; pi. -men. One
whose occupation is to sell goods or merchandise. —
Sale'work, ». Work or things made for sale; work
carelessly done. — Sell, v. t. [sold (sold), selling.]
To transfer to another for an equivalent; to dispose
of in return for something, esp. for money; to accept
a price or reward for (a breach of duty, trust, etc.);

to betray; to impose upon, make a fool of, cheat.—
v.i. To practice selling; to be sold.— n. An imposi-
tion or trick, as in a case where confidence has been
reposed, or expectation excited.

Saleratus. See under Sal.
Salic, saKik, a. Designating a law by which, as in
France, males only can inherit the throne.

Salient, sa'll-ent, a. Moving by leaps ; shooting out
or up; projecting; springing; forcing itself on the at-

tention; prominent; conspicuous.
Salify, Saline, etc. See under Sal.
Saliva, sa-li'va, n. The transparent alkaline liquid
secreted by certain glands in the mouth; spittle.

—

SaKivate, -f-vat, v. t. (Med.) To produce an abnor-
mal secretion of saliva, as by the use of mercury. —
Sal'iva'tion, n. (Med.) A continued unnatural
flow of saliva, esp. with soreness of the mouth and
gums; ptyalism.

Sallow, sarlo, Sal'ly, -It, n. A tree of the willow kind.
Sallow, sal'lo, a. Of a pale, sickly color, tinged with
a dark yellow.

Sally. See Sallow, a tree.

Sally, sal'll, n. A leaping forth ; a sudden eruption ;

an issuing of troops from a place besieged to attack
the besiegers ; excursion from the usual track ; di-

gression; deviation; a flight of fancy, liveliness, wit,

Saltier.

etc.; act of levity; wildgayety; frolic; escapac
v. i. [-lied (-lid), -ling.] To leap or rush out; to
issue suddenly, as a body of troops from a fortified
place to attack besiegers. — Sal'-
ly-port,n. (Fort.) A postern gate,
or a passage under ground, to af-

ford free egress for troops in a
sortie : see Castle. — Salta'tion,
n. A leaping or jumping; heating
or palpitation. — Salutatory, -ta-

to-rT, a. Leaping or dancing; hav-
ing the power of leaping or dan-
cing; used in leaping or dancing.
— Sal'tier, -ter, n. (Her.) A St.

Andrew's cross, or cross in the
form of an X. One who leaps or dances.

Salmagundi, sal-ma-gun'dT, n. A mixture of chopped
meat and pickled herring with oil, vinegar, pepper,
and onions ; a mixture of various ingredients ; an
olio; medley.

Salmon, sanrun, n. A migratory food fish of northern
regions, allied to the
trout ; the color of its

flesh, — a kind of red-
dish yellow.— Salm'on-
trout, n. A fish resem-
bling the salmon. Salmon.

Saloon, sa-loon', n. (Arch.) A spacious and elegant
apartment for the reception of company, or for
works of art,— applied also to halls for specific pub-
lic uses. — Salon, sa-loN', n. An apartment for the
reception of company; pi., fashionable parties; cir-
cles of fashionable society. [F.]

Salsify, saKsi-i'T, n. A plant having a long, tapering
root, of a mild, sweetish taste like the parsnip ; the
oyster-plant, — so called from its taste when fried.

Sal-soda. See under Sal.
Salt, sawlt, n. The chloride of sodium, a substance
used for seasoning certain kinds of food, for the
preservation of meat, etc. ; flavor : taste ; savor ;

smack ; seasoning ; piquancy ; wit ; a salt-cellar; a
sailor; esp., an old sailor. (C'fiem.) A combination
of an acid with a base, forming a compound which
has properties differing from those of either con-
stituent. — a. Furnished or impregnated with,
abounding in, or containing salt; prepared with, or
tasting of, salt.— v. t. To sprinkle, impregnate, or

season with salt.— Saltpe'ter, -tre, -tSr, n. ( Chem.)
Nitrate of potassa; niter, q. v.

Saltant, Saltier, Saltigrade, etc. See under Sally.
Salubrious, sa-lu'brl-us, a. Favorable to health

;

promoting health; wholesome; healthy; salutary.

—

Salu'brity, -bri-tt, n. Quality of being salubrious;
wholesomeness; healthfulness. — Sal'utary, -u-ta-rl,

a. Promoting health; promotive of public safety;
contributing to some beneficial purpose: wholesome;
beneficial;_ useful; advantageous; profitable. — Sa-
lute', sa-luf, v. t. To address with expressions of
kind wishes; to greet, hail; to greet with a kiss or with
a wave of the hand. (Mil. & Naval.) To honor (some
day, person, or nation) by a discharge of cannon or
small arms, by striking colors, by shouts, etc.— n.

Act of saluting or expressing kind wishes or respect;
salutation; greeting; a kiss; a discharge of cannon or
small arms in honor of some distinguished person-
age, or on the anniversary of some festival,— some-
times also performed by lowering colors or beating
drums. — Sal'uta'tion, n. Act of saluting or paying
respect or reverence by the customary words or ac-
tions; act of greeting; that which is uttered in salu-
ting or greeting; salute; address.—Salu'tatory, -lu /'-

ta-to-ri, a. Containing or expressing salutations;
speaking a welcome ; greeting.— n. In the U. S., the
salutatory or opening oration at a college com-
mencement. — Salu'tato'rian, n. The student who
pronounces the salutatory oration.— Sal'vage, -vej,

n. The compensation allowed to persons who vol-
untarily assist in saving a ship or her cargo from
peril; that part of the property that survived the
peril and is saved.— Sal'vable, a. Capable of being
saved; admitting of salvation.— Salva'tion, n. Act
of saving; preservation from destruction, danger, or
great calamity. (Theol.) Redemption of man from
the bondage of sin and liability to eternal death.—
Sal'ver, n. A elate or waiter on which food, etc., is

presented.— SaKvo, n. ; pi. -v5z. An exception; res-

ervation. (Mil.) A general discharge of fire-arms,

not intended for a salute; a volley.
Salve, sav, n. An adhesive composition or substance

to be applied to wounds or sores ; a healing oint-

ment.— v. t. [salved (siivd), salving.] To heal
by applications or medicaments; to apply salve to.

Salver, Salvo. See under Salubrious.
. ±

Samara, sa-ma'ra, n. (Bot.) A dry, one-seeded, in-

dehiscent fruit, having a membrana-
ceous margin or wing, as in the ash,
maple, and elm.

Sambo, sam'bo, n. The offspring of a
black person and a mulatto; a negro.

Same, sam, a. Not different or other;
identical; of like kind, species, sort,

dimensions, etc.; corresponding; sim-
ilar; like; just, or just about to be,

mentioned.— Same'ness, w. State of Samaw
being the same; identity; near resemblance; corre-

spondence: similarity; tedious monotony.
Samovar, sam'o-var, n. A copper tea urn used in
Russia.

Samp, samp, n. Maize broken or bruised, cooked by
boiling, and often eaten with milk.

Sample, sam'pl, n. A part of anything presented for -

inspection, or intended to be shown, as evidence of
the quality of the whole; specimen; illustration.—
Sam'pler, n. One who distributes things into sam-
ples lor inspection; a pattern of work; esp., a col-

lection of needle-work patterns.
Sanable, Sanatory, etc. See under Sane.
Sanctify, Sanction, Sanctuary, etc. See under Saint.
Sand, sand, n. Comminuted rock, esp., quartz, re-

duced to fine, loose, incoherent particles ; fr. the use
of sand in the hour-glass, a moment, a measured
interval; pi. tracts of land consisting of sand. —v. t.

To sprinkle or cover with sand. — Sand'ed, p. a.

Covered with sand; marked with spots; speckled.

—

Sand'y, -T, a. Consisting of, abounding with, or re-

sembling sand; full of sand; of the color of sand; of
a yellowish red color. — Sand'stone, n. (Geol.) A
rock made of sand more or less firmly cemented to-

gether.— Sand'-blast, n. A process of cutting, dress-

ing, or engraving stone, glass, metal, etc., by driving
against it a stream of quartz grains.—eel, n. A
small eel-like fish: it buries itself in the moist sand

sun, cube, full ; moon, fot»t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Sand-piper.

Sandals.

One of a Chris-
A.mer. by Robert

after the retiring of the
tide. — -heat, n. The
heat of warm sand in
chemical operations. —
-paper, n. Paper cov-
ered on one side with
a fine gritty substance,
used for smoothing and
polishing. piper, n.

(Ornith.) A migratory
wading bird of the
snipe family, of many
species: it inhabits sea-shores and marine marshes

Sandal, san'dal, n. A kind of shoe consisting of
sole fastened to the foot; a kind
of slipper; an overshoe with par-
allel openings across the instep.

Sandal-wood, san'dal-wfiod, n.

The wood of a low E. Indian
tree, having a general resem-
blance to the privet or prim :

when old it has a yellow color
and great fragrance.

Sandemanian, san-de-maliY-an, n
tian sect, established in Eng. ar
Sandeman, a Scotchman, who taught that the bare
Work of Christ is sufficient to save sinners.

Sandiver, saii'dY-ver, n. A whitish substance cast
up, as a scum, from the materials of glass in fu-
sion.

Sandwich, sand'wich, n. Two pieces of bread and
butter, with a thin slice of meat between them,

—

said to have been a favorite dish of the Earl of Sand-
ivich.— v.t. [sandwiched (-wicht), -wiching.] To
make into a sandwich; to form of alternate parts or
layers_of different nature; to interlard.

Sane, san, a. In a sound condition; not shattered;
esp., not disordered in intellect; in one's right mind;
of sound reason. — San'able, san'a-bl, a.~ Capable
of being cured: remediable: healable. — San'abiK-
ity, n. — San'ative, -a-tiv, -tory, a. Conducive to
health; healing; curative; sanative. — Sanitary, a.

Pert, to, or designed to secure sanity or health; re-
lating to the preservation of health; hygienic —
Sanity, -Y-tY, n. Condition or quality of being
sane; soundness or healthiness of body or mind, esp.
the latter. — Sanlcle, -Y-kl, n. A plant of several
species; black snake-root, — so called from its re-
puted healing qualities.

Sang. See Sing.
Sangreal. See Holy Grail, under Grail.
Sanguine, san/gwin, a. Having the color of blood;
red; characterized by abundance and active circu-
lation of blood; warm: ardent; anticipating the best;
feeling assured; full of hope; animated; confident;
hopeful. — Sanguineous, -e-us, a. Abounding with
blood; sanguine; of, pert, to, or constituting olood;
blood-red; crimson. — San'guinary, -gwY-na-rY, a.
Attended with much bloodshed ; eager to shed blood

;

bloody; murderous; bloodthirsty; cruel. — San'-
guify, -fi, v. i. To produce blood. — Sanguiferous,
-gwifer-us, a. Conveying blood. — San'guifica'-
tion, n. (Physiol.) Production of blood; conversion
of the products of digestion into blood. — San'-
guifl'er, n. A producer of blood.— San'garee', n.

Wine and water sweetened and spiced. — Sang-
froid, sawN-frwSI n. Freedom from agitation or
excitement of mind; coolness; indifference. — Sa'-
nies, -nY-ez, n. (Med.) A thin serous or purulent
discharge from unhealthy wounds or sores, usually
of a reddish tinge.

Sanhedrim, san'he-drim, -drin, n. The great council
of the Jews, which consisted of 70 members, to
whom the high priest was added: it had jurisdic-
tion of all important, and esp. of religious matters.

Sanity, Sanitary, etc. See under Sane.
Sank. See Sink.
Sans-culotte, saN-ku-lof, n. A ragged fellow, — a
name of reproich given in the 1st French revolution
to the extreme republican party ; an extreme or
radical republican.

Sanskrit, -scrit, san'skrit, n. The ancient language
of the Hindoos, obsolete in vernacular use, but pre-
served as the literary and sacred dialect of India, —
disting. fr. Prakrit, the vulgar dialects which grew

from it, and from which most of the modern lan-
guages of upper India are derived.

Sap, sap, n. The circulating fluid or juice of plants;
the alburnum of a tree; sap-wood. — Sapling, n.
A young tree. — Sap'py, -pY, a. Abounding with
sap; succulent; young; weak; weak in intellect.

Sap, sap, v. t. [sapped (sapt), -ping.J To subvert by
digging or wearing away ; to mine, undermine.
(Mil.) To pierce with saps.— v. i. To proceed by
mining, or by secretly undermining, — n. (Mil.) An
approach made to a fortified place By digging under
cover of gabions, etc.

Sapid, sapid, a. Possessing savor or flavor; having a
relish; savory.— Sapidity, Sapldness, n. Quality
of being sapid; savoriness. — Sa'por, n. Taste; rel-
ish; flavor; savor. — Sap'oriflc, a. Having the
power to produce taste.— Sap'orous, -o-rus, a. Hav-
ing flavor; yielding some kind of taste.— Sa'pience,
-pY-ens, n. Quality of being sapient; wisdom; sage-
ness; knowledge. — Sa'pient, a. Having wisdom;
discerning; would-be wise ; supposing one's self
sage.

Sapodilla, sap-o-dilla, n. A tree, growing in the W.
Indies, and in S. Amer.; its edible fruit.

Saponaceous, sap-o-na'shus, a. Resembling soap;
having the qualities of soap ; soapy. — Saponify,
-pOn'Y-n, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -fying.] To convert
into soap.

Sapor, Saporific, etc. See under Sapid.
Sapper. See under Sap, to subvert.
Sapphic, satIk, a. Pert, to Sappho, a Grecian poet-

ess. (Pros.) In the manner of Sappho, — used of a
certain kind of verse.

Sapphire, saflr or -er, n. (Mm.) Pure, crystallized
alumina, a precious stone used in jewelry: the name
is usually restricted to the blue crystals; a blue color.

Sappy, etc. See under Sap, juice.
Sapsago, sap'sa-go, n. A kind of cheese, made in
Switzerland, having a dark-green color.

Saraband, sar'a-band, n. A grave Spanish dance, to
an air in triple time ; the air itself.

Saracen, sar'a-sen.n. An Arab; Mussulman; mediae-
val adherent of Mohammedanism in countries fur-
ther west than Arabia.— Sar'acenlc, -ical, a. Of, or
pert, to, the Saracens.— Sarce'net, slirsliet, n. A
species of line, thin, woven silk, used for ribbons,
linings, etc.— Siroc'co, sY-rok'ko, n. ; pi. -cos, -koz.
An oppressive, hot wind from the Libyan deserts,
felt in Italy, Malta, Sicily, etc.

Sarcasm, sar'kazm, n. A satirical remark, uttered
with some degree of scorn or contempt; irony; taunt;
gibe.—Sarcaslic, -tical, a. Bitterly satirical; scorn-
fully severe; taunting.

Sarcenet. See under Sakacen.
Sarcoma, sar-kolna, n. ; pi. -comata, -kom'a-ta. (Med.)
A tumor of fleshy consistence.— Sarcol'ogy, -o-jY,
n. That part of anatomy which treats of the soft
parts of the body. — Sar'cologlc, -ical, a. Of, or
pert, to, sarcology. — Sarcoph'agous, -kof'a-gus, a.
Feeding on flesh ; flesh-eating. — Sarcoph'agus, n.
A species of limestone used among the Greeks for
making coffins,— so called because it consumed the
flesh of bodies deposited in it within a few weeks;
a tomb of this kind of stone; a stone coffin.

Sard. See under Sardine, a precious stone.
Sardine, siirHen, n. A small fish, of the herring fam-

ily, abundant on the coasts of France and in the
Mediterranean, — often put up with olive oil as a
delicacy.

Sardine, siirHin, -dius, -dY-us, n. A precious stone,
prob. a cornelian, of which one was set in Aaron's
breastplate.— Sard. n. A variety of cornelian, red-
dish brown by reflected light, blood red by trans-
mitted light. — Sar'donyx, -do-nix, n. A rare vari-
ety of onyx, consisting of sard and white chalcedony
in alternate layers.

Sardonic, sar-donlk, a. Forced, heartless, or bitter,
— said of a laugh or smile; concealing bitterness of
heart; mocking. — Sardonic laugh. A spasmodic af-

fection of the muscles of the face, giving it a hor-
rible appearance of laughter, and said to nave been
first noticed as the effect of eating the Herba sar-
donica, a species of ranunculus, that grows in Sar-
dinia.

Sardonyx. See under Sardine, precious stone.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Yn, ice ; 5dd, tone, or
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Sarmentose. sar-ment-osl
Bearing runners; resem-
bling a runner ; long,
filiform, and almost
naked, or having only
leaves in bunches at the
joints or knots where it

strikes root.

S a r s a p a rilla, sar'sa-pa-

rilla, n. A Mexican,

(Bot.)

Sarmentose.

Ind., and S. Amer. plant of the smilax familyi of
several species; its mucilaginous root, used in med.,
etc. Also, improperly, a N. Amer. species of aralia.

Sartorius, sar-to'rt-us, n. (Anat.) The muscle which
throws one leg across the other, reaching from above
the hip to below the knee.

Sash, sash, n. An ornamental belt ; a band worn
about the waist or over the shoulder.

Sash, sash, ». The frame of a window in which the
panes of glass are set. — v. t. [sashed (sasht), sash-
ing.] To furnish with sashes or frames for glass.

Sassafras, sas'sa-fras, n. A bush or tree of the laurel
family, whose bark has an aromatic smell and taste.
— Saa/ifrage, -Tf-fraj, n. A plant embracing many
species, mostly hardy herbs.— Saxiflagous, -ra-gus,

a. Dissolving stone; esp., stone in the Bladder.
Sat. See Sit.
Satan, salan, formerly pron. safan, n. The grand
adversary of man; the devil.— Satanic, -ical, a.

Having the qualities of Satan; resembling Satan;
devilish; infernal.

Satchel, sach'el, n. A little sack or bag.
Sate. Contr. of Satiate, q. v.

Sate. See Sit.
Satellite, safel-lit, n. A small planet revolving round
another; a moon; an obsequious follower.

Satiate, sa'shl-at, Sate, sat, v. t. To satisfy the ap-
pe'ite or desire of; to feed to the full; to fill to re-

pletion or loathing ; to suffice, cloy, gorge, overfill,

surfeit, glut. — a. Filled to satiety; glutted. — Sati-
ation, -shT-a'shun, n. State of being satiated. —
Sati'ety, -e-tt, n. State of being satiated or glutted

;

fullness of gratification even beyond desire ; reple-

tion; surfeit; cloyment.— Satisfy, -is-fi, v. t. [-fied
(-fid), -fying.] To gratify fully the desire of, make
content ; to comply with the rightful demands of,

answer or discharge (a claim, debt, legal demand,
etc.); to free from doubt, suspense, or uncertainty;
to give assurance to. — v. i. To give satisfaction or
content; to feed or supply to the full; to make pay-
ment, atone. — Satisfaction, n. Act of satisfying,

or state of being satisfied ; gratification of desire ;

settlement of a claim, due, demand, etc.; that which
satisfies or gratifies; contentment; gratification; rec-
ompense ; compensation ; amends ; atonement. —
Satisfac'tory, -to-rt, a. Giving or producing satis-

faction ; yielding content; making amends, indem-
nification, or recompense. — Satire, -Ir, in Eng.
often pron. safer, n. A composition, generally
poetical, holding up vice or folly to reprobation; an
invective poem ; keenness and severity of remark ;

trenchant wit; lampoon ; sarcasm; irony ; ridicule;
pasquinade; burlesque; wit; humor.—Satiric, -ical,

-tYrlk-al, a. Belonging to, conveying, or of the na-
ture of satire; censorious; severe in language; cut-
ting; poignant; sarcastic; bitter; reproachful ; abu-
sive.— Satirist, n. One who writes satire. — Saf-
irize, v. t. [-ized (-izd), -izing.] To make the ob-
ject of satire; to censure with keenness or severity.
— Safurate, -u-rat, v. t. To cause to become com-
pletely penetrated, impregnated, filled, or soaked.

Satin, satin, n. A glossy silk cloth, of a thick, close
texture, and overshot woof. — Safinet', n. A thin
species of satin; a kind of glossy cloth made of cot-
ton warp and woolen filling. — Sateen', -ten', n. A
glossy dress-goods, resembling satin, but having a
worsted instead of a silken face.

Satire, Satisfy, etc. See under Satiate.
Satrap, salrap or satlap, n. In ancient Persia,
the governor of a province; viceroy.

Saturate, etc. See under Satiate.
Saturn, safern, n. {Myth.) One of the oldest and
principal deities, son of Ccelus and Terra (heaven
and earth), and father of Jupiter. (Astron.) One
of the planets of the solar system, next in magni-

Satyr.

tude to Jupiter, but more remote from the sun.
— Saturnalia, -11-a, n.pl. (Bom. Antiq.) The festi-

val of Saturn, celebrated as a period of unrestrained
license and merriment for all classes. A period or
occasion of general license.— Saturnalian, a. Pert,

to the Saturnalia; of unrestrained and intemperate
jollity ; riotously merry. — Satur'nian, -nt-an, a.

(Myth.) Pert, to Saturn, whose age or reign, from
the mildness and wisdom of his government, is

called the golden age. — Safurnine, -er-nin, a. tin-
der the influence of the planet Saturn; not readily
susceptible of excitement; phlegmatic; dull; heavy;
grave. — Sat'urday, n. The 7th or last day of the
week.

Satyr, safer or saler, n. (Myth.) One of a class of
sylvan deities, represented
as monsters, part man and
part goat, and character-
ized by riotous merriment
and lasciviousness.

Sauce, saws, n. A prepara-
tion, mixture, or composi-
tion to be eaten with food
for improving its relish;
pertness ; insolence. —v. t.

[sauced (sawst), SAUCING.]
To accompany with some-
thing intended to give a
higher relish ; to give zest, '

flavor, or interest to ; to be
impudent or saucy to.

—

Sau'cy, -sic, a. [-cier; -ci-

est.] Bold to excess; trans-
gressing the rules of deco-
rum ; expressive of impudence; insolent ; imperti-
nent; rude. — Sauce'pan, n. A pan in which to boil
sauce or small articles. — Sau'cer, n. A small dish,
orig. to hold sauce ; a shallow dish in which a tea-
cup, etc., is set. — Sau'sage, -sej, n. An article of
food, made of meat minced, highly seasoned, and
inclosed in a prepared intestine.

Sauerkraut, sowr'krowt, n. Cabbage preserved in
brine, and allowed to ferment, — a German dish.

Saunter, sanler, v. i. [-tered (-terd), -tering.] To
wander about idly, loiter, linger, stroll, wander.

Saurian, sawll-an, a. Pert, to, or of the nature of, a
saurian. — n. An animal of the order of reptiles
which includes all that are covered with scales, and
have 4 legs, as the lizard.

Sausage. See under Sauce.
Savage, saVej, a. Pert, to the forest ; remote from
human residence and improvements ; wild ; un-
tamed ; uncivilized ; unpolished ; characterized by
cruelty; ferocious; brutish; barbarous; fierce; pit-

iless; murderous, —n. A human being in his na-
tive state of rudeness; a man of extreme, unfeeling,
brutal cruelty; a barbarian. — Sav'agery, -ej-rt, n.

State or condition of being savage; a wild, unculti-
vated condition; barbarism; an act of cruelty; bar-
barity.

Savanna, sa-van'na, n. An extensive open plain or
meadow, or a plain destitute of trees, and covered
with grass.

Savant, sa-vawN', n. ; pi. Savants, same pron. -A
man of learning ; one versed in literature or sci-

ence.
Save, Savior, etc. See under Safe.
Savin, savin, n. An evergreen tree or shrub, with
dark foliage, producing small berries.

Savor, sa'ver, n. Quality affecting the organs of taste

or smell ; specific flavor or quality ; characteristic
property ; taste ; relish ; odor ; scent. — v. i. [sa-
vored (-verd), -voring.] To have a particular smell
or taste; to indicate the presence or influence.— Sa'-
vory, -ver-T, a. Having savor or relish; pleasing to

the organs of taste or smell.
Savory, sa'ver-T, n. An aromatic plant, used in cook-

Savoy, sa-voil n. A variety of cabbage, having curled
leaves, cultivated for winter use.

Saw. See See, also Say.
Saw, saw, n. An instrument for cutting, consisting of
a thin blade or plate of steel, with a series of sharp
teeth on one edge. — v. t. [imp. sawed (sawd); p. p.
sawed or sawn; sawing.] To cut or separate with

sun, cube, full ; moon, fotit ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Saw-fish.

a saw; to form by cutting with a saw.— v. i. To use
a saw, practice sawing; to cut with a saw; to be cut
with a saw. — Saw'yer, n. One who saws timber
into planks or boards, or wood for fuel ; a tree

which, having fallen into a stream, lies fast by the
roots, with its branches rocking above and below the
surface of the water, like the motion of a saw. —
Saw'dust, n. Dust or small fragments of wood,
stone, or other material,
made by the attrition of
a saw. — Saw'-fish.w. A
cartilaginous fish, close-

ly allied to the shark: it

has the upper jaw pro-
longed into a long beak
or snout, with teeth ar-

ranged along both edges.
— -fly, n. One of a fam-
ily of insect, the fe-
males of which are fur-
nished with an oviposi-
tor toothed like a saw,
for boring holes for
their eggs in the twigs and stems of plants.— -mill, a.

A mill for sawing timber or marble, etc. — -pit, n.

A pit over which timber is sawed by two men, one
standing below the timber and the other above. —
-set, n. An instrument used to set or turn the teeth
of a saw a little outward. — See'saw, n. A play
among children, in which 2 persons, seated upon
opposite ends of a board supported in the middle,
move alternately up and down; a board adjusted for

this purpose; a vibratory or reciprocating motion.—
v. i. [seesawed (-sawd), -sawing.] To move back-
ward and forward, or upward and downward, — a.

Moving up and down, or to and fro; having a recip-

rocating motion.
Saxifrage, Saxifragous. See under Sassafras.
Saxon, saks'un or saks'n, n. One of a people who
formerly dwelt in N. Germany, and who invaded
and conquered England in the 5th and lith centuries;
an Anglo-Saxon ; a native of Saxony ; language of
the Saxons; Anglo-Saxon.— a. Pert, to the Saxons,
their country, or their language; of, or pert, to, Saxo-
ny, or its inhabitants.

Say, sa, v. t. [said (sed; contr. fr. sayeil), saying.] To
express in words (spoken or written), tell, speak,
utter, argue, allege; to repeat, rehearse, recite; to an-
nounce, as a decision or opinion; to suppose, assume
to be. — n. A speech; something said. — Saying, n.

That which is said; an expression; esp., a proverbial
expression. — Saw, n. A saying; maxim; proverb;
adage; aphorism; apothegm; by-word.

Sbirro, zber'ro, n. ; pi. -ri, -re. An Italian policeman.
Scab, skab, n. {Med.) An incrustation over a sore or
wound. A contagious disease of sheep.— Scab'bed,
a. Abounding, or diseased, with scabs; mean; pal-

try ; vile ; worthless. — Scab'by, -bT, a. [-bier ;

-BIEST.] Affected with scabs; full of scabs; diseased
with the scab or mange; mangy.— Sca'bious.-bl-us,
a. Consisting of scabs; rough; itchy; leprous.

Scabbard, skab'bard, n. The case in which the blade
of a sword, etc., is kept; a sheath.

Scabrous, ska'brus, a. Having hard, short, rigid
points; rough; rugged.

Scaffold, skaf'fold, n. A temporary structure of tim-
ber, boards, etc., for supporting workmen and ma-
terials, in building, etc. ; esp., a platform for the
execution of a criminal.— v. t. To furnish with a
scaffold.— Scaffolding, n. A frame or structure for
temporary support; materials for scaffolds.

Scagliola. See under Scale, dish of a balance.
Scalade, etc. See under Scale, a ladder.
Scald, skawld, v. t. To burn with hot liquid or steam;

to expose to a boiling or violent heat over a fire, or in
water or other liquor.— n. A burn, or injury to the
skin and flesh by some hot liquid, or by steam.

Scald, skawld, n. Scurf on the head; scab.— Scall,

skawl, n. Scab; scabbiness; leprosy. — Scald'-head,
n. {Med.) A pustular disease of the hairy scalp,
with scabs or crusts.

Scald, skawld, n. A reciter and singer of heroic po-
ems, eulogies, etc., among the Norsemen.

Scale, skal, n. The dish of a balance ; the balance
itself ; an instrument or machine for weighing,—

chiefly in pi. when applied to the whole instrument;
one of the small, thin, membranous or bony pieces

which form the covering of many fishes and reptiles;

any thin layer or leaf of metal or other material; an
incrustation deposited on the inside of a vessel in
which water is heated. — v. t. (scaled (skald),

scaling.] To strip or clear of scales; to take off in

thin layers or scales.— v. i. To separate and come
off in thin layers.— ScaKy, skaKl, a. Covered or
abounding with scales; rough; resembling scales,

lamina;, or layers; mean; scat)by.— Scaglio'la, skal-

yo'la, n. An imitation of marble, formed by stud-

ding the surface of a substratum of gypsum mixed
with glue, with splinters of stone of different colors,

and polishing it.

Scale, skal, n. A ladder ; series of steps ; anything
graduated, esp. when employed as a measure or
rule, or marked by lines or degrees at regular inter-

vals. {3lus.) The gamut, or graduating series of all

the tones, ascending or descending, from the key-
note to its octave. Gradation; scheme of compara-
tive rank or order; relative dimensions, without^dif-
ference in proportion of parts.— v. t. [scaled (skald),

scaling.] To climb by a ladder, or as if by a ladder;
to clamber up.— Scalade', -lad', n. {Mil.)

An assault on a besieged place with lad- /
ders to mount the walls; an escalade. /

Scalene, ska-lenr , a. {Geom.) Having the /
sides and angles unequal,— said of a tri- /
angle ; having the axis inclined to the /
base, as a cone. — n. {Geom.) A triangle /
having its sides and angles unequal. /

Scall. See Scald, scurf. /
Scallion, skal'yun, n. A plant, which grows £___

i

about Ascalon, in Palestine: it is allied to
Sealene

the garlic and onion. Triangle
Scallop, skol'lup, n. A marine shell-fish or
bivalve mollusk, often used for food: the shell was
formerly worn by pilgrims as
a mark that they had been to
the Holy Land; a curving of
the edge of anything, like
the segment of a circle : a

kind of dish for baking oys-
ters in. — v. t. [scalloped
(-lupt), -loping.] To mark
or cut the edge or border
of into segments of circles.
— Scal'loped, -lupt, a. Made
or done with or in a scallop;
having the edge or border cut Scallop Shell.

or marked with segments of circles.—Scalloped oys-
ters. {Cookery.) Oysters baked with crumbs of bread
strewed over the surface: this was, at first, done in
scallop shells, and afterwards in a dish called a scal-
lop. — Scalp, skalp, n. That part of the integument
of the head usually covered with hair; the skin of
the head, or a part of it, with the hair belonging to
it, torn off, as by Indian warriors, as a token of vic-
tory over an enemy.— v. t. [scalped (skalpt), scalp-
ing.] To deprive of the scalp, or integuments of the
head.

Scalpel, skaKpel, n. {Surg.) A knife used in anatom-
ical dissections and surgical operations. — Scalp'er,
Scalp'ing-i'ron, n. {Surg.) An instrument used in
scraping foul and carious bones.

Scamble, etc. See under Scamp.
Scammony, skarn'mo-nY, n. A plant of the convolvu-
lus family ; an inspissated sap obtained from its

root, having a blackish-gray color, a nauseous smell,
and a bitter and acrid taste.

Scamp, skamp, n. A rascal; scoundrel; mean villain.
—v. t. [scamped (skamt), -ping.] To perform (work)
dishonestly or in an unworkmanlike manner. [Abbr.
fr. scamper.]— Scam'per, v. i. [-pered (-pSrd), -per-
ing.] To run with speed ; to hasten away, escape.— Scam'ble. -bl, v. i. To stir quick, be busy, scram-
ble; to be awkward. — v. t. To mangle, maul.

Scan, skan, v. t. [scanned (skand).-NiNG.] To mount
by steps ; to go through with (a verse), marking
and distinguishing the feet of which it is composed;
to go over and examine point by point, scrutinize.
— Scan'dent, a. {Bot.) Climbing, either with spiral
tendrils for support, or by adhesive fibers, as a stalk.
— Scan'sion, -shun, n. Act of scanning.— Scanso'-

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Tn, Ice ; Odd, tone, 6r

;
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Scansores.

a, head and foot of cuckoo ; b b, head
and foot of green woodpecker ;

c c, head and foot of great jacamar.

re«, -so-rez, n. pi.

An order of birds
whose toes are in
pairs, 2 before and
2 behind, enabling
them to cling to
and climb upon
trees, as the wood-
peckers and par-
rots.— Scanso'rial,
-rf-al, a. Pert, to,

etc. ; climbing, or
adapted to climb-
ing.

Scandal, skan'dal,
n. Reproach o r

reprobation called
forth by what is

regarded as wrong,
heinous, or fla-

grant; imputed
disgrace; re-
proachful asper-
sion ; defamatory
speech or report

:

detraction ; cal-

umny ; opprobri-
um; reproach; shame; disgrace. — Scan'dalize, v. t.

[-ized (-Izd), -izing.] To give offense to, excite the
reprobation of; to reproach, defame. — Scan'dalous,
-dal-us, a. Giving offense ; exciting reprobation ;

calling out condemnation; disgraceful to reputation;
bringing shame or infamy; shameful; base; defam-
atory; libelous. — Scan'dalously, adv. — Scanda-
lousness, n. — Scan'dalum Magna'tum. (Law.) A
defamatory speech or writing published to the injury
of a person of dignity,— usually abbr. scan. mag.

Scandent, Scansion, etc. See under Scan.
Scant, skant, v. t. To limit, straiten, treat illiberally;
to make small, narrow, or scanty. — v. i. To fail,

or become less. — a. Scarcely sufficient; less than
is wanted for the purpose. — Scant'ly, adv. In a
scant manner; not fully or sufficiently; narrowly;
penuriously.— Scant'y, -Y, a. [-ier; -iest.] Want-
ing amplitude or extent; not abundant for use or
necessity ; hardly sufficient ; sparing ; niggardly ;

narrow; poor; parsimonious; penurious.
Scantling, skant'ling, n. A piece of timber sawed or
cut of a small size, as for studs, rails, etc.

Scape, skap, v. t. or i. To escape. [Abbr. fr. escape.']
— Scape -goat, n. (Jeivish Antig.) A goat upon
whose head were symbolically placed the sins of
the people, after which he was suffered to escape
into the wilderness. A person on whom the sins of
another may be fixed.— -grace, n. A graceless, hair-

brained fellow. — Scape'ment, n. A kind of mech-
anism: see Escapement.

Scape, skap, n. (Bot.) A peduncle rising directly from
the root, as in the stemless vio-

lets, the bloodroot, etc.

Scaphoid, skafoid, a. Resem-
bling a boat in form: see Ear.

Scapula, skap'u-la. n. ; pi. -^M,
-le. (Anat.) The shoulder-
blade: see Skeleton.— Scap''-

ular, a. Pert, to the shoulder
or to the scapula.— Scap'ular,
-ulary, -la-rY, n. A part of the
habit of certain religious or-

ders in the Rom. Cath. church,
consisting of 2 bands of wool- Scape,
en stuff worn over the gown, of which one crosses
the back or shoulders, and the other the stomach.

Scar, skar, n. A mark remain-
ing after a wound or ulcer is

healed; a cicatrix; blemish.
— v. t. [scarred (skard),
scarring.] To mark with a
scar, or scars.

Scar, Scaur, skar, n. A bare
and broken place on a side
of a mountain, or in the high Scarab
bank of a river.

Scarab, skar'ab, Scar'abee, -a-be, -abse'us, -a-be'
An insect having cased wings; a beetle.

Scarce, skars,a. Not plentiful or abundant; not easily

to be procured; rare; infrequent; deficient; uncom-
mon. — Scarce, Scarcely, adv. With difficulty ;

hardly; scantly ; barely; but just. — Scarce'ness,
Scar'city, -sI-tT, n. Condition of being scarce; lack
of plenty; infrequency; deficiency; penury; dearth;
rarity; short supply.

Scare, skar, v. t. [scared (skard), scaring.] To
terrify suddenly, make afraid, frighten, alarm. —
Scare'crow, n. An object set up to frighten crows,
etc., from cornfields; anything which terrifies with-
out danger; a vain terror.

Scarf, skarf, n. A light article of dress, worn loosely
over the shoulders or about the neck. — v. t.

[scarfed (skarft), scarfing.] To throw loosely
on, put on like a scarf; to cover, bandage.— Scarf

-

skin, n. (Anat.) The outer thin integument of the
body ; the cuticle ; epidermis.

Scarf, skarf, v. t. To cut a scarf on, as for a joint in
(Carp.) Thetimbe

part cut away from each r
1̂ -

to
(

of 2 pieces of timber

K
Modes of Scarfing.

be joined longitudinal-
ly, so that the corre-
sponding ends may fit

together in an even
joint; the joint so
formed.

Scarify, skar'i-fi, v. t.

[-FIED (-fid), -FYING.]
To scratch or cut the
skin of; to make small
incisions in, by means of
a lancet or cupping instrument; to stir the surface
soil of.

Scarlet, skar'let, n. A bright red color, lighter than
crimson. — a. Of the color called scarlet; of a bright
red color. — Scar'let-fe'ver, Scar'lati'na, -te'na, n.
(3fed.) A contagious and often malignant febrile
disease, characterized by inflammation of the fau-
ces, and a scarlet rash, appearing usually on the 2d
day. and ending in desquamation about the 6th or
7th day.

Scarp, skarp, n. A perpendicular, or nearly perpen-
dicular, slope. (Fort.) The interior slope of the ditch
at the foot of the rampart: see Casemate. — v. t.

[scarped (skiirpt), scarping.] To cut down per-
pendicularly, or nearlv so.

Scath, skath, Scathe, skath. v. t. [scathed (skatht
or skathd), scathing (skath/- or skatb/ing).] To
do harm to, injure, damage, waste, destroy, —n.
Damage ; injury ; waste ; liarm. — Scatb/less, a.

Without waste or damage.
Scatter, skat'ter, v. t. [-tered (-tSrd), -tering.] To
strew about, sprinkle around; to
cause to separate in different di-
rections; to frustrate, disappoint,
and overthrow, dissipate. — v. i.

To be dispersed or dissipated.—
Scat'tered, -terd, a. Dispersed.
(Bot.) Irregular in position; with-
out apparent order. — Scat'ter-
brain, n. A giddy or thoughtless
person.

Scaur. See Scar, bare place on a
! mountain.
Scavenger, skav'en-jSr, n. A per-

!

son who cleans the streets of a
city, by scraping or sweeping, and
carrying off the filth; one engaged
in a mean or dirtv occupation

;

esp. one who gathers garbage Scattered Leaves,

from ash-barrels, dumps, etc.; a creature which eats

or removes filth, carrion, etc.

Scene, sen, n. The structure on which a spectacle or
play is exhibited; stage; one of the slides, hangings,
or other devices, used to give an appearance of real-

ity to the action of a play ; a separate portion of a
play, subordinate to the act ; place, time, circum-
stances, etc., in which anything is imagined to occur,
or where the action of a story, play, poem, etc., is

laid; an assemblage of objects presented to the view
at once; spectacle; show; exhibition; view; a dra-
matic exhibition of passionate feeling; an inter-
view; action, or course of action, done for effect.—

stin, cube, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNbON, chair, get.
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Scen'ery, -er-Y, re. The paintings and hangings rep-
resenting the scenes of a play: general aspect, as re .

gards variety and beauty or the reverse m a land- I

scape ; combination of natural views; representation: '•

imagery.— Scenic, sen'- or sen'ik, -ical, sgnlk-al, a. ',

Pert, to, or of the nature of, scenery, esp. the seen-
j

ery of a theater; theatrical.

Scent, sent, v. t. To perceive by the olfactory organs,
smell : to imbue or fill with odor, perfume. — n. !

Odor ; smell ; power of smelling ; sense of smell

;

chase followed by the scent; course of pursuit; track,
j

Scepter, -tre, sepler, n. A staff borne by kings, as a
badge of authority : a .-
royal mace; royal pow- WHM"W "i * •w*^'
er or authority.

—

v.t. Scepter.
[SCEPTERED Or -TRED
t-terd), -tering or -tring.] To invest with royal

j

authority, or with the ensign of authority.
Sceptic, Sceptical, etc. See Skeptic, etc.

Schedule, sked'ul, in Eng. pron. shedlil, n. A writ-
tea or printed scroll of paper ; a document ; esp., an
official or formal list or inventory; catalogue.

Scheik. Same as Sheik.
Scheme, skem, n. A combination of things connected
and adjusted by design ;. a plan of something to be
done; any lineal or mathematical diagram; project;
design; contrivance; purpose; plot.—v. t. [schemed
(skemd), scheming.] To plan, project. — v. i. To
form a plan or project, contrive.

SchirrhUB. See Scirrus.
Schism, sizm, re. Division or separation ; permanent

division or separation in the Christian church, oc-
casioned by diversity of opinions, or other reason.—
Schismatic, -matlk, -matlcal, a. Pert, to or im-
plying, schism; partaking of the nature of schism;
tending to schism. — Schismatic, n. One who sep-
arates from an established church or religious faith;
heretic; partisan.

Schist, shist, n. (Geol.) A rock having a schistose
structure,— used esp. of some kinds of metamorphic
rocks.— Schistose'', -os', Schisfous, -us, a. Admit-
ting of division by natural cleavage into flags, slabs,

or slates,— used esp. of metamorphic rocks.

School, skool, n. A place for learned intercourse

and instruction; an institution for learning; an in-

stitution of learning of a grade below a college or

university ; place of elementary instruction ; a ses-

sion of an institution of instruction : one of the

mediaeval seminaries for teaching logic, metaphys-
ics, and theology, characterized by academical dis-

Eutations and subtilties of reasoning ; an assem-
lage of scholars ; body of pupils ; the disciples or

followers of a teacher ; a sect or denomination in

philosophy, theologv, science, etc. ; a shoal or com-
pact body, as of fish. — v. t. [schooled (skoqld),

schooling.] To train in an institution of learning;

to admonish.— Schooling, n. Instruction in school;

tuition; reproof; reprimand; compensation for in-

struction. — School'-boy, -girl. re. One who attends

a school. dame, n. A female teacher of a school.

feldow. re. One bred at the same school and at

the same time as another. house, re. A house ap-

propriated for the use of schools, or for instruction.

man, re. One versed in the niceties of academical
disputation, or of the school divinity of the middle
ages; one of the philosophers and divines of the 9th-
14th centuries. — -mas'ter, -mis'tress, n. One who
presides over and teaches a school; a teacher or in-

structor.— Scholar, skol'ar, re. One who attends a

school; one who learns of a teacher; pupil; learner;

disciple ; a learned person ; a man of high literary

or scientific attainments; one versed in any branch
of knowledge; one acquainted with books only; a
pedant. — SchoKarly, a. Like, or becoming, a schol-

ar. _ Scholarship, n. Character and qualities of a

scholar; attainments in science or literature; learn-

ing; erudition; knowledge; foundation for the sup-

port of a student.— Scholastic, sko-laslik, re. One
who adheres to the method or subtilties of the

schools. — Scholas'tic, -tical, a. Pert, to, or suit-

ing, a scholar or school ; pert, to the schoolmen, or

philosophers and divines of the middle ages ; pe-

dantic ; formal. — Scholas'ticaliy, adv. — Scholas'-

ticism, -tt-sizm, re. The method or subtilties of the

schools of philosophy; scholastic formality.— Scho'-

liast, -lT-ast, re. A commentatoror annotutor — Scho'-
lium, -lT-um, re. ; L. pi. -lia, -li-a, E. pi. -liums. A
marginal annotation, — so called as being the fruit of
the leisure hours
of the writers.
(Math.) A remark
or observation
subjoined to a
demonstration.

Schooner, skoon'er,
re. (Naut.) A
sharp-built vessel,
having 2, 3, or 4
masts, with fore-
and-aft sails.

—

Topsail schooner.
The original form
of schooner, hav-
ing square fore-
topsail and fore-
topgallant sail,

but the other sails

fore-and-aft. Topsail Schooner.

Schorl, sh6rl, n. (J/m.) Black tourmaline.
Sciagraphy, si-ag'ra-f T, -oglaphy, re. Art or science
of projecting or delineating shadows as they fall in
nature. (Arch.) The profile or vertical section of
a building. — Sciop'tic, -trie, a. Of, or pert, to, a
certain optical arrangement for forming images in
a darkened room.

Sciatic, si-atlk, Sciat'ica, -i-ka, n. (Med.) Neural-
gia of the sciatic nerve: a rheumatic affection of
the hip joint, or of the parts surrounding it. — Sci-
atic, a. Pert, to, or affecting, the hip.

Science, sirens, re. Exact and comprehensive infor-
mation, skill, or expertness; investigation of truth
for its own sake ; that which is known ; knowl-
edge duly arranged, and referred to general truths
and principles on which it is founded, and from
which it is "derived. — Scientific, -tiflk, a. Agree-
ing with, or depending on, the rules or principles of
science.— Sci'olist, -o-list, n. One who knows any-
thing superficially; a smatterer.— Sci'olism, -lizm,
re. Superficial knowledge.

Scilicet, siKl-set. To wit; namely, — often abbr. to
sc. or ss.

Scimiter, -itar, sim'T-ter, re. A short sword with a
convex edge or recurved point.

Scintillate, sinlil-lat, v. i. To emit sparks, or fine
igneous particles; to sparkle, as the fixed stars.—
Scintilla'tion, re. Act of scintillating; act of emit-
ting sparks, or of twinkling. [F.]

Sciography. Same as Sciagraphy.
Sciolism, etc. See under Science.
Scion, si'un, re. A shoot or twig of a plant, esp. when
cut for ingrafting in a stock; a descendant; heir.

Scire-facias, si're-fa""sht-as, re. (Law.) A judicial
writ, founded upon some record, and requiring the
party proceeded against to show cause why the
party bringing it should not have advantage of such
record, or why the record should not be annulled.

Scirrhous, skirlus, a. Proceeding from, or of the
nature of, scirrhus; indurated; knotty.— n. ; L.pl.
-rhi, E. pi. -rhuses. (Med.) An indolent indura-
tion, particularly of the glands; a hard, cancerous
growth, which emits a creaking sound when incised.

Scissel, sis'sel, re. Clippings of metals made in va-
rious mechanical operations. — Scis'sile, -sil, a.

Capable of being cut or divided by a sharp instru-
ment. — Scis'sioh, sizhlvn, re. Act of cutting or
dividing by an edged instrument; state of being cut;
division; separation. — Scis'sure, sizh/er, re. A lon-

gitudinal opening made by cutting: a cleft; fissure.

Scissors, siz'zerz, re. pi. A cutting instrument con-
sisting of 2 cutting blades movable on a pin in the
center. — Scis'sor, v. t. To cut with scissors or
shears.

Scissure. See under Scissel.
Sclerema, skle-re'ma, re. (Med.) Induration of the
cellular tissue. — Sclerotic, a. Hard ; firm. — re.

(Anat.) The firm, white, outer coat of the eye: see
Eye.

Scobs, skobz, re. sing. & pi. Raspings of ivory, harts-
horn, metals, etc.; the dross of metals.

Scoff, skof, v. i. [scoffed (skoft), scoffing.] To

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 2nd, eve, term ; in, ice ; Qdd, tone, Or
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Sconce.

. show insolent ridicule, mockery, or derision : to utter
contumelious language: to sneer, mock, gibe, jeer.

—

— v. t. To treat with derision or scorn ; to mock at.
— n. Expression of scorn or contempt.

Scold, skold, v. i. To find fault, chide sharply or
coarsely.— v.t. To chide with rudeness and bois-
terous clamor; to rate; to rebuke or reprove with
severity.— n. One who scolds; esp., a rude, clamor-
ous, foul-mouthed woman; shrew; a scolding.

Scollop, skoKlup, n. A kind of shell-fish; an indent-
ing like those of a scollop shell. — v. t. To form or
cut with scollops. [See Scallop.]

Sconce, skons, n. A fortification ; a fort ; a helmet ;

'

the head; skull ; brains ; sense ;

discretion ; a protection for a
light; a fixed hanging or project-
ing candlestick ; the circular
tube, with a brim, in a candle-
stick, into which the candle is

inserted._
Scoop, skoop, w. A large, deep,
thin-bladed shovel for grain ; a
smaller instrument for sugar,
flour, etc. ; a large ladle; a
vessel for bailing boats. (Surg.)
A spoon-shaped vessel, used to
extract certain foreign bodies.
A basin-like cavity ; a sweep;
stroke; swoop. ( Stock Ex-
change.) A sudden breaking
down of prices, in order to buy
stocks at cheaper rates, followed by a rise. — r. t. I

[scooped (skoopt), scooping.] To take out with a
scoop, or with a sweeping motion; to empty by lad-
ing; to make hollow, as a scoop or dish; to excavate,

j

Scope, skop, n. That at w-hich one aims; the thing,
|

or end, to which the mind directs its view; room or
opportunity for free outlook or aim: amplitude of
opportunity ; free course or vent: length; extent; :

sweep; design; intention; tendencv; drift.
Scorbutic, skSr-bu'tik, -tical, a. Pert, to, resembling,

;

or affected with scurvy.
Scorch, skorch, v. t. [scorched (sc6rcht), scorch-

j

ing.] To burn superficially; to parch, or shrivel by ,

heat, the surface of; to affect painfully with heat, I

or as with heat. —v. t". To be burnt on the surface,
j

be parched, be dried up.
Score, skor, n. A notch or incision; esp., a mark for
keeping account of something; tally-mark; an ac-
count or reckoning; bill; indebtedness: reason; mo-
tive; sake; the number of 20, as being marked off by
a special score or tally. (3Ius.) The original and en-
tire draught, or its transcript, of a musical composi-
tion, with the parts for all the different instruments
or voices,— so called from the bar, which was for-
merly drawn through all the parts, —v. t. [scored
(skord), scoring.] To mark with lines, scratches,
or notches; esp., to mark with significant lines or
notches, for keeping account of something: to mark
or signify by lines or notches, to set down, charge; to
write down (music) in.properorder and arrangement.

Scoria, sko'ri-a, n. ; pi. -rim, -rT-e. The recrement of
metals in fusion ; slag; dross; the very light, cellular,
slaggy lavas of a volcano; volcanic cinders.

Scorn, skorn. n. Extreme and passionate contempt;
that which is scorned ; an object of extreme dis-
dain: derision; contumely; slight: dishonor, — v. t.

[scorned (sk6rnd), scorning.] To hold in extreme
contempt, contemn, despise, neglect, disregard.~
Scorn'ful, -ful, o. Full of scorn or contempt; dis-
dainful; reproachful: insolent.

Scorpion, .skdr'pi-un, ». An animal allied to the
spider, having an
elongated body,
terminated by a
long, slender tail

formed of 6
joints, the last
of which, termi-
nates in a very
acute sting,
which effuses a
venomous liquid. Scorpion.

(Axtivm.) The 8th sign of the zodiac. (Ichth.) The
red, spiny hogfish of the Mediterranean.

Scot, skot, n. A portion of money assessed or paids a
tax; contribution; mulct; fine. — Scof-free, a. Free
from payment or scot; untaxed; unhurt; safe.

Scot, skot, n. A native or inhabitant of Scotland.—
Scotch, Scots, Scoftish, a. Of, or pert, to, Scotland
or its inhabitants.—Scotcb/man, n. A Scot.— Scof-
ticism, -sizm, n. An idiom or expression peculiar to
the Scots.

Scotch, skoch, v. t. [scotched (skocht), scotching.]
To support (a wheel) by placing some obstacle to pre-
vent its rolling.

Scotch, skoch, v. t. To chop off a bit of the bark, skin,
or surface of; to wound superficially, —v. A slight
cut ; shallow incision. — Scotch''- or Scotched'-col-
lops, n. pi. Veal cut into small pieces.

Scotomy. skofo-mY, n. Dizziness or swimming of the
head, with dimness of sight.

Scoundrel, skowu'drel, n. A mean, worthless fellow;
rascal; base villain.— a. Low; base; mean; unprin-
cipled.

Scour, skowr, ?•. r. [scoured (skowrd), scouring.] To
rub hard with something rough, for the purpose of
cleaning; to cleanse from grease, dirt, etc.; to purge
violently; to remove by rubbing or cleansing; to pass
swiftly over, range, traverse thoroughly. — v. i. To
clean "anything by rubbing; to cleanse ;"to be purged
to excess; to run with celerity. — n. A diarrhoea or
dysentery in cattle.

Scourge, skerj, n. A lash; a strap or cord, esp. one
used to inflict pain or punishment; a whip; a pun-
ishment, or means of inflicting punishment, — v. t.

[scourged (skerjd), scourging.] To whip severely,
lash; to afflict with the purpose of correction.

Scout, skowt, n. A person sent out to gain and bring
in tidings, esp. of the movements and condition of an
enemy; a spy. — v. t. To spy out, watch for: to pass
over or throush, for the purpose of spying out; to re-
connoiter. — v. i. To act as a scout.

Scout, skowt, v. t. To sneer at, treat with contempt.
Scow, skow, n. A large, flat-bottomed boat.
Scowl, skowl, v. i. [scowled (skowld), scowling.]
To wrinkle the brows, as in frowning or displeasure;
to look gloomy, dark, or tempestuous. — n. The
wrinkling of the brows in frowning; gloom; dark
or rude aspect.

Scrabble, skrab'bl, ». ?". [-bled (-bid), -bling.] To
scrape, paw, or scratch with the hands; to scramble;
to scribble, scrawl. — n. A scramble.

Scrag, skrag, n. Something thin or lean with rough-
ness ; esp., a neck piece of meat. — Scrag'ged, -gy,
-gT, a. Rough with irregular points; lean with rough-
ness.

Scramble, skram'bl, v. i. [-bled (-bid), -bling.] To
go on all-fours, clamber with hands and knees; to
struggle with others for something thrown upon the
ground. — v. t. To mix and cook in a confused
mass. — n. Act of scrambling; clambering; act of
jostling and pushing for something desired.

Scrap, skrap, n. Something scraped off; a small piece;
bit; fragment; pi. the skinny substance that remains
after trying animal fat. — Scrap'-book, n. A book
in which extracts cut from books and papers may
be pasted and kept. — Scrape, skrap. v. t. [scraped -

(skrapt), scraping.] To rub the surface of with a
sharp or rough instrument; to abrade: to remove by
rubbing or grating; to collect by harsh, coarse, and
laborious effort ; to express disapprobation of by
noisy movements of the feet upon the floor, —v. i.

To rub over the surface of anything with something
which roughens or removes it; to play awkwardly
and inharmoniously on a violin, etc.; to make an
awkward bow, with a drawing back of the foot. —
n. A rubbing over with something harsh; the effect
produced by rubbing, as of a scraping instrument,
of the foot, etc.; an awkwardly obsequious bow; a
disagreeable and embarrassing" predicament. —- To
scrape acquaintance. To make one's self acquainted,— a phrase introduced from the practice ot scraping
in bowing.— Scrapper. /;. An instrument with which
anything is scraped: one who scrapes.

Scratch, skrach, v. t. [scratched (skracht), scratch-
ing.] To rub, tear, or mark the surface of, with
something sharp or ragged ; to wound slightly ; to
scrape with the nails ; to dig or excavate with the
claws; to erase.— v. i. To use the claws in tearing or

sfln, cube, full ; moon, fdt-t ; cow, oil j linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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digging.— To scratch out. To erase, rub out, obliter-

ate.— n. A break in the surface of a thing made by
scratching; a slight furrow or mark; a slight wound
or incision ; a kind of wig covering only a portion
of the head. (Pugilistic Matches.) A line across
the prize ring, up to which boxers are brought when
they join fight ; test, trial, or proof of courage. A
count in billiards made unintentionally, — called in
Eng., a fluke, pi. (Far.) A disease in horses con-
sisting of dry chaps or scabs, between the heel and
pastern joint.

Scrawl, skrawl, v. t. [scrawled (skrawld), scrawl-
ing.] To draw or write awkwardly and irregularly;
to scribble. — v. i. To write unskillfully and inele-
gantly.— n. Unskillful or inelegant writing; a rag-
ged, broken branch of a tree; brush.

Screak, skrek, v. i. [screaked (skrekt), screaking.]
To utter suddenly a sharp, shrill sound or outcry;
to scream, creak, as a door or wheel. — n. A creak-
ing; screech.

Scream, skrem, v. i. [screamed (skremd), scream-
ing.] To utter a sudden, sharp outcry, as in a fright
or extreme pain; to shriek. — n. A shriek, or sharp,
shrill cry, uttered suddenly, as in terror or in pain;
a shriek, screech.

Screech, skrech, v. i. [screeched (skrecht), screech-
ing.] To utter a harsh, shrill cry, as in terror or
acute pain ; to scream, shriek. — ?;. A harsh, shrill

cry, uttered in pain or in fright; a shrill cry, as of a
fowl. — Screech/ -owl, n. An owl that utters a harsh,
disagreeable cry.

Screed, skred, n.' (Arch.) A strip of mortar or wood
placed on_a wall, etc., as a guide in plastering.

Screed, skred, n. A harangue or tirade, generally
shrill or disagreeable.

Screen, skren, n. Anything that shelters or protects
from danger, prevents inconvenience, shuts off view,
etc. ;_a long, coarse riddle, or sieve. — v. t. [screened
(skrend), screening.] To provide with a shelter or
means of concealment; to protect by hiding, conceal,
shelter, protect, defend; to pass through a screen.

Screw, skroo, n. A cylinder, or a cylindrical perfora-
tion, having a continuous rib or thread
winding round it spirally, — one of the
6 mechanical powers: see Mechanical
Powers ; a small metal cylinder with
sharp point, spiral thread, and slotted
head, used in place of a nail ; anything
shaped or acting like a screw ; esp., a
form of wheel for propelling steam-
vessels ; a miser ; skinflint ; sharp bar-
gainer ; a harsh, inexorable instructor ;

a persistent questioner ; a small quan-
tity of tobacco, etc., twisted up in a
piece of paper; a steam-vessel pro-
pelled by a screw instead of wheels.— v. t. [screwed
(skrood), screwing.] To press, fasten, or make firm
by a screw ; to force, squeeze, press ; to use violent
means toward; to distort. — Screw'-driv'er, n. An
implement for turning screws, resembling a blunt
chisel. — -jack, n. A contrivance for raising great
weights through short lifts by means of a stout screw
working in a nut or female screw in the body of the
instrument.—pine, n. A tree or bush having long,
lanceolate leaves, like those of the pine-apple, ar-

ranged spirally about the trunk, whence the name :

it grows in loose, sandy, or marshy places, on tropical
islands of the Old World and the Pacific Ocean.—
-propel'ler, n. A steam-vessel propelled by a screw;
also the screw, or
spiral -bladed wheel,
used in the propul-
sion of steam-vessels:
see Ship.

Screw, skroo, n. A vi-

cious horse.
Scribe, skrlb, n. One
who writes; esp., an
official or public wri-
ter. (Jewish & Sacred
Hist.) A writer and
a doctor of the law ;

one who read and explained the law to the people.—
?>. t. [scribed (skribd), scribing.] (Carp.) To
fit by a rule or compasses; to fit (one edge of a board,

Screw.

nut; 5, han-
lle, or lever;

Screw-propeiier.

etc.) to another surface.— Scrib'ble, skrTb'-bl, v. t.

[-bled (-bid), -bling.] To write with haste, or with-
out regard to correctness or elegance; to fill or cover
with worthless writing. — v. i. To write without
care, elegance, or value; to scrawl.— n. Careless
writing. — Scrib'bler, n. One who scribbles ; a
writer of no reputation.— Scrip, n. A small writing,
certificate , or schedule ; a certificate of stock sub-
scribed to a company, or of a share of other joint
property ; one of the forms of certificate given in
exchange for a loan. —Script, n. (Law.) An orig-
inal instrument or document. (Print.) A kind of
type made in imitation of handwriting.

—

(G^-A^j 4o-7^e- to i-ii, (izsi/c-

Script'ure, skrip /,
chur, n. Anything written ; a

writing; the books of the Old and New Testament

;

the Bible,- chiefly in pi.— Script'ural, a. Contained
in the Scriptures ; according to the Scriptures. —
Scrive'ner, skriv'ner, n. One who draws contracts
or other writings, or who places money at interest

;

a copyist; notary.
Scrimmage, skrim'mej, n. A confused row or contest.
Scrimp, skrimp, r. t. [scrimped (skrimt), scrimping.]
To make too small or short, limit, straiten, scant.

Scrip, skrip, n. A small bag ; waliet ; satchel.
Scrip, Scripture, Scrivener, etc. See under Scribe.
Scrofula, skrof'u-la, n. (Med.) A constitutional dis-
ease, generally hereditary, whicli affects the lym-
phatic glands, oftenest those of the neck; king's

Pert, to, or diseased

Scroll.

evil. — Scrofulous, -u-lus,
with, scrofula.

Scroll, skrol, n. A roll of
paper or parchment; a
schedule. (Arch.) A con-
volved or spiral ornament

;

the volute of the Ionic and
Corinthian capital. A mark
or flourish added to a per-
son's signature to a writing.

Scrotum, skro'tum,?*. (Anat.)
The bag which contains the testicles.

Scrub, skrub, r. t. [scrubbed (skrubd), -bing.] To
rub hard, rub with a brush, or with something
coarse or rough. — v. i. To be diligent and penu-
rious. — n. One who labors hard and lives mean-
ly; something small and mean; a worn-out brush;
close, low growth of bushes. (Stock-breeding.) One
of the common cattle, etc., of a region, of no par-
ticular breed ; a native. — Scrub'by, -bT, a. [-bier;
-biest.] Small and mean ; stunted in growth. —
Scrub'-oak, n. Popular name for several dwarfish
species of oak.

Scruple, skroo'pl, n. A weight of 20 grains, the
;> of

a dram; a very small quantity; hesitation as to ac-
tion from the difficulty of determining what is right
or expedient, — v. i. [scrupled (-pld)", -pling.] To
be reluctant as regards decision or action.— Scru'pu-
lous, -pu-lus, a. Full of scruples: cautious in decis-
ion from a fear of offending or doing wrong; care-
ful ; cautious ; exact.

Scrutiny, skru'tY-nY, n. Close search ; minute in-
quiry ; critical examination. — Scru'tinize, v. t.

[-nized (-nizd), -nizing.] To search closely, ex-
amine into critically.

Scrutoire, skru-tw6r', n. A kind of desk or cabinet,
with a lid opening downward for writing on it.

Scud, skud, v. i. To be driven or to flee or fly with
haste; to fly. (Waut.) To be driven with precipita-
tion before a tempest, with little or no sail spread.
— v.t. To pass over quickly. —«. Act of scudding;
a driving along; loose, vapory clouds driven swiftly
by the wind.

Scuffle, skuffl, ?7. A struggle or trial of strength be-
tween two persons, who grapple closelv; a confused
quarrel or contest; fight. — v.i. [scuffled (-fld),

-fling.] To strive or struggle with close grapple ;

to contend tumultuously.
Sculk. See Skulk.
Scull, skul, n. A boat; an oar so short that one man
can work a pair; a single o.ir placed over the stern,

to propel a boat. — *, t. [sculled (skuld), -ling.]
(Naut.) To impel a boat by moving and turning an

am, fame, far, pass or opera, f&re ; end, eve, term ; Yn, Ice ; Sdd, t5ne, 8r

;
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Sculpin.

oar over the stern ; to row, — said of 1 person
using a pair of short oarg.

Scullery, skul'lSr-Y, n. A place where dishes, kettles,

etc., are kept; an apartment attached to the kitchen,
where the dirty work is done.

Scullion, skuKyun, n. A servant who does menial
services in the kitchen.

Sculpin, skuKpin, n. A
small salt water fish fur-
nished with spines.

Sculpture, skulp'chur, n.

The art of carving or
cutting wood, stone, or
other material into
statues, ornaments, etc.

;

carved work. — v. t. [sculptured (-churd), -Tur-
ing.] To form with the chisel on wood, stone, or
metal ; to carve, engrave. — Sculpt'ural, -chur-al, a.

Pert, to, etc. — Sculp'tor, n. One who sculptures;
one who carves images or figures.

Scum, 6kum, n. The impurities which rise to the
surface of liquids, in boiling or fermentation, or
which form on the surface by other means; scoria;
dross; refuse; that which is vile or worthless. — v. t.

[scummed (skumd),-MiNG.] To take the scum from;
to skim. — Scurn'mer, n. An instrument used for
taking off the scum of liquors; a skimmer.— Scum /'-

ble, v. t. [scumbled (-bid), -bling.] To cover
lightly, or spread thinly (a painting, drawing, etc.)

with opaque or semi-opaque colors.
Scupper, skup'pe'r.w. (Naut.) A channel cut through
the water-ways and side of a ship, for carrying off

water from the deck.
Scuppernong, skup'per-nong, n. A kind of Amer.
muscadine or fox -grape, growing both wild and
cultivated, from Virginia to Florida.

Scurf, skerf, n. A dry scab or exfoliation of the dry
external scales of the skin of an animal; anything ad-
hering to the surface. — Scurfy, -T, a. [-ier; -iest.]
Having scurf; covered with scurf; resembling scurf.
— Scurfiness, n.— Scur'vy, -vi, n. {Med.) A"disease
of sailors and others who have been deprived of
fresh provisions, characterized by livid spots of va-
rious sizes, paleness, languor, depression of spirits,

general exhaustion, pains in the limbs, spongy and
bleeding gums, and bleeding from almost all the
mucouo membranes. — a. [scurvier; -viest.] Cov-
ered or affected by scurf or scabs; scurfy; diseased
with the scurvy ; vile ; mean ; low ; contemptible.—
Scur'vy-grass, n. A plant growing on rocks near
the sea, often used as a remedy for the scurvy.

Scurrile, skur'ril, a. Such as befits a buffoon or vul-
gar jester; grossly opprobrious in language; low;
mean. — Scur'rilous, -ril-us, a. Using low and in-
decent language; containing low indecency or abuse;
offensive ; gross ; vile ; foul ; foul-mouthed ; mean.
— Scur'nlousness, -riKity, -Tf-tl, n.

Scurvy, etc. See under Scurf.
Scutch, skuch, v. t. [scutched (skucht), -ing.] To
beat or whip slightly; to dress (flax, etc.) by beating
and separating woody fiber from. (Cotton Mann<f7)

To beat and loosen the fiber of (filaments of cotton).
Scutate, Scutcheon, etc. See under Scutum.
Scuttle, skuftl, n. A broad, shallow basket; a wide-
mouthed vessel for holding coal.

Scuttle, skuftl, n. A small opening in an outside wall
or covering, furnished with a lid; the lid or door
which closes an opening in a wall, roof, etc. — v. t.

[scuttled (-tld), -tling.] To cut large holes
through the bottom, deck, or sides of (a ship); to
sink (a. ship) by making holes through the bottom.

Scuttle, skut'tl, v. i. To hurry, bustle. — n. A quick
pace; short run.

Scutum, sku'tum, n. An oblong shield carried by the
heavy infantry of the ancient Ro-
mans. (Anat.) The patella or knee-
pan. (Entom.) The 2d part or sec-

tion of the upper surface of a seg-

m e n t of an insect. — Scutch/eon,
skuch ,un,n. An escutcheon; an em-
blazoned shield : see Escutcheon ;

an ornamental brass plate placed over
a key-hole.— Scu'tiform, -tT-f'6rm, a.

Having the form of a buckler or
shield. — Scu'tate, -tat, a. (Bot.)

«fe

Sea-anemone.

Scutate Leaf,

Shaped like an ancient buckler. (Zool.) Protected
by a surface of scales.

Scymetar. See Cimeter.
Scythe, sith, n. An instrument for mowing grass,
grain, etc., composed of a long, curving blade, with
a sharp edge, made fast to a handle.

Sea, se, n. The ocean; a limited or partially inclosed
portion of the ocean; one of the larger bodies of salt

water, less than an ocean, found ; .. the earth's sur-
face; an inland body of water; a I'i'w; a flood; any
large quantity; the swell of the fi.au or other body
of waterin a tempest; a high wave or billow; a surge.
— Sea'man, n. A mariner; sailor.— Sea'manship,
n. The skill of a good seaman ; art of working
a ship. — Sea'sick, a. Affected with nausea from
the pitching or rolling of a
vessel. — Sea'sickness, n.

The sickness caused by,
etc. — Sea'ward, a. and
adv. Toward the sea. —
Sea'-anem'one, -a-nem'o-
ne, n. A kind of polyp re-
sembling a flower.—bank,
n. The sea-shore; a bank or
mole to defend against the
sea. board, n. The sea-
shore. — adv. Toward the
sea.—boat, n. A vessel
considered with reference
to her power of resisting
a storm.—born, a. Born
of, produced by, or born
at sea. coast, n. The
shore or border of the land adjacent to the sea or
ocean.—el'ephant, n. A species of seal, of great
size, and remarkable for the prolongation of the
nose, in the male, into an erectile, soft, elastic
snout. — -far'er, n. One who follows the seas; a mar-
iner; a sailor.—far'ing, a. Following the business
of a seaman; customarily employed in navigation.—
-go'ing, a. Going upon the sea; esp., sailing upon
the deep sea.

—

green, a. Having the color of sea-
water ; being of a faint green color, with a slightly
bluish tinge.—hog, n. The porpoise.—horse, n.

The walrus; the hippocampus, q. v.—isl'and, a.

Pert, to islands in the sea, —used esp. of a fine long-
staple cotton growing on the islands on the coast of
S. Carolina and Georgia.

—

kale, n. A plant found
growing along sandy shores, the young shoots and
leaf-stalks of which are used as food.

—

lev'el, n. The
level of the surface of the sea, used as a standard
from which to estimate heights and depths.

—

li'on, n.

A seal of large
size,—esp. ap-
plied to cer-
tain large
seals, with
manes resem-
bling the
lion's. —
-maid, n. The
mermaid ; a
sea-nymph.—
-mark, n. An

:

elevated ob-
ject on land

[

which serves

;

as a direction

'

to mariners
beacon visible

j

from the sea,—mew, n. A
gull; mew.—na'vel, n. A kind of small shell-fish.— -net'tle, v. A medusa having the property of sting-
ing when touched.

—

ot'ter, n. An aquatic mammif-
erous animal found in the N. Pacific, and having
valuable fur. — -pieco, n. A picture representing a
scene at sea.—port, n. A port on the sea-shore; an
ocean harbor.

—

room, n. Ample space or distance
from land, shoals, or rocks, sufficient for a ship to
drive or scud without danger of shipwreck. ser'-
pent, n. A serpent-like animal of great size, sup-
posed to dwell in the sea, now commonly reckoned
as fabulous; a kind of eel found in the Mediterrane-
an; a large marine serpent found in the Australian

Sea-lion.
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seas.—shell,/*. A marine
shell; a shell that grows
in the sea. shore, n.

The coast of the sea.
(Law.) All the ground
between the ordinary
high-water and low-wa-
ter marks.—term, n. A
word or term used ap-
propriately by seamen,
or peculiar to the art of
navigation. u/nicorn,
n. The narwhal.—ur'-
chin, n. A radiate ani- feea-urchin.

mal of the class of echinoderms, having a firm shell
and covered with spines ; the echinus. weed. n.

A marine plant, esp. one of the Ah/as. wor'thy,
a. Fit for a voyage; worthy to be trusted to trans-
port acargo.

Seal, sel, n. An
aquatic fur-bear-
ing carnivorous
mammal of
many species, in-
h a b i t i n g sea-
coasts, and
found principal-
ly in the higher
latitudes of both
hemispheres. Seal.

Seal, sel, n. An engraved or inscribed stamp, for mak-
ing an impression in wax, etc.; wax, or other tena-
cious substance, set to an instrument and stamped
with a seal; the wax or wafer fastening a letter or
other inclosed paper; that which confirms, ratifies,

makes stable, or authenticates.—?;, t. [sealed (seld),

sealing.] To set or affix a seal to; to confirm, rat-

ify; to mark with a stamp, as an evidence of stand-
ard exactness, legal size, or merchantable quality; to
fasten with a seal; to shut or keep close, make "fast,

keep secure or secret. (Mormon.) To take to one's
self, or assign to another, as a 2d or additional wife.

Seam, sem, n. The fold or line on the surface of cloth
formed by the sewing together of 2 different pieces;
a line of junction; suture. (Geol. & Mining.) A nar-
row vein between_2 thicker ones. A scar; cicatrix.

—

v. t. [seamed (semd), seaming.] To form a seam
upon or of, join by sewing together; to mark with
something resembling a seam, scar ; to knit with a
certain stitch. — Seamless, a. Without a seam. —
Seam'y, -T, a._ Containing or showing seams. —
Seam'stress, sem''- or sem'stres, n. A woman whose
occupation is sewing; needle-woman.

Seam, sem, n. A denomination of weight or measure;
as, the quantity of 8 bushels of grain ; or of 120 pounds
of glass; or a horse-load of timber, of about 3 cwt.

Stance, sa-aNsr , n. Session, as of some public body;
esp., a meeting for spiritualistic manifestations.

Sear, sere, v. t. [seared (serd), searing.] To wither,
dry up; to expose to a degree of heat such as changes
the color or hardness of the surface ; to scorch, make
callous. — a. Dry ; withered. [Written also sere.]

Search, serch, v. t. [searched (sereht), searching.]
To look over or through, for the purpose of finding
something; to inquire after, look for; to try or put
to the test; to explore, examine, scrutinize, investi-
gate, pry into.— v. i. To seek, look, make inquiry
or exploration, hunt. — n. Act of, etc.; examina-
tion ; inquiry ; quest ; pursuit. — Search'er, n. —
Search'-war'rant, n, (Law.) A warrant legally is-

sued, authorizing persons to search houses, or other
places, forgoods stolen, secreted, or concealed.

Sear-cloth, ser'kloth, n. A cloth to cover a sore ; plaster.

Season, se'zn, n. One of the 4 divisions of the year,
spring, summer, autumn, winter; a suitable or con-
venient time; proper conjuncture; a certain period
of time not very long; a while; time. —v. t. [sea-
soned (-znd), -soning.] To render suitable or ap-
propriate, prepare; to habituate, accustom; to pre-
pare by drying or hardening, or removal of natu-
ral juices; to render palatable, give zest or relish

to, spice; to fit for enjoyment, render agreeable; to

qualify by admixture, temper; to imbue; to com-
municate first instruction to. — v. i. To become
mature, grow fit for use, become adapted to a cli-

mate ; to become dry and hard, as timber. — In sea-
son. In good time, or sufficiently early for the pur-
pose. — Out of s. Beyond or out of the proper or
usual time. — Seasonable, a. Occurring in good
time, in due season, or in proper time for the pur-
pose; opportune; timely; fit; convenient.— Season-
ing, v. That which is added to food, to give it a
higher relish ; a condiment ; something added or
mixed, to enhance the pleasure of enjoyment.

Seat, set, n. The place or thing upon which one sits;

place where anything is situated, resides, or abides;
station; site; abode; something made to be set in or
upon; that part of a thing on which a person sits;

a right to sit; regular place of sitting; posture or
way of sitting of a person on horseback. (Mach.)
A part on which another part rests. — v. t. To place
on a seat, cause to sit down; to station, locate, es-
tablish, fix; to assign a seat to, or the seats of; to
fix, set firm; to repair by making the seat new.

Sebaceous, se-baShus, a. Made of, pert, to, contain-
ing, or secreting tallow or fat. (Lot.) Looking like
wax, tallow, or grease.

Secant. See under Section.
Secede, se-sed', v. i. To withdraw from fellowship,
communion, or association; esp., in the U. S., to
withdraw, as a State, from the National Union.—Se-
cession, -sesh'un, n. Act of seceding ; separation
from association. (II. S. Hist.) The attempt to
withdraw from the Union. — Secessionist, n. One
who takes part in or upholds secession.

Secern, se-sern', v. t. [-cerned (-serndO, -cerning.]
To separate, distinguish. (Physiol.) To secrete. —
Secern'ment, n. Process or act of secreting.

Seckel, sekl, n. A small, pulpy variety of pear.
Seclude, se-klud', v. t. To shut up apart from others;

to withdraw into solitude; to shut out, prevent from
entering, exclude. — SecluSion, -zhun, n. Act of,

or state of being, etc.; separation from society or
connection ; solitude ; retirement ; privacy.

Second, sek'und, o. Immediately following the 1st;

next to the 1st in order of place or time; next in
value, power, excellence, dignity, or rank. — n. One
who follows or comes after; one next and inferior
in place, time, rank, etc.; one who attends another
for his support and aid; one who acts as another's
aid in a duel; the l-60th of a minute of time or of a
degree, that is, the second regular division next to
the hour or degrees. (Mas.) The interval between
any tone and the tone represented on the degree of
the staff next above it; the 2d part in a concerted
piece, — often popularly applied to the alto. pi. A
coarse kind of flour. — v. t. To follow or attend for
the purpose of assisting: to support, back, assist,

forward, encourage ; to support (a motion or pro-
posal) by adding one's voice to that of the mover or
proposer. — Sec'ondary, -und-a-rT, a. Succeeding
next in order to the 1st ; of 2d place, origin, rank,
etc. ; acting by deputation or delegated authority ;

second-rate ; subordinate ; inferior. — n. One who
occupies a subordinate, inferior, or auxiliary place.
(Astron.) A satellite. (Ornith.) A quill growing
on the 2d bone of a bird's wing. — Secondary color.

One formed by equal mixture of the pigments of any
2 primary colors. — S- tint. Any subdued tint,— as
gray. — SeCondarily, adv. In a secondary manner
or degree; not primarily. — SecSnder, n. One who
seconds or supports what another attempts, affirms,

moves, or proposes. — Sec'ondly, -IT, adv. In the
2d place.— SeCond-hand, n. The hand marking the
seconds in a clock or watch; possession obtained by
transfer from a previous owner. — a. Not original

or primary ; not new; previously possessed or used
by another. — SecSnd-rate, a. Of the second size,

rank, quality, or value.—sight, n. The power of
seeing things future or distant ; prophetic vision.—
Sec'undine7-d!n, n. (Bot.) The 2d coat of an ovule.
pi. ( O'istet.) The membranes in which the fetus is

wrapped in the womb ; the after-birth.

Secret, se'kret, a. Separate ; hid ; concealed from
general notice or knowledge ; kept from general
knowledge or solution ; known only to one or to
few; retired; unseen; unknown; private; recondite;
latent; covert; clandestine; privy.— n. Something
studiously concealed ; a thing kept from general
knowledge, or not discovered; a mystery, pi. The

Sm, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; in. Ice ; 5dd, tone. Or
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Secretary-bird.

genital organs.— Se'crecy, -kre-sT, n. State of being
secret; retirement ; privacy; concealment ; fidelity

to a secret. — Secrete', -kief, v._ t. To deposit in a
place of hiding, remove from observation. {Physiol.)
To separate by the processes of the vital economy,
from the circulating fluids, as the blood, sap, etc.— SecrVtion, n. Act of secreting; esp., production
from the general nourishing substance, of particular
substances in the vital economy; matter secreted.

—

Secreti'tious, -tisb/us, a. Produced by animal secre-

tion.— Secret'ive, -krefiv, a. Tending to secrete,

or to keep secret or private. — Secret'iveness, n.

Quality of being secretive. (Phren.) The supposed
organ in the brain, impelling one to concealment

:

see Phrenology.— Secretory, se'kre-to- or se-kret'-
o-rT, a. Performing the office of secretion.— SeCre-
tary, -re-ta-rT, n. A person employed by a public
body, company, individual, etc., to write letters, dis-

patches, public or private papers, records, etc., or to
superintend business correspondence, etc.; an officer
in charge of the affairs of a particular department
of government ; a piece of furniture with conven-
iences for writing; an escritoire. — Secretaryship,
n. The office of a sec-

retary. —Sec r ret ary-
bird, n. A serpent-eating
bird of S. Africa, with
an aquiline head and
beak, the legs of a crane,
and a lengthened crest
and tail, — so called
from the tufts of feath-
ers at the back of its

head, resembling pens
stuck behind the ear.

Sect, sekt, n. A body of
persons who have sep-
arated from others in
virtue of some special
doctrine, or set of doc-
trines, which they hold
in common; a school or denomination; esp., a relig-

ious denomination. — Sec'tary, -ta-rT, n. A secta-

rian; a member or adherent of a sect; a schismatic.
— Sectarian, -rt-an, a. Pert, or peculiar to a sect or
sects ; devoted to the tenets and interests of a sect.
— n. One of a sect ; a member or adherent of a
special school, denomination, or religious or philo-
sophical party ; heretic; partisan; schismatic— Sec-
tarianism, -izm, n. Quality or character of a sec-

tarian; devotion to the interests of a party.
Section, sek'shnn, n. Act of cutting, or of separation
by cutting ; a part separated from the rest ; a divis-

ion ; portion ; a distinct part of a book or writing ;

subdivision of a chapter, law, or other writing ; the
character §, used to denote such a division ; a distinct
part of a country, people, community, class, etc. ; one
of the portions, of one square mile each, into which I

the public lands of the U. S. are divided. (Geom.)
The intersection of 2 superficies, or of a superficies

and a solid. Representation of anything as it would
appear if cut through by any intersecting plane; pro-
file.— Sec'tional, a. Pert/to a section; partial. —
Sectionalism, -izm, n. Sectional feeling; devotion
to one part of a country, to the exclusion of the oth-
ers ; provincialism. — SeCtile, -til, a. Capable of
being cut. (Min.) Capable ,
of being cut smoothly. — .*

Se'cant, a. Cutting ; di-

viding into 2 parts. — n.

(Geom.) A line that cuts
another. (Trigonometry.)

a, A right
line
drawn
from
the con- Secant,
ter of a circle through one end of
an arc, and terminated by a tan-
gent drawn through the other
end : thus the line c d is the se-

cant of the arc a b : see Co-se-
cant. — Sec'tor, -ter, n. (Geom.)
'A part of a circle comprehended
between 2 radii and the includedacb, Sector.

arc. A mathematical instrument, for plotting, etc.,
to any scale; an astronomical instrument, for meas-
uring differences of declination too great for the
compass of a micrometer. — Seg'ment, n. One of
the parts into which any body
naturally separates or is diviied ; ,

a part cut or marked off ; ascc-*2"^

tion; portion. (Geom.) A part
cut off from a figure by a line
or plane; esp., that part of a cir-

cle contained between a chord'
and an arc of that circle.

Secular, sek'u-lar, a. Coming or
observed once in an age or cen-
tury ; pert, to an age, or the
progress of ages, or to a long pe-
riod of time; pert, to this present
world, or to things not spiritual segment,

or holy; worldly. (Rom. Cath. Church.) Not bound
by monastic vows or rules. — n. An ecclesiastic not
bound by monastic rules. (Eccl.) A church officer
whose functions are confined to the vocal depart-
ment of the choir. — SeCularize, v. t. [-ized (-izd),
-izing.] To convert from regular or monastic into
secular; to convert from spiritual to secular or com-
mon use; to make worldly or unspiritual. — SeC-
ulariBt, n. One who rejects forms of religious faith
and worship, and accepts only facts and influences
derived from the present life; one who would ex-
clude religious influences from civil policy, esp.
from education. — SeCularism, -izm, n. Tenets or
practice of, etc.

Secundine. See under Second.
Secure, se-kur', a. Free from care or anxiety ; easy
in mind ; over-confident ; confident in opinion ; not
entertaining, or not having reason to entertain,
doubt ; not exposed to danger ; safe ; easy ; sure ;

certain; assured ; confident ; heedless; inattentive.— v. t. [secured (-kurd'), -cueing.] To make
safe, guard, protect; to make certain, assure, insure;
to make fast; to close, inclose, or confine effectual-
ly; to get possession of, make one's self secure of.— SecCrity, -1-tT, n. Condition of being secure

;

freedom from apprehension, anxiety, or care; over-
carelessness; negligence;
freedom from risk ; safe-
ty; that which secures or
makes safe ; something
given or deposited tomake
certain the fulfillment of
an obligation, payment of
a debt, etc. ; one' who be-
comes surety for another;
an evidence' of debt or of i

property, as a bond, cer-
tificate of stock, etc.

Sedan, se-rtan', n. A port-
able chair or covered
vehicle for carrying a
single pers_on. sedan.

Sedate, se-daf, a. Unruffled by passion ; composed ;

calm; quiet; tranquil; serene; undisturbed; sober;
serious.—Sedate'ness, n.—Sed'ative, -a-tiv, a. Tend-
ing to calm, moderate, or tranquilizer allaying irri-
tability and irritation. — ??. (Med.)
A remedy which allays irritability i
and irritation, and irritative activity H
or pain.— Sed'entary, -en-ta-rT, a. "?

Accustomed to sit much or long; re-
quiring much sitting; passed for the
most part in sitting. — Sed'iment,
-T-ment, n. The matter which sub-
sides to the bottom, from water or
any other liquid ; settlings ; lees ;

dregs; feculence.— Sedimenfary, -a-

rT, a. Pert, to, formed by, or consist-
ing of, matter that has subsided. —
Sedil'ium, -T-um, n. pi. -ia, -T-a.

(Bom. Antiq.) One of a row of seats
in the amphitheater. (Eccl.) A seat
in the chancel, near the altar, for a
priest or deacon during the eucha-
ristic service.

Sedge, sei, n. A grass-like plant, of
many species, — it is innutritions,
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with jointless stem and sharp-edged leaves, growing
generally in wet grounds. — Sedg^y, -T, a. Over-
grown with sedge.

Sediment, Sedilium, etc. See under Sedate.
Sedition, se-dish'un, n. The raising of commotion in
a state, not amounting to insurrections excitement
of resistance to lawful authority: tumult; uproar;
riot ; rebellion ; revolt. — Sedftious, -dislfus, a.

Pert, to, of the nature of, or tending to excite, sedi-
tion; turbulent; factious, or guilty of sedition.

Sedlitz Powders, sed'lits-pow'dSrz. Certain aperient
powders which are dissolved separately in water,
and. when mixed, form an effervescing drink; Ro-
chelle powders.

Seduce, se-dus', v. t. [-duced (-dust'), -ducing.] To
draw aside from the path of rectitude and duty; to
induce to surrender chastity; to allure, entice, mis-
lead, decoy, inveigle. — Seduce'ment, n. Act of se-

ducing ; seduction ; means employed to seduce. —
Sedu'cer, n. One who seduces ; one who prevails
by art and persuasions over the chastity of a woman.
— Sedu'cible, a. Capable of being seduced or led
astray.— Seduc'tion, -duk'shun, n. Act of seducing,
or of enticing from the path of duty; act or crime
of persuading a female to surrender her chastity ;

that which seduces; means of leading astray. — Se-
duc'tive, -tiv, a. Tending to lead astray.

Sedulous, sed'u-lus, a. Diligent in application or pur-
suit; steadily industrious; assiduous; laborious; un-
remitted.— Sedulity, -lT-tl, n. Quality of being
sedulous; unremitting industry.

See, se, n. A diocese; the jurisdiction of a bishop; the
seat of an archbishop; a province or jurisdiction of
an archbishop; seat, place, or office of the pope or
Roman pontiff; the pope or court of Rome.

See, se, v. t. [imp. saw; p. p. seen (sen); seeing.]
To perceive by the eye; to perceive by mental vision,
form an idea or conception of; to regard or look to,

take care of, beware; to have an interview with; esp.,
to make a call upon, visit; to fall in with, meet or
associate with; to make acquaintance with, experi-
ence, discern, perceive, descry, —v. i. To have the
power of sight; to have intellectual apprehension;
to be attentive, give heed.— Seer, ser, n. One who
foresees events ; a prophet. — Seeing, p. pr. but con-
sidered acovj. In view of the fact that; consider-
ing; taking into account that; inasmuch as; since.

Seed, sed, n. (Bot.) The embryo, with its envelope or
envelopes, or the matured ovule, whose growth gives
origin to a new plant. (Physiol.) The generative
fluid of the male ; semen.
That from which anything
springs: first principle ; princi-
ple of production; progeny; off-

spring ; children; descendants;
race ; generation; birth. — v. i.

To grow to maturity, so as to
produce seed; to shed the seed.
— v. t. To sprinkle with seed,
or as if with seed ; to sow. —
Seed'ling, n. A plant reared
from the seed, disting. fr. one
propagated by layers, buds, etc.
— Seeds'man, n. ; pi. -men. A
person who deals in seeds; also,

a sower. — Seed'y, -Y, a. [-iee;

-iest.] Abounding with seeds;
bearing seeds ; run to seed ; old
and worn out; poor and misera-
ble looking; shabbily clothed.—
Seed'-bud, n. (Bot.) The germ,
germen, or rudiment of the fruit A, section of anatro-

m embryo ; the ovule. cake, pousseed ; B, section

n. A sweet cake containing aro- of orthotropour ---

„ matic seeds. time, n. The
season proper for sowing. —
-ves'sel, n. (Bot.) The case
which contains the seeds; apod.

Seeing. See under See.
Seek, sek, v. t. [sought (sawt),
seeking.] To go in search or
quest of, try to find; to endeav-
or to find or gain by any means. za>

— v. i. To make search or inquiry; to endeavor,
attempt, strive.

aphe ; h, the fu-

ture hilum ; /, funicu-
lus, connecting seed
with placenta; m, ml-
cropyle or foramen of
the ovule ; jj, pri-

mine ; 3, secundine ;

n, nucleus ; es, en-
dosperm ; ch, chala-

Seel, sel, v. t. [seeled (seld), seeling.] To render
incapable of seeing by sewing the eyelids together;
to shut the eyes of, render blind.

Seem, sem, v. z. [seemed (semd), seeming.] To have
a show or semblance; to present an appearance, ap-
pear, look.— Seeming, p. a. Appearing like; hav-
ing the semblance of; specious,— n. Appearance;
show ; semblance ; fair appearance. — Seem'ingly,
adv. In appearance; apparently; ostensibly.—Seem'-
ingness, n.— Seemly, -IT, a. [-lier; -liest.] Suited
to the object, occasion, purpose, or character ; be-
coming; fit; proper; meet; decent; decorous.

Seen, Seer. See See.
Seesaw. See under Saw.
Seethe, seth, v. t. [imp. seethed (sSthd), obs. sod j

p. p. SEETHED, SODDEN; SEETHING.] TO deCOCt Or
prepare for food in hot liquid; to boil. — v. i. To
be in a state of ebullition; to boil.

Segment. See under Section.
Segregate, seg're-gat, v. t. To separate from others,

set apart. — a. Separate; select. — Segregation, n.

Act of, or state of being, etc. ; separation from oth-
ers; a parting.

Seidlitz, sid'lits. See Sedlitz.
Seignior, sen'yer, n. A lord; lord of a. manor, — the
Eng. equivalent of the Sp. Seilorand It. Signor, titles

of address corresponding to Sir or Mr. — Sen'or,
san'yor, n. Lord; sir; geutleman,— Spanish title

of address. — Senor'a, -yCr'a, «. Lady ; madam ;

mistress. — Sign'ior, Sign'or, sen'ygr, n. Sir; Mr.,
— Italian title. — Signc'ra, -yo-ra, n. Madam; Mrs.
— Signorfna, -yo-re'na, n. Miss.

Seine, sen, n. A large net for catching fish.

Seize, sez, v. t. [seized (sezd), seizing.] To fall or
rush upon suddenly and lay hold on ; to take posses-
sion of by force: to come upon suddenly; to take pos-
session of by virtue of a warrant or legal authority;
to catch, grasp, clutch, snatch, apprehend, arrest,

capture. (Naut.) To bind or fasten together (ropes).— Seiz'in, Seisin, sez'in, n. (Law.) Possession
of an estate of freehold. The thing possessed; pos-
session. — Seiz'or, -6r, n. (Law.) One who seizes,

or takes possession. — Seiz'ure, se'zhur, n. Act of
seizing, or state of being seized; sudden and violent
grasp or gripe ; retention within one's grasp or
power; possession; thing laid hold of or possessed.

Selah, se'lii, n. (Sc7-ipt.) A word of doubtful mean-
ing, occurring frequently in the Psalms,— by some
supposed to signify silence or a pause in the mu-
sical performance of the song ; by others, to call

special attention to the subject.
Seldom, seKdum, adv. Rarely; not frequently.
Select, se-lekf, v. t. To choose and take from a num-

ber, choose by preference, pick out, cull.— a. Taken
from a number by preference ; of special value or
excellence; chosen; picked; choice. — Selec'tion, n.

Act of selecting, or state of being selected; choice,
by preference, from many others; that selected ;

something chosen or culled, also the selection of
things culled. — Selecfman, n. ; pi. -men. A town
officer in the N. Eng. States: several are chosen an-
nually, in each town, to manage the concerns of
the town, see that the laws are enforced, etc.

Selenite, seKe-nit, n. A variety of sulphate of lime
or gypsum, occurring in transparent crystals, or
crystalline masses.

Self, self, n. ; pi. Selves, selvz. The individual as an
object to his own reflective consciousness; one's
own person; a person as a distinct individual; per-
sonal interest, or love of private interest. [Self is

united to certain personal pronouns and pronom-
inal adjectives to express emphasis or distinction :

thus, for emphasis, I myself will write; I will ex-
amine for myself. It is also used reflexively.]—Self-
ish, a. Caring chiefly or solely for self or for one's
own interests; not regarding the rights or interests
of others ; proceeding from or influenced by love
of self. — Selfishly, adv. In a selfish manner; with
regard to private interest only or chiefly. — Self-
ishness, n.— Self-abase'ment, n. Humiliation or
abasement proceeding from consciousness of infe-
riority, guilt, or shame.—abuse', n. Abuse of
one's own person or powers; masturbation; onan-
ism. — -conceit', n. Conceit of on ,'s self; a high
opinion of one's powers or endowments ; vanity.
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—conceit'ed. a. Having, etc.; vain; puffed up;
conceited.

—

con'fidence, n. Confidence in one's
own opinion or powers, without extraneous aid;
self-reliance. con'scious, a. Conscious of one's
acts or states as belonging to, or originating in.

one's self; conscious of one's self as an object of
the observation of others ; estimating too highly
one's capacities, claims, or importance.—control7 ,

n. Control of one's self ; restraint exercised over
one's self, —-defense'', -defence', n. Act of defend-
ing one's own person, property, or reputation.—
-deni'al, n. The denial of one's self; the forbear-
ing to gratify one's own appetites or desires.—es-

teem', n. Esteem or good opinion of one's self

;

complacency.

—

evident, a. Evident without proof
or reasoning; producing certainty or clear convic-
tion upon a hare presentation to the mind.—exist'-

ent, a. Existing of or by himself, independent of
any other being.— -gov'ernment, n. The govern-
ment of one's self ; self-control; government by the
mass of the nation, or the people ; democracy. —
-in'terest, n. Private interest ; the interest or ad-
vantage of one's self.—love, n. The love of one's
self ; tendency to seek one's own benefit or advan-
tage.

—

made, a. Made by one's self. — Self-made
man. A man who has risen from poverty, igno-
rance, or obscurity, to wealth, learning, fame, or
power, by means of his own talents or energies.

—

-posses'sion, -sesh'un or -zesh'un, n. The posses-
sion of one's powers; calmness; self-command;
presence of mind.—reproach', a. The act of re-

proaching or condemning one's self.—same, a.

Precisely the same ; the very same ; identical. —
-suffi'cient, a. Having full confidence in one's own
strength, abilities, or endowments; haughty; over-
bearing.

—

will, n. One's own will; obstinacy.—
-willed', -wild, a. Governed by one's own will; not
yielding to the will or wishes of others. — Sel'vage,
-vedge, -vej, n. The edge of cloth so woven as to
prevent raveling; list.

Sell, Seller. See under Sale.
Sellanders, sel'lan-derz, -lenders, n. pi. (Far.) A skin
disease on the front of a horse's hock, owing to a
want of cleanliness. [F. solandres, solandre.']

Selvage, -vedge. See under Self.
Semaphore, sem'a-for, n. An apparatus for exhibit-
ing signals to convey in- —--=

—

formation from a dis-

tance; a telegraph.
Semblance, sem'blans, n.

Seeming; appearance

;

show ; form ; likeness ;

resemblance; similitude.
Semen, se'men, n. Seed,
esp. the fecundating fluid
produced by the male gen-
erative organs of animal <;

sperm. — Sem'inal, sem'-
T-nal, a. Pert, to, or con-
tained in, seed ; holding
the relations of seed
source, or first principle
germinal ; radical ; nidi
mental; original. — Sem'
inary, -T-na^rT, n. An in
stitution of education; i

school, academy, college,
or university, in which young persons are instructed

Semi-annual, sem-T-an'nu-al, a. Half yearly.
ibreve, -brev, n. (Mus.) A note, of
half the time of the breve, — called
also a whole note : it is the longest
note now in general use.— Sem'i-
cho'rus, n. Ofus.) A short chorus
performed by a few singers. — Sem'-
icir'cle, n. The half of a circle ; a
body in the form of half of a circle.
— Semicir'cular, a. Having the
form of half of a circle.— Sem'ico'-
lon, n. A point or sentential mark [;] used to indi-
cate a separation between parts or members of a sen-
tence, more distinct than that marked by a comma,
and a pause in reading usually of longer duration.—
Semi-om'cial, a. Not professedly ofhcial, but hav-
ing some degree of official authority.— Sem'i-steel,

Semaphore.

n. Puddled steel. — Sem'itone, n. (Mus.) Half a
tone,— the name commonly applied to the smaller
intervals of the diatonic scale. — Sem'i-vow'el, n.
(Gram.) A sound intermediate between a vowel and
a consonant, or partaking of the nature of both, and
sometimes used in language with the value of a vow-
el; the sign representing such a sound.

|

Semitic, se-mit'ik, a. Pert, to the family of nations
or languages of which the Hebrews, Syrians, As-
syrians, Phoenicians, Abyssinians, and Arabs are
members, — so called because in the Bible genealo-
gies they are chiefly ranked as descendants of

j
Shem, the son of Noah.

Sempiternal, sem-pl-ter'nal, o. Of never-ending
|

duration ; everlasting ; endless ; having beginning,
|

but no end.
Sempstress. See Seamstress.

! Senary, sen'a-rl, a. Of, belonging to, or containing
"

1

six. — Senoc'ular, -nok'u-lar, a. Having 6 eyes.
Senate, sen'at, re. An assembly or council of citizens
distinguished by birth, dignities, wealth, influence,

|

etc., and invested with a share in the government.
I

(Anc. Rome.) A body of elders chosen from the
i

nobles of the nation, and having supreme legisla-
tive authority. The upper or less numerous branch

[
of a legislature in various countries, as in France

< and the U. S.; a legislative body; state council.—
|

Sen'ator, n. A member of a senate. — Senato'rial,
-to'rl-al, a. Pert, to or becoming a senator or a sen-
ate; entitled to elect a senator. — Senato'rially, adv.
In the manner of a senate; with dignity or solem-
nity. — Sen'atorship, n. Office or dignity of a sen-
ator. — Senes'cent, -nes'sent, a. Growing old; de-
caying with the lapse of time. — Sen'eschal, -e-shal;
formerly -es-kal, n. A steward; an officer in the
houses of princes and dignitaries, who has the su-
perintendence of feasts and domestic ceremonies. —
Se'nile, -nil, a. Pert, to, or proceeding from, age. —
Senil'ity, -nll'l-ti, n. State of being senile; old age.

Send, v. t. [sent, sending.] To cause to go in any
|

manner; to dispatch; to procure the going, carry-
ing, transmission, etc., of ; to emit, cast, throw,
hurl ; to commission or direct to go and act ; to
cause to happen, inflict; to grant, bestow.— v. i.

To dispatch an agent or messenger.
Senescent, Seneschal, Senile, etc. See under Senate.
Senior, sen'ySr, a. More advanced in age or rank;

elder; belonging to the 4th or most advanced year
of the collegiate course in Amer. colleges, or the 3d
year in professional schools. — n. One who is older
than another; one older in office; one prior in grade
or rank; an aged person, one in the 4th year at an
Amer. college or in the 3d year at a professional
school. — Seniority, -y5r'I-tf, n. Quality or condi-
tion of being seniorfpriority of birth; priority or
superiority in office or rank.

Senna, sen'na, n. A leguminous plant of the cassia
family; its dried leaves, used as a cathartic.

Sennight, sen'nit, re. The space of 7 nights and days;
a week.

Senocular. See under Senary.
Sense, sens, n. Perception by the bodily organs; sen-

sation; feeling; perception through the intellect; ap*
prehension; discernment; appreciation; capacity of
gaining a knowledge of the exterior world by means
of the bodily organs, — often used in pi., and esp. of
the 5 senses of feeling, sight, hearing, smell, and
taste; sound perception and reasoning; judgment:
notion; opinion; meaning; import; signification.—
Sense'less, a. Destitute of sense; incapable of feel-
ing ; insensible; wanting appreciation or sympa-
thy ; without sensibility ; destitute of understand-
ing ; foolish ; stupid ; contrary to reason or sound
judgment ; unwise ; ill-judged ; foolish. — Sensa'-
tion, n. An impression made upon the sensorium
through the medium of the organs of sense: agree-
able or disagreeable feelings occasioned by exter-
nal or internal objects, conditions, etc., whether
corporeal or incorporeal ; a state of excited inter-
est or feeling.— Sensa'tional, a. Pert, to the sen-
sations; attended by, or fitted to excite, great inter-
est; exciting; startling; melodramatic; done sim-
ply for effect: trashv, — said of oratory and litera-

ture which interests by temporary excitement of the
feelings. — Sensa'tionalism, -izm, n. Doctrine that
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our ideas originate solely in sensation, and consist

of sensations transformed.— Sen'sible, -sl-bl, a. Ca-
pable of being perceived by the senses; perceptible

to the mind; able to receive impressions from exter-

nal objects; ei'.sily affected; having nice perception
or acute feeling; 'readily moved or affected by nat-

ural agents; perceiving or having perception, either

by the senses or the mind ; cognizant ; satisfied ;

persuaded; having moral perception; possessing or
containing sense or reason; characterized by good
sense; intelligent; wise.—SensibiKity, -l-tl, n. Qual-
ity or condition of being sensible; capacity to feel

pr perceive; capacity of the soul to exercise, or to

be the subject of, emotion or feeling, as disting.

fir. the intellect and the will; capacity for any spe-

ciric feeling or emotion ; acuteness of sensation or
of perception ; quick emotion or sympathy ; that
quality of an instrument which makes it indicate
very slight changes of condition ; delicacy ; taste ;

susceptibility; feeling.— Sen'sibleness, n. Condition
or quality of being sensible; sensibility; susceptibil-

ity; intelligence; reasonableness. — Sen'sibly, adv.
In a sensible manner; perceptibly to the senses; with
intelligence or good sense. — Sensitive, -sT-tiv. a.

Having sense or feeling ; having quick and acute
sensibility ; highly susceptible ; easily and acutely
affected; having a capacity of being easily affected
or moved; pert, to, or depending on, sensation.

—

SensCrium, -rf-um, Sen'sory, -so-rT, n. The whole
nervous system, when animated, so far as it is sus-
ceptible of common or special sensations; an organ
of sense. — Sen'sory, a. Of, or connected with, the
sensorium, or with sensation.— Senso'rial, a. Pert,
to the sensorium. — Sen'sual, -shoo-al, a. Pert, to,

consisting in, or affecting, the senses, or bodily or-
gans of perception; carnal; fleshly; pert, to, or con-
sisting in, the gratification of sense, or the indul-
gence of appetite; devoted to the pleasures of sense
and appetite ; luxurious; voluptuous ; pert, or pe-
culiar to sensualism, as a philosophical doctrine. —
Sensualism, -izm, n. Condition or character of one
who is sensual; sensuality. (Philos.) Doctrine that
all our ideas, or the operations of the understanding,
not only originate in sensation, but are transformed
sensations, copies, or relics of sensations; sensational-
ism. — Sensualist, n. One given to the indulgence
of the appetites or senses. — Sensuality, -aKT-tT, n.

Quality of being sensual; free indulgence in c-rnal
or sensual pleasures. — Sensualize, v. t ^-ized
(-Izd), -izing.] To make sensual; to debase by car-
nal_gratifications. — SenSually, adv. — SenSuous,
-shoo-us, a. Pert, to, or addressing, the senses; con-
nected with sensible objects. — Sen'tence. -tens, n.

An opinion; decision; e'sp., a philosophical or theo-
logical opinion. (Law.) A judicial decision or judg-
ment prescribing the punishment to be inflicted
upon a convicted criminal. (Gram.) A combina-
tion of words, which is complete as expressing a
thought.— v. t. [sentenced (-tenst), -tencing.]
To pass or pronounce judgment upon; to doom.—
Sentential, -shal, a. Comprising sentences ; pert,
to a sentence, or full period. — Sententious, -shus,
a. Abounding with sentences, axioms, and maxims;
short and energetic. — Sentient, -shent or -shY-ent,
a. Having a faculty of sensation and perception. —
Sentiment, -tf-ment, n. A thought prompted by
passion or feeling; feeling toward or respecting some
person or thing; the decision of the mind formed by
deliberation or reasoning ; a sentence, or passage,
considered as the expression of a thought; a maxim;
toast; sensibility; feeling; tender susceptibility.

—

Sentimenfal, a. Abounding with sentiment or re-

flections; having an excess of sentiment or sensibili-

ty; arti^eiilly or affectedly tender; romantic.— Sen-
timenfalism, n. Character or behavior of a senti-

mentalist; sentimentality.— Sentimentalist, n. One
who affects sentiment, fine feeling, or exquisite sen-
sibility. — Sen'timental'ity, -Y-tY, n. Affectation of
fine feeling or exquisite sensibility.

Sentinel, sen'tY-nel, n. (Mil.) A soldier set to watch
or guard an army, camp, etc., from surprise.— Sen'-
try, -trY, n. A soldier on guard ; sentinel ; guard ;

watch; duty of a sentinel. — Sen'try-box, n. A box
to cover a sentinel at his post, and shelter him from
the weather.

SSS, Sepals.

Sepal, se'pal, n. (Bot.) A leaf
or division of the calyx.

Separate, sep'a-rSt, v. t. To
part in any manner; to sev-
er, as by an intervening
space; to hold apart; to set
apart, select from among
others.— v. i. To part, be-
come disunited, be discon-
n e c t e d , withdraw from
each other. — a. Divided
from another or others;
disconnected ; separated ;

unconnected ; not united ;

distinct ; disunited from the body ; incorporeal. —
Sep'arable, a. Capable of being separated, dis-
joined, disunited, or rent.— Sep'arableness, -rabi)/-
ity, n. — Separation, n. Act of, or state of being,
etc. ; disunion ; disconnection ; chemical analysis ;

disunion of married persons ; divorce. — Sep'ara-
tism, -tizm, n. Disposition to withdraw from a
church; the practice of so withdrawing. — Separa-
tist, n. One who withdraws or separates himself;
esp., one who withdraws from a church to which he
has belonged ; a dissenter ; non-conformist ; schis-
matic; sectary. — Sep'ara'tor, n. One who, or that
which, separates or disjoins; a divider.

Sepia, se'pY-a, n. ; pi. -vim. (Zobl.) The cuttle-fish. A
pigment, formerly supposed to be prepared from the
ink of the cuttle-fish; India ink.

Sepoy, se'poi, n. A native of India, employed as a
soldier in the service of a European power.

Sept, sept, n. A clan, race, or family, proceeding from
a common progenitor,— used of families in Ireland.

Septangle, sept'an'gl, n. (Geom.) A figure with 7 sides
and 7 angles; a heptagon. — Septan'gular, a. Hav-
ing 7 angles. — Septem'ber, n. The month following
August; the 9th month of the year, reckoning from
January. — Septenary, -ten-a-rY, a. Consisting of,
or relating to, 7; lasting 7 years. — Septen'nial, -nY-
al, a. Continuing 7 years; happening once in every
7 years. — Septen'trion, -trY-un, n. The north or
northern regions. — Septilateral, a. Having 7 sides.
— Septuple, -tu-pl, a. Sevenfold; 7 times as much.— v. r. [septupled (-pld), -pli.ng.] To multiply by
7. — Septill'ion, -yun, n. According to £ng. nota-
tion, the product of a million involved to the 7th
power, or the number expressed by a unit with 42
ciphers annexed; by the common or French nota-
tion, the number expressed by a unit with 24 ciphers
annexed. See Numeration. — Sep'tuagint, -tu-a-
jint, n. A Greek version of the Old Testament,— so
called because it was said to be the work of 70, or
rather of 72, interpreters. — Septuag'ena'rian, -aj'-

e-na'ri-an, n. One who is 70 years of age; aseptuag-
enary. — Septuag'enary, -aj'e-na-rY, a. Consisting
of 70 ; also, 70 years old. — n. A person 70 years of
age; a septuagenarian. — Septuages'ima, -tu-a-jes'-
I-ma, >i. (Eccl.) The 3d Sunday before Lent,— so
called because it is 70 days before Easter.— Sep'tua-
ges'imal, a. Consisting of 70, or of 70 years.

Septin, sep'tin, Sep'sin, n. A soluble poison devel-
oped in putrefying blood and other decomposing
animal matter. — Septic, -tical, a. Having power
to promote putrefaction. — Sep'- s s
tic, n. A substance which, etc. — °

Septicae'mia, -tY-se'mY-a, -tse'mia,
-te'mY-a, n. (Pathol.)
Blood poisoning pro-
duced by the introduc-
tion of septic matter
into the circulation ;

putrid infection.
Septum, septum, n. pi.
-ta, -ta. A partition. „,
(Bot.) A partition that Septum. (Bot.)

separates the cells of a «• «• *< 8
>
SePta -

fruit. (Anat.) A partition which sepa-
rates 2 cavities: see Heart. — Septici'-
dal, -tT-si'dal, a. (Bot.) Dividing the
partitions,— said of a method of dehis-
cence in which a pod splits through the
partitions, dividing each into 2 layers. —
Septifra'gal, a. Breaking from the par-
titions, — said when the valves of a pod
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break away from the partitions. — Sep-
tif'erous, -er-us, a. Bearing septa.

Septuple, etc. See under Septangle.
Sepulcher, -chre, sep'ul-ker, re. A place
in which the dead body of a human be-
ing is interred; a grave; tomb.— );, t. To
bury, inter, e n t o m b . — Sepul'chral,
-kral, a. Pert, to burial, to the grave,
or to monuments erected to the mem-
ory of the dead; suggestive of a sepul-
cher; hollow in tone. — Sep'ulture, -ul-

chur, re. Act of depositing a dead hu-
man body in a burial place; burial; in- Capsule open-

terment. ™S by Sep-

Sequel, se'kwel, re. That which follows; tiiragal De-

a succeeding part; consequence; event.
"lscence -

— Se'quence, -kwens, n. State or quality of being
sequent; succession; that which follows or succeeds;
consequence. (31ns.) A succession of similar har-
monic steps. — Se'quent, a. Following; succeeding.

Sequester, se-kwes'ter, v. t. [-teked (-terd), -tering.]
(Law.) To separate from the owner for a time; to

take possession of (property belonging to another)
and hold it till the profits have paid the demand for
which it is taken, or till he has performed the de-
cree of court, or clears himself of contempt. To
take from or set aside from (parties in controversy)
and put into the possession of an indifferent person;
to set apart, separate from other things; to seclude,
withdraw.— v. i. {Law.) To renounce, as a widow,
any concern with the estate of her husband. — Se-
ques'trate, v. t. To sequester. — Seq'uestra'tion,
sek'wes-tra'shun, re. (Civil & Common Law.) Act
of separating or setting aside a thing in controversy
from the possession of both the parties that contend
for it, to be delivered to the one adjudged entitled
to it. (Chancery.) A prerogative process empower-
ing certain commissioners to take and hold a de-
fendant's property, and receive the rents and profits
thereof, till he clears himself of a contempt or per-
forms a decree of the court. (Eccl. Law.) A kind
of execution for a rent, as in the case of a beneficed
clerk, of the profits of a benefice, till he shall have
satisfied some debt established by decree. (Interna-
tional Law.) The seizure, by a belligerent power, of
debts due fr. its subjects to the enemy. State of be-
ing separated or set aside; retirement; seclusionfrom
society. — Sequestrator, n. One who sequesters
property; one to whom the keeping of sequestered
property is committed.

Sequin, se'kwin, n. A gold coin of Italy worth about
$2.30, and of Turkey worth about $1.85.

Sequoia, se-kwoi'a, n. A California species of coni-
fer, which produces some of the largest trees
known; the red-wood; big tree.

Seraglio, se-ral'yo, n. The palace of the grand seign-
ior, or Turkish sultan, in which are confined the
females of the harem ; a harem ; a house of de-
bauchery.

Seraph, sgr'af, n. ; E. pi. -aphs; Heb. pi. -aphim, -a-

fim. (Script.) A celestial being having a winged
human form. (Eng. Poetry.) An angel of the high-
est order.— Serapb/ic, -ical, se-raf'ik-al, a. Pert, to,

becoming, or suitable to, a seraph ; angelic ; sub-
lime; burning or inflamed with love or zeal.— Ser 1'-

aphine, -af-en, n. A wind instrument resembling
the reed organ.

Ssraskier, se-ras'ker, re. A general or commander of
landjforces in the Turkish empire.

Sere, ser, a. Dry; withered; sear.

Serene, se-ren', a. Clear and calm; fair; bright; un-
ruffled; undisturbed. — Serene'ness, -ren'ity, -r6n

/r
-

\-tX,n. Condition or quality of being serene; peace;
calmness of mind. — Serenade, ser'e-nad', n. Music
performed in the open air at night in compliment
to some person, esp. to a lady. — v. t. To entertain
with nocturnal music.— v. i. To perform nocturnal
music.

Serf, serf, n. A servant or slave employed in hus-
bandry, usually one bound to work on a certain
estate, and thus attached to the soil. — Serfdom,
-dum, re. State or condition of serfs.

Serge, sgrj, n. A woolen twilled stuff, the warp of
which is worsted and the weft woolen.— Seri'ceous,
-rish'us, a. Pert, to, or consisting of, silk; silky.

Sergeant, -jeant, sar'jent or ser'jent, n. Formerly,
an officer in Eng., nearly answering to the more
modern bailiff of the hundred. {Mil.) A non-com-
missioned officer, next in rank above the corporal,
in a company of infantry or troop of cavalry, whose
duty is to instruct recruits in discipline, to form the
ranks, etc. In Eng., a lawyer of the highest rank.— Ser/geant-at-arms /', n. (Legislative Bodies'.) An
officer who executes the commands of the body in
preserving order and punishing offenses. — Ser'-
geant-ma'jor, n. (Mil.) A non-commissioned officer
who assists the adjutant. — Ser'geancy, -jen-sT,
-geantship, n. Office of, etc.

Sericeous. See under Serge.
Series, se'rez or se'rT-ez, n. A number of things or
events standing or succeeding in order, or connected
by a like relation; a line or row of things. (j¥at.
Hist.) An order or subdivision of some class of nat-
ural bodies. (Math.) An indefinite number of terms
succeeding one another, increasing or diminishing
by a fixed law. — Se'rial, -rT-al, a. Pert, to, or con-
sisting of, a series; appearing in successive parts. —
n. A work appearing in a series or succession of
parts; a tale, or other writing, published in succes-
sive numbers of a periodical. — Se'ria'tim, adv. In
regular order. [L.j

Serious, se'rT-us, a. Grave in manner or disposition

;

earnest; not light, gay, or volatile; really intending
what is said; being in earnest; important; not tri-

fling; giving rise to apprehension ; attended with
danger ; solemn ; weighty. — Seriously, adv. In
a serious manner ; gravely ; solemnly ; in earnest;
without levity.— Se'riousness, n. — Se'rio-comlc,
-ical, -rt-o-kom'ik-al, a. Having a mixture of se-
riousness and comicality.

Serjeant. Same as Sergeant.
Sermon, ser'mun, n. A public discourse for religious
instruction, grounded on some passage of Scripture;
a serious address; a set exhortation or reproof.

Seron, -roon, se-roon'', re. A bale or package made of
skin or leather for holding drugs, etc. (Com.) A
weight, varying with the substance to which it is

applied.
Serosity, Serous. See under Serum.
Serpent, ser'pent, n. (Zobl.) A snake; an ophidian
reptile without feet, with an extremely elongated
body, and moving bv means of muscular contrac-
tions and serpentine flexions. A subtle or malicious
person ; a species of firework having a serpentine
motion. (Astron.) A certain constellation. (Mus.)
A bass wind instrument, — so called from its form.
— Ser'pentine, -tin, a. Resembling, having the
shape or qualities of, or moving like, a serpent

;

winding or turning one way and the other; meander-
ing; crooked; spiral. — re. (Min.) A mineral or rock
usually of an obscure green color, with shades and
spots, which give it a spotted or mottled «

appearance resembling a serpent's skin. JL
Serrate, ser'rat, -rated, a. Notched on J,i\
the edge, like a saw. — Ser'rature, -ra- '

chur, n. A notching like that between
the' teeth of a saw, in the edge of any N
thing. A

Serum, se'rum, re. (Physiol.) The thin,
transparent portion of the blood; a
lymph-like fluid secreted by the serous Y^
membranes. — Se'rous, -rus, a. Thin; ^
like whey,— said of that part of the blood
which separates in coagulation from the
red part; pert, to serum ; secreting a lu-

bricating serum, — said of certain del-

i c a t e membranes, as the peritoneum,
pleura, etc.— Seros'ity, -ros'T-tt, n. The
thin, watery liquid forming the chief constituent of
most animal fluids; serum; a fluid which exude3
from the albumen of the serum of the blood when
coagulated by heat.

Serve, serv, v. i. [served (servd), serving.] To work
for, labor in behalf of, act as servant to, be in the
employment of; esp., to render spiritual obedience
and worship to; to be subservient or subordinate to;

to minister to; to attend at meals; to bring forward,
arrange, deal, distribute (a portion of anything,
esp. of food prepared for eating); to do the duties
required in or for; to handle, manage; to contribute

sun, cube, full ; moon, f<3ot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNbox, chair, get.
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or conduce to; to be left sufficient for, satisfy; to I

treat, behave one's self to.— v. i. To be a servant or
slave; to wait, attend; to discharge the requirements
of an office or employment; to act as a soldier, sea-
man, etc. ; to be of use, be sufficient, answer.— Serv'-
ant, n. One who serves, or does services, volunta-
rily or involuntarily; one in a state of subjection; a
person of base condition or ignoble spirit. — Ser'

r
-

vice, -vis, n. Act of serving ; occupation of a serv-

ant; performance of labor for the benefit of another,
or at another's command ; labor performed for an-
other ; assistance or kindness rendered ; office ; of-

ficial religious duty performed ; a musical composi-
tion for use in churches ; duty performed in, or ap-
propriate to, any office or charge ; military or naval
duty ; useful office ; advantage conferred ; benefit

;

avail; profession of respect uttered or sent ; a set or
number of vessels ordinarily used at table. (Nant.)
The materials used for serving a rope, as spun-yarn,
etc. — Service-bush, -tree, n. A bush or tree of sev-

eral species, bearing a fruit allied to the medlar ;

shad-berry; rowan tree. — Serviceable, a. Doing
service ; promoting happiness, interest, advantage,
or any good; beneficial; advantageous; prepared tor
rendering service; active; diligent; officious.—Ser'-
vile. -vil, o. Pert, to, or befitting, a servant or slave;
slavish; mean; held in subjection; dependent; mean-
ly submissive ; cringing ; 'fawning. {Gram.) Not
belonging to the original root ; not itself sounded,
but serving to lengthen the preceding vowel. — Ser'-
vileness, ServD'ity, -viKl-tY, n. State or quality of
being servile ; condition of a slave or bondman :

slavish deference; baseness; obsequiousness.— Ser'-
ving-maid, n. A female servant; menial.— Ser'vi-
tor, -vT-ter, n. A servant; attendant; follower; ad-
herent. (University of Oxford.) An undergraduate
partly supported by the college funds: they formerly
waited at table. — Ser'vitorship, n. Office or condi-
tion of a servitor.— Servitude, -tad, n. State of sub-
jection to a master ; service ; slavery ; bondage.
(Laiu.) A right, whereby one thing is subject to an-
other thing or person, for use or convenience, con-
trary to the common right.

Sesame, ses'a-me, n. An annual herbaceous plant,
from whose seeds an oil is expressed.

Sesqnipedal, ses-kwip'e-dal, -edalian, -e-dalY-an, a.
'

Measuring or containing a foot and a half,—humor-
j

ously applied to long words ; pedantic.
Session, sesh'un, n. Act of sitting, or state of being

j

seated; actual sitting of a court, legislature, etc., to
I

transact business; the term or time during which a
!

court, council, etc., meet daily for business,
aile, ses'sil, a. Attached
without any sensible pro-
jecting support. (Hot.) Is-

suing directly from the
main stem or branch, with-
out a footstalk.

Sess-pool. Same as Cess-
pool.

Sesterce, ses'ters, n. ( Rom.
Antiq.) A Roman coin, in
value orig. containing 2J,

afterward 4 asses,— equal to
about 4 cents.—Sester'tium,
-shf-um. n. 1,000 sesterces, cp^i- T „„,.,,.
about $40.

beanie Leaves.

Set, set, v. t. [set, setting.] To cause to sit; to seat;
to make to assume a specified position; to place,
put, fix; to attach to, put or place on; to put in a
condition or state, cause to be; to make fast, per-
manent, or stable; to render motionless; to cause to
stop, obstruct, embarrass; to determine, make un-
yielding or obstinate, render stiff or rigid; to plant;
to fix (a precious stone in metal); to place in or
amid something which embellishes and shows off;

to convert into curd; to appoint, assign; to put into
a desired position or condition; to adjust, regulate,
adapt; to put in due onder, as an instrument; to ex-
tend (the sail of a-ship); to give a pitch to (a tune);
to reduce from a dislocated or fractured state, as a
limb; to stake at play, wager, risk; to adapt (words
to notes); to prepare" for singing; to variegate with
objects placed here and there, — v. i. To pass be-
low the norizon, go down; to strike root, begin to

c~-0

Setter.

germinate; to become fixed or rigid; to congeal or
concrete; to have a certain direction in motion; to
move on, tend; to indicate the position of game, —
said of a dog; to apply one's self. — p. a. Fixed;
firm ; obstinate ; regular ; uniform ; formal; estab-

lished ; prescribed. — n. Act of setting ; descent
below the horizon ; that which is set, placed, or
fixed ; as, a 3

7oung plant for growth ; or, (Mech.\
permanent change of figure, in consequence of
pressure ; a number of things of the- same kind,
ordinarily used together, an assortment ; suit ; a
number of persons associated by custom, office,

common opinion, quality, etc.; direction or course.
— Set'ter,
n . One
who, or that
which, sets;

a sporting
dog of thehound
kind, that
indicates,
by s i t ting
or crouch-
ing, the
place where
game lies
hid.— Sea-
ting, n. Act
of putting, placing, fixing, or establishing ; act of
sinking, or seeming to sink, below the norizon ;

something set in or inserted ; that in which some-
thing (a gem, etc.) is set; the direction of a current,
sea, or wind. — Set'-off, n. That which is set off
against another thing; an offset; a decoration; orna-
ment. (Law.) A counterclaim; a distinct claim filed
or set up by the defendant against the plaintiff's de-
mand. (Arch.) The part of a wall, etc., which is ex-
posed horizontally when the portion above it is

reduced in thickness. — Set'-to, n. A conflict in
boxing, argument, etc. — Sef-line, n. A buoyed
fishing line, supporting a number of baited hooks,
to be left by the fisherman.— Settee', -te', n. A long
seat with a back; a kind of arm-chair for several per-
sons to sit in at once.

Seton, se'tun orse'tn, n. (Surg.) A few horse hairs,
or a twist of silk or fine linen, drawn through the
skin and subjacent tissues by a large needle, etc., to
cause irritation and suppuration or adhesion. —
Setose', -tos', Se'tous, -tus, a.
(Nat. Hist.) Having the surface
set with bristles ; bristly. — Seta'-
ceous, -ta'shus, a. Set with, or
consisting of, bristles ; bristly.

(Nat. Hist.) Having the slender
form of a bristle. — Setig'eroas,
-tij'er-us, a. Covered with bris-

tles. — Se'tiform, -tY-form, a.
(Bot.) Of the shape of a bristlfc.

Setting. See under Set. Setrform Prickles.

Settle, seftl, n. A wide step or platform lower than
some other part ; a bench with a high back.

Settle, seftl, v. t. [-tled (-tld), -tling.] To place
in a fixed or permanent condition ; to make firm,
steady or stable; to establish in business, in situation,
in pastoral office, etc.; to render quiet, clear, etc.; to
still; to clear of dregs and impurities ; to restore to
a smooth, dry, or passable condition ; to cause to
sink, lower, depress ; to free from uncertainty or
wavering; to make sure, firm, or constant; to adjust
(something in discussion or controversy) ; to adjust
(accounts), liquidate, balance ; to plant with inhab-
itants, colonize, people, — v. i. To become fixed or
permanent, establish one's self, assume a lasting
form or condition ; to fix one's place or residence,
take up habitation, be established in an employment
or profession ; to become quiet or clear, become dry
and hard, as the ground after rain or frost ; to clar-

ify and deposit dregs, as a liquid; to sink gradually,
subside : to become calm, cease from agitation ; to
adjust differences or accounts.— Settlement,' n. Act
of settling, or state of being settled; establishment in
business, condition, etc. ; ordination or installation
as pastor ; establishment of inhabitants ; coloniza-
tion ; act or process of adjusting or determining

;

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare j end, eve, term j in, Ice ; odd, tone, 6r j
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composure of doubts or differences ; liquidation of
accounts; bestowal or giving possession under legal
sanction ; that which settles, or is settled, estab-
lished, or fixed, —as, matter that subsides, settlings,

lees, dregs; or, a colony newly established, place
settled ; or, the sum secured to a person; esp., a
jointure made to a woman at her marriage. (Law.)
Disposition of property for the beneht of some
person, usually through trustees ; a settled place of
abode ; residence ; legal residence. — Set'tler, n.
One who settles ; esp., one who establishes him-
self in a colony; a colonist. — Set'tling, n. Act of
making a settlement, or of subsiding, as lees; adjust-
ment of differences, pi. Lees ; dregs ; sediment.

Seven, sev'n, a. One more than 6.— n. The number
greater by 1 than ti ; a symbol representing 7 units,
as 7 or vii. — Sevenfold, a. Repeated 7 times ; in-
creased to 7 times the size or amount. — Sev'en-
night, sen'nit, n. A week; the period of 7 days and
nights. — Sev'en-up', n. A game of cards, won by
scoring 7 points; all-fours.— Seventh, -nth, a. One
next in order after the tith ; constituting- or being
one of 7 equal parts. — n. One of 7 equal parts; one
next in order after the 6th. (Mm.) The interval
between any tone and the tone represented on the
7th degree of the staff next above ; a certain chord.—Seventhly, adv. In the 7th place. — Seventeen,
-n-ten, a. One more than 16 or less than 18.— n. The
sum of 10 and 7 ; a symbol representing seventeen
units, as 17 or xvii. — Seventeenth, a. One next in
order after the 16th ; constituting or being one of 17
equal parts. — n. One of 17 equal parts; the next
in order after the 16th. — Seventy, -n-tT, a. 7
times 10 ; one more than 69. — n. The sum of 7
times 10 ; a symbol representing 70 units, as lxx or
70. — Seventieth, a. Next in order after the 69th ;

constituting or being one of 70 equal parts into
which anything is divided. — n. One of 70 equal
parts ; one next in order after the 69th. — Sev'-
enty-four, n. A man-of-war carrying 74 guns.

Sever, sever, v. t. [-ered (-Srd), -ering.] To separate
(one from another) ; to cut or break open or apart

;

to keep distinct or apart, make a distinction respect-
ing ; to divide, part, disjoin, distinguish, discriminate,
disconnect. (Law.) To part possession of— v. i.

To make a separation or distinction; to distinguish;
to be parted or rent asunder. — Several, -er-al, a.

Separate; distinct; not common to 2 or more; single;
diverse; different; various; consisting of a number;
more than 2, but not very many ; diverse ; sundry.
— Severalty, -al-tT, n. A state of separation from
the rest, or from all others. — Severance, -ans, n.

Act of severing or dividing; separation.
Severe, se-ver', a. Serious in feeling or manner; ex-
ternally sedate; very strict, in judgment, discipline,
or government ; rigidly methodical, or adherent to
rule or principle; exactly conformed to a standard;
difficult to be endured ; grave ; austere; stern; mo-
rose; rigid; exact; prim ; precise ; rigorous ; hard ;

harsh; cutting; keen; cruel.— Severe'ness, -verity,
-ver'T-tT, n. Quality of being severe ; as, gravity ; aus-
terity ; extreme strictness ; or, quality or power of
distressing or paining ; or, extreme coldness or in-

clemency ; or, harshness ; cruel treatment ; or, ex-
actness; rigorousness; or, strictness; rigid accuracy.

Sew, so, v.t. [imp. sewed (sod) ; p. p. sewed, rarely
sewn (son); sewing.] To unite or fasten together
with a needle and thread.— v. i. To practice sewing.

Sewer, su'er, n. A drain or passage to convey off water
and filth under ground.— Sewerage, -ej, n. Con-
struction of a sewer; system of sewers in a city, town,
etc.; general drainage of a place by sewers; sewage.
— Sewege, -ej, n. The mixture of water, filth, etc.,

collected in, and discharged by, sewers; sewerage.
Sewer, su'gr. n. An upper servant who set on the
dishes at a feast, previously tasting them.

Sex, seks, n. The distinguishing peculiarity of male
or female ; physical difference between male and
female; one of the2groupsof organic beings formed
on the distinction ot male and female. (Bot.) The
distinguishing peculiarity of plants, as staminate
or pistillate; one of the groups founded on this dis-
tinction. Womankind; females,— soused by way
of emphasis. — Sex'ual, sek'shoo-al, a. Pert, to sex
orthe sexes; distinguishing sex; relating to. proceed-

ing from, or based upon the distinctive organs, char-
acteristics, or offices of the sexes. — Sexealigt, n;

(i',ot.) One who classifies plants by the sexual or
LimiEean system.— Sexuality, n. State or quality
ot being distinguished by sex.

Sexagenary, seks-aje- or seks'a-je-na-ri, a. Pert, to,

or designating, the number 60; proceeding by 60s. ——Sex'agena'rian, -rT-an, n. A person 60 years old.
— Sexages'ima, -jes'T-ma, n. (Eccl.) The 2d Sunday
before Lent, the next to Shrove -Tuesday, being
about the 60th day before Easter.— Sexagesimal, a.
Pert, to, or founded on, the number 60. — Sexan'gu-
lar, a. Having 6 angles ; hexagonal. — Sexan'gu-
larly, adv. With 6 angles ; hexagonally. — Sexen'-
nial, -nT-al, a. Lasting 6 years, or happening once
in 6 years.— Sex'fid, Sex'ind, a. (Bot.) Six-cleft

;

divided into 6 parts. — Sexr

tain, -tan, n. A stanza of 6
lines. — Sex'tant, n. (Math.)
The 6th part of a circle. An
instrument for measuring an-
gular distances between ob-
jects, esp. for observing the
altitude, etc., of celestial bod-
ies in determining latitude and
longitude at sea.— SextilKion,
-til'yun, n. According to

Eng. notation, the product
of a million involved to the
6th power, or the number expressed by a unit with
36 ciphers annexed ; according to the common or
French, the number expressed by a unit with 21 ci-

phers annexed. See Numeration. — Sextodecimo,
-to-des'I-mo, a. Formed of sheets folded so as to
make 16 leaves ; 16mo ; of, or equal to, the size of
sheets so folded.

—

n. ; pi. -mos, -moz. A book com-
posed of sheets folded so as to make 16 leaves, or 32
pages; the size of a book thus composed, usually in-

dicated thus : 16mo, 16°. — Sex'tuple, -tu-pl, a. Six
times as much ; sixfold. (Mm.) Having 6 parts.

Sexton, seks'tun, n. An under officer of a chuich,
who takes care of the church building, sacrament::!
vessels, vestments, etc., and often attends on the
officiating clergyman, acts as usher, digs graves, etc.

Sextuple. See under Sexagenary.
Sexual, etc. See under Sex.
Shab, shab, v. i. [shabbed (shabd), -bing.] To play
mean tricks, act shabbily.— Shab'by, -bi, a. [-bier,;

-biest.] Torn or worn to rags; poor; mean; ragged;
clothed with ragged or soiled garments; mean; pal-
try; despicable.

Shack, shak, n. Liberty of winter pasturage; grain
left after harvest or gleaning; fallen mast or acorns;
a shiftless fellow; vagabond.

Shackle, shak'l, v. t. [shackled (-Id), -ling.] To put
in fetters, chain, tie or confine the limbs of, so as to
prevent free motion ; to join by a link or chain, as
railroad cars; to confine so as to obstruct action, im
pede. — n. [Generally in pi.] A fetter; gyve; chain

free action ; air 1

that which embarrasses
necting railroad cars.

Shad, shad, n. sing. & pi
waters
off the
coasts of
Great
Brit ain
and the
U.S.,and
per iodi-
cally as-
cending
the large
rivers to spawn.

Shaddock, shad'duk

ree action ; a link for con-

A food fish, inhabiting the

Shad.

A species of orange tree in
E. and W. Indies ; its fruit, weighing 10 to 20 lbs.

Shade, shad, n. Comparative obscurity owing to in-
terception of the rays of light ; dimness ; gloom

;

darkness; obscurity; an obscure place; a secluded
retreat; protection; shelter; cover; a screen; some-
thing that intercepts light or heat; shelter from the
direct light of the sun, etc.; a shadow; the soul, after
its separation from the body; a spirit; ghost. (Paint.)
The darker portion of a picture. Degree or varia-

tion of color, as darker or lighter ; a very minute

sun, cube, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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difference ; degree.— v. f. To shelter or screen by
intercepting the rays of light ; to cover from inju-
ry, protect, screen; to overspread with darkness or
ooscurity ; to obscure ; to paint in obscure colors,
darken; to mark with gradations of light or color. —
Shad'v, -*, a. [-ier; -iest.] Abounding with shade
or shades; overspread with shade ; sheltered from the
glare of light or sultry heat.— Shad'iness, n.—Shad'-
OW, shad'o, n. Shade within defined limits, repre-
senting the form of a body which intercepts the rays
of light; darkness; shade; obscurity; obscure place;
secluded retreat; shelter; the less illuminated part
of a picture ; that which follows or attends a person
or thing, like a shadow; an imperfect and faint rep-
resentation ; adumbration ; indistinct image ; mys-
tical representation; type; something unsubstantial;
phantom; mockery, — v. t. [shadowed (-od), -ow-
ing.] To cut off light from, put in shade, shade ; to
protect, screen from danger ; to paint in obscure
colors ; to mark with slight gradations of color or
light; to shade; to represent faintly or imperfectly;
to adumbrate ; to represent typically ; to cloud,
darken ; to attend as closely as a shadow ; esp., to
follow and watch secretly ; to follow exactly. —
Shad'owy, -o-T, a. Full of shade; serving to shade;
dark; obscure; gloomy; faintly light; faintly repre-
sentative ; typical ; unsubstantial ; unreal.

Shaft, shaft, n. A body of a long cylindrical shape;
the cylindrical, column-shaped part of anything ;

the stem of an arrow; an arrow; a missile weapon.
{Arch.) The body of a column; the part of a chim-
ney above the roof; spire of a steeple. The handle
of a weapon : the stem, or stock, of a feather or quill

;

the pole or one of the thills of a carriage. {Mitch.)
A bar having one or more journals on which it rests
and revolves. {Mining.) A well-like excavation
through which the inner cavity of a mine is reached
and the ore is brought to the surface. — Shaffing,
n. {Mach.) The system of shafts, with pulleys at-

tached, for the transmission of power in factories.
Shag, shag, n. Coarse hair or nap, or rough, woolly

hair; a kind of cloth having a long, coarse nap. —
v. t. [shagged (shagd), -ging.] To make rough or
hairy; to make shaggy, deform. — Shag'bark, n. A
species of hickory,— so called from its shaggy bark;
shellbark; the nut of this tree; hickory-nut.— Shag'-
fedness, Shag'giness, -gt-nes, n. — Shag'gy, -gT, a.

gier ; -giest/] Rough with long hair or wool

;

rugged.
Shagreen, sha-gren", n. A kind of leather prepared
without tanning, from the skins of horses, asses, and
camels, and grained so as to be covered with small
round pimples or granulations; shark-skin.

Shah, sha, n. The king or monarch of Persia.
Shake, shak, v. t. [imp. shook; p. p. shaken; shak-

ing.] To cause to move with quick vibrations; to
move rapidly or forcibly one way and another ; to
make to tremble or shiver; to agitate; to weaken the
stability of, endanger; to cause to waver, impair the
resolution of; to give a tremulous note to; to trill;

to move or remove by agitating, rid one's self of. —
v. i. To be agitated with a waving or vibratory mo-
tion; to tremble, shiver, quake, totter.— n. A vacil-
lating or wavering motion; a rapid motion one way
and the other; agitation; a fissure or crack in timber,
in rock, or in earth. {Mus.) A rapid alternation of
2 notes represented on contiguous degrees of the
staff ; a trill.— Shak'er, n. One who, or that which,
etc. ; one of a sect of Christians,— so called from
the agitations or movements in dancing which char-
acterize their worship. — Shak'y, -T, a. [-ier ;

-IEST.] Full of shakes, slits, or clefts; unsound; want-
ing in cohesion; shaking or trembling; tremulous;
tottering; not to be trusted ; doubtful; timorous.

Shale, shal, n. A shell or husk; cod or pod. {Geol.)
A soft, fragmental, argillaceous rock, often bitumi-
nous, found in coal mines, etc.— Sha'ly, a. Break-
ing unevenly into fragile plates.

Shall, shal, v. i. & auxiliary, [imp. should : shall is

defective, having no infinitive, imperative, or par-
ticiple.] Orig. to owe, be under obligation: as an
auxiliary, shall indicates a duty or necessity whose
obligation is derived from the person speaking; it

expresses, in the 2d and 3d persons, a command,
threat, or promise; with the 1st person, the necessity

of the action is sometimes implied as residing else-
where than in the speaker, as, I shall suffer; we
shall see; and there is always a less distinct and
positive assertion of his volition than is indicated
by will; after a conditional conjunction, as if,

whether, shall is used in all persons to express futu-
rity simply: should is everywhere used in the same
connection and the same senses as shall, as its im-
perfect: it also expresses duty or moral obligation:
see Will.

Shalloon, shal-loon', n. A kind of worsted stuff.

Shallop, shal'lup, n. A large light boat with 2 masts,
usually rigged like a schooner.

Shallot, shal-lof, n. A mild-flavored plant of the
onion family, with a compound bulb like garlic ;

eschalot.
Shallow, shal'lo, a. Having little depth; shoal; slight;
not of low, heavy, or penetrating sound ; simple ;

ignorant; superficial; silly, —n. A place where the
water of a river, lake, or sea is of little depth; a
shoal; flat; sand-bank; shelf.

Sham, sham, n. Any trick, fraud, or device that de-
ludes and disappoints; delusion; imposture; feint;
humbug. —a. lalse; counterfeit; pretended. — v.

t. [shammed (shamd), -ming.] To deceive expec-
tation, trick, cheat; to obtrude by fraud or imposi-
tion ; to imitate, ape. — v. i. To make false pre-
tenses, deceive.

Shamble, sham'bl, v. i. [-bled (-bid), -bling.] To
walk awkwardly and unsteadily, as if the knees
were weak; to shuffle along.

Shambles, sham'blz, n.pl. The place where butcher's
meat is sold.

Shame, sham, n. A painful sensation excited by a
consciousness of guilt, or of having done something
which injures reputation ; decency ; decorum; re-
proach incurred or suffered ; dishonor ; cause or
reason of shame; the parts which modesty requires
to be covered, —v. t. [shamed (shamd), shaming.]
To make ashamed; to cover with reproach or igno-
miny ; to disgrace. — Shame 'ful, -ful, a. Bringing
shame or disgrace; injurious to reputation; raising
shame in others ; disgraceful ; indecent ; degrad-
ing ; scandalous; infamous. — Shame 'fully, adv.—
Shameless, a. Destitute of, or indicating an ab-
sence of, shame; wanting modesty; impudent; bra-
zen-faced; unblushing; audacious; indecent.

Shammy, sham'mY, n. A soft and pliant kind of
leather prepared_orig. from the skin of the chamois.

Shampoo, sham-poo', v. t. To rub and percuss the
whole surface of the body of, in connection with
the hot bath; to wash thoroughly and rub the head
of, with a soapy preparation.— n. Act of, etc.

Shamrock, sham'rok, n. A plant used by the Irish as
their national emblem; white trefoil; white clover.

Shank, shank, n. The lower joint of the leg from the
knee to the foot; the shin ; bone of the leg ; the
whole leg: see Horse; that part of an instrument,
tool, etc., which connects the acting part with a
handle or other part, by which it is held or moved.

Shanty, shan'tl, n. A mean dwelling ; a hut.
Shape, shap, v. t. [imp. shaped (shapt); p. p. shaped
or shapen ; shaping.] To form or create, make,
produce; to mold or make into a particular form;
to adapt to a purpose, regulate, adjust, direct; to
image, conceive, beget.— n. Character or construc-
tion of a thing as determining its external appear-
ance; that which has form or figure; form of em-
bodiment, as in words ; make ; form ; guise. —
Shapeless, a. Destitute of shape or regular form.
— Shape'lessness, n. — Shapely, a. [-lier; -liest.]
Having a regular shape; symmetrical; well-formed.

Shard, shard, n. A piece or fragment of an earthen
vessel, or of a like brittle substance; the hard wing-
case of a beetle.

Share, shar, n. The broad iron. or blade of a plow
which cuts the bottom of the furrow.

Share, shar, n. A certain portion; part; division; the
part allotted or belonging to <Sne, of any property or
interest owned by a number; one of a certain num-
ber of equal portions into which any property or
invested capital is divided. — v. t. [shared (shard),
sharing.] To part among 2 or more; to divide; to
partake, enjoy, or suffer with others.

—

v. i. To have
part, receive a portion.
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Shark, shark, n. (Ichtk.) A large, voracious, cartilagi-

nous fish ofmany species, having a long, round body,

White Shark,

tapering from the head, the surface set with minute
osseous granules in place of scales, and the gill-open- i

ings placed upon the sides of the neck: the mouth is

set with successive rows of sharp teeth. A rapacious,
artful fellow; a sharper, —v. t. [sharked (sharkt),
sharking.] To pick up hastily, slyly, or in small
quantities, —v. i. To play the petty thief, swindle;
to live by shifts and stratagems.'

Sharp, sharp, a. Having a very thin edge or fine

point; keen; terminating in a point or edge; peaked
or ridged; affecting the senses, as if pointed or cut-
ting; biting; sour; pungent ; penetrating ; abrupt.
Very trying to the feelings; cutting in language or
import; sarcastic; severe; eager in pursuit; impa-
tient for gratification; violent; impetuous; of keen
perception; quick to discern or distinguish; not dull;
keenly attentive to one's own interest; uttered in a
whisper, or with the breath alone, as certain conso-
nants; whispered; shrill; non-vocal. {Mus.) High in
pitch; raised a semitone in pitch; so high as to be out I

of tune or above true pitch.— n. (Mus.) An acute
sound; esp., a note raised a semitone above its proper
pitch; the character [#] which directs that a note
be thus raised. A needle, of the most acute of the
3 grades, —v. t. [sharped (sharpt), sharping.] To
make keen, acute, penetrating, etc. ; to sharpen.
(Mus.) To raise above the proper pitch; esp., to raise
a semitone above the natural tone. — Sharp'en, -n,

v. t. [-ENED (-nd), -ening.] To make sharp; to give
a keen edge or fine point to: to render more quick or
acute in perception; to make more quick, acute, or
ingenious; to make more pungent and painful; to
make biting, sarcastic, or severe; to render less flat,

or more shrill or piercing; to make more tart, acid,
or sour. (Mus^) To raise, as a sound by means of a
sharp.— v. i. To grow or become sharp. — Sharp'er,
n. A man shrewd in making bargains; swindler;
cheat. — Sharp'ly, adv. — Sharp'ness, n. — Sharp'-
Bet, a. Eager in appetite or desire of gratification.

Shatter, shafter, v. t. [-tered (-terd), -tering.] To
break at once into many pieces; to rend, crack, split;

to disorder, derange, render unsound. — v. i. To be
broken into fragments. — n. A fragment of any-
thing forcibly rent or broken, — generally in pi.

Shave, shav, v. t. [imp. shaved (shavd): p.p. shaved
or shaven; shaving.] To cut or pare off from the
surface of a body by an edged instrument; to make
bare or smooth by cutting off closely the surface or
surface covering of; esp. to cut off the beard or hair
from, with a razor; to cut off thin slices, or to cut
in thin slices; to skim along or near the surface of;
to strip, fleece.— v. i. To use a razor for removing
the beard; to cut closely, be hard in a bargain, cheat.— n. A thin slice; shaving; a cutting of the beard;
operation of shaving; an exorbitant cutting down or
discount on a note, etc., for cash in hand; a tool with
a long blade and a handle at each end, for shaving
wood, as hoops, etc.—Shaveling, n. A man shaved;
a monk, or other person of a religious order.—Shav'-
er,n. One who shaves; one close in bargains; a cheat;
one who fleeces; a pillager; plunderer; a little fel-

low.— Shaving, n. Act of, etc.; a thin slice pared
off with a cutting instrument.

Shawl, shawl, n. A cloth of wool, cotton, silk, or hair,
used as a loose covering for the neck and shoulders.

Shawm, shawm, n. (Mus.) A wind instrument of mu-
sic, formerly in use.

She, she, pron. [nom. she; poss. her or hers; obj. her;
pi. nom. they; poss. their or theirs; obj. them.]
This or that female; the woman understood or re-
ferred to; a woman; a female, — used as a noun.

Sheaf, shef, n. ; pi. Sheaves, shevz. A bundle of un-
thrashed stalks of wheat, rye, or other grain ; any col-
lection.—v. i. To collect and bind^ to make sheaves.

Shear, sher, v. t. \imp. sheared (sherd) or obs. shore;
p. p. sheared or shorn; shearing.] To cut or clip

with shears, scissors, etc.; to cut or clip from a sur-
face. — n. pi. A cutting instrument consisting of 2
blades with a bevel edge, movable on a pin, used for
cutting cloth and other substances; anything in the
form of shears ; an apparatus for raising heavy
weights, as, the lower masts of ships: it consists of 2
or more spars or pieces of timber, fastened togeth-
er near the top, and furnished with the necessary
tackles. — Shear'-steel, n. Steel suitable for shears,
scythes, and other cutting instruments.

Sheath, sheth, n. A case for a sword or other long and
slender instrument; a scabbard; anyjhin covering
for defense or protection.—Sheathe, sheth,
v. t. [sheathed (shethd), sheathing.]
To put into a sheath, case, or scabbard;
to fit or furnish with a sheath; to case or
cover with boards or with sheets of cop-
per, etc. ; to cover or line. — Sheathed,
shethd, a. (Bot.} Invested by a sheath,
or cylindrical, membranaceous tube,
which is the base of the leaf, as the stalk
or culm in grasses ; vaginate. — Sheath'-

(

ing, n. That which sheathes ; esp., the
casing or covering of a ship's bottom and
sides; or the materials for such coverings.

Sheave, shev, n. A wheel in a block, rail,

mast, yard, etc., on which a rope works;
the wheel of a pulley.

Shebat, sha'bat, n. The 11th month of the
Jewish sacred year, and the 5th of the civ- Sheathed,
il, — parts of January and February.

Shed, shed, v. t. [shed, -ding.] To cause to emanate,
proceed, or flow out; esp., to throw off or give forth
from one's self; to emit, diffuse; to throw off (a nat-
ural covering of hair, feathers, shell, etc."); to cause
to flow off, without penetrating. — v. i. To let fall
the parts, throw off a covering or envelope.— Shed'-
der, n. One who sheds or causes to flow out; a soft-
sheiled crab, which has recently shed his shell.

Shed, shed, n. A slight or temporary erection built to
shelter something; an out-building; hut; a lean-to.

Sheen, shen, n. Brightness; splendor.
Sheep, shep, n. sing. &pl. (Zool.) A ruminant quad-
ruped of many species, valued for its flesh (mutton)
and wool. The people of God, as being under the
Government and protection of Christ, the great
hepherd.— Sheepish, a. Like a sheep ; bashful

;

timorous to excess. — Sheep'-cot, n. A small in-
closure for sheep; a pen. dog, n. A dog for tend-
ing sheep ; a colly.—hook, n. A hook fastened to
a pole, by which shepherds lay hold on the legs of
their sheep; a crook.—shear'er, n. One who shears
the wool from sheep.—shearing, n. Act of shear-
ing sheep; time of shearing sheep; a feast made on
that occasion.—skin, n. The skin of a sheep, or
leather prepared from it; a diploma, — fr. its being
printed on parchment. — -walk, n. Pasture for sheep.— Sheep's'-eye, n. A modest, diffident look; a lov-~

ing or desiring glance. — Shep'herd, shep'herd, n.

One in charge of sheep; esp., one who tends a flock
in an unfenced region ; the pastor of a parish, church,
or congregation. — Shep'herdess, n. A woman who,
etc. ; a rustic lass.

Sheer, sher, a. Separate from anything foreign; pure;
clear; being only what it seems to be; simple; mere;
clear; thin ; perpendicular ; straight up and down.

Sheer, sher, v. i. [sheered (sherd), sheering.] To
decline or deviate from the line of the proper course

;

to turn aside, move away. — n. (N'aut.) The longi-
tudinal curve of a ship's deck or sides; the position
of a ship at single anchor, with the anchor ahead.

Sheet, shet, n. Any broad, uninterrupted expanse;
a broad piece of cloth used as a part of bed furni-
ture, next to the body; a broad piece of paper, folded
or unfolded; a single signature of a book or pam-
phlet; a newspaper; a broad expanse of water, etc.;

a broad, thinly expanded portion of metal or other
substance. (Naut.) A rope fastened to the lower cor-
ner of a sail, to extend and retain it in a particular
situation, —v. t. To fold in a sheet; to cover as with

sfin, cube, full ; moon, fot>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNbON, chair, get.
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a sheet ; to draw or expand, as a sheet. — Sheet'-
ing, n. Cloth for sheets.— Sheef-anch'or, n. {Naut.)
The largest anchor of a ship, sometimes the last ref-

uge to prevent the ship from going ashore; the chief
support: last refuge tor safety.

Sheik, shek, n. A chief of an Arab tribe or clau; a Mo-
. hammedan religious dignitary.
Shekel, shekel, n. An ancient weight and coin among
the Jews, in weight about half an ounce avoirdupois.

Shekinah, she-ki'na, n. {Jewu-h Hi>t.) That miracu-
lous light or visible glory which was a symbol of the
divine presence.

Sheldrake, sheKdrak, n. A large, handsome, fish-

eating duck
o f several
species ;

goosander.
Shelf, shelf,

n. ; plural.
Shelves,
shelvz. A
board, or
platform,
elevated
above the
floor, and
fixed hori-
zontally on
a frame, or
contiguous Sheldrake.

to a wall, for holding vessels, books, etc. ; a sand-bank
in the sea, or a rock, or ledge of rocks, rendering the
water shallow and dangerous to ships.— Shelfy, -T,

a. Abounding in, or composed of, shelves ; full of
dangerous shallows.— Shelve, v. t. To furnish with
shelves, place on a shelf, put aside, suppress.

Shell, shel, n. A hard outside covering ; esp., that
serving as the natural protection of certain fruits
and animals; a pod; the covering or outside layer of
an egg. (Zo'61.) The hard organized substance form-
ing the skeleton of many invertebrate animals, usu-
ally external, but sometimes internal; the hard cov-
ering of some vertebrates, as the armadillo, tortoise,
etc. {Mil.) A hollow sphere or cylinder of iron,
which, being filled with gunpowder, and fired from
a mortar or cannon, bursts into pieces when the pow-
der explodes; a bomb. Any framework or exterior
structure regarded as not complete or filled in; any
slight hollow structure; outward show without in-
ward substance; an instrument of music, as a lyre;
a light boat, sometimes made of paper, for racing, pi.

The husks of the cacao-nut, a decoction of 'which is

used as a substitute for chocolate, cocoa, etc.— v. t.

S

shelled (sheld), shelling.] To strip or break off
he shell of, take out of the shell or pod; to separate
(corn) from the ear; to throw shells or bombs upon,
bombard. — v. i. To fall off, as a shell, crust, or ex-
terior coat ; to cast the shell or exterior covering.
— Shell'y, -Y, a. Abounding with, or consisting of
shells.— Shell'-bark, n. A species of hickory whose
bark is loose and peeling; shag-bark.—fish, n. An
aquatic animal, whose external covering consists of
a shell, either testaceous, as in oysters, clams, etc.,

or crustaceous, as in the lobster. — Shel'lac, Shell'-
lac, n. The resin lac spread into thin plates, after
being melted and strained.

Shelter, etc. See under Shield.
Sheltie, sheKtT, n. A Shetland pony ; one of a breed
of small ponies,— orig. fr. Shetland.

Shelve, shelv, v. t. See under Shelf.
Shelve, shelv, v. i. [shelved (shelvd), shelving.] To

incline, be sloping. — Shelv'y, -T, a. Full of rocks or
sand-banks; shallow.

Shepherd, Shepherdess. See under Sheep.
Sherbet, sher'bet, n. A drink used in the East, com-
posed of water, lemon-juice, and sugar, with an in-

fusion of rose-water, etc., to give it an agreeable
taste; a kind of water-ice.

Sherd, shSrd, n. A fragment. [See Shard.]
Sheriff, shSr'if, n. The chief officer of a shire or
county, to whom is intrusted the execution of the
laws and of judicial writs and processes, and the
preservation of the peace.—Sheriffalty, -al-tY, -ship,

-wick, Shrievalty, shrev'al-tt, n. Office or jurisdic-
tion of sheriff.

Sherry, shgr'rT , n. A strong, dry wine of a deep am-
!

ber color and aromatic odor, — so called from.A"e/ -

e.«,

j

near Cadiz, in Spain, where it is made. — Sher'ry-
cob'bler, n. An Ainer. drink, containing sherry,
sugar, ice, etc., imbibed through a tube or straw.

, Shew, sho, Shewed, shod, Shewn, shon. See under
SHOW.

Shibboleth, shib'bo-leth, n. A word used to distin-
guish the Ephraimites from the Gileadites : the
Ephraimites, not being able to sound sh, pronounced

I

the word sibholeth : see Judges, xi. and xii. ; that
which distinguishes one party from another ; usu-
ally, some peculiarity in things of little importance.

Shield, sheld, n. A broad piece of defensive armor,
carried on the
arm ; a buck-
ler ; anything
which de-
fends; shelter;
protection ; a
person who
protects or de-
fends. {Bot.)
A little colored
cup or line,
with a hard
disk, s u r-
rounded by a
rim, and con-
taining the
fructification
of lichens.
{Her.) The
escutcheon or
field on which
are placed the
bearings in
coats of arms. Shield.

{Mining.) A framework used to protect workmen
in milking an adit under ground,
and capable of being pushed along
as the excavation progresses. — v. t.

To cover with a shield, defend, pro-
tect. — Shel'ter, n. That which
covers or defends from injury or
annovance ; one who protects ; a
guardian ; state of being covered
and protected ; asylum ; refuge ;

sanctuary ; defense; security.— v.

t. [SHELTERED (-terd), -TERIXG.] Q ,

To furnish a shelter for, cover from fehleld
- (Bot.)

harm or injury ; to betake to cover, or a safe place,
used reflexively ; to cover from notice, shield, pro-
tect, disguise. — v. i. To take shelter. — Shel'terless,
a. Destitute of shelter or protection.

Shift, shift, v. t. To change, alter; to transfer from
one place or position to another; to put off or out of
the way by some expedient ; to change (clothes);
to dress in fresh clothes. — v. i. To vary from one
point or direction to another, change about, move;
to change one's occupation or principles; to change
one's clothes, esp. the under garments; to satisfy
one's wants by changing; to resort to expedients for
accomplishing a purpose. — n. A turning from one
thing to another; a change; an expedient tried in
difficulty ; a temporary or deceitful expedient

;

fraud; artifice; a trick to escape detection or evil;
an under garment; esp., a woman's under garment;
chemise.—Shift'y,-T, a. Full of or readv with shifts;
fertile in expedients.— Shiftless, a. Characterized
by failure, through negligence or incapacity.

Shillalah, shil-la'la, -ly, -It, -lelah, -le'la, n. A cudgel.
Shilling, shilling, n. An Eng. silver coin, equal to
12 pence, or l-20th of a pound = about 24 cents; in
the U. S., a denomination of monev differing in
value in different States; as, in New York, J of $1,
or m cents; in N. Eng. l-6th of $1, or Hi 2-3 cents,
— a term formerly used in trade, though no corre-
spondingnational coin existed.

Shilly-shally shil'lY-shnl'lY, n. Indecision; trifling.—
v.i. To hesitate. — adv. Hesitatingly.

Shiloh, shilo, n. {Script.) The Messiah,— so called
bv Jacob on his death-bed: see Gen. xlix. 10.

Shily, Shiness. etc. See under Shy.
Shimmer, shiin'mSr, v. i. To emit a tremulous light,
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gleam, glisten, glimmer. — n. A tremulous gleam-
ing; glimmer.

Shin, shin, n. The fore part of the leg, esp. of the
human leg, between the ankle and the knee. —v. t.

To climb (a pole, etc.) by alternately clasping with
the hands and legs alone. — Shin'plas'ter, n. A
bank-note of low denomination ; a piece of paper
money.— Shin'ney, -ny, -nT, n. A game in which a
ball is driven along the ground by blows from curved
sticks ; hockey ; bandy, — named fr. the blows re-

ceived on the shins of the players.
Shindy, shin'dl, n. A disturbance; spree; row; riot.

Shine, shin, v. i. [shone (shon or sh5n) or shined
(shlnd), shining.] To emit rays of light, give light;

to be lively and animated, be brilliant; to be glossy
or bright, as silk; to be gay, splendid, or beautiful; to
be eminent, conspicuous, or distinguished.— n. Fair
weather; state of shining; brightness; splendor;
luster; gloss; polish; a liking for a person; a fancy.
— Shin'er, n. That which shines; as, a bright piece
of money. (Ichth.) A fish of several genera, having
brilliant, light-colored scales.— Shindy, -i, a. [-iek;

-iest.] Bright; luminous; clear; unclouded.
Shingle, shin'gl, n. A thin, oblong piece of wood,
with one end thinner than the other, in order to

lap lengthwise in covering roofs and outer walls of
buildings,— v. t. [shikgled (-gld), -gling.] To
cover with shingles; to cut, as hair, so that one por-
tion overlaps another, like shingles.

Shingle, shin'gl, n. Round, water-worn, and loose
gravel and pebbles, on shores and coasts.— v. t.

(Forging.) To hammer or squeeze (red-hot puddled
iron), to remove impurities and form malleable iron.

Shingles, shin'glz, n. {Med.) A kind of herpes,
which spreads around the body like a girdle.

Shinto, shin'to, -toism. -to-izm, n. One of the 2 great
religions of Japan, consisting in worship of ances-
tors and sacrifice to departed heroes, and having the
Mikado or Tenno as its spiritual head.

Ship, ship, n. Any large sea-going vessel; esp., a ves-

sel furnished with a bowsprit and 3 masts, each of
which is composed of a lower mast, top - mast,
and topgallant-mast, and is square rigged.— v. L

KM^—USk-CEh*^3 ei

Ground Plan of a Ship.

p, prow ; I, larboard or port

;

8, starboard; 1, round-house;
2, tiller; 3, grating; 4, wheel;

5, wheel-chains; 6, binnacle;

7, mizzen-mast ; 8, skylight

;

9, capstan ; 10, main-mast

;

11, pumps ; 12, galley or ca-

boose ; 13, main hatchway

;

14, windlass ; 15, fore-mast

;

16, fore-hatchway; 17, bitts ;

18, bowsprit ; 19, head-rail

;

20, boomkins ; 21, bows ; 22,

fore-chains; 23, main-chains;
24, mizzen-chaina.

[shipped (shipt), -ping.] To put on board of a
vessel, or other conveyance, for transportation ; to
dispose of, get rid of; to engage for service on
board of a ship; to receive on board of a ship or
vessel; to fix anything in its place.— v. i. To en-
gage for service on board of a ship. — Ship'board,
adv. Upon or within a ship; aboard. — Ship'mate,
». One who serves on board of the same ship; a
fellow sailor. — Ship'ment, n. Act of putting any-
thing on board of a vessel or other public convey-
ance; embarkation; that which is shipped.— Ship'-
per, n. One who ships, or sends goods for trans-
portation. — Ship'ping, n. The collective body of
ships in or belonging to a port, country, etc.; vessels

of navigation generally ; tonnage. — Ship/wreck,
-rek, n. The breaking in pieces of a vessel oy being
driven against rocks, shoals, etc.; a ship destroyed
upon the water, or the parts of such a ship; total

destruction ; ruin. — v. t. [shipwrecked (-rekt),
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-WRECKING.] To destroy (a ship at sea) by running;
ashore or on rocks or sand-banks, or by the force of
wind and waves in a tempest; to expose (sailors) to
destruction by the loss of a ship.— Ship'wright, -rlt,

n. One whose occupation is to construct ships; a
builder of vessels.— Ship'-build'er, n. A man whose
occupation is to construct vessels; a naval architect.

car/penter, n. A carpenter who works at ship-
building.—chan'dler, n. One who deals in cordage,
canvas, and other furniture of 6hips.—mas'ter, n.

The captain, master, or commander of a ship. —
-mon'ey, n. (Eng. Hist.) An imposition formerly
charged on the ports, towns, cities, boroughs, and
counties of Eng., for providing and furnishing cer-
tain ships for the king's service. — -shape, adv. In
a seamanlike manner; properly; according to usage;
well put. — Skip'per, n. The master of a small mer-
chant vessel.

Shire, shir or sher, n. In Eng., a portion of the king-
dom, orig. under the supervision of an earl; a ter-

ritorial division, usually identical with a county,
but sometimes a smaller district; a county.

Shirk, shSrk, v. t. To avoid or get off from ; to slink
away.— n. One who seeks to avoid duty; one who
lives by shifts and tricks.

Shirr, sher, n. An insertion of cord (usually elastic)
between 2 pieces of cloth; the cord itself, or the cloth
made with it.— Shirred, sherd, a. Having lines or
cords inserted between two pieces of cloth.

Shirt, shgrt, n. A garment of linen, cotton, etc., worn
under the outer clothes by men and boys.— v. t. To
cover or clothe as with a shirt ; to change the shirt
of. — Shirting, n. Cloth suitable for shirts.

Shittah, shifts, -tim, n. A sort of precious wood, of
which the tables, altars, and boards of the taber-
nacle were made among the Jews, — supposed to
have been the wood of a species of Acacia.

Shive, shiv, n. A slice ; a little piece or fragment.— Shiv'er, shlv'er, n. A small piece or fragment
into which a thing breaks by sudden violence; a thin
slice.

—

v. t. To break into small pieces or splinters,
shatter, dash to pieces by a blow.— v. i. To fall at
once into many small pieces or parts. — SbiV"ery,
-5r-T, a. Easily falling into many pieces.

Shiver, shiv'Sr, v. t. [-ered (-erd), -ering.] (Naut.)
To cause to shake in the wind, — applied to sails. —
v. i. To quake, tremble, vibrate ; to quiver from
cold, be affected with a thrilling sensation, like that
of chilliness. — n. Act of shivering ; a shaking or
shuddering caused by cold, pain, fear, or the like; a
tremor. — Shiv'ery, -gr-T, a. Full of, or inclined to,

shivers;_ trembling.
Shoal, shol, n. A crowd; throng,— said esp. of fish.—

v. i. [shoaled (shold), shoaling.] To assemble
in a multitude; to crowd, throng.

Shoal, shol, n. A sand-bank, or bar; a shallow. — v. i.

[shoaled (shold), shoaling.] To become more
shallow.— v. t. To cause to become more shallow ;

to come to a more shallow part of.

—

a. Of little

depth; shallow.
Shoat, shot, n. A young hog. [See Shote.]
Shock, shok, n. A collision ; sharp concussion of one
thing against another ; that which surprises or of-
fends the intellect or the moral sense ; a blow ; of-
fense ; concussion ; collision. (Med.) A violent
agitation or derangement of any organ or organs, or
of the nervous system.— v. t. [shocked (shokt),
shocking.] To strike against suddenly ; to en-
counter ; to strike with surprise, horror, or disgust

;

to offend, disgust. — Shocking, a. Striking, as with
horror; causing to recoil with horror or disgust; ex-
tremely offensive or disgusting.— Shockingly, adv.

Shock, snok, n. A pile or assemblage of sheaves of
grain, set up in a field; stook. — v. t. To make or col-

lect (sheaves of grain) into shocks.
Shock, shok, n. A dog with long hair or shag; a thick
mass of short hair.

Shod. See Shoe.
Shoddy, shod'dt, n. A fibrous material obtained by
deviling or tearing into fibers refuse woolen goods,
old stockings, rags, druggets, etc. ; any worthless
material. — a. Of, pert, to, or made of, shoddy ;

counterfeit; sham; cheap and nasty.
Shoe shoo, n. ; pi. Shoes, shooz. A covering for the

foot, usually of leather ; anything resembling a

shoe in form or use ; a plate of iron nailed to the
hoof of an animal to defend it from injury ; a plate
of iron, or slip of wood, nailed to the bottom of the
runner of a sleigh or sled ; something answering a
purpose analogous to that of a shoe. — v. t. [shod,
shoeing.] To furnish with shoes, put shoes on, to
cover at the bottom.

—

Shoe'-black, n. One who cleans
and blacks shoes or boots.—mak'er, n. One who
makes boots and shoes.—tie, n. A ribbon or string
for fastening a shoe to the foot. — Shoe'ing-horn,
Shoe'-horn, n. A curved piece of polished horn or
metal used to facilitate the entrance of the foot into a
shoe ; anything by which a transaction is facilitated.

Shone. See Shine.
Shoo, shoo, interj. Begone ; away,— used in scaring
away fowls and other animals.

Shook. See Shake.
Shook, sh<56k, n. A set of staves sufficient in number

for one hogshead, cask, barrel, etc. ; a set of boards
for a sugar-box.

Shoot, shoot, v. t. [shot, shooting.] To let fly or
cause to be driven with force, as an arrow or bullet;
to discharge and causeto be driven with violence; to
strike with anything shot; to hit, wound, or kill with
a missile; to send out or forth, esp. with a rapid or
sudden motion; to emit, hurl; to push or thrust for-
ward; to pass rapidly through or under; to variegate
as if b3r sprinkling or intermingling. — v. i. To per-
form the act of discharging, sending with force, or
driving anything by means of an engine or instru-
ment; to be shot or propelled forcibly; to be emitted,
sent forth, or driven along; to be felt, as if darting
through one; to germinate, bud, sprout; to make pro-
gress, grow, advance; to move quickly, pass rapidly
through, under, or over ; to form by shooting ; to
spread over, overspread; to be pushed out, jut, pro-
ject. — n. Act of propelling or driving anything with
violence; discharge of afire-arm or bowl; act of strik-
ing, or endeavoring to strike, with a missive weapon;
a young branch or growth. — Shooting-star, n. A
star-like, luminous meteor, which, appearing sud-
denly, darts quickly across some portion of the sky
and as suddenly disappears. — Shot, n. ; pi. Shot
or Shots. Act of shooting ; discharge of a missile
weapon ; a missile weapon, esp. a hall or bullet ;

small globular masses of lead, for killing birds and
small animals ; flight of a missile weapon, or the
distance which it passes from the engine ; a marks-
man ; share or proportion ; reckoning ; scot.

—

v. t.

[shotted, -ting.] To load with shot over a car-
tridge. — Shot 'ten, -to, a. Having ejected the
spawn.— Shot'-free, a. Scot-free; free from charge.—prop, n. (Navt.) A wooden prop covered with
tarred hemp, to stop a shot-hole in a ship's side.

Shoot, shoot, n. An inclined plane, artificial or natu-
ral, down which timber, coal, etc., are caused to slide;
a narrow passage, natural or artificial, in a stream,
where the water rushes rapidly.

Shop, shop, n. A building in which goods, wares,
drugs, etc., are sold by retail ; a building in which
mechanics work; store; warehouse.— v. i. [shopped
(shopt), -ping.] To visit shops for purchasing goods.
— Shop'-book, ». A book in which a tradesman
keeps nis accounts. keep'er, n. A trader who
sells goods in a shop, or
by retail. lifVer, n.
One who steals anything
in a shop or store, or
takes goods privately from
a shop.

Shore, sh5r, n. The coast or
land adjacent to a large
body of water, as a sea or g^^The Stocks, supported
laKe. b„ shores.

Shore, shor, n. A prop, or
timber, placed as a temporary brace or support on
the side of a building, etc.— v. t. Tshored (shord),

shoring.] To support by a post or buttress; to prop.
Shorl, shorl, n. (Min.) Black tourmaline.
Shorn. See Shear.
Short, sh&rt, a. Not long ; having brief length ; not
extended in time ; having very limited duration ;

limitedinquantity; inadequate; insufficient; scanty;
insufficiently provided; inadequately supplied; lack-

ing; deficient; imperfect; not coming up (to a meas-

&m, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, Sve, term ; tn, Ice ; Odd, tone, Or
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ure or standard) ; near at hand ; limited in intel-
lectual power or grasp ; not tenacious, as memory ;

less important, efficacious, or powerful; not equal or
equivalent; less; abrupt; petulant; brittle; friable.
{Cookery.) Breaking or crumbling readily in the
mouth; crisp; tender. {Stock Exchange.) Engaging to
deliver what is not possessed. {Pron.) Pronounced
with a less prolonged utterance, and with a some-
what thinner and more slender sound,— said of vow-
els, in Eng., as disting. fr. the same when having
the "long" sound; as, a in bat, e in met, etc. ; less
prolonged, simply, and disting. fr. the same sound
as of long quantity, — said of the vowels in many
languages, and sometimes of vowel sounds in Eng.
— n. A summary account, pi. The part of ground
grain from which the fine flour or meal has been
sifted.— adv. In a short manner; briefly; limitedly;
abruptly ; suddenly. — Short'en, -n, v. t. [-ened
(-nd), -ening.1 To make short in measure, extent,
or time; to reduce or diminish in amount, quantity,
or extent; to make deficient in respect to; to make
short or friable, as pastry, with butter or lard. — v. i.

To become short or shorter; to contract. — Short-
ening, n. A making or becoming short or shorter.

( Cookery.) That which renders pastry short or fria-

ble, as butter or lard.— Short'ly, adv. In a short or
brief time or manner; in few words; briefly.—Short'-
breathed, -bretht, a. Having short breath, or quick
respiration.—com ing, n. Act of failing or coming
short; as, failure of a crop, etc.; neglect of, or failure
in, performance of duty.—hand, n. A rapid method
of writing by substituting characters, abbreviations,
or symbols, for words; stenography; phonography.—
-lived, -llvd, a. Not living or lasting long; being of
6hort continuance.—sight, n. Short-sightedness. —
-sight'ed, a. Not able to see far; near-sighted; not
able to look far into futurity; of limited intellect;
having little regard for the future ; heedless.— -sight'-
edness, n. Inability to see things at a distance, or at
the distance to which the sight ordinarily extends;
myopy ; defective or limited intellectual sight. —
-waist'ed, a. Short from the armpits to the waist,—
said of persons; short from the shoulder to the com-
mencement of the skirt, to the part about the waist,
or to, the narrowest and smallest part,— said of gar-
ments. wind'ed, a. Affected with shortness of
breath.—wit'ted, a. Having little wit; not wise.

Shot, etc. See under Shoot.
Shote, shot, n. A fish resembling the trout; a young

hog;, shoat.
Shough, shok, n. A kind of shaggy dog; a shock.
Should. See Shall.
Shoulder, shOKder, n. {Anat.) The joint by which the
arm of a human being, or the fore leg of a quadru-
ped, is connected with the body : see Horse. The
flesh and muscles connected with the shoulder-joint;
the upper part of the back; that which supports or
sustains ; support ; that which resembles a human
shoulder ; any protuberance from the body of a
thing; the fore leg of an animal dressed for market.— v. t. [shouldered (-derd) -dering.] To push or
thrust with the shoulder; to take upon the shoulder.— Shoul'der-belt, n. A belt that passes across the
shoulder.—blade, n. {Anat.) The scapula; the flat,

triangular bone of the shoulder, or blade-bone: see
Skeleton. knot, n. An ornamental knot of rib-
bon or lace, worn on the shoulder; a kind of epaulet.—strap, n. A strap worn on or over the shoulder;
{Mil. & Naval.) a narrow strap worn on the shoulder
of a commissioned officer, indicating, by devices, the
rank he holds.

Shout, showt, v. i. To utter a sudden and loud out-
cry, as in joy, triumph, or exultation, or to attract
attention. — v. t. To utter with a shout; to cry; to
treat with shouts or clamor. — n. A loud burst of
voice or voices; a vehement and sudden outcry, esp.
of a multitude.

Shove, shuv, v. t. [shoved (shuvd), shoving.] To
drive along by direct application of strength, with-
out a sudden impulse; to push; to push along, aside,

or away, in a careless or rude manner ; to jostle. —
v. i. To push or drive forward ; to push off, move
in a boat by means of a pole. — n. Act of shoving,
pushing, or pressing. — Shov'el, shuv'l, n. An in-
strument with hollowed blade for digging, lifting, or

throwing earth or loose substances.
eled (-Id)

V. t. [SHOV-

Shoveler.

Show, sho, v. t. [showed (sh5d); p. p. shown (shon) or
showed ; showing.] To exhibit or present to
view; to exhibit; to cause to see, enable to perceive;
to teach, inform, point out to ; to usher or guide,
conduct; to make apparent or clear by evidence, tes-
timony, or reasoning; to prove, evince, explain; to
bestow, confer, afford. — v. i. To appear, look,
seem. — n. Act of showing or bringing to view; ap-
pearance ; exhibition ; that which is shown or brought
to view; a spectacle; proud or ostentatious display;
parade; pomp; semblance; likeness; appearance ;

pretext; specious plausibility.— Show'y, -T, a. [-ier,
-iest.] Making a show; attracting attention; gay;
gaudy; fine; pompous: ostentatious.—Show'ily, adi;.— Show'iness, n. — Show'er, n. — Show' -bill, n. A
broad sheet containing an advertisement, in large
letters, placed at shop doors, windows, etc.—bread,
n. (Jewish Antiq.) Loaves of bread which the priest
of the week placed before the Lord, on the golden
table in the sanctuary.

Shower, show'gr, n. A fall of rain or hail of short
duration ; that which resembles a shower in fall-
ing through the air copiously and rapidly.— v. t.

[showered (-erd), -ering.] To water with a shower,
wet copiously with rain; to bestow liberally. — v. i.

To rain in showers. — Show'ery, -er-Tf, a. Raining
in showers ; pert, to, or produced by, showers. —
Show'er-bath, n. A bath in which water is show-
ered upon the person from above ; a contrivance for
effecting this.

Shrank. See Shrink.
Shrapnel, shrap'nel, S.-shell,
A shell filled with bullets, which
scatter destructively when the
shell explodes.

Shred, shred, v. t. [shred, -ding.]
To cut or tear into small pieces,
esp. narrow and long pieces (of
cloth, leather, etc.). — n. Along,
narrow piece cut or torn off ; a
strip; a fragment; piece. bnrapnel bhell.

Shrew, shroo, n. A brawling, turbulent, vexatious
woman ; a scold. (Zo'61.) _A shrew-mouse. — v. t.

[shrewed or shrewd (shrood); shrewing.] To be-
shrew, curse. — Shrewd, shrood, a. Disposed to be
critical and censorious; astute; penetrating; discrim-"
inating; involving or displaying an astute or saga-
cious judgment; keen; vexatious; subtle; discerning.— Shrew'ish, a. Having the qualities of a shrew;
froward; peevish; petulantly clamorous.— Shrew'-
ishly, adv.—
Shrew'ishness, n.

—Shrew'- mouse,
n. (Zobl.) An in-
sectivorous animal
which burrows in
the ground.

Shriek, shrek, v. i.

[shrieked
(shrekt) ; shriek-
ing.] To utter a
loud, sharp, shrill
cry; to scream, as in sudden fright, in horror, or an-
guish; to mourn with sharp, shrill cries.

—

v. t. To
utter sharply and shrilly. — n. A sharp, shrill out-
cry or scream, such as is produced by sudden terror
or extreme anguish.

Common Shrew.
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Shrimp.

Shrievalty. See under Sheriff.
Shrift. See under Shrove-tide.
Shrike, shrlk, n. A rapacious bird, of many species,

living upon insects and small animals; the butcher-
bird.

Shrill, shril, a. Uttering an acute sound ; sharp ;

piercing. — v. i. [shrilled (shnld), -ling.] To
utter an acute, piercing sound; to sound in a sharp,
shrill tone ; to nave an acute or piercing effect. —
v. t. To cause to make a shrill sound, utter in a
shrill tone; to pierce, penetrate, wound.

Shrimp, shrimp, n. (Zo'61.) A small, long-tailed, dec-
apod crustacean, of
numerous species, ^
some of which are ^
used for food. A
little, wrinkled man;
a dwarf, — in con-
tempt.

Shrine, shrin, n. A
case, box, or receptacle, esp. one in which sacred rel-

ics are deposited; any sacred or hallowed place; an
altar; place of worship.

Shrink, shrink, v. i. [shrunk, shrinking : the old
imp. shrank and p. p. shrunken are nearly obso-
lete.] To become wrinkled by contraction; to shriv-

el, contract, dry up ; to withdraw or retire, as from
danger ; to recoil, as in fear, horror, or distress. —
v. t. To cause to contract. — n. Act of shrink-
ing; contraction; recoil. — Shrinkage, -ej, n. Con-
traction into a less compass ; reduction in the bulk
or dimensions of anything by shrinking ; diminution
in value (of stocks, property, etc.). — Shrink/er, n.

Shrive. See under Shrove-tide.
Shrivel, shriv

/-
l, v. i. [-eled (-Id), -eling.] To draw,

or be drawn, into wrinkles; to contract, shrink,
wither. — v. t. To cause to shrink or contract.

Shroud, shrowd, n. That which clothes, covers, con-
ceals, or protects; a garment; esp., a winding-sheet
or dress for the dead; that which clothes, covers, or
shelters, like a shroud, pi. (Naut.)
A set of ropes reaching from the
mast-heads to the sides of a vessel,

to support the masts: see Ship. —
v.t. To cover with a shroud; esp.,

to inclose in a winding-sheet ; to
cover, as with a shroud; to hide,
veil.

Shrove-tide, shr5v'tTd, -Tuesday,
-tuz'dY, n. The Tuesday follow-
ing Quinquagesima Sunday, and
preceding the first da}' of Lent, or
Ash-Wednesday, on which day it

was formerly customary in Eng.
for the people to confess their sins Shrouds,
to the priests.—Shrive, shrlv, v. t. [shrived (shrlvd),
shriving.] To hear or receive the confession of and
absolve,— said of a priest; to confess, — used reflex-
ively. — v. i. To receive confessions. — Shrift, n.

Confession made to a priest; act of shriving; abso-
lution.

Shrub, shrub, n. A low, dwarf tree; a woody plant
of a size less than a tree. — Shrub'by, -bY, a. [-bier;
-biest.] Full of, resembling, or consisting of shrubs
or brush. — Shrub'bery, -ber-Y, n. A collection of
shrubs taken as a whole; a place where shrubs are
planted.

Shrub, shrub, n. A preparation of fruit juice, etc.,

used for flavoring summer drinks.
Shrug, shrug, v. t. [shrugged (shrugd), -ging.] To
draw up, contract, esp. by way of expressing dislike,
dread, doubt, or the like.— v. i. To raise or draw up
the shoulders, as in expressing horror, etc. — n. A
drawing up of the shoulders.

Shrunken. See Shrink.
Shuck, shuk, n. A shell orcovering; husk; pod; esp.,

the covering of a nut or of maize, — v. t. To husk,
shell, peel the shucks from (nuts, corn, etc.)

Shudder, shud'dSr, v. i. [-dered (-dgrd), -dering.]
To tremble or shake with fear, horror, or aversion ;

to shiver with cold, quake. — n. A shaking with
fear or horror ; a tremor.

Shuffle, shuffl, v. t. [-fled (-fid), -fling.] To shove
one way and the other; to push from one to an-
other; to mix by pushing or shoving, confuse, throw

into disorder; esp., to change the relative positions
of (cards in a pack).— v. i. To change the relative
position of cards in a pack ; to shift ground ; to
practice shifts to elude detection; to use arts or ex-
pedients, equivocate, prevaricate, quibble, evade,
sophisticate, make shift, struggle ; to move in a
slovenly, dragging manner.— n. Act of shuffling;
act of mixing and throwing into confusion by
change of places; an evasion; trick; artifice.

Shun, shun, v. t. [shunned (shund), -ning.] To
avoid, keep clear of, get out of the way of, escape
from, neglect. — Shunt, v. t. To turn off to one side;
esp., to turn off (a railroad car, etc.) upon a side
track; to switch off; to shift (an electric current) to
another circuit ; to put off upon one.— v. i. To go
aside, turn off . — n. (Railroads.) A turn off to a side
or short rail that the principal rail may be left free.
(Elec.) A switch, — a contrivance for shifting an
electric current to another circuit.

Shut, shut, v. t. [shut, -ting.] To close, as the hand;
to contract; to close so as. to hinder ingress or egress;
to forbid entrance into, prohibit, bar.— v. i. To
close itself, become closed. —p. a. (Pron.) Having
the sound suddenly interrupted or stopped by a
succeeding consonant, as the t in pit, the o in hap.— Shut'ter, n. One who shuts or closes; a slatted
or close movable frame or cover for a window or
other aperture; a blind. — Shut'tie, -tl, n. A sliding
thread-holder for carrying the thread of the woof
from one side of the cloth to the other, between the
threads of the warp, or for completing a lock stitch
in some sewing machines; a shuttlecock.— Shut'tie-
cock, n. A cork stuck with feathers, used to be
struck by a battledoor in play; the play itself.

Shy, shi, a. Sensitively timid; reserved; easily fright-
ened ; cautious ; wary ; suspicious ; coy. — v. i.

[shied (shid), shying.] To start suddenly aside, as
if a little frightened. — Shy'ly, Shi'ly, adv. In a
shy or timid manner; not familiarly; with reserve.— Shy'ness, Shi'ness, n.

Shyster, shi'ster, n. A tricky knave; one who carries
on business, esp. legal business, dishonestly.

Si, se. (Must.) A syllable applied, in solmization, to
the 7th tone of the major diatonic scale.

Sialogogue, si-al'o-gog, n. (Med.) A medicine that
promotes the flow of saliva.

Sibilant, sib'Y-lant, a. Making a hissing sound; ut-
tered with a hissing sound; hissing. — n. A letter
uttered with a hissing of the voice, as * and z. —
Sibila'tion, n. Utterance with a hissing sound; the
sound itself.

Sibyl, sib'il, n. (Pagan Antiq.) A woman supposed
to be endowed with a spirit of prophecy. A female
fortune-teller, or gypsy.— Sib'ylline, -il-lln, a. Pert,
to, uttered, written, or composed by, sibyls; like the
productions of sibyls.

Sic, sik, adv. So ; thus, — usually placed in paren-
thesis, after a quoted word or phrase, to indicate
that the quotation is exact, though apparently un-
likely.

Siccity, sik'sY-tY, n. Dryness; aridity.
Sick, sik, a. Affected with, or attended by, nausea;
inclined to vomit ; having a strong dislike ; dis-
gusted; affected with disease of any kind; ill; dis-
ordered; indisposed; weak; feeble; morbid. — Sick
headache. (Med.) A variety of headache attended
with disorder of the stomach and nausea.— Sick'

r-

ish, a. Somewhat sick or diseased ; exciting sick-
ness or disgust; nauseating; nauseous. — Sick'ly, -IY,

a. [-lier; -liest.] Somewhat sick; disposed to ill-

ness; producing or tending to disease; appearing as
if sick ; ailing ; infirm ; weakly ; feeble ; languid ;

faint. — Sickliness, n.— Sick'ness, n. State of be-
ing sick or diseased; a disease or malady; esp., nau-
sea. — Sick'en, -n, v. t. [-ened (-nd), -ening.] To
make qualmish, disgust; to make sick, disease.— v. i.

To be filled to disgust, be filled with abhorrence, be
satiated; to become disgusted or tedious; to become
sick.

Sickle, sik'l, n. A reaping-hook; a curved steel instru-
ment with handle, used for cutting grain, etc., hav-
ing the cutting edge on the inner curve of the blade.

Side, sld, n. The margin, edge, verge, or border of a
surface; esp., one of the longer edges; one of the
surfaces which define or limit a solid, esp. one of
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the longer surfaces; any outer portion of a thing
considered apart from, and yet in relation to, the
rest; also, any part or position viewed as opposite to
or contrasted with another; one half of the body
considered as opposite to the other half; the part o'f

the body about the ribs; part connecting top and bot-
tom, as the wall of a room or the slope or declivity of
a hill; position of a person or party regarded as op-
posed to another person or party; a body of advo-
cates or partisans; the interest or cause which one
maintains against another; a doctrine opposed to
another doctrine; interest; favor; a line of descent
traced through one parent, as disting. fr. that traced
through another.— a. Being on the side ; or toward
the side; lateral; indirect; oblique; collateral.

—

v. i.

To embrace the opinions of one party, or engage in
its interest, when opposed to another party.— Sid'ed,
a. Having a side,— used in composition. — Sid'ing,
n. The attaching of one's self to a party. {Rail-
roads.) A turn-out; side track. {Carp.) The board-
ing covering the side of a house.— Side'ling, a. In-
clining to one side; directed toward one side; sloping;
inclined. — Sidelong, a. Lateral ; oblique ; not
directly in front. — adv. Laterally; obliquely; in
the direction of the side; on the side. —Side''walk,
n. A raised way for foot-passengers at the side of
a street or road.— Side'ways, -wise, adv. Toward
one side; inclining; laterally; on one side.— Sides'-
man, n. An assistant to a churchwarden; a partisan.— Side'arm, n. A weapon (sword, bayonet, etc.)
worn at the side.—board, n. A piece of cabinet
work, placed on one side in a dining-room to hold
dishes, etc.

—

light, n. A subsidiary light, or one
supplementary to the main one.—sad'dle, n. A
saddle for a woman to use, with both feet on one side.—wheel, n. A steamer's paddle-wheel. — a. Pro-
pelled by side-wheels, and not by a screw. — Sfdie,
v. i. [-dled (-did), -dling.] To move side foremost.

Sideral, sid'er-al, a. Relating to the stars; affecting
unfavorably by the supposed influence of the stars;
baleful. — Side'real, si-de're-al, a. Relating to the
stars; starry; astral. {Astron.) Measured by the ap-
parent motion of the stars ; pert, to or designated,
marked out, or accompanied, by a return to the same
position in respect to the stars.

Siderography, sid-er-og'ra-fY, n. Art or practice of
steel engraving. — Sid'erograph'ic, -ical, -grafik-al,
a. Pert, to siderography, or performed by engraved
plates of steel.

Sidewalk, Sidewise, Sidle, etc. See under Side.
Siege, sej, n. The setting of an army around or before
a fortified place, to compel the garrison to surrender;
a continued attempt to gain possession.

Sienite. See Syenite.
Sienna, sT-en-'na, n. An earthy pigment of a brown-
ish-yellow color,— a silicate of iron and alumina.

Sierra, se-6r'ra, n. A saw-like ridge of mountains and
craggy rocks.

Siesta, se-es'ta, n. A short sleep taken about the mid-
dle of the day, or after dinner.

Sieve, siv, n. A utensil for separating the fine part of
any pulverized or fine substance
from the coarse; a kind of coarse
basket. — Sift, v. t. To separate
by a sieve (the fine part of a sub-
stance from the coarse) ; to sepa-
rate or part as if by a sieve ; to
separate the good or bad of; to
analyze, scrutinize.

Sigh, si, v. i. [sighed (sid), sighing.] To make a deep
single respiration, esp. as the result or involuntary
expression of fatigue, exhaustion, grief, sorrow, etc.;
to lament, grieve; to make a sound like sighing.—
v. t. To utter sighs over, lament or mourn over; to
express by sighs.— n. A single deep respiration; a
long breath; a manifestation of grief or sorrow.

Sight, sit, n. Act of seeing; perception of objects by
the eye; view; power of seeing; faculty of vision;
state of admitting unobstructed vision; visibility;
region which the eye at one time surveys ; thing
seen; spectacle: show; something worth seeing; in-
spection ; examination ; instrument of seeing; the
eye; a small aperture through which objects are to
be seen, and by which the direction is settled or as-
certained; a piece of metal near the muzzle, or an-

Sieve.

other near the breech, of a fire-arm, to guide the eye
in taking aim; a great number, quantity, or sum. —
v. t. To get sight of, see; to look at through a sight,
see accurately. {Mil.) To give the proper elevation
and direction to by means of a sight. — v. i. To ob-
tain a distinct view. {Mil.) To take aim by a sight,
take sight.— Sightless, a. "Wanting sight; blind:
offensive or unpleasing to the eye ; unsightly. —
Sight1y, -It, a. Open to sight; conspicuous; pleas-
ing to the sight; comely.

Sigmoid, sig'moid,-moid'r
al,a. Curved in 2 directions,

like the letter S.
Sign, sin, n. That by which anything is made known
or represented; that which furnishes evidence; to-
ken; indication; proof; a remarkable event, consid-
ered by the ancients as indicating the will of a deity;
miracle; wonder ; indication of the divine will

;

something serving to indicate the existence, or pre-
serve the memory of a thing; any symbol or emblem
which prefigures, typifies, or represents, an idea; a
word regarded as the outward manifestation of
thought; a motion, action, or gesture, by which a
thought is expressed, or a command or wish made
known; one of the conventional manual motions by
which conversation is carried on, as by the deaf and
dumb; something conspicuous placed before a house
to advertise the business there transacted. {Astron.)
The l-12th part of the ecliptic or zodiac. {Alg.) A
character indicating the relation of quantities, or an
operation performed upon them. {Mm.) Any char-
acter, as a flat, sharp, dot, etc. — v. t. [signed
(sind), signing.] To represent by a sign, signify;
to affix a signature to, notify by hand or seal. — v. i.

To make a sign or signal; to communicate intelli-
gence by signs.— Sig'nal, n. A sign agreed upon to
give notice of some occurrence, command, or dan-
ger, to a person at a distance, or, as the occasion of
concerted action: a token; indication. —a. Disting.
from what is ordinary; notable; conspicuous.

—

v. t.

[signaled (-nald), -NALING.] To communicate by
signals. — Sig'nally, adv. In a signal manner; emi-
nently; remarkably. — Sig'nalize.i.;. [-ized (-Izd),
-izing.] To make signal or eminent: to communi-
cate with by means of a signal; to indicate the exist-
ence, presence, or fact of, oy a signal. — Sig'nature,
-na-chur, n. A sign, stamp," or mark impressed; the
name of anv person written with his own hand; a
sign-manual. {Mus.) The flats or sharps at the be-
ginning of a composition, which indicate the key
or scale. {Print.) A letter or figure by which the
sheets of a book or pamphlet are distinguished and
their order designated. — Sig'natory, -na-to-rl, «.
Pert, to a seal; used in sealing; signing; sharing in
a signature.—n. A signer. — Sig'net, n. A seal ; esp.,
in Eng., the seal used by the sovereign in sealing
private letters and grants that pass by bill under the
sign-manual. — Sig'nify, -nY-fi, v. t. [-fied (-lid),

-fying.] To make known by a sign, communicate
by any conventional token; to convey the notion of;
to make known, express, manifest, declare, intimate,
denote, imply, mean.— v. i. To express meaning
with force. — Significance, -can-cy, -nil''Y-kan-sY, n.

State of being significant ; that which is signified ;.

moment: weight; consequence; import; importance;
force. — Significant, a. Fitted or designed to sig-

nify or make known something ; standing as a sign
or token ; expressive or suggestive ; having a mean-
ing; deserving to be considered; important; moment-
ous.

—

Sig/nifica''tion, n. Act of signifying or making
known; that which is signified or made known.—
Significative, -ka-tiv, a. Betokening or representing
by an external sign ; having signification or meaning.

Signior, Signor, Signora, etc. See under Seignior.
Silence, sflens, n. State of being silent; entire ab-
sence of sound or noise; forbearance from, or ab-
sence of, speech: secrecy: cessation of rage, agita-
tion, or tumult; calmness; quiet; absence of men-
tion: oblivion. — interj. Be silent, — used elliptically

for let there be silence, or keep silence. — v. t. [si-

lenced (-lenst), -cing.] To compel to silence, cause
to be still; to put to rest, quiet. — Silent, a. Free
from sound or noise; absolutely still; indisposed to
talk ; speechless ; mute ; habitually taciturn ; not
speaking ; keeping at rest ; inactive. {Pron.) Not
pronounced ; having no sound ; quiescent.

son, cube, full; moon, fot>tj cow, oil; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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i. Silicon. —

f

Silex, sileks, Silica, -T-ka, n. (Min. and Ckem.) Ox- I

ide of silicon, — the characteristic ingredient of
rock crystal, quartz, flint, glass, etc.: when pure it

is a hard, rough, white powder. — Sili'ceous, -cious,
sWish/us, a. Pert, to, or containing, silica, or par-

j

taking of its nature and qualities.— Silicic, -lislk
a. (Chum.) Of, pert, to, or obtained from silica.-
Silicic acid. An acid composed of silicon, oxygen
and water. — Sili'cium, -hsh'I-um, n. Silicon.
Silicon, n. (Chem.) A dark, nut
brown, elementary substance, desti-

tute of metallic luster, and a non-con-
ductor of electricity: it is the base of
silex, or silica.

Silhouette, sil'oti-et, n. A representation
ol the outlines of an object filled in
with a black color; a profile.

Siliqua, sil'Y-kwa.ji. ; pi. -qu^e, -kwe, or
Sil'ique, -ik or-ek, n. (Bot.) An ob-
long seed-vessel, consisting of 2 valves, o,Thfll1 - ft(i

and a dissepiment between, and open- °"noueree.

ing by sutures at either margin, with the seeds at-

tached to both edges of the dissepiment,
and alternately upon each side of it. —
Sillquous, -I-kwus, a. Bearing, pert, to,

or resembling, siliques. — Sillcle, -I-kl,

«. A seed-vessel resembling a silique,

but about as broad as long.
Silk, silk, n. The fine, soft thread, pro-
duced by various species of caterpillars
in the form of a cocoon, esp. that pro-
duced by the silk-worm; thread spun, or
cloth woven, from the above-named ma-
terial; the filiform styles of the female
flower of maize.— Silk^en, -n, a. Made
of, resembling, or pert, to, silk; soft; del-
icate ; tender; smooth; dressed in silk.
— Silk"y, -I, a. [-ier; -iest.] Made of,
resembling, or pert, to, silk ; silk-like ;

soft and smooth ; pliant ; yielding. —
Silk'-worm, n. (Entom.) The caterpil-
lar which produces silk; the larve of a „
white or cream-colored moth. oiuque.

Sill, sil, n. A stone or timber forming the basis or
foundation of a house, bridge, loom, etc.; the tim-
ber or stone at the foot of a door; threshold; the
timber or stone on which a window-frame stands.

Sillabub, silla-bub, n. A mixture of wine or cider
with milk, forming a soft curd.

Silly, sillT, a. [-lier; -liest.] Orig. weak; helpless;
frail ; weak in intellect ; destitute of ordinary
strength of mind; proceeding from want of under-
standing or common judgment; witless ; shallow;
foolish ; imprudent.— Sillily, -1Y-W, adv.

Silo, silo, n. A trench or pit in which fodder crops
are preserved by the process of ensilage, q. v.

Silt, silt, n. Mud or fine earth deposited from running
or standing water.— v. t. To choke, fill, or obstruct
with mud.— ?;, i. To flew into, or percolate through,
crevices or narrow places, as muddy water; to ooze.

Silurian, si-lu'rT-an, a. (Geol.) Of, or pert, to, the
country of the ancient Silures, who inhabited a part
of England and Wales, — a term applied to the ear-
liest Paleozoic age, and to the strata of the age.

Silva, Sylva, sil'va, n. A collection of poems. (Bot.)
The forest trees of a region or country, or a descrip-
tion of them. — Sil'van, Syl'van, a. Pert, to, com-
posed of, or inhabiting groves; woody.

Silver, sil'ver, n. (Min.) A soft, white, metallic ele-
ment, very malleable and ductile, and capable of a
high polish. Coin made of silver; anything having
the luster or appearance of silver. — a. Made of, or
resembling silver, — v. t. [silvered (-verd), -ver-
Ja'g.] To cover with silver ; to coat with an amal-
gam of tin and quicksilver; to polish like silver,
cause to resemble silver, make smooth and bright;
to make hoary, or white and shining, like silver. —
Sil'vering, n. Art, operation, or practice of cover-
ing the surface of anything with silver or with a
mercurial amalgam ; coating thus laid on.—Sil'very,
-vgr-Y, a. Resembling, or having the luster of, sil-

ver; besprinkled or covered with silver.
Similar, sim'T-lSr, a. Exactly corresponding ; pre-

cisely alike; somewhat alike; nearly corresponding.— Similar figures. (Geom.) Figures which differ

from each other only in magnitude, being made up
of the same number of like parts similarly situated.
— Similarity, -lar't-tT, n. State of being similar;
perfect or partial resemblance.—Similarly, adv. In
a similar manner; in like manner; with resemblance.
— Sim'ile, -T-le, n. ; pi. -iles, -lez. (Rhet.) A word
or phrase by which anything is likened in one of its

aspects to another ; a similitude. — Similitude, -I-

tud, n. State of being similar or like; resemblance;
likeness; act of likening one thing to another; fan-
ciful or imaginative comparison ; simile.

Simitar. See Cimeter.
Simmer, sim'mer, v. i. [-mered (-mgrd), -merino.]
To boil gently, or with a gentle hissing. — v. t. To
cause to Doil gently.

Simony, sim'o-nl, n. The crime of buying or selling
ecclesiastical_preierment.

Simoom, sT-moom r
, -moon'', n. A hot, dry wind, that

blows occasionally in Africa, Arabia, etc.

Simper, sim'pgr, v. i. To smile in a silly, affected, or
conceited manner. — n. A smile with an air of sil-

liness, etc. ; a smirk.
Simple, sim'pl, a. [-pler; -plest.] Single; not com-
plex; not compounded; plain; unadorned; not given
to artifice, stratagem, or duplicity ; unmistakable;
clear ; intelligible ; artless in manner ; straightfor-
ward ; weak in intellect ; not wise or sagacious.
(Bot.) Without subdivisions ; entire. — n. Some-
thing not mixed or compounded. (Med.) A me-
dicinal plant, — so called Decause each vegetable is

supposed to possess its particular virtue and to con-
stitute a simple remedy.— Sim'ply, -pll, adv. In a
simple manner ; without art ; without subtlety; art-

lessly ; plainly ; when considered in or by itself

;

merely; solely; barely; weakly; foolishly. — Sim'-
pleton, -pl-tun, n. A silly person; person of weak in-

tellect ; foolish person. — Simplicity, -plis'T-tt, -ple-

ness, n. State or quality of being simple, unmixed
or uncompounded, or of being not complex, or of
consisting of few parts ; artlessness of mind ; free-
dom from duplicity; sincerity; freedom from artifi-

cial ornament; plainness; freedom from subtlety or
abstruseness; clearness; weakness of intellect: silli-

ness. — Sim'plify, -plY-fi, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -fying.]
To make simple, reduce from the complex state by
analysis, show an easier or shorter process for doing
or making. — Sim'plifica'tion, n. Act of simplify-
ing, or making simple.

Simulate, sim'u-lat, v. t. To assume the mere appear-
ance of without the reality; to counterfeit, feign. —
a. Feigned ; pretended. — Simulation, n. Act of
simulating, or putting on what is not true; counter-
feiting; feint; pretense.

Simultaneous, si-mul-ta'ne-us, a. Existing or happen-
ing at the same time.

Sin, sin, n. Transgression of the law of God; disobe-
dience or neglect of a divine command ; moral de-
pravity; crime; iniquity; wickedness; wrong; a sin-

offering ; one on whom is laid the burden of an-
other's sin.— v. t. [sinned (sind) -ning.] To de-

Eart voluntarily from the path of duty prescribed

y God to man; to violate any known rule of duty
or rectitude; to violate human rights, law, or prop-
erty. — Sin'fal, a. Full of sin; wicked; criminal;
unholy; containing, tainted with, or consisting in,

sin.— Sinless, a. Free from sin; pure; perfect; in-

nocent of transgression. — Sinlessly, adv. — Sin'-
lessness, n.— Sin'ner, n. One who, etc. ; esp., a per-
sistent or unrepenting transgressor.

Sinapism, sin'a-pizm, n. (Med.) Mustard seed pul-
verized, with other ingredients, used as an external
application.

Since, sins, adv. In the time past, counting back-
ward from the present ; before this or now ; ago. —
prep. From the time of; subsequently to; after, —
with a past event or time for the object. — conj.

Since the time when ; from the (past) time that

;

from (inferentially), or in view of, the fact that;
seeing that; because; considering.

Sincere, sin-ser', a. [-cerer ; -cerest.] Pure ; un-
mixed ; unadulterated ; being in reality what it ap-

Eears to be ; not simulated or falsely assumed ;

earty ; honest; unfeigned; frank; upright ; undis-
sembling. — Sincerity, -sgr'Y-tf, n. State or quality
of being sincere, honesty of mind or intention.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r
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Sine.

Sinciput, sin'sT-put, n. (Anat.) The fore part of the
head from the forehead to the coronal suture, —
opp. the occiput. See Facial Angle.

Sine, sin, n. {Trigonometry.) The length c& a^per-
pendicular drawn from one ex-
tremity of an arc to the diame-
ter drawn through the other ex-
tremity; the perpendicular it-

self.

Sinecure, si'ne-kur, n. An eccle-'

siastical benefice, without the
care of souls; an office or posi-
tion which involves no labor or
active service.

Sinew, sin'u, n. (Anat.) The
tough, white cord or fibrous tis-

sue which unites a muscle to a
bone; a tendon. That which «.-««,-«,»*«:.«.

supplies strength.— v. t. [sinewed (-ud), -ewing.]
To knit as by sinews.— Sin'ewed, -ud, a. Furnished
with sinews; strong; firm; vigorous.— Siu'ewless, a.
Having no sinews, and hence no strength or vigor.—
Sin'ewy, -u-T, a. Pert, to, consisting of, or resemb-
ling a sinew or sinews ; well braced with sinews;
nervous; strong; vigorous; firm.

Sinful, etc. See under Sin.
Sing, v. i. [imp. sung or sang (obsolescent); p.p. sung;
singing?] To utter sounds with musical inflections
or melodious modulations of voice ; to utter sweet
or melodious sounds, as birds; to make a small shrill
sound; to celebrate something in poetry. — v. t. To
utter with musical modulations of voice ; to cele-
brate in song, praise in verse. — Sing'-song, n. A
drawling tone, as of a monotonous or badly executed
song.— Song, n. That which is sung; a short poem
to be sung; poetical composition; poetry; sonnet;
ballad; canticle; carol; canzonet; ditty; hymn; des-
cant; lay; strain; an object of derision; a mere trifle.— Songster, n. One who sings; one skilled in sing-
ing; esp., a bird that sings. — Song'stress, n. A fe-
male singer.

Singe, sinj, v. t. [singed (sinjd), singeing.] To
burn slightly or superficially; to burn the ends or
surface of; to burn off hair, etc., from the surface
of. — n. A burning of the surface; a slight burn.

Single, sin'gl, a. One only, as distinguished from
many, or the whole ; individual ; separate ; alone ;

having no companion ; unmarried ; not twisted or
combined with others ; performed by one person,
or one on each side ; uncompounded ; pure ; un-
mixed ; unprejudiced ; unbiased ; sincere. — v. t.

[singled C-gld), -gling.] To select (an individual
person or thing) from among a number. — Sin'gle-
ness, n. State of being single, or separate from all

others; freedom from duplicity, or secondary and
selfish ends; purity of mind and purpose; simplici-
ty; sincerity. — Sin'gly, -glY, adv. Individually ;

particularly; only; by one's self ; without partners,
companions, or associates. — Sin'gle-hand'ed, a.
Having one hand or workman only; alone; by one's
self; unassisted.—heart'ed, a. Having a single or
honest heart without duplicity.— Sin'gleton, -gl-tun,
n. A single card, being the only card of a suit origi-
nally held in a hand at whist.— Sin'gular, a. Stand-
ing "by itself; out of the ordinary course of things;
distinguished as existing in a very high degree; rare-
ly equaled ; disting. as departing from general usage
or expectations; being alone; unique; unprecedent-
ed; extraordinary; rare; peculiar; strange; odd; ec-
centric; fantastic. (Logic.) Existing by itself; sin-
gle; individual. (Gram.) Denoting one person or
thing; not plural.— n. (Oram.) The number or form
of a word which denotes a single person or thing. —
Sin'gular'ity, -lar'T-tT, n. State of being singular;
some character or quality of a thing by which it is

distinguished from all, or from most, others; posses-
sion of a particular or exclusive privilege, preroga-
tive, or distinction. — Sin'gularly, adv. In a singu-
lar manner; peculiarly; strangely; oddly; so as to
express one, or the singular number.

Sinister, sin'is-ter, a. On the left hand, or the side
of the left hand; left; unlucky; inauspicious; disas-
trous; injurious; evil,— the left being regarded as
the unlucky side; wrong, as springing from indirec-
tion or obliquity of purpose; evil; corrupt; dishon-

est. — Sin'istrous, -is-trus, a. Being on the left side;
inclined to the left; wrong; absurd; perverse.— Sin'-
istror'sal, -trdr'sal, a. Rising from left to right, as
a spiral line, or helix.

Sink, sink, v. i. [imp. sank or sunk; p. p. sunk; sink-
ing.] To fall by the force of gravity; to descend
lower and lower, subside; to enter deeply, penetrate
below the surface ; to enter so as to make an abiding
impression; to descend in or through, become sub-
merged ; to be overwhelmed or depressed ; to fall

slowly to the ground, etc., from weakness, etc.; to

fail in strength, decline, decay, decrease; to decrease
in volume, as a river,— or in apparent height, as the
sun.— v. t. To cause to sink, immerse in a fluid;

to depress, degrade; to plunge into destruction; to
make, by digging or delving; to bring low, reduce
in quantity; to cause to decline or fall; to keep out
of sight, suppress; to lower in value or amount; to

reduce in amount, diminish or annihilate by pay-
ment.— n. A drain to carry off filthy water; a
shallow box, connected with a drain, and used for
receiving filthy water, etc., as in a kitchen.

Sinless, Sinner, etc. See under Sin.
Sinto, etc. See Shinto.
Sinus, si'nus, n.; L.pl. -nus; E. pi. -nuses. An open-

ing; hollow; a recess in the shore, or an opening
into the land. (Anat.) A cavity in a bone or other
part, wider at the bottom than at the entrance; a ve-
nous canal; an ejongated abscess.—
Sin'uate, sin^u-at, v. t. To bend in
and out, turn.— Sin'uate, -ated, a.

Winding ; sinuous ; having a wavy
margin ; bowed inward and outward..,
— Sinua'tion, n. A winding or bend-'
ing in and out. — Sinuos'ity, -os'I-

tl, n. Quality of being sinuous, or
bending in and out; a bend, or series

of bends and turns; a wave line. —
Sin'uous, -u-us, a. Bending in and
out; of a serpentine or undulating Sinuate Leaf.
form; winding; crooked.

Sip, sip, v. t. [sipped (sipt), sipping.] To drink or
imbibe in small quantities; to take in with the lips in
small quantities; to draw into the mouth, suck up; to
drink out of.— v. i. To drink a small quantity.— n.

The taking of a liquid with the lips; a small draught
taken with the lips.

Siphon, si'fun, n. A bent tube or pipe with arms of
unequal length, for transfer-
ring a liquid from one vessel to
another, over an intermediate
elevation, by atmospheric pres-
sure.

Sir, ser, n. A man of social au-
thority and dignity; a master;
gentleman, — used as a title of
courtesy; a knight or baronet,— often applied as a prefix to
the first or Christian name.

—

Sire, sir, n. A father; progeni-
tor; one who stands in the rela-
tion of a father, as a king or em- exhausting tube,

peror; an author; originator; the male parent of a-

beast,— applied esp. to horses.— v. t. [siREP.(slrd),
siring.] To beget, procreate,— used esp. of stallions.

Siren, si'ren, n. (Myth.) One of 3 damsels, said, to
dwell on an island in the Mediterranean, and to sing
with such sweetness that they who sailed by forgot
their country and died in an ecstasy of delight. An
enticing or alluring woman; something insidious
or deceptive; an eel-like, amphibious reptile of S.

Carolina and Georgia; an instrument for producing
piercing musical sounds by forcing air or steam
through perforated revolving disks; a steam fog-
horn.— a. Pert, to a siren, or to the dangerous en-
ticements of music; fascinating; alluring.

Sirius, sir'Y-us, n. (Astron.) The large and bright
star called the Dog-star, in the mouth of the con-
stellation Canis Major.

Sirloin, sSr'loin, n. A loin of beef: see Beef.
Sirname. See Surname.
Sirocco. See under Saracen.
Sirup, Syrup, str'up, n. A saturated solution of sugar,
simple, flavored, or medicated, — made with water,
fruit juice, etc.; a kind of refined molasses; the fluid

Siphons.

x, common siphon ; b,

improved siphon with
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drained from loaf sugar in process of manufacture;
any sweetened liquid.

Sisal, si-sal', S.-grass, n. The fiber of the Amer. aloe,
used for cordage, etc.; istle; ystle ; henequen,

—

shipped chiefly fr. Sisal, Yucatan.
Sister, sis'ter, n. A female whose parents are the same
as those of another person ; a female closely allied to,
or associated with, another per-
son, as in the same faith, society,
etc.— Sis'terhood, -h<5od, n. A
society of sisters, or of women
united in one faith or order

;

state of being a sister.— Sis'ter-
ly, a. Like a sister; becoming a
sister; affectionate.— Sis'ter-in-
law, n.;pl. Sisters-in-law. A
husband's or wife's sister; also,

a brother's wife.
Sit, sit, v. i. limp, sat; p. p. sat
(SITTEN, Obs.) ; SITTING.] To
rest upon the haunches; to re-

Eose upon a seat; to perch, as
irds; to remain in a state of re-

pose, rest, abide; to be adjusted,
fit; to lie. rest, or bear; to have
a seat, abide; to incubate; to

cover and warm eggs for hatch-
ing, as a fowl; to be officially

engaged in public business, as
juages, legislators, or officers of
any kind; to have position, as
at the point blown from.— v. t.

To keep one's seat upon ; to
cause to be seated, — used re-

flexively.— Sifting, n. Posture
of being on a seat ; act of pla-
cing one's self on a seat; a seat,

or the space occupied by a per-
son in a church; act or time of
resting in a posture for an artist

to take one's likeness ; actual
presence or meeting of any body
of men in their seats, clothed
with authority to transact busi-
ness; a time during which one
sits, as at play, on a" visit, etc.

Site, slt,«. Place where anything
is fixed; situation; local posi-

tion; a place for an edifice.—
Sit'uate, sYt'u-at, a. Perma-
nently fixed; placed; residing.
— Sifua'ted, a. Having a situ-

ation; seated, placed, or perma-
nently fixed; residing.— Sit'u-

a'tion, n. Location, esp. in re-

spect to something else ; site;

position with respect to society
or circumstances; relative posi-
tion; circumstances; temporary
state; permanent employment;
station; post; place; office: con-
dition ; case ; plight ; predica-
ment.

Sitz-bath, sits'biith, n. A tub in
which one may bathe in a sit-

ting position; a bath taken in,

etc.

Sivan, siv'an, n. The 3d month
in the Heb. ecclesiastical year,
and 9th of the civil — portions
of May and June.

Six, siks, a. Twice 3; 1 more than
5.— n. The sum of 3 and 3: a
symbol representing six units,
as 6, or vi. — Six'pehce, n. An
Eng. silver coin of the value of
6 pennies; half a shilling or about 12 cents; the value
of 6 pennies. — Sixth, a. Next in order after the 5th;
being one of 6 equal parts into which anything is

divided. — n. One of 6 equal parts; the next in or-

der after the 5th. (Miis.) The interval of 4 tones and
a semitone, embracing six diatonic degrees of the
scale.— Sixthly, adv. In the 6th place.— Six'teen,
-ten, a. 6 and 10; consisting of 6 and 10. —n. The
sumof lOand 6; asymbol representing sixteen units,

Skeleton of a Man.
parietal bone ; 6, frontal bone ; <% orbit

wer j;temporal bone ;

cervical vertebrae
merus ; j, lumbal
uln

q, phalanges ; r, femur
u, fibuU ; v, tarsus
langes.

as 16, or xvi. — Six'teenth, -tenth, a. 6th after the
10th; next in order alter the 15th; being one of 16
equal parts into which anything is divided.— n. One
ot 16 equal parts; the next in order alter the 15th.
(Mas.) An interval comprising 2 octaves and a sec-
ond. — Sixteen'mo, n. ; pi. -mos, -moz. Sextodeci-
mo, q. v., under Sexagenary, — usually written

16mo. — Six'ty, -tt, a. 6 times
10 : threescore. — n. The sum of
6 times 10; a symbol represent-
ing 60 units, as 60, or lx., LX.—
Six'tieth, -tT-eth, a. Next in
order after the 59th; being one
of GO equal parts into which any-
thing is divided.— n. One of 60
equal parts; the next in order
alter the 59th.

Size, siz, n. Extent of superficies
or volume; formerly a settled
quantity or allowance. (Univ.
of Cambridge, Eng.) An allow-
ance of food and drink from the
buttery, aside from the regular
dinner at commons. A conven-
tional relative measure of di-
mension, applied to shoes,
gloves, etc.; bigness; greatness;
magnitude: bulk.— v. i. [sized
(slzd), sizing.] To arrange ac-
cording to size. (Mining.) To
sift (pieces of ore or metal)
through a wire sieve.— Siz'atle,
a. Of considerable size or bulk;
being of reasonable or suitable
size. — Si'zar, -zer, n. ( Univ. of
Can/bridge, Eng.) One of a body
of students next below the pen-
sioners, who eat at the public
table, after the fellows, free of
expense, — so called from being
employed in distributing t h e
size, or provisions.

Size, siz, n. A kind of weak glue
made from the clippings of
parchment, glove-leather, fish-
skin, etc.; any glutinous or vis-
cid substance. — v. t. [sized
(slzd), sizing.] To cover or pre-
pare with size.— Siz'ing, n. A
kind of weak glue used in man-
ufactures, arts, etc.; size.

Sizz, siz, Sizzle, siz'zl, v. i. To
make a hissing sound, as a piece
of hot metal when dipped into
water.— n. A hissing sound.

Skald. See Scald.
Skate, skat, n. A frame for the
foot like the sole of a shoe, fur-
nished with a metallic runner or
sometimes with small wheels,
for moving rapidly on ice, or
other smooth surface. — v.i. To
slide or move on skates.

Skate, skat, n. A voracious fish of
several species, of the ray fam-
ily, of rhomboid shape.

Skedaddle, ske-dad'dl, v. i. To
betake one's self to flight; to
run away with precipitation, as
if in a panic.

Skein, skan, n. A knot or a num-
ber of knots, of thread, silk, or
yarn ; a quantity of yarn, etc.,

after it is taken from the reel.

Skeleton, skeKe-tun, n. (Phys-
iol.) The hard, firm framework

which gives support and protection to the softer
parts, in an organized body, as bones, shells, the
woody tissue or leaves, etc.; esp., the bony frame-
work of a vertebrate divested of the soft parts. A
very thin or lean person ; the general structure or
frame of anything; the heads and outline of a liter-

ary performance, esp, of a sermon. — Skel'eton key.
A key made in skeleton form, or with wards cut
away, so as to open many locks; master key. — S.

/, clavicle
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Skew-back.

t. [skewered

proof. {Engraving.) An early proof of a print or en-
graving, having the inscription outlined in hair
strokes only.

Skeptic, Sceptic, akep'tik, n. One who is yet unde-
cided as to what is true; an inquirer after facts or
reasons. (Metaph.) A doubter as to whether any
fact or truth can be certainly known. (Theol.) One
who disbelieves the divine origin of the Christian
religion; infidel; unbeliever.— Skep'tic, -tical, a.

Of, pert, to, or being, a skeptic; hesitating to admit
the certainty of doctrines or principles; doubting or
denying the truth of revelation. — Skep'ticism, -tT-

sizm, n. An undecided, inquiring state of mind;
doubt; uncertainty. (Metaph.) The doctrine that

no fact or principle can be certainly known; univer-
sal doubt. (Theol.) A doubting of the truth of rev-

elation, or a denial of the divine origin of the Chris-
tian religion, or of the being, perfections, or truth of
God.

Sketch, skech, n. A first rough or incomplete draught
or plan of any design ; outline ; delineation. — v. t.

[sketched (skecht), sketching.] To draw the
outline or general figure of, make a rough draught
of; to plan by giving the principal points or ideas of,

design, draught, depict, portray, paint. — Sketch'y,
-I, a. Containing only an outline or rough form,
in the manner of a sketch; incomplete.

Skew-back, sku'bak, n. (Civil engin.) The course of
masonry forming the
abutment for the vous-
soirs of a segmental
arch, or in iron Dridges,
for the ribs.

Skewer, sku'Sr, n. A
pointed rod for fasten-
ing meat to a spit, or
for keeping it in form
while roasting, — for-
merly used instead of pins.
(-Srd), -ering.] To fasten with skewers.

Skid, skid, n. (A'aut.) A piece of timber to protect the
side of a vessel from injury by heavy bodies hoisted
or lowered against it. A chain for fastening the
wheel of a wagon, to prevent its turning when de-
scending a steep hill; a piece of timber for support-
ing anything, or along which something is rolled or
caused to move. — v. t. To check (a wheel) with a
skid; to support or roll on skids.

Skiff, skif, n. A small, light boat. — v. t. [SKIFFED
(skift), skiffing.] To sail upon in a skiff.

Skill, skil, n. Knowledge; understanding; familiar
knowledge of any art or science, united with readi-
ness and dexterity in execution or performance ; abil-

ity to perceive and perform; dexterity; expertness.
— Skilled, skild. a. Having familiar knowledge
united with readiness and dexterity in its applica-
tion; expert; skillful. — Skill'ful, -fill, a. Possessed
of, or displaying skill ; expert ; adept ; masterly;
adroit; clever.

Skillet. skiKlet, n. A small vessel with a handle, for
heating water, etc.

Skim, skim, v. t. [skimmed (skimd), -ming.] To clear
(a liquid) from cream, scum, or anything floating,
by an instrument which passes just below the sur-
face; to take off by skimming (cream, etc.); to pass
near the surface of. — v. i. To pass lightly, glide
along near the surface; to hasten along superficially.— Skim'ming, re. Act of taking off that which floats

upon a liquid, as scum, cream, etc.; pi. that which
is removed from the surface of a liquid by skimming.— Skirn'mer, re. A utensil for skimming liquids. —
Skim'-milk, re. Milk from which the cream has been
taken; skimmed milk.

Skimp, skimp, v. t. [skimped (skimt), skimping.] To
slight, do carelessly, make insufficient provision for.— v.i. To save, beniggardly.— a. Scanty.— Skinch,
v. t. [skinch ed (skincht), skinching.] To give
short measure to.

Skin, skin, n. (Physiol.) The external membranous
envelope of animal bodies. Skin of an animal sepa-
rated from the body; a hide; pelt; exterior coat of
fruits and plants. — v. t. [skinned (skind), -ning.]
To strip oft the skin or hide of; to flay, peel; to cov-
er with skin, or as with skin. — v. i. To be covered
with skin.— Skin'ny, -nT, a. Consisting of skin, or

of skin only; wanting flesh. — Skinless, a. Having
no skin or a very thin skin. — Skin'ner, n. One who
skins; one who deals in skins, pelts, or hides.— Skin'-
deep, ». Superficial; slight.—flint, re. A very penu-
rious person; a miser; niggard.

Skinch. See under Skimp.
Skip, skip, v. i. [skipped (skipt), -ping.] To leap,
bound, spring as a goat or lamb; to pass without no-
tice, make omissions, — v. t. To pass over or by,
omit, miss, leap over. — n. A leap; bound; spring;
act of passing over an interval from one thing to
another; an omission of a part.— Skip'per, n. A
dancer; the cheese maggot: a kind of fish. — Skip'-
jack, m. An upstart. (Entom.) One of a family of
coleopterous insects remarkable for leaping to a
considerable height when placed upon their Dacks.
(Ichth.) The name of several kinds of fish, esp.
the blue -fish. — Skip'ping-rope, n. A small rope
used by children in skipping, "jumping rope," or
leaping up and down.

Skipper, skip'per, n. (Naut.) The master of a small
trading or merchant vessel.

Skirmish, sker'mish, n. A slight fight in war; a slight
combat, esp. between detachments and small parties;
a contest; contention. — v. i. [skirmished (-misht),
-mishing.] To fight slightly or in small parties; to
engage in a skirmish.

Skirret, skir'ret, re. A plant, cultivated in Europe for
its esculent tuberous root, which resembles the par-
snip in flavor.

Skirrhus. See Scirrhus.
Skirt, skert, n. The lower and loose part of a coat or
other garment; part of a dress, etc., below the waist;
the edge, or something running along the edge, of
anything; bo-iler; margin; extreme part; the grind-
ing surface on a millstone, between the circumfer-
ence and a smaller concentric circle; a petticoat.

—

v. t. To border, form the border or edge of, run
along the edge of. — v. i. To be on the border, live
near the extremity.

Skit, skit, n. A reflection, jeer, or jibe; an oblique
taunt.— v. t. To cast reflections on, asperse. — Skit'-
tish, a. Easily frightened; shunning familiarity;
timorous; shy; wanton; volatile; hasty.

Skittles, skiftlz, n. pi. A game in which wooden
pins are shot down by a disk of heavy wood thrown
by the player.

Skiver, ski'vgr, n. An inferior quality of leather, made
of split sheep-skin, tanned by immersion in sumac,
and dyed.

Skulk, Sculk, skulk, v. i. [skulked (skulkt), skulk-
ing.] To get out of the way in a sneaking manner;
to lurk.— Skulk, Skulk'er, n. One who skulks or
avoids duty; a shirk.

Skull, skul, n. (Anat.) The bony case which incloses
the brain: see Skeleton. An empty, brainless head.— Skuli'-cap, n. A close-fitting cap. (Bot.) An her
baceous plant, the oalyx of whose flower, when in
verted, appears like a helmet with the vizor raised
Scutellaria.

Skunk, skunk, re. An Amer. carnivorous animal, al
lied to the weasel
and badger, which
ejects to a great
distance, when ir-

ritated or alarmed,
an intensely fetid
and offensive
fluid.— Skunk'-
bird, S.-black'-
bird, n. The bob-
olink,— so called
from the resem-
blance of the col-

ors of the male,
at certain sea-

sons, to those of a
skunk. cab'-
bage, n. An en- Skunk -

dogenous Amer. plant, named from its disagreeable
odor.

Sky, ski, n. The apparent arch or vault of heaven : the
firmament; heavens; the weather; climate. — Sky'-
ey, -Y, a. Like the sky; ethereal. — Sky'-col'or, n.

The color of the sky ; a particular species of blue

sun, cube, full; moon, foot; cow, oil j linger or ink, &en, boNbotf, chair, get.
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Sky-lark.

color ; azure.—.
-lark, n. A spe-
cies of lark that
mounts almost

- p e rpendicular-
ly to a great
height and
sings as it flies,

common in Eu-
rope and some
parts of Asia. —
-lark'ing, n.

(Naut.~) Act of
running about
the rigging of a
vessel in sport;
frolicking ; ca-
rousing. —
-light, Ji. A win-
dow in the roof of a building, or ceiling of a room,
for the admission of light from above.

—

rock'et, !

n. A rocket that ascends high and burns as it flies;

a species of fireworks.

—

sail, n. (2faut.) The sail

set next above the royal: see Sail.
Slab, slab, n. A thin piece of anything, esp. of mar-

ble or other stone, having plane surfaces; an outside
piece taken from a log in sawing it into boards or
planks. — Slab'-sid'ed, a. Having flat sides; tall, or
long and lank.

Slabber, slab'- or slob'ber, v. i. [-beked (-berd),
-Bering.] To let the saliva or other liquid fall from
the mouth carelessly; to drivel, slaver.— v. t. To wet
and foul by liquids suffered to fall carelessly from
the mouth, or by liquid spilled; to shed, spill.— n.

Moisture let fall from the mouth; slaver.
Slack, slak, a. Not tense ; not hard drawn ; not hold-
ing fast ; not using due diligence; not earnest or
eager; not violent; not rapid; loose; relaxed; remiss;

[

inactive; slow; tardy. — adv. In a slack manner;
partially.

—

n. The part of a rope, etc., that hangs
;

loose, having no strain upon it; in Eng., small coal;

coal broken into small pieces.— Slack water. The
j

time when the tide runs slowly, or the water is at
j

rest; or the interval between the flux and reflux of
the tide.— Slack, Slack'en, -n, v. i. [slacked (slakt)
or slackened (-nd); slacking, slackening.] To
become slack; to be made less tense, firm, or rigid;

'

to be remiss or backward, neglect; to lose solidity by
'

a chemical combination with water ; to abate," be-
j

come less violent; to languish, flag.— !-, f. To ren-
der slack, make less tense or tight ; to render less ear-
nest, violent, energetic, rapid, or decided ; to with-
hold, use less liberallv; to change from a solid form
to a powder by supplying water, slake ; to repress,
check. — Slack1y. adv. in a slack manner; loosely;
remissly. — Slack'ness, n.— Slag. n. The dross or
recrement of a metal; vitrified cinders; the scoria
of a volcano. — Slake, slak. v. t. [slaked (slakt),

slaking.] To quench, extinguish, cool; fornix with
water, so that a true chemical combination shall
change the form ; to slack.— v.i. To go out, be-
comeextinct.

Slam, slam, v. t. [slammed (slamd), -MING.] To shut
with violence and noise ; to bang. — v. i. To strike

j

violently and noisily. (Mach.) To strike hard, as a
j

moving" part upon its seat. — n. A violent driving
against; a violent shutting of a door. etc.

Slander, slan'der, n. A false tale or report maliciously
uttered, and tending to injure the reputation of an-
other.— v. *. [-dered (-derd), -dering.] To injure
by maliciously uttering a false report; to asperse,
defame, calumniate, vilify, reproach.— Slan'derous,
-der-us, a. Given or disposed to slander; embody-
ing or containing slander; calumnious.

Slang, n. Low, vulgar, unauthorized language; a col-
|

loquial mode of expression, — esp., such'as is in
vogue with some particular class in society.

—

v. t.

To address with slang or ribaldry, insult with vul-
gar language.

Slant, slant, a. Inclined from a direct line; sloping; :

oblique. — v. t. To turn from a direct line, give an
j

oblique or sloping direction to.— v. i. To be turned
or inclined from~a right line, lie obliquely, slope.

—

n. A slanting direction or plane; slope.— Slant'ly,
-wise, adv. In an inclined direction; obliquely.

Slap, slap, n. A blow given with the open hand, or
with something broad. — v. t. [slapped (slapt),
-ping.] To strike with the open hand, or with some-
thing broad.— adv. With a sudden blow; quickly;
instantly. — Slap'dash, adv. In a bold, careless
manner: at random; with a slap: all at once; slap.— Slap-jack, n. A flat cake baked upon a griddle;
flapjack: griddle-cake.

Slash, slash, v. t. [slashed (slasht), slashing.] To
cut by striking violently and at random; to cut with
long cuts. — v. i. To strike violently and at random,
esp. with an edged instrument.

—

n. A long cut; cut
made at random; a large slit in the thighs and arms
of old costumes, made to show a brilliant color
through the openings.

Slat, slat, n. A thin, narrow wooden strip or bar, as
in a bedstead, blind, etc.— v. t. To slap, strike, beat,
throw down violently.— Slate, slat, n. (Min.) A met-
amorphic rock of several varieties, which readily
splits into plates; any rock or stone having a slaty
structure ; a prepared piece of such stone ; esp., a
thin, flat piece, for roofing or covering houses, etc.;
a tablet for writing upon. (Amer. Politics.) A list of
candidates for nomination: a political programme.— v. t. To cover with slate, or plates of stone. —
Slafer, n. One who slates buildings.— Slating, n.

Act of covering with slates; covering thus put on;
slates taken collectively; material for slating.

—

Slat'y, -T. a. Resembling slate; having the nature
or properties of slate ; composed of thin, parallel
plates, capable of being separated by splitting.

Slattern, slat'tem, n. A woman negligent of her
dress or house. — Slat'ternly, a. Resembling a slat-

tern; sluttish.— adv. Negligently; awkwardly.
Slaughter, slaw'ter, n. Extensive and unnecessary de-
struction of human life; carnage; massacre; butch-
ery; murder; havoc; act of killing cattle, etc., for
market, or for the hides; wanton and useless destruc-
tion of great numbers of animals. — v. t. [slaugh-
tered (-terd), -tering.] To kill, slay in battle,
butcher. — Slaugh'terer, «.— Slaughterous, -us, a.
Destructive; murderous. — Slaugb/ter-house, n. A
house where beasts are butchered for the market.—
-man. _One employed in killing.

Slave, slav, n. A person held in bondage to another;
one wholly subject to the will of another; one who
has lost power cf resistance; a drudge; one who la-

bors like a slave; captive; vassal; dependent.— v. i.

To drudge, toil, labor as a slave. — Slav'er, n. A ves-
sel engaged in the slave-trade ; a person engaged in
the purchase and sale of slaves. — SlaVery, -er-T, n.

Condition of a slave; state of entire subjection of
one person to the will of another ; the keeping or
holding of slaves.— Slavish, a. Pert, to, or becom-
ing slaves; servile; abject; consisting in drudgery.

Slaver, slav'er, n. Saliva driveling from the mouth.— v. i. [slavered (-erd), -ering.] To suffer the
spittle to issue from the mouth; to be besmeared
with saliva; to slabber.— v. t. To smear with saliva
issuing from the mouth.

Slaw, slaw, n. Sliced cabbage, served cooked or un-
cooked, as a salad.

Slay, sla, v. t. [imp. slew (sloo); p. p. slain (slan);
slaying.] To put to death by a weapon, or by vio-
lence; to kill, destroy, murder, slaughter, butcher.
— Sledge, slej, n. A large, heavy hammer.

Sleave, slev, n. The knotted or entangled part of silk

or thread : floss, or unspun or refuse silk. — v. t. To
separate (threads),— a term used by weavers.

Sleazy, sle'zT or sla'zT, a. Wanting firmness of tex-

ture or substance; thin; flimsy.

Sled, sled, n. A vehicle on runners, used for convey-
ing heavy loads over the snow, — in Eng. called
sledge; a light seat mounted on runners, for slid-

ing on snow and ice. — v. t. To convey on a sled. —
Sledge, slej, n. A vehicle on runners, or on low
wheels ; a hurdle on which, formerly, traitors were
drawn to the place of execution; a heavy or covered
sleigh for riding upon snow. — Sleigh, sla, n. A ve-

hicle on runners, for transporting persons or go< <ls

on snow or ice.— Sleighing, a. State of the snow or
ice which admits of running sleighs ; act of riding
in a sleigh.

Sledge, a hammer: see under Slay; a sleigh: under
Sled.

Sn: fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, lee ; 5dd, 6:
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Sleek, slek, a. Having an even, smooth surface,
smooth; glossy, —v. t. [sleeked (slekt), sleek-
ing.] To make even and smooth; to render smooth,
soft, and glossy.

Sleep, slep, r. i. [slept, sleeping.] To take rest by
a suspension of the voluntary exercise of the pow-
ers of the body and mind, and an apathy of the
organs of sense; to be careless, inattentive, or un-
concerned; to be dead; to be unused or unagitated;
to rest ; to slumber.— n. A natural and healthy,
but temporary and periodical suspension of the
functions of the organs of sense, as well as those of
the voluntary and rational soul; slumber; repose;
rest.— Sleepier, n. One who sleeps; a drone; lazy
person. — Sleep'y, -1, a. [-iee; -iest.] Drowsy;
inclined to, or overcome by, sleep; tending to in-
duce sleep; soporiferous; somniferous. — Sleep'ily,
adv. In a sleepy manner; drowsily. — Sleepiness,
n. — Sleep'ing, p. a. Occupied with sleep, or for
sleeping. — Sleeping partner. A silent or dormant
partner.— Sleepless, a. Having no sleep; wakeful;
having no rest; perpetually agitated.— Sleep'-walk'-
er, n. A somnambulist, or noctambulist ; one who
walks in his sleep.

Sleeper, slep'Sr, n. One of a set of timbers sup-
porting a floor, a framework, a railroad track, etc.

(Xaut.) One of the knees which connect the tran-
soms to the after-timbers on the ship's quarter.

Sleet, slet, n. A fall of hail or snow mingled with
rain, usually in fine particles.— v. i. To snow or
hail with a mixture of rain.— Sleefy, -T, a. Con-
sisting of, or bringing, sleet.

Sleeve, slev, n. The part of a garment fitted to cover
the arm; anything resembling a sleeve.— v. t. To
furnish with sleeves, put sleeves into.

Sleid. See under Sley.
Sleigh, etc. See under Sled.
Sleight, slit, n. An artful trick; a feat so dexterous-
ly performed that the manner of performance es-
capes observation; dexterous practice; dexterity.

Slender, slen'der, a. Thin or narrow in proportion
to length; slim; not thick; not small; weak; feeble;
moderate ; trivial ; inconsiderable : small ; inade-
quate; meager; spare; abstemious; simple.

Slept. See Sleep.
Sleuth, sluth, n. The track of a man or beast as
known by the scent. — Sleuth' - hound, n. A dog
that pursues by scent; bloodhound.

Slew. See Slay.
Sley, sla, n. A weaver's reed. — Sley, Sleid, slad, v. t.

To part the threads of, and arrange them in a reed,
— a term used by weavers.

Slice, slis, v. t. [sliced (slist), slicing.] To cut into
thin pieces, or to cut off a thin, broad piece from;
to cut into parts.— n. A thin, broad piece cut off;
that which is thin and broad, like a slice; a broad,
short-handled fire-pan; a salver, platter, or tray; a
broad, thin knife for taking up or serving fish; a
spatula. {Ship-building.) A tapering piece of plank
to be driven between the timbers before planking.

Slick, slik, a. Sleek; smooth, —v. t. To make sleek
or smooth. See Sleek.

Slide, slid, v. i. [imp. slid ; p. p. slid or sudden ;

sliding.] To move along the surface of any body
by slipping; to slip, glide; esp.. to move over snow
or ice with a glib, uninterrupted motion; to pass in-
advertently; to move gently onward without fric-
tion or hindrance; to slip, fall. — v. t. To thrust
along; to thrust by slipping; to pass or put imper-
ceptibly, slip. — n. A smooth and easy passage; one
who, o"r that which, slides; a slider; descent of a
detached mass of earth or rock down a declivity

;

a place for sliding; an inclined plane or chute for
dogs, etc. ; a slip of glass for a microscope, etc.
(Mus.) A grace consisting of 2 small notes moving
by conjoint degrees, and leading to a principal note
either above or below.

Slight, slit, a. Not decidedly marked; inconsiderable;
unimportant; insignificant; not severe or dangerous;
superficial; careless; weak ; gentle ; not stout or
heavy ; slender. — n. A moderate degree of con-
tempt, manifested by neglect or oversight; disdain;
scorn.— v. t. To disregard, as of little value and
unworthy of notice.

Slily, etc. See under Sly.

Slim, slim, a. [slimmer; -mest.] Of small diameter
or thickness in proportion to the height; slender;
weak; slight; unsubstantial.

Slime, slim, n. Any soft, glutinous, or viscous sub-
stance; viscous mud; bitumen; a viscous mucus ex-
uded by certain animals or worms; anything of a
clinging and offensive nature.— Slim'y, -T, a. [-ier;
-iest.] Abounding with, consisting of, overspread
with, or resembling slime; viscous; glutinous.

Sling, sling, n. An instrument for throwing stones,
consisting of a strap and 2 strings; a throw: stroke;
a kind of hanging bandage put round the neck, in
which a wounded arm or hand is sustained. (JTawt.)A rope, with hooks, by which a cask or
bale is swung in or out of a ship; a rope
or iron band for securing the center of
a yard to the mast. — v. t. [slung,
slinging.] To throw with a sling; to
hurl, cast ; to hang so as to swing.
(Naut.) To put in ropes, or suspend,
as a cask, gun, etc. — Slung'-shot, n.

A small metal ball attached to a short
handle or string, for striking.

Sling, sling, n. A drink composed of

j

spirit (usually gin) and water sweet-
gUn? ^ ^

I Slink, slink, v. i. [slunk (slank, obs. or ft'^^*
I

rare) ; slinking.] To creep away weights,
meanly, steal away, sneak; to miscar-
ry, as a beast. — v. t. To cast prematurely; to mis-
carrv of, as the female of a beast.

Slip, slip, v. i. [slipped (slipt), -ping.] To move
along the surface of a thing without bounding, roll-

ing, or stepping; to slide, glide; to move, start, or
fly out of place ; to sneak, slink, depart or with-
draw secretly ; to err, fall into error or fault ; to
pass unexpectedly or imperceptibly ; to enter by
oversight; to escape insensibly, be lost.— v. t. To
convey secretly; to cut slips from (a plant); to take
off; to let loose; to throw off, disengage one's self
from; to suffer abortion of.— n. Act of slipping; an
unintentional error or fault; a twig^ separated from
the main stock; a scion; cutting; aleasn by which a
dog is held; an escape; a secret or unexpected deser-
tion; a long, narrow piece. (Print.) A portion of
the columns of a newspaper or other work struck off

by itself. Anything easily slipped on ; a loose gar-
ment worn by a female; a child's pinafore; an out-
side covering or case; an opening or space left be-
tween wharves or in a dock; a pew in churches.

—

Slip'-knot, n. A knot which slips along the rope
or Tine around which it is made. -rope. A rope
holding a cable before it is slipped. — Slip'per,
One who, or that which, slips; a kind of light shoe,
which may be slipped on with ease; a kind of iron
slide or shoe for the wheel of a wagon.— Slip'pery,
-per-i, a. Allowing or causing anything to slip or
move smoothlv, rapidly, and easily upon the surface
of; smooth; glib: not affording firm footing or con-
fidence; liable or apt to slip away; liable to slip; not
standing firm ; unstable ; changeable ; uncertain.—
Slip'''shod, a. Wearing shoes like slippers, without
pulling up the heels; careless in manners, style, etc;
shuffling.— Slip'slop, n. Bad liquor.

Slit, slit, v. t. [imp. slit; p. p. slit or slitted; slit-

ting.] To cut lengthwise, cut into long pieces or
strips ; to cut or make a long fissure in or upon ; to

rend, split, cut.— n. A long cut; narrow opening.
— SUfter, n.— Slit'ting-mill, n. A mill where iron
bars or plates are slit into strips, nail-rods, etc.

Sliver, sliv'gr or sli'ver, v. t. [-ered (-erd), -eking.]
To cut or divide into long, thin, or very small pieces.
— n. A long piece cut or rent off, or a piece cut or
rent lengthwise; a sharp, slender fragment; a loose,

untwisted strand of fiber, for slubbing or roving.
Sloat, slot, n. A narrow piece of timber which holds
together large pieces; a slat.

Slobber. See Slabber.
Sloe, slo, n. A British shrub of the plum family,— the
blackthorn; its small, black, bitter fruit..

Slogan, slo'gan, n. The war-cry, or gathering-word,
of a Highland clan in Scotland.

Sloop, sloop, n. (Naut.) A vessel with 1 mast, the
mainsail of which is attached to a gaff above, to a
boom below, and to the mast on its foremost edge,

sun, cube, full ; moon, idot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, don don, chair, get.
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Sloop.

and carrying a jib. — Stoop
of tear. A war vessel (ship,

brig, or schooner) below the
grade of frigate.

Slop, slop, n. Liquid careless-

ly spilled or thrown about;
a puddle, pi. Dirty water;
water in which anything has
been washed or rinsed; poor
or weak drink or liquid food.
— v. t. To cause (a liquid)

to overflow by the motion
of the vessel containing it;

to spill; to spill liquid upon.
— v. i. To overflow or be
spilled, as a liquid, by the
motion of the vessel con-
taining it.— Slop'py, -pT, a.

Wet, so as to spatter easily; muddy; plashy.

Slop, slop, u. A lower garment, as breeches, trowsers,

etc.,— chiefly in pi. pi. Ready-made clothes, bed-

ding, etc. — Slop'-shop, n. A place where ready-
made clothes are sold.

.

Slope, slop, a. Inclined, or inclining, from a horizon-

tal direction. — n. A line or direction inclining

from a horizontal line; prop., a direction downward;
any ground whose surface forms an angle with the

plane of the horizon; a declivity or acclivity.— v. t.

[sloped (slopt), sloping.] To form with a slope,

direct obliquely, incline, — v. i. To take an oblique
direction, be inclined.

Slosh. Same as Slush.
Slot, slot, n. A broad, flat, wooden bar; a slat; sloat.

Slot, slot, n. The track of a deer. {Hack.) A depres-
sion or mortise in a plate of metal, or a slit or aper-

ture through it, for the reception of some part of a
machine, either fixed as a key-bolt, or movable as a
sliding adjustment. — v. t. To slit or groove.

Sloth, sloth, n. Slowness; tardiness; disinclination to

action or la-

bor; sluggish-
ness; lazi-
ness. (Zool.)
An uncouth,
her bivorous,
edentateS.
Aiuer. mam-
mal of several
species, liv-
ing on the un-
der side of
tree branches,
and remarka-
bly slow in its

motions. — Sloth'ful, -ful, a. Addicted to sloth; in-
active; sluggish ; lazy ;' indolent ; idle.

Slouch, slowch, n. A depression of the head or some
other part of the body; an awkward, heavy, clown-
ish fellow: a hanging' down, as of a hat brim. — v. i.

[slouched Cslowcht), slouching.] To hang down;
to have a downcast, clownish look, gait, or manner.— v. t. To depress; to cause to hang down.

Slough, slow, n. A place of deep mud or mire.
Slough, sluf, n. The cast skin of a serpent. (Med.)
The part that separates from a foul sore or drops off

in mortification. — v. i. [sloughed (shift), slough-
ing.] (Surg.) To separate from the sound flesh; to
mortify and come off. — Slough'y, -T, a. Resem-
bling, or of the nature of, a slough, or the dead mat-
ter which separates from flesh.

Slovac, slov'ak, n. One of a race of Hungarian Sclaves,
akin to the Czecks, inhabiting N.-W. Hungary and
neighboring parts of Moravia and Austria ; their
language. — a. Of or pert, to, etc. — Slove'nian,
-ve'nY-an, n. A dialect of Slavic used in Carinthia,
Styria, and Carniola.

Sloven, sluv'en or sluv'n, n. One careless of dress, or
negligent of cleanliness.— Slov'enly, a. Negligent
of dress or neatness; loose; disorderly; not neat.

—

adv. In a slovenly manner. — Slov'enliness, n.

Slow, slo, a. Not swift; not quick in motion; deliber-
ate; not happening in a short time; late; not ready;
not prompt; acting with deliberation; indicating a
time later than the true time; not advancing, grow-
ing, or improving rapidly; heavy in wit; not alert,

Sloth.

prompt, or spirited ; wearisome ; dilatory ; tardy ;

sluggish; dull; inactive.— v. t. To render slow, re-
tard, reduce the speed of (an engine, ship, etc.).

Slow-worm, slo'werm, n. A harmless reptile, having
a very brittle body; the blind-worm.

Slub, stub, n. A roll of wool slightly twisted.— v. t.

[slubbed (slubd), -bing.] To draw out and slightly
twist,— applied to wool.

Slubber, sluVber, v. t. To do lazily, or coarsely.
Sludge, sluj, n. Mud; mire; soft mud; slush; small

floating pieces of ice or snow.
Slue, slu, v. t. [slued (slud), sluing.] (Naut.) To
turn about a fixed point, usually, the center, as a
spar or piece of timber. To turn about, twist.— v. i.

To turn about; to slip or slide and turn from an ex-
pected or desired course.

Slug, slug, n. A drone ; a slow, heavy, lazy fellow.
(Zool.) A kind of shell-

less snail, very destruc-

'

five to plants. — Slug'-
gard, n. A person habit-
ually lazy, idle, and in-
active; a drone.—Slug'-
gish, a. Habitually idle '

and lazy ; having little ,,,,.

motion; having no pow- s "

er to move oneys self or itself; stupid; tame ; inert

;

slothful; slow; dull; inactive.

Slug, slug, n. A cylindrical or oval piece of metal, used
for the charge of a gun.

Sluice, slus, n. An artificial passage forwater fitted

with a sliding valve or gate,
for regulating the flow; any
opening; that from or
through which anything
flows; a floodgate ; the
stream which flows through
a floodgate ; any stream, or
anything regarded as flow-
ing in a s t r e a m. — v. t.

[sluiced (slust), -CING.]
To wet copiously, as by
opening a sluice ; to over-
whelm. — Slui'cy, -si, a. L-2 s

Falling in streams. Sluice.

Slum, slum, n. A back street of a city, esp. one filled

with a poor, dirty, and vicious population.
Slumber, slum'bgr, v. i. [-bered (-bgrd), -Bering.]
To sleep, doze; to be in a state of negligence, sloth,

supineness, or inactivity. — n. Light sleep ; sleep
that is not deep or sound ; repose. — Slum'beroUB,
-ber-us, a. Inviting slumber; soporiferoUs.

Slump, slump, v. i. [slumped (slumpt), slumping.]
To fall or sink suddenly through or in, as when
walking on snow, ice, a bog, etc.

Slung, etc. See under Sling.
Slunk. See Slink.
Slur, sler, v. t. [slurred (slgrd), -ring.] To soil,

sully, contaminate, disgrace; to pass lightly, conceal.
(Mus.) To sing or perform in a smooth, gliding
style.— n. A mark or stain; slight reproach or dis-

grace; a reproachful intimation; innuendo; a trick
played upon a person. (Mus.) A mark [thus: 's^*'
or '""""N ], connecting notes to be sung to the same
syllable, or made in one continued breath; a tie.

Slush, slush, re. Soft mud; sludge; slosh; a mixture
of snow and water; a soft mixture of grease and
other materials, for lubrication; refuse grease and
fat, esp. fr. salt meat. (Much.) A mixture of white
lead and lime, with which the bright parts of ma-
chines are painted to be preserved from oxidation.

—

v. t. To smear with slush or grease. (Mach.) To
paint with a mixture of white lead and lime.

Slut, slut, n. An untidy woman; slattern; a female
dog ; bitch. — Slut'tish, a. Like a slut ; untidy ;

careless ; disorderly.
Sly, sli, a. Dexterous in performing an action so as

to escape notice; cautious; shrewd; knowing; art-
fully cunning ; secretly mischievous ; insidious ;

done with, and marked by, artful and dexterous se-

crecy; crafty; subtile; wily.—On the sly. In a sly or
secret manner. — Sly'-boots, n. A sly, cunning, or
waggish person.— Slyly, Sli'ly, adv. In a sly man-
ner; craftily; insidiously. — Sly'ness, Slr'ness, n.

Smack, smak, v. i. [smacked (smakt), smacking.]
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To kiss with a loud sound; to make a noise by the
separation of the lips, after tasting anything.— v. t.

To make a noise with (the lips) in kissing, tasting,
etc.; to make a sharp noise by striking ; to crack.
—n. A loud kiss ; a buss ; a quick, sharp noise,
as of the lips when suddenly separated, or of a
whip ; a quick, smart blow ; a slap.

Smack, smak, v. i. To be tinctured with any partic-
ular taste; to have, or exhibit, natural indications
of the influence. — n. Tacte ; flavor ; savor.

Smack, smak, n. A small coasting or fishing vessel,
commonly rigged as a sloop.

Small, smawl, a. Not large or extended in dimen-
sions; little in quantity or degree; minute in bulk;
diminutive; of slight consequence; feeble in influ-
ence or importance; evincing little worth or ability;
not prolonged in duration; weak; slender; gentle;
not loud. — n. The small or slender part of a thing.— Small'-arms, n. pi. Muskets, rifles, pistols, etc.,
disting. t'r. cannon.— -pi'ca, n. (Print.) Type of a
size between long primer and pica.

This line is in small pica.
—pox, n. (Med.) A very contagious, loathsome, and
fatal eruptive febrile disease, whose pustules very
generally leave marks or pits upon those who re-
cover; variola.

Smalt, smawlt, n. Common glass tinged of a fine
deep blue by the protoxide of cobalt, ground fine
and used as a pigment in various arts. — Smal'to,
n. A minute regular square of enameled glass, of
all colors, used in modern Roman mosaic work ; a
tessera.

Smart, smart, n. Quick, pungent, lively pain ; se-
vere pain of mind. — v. i. To feel a lively, pungent
pain, esp. a local pain from some piercing or irrita-
ting application; to feel pain of mind; to be pun-
ished, —a. Causing a keen, local pain; severe; poig-
nant; vigorous; sharp; accomplishing, or able to ac-
complish, results quickly; active; efficient; marked
by acuteness or snrewdness ; quick in suggestion
or reply ; vivacious ; witty ; showy ; dashy; spruce;
brisk ; fresh.— Smart'ly, adv. In a smart manner;
keenly ; sharply ; actively ; wittily ; showily. —
Smarf-mon'ey, n. Money paid by a person to buy
himself off from some unpleasant engagement or
painful situation.

Smash, smash, v. t. [smashed (smasht), smashing.]
To break in pieces by violence, dash to pieces,
crush.— n. A oreaking to pieces; utter destruction.

Smatter, smafter, v. i. To talk superficially or ig-
norantly; to have a slight taste, or a slight, superfi-
cial knowledge. — n. Slight, superficial knowledge.
— Smat'terer, n. One who has only a slight, superfi-
cial knowledge ; a sciolist. — Smattering, n. A
slight, superficial knowledge.

Smear, smer, v. t. [smeared (smerd), smearing.] To
overspread with anything unctuous, viscous, or ad-
hesive; to besmear, daub; to soil, pollute.— n. A
spot made by an unctuous or adhesive substance, or
as if by such a substance; blot; blotch; daub; stain.

Smell, smel, v. t. [smelled (smeld) or smelt; smell-
ing.] To perceive by the nose; to have a sensation
excited of, by means of the nasal organs; to perceive
as if by the smell, give heed to. — v. i. To affect
the olfactory nerves; to have an odor or particular
scent; to have a particular tincture or smack of any
quality; to exercise the sense of smell, — n. Sense
by which certain qualities of bodies are perceived
through the instrumentality of the olfactory nerves;
quality of anything, or emanation therefrom, which
affects the olfactory organs; scent: odor; perfume;
fragrance. — SmelKer, n. One who smells ; organ
of sense of smell ; nose. — Smelling, n. The sense
by which odors are perceived ; sense of smell.

Smelt, smelt, n. A small, slender, silvery white food-
fish, caught in large
numbers at certain sea-
*ons in the salt water
iit the mouths of N.
Eng. and European
rivers. Smelt.

Smelt, smelt, v. t. To melt (ore) for the purpose of
separating the metal from extraneoua substances.

Smicker, smik'Sr, v. i. To look amorously or wan-
tonly.

Smilax, smi'laks, n. An evergreen, climbing shrub,
of many species, found in the warm and temperate
parts of both hemispheres: the Amer. species fur-
nish sarsaparilla. A delicate twining vine (Myrsiphil-
lum) grown for its rich green foliage.

Smile, smil, v. i. [smiled (smlld), smiling.] To con-
tract the features of the face in such a manner as to
express pleasure, moderate joy, or love and kind-
ness; to express slight contempt by a look implying
sarcasm or pity; to look gay and joyous; to be pro-
pitious, favor, countenance.— v. t. To express by a
smile.— n. Act of smiling; a peculiar contraction
of the features of the face, which expresses pleas-
ure, moderate joy, approbation, or kindness; a some-
what similar expression of countenance, indicative
of satisfaction combined with malevolent feelings,
as contempt, scorn, etc.; favor; countenance; pro-
pitiousness; gay or joyous appearance.— SmiKing-
ly, adv. In a smiling manner ; with a smile or look
of pleasure.

Smirch, smgrch, v. t. To soil, besmear, stain, smutch.
Smirk, smerk, v. i. [smirked (smerkt), smirking.]
To look affectedly soft or kind; to smile in an af-

fected or conceited manner. — n. An affected, con-
ceited, or silly smile ; a simper.

Smite, smit, v. t. [imp. smote (smot) ; p. p. smitten
rarely smit ; smiting.] To throw, drive, or force
the fist or hand, or stone or weapon, against ; to
strike ; to slay by a blow, kill ; to beat or put to
rout in battle ; to blast ; to afflict, chasten, punish ;

to strike or affect with passion, as love or fear.— v. i.

To strike, collide. — Smit'ten, -tn, p. p. of smite.
Struck; killed; affected with some passion; esp. af-
fected by the passion of love; enamored.

Smith, smith, n. One who forges with the hammer ;

one who works in metals. — Smith'y, -T, n. The
shop of a smith. — Smith^ery, -er-Y, n. The work-
shop of a smith; a smithy; work done by a smith.

Smitt, smit, n. Fine clay or ocher made up into balls,
used for marking sheep.

Smock, smok, n. A woman's under garment; a shift;
chemise ; a blouse.— Smock'-frock, n. A coarse linen
frock or shirt worn by farm-laborers.

Smoke, smok, n. The exhalation, visible vapor, or
substance that escapes or is expelled from a burning
substance; that which resembles smoke, as vapor or
watery exhalations ;jdle talk; use of a pipe or cigar.— v.i. [smoked (smokt), smoking.] To emit smoke;
to burn, be kindled, rage; to raise a dust or smoke
by rapid motion ; to use tobacco in a pipe, cigar,
etc.— v.t. To apply smoke to, fumigate; to scent,
medicate, preserve, or dry by smoke; to burn and
draw into the mouth and puff out the smoke of, as
tobacco ; to burn or use in smoking ; to subject to
the operation of smoke, for the purpose of annoying
or driving out. — Smokier, n. One who dries by
smoke ; one who uses tobacco by inhaling its smoke
from a pipe or
cigar.—Smok'y,
-T, a. J-ier;
-iest.] Emitting
smoke ; having
the appearance
or nature of
smoke ; filled

with smoke, or
with a vapor re-
sembling it

;

subject to be
filled with
smoke from the
chimneys or
fire-places ; tar-

n i s n e d with
smoke.—Smok'-
i 1 y , adv. —
Smok'iness, n.
— Smoke'-jack,
n. Acontrivance Smoke-jack.
for turning a spit by means of a fly or wheel turned
by the current of ascending air in a chimney.

Smolder, Smoulder, smoKder, v. i. To waste away
by a slow and suppressed combustion.
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Smooth, smooth, a. Having an even surface; not rough;
gently flowing; not ruffled or obstructed; flowing or
uttered without stops, obstruction, or hesitation ;

bland; mild; soothing; level; flat; polished; glossy;
voluble ; flattering ; deceptive.— v. t. [smoothed
(smoothd), smoothing.] To make smooth, make
even on the surface by any means, to make easy ;

make flowing.
Smote. See Smite.
Smother, smuttier, v. t. [-eked (-Srd), -eri>tg.] To
destroy the life of by suffocation ; to affect as by
suffocation, stifle; to repress the action of, cover ff.

the view of the public, suppress. — v. i. To be suf-
focated or stifled ; to be suppressed or concealed: to
burn slowly, without sufficient air and smoke ; to
smolder.

Smoulder. See Smolder.
Smudge. See under Smut.
Smug, smug, a. Studiously neat or nice; spruce; af-
fectedly nice.

Smuggle, smug'gl, v. t. T-gled (-gld), -gling.] To
import or export secretly, contrary to the law, or
without paying the duties imposed by law : to con-
vey, or introduce, clandestinely. — Smuggler, n.
One who imports and exports goods privately and
contrary to law ; a vessel employed in smuggling.

Smut, smut, n. Foul matter, like soot or coal-dust,
or the spot or soil which this makes. (£ot.) . A par-
asitic fungus, which forms on grain, blasting it.

Obscene or filthy language ; ribaldry; obscenity.—
v. t. To stain or mark with smut; to taint with mil-
dew, as grain; to blacken, tarnish. — v. i. To gather
or be converted into smut; to give off smut; to crock.— Smut'ty, -tT, a. [-tier; -tiest.] Soiled with smut,
coal, soot, etc. ; tainted with mildew ; obscene. —— Smutch, smuch, v. t. [smutched (smucht),
smutching.] To blacken with smoke, soot, or coal.— n. Stain ; dirty spot. — Smudge, smuj, v. i. To
smut, smutch.— n. A .stain, blot, smear ; a suffoca-
ting smoke, esp. to drive off mosquitoes, etc.

Snack, snak, n. A share ; an equal part or portion ;

a slight repast; lunch.
Snaffle, snaf'fl, n. A bridle-bit having one or more
joints in the mouth-piece, and at the ends rings
for reins, without branches; a snaffle-bit.— v. t.

[snaffled (-fld), -fling.] To bridle ; to hold or
manage with a bridle.— Snaffle-bit, n. A snaffle.

Snag, snag, n. A short, sharp, or rough branch ; a
sharp, irregular, broken, or partly decayed tooth; a
trunk or large branch of a tree fixed to the bottom
of a river at one end, and rising nearly or quite to
the surface at the other end, by which vessels are
often pierced and sunk. — c. t. '[snagged (snagd),
-gixg.] To injure or destroy by or upon a snag.
— Snag'ged, Snag'gy, -gT, a. Full of snags; rough
branches or sharp points; abounding with knots.

Snail, snal, n. (Zool.) A slimy, gasteropodous, air-

breathing mollusk, of
several species, which
moves very slowly by
creeping: its eyes are
in the ends of a pair
of horns which can be
wholly retracted at
pleasure: species with
shells are usually
called snails, those
without, slugs. A
drone; sluggard; lazy,
s 1 o w-moving person

.

— Snail'like, adv. In
the manner of a snail; slowly.

Snake, snak, n. A serpent, _esp. one of the smaller
species.— v. t. [snaked (snakt), snaking.] To drag
or draw, as a snake from a hole. (Xaut.) To wind
round spirallv, as a large rope with a smaller one, or
with cord. —Snake'root, n. One of several plants of
different genera and species, reputed to be remedies
for the bites of serpents. — Snak'y, -T, a. Pert, to,

or resembling a snake; serpentine; winding; sly;

cunning; insinuating; deceitful; covered with ser-

pents; having serpents.
Snap, snap, r. t. [snapped (snapt), -ping.] To break

short, as substances that are brittle; to strike with a
sharp sound, esp. with the end of a finger jerked

; a quarrel; conien-

Snail.

from the thumb; to bite or seize suddenly, esp. with
the teeth : to crack, as, to snap a whip. — v. i. To
break short; to part asunder suddenly; to make an
effort to bite; to make a sharp cracking sound; to
utter sharp, harsh, angry words. — n. A sudden
breaking of any substance; a sudden seizing, or ef-

fort to seize, with the teeth; a crack of a whip, or a
similar sound; a sudden, sharp blow, esp. with the
finger sprung from the thumb: a sudden and severe
interval, as of cold weather; a small catch or fasten-
ing, as of a bracelet ; a crisp kind of gingerbread,
nut, or cake.— Snap'per, n. One who, or that which,
etc.: the end of a whip-lash; a kind of fish; a snap-
ping-turtle. — Snap 'pish, a. Eager to bite ; apt to
snap: sharp in reply; apt to speak angrilv or tartlv.— Snap'-dragon, n. (Hot.) A plant, the" showy co-
rollas of some species of which resemble the head
of an animal or a mask. A play in which raisins or
sweetmeats are snatched from burning brandy, and
put into the mouth. — Snap'rung-tuT'tle, n. An
Amer. fresh-water tortoise which snaps at every-
thing approaching it.

Snare, snar, n. A contrivance by which a bird or
other creature may be entangled ; a trap ; catch

;

wile ; anything by which one is entangled and
brought into trouble ; the gut or string stretched
across the lower head of a drum. — v. t. [snared
(snard), snaring.] To catch with a snare, entangle,
bring into unexpected evil, perplexity, or danger.
— Snarl, snarl, v. t. To entangle, complicate, em-
barrass, insnare; to form raised work upon the sur«
face of (thin metallic ware) by the repercussion of
an elastic tool upon the inner surface. — n. A knot
or complication of hair, thread, etc., difficult to dis-

entangle; embarrassing difficulty; a quarrel; conten-
tion. — Snarl'ing-i'ron, -i'Srn. n.
A tool, one end of which is fixed
in a vise, and the other end or
beak gives blows within a piece
of metallic ware that produce
raised work when the shank is - .. . „
struck with a hammer. Snarung-iron.

Snarl, snarl, v. z. [snarled (snarld), snarling.] To
growl, as a surly dog; to gnarl; to speak roughly.

Snarl, ». t. and n. See under Snare.
Snatch, snach, v. t. [snatched (snacht), snatch-

ing.] To seize hastily, abruptly, or without permis-
sion or ceremony; to seize and transport away; to
twitch, pluck, pull, catch, grasp, gripe.— n. A hasty
catch or seizing; a catching at or attempt to seize

suddenly; a short period of vigorous action; a small
fragment or quantity. — S n a t c h-'-
block. n. (Xaut.) A kind of block
used in ships, having an opening in
one side to receive the bight of a rope.

Snath, snath, n. The handle of a scythe.

,

Sneak, snek, v. i. [sneaked (snekt),
sneaking.] To creep or steal away I

privately ; to behave with meanness
and servility.— n. A mean, sneaking
fellow. — Sneak'.ing, p. a. Marked by - natch-block,

cowardly concealment ; mean ; servile ; crouching;
covetous; niggardly.

Sneer, sner, v. i. [sneered (snerd), sneering.] To
show contempt by turning up the nose, or by a par-

ticular cast of countenance ; to insinuate contempt
bv a covert expression; to scoff, jeer, jibe. — n. A
look of contempt, disdain, derision, or ridicule; an
expression of ludicrous scorn.

Sneeze, snez, v. i. [sneezed (snezd), sneezing.] To
emit air, chieflv through the nose, audibly and vio-

lently, by a kind of involuntary convulsive force,

occasioned by irritation of the inner membrane of
the nose. — n. A sudden violent ejection of air,

chiefly through the nose.
Snicker, snik'er, Snig'ger, v. i. To laugh slyly; to

laugh with small, audible catches of voice, as when
persons attempt to suppress loud laughter.— ». A
half-suppressed broken laugh.

Sniff, snif, v. i. To draw air audibly up the nose; to

snuff. — v. t. To draw in with the breath through
the nose; to perceive as by sniffing; to scent, smell,
snuff.

—

n. Perception by sniffing; that which is

taken by sniffing.— Snift, v. i. To sniff.— Sniv'el, -1,

n. Mucus running from the nose; snot.— v. i. [sniv-
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bled (-Id), -eling.] To run at the nose; to cry or !

whine, as children.— SmVeler, n. One who cries
\

with sniveling; one who weeps for slight causes.
Snigger. Same as Snicker.
Snip, snip, v. t. [snipped (snipt), -ping.] To cut off,

clip suddenly, or to cut off at once with shears or i

scissors; to nip.— n. A single cut, as with shears or
j

scissors; a clip; a small shred; a bit cut off.— Snip'- ;

snap, n. A lively, tart dialogue. — a. Quick; brisk;
short. — Snip'pet, n. A small piece or shred. —

I

Snip'pety, -I, a. Ridiculouslv small: insignificant.

—Snip'per-snap'per, n. A small, insignificant fellow, i

Snipe, snip, n. A same bird of several species which
frequents marshes and
moist places, and has a
long, straight, slender bill.

Snivel, etc. See under Sniff.
Snob, snob, n. An affected
and pretentious person ;

esp., a vulgar person, who
apes gentility, or affects
the intimacy of distin-
guished persons ; a n u p-
start ; parvenu. — Snob'-
bish, a. Belonging to, or
resembling, a snob.

—

Snob'bishness, -bery, -ber-
X, -ism, n. The quality of fcmpe.

being snobbish; the character or habits of a snob.
Snooze, snooz, n. A short sleep; nap; slumber.

—

v.i.
To sleep, doze, drowse.

Snore, snOr, v. i. [snored (snord), snoking.] To
breathe with a rough, hoarse, nasal noise in sleep. —
n. A breathing with a harsh nasal noise in sleep.— Snort, sn6rt, v. i. To force the air with violence
through the nose, so as to make a noise, as high-spir-
ited horses; to laugh out loudly or contemptuously.— n. The act or noise of, etc.

Snot, snot, n. Mucus secreted in, or discharged from,
the nose.— Snot'ty, a. Foul with snot; mean; dirty.— Snout, snowt, n. The long, projecting nose of a
beast, as of swine; nose of a man, — in contempt;
nozzle or end of a hollow pipe. — v. t. To furnish
with a nozzle or point.

Snow, sno, n. Watery particles congealed into white
or trans-
pare nt
crystals, or
flakes, in
the air, and
falling t o
the earth.

fall in S\
o w, — C

iefly vJ

Snow Crystals.

[SNOWED
(sno d),
SNOWING.]
To fall

•

s n
chie t ly
used im-
personally.— v. t. To
scatter like snow.— Snow'y, -T, a. White like snow;
abounding with snow; pure; unblemished.— Snow'-
ball, n. A round mass of snow, pressed or rolled to-
gether.— V. t. [-BALLED (-bald), -BALLING.] To pelt
with snow-balls.—bird, n. A bird which appears in
the time of snow, — the popular name of various
birds.—blind, a. Affected with snow-blindness. —
-blind'ness, n. Blindness, or dimness of sight, caused
by the light reflected from snow.—drift, n. A bank
of snow driven together by the wind.—drop, n. A
bulbous plant bearing white flowers, which often
appear while the snow is on the ground.—shoe, n.

A light shoe, or rack-
et, tor traveling on
snow, to prevent the
feet from sinking
into it.— -white, a.
White as snow; very
white.

Sl
ch
b
eckor

U
rebuke.- Snow^hoe.

v. t. [snubbed (snubd), -bing.] To clip or break off
the end of ; to check, stop, or rebuke, with a tart,

sarcastic reply or remark ; to slight designedly. —
Snub'-nose, n. A short or flat nose.

Snuff, snuf, n. The part of a candle-wick charred by
the flame, whether burning or not. — v. t. [snuffed
(snuft), snuffing.] To snip off (the top of a can-
dle - wick).— Snuffers, n. pi. An implement for
snuffing candles.

Snuff, snuf, n. Pulverized tobacco or other substance,
snuffed up or prepared to be snuffed up into the
nose. — v. t. [snuffed .(snuft), snuffing.] To
draw in with the breath; to inhale; to perceive by
the nose, scent, smell. — v. i. To inhale air with vi-
olence or with noise; to turn up the nose and inhale
air, as an expression of contempt; to take offense.— Snuff'y, -I, a. Soiled with snuff. — Snuff-box, m.
A box for carrying snuff about the person.— Snuf-
fle, -fl, v. i. [-fled (-fld), -fling.] To speak through
the nose ; to breathe hard through the nose, esp.
when it is obstructed; to sniffle. — n. A sound made
by the passage of air through the nostrils; an af-
fected nasal twang; cant. — Snuffler, ».— Snuffles,
-flz, n. pi. Obstruction of the nose by mucus.

Snug, snug, v. i. To lie close, snuggle.

—

a. Closely
pressed; concealed; compact, convenient, and com-
fortable.— Snug'gle, -gl, v. i. [-gled (-gld), -gling.]
To move one way and the other to get a close place;
to lie close for convenience or warmth.

So, so, adv. In that manner or degree; as indicated,
implied, or supposed to be known; in like manner
or degree, thus, with equal reason,— used correla-
tively, following as ; in such manner, to such de-
grees—used correlatively with as or that coming
after; very; in a high degree; in such a degree as
cannot well be expressed; in the same manner, in
this or that condition, under these circumstances,
in this way, — with reflex reference to something
iust asserted or implied, used also with the verb to

he,.as a predicate: therefore; on this account; for
this reason; it is well, let it be, be it so,— used to ex-
press assent; well, the fact being so,— used as an ex-
pletive. — conj. Provided that; on condition that;
in case that. — So far forth. To such a degree; as
far. - Soforth. Further in the same or a similar
manner. — So that. To the end that; in order that.
— So-and-so. A certain person, not named.— So, so.

Well, well. — So'-so. Passable; tolerable; indiffer-
ent. — Soev'er. A word composed of so and ever,
used generally in composition with who, ivhat, where,
when, hoic, etc., to extend or emphasize their sense,— sometimes used separate from the pronoun.

Soak, sok, r. t. [soaked (sokt), soaking.] To cause
or suffer to lie in a fluid till the substance has im-
bibed what it can contain; to steep; to drench, wet
thoroughly; to penetrate by wetting thoroughly.

—

v. i. To he steeped in water or other fluid; to enter
into pores or interstices. — Soak'er, n. One who
soaksjn a liquid; a hard drinker.

Soap, sop, n. A compound of vegetable or animal oil

or grease with an alkali, esp. with soda or potash:
used in washing, cleansing, medicine, etc. — v. t.

[soaped (sopt), soaping.] To rub over with soap.
— Soap'y, -T, a. Resembling soap; having the qual-
ities of soap; smeared with soap. — Soap'-boiPer, n..

One whose occupation is to make soap.—stone, n.

A soft magnesian mineral; steatite, — so called from
its soapy or greasv feel.

Soar, sor, v. i. [soaked (sord), soaring.] To fly

aloft, as a bird; to mount upward on wings; to rise

or tower in thought or imagination.

—

71. A tower-
ing flight.

Sob, sob, v. i. [sobbed (sobd), -bing.] To sigh with
a sudden heaving of the breast, or a Kind of convul-
sive motion.— n. A convulsive sigh or catching of
the breath in sorrow; any sorrowful cry or sound.

Sober, so'ber, a. Habitually temperate in the use of
spirituous liquors; not intoxicated; exercising cool,
dispassionate reason; self-controlled; not proceeding
from, or attended with, passion; serious in demean-
or, habit, or appearance; grave; abstinent; moder-
ate; stead}': calm; dispassionate; sedate; serious;
solemn; somber.— r. t. [sobered (-berd), -Bering.]
To make sober, cure of intoxication.— v. i. To be-
come sober. — Sobrfety, -e-tT, n. Habitual sober-
ness or temperance as to the use of spirituous liq-

uors; habitual freedom from enthusiasm, inordinate

sfin, cube, full; moon, foot; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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passion, or over-heated imagination; gravity with-
out sadness or melancholy.

Sobriquet, so'bre-ka', n. An assumed name; nick-
name.

Sociable, so'sha-bl, a. Inclined to, or adapted for,

society; disposed to company ; ready to converse;
inclined to talk with others; affording opportunities
for conversation; companionable ; friendly ; famil-
iar ; communicative; accessible.— re. An informal
gathering of people for social purposes. — So'ciable-
ness, -ciabil'ity. -1-tt, n. Quality of being sociable;

inclination to company and converse. — So'cial,
-shal, a. Pert, to society; relating to men living in
society; ready or disposed to mix in friendly con-
verse ; consisting in union or mutual converse ; fa-

miliar; convivial; festive. (Bot.) Naturally growing
iif-groups or masses. (Zo'61.) Living in communities;
gregarious.— Social Science. Science of all that re-

lates to man's social existence and well-being, in-

cluding questions of public health, education, labor,
crime, etc.— So'cially, -shal-lY, adv. — Sociology,
-shY-oKo-jI, n. That branch of philosophy which
treats of human society; social science.—Socialism,
-izm, n. A theory of society which advocates the
substitution of cooperative action and common
ownership for individual action and ownership;
communism. — So'cialist, n. One who advocates
socialism. — a. Socialistic— Socialis'tic, a. Relat-
ing to, of the nature of, or like, socialism.— Social'-

ity, -shY-aKY-tY, it. Quality of being social; socia-

bleness.— Socialize, v. t. [-ized (-Tzd), -izing.] To
render social; to subject to, or regulate by, the prin-
ciples of socialism. — Soci'ety, -si'e-tl, re. A num-
ber of persons associated for any temporary or per-
manent objects; a partnership; the persons, collec-
tively considered, who live in any region or at any
period ; the more cultivated portion of any com-
munity in its social relations and influences ; com-
panionship; fellowship; company.

Socinlan, so-sin'Y-an, a. Pert to" Socinus or his re-

ligious creed. — n. One of the followers of Socinus;
a Unitarian. — Socin'ianism, -izm, n. The tenets of
Faustus and Lselius Socinus, Italian theologians of
the 16th century, who denied the Trinity, the deity
of Christ, the personality of the devil* the native
and total depravity of man, the vicarious atonement,
and the eternity of future punishment.

Sock, sok, n. A covering for the foot; esp., the shoe
worn by an ancient actor of comedy; comedy, in
distinction from tragedy; a knit or woven coveVing
for the foot, with a short leg; a short-legged stock-
ing. — Sock'et, n. An opening into which anything
is fitted; a hollow thing or place which holds some-
thing else; esp., the hollow tube or place in which a
candle is fixed in the candlestick.— So'cle, so'kl
oz-sokl, n. (Arch.) A plain block or plinth, form-
ing a low pedestal to a statue, column, etc.; a plain
face or plinth at the lower part of a wall.

Socratic, so-krafik, -ical, a. Pert, to Socrates, the
Grecian sage, or to his manner of teaching and
philosophizing, i. e., by series of questions leading
to the desired result.

Sod, sod, n. Earth filled with the roots of grass; turf;
sward. — v. t. To cover with sod; to turf.

Soda, so'da, n. A caustic alkali; the protoxide of the
metal sodium.— Carbonate of soda. The " soda " of
commerce: it consists of carb'onic acid and soda, and
is chiefly obtained by treating common salt first with
sulphuric acid and then with chalk.— So'da-wa'ter,
n. Water highly charged with carbonic acid, used
as an effervescing drink.— So'dium, -dY-um, n. A
yellowish white metallic element, soft like wax, and
lighter than water; the metallic base of soda.

Sodality, so-dal'Y-tY, n. A fellowship or fraternity.
Sodden. See Seethe.
Sodomite, sod'om-it, n. An inhabitant of Sodom;
one guilty of sodomy.— Sod'omy, -om-Y, n. Carnal
copulation in an unnatural manner; copulation of a
male with a male.

Soever! See under So.
Sofa, so'fa, n. ; pi. -fas, -faz. A long ornamental seat,
usually with a stuffed bottom.

Son, so'fY, n. ; vl. -ns, -flz. One of a certain religious
order in Persia ; a dervish. — So'fism, -fizm, n.
Doctrine or. principles of the Sofis.

Soffit, soffit, n. (Arch.) A ceiling; esp., the under
side of the subordinate parts __^^^^^^^^
and members of buildings, such [oo o oooU (7/5^*9
as staircases, archways, cornices, Q QoP\^

Soft, soft, a. Easily yielding to b o o o Ool^ga"^.
pressure ; easily impressed or P O oj

cut; not rough, rugged, or harsh pod
to the touch; agreeable to per- ' '

ceive or feel; not harsh or often- Soffits,

sive to the sight; pleasing to the eye; not harsh or
rough in sound ; gentle and pleasing to the ear

;

easily yielding; susceptible to influence; effeminate;
not courageous or manly; gentle in action or mo-
tion; readily forming a lather with soap; not hard;
easy; quiet; undisturbed. (Pi-on.) Not pronounced
with an abrupt or explosive utterance,— said of cer-
tain consonants, —adv. Softly; gently; quietly.

—

interj. Be soft; hold; stop; not so fast. — Soft'en,
soi'n, v. t. [-ened (-nd), -ening.I To make soft or
more sof t. — v. i. io become soft or more soft.

—

Soft'ener, n.— Soft'-heart'ed, a. Having softness
or tenderness of heart; gentle; meek.— Soft'ly, adv.— Soft'ness, n. Quality of being soft; impressibil-
ity, smoothness, fineness, delicacy, etc., — said of
material objects; accepta^leness to the senses, feel-
ing, sight, hearing, etc. arising from delicacy or
from the absence of hardiness, hardness, etc.; mild-
ness; gentleness,— said of manners, language, tem-
per, etc.; effeminacy; weakness; simplicity; suscep-
tibility; tenderness; timorousness; pusillanimity.

Soggy, sog'gY, a. [-GiEr.; -giest.] Filled with water;
sott with moisture; wet.

Soho, so-ho", interj. Ho! — a sportsman's halloo.
Soidisant, swS-de-zawN', a. Calling himself ; self-
styled; pretended; would-be. [F.]

Soil, soil, v. t. [soiled (soild), soiling.] To make
dirty on the surface; to cover or tinge with any-
thing extraneous ; to cover with soil or dung ; to
manure; to foul, begrime, bespatter, besmear, daub,
stain, tarnish, sully, defile, pollute. — n. Any foul
matter upon another substance; spot; stain; tarnish.

Soil, soil, v. t. To feed (cattle or horses) in the barn
or an inclosure, with fresh grass or green food cut
for them; to purge by feeding upon green food.

Soil, soil, n. The upper stratum of the earth; mold;
land; country; dung; compost; manure.

Soiree, sw5-ra', n. An evening party.
Sopourn, so'jern, v.i. [-jouened (-jernd), -joukning.]

To dwell for a time; to live in a place as a tempo-
rary resident, or as a stranger. — n. A temporary
residence, as that of a traveler in a foreign land.

Sol, sol, n. The sun. (Her.) The color of gold in
the coats of sovereign princes. — Solar, a. Pert, to,

proceeding from, or produced by means of, the sun;
measured Dy the progress or revolution of the sun.

—

SoKstice, -stis, n. (Astron.) The point in the eclip-

VERiNAL \
tQUliNOX \
MARCH 20 \

A and JS, equal day and night; E, longest day, or a

mer solstice; F, shortest day. or winter solstice.
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tic at which the sun is furthest from the equator,
north or south, namely, the 1st point of Cancer and
the 1st point of Capricorn, the former being called
the summer solstice, the latter the winter solstice:

the time of the sun's entering the solstices or sol-

stitial points, —about June 21 and Dec. 21.— Sol-

Sti'tial, -stish'al, a. Of, or pert, to, a solstice; happen-
ing at a solstice; esp. (with reference to the northern
hemisphere), happening at the summer solstice.

Sol, hOl, n. (Mus.) A syllable applied in solmization
to the 5th tone of the 'diatonic scale; the tone itself.

— Sol-fa'', -fa/, v. i. [-faed (-fad'"), -faing, -faing.]
To pronounce the notes of the gamut, ascending or
descending. — Solfeg'gio, sol-fed'jo, u. {Mus.) The
system of arranging the scale by the names do, re,

mi, fa, sol, la, si, by which singing is taught, in-

stead of by the letters A, B, C, etc. Sol'miza'tion,
-me-za'shun, n. The act of sol-faing.

Solace, sol'es, v. t. [-aced (-est), -acing.] To cheer
in grief, or under calamity; to relieve in affliction,

solitude, or discomfort: to assuage, alleviate, allay,

console, soothe, comfort.

—

n. Comfort in grief ; al-

leviation of grief or anxiety; that which relieves in
distress; relief; that which cheers, comforts, or con-
soles.

Solan goose, solan-goos. The gannet, a fish-eating,

web-footed sea-fowl, found in great numbers upon
islands on the coasts of Gr. Britain, Labrador, etc.

Solar. See under Sol, the sun.
Sold. See Sell.
Solder, saw'der or sol'der, v. t. [-ered (-Crd), -ek-
ing.] To unite the surfaces of (metals) by the inter-
vention of a more fusible metal or metallic cement.— n. A metal or metallic composition for uniting
the surface of metals; a metallic cement.

Soldier, sol'jer, n. One who is engaged in military
service, as an officer or private; esp., a private in
military service as disting. fr. an officer; a brave war-
rior. — Sol'dierly, -jer-lT, a. Like or becoming a
soldier; brave; martial; heroic ; honorable. — Sol /-

diery, -jer-T, n. A body of soldiers collectively con-
sidered ; the military.

Sole, sol, n. The bottom of the foot or of a shoe or
boot, or the piece of leather which constitutes the
bottom; the Dottom or lower part of anything, or
that on which anything rests in standing. — v. t.

fsoled (sold), solixg.] To furnish with a sole.

Sole, sol, n. An oblong, rough-scaled marine flat-fish

of moderate size, much
used for food in Great
Britajn.

Sole, sol, a. Being or acting
without another ; single ;

only ; alone ; solitary.
(Law.) Unmarried.

—

Sole / -

ly, adv. Singly; alone ;

only. — Solo, n. (Mus.) A tune, air, or strain, played
by a single instrument, or sung by a single voice.— Soloist, -lo-ist, n. One who sings or plavs, etc. —
Solitary, sol'I-ta-rT, a. Inclined to be alone; desti-
tute of associates ; living alone ; not much visited
or frequented; retired; gloomy; still; dismal; single;
individual. (Bot.) Being one only in a place; sep-
arate. — n. One who lives alone or in solitude ; a
hermit ; recluse. — Sol'itaire', -tar', n. A game
which one person can play alone; a single diamond
in a setting ; a bird, now extinct, resembling the
dodo, and whose remains are found in the island of
Rodriguez. — Solitariness, n. — Solitude, -T-tud,
n. A state of being alone ; a lonely life; remoteness
from society; destitution of company; a lonely, un-
frequented place; desert. — Solil'oquy, -o-kwT,' n. A
talking to one's self; a written composition, reciting
what it is supposed a person speaks to himself.

—

Solil'oquize, -d-kwiz, v. i. [-quized (-kwlzd), -quiz-
ing.] To utter a soliloquy.

Solecism, sol'e-sizm, n. Impropriety in language, or
a gross deviation from the rules of syntax ; any
unfitness, absurdity, or impropriety: barbarism.

Solemn, soKem, a. Marked with religious rites and
pomps; enioined by religion: fitted to awaken or
express serious reflections; affectedly grave or seri-

ous; formal; ritual; ceremonial; reverential; devo-
tional; devout. (Law.) Made in legal form. — Sor -

lem'nity, -nt-tT, n. A rite or ceremony performed

with religious reverence : a^jeremony adapted to im-
press awe; gravity; steady seriousness; affected se-

riousness; appearance calculated to inspire with sol-

emn feelings. (Law.) A proceeding according to
due form. — Scl'emnize, -em-niz, v. t. [-nized
(-nlzd\ -nizlng.] To perform with solemn or ritual

ceremonies and respect, or according to legal forms;
to dignify or honor by ceremonies, celebrate, make
famous. — Sol'emnizalion, n. Act of, etc. ; cele-

bration.
Sol-fa, Solfeggio. See under Sol, musical syllable.

Solforino, s61-fer-e /'no, n. A deep pink aniline color.

Solicit, so-lislt, v. t. To ask from with earnestness,
make petition to ; to endeavor to obtain, seek ; to
awake or excite to action, invite, ask, crave, suppli-
cate, beg, importune. — Solic'ita'tion, n. Act of so-

liciting ; earnest request ; excitement ; invitation.
— Solicitor, -it-er, n. One who asks with earnest-
ness. (Law.) An attomej' or advocate ; one ad-
mitted to practice in a court of chancery or equity;
a title sometimes given to the law officer of a city,
town, or government. — SohVitor-gen'eral, n. In
Eng., an officer of the crown, associated with the
attorney-general in managing the legal business of
the crown and public offices. — Solicitous, -us, a.
Disposed to solicit ; eager to obtain (something de-
sirable) ; anxious to avoid (anything evil) ; con-
cerned ; careful. — Solicitude, -T-tud, n. State of
being solicitous ; uneasiness of mind occasioned by
the fear of evil or the desire of good; concern; anx-
iety; trouble.

Solid, solid, a. Having the constituent parts so firm-
ly adhering as to resist the impression or penetration
o*f other bodies ; not hollow ; full of matter ; not
spongy; dense; having all the geometrical dimen-
sions; cubic; firm; compact; strong; worthy of cred-
it, trust, or esteem, — n. A substance held in a fixed
form by cohesion among its particles. (Geoni.) A
magnitude which has length, breadth, and thick-
ness. — Solidly, adv. In a solid manner ; densely ;

compactly; firmly; truly.— Solldness, n. — Solid'-
ify, -T-fT, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -fving.] To make solid
or compact. — v. i. To become solid, harden. — So-
lidity, -T-tY, n. The state of being solid; hardness;
denseness ; strength ; massiveness ; fullness of mat-
ter : moral firmness or soundness. (Geom.) The
solid contents of a body; volume. — Solid/ifica,tion,
n. Act of making solid.— Solidarity, -dar'T-tT, n.

An entire union or consolidation of interests and
responsibilities; fellowship.— Sol'idun'gulate, -un'-

mmals having a si:

Sol'idun'gulous,
gu-lat. n. One of a tribe of mammals having a single
or solid hoof on each foot. — Sol'idun'gulous, -gu-
lus, a. Having hoofs that are not cloven. — SoK-
iped, -T-ped, v. A solidungulate.

Solifidian. sol-T-fid'T-an, n. (Eccl.) One who main-
tains that faith alone, without works, is sufficient
for justification. — a. Of, or pert, to, the Solifidians.
— Solifidlanism, -izm, n. The tenets of Solifidians.

Soliloquy, Solitary, Solitude, Solo, etc. See under
Sole.

Soliped. See under Solid.
Solmization. See under Sol, musical note.
Solstice, etc. See under Sol, the sun.
Solve, solv, v. t. [solved (solvd), solving.] To loosen
or separate the parts of; to dissipate; to clear up
(what is obscure, or difficult to be understood); to

obtain a required result by mathematical process-
es, etc. ; to explain, unfold, remove. — Solvend', n.

A substance to be dissolved. — Solv'ent, a. Having
the power of dissolving: able, or sufficient to pay all

just debts.— n. A fluid that dissolves any substance;
a menstruum.— Solv'ency, -en-sT, n. State of being
solvent ; ability to pay all debts or just claims. —
Solv'er, n. One who solves, or explains.—Solvable,
a. Capable of being solved, resolved, or explained;
capable of being paid.— Solv'ableness. n.— SoKuble,
-u-bl, a. Susceptible of being dissolved in afluid; ca-
pable of solution.—Solubility, n. Quality of a body
which renders it susceptible of solution.— Solu'tion,
n. Act of separating the parts of any body ; disrup-
tion; breach ; disentanglement of any intricate prob-
lem or question,— used esp. in mathematics; state of
being solved or disintegrated; disintegration; action
of an attraction between one or more solids and a
fluid when brought in contact, by which the former

Biin, cube, full ; moon, f<56t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNbON, chair, get.
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become themselves fluid, and are diffused through
the latter; state of a body as thus diffused; prepara-
tion made by dissolving a solid in a liquid. (Law.)
Release from an obligation; esp., release from a debt
by payment. (Med.) Termination of a disease; a
crisis.— Sofutive, -u-tiv, a. Tending to dissolve.

Somatica, so-mafiks, n. Science of the general prop-
j

erties of matter ; somatology. — So'matist, n. One
|

who admits the existence of corporeal or material
beings only. — Somatofogy, -o-jT, n. Doctrine of
the general properties of material substances.

Somber, -bre, sonfber, a. Dull ; dusky ; cloudy ;

gloomy; melancholy; sad; grave.

—

SonFbrous, -brus,
a. Gloomy; somber.

Some, sum, a. Consisting of a greater or less portion
or sum ; a certain, —indicating a person, thing, event,
etc., as not known individually or more specifically;
not much; a little; moderate; about; near; more or
less; certain; this, not that; these, not those, — dis-
ting. fr. others; a part; portion,— used pronominally.— Some/'body, n. A person unknown, uncertain, or
indeterminate; a person of consideration. — Some'-
liow, adv. In one way or another; in some way not
yet known.— Some'thing, n. Anything unknown or
undetermined; a part; a portion, more or less; in-
definite quantity or degree, — adv. In some degree;
somewhat.— Some'time, adv. At a past time indefi-
nitely referred to; once; formerly; at one time or
other hereafter. — a. Having been formerly; former. I— Some'times, adv. At times; at intervals; not al- I

ways; now and then; at one time. — Some'what, n.

More or less; a certain quantity or degree, indeter- I

ruinate; something. — adv. In some degree or quan- I

tity. — Some'where, adv. In some place unknown
or not specified; in one place or another.

Somersault, sum'gr-sawlt, Sonferset, n. A leap in
which a person turns with his heels over his head,
and lights upon his feet.

Somnambulation, som-nam/bu-la,shun, n. Act of
walking in sleep. — Somnam'bulic, a. Walking in
sleep ; pert, to somnambulism. — Somnam'bulism,
-lizm, n. A state of sleep in which some of the senses
and voluntary powers are partially awake. — Som-
nanfbulist, n. A sleep-walker. — Somniferous, -Er-
us, a. Causing or inducing sleep ; soporific. — Som-
nific, a. Causing sleep ; tending to induce sleep.— Somniloquence, -q-kwens, «. Act of talking in

Somnifoquist, n. One who, etc.— Somnip 1'

a-thl, n. Sleep from sympathy, or by the

as a cmiu; a nauve or innaDiiant 01 some speci
place; the produce of anything; Jesus Christ,
Savior.— Son'ship, n. State of being, etc. ; cha:
ter of a son; filiation.— Son'-in-law, n. ; pi. Soin

sleep.

athy,
process of mesmerism. — Sonfnolence -lency, -no-
fen-sl, n. Sleepiness ; drowsiness ; inclination to
sleep. (Med.) A state intermediate between sleep-
ing and waking.— Som'nolent, a. Sleepy; drowsy;
inclined to sleep.
>n, sun, n. A male child; the male issue of a parent;
a male descendant, however distant; in pi., descend-
ants in general; any young male person spoken of

child; a native or inhabitant of some specified
the

charac-
Sons"

in-law. A man married to one's daughter.
Sonant,JSonata, Sonnet, etc. See under Sound.
Soon, soon, adv. In a short time; shortly after any
time specified or supposed; without the usual delay;
early; readily; willingly; easily; quickly.

Soot, s6~6t, n. A black substance formed by com-
bustion, or disengaged from fuel in the process
of combustion and adhering to the sides of the pipe
or chimney.— v. t. To foul with soot.— Soofy, -t, a.
[-IER; -iest.J Producing, pert, to, or consisting of, or
soiled by, soot; dusky; dark; dingy.— Soofiness, n.

Sooth, sooth, n. Truth; reality.— Sooth'say, v. i. To
foretell, predict.— Sootb/sayer, n. — Sooth'saying,
n. The foretelling of events. — Soothe, sooth, v. t.

[soothed (soothd), soothing.] To please with
blandishments or soft words ; to flatter; to soften,
assuage, calm; to gratify, please, tranquilize, pacify.

Sop, sop, n. Anything steeped, or dipped and soft-
ened, in any liquid, esp. in broth or liquid food, and
intended to be eaten; anything given to pacify, —fr.
the sop given to Cerberus, as related in mythology.

t. [sopped (sopt), -ping.] To steep or dip in
liquid. — Sop'py, -pT, a. Sopped in liquid; wet.

One of a class of men who taughtSophist, sofist,

eloquence, philosophy, and politics in ancient
Greece, and were noted for their fallacious but plau-
sible mode of reasoning; a captious or fallacious rea-
soner. — Sopb/ister, n. In Eng. universities, a stu-

dent who is advanced beyond_ the first year of his
residence. — Sopb/omore, -o-mor, n. One belonging
to the 2d of the 4 classes in an Amer. college. —
Sophomor'ic, -ical, -mSr'ik-al, a. Pert, to, or resem-
bling, a sophomore ; inflated in style or manner.
— Soph, n. Abbr. of sophister in Eng. universities,

of sophomore in Amer. colleges.— Sopb/ism, -izm, n.

The doctrine or avowed mode of reasoning practiced
by a sophist; any fallacy designed to deceive.

—

SopIF-
istry, -ist-rf, n.'The practice of a sophist; fallacious
reasoning. — Sophist'ic, -ical, so-fist'ik-al, a. Pert,
to a sophist, or embodying sophistry; fallaciously
subtle. — Sophist'ically, adv. — Sophisticate, -Y-

kat, v. t. To render worthless by admixture; to per-
vert, adulterate, debase, corrupt, vitiate. — Sophist-
icate, -cated, a. Adulterated; not pure; not genu-
ine.— Sophist'ica'tion, n. Act of adulterating; a
counterfeiting or debasing the purity of anything
by a foreign admixture.

Soporose, sop'o-ros'. Sop'orous, -o-rus, a. Causing
sleep ; sleepy. — Sop'oriferous, -rif6r-us, a. Caus-
ing sleep, or tending to produce it; narcotic; opiate ;

anodyne. — Soporific a. Causing sleep ; tending
to cause sleep; soporiferous.— n. A medicine, drug,
plant, or other thing that has the quality of indu-
cing sleep.

Soprano, so-pra'no, n. (Mus.) The treble ; the high-
est female voice.

Sorcery, s8r'ser-T, n. Divination by the assistance or
supposed assistance of evil spirits; magic; enchant-
ment; witchcraft.— Sor^cerer, n. A conjurer; en-
chanter; magician.— Sor'ceress, n. A female sor-

cerer. — Sor'cerous, -us, a. Pert, to sorcery.

Sordid, sor'did, a. Vile ; base ; mean ; meanly avari-
cious; covetous; niggardly.

Sore, sor, n. A place where the skin and flesh are
ruptured or bruised, so as to be tender or painful ;

an ulcer; boil; inflamed spot; 'wound; grief; afflic-

tion; trouble; difficulty. — a. Tender; painful; in-

flamed ; easily pained, grieved, or vexed; violent
with pain; severe: afflictive; distressing. — adv. In
a sore manner; with pain; greatly; violently; deep-
ly. — Sore'ly, adv. — Sore'ness, n. — Sor'ry, sBr'-
rT, a. [-riek ; -riest.] Grieved for the loss of some
good ; pained for some evil ; melancholy ; dismal

;

afflicted; mortified; vexed; chagrined; poor; mean;
vile; worthless. — Sor'rily. -rT-lT, adv.

Sorel, sor'el, n. A buck of the 3d year; a yellowish
or reddish brown color; sorrel.

Sorghum, sor'gum, n. A tall cereal grass of several
species, including Indian millet (Guinea corn),
broom corn, and Chinese sugar-cane (specifically
called sorghum in Amer. and cultivated for its sug-
ar-bearing juice).

Sorites, so-ri'tez, n. (Logic.) An abridged form of
stating a series of syllogisms, in a series of proposi-
tions so arranged that the predicate of each one that
precedes forms the subject of each one that follows,

and the conclusion from all affirms the predicate of
the last of the subject of the first proposition.

Sororicide, so-ror'T-sid, n. The murder, or murderer,
of a sister.

Sorrel, sor'rel, a. Of a yellowish or reddish brown
color.— n. A yellowish or reddish brown color.

Sorrel, sor'rel, "n. A plant of various species, having
a sour juice, abounding in exhausted soils.

Sorrow, soi-'ro, n. Uneasiness or pain of mind pro-

duced by the loss of any good, or by disappointment
in the expectation of goocl; regret; unhappiness; af-

fliction ; grief ; sadness ; mourning. — v. i. [sor-

rowed (-rod), -rowing.] To feel pain of mind in
consequence of evil experienced, feared, or done ;

to grieve, be sad. — Sor'rowful, -ful, a. Full of, ex-
hibiting, producing, or expressing sorrow ; sad ; dis-

mal ; disconsolate ; dreary ; doleful ; distressing. —
Sor'rowfully, adv.— Sorrowfulness, n.

Sorry. See under Sore.
Sort, s6rt, n. A kind or species ; any number or col-

lection of individual persons or things characterized
by the same or like quantities; manner; form of be-

ing or acting ; degree of any quality, pi. (Print.)

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; to, Ice ; Odd, t5ne, 6r

;
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Letters, points, marks, spaces, or quadrats of partic-

ular kinds. — v. t. To separate (things having like

qualities) from other things, and place in distinct

classes or divisions ; to reduce to order from a state

of confusion; to conjoin, put together in distribu-

tion; to select, cull.— v. i. To be joined with others
of the same species, agree; to consort, associate, con-
join ; to suit, fit; to terminate, have success, fall out.—Out of sorts. {Print.) With some letters, or sorts

of type, in the font, deficient or exhausted ; hence, in
ill-humor; unwell.— To run upon sorts. (.Print.) To
use or require a greater number of some particular
letters or marks than the regular proportion.—Sort'-

able, a. Capable of being sorted.— Sort'er, n.—
Sor'tilege, -tl-lej, n. Act or practice of drawing
lots; divination bv drawing lots.

Sortie, sfir'te, n. (Mil.) The issuing of a body of
troops from a besieged place to attack the besiegers;

a sally.

Soma, so'rus, n. : pi. -hi. (Bot.) One of the fruit dots,
or small clusters of minute
capsules, on the back of the
fronds of ferns.

So-so. See under So.
Sot, sot, n. A person stupefied
by excessive drinking ; an
habitual drunkard. — Sot'-
tish, a. Doltish ; very fool-

ish ; dull or stupid with in-

temperance; senseless; infat-

S o t to Voce, softo-vS'cha. Sorus magnified.

(Mus.) In an undertone; with a restrained or mod-
erate_ force. [It.]

Sou, soo, n. ; pi. Sous, soo. A French money of ac-

count, and a copper coin, = l-20th part of a livre, or
of a franc,_about 1 cent.

Souchong, soo-shong', n. A kind of black tea.

Sough, suf , v. i. To whistle or sigh, as the wind. — n.

A hollow murmur or roaring ; a buzzing ; a rumor
or flying report.

Sought. See Seek.
Soul, sol, n. The spiritual, rational, and immortal
part in man, — sometimes, in distinc. fr. the mind ;

the moral and emotional part of man's nature, in
distinc. fr. intellect ; the intellect only ; the under-
standing ; the seat of real life or vitality ; the ani-
mating or essential part; the leader; inspirer of any
action ; any noble manifestation of the heart or
moral nature; a human being; person; man; a pure
or disembodied spirit ; life ; courage ; fire ; ardor.
— Soulless, a. Without a soul, or without greatness
or nobleness of mind; mean; spiritless.

Sound, sownd, a. Entire ; unbroken ; free from im-
perfection, defect, or decay ; healthy, not diseased,
— said of body or mind ; firm ; strong ; vigorous ;

founded in truth ; supported by justice or law ;

weighty; solid; heavy; laid on with force; profound;
unbroken ; undisturbed ; free from error ; correct

:

founded in right and law ; legal ; valid. — adv.
Soundly ; heartily. — Soundly, adv. Healthily ;

heartily ; severely ; smartly ; truly ; firmly ; fast

;

closely.
Sound, sownd, n. The air-bladder of a fish; a narrow
passage of water; a strait between the main land
and an isle, or connecting 2 seas, or connecting a sea
or lake with the ocean.

Sound, sownd, n. (Surg.) A probe of any kind; esp.,

a probe to be introduced into the bladder, in order
to discover whether there is a stone in that organ.—
v. t. To measure the depth of; esp., to ascertain the
depth of by means of a line and plummet; to seek
to interpret or discern the intentions or secret wishes
of; to examine, test. (Surg.) To introduce a sound
into the bladder of (a patient) in order to ascertain
whether a stone is there or not.— v. i. To use the
line and lead in searching the depth of water.—
Sounding, n. Act of one who, or that which,
sounds, pi. (Naut.) Any part of the ocean or other
water where a sounding-line will reach the bottom.

Sound, sownd, n. That which is heard; a sensation
or perception received by means of the ear, and pro-
duced by the impulse or vibration of the air or other
medium with which the ear is in contact; noise;
report; the impulse or vibration which would occa-

sion sound to a percipient if present with unimpaired
organs; noise without signification: noise and noth-
ing else. — v. i. To make a noise, utter a voice; to be
conveyed in sound, be spread or published. — v. t.

To cause to make a noise, play on; to utter audibly;
to give a signal for by a certain sound; to celebrate
or honor by sounds, cause to be reported ; to spread by
sound or report.— Sound'ing, p. a. Sonorous; mak-
ing a noise ; having a magnificent sound.— Sound'-,
Sounding-board, n. A thin board which propagates
the sound in an organ, violin, etc.; a board, or struc-
ture with a flat surface, suspended behind or over a
pulpit or rostrum to give distinctness and effect to a
speaker's voice— Soliant, a. Pert, to sound: sound-
ing. (Pron.) Uttered with intonated or resonant
breath; intonated; vocal, not surd, — said of certain
articulations of alphabetic sounds.—Sono'rous, -rus,

a. Giving sound when struck; giving a clear or loud
sound; yielding sound; characterized by sound; vo-
cal; high-sounding; magnificentm respect of sound.
— Sono'rously, adv.— Sonorousness, n. Quality or
state of being sonorous. — Soniferous, -nif'er-us, a.
Sounding: producing sound. — Son'orif'ic, a. Pro-
ducing sound. — Son'net, n. A poem of 14 lines, the
rhymes being adjusted by a particular rule.— v. i.

To compose sonnets.— Son'neteer', -er', n. A com-
poser of sonnets or small poems; a small poet,— usu-
ally in contempt. — Sona'ta, -na'ta, n. (Mus.) An
extended composition for 1 or 2 instruments, con-
sisting usually of 3 or 4 movements.

Soup, soop, n. A liquid food made by boiling meat,
etc., in water, often highly seasoned; strong broth.

Soupcon, sodp'sox, n. A very little; a taste.

Sour, sowr, a. Having an acid taste ; sharp to the
taste; turned or coagulated, as milk; rancid; harsh
of temper; disagreeable to the feelings; producing
discontent; hard to bear; expressing discontent or
peevishness; acid; tart; acrimonious; crabbed; cur-
rish; peevish.— n. A sour or acid substance; an acid.— v. t. [soured (sowrd), souring.] To make acid;
to make harsh, cold, or unkindly; to make cross,

crabbed, peevish, or discontented; to make unhappy,
•uneasy, or less agreeable, — v. i. To become acid or
tart, peevish or crabbed. — Sourly, adv. In a sour
manner ; acidly ; peevishly ; acrimoniously ; dis-

contentedly.— Sour'ness, n. — Sour'-crout, -krout,
-krowt, n. Cabbage cut fine, and suffered to fer-

ment till it becomes sour.
Source, sors, n. That person or place from which any-
thing proceeds; one who or that which originates or
gives rise to anything; the spring or fountain from
which a stream of water proceeds; any collection of
water in which a stream originates; origin; rise;

beginning.
Souse, sows, n. Pickle made with salt ; something
kept or steeped in pickle; esp., the ears, feet, etc., of
swine pickled; act of plunging suddenly into water.— v.t. [soused (sowst), sousing.] To plunge into
water; to steep in pickle.— v. i. To plunge, as a bird
upon its prey; to fall suddenly.

South, sowth, n. The point of compass opposite to
the north; any particular land considered as op-
posed to the N.; the southern part of a country; the
southeastern U. S.

—

a. Lying toward the S.; situated
at the S., or in a southern direction from the point
of observation or reckoning.— adv. Toward the S.;

southward; from the S. —v. t. [southed (sowthd),
southing (sowth'ing).] To turn or move toward
the S. (Astron.) To come to the meridian ; to cross
the N. and S. line,— said chiefly of the moon.—
South-east', n. The point of the compass equally
distant from the S. and E.— South-east', -east'erly,
-east'ern, a. Pert, to, or proceeding from, the S.-E.
— South-south'-east, South-west', etc. See Com-
pass.— South'erly, suth'er-lT, South'ern, suth'ern,
a. Pert, to, situated in, or proceeding from, the S.;

situated, or proceeding, toward the S. — South'erli-
ness, n. State or quality of being southern.— South'-
ron, -run, n. An inhabitant of the more southern
part of a country; a southerner. — South'erner, n.

An inhabitant or native of the S. or Southern States.
— Southernmost, a. Furthest towards the S. —
South'ern-wood, suth'ern-w6t>d, n. A composite
fragrant plant, allied to wormwood. — Southing,
sowtb/ing, n. Tendency or motion to the S.; time

sun, cube, full ; moon, fd6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, tiien, boNbou, chair, get
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at which the moon passes the meridian. {Naviga-
tion.) Course or distance south. — South'ward,
sowth'ward or sutb/Srd, adv. Toward the S.—n.
The southern regions or countries.

Souvenir, soov-ner', n. A remembrancer; keepsake.
Sovereign, suv'er-in or sovlin, a. Supreme in
power; superior to all others; chief; possessing, or
entitled to, original authority or jurisdiction; effica-

cious in the highest degree; effectual; controlling;
predominant,— n. One who exercises supreme con-
trol; a gold coin of Eng., bearing an effigy of the
head of the reigning king or queen = £1, about
$4.84.— Sovereignty, -er-in- or -rin-tt, n. Exercise
of, or right to exercise, supreme power; dominion.

Sow, sow, n. The female of the hog kind; the large
bar of metal cast from a smelting furnace, the small
bars in the branch channels being called pigs.

Sow, so, v. t. [imp. sowed (sod), p. p. sowed or sown
(son); sowing.] To scatter (seed) upon the earth;
to plant in any way; to supply or stock with seed,
scatter seed upon; to spread abroad, propagate; to
scatter over, besprinkle. — v. i. To scatter seed for
growth. — Sow'er, n. One who sows or scatters ; a
breeder; promoter.

Sowce. Same as Souse.
Soy, soi, n. A kind of sauce for fish, brought chiefly
from Japan, said to be produced from a species of
bean; the plant from which this sauce is obtained.

Spa, spa, n. A spring of mineral water,— so called
from a place of this name in Belgium.

Space, spas, n. Extension, considered independently
of anything which it may contain; room: interval
between any 2 or more objects; quantity of time;
interval between 2 points of time. (Print.) Distance
or interval between lines, or between words in the
lines, as in books; a small piece of metal cast lower
than a letter, used to separate words or letters.—?'.
t. [spaced (spast), spacing.] (Print.) To arrange
the spaces and intervals in or between (words or
lines). — Spa'cious, -shus, a. Inclosing an extended
space ; vast in extent ; having large or ample room ;

roomy; ample; capacious.
Spade, spad, n. An instrument with broad iron blade
and wooden handle for digging or cutting the
ground, pi. A suit of cards, each of which bears
one or more figures resembling a spade. — v. t. To
dig with a spade. — Spa'dix, n. (Bot.) A fleshy spike
of flowers, usually covered by a leaf
called a spathe. — Spadille', -dil',

n. The ace of spades at omber and
quadrille.—Spathe, spatti, n. ( Bot.)b-
A leaf-shaped bract wrapped about
a spadix or other inflorescence.
[Gr.J — Spath'ose, spath'os. -ous,
-us, Spatha'ceous, -tha'she-us, a.
Having or resembling, etc.— Spaf-
ula, -u-la, n. A thin, broad-bladed
knife, used for spreading plasters,
etc. — Spat'ulate, a. Shaped like
a spatula, or like a battledoor

;

roundish, with a long, narrow,
linear base.

Span, span, n. The space from the end of the thumb
to the end of the little finger when extended ; 9
inches; a brief extent or portion of time. (Arch.)
Extent of an arch between its abutments. (Xaiit.)
A rope secured at both ends to any object, the pur-
chase being hooked to the bight. A pair of horses
driven together.

—

v. t. [spanned (spand), -king.]
To measure by the hand with the fingers extended,
or with the fingers encompassing the object; to
measure, or reach, from one side of to the other; to
compass.— Span'ner, n. One who spans; a fireman's
wrench for hose couplings.— Span''drel, n. (Arch.)
The irregular triangular
space between the curve
of an arch and the rect-
angle inclosing it; or the
space between the outer
moldings of 2 contiguous
arches and a horizontal
line above them, or an-
other arch above and in-
closing them
span

s s, Spandrels.

Of the length of a
-worm, n.~ A naked caterpillar (called also

!
geometer and looper) of several genera, including
the canker-worm,— so called from the way in which
it spans or measures the distance over which it passes.

Spangle, span'gl, n. A small plate or boss of shining
metal, used as an ornament; anything small and
brilliant.— v. t. [spangled (-gld), -gling.] To set

or sprinkle with spangles.
Spanish, Spanish, a. Of, or pert, to, Spain. — n. The
language of Spain. — Spanish bayonet. A plant of

J

the southern If. S., having stiff, sharp-pointed leaves;
yucca.— S. brown. A species of earth used in paint-

I

ing, having a dark reddish brown color, derived fr.

[
the sesquioxide of iron. — S. fly. A brilliant green

!
leaf-eating beetle of S.

i

Europe, used for raising *.

j

blisters; cantharides; an -O^
I Amer. blistering beetle

j

of less brilliant colors.
—5. grass. Esparto,— a
plant of Spain and N.
Africa, from which pa-
per is made.—Spaniard,
-yard, n. A native or in-
habitant of Spain.—
Spaniel, -yel, n. A dog Spanish Fly.
of several breeds used in
sports of the field, remarkable for sagacity and obe-
dience; a cringing, fawning person.

Spank, spank, v. t. [spanked (spankt), spanking.]
To strike on the breech with the open hand; to slap.
— Spank'er, n. (JVaut.) The after-sail of a ship or
bark: see Sail. One who takes long strides in walk-
ing; a stout person; something larger than common.
— Spanking, p. a. Moving with a quick, lively
pace. — Spanking breeze. A strong breeze.

Span-new, span'nu, a. Quite new; brand-new.
Spar, spar, n. (Min.) Any earthy mineral that breaks
with regular surfaces, and has some degree of luster.
— Spar'ry, -rT, a. Resembling or consisting of spar;
having a confused crystalline structure.— Spathic,
-ose, -os, -ous, -us, a. Having the characteristics of
spar; foliated or lamellar.— Spathlform, a. Resem-
bling spar in form.

Spar, spar, n. (Naut.) Along beam,— a general term
for mast, yard, boom, etc.

Spar, spar, v. i. [sparred (spard), -ring.] To con-
tend with the nsts for exercise or amusement; to
box; to dispute, quarrel in words, wrangle.— ». A
feigned blow; a contest at sparring or boxing.

Sparable, spar'a-bl, n. A small nail used by shoe-
makers.

Spare, spar, v. t. [spared (spard), sparing.] To
hold as scarce or valuable; to use frugally, save; to
part with reluctantly, allow to be taken away, give
up; to do without, dispense with; to omit, forbear;
to save from danger or punishment; to treat ten-
derly; to withhold from; to save or gain, as from
some engrossing occupation or pressing necessity.— v.i. To be frugal; to live frugally, be parsimo-
nious; to forbear, be scrupulous; to use mercy or
forbearance, be tender.— a. Not abundant or plen-
tiful; parsimonious; over and above what is neces-
sary, or which maybe dispensed with; held in re-
serve, to be used in an emergency: wanting flt^h;

scanty; lean; meager; thin. — Sparely, adv. In a
spare manner; sparingly.— Spar'ing, a. Scarce ; lit-

tle ; scanty; not plentiful; not abundant; saving;
parsimonious; chary.— Sparelib, n. A piece of a
hog taken from the side, consisting of ribs with little

flesh on them.
Spark, spark, n. A small particle of fire or ignited
substance emitted from Dodies in combustion ; a
small, shining body, or transient light ; that which
may be kindled into a flame or action ; a feeble
erm; an elementary principle. — Sparkle, -1, n. A
ittle spark; scintillation, —v. i. [spakkled (-Id),

-ling.] To emit sparks, appear like sparks, twinkle,
flash as with sparks, emit little bubbles, as certain
kinds of liquids, shine, glisten, scintillate, radiate,
coruscate, — v. t. To shine with; to emit, as light or
fire.— Sparkler, n. One who, or that which, spar-
kles.— Spark'ling, p. a. Emitting sparks ; glitter-

ing; brilliant; shining.
Spark, spark, n. A brisk, showy, gay man ; lover

;

gallant; beau.— v. i. To play the lover.— Sparklsh,

- 6

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; in, Ice ; 5dd, tone, Qr

;
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Sparrow.

a. Like a spark; airy; gay; showy; well-dressed
fine.

Sparrow, sparlo, re. A small bird of many species
feeding on insects
and seeds.— Spar'-
row-hawk, re. A
small species of
s h o r t-w inged
hawk.

Sparrow-grass,
spar1o-gras,re. As-
paragus. [Vulgar
corrupt, of aspara-
gus.^

Sparry, a. See un-
der Spar, mineral.

Sparse, spars, a.
Thinly scattered; set or planted here and there.—
Sparse'ness, re.— Spar'sim, adv. Sparsely ; scat-

teredly; here and there.
Spartan, sparlan. a. Of, or pert, to, Sparta, esp. to
ancient Sparta; hardy; undaunted.

Spasm, spazm, re. (Med.) An involuntary and abnor-
mal contraction of one or more muscles or muscular
fibers. A sudden, violent, and perhaps fruitless ef-

fort.— Spasmodic, -ical,-mod1k-al, a. Relating to,

or consisting in, spasm; soon relaxed or exhausted;
convulsive.— Spasmodic, re. (Med.) A medicine
good for removing spasm ; an anti-spasmodic. —
Spas'tic, a. Relating to spasm; spasmodic.

Spat. See Spit.
Spat, spat, re. The young of shell-fish; a slight blow;
a little quarrel or dissension.—Spat'ter, v. t. [-tered
(-terd), -tering.] To sprinkle with a liquid or with
any wet substance, as water, mud, etc.; to injure by
aspersion, defame.— Spafterdasn'es, re. pi. Cover-
ings to protect the legs from splashes of mud, etc.

Spathe, Spathose, etc. See under Spade.
Spathic, Spathose, etc. See under Spar.
Spatula, etc. See under Spade.
Spavin, spavin, re. (Far.) A swelling in or near some
of the joints of a horse, by which lameness is pro-
duced.— Spavined, -ind, a. Affected with spavin.

Spawn, spawn, re. The eggs of fish or frogs when
ejected; any product or offspring,— in contempt;
buds or branches produced from underground
stems. The white fibrous matter forming the ma-
trix from which fungi are produced.

—

v. t. [spawned
(spawnd), spawning.] To produce or deposit, as
fishes do their eggs; to bring forth, generate,— used
contemptuously. — v. i. To deposit eggs, as fish or
frogs; to issue, as offspring,— used contemptuously.

Spay, spa, v. t. [spayed (spad), spaying.] To extir-
pate the ovaries of; to castrate,— female animals.

Speak, spek, v. i. [imp. spoke (spake nearly obsol.);

p. p. spoken (spoke, colloq. or rare) ; speaking.]
To utter words or articulate sounds, as human be-
ings; to express thoughts by words; to express opin-
ions; to utter a speech, discourse, or harangue; to
make mention; to give sound; to say, tell, talk, ar-
ticulate, pronounce.— v. t. To utter with the mouth,
pronounce, declare, proclaim ; to talk or converse in

;

to address, accost; to exhibit, make known; to ex-
press 'silently, or by signs ; to communicate. — To
speak a ship. (Naut.) To hail and speak to her com-
mander.— Speak'able, a. Capable of being spoken.— Speak'er, re. One who speaks; esp., one who ut-
ters or pronounces a discourse ; one who presides
over, or speaks for, a deliberative assembly, pre-
serving order and regulating the debates ; a chair-
man.— Speakership, n. Office of speaker. — Speakr-
ing, re. Act of uttering words ; discourse ; public
declamation. — Spokeslnan, spokz'man, re. ; pi.
-men. One who speaks for another or others. —
Speech, spech, re. The faculty of uttering articulate
sounds or words, as in human beings ; power of
speaking; that which is spoken; words, as expressing
ideas; a particular language; tongue; dialect; talk;
common saying; a formal discourse in public; any
declaration of thoughts; harangue; address; oration.
— Speechify, -T-fi, v. i. [-fied (-fid), -fying.] To
make a speech, harangue, — used derisively or hu-
morously. — Speechless, a. Destitute or deprived
of the faculty of speech ; dumb ; not speaking for a
time; mute; silent.

sharp-po
bins; fisl

Spear-heads.

Spear, sper, re. A long, pointed weapon, used in war
* hunting, by thrusting or throwing; a lance; a

>ointed instrument with barbs, used for stab-
bing fish, etc^ ; a shoot, as of grass; a spire.— v. t.

[speared (sperd),
spearing.] T o
pierce or kill with
a spear. — v. i.

To shoot into a
long stem, as
some plants. —
Spearlnan, re. ;

pi. -men. One
armed with a

spear.— Spear r-
mint, re. A plant:
a species of mint.— Spear'head, re.

The pointed end
of a spear.

Species, spe'shez, re. sing. Scpl. Orig., appearance; im-
age. (Logic.) A conception subordinated to another
conception, called a genus, or generic conception,
from which it differs in containing or comprehend-
ing more attributes, and extending to fewer individ-
uals. (JVat. Hist.) A permanent class of existing
things, or beings, associated according to attributes,
or properties determined by scientific observation.
Sort; kind; variety. (Civil Law.) The form or shape
given to materials; fashion; form; figure.—Spe'cial,
spesh'-al, a. Pert, to, or constituting, a species or sort;

different from others ; extraordinary; uncommon ;

designed for a particular purpose or person; limited
in range; confined to a definite field of action or dis-

cussion.—In special. Particularly.—S.pleading. The
allegation of special or new matter as disting. fr. a
direct denial of matter previously alleged on the
other side; the popular denomination of the whole
science of pleading.— Spe'cially, adv. In a special
manner ; particularly ; especially ; for a particular
purpose.— Specialist, n. One who devotes himself
to a specialty. — Speciality, spesh'T-al'T-tT, Spe'-
cialty, spesh'al-tt, re. Particularity; a particular or
peculiar case ; that for which a person is distin-

guished, or which he makes an object of special at-

tention. (Law.) A contract, or obligation, under
seal; a contract by deed.— Spe'cie, -shT, re. Copper,
silver, or gold coin ; hard money.—Specify, spes'-
T-fi, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -tying.] To mention or name,
as a particular thing. — Specific, -ical, spe-sifIk-al,
a. Pert, to, characterizing, or constituting a species;
tending to specify or make particular; definite; lim-
ited; precise. (Med.) Exerting a peculiar influence
over any part of the body; dependent on contagion,— said of diseases.— Specific, re. (Med.) A remedy
which exerts a special action in the prevention or
cure of a disease ; a remedy supposed to be infalli-

ble. — Specific gravity. (Physics.) See Gravity,
under Grave, a.— S. name. (JVat. Hist.) The name
which, appended to the name of the genus, consti-

tutes the distinctive name of the species. — Specif-
ically, adv. In a specific manner ; according to the
nature of the species ; definitely ; particularly. —
Speciflcalness, re. — Spec'ificalion, n. Act of
specifying, or determining, by a mark or limit; des-
ignation of particulars; particular mention; a writ-

ten statement containing a minute description or
enumeration of particulars ; any article or thing
specified.— Specimen, re. A part, or small portion,
of anything, or number of things, intended to exhib-
it the kind and quality of the whole, or of what is

not exhibited; sample; model; pattern.— Spe'cious,
-shus, a. Obvious ; showy ; manifest ; apparently
right; superficially fair, just, or correct ; appearing
well at first view ; plausible ; ostensible ; colorable ;

feasible.— Spe'ciously, adv.— Spe'ciousness, re.—
Speclacle, -ta-kl, n. Something exhibited to view,
— usuallv, as extraordinary, or as worthy of special

notice; show; sight; pageant, pi. An optical instru-

ment, used to assist or correct some defect of vision.
— Spectacled, -kid, a. Furnished with, or wearing
spectacles.— Spectac'ular, a. Pert, to shows; of the
nature of a show ; of, or pert, to, spectacles, or glasses
for the eyes. — Spectator, re. One who sees or be-
holds ; one personally present at any exhibition ; look-

Btin, cube, full ; moon, f$6t ; cow, oil
2ti
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er-on; observer; witness.— Spectatress, -trix, n. A
female looker-on.— Speder, -tre, -tgr, n. An ap-
parition ; ghost ; something made preternaturally
visible.— Spec'tral, a. Pert, to a specter; ghostly;
pert, to a spectrum.— Spedrum, n. pi. ; -tra, -tr&.

A visible form ; something seen ; an image of some-
thing seen, continuing after the eyes are closed or
turned away. {Opt.) An oblong stripe on a screen
formed by the colored and other rays of which a
beam of light is composed, separated by the refrac-
tion of a prism or other means: see Light. — Spec'-
troscope, -skop, n. An optical instrument for analy-
zing spectra, esp. those formed by flames in which
different substances are volatilized, so as to deter-
mine, from the nature and position of the spectral
lines, the composition of the substance. — Specu-
lum, n. ; pi. -ula, -la. A mirror or looking-glass ; a
reflector of polished metal, esp. such as is used in
reflecting telescopes. {Surg.) An instrument for
dilating certain passages of the body, and throwing
light within them. — Spec'ular, a. Having the
qualities of a speculum or mirror; having a smooth,
reflecting surface. — Specular iron. (Min.) An ore
of iron occurring frequently in crystals of a bril-

liant metallic luster, — a variety of hematite. —
Spie'geleisen, spe'gl-i-zn, n. Specular cast-iron,

particularly rich in manganese and carbon, and used
in the manufacture of steel by the Bessemer process.
— Speculate, -u-lat, v. i. To consider by turning an
object in the mind, and viewing it in its different as-

pects and relations ; to meditate. (Com.) To pur-
chase with the expectation of a contingent advance
in value, and a consequent sale at a profit— Spec'u-
la'tion, n. The act of speculating ; mental view of
anything in its various aspects and relations; con-
templation. (Com.) Act or practice of buying land
or goods, etc., in expectation of a rise of price and
selling them at an advance, as disting. fr. a regular
trade. Conclusion to which the mind comes by spec-
ulating; mere theory; view; conjecture; act or result
of scientific or abstract thinking. — Spec'ulatist, n.

A speculator ; theorist. — Speculative, -la-tiv, a.

Given to, or concerning, speculation ; involving, or
formed by, speculation; ideal; theoretical; pertain-
ing to speculation in land, goods, etc.

—

Spec'ula'tor,
n. One who speculates or forms theories. (Com.)
One who buys goods, lands, or other things, with
the expectation of a rise of price, and of deriving
profit from such advance. — Spec'ulatory, -la-to-rT,

a. Exercising speculation ; speculative ; intended
or adapted for viewing or espying.

Speck, spek, n. A small place in anything that is dis-

colored by foreign matter, or is of a color different
from that of the main substance; a very small thing;
spot; stain; flaw; blemish. — v. t. [specked (spektj,
specking.] To stain in spots or drops ; to spot. —
Speckle, -1, n. A little spot in anything, of a dif-

ferent substance or color from that of the thing it-

self ; a speck. — v. t. [speckled (-Id), -ling.] To
mark with small spots of a different color; to vari-
egate with spots.

Spectacle. Speculate, etc. See under Species.
Speech, Sjoeechify, etc. See under Speak.
Speed, sped, v. i. [sped or speeded; speeding.] To
make haste ; to attain what one seeks for. prosper,
succeed; to have any condition, good or ill; to fare.
— v. t. To cause to make haste ; to dispatch with
celerity; to help forward, cause to succeed; to hasten
to a conclusion, bring to a result ; to bring to de-
struction, ruin. — n. The moving or causing to
move forward with celerity ; prosperity in an under-
taking : favorable issue ; success ; start ; advance.
— Speed'y, -T, a. [-ier ; -iest.] Not dilatory or
slow; quick; swift; nimble; hasty; rapid in motion.

Speiss, spis, n. (Min.) Copper nickel, consisting of
nickel and arsenic.

Spell, spel, n. The relief of one person by another in
any piece of work; a gratuitous helping forward of
another's work; a single period of labor; a short pe-
riod; brief time; a season.— v. t. [spelled (speld),
spelling.] To supply the place ot, relieve, help.

Spell, spel, n. A verse or phrase supposed to be en-
dowed with magical power; incantation; charm. —
Spell'-bound, a. Arrested or bound, as by a spell or
charm.

Spell, spel, v. t. [spelled (speld) or spelt, spell-
ing.] To discover by characters or marks ; to read,

I

esp. with labor or difficulty, — with out ; to tell or
name the letters of (a word); to write or print with
the proper letters,— v. i. To form words with the

|

proper letters, either in reading or writing.— Spell'-
er, n. One skilled in spelling; a book containing ex-

I ercises in spelling ; spelling-book. — Spelling, n.

Act of naming the letters of a word, or of writing or
! printing words with their proper letters; manner of

forming words with letters; orthography. — SpelK-
I

ing-book, n. A book for teaching children to spell
and read; a speller.

j

Spelt, spelt, n. An inferior species of wheat, cultivated
for food in Germany and Switzerland.

Spelter, speller, n. Zinc.
Spence, spens, n. A place where provisions are kept;

I

a buttery ; larder ; pantry.
i Spencer, spen'ser, n. A short over-jacket worn by
i men or women. (Naut.) A fore-and-aft sail, abaft

the fore and main masts, set with a gaff and no
|

boom ; a trysail carried at the foremast or mainmast.
j
Spend, spend, v. t. [spent, spending.] To weigh or

lay out, dispose of, part with ; to bestow for any
purpose ; to consume, waste, squander ; to pass
(time) ; to suffer to pass away ; to exhaust of force
or strength, waste. — v. i. To make expense, make
disposition of money ; to be lost or wasted, be dissi-

pated or consumed.— Spend'er, ».— Spend'thrift, n.

One who spends money profusely orimprovidently;
a prodigal ; one who lavishes his estate. — Spend'-
ing-mon'ey, n. A sum allowed or set apart for extra
(not necessary) personal expenses ; pocket-money.

Sperm, sperm, n. Animal seed; semen; spermaceti;
spawn of fishes or frogs. — Sperm'ace'ti, -a-selY, n.

A white, brittle, semi-transparent fatty matter ob-
tained chiefly from the head of the cachalot, or
spermaceti whale. — Spernv'-oil, n. Oil obtained
from the cachalot.— Spermatic, -ical, -matlk-al. a.

Pert, to, consisting of, conveying, or producing
semen ; seminal. —Spermatocele, -o-sel, n. (Med!)
A swelling of the spermatic vessels.— Sperm ator-
rhe'a, -a-tor-re'a, n. (Pathol.) Involuntary emis-
sion of semen without copulation.

Spew, spu, v. t. [spewed (spud), spewing.] To eject
from the stomach, vomit ; to cast forth with abhor-
rence. — v. i. To discharge the contents of the
stomach, vomit.

Sphacelate, sfas'e-lat, v. i. To mortify, become gan-
grenous, as flesh, decay or become carious, as a bone.— Sphac'ela'tion, n. (Med.) The process of becom-
ing or making gangrenous; mortification.

Sphene, sfen, n. (Min.) A mineral composed of silica,
titanic acid, and lime : it is found usually in thin,
wedge-shaped crystals.—Sphe'noid, -noid'al, a. Re-
sembling a wedge.

Sphere, sfer, n. (Geom.) A body contained under a
single surface, which, in every part, is equally dis-
tant from a point within, called its center. Any orb
or star. (Astron.) The apparent surface of the heav-
ens, which seems to the eye spherical and everywhere
equally distant ; one of the concentric and" eccen-
tric revolving spherical transparent shells, in which
the stars, sun, planets, and moon were once sup-
posed to be set, and by which they were carried.
Circuit of action, knowledge, or influence ; rank $

order of society : globe; circle; compass; province;
employment, — v. t. [sphered (sferd), spheringJ
To place in a sphere, form into roundness. — Sphe/-

roid, -roid, n. A body nearly spherical ; esp., a
solid generated by the revolution of an ellipse about
one of its axes. — Spheroid'al, -roidlc, -roidlcal,
a. Having the form of a spheroid; approaching the
form of a sphere.— Spheric, -ical, sferlk-al, a. Hav-
ing the form of a sphere; globular: pert, to a sphere;
Relating to the heavenly orbs. — Spherically, adv.
In the form of a sphere. — Spherlcalness, Sphe-
ricity, -ris'T-tT, n. State or quality of being spher-
ical ; roundness. — Spherics, n. sing. The science
of the properties and relations of the circles, figures,
and other magnitudes of a sphere, produced by
planes intersecting it. — Spher'ule, -ool, n. A little

sphere or spherical body.
Sphinx, sfinks, n. (Myth.) A monster usually repre-
sented as having the winged body of a lion, and

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare j end, eve, term j tn, Ice j 6dd, tone, 6r
i
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the face and breast of a
woman : it proposed rid-

dles and put to death all

who were unable to solve
them.

Sphragistics, sfra-jis'tiks, n.

The science of seals, their
history, age, and distinc-
tions.

Spice, spis, n. A vegetable
production, fragrant or

Sphinx.

aromatic to the smell and pungent to the taste; that

which resembles spice, or enriches or alters the

quality of a thing in a small degree ; a small quan-
tity.— v. t. [spiced (splst), spicing.] To season
with spice ; to fill or impregnate with the odor of
spices.— Spi'cer, n. One who seasons with, or deals

in spice. — Spi'cery, -ser-I, n. Spices in general ; a
repository of spices.— Spi'cy, -si, a. [-cier; -ciest.]

Producing, pert, to, or abounding with, spices ;

pungent ; racy ; aromatic ; fragrant ; smart.

Spicule, spik/ul, n. A minute slender granule or
point. — Spic'ular, a.

Resembling a dart ;

having points.
Spider, spi'der, n. An
animal of many gen-
era of the class Arach-
nida, most of which
spin webs for taking
their prey or for hab-
itation; a frying-pan,
shapedsomewhatlike
a spider.

Spiegeleisen. See un-
der Species.

Spigot, spig'ut, n. Apeg

MSTrtSMfofc Geometric Net of Garden

in a cask of liquid.
Spider.

Spike, splk, n. A large nail; a pointed pin or bar of
iron or wood; an ear of corn or grain; a
shoot. (Bot.) A species of inflorescence, in
which the flowers are sessile on a common
axis, as in plantain, salvia, etc. — v. t.

[spiked (spikt), spiking.] To fasten with
spikes, or large nails; to set with spikes; to
stop the vent of with a spike, nail, etc. —
— Spiked, spikt, p. a. Furnished with
spikes, as corn; fastened or stopped with
spikes. — Spik'y, -I, a. Having a shar;
point or points; furnished or armed wit
spikes.— Spike'let, n. (Bot.) A small or
partial spike, as in the flowers of some
grasses.— Spike'nard, n. (Bot.) An aro-
matic plant; the spikenard of the ancients is

a species of valerian. A fragrant essential oil.

Spile, spil, n. A small peg or wooden pin, used to
stop a hole; a stake driven into the ground as a
support for some superstructure ; a pile. — Spill,
spil, n. A spile ; splinter; a roll of paper or strip of
wood for lighting fires, etc. ; a little pin or bar of iron

.

Spill, spil, v. t. [spilled (spild) or spilt, spilling.]
To suffer to fall or run out of a vessel; to lose or
suffer to be scattered; to cause to flow out or lose;
to shed (.in battle or in manslaughter).— v.i. To
be shed; to run over; to fall out, be lost, or wasted.

Spin, spin, v. t. [spun, spinning.] To draw out and
twist into threads ; to form (a web, etc.) by drawing
a viscid exudation into threads ; to draw out te-
diously, extend to a great
length, — with out ; to pro-
tract, spend by delays ; to
turn or cause to whirl ; to
twirl. (Mach.) To shape
Cmetal) by revolving as in a
lathe, and pressing against
it with a roller or hand-tool.— v. i. To practice spinning;
to perform the act of draw-
ing and twisting threads; to
whirl, as a top or spindle; to
stream or issue in a thread
or small current. — Spin/ner,
n.— Spin'ner, -neret, n. An

Spike.

organ with which spiders and some insects form
their silk or webs. — Spin'ning-jen'ny, n. A ma-
chine for spinning a number of threads simulta-
neously. [See Jenny.]—wheel, n. A machine for
spinning yam or thread, in which a wheel drives
a single spindle.— Spin'dle, -dl, n. The long, slen-
der rod in spinning-wheels by which the thread is

twisted, and on which, when twisted, it is wound ;

an axis in a spinning machine to hold a bobbin ; a
tapering pin or shaft on which anything turns ; an
axis; arbor; the fusee of a watch: see FUSEE; a long,
slender stalk. — v. i. [spindled (-did), -dling.] To
shoot or grow in along, slender stalk or body.—Spin'

-

-

dle-legged, -legd, -shanked, -shankt, a. Having long
slender legs. shanks, n. A tall, slender person,—
used humorously or in contempt. — Spin'ster, -stgr,
n. A woman who spins. (Law.) An unmarried
woman; single woman.

Spinach, Spinage, spin'ej, n. A plant whose leaves
are used tor greens and other culinary purposes.

Spine, spin, n. (Bot.) A sharp process from the
woody part of a plant; a thorn. (Zobl.) A rigid,
jointed spike upon any part of an animal. The
back-bone or spinal column of an animal.— Spi'nal,
a. Pert, to the back-bone. — Spin'y, -I, a. Full of
spines ; thorny ; like a spine ; slender ; perplexed ;

difficult ; troublesome. — Spi'nous, -nus, -nose',
-nos', a. Armed with spines; thorny.— Spinos'ity,
-nos'I-tl, n. State of being, etc. — Spinif'erous, -Cr-
us, a. Producing spines. — Spi'nel, -neK, -nelle'',

spI-neK, n. A mineral occurring in octohedrons
of great hardness. — Spinet,
spin'et or spI-neK, n. An obso-
lete instrument of music resem-
bling a harpsichord ; a virginal.

Spinner, Spinster, etc. See under
Spin.

Spiracle, Spirant, etc. See under
Spirit.

Spire, splr, n. A body that
shoots up or out to a point in
a conical or pyramidal form ;

a steeple ; a stalk or blade of !

grass or other plant; a sprout.
To shoot up in a taper-

ing form; to sprout, as grain in
malting.— Spir'y, -I, a. Of the

Scire.

Spinneret of a Spider
highly magnified.

ilting.— Spir'y,
form of a pyramid ; pyramid-
ical ; furnished with spires.

Spire, spir, n. A coil; a winding
line like the threads of a screw;
anything wreathed orcontorted;
a curl ; twist; wreath.—Spiral,
a. Winding round a cylinder,
or in a circular form, and at the same time rising or
advancing forward ; winding like a screw. — n.
( Geom.) A curve described by a point called the gen-
eratrix, moving along a straight line accoi ding to a
mathematical Taw, while the
line is revolving about a fixed
point called the pole.— Spiral
wheel. (Mach.) Awheel having
its teeth cut at an angle with
its axis, or so that they form
small portions of screws or
spirals. — Spi'rally, adv. —
Spir'y, -I, a. Of a spiral

form ; wreathed ; curled. — Q . , w , „ .

Spirse'a, -re'a, n. A shrub or Spiral Wheel.

perennial herb of many species, including the mead-
ow-sweet and
the hard-hack.
[L.] — Spir'ula,
splr'oo-la, n. A
cephalopod of
several species,
having a multi-
locular shell in

(

the form of a flat 1

spiral, the coils
of which do not Spirula.
touch one an- v

Other. a > Spirula australis (without the shell)

.

I

Spirit, 'splr'it, M. 6
-
She11 of Sp»™la australis.

1 Air set in motion by breathing; breath ; life itself ;
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life, or living substance, considered independent-
ly of corporeal existence ; the intelligent, imma-
terial, and immortal part of man; the soul; a disem-
bodied soul ; a supernatural apparition; specter ;

ghost; sprite; fairy; any remarkable manifestation
of life or energy; one who evinces great activity or
peculiar characteristics of mind or temper; temper
or disposition of mind; intellectual or moral state;

in pi., animation ; cheerfulness; pi. a liquid produced
by distillation, esp., alcohol; rum, whisky, brandy,
and otherdistilled liquorshavingmuch alcohol; sing.,

intent; real meaning,— opp. to the letter, or toformal
statement; characteristic quality.— v. t. To animate
with vigor, excite, encourage, inspirit ; to convey
rapidly and secretly, or mysteriously, as if by the
agency of a spirit ; to kidnap. — Holy Spirit, or The
Spirit. ( Theol.) The Spirit of God, orthe third person
of the Trinity ; the Holy Ghost.— S. of wine. Pure
alcohol, so called because formerly obtained only
from wine. —Spirited, p. a. Animated; full of life;

full of spirit or fire; lively; vivacious; ardent; ac-
tive; bold; courageous. — Spiritedly, adv. — Spir'-
itless, a. Destitute of spirits; wanting animation;
dejected; wanting life, courage, or fire. — Spirit-
lessly, adv. — Spirltlessness, n.— Spirltous, -us, a.

Like spirit; refined; pure; fine; ardent. — Spi'rant,
n. (Pron.) A consonant sound uttered with per-
ceptible expiration, or emission of breath, — said of
/, v, th surd and sonant, and the German ch—Spirit-
ism, -izm, n. Belief or doctrine of the spiritists;

spiritualism.— Spiritist, n. One who believes in
direct intercourse with departed spirits through
persons called mediums ; a spiritualist. — Spiritual,
-u-al, a. Consisting of spirits; incorporeal; pert, to

the intellectual and higher endowments of the
mind; mental; intellectual; pert, to the moral feel-

ings or statesof the soul; pert, to the soul or its aft'ec-

.. tions, as influenced by the Spirit; proceeding fr. the
Holy Spirit; pure ; holy ; heavenly-minded ; divine ;

relating to sacred things; ecclesiastical.— Spiritual-
ly, adv. In a spiritual manner ; with purity of spirit

or heart.— Spiritualism, -u-al-izm, n. State^f being
spiritual. (Fhilos.) The doctrine in opposition to the
materialists, that all which exists is spirit or soul. A
belief in the reception of communications from dis-

embodied spirits, by means of physical phenomena,
commonly manifested through a person of special
susceptibility, called a medium. — Spiritualist, n.

One who professes a regard for spiritual things only

;

one who maintains the doctrine of spiritualism; one
who believes in direct intercourse with departed
spirits, through the agency of mediums. — Spiritu-
ality, -aKl-ti, n. State of being spiritual; that which
belongs to the church, or to a person as an ecclesias-
tic, or to religion, as distinct from temporalities.—
Spiritualize, v. t. [-ized (-izd), -izing.] To refine
intellectually or morally; to imbue with spirituality
or life.— Spir'itualizalion, n. Act of, or state of be-

ing, etc.— Spirituous, -u-us, a. Having the quality
of spirit; tenuous in substance, and having active
powers or properties; active; pure; consisting of, or
containing, distilled spirit; ardent; alcoholic. — Spi-
rometer, spi-rom^e-ter, n. An instrument for meas-
uring the vital capacity of the lungs. — Spiracle,
spir'a-kl or spila-kl, n. (Anat.) A small aperture
in animal and vegetable bodies, by which air or
other fluid is exhaled or inhaled. Any small aper-
ture, hole, or vent.

Spirt. Same as Spurt.
Spiry. See under Spire, a tapering body, also under
Spire, a coil.

Spissitude, spis'sT-tud, n. Thickness of soft sub-
stances; denseness or compactness belonging to sub-
stances not perfectly liquid nor perfectly solid.

Spit, spit, n. A long, pointed iron rod or bar on which
meat is roasted; a small point of land or a long nar-
row shoal running into the sea. — v. t. [spitted,
spitting.] To thrust a spit through, put upon a spit;

to thrust through, pierce.
Spit, spit, v. t. [spit (spat, ohs.), -ting.] To eject
from the mouth (saliva or other matter) ; to eject or
throw out with violence. — v. i. To throw out saliva
from the mouth. — n. The secretion formed by the
glands of the mouth; saliva. — Spiffire, n. A vio-
lent, irascible, or passionate person.— Spiftle, -tl,

n. The thick, moist matter secreted by the salivary
glands; saliva.— Spittoon'', -toon', n. A vessel to re-
ceive spittle.

Spital, spifal, n. A hospital.
Spite, spit, n. Hatred; malice; malignity; pique; ran-

cor; malevolence; grudge; chagrin. — v. t. To be
angry or vexed at; to hate; to treat maliciously, in-
jure, thwart.— In spite of. In opposition to all ef-
forts of; in defiance or contempt of. — To owe one a
s. To entertain a mean hatred for him. — Spite' ful,
-ful, a. Filled with spite; having a desire to vex,
annoy, or injure; malignant; malicious.

,
Spitz, S.-dog, spits'dog, n. A small variety of the

|
Pomeranian dog, with long silky hair, erect ears,

j

and a sharp nose.
Splash, splash, v. t. [splashed (splasht), splashing.]
To spatter with water, or with water and mud. —
v.i. To strike and dash about water.

—

n. "Water,
or water and dirt thrown upon anything, or thrown
from a puddle, etc. — Splash'y, -I. a. i ull of dirty
water; wet and muddy, so as to be easily splashed
about.

Splay, spla, a. Displayed; spread; turned outward.
— n. A slanted or sloped surface; esp., the expan-
sion given to doors, windows, etc., by slanting their
sides. — Splay'-foot, n. A foot having the sole flat-

tened instead of concave: flat-foot.

—

foot, -foot'ed,

a. Having the foot turned outward; having a wide
foot.

—

mouth, 7i. ; pi. -mouths, mowthz. A wide
mouth; a mouth stretched in derision.

Spleen, splen, n. (Anat.) A glandular organ, situ-

ated in the upper portion of the abdominal cavity
to the left of the stomach ; the milt : the ancients
supposed it to be the seat of anger and melancholy.
Anger; latent spite; ill humor; melancholy; hypo-
chondriacal affections. — Spleen'ish, Spleen'y, -T, a.
Angry; peevish; fretful; affected with nervous com-
plaints; melancholy.— Splenetic, splen'e-tik or sple-
netlk, a. Affected with spleen: morose

; gloomy;
sullen; peevish; fretful. — n. One who is, etc.

Splendor, splen'der, n. Great brightness ; brilliant

luster; great show of richness and elegance; emi-
nence ; brilliancy ; magnificence ; pomp ; parade.
— Splen'dent, a. Shining; beaming with light; very
conspicuous; illustrious. — Splen'did, a. Possessing
or displaying splendor; very bright; showy; magnif-
icent; illustrious; heroic; brilliant; famous.

Splenetic. See under Spleen.
Splice, sphs, v. t. [spliced (splist), splicing.]
unite (2 ropes or parts of a
rope) by a particular manner
of interweaving the strands

;

to unite, by lapping 2 ends to-
gether, and binding, or in any i

way making fast. (Mach.) To '

scarf. — n. The union of ropes
by interweaving the strands.
(Mach.) A connection between
pieces of wood or metal by
means of overlapping parts

;

a scarfing.
Splint, splint, n. A piece split

off ; splinter. (Surg.) A thin
piece of wood, or other sub-
stance, used to hold or protect a broken bone when
set. — v. t. To fasten or confine with splints, as a
broken limb.— Splinler, n. A slender fragment of
wood, or other solid substance, rent longitudinally
from the main body; a sliver.— v. t. [-tered (-terd),
-tering.] To split or rend into long thin pieces; to
shiver. — v. i. To be split or rent into long pieces.
— Split, split, v. t. [split (splitted, rare); -ting.]
To divide longitudinally or lengthwise ; to rive,

cleave; to tear asunder by violence, burst, rend; to
separate into parts or parties,— v. i. To part asun-
der, burst; to burst with laughter; to be dashed to

pieces; to break faith, betray a secret, —n. A crack,
rent, or longitudinal fissure; a breach or separation,
as in a political party.

Splutter, splut'tSr, n. A bustle; stir. —v. i. [splut-
!

tered (-terd), -tering.] To speak hastily and con-
fusedly; to sputter; to scatter drops of fluid with

To

noise, as a bad \ hasty speaker, etc.

Spoil, spoil, v. t. [spoiled (spoild), spoiling.] To
plunder, strip by violence, roh; to seize by violence.

£m, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; Snd, eve, term ; In, Ice •, 8dd, t5ne
f
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take by force ; to cause to decay and perish. ; to
vitiate, mar ; to render useless by injury, ruin, de-
stroy. — v. i. To practice plunder or robbery ; to
lose the valuable qualities, be corrupted, decay.— n.

That which is taken from others by violence ; esp., I

the plunder taken from an enemy ; pillage ; booty ;
j

that which is gained by strength or effort; act or l

practice of plundering; robbery; corruption; cause I

of corruption.— Spoil'er, n. One who spoils; aplun- I

derer; pillager; robber; one wiio corrupts, mars, or
|

renders useless.— Spoliate, -li-at, v. t. To plunder, I

pillage, destroy. — v. i. To practice plunder, com- !

mit robbery. — Spoliation, n. Act of plundering;
robbery; destruction; despoliation; robbery in war;
esp., the act or practice of plundering neutrals at
sea, under authority.

Spoke, Spokesman, etc. See Speak.
Spoke, spok, n. One of the radial arms or bars inserted
in the hub, or nave of a wheel, and connecting it

with the rim or felly; the round of a ladder; a con-
trivance for fastening the wheel of a vehicle, to pre-
vent it from turning in going down a hill. — v. t.

[spoked (spokt), spoking/] To furnish with spokes.— Spoke'snave, n. A kind of drawing-knife for
dressing spokes and other curved work.

Spoliate, etc. See under Spoil.
Spondee, spon'de, n. (Pros.) A poetic foot of 2 long

syllables. — Spondaic, -ical, -dalk-al, a. Pert, to a
spondee; consisting of spondees; composed of spon-
dees in excess.

Spondyl, -dyle, spon'dil, n. (Anat.) A joint of the
back-bone; a vertebra.

Sponge, spunj, n. A compound gelatinous protozoan,
of several species, hav-
ing a horny, flinty, or
bony skeleton, found
adhering to rocks,
shells, etc. , under water

:

its fibrous framework
prepared for use in art,

surgery, etc.: it is soft,

porous, elastic, and
readily imbibes or parts
with large quantities of

spuuD e.

fluid; one who lives upon others; a sponger; anv
sponge - like substance ; esp., dough before it is

kneaded and formed, and while being converted
into a light, spongy mass by the agency of the yeast
or leaven. (Gun.) An instrument for cleaning" can-
non after a discharge. — v. t. [sponged (spunjd),
SPONGING.] To cleanse or wipe with a sponge; to
Wipe out with a sponge, efface, destroy all trace of.
— v. i. To suck in or imbibe, as a sponge; to gain
by mean arts, by intrusion, or hanging on; to be
converted, as dough, into a light, spongy mass by the
agency of yeast or leaven. — Spong'er, n. One who
uses a sponge; a parasitical dependent; hanger-on.
— Spon'gy, -jt, a. Soft and full of cavities ; wet

;

drenched ; soaked and soft, like a sponge ; having
the quality of imbibing fluids, like a sponge. —
Spon'ging-house, n. A bailiff's house to put debtors
in before Deing taken to jail, or until they compro-
mise with their creditors.

Sponsal, spon'sal, a. Relating to marriage, or to a
spouse. — Spon'sion, -shun, n. Act of becoming
surety for another. — Sponsor, n. A surety ; one
who, at the baptism of an infant, professes the
Christian faith in its name, and guarantees its re-
ligious education ; a godfather or godmother. —
Spouse, spowz, n. A man or woman engaged or
joined in wedlock ; a married person, husband or
wife.— Spouseless, a. Destitute of a spouse; hav-
ing no husband or wife; unmarried. — Spous'al, a.
Pert, to a spouse, or to a marriage ; nuptial ; matri-
monial; conjugal; connubial; bridal.— n. Marriage,— generally in pi.

Spontaneous, spon-ta'ne-us, a. Proceeding from nat-
ural feeling, temperament, or disposition, or from a
native internal proneness, readiness, or tendency ;

proceeding from internal impulse, energy, or natural
law, without external force ; produced without be-
ing planted, or without human labor ; voluntary ;

r.neompelled ; willing.— Spontaneously, adv. In a
spontaneous manner; of one's own accord ; by its

own force or energy. — Spontaneity, -ne'T-tr, n.

Spoonbill.

Quality or state of being spontaneous, or acting
from native feeling, proneness, or temperament,
without constraint or external force.

Spontoon, spon-toon', n. (Mil.) A kind of half pike,
borne by inferior officers of infantry.

Spool, spool, n. A piece of cane or reed with a knot
at each end, or a hollow cylinder of wood with a
ridge at each end, to wind thread upon.

—

v. t.

[spooled (spoold), spooling.] To wind on spools.
Spoom, spoom, v. i. (Naut.) To be driven steadily
and swiftly, as before a strong wind.

Spoon, spoon, n. An instrument consisting of a small
bowl (usually a shallow oval) with a handle, used in
preparing or partaking of food.— v. t. To take up
or out (food, etc.) with a spoon. — Spoon'ey, -y, -I,

a. Weak-minded; silly; lovesick, — n. One who is,

etc.— Spoon-bill, n. A migratory wading bird, of
several species, allied to the heron, and frequenting
seacoasts and the borders of rivers,— so named from
the shape of the bill. The white spoonbill is a Euro-
pean bird; the roseate
spoonbill is found in S.

Amer.— Spoon1ul,-ful,
n.;pl. -FULS. The quan-
tity which a spoon con-
tains, or is able to con-
tain; a small quantity.
— Spoon'-drift, n.

(Naut.) A showery
sprinkling of sea-wa-
ter, swept from the
tops of the waves, and
driven upon the sur-
face in a tempest. —
-meat, n. Food taken
with a spoon ; liquid
food.

Spore, spor, n. (Bot.) One
of the minute grains in
flowerless plants which perform the function of
seeds.— Sporadic, -ical, -radlk-al, a. Occurring
singly or apart from other things of the same kind;
separate; single.

Sport, sport, a. That which diverts and makes mirth;
contemptuous mirth ; that with which one plays or
which is driven about; a toy; pastime; jest; amuse-
ment; play; game; diversion; exciting out-of-door
recreation, as nunting, fishing, horse-racing, etc.; an
abnormal growth. — v. t. To divert, make merry,

—

used reflexively; to represent by any kind of play;
to exhibit or bring out in public.— v. i. To play,
frolic, wanton; to practice the diversions of the field;
to trifle. — Sportlul, -ful, a. Full of sport; merry;
done in jest or for mere play.— Sportive, -iv, a.
Tending to, or provocative of, sport; gay; frolic-
some ; playful. — Sportively, adv. — SportB''man,
n. ; pi. -men. One who pursues or is skilled in the
sports of the field; one who hunts, fishes, etc.

Spot, spot, n. A mark on a substance made by foreign
matter; a stain on character or reputation; a small
extent of space; any particular place ; a place of a
different color from the ground upon which it is;

flaw; speck; blot; disgrace; fault; blemish. —v. t.

To make visible marks upon with some foreign mat-
ter; to mark or note so as to insure recognition; to
blemish, tarnish (reputation, etc.)— Spotted fever.
(Med.) A form of malignant typhus characterized
by purple or black spots on the skin, spontaneous
hemorrhages, etc. — Spotless, a. Without a spot;
esp., free from reproach or impurity ; blameless;
unblemished; pure; immaculate; irreproachable.—
Spotly, -tY, a. Full of spots ; marked with dis-
colored places.

Spouse, Spousal, etc. See under Sponsal.
Spout, spowt, n. A pipe or tube for conducting a fluid;
a pipe, or a projecting mouth of a vessel, used in di-
recting a stream of liquid poured out.— v. t. To
throw out, as liquids through a narrow orifice, or
pipe; tothro^pout (words) with affected gravity; to
mouth.— v. i. To issue with violence, as a liquid
through a narrow orifice or from a spout; to utter a
speech, esp. in a pompous manner. — To put, or
shove up the spout. To pledge at a pawn-broker's.

Sprain, spran, v. t. [sprained (sprand), spraining.]
To weaken (a joint or muscle) by sudden and ex-

sun, cube, full ; moon, fo"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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eessive exertion; to overstrain. — n. An excessive
strain of the muscles or ligaments of a joint, with-
out dislocation.

Sprang. See Spring.
Sprat, sprat, n. A small fish, allied to the herring and
pilchard.

Sprawl, sprawl, v. i. [sprawled (sprawld), sprawl-
ing.] To lie with the limbs stretched out or strug-

gling; to spread irregularly, as vines, plants, or trees;

to move, when lying dowi
and motions of the limbs.

'down, with awkward extension

Spray, spra, n. A small shoot or branch; a twig; a col-

lective body of small branches.

Spray, spra, n. Water riving in small drops or partir

cles, as by the force of "wind, dashing of waves, etc.

Spread, spred, v. t. [spread, spreading.] To ex-
tend in length and breadth, or in breadth only; to

extend so as to cover something; to divulge; to pub-
lish (news or fame); to cause to affect great num-
bers; to emit, diffuse (emanations or effluvia); to

scatter over a larger surface; toprepare, set and fur-

nish with provisions. — v. i. To extend in length
and breadth in all directions, or in breadth only; to

be extended by drawing or beating ; to be made
known more extensively; to be propagated from
one to another, — n. Extent; compass; expansion
of parts; a table, as spread or furnished with a meal;
a cloth to cover a bed ; cover-
let. — Spread'-ea'gle, n. (Her.)
A figure of an eagle, with its

wings elevated and legs extend-
ed, — used as a device in herald-
ry, on military ornaments, etc.

— a. Pretentious, boastful, or
bombastic in style.

Spree, spre, n. A merry frolic;

esp., a drinking frolic; carousal.
Sprig, sprig, n. A small shoot or
twig of a tree or other plant; a o nrPfl<j „„„!„
youth; lad, -used as a term of

»Pread-eagle.

slight disparagement. — v. t. [SPRIGGED (sprigd).
-ging.] To mark or adorn with representations of
small branches.

Spright, sprit, n. A spirit; shade; soul; an incorporeal
agent; an apparition. [Prop. sprite, q. v.]— Spright'-
ly, -II, a. Spirit-like, or spright-like; lively: brisk;
animated; vigorous; airy; gay.

Spring, spring, v. i. limp, sprung (sprang, obsoles-
cent); p.p. sprung; springing.] To leap, bound,
jump; to issue with speed
and violence; to start or/Vi-,

rise suddenly from acov- v

ert ; to fly back, start ; to
bend or wind from a
straight direction or plane
surface; to shoot up, out,
or forth ; to come to the
light, begin to appear; to
issue or proceed (from a
parent or ancestor); to re-
sult (from a cause, motive,
reason, or principle) ; to
grow, thrive. — v. t. To
cause to spring up; to start c

or rouse (game); toproduce
_

quickly or unexpectedly;
to contrive, or to produce
or propose on a sudden;
to cause to explode ; to
burst, cause to open ; to
crack or split; to bend or
strain so as to weaken; to
cause to close suddenly, as
the parts of a trap; to in-
sert (a beam in a place too
short for it) by bending it

so as to bring the ends
nearer together, and allow-
ing it to straighten when
in place. — n. A leap ;

bound; jump, as of an ani-
mal; a flying back; resili-

e n c e ; elastic power or
force; an elastic body, as a steel rod, plate, or coil, a
mass or strip of India-rubber, etc.,— used for va-

§2L (s)
to

Springs.

o, spiral spring; 6, coiled or
watch spring ; e, volute
spring ; d, elliptic spring ;

e, half-elliptic spring ; /,
C spring; </, strut spring

;

h, India-rubber spring.

rious mechanical purposes; any source of supply;
esp., the source from which a stream proceeds; a
natural fountain; place where water issues from the
earth; that by which action, or motion, is produced
or propagated; cause; origin; the season of the year
when plants begin to vegetate and rise; the months
of March, April, and May. — Springier, n. One
who springs; one who rouses game; a young plant.
(Arch.) The impost, or point at which an arch
unites with its support, and from which it seems
to spring; the bottom stone of an arch, which lies on
the impost; the rib of a groined roof .— Spring'y,
-I, a. [-IER; -iest.] Resembling, or pert, to, a spring;
elastic; light; nimble ; abounding with springs or
fountains; wet; spongy.— Springiness, n. State of
being springy; elasticity; powTer of springing; state
of abounding with springs; wetness or sponginess,
as of land. — Spring'-halt, n. (Far.) A kind of
lameness in which a horse suddenly twitches up a
leg.—head, n. A fountain or source.—tide, n.
The tide which happens at, or soon after, the new
and full moon, which rises higher than common
tides: see Tide; the time of spring; spring time.

—

Springe, sprinj, n. A noose for catching a bird or
other animal, which, being fastened to an elastic
body, is drawn close with a sudden spring when
touched. — Sprinkle, sprinkl, v. t. [-led (-Id),
-ling.] To scatter, or disperse, in small drops or par-
ticles, as water, seed, etc. ; to scatter on, disperse over
in small drops or particles; to baptize by the appli-
cation of a small quantity of water; to cleanse, puri-
fy.— v. i. To perform the act of scattering a liquid,
or any fine substance; to rain moderately, or with
drops falling now and then.— n. A small quantity
scattered; a sprinkling; a utensil for sprinkling.—
Sprink'ling. n. Act of scattering in small drops or
parcels; a small quantity falling m distinct drops or
parts; a moderate number or quantity, distributed
like separate drops.

Sprit, sprit, n. (Naut.) A small boom, pole, or spar,
crossing the sail of a boat diagonally from the mast
to the upper aftmost corner, which it extends and
elevates. — Sprit'-sail, -sal or -si, n. (Naut.) The
sail extended by a sprit; a sail attached to a yard
which hangs under the bowsprit.

Sprite, sprit, n. A spirit; soul; shade: apparition.
j
Sprout, sprowt, v. ?'. To shoot, as the seed of a plant;

i
to germinate, grow like shoots of plants; to shoot in-

! to ramifications. — n. The shoot of a plant.
Spruce, sproos, a. Neat, without elegance or dignity;

finical; trim. — n. (Bot.) A
large coniferous tree of sev-
eral species, natives of the
colder parts of N. Amer.
and Europe,— much used
for timber.—v.t. [spruced
(sproost), sprucing.] To
dress with affected neat-
ness.— v. i. To dress one's
self with affected neatness.
— Sprucely, -II, adv. In
a spruce manner; with af-

fected neatness.— Spruce'-
ness, n. — Spruce'-beer, n.

A kind of Deer tinctured
or flavored with spruce.

Sprung. See Spring,
Spry, spri, a. Having great
power of leaping or run-
ning; nimble; vigorous.

Spud, spud, n. A sharp, narrow spade, with a long han-
dle, used for digging up large-rooted weeds; any short
and thick thing.

Spume, spurn, n. Frothy matter raised on liquors or
fluid substances by boiling, effervescence, or agita-
tion; froth; foam; scum. — v. i. [spumed (sptimd),
spuming.] To froth, foam. — Spum'ous, -us, -y, -I,

a. Consisting of froth or scum; foamy.— Spumes''-
cent, -mes'sent, a. Resembling froth or foam.

Spun. See Spin.
Spunge. See Sponge.
Spunk, spunk, n. Wood that readily takes fire; touch-
wood; tinder made from a species of fungus; punki
amadou ; an inflammable temper ; spirit ; pluck.—
Spunk'y, -I, a. [-iee; -iest.] Full of spunk; spirited.

Norway Spruce.
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Spun. See Spin.
Spar, sper, n. An instrument having a little wheel,
with sharp points, worn on a horseman's heels, to
prick a horse in order to hasten his pace; incitement;
instigation ; something that projects ; a snag ; the
largest or principal root of a tree; the hard, pointed
projection on a cock's leg. (Geog.) A mountain
that shoots from any other mountain, and extends
to some distance in a lateral direction. (Carp.) A
brace; strut. (Bot.) Any project-
ing appendage of a flower looking
like a spur; a seed of rye, and some
other grasses, affected with a spe-
cies of fungus; ergot.— v. t.

[SPURRED (sperd), SPURRING.] To
prick with spurs, incite to a more
nasty pace; to urge to action, or to
a more vigorous pursuit of an ob-
ject; to incite, instigate, impel,
drive.— v.i. To travel with great ,»purs.

expedition, hasten, press forward.— Spurred, sperd,

p. a. Wearing spurs; having shoots like spurs; af-

lected with spur or ergot. — Spur'rer, n. One who
uses spurs. — Spur'rier, -rY-gr, n. One who makes
spurs. — Spur'-gall, v. t. To gall or wound with a
spur.— n. A place galled or excoriated by the spur.
— -roy'al, n. A gold coin, first made in the reign of
Edward IV., and having a star on the reverse, resem-
bling the rowel of a spur.—wheel, n. (Much.) An
ordinary cog-wheel, in which the teeth project out-
ward from the periphery.

Sparge, sperj, n. A plant of several species having an
acrid, milky juice.

Spurious, spu'rY-us, a. Not proceeding from the true
source, or from the source pretended; not genuine;
counterfeit; false; not legitimate; adulterate; sup-
posititious; bastard.

Spurn, spern, v. t. [spurned (spernd), spurning.] To
drive back or away, as with the foot; to kick; to re-

J'ect with disdain, treat with contempt. — v. i. To
:ick or toss up the heels; to manifest disdain in re-

jecting anything, —n. A kick; disdainful rejection;
contemptuous treatment.

Spurt, spert, v. t. To throw, drive, or force out, vio-
lently, as a liquid in a stream, from a pipe or small
orifice, — v. i. To gush or issue out in a stream, as
liquor from a cask.— n. A sudden or violent gush-
ing of a liquid substance from a tube, orifice, or
other confined place; a jet.

Spurt, spert, n. A violent exertion.

—

v. i. To make
a sudden or violent effort, — said esp. of racing.

Sputter, spuftgr, v. i. [-tered (-terd), -tering.] To
emit saliva from the mouth in small or scattered
portions, as in rapid speaking; to throw out mois-
ture in small, detached parts; to fly off in small par-
ticles with some crackling or noise; to utter words
hastily and indistinctly. — v. t. To throw out with
haste and noise; to utter with indistinctness. — n.
Moist matter thrown out in small particles.

Spy, spi, n. One who keeps a constant watch of the
conduct of others. (Mil.) A person sent into an en-
emy's camp to inspect their works, ascertain their
strength or movements, and secretly communicate
intelligence to the proper officer. — v. t. [spied
(spld), spying.] To gain sight of, discover at a dis-
tance, or in a state of concealment; to espy, see; to
discover by close search or examination; to view,
inspect, and examine secretly, —v. i. To search nar-
rowly, scrutinize. — Spy'-boat, n. A boat sent to
make discoveries and bring intelligence.—glass, n.
A small telescope for viewing distant terrestrial ob-
jects.

Squab, skwob, a. Fat ; thick ; plump ; bulky ; un-
fledged; unfeathered. — n. A young pigeon or dove;
a person of a short, fat figure; a thickly stuffed cush-
ion for the seat of a sofa, couch, or chair.— Squab'-
by, -bY, a. Short and thick.

Squabble, skwob'bl, v. i. [-bled (-bid), -bling.] To
contend for superiority ; to debate peevishly, dis-
pute, wrangle, quarre'l, struggle.— v. t. (Print.)
To disarrange or partially pie, so that the letters or
lines need readjustment,— said of type that has been
setup.— n. A scuffle; brawl.

Squad, skwod, n. (Mil.) A small party of men as-
sembled for drill, inspection, etc. ; any small party.

— Squad 'ron, -run, n. A square body of troops.
(Milr> A body of cavalry comprising 2 companies
or troops, averaging from 150 to 200 men. (Naut.) A
detachment of vessels under the command of the
senior officer.

Squalid, skwoKid, a. Dirty through neglect ; foul

;

filthy. — Squal'idness, Squalidlty, n. — Squalor,
skwaldr or skwoKer, n. loulness; filthiness; squa-
lidity; squaliduess.

Squall, skwawl, v. i. [squalled (skwawld), squall-
ing.] To scream or cry violently, as a woman fright-
ened, or a child in anger or distress, —n. A loud
scream ; harsh cry ; a sudden and violent gust of
wind, often attended with rain or snow.— Squall'y,
-Y, a. Abounding with squalls

;

disturbed often with sudden and
violent gusts of wind.

Squaloid, skwa'loid, a. Like, or re-

sembling, a shark.
Squalor. See under Squalid.
Squamose, skwa-mos'', Squa'mous,
-mus, a. Covered with, or con-
sisting of, scales; scaly.

Squander, skwon'der, v. t. [-dered
(-dgrd), -dering.] To spend lav-
ishly or profusely, spend prodi-
gally, waste, scatter, dissipate.

Square, skwar, a. Having 4 equal
sides and 4 right angles; forming
a right angle ; having a shape
broad for the height, with rectilineal and angular
rather than curving outlines; exactly suitable or cor-
respondent; true; just; rendering equal justice; fair;
honest; even; leaving no balance. (Naut.) At right
angles with the mast or the keel, and
parallel to the horizon ; of greater
length than usual, as, a square sail.—— n. (Geom.) A rectilineal figure hav-
ing 4 equal sides and 4 right angles.
That which is square, or nearly so,
or is reckoned by squares or square
measure; an area of 4 sides, with
houses on each side; a solid block of
houses; an open place formed by the meeting or in-
tersection of streets. (Carp. &. Joinery.) An instru-
ment used to lay out or test square'
work. The product of a number or
quantity multiplied by itself. (Mil.)
A square body of troops used to re-
sist the charge of cavalry on critical
occasions. Relation of harmony or
exact agreement; equality; level.—
v. t. [squared (skward), squaring.]
To form with 4 equal sides and 4 right
angles; to reduce to a square, form
to right angles; to turn squarely or completely, as
in dislike, anger, etc.; to compare with, or reduce
to, any given measure or standard; to adjust, regu-
late, fit, accommodate; to make even, so as to leave
no difference or balance. (Math.) To multiply by
itself. (Naut.) To place at right angles with the
mast or keel.— v. i. To accord or agree exactly, con-
form, suit, fit; to take a boxing attitude. — Square'-
rigged, -rigd, a. (Naut.) Having the chief sails ex-
tended by yards, suspended by the middle, and not
by stays, gaffs, booms, or lateen yards.

Squarrose, skwor-ros', a. (Nat. Hist.) Ragged, or full
of loose scales or pro-
jecting parts ; rough

;

jagged.
Squash, skwosh, v. t. To
beat or press into pulp,
or a flat mass; to crush.
— n. Something soft
and easily crushed, esp.
an unripe pod of peas ;

Squarrose Leaves,

a sudden fall of a heavy, soft body.
Squash, skwosh, n. A cucurbitaceous plant, of many

species, allied to the pumpkin; its edible fruit.
Squat, skwot, v. i. To sit upon one's heels or with the
buttocks near but not touching the ground, as a hu-
man being; to stoop or lie close to escape observation,
as a partridge or rabbit; to settle on another's land
without title.— a. Sitting on one's heels; sitting close
to the ground; cowering; short and thick, like the

Square.

y.) An instru-

JCarpenter's
Square.

sun, cube, full ; mflon, fd"6t j cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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figure of an animal squatting. — ;;. The posture of
one that sits on his heels, or close to the ground. —
Squafter, n. One who squats or sits close; one who
settles on new land without a title.

Squaw, skwaw, n. A wife; woman,— in the language
of Indian tribes of the Algonquin family.

Squeak, skwek, v. i. [squeaked (skwekt), squeaking.]
To utter a sharp, shrill cry, usually of short dura-
tion ; to make a sharp noise, as a pipe or quill, a
wheel, a door, etc. — n. A sharp, shrill sound sud-
denly uttered, either of the human voice or of any
animal or instrument. — Squawk, skwawk, v. i.

[squawked (skwawkt), squawking.] To utter a
shrill, abrupt scream or noise; to squeak harshly.

Squeal, skwel, v. i. [squealed (skweld), squealing.]
i'o crv with a sharp, shrill, prolonged sound, as cer-
tain animals do, indicating want, displeasure, or
pain. — n. A shrill, sharp, and prolonged cry.

Squeamish, skwenr'ish, a. Having a stomach that is

easily turned: nice to excess in taste: easily disgust-
ed; fastidio_iis; dainty; over-nice; scrupulous.

Squeeze, skwez, v. t. [squeezed (skwezd), squeez-
ing.] To press between 2 bodies, press closely ; to
oppress with hardships, burdens, and taxes: to "force
between close bodies: to compel, or cause to pass; to
compress, hug, pinch, gripe, crowd.— v. i. To urge

j

one's way, pass by pressing, crowd.— n. Act of one
;

who squeezes; compression: a fac-simile impression
from an inscription, taken in pulp or some other
soft substance.

Squelch, skwelch, v. t. To crush, put down.
Squib, skwib, n. A little pipe, or hollow cylinder of
paper, filled with powder, or combustible matter,
which, being ignited, flies through the air with a
trail of sparks and bursts with a crack; a sarcastic
speech; petty lampoon: brief , witty essay.

Squid, skwid, n. A slender, cephalopodous mollusk.
allied to the cuttle-fish,— often used as bait by fish-

ermen.— called also Calamary.
Squill, skwil, n. (Bot.) A lily-like plant, having a
bulbous root, of acrid and emetic properties. (Zool.)
A crustaceous sea-animal, called also sea-onion. (En-
tom.) An insect having a long body covered with a
crust, the head broad and squat.

Squinancy, skwin'an-st, n. The quinsy.
Squint, skwint, a. Looking obliquely or askance: not
having the optic axes coincident.— said of the eyes;
looking with suspicion. — v.i. To look obliquely;
to give a significant look : to have the axes of the
eyes not coincident: to run obliquely, slope: to have
an indirect reference or bearing. — r. t. To turn to
an oblique position: to cause to look with non-coin-
cident optic axes. — a. Act, or habit, of squinting; a
want of coincidence of the axes of the eyes. (Arch.)
An oblique opening in the wall of a church.

Squire, skwlr, n. Same as Esquire, q. v. —v. t.

[squired (skwlrd), squiring.] To attend as a
squire, or as a beau, or gallant, for aid and protec-
tion.— Squireen'', -en'. ?;. One half squire and half
farmer.— used humorously.

Squirm, skwerm, v. i. or t. [squirmed (skwermd),
squirming.] To move, or cause to move, with writh-
ing and contortions, as a worm or eel when injured
or alarmed ; to climb, by embracing and clinging
with the hands and feet,

as to a tree: to wriggle.
Squirrel, skwe r'rel or

s k w T r'rel, n. (Zool.) A
small rodent, having a
bushy tail, and very nim-
ble in running and leap-
ing on trees.

Squirt, skwert, v. t. To
eject or drive out of a nar-
r'o w pipe or orifice, in a
stream. — v. i. To throw
out liquid from a narrow
orifice, in a rapid stream.— n. An instrument with
which a liquid is ejected
in a stream with force: a sma

Stab, stab, v. t. [stabbed (stabd). -bing.] To pierce
with a pointed weapon ; to kill by the thrust of
a pointed instrument ; to injure secretly or by ma-
licious falsehood or slander. — v. t". To give a

wound with a pointed weapon ; to give a mortal
wound. — n. The thrust of a pointed weapon ; a
wound with a sharp-pointed weapon ; an injury
given in the dark.

Stable, sta'bl, a. Firmly established ; not easily
moved, shaken, or overthrown ; steady in purpose;
firm in resolution ; not subject to be overthrown or
changed; fixed: constant; abiding; strong.

—

Sta'bly,
-bit, adv. In a stable manner ; firmly ; fixedly ;

steadil v. — Sta'bleness, Stability, n. State of be-
ing stable or firm ; strength to stand without being
moved or overthrown: firmness of character, resolu-
tion, or purpose. — Stab'lish, i\ t. To establish, q. v.

Stable, sta'bl, n. A house, shed, or building, for
beasts to lodge and feed in; esp. a building with
stalls for horses.— v. t. [stabled (-bid), -bling.] To
put or keep in a stable. — v. i. To dwell or lodge in
a stable. — Sta'bling, n. Act or practice of keeping
cattle in a stable: shelter for horses or cattle.

Staccato, stak-ka'to, a. (Mus.) Disconnected ; sep-
arated; distinct, — a direction to perform the notes
of a passage in a short, distinct, and pointed man-
ner.— often indicated by heavy accents written over
or under the notes.

Stack, stak, n. A large pile of hay, grain, straw, etc.;
a number of funnels or chimneys stand-
ing together; the chimney of a locomo-
tive or steam-vessel. — v. t. [stacked
(stakt), stacking.] To lay (hay or grain)
in a conical or other pile; to make into a
large pile. — Stack'-stand, n. A founda-
tion or frame, usually of timber on props,
to support a stack of hav or grain; a stad-
dle.

Staddle, stad'dl, ?*. Anything which
serves for support: esp., the frame or sup-
port of a stack of hay or grain ; a small

Stack-

tree of anv kind. esp. "a forest tree.
stand.

Stadium, stVdl-um, n. ; pi. -dia, -df-a. A Greek
measure of length= 606 ft. 9 in. Eng.; a race-course.
(Med.) A stage or period of a disease.

Staff, staf, «.; pi. Staves (stavz) or Staffs (stafs).

A pole or stick ; a stick carried in the hand for sup-
port or defense; a support. (Mus.) The 5 lines and
the spaces on which music is written. A pole or
stick borne as an ensign of authority; a pole erected
in a ship, or elsewhere, to hoist arid display a flag
upon. (Mil.) An establishment of officers in va-
rious departments attached to an army, or to the
commander of an army ; a corps of executive of-
ficers connected with "some large establishment,
who act in carrrying out its designs. [PI., in this
sense, Staffs only.] — Stave, stav, 7i. A thin, nar-
row piece of wood, of which casks, etc., are made;
a stanza; verse: portion of a song or poem. —v. t.

[staved (stavd) or stove (stov), staving.] To
thrust through with a staff: to break a hole in, burst;
cause the contents of to be lost; to push, as with a
staff: to delay, put off, drive away, — with off; to
pour out ; to render solid by corhpressing with a
pointed or edsed tool.

Stag, stag, n. The
red deer of Eu-
rope and Asia,
esp. the adult
male ; male of
the hind ; a
hart; a male of
the bovine ge-
nus, castrated
at such an age
that he never
gains the full
size of an ox.

Stage, staj, n. A
platform slight-

ly elevated, on
which an orator
may speak, a
play be per-
formed, etc.

;

a scaffold ; sta-

ging ; floor for v

scenic perform-
ances ; theater ;

fim, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r

;
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dramatic profession: the drama, as acted or exhib-
ited ; place where anything is publicly exhibited ;

scene of any noted action or career; place appointed
for a relay of horses; distance between 2 places of rest

on a road; a single step or degree of advancement in

any pursuit, or of progress toward an end or result;

a vehicle running from station to station for the
accommodation of the public. — Sta'ger, n. One
who has long acted on the stage of life; a person of
skill derived from Ions: experience; a horse used in

drawing a stage. — Sta'ging, n. A structure of
posts and boards to support workmen in building,
etc.; the business of managing or traveling in stage-
coaches. — Stage'-coach, n. A coach that runs reg-

ularly from one stage to another, for the conven-
ience of passengers.—driver, n. One who drives
a stage or stage-coach.—play, n. A dramatic or
theatrical entertainment. —struck, a. Fascinated
by the stage ; eager to become an actor. —whis'-
per, n. A pretended whisper, like an actor's, meant
to be heard by others than those to whom it is pro-
fessedly addressed ; an aside.

Stagger, stag'ge'r, i>. i. [-gered (-gerd), -gering.] To
move to one side and the other in standing or walk-
ing; to reel, vacillate; to cease to stand firm, begin
to give way; to begin to doubt and waver in pur-
pose; to he'sitate. — v. t. To cause to reel; to make
less steady or confident. — Stag'gers, -gerz, »?. pi. A
disease of horses and other animals, attended by reel-

ing or sudden falling.

Staging. See under Stage.
Stagnate, stag'nat, v. i. To cease to flow, be motion-

less; to cease to be brisk or active.— Stag'nant, a.

Inclined to stagnate: motionless; impure from want
of motion; not active; dull; not brisk. — Stag/nan-
cy, -nan-sT, n. State of being, etc. — Stagnation, n.

Condition of being stagnant; cessation of flowing or
circulation, as of a fluid; cessation of action, or of
brisk action; state of being dull.

Staid, Staidness. See under Stay.
Stain, stan, v. t. [stained (stand), staining.] To
discolor by the application of foreign matter; to
color (wood, glass, etc.) by processes affecting the
material itself; to tinge with a different color; to im-
press with figures, in colors different from the
ground; to paint, dye, blot, soil, sully; to spot with
guilt or infamy, bring reproach on, disgrace, taint.
— n. A discoloration from foreign matter; a natural
spot of a color different from the ground: taint of
guilt; cause of reproach ; pollution ; blemish ; tar-

nish; shame.— Stainless, a. Free from any stain,
from the reproach of guilt, or from sin; spotless;
faultless.

Stair, star, n. One step of a series, for passing to a
different level; a series of steps, as for passing from
one story of a house to another, — commonlv in pi.
— Stair'case, n. A flight of stairs with their sup-
porting framework, casing, balusters, etc.— Stair r-

way, n. A flight of stairs or steps.
Stake, stak, n. A stick, pointed at one end so as to
be easily driven into the ground: a piece of wood or
timber set upright in the ground; esp., the piece of
timber to which a martyr was affixed while he was
burning; martyrdom, esp. by fire; that which is laid
down as a wager,— v. t. [staked (stakt), staking.]
To fasten, support, or defend with stakes: to mark
the limits by stakes; to put at hazard upon the issue
of competition, or upon a future contingency; to
wager. — At stake. In danger: hazarded; pledged.

Stalactite, sta-lak'tit, n. (3fin.) A pendent cone or
cylinder of carbonate
of lime, resembling an
icicle in form. — Stal-
ac'tic, -tical, StaT-
actit'ic, -tit'ical, a.
Having the form or
characte ristics of a
stalactite. — Stalag/-
mite, -mit, n. A de- f

posit of earthy or cal-

careous matter, made
by calcareous water
dropping on the floors

of caverns.— StaVagmit'ic. -mit'ical, a. Having the
form or characteristics ot a stalagmite.

Stalactites.

Stale, stal, a. Vapid or tasteless from age; not new;
not freshly made; having lost the life or graces of
youth; decayed; worn out by use; trite; common;
having lost 'its novelty and power of pleasing,— n.
Old vapid beer; urine, esp. of beasts. — v. i. To
discharge urine, — said esp. of horses and cattle.

Stale-mate, stal'mat, n. (Chess-planing.) The posi-
tion of the king, when, being required to move,
though not in check, he cannot move without being
placed in check.

Stalk, stawk, n. The stem or main axis of a plant;
the petiole, pedicel, or peduncle of a plant; stem of
a quill.— v.i. [stalked (stawkt), stalking.] To
walk with high and proud steps; to walk behind
something as a screen, for the purpose of taking
game. — v. t. To approach under cover of a screen,
or by stealth. — Stalk'ing-horse. n. A horse, or fig-
ure resembling a horse, behind which a fowler con-
ceals himself from the sight of the game which he is
aiming to kill; a pretense: a mere pretext.

Stall, stawl, n. A stand: station; a narrow division
of a stable, to accommodate a single horse, etc.,
having a manger, crib, or rack at one end; a stable;
place for cattle; a small apartment or slight shed in
which merchandise is exposed for sale; "the seat of
an ecclesiastical dignitary in the choir of a church;
a reserved seat in a theater.—v. t. [stalled (stawld),
stalling.] To put into a stall or stable, keep in a
stable; to plunge into mire so as not to be able to
proceed. — Stall'-feed, v. t. [-fed, -feeding.] To
feed and fatten in a stable, or on dry fodder. —
Stallion, staKyun, n. A horse not castrated, used
for raising stock.

Stalwart, stawKwert, a. Brave; bold; sturdy; stout;
strong; redoubted; daring.

Stamen, sta'men, n. A thread; esp., a warp thread.
{Bot.) The male organ of flowers for secre-a
ting and furnishing the pollen or fecundating {ft

dust. — Stam'ina, -T-n a, n. sing, and pi. The tfflk

fixed, firm part of a body which supports it or \tfl
gives it its strength and solidity ; whatever ^T
constitutes the principal strength or support ^
of anything. — Stamina!, -T-nal, a. Pert, to sta.

or consisting in stamens or stamina.— Stam'i- men.
nate, -T-nat, a. (Bot.) Furnished with, or pro-
ducing stamens.— Stamin'eal, -eons, -e-us, a. Con-
sisting of stamens or threads. (Bot.) Of

,
pert, to, or

attached to, the stamens.
Stammer, stam'mer, v. i. [-mered (-merd), -merino.]
To hesitate or falter in speaking, speak with stops
and difficulty, stutter.— v. t. To utter, or pronounce,
with hesitation, or imperfectly.— ?i. Defective ut-
terance; a stutter.

Stamp, stamp, v. t. [stamped (stampt), stamping.]
To strike, beat, or press forcibly with the bottom of
the foot; to impress with some mark or figure; to
impress, imprint, fix deeply; to coin, mint, form; to
cut out into various forms with a stamp. (Metal.)
To crush by the downward action of a kind of heavy
hammer, — v. i. To strike the foot forcibly down-
ward.— n. Act of stamping; any instrument for
making impressions on other bodies; mark made by
stamping; impression; that which is marked; thing
stamped: an official mark set upon things chargea-
ble with duty to government, as evidence that the
duty is paid;" a stamped or printed device, issued by
the government, and required by law to be affixed
to certain papers, as evidence that the government
dues are paid; an instrument for cutting out mate-
rials, as paper, leather, etc., into various forms; a
character or reputation, good or bad, fixed on any-
thing; current value derived from suffrage or attes-
tation ; authority ; make ; cast ; form ; character.
(Metal.) A kind of hammer, or pestle, for beating

- ores to powder.— Stampede', -ped', n. A sudden
fright seizing upon large bodies of cattle or horses,
and leading them to run formany miles; any sudden
flight in consequence of a panic— v. I. To disperse
by causing sudden fright, as a herd, troop, or teams
of animals.

Stanch, stanch, v. t. [stanched (stancht), stanch-
ing.] To stop the flowing of (blood); to dry up. — v.

i. To stop, cease to flow. — a. Strong and tight;
sound; firm; firm in principle; constant and zealous;
hearty; steady.— Stancb/er, n. One who, or that

eon, cube, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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which, stanches or stops the flowing, as of blood. —
Stanch'ness, n. The state of being stanch; sound-
ness; firmness in principle; closeness of adherence.— Stanchion, stan'shun, n. A prop 01 support; a
small post; one of 2 upright bars between which the
head of a cow, etc., is confined when in the stall.

Stand, stand, v. i. [stood (stood), standing.] To re-

main at rest in an erect position; to rest on the feet,

neither lying nor sitting; to continue upright, fixed
by the roots or fastenings; to remain firm on a foun-
dation; to occupy (its place); to be situated or loca-
ted; to cease from progress, stop, pause, halt; to re-

main without ruin or injury, endure ; to find en-
durance, strength, or resources; to maintain one's
ground, be acquitted; to maintain an invincible or
permanent attitude; to be fixed, steady, or firm; to
adhere to fixed principles, maintain moral rectitude;
to have or maintain a position, order, or rank; to be
in some particular state; to be. (Naut.) To hold a
course at sea. (Law.) To be or remain as it is, con-
tinue in force; to appear in court. — v. t. To endure,
sustain, bear; to resist, without yielding or receding;
to withstand; to yield to, abide by, admit.— n. A
place, or post, where one stands; a station in a city
for carriages; a stop; halt; an erection for spectators":
something on which a thing rests or is laid; any
frame on which vessels and utensils may be laid;
place where a witness stands to testify in court; act
of opposing. — To stand by. To be near, maintain,
defend, support. — To s.for. To offer one's self as a
candidate; to side with, support, maintain, or pro-
fess or attempt to maintain; to be in the place of.
(Naut.) To direct the course toward. — To s. in
hand. To be conducive to one's interest, be service-
able or advantageous. — To s. out. To project, be
prominent; to persist in opposition or resistance. —
To s. to. To ply, urge, persevere in using; to remain
fixed in a purpose or opinion; to adhere to (a con-
tract, assertion, promise, etc.) ; to maintain the
ground; to be consistent with. — To s. up for. To
efend, justify, support or attempt to support. — To

s. fire. To receive the fire of arms from an enemy
without giving way. — To s. it. Stoutly to endure; to
maintain one's ground or state.— Tos. one's ground.
To maintain one's position. — To s. trial. To sus-
tain the trial or examination of a cause. — To he at
a s. To stop on account of some doubt or difficul-

ty; to be perplexed, be embarrassed. — To make a s.

To halt for the purpose of offering resistance to a
pursuing enemy. — Stand'er, n. — Stand'ing, p. a.
Established, by law, custom, etc. ; settled ; perma-
nent ; not temporary ; not flowing ; stagnant ; not
movable; fixed; remaining erect; not cut down.

—

n. Act of stopping or coming to a stand; state of be-
ing erect upon the feet; stand; duration or exist-
ence; continuance; possession of an office, charac-
ter, or place; power to stand; condition in societv;
reputation; rank.—Stand'-point, n. A fixed point or
station; a basis or fundamental principle; point of
view. still, n. A standing without moving for-
ward; a stop.

Standard, stand'ard, n. A flag, ensign, or banner
around which men rally or which thev follow: a staff
with a flag or colors; that which is "established by
authority as a rule for the measurement of weight,
quantity, extent, value, quality, etc.; a specimen
weight or measure sanctioned by government; that
which is established as a rule or model; criterion;
test. (Coinage.) Proportion of weight of fine metal
and alloy established by authority. A standing tree
or stem; a tree not dwarfed by
grafting upon a stock of a small-
er species; an upright support.
(Bot.) The upper petal or ban-
ner of a papilionaceous corol.— a.
Having a fixed or permanent val-
ue; not of the dwarf kind.

Standing. Stand -point, etc. See
under Stand.

Stanhope, stan-'hop or stan'up, ?i.

A lignt, 2-wheeled, or sometimes
4-wheeled, carriage, without a ,

t0 p_
= ' Standard. (Bot.)

Stannary, stan'na-rT, a. Of, or pert, to, tin-mines or
tin-works.— n. A tin-mine or tin-works; in Eng.,

certain royal rights or prerogatives in respect to tin-
mines in a district. — Stan'nic. a. (Chem.) Of, pert.
to, or obtained from, tin. — Stanniferous, -er-us, a.
Containing or affording tin. — Stan'nous, -nus, a.
Of, pert, to, or containing, tin.

tanza, stan'za, n. (Poet.) A combination or arrange-
ment of lines standing together as a division of a

I
song or poem, and agreeing in meter, rhyme, and
number of lines with other stanzas of the same

|

poem: a verse.

I

Staple, sta'pl, n. Orig., a settled mart or market; an
emporium; a principal commodity or production of

J

a country or district; the principal element; chief
ingredient : the thread or pile of wool, cotton, or

\

flax; a loop of metal formed with 2 points, to be
!

driven into wood, to hold a hook; unmanufactured
material ; raw material. — a. Pert, to, or being a
market or staple for, commodities ; established in
commerce: settled: regularly produced or made for
market: chief: principal. — Sta'pler, n. A dealer in

i
staple commodities; one employed to assort wool ac-
cording to its staple.

Star, star, n. One of the innumerable luminous
bodies seen in the heavens; that which resembles
the figure of a star, as an ornament worn on the
breast to indicate rank or honor; the figure of a star
[thus *] used in writing or printing, as a reference
to a note in the margin, and for other purposes, an
asterisk; a person of brilliant and attractive quali-
ties, esp. on public occasions; a distinguished theat-
rical performer, etc. — v. t. [starred (staid),

-ring.] To set or adorn with stars, or bright, radi-
ating bodies. — v. i. To be bright, or attract atten-
tion, as a star; to shine like a star; to figure promi-
nentlv, esp. as a theatrical performer. — Star'less,
n. Having no stars visible, or no starlight. — Star'-
light, ». The light from the stars, — a. Lighted by
the stars, or by the stars only. — Star'ry, -ri, a.

Abounding with, or adorned with, stars; consisting
of, or proceeding from, the stars; stellar; shining
like, or resembling, stars. — Star'-cham/ber, n. An
ancie it court of criminal jurisdiction in England,
which sat without the intervention of a jury, and
was abolished during the reign of Charles I.,"on ac-
count of its tyr-
anny and injus-
tice, — so called
fr. its being held
in a chamber
whose ceiling was
decorated with
stars. — Star'-
finch. n. A bird,
the red - start. —
-fish, n. A prickly
radiate marine an-
imal of many spe-
c i e s.— fort. n.
(Fort.) A fort
having projecting
exterior angles. —
-gaz'er. a. One
who gazes at the stars; in
contempt, an astronomer.—gaz'ing. n. Act or prac-
tice of observing the stars
with attention: astrology.

Starboard, star'bord or
-herd, ». (Xaut.) The
right hand side of a ship
or boat, to a person look-
ing forward. — a. Pert, to the right hand side of a
ship; being or lyinsr on the right side.

Starch, starch, a." Stiff: precise; rigid, — n. A white
granular substance, chiefly of vegetable origin, used
tor stiffening cloth, etc.— v. t. [starched (starcht),
starching.] To stiffen with starch. — Starched,
starcht, p. a. Stiffened with starch: stiff: precise;
formal.— Starch'edness, n. State of being starched;
stiffness in manners; formality. — Starch'ly, adv.
In a starch manner; formally. — Starch'y, -T, a.
Consisting of, or resembling, starch: stiff.

Stare, star, v. i. [stared (stard), staring.] To look
with fixed eyes wide open; to fasten an earnest look
on some object: to gaze, look earnestly. — v. t. To

Star-fort.
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Starling.

look earnestly at, gaze at. — n. Act of staring ; a
fixed look with eyes wide open.

Stark, stark, a. Stiff ; rugged; mere; sheer; pure; down-
right; unmistakable.— adv. Wholly; absolutely.

Starling, startling, n. A blackish omnivorous bird,
about the size of a black-
bird , common in Eu-
rope: it is sociable, and
builds about houses, old
towers, etc.

Starry. See under Star.
Start, start, v- i. To move
suddenly, or spasmodi-
cally, from any sudden
feeling or emotion; to
shrink, wince; to set out,
begin. — v. t. To cause
to move suddenly, alarm,
startle, rouse; to produce
suddenly to view or no-
tice; to bring within pur-
suit; to move suddenly
from its place, dislocate.
(JYaut.) To quicken or give a start to by punishing
with a rope's end.— n. A sudden spring, leap, or mo-
tion, occasioned by surprise, fear, pain, etc.; a star-

tle; shock; a convulsive motion, twitch, or spasm; a
wanton orunexpected movement; a sally; act of set-

ting out; projection; horn; tail. — Start'ing-post, n.

A post, stake, barrier, or place, from which competi-
tors in a race start, or begin the race. — Start'-up, n.

An upstart; a kind of high rustic shoe.— Startle, v.

i. [-led (-Id), -ling.] To shrink: to move suddenly,
or be excited, on feeling a sudden alarm.— v. t. To
excite by sudden alarm, surprise, or apprehension;
to start, shock, frighten, alarm, surprise. — n. A
sudden motion or shock occasioned by an unex-
pected alarm, surprise, or apprehension of danger.

Starve, starv, v. i. [starved (starvd), starving.] To
perish or die with cold; to perish with hunger, suf-
fer extreme hunger or want, be very indigent. — v.

t. To kill with cold, or with hunger; to distress or
subdue by famine; to destroy by want; to deprive of
force or vigor. — Starvation, n. Act of, or state of
being, etc. — Starve'ling, a. Hungry; lean; pining
with want. — n. An animal or plant made thin,

lean, and weak through want of nutriment.
State, stat, n. Circumstances or condition of a being
or thing at any given time; rank; quality; condition
of prosperity or grandeur; dignity; appearance of
greatness; pomp; any body of men united by pro-
fession, or constituting a community of a particu-
lar character, having a direct or indirect representa-
tion in the government; an estate; the civil power;
a body politic; the whole body of people united un-
der one government, whatever may be the form of
the government; in the U. S., one of the common-
wealths or bodies politic, the people of which make
up the body of the nation, and which stand in cer-
tain specified relations with the national govern-
ment.— a. Pert, to the government or the public
affairs of a state or nation, —v. t. To express the
particulars of, represent fully in words, narrate, re-
cite. — Sta'tus, n. State ; condition ; standing ;

rank ; position of affairs. — Sta'tus in quo, Sta/-
tus quo, -kwo. Condition in which things were
at first, as in a treaty between belligerents, which
leaves each party in statu quo ante bellum, that is, in
the state in which it was before the war. — Stat'ed,
a. Settled; established; regular: occurring at reg-
ular times; fixed; established.— Stat'edly, adv. At
stated or appointed times.
State'-house, n. The building ->

in which the legislature of a state
holds its sessions; a state capitol.
-—room, n. A magnificent room
in a palace or great house; a small
apartment for sleeping in a ship,
etc.— Sta'tant, a. (Her.) In a
standing position. — Stately, a.
[-LIBR ; -liest.] Evincing state
or dignity, lofty; dignified; ma-
jestic; magnificent; grand; au-
gust.— adv. Majestically; loftily.
— State'liness, n. — State'men't, n

Lion Statant.

Act of stating.

reciting, or presenting,- verbally or on paper; that
which is stated; a narrative; recital. — States'man,
n. A man versed in public affairs and in the prin-
ciples and art of government; esp., one eminent for
political abilities; one employed in public affairs.—
States'manly, adv. In a manner becoming a states-

man. — Statesmanship, n. The qualifications or
employments of a statesman. — Stalion, n. The
spot or place where anything stands, esp., where a
person or thing habitually stands, or is appointed to
remain for a time; a stopping-place where railroad
trains take in passengers, etc.; place where the po-
lice force of any precinct is assembled when not on
duty; post assigned; office; situation; position; em-
ployment; occupation; business; character; state;
social position ; condition of life. (Siirv.) The
place at which an instrument is planted, and obser-
vations are made. (Eccl.) The fast of the 4th and
6th days of the week, Wednesday and Friday, in
memory of the council which condemned Christ,
and of his passion; a church, among the Roman
Catholics, where indulgences are to be had on cer-
tain days; one of the places at which ecclesiastical
processions pause for the performance of an act of
devotion. — v. t. [stationed (-shund), -honing.]
To place, set, appoint to the occupation of a post,
place, or office. — Sta'tional, a. Of, or pert, to, a
station. — Stationary, -a-rt, a. Not moving, or not
appearing to move; fixed; not improving; not grow-
ing wiser, greater, or better.— Sta'tioner, ft. One
who sells paper, pens, inkstands, pencils, and other
furniture for writing. — Stationery, -er-I, n. The
articles sold by stationers.

—

a. Belonging to a sta-

tioner. — Sta'tist, n. A statesman; politician; one
skilled in government. — Statislic, -tical, a. Pert,
to the condition of a people, their economy, property,
and resources; pert, to statistics.—Statistically, adv.
In the way of statistics. — Stat'isti'cian, -tish'an,
n. One familiar with the science of statistics. — Sta-
tistics, n. A collection of facts arranged and classi-
fied, respecting the condition of the people in a state,
or any particular class or interest; the science which
has to do with the collection and classification of
such facts. — Stalive, -tiv, a. Pert, to a fixed camp,
or military posts or quarters. [L. stativus, fr. stare. J— Stat'ue, stat'u, n. The likeness of a living being,
formed from stone, metal, wax, etc., by carving,
casting, or molding. — Stat'uary, -u-a-ri, n. Art of
carving statues or images; one who practices the art
of carving images or making statues; a statue, or
collection of statues. — Statuesque', -esk', a. Par-
taking of, or exemplifying, the characteristics of a
statue.—Stat'uette'", -ef, n. A small statue.—Staf-
ure, -ur, n. The natural height of an animal body,
—generally used of the human body.—Stat'ute, -ut,

n. An act of the legislature of a state or country,
declaring, commanding, or prohibiting something;
a positive law; the act of a corporation, or of its

founder, intended as a permanent rule or law. —
Statute of limitations. (Laiv.) A statute assigning
a certain time, after which rights cannot be enforced
by action. — Stat'utory, -u-to-rt, a. Enacted by
statute ; depending on statute for its authority.—
Static, -ical, a. Pert, to bodies at rest, or in equi-
librium; resting; acting by mere weight. — Statics,
n. sina. That branch of "mechanics which treats of
the equilibrium of forces, or relates to bodies as held

I at rest by the forces acting on them.
Staunch. See Stanch.
Stave. See under Staff.
Stay, sta, v. i. [stayed or staid (stad), staying.]
To remain, continue in a place, stop, stand still; to
continue in a state; to wait, attend; to dwell, tarry \

to rely, confide, trust. — v. t. To hold from proceed-
ing, withhold, restrain, stop; to delay, obstruct; to
stop from motion or falling; to prop, hold up, sup-
port; to sustain with strength, satisfy in part. — n.
Continuance in a place; abode for a time indefinite;
sojourn; cessation of motion or progression ; stand;
stop; that which serves as a prop or support; pi. a
bodice; corset.— Stay'er, n. One who, or that which,
stays, stops, or restrains ; one vho upholds or sup-
ports. — Staid, stad, a. Sober, not wild, volatile,
flighty, or fanciful ; grave ; composed : sedate.

Stay, sta, n. (Naut.) A large, strong rope, employed

efin, cube, full ; moon, ftfot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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to support a

mast. — v. t.

(Naut.) To
tack, as a ves-
sel, so that
the wind, fr.

being on one
side,iscaused
to blow on
the other. —
Stay'sail, ?i.

Any sail ex-
tended on a
stav.

Stead, sted, n.

Place or
room which
another had.
or might
h a v e . — To
stand in
stead. To be
of use or
great advan

Stays and Staysails.

foretopmast-stay sail ; b, main topmast-
stay sail ; c, maintop-gallant-stay sail ;

d. main-royal-stay sail ; e, mizzen-stay
sail ; /, mizzentopmast-stay sail ; g. h,

fore, main, and mizzen-top-mast and top-
gallant-mast back stays ; i, tore-stay ; /,
main-stay ; k, mizzen-stay.

tage. — Stead'fast, or. Firmly fixed or established ;

fas: fixed; firm; constant; resolute.— Stead'y, -T, a.

water is converted, when heated to the boiling point;
mist formed by condensed vapor; visible vapor; any
exhalation.— v. i. [steamed (stemd), steaming.]
To rise or pass off in vapor, or like vapor; to rise in
steam-like vapor; to move or travel oy the agency
of steam. — v. t. To exhale, evaporate; to apply
steam to for softening, dressing, or preparing. —
Steam'y, -T, a. Consisting of. resembling, or full of
steam; vaporous; misty. — Steam'er, n. A vessel
propelled by steam ; a fire-engine, the pumps of
which are worked by steam; a vessel in which arti-

cles are subjected to the action of steam, as in wash-
ing or cookery. — Steam'-boat, n. A boat, esp. one
of large size, propelled through the water by steam-
power.—boiler, n. A boiler for generating steam,
or for subjecting objects to the operation of steam.—
-en'gine, n. An engine moved by steam.—gauge, n.
An instrument for indicating the pressure of the
steam in a boiler.—pack'et. n. A packet or vessel
propelled by steam, and running periodically be-
tween certain ports.— ship, ». A ship propelled
by the power of steam.—tug. n. A steam-vessel
used in towing ships.—ves'sel, n. A vessel pro-
pelled by steam.

Stearine, ste'a-rin, n. The harder ingredient of ani-
mal fat, forming the principal part of tallow; super-

[-IER; -iest.] Firm in standing or position; fixed; i heated steam separates it into glycerine and stearic
constant in feeling, purpose, or pursuit ; not fickle
changeable, or wavering ; uniform ; regular ; unde
viating; unremitted; stable. — v. t. [steadied (-id).

-YIXG.J To hold or keep from shaking, reeling, or
falling; to support.— v. i. To be firm; to maintain an
upright position.— Stead'ily, adv. — Steadiness, n.

Steak, stak, n. A slice of beef, etc., for broiling.'
Steal, stel, v. t. [imp. stole; p. p. stolen; stealing.]
To take without right or leave; to withdraw or con-
vey without notice, or clandestinely: to gain or win
by address or gradual and imperceptible means; to
accomplish in a concealed or unobserved manner:
to filch, pilfer, purloin.— r. i. To practice theft;
to slip in, along, or away, unperceived. —Stealth,
stelth, n. The bringing to pass anything in a secret
or concealed manner: a secret or clandestine pro-
cedure. — Stealth'y, -T, a. [ier; -iest.] Done by
stealth; accomplished clandestinely; unperceived;
secret; private: sly.

stem, n. The elastic, aeriform fluid into which
Steelyard.

Condensing Beam-engine.
a, steam-cylinder ; b, piston ; c,

upper steam-port or passage ; d,
lower steam-port ; e e, parallel
motion;//, beam; g, connect-
ing rod ; h, crank ; i i, fly-wheel;
k k, eccentric and it3 rod for
working the steam-valve ; I,

steam-valve and valve-casing ;

mi, throttle-vaive ; n, condenser ;

acid (popularly called stearine and used for candles).— Ste'atite, -a-tlt, n. (Min.) A soft magnesian rock
bavins a soapy feel; soap-stone.

Stedfast. See Steadfast.
Steed, sled, n. A horse; esp., a spirited horse for state
or war.

Steel, stel, n. Iron combined with a small portion of
carbon, used in making a great variety of instru-
ments ; an instrument made of steel, as a sword,
knife, etc.; an instrument of steel for sharpening
table knives upon: hardness; sternness; rigor.— v. t.

[steeled (steld), steeling.] To overlay, point, or
edge with steel; to make hard or extremely hard; to
make insensible or obdurate;
to cause to resemble steel, as
in smoothness, polish, or oth-
er qualities. — Steel'y, -T, a.

Made, consisting of, or re-
sembling, steel ; Jiard ; firm.

.

— Steel'yard, stel'- or stil'-
y-ird. n. A form of balance
in which the body to be
weighed is suspended from the shorter arm of a
lever and the poise upon the longer arm, which is

marked with notches to indicate the weight.
Steep, step, a. Ascending or descending with great
inclination: precipitous. — n. A precipitous place,
hill, mountain, rock, or ascent.— Stee'ple, -pi, n. A

tower or turret of a church, etc., ending in a
point; a spire.— Stee'^le-chase, n. A race be-
tween a number of horsemen, to see which can
first reach some distant object (as a church
steeple) in a straight course.

Steep, step, v. t. [steeped (stept), steeping.]
To soak in a liquid, macerate ; to extract the
essence of by soaking, esp. in a warm liquid.
— Steepler, "n. A vessel, vat, or cistern, in
which tilings are steeped.

Steer, ster, n. A young male of the bovine genus;
esp., a castrated taurine male from 2 to 4 years
old. — Stirk, sterk, n. A young ox or heifer.

Steer, ster, r. t. [steered (sterd), steering.] To
control the career of, direct, guide, govern, —
applied esp. to a vessel in the water.— v. i. To
direct and govern a ship or other vessel in its

course: to be directed and governed; to conduct
one's self . — Steer'age. -ej, n. Act or practice
of directing and governing in a course. {Naut.)
The manner in which a ship is affected by the
helm ; an apartment in the space between decks
forward of the great cabin ; an apartment in a
ship for an inferior class of passengers. That
by which a course is directed. — Steers'man,
sterz^man, n. One who steers ; the helmsman
of a ship.

pump for supplying the condenser Steeve, stev, v. i. (Shipbuilding.') To make an
cistern ; u, governor. angle with the horizon, or with the line of a

vessel's keel, — said of the bowsprit.

o, injection-cock ; p, air pump ;

g, hot-well ; r, shifting-valve,

for creating a vacuum in the con-
denser, previous to starting the
engine ; s. feed-pump for supply-
ing" the boilers ; t, cold water

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; Odd, tone, dr

;
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Steganography, steg-a-nogra-fY, n. The art of writ-

ing in ciphers, or characters
not intelligible except to the
persons who correspond with
each other.

Stellar, stellar, -lary, -la-rf, a.

Pert, to stars; astral; lull of
stars; set with stars; starry.
— Stel'late, -lated, a. Re-
sembling a star ; radiated.
(Bot.) Arranged in the form
of a star. — Stelliferous,
-lifer-us, a. Having, or
abounding with stars. — Srellnrp T navM
Stel'liform, -ll-ffirm, a. Like &teUate Leaves.

a star; radiated. — Stellular, a. Having the shape
of little stars; radiated.

Stem, stem, n. The principal body of a tree, shrub,
or plant of any kind; a little branch which connects
a fruit or flower with a main branch; the stock of a
family; a descendant; progeny. {Naut.) A curved
piece of timber to which the 2 sides of a ship are
united at the fore end; the forward part of a vessel;
the leading position; lookout. (Mus.) The short,
perpendicular line added to the body of a note.
( Gram.) That part of an inflected word which re-
mains unchanged (except by euphonic variations)
throughout a given inflection. — v. t. [stemmed
(stemd), -Ming.] To oppose, or cut, as with the
stem of a vessel; to make progress against, as a cur-
rent; to oppose ; to check (a stream or moving force.)— Stem'-wind'er, n. A watch which is wound up
or regulated by a mechanism connected with the
stem, and not by a key.

Stench, stench, n. A bad smell; offensive odor; stink.
— Stench'-trap, n. A
contrivance to pre-
vent stench from ris-

ing from openings of
sewers, etc.

Stencil, sten'sil, n. A
thin plate of metal,
leather, or other ma-
terial, used in paint-
ing, marking, etc. ;

the pattern is cut
out of the plate, Stench-trap,

which is then laid Hat on the surface to be marked,
and the color brushed over it. — v. t. [stenciled
(-sild), -CILING.] To paint or color with stencils.

Stenography, ste-nog'ra-f T, n. The art of writing in
short-hand, by using abbreviations or characters for
whole words.— Stenographer, n. One skilled in
stenography. — Stenograph'ic, -ical, -graf'ik-al, a.

Of, or pert, to, etc.— Stenographist, n. A stenog-
rapher.

Stentorian, sten-to'rY-a/i , a. Extremely loud; able to
utter a very loud sound.

Step, step, v. i. [stepped (stept), -ping.] To advance
or recede by a movement of the feet; to walk a lit-

tle distance; to walk gravely, slowly, or resolutely;
to advance, come, or enter (with in or into).— v. t.

To set, as the foot; to fix the foot of (a mast) in its

step; set erect. — n. An advance or movement made
by one removal of the foot; a pace; one remove in as-
cending or descending; a stair; space passed by the
foot in walking or running; a small space or dis-
tance; gradation; degree; act of advancement; pro-
fression; decisive gam or advantage; a print of the
oot; footprint; track; trace; vestige; gait; manner
of walking; proceeding; measure; action; the round
or run die of a ladder. (3lns.) A degree,— a name
sometimes given to one of the larger diatonic de-
grees or intervals of the scale, as between 1 and 2.

pi. A portable frame-work of stairs. (Naut.) A
Dlock of wood, or a solid platform on the keelson,
supporting the heel of the mast; a piece of wood
in which another is fixed upright. (Mach.) A kind
of bearing in which the lower extremity of a spin-
dle or a vertical shaft revolves. — Step'ping-stone,
n. A raised stone to keep the feet above the water or
mud; a means of progress or further advancement.

Step-child, step'child, n. Orig. a bereft or orphan
child; the child of one's husband or wife by a for-
mer marriage.— Step'-brotb/er, n. A son ofa step-

Stereography.

tetrahedron ; 6, hex-
ahedron or cube; c, oc-

tahedron ; d, dodeca-
hedron ; e, icosahe-
dron

.

father or mother by a former marriage. — -daugh-
ter, n.—fa'ther, n. A man married to one's mother
after the death of one's own father. — -moth'er, n.—sis'ter, n.—son, h.

Steppe, step, n. One of the vast plains in S. E. Eu-
rope and Asia, elevated, and free from wood.

Stercoraceous, ster-ko-ra'shus, a. Of, or pert, to,

dung, or partaking of its nature.
Stere, star, n. The metric unit for solid measure,
commonly used for bulky articles, being equal to 1

cubic meter = 35.3166 Eng., or 31.31044 Amer. cubic
feet. — Stereography, -ra-

ft, n. Art of delineating the
forms of solid bodies on a
plane; a branch of solid
geometry which shows the
construction of all solids
which are regularly defined.
— Sts'reograpb/ic, -ical, ste'-

,

re-o-grafik-al, a. Made or d
done according to the rules of
stereography ; delineated on a
plane.— Stereometry, -e-trT,

n. Art of measuring solid
bodies, and finding their solid
contents. — Stereop'ticon,
-tT-kon, n. A kind of magic
lantern so arranged as to
throw greatly magnified pho-
tographic views on a screen,
with stereoscopic effect.
— Ste'reoscope, -re-o-skop, n. An optical instrument
for giving to pictures the appearance of solid forms,
as seen in nature.— Ste'reoscop'ic, -ical, -skSp'ik-al,
a. Pert, or adapted to, or produced by, the stereo-
scope; having the appearance of solid forms.— Stere-
ot'omy, -ofo-mi, n. The science or art of cutting
solids into certain figures or sections, as arches, etc.
— Stereotype, -re-o-tlp, n. A plate of type-metal,
presenting a facsimile of the surface of a page of
type or an engraving; art of making plates of type-
metal which shall be facsimiles of pages of type.—
v. t. [stereotyped (-tipt), -typing.] To make ste-

reotype plates for (a book, etc.) — Ste'reotyp'er, n.

One who makes stereotype plates or works in a ste-

reotype foundry. — Ste'reotypography, -ti-pog'ra-
fT, n. Art or practice of printing from stereotype
plates.

Sterile, ster'il, a. Producing little or no crop; bar-
ren; unfruitful; not fertile; producing no young;
destitute of ideas or sentiment. (Bot.) Bearing only
stamens. — SteriKity, -ril'Y-ti , n. Quality or con-
dition of being sterile; barrenness; unfruitfulness.

Sterling, sterling, a. Belonging to, or relating to,

the British money of account, or to. the British coin-
age; genuine; pure; of excellent quality.

Stern, stern, a. Fixed, with an aspect of severity and
authority; severe of manner; rigidly steadfast; aus-
tere; harsh; cruel; unrelenting; immovable.

Stern, stern, n. (Naut.) The hind part of a ship or
other vessel, or of a boat: see Ship. The hinder
part of anything. — Stern'-board, w. (Naut.) The
backward motion of a vessel; a loss of way in mak-
ing a tack.—chase, n. A chase in which 2 vessels
sail on the same course, one following in the wake
of the other.

—

chase, -chas'er, n. A cannon placed
in a ship's stern, pointing backward, and intended
to annoy a ship in pursuit of her. post, n. A
straight piece of timber, erected on the extremity of
the keel to support the rudder and terminate the
ship behind. — -sheets, n. pi. That part of a boat
between the stern and the aftermost seat of the
rowers. — -way, n. The movement of a ship back-
ward, or with her stern foremost.

Sternum, ster'num, n. (Anat.) A flat, symmetrical
bone on the median line of the chest in front; the
breast-hone. — Stern'al, a. Pert, to, etc.

Sternutation, ster-nu-ta'shun, n. The act of sneez-
ing. — Sternu'tative, -ta-tiv, -tatory, -ta-to-rY, a.

Having the quality of exciting to sneeze.— Sternu'-
tatory, ??. A substance that provokes sneezing.

Stertorious, stSr-to'ri-us, Ster'torons.-to-rus,^ Char-
acterized by a deep snoring, which accompanies in-

spiration in some diseases, esp. apoplexy; hoarsely
breathing; snoring.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ? linger or ink, then, boxboN, chair, get.
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Stethoscope, steth'o-skop, n. An instrument used to
distinguish sounds in the human chest, so that the
operator may judge of the regular action or condi-
tion ofthe heart, lungs, etc.

Steve, stev, v. t. To stow (cotton or wool) in a ship's
hold.— Ste'vedore', -ve-dor', n. One who loads and
unloads vessels in port.

Stew, stu, v. t. [stewed (stud), stewing.] To cook
by boiling slowly, in a moderate manner, or with a
simmering heat; to seethe, —v. i. To boil in a slow,
gentle manner; to be cooked in heat and moisture;
to worry, fret. — n. A house for bathing, sweating,
cupping, etc. ; a house of prostitution ; brothel ; a
dish that has been cooked by stewing; esp. a dish of
meat cut in pieces and cooked in gravy with or with-
out vegetables; a state of agitating excitement; con-
fusion.

Steward, stu'ard, n. A man employed to manage do-
mestic concerns, superintend other servants, collect
rents, keep accounts, etc. (]S

r
aiit.) A head waiter

and storekeeper on board a ship or other vessel. A
fiscal agent of certain bodies. — Stew'ardess, n. A
female waiter in charge of the ladies' cabin on ship-
board. — Stewardship, n. The office of a steward.

Stibial, stib'i-al, a. Like, or having the qualities of,
antimony; antimonial.

Stich. stik, n. A verse, of whatever measure or num-
ber of feet; a line in the Scriptures; a row of trees.

Stick, stik, n. A small shoot, or branch, of a tree or
shrub, cut off; a rod; staff; any stem or branch of a
tree, of any size, cut for fuel or timber; a piece of
wood, esp. a long, slender piece ; anything shaped
like a stick. (Print.) An instrument of adjusta-
ble width in which type is arranged in words and
lines: see Composing-stick. A thrust; stab.— v. t.

[stuck, sticking.] To cause to enter, as a pointed
instrument; to pierce, stab, kill by piercing; to fas-
ten or cause to remain by piercing ; to set, fix in; to
set with something pointed; to fix on a pointed in-
strument ; to attach by causing to adhere to the
surface. (Print.) To compose or arrange in a com-
posing-stick. — v. i. To hold to, by cleaving to the
surface, as by tenacity of attraction ; to adhere ; to
remain where placed; to cling, be united closely;
to be hindered from proceeding, stop; to be embar-
rassed or puzzled, hesitate ; to cause difficulties or
scruples; to adhere closely in friendship and affec-
tion.— Stick'y, -T, a. [-ier ; -iest.] Inclined to
stick ; having the quality of adhering to a surface ;

adhesive ; gluey; viscous ; viscid ; glutinous; tena-
cious. — Stick'-lac, n. Lac in its natural state, in-

crusting small twigs.—
Stickleback, -1-bak, n. A
small nest-building fish,

o f several species, — so
called from the spines
which arm its back, ven-
tral fins, and other parts.

Stickle, stik'l, v. i. [-led Stickleback.

(-Id), -ling.] To take part with one side or the other;
to contend, contest, or altercate, in a pertinacious
manner on insufficient grounds; to stand for one's
rights. — Stickler, n. One who stickles; one who
arbitrates a duel; a second; an umpire; one who
pertinaciously contends for some trifling thing.

Stiff, stif , a. Not easily bent ; not flexible or pliant

;

not liquid or fluid; thick and tenacious; inspissated;
impetuous in motion; not easily subdued; firm in
resistance or perseverance; rigid; inflexible; stub-
born; obstinate; pertinacious; rigorous: not natural
and easy; formal in manner. (Naut.) Bearing a press
of canvas without careening much. — Stiffen, stif'n

,

v. t. [-ened (-nd), -ening.] To make stiff, make
less pliant or flexible; to inspissate, make more thick
or viscous.—v.i. To become stiff, become more rigid
or less flexible; to become more thick, or less soft,

be inspissated ; to become less susceptible of oppres-
sion, grow more obstinate.— Stiff'-necked, -nekt, a.
Stubborn: inflexible; obstinate; contumacious.

Stifle, sti'fl.r. t. [-fled (-fld), -fling.] To stop the
breath, choke, oppress with foul air, etc., suffocate,
smother: to extinguish, deaden, quench; to suppress
the manifestation" or report of, conceal, repress, de-
stroy.— n. (Fa>:) The joint on the hind leg of a
horse next to the flank, and corresponding to the

8, Stigma. (Bot.)

knee in man: see Horse. A disease in the knee-pan
of a horse or other animal.

Stigma, stig'ma, n. ; E. pi. -mas, -maz, L. pi. -mata,
-ma-ta. A mark with a burning iron; a brand; any
mark of infamy. (£ot.) The
upper vascular part of the pis-
til, which receives the pollen.
—Stigmat'ic, -ical, a. Marked
with a stigma, or with some-
thing reproachful to charac-
ter ; impressing with infamy
or reproach. — Stig'matize.
v.t. [-tized (-tizd), -tizing.]
To mark with a stigma or
brand ; to set a mark of dis-
grace on, characterize by a
mark or term of reproach.

Stile, stil, n. A pin set on the face of a dial to form a
shadow; a style.

Stile, stil, k. A step, or set of steps, for passing a fence
or wall.

Stiletto, stl-lefto, n. ; pi. -tos, -t5z. A small dagger
with a round, pointed blade; a pointed instru-
ment for making eyelet holes in working mus-
lin.— v. t. [stilettoed (-tod), -toing.] To
stab or pierce with a stiletto.

Still, stil, v. t. [stilled (stild), stilling.] To
stop (noise, motion, or agitation) ; to make
quiet ; to quiet (tumult, agitation, or excite-
ment) ; to calm, allay, lull, pacify, appease,
subdue, suppress, silence, check, restrain, — a.
Uttering no sound ; silent ; not disturbed by
noise or agitation ; motionless ; quiet ; calm; Sti-

serene; inert; stagnant. — n. Freedom from letto.

noise; silence. — adv. To this time; until and during
the time now present; habitually; always; uniform-
ly; by an additional degree; with repeated and added
efforts; notwithstanding what has been said or done;
in spite of what has occurred; nevertheless,— some-
times used as a conjunction; after that.— StilKy,
a. Still; quiet; calm.—adv. Silentlv; without noise;
calmly ; quietly ; without tumult. — Still'-birth, n.

A thing born without life.—born, a. Dead at the
birth ; abortive.—burn, adv. To burn in the pro-
cess of distillation.—life, n. (Painting.) The class
or style of painting which represents objects not hav-
ing animate existence, as fruits, flowers, dead game
or animals, etc.

Still, stil, n. An apparatus used in the distillation of
liquors, etc.; a dis-
tillery.— v. i. and t. To
distill. -Stillati'tious,
-tish^us, a. Falling in ^7
drops, drawn by a still.

— StiKlatory, -to-rT, n. j
An alembic ; a vessel °
for distillation ; place
where distillation is

performed ; a labora-
torv.

Stilts stilt, n. A piece of
wood constructed to
raise the foot above the
ground in walking ; a SlnlPle form of Still,

root which rises above 6, retort or boiler ; c, d, head and

the surface' of the neck; e, end of neck where it

ground.— v. t. To raise JoiD5 the worm ; /, cock; g,

on stilts, elevate; to
™rm-tub.

raise by unnatural means. — Stilfed, a. Artificially
elevated; pompous.

Stimulate, stim'u-lat, ». t. To excite, rouse, or ani-
mate to action or more vigorous exertion by some
pungent motive, or by persuasion; to incite, impel,
urge, instigate, irritate, exasperate, incense. (Med.)
To produce a transient increase of vital activity in.
— Stim'ulant, a. Serving to stimulate. (Med.) Pro-
ducing increased vital action in the organism, or any
of its parts.— n. That which stimulates, provokes,
or excites. (Med.) An asrent which produces a tran-
sient increase of vital activity in the organism, or
any of its parts. — Stimula'tion, n. Act of stimula-
ting, or state of being stimulated. (Med.) An exalta-
tion of organic action.— Stim'ula'tive, -tiv, a. Hav-
ing the qualit3r of stimulating. — n. That which
stimulates or rouses into more vigorous action.—

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r
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Stim'ula'tor, n. One who, etc.— Stim'ulus, »...; pi.
-Li. A goad; something that rouses the mind or spir-

its; an incitement to action or exertion. (Med.) That
which produces a transient increase of vital action.

Sting, sting, n. A sharp-pointed poison-bearing weap-
on in the head or hinder part of the body of certain
insects and animals: the thrust of a sting into the
flesh; anything that gives acute pain; the point of
an epigram, or other pointed, sarcastic saying. — v. t.

rsTUNG (stang is obsolete), stinging.] To pierce
with a sting; to pain acutely. — Sting'aree', -a-re',

Sting'-ray, n. A fish of the ray family, whose long,
flexible tail is armed with a serrated spine with which
it inflicts ugly wounds. — Stin/go, stin'go, n. Old
beer; sharp or strong liquor. — Sting'y, -Y, a. Hav-
ing power to sting or produce pain.

Stingy, stin'jT, «. [-gier:-giest.] Extremely close and
covetous; avaricious; niggardly.— Stin'giness, n.

Stink, stink, v. i. [stank or stunk, stinking.] To
emit a strong, offensive smell. — n. A strong smell;
disgusting odor. — Stink'ard, n. A mean, stinking,
paltry fellow. (Zobl.) A carnivorous animal allied
to the skunk, found in Java and Sumatra.

Stint, stint, v. t. To restrain within certain limits; to

bound, confine, limit ; to assign a
certain task in labor to.— n. Limit;
bound; restraint; extent; quantity
assigned; proportion allotted.

Stipe, stip, n. (Bot.) The base of a
frond, as of a fern; stalk of a pistil;

trunk of a tree; stem of a fungus or
mushroom when any exists.—Stip'"-
ule, -ul, -ula, -u-la, n. An appendage
at the base of petioles or leaves, usual-
ly resembling a small leaf in texture
and appearance.—Stipulate, -u-lat, a.

Furnished with stipules.

Stipend, sti'pend, n. Settled pay or com-
pensation for services, whether daily
or monthly wages, or an annual sal-

ary.—Stipendiary, -Y-a-rY, a. Receiv-
ing wages or salary.—n. One who, etc.

Stipple, stip'pl, v. t. [-pled (-pld),
-i'ling.] To engrave by means of
dots. — n. A mode of engraving in
imitation of chalk drawings, in which
the effect is produced by dots instead

StipuleHtipulate, a. See under Stipe. s s
>
stiPules -

Stipulate, stip'u-lat, v. i. To make an agreement or
covenant with any person or company to do or for-
bear anything; to bargain; to contract. — Stipula'-
tion, n. Act of stipulating; a contracting or bargain-
ing; that which is stipulated; covenant; agreement;
contract; engagement. — Stip'ula'tor, n.

Stir, stgr, v. t. [stirred (sterd), -king.] To change the
place of in any manner; to agitate; to cause the par-
ticles (of a liquid, etc.) to change place (by motion
of something passing through); to bring into debate,
agitate; to incite to action, instigate, prompt; to
move, rouse, animate, stimulate, excite, provoke.— v.

i. To move one's self, change one's position; to be in
motion, be active; to become the object of notice or
conversation; to rise in the morning. — n. Agita-
tion; tumult; bustle; public disturbance or commo-
tion; seditious uproar; agitation of thoughts.

Stirk. See under Steer, n.

Stirrup, stur'rup or stYr'rup, n. A. kind of ring, for
receiving the foot of a rider, and attached to a strap
fastened to the saddle. (Much.) Any piece resem-
bling the stirrup of a saddle.

Stitch, stich, v. t. [stitched (sticht), stitching.] To
form stitches in; esp., to sew in such a manner as to
show on the surface a continuous line of stitches;
to sew or unite together. — v. i. To practice stitch-

ing. — n. A single pass of a needle in sewing; the
loop or turn of the thread thus made; a single turn
of the thread round a needle in knitting; a space
between 2 double furrows in plowed ground; an
acute lancinating pain, like the piercing of a needle.

Stithy, stith'Y, n. An anvil; a smith's shop; smithy.
Stiver, sti'vgr, n. A Dutch coin and money of ac-
count= 2 cents.

Stoat, stot, n. The ermine, — so called when of a red-
dish color, as in summer.

Bit-stock.

Stock, stok, n. The stem or main body of a tree or
plant; the fixed, strong, firm part; the stem or firm
branch in which a graft is inserted; something fixed,

solid, and senseless; a post; one as dull and lifeless

as a post; the principal supporting part ; part in
which others are inserted, or to which they are at-

tached; the wood to which the barrel, lock, etc., of
afire-arm arc secured; a long, rectangular piece of
wood, which is an important
part of several forms of gun-
carriage; the wooden handle
or contrivance by which bits '

are held in boring; a brace;
block of wood which consti-
tutes the body of a plane; the cross-bar at the upper
end of the shank of an anchor, which cants the
anchor fluke down; block in which an anvil is fixed;
an adjustable handle for holding dies for cutting
screws ; the original progenitor, also, the race or
line of a family ; lineaire ; family ; money invested
in business ; capital of a bank or other company ;

money funded in government securities; pi. prop-
erty consisting of shares in joint-stock companies,
or in the obligations of a government for its funded
debt. (Book-keeping.) The account which is debit-
ed with all the sums contributed or added to the cap-
ital of the concern, and credited with whatever is

at any time withdrawn. Supply provided; store;

goods regularly on hand; whole amount of goods on
hand; raw material.
(Agric.) Domestic
animals or beasts
collected, used, or
raised on a farm. A
kind of stiff, wide
band or cravat for
the nee k. pi. A
frame, with holes
in which the feet or
the feet and hands
of criminals were
confined, pi. The
frame or timbers on
which a ship rests
while building.
(Bot.) A flowering,
cruciferous plant,
several species of
which are cultivated for ornament. (Cookery.)
The essence extracted from meat ; broth. — v. t.

[stocked (stokt), stocking.] To lay up for future
use, as merchandise, etc.; to provide with material
requisites; to store, fill, supply; to put into a pack, as
cards. — ft. Used or available for constant service, as
if constituting a portion of a stock or supply; perma-
nent; standing.—Dead stock. (Agric.) The imple-
ments of husbandry, and produce stored up for use,
— disting. fr. Jive atock, or the domestic animals on a
farm.— To take s. To make an inventory of stock
or goods on hand. — To take s. in. To accept as
truth, feel confidence in. — Stock'y, -Y, a. Thick
and firm: stout; rather thick than tall or corpulent.— Stock'account', n. An account on a merchant's
ledger, one side of which shows the original capital
or stock and subsequent additions thereto, the other-
side showing the amounts withdrawn.—bro'ker,
n. A broker who deals in the purchase and sale of
shares or stocks. —-dove, n. The wild pigeon of
Europe, so called because at one time believed to he
the stock of the domestic pigeon, or else from its

breeding in the stocks of trees. — -exchange', n.
The building or place where stocks are bought and
sold; transactions of all kinds in stocks; an associa-
tion or body of stock-brokers.—fish, n. Fish dried
in the sun without being salted,
— so called from its hardness.—
-holder, ». A proprietor of stock in
the public funds, or in the funds
of a bank or other company.

—

-job'ber, n. One who speculates
in stocks for gain. — -jobbing, n.
Act or art of dealing in stocks.

—

-still, a. Still as a fixed post: per-
fectly still. — Stockade', -ad', n.

(Mil.) A line of posts or stakes Stockade.

Stocks.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fottt ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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set in the earth as a fence or barrier. An inclosure
or pen made with posts and stakes.— v. t. To sur-
round or fortify with sharpened posts fixed in the
ground.— Stocking, n. A close-fitting covering for
the foot and leg, usually knit or woven. — StocV-
inef, -l-net', re. An elastic knit fabric of which
stockings are made.

Stoic, stolk, it A disciple of the philosopher Zeno,
who taught that men should be unmoved by joy or
grief, and submit without complaint to the unavoid-
able necessity by which all things are governed; a
person not easily excited ; an apathetic person. —
Stoic, -ical, a. Of, pert, to, or resembling, the Sto-
ics or their doctrines; unfeelinjr; manifesting indif-
ference to pleasure or pain. — Stoicism, -I-sizm, re.

The opinions and maxims of the Stoics; real or pre-
tended indifference to pleasure or pain.

Stoker, stok'er, n. One employed to tend a furnace
and supply it with fuel, esp. that of a locomotive, or
marine steam-engine.

Stole. See Steal.
Stole, stol, re. A long, loose garment reaching to the

feet. (Rom. Cath. Ch.) A narrow band of silk or
stuff, worn on the left shoulder of deacons, and
across both shoulders of bishops and priests, pendent
on each side nearly to the ground.

Stole, stol. Stolon, n. (Bot.) A lax, trailing stem
given off at the summit of the root, and taking root
at intervals; a
sucker. — Stol'on-
iFerous, -5r-us, a.
Producing or put-
tin? forth stoles.

Stolid, stol' id, a.
Hopelessly insen-
sible or stupid;
dull; foolish.—
Stolidity, n. State
or quality of being

jfi

Stoloniferous Stem.

6tolid; dullness of intellect; stupidity.
Stomach, stum'ak, re. (Anat.) A simple, compound,
or complex cavity or receptacle for food, with mus-
cular membranous walls: it is one of the principal
organs of digestion. Appetite; inclination ; liking;
desire.— v. t [stomached (-akt), -aching.] To re-

sent ; to receive or bear without repugnance, brook.
— Stom'acher, -a-chgr, re. An ornament or support
to the breast, worn by women.— Stomachic, -ical,

sto-maklk-al, a. Of, pert, to, strengthening to, or
exciting the action of, the stomach. — Stomachic,
re. (Med.) A medicine that strengthens the stomach
and excites its action.

Stomp, stomp, v. i. To stamp with the foot.

Stone, ston, re. A mass of concreted earthy or mineral
matter; a fragment or small mass of rock; material
for building, etc., obtained from rock; a precious
stone ; gem ; a monument erected to preserve the
memory of the dead. (Med.) A calculous con-
cretion in the kidneys or bladder; the disease arising
from a calculus. A testicle ; the nut of a drupe
or stone fruit ; a weight which is legally 14 pounds,
but in practice varies with the article weighed. [The
stone of butchers' meat or fish is reckoned at 8 lbs. ;

of cheese, 16 lbs. ; of hemp, 32 lbs. ; of glass, 5

lbs.] Torpidness and insensibility, —v. t. [stoned
(stoud), stoning.] To pelt, beat, or kill with stones;

to free from stones ; to wall or face with stones.
— Stone age. A supposed age of the world, when
stone and bone were used as materials for weapons
and tools, — called also the flint age; succeeded by
the bronze age.— Philosopher's s. A pretended sub-
stance formerly supposed to have the property of
turning any other substance into gold.— Rocking s.

A large stone so balanced upon another stone that it

can be set in motion, or made to oscillate, by a slight
force. — To leave no s. unturned. To use all practi-

cable means to effect an object. — Ston'y, -T, a. Re-
lating to, made of, abounding in, or resembling,
stone; converting into stone; petrifying; inflexible;

hard : cruel ; obdurate. — Stonlness, n. — Ston'y-
heart'ed, a. Hard-hearted ; cruel ; unfeeling. —
Ston'er. n. One who beats or kills with stones; one
who walls with stones.— Stone'-coal, n. Hard coal;
anthracite coal.—cut'ter, re. One whose occupa-
tion is to cut or hew stones.— -fruit, re. Fruit whose

seeds are covered with a hard shell enveloped in.the
pulp, as peaches, cherries, plums, etc.; a drupe.—
-mar'ten, n. The common European or beech mar-
ten; its fur. See Marten.— -ware, n. A species of
potter's ware of a coarse kind, glazed and baked. —
-work, re. Mason's work of stone. — Stone's '-cast,
-throw, re. The distance which a stone may be
thrown by the hand.

Stood. See Stand.
Stook, stot>k, a. A small collection of sheaves set up
in the field, — in Eng., 12 sheaves ; a shock.— v. t.

[stooked (st(56kt), stookihg.] To set up (sheaves
of grain) in stooks.

Stool, stool, n. A seat without a back, intended for
one person; the seat used in evacuating the contents
of the bowels; a discharge from the bowels. — Stool'-
pig'eon, re. A pigeon used as a decoy to draw others
within a net; a person used to decoy others.

Stool, stool, n. The root or stem of a tree or plant, cut
off near the ground, from which shoots spring up;
also, the set of shoots thus produced.

Stoom. Sec Stum.
Stoop, stoop, v. i. [stooped (stoopt), stooping.] To
bend the body downward and forward; to incline
forward in standing or walking; to bend by com-
pulsion; to descend from rank or dignity; to come
down on prey, as a hawk; csp., to come down from
a height with closed wings; to swoop; to alight from
the wing ; to sink. — n. Act of stooping ; habitual
bend of back and shoulders ; descent from dignity
or superiority: condescension; the fall of a bird on
its prey^ a swoop.

Stoop, stoop, n. The steps of a door; often, a porch
with a balustrade and seats on the sides.

Stoop, stoop, n. A vessel of liquor; a flagon.
Stop, stop, y. t. [stopped (stopt), -ping.] To close (an
aperture) by tilling or by obstructing; to obstruct,
render impassable; to arrest the progress of; to hin-
der from acting or moving; to regulate the sound of
(musical strings) by pressing them against the finger-
board; to punctuate. — v. i. To cease to go forward;
to cease from any motion or course of action ; to
spend a short time, stay, tarry.— n. Act of stopping
or state of being stopped; hindrance of progress, of
operation, or of action ; that which stops or obstructs;
any contrivance by which the sounds of a musical
instrument are regulated; a mark of punctuation.— Stop'-cock, re. A faucet;
a cock or valve for checking
or regulating the flow of
water, gas, etc., through or
from a pipe.—gap, re. That

j

which closes or fills up an
opening, gap, or chasm ; a
temporary expedient.—
Stop'page, -pej, re. Act of
stopping or arresting prog-

state of

Stop-cock.

motion, or action; state of being stopped.

—

Stop'per, re. One who, or that which, stops, closes,

shuts, or hinders ; that which closes or fills a vent
or hole in a vessel. (Naut.) A short piece of rope
having a knot at one or both ends, with a lanyard
under the knot, used to secure something.— v. t.

[stoppered (-perd), -pering.] To close or secure
with a stopper.— Stop'ple, -pi, n. That which stops
or closes the mouth of a vessel; a stopper.

Storage. See under Store.
Storax, sto'raks, n. A fragrant resin from the Orien-

tal liquid-ambar and styrax, used in medicine and
perfumery.

Store, stor, re. A source from which supplies may be
drawn; a great quantity; great number; a place of
deposit for large quantities; store-house; magazine;
any place where goods are sold, whether by whole-
sale or retail; pi. articles, esp. of food, accumulated
for some specific object. — v. t. [stored (stord),

storing.] To collect as a reserved supply ; to

accumulate, furnish, supply ; to stock or furnish
against a future time ; to deposit in a store, ware-
house, or other building, for preservation.— In 'tore.

In a state of accumulation or of readiness. — To set

s.by. To value greatly.— Store'-house, re. A build-

ing for keeping goods of any kind, esp. provisions;

a magazine ; warehouse.—room, n. A room in
which articles are stored. — Stor'age, -ej, re. Act of

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare j end, eve, term ; In, ice ; Sdd, tone, or i
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depositing in a store or warehouse for safe keeping;
the safe keeping of goods in a warehouse; price for
keeping goods in a store.

Stork, stSrk, n. A large migratory wading bird, of
several species, allied to the
heron: it feeds upon fish, rep-
tiles, etc., builds its nest upon
tops of chimneys, etc., and is

noted for affection to its

young and its parents.
Storm, stSrm, n. A violent dis-
turbance of the atmosphere,
producing wind, rain, snow,
hail, or thunder and light-
ning ; a fall of rain or snow

;

a violent agitation of human
society ; a civil, political, or
domestic commotion; tumul-
tuous force ; adversity ; dis-
tress. (Mil.) A violent assault
on a fortified place. — v. t.

[stormed (st8rmd), storm. Stork.
ing.] (Mil.) To attack and attempt to take by scal-

ing the walls, forcing gates or breaches, etc.— v. i.

To raise a tempest ; to mow with violence ; to rain,
hail, snow, etc., esp. in a violent manner, —used im-
personally ; to rage, fume.— Storm'-beat, a. Beaten,
injured, or impaired by storms. — Storm'y, -Y, a.

[-IKR; -iest.] Characterized by, or proceeding from,
storm; agitated with furious winds; boisterous; pro-
ceeding from violent agitation or fury; violent; pas-
sionate ; rough. — Stormlness, n.

Story, sto'rY, n. A narration or recital of that which
has occurred ; history ; esp., the relation of an inci-

dent or minor event; a short narrative; tale; a ficti-

tious narrative, less elaborate than a novel ; a false-

hood.— v. t. [storied (-rid), storyixo.] To make
the subject of a story or tale; to narrate or describe.
— Sto'ried, -rid, p. a. Told in a story; having a his-

tory; interesting from the stories pert, to it.

Story, sto'rY, n. A set of rooms on the same floor or
level; a loft; floor.

Stoup, stoop, n. A flagon. (Eccl.) A basin for holy
water at the entrance of Rom.
Cath. churches.

Stout, stowt, a. Strong ; lusty;
vigorous; robust; bold; intrepid;
brave ; big in stature ; large.—
n. A strong kind of beer.

Stove, stov, n. Orig., a house or
room artificially warmed; a hot-
house for plants ; an apparatus
in which fire is made for warm-
ing a room or house, or for culi-
nary or other purposes.

Stove. See Stave.
Stover, sto'ver, n. Fodder, provis-
ion for cattle.

Stow, sto, v. t. [stowed (stod), stowing.] To place
or arrange in a compact mass ; to fill, by packing
closely. — Stow'age, -ej, n. Act or operation of
placing in a suitable position, or the suitable dispo-
sition of several things together; room for the recep-
tion of things to be reposited; state of being laid up.
— Stcw'away, n. One who conceals himself on a
vessel about to sail, to obtain a free passage.

Strabismus, stra-biz'mus, n. (Med.) An affection of
one or both eyes, in which the optic axes cannot be
directed to the same object: squinting.

Straddle, strad'dl, v. i. [-dled (-did), -dling.] To
stand or walk with the legs far apart.— o.t. To
stand or sit astride of. — n. Act of standing, sitting,

or walking with the feet further apart than usual

;

position, or distance between the feet, of one who
straddles. (Stock Excli) A contract which gives
the holder the privilege of calling for stock at a
fixed price, or of delivering it at the same price to
the party who signs the contract.

Straggle, strag'gl, v. i. [-gled (-gld), -gling.] To
wander from the direct course or way ; to rove ; to
wander at large without any certain direction or ob-
ject ; to spread apart.'; to escape or stretch beyond
proper limits, as the branches of a plant ; to occur
at intervals or apart from one another.

Straight, strat.a/fsTRAiGHTER; straightest.] Pass-

Stoup.

ing from one point to another by the nearest course;
direct; not deviating or crooked. (Hot.) Not much
curved. According with justice and rectitude ; up-
right ; even or uniform in quality : without excep-
tion or reservation, —adv. Immediately; directly;
in the shortest time. —Straight'en, -n, v. t. [-ened
(-nd), -ening.] To make straight, reduce to a
straight form.— Straightforward, a. Proceeding in
a straight course; not deviating. — Straightly, adv.
In a right line ; not crookedly. — Straight'ness,
n. Quality or state of being, etc. ; rectitude. —
Straightaway, adv. Immediately; without loss of
time: without delay.

Straight, Straighten. Sometimes written for Strait
Straiten.

Strain, stran, v. t. [strained (strand), straining.]
To draw with force, stretch ; to put to the utmost
strength, exert to the utmost ; to harm by over-ex-
ertion, injure by drawing or stretching, sprain ; to
make tighter ; to make uneasy or unnatural, force,
constrain; to filter.— v. i. To make violent efforts;
to be filtered.— n. A violent effort ; esp., an inju-
rious tension of the muscles, or hurtful over-exer-
tion; a continued course of action; a particular por-
tion of a tune ; esp., one with a peculiar interest or
expression : the subject or theme of a poem or dis-
course; style : turn ; tendency ; inborn disposition;
family ; family blood. — Strain'er, n. One who
strains ; that through which any liquid passes for
purification.

Strait, strat, a. Narrow; close; not broad ; difficult

;

distressful. — n. ( Georj.) A narrow pass or passage,
either in a mountain or in the ocean,— chiefly in pi.
Distress; difficulty: distressing necessity.— Strait'-
ly, adv. In a straight manner; narrowly; closely;
strictly ; rigorously ; intimately. — Straifness, n.
State or quality of being strait; narrowness; strict-
ness ; rigor; distress; difficulty; want; scarcity.—
Straifen, -n, v. t. [-en ed (-nd), -ening.] To make
strait, narrow, confine; to make tense or tight; to dis-
tress, press with poverty or other necessity.—Straif-
jack'et,n. A strait-waistcoat.—laced, -last, a. Bound
tightly with stays; strict in manners or morals.—
-waist'eoat, n. A dress used for restraining maniacs,
or those laboring under violent delirium, and having
long sleeves which are tied behind the back, so that
the arms cannot be extricated from them.

Strake, strak, n. An iron band by which the fellies
of a wheel are secured to each other. (Ship-build-
ing.) A continuous range of planks on the bottom
or sides of a vessel, reaching from the stem to the
stern; a streak.

Stramineous, stra-min'e-us, a. Consisting of straw ;

chaffy; like straw; straw-colored.
Stramonium, stra-mo'nY-um, Stramony, strarn'o-nY,
n. (Bot.) A poisonous
filant having rank
eaves, and large trum-
pet-shaped flowers,— a
species of Datura, —
used in medicine as a
narcotic; thorn-apple.

Strand, strand, n. The
shore or beach of the sea
or ocean, or of a large
lake. — v. t. To drive or
run aground on a 3hore
or strand, as a ship.

—

v. i. To drift or be driv-
en on shore; to run
aground.

Strand, strand, n. One of
the twists of which a
rope is composed. — v. t.

To break one of the
strands of_(a rope).

Strange, stranj, a. Belong-
ing to another country;
not domestic ; belonging to other persons; not be-
fore known, heard, or seen; not according to the
common way; causing surprise: exciting curiosity;
new; outlandish; wonderful; odd; queer; particular.
— Stran'ger, n. One who is strange; a foreigner;
one whose home is at a distance from the place
where he is, but in the same country; one who is

Stramonium.
Leaf, Flower, and Fruit.
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unknown or unacquainted, or not familiar; one not
admitted to fellowship ; a guest ; visitor. (Laxv.)
One not privy to an act, contract, or title.

Strangle, strag'gl, v. t. [-gled (-gld), -gling.] To
destroy the life of by stopping respiration, suffocate,
choke; to suppress. — Strangles, -glz, re. (Far.) A
tumor or swelling in a horse's throat.— Stran'gula'"-
ted, a. (Surg.) Having the circulation stopped in
any part by compression. — Stran'gula'tion, re. Act
of strangling; suffocation. (Med.) Inordinate com-
pression or constriction. — Stran'gury, -gu-rl, re.

(Med.) A painful discharge of urine, drop Dy drop.— Strangu'rious, stran-gu'rf-us, a. Laboring un-
der strangury; of the nature of strangury.

Strap, strap, n. A long, narrow slip of cloth, leather,
or other material, of various forms and for various
uses; an instrument for sharpening a razor; a strop.

( Cai-p.) An iron plate for connecting 2 or more tim-
bers, to which it is screwed by bolts. (Mach.) A
band or strip of metal, usually curved, to clasp and
hold other parts. (Naut.) A piece of rope formed
into a circle, used to retain a block in its position.—
v. t. [strapped (strapt"), -ping.] To beat or chas-
tise with a strap; to fasten or bind with a strap; to
sharpen by rubbing on a strap, as a razor.— Strap-
pa'do, re. A military punishment, which consisted
in drawing an offender to the top of a beam, and
letting him fall. — v. i. To punish* or torture by the
strappado.

Strapping, strap'ping, a. Tall; lusty; bouncing.
Strata, pi. of Stratum.
Stratagem, strafa-jem, re. Apian or scheme for deceiv-
ing an enemy; any artifice. — Strat'egefics, -jef-
iks, n. (Mil.) Science of military movement; gen-
eralship. — Strate'gic, -gical, -te'jik-al, a. Pert, to
strategy; effected by artifice. — Strategic point. Any
point or region in the theater of warlike operations
which affords to its possessor an advantage over his
opponent. — Strategist, re. One skilled in strategy,
or the science of directing great military movements.
-Strategy, re. Science of military command, or
science of directing great military movements; gen-
eralship.

Stratum, stra'tum, re. ; pi. -ta, -ta. (Geol.) A layer of
earth or rock of any kind, formed by natural causes,
esp. when it is one of a series of layers. A bed or
layer artificially made. — Strat'ify, strat'T-fi, v. t.

[-fied (-fid), -fying.] To form or deposit in layers,
as substances in the earth; to lay in strata. — Strat'-
ifica'tion, re. State of being formed into layers in
the earth; act of laying in strata; process of being
arranged in strata or layers. — Strafiform, a. Hav-
ing the form of strata.

Straw, straw, re. The stalk or stem of certain species
of grain, pulse, etc.; a mass of the stalks of certain
species of grain when cut, and after being thrashed;
anything proverbially worthless. — Man of straw.
An image of straw, etc., resembling a man; an im-
aginary person.— S. bail. Worthless bail, as being
given by irresponsible persons. — S. bid. A bid for
a contract, which the bidder is unable or unwilling
to fulfill.— To be in
the s. To be brought
to bed, as a pregnant
woman, beds having
been formerly made
of straw. — Straw'y,
-T, a. Pert, to, made
of, or like, straw. —
Straw'-coPor, re. The
color of dry straw; a
delicate, yellowish
color. — Straw'berry,

, re. A plant and its

fruit, of many varie-
ties.

Stray, s t r a , v. i.

[strayed (strad),
straying.] To wan-
der, as from a direct
course, from compa-
ny, or from the proper
limits, or from the
path of duty or recti-
tude; to deviate, err,

swerve, depart; to go astray; to go at large, roam,
rove. —a. Having gone astray; strayed; wandering.— re. Any domestic animal that wanders at large, or
is lost; an estray.

Streak, strek, n. A line or long mark, of a different
color from the ground ; a stripe. (Ship-building.) A
uniform range of planks on the side or bottom, reach-
ingfrom the stem to the stern. —v. t. [streaked
(stiekt), streaking.] To form streaks or stripes in;
to stripe. — Streaked, strekt or strek'ed, a. Marked
or variegated with stripes of a different color.—
Streak'y.-T, a. Having streaks; striped; variegated
with lines of a different color.

Stream, strem, re. A river, brook, or other course of
running water; a current of fluid, as of water in the
ocean, or of melted metal, or a flow of air or gas; an
issuing in beams or rays, as of light; anything issu-
ing from a source, and moving with a continued suc-
cession of parts; drift; tendency; current of affairs
or events; a number of individuals moving on with-
out interval, —v. i. [streamed (stremd), stream-
ing.] To issue in a stream, flow in a current, as a
fluid or whatever resembles fluids ; to pour out or
emit an abundant stream (of tears) ; to issue in
streaks or rays, radiate; to extend, stretch in a long
line.— v. t. To send forth in a current or stream; to
pour..

— Streamer, n. An ensign or flag; pennon;
an auroral stream or column of light shooting up-

rlet, re. A smallward from the horizon.
stream; rivulet; rill. — Stream'y, -T, a. Abounding
with streams or running water; flowing with a cur-
rent.

Street, stret, re. A paved way or road; a city road;
main way, disting. from a lane or alley.— Street'-
walk'er, re. A common prostitute who offers herself
to sale in the streets.

Strength, Strengthen, etc. See under Strong.
Strenuous, stren'u-us, a. Eagerly pressing or urgent;

ze.ilous; earnest; valiant; intrepid.
Stress, stres, re. That which bears with force or
weight, or the force or weight itself; that which con-
strains; pressure; urgency; importance; violence.
(Meek.) Force exerted in any direction or manner
between contiguous bodies or parti of bodies.

Stretch, strech, v. t. [stretched (strecht), stretch-
ing.] To draw out, extend, esp. in length; to extend
in breadth, spread, expand; to reach out, put forth;
to make tense, render tight: to strain; to exaggerate;
to extend too far.— v. i. To be drawn out in length
or in breadth, or both; to be extended, spread; to be
extended, without breaking, as elastic substances;
to strain beyond the truth, exaggerate. (Naut.) To
direct a course, sail; to make violent efforts in run-
ning.— n. Act of, or state of being, etc. ; reach; ef-
fort; struggle; strain; extent to which anything may
be stretched ; any extended portion or division.
(Naut.) Reach or extent of progress on one tack; a
tack; course; direction.— Stretchier, re. One who,
or that which, stretches. (Masonry.) A brick or stone
laid with its longer dimension in the line of direc-
tion of the wall. A piece of timber in building.
(Naut.) A narrow piece of plank for rowers to brace

Strawberry.
Leaf, Flower, and Fruit.

Stretcher,

their feet against. A litter or frame for carrying
sick, wounded, or dead persons. _

Strew, stioo or stro, v. t. [strewed (strood or strSd);
strewing.] To scatter, spread by scattering; to scat-
ter looselv; to cover by scattering something over.

Stria, stri'a, n.; pi. Stri'^e, -e. (Nat. Hist.) A small
channel, or thread-like line, in the surface of a shell,
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a crystal, or other object. — Stri'ate, -at, -ated, a.
Formed with small channels; finely channeled.

Stricken, Strickle. See under Strike.
Strict, strikt, a. Strained; drawn close; tight; tense;
not relaxed; exact; accurate; rigorously nice ; gov-
erned or governing by exact rules; observing exact
rules; rigorous; rigidly interpreted; exactly limited;
restricted ; severe.— Stricture, strik'chur, re. A
touch of adverse criticism; critical remark; censure.
{Med.) A drawing ; a morbid contraction of any
passage of the body. — Strin'gent, -jent, a. Bind-
ing strongly; urgent. — Stringency, -jen-sl, re.

State or quality of being, etc.; severe pressure.
Stride, strid, re. A step, esp. one that is long, meas-
ured, or pompous; space covered by a long step. —
v. i. [imp. strid, strode (strod); p. p. strid, strid-
den; striding.] To walk with long steps; to strad-
dle. — v. t. To pass over at a step.

Stridor, stri'd6r, re. A harsh, shrill, or creaking noise.
[L., fr. stridere, to make any harsh, grating, or
creaking sound.]— Stri'dent, a. Characterized by
harshness; grating. — Strid'ulous, strtd'u-lus, a.
Making a small, harsh sound, or a creaking.

Strife, strlf, re. Exertion or contention for superior-
ity, intellectual or physical; contention in battle;
struggle for victory; that which is contended against.
— Strive, striv, v. i. [imp. strove (strov) ; p. p.
striven (striven); striving.] To make efforts, use
exertion, labor hard; to struggle in opposition; to
contend reciprocally, vie, emulate, endeavor, aim.

Strigose, strides', Stri'gous, -gus, a. (Bot.) Set with
stiff, lanceolate bristles; hispid.

Strike, strik, v. t. [imp. struck; p. p. struck, strick-
en (strook, obs.)\ striking: struck is more com-
monly used, in the p. p., than stricken.} To touch
or hit with some force, give a blow to; to give (a
blow); to impel with or as with a blow; to stamp
with a stroke, coin; to cause to enter or penetrate

;

to graze in successive hits or touches; to punish,
smite; to cause to sound by one or more beats; to
lower, let or take down; to impress strongly; to af-

fect in some particular manner by a sudden impres-
sion or impulse; to produce by a sudden action; to
make and ratify; to level (a measure of grain, salt,

etc.) by scraping off with a straight instrument what
is above the level of the top.— v. i. To make a quick
blow or thrust; to hit, dash, clash; to sound by per-
cussion, with blows, or as if with blows; to make an
attack; to touch; to be stranded; to pass with a quick
or strong effect, penetrate; to quit work in order to
compel an increase, or prevent a reduction, of wages,
etc.; to lower a flag or colors in token of respect, or
to signify a surrender of the ship to an enemy; to
break forth, commence suddenly. —re. An instru-
ment with a straight edge for leveling a measure of
grain, salt, etc.; act of combining and quitting work
in order to compel an employer to pay a certain scale
of wages, etc. (Geol.) The horizontal direction
of the out-cropping edges of tilted rocks. In games
of ball, a ball hit at and missed by the batsman; also
a good ball not struck at. - To strike hands with.
To make a compact or agreement with. — To s. off.
To separate by a blow or any sudden action.
(Print?) To impress, print.— To s. out. To produce
by collision, force out; to blot out, efface, erase; to
devise, invent, contrive.— To s. sail. To take in sail;

to cease to advance.— To s. up. To cause to sound;
to begin to sing or play. — Strick'en, strtk'n, p. a.
Struck; smitten; brought under influence or con-
trol; worn out; advanced; whole, entire,— said of
the hour as marked by the striking of the clock. —
Strickle, -1, re. An instrument to strike grain to a
level with the measure; an instrument for whetting
scythes; a rifle.— Stroke, strok, re. A blow; the
striking of one body against another; a hostile blow
or attack; a sudden attack of disease or affliction;
calamity; fatal attack; the sound of the clock; a
dash in writing or printing; the touch of a pen or
pencil; a masterly effort; an effort suddenly or un-
expectedly produced; series of operations. (Nant.)
The sweep of an oar in rowing; the strokesman.
(Steam Eng.) The entire movement of the piston
from one end to the other of the cylinder.— v. t.

[stroked (strOkt), stroking.] To rub gently with
the hand; esp., to rub gently in one direction, soothe;

I to make smooth.— Strokes'man, re. The man who
rows the aftermost oar, and whose stroke is to be fol-

lowed by the rest.

String, string, re. A small or slender rope, line, or
cord ; a ribbon ; thread on which anything ia

filed ; line of things ; cord of a musical instru-
ment; nerve or tendon of an animal body; series of
things connected or following in succession ; num-
ber of points made in a game of billiards. (Ship-
building.) The highest range of planks in a ship's
ceiling.— v. t. [imp. strung ; p. p. strung, rarely
stringed (stringd); stringing.] To furnish with
strings; to put in tune the strings of (a stringed in-

strument) ; to put on a string or thread ; to make
tense, strengthen ; to deprive of strings, strip the
strings from.— Stringed, stringd, a. Having strings.
— String'y, -T, a. Consisting of strings or small
threads ; tibrous ; filamentous ; capable of being
drawn into a string, or strings ; ropy ; viscid. —
String'iness, re. — String'er, re. One who strings;

one who makes or provides strings, esp. for bows.
(Railroad Engin.) A longitudinal sleeper. A streak
of planking carried round the inside of a vessel on
the under side of the beams; a long horizontal tim-
ber in a frame, to tie uprights, support a floor, etc.—
String'-halt, re. (Far.) A sudden and convulsive
twitching of the hinder leg of a horse, — corruptly
called spring-halt.

Stringent, Stringency. See under Strict.
Strip, strip, v. t. [stripped (stript), stripping.] To
pull or tear off (a covering) ; to deprive of a cover-
ing, skin, peel; to deprive, bereave, make destitute;

to uncover, unsheathe; to press out the last milk of,

at a milking. — v. i. To take off clothes or covering,
undress. —re. A narrow piece, comparatively long.
— Strip'ling, re. A youth just passing from boyhood
to manhood; a lad. - Strip'pings. re. pi The last

milk drawn from a cow at a milking.— Stripe, strip,

re. A line, or long, narrow division of anytlnng, of

a different color or appearance from the ground; a
long, narrow piece attached to something of a differ-

ent color; any linear variation of color, texture, or
appearance; a stroke or blow, esp. one with a rod,
strap, or scourge; along, narrow discoloration of the
skin made by the blow of a lash or rod.— v. t.

[striped (stript), striping.] To make stripes, form
with lines of different colors, variegate with stripes.
— Striped, stript, a. Having stripes of different col-
ors.

Strive. See under Strife.
Strobile, strob'il, re. (Bot.) A multiple fruit in the
form of a cone or head,
as that of the hop or
pine; a cone: see
Pericarp. (Physiol.)
An individual produ-
cing, non-sexually,
sexual individuals dif-

fering from itself also

in other respects, as
the tape-worm.

Stroke, etc. See under
I Strike.
i Stroll, s t r o 1, v. i.

[strolled (strold),

I
strolling.] To wan-
der on foot, ramble
idly or leisurely, rove,
roam, range, stray. —
re. A wandering on
foot ; a walking idly
and leisurely; a ram- Strobile of Zamia.

ble. — Strolrer, re. One who strolls; a vagabond;
vagrant.

Strong, strong, a. [stronger (stron'gSr), stron-
gest.] Having physical active power, or great
physical power to act ; vigorous ; having physical
passive power ; having ability to bear or endure ;

able to sustain attacks; not easily subdued or taken;
having great military or naval force ; having great
wealth, means, or resources ; reaching a certain de-
gree or limit, in respect to strength or numbers ;

moving with rapidity; violent; impetuous; naturally
secure against the attacks of disease; sound; robust;
adapted to make a deep or effectual impression on
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the mind or imagination; ardent; zealous; earnestly
engaged; having virtues of great efficacy; or having
a particular quality in a great degree; lull of spirit;

intoxicating ; affecting the sight forcibly ; bright

;

vivid ; affecting the taste or smell powerfully ; not
of easy digestion ; solid; well established; not easily
overthrown or altered; violent; vehement; earnest;
having great force, vigor, power, etc., as the mind,
intellect, or any faculty ; comprising much in few
•words ; energetic. (Stock Exchange.} Tending to

higher prices. — Strong verbs. (Gram.) Verbs which
form their past tenses and passive participles, not by
adding -ed and -t, but by vowel changes, or ablaut,
q. v. ; as break, broke ; get, got.— Strong'hold, n. A
fastness; fort or fortress; fortified place; place of se-

curity.— Strongly, adv. In a strong manner; with
strength; with great force or power; firmly; forcibly;
eagerly.— Strength, n. Quality or state of toeing

strong; capacity lor exertion or endurance, whether
physical, intellectual, or moral; quality of bodies by
wliich they endure the application of force without
breaking or yielding; power of resisting attacks; ef-

fective power in an institution or enactment: legal
or moral force; one who, or that which, is regarded
as embodying force, strength, or firmness: amount
or numbers of any body, as of an army, navy, etc.;

vigor of style, force of expression,— said of a literary
work; intensity or degree of the distinguishing and
essential element; vehemence; force.—Strengthen,
v. t. [-EXED (-nd), -EXING.] To make strong or
stronger, add strength to; to fix in resolution; to

cause to increase in power or security; to invigorate,
confirm, establish, fortify, animate, encourage, —v.
i. To grow strong or stronger.

Strontia, stron'shT-a, -tian, -sliT-an, n. (JJin.) An in-

fusible grayish-white earth, the oxide of strontium:
the nitrate of strontia is used in red fireworks.

Strop, strop, n. A strip of leather, or of wood covered
with leather or other suitable material, for sharpen-
ing razors, etc. (Naut.) A piece of rope spliced
circularly, and put round a block for hanging it.—
v. t. [stropped (stropt), -ping.] To draw over a
strop with a view to sharpen.

Strophe, stro'fe, re.; pi. -piies, -fez. (Anc. Poet.)
That part of a choral ode which was sung in turning
from the right to the left of the orchestra.

Strove. See 'Strive.
Strow. Same as Strew.
Struck. See Strike.
Structure, struk'chur, n. Act of building; manner
of building ; form'; construction ; arrangement of
parts, organs, or constituent particles; manner of or-

fanization; a buildinsr of any kind; edifice.—Struct-
ural, a. Of, or pert, to, etc.

Struggle, strug'gl, v. i. [-gled (-gld), -glino.] To
strive, or to make efforts with contortions of the
body ; to use great efforts, labor hard ; to be in
agony, labor in any kind of difficulty or distress:
to contend, endeavor. — n. Great labor'; forcible
effort to obtain an object, or to avoid an evil; con-
tention ; strife ; contortions of extreme distress ;

agony. — Strug'gler, n.

Strum, strum, r. i. and t. To thrum; to play (on a
piano, etcO in a coarse, noisy way.

Struma, stroo'ma, n. (Jled.) " Same as Scrofula, q.
v., — sometimes applied to bronchocele or goitre.

(Bot.) The swelling or protuberance of any organ.
— Strumose'', -mos', Stru'mous, -mus, a. Scrofu-
lous; having struma, or swellings in the glands.

Strumpet, strum'pet, n. A prostitute; harlot.
Strung. See String.
Strut, strut, v. i. To walk affectedly with a lofty,
proud gait and erect head. — n. Affectation of dig-
nity in walking. (Arch.) A piece of timber oblique-
ly placed from a king- or queen-post to strengthen a
rafter or a horizontal piece ; a brace : see Frame
or Queen-post. (Mach.) Any part of a machine or
structure, of which the principal function is to hold
things apart.

Strychnia, strik'nt-a, -nine, -nTn,«. (Chem.) A white,
crystalline vegetable alkaloid, having an intensely
bitter taste; it is a very energetic and deadly tetanic
poison, obtained from nux vomica, but in minute
doses is a valuable medicine.

Stub, stub, n. The stump of a tree, esp. of a small

Stud-bolt.

tree, or shrub; the part of a leaf left in a check-
book, etc., alter the check is removed, to preserve
memoranda concerning the check; anything short
and thick ; a short remnant, as of a cigar. — v, t.

[stubbed (stubd), -bing.] To grub up by the roots,
extirpate; to strike (the toes) against a fixed object.
— Stub'bed, «. Short and thick. — Stub'bedness, n.— Stub'ble, -bl, n. The stumps of wheat, rye, bar-
ley, oats, or buckwheat, lelt in the ground.— Stub-
born, a. Unreasonably obstinate; not to be moved
or persuaded by reasons; persevering; steady; con-
stant ; stiff ; not flexible; enduring without com-
plaint; hardy; firm; not easily melted or worked; ob-
durate; headstrong; stiff; refractory; intractable;
rugged; contumacious; heady. — Stub'by, -bl, a.
Abounding with stubs; short and thick; short and
strong.— Stub'-nail, n. A nail broken off ; a short,
thick nail.

Stucco, stuk'ko, n. Plaster of any kind used as a
coating for walls; esp., a fine plaster, used for inter-
nal decorations and nice work; work made of stuc-
co. — v. t. [stuccoed (-kod), stuccoing.] To over-
lay with stucco or fine plaster.

Stuck. See Stick.
Stud, stud, n. (Arch.) An upright scantling, small
timber, or joist between the main posts of a frame.
A kind of ornamental nail with a large head; a kind
of ornamental button or catch for a shirt. (Mach.)
A short rod, fixed in and projecting from something;
a boss or protuberance,— v. t. To adorn with studs or
knobs; to set thickly with studs, shining ornaments,
etc. — Stud'-bolt, n. A bolt
with threads on both ends, to
be screwed into a fixed part at
one end and receive a nut up-
on the other; a standing-bolt.
— Stud'ding, n. Material for ;

studs or joists; studs. — Stud'-
ding-sail, n. (JVaut.) A light
sail set on a projecting spar
outside of a principal or square sail in free winds to
increase a vessel's speed: see Sail.

Stud, stud, n. A collection of breeding horses and
mares; or the place where they are kept. — Stud'-
book, n. A register of oure-bred horses of any one
breed.

Study, stud'T, n. Application of the mind to books,
arts, science, or any subject, to learn what is not he-
fore known; thoughtful attention: meditation: con-
trivance; any particular branch of learning that is

studied; any object of attentive consideration: an
apartment devoted to study or to literary employ-
ment. (Fine Arts.) A work undertaken for improve-
ment in an art, and often left incomplete; a sketch
from nature, to be used in the composition of more
finished works.— v. i. To fix the mind closely upon
a subject; to muse; to apply the mind to books or
learning ; to endeavor diligently. — v. t. [studied
(-id), -YiNG.] To apply the mind to; to consider at-
tentively; to con over" commit to memory. — Stu'-
dent, n. One engaged in study; one who studies or
examines; a scholar; one devoted to books; a book-
ish man.— Studied, -id, p. a. Closely examined;
well considered; well versed in any branch of learn-
ing; qualified by study; premeditated.— Stu'dious,
-dT-us, a. Given to study; given to thought, or to
the examination of subjects by contemplation; con-
templative: eager to discover something, or to effect
some object; diligent; attentive to; careful; planned
with study; favorable to study.— Stu'dio, -dl-o, n. ,•

pi. -os, -oz. The workshop of an artist.

Stufa stoola, n. A jet of steam issuing from a fis-

sure in the earth.
Stuff, stuf , n. Material to be worked up in any pro-
cess of manufacture ; woven material ; cloth not
made into garments; a textile fabric made entirely
of worsted; refuse or worthless matter; foolish or
irrational language; nonsense, —v. t. [stuffed
(stuff), stuffing.] To fill by crowding, load to ex-
cess; to thrust, crowd, press; to fill by being put
into; to fill with seasoning; to obstruct, as any of
the organs; to fill the skin of (animals) for the pur-
pose of preserving as a specimen; to form or fashion
by stuffing; to crowd with facts, cram the mind of

.

— v. i. To feed gluttonously. — Stuff'y, -1, a. An-
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y and obstinate ; sulky ; ill-ventilated ; close.— i

Stuffing, n. That which is used
I

-Stuff'ing-
StulT'iness
for tilling anything; seasoning iorraeat,

bo.£, n. An arrangement for rendering
a joint tight where a movable rod passes
into a vessel of some kind, as the cylin-
der of a steam-engine.

Stultify, stul'tt-fi, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -fy-

ing.J To make foolish; to make a fool

of. {Law.) To allege or prove to be in-

sane, for avoiding some act.

Stum, stum, n. Unfermented grape-juice
or wine ; must; wine revived By new
fermentation, from admixture of must.—v. t. To renew (wine) by mixing must
with it, and raising a new fermentation.

Stumble, stum'bl, v. i. [-bleu (-bid), -bung.] To
trip in walking or moving in any way upon the
legs; to walk in a bungling or unsteady manner; to

slide into a crime or an error; to err; to fall or light
by chance. — n. A trip in walking or running ;

blunder; failure. — Stum'bling-block, -stone, n. A
block or stone that causes stumbling; any cause of
stumbling or error.

Stump, stump, n. The part of a tree or plant remain-
ing in the earth after the stem or trunk is cutoff;
part of a limb or other body remaining after a part
is amputated or destroyed; a fixed or rooted rem-
nant of something; a stub; a rod, or frame of rods,
used in the game of cricket; a short, thick roll of
leather or paper, cut to a point, and used to shade or
color a crayon or pencil drawing, pi. Legs.— v. t.

[stumped (stumt), stumping.] To strike (anything
fixed and hard) with the toe; to cut off a part of, re-
duce to a stump; to challenge; to travel over, deliv-
ering speeches for electioneering purposes; to knock
down (the stump or wicket in cricket-playing). —
Stump'y, -T, a. Full of stumps; short and thick ;

stubby.
Stun, stun, v. t. [stunned (stund), -ning.] To make

senseless or dizzy with a blow on the head; to over-
come ; esp., to overpower the sense of hearing of;

to surprise completely. — Stun'ner, n. One who, or
that which, stuns,— often vulgarly applied to what-
ever overpowers by astonishment.

Stung. See Sting.
Stunk. See Stink.
Stunt, stunt, v. t. To hinder from growth, prevent
the growth of.— n. A check in growth, or that which
has been checked in its growth; a stunted thing.

Stupe, stup, n. {Med.) Cloth or flax dipped in warm
medicaments and applied to a sore; fomentation.

Stupefy, stu'pe-fi, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -fving.J To
make stupid, blunt the faculty of perception or un-
derstanding in, deprive of sensibility. — Stupefac-
tion, n. Act of stupefying ; a stupid or senseless
state; insensibility; stupidity. — Stupefac'tive, -tiv,

a. Causing insensibility; deadening or blunting the
sense of feeling or understanding.— Stu'pen'er, n —
Stupen'dous, -dus, a. Astonishing ; wonderful ;

amazing; esp., of astonishing magnitude or eleva-

tion. — Stu'pid, a. Very dull; wanting in under-
standing; grossly foolish; in a state of stupor,— said
of persons; resulting from, or evincing, stupidity, —
said of things; simple; insensible; sluggish; sense-
less; doltish; sottish; dull; heavy.—Stupid'ity, -T-tf,

n. State or quality of being stupid; extreme dull-
ness of perception or understanding. — Stu'por, a.

Great diminution or suspension of sensibility: numb-
ness; intellectual insensibility; moral stupidity.

Stupration, stu-pra'shun, ». Violation of chastity by
force; rape.

Sturdy, ster'dT, a. [-dier ; -diest.] Foolishly obsti-

nate; characterized by strength orfo'ce; stiff; stout;
vigorous. — Stur'dily, adv.
n, n. A large cartilaginous fish, sev-

strong; robust
Sturgeon, ster'j

eral species of
which are
found in N.
Europe, in
the Black and

Sff£2r££ St^eon.
utaries, in the lakes of North America, etc.

Stutter, stufter, v. i. [-tered (-terd), -tering.] To

hesitate in uttering words, stammer. — n. The act
of stuttering.

Sty, sti, n. {Med.) An inflamed tumor on the edge
of the eyelid. A pen or inclosure for swine; a place
of bestial debauchery.— v. t. To shut up in a sty.

Stygian, stij'I-an, a. Of, or pert, to, Styx, fabled by
the ancients to be a river of hell over which the
shades of the dead passed, or the region of the dead;
hellish; infernal.

Style, stil, 7i. An instrument used by the ancients in
writing on tablets covered with wax; a sharp-pointed
tool used in engraving ; a pointed surgical instru-
ment ; mode of expressing thought in language,
whether oral or written; choice of words; mode of
presentation, esp. in music or any of the fine arts ;

regard to what is deemed elegant and appropriate,
esp. in literary composition or in social demean-
or ; fashion; mode or phrase by which anything is

formally designated ; the title ; official designation.
(Chron.) A mode of reckoning time.— v.t. [styled
(stild), styling.] To give a title to in addressing ;

to call, name, designate, characterize.— [In chronol-
ogy, the Old Style follows the manner of computing
the months and days established by Julius Caesar,
according to which every 4th year consists of 366
days, and the other years of 365 days. This is about
11 minutes in a year too much. Pope Gregory XIII.
reformed the calendar by retrenching 10 days in Oct.,
1582, in order to bring back the vernal equinox to the
same day as at the time of the council of Nice, a. d.
325. This reformation was adopted by act of Parlia-
ment in G. Britain in 1751, by which act 11 days in
Sept., 1752, were retrenched, and the 3d day was reck-
oned the 14th. This mode of reckoning is called New
Style, according to which every year divisible by 4
(unless it is divisible by 100 without being divisiole

by 400), has 366 days, and any other year 365 days.]
— Styl'et, n. A small poniard or dagger; stiletto. —
Styl'ish, a. Given to, or fond of, the display of
style; highly fashionable; modish; genteel.— StyK-
ist, n. One attentive to style; a critic of style; a mas-
ter or model of style.

Style, stil, n. The pin or gnomon of a dial. (Bot.) The
cylindrical and tapering portion of the pistil be-
tween the ovary and the stigma: see Antiiee.—
Sty'lar, a. Of, or pert, to, the style of a dial.

Styptic, stiptik, n. (Med.) A medicament which
serves to arrest hemorrhage when applied to the
bleeding part,— often used synonymously with as-

trmc/ent— Styp'tic, -tical, a. Producing contraction;
having the quality of restraining hemorrhage; as-

tringent. — Styptic'ity, -tis'l'-ti', n. Quality of be-
ing styptic ; astringency.

Suasion, swa'zhun, n. Act of persuading; persuasion.
— Sua'sive, -siv, a. Having power to persuade; in-

fluencing the mind or passions; persuasive. — Sua'-
sory, -so-ri, a. Tending to persuade. — Suave, swav,
a. Pleasant; agreeable; gracious.— Suav'ity, swav'-
T-tT, n. That which is sweet or pleasing to the mind;
agreeableness; softness; pleasantness: gentleness.

Subacid, sub-asld, a. Moderately acid or sour.

Subalpine, sub-al'pin, a. Approximately alpine ; be-
longing to a region next below alpine.

Subaltern, sub-awl'tem, a. Ranked or ranged below;
subordinate ; inferior. — n. One holding a subor-
dinate position ; a commissioned military officer be-

low the rank of a captain.— Sub'alter'nate, a. Suc-
ceeding bv turns: successive; subordinate: inferior.

Subaqueous, sub-a'kwe-us, a. Being beneath the sur-

i
face of water. (Geol.) Formed in or under water.

Subastral, sub-as'tral, a. Beneath the stars or heav-

I

ens: terrestrial.

]
Subastringent, sub-as-trin'jent, a. Astringent in a

I small degree; moderatelv astringent.
I Subaudition, sub-aw-dish/un. n. Act of understand-

ing something not expressed.
Sub-base, -bass, sub'bas, n. (Mus.) The deepest pedal

stop, or the lowest tones of an organ ; the funda-
mental base.

Subchanter, sub-chanfer, n. An underchanter ; a
I

deputy of the precentor of a cathedral.

j

Subcommittee, sub-kom-mifte, a. An under com-
mittee; a part or division of a committee; a small
committee appointed from the members of a larger

I committee.
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Sub-contrary, sub-kon'tra-rY, a. Contrary in an in-
ferior degree. (Geom.) Having, or being, in a con-
trary order— said of a section of an oblique cone with
a circular base cut by a plane not parallel to the base,
but inclined to the axis, so that the section is a cir-

cle, — applied also to 2 similar triangles when so
placed as to have a common angle at the vertex, the
opposite sides not being parallel. (Logic.) Charac-
terizing the relation of opposition between the par-
ticular affirmative and particular negative; also, ap-
plied to the relation between 2 attributes which
coexist in the same substance, yet in such a way
that the more there is of one, the less there is of
the other. —re. {Logic.) A sub-contrary proposi-
tion ; a proposition inferior or contrary in a lower
degree.

Subcutaneous, sub-ku-ta'ne-us, a. Situated under
the skin ; pert, to or acting upon what is under the
skin; hypodermic.

Sub-dsacbn, sub-de'kn, n. (Rom. Cath. Ch.) One be-
longing to a clerical order next below that of deacon.

Subdean, sub-den', n. An under dean; a dean's sub-
stitute or vicegerent.— Subdean'ery, -er-T, n. Office
and rank of subdean.

Subdivide, sub-dY-vid', v. t. To divide the parts of
into more parts ; to divide again (what has already
been divided). — v. i. To be subdivided. — Subdi-
vision, -vizh'un, n. Act of subdividing, or separa-
ting a part into smaller parts ; part of a'thing made
by subdividing.

Subdominant, sub-dom'Y-nant, n. (Mus.) The 4th
tone above the tonic,— so called as being under the
dominant.

Subduct, sub-dukt', v. t. To withdraw, take away ;

to subtract by arithmetical operation. — Subduc'-
tion, n. Act of, etc.; arithmetical subtraction.

—

Subdue, -du', v. t. [-dued (-dud'), -duing.J To
bring under, conquer by force or the exertion of
superior power, and bring into permanent subjec-
tion; to overpower so as to disable from further re-
sistance ; to overpower and destroy the force of ; to
overcome by discipline, bring under, tame; to over-
come by persuasion, or other mild means; to reduce
to tenderness; to make mellow, break (land), de-
stroy (weeds).

Suberic, su-b6r'ik, a. (Chem.) Of, pert, to, or ex-
tracted from, cork.

Subfamily, sub'fam'Y-lY, n. (Fat. Hist.) A subordi-
nate family ; a division of a family.

Subgenus, sub'je'nus, n. (Nat. Hist.) A subdivision
of a genus, comprehending one or more species.

Subito, su'bY-to, adv. (Mus.) In haste; rapidly.
Subjacent, sub-ja'sent, a. Lving under or below ;

being in a lower situation, though not directly be-
neath. — Sub'ject, a. Placed or situate under;
placed under the power and dominion of another;
exposed ; liable ; obnoxious ; tributary. — n. That
which is placed under the authority, dominion, or
influence of something else; esp.. one brought under
the authority of a ruler; that which is brought under
any physical operation or process, or under thought
or examination, or is taken up for discussion ; per-
son treated of. (Logic and Gram.) That of which
anything is affirmed or predicated ; that which is

spoken of. That in which any quality, attribute,
or relation, whether spiritual or material, inheres,
or to which any of these appertain; substance; that
substance or being which is conscious of its own op-
erations; thethinking agent orprincipal. (Mus.) The
principal melody or theme of a movement. (Anat.)
A dead body for the purposes of dissection. — Sub-
ject', v. t. To bring under the control, power, do-
minion, or action of; to subdue, enslave; to expose,
make liable; to submit, make accountable ; to make
subservient ; to cause to undergo.— Subjee'tion, n.

Act of subjecting or bringing under the dominion of
another ; state of being subject. — Subject'ive, -iv,

a. Of, or pert, to, a subject; pert, to, or derived from,
one's own consciousness, — disting. fr. external
observation. — Subject'ively, adv. In a subjective
manner ; in relation to the subject. — Suhjectiv'-
ity, -iv'Y-tY, n. State of being subjective; that which
is treated in a subjective manner. — Sub'ject-maf-
ter, n. The matter or thought presented for con-
sideration in some statement or discussion.

Subjoin, sub-join', v. t. To add after something else
has been said or written ; to annex, unite, coalesce.
— Subjunc'tion, -junk'shun, n. Act of subjoining,
or state of being subjoined. — Subjunc'tive, -tiv, a.
Subjoined or added to something before said or writ-
ten. — n. (Gram.) The subjunctive mode.— Sub-
junctive mode. ( Gram.) That form of a verb which
expresses condition, hypothesis, contingency, and is

subjoined or added as subordinate to some other
verb, and often connected with it by if, that, though,
lest, unless, except, until, etc.

Subjugate, sub'ju-gat, v. t. To subdue and bring
under the yoke of power or dominion ; to compel to
submit to the absolute control of another ; to con-
quer, vanquish, overcome. — Subjuga'tion, n. Act
of subjugating or bringing under the power or ab-
solute control of another.

Subjunction, Subjunctive. See under Subjoin.
Sublapsarian, sub-lap-sa'rT-an, a. Of, or pert, to,
the Sublapsarians, or their opinions. — n. One of
that class of Calvinists who consider the decree of
election as contemplating the apostasy as past, and
the elect as chosen from beings already in a fallen
and guilty state.

Sublet, sub-let', v. t. To underlet; to lease, as a lessee
to another person.

Sublime, sub-hm', a. Lifted up high in place; distin-
guished by lofty or noble traits; eminent; awaken-
ing or expressing the emotion of awe, adoration,
veneration, heroic resolve, etc.; elevated by joy;
elate, —n. A grand or loftv stvle. — v. t. [sublimed
(-limd'), -liming.] To bring* to a state of vapor by
heat, and condense again by cold; to sublimate; to
exalt, heighten, improve; to dignify, ennoble.— v. i.

To be brought or changed into a state of vapor by
heat, and then condensed by cold, as a solid sub-
stance.- Sublim'ity, -lYm'Y-tY, n. State of being sub-
lime; elevation of place; lofty height; nobleness of
nature or character; eminence; ah elevated feeling
of astonishment and awe, at the contemplation of
great scenes and objects, or of exalted excellence;
loftiness of sentiment or style; grandeur; magnifi-
cence.— Sub'limate, -lY-mat, v. I. To bring by heat
into the state of vapor, which, on cooling, returns
again to the solid state; to refine and exalt, neighten,
elevate.— n. (Chem.) The product of a sublimation.
— a. Brought into a state of vapor by heat, and again
condensed, as solid substances. — Sublima'tion, n.

Act of sublimating, or state of being sublimated; act
of heightening or improving; exaltation; elevation.

Sublunar, sub-lu'nar, Sub'lunary, -lu-na-rT, a. Situ-
ated beneath the moon; earthly; pert, to this world.

Submarine, sub-ma-ren', a. Being, acting, or grow-
ing, under water in the sea.

Submediant, sub-me'dY-ant, n. (Mus.) The 6th tone
of the scale; the predominant.

Submerge, sub-merj', v. t. [-merged (-merjd'), -mer-
ging.] To put under water, plunge; to coverorover-
flow with water, drown. —v. i. To plunge, as into
water or other fluid; to be completely included or
incorporated.— Submer'gence, -jens, n. Act of, or
state of being, etc. — Submerse', -mersed', -merst',
a. (Bot.) Being orgrowing under water, as the leaves
of aquatic plants. — Submer'sion, n. Act of sub-
merging, or putting under water or other fluid, or of
causing to be overflowed; state of being put under
water or other fluid.

Submit, sub-mit', v. t. To yield, resign, or surrender
to power, will, or authority; to leave or commit to
the discretion or judgment of another or others; to
refer, — v. i. To yield one's person to the power of
another; to yield one's opinion to the opinion or au-
thority of another; to acquiesce in the authority of
another; to be submissive, yield without murmur-
ing, surrender, acquiesce, comply. — Submis'sion,
-mish'un, n. Act of submitting: act of yielding to
power or authority; obedience: state of being sub-
missive; acknowledgment of inferioritj' or depend-
ence; meekness; resignation; acknowledgment of a
fault; confession of error. (Law.) An agreement
by which parties engage to submit any matter of
controversy between them to the decision of arbitra-

tors. — Submis'sive, -siv, a. Inclined or ready to
submit; obedient: compliant; yielding; obsequious;
subservient; humble; modest; passive.
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Submultiple, sub-muKtf-pl, re. (Math.) A number
• or quantity which is contained in another an exact
number of times, or is an aliquot part of it.

Subnascent, sub-nasSent a. Growing underneath.
Subordinate, sub-6r'di-nat, a. Placed in a lower class
or rank; holding a lower position; inferior in order,
nature, dignity, power, importance, etc. — re. One
who stands in order or rank below another. — ;;. t.

To place in a lower order; to make, or consider as,

of less value; to subject or subdue. — Subor'dina'"-
tion, re. Act of subordinating, placing in a lower or-

der, or subjecting ; state ofheing subordinate; in-

feriority of rank or dignity; subjection ; place of
rank among inferiors. — Subordinacy, -dT-na-sT, re.

State of being subordinate, or subject to control.
Suborn, sub-6rn', v. t. [-okked (-6rnd), -orning.]
(Law.) To procure or cause to take a false oath
amounting to perjury. To procure privately, or by
collusion or bribery (false testimony, etc.). — Subor-
nation, re. (Law.) Act of suborning; crime of pro-
curing a person to take such a false oath as consti-
tutes perjury. Crime of procuring one to do a crim-
inal or bad action. —Suborn'er, n.

Suboval, sub-o'val, a. Somewhat oval; nearly oval.
Subpoena, -pena, sub-pe'na, n. (Law.) A writ com-
manding the attendance in court of the person on
whom it is served, as a witness, etc., under a penal-
ty. — v. t. [-naed (-nad), -naing.] (Law.) To
serve with a writ of subpoena; to command attend-
ance in court by a legal writ, under a penalty in
case of disobedience.

Subrector, sub-rekler, re. A rector's deputy or sub-
stitute.

Subreption, sub-repShun, re. Act of obtaining a fa-
vor by surprise or unfair representation.

Subsalt, subSawlt, re. (Chem.) An oxysalt contain-
ing a less number of equivalents of the acid than of
the base, or in which the latter is a suboxide; a hal-
oid salt, or analogous compound, in which the num-
ber of equivalents of the electro-negative constitu-
ent is lessthan that of the electro-positive constituent.

Subscribe, sub-skrib', v. t. [-scribed (-skribd'V
-scribing.] To write underneath, sign with one's
own hand, bind one's self by writing one's name
beneath; to attest by writing one's name beneath;
to promise to give, by writing one's name.— v. i.

To give consent to something written, by signing
one's name; to assent, agree; to promise to give a
certain sum by setting one's name to a paper; to en-
ter one's name for a newspaper, book, etc.—Sub-
script, -skript, re. Anything underwritten.—a. Writ-
ten below or underneath. — Subscription, re. Act
of subscribing; that which is subscribed; a paper to
which a signature is attached; signature attached to
a paper; consent or attestation given by underwrit-
ing the name; sum subscribed; amount of sums sub-
scribed.

Subsellium, sub-sel'li-um, re. ; pi. -lT-a. (Eccl. Arch.)
A small shelving seat in the
stalls of churches or cathe-
drals; a miserere.

Subsequent, subSe-kwent, a.
Following in time; coming
or being after something else
at any time ; following m or-
der of place. — SubSeauent-
ly, adv. — Subsequence,
-quency, -kwen-sY, re. State
of being subsequent, or of
coming after something.

Subserve, sub-serv', v. t.

[-served (-servd"), -serv-
ing.] To serve in subordination or instrumentally;
to be subservient to, help forward, promote.— v. i.

To be subservient or subordinate.— Subservient, -1-

-ent, a. Fitted or disposed to subserve; useful in an
inferior capacity ; subordinate; inferior; submissive.— Subservience, -iency, -Y-en-sY, re. Condition of be-
ing subservient; use or operation that promotes some
purpose.

Subside, sub-sTd', v. i. To sink or fall to the bottom; to
become tranquil, abate; to tend downward, descend,
sink. — Subsidence, -ency, -en-si, re. Act or pro-
cess of subsiding, settling, or falling; act of sinking
or gradually descending; act of becomiug tranquil.

Subsellium.

— SubSidy, -sY-dY, re. Support; aid; esp., extraordi-
nary aid in money rendered to a sovereign, or to a
friendly power; money paid by one prince or nation
to another, to purchase the service of auxiliary
troops; money paid by government to aid a private
enterprise (line of steamers, etc.) of advantage to the
state. — Subsidiary, -Y-a-rY, a. Furnishing a subsi-
dy; serving to. help; assistant; auxiliary. — n. One
who, or that which, contributes aid ; an assistant

;

auxiliary. — Subsidize, -sY-diz, v. t. [-dized (-dizd),
-dizing.] To purchase the assistance of by the pay-
ment of a subsidy.

Subsist, sub-sistr , v. i. To be, have existence, inhere;
to continue; to be supported, live.

—

v.t. To sup-
port with provisions, feed, maintain. — Subsist-
ence, -ens, re. Real being; state of being subsistent;
inherency ; means of support ; provisions, or that
which procures provisions. — SubsistSnt, a. Hav-
ing real being; inherent.

Subsoil, subSoil, re. The bed or stratum of earth im-
mediately beneath the surface soil.

Sub-species, sub-speShez, re. A subordinate species;
division of a species.

Substance, subStans, re. That which underlies all out-
ward manifestations; substratum: that which con-
stitutes anything what it is; nature; real or existing
essence ; the most important element in any exist-
ence; the characteristics of anything; the matter as
disting. from the form of a thing; essential or im-
portant part; purport; anything which has a material
form; body; matter; estate; property.— Substan-
tial, -stanShal, a. Belonging to substance; actual-
ly existing; not seeming or imaginary; real; true;
corporeal; material; having good substance; strong;
stout; solid; possessed of goods or estate; moderate-
ly wealthy.'—Substantiality, -she-al'Y-tY, re. State
of being substantial; corporeity; materiality.— Sub-
stanSials,_-shalz, re. pi. Essential parts.— Substan-
tiate, -shT-at, v. t. To make to exist; to establish by
proof or competent evidence, verify.— Substantive,
-stan-tiv, a. Betokening, or expressing existence. —
re. (Gram.) A noun; the part of speech which desig-
nates something that exists, or some object of
thought, either material or immaterial. — Substan-
tively, adv. In a substantive manner; in substance;
essentially. (Gram.) As a substantive name, or
noun. — Substantial, -tivSl, a. Of, pert, to, or in
the nature of a substantive.

Substitute, subStY-tut, v. t. To put in the place of
another, exchange. — re. One who, or that which,
is substituted or put in place of another. — Sub-
stituSion, re. Act of substituting or putting one
person or thing in the place of another; state of be-
ing substituted for another person or thing. ( Theol.)
The doctrine that Christ suffered vicariously.

Substratum, sub-stralum, re. ,• pi. -stra'ta, -ta. That
which is laid or spread under; a layer of earth lying
under another. (Agric.) The subsoil. (Metaph.)
The permanent subject or cause of phenomena; sub-
stance. — Substrate, -strat, a. Having very slight
furrows.

Substruction, sub-strukShun, re. Under-building;
foundation. — Substructure, -chur, re. An under-
structure; a foundation.

Substyle, subStil, re. A right line, on which the style
or gnomon of a dial is erected.

Sttbsultory, sub-sullo-rY, a. Bounding; leaping; mov-
ing by sudden leaps or starts.

Subtangent, sub-tan'jent, re. (Geom.) The part of the
axis contained between the ordi-
nate and tangent drawn to the
same point in a curve.

Subtend, sub-tend', v. t. To ex-
tend under, or be opposite to.— Subtense, -tens', re. (Geom.)
The line subtending or stretch-
ing across; the chord.

Subterfluent, sub-tcr'flu-ent, -flu-

0U3, -us, a. Running under or
beneath.

Subterfuge, subler-fuj, n. That
to which a person resorts for es-

c a, part of parabola;
a g. its axis ; e t,

tangent to curve at
c; c d, ordinate to
axis from c. ; dt, sub-
tangent.

cape or concealment ; a shift ; evasion ; prevarica-
tion; quibble; excuse.

Subterranean, sub-ter-ra'ne-an, -neous, -ne-us, a. Be-
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ing or lying under the surface of the earth; situated
within the earth, or under ground.

Subtile, sub'til, a. Thin; not dense or gross ; rare ;

delicately constituted or constructed ; nice ; fine ;

delicate ; acute ; piercing ; characterized by acute-
ness of mind ; refined ; sly ; crafty : insinuating ;

shrewd; artful; cunning. — Sub'tileness, -tillty, n.

Quality of being subtile: subtilty. — Sub /tiliza,tion,
n. Act of making subtile, fine, or thin. (Chem.) The
operation of making so volatile as to rise in steam or
vapor. Refinement: extreme acuteness. — Sub'til-
Ize, v. t. [-IZED (-Tzd), -izing.] To make thin or
tine, make less gross or coarse; to refine.— v.i. To
refine in argument, make very nice distinctions. —
SubSilty, n. State or quality of being subtile; thin-
ness; fineness; refinement; extreme acuteness; sly-
ness: cunning; artifice. — Subtle, sufl, a. [-lee;
-lest. J Sly in design; artful; cunning: insinuating;
cunningly devised.— Subtleness, Subt'lety, -l-tl, n.
Quality of being subtle, or sly; cunning; craftiness;
artfulness ; acuteness of intellect ; shrewdness. —
Subt'ly, adv. In a subtle manner; slyly; artfully;
nicely; delicately.

Subtonic, sub-ton/ik,«. (Proa.) An elementary sound
or element of speech having a partial vocality; a
vocal or sonant consonant.

Subtract, sub-trakf, v. t. To withdraw or take a
part from the rest; to deduct.— Subtraction, n. Act
or operation of subtracting or deducting. (Math.)
The taking of a lesser number or quantity from a
greater of the same kind or denomination. — Sub-
trac'tive, -tiv, a. Tending or having power to sub-
tract. (Math.) Preceded by the sign minus. — Sub'"-
trahend/

, -tra-hend', n. (Math.) The sum or num-
ber to be subtracted or taken from another.

Sub-treasury, sub-trezh/u-rI, n. A subordinate treas-
ury or place of deposit, as for the income derived
from various sources of revenue in a district remote
from the capital of a state or nation.

Suburb, sub'erb, n. An out-lying part of a city or
town ; a smaller place immediately adjacent to a
large city ; pi. the region on the confines of any city
or large town; outskirts.— Subur'ban, a. Pert, to,

inhabiting, or being in, the suburbs of a city. — n.

A dweller in the suburbs of a city.

Sub-variety, sub-va-riS-tl, n. A subordinate variety
or division of_a variety.

Subvene, sub-ven'jV. L [-vexed (-vendO. -vexing.]
To come under or happen. — Subvention, -vSn'-
shun, n. Act of coming under; a government aid or
bounty.

Subvert, sub-verf, v. t. To overthrow from the
foundation, ruin utterly; to pervert, as the mind,
and turn it from the truth; to overturn, invert, re-

verse, corrupt, confound. — Subverfible, a. Capa-
ble of being subverted. — Subversion, -shun, n. Act
of subverting, or state of being subverted ; entire

overthrow: utter ruin.— Subversive, -siv, a. Tend-
ing to subvert or overthrow and ruin.

Succedaneous._etc. See under Succeed.
Succeed, suk-sed', v. t. To follow in order, take the
place of ; to come after, be subsequent or conse-
quent, follow, pursue. — v. i. To come next in
order; to come m the place of another; to ascend
the throne after the removal or death of the occu-
pant; to obtain the object desired, have a prosper-
ous termination; to be received with general favor.
— SucceedSr, n. One who succeeds ; one who fol-

lows or comes in the place of another; a successor.
— Success', n. Act of succeeding, or state of having
succeeded: favorable termination of anything at-

tempted ; prosperous issue. — Success'ful, -ful, a.

Resulting in, assuring, or promotive of success ; ac-

complishing what was proposed: happy; prosperous;
fortunate ; auspicious; lucky. — Succession, -sesb/-
xm, n. Act of succeeding ; a following of things in
order of time or place, or a series of things so fol-

lowing; sequence; a series of persons or things ac-

cording to some established rule of precedence: an
order of descendants; lineage; race; power or right
of acceding to the station or title of a father, or oth-
er predecessor; the right to enter upon the possession
of the propertv of an'ancestor, or one near of kin, or
precedins in an established order.— SuccesSionai,
a. Pert, to, or existing in, a regular order or succes-

sion ; consecutive. — Successive, a. Following in
order or uninterrupted course: coming- after without
interruption or interval. — Successively, adv. In a
successive manner: in a series or order. — Succes'-
sor, n. One who succeeds or follows: one who takes
the place and part which another has left. — Suc'-
ceda'neous, -ne-us, a. Pert, to, or acting as, a suc-
cedaneum; supplying the place of something else.

—

Suc'ceda'neum, n.; pi. -xea, -ne-a. That which is

used lor something else: a substitute.
Succinct, buk-sinkt'', a. Orig.. girded or tucked up;
bound; compressed into a narrow compass; short;
brief: concise; compendious; terse.

Succinic, suk-sin'ik, a. (Chem.) Of, pert, to, or
drawn from, amber.

Succor, suk'kSr, v. t. [-cored (-kerd), -coring.] To
help or relieve when in difficulty, want, or distress;
to aid, assist, deliver, comfort.— n. Aid; help; as-
sistance ; esp., assistance that delivers from diffi-

cult}', want, or distress; person or thing that brings
relief.

Succory, suk'ko-rY, n. A plant of several species, chic-
ory : the bleached leaves are used as salad.

Succotash. suk'ko-tash, n. Green corn (unripe maize)
cut from the cob and beans boiled together.

Succulent, suk'ku-lent, a. Full of juice; juicv.—Suc'-
culence, -lency, -len-si, n. The condition of being
succulent; juiciness.

Succumb, suk-kum', v. i. [-cumbed (-kumd'). -cusib-
ixg.] To yield, submit, sink unresistingly.

Succussion, suk-kush'un, n. Act of shaking; a shake.
(Med.) A mode of ascertaining the existence of
a liquid in the thorax, bv shaking the body.

Such, such, a. Of that kind, of the like kind, like,— followed b}r as before the thing to which it re-

lates; of that particular quality or character speci-
fied; the same* that, — with as.

Suck, suk, v. t. [sucked (sukt), sucking.] To draw
up, in, or out, as a liquid, by the action of the mouth
and tongue ; to draw milk from, with the mouth ; to
draw inbr imbibe, by anjT process which resembles
sucking : to inhale, absorb ; to draw or drain ; to
draw in, as a whirlpool ; to ingulf, — v. i. To draw
by exhausting the air, as with the mouth, or with a
tube ; to draw the breast ; to draw in, imbibe.— n.

Act of drawing with the mouth ; milk drawn from
the breast by the mouth. — Suck'er, n. One who,
or that which, sucks ; the piston of a pump ; a pipe
through which anything is drawn ; a round piece of
leather used by bovs ; anything which adheres by
atmospheric pressure. (Bot.) The shoot of a plant
from the roots or lower part of the stem. (Ichth.) A
N. Amer. fresh-water fish of several species, of the
carp family, having a toothless, retractile, sucking
mouth; the lump-sucker or lump-fish.— v. t. [suck-
ered (-erd), -ering.] To strip off the suckers or
shoots from. — Suckle, -1, v. t. [-led (-Id), -ling.]
To give suck to, nurse at the breast. — Suckling, n.

A young child' or animal nursed at the breast.—
Suc'tion, -shun, n. Act of sucking or drawing (flu-

ids) by exhausting the air. — SuctoSial, -rl-al, a.
Adapted for sucking; living by sucking; capable of
adhering by suction.

Sudatory, suvda-to-rY, n. A sweating-bath : vapor
bath. — a. Sweating; perspiring. — SudorifSrous,
-if'er-us, a. Producing or secreting perspiration.—
Sudorific, a. Causing sweat, — n. (Med.) A medi-
cine that produces sweat. — SudoripS-rous, -ipS-
rus, a. (Phi/,*.) Producing sweat.

Sudden, sucl'den, a. Happening without previous
notice : coming unexpectedly ; hastily prepared or
emploved; Quick ; rapid ; abrupt ; unlooked-for. —
n. An unexpected occurrence; surprise.

Sudoriferous, etc. See under Sudatory.
Suds, sudz, n. sing. Water impregnated with soap.

Sue. su. r. t. [sued (sud), suing.] To follow up,
prosecute, endeavor to win. (Laic.) To seek jus-

tice or right from, by legal process : to prosecute
judicially; to proceed' with (an action) and follow it

up to its proper termination. (Saut.) To leave
high and dry on shore, — v. i. To seek by request,

make application, petition, plead ; to prosecute,
make legal claim. (Xaut.) To be left high and dry
on the shore, as a ship.

Suet, su'et, n. The harder and less fusible fat of an

fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; in, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r;
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animal about the kidneys and loins.— Surety, -et-Y,

a. Consisting of suet or resembling it.

Suffer, suffer, v. t. [-fered (-ierd), -feeing.] To
feel or endure with pain, annoyance, etc.; to under-
go; to endure without sinking; to be affected by; to
allow ; not to forbid or hinder ; to permit, endure,
support, sustain, tolerate. — v. i. To feel or un-
dergo pain of body or mind ; to undergo punish-
ment ; to be injured. — Sufferable, a. Capable of
being suffered or permitted ; allowable ; tolerable.
— Sufferance, -ans, n. State of suffering ; pain en-
dured ; submission under difficult or oppressive cir-

cumstances ; negative consent by not forbidding or
hindering.— Sufferer, n. One who suffers, or en-
dures suffering ; one who permits or allows.— Suf-
fering, n. The bearing or pain, inconvenience, or
loss; pain endured; distress, loss, or injury incurred.

Suffice, suf-fTz'or -fis', v. i. [-ficed (-iizd' or -fist'),

-ficing.] To be enough or sufficient, —v. t. To sat-

isfy, content, be equal to the. wants or demands of.

—Sufficient, -fislfent, a. Adequate to suffice; equal
to the end proposed; possessing adequate talents or
accomplishments ; of competent power or ability ;

enough; full; ample; fit; responsible.—Sufft'ciency,
-en-st, n. State of being sufficient, or adequate to the
end proposed; qualification for any purpose; ability;
capacity; adequate substance or means; competence;
ample stock or fund.

Suffix, suffiks, n. A letter or syllable added to the
end of a word ; an affix ; postfix. — Suffix'', v. t.

[-fixed (-fiksf ), -fixing.] To add or annex to the
end, as a letter or_syllable to a word.

Suffocate, suffo-kat, v. t. To choke or kill by stop-
ping respiration; to stifle, smother ; to destroy, ex-
tinguish. — v. i. To become choked, stifled; or
smothered. — Suffocation, n. Act of suffocating,
choking, or stifling; condition of being suffocated.—
Suffocative, -tiv, a. Tending or able to suffocate.

Suffossion, suf-fos'shun, n. A digging under; an un-
dermining.

Suffrage, suffrej, n. A voice given in deciding a
controverted question, or in the choice of a man for
an office or trust ; vote ; testimonial ; attestation ;

united response or prayer.— Suffragan,-fra-gan, a.
Assisting. — n. (Eccl.) A bishop considered as an
assistant, or as subject, to his metropolitan; an assist-
ant bishop.

Suffumigate, suf-fu'mT-gat, v. t. To apply fumes or
smoke to the parts of (the body, in medicine). —
Suffu'iniga'tion, n. Operation of smoking any-
thing, esp. the parts of the bodv ; fumigation.

Suffuse, sui-fuz', v. t. [-fused (-frizd'). -fusing.] To
overspread, as with a fluid or tincture.— Suffifsion,
-zhun, n. Act or operation of suffusing, as with a
fluid or color; state of being suffused; that which is

suffused.
Sugar, shdog'gr, n. A sweet, granular substance of

several kinds and qualities, obtained from certain
vegetable products, as the sugar-cane, maple, beet,
sorghum, etc.; that which resembles sugar in taste,

appearance, etc.; as sugar oi lead, that is, acetate of

Sugar-mill.

lead, which is like sugar in appearance, and tastes
sweet; compliment or flattery employed to disguise
or render acceptable something obnoxious.— v. t.

[sugared (-erd), -akixg.] To impregnate, season,
cover, sprinkle, or mix with sugar; to disguise by
flattery or soft words; to compliment, sweeten.—
Sug'ary, -er-T, a. Resembling or containing sugar;
sweet. — Sug'ar-can'dy, n. Sugar clarified and con-
creted or crystallized.—cane, n. A large jointed
species of grass or cane whose juice yields sugar.—
-loaf, n. A mass of refined sugar, usually in the form
of a truncated cone.—ma'ple, n. A species of ma-
ple from whose sap sugar is made by boiling ; rock-
maple ; sugar-tree. mill, n. A machine for press-
ing out the juice of the sugar-cane.—plum, n. A
species of candy made up in small balls or disks.

Suggest, sug-jesf or sud-jesf, v. t. To introduce indi-
rectly to the thoughts, cause to be thought of; to pro-
pose with diffidence or modesty; to hint, allude, refer
to, insinuate. — Suggestion, -jes'chun, n. Act of
suggesting; thing suggested; a diffident proposal or
mention; nint; first intimation ; prompting; presen-
tation of an idea; a secret incitement.—Suggesfive,
-iv, a. Containing a suggestion, hint, or intimation.

Suicide, su'i-sid, n. Act of designedly destroying one's
own life, committed by a person of years of discre-
tion and of sound mind; self-murder; one guilty of
self-murder.— Suicid'al, a. Partaking, or in the
nature of, the crime of suicide.— Su'icidism, -Y-si-
dizm, n. State of being suicidal, or self-murdering.

Suit, sut, n. Act of suing; process by which one en-
deavors to gain an end or object; endeavor; attempt
to win a woman in marriage; courtship. (Law.) An
action or process for the recovery of a right or claim;
prosecution of right before any tribunal. A retinue;
company of attendants or followers; the individuals
collectively considered which constitute a series, as
of rooms, buildings, cards, etc.; a number of things
used together, and in a degree necessary to be united,
in order to answer the purpose: a set.— v. t. To fit,

adapt, make proper ; to be fitted to, become ; to
please, make content, —v. i. To agree, accord, com-
port, match, answer.— Suifable, a. Capable of suit-
ing; likely to suit; proper; fitting; becoming; corre-
spondent.— Suite, swet, n. The retinue or attendants
of a distinguished personage ; a connected series or
succession (.of objects) ; a set ; series ; collection.—
Suifor, n. One who sues ; a petitioner ; an appli-
cant; one who solicits a woman in marriage; a woo-
er; lover. (Laiv.) One who sues or prosecutes a de-
mand in court; a party to a suit, whether plaintiff,
defendant, petitioner, or appellant.

Sulcata, sul'kat, Sufcated, a. (Nat. Hist.) Scored with
deep, broad channels longitudinally; grooved.

Sulk, sulk, v. i. To be sulky. [Fr. sulky, q. v., follow-
ing.] — Sulk'y, -i, a.
[-ier ; -iest.] Sullen

;

sour ; obstinate ; mo-
rose; doggedly keeping
up ill-feeling.— n. A
light 2 - wheeled car-
riage for a single rider.— Sulks, n.pl. A sulky

SuT&T-TFen, «. Road or Skeleton Sulky.

Gloomy; dismal; mischievous; malignant; gloomily
angry and silent ; cross ; affected with ill humor ;

obstinate; intractable; heavy; dull; sluggish.
Sully, suKIT, v. t. [-lied (-lid), -lying.] To soil, dirt,

spot, tarnish, darken; to stain, injure (purity of rep-
utation).— v. i. To be tarnished. — a. Soil; spot.

Sulphur, suffer, n. A simple mineral substance, of a
yellow color, brittle, insoluble in water, burning with
a blue flame and a peculiar suffocating odor. — Suf

-

phate, -fat, re. (Che/n.) A salt formed by sulphuric
acid in combination with any base. — Sufphurate,
-fu-rat, a. Belonging to, or resembling sulphur.—
Sulphura'tion, n. The subjecting a thing to the ac-
tion of sulphur, esp. of sulphurous gas. — Sufphu-
rator, -fu-ra-ter, n. An apparatus for impregnating
with, or exposing to the action of, sulphur,—esp. for
fumigating or blenching by the fumes of burning sul-
phur.—Sulphu'reous, -re-us, a. Consistingof, having
the qualities of, or impregnated with, sulphur.—Sul'-
phuret, -fu-ret, n. A combination of sulphur with

cube, full ; moon, fo"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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another element, or with a body which may take the

place of an element.—SuKphuret'ed, a. Having sul-

phur in combination; containing, or combined with,

sulphur. — Sulphu'ric, a. Of, pert, to, or obtained
from, sulphur. — Sulphuric acid. A very powerful
corrosive acid, the ordinary form being a hydrated
trioxide of sulphur ; oil of vitriol.— Sul'phurous,
-fSr-us, a. Of, pert, to, resembling, or containing
sulphur. — Sulphurous acid. Hydrated dioxide of
sulphur. — Sul'phury, -fer-T, a. Partaking of, or
having the qualities of, sulphur.

Sultan, sul'tan or sul-tan', n. The emperor of the
Turks; the grand ' seignior. — Sulta'na, -ta'na or
-ta/na, Sul'taness, n. The wife of a sultan.

Sultry suKtrT, a. [-trier; -tkiest.] Very hot, burn-
ing, and oppressive; close, stagnant, as air.

Sum, sum, n. The aggregate of 2 or more numbers,
magnitudes, quantities, or particulars; a quantity of
money or currency; any amount, indefinitely; the
principal heads or thoughts, when viewed together;
the amount; substance; compendium; height; com-
pletion; a problem to be solved, or example to be
wrought, in arithmetic. — v. t. [summed (sumd),
-MING.] To bring together into one whole; to cast
up (a column of figures); to bring or collect into a
small compass; to comprise, condense, comprehend,
compute. (Falconry.) To supply or furnish with
feathers full grown.—Surn'mary, -ma-rT, a. Formed
into a sum ; summed up ; reduced into a narrow
compass, or into few words ; rapidly performed ;

quickly executed; brief; concise; compendious; suc-
cinct. — n. An abridged account ; an abstract, or
compendium, containing the sum or substance of a
fuller account. — Surn'marily. -ma-rf-U, adv. In a
summary manner; briefly; concisely; in a short way
or method; without delay. — Summa'tion, n. Act of
summing, or forming a sum, or total amount ; an
aggregate. — Sum'marize, -riz, v. t. To reduce to a
summary, present briefly.

Sumac, -macn, soo'- or shoo'mak, n. A plant or shrub
of many species, used in tanning, dyeing, and med-
icine.

Summary, Summation, etc. See under Sum.
Summer, sum'mer, n. The warmest period of the
year; N. of the equator, the months of June, July,
and August. — v. i. [summered (-merd), -merino.]
To pass the summer.— Indian summer. In the U. S.,

a period of warm
weather late in au-
tumn.

—

S.-complaint

.

(Med.) Diarrhea oc-
curring in summer,
— often applied also
to dysentery and to
cholera infantum.

—

Sum'mer-duck, n.

A handsome Amer.
species of wild duck,
sometimes domesti-
cated; the wood
duck.—fal'low, n.

Land uncropped,and
repeatedly plowed, etc.,

the weeds and pulverize the soil. house, n. A
house, shelter, or apartment in a garden, to be used
in summer; house for summer residence.

Summer, sum'mer, n. (Arch.) A large stone or beam
placed horizontally on columns, piers, posts, etc.;

lintel; girder.
Summersault, -set. See Somersault.
Summit, surn'mit, n. The top; highest point; highest
degree; utmost elevation.

Summon, sum'mun, v. t. [-moned (-mund), -mon-
ing.] To call, cite, or notify to appear; to give no-
tice to, or command to appear, as in court; to call

up, excite into action or exertion. (Mil.) To call

upor to surrender. — Sum'mons, n. ; pi. -monses,
-munz-ez. The command of a superior, to appear
at a place named, or to attend to some public duty.
(Law.) A warning or citation to appear in court at
a day specified. (Mil.) A call or invitation to sur-
render.

Sumpter, sum'ter, n. An animal, esp. a horse, that
carries packs or burdens, —chiefly in composition.

Sumptuary, sum'ehoo-er-Y, a. Belating to expense;

Summer-duck,
luring the summer, to kill

regulating expense or expenditure. — Sumpfuous,
-chu-us, a. Involving large outlay or expense; cost-
ly; splendid; magnificent; princely.
un, sun, n. The luminous orb, whose light consti-
tutes day, and its absence night; the central body
round which the earth and planets revolve; any
heavenly body which forms the center of a system
of orbs; the sunshine; whatever resembles the sun
in splendor or importance. — v. t. [sunned (sund),
-ning.] To warm or dry in the light of the sun.—Sun
and planet wheels.
(Mach.) Aeon-
trivance for con-
verting the recipro-
cating motion of a ^
beam into rotatory

'

motion: it consists
of a toothed wheel
(the sun wheel) se-

cured to the axis
of the large wheel
it is to drive, and
the plo.net wheel, at-

tached to the end
of the connecting-
rod, and circling

Sun and Planet Wheels.

Short Sun-fish.

wheel ; 6, planet wheel ; c, con-
necting-rod.

round the central wheel, imparting to the large wheel
double its own velocity. — Sun'ny, -ni, a. [-nier ;

-niest.] Pert, to, proceeding from, or like, the sun;
exposed to the rays of, or colored by, the sun.—
Sunless, a. Destitute of the sun or its rays. —
Sun'burn, v. t. [-burned or -burnt ; sunburn-
ing.] To burn, discolor, or scorch by the sun.— n.

The discoloration produced by the heat of the sun.
— Sun'day, n. The 1st day of the week; the Lord's
day. — Sun'day-school, n. A school held on Sun-
day for religious instruction.— Sun'down, n. Sun-
set. — Sun'fish, n. A large,

soft-finned sea-fish, of nearly
circular form and shining sur-
face ; also a small fresh-water
fish of the perch family; also

a species of shark. — Sun'-
flower, n. A plant of several
species whose flower is a large

|

disk with yellow petals, and
turns toward the sun ; heli-

a n t h u s.— Sun'rise, -rising,

n. First appearance of t h e
sun above the horizon in the
morning ; time of such ap-
pearance; the east.— Sun'set,
-setting, n. Descent of the
sun below the horizon ; time when the sun sets ;

evening; the west. — Sun'shine, n. The light of the
sun, or the place where it shines; state of being
warmed and illuminated by the rays of the sun, or
as if hv its rays ; anything having a warming or
cheering influence. — Sun'shiny, a. Bright with
the rays of the sun; clear, warm, or pleasant; bright
like the sun. — Sun'-beam, n. A beam or ray of the
sun.—bon'net, n. A bonnet projecting in front of
the face, worn as a protection against the rays of
the sun, esp. one made of thin cloth, starched. —
-dew, n. A plant whose leaves have small, bristle-

like glands, which exude clear drops, glittering like
dew.—di'al, n. An instrument to show the time
of day by the shadow of a gnomon or style on a

Elate.—stroke, n. (Med.) Any affection produced
y the action of the sun on some region of the body;

esp., a sudden prostration of the physical powers,
with symptoms resembling those of apoplexy, occa-
sioned"by exposure to excessive heat.

Sunder, sun'der, v. t. [-dered (-derd), -derino.] To
disunite by rending, cutting, breaking, etc.; to part,

separate, divide, sever. — n. A separation into parts;

a division or severance. — Sun'dry, -rtrt, a. Several;
divers; more than one or two.—Sundries, -driz,n..pZ.

Many different or small things; sundry things.
Sung. See Sing.
Sunk. See Sink.
Sup, sup, v. t. [supped (supt), -PINO.] To take into
the mouth with the lips, as a liquid; to sip. — v. i.

To eat the evening meal, take supper.— n. A small
mouthful, as of liquor or broth; a little taken with

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 2nd, eve, term ; In, Ice ; odd, tone, fir

;
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the lips; a sip. — Sup'per, n. kit, that which is

supped ; a meal taken at the close of the day. —
Sup'perless, a. Without supper.

Superable, su'Dgr-a-bl, a. Capable of being overcome
or conquered.

Superabound, su'pgr-a-bownd'', v. i. To be very abun-
dant or exuberant.— Superabundance, n. State
of being superabundant; more than enough. — Su-
perabundant, a. Abounding to excess; more than
is sufficient.

Superadd, su-per-ad', v. t. To add over and over; to

add or annex (something extrinsic). — Su'peraddi'-
tion, -dish'un, n. Act 01 adding to something, or of
adding something extraneous; that which is added.

Superannuate, su-per-an'nu-at, v. t. To impair or dis-

qualify by old age and infirmity.— Su'peran'nua'-
tion, n. State of being superannuated, or too old for
office or business, or of being disqualified by old age;
decrepitude.

Superb, su-perb'', a. Grand ; magnificent ; stately ;

rich ; elegant ; showy ; pompous.
Supercargo, su-per-kar'go, n. A person in a merchant

ship, who manages the sales and superintends the
commercial concerns of the voyage.

Supercilious, su-per-sil'i-us, a. Lofty with pride;
haughty ; dictatorial ; manifesting haughtiness, or
proceeding from it; overbearing.

Superdominant, su-per-dom'i-nant, n. (Mits.) The
(Jth tone of the scale; that which is next above the
dominant; the sub-mediant.

Supereminent, su-per-em'i-nent, a. Eminent in a
superior degree; surpassing others in excellence.

—

Superem'inence, -inency, -nen-si, n. State of being
supereminent; distinguished eminence.

Supererogate, su-per-er'o-gat, v. i. To do more than
duty requires. — Superer'oga'tion, n. Act of super-
erogating; performance of more than duty or neces-
sity requires. — Supererog'atory, -e-rog'a-to-rY, a.

Performed to an extent not enjoined or not required
by duty or necessity.

Superfetation, sa'per-fe-ta'shun, n. A second con-
ception after a prior one, and before the birth of the
first, by which two fetuses are growing at once in
the same womb.

Superficies, su-per-fish'ez or -fish'Y-ez, n. The sur-
face; exterior part or face of a thing. {Civil Law.)
Everything on the surface of a piece of ground, or
of a building, so closely connected by art or nature
as to constitute a part of it.— Superficial, -fish/al, a.
Lying on, or pert, to, the surface; shallow; not deep;
reaching or comprehending only what is obvious or
apparent; not profound; shallow. — Superficially,
adv.— Superfi'cialness, -fi'ciaPity, -Y-al'Y-tY, n.

State of being superficial; shallowness; slight knowl-
edge; sciolism.

Superfine, su'per-fTn, a. Very fine, or most fine; sur-
passing others in fineness.

Superfluous, su-per'flu-us, a. More than is wanted
or sufficient ; unnecessary ; useless ; exuberant; re-
dundant. — Super'fluousness, Superfluity, n. A
greiter quantity than is wanted; state of being su-
perfluous; something beyond what is wanted; super-
abundance; excess; redundancy.

Superheat, su-per-het', v. t. {Steam Eng.) To heat
(steam) until it acquires the properties of a gas.

Superhuman, su-per-hu'man, a. Above or beyond
what is human; divine. _

Superimpose, su'per-im-poz'", v. t. To lay or impose
on something else.

Superincumbent, su'per-in-kum'bent, a. Lying, or
resting, on something else.

Superinduce, su/per-in-dus/', v. t. To bring in, or
upon, as an addition to something. — Su'perinduc''-
tion, n. Act of, or state of beii,g, etc.

Superintend, su'pgr-in-tend'', v. t. To have or exer-
cise the charge and oversight of; to take care of
with authority. — Su'perintend'ence, -ency, -en-sY,
n. Act of superintending, care and oversight for
the purpose of direction ; inspection ; oversight ;

care; direction; control; guidance. — Su'perintend'-
ent, n. One who, etc. ; inspector ; overseer ; man-
ager; director; curator.

Superior, su-pe'rY-er, a. More elevated in place;
higher; upper; higher in rank or office; surpassing
others in the greatness, goodness, or value of any

quality; beyond the power or influence of. (Bot.)
Belonging to the part of an axillary flower which
is toward the main stem ; pointing toward the apex
of the fruit,— said of the radicle, —n. One more
advanced in age, more elevated in rank or office, or
who surpasses others in dignity, excellence, or qual-
ities of any kind; the chief of a monastery, convent,
or abbey. (Print.) A small letter or figure used as
an exponent, or as a mark of reference, or for other
purposes, — so called from its position, standing
above or near the top of the line, as a or l.— Supe^
rior'ity, -5r'Y-tY, n. State or quality of being supe-
rior; preeminence; excellence; predominancy; prev-
alence; ascendency; odds; advantage.

Superlative, su-per'la-tiv, a. Most eminent; surpass-
ing all other; supreme. (Gram.) Expressing, as a
form of the adjective or adverb, the highest degree
of the quality, as among the objects that are com-
pared.— n. That which is highest or most eminent.
( Gram.) The highest degree of comparison of ad-
jectives and adverbs; a word in the superlative de-
gree.

Supernal, su-per'nal, a. Being in a higher place or re-
gion; relating to things above; celestial; heavenly.

Supernatant, su-per-na'tant, a. Swimming above;
floating on the surface.

Supernatural, su-per-nach'ur-al, a. Being beyond, or
exceeding, the powers or laws of nature ; caused by
an agency or power above merely physical laws; mi-
raculous ; preternatural.— Supernafuralism, -izm,
n. State of being supernatural; doctrine of a divine
and supernatural agency in the production of the
miracles and revelations recorded in the Bible, and
in the grace which renews and sanctifies men. —
Supernafuralist, n. One who holds the principles
of supernaturalism.

Supernumerary, su-per-nu'mer-a-rY, a. Exceeding
the number stated or prescribed; exceeding a neces-
sary, usual, or required number or quantity. — n.

A person or thing beyond what is necessary or usual;
esp., a person employed to be in readiness to fill the
place of another, as of an officer killed in battle, an
actor upon the stage, etc.

Superposition, su'per-po-zish'un, n. State of being
placed or situated above or upon something ; that
which is, etc.

Superroyal, su-pgr-roi'al, a. Larger than royal,—
denoting the largest species of printing paper.

Supersalt, su'per-sawlt, n. (Chem.) A salt with a
greater number of equivalents of acid than of the
base.

Supersaturate, su-per-safu-rat, v. t. To add to beyond
saturation.

Superscribe, su-per-sMb', v. t. [-scribed (-skrlbdr ),

-scribing.] To write or engrave on the top, out-
side, or surface; to write the name or address of a
person on the cover of . — Superscription, -skrip'-
shun, n. Act of, etc.; matter superscribed.

Supersede, su-per-sed', v. t. To come or be placed in
the room of; to displace, replace; to set aside, ren-
der unnecessary, suspend, overrule, succeed. — Su-
persedeas, -de-as, n. (Lav:.) A writ or command to

suspend the powers of an officer in certain cases, or

to stay proceedings under another writ.— Supersed'-
ure, -se'jur, n. The act of superseding.

Superstition, su-pSr-stish/un, n. An excessive rever-

ence or fear of that which is unknown or mysteri-
ous ; belief in a false, irrational, or idolatrous relig-

ious system or religious veneration for unworthy
objects; an ignorant or irrational worship of the Su-
preme Deity; excessive exactness or rigor in relig-

ious opinions or practice; worship of false gods; false

religion; belief in the direct agency of superior pow-
ers, in certain extraordinary or singular events, or in

omens and prognostics; fanaticism.—Supersti'tious,
-stish'us, a. Pert, to, or proceeding from, evincing,

or addicted to, superstition; full ot idle fancies and
scruples in regard to religion; scrupulous beyond
need.

Superstratum, su-per-stra'tum, n. ; pi. -stra'ta, -ta.

A stratum or layer above another, or resting on some-
thing else.

Superstruction, su-per-struk'shun, n. Act of building
upon; that which is built upon some foundation; a
superstructure. — Superstructure, -struk'chur, a.

1, cube, full ; moon, fo~6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, tiicn, boNboN, chair, get.
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Any material structure or edifice built on something
else; esp., the building raised on a foundation; any-
thing erected on a foundation or basis.

Supersubstantial, su'per-sub-stan'shal, a. Being more
than substance.

Supervene, su-per-ven', v. i. [-vened (-vend'), -vex-
ing.] To come upon as something extraneous; to

take place, happen.— Supervenient, -yent, a. Com-
ing upon as something additional or extraneous.—
Superven'tion, -ven'shun, n. Act of, etc.

Supervise, su-per-viz', v. t. [-vised (-vlzd'), -vising.]
To oversee for direction, superintend, inspect.—
Supervision, -vizh'un, n. Act of overseeing ; in-

spection ; superintendence. — Supervisor, n. One
who supervises ; an overseer ; inspector ; superin-
tendent. — Supervi'sory, a. Pert, to, or having, su-
pervision.

Supine, su'pln. n. (Gram.) A verbal noun; or a sub-
stantival modification of the infinitive mood, in Lat-
in.— Supine', a. Lying on the back, or with the
face upward; leaning backward, or inclining with
exposure to the sun; negligent; heedless ; listless;

careless ; drowsy. — Supinely, adv. In a supine
manner ; carelessly ; indolently ; drowsily ; in a
heedless, thoughtless state. - Supination, n. Act of
lying, or state of being laid, with the face upward.

Supper, etc. See under Sup.
Supplant, sup-plant', v. t. To remove or displace by
stratagem: to displace and take the place of; to over-
throw, undermine.— Supplanta'tion, n. Act of, etc.
— Supplant'er, n.

Supple, sup'pl, a. Easily bent; pliant; flexible; com-
pliant; not obstinate; bending to the humor of oth-
ers ; obsequious ; flattering ; fawning ; soft. — v. t.

[suppled (-pld), -PLIN6.] To make soft and pliant,
render flexible, make compliant or submissive.—». i.

To become soft and pliant.— Sup'pliant, -pll-ant, a.

Asking earnestly and submissively; manifesting en-
treaty; expressive of humble supplication; beseech-
ing; begging; imploring. — n. A humble petitioner;
one who entreats submissively. — Sup'plicant, n.

One who supplicates; a petitioner who asks earnest-
ly and submissively.—Sup'plicate, -plT-kat, v. t. To
entreat for, seek by earnest prayer; to address in
prayer, beseech, beg, implore, importune, solicit,

crave. — v. i. To petition with earnestness and sub-
mission, implore.— Supplica'tion, n. Act of, etc.;

humble petition; earnest request; prayer; solicita-

tion; craving.—Sup'plicatory
;
-pli-ka-to-ri, a. Con-

taining supplication; submissive.
Supply, sup-pli', v. t. [-plied (-plid'), -plying.] To fill

up, as any deficiency happens; to furnish with what
is wanted; to serve instead of; to fill; to bring or fur-
nish, provide, administer, contribute, yield, accom-
modate. — n. Sufficiency of things for use or want ;

the food, etc., which meets the daily necessities of
an army or other large body of men; store,— chiefly
in pi. — Sup'plement, n. That which fills up, com-
pletes, or perfects something to which it is added;
something added to a book or paper to make good
its deficiencies or correct its errors, — v. t. To fill

up or supply by additions; to add to. — Supple-
mental, -ary, -a-rT, a. Added to supply what is

wanted ; additional. — Sup'pletive, -pie-tiv, -tory,
-to-ri, a. Supplying what is lacking; filling up de-
ficiencies: supplemental.

Support, sup-port', v. t. To keep from falling, sus-
tain; uphold, prop up, bear the weight of; to endure
without being overcome, exhausted, or changed
in character ; to keep from fainting or sinking ; to
assume and carry successfully (the part of an ac-
tor) ; to furnish with the means of sustenance or
livelihood; to carry on, enable to continue; to veri-
fy, make good: to defend successfully; to uphold by
aid or countenance; to attend as an honorary assist-

ant. — n. Act or operation of supporting, upholding,
or sustaining; that which upholds, sustains, or keeps
from falling; that which maintains or preserves from
being overcome, failing, yielding, sinking, giving
way, etc.; stay; prop; assistance; favor; patronage;
aid; help; succor; nutriment; sustenance; food.

—

Support'able, a. Capable of being supported, borne,
or sustained; endurable; tolerable; capable of be-
ing maintained.— Support'er, n. One who, or that
which, supports. {Her.) A figure on either side of

the escutcheon, and exterior to it.

(Surg.) A band or truss for sup-
porting the abdomen or some oth-
er part or organ.

Suppose, sup-poz', v. t. [-posed
(-pdzd'), -posing.] To imagine a

\
or admit to exist, for the sake of
argument or illustration; to as-!
sume to be true; to be of opinion,
think, conjecture ; to receive as
true ; to require to exist or be
true ; to imply by the laws of
thought or of nature,— v. i. To Sunnortersmake supposition ; to think, be-

a a
'
suPP°rters -

lieve, imagine. — Suppos'able, a. Capable of being
supposed, or imagined to exist. — Suppos'al, n.
Position without proof; supposition.— Suppos'er, n.

Supposition, sup-po-zish'un,n. Act of supposing; that
which is supposed; hypothesis; surmise; conjecture.— Supposi'tional, -po-zish'un-al, a. Hypothetical.— Suppos'iti'tious, -poz'i-tish'us, a. Put by trick
in the place or character belonging to another; spu-
rious; counterfeit.— Suppos'itive, -I-tiv, a. Includ-
ing or implying supposition.

Suppress, sup-pres', v. t. [-pressed (-presf), -press-
ing.] To overpower and crush, put down; to keep
in, restrain from utterance or vent; to retain without
disclosure or making public ; to conceal, hinder
from circulation ; to restrain or stop by remedial
means ; to repress, overwhelm, conceal, stifle, stop,
smother.— Suppres'sion, -presh'un, n. Act of sup-
pressing, or state of being suppressed; stoppage or
obstruction of excretions or discharges, or of a cu-
taneous eruption. (Gram.) Omission.— Suppress'-
ive, -iv, a. Tending to suppress ; subduing ; con-
cealing.— Suppress_'or, n. One who suppresses.

Suppurate, sup'pu-rat, v. i. To generate pus.— Sup-
pura'tion, n. Process of suppurating, or forming
pus, as in a wound or abscess; matter produced by
suppuration. — Sup'purative, -tiv, a. Tending to
suppurate; promoting suppuration.— n. (Med.) A
medicine that promotes suppuration.

Supralapsarian, su'pra-lap-sa'rY-an, n. (Eccl. Hist.)
One of that class of Calvinists, who believed that
God's decree of election determined that man should
fall, in order that the opportunity might be furnished
of securing the redemption of a part of the race.

Supranaturalism. Same as Supernaturalism.
Supreme, su-prem', a. Holding the highest place in
government or power; highest, greatest, or most ex-
cellent ; utmost ; greatest possible. — Suprem'acy,
-prem'a-sl, n. State of being supreme, or in the
highest station of power; higher authority or power.

Sura, su'ra, n. One of the 114 chapters of the Koran.
Sura, su'ra, n. (Hind. Myth.) One of the good spirits

who have drunk the soma — wine of immortality.
Sural, su'ral, a. (Anat.) Being in, or pert, to, the
calf of the leg.

Surbase, ser'bas, n. (Arch.) A cornice or series of
moldings on the top of a pedestal, etc. ; a border or
molding above the base.

Surcease, ser-ses', v. i. To cease, stop, leave off.— v. t.

To stop, cause to cease.— ??,. Cessation; stop.
Surcharge, sSr-charj', v. t. To overload, overburden,
overcharge. (Law.) To overstock ; esp., to put
more cattle into (a common) than the person has a
right to do, or more than the herbage will sustain.
(Equity.) To show an omission in for which credit
ought to have been given. — n. An excessive load
or Durden ; a load greater than can be well borne;
an extra or overcharge.

Surcingle, ser'sin-gl, n. A belt, band, or girth, which
passes over anything laid on a horse's back, to bind
it fast. (Ecch) The girdle of a cassock.

Surcoat, ser'kot, n. A short coat worn over the other
farments ; esp., the long and flowing drapery of
nights, anterior to the introduction of plate armor;

a short robe worn by females, at the close of the 11th
century, over the tunic.

Surd, serd, a. Deaf. (Math.) Not capable of being
expressed in rational numbers; radical. (I'ron.) Ut-
tered with simple breath; not sonant; unintonated;
toneless; atonic— ?u (Math.) A quantity which can-
not be expressed by rational numbers.

Sure, shobr, a. Certainly knowing and believing; con-

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; £nd, eve, tSrni ; Tn, Ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r
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fident beyond doubt ; certain to find or retain; cer-
tain not to fail or disappoint expectation: infallible;
safe ; firm ; steady ; stable ; strong ; indisputable ;

positive. — adv. Certainly; without doubt; doubt-
less; surely.— Sure'ty, -tl, n. State of being sure;
certainty; security; that which makes sure; ground
of confidence or security; security against loss or
damage. (Law.) One who engages to answer for
another's appearance in court, or for his payment
of a debt, or for the performance of some act ; a
bondsman; bail. — Suretyship, n. State of being
surety ; obligation of a person to answer for the
debt, default, or miscarriage of another.

Surf, serf, n. The swell of the sea which breaks upon
the shore, or upon sand-banks or rocks.—SurF-boat,
n. A boat so constructed as to pass safely through
surf.

—

Surf Duck.
The exterior part of anything that has

length and breadth; superficies; outside; outward
or external appearance. (Geom.) A magnitude that
has length and breadth without thickness ; super-
ficies.

Surfeit, ser'fit, v. t. To overfeed, and produce sick-
ness or uneasiness; to fill to satiety and disgust; to
cloy. — v. i. To be fed, or to feast, till the system is

oppressed, and sickness or uneasiness ensues. — n.

Excess in eating and drinking; fullness and oppres-
sion of the system, occasioned by excessive eating
and drinking; disgust caused by excess; satiety.

Surge, serj, n. A large wave or billow: a great, rolling
swell of water, — v. i. [surged (serjd), surging."]
(Xaut.) To let go (a portion of a rope) suddenly ;

to slack (a rope) suddenly from its hold round a pin,
windlass, etc.— v. i. To swell, rise high and roll, as
waves. (Naut.) To slip back.

Surgeon, ser'jun, n. One whose profession is to cure
diseases or injuries of the body by manual opera-
tion. — Sur^geoncy, -jun-sT, n. Office or employ-
ment of a surgeon. — Sur'gery, -jer-T, n. Art of
healing by manual operation ; that branch of med-
ical science which treats of manual operations for
the healing of diseases or injuries of the body ; a
place where surgical operations are performed, or
medicines prepared. — Sur'gical, -jik-al, a. Of, or
pert, to, surgeons or surgery.

Surloin, ser'loin, n. A loin of beef, or the upper part
of the loin : see Beef.

Surly, ser'lt, a. [-lier ; -liest.] Gloomily morose;
ill-natured; abrupt; rude; sour; crabbed; cross and
rude; rough; dark; tempestuous.

Surmise, ser-miz', v. t. [-mised (-mlzd'), -hising.]
To imagine without certain knowledge, infer, sup-
pose.— n. The thought or imagination that some-
thing may be, on feeble or scanty evidence; conjec-
ture; supposition; suspicion; doubt.

Surmount, ser-mownf, v. t. To rise above, or higher
than ; to overcome, conquer, vanquish, subdue ; to
surpass, exceed.—Surmount,able,

*

l lll|)|i | ll

Capable of being surmounted.
— Surmount'ed, a. (Arch.)
Rising higher than a semicircle,
as an arch or dome. (Her.) Hav-
ing one figure laid over another ;

placed over or upon, as one tinc-
ture over another.

Surmullet, ser-mullet, n. A fish
illied to the perch.

Sr'nai

fflffi

Surname, sgr'nam, n. A name or
appellation added to, or over and above, the bap-
tismal or Christian name, as William Smith ; an ap-
pellation added to the original name.— Surname',

v. t. [-named (-namd'), -naming.] To name or call
by an appellation added to the original name.

Surpass, ser-pas', v. t. [-passed (-pasf), -passing.]
To go beyond in anything good or bad ; to exceed,
excel, outdo, outstrip.— Surpass'ing, p. a. Excel-
lent in an eminent degree; exceeding others.

Surplice, ser'plis, h. (Eccl.) A white garment worn
over another dress by the clergy of
certain churches.

Surplus, ser'plus, n. That which
remains when use is satisfied ; ex-
cess beyond what is prescribed or
wanted.— Sur'pl us age, -ej, n.

Surplus ; excess. (Luw.) Matter
in pleading not necessary or rel-

evant to the case, and which may
be rejected.

Surprise, ser-prlz r , v. t. [-prised
(-prizdO, -prising.] To come or
fall upon suddenly and unexpect-
edly ; to strike with wonder or as-

tonishment by something sudden,
unexpected, or remarkable; to
throw the mind of into disorder .

by something suddenh' presented
'

to the view or to the mind; to con-
fuse.— n. Act of coming upon una- Surplice,

wares, or of taking suddenly and without prepara-
tion. (Law.) State of being surprised, or taken
unexpectedly. A moderate degree of sudden won-
der and astonishment ; amazement. — Surpris'iug,
p. a. Exciting surprise: wonderful; extraordinary;
astonishing. — Surpris /

'al, n. Act of surprising, or
coming upon suddenly and unexpectedly; or state
of being surprised.

Surrebut, ser-re-but', v. i. (Law.) To reply, as a
plaintiff to a defendant's rebutter.— Surrebut''ter,
n. The plaintiff's reply in matters of fact to a de-
fendant's rebutter.

Surrejoin, ser-re-join', v. i. (Law.) To reply, as a
plaintiff to a defendant's rejoinder.— Surrejoin/'der,

n. The answer of a plaintiff, in matters of fact, to a
defendant's rejoinder.

Surrender, ser-ren'der, v. t. [-dered (-derd), -der-
ing.] To give or deliver up possession of upon
compulsion or demand; to yield to the possession of
another, give up, resign. (Law.) To give up, as a
principally his bail, a fugitive from justice by a
foreign state, etc. To yield to any influence, pas-
sion, or power,— used reflexively. — v. i. To give
up one's self into the power of another; to yield.

—

n. Act of surrendering ; the act of yielding or re-

signing one's person, or the possession of something,
into the power of another.

Surreption, ser-rep'shun, n. Act or process of getting
in a surreptitious manner.— Surreptitious, -tish'-
us, a. Done, produced, or obtained by stealth, in
an underhanded manner, fraudulently, or without
proper authority. _

Surrogate, ser'ro-gat, n. A deputy ; delegate ; sub-
stitute ; in Eng., the deputy of an ecclesiastical
judge: in some of the U. S., an officer who presides
over the probate of wills and testaments.

Surround, ser-rownd', v. t. To inclose on all sides ;

to lie or be on all sides of; to encompass, encircle,
environ, invest, hem in, fence about.—Surrounding,
n. An encompassing, pi. Things or conditions
which surround or environ; external or attending
circumstances.

Sursolid, ser-soKid, n. (Jtlath.) The 5th power of a
number.

Surtout, sSr-toot'', n. A man's coat worn over his
other garments ; an overcoat, esp. when long and
fitting closely.

Surveillance, ser-vaKyoxs, n. Watch; inspection.
Survey, ser-va', v. t. [-veyed (-vadr ), -veyixg.] To
inspect or take a view of, as from a high place ; to

view with a scrutinizing eye; to examine with ref-

erence to condition, situation, and value ; to deter-
mine the form, extent, position, etc. (of a tract of
land, a coast, harbor, etc.), by means of linear and
angular measurements. — Sur'vey, n. A general
view, as from an elevated place ; a particular view ;

examination; esp., an official examination of all the
parts or particulars of a thing, with a design to as-
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certain the condition, quantity, or quality : opera-
tion of finding the contour, dimensions, position, or
other particulars of any part of the earth's surface ;

a measured plan and description of any line or por-
tion of country ; a district for the collection of the
customs. — Surveying, n. That branch of applied
mathematics which teaches the art of determining
the area of anv portion of the earth's surface, with
an accurate delineation of the same on paper. — Sur-
vey'or, -er, n. An overseer ; superintendent ; one
who views and examines for the purpose of ascer-
taining the condition, quantity, or quality of any-
thing: one who measures land, or practices the art
of surveying. (Customs.) An officer who ascertains
the contents of casks, and the quantity of liquors
subject to duty ; a gauger ; in the U. S., an officer

who ascertains the weight and quantity of goods
subject to duty.

Survive, ser-viv', v. t. [survived (-vivd,) )
-viving.]

To live beyond the life or existence of, or beyond
some specified time, event, or catastrophe, outlive,
live longer than. —v. i. To remain alive, continue
to live. — Survived, n. A living longer than, or be-
yond the life of, another person, thing, or event. —
Survival of the fittest. See Darwinism, also Natu-
hal Selection, under Nation.— Surviv'or, -er, n.

One who survives or outlives another person or thing,
or a term, event, or catastrophe. — Survivorship, n.

State of being a survivor. (Law.) Eight of a joint
tenant, or other person who has a joint interest in
an estate, to take the whole estate upon the death of
the other.

Susceptible. sus-sep'tY-bl, a. Capable of admitting
anything additional, or any change, affection, or in-
fluence ; capable of impression ; impressible ; ten-
der; having nice sensibility.— Suscep/tibil'ity, -T-tY,

a. State or quality of being susceptible; capability
of receiving impressions, or of being affected : ca-
pacity for feeling or emotional excitement; sensibil-
ity; feeling; emotion.— Suscep'tive, -tiv, a. Capable
of admitting ; readily admitting. — Susceptiv'ity,
-tiv'T-tT, n. Capacity of admitting.— Suscip'ient,
-sip'I-ent, a. Receiving; admitting, —n. One who
takes or admits.

Suspect, sus-pekf, v. t. To imagine to exist, often
upon weak evidence, or no evidence at all; to im-
agine to be guilty upon slight evidence, or without
proof; to hold to be uncertain; to mistrust, distrust,
6urmise, doubt.— v. i. To imagine guilt; to have a
suspicion.— n. A suspected or doubtful person. —
Suspicion, -pish'un, n. Act of suspecting; imagi-
nation of the existence of something without proof,
or upon slight or no evidence; jealousy; mistrust;
diffidence; doubt. — Suspi'cious, -pish'us, a. In-
clined to suspect; indicating suspicion or fear; liable
to suspicion; adapted to raise suspicion; given to
suspicion.

Suspend, sus-pend', v. t. To attach to something
above; to make to depend; to cause to cease for a
time, hinder from proceeding; to hold in a state
undetermined; to debar from any privilege, from
the execution of an office, or from the enjoyment of
income; to cause to cease for a time from operation
or effect ; to interrupt, -intermit, stay.— v. i. To
cease from operation or activity; esp., to stop pay-
ment, or be unable to meet obligations or engage-
ments. — Suspend'er, n. One who, or that which,
suspends, pi. Straps for holding up pantaloons

;

braces; gallowses.— Suspense', -pens', n. A state

of uncertainty; indetermination; indecision; cessa-
tion for a time; stop. —Suspension, -shun, n. Act
of suspending, or state of being suspended; esp.,

temporary delay, interruption, or cessation, as of
labor, judgment, paj-ment, punishment, etc.; a con-
ditional withholding, interruption, or delay. — Sus-

Suspension Bridge,

over high piers at each end, and are secured in the

ground below. — Suspensory, -so-rf, o. Suspended;
hanging: depending; fitted or serving to suspend;
suspending. — n. That which suspends or holds up,
as a truss; esp., a bag for suspending the scrotum.

Suspicion, etc. See under Suspect.
Suspire, sus-pii', v. i. To fetch a long, deep breath;
to sigh.— Suspir'al, n. A breathing-hole; vent; vent-
iduct; a spring of water passing under ground tow-
ard a cistern or conduit. — Suspira'tion, n. Act of
sighing; a sigh.

Sustain, sus-tan', v. t. [-tained (-tand'), -tainixg.]
To keep from falling; to bear; to keep from sink-
ing in despondence; to maintain, keep alive, nour-
ish; to aid, vindicate, comfort, or relieve; to endure
without failing or yielding; to suffer, undergo; to
allow the prosecution of, sanction; to prove, estab-
lish by evidence, be conclusive of as evidence.
(Mus.) To continue, as the sound of notes through
their whole length. — Sus'tenance, -te-nans, n. Act
of sustaining; support ; maintenance; that which
supports life; food; p 10visions. — Sustenta'tion, n.
Preservation from falling; support; use of food or
provisions; maintenance of life.

Sutler, sutler, n. A person who follows an army,
and sells to the troops provisions, liquors, etc.

Suttee, sut-te', n. In India, a widow who immolates
herself on the funeral pile of her husband; the sac-
rifice of burning a widow on the funeral pile of her
husband.

Suttle, sut'tl, n. (Com.) The weight when the tare
has been deducted, and tret is yet to be allowed.

Suture, su'chur, n. Act of sewing; the line along
which 2 things or parts are sewed together, or are
united so as to form a seam, or that which resem-
bles one. (Surg.) A stitch to hold together the lips
or edges of a wound. {Anat.) The seam or joint
which unites the bones of the skull.— Su'tural, a.
Of, or relating to, a suture or seam.

Suzerain, su'ze-ran, ft. A superior lord, to whom
fealty is due.

Swab, swob, n. A mop for cleaning decks, etc.; a bit

of sponge, cloth, etc., fastened to a handle for
cleansinc the mouth; a cleaner for the bore of a gun.— v. t. [swabbed (swobd), -bing.] To clean with a
mop or swab. — Swab'ber, n. One who, etc.; an in-
ferior officer on ships of war, whose business it is to
see that the ship is kept clean.

Swaddle, swod'dl, v. t. [-dled (-did), -dling.] To
bind, as with a bandage; to swathe (an infant).—
n. Clothes bound tight round the body.— Swad'-
dling-band, -cloth, n. A band or cloth wrapped round
an infant.

Swag, swag, v. i. [swagged (swagd), -ging.] To sink
down by its weight; to lean.— n. A swaying, irreg-
ular motion, as of a heavy body, or of one sagging
or pendent from its weight; a burglar's booty. —
Swag'gy, -gi, a. Inclined to swag; sinking, hang-
ing, or leaning by its weight. — Swag'ger, v. i.

[-gered (-gerd), -gering.] lo boast or brag noisily,
bluster, bully.

—

n. Boastfulness or insolence of man-
ner.— Swagvgerer, n. A blusterer; bully; boaster.

Swage, swaj or swei, n. A tool, variouslv shaped or
grooved on the end or face, used by workers in met-
als, for shaping their work. — v. t. To shape by
means of a swage; to fashion, as a piece of iron, by
drawing it into a groove or mold having the required
shape.

Swain, swan, n. A rustic: esp.,

a country gallant or lover.

Swallow, swoKlo, n. A small
migratory swift-flying in-

sectivorous bird of several
species, with long wings and
a Ions:, forked and pointed
tail.—Swal'low-tailed, -tald,

a. Like a swallow's tail in
form, having narrow and
tapering or pointed skirts.

Swallow, swol'lo, v. t.

[-LOWED (-lod), -LOWING.]
To take or appear to take
through the esophagus into the stomach ; to draw
into an abyss or gulf; to receive or embrace (opin-
ions or belief) without examination or scruple; to

appropriate; to occupy, employ; to seize and waste,

Swallow.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end. eve, te"rm ; In, Tee ; 5dd, tone, Cr
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exhaust; to retract, recant.— n. The gullet or esoph-
agus; the throat; as much as is, or can be, swallowed
at once.

Swam. See Swim.
Swamp, swomp, n. Low ground filled with water ;

land wet and spongy, but not usually covered with
water, esp. soft, wet land covered with trees or
bushes.— v. r. [swamped (swompt). swamping.] To
plunge, whelm, or sink in a swamp, or as in a swamp.
(Naut.) To overset, sink, or cause to become filled,

as a boat, in water. To plunge info inextricable diffi-

culties.— Swamp'y, -T, a. Consisting of swamp; like

a swamp.
Swan, swon, n. A large migratory web-footed bird of
several species, like the goose,
but more graceful, having: a
longer neck and beak, and De-
ing generally larger and strong-
er. — Swan's-down, n. The
down of the swan, esp. the
dressed skin of the swan with
the down adhering: a fine, soft,

thick cloth of wool mixed with =
silk or cotton ; a sort of twilled
fustian, like moleskin. —
Swan'skin, n. A species of
flannel of a soft texture, thick and warm.

Swap, swop, v. t. [swapped (swopt), -ping.] To ex-
change, barter. — n. An exchange; barter.

Sward, swawrd, n. The grassy surface of land; turf.
— v. t. To cover with sward.

Sware. See Sweap..
Swarm, swawrm, n. A large number of small animals
or insects, esp. when in motion; a great number of
honev bees which emigrate from a hive at once, un-
der the direction of a queen; a like body of bees
united and settled permanently in a hive; any great
number or multitude.— v. i. [swarmed (swawrmd),
swarming.] To collect and depart from a hive by
flight in a body, as bees; to appear or collect in a
crowd ; to throng together ; to be crowded, be
thronged; to abound, be filled, as with a number or
crowd of objects; to climb (a tree) by embracing it

with the arms and legs, and scrambling; to shin.

Swart, swawrt, Swarth, swawrth, Swartb/y, -1, a. Be-
ing of a dark hue; moderately black; tawny.

Swash, swosh, n. A swaggering fellow; impulse of
water flowing with violence; a dashing of water; a !

narrow channel of water lying within a sand-bank,
or between that and the shore.— v. i. To bluster,

make a noise; to flow noisily, as water; to splash.

Swath, swawth, n. A band or fillet: a line of grass or
grain cut and thrown together by the scythe: the
whole sweep of a scythe, or the whole breadth from
which grass or grain is cut bv it.

Swathe, swath, v. t. [swathed (swarbd), swathing.]
To bind with a swathe, band, bandage, or rollers. —
72. A bandage.

Sway, swa, v. t. [swayed (swad), swaying.] To move
or wield with the hand: to influence or direct by
power and authority, or by moral force; to cause to
incline to one side; to bias, direct, influence, swing,
move, wave. (Naut.) To hoist, raise. — v. i. To
bear rule, govern; to have weight or influence; to
be drawn to one side by weight. — n. Power exerted
in governing; influence, weight, or authority that
inclines to one side; rule; empire; control; influence:
ascendency; swing or sweep of a weapon.

Sweal, swel, v. i. [swealed (sweld). swealing.] To
melt and run down, as the tallow of a candle.

Swear, swar, v. i. [imp. swore, formerly sware; p. p.
sworn (sworn), swearing.] To affirm or utter a
solemn declaration, with an appeal to God for the
truth of what is affirmed; to" promise upon oath.
{Law.) To give evidence on oath. To use the name
of God or sacred things profanely; to use profane
language or oaths, curse, —v. t. To utter or affirm
with a solemn appeal to God for the truth of the
declaration. (Laiu.) To cause to take an oath; to ad-
minister an oath to. To declare or charge upon oath.

Sweat, swet, n. The fluid or sensible moisture ex-
creted from the skin of an animal; perspiration: state
of one who sweats; labor; toil; drudgery; moisture
issuing from or condensed upon the surface of any
substance. — v. i. [sweat or sweated: sweating!]

To excrete sensible moisture from the skin, perspire;
to toil, labor, drudge; to emit or appear to emit
moisture, as green plants in a heap. — v. t. To cause
to excrete moisture from the skin ; to emit from the
pores; to exude.— Sweat'y,-1, a. [-ier:-iest.] Moist
with, or consisting of, sweat; laborious; difficult.

Swedish, Swedish, a. Of, or pert, to, Sweden. — n.
The language of the Swedes.

Sweep, swep, v. t. [swept, sweeping.] To brush,
or rub over with a brush, broom, or besom, for re-
moving loose dirt; to drive or carrj- along or off by
a long, brushing stroke, or force, or by flowing on
the earth ; to drive, destroy, or carry off many at a
stroke, or with celerity and violence: to move over
in strides or with a train; to carry with a long, swing-
ing, or dragging motion; to strike with a long stroke.
(JYaut.) To draw or drag over: to pass rapidly over,
as with the eye or other instrument of observation.— v. i. To pass with swiftness and violence, as
something broad, or brushing the surface of any-
thing; to pass over or brush along with celerity and
force ; to pass with pomp ; to move with a long
reach ; to include or comprehend many individuals
or particulars in a single act or assertion, —n. Act
of sweeping ; compass of a stroke, of anv turning
body or motion, or of anything flowing or brushing;
violent and general destruction : direction and ex-
tent of any motion not rectilinear; one who sweeps;
a sweeper ; the pole moved on a fulcrum or post,
used to raise and lower a bucket in a well : in the
game of casino, the combining and removing of all

the cards on the table ; in whist, the winning of all

the 13 tricks. — Sweepings, n. pi. Things collected
by sweeping: rubbish.— Sweep'stakes, fusing. orpZ.
The whole money or other things staked or won at

a race; one who wins all.

Sweet, swet, a. Having a taste or flavor resembling
that of honey or sugar; pleasing to the smell, fra-

grant ; pleasing to the ear, soft, melodious, harmo-
nious ; pleasing to the eye , beautiful : fresh ; not
salt; not changed from a sound or wholesome state;

mild; soft; gentle; sugary; saccharine; dulcet; lus-
cious. — n. That which is sweet to the taste, — used
chiefly in pi. ; that which is sweet or pleasant in
odor, "a perfume; thatwhich is pleasing to the mind;
a darling, — a term of endearment. — Sweetish, a.
Somewhat sweet.— Sweet'heart, n. A lover or mis-
tress. — Sweeting, n. A sweet apple ; a darling. —
a word of endearment.— Sweefmeat, n. Any article

of confectionery made principally of sugar ; fruit

preserved with sugar, as peaches, pears, melons, nuts,
orange peel, etc. — Sweet'-bread, n. The pancreas
of an animal, used for food. —bri'er, n. A shrubby
plant of the rose kind, cultivated for its fragrant
smell.—fern, n. A small N. Amer. shrub, having
sweet-scented or aromatic leaves resembling fern-
leaves.—oil, n. Olive-oil.—pota'to, n. A trailing
plant of the convolvulus family; its sweetish starchy
tubers, used for food. — -willlam, n. A species of
pink of many varieties. — Sweefen, -n, v. t. [-ened
(-nd), -ening.] To make sweet to the taste; to make
pleasing to the mind; to make mild or kind; to make
less painful: to increase the agreeable qualities of

;

to make delicate; to make -pure and salubrious by
destroying noxious matter; to make warm and fer-

tile; to restore to purity, —v. i. To become sweet.
Swell, swel, r. i. [imp. swelled; p. p. swelled (swol-
len or swolx is less usual); swelling.] To grow
larger by matter added within, or by expansion of
the inclosed substance: to increase in size or extent
by any addition; to rise or be driven into waves or
billows ; to be puffed up or bloated ; to be inflated ;

to belly; to be turgid or bombastic; to bulge out;
to be elated, rise into arrogance; to grow upon the
view; to become larger in amount; to act in a pom-
pous, ostentatious, or arrogant manner ; to strut. —
v. t. To increase the size, bulk, or dimensions of; to
aggravate, heighten: to raise to arrogance. (Mits.)

To augment in force or loudness, as the sound of a
note. — n. Act of swelling; gradual increase; aug-
mentation in bulk: elevation, rise, — said of height;
force, intensity, power,— said of sound: increase of
power in style, or increase of rhetorical force : a
gradual ascent or elevation of land ; a wave or bil-

low; esp., a succession of large waves; the fluctua-

sfin, cube, full ; moon, fotit ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNbON, chair, get.
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tion of the sea after a storm, (dhis.) A gradual
increase and decrease of the volume of sound; —
generally indicated thus —<^>>- . A showy, dash-
ing, boastful person ; a person of high rank, fash-
ion, or importance. — a. Stylish; fashionable; aris-

tocratic— SwelKing, n. Protuberance; prominence;
a tumor; a rising or enlargement by passion.

Swelter, swelt'er, r. i. [-eeed (-Srd), -ering.] To be
overcome and faint with heat; to be ready to perish
with heat. — v. t. To oppress with heat.

Swept. See Sweep.
Swerve, swerv, v. i. [swerved (swervd), swerving.]
To wander from an}' line prescribed, or from a rule
of duty; to deviate; to climb or move forward by
winding or turning.

Swift, swiit, a. Moving with celerity or velocity ;

ready; prompt; coming without delay; quick; nim-
ble ; rapid; expeditious. — n. A reel, for winding
yarn, thread, etc.,— chiefly in pi. (Ornith.) A small
insectivorous bird, of several species, like the swal-
low, but having a shorter bill, longer sickle-shaped
wings, and bolder and more rapid flight: the Amer.
swift is popularly called " chimney swallow."
(Zo'61.) The common newt or eft; a species of lizard.

Swig, swig, v. t. & i. To drink by large draughts.— n.

A large draught.
Swill, swil, v. t. [swilled (swild). swilling.] To
drink grossly or greedily. — v. i. To drink greedily
or to excess.— n. Large draughts of liquor; the wash,
or mixture of liquid substances, given to swine.

Swim, swim, v. i. [imp. swam ; p. p. swum ; swim-
ming.] To be supported by water or other fluid; to

float ; to move progressively in water by means of
the hands and feet, or of fins ; to be borne along by
a current ; to glide along with a smooth motion, or
with a waving motion; to De overflowed or drenched;
to abound, have abundance. — w, t. To pass or move
over, or on, by swimming; to immerse in water that
the lighter parts may swim ; to cause or compel to
swim, make to float. — n. Act of swimming; a glid-

ing motion, like that of one swimming; the time or
distance one swims, or can swim ; the air-bladder of a
fish; the sound. — Swirn'mingly, adv. In an easy,

ftiding
manner, as if swimming; smoothly; success-

ully; without obstruction.
Swim, swim, v. i. To be dizzy or vertiginous. —Swin'-

dle, -dl, v. t. [-dled (-did), -dling.] To cheat and
defraud grossly, or with deliberate artifice.— v. Act
or process of defrauding by systematic imposition.— Swin'dler, n.

Swine, swln, n. sing. &pl. A pachydermatous animal;
the hog: the male is called boar, 'the female sow, and
the young, pig. —Swinish, a. Befitting swine; like
6wine; gross; hoggish; brutal. — Swine'-herd, n. A
keeper of swine.—pox, n. (Med.) A variety of the
chicken-pox. with acuminated vesicles containing a
watery fluid.

Swing, swing, v. i. [swung; swinging.] To move to
and fro, as a body suspended in the air; to wave, vi-

brate; to practice swinging. (Naut.) To move or
float; to turn round an anchor; to be hanged.— v. t.

To cause to wave, or vibrate, as a body suspended
in the air; to move to and fro, flourish, brandish. —
n. Act of swinging; vibratory motion; oscillation;
motion from one side to the other; a line, cord, or
other thing suspended and hanging loose, upon
which anything may swing: a suspended loop of
rope, etc., for persons to swing in; influence or pow-
er of a body put in motion; unrestrained liberty or
license; free course; tendency.— Swinge, swinj, v. t.

To beat soundly, whip, chastise. — Swinge'ing, a.

Huge; very large.— Swin'gel, swin'gl, n. That part
of 'a flail which falls on the grain in thrashing;
swiple. — Swin'gle, swin'gl, v. t. To clean (flax)
by beating it with a swingle; to cut off the tops of
(weeds) without pulling up the roots. — n. A wood-
en instrument like a large knife, used for cleaning
flax; swingle - staff ; swingling knife. — Swin'gle-
tree, n. A whifne-tree.— Swing'-tree, n. The bar
of a cirriage to which the traces are fastened; the
whiffle-tree or whipple-tree; swingle-tree.— Swiple,
swipl, n. Same as Swingel.

Swipe, swip, n. A sweep, q. v.
Swirl, swgrl, n. A whirling motion; an eddy, as of
water, wind, or snow; a whirl; gyration.

Swiss, swis, n. sing. & pi. A native or inhabitant of
Switzerland; the people of Switzerland, —a. Of, or
pert, to, Switzerland.

Switch, swich, n. A small, flexible twig or rod; a cue
of false hair,

„
or of some

(~||lnsubstance
(jute, etc.)
made to re-

semble hair.
(Railroads.)
A movable
part of 2 op-
posite rails,
for transfer- „ . , ...
ring a car Safety Switch,

from one track to another. (.Elee.) A mechanical
device for shifting an electric current to another
circuit; a shunt.— v. t. [switched (swicht), switch-
ing.] To strike with a small twig or rod; to beat,
lash. (Railroads &r Elec.) To shunt, transfer by
a switch. — Switcb/man, n. ; pi. -men. One who
tends a switch on a railroad.

Swivel, swivl, n. A fastening
which allows the thing fas-
tened to turn freely on its axis. „

(Mech.) A ring, link, or staple. Swivel and cham.
that turns round on a pin or neck. (Ml.) A small
cannon fixed in a swivel, or in a socket, or turning
on a pivot, —v. i. To turn on a staple, pin, »r pivot.

Swob, swob, n. & v. Same as Swab.
Swollen, Swoln, swoln. See Swell.
Swoon, swoon, v. i. [swooned (swoond). swooning.]
To sink into a fainting fit, faint.— n. A fainting fit;

syncope. _
Swoop, swoop, v. t. [swooped (swoopt), swooping.]
To fall on at once and seize; to catch while on the
wing; to catch up with a sweep, — v. i. To descend
with closed wings from a height upon prey, as a
hawk; to stoop- — n. A falling on and seizing, as of
a rapacious fowl on his Drey.

Swop. Same as Swap.
Sword, sord, n. A weapon having a long, strong, and
usually sharp-pointed blade, for cutting or thrust-
ing; the emblem of judicial vengeance or punish-
ment, or of authority and power; destruction in bat-
tle; the military power of a country.— Swords'man,
n. ,• pi. -men. A soldier; fighting man; one skilled
in the use of the sword. — Sword'-beit, n. A belt to

suspend a sword by.—fish, n. A large edible fish,

allied to the mackerel, and having the upper jaw
elongated into a sword-shaped process: it is from 10

to 20 feet in length.—knot, n. A ribbon tied to the
hilt of a sword.—play'er, n. A fencer; gladiator.

Swore, Sworn. See Swear.
Swound, swownd, n. A swoon.
Swum. See Swim.
Swung. See Swing.
Sybarite, sib'a-rit, n. A person devoted to luxury
and pleasure. — Sybaritic, -ical, -rTfik-al, a. Pert,
to, or resembling, the Sybarites; wanton.

Sycamine, sik'a-mln, n. The mulberry-tree.
Sycamore, sik'a-mor, «. A large tree allied to the
common fig, found in Egypt
and Syria : in America, the
plane 'tree, or buttonwood, is

called by this name; in Eng. a
large species of maple.

Sycophant, sik'o-fant, n. Orig.,
an informer in Athens, who
sought favor by denouncing
those who stole figs, or exported
them contrary to law; a base
parasite; mean flatterer; esp., a
flatterer of princes and great
men.— Syc'ophaney, -fan-sT, n.

Character or characteristic of
a sycophant ; obsequious flat-

tery; servility. — Sycophantic, -ical, a. Pert, to, or
like, a sycophant; parasitic.

Syenite, si'e-nlt, n. (Min.) A crystalline rock com-
posed of quartz, hornblende, and feldspar, taking
its name from S'/cne, in Upper Egypt, where it is

found: it differs from granite only in containing
hornblende in the place of mica.

Sycamore.
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Syllable, silla-bl, n. An elementary sound, or com-
bination of elementary sounds, uttered together, or
at a single effort or impulse of the voice, and consti-
tuting a word or a part of a word; in writing and
printing, a part of a word separated from the rest,

and c.ipable of being pronounced by a single im-
pulse of the voice; a small part of a sentence or dis-

course; a particle. — Syllable, -ical, a. Pert, to, or
consisting of, a syllable or syllables.— Syllablcally,
adv.— Syllabicate, -T-kat, v. t. To form into syl-

lables, syllabify.— Syllabication , Syllabification,
n. Act or method of dividing words into syllables.
— Syllabify, -T-fl, v. t. [-fied (-lid), -fying.] To
form or divide into syllables.— Syllabus, n. ; E. pi.

-buses ; L. pi. -bi. A compendium containing the
heads of a discourse; an abstract.

Syllabub. Same as Sillabub.
Syllogism, sil'lo-jizm.w. {Logic.) The regular logical
form of every argument, consisting of 3 proposi-
tions, of which the first 2 are called the premises,
and the last the conclusion. — Syllogis'tic, -tical,

-jislik-al, a. Of, or pert, to, a syllogism; consisting
of a syllogism, or of the form of reasoning by syl-

logisms. -~ Syllogis'tically, a'lv. In the form of a
" syllogism; by means of syllogisms.— Syllogize, v. i.

[-gized (-jlzd), -gizing.] To reason by syllogisms.
Sylph, silf, n. An imaginary being inhabiting the

air; a fairy; a slender, graceful woman.— Sylphld,
n. A little sylph; young sylph.

Sylva, siKva, n. ; pi. -v.*:, -ve. The forest trees of any
region or country. (Bot.) A work containing a
botanical description of the forest trees of any re-
gion or country. (Poet.) A collection of poetical
pieces of various kinds. — Syl'van, a. Of, or pert,
to, a sylva; forest-like; rural; rustic; abounding in
forests or in trees; woody.

—

n. A fabled deity of
the wood; a satyr; faun; a rustic.

Symbol, sim'bol, n. The sign or representation of
something moral or intellectual by the images or
properties of natural things ; a letter or character
which is significant; emblem; figure; type. (Math.)
Any character used to represent a quantity, an
operation, a relation, or an abbreviation. — Symbol '-

ic, in. (Theol.) That branch of historic theology
which, treats of creeds. — Symbolic, -ical, a. Of,
pert, to, or in the nature of, a symbol; representa-
tive.- Symbolically, adv. In a symbolical man-
ner; by signs; typically.— Symbolics, n. Same as
Symbolic, n. — Sym'bolism, -izm, n. A system of
symbols or representations. (Cham.) A combining
together of parts or ingredients. (Theol.) The science
of creeds; symbolic. — Sym'boliza'tion, n. Act of
symbolizing; resemblance in properties. — Symbol-
ize, v. i. [-ized (-Izd), -izing.] To have a resem-
blance of qualities or properties, — v. t. To make
to agree in properties or qualities; to make repre-
sentative of something; to represent by a symbol.
— SymboFogy, -o-jl, n. Art of expressing by sym-
bols.

Symmetry, simlne-trY, ?i. A due proportion of the
several parts of a body to each other ; union and
conformitv of the members of a work to the whole.— Symmetrical, a. Involving or exhibiting sym-
metry; proportional in its parts. (Math.) Having
corresponding parts or relations. — Symmetrically,
adv.— Sym'metrize, -me-trlz, v. t. [-tkized (-trlzd),
-tiuzint..] To reduce to symmetry.

Sympathy, sim'pa-thT, n. Feeling corresponding to
that which another feels; fellow-feeling; agreement
of affections or inclinations, or a conformity of nat-
ural temperament, which makes 2 persons pleased
with each other; pity; commiseration. (3fed.) The
reciprocal influence exercised by the various parts
of the body on one another.— Sympathetic, -ical,

a. Inclined to or exhibiting sympathy. (Med.)
Produced by sympathy. — Sympathetically, adv.— Sym'pathize, v. i. [-tiiized (-thizd), -th izing.]
To have a common feeling, as of bodily pleasure or
pain; to feel in consequence of what another feels.

Symphony, sim'fo-nY, n. A consonance or harmony
of sounds, agreeable to the car. (Mus.) An elaborate
instrumental composition for a full orchestra, con-
sisting usually of .'3 or 4 contrasted yet inwardly re-
lated movements; an instrumental passage at the
beginning or end, or in the course of, a vocal com-

position. — Sympho'nious, -nT-us, a. Agreeing in
sound; accordant; harmonious.

Symphysis, sim'fT-sis, n. (Anat.) Union of bones by
cartilage; connection, of bones without a movable
joint; coalescence of parts previously separate; the
point of union; attachment of parts, as tendons.

Symposium, sim-po /,zT-um, n.; pi. -sia, -zY-a. A
drinking together; merry feast; convivial meeting.— Sympo'siac, a. Of, or pert, to, drinking together
and merry-making.— n. A conference or conversa-
tion, as of philosophers at a banquet.

Symptom, simplum, n. (Med.) A perceptible change
in the body or its functions, which indicates dis-
ease; one of the phenomena which indicate the ex-
istence and nature of a disease. That which indi-
cates the existence of something else: mark; sign;
token; indication.

—

Symptomatic, -ical, a. Of , or
pert, to, symptoms ; indicating the existence of
something; according to symptoms.

Synaeresis, -eresis, sin-er'e-sis, n. (Oram.) A contrac-
tion of 2 syllables into one, or of 2 vowels into a
diphthong.

Synagogue, sin'a-gog, n. A congregation or assembly
of Jews for worship ; a Jewish place of worship.— Synagoglcal, -gojlk-al, a. Of, or pert, to, a syn-
agogue.

Synalepha, -loepha, sin-a-le'fa, n. ( Gram.) A cutting
off or suppression of a vowel or diphthong at the end
of a word, when the next word begins with a vowel.

Synarthrosis, sin-ar-thro'sis, n. (Anat.) Union of
bones without motion; close union.

Syncarpous, sin-ka.r'pus, a. Composed of several
carpels consolidated into one.

Synchronal, sin/kro-nal, -chronical,
-kronlk-al, -chronous, sin/kro-nus, a.
Happening at the same time; simulta-
neous. — Synchronism, -kro-nizm, n.

Concurrence of 2 or more events in
time ; simultaneousness ; the tabular
arrangement of historical events and
personages, aecordi2ig to their dates.
— Synchronize, -niz, v. i. Ionized
(-nlzd), -nizing.] To agree in time, be
simultaneous. Svncarnous

Syncope, sin/ko-pe, n. (Mus.) Same as J
Fruit

Syncopation, q. v., below. (Gram.)
An elision or retrenchment of one or more letters,
or a syllable, from the middle of a word. (Med.) A
fainting or swooning. A sudden pause or cessation;
suspension; temporary stop. — Syn'copate, -pat, v. t.

To contract (a word) by taking one or more letters
or syllables from the middle. (Mus.) To commence
(a tone) on an unaccented part of a measure, and
continue into the following unaccented part.— Syn-
copa'tion, n. Contraction of a word by taking a
letter, letters, or a syllable, from the middle. (Mus.)
Performance of a passage by syncopating the notes.

Syncretism, sin'kre-tizm, n. Attempted union of prin-
ciples or parties irreconcilably at variance.

Syndic, sin'dik, n. An officer of government, invested
with different powers in different countries : one
chosen to transact business for others.— Syn'dicate,
-dT-kat, n. A council, or body of syndics; an asso-
ciation of persons authorized to promote some ob-
ject, discharge a trust, or transact a business.

j

Syndrome, sinHro-me, n. (Med.) The concourse or
combination of symptoms in a disease.

Synecdoche, sin-ek'do-ke, n. (Rhet.) A figure or trope
by which the whole of a thing is put for a part, or a
part for the whole. — Syn'ecdbchlcal, -doklk-al, a.
Expressed by synecdoche; implying a synecdoche.

Synod, sin rod,"«. (Eccl. Hist.) A council or meeting
of ecclesiastics to consult on matters of religion. A
meeting, convention, or council.— Synodic, -ical,
a. Of, or pert, to, a synod; transacted in a synod.
(Astron.) Pert, to conjunction, esp. to the period
between 2

Synonym
i'.ccessive conjunctions.
ro-nim, n. One of 2 or more words in the

same language which are the precise equivalents of
each other, or which have very nearly the same sig-
nification, and therefore are liable to be confounded
together. — Synonimlc, «. (Gram.) The science, or
scientific treatment, of synonymous words. — Syn-
on'ymist, -Y-mist, n. One who" collects and explains
synonymous words. — Synon'ymize, v. t. [-mized
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C-mlzd), -mizixg.J To express in different words of
the same meaning. — Synon'ymous, -I-mus, a. Ex-
pressing the same thing: conveying the same idea;
identical : interchangeable ; pert, to synonyms.
— Synon'ymy, -I-ml. n. Quality of being syncSynon'ymy, -i-ml. n. Qu
ymous. (Rhet.) A figure by which synonymous

)eing synon-

words are used to amplify a discourse,
Synopsis, sin-op'sis, n. ; pi. -ses, -sez. A general view,
or a collection of heads or parts so arranged as to
exhibit a general view of the whole ; conspectus;
abridgment; compendium; epitome; abstract — Syn-
op'tic, -tical. a. Affording a general view of the
whole, or of the principal parts of a thing. — Synop'-
tically, adv. In such a manner as to present a gen-
eral view in a short compass.

Synovia, sin-o'vT-a, n. (Anat.) A fluid secreted within
the synovial capsules of the joints, serving as a lubri-
cating fluid to the latter.— Syno'vial, a. Of, or pert,
to, the synovia, or lubricating fluid of the joints.

Syntax, sin'taks, n. (Gram.) The construction of sen-
tences; due arrangement of words or members of
sentences in their mutual relations, according to es-

tablished usage.— Syntactic, -tical, a. Of. or pert,
to, syntax; according to the rules of syntax.

Synthesis, sin'the-sis, n. ; pi. -ses, -sez. Composition,
or the putting of 2 or more things together. (Chem.)
The uniting of elements to forrii a compound. (Log-
ic.) The combination of separate elements of thought
into a whole. — Synthetic, -ical, a. Pert, to syn-
thesis; consisting in synthesis or composition.

Syphilis, sif'I-lis, n. (JJecl.) A dangerous contagious
and hereditary venereal disease. — Syphilitic, a.
Of, pert, to, or infected with syphilis.

Syphon. Same as Siphox.
Syren. Same as Sirex.
Syriac, sTr'Y-ak, n. The language of S3rria; esp., the
ancient language of that country. — a. Of, or pert,
to, Syria, or its language.

Syringe, sTr'inj, n. A small hand-pump, squirt, or
portable hydraulic instrument for injecting fluid
into animal bodies, etc.: usually a cylinder and pis-

ton or an elastic tube and bulb with tubular metallic
or glass nozzle. — v. t. [syringed (-injd), SYBix-
gi>'g.] To inject by means of a syringe; to wash and
cleanse by iujectio'ns from a syringe.— Syringa, si-

nned, n. A large bushy shrub having a prolusion
ol'white fragrant" flowers; mock orange. (Bot.) The
lilac, q. v. — Syr'ingot'omy, -got'o-mi, n. (Surg.)
Tue operation of cutting lor the fistula.

Syrtis, ser'tis, n. A quicksand.
j
Syrup. Same as Sirup.
System, sis'tem, n. An assemblage of objects arranged

j

in regular subordination, or after some distinct meth-
od, usually logical or scientific, or as parts of a com-
plex whole; the whole scheme of created things re-

garded as forming one complete plan or whole; the
universe; regular method or order. (Mus.) An in-
terval compounded, or supposed to be compounded,
of several lesser intervals, (Physiol.) The totality

of parts in the body, performing the same, or anal-
ogous or connected functions ; the body as a func-
tional unity or whole.— Systematic, -ical, a. Of,
pert, to, or consisting in, system; methodical; pro-
ceeding according to system or regular method.—
Sys'tematist, n. One who forms a system, or re-

duces to system.—Systematize, v. t. [-tized (-tlzd),

-tizixg.] "To reduce to system, arrange methodic-
ally. — Sys'tematiz'er, n. — Sys'temize, v. t. [-ized
(-Izd), -izixg.] To svstematize.

Systole, sis'to-le, n. (Gram.) The shortening of a
long syllable. (Physiol.) The contraction of the heart
and arteries for expelling the blood and carrying on
the circulation.

Systyie, sis'til, n. (Arch.) The arrangement of col-

umns in such a manner that they are 2 diameters
apart; an edifice, having a row of columns set close

together around it, as in the Parthenon at Athens.
Syzygy, siz'T-jI, n. (Astron.) The point of an orbit,

as of the moon or a planet, at which it is in conjunc-
tion or opposition, — commonly used in pi.

Szekler, zek'ler, n. One of a Uralo-Altaic race in Tran-
sylvania, akin to the Magyars.

T, te, the 20th letter of the Eng. alphabet, is a simple
consonant, allied to both D and N, all 3 of these let-

ters being dental elements. When t is followed by
h, as in think and then, the combination really
forms a distinct sound, for
which we have no single
character : this combination
has 2 sounds, — surd or whis-
pered, as in think, and sonant
or vocal, as in then.— To suit

or fit to a T. To suit exactly,
answer perfectly, — perh. so
used with reference to a car-
penter's T-square.—T'-cloth.
A cotton fabric made in Eng.
fer the China and India mar-
ket,— * T being stamped on
each piece.

Tabard, tab'erd, n. A sort of
tunic or mantle formerly
worn over the armor, cover-
ing the body before and be-
hind, and reaching below the
loins, but open at the sides,

from the shoulders down-
ward; a herald's coat.—Tab''-
arder, n. One who wears a Taba
t2.D3.rd.

Tabasheer, tab-a-sher', n. A concretion in the joints
of the bamboo, etc., consisting chiefly of pure silex,

used in the E. Indies as a medicine.
Tabby, tab'bl, a. Having a wavy or watered appear-
ance; brinded; brindled; diversified in color.— n. A
kind of waved silk, usually watered ; a mixture of

lime with shells, gravel, or stones, and water, form-
ing a kind of artificial rock; a cat of a tabby color;
any cat.

—

v. t. [tabbied (-bid), tabbying.] To water,
or cause to looh wavy by the process of calendering.

Tabefy, etc. See unde'r Tabes.
Tabernacle, tab'er-na-kl, n. A slightly built or tempo-
rary habitation: a tent; the portable structure used
by the Jews during the exodus and for more than 300
years thereafter as a place of worship ; the Jewish tem-
ple; a place of worship; any small cell, or like place,
in which some holy or precious thing is deposited or
kept; the human body. — v. i. [tabernacled (-kid),
-cling.] To dwell or reside for a time. — Feast of
Tabernacles. A Jewish festival lasting 7 days, dur-
ing which the people dwelt in booths formed of the
boughs of trees, in commemoration of the habitation
of their ancestors in similar dwellings during their
pilgrimage in the wilderness. — Tabernac'ular, a.

Pert, to a tabernacle, or to the Jewish tabernacle.
Tabes, ta'bez, n. (Med.) Progressive emaciation of
the whole body, accompanied with hectic fever, and
with no well-marked local symptoms. — Tabid, a.
Relating to, or wasted bv, tabes. — Tabldness, n. —
Tab'efy, -e-fi, r. i. [-fied (-lid), -fying.] To waste
gradually, lose flesh. — Tabefac'tion, ». A wasting
away by disease.

Table," ta'bl, n. A smooth, flat surface like the side of
a board ; a thin, flat, smooth piece of anything ; a
slab, leaf, or flat superficies, of wood, stone, metal, or
other material, on which anything is cut or written;
a tablet ; memorandum bo"ok ; that which is cut,
drawn, or written on a smooth, flat surface : an in-

scription ; drawing ; painting : a condensed state-

ment which mav he comprehended by the eye in a
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single view ; the presentation of many particulars
in one connected group; a scheme: schedule; synop-
sis; index; an article of household furniture to eat,

work, or write upon ; food placed on a table to be
partaken of; fare ; the company assembled round a
table.— v. t. [tabled (-bid), tabling.] To form into
a table or catalogue; to tabulate. {Carp.) To scarf.

{Parliamentary Usage.) To lay on the table, that is,

to postpone the consideration of, till called for, or
indefinitely, by a formal vote. {Presbyterian Church.)
To enter upon the docket.— The Lord's Table. The
communion of the Lord's Supper.— To lay on the. t.

{Parliamentary Usage.) To lay (a report, motion,
etc.) on the table of the presiding officer,— that is,

to postpone, by a vote, the consideration of. — To
turn the tables. To change the condition or fortune
of contending parties, —a metaphorical expression
taken from the vicissitudes of fortune in gaming. —
Ta'ble-beer, n. Beer for the table, or for common
use.—book, n. A memorandum book ; tablet. —
-cloth, n. A cloth for covering a table.—land, n.

Elevated flat land ; a plateau. spoon, n. One of
the larger or largest spoons used at the table. —
-spoonful, n. ; pi. -spoon'fuls. As much as a table-
spoon will hold.— -talk, n. Conversation at table,

or at meals.—tip'ping, -turning, n. Certain move-
ments of tables or other objects, attributed by some
to the agency of departed spirits, by others to the
development of latent vital or spiritual forces, but
more commonly ascribed to the muscular force of
persons in connection with the objects moved.—Ta'-
bling, n. A forming into tables. {Carp.) The let-

ting of one timber into another by alternate scores
or projections. — Table-d'hote, ta'bl-dot, n. A com-
mon table for guests at a hotel; an ordinary.— Tab''-
let, n. A small table or flat surface ; a small, flat

piece of anything on which to write, paint, draw, or
engrave, pi. A pocket memorandum book. {Med.)
A solid kind of confection, commonly made of dry
ingredients, usually with sugar, and formed into
little flat squares,— lozenge, troche.— Tableau', -lo',

n.;pl. Tableaux', -loz'. A striking and vivid rep-
resentation ; esp., the representation of some scepe
by means of persons grouped in the proper manner,
placed in appropriate postures* and remainingsilent
and perfectly still.—Tab'lature, -la-chur, n. (Paint.)
A painting on a wall and ceiling ; a picture in gen-
eral. {31ns.) An ancient mode of indicating music-
al sounds by letters instead of notes. — Tab'ular,
a. Having the form of, or pert, to, a table, in any
of the uses of the word.— Tab'ulate, v. t. To reduce
to tables or_synopses; to shape with a flat surface.

Taboo, ta-boo , n. A political or religious interdict
concerning something declared sacred or accursed,
formerly of great force among the inhabitants of
the islands of the Pacific; a total prohibition of in-
tercourse with or approach to anything. — v. t.

[tabooed (-bood'), -booing.] To forbid, forbid the
use of, interdict approach or use.

Tabor, ta'ber, n. A small drum used as an accom-
paniment to a pipe or fife. — Tab'oret, n. A small
tabor. — Tab'orine, -o-ren, -orin, -o-rin, n. A small,
shallow drum ; a tabor. — Tab'ouret, -oo-ret, n. A
seat without arms or back, cushioned and stuffed; a
stool ; an embroidery frame. — Tab'ret, n. A small
tabor; taboret.

Tabu. See Taboo.
Tabular, Tabulate. See under Table.
Tacamahac, tak'a-ma-hak, Tac'amaha'ca, -ha'ka, n.
A tree of N. Amer., balsam poplar; a tree of Mada-
gascar, etc.; an aromatic yellowish resin from Mad-
agascar and the "W. Indies.

Tachometer, ta-kom,e-tgr, n. An instrument for
measuring velocity, as of running water or of ma-
chines. — Tachyg'raphy, -kig'ra-fT, n. The art or
practice of rapid writing ; stenography ; shorthand
writing.

Tacit, tas'it, a. Implied, but not expressed ; silent.— Tacitly, adv. In a tacit manner ; silently ; by
implication. — Taciturn, -T-tern, a. Habitually
silent; not free to converse; not apt to talk or speak;
reserved. — Taciturnity, -T-ti, n. Habitual silence
or reserve in speaking.

Tack, tak, n. A small, short, sharp-pointed nail, usu-
ally having a broad head. {Naut.) A rope to con-

fine the foremost lower corners of the courses and
stay-sails, when the wind crosses the ship's course
obliquely; also, a rope to pull the lower corner of a
studding-sail to the boom; the part of a sail to which
the tack is usually fastened; the course of a ship in
regard to the position of her sails. — Tack. v. t.

[tacked (takt), tacking.] To fasten or attach ; to
attach, unite, or secure in a slight or hasty manner;
to join as with stitches or tacks; to add, append.— v. t. and i. {Naut.) To change the course of a ship
by shifting the tacks and position of the sails and
rudder. Hard tack. A large kind of hard crackers,
used for food by sailors and soldiers.

Tackle, tak'l, n. An apparatus of ropes, pulleys, etc.,

for raising or lowering heavy weights ; apparatus
by which a thing is grasped, moved, or operated;
appurtenances for sport or work. {Naut.) The rig-

ging and apparatus of a ship.— v. t. [tackled (-Id),

-ling.] To liarness, seize, lay hold of. — Tackling,
n. Furniture of the masts and yards of a ship ; in-
struments of action ; the straps and fixtures by
which a horse draws a carriage; harness.

Tact, takt, n. Peculiar skill or faculty ; nice percep-
tion ; ready power of appreciating and doing what
is required by circumstances.— Tactile, -til, o. Ca-
pable of being touched ; pert, to the organs, or the
sense, of touch. — Tactil'ity, -I-tT, n. State of being
tactile; perceptibility by touch.—Tac'tion, -shun, n.
Act of touching ; touch ; contact. — Tact'ual, -u-al,

a. Pert, to the sense, or the organs, of touch ; con-
sisting in, or derived from, touch.

Tactics, tak'tiks, n. The science and art of disposing
military and naval forces in order for battle, and
performing military and naval evolutions.—Tac'tic,
-tical, a. Of, or pert, to, the art of military and
naval dispositions for battle, evolutions, etc. — Tac-
ti'cian, -tish'an, n. One versed in tactics; a maneu-
verer; adroit manager.

Tactile, Taction, etc. See under Tact.
Tadpole, tad'pol, n. The young of a frog or toad, in

its first state from the spawn; a polliwog.
Taedium^te'dTC-um, ?t. Weariness; tedium.
Ta'en, tan. A contr. of taken.
Tafferel. See Takfkail.
Taffeta, taf'fe-ta, -ty, -tT, n. A fine, smooth stuff of

silk, havingvisually a remarkably wavy luster.
Tafirail, tafral, n. {Naut.) The upper part of a ship's

stern, which is flat like a table on the top, and
sometimes ornamented with carved work; the rail
around a ship's stern.

Taffy, taf'fr, n. A kind of candy made of molasses
boiled down and poured out in shallow pans.

Tag, tag, n. A metallic point at the end of a string;
any slight appendage, as to an article of dress; a di-
rection-card, or label; something mean and paltry;
the rabble; the catch-word at the end of an actor's
speech; cue; a play in which one person runs after
and touches another, and then in turn runs away to
avoid being touched.— v. t. [tagged (tagd), -ging.1
To fit with a point or points; to fit (one thing to an-
other).— v.i. To follow closely, as it were an ap-
pendage. — Tag'-rag, n. or a. The lowest class of
people ; rabble, — also written tag-rag or
rag-tag and bobtail.

Taglia, tal'ya, n. {Mech.) A peculiar com-
bination of pulleys.

Tail, tal, n. Any long, flexible, terminal ap-
pendage; the part of an animal which ter-
minates its body behind; the back, lower,
or inferior part of anything ; the side of a
coin opposite to that which bears the head
or effigy; whatever resembles, in shape or
position, the tail of an animal, as a catkin.
(Bot.) A downy or feathery appendage to
certain seeds, formed of the permanent
elongated style ; any elongated, flexible,
terminal part, as a petiole or peduncle. —
Tail'-piece, n. An appendage. {Print.)
An ornament placed at the bottom of a
short page to fill up the space, or at the end
of a book.—race. n. The stream of water
which runs from the mill after it has been
applied to move the wheel.

Tail, tal, n. {Law.) Limitation; abridgment.
— a. Limited; abridged; reduced; curtailed.
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— Estate in tail. An estate limited to certain heirs,

and from which the other heirs

are precluded. — To t. in or on.

(Arch.) To fasten by one of the
ends into a wall or some other
support.—Tail'age,-ej,?«. A share;
a tax or toll ; tallage. — Tai'lor,
-15r, n. One whose occupation is

to cut out and make men's gar-
ments. — v. i. [tailored (-lerd),

tailoring.] lo practice making
men's clothes. — Tai'loress, n. A
woman who makes garments for
men or boys. — Tai'lor-bird, n.

A bird of several species and gen-
era, found in the E. Indies and
Italy, which constructs nests by
6titching together leaves of plants.

Taint, tant, v. t. To imbue or im-
pregnate, as with some extraneous
matter which alters the sensible
qualities of the substance; to im-
pregnate with something odious,
noxious, or poisonous ; to stain,
sully, tarnish, contaminate, pol-
lute", infect, disease, vitiate, poi-

son. — v. i. To be infected or cor-
rupted; to be affected with incipi-

ent putrefaction. — n. Tincture;
stain : infection ; corruption ; a
blemish on reputation. — Tainf-
ure, tan'chur, n. Taint ; tinge ;

defilement; stain.

Take, tak, r. (. [imp. took (t<56k): p.
p. taken (tak'n); taking.] To lay ji est ot Tailor-bird,
hold of, seize with the hands, or
otherwise; to get into one's hold or possession; to
obtain possession of by force or artifice, capture; to

come upon or befall, attack, seize; to captivate, in-
terest, charm; to make selection of, choose, have re-

course to; to employ, use, demand, require; to form
a likeness of, delineate; to assume, acquire (shape);
to permit to one's self, enjoy or experience (rest,

revenge, delight, shame) ; to form and adopt (a
resolution); to accept (something offered); to par-
take of, swallow; to undertake readily, surmount,
leap; to submit to, tolerate, endure; to admit (some-
thing presented to the mind); to receive in thought,
understand, interpret, suppose; to admit, receive,
bear, agree with; to convey, move, remove, conduct,
transfer, recover, assume, etc. — v. i. To catch, fix,

be fixed; to have the intended or natural effect; to
please, gain reception; to move or direct the course,
betake one's self, go.— n. The quantity of fish cap-
tured at one haul or catch. (Print.) The quantity
of copy taken in hand by a compositor at one time.— To take advantage of. To catch by surprise, make
use of a favorable state of things to the prejudice of.
— To t. aim. To aim. — To t. clown. To reduce,
bring lower, depress ; to swallow ; to pull down,
pull to pieces ; to record, write down : to attack,
make an attack upon.— To t. effect. To have the
intended effect, be efficacious. "— To t. heart. To
gain confidence or courage. — 'To t. in. To inclose,
fence ; to encompass or embrace, comprise ; to draw
into a smaller compass, contract, furl ; to cheat, cir-

cumvent, deceive: to admit, receive; to understand,
comprehend. — To t. in hand. To undertake, at-

tempt to execute. — To t. in rain. To use unneces-
sarily, carelessly, or profanely.— To 1. leave. To bid
farewell.— To t. notice. To observe with particular
attention ; to show by some act that observation is

made.— To t. oath. To swear in a judicial manner.
— To t. off. To remove (from the surface, top, or

j

outside) ; to cut off ; to destroj' ; to invalidate ; to
|

withdraw, call or draw away ; to swallow ; to pur-
chase, take in trade , to copy, reproduce, imitate,
mimic. — To t. out. To remove from within a place,
separate, deduct; to draw out, clear or cleanse from.
— To t. place. To happen, come to pass. — To t.

rooi. To live and grow, as a plant: to be established,
as principles. — To t. advantage of. To use any ad-
vantage offered by, employ to advantage; to catch
by cunning, use circumstances to the prejudice of.— To t. to heart. To be sensibly affected by; to feel

sensibly.— To t. up. To lift, raise; to buy or borrow;
to begin ; to engross, employ ; to seize, catch, arrest;
to admit, believe; to reprimand ; to begin where an-
other left off: to occupy, fill; to assume, carry on or
manage for another; to comprise, include; to adopt,
assume ; to receive, accept, or adopt for the purpose
of assisting; to favor; to collect: to exact (a tax); to
pay and receive. — To t. upon'one's self. To assume

s

undertake ; to appropriate to one's self, allow to be
imputed to one's self.— To t. after. To learn to fol-
low, copy, imitate ; to resemble. — To t. on. To be
violently affected. — To t. to. To apply to, be fond
of ; to resort to, betake to. — To t. up with. To be
contented to receive; to receive without opposition.— Take'-ofE, n. ; pi. -offs. An imitation, esp. in the
way of caricature. — Tak^er, n. One who takes, re-
ceives, or apprehends. — Tak'ing, p. a. Alluring;
attracting.— n. Act of gaining possession; agitation;
excitement: distress of mind.

Talbot, tawl'but, n. A sort of dog, noted for quick
scent and eager pursuit of game.

Talbotype, tal'bo-tlp, n. A process of taking pictures
by the camera obscura on chemically prepared pa-
per.

Talc, talk, n. (Min.) A soft magnesian mineral, of a
soapy feel, and usually of greenish, whitish, or gray-
ish colors. — Talck'y, -T, Talcose', tal-kos', Talc'-
ous, -us, a. Pert, to, composed of, or resembling, talc.

Tale, tal, n. That which is told; an oral relation; a
reckoning by count ; enumeration ; number reck-
oned or stated ; a written rehearsal of what has oc-
curred : anecdote ; story ; fable ; incident; legend;
narrative.— Tale'-bear'er, n. One who officiously
tells tales. bear'ing, n. Act of informing offi-

ciously; communication of secrets maliciously.
Talent, taKent, n. Among the ancient Greeks, a weight
and denomination of money- the Attic talent =
nearly 57 lbs. avoirdupois, or as silver money =
about §11S0; among the Hebrews, as a weight =
about OoJ lbs. avoirdupois : as money, from about
$1(>45 to $1916; intellectual ability, natural or ac-
quired; a special gift, esp. in business, art. etc.,—

a

metaphorical use of the word, prob. originating in
the parable of the talents, Matt, xxv.— Tal'ented,
a. Funiished with talents or skill.

Tales, tafez, n. pi. (Law.) A supply of persons from
those in or about the court-house," to make up any
deficiency in the number of jurors regularly sum-
moned, being like, or such, as the latter.— Talesman,
talz'man, n. ; pi. -hex. A person called to make up
the deficiency in the number of jurors when a tales
is awarded.

Talisman, taKiz-man. n. ; pi. -mans. A magical figure
cut or engraved under certain superstitious observ-
ances of the configuration of the heavens, to which
wonderful effects are ascribed; something that pro-
duces extraordinary effects, esp. in averting evil; a
charm. — Talismanlc, -ical a. Pert, to, or having
the properties of, a talisman; magical.

Talk, tawk, v. i. [talked (tawkt), talking.] To
converse familiarly ; to speak, as in familiar dis-

course; to confer, reason; to prate, speak imperti-
nently.— v. t. To speak freely, use for conversing
or communicating; to mention in talking, utter; to
consume or spend in talking. — ?*. Familiar con-
verse; mutual discourse; report; rumor; subject of
discourse; conversation; colloquy: discourse; chat;
conference ; communication. — Talk'er, n. One
who talks; esp., one noted for power of conversing
agreeably: a loquacious person; a boaster; braggart.
— Talk'ative, -a-tiv, a. Given to much talking; gar-
rulous; loquacious; prating. — Talkativeness, n.

Tall, tawl, a. High in stature; long and comparatively
slender, — said of upright objects; lofty.

Tallage, tal'lej, -liage, "lT-ej, n. (0. Eng. Law.) A
certain rate or tax, paid by barons, knights, and in-

ferior tenants, toward the public expenses.
Tallow, tal'lo, n. The suet or fat of animals of the
sheep and ox kinds; the fat of some other animals,
or the fat obtained from certain plants, or from other
sources, resembling that of animals of the sheep
and ox kind. — v. t- [tallowed (-lod), -lowing.]
To grease or smear with tallow ; to fatten. — TaK-
low-chandler, n. One who makes or sells tallow
candles. — Tal'lowish, a. Having the properties or
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nature of tallow ; resembling tallow. — Tallowy,
|

-lo-Y, a. Having the qualities of tallow ; greasy.
Tally, tal'lY, n. A piece of wood on which notches or
scores are cut, as the marks of number; esp. one of 2
pieces with notches exactly corresponding; one thing
made to suit or correspond to another; a match; mate.— v.t. [tallied (-lid), -lying.] To score with cor-
respondent notches, make tocorrespond. (Na'ut.) To
pull aft, as the sheets or lower corners of the main
and foresail. — v. i. To be fitted, suit, correspond.
—Tal'lyman, n. ; pi- -men. One who keeps the tally;

one who keeps a tally-shop.— Tal'ly-shop, n. A shop
at which articles are sold to customers on account,
the account being kept in corresponding books, one
called the tally, kept by the buyer, the other the
counter-tally, kept by the seller.

Tallyho, tal'll-ho, interj. & n. The huntsman's cry to
urge on his hounds.

Talmud, tal'mud, n. The whole body of the Hebrew
laws and traditions, with authoritative comments
and explanations, as collected, in 2d cent, and since,
in the Mishna and Gemara. — Talmud'ic, -ical, a.
Of, pert, to, or contained in, the Talmud. — Tal'-
mudist, n. One versed in the Talmud.— Talmudisf-
ic, a. Of, or pert, to, the Talmud; Talmudic.

Talon, tal'un, n. The claw of a bird of prey. {Arch.)
A kind of molding ; ogee : see Molding.—Talus, n.

(Anat.) That bone of the foot which articulates
with the leg; astragalus. (Arch. & Fort.) The slope
or inclination of a work. (Geol.) A sloping heap of
broken rocks at the foot of a precipice.

Tamandua, or Little Ant-bear.

Tamandua, ta-man'du-a, «. A species of ant-eater of
tropical Amer., about the size of a full-grown cat,
and having a prehensile tail ; the little ant-bear.

Tamarack, tam'a-rak, ». The black larch, a conifer-
ous tree having deciduous leaves; hackmatack.

Tamarind, tam'a-rind, n. A leguminous tree, culti-
vated in tropical countries for its shade and fruit

;

one of the preserved seed-pods of the tamarind,
which abound with an acid pulp of refrigerant and
laxative properties.

Tamarisk, tam'a-risk, n. A tree or shrub of several
species.

Tambac, tam'bak, n. An alloy of copper, zinc, etc.;
tombac; aloes-wood.

Tambour, tam'boor, n. A kind of small flat drum ;

tambourine ; a small circular frame, resembling a
drum, for working embroidery upon; a species of
embroidery in which threads of gold and silver are
worked in leaves, flowers, etc. (Arch.) The vase on
which the leaves of the Corinthian and Composite
capitals are placed; the wall of
a circular temple surrounded
with columns; the circular ver-
tical part above or below a cu-
pola ; a lobby or vestibule, in-
closed with folding doors. —
Tambourine', -en', n. A shal-
low drum, with only one skin,
played on with the hand, and
having bells at the sides; a live-
ly trench dance, formerly in
vogue in operas.

Tame, tain, a. Having laid aside, or become changed
from, native wildness and shyness; accustomed to
man; crushed; subdued; spiritless; deficient in ani-
mation; dull; flat. — ?', t. [tamed (tamd), TAMING.]
To reduce from a wild to a domestic state; to re-

Tambourine.

claim, domesticate; to subdue, conquer.— Tamely,
adv. In a tame manner; with unresisting submis-
sion; meanly; servilely.

Tamil, ta'mil, n. The language of the Carnatic and
of most of Ceylon,— a member of the Dravidian
family of languages.

Tamis, tam'is, Tam'my, -ml, n. A kind of woolen
cloth highly glazed, often used for straining sauces.

Tamp, tamp, v. t. To fill up (a hole bored in a rock
for blasting), esp. by driving in something with fre-

quent strokes: to drive in or down by frequent gen-
tle strokes.— Tam'pon,Tam'pion,-pT-un,Tom'pion,
n. The stopper of a cannon or other piece of ord-
nance; a plug to stop the upper end of an organ-
pipe. (Surg.) A plug to stop hemorrhage.

Tamper, tam'per, v. i. [-pered (-perd), -i-ering.] To
meddle, try little experiments, adulterate.

Tan, tan, v. t. [tanned (tand), -ning.] To impreg-
nate with tannin by steeping in an infusion of bark,
in order to convert into leather, as the skins of ani-
mals; to make brown by exposure to the rays of the
sun; to flog. — v. i. To become tanned, —n. The
bark of the oak, and some other trees, bruised and
broken by a mill, for tanning hides ; a yellowish-
brown color, like that of tan; a browning of the skin
by exposure to the sun. — Tan'-yard, n. A place
where leather is tanned. — Tan'ner. n. One whose
occupation is to tan hides. — Tan'nery, -ner-T, n.

The house and apparatus for tanning. — Tan'nic, a.

( Chem.) Of, pert, to, or derived from, tan. — Tan'-
nin, n. (Chem.) The astringent principle of oak
bark, nut-galls, etc. — Taw'ny, -nT, a. [-nier ;

-niest.] Ol'adull yellowish-brown color, like things
tanned or sunburnt persons.

Tandem, tan'dem, adv. One after another, —said of
horses harnessed and driven one before another, in-

stead of side by side.

Tang, tang, n. A strong or offensive taste; esp., a taste

of something extraneous to the thing itself; relish;

taste; something that leaves a sting or pain behind;
a projecting part of an object by means of which it

is secured to a handle, or to some other part; any-
thing resembling a tongue in form or position.

Tangent, tan'jent, n. (Geom.) A right line which
touches a curve, but which,
when produced, does not'
cut it. — a. Touching.
(Geom.) Touching at a sin-
gle point.— Tan'gency, -jen-
sT, n. State or quality of be-
ing tangent : a contact or
touching. — Tangen' t i a 1

,

-jen'shal, a. Of, or pert, to,
a tangent; in the direction
of a tangent. — Tan'gible,
-jT-bl, a. Perceptible by the touch; palpable; capa-
ble of being possessed or realized; readily apprehen-
sible by the mind.— Tangibil'ity, n. Quality of be-
ing, etc.

Tangle, tan'gl, v. t. [-gled (-gld). -gling.] To unite
or knit together confusedly; to interweave or inter-
lock, as threads; to insnare, entrap, — v. i. To be
entangled or united confusedly, — n. A knot of
threads, or other things, so interwoven as not to be
easily disengaged. (Bot.) An edible seaweed, hav-
ing long, ribbon-shaped fronds.

Tank, tank, n. A large basin or cistern.
Tankard, tank'ard, n. A large vessel for liquors, or a

drinking; vessel, with a cover.
Tanner, Tannic, Tannin, etc. See under Tan.
Tansy, tan'zY, n. (Bot.) An extremely bitter plant
of many species, used for medicinal and culinary
purposes.

Tant, tant, n. A small spider, with 2 eyes, and 8 long
legs, and of an elegant scarlet color.

Tantalize, tan'ta-llz, v. t. [-lizeo (-lizd), -sizing.]
To tease or torment with a prospect of good that can
not be realized ; to disappoint, tease, irritate, pro-
voke.— Tan'talism, -lizm, n. The punishment of
Tantalus ; a teasing with vain hopes. — Tan'taliza'-
tion, n. Act of tantalizing. — Tan'taliz'er, n. —
Tan'talus, n. A genus of wading birds, including
the wood-pelican or ibis, a bird of the size of the
stork, but more slender, inhabiting marshes, and
feeding on reptiles.

Tangent.

from a wild to a domestic state; to re- feeding on reptiles.
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Tantamount, tanta-mownt', a. Equivalent in value
or signification; equal.

Tantivy, tan-tiv'T or tan'ti-vT, adv. Sviftly; speed-
ily; rapidly,— a hunting term.

Tantrum, tan'trum, n. A whim or burst of ill-humor;
an affected air.

Tap, tap, v. t. [tapped (tapt), -ping.] To strike with
something small, or with a very gentle blow; to put
a new sole or heel on (a shoe or boot).

—

n. A slight
blow with a small thing; the piece of leather fas-
tened upon the bottom of a boot or shoe, in repairing
the sole or heel. — v. i". To strike a gentle blow.—
Tap'pet, n. (Mack.) A small lever or projection in-

tended to tap or slightly touch something else, to
change or regulate motion.

Tap, tap, v. t. To pierce (a tree, cask, tumor, or any-
thing containing a pent-up fluid) so as to let out a flu-

id; to draw from in any analogous way.— n. A hole
or pipe through which liquor is drawn ; a faucet ; a
plug or spile for stopping a hole pierced in a cask;
liquor measured out, as through a tap; a place where
liquor is drawn for drinking; a bar. (Mech.) A con-
ical screw grooved longitudinally, for cutting
threads in nuts. — Tap'-bolt, n. A
bolt, with a head on one end, to be
screwed into some fixed part, instead
of passing through it and receiving
a nut. —-root, n. (Bo/.) The root
of a plant which penetrates the earth
directly downward. — Tap'ster, n.

One who draws ale, etc.

Tape, tap.n. A narrow piece of woven
fabric used for strings, etc. — Tape'

-

-

worm, n. (Med.) A broad, flat, niany-
iointed worm, often many feet in Tap-bolt,
length, found in the intestines of man and other ver-
tebrate animals; taenia.

Taper, ta'per, n. A small wax-candle, or a small light.

Taper, tamper, a. Regularly narrowed toward the
point; conical; pyramidical.—v. i. [tapered (-perd),
tapering.] To diminish or become gradually small-
er toward one end. — v. t. To make or cause to ta-

per. — n. A gradual diminution of thickness in an
elongated object.

Tapestry, tap'es-tri. n. A kind of woven hangings of
wool and silk, often enriched with gold and silver,

representing various figures.— v. t. To adorn with,
or as if with, tapestry.— Tapest?-?/ carpet. An elegant
kind of two-ply or ingrain carpet, in which the warp
or weft is printed before weaving, so as to produce
the figure in the cloth.

Tapeti, tap'e-tT, n. ; pi. -tis, -tiz. An animal of the
hare kind,— the Lepus Braziliensis, a rodent mam-
mal of S. Amer.

Tapioca, tap-T-o'ka, n. A coarsely granular farina-
ceous substance obtained by heating moistened cas-

sava: when soaked in water it forms a jelly-like

mass, used for puddings, etc.

Tapir, tamper, n.

A hoofed, pach-
ydermato us
mammal of S.

Amer. and Su-
matra, allied to f

the hog and rhi-
n o c e r o s, and
having a short
proboscis.

Tapis, ta'pis or
fa-pe', n. Car-
peting ; tapes-
try ; formerly,
the cover of a

Drown spider: us

Tapir.

council-table. — Upon the tapis. On the table, or
under consideration.

Tappet. See under Tap, to strike lightly.
Tapster. See under Tap, to draw liquors.
Tar, tar, n. A thick, viscid, impure, resinous sub-

stance, of a dark color, obtained by destructive dis-
tillation of wood, coal, etc., or by burning resinous
wood without flame in a close pit; a sailor, — so
called from his tarred clothes. — v. t. [tarred
(tard), -ring.] To smear with tar. — Tar'ry, -rT, a.
Consisting of, covered with, or like, tar. — Tarpau'-
lin, -paw'lin, -ling, n. Canvas covered with tar or a

composition to render it waterproof; a hat covered
with painted or tarred cloth; a sailor.

Tarantass, tar-an-tas', n. A low, springless, 4-wheelcd
Russian carriage, drawn by 3 horses, and trans-
formed into a sledge by substituting runners for
the wheels.

Tarantula, ta-ran'tu-la, n. A large brown spider: its

bite produces an effect about
equal to the sting of a wasp.

Tarboosh, tar-boosh', n. A red cap
worn by Turks, etc.; a fez.

Tardy, tiir'di, a. [-dier; -diest.]
Moving with a slow pace or mo-
tion ; not in season ; late ; slow j

dilatory; tedious; reluctant.
Tare, tar, n. A weed growing among Tarnnt
wheat and other grain ; the darnel.

xaramum.
(Bot.) A plant of several species, which are trouble-
some weeds; a leguminous plant of several species,

cultivated in Europe for fodder; vetch.
Tare, tar, n. (Com.) Allowance or abatement of a
certain weight or quantity from the weight or quan-
tity of a commodity sold in a cask, chest, bag, etc.,

which the seller makes to the buyer.
Target, tai-'get, n. A kind of small shield or buck-

ler; a mark for marksmen to fire at in their practice.
— Targeteer, -ier, -e"r', n. One armed with a target
or shield.

Targum, tiir'gum, n. A Chaldee or Aramaic version
(translation or paraphrase) of a portion of the Old
Testament Scriptures.

Tariff, tar'if, n. (Com.) Properly, a list or table of
goods with the duties or customs to be paid for the
same, either on importation or exportation; a list of
duties on goods imported or exported.

Tarlatan, tarla-tan, n. A kind of thin, transparent
muslin, used for ladies' dresses, etc.

Tarn, tarn, ». A small lake among the mountains; a
' bog: marsh; fen.
Tarnish, tar'nish, v. t. [-nished (-nisht), -nishing.]
To diminish or destroy the luster or purity of; to
sully, stain, dim. — v. i. To lose luster, hecome
dull.— n. State of being soiled; soil; blemish.

Taro, ta'ro, n. A tropical plant having leaves like a
water-lily and thick, ob-
long roots, which are
cooked and eaten.

Tarpaulin. See under Tar.
Tarragon, tar'ra-gon, n. A
plant used in France for
perfuming vinegar.

Tarras. See Trass.
Tarry, tar'rY, v. i. [-ried

(-rid), -rying.] To stay be-
hind, remain in arrear; to
delay, put off going or
coming ; to stay, remain,
abide, await, loiter. — n.

Stay; stop; delay.— Tar'ri-
ance, -rT-ans, n. Act of tar-

rving; delay; lateness.
Tarry. See under Tar.
Tarsus, tar'sus, n. (Anat.)
That part of the foot be-
tween the leg and metatar-
sus: it contains 7 bones of
heel, instep, and ankle: see
Skeleton. iar0.

Tart, tart, a. Sharp to the taste; acidulous; keen;
severe. — Tart'ly, adv.— In a tart manner ; sourly

;

sharply. — Tart'ness, n.

Tart, tart, n. A small open pie or flat piece of pastry,
containing jelly or conserve.

Tartan, tar'tan, n. Woolen cloth, checkered with
threads of various colors, much worn in Scotland.

Tartar, tar' tar, n. (Chem.) An acid concrete salt,

deposited from wines completely fermented: when
pure, it is called cream of tartar, and when crude,
arr/al or argol. A concretion which often incrusts
the teeth.— Tartar-emetic. (Chem.) A double salt,

consisting of tartaric acid in combination with po-
tassa and protoxide of antimony.— Tarta'reous, -re-

us, a. Consisting of, or resembling, tartar, or partak-
ing of its properties.— Tartar 'ic, -tar'ik, a. Of, pert,

to, or obtained from tartar.— Tartaric acid. An acid
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obtained from tartar, soluble, white, and crystalline.

-^Tar'tarize, -tar-Tz, v. t. [-ized (-Tzd), -izing.] To
impregnate with tartar, refine by means of the salt

of tartar. — Tar'trate, -trat, n. A salt formed by
the combination of tartaric acid with a base.

Tartar, tar'tar, n. A native or inhabitant of Tartary.
— To catch a Tartar. To lay hold of or encounter
a person who proves too strong for the assailant.

Tartarus, tir'ta-rus, m. (Gr. Myth.) The infernal re-
gions ; the place of punishment for the spirits of
the wicked.— Tartarean, -re-an, a. Of, or pert, to,

Tartarus; hellish.

Tartuffe, *ar - toof', n. A hypocritical devotee, — a
nickname derived from the name of the hero in a
comedy of the same name, by Moliere.

Task, task, n. Business or study imposed by another;
undertaking; burdensome employment; a lesson;
fixed portion of study imposed by a teacher; toil;

drudgery.— v. t. [tasked (taskt), tasking.] To
impose a task upon; to oppress with severe or ex-
cessive burdens.— To take to task. To reprove, rep-
rimand. — Task' mas'ter, n. One who imposes a
task, or burdens with labor : an overseer.

Tassel, tas'sel, n. A pendent ornament, attached to
cushions, curtains, etc., ending in loose threads; the
pendent flower or head of some plants, —v. i. [tas-
seled (-seld), -seling.] To put forth a tassel or
flower.— v. t. To adorn with tassels.

Taste, tast, v. t. To try by the touch of the tongue ;

to perceive the relish or flavor of by taking a small
quantity into the mouth; to eat a small quantity of;

to become acquainted with by actual trial ; to expe-
rience, undergo; to partake of, participate in,— usu-
ally with an implied sense of relish or pleasure.—v. i.

To try food with the mouth; to eat or drink a little;

to excite a particular sensation, by which the qual-
ity or flavor is distinguished ; to have a particular
quality or character; to have perception, experience,
or enjoyment ; to partake. — n. Act of tasting ; a
particular sensation excited by the application of a
substance to the tongue ; the sense by which the
savor of bodies is ascertained, having its principal
seat in the tongue ; intellectual relish ; nice percep-
tion, or the power of perceiving and relishing ex-
cellence in human performances; critical judgment;
discernment; manner, witli respect to what is pleas-
ing ; style ; a small portion given as a specimen; a
bit; a kind of narrow ribbon. — Tast'able, a. Capa-
ble or worthy of being tasted; savory; relishing.—
Taste'ful, -ful, a. Having a high relish ; savory ;

having, or exhibiting, good taste; tasty.— Tasteless,
a. Having no taste ; insipid ; having no power of
giving pleasure.

—

Tast'y, -T, a. [-ier ; -iest.1 Hav-
ing a good taste, or nice perception of excellence; be-
ing in conformity to the principles of good taste ;

elegant. —Tast'ily, -T-lT, adv. In a tasty manner ;

with good taste.

Tatouay, tat'oo-i, n. A S. Amer. armadillo, having a
round, pointed, naked tail.

Tatouay.

Tatter, tat'ter, v. t. and i. To rend or tear into rags ;

to be in tatters or rags. — n. A rag, or a part torn
and hanging to the thing. — Tat'terdemal'ion, -de-
mal'yun, n. A ragged fellow; ragamuffin.

Tatting, tat'ting, n. A kind of lace edging woven or
knit from sewing thread, with a peculiar stitch.

Tattle, tat'tl, v. i. [-tled (-tld), -tling.] To prate,
use many words with little meaning ; to tell tales,

communicate secrets.— n. Idle talk or chat; trifling
talk; prate; gossip. — Tat'tier, n. — Tat'tlery, -lSr-T,

n. Idle talk or chat.

Tattoo, tat-too', n. (Mil.') A beat of drum at night,
giving notice to soldiers to repair to their quarters
or tents.— Devil's tattoo. A drumming with the fin-

gers, or foot, as from listlessness^ fatigue, etc.

Tattoo, tat-too', v. t. [-tooed (-tood'), -tooing.1 To
color indelibly (the flesh) by pricking in fluids or
dye-stuffs.— n. Indelible marks made by punctur-
ing the skin and introducing a pigment.

Taught, Taut, tawt, a. Tightly drawn or strained.
Taught. See Teach.
Taunt, tan t, a. (Naut.) Very tall, as masts of a ship.
Taunt, tant, v. t. To reproach with severe or insult-
ing words; to revile, upbraid, deride, ridicule, mock,
censure. — n. Upbraiding words; bitter or sarcastic
reproach; insulting invective. — Tauntingly, adv.
In a taunting manner; insultingly; scoffingly.

Taurus, taw'rus, n. (Astron.) The Bull, one of the
12 signs of the zodiac: the 2d zodiacal constellation.— Tau'rine, -rln, a. Relating to a bull; of, or rela-
ting to, the common bull, ox, and cow.—Tau'riiorm,
-rT-iorm, a. Having the form of a bull.

Taut. See Taught, a.

Tautog, taw-tog', n. A food fish found on the coast
of Mew Eng.; the blackfish.

Tautology, taw-tol'o-ji, n. A repetition of the same
meaning in different words. — Tautolog'ic, -ical,
-loj'ik-al, «. Involving' tautology, having the same
signification.— Tautol'ogist, -o-jist, n. One who uses
different words or phrases, in succession, to express
the same sense. — Tautol'ogize, -o-jTz, v. i. [-gized
(-jlzd), -gizino.] To repeat the same thing in differ-

ent words. — Tautoph'ony, -tof'o-nY, n. Repetition
of the same sound. — Tautophon'ical, a. Repeating
the same sound.

Tavern, tav'ern, n. A public house where entertain-
ment and accommodation for travelers are provided;
inn; hotel.

Taw, taw, v. t. [tawed (tawd), tawing.] To dress
and prepare in white (the skins of sheep, lambs,
goats, and kids, for gloves, etc.) by imbuing them
with alum, salt, and other materials. — n. A large
marble; a game at marbles. — Taw'er, -yer, n. One
who taws; a dresser of white leather.

Tawdry, taw'drT, a. [-drier; -driest.] Very fine
and showy in colors, without taste or elegance. —
Taw'drily, -drT-li, adv.— Taw'driness, n.

Tawny. See under Tan.
Tax, taks, n. A charge, esp. a pecuniary burden im-
posed by authority ; a levy made upon property for
the support of a government ; the sum laid upon a
specific thing, as upon polls, lands, houses, income,
etc.; a sum imposed on the members of a society, to
defray its expenses; a task exacted from one under
control ; a disagreeable or burdensome duty or
charge, —v. t. [taxed (takst), taxing.] To sub-
ject to pay a tax or taxes, lay a burden upon, ex-
act money from for the support of government ; to
assess, fix, or determine judicially, as the amount
of cost on actions in court ; to charge, censure, ac-
cuse. — Tax'able, a. Capable of being taxed; liable
by law to the assessment of taxes. (Law.) Capable
of being legally charged by a court against the
plaintiff or defendant in a suit. — Tax'ably, adv.—
Taxa'tion, n. Act of laying a tax, or of imposing
taxes; act of assessing a bill of cost. — Tax'er, n. —
Tax'pay'er, n. One who is assessed and pays taxes.

Taxidermy, taks'l-der'mT, n. Art of preparing and
preserving the skins of animals and stuffing and
mounting them, so as to represent their natural ap-
pearance. — Taxider'mic, a. Pert, to the art of pre-
paring and preserving skins of animals.— Tax'ider'-
mist, n. One skilled in taxidermy.

Tea, te, n. The dried leaves of a shrub or small tree,

a native of China and Japan; a decoction or infusion
of tea leaves in boiling water, used as a beverage,
esp. when mixed with milk or cream and sugar; any
infusion or decoction, esp. when made of the dry
leaves of plants; an extract, as of beef; the evening
meal, at which tea is usually served; supper.— Tea'-
cup, n. A small cup for drinking tea from.

—

ket'tle,
n. A covered kettle, with a nose or spout, in which
water is boiled for making tea, etc.—pot, n. A ves-
sel with a spout in which tea is made and from which
itis poured into tea-cups.

—

spoon, n. Asmall spoon
used in drinking tea and other beverages.—ta'ble,
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n. A table on which to set tea furniture.—urn, n.
|

A vessel to hold hot water for tea.

Teach, tech, v. t. [taught (tawt), teaching.] To im-
j

part the knowledge of, inculcate as true or impor-
tant, exhibit impressively, tell ; to direct as an in- I

Etructor, guide the studies of; to admonish, counsel, i

— Teachable, a. Capable of being taught; readily
receiving instruction; docile.— Teach'ableness, ;i.—

j

Teach'er, n. One who teaches or instructs ; an in- I

structor; tutor: one who instructs others in religion;

a preacher; minister of the gospel.— Teach'ihg, n.
j

Act or business of instructing; education: breeding. !

Teague. teg, n. An Irishman,—• in contempt.
Teak, tek, n. A tree of the E.Indies and of Africa,
which furnishes ship timber; timber of the tree.

Teal, tel, n. A small, handsome, migratory, fresh-wa-
ter duck of
several spe-
cies.

Team, tern, n.
A number
of animals
moving to-
gether ; two
or more
horses, ox-
en, or other
beasts har-
nessed to- Tea
gcther to the same vehicle for drawing; a number of
persons associated for a game, contest, etc.— v. t. To
haul with a team. — Team'ster, n. One who drives
a team.

Tear, ter, n. A drop of the limpid fluid secreted by
the lachrymal glands, and appearing in the eyes, or
flowing from them; something in the form of a trans-
parent drop of fluid matter ; a solid, transparent,
tear-shaped drop, as of some balsams or resins. —
Tear'ful, -ful, a. Abounding with tears ; weeping ;

shedding tears.— Tearless, a. Shedding no tears ;

without tears.
Tear, tat, v. t. [imp. tore (taee, ols.) ; p. p. torn

cution. — Tectonic, tek-ton'ik, a. Of, or pert, to,

building or construction. — Tech'nical'ity, -nl-kal'-
MT, n. " State or quality of being technical ; that
which is technical, or peculiar to anv trade, profes-
sion, sect, etc. — Tech'nics, n. The doctrine of arts
in general: such brandies of learning as respect the
arts; in pi., technical terms or objects. — TechnoK-
ogy, -noKo-jT, n. A description of, or treatise on,
the useful arts; an explanation of technical terms;
a collection and explanation of terms peculiar to an
art or science. — Technolog'ic, -ical, -no-loj'ik-al,
a. Of, or pert, to, technology.— Technologist, -noK-
o-jist, n. One who discourses or treats oi arts, or of
the terms of art.

Techy, tech't, a. Peevish; fretful,

Ted. ted, v. t. To spread, or turn, as new-mowed grass
from the swath, and scatter it for drying. — Ted'der,
n. A machine for stirring and spreading hay when
drying.

Tedder, ted'der. n. A tether.

Te Deum, te-de'um. An ancient Christian hymn,
sung in churches, — beginning with the words, " Te
Deum laudamus"— "We praise thee, O God.

Tedious, te'dT-us or ted'yus, a. Involving tedium

;

tiresome from continuance, prolixity, or slownessM^S^^s which causes prolixity: irksome; dilatory; tardy.

-

1 ~" "*^=~ Te'dium. -dl-um, u. Iiksomeness; wearisomene"ss.

tearing.] To separate by violence, pull 'apart by
i, make a rent in, lacerate, wound; to divide bv

violent measures, shatter, rend, disorganize: to pull
force,

with violence, drag, move violently.— v. i. To move
and act with turbulent violence, rush with violence,
rage, rave.— n. A rent,
fissure.

Tease, tez, v. t. [teased
(tezd), teasing.] To
comb or card (wool or
flax); to scratch (cloth
in dressing)for the pur-
pose of raising a nap;
to harass, annoy, dis-

turb, or irritate, by pet-
ty, importunate, or im-
pertinent requests, or
by jests and raillery.
—Tea'sel, te'zl.rc.

(Bot.) A plant, of
which one species
(fuller's thistle) bears
a large bur used for
raising a nap on woolen
cloth. The bur of the
plant; any contrivance
intended a s a substi-
tute for teasels in dres-
s i n g c 1 o t h . — v. t.

[TEASELED (-zld), -SEL-
ing.1 To subject (wool-
en cloth) to the action
of teasels.

Teat, tet, n. The small projecting organ, in female
mammals, through which their young draw the milk
from the breast or the udder; nipple; pap: dug.

Teatotal. See Teetotal.
Teasle. Same as Teasel, under Tease.
Technic, tek'nik, -nical, a. Of, or pert, to, the useful

or mechanic arts, to any science, profession, busi-
ness, etc.; special lv appropriate to or characteristic
ofany art, science", or business. — Tech'nic, -tuque'
-Tlfilr' « AfofVir,rl n-f niirfdrmfl

Common Teasel.

-nek' Method of performance in any act; exe-

i, tern, v. i. [teemed (temd), teeming.] To bring
forth, as an animal ; to produce fruit, as a plant ; to
bear; to be pregnant, conceive; to be full, be stocked
to overflowing, be prolific.— v. t. To bring forth.

Teens, tenz, ti.pl. The years of one's age having
the termination -teen, beginning with 13 and ending
with 19.

Teeth, Teething. See Toora.
Teetotal, te-to'tal, o. Entire; total. — Teeto'taler, n.
One pledged to entire abstinence from all intoxica-
ting drinks,— cant words formed in Eng. by Rich-
ard Turner, a temperance orator, about 18-33", by re-
duplicating the initial letter of the adj. total.— Tee-
to'talizm, -izm, n. Principle of total abstinence.

Tegument, teg'u-ment, n. A cover or covering ; the
covering of a living body, or of some part or organ
of such a body. — Tegument'ary. -a-rl, a. Pert, to,

or consisting of, teguments. — Teg'ular, a. Pert, to,
or resembling, a tile, or arranged like tiles.

Teil, tel, T.-tree, n. The lime-tree or linden.
Telary, tel'a-rT, a. Of, or pert, to, a web.
Telegraph, teKe-graf, n. An apparatus, or a process,
for communicating intelligence rapidly between dis-
tant points by means of preconcerted visible or audi-
ble signals representing words or ideas, or esp. by
means of marks, sounds, or visible tokens produced
byelectric-
ity which
has been
trans-
mitted
through a
wir e ; a
telegraph-
ic c o m-
muni ca-
tion ; tele-

gram. — v.

t. [tele-
graphed
(-graft),
-GRAPH-
ING.] To
convey or
announce
by tele-
graph. — Tel'egraph'er, «. A telegraphic operator

;

telegraphist. — Tel'egraph'ic. -ical, a. Of, or pert, to,

the telegraph : made, or communicated by, a tele-

graph. — Telegraphist, te-leg'ru-fist or tel'e-graf'ist,

n. One who operates on a telegraph; a telegraphic
operator; telegrapher. — Teleg'raphy, -ra-fi, n. Sci-

ence or art of constructing, or of communicating by
means of, telegraphs.—TeKegram, n. A message sent
by telegraph; a telegraphic dispatch. — Telephone,
-e-fon, n. An instrument for transmitting sounds,
esp. articulate speech, to a distance, bv means of elec-

tricity and telegraphic wires.— Telephon'ic, -fon'ic,

Morse's Telegraph.

ftm, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, ice ; Sdd, tone, 8r
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a. Conveying sound to a great distance; far-sound-

ing ; of, or pert, to, the telephone. — Tel'escope, -e-

sk5p, n. An optical instrument for viewing distant

Astronomical Telescope.

A B, object-glass ; C D, converging eye-glass ; P G, distant

object ; H K, image of the object; eye at E.

objects, as the heavenly bodies. — v. i. To run into
one another, like the slides of a pocket telescope,—
said esp. of colliding railroad cars. — Tel'escop'ic,

-ical, -skOp'ik-al, o. Pert, to, or performed by, a tel-

escope; seen or discoverable only by a telescope; able

to discern objects at a distance; far-seeing; having
the power of extension by joints sliding one within
another, like the tube of a pocket telescope.

Telic, tel'ik, a. {Gram.) Denoting the final end or
purpose.— Teles'tich, te-les'tik, n. A poem in which

- the final letters of the lines make a name,—the re-

verse of an acrostic.

Tell, tel, v. t. [told (told), telling.] To enumerate,
number, count; to express in words, say, communi-
cate; to command; to utter or recite in detail, give
an account of; to make known, publish, betray, di-

vulge; to give instruction to, teach; to ascertain by
observing, find out, discover, discern, distinguish.—
v. i. To give an account, make report; to produce a
marked effect.— Tell'er, n. One who tells, relates, or
communicates; a recounter; enumerator; a narrator
or describer; in the Eng. Exchequer, one of 4 officers

who receive and pay moneys due to the crown; an
officer of a bank, who receives and pays out money
over the counter; one appointed to count votes giv-

en in a public meeting, assembly, etc. — TelK-ta-le,

a. Telling tales; babbling.— n. An officious inform-
er? one who tells that which prudence should sup-
press. {Mach.) A machine or contrivance for indi-

cating or recording something.
Tellurik, tel-lu'rik, a. Pert, to, or proceeding from,
the earth ; pert, to, or containing, tellurium. — Tel-

lu'rium, -rl-um, n. {Chem.) A metal of a silver-

white color, and in its chemical properties closely re-

sembling sulphur and selenium.
Temerity, te-mer'Y-tt, n. Unreasonable contempt of
danger; extreme venturesomeness; rashness.

Temper, tem'per, v. t. [-pered (-perd), -Peking. J To
mingle in due proportion; to modify, as by adding
some new element ; to soften, mollify, assuage ; to

bring to a proper degree of hardness. {Founding.)
To moisten to a proper consistency. {Mus.) To ad-
just, as the mathematical scale to the actual scale,

or that in actual use. — n. Due mixture of different
qualities; just combination; constitution of body;
temperament; disposition of mind; constitution of
the mind, esp. with regard to the passions and affec-

tions; calmness or soundness of mind; moderation;
heat of mind or passion; proneness to anger; state of
a metal or other substance, esp. as to its hardness,
produced by some process of heating or cooling. —
Temperament, n. Internal constitution ; temper-
ature; act of tempering or modifying; adjustment
(of clashing rules, interests, passions, etc.) {Mus.)
A system of compromises in the tuning of organs,
piano fortes, etc., whereby the tones generated with
the vibrations of a ground-tone are mutually modi-
fied and in part canceled, until their number is re-

duced to the actual practicable scale of 12 tones to
the octave. {Med.) The peculiar physical and men-
tal character of an individual; natural organization
or constitution. — Tem^perance, -per-ans, n. Habit-
ual moderation in regard to the indulgence of the
natural appetites and passions; sedateness; sobriety;
abstinence from violence, excess, or improper indul-
gence; abstinence from, or moderation in, the use of
intoxicating liquors. — Tem'perate, -per-et, a. Mod-
erate; not excessive; moderate in the indulgence of
the appetites and passions; not marked with passion;

not violent; abstemious; sober; calm; cool: sedate.—
Temperate zone. {Geog.) The space on the earth's
surface between the tropics and polar circles, where
the heat is less than in the tropics, and the cold less
than in the polar circles: see Zone.— Tem'perature,
-a-chur, n. Constitution; state; degree of any qual-
ity. '{Physics.) Condition with respect to heut or
cold; degree of heat or cold.

Tempest, tem'pest, n. A storm of extreme violence;
any violent tumult or commotion; agitation; pertur-
bation. — Tempest'uous, -u-us, a. Involving, resem-
bling, or pert, to, a tempest ; turbulent ; violent

;

stormy.
Template. See Templet.
Temple, tem'pl, n. An edifice in honor of some deity,
or for his worship. {Jewish Antiq.) The edifice erect-
ed at Jerusalem for the worship of Jehovah. A place
of public Christian worship; church; place in which
the divine presence specially resides; in London, an
edifice once occupied by the order of Knights Tem-
plars, and now appropriated to the chambers of 2
inns of court. — Tem^plar, n. One of a religious
military order, first established at Jerusalem in 1L18
to protect pilgrims traveling to the Holy Land; a
student of law, so called from having apartments in
the Temple at London, which orig. belonged to the
Knights Templars.

Temple, tem'pl, n. The flat portion of the head be-
tween the forehead and ear: see Skeleton. — Tern'-
poral, a. (Anat.) Of, or pert, to, the temples.

Templet, tem'plet, n. A mold used by bricklayers
and masons in cutting or setting out their work; a
thin mold or pattern used by machinists, millwrights,
etc. {Arch.) A short piece of timber or large stone
in a wall to receive the impost of a girder, beam,
etc., to distribute the weight or pressure; wall-plate.

Temporal. See under Temple, part of the head.
Temporal, tem'po-ral, a. Of, or pert, to, time, that is,

to the present life, or this world; secular; civil or po-
litical; transient; fleeting; transitory. — n. Anything
temporal or secular; a temporality.— Temporality,
-t-tt, n. {Eng. Law.) State or quality of being tem-
porary, pi. That which pertains to temporal wel-
fare ; esp., revenues of an ecclesiastic proceeding
from lands, tenements, or lay-fees, tithes, etc. —
Tem'porary, -ra-rt, a. Lasting for a time only; ex-
isting or continuing for a limited time. — Tempora-
rily, -ra-rT-lT, adv. In a temporary manner.— Tem'-
porariness, n. — Tem'porize, v. i. [-rized (-rlzd),

-rizing.] To comply with the time or occasion; to
• humor or yield to the current of opinion or to cir-

cumstances. — Tem'poriza'tion, n.

Tempt, temt, v. t. To endeavor to accomplish or
reach; to try; to endeavor to persuade, incite, insti-
gate; to put to trial, test, prove; to lead, or endeavor
to lead, into evil, entice, allure, decoy, seduce. —
Tempta'tion, n. Act of tempting ; enticement to
evil; state of being tempted; that which tempts; an
allurement. — Tempfer, n. One who tempts or en-
tices; Satan or the Devil, regarded as the great en-
ticer to evil.— Tempfress, n. A woman who entices.

Ten, ten, a. Twice 5; 9 and 1. — n. The number con-
sisting of 9 and 1; the sum of 5 and 5; a symbol rep-
resenting ten units, as X or 10. — Ten'fold, a. Ten-
times more, or 10 times as many. — Ten'-pins, n. A
game in which it is sought to knock down 10 wooden
pins with balls. — Tenth, a. Next in order after the
9th; being one of 10 equal parts into which anything
is divided. — n. One of 10 equal parts; the 10th part
of anything; tithe. {Mus.) The interval between
any tone and the tone represented on the 10th de-
gree of the staff above it. — Tenth'ly, -If, adv. In
the Kith place.— Tithe, tith, n. A 10th; the 10th part
of anything, esp. of the increase or income accruing
from real or personal estate, crops, stock, personal
industry, etc., devoted to religious or charitable uses
or collected by law for support of an established
church; a small part or proportion. — v. t. [tithed
(tlthd), tithing.] To tax to the amount of a tenth.
—Tithing, n. Act of levying or taking tithe; that
which is taken as tithe; a tithe. {Anglo-Sax. Law.)
A number or company of 10 householders dwelling
near each other, and sureties for each other's good
behavior; a decennary.— Tithlng-man, n. ; pi. -men.
{Anglo-Sax. Law.) The chief man of a tithing.
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{Law.) A peace officer; under constable. A parish
officer annually elected to enforce observance of the
Sabbath.

Tenable, ten'a-bl, a. Capable of being held, main-
tained, or defended against an assailant. — Tena'-
cious, -na'shus, a. Holding fast, or inclined to
holdfast; apt to retain; retentive; apt to adhere to
another substance ; adhesive ; holding stoutly to
one's opinion or purpose ; obstinate ; stubborn. —
Tenacity, -nas'i-tY, n. Quality of being tenacious;
retentiveness; adhesiveness; that quality of bodies
which keeps them from parting without considera-
ble force; cohesiveness.— Ten'ant, n. {Law.) One
who has the occupation or temporary possession of
lands or tenements, whose title is in another ; a
dweller; occupant, —v. t. To hold or possess as a
tenant.— Ten'ancy, -an-sT, n. (Law.) A holding, or
a mode of holding, an estate; tenure; the temporary
possession of what belongs to another. — Ton'ant-
able, a. Fit for occupation. — Ten'antless, a. Hav-
ing no tenants; unoccupied. — Ten'antry, -rt, n.

The body of tenants.— Ten'ement, -e-inent, n. A
house or lands depending on a manor; a dwelling
house; a building for a habitation; a portion of a
dwelling-house, used by one family; often, in mod-
ern usage, an inferior dwelling house rented to poor
persons. (Law.) Any species of permanent prop-
erty that may be held, so as to create a tenancy, as
lands, houses, rent, an office, a peerage, etc. — Tene-

1

ment'al, a. Of, or pert, to, a tenement ; capable of
being held by tenants. — Ten'et, n. Any opinion,
principle, dogma, or doctrine, which a person holds

]

or maintains as true. — Ten'ure, -yer, n. Act or right
|

of holding (property, esp. real estate). (Eny Law.)
The manner of holding lands and tenements of a
superior. Consideration, condition, or service which
the occupier of land gives to his lord or superior for
the use of his land; manner of holding in general.

Tench, tench, n. A European fresh-water fish, of the
carp family, very tenacious of life.

Tend, tend, v. t. To accompany as an asiistant or pro-
tector; to care for the wants of, watch, guard: to be
attentive to, note carefully, attend to. — Tend'ance,
-ans, n. State of attending or waiting ; attendance.
— Tend'er, n. Qne who tends or takes care of an-
other. (Naut.) A small vessel employed to attend
a larger one, for supplying her with provisions, etc.

A car attached to a locomotive, to carry fuel and
water.

Tend, tend, v. i. To move in a certain direction; to be
directed, as to any end or purpose; to aim, exert ac-
tivity or influence ; to act as a means, contribute. —
Tend'ency, -en-sT, n. Direction or course toward
any place, object, effect, or result; disposition; in-
clination; proneness; driit; scope; aim. — Ten'der,
n. (Law.) An offer, either of money to pay a debt,

I

or of service to be performed, in order to save a pen- ;

alty or forfeiture. Any offer for acceptance; a pro-
!

posal for performing a service advertised for; thing
offered.— ?>. r. [tendered (-derd), -deking] To
offer in payment or satisfaction of a demand, for
saving a penalty or forfeiture; to offer in words, ex-
hibit or present for acceptance.—Ten' don, n. (Anat.)
A hard, insensible cord or bundle of fibers, by which
a muscle is attached to a bone or other part which it

is to move. — Ten'dinous, -dT-nus, a. Pert, to, or par-
taking of the nature of, a tendon .; full of tendons ;

sinewy. —Tense, tens, a. Stretched; strained to stiff-

ness; rigid; not lax. — Tense'ness, ??. — Ten'sile, -sil,

o. Of, or pert, to, tension or extension; capable of
extension.— Ten'sion, -shun, n. Act of stretching
or straining; state of being stretched or strained to

j

stiffness, or bent or strained; high intellectual effort:
|

strong excitement of feeling; the degree of stretch-

ing to which a wire, cord, beam, etc., is strained by
drawing it in the direction of its length. (Mech.) The
force by which a bow or string is pulled when form-
ing part of any system in equilibrium or in motion.
(Physics.) Expansive or elastic force.—Ten'sion-rod,
n. An iron rod used to strengthen timber or metal
frame-work, roofs, etc. — Ten'sity. -sT-tT, n. St'te of
being tense, or strained to stiffness; tension.— Teat,
n. A pavilion or portable lodge of canvas or other
coarse cloth or of skins, stretched and sustained by
poles.— Ten'ter, n. A machine or frame for stretch-

Tendrils.

Tene'briouB, te-

ing cloth, by means of hooks, so that it may dry even
and square. — v. t. To hang or stretch on tenters.—
To be on the tenters. To be on the stretch ; to be in
distress, uneasiness, or suspense.— Ten'ter-nook, n.
A sharp hook used in stretching cloth on a tenter;
anything that strains or tortures.

Tender, ten'der, a. Easily impressed, broken, bruised,
or injured; not firm or hard; sensible to impression
and pain; easily pained ; not hardy, or able to endure
hardship; not yet strong and mature; weak and fee-
ble; susceptible of the softer passions, as love, com-
passion, kindness; easily excited to pity, forgiveness,
or favor; exciting kind concern; precious; careful to
save inviolate, or not to injure; unwilling to cause
pain; apt to give pain; adapted to excite feeling or
sympathy; expressive of the softer passions.— Ten'-
der-heart'ed, a. Having great sensibility; suscepti-
ble of impressions or influence, ^s*.—loin, n. A tender part of flesh
in the hind quarter of beef. —
Ten'derly, adv. In a tender man-
ner ; with tenderness ; mildly ;

gently; softly; kindly. — Ten'-
derness, n. — Ten'dril, n. (Rot.)
A filiform, spiral shoot of a plant
that winds round another body
for the purpose of support.

Tenebrse, ten'e-bre, n. (Rom. Cath.
Ch.) An office for the Wednes-
day, Thursday, and Friday of
Holy Week, commemorating the
sufferings and death of Christ. •

ne'brl-us, Ten'ebrous, -e-brus, a. Dark ; gloomy j

dusky; obscure.
Tenement, Tenet. See under Tenable.
Tennis, ten'nis, n. A play in which a ball is driven
continually, or kept in motion by striking it with
rackets or with the open hand.

Tenon, ten'un, n. The end of a piece of wood cut
into form, for insertion into a cavity in another
piece called a mortise, in order to unite the 2 pieces:
see Mohtise.— v. t. To fit (the end of a piece of
timber) for insertion into a mortise.—Ten'on-saw, n.
A saw with a thin blade usually stiffened by a brass
or steel back, for cutting tenons.

Tenor, ten'er, n. Stamp; character; the general drift,
course, or direction of thought; general spirit or
meaning: purport; intent. (31us.) The higher of the
2 kinds of voices usually belonging to adult males;
the part of a tune adapted to this voice; one who sings
the tenor, or the instrument that plays it. (Law.) An
exact copy of a writing, set forth in the words and
figures of it.

Tense, tens, n. (Gram.) One of the forms which a
verb takes to indicate the time of the action or
event signified.

Tense, a.. Tensile, Tension, etc. See under Tend, v. i.

Tent, Tenter, etc. See under Tend, v. i.

Tent, tent, n. (Surg.) A roll of lint or linen, used to
dilate an opening in the flesh, or to prevent the
healing of a wound. — v. r. To probe; to search as
with a tent.— Tentative, -ta-tiv, a. Trying: essay-
ing; experimental.— Ten'tacle, -ta-kl, n. (Zobl.) A
filiform process or organ, proceeding from the head
of an invertebrate animal, as a polyp, snail, insect,
crab, etc., being an organ of feeling, prehension, or
motion. - Tentac'ular, a. Pert, to tentacles; in the
nature of a tentacle
or tentacles.

Tenth, etc. See under
Ten.

Tonuous, ten'u-us, a.
Thin; slender; small;
minute ; rare ; sub-
ti 1 e ; not dense. —
Tenuity, -nu'T-ti,
n. Smallness in diam-
eter ; thinness, ap-"
plied to a broad sub-
stance, and slender-
ness, applied to one

rarenS^Iin^s: ****»^»?*Sj£
as of a fluid. — Ten'-

EuroPean nuthatch; c, kingfisher.

uiros'ter, -u-i-ros'ter, n. One of a tribe of insessorial

Tenuirosters.
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i, b, Terebratulse.

Threefold.

or perching birds, including those which have a
long, slender bill.

Tenure. See under Tenable.
Tepefy, tep'e-fl, v. t. [-fied (-fldJ.-rviNG.] To make
moderatelv warm. — v. i. To become moderately
warm. — Tep'efac'tion, n. Act or operation of, etc.

— Tepid, tep'id, a. Moderately warm ; lukewarm.
— Tepid'ity, Tep'idness, n. State or quality of be-

ing tepid; moderate warmth; lukewarmness.
Teraphim, tSr'a-fim, n. pi. Household deities or im-
ages; images for magical rites or household oracles.

Teratology, ter-a-tol'o-jt, n. Science of malforma-
tions and monstrosities.

Terce, ters, n. Same as Tierce, q. v.— Terce'-ma'jor,
n. (Card-playing.) A sequence of the 3 best cards.
— Ter'cet, -set, n. (Mvs.) A third. (Poet.) A triplet;

group of 3 lines.

Terebinth, ter'e-binth, n. The turpentine-tree.

Terebration, ter-e-bra'-
shun, n. Act of terebra-
ting or boring. — Tere-
brat'ula, -u-la, n. ; pi.

-L/E, -le. A deep sea bi-

valve mollusk, of many
species, chiefly fossils,

having one of the valves
perforated for the trans-
mission of a tendinous
ligament, by which the
animal fixes itself to a
submarine body. —
Tere'do, n. A w o r m-
like marine mollusk
which bores into sub-
merged wood; the ship-
worm. [L.] — Terete',
-ret', a. (Bot.) Cylin-
drical and slightly taper-
ing; columnar, as some
stems of plants.

Tergeminous, ter-jem'T-nus,
Tergiversation, teVjT- ver-sa'shun, n. A shifti

shift ; subterfuge ; evasion ; fickleness of conduct.
Term, term, n. A bound or boundary; the extremity
of anything; a limit; the time for which anything
lasts; any limited time; in colleges, etc., time dur-
ing which instruction is given to students. (Law.)
The whole duration of an estate, as for the term of

a life, or for a term of years ; a space of time
granted to a debtor for discharging his obligation;

time in which a court is held or open for the trial

of causes. (Logic.) One of the 3 component parts

of a syllogism, each one of which is used twice. A
word or expression ; one that denotes something
peculiar to an art. (Alg.) A member of a compound
quantity, pi. (Law.) In contracts, propositions
stated or promises made; conditions.

—

v. ^Ptermed
(jtgrmd), terming.] To apply a term to, name, call,

denominate. — Term'er, -or', n. (Law.) One who
has an estate for a term of years or for life. — Ter'-
minus, -mY-nus, n. ; pi. -mini. Lit., a boundary ;

border ; any post or stone marking a boundary; the
extreme point at either end of a piece of railroad;
the station-house at either end- — Ter'minate, -mt-
nat, v. t. To set a term or limit to ; to limit ; to put
an end to, complete, finish, end, bound.— v.i. To
be limited in space by a point, line, or surface ; to
stop short, cease; to come to a limit in time; to end,
close. — Terminable, a. Capable of being termi-
nated; limitable. — Ter'minal, a. Pert, to, or form-
ing, the end or extremity. (Bot.) Growing at the end
of a branch or stem. — Termina'tion, n. Act of ter-

minating, ending, or concluding ; limit or end in
space or extent ; bound ; end in time or existence ;

effect ; consequence ; conclusion ; result. (Gram.)
The end or ending of a word. — Termina'tional, «.

Of, pert, to, or forming, a termination.— Ter'mina-
tive, -tiv, a. Tending or serving to terminate ; ter-

minating; determining; absolute; definitive. — Ter'.
miner, n. A determining, as, in oyer and terminer :

see Oyer. — Terminology, -nol'o-jY, n. The doc-
trine of terms ; a treatise on terms ; the terms actu-
ally used in any business, art, science, etc.; nomen-
clature.

Termagant, tSr'ma-gant, n. A boisterous, brawling,

Termite.

— Terra cotta.

turbulent woman. [Orig. a fabled deity of the Mo-
hammedans, extremely vociferous and tumultuous
in the ancient moralities, farces, and puppet shows.]

i —Ter'magancy, -gan-st, n. State or quality of being
! termagant; turbulence; tumultuousness.
Termes, ter'mez, n., pi. -mites, -mi-tez, Ter'mite, pi.

I -mixes, -mltz. A voracious om-
nivorous neuropterous insect,

|

somewhat resembling the ant,

i mostly found within the tropics,

and very destructive to trees and
!

wood-work ; white ant

.

'. Terminal, Terminate, Terminus,
j

etc. See under Term.
|

Tern, tern, n. A long-winged
I aquatic fowl, allied to the gulls. '

j

Ternary, ter'na-rf, a. Proceeding
!

by threes ; consisting of 3. —n.
The number 3 ; 3 things taken
together.

Terra, tgr'ra, n. The earth ; earth.
Baked clay ; a kind of pottery made from fine clay,

sand, etc., hardened by heat, and used for statues,

vases, etc.— Ter'race, -res, n. A raised level space
or platform of earth, esp. on a hillside or slope, sup-
ported on one or more sides by a wall or bank of

turf, etc. ; the flat roof of a house. — Terra'queous,
-ra'kwe-us, a. Consisting of_land and water, as the

globe or earth.— Terrene', -ren', a. Of, or pert, to,

the earth ; earthy; earthly ; terrestrial. — Terres'-
trial, -trt-al, a. Of, pert, to, existing on, represent-
ing, or consisting of. the earth ; pert, to the present
state ; sublunary ; consisting of, or belonging to,

land, — disting. from water. —Terrestrially, adr.
After a terrestrial or
earthly manner. — Ter'-
rier, -rt-er, n. A dog, of
several species, usually
small, which goes into
the ground after animals
that burrow. — Terri-
tory, -rY-to-rY, n. The
extent of land within
the bounds, or belong-
ing to the jurisdiction,
of any state, city, or
other body ; a tract of
land belonging to, or under the dominion of, a prince
or state, lying at a distance from the parent country
or from the seat of government; in the U. S. t a nor-
tion of the country not yet admitted as a State into
the Union, but organized with a legislature, under
a governor and officers appointed by the President
and Senate of the U. S.— Territo'rial, -rY-al, a. Of,
or pert, to, territory or land ; limited to a certain
district. — Terre'-plein, tar'plan, n. (Fort.) The
top, platform, or horizontal surface of a rampart, on
which guns are placed : see Casemate.

I Terrapin, ter'ra-pin, n. A kind of turtle or tortoise,
!

living in fresh or tidal water, delicious as food.
I Terror, ter'rer, n. Extreme fear ; fear that agitates

the body and mind; violent dread; the cause of ex-
treme fear ; alarm ; fright ; consternation ; dread;

,

dismay.—Ter'rorism, -izm, n. A state of being ter-
rified, or a state impressing terror. — Ter'rorist, n.
(Fr. Hist.) An agent or partisan of the revolution-
ary tribunal of 1793-94.—Ter'rible, -rY-bl, a. Adapt-
ed to excite terror, awe, or dread; fearful; frightful;
formidable ; dreadful ; horrible ; shocking ; awful ;

excessive ; extreme ; severe. — Ter'ribly, -rY-blY,
adv. In a manner to excite terror ; violently ; very
greatly. —Terrific, a. Causing terror ; adapted to
excite great fear or dread. — Ter'rify, v. i. [-fied
(-fid), -fying.] To alarm or shock with fear; to
frighten, alarm.

Terry, tSr'rY, n. A heavy silk and worsted material
used in upholstery ; heavy red poplin for ladies'
dresses.

Terse, ters, a. Elegantly concise ; compact, with
smoothness, grace, or elegance.

Tertial, ter'shal, n. (Omith.) One of the quills or
large feathers near the junction of the wing with
the body. — Ter'tian, -shan, a. Occurring every 3d
day.—n. (Med.) A disease or fever whose paroxysms
return every 3d day. — Ter'tiary. -shY-a-rY, a. Of

Terrier Dog.
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the 3d formation, order, or rank : third. — Ter'tiate,
-shl-at, v. t. To do or perform for the 3d time ; to

examine the thickness of (ordnance) to ascertain its

strength. — Ter'za-ri'ma, tert'za-re'ma, n. A com-
plicated system of versification, copied by the early
Italian poets from the troubadours.

Tessellate, tes'sel-lat, v. t. To form into squares or
checkers ; to lay with checkered work. — Tes'sella'-

ted. p. a. Formed in little squares or mosaic work;
checkered. (Bot.) Spotted like a chessboard. —
Tes'sella'tion, n. Mosaic work, or the operation of
making it.

Test, test, n. (Metal.) A cupel, in which metals are
melted for trial and refinement. Examination by
the cupel ; any critical trial ; means of trial ; that
with which anything is compared for proof of its

genuineness; a standard; ground of admission or ex-
clusion ; judgment ; distinction ; discrimination ;

criterion; experience; proof: experiment. (Chem.)
A substance employed to detect any unknown con-
stituent of a compound, by causing it to exhibit
some characteristic property ; a re-agent. — v. t.

(Metal.) To separate (gold or silver) from lead,
in a test. To put to the proof, prove the truth or
genuineness of by experiment, or by some fixed
principle or standard. ( Chem.) To examine or try
by the application of test-paper, or some re-agent.— Teata'cea, -ta'she-a, -ceans, -shans, n.pl. Marine
animals covered with shells, esp. mollusks; shell-
fish. — Testa'ceous, -shus, a. Consisting of a hard
shell, or having a hard, continuous shell. — Testa-
ceous animals. (Zo'61.) Animals having a strong,
thick, entire shell, as oysters and clams, disting. fr.

crustaceous aytimals, whose shells are more thin and
soft, and consist of several pieces jointed, as lob-
sters. — Testu'do, n. (Zo'61.) The tortoise. Among
the ancient Romans, a cover or screen which a body
of troops formed with their shields or targets, by
holding them over their heads when standing close
to each other. (Med.) An encysted tumor, sup-
posed to resemble a tortoise in form.— Testu'di-iial,
-dl-nal, a. Pert, to, or resembling, the tortoise.

—

Testu'dinate, -nat, -na'ted, a. Shaped like the back
of a tortoise; roofed: arched: vaulted. — Tea'tudin'-
eous, -din'e-us, a. Resembling the shell of a tortoise.— Tes'ter, n. A flat canopy

;
over a pulpit, tomb,

etc.; a square canopy over a' bed, consisting of some
species of cloth, supported by the bedposts; an old
French silver coin, worth about 12 cents.—Testoon',
-toon', n. An Italian silver coin : the testoon of
Rome is worth about 30 cents.—Tes'ty, -tT, a. [-iee;
-iest.] Fretful; peevish: petulant; easily irritated.

Testament, tes'ta-ment, n. (Law.) A solemn, authen-
tic instrument in writing, by which a person declares
his will as to the disposal of his estate and effects af-
ter his death; a will. One of the 2 general divisions
of the canonical books of the sacred Scriptures, —
the Old and the New Testament, — often limited, in
colloquial language, to the latter. — Tesfable, a.
(Law.) Capable of being devised, or given by will.— Teatamenfal, a. Of, or pert, to, a testament; tes-
tamentarj-. — Testament'ary, -a-rT, a. Of, or pert,

to, a will or testament ; bequeathed by will : given
by testament ; done, appointed by, or founded on,
a will.— Tes'tate, a. (Law.) Having made and left
a will.— Testa'tor, n. A man who makes and leaves
a will or testament at death. — Testa'trix, n. A
woman who, etc.— Tes'tify, -tt-fi, v. i. [-fied (-fid),

-fying.] To make a solemn declaration, verbal or
written (and in law under oath or affirmation), to
establish some fact; to give testimony, bear witness.— v. t. To bear wituess to, support the truth of by
testimony, affirm or declare solemnly, or under oath.— Tes'tifica'tion, n. Act of testifying, or giving tes-

timony or evidence. — Tes'thVer, n. — Tes'timony,
-tl-mo-nl, n. A solemn declaration or affirmation
made to establish or prove some fact ; affirmation ;

declaration ; open attestation; profession : witness ;

proof ; manifestation. (Jewish Antig.) The 2 ta-

bles of the law. The whole divine revelation; the
Scriptures. — Testimo'iiial, -nT-al, n. A writing or
certificate which bears testimony in favor of one's
character or good conduct. — a. Relating to, or
containing, testimony.— Tes'ticle, -tT-kl. n. (Anut.)
One of the glands which secrete the seminal fluid in

males. — Testic'ulate, -u-lat, a. (Bot.)
Shaped like a testicle ; ovate and solid;
bavins: 2 testicle-shaped tubers, as some
orchids.

Tester, Testoon, Testudo, Testy, etc. See
under Test.

Tetanus, tet'a-nus, n. (Med.) A painful
and usually fatal disease, resulting gen-
erally from a wound, of which the prin-
cipal symptom is persistent spasm of the
voluntarv muscles; lockjaw.

Tetchy. See Techy.
Tete, tat, n. False hair; a kind of wig of
false hair. —Tete-a-tete, tat'a-taf, n.
Private interview or friendly conversa-
tion ; a form of sofa for 2 persons, so curved that
they are brought face to face while sitting on differ-
ent sides of the sofa.

Tether, tefcb/er, n. A rope or chain bv which a beast
is confined for feeding within certain limits; a ted-
der. — v. t. [tethered (-erd). -ering.] To confine
(a beast) with a rope or chain, for feeding within
certain limits.

Tetrad, tet'rad. n. The number 4; a collection of 4
things. — Tet'rachord, -ra-kSrd,
n. (Anc. Mm.,
sounds, of which
or first and 1;

fourth.— Tet'ragon, n. ( Geom.) - .

^
.

A plane figure, having 4 angles ; \ \\
a quadrangle. (Astrol.) An \ \\
aspect of 2 planets with regard to
the earth, when they are distant
from each other 90°, or l-4th of a
circle. — Tetrag'onal, a. Of, or

,

t'rachord, -ra-k6rd,
,

.

is.) A series of 4
|

hich the extremes,
|

last, constituted a li '

Don
Tetragons.

pert, to, a tetragon: having 4 an-
gles or sides. (Bot.) Having
prominent longitudinal angles, as a
rahe'dral, a. Having, or composed
of, 4 sides. — Tet'rahe'dron, n. ( Ge-
om.) A solid figure inclosed by 4
triangles. — Tet'rahex'ahe'dron, n.
(Crystallog.) A solid bounded by 24
equal faces, 4 corresponding to each
face of the cube. — Tetram'eter, n. „,
(Anc. Poet.) A verse consisting of 4 -tetrahedron,

measures,— that is, in iambic, trochaic, and anapes-
tic verse, of 8 feet; in other kinds of verse, of 4 feet.—
Tet'rapet'alouB, -al-us, a. (Bot.)
Containing 4 distinct petals or flow-
er leaves.— Tetraphyllous, te-

trafil- or tet'ra-fiKlus, a. (Bot.)
Having 4 leaves; consisting of four
distinct leafs or leaflets.— Tetrap-

!

tote, tet/rap- or te-trap'tot, n.

( Gram,) A noun that has 4 cases
only: — Te'trarch, te'trark, n.

(Rom. Antig.) A Roman governor
of the fourth part of a province ;

any petty king or sovereign. — Tetrarcfate, -at, n.
The fourth part of a province under a Roman te-
trarch ; office or jurisdiction of a tetrarch. — Te-
trarch'ical, a. Of, or pert, to, a tetrarchy. — Tetr-
rarehy, -rark-T, n. Atetrarchate.—TetraB'tdch, -tras'-

tik, n. A stanza, epigram, or poem, consisting of 4
verses. — Tet'rastyle. -ra-stll, n. (Anc. Arch.) A
building with 4 columns in front.—ITet'rasyFlable,
-silla-bl. n. A word consisting of 4 syllables. — Tet'-
rasyllab /

'ic, -ical, a. Consisting of, or having, 4 syl-

lables.

Tetter, tefter, n. A vesicular disease of the skin

;

herpes ; a cutaneous disease. — v. t. [tettered
(-terd), -terixg.J To affect with tetter.

Teutonic, tu-ton'ik, a. Of, or pert, to, the Teutons, a
people of ancient Germany; of, or pert, to, the peo-
ples of German origin, or to their descendants.

Tew, tu, v. t. [tewed (tud), tewixg.] To work at,

prepare by working; to work hard, fatigue; to beat
or dress (leather, hemp, etc.); to taw.

Text, tekst, n. A discourse or composition on •which
a note or commentary is written; bodj7 of a page or
work, as disting. fr. footnotes, supplementary mat-
ter, etc. ; the original words of an author, disting.
fr. a paraphrase or commentary ; a verse or pas-
sage of Scripture quoted as the subject of a dis-

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Tn, Ice ; 5dvi, tones 6r. j
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course, or in proof of a doctrine. — Text'-book, n.

A volume, as of some classical author, on which
a teacher lectures or comments ; any manual of in-

struction ; a school-book.—hand, n. A large hand
in writing,— so called because it was the practice to
write the text of a book in a large hand, and the
notes in a smaller hand. — Text'ual, -u-al, a. Pert,

to, or contained in, the text. — Text'uarist, -uary,
n. One well versed in the Scriptures. — Text'uary,
a. Contained in the text ; textual ; serving as a
text ; authoritative. — Text'ile, -il, a. Woven, or
capable of being woven; formed by weaving. — Tex-
to'rial, -ri-al, o. Of, or pert, to, weaving. — Texf-
ure, teks'chur, n. Act of weaving ; that which is

woven; a fabric formed by weaving ; the disposition

or connection of threads, filaments, or other slender
bodies interwoven ; the disposition of the several
parts of any body in connection with each other.

Than, than, conj. A particle expressing comparison,
used after certain adjectives and adverbs which ex-

Eress comparison or diversity: it is usually followed

y the object compared in the nominative case : some-
times, however, the object compared is placed in the
objective case, and than may then be considered as

a preposition.
Thanatopsis, than-a-top'sis, n. A view of, or medi-

tation on, death.
Thane, than, n. A dignitary under the Anglo-Saxons
and Danes in Eng. : after the Conquest, this title

was disused, and baron took its place.

Thank, thank, v. t. [thanked (thankt), thanking.]
To express gratitude to for a favor or for kindness
bestowed.— n. ; pi. Thanks, generally in pi. Ex-
pression of gratitude; acknowledgment expressive
of a sense of favor or kindness received. — Thank'-
ful, -ful, a. Impressed with a sense of kindness re-
ceived, and ready to acknowledge it ; grateful.—
Thankless, a. Not acknowledging favors, or ex-
pressing thankfulness for them ; unthankful ; un-
grateful. — Thanksgiv'er, n. One who gives thanks,
or acknowledges a kindness. — Thanks'giving, n.

Act of rendering thanks, or expressing gratitude for
favors or mercies ; a public celebration of divine
goodness; a day set apart for such celebration. —
Thank'-wor'thy, a. Deserving thanks ; worthy of
gratitude; meritorious.

That, that, pron. or conj. ; — pi. Those (thoz), when
used as a pron. A pronoun referring usually to
something Defore mentioned or understood, or to

something more remote, and used, as a demons, pron.

,

pointing out a person or thing before mentioned, or
supposed to be understood ; as a relative pron.,
equivalent to who or which, serving to make definite

a person or thing alluded to before: in such cases it

is used both in the singular and plural; also, refer-
ring to an entire sentence or paragraph, and not
merely to a word; as a conj., having much of the
force of a demons, pron.; also, introducing a clause,
as the object of the preceding verb ; introducing a
reason or purpose, and sometimes a result. — In that.

For the reason that ; because, — a phrase denoting
some particular attribute, cause, or reason.

Thatch, thach, n. Straw, rushes, etc., used to cover
the roofs of buildings, or stacks of hay or grain.— v.

t. [thatched (thacht), thatching.] To cover with
straw, reeds, or some similar substance.

Thaumaturgus, thaw-ma-tSi-'gus, n. A miracle-work-
er. — Thaumaturge, -gical, -ter'jik - al, a. Of, or
pert, to, thaumaturgy; exciting wonder.— Thau'ma-
tur'gy, -jt, n. Act of performing something won-
derful; magic; legerdemain.

Thaw, thaw, v. i. [thawed (thawd), thawing.] To
melt, dissolve, or become fluid, as ice or snow ; to
become so warm as to melt ice and snow; to become
warm or genial. — v. t. To cause to melt or soften,
as ice, snow, hail, or frozen earth. — n. The melting
of ice or snow ; liquefaction by heat of anything con-
gealed by frost.

The, the, definite or definitive article. A word placed
before nouns, and used to designate or specify a gen-
eral conception, or to limit a meaning more or less

definitely; also to personify or individualize a spe-
cies. — Before adjectives in the compar. and superl.
degree the is used to heighten or make more com-
plete the contrast.

Thearchy. See under Theism.
Theater, -tre, the'a-ter, n. Among the ancients, an

edifice in which spectacles or shows were exhibited;
in modern times, a house for the exhibition of dra-
matic performances; a playhouse; any room adapted
to the exhibition of any performance before an as-
sembly, as for public lectures, anatomical demon-
strations before a class, etc. ; that which resembles a
theater in form, use, etc. — Theat'ric, -rical, a. Of,
or pert, to, a theater, or to scenic representations;
resembling the manner of dramatic performers.

Theban, the'ban, n. A native or inhabitant of
Thebes; a wise man. — a. Of, or pert, to, Thebes. —
Theban year. (Anc. Chron.) The Egyptian year of
365 days and 6 hours. — The'baine, -ba-in, n.
(Chem.) One of the constituents of opium, — a va-
riety of opium being named from Thebes, in Egypt. •

—Tne'baid, -ba-id, n. A Latin epic poem on Theoes,
by Statins; the district about Thebes, in Egypt.

Thebeth, te'beth, n. The 10th month of the Jewish
sacred year, and ith of the civil,— parts of Dec.
and Jan.

Thee, the, pron. ; objective case of Thou.
Theft. See under Thief.
Theine, theln, n. (Chem.) A bitter, fusible, and

volatile principle, obtained from tea and coffee.
Their, thar, a. pron. Of them, — employed in the
sense of a pronominal adj., denoting of or belonging
to, or the possession by 2 or more: when standing
alone, it has the form theirs, and may be the nomi-
native to a verb, or object of a verb or preposition.

Theism, the'izm, n. Belief or acknowledgment of the
existence of a God, as opp. to atheism.— The'ist,
n. One who believes in the existence of a God;
esp., one who believes in a personal God. — Theisf-
ic, -ical, a. Of, or pert, to, theism, or to a theist;

according to the doctrine of theists. — The'archy,
-ar-ki, n. Government by God; theocracy.— Theoc'-
racy, -ra-sT, n. Government of a state by the imme-
diate direction or administration of God; the state
thus governed. — Theocratic, -ical, a. Of , or pert,

to, a theocracy; administered by the immediate di-

rection of God. — Theog'ony, -og'o-nY , n. The gen-
eration of the gods; that branch of heathen theol-
ogy which taught the genealogy of their deities.—
Tneol'ogy, -o-ji, n. Science of the existence, char-
acter, and attributes of God, his laws and govern-
ment, the plan of salvation, the doctrines we are to
believe, and the duties we are to practice; divinity.— Natural theology. The knowledge of God from
his works, by the light of nature and reason.

—

TheolCgian, -jT-an, n. One well versed in theology;
a professor of divinity; a divine. — Theolog'ic, -ical,

-loj'ik-al, a. Of, or pert, to, divinity, or the science
of God and of divine things. — Theologically, adv.
According to the principles of theology. — Tneol'-
ogist, n. One versed in theology. — Theologize, v.

t. [-gized (-jlzd), -gizing.] To render theological.
— v. i. To frame a system of theology; to theorize
or speculate upon theological subjects.

—

The'ologue,
-log, n. Same as Theologist.— Theom^achy, -a-ki,

n. A fighting against the gods; opposition to the
divine will.— Theop'athy, -a-thT, v. Capacity for
religious affections or worship. — Theoplrany, -of'-

a-nt, n. A manifestation of God to man by actual
appearance. — Theos'ophy, -os'o-iT, n. Supposed
intercourse with God and superior spirits, and con-
sequent attainment of superhuman knowledge by
physical processes; also, a direct, asdisting. fr. a re-

vealed, knowledge of God, supposed to be attained
by extraordinary illumination.— Theosopb/ic, -ical,

a. Of, or pert. to. theosophy. — Theos'ophism, -o-

fizm, n. Belief in theosophy ; pretension to direct
divine illumination.

—

Theos'ophist, w. One addicted
to theosophy.—The'urgy, -er-jT, n. Among the Egyp-
tian Platonists, an imaginary science supposed to
have been revealed to men by the gods themselves
in very ancient times; also, the ability, by means of
certain acts, words, and symbols, to move the gods
to impart to us secrets which surpass the powers of
reason, and to render themselves visible ; that spe-

cies of magic in which effects are produced by su-
pernatural agency. — Theur ,'gic, -gical, -er'jik-al, a.

Of, or pert, to, theurgy. — The'urgist, -Sr-jist, n.

One who pretends to, or is addicted to, theurgy.
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Thelphusian, thel-fu"sl-an, n. (Zool.) A decapod crus-
tacean resem-
bling the land- ^
crab, which lives

in the earth near
river banks, etc.

Them, them, pron. ;

obj. case of they.

Those persons or
things; those.
—Themselves",
-selvz", pron. ;pl.

of himself, herself,

or itself, q,. v.

Theme, them, n. A
subject or topic Thelphusian.

on which a person writes or speaks; a short disserta-
tion, usually on some assigned topic. (Gram.) A
radical verb, or the verb In its primary, absolute
state, not modified by inflections, as the infinitive
mode in English. — The"sis, n. ; pi. -ses, -sez. A
position or proposition which a person advances and
offers to maintain, or which is actually maintained
by argument; a theme; esp., a subject or proposition
for a school or university exercise, or the exercise
itself ; an essay upon a specific theme. (Mus.) The
unaccented part of the measure. (Pros.) The de-
pression of the voice in pronouncing the syllables
of a word; the part of the foot upon which such a
depression falls.

Then, then, adv. At that time, referring to a time
specified, either past or future; soon afterward, or
immediately: afterward; therefore; for this reason;
at another time. — conj. In that case ; in conse-
quence: therefore.— By then. By the time that.

—

Till t. Until that time.
Thence, thens, adv. From that place; from that time;
for that reason. — Thence 'forth, adv. From that
time. — Thencefor'ward, adv. From that time on-
ward.

Theocracy, etc. See under Theism.
Theodolite, the-od'o-llt, n. An instrument, variously
constructed, used, esp. in trigo-
nometrical surveying, for the
accurate measurement of hori-
zontal angles, and also usually
of vertical angles.

Theogony, Theology, etc. See un-
der Theism.

Theorbo, the-6r"bo, n. (Mus.) A
musical instrument made like a
large lute, but with 2 heads, to
each of which some of the
strings were attached.

Theorem, the'o-rem, n. That
which is considered and estab-
lished as a principle ; a rule.
(Math.) A statement of a prin-
ciple to be demonstrated.—The'-
oremat'ic, -ical, Theoremlc, a.
Of, pert, to, or comprised in, a
theorem ; consisting of theo-
rems. — The"ory, -o-rf, n. A
doctrine, or scheme of things, which terminates in
speculation or contemplation, without a view to
practice; speculation; an exposition of the general
principles of any science ; the science disting. fr.

the art; the philosophical explanation of phenom-
ena, either physical or moral. — Theoret"ic, -ical, a.
Pert, to, depending on, or confined to, theory; spec-
ulative; terminating in theory or speculation; un-
practical.— The"orist, n. One' who forms theories;
one given to theory; a theorizer. — The'orize, v. i.

[-KIZEU (-rlzd), -rizing.] To form a theory or the-
ories; to speculate.— The'oriz'er, n.

Theosophy, etc. See under Theism.
Therapeutic, ther-a-pu"tik, -tical, a. Of, or pert, to,

the healing art; curative. — Therapeu"tics, n. That
part of medicine which respects the discovery and
application of remedies for diseases.

There, thar, adv. In, at, or to that place ; thither

;

therein; at that point. [There is used to begin
sentences, or before a verb, without adding essen-
tially to the meaning.]— Thereabout", -bouts", adv.
Near that place; near that number, degree, or quan-

Theodolite.

tity; nearly. — Thereafl/er, adv. After that; after-
ward. —-Thereat", adv. At that place : at that occur-
rence or event; on that account. — Thereby", adv.
By that; by that means; in consequence of that.

—

Therefor", adv. For that, or this, or it. — Therefore,
ther"- or thar"for, conj. & adv. For that or this rea-
son, referring to something previously stated ; for
that; consequently; by consequence; in return or
recompense for this or that. — Therefrom", thar-
from", adv. From this or that. —Therein", adv. In
that or this place, time, or thing ; in that particular.—There'into", adv. Into that, or that place.—There-
of, -of" or -Civ", adv. Of that or this. — Thereon",
adv. On that or this.—Thereout", adv. Out of that or
this. — Thereto", adv. To that or this. — Thereun"to,
adv. Unto that or this; thereto.—There'upon", adv.
Upon that or this ; on account of that ; in conse-
quence of that; immediately; without delay.—There-
with", -with" or -with", adv. With that or this.

Thermal, ther"mal, a. Of, or pert, to, heat; warm.
— Thermal unit. (Physics.) A unit chosen for the
comparison or calculation of the quantity of heat,

—

usually the amount of heat necessary to raise the
temperature of 1 lb. of water 1° centigrade. - Ther'-
mo-elec"tric, a. Of, or pert, to, thermo-electricity. —
Ther'mo - e'lectric'ity, -tris"! - tT, n.
Electricity developed by the action of
heat.— Thermom"eter, n. An instru-
ment for measuring temperature,
founded on the principle that changes
of temperature in bodies are accom-
panied by proportional changes in
their volume or dimensions, usually a
glass bulb and graduated tube contain-
ing mercury or alcohol: the Fahrenheit
thermometer marks freezing 32°, boil-

ing 212° ; the Centigrade marks freez-
ing 0°, boiling 100°; Reaumur, freezing
0°, boiling 80u.—Thermomet"ric, -rical,

l a. Of, pert, to, or made by means of,

a thermometer. — Ther"moscope, -rao-

skop, n. Any instrument for indicating
changes of temperature without indi-

1 eating the degree of heat by which it is

affected.

,

Thesaurus, the-saw"rus, n. A treasury or
; storehouse,— often applied to a compre-
j

hensive volume, like a dictionary or cy-
clopedia.

These, thez, pron. ; pi. of This.
Thesis. See under Theme.
Thespian, thes"pT-an, a. Of, or pert

:
to, dramatic acting.

Theurgy, etc. See under Theism.
Thew, thu, n. [Chiefly used in pi. J Mus-

cle; strength; nerve; brawn.
They, tha, pron. pi. ; poss. Theirs, obj.

Them. The plural of he, she, or it,— de-
Fai,renije; t

.3
noting more than one person or thing. Thermometer
[They is sometimes used indefinitely,
as our ancestors used man, and as the French use

I
on.]

Thick, thik, a. Dense ; not thin ; inspissated ; not
transparent or clear ; turbid, muddy, or misty

;

abundant, close, or crowded in space ; frequently
recurrmg; measuring in the third dimension other
than length and breadth, or in general dimension
other than length,— said of a solid body ; having
more depth or extent from one surface to its oppo-
site than usual ; not having a good articulation ;

somewhat deaf ; dull ; intimate ; very friendly ; fa-

miliar. — n. The thickest part, or the time when
anything is thickest.— adv. Frequently; fast; quick;
closely ; to a great depth, or to a thicker depth than
usual.— Through thick and thin. Through whatever
is in the way; through all obstacles or impediments.
— Thick'ish, a. Somewhat thick.— Thich"set, a.

Close planted; having a short, thick body; stout.

—

n. A close or thick hedge; a kind of stout, twilled
cotton cloth. — Thick"-skinned, -skind, a. Having a
thick skin; not sensitive; dull: obtuse. skull, n.

Dullness, or a dull person; a blockhead.—Thick'en,
thik"n, v. t. [-exed (-nd), -enixg.] To make thick,

render dense, inspissate, make close; to fill up in-

terstices in; to make more frequent. — v. i. To be-

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 2nd, eve, term ; Tn, Ice ; Odd, tSne, 6r

;
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come thick, become more dense, be inspissated, be-
come cousolidatud, concrete; to become dark or ob-
scure; to become close, or more close or numerous;
to crowd, press; to become quick and animated. —
Thickening, -n-ing, n. Something put into a liquid
or muss to make it thicker.— Thickset, n. A wood
or collection of trees or shrubs closely set.

Thief, thef, n. ; pi. Thieves, thevz. One who secretly,
unlawfully, and feloniously takes the goods or per-
sonal property of another; robber; pilferer.—Thieve,
thev, v. i. To practice theft, steal.— Thiev'ery, -er-I,

71. The practice of stealing ; theft ; that which is

stolen.— Thievish, a. Given to stealing; addicted
to theft; like a thief; acting by stealth; sly; secret;
partaking of the nature of theft. — Theft, n. Act of
stealing. (Law.) The private, unlawful, felonious
taking of another person's goods or movables, with
intent to steal them.

Thigh, thi, n. (Anat.) The thick, fleshy portion of
the leg, between the knee and the trunk.

Thill, thil, n. A shaft of a cart, gig, or other carriage.
Thimble, thim'bl, n. A kind of indented metallic cap
or cover, or sometimes a ring, for the finger, used in
sewing to protect the finger from the needle. (Mech.)
Any thimble-shaped appendage or fixture. (JYaut.)

- An iron ring with a groove round its circumference,
to receive the rope which is spliced about it. —
Thim'ble-ber'ry, n. A raspberry, esp. a species of
black raspberry. — -rig, n. A sleight-of-hand trick
played with 3 cups, shaped like thimbles, and a
small ball.— v. t. To cheat by means of small cups
or thimbles, and a pea or small ball placed under
one of the thimbles, and quickly shitted to another.

Thin, thin, a. [thinner; -nest.] Having little thick-
ness or extent from one surface to the opposite; rare,
not dense, — applied to fluids or soft mixtures; not
close; not crowded; not filling the space; not abun-
dant; not full or well grown; slim; small; slender;
lean; gaunt; fine; not full; slight; flimsy; not suf-
ficient for a covering, — adv. Not thickly or close-
ly; in a scattered state. — v. t. [thinned (thind),
-NiNG.l To make thin in any of its senses, make
rare or less thick, attenuate, make less close, crowded,
or numerous; to rarefy, make less dense.— v. i. To
grow or become thin.— Thin'-skinned, a. Having a
thin skin; sensitive; irritable.

Thine, thin, pronominal a. Belonging or relating to
thee; thy, —formerly used for thy Defore a vowel.
[Thine is used when the substantive to which it be-
longs is separated from the pronoun, or when the
noun is not expressed.] — Thy, Hiz,pron. Of or be-
longing to thee ; the possessive of thee, — used in
solemn style and in poetry. — Thyself ,

pron. An
emphasized form of the personal pronoun of the 2d
person, — used as a subject with thou, to express
distinction with emphasis.

Thing, thing, n. An inanimate object ; any lifeless

material; whatever exists or is conceived to exist, as
a separate being; a transaction or occurrence; event;
deed; a portion or part: something; a diminutive or
slighted object; any object viewed as merely exist-
ing; )d. clothes; furniture; appurtenances.— Thing,
Ting, n. In ancient Scandinavia, a meeting to de-
bate on public affairs; hustings.

Think, think, v. i. [thought (thawt), thinking.] To
employ any of the intellectual powers except sense
and perception; to call anything to mind, remem-
ber; to reflect upon any subject, consider, deliberate;
to form an opinioi., judge; to purpose, intend, de-
sign; to presume, venture ; to expect, guess, cogi-
tate, ponder, meditate, imagine, suppose, believe. —
v. t. To conceive, imagine; to plan or design, plot,

compass; to believe, consider, esteem. — Thinking,
p. a. Having the faculty of thought; cogitative: ca-
pable of a regular train of ideas. — n. Imagination;
cogitation : judgment. — ThinkIngly, adv. By
thought. — Thought, thawt, n. Act ot thinking; ex-
ercise of the mind in any way except sense and
perception ; reflection ; meditation ; serious consid-
eration; that which is thought; an opinion ; con-
clusion; judgment; a conceit' a fancy; design: pur-
pose ; intention; a small decree or quantity.

—

Thought'ful. -fill, a. Full of thought: employe'd in
meditation; having the mind directed to an object;
promoting serious thought; favorable to musing or

meditation. — Thoughtless, a. Lacking or free
from thought; eyeless: negligent.

Third, etc. See under Three.
Thirst, thSrst, n. Tue deshe, uneasiness, or suffering,
occasioned by wane of drink; eajjer desire aite,- any-
thing.— v. i. To experience a p^iniul sensation of
the throat, or fauces, for want of drink ; to have a
vehement desire. — Thirsfy, -T, a. [-iek ; -iest.]
Feeling a distressing sensation irom want of drink;
deficient in moisture; dry; parched; having a vehe-
ment desire of anything.

Thirteen, Thirty, etc. See under Three.
This, this, pron. ; pi. These, thez. A pronoun, used as
a d e m onstrative,
denoting some-
thing that is pres-
ent or near in place
or time, or some-
thing just men-
tioned, or that is

just about to be
mentioned ; also
denoting the last

part, as a period of
time ; also as op-
posed or correla-
tive to that, and
sometimes as op-
posed to other.

Thistle, this'sl, n.

A prickly plant of
many species and
several genera,
having winged Thistle
seeds : most of the

xmstie.

species are troublesome weeds, but some are cul-
tivated as flowers. — This'tly, -It, a. Overgrown
with thistles.

Thither, riiith'er, adv. To that place, —opri. to hith-
er; to that point, end, or result; there. — Thith'er-
ward, adv. Toward that place.

Thole, thol, T.'-pin, n. A pin in the gunwale of a
boat, to keep the oar in place when used in rowing.

Thomsonianism, tom-solii-an-izm, n. (Med.) A med-
ical system, which maintains that the human body
is composed of 4 elements, earth, air, fire, and water;
and that metals and minerals, being extracted from
the earth, tend to carry all down into the earth who
use them ; that the tendency of vegetables is to
spring up from the earth, and therefore to uphold
man from the grave, — so called from the founder,
Dr. Samuel Thomson, of Miss.

Thong, thong, «. A strap of leather, used for fasten-
ing anything. ,.

Thoral, tho'ral, a. Of, or
pert, to, a bed.

Thorax, tho'raks, n. (Anat.)
The portion of the trunk
between the neck and ab-
domen : the chest. (En-
toin.) The 2d general seg-
ment of insects. — Tho-
racic, -raslk, a. Of, or
pert, to, the thorax or
breast.

Thorn, thSrn, n. A sharp,
ligneous, or woody shoot
irom the stem of a tree or
shrub; a spine, — popular-
ly, but incorrectly, a
prickle ; a tree or shrub
a r m e d with spines, or
sharp, ligneous shoots, —
incorrectly applied to a
bush with prickles: any-
thing troublesome ; trou- c „, spine . a , a . n< in , ereoS tal
ble ; care. — Thorn'y. -T, muscic S ; 6. chest muscles

;

a. [-ier; -iest.] Full of
thorns or spines : sharp :

pricking; troublesome;
vexatious: harassing.—
Thorn'back, n. A fish of
the rav kind, which has
prickles on its back. — ThorD"-hedge, n. A hedge or
fence consisting of thorn.

Thorax.

rf, thoracic muscles; e, clav-
icle ; f, third rib ; g. ster-

num, or breast-bone: It. dia-
phragm ; i. j, ribs ; k, I,

false ribs; m u, base of dia-
phragm.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Thorough, thur'o, a. Passing through or to the end;
complete; perfect.

—

prep. Same as Through, —
(06s.) [A later form of through, q. v.] — Thorough-
ly, -o-lT, adv. In a thorough manner; fully; en-
tirely : completely. — Thoroughness, n. — Thor-
oughfare, n. A passage through; a passage from
one street or opening to another; an unobstructed
way ; a frequented street.— Thorough - base, n.

(Mus.) Representation of chords by figures placed
under the base, — sometimes used as synonymous
with harmony. — -brace, n. A leather strap support-
ing the body of a carriage, and serving the purpose
of a spring, —-bred, a. Of pure or unmixed breed;
Dred from the best blood, as horses; completely bred
or accomplished.

—

go'ing, a. Going through, or
to the end or bottom; very thorough; complete.

—

-paced, -p2st, a. Perfect in what is undertaken ;

complete ; going all lengths.—wort, -wert, n. A
N. Amer. plant found in low or wet grounds, and
valued for its medicinal properties; boneset.

Those, thoz, pron. ; pi. of that. See This.
Thou, tfaow, pron. [nom. thou; poss. thy or thine;

obj. thee; pi. nom. you or ye; poss. your or yours;
obj. you.] The second personal pronoun, in the
sing, number, denoting the person addressed,—
used in the solemn or poetical style.

Though, tho, adv. & conj. Granting; admitting; not-
withstanding; however, —used in familiar language
at the end of a sentence. — As though. As if; of the
same kind, or in the same manner, that it would
be, if.

Thought, Thoughtful, etc. See under Think.
Thousand, thow'zand, a. Consisting of ten hundred;
being 10 times 100; consisting of a great number in-
definitely. — n. The number of ten hundred; in-
definitely, a great number; a symbol lepresenting
one thousand units, as, 1000, M, or CIO.— Thou-
sandth, -zandth, a. Next in order after 099, — the
ordinal of thousand; constituting one of 1,000 equal
parts into which anything is divided. — n. The quo-
tient of a unit divided by 1,000; one of 1,000 equal
parts. 5

Thrall, thrawl, n. A slave; bondman; slavery: bond-
age; servitude.—?;, t. To enslave, inthrall.—

"

Thrall'
1'-

dom, -dum, n. Condition of a thrall; state of servi-

tude.
Thrash, thrash, v. t. [thrashed (thrasht), thrash-
ing.] To beat out or separate the grain or seeds
from with a flail, thrashing-machine, etc.; to beat
soundly, drub. — v. i. To practice thrashing ; to
labor, drudge; to beat about.

—

Thrash''er, n. One
who or that which thrashes; the fox-shark or sea-

fox, a large species of shark.

—

Thrashing-floor, n.

A floor or area on which gTain is beaten out.
Thread, thred, n. A very small twist of flax, wool,
cotton, silk, or the like, drawn out to considerable
length; a filament, as of a flower, or of any fibrous
Bubstance, as of bark; a line of gold or silver; some-
thing continued in a long course or tenor; the prom-
inent spiral part of a screw or nut. — v. t. To pass
a thread through the eye of (a needle); to pass or
pierce through, as a narrow way or channel. —
Thread'bare, -bar, a. Worn to the naked thread;
having the nap worn off; worn out ; trite ; hack-
neyed ; used till it has lost novelty or interest. —
Thread'y, -T, a. Like thread or filaments; slender;
containing or consisting of thread.

Threat, thret, n. Declaration of an intention or de-
termination to inflict punishment, loss, or pain on
another; menace; denunciation. — Threat'ful, -ful,

a. Full of threats; having a menacing appearance.
— Threafen, -n, v. t. [-eked (-nd), -enixg.] To
hold up to. as a terror, the expectation of evil; to
menace; to exhibit the appearance of something evil
or unpleasant as approaching to or toward.— v. i.

To use threats or menaces. — Threafener, n. —
Threafening, p. a. Indicating a threat or menace

;

indicating something impending; imminent.
Three, thre, a. Two and one.— n. The sum of 2 and

1; the number next above 2; a symbol representing
three units, as 3 or hi. — Threefold, a. Consisting
of 3, or thrice repeated.— Threepence, thrip'ens, n.

A small silver coin of 3 times the value of a penny.—Three'penny, thrip'en-ni, a. Worth 3 pence only

;

worth but little; poor; mean. — Three'-cor'nered, a.

Having 3 corners or angles. — -deck'er, n. (3ra«t.)
A vessel of war carrying guns on 3 decks.—ply, a.
Consisting of 3 distinct webs inwrought together in
weaving, as cloth or carpeting.—sid'ed, a. Having
3 sides, esp. 3 plane sides.—Thrice, thrls, adv. Three
times; repeatedly; earnestly; emphatically; very.—
Third.therd, a. The next after the 2d; coming after
2 of the same class; constituting or being one of 3
equal parts into which anything is divided, —n.
The quotient of a unit divided by 3; one of 3 equal
parts; the 60th part of a second of time. (J!/ws.) The
interval of a tone and a semitone, embracing 3 dia-
tonic degrees of the scale,— called also, third sound,
—pi. (Law.) The 3d part of the estate of a deceased
husband, which, by some local laws, the widow is

entitled to enjoy during her life.— Third estate. In
Eng. the commons, or the commonalty, who are rep-
resented in Parliament by the Commons; in France,
the body of the people, exclusive of the nobility and
titled classes; the commons, — so called previously
to the Revolution of 1789.— Thirdly, adv. In the 3d
place. — Thir'teen, ther'ten, a. One more than 12;

10 and 3. — n. The sum of 10 and 3; a symbol repre-
senting thirteen units, as 13, or xiii. — Thirteenth,
-tenth, a. Next in order after the 12th: being one
of 13 equal parts into which anything is divided. —
n. The quotient of a unit divided by 13; one of 13

equal parts. (3his.) The interval comprising an oc-
tave and a sixth. — Thirty, -tY, a. Three times 10;

one more than 29. — n. The sum of 3 times 10, or 20
and 10; a symbol representing thirty units, as 30, or
xxx. — Thirtieth, -tl-eth, a. Next in order after
the 29th; being one of 30 equal parts into which any-
thing is divided.—n. The quotient of a unit divided
by 30; one of 30 equal parts.

Threnody, thren'o-di, n. A song of lamentation; a
short funereal poem; dirge.

Thresh, thresh, r. t. To thrash. [See Thrash.]—
|

Thresh'old, -old, n. The door-sill; the plank, stone,
or piece of timber which lies at the bottom or under
a door; entrance; gate; door; the place or point of
entering or beginning; outset.

j

Threw. See Throw.
Thrice. See under Three.
Thrid, thrid, v. t. To slide through, by a narrow pas-

I

sage ; to pass, as a thread through the eye of a needle

;

|
to thread.

Thrift, etc. See under Thrive.
j

Thrill, thril, n. A drill; a warbling; trill; a breathing
place or hole; a thrillingsensation.— v. t. [thrilled
(thrild), thrillixg.] To perforate by turning a
pointed instrument; to bore, drill; to pierce, pene-
trate, affect, as if by something that pierces or pricks,
or that causes a tingling sensation.— v. i. To pierce,
as something sharp: to penetrate; to cause a tingling
sensation that runs through the system with a slight
shivering; to feel a sharp, shivering sensation, run-
ning through the body.

Thrive, thriv, v. i. [thrived (thrivd); p. p. thrived
or thriven; thriving.] To prosper by industry,
economy, and good management of property ; to
prosper in any business; to grow vigorously or lux-
uriantly, as a plant; to flourish.— Thrift, n. A thriv-
ing state or condition ; economical management in
regard to property; success and advance in the ac-
quisition of property ; vigorous growth, as of a
plant. — Thrift'y, -T, a. [-ier; -iest.] Given to, or
evincing, thrift ; using economy and good manage-
ment of property; thriving by industry and frugal-
ity; increasing in wealth; growing rapidly or vigor-
ously, as a plant; thriving. — Thrift'less, a. Not
thrifty ; not showing industry, frugality, or good
management; extravagant: not thriving.

Throat, throt, n. (Anat.) The portion of the neck
anterior to the spinal column, with its cavities or
passages and blood-vessels; the gullet or the wind-
pipe; entrance; a passage from the external opening
to the internal cavity of any thing or place; a neck.
— Throt'tle, throftl, n. The windpipe or trachea;
weasand.— v. i. To have the throat obstructed, so
as to endanger suffocation; to choke, suffocate; to

breathe hard, as when nearly suffocated.— v. t. To
frasp or compress the throat of, so as to obstruct
reathing; to choke, strangle.

Throb, throb, v. i. [throbbed (throbd), -bing.] To

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 6nd, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r
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beat, as the heart or pulse, with more than usual
force or rapidity; to palpitate.— n. A beat, or strong
pulsation; a violent heating of the heart and arter-

ies; a palpitation.
Throe, thro, n. Extreme pain; violent pang; anguish;
agony; esp., anguish of childbirth, or parturition.

Throne, thron. n, A chair of state, commonly a royal
seat; sovereign power and dignity; one invested with
power or authority. — v. t. [throned (thrOnd),
throning.] To place on a royal seat, enthrone; to

place in an elevated position, exalt.

Throng, throng, n. A multitude of living beings press-

ing or pressed into a close body or assemblage;
crowd. — v. i. [thronged (throngd), thronging.]
To crowd together; to press into a close body, as a
multitude of persons.— v. t. To crowd, or press (per-

sons).
Throstle, thros'l, n. The song-thrush; mavis.
Throstle, thros'l, n. A machine for spinning wool, cot-

ton, etc., which makes a singing noise: its motion is

continuous,— drawing, twisting, and winding at the
same time, instead of the alternate action of the mule.

Throttle. See under Throat.
Through, throo, prep. From end to end of, or from

side to side of; between the sides or walls of; with-
in; by means of ; by the agency of ; over the whole
surface or extent of; among or in the midst of; from
beginning to end; to the end or conclusion.— adv.
From one end or side to the other; from beginning
to end ; to the end ; to the ultimate purpose. —
Throughout', prep. Quite through ; in every part
of; from one extremity to the other of. — adv. In
every part.

Throw, thro, v. t. [imp. threw (throo); p.p. thrown
(thron); throwing.] To fling or cast in a winding
direction; to hurl; to fling or cast in any manner; to
propel, project, send; to wind or twist 2 or more fila-

ments of (silk, etc.) so as to form one thread. (Pot-
tery.) To form or shape roughly on a potter's wheel.
To venture at dice; to divest or strip one's self of;

to put off; to put on, spread carelessly; to overturn,
prostrate in wrestling.— v. i. To perform the act of
casting; to cast; esp. to cast dice. — n. Act of hurl-
ing or flinging ; a driving or propelling from the
hand, or from an engine ; a cast of dice; manner in
which dice fall when cast; the distance which a mis-
sile is or may be thrown; a turner's lathe.—To throw
away. To lose by neglect or folly; to spend in vain;
to reject.— To t. back. To retort, cast back (a reply);
to reject, refuse.— To t. by. To lay aside or neglect
as useless.— To t. down. To subvert, overthrow, de-
stroy ; to bring down from a high station, degrade.—
Tot. in. To inject (a fluid); to deposit with others;
to add without enumeration or valuation; to give up
or relinquish. — To t. off. To expel, clear from; to
reject, discard.— To t. on. To cast on, load. — To t.

one's self down. To lie down.— To t. one's selfon or
upon. To resign one's self to the favor, clemency,
or sustaining power of.— To t. out. To cast out, re-
ject or discard, expel; to utter, give utterance to,

speak.— To t. up. To resign, give up; to discharge
from the stomach. — Throw'er, n. One who throws;
one who throws or twists silk; a throwster; one who
shapes vessels on a potter's wheel. — Throw'ster, n.

One who throws, twists, or winds silk.

Thrum, thrum, n. One of the ends of weavers' threads;
a tuft; any coarse yarn.—v. t. [thrummed (thrumd),
-Ming.] To furnish with thrums; to insert tufts in.

Thrum, thrum, v. i. To
play rudely or monot-
onously on an instru-
ment with the fingers.
— v. t. [thrummed
(thrumd), -ming.] To
play (an instrument)
in a rude or monoto-
nous manner.

Thrush, thrush, n. A
small, plainly-colored
migratory singing
bird, of many species,
including the song
thrush, robin, mock-
ing-bird, etc.

Thrush, thrush, n. (Far.) An inflammatory and sup-

Thrush.

purating affection in the feet of the horse anu
t

.

other animals. (Med.) Small ulcers in the mor. 1" 1

fauces, and esophagus, white, like curdled milk, Ox
black, and ending in black or white sloughs.

Thrust, thrust, v. t. [thrust, thrustingH To push
or drive with force ; to impel. —v. i. To make a
push, attack with a pointed weapon ; to enter by
pushing, squeeze in; to push forward, press on, in-
trude. — n. A violent push or driving, as with a
pointed weapon or with the hand or foot; attack; as-
sault. (Arch.) A horizontal, outward pressure, as
of an arch against its abutments.— To thrust one's
self. To obtrude, intrude, enter where one is not
invited or not welcome.— To t. through. To pierce,
stab.

Thud, thud, n. A sound as of a heavy stroke upon
the ground; a stroke, or blow, causing a blunt, dull,
and hollow sound.

Thug, thug, n. One of a Hindoo sect of robbers and
assassins who practiced murder stealthily (esp. by
strangling) and from religious motives.

Thumb, thum, n. The short, thick finger of the hu-
man hand, or the corresponding member of other
animals.— v. t. [thumbed (thumd), thumbing.] To
handle awkwardly; to play witli the fingers; to soil

or wear with the thumb or the fingers.— v. i. To
play with the thumbs, or with the thumbs and fin-

gers; to thrum. — Thumb'-screw, n. A screw having
the head flattened in the direction of its length, so
that it may be turned by the thumb and fore finger;
an instrument of torture for crushing the thumb. —
-stall, n. A kind of thimble or ferrule of iron, horn,
or leather, for protecting the thumb.

Thummim, thum'mim, n. pi. Perfections,— a Hebrew
word. [The urim and thummim were worn as orna-
ments in the breastplate of the high priest when he
attended the altar, but what they were has never
been ascertained.]

Thump, thump, n. The sudden fall of a heavy weight}
the sound made by the sudden fall of a heavy body,
as of a hammer, etc.; a sudden blow with anything
blunt or heavy. — v. t. [thumped (thumt), thump-
ing.] To strike or beat with something thick or
heavy, or so as to cause a dull sound.

—

v. i. To
strike or fall with a heavy blow.

Thunder, thun'der, n. The sound following a flash of
lightning; a thunder-bolt; any loud noise; an alarm-
ing or startling threat or denunciation.—v. i. [thun-
dered (-derd), -dering.] To sound, rattle, or roar,
as an explosion of electricity; to make a loud noise,
esp., a heavy sound, of some continuance.— v. t. To
emit with noise and terror; to publish (a threat, de-
nunciation, etc.). — Thun'derer, n. One who thun-
ders, —an epithet applied by the ancients to Jupi-
ter. — Thun'derous, -us, a. Producing thunder

;

making a noise like thunder; sonorous. — Thunder-
struck, p. a. Astonished; amazed; struck dumb by
something surprising or terrible suddenly presented
to the mind or view. — Thursday, therz'da, n. The
5th day of the week; the clay after Wednesday and
before Friday.— Thun'der-bolt, n. A shaft of light-

ning; a daring or irresistible hero; ecclesiastical de-
nunciation ; fulmination. clap, n. A burst of
thunder; sudden report of an explosion of electrici-

"

ty.—show'er, n. A shower accompanied with thun-
der.—storm, n. A storm accompanied with light-

ning and thunder.—struck, a. Struck by lightning;
greatly astonished.

Thurible, thu'rT-bl, n. A censer of metal, for burning
incense, held in the hand or suspended by chains,
used in solemn services of the Rom. Cath. Church.
— Thuriferous, -rifrer-us, a. Producing or bearing
frankincense. — Thu'rifica'tion, n. The act of fum-
ing with incense, or of burning incense.

Thursday. See under Thunder.
Thus, thus, adv. In this or that manner; on this wise;

to this degree or extent; so.

Thwack, thwak.v. t. [thwacked (thwakt), thwack-
ing.] To strike with something flat or heavy ; to
bang, beat, thrash, thump. — n. A heavy blow with
something flat or heavy; a thump.

Thwart, thwawrt, a. Across something else ; trans-
verse. —v. t. To move across or counter to; to cross;
to cross (a purpose), oppose, frustrate, defeat.— v. i.

To move or go in an oblique or crosswise manner.-»

stin, cube, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Tiara.

(Med.-)

. (Naut.) A seat or bench placed athwart a boat,

_„, _jr the rowers to sit upon.— Thwart'-ships, adv.
*aQ(Faut.) Ac-oss the ship.

Thy- See under Thine.
Thyine wood, thiln-wdod. A precious wood, men-
tioned Rev. xviii., thought to be from a tree which is

a native of Barbary, and allied to the pines.

—

Thyine, tlm, n. (Bot?) A fragrant plant: the garden
thyme is a warm, pungent aromatic, used to give a
relish to seasoning, soups, etc. — Thym^y, -I, a.
Abounding in thyme ; fragrant.

Thyroid, thi'roid, a. Resembling a shield.— Thyroid
cartilage- (Anat.) A cartilage constituting the an-
terior, superior, and largest part of the larynx, popu-
larly called Adam's apple.

Tiara, te-a'ra. a. A form of head-dress resembling a
hat with a high crown, worn by
the ancient Persians; the popes
triple crown.

Tibia, tib'i-a, n. (Anat.) The
shin-bone ; the larger of the 2

bones which form the 2d seg-
ment of the leg: see Skeleton.
— Tib'ial, a. Pert, to the large
bone of the leg; pert, to a pipe
or flute.

Tic, tik, n. (Med.) A local and
habitual convulsive motion of
certain muscles ; esp., such a
motion of some of the muscles
of the face; twitching; vel]ica-_
tion. — Tic'-douloureux, -doo - loo
Neuralgia in the t'nce; a painful affection of a nerve-
coming on in sudden attacks, usually in the head or
face.

Tick, tik, n. Credit; trust.

Tick, tik, n. (Entom.) A small parasitical blood-suck-
ing insect, that infests sheep, dogs, goats, cows, etc.

Tick, tik, n. The cover or case of a bed, etc., for con-
taining feathers, wool, straw, etc. ; a bed-tick ; tick-

ing. — Ticking, n. A strong, closely-woven cloth of
linen or cotton used for making ticks for beds, mat-
tresses, pillows, etc.

Tick, v. i. [ticked (tikt), ticking.] To make a small,

sharp noise, as a watch or clock; to beat, click. — n.

A distinct, quick heat, as of a watch or clock ; any
small mark to direct attention to something else, or

to serve as a check.
Ticket, tik'et, n. A small piece of paper serving as a
notice, certificate, or distinguishing token of some-
thing ; a certificate of right of admission to a place
of assembly, or to be carried in a public conveyance

;

a label to show the character or price of goods in a
parcel; a certificate or token of a share in a lottery,

etc.; in TJ. S. politics, a list of candidates to be voted
for at an election; a set of nominations. — v. t. To
distinguish by a ticket ; to put a ticket on (goods,
etc.); to furnish with a ticket.

Tickle, tiki, v. t. [-led (-Id), -ling.] To touch light-

ly, so as to cause a peculiar thrilling sensation,
which commonly causes laughter; to please by slight
gratification.— v. i. To feel titillation; to excite the
sensation of titillation. —Ticklish, a. Sensible to
sight touches ; easily tickled ; standing so as to be
liable to fall at the slightest touch: difficult: critical.

Tidbit, tid'bit, Tit'bit, n. A delicate or tender piece
of anything eatable.

Tide, tid, n. Orig., time, season; the alternate rising
and falling, twice each lunar day, of the waters of
the ocean, and of bays, rivers, etc.. connected there-
with. [The flow or rising; of the water is called flood-
tide, and the reflux, ehb-tide: see also String-tide
and Neap-tide.] Stream; current ; tendency or di-
rection of causes, influences, or events; course: cur-
rent; favorable concurrence of causes or influences.— v. t. To drive with the tide or stream. — v. i. To
pour a tide or flood. (Naut.) To work in or out of
a river or harbor by favor of the tide, and anchor
when it becomes adverse. — Tid'al, a. Of, or pert,

to. or resembling the tides : periodically rising and
falling, or flowing and ebbing. — Tidal wave. An
unexpected tide-like wave, rising violently to an ex-
traordinary height and sweeping over districts above
high-water mark.— Tide'-lock, n. A lock situated

river, and forming a communication between them,
being furnished with double gates, so that craft can
pass either way at all times of the tide;— called also

between an entrance-bag id a canal, harbor, or

ring and Neap Tides.

guard-lock. wait'er, n. An officer who watches
the landing of goods, to secure the payment of du-
ties.—Tides'-man, tldz'man, n. ; pi. -men. An officer

who remains on board of a merchant ship till the
goods are landed, to prevent evasion of the duties.
— Ti'dings, n. pi. Account of what has taken
place, and was not before known ; news } advice ;

information ; intelligence.— Ti'dy, -di, a. T-dier ;

-diest.] Arranged in good order ; neat ; kept in
proper and becoming neatness, or habitually keep-
ing things so.— n. A cover for the back of a chair,
arms of a sofa, etc. ; a child's pinafore.

Tie, ti, v. t. [tied (tid), tying.] To fasten with a band
orcord and knot; to bind; to fold and make fast, knit,
complicate : to knot ; to unite so as not to be easily
parted; to fasten; to hold or constrain by authority
or moral influence; to restrain, confine. (Mus.) To
unite (notes) by a cross line, or by a curve line drawn
over them.— n. A knot; fastening; bond; obliga-
tion, moral or legal; a knot of hair; an equality in
numbers, as of votes, etc., which prevents either
party from being victorious. (Arch. & Bug.)

_
Any

part, as a beam, rod, etc., for holding 2 bodies or
parts together. (Mus.) A line
drawn across the stems of notes,
or a curved line written over or
under the notes, signifying that
they are to be slurred, or closely
un'ited in the performance.

—

Ti'er, n. One who, or that _.. ,„ .

which, ties; a child's apron with- Lle * \MUS->

out sleeves, and covering the upper part of the body;
a pinafore; tire.

Tier, ter, n. A row or rank, esp. when 2 or more rows
are placed one above another.

Tierce, ters or ters. n. A cask whose content is 1-Sd
of a pipe, or 42 wine gallons; also, a liquid measure
of 42 wine, or 3.5 imperial, gallons ; a cask for
packing salt provisions for shipping, containing 336
pounds. (Mus.) A third: see Third, under Three.
(Card-playing.) A sequence of 3 cards of the same
suit. A particular sort of thrust in fencing. (Rom.
Cath. Ch.) The 3d hour of the day, from 8 to 9
a. m. : the service appropriate to it. — Tier'cel,
Tierce'let, ters'let^jj. A male hawk orfalcon. —
Tierceroon'', ters-roon/', n. The offspring of a mu-
latto and a white. — Tier'cet. ter'- or tSr'set, n.
(Poetry) A tiiplet : 3 lines rhyming together. —
Tiers- tat, te-arz'a'ta/, n. The 3d estate, or com-
monalty, in France, answering to the commons in
Great Britain, — disiing. fr. the nobles and clergy.

Tiff, tif, v. Liquor, or rather a small draught of liquor;
a fit of anger or peevishness. — Tiffin, n. The
Anglo-Indian word for lunch.

Tiger, ti'ggr, n. A fierce and rapacious carnivorous
animal, of fawn color striped with black, found in

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; Odd, tone, 6r

;
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the warmer parts of Asia,
chiefly in India, and the
Indian islands ; a fierce,
blood - thirsty person ; a
servant in livery, who
rides with his master or
mistress ; a kind of growl
or screech, after cheering.— American tiger. The
jaguar. — Ti'ger-cat, n.

A carnivorous animal re-

sembling the tiger, but of w^v^-
smaller size, as the ocelot. „ ,— -lil'y, n. A species of Bengal Tiger.

lily having spotted flowers. — Ti'gress, n. The fe-
male of the tiger.— Ti'grish, a. Resembling a tiger.

Tight, tit, a. Firmly held together ; compact; close,
so as not to admit the passage of fluid; not leaky;
close so as not to admit the entrance of air ; fitting
close to the body; not ragged ; whole; neat; not slack
or loose ; taut,—applied to a rope extended or stretched
out ; somewhat intoxicated ; pressing or stringent.— Tights, n. pi. Tight-fitting flesh-colored clothes
worn by actors, etc. — Tight'en, tit'n, v. t. [-ened
(-nd), -ening.] To draw tighter, straighten, make
more close in any manner.

Tike, tik, n. A countryman or clown ; a dog ; cur.
Tile, til, n. A plate or thin piece or arch of slate-stone
or of baked clay, used for covering the roofs of build-
ings, for floors, for drains, etc.— v. t. [tiled (tild),
tiling.] To cover with tiles ; to cover, as tiles.—
— Til'er, n. A man who covers buildings with tiles;

a doorkeeper at a lodge of freemasons.
Till, til, n. A money-box in a shop; a drawer.— TilK-

er, n. The lever used to turn a rudder ; a helm.
Till, til, prep. To the time of ; until ; up to the time,— that is to the time specified in the sentence or
clause following. — Till now. To the present time.— T. then. To that time.

Till, til, v. t. [tilled (tild), tilling.] To plow and
prepare for seed, and to dress crops of ; to cultivate.— Tillable, a. Capable of being tilled ; fit for the
plow; arable.— TilFage, -ej, n. The operation, prac-
tice, or art of tilling; a place tilled or cultivated; cul-
tivation ; culture; husbandry; farming; agriculture.— Till'er, n. One who tills ; a husbandman ; culti-
vator. (Agric.) The shoot of a plant, springing from
the root of the original stalk.— v. i. [tillered (-lerd),

-lering.] To put forth new shoots from the root, or
round the bottom of the original stalk. — Tilth, n.

State of being tilled or prepared for a crop ; culture.
Tiller, a helm. See under Till, a money-box.
Tilt, tilt, n. A covering over head ; a tent; cloth cover-
ing of a wagon ; an awning over the stern-sheets of
a boat. — v. t. To cover with a tilt, or awning.

Tilt, tilt, v. t. To raise one end (as of a cask) for dis-
charging liquid from; to tip; to point or thrust, as a
lance; to hammer or forge with a tilt-hammer, or tilt.— v. i. To run, or ride, and thrust with a lance ; to
fight with rapiers; to rush, as in combat; to play un-
steadily ; to ride, float, and toss ; to lean ; to fall, as
on one side.— n. A thrust, as with a lance ; a mili-
tary exercise on horseback, in which the combatants
attacked each other with lances ; a tournament ; a
tilt-hammer

;

inclination
forward. —
Tilt'er, n.

Onewhoprac- >>\

tices the ex- N

ercise of push-
ing a lance on
horseback;
one who ham-
mers with a
tilt, or tilt-

hammer.—
Tilt'-ham'-
m e r , n. A
heavy ham-
mer, used in
iron-w o r k s

,

which is lift-

ed or tilted
by projec-

tions, cams, or wipers on the axis of a wheel; a trip-

hammer.
Tilth. See under Till, to plow.
Timber, tim'ber, n. That sort of wood which is

proper for buildings or for tools, utensils, furniture,
carriages, fences, ships, etc. ; the body or trunk of a
tree ; material for any structure ; a single piece or
squared stick of wood for building, or already
framed; wooded land; wood prepared for building

Tilt-Hammer.

Timbers in a Roof.

a, a, wall-plate; 6, 6, tie-beam ; a, c, king-post ; d, d, struts ;

e, e, principal rafters ; /, /, pole-plate ; g, g, purlin ; h, h,
ridge-piece ; i, i, common rafters.

purposes, as beams, boards, planks, etc.; growing
trees which would furnish building material. (JfautT)
A curving piece of wood, branching outward from
the keel and bending upward in a vertical direction;
a rib. —v. t. [timbered (-herd), -Bering.] To fur-
nish with timber. — Tim'bered, -bgrd, p. a. Fur-
nished with timber; covered with growing timber.

Timbre, tim'bSr, n. (Her.) A rank or row, as of
ermine; also, the crest on a coat of arms. (fflvs.)

The quality of tone distinguishing voices or instru-
ments. A quantity of small skins, varying from 40
to 120.

Timbrel, tim^brel, n. An instrument of music ; a
kind of drum, tabor, tambourine, or tabret. — Tim / -

breled, -breld, a. Sung to the sound of the timbrel.
Time, tlm, n. The measure of duration, relative or
absolute; the present measured, finite state of suc-
cessive existence, opp. to eternity; the present life;

a particular period or part of duration, whether past,
present, or future; a specified moment, hour, day,
etc.; a proper season; opportunity; leisure; hours
and days one has at his disposal; the period at which
any definite event occurred, or person lived; an age;
period; allotted period; hour of death or of parturi-
tion; performance or occurrence of an action or
event, considered with reference to repetition ; pt.

State of things at a particular period. (Mns.) Meas-
ure of sounds; relative duration of sound or rest;

style or rate of movement. (Phren.) One of the
perceptive faculties: see Phrenology.— v.t. [timed
(tlmd), timing.] To adapt to the time or occasion;
to regulate as to time; to ascertain the time, dura-
tion, or rate of; to measure, as in music or harmony.
— v. i. To keep or beat time; to proceed in time.

—

. Apparent time. The time of day reckoned by the sun,
or so that 12 o'clock at the place is the instant of the
transit of the sun's center over the meridian.— At
times. At distinct intervnls of duration ; now and
then. —Common time. (Mil.) The ordinary time of
marching, in which 90 steps, each 28 inches in length,
are taken in one minute.— Quick t. Time of march-
ing in which 110 steps, of the same length as in com-
mon time, are taken in one minute. — In t. In good
season; sufficiently early; after a considerable space
of duration; in thecourseof events; eventually; final-

ly.—Mean solar t. or mean t. Time regulated by the
average or mean motion of the sun; time as indica-
ted by a uniformly-going clock once rightly adjusted.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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—T. of day. Greeting; salutation appropriate to the
time of the day, as good-morning, good-evening, etc.
— T. out of memon/, or t. immemorial. (Law.) Time
beyond memory; time to which memory does not ex-
tend.— To kill t. To busy one's self with something
which occupies the attention, so as to make the time
pass without tediousness.— To lose t. To delay ; to
go too slow. - True t. Mean time as kept by a uni-
formly-going clock. (Astron.) Apparent time as reck-
oned from the transit of the sun s center over the
meridian.—Timely, -II, a. [-lier; -ltest.] Being in

food time ; sufficiently early ; seasonable. — adv.
larly ; soon; in good season.—Time'liness, a.—Tim'-

ist, n. (Mus.) A performer who keeps good time.—
Time'-keep'er, n. A clock, watch, or chronometer;
a person who marks, regulates, or keeps account of
time.—lock, n. A. lock having clock-work attached,
which, when wound up, prevents the bolt being
withdrawn until a certain interval of time has
elapsed.—piece, n. A clock, watch, or other in-

strument, to measure the progress of time ; a chro-
nometer. serv'er, n. One who adapts his opin-
ions and manners to the times; one who obsequious-
ly complies with the ruling power.—serv'ing, a.
Obsequiously complying with the spirit of the times,
or the humors of men in power,— n. An obsequious
compliance with the spirit of the times, or the hu-
mors of men in power, which implies a surrender of
one's independence, sometimes of integrity; tempo-
rizing.—ta'ble, n. A tabular statement of the time at
which, or within which, something is to take place.

Timid, timid, a. "Wanting courage to meet danger;
fearful ; afraid ; cowardly ; pusillanimous ; faint-
hearted ; shrinking ; retiring. — Timid'

r
ity, -T-tY, n.

Quality or state of being, etc.— Tim'orous, -o-rus, a.

Fearful of danger; timid; destitute of courage ; in-
dicating fear; full of scruples.

Timothy, tim'o-thi, T.-grass, n. A species of grass
much valued for hay ; herds-grass.

Tin, tin, n. (Chem.) A white, soft, non-elastic metal,
very malleable. Thin plates of iron covered with
tin; money.— v. t. [tinned (find), -ning.] To cover
with tin or tinned iron, or to overlay with tin-foil.— Tin'ner, n. One who works in tin mines or in tin
ware.— Tin'man, n. A manufacturer of, or dealer
in, tin ware. — Tin'ny, -nT, a. Pert, to, consisting
of, abounding with, or like, tin. — Tin'type, -tip, n.

A ferrotype, q. v., under Ferreous. — Tin'-foil, n.

Tin reduced to a thin leaf.

Tincal, tink'al, n. Crude borax.
Tinct, Tincture, etc. See under Tinge.
Tinder, tin'der, n. Something very inflammable, used
for kindling Are from a spark. — Tin'der-box, n, A
box in which tinder is kept.

Tine, tin, n. The tooth or spike of a fork ; prong

;

tooth of a harrow or drag.
Ting, ting, Tink, tink, n. A sharp sound, as of a bell; a

tinkling. [Onomat. ; same as Tingle and Tinkle.]—
Tin'gle, ting'gl, v. i. [-gled (-gld), -gling.] To feel
a kind of thrilling sensation, as in hearing a shrill
sound ; to feel a sharp, thrilling pain ; to have a sharp,
thrilling sensation, or a slight pricking sensation. —
Tink'er, tink'Sr, n. A mender of brass kettles, pans,
and other metai ware.— v. t. To mend or solder
(metal wares) ; to mend,— v. i. To busy one's self
in mending old vessels ; to be occupied with small
mechanical works.— Tin/Tde, tink '1, v. i. To emit
small, quick, sharp sounds, as little bells, etc. ; to
clink; to resound with a small, sharp sound.— v. t.

To cause to clink, or make sharp, quick sounds.— n.
A small, sharp, quick sound, as that made by strik-
ing metal. — Tin'tinnab'ulary, -u-la-ri, a. Having
or making the sound of a bell.—Tin'tinnaVula'tion,
n. A tinkling sound, as of bells.—Tin'tinnab'ulous,
-u-lus, a. Of, pert, to, or resembling, the tinkling of
a bell ; having a tinkling sound.

Tinge, tinj, v. t. [tinged (tinjd\ tingeing.] To im-
bue or impregnate with something foreign ; esp., to
color slightly, dye, stain. — n. A slight degree of
some color, taste, or something foreign, infused into
another substance or mixture, or added to it; color;
dye ; taste. — Tin'ger, n. One who, or that which, ,

tinges.—Tinct, tinkt, n. Stain; color; tinge; tincture. I

— Tincto'rial, -to'rl-al, a. Of, or relating to, color;
serving to color. — Tinct'ure, tink'chur, n. A

tinge or shade of color. (Her.) One of the metals,
colors, or furs used in armory. The finer and more
volatile parts of a substance, separated by a solvent.
(Med.) A solution (usually with some color) of the
active principles of a medicinal substance, esp. one
made with alcohol. Slight taste or quality added to
anything. — v. t. [tinctured (-churd), -Turing.]
To tinge; to impregnate with some extraneous mat-
ter; to imbue the mind of; to communicate a portion
of anything foreign to. — Tint, n. A slight coloring
distinct from the principal color; a feeble dye; an
added or modified color; shade; hue. — v. t. To give
a slight, coloring to; to tinge.

Tingle, Tinker, Tinkle, etc. See under Ting.
Tinner, Tinny, etc. See under Tin.
Tinsel, tin'sel, n. A shining material used for orna-
mental purposes; something very shining and gaudy,
or having a false luster, and more gay than valuable;
a kind of ornamental lace. — v. t. [tinseled (-seld),

-Seling.] ,To adorn with tinsel, deck out with cheap
but showy ornaments.

Tint. See under Tinge.
Tintinnabulary, etc. See under Ting.
Tiny, ti'nT, a. [-nier ; -niest.] Very small; puny.
Tip, tip, n. The pointed end or extremity of anything;
the end.— v. t. [tipped (tipt), tipping.] To form a
point upon ; to cover the tip, top, or end of.— Tip'-
staff, n. An officer who bears a staff tipped with
metal ; a constable; a staff tipped with metal.— Tip'-
toe, 11. The end of the toe.— Tip'top, n. The high-
est or utmost degree; the best.— a. Very excellent;
perfect. — Tip'pet, n. A narrow covering for the
neck, made of fur or cloth. — Tip'ple, -pi, v. i.

[-pled (-pld), -pling.] To drink spirituous or
strong liquors habitually; esp., to drink frequently,
without absolute drunkenness. — v. t. To drink
(strong liquors) in luxury or excess.— n. A drink
composed of strong liquors.— Tip 'pier, n. One who
habitually indulges in the excessive use of spiritu-
ous liquors; often one who does so without absolute
drunkenness. — Tip'sy, -sT, a. Affected with strong
drink, but not absolutely or completely drunk; fud-
dled; intoxicated; staggering, as if from intoxica-
tion.

Tip, tip, v. t. To strike slightly, or with the end of
anything small ; to tap ; to bestow a gift or douceur
upon ; to give to ; to lower one end of, or to throw
upon the end; to incline.— v.i. To fall on or toward
one side ; to throw off, fall headlong, die. — To tip
the wink. To direct a wink, or to wink to another
for notice^

Tirade, tY-rad', n. A strain of censure or invective; a
series of violent declamation.

Tire, tir, n. A row or rank ; a head-dress; attire ; ap-
parel ; a child's apron, covering the breast and hav-
ing no sleeves; a tier. — Tire'-wom'an, n. A woman
who makes head-dresses ; a dresser in a theater. —
Tir'ing-room, n. The room or place where players
dress for the stage.

Tire, tir, n. A band or hoop of iron, used to bind the
fellies of wheels.

Tire, tir, v. t. [tired (tird), tiring.] To exhaust the
strength of, by toil or labor; to exhaust the attention
or patience of; to jade, weary, fatigue, harass, sati-

ate.— v. i. To become weary, be fatigued, have the
strength fail, have the patience exhausted.— Tired'-
ness, tird'nes, n. State of being wearied; weariness.— Tire'some, -sum, a. Fitted or tending to tire, ex-
hausting the strength or patience ; tedious.

Tire, tir, v. i. To seize, pull, and tear prey, as a bird
does ; to be fixed on.

Tiro, ti'ro, n. A beginner ; tyro, q. v.
Tironian, ti-ro'nT-an, a. Of, or pert, to, Tiro, the
learned freedman and amanuensis of Cicero.— Ti-
ronian notes. The short-hand of Roman antiquity.

Tisic. tiz'ik, n. Consumption; morbid waste; phthisis.
Tissue, tish'shoo, n. A woven fabric; esp., cloth inter-
woven with gold or silver, or with figured colors.
(Anat.) The texture of anatomical elements of
which any part of the body is composed. A con-
nected series.— v. t. [tissued (-shood), -suing.] To
form tissue of, interweave. — Tissue-paper, very
thin, gauze-like paper.

Tit, tit, n. Same as Teat.
Tit, tit, n. A small horse ; in contempt, a woman ; a

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; Snd, eve, term ; *n, Ice ; Sdd, tone, 8r
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Titmouse.

small bird; titmouse; tomtit. — Titlark, n. A small
migratory bird of the wag-
tail family.— Tifmouse,
n. ; pi. -mice. A small
perching bird of many spe-
cies: the tit, or tomtit: the
black-cap titmouse is the
chick-a-dee.— Tit for tat.

An equivalent.
Titan, Titanic, ti-tan'ik, a.

Pert, to the Titans, giants
of mythology; enormous in
size or in strength.— Tita'-
nium, -nt-um, n. (Chem.)
A metal of a deep-green
color, found in various
parts of the world.

Titbit. See Tidbit.
Tithe, etc. See under Ten.
Titillate, tit'il-lat, v. i. To tickle.— Titilla'tion, n. Act
of tickling, or state of being tickled; any pleasurable
sensation.

Title, ti'tl, n. An inscription put over anything as a
name by which it is known ; the inscription in the
beginning of a book, containing the subject of the
work, the author's, or publisher's, name, etc. {Civil
& Canon Laws.) A chapter or division of a book. An
appellation of dignity, distinction, or preeminence
given to persons; a name; designation. (Law.) That
which constitutes a just cause of exclusive posses-
sion; right ; the instrument which is evidence of a
right. — v. t. [titled (-tld), titling.] To call by a
title, name, entitle. — Ti'tle-page, n. The page of a
book which contains its title. — Tifular, -u^lar, a.
Existing in title or name only; nominal; having the
title to an office or dignity without discharging its

appropriate duties. — Tit'ularly, adv. Nominally.
— Titulary, -u-la-rt, n. A person invested with a
title, in virtue of which he holds an office or bene-
fice, whether he performs the duties of it or not.— a.

Consisting in a title; titular; of, or pert, to, a title.

Titter, tit'ter, v. i. [-teeed (-terd), -teeing.] To
laugh with the tongue striking against the root of
the upper teeth.— n. A restrained laugh; giggle.

Tittle, tit'tl, n. A small particle; jot; iota.

Tittle-tattle, tiftl-tat'tl, n. Idle, trifling talk; prattle.
Titular, etc. See under Title.
Tizri, tiz'ri, n. The 1st month of the Jewish civil,

and 7th of the sacred year, — parts of Sept. and Oct.
Tmesis, me'sis, n. {Rhet.) A figure by which a com-
pound word is separated, by the intervention of 1 or
more words.

To, too {when emphasized, or standing alone, but tot)

when not emphatic), prep. It primarily indicates ap-
proach and arrival, motion in the direction of a
place or thing, access, — opp. to from ; also, motion,
course, or tendency toward a time, state, condition,
aim, etc. : it connects transitive verbs with their in-
direct object, and adjectives, nouns, and neuter
or passive verbs with a following noun which lim-
its their action : as sign of the infinitive, to orig.
governed the infinitive as a verbal noun, and con-
nected it as indirect object with a preceding verb or
adjective, but it has come to be the almost constant
prefix to the infinitive : in many phrases, to is used
elliptically and denotes or implies extent, limit, de-
gree of comprehension ; also, effect, end, conse-
quence; also, apposition; connection; antithesis; op-
position; also, accord, adaptation; comparison; ad-
dition ; union ; also, accompaniment. — To-day, to-
night, to-morrow, are peculiar phrases derived from
our ancestors: to, in the 2 first, has the force of this,— this day, tJiis night : in the last, it is equivalent to
in or on,— in or on the morrow. — To andfro. Back-
ward and forward. — To the face. In presence of;
not in the absence of. — To wit. To know; namely.— To is often used adverbially to modify the sense
of verbs; as, to come to ; to heave to.

Toad, tod, n. A small batrachian reptile, of many
species, somewhat like a frog, but having a warty
and thick body, and avoiding the water except at
the breeding season: it is useful in gardens by feed-
ing on noxious insects. — Toad'-eat'er, n. A fawn-
ing parasite ; mean sycophant; a toady.—stone, n.
(.Min.) A variety of trap rock, of a brownish-gray

color. A precious
stone formerly
supposed to be
contained in the
head of a toad; bu-
fonite.—stool, n.
A poisonous fun-
gus of many spe-
cies, some of
which resemble
mushrooms.—
Toad'y, -T, n. A
toad-eater; flat-

terer ; sycophant.— v. t. [toadied
(-id), toadying.]
To fawn upon
with mean servili-

ty or sycophancy. load-stool.

Toast, tost, v. t. To brown the surface of (a slice of
bread, cheese, etc.; by the heat of a fire ; to warm
thoroughly.— n. Bread sliced, heated, and browned
by the fire, sometimes put into milk or melted but-
ter, and, formerly, into liquor.

Toast, tost, v. t. To name when a health is drunk; to
drink to the health of, or in honor of. — n. A lady
in honor of whom persons are invited to drink; the
name of any person, esp. a person of distinction, in
honor of whom health is drunk: anything consid-
ered worthy to be commemorated in a similar way,
a sentiment. — Toast'-mas'ter, n. One who, at pub-
lic dinners, announces the toasts, and directs or times
the cheering.

Tobacco, to-bak'ko, n. A large-leaved Amer. plant,
of several species, whose active principle is a dead-
ly narcotic poison; the dried leaves of the plant, pre-
pared for smoking, chewing, etc. — Tobac'conist, n.
A dealer in, or manufacturer of, tobacco.

Toboggan, to-bog'gan, n. A sled made of a board
turned up at both ends, used for coasting down
hills in Canada, also to be drawn by dogs over soft
or deep snow. — v. i. To ride on, etc.

Tocology, to-koKo-jt, n. {Med.) Science of obstetrics
or midwifery.

Tocsin, tok'sin, n. An alarm-bell, or the ringing of a
bell for the purpose of alarm.

Tod, tod, n. A bush: thick shrub ; a quantity of
wool, —_28 pounds; a fox.

To-day, too-da', n. The present day. — adv. On this
day; on the present day.

Toddle, tod'dl, v. i. To walk with short, unsteady
steps, as a child. — Tod'dler, n. One who toddles; an
infant or young child.

Toddy, tod'di, n. A juice drawn fr. various kinds of
palm in the E. Indies; a spirituous liquor prepared
from it; a mixture of spirit and water sweetened.

To-do, too-doo', n. Bustle; stir; commotion; ado.
Toe, to, n. One of the 5 members which form the ex-
tremity of the foot; the fore part of the hoof of a
horse, and of other hoofed animals: the member of
a beast's foot corresponding to the toe in man.
{Steam Eng.) An arm arranged to raise a lifting-

rod. —v. t. [toed (tod), toeing.] To touch or
reach with the toes; to come fully up to.

Toffy. Same as Taffy.
Toga, to'ga, n. The loose outer garment worn by the
ancient Romans, consisting of a broad piece of
cloth, wrapped around the body.— TCgated, -ga-ted,

To'ged, -ged, a. Dressed in, or wearing, a gown. —
Tog'gery, tog'gSr-i, n. Clothes; garments; articles

of dress.
Together, too-getb/er, adv. In the same place;
in the same time ; contemporaneously; in
company ; unitedly, in or into union; in
concert. — Together with. In union with ;

in company or mixture with.
Toggery. See under Toga.
Toggle, tog'gl, n. {Naut.) A short wooden
pin fixed in a loop or eye of a rope, bolt,

etc., to hold it in place in another loop, etc.;

2 rods or plates hinged together; a button.

—

Tog'gle-joint, n. An elbow or knee joint, Toggel-
consisting of 2 bars so connected that they joint,
may be brought into a straight line, and made to
produce great end-wise pressure.

siin, cube, full ; moon, fOot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Toil. toil. v. i. [toiled (toild), toiling.] To exert
strength with pain and fatigue of body or mind; to

labor, work hard. — n. Labor with" pain and fa-

tigue; labor that oppresses the body or mind: drudg-
ery ; work ; exertion ; task ; travail. — Toil'er, n. —
TolKsome, -sum, a. Attended with toil, or fatigue
and pain; laborious; wearisome.

Toil, toil, n. A net or snare; any thread, web, or
6tring spread for taking prey.—Toilet, -lette, -let, n.

A covering spread over a table in a chamber or dress-
ing-room; a dressing-table; mode of dressing, or that
which is arranged in dressing; attire; dress; a bag or
case for night-clothes.— To make one's toilet. To ad-
just one's dress with care.

Toise, toiz, n. A fathom or long measure in France,
containing 6 French feet, or about 6.39459 Eng. feet.

Tokay, to-ka^, n. A kind of wine produced at Tokay,
in Hungary, made of white grapes, and having a
remarkable aroma.

Token, to'kn, n. Something intended or supposed to

represent or indicate something else: a sign; mark;
indication; a memorial of friendship ; souvenir ; a
piece of metal intended for currency, and issued by
a private party, redeemable by the issuer in lawful
money. (Print.) Ten quires of paper.

Told. See Tell.
Tolerate, toKer-at, v. t. To suffer to be or to be done
without prohibition or hindrance; not to restrain.
— Tol'erable, a. Capable of being borne or endured;
supportable; fit to be tolerated; sufferable; moder-
ately good or agreeable; not contemptible; passable.
— Tol'erably, adv. In a tolerable manner; support-
ably; moderately well ; passably; not perfectly.—
ToKerance, -er-ans, n. The endurance of offensive
persons or opinions; toleration. — ToKerant. a. In-
clined to tolerate; forbearing; indulgent. — Tolera'-
tion, n. Act of tolerating; allowance of that which
is not wholly approved; the allowance of religious
opinions and modes of worship in a state, when con-
trary to or different from those of the established
church or belief; freedom from bigotry and severi-

ty, esp. in respect to matters of religion.

Toll, tot, n. A tax paid for some liberty or privilege,
esp. for the privilege of passing over a bridge or on
a highway; a portion of grain taken by a miller as

a compensation for grinding ; tax ; custom; duty:
impost.— TolKer, -man, n. A tax-gatherer. — TolK-
boota, n. Orig. a place where goods were weighed to

ascertain the duties or toll; a prison. — Toll'-bridge,

m. A bridge where toll is paid for passing it.—gath/-
erer, n. The man who takes or gathers toll.—house,
n. A house for a receiver of tolls.

Toll, tol, v. i. [tolled (told), tolling.] To sound
or ring (a bell) with strokes uniformly repeated at

intervals, as at funerals,— v. t. To cause (a bell)

to sound, with strokes slowly and uniformly re-

Eeated ; to strike, or to indicate bv striking (the

our).— n. The sounding of a bell with strokes

slowly and uniformly repeated.
Tolu, to-loo', n. A sweetish resin, or oleo-resin, pro-

duced by a tree of S. Amer.; balsam of Tolu.
Tomahawk, tom'a-hawk, n. A war-hatchet used by
the Amer. Indians, — orig.

made of stone, but after-

wards of iron.

—

v. t. [tom-
ahawked (-hawkt), -hawk-
ing.] To cut or kill with a
tomahawk.

Tomato, to-ma'to, n. A plant
of many varieties ; its acid,
juicy fruit, eaten either raw
or cooked ; love-apple.

Tomb, toom, n. A chamber,
vault, or structure with walls
and roof, for reception of
the dead ; a pit in which the
dead bodv of a human being is deposited; a grave: a

sepulchre ; monument. — v. t. [tombed (toomd),
tombing.] To place in a tomb, bury, inter, entomb.
— Tomb'stone, n. A stone erected over a grave, to

preserve the memory of the deceased; a monument.
Tombac, -bak, tom'bak, n. A red or yellow alloy of
copper and zinc for cheap jewelry : white tombac
contains arsenic.

Tomboy, tom'boi, n. A rude, boisterous boy; also, and

Tomahawks.

more commonly, a wild, romping girl ; hoyden. —
Tom-cat, n. A male cat, esp. when full grown or of
large size.— Tom^cod, n. A small fish, abundant on
the Amer. coast soon after frost commences ; frost-
fish.— Tom'rig, n. A rude, wild, wanton girl; a tom-
boy.— Tom'tit, n. A little bird; the titmouse.

Tome, torn, n._ A ponderous volume; a book.
To-morrow, too-mor,ro, n. The day after the present;
the next day. — adv. On the day after the present
day; on the morrow,

Tompion, tom'pT-un, n. The stopper of a cannon.
Ton, toN or ton, n. The prevailing fashion or mode;
vogue.

Ton, tun, n. (Com.) The weight of 20 hundred gross,
or 2,240 pounds: in the U. S. the ton is commonly es-
timated at 2,000 pounds, this being sometimes called
the short ton ; a certain weight or space (about 40
cubic feet) by which the burden of a ship is esti-

mated; a quantity of timber, consisting of 40 solid
feet, if round, or 54 feet, if square.—Ton'nage, Tun'-
nage, -nej, n. The weight of goods carried in a boat or
ship; the cubical content or hurden of a ship in tons;
amount of weight which one or several ships may car-
ry; a duty or impost on ships, estimated per ton, or a
duty, toll, or rate payable on goods per ton, transport-
ed on canals ; the whole amount of shipping estimated
by tons.—Tun, n. A large cask; a certain measure for
liquids, as for wine, consisting of 2 pipes or 4 hogs-
heads, or 252 gallons; a large quantity, — used pro-
verbially.— v. t. [tunned (tund), -ning.] To put
into tuns or casks. — Tun'nel, n. A vessel with a
broad mouth at one end, and a pipe or tube at the
other, for conveying liquor,etc, into casks, bottles, or
other vessels; a'flue for the passage of smoke; an ar-

tificial arch or passage under ground or through a
hill, etc., for a railroad, etc. (Mining.) A level pas-
sage driven across the measures, or at right angles to
the veins which its object is to reach.— v. t. [tun-
neled (-neld), -neling.] To form into a tunnel, or
like a tunnel; to catch in a tunnel net; to cut a tun-
nel through (a hill, etc.) or under (a river, etc.).

Tone, ton, n. A sound considered with relation to its

pitch, timbre, strength, or volume. (Rhet.) Inflec-
tion or modulation of the voice, esp. as expressing
sentiment, emotion, or passion. A whining or af-
fected style of speaking. (Mus.) A musicalsound;
the larger kind of interval between contiguous
sounds m the diatonic scale, the smaller being called
a semitone ; the peculiar quality of sound in any
voice or instrument. (Med.) Healthy and vigor-
ous state of the body, or of any of its organs or
parts. State of mind"; temper; mood; tenor; charac-
ter; spirit; drift; general or prevailing character or
style, as of morals, manners, or sentiment, in refer-

ence to a scale of high and low. (Paint.) Prevail-
ing color of a picture, or its general effect, —v. t.

[toned (tond), toning.] To utter with an affected
tone; to tune.— To tone down. To give a lower tone
or sound to; to diminish or weaken the striking char-
acteristics of; to soften. (Paint.) To bring the col-

ors of into harmonious relations as to light and shade.
— Toneless, a. Having no tone; unmusical. — Ton'-
ic, t5n'ic, a. Of, or relating to, tones or sounds; in-

creasing tension; hence, increasing strength. (Med.)
Increasing strength, or the tone of the animal system.
— n. (Med.) A medicine that increases the strength,

and gives vigor of action to the system. (Mus.) The
kev-tone, or first tone of the scale.

Tongs, tongz, n. pi. An instrument, consisting of 2
Ions shafts joined at one end, used for handling fire,

heated metals, etc.

Tongue, tung, n. (Anat.) A muscular organ, attached
bv one end to the floor of the mouth, serving as

the instrument of taste and deglutition, and in man'
of articulation also. Speech; discourse; fluency of
speech ; manner of speaking ; power of articulate

utterance; a language; words or declarations only;
a nation, as disting. by language; that which is con-
sidered as resembling an animal's tongue, in posi-

tion or form, as, the tongue of a buckle, a tongue of
land, etc. — v. t. [tongued (tungd), tonguing.]
(Mus.) To modulate or modify (notes) with the

tongue, in playing the flute, etc.; to join by means
of a tongue and groove.— v. i. (Miis.) To use the

tongue in forming the notes, as in playing the flute

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r

;
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and some other wind instruments. — To hold the
tongue. To be silent, keep one's peace. — Tongued,
tiingd, a. Having a tongue. - Tongueless, a. Hav-
ing no tongue ; speechless ; mute. — Tongue'-tied,
-tld, a. Destitute of the power of distinct articula-
tion; having an impediment in the speech; unable
to speak freely, from whatever cause.

Tonic. Seejinder Tone.
To-night, too-nif, n. The present night, night after
the present day. — adv. On this night.

Tonnage. See under Ton.
Tonsil, ton'sil, n. (Anat.) One of 2 almond-shaped
glandular bodies in the sides of the throat or fauces.

Tonsile, ton'sil, a. Capable of being, or fit to be,

clipped. — Tonso'rial, -rl-al, a. Of, or pert, to, a
barber, or to shaving. — Ton'sure, -shur, n. Act of
clipping the hair, or of shaving the crown of the
head ; or the state of being shorn. (Rom. Cath.
Church.) The round bare place on the heads of
priests and monks, as a mark of their order, and of
their rank in the church.

Tontine, ton-ten', n. An annuity paid to subscribers
. to a loan, the share of each subscriber increasing as

others die. [So called from its inventor, Tonti, an
Italian, in the 17th century.]

Too, too, adv. Over ; more than enough ; likewise ;

also; in addition.
Took. Jee Take.
Tool, tool, n. An instrument, used in the manual arts,

to facilitate mechanical operations; any instrument
used by a craftsman or laborer at his work; an im-
plement; any instrument of use or service; a person
used as an instrument by another person,— a term
of opprobrium. — v. t. [tooled (toold), tooling.]
To shape, form, or finish with a tool.— Tool'ing, n.
Ornamented work or finish, made with a tool.

Toot, toot, v. i. To make a peculiar noise by contact
of the tongue with the root of the upper teeth at the
beginning and end of the sound ; to sound a horn in a
similar manner.— v. t. To cause (a horn) to sound,
the note being modified at the beginning and end as
if by pronouncing the letter t ; to blow, sound.

Tooth, tooth, n. ; pi. Teeth. (Anat.) One of the series
of small enameled bones with
which the jaws of vertebrate
animals are armed for biting,
chewing, tearing, etc. Taste ;

palate ; any projection corre-
sponding to the tooth of an
animal, in shape, position, or
office ; a narrow projecting
piece; a tine ; a cog. — v. t.

[TOOTHED (tOOtht), TOOTH-
ING.] To furnish with teeth;
to indent, cut into teeth.— In
the tteth. Directly ; in direct
opposition; in front. — To cast
in the teeth. To retort reproach-
fully. — Tooth and nail. As it

were by biting and scratching;
with one's utmost power.— To
show the teeth. To threaten.— a, a,

To the teeth. In open opposi- cuspid, or dog tooth;

tion; directly to one's face.— c> c, bicuspids, or lesser

To set the teeth on edge. To ,
molars

'•
d

' *> f •
m°-

cause a disagreeable tingling lars, or great molars,

sensation in the teeth, as by grating sounds, or by
the touch of certain substances, as keen acids. —
Tooth'ache, n. Pain in a tooth. — Toothed, tootht,
p. a. Having teeth or jags. (Bot.) Having project-
ing points, remote from each other, ahout the edsre;
dentate.— Toothless, a. Having no teeth.— Tootb/-
some, a. Grateful to the taste; palatable. — Tooth'-
draw'er, n. One who extracts teeth with instru-
ments.

—

pick, -pick'er, n. An instrument for clean-
ing the teeth of substances lodged between them. —
-powder, n. A powder for cleaning the teeth; a den-
tifrice.— Teeth, tebh, v. i. [teethed (te4id), teeth-
ing.] To breed or form teeth.— Teething, n. The
process by which first teeth make their way through
the gums; dentition.

Top, top, n. The highest part of anything; the upper i

end, edge, or extremity; the upper side or surface;
the utmost degree; the highest rank; the most hon-
orable position ; the chief person ; the crown of the

Teeth.

Naut.)

head, or the hair upon it; the
head. (Naut.) A sort of plat-
form, surrounding the head
of the lower mast, and pro-
jecting on all sides: see Ship.
A child's toy, commonly pear-
shaped, made to spin on its

point, —v.i. [topped (topt),
-ping.] To rise aloft, be emi-
nent; to predominate; to ex-
cel, rise above others.— v. t.

To cover on the top ; to tip,

cap; to rise above; to rise to
the top of; to outgo, surpass; to take off the top or
upper part of; to crop; to perform eminently.—Top'-
mast, w. (Naut.) The 2d mast, next above the lower
mast, and below the top-gallant mast: see Ship. —
Top'most, a. Highest; uppermost.— Top'ping, p. a.
Rising above ; surpassing ; assuming superiority ;

proud.— Top'-boots, n. pi. Boots with tops of bright-
colored leather, to be worn over the trowsers, as for
riding.—cloth, n. (Naut.) A piece of canvas used
to cover the. hammocks which are lashed to the tops
in action.— -gallant, n. See Topmast.— -heav'y, a.
Having the top or upper part too heavy for the low-
er.

—

knot, n. A crest of feathers on the head of a
bird ; a knot or bow, etc. , on the head , as of a woman.—sail, n. (Naut.) A sail extended across the top-
mast, above which is the top-gallant sail: see Sail.—
Top'ple, -pi, v. i. [-pled (-pld), -pling.] To fall for-
ward, pitch or tumble down, be top-heavy. — Topr-

sy-tur'vy, -st-ter'vi, adv. In an inverted posture;
upside down.

Toparch, to'park, n. The ruler or principal man in a
place or country; governor of a topaichy. — To'-
parchy, -T, »i. A small state, consisting of a few cit-

ies or towns; a petty country governed by a toparch.— Topiary, a. Shaped by clipping or cutting. —
Topic, n. (Rhet. & Louie.) JJne of the various gen-
eral forms of argument to be employed in probable
as disting. fr. demonstrative reasoning ; also a pre-
pared argument, or point of argument, of a sort ap-
plicable to a great variety of cases ; an argument or
reason ; the subject of any distinct portion of a dis-
course, argument, or literary composition; the main
subject of the whole; a matter treated of; a point;
head ; pi. a treatise on, or a system or scheme of,

forms of argument or oratory. (Med.) An external
local remedy, applied as a plaster, poultice, etc. —
Topic, -ical, a. O", or pert, to, a place ; limited

;

local; pert, to, proceeding from, or consisting of, a
topic or topics; not demonstrative, but merely prob-
able.— Topically, adv. In a topical manner; with
application to, or limitation of, a particular place or
topic.— Topoglaphy, -ra-f I, n. The description of
a particular place, city, town, manor, parish, or tract
of land; esp. the exact and scientific delineation and
description in minute detail of any place or region.
— Topoglapher, -ra-fer, ?;. One skilled in the sci-

ence of topography. — Topographic, -ical, a. Of,
or pert, to, topography; descriptive of a place.

Topaz, to'paz, n. (Min.) A mineral occurring in
rhombic prisms, generally yellowish and pellucid :

it is highly valued as a gem.
Tope, top, v. i. [toped (topt), toping.] To drink
hard; to drink spirituous liquors to excess.— To'per,
n. One who drinks to excess- a drunkard; sot.

Tophet, tolet, n. A place lying E. or S.-E. of Jeru-
salem, in the valley of Hinnom, where fires were
continually kept to burn dead c ireasses, and where
all the filth of the city was poured; hence, in sym-
bol, hell.

Topiary. Topic. Topography, etc. See under Toparch.
Topple, Topsy-turvy. See under Top.
Toque, tok, Toquet, to-ka', ?;. A kind of bonnet or

head-dress.
Torch, f6 ch, n. A mass or stick of, or receptacle con-
taining, some combustible substance to be carried in
the hand or on a staff when ignited a large cmdle
or flambeau. — Torch'-bear'er, n. One who carries
a torch.—light, n. The light of a torch.

Tore. See Teak.
Toreutic, to-rulik, a. (Sculp.) Highly finished or pol-
ished,— applied prop, to figures in hard wood, ivory,
and the like.
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Torment, tdr'ment, n. Extreme pain; anguish; the
utmost degree of misery, either of body or mind

;

that which gives pain, vexation, or misery. —Tor-
ment', v. t. T?o put to extreme pain or anguish; to
distress, afflict; to tease, vex, harass.

Torn. See Teak.
Tornado, tQr-na'do, n. ; pi. -does, -doz. A violent
wind or tempest disting. by a whirling, progressive
motion; a hurricane.

Torpedo, tor-pe'do, n. (Ichth.) A fish allied to the ray,

which can give electric
shocks; cramp-fish. A ma-
chine used for destroying
ships by blowing them up;
a small ball or pellet,which
explodes when thrown up-
on a hard object ; a shell

which explodes when trod
upon.-Tor'pid, a. Hav-
ing lost motion, or the pow- lorpeuo.

erof exertion and feeling; numb; dull; stupid; slug-
gish; inactive.— Torpid'ity, -I-tl, n.— Tor'pidness,
-pitude, -pl-tud,?i. State of being torpid; numbness;
dullness; inactivity; sluggishness; stupidity.— Tor'-
por, n. State of being torpid; loss of motion, or of
the power of motion; numbness; inactivity; dull-
ness; laziness; sluggishness; stupidity.— Torporif'-
ic, a. Tending to produce torpor.

Torrent, tor'rent, n. A violent stream, as of water,
lava, etc.; a violent or rapid flow; strong current.

—

Tor'rid, a. Parched; dried with heat; violently hot;
burning or parching.— Torrid zone. (Geog.) That
space or belt of the earth included between the trop-
ics, where the heat is always great: see Zone. —
Tor'refy, -re-fi, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -fying.] To dry
by a fire, parch. (Jletul.) To roast or scorch, as me-
tallic ores. — Torrefac'tion, n. Operation of torrefy-
ing, or state of being torrefied.

Torsion, tdr'shun, n. mA.ct of turning or twisting.
(Mech.) That force "ith which a thread, wire, or
rod of any material, returns, or tends to return, to a
state of rest after it has been twisted.— Tort, n.

'Law.) Any wrong or injury; a wrongful act, for
which an action will lie; a form of action, in some
States, for a wrong or injury.—Tort/ile, -il, a. Twist-
ed; wreathed; coiled. — Tor'tious, -shus, a. Injuri-
ous ; done wrongfully. {Law.) Implying tort, or
injury for which the law gives damages. — Torsive,
-iv, a. Twisted; wreathed.— Tort'ure, tor'chur, n.

Extreme pain; anguish of body or mind; pang; ago-
nv ; torment ; esp. severe pain inflicted judicially,

either as a punishment for a crime, or for the pur-

pose of extorting a confession.— v. t. To put to tor-

ture, pain extremely, punish with torture.— Tort-
uous, -u-us, a. Bent
in different directions;
wreathed; twisted;
winding'; deviating
from rectitude ; errone-
ous; wrong; deceitful.
— Tor'toise, - 1 i s , n.

(Zo'61.) A reptile in-

closed in a case formed
by 2 leathery or scaly shields, and having horny
jaws in the place of teeth : the name is sometimes
restricted to the land tortoises, the term turtle being
applied to the marine species. (Antiq.) A defense
used by the ancients; a testudo.— Tor'toise-shell, n.
The horny plates forming the shell of a tortoise, esp.
of the hawk's-bill turtle, used for making combs, etc.

Torso, tor'so, n. ; E. pi. -sos; It.pl. -si, -se. (Sculp.)
The trunk of a statue, mutilated of head and limbs.

Torus, to'rus, n. (Arch.) A large semicircular mold-
ing used in the bases of columns : see Molding.

Tory, to'rY, n. (Eng. Politics.) A member of the con-
servative party, as opposed to the Whig or progres-
sive party. (Amer. Hist.) One who, in the time of
the Revolution, favored the claims of Great Britain
against the colonies.— a. Of, or pert, to, the tories.
— To'ryism, -izm, n. The principles of the tories.

Toss, tos, v. t. [tossed (tost, less prop, tost), toss-
ing.] To throw with a jerk of the hand, esp. with
the palm up, throw upward; to lift or throw up with
a sudden or violent motion; to cause to rise and fall;

to agitate, make restless. — v. i. To roll and tumble;

Tortoise.

to be in violent commotion; to be tossed. — n. A
throwing upward, or with a jerk; a throwing up of
the head with a jerk. — To toss off. To drink hasti-
ly.— To t.for. To gamble for.— To t. up. To throw
a coin into the air, and wager on what side it will
fall.— Toss'pot, n. A toper; an habitual drunkard.

Tot, tot, n. Anything small, — used as a term of en-
dearment.

Total, to'tal, a. Full; complete; not divided; whole;
entire; integral.— n. The whole; the whole sum or
amount.— Totality, -I-tl, n. The whole sum; whole
quantity or amount.— To'tally, -II, adv. In a total
manner; wholly; entirely; fully; completely.

Tote, tot, v. t. lo carry or bear.
Totem, to'tem, n. A picture of a bird, beast, etc.,

Ubed among the N. Amer. Indians as a designation
of a family.

Totter, torter, v. i. [-teked (-t5rd), -teeing.] To
shake so as to threaten a fall, appear as if about to
fall when standing or walking; to shake, reel, leau,
be unsteady.— Tot'tle, -tl, v.i. [-TLED(-tld),-TLiNG.]
To walkiu a wavering, unsteady manner; to toddle.

Toucan, too'kan, n. An omnivorous climbing bird of
tropical Amer., of sev-
eral species, remarka-
ble for the enormous
size of its light, cellu-
lar bill.

Touch, tuch, v. t.

[touched (tucht),
touching.] To come
in contact with; to ex-
tend the hand, foot,
etc., so as to reach or
rest on; to perceive by
the sense of feeling; to

Toucan.

come to, reach, attain to; to relate to, concern; to
handle, speak of, or deal with gentiv or slightly; to
meddle or interfere with; to affect the senses or the
sensibility of; to move; to mark or delineate slightly;
to make an impression on; to strike (an instrument
of music); to perform (a tune), play; to influence by
impulse; to afflict or distress.— v.i. To be in contact;
to treat anything slightly in discourse.— n. Act of
touching, or state of being touched; contact; the
sense of feeling or common sensation, one of the 5
senses; power of exciting the affections; an emotion
or affection; personal reference or application; a
stroke; animadversion; censure; reproof; a single
stroke on a drawing or picture; feature; lineament;
act of the hand on a musical instrument; musical
notes; a small quantity intermixed; a little; a hint;

suggestion; slight notice; examination or trial by
some decisive standard; test; proof. (Mus.) Particu-
lar or characteristic mode of action; also, the man-
ner of touching, striking, or pressing the keys of a
pianoforte.— Touching, p. a. Affecting; moving;
pathetic.

—

prep. Concerning; relating to; with re-

spect to.— Tcucb/-hole, n. The vent of a cannon or
other species of fire-arms, bv which fire is communi-
cated to the powder.— T.-me-not, n. A plant of the
genus Impatiens ; the squirting-cucumber.—stone,
n. (Min.) A variety of extremely compact silicious

schist, used for ascertaining the purity of gold and
silver by the streak impressed on the stone. Hence,
any test or criterion.— -wood, n. A soft white sub-
stance into which wood is changed by the action of
certain fungi, used like tinder for taking, holding,
and communicating fire; spunk.

Touchy, touch'!, a. Peevish; irritable; irascible; apt
to take fire.

Tough, tuf, a. Having the quality of flexibility with-
out brittleness; not easily broken ; able to endure
hardship; firm: strong; not easily separated; tena-
cious; ropv; stiff; rigid; not flexible; stubborn: un-
manageable; severe; violent. — Tougb/en, -n, v. i.

[-ened (-nd), -ening.] To grow tough, or tougher.
— v. t. To make tough or tougher.— Tougb/ness. n.

The quality of being tough; flexibility, with a firm
adhesion of parts ; strength of constitution or tex-
ture; viscositv; tenacity; clamminess.

Toupee, too-pe', Toupet, -pa', n. A little tuft; a curl
or artificial lock of hair; a small wig.

Tour, toor, n. A going round; a journey in a circuit; a
lengthy excursion; a roving journey for pleasure and

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare j end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; <3dd, tone, Or
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sight seeing; pilgrimage. (Mil.) Anything done suc-
cessively, or by regular order; a turn.

—

v. i. [toured
(toord), touring.] To make a tour. — Tourist, n.

One who makes a tour, or travels for pleasures or
sightseeing.— Tournament, toor'na-ment, Tour'ney,
-nl, n. A mock-fight or military sport, in which a
number of combatants were engaged; encounter;
contest of skill.— Tour'ney, v. i. To engage in tour-
naments; to tilt.— Tour'niquet, toor'ni-ket, n. A
surgical instrument or bandage which is tightened
or relaxed with a screw, and used to check the flow
of blood, as from wounds, by external pressure.

—

Tournure'
r
, toor-noor/', n. Turn; contour; figure; a

part of the dress of a lady used for expanding the
skirt; a bustle.

Tourmaline, toor'ma-lin, n. A mineral occurring usu-
ally in 3-sided or 6-sided prisms, terminated by 3-

sided pyramids.
Touse, towz, v. t. & i. To pull, haul, tear, dishevel.—
Tous'er, n. One who touses. — Tow'ser, n. A name
for a dog.— Tou'sle, -zl, v. t. To put into disorder,
tumble.

Tout-ensemble, too-taN-saN'M, n. Anything regarded
as a whole. (Fine Arts.) The general effect of a
work as a whole.

Tow, to, v. t. [towed (tod), towing.] To drag (a
boat or ship) through the water by means of a rope.— n. Act of, or state of being, etc. ; that which is,

etc.— Tow'age, -ej, n. Act of towing; price paid for
towing. — Tow'-boat, n. A boat which is towed; a
steamer used for towing other vessels; steam-tug.

—

-line, n. A small hawser, used to tow a ship, etc. —
-path, n. A path for men or horses that tow boats,
as along a canal.

Tow, to, n. The coarse and broken part of flax or hemp.
Toward, toward, To'wards, -ardz,p?-e/>. In the direc-
tion of; with direction to, in a moral sense; with re-

spect to; regarding; nearly; about.— adv. Near; at
hand; in a state of preparation. — To'ward, -ward,
a. Heady to do or learn; not froward; apt.— To"-
wardly, a. Ready to do or learn; apt; docile; tract-

able; compliant with duty.— To'wardness, To'ward-
liness, to'ward-, n.

Towel, tow'el, n. A cloth used for wiping the hands,
etc., after washing; a wiper for dishes, etc.

Tower, tow'er, n. A lofty Duilding much higher than
broad, standing alone or forming part of another ed-
ifice, as of a church, castle, etc.; a citadel; fortress;
hence, a defender; a high head-dress formerly in

vogue. — v. i. [towered (-erd), -ering.] To be
lofty or very high; to soar. — Tow'ering, p. a. Very
high; elevated; extreme; violent; surpassing.—Tow -

ered, -erd, -ery, -er-I, a. Adorned or defended by
towers.

Town, town, n. Orig., a collection of houses inclosed
by fences or walls; any collection of houses larger
than a village, esp. when not incorporated as a city;

in Eng., any number of houses to which belongs a
regular market, and which is not a city or the see of
a bishop; the body of inhabitants resident in a town;
a township; the court end of London; the metropo-
lis or its inhabitants; any city or large place in or
near which one may be. — Town'ship, n. The dis-

trict or territory of a town; a territorial district with
certain municipal powers. — Towns'man, townz r-

man, n. An inhabitant of a town ; one of the same
town with another. — Town'-clerk, n. An officer
who keeps the records of a town, and enters all its

official proceedings.

—

cri'er, n. A public crier.—
-hall, n. A public room or building for transacting
the business of a town.

—

house, n. The house where
the public business of the town is transacted by the
inhabitants; a house in town, in opp. to a house in
the country.—meet'ing, n. A legal meeting of the
inhabitants of a town or township for the transaction
of business.—talk, n. The common talk of a place,
or the subject of common conversation.— Towns/'-

folk, -fok, n. The people of a town; esp., the inhabi-
tants of a city.

Towser. See under Touse.
Toxicology, toks-T-koKo-jY, n. The department of
medical science which treats of poisons, their effects,

antidotes, and recognition.— Tox'icologlcal, -loj'-

ik-al, a. Of, or pert, to, toxicology.— Toxicol'ogist,
-jist, n. One versed in, etc.

Toy, toi, n. A plaything for children; a bawble; a
thing for amusement, hut of no real value; trifle;

matter of no importance; wild fancy; folly; trifling

opinion or behavior ; amorous dalliance. — v. i.

[toyed (toid), toying.] To dally amorously, trifle,

play, wanton.
Trace, tras, n. A mark left by anything passing; a

footprint; track; a mark, impression, or visible ap-
pearance of anything left when the thing itself

no longer exists; vestige; token; one of the 2 straps,
chains, or ropes, by which a carriage or sleigh is

drawn by horses.— v. t. [traced (trast), tracing.]
To walk over, pass through; to draw or delineate
with marks; esp., to copy (a drawing) by following
the lines and marking themonasheet superimposed;
to follow by footsteps or tracks, or some mark that
has been left by a person or thing which has pre-
ceded; to follow the trace or track of; to follow with
exactness.—
Tra'cer, n. —
Trace'able, a.
Capable of being
traced.— Tr a ^
cery, -ser-Y, n.

(Goth. Arch.)An
ornamental di-
vergency of the
mullionsof a
window, into
arches, curves,
etc. ; the subdi-
visions of|
groined vaults,
etc.—Tract ,

trakt, n. Some-
thing drawn out Flowing Tracery,
or extended ; a
region, or quantity of land or water, of indefinite
extent; a written discourse or dissertation, generally
not of great extent; esp., a short treatise on practical
religion; continued or protracted duration; length;
extent.— Tract'able, a. Capable of being easily led,
taught, or managed; docile; manageable; capable of
being handled; practicable; feasible. — Tracfate, n.

A treatise; a tract.— Tract'ile, -il, a. Capable of be-
ing drawn out in length; ductile. — Tractil'ity, -t-

tt, n. Quality of being tractile; ductility. — Trac'-
tion, n. Act of drawing, or state of being drawn; at-

traction ; a drawing toward.— Tractive, iv, a. Serv-
ing to draw; pulling; attracting.— Traefor, n. That
which draws, or is jt «!
used for drawing, pi.
(Med.) Two small,
pointed bars of brass
and steel, which, be-
in g drawn over dis-

eased parts of the
body, were, at one
time, supposed to give
relief through the
agency of electricity

or ma gnetism. —
Tract'ory, -o-rf,

Tractlix, n. (Geom.)
The curve described
on a plane by a heavy
point attached to a
string and drawn
along by moving the
other end of the string.

Trachea, tra'ke-a, L.
pron. -ke'a, n.; pi.

-Che-^e, -ke-e, L. pron.
-ke'e. (Anat.) The
windpipe, a cartilagin-
ous and membranous
pipe conveying air to Trachea,
the lungs ; the wea^ a, larynx ; 6, trachea ; c, bron-

sand: see LUNG. The cbial divisions ; d, one of the

air-tubes of the body lungs ; e, bronchial ramifica-

in insects and similar tlons -

animals. — Tra'cheofomy, -ke-ofo-mY, n. (Surg.)
Operation of making an opening into the windpipe.
— Tra'chyte, -kit, n. A nearly compact, feldspathic,
volcanic rock, breaking with a rough surface.
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Track, trak, n. A mark left by something that has
passed along; impression left by the foot, either of
man or beast; trace; vestige; footprint: a road; beat-
en path; course followed; way. {Railroads.) The
permanent way ; line of rails. — v. t. [tracked
(trakt), -ing.] To follow when guided by a trace, or
by footsteps; to draw or tow (a vessel, sledge, etc.)— Track'age, -ej, n. A drawing or towing (of a
boat, sledge, etc.) — Track'er, n. One who, or that
which, etc. {Mus.) In the organ, a light strip of
wood, connecting (in part) a key and a pallet, to
communicate motion by pulling. — Trackless, a.

Having no track; marked by no footsteps.

Tract, Tractable, Traction, etc. See under Trace.
Trade, trad, n. Act or business of exchanging com-
modities by barter; business of buying and selling

for money; commerce; traffic; business which a per-

son has learned, and which he carries on or at which
he works : esp., mechanical employment ; occupa-
tion ; handicraft ; instruments of any occupation ;

custom; habit; a company of men engaged in the
same occupation, pi. The trade-winds.— v. i. To
barter, or to buy and sell ; to traffic, bargain ; to
buy and sell or exchange property, in a single in-

stance. — v. t. To sell or exchange in commerce; to

barter, exchange.—Trad'er, n. One engaged in trade
orcommerce; a trafficker; merchant.—Trade'-mark,
n. A distinguishing mark or device used by a man-
ufacturer on his goods or labels, the legal right in
which is recognized by law.—sale, n. An auction-
by and for the trade, especially that of the booksel-
lers.—wind, n. A wind in or near the torrid zone,
which blows from the same quarter throughout the
whole or half of the year, —so called because of

freat advantage to navigators, and hence to trade.

—

rades'man, n. One who trades; a shop-keeper; any
mechanic or artificer. — Trades'-un'ion, n. A com-
bination among workmen for the purpose of main-
taining their rights and privileges, with respect to
wages, hours of labor, customs, etc.

Tradition, tra-dish'un, n. Act of delivering into the
hands of another; delivery; unwritten or oral hand-
ing down of opinions, practices, rites, and customs,
from father to son, or from ancestors to posterity;
knowledge or belief transmitted without the aid of
written memorials.— Tradi'tional, a. Of, pert, to, or
derived from, tradition; communicated from ances-
tors to descendants byword only.— Traditionary,
-a-ri, a. Of, pert, to, or derived from, tradition;
traditional. — Tradi'tioner, -tionist, n. One who
adheres to tradition. — Trad'itive, trad'I-tiv, a.
Transmitted or transmissible from father to son, or
from age to age, by oral communication.

Traduce, tra-dus', v. t. [-duced (-dust'), -ducing.]
To represent as blamable; willfully to misrepresent;
to calumniate, vilify, defame, depreciate, decry,
slander. — Traduction, n. Derivation from one of
the same kind; propagation; transmission from one
to another ; tradition ; a translation into another
language; act of transferring; conveyance; transpor-
tation.—Tradu'cianism, -shan-izm, n. (Theol.) Doc-
trine that human souls are produced by the act of
generation, — opp. to crecxtionUm, q. v.

Traffic, traffik, n. Commerce, either by barter or by
buying and selling; trade; business of a given street,

place, etc.; passing to and fro of goods and passen-
gers on a road, railroad, canal, etc. — v. i. [traf-
ficked (-fikt), -ficking.] To pass goods and com-
modities from one person to another for an equiva-
lent in goods or money; to barter, trade, —v. t. To
exchange in traffic.

Tragacanthrtrag /,a-kanth, n. The concrete juice or
gum of several species of shrubby or herbaceous
plants, found in Asia Minor, Persia, etc.

Tragedy, trai'e-dt, n. A dramatic poem representing
some signal action performed by illustrious persons,
and generally having a fatal issue ; a fatal and
mournful event; any event in which human lives

are lost by violence.— Trage'dian, tra-je'dT-an, n.

A writer of tragedy ; a tragic actor or actress. —
Trag'ic, -ical, a. Pert, to, or of the nature of, trag-
edy ; fatal to life ; calamitous ; mournful ; expres-
sive of tragedy, loss of life, or of sorrow. — Trag'i-

1

com'edy, -Tt-kom/'e-di, n. A composition parti king
of the nature both of tragedy and comedy. — Trag'-

i-comlc, -ical, a. Pert, to tragi-comedy ; partaking
of a mixture of grave and comic scenes.

Trail, tral, v. t. [trailed (trald), trailikg.] To hunt
bv the track; to draw along the ground; to drag.
{Mil.) To carry (a fire-arm) with the breech near
the ground and the upper part inclined forward, the
piece being held by the right hand near the mid-
dle; to tread down (grass) by walking through.

—

v. i. To be drawn along behind a person or tiling;

to be drawn out in length; to grow to great length,
esp. when slender and creeping upon the ground, as
a plant. — n. Scent left on the ground by an animal
pursued; anything drawn to length; anything drawn
behind in long undulations; a train; the entrails of
a fowl, esp. of game. (Mil.) That part of the stock
of a gun - carriage which rests on the ground when
the piece is unlimbered.

Train, tran, v. t. [trained (trand), training.] To
draw along, trail; to draw by persuasion, artifice,

etc., to entice, allure; to teach and form by prac-
tice; to exercise, discipline; to break, tame, and ac-
custom to draw, as oxen. {Hort.) To lead or direct,
and form to a wall or espalier; to form by growth,

Fan Training,

and lopping, or pruning. — v. i. To do duty in a
military company.— n. That which draws along;
esp., persuasion, artifice, or enticement; that which
is drawn along in the rear of or after something;
that which is in the hinder part or rear; that part
of a gown which trails behind the wearer; the after
part of a gun-carriage; the tail of a bird ; a number
of followers; a retinue; a succession of connected
things; series; regular method; process; course; a
line of gunpowder, laid to lead fire to a charge, or
to a quantity intended for execution; a continuous
or connected line of cars on a railroad.—Traiu'er, n.

One who trains; esp., one who trains or prepares
men, horses, etc., for athletic exercises; a militia-
man when called out for exercise or discipline. —
Train'-band, n. A band or company of militia.—
-bear'er, n. One who holds up a train, as of a robe.

Train-oil, tran'oil. n. Oil from the fat of whales.
Traipse, traps, v. i. To walk or run about sluttishly or
thoughtlessly.

Trait, trat, n. A stroke; touch; a distinguishing or
marked feature or peculiarity.

Traitor, tra'ter, n. One who violates his allegiance
and betrays his country; one guilty of treason; one
who betrays his trust ; a betrayer. — Trai'toress,
-tress, n. A woman who betrays.— Trai'torous, -tSr-

us, a. Guilty of treason ; treacherous ; perfidious ;

faithless ; consisting in, or partaking of, treason. —
Trea'son, tre'zn, n. The offense of attempting to
overthrow or betray the sovereign or the government
of the state to which the offender owes allegiance ;

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 5dd, tone, or
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the levying of war against, or adhering to or aiding
the enemies of, one's eountry; disloyalty; treachery.—Treasonable, a. Pert, to, or consisting of, treason;
involving the crime of treason, or partaking of its

guilt; treacherous; traitorous; perfidious; insidious.
Traject, tra-jekf, v. t. To throw or cast through. —
Trajec'tion, n. Act of trajecting; a throwing or cast-
ing through or across; also, emission.— Trajecfory,
-o-rl, n. The curve which a moving body describes
in space.

Tram, tram, n. A coal wagon used in some parts of
England, esp. at Newcastle ; one of the rails of
a tram-road; in Eng., a car on a horse-railroad.—
Tram'-road, -way, n. A road prepared for easy
transit of trains or wagons, by forming the wheel-
tracks of beams of wood, blocks of stone, or plates
of iron; in Eng., a horse-railroad.

Trammel, tram'mel, n. A kind of long net for catch-
ing birds or fishes; a kind of shackles for regulating
the motions of a horse;
whatever impedes ac-

,
tivity, progress, or free-
dom ; an iron hook,
used for hanging ket-
tles and other vessels
over the fire. (Mech.)
An instrument for
drawing ellipses ; also,
another name for Tr„mmol ,m*~i.\
beam-compasses, -v.t. Trammel. (Mech.)

[trammeled (-meld), -meling.] To confine, hamper,
shackle.— Tram'meler, n. One who, or that which,
restrains; one who uses a trammel-net.

Tramontane, tra-mon'- or train'on-tan, a. Lying or
being beyond the mountain ; foreign ; barbarous.

Tramp, tramp, v. t. [tramped (tramt), tramping.]
To tread forcibly and repeatedly; to trample.— v. i.

To travel, wander, stroll. — n. A foot-journey ; a
foot-traveler; a tramper; a sturdy homeless vagrant,
living by begging and stealing. —Tram'ple, -pi, v. t.

[-pled (-pld), -pling.] To tread under foot; esp.,
to tread upon with pride, contempt, triumph, or
scorn; to prostrate by treading; to treat with pride,
contempt, and insult.— v. i. To tread in contempt;
to tread with force and rapidity.

Tram-road, Tram-way. See under Tram.
Trance, trans, n. A state in which the soul seems to
have passed out of the body into another state of be-
ing; an ecstasy. (Med.) Total suspension of mental
power and voluntary motion, pulsation and breath-
ing continuing; catalepsy.

Tranquil, trank'wil, a. Quiet ; calm ; undisturbed

;

peaceful: not agitated.— Tran'quilize, -quillize, -liz,

v.t. [-IZED Or-LIZED(-Iizd), -IZING or-nziNG.J To
render tranquil, allay when agitated, quiet, com-
pose, still, soothe, appease, calm, pacify. — Tran

/r
-

quiliz'er, -quilliz'er, n. — Tranquil'lity, -11-ti, n.
State or quality of being tranquil; a calm state; free-
dom from disturbance or agitation ; quietness. —
Tran'quilly, adv. — Tran'quilness, n.

Trans-, tranz, i?iseparable prefix, signifying across,
over, beyond, through, completely, from one to an-
other, complete change.

Transact, trans-akf, v. t. To do, perform, manage.—
v. i. To conduct matters ; manage. — Transac-
tion, n. The doing or performing of any business;
management of any affair; that which is done; an
affair ; proceeding ; action ; process.

Transalpine, trans-alp'in, a. Lying or being beyond
the Alps in regard to Rome, that is, on the N. or W.
of the Alps,— opp. to Cisalpine.

Transatlantic, trans-at-lan'tik, a. Lying or being be-
yond the Atlantic; crossing the Atlantic.

Transcend, tran-send', v. t. To rise above, surmount;
to pass over, go beyond, surpass, outgo, excel, ex-
ceed.— Transcend'ence, -ency, -en-sl, n. State of
being transcendent; superior excellence ; superemi-
nence.—Transcend'ent, a. Very excellent; sunerior
or supreme in excellence; surpassing others. (Kant-
ian Philos.) Transcending or going beyond the
bounds of human knowledge. — Transcehd'ently,
adv.— Transcend'entness, n. — Tran'scendent'al, a.
Supereminent; surpassing others; abstrusely specula-
tive; vague and illusive. (Kantian Philos.) ' Of, or
pert, to, that which can be determined a priori, in

regard to the fundamental principles of all human
knowledge.— Transcendental quantity. (Math.) A
quantity which cannot be represented by an alge-
braic expression of a finite number of terms.— Tran'-
scendenfalism, -izm, n. (Kantian Philos.) The
transcending or going beyond empiricism, and as-
certaining a priori the fundamental principles of
human knowledge. [The word is also sometimes
used for that which is vague and illusive in philoso-
phy-]

Transcribe, tran-skrlbr , v. t. [-scribed (-skrlbdO,
-scribing.] To write over again, or in the same
words ; to copy. — Tran'script, n. That which has
been transcribed ; a written copy ; a copy of any kind

;

an imitation.— Transcription, n. Act of transcrib-
ing or copying. (Mus.) A kind of free translation
of a vocal into a piano-forte or an orchestral work.

Transelementation, trans-el'e-men-ta'shun, n. (Eccl.)
Transubstantiation.

Transept, fran'sept, n. (Arch.) Any part of a church
that projects at right angles to the body (i. e., the
high central portion of either nave or choir), and is

of equal, or nearly equal, height to this; in a cruci-
form church, one of the arms of the cross.

Transfer, trans-fer"', v. t. [-ferred (-ferdr ), -fer-
RING.] To convey from one place or person to an-
other; to pass or hand over; to make over the posses-
sion or control of; to remove from one surface to an-
other; to convey (a right or title); to sell, give, alien-
ate, estrange, sequester. — Trans'fer, ,n. Act of
transferring, or of being transferred; conveyance of
right, title, or property, either real or personal, from
one person to another; that which is transferred. —
Transferable, -fer'rible, n. Capable of being trans-
ferred or conveyed from one place or person to an-
other; negotiable, as a note, bill of exchange, etc. —
Transferee', n. The person to whom a transfer is

made.— Transference, -fer'rence, -ferSens, n. Act
of transferring ; transfer. — Transferrer, n. One
who makes a transfer.

Transfigure, trans-fig'ur, v. t. [-ured (-urd), -uring.]
To change the outward form or appearance of; to
transform; esp., to change to something very eleva-
ted and glorious.— Transfig/ura/'tion, n. A change
of form ; esp., the supernatural change in the per-
sonal appearance of our Savior on the mount ; a
feast on August 6th, in commemoration of this mi-
raculous change.

Transfix, trans-nits'', v. t. [-fixed (-fiksf), -fixing.]
To pierce through, as with a pointed weapon.

Transform, trans-lorm', v. t. [-formed ( -i'Smid').
-forming.] To change the form of, metamorphose;
to change into another substance, transmute. (The-
ol.) To change the disposition and temper of, from a
state of enmity to God and his law into a disposition
and temper conformed to the will of God. (Math.)
To change into another form without altering the
value, or changing the area or volume. — Trans-
formation, n. Act of, or state of being, etc. ; change
of form or condition ; metamorphosis ; transmuta-
tion. — Transforming, p. a. Effecting, or able to
effect, a change of form or state.

Transfuse, trans-fuz', v. t. [-fused (-fazd')> -fusing.]
To pour (liquid) out of one vessel into another.
(Med.) To transfer (blood) from the veins or arte-
ries of one animal to those of another. To cause to
pass from one to another. — Transfus'ible, a. Ca-
pable of being transfused. — Transfusion, -zhun, n.

Act of transfusing, or pouring (liquid) out of one
vessel into another. (Med.) Act of transferring the
blood of one animal into the vascular system of an-
other by means of a tube.

Transgress, trans- gres', v. t. [-gressed (-gresf),
-gressing.] To overpass (a rule prescribed as the
limit of duty); to break or violate (a law, civil or
moral).—v. i. To offend by violating a law; to sin.—
Transgression, -gresh'un, n. Act of transgressing;
violation of a law or known principle of rectitude;
fault; offense; crime: infringement; misdemeanor;
misdeed ; affront.—Transgress'ive, -iv, a. Disposed
to transgress; faulty ; culpable. — Transgress'or, n.

One who, etc. ; a sinner.

Tranship. See Transship.
Transient, tran'shent, a. Passing, as it were, over

or across a space or scene viewed, and then disap-
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pearing; of short duration; not permanent or sta-

tionary; hasty; momentary; imperfect; transitory;
fleeting; evanescent.—Tran'sientness, «.— Tran'sit,
n. Act of passing; passage through or over; act or
process of causing to pass ; conveyance; a line of
passage or conveyance through a country. (Astron.)
The passage of a heavenly body over the meridian
of a place, or through the field of a telescope; the

fmssage of a smaller body across the disk of a
arger; a transit-instru-
ment. — Tran'sit-in'-
strument, n. A kind of
telescope, used in con-
nection with a clock
for observing the exact
moment when a heav-
enly body passes the
meridian of the place
of observation ; a kind
of portable theodolite
used by surveyors and
engineers for measur-
ing longitudinal and
vertical angles.—
Translation, -sizh'im
or -zish/un, n. Pas-
sage from one place or
state to another;
change. (J/«,s.) A pass-
ing directlv from one
key to another. (Rhet.)
A passing from one
subject to another. —
— Transi'tional, -sizh'un- or -zish'un-, a. Contain-
ing, involving, or denoting transition. — Transitive,
a. Effected by transference of signification.— Tran-
sitive verb. (Gram.) A verb which is or may be
followed by an object. — Transitory, -sT-to-rT, a.
Continuing only for a short time ; speedily van-
ishing or ceasing to be ; transient ; fleeting ; evanes-
cent; shortlived.

Transilience, tran-siKl-ens, -iency, -Y-en-sY, n. A leap
across or from thing to thing.

Translate, trans-laf, v. t. To remove from one place
to another; to cause to remove from one part of the
body to another: to change to another condition,
position, office, or form; to transform: to remove as
by death ; to render into another language, inter-
pret, explain, or recapitulate in other words.—Trans-
lation, n. Act of translating, removing, or transfer-
ring; removal; state of being translated or removed;
act of rendering into another language; interpreta-
tion; that which is translated; a version. (Jlech.)
Motion in which all the points of the moving body
have the same velocity or move in parallel straight
lines. — Translator, n.

Transliterate, trans -lifer -at, v. t. To express by
means of different, and usually simpler, alphabetic
characters: to express a word, etc., of one language
in the alphabetical characters of another language.

Translocation, trans-lo-ka'shun, n. Removal of things
reciprocally to each other's places; substitution; in-
terchange of place.

Translucent, trans-lu'sent, a. Transmitting rays of
light without permitting objects to be distinctly
seen; pellucid; clear.— Translu'cence, -sens, Trans-
lucency, -sen-sT, n. State of being translucent; clear-
ness ; partial transparency.

Transmarine, trans/ma-ren/', a. Lying or being be-
yond the sea.

Transmigrate, trans'ml-grat, v. i. To pass from one
country or jurisdiction to another for the purpose
of residence ; to migrate ; to pass from one body or
state into another. —Trans'migra'tion, n. Act of
transmigrating ; esp.. the passing of the soul into
another body after death, esp. a body of one of the
lower animals; metempsychosis.— Tfans'migra'tor,
n. One who transmigrates.— Trans'migrant, a. Mi-
grating or passing from one place or state to another.

Transmit, trans-mif, r. t. To cause to pass over or
through; to send from one person or place to an-
other; to suffer to pass through. — Transmit'tible,
-mis'sible, a. Capable of beinglransmitted or passed
from one to another : capable of being passed
through any substance.— Transmis'sion, -mish/'un,

n. Act of, or state of being, etc. (Law.) The right
possessed by an heir or legatee of transmitting to his
successor or successors an3r inheritance, legacy,
right, or privilege, to which he is entitled. — Trans-
mis'sive, -siv, a. Capable of being transmitted.

Transmute, trans-muf, v. t. To change from one na-
ture, form, or substance, into another; to transform.
—Transmut'ably, adv.—Transmuta'tion, n. Act of,
or state of being, etc. (Gtom.) Change or reduc-
tion of one figure or body into another of the same
area or solidity, but of a different form.

Transom, tran'sum, n. (Arch.) A horizontal bar
across a mullioned window : see Mullion ; a lintel
separating a door from a fan-
light or transom window above ,
it. (Ha.ut.) A beam or timber
across the stern-post of a ship. "4

(
Gun.) The piece of wood or r

iron connecting the cheeks of
some gun-carriages.— Trcmsom
window. (Arch.) A window
divided into 2 parts by a tran-
som ; a window above the tran- a, a, a, Transoms,
som of a door.

|

Transparent, trans-parent, a. Having the property
of transmitting rays of light, so that bodies can be
distinctly seen through; clear; bright; lucid; diaph-
anous.— Transparency, -en-st, n. Quality or con-
dition of being transparent; that which is transpar-
ent; esp., a picture on thin cloth, glass, porcelain,
etc., to be viewed by natural or artificial light,
which shines through it.

Transpicuous, tran-spik'u-us, a. Transparent ; per-
vious to the sight.

Transpierce, trans - pers', v. t. [-pierced C-persf),
-piekcing.] To penetrate, permeate.

Transpire, trans-pir', v. t. [-pired (-pird'), -pieing.1
To emit through the excretories of the skin; to send
off in vapor, —v. i. To pass off in insensible per-
spiration; to escape from secrecy, become public;
to happen or come to pass.— Transpira'tion, n. Cu-
taneous exhalation.

Transplace, trans-phis', v. t. To remove, put in a
new place.

Transplant, trans-plant'', v. t. To remove and plant
in another place; to remove and settle or establish
for residence in another place.

Transport, trans-port', v. t. To carry or convey from
one place to another; to remove; to carry into ban-
ishment, as a criminal; to carry away with vehe-
ment emotion; to ravish with pleasure or ecstasy.— Trans'port, n. Transportation; carriage; convey-
ance; a vessel employed for transporting, esp. for
carrying soldiers, warlike stores, etc., from one
place to another, or to convey convicts to the place
of their destination ; vehement emotion ; passion;
ecstasy; rapture; a convict transported or sentenced
to exile. — Transportation, n. Act of transporting
from one place to another; removal; conveyance;
state of being transported.

Transpose, trans-poz', r. t. [-posed (-pozdO, -pos-
ing.j To change the place or order of; to substitute
one for the other of. (Alg.) To bring (any term of
an equation) from one side over to the other, without
destroying the equation. (Mus.) To change the key
of. — Transpos'al, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

Transposition, trans-po-zish'un, n. Act of transpos-
ing, or state of being transposed; esp., (Alg.) the
bringing of any term of an equation from one side
over to the other, without destroying the equation ;

(Mus.) a change in the composition, by which the
whole is removed into another key. — Transposi'-
tional, -zish'un-al, a. Of, pert, to, or involving,
transposition.

Transship, trans-ship'', v. t. To transfer from one
ship or other conveyance to another. — Transship'-
ment, n. Act of transshipping, or transferring
(goods) from one ship or conveyance to another.

Transubstantiate, tran-sub-stan'shi-at, v. t. (Rom.
Cath. Theol.) To change (the sacramental bread
and wine) into the flesh and blood of Christ.—Tran'-
substan/tia/'tion, n. A change into another sub-
stance. (Rom. Cath. Theol.) The doctrine that the
bread and wine in the eucharist is converted into the
body and hood of Christ.
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Transude, traii-sud', v. i. To pass through the pores
or interstices of a membrane or other substance, as
perspiration or other fluid.— Transudation, n. The
act or process of transuding.

Transvection, trans-vek'shun, n. Act of conveying
or carrying over.

Transverse, trans-vers', a. Lying or being; across, or
in a crosswise direction. — n. (Geom.) The longer
axis of an ellipse.— Transver'sal, a. Running or
lying across.— n. ( Geom.) A straight or curved line
which intersects any system of other lines.— Travr-
erse, -ers, a. Lying across; being in a direction
across something else.— n. Anything that traverses
or crosses; something that thwarts, crosses, or ob-
structs; a barrier, movable screen, or curtain. {Arch.)
A gallery or loft of communication in a church or
other large building. {Fart.) A work thrown up to
intercept an enfilade, or reverse fire, along any line
of work or passage exposed to such a fire. {Law.)
A formal denial of some matter of fact alleged by
the opposite party in any stage of the pleadings.
(Naut.) The series of zigzag courses made by a
ship in passing from one place to another. (Geom.~)
A line lying across a figure or other lines. ( Gun.)
The turning a gun so as to make it point in any de-
sired direction.— v. t. [traversed £erst), -ersing.]
To lay in a cross direction; to cross; to thwart, ob-
struct; to wander over, cross in traveling; to pass
over and view. ( Gun.) To turn to the one side or the
other, in order to point in any direction. (Carp.)
To plane in a direction across the grain of the wood.
{Law Pleadings.) To deny formally (what the op-
posite party has alleged). — v. i. To use the posture
or motions of opposition or counteraction, as in fen-
cing; to turn, as on a pivot; to swivel. — Traverse
jury. (Law.) A jury that tries cases; a petit jury.—
To t. a yard. (Naut.) To brace it aft.— Trav'erser,
n. One who, or that which, traverses or moves, as
an index on a scale. (Law.) One who traverses or
denies. (Railroads.) A platform for shifting cars,
etc., from one track to another.—Trav'erse sail'ing.
{Naut.) The method of finding the resulting course
and distance from a series of zigzag or traverse
courses and distances actually passed over by a ship.

Trap, trap, n. A contrivance that shuts suddenly or
with a spring, used for taking game; an ambush;
stratagem; a wooden instrument shaped somewhat
like a shoe, used in the game of trap ball; a bent pipe
or other contrivance, near the upper end of a drain-
pipe, arranged to allow the passage of water, while
§reventing the escape of offensive effluvia : see
TENCH-TRAP.— V. t. [TRAPPED (trapt), TRAPPING.]

To catch in a trap; to msnare, take by stratagem. —
Trap'-door, n. A door, as in a floor or roof, which
shuts close, like a valve.— Trap-door spider. A
spider which forms a habitation
in the ground consisting of a
cylindrical tube closed at the top
by a circular door joined by a ,~

hinge to the tube.— Trapan', tra- (

,

v
pan", v. t. [-panned (-pand'), K
-panning.] To insnare, catch by £
stratagem.— n. A snare; strat- y~
agem. fc;

Trap, trap, v. t. To adorn.— Traps,
n.pl. Small or portable articles
for dress, furniture, or use ; goods

;

furniture ; luggage.—Trap'pings,
n.pl. That which serves to trap w t

- T
or adorn ; ornaments ; external I™ «L-/P,

P"

decorations; esp., ornaments put uoor "P 1"*^*

on horses.
Trap, trap, n. (Min.) A heavy, igneous rock, as ba-

salt, less ancient than the granites and older than
the recent volcanic rocks. — Trap'pean, -pe-an, a.
Pert, to, or of the nature of, etc.

Trapan. See under Trap, for taking
game.

Trapezium, tra-pe'zY-um, n.; E. pi.
-ziums; L. pi. -zia, -zT-a. (Geom.)
A plane figure contained under 4
right lines, of which no 2 are parallel. Trapezium— Trapeze', -pez', n. A trapezium ;

a rod, or frame of rods, suspended by cords, used in
performing gymnastic exercises. [F.]— Trap'ezoid,

-e-zoid, n. (Geom.) A plane, 4-sided , v

figure, having 2 of the opposite sides / \
parallel to each other. / \

Trappings. See under Trap, to adorn. ^ rf
Trash, trash, n. That which is worth- -trapezoid,

less; stuff which is good for nothing; esp., loppings
of trees, bruised canes, etc. — Trash'y, -l, a. [-ier;
-iest.] Like trash; waste; rejected; worthless; useless.

Trass, tras, n. (Min.) A volcanic earth resembling
puzzolana, used as a cement; a sort of mortar, dura-
ble in water, and used to line cisterns, etc.

Traumatic, traw-mat'ik, a. (Med.) Pert., or applied
to, wounds; adapted to the cure of wounds; vul-
nerary ; produced by wounds. — n. A medicine
useful in the cure of wounds.

Travail, travail, v. i. [-ailed (-ild), -ailing.] To
labor with pain, toil; to suffer the pangs of child-
birth.— n. Labor with pain; severe toil; parturition.
— Trav'el, v. i. [-eled (-eld), -eling.] To go or
march on foot; to walk; to pass by riding, or in any
manner, to a distant place; to journey; to pass, go,
move.

—

v. t. To journey over, pass. — n. Act of
traveling from place to place; a journey, pi. An
account, by one who travels, of occurrences and ob-
servations made during a journey.—Trav'eled, -eld,

p. a. Gained or made by travel ; having gained
knowledge or experience by traveling; knowing.—
Trav'eler, n. One who, or that which, travels; a com-
mercial agent who travels for the purpose of receiv-
ing orders for merchants, making collections, etc.

(Naut.) An iron ring sliding on a rope or spar.
Traverse, etc. See under Transverse.
Travertine, trav'er-tin, n. (Min.) A white concre-
tionary limestone, deposited from water, holding
lime in solution.

Travesty, trav'es-tT, n. A burlesque translation or
imitation of a work; a parody.— v. t. [travestied
(-tid), -tying.] To translate or parody so as to ren-
der ridiculous or ludicrous.

Trawl, trawl, n. A trawl-net; along line, sometimes
extending a mile or more, having short lines with
baited hooks attached to it, used for catching cer-
tain fish.— v. i. To take fish with a trawl.—TrawK-
net, n. A kind of purse-shaped drag-net for catch-
ing fish that live near the bottom of the water.

Tray, tra, n. A small trough or wooden vessel, for va-
rious domestic uses; a waiter or salver.

Treachery, trech'er-t, n. Violation of allegiance, or
of faith and confidence; treasonable or perfidious
conduct.— Treach'erous, -er-us, a. Like a traitor;

involving treachery; traitorous to the state or sover-
eign; betraying a trust; faithless; perfidious; false;

insidious; plotting.

Treacle, tre'kl, n. A medicinal compound formerly
used as a preventive of, or cure for, the effects of
poison or the bites of venomous animals; a viscid,

uncrystallizable sirup, which drains from the sugar-
refiner's molds: word used in Eng. for molasses.

Tread, tred, r. i. [imp. trod; p.p. trod, trodden;
treading.] To set the foot; to walk or go; to cop-
ulate, as birds. — v.t. To step or walk on; to beat
or press with the feet; to crush under the foot; to
trample; to copulate with, feather, cover, — said of
the male bird. — n. A step or stepping; act of copu-
lation in birds; manner of stepping; gait. (Arch.)
Horizontal part of a step, on which the foot is

placed. (Fort.) Top of the banquet on which sol-

diers stand to fire. (Mach.) The part of a wheel
that bears upon the road or rail; the part of a rail

upon which car-wheels bear. — To tread on or upon.
To follow closely.—To t. upon the heels of. To follow
close upon.

—

Tread'le,-l,n. The
part of a loom, or
other machine,
which is moved by
the foot.— Tread'-
mill, n. A m i 1

1

worked by persons
treading on steps
upon the periphery
of a wide horizon-
tal wheel: itisused
chiefly as a means
of prison discipline.
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Treason, etc. See under Traitor.
Treasure, trezh'er, n. Wealth accumulated; esp., a .

stock or store of money in reserve : a great quantity of !

anvthing collected for future use; that which is very
|

much valued.— v. t. [treasured (-erd), -urixg.]
To collect and lay up (money or other things) for !

future use; to hoard. — Treas'urer, n. One who has
j

the care of a treasure or treasury ; one whohas charge
!

of collected funds.— Treas'ure-trove, -trov, n. Any
;

money, bullion, etc., found hidden, the owner of
which is not known.— Tr-jas'ury, -er-T, n. A place
or building in which stores of wealth are reposited;

j

esp., a place where public revenues are deposited
\

and kept: the place of deposit and disbursement of
}

any collected funds; that department of a govern-
ment which has charge of the finances: a repository

|

of abundance.
Treat, tret, o. t. To behave to, conduct one's self to-

'

ward: to manage; to use: to handle in a particular
j

manner, in writing or speaking ; to entertain with
food or drink, esp. the latter, as a compliment or ex-

j

pression of regard; to manage in the application of
remedies; to subject to the action of. — v. i. To dis-

'

course ; to handle a subject in writing or speaking ;

to negotiate, come to terms of accommodation ; to

give an entertainment of food or drink, esp. the lat-

ter. — n. An entertainment given as an expression
of regard; something given for entertainment; some- !

thing which affords much pleasure.— Treat'er, ».—
Trea'tise, -tis, n. A written composition on a particu-
lar subject, in which the principles of it are discussed <

or explained.— Treat'ment, n. Manner in which a i

subject is treated; manner of mixing or combining,
of decomposing, etc.; manner of using; behavior to-

ward a person; usage; manner of applying remedies
|

to cure; remedial course pursued. — Trea'ty, -ti, n.
j

Act of treating for the adjustment of differences: ne-
gotiation; aformal agreement, league, or contract be-
tween 2 or more independent nations or sovereigns.

Treble, etc. See under Triad.
Tree, tre, n. (Bot.) A plant which is woody, branched,
and perennial, like a shrub, but of larger size, gen-
erally exceeding 10 feet in height, and of a single
stoclc instead of a cluster. Something constructed

|

in the form of, or considered as resembling:, a tree; a ;

piece of timber, or something usually made of tim-
j

ber, — used in composition ; across.— v.t. [treed
I

(tred), treeixg.] To drive to a tree, cause to ascend
j

a tree, place upon a tree, fit with a tree, stretch upon
a tree. — Tree of a saddle. The frame of it. — Tree--
frog, -toad, n. A frog having the extremities of its

toes expanded into rounded, viscous surfaces, by
means of which it climbs trees. — Tree'nail, com-
monly pron. trun'nel, n. (ifaut.) A long wooden
pin, used in fastening the planks of a ship to the
timbers.

Trefoil. See under Triad.
Trellis, trellis, n. A frame of cross-barred work or

lattice-work, used for various purposes.— Trel'lised,
-list, a. Having a trellis or trellises. — Treillage,
treKlej, ?i. {Sort.) A sort of rail-work, for support-
ing espaliers, and sometimes for wall-trees.

Tremble, trem'bl, v. i. [-bled (-bid), -blixg.] To shake
involuntarily, as with fear, cold, or weakness ; to
quake, quiver, shiver, shudder; to totter, shake,

—

said of a thing; to quaver, shake, as sound. — n. An
involuntary snaking or quivering. — Tremen'dous,
-meu'dus, a. Fitted to excite fear or terror; such as
mav astonish or terrify by its magnitude, force, or
violence; terrible; dreadful; horrible; awful. — Tre-
mor, tre rm?r or trem'er, n. An involuntary trem-
bling; a shivering or shaking; a quivering or vibra-
tory motion.— Trem'tilous, -u-lus, a. Shaking; shiv-

ering: quivering.
Tremolite, trern'o-lit, n. (Min.) A white variety of
hornblende.

Trench, trench, v. t. [trenched (trencht), trexch-
ixg.] To cut or dig (a ditch, channel for water, or
a long hollow in the earth). — v. i. To encroach. —
n. Along, narrow cut in the earth; a ditch. (Fort.)

An excavation made during a siege, for the purpose
of covering the troons a* they aavnce toward the
besieged place.— Trench'-plow, -plough, n. A plow
for opening land to ajrreater depth than that of com-
mon furrows.— v. t. To plow with deep furrows, for

the purpose of loosening tne land to a greater depth
than usual.—Trench'ant, a. Fitted to trench or cut;
cutting; sharp; unsparing; severe. — Trench'er, n.

One who trenches, or digs ditches; a large wooden
plate or platter; the table; pleasures of the table;
food.— Trench'er-man, n. A feeder; great eater;
gormandizer.

Trend, trend, v. i. To have a particular direction ; to
run, tend. — n. Inclination in a particular direc-
tion; tendency; direction. — Tren'dle, -dl, n. A lit-

tle wheel; hoop of a wheel; trundle.
Trental. See under Triad.
Trepan, tre-pan', n. (Surg.) A cylindrical saw for
perforating the skull, turned, when used, like a
fimlet. — v. t. [trepaxxed (-pand'), -pax'xixg.]

'o perforate the skull with a trepan, and take out
a piece.— Trephine, -fin' or -fen', n. (Surg.) An
instrument for trepanning, more modern than the
trepan.— v. t. [trephixed (-tend'), -phixixg.] To
perforate with a trephine; to trepan.

Trepan, tre-pan', v. t. To trap. — n. A snare; trapan.
Trepidation, trep-I-da'shun, n. An involuntary trem-

bling, sometimes an effect of paralysis, but usually
caused by terror or fear ; a state of terror ; tremor";
agitation: emotion; fear.

Trespass, tres'pas, v. i. [-passed (-past), -passing.]
To pass unlawfully over the boundary line of an-
other's land ; to go too far, intrude ; to commit any
offense, or to do any act that injures or annoys an-
other; to violate any known rule of duty.— n. Any
injury or offense done to another ; any voluntary
transgression of the moral law ; any violation of a
known rule of duty. (Law.) An unlawful act com-
mitted with force and violence on the person, prop-
erty, or relative rights of another ; an action for
injuries accompanied with force. — Tresspasser, n.

One who commits a trespass; a transgressor of the
moral law; a sinner.

Tress. See under Triad.
Trestle, tres'l, n. A movable frame or support for
anything, consisting of legs secured to a top-piece,
an"d forming a sort of stool or horse ; a kind of frame-
work of strong posts or piles, and cross-beams, for
supporting a bridge, etc.: the frame of a table.

Tret, tret, n. (Cojh.) An allowance to purchasers for
waste or refuse matter, of 4 pounds on every 104
pounds of weight, alter tare is deducted.

Trevet, Trey. See under Triad.
Triable. See under Try.
Triad, tri'ad,n. A union of 3; 3 objects united; a trini-

ty. (Jfus.) The common chord, consisting of atone
with its 3d and 5th. ( Chem.) An atom, the equiva-
lence of which is 3, or which can combine with or be
exchanged for 3 hvdrogen atoms.— Treb'le, treb'l,

a. Threefold; triple. (J/im.) Acute; sharp; playing
or singing the highest part or most acute sounds. —
n. (Mm.) Highest of the 4 principal parts in music;
the part usually sung bv women: soprano. [This is

sometimes called the first treble, to distinguish it

from the second treble, or alto, which is sung by low-
er female voices.]— v. t. [trebled (-Id), -lixg.] To
make thrice as much: to make threefold. — v. i. To
become threefold. — Treb'iy, adv. With a threefold
number or quantity. — Trip'le, trip'l, a. Consisting
of 3united; multiplied by3; 3 times repeated: treble.
— v. t. [tripled (-Id), -lixg.] To make thrice as

much or as many; to treble. — Triplet, n. Three of
a kind, or 3 united. (Poet.) Three verses rhyming
together. (3fus.) Three tones or notes sung or played
inthe time of 2.— Trip-Ticate, -li-kat. a. Made thrice

as much; threefold; tripled.— n. A 3d paper or thing
corresponding to 2 others of the same kind. — Trip-
lication, n. The act of tripling or making threefold;
state of being tripled. — Triplic /

'ity, -plis'T-tl, n.

State or quality of beins triple, or threefold; treble-

ness. — Tress, n. A braid, knot, or curl of hair; a
rinsrlet. — Trey, tra, n. A 3 at cards; a card of 3

spots. — Tri'o, tri'- or tre'o, n. Three persons in

comnany or acting to-
gether. (Mus.) A cnmnn-
sMon for 3 parts. — Tre'-

'

foil, n. (Bot.) A plant of
many species, of the ge-
nus TnfoHum, which in-
cludes the white clover, Trefoils.
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Triangles.

equilateral triangle ;

2, isosceles triangle ;

3, right - angled trian-

gle ; 4, obtuse-angled
triangle ; 5, scalene tri-

angle. 1, 2, and 5, are
also acute-angled tri-

angles.

red clover, etc. (Arch.) An ornament of 3 cusps
-in a circle, resembiiug 3-leaved clover. — Wangle,
-arj-gl, n. (Geom.) A figure
bounded by 3 lines, and con-
taining 3 angles. [A triangle
is plane, spherical, or curvilin-
ear, according as its sides are
straight lines, or arcs of great
circles of a sphere, or any
curved lines whatever. A
plane triangle is designated as
scalene, isosceles, or equilateral,
according as it has no 2 sides
equal, 2 sides equal, or all sides
equal; and also us right-angled,
or oblique-angled, according as
it has 1 right angle, or none;
and an oblique-angled triangle
is either acute-angled or obtuse-

angled, according as all the an-
gles are acute, or 1 pi them ob-
tuse. The terms scalene, isos-

celes, equilateral, right-anyled,
acute-angled, and obtuse-angled, are applied to spher-
ical in the same sense as to plane triangles.] (Mus.)
A bar of steel bent into the form of a triangle, and
struck with a small rod. — Tri'angled, -gld, a. Hav-
ing 3 angles; triangular. — Trian'gular, a. Having
8 angles. (Bot.) Flat or lamellar, and having 3 sides;
oblong, and having 3 lateral faces.— Trian'gulate, v.

t. To survey by means of a series of triangles prop-
erly laid down and measured; to make triangular.—
Trian/gula/'tion, n. (Survey.) The series of triangles
with which the face of a country is covered in a
trigonometrical survey; the operation of measuring
the elements necessary to determine the triangles
into which the country to be surveyed is supposed
to be divided. — TrKarchy, -ark-T, n. Government
by 3 persons.— Triba'sic, a. (Chem.) Containing 3
portions of base to 1 of acid, — said of oxysalts.

—

Tri'brach, -brak, n. (Pros.) A poetic foot of 3 short
syllables.—Tra'ceps, -seps, n. (Anat.) A muscle hav-
ing 3 heads, esp. the great extensor muscle of the
forearm, arising by 3 heads, 2 from the humerus
and 1 from the scapula, and having its tendon in-
serted into the olecranon process.—Tri'chord, -kord,
n. (ilus.) An instrument having 3 strings. — Tri'-

i

color, -kul-er, n. The national French banner, of 3
colors, blue, white, and red, adopted at the first rev-
olution; any 3-colored nag. — Tricor'poral, -porate,
k6rrpo-rat, a. Having 3 bodies. — Tricus'pid, a. i

Having 3 cusps or points. — Tridadyl, -tylous, -til-
|

us, a. Having 3 toes. — Tri'dent, n. (Anc.
Myth.) A kind of scepter or spear with 3
prongs, the common attribute of Neptune.
A 3-pronged fish-spear. — a. Having 3 teeth
or prongs. — Trident'ate, -ated, a. Having
3 teeth or prongs ; trident.— Trien'nial, -nT-
al, a. Continuing 3 years ; happening or ap-
pearing once in 3 years.— Trien'nially, adv.
Once in 3 years. — Tri'fallow, -fal-lo, v. t.

[-lowed (-lb"d), -lowing.] To plow the 3d
time before sowing, as land or a field.

—

Tri'- Trident.

fid, a. (Bot.) Divided half wav into 3 parts;
3-cleft. — Triflo'ral, -rous,_-rus, a. (Bot.) Bearing 3
flowers. — Trifoliate, -lT-at. -ated, a. ( Bot.) Hav-
ing 3 leaves, as clover.—Triform, o. Having a triple
form or shape.— Trig'-amy, -a-mi, n. State of be-
ing married 3 times, or state of having 3 husbands
or wives at the same time. —
Tri'glyph, -glif, n. (Arch.)
An ornament in the frieze of
the Doric order, repeated at
equal intervals.—Triglypb/ic,
-ical, a. Consisting of, or
pert, to, triglyphs. — Tri'gon,
n. A triangle" (Asirol.) Trine,
an aspect of 2 planets distant 120° from each other.
— Trig'onal, a. Having 3 angles or corners; trian-
gular. (Bot.) Having 3 prominent longitudinal
angles.— Trig/onom,etry, -e-trT, n. Th-H branch of
mathematics which treats of the relations of the
sides and ansles of triangles, with the methods of
deducing from certain parts given other parts re-

quired. — Trig'onomet'ric, -rical, a. Of, pert, to,

Triglyphs.

performed by, or according to, the rules of trigonom-
etry. — Tri'graph, -graf, n. Three letters united
in pronunciation so as to have but one sound, or to
form but one syllable, as ieu in adieu. — Trihe'dral,
a. Having 3 equal sides or faces. — Trihe'dron, n.
A figure having 3 equal sides. — Trijugous, trij'u- or
tri-jurgus, a. (Bot.) In 3 pairs. — Trilateral, a.
Having 3 sides. — Triliferal, a. Consisting of 3 let-

ters.—n. A word consisting of 3 letters.— Trilobate, tri-lo'- or trilo-bat, a.
Having 3 lobes.—Trilobite, -bit, n. (Pa-
leon.) One of an extinct family of crus-
taceans. — Triloclilar, a. (Bot.) Hav-
ing 3 cells for seeds; o-celled.— TriKogy,
-o-jt, n. A series of o complete dramas,

,

which bear a mutual relation, and form
parts of one historical and poetical pic-
ture. — Trimes'tar, ». A term or period
of 3 months.— Trim'eter, -e-ter, n.
(Pros.) A poetical division of verse, „
consisting of 3 measures. — Trimefric- -Lruocular

al, a. Consisting of 3 poetical measures. Capsule.
— Tri'nal, a. Threefold.— Trine, trln, n. (Astrol.)
The aspect of planets distant from each other 120s ,

or l-3d of the zodiac. — Trinity, trTnl-tT, n.
(Theol.) The union of 3 persons (the Father, the
Son, and the Holy Spirit) in one Godhead, so that
all the 3 are one God as to substance, but 3 persons
as to individuality. — Trinity term. (Eng. Courts.)
The sitting of the law courts between May 22 and
June 12. — Trinita'rian, -tali-an.-a. Of, or pert,
to, the Trinity. — n. One who believes the doctrine
of the Trinity. — Trinitalianism, n. The doctrine
of Trinitarians. — Trinolnial, -m l-al, w. (Math.) A
quantity consisting of 3 terms, connected by the
sign + or — . — Tripartite, trip'iir-tlt or tri-partlt,
a. Divided into 3 parts ; having 3 corresponding
parts or copies ; made between 3 parties.— Trip'ar-
ti'tion, -tishlin, n. A division bv 3s, or into 3 parts.
— Trip'edal, -e-dal, a. Having 3 feet.— Triper'-
sonal, a. Consisting of 3 persons.— Triper'sonal''-
ity, n. The state of existing in 3 persons in one
Godhead ; trinity. — Tripet'alous, -al-us, a. (Bot.)
Having 3 petals or flower leaves. — Triph'thong,
trif- or trip'thong, n. (Pron.) A combination or
3 vowels in a single syllable, forming a simple or
compound sound ; a union of 3 vowel characters,
representing together a single sound, as ieu in adieu;
a trigraph. — Triphthon'gal, -thon'gal, a. Of, or
pert, to, a triphthong : consisting of 3 letters pro-
nounced together in a single syllable.

—

Tri'pod, n.
Any utensil or vessel supported on 3 feet; a 3-legged
seat, table, caldron, altar, etc. (Sun:) A 3-legged
frame or stand, for supporting a theodolite, com-
pass, etc. — Trip'tote, -tot, n. (Gram.) _A name or
noun having 3 cases only.—Trileme, -rem, n. (Gr.
Antiq.) A galley or vessel with 3 benches or ranks
of oars on a side. — Trisaglon, tris-ag'l-on, n. An
anthem or hymn in which the word "holy" is

thrice repeate"d. —Trisect', -sekf, v. t. To cut or
divide into 3 equal parts. — Trisec'tion, n. The di-

vision of a thing, as an angle, into 3 equal parts.—
Trisul'cate, -kat, a. Having 3 furrows, forks, or
prongs.— Trisyllable, -sil'la-bl. n. A word consist-

ing of 3 syllables. — Tris'yllablc. -ical, -il-lablk-al,

a. Of, or pert, to, a trisyllable; consisting of three
syllables. — Trilheism, -the-izm, n. (Theol.) The
opinion that the Father, Son, and Holv Spirit are 3
distinct Gods. — Tri'theist, n. (Eccl.) One who
believes that the .'! persons in the Trinity are 3 dis-

tinct Gods. — Tritheistlc, -ical, a. Of, or pertain-
ing to, tritheism. — Trilone, n. (31us.) A superflu-
ous or augmented fourth. — Trium'vir, tri-um'vSr,
n. ; L. pi. -vie i ; E. pi. -vies. One of 3 men united
in office. — Trinra'yirate, -vT-rat, n. Government
by 3 in coalition or association ; a coalition or as-

sociation of 3 in office or authority.— Tri'une, -tin,

a. Being 3 in one, — an epithet used to express the
unity of the Godhead in a trinity of persons. —
TriVet, Trev'et. n. A 3-legged frame or other sup-
port ior a kettle, etc.; a tripod. — Trivial, -I-al, a.

Of little worth or importance ; inconsiderable ; trif-

ling. — Triviality, -T-tT, n. State or quality of be-
ing"tnvi:il: trivialness; that which is trivial; a trifle.

— Trivlum, -T-um, n. The 3 arts of grammar, logic,

sun, cube, full ; moon, fot>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boxbox, chair, get.
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and rhetoric,— so called because they constitute a
triple way, as it were, to eloquence.— Tri'weekTy,
a. Performed, occurring, or appearing 3 times a
week ; thrice-weekly. — Tro'car, n. A surgical in-

strument for evacuating fluids from cavities, as in

dropsy. — Tren'tal, Tngin'tal, -jin'tal, n. (Rom.
Cath. Ch.) An office for the dead, consisting of 30
masses rehearsed for 30 days successively. A dirge;

an elegy.— Tricen'nial, -sen'ni-al, a. Of, pert, to,

or consisting of, 30 years ; occurring once in every
30 years.— Tricentenary, -sen'te-na-rT, n. A period
of 3 centuries ; 300 years. — Trillion, -yun, n. Ac-
cording to Eng. notation, the product of a million
involved to the 3d power, or with 18 ciphers an-
nexed; according to the common or French nota-
tion, the number expressed by 1 with 12 ciphers an-
nexed: see Numeration, under Number.

Trial. See under Try.
Tribasic. See under Triad.
Tribe, trib, n. A family, race, or series of generations,
descending from the same progenitor; a nation of
savages or uncivilized people, united under one
leader or government ; any division, class, or distinct

portion of a people or nation. (Nat. Hist.) A num-
ber of things having certain characters or resem-
blances in common. — Tribu'nal, tri-bu'nal, n The
bench on which a judge and his associates sit for ad-
ministering justice; a court of justice : in France, a
gallery or eminence where musical pej-formers are
placed, for a concert. — Trib'une, trib'un, n. (Rom.
Antiq.) An officer or magistrate chosen by the peo-
ple, to protect them from the oppression of the patri-

cians or nobles. Anciently, a bench or elevated place,
from which speeches were delivered; in France, a
pulpit or elevated place in a legislative assembly,
where a speaker stands while making an address. —
Tribuni'tial, -nisb/al, aL Pert, to tribunes ; suiting
a tribune. — Trib'ute, -ut, n. An annual or stated
sum paid by one prince or nation to another, either

as an acknowledgment of submission, or as the price
of peace and protection, or by virtue of some treaty;

a personal contribution in token of services ren-
dered, or as that which is due or deserved. — Trib-
utary, -u-ta-rY, a. Paying tribute to another ; sub-
ordinate ; inferior ; paid in tribute ; yielding sup-
plies of anything; contributing.— n. One who pays
tribute or a stated sum to a conquering power.

Triblet, trib'let, Trib'olet, -o-let, n. A goldsmith's
tool for making rings; a steel cylinder round which
metal is bent in forming tubes.

Tribometer, tri-bom'e-ter, n. An instrument to ascer-
tain the degree of friction in rubbing surfaces.

Tribrach. See under Triad.
Tribulation, trib-u-la'shun, n. That which occasions

distress or vexation: severe affliction; trouble.
Tribunal, Tribune, Tribute, etc. See under Tribe.
Trice, tris, v. t. (Naut.) To haul or tie up by means
of a rope. .

Trice, tris, n. A very short time; an instant; moment.
Tricentenary, Tricennial, Triceps. See under Triad.
Trichina, trl-ki'na, n. ; pi. -tsje, -ne. A minute para-

sitic worm found in the voluntary muscles of ani-
mals, esp. the hog, and sometimes in man, after eat-
ing infected meat, often producing death by its pres-
ence.— Tricnini'asis, trik-T-ni'a-sis, Trichino'sis, n.

The disease produced by trichina;: it is marked by
fever, muscular pains, and typhoid symptoms.

Trick, trik, n. Artifice or stratagem; a sly procedure,
usually with a dishonest intent implied ; a sly, dex-
terous, or ingenious procedure fitted to puzzle or
amuse; mischievous or annoying behavior; a par-
ticular habit or manner; a peculiarity. (Card-play-
ing.) The whole number of cards played in one
round, and consisting of as many cards as there are
players. — v. t. [tricked (trikt), tricking.] To
deceive, impose on; to cheat ; to dress, decorate, set

off, adorn fantastically. — v. i. To live by decep-
tion and fraud. — Trick'ish, Trick'y, -T, a. Given
to tricks ; full of deception and cheating ; knavish.— Trick''ster, n. One who tricks; a deceiver ; trick-
er ; cheat.

Trickle, trik'l, v. i. [-led (-Id), -ling.] To flow in a
small, gentle stream ; to run down in drops.

Trick-track, trik'trak, n. A game resembling back-
gammon.

Tricolor, Tricuspid, Trident, etc. See under Triad.
Tridentine, tri-denfin, a. Pert, to Trent, or to the
council held there.

Trier. See under Try.
Triennial, Trifallow, Trifld. See under Triad.
Trifle, tri'fl, n. A thing of very little value or impor-
tance ; a dish composed of sweetmeats and cake,
with syllabub; a sort of cake.— v. i. [trifled (-fid),

-fling.] To act or talk with levity ; to indulge in
light amusements.— v. t. To spend in vanity ; waste
to no good purpose, dissipate. — To trifle with. To
treat without respect or seriousness ; to mock, make
sport of. — Tri'ning, p. a. Being of small value or
importance ; trivial ; inconsiderable.

Trig, trig, v. t. To stop (awheel) by placing some-
thing under it ; to scotch.— Trig'ger, n. A catch
to hold the wheel of a carriage on a declivity ; the
catch or lever in the lock of a fire-arm, which, being
pulled, liberates the hammer for striking fire.

Trig, trig, a. Full ; trim ; neat.
Trigamy, Trigonometry, etc. See under Triad.
Trill, tril, n. (Mus.) A shake or quaver of the voice
in singing, or of the sound of an instrument.— v. t.

[trilled (trild), trilling.] To utter with a quaver-
ing or tremulousness of voice; to shake, —v. i. To
shake or quaver.

Trill, tril, v. i. To flow in a small stream ; to trickle.

|

Trillion, Trilobate, Trilogy, etc. See under Triad.
Trim, trim, a. [trimmer ; -mest.] Fitly adjusted ;

being in good order, or made ready for service or
use ; compact ; snug ; neat ; fair. — v. t. [trimmed
(trimd), -ming.] To make trim, put in order for
any purpose, adjust ; to dress, decorate, adorn : to
make ready or right by cutting or shortening ; to
clip or lop, remove superfluous appendages or mat-
ter. (Carp.) To dress (timber); to make smooth.
(Naut.) To adjust (a ship) by disposing the weight
of persons or goods so that she shall sit well on the
water and sail well; to arrange in due order for sail-

ing.— v. i. To balance: to fluctuate between parties,
so as to appear to favor each. — n. Dress; gear; or-

naments; disposition; state or condition; state of a
ship or her cargo, ballast, masts, etc., by which she
is well prepared for sailing. — Trimly, adv. In a
trim manner; nicely; in good order.— Trim/'mer, n.

One who trims, arranges, fits, or ornaments ; one
who fluctuates between parties, so as to appear to
favor either; a time-server.— Trim^ming, n. Act of
one who trims ; that which serves to trim, adjust,
ornament, etc. : esp. necessary or ornamental ap-
pendages, as of a garment ; the concomitants of a
dish, a relish, — usually in pi.

Trimester, Trimeter, Trine, etc. See under Triad.
Tringle, trin'gl, n. (Arch.) A little square member
or ornament, as a listel, reglet, etc.; esp., a little

member fixed exactly over every triglypn. A lath
or rod between the posts of a bed; a curtain rod.

Trinity, Trinomial, Trio, etc. See under Triad.
Trinket, trink'et, n. A small ornament, as a jewel,

ring, etc.; a thing of little value; tackle; a toy.
Trior. See under Try.
Trip, trip, v. i. [tripped (tript), -ping.] To move

! with light, quick steps ; to skip, move nimbly ; to
take a brief and sudden journey; to travel; to catch
the foot against something, stumble, make a false

step, lose footing, make a false movement; to offend
against morality, propriety, or rule; to err.— v. t.

To cause to take a false step; to cause to lose the
footing, stumble, or fall, by catching the feet ; to

overthrow by depriving of support, supplant; to de-
tect in a misstep, catch, convict. (Naut.) To loose
(the anchor, from the bottom) by its cable or buoy-
rope. —n. A quick, light step; a skip; a brief jour-
ney or voyage; an excursion or jaunt; a false step;

misstep; loss of footing or balance by striking the
foot against an object; a slight error; failure; mis-
take; a stroke, or catch, by which a wrestler over-
throws his antagonist.

—
" Trip /'per, n. One who

trips or supplants; one who walks nimbly.— Trip'-
ping, n. Act of one who trips; a light kind of dance.
(Naut.) The loosing of an anchor from the ground
by its cable or buoy-rope. — Trip'-ham'mer, n. A
heavyhammer at the end of a beam, which is raised,

tilted, or tripped, by projecting teeth on a revolving
shaft; a tilt-hammer: see Tilt-hammer.
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Tripartite, Triple, Tripod, etc. See under Triad.
Tripe, trip, n. The entrails; esp., the large stomach of
ruminating animals, when prepared for food.

Tripoli, trip'o-li , n. (Min.) An earthy substance (orig.

brought fr. Tripoli), used to polish stones and metals.
Triptote, Trireme, Trisect, etc. See under Triad.
Trite, trit, a. Worn out; used until so common as to
have lost its novelty and interest ; hackneyed. —
Trifurate, trtt'u-rat, v. t. To rub, grind, bruise, or
thrash; to rub or grind to a very fine powder.— Trit-
ura'tion, n. Act of triturating, or reducing to a fine
powder by grinding.

Tritheist, Tritone, etc. See under Triad.
Triton, tri'ton, n. {Myth.)
of the trumpeters of Nep-
tune, his trumpet being a
wreathed univalve shell.

(Zobl.) A gasteropodous
mollusk, having a
wreathed shell; a batra-
chian reptile of many
species, including the
newts.

Triumph, tri'umf, n.
(Jtom. Antiq.) A mag-
nificent ceremonial per-
formed in honor of a gen-
eral who had gained a
decisive victory. Joy or

A marine demi-god, one

Mythological Triton.

exultation for success; success causing exultation;
victory.— v. i. [triumphed (-umi't), -umphing.] To
celebrate victory with pomp; to exult in an advan-
tage gained; to obtain victory, meet with success, pre-
vail. — Triumph'al, a. Of, pert, to, indicating, or in
honor of, a triumph. — Triumph'ant, a. Rejoicing
for victory ; celebrating victory ; graced with con-
quest; victorious.—Church triumphant. The church
in heaven, enjoying a state of triumph, her warfare
with evil being over, — disting. fr. church militant.

Triumvir, Trivet, Trivial, etc. See under Triad.
Trocar. See under Triad.
Troche, tro'ke, n. A medicine in form of a circular
cake, lozenge, wafer, or tablet, intended to be grad-
ually dissolved in the mouth, and slowly swallowed,
as a demulcent.— Tro'chee, n. {Pros.) A foot of 2
syllables, the 1st long and the 2d short, or the 1st ac-
cented and the 2d unaccented. — Trochaic, -ka'ik,
n. A trochaic verse or measure.— Trocha'ic, -ical, a.

{Pros.) Pert, to, or consisting of, trochees. — Tro''-
chil, -kil, n. {Ornith.) An aquatic bird with long
legs, and capable of running very swiftly.—Trochil'-
ics, n. sing. The science of rotary motion, or of
wheel-work. — Troch'lea, trSk'le-a, n. {Mach.) A
pulley. {Anat.) A pulley like cartilage. — Troch''-
leary, -le-a-rT, a. {Anat.) Of, or pert, to, the trochlea.

Trod, Trodden. See Tread.
Troglodyte, trog'lo-dit, n. One dwelling in a subter-
raneous cave.

Troll, trol, v. t. [trolled (trold), trolling.] To
move circularly or volubly; to roll, turn; to circu-
late, as a vessel in drinking; to sing the parts of in
succession, as of a round or catch; to sing loudly
or freely; to angle for with a hook drawn along the
surface of the water; to allure, entice; to fish in,
seek to catch fish from. — v. i. To
roll, run about ; to fish with a rod
whose line runs on a wheel or pul-
ley, or by drawing the hook through
the water.— n. {Scandinavian Myth.)
A supernatural being of diminutive
size, said to inhabit caves, hills, etc.

—Trull, n. A trollop; drab; strumpet;
harlot.— TroKlop, -lup, n. A woman
loosely dressed; a slattern ; slut.

Trombone, trom'bon {It. pron. trom-
bo'na), n. (Mm.) A deep-toned brass
instrument of the trumpet kind, con-
sisting of 3 tubes, the 1st and 3d be-
ing side by side, the middle tube being
doubled and sliding into the others
like a telescope.— Tromp, n. A blow-
ing apparatus, used in furnaces.

Troop, troop, n. A collection of peo- irombone.
pie ; a company ; number ; multitude, pi. Soldiers
taken collectively .; an army. sing. A small body or

company of cavalry, commanded by a captain.— v. i.

[trooped (troopt), trooping.] To move in num-
bers ; to come or gather in crowds ; to march on, go
forward in haste.—Troop'er, n. A soldier m a body
of cavalry ; a horse-soldier. — Troupe, troop, n. A
troop or company; esp., the company of performers
in a theater or opera.

Trope, trop, n. (Bhet.) Use of a word or expression
in a different sense from that which properly be-
longs to it; the expression so used.—Trophic, n. (As-
tron.) One of the 2 circles of the celestial sphere,
situated on each side of the equator, at a distance of
23° 28', and parallel to it, which the sun just reaches
at its greatest declination north or south. (Geog.)
One of the 2 corresponding parallels of terrestrial
latitude; pi. the regions lying between the tropics,
or near them on either side: see Zone. —Trophic,
-ical, a. Of, or pert, to, the tropics; being within the
tropics; incident to the tropics; rhetorically changed
from its proper or original sense; figurative.— Trop'-
ically, adv. In a tropical or figurative manner. —
Tropolog'ic, -ical, -o-loj'ik-al, a. Characterized or
varied by tropes; changed from the original import.
— Tropology, -o-jl, n. A rhetorical mode of speech,
including tropes. — Tro'phy, troll, n. (Antiq.) A
pile of arms, taken from a vanquished enemy; the
representation of such a pile in marble, on medals,
etc. Anything taken from an enemy and preserved
as a memorial of victory; something that is evidence
of victory.

Trot, trot, v. i. To move faster than in walking, as a
horse or other quadruped, by lifting one fore foot
and the hind foot of the opposite side at the same
time; to walk or move fast; to run. — v. t. To cause
to move (a horse, etc.) in the pace called a trot. — n.

The pace of a horse, etc., more rapid than a walk,
when he lifts one fore foot and the hind foot of the
opposite side at the same time. — Trotter, n. A
beast that trots; the foot of an animal, esp. that
of a sheep, — applied humorously to the human
foot. — Trot'toir, -tw6r, n. A footpath ; pavement.

Troth, troth, n._ Belief; fidelity; truth; veracity.
Troubadour, troo'ba-door, n. One of a school of poets
who flourished from the 11th to the end of the 13th
century, principally at Provence, in the south of
France.— Trou'veur, -ver, n. One of a class of poets
in N. France, at about the time of the troubadours,
devoted more to lays of the epic type.

Trouble, trub'l, v. t. [-led (-Id), -ling.] To put into
confused motion, agitate ; to give disturbance or
distress to; to give occasion for labor to; to perplex,
afflict, grieve, annoy, tease, vex, molest. — n. The
state of being troubled or disturbed ; that which
gives disturbance, annoyance, or vexation.— To take
the trouble. To be at the pains; to exert one's self.
— Troublesome, -1-sum, a. Giving trouble, disturb-
ance, or inconvenience ; uneasy ; vexatious ; per-
plexing ; annoying; irksome; burdensome; weari-
some; importunate. — Troub'lous, -lus, a. Full of
trouble, commotion, or disorder; agitated; tumultu-
ous; troublesome; full of affliction.

Trough, trawf, n. A long, hollow vessel, generally
for holding water or other liquid; a wooden chan-
nel for conveying water, as to a mill-wheel; a chan-
nel, or depression, of a long and narrow shape.

Trounce, trowns, v. t. [trounced (trownst), troun-
cing.] To puDish or beat severely; to castigate.

Troupe. See under Troop.
Trousers, Trowsers, trow'zerz, n. pi. A loose garment
worn by males, extending from the waist to the
knee or to the ankle, and covering the lower limbs
separately; pantaloons. — Trousseau, troo-so', n.
The collective clothes, trinkets, and lighter outfit of
a bride.

Trout, trowt,
n. A food-
f i s h of
many spe-
c i e s , in-
cluding
the spotted Wbrook m i.

trout, the Trout -

river trout, the lake trout, the salmon, etc.
Trover, tro'ver, n. (Law.) The gaining possession
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of any goods, whether by finding or by other means;
an action to recover damages agains't one who has
converted to his own use goods or chattels of the
plaintiff.

Trow, tro, v. i. To believe, trust, think, suppose.
Trowel, trow'el, n. A mason's tool, used in spreading
and dressing mortar, and breaking bricks ; a gar-
dener's tool, somewhat like a mason's trowel.

Trowsers. Same as Trousers.
Troy, Troy-weight, troi'wat, n. The weight by which
gold and silver, jewels, and the like, are weighed.
[In this weight, the pound is divided into 12 ounces,
the ounce into 20 pennyweights, and the penny-
weight into 24 grains.]

Truant, troo'ant, a. Wandering from business; loit-

ering; idle, and shirking duty; willfully absent from
one's proper place.

—

n. One who stays away from
business or dutv; an idler; a shirk; esp., a pupil who
stays away from school without leave.— Tra'ancy,
-an-sT, n. Act of playing, or state of being, truant.

Truce, troos, n. {Ml.) A temporary cessation of hos-
tilities, for negotiation or other purpose; an armis-
tice; intermission of action, pain, or contest; short
quiet.

Truck, truk, v. i. [trucked (trukt), trucking.] To
exchange commodities, barter, deal.— v. t. To ex-
change, give in exchange, barter. — n. Exchange of
commodities ; barter; commodities appropriate to

barter; fruit, vegetables, etc., for market ; small
commodities; luggage.— Truck'age, -ej, n. Practice
of bartering goods; exchange; barter.

Truck, truk, n. A small, wooden wheel, not bound
with iron; a long, low 2- or 4-wheeled vehicle for
carrying heavy articles; a 2-wheeled barrow. {Rail-
road Mach.) Aswivelingframe with wheels, springs,
etc., to carry and guide one end of a locomotive or
car. {Naut.) A small wooden cap at the summit of
a flag-staff or mast-head. A small, solid wheel, as
for a gun-carriage.— Truck''age, -ej, n. Money paid
for conveyance on a truck. — Truck''man, n. ; pi.
Truckmen. One who conveys goods on a truck. —
Truckle, n. A small wheel or caster, — v. i. To
yield or bend obsequiously to the will of another;
to submit, cringe, act in a servile manner.— Truck'-
le-bed, n. A bed that runs on wheels, and may be
pushed under another: a trundle-bed.

Truculent, troc'ku-lent, a. Fierce; savage; barbarous;
of ferocious aspect; cruel; destructive: ruthless.—
Tru'culence, -lency, -len-sT, n. Quality of being
truculent ; ferociousness ; terribleness of counte-
nance.

Trudge, truj, v. i. [trudged (trujd), trudging.] To
go on foot; to travel or march with labor, jog along.

True, troo, a. Conformable to fact; in accordance
with the actual state of things: conformable to a
rule or pattern; exact; steady in adhering to friends,
to promises, to a prince, etc.; faithful; loyal; actual;
not counterfeit, adulterated, or pretended; genuine;
pure; real. — Tru'ism, -izm, n. An undoubted or
self-evident truth. —True'-blue, a. Of inflexible
honesty and fidelity, — a term derived from the
true or' Coventry blue, formerly celebrated for its un-
changing color. — n. A person of inflex-
ible integrity and fidelity. — -born, a. Of
genuine birth; having aright by birth to

any title.—bred, a.

Of a genuine or right
bleed; being of real
breeding or educa-
tion. heart'ed, a.

Of a faithful heart;
honest; sincere.

—

Truelove'-knot, n. A
knot composed of 2
bows interlaced; the
emblem of interwo- Truelove-knots.
ven affection or en-
gagements. — Truth, trooth, n. The quality of being
true; that which is true; conformity to fact or real-

ity ; conformity to rule; exactness; fidelity; con-
stancy; the practice of speaking truth; veracity;
honesty ; virtue; real state of things; verity; real-

ity; a verified fact; an established principle; fixed
law. —Trust, n. Reliance on the integrity, veraci-
ty, justice, friendship, or other sound principle of

I
another; reliance on a promise, law, or principle; ex-
pectation; belief: hope; credit given; esp., delivery

[

of. property or merchandise in reliance upon future
payment ; dependence upon something future or
contingent, as if present or actual; that which is
committed or intrusted to one; responsible charge
or office; that upon which confidence is reposed;
ground of reliance. {Law.) An estate held for the
use of another.— v. t. To place confidence in, rely

! on; to give credence to, believe, credit; to show con-
fidence by intrusting; to commit, as to one's care; to
intrust; to give credit to, sell to upon credit; to ven-
ture confidently. — v. i. To be credulous; to be con-

j

fident, as of something present or future; to sell, ex-
change, or alienate, in reliance upon a promise to

!
pay.— Trustee'', n. A person to whom property is

t legally committed in trust, to be applied either for
I

the benefit of specified individuals or for public
uses.— Trustee process. {Lav;.) A process by which

' a creditor may attach his debtor's goods, effects,
and credits in the hands of a third person. — Trusf-
er, si. One who trusts, or gives credit. — Trustful,
-ful, ru Full of trust ; trusting. — Trustworthy,
-wer'thT, a. Worthy of trust or confidence: trusty.

! —Trustworthiness, n.—Trusfy, -T, a. [-ier; -iest.]
Admitting of being safelv trusted: fit to be confided
in; trustworthy; not liable to fall; strong; firm.

—

I
Trust'ily, -Ml, adv. In a trusty manner; faithfully;

! honestly.

|

Truffle, troo'fl, n. A fleshy fungous tuber, having
neither root or stalk, found beneath the surface of
the soil in certain European forests, and much es-

!
teemed as an esculent.

Truism, Truly. See under True.
Trull. See under Troll.
Trump, trump, n. A wind instrument of music } a
trumpet. — To t)iimp up. To devise; to _
collect with unfairness ; to fabricate. —
Trump'et, n. A wind instrument of mu-
sic, used in war and military exercises.— v. t. To publish by sound of trump-
et; to proclaim.—Ear-trumpet. An instru-
ment used as an aid to hearing, by par-
tially deaf persons. — Speaking-t. A
trumpet-shaped instrument for conveying
articulate sounds with increased force. —
Trump'eter, n. One who sounds a trump-
et ; one who proclaims, publishes, or de-
nounces. ( Omith.) A variety of the do- TrumDet
mestic pigeon ; a bird of S. Amer., some- p "

what resembling both the pheasants and the cranes.
— so called from its uttering a noise resembling that
of a trumpet. — Trump'ery, -e-ri, n. Something
serving to deceive by false show or pretenses

;

worthless but showy matter: things worn out and
of no value; rubbish. — a. Worthless or deceptive
in character.

Trump, trump, n. One of the suit of cards which
takes any of the other suits; a good fellow.— v. i.

[TRUMPED (trumt), trumping.] To play a trump
card when another suit has been led. — v. t. To
take with a trump card.

Truncate, Truncheon, etc. See under Trunk.
Trundle, trun'dl, ?i. A little wheel; a kind of low ve-

hicle with small wheels;
a truck; a motion as of
something moving upon I

little wheels. {Mach.) A '

wheel or pinion having
its teeth formed of cylin-
ders or spindles, set be-
tween 2 round disks;
trundle-wheel ; lantern-

|

wheel; wallower; one of
! the bars of such a wheel.
— V. t. [TRUNDLED (-did),

-dling.J To roll, as a thing on little wheels ; to
cause to roll, as a hoop. — v. i. To roll, as on little

I
wheels; to roll, as a hoop. — Trun'dle - bed, n. A

I

low bed on little wheels, so that it can be pushed
under a higher bed; a truckle-bed.

Trunk, trunk, n. The stem or body of a tree, apart

i

from its limbs and roots; stock; the body of an ani-
mal, apart from the limbs; the main body of any-

1 thing; the snout or proboscis of an elephant; a wood-

Trundle, or Wallower.
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en, etc., tube, spout, trough, or boxed passage; a box
or chest covered with leather or hide, for containing
clothes, etc.; a portmanteau. — Trunc'ate, v. t. To
cut off, lop, maim. — a. (Bot.) Appearing as if cut
off at the tip.—
Trunc'ated, p. a.

Cut off ; cut
short; maimed.—
Truncated cone or
pyramid. ( Geom.)
A cone or pyra-
mid whose vertex <*> truncated angles ;

is cut off by a
plane parallel to its base. — Trunca'tion, n.

truncated cone;
truncated cube.

Act Of
truncating, lopping, or cutting off; state of being
truncated. (Jlin.) Replacement of an edge by a
plane equally inclined to the adjoining faces. —
Trun'cheon, -shun, n. A short staff: club; a baton,
or staff of command; a stout stem, as of a tree,

with the branches lopped off. — Trunn'ion, -yun, n.

(.Gun.) A knob projecting on
each side of a piece, and serving
to support it on the cheeks of
the carriage : see Cannon. —
Trunk'-hose, n. Short, wide
breeches formerly worn, gath-
ered in above the knees.

Trunnel, trun'nel, n. A wooden
pin or plug ; a treenail.

Trunnion. See under Trunk.
Truss, trus, n. A bundle, as of hay

or straw. (Surg.) A bandage or Trunk-hose
apparatus used in cases of her-
nia, (yaut.) The rope or iron used to keep the cen-
ter of a yard to the mast. (Arch. & Engin.) A com-
bination of timbers, etc., forming an unyielding
frame, for supporting a roof, etc. — v. t. [trussed
(trust), trussing.] To bind or pack close; to skew-
er, as a fowl for cooking it; to execute by hanging;
to hang.

Trust, Trustee, Truth,_ete. See under True.
Try, tri, v. i. [tried (trld), trying.] To exert strength,
endeavor, attempt, —v. t. To prove by experiment,
make experiment of, test ; to experience, have
knowledge of by experience ; to essay, attempt, so-
licit, tempt, bring to a decision; to purify or renne,
as metals; to melt out and procure in a pure state, as
oil, tallow, lard, etc.; to subject to severe trial; to

put to the test. (Law.) To subject (a person or
cause) to trial and decision or sentence before a tri-

bunal.— To try on. To put on (a garment) to ascer-
tain whether it fits the person; to attempt, undertake.—To t. out. To melt and separate (tallow, etc.) from
the membranes.—To t. the eyes. To over-exert them;
to strain.— Try'ing, p. a. Adapted to try, or put to
severe trial; severe; afflictive. —Tri''er, -or, n. One
who tries; one who makes experiments ; one who
tries judicially. (Law.) A person appointed to try
challenges of jurors. — Tri'able, a. Fit or possible
to be tried; liable to be subjected to trial or test

;

liable to undergo a judicial examination. — Tribal,
n. Act of trying or testing in any manner; any ex-
ertion of strength for the purpose of ascertaining
what it is capable of effecting; act of testing by ex-
perience; experiment; examination by a test;" that
which tries or afflicts; that which tries the charac-
ter or principle; that which tempts to evil; state of
being tried or tempted. (Law.) The formal exam-
ination of the matter in issue in a cause before a
competent tribunal.

Tryst, trist, n. An appointment to meet ; place of
meeting.

Tsetse. See Tzetze.
Tub, tub, n. An open wooden vessel formed with

staves, bottom, and hoops; amount which a tub con-
tains, as a measure of quantity. — ?;, t. [tubbed
(tubd), -bing.] To plant or set in a tub.

Tube, tQb, n. A hollow cylinder, of any material,
used for various purposes; a pipe; conduit; a vessel
of animal bodies or plants which conveys a fluid or
other substance. — v. t. [tubed (tubd), tubing.]
To furnish with a tube. —Tubing, n. Act of mak-
ing tubes ; a series of tubes; piece of a tube ; ma-
terial for tubes. — Tu'bular, a. Having the form of
a tube or pipe; consisting of a pipe; fistular. — Tubu-

lar holler. A steam-boiler in which the water is

heated in tubes exposed to the fire; also, one in
which the products of combustion pass from the
fire-box through a system of small flues, so as to
heat the water by which they are surrounded. — T.
bridge. A bridge in the form of a hollow trunk or

Britannia Tubular Bridge.

tube, made of iron plates riveted together. — T.
girder. A plate - girder having 2 or more vertical
webs with a space between them. — Tu/bulate, a.

Tubular ; tubulated ; tubulous. — Tu'bula'ted, a.
Made in the form of a small tube; furnished with a
tube. — Tu'bule, -bul, n. A small pipe; little tube.
— Tubu'liform, a. Having the form of a small tube.
— Tu'bulous, -bu-lus, a. Resembling, or in the form
of, a tube; containing small tubes; composed wholly
of tubulous florets.

Tuber, tu'ber, n. (Bot.) A fleshy, rounded, under-
ground body, or thickened portion of a stem or root,

usually having "eyes" or buds and containing
starchy matter, as the potato.— Tu'bercle, -ber-kl, n.

(Anat) A natural small rounded body or mass.
(Med.) A small mass or aggregation of morbid mat-
ter ; esp., the deposit which accompanies scrofula
or phthisis. — Tu'ber'cular, a. Having little knobs
or tubercles ; affected with tubercles. — Tuberose,
tub'roz or tu'ber-oz, h. A plant with a tuberous
root much cultivated for the beauty and fragrance
of its flowers. — Tu'berous, -us, a." Covered with
knobby or wart-like prominences. (Bot.) Consist-
ing of, or containing, tubers ; like a tuber.—Tuber-
osity, -os'I-H, n. State of being tuberous. (Anat.)
A knob-like prominence on a bone, to which mus-
cles and ligaments are attached.

Tuck, tuk, n. A long, narrow sword; a rapier.

Tuck, tuk, n. (Naut.) The part of a ship where the
ends of the bottom planks are collected under the
stern : a horizontal sewed fold in a garment, to
shorten or ornament it.— v. t. [tucked (tukt), tuck-
ing.] To thrust or press in or together ; to fold un-
der: to gather up; to inclose by pushing the clothes
closely "around; to make a tuck in. — Tuck'er, n.

One who, or that which, tucks; a small, thin piece of
the dress for covering the breast of women or chil-
dren.

Tuesday, tuz'dY, n. The third day of the week, fol-
lowing Monday.

Tufa, tu'- or too'fa, n. (Min.) A soft or porous stone
formed by depositions from water; a volcanic sand-
rock, rather friable, formed of agglutinated volcanic
earth : a similar rock of trap or basaltic material.
— Tuff, n. Tufa.

Tuft, tuft, n. A collection of small, flexible, or soft
things in a knot or bunch; a cluster; clump; a no-
bleman or person of quality, esp. in the Eng. uni-
versities, — so called from the tuft in the cap worn
by them. — v. t. To separate into tufts ; to adorn
with tufts or with a tuft. — Tuft'ed, p. a. Adorned
with a tuft ; growing in a tuft or clusters. — Tuffy,
-T, a. Abounding with tufts ; growing in tufts or
clusters. — Tuft'-nunt'er, n. A hanger-on to noble-
men, esp. in Eng. universities.

Tug, tug, r. r\ [tugged (tugd), -gin o.] To pull or draw
with "great effort, drag along with continued exer-
tion, haul along.— v. i. To pull with great effort: to
labor, strive, struggle, — n. A pull with the utmost
effort; a steam-vessel used to tow ships; a trace, or
drawing-strap, of a harness.
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Tuition, tu-ish/un, n. Superintending care over a
young person; guardianship; esp., the act or busi-
ness of teaching the various branches of learning;
instruction; money paid for instruction. — Tui'tion-
ary, -Sr-Y, a. Of, or pert, to, tuition.

Tulip, tu'lip, n. A bulbous plant, of many species,
producing flowers of
great beauty and of
a variety of colors.

Tulle, tool, n. A kind of
silk open work or lace.

Tumble, tum^bl, v. i.

(-BLED (-bid), -BLING.]
To xoll about by turn-
ing one way and the
otner ; to toss, pitch
about ; to lose footing
or support and fall; to
come down suddenly
and violently, be pre-
c i p i t a t e d ; to play
mountebank tricks by
movements of the
body.— v. t. To turn
over, or throw about J.ulip.

for examination; to roll or move in a rough, coarse,
or unceremonious manner; to precipitate; to disturb;
to overturn, throw down, rumple, disorder. — n.
Actof tumbling or rolling over ; a fall.— Turn'Mer,
n. One who tumbles ; one who plays the tricks of a
mountebank; that part of a lock which detains the
bolt in its place, until a key lifts it and leaves the
bolt at liberty: see Padlock; a drinking glass orig.
made without a foot or stem, with a pointed base,
so that it could not be set down with any liquor
in it ; a small variety of the domestic pigeon,— so
called fr. its habit of tumbling or turning over in
flight; a sort of dog used for inveigling game, — so
called fr. his habit of tumbling before he attacks his
prey.— Tum'brel, -bril, n. A ducking-stool for the
punishment of scolds ; a rough cart; a cart with 2
wheels, for conveying the tools of pioneers, car-
tridges, etc.; a kind of cage of osiers, willows, etc.,
for keeping hay and other food for sheep.

Tumid, tu'mid, a. Swelled, enlarged, or distended;
rising above the level ; protuberant ; swelling in
sound or sense; pompous; bombastic; turgid.— Tu-
midity, -Y-tY, n. State of being tumid; turgidity.—
Tu'midness, n.— Tu'mefy, -me-fl, v. t. [-fied (-fid),
-fying.] To swell, cause to swell, —v. i. To rise in
a tumor; to swell.— Tumefac'tion, n. Act or process
of, etc.; a tumor; a swelling. — Tu'mor, n. {Med.) A
morbid swelling, or growth, of or in any part of the
body. — Tu'mulus, n. ; pi. -li. An artificial hillock,
esp. one raised over the grave of a person buried in
ancient times; a barrow.— Tu'mular, a. Consisting
in a heap; formed or being in a heap or hillock.—
Tu'mult, n. Commotion, disturbance, or agitation
of a multitude, usually accompanied with great
noise, uproar, and confusion of voices; violent com-
motion or agitation, with confusion of sounds; irreg-
ular or confused motion ; high excitement ; upfoar ;

hurly-burly ; turbulence ; noise ; bluster ; hubbub;
bustle ; stir ; brawl ; riot. — Tumult'uous, -u-us, a.
Full of tumult; conducted with tumult; greatly agi-
tated ; disturbed ; turbulent ; violent ; boisterous ;

lawless ; riotous ; seditious. — Tumult'uary, -u-a-rY,

o. Attended by or producing a tumult.
Tump, tump, n. A little hillock ; a knoll. — v. t.

[tumped (tumpt), tumping.] To form a mass of
earth or a hillock round (a plant, etc.).

Tumult, Tumulus, etc. See under Tumid.
Tun. See under Ton, a weight.
Tune, tun, n. {Mus.) A rythmical, melodious series of
musical tones for 1 voice or instrument, or for any
number of voices or instruments in unison, or 2 or
more such series forming parts in harmony; a melo-
dy; an air; state of giving the proper sound or sounds;
pitch of the voice or an instrument; order; harmo-
ny; concord; fit disposition, temper, or humor. See
Phrenology. — v. t. [tuned (tund), tuning.] To
put into a state adapted to produce the proper
sounds; to harmonize; to put into a proper state or
disposition; to give tone to, adapt in style of music;
to sing with melody or harmony.— v. i. To form ac-

cordant musical sounds. — Tun'able, a. Capable
of being tuned, or made harmonious ; harmonious ;

musical; tuneful.—Tuneful, -ful, a. Harmonious ;

melodious; musical.— Tune'less, a. Without tune

;

unharmonious; unmusical; not employed in mak-
ing music— Tuning-fork, n. {Mus.) A steel instru-
ment consisting of 2 prongs and a handle, which,
being struck, gives a certain fixed tone,— used for
tuning instruments, or for ascertaining the pitch of
tunes.

Tungsten, tung'sten, a. A metal of a grayish-white
color, and considerable luster: it is brittle, nearly as
hard as steel, and is fused with extreme difficulty.

Tunic, tu'nik, n. A loose, short, belted frock or dress.
{Antiq.) An under-garment worn by both sexes in
ancient Rome and the East. {Eccl.) A kind of long
robe. {Anat.) A membrane that covers or composes
some part or organ. {Bot.) A natural covering; an
integument. — Tu'nicle, -nY-kl, n. A delicate nat-
ural covering.

Tunnage, Tunnel. See under Ton, a weight.
Tunny, tun'ni, n. A
very largefood-fish, al-

lied to the mackerel,
esteemed for its solid
veal-like flesh.

Turanian, tu-ra'nY-an,
a. Altaic; Scythian;
pert, to the languages
other than Aryan
and Semitic spoken in
N. Europe and N. and ^ unny.
Cent. Asia, including the Finno-Hungarian, Sam-
oyed, Turkish, Mongolian, and Tungusian.

Turban, ter'ban, n. A head-dress worn by some
Orientals, consisting of a brimless cap, and a sash
wound about the cap ; a head-dress worn by ladies.

Turbid, ter'bid, a. Having the lees disturbed ; foul
with extraneous matter ; roiled ; muddy ; thick.— Tur'bulent, -bu-lent, a. In violent commotion;
disposed to insubordination and disorder; producing
commotion ; agitated ; tumultuous ; riotous ; sedi-
tious ; unquiet ; refractory. — Tur'bulently, adv. —
Tur'bulenee, -bu-lens, n. State or quality of being
turbulent ; a disturbed state.

Turbine, ter'bin, n. A horizontal water-wheel, usu-
ally constructed with a series of curved floats upon
the periphery, against which the water strikes with
direct impulse, as it rushes from all sides of an
inner flume, and after expending its force upon the
floats, passes out at the circumference.—Turbinate,
-nat'ed, -bY-na'ted, a. Shaped like a top, or cone
inverted; narrow at the base, and broad at the apex.— Turbina'tion, n. Act of spinning or whirling, as
a top. — Tur'bit. n. A
variety of the domes-
tic pigeon, remarkable
for its short beak ; the
turbot. — Tur'bot, n.

A short, broad flat-fish

of large size, much
esteemed for the table.

Turbulent, etc. See un-
der Turbid.

Turcism. See under Tur-
key.

Tureen, tu-ren', n. A large, deep vessel for holding
soup, or other liquid food, at the table.

Turf, terf , n. The matted upper stratum or surface of
grass-land, consisting of earth which is filled with
roots; earth covered with grass; sward; sod; peat,

esp. when prepared for fuel; race-ground; or horse-
racing.— v. t. [turfed (terft), turfing.] To cover
with turf or sod. — Turfy, -Y, a. [-ier ; -iest.]

Abounding with, made of, covered with, or having
the appearance or qualities of, turf.

Turgid, tSr'jid, a. Distended beyond the natural
state by some internal agent or expansive force ;

swelled ; bloated ; swelling in style or language ;

vainly ostentatious; tumid; pompous; bombastic—
Turgid'ity, -Y-tY, Tur'gidness, n. The quality of
being turgid. — Tur'gent, :

jent, a. Rising into a

Turbot.

tumor, or puffy state; swelling; inflated; bombastic.
— Turges'cence, -cency, -jes'en-sY, n. Act of swell-
ing, or state of being swelled. {Med.) Superabun-

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 6nd, eve, tSrm ; Yn, Ice ; 8dd, t5ne, or ;
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dance of humors in any part. Empty magnificence
or pompousness ; bombast.— Turgea'cent, a. Swell-
ing; growing big.

Turkey, ter'kl, n. A large gallinaceous fowl, a native
of Amer. : the flesh is valued for food. — Tur'key-
buzzard, n. A com-
mon Amer. species of
carrion-eating vulture,
having a distant resem-
blance to a turkey. —
Tur'cism, -sizm, n. The
character, belief, relig-

ion, manners, etc., of
the Turks. — Turkois',
-quois', -koiz' or-kez',
n. A precious stone
from the mountains of
Persia, of apeculiar
bluish-green color : it

takes a high polish,
and is used in jewelry.

Turmeric, ter'mer-ik, n.

(Bot.) An E. Indian
plant; its root or root-
stock, used as a con- ...

diment (in curry pow- Common Turkey-cock,

der), a dye (yellow), a chemical test, and a medicine.
— Turmeric paper. (Chem.) A kind of unsized
paper stained yellow with a decoction of turmeric,
used as a test for free alkali, which changes its color
to brown.

Turmoil, ter'moil, n. Harassing labor; trouble; mol-
estation by tumult; commotion; disturbance.

Turn, tern, v. t. [turned (ternd), turning.] To
\

form in a lathe; to give form to, shape, put in proper
j

condition ; to cause to move upon, or as if upon, a
|

center ; to give circular motion to, cause to revolve;
j

to cause to present a different side uppermost or out-
most ; to give another direction, tendency, or incli-

nation to ; to incline differently ; to change from a
given use or office; to divert (to another purpose or
end); to use or employ; to change the form, quality,
aspect, or effect of; to cause to become sour, curdle,
or ferment (milk, ale, etc.); to alter, transform, trans-
late. — v. i. To move round, have a circular mo-
tion ; to revolve, entirely, repeatedly, or partially ;

to change position, so as to face differently ; to re-

volve as if upon a point of support ; to hinge, de-
pend ; to result or terminate, issue; to be deflected,
take a different direction or tendency, be differently
applied; to be changed, altered, or transformed ; to
become transmuted ; to become by changes ; to un-
dergo the process of turning on a lathe ; to become
acid, sour, — said of milk, ale, etc. ; to become giddy,
— said of the head ; to be nauseated, — said of the
stomach; to become inclined in the other direction,

—

said of scales ; to change from ebb to flow, or from
flow to ebb,— said of the tide. — n. Act of turning;
movement or motion about a center, or as if about a
center; revolution; change of direction; different or-
der, position, aspect of affairs, etc. ; change ; altera-
tion; vicissitude; successive portion of a course; reck-
oning from change to change ; a winding; bend ; brief
walk ; successive course ; time, occasion, or oppor-
tunity for receiving or doing, coming in alterna-
tion to each of 2 or more persons; a nervous shock
or sudden illness ; incidental or opportune deed or
office ; convenience; occasion; purpose; form; cast;
shape ; manner ; fashion ; form of expression ; one
round of a rope or cord. pi. (Med.) Monthly
courses ; menses. (Mus.) An embellishment or
grace, marked thus, <^£), formed by grouping the
principal note with the note above and the semi-
tone below, the 3 being performed in the time of the
principal note.— [turn, v. t.] To be turned of To
be advanced beyond. — To turn a corner. To go
round a corner. — To t. the enemy's flank. (Mil.) To
pass from his front and attack his troops upon the
side or rear. — To t. aside. To avert. — To t. away.
To dismiss from service, discard; to avert. — To t.

down. To fold or double down.— To t. in. To fold
or double under. — To t. in the mind. To revolve,
ponder, or meditate upon.— To t. off. To dismiss
contemptuously; to give over, reduce; to divert, de-
flect; to accomplish, perform (work). — To t. one's

money or goods, to turn a penny, etc. To exchange
in the course of trade; to keep in lively exchange
or circulation. — To t. out. To drive out; to expel:
to put to pasture (cattle or horses); to produce, as
the result of labor, or any process of manufacture

;

to furnish in a completed state.— To t. over. To
cause to change the sides of; to cause to roll over;
to transfer; to open and examine one leaf of (a
book) after another ; to overset, overturn. — To t.

tail. To retreat ignominiously. — To t. the back. To
flee, retreat.— To t. the back on or upon. To treat
with contempt; to reject or refuse unceremoniously.—To t. the edge of. To make dull, deprive of sharp-
ness.— To t. the head or brain of. To make giddv,
wild, insane, etc.; to infatuate.—To t. the scale. To
change the preponderance, give superiority or suc-
cess.— To t. the stomach of. To nauseate, sicken. —
To t. the tables. To reverse success or superiority.—
To t.to. To have recourse to, refer to.— To t. to

profit, advantage, etc. To make profitable or ad-
vantageous. — To t. tipon. To retort, throw back.—
[turn, v. »'.] To t. about. To move the face to an-
other quarter. — To t. away. To deviate ; to depart
from, forsake; to avert one's looks, remove. — To t.

in. To bend inward; to enter for lodgings or enter-
tainment; to go to bed. — To t. off. To be diverted,
deviate from a course. — To t. on or upon. To reply
or retort; to show resentment toward, confront an-
grily; to depend on.— To t. out. To move from its

Elace, as a Done; to bend outward, project; to rise

rom bed; to come abroad, prove in the result, issue.
— To t. over. To turn from side to side, roll, tumble.
—To t. to account, profit, advantage, etc. To be made
profitable, become worth the while.— To t. under.
To bend or be folded downward or under.

—

To t. up.
To bend or be doubled upward; to come to light, oc-
cur, happen.— [turn, n.] By turns. One after anoth-
er; alternately; at intervals.— In turn. In due order
of succession. — To at. Exactly; perfectly, — from
the practice of cooking on a revolving spit.— To take
turns. To alternate, succeed one another in due or-

der.

—

Turn and t. about. An alternate share of duty.— T. of life (Med.). The time of the final cessation of
the menses in women; menopause. — Turn'coat, n.

One who forsakes his party or principle; a renegade;
an apostate.— Turn'or, n. One who turns; esp., one
whose occupation is to form articles with a lathe; a
variety of pigeon; one who practices athletic or gym-
nastic exercises,— so called: among the Germans.

—

Turn'ory, -er-T, n. Art of fashioning solid bodies
into various forms by means of a lathe ; things or
forms made by a turner or in the lathe.— Turn'-

ing, n. A winding ; bending course ; flexure ; a
corner (of a street or road) ; deviation from the way
or proper course ; act of forming solid substances
into various forms by means of a lathe, pi. Pieces
detached in the process of turnery. (Mil.) A ma-
neuver by which an enemy, or position, is turned.
— Turning-point, n. The point upon which a
question turns, and which decides a case. — Turn'-
key, n. One in charge of the keys of a prison ; a
warden. — Tura'pike, n. Orig. a frame consisting
of 2 bars (originally with sharpened ends), crossing
each other at right angles, and turning on a post or
pin, to hinder the passage of beasts, but admitting a
person to pass between the arms ; a toll-gate, or gate
set across a road ; a turnpike-road. — v. t. [turn-
piked (-pikt), -piking.] To form (a road) in the
manner of a turnpike-road.— Tura'pike-road, n. A
road on which turnpikes, or toll-gates, are established
by law. — Turn'sole, n. (Bot.) A heliotrope, —be-
cause its flower is supposed to
turn toward the sun. A legumi-
nous plant; a purple dye obtained
from it. A blue dye obtained fr.

certain lichens. — Turn'spit, n.

Onewho turns aspit; one engaged
in some menial office; a variety of
dog,— formerly employed to turn
a spit. - Turnstile, n. A revolv- Turnstile,

ing frame in a footpath; a turnpike. — Turn'-out,
n.; pi. -outs. Act of coming forth; a short side track
on a railroad; a shunt; an equipage.—o'ver, n. Act
or result of turning over ; a semi-circular pie made
by turning one half a circular crust over tne other.

cube, full ; moon, fo"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, &en, boNboN, chair, get.
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Turn-table.

— -ta'ble, n.

A large re-

volving plat-

form, for
turning rail-

road cars,
locomotives,
etc., in a dif-

ferent direc-
tion.

Turnip, tSr'-

nip, n. A cruciferous plant of many species ; its

solid, bulbous root, which is valued as an article of

food.
Turpentine, te'r'pen-tln, n. An oleo - resinous sub-

stance, exuding naturally or on incision from sev-

eral species of trees, chiefly those of the coniferous
kind. I

Turpitude, t5rrpT-tud, n. Inherent baseness or vile- I

ness of principle, words, or actions.

Turquois. See under Turkey.
Turrel, tur'rel, n. A tool used by coopers.
Turret, tur'ret, n. A small tower or spire attached to

a building, etc., and rising above it.—Tur'reted, p. a.

Formed like a tower; furnished with turrets.—Tut'- I

ret-sbip, n. An iron-clad war-vessel, with low sides,

on which heavy guns are mounted within rotating
turrets.

Turtle, ter'tl, n. (Ornith.) A gallinaceous bird,—
called also turtle-dove and turtle-pigeon: its note is

plaintive and tender, and it is celebrated for the con-
stancy of its affection.

(Zobl.) A tortoise. —
often restricted to the
large sea-tortoise. —
Tur'tler, n. One who
catches turtles or tor-

toises.

Tuscan, tus'kan, a. Of,
or pert, to, Tuscany,
in Italy; —specifically
applied to one of the
orders of architecture, iurue.

the most ancient and simple : see Capital.
Tush, tush, interj. Pshaw! — an exclamation indica-
ting check, rebuke, or contempt.

Tusk, tusk, n. A long, pointed, and often protruding
tooth, as of the elephant, wild boar, etc.

Tussle, tus'sl, n. A struggle; conflict; scuffle.— v. i.

To struggle, as in sport or wrestling ; to scuffle.

Tut, tut, interj. Be still,— an exclamation used for
checking or rebuking.

Tutelage, etc. See under Tutor.
Tutenag, tu'te-nag, n. An alloy of copper, zinc, and
nickel ; zinc, or spelter,— so called in India.

Tutor, tu'ter, n. One who protects, watches over, or
has the care of, another. (Civil Law.) A guardian.
A private or public teacher. (Eng. Univ. and Col-
leges.) An officer or member of some hall, who has
the charge of hearing the lessons of the students,
and otherwise giving them instruction. (Amer. Col-
leges.) An instructor of a lower rank than a pro-
fessor. — v. t. [tutored (-tgrd), -toring.] To have
the guardianship or care of; to teach, instruct; to
treat with authority or severity.— Tu'tor-age, -ej, n.

Office or occupation of a tutor, tutorship; guardian-
ship. — Tu'toress, n. A female tutor; instructress ;

governess. — Tuto'rial, -to'rt - al, a. Belonging to,

or exercised by, a tutor. — Tu'telage, -te-lej, n.

Guardianship; protection, — applied to the person
protecting; state of being under a guardian. — Tu'-
telar, -lary, -te-la-rl, a. Having the charge of pro-
tecting a person or a thing; guardian; protecting.

Tutti, totifte, n. pi. (Mtis.) All,— a direction for all

the singers or players to perform together.
Tutty, tut'tl, n. An impure protoxide of zinc, col-
lected from the chimnevs of smelting furnaces.

Twaddle, twod'dl, v. i. To talk in a weak and silly

manner; to prate. — n. Silly talk; senseless verbi-
age; gabble.— Twat'tle, twot'tl, v. i. To twaddle.

Twain, twan, a. or n. Two, — nearly obsolete.

Twang, twang, v. i. [twanged (twangd), twanging.]
To make the sound of a string which is stretched
and suddenly pulled. — v. t. To make to sound, as
by pulling a tense string and letting it go suddenly.

— n. A harsh, quick sound, like that made by a
stretched string when pulled and suddenly let go;
a kind of nasal sound of the voice.

Tweak, twek, v. t. To pinch and pull with a sudden
twist; to twitch.— n. A sharp pinch or jerk; distress.

Tweed, twed, n. A light, twilled cotton or woolen
stuff, used for summer clothing.

Tweedle, twe'dl, v. t. To handle lightly, — said with
reference to awkward fiddling; to influence as if

by fiddling, coax, allure. — Twid'dle, -dl, v. t. To
touch lightly, play with, twirl with the fingers,
tweedle.

Tweezers, twe'zerz, n.pl. Small pincers used to pluck
out hairs, etc.

Twelve, Twenty, Twibil. Twice, Twig, Twilight, Twill,
Twin, Twine, Twist, etc. See under Two.

Twiddle. See under Tweedle.
Twig, twig, v. t. To understand the meaning of; to
observe slyly.

Twinge, twinj, v. t. [twinged (twinjd), twlngeing.]
To pull with a twitch, pinch, tweak; to torment with
pinching or sharp pains. — v. i. To have a sudden,
sharp, local pain, like a twitch.— n. A pinch; tweak;
twitch; a darting, local pain of momentary contin-
uance.— Twink'le, twink'l, v. i. [twinkled Md),
-ling.] To open and shut the eyes rapidly, blink,
wink ; to sparkle, flash at intervals, scintillate. — n.
A closing or opening, or a quick motion of the eye;
a wink; the time of a wink; a twinkling.— TwinkA
ling, n. Act of one who, or that which, twinkles ; a
wink; a scintillation; sparkling; the time of a wink;
a moment; instant.—Twitch, twich, r. t. [twitched
(twieht), twitching.] To pull with a sudden jerk;
to pluck with a short, quick motion ; to snatch, —n.
A pull with a jerk ; a short, sudden, quick pull or
contraction.— TwitcbZ-graas, n. A species of grass
which it is difficult to exterminate.

Twirl, tw?rl, v. t. [twirled (twgrld), twirling.] To
move or whirl round; to move and turn rapidly with
the fingers. — v. i. To revolve with velocity, be
whirled round rapidly, — n. A rapid circular mo-
tion; a whirling; quick rotation.

Twit, twit, v. t. To vex by bringing to notice or re-
minding of a fault, defect, misfortune, etc.; to revile,
reproach, taunt. — Twit'ter, n. One who, etc.

Twitch. See under Twinge.
Twitter, twifter, v. t. [-tered (-tSrd), -teeing.] To
make a succession of small, tremulous, intermitted
noises; to have a slight trembling of the nerves; to
titter, giggle.— n. A small, tremulous, intermitted
noise, like that made by some birds, as the swallow;
a slight trembling or agitation of the nerves; a half-
suppressed laugh; titter; giggle.

'Twixt^twikst. A contr. of betwixt.
Two, too, a. One and one.— n. The sum of 1 and 1;

a symbol representing two units, as 2, or ii.— Twain,
twan, a. and n. Two.— In two. Asunder; into 2
parts; in halves; in twain. — Twofold, a. Double;
duplicate; multiplied by 2.-— adv. In a double de-
gree; doubly.— Two'-edged, -ejd, a. Having2 edges,
or edges on both sides. hand'ed, a. Having 2
hands ; stout ; strong ; powerful ; used with both
hands.—pence, tup'pens, n. A small coin and mon-
ey of account, in Eng. = 2 pennies.—pen'ny, tup'-
pen'nt, a. Of the value of two-pence; small; mean;
of little value.— -ply, a. Consisting of 2 thicknesses,
as cloth ; double ; woven double, as cloth or carpeting,
by incorporating 2 sets of threads of the warp and"2
sets of the weft.—Twice, twis, adv. Two times; once
and again; doubly; in twofold quantity.— Twi'bil,
n. A kind of mattock or ax; a reaping-hook.—Twi'-
fallow, -fal-lo, v. i. [-lowed (-lod), -lowing.] To
plow a second time, — said of land that is fallowed.
—Twig, n. A small shoot or branch of a tree or other
plant, of no definite length or size. — v. t. To beat
with twigs.—Twig'gy, -gt, a. Full of twigs; abound-
ing with shoots.— Twi'light, n. The faint light per-
ceived before the rising and after the setting of the
sun; any faint light; a dubious or uncertain view.

—

a. Imperfectly illuminated; shaded; obscure: seen
or done by twilight.— Twill, twil, v. t. To weave
(cloth) so as to produce the appearance of diagonal
lines or ribs, on the surface of. — n. An appearance
of diagonal lines or ribs produced in textile fabrics;

a fabric woven witb a twill.— Twin, twin, n. One of

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r

;
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2 produced at a birth by an animal that ordinarily
brings forth but one at a birth, — used chiefly in the
pi. One very much resembling another, pi. (As-

. iron.) A constellation and sign of the zodiac; Gem-
ini. —a. Being 1 of 2 born at a birth; being 1 of a
pair much resembling one another. — Twinkling, n.

A twin lamb. —Twine, twin, v. t. [twined (twind),
twining.] To twist together; to form by twisting or
winding of threads ; to wind about, embrace, en-
twine.— v. i. To unite closely, or by complication
of parts; to wind, bend, make turns, meander, — n.

A twist; convolution; act of twining or winding
round; a strong thread composed of 2 or 3 smaller
threads or strands twisted together; a small cord or
string. — Twist, twist, v. t. To contort, complicate,
convolve; to turn from the true form or meaning,
pervert; to wreathe, wind, unite by intertexture of
parts; to form, weave; to wind in, insinuate,— used
reflexively; to unite by winding one thread, strand,
or other flexible substance round another; to form
into a thread from many fine filaments.— v. i. To be
contorted or united by winding round each other.—
n. A contortion ; flexure ; convolution ; bending ;

form given in twisting; that which is formed by
twisting, convoluting, or uniting the parts; a roll o"f

twisted dough, baked.—Twisfer. n. One who twists;
the instrument used in twisting, or making twists.—
Twelve, twelv, a. One more than 11; 2 and 10; twice
6; a dozen.— n. The sum of 10 and 2, or of twice 6;

a symbol representing twelve units, as 12, or xii. —
Twelve'month, n. A year, which consists of 12 cal-
endar months.— Twelve'score, a. & n. Twelve times
20; 240.—Twelve'-pence, n. A shilling sterling, about
24 cents in U. S. currency.— Twelfth, twelfth, a. The
2d after the 10th; next succeeding the 11th,— the or-

dinal of 12; constituting one of 12 equal parts into
which anything is divided. — n. One of 12 equal
parts. (Mus.) An interval comprising an octave and
a fifth.— Twelftb/-night, n. The evening of the 12th
day after Christmas, or Epiphany, observed as a fes-

tival.— Twen'ty, -tX, a. One more than 19; twice 10;

a score; an indefinite number,— used proverbially.
— n. The number next following 19; twice 10; a
symbol representing twenty units, as 20, or xx. —
Twen'tieth, -tl-eth, a. Next in order after the 19th,
— the ordinal of 20; constituting 1 of 20 equal parts
into which anything is divided.— n. One of 20 equal
parts. (Mus.) An interval comprising 2 octaves and
a sixth.

Tyke, tlk, n. A dog, or one as contemptible as a dog;
a tike.

Tympanum, tim'pa-num.Tt. (Anat.) The middle cav-
ity of the ear, separated by a membrane from the
external passage ; also, this membrane itself, on
which atmospheric vibrations act directly in pro-
ducing sound,— the drum of the ear; in birds and
reptiles, the flat scale or membrane which forms the
external organ of hearing. (Arch.) The triangular
face of a pediment: the die of a pedestal; the panel
of a door. — Tym'pan, n. (Arch.') A panel; tympa-
num. (Print.) A frame, hinged to the bed of a
hand-press, and covered with parchment or cloth, I

on which the blank sheets are put, in
order to be laid on the form to be im-
pressed: see Printing-press.—Tym'-
pany, -pa-nT, n. (Med.) A flatulent
distention of the belly. Inflation ; con-
ceit; bombast; tumidity; turgidness,—
fr. the belly being stretched tight, like
a drum.— Tym'bal, n. A kind of ket-
tle-drum.

Type, tip, n. The mark or impression of
something; stamp; emblem; impressed
form ; kind ; sort; the aggregate of
characteristic qualities; the represent-
ative ; a figure or representation of
something to come : a token ; sign ;

symbol ; an example or specimen.
(Nat. Hist.) The ideal representation
of a species or group, combining its Metal Type,
essential characteristics. (Med.) The

th
. . .

order in which the symptoms of a dis-
'faoe .

y '

ease exhibit themselves and succeed c\ shoulder;
each other. (Typog.) A rectangular d, nick ;

block of metal, wood, etc., having a e, groove.

raised letter, figure, accent, or other character, on its

supper surface; types in general,— spoken of collect-
ively. — ®f" The type composing an ordinary book-
font consist of Roman CAPITALS, small capitals,
and lower-case letters, and Italic CAPITALS and
lower-case letters, withaccompanying figures, points,
and reference-marks,— in all about 200 characters.
Besides the ordinary Roman and Italic, the most im-
portant varieties of face are

©tfr dnjitel), - Black fetter,

©ertnan Seyt,

Full-face, Antique,

Old Style, gothic.
The following alphabets show the different sizes of
type cast in Amer. and Eng., up to great primer:—
Brilliant .... abedefirhi.iklmnop<ir<ituTWxyi

Diamond . . . abcdefghi.iklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Pearl abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Agate abcdefghrjuirrmopqrstuvwxyz
Nonpareil . . . abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Emerald. . . . abcdefghijkhrmopqrstuvwx
Minion .... abccleighijklrunopqrstuvw

Brevier .... abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvw

Bourgeois . . . abcdefghijklmnopqrstuv

Long primer . abcdefghijklmnopqrst

smaii pica . . abcdefghijklmnopqr

pica abcdefghijklmnop

English .... abcdefghijklmn

Great primer abC(lefgltijk
Sizes larger than these are also cast, in the following
order : Paragon, Double small pica. Double pica,

Double English, Double great primer. Double para-
gon, and Canon, q. v.—Type'-found'er, n. One who
casts or manufactures type.—metal, n. A com-
pound of lead and antimony, used for making type.—writ'er, n. An instrument for writing by means
of type, in which the operator uses a key-board to
obtain the impressions of the type upon paper.—
Typ'ic, -ical, tlp'ik-al, a. Of the nature of a type;
representing something by a form, model, or resem-
blance ; emblematic : figurative. — Typ'ify, v. t.

[-fied (-fid), -fying.] lo represent by an image,
form, model, or resemblance. — Typography, tt- or
ti-pog'ra-fY, n. The art of printing, or the operation
of impressing type on paper.— Typographer, n. A
printer. — Typ6grapb/ic, -ical, tip-o- or ti-po-graf-
ik-al, a. Of, or pert, to, typography or printing.—
Typograpb/ically, adv. In a typographical manner;
by means of type ; after the manner of printers.

Typhoid. See under Typhus.
Typhoon, ti-fobn'', n. A violent tornado or hurricane
occurring in the Chinese seas ; sometimes, the si-

moom.
Typhus, ti'fus, n. (Med.) A contagious or infectious
and often malignant continued fever attended with
great prostration and cerebral disorder. —Typhous,
-fus, a. Of, or pert, to, etc.— Typhoid, -foid, a. Of,
pert, to, or resembling, typhus. — Ti/nhoid Fever.
A dangerous continued fever, characterized by ul-

cerations of the intestines ; often caused by use of
imoure water, etc.: enteric fever. — Ty'phb-mala'-
rial, -la'rY-al, a. Pert, to typhus and malarial, — as
typho-malarial fever, a form of fever having symp-
toms both of mnlanal and of typhoid fever.

Typical, Typify, Typography, etc. See under Type.
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Tyrant, ti'rant, n. An absolute ruler, or one unre-
strained by law or constitution; a monarch, or other
ruler or master, who uses power to oppress his sub-
jects; a despotic ruler; cruel master; oppressor.

—

Tyran'nic, -nical, a. Of, or pert, to, a tyrant; un-
justly severe in government: imperious; despotic:
cruel ; arbitrary. — Tyran'nically, adv. — Tyran'ni-
cide. n. Act of killing a tyrant: one who kills a tyrant.— Tyr'annize, tir'an-niz, v. i. [-xized (-nizd), -siz-
ing.] To act the tyrant, exercise arbitrary power.—
v. t. To subject to arbitrary, oppressive, or tyran-
nical treatment; to oppress. — Tyr'annous, -an-nus,
a. Tyrannical; arbitrary; despotic— Tyr'anny, -an-

; nl, n. Government or authority of a tyrant; arbitra-
ry or despotic exercise of power; cruel government
or discipline; severity; rigor; inclemency.

Tyrian, tTr'I-an, a. Of, or pert, to, Tyre or its people;

I

being of a purple color, like a celebrated dye former-
! ly prepared at Tyre from certain shell-fish, and
|

called Tyrian pui-ple.

!
Tyro, ti'ro, n, ; pi. -ros, -roz. A beginner in learning;
one in the rudiments of any branch of study; a no-
vitiate; one imperfectly acquainted with a subject.

Tzar, zar, Tzarina, za-re'na, etc. Same as Czar, etc.

Tzetze, zet'ze, n. An African fly which kills horses,
dogs, and cattle by its bite.

IT.

U, yoo, the 21st letter in the Eng. alphabet, had, in An-
glo-Saxon, the sound it still retains in most of the
languages of Europe — that of oo in cool, tool : this
sound was changed to that heard in the words use,

tube, etc., prob. fr. the attempt to introduce the Nor-
man-French language into England: besides these 2
sounds, u has also 2 other sounds, as exemplified in
the words but, bull. The vowel [/"has a close affinity
to the consonant V. and these 2 letters were former-
ly confounded in writing and printing.

Ubiety, u-bi'e-tT, n. State of being in a place; local
relation.— Ubiq,nity, -bik'wl-tT, n. Existence in all

places at the same time; omnipresence. — Ubiq'uita-
ry, -wt-ta-rT, a. Existing everywhere, or in all places;
ubiquitous. — Ubiq/'uitons, -wT-tus, a. Omnipresent.

Udder, ud'dgr, n. The dependent gland of the cow
and of certain other female quadrupeds, in which
milk is secreted for the nourishment of the young:
see Beef.

Udometer, u-dom'e-ter, n. An instrument for meas-
uring the quantity of rain which falls; a rain-gauge.

Ugh, 6t>, interj. An exclamation of horror or recoil,
— usually accompanied by a shudder.

Ugly, ug'tt, a. [-lier: -liest.] Offensive to the sight;
of disagreeable or loathsome aspect ; ill - natured ;

cross-grained; hateful.— Ug'liness, n. Quality of be-
ing ugly; want of beauty; turpitude of mind; moral
depravity; ill-nature; crossness.

Ukase, u-kas', n. In Russia, an imperial order hav-
ing the force of law.

Ulan, Uhlan, u'lan, n. One of a kind of militia among
the modern Tartars; one of a light cavalry of Po-
land, armed with lance, saber, etc.; a light cavalry-
man of the German army, employed in foraging,

j

outpost duty, etc.; a lancer.
Ulcer, uKser, n. (lied.) An open sore upon an ex-
ternal or internal surface, caused by a wound, acute
or chronic disease, etc., and discharging pus, etc. —
UFcerate, v. i. To become ulcerous. — v. t. To af-

fect with an ulcer or ulcers. — Ulcera'tion, n. Pro-
cess of forming into an ulcer; state of being ulcer-
ated; an ulcer.— UFcered, -serd, a. Having become
ulcerous; ulcerated.— Ul'cerous, -us, a. Having the
nature or character of an ulcer; affected with an ul-
cer or ulcers.

Ulema, oo-le'ma, n. The hierarchical corporation, in
Turkey, composed of imams, or ministers of relig-

ion, muftis, or doctors of law, and cadis, or admin-
istrators of justice.

Uliginous, u-hj^t-nus, a. Muddy; oozy; slimy.
Ullage, ullej, n. (Com.") "What a cask wants of being

Ulna, ul'na, n. (Anat.) The larger of the 2 bones of
the fore-arm: see Skeleton.— TJT'nar, a. Of, or
pert, to, the ulna.

Ulster, uKster, n. A kind of frieze cloth, orig. made
in Ulster, Ireland; a long overcoat, for either sex,
orig. made of this cloth.

Ulterior, ul-te'rY-er, a. Situated beyond, or on the fur-
ther side; not now in view; in the future or in the
background; further; remoter; more distant; suc-
ceeding.— Ultimate, -tt-mat, a. Furthest; most re-

mote; last in a train of progression or consequences;
incapable of further analysis, division, or separa-
tion ; constituent; extreme ; conclusive.

—

v. t. &i.
To come or bring to an end or issue; to end; to come
or bring into use or practice.— Ultimately, adv. Fi-
nally; at last; in the end. — Ultima'tion, n. State of
being ultimate; ultimatum. — Ultima'tum, n. A fi-

nal proposition or condition; esp., the final proposi-
tions, conditions, or terms, offered as the basis of a
treaty.— UKtimo, n. The last month preceding the
present,— contr. to ult.— UKtra, -tra, a. Disposed
to go beyond others, or beyond due limit; radical;
extreme.— n. One who advocates extreme measures;
an ultraist. —prefix. Beyond. — Ul'traism, -izm, n.

Principles of men who advocate extreme measures.
— UKtraist, n. One who pushes a principle or meas-
ure to extremes; a radical or ultra. — Ul'tramarine',
-ren', a. Situated or being beyond the sea. — n.

(Paint.) A blue pigment obtained originally by
powdering the lapis lazuli, but now made artificially.
— Ultramon'tane, -tan, a. Being beyond the moun-
tains, or Alps, in respect to the one who speaks; Ital-

ian; pert, to the extreme views of the pope's suprem-
acy maintained in Rome. — Ultramon'tanism, -ta-

nizm, n. The principles of those who maintain ex-
treme views as to the pope's supremacy. — Ultra-
nran'aane, -dan, a. Being beyond the world, or be-
yond the limits of our system.

Ululate, uKu-lat, v. i. To howl, as a dog or wolf.

—

Ulula'tion, n. A howl, as of the wolf or dog.
Umbel, Umbelliferous, Umber, etc. See under Um-
brage.

Umbilicus, um-bil'T-kus, n. (Anat.) A round cicatrix
about the median line of the abdomen ; the navel.
(Bot.) The scar left where the stalk of the seed
separates from the base; hilum. — UmbiKic, -ical, a.

Of, or pert, to, the navel.
Umbles, um'blz, n<,j)l. The entrails of a deer; entrails

in general.
Umbrage, um'brej, n. Shade ; shadow; that which
affords shade, as a screen of trees; the feeling of
being overshadowed; jealousy of another, as stand-
ing in one's light or way; suspicion of injury; of-

fense : resentment. — Umbra'geous, -bra'jus, a.

Forming, or affording,
a shade; shading ;

shady; shaded.— Um-
bra'geou s n e s s, w. —
Umbrella, -breKla, n.

A folding shade, car-
ried in the hand for
sheltering the person
from the rays of the
sun, or from rain or
snow.— Um'bel, n.

(Bot.) A kind of flow-
er cluster in which the
flower-stalks spread
moderately from a
common point, and
form a common plane Jmbel.
or convex surface

fim, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, ice ; Odd, tSne, or
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Umber.

above, as in the carrot.— Um'bellar, a. Of, pert, to,

or having the form of, an umbel.— Um'bellate. Um'-
bella'ted.a. Bearing umbels; pert, to an umbel; um-
bel-like.— Um'bellet, n. A little or partial umbel.—
Umbelliferous, -lif"er-us, a. Producing or bearing
umbels.— Um'ber, n. A natural or artificial pigment,
of various
shades of
brown. ( Or-
nith.) Agral-
latorial Afri-
can bird, al-

1 i e d to the
storks : it is

of an umber
color, crest-
ed, and about
the size of a
crow.

Umlaut, oom'-
1 o w t , n .

{Gram.) The
modification
of a vowelsound
through the
influence of
the vowel in
the succeed-
ing syllable
— peculiar to
the Germanic languages: as G. mann (= E. man), pi.

maenner (= E. men).
Umpire, um'pir, n. A 3d person, to whose sole decis-
ion a controversy or question between parties is re-

ferred. {Law.) A 3d person, who is to decide a con-
troversy or question submitted to arbitrators, in .

case of their disagreement. Judge; arbitrator; ref-
eree. — Um'pireship, n. Office or authority of an
umpire. — Um'pirage, -pT-rej, n. Power, right, or
authority to decide; decision of an umpire; arbitra-
ment.

Un-, un-, inseparable prefix, (1) a negative prefix, used
with nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and past partici-
ples; (2) a verbal prefix,— the two being of distinct
derivation and uses. (1) Ux- may be prefixed to al-

most any adjective or adverb, to form a meaning the
negative of that of the simple word, as, unclean, not
clean, unwisely, not wisely : such compounds are usu-
ally self-explanatory, and those only are inserted
in this vocabulary which have acquired a sense dif-
ferent from that of the simple word; which have the
value of independent words, because the simple
word is obsolete or rarely used, as uncouth; or which
are in so frequent use that they are hardly felt to be
of negative origin, as uncertain",uneven, etc.— (2) Ux-,
verbal prefix, expresses the reversal of the action in-
dicated by the simple word, as, unlock, to open that
which has been closed by locking.— In the case of
past participles, 2 words of like spellings, but differ-
ent signification, are often formed by use of the 2
prefixes, as, undone (fir. undo), unfastened, ruined,
undone (fr. un & done), not done, unfinished.

Unable, un-a'bl, a. Not able; not having sufficient
strength, means, knowledge, skill, etc.; impotent.

—

Unaccomplished, -plisht, a. Not accomplished or
performed; not refined or polished by culture.— Un-
account'able, a. Not accountable or responsible;
not to be accounted for; inexplicable; strange; mys-
terious. — Unadvis''able, -viz'a-bl, a. Not advisable;
not to be recommended ; inexpedient ; contrary to
prudence or wisdom. — Unadvised'', -vlzd', a. Not
advised; not discreet; done without due considera-
tion: imprudent; rash; inconsiderate.— Unaffecfed,
a. Not affected or moved: destitute of affection or
emotion; not affected, artificial, or formal ; plain;
6imple; natural.— Unalloyed', -loid', a. Not alloyed;
not reduced by foreign admixture; unmixed; pure.— Unambiguous, -big'u-us, a. Not ambiguous; not
of doubtful meaning; plain; clear; certain. — Una'-
miable, -a'mY-a-bl, a. Not amiable; not conciliating
love ; not adapted to gain affection ; unlovely ; ill-

natured.— Unaneled', -a-neld', a. Not having re-
ceived extreme unction. — Unapt', a. Not apt; in-
apt; dull; unskillful; not qualified orfit; unsuitable.

— Unavailing, -val'ing, a. Of no avail; not having
the effect desired: ineffectual; useless; vain. — Una-
voidable, a. Not avoidable ; incapable of being
made null or void; not to be shunned; necessary;
inevitable.— Unaware', -a-war', a. Not aware ; not
noticing; giving no heed; without thought; inatten-
tive. — Unaware', -wares', -warz', adv. Without
previous design or preparation ; suddenly ; unex-
pectedly.— Unbal'anced, -bal'anst, a. Not balanced; not in
equipoise: not in equipoise or equilibrium; unsteady;
unsound ; not sane. {Com.) Not adjusted ; not
brought to an equality of debit and credit.— Unbal'-
lasted, p. a. Not. furnished with ballast; not kept
steady by ballast; unsteady; freed from ballast; hav-
ing the ballast discharged or unloaded.— Unbar', v.

t. To remove a bar or bars from, unfasten, open. —
Unbecoming, a. Not becoming; improper for the
person or character; unsuitable; indecent; indeco-
rous.— Unbegot', -got'ten, a. Not begot; not gener-
ated; esp., having never been generated; having al-

wavs been self-existent; eternal.—Unbelief, -lef, n.

The withholding of belief; incredulity; disbelief of
the divine revelation, or in a divine providence or
scheme of redemption; skepticism; infidelity.— Un-
believ'er, n. One who does not believe; an incred-
ulous person; one who discredits revelation, or the
mission, character, and doctrines of Christ; infidel;

disbeliever; deist; skeptic— Unbelieving, a. Not
believing; incredulous; discrediting divine revela-
tion, etc. — Unbend', v. t. To free from flexure,
make straight; to remit from a strain or from exer-
tion; to set at ease for a time, relax. (IVaut.) To
unfasten from the yards and stays (sails); to cast
loose or untie (a rope, etc.,)— Unbending, p. a. Not
suffering flexure; unyielding; resolute; rigid; inflex-
ible. — TJnbi'as, v. t. To free from bias or prejudice.— Unbind', v. t. To remove a band from, free from
shackles, untie, unfasten, loose. — Unblemished,
-blem'isht, a. Not blemished; free from turpitude,
reproach, or deformity; pure; spotless.— Unblessed',
-blest', a. Not blest; excluded from benediction;
wretched; unhappy. — Unbolt', v. t. To remove a
bolt from ; to unfasten, open.— Unborn', a. Not
born; not brought into life; still to appear; future.
— Unbo'som, r. t. To disclose freely; to reveal in
confidence. — Unbound'ed, a. Having no bound or
limit; unlimited in extent; infinite; interminable;
very great : having no check or control ; unre-
strained. — Unbow'el, v. t. To deprive of the en-
trails; to exenterate; to eviscerate. — Unbraid', v. t.

To separate the strands of; to undo (a braid), disen-
tangle. — Unbri'dled, p. a. Loosed from the bridle,
or as from the bridle; unrestrained; violent. — Un-
bur'den, v. t. To relieve from a burden or burdens;
to throw off (a burden), unload; to free (the mind or
heart) from a load, by disclosing something.
— Uncer'tain, -ser'tin, a. Not certain; rot positive-
ly known; not to be depended upon; not having cer-
tain knowledge; not sure of the direction or the re-
sult; precarious; doubtful; dubious; insecure.— Un-
cer'tainty, -tin-tY, n. Quality or state of being un-
certain; doubtfulness; dubiousness; contingency ;

want of certainty; want of precision; something un-
known or undetermined.— Unchain', v. t. To free*
from chains, confinement, or slavery.— Uncharita-
ble, a. Not charitable; contrary to charity; severe
in judging; harsh; censorious.— Unchaste', -chast',
a. Not chaste; not continent; not pure; libidinous;
lewd. — Unchas'tity, -chas'tt-tT, n. Want of chas-
tity; lewdness. — Unchristian, -kris'chun, a. Not
Christian; not converted to the Christian faith; infi-

del; contrary to Christianity; unbecoming a Chris-
tian. — Unchurch', v. t. To expel from a church;
to deprive of the character and rights of a church.—
Uncir'cumcis'ion, -seVkum-sizh'un, n. Absence or
want of circumcision; those who are not circum-
cised.— Uncivil, -siv'il, a. Not civilized; not civil;

not complaisant; not courteous; impolite; discour-
teous; uncourtly; rude; clownish; unmannered.

—

Uncivilized, -lzd, a. Not civilized; not reclaimed
from savage life; rude; barbarous. — Uncivilly, -il-

1T, adv.— Unclasp', v. t. To open (what is fas-
tened with a clasp) or loose (the clasp or grasp of).
— Unclean', a. Not clean ; foul ; dirty ; filthy.
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(Jewish Law.) Ceremonially impure. Morally im-

!

pure; sinful. —Unclinch', v. t. To cause to be no
longer clinched; to open, as the closed hand.— Un-
close', -kloz', v. t. To open, disclose, lay open.—
Uncom'fortable, a. Not comfortable; affording no
comfort; gloomy; giving uneasiness.— Uncom'mon,
a. Not common; not usual; remarkable; strange;
rare; scarce; unwonted; unusual. — Uncom'monly,
adv. In an uncommon manner or degree; unusual-
ly; rarely.—Uncom'promis'ing, -mlz'ing, a. Not ad-
mitting of compromise; not agreeing to terms; mak-
ing no truce or concession; obstinate; unyielding;
inflexible. — Unconcern'', a. Want of concern; ab-
sence of anxiety; freedom from solicitude. — Uncon-
cerned', -sernd', a. Not concerned; not anxious;
feeling no solicitude; easy in mind; carelessly se-

cure.— Unconditional, -dish'un-al, «. Not condi-
tional, limited, or conditioned; absolute; unreserved.
— Unconscionable, -shun-a-bl, a. Not conscionable;
not conformed to reason; unreasonable; inordinate;
enormous; vast. — Uncon'scious. -shus, a. Not con-
scious; not having consciousness; not made the ob-
ject of consciousness or of distinct perception ; imper-
ceptible. — Unconstitutional, a. Not constitution-
al; not according to or permitted by the constitution;
contrary to the constitution — Unconverted, a. Not
converted; not changed, as in opinion, or from one
faith to another; esp., not persuaded of the truth of
the Christian religion, or to accept Christ as one's per-
sonal Savior; unregenerate; sinful; impenitent.—
Uncoup'le, -kup'l, v. t. To loose, as dogs from their
couples; to set loose, disjoin.— Uncourt'eous, -kert'-
yus, a. Not courteous; uncivil; impolite; not kind
and complaisant ; rude. — Uncouth', -kooth', a.
Having awkward manners; not pleasing in appear-
ance; strange; odd; unseemly; awkward; boorish;
clumsy.— Uncov'er, v. t. To take the cover from,
divest" of covering, lay open; to take off the hat or
cap of, bare the head of. — v. i. To take off the hat,
bare the head in token of respect. — Uncult'ure,
-kul'chSr, n. Want of culture or education.
—Undaunt'ed, a. Not daunted; not to be subdued or

.in., .
depressed by fear; bold; fearless; intrepid. — Unde-
ceive', -sev', v. t. To cause to be no longer deceived;
to free from deception, cheat, fallacy, or mistake. —
Undeni'able, a. Not deniable; incapable of denial;
palpably true; obvious. — Undeni'ably, adv. In an
undeniable manner; so plainly as to admit no con-
tradiction or denial. — Undesign'ing, -zin'ing, p. a.

Sincere; upright; artless: having no artful or fraud-
ulent purpose. — Undis'ciplined, -sT-plind, a. Not
disciplined, exercised, or taught; raw.—Undo', -doo',
V. t. [imp. UNDID ; p. p. UNDONE ; UNDOING.] To
reverse (what has been done), annul; to loose, open,
take to pieces, unfasten, untie; to bring to poverty,
ruin, as in reputation, morals, etc. — Undo'er, n.

One who undoes or brings destruction. — Undone',
-dun', p. p. of undo. Annulled; destroyed: ruined.
— a. Not performed or completed. — Undoubt'ed, o.
Not doubted; not called in question ; indubitable :

indisputable.—Undoubtedly, ac/i\ In an undoubted
manner: without doubt; without question ; indubit-
ably. — Undress', v. t. To divest of clothes, strip: to
deprive of ornaments, disrobe. (Med.) To take the
dressing or covering from, as a wound. — Un'dress,
n. A loose, negligent dress. (Mil. & Naval.) Author-
ized habitual dress of officers and soldiers, but not
full unilorm. — Undue', -du', a. Not due; not yet
owing; not agreeable to a rule or standard, or to du-
ty; disproportioned ; excessive ; immoderate ; inor-
dinate. — Undu'ly, adv. In an undue manner; not
according to duty or propriety; not in proper pro-
portion: excessively.
— Unearth', -erth', v. t. To drive or draw from the
earth, uncover; to bring out from concealment, bring
to light, disclose. — Unearth'ly, a. Not terrestrial

;

supernatural; preternatural. — Unea'sy, -e'zt, a.

Not easy ; restless ; disturbed ; unquiet ; disturbed
by pain, anxiety, etc. ; not easy in manner ; con-
strained; stiff; awkward; occasioning want of ease;
cramping; disagreeable: unpleasing. — Unea'sily,
-zl-li, adv. — Unea'slness, n. — Unend'ing, a. Not
ending: everlasting: eternal. — Une'qual, -kwal, u.
Not equal; not matched: not of the same size, length,
breadth, quantity, strength, talents, acquirements.

age, station, etc.; not uniform; not regular.— Une'-
qualed, -kwald, a. Not equaled or to be equaled

;

unparalleled; unrivaled. — Une'qually, adv. In an
unequal manner; not equally; in different degrees.
— Unerr'ing, -er'ing, a. Committing no mistake;
incapable of error; incapable of failure; certain.—
Une'ven, -e'vn,a. Not even; not level; not uniform;
rough ; not equal ; not of equal length. — Uneven
number. A number not divisible by 2 without a re-

mainder ; an odd number.— Une'venness, w.— Un-
exam'pled, -egz-am'pld, a. Having no example or
similar case ; without precedent ; unprecedented ;

unparalleled. — Unexceptionable, -eks-sep'shun-a-
bl, a. Not liable to any exception or objection; un-
objectionable; faultless: good; excellent.—Unexcep'-
tidnably, adv. — Unexpect'ed, a. Not expected ;

coming without warning; not provided against; sud-
den. — Unexpectedly, adv.
— Unfail'ing, p. a. Not failing ; not liable to fail

;

not capable of being exhausted. — Unfair', -far', a.
Not fair ; not honest ; not impartial; disingenuous;
using or involving trick or artifice. — Unfair'ly, adv.— Unfair'ness, n. — Unfaith'ful, -ful, a. Not faith-
ful; not observant of promises, vows, allegiance, or
duty ; violating trust or confidence ; perfidious ;

treacherous; disloyal; undutiful. — Unfaith'fully,
adv. — Unfaith'fulness, n.— Unfas'ten, -ias'n, o. t.

To loose, unfix, unbind, untie. — Unfath'omable,
-fath'um-a-bl, a. Not fathomable; not to be
sounded with a line of ordinary length; too deep
to be measured.— Unfa'vorable, a. Not favorable;
not propitious; not disposed or adapted to counte-
nance or support; adverse; contrary; discouraging.— Unfa'vorably, adv. — Unfeel'ing, a. Destitute of
feeling ; void of sensibility ; insensible ; without
kind feelings ; cruel ; hard-hearted. — Unfet'ter, v.

t. To loose from fetters, unshackle ; to free from
restraint, set at liberty. — Unfil'ial, -fil'yal, a. Un-
suitable to a son or child; undutiful; not becoming
a child. — Unfin'ished, -fin'isht, a. Not finished;
not brought to an end; imperfect; incomplete.

—

Unfit', a. Not fit; unqualified; improper; unsuit-
able. — v. t. To make unsuitable, deprive of the
strength, skill, or proper qualities for anything; to
disqualify. — Unfit'ly, adv. In an unfit manner;
not properly; unsuitably. — Unnt'ness, n.— Unfix',
v. t. To loosen from a fastening, detach from any-
thing that holds, unhinge.— Unfold', v. t. To open
the folds of, expand, spread out ; to open (anything
covered or close), lay open to view or contemplation;
to release from a fold or pen, display, disclose, re-
veal, declare, tell.— Unformed', -forma', p. a. Hav-
ing the form destroyed; not formed; not arranged
into regular shape, order, or relations. — Unformed
stars. (Astron.) Stars not grouped into any con-
stellation.—Unfort'unate, -fdrt'u-nat, a. Not fortu-
nate; not prosperous; unlucky; attended with mis-
fortune ; unhappy. — Unfort'unately, adv. — Un-
found'ed, a. Not founded; not built or established;
having no foundation; baseless; vain; idle. — Un-
fre'quent, -kwent, p. Not frequent; not happening
oiten; infrequent. — Unfrequent'ed, a. Rarely vis-

ited: seldom resorted, to bv human beings.— Unfre'-
quently, adv. — Unfriend'ed, -frend'ed, a. Wanting
friends; not countenanced or supported.—Unfriend'-

ly, -IT, a. Not friendly ; not kind or benevolent

;

hostile ; not favorable ; not adapted to promote or
supportany object. —Unfriend'liness, n. —Unfruit'-
ful, -froot'ful, a. Not producing fruit; barren: not
producing offspring; not prolific ; not producing
good effects or works; unproductive; not fertile.—
Unfruit'fulness, n. — Unfurl', -ferl', v. t. [-furled
(-ferld'), -furling.] To loose from a furled state,

unfold, expand, open, spread.—Unfur'nish, v. t. To
strip of furniture, divest, leave naked.
— Ungain'ly, -gan'lT, a. Not expert or dexterous;
clumsy; awkward: uncouth.—Ungen'er-ous. -jen'gr-
us, a. Not generous; illiberal; ignoble; unkind; dis-

honorable. — Ungird', -gerd', v. t. [-girded or -girt
(-gerf), -girding.] To loose from a girdle or band,
unbind.— Unglue',-glu', r>. t. To separate (anything
gluedorcemented).—Ungod'ly,-lT,a. Not godly; neg-
lecting the fear and worship of God ; wicked ; impi-
ous: sinful: polluted by sin or wickedness.—Ungod'-
liness. n. — Ungov'ernable, -guv'grn-a-bl, a. Not ca-

ftm, fame, far, pass or opera, tare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r i
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pable of being governed, ruled, or restrained; licen-
tious; wild; unbridled.—Ungovernably, adv.— Un-
grace'ful, -ful, a. Not graceful ; not marked with
ease and dignity ; wanting beauty and elegance ;

awkward; clumsy.— Ungrace'fully, adv.—Ungra'-
cious, -shus, a. Not gracious; showing no grace or
kindness of heart ; without good will ; offensive ;

unpleasing; unacceptable; not favored.— Ungrate'-
fttl, a. Not grateful; not thankful for favors; un-
pleasing; unacceptable; disagreeable.—Ungrate'ful-
ly, adv.
— Unhal'lowL -lo, v. t. To profane, desecrate.— Un-
hallowed, -lod, p. and a. Not hallowed, or con-
secrated ; unholy ; profane ; impious. — Unhand'-
some, -han'sum, a. Not handsome; not beautiful;
ungraceful ; unbecoming ; unfair ; illiberal ; disin-
genuous; not generous or decorous; uncivil; unpo-
hte.— Unhand'somely, adv. — Unhand'y, -T, a. Not
handy ; not dexterous; not ready in the use of the
hands ; awkward ; not convenient.— Unhand'ily,
-T-1T, adv. — Unhap'py, -pT, a. Not happy or fortu-
nate ; unfortunate; unlucky; in a degree miserable
or wretched; marked by infelicity; distressed; evil;
afflicted; calamitous ; "miserable" ; wretched. — Un-
hap'pily, -pl-lT, adv. — Unhap'piness, n. — Unhar-
mo'nious, -mo'nf-us, a. Not harmonious; inharmo-
nious. — Unhar'ness, v. t. To strip of harness; to
disarm, divest of armor.—Unhealth'fulness, -helth'-
ful-nes, n. Quality of being unhealthy; unwhole-
someness ; insalubriousness. — Unhealth'y, -1, a.
Wanting health; habitually weak or indisposed; un-
sound; wanting vigor; abounding with disease; un-
favorable to the preservation of health ; insalubri-
ous; unwholesome; not indicating health or result-
ing from health; morbid. — Unhealth'ily, -1-11, adv.

\— Unhealtb/in8ss, n.— Unheard', -herd', a. Not
heard; not perceived by the ear: without having
6tated one's side of a question or made a defense ;

not known by fame ; not illustrious ; obscure. —
Unhinge', -hinj', v. t. To take from the hinges ; to
displace, unfix by violence; to render unstable or
wavering.— Unhitch', -hich', v. t. To free from
being hitched, or as if from being hitched. — Unho'-
ly, a. Not holy; not hallowed: not consecrated; pro-
fane; wicked; impious.— Unhorse', v. t. To throw
from a horse, cause to dismount. — Unhouse',
-howz', v. t. To drive from a house or habitation, I

dislodge ; to deprive of shelter. — Unhous'eled,
-houz'ld, a. Not having received the sacrament.— Unhurt', a. Not hurt; not harmed; free from
wound or injury; safe_and sound.
— Unimpeach'able, -pech'a-bl, a. Not to be im-
peached ; exempt from liability to accusation ; free
from stain, guilt, or fault ; irreproachable ; blame-
less.— Unin'terested, a. Not interested ; not hav-
ing any interest or property in ; having nothing at
stoke; not having the mind or the passions engaged.— Unin'terrupt'ed, a. Not interrupted or broken ;

continuous.
— Unjoint', v. t. To disjoint. — Unjoint'6d, p. a.
Having no joint or articulation ; disjointed. — Un-
just', a. Acting contrary to the standard of right
established by the divine law; not animated or con-
trolled by justice : contrary to justice and right

;

wrongful.— Unjust'ly, adv.
— Unkempt', -kenit', a. Not combed; slovenly;
unpolished; rough.— Unkind', a. Wanting in kind-
ness or benevolence; cruel; harsh. — Unkind'ly, -It,

a. Not kind; unkind: unnatural: contrary to nature;
unfavorable ; malignant. — adv. In an unkindly
manner; without affection ; cruelly; unnaturally.—
Unknit', -nit', v. t. [-knit or -knitted; -knitting.]
To separate (threads that are knit) ; to open, loose
(work that isjmit or knotted); to smooth (a brow).— Unlace', -las', v. t. To loosen or remove the cord,
lacing, or strings by which a thing is drawn to-

gether or fastened; to loose the dress, etc., of. (Ifaut.)
To loose and take off, as a bonnet from a sail, or to
cast off, as any lacing in any part of the rigging of a
vessel. — Unlade', -lad', v.'t. [imp. -laded; p.p.
-laded or -laden (-la'dn), -lading.] To unload,
take out the cargo of; to remove (a load or burden),
discharge.— Unlash', v. t. (Naut.) To loose (that
which is lashed or tied down). — Unlatch', v. i. To
open or unfasten by lifting the latch.— Unlaw'ful, a.

Not lawful; contrary to law; illegal; not permitted by
law. — Unlay', v. t. [-laid (-lad'), -laying.] (Naut.)
To untwist.—Unlearn'ed, -lern'ed, a. Not learned;
ignorant; illiterate; not instructed; not gained by
study; not known; not suitable to a learned man. —
Unlike', a. Not like: dissimilar; diverse; having no
resemblance.— Unlike'ly, a. Not likely; improba-
ble; not to be reasonably expected; likely to fail; un-
promising. — a>iv. In an unlikely manner ; improb-
ably.— Unlike'ness, n. Want of resemblance; dis-
similitude.— Unlim'bsr, v. t. QUI.) To detach the
limber from.— Unlim'ited, a. Not limited; having
no bounds ; boundless ; undefined ; indefinite ; not
bounded by proper exceptions ; unconfined ; not re-
strained. — Unload', v. t. To take the load from,
discharge of a load or cargo, disburden ; to relieve
from anything onerous or troublesome. {Stock Ex-
change.) To sell out (stock). — Unlock', v. t. To
unfasten (what is locked) ; to open, in general ; to
lay open.— Unloose', v. t. To loose, unfasten, let
go, set free.— v. i. To fall in pieces, loose all con-
nection or union. — Unloos'en, -loos'n, v. t. To
loosen, unloose. [The words unloose and unloosen
are not necessary, the idea being expressed by loose
and loosen.'] — Unlovely, -luv'lt, a. Not lovely; des-
titute of the qualities which attract love, or posses-
sing qualities that excite dislike; disagreeable; dis-

pleasing. — Unluck'y, -T, a. Not lucky; unfortu-
nate; not successful; unhappy; ill-omened; inaus-
picious ; slightly mischievous ; mischievously wag-
gish. — Unluck'ily, -i-li, adv. —Unluck'iness, n.— Unmak6', -mak', v. t. [-made, -making.] To de-
stroy or change the form and qualities of, deprive of
being, uncreate. — Unmal'leable, -mal'le-a-bl, a.

Not malleable; not capable of being hammered into
a plate, or of being extended by beating. — Unman',
v. t. [-manned (-rnand'), -manning.] To emascu-
late, deprive of virility ; to deprive of the courage
and fortitude of a man; to dishearten, deject; to de-
prive of men. — Unman'ly, a. Unsuitable to a man;
effeminate ; not worthy of a noble mind ; ignoble ;

base; ungenerous; cowardly. — Unman'nerly, -ner-
lT, a. Not mannerly; not having good manners; ill

bred; rude in behavior. — Unmask', v. t. To strip
of a mask or of disguise; to lay open, expose. — Un-
mean'ing, a. Not meaning ; destitute of meaning
or signification ; inexpressive; not indicating intelli-

gence.— Unmer'ehantable, -mgr'chant-a-bl, a. Not
fit for market ; unsalable, — said of goods damaged
or imperfect, or offered in too large a bulk or too
small a quantity, or superseded by some other article,
etc. — Unmer'ciful, -si-ful, a. Not merciful ; indis-
posed to mercy or grace ; cruel : inhuman ; uncon-
scionable; exorbitant.— Unmistak'able, -tak'a-bl, a.
Incapable of being mistaken or misunderstood ;

clear ; evident ; pronounced ; distinct. — Unmoor',
-moor', v. t. (Naut.) To cause to ride with a sin-
gle anchor, after having been moored by 2 or more
cables ; to loose from anchorage. — Unmuf'fle, -fl,

v. t. To take a covering from (the face); to remove
the muffling of (a drum).— Unmuz'zle, -zl, v. t. To
loose from a muzzle; to remove a muzzle from.— Unnat'ural, -nach'u-ral, a. Not in conformity to
nature; contrary to the laws of nature; contrary to
the natural feelings ; acting without the natural af-
fections. — Unnat'urally, adv. — Unnecessary,
-nes'es-sa-rl, a. Not necessary ; not required by
the circumstances of the case; useless; needless.—
Unneigh'torly, -na'ber-lT, a. Not neighborly; not
suitable to the duties of a neighbor; unfriendly; un-
kind.— Unnerve', -nerv', v. t. To deprive of nerve,
force, or strength; to weaken, enfeeble.
— Unos'tenta'tious, -os'ten-ta'shus, a. Not osten-
tatious; not boastful; not making show and parade;
modest; unassuming; not glaring; not showy.
— Unpack', v. t. To open (things packed); to re-

move'the contents of (a trunk, case of goods, etc.).
— Unpal'atable, a. Not palatable; offensive to the
taste ; nauseous. — Unpar'alleled, a. Having no
parallel or equal; unequaled ; unmatched. — Un-
parliamentary, -lT-ment'a-rT, a. Contrary to the
usages or rules of proceeding in Parliament or in
legislative bodies ; not permissible in, etc. — Un-
pin', v. t. To loose from pins ; to unfasten (what
is held together by pins). — Unpleas'ant, -plez'ant,

sun, cube, full ; moon, 1'Oot j cow, oil; linger or ink, then, bouboN, chair, jet.
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a. Not pleasant; displeasing.— Unpleas'antly, adv. I—Unpleas'antness, n.~ Unpop'ular, a. Not popular; I

not having the public favor; disliked by the people
and community. — Unpop'ular'ity, -u-Iar'r-tl, n. !

State of being unpopular. — Unprecedented, -pres'-
e-dent-ed, a. Having no precedent or example; not
preceded by a like case ; not having the authority
of prior example; novel ; new. — Unprec'edentedly,

\

adv. — Unprejudiced, -prej'u-dist, a. Not preju-
diced ; free from undue bias or prepossession : im-
partial; not warped by prejudice. — Unpretend'ing, ;

a. Not pretending; masing no pretence; not claim-
ing distinction ; modest. — Unpretendingly, adv.
— Unprincipled, -si-pld, a. Not having settled
principles ; having no good moral principles ; desti-

tute of virtue ; profligate.— Unproductive, -tiv. a. I

Not productive ; barren; not producing large crops;
not making profitable returns for labor; not profita-
ble ; not producing profit or interest, as capital : not
efficient; not producing any effect.— Unprofitable,
a. Not profitable; bringing no profit; producing no
gain, improvement, or advantage ; useless. — Un-
prof'itably, adv. — Unpromising, a. Not promis-
ing ; not affording a prospect of success, excellence,
profit, etc. — Unpros'perous, a. Not prosperous ;

not attended with success : unfortunate.
— Unqualified, -kwol'i-iid, a. Not qualified; not
having the requisite talents, abilities, or accomplish-
ments ; not having taken the requisite oaths ; not
modified or restricted by conditions or exceptions ;

absolute; unconditional. — Unquestionable, a. Not
!

questionable ; not to be questioned ; not to be
\

doubted; indubitable ; certain. — Unquestionably,
adv.—Unqui'et, a. Not quiet; not calm or tranquil;
restless ; uneasy ; agitated : disturbed.— Unqui'et-
ness, n.— Unrav'el, -rav'l, v. t. To disentangle, disengage,
or separate (threads that are knit) ; to clear from
complication or difficulty ; to unfold, solve ; to sep-
arate the connected or united parts of; to throw into
disorder, confuse.— Unread'y, -red'Y, a. Not ready
or prepared; not prompt or quick; slow; awkward;
clumsy. — Unre'al, a. Not real ; unsubstantial;
having appearance only. — Unreasonable, -re'zn-a-
bl, a. Exceeding the bounds of reason ; claiming
or insisting on more than is fit ; immoderate : exor-
bitant; inordinate. — Unreli'able, a. Not reliable;
not to be depended upon ; not trustworthy. — Unre-
mit'ting, a. Not abating ; not relaxing for a time;
incessant ; continued ; persevering. — Unreserved',
-zervd', a. Not reserved; not retained when a part
is granted ; not limited or restrained ; not withheld
in part ; full ; entire ; concealing or withholding
nothing: free; open; frank. — Unrest', n. Want of
rest or repose; unquietness; uneasiness.— Unrid'dle,
-dl, v. t. To read the riddle of ; to solve or explain.—Unrighteous, -ri'chus, a. Not righteous; not just;
evil; wicked; contrary to law and equity; unjust.—
Unrighteousness, n. — Unrip', v.t. To rip. [The
prefix in this word is superfluous, as unrip signifies

|

simply to rip.'] — Unripe', -rip', a. Not ripe ; not
j

mature ; not brought to a state of perfection ; not
seasonable; not yet proper; not prepared ; not com-
pleted. — Unroll', -rol', v. t. To open (what is

rolled or convolved); to display, lay open. — Unruf-
fled, -fld, a. Not ruffled; calm; tranquil ; peaceful ;

quiet. — Unru'ly, -roo'lT, a Not submissive to rule;
disregarding restraint ; disposed to violate law ; apt
to break over fences and escape from inclosures;
ungovernable; turbulent; refractory.— Unsad'dle, -dl, v. t. To strip of a saddle, take the
saddle from; to throw from the saddle, unhorse.—
Unsafe', a. Not safe; not free from danger; exposed
to peril; dangerous; perilous; hazardous. — Unsa'-
vory, -ver-T, a. Not savory; having no savor; taste-
less; insipid; disagreeable to the taste or smell; of-
fensive; disgusting. — Unsay', v. t. To recant or re-
call (what has been said); to retract, take back again.
—Unscrew', v. t. To draw the screws from; to loosen
or withdraw (a screw) by turning it. — Unscrupu-
lous, -skroo'pu-Ius, a. Not scrupulous; having no
scruples ; unprincipled ; unrestrained ; ruthless. —
Unseal', v. t. To break or remove the seal of; to
open (what is sealed) ; to disclose. — Unsearch'a-
ble, a. Not searchable ; impenetrable by search-

ing or exploring; inscrutable; hidden; mysterious.— Unseasonable, -se'zn-a-bl, a. Not seasonable ;

not in the proper season or time ; ill-timed ; un-
timely; beyond the usual time; late; not suited to
the time or occasion; unfit; not suited to time of the
year. — Unseasonably, adv. In an unseasonable
manner; not seasonably; not in due time, or not in
the usual time.— Unseat', v. t. To throw from the
seat: to deprive of a seat. — Unsea'worthy, a. Not
in a fit state, as to soundness of timbers, state of re-
pairs, equipments, crew, and all respects, to encoun-
ter the perils of a sea-voyage. — Unseem'ly, a. Not
seemly; not fit or becoming; uncomely; unbecom-
ing; indecent.— adv. In an unseemly or unbecom-
ing manner; indecently. — Unseen', a. Not seen;
not discovered; invisible; not discoverable.

—

Un-
set'tle, -set'tl, v. t. To move or loosen from a fixed
state ; to unhinge, make uncertain or fluctuating,
unfix, disconcert, displace, confuse, disorder.— v. t.

To become unfixed. — Unshack'le, -shak'l, v. t. To
loose from shackles or bonds, set free from restraint,
unfetter.— Unsheathe', -sheth', v. t. To draw from
the sheath or scabbard, as a sword ; hence, to un-
sheathe the sword sometimes signifies to commence
or make war.— Unship', v. t. lo take out of a ship
or other water-craft; to remove (any part or imple-
ment) from the place in a ship, etc., where it is

fixed or fitted. — Unsight'ly, a. Not sightly; disa-
greeable to the eye; ugly; deformed. — Unskill'ful,
a. Not skillful; wanting the knowledge and dex-
teritv acquired by observation, use, and experience;
awkward ; bungling ; clumsy. — Unso'ciable, -so'-
sha-bl, a. Not sociable ; not inclined to society ;

averse to companionship or conversation; solitary;
reserved. — Unso'ciabil'ity, -sha - bil'T-tl. n. — Un-
sound', a. Not sound; wanting anything essential;
deficient ; defective ; diseased ; decayed ; infirm ;

sickly ; not sound in character ; not honest ; not
faithful ; not to be trusted; not sincere; deceitful;
not orthodox ; ill-founded ; erroneous ; wrong; so-

phistical ; not close ; not compact ; not solid ; not
strong ; not fast ; not calm ; not well established ;

questionable. — Unspar'ing, -spar'ing, a. Not spar-
ing; not parsimonious; liberal; profuse.—Unspeak'-
able, a. Not speakable; incapable of being uttered
or adequately described ; inexpressible ; unuttera-
ble; ineffable. — Unspot'ted, a. Not spotted; free
from spot ; free from moral stain ; untainted with
guilt ; unblemished ; immaculate. — Unstead'y,
-sted'Y, a. Not steadv: not constant; mutable; va-
riable; changeable. — Unsteadily, -T-lt, adv.—Vn-
stock', v. t. To deprive of a stock, remove the
stock from; to remove from the stocks, as a ship. —
Unstop', v. t. To free from a stopple, as a bottle or
cask : to free from any obstruction, open.—Unstring',
v. t. r-STRUNG', -string'ing.] To deprive of strings;

to relax the tension of, loosen; to take from a string.
— Unsuccessful, -ses'ful, a. Not successful; not
producing the desired event: not fortunate; meeting
with, or resulting in, failure; unhappy. — Unsuit'a-
ble", -sut'a-bl, a. * Not suitable; not adapted; unfit;

unbecoming; improper. — Unsuit'ably, adv. — Un-
swear', -swar, v. t. & i.[imp. -swore (-swdr'); p.p.
-sworn; -swearing.] To recant or recall (an oath);
to recall after having sworn.
— Untan'gle, -tan'gl, v. t. To loose from tangles or
intricacy, disentangle.— Unteach', v. t. [-taught
(-tawf), -teaching.] To cause to forget, or lose

from memory (what has been taught). — Unthink'-
ing, a. Not thinking; not heedful; inconsiderate;
not indicating thought or reflection; thoughtless
Unthread', -thred', v.t. To draw or take out a thread
from; to deprive of ligaments, loose the ligaments or
threads of. — Untie', v. t. [-tied (-tld'), -tying.] To
loosen, disengage the parts of (a knot); to free from
any fastening, let loose, unbind; to loosen from coils

or convolution; to free from hindrance or obstruc-
tion; to resolve, unfold, clear. — Untime'ly, a. Not
timely; happening before the usual or natural time;
premature; unseasonable. — adv. Before the natu-
ral or usual time: prematurely; unseasonably.— Un-
told', a. Not told; not related; not revealed; not I

numbered or counted.— Unto'ward, -to'ard, a. Fro-

1

ward; perverse: refractory; awkward; ungraceful;
inconvenient ; troublesome : unmanageable. — Un-
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to'wardly, adv. Perversely. — a. Perverse ; fro-
ward; awkward; untoward. — Unto'wardness, n. —
Untrav'eled, -eld, a. Not traveled; not trodden by
passengers; having never seen foreign countries; not
having gained experience by travel. — Untrue',
-troo', a. Not true; false; contrary to the fact; not
faithful; inconstant; not fulfilling duties; false; dis-

loyal. — Untru'ly, adv. In an untrue manner; not
truly; falsely; not according to reality. — Untruth',
n. The quality of being untrue; contrariety to truth;
falsehood; want of veracity; treachery; want of fi-

delity; that which is untrue; a false assertion; lie;

falsehood.— Untwine', v. t. To untwist, disentan-

fle, separate (that which winds or clasps). — Un-
wist', v. t. or i. To separate and open (threads

twisted); to turn back that which is twisted, or as
that which is twisted ; to open, disentangle (intri-

cacy).— Unu'sual, -u'zhu-al, a. Not usual; uncommon;
rare. — Unu'sually, adv. — Unut'terable, a. Inca-
pable of being uttered or expressed; ineffable; inex-
pressible.
— Unvail', -val', v. t. To remove a vail from; un-
veil. — Unval'ued, -ud, a. Not valued; without val-
ue ; having no value ; invaluable. — Unvarying, n.

Not altering ; not liable to change. — Unvar'nished,
-var'nisht, a. Not overlaid with varnish; not arti-

ficially colored or adorned; not artfully embellished;
plain. — Unveil', -val', v. t. To remove a veil from,
divest of a veil, uncover, disclose to view.
— Unwarped', -w6rpt', a. Not warped; not biased;
not turned from the true direction; impartial.— Un-
warrantable, -wSr'rant-, a. Not warrantable; in-
defensible; not vindicable; not justifiable; illegal;

unjust ; improper. — Unwar'rantably, adv. — Un-
wa'ry, -rt, a. Not vigilant against danger; not cau-
tious; unguarded; precipitate. — Unwa'rily, adv. —
Unwa'riness, n. — Unwea'ried, -we'rid, a. Not wea-
ried; not fatigued or tired; persistent; not tiring or
wearying; indefatigable.—Unweave', -wev', v. t. To
unfold, undo (what has been woven). — Unwell', a.
Not well; indisposed; not in good health; somewhat
ill; ailing; ill from menstruation; affected with, or
having, catamenial discharges ; menstruant. — Un-
whole'some, -hol'sum, a. Not wholesome; unfavor-
able to health; insalubrious; pernicious; injudicious.
— Unwhole'someness, n. — Unwield'y, -weld'i, a.

Not wieldy ; movable with difficulty ; unmanagea-
ble; bulky; ponderous. — Unwill'ing, a. Not will-

ing ; loath ; disinclined ; reluctant.— Unwill'ingly,
adv. In an unwilling: manner ; not cheerfully ; re-
luctantly. — Unwill'ingness, n. — Unwind', v. t.

[-wound, -winding.] To wind off; to loose or sep-
arate (what is wound or convolved); to disentangle.
— v. i. To be or become unwound; to be capable of
being unwound.— Unwise', a. Not wise; defective
in wisdom ; injudicious ; indiscreet ; foolish. — Un-
wise'ly, adv. — Unwit'tingly, adv. Without knowl-
edge or consciousness ; ignorantly. — Unwont'ed,
-wunt'ed, a. Not wonted; unaccustomed; unused;
not made familiar by practice; uncommon; unusu-
al ; infrequent ; rare. — Unwont'edly, adv. In an
unwonted or unaccustomed manner. — Unwont'ed-
ness, n.— Unwor'thy, -wer'thl, a. Not worthy ; un-
deserving; wanting merit; having no worth or val-
ue; worthless; ill; base; unbecoming: discreditable;
not becoming or suiting. — Unwor'thily, adv. — Un-
wor'thiness, n. — Unwrap', -rap', v. t. To open or
undo (what is wrapped or folded). — Unwreathe',
-reth', v. t. To untwist or untwine; to untwist or
undo (anything wreathed). —Unwrit'ten, -rit'tn, a.

Not written ; not reduced to writing ; verbal ; con-
taining- no writing; blank.
— Unyield'ing, -yeld'ing, a. Not yielding; unbend-
ing; unpliant; stiff; firm; obstinate.— Unyoke', v. t.

To loose or free from a yoke; to part, disjoin, dis-

connect.
Unanimous, Unanimity, etc. See under Unit.
Unapt, Unbar, Uncertain, etc. See under Unable.
Uncial, un'shal, a. Of, containing, pert, to, or deno-

ting, letters of a large size, compounded between
the capital and smaller characters, some of the let-

ters resembling the former, and others the latter,

used in ancient Greek and Latin MSS.— n. An un-
cial letter.

Unciform, un'sY-f6rmi, a. Having a curved form.
Uncle, unk'l, a. The brother of one's father or
mother.

Unclean, Unconcern, Uncouth, etc. See under Un-
able.

Unction, unk'shun, n. Act of anointing, smearing,
or rubbing with an unguent, oil, or ointment, esp.
for medical purposes, or as a symbol of consecra-
tion ; an unguent; ointment; that quality in lan-
guage, address, etc., which excites emotion, esp.
strong devotion ; religious fervor and tenderness.
— Extreme unction. (Bom. Cath. Ch.) The appli-
cation of sacred oil to the head, the hands, and the
feet, of a dying person. — Unct'uous, -u-us, a. Fat;
oily; greasy. — Un'guent, un'gwent, n. A soft com-
position used as a topical remedy for sores, burns,
etc.; ointment.

Undated. See under Undulate.
Undaunted, Undeniable. See under Unable.
Undecagon. See under Unit.
Under, un'der, prep. In a lower position with re-

spect to; so as to be covered, overhung, or over-
topped by ; beneath ; below ; in relation to some
thing or person that is superior, weighs upon, op-
presses, bows down, governs, directs, powerfully
influences, etc.; in relation to something that ex-
ceeds in rank or degree, in number, size, weight,
etc.; in relation to something that comprehends or
includes, that represents or designates, that fur-
nishes a cover, pretext, pretense, etc.; in the rela-
tion of being subject, of undergoing regard, treat-
ment, etc.

—

adv. In a lower, subject, or subordinate
condition ; in subjection, — used chiefly in a few
phrases. — a. Lower in rank ; subordinate.— Un-
der arms. {Mil.) Fully armed and equipped, so
as to be ready for action ; drawn up in readiness
to use arms. — U- fire. With exposure to fire; ex-
posed to an enemy's shot; taking part in an action.— V. sail. (NautX. Having the sails set; in motion.
— U. sentence. Having had sentence pronounced
against. — U. the breath. With low voice ; very
softly.— U. the lee. (Naut.) To the leeward.—
U. the rose. See Rose. — U. way. (Want.) In a
condition to make progress ; in progress ; having
started. — Underbid', v. t. To bid or offer less

than, as in auctions or contracts; to offer to do or
furnish for a less price. — Un'derbrush, n. Shrubs
and small trees in a wood or forest, growing be-
neath large trees ; undergrowth. — Undercharge',
v. t. To charge below or under; to charge less than
is usual or suitable. — Underdo', v. i. [imp. -did;
p.p. -done; -doing.] To act below one^s abilities;

to do less than is requisite.— v. t. To do less than
is requisite; to cook insufficiently. —Undergo', v. t.

[imp. -went; p. p. -gone; -going.] To be subjected
to, bear, pass through, suffer, sustain. — Un'der-
growth, n. That which grows under trees; shrubs
or small trees growing among large ones. — Un'der-
hand. adv. By secret means; in a clandestine man-
ner; by fraud; by fraudulent means. — a. Secret;
clandestine, — usually implying meanness or fraud,
or both. — Un'derhand'ed, a. Underhand; clandes-
tine. —Underlay', V. t. [-LAID, -LAYING.] To lay
beneath, support by something laid under.— Under-
let', v. t. To let below the value; to let or lease at
second hand; to let under a lease. — Underlie', v. t.

[imp. -lay; -lain; p. p. -lying.] To lie under, rest
beneath, be situated under; to be at the basis of, form
the foundation of, support.— v., i. To lie below or
under. — Underline', v. t. To mark a line below
(words); to underscore.— Un'derling, n. An infe-
rior person or agent ; a mean, sorry fellow. — Un-
dermine', v. t. To excavate the earth beneath, esp.
for the purpose of causing to fall or be overthrown

;

to sap ; to remove the foundation or support of by
clandestine means; to ruin in an underhand way.
— Undermin'er, n. — Un'dermost, a. Lowest in
place, rank,_ state, or condition. — Underneath',
-neth' or -neth, adv. Beneath; below; in a lower
place, —prep. Under; beneath. —Underpay', v. t.

To pay too little. — Underpin', v. t. To lay stones
under, as the sills of a building, on which it is to
rest ; to place something underneath for support.
— Un'derpin'ning, n. Act of one who underpins;
the stones on which a building immediately rests.
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— Un'derplot, n. A series of events in a play, pro-
ceeding collaterally with the main story, and sub-
servient to it; a clandestine scheme. —Underprop'',
v. t. To prop from beneath, support.— Underrate'',
v. t. To rate too low, rate below the value, under-
value. — Underrun', v. t. To run or pass under;
esp., to pass along and under, as a cable, for the
purpose of taking in, or of examining, the condi-
tion of it. — Underscore'', v. t. To draw a mark
or line under. — Undersell', v. t. [-sold, -selling.]
To 6ell the same articles at a lower price than ;

to sell cheaper than. — Un'dershot, a. Moved by
water passing beneath, — said of a water-wheel,
and opp. to overshot: see Water-wheel.— Under-
sign', -sin'', v. t. To write one's name at the foot or
end of (a letter or any legal instrument). — Un'der-
sized, -sizd, a. Of a size less than is common. —
Understand', v. t. [-stood, -standing.] To have
just and adequate ideas of; to apprehend the mean-
ing or intention of; to know; to be apprised, have
information of ; to hold or suppose to mean; to in-
terpret, ascribe intention to; to mean without ex-
pressing, imply, — v. i. To have the use of the in-
tellectual faculties; to be informed by another; to
learn. — Understanding, n. Act of a person who
understands anything; an agreement of opinion or
feeling ; adjustment of differences ; anything mu-
tually understood or agreed upon; power to under-
stand; the intellectual faculty; power to distinguish
truth from falsehood, and to adapt means to ends;
the discursive faculty; the faculty of knowing by
the medium or use of general conceptions or rela-

tions; knowledge; discernment; interpretation; ex-
planation; belief; harmony; sense; reason; intelli-

gence; perception. — Understate', v. t. To state or
represent, less strongly than the truth will bear.

—

Un'derstrap'per, n. A petty fellow: inferior agent.
—Undertake', v. t. [imp. -took; p. p. -taken; -tak-
ing.] To take upon one's self, engage in, enter upon,
set about, attempt; to lay one's self under obliga-
tions, or enter into stipulations, or covenant or con-
tract, to perform or execute.— v. i. To take upon or
assume any business or province ; to promise, be
bound. — Undertak'er, n. One who undertakes;
esp., one who takes the charge and management of
funerals. — Undertaking, n. That which is under-
taken; any business, work, or project which a per-
son engages in, or attempts to perform; enterprise;
attempt; engagement.—Underval'ue, v. t. To value,
rate, or estimate below the real worth ; to esteem
lightly, treat as of little worth, despise. —Under-
went. See Undergo.— Underwork', v. t. [-worked
or -wrought, -working.] To do like work at a less

price than; to undermine, destroy by clandestine
measures. — v. i. To work or labor upon less, or for
a less price than is sufficient or proper. —Under-
write', !>. t. [imp. -WROTE; p. p. -WRITTEN; -WRIT-
ING.] To write under something else; to subscribe;
to set one's name to (a policy of insurance) for the
purpose of becoming answerable for loss or dam-
age, for a certain premium per cent. — Un'derwrit'-
er, n. An insurer, —so called because he under-
writes his name tq_the conditions of the policy.—
Un'der-clothes, -kloths, colloq. -kloz, n. pi. Clothes
worn under others, or next the skin.—cur'rent, n.

A current below the surface of water, sometimes
flowing in a contrary direction to that on the sur-
face; an unseen influence, tendency, etc.— -drain, n.

A covered drain or trench below the surface of the
ground, with joints or openings through which the
water may percolate from the soil or ground above.
— v. t. To drain by forming a covered channel be-
low the surface.—grad'uate, n. A student or
member of a university or college, who has not
taken his first degree.—ground, a. Being below
the surface of the ground.—lease, n. (Law.) A
lease granted by a tenant or lessee.—ten'ant. n.

The tenant of a tenant ; one who holds lands or
tenements of a tenant. tone, n. A low or sub-
dued tone or utterance.—tow, n. A current of
water below, in a different direction from that on
the surface; backward flow of a wave.—wood, n.

Small trees that grow among large trees; coppice. —
-world, n. The lower or inferior world ; the antip-
odes; Hades.

Undesigning, Undo, Undue, etc. See under Unable.
Undulate, un'du-lat, v. t. To move with a wave-like
motion; to cause to vibrate. — v. i. To have a wave-
like motion; to move with successive rise or swell
and fall ; to wave, vibrate. — Undula'tion, n. A
waving motion or vibration. (Med.) The move-
ment of a fluid collected in any natural or artificial
cavity, which is felt by pressure or by percussion.
(Mus.) A rattling or jarring of sounds, as when dis-
cordant tones are sounded together. (Physics.) A
motion to and fro, up and down, or from side to
side, in any fluid medium, propagated continuously
among its particles, but with no translation of the
particles themselves corresponding to the propaga-
tion of the wave; a vibration. — Un'dulatory, -la-to-
rT, a. Moving in the manner of waves; resembling
the motion of waves, which successively rise or
swell and fall; pert, to a propagated alternating mo-
tion, as of waves.— Undulatory theory. (Opt.) That
theory of light which regards its various phenomena
as due to undulations in an ethereal medium, prop-
agated from the radiant with immense, but meas-
urable, velocities, and producing different impres-
sions on the retina according to their amplitude and
frequency: the theory of ethereal undulations is ap-
plicable not only to the phenomena of light, but
also to those of heat, chemical power, etc.: the undv-
latory theory is opp. to the corpuscular or emanation
theory of light, according to which light is a mate-
rial fluid or substance of extreme subtilty. — Un'-
dated, -da-ted, a. (Bot.) Having a waved surface;
rising and falling in waves toward the margin, as a
leaf. —Undine', -den', n. A female water-spirit.

Unduly, Unearth, Unfair, etc. See under Unable.
Ungual, un'gwal, a. Of, pert, to, or resembling a nail,
claw, or hoof; having a nail, claw, or hoof attached,
— said of certain bones of the feet. — Unguic'ular,
-gwik'u-lgr, a. Of, or pert, to, a claw or nail. —
Unguic'ulate, -lated, a. Having claws ; clawed.
(Bot.) Furnished with a claw, that is, a narrow
base, as the petal in some flowers. — Un'gulate, a.
Shaped like a hoof; having hoofs.

Unguent. See under Unction.
Unicorn, Uniform, Union, etc. See under Unit.
Unit, u'nit, n. A single thing or person; the least
whole number ; one ; any definite length, weight,
time, or other determinate quantitv (considered as 1
quantity) by comparison with which other quanti-
ties are measured.— U'nity, -nt-tT, n. State of being
one; singleness; oneness; union; conjunction; agree-
ment ; uniformity ; concord ; harmony. (Math.)
Any definite quantity, or aggregate of quantities or
magnitudes, taken as one, or for which 1 is made to
stand in calculation. (Poet. &. Rhet.) One of the
principles by whicji a uniform tenor of story aud
propriety of representation are preserved; conform-
ity in a composition to these principles. [In the
Greek drama, the three unities required were those
of action* of time, and of place ; in other words, that
there should be but one main plot; that the time
supposed should not exceed 24 hours; and that the
place of the action before the spectators should be
one and the same throughout the piece.] (Fine Arts
& Mus.) Such a combination of parts as to constitute
a kind of symmetry of style and character. (Law.)
The peculiar characteristics of an estate held in undi-
vided shares by 2 or more ; joint-tenancy. Union ; one-
ness; junction; concord; harmony. — Unite', -nit',

v. t. To put together or join, as 2 or more constitu-
ents, to form a whole; to cause to adhere; to join
by a legal or moral bond, as families by marriage,
nations by treaty, men by opinions; to associate,
add, annex, coalesce, attach, continue, connect.

—

v. i. To become one, be cemented or consolidated,
coalesce, grow together; to join in an act, act in con-
cert. — Unit'edly, -mt'ed-lT, adr. With union or
joint efforts. — Unit'er, n. — Unita'rian, -nT-ta'rl-

an, n. One who denies the doctrine of the Trinity,
believing that God exists only in one person; one
opposed to dualism, in philosophy, science, etc. —a.
Of, or pert, to, Unitarians, or to their doctrines; of,

or pert, to, a system of philosophy, science, etc.,

which is opposed to dualism. — Unita'rianism, -izm,

n. Doctrines of Unitarians.— U'nitary, -a-rl, a. Of
the nature of a unit; not double. — Unique', -nek',
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Unicorn.

a. Without a like or equal; unmatched; single in
kind or excellence.— n._ Something unequaled or
unparalleled.— Union, un'yun. n. Act of uniting
or joining 2 or more things into one ; state of being
united or joined; agreement, conjunction of mind,
spirit, will, affections, etc. ; harmony ; something
formed by a combination or coalition of parts or
members; a confederation; consolidated body ; the
upper, inner corner of an ensign, in distinction from
the rest of the flag, which is called the. fly.— Un-
ion down. A signal of distress at sea made by re-
versing the flag, or turning its union downward. —
Un'ionist, n. One who ad-
vocates or promotes union

;

esp., a loyal supporter of a
federal union, as that of
the U. S. — Un'ion-jack, n.

(Naut.) A small flag con-
taining only the union,
without the fly. See Jack.— U'nicorn, -nY-k6rn, n. A
fabulous animal with one
horn, — often represented
in heraldry as a supporter.
An animal of some un-
known kind, so called in
King James's translation
(the A. V.) of the Old Tes-
tament Scriptures : it was
probably some species of
wild ox. — U'niform, -nY-
f&rm, a. Having always the same form, manner,
or degree; of the same form with others: conform-
ing to one rule or mode; consonant; consistent with
itself at all times, — n. A dress of the same kind,
by which persons are purnosely assimilated who be-
long to the same body, whether military, naval, or
any other. — Uniformity, -Y-tY, n. Quality of being
uniform ; resemblance to itself at all times ; con-
formity to a pattern or rule; resemblance, conso-
nance, or agreement; consistency; sameness; simili-

tude between the parts of a whole ; continued or
unvaried sameness or likeness. — U'niform'ly, adv.
In a uniform manner; without variation or diver-
sity. — U'nify, -nt-fi, v. t. [-fied (-lid), -fying.]
To cause to be one, make into a unit, unite, view as
one ; to reduce to unity or uniformity. —U/nifica/'-

tion, n. Act of so uniting with another as to make
1 being; act of unifying, or state of being unified.
— Unan'imous, -Y-mus, a. Of one mind; agreeing
in opinion or determination; harmonious; formed
with, or indicating, unanimity; with the agreement
of all. — Unanimity, -nim'Y-tY, n. State or quality
of being unanimous; agreement in opinion or de-
termination.— Unip^arous, -a-rus, a. Producing one
at a birth. — U'niped, -nY-ped, a. Having only 1

foot. — Unira'dia'ted, a. Having 1 ray.— Unise'-
rlal, -se'rY-al, a. Having only 1 row or series.—
U'nison. -nt-zun, n. Harmony; agreement; con-
cord; union. (Mux.) An accordance or coincidence
of sounds proceeding from an equality in the num-
ber of vibrations made in a given time by a sono-
rous body.— a. Sounding alone. (Mus.) Sounded
together. — Unis^onance, -nisr-

o-nans, n. Accordance .of

Bounds.— UiuVonant, a. Being
in unison; having the same de-
gree of gravity or acuteness.—
Unis'onouB, -o-nus, a. Being
in unison. — U'nivalve, -nY-
valv, n. (Zobl.) A mollusk
whose shell is composed of a
single piece, as the snail. —
U'nivalve, -valved, -valvd. a.
Having 1 valve only, as a shell
or pericarp. — Univalv'ular, -u-
lSr, a. Having 1 valve only.—
Univers'al, -vSrs'ul, a. Ex-
tending to, or affecting, the
whole number, quantity, or
space; pert, to or pervading all;

all-embracing; unlimited; con-
stituting or considered as a whole ; total ; whole ;

comprising particulars, or all the particulars; gen-
eral; all. — n. {Logic.) A general abstract concep-

tion, so called from being universally applicable
to, or predicable of, each individual or species con-
tained under it; a universal proposition, or one in
which the subject is taken in its widest extent,
and the predicate applies to everything which the

Univalve.

subject can denote,
church of God in
the world. — U.
joint. (JUach.) A
contrivance for
joining 2 shafts
or parts of a ma-
chine endwise, so
that the one may
give rotary mo-
tion to the other
when forming an
angle with it, or
may move freely
in all directions,
as by means of a
cross connecting
the forked ends
of the 2 shafts.—
Univers'a 1 i s m,
-izm, n. (Theol.)
The doctrine or

Universal church. The whole

Single and Double Universal
Joint.

I.) a, b, shafts ; c, double joint.

,2.) o, 6, shafts ; e, c, joints ; d, cc

necting link.

belief that all men will be saved or made happy in
a future life.— Univers'alist, n. One who holds the
doctrine that all men will be saved. — U'niversaK-
ity, -Y-tY, n. State or quality of being universal;
unlimited extension or application. — Univer8,ally,
-al-lT, adv. In a universal manner; with extension
to the whole; without exception. — U'niverse, n.
The entire mass or system of suns, worlds, etc., fill-

ing all the regions of space ; all created things viewed
as constituting one system or whole; the world.

—

Univer'sity, -sY-tY, n. A universal school, in which
are taught all branches of learning, or the 4 faculties
of theology, medicine, law, and the eciences and
arts; an assemblage of colleges established in any
place, with professors for instructing students in
the sciences and other branches of learning, and
where degrees are conferred. — Univ'ocal, -niv'o-
kal, a. Having 1 meaning only; having unison of
sound, as the octave in music, and its replicates. —
n. (Aristotelian Logic.) A generic term applicable
in the same sense to all the species it embraces. A
word having but 1 meaning.— Univ'ocally, arfu. In
a univocal manner; in 1 term; in 1 sense. — Undec'-
agon, -dek'a-iron, n. (Geom.) A figure having 11
sides and 11 angles.

Unjust, Unkind, Unlace, etc. See under Unable.
Unless, un-les', conj. Except; if not; supposing that

not; at or for less.

Unlike, Unsafe, Untie, etc. See under Unable.
Until, mi-til', prep. To; till; as far as, — in respect

to time. — conj. So far as; to the point that ; to the
place_or degree that; up to the time that; till. — Un'-
to, -too, prep. To, — now used only in antiquated,
formal, or Scriptural style.

Untold, Unusual, Unwell, etc. See under Unable.
Up, up, adv. Aloft; on high: toward a higher place;

in a higher position; above; from a lower to a higher
position; in a higher place or position; to or in a po-
sition of equal advance or equality : not short of,

back of, less advanced than, away from, — usually
followed by to or with ; to or in a state of completion;
completely; wholly; quite. — n. The state of being
up or above; state of elevation, prosperity, etc.

—

prep. From a lower to a higher place ; on or along ;

at a higher situation upon; at the top of.— The time
is up. The allotted time is past : the appointed mo-
ment is come. — To Mow up. To inflate, distend ; to
destroy by an explosion from beneath ; to reprove
angrily, scold. — To come up with. To reach in fol-

lowing, overtake. — To draw up. To arrange in
due order, put in proper form. — To grow up. To
grow to maturity. — Uj> to snuff. Experienced; alert

and knowing.— Up and down. From one place, state,

or position, to another ; backward and forward. —
Ups and downs. Alternate states of elevation and
depression, or of prosperity and the contrary. —Up
sound. ( Naut.) From the sea. — Up stream. From
the mouth toward the head of a stream; against the
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stream.— Up the country. In a direction toward the
head of a stream or river.— Up'per, a. Further up,
higher in situation, position, rank, dignity, etc.; su-

perior. — Upper case. The top one of a pan- of com-
positor's cases, used to hold capitals, small capitals,

and references. — U. ten thousand. The ten thou-
sand highest in wealth or position; the upper class ;

the aristocracv, — often abbreviated to upper ten.—
Up''most, Uppermost, a. Highest; topmost ; su-

preme. — Up'pish, a. Proud; arrogant; assuming;
putting on airs of superiority. —Up'right, -nt, a.

In an erect position or posture; pointing directly

upward; perpendicular; adhering to rectitude in all

social or business intercourse ; honest ; just ; con-
formable to moral rectitude.— n- Something stand-
ing erect or perpendicular. — Up'rightly, adv. In
an upright manner: perpendicularly. — Up'side, n.

The upper side; the part that is uppermost. — Upside
doivn. With the upper part undermost; in confu-
sion; in complete disorder; topsy-turvy.— Up'ward,
a. Directed to a higher place. —Up'ward, -wards,
adv. In a direction from lower to higher ; toward
a higher place; toward the source or origin; in the
upper parts; above; yet more; indefinitely.

Upas, u'pas, n. A tree common in the forests of Java
and of the neighboring isles, the milky sap of which
is poisonous: it was formerly believed, in Europe, to
be a solitary tree of so deadly a nature that no plant
or animal could live within miles of it.

Upbear, up-bar', v. t. [imp. -bore ; p. p. -borne ;

-bearing.] To bear up, raise aloft, elevate, sustain.

Upbraid, up-bradr , v. t. To charge with something
wrong or disgraceful; to reprove severely, bring re-

proach on, chide, blame, censure, condemn.
Upheave, up-hev', v. t. To heave or lift up from be-
neath.— UpheaVal, n. Act of upheaving; a heav-
ing or lifting up, esp. of the earth's crust.

Uphill, up'hil, a. Ascending; going up; attended with
labor; difficult.

Uphold, up-h51d', v. t. [-held (-holden, oos.); -hold-
ing.] To hold up, lift on high, elevate ; to support,
sustain, keep from falling, maintain; to give moral
supportto, countenance. — Uphold'er, n. — UphoK-
Bter, -hoKstSr, v. t. To supply (houses, rooms, etc.)

with beds, furniture, curtains, etc.; to fit (furniture,
etc.) with cushions, coverings, or hangings of cloth.
— Uphol'sterer, n. One who upholsters furniture,
rooms, etc.— Uphol'stery, -ster-T, n. Articles sup-
plied or work done by upholsterers.

Upland, up'land, n. High land; ground elevated above
the meadows and intervals which lie on banks of
rivers, near the sea, or between hills. — a. High in
situation; being on upland; of, or pert, to, uplands.

Uplift, up-liff, v. t. To lift or raise aloft, raise, ele-
vate. — Upr-

lift,n.(GeoZ.)
An upheaval
of strata, so
as to disturb
their regular-
ity and uni-
formity, and
occasio n
folds, dislo-
cations, etc.

Upmost. See
under Up.

Upon, up-on',
prep. On,— used in all the senses of that word, with
which it is interchangeable.

Upper, Uppermost, Uppish. See under Up.
Upper-hand, up'pSr-hand', n. Ascendency; superior-

ity.

Upper-leather, up'pe'r-leth'er, n. The leather for the
vamps and quarters of shoes.

Uprear, up-rer', v. t. To raise, rear.
Upright, etc. See under Up.
Uprise, up-riz', v. i. \imp. -rose; p. p. -risen; -ris-

ing.] To rise up, get up, rise.

Uproar, up'ror, n. Great tumult; violent disturbance
and noise; bustle and clamor.— Uproarious, -T-us,

a. Making, or accompanied by, a great uproar, or
noise and tumult.

Uproot, up-roof, v. t. To root up, tear up by the roots,
or as if by the roots; to eradicate.

Uplift Dislocation in Strata of Rock
or Slate.

Uprouse, up-rowz', v. t. To rouse up, rouse from sleep,
I awake.
Upset, up-set', v. t. [-set, -setting.] To set up, put
upright; to overturn, overthrow, overset. — n. An
overturn; overthrow, as of a carriage.— a. Set up ;

fixed; determined. — Upset price. Price for which
goods offered at auction are started by the auction-
eer, or the lowest price at which they can be sold.

Upshot, up'shot, n. Final issue; conclusion; end.
Upside, etc. See under Up.
Upstart, up-starf, v. i. To start or spring up sudden-
ly.— Up'start, n. Something that starts or springs
up suddenly; one suddenly arisen from low life to
wealth, power, or honor; a parvenu.

Upturn, up-tern', v. t. To turn up, direct upward,
throw up.

Upward. See under Up.
Uranium, u-ra'nl-um, n. (Min.) A metal of a reddish-
brown color, commonly obtained in a crystalline
form.—Uranog'raphy, -nog'ra-fT, n. A description
of the heavens, and the heavenly bodies; uranology.— UranoKogy, -o-jr, n. A discourse or treatise on
the heavens and the heavenly bodies.— U'ranus, n.
(Astron.) One of the primary planets: it is about
1,800,000,000 miles from the
sun.— Ura'nia, -nT-a, n.
(3fyth.) The muse of astron-
omy, daughter of Zeus by
Mnemosvne. See Muse.

Urban, er'ban, a. Of, or belong-
ing to, a city.— Urbane',
-ban', a. Courteous in man-
ners ; polite ; courteous ; re-
fined. — Urban'ity, -ban't-H,
n. Quality of being urbane ;

civility or courtesy of man-
ners; politeness; suavity; affa-
bility; courtesy.

Urchin, gr'chin, n. A hedge-
hog ; a mischievous elf sup-
Eiosed sometimes to take the
orm of a hedgehog; a child;
a pert or rough little fellow;
an echinus.

Ureter, Urethra. See under
Urine - TJrania

"

Urge, Srj, v. t. [urged (erjd),
Urania.

urging.] To press, push, drive, impel, force on-
ward; to ply with motives, arguments, persuasion,
or importunity ; to press hard upon, follow closely;
to present in an urgent manner, press upon atten-
tion; to treat with forcible means; to take severe or
violent measures with; to animate, incite, instigate,
stimulate, encourage. — Ur'gent, -jent, a. Urging;
pressing ; besetting ; plying with importunity ; in-
stantly important ; requiring haste ; forcing itself

upon notice.—Ur'gency, -jen-st, n. Quality of being
urgent; importunity ; earnest solicitation; pressure
of necessity.

Urim, u'riml n. A part of the breastplate of the high-
priest among the ancient Jews, in connection with
which Jehovah revealed his will on certain occasions.
See Thummim. >

Urine, u'rin, n. A brackish, amber-colored fluid secre-
ted by the kidneys, whence it is conveyed into the
bladder by the ureters, and through the urethra dis-

charged.— U'rinal, -rin-al, re. A vessel for contain-
ing urine; a convenience for urinating purposes.—
U'rinary, a. Of, or pert, to, urine; resembling, or of
the nature of, urine. — U'rinate, v. i. To discharge
urine, make water. — U'rina'tive, -tiv, a. Provok-
ing the flow of urine; diuretic. — U'rinose', -rin-os',

U'rinous, -us, a. Pert, to urine, or partaking of its

qualities; having the character of urine.— Ure'ter,
n. (Anat.) One of the excretory ducts of the kid-
ney, a tube conveying the urine from the kidney
to the bladder. — Ure'thra, -thra, n. The canal by
which the urine is conducted from the bladder and
discharged.— Ure'thral, a. Of, or pert, to, the ure-
thra.

Urn, era, n. A vessel of various forms, usually largest
in the middle, and furnished with a foot or ped-
estal. — v. t. To inclose in, or as if in, an urn.

Ursa, er'sa, n. A bear. — Ursa Major. (Astron.)
The Great Bear, one of the most conspicuous of the
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northern constella-
tions, situated near
the pole. — U. Minor.
The Little Bear, the
constellation nearest
the north pole : it

contains the pole-
star. — Ur'siform,
-sl-f6rm, a. In the
shape of a bear. —
Ur'sine, -sin, a. Of,
pert, to, or resemb-
ling, a bear. — Ur'su-
line, -su-lin, n. (Rom.
Oath. Church) One Ursa Major,
of an order of nuns, J

so called from St. Ursula, under whose protection it

was placed.
Us, us, pron. pi. The objective case of we.
Use, us, n. Act of employing anything, or of apply-
ing it to one's service ; application ; employment;
conversion to an act or purpose; occasion or need to
employ; necessity; advantage derived; usefulness;
utility; continued or repeated practice; customary
employment; usage; custom. (Law.) The benefit
or profit of lands and tenements. — Use, uz, v. t.

[used (uzd), using.] To make use of, convert to
one's service, put to a purpose; to behave toward,
act with regard to, treat; to practice customarily; to
accustom, habituate. — v. i. To be wont or accus-
tomed; to practice customarily.— Us'able, a. Capa-
ble of being used. — Us'age, -ej, n. Act of using;
mode of using or treating; treatment; conduct with
respect to a person or thing; long-continued prac-
tice; habitual use; method; customary use, as of a
word in a particular sense or signification, or the
signification itself. — Uslmce, -ans, n. ( Com.) The
time which, by usage or custom, is allowed in cer-
tain countries for the payment of a bill of ex-
change. — Useful, us'ful, a. Full of use, advantage,
or profit ; producing, or having power to produce,
good; beneficial; profitable. — Useless, a. Having
no use; unserviceable; producing no good endj_ an-
swering no valuable purpose. — Us'ual, u'zhoo-al,
a. In use; such as occurs in ordinary practice, or
in the ordinary course of events ; customary ; or-
dinary; frequent.— Us'ually, adv. — Usucap'tion,
-kap'shun, n. (Civil Law.) Acquisition of the title

or right to property by the uninterrupted and un-
disputed possession of it for a certain term pre-
scribed by law ; prescription. — U'sufruct, -zhoo-
frukt, n. (Law.) The right of using and enjoying
lands and tenements or receiving the fruits and
profits of a thing or estate without the right to alien-
ate or impair the property itself . — Usufrucfuary,
-u-a-rY. n. One who has the use of property and
reaps the profits of it.— a. Of, pert, to, orm the na-
ture of, a usufruct.— Usurp'', -zerp', v. t. [usurped
(-zgrpt/), usurping.] To seize and hold in posses-
sion Dy force or without right; to arrogate, assume,
appropriate. — Usurpation, n. Act of usurping, or
of seizing, or occupying and enjoying, the power or
property of another without right. — Usurp'er, n.— U'sury, -zhoo-rT, n. Orig. interest ; practice of
taking interest ;_illegal interest; exorbitant interest.
—-U'surer, -zhoo-rer, n. One who lends money at
a rate of interest beyond that established by law. —
Usu'rious, -zhoolY-us, a. Practicing usury; taking
exorbitant interest for the use of money ; partak-
ing of , or containing, usury. — Uten'sil, n. An in-
strument; implement; esp., an instrument or vessel
used in a kitchen, or in domestic and farming busi-

ness. — Utility, -t-tT, n. State or quality of being
useful ; production of good ; usefulness ; advanta-
geousness; benefit; profit; avail; service.— UtiTita'-
rian, -I-ta^rY-an, a. Consisting in, or pert, to, util-
ity ; pertaining to utilitarianism. — n. One who
holds the doctrine of utilitarianism.— Util'itaHan-
ism, -izm, n. The doctrine that the greatest happi-
ness of the greatest number should be the end and
aim of all social and political institutions; doctrine
that virtue is founded in utility; doctrine that util-

ity is the sole standard of virtue, so that virtue is

indicated and tested by its apparent usefulness.—
Utilize, -til-iz, v. t. [-ized (-Izd), -izing.] To make
useful, turn to profitable account or use.— U'tiliza''-
tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.

Usher, ush'er, n. One in charge of the door of a court,
hall, or chamber; one who seats persons in a church
or other place of assembly; an officer who introduces
strangers, or walks before a person of rank; an un-
der teacher or assistant to the preceptor of a school.— v. t. [ushered (-erd),-ERiNG.] To introduce, as an
usher, forerunner, or harbinger; to forerun.

Usquebaugh, us'kwe-baw, n. A kind of whisky made
in Ireland and Scotland; a liquor compounded of
brandy, raisins, cinnamon, and other spices.

Ustion, usfyun, n. Act of burning ; state of being
burned.

Usual, Usurp, Usury, Utensil, etc. See under Use.
Uterus, ule-rus, n. (Anat.) The womb. [L.] — U'ter-

ine, -te"r-in, a. Of, or pert, to, the womb ; born of
the same mother, but by a different father.

Utility, Utilize, etc. See under Use.
Utmost, utluost, a. Situated at the furthest point or
extremity ; furthest out ; most distant ; extreme ;

last ; being in the greatest or highest degree. — n.
The most that can be; the greatest power, degree, or
effort. — Utter, a. [Positive ivaniing ; superl. ut-
termost or utmost.] Situated on the outside, or
remote from the center; outer; complete ; perfect;
total; final; peremptory; absolute; mere; entire;
quite. — v. t. [uttered (-terd), -tering.] To put
in circulation, as money; to put off, as currency; to
cause to pass in trade; to give expression to, disclose,
publish, speak, deliver, give forth, discharge, pro-
nounce. — Utterable, a. Capable of being uttered,
pronounced, or expressed. — Ufterance, -ans, n.
Act of uttering; sale; circulation; expression; pro-
nunciation; manner of speaking; vocal expression.
— Ut'terer, n. — Ufterly, adv. In an utter man-
ner; to the full extent; fully; perfectly; totally.—
Uttermost, a. Extreme; utmost.— n. Utmost; high-
est degree or measure; extremest thing or degree
possible; utmost power or extent.

Utopia, u-to'pt-a, n. An imaginary island, represented
by Sir Thomas More, in a work called Utopia, as en-
joying the greatest perfection in politics, laws, etc.;

a place or state of ideal perfection. — Uto'pian, a.

Of, pert, to, or resembling, Utopia ; ideal ; chimer-
ical ; fanciful.— Uto'pianlsm, -izm, n. Quality or
practice of any Utopian person or scheme ; a chi-
merical scheme.

Utricle, utrt-kl, n. A little bag or bladder ; a little

cell, as the air-cell of a fucus or seaweed. (Physiol.)
A microscopic cell in the structure of an egg, ani-
mal, or plant.

Utter, Utterance, etc. See under Utmost.
Uveous, u've-us, a. Resembling a grape. — U'vula,

-vu-la, n. (Anat.) The fleshy conical body sus-
pended from the lower border of the soft palate.

Uxorious, ugz-ofl-us, a. Submissively or excessively
fond of a wife.— Uxoricide, -er'sid, n. Murder of
a wife by her husband; one who murders his wife.

V.
V, ve, the 22d letter of the Eng. alphabet, represents
a uniform consonant sound, as heard in vain, eve

:

its form is only a variety of the character by which
the vowel U is denoted, the latter being in its origin
the cursive character employed with soft materials,

while V is better adapted for engraving on stone:
the 2 letters were formerly used indiscriminately,
the one for the other.

Vacant, va'kant, a. Deprived of contents ; empty;
not filled; unengaged with business or care ; unem-
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ployed; unoccupied; not occupied with an incum-
bent, possessor, or officer ; not occupied with study
or reflection; thoughtless. {Law.) Abandoned; hav-
ing rto heir, possessor, claimant, or occupier. — Va''-

can6y, -sT, re. Quality of being vacant; emptiness;
[

freedom from employment; leisure : idleness ; that
which is vacant ; empty space; vacuity ; a space be-

tween bodies or things : chasm ; gap ; unemployed
j

time; interval of leisure; a place or post unfilled; an >

unoccupied office.—Va'cate, -kat, v. t. To make va-
cant, leave empty: to annul, make void, make of no
authority or validity. — Vaca'tion, n. The act of va-
cating, making void, or of no force; intermission of a
stated employment, procedure, or office; stated inter-
val in a round of duties, business, or study ; rest.

(Laiv.) Intermission of judicial proceedings ; the
space of time between the end of one term and the be-
ginning of the next; non-term. The intermission of
the regular studies and exercises of a college or
other seminary, when the students have a recess;
the time when a see or other spiritual dignity is va-
cant. — Vadium, -u-um, n. Space empty or devoid
of all matter or body: space from which the air has
been exhausted. — Vac'uist, re. One who holds to
the doctrine of a vacuum in nature.—Vacuity, -ku'-
Y-tY, n. Quality or condition of being vacuous ; a
state of being unfilled; emptiness; space unfilled or
unoccupied, or occupied with an invisible fluid only;
emptiness : void ; vacuum. — Vac'uous, -u-us, a.

Emptv ; void.
Vaccinate, vak'sY-nat, v. t. To inoculate with the cow-
pox or kine-pox, by means of a virus or lymph, taken
either directly or indirectly from cows.— Vaccina''-
tion, re. Act, art, or practice of vaccinating, or of
inoculating persons with the cow-pox or kine-pox,
for protection against small-pox. — Vac'cine, -sin,

or -sYn, a. Pert, to cows, or to vaccination. — Vac'-
cinist, -sY-nist, re. A vaccinator ; one skilled in vac-
cination.

Vacillate, vasll-lat, v. i. To move one way and the
other; to reel; to fluctuate in mind or opinion; to
be unsteady or inconstant; to waver, stagger. — Vac-
illation, n. Act of vacillating; a wavering; reeling;
staggering; fluctuation of mind ; unsteadiness : in-

constancy. — Vac'illant, a. Vacillating; wavering;
fluctuating: unsteady.

Vacuum, Vacuity, etc. See under Vacant.
Vade-mecum, va'de-me'kum, re. A book or other thing

that one carries always with him; a manual.
Vagabond, Vagary, Vagrant, etc. See under Vague.
Vagina, va-ji'na, re.; pi. -n^e, -ne. (Anat.) The cylin-

drical canal which leads from the vulva to the uterus
or womb; any part which serves as a sheath or en-
velope to another. — Vaginal, vaj'Y-nal, a. Of, or
pert, to, a vagina or sheath ; resembling a sheath.
lAnat.) Of, or pert, to, the vagina.—Vaglnant, a.

Serving to invest or sheathe.
Vague, vag, a. Unsettled ; unfixed ; undetermined ;

firoceedmg from no known authority ; indefinite ;

oose ; lax.— Va'grant, a. Moving without certain
direction ; wandering, unsettled ; wandering from
place to place without any settled habitation, — re.

One who strolls from place to place ; an idle wan-
derer ; sturdy beggar ; vagabond. — Va'grancy, -sY,

n. State of a vagrant; a wandering without a settled
home. — Vag'abond, -a -bond, a. Floating about
without any certain direction; driven to and fro;
moving from place to place without any settled
habitation; wandering.— re. One who wanders from
town to town or place to place, having no certain
dwelling, or not abiding in it, and usually without
the means of honest livelihood ; a vagrant. — Vag/'-
abond'age, -ej, -ism, -izm, -ry, -rT, re. Condition of a
vagabond ; a state or habit of wandering about in
idleness. — Vaga/ry, -rY, re. A wandering of the
thoughts; a wild freak; whim; whimsical purpose.

Vail, Veil, val, n. A concealing screen or envelope

;

cover. [See Veil.]
Vail, val, v. t. To lower in token of inferiority, rev-
erence, submission, etc.

Vail, val, re. A gratuity or perquisites given to a servant.
Vain, van, a. Having no real substance, value, or
importance; destitute of force or efficiency; to no
purpose; elated with a high opinion of one's own
accomplishments, or with things more showy than

valuable; showy; ostentatious; empty; worthless;
ineffectual ; shadowy ; unsatisfying ; light ; incon-
stant; false; deceitful; trifling.—in vain. To no pur-
pose; without effect; ineffectual.—To take the name
of God in v. To use the name of God with levity
or profaneness.— n.—Vanity, van'T-tY, n. State or
quality of being vain ; want of substance to satisfy
desire"; an inflation of mind upon slight grounds;
empty pride ; that which is vain; anything empty,
visionary, or unsubstantial ; fruitless desire or ef-

fort ; one of the established characters in the old
moralities and puppet-shows; egotism ; pride ; self-

sufficiency ; ostentation. — Vanish, v. i. [-isiied
(-isht), -iSHiNG.l To pass from a visible to an in-
visible state; to be lost to view, disappear gradually;
to be annihilated or lost, pass away, disappear. — n.

{Elocution.) The final or closing portion of a sylla-
ble, or of a vocal element. — Vaunt, vant, v. i. To
boast, talk with vain ostentation, brag. — v. t. To
boast of, make a vain display of.— n. A vain display
of what one is, or has, or has done; boast.—Vainglo'-
ry, -rY, re. Excessive vanity excited by one's own
performances; empty pride; undue elation of mind.
—Vainglo'rious, a. Feeling or indicating vainglory;
vain to excess of one's own achievements; boastful;
vaunting.

Valance, val'ans, n. Hanging drapery for a bed,
couch, window, etc.; esp., that which hangs around
a bedstead, from the bed to the floor. — v. t. To
furnish with a valance.

Vale, val, n. A tract of low ground, or of land between
hills; valley; dingle: dell; dale; a little trough or
canal. — Val'ley, vallT, n. The space inclosed be-
tween ranges of hills or mountains. {Arch.) The
gutter or internal angle formed by 2 inclined sides of
a roof.

Valediction, val-e-dik'shun, v. A farewell, a bidding
farewell.—Valediclory, -to-rY, a. Bidding farewell;
taking leave ; suitable, or designed, for an occasion
of leave-taking.— re. A farewell oration or address
spoken at commencement in Amer. colleges, usually
by one of the graduating class. — VaPedictolian, n.

One who pronounces a valedictory address.
Valenciennes, va-len'st-enz', n. A rich kind of lace
made at Valenciennes, in France.

Valentine, vaKen-tln, re. A sweetheart chosen on St.
Valentine's day; a letter containing professions of
love, or a printed sentimental or satirical missive,
sent on St. Valentine's day. — St. Valentine's day.
A day sacred to St. Valentine; the 14th of February,
— when birds were supposed to pair.

Valerian, va-le'rT-an, re. A plant of many species: the
root of the officinal valerian has a strong smell, and
is much used in medicine as an antispasmodic.

Valet, vaKet or vaKa, re. A servant who attends on a
gentleman's person. Valet de chambre, val'a d§
shom'br. A body servant, or personal attendant.

Valetudinary, val-e-tu'dY-na-rT, a. Infirm; sickly.—
n. An infirm person ; a valetudinarian. — Val'etu'-
dina'rian, -rT-an, a. Of infirm health; seeking to re-

cover health; sickly; weakly; infirm. — re. A person
of a weak, infirm, or sickly constitution ; one seek-
ing to recover health.

Valiant, vaKyant, a. Intrepid in danger ; heroic ;

courageous ; brave ; performed with valor ; bravely
conducted; heroic. — Valid, a. Having sufficient
strength or force ; founded in truth; capable of being
justified, defended, or supported. {Law.) Having
legal strength or force ; executed with the proper
formalities.— Validity, -Y-ti, re. State or quality of
being valid; strength; force; esp., power to convince;
justness; soundness. {Law.) Legal strength or force;
that quality of a thing which renders it supportable
in law or equity.— Val'or, -er, re. Strength of mind
in regard to danger: personal bravery; warlike cour-
age.— Val'orous, -Sr-us, a. Possessing or exhibiting
valor ; intrepid ; stout ; bold ; brave ; courageous.

—

Val'ue, -u, re. The propert3' or properties of a thing
which render it useful ; or the degree of such prop-
erty or properties; utility; precise signification; rate

or estimated worth; amount obtainable in exchange
for a thing: price ; rate ; importance ; import. — v. t.

[valued (-ud), -uing.] To estimate the worth of, rate
at a certain price, appraise, reckon with respect to
number, power, importance, etc.; to rate at a high
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price, have in high esteem, hold in respect and admi-
ration. —Val'uable, a. Having value or worth; pos-
sessing qualities which are useful and esteemed; wor-
thy; deserving esteem; precious; costly; estimable.

—

n. A thing of value ; a precious possession.—Valua''-
tion, n. The act of valuing, or of estimating the
value or worth; act of setting a price ; estimation ;

appraisement ; value set upon a thing ; estimated
worth. — Val'ua'tor, n. One who sets a value on
anything ; an appraiser. — Valueless, a. Of no
value; having no worth.

Valise, va-les', n. A small sack or case, for contain-
ing the clothes, etc., of a traveler; a portmanteau.

Vallation, val-la'shun, n. A rampart or intrenchment.
Valley. See under Vale.
Valor, Value, etc. See under Valiant.
Valve, valv, n. A door; esp., a folding door, or one of
the leaves of such a door; a lid, cover, plate, disk,
plug, ball, membrane, etc., lifting, turning, sliding,
oscillating, etc., automatically or otherwise, in a pipe
or in connection with a port or aperture, to permit or
prevent the passage of a fluid, esp. to permit passage
in one direction and prevent return (see Pump); one
of the separable parts of a capsule, pod, or pericarp,
or of the shell of a mollusk. —
Valved, valvd, a. Having valves ;

composed of valves.—Valv'ular, -u-
15r, a. Of, or pert, to, valves; con-
taining valves; serving as a valve;
opening by means of valves.—Valvr-
ule, -Hi, n. A little valve. — Valv'-
ate, -at, a. Resembling or serving
as a valve; consisting of, or opening
by, a valve or valves.

Vamp, vamp, n. The upper leather
of a boot or shoe; a patch or added Valvular Capsule.
piece.—v. t. [vamped (vampt), vam-
ping.] To provide (a shoe} with new upper leather;
to piece (an old thing) with a new part; to repair.

Vampire, vam'plr, n. A dead person superstitiously
believed to rise

from the grave
by night, and
maintain a spec-
tral life by suck-
ing the blood of
living persons
while they are
asleep; one who
lives by preying
on others; an ex-
tortioner. (Zool.)
A large species
of blood-sucking
bat found in
tropical Amer., which stealthily attacks animals, and
sometimes men, in their sleep.— Vam'pirism, -pTr-
izm, n. Belief in the existence of vampires; the prac-
tice of blood-sucking; practice of extortion.

Van, van, n. The front of an army; or the front line
or foremost division of a fleet, either in sailing or in
battle.—Van'-guard, n. (Mil.) The troops who march
in front of an army; advance guard; the 1st line. —
Van'-cou'rier, -kod'rT-er, n. One sent in advance;
a precursor ; avant courier ; esp., one of a body of
lignt-armed soldiers sent before armies to beat the
road upon the approach of an enemy.

Van, van, n. A fan for cleansing grain, etc.; a win-
nowing machine; a wing with which the air is beat-
en; a shovel used in sifting ore.

Van, van, n. A large covered wagon, for the transpor-
tation of goods, etc.; in Eng., a close railroad car for
goods, baggage, etc.

Vandal, van'dal, n. (Anc. Hist.) One of the most
barbarous of the northern nations that invaded
Rome in the 5th century, notorious for destroying
the monuments of art and literature. One hostile to
the arts and literature; one ignorant and barbarous.— Van'dal, -dalle, a. Of, pert, to, or resembling,
the Vandals; ferocious: rude: barbarous; hostile to
arts and literature. — Van'dalism, -izm, n. Spirit or
conduct of Vandals; hostility to arts and literature.

Vandyke, van-dlk', n. A lace or needle-work collar,
as seen in portraits painted by Vandyke in the reign
of Charles I,

Vampire. (Zool.)

Vane, van, n. A weathercock, arrow, etc., attached to
some elevated object, to show which way the wind
blows; a similar device moved in or by water; the
sail of a windmill or blade of a propeller, etc.; the
broad part or web of a feather, on the side of the shaft.

Van-guard. See under Van, front of an army.
Vanilla, va-nil'la, n. A climbing orchidaceous plant
of many species, natives of tropical Amer. ; the fleshy
seed-pod of several species, remarkable for its deli-

cate and agreeable odor, and for the volatile, odorif-
erous oil extracted from it.

Vanish, Vanity. See under Vain.
Vanquish, vank-'wish, v. t. [-quished (-wisht), -QUISH-

inu.] To subdue in battle, as an enemy; to defeat
in any contest, get the better of, put down, refute in
argument, overcome, confute, silence.

Vantage, van'tej, n. Superior or more favorable state,
situation, or opportunity ; advantage. — Vantage-
ground. Superiority of state or place; place or con-
dition which gives one an advantage over another.

Vapid, vapid, a. Having lost its life and spirit; dead;
spiritless; insipid; flat; dull; unanimated. — Vapld-
ness, Vapidity, -l-ti, n. State or quality of being
vapid ; deadness ; dullness ; want of life or spirit.

Vapor, va'per, n. (Physics.) Any substance in the
gaseous or aeriform state, the condition of which is

ordinarily that of a liquid or solid. Any visible dif-
fused substance floating in the atmosphere and im-
pairing its transparency, as smoke, fog, etc.; some-
thing unsubstantial, fleeting, or transitory, pi. Adis^
ease of nervous debility , in which a variety of strange
images float in the brain, or appear as if visible; hyp-
ochondriacal affections; dejection; spleen; the blues.— v.i. [vapored (-perd), -poring.] To pass off in
fumes, or a moist, floating substance; to steam, be
exhaled, evaporate; to boast or vaunt with a vain, os-
tentatious display of worth ; to brag.—Va'por-bath, n.

Application of vapor or steam to the body in a close
place ; the place itself. — Va'porer, w. A braggart

;

boaster. —Va'poringly, adv. In a vaporing or boast-
ing manner.—Va'pcrish, a. Full of vapors; affected
by hysterics; splenetic: peevish; humorsome; hypo-
chondriacal. — Va'porous, -per-us, a. Full of vapors
or exhalations; windy; flatulent; proceeding from
the vapors; unreal; vain. — Va'pory, -per-T, a. Full
of vapors ; hypochondriacal ; splenetic : peevish. —
Vap'orable, vap'o-ra-bl, a. Capable of being con-
verted into vapor by the agency of heat.— Vap'ora-
billty, n. Quality of being vaporable. — Vap'ora'-
tion, n. Act or process of converting into vapor, or
of passing off in vapor; evaporation.— Vap'orif1c, a.

Forming into vapor; converting into steam. — Vapr-

orize, -er-iz, v. t. [-ized (-Tzd), -izing.] To convert
into vapor by the application of heat.— v. i. To pass
off in vapor.—Vap'oriza'tion, n. Act of vaporizing,
or state of being converted into vapor; the artificial

formation of vapor.
Vaquero, va-kalo, n. In Mexico and West. U. S., a
man in charge of cattle, horses, or mules ; a herds-
man.

Variable. Variance, Variety, Varioloid, Various, etc.

See under Vary.
Varicose, var'T-kos, -icous, -Y-kus, a. Preternaturally
enlarged, or permanently dilated,— said of veins.

—

Varicocele. -T-ko-sel, a. (Surg.) A varicose enlarge-
ment of the veins of the spermatic cord or the scro-
tum.

Varlet, var'let, n. Orig. a servant ; valet ; a low fel-

low ; scoundrel ; rascal.
Varnish, var'nish, n. A solution of gum, resin, etc., in

oil or spirit, which gives a hard shining coat to any
surface to which it is applied; glossy appearance; an
artificial covering to give a fair appearance to any act
or conduct; outside show.—v. t. [varnished f-nisht),

-nishing.] To lay varnish on ; to cover with some-
thing that gives a* fair external appearance ; to give

1 a fair coloring to.

Vary, vail, v. t. [varied (-rid), varying.] To
change the aspect of ; to alter in form, appearance,
substance, or position; to change to something else,

exchange, alternate ; to diversify, variegate. — v. t.

To alter or be altered in any manner: to suffer a
partial change; to differ or be'different; to alternate;
to disagree, be at variance. — Valiable, -rT-a-bl, a.
Jtiaving the capacity of varying or changing j ca-
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pable of alteration in any manner; over-susceptible
of change; liable to change; changeable; mutable;
fickle; wavering; unsteady; versatile; inconstant.

—

n. {Math.) A quantity which may increase or de-
crease; a quantity which admits of an infinite num-
ber of values in the same expression. (Saut.) A shift-
ing wind (opp. to trade-wind), esp. in the belt be-
tween the N. E. and S. E. trade-winds. — Variable-
ness, -abiPity. n. State or quality of being variable;
susceptibility of change ; liableness or aptness to alter.

—Va'riance^ -rl-ans, n. Act or state of being variant;
change of condition. {Law.) A disagreement or
difference between 2 parts of the same legal pro-
ceeding, which, to be effectual, ought to agree to-
gether. Difference that produces controversy; dis-
agreement; dissension; discord. — At variance. In
disagreement ; in a state of dissension or controver-
sy ; at enmity. — Va'riate, -rY-at, v. t. To alter,
make different, vary. — Variation, n. Act of vary-
ing: a partial change in the form, position, state, or
qualities of the same thing ; the extent to which a
thing varies; amount or rate of change; vicissitude;
variety; mutation; deviation; alteration: diversity.
{Miw.j Repetition of a tune or melody with various
embellishments and fanciful changes. — Va'rious,
-rl-us, a. Different ; diverse ; several ; manifold ;

changeable: uncertain; unfixed: variegated; diversi-
fied.—Va'riously, adv.—Vari'ety, -ri'e-tT, n. Qual-
ity of being various ; intermixture or succession of
different things; that which is various; a number or
collection of different things; something varying or
differing from others of the same general kind ; di-
versity; difference; kind.—Va/riegate, -ri-e-gat,v. t.

To diversify in external appearance; to mark with
different colors; to vary, streak, stripe, checker, dap-
ple.—Va'riega'tion, n" Act of variegating or diversi-
fying, or state of being diversified, by different colors;
diversity of colors.—Varioloid, va'ri-or var'f-o-loid,
a. {Med.) Resembling small-pox ; pert, to the dis-

ease called varioloid.— n. {Med.) The small-pox as
modified by previous inoculation or vaccination. —
—Vari'olous, -o-lus, a. Of, pert, to, or designating,
the small-pox.—Vario'rum, va-rY-c'rum. Of various
persons or things ; esp. (used as an adjective), con-
taining notes by different persons.

Vase, vas {Eng. pron. vaz or vaz), n. A vessel, of va-
rious forms and materials, for
domestic use or ornament and
anciently for sacrificial uses.
{Arch. ) An ornament of
sculpture, placed on a pedestal,
representing one of the vessels
of the ancients ; the body or
naked ground of the Corinthi-
an and Composite capital. —
Vas'cular, -ku-ler, a. Consist-
ing of vessels, or containing
them, as an essential part of a
structure ; operating by means
of, or made up of, an arrange-
ment of vessels ; pert, to, con-
sisting of, or containing the ves-
sels of animal or vegetable bodies, esp. the veins
blood-vessels, etc., of the circulatory system. —Vas'-
cular'ity, -lar^I-tl, n. State or quality of being vas-
cular.

Vassal, vas'sal, n. One who holds land of a superior,
and who vows fidelity and homage to him ; a feuda-
tory; a dependent; servant; bondman; slave.—Vas'-
salage, -ej, n. State of being a vassal ; slavery.

Vast, vast, a. Orig. waste, desert ; being of great ex-
tent; very spacious or large; very great in numbers
or amount ; very great in force, or in importance ;

enormous; huge; immense; mighty.— n. A waste
region; boundless space. — Vastly, adv. To a vast
extent or degree ; very greatly. — Vast'ness, n. —
Vasfy, -T, a. Very spacious ; immense ; vast. —
Vasta'tion, n. A laying waste ; devastation; depop-
ulation.

Vat, vat, n. A large vessel, tub, tank, or cistern ; esp.
one for holding liquors in process of manufacture,
or liquid for tanning: a measure for liquids; a dry
measure of varying capacity.

Vatican, vat'T-kan, n. An assemblage of buildings in
Rome, forming the largest palace in the world, with

a famous chapel, museum, library, etc., and being
the principal residence of the popes; hence, the papal
authority. — Vaticanism, -izm, n. The doctrine of
papal supremacy; adhesion to the pope's authority.

Vaticide, vafY-sid, n. The murder of a prophet; one
who murders a prophet. — Vaticinate, va-tis'I-nat,
v. t. and i. To prophesy, foretell. — Vatic'inal, a.
Pert, to, or containing, prophecy. — Vatic'ina'tion,
n. Prediction ; prophecy. — Vatic 'ina'tor, n. One
who vaticinates ; a prophet.

Vaudeville, vod'vil, n. A kind of song of a lively
character, sung to a familiar air in couplets with a
refrain: a theatrical piece, whose dialogue is inter-
mingled with light or satirical songs, sung in famil-
iar airs.

Vault, vawlt, n. A continued arch, or an arched roof or
ceiling; an arched apartment or passage: esp., a sub-

Vault,

terranean room, for storing articles, for a prison, for
interment, etc. ; any subterranean apartment, tank,
or receptacle ; a leap or bound ; esp., the bound or
leap of a horse. — v. t. To form or cover with a vault
or arched roof : to give the shape of an arch to ; to arch;
to leap on, mount" by leaping.— v. i. To leap, bound,
jump, spring; to exhibit feats of tumbling or leaping.
— Vault'ed, a. Arched ; concave ; covered with an
arch or vault.

Vaunt, etc. See under Vaif.
Veal, vel, n. The flesh of a calf killed for the table.—
Vifuline, -u-lin, a. Of, or pert, to, a calf, or to veal.

Vector, vek'ter, n. Same as Radius Vector, q. v.,

under Radius.
Veda, va'- or ve'da, n. The ancient sacred literature
of the Hindoos; also

: one of 4 collections (the Rig-
Veda, Yajur-Veda, Siima-Veda, and Atharva-Veda)
constituting the most ancient portions and members
of that literature.— Ve'dic, a. Of, or pert, to, etc.

Vedette, ve-def, n. A sentinel, usually on horseback;
a vidette.

Veer, ver, v. i. [veered (verd). veering.] To change
direction, turn. — v. t. To direct to a different

j

course: to turn.
Vegetable, vej'e-ta-bl, n. A plant; an organized living
bodv destitute of intelligence and voluntarv motion,
deriving its nourishment from inorganic or disorgan-
ized matter, and in general, propagating itself bj
seeds; specifically, in common parlance, a plant used
for culinary purposes. — a. Be-
longing or relating to, consist-
ing of, or comprising, or having
the nature of, plants.— Vegeta-
ble ivory. A close-grained and
very hard vegetable substance
obtained from a species of palm
tree; ivory nut.— V. kingdom.
(Nat. Hist.) That portion of the
department of life in nature in-

cludingplants. — Vee'etal, -e-

tal, a. Pert, to, or in the nature
of, a vegetable ; vegetable.
{Physiol.) Of, or pert, to, a
class of vital phenomena com-
mon to plants and animals.—

Vegetable Ivory
Nut.
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. Vegeta'rian, -rT-an, n. One who holds that vegeta-
bles constitute the only proper food for man.— a. Of,
or pert, to, vegetarianism. — Vegeta'rianism, -izm, n.

The theory and practice of living solely on vegeta-
bles. — Veg'etate, -e-tat, v. i. To grow, as plants; to

sprout, germinate; to lead a life too low for an ani-
mate creature; to do nothing but eat and grow.—
Vegeta'tion, n. Act or process of vegetating ; vege-
table growth; the sum of vegetable life; vegetables
or plants in general. (Med.) A morbid excrescence
on the valves of the heart, in syphilis ; a fleshy
granulation at the surface of a wound or ulcer.—
Veg'eta'tive, -tiv, a. Growing, or having the power
of growing, as plants ; having power to produce
growth in plants. (Zobl.) Partaking of simple growth
and enlargement of the systems of nutrition and
generation, apart from the sensorial or distinctively
animal functions.

Vehement, ve'he-ment, a. Acting with great force;
forcible; mighty; very ardent; very eager, urgent,
or fervent; furious; violent; impetuous; passionate;
ardent; hot. —Ve'hemence, -mens, -mency, -men-si,
n. Quality of being vehement ; impetuous force ;

impetuosity; violence,— applied also to any kind of
forcible action; violent ardor; animated fervor.

Vehicle, ve'hT-kl, n. That in which anything is or
may be carried, as a coach, wagon, cart, carriage,
etc.; a conveyance; that which is used as the instru-
ment of conveyance or communication. (Phar-
macy.) A substance in which medicine is taken.
(Paint.) A liquid with which the various pigments
are applied. — Vehicular, -ulary, -u-la-rt, a. Of,
pert, to, or serving as, a vehicle.

Veil, val, n. Something to intercept the view, and
hide an object; esp., a screen, usually of thin gauze
or similar material, to hide or protect the face; a
curtain ; cover ; disguise. — v. t. [veiled (vald),
veiling.] To throw a veil over, cover with a veil

;

to invest, cover, hide, conceal. — To take the veil. To
receive, or be covered with, a veil, as a nun, in token
of retirement from the world. —Veliferous, ve-lif'-

gr-us,_a. Bearing, or carrying, sails.

Vein, van, n. (Anat.) One of the membranous canals
or tubes in animal bodies, which convey toward the
heart the impure blood returned from the capillaries

;

a blood-vessel. (Bot.) A small rib or branch of the
frame-work of leaves, etc. ( Qeol. or Mining.) A seam
or layer of any substance, more or les .. wide, inter-
secting a rock or stratum, and not corresponding
with the stratification. A fissure, cleft, or cavity, as
in the earth or other substance ; a streak or wave
of different color, appearing in wood, in marble,
and other stones ; a train of valuable associations,
thoughts, etc.; a current; course; peculiar temper;
tendency or turn of mind; humor; strain; quality.—
v. t. To form or mark with veins; to fill or cover with
veins.— Veined, vand, a. Full of veins ; streaked ;

variegated. (Bot.) Having vessels branching over
the surface, as a leaf. —Vein'y, -i, a. Full of veins;
veined. — Ve'nal, a. Venous. — Ve'nous, -nus, a.
Of, pert, to, or contained in, a vein or the veins,—
opp. to arterial. — Ve'nesec'tion, n. Act or opera-
tion of opening a vein, to let blood; blood-letting.

Veliferous. See under Veil.
Velleity, vel-le'T-tT, m. The lowest degree of desire;
imperfect or incomplete volition.

Vellicate, vel'lT-kat, v. t. & i. To move spasmodically,
twitch. — Vellica'tion, n. Act of twitching, or of
causing to twitch. (Med.) A local twitching or con-
vulsive motion of a muscular fiber, esp., of the face.

Vellum, vellum, n. A fine kind of parchment.
Velocity, ve-los'I-tT, n. Quickness of motion. (Mech.)
Rate of motion; relation of motion to time, meas-
ured by the number of units of space passed over
by the moving body in a unit of time. Swiftness;
celerity; speed.— Vel'ocim'eter, -sim'e-ter, n. An
apparatus for measuring the speed of machinery. —
Veloc'ipede, -los'Y-ped, n. A light vehicle or car-
riage propelled by the rider.

Velvet, vel'vet, n. A rich fabric of silk, or of silk and
cotton mixed, having on one side a close, short, fine,
soft shag or nap, or uncut pile; the hairy integument
covering a growing antler.— Vel'veting, n. The fine
shag of velvet ; a piece of velvet ; velvet goods.—
Vel'vety, -1, a. Made of, or like, velvet; soft; smooth;

delicate. —Velveteen'', -en/, n. A kind of cloth made
of cotton, in imitation of velvet; cotton velvet.

Venal. See under Vein.
Venal, vernal, a. To be bought or obtained for money
or other valuable consideration; held for sale; mer-
cenary ; hireling ; vendible. — Venal'ity, -TC-tT, n.
State or quality of being venal or purchasable; mer-
cenariness. —Vend, v. t. To dispose of by sale, sell.— Vendee'', -e

r
, n. The person to whom a thing is

vended. — Vend'er, -or, n. One who vends; a seller.— Vend'ible, a. Capable of being disposed of as an
object of trade; salable. — Vend'ibleness, -ibil'ity,

n. State or quality of being vendible. — Vend'ibiy,
adv. In a vendible or salable manner. — Vendi'tion,
-dish'un, n. Act of vending or selling; sale. —Ven-
due', -dur , n. A public sale of anything, by outcry,
to the highest bidder; an auction.

Venary. See under Venery, hunting.
Veneer, ve-ner', v. t. [-neered (-nerd'), -seeking.]
To overlay or plate with a thin layer of wood or
other material for outer finish or decoration. — n. A
thin leaf or layer of a more valuable or beautiful
material for overlaying an inferior one.— Veneer'-
ing, n. Act or art of overlaying a coarse or inferior
wood with thin leaves of a superior material, or the
covering thus laid on.

Venenation. See under Venom.
Venerate, ven'er-at, v. t. To regard with respect and
reverence; to reverence, revere, adore. — Ven'era-
ble, a. Capable of being venerated; worthy of ven-
eration or reverence ; rendered sacred by religious
or other associations, esp. by age. —Ven'erably, adv.
— Venera'tion, n. Act of, or state of being, etc.; re-

spect mingled with awe; reverence; dread.— Ven'-
era'tor, n. One who, etc.

Venereal, Venery. See under Venus.
Venery, ven'er-i, n. Act or exercise of hunting; sports

of the chase.— Ven'ary, -a-rt, a. Of, or pert, to,

hunting. — Ven'ison, -1-zn or -zn, n. The flesh of
edible beasts of chase; game. [In Eng., the word is

applied to the flesh of deer, hares, and certain birds
called game; in the IT. S., exclusively to the flesh of
the deer, or cervine genus of animals.]

Venesection. See under Vein.
Venetian, ve-ne'shan, a. Of, or pert, to, Venice.—

Venetian blind. A blind for windows, doors, etc.,

made of thin slats set in a frame, and so disposed as
to overlap each other.

Vengeance, venj'ans, n. Punishment inflicted in re-
turn for an injury or offense; retribution; passion-
ate or unrestrained revenge. — Venge'ful, -ful, a.
Vindictive ; retributive ; revengeful.

Venial, ve'nl-al, a. Capable of Ibeing forgiven ; not
heinous; excusable; pardonable; allowed; permit-
ted. — Ve'nially, adv. In a venial manner; pardon-
ably.— Ve'nialness, -al'ity, n. State or quality of
being venial.

Venire, ve-ni're, or V. Facias, -fa'shi-as, n. (Law.) A
judicial writ directed to the sheriff, requiring him to
cause a certain number of qualified persons to ap-
pear in court at a specified time, to serve as jurors in
said court; a writ in the nature of a summons to
cause the party indicted on a penal statute to appear.

Venison. See under Venery.
Venom, ven'um, n. Matter fatal or injurious to life;

poison; spite; malice; malignity. — Ven'omous, -us,

a. Full of venom ; noxious to animal life ; poison-
ous ; noxious; mischievous; malignant; spiteful.

—

Venena'tion, n. Act of poisoning; poison; venom.
Venous. See under Vein.
Vent, vent, n. A small aperture; a hole, or passage for

air or any fluid to escape; the opening at which the
excrements are discharged; opportunity of escape
from confinement or privacy ; emission ; escape.
(Mil.) The opening at the breech of a fire-arm;
touch-hole. (Arch.) A loop-hole. (Steam-hoihr>.)
The sectional area of the passage for gases divided
by the length of the same passage in feet. — v. t. To
let out at a vent, or small aperture; to suffer to es-

cape from confinement; to let out, emit; to pour
forth (what has been pent up in the mind, as pas-
sion, etc.); to utter, report.— Vent'-hole, n. A small
hole for the passage of air, as in a cask; a vent. (Cast-
ing.) A hole pierced through a mold for the escape
of air and gas.
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Ventilate, ven'tl-lat, v. t. To fan with wind; to open
and expose to the free passage of air or wind; to

air; to winnow, fan; to sift and examine; to expose
to examination and discussion. — Ventila'tion, n.

Act of ventilating, or state of being ventilated; free

exposure to air; act of fanning or winnowing, for the
purpose of separating chaff and dust from grain; act
of sifting and bringing out to view or examination;
public exposure.— Ven'tila' tor, -ter, n. A contriv-
ance for drawing off or expelling foul or stagnant air

from any close place or apartment, and introducing
that which is fresh and pure.— Ventoslty, -tos'i-ti,

u. Windmess; flatulence; vainglory; pride.— Ven"'-
tiduct, -tt-dukt, n. A passage or pipe tor ventilating
apartments.

Ventral, ven'tral, a. Belonging to the belly; pert, to
the surface opposite the back; abdominal. (Lot.) Of,
or pert, to, the front side of a carpel, etc. — Ven'tri-
cle, -tri-kl, n. (Anat.) A cavity of the animal body,
as of the brain, or larynx; esp^, either of the 2 cavi-
ties of the heart which communicate with the auri-
cles : see Heart, Lung. — Venlricose', -trl-kos',

-cous, -kus, a. (Nat. Hist.) Swelling
out in the middle; bellied; distended.
— Ventriloquism, -o-kwizm, n. Act,
art, or practice of speaking in such
a manner that the voice appears to
come, not from the person, but from
some distant or different place.—Ven-
tril'oquist, -kwist, n. One who, etc.

—Ventril'oquize,-kwiz,t\ i. [-quized
(-kwizd), -quizing.] To practice ven-
triloquism. —VentriKoqucus. -kwus,
a. Speaking in such a manner as to
make the sound appear to come from
a place remote from the speaker.

Venture, ven'chur, n. An undertaking
of chance or danger ; a hazard ; an
event that is not, or cannot be, foreseen : chance ;

contingency; luck; the thing put to hazard; a risk;
esp., something sent to sea in trade. — v. i. [ven-
tured (-churd), -Turing.] To have the courage or
presumption to do, undertake, or say something; to
dare ; to run a hazard or risk. — v. t. To expose to
hazard, risk; to put or send on a venture or chance.
— Vent'uresome, -sum, a. Inclined to venture; not
loath to run risk or danger; bold; daring; intrepid.
— Venfuresornely, adv. — Venfurous, -us, a. Dar-
ing; bold; hardy; fearless; adventurous.

Venue, ven'u, n. (Law.) A neighborhood or near
place; place or county in which an act or fact is

alleged to have happened; county or jurisdiction in
which a cause is to be tried; place where an action is

laid.

Venus, ve'nus, n. (Myth.) The goddess of female
beauty and of love. (Asti-on.) One of the planets,
the 2d in order from the sun: as the morning-star,
it was called by the ancients Lucifer; as the even-

, ing-star, Hesperus. —Veneleal, -re-al, a. Of, or pert.
' to venery, or sexual love: arising from sexual inter-
course; adapted to the cure of venereal diseases;
adapted to excite venereal desire; aphrodisiac.

—

Ven'ery, ven'er-i, n. Sexual love or intercourse.
Veracious, ve-ra'shus, a. Observant of truth: habit-
ually disposed to speak truth; truthful: character-
ized by truth; true.— Vera'ciously, adv.— Verac'-
ity, -ras'I-ti, n. State or quality of being vera-
cious; habitual observance of truth ; truthfulness;
truth.— Ver'y, ver'T, a. True; real; actual.— adv.
In a high degree ; to no small extent ; exceedingly;
excessively. — Verily, -T-lT, adv. In a true manner;
in truth ; in fact ; with great confidence ; really ;

truly. — Verity, -Y-tT, n. Quality of being very true
or real ; consonance of a statement, proposition, or
other thing to fact; a true assertion or tenet; truth;
certainty; reality; assurance.—Veritable, a. Agree-
able to truth or to fact; actual; real; true. — Ver-
itably, adv. — Ver'dict, ver'dikt, n. (Lair.) The
answer of a jury given to the court, concerning any
matter of fact in any cause, civil or criminal,"com-
mitted to their examination and determination. De-
cision ; judgment; opinion pronounced. —Verify,
ver'T-fUV. t. [-fied (-fid), -FYrxG.] To prove to be
true or correct; to confirm ; to confirm or establish
the authenticity of; to authenticate. —Verifiable,

j

a. Capable of being verified.—Ver'ifica'tion, n. Act
of verifying or proving to be true or correct, or state
of being verified ; confirmation; authentication.—

I

Versifier, n. — Verisimilar, a. Having the appear-
ance of truth; probable; likely. —Verisimilitude,

I -1-tud, n. Appearance of truth; probability.
Veranda, ve-ran'da, n. (Ardi.) A kind of open por-

tico, formed
by extending a
sloping roof be-
yond the main
building ; a
light, open por-
tico or outer
gallery, with a
sloping roof.

Veratria, ve-ra'-
tri-a, -trine,
-trin, Ver'a-
t r i n a, n.

((J" em.) A veg-
etable alkaloid,
obtained from
several species
of hellebore in
form of a crys-
talline powder,
nearly white, Veranda,
very acrid and poisonous,— used in medicine.

Verb, verb, n. (Gram.) A word which affirms or
predicates something of some person or thing; a
part of speech expressing being, action, or the suf-
fering of action. — Ver'bal, a. Expressed in words;
addressed to the ear; spoken; oral; not written; con-
sisting in, or relating to, words only ; dealing with
words rather than things ; having word answering
to word : literal. (Gram.) Derived directly from a
verb. — Ver'balism, -izm, n. Something expressed
verbally or orally. — Ver'balist, n. A literal adher-
ent to, or a minute critic of, words. —Ver'balize, v. t<

[-ized (-izd), -izing.] To convert into a verb, make
verbal. — Ver'bally, adv. In a verbal manner ; by
words spoken; orally; word for word. — Verbiage,
-bT-ej, 11. The use of many words without necessity;
superabundance of words; verbosity; wordiness.—
Verbose', -bos', a. Abounding in words ; using or
containing more words than are necessary ; tedious
by a multiplicity of words; prolix; wordy.—Verbos'-
ity, -bSs'T-tT, n. Quality of being verbose; use of
more words than are necessary ; prolixity. —Verba'-
tim, adv. Word for word ; in the same words.

Verbena, ver-be'na, Ver'vain, -van, n. A plant of
many species, cultivated for the beauty of its flow-
ers: the lemon verbena is a shrubby species of Aloy-
sia, with fragrant leaves; the "oil of verbena" of
the perfumers is obtained from lemon grass (Andro-
pogon). — Verberalion, n. Act of beating, or strik-

ing blows; impulse of a body, which causes sound.
Verbiage, Verbose, etc. See under Verb.
Verdant, vgr'dant, a. Covered with growing plants
or grass; green; fresh; green in knowledge; ignorant
of the ways of the world.—Ver'dancy, -si, n. Qual-
ity or condition of being verdant; greenness; raw-
ness; inexperience; foolishness.— Ver'dantly, adv.
— Verd'ure, ver'jur, n. Green ; greenness ; fresh-
ness of vegetation.'— Verd'urous, -jur-us, a. Cov-
ered with verdure. — Vert, n. (Eva. ^-- - . .

Forest Law.) Everything that grows
and bears a green leaf within the

j

forest. (Her.) A green color, rep-
resented in a drawing or engraving
by parallel lines sloping downward
toward the right. — Ver'derer. -der-
or, -der-er, n. (Eva. Law.) An offi-

cer who has the charge of the king's
forests to preserve the vert and ven- Vert. (Her.)
ison, etc.—Verd'-antique', -an-tek"",

n. A green incrustation on ancient coins, brass or
copper, produced by the action of time. (Min.) A
mottled-green serpentine marble; a green porphyry,
used as marble. — Ver'digris, -de-gres, n. (Chem.)
A poisonous blue or green acetate of copper, used as
a pigment, mordant, etc.: it is often seen on brass or
copper kettles, etc. — Ver'diter, -dt-ter, n. (Chem.)
An azm-e blue substance made hv the decomposi-
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tion of nitrate of copper by chalk.— Ver'juice, -jus,

n. The sour juice of crab-apples, of green or unripe
grapes, apples, etc. ; also, a kind of vinegar made
from such juice. —Viridity, vT-rid'T-ti, Virldness,
n. Greenness; verdure.—Vires'cent, Vir'ides'cent,
-sent, a. Slightly green ; beginning to be green ;

greenish. — Vir'ides'cence, -sens, n. State or quality
of being viridescent.

Verdict. See under Veracious.
Verge, verj, n. A kind of rod carried as an emblem
of authority; the mace of a dean. {Arch.) The
shaft of a column; or a small ornamental shaft.
The spindle of a watch-balance. (Emj. Law.) The
compass or extent of the, king's court.—Ver'ger, -jer,

n. In Eng., one who carries a verge or emblem of
office; an attendant upon a dignitary, as on a bishop,
dean, justice, etc.; the beadle of a cathedral church.
— Vir'gate, -gat, a. (Bot.) Having the shape of a
rod or wand.

Verge, verj, v. i. [verged (verjd), verging.] To
tend downward, bend, slope; to border upon, tend,
approach. — n. The extreme side or end of any-
thing which has some extent of length; border;
edge; rim; brim; margin; brink.

Verify, Verily, Verity, etc. See under Veracious-
Verjuice. See under Verdant.
Vermes, vgr'mez, n. pi. Worms. — Vermicelli, -me-
chell! or -sell!, n. A kind of wheat paste, made
into a slender, worm-like form. — Vermic,ular,
-mik'u-ler, a. Pert, to, or resembling, a worm ;

shaped like a worm ; esp., resembling the motion of
a worm; peristaltic. — Vermic'ulate, -u-lat, v. t. To
inlay; to form (work) by inlaying which resembles
the tracks of worms, or ap-
pears as if formed by the mo-
tion of worms. — Vermiculated
work. (Arch.) Rustic work so
wrought as to seem as if eaten
into or tracked by worms, or
having the form of convoluted
worms. — Vermic'ula /

'tion, n.

Act or operation of moving in
the manner of a worm; continu-
ation of motion from one part to
another, as in the peristaltic
motion of the intestines; act of
forming vermiculated work; act
of boring through or state of be-
ing worm-eaten. — VermiCulose', -U-16V, -ulous, -u-
-lus, a. Containing worms; full of worms or grubs;
resembling worms.—Ver'miform, -mT-f6rm. a. Hav-
ing the form or shape of a worm.—Ver'mifuge, -mT-
fu], n. (Med.) A medicine or substance that expels
worms from animal bodies. —Vermilion, -miKyun,
n. A brilliant red pigment made from the natural
(cinnabar) or artificial sulphide of mercury; the pe-
culiar shade of red produced by this pigment.—Ver'-
min, n. sing. & pi. Orig.,an animal in general; a nox-
ious or mischievous animal; esp., collectively, petty
noxious little animals or insects, as squirrels, rats,

mice, worms, fleas, flies, lice, etc. ; noxious human
beings, — in contempt. —Ver'ruinate, -mT-nat, v. i.

To breed vermin.—Vermina'tion, n. Generation or
breeding of vermin; a griping of the bowels.— Ver'-
minous, -min-us, a. Tending to breed vermin; full
of, or infested by, vermin ; caused by, or arising
from the presence of, vermin. — Venci'p'aroua, -a-

rus, a. Producing worms.— Vermiv'orous, -o-rus, a.
Feeding on worms.

Vernacular, ver-nak'u-ler, a. Belonging to the coun-
try of one's birth; native. — n. The vernacular lan-
guage; one's mother tongue.

Vernal, veronal, a. Belonging to, or appearing in,
spring; belonging to youth, the spring of life.

—

Vernal equinox. (Astron.) The equinox in spring or
March.

Vernier, vgr'nT-Sr, n. A short graduated scale made

V ermiculated
Work.

Vernier

to slide along the divisions of a sextant or other
graduated instrument, for measuring parts of its

smallest spaces.
Verse, vgrs, n. A line consisting of a certain number
of long and short syllables, disposed according to
metrical rules; metrical arrangement and language;
poetry; commonly but improp., a short division of
poetical composition, a stanza, stave; a short divis-
ion of any composition, esp. of the chapters in the
Old and New Testaments: a piece of poetry.

—

Blank
verse. Poetry in which the lines do not end in rhymes.
—Heroic v. (Pros.) A kind of verse usually consist-
ting of 10 syllables, or in Eng., of 5 accented syllables,
constituting 5 feet.—Ver'sus, pre]). Against,—chiefly
in legal language.— Ver'so, n. (Print.) The reverse
or left-hand page of a book or folded sheet of paper.— Versed, vgrst, p. a. Acquainted or familiar, as
the result of experience, study, practice, etc.; skilled;
practiced. — Ver'sion, -shun, n. Act of translating ;

a translation ; that which is rendered from another
language; a statement or account of something from
some special point of view. — Ver'sicle, -sT-kl, n. A
little verse. — Ver'sicoPor, -coPored, -kul'grd, a.
Having various colors; changeable in color. — Ver'-
sify, -st-fi,r. i. [fied (-lid), -fying.] To make
verses.— v. t. To relate or describe in verse; to turn
into verse. — Ver'sincalion, n. Act, art, or practice
of versifying ; metrical composition. — Ver'sift'er,
n. One who makes verses ; one who expresses in
verse the ideas of another written in prose. —Versa-
tile, -sa-til, a. Liable to be turned in opinion; turn-
ing with ease from one thing to another; readily ap-
plied to a new task, or to va-
rious subjects ; variable;
changeable; unsteady; fickle.

(Nat. Hist.) Capable of re-

volving ; freely movable, —
as a versatile anther, which is

fixed at one point, but freely
movable. — Ver'satileness,
Versatility, n. S t a t e or
quality of being versatile ;

aptness to change ; variable-
ness ; faculty of easily turn-
ing one's mind to new tasks
or subjects. — Ver'tebra, -te-bra, n. ; pi. -be^e, -bre.
(Anat.) A joint
or s e g m e n t of
the back-bone or
spinal column in
a fish, reptile,
bird, or quadru-
ped, and in man:
see Skeleton.
— Verlebral, a.

Of, or pertaining
to, the joints of
the spine or
back-bone; hav-
ing a back-bone.
— Verlebrate,
-bra J n An ani- a < atlas, or vertebra supporting the head ;

ma {'having an bj Peu"al arc>> i «• sPinous process;

internal jointed d
>
dorsal vertebra '

skeleton, the back-bone in which is called the ver-

tebral or spinal column. — Ver'tebrate, -bra'ted, a.

(Anat.) Having a back-bone, or ve-tebral column,
containing the spinal marrow. — Ver'tex, n. ; E.
pi. -texes; L. pi. -tices, -tT-sez. Principal or high-
est point; top ; summit ; crown ; esp., the crown of
the head ; the zenith, or point of the heavens directly

overhead. (Math.) The point in any figure opposite

to, and furthest from, the base: the top or point op-

posite the base. — Ver'tical, -tik-al, a. Situated at

the vertex or highest point; directly overhead, or in

the zenith; perpendicularlv above one; perpendicu-
lar to the plane of the horizon; upright; plumb. —
Vertically, ai/r. In a vertical manner; from above
downward. — Ver'ticalness, n. — VerticHlate, -las-

ted, -tisll-la'ted, a. (J'ot.) Arranged in a ring or

whorl ; arranged around a stem or pedicel, like the

rays of a wheel.— Ver'tigo, -tt-go, n. Dizziness or
swimming of the head ; giddiness. (Zo'ol.) A gas-

teropodous mollusk (land or marsh snail) of several

species, with cylindrically fusiform shell.— Vertig^-

Vertebrae in Man.
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Vertigo.

inous, -tij'T-nus, a. Turning round:
whirling; rotary; affected with ver-
tigo ; giddy ; dizzy.— Vertiginous-
ly, adv. With a whirling or giddi-
ness.— Vertig'inousness, n. — Vor ,r

-

tex, vfir'teks, nL ; E. pi. -texes;
L. pi. -tices, -tl-sez. A whirling
orcircular motion of any fluid, form-
ing a kind of cavity in the center
of the circle ; a whirlpool ; a whirl-
ing of the air ; a whirlwind.— Vor /'-

tical, -tl-kal, a. Pert, to or resembling a vortex in
form or motion ; whirling. — Vor'ticel, -tl-sel, n.

(Zobl.) One of certain wheel-animalcules, which, by
the rapid rotary motion of the organs round the
mouth, create a vortex in the water, and thus obtain
their food.

Verst, vgrst, n. A Russian measure of length = 3501
feet.

Versus, Vertebra, Vertex, Vertigo, etc. See under
Verse.

Vervain. See Verbena.
Verve, vgrv or varv, n. Heat of imagination, as in a

poet, artist, musician, etc.; fervor; spirit.

Very. See under Veracious.
Vesicle, ves'I-kl, n. A bladder-like vessel ; a mem-
branous cavity: cyst ; cell. (Bot.) A
small bladder-like body in the sub-
stance of a vegetable, or upon the sur-
face of a leaf. (Med.) A small orbicu-
lar elevation of the cuticle containing
lymph; any small cavity or sac in the
human body. — Veaic'ular, ve-sik'u-
-ler, a. Of, pert, to, or consisting of,

vesicles ; full of interstices ; hollow ;

having little bladders or glands on the
surface, as the leaf of a plant.—Vesic-
ulate, a. Bladdery; full of bladders ;

vesicular. — Vesicant, -I-kant, n.
{Med.) A blistering application. —
Vesicate, v. t. To raise little blad-
ders or blisters upon ; to blister. —
Vesication, n. Process of vesicating,
or of raising blisters on the skin.—Vesicatory, -1-ka-
to-rt, n. A blistering application or plaster.—a. Hav-
ing a power to blister.

Vesper, ves'pgr, n. The evening star; Hesper; Venus;
hence, the evening.—Ves'pers, -perz, n. pi. The even-
ing service or the time for evening service (one of the
canonical hours) in the Rom. Cath. church. — Ves''-
pertine, -tin, a. Pert, to the evening; happening, or
being, in the evening.

Veasel, ves'sel, n. A utensil proper for holding any-
thing; a hollow dish of any kind; any ship or struc-
ture made to float upon the water, for purposes of
commerce or war; something receiving or contain-
ing; one into whom, or that into which, anything is

conceived as poured. (Anat.) Any tube or canal in
which the blood and other fluids are contained, se-

creted, or circulated. (Bot.) A canal or tube, of very
small bore, in which the sap is contained and con-
veyed ; an elongated tubular cell, with spiral deposits.

Vest, vest, n. An article of clothing covering the per-
son; an outer garment; any outer covering; a waist-
coat or body garment for men, without sleeves, and
worn under the coat.— v. t. To clothe with a gar-
ment, or as if with a garment ; to cover, surround,
or encompass closely ; to put in possession, furnish,
endow, invest. (Law.) To give an immediate fixed
right of present or future possession or enjoyment;
to place at the disposal of. — v. i. To come or de-
scend; to be fixed; to take effect, as a title or right —
Vest'ed,^ a. Not in a state of contingency or sus-
pension ; fixed. — Vesting, n. Cloth for vests ; a
vest pattern. — Vest'ment, n. A covering or gar-
ment ; some part of clothing or dress ; a dress ;

robe. — Vest'ure, ves'chur, n. A garment; robe ;

clothing; dress; apparel; vestment; habit; covering;
envelope. (Lavj.) The corn with which land was
covered. — Ves'try, -trT, n. A room appendant to a
church, in which the sacerdotal vestments and sa-

cred utensils are usually kept, and where parochial
meetings are held; a room or chapel connected with
a church, for prayer-meetings, Sunday-school, etc.

(Ch. of Eng.) An assembly of persons who manage

parochial affairs, — so called because held in a ves-
try. (Epis.Ch. Amer.) A committee chosen annually
by the parish, who, in conjunction with the church-
wardens, manage its temporal concerns.— Veslry-
rnan, n. ; pi. -men. (Epis. Ch.) One belonging to a
select number of persons in each parish, who manage
its temporal concerns.

Vestal, ves'tal, a. Of, or pert, to, Vesta, the goddess of
fire among the Romans, and a virgin; pure; chaste.

j

— 11. (jRom. Antiq.) .A virgin consecrated to Vesta,
and to the service of watching the sacred fire, which

|
was to be perpetually kept burning upon her altar.

Vestibule, ves'tT-bul, n. A covered porch or entrance
into a house; a passage, hall, or antechamber next
the outer doors; a lobby; porch; hall.

Vestige, veslii, n. The mark of the foot left on the
earth; a track or footstep; trace ; sign ; faint mark
of something which is no longer present or in exist-
ence; fragment or remains of something lost, per-
ished, or passed away.

Vestment. Vestry. Vesture, etc. See under Vest.
Vetch, vech, n. A leguminous plant, some species of
which are valuable for fodder. — Vetchling, a. A
small, leguminous plant; everlasting pea.

—

Vetch'y,
-I, a. Consisting of vetches or of pea straw ; a-
bounding with vetches.

Veteran, vefer-an, a. Long exercised in anything,
esp. in military life and the duties of a soldier. — n.

One who has been long exercised, etc.—Veferinary,
-Sr-I-na-rT, a. Pert, to the art of healing or treating
the diseases of domestic animals, as oxen, horses,
sheep, etc. — Vet'erinalian, -nalT-an, n. One
skilled in the diseases of cattle or domestic animals.

Veto, velo, n. ; pi. -toes, -toz. Any authoritative
prohibition ; esp. the power possessed by the execu-
tive branch of a government, as a king, president,
governor, etc., to negative a bill which has been
passed by the legislative branch of the government;
act of exercising this power; a message conveying a
negative, with reasons. — v. t. [vetoed (-tod) -TO-
ING.] To withhold assent to, esp. to a bill for a law,
and thus prevent its enactment; to forbid.

Vetturino, vet'too-re'no, n. In Italy, one who carries
travelers from one place to another in a vettura, or
4-wheeled carriage, at a price agreed on.

Vex, veks, v. t. [vexed (vekst), vexing.] To make
angry by little provocations ; to irritate, plague,
torment, harass, trouble ; to disturb, disquiet, agi-
tate, tease, provoke, afflict. — Vexa'tion, n. Act of
vexing, or state of being vexed; cause of trouble or
disquiet; a harassing by law; a vexing or troubling,
as by a malicious suit; irritation; chagrin; mortifica-
tion; uneasiness: affliction.— Vexalious, a. Caus-
ing vexation; disturbing or agitating to the mind;
causing disquiet; distressing; harassing; full of vex-
ation, trouble, or disquiet ; unsteady ; provoking ;

troublesome ; teasing ; irritating ; annoying.
Via. vi'a, adv. By the way of, as, via Boston. — Vi'-
a d u c t , m. A
structure of con-
siderable magni-
tude, "and usu-
ally of mason ry,

for carrying a
road or railroad
across a valley
orriver.—Viam'-
eter, -e-ter, n.

An instrument
for measuring Viaduct.

distances traveled over ; an odometer. — Viatic, a.

Of, or pert, to, a journey, or to traveling. — Viati-
cum, -T-kum, n. Provisions for a journey. (Rom.
Cath. Ch.) The communion or eucharist, given to

persons in their last moments.—Vi'able, vi'a-ble, a.

Capable of living; born alive in such a state of for-

mation as to be capable of living, as a new-born in-

fant or premature child.— Viability, -T-tT, n. Qual-
ity of being viable ; capacity of living after birth ;

capacity of living or being distributed over wide geo-
graphical limits.

Vial, vi'al, n. A small bottle, usually of glass ; a
phial. — v. t. [vialed (-aid), -aling.] To put in a
vial or vials.

Viameter. See under Via.
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Viand, vi'and, n. An article of food ; provision for
eating ; food ; victuals, — chiefly in pi.

Viatic, Viaticum. See under Via.
Vibrate, vi'brat, v. i. To move to and fro, or from

side to side, as a pendulum, an elastic rod, or a
stretched string, when disturbed from its position of
rest; to have the constituent particles move to and
fro, with alternate compression and dilation of parts,

as the air, or any elastic body ; to produce a vibra-

tory effect ; to pass from one state to another ; to

swing, oscillate, quiver, move rapidly to and fro, re-

sound, sound, — v. t. To brandish, move to and fro,

swing; to mark or measure by moving to and fro; to
affect with vibratory motion; to oscillate, cause to

quiver or move rapidly to and fro. — Vibralion, n.

Act of vibrating, or state of being vibrated, or in a
vibratory motion ; quick motion to and fro ; oscilla-

tion. — Vibratory, -to-ri, a. Consisting in vibra-
tion or oscillation ; vibrating ; causing to vibrate.

Vicar, vik'Sr, n. One who performs the functions of
another; a substitute. {Eng. Eccl. Law.) The priest

of a parish where the predial tithes have been impro-
priated.—Vic'arage, -er-ej, n. Benefice, or residence,
of a vicar. — Vica'rial, vi-ka'rf-al, a. Of, or pert,

to, a vicar; small. — Vica'riate, a. Having delega-
ted power, as a vicar; vicarious.

—

n. Delegated office

or power; vicarship; office or oversight of a vicar.—
Vica'rioua, -rY-us, a. Of, or pert, to, a vicar, substi-

tute, ordeputy; deputed; delegated; acting or suffer-

ing for another; performed or suffered in the place
of another ; substituted. — Vicaliously, adv. In a
vicarious manner; in the place of another; by sub-
stitution. — Vicissitude, vt-sislY-tud, n. Regular
change or succession from one thing to another ; al-

ternation; mutual succession; change; mutation, as
in human affairs.

Vice, vis, n. A defect; fault; blemish; imperfection;
a moral fault or failing ; esp., immoral conduct or
habit ; unworthy or undesirable custom ; crime

;

sin ; iniquity; wickedness ; a character or personage
in the old Eng. moralities, or moral dramas. — Vir-

cious, vish'us, a. Characterized by vice or defects;
addicted to vice ; corrupt in principles or conduct ;

lacking purity; not genuine or pure; not well tamed
or broken ; given to bad tricks ; wicked ; depraved ;

defective ; imperfect ; foul ; bad ; unruly ; refrac-

tory.— Vi'ciously, adv. — Vi'ciousness, n. — Vili-
ate, vish'I-at, v. t. To make vicious, faulty, or im-
perfect; to render defective; to cause to fail of effect,

wholly or in part ; to destroy, as the binding force
of an instrument or transaction; to corrupt, deprave,
defile, pollute, taint, contaminate. — Vitia'tion, n.

Act of, or state of being, etc.; depravation; corrup-
tion ; invalidation.— Vitioslty, -os'T-tT, n. Qual-
ity of being vicious ; corrupt state; depravation.

—

Vi'tious, a., Vi'tiously, adv., Viliousness, n. Same
as Vicious, Viciously, Viciousness.

Vice, Vise, vis, n. An instrument consisting of 2 jaws,
closing by a screw, etc., for hold-
ing work, as in filing, etc. — v. t.

[viced (vist), vicing.] To press
closely or squeeze with a vice, or as
if with a vice.

Vice, vis. A prefix used in composi-
tion, chiefly in words signifying
persons, and denoting one who acts
in the place of another, or who is

second in rank or authority. —
VKce, vi'se, prep. In the place of;
instead of. — Vicegerent, vis-je'-
rent, n. An officer deputed by a v -

superior, or by proper authority, to
exercise the powers of another; a lieutenant ; vicar.
— a. Having, or exercising, delegated powers. —
Vicegelency, -ren-sT, n. Office of a vicegerent

;

deputed power ; lieutenancy. — Viceloy, n. The
fovernor of a kingdom or country who rules as the
ing's substitute. — Viceroy'alty, -roi'al-tt, Vice'-

roysbip, n. Dignity, office, or jurisdiction of a vice-
roy. — Vice'-ad'miral, n. {Navy.) The 2d officer

in command, in Gr. Britain ; a naval officer of the
highest rank in U. S. A civil officer, in Gr. Britain,
appointed by the lords commissioners of the admi-
ralty for exercising admiralty jurisdiction within
their respective districts.—ad'miralty, n. Office

of a vice-admiral. chancellor, n. {Law.) An
officer next in rank to a chancellor. An officer in
a university, in Eng., annually elected to manage
the affairs in the absence of the chancellor. con

/r
-

sul, n. A subordinate officer, authorized to exer-
cise consular functions in some particular part of a
district, controlled by a consul. leg'ate, n. A
legate second in rank to, or acting in place of, an-
other legate.—presidency, n. Office of vice-pres-
ident.

—

president, n. An officer next in rank be-
low a president.—re'gal, a. Of, or pert, to, a vice-
roy or viceroyalty.

Vicinage, vis'T-nej, n. The place or places adjoining
or near ; neighborhood ; vicinity. —Viclnai, Vic'-
ine, -in, a. Near; neighboring. — Vicinity, vl-sin'-
T-tT, n. Quality of being near, or not remote ; near-
ness ; propinquity ; proximity ; that which is near,
or not remote ; that which is adjacent to anything ;

neighborhood; region immediately adjacent.
Vicious, etc. See under Vice.
Vicissitude. See under Vicar.
Victim, viklim, n. A living being sacrificed to some
deity, or in the performance of a religious rite ; a
person or thing destroyed or sacrificed in the pur-
suit of an object, or gratification of a passion ; a
person or living creature destroyed by, or suffering,

trievous injury; one who is caught or cheated; a
upe; gull.— Victimize, v. t. [-ized (-Izd), -izing.]
To make a victim of; to swindle.

Victor, vik'ter, n. One who gets the better of another
in any struggle; esp., one who conquers in war, or
defeats an enemy in battle ; conqueror ; winner ;

gainer. — a. Gaining the victory ; victorious.— Vic-
torious, -ri-us, a. Belonging or relating to victo-
ry, or a victor; having conquered in battle or con-
test ; having overcome an enemy ; producing con-
quest; emblematic of conquest; indicating victory;
triumphant; successful. — Vic'tory, -to-ri, n. The
defeat of an enemy in battle, or of an antagonist in
contest; advantage, su-
periority, or success
gained in any contest,
trial, struggle, or com-
petition; conquest; tri-

umph.— Victolia, -xX-

a, n. A kind of 4-

wheeled carriage, for 2
persons, with a driver's
seat. {Bot.) A gigantic
S. Amer. water-lily. - Victoria.

Vic'torine', -en', n. A lady's fur tippet; a fruit al-
lied to the peach.

Victuals, vitlz, n. pi. Food for human beings, pre-
pared for eating ; that which supports human life ;

provisions; meat; sustenance.

—

Victlial, vitl, v. t.

f-UALED (-Id), -ualing.] To supply with provisions
for sustenance, provide with food.—Vicfualer, vif-
lSr, >i. One who furnishes provisions; one who keeps
a house of entertainment.

Vide, vi'de, v. imper. See, — used to direct attention
to something. [L., imper. of videre, to see; see Vis-
ion.]— Videlicet, -deKY-set, adv. To wit; namely,— abbr. to viz.

Vidette, vY-def, n. Same as Vedette.
Vidual, vid'u-al, a. Of, or pert, to, the state of a wid-
ow; widowed.

Vie, vi, v. i. [vied (vld), vying.] To strive for supe-
riority, contend; endeavor to be equal or superior,

I

rival; to use emulous effort, as in a race, contest,
1 competition, rivalship, or strife.

View, vu, v. t. [viewed (vud), viewing.] To look at
with attention, or for the purpose of examining; to
behold, inspect, explore; to survey intellectually, ex-
amine with the mental eye, consider, behold, eye,
survey, — n. Act of seeing or beholding; sight; sur-
vey; mental survey; intellectual examination; reach
of "the sight; power of seeing; that which is beheld;
scene; display as apprehended by one who looks;
representation of a scene; a sketch; mode of looking
at or receiving anything; manner of apprehension;
that which is looked toward or kept in sight, as ob-
ject, aim, intention, purpose, design ; appearance ;

show.
Vigesimal, vi-jes'T-mal, a. Twentieth ; divided into,
or consisting of, 20s or 20 parts.— Viges'imo-quar'to,
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-kwawr'to, a. Composed of sheets so folded as to

make 24 leaves each, — said of books; written 24mo.
— ».. The size of a book thus made up; a book of
this size.

Vigil, vij'il, n. Abstinence from sleep; sleeplessness;
watch; watching or waking lor religious exercises;
the evening before any feast: a religious service
?ierformed in the evening preceding a holiday; a
ast observed on the day preceding a holiday; a
wake. — Vig'ilance, -l-lans, n. State or quality of
being vigilant; forbearance of sleep; watchtulness;
caution ; guard ; watch. — Vig'ilant, a. Attentive
to discover and avoid danger, or to provide for safe-

ty; circumspect; ever on the alert; watchful.
Vignette, vin-yef, n. {Arch.) A running ornament
of vine-leaves and tendrils, used in Gothic architec-
ture. A capital letter in ancient manuscripts, sur-
rounded with vine-like nourishes. (Print.) Former-
ly, any kind of printers' ornaments, as heads, flow-
ers, and tail-pieces; more recently, any wood-cut,
engraving, etc., not inclosed within a definite bor-
der, esp. when small and with rounded corners.

Vigor, vig'er, n. Active strength or force of body;
physical force; strength of mind; intellectual force;
strength or force in animal or vegetable nature; en-
ergy ; efficacy. — Vig'orous, -er-us, a. Possessing
vigor; full of physical strength or active force; ex-
hibiting strength, either of body or mind; powerful;
strong.

Viking, vi'king, n. A freebooter or sea-robber in one
of the pirate bands of Northmen, who plundered
the coasts of Europe in the 8th and 9th centuries.

Vile, vll, a. Humble; low; despicable; morally base
or impure; depraved by sin; hateful in the sight of
God and men; mean ; bad; sinful; wicked.— Vile'

r
-

ly, adv. In a vile manner; basely: meanly; shame-
fully; in a cowardlv manner. — Vile'ness, n. — ViK-
ify, -T-fi, v. t. [-FiED (-fid), -fying.] To attempt to
degrade by slander; to debase, defame, revile, abuse,
traduce. — VilTfica'tion, n. Act of vilifying or de-
faming.

Villa, vil'la, n. ; pi. -las, -laz. A country-seat; coun-
try residence, usually of a wealthy person. — ViK-
lage, -lej, n. A small inhabited place; an assemblage
of houses in the country, less than a town or city,
and inhabited chiefly by farmers and laboring peo-
ple; hamlet. — Villager, n. An inhabitant of a vil-

lage. — Villafic, a. Of, or pert, to, a village.—ViK-
lain, -lin, h. (Feudal Law.) A feudal tenant of the
lowest class: a bondman or servant. A vile, wicked
gerson; deliberate scoundrel : designing rascal ;

nave; scamp; profligate.—Villainous, -lin-us, -lan-
ous, a. Suited to, or like a villain; proceeding from
extreme depravity ; sorry ; mean ; mischievous ;

wicked; base; depraved; rascally; vile; infamous.—
Vil'lainy, -lany, -lin-T, n. Quality of being a villain,

or villainous; extreme depravity; atrocious wicked-
ness; depraved or infamous talk; the net of a vil-

lain; deed of deep depravity; crime. — Vil'lanage,
-lenage, -lan-ej, n. State of a villain; tenure . n con-
dition of doing the meanest services for the lord.

Villi, villi, n. pi. (Anat.) Minute papillary elevations
on animal membranes, giving them
a velvety appearance. (Bo'.) Fine
hairs on plants. —Villiform, -1T-

f6rm, a. Having the form or appear-
ance of villi; like close-set fibers,

either hard or soft. — Villose, -los',

Villous, -lus, a. (Bot.) Abounding
or covered with fine hairs, or woolly
substance ; nappy. (Anat.) Fur-
nished with fine, fibril-like projec-
tions over a surface ; downy, — as,

the villous coat of the stomach.
Viminal, vim'T-nal, a. Pert, to, con-

sisting of, or producing, twigs. —
Vimin'eous, -e-us, a. Made of, or Villous Mem-
producing, twigs or shoots. brane.

Vinaceous. See under Vine.
Vinaigrette. See Vinegar, under Vine.
Vincible, vin'sT-bl, a. Capable of being overcome or
subdued: conquerable. — Vin'cibleness, -cibillty,
n. State or quality of being, etc.

Vinculum, vink'u-lum, n. ; pi. -la. A bond of union.
(Math.) A straight, horizontal mark placed over sev-

eral members of a compound quantity, which are to
be subjected to the same operation.

Vindemial. See under Vine.
Vindicate, vin'dY-kat, v. t. To defend with success,
prove to be just or valid ; to support or maintain as
true or correct, against denial, censure, or objections;
to maintain (a law or a cause) by overthrowing ene-
mies ; to assert, defend, justify. — Vindication, n.
Act of vindicating, or state of being vindicated

j

claim; defense; support, as by proof, legal process,
etc. — Vin'dica'tive, -tiv, a. Tending to vindicate;
vindicating.— Vin'dica'tor, n. One who, etc.— Vin-
dicatory, -to-rT, a. Tending to vindicate; justifica-
tory, inflicting punishment; avenging; punitory.—
Vindic'tive, -uik'tiv, a. Given to revenge; revenge-
ful.

Vine, vin, n. The plant from which wine is made;
the woody, climbing plant, that produces grapes;
a climbing or trailing plant with a long slender
stem ; a creeper. — Vin'y, vTn'i, a. Pert, to, or
abounding in, vines; producing grapes. — Vi'noua,
-mis, a. Having the qualities of wine ; pert, to
wine. [L. vinostis.]— Vina'ceous, -shus, a. Pert, to
wine or grapes ; wine-colored. — Vine'-dress'er, n.
One who dresses, prunes, or cultivates vines. —
-fret'ter, n. A small insect that injures vines; an
aphis.—saw'fly, n. An insect which destroys grape-
vines.— Vin'ery, -er-T, n. A structure, usually in-
closed with glass, for rearing vines. — Vine'yard,
vineyard, n. An inclosure or yard for grape-vines;
a plantation of vines producing grapes. — Vint'age,
-ej, n. The produce, in grapes or in wine, of the
vine for the season; time of gathering the crop of
grapes. — Vint'ager, n. One who gathers the vint-
age. — Vinde'mial, -mT-al, a. Pert, to a vintage.

-

Vint'ner, ?/. One who deals in wine. — Viu'egar,
-e-ger, n. An acid liquid obtained from wine, cider,
beer, etc., by the acetous fermentation, and used as
a condiment ; dilute acetic acid ; anything sour,

—

used also metaphorically. — Vin'aig'rette', vin'a-
gref, n. A sauce, of which vinegar, oil, etc., are in-
gredients; a small box, or bottle, used as a smelling-
bottle, for holding aromatic vinegar, or smelling-
salts. — Vin-ordinaire, vaN'Sr-de-nar', n. A cheap
claret, commonly used in France as a table wine.

Vingt-et-un, vaufa-a-K', n. A game at cards, for any
number of players, each of whom seeks to obtain
cards that make up, when added together, 21, or a
number near to it.

Viol, vi'ol, n. (Mas.) A stringed musical instrument
iormerly in use. of the same
form as the violin, but larger.

[The name is now applied as a
general term to designate in-

struments of the violin kind,
as tenor viol, base-viol, etc.]

(Kant.) A large rope some-
times used in weighing an-
chor. — Vi'ola, -o-l a, n. An
instrument resembling the
violin, but somewhat larger,

and l-3th lower in compass.
— VPolin', -o-lin'', n. An in-
strument with 4 strings,

played with a bow : a fiddle.
— Vi'olin'ist. n. A player on
a violin. — Vi'olist, n. A play-
er on the viol; a violinist.—
Vi'oloncel'lo, ve'o-lon-cheKlo
or -sel'lo, n. A bass-viol of 4
strings, or a bass-violin with
long, large strings, giving
sounds aii octave lower than
the tenor violin. — Vi'oloncel'-
list, n. One who plays on the violoncello.— Violo'ne,
ve'o-lo'na, n. The* largest instrument of the bass-
viol kind, having strings tuned an octave below
those of the violoncello.

Violaceous. See under Violet.
Violate, vi'o-lat, v. t. To treat in a violent manner,
abuse, injure ; to do violence to (anything that
should be held srered or respected); to commit rape
on, ravish : to disturb, interrupt, infringe, trans-
gress, break, profane, desecrate, dishonor, outrage,
deflour, debauch. — Vi'olable, a. Capable of being

Violin.
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violated. — Viola'tion, n. Act of violating, or state

of being violated; interruption, as of sleep or peace;
Infringement; transgression; non-observance; prof-
anation or contemptuous treatment of sacred things;
ravishment ; rape. — Vi'ola'tive, a. Violating, or
tending to violate. — Vi'ola'tor, w. One who vio-

lates, injures, interrupts, or disturbs; one who in-

fringes or transgresses; one who profanes, or treats

with irreverence; one who debauches; a ravisher.
— Violence, -lens, n. Quality of being violent

;

highly excited action, whether physical or moral;
vehemence; injury done to that which is entitled to

respect, reverence or observance ; unjust force ; in-

fraction; infringement; transgression; oppression;
ravishment; rape. — Vi'olent, a. Moving or acting
with physical strength; excited by strong feeling or
passion; committing outrage; breaking law or right;

produced or effected byforce; fierce; vehement; out-

rageous; boisterous; turbulent; furious; impetuous;
passionate; severe; extreme; unnatural; abnormal.
— Violently, adv.

Violet, vi'o-let, n. (Bot.) A plant and flower of
many species : they are generally low, herbaceous
plants, and the flowers of many of the species are of
6ome shade of blue. A bluish purple color, as seen
in the violet, being one of the 7 primary colors of the
solar spectrum: see Light. — a. Bluish purple or
dark blue, inclining to red; red and blue combined.
— Viola'ceous, -shus, a.

Of the color of violets.

Violin, Violoncello, Vio-
lone, etc. See under
Viol.

Viper, vi'per,n. A poison-
ous serpent of several
species; any venomous
snake; a malignant per-
son.— Vi'penne, -in, a.
Of, or pert, to, etc.— viper,

Vi'perous, -us, a. Having the qualities of a viper;
malignant; venomous.

Virago, vi-ra'go, n. ; pi. -goes, -goz. A woman of ex-
traordinary stature, strength, and courage; a female
warrior ; a bold, impudent, turbulent woman ; a
termagant; vixen.

Virelay, vYr'e-la, n. An ancient French song, or short
poem, wholly in 2 rhymes, and composed in short
lines, with a refrain.

Virescent. See under Verdant.
Virgate. Sec under Verge, n.

Virgin, vSr'jin, n. A female of unspotted purity; a
female who has had no sexual connection with a
male; one (male or female) of inviolable chastity; a
maiden. — a. Chaste; pure; undefiled; fresh: new;
becoming a virgin; maidenly; modest; indicating
modesty. —Virginity, -Y-tY, n. The state or quality
of a virgin; maidenhood. —Virago, n. (Astron.) A
sign of the zodiac which the sun enters about Au-
gust 21st; a constellation of the zodiac, now occupy-
ing: chiefly the sign Libra. — Vir'ginal, -jin-al, n.
(Mus) An instrument formerly in use, somewhat
resembling the spinet, but having a rectangular
form, like the small piano-forte.

Viridescence, Viridity, Viridneas, etc. See under Ver-
dant.

Virile, vfril or vtrll, a. Of, or pert, to, a man. in the
sense of the male sex; masculine; manly.— Virility,
vl- or vY-rYKY-tY, n. Quality of being virile; man-
hood; manly_character; power of procreation.

Virtue, vgr'choo, n. Active quality or power; strength;
force; efficacy; natural excellence; worth; moral ex-
cellence; morality; uprightness ; a particular moral
excellence; female chastity ; virginity; purity; one
of the orders of the celestial hierarchy.— Cardinal
virtues. See under Cardinal. — In or by v. of.
Through the force of; by authority of . — Virt'uous,
-choo-us, a. Possessing or exhibiting virtues; show-
ing moral virtue or excellence; excellent; good;
blameless; morally right; righteous; chaste: pure,— applied to women.— Virt'ual. a. Being in essence
or effect, not in fact. — Virt'ually, adv. In a vir-
tual manner ; in efficacy or effect only. — Virtu,
-too'', n. A love of the hne arts; a taste for curiosi-
ties; objects of art or antiquitv, taken collectively.
—Virtuo'so, -tod-o'so, n. ; E. pi. -o'sos, -soz, It. pi.

-o'si, -o'se. One devoted to virtu, or skilled in the
fine arts, antiquities, curiosities, etc.

Virus, vi'rus, n. {Med.) Contagious or poisonous
matter, as of specific ulcers, the bite of snakes, etc.;
the special contagion of a disease ; the spirit, aim,
or drift of anything injurious, esp. anything of a
moral nature.—Vir'ulent, vYr'oo-lent, a. Extremely
poisonous or venomous; very active in doing injury;
very bitter in enmity; malignant: rancorous; bitter;
spiteful. — Vir'ulence, -lency, -len-sl, n. Quality of
being virulent; injurious activity ; poisonousness ;

acrimony of temper ; extreme bitterness or malig-
nity.

Vis, vis, n. Force ; power. [L.] — Vis inertiee. The
resistance of matter, as when a body at rest is set in
motion, or body in motion is brought to rest, or has
its motion changed either in direction or in velocity;
inertness ; inactivity. — V. mortua. (Mech.) Dead
force; force doing no work, but only producing pres-
sure. — V. viva. {Mech.) Living force ; the force
of a body moving against resistance, or doing work,
disting. from vis mortua, or dead force.

Visa. See Vise under Vision.
Visage, viz'ej, n. The face, countenance, or look of
a person, or of other animals,— chiefly applied to
human beings.— Vis'aged, -ejd, a. Having a visage
or countenance.— Vis-a-vis, ve'za-ve', n. One who
or that which, is opposite, or face to face with, an-
other; a carriage in which 2 persons sit face to face.

Viscera, vis'er-a, n. (Anat.) The contents of the
great cavities of the body, as of the head, tho-
rax, and esp. of the abdomen; bowels. — Vis'ceral,
a. Of, or pert, to, the viscera. — Vis'cus, n.; pi.

-cera. {Anat.) One of the organs contained in the
great cavities of the body; anyone of the contents
of the cranium, thorax,_or abdomen ; — chiefly in
the pi. — Vis'cerate, -er-at, v. t. To deprive of the
entrails or viscera, eviscerate, embowel.— Vis'cid,
-sid, a. Sticking or adhering, and having a ropy or
glutinous consistency ; semi-fluid and sticky ; glu-
tinous ; adhesive; sticky; tenacious.— Viscidity,
-sid'Y-tY, n. Quality of being viscid; glutinousness;
tenacity; stickiness; that which is viscid; glutinous
concretion. —Vis^cous, -kus, a. Adhesive or sticky,
and having a ropy or glutinous consistency; clam-
my; sticky; adhesive; tenacious.— Viscosity, -kos'-
Y-tY, n. Quality of being viscous; viscidity.

Viscount, vi'kownt, n. (O. Eng. Law.) An officer
who formerly supplied the place of the count or earl.

In Eng., a nobleman next in rank below an earl; his
degree or title of nobility. — Vis'countess, n. The
lady of a viscount; a peeress of the 4th order.—Vis'-
county, n. The quality and office of a viscount.

Viscous, Viscus. See under Viscera.
Vise, vis, n. A smith's instrument. See Vice.
Vis 4, Visible, etc. See under Vision'.
Vision, vizh'un, n. Act of seeing external objects;
actual sight; faculty of seeing; that which is seen;
an ohiect of sight; esp., that which is seen otherwise
than by the rational eye; an apparition: phantom;
something imaginary; a creation of fancy.— v. t.

[visioned (-und), -ioning.] To see in vision ; to
dream. — Visionary, -a-rY, a. Affected by phan-
toms; disposed to receive impressions on the imagi-
nation ; given to reverie ; existing in imagination
only ; having no solid foundation ; fanciful ; fan-
tastic; unreal. — n. One whose imagination is dis-

turbed; one who forms impracticable schemes.—
Visit, vizlt, v. t. To go or come to see for pur-
poses of friendship, business, curiosity, etc.; to call

upon ; to attend ; to go or come to see for inspec-
tion, examination, correction of abuses, etc.; to ex-
amine; to come to for the purpose of chastising, re-

warding, comforting, etc.; to appear before or judge.
— v. i. To keep up the interchange of civilities and
salutations. — n. Act of visiting, or going to see a
person or thing; a brief stay (usually longer than a
cnll) of business, friendship, ceremony, or curiosity;
act of going to view or inspect; official or formal in-

spection; examination ; visitation. — Visitable, a.

Liable or subject to be visited or inspected. — Vis'-
itant, n. One who visits ; one who goes or comes to

see another.— Visitalion, n. Act of, or state of be-

ing, etc.: access for inspection or examination; com-
munication of divine favor and goodness, or, more
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usually, of divine wrath and vengeance; retribution'
a church festival in honor of the visit of the Virgin
Mary to Elizabeth, celebrated July 2d.— Visite, ve-
zef, n. A light cape or short cloak of silk or lace
worn by ladies in summer. — Visitor, -it-er, n. One
who visits, or who comes or goes to see another;
a superior, or person authorized to visit a corpora-
tion, or any institution, for the purpose of seeing that
the laws, regulations, etc., are observed.—Visitolial,
-o'rf-al, a. Belonging to a judicial visitor or super-
intendent. — Vise\ ve-zal Vi'sa, ve'za, n. An in-

dorsement made by the police officers of certain
countries in Europe, on a passport, denoting that it

has been examined, and that the person who bears it

is permitted to proceed on his journey.— v. t. [visaed
(-zadO or -saed (-zad

/P

); viseing or -saing.] To ex-
amine and indorse (a passport).— Visible, -T-bl, a.
Perceivable bythciye; to be seen; perceptible; in
view; noticeable; apparent; open; conspicuous.—
Vislbleness, -ibillty, -I-tt, n. State or quality of
being visible.— Visibly, adv.— Visor, viz'er or vi'-
zgr, n. A part of a helmet, perforated for the pur-
pose of seeing through; a mask used to disfigure and
disguise; the forepiece of a cap, projectingover and
protecting the eyes.— Vis'ored, -erd, o. Wearing a
visor; masked; disguised. — Vis'ta, -ta, n. ; pi. -tas,
-taz. A view, esp. a distant view, through or oetween
intervening objects, as trees ; trees or other things
that form an avenue. — Vislial, vizh'u-al, a. Be-
longing or relating to, sight; used in sight.— Visual
angle. {Opt.) The angle formed at the eye by the
rays of light coming from the extremities of the ob-
ject. — V. point. A point in the horizontal line in
which the visual rays unite.— V. ray. A line of light
supposed to come to the eye from a point of the ob-
ject seen.

Visne, ven or ve'ne, n. Neighborhood; venue, q. v.
Visor, Vista, Visual. See under Vision.
Vital, vilal, a. Belonging or relating to life, either
animal or vegetable; contributing or necessary to
life; containing life; living; being the seat of life,

or that on which life depends; very necessary; high-
ly important; essential; immediate; absolute.— Vi'-
tals, -talz n. pi. Parts of animal bodies essential to
life, such as the viscera dependent upon the great
sympathetic nerve; the part essential to life, or to a
sound state. — Vi'tally, adv. In a vital manner; so
as to give life; essentially.— Vitality, -tal'T-tt, n.
State or quality of being vital; the principle of life;

animation.— Vi'talize, v. t. [-ized (-izd), -izing.]
To make vital or alive; to give life to.

Vitellary, vit'el-la-rT, n. The place where the yolk
of an egg swims in the white.

Vitiate, Vitiosity, etc. See under Vice, a defect.
Vitreous, vitle-us, a. Of, pert, to, derived from, con-

sisting of, or resembling, glass.— Vitreous electricity.

The kind of electricity excited by rubbing glass with
certain substances, as disting. fr. that developed by
the friction of resinous substances, — called also pos-
itive electricity. — Vit'reousness, n.— Vitres'cence,
n. State or quality of being vitreous; quality of be-
ing capable of conversion into glass. — Vitres'cent,
-sent, a. Capable of being formed into glass; tend-
ing to become glass. — Vitlify, -rt-fi, v. t. [-fied
(-fid), -fying.] To convert into glass by fusion, or
the action of heat. — v. i. To become glass; to be
converted into glass.— Vitrifac'tion, -rt-fak'shun,
n. Act, process, or operation of vitrifying, or of con-
verting into glass by heat.—Vitrifact'ure, -fak'chur,
n. The manufacture of glass and pottery. — Vifri-
fi'able, a. Capable of being, etc.— Vit'rificalion, n.

Vitrifaction. — Vit'riform, -f6rm, a. Having the
form or appearance of glass ; resembling glass.—
Vit'riol, -rt-ol, n. (Chem.) A soluble sulphate of
any of the metals; sulphuric acid. — Oil of vitriol.

Concentrated sulphuric or vitriolic acid,— popularly
so called, because, like oil, when poured from one
vessel into another, it makes no noise. —Bine vitriol.

Sulphate of copper. — Green v. Copperas; sulphate
of iron.— White v. Sulphate of zinc. — Vitliolate,
-rt-o-iat. -idolize, -ri-ol-Iz, v. t. To convert into a vit-

riol.—Vitriolic, a. Pert, to vitriol; having the qual-
ities of vitriol, or obtained from it. — Vit?-iolic acid.
(Chem.) Sulphuric acid; oil of vitriol.

Vituline. See under Veal.

Vituperate, vi-tu'per-at, v. t. To find fault with,
overwhelm with abuse, censure.— Vitu'pera'tion,
n. Act of vituperation ; abuse ; severe censure ;

blame. — Vituperative, -per-a-tiv, a. Uttering or
writing censure; abusive.

Vivacious, Vivandiere, Vivary, etc. See under Vivid.
Vivid, vivid, a. True to the life; exhibiting the ap-
Eearance of life or freshness ; animated ; forming
rilliant images, or painting in lively colors; lively;

clear; lucid; bright; intense; quick; sprightly; spir-
ited; active. — Vividly, adv. In a vivid manner;
with life; with brightness; in bright colors; with an-
imated exhibition to the mind. — Vividness, n. —
Viva'cious, vi-va'shus, n. Sprightly in temper or
conduct; active; animated; sportive; gay; merry; jo-
cund ; light-hearted. — Viva'ciousness, Vivacity,
-vas'I-tl, n. Life; spiritedness; sprightliness of tem-
per or behavior; air of life and activity. — Vivify,
-I-fi, v. t. [-fied (-fid), -fying.] To endue with life,

quicken, animate.—Viviflc, Viviflcal, vi-viflk-al,
a. Giving life; reviving; enlivening. — Viviflcate,
-I-kat, v. t. To vivify. — Viv'ifica'tion, n. Act of,
or state of being, etc.; restoration of life; revival.—
Viv'iflca'tive, -tiv, a. Able to vivify, animate, or
give life. — Vivip'arous, vi-vip'a-rus, a. Producing
young in a living state, as all mammals.— Vivisec-
tion, n. The dissection or experimental cutting, etc.,
of an animal while alive, for the purpose of making
physiological investigations. — Vivandiere, ve-voN'-
de-ar', n. A female sutler. —Viva'rium, -vall-um,
Vi'vary, -va-rt, n. A place artificially arranged for
keeping or raising living animals.

Vixen, viVsn, n. A she-fox; a cross, ill-tempered
woman. — Vix'enly, a. Having the qualities of a
vixen.

Viz, for vY-del'Y-set, but usually spoken namely. To
wit; that is; namelyL [See Videlicet under Vide.]

Vizier, viz'ygr or vY-zer', n. A councilor of state ; a
high executive officer in Turkey and other Oriental
countries.—Grand Vizier. The chief minister of the
Turkish empire.

Vocal, vo'kal, a. Having a voice; uttered or modula-
ted by the voice ; of, or pert, to, a vowel or voice-
sound; also, spoken with tone, intonation, and reso-
nance; sonant, — said of certain articulate sounds.

—

Vocal chords or cords. (Ano.t.) Two thick and strong
fibrous bands in the larynx, covered externally by a
thin and delicate mucous membrane, and specially
concerned with the formation of sound : see Larynx.— V. music. Music made by the voice, disting. fr. iV
strumental music. — Vo'cafiy, adv. In a vocal man-
ner; with voice; orally; in words; verbally.—VocaK-
ic, a. Consisting of the voice, or vowel sounds. —
Vo'calist, n. A singer, or vocal musician, as opp. to
an instrumental performer. — Vocallty, -Y-tT, n.

Qualitv of being vocal; utterableness; resonance.

—

Vo'calize, v. t. [-ized (-Izd), -izing.] To form into
voice, make vocal or sonant; to practice singing on
the vowel sounds. — Vo'caliza'tion, n. Act of vocal-
izing; formation and utterance of vocal sounds. —
Voc'ule, vokUl, n. A faint or feeble sound, as that
heard on separating the lips in pronouncing p, t, or
k. — Vo'cable, -ka-bl, n. A word; term; name; esp.,

a word considered as composed of certain sounds or
letters, without regard to its meaning.—Vocab'ulary,
-u-la-rl, n. A list or collection of words arranged in
alphabetical order and explained; sum or stock of
words employed. — Voca'tion, n. Call; summons;
citation; esp., designation to a particular state or pro-
fession; destined or appropriate employment; call-

ing; trade; profession; occupation; designation; des-
tination. (Theol.) The bestowment of God's distin-

guishing grace upon a person or nation, by which
that person or nation is put in the way of salvation.

—Voc'ative, -a-tiv, a. Relating to, or used in, call-

ing or address,— said of that case of the noun, pro-

noun, or adjective, in which a person or thing is ad-
dressed.— n. (Gram.) The case in which a word is

put when the person or thing is addressed.— Vocif''-

erate, -sif'er-at, v. i. To cry out with vehemence,
exclaim, shout, clamor. — v. t. To utter with a loud
voice, bellow, bawl, roar, hoot, clamor.— Vocif'era -'-

tion, n. Act of vociferating; a violent outcry; excla-

mation: clamor; bawling; Dellowing.— Vociferous,
-er-us, a. Making a loud outcry; clamorous; noisy.
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— Voice, vois, n. Sound or audible noise uttered by
the mouth; utterance; the tone or sound emitted by
anything; intonated quality of utterance, as disting.

fr.'mere breath sound; mode of speaking, singing,
or otherwise producing sound; distinctive character
or quality of tone; language; words; expression; sig-

nification of feeling or opinion; opinion or choice
expressed; a vote

;

"command, precept, —chiefly in
Scriptural language. {Gram.) A group of inflec-

tions constituting that form of a verb, by means of
which the relation of the subject of the affirmation
to the action expressed by the verb is indicated.— v.

t. [voiced (voist), voicing.] To fit for producing the
proper sounds; to regulate the tone of.—Active voice.

(Gram.) That form of the verb by which its subject
is represented as the agent or doer of the action ex-
pressed by it. — Middle v. That form of the verb by
which its subject is represented as both the agent, or
doer, and the object of the action, that is, as per-

forming some act to or upon himself .— Passive v.

That form of the verb by which its subject is repre-
sented as the object, or person affected by the action.
— Voiced, voistj». a. Furnished with a voice.—
Voiceless, a. Having no voice; dumb.

Vodka, vod'ka, n. A Russian intoxicating drink, dis-

tilled from rye.
Vogue, vog, n. Temporary mode, custom, or practice;

popular reception,— used now exclusively as part of
the phrase in vogve.

Voice, etc. See under Vocal.
Void, void, a. Vacant; empty; not occupied; being
without; destitute; free; having no incumbent; un-
occupied; having no legal or binding force; null; not
sufficient to produce its effect; unsubstantial; vain.
— n. An empty space; a vacuum; emptiness.— v. t.

To make or leave vacant or empty; to quit, leave; to
throw, emit, or send out; to evacuate; to render of
no validity or effect; to vacate, annul. — Void'able,
a. Capable of being voided or evacuated. (Law.)
Capable of being adjudged void, invalid, and of no
force ; capable of being avoided. — Void'ance, -ans,

n. Act of voiding or emptying; ejection; esp., ejec-

tion from a benefice ; state of being void; vacancy,
as of :in incumbent in a benefice. — Void'er, n. One
who, or that which, voids, or empties, vacates, or an-
nuls; a tray, or basket, used to receive or convey that
which is voided or cleared away from a given place.
— Void'ness, n. State or quality of being void; emp-
tiness; vacuity; destitution; nullity; inefificacy.

Volant, volant, a. Passing through the air upon
wings, or as if upon wings ; flying ; passing from
place to place ; current; nimble ; light and quick;
active; rapid.— VoKatile, -a-til, a. Capable of wast-
ing away, or of easily passing into the aeriform state;

lively; gay; full of spirit; airy; fickle ; apt to change.
—Vol,atileness,-til,ity,-til/ I-tT,»i. Quality of being
volatile; disposition to exhale or evaporate; great
sprightliness; mutability; lightness; giddiness; lev-
ity; fickleness. — VoKatilize, v. t. [-ized (-lzd),.-iz-

ing.] To render volatile, cause to exhale or evapo-
rate.— Vol'atiFiza'tion, n. Act or process of volatil-

izing, or rendering volatile. —Vole, vol, n. A deal at

cards that draws
all the tricks.
(Zobl.) A rodent

• animal of many
terrestrial and
aquatic species,
of or allied to the
rat and mouse
families, and in-

cluding the water
rat and meadow
mouse.— Volee, ^ ,

vc-la', n. (Mus.) Vole -

A rapid flight of notes.— Vol- or Vole-au-vent, vol-o-
von/, n. (Cookery.) A light puffed paste, which is

- filled, after baking, with a ragout of minced sweet-
breads, chicken, game, or fish. — Volley, voKlt, n.;
pi. -leys, -liz. A flight of missiles; the discharge of
many small arms at once; an explosive burst or emis-
sion of many things at once.—v. t. [volleyed (-lid),

-leying.] To discharge with a volley.— v. i. To be
thrown out or discharged at once; to be discharged
in a volley, or as if in a volley.

Volcano, vol-ka'no, n. ;pl. -noes, -n5z. A conical hill
or mountain having a crater from which lava, steam,
sulphureous gases, etc., are ejected.— Volcanic, a.
Of, or pert, to, a volcano, or to volcanoes; produced
by a volcano; changed or affected by the heat of a
volcano.— VoKcanist, Vul'canist, n. One versed in
the history and phenomena of volcanoes; one who
believes in the effects of eruptions of fire in the for-
mation of mountains. — Vulca'nian, -nT-an, a. Of,
or pert, to, Vulcan, or to works in iron or other met-
als.— VuPcaniza'tion, n. Art or process of impart-
ing new properties to caoutchouc by causing it to
combine with sulphur, — as invented by C. Good-
year, of New York.—Vul'canize, v. t. [-ized (-Izd),
-izing.] To change the properties of (caoutchouc,
or India-rubber), by vulcanization.—VuVcanite, -it,

n. Same as Ebonite, q. v. under Ebony.
Vole, Volee. See under Volant.
Volition, vo-lisb/un, n. Act of willing or choosing ;

exercise of the will; power of willing or determin-
ing; choice; preference; determination; purpose.—
VoFuntary, -un-ta-rY, a. Proceeding from the will

;

produced in or by an act of choice; unconstrained
by the interference of another; of his or its own ac-
cord; spontaneous; done by design or intention; pur-
posed ; intended ; subject to, or regulated by, the
will; endowed with the power of willing. (Law.)
Free; without compulsion; without consideration ;

gratuitous.— n. (Mus.) A piece played by a musi-
cian often extemporarily, according to his fancy ;

now generally used to indicate the organ-playing at
the opening of church service.—Voluntarily, -ta-rt-

11, adv. Voluntariness, n. — Volunteer', -teV, n.
One who enters into any service of his own free will.
(Mil.) One who enters into service voluntarily, but
when in service is subject to discipline and regula-
tions like other soldiers. (Law.) One to whom a
conveyance is made without valuable consideration.— a. Entering into service of free will^composed of
volunteers. — v. t. [volunteered (-terd'), -teer-
ing.] To offer or bestow voluntarily, or without so-
licitation or compulsion.— v. i. To enter into any
service of one's free will, without solicitation or com-
pulsion.— Volupfuous, vo-lup'choo-us, a. Full of
delight or pleasure; ministering to sensual gratifica-
tion; exciting sensual desire; sensual; given to the
enjoyments of luxury and pleasure.— Volupt'uary,
-choo-a-rt, n. A voluptuous person; one who makes
his own bodily enjoyment his chief object or care;
sensualist; epicure.

—

a. Addicted to, or affording,
pleasure.

Volley. See under Volant.
Voltaic, vol-ta'ik, a. Pert, to, originated by, or named

after Alessandro Volta, an Italian philosopher, who
first devised apparatus for developing electric cur-
rents by chemical action and established this branch
of electric science; pert, to voltaism, or voltaic elec-
tricity.— Voltaic battery. An ap-
paratus, consisting of a series of
plates or pieces of dissimilar met-
als, as copper and zinc, arranged
in pairs, and subjected to the ac-
tion of a saline or acid solution,
by which a current of electricity
is generated whenever the 2 poles,

or ends of the series, are connect-
ed by a conductor; a galvanic bat-

tery. See Galvanic Battery.—
V. electricity. That form of elec-

tricity which is developed by
chemical action, as in a voltaic
pile or battery; galvanism.— V.
pile. The form of battery devised
by Volta, consisting of a column
of successive pairs of metallic
disks, as silver and zinc, with
moistened cloth between the 2
contiguous pairs.—VoKtaism.-ta-
izm, n. That form of electricity
developed by chemical action be-
tween metals and liquids ; the
branch of science which treats of
this form of electricity. — called
also galvanism.— Voltam'eter, -e-

t£r, n. An instrument for meas-

Voltameter.

brass bar; d, d,
platina wires.
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uring the voltaic electricity passing through it, by its

effect in decomposing water. — Volt, volt, n. The
standard unit of electrical tension, or electro-motive
force.

Voltigeur, vol'te-zher', n. A leaper; vaulter. (3Iil.)

A light infantry soldier, disting. fr. a grenadier.
Voluble, vol'u-bl, a. Easily rolling or turning; rota-

ting; apt to roll; moving with ease and smoothness
in uttering words; of rapid speech; fluent. — Vol'u-
bU'ity, n. State or quality of being voluble; aptness
to roll; act of rolling; fluency of speech. — Vol'ubly,
adv. In a voluble, rolling, or fluent manner.— Vol'-
ume, -um, n. Orig. a roll; scroll; a book; tome; esp.,

that part of an extended work which is bound up
together in one cover; anything of a rounded or
swelling form; a contortion; whirl; dimensions;
compass ; space occupied, as measured by cubic
inches, feet, yards, etc. (31vs.) Power, fullness,
quantity, or caliber of voice or tone.— Volu'minous,
-mT-nus, a. Consisting of many coils or complica-
tions; of great volume or bulk; large; extensive;
bulky; having written much, or made many or bulky
volumes; copious; diffuse.— Voluminously, adv. In
a voluminous manner; in many volumes; very co-
piously. — Volu'minousness, n. — Volute', -lut', n.

Volutes of Ionian and Corinthian Capitals.

(Arch.) A kind of spiral scroll used in the Ionic,
Corinthian, and Composite capitals.— VoPumet'ric,
a. (Analytical Chem.) Of, pert, to, or performed by
measured volumes of standard solutions of re-agents.

Voluntary, Volunteer, Voluptuous, etc. See under
Volition.

Volute. See under Voluble.
Vomit, vomit, v. i. To eject the contents of the stom-
ach by the mouth; to puke, spew. — v. t. To throw
up, disgorge, puke; to eject from amr hollow place;
to belch forth, emit. — n. The matter ejected from
the stomach. (3Iccl.) An emetic—Black vomit. (Med.)
A copious vomiting of dark-colored matter, resem-
bling coffee grounds, — one of the most fatal symp-
toms of yellow fever.—Vomi'tion, -mish'un, n. Act
or power of vomiting. — Vomitive, -T-tiv, a. Caus-
ing the ejection of matter from the stomach; emetic.— Vomitory, -T-to-rT, a. Procuring vomiting; caus-
ing to eject from the stomach; emetic; vomitive.— ?;.

An emetic; a vomit; a principal door or entrance of
a large building, as of an amphitheater. — Vomica,
-Y-ka, n. (Med.) An abscess in the lungs; an abscess
in other soft, spongy organs.— Vomlc-nut, n. Same
as Nux vomica, q. v.—Vomi'to, vo-melo, n. (Med.)
The yellow fever in its worst form, when it is usu-
ally attended with the black vomit.

Voracious, vo-ra'shus, a. Greedy for eating; very
hungry ; eager to devour or swallow ; ravenous ;

rapacious ; greedy. — Vora'ciously, adv. — Vora'-
ciousness. Voracity, -ras'T-tT, n. Quality of being
voracious.—Vorag1nous,-raj'T-nus, a. Full of gulfs.

Vortex, Vortical, etc. See under Verse.
Votary, Vote, Votive, etc: See under Vow.
Vouch, vowch, v. t. [vouched (vowcht), vouching.]
To call upon to witness ; to warrant, maintain by
affirmation ; to back, support, establish ; to obtest,
attest, confirm, asseverate, aver, protest, assure.
(Law.) To call into court to warrant and defend,
or to make good a warranty of title,— v. i. To bear
witness ; to give testimony or full attestation. —
Vouchee', -e', n. (Law.) One who is called into
court to make good his warranty of title in the pro-
cess of common recover}'. — Vouch'er, n. One who
vouches, or gives witness or full attestation to any-
thing; a book, paper, or document which serves to
vouch the truth of accounts, or to confirm and estab-

lish facts of any kind. (Law.) Act of calling in a
person to make good his warranty of title.— Vouch'-
er, -or, n. (Law.) One who calls in another to es-
tablish his warranty of title. — Vouchsafe', v. t.

[vouchsafed (-saff), -safing.] To permit to be
done without danger; to condescend to grant.— v. i.

To condescend, deign, yield; to descend or stoop.
Voudoo, voo'doo, n. The object worshiped by the
professors of Voudooism; a votary of Voudooism.

—

Vou'dooism, -izm, n. An African superstition, in-
volving witchcraft, prevalent among the negroes of
the W. Indies and some of the southern U. S.

Voussoir, voos-swar', n. (Arch.) One of the wedge-
like stones forming the arch of a bridge, vault, etc.

Vow, vow, n. A solemn promise made to God, or to
some deity ; a devotion of one's self ; a promise of
fidelity; pledge of love or affection. — v. t. [vowed
(vowd), vowing.] To give, consecrate, or dedicate
to God by a solemn promise ; to assert solemnly, as-

severate.— v. i. To make a vow, or solemn promise.— Vow'er, n. — Vote, vot, n. Wish, choice, or opin-
ion, of a person or body of persons, expressed in
some received and authorized way ; suffrage ; that
by which will or preference is expressed in elec-
tions, or in deciding propositions; a ballot; ticket;
expression of will by a majority; result of voting.—
v. i. To give a vote, cast a ballot; to express or signi-
fy the mind, will, or preference.— v. t. To choose by
suffrage, elect ; to enact, establish, grant, etc., by
a vote; to determine.— Vot'er, n. One who votes, or
has a legal right to vote.—Vo'tive, -tiv, a. Given by
vow; devoted.—Vo'tively, adv. In a votive manner;
by vow.— Vo'tary, -ta-rT, a. Consecrated by a vow
or promise ; consequent on a vow ; devoted ; promised.— n. One devoted, consecrated, or engaged by vow
or promise.— Vo'taress, n. A female devoted to any
service, worship, or state of life; a female votary.

Vowel, vow'el, n. (Gram.) An utterance of the hu-
man voice made through a more open position of
the organs than that with which a consonant is ut-
tered; a letter which can be pronounced by itself; a
letter or character which represents such a sound.—
a. Of, or pert, to, a vowel; vocal. — Vow'eled, -eld,

a. Furnished with vowels.
Voyage, voi'ej, colloq. voij, n. Orig. a passage on the
way ; a journey in general ; but now chiefly con-
fined to a passage by sea or water from one place,
port, or country, to another ; esp., a passing or jour-
ney by water to a distant place or country. — v. i.

[voyaged (voi'ejd or voijd), voyaging.] To take
a voyage or journey ; esp., to sail or pass by water.
— v. t. To travel, pass over.— Voyageur, vwB'ya'-
zhSr', n. A traveler,— the Canadian name of a clas3

of men employed by the fur companies, etc., in
transporting goods on the waters and across the por-
tages, to and from the remote stations at the north-
west.

Vraisemblance, vra-soN-blaNs', n. Appearance of
truth; probability.

Vulcanize, Vulcanite, etc. See under Volcano.
Vulgar, vul'ger, a. Of, or pert, to, the mass or mul-
titude of people; common; general; ordinary; pub-
lic ; in general use ; vernacular ; belonging or re-
lating to the common people; pert, to common life;

plebeian; of little or no value; lacking cultivation or
refinement; rustic; boorish; offensive to good taste,

refined feelings, or delicacy. — n. The common
people.— Vulgarfraction. (Arith.) A fraction ex-
pressed by a numerator and denominator; acommon
fraction: thus, j.— Vul'garism, -ger-izm, n. Gross-
ness of manners; vulgarity; a vulgar phrase or ex-
pression. — Vulgarity, -gar'T-tT, n. Quality of be-
ing vulgar; the state of the lower classes of society;
grossness orclownishness of manners or language.

—

Vul'garize, v. t. [-ized C-ger-Izd), -izing.] lo make
vulgar. — Vul'garly, -ger-lT, adv. In a vulgar man-
ner; in the ordinary manner among the common peo-
ple; commonly; rudely: clownishly.—Vul'gate. -gat,

n. Orig. a very ancient Greek or Latin version of the
Scriptures, afterwards Jerome's Latin version. — a.
Of, or pert, to, the old Latin version of the Scriptures.

Vulnerable, vul'ner-a-bl, a. Capable of being wound-
ed ; susceptible of external injuries ; liable to in-

jury: subject to be affected injuriously ; assailable.

—Vul'nefableness, -ability, n. State of being, etc.
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— Vul'nerary, -a-rT, a. Useful in healing wounds;
adapted to the cure of external injuries.— n. (Med.)
Any plant, drug, or composition, useful in the cure
of wounds.

Vulpine, vuKpin, a. Of, pert, to, or resembling, the
fox; cunning; crafty; artful.

Vulture, vuKchur, n. (Omith.) A rapacious carrion-
eating bird of' large size and many species, having

more or less of the head and neck naked.—Vult'urine,
-chur-in, n. Of, or pert, to, the vulture; having the
qualities of, or resembling, the vulture ; rapacious.
—Vulfurous, -us, a. Like a vulture; rapacious.

Vulva, vul'va, n. (Anat.) The fissure in the external
parts of generation in the female ; sometimes all the
external parts of the female genital organs.

Vying. See Vie.

W.
W, dubl-u, the 23d letter of the Eng. alphabet, takes

its written form and its name from the repetition of
a V, this being the form of the Roman capital letter

which we call U: in Eng. it performs the double
office of a consonant and a vowel, being a conso-
nant at the beginning of words and syllables, as in
viail, forward, and a vowel at the end of syllables,

as in new, now ; but it never occurs at the end of a
syllable except when united to another vowel.

Wabble, wob'bl, v. i. [-bled (-bid), -blixg.J To
move staggeringly from one side to the other, in-

cline alternately to one side and the other; to rock,
vacillate, — said of a turning or whirling body.

—

n. A hobbling, unequal motion, as of a wheel un-
evenly hung.

Wacke, Wacky, wak'Y, n. (Geol.) A rock nearly al-

lied to basalt, of which it may be regarded as a
more soft and earthy variety.— 'Gray wacke. A kind
of conglomerate grit-rock, composed of rounded peb-
bles and sand.

Wad, wod, «. A little mass, tuft, or bundle, as of
hay or tow; a little mass of some soft or flexible
material for stopping the charge of powder in a
gun and pressing it close to the snot, or for keeping
the powder and shot close ; a soft mass of some
loose fibrous substance for stopping an aperture.—
v. t. [wadded, -ding.] To form into a mass or wad,
or into wadding; to insert or crowd a wad into.

—

Wad, Wadd, n." (Min.) An earthy oxide of manga-
nese,— sometimes applied also to plumbago or black
lead.— Wad'ding, n. A wad, or materials for mak-
ing wads; a soft stuff of loose texture, for stuffing
garments, etc. ; sheets of carded cotton prepared for
the same purpose.

Wade, wad, v. i. To walk through any substance
that yields to the feet, as water, mud, sand, etc. ; to
move or pass with difficulty or labor,— v. t. To
pass or cross by walking in or through a yielding
substance. — Wad'er, n. One who, or that which,
wades. (Ornith.) One of an order of long-legged
birds that wade in the water in search of food.

—

Wad'dle, wod'dl, v. i. [-dled (-did), -dung.] To
walk with short steps, throwing the body to one
side and the other, like a duck, or a very fat person.

Wady, wod'T, n. The channel of a water-course,
which is dry, except in the rainy season.

Wafer, wa'fer, n. A thin cake or leaf of flour and
other ingredients; a thin leaf-like bread, used by
the Rom. Catholics in the Eucharist; a thin disk of
dry paste, usually colored, used in sealing letters,
etc. — v. t. [wafered (-ferd), -feeing.] To seal or
close with a wafer.—Waffle, wof'fl, n. A thin cake
baked hard and rolled, or a soft indented cake baked
in an iron utensil on coals.

Waft, waft, v. t. To bear through a fluid or buoyant
medium; to convey through water or air; to float,

swim, fly. — v. i. To be moved or to pass in a buoy-
ant medium; to float.— n. A signal mide by mov-
ing something, as a flag, in the air. —Waffage, -ej,

n. Conveyance through a buoyant medium, as air

or water; transportation; carriage.
Wag, wag, r. t. [wagged (wagd), wagging.] To
move one way and the other with quick turns; to
cause to vibrate, as a part of the body.

—

v. i. To
move one way and the other, be shaken to and fro,
vibrate; to be inaction or motion, move, stir. — n.

A man full of sport and humor; a ludicrous fellow;

humorist ; wit. —Wag'gery, -g§r-i, n. Manner or
action of a wag; sarcasm in good humor; pleasantry.
— Wag'gish, a. Like a wag; roguish in merriment
or good humor; done, made, or laid in waggery or for
sport; sportive; roguish; droll; frolicsome. — Wag'-
gle, -gl, v. i. [-gled (-gld), -glijjg.] To reel, sway,
move from side to side, waddle; to move with a wag-
ging motion,— v. t. To move frequently one way
and the other, wag.—Wag'tail, n. A small insectiv-
orous running bird, of several species,— noted for
brisk and lively motions and for incessantly jerking
its long tail up and down.

Wagtail.

Wage, waj, v. t. [waged (wajd), waging.] To pledge,
hazard on the event of a contest, stake, bet, lay,
wager; to expose one's self to (a risk), venture; to
carry on (a war).— ?i. That for which one labors;
hire; stipend; salary; pay; compensation; remunera-
tion ; fruit ; stipulated payment for service per-
formed, — almost solely in pi. — Wa'ges, -jez, n. A
compensation given to a hired person for services;
price paid for labor; hire; stipend; salary; pay; rec-
ompense.—Wa'ger, -jer, n. Something deposited or
hazarded, on the event of a contest or some unset-
tled question; a bet; stake; pledge; that on which
bets are laid.— v. t. [wagered (-jerd), wagering.]
To hazard on the issue of a contest, or on som«
question that is to be decided, or on some casualty;
to lay, bet. — v. i. To make a bet, lay a wager.—
Wager of battle. (Anc. Law.) The giving of gage or
pledge for trying a cause by single combat, formerly
allowed in military, criminal, and civil causes.

Waggery, Waggle, Wagtail, etc. See under Wag.
Wagon, wag'un, n. A 4-wheeled vehicle; esp., one
used for carrying freight. — Wag'onage, -un-ej, n.
Money paid for carriage in a wagon. — Waggoner,
n. One who conducts a wagon ; a wagon-driver.
(Astron.) A constellation ; Ursa Major ; Charles's
Wain. — Wag'onette',
-un-et', n. A kind of
carriage to contain 6
or 8 persons. — Wain,
wan, n. A 4-wheeled
vehicle for the trans-
portation of goods ; a
wagon. (Astron.) A
constellation ; Ursa
Major. — Wain' -rope,

n. A rope for binding a load on a wagon; a cart-

rope. — Wain'scot, -skot, n. (Arch.) A wooden lin-

ing or boardinjr of the walls of apartments, made in
panels.— r./. [wainscoted, -scoting.] To line with
boards or panel-work, or as if with panel-work.

—

Wagonette.
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— Wain'scoting, n. Act of covering or lining with
boards in panel; material used to wainscot a house,
or the wainscot as a whole.

Wagtail. See under Wag.
Waif, waf, n. A thing blown by the wind, drifted
by the waters, or preserved or coming by chance ; a
stray; a wanderer; a homeless, unclaimed child.

{Law.) Goods found of which the owner is not
known ; anything found, or without an owner

;

stolen goods thrown away by_a thief in flight.—
"Waive, wav, v. t. [waived (wavd), waiving.] To
relinquish, give up claim to; not to insist on or claim;
to refuse, forego; to throw away, cast off, reject, de-
sert.— Waivrer, n. {Laiv.) The act of waiving, or
not insisting on, some right, claim, or privilege.

Wail, wal, v. t. [wailed (wald), wailing.] To la-

ment, moan, bewail, grieve over. — v. i. To express
sorrow audibly, lament, weep.

Wain, Wainscot, etc. See under Wagon.
Waist, wast, n. That part of the human body imme-
diately below the ribs or thorax; small part of the
body between thorax and hips; the middle part of
other bodies; esp. (Naut.), that part of a ship be-
tween the quarter-deck and forecastle: see Ship. —
Waist'band, n. The band or upper part of breeches,
trousers, pantaloons, etc., which encompasses the
waist; a sash worn by ladies around the waist. —
Waist'cloth, n. A cloth or wrapper worn about the
waist. {J¥aut.) A covering of canvas or tarpaulin
for the hammocks, stowed on the gangways, between
the quarter-deck and forecastle.—Waisfcoat, colloq.
wes'kut, n. A short coat or garment, without sleeves,
worn under the coat, extending no lower than the
hips, and covering the waist; a vest.

Wait, wat, v. i. To stay or rest in expectation; to stop
or remain stationary till the arrival of some person
or event; to rest in patience, expect, watch, stay;
to lie in ambush, as an enemy.— ?', t. To stay for,

await.— n. Ambush, pi. Musicians who perform
at night or in the early morning; serenaders.—Waif-
er, n. One who waits; an attendant, esp. at table; a
salver; a vessel on which something is carried, as tea-
furniture, etc. — Wait'ing-maid, -wom'an, n. A fe-

male servant who attends a lady.
Waive, Waiver. See under Waif.
Wake, wak, 7-. i. [waked (wakt), waking.] To be
or to continue awake; to watch; not to sleep; to
hold a night revel; to awake, be awakened, cease to
sleep; to be stirred up from a dormant, torpid, or
inactive state, —v. t. To rouse from sleep; to put
in motion or action, arouse, excite; to bring to life

again, re-animate; revive ; to sit up, or watch at
night with (a dead body). — n. Act of waking, or
being awaked; state of forbearing sleep; vigils; an
annual parish festival in commemoration of the
dedication of a church; the sitting up of persons
with a dead body, chiefly among the Irish.—Wake'-
ful, -ful, a. Indisposed to sleep: watchful; vigilant.

—Wak'en, wak'n, v. i. [-ened (-nd), -ening.] To
wake, cease to sleep, be awakened.— v. t. To excite
or rouse from sleep, awaken; to excite to action or
motion; to rouse into action, stir up.

Wake, w^ak, n. The track left by a vessel in the water.
Wale, wal, n. The mark of a rod or whip on animal

flesh; a ridge or streak rising above the surface of
cloth, etc. (Naut.) One of the strong planks ex-
tending along a ship's sides, throughout the whole
length, at different heights.

—

v. t. To mark with
wales or stripes.

Walk, wawk, v. i. [walked (wawkt), walking.] To
move along on foot, advance by steps, go on at a
slower or faster rate, but without running; to move
or go on the feet for exercise or amusement; to be
stirring, be abroad, go restlessly about,— said of
things or persons expected to remain quiet, as a
sleeping or dead person; to behave, conduct one's
self. — v. t. To pass through or upon, perambulate

;

to cause to walk or step slowly; to lead, drive, or
ride with a slow pace. — n. Act of walking ; ad-
vance without running or leaping; act of walking
for air or exercise; manner of walking; gait; step;
that in or through which one walks; place or dis-
tance walked over; a place or region in which ani-
mals may graze; frequented track; habitual place
of action; sphere; conduct; course of action; behav-

ior.— To xcalk the plank. To walk off the plank into
the water and be drowned,—fr. the practice of pirates
who extended a plank from the side of a ship, and
compelled captives to walk off into the water; to va-
cate an office by compulsion.—Walk'ing-gen'tleman,
-la'dy, n. {Theater.) One who plays a subordinate
part, requiring a good appearance, but few words.—
-leaf, -lef, n. {Bot.) An Amer.
fern, whose fronds taper into
slender prolongations, which oft-
en root at the apex, giving rise to
new fronds. {Entom.) A flat-

tened orthopterous insect of sev-
eral species, found in E. Indies,
Australia, and S. Amer.: it is al-

lied to the mantis, and in general
appearance it closely resembles a
leaf.—staff, n. A staff carried in
the hand for support or amuse-
ment in walking; a cane.—stick,
n. A cane. {Entom.) An insect
having a long, slender, wingless
body, resembling a piece of stick. Walking-leaf

Wall, wawl, n. A solid and per-
manent inclosing fence, as around .a field, park,
town, etc.; one of the upright inclosing parts of a
building or room. pi. Fortifications in general

;

works for defense.— v. t. [walled (wawld), -ling.]
To inclose with, or defend by, walls, or as if by
walls; to close or fill with a wall. — To drive to the
wall. To bring to extremities, push to extremes. —
To go to the iv. To * ^^< ^z\
be hard pressed or .^-ss^SBSS^A
driven ; to be the
weaker party. — To
take the w. To take
the inner side of a
walk, that is, the side
next the wall ; to
take the precedence.
— WaU'-creep'er, n.
A small insectivo-
rous bird, which
climbs over the ver-
tical surfaces of
rocks and walls; the
spider -catcher.—
-flow'er, n. {Bot.)
A cruciferous Euro-
pean evergreen plant,
of several species,
which grows wild in/
old walls, stony^
places, etc., and is

cultivated in gardens Wall-creeper
for its fragrant flow-
ers. A lady who lacks invitations to dance at a ball,

and is left unoccupied at the side of the room.—
-fruit, n. Fruit which, to be ripened, must be planted
against a wall.—plate, n. {Arch.) A timber placed
horizontally upon a wall, on which rest joists, etc.

[See Queen-post or Timber.]—tent,w. A tent with
upright cloth sides.

Wallachian, wawl-la'kY-an, a. Of, or pert, to, Walla-
chia, or to its inhabitants.— n. A native or inhab-
itant of Wallachia, in Roumania; a Wallach; a Ro-
mance tongue or dialect spoken in Wallachia, etc.

Wallet, woriet, n. A bag or sack for carrying about
the person, as for carrying the necessaries for a jour-
ney ; a peddler's pack; bag-like purse; pocket-book
for keeping money about the person; anything pro-
tuberant and swagging.

Wall-eye, wawKi, n. An eye in which the iris is of a
very light gray or whitish color,— said usually of
horses; an eye in which the white is very large and
distorted. —Wall'-eyed, -Id, a. Having a wall-eye.

Wall-flower, -fruit, -tent. See under Wall.
Walloon, wal-loon', n. One of the descendants of the
ancient Gallic Belga? who live in Belgium and Rhen-
ish Prussia and speak a dialect of French; their lan-
guage.— a. Of, or pert, to, etc.

Wallop, woKlup, v. i. [-loped (-lupt), -loping.J To
boil with a continued bubbling; to waddle; to gal-

lop; to be slatternly.— ?', t. To beat, flog, whip.
Wallow, woKlo, v. i. [-lowed (-lod), -lowing.] To

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Tn, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 3r
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roll one's self about, as in mire or on other sub-
stances; to flounder; to live in filth or gross vice.

—

Wal'lower, n. One who wallows. (Much.) A lan-
tern-wheel, or trundle. See Trundle.

Walnut, wol'nut, n. A tree of several species, of which
some are natives of the U. S.; its edible nut; its fine-

grained wood, used for furniture, etc.

Walrus, woKrus, n. A large, gregarious, marine mam-
mal, of high northern latitudes, resembling the seal,

and allied to it; the morse: it is hunted for its oil and
hide and for the coarse-grained ivory of its tusks.

Walrus.

Waltz, wawlts, n. A dance performed by 2 persons in
circular figures with a whirling motion; a piece of
music composed for this dance, — v. i. [waltzed
(wawltst), waltzing.] To dance a waltz.

Wamble, wom'bl, v. i. To be disturbed with nausea;
to move irregularly to and fro; to roll.

Wampum, wom'pum, n. Small beads made of shells,
used by the N. Amer. Indians as money, and also
wrought into belts, etc., as an ornament.

Wan, won, a. Having a pale or sickly hue; pale.— v.
i. To grow wan; to become pale or sickly in looks.

Wand, wond, n. A small stick; rod; a staff of author-
ity; a rod used by conjurers and diviners.

Wander, won'der, v. i. [-dered (-derd), -dering.] To
ramble here and there, range about ; to go away,
stray off, go astray, roam, rove, gad, straggle, devi-
ate; to be delirious^—Wan'derer, n.

Wanderoo, won-der-oo', n. A baboon of Ceylon and
Malabar, having a
grayish beard sur-
rounding its face.

Wane, wan, v. i.

[w anted (wand),
waning.] To be di-
minished, decrease,— esp. applied to the
illuminated part of
the moon; to decline,
fail, sink.— n. De-
crease of the illumi-
nated part of the
moon to the eye of a
spectator; decline;
failure; decrease; de-
clension.

Want, wawnt, n. State
of not having ; ab-
sence or scarcity of
what is needed or
desired; destitution;
poverty ; need ; that
which is needed or
desired ; a thing of
which the loss is felt;
indigence; defect; failure; dearth; scarcity; scarce-
ness.— v.t. To be without, be destitute of, lack; to
have occasion for, as useful, proper, or requisite; to
require, need; to feel need of, wish or long for, de-
sire ; to be lacking in respect'of, or to the amount of.—
v.i. To be deficient or lacking; to fail, fall short; to
be missed ; not to be present ; to omit, neglect, fail.— Wanting, p. a. Absent; deficient; slack; remiss.— Wan'ton, won'tun, a. Moving or flying loosely

;

wandering or roving in gayety or sport; running to
excess; loose; unrestrained; luxuriant; overgrown;
not turned or formed with regularity; wandering
from moral rectitude; licentious; dissolute; devia-

Wanderoo.

Wapiti.

ting from the rules of chastity; lecherous; lascivi-
ous; libidinous. — n. A lewd person; a lascivious
man or woman. — v. i. [wantoned (-tund), -ton-
ing.] To rove and ramble without restraint, rule,
or limit; to revel, frolic; to sport in lewdness or las-
civiously.

Wapentake, wap'en-tak, n. In some northern coun-
ties of £ng., a division or district, answering to the
Hundred in other counties.

Wapiti, wapr
i-tT, n.

The Amer. elk,—
a large polygamous
N. Amer. deer with
branching antlers,
congener of the
European red deer.

War, wawr, n. A state
of opposition or
contest ; enmity ;

hostility; a contest
between nations or
states, carried o n
by force; armed
conflict of sovereign
powers; the profes-
sion of arms; art of
war.—v.i. [warred
(wawr d), w a r-
ring.] To contend,
strive violently,
fight; to make war,
carry on hostilities, be in a state of contest by vio-
lence. — Warfare, n. Military service; war; hostil-
ities ; contest ; struggle. —Wartlike, a. Fit, or dis-

Eosed, for war ; pert, or relating to war ; martial

;

ostile ; soldierly ; soldier-like. — War'-cry, n. A
cry or signal used in war.

—

dance, n. A dance
among savages
prelim inary to
going to war.

—

-horse, n. A
horse used in
war; esp., a
strong, power-
ful, spirited
horse for milita-
ry service; a
charger. —
-whoop, -hoop, n.

The shout ut- t~*=^^teredbyN. =^^52^
Amer. Indians in
war.— War'rior,
wdr'yer or w5r'-
ri-gr, n. One en-
gaged in o r ac- . . /_ _
customed to or Ancient ^\ ar Horse, caparisoned,

who makes a business of, war; a soldier; champion.
Warble, wor'bl, v. t. [warbled (-bid), -bling.] To

sing in a trilling, quavering, or vibratory manner;
to trill; to utter musically, carol; to cause to quaver
or vibrate. — v. i. To be quavered or modulated; to
be uttered melodiously; to sing in a trilling manner,
or with many turns and variations, -n. A quavering
modulation of the voice; a song.—War'bler, n. One
who, or that which, warbles ; a singer ; songster,

—

applied chiefly to birds.
Ward, word, v. t. To keep in safety, watch, guard;

to defend, protect; to fend off, repel, turn aside (as
anything mischievous). — n. Act of guarding ;

watch; guard; guardianship; one whose business is

to guard, watch, and defend; state of being under
guard or guardianship; custody; the condition of a
child under a guardian; means of guarding; one
who, or that which, guards; defense; protection; de-
fender; protector; a guarding or defensive motion
or position in fencing; one who, or that which, is

guarded, — as a minor or person under the care of a
guardian; a certain division or quarter of a town or
city, under the charge of an alderman; or a division
of a hospital; a projecting ridge of metal in the inte-

rior of a lock. — Ward'en, wrjrd'n, n. A keeper;
guardian.— Ward'enry, -n-rT, -enship, n. Office or
jurisdiction of a warden. — Ward'er, n. One who
wards or keeps ; a keeper ; guard ; a truncheon or

gun, cube, full ; moon, fcJot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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staff of command, the throwing down of which was
a solemn act of prohibition to stay proceedings.—
Ward'robe, a. A room, apartment, or portable closet,

where clothes are kept, or wearing apparel is stored;
wearing apparel in general.—Ward'room, n. (Xunt.)
A room occuuied as a messrcom by the commissioned
officers of a war-vessel. — Ward'ship, n. Office of
a ward or keeper; guardianship; rigJit of guardian-
ship ; state of being under a guardian ; pupilage.—
Ware, Wa'ry, -rl, a. [-kike ; -riest.] Cautious of
danger; carefully guarding against deception, arti-

fices, and dangers ; scrupulous ; prudent ; circum-
spect. — "Wa'rily, -rf-11, adv. In a wary manner;
cautiously. — Wa'riness, a. State or quality of
being wary ; prudent care to foresee and guard
against evil: watchfulness; circumspection ; fore-
sight; care; vigilance: scrupulousness.

Ware, war, v. t. (Sunt.) To wear, veer.
Ware, war. a. Article of merchandise; the sum of ar-

ticles of a particular kind or class; esp., in the plu-
ral, goods; commodities; merchandise. — Ware'-
house, n. ; pi. -houses. A storehouse for goods.
— v. t. [warehoused, -Housixc] To deposit or
secure in a warehouse; to place in the warehouse of
the government or custom-house stores, to be kept
until duties are paid. — Ware'house-man, n. ; pi.
-men. One who keeps a warehouse ; in Eng., one
who keeps a wholesale shop or store for Manchester
or woolen goods.

Ware, adj. See under Ward.
Warfare, War-horse, Warlike. See under War.
Warily, Wariness. See alter Wary, under Ward. i

Warlock, wor'lok, n. A male witch; wizard; imp. i

Warm, worm. a. Having heat in a moderate degree; i

not cold ; having the sensation of heat ; glowing ;
I

flushed; having a high temperature; subject to heat;
not cool, indifferent, lukewarm, etc., in spirit or
temper ; vehement ; excited ; passionate ; ardent

;

zealous. (Paint.) Having yellow or yellow- red
for a basis.— v. t. [warmed (worrad;, warming.]
To communicate a moderate degree of heat to: to
make engaged or earnest; to excite interest, ardor, !

or zeal in. — r. i. To become moderately heated,;
ardent, or animated. — Warm'ly, adv. In a warm
manner; eagerly: earnestly; ardently. — Warm'-
blood ed. a. Having warm blood ; — applied esp. to '

birds and mammals.—hearted, a. Possessing live- !

ly interest or affection: cordial; sincere; hearty. — '

Warm'ing-pan, n. A pan for warming a bed. — <

Warmth, it. State or quality of being warm; gentle
heat; a state of lively and excited interest; earnest- I

ness; eagerness; enthusiasm. (Paint.) The glowing •

effect which arises from the use ot warm colors, and
also from the use of transparent colors, in the process

j

of glazing.
Warn, worn, v. t. [warned (wornd), warning.] To

\

make ware or aware, give notice of probable danger
j

or evil, admonish, notify or summon by author-
j

ity; to caution against anything that may prove in-

1

jurious.— Warn'er, n. One who warns; an admon- ;

isher. — Warn'ing, n. Caution against danger, or
!

against faults or practices which incur danger, ad-
monition; previous notice.

Warp, worp, v. i. [warped (worpt), warping.] To
turn, twist, or be twisted out of a straight direction,

j

as a board in seasoning or by shrinking; to turn or
|

incline from a straight, true, or proper course; to
deviate, swerve; to fly with a bending or waving

'

motion. — v. t. To turn or twist out of shape, or out
of a straight direction: to turn aside from the true
direction, pervert. (Xaut.) To tow or move (a ves-
sel) with a line or warp attached to buoys, anchors,
etc. (Rope-making.) To run (yarns) off the reel
into hauls to be tarred.— a. ( Weaving.) The threads
extended lengthwise in the loom, and crossed by the

j

woof. (Xaut.) A towing-line ; warping-hawser. — i

n. State of being warped or twisted.—Warp'ing, n.

Act or operation of one who, or that which, warps ;
j

art or occupation of preparing the warp for weaving.
Warrant, wor'rant, v. t. To make secure, guaranty
against harm; to give authority to do or forbear: to

|

support by authority or proof', justify; to declare i

with assurance. (Law.) To secure tb (a grantee)
jan estate granted; to assure; to indemnify against

loss; to secure to (a purchaser) the quality or quan-

!

tity of the goods sold, as represented; to assure (a
thing sold) to the purchaser, — that is, to engage
that the thing is what it appears or is represented to
be. — w. That which warrants or authorizes; an
instrument giving authority, or justifying the do-
ing of anything. (Law.) A precept" authorizing
an officer to arrest, commit to prison, or execute a
speciried person, to seaich suspected premises, etc.
That which vouches or insures tor anything: guar-
anty; security; that which attests or proves; a
voucher; a writing which authorizes a peison to re-
ceive money or other thing.—Warrantable, a. Au-
thorized by commission, precept, or right, justifia-
ble; defensible.— Warrantee', -te', n. The person
to whom land or other thing is warranted. —War-
ranter, -or, n. One who warrants, gives authority,
or legally empowers; one who assures, or covenants
to assure; one who contracts to secure another in a
right, or to make good any defect of title or quality.— War'ranty, -tT, n. (Modern Law & Law of Con-
tracts) An engagement, express or implied, 'that a
certain fact regarding the subject of a contract is,

or shall be, as it is express^ or impliedly declared or
promised to be. (Insurance Law.) A stipulation by
a party insured, that certain things, relating to the
subject of insurance, or affecting the risk, exist, or
shall exist, or have been, or shall be done. Security;
warrant; guarantee. — r. t. To warrant, guaranty.— War'ren»n. (Eng. Law.) A place privileged, by
prescription or grant from the king, tor keeping cer-
tain beasts and fowls; a privilege which one has in
his lands, by royal grant or prescription, of hunting
and taking wild beasts and birds of warren, to the
exclusion of any other person not entering by his
permission. A piece of ground for the breeding and
preservation of rabbits; a place for keeping fish, in
a river. — War'rener, n. The keeper of a warren.

Warrior. See under War.
Wart, wort, n. A small, hard, rough excrescence on

the skin; anything resembling such an excrescence.
(Dot.) A glandular excrescence or hardened pro-
tuberance
on plants. —
Wart'-hog,
n. A pach-
yderm hav-
ing a large
head, tusks
of remark-
able size,
and a thick
fleshy lobe
on each
cheek, re-
sembling a
large wart.

r.J^ll Wart-hog.

ing warts; full of, overgrown with, or of the nature
of, warts.

War-whoop. See under War.
Wary. See under Ward.
Was, woz. The past tense of the substantive verb to

be. — 1st and 3d pers. sing. — Wast, wost, 2d pers.
sing. — Were, wer, pi. of was, and imp. subj. sing,
and pi.— Wert, wert, 2d .pers. sing, o/were, used as
subj. imperf.

Wash, wosh, v. t. [washed (wosht), washing.] To
cleanse by ablution, or by dipping or rubbing in wa-
ter ; to scrub with water, etc. : to cover with water,
wet : to overflow or dash against ; to waste or abrade
by the force of water in motion; to remove by wash-
ing, take away by the action of water: to tint lightly
and thinly: to overlay with a thin coat of metal.'— v.

i. To perform the act"of ablution ; to perform the bus-
iness of cleansing clothes in water: to bear the opera-
tion of being washed; to be wasted or worn away by
the action of water.— n. Act of washing, or ablution;
a cleansing, wetting, or dashing with water: flow or
sweep of a body of water: a dashing against, as of
tide or waves ; the quantity of clothes washed at
once: a piece of ground washed by the action of a
sea or river, or sometimes covered and sometimes
left dry: the shallowest part of a river or arm of the
sea; a bog; marsh; fen; substances collected and de-

ara, fame, far, pass or opera, fare : end, eve, term ; Tn, ice ; odd, tone, 6r
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Washer.

Watery; damp;

posited by the action of water; waste liquor, the ref-
use of food, etc., from a kitchen. (Distilling.) The
fermented wort from which the spirit is ex.'-acted.
That with which anything is washed, or wetted,
smeared, tinted, coated, etc., upon the surface ; a
cosmetic for the complexion; a liquid dentifrice; a
preparation for the hair; a lotion; a thin coat of
color, spread over spaces of a picture ; a thin c^at
of metal, laid on anything for beauty or preserva-
tion. (Saut.) The blade of an oar.—Wash'er, n.

n~

who, or that which, washes; a
ring of metal, leather, or
other material, used to relieve
friction, to secure tightness of
joints, or for other purposes.
— Washing, n. Act of one
who washes; ablution; clothes
washed, esp. those washed at
one time; wash. — Wash'y, -t,

soft; lacking substance or solidity ; watery; weak;
thin. — Wash'-ball, n. A ball of soap, to be used in
washing the hands or face.—board, n. A board
with a fluted or ribbed surface on which clothes are
rubbed in being washed ; a board running round
the walls of a room, next to the floor ; mop-board.
(Ifaui.) A broad, thin plank, fixed on the top of a
boat or other small vessel's side, to prevent the sea
from breaking over; a piece of plank on the sill of a
lower deck port, for the same purpose.—leath'er,
n. Split sheep-skin dressed with oil, in imitation of
chamois; buff leather for regimental belts, —-pot, a.

A pot or vessel in which anything is washed. —
Wasb/er - wom'an, n.; pi. -wom'en, -wim'en. A
woman who washes clothes for others, or for hire.

Wasp, wosp, n. A slender hymenopterous insect, of
many species, building nests of
paper (as the hornet), mud, etc. :

the female is armed with a ven-
omous sting.—Waspish, a. Hav-
ing a slender waist, like a wasp ;

quick to resent a trifling affront

;

snappish ; petulant ; irascible ;

captious.
Wassail, wos'sil, n. An ancient
expression of good wishes on a
festive occasion, esp. in drinking
to one; a festive season ; roister- w
ing festivity; intemperate indul- wasp,
gence; a liquor composed of wine or ale, sugar, nut-
meg, toast, and roasted apple; a song or glee sung at
a festive gathering. — o, i. [wassailed (-sild), -sail-
ing. 1 To hold a festivity ; esp., one with much
drinking of healths; to carouse. — a. Of, pert, to,

or used for, wassail.—Was'sailer, -sil-er, ». One who
drinks wassail; a reveler.

Wast. See under Was.
Waste, wast, v. t. To bring to ruin, devastate, de-

stroy ; to wear away by degrees, impair gradually ;

to spread unnecessarily or carelessly, employ prod-
igally, lavish vainly. (Law.) To damage, impair,
or injure (an estate) voluntarily, or by suffering the
buildings, fences, etc.. to go to decay; to squander,
dissipate, lavish, desolate.— v. i. To be diminished,
grow less, be consumed by any cause, dwindle, —a.
Desolate; devastated ; stripped : bare ; dreary; dis-

mal; lying unused; of no worth; valueless; lost for
want of occupiers; worthless; unproductive; wild;
uncultivated. — n. Act of wasting, devastating, des-
olating, squandering, lavishing, expending unneces-
sarily, carelessly, etc. ; that which is wasted or des-
olate ; devastated, uncultivated, or wild country ;

unoccupied or unemployed space ; desert ; that
which is of no value: worthless remnant; refuse.
(Law.) Spoil, destruction, or injury, done to houses,
woods, fences, lands, etc., by a tenant.— Wast'er,
«. One who wastes, lays waste, or devastates ; one
who squanders property: one who consumes extrav-
agantly or without use. — Waste'ful, -ful, a. Full of
waste ;"destructive to property: expending property,
or that which is valuable, without necessity or use;
lavish; profuse; prodigal; extravagant. — Waste'-
book, n. (Com.) A book in which rough entries of
transactions are made, previous to their being car-
ried into the journal, —-pipe, n. A pipe for convey-
ing off waste' water, etc.

Watch, woch, n. Act of watching ; forbearance of
sleep; vigil; close observation; guard; preservative
or preventive vigilance ; formerly, a watching or
guarding by night: opp. to "ward" (watching or
guarding by day); one who watches, or those who
watch; a sentry; guard; post or office of a watch-
man; place where he is posted; the period of the
night in which one person, or one set of persons,
stand as sentinels ; a division of the night ; a small
timepiece or chronometer, to be carried in the pocket.
(JS'aut.) An allotted portion of time, usually 4 hours,
for watching, or being on dutv; that part of the offi-

cers and crew of a vessel who together attend to
working her for an allotted time. — v. i. To be
awake, be or continue without sleep, keep vigil

;

to be attentive or vigilant, be on the lookout, keep
guard; to be expectant, wait, seek opportunity; to
remain awake with any one as nurse or attendant.
(Naut.) To float on the surface of the water, as a
buoy. — v. t. [watched (wocht), watching.] To
give heed to, keep in view, not lose from sight and
observation; to tend, guard, have in keeping.— Watch
and watch. An arrangement bv which the watches
are alternated every 4 hours. — Dog'-watch. (]\

7
aiit.)

A watch of 2 hours, of which there are 2, one fr. 4 to

6, the other fr. 6 to 8 p. m. — Watch'er, n. One who
watches; esp., one who attends upon the sick dur-
ing the night. — Watch'ful, -iul, a. Full oi watch;
careful to observe ; vigilant ; cautious : observant;
circumspect; wakeful; heedful. — Watch'fulness,
n. State or quality of being watchful : indisposi-

tion to sleep; careful and diligent observation for

the purpose of preventing or escaping danger, or
of avoiding mistakes and misconduct. — Watchr-

man, n. ; pi. -men. One set to watch ; a sentinel

;

one who guards the streets of a city or a building by
night, — -dog. n. A dog kept to guard premises or
property, and to give notice of the approach of in-

truders.—house, ?i. A house in which a watch or
guard is placed; a police station; a place where per-

sons under temporary arrest by the police of a city

are kept ; a lock-up.— -light, -lit, n. A light used for
watching or sitting up in the night; esp., a candle
formerlv used for this purpose, having a rush wick.
— -night, n. The last night of the year.— observed
by YVeslevans, Moravians, and others, who observe
it" by holding reli_i<>us meetings to watch till the end
of the old vear.— -tow'er, n. A tower on which a sen-

tinel is p'laced to

watch for enemies
or the approach of
danger. word, n.

The word given to
sentinels, and to
such as have occa-
sion to visit the
guards, used as a
signal by which a s

friend is known
from an enemy ; a
countersign; pass-
word.

Water, waw'tgr, n.

The fluid which de-
scends f r o m the
clouds in rain, and
which forms rivers,

lakes, seas, etc. ; a
body of water,
standingorflowing; one of various liquid secretions,

humors, etc.,— so named from their resemblance to

water; esp., urine; the color or luster of a diamond.
— v.t. [watered (-t5rd), -TEKiNG.l Towetorover-
flow with water, irrigate; to supply with water for
drink; to wet and calender (cloth), so as to impart to

it a lustrous appearance in wavy lines; to increase in

apparent bulk, without adding to the real value,

—

as, to water stock, to issue new stock on pretense that

the profits warrant such increase.— v. i. To fill with
or shed water or liquid matter; to get or take in wa-
ter; to grow moist when something excites the appe-
tite — said of the mouth. — To make ivater. To pass

urine. (Naut.) To admit water, leak. — To make the

month water. A phrase denoting that something
produces a longing desire, the sight or odor of food

Watch-tower.
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often causing an increased flow of saliva.— Wa'-
terer, n. One who waters. — Wa'terman, n. ; pi.
-men'. One who manages water-craft; a boatman;
ferryman.—Wa'tery, -ter-Y, a. Resembling water;
thin or transparent, as a liquid; abounding in thin,
tasteless, or insipid fluid; abounding with water,
wet; of, pert, to, or consisting of, water; aqueous;
humid; damp. — Wa'terish, a. Resembling water;
thin; watery; somewhat watery; moist. — Wa'ter-
back, n. An iron chamber or a coil of pipes at the
back of a cooking stove or range, through which
water, when heated, is passed into the reservoir.—bail'lif, -ba'lif, n. An officer of the customs, in
Eng. for searching ships.—bear'er, n. {Astron.)
A sign of the zodiac, and the constellation from
which it is named; Aquarius. brash, n. {Pathol.)
A disease characterized by burning pain in the stom-
ach, with eructations of an acrid fluid; pyrosis.—
-cart, v. A cart bearing water; esp., one by means
of which water is sprinkled, as in the streets, etc. —
-cement, -sem'ent or -se - menf, n. Hydraulic ce-
ment.—clos'et, n. A privy; esp., a privy furnished
with a contrivance for introducing a stream of water
to cleanse it.—coror, n. {Paint.) A color ground
with water and gum or size; a color the vehicle of
which is water.

—

course, n. A stream of water; a
river or brook; a channel or canal for the conveyance
of water, esp. in draining lands.—cress, n. A har-
dy, pungent, aquatic perennial plant of the nastur-
tium family, of several species, growing in running
streams, etc., and used as a salad plant and an an-
tiscorbutic.

—

cure, n. {Med.) Mode
or system of treating diseases with
water; hydropathy,— applied also to
an establishment where such treat-
ment is employed.

—

dog, n. A dog
accustomed to the water; esp., a vari-
ety of the common dog, generally of
a black color, with some white, re-
markable for its aquatic habits, which
render it valuable to sportsmen ; a
small floating cloud, supposed to in-
dicate rain ; a sailor.—fall, n. A fall
or perpendicular descent of the water
of a river or stream; a cascade; cata-
ract; a kind of female head-dress or
arrangement of the long hair at the
back of the head.

—

fowl, n. A bird
that frequents the water, or lives
about rivers, lakes, etc., or on or near
the sea ; _an aquatic fowl.—gauge,
-gage, -gaj, n. An instrument for
measuring or ascertaining the depth
or quantity of water, as in the boiler
of a steam-engine.—gild'ing, n. The
gilding of metallic surfaces by cover-
ing them with a thin coating of amal-
gam of gold, and then volatilizing the „.
mercury by heat.

—

gru'el, n. A thin Water-gauge,
liquid food, composed of water and meal, or other
farinaceous sub-
stance boiled. —
4iog, n. A large,
rodent, fish and
vegetable eat-
ing, aquatic
quadruped of S.

Amer., allied to
the guinea pig;
the cabiai; capy-
bara.

—

ice, n.

A preparation of
water and sugar,
flavored and fro-
z e n, like ice-

cream; a sher-

H'WlZvVi Water-hog.

formed by the surface of still water ; a leveling
instrument in which water is employed for deter-
mining the horizontal line.

—

lil'y, n. An aquatic
giant, of several genera and species, most of which
ave beautiful, and usually very fragrant, flowers,

and large, floating leaves.

—

line, n. {Naut.) A hor-
izontal line supposed to be drawn about a ship's bot-

tom at the surface of the water.

—

logged, -logd, a.
{Naut.) Rendered log-like, heavy, or clumsy in
movement, in consequence of being filled with wa-
ter.—mark, n. A mark indicating the height to
which water has risen, or at which it has stood; the
usual limit of high or low water; a letter, device, etc.,
wrought into paper during the process of manufac-
ture.—mel'on, n. A cucurbitaceous plant of many
varieties, and its pulpy fruit, which abounds with a
sweetish watery -juice.—mill, n. A mill whose ma-
chinery is moved by water.

—

ou sel, -oo/zl, n. {Or-
nith.) An aquatic bird; the dipper. See Ousel. —
-pot, n. A vessel for holding or conveying water, or
for sprinkling water on cloth in bleaching, or on
plants, etc.—pow/er, n. The power of water em-
ployed to move machinery, etc.; a fall of water
which may be used to drive machinery ; a source
of power from water; a place where water may be
readily used to drive machinery.—priv'ilege, n.
The right to use water for mills, or to drive ma-
chinery ; a stream of water capable of being em-
ployed to drive machinery, as for a mill.—proof, a.
Impervious to water; so firm and compact as not to
admit water.—proofing, n. A substance or prepa-
ration for rendering anything, as cloth, leather, etc.,
impervious to water.

—

proof, n. Cloth rendered
water-proof; an outer garment made of rubber or
water-proof cloth.

—

ram, n. A machine by means of
which water is raised by the —=-
momentum of a larger stream
than the one which is raised;
a hydraulic ram. See Hy-
draulic Ram.—rot, v. t. To
rot by steeping iu water. —
-shed, n. A crest of land be-
tween 2 river-basins, etc.,
marking the limit from which
water flows in opposite direc- I

tions ; the country or basin ;

drained by any stream of wa-
ter and its tributaries.

—

soak,
v. t. To soak in water ; to fill

the interstices of with water.

—

spout, n. A meteorological
phenomenon, of the nature of
a tornado or whirlwind, usu-
ally observed over the sea.—
-tight, «. So tight as not to Water-spout,

admit water or to suffer it to escape; not leaky.—
-wheel, n. Any wheel for pro-
pelling machinery or other pur-
poses, that is made to rotate by
the direct action of water ;

—
called an orershot-wheel when
the water is applied at the top,
an undershot-wheel when at the
bottom, a breast-wheel when at
an intermediate point, and a tur-
bine-wheel, when its axis is ver-
tical, and the water acts upon
different sides of the wheel at
the same
time : see
T U K-
BINE. —
-work, n.

A hy-
draulic
ma-
chine ;

or collec- Undershot-wheel. Breast-wheel.

tion of works, by which a supply of water is fur-
nished for useful or ornamental purposes,— chiefly
in pi. — Wa'tering-place, n. A place where water
may be obtained, as for a ship, for cattle, etc.; a place
to which people resort for mineral water, or for the
use of water in any way, as bathing, drinking, etc.

Wattle, woftl, n. A twig or flexible rod; a hurdle
made of such rods; a rod laid on a roof to support
the thatch; the fleshy excrescence that grows under
the throat of a cock or turkev, or a like substance on
a fish. — v. t. [wattled C-tld), -tlino.] To bind
with twigs; to twist or interweave (twigs) one with
another; to plat; to form of platted twigs.

&r% fame, far, pass or opera, fare \ 2nd, eve, term ; In, Ice ; Odd, tone, Or j
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Waul, wawl, v. i. To cry as a cat; to squall.

Wave, wav, n. An advancing ridge or swell on the
surfaee of a liquid ; an undulation ; billow ; surge

;

breaker. (Physics.) A state of vibration propagated
from particle to particle through a body or elastic
medium, as in the transmission of sound. Water;
anything resembling a wave in character, action, or
appearance; inequality of surface; the undulating
line or streak of luster on cloth watered and calen-
dered; a waving or undulating motion; inequality;
unevenness.— v. i. [waved (wavd), waving.] To
move loosely one way and the other; to undulate,
fluctuate, nutter; to be moved, as a signal,— v. t.

To raise into inequalities of surface; to move one
way and the other, brandish; to signal by a waving
motion, beckon. —Wav'y, -Y, a. Rising or swelling
in waves; playing to and fro; undulating.— Wave''-
less, a. Free from waves; unagitated. — Wave'let,
n. A little wave ; ripple. — Wave'-oPfering, n. An
offering in the Jewish services by waving the ob-
ject toward the 4 cardinal points. —Waiver, v. i.

[-vered (-verd), -verino.] To play or move to and
fro; to be unsettled in opinion; to fluctuate, reel,
vacillate.

Wave, wav, v. t. To put off, cast off, cast away, re-
ject, relinquish (a right, claim, or privilege).

Wax, waks, n. A solid, tenacious, easily molded sub-
stance, produced by bees for making the cells of their
"comb; " any substance resembling wax in consist-
ency or appearance; as, a thick, tenacious substance,
secreted in the ear; a wax-like composition used for
uniting surfaces, or for excluding air, etc. ; a com-
position used by shoemakers for rubbing their
thread. (/Jot.) A wax-like product secreted by cer-
tain plants. (Min.) A substance, found in connec-
tion with certain deposits of rock-salt and coal.— v.

t. [imp. waxed (wakst); p.p. waxed or waxen;
waxing.] To smear, rub, or treat with wax. —
Wax'en, waks'n, a. Made of, or like, wax; soft;
yielding; covered with wax. — Wax'ineBS, n. —
Wax'y, -Y, a. Re-
sembling wax in
appearance or con-
sistency ; viscid ;

adhesive ; soft;
yielding ; pliable.
—Wax'-can'dle, n.
A candle made of
wax.—wing, n.

A bird, about 6 or
8 inches long : there
are several species,
most of which have
small, oval, horny
appendages on the
secondaries of the
wings, of the color
of red sealing-wax.
— -work, n. Work
made of wax; esp.,
a figure or figures
formed of wax, in
imitation of real beings. — Waxed'-end, n. A thread
pointed with a bristle and covered with shoemaker's
wax, used in sewing leather, as for boots, shoes, etc.

Wax, waks, v. i. To increase in size, grow, become
larger or fuller; to pass from one state to another,
become.

Way, wa, n. A moving; passage; progression; that bv
which one passes or progresses; road or path of any
kind; length of space; distance; interval; course, or
direction of motion or progress; means by which
anything is reached or accomplished; scheme; de-
vice ; manner ; method ; mode ; fashion ; regular
course; habitual method of life or action; determined
course; resolved mode of action or conduct. (Nav.t.)
Progress ; motion, pi. The timbers on which a
ship is launched.—By the way. In passing; apro-
pos; aside, as a thing apart from, though connected
with, the main object or subject. — By w. of. As for
the purpose of; as being; in character of .

—

Intlie
family w. Pregnant; with child.— In thew. In a
position, or of a character to obstruct, hinder, etc. —
In the w. of. In a favorable position for doing,
getting, meeting, etc. — Out of the w. So as not to

Wax-wing.

fall in with, obstruct, or hinder; apart; aside; astray;
not in the proper place or course ; away from the
usual or regular course or beaten track; odd; unu-
sual; wrong. — Bight of w. (Law.) A right of pri-
vate passage over another's ground.— To be un-
der w., to have w. (Naut.) To be in motion, as
when a ship begins to move. — To give w. To re-
cede, make room, yield, concede the place or opin-
ion to another. (Naut.) To row or ply the oars
vigorously. — To make one's w. To advance in life

by efforts, advance successfully.—To makew. To
give room for passing, or to make a vacancy.

—

Way'-bill, n. A list oi passengers in a public vehi-
cle, or of the baggage or amount of goods trans-
ported by it.—mark, n. A mark to guide in trav-
eling. — -side, n. The edge or border of a road or
path.—sta'tion, n. An intermediate station on a
line of travel, esp. on a railroad. — Wayfarer,
-far-er, n. A traveler; passenger. — Way'faring, a.
Traveling; passing; being on a journey. —Way'lay,
v. t. [-laid (-lad), -laying.] To lie in wait for; to
watch insidiously in the way of, with a view to
seize, rob, or slay. — Way'ward, a. Liking one's
own way; full of humors; froward; perverse; will-
ful.

Waywode, wa'w5d, n. A military commander in va-
rious Slavonic countries,— afterward applied to gov-
ernors of towns or provinces; in Russia a high mili-
tary title.

We, we, pron. ;pl. of I. [poss. our or ours; obj. us.] I
and others; a number in whom I am included.

Weak, wek, a. Wanting physical strength ; as, feeble,
infirm, sickly, exhausted; not able to sustain a great
weight; easily broken or separated into pieces; not
compact; not stiff; pliant; frail; soft; easily subdued
or overcome; lacking force of utterance or sound;
low; small; feeble; of less than the usual strength or
spirit; or, lacking ability for an appropriate function
or office; not possessing or manifesting intellectual,
logical, moral, or political strength, vigor, etc., as,
feeble of mind; spiritless; unwise; injudicious; fool-
ish; not having full confidence or conviction; not
able to withstand temptation, urgency, persuasion,
etc.; not having power to convince; not supported
by force of reason or truth; wanting in point or vig-
or of expression; not prevalent or effective, or not
felt to be prevalent; feeble; not wielding or having
authority or energy; deficient in the resources es-
sential to a ruler or nation. (Stock Exchange.) Tend-
ing towards lower prices, — as, a iveak market. —
Weak'ling, n. A weak or feeble creature.— Weak'-
ly, -IT, adv. In a weak manner; feebly; with little

strength. — a. [-lier; -liest.] Not strong of con-
stitution; infirm. —Weak'ness, n. State or quality
of being weak; want of physical strength; want of
sprightliness or force, of steadiness or resolution,
of moral force or effect upon the mind, or of judg-
ment; weak trait or characteristic; defect; failing;
fault; feebleness; debility; languor; imbecility; in-
firmity; decrepitude; frailty; faintness. — Weak'en,
wek'n, v. t. [-ened (-nd), -ening.] To make weak,
lessen the strength of, debilitate, enfeeble, enervate;
to reduce in strength or spirit.

Weal, wel, n. A sound, healthy, or prosperous state
of a person or thing; prosperity; happiness.

Wealden, weld'n, a. (Geol.) Of, or pert, to, the up-
per part of the oolitic series.

Wealth, welth, n. Large possession of money, goods,
or land : riches ; affluence ; opulence ; abundance.
— Wealth'y, -Y, a. [-ier ; -iest.] Having wealth,
or large possessions in lands, goods, money, or se-
curities, or larger than the generalityof men; opu-
lent; affluent; rich.— The wealthy. Persons of the
richer class.

Wean, wen, v. t. [weaned (wend), weaning.] To
accustom and reconcile to a want or deprivation of
the breast or the mother's milk; to detach or alien-
ate (the affections) from any object of desire.

Weapon, wep'un, n. An instrument of offensive or
defensive combat ; something to fight with ; that
with which one contends against another.

Wear, war, v. t. [imp. wore ; p. p. worn ; wear-
ing.] To carry or bear upon the person, as an arti-

cle of clothing, decoration, warfare, etc. ; to have
on ; to have or exhibit an appearance of ; to con-
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sume by use, use up ; to impair, waste, or diminish,
by continual attrition, scraping, percussion, etc.; to
cause or occasion by friction or wasting; to affect by
degrees. — v. i. To'endure or suffer use ; to bear the
consequences of use, as waste, consumption, or at-

trition ; to suffer injury by use or time ; to be con-
sumed by slow degrees.— n. Act of wearing, or state

of being worn ; consumption by use ; thing worn;
style of dress; the fashion. — Wear and tear. The
loss by wearing, as of machinery in use; injury to
which anything is subject by use, accident, etc. —
Wear'able, a. Capable of being, or suitable to be,

worn. — Wearier, n. One who wears or carries as
appendant to the body; that which wastes or dimin-ap|
ish

Weasel.

es.

Wear, war, v. t. (Naut.) To put (a ship) on another
tack by turning her round, with the stern toward
the wind; to veer.

Wear, wer, n. A dam in a river to stop and raise the
water, for conducting it to a mill, for taking fish,

etc.; a fence set in a stream for catching fish.

Weary, we'rt, a. [-rier ; -riest.] Having the
strength exhausted by toil or exertion ; tired ; fa-

tigued ; causing weariness ; tiresome ; irksome ;

wearisome. — v. t. [wearied (-rid), -eying.] To
reduce or exhaust the physical strength or endur-
ance of; to make impatient by continuance; to har-
ass by anything irksome ; to jade, tire, fatigue, dis-

pirit. — v. i. To grow tired, become exhausted or
impatient.—Weariless, o. Incapable of being wea-
ried.— Wea'rily, -rl-ll, adv. In a weary manner.—
— Wea'risome, -rT-sum, a. Causing weariness; irk-

some; tiresome; tedious; fatiguing; annoying; vex-
atious.

Weasand, we'zand, n. The windpipe; canal through
which air passes to and from the lungs ; throttle.

Weasel, we'zl, n. A small carnivorous quadruped,
about 6 inches in
length, with a tail

about 2 inches long: it

is remarkable for its

slender form and agile
movements.

Weather, weth'er, n.
The state or condition
of the atmosphere
with respect to heat
or cold, wetness or dry-
ness, calm or storm,
clearness or cloudiness, or other meteorological con-
ditions, —v. t. [weathered (-erd), -ering.] To
expose to the air; to air, season by exposure to air.

(Naut.) To sail to the windward of; to pass be-
tween the wind and. To sustain the trying effect
of: to endure, resist. — Weatb/ered, -erd,"a. (Arch.)
Made sloping, so as to throw off water. (Geol.)
Having the surface altered in color, texture, or
composition, or the edsres rounded off by expos-
ure to the elements. — Weatb/er-beat'en, -bet'n, a.
Beaten or harassed by, or worn by exposure to, the
weather. — -board, n. {Naut.) That side of a ship
which is toward the wind. (Arch.) A board used
in weather-boarding houses, etc.— r. t. (Arch.) To
nail boards upon so as to lap one over another, in
order to exclude rain, snow, etc. —-bound, a. De-
layed by bad weather.—breed'er, n. A fine day
which is supposed to presage foul weather.—cock,
n. A vane, or weather-vane, — orig. often in the
figure of a cock: any thing or person that turns eas-
ily and frequently.—gage, n. Position of a ship to
the windward of another; a position of advantage or
superiority.—glass, re. An instrument to indicate
the state of the atmosphere, esp. changes of atmos-
pheric pressure, and of the weather. mold'ing,
-mould'ing, n. (Arch.) A canopy or cornice over
doors or windows, to throw off the rain.—proof, a.
Proof against rough weather. report', 7i. In the
U. S., the daily report of meteorological observations,
and of probable changes in the weather, published
by the government.—strip, n. A strip of wood,
rubber, etc., covering the cmck between an outer
door or window and the threshold or casing, to ex-
clude cold air, rain, snow, etc.—wise. a. Skillful
in foreseeing the changes or state of the weather.

Weave, wev, v. t. [imp. wove (wf>v): p.p. woven or

Weaver,
Bird and Nest.

wove: weaving.] To unite (threads of any kind)
in such a manner as to form a texture; to unite in-
timately, or by close connection or intermixture; to
form (cloth) by interlacing threads; to form into a

fabric, compose.

—

v.i. To practice weaving, work
with a loom ; to become woven or interwoven. —
Weav'er, re. One who
weaves. (Ornith.) A
passerine bird of Afri-
ca and the E. Indies,
which constructs
nests, often pensile,

by inter-weaving
twigs and fibers. (En-
tom.) An aquatic in-

sect, the whirligig,

~£- v *

Weazen, we'zn, a.

Thin ; sharp ; with-
ered; wizened.

Web, web, re. That
which is woven ; a
whole piece or bolt of cloth ;

the warp in a loom; texture;
textile fabric ; a network of
very fine thread spun by a
spider; a cobweb; anything" re-
sembling a web of cloth or a
cobweb; an opaque film cover-
ing the cornea of the eye. (Or-
nith.) The membrane which unites the toes of many
water-fowls.— v. t. [webbed (webd), webbing.] To
unite or surround with a web. or as if with a web: to
envelop, entangle. — Webbed, webd, a. Having the
toes united by a membrane, or web. — Web'bing, n.

A ^strong and narrow fabric of hemp, used for sus-
penders, straps, etc., and for supporting the seats of
stuffed chairs, sofas, etc. — W6b'-foot, n. ; ; I. -feet.
A foot the toes of which are connected by a mem-
brane.—foot'ed, a. Having webbed feet; palmiped.

Wed, wed, v. t. To take for husband or for wife; to
marry : to join in marriage, give in wedlock ; to
unite closely in affection, connect indissolubly or
strongly. — v. i. To contract matrimony, marry.
—Wed'ded, a. Of, or pert, to, wedlock or marriage.
—Wed'ding. n. Nuptial ceremony ; nuptial festivi-

ties; marriage; nuptials.— Diamond wedding. The
60th anniversary of a marriage, when husband and
wife are both living, when presents of diamonds are
made.— Golden w. The 50th anniversary.

—

Silver w.
The 25th anniversary. — China w. The 20th anni-
versary. — Crystal w. The loth anniversary. — Tin
w. The 10th anniversary. — Wooden w: The 5th an-
niversary.— Wedlock, w. Marriage ; matrimony.

Wedge, wej, n. A piece of metal, or other hard mate-
rial, thick at one end and sloping to a thin edge at
the other, used in splitting wood, rocks
etc.,— one of the mechanical powers, q.v.
anything in the form of a wedge, as a bodj
of troops drawn up in sr.ch a form. — v. t

[wedged (wejd), wedging.] To cleave or
separate with 'a wedge; to rive; to force or
drive as a wedge is driven; to force, as
wedge forces its way ; to fix in the man-
ner of a wedge; to fasten with a wedge,
or with wedges.

Wedlock. See under Wed.
j

Wednesday, wenz'dT, n. The 4th day of the week.
j

Weed, wed, n. Anj- plant that is useless, troublesome,
noxious, or grows where it is not wanted; whatever
is unprofitable or troublesome; anything useless; to-

bacco (with the definite article).— v. t. To free from
I

weeds or noxious plants ; to take away (noxious

|

plants): to free from anvthins; hurtful or offensive.

—Weed'y, -T. a. [-iek; -iest.] Relating to, consisting
of, or abounding with', weeds; scraggy, ill-shaped,

I
ungainly — said of horses, also of persons.

! Weed, wed, n. A garment: clothing; esp., an upper
I or outer garment; an article of dress worn in token
1 of grief ; esp , in pi., mourning garb,
i Week, wek, n. A period of 7 days, usually that reck-

j

oned from one Sunday to the next. — Week'-day, re.

Any day of the week "except Sunday. — Weekly, a.

I
Pert, to a week, or to week days ; happening, or

! done, once a week; hebdomadary.— n. A publica-

i edge at

f
Wedge.
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tkm issued ones a week. — adv. Once a -week ; by
hebdomadal periods.

Wean, wen, v. i. To think, imagine, fancy.
Weep, wep, v. i. [wept, weeping.] To show grief or
other passions by shedding tears; to shed tears, cry;
to lament, complain; to flow or run in drops; to drop
water, drip, be very wet; to hang the branches, as if

in sorrow; to droop.— v. t. To lament, bewail, be-
moan; to shed cr pour forth (tears): to shed drop
by drop, as if tears ; to snend or consume in tears or
weeping.—Weep'er. n. One who weeps: a white cuff
on a black dress. —Weep'ing wil'low, n. A species
of willow whose
branches grow
very long and
slender, and
hang down
nearly in a per-
pendicular di-
rection.

Weevil, we'vl, n.

A small coleop-
terous snout-
bearing in s e c t

of 355 genera
and nearly 4,000
species: these lit-

tle beetles are
very injurious
to v e g e t a tion
and vegetable
products.
Wwo»S " Weeping-willow.

the threads that cross the warp from selvage to sel-
vage ; a thing woven.

Weigh, wa, v. t. [weighed (wad), weighing.] To
bear up, raise, lift (esp. an anchor) so that it hangs
in the air; to examine by the balance, ascertain the
weight of; to be equivalent to in weight; to coun-
terbalance; to pay, allot, or take by weight; to pon-
der in the mind, estimate deliberately and mature-
ly.

—

v. i. To have weight, be heavy; to be consid-
ered as important; to bear heavily, press hard. — n.
A certain quantity estimated by weight; an Eng.
measure of weight. — Weigb/able, a. Capable of
being weighed. — Weigh'er, n. One who weighs;
an officer whose duty it is to weigh commodities.— Weight, wat, n. The quality of being heavy ;

that property of bodies by which they tend toward
the center of the earth ; measure of the force of
gravity for a substance or body; quantity of matter
as estimated by the balance ; amount which any-
thing weighs; pressure; burden; importance; influ-
ence ; consequence : a scale or graduated standard
of heaviness; a ponderous mass; something heavy;
a definite mass of iron, lead, brass, or other metal, to
be used for ascertaining the weight of other bodies,
moving machinery, etc. (Mech.) The resistance
against which a machine acts, as opposed to the
power which moves it. — v. t. To load with a
weight or weights, load down, attach weights to.

—Weight'y, -T, a. [-iek ; -iest.] Having weight ;

heavy; important; adapted to turn the balance in
the mind, or to convince ; ponderous ; burden-
some; onerous: forcible; momentous; efficacious.

—

Weight'ily, -T-lT, adv. In a weighty manner; pon-
derously; with force or impressiveness. — Weight'-
iness, n. State or quality of being weighty; ponder-
ousness ; heaviness : solidity ; impressiveness ; im-
portance. — Weight'less, a. " Having no weight; im-
ponderable; light.

Weir, wer, n. A dam in a river to stop and raise the
water, for conducting it to a mill, for taking fish,
etc.; a fence of stakes or twigs set in a stream for
taking Hsh ; a wear.

Weird, werd, a. Skilled in witchcraft; caused by, or
suggesting, magical influence ; supernatural f un-
earthly; suggesting the unearthly: wild.

Welcome, werlcum^ct. Received* with gladness; ad-
mitted willingly ; producing gladness in its re-
ception : grateful ; pleasing ; free to have or enjoy
gratuitously. — n. Salutation of a new comer; kind
reception of a guest or new comer. — ?', t. [wel-
comed (-kumd), -coming.] To salute with kindness.

fusion. — n. State
welded; joint made

eunh
ach a; NS^
deep) \<
iding'_ y£

as a new comer; to receive and entertain hospitably
and cheerfully.

Weld, weld, n. A plant of the mignonette family
jrrowing in Eng. and various European countries ;

dyer's weed: also called wild woad,— used by dyers
to give a yellow color ; the color or coloring matter
extracted from this plant.

Weld, weld, v. t. To press or beat into intimate and
permanent union, as 2 pieces or-

of iron when heated almost to t. a

of being > V ?

by weld- ( I <

Welfare. Sec under Well, a. z,

Welkin, wel'kin, n. The vault "*

of heaven; the sky.
Well, wel, n. An issue of water
from the earth; a sprin
fountain; a source; a cylin- „
diicalhole sunk into the earth
to such a depth as to reach
supply of water ; any
hollow space, as for win
stairs. (Kaut.) An inclc
in the middle of a ship's hold, Modes of Welding,
around the pumps, from the , ,

,

,

bottom to the lower deck, to "- ^"-we
.

ld
> °V"?P:

preserve them from damage, "v-weld
scarf"weld

*

etc.; an apartment in the hold
of a fishing-vessel, having holes in the bottom to ad-
mit water for the preservation of fish. (Mil.) A
hole or excavation in the earth, in mining, from
which run branches or galleries. — v. i. [welled
(weld), welling.] To issue forth, as water from the
earth ; to flow, spring. — WelP-head, n. A source,
spring, or fountain.—hole, n. (Arch.) The open
space in the middle of a staircase, beyond the ends
of the stairs.—spring, n. A fountain ; spring j

source of continual supply.—sweep, n. A long
pole balanced upon a high post and used in drawing
water by means of a bucket from a well.

Well, wel, a. [conpar. and superl. wanting, but sup-
plied by better and best, q. v.] Good in condition or
circumstances; desirable, either in a natural or mor-
al sense; being in health; sound in body; not ailing,
diseased, or sick; being in favor; favored; fortunate;
convenient ; advantageous ; happy. — adv. In a
good or proper manner; justly; nghtly; suitably to
one's condition, to the occasion, or to a proposed
end or use ; abundantly; fully; adequately; thor-
oughly; in such manner as is desirable; favorably;
advantageouslv : conveniently; considerably; not a
little ; far.— Well off'. In good condition, esp., as to
property or any advantages; thriving ; prosperous.— W. to do. Well off; prosperous,— used also adjec-
tively.— Wel'fare, -far, n. Well-doing or well-being
in any respect ; enjoyment of health and the com-
mon blessingsof life; prosperity; happiness.—Well / -

be'ing, n. Welfare; happiness; prosperity.—born,
a. Born of a noble or respectable family, —-bred. a.
Educated to polished manners; polite; cultivated;
refined.—do'ing, v. A doing well: performance of
duties. fa/vored, -vSrd, a. Handsome ; well
formed; pleasing to the eye.—man'nered, -ne"rd, a.
Polite; well-bred; complaisant—meaning, a. Hav-
ing a good intention.—meant, -ment, a. Rightly
intended: kind; friendly, —-nigh, -nl, adv. Almost;
nearly.—spoken, -spok'n, a. Speaking well; speak-
ing with fitness orgn'ce: or speaking kindly: spoken
with propriety.—wish'er, n. One who wishes an-
other well; a person benevolently inclined.

Welladay, wel'a-da, interj. Alas!
Welsh, welsh, a. Pert, or relating to Wales, or its in-
habitants. — n. sing.- or pi: sing. The language of
Wales, or of the Welsh, pi. (Geog.) The natives
or inhabitants of Wales.

Welt, welt, n. That which, being folded or brought
round, serves to guard, st-engthen, or adorn some-
thing: a small cord cove-ed with cloth and sewed on
a seam or bo-der to st-engthen it; an e dare of cloth
folded on itself and sewed down: a narrow strip of
leather around a shoe, between the upper leather
and sole. — ?\ t. To sew a welt on.

Welter, welter, r. ?'. [-tered (-terd), -tering.] To
roll, as the body of an animal; to wallow, tumble

sun, cube, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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about, esp. in anything foul or defiling; to rise and
fall, as waves; to tumble over, as billows.

Wen, wen, n. {Med.) A circumscribed, indolent tu-
mor, without inflammation or change of color of the
skin. Also, goitre.

Wench, wench, n. A young woman; esp. a low. vicious,
coarse young woman; a drab; strumpet; (Southern
U. S.) a black woman ; colored female servant ; ne-
gress.— v.i. [wenched (wencht), wenching.] To
frequent the company of women of ill fame.

W6nd, wend, n. One of a Sclavic race of Prussia and
Saxony.— Wend'ic, n. The language of, etc. ; Sor-
bian; Lusatian.

Wend, wend, v. i. To go, pass, betake one's self.— v.

t. To direct, betake. — Went, imp. of wend,— now
used as the preterit of go.

Wept. See Weep.
Were, Wert. See under Was.
Worst, werst, n. A Russian measure of length; a verst.

See Verst.
Wesand. See Weasand.
West, west, n. The direction or quarter of the heav-
ens where the sun sets ; the point, direction, or re-

gion opposed to east: see Compass; a country situ-

ated in a region toward the sunsetting, with respect
to another. — o. Situated toward the west, or in the
direction of the setting sun; relating to the west;
coming or moving from the west, or western region.
— adv. To the western region ; at the westward ;

more westward. — West'ering, a. Passing to the
west.—Wesferly, a. Being toward the west; situ-

ated in the western region; moving from the west-
ward. — adv. Tending, going, or moving, toward
the west. — Wesfern, a. Situated in the west; be-
ing in that quarter where the sun sets ; moving to-

ward the west. — Wesfward, adv. Toward the
west. — West'wardly, adv. In a direction toward
the west.

Wet, wet, a. [wetter; wettest.] Containing, consist-
ing of, soaked or drenched with, or having the sur-
face moistened with water or other liquid ; full of
moisture; very damp; rainy; nasty; humid; moist.—
n. Water or wetness ; moisture or humidity in con-
siderable degree; rainy, foggy, or misty weather.—
v. t. Ump.&p. p. wet (rarely wet'ted); wetting.]
To fill or moisten with water or other liquid ; to dip
or soak in liquid. — Wet'ness, n. State of being
wet ; moisture ; humidity ; a watery or moist state
of the atmosphere. — WeVnurse, n. A nurse who
suckles a child, esp. the child of another woman. —
-shod, a. Having the feet wet with the shoes or
boots on.

Wether, wetb/er, n. A castrated ram.
Whack, hwak, v. t. To strike, give a heavy or resound-
ing blow to. — v. i. To strike anything with a smart
blow.— n. A resounding blow.

Greenland or Right Whale.

Whale, hwal, n. A very large fish-shaped air-breathing

marine cetaceous mammal of several species : the

Greenland or right whale, the fin-backed whale, and
some other species feed upon minute mollusks, etc.,

Sperm Whale.

live principally in northern seas, and yield train oil

and whalebone; the right whale, when fully grown,
is fr. 50 to 65 or 70 feet in length, and fr. 30 to 40 in
circumference: the fin-backed whale, called also ra-
zor-backed whale and great northern rorqual, is prob.
the longest animal in creation, sometimes exceeding
100 ft. in length : the sperm whale or cachalot, found
esp. in the southern seas, feeds upon cuttlefish, etc.,

yields spermaceti and sperm oil (but not whalebone),
and is about 80 feet long.— Whale'bone, n. A firm,
elastic substance resembling horn, taken from the
upper jaw of the right whale, etc., used as a stiffen-

ing in stays, fans, screens, etc. ; baleen.— Whale'-
man, n. ; pi. -men. A man employed in the whale-
fishery.— Whafer, n. A ship or person employed in
the whale-fishery.

Whap, hwop, n. A blow, or quick, smart stroke.
Whapper, hwop'er, n. Something uncommonly large

of the kind, — applied esp. to a bold lie.

Wharf, hw6rf, n. ; pi. prop. Wharfs (hwGrfs), but
Wharves (hw6rvz) is often used, esp. in the U. S.

A pier, mole, quay, or other structure of wood or
masonry, beside or extending into the water of a har-
bor, river, etc., forming a landing-place where vessels
may discharge or receive passengers or freight, etc.
— Wharfage, -ej, n. The fee paid for the privilege
of using a wharf ; a wharf, or wharves in general

;

wharfing. — Wharfinger, -in-jgr, n. One who has
the care of a wharf; proprietor of a wharf.

What, hwot, pron. An interrogative pronoun, used
(both substantively and adjectively) in asking ques-
tions as to things, events, ideas, circumstances, rela-

tions, etc., as who is used for persons ; also, used as
an exclamatory word, meaning how remarkable, or
how great, or is it possible t?iat? also, used inde-
pendently, and meaning generally, how strange a
thing! a compound relative, equivalent, substan-
tively, to that which; adjectively, to the . . . which;
the sort or kind of the . . . whicli ; and, rarely, to
the . . . on or at which ; whatever, whatsoever,—
used indefinitely ; in part ; partly, — with repeti-
tion, and followed by
with. [Neut. of ivho, q.
v.]— Whatev'er, -soev-
er, pron. Anything so-

ever which ; being this

or that; all that; no mat-
ter what. — What'not,
n. A piece of house-
hold furniture, having
shelves for books, orna-
ments, etc. \Tr. the
abbr. phrase what not,

often used at the close of
an enumeration of par-
ticulars, used substan-
tively, to denote a mis-
cellany, a variety.]

Wheal, hwel, n. A mark
raised by a stroke ; a
wale, q. v.

Wheat, hwet, n. An an-
nual herbaceous cereal grass, of many species ; its

seed, which furnishes
a white flour for
bread. — Wheat'en,
a. Made of wheat. —
— Wheaf-ear, n. An
ear of wheat. ( Or-
nith.) A small migra-
tory insectivor ous
bird common in Eu-
rope, and found in
Greenland ; the fal-

low-chat; fallow-
finch.

Wheedle, hwe'dl, v. t.

[-DLED(-dld),-DLING.]
To entice by soft

words: to gain or get
away by flattery ; to coax, cajole.

Wheel, hwel, n. A circular frame turning on an axis;

esp. one with hub or nave, spokes, fellies, and tire,

for supporting a vehicle, etc. ; a rotating disk ; any
instrument of a similar form, or chiefly consisting

Common Wheat.

Wheat-ear.

&m, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, tSrm ; In, Ice ; Sdd, tone, or
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of a wheel, as a spinning-wheel; an instrument for
punishing criminals; a rolling or revolving body; a
disk; orb; a turn or revolution; rotation; compass.
(JYaut.) a circular
frame having han-
dles on the rim, used
in steering a ship;
{Pottery.') a round,
wooden disk revolv-
ing horizontally at
the top of a vertical
shaft or spindle, on
which the clay is

shaped.-v. t

.

[wheeled (hweld),
wheeling.] To con-
vey on wheels, in a
vehicle with wheels,
or in a wheelbarrow;
to put into a rotatory
motion; to cause tog
turn or revolve.—
v. i. To turn on, or
as on, an axis ; to re-

volve, rotate ; to go
round in a circuit ; make
forward. — Wheeling

Ship's "Wheel.

t spiral flight ; to roll

Act of conveying on
wheels; condition of a road with regard to passage of
wheel-carriages: convenience for passing on wheels.
— Wheel'wright, -rit, n. A man who makes wheels
and wheel-carriages. — Wheel'barrow, n. A light
frame or box with 2 handles, supported by one wheel,
and rolled by a single person. — Wheel'-cafriage,
-kar'rej, n. A carriage moved on wheels.

—

house,
n. ; pi. -houses. (ATaut.) A small house or shelter
on deck, which contains the steering-wheel; the pad-
dle-box of steam-vessels.—work, n. A combination
of wheels, and their connection in_a machine.

Wheeze, hwez, v. i. [wheezed (hwezd), wheezing.]
To breathe hard, and with an audible sound, as per-
sons affected with asthma.

Whelk, hwelk, n. A wrinkle; inequality on the sur-
face; protuberance; a stripe or mark; streak. [Zobl.)
A mollusk having a one-valved, spiral, and gibbous
shell, with an oval aperture ending in a short canal
or gutter.

Whelm, hwelm, v. t. [whelmed (hwelmd), whelm-
ing.] To cover with water or other fluid; to cover
completely, immerse deeply, overburden.

Whelp, hwelp, n. The young of the canine species,
and of beasts of prey ; a puppy ; cub ; a child ;

youth,— jocosely or contemptuously so called.—
v. i. [whelped (hwelpt), whelping.] To bring
forth young, as the female of the canine species
and some beasts of prey.— Whelps ofa windlass, cap-
stan,etc. (Mmt.) Short, upright pieces of wood, etc.,

placed round the barrel, to prevent its being chafed.
When, hwen, adv. At what time, —used interroga-

tively; at what time; at the time that, — used rela-
tively; while, whereas,— used in the manner of a
conjunction; which time, then, — elliptically and
inaccurately used as a substantive. — Whenev'er,
When'soev'er, -so-ev'er, relative adv. or conj. At
what time soever; at whatever time; whenever. —
Whence, hwens, adv. From what place; from what
or which source, origin, antecedent, premise, etc.;
how,— used interrogatively; from what or which
place, source, etc.; the place, source, etc., from which,— used relatively. — Whence'soev'er, relative adv.
or conj. From what place, cause, or source soever.

Where, hwar, adv. At what place; in what situation,
position, or circumstances, — used interrogatively;
at which place; at the place in which,— used rela-
tively; to what or which place; whither, — used in-
terrog. and rel.—Where'about', -abouts', -a-bowts',
adv. About where; near what or which place,— used
interrogatively and relatively; concerning which;
about which. [ Whereabout, or whereabouts, is often
used colloquially as a noun.]—Whereas', -az', conj.
Considering that, since,— used to introduce a pre-
amble; when in fact, the case being in truth that, —
implying opposition to something "that precedes, or
implying a recognition of facts.—Whereat', adv. At
Which,— used relatively; at what,— interrogatively.— Whereby', adv. By which, — used relatively ; by

what,— interrogatively.—Where'fore, -for, adv. For
which reason, — relatively; for what reason, why,

—

interrogatively. — Wherein', adv. In which ; in
which thing, time, respect, book, etc., — used rela-
tively ; in what, — interrogatively. — Where'into',
adv. Into which, — used relatively; into what,

—

interrogatively. —Whereof , -of or -ov', adv. Of
which, —used relatively ; of what, — indefinitely ;

of what, — interrogatively.— Whereon', adv. On
which,— relatively.— Where'soev'er, adv. In what
place soever; in whatever place, or in any place in-
definitely; wherever. —Whereto', adv. To which,— used relatively; to what, to what end,— interrog-
atively. —Where'upon', a !v. Upon which; in con-
sequence of which.— Wherev'er, adv. [From where
and ever.] At whatever place. — Wherewith, -with'
or -with', adv. With which,— used relatively; with
what, — interrogatively. — Wherewithal', -with-
awl', adv. Same as Wherewith.— n. Means where-
with to accomplish any purpose.

Wherry, hwSr'rf, n. A shallow, light boat, built long
and narrow, and sharp at both ends, for fast rowing
or sailing.

Whet, hwet, v. t. To rub with a stone, etc., for the
purpose of sharpening, as an edge-tool ; to make
sharp, keen, or eager; to stimulate; to stir up, excite,
provoke. — n. Act of sharpening by friction ; some-
thing that provokes or stimulates the appetite.

—

Whet'stone, -st5n, n. A stone used for sharpening
edged instruments by fric'ion.

Whether, hweth'er, pron. Which of 2; which one of 2,—used interrogatively and relatively.

—

conj. Used to
introduce the first of 2 or more alternative clauses, the
other or others being connected by or, or by or wheth-
er; it also frequently introduces each one, except
the last, of several alternatives; sometimes, when the
2d of 2 objective alternatives is the simple negative
of the 1st, the 2d is omitted, and whether stands sin-
gly, with no correlative.

Whew, hwu, n. or interj. A sound like that of a half-
formed whistle, expressing astonishment, increduli-
ty, scorn, or dislike.

Whey, hwa, n. The serum or watery part of milk, sep-
arated from the more thick or coagulable part, esp.
in the process of making cheese. — Whey'ey, -T,

Whey'ish, a. Having the qualities of, or resembling,
whey.

Which, hwich, pron. An interrogative pronoun, used
botli substantively and adjectively, to ask for an in-
dividual person or thing among several of a class, —
in this use signifying who, or what one of a number,
sort, kind, etc.; a relative, used generally substan-
tively, but sometimes adiectively, in all numbers
and genders, and for all ohjects excepting persons;
a compound relative, standing for that which, those
which, the . . . which, etc.— Whichev'er, Which'so-
ev'er, pron. Whether one or the other; which; that
one (of 2 or more) which.

Whiff, hwif, n. A sudden expulsion of air, smoke, etc.,

from the mouth; a puff; a gust of air, esp. when
conveying some smell, — v. t. [whiffed (hwift),
whiffing.] To throw out in whiffs, consume in
whiffs, puff; to convey by a puff; to blow.— r.i. To
emit whiffs, as of smoke;' to puff, smoke. —Whiffle,
-fl, v. i. [-fled (-fld), -fling.] To waver or shake,
as if moved by gusts of wind; to change from one
opinion or course to another; to be fickle and un-
steady; to shift, evade, shuffle, prevaricate.

—

Whif-
fler, n. One who whiffles, or frequently changes his
opinion or course. — Whiffletree, n. The swinging
bar of a vehicle, etc., to which the traces of a harness
are fastened for draught; a whippletree; swingletree.

Whig, hwig, n. (Eng. Hist.) One of a political party
which originated in Eng. in the 17th century, advo-
cated popular rights, and opposed the tories: those
who supported the king in his high claims were
called Tories, and the advocates of popular rights
were called Whigs. (Amer. Hist.) A friend and sup-
porter of the Amer. Revolution and the war ensu-
ing, — opp. to tory and royalist; one of a political
party in the U. S. from about 1829 to 1853, opp. in
politics to the so-called Democrats. — a. Pert, to, or
composed of, Whigs; adhering to the principles of
the Whigs. — Whig'gery, -ger-T, n. The principles
of a Whig.— Whig'gish, a. Pert, to, or partaking of
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Whimbrel.

the principles of, Whigs.—Whig'gism,-gizm, «. The
principles of a Whig.

While, hwil, n. Space of time, or continued duration

:

time.— adv. During the time that; as long as; at the
same time that ; under which circumstances ; in

which case.— Worthwhile. Worth the time which
it requires ; worth the time and pains, or the ex-
pense.— v. t. [whiled (hwlld), whilixg.] To cause
to pass away without irksomeness or disgust ; to

spend or pass.— Whiles, hwllz, adv. While. —WW-
lom, -lum, adv. Formerly; once; of old. —Whilst,
hwilst, adv. Same as While.

Whim, hwim, n. A sudden turn or start of the mind;
a fancy; capricious notion; humor; freak.— Whim'r

-

sey. -zT, n. A whim; freak; capricious notion.—
Whim'sical, a. Full of whims or whimseys; having
odd fancies; curious; odd; freakish; capricious; fan-
tastical. — Whim'sicaKity, -kal'T-tY, -sicalness, n.

State or quality of being, etc.—Whim'sicaliy, adv.—
Whim'"wham, "n. A whim or whim-
sey; a freak.

Whimper, whim'pjer, v. i. [-peeed
(-pgrd), -Peking] To cry with a low,
wh i n i n g,
broken
voice. —
v. t. To ut-
t e r in a
low, whin-
ing tone.—
Whim'-
perer, n. —
Whim'-
brel, n. A
gralla to ri-

al bird al-

lied to the
curie w,
but much
smaller in
size.

Whin, hwin, n. Gorse ; furze ; also a leguminous
plant, having yellow flowers. — Whin'ny, -nT, a.
Abounding in, etc.

Whine, hwin, v. i. [whined (hwind), whining.] To
utter a plaintive cry. complain in a shrill, long-drawn
tone, complain in a mean, unmanly way.

—

n. A
plaintive tone; the nasal puerile tone of mean com-
plaint; mean or affected complaint.

Whinny, hwin'nT, v. i. [-nied (-nid), -nying.] To
utter the cry of a horse; to neigh, — n. The cry of
a horse; a neigh.

Whinny, a. See under Whin.
Whin-stone, hwin'ston, n. (Geol.) Trap or green-
stone,— a provincial name given to basaltic rocks,
and applied by miners to any kind of dark-colored
and hard, unstratified rock.

Whip, hwip, v. t. [whipped (hwipt), -ping.] To strike
with a lash, cord, rod, or anything lithe ; to lash,
beat; to drive with lashes; to punish with the whip,
flog; to lash (with sarcasm, abuse, etc.); to strike,
thrash, beat out (grain) by striking; to beat (cream,
etc.) into froth; to sew lightly, form into gathers bv
overcasting a rolled edge and drawing up the thread';
to overlay (a cord, rope, etc.) with other cords; to
wrap, inwrap; to take or move by a sudden motion,
jerk, snatch. (Navt.) To hoist or purchase by means
of a whip; to secure the end of from untwisting by
overcasting it with yarn. — v. i. To move nimbly,
start suddenly and do anything. — n. An instru-
ment (as a thing or lash attached to a handle) for
driving horses or other animals, or for correction ; a
coachman, or driver of a carriage. (Mach.) One
of the arms or frames of a windmill, on which the
sails are spread. {Naut.) A small tackle with a single
rope, used to hoist light bodies. {Eng. politics.) A
member of Parliament who acts as executive secreta-
ry for his political party, in effecting the attendance
of its members when their votes are needed; a whip-
per-in.— Whip'graft, v. 1. To graft by cutting the
cion and stock in a sloping direction, so as to fit each
other, and by inserting a tongue on the cion into a
slit in the stock. — Whip'per, n. One who whips;
esp., an officer who inflicts the penalty of legal whip-
ping; one who raises coal with a tackle from a ship's

Whip-poor-will.

hold. — Whip'saw, v. A saw usually set in a frame,
for dividing timber lengthwise, and commonly
worked by 2 persons. — Whip'ster, n. A nimble
little fellow. —Whip'-cord, n. A kind of hard-twist-
ed or braided cord, sometimes used for making lash-
es.—lash, n. The lash of a whip.—staff, n. ; pi.
-staffs. {Naut.) A bar by which the rudder is

turned ; a tiller. stock, n. The rod or staff to
which the lash of a whip is fastened; sometimes, the
whole whip. — Whip'por-in', n. A huntsman who
keeps the hounds from wandering, and whips them
in, if necessary, to the line of chase; one who en-
forces the discipline of a party, and urges the attend-
ance of the members on all necessary occasions.

—

-snap'per, n. A diminutive, insignificant person.—
Whip'ping-post, n. A post to which offenders are
tied to be whipped.— Whip'pletree, hwip'pl-tre, n.

The bar to which the traces or tugs of a harness are
fastened; whirHetree; swingletree.

Whip'-p o o r-

will, hwip'-
poor-wil, n.

An A m e r.

nocturnal
insectivo-
rous bird of

,

4;he goat-
sucker fam-
ily, allied to
the night-
haw k , so
called from its note.

Whir, hwer, v. i. To whirl round with noise ; to fly
with a buzzing or whizzing sound. — n. A buzzing
or whizzing sound produced by the rapid or whirling
motion of anything.— Whirl, hwer], v. t. [whirled
(hwerld), whirling.] To turn round rapidly ; to
cause to rotate with velocity; to remove quickly with
a revolving motion.— v. i. To be turned round rap-
idly, move round with velocity, gyrate: to move has-
tily.— n. A turning with rapidity or velocity; rapid
rotation; anything that moves oris turned with ve-
locity, esp. on an axis or pivot; a revolving hook used
in twisting. {Bot. & Conch.) A whorl. — Whirr-
pool, n. An eddy of water; a vortex or gulf in
which the water moves round in a circle. — Whirl'-
wind, n. A violent wind moving in a circle round
its axis, and having a progressive motion. — WhirK-
bat, it. Anything moved with a whirl as preparatory
for a blow, or to augment the
force of it- the cestus of ancient
boxers.—bone, n. The patella;
cap of the knee; knee-pan.

—

Whirl'igig, -T-gig, n. A child's
toy, spun or whirled around like
a wheel upon an axis, or like a Whirli^i^
top. (Entom.) An aquatic beetle
having ametallic luster, which lives on the surface of
water, and
move's rap-
idly in a gy-
rating man-
ner; whirl-
wig; water
flea. —
Whirl'ing-
ta'ble, n.

An appara-
tus consist-
ing of re-

volving
disks, with
weights,
pulleys,
etc., to illustrate the laws of centrifugal forces, etc.

Whisk, hwisk, n. Act of whisking; a rapid, sweeping
motion, as of something light ; a small bunch of
grass, straw, hair, etc., used for a brush ; a brush; a
small culinary instrument for whisking or beating
eggs, etc. ; part of a woman's dress; a kind of tippet.
— v.t. [whisked (hwiskt), whisking.] To sweep,
brush, or agitate with a light, rapid motion, as the
dust from a table, or the white of eggs into a froth:

to move with a quick, sweeping motion. — v. i. To
move nimbly and with velocity.— Whisk'"er, n. He

Whirling-table.

a, foot-board ; A, wheel ; c, pulley ;

d, arm ; e, f, uprights.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; in, ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r
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who, or that which, whisks, or moves with a quick,
sweeping motion ; that part of the beard which
grows upon the sides of the face, or the cheeks; for-

merly, the hair of the upper lip, or mustache; the
long, projecting hairs growing at the sides of the
mouth of a cat, etc. — Whisk'ered, -erd, a. Formed
into, furnished with, or having, whiskers.

Whisky, -key, hwis'kt, n. An intoxicating spirit dis-

tilled from barley, wheat, rye, or maize.
Whisper, hwis'per, v. i. [-pered (-perd), -pering.]
To speak softly, or under the breath; to utter words
without sonant breath; to make alow, sibilant sound
or noise; to speak with suspicion, or timorous cau-
tion ; to plot secretly, devise mischief. — v. t. To
utter in a low, and not vocal, tone ; to address in a
whisper, or low voice. — n. A low, soft, sibilant

voice; words uttered with such a voice; a cautious
or timorous speech; something communicated in se-

cret.— Whis'perer, n. One who whispers; one who
tells secrets; one who slanders secretly; a tattler;

backbiter; slanderer.
Whist, hwist, a. Not speaking; not making a noise ;

silent; mute; still.— n. A game at cards,— so called
because it requires silence or close attention.— interj.

Be silent; be still; hush.
Whistle, hwis'sl, v. i. [whistled (-sld), whistling.]
To utter a kind of musical sound, by pressing the
breath through a small orifice formed by contracting
the lips; to make a shrill sound with a wind instru-
ment, or with a steam whistle; to blow a sharp, shrill

tone; to sound shrill, or like a pipe.— v. t. To form,
utter, or modulate by whistling ; to send, direct, sig-

nal, or call by a whistle. — n. A sharp, shrill sound,
made by pressing the breath through a small orifice

of the lips, or through an instrument which gives a
similar sound; the sound used by a sportsman in call-

ing his dogs; the shrill note of a bird; the shrill sound
made by wind passing among trees or through crev-
ices ; shrill noise of steam or gas escaping through a
small orifice or impinging against the edge of a brass
cup; an instrument producing a sound like that made
by the passage of breath through the compressed lips;

the mouth, as the organ of whistling.

Whit, hwit, n. The smallest part or particle imagina-
ble; a bit ; jot, — used adverbially.

White, hwit, a. Having the color of pure snow ; re-

flecting to the eye all the rays of the spectrum com-
bined ; destitute of color, as in the cheeks ; pale ;

pure; clean; free from spot or blemish; gray, as the
effect of age ; having colorless hair; free from that
which defiles, disturbs, etc. ; innocent ; fortunate ;

happy ; favorable. — n. The color of pure snow ;

one of the natural colors of bodies, yet not strictly a
color, but a composition of all the colors; something
having the color of snow, or reflecting to the eye the
rays of light unseparated ; the center of a mark at
which an arrow or other missile is shot, — formerly
painted white; one of the white race of men. — v. t.

To make white, whiten, whitewash.— Whitefeather.
A mark of cowardice. — W. friar. A mendicant
monk of the Carmelite Order,— so called from the
white cloaks worn by members of the order ; any
monk dressed in white. — W. heat. The tempera-
ture at which bodies become incandescent, and ap-
pear white from the bright light which they emit.—
W. lead. A carbonate of lead, used in painting and
for other purposes; ceruse. {Min.) A native carbon-
ate of lead. — W. lie. A comparatively venial false-
hood. — W. squall. {Naut.) A sudden gust of wind
which comes up without being marked in its ap-
proach by the clouds, and is attended with white,
broken water, on the surface of the sea.— W. swell-
ing. {Med.) A scrofulous or rheumatic swelling of
the knee, or of the ankle, wrist, or elbow, with acute
or chronic disease of the synovial membrane, carti-
lage, and bone; a lingering, chronic tumor, of almost
any kind.— W. wine. Any wine of a clear, transpar-
ent color, bordering on white, as Madeira, Sherry,
etc.,— opp. to wine of a deep-red color, as Port.—
Whites, hwitz, n. pi. {Med.) A discharge of a white,
yellowish, or greenish mucus, from the vagina; leu-
corrhea; fluor albus.—Whifen, hwifn, v. t. [-ened
(-nd_), -ening.] To make white, bleach, blanch, — v.

t. To grow white, turn or become white, or whiter.—Whifener, n. One who bleaches or makes white.

— Whiteness, n. State or quality of being white;
paleness; freedom from stain or blemish; purity;
cleanness.—Whifish, a. Somewhat white; white in
a moderate degree. {Bot.) Having a color like white
somewhat soiled; covered with an opaque white pow-
der.—Whifishness, ft.—Whifing, n. {Ichth.) A sea-
fish, allied to the cod, valued on account of its del-

Whiting,

icacy and lightness as an article of food. Ground
chalk, carefully cleaned from all stony matter, used
for polishing metal, etc. —White''wash, -wosh, n.
A wash or liquid composition for whitening some-
thing, making the skin fair, etc. ; a composition of
lime and water, or of whiting, size, and water, used
for whitening the plaster of walls, etc— v. t.

[whitewashed (-wosht), -washing.] To cover
with a white liquid composition, as with lime and
water, etc. ; to make white, give a fair external ap-
pearance ; to clear (an insolvent or bankrupt) of
debts he owes; to clear an accused person of charges
brought against him,— esp. by suppression of facts.— White'-bait, n.

A very small, deli-
cate fish of the her-
ring kind.—liv7-

ered, -erd, a. Hav-
ing a pale look ;

feeble ; cowardly.—meat, n. Food White-bait,
made of milk, but-
ter, cheese, eggs, etc. ; young or delicate flesh or food,
as veal, poultry, rabbits, etc. ; breast, etc., of chick-
ens and turkeys.

—

smith, n. One who works in
tinned iron, or white iron ; a worker in iron who
finishes or polishes the work, disting. from one who
forges it.

—

weed, n. A plant of the genus Chry-
santhemum; the ox-eye daisy, — so called from the
color of its flowers. — Whit'leather, hwiflether,
n. Leather dressed with alum, salt, etc., remark-
able for its pliability and toughness; a broad, tough,
white ligament on the neck of quadrupeds, which
supports the weight of the head; paxwax. — Whif-
sun, a. Of, pert, to, or observed at Whitsuntide. —
Whit'sunday, -sn-dT, -suntide, -sn-tid, n. {Eccl.)
The 7th Sunday after Easter, a festival commemo-
rative of the descent of the Holy Spirit on the day
of Pentecost, — so called, because, in the primitive
church, those newly baptized appeared at church
between Easter and'Pentecost in white garments.

Whither, hwith'Sr, adv. To what place, — used in-

terrogatively ; to what or which place,— relatively,

to what: to what point or degree; whereunto; where-
to. — Whith'ersoev'er, adv. To whatever place.—
Whith/erward, adv. In what direction ; toward
what place.

Whiting, Whitleather, Whitsunday, etc. See White.
Whitlow, hwit'lo, n. {Med.) An inflammation of a
finger or toe, terminating usually in suppuration ; a
felon; paronychia.

Whittle, hwit'tl, n. A knife ; a pocket, sheath, or
clasp-knife. — ?-.?, [whittled (-tld), -tling.] To
pare or cut off the surface of with a small knife.—v. i.

To cut or shape a piece of wood with a small knife.
Whiz, hwiz, v. i. [whizzed (hwizd), -zing.] To make
a humming or hissing sound, like an arrow or ball
flying through the air.— n. A hissing sound.

Who, hoo, pron. [possess, whose ; object, whom.] A
relative or interrogative pronoun, used always sub-
stantively, and either as sing, or pi.; what or which
person or persons. [ WJio and vjhom, as relative pro-
nouns, are used of persons only, corresponding to
which, as applied to things. Who, whose, and whom,
as compound relatives, are also used of persons
only, meaning the person that; the persons that; the
one that.] — WhoeVer, pron. Whatever person ;

any one without exception; any person whatever.

—

sun, cube, full ; moon, f6t>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Whom, hoom, pron. Objective of Who.— Whom^so- I

ev'er, pj-on. Obi. of Whosoever.— Whose, hooz, '

pron. Toss, of Who or Which. — Who'soev'er,
pron. Whatever person : any person whatever that.

'

— Whose'soever, jiron. Possess, of Whosoever.
Whoa, hwo, interj. See Ho.
Whole, hoi, a. Containing the total amount, number,

etc.; not defective or imperfect; unimpaired; unin-
jured ; possessing, or being in a state of, health and ,

soundness ; all ; complete ; entire ; integral ; undi-
j

vided ; unbroken ; sound ; -well. — n. The entire i

thing; entire assemblage of parts; totality; a regular
combination of parts; a system: amount; aggregate;
gross.— Whole blood. (Laic of Descent.) Blood com-
pounded wholly of the same ingredients ; blood de-

|

rived from the same couple of ancestors, — jr. JTotes.

(JUus.) The
note w L -'

resen
of Ion
tion in

sem
breve. — Upon
the w. Considering all things, or the whole; in view I

of all the circumstances or conditions.—Wholeness,
n.—Whole'sale, -sal, n. Sale of goods by the piece or

j

large quantity, as disting. from retail. — a. Buying
and selling^ by the piece or quantity; of, or pert, to,

the trade oy" the piece or quantity; in great quanti-
ties : extensive and indiscriminate. — By wholesale.
In the mass; in large quantities without distinction
or discrimination.—Whoie'some, -sum, a. Tending
to promote health; favoring health ; contributing to

the health of the mind; favorable to morals, religion
or prosperity; salubrious: sound; salutary; useful;
kindly.— Wholly, -It, adv. In a whole or complete
manner; entirely : completely; perfectly; to the ex-
clusion of other things: totally.

Whom, Whomsoever. See under Who.
Whoop, Hoop, hoop, n. A shout of pursuit or of war;

a halloo; a sonorous inspiration; a hoot, as of an owl.— v. i. [whooped (hoopt), whooping.] To utter a
loud cry of eagerness, enthusiasm, or enjoyment; to

utter a loud, shrill, prolonged sound, cough with a
sonorous inspiration ; to cry out, shout, hoot, as an

Whorls. (Bot.)

n. A humming sound
dth ve-

Whole Xotes.

owl Whoop' mg-
{Mel)cough. kawf,n. (

A violent, convulsive
cough, consisting of
several expirations, fol-

lowed by a sonorous in-
spiration or whoop;
chin -cough: hooping-
cough. crane, n. A
crane having along
neck and bill, — named
fr. its note. — Whop'-
per, n. Anything un-
commonly farge, ap-
plied esp. to a mon-
strous lie.

Whop, hwop, v. t. To
beat severely; to turn
over suddenly. — n. A
sudden fall, or the sud-
denness of striking in a
fall. — Whop 'per, n.

Whore, hor, n. A woman
who practices unlawful
sexual commerce with
men, esp. one who does it for hire ; harlot ; courte-
san; prostitute; strumpet; wench; concubine.— v. i.

To have unlawful sexual commerce. — Whor1sh,
a. Resembling a whore in character or conduct

:

incontinent; lewd: unchaste. — Whore'dom, -dum,
n. Practice of unlawful commerce with the other
sex: fornication ; lewdness. (Script.) Idolatry.

—

Whore^master, n. A man who practices lewdness ;

a lecher ; one who keeps or procures whores for
others ; a pimp ; procurer. — Whore'monger, -mug-
ger, n. A whoremaster ; lecher ; a man who fre-
quents the society of whores.

Whorl, hwSrl or hwSrl, n. (Bot.) An arrangement
of a number of leaves, flowers, or other organs,
around a stem, in the same plane with each other.

Whooping-crane.

(Conch.) A wreath or
turn of the spire of a
univalve.

Whortleberry, hwert'l-
ber'rl, n. (Bot.) A plant
or shrub, and its small,
round, edible berry; the
huckleberry.

Whose, Whosoever, etc.

See under Who.
Whur, hwer, ». i. To
make a rough humming
sound, like one who
pronounces the letter r
with too much force ;

to snarl or growl, as a do_
like that of a body moving through the air
locity; whir.

Why, hwi, adv. For what cause, reason, or purpose; on
what account,—used interrogatively: for which rea-
son or cause, on what account, for what, — relative-
ly: the reason or cause for which,— used as a com-
pound relative. [ Why is used sometimes emphati-
cally, or as an expletive.]

Wick, wik, n. A loosely twisted or woven cord or nar-
row fabric which by capillary attraction draws up
a steady supply of oil, melted tnllow. etc., to feed the
flame o*f a lamp or candle. — Wick'ing, n. The ma-
terial of which wicks are made.

Wicked, wik'ed, a. Evil in principle or practice; con-
trary to the moral law; addicted to vice; iniquitous;
sinful: criminal; guilty; immoral; unrighteous; un-
holy; irreligious; ungodly; profane; atrocious; ne-
farious ; heinous : flagrant ; profligate ; flagitious ;

abandoned—Wick'edness, n. State or quality of be-
ing wicked; a wicked thing or act; sin; sinfulness;
guilt; iniquity; immorality ; vice: baseness; villainy;
lrreligion; impiety; ungodliness; atrocity; flagitious-
ness.

Wicker, wik'er, a. Made of, or covered with, twigs or
osiers. — n. A small twig or osier; a rod for making
basket-work, etc.

Wicket, wik'et, n. A small gate or door, esp. one
forming part of a larger door or gate: a small frame-
work of rods, used in playing cricket, orig. formed
like a gate.

Wide, wid, a. Having a great extent every way: spa-
cious; vast; having considerable distance or extent
between the sides; not narrow; of a certain measure
between the sides ; remote ; distant ; broad : exten-
sive; large; liberal; comprehensive.— adv. To a dis-

tance; far; far from; widely.—Widely, -IT, adv. In
a wide manner; to a wide degree: far; extensively;
very much: to a great degree.— Wid'en, wid'n, v. t.

[•exed (-nd). -ening.] To make wide or wider.— v.
i. To grow wide or wider: to enlarge. — Wide'ness,
n. Quality or state of being wide; breadth: width;
large extent in all directions. —Width, n. Quality
of being wide; extent from side to side ; breadth;
wideness.

Wide'-a-wake', a. On the
alert; ready; knowing;
earnest.— n. A broad- ..MImJi

^n
hat

ed' l0W"Cr0Wned
' \\liff

Widgeon, wij'un, n. A
hand some migratory

Widgeon.

herbivorous aquati
bird, allied? to the
ducks.

Widow, wid'o, n. A wom-
an who has lost her
husband by death, and
has not married again.
— v. t. [W IDOWEI)
(-5d), -owing.] To be-
reave of a husband; to deprive of one who is loved,
make desolate or bare, bereave.—Wid'ower, -o-er, n.

A man who has lost his wife by death, and has not
married again. — Wid'owhood, n. State of being a

widow; also, rarelv, state of being a widower.
Width. See under Wide.
Wield, weld, v. t. To use with full command or pow-

er, as a thing not too heavy for the holder; to use or

employ, control ; to swing, sway, manage, handle.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 2nd, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 6dd, tone, 6r
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Wigwam.
An uninhabited and
a forest or sandy de;

Wife, wif, n. ; pi. Wives, wivz. A woman, adult fe-

male,— used only in certain compounds and phrases;
the lawful consort of a man; a woman united to a
man in wedlock. —Wife'hood, -hdod, n. State and
character of a wife. — Wife'ly, -II, a. Becoming or
like, pert, or suitable to, a wife. — Wive, wlv, v. i.

[wived (wlvd), wiving.] To marry, — said of a
man. — v. t. To match to, provide with, or take for,

a wife; to wed (a wife).
Wig, wig, n. An artificial covering of hair for the
head.— Wigged, wigd, a. Wearing a wig.

Wigan, wig'an, n. A canvas-like cotton fabric, used
to stiffen and protect the lower part of pantaloons
and of the skirts of ladies' dresses, etc.

Wiggle, wig'gl, v. t. or i. To move to and fro with a
quick, jerking motion; to squirm, wriggle.

Wight, wit, n. A being; person,— used chiefly in
irony or burlesque, or in humorous language.

Wigwam, wig'worn, n. An Indian cabin or hut of
conical shape, made o f
bark or mats.

Wild, wild, a. Living in a
state of nature ; not tamed
or domesticated; growing
or produced without cul-
ture; native; desert; not
inhabited; not refined by
culture; ferocious; rude;
not submitted to restraint,
training, or regulation ;

turbulent ; violent ; in-
ordinate ; fanciful ; vis-

ionary ; crazy ; exposed
to wind and sea ; unshel-
tered ; indicating strong
emotion, intense excite-
ment, or bewilderment. — n.

uncultivated tract or region
.

ert ; wilderness. — Wild is prefixed to the names
of many plants, to distinguish them fr. such as are
cultivated in gardens.— W. boar. An animal of the
hog kind
from which
the domesti-
cated swine
isdescended.— W. cat. An
animal of
the cat fam-
ily, stronger
and fiercer
than the do-
mestic cat, „,., , „ ,

destructive Wild Cat.

to small domestic animals. — W. goose chase. The
pursuit of something as unlikely to be caught as a
wild goose.— To sow one's w. oats. To pass through
a season of wild and thoughtless dissipation, as in
youth. — Wild'ing, n. T5. wild crab-apple; a young
tree growing without cultivation. —Wildly, adv.
In a wild condition or manner; heedlessly; irration-
ally; fiercely; irregularly; licentiously.— Wild'ness,
n. — Wild'-fire, n. A composition of inflammable
materials, which when inflamed is very hard to
quench; Greek fire.—WiKder, wll'der, v. t. [-deked
<-derd),-DEKiNG.] To cause to lose the way or track;
to bewilder. — WiKdemess, n. A tract of land or re-
gion uncultivated and uninhabited bv human be-
ings, whether a forest or a wide, barren plain; a wild;
waste; desert ; part of a garden, etc., where there is

unchecked overgrowth or confusing superabun-
dance.

Wile, wil, n. A trick or stratagem practiced for in-
snaring or deception.

—

Wil'y, wil'I, a. [-ier: -ikst.]
Full of, etc.; cunning; artful; tricky; sly.—Wi'lily,
-ll-ll. adv. In a wily manner; by stratagem.—Wir -

lines3, n. State or qualitv of being wily; guile.
Wilful. See Willful, under Will.
Wilk, wilk, n. A species of mollusk. [See Wiielk.1
Will, wil, n. The faculty or power of mind by which
we decide to do or not to do; power of choosing; fac-
ulty of preferring or selecting 1 of 2 or more objects;
choice made ; volition ; choice or determination of one
who has authority; a decree; command; strong wish
or inclination ; that which is strongly desired. {Law.)

The legal declaration of a person's mind, as to the
manner in which he would have his property or es-

tate disposed of after his death; testament: devise.—
v. t. [imp. willed (wild) and would (wdod); p. }>.

willed; willing.] This verb has both an irregular
and a regular form : 1. Irregular. (I will, thou
wilt, he will ; imp. would ; p.p. wanting. ) To wish,
desire; as an auxiliary, used to denote futurity de-
pendent on the subject of the verb: thus, in the 1st

person, " I will" denotes willingness, consent, prom-
ise, and when " will " isemphasized.it denotes de-
termination or fixed purpose: in the 2d and 3d per-
sons, the idea of simple future certainty is expressed:
see Shall.— 2. Regular. (I will, thou wiliest, ne wills;
imp. & p. p. willed.) To determine by an act of
choice, ordain, decree; to give or direct the disposal
of by testament; to bequeath, devise. — v. i. To ex-
ercise an act of volition; to be inclined or disposed;
to desire, choose; to decide, determine, decree; to
order or direct by testament.— Good will. Favor ;

kindness; right intention.—lllw. Enmity; unfriend-
liness. — Will'ful, -ful, a. Governed by the will
without yielding to reason; obstinate; perverse; in-
flexible; stubborn; refractory. — Will'ing, a. Free
to do or grant; having the mind inclined; disposed;
readv; fain ; received of choice, or without reluc-
tance; chosen; desired.—Will'ingly, adv. In a will-

ing manner ; with free will ; without reluctance ;

cheerfully.
Willow, wiKlo, n. A tree or bush of many species,

most of which have slender, pliant branches. {Cot-
ton and Woolen Manuf.) A machine in which flax,

wool, or cotton is opened and cleansed, — prob. so
called fr. having been orig. a cylindrical cage made
of willow rods, or perh. fr. winnow, as denoting the
winnowing or cleansing action of the machine; a
willy; a willower. — v. t. To open and cleanse (cot-

ton or wool) by means of a willow.— To wear the

ivillow. To lose, or be forsaken by, one's lover. —
Weeping w. See under Weep. — Wil'lowy, -lo-I, a.

Abounding with willows ; resembling a willow; pli-

ant ; flexible ; pendent ; drooping. — Willy, -II, n.

(Cotton and Woolen Manuf.) A willow.
Wilt. See Will.
Wilt/wilt, v. i. To lose freshness and become flaccid,

as a plant when exposed to great heat or drought or
when separated from its root; to droop, wither.— v.
t. To make flaccid; to depress or destroy the vigor
and energy of.

Wily. See under Wile.
Wimble, wim/bl, n. An instrument for boring holes,
turned by a handle; a gimlet. — v. t. [wimbled
(-bid), -bi.ing.] To bore or pierce, as with a wimble.

Wimple, wim'pl, n. A covering of silk, linen, etc.,
laid in folds, for the neck,
chin, and sides of the face,
formerly worn by women,
and still retained in the con-
ventual dress of nuns. —
v. t. [wimpled (-pld),

-pling.] To draw down, or
to lay in folds or plaits, as a
veil; to cover as with a
veil; to hoodwink ; to cause
to appear as if laid in folds
or plaits ; to make to ripple.— v. t. To ripple, undulate.

Win, win, v. t. [won (wan,
obs.) ; winning.] To gain

wir.-.nio
by success in competition or wimpie.

contest ; to allure to kindness, bring to compliance;
to gain over to one's side or party, get, obtain, pro-
cure, earn.— v. i. To gain the victory, be successful.
— Win'ning, p. a. Attracting ; adapted to gain
favor; charming, —n. Money, etc., won by success
in competition, gambling, etc., usually in pi-

—

Win'some, -sum, a. Cheerful ; merry ; gay ; light-

hearted.
Wince, wins, v. i. [winced (winst), wincing.] To
shrink (from a blow, or from pain) ; to flinch, start

back ; to kick or flounce when unsteady, or impa-
tient of a rider.

Winch, winch, n. A lever having a projecting han-
dle at one end, and the other end fixed to an axle
of a machine ; a crank-handle; an axle turned by a

sun, cube, full ; moon, fo~6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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crank - handle, for
raising weights; a

windlass.
Wind, wind, in poetry
often wind, n. Air in
perceptible motion ;

a current of air (unt-

il r a 1 or artificial)

with any degree of
velocity; breath
modulated by the
respiratory and vocal
organs, or by an in-

strument ; power of
respiration ; breath;
gas generated in the
stomach and bowels

Winch.

flatulence ; air impregnated
with an odor or scent; a direction in which the wind
may blow; a point of the compass ; esp., one of the
cardinal points ; anything insignificant or light as
wind ; mere breath or talk.— v. t. [WINDED, wind-
ing.] To expose to the wind, winnow, ventilate; to
perceive or follow by the scent ; to nose ; to put (a
horse, etc.) out of breath by over-exertion; to allow (a
horse, etc.) to rest, to recover breath.— Between wind
and water. {Xaut.) In that part of a ship's side or
bottom which is frequently brought above water by
the rolling of the ship, or fluctuation of the water's
surface.

—

Down the w. In the direction of, and mov-
ing with, the wind.—In the w.'s eye. {Xaut.) Toward
the direct point from which the wind blows.

—

To car-
ry the w. To toss the nose as high as the ears, as a
horse.—To raise the w. To procure monev.— To take
w. or get w. To be divulged, become public—Wind,
wind, v. t. [Orig. winded (winded), but now wound
(wownd); winding.] To blow, sound bv blowing;
esp.. to sound so that the notes shall be prolonged and
mutually involved. —Wind'age, wlnd'ej, n!~{Gun.)
The difference between the diameter of the bore of a
gun and that of the shot fired from it— Wind'Tjound,
a. {Xaut.) Prevented from sailing by a contrary
wind.—Wind'fall, -fawl, n. Anything blown down
or off by the wind, as fruit from a tree, or the tree
itself; ah unexpected legacy, or other gain.—Wind'-
les3, a. Having no wind;
out of breath. — Wind'-
mill, n. A mill turned
by the wind.—Win'dow,
-do, n. An opening in
the wall of a building
for the admission of light
and air, usually closed
by glazed sashes" capable
of being opened and shut;
the door or sash that
closes the aperture; a lat-
tice or casement.—Win'-
dow-seat.?i. A seat in and
under a window.—Wind'-
pipe, n. (Anat.) The pas-
sage for the breath to and
from the lungs; the trachea, q. v., in illust. of Lut^g.
—Wind'row, win'ro, n. A row or line of hav raked
together, to be rolled into cocks or heaps.

—
*Wind'-

ward, n. The point or side from which the wind
blows.

—

a. Situated toward the point from which
the wind blows.— adv. Toward the wind; in the di-
rection from which the wind blows. — To lay an an-
chor to windward- To adopt previous or anticipato-
ry measures for success or security. — Wmd'y, -T, a.
[-iee; -iest.] Consisting of, accompanied or charac-
terized by, or exposed to, wind; next the wind ;

windward; tempestuous; boisterous; serving to oc-
casion wind or gas in the intestines; flatulent; at-
tended, or caused, by wind or gas in the intesrines;
empty; airy. — Wind^iness, n. — Wind'-brok'en,
-brok'n, a. Diseased in the power of breathing by
the rupture, dilatation, or running together of som'e
of the air-cells, so that while the inspiration is by
one effort, the expiration is by two.—egg, n. An
imperfect, unimpregnated, or addled egg.— -flow'er,
n. The anemone.— formerly supposed to open only
when the wind was blowimr.—gall, n. {Far.) A
soft tumor on the fetlock joints of a horse,— former-
ly supposed to contain air. gun, n. A gun dis-

charged by the force of compressed air; an air gun.—hov'er, -huv'er, n. A species of hawk, which hov-
ers in the air, while watching for its pre}-; the kestrel.

Wind, wind, v. t. [wound (wownd), rarely winded;
winding.] To turn completely, or with repeated
turns : esp., to turn about something fixed ; to coil,
twine, twist ; to infold, encircle ; to turn and bend
at one's pleasure, regulate, govern; to introduce by
insinuation, insinuate ; to cover or surround with
something coiled about. — v. i. To turn completely
or repeatedly ; to become coiled about anything; to
have a circular course or direction ; to go "to the one
side or the other; to meander.— Zb wind up. To coil
or wind into a ball or a small compass, as a skein of
thread; to coil closely or completely; to bring to a
conclusion or settlement: to put iu a "state of renewed
or continued motion, as a clock, a watch, etc., bv
winding the spring, or that which carries the weight;
to prepare for continued movement or action; to put
in order anew.—Wind'er, n . One who. or that which,
winds; a creeping or winding plant; a reel or swift
for winding silk, cotton, etc., on; one of the steps of
a winding staircase. — Wind'ing, n. A turn or turn-
ing; a bend; flexure: meander: a call bv the boat-
swain's whistle. — Wind'ing-sheet, n. A sheet in
which a corpse is wound or wrapped. — Wind'lass,
wind'las, n. A hori-
zontal axle or roller
s e t in standards or
b i 1 1 s, for raising a
weight or obtaining a
purchase by means of
a rope or chain, when
rotated by handspikes,
levers, or a crank.

Windage, Window,
Windy, etc. See un-
der W ind, n.

Wine, win, n. The ex-
Windlass.

Windmill.

pressed juice of grapes, esp. when fermented; a fer-
mented liquor prepared from any fruit by a process
similar to that for grape wine; intoxication.—Win'y,
-Y, a. Having the taste or qualities of wine.—Spirit
of wine. Alcohol. — Wine'-bib'ber, n. One who
drinks much wine; a great drinker.—glass, n. A
small glass in which wine is drank.—meas ure, ?i.

The measure by which wines and other spirits are
sold, smaller than beer measure.

Wing, wing, n. One of 2 anterior limbs of a bird, cor-
responding to the arms of a man, and by most birds
used for flying; any similar member or instrument
used for flying": pas'sage by flying; flight; motive or
instrument of flight; that which agitates the air as a
wing does, as a fan or vane for winnowing grain; a
side-piece, one of 2 corresponding appendages at-

tached to the sides of anything: or a single appen-
dage so attached. {Arch.) A side projection from
a building. {Bot.) A membranous expansion of a
plant. {Fort.) The longer side of crown-works,
horn-works, etc., connecting them with the main
work. {Mil.) The right or left division of an army,
regiment, etc. {Xaut.) That part of the hold or
orlop of a vessel nearest the sides, — in a fleet, one of
the extremities when the ships are drawn up in
line, or when forming the 2 sides of a triangle. {The-
atrical.) One of the sides of the stage.— v. t. [winged
(winjjd), winging.] To furnish with wings: to en-
able to fly, or to move, with celerity: to supply with
wings or side-pieces: to transport by flight: to cut off
the wings of, wound in the wing, disable a wing of.
— On the icing. Flying; on the road; moving from one
place to another. — On the icings of the wind. With
the utmost velocity. — Under the wing, or icings of.

Under the care or protection of . — Wing-anl-wing.
{Xaut.) The situation of a fore-and-aft vessel when
she is going dead before the wind, with her foresail

hauled over on one side and her mainsail on the oth-

er.— Winged, p. a. Furnished with winsrs, or wing-
like expansions; swift; rapid: wounded or hurt in
the wing. — Wingless, a. Having no wings ; not
able to fly. — Wing'-shell. n. {Entoni.) The case or
shell which covers the wing of a coleopterous insect,

as a beetle.

Wink, wink, v. i. [winked (winkt), winking.] To close

one or both evelids with a quick motion; to blink; to

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare j end, eve, term ; In, ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r
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give a hint by a motion of the eyelids; to shut the
eyes purposely for the sake of not seeing anything,
or as if not seeing; to connive at anything, avoid
taking notice. — n. Act of closing the eyelids quick-
lv: a hint given by shutting the eye signincantiy.

Winner, Winning, Winsome. See under Wiir.
Winnow, win'no, v. t. [-.nowed (-nod), -sowisg.] To
separate and drive off the chaff from by means of
wind; to sift for the purpose of separating falsehood
from truth; to fan, beat, as with wings, —v. i. To
separate chaff from grain.

Winter, win'ter, n. The cold season of the year; in com-
mon usage, in the northern hemisphere, the period fr.

December 1st to March 1st ; in astronomical usage, the
period, from the solstice in December (about the 21st

day) to the vernal equinox in March (about the 21st

day); a year.—v. i. [wintered (-terd), -teeing.] To
pass the winter.—!;, t. To keep, feed, or manage dur-
ing the winter.—Win'tery, -ter-T, -try, -trl, a. Suit-
able to or resembling winter, or what belongs to win-
ter; cold; stormy; brumal; hyemal; snowy; frosty;
icy.— Win'ter-green, ;(. (Bot.) An aromatic, creep-
ing evergreen, having brinht red berries; checker-
berry; partridge-berry.—Sill, v. t. [-killed (-kild),

-killing.] To kill by the cold or exposure of winter.—wheat, ii. Whea't sown in autumn, which lives

during the winter, and ripens in the following sum-
mer.

Winy. See under Wine.
Wipe, wip, v. t. [wiped (wipt), wiping.] To rub with
something soft for cleaning or drying, clean by rub-
bing; to strike off gently, remove by rubbing, rub
off, clear, cleanse, efface.— ?!. Act of rubbing for the
purpose of cleaning or drying; a blow; stroke; hit.
— Wip'er, n. One who wipes; something used for
wiping, as a towel, or rag. (JJach.) A piece, gener-
ally projecting from a horizontal axle, for the pur-
pose of raising stampers, heavy pistons, etc., and
leaving them to fall by their own weight.

Wire, wir, n. An even or slender rod of drawn metal;
pi. the telegraph. — v. t. [wieed (wird), wibing.]
To bind with wire, apply wire to ; to put upon a
wire; to snare by means of a wire or wires; to send
(a message) by felegraph. — Wir'y, -i, a. Made of,

like, or drawn out like, wire; capable of endurance;
tough; sinewy.— Wir'iness, n. —Wire'-bridge, n. A
bridge suspended on wires or cables made of wires.—draw, v. t. [imp. wiee-deew; p. p. -drawn;
-dbawing.] To form (a piece of metal) into wire,
by drawing it through a hole in a plate of steel ; to
draw by art or violence; to draw or spin out to great
length or tenuity. draw'er, n. One who draws
metal into wire, —-edge, -ej, n. The thin, wire-like

[

thread of metal sometimes formed on the edge of a
tool by the stone in sharpening it.—pull'er, n. One

)who pulls the wires, as of a puppet; one who oper-
ates by secret means: an intriguer.—worm, n. The
larve of various species of beetles,— so called from
its slenderness and uncommon hardness.

Wis, wis, v. t. [imp. Sep.]-). wist.] To know, be aware;
to think, suppose, imagine.

Wise, wlz, a. Having knowledge; enlightened; eru-
dite; learned; making due use of knowledge; dis-

cerning and judging correctly concerning what is

true or false, proper or improper; versed in art or
science; skilled in divination; godly; pious; dictated
or guided by wisdom: containing wisdom; judicious.
— Wise'lihg. n. One who pretends to be wise; a
wiseacre. — Wisely, adv. In a wise manner; pru-
dently: judiciously; discreetly; with wisdom.—Wis'-
dom.wiz'dum, n. Quality of being wise; knowl-
edge, and the capacity to make due use of it; dis-

cernment and judgment; discretion; sagacity; sci-

entific or practical truth; acquired knowledge: eru-
dition. (Script.) Godliness; piety; religion.—Wis'-
dom-tooth, n.: pi. -teeth. A large, back double
tooth, — appearing comparatively late, as it were af-

ter the person has arrived at tbe'age of wisdom.
Wise, wiz, n. Way of being or acting: manner; mode.
Wiseacre, wlz'a-kSr, n. One who makes undue pre-
tensions to wisdom: a simpleton; dunce.

Wish, wish, r. ?'. [wished (wisht), wishing.] To have
a desire, long, hanker; to be disnosed or inclined;
to entertain "hope or fear in resnect toanythins.

—

v. t. To desire, lonsr for; to frame or exnress desires

concerning; to invoke in favor of or against any
one; to imprecate.— «. Desire; longing; expression
of desire; request; petition; invocation or impreca-
tion; a thing desired; object of desire. — Wish'ful,
-ful, a. Having desire, or ardent desire; showing
desire. — Wist'ful, -fill, a. Eagerly attentive: en-
grossed; with desire or longing: wishful. — Wish'-
bone, n. The forked bone in front of the breast-bone
in birds, corresponding to 2 clavicles confluent at
their lower ends; merry-thought.

Wishy-washy, wish'i-wo'sh'i, a. Thin and weak; di-
luted, — said of liquids. Weak; unsubstantial.

Wisp, wisp, n. A small bundle of straw or other like
substance: a whisk, or small broom.

Wist. See Wis.
Wistful, etc. See under Wish.
Wit, wit, v. i. To know; to be, or become, aware,

—

used chiefly in the infinitive, to wit, which is em-
ployed, esp. in legal language, to call attention to a
particular thing, or to a more particular specification
of what has preceded, and is equivalent to namely,
that is to say. — n. Mind; intellect: understanding;
sense; a mental faculty or power of the mind: felici-
tous association of objects not usually connected, so
as to produce a pleasant surprise; power of readily
combining objects in such a manner; a person of em-
inent sense or knowledge; a man of genius, fancy,
or humor; one distinguished for bright or amusing
sayings, for repartee, etc.; ingenuity; humor; satire;
sarcasm; iron}"; burlesque. —Wit'ty, -tT, a. [-tiee;
-tiest.] Possessing wit or humor: good at repartee;
acute; smart; sharp: arch: keen; facetious; satirical;
ironical; taunting — Wit'ticism, -tl-sizm, n. A sen-
tence or phrase which i< affectedly witty: an attempt
at wit; a conceit. — Wit'tingly, adv. Knowingly;
with knowledge. —Wit'"l6ss. a. Destitute of wit or
understanding; indi>creet; not under the guidance
of judgment. — Wit'ling, k. One who has little wit
or understanding: a pretender to wit or smartness.

—

Wit'ness, ??. Attestation of a fact or event; testi-

mony; that which furnishes evidence or proof ; one
who beholds or has personal knowledge of anything.
(Laic.) One who gives evidence before a judicial
tribunal: one who sees the execution of an instru-
ment, and subscribes it for the purpose of confirm-
ing its authenticity by his testimony; one who gives
testimony,— v. t. [witnessed (-nest), -nessing.]
To see or know by personal presence, have direct
cognizance of; to give testimony to, testify to some-
thing; to see the execution of (an instrument) and
subscribe it for the purpose of establishing its au-
thenticity. — v. i. To bear testimony, give evidence,
testily.—Wit'nesser, n. One who witnesses.—Wit'-
tol, n. A man who knows his wife's infidelity, and
submits or consents to it; a cuckold.

Witch, wich, n. One, esp. a woman, given to necro-
mancy; one practicing magical arts and claiming
power to summon spirits from the other world; a
sorcerer or sorceress; formerly, esp. in Eng. and
Amer., one accused of obtaining by compact with
the Devil, power to torment others ; an ugly old
woman: a hag; a charming person,— said of a wom-
an or child.— v. t. [witched (wicht). witching.]
To bewitch, fascinate, enchant.—Witch'ery, -er-T, n.

Sorcery; enchantment: witchcraft: lascimtion; en-
trancing influence.— Witching. a Suited to en-
chantment orwitchcrait—Wiz/ard. n. One devoted
to necromancv; a magician: conjurer; sorcerer. — a.

Enchanting ; charming ; haunted b}' wizards. —
Witch'craft, n. Practices of witches; sorcery; en-
chantments; power more than natural.

Witch-elm, wich'elm, n. A kind of elm.
With, with, prep. With denotes or expresses— near-

ness, proximity, association, connection, partner-
ship, intercourse; situation or estimation among,
treatment or regard by; friendship or support, as-

sistance; countenance:' accompanying cause or oc-
casion, instrument, means • cor-espondence, com-
pi-ison: close succession, immedinte subsequence —
Withal', -awl', adv. With the rest: likewise; at the
same time.

—

prep. With,— so used when combined
with (i ve-b, and following the object of the verb.

—

Withdraw', v. t. [imp. -drew ; p. p. -drawn ;

-drawing.] To take away (what has been en-
joyed); to draw back, cause to go away or retire;

sun, cube, lull ; moon, fott ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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to take back, recall, or retract, — v. i. To quit a

company or place, go away, retire, retreat, recede,
retrogra'de, go back. — Withdraw'al, n. Act of, etc.
— Withdraw'ing-room. n. A room behind another
room for retirement: a drawing-room. — Withdraw'-
ment, n. Act of, or state of being, etc. — Withhold'',
V. t. [imp. -HELD; p. p. -HELD or -HOLDEN: WITH-
HOLDING.] To hold back, restrain, keep from action:
to retain, keep back; not to grant.— Within', prep.
In the inner or interior part of; inside ol; in the lim-
its or compass of; not further in length than: inside
the limits, reach, or influence of; not beyond, over-
stepping, exceeding, etc. — adv. In the inner part;
inwardly: internally; in the house; in doors.

—

With-
out', prep. On or at the outside of; out of; out of the
limits of ; out of reach of ; beyond; not with; other-
wise than with; in absence of, separation from, or
destitution of; independently of; exclusively of ; un-
less, except, — introducing a'clause, and having the
force of a conjunction (now rarely used by good
writers or speakers). — adv. Not on the inside; not
within; on the outside; out of doors; externally.—
Without day (L. sine die). Without the appointment
of a day to appear or assemble again; finally dis-

missed.— Withstand', v. t. [-stood, -standing.] To
oopose, resist, either with physical or moral force.

Withe, with, n. A flexible, slender twig or branch
used as a band; a willow twig; withy; a band con-
sisting of a twig or twigs twisted. (Xaut.) An iron
instrument fitted on one end of a mast or boom,
with a ring to it, through which another mast or
boom is rigged out and secured.— v. t. [withed
(witht), withixg.] To bind or fasten with withes
or twigs.—Withy, with'!, n . A large species of wil-
low; a withe.—a. Made of withes; like a withe; flex-
ible and tough.

Wither, witii'er, v. i. [-ered (-5rd), -ering.] To lose
the sap or juice, fade, lose freshness, shrivel, dry; to
lose or want animal moisture; to pine away, as ani-
mal bodies; to languish, perish, pass away.— v. t. To
cause to fade and become dry; to cause to shrink,
wrinkle, and decay, for want of sap or of animal
moisture; to cause to languish, perish, or pass away.

Withers, with'erz, n. pi. The ridge between the
shoulder-bones of a horse, at the base of the neck.
See Horse. — With 'er-wrung, -rung, a. Injured or
hurt in the withers, as a horse.

Withhold, Within, Without. Withstand. See With.
Withy. See under Withe.
Witless, Witness. Witty, Wittol, etc. See under Wit.
Wive. See under Wife.
Wiver or Wyver, wi'ver, Wi'- or Wy'vern, n. (Her.)
A kind of heraldic dragon or serpent.

Wizard. See under Witch.
Wizen, wiz'n, a. Thin; dried up; weazen.
Woad, wod, n. A crucilerous plant formerly culti-
vated for the blue coloring matter derived from its
fermented leaves; the coloring matter, or color de-
rived from the plant, now superseded by indigo.

Woe, Wo, wo, n. Grief; sorrow ; misery; heaw calam-
ity; a curse; malediction.—Wo'- or Woe'ful, a. Full
of woe; sorrowlul: distressed with grief orcalamitv;
unhappy; sad; bringing calamity, distress, or afflic-
tion; wretched, paltry, miserable. —Wo'- or Woe'-
fully, adv. In a woeful manner; sorrowfully; wretch-
edly; miserably. —Wo'- or Woe'fulness, n — Woe'-
begone', a. Overwhelmed with woe; immersed in
2 .let and sorrow.

Wold, wold, «. A wood ; forest ; a plain, or open
country; a country without wood, whether hilly or
not; a down.

Wolf, wulf, n. A swift, crafty, rapacious carnivorous
animal of several species,
allied to the do;r, and esp.
destructive to sheep; any
person or thing very rav-
enous, dangerous, or de-
structive. — To keep the
wolffrom the door. To
keep away poverty, pre-
vent starvation.—Wolf'- -—
ish, a. Like a wolf; hav-
ing the qualities or form
of a wolf. —Wolf-dog,
n. A dog of a large breed,

Wolverine.

kept to guard sheep.

—

fish, n. A voracious fish of
the northern seas; the sea-wolf.—Wolf's'-bane, n. A
poisonous flowering plant; aconite; monks' hood.

—

Wolverine',
- e n e ', -ver-
eu',n. (Zool)
Acarnivorous
mammal; the
glutton. An
inhabitant of
Michigan.
[Anit-r. slang.']

— Wolfram,
w51'-fram, n.

(Jlin.) An ore
of tungsten; a
tungstate of iron, or of iron and manganese.

Woman, w6t>m'an. n. ; pi. Women, wim'en. The fe-
male of the human race, esp. when grown to adult
years; a female attendant or servant. — Wom'anly,
a. Becoming a woman; feminine. — adv. In the
manner of a woman.—Wom'anhood, -hot>d, ?;. State,
character, or collective qualities of a woman; wom-
en collectively.— Wom'anish, a. Suitable to a wom-
an; having the qualities of a woman; effeminate;
not becoming a man.—Worn'ankind, n. The female
sex; the_race of females of the human kind.

Womb, woom, n. (Anat.) The uterus of a female;
The part where the young of an animal is conceived
and nourished till its birth. The place where any-
thing is generated or produced; any cavity contain-
ing and enveloping anything.

Wombat, wom'bat, ». A clumsy, burrowing, root-eat-
ing Australian
marsupial e

mammal.
Women. See
Womax.

Won. See Win.
Wonder, w u n'-
der, n. The
emotion excit-
ed by novelty, " ombat.
or the presentation to the sight or mind of something
new, unusual, strange, great, extraordinary, and not
well understood; surprise : astonishment: cause of
wonder; that which excites surprise; a prodigy: mir-
acle.— r. t. [wondered (-derd), -dering.] "To be
affected b.y surprise or admiration, be struck with
astonishment, marvel; to feel doubt and curiosity.—Won'derful, -ful, a. Adapted to excite wonder or
admiration: exciting surprise: marvelous; amazing;
astonishing: surprising. —Won'derment. n. Sur-
prise ; astonishment ; wonder. —Won'drous, -drus,
a. Such as may excite surprise and astonishment;
wonderful: strange; prodigious; marvelous: admira-
ble. — adv. In a wonderful or surprising degree ;

wnndrouslv.
Won't, wont. Contr. of will not, ME. icoll not.
Wont, wunt, a. Using or doing customarily: accus-
tomed; habituated. — n. Custom: habit: use.— r. i.

[imp. WONT; p. p. -WONT Or WONTED: WONTING.] To
be accustomed or habituated; to be used.—Wont'ed,
a. Accustomed: customary: used.

Woo, woo, v. t. [wooed (wood), wooing.] To solicit
in love, court: to invite with importunity.— v. i. To
court, mike love. — Woo'er. n.

Wood, wo~6d, n. A large and thick collection of trees;
a forest: the hard suostance of trees: timber; trees
cut or sawed for the fire or other uses. (Bot.) The
material of succulent plants and parts of shrubs not
hardened and ligneous, as well as of trees. — )-, t.

To supply with wood, or get supplies of wood for—
v. i. To take in, or suppl v with. wood.

—

Wood'ed, a.
Supplied or covered with trees or wood. — Wood'en,
wdod'n, a. Made, or consisting, of wood ; impas-
sive; clumsy; awkward.— Wood'y, -T, a. Abound-
ing with, consisting of. or containing wood or woody
fiber: ligneous.—Wood'iness, n.—Wood'bine, -bin. n.
A climbing plant having fmgrant flowers; honey-
suckle; eglantine.

—

Wood'chuck, ». A hyberna-
ting Amer. rodent mammal, a species of marmot,
which burrows in the ground, and is troublesome
in clover fields, etc.

—

Wood'-cock, h. A migra-
tory game bird, allied to the snipe, and frequent-
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Y> oodcock.

Canadian Wood-
pecker.

ing the thickest under-
wood, esp. in the au-
tumn.— Woodland, n.

Land covered with
wood, or land on which
trees are suffered to

grow either lor fuel or
timber. — Wood'man,
n. ; pi. -MEN. In Eng.,
a forest officer, appoint-
ed to take care of the
king's wood. A sports-
man; hunter; one who
cuts down trees; a wood-cutter. — Wood-nymph,
-nimf, n. A nymph inhabiting the woods; a fabled
goddess of the woods; a dryad.— Woodpecker, n. A scahso-
rial bird of many species: it has
a strong bill, and pecks holes in
the wood or bark of trees in
pursuit of insects. — Wood'-
craft, n. Skill and practice in
shooting and other sports in the
woods.—cut, n. An engraving
on wood, or an impression from
such an engraving.

—

cut'ter, n.

One who cuts wood; one who
makes wood-cuts; an engraver
on wood.—fret'ter, n. An in-

. sect or worm that eats wood. —
-house, n. A house or shed in
which wood is deposited and
sheltered from the weather. —
-lark, n. A species of lark. —
-pigeon, -pij'un, n. The ring-
dove.—reeve, -rev, n. The steward or overseer of
a wood. — -screw, n. A screw made of iron, and fur-
nished with a sharp thread, for insertion in wood.

—

-ward, n. An officer of the forest, who guards the
woods. work, n. That part of any structure
which is wrought of wood.

Wooer. See under Woo.
Woof, woof, n. The threads that cross the warp in
weaving; the weft; texture; cloth.

Wool, wd61, n. That soft, curled, or crisped species of
hair which grows on sheep and some other animals;
short, thick hair, esp. when crisped or curled. —
WooKen, a. Made of, consisting of, or pert, to, wool.
— n. Cloth made of wool; woolen cloth. — WooK-
en-dra'per, n. One who deals in woolen goods.—
Wool'fell, n. A skin with the wool. — WooKly, -IT,

a. Consisting of, resembling, of the nature of, or
clothed with, wool. (Bot.) Clothed with a pubes-
cence resembling wool. — Wool'iness, n. —WooF-
comb'er, -kom'er, n. One whose occupation is to
comb wool.—gathering, n. Indulgence in idle ex-
ercise of the imagination; a foolish or useless pur-
suit or design; vagary.

—

grow'er, n. One who raises
sheep for the production of wool.—pack, n. A pack
or bag of wool weighing 240 pounds; anything bulky
without weight.—sack, n. A sack or "bag of wool;
esp., the seat of the lord chancellor of England in
the House of Lords, being a large, square bag of
wool, without back or arms, covered with red cloth.

sta'pler, n. One who deals in wool; one who sorts
wool according to its adaptation to different manu-
facturing purposes.

Woold, woold, v. t. (JVaut.) To wind; esp., to wind
a rope round (a mast or yard, when made of 2 or
more pieces, at the place where they have been
fished or_scarfed, to confine and support them).

Wootz, woots, n. A species of steel fr. the E. Indies,
valued as material of edge-tools: India steel.

Word, werd, n. The spoken sign of a conception or
idea; a single component part of human speech or
language; a term; vocable; the written or printed
character, or characters, expressing such a term ;

talk; discourse; oral expression; account; tidings;
message; signrl; order; command: statement; affir-

mation; declaration; promise; verbal contention ;

dispute; a brief remark or observation; a phrase,
clause, or short sentence; the Scriptures, considered
as the revelation of God to man. — v. t. To express
in words.—By word of'month. Orally; byspeaking.—
Good w. Commendation; favorable account.— In a

io. Briefly; to sum up.— The Word. (Theol.) The
2d person in the Trinity beiore his maniiestution in
time by the incarnation: by those wlio reject a Trin-
ity of persons, some one or ail oi the divine attrioutes
personified. — To eat one's icords. To retract what
has been said.— Word for w. In the exact words;
verbatim; literally; exactly.—Word'- „ _ „ „
ing, n. The act or manner ox ex- ±1 •£> A it J.

pressing in words; style of expression. EMBER
— Word'y, -f, a. [-ier; -iest.] Using ABUSE
many words ; verbose ; containing resin-

m a n v words. — Word'iness, n. —
Word'-book, n. A collection oi words; I K E JN 1
a vocabulary; dictionary; lexicon. — Word-square,
-square, n. A series of words arranged
to be read vertically and horizontally with like re-

sults.

Wore. See under Wear.
Work, werk, v. i. [worked (werkt) or wrought

(rawt), working.] To exert one's self for a pur-
pose ; to labor, be engaged in the performance of a
task, duty, etc. ; to operate, act, perform ; to be ef-
fective, have effect or influence ; to carry on busi-
ness, be customarily engaged or employed, toil; to be
in a state of severe exertion, or as if in such a state;

to move heavily, strain, labor ; to make one's way
slowly and with difficulty; to proceed with effort;

to ferment, as a liquid ; to act or operate on the
stomach and bowels, as a cathartic— v. t. To labor
or operate upon; to prepare for use, or utilize by la-

bor ; to produce or form by labor ; to accomplish,
effect ; to produce by slow degrees, or as if labori-
ously ; to influence by acting upon ; to manage,
lead'; to form with a needle and thread or yarn; esp.,

to embroider ; to set in motion or action ; to direct
the action of, govern, manage ; to cause to ferment,
as liquor. — n. Exertion of strength ; effort di-

rected to an end ; in man, manual lanor; the matter
on which one is at work ; material for working
upon ; subject of exertion ; that which is produced
as the result of labor; product; performance; fabric;
manufacture ; act, deed, effect, result, feat ; that
which is produced by mental labor, a composition,
book ; embroidery, pi. Structures in civil, mili-
tary, or naval engineering, as docks, bridges, em-
bankments, trenches, etc. ; structures and grounds
of a manufacturing establishment. (Theol.) Moral
duties, or external performances, as a ground of
pardon or justification. — Work'able, a. Capable
of being worked, as a metal ; worth working. —
Work'er, n.— Work'ing-day, n. A day on which
work is performed, — disting. fr. the Sabbath, festi-

vals, etc.; the portion of a day regularly devoted to

work.— a. Plodding; hard-working; every-day ;

pert, to or used on working days. — Work'nian,
n. A man employed in labor ; a worker ; a skill-

ful artificer or laborer. — Work'man-like, -manly,
a. Becoming a workman, esp. a skillful one; skill-

ful; well performed. — Work'manship, n. Skill of
a workman ; execution or manner of making any-
thing ; that which is effected, made, or produced ;

manufacture : esp., something made by manual la-

bor. — Work'shop, n. A shop where any manufac-
ture is carried on. — Work'wom'an, n. A woman
who performs work; esp., a woman skilled in needle-
work. — Work'-bag, -box, n. A bag or box for hold-
ing instruments or materials for work ; esp., for
holding needlework. day, n. and a. Same as
Working-day. fellow, n. One engaged in the

same work with another. — -folk, -folks, n. pi Per-
sons that labor. house, n. A house in which idle

and vicious persons are confined to labor ; a house
where the town poor are maintained at public ex-
pense, and provided with labor; a poor-house.—
-ta/ble, n. A table for holding work, esp. needle-

work, and materials and implements for it.

World, werld, n. The earth and its inhabitants, with
their concerns; a division of the globe, or of its inhab-
itants ; human affairs as seen from a given point of
view ; state of existence ; scene of life and action;
the earth and surrounding heavens ; the creation ;

universe ; any planet or heavenly body, considered
as inhabited ; customs, practices, and interests of
men; general affairs of life ; human society: indi-
vidual experience of, or concern with, life ; course

bQu, cube, full ; moon, fott j cow, oil ; linger or ink, ttien, boNboN, chair, get.
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of life ; the inhabitants of the earth ; the human
race ; mankind ; the earth and its affairs as disting.

fr. heaven ; worldly corruption ; the ungodly or
wicked part of mankind; a great multitude or quan-
tity : a large number. — World's end. The end or
most distant part of the world; the remotest regions.
— Viorld without end. Eternally ; everlastingly. —
World'ly, -IT, a. Relating to the world ; human ;

common; pert, to this world or life, disting. from the
life to come; secular; temporal; devoted to this life

and its enjoyments.— adv. In a worldly manner. —
World'ly-minded, a. Devoted to worldly interests.
— World'liness, n. Quality of being worldly; a
predominant passion for obtaining the good things
of this life. — Worid'ling, n. One devoted to this
world and its enjoyments.

Worm, werm, n. Orig., any creeping or crawling
animal; a serpent, caterpillar, snail, etc.; any small
creeping animal or reptile, either entirely without
feet, or with very short ones. pi. Animals which
live and breed in the intestines of other animals.
Figuratively, something that gnaws or afflicts one's
conscience ; anything spiral, vermiculated, or re-
sembling a worm; the thread of a screw, a spiral in-
strument for drawing cartridges from fire-arms ; a
small, worm-like ligament under a dog's tongue ; a
spiral metallic pipe through which vapor passes in
distillation. (Jlach.) A short, revolving screw, the
threads of which drive a wheel by gearing into its

teeth.— v. i. [wormed (wermd), worming.] To
work slowly, gradually, and secretly.

—

v. t. To
effect, remove, drive, etc., by slow and secret means;
to draw a wad and cartridge from (a fire-arm) ; to
cut the ligament, called a worm, from under the
tongue of (a dog, etc.), to check a disposition to
gnaw ; to wind rope, yarn, etc., spirally round ; to
wind with spun-yarn.— To worm one's self into. To
enter gradually by arts and insinuations. —Worm'y,
-1, a. [-IER; -iest.] Containing a worm; abound-
ing with worms^ like a worm; earthy; groveling.—
Worm'-eat'en, -et'n, a. Gnawed by worms.—fence,
n. A zigzag fence, made by placing the ends of the
rails upon each other. seed, n. A plant whose seed
has the property of expelling worms from the stom-
ach, bowels, and intestines.

Wormwood, werm^wdbd, n. A plant of several species
having a bitter nauseous taste.

Worn. See Weah.
Worry, wur'rY, v. t. [worried (-rid), -rying.] To
harass with importunity, or with care and anxiety;
to torment, trouble; to harass with labor, fatigue ;

to harass by pursuit and barking; to tear or mangle,
with the teeth.— v. i. To feel or express undue so-
licitude and anxiety.— n. A state of disturbance
from care and anxiety; vexation; anxiety: trouble.
—Wor'riment, n. Trouble; anxiety. — Wor'risome,
a. In a condition to be troubled; "causing worry or
annoyance.

Worse, wers, a. Bad, ill, evil, or corrupt, in a higher de-
gree; in poorer health; more sick, — used both in a
physical and moral sense.— adv. In a manner more
evil or bad.— The worse. Loss; disadvantage; some-
thing less good. —Wors^en, -n, v. t. To make worse,
deteriorate, impair. — Wors'er, a. Worse. — Worst,
werst, o. ; superl. of worse. Bad, evil, or pernicious,
in the highest degree. — n. That which is most bad
or evil; the most severe, calamitous, or wicked, state

or degree.— v. t. To gain advantage over in contest,
get the better of, defeat, overthrow.

Worship, etc. See under Worth, n.

Worst. See under Worse.
Worsted, wusfed, n. A kind of yarn, spun of long-

staple wool which has been combed to lay the fibers
parallel.

Wort, wert, n. (Bot.) A plant, herb, —used chiefly
in compounds ; esp., a plant of the cabbage kind.
New beer unfermented, or in the act of fermentation.

Worth, werth, v.i. To be, become, betide, — now used
only in the phrases, woe worth the day, woe wortJi
the man, etc., in which the noun is in the dative cise.

Worth, wgrth, n. That quality of a thing which ren-
ders it valuable or useful; value; value as expressed
in a standard, as money; price; rate; value in re-

spect of moral or personal qualities ; virtue ; emi-
nence; usefulness; desert; merit; excellence; com-

1<- (.'J. 11U11UJ, UOCU All ilUUICCCCO LU CC1LU1U
3, etc.; religious reverence and homage;
paid to God, or to a being viewed as

parative importance. — a. Equal in value to; de-
serving of ; having wealth or estate to the value of.— Worthless, a. Destitute of worth ; having no
value, virtue, excellence, dignity, etc. ; undeserv-
ing; useless; vile; bare; mean. — Wor'thy, -fhi, a.
[-XH1ER ; -thiest.] Having worth or excellence ;

possessing merit; having suitable, adapted, or equiv-
alent qualities or value; equal in excellence, value, or
dignity to; entitled to; deserving; meritorious; vir-
tuous; estimable; suitable. — n. A man of eminent
worth or value; a person of conspicuous desert —
Wor'thily, -thT-lT, adv. In a worthy manner ; de-
servedly ; justly; suitably; becomingly. —Worthi-
ness, m. —Wor'ship, wer'ship, n. Orig., honor; re-
spect; a title of honor, used in addresses to certain
magistrates,
adoration
God; act of performing devotional services and re-
ligious exercises in honor of God or of some person
or thing in the place of God; idolatry of lovers; ado-
ration ; devotion; veneration. — v. t. [worshiped
(-shipt), -shiping.] To respect, honor, revere, rev-
erence; to pay divine honors to, adore, perform re-
ligious exercises in honor of; to honor with extrav-
agant love and extreme submission, as a lover; to
idolize, — v. i. To perform acts of adoration, or
religious service. — Wor'shiper, n. — Worshipful,
-ful, a. Entitled to worship, reverence, or high re-
spect ; worthy of honor.

Wot, wot, r. i. To know, be aware.
Would. See Will.
Wound, woond or wownd, n. A cut, stab, or other
violent rupture of the skin and flesh of an animal
or the substance of a plant; injury; hurt; damage;
detriment, —v. t. To hurt by violence, injure, dam-
age ; to hurt the feelings of.

Wound, wownd, imp. &.p.p. of Wind, q. v.

Wove, Woven. See Weave.
Wrack, rak, n. A marine plant of several species, esp.
when cast on shore and used for manure or for
making kelp; a thin, flying cloud; rack; shipwreck;
ruin. — Wreak, rek, v. t. [wreaked (rekt). wreak-
ing.] To execute in vengeance or passion; to inflict;

to hurl or drive.— Wreck, rek, n. Destruction; ruin;
desolation; the destruction or injury of a vessel by
being cast on shore, or on rocks, or by being disabled
or sunk by the force of winds or waves; the ruins of
a ship stranded or otherwise rendered useless by vio-
lence and fracture; the remains of anything ruined.
{Lav:.) Goods, etc., cast upon the land by the sea,
after a ship-wreck.—v. t. [wrecked (rekt), wreck-
ing.] To destroy, disable, or seriously damage (a
vessel) by driving against the shore or on rocks, by
causing to founder, etc. : to bring wreck or ruin upon,
destroy.— Wreck'age, -ej, n. Act of wrecking; that
which has been wrecked. — Wreck'er, n. One who
causes a wreck, as by false lights, for purposes of
plunder ; one who searches for the cargoes of
wreeked vessels, for plunder, or to save property
for owners or underwriters; a vessel employed by
wreckers.— Wreck'-mas'ter, n. A person appointed
by law to take charge of goods, etc., thrown on shore
after a shipwreck. — Wretch, rech, n. A miserable
person; one profoundly unhappy; one sunk in vice
or degradation; a base, despicable person ; villain;
profligate; scoundrel; rascal. — Wretch'ed, a. Very
miserable ; sunk in deep affliction or distress, from
want, anxiety, or grief ; calamitous; worthless; pal-

try; very poor or mean. — Wretchedly, adv. In a
wretched manner; miserably; unhappily; meanly;
despicably. — Wretchedness, n.

Wraith, rath, n. An apparition of a person in his ex-
act likeness, seen before death, or a little after; a
specter; vision; unreal image.

Wrangle, ran'gl, v. I. [-gled (-gld), -gling.] To dis-

pute angrily, quarrel peevishly and noisily, brawl,
altercate.— n. An angry dispute; noisy quarrel;
bickering; jar: jangle; contest; controversy; squab-
ble.— Wran'gler, n. — Senior wrangler. ( Cambridge
Univ. Eng.) The student who passes the best exam-
ination in mathematics in the senate-house.

Wrap, rap, v. t. [wrapped (rapt), wrapping.] To
wind or fold together; to cover by winding or fold-
ing, envelop completely, infold; to conceal by envel-
oping or infolding, hide, involve as an effect or con-

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare 5 end, eve, term ; In, Ice ; Odd, tone, 6r
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sequence. —Wrapper, n. One who, or that which,
wraps ; that in which anything is wrapped or in-

closed; envelope; covering:; esp., a loose outer gar-

ment.— Wrap'rascal, n. A coarse upper coat.

Wrasse, ras, n. A prickly-spined, hard-boned fish of

Red or Three-spotted Wrasse,

several species, with vivid colors and thick lips,

found in the Mediterranean and on the Eng. coasts.

Wrath, rath, n. Violent anger ; vehement exaspera-
tion; indignation; rage; fury; ire; the effects of an-
ger ; the just punishment of an offense or crime.
— Wrath'ful, -ful, a. Full of wrath; very angry;
greatly incensed ; springing from, or expressing,
wrath; furious; ireful; raging; indignant; resent-

Wrath'fully, adv. — Wrath'less,
Free from anger.— Wrath'y, -Y, a.

i'y,
:ed;

ful; passionate.
Very angry.

Wreak. See under Wrack.
Wreath, reth, n. ; pi. Wreaths, rethz. Something
twisted or curled; a garland; chaplet; esp., one giv-

en to a victor. — Wreathe, reth, v. t. [wreathed
(rerlid), wreathing.] To twist, convolve, wind one
about another, entwine ; to surround with any-
thing twisted or con-
volved ; to encircle,
infold ; to twine or
twist about, encir-
cle. — v. i. To be ^ „ » Bni *e*J
interwoven or en-
twined.—Wreath'
retn'Y, a. Twisted
curled ; spiral.

Wreck,Wreckage, etc.

See under Wrack. "^HHsT^S
Wren, ren, n. A small

insessorial bird, of
several species,
which feeds on in-

sects, etc., and is
often very familiar
with man. wrpn

Wrench, rench, v. t.
vyie"'

[wrenched (rencht), wrenching.] To wrest, twist,

or force by violence ; to ^-^ >—

.

strain, sprain, distort.—n. Hjr5— j==^/~S\
A violent twist, or a pull "C^"^ Vr^/
with twisting ; a sprain ;

an instrument for exert-

bolts, spikes, and tree-nails. — Wring'er, n. One
who, or that which, wrings ; an extortioner ; an in-

strument for forcing water out of anything, esp.

from clothes after they have been washed.
Wrinkle, rinkl, n. A small ridge, prominence, or
furrow, formed by the shrinking or contraction of
any smooth substance ; a crease ; roughness ; un-
evenness. — v. t. [wrinkled (-Id), -ling.] To con-
tract into furrows and prominences ; to corrugate ;

to make rough or uneven — v. i. To shrink into fur-

rows and ridges.—Wrinkly, -IT, a. Full of wrinkles;
liable to be wrinkled; corrugated.

Wrinkle, rinkl, n. A notion or fancy ; a whim.
Wrist, risi, n. (Atiat.) The joint by which the hand

is united to the arm.— Wrist'band, n. That part of
a shirt sleeve which covers the wrist.

Write, rit, v. t. [imp. wrote (rot) ; p. p. writ (obs.)

or written; writing.] To set down (legible char-
acters) ; to inscribe on any material oy a suitable
instrument ; to express in legible or intelligible

characters, inscribe ; to set down in an epistle, com-
municate by letter ; to compose or produce, as an
author ; to impress durably ; to make known by
writing, record, copy, transcribe, compose, recite.—
v. i. To form characters, letters, or figures, as repre-
sentatives of sounds or ideas ; to be regularly em-
ployed or occupied in writing, copying, or account-
ing ; to frame or combine ideas and express them
in words ; to recite or relate in books, compose. —
Writ'er, n. One who writes, or has written ; a
scribe; clerk; an author. —Writing, ra. Act or art

of forming letters and characters on paper, wood,
stone, or other material ; anything written or ex-
pressed in letters ; as, a legal instrument, a pam-
phlet, book, inscription.—Writ'ing-mas'ter, n. One y
who teaches the art of penmanship. — -pa'per, n.

Paper finished with a smooth surface, sized, and
fitted for writing upon. —Writ, wrtt, n. That which
is written ; writing,— applied esp. to the Scriptures;
Bible. (Law.) An instrument in writing, under seal,

in an epistolary form, issued from the proper author-
ity, commanding the performance or non-perform-

Wrench.

. ing a twisting strain, as in turning bolts, nuts, etc.

Wrest, rest, v. t. To turn, twist; esp., to twist or ex-
tort by violence ; to pull or force away by violent
wringing or twisting; to turn from truth, or twist
frorrTits natural meaning by violence; to wring, per-
vert, distort.— n. Violent pulling and twisting; dis-

tortion.—Wrest'er, n.— Wres'tle, res'l, v. i. [-tled
(-Id), -tling.] To contend, as 2 persons, by grap-
pling together, and each striving to throw the other
down; to struggle, strive, contend, —n. A struggle
between 2 to see which will throw the other down;
a struggle.

Wretch, Wretched, etc. See under Wrack.
Wriggle, rig'gl, v. i. [wriggled (-gld), -gling.] To
move the body to and fro with short writhing mo-
tions, like a worm; to squirm. — v.t. Toputintoa
quick, reciprocating motion; to introduce by twist-
ing and squirming.

Wright, rit, n. One whose occupation is some kind
of mechanical business; an artificer; workman,—
chiefly used in compounds.

Wring, ring, v. t. [wrung, wringing.] To twist and
compress, pinch, turn and strain with violence; to
pain, distress, torment; to pervert; to extract or ob-
tain by twisting and compressing; to extort. (Navt.)
To bend or strain out of its position. — Wring'-bolt,
n. A bolt used by shipwrights to bend and secure the
planks against the timbers till they are fastened by

ance of some act Dy the person to whom it is directed.

, V. t. [imp. & p. p. WRITHED (WRITHEN,
obs. or poet.), writhing.] To twist with violence,

Writhe, ritti, v. t.

distort, wring; to wrest, pervert. — v. i. To twist the
body about, be distorted, as in pain.

Wrong, rong, a. Not fit or suitable to an end or ob-
ject; not appropriate for use; not according to rule,
standard, requirement, or intent; not correct; not
suitable to the highest and best end; not morally
right; not according to truth; unjust; faulty; detri-

mental; erroneous; unfit; improper; mistaken.— n.

That which is not right ; whatever deviates from
moral rectitude; any injury done to another; a tres-

pass; iniquity; perversity; injustice; injury. — adv.
Not rightly; amiss; morally ill; erroneously.— v. t.

[wronged (rongd), wronging.] To treat with in-

justice ; to deprive of some right, or to withhold some
act of justice from; to injure; to impute evil to un-
justly.—Wrong'-do'er, n. One who injures another,
or does wrong. — Wrong'er, n. One who wrongs or
injures another.—Wrongful, -ful, a. Full of wrong;
injurious ; unjust ; unfair. — Wrong'headed, a.

Wrong in opinion or principle ; having a perverse
understanding; perverse.

Wrote. See Write.
Wroth, rawth, a. Full of wrath ; angry ; incensed.
Wrought. See Work. Wrung. See Wring.
Wry, ri, a. Turned to one side ; twisted ; distorted ;

deviating from the right direction. — Wry face. A
distortion of the countenance indicating impatience,
disgust, or discomfort; a grimace.—Wry'neck, n. A
twisted or distorted neck. (Ornith.) A small bird of
the eastern continent, allied to the woodpecker, —
so called from the manner in which, when surprised,
it turns its head over its shoulder.

Wych/'-elm, n. (Bot.) A variety of the elm, a native
of Great Britain ; witch-elm, q. v.

Wye, wT, n.; pi. Wyes, wiz. One of the 2 forked pieces
or bearings resembling the letter Y in shape, in the
opening or notch of which rest the ends of the tele-

scope axis in a theodolite or level, the pivots in a
transit instrument, etc. [Written also Y; pi. Y's.]

Wyvern. See Wiver.

sun, cube, full ; moon, f<56t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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X.

X, eks, the 24th letter of the Eng. alphabet, is bor-
rowed, as to form, from the Greek X : at the end of
words, it has the sound of ks, as iu wax : in the mid-
dle, the sound of fo, or sometimes of gz, as in exam-
ple: at the beginning of a word, it has the sound
of z.

Xanthic, zan'thik, a. Tending toward a yellow color,
or to one of those colors, green excepted, In which yel-
low is a constituent, as scarlet, orange, etc. (Chem.)
Of, or pert, to, an oxide, called also vric oxide, ob-
tained fr. a rare variety of urinary calculus, and from
similar concretions; also to a certain heavy, oily, fluid
acid. — Xanthine, -thin, n. (Chem.) The j-ellow,
insoluble coloring matter contained in certain plants
and the petals of certain flowers. — Xan'thite, -thit,

n. (Min.) A mineral occurring in rounded grains
and foliated masses, of a yellow color, and translu-
cent.— Xan'tho, n. A
small short-tailed crus-
tacean, of many spe-
cies, found in most
seas. — Xan'tho-
phyll, -tho-fil. n.

(Chem.) Yellow color-
ing matter contained
in the leaves of trees in
autumn. — Xan'thor-
thite, -thor-thtt, n.

(Min.) A mineral of a
yellowish color, con-
taining much water.

Xebec, ze'bek, n. A
small, 3-masted vessel,
used in the Mediterl Xantho Aondus.

ranean Sea : it carries 2 large, square sails, or, when
close hauled, large lateen sails. See cut in next col-

umn.
Xenotime, zen'o-tTm, v. A native phosphate of yttria,
having a yellowish-brown color.

Xerasia, ze-ra'zht-a, n. (Med.) A disease of the
hair, in which it becomes dry, ceases to grow, and

resembles down covered with dust.— Xe'rocollyr'-
ium, -kol-lTr'T-um, n. (Med.) A drv collvnum or
eye-salve. — Xero'des, -dez, n. (Med.) Any tumor
attended with dryness. — Xeromy'rum, n.

" A dry
ointment. — Xeroph/agy,
-rofa-jT, n. The eating of
dry meats, — a sort of fast
among the primitive Chris-
tians.— Xeropb/thalmy,
-rof'thal-mT, ?i. (31ed.) A
dry, red soreness or itch-
ing of the eyes, without

'

swelling or a discharge of
humors.

Xero'tes, -tez, n. (31ed.) A
dry habit or disposition of
body.

Xiphoid, zifoid, a. (Anat.) =3
Resembling a sword; ensi- "~

form. — Xiphoid cartilage.
A cartilage at the lower '

end of the sternum.
Xylite, zi'lit, n. (Min.) A
mineral of a brown color, consisting chiefly of silica,

sesquioxide of iron, lime, magnesia, and water.
(Chem.) A volatile, inflammable liquid which exists

in crude or impure pyroligneous acid.—Xylograph,
-lo-graf, n. An engraving on wood, or the impression
from such an engraving.— Xylog'rapher, -ra-fer, n.

One who practices xylography. — Xylograpb/ic, -ic-

al, -graf'ik-al, a. Pert, to wood-engraving.

—

Xylog'-
raphy, -fT, n. Act or art of cutting figures in wood,
in representation of natural objects. — Xy'lene, -len,

-lole, -151, n. (Chem.) A hydrocarbon, homologous
with benzine, prepared from coal naptha.—Xyloph'-
agan, -lofa-gan, n. (Entom.) A coleopterous, dip-
terous, or other insect which in the adult or larval
state feeds on wood.—Xyloph'agous, -a-gus, a. Eat-
ing or feeding on wood.

Xyster, zis'ter, n. A surgeon's instrument for scrap-
ing bones.

Xebec.

Y, wi, the 25th letter of the Eng. alphabet, derives its

form from the Greek Y : at the beginning of words
or syllables, when followed by a vowel, except when
used as a prefix, it is a consonant element: in other
situations it is a vowel, having the same sounds as i.

[Y is used by ancient writers, esp. Spenser, as a pre-
fix of the past participle, used or omitted at will, and
is sometimes employed by modern writers in bur-
lesque, or in imitation of the antique, — as y-clad,
clad, clothed; y-cleped, called; y-fed, fed, refreshed.]

Y, wi, n. ; pi. Y's, wiz. Anything having the shape of
Y, esp. one of the forked pieces which support the
pivots of a transit instrument, of the telescope of a
theodolite, etc.; a wye, — so called from its form.
(Railroads.) A portion of track consisting of 2 con-
verging tracks connected by a cross-track.

Yacht, yot, n. (Naut.) A light sea-going vessel used for
pleasure trips, racing, etc.— Yachfing, n. Sailing
on pleasure excursions in a yacht. — Yager, yaw'-
egr, n. (Mil.) One belonging to a body of German
light infantry armed with rifles.

Yam, yam, n. A large, esculent tuber or root of sev-
eral species of tropical climbing plants, allied to and
often confounded with the sweet potato.

Yankee, yank'e, n. A. citizen of N. England, or of
the Northern States, — applied by foreigners to all

inhabitants of the U. S.

Yap, yap, v. i. To bark, yelp. — n. A cry of a dog.
Yard, yard, n. A measure of length, 3 feet, or 36
inches, being the standard of Eng. and Amer. meas-

Yacht.
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ure; arod 3 feet long; a yardstick; the male member
or organ; penis. (Navt.) A long, slender piece of
timber, nearly cylindrical, suspended crosswise upon
the mast, by which a sail is extended : see Ship.—Yard'-arm, n. (iV«wt.) Either half of a ship's yard,
from the center or mast to the end. [Ships are said
to be yard-arm and yard-arm when so near as to
touch or interlock their yards.]—stick, -wand, n. A
stick 3 feet in length, used as a measure of cloth, etc.

Yard, yard, n. A small, inclosed place in front of or
around a house or barn.

Yare, yar, a. Ready; dexterous; eager; lively; quick.
Yarn, yarn, n. A continuous strand of wool, cotton,

flax, or other fiber, for use in weaving, knitting,
thread and cordage making, etc. {Rope-making.) One
of the strands of which a rope is composed. A story
spun out by a sailor for the amusement of his com-
panions.

Yarrow, yar'ro. n. A composite plant, having a strong
odor and pungent taste; milfoil.

Yataghan, yafa-gan, n. A long double-curved Turk-
ish dagger or saber, without a cross-guard; ataghan.

Yaulp, yawlp, Yaup, yawp, v. i. To cry out like a
child ; to yelp. —n. A cry of distress, rage, etc.

Yaw, yaw, v. i. [yawed (yawd), yawlng.] To rise in
blisters, breaking in white froth, as cane-juice in the
sugar-works.

Yaw, yaw, v. i. (JVaut.) To steer wild, or out of the
line of her course, as a ship. — n. A movement of a
vessel by which she temporarily alters her course.

Yawl, yawl, n. A
small ship's
boat, usually
rowed by 4 or 6
oars.

Yawn, yawn, v.

i. [yawned
(yawnd),YAWN-
ing.] To open
the mouth in-
voluntarily
through drowsi-
ness, dullness,
o r fatigue ; t o
gape; to gape or
open wide as if

to allow the en- Yawl,
trance or exit of
anything; to be eager; to desire to swallow anything.— n. A deep and involuntary inspiration, with a
pretty wide opening of the mouth, followed by a pro-
longed and more or less sonorous expiration ; a gap-
ing ; an opening wide; a gape.

Yaws, yawz, n. (Med.) A disease of the Antilles and
of Africa, characterized by contagious tumors which,
in shape and appearance, resemble raspberries.

Ycleped, T-klept', p.p. Called; named. [See under Y.]
Ye, ye, pron. The nominative pi. of the 2d person, —
sometimes inaccurately used as the objective, now
used only in sacred or solemn stvle.—You, yoo, pron.
[possess, your (yoor) or YOURS.'o'y'- you.] The pro-
noun of the 2d person, in the nominative or objective
case, indicating the person or persons addressed.
[You is properly the pi. of the 2d personal pronoun,
but is in ordinary discourse used in addressing a sin-
gle person, yet always properly combined with a
plural verb: you and your are sometimes used indef-
initely instead of one, any, a, etc. ; of the two forms
of the possessive, your and yours, the first is used
when attributive and followed by the noun to
which it belongs ; the second when attributive, but
having the noun understood.] — Your, yoor, posses-
sive pron. Belonging, pert., or relating to, you ; of
you, — possessive of you. — Yourself', pron. ; pi.
-selves, -selvz'. Your own person or self,— used
as the object, direct or indirect, of a reflexive verb,
in the second person.

Yea, ya, adv. Yes; ay. [Yea sometimes introduces
a subject, with the sense of indeed, verily, truly, it

is so : it is also used substantively to denote an af-

firmative vote, or the ones who cast such a vote; as,
the yeas have it.]

Yean, yen, v. t. & i. [yeaned (vend), yeaning.] To
bring forth young, as a goat or sheep ; to ean. —
Yeanling, n. The young of sheep; a lamb.

Year, yer, n. Time of the apparent revolution of the
sun through the ecliptic; period occupied by the
earth in making its revolution around the sunfnlso,
a period more or less nearly agreeing with this,
adopted by various nations as a measure of time :

in common usage, the .year conbists of 365 days, and
every fourth year of 366; time in which any planet
completes a revolution about the sun. pi. Age, or old
age.—Year'ling, n. A young animal one year old.

—

a. Being a year old. — Yearly, a. Happening, ac-
cruing, or coming every year ; annual ; lasting a
year; accomplished in a year.— adv. Annually;
once a year; from year to year. — Year'-book, n.

A reference book of facts and statistics published
yearly. (Eng. Law.) A book containing annual re-
ports of cases adjudged in the courts of England.

Yearn, yern, v. i. [yearned (yernd), yearning.] To
be filled with longing desire or with emotions of
affection or tenderness; to long, be eager.

Yeast, yest, n. The foam or froth or sediment of beer
or other liquor in fermentation, containing a minute
fungus, or yeast-plant, the multiplication of which
produces fermentation in any saccharine or farina-
ceous liquid or moist substance to which the yeast
is added ; a preparation used for raising dough ;

barm. — Yeast'y, -Y, a. Frothy ; foamy ; spumy,
like yeast.

Yelk, yelk, n. The yellow part of an egg.
Yell, yel, v. i. [yelled (yeld), yellingO To cry out

or scream as with agony or horror.— v. t. To utter
with a yell. — n. A sharp, loud, hideous outcry.

Yellow, yeKlo, a. Being of a bright saffron-like color;
of the color of gold or brass or of the pigment called
chrome yellow. — n. A bright golden color; one of
the simple or primitive colors : see Light.— Yellow-
bird. A small seed-eating bird of the finch family,
with bright-yellow (male) or olive-green (female)
plumage, common in the U. S. — Y. fever. (Med.)
A malignant febrile disease of warm climates, often
attended with yellowness of
the skin. — Y. hammer. A
European singing bird, called
also yellow-bunting : its prin-
cipal colors are shades of
gamboge yellow and brown ;

a large Amer. species of
woodpecker. — Y. metal. An
alloy composed of 2-3ds copper
and i zinc, for sheathing ves-
sels. — Yellowish, a. Some-
what yellow. — YeKlowish-
ness, Yel'lowness, n. — YeK-
lows, -loz, n. (Far.) A disease
of the bile in horses, cattle,

and sheep, causing yellowness
of eyes; jaundice; a disease of
peach-trees in the U. S., caus-
ing them to produce abortive
yellow sprouts on the trunks
and limbs.

Yelp, yelp, v. i. [yelped
(yelpt), yelping.] To utter
a sharp, quick cry, as a dog ,

when nurt or in fear; to bar£ Yellow-hammer,

shrilly, with eagerness, pain, or fear.
Yeoman, yo'man, n. ; pi. -men. A common man or ple-

beian, of the first or most respectable class; a free-
holder; a farmer; man free born; in Eng., an officer

in the king's household. (JS
T
aut.) An inferior officer

charged with the stowage, account, and distribution
of the stores. — Yeo'manry, n. The collective body
of yeomen or freeholders; a British volunteer cav-
alry force.

Yerk, yerk, v. t. To kick or strike suddenly; to jerk
—v. i. To throw out the heels, kick; to move with
a quick, jerking motion.— n. A sudden or quick
thrust or motion.

Yes, yes, adv. Ay; yea,— a word expressing affirma-
tion or consent,— opp. to no.

Yest, yest, n. Yeast; barm; froth; spume; foam.
Yester, yes'ter, a. Of, or pert, to, yesterday ; last;
next before the present. — Yes'terday, n. The day
last past ; the day next before the present. — adv.
On_the day last past; on the day preceding to-day.

-eve'ning, n. The evening of yes-

sun, cube, full ; moon, cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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terday: the evening last past.—morn'. -morning,
n. The morning of yesterday. night, n. Last
night; the nightlast past.— adv. On the last night.—noon, n. The noon of yesterday.

Yet, yet, adv. In addition ; further ; besides ; over
and above; at the same ime; still; up to the pres-
ent time ; thus far ; hitherto : at or in the present
time; even; at least; at all. — conj. Nevertheless;
notwithstanding; however.

Yew, yoo, n. A low, spreading, evergreen, European
tree, valued for its

hard, durable wood
or timber. — Yew'en,
a. Made of yew.

Yex, yeks, v. i. To hic-
cough.

Yield, yeld, v. t. To
furnish, afford, ren-
der, give forth ; to
give in return for
what is expended or
invested; to give up
(something claimed
or demanded); to
make over to one
who has a claim or
right; to admit to be
true, concede; to per-
mit, grant, allow, resign, emit, surrender.— v. i. To
give up the contest, submit; to comply; to give way;
not to oppose; to give place, as inferior in rank or
excellence.— it. Amount yielded; product,— applied
esp. to products resulting from growth or cultiva-
tion. — Yield'ing, p. a. Inclined to give way or
comply; obsequious; attentive; flexible; compliant;
accommodating.

Yoke, yok, n. That which connects or binds; bond of
connection; the frame of wood by which 2 oxen
are fastened together for drawing"; a frame worn
on the neck like an ox-yoke, or shaped like one ; a
frame of wood fitted to a person's shoulders for car-
rying a pail, etc., suspended on each side; frame
worn on the neck (of a cow, pig, goose, etc.), to pre-
vent passage through a fence; a frame or convex
piece by which a bell is hung for rinsing it. (Xaut.)
A frame at right angles to the head of a boat's rud-
der, from the end of which are lines by which the

Yew.

boat is steered. A mark of servitude; slavery; bond-
age; service; two animals yoked together; a couple;
a pair that work together.— v. t. [yoked (yokt),
yoking.] To put a yoke on, join in a yoke; to
couple, join with another ; to enslave, bring into
bondage, confine. — v. i. To be joined or associated,
be intimately connected, consort closely. — Yoke'-
fel'low, Yoke'mate, n. An associate or companion;
a mate; fellow; esp., a partner in marriage.

Yolk, yolk or yok, n. The yelk or yellow part of an
egg; an unctuous secretion from the skin of sheep.

Yon, yon, a. At a distance within view; yonder.—
adv. Yonder. — Yon'der, a. Being at a distance
within view, or conceived of as within view; that or
those there. — adv. At a distance within view.

Yore, yor, adv. In time past; in old time; long since.

You. See under Ye.
Young, yung, a. [younger (yun'ger), youngest.]
Not long born; not yet arrived at adolescence, ma-
turity, or age; not o'ld; juvenile; youthful; having
the appearance, freshness, or vigor of youth; being
in the first part of growth; pert, or relating to youth;
having little experience; inexperienced; ignorant.
— n. The offspring of au animal, either single or col-

lectively. — With young. With child ; pregnant. —
Young'ish, a. Somewhat young. — Young'ling, ».

A young person; youth ; an}' animal in the first

part of life.— Young'ster, n. A young person; a
lad.— Younk'er, n. A young person; stripling.

Your. etc. See under Ye.
Youth, yooth, n. ; pi. Youths or Youth. State, con-

dition", or quality of being young; juvenility; the
part of life that succeeds to childhood: early part of
life, from childhood, or sometimes from infancy, to
manhood ; a young person ; esp., a young man ;

young persons collectively. — Youth'ful, -ful, a.

Not yet mature or aged; young; of. or pert, to, the
early" part of life; suitable to the first part of life;

fresh; vigorous, as in youth; puerile; juvenile.
Yttria, it'trl-a, n. (CJiem.) A fine white powder or
earth, without taste or smell and insoluble in water;
an oxide of yttrium. — Yftrium, n. A very rare
metal of a scalv texture and grayish-black color.

Yule, yobl, n. Christmas, or the feast of the nativity
of our Savior, — applied also, sometimes, to the
festival of Lammas.

Ywis. See under Wis.

Z.

Z, ze, in Eng. zed. The 26th and last letter of the
Eng. alphabet, and the last letter in the alphabets of
most modern languages : it is a sibilant consonant,
and is merely a sonant or vocal s.

Zaccho, zak'ko, Zoc'co, -colo, Zo'cle, -kl, n. (Arch.)
The lowest part of the pedestal of a column.

Zaffer, zaf'fer, ?;. (Chem.) Impure oxide of cobalt,
obtained by the calcination of cobalt: it produces
when fused (as in enameling and porcelain making)
an intensely blue color.

Zambo, zam'bo, n. ; pi. -bos, -boz. The child of a
mulatto and a negro; also, of an Indian and a negro.

Zamia, za'ml-a, n. A plant of many species, allied to
the ferns and palms, and bearing strobiles.

Zanana, Zenana, ze-na'na, n. The part of a house
appropriated to women in India.

Zany, za'nT, n. A merry-andrew; a buffoon. — Za'-
nyism, -izm, n. The state or character of a zany.

Zarnich, zar'nik, n. Native sulphuret of arsenic ;

sandarach or realgar; orpiment.
Zax, zaks, n. A slater's hatchet for cutting, dressing,
and perforating slate.

Zeal, zel, n. Passionate ardor in the pursuit of any-
thing ; eager interest or endeavor in favor of, or in
opposition to, a person or cause. — Zeal'ot, zel'ot,
n. One who is zealous ; esp., one over-zealous, or
carried away by his zeal; an enthusiast; fanatic—
ZeaKotry, -ot-rT, n. The character and behavior
of a zealot; excess of zeal: fanatical devotion to a
cause.— ZeaKous, -us, a. Filled with zeal; warmly

engaged or ardent
in behalf of an ob-
ject; eager ; ear-
nest; fervent;
hearty; strenuous;
warm; passionate ;

enthusiastic.
Zebra, ze'bra, n. A
w i 1 d, intractable,
gregarious quad-
ruped of S. Africa,
nearly as large as a
horse", white, with
numerous brown-
ish-black bands of
greater or less intensity,
and lighter down the
middle of each band.

Zebu, ze'bu, n. A small
ruminant mammal of
the bovine tribe, having
long, pendulous ears,
and a fatty excrescence
on the shoulders, valued
for food ; the Indian
bull, ox, or cow.

Zechin, ze'kin, n. An It-

alian gold coin; sequin.
Zed, zed, n. The letter Z,— called also izzard.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; in, ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r
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Zedoary, zed'o-a-rl, n. (Med.) The root-stock of cer-
tain East Indian plants, having a fragrant smell,
and a warm, bitter, aromatic taste, used in medicine
as a stimulant.

Zemindar, zem-in-dar', n. In India, a feudatory or
landholder under the government, with the right of
underletting the land, and certain other privileges.

—

Zem'indary, -da-ri, n. Jurisdiction of a zemindar.
Zenana. See Zanana.
Zend, zend, n. Prop., the translation into the Huz-
varesh, or Pehlevi language, of the Avesta, the
Zoroastrian scriptures ; as commonly used, the lan-
guage, an ancient Persian dialect," in which the
Avesta is written.— Zend'aves'ta. -ves'ta, n. The
Scriptures of the ancient Persian religion, attrib-
uted to Zoroaster, but of a later date.

Zenith, ze'nith, n. That point in the heavens which
is directly overhead ; the point of culmination ;

greatest height: height of success or prosperity.
Zeolite, ze'o-lit, n. (Mm.) A hydrated double silicate

of aluminum, calcium, or some other base, found
esp. in cavities of igneous rocks.

Zephyr, zefer, n. The west wind ; any soft, mild,
gentle breeze.

Zero, ze'ro, n. A cipher: nothing; naught; the point
from which the graduation, as of a thermometer,
commences.

Zest, zest, n. A piece of orange or lemon peel, used
to give flavor to liquor, or "the fine, thin oil that
spurts out of it when squeezed; something that gives
or enhances a pleasant taste, or the taste itself ; an
appetizer ; keen enjoyment ; relish. — v. t. To cut
into thin slips (the peel of an orange, lemon, etc.)

;

to squeeze, as peel over the surface of anything; to
give a flavor to; to heighten the taste or relish of.

Zetetic, ze-tet'ik, a. Proceeding by inquiry.— Zetet'-
ics, n. sing. (Math.) A branch of algebra which

;

relates to the direct search for unknown quantities.
!

Zeugma, zug'ma, w. (Gram.) A figure by which an
adjective or verb, which agrees with a nearer word,

j

is, by way of supplement, referred also to another
j

more remote.
Zibet, zib'et, n. A small carnivorous quadruped of i

India and Africa, somewhat resembling the weasel

:

it secretes an odoriferous civet-like substance and is i

often domesticated.
Zlf, zif, n. The 2d month of the Jewish sacred, and
8th of the civil, year, — parts of April and May.

Zigzag, zig'zag, a. Having short, sharp turns, —n.
Something that has angles. — v. t. [zigzagged
(-zagd), -gixg.] To form with short turns.

Zinc, zink, n. A metal of a bluish white color, with a
strong luster ; spelter : it is not brittle, but less

malleable than copper, lead, or tin.

—

v. t. [zixcked
(zinkt). zixckixg.] To cover or coat with zinc.— Zinciferous, zin-sif'er-us. Zinkif'erous, a. Con-
taining or aifording zinc — Zinc'ite, zink'it, u. A
brittle, translucent mineral, of a deep red color,
and consisting chiefly of oxide of zinc. — Zincog'-
rapher, n. An engraver on zinc. — Zincograpfc/ic,
-ical, a. Of, or pert, to zincography. — Zincog'-
raphy, n. Engraving on zinc in the style of wood-
cuts. —Zinc'oiis, -us. Zink'y, -T, o. Of, or pert, to,

zinc: pert, to the positive pole of a galvanic battery.— Zinc'-white, n. The oxide of zinc, a pigment
largely used in the place of white lead.

Zion, zi'on, n. A hill in Jerusalem, the royal resi-

dence of David and his successors; the theocracy or
church of God.

Zircon, zer'kon, n. (Min.) A mineral of Ceylon, etc.,

a silicate of zirconium, occasionally red, and often
nearly transparent. — Zirco'nia, -rit-a, n. (Chem.)
An oxide of zirconium: it is, when pure, a white
powder, soluble in sulphuric acid. — Zirco'nium, n.

A metal obtained from the minerals zircon and hya-
cinth : it is commonly obtained in the form of a
black powder.

Zocle. See under Zaccho.
Zodiac, zo'dT-ak, n. .(A<tron.) An imaginary belt in
the heavens, in the middle of which is the ecliptic,

or sun's path : it comprises the 12 constellations,
which once constituted, and from which are named,
the 12 signs of the zodiac. — Zodi'acal. a. Of, pert.
to, or within the zodiac. —Zoiliacal light. (Astron.)
A luminous track, of an elongated triangular figure,

Zodiac.

lying nearly in the ecliptic, its base being on the
Horizon : it is to be seen only in the evening, after
twilight, and in the morning." before dawn.

Zoilean, zo-iKe-an, a. Having the characteristics of
Zoilus, a bitter, envious, unjust critic, who lived
about 270 years before Christ.

Zollverein, zoKver-In. n. The customs union of the
German States, for the collection of a uniform rate
of custom-house duties.

Zone. zon. n. A girdle. (Geog.) One of the 5
,

divisions of the earth, with N ^ .

respect to latitude and tem-
perature. (Math.) The por-
tion of the surface of a
sphere, included between
2 parallel planes. (Nat.
Hist.) A band or stripe
running round any object.
A band or area encircling
anything; circuit: circum-
ference—Zoned, zond, a.

Wearing a zone or zones;
having zones, or concen-
tric bands.

Zoography, zo-og'ra-fT, n.

A description of animals, their forms and habits.
— ZoJg'rapher, n. One who describes animals,
their forms, and habits.— Zo'c'graph/ic, -ical, a. Of,
or pert, to, the description of animals.— Zob'l'atry,
n. "Worship of animals. — Zo'olite, -o-lit, n. An an-
imal substance petrified or fossil. — Zob'l'ogy. -oKo—
jT, n. That part of natural history which treats of
the classification, structure, habits* and distribution
of animals.— j**.j1( ,^/.
Zoological, i^S^HT^ 7

-loj'ik-al, a. *.<^

Of, or pert, to,

zoology, or the
science of ani-
mals. — Zo'-l'-

ogist, v. One
versed in, etc.

;

one who de-
scribes ani-
mals. — Zoon/'-

ic, a. Of, or
pert, to, ani-
mals; obtained
from animal
su b stances.

—

Zoon'omy,
on'o-ml, 11.

The laws of Zoophytes.
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animal life, or the science which treats of the phe-
nomena of animal liie, their causes and relations.
— Zo pn'agous, -oi'a-gus, a. Feeding on animals.
— Zo'upuyte, -o-ITt, n. An animal resembling a
pla..t,— . i general term, loosely applied to simple or
compound p,.lyps, corals, sponges, and other ] hy-
tozoa. — Zoopnyt'ic, -ic.il, -,it

r ik-al, a. Of, or pert,

to, zuopnyies. — Zo ph/ytol'ogy, -of'i-tol'o-ir, n.

The natural listo y d zoophytes. — Zo-t'omy, -ot'-

o-nii, n. The anati.my of animals; comparative
anatomy.—Zo^tom'ical, a. Of, or pert, to, zootomy.
— ZcbVomist, n. One who dissects the bodies of
animals; a comparative anatomist.

Zouave, zwav or zoo-av', n. One of an active and
hardy body of soldiers in the French service, orig.

Arabs; one of a body of soldiers who adopt the dress
and drill of the Zouaves.

Zounds, zowndz, interj. An obsolete exclamation of
anger or wonder.

Zufrolo, zufrfo-lo, Zufolo, zod'fo-lo, n. (Mns.) A little

flute or flageolet, esp. one used to teach birds.

Zumology. See Zymology.
Zumometer. See Zymometer.
Zygomatic, zig-o-mat'ilc, a. Of, or pert, to, the bony
area placed in man upon the side of the head, back
of the cheeks, and extending from the prominence
of the cheeks to the ear.

Zymology zi-moKo-jT, n. A treatise on the fermenta-
tion 01 liquors, or the doctrine of fermentation.—
Zymolog'ical. -loj'ik-al, a. Of, or pert, to, zymol-
ogy. — ZymoKogist, -o-jist, n. One skilled in zymol-
ogy.— Zymom'eter, Zymosim'eter, n. An instru-
ment for ascertaining the deg ee of fermentation
occasioned by the mixture of different liquids, and
the degree of heat which they acquire in lermenta-
tion. — Zymofic, a. Of, pert, to, or caused by, fer-
mentation. — Zymotic disease. Any epidemic, en-
demic, contagious, or sporadic affection produced
by some morbific principle acting on the system
like a ferment.

Zythum, zi'thum, n. A kind of malt beverage ; a
liquor made from malt and wheat.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, Ice j Odd, tSne,



PRONOUNCING VOCABULARY

BIBLICAL, CLASSICAL, MYTHOLOGICAL, HISTORICAL,
AND GEOGRAPHICAL PROPER NAMES.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS VOCABULARY.

B. Biblical History and Geography.
C. Classical History, Geography, and Mythology.
E. Egyptian History, Geography, and Mythology.
H. Hindoo History, Geography, and Mythology.
M. Modern History and Geography.
N. Norse History, Geography, and Mythology (including Old German).

Aa, a, M.
Aachen, a'ken : same as Aix-la-
Chapelle, M.

Aalar, a'a-lar, B.
Aalborg, oKbSrg, 31.

Aar, ar, or Aren, a'ren, 31.

Aargau, ar'gow, 31.

Aaron, ar'on, B.
Aaronites, ar'on-Tts, B.
Aath, at: same as Ath, 31.

Aba, a'ba, or Abse, a' be, C.

Abacuc, ab'a-kuk, B.
Abaddon, a-bad'don, B.
Abadias, ab-a-di'as, B.
Abagtha, a-bag'tha, B.
AbalU3, ab'a-lus, C.
Abakan, a-ba-kan', 31.

Abakansk, a-ba-kansk', M.
Abana, ab'a-na, B.
Abancay, a-ban-kTr ,_l/.

Abancourt, a-boN-kooi"", M.
Abano, a-ba/uo, 31.

Abantes, a-bau'tez, C.
Abantia, a-ban'shT-a, C.
Abantiades, ab-an-ti/'a-dez, C:

Abantia3, a-ban'shY-as, C.
Abantia, a-ban'tis, C.
Abarbarea, ab-ar-ba're-a, C.
Abarim, ab'a-rim. B.
Abaris, ab'a-ris, C.
Abaron, ab'a-run, B.
Abas, a'bas, C.
Abasa, ab'a-sa, C.
Abascia or Abassia, a-bash/T-a, M.
Abasitis, ab-a-si'tis, C.
Abassus, a-bas'sus, C.

Abati, ii-ba/te, or -batti, -bafte,!/.
Abatos, ab'a-tos, C.
Abba, ab'ba, B.
Abbasides, ab-bas'T-dez, 31.

Abbatucci, ab-ba-toot'che, 31.

Abbeville, in France iib'vel' ; in

S. C. ab'be-vil, M.
Abda. ab'da. B.
Abdalla, ab-dal'la, or Abdul'lah, 31.

Abdalonimus, -ymus, ab'da-lon'I-
mus, C.

Abdeel. ab'de-el, B.
Abd-el-Kader, abd-el-ka'der;
written also Ab-dul-Kadir, 31.

Abd-el-Malik, abd-el-ma'lik, 31.

Abdera, ab-de'ra, C._

Abderites, ab-de-ri'tez ; -ta, ta, C.
Abderus, ab-de'rus, C.
Abdi, ab'di, B.
Abdias, ab-di'as, B.
Abdiel, ab'dt-el, B.
Abdolonymus, ab-do-lon'TMnus, C.
Abdon, ab'don, B.
Abdul Mejid or Abdoul Medjid,
abd /6"ol-me-jed /', 31.

Abeatae, a-be-a'te, C.
Abednego, a-bed'ne-go, B.
Abel, a'bel, B.
Abelard, ab'e-lard, 31.

Abelbethmaachah, a'bel-beth-i i tar-

a-ka, B.
Abella, a-bel'la, C.
Abelmaim, a-bel-ma-'im, B.
Abelmeholah, a'bel-me-ho'la, B.
Abelmizraim, a-bel-niiz

/,
ra-im, B.

Abelshittim, a-bel-shit'tim, B.
Abencerage, a-ben'se-raj, in Sp. ii-

ben'tha-ra/ha, 31.

Abenheim, a/ben-him', 31.

Aberbrothock, ab-gr-broth^ok, or
Arbroath, ar'broth, 31

Abercromby, -bie,ab
/,er-krum/bT,J/

Aberdeen, ab-Sr-den'', 3[.

Abergavenny, ab'gr-ga'nt, 31
Aberistwith, ab-er-ist/with, 31.

Abernethy, ab'er-ne-thl, in Sc. ab-
er-neth/r, M.

Ablancourt, ab-loN-koor', M.
Abez, a'bez, B.

Abi, a'bi, B.
Abia, a'bY-a, C.

Abia, Abiah, a-bi'a, B.
Abialbon, a-bt-al'bon, B.
Abiasaph, a-bi'a-saf, B.
Abiathar, a-bi'a-thar, B.
Abib, a' bib, B.
Abida, -dah, a-bi'da, B.
Abida, a-bi'da, C.
Abidan, ab't-dan, B.
Abiel, a-bi'el, B.
Abiezer, a-bY-e'zer, B.
Abiezrite, a-bT-ez'rlt, B.
Abigail, ab'I-gal. B.
Abihail, ab-T-ha'il, B.
Abihu, a-bi'hu, B.
Abihud, a-bi'hud, B.
Abii, a'bl-i, C.
Abijah, a-bi'ia, B.
Abijam, a-bi'iam, B.
Abua, ab'ir-la, C.
Abilene, ab-1-le'ne, B. and C.
Abimael, a-bim'a-el, B.
Abimelech, a-bim'e-lek, B.
Abinadab, a-bin'a-dab, B.
Abiner, ab'T-ner, B.
Abinger, ab'in-ier, M.
Abinoam, a-bin'o-am, B.
Abiram, a-bi'ram, B.
Abiron, a-bi'ron, B.
Abisares, a-bis'a-rez, C.

Abisei, ab-T-se'i, B.
Abishag, ab'Y-shag, B.
Abishai, a-bish^a-i, B.
Abishalom, a-bish/a-lom, B.
Abishua, a-bish'u-a, B.
Abishur, ab'I-shgr, B.
Abisum, ab'T-sum, B.
Abital, abrT-tal, B.
Abitub, ab'T-tub, B.
Abiud, a-bi'ud, B.
Abner, ab'ner, B.
Abo, a'bo: Sw. Abo. o'boo, 31.

Abnoba, ab'no-ba, C.

sttn, cube, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Abobrka, ab-o-bri'ka, C.

Aboecritus, a-bek'rl-tus, C.

Abolari, ab-o-la'ni, C.

Abomey, ab'o-ma'', 31.

Aboniteichos, a-bon/ I-ti,kos, C.

Abookeer, Aboukir, or Abukir, a-

boo-ker
/r

, 31.

Abqotizh, Aboutige, or Aboutij, a-

boo-tizh/, 31.

Aborras, a-bor'ras, C.

Abou-Bekr or Aboo-Bekr: ^ec Abu-
Bekr, M.

Abradates, ab-ra-da'tez, C.
Abraham, a'bra-ham, B.
Abram, a'bram, B.
Abranehes, a-bran'shes, 3L
Abrantes, a-bran'tes, 31.

Abrocomas, a-brokro-mas, C.
Abrodiaetus, ab'ro-dl-e'tus, C.
Abrolhos, a-broKyos, 31.

Abron, a'bron, C.

Abronychus, a-bron'I-kus, C.
Abrota, a-bro'ta or ab'ro-ta, C.
Abrotonum, a-brofo-num, C.
Abrupolis, a-bru'po-lis, C.
Abruzzo Citra, a-broofso-che 'era, J/.

Absalom, ab'sa-lom ; -Ion, -Ion, B.
Absecom, ab-se'kum. 31.

Absyrtides, ab-ser'tl-dez, C.
Absyrtus, ab-ser'tus, C._

Abu- or Abou-Bekr, a' boo-bek'r', 31.

Abubus, a-bu'bus, B.
Abul-Feda or Abouifeda, a'booF-

fed-&', 31.

Abulites, ab-u-li'tez, C.
Abu-Mansur, a'boo-man-soor', 31.

Abydus, a-bi'dus, C.
Abyla. ab'I-la, C.
Abyssini, ab-is-si'm, C.

Abyssinia, ab-is-sinl-a, 31.

Acacaliis, ak-a-kal'lis, C.
Acacesius, ak-a-se'shl-us, C.
Acaeius. a-ka'shl-us, C.
Academia, ak-a-de'mi-a, C.
Academus, ak-a-de'mus, C.
Acalandrus, ak-a-lan rdrus, C.
Acamas, ak'a-mas, C.
Acampsis, a-kamp'sis, C.
Acantha, a-kan'tha: -thus, -thus.C.
Acarnania, ak-ar-na'nl-a, C.
Acastus, a-kas'tus, C.
Acatan, ak'a-tan, B.
Accad, ak'kad, B.
Accaron, ak'ka-ron, B.
Accho, ak'ko, B.
Accia, ak'shT-a ; -cius, -sliT-us, C.
Accos, ak'kos ; -coz, -koz, B.
Ace, a'se, C.

Aceldama, a-sel'da-ma, B.
Aceratus, a-serra-tus, C.
Acerrae, a-ser're, C.
Acesia, a-se'shT-a, C.
Acesines, as-e-si'nez, C.
Acesta, a-ses'ta; -tes, -tez, C.
Achaea, a-ke'a: -i, -i, C._

Achaemenes. a-kem'e-nez, C._

Achaemenides. ak-e-meu'I-dez, C.
Achaeus, a-ke'us, C.
Achaia, a-ka'ya, B. and C.
Achaicus. a-ka'T-kus, B.
Achan, a'kan, B.
Achar, a'kar, B.
Acharnae, a-kar'ne, C.
Achates, a-ka'tez, C.
Achaz, a'kaz, B.
Acheloides, ak-e-lo'I-dez, C.
Achelous, ak-e-lo'us, C. and 31.

Acheron, ak'e-ron, C.
Acherontia, ak-e-ron'shT-a. C.
Acherusia, ak-e-ru'shY-a, C.
Achillas, a-kil'las ; -les. -lez, C.
Achillea, ak-il-le'a; -leis.-le'is; -le-
um, -le'um, C.

Achilleus. a-kiKle-us or -kil'lus, C.

Achivi, a-ki'vi, C.
Achladaeus, ak-la-de'us, C.
Acichorius, as-I-ko'rt-us, C.
Acidalia, as-Tf-da'lT-a, C.
Acilia, a-siKl-a ; -ius, -I-us, C.
Acis, a'sis, C.
Acmonides, ak-mon't-dez, C.

|
Acoetes, a-se'tez, C.

1
Acontius, a-kon'shT-us, C.

;
Acoris, ak'o-ris ; -orus, -rus, C.
Acra, a'kra, C.
Acra or Accra, ak'ra. 31.

j

Acragas, ak'ra-gas, C.
Acratus. a-kra'tns, C.
Acre, a-'ker or a'ker, 31.

|

Acriae, a-kri'e, C. _
I

Acriates, a-krY-a'tez, C.
Acridophagi, ak-rl-dofa-ji, C.
Acrisioneus, a-kris'I-o-iie'us. C.

Adiatorix, a-dI-atro-riks, C.
Adida, ad't-da, B.

, Adiel, a'dl-el, B.
Adienus, a-dl-e'nus, C.
Adige, a'de-je; in It. a'de-ja, 3f.

Adimantus, ad-I-man'tus, C.
Adin, a'din, B.
Adino, ad'T-no or a-di'no, B.
Adinus. ad'I-nus, B.
Adirondack, ad-1-ron'dak, 31.

Adithaim. ad-Tt-tha'im, B.
Adlai, ad'la-i, B.
Adlerberg, ii'dler-bSrg, or Arlberg,
arKbgrg, 31.

Adman, ad'ma, B.
Admatha, ad'ma-tha, B.
Admete, ad-me'te ; -tus, -tus, C.
Adnah, ad'na, B.
Adona, ad'o-na, B.

Acrisioniades. a-kris'I-o-ni'a-dez,*?.! Adoneus,a-do'ne-us o?-a-dornus, (

-Icro'

Acrisius, a-krish/T-us, C.
Acritas, a-kri'tas, C.
Acroathon, ak'ro-a'thon o,

a-thon, C.
Acroceraunium, ak'ro-se-ra'.v'nt-

urn, C.
Acrocorinthus, aVro-ko-ri
Acron, a'kron, C.
Acropolis, a-krop'o-lis, C.
Acrotatus, a-krot'a-tus, C.
Acrothoon, ak-ro-tho^on, C.
Actaea, ak-te'a, C.
Actaeon, ak-te'on : -taeus, -te

Actia, ak'shi-a, C.

Adonia, a-do'nlf-a, C.
Adordas. ad-o-ni'as, B.
Adonibezek, a-don'l-be'zek, B.
Adonijah, ad-o-ni'ja, B.
Adonikam, a-don'l-kam, B.
Adoniram, ad-o-rn'ram, B.

tlius,C| Adonis, a-do'nis, C
Adonizedek, a-don'I-ze'dek, B.

j
Adora, a-do'ra, B.
Adoraim, ad-o-ra'im, B.
Adoram, a-do^ram, B.

I Adour, a-door', 31.

, C. \ Adowah, a'do-wa, or -ova, -va, 31.

Adrain, a-dran', 31.

Actisanes, ak-tt-sa'-or-tis'a-nez.C- Adramiti, a-dra-me'te, 3L
Actium, ak'shT-um; -tius^shT-uSjC Adrammelech, a-dram'e-lek, B.
Actorides, ak-tor'I-de;
Actoris, ak'toris, C.
Aculeo, a-ku'le-o, C.
Acuphis, a-ku'fis, C.
Acusilas, a-ku'sl-las, C.
Acusilaus, a-ku'sl-la'us, C.
Acuticus, a-ku'tl-kus, C.
Acyrus, a-si'rus, C.
Adada, ad'a-da, C.
Adadah. ad'a-da, B.
Adaeus, a-de'us, C.

Adah, a'da, B.
Adaiah, ad-a-ira, B.
Adair, a-dar', 31.

Adalbert. a-dal-barr , 31.

Adalia, ad-a-li'a, B. ; a-dii'le-a, 31.

Adam, ad'am, B.
Adamah, ad'a-ma, B.
Adamantsea, ad'a-man-tera, C.
Adamas, a-da'mas, C.

|

Adama-stus, ad-a-mas'tus, C.
Adami, adra-mi, B.
Adamus, ad'a-mus, C.
Adana, ad'a-na, C. ; a'da-na, 31.

Adanson, a-dox-sox', 31.

Adar, a'dar, B.
Adasa, ad'a-sa, B.
Adbeel, ad'be-el, B.
Addan, ad'dan, B.

\
Addar, ad'dar, B.

[
Addi, ad'di, B.
Addo, ad'do, B.

|
Addon, ad'don, B.

;
Addua, arKdu-a, C.
Addus. adrdus, B.
Adel, a-deK, 31.

Adelard, adrel-ard, or Athelard,
I ath'el-ard, 31.

I

Adelung, a'de-loting, 3f.

\

Aden, a'dn; in Arab. ardn, 31.

!
Adeona, a-de-o'na, C.

: Adephagus. a-def'a-gus, C.

Ader, a'der. B.
Adherbal, ad-her'bal, C.
Adiabene. a'dl-a-be'ne, C.
Adiabenicus, ad'i-a-ben'I-kus, C.
Adiante. ad-T-an'te, C.
Adiatomus, ad-^-at'o-mus, C.

Adramytteum, ad'ra-mit-te'um, or
-tium, -mit-ti/'uin or -miftl-um,
B- and C.

Adrana, ad'ra-na or a-dra'na, C.
Adrane, a-dra'ne, C.
Adrastia, ad-ras-ti'a, C.
Adrastine, ad-ras-ti'ne, C.
Adrastus, a-dras'tus, 0.
Adrene, a-drerne, C. _
Adrets, Des, da-za-dra

7-

, 31.

Adria, a'drl-a, B. ; a'drt-a, 31.

Adrianople, ad'rl-an-o'pl, M.
Adrianopolis. a'drl-an-op'o-lis, C.
Adrianus, a-drT-a'nus. C.
Adriatic, ad-rt-afik. 31.

Adriaticum, a-drTf-at'I-kum, C.

Adriel, a'drl-el, B.
Adrimetum, ad-rY-me^tum, C.
Aduatici, ad-u-afl-si; -uci, -u-si, C.

Aduel, a-du'el, B.
Adula, a-durla: -Us, -lis. C.

Aduliton, ad-u-li'ton, C.
Adullam, a-duKlam, B.
Adummim. a-dum'mim, B.
Adyrmachidae, ad'er-mak't-de, C.
^ae, e'e, C.
^acea, e-a-se'a, C.

^acides, e-as'T-dez, C.
^acium, e-a-si'um, C
^acus, e'a-kus, C.
2E&, era; ^ae, e'e, C.
^Eamene, e-a-me'ne, C.
^anteum, e-an-te'um, C.
.Santides, e-an'tT-dez, C.
Mantis, e-an'tis, C.
^as, e'as, C.
Obelus, e-be'lus, C.
^budae, e-bu'de, C.

j

^bura, e-bu'ra, C.

\

iEchmagoras, ek-mag^o-ras, C.
^culanum, ek-u-la'mim, C.

\

^depsus, e-dep'sus, C.

i
^desia, e-de'shY-a, C.

I
Aedias, a'e-di'as, B.
^dicula, e-dik'u-la, C.
^diles, e-di'lez, C.

j

.ffidiius, ed'I-lus, C.
I Aedon, a-e'don, C.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term : In, ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r
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Aedonis, a-e-do'nis, C.
JEdui, ed'u-i, C.
JEello, e-el'lo, C.
.Seta, e-e'ta, -tas, or -tes, -tez, C.
.ffietias, e-e'shY-as, C.
JEgxx, e-je'e ; -on, -on ; -um, -um ;

-us, -us, C.
JEgaleos, e-ga'je-os; -leum, -um, C.
Agates, e-ga'tez, C.
.Sgean (Sea), e-je'an, 31.

.ffigeleon, e-je'le-on, C.

.ffigeria, e-je'rY-a, C.
^Egesta, e-jes'ta, C.
^geus, e'je-us or e'jus, C.
^giale, e-ji'a-le ; -alus, -a-lus, C.
.Sgialea, e'jY-a-le'a; -leus, -le'uSjC.
^gicores, e-jik'o-rez, C.
^gida, e'jY-da, C.
^gides, e-ji'dez, C.
^gila, ej'Y-la, C.
iEgilia, ej-Y-li'a (cm island); e-jiK-
Y-a (a demus in Attica), C.

^gilips, e'jY-lips, C.
^gimius, e-jim'Y-us, C.
.Sgimurus, e-jim'u-rus, C.
.ffigina, e-ji'na, C.
.Sgineta, ej-Y-ne'ta; -tes, -tez, C.
^giochus, e-ji'o-kus, C.
.ffigipan, ej'T-pan, C.

' ' anes, ej-T-parnez, C.
i, pi'rk, C.

3, e'jis, C.

...„ sthus, e-jis'thus, C.
.ffigium, e'jY-um, C.
JEgle, eg'le, C.
iEgleis, eg-le'is, C.
.ffigles, eg'lez, C_.

.aigletes, eg-le'tez, C.

.ffigobolus, e-gob'o-lus, C.
iEgoceros, e-gos^e-ros, C.
^gomia, e-go-mi'a, C
.ffigon, e'gou, C.
^gone, e-go'ne, C.
.ffigonea, eg-o-nej'a, C.

3, e-go rnez, C.
?os Potamos, e'gos-poi'a-mos, or
" Potami, -a-mi, C.

e-gps'the-na, C.

e'gus, C.
.Sgusa, e-gu'sa, C.
^gyptii, e-jip'shY-i, C.

^igyptus, e-jip'tus, C.
.ffilia, e'lY-a, C.
.ffilianus, e-lY-a'nus, C.
^Siinos, el'Y-nos, C.
iElius, elY-us, C.
Aello, a-el'lo, C.
Aellopus, a-ello-pus, C
.ffilurus, e-lu'rus, C.
iEmathia, e-ma/thY-a, C.

ffimilianus, eni / il-T-a'
rnus, C.

iEmilia, e-miKY-a ; -ius, -Y-us, C.

.ffimona, em'o-na or e-mo'na, C.

i^.monia, e-mo'nY-a, C.

^Emonides. e-mon'T-dez, C.
iEmonis, ern'o-nis, C.
iEnare, e'na-re, C.
^naria, e-narrT-a, C.
.ffinea, e-ner a, or ^nia, e-nl'a (city

in Macedonia), C.

iEneadae, e-ne'a-de; -des, -dez, C.
^neas (of Corinth), e'ne-as, R. ; (of

Trou), e-ne-'as, C.
.ffineis, e-ne'is, C.
^nesidemus, e-nes'T-dc'mus, C.
^netus, e-ne'tus, C.
^nia, e'nY-a, C.

^nianes, e-nT-a'nez, C.

.SJnicus, en'T-kus, C.

Snides, e-ni^dez, C.
/Enobarbus, en-o-bar^bus, C.

iEnon, e'non, B.
^nona, e-no'iia, C.
^olia, e-o'LT-a, C.

bolides, e-oKt-dez, C.
^olis, e'o-lis ; -lus, -lus, C.
JEotsu, e-o'ra, C.
.ffipea, e-pe'a, C.
^pioretus, e-pT-o-re'tus, C.
^polus, e'po-lus, C.
-Spy. e'pi, C.
^pytus, ep'I-tus, C.
.Squana, e-kwa'na, C.
JEqm, e rkwi, C.
.ffiquicoli, e-kwik^o-li, C.
^quimelium, ek-wl-melY-um, C.
^rb'e, a'ro or a're, M.
Aerope, a-Sr'o-pe, C.
^ropus (mountain), er^o-pus, C.

Aeropus, a-er'o-pus, C.
^Esacus, es'a-kus, C.
iEsagea, e-sa'je-a, C.
^sapus, e-sa'pus, C.
^Esara, e-'sa-ra, C.
^Esarus, e-sa'rus or es'a-rus, C.

^schines, es'kl-nez, C.
^schreas, es'kre-as; -chreis, -is, C.
.Sischrion, es'krT-on, C.
^schylides, es-kt-li'dez, C.
^schylus. es'kT-lus, C.
.aisculapius, es-ku-la'pt-us, C.
^sepus, e-se'pus, C.
.ffisernia, e-ser'nl-a, C.
^sinas, e-si'nas, C.
iEsion, e'shTC-on, C.
.ffisir, e'ser, N.
^sonides, e-son'T-dez, C.
.ffisopeus, es-o-pe^us, C.
^Esopus, e-so'pus (= ^Esop), V.
^sula, es'u-la, C.
^Esyetes, e-sT-e'tez, C.
^syme, e-si'me, C.
^symnetse, es-im-ne'te, C.
^symnus, e-sinT'nus, C.
^thale, eth/a-le, C.
^thalia, e-tha^lt-a or eth-a-lKa,

also ^thalea, eth-a-le^a, C.
iEthalides, eth-a'KY-dez, C.
^thices, e-thi'sez or eth/I-sez, C.
^thicus, ethrt-kus, C.
.ffithion, e-thi^on, C.
^Ithiope, e-thi'o-pe ; -pes, -pez, C.
^Ethiopia, e-thY-o'pY-a, C.
^thiops, e'tht-ops, C.
Aethlius, a-eth'lY-us, C.
iEthra, e'thra, C.
^thusa, e-thu'sa, C.
iEtia, e'shY-a, C.
Aetion, a-e'sht-on; -tius, -sht-us,C.
^Stolia, e-to'lY-a, C.
.fftolus, e-to'lus, C.
Aeximenes, a-eks-im/'e-Dez, C.
^xone, eks-o'ne, C.
Afer, a'fer, C.
Afghanistan, af-gan'is-tan^, M.
Afioom. -oum, or -um, a-fe-oom', M.
Afragola, a-fra-go'la, 31.

Afranius, a-fra'nY-us, C.
Africa, af'rt-ka, C. and 31.

Africanus, at'-rT-ka'nus, C.
Africum, af'rt-kum, C.
Agaba, ag'a-ba ; -abus, -a-bus, B.
Agaclytus, a-gakll-tus, C.
Agag, a'gag, B.
Agalases, ag-a-las'ez, C.
Agame, ag'a-me, C.
Agamede, ag-a-me'de: -des, -dez.C.
Agamemnon, ng-a-mem'non, C
Agamemnonides, ag/a-mem-non /

'Y-

dez, C.
Agametor, a^-a-me'tQr, C.
Agamus, ag'a-mus, C.
Aganice, ag-a-ni'se, C.
Aganippe, ag-a-nip'pe, C.
Aganippeus, ag'a-nip-pe'iis, C.
Aganzaga, a-gan'za-ga, C.
Agape, ag'a-pe, C.
Agapenor, ag-a-pe'nor, C.

Agapetus, ag-a-pe'tus, C.
Agar, a'gar, B.
Agarenes, ag-a-renz', B.
Agareni, ag-a-re^ni, C.
Agarista, ag-a-ris'ta^C
Agasicles, a-gas'T-klez, C.
Agaso, a-ga'so, C.
Agassa, a-gas'sa, C.
Agassiz, ag'a-se or a-gas'siz, in F.

a-gas-se', M.
Agasthenes, a-gas'tlie-nez, C.
Agastrophus, a-gasrtro-fus, C.
Agasus, ag'a-sus, C.
Agatha, ag'a-tha, C. and 31.

Agatharchides, ag-a-thar'kT-de % C.

Agatharchus, ag-a-thar'kus, C.

Agathia, ag-a-thi'a, C.
Agathias, ag-a'- or ag-a-tln ra», V.

Agathimus, ag-a-thi'mus, C.

Agatho, ag'a-tho, C.
Agathobulus, ag'a-tho-buHus, C.
Agathoclea, ag'a-tho-kle'a. C.

Agathocles, a-gath'o-klez, C.
Agathodorus, ag'a-tho-do'i-us, ('.

Agathon, ag'a-thori, C.
Agathonice, ag'a-tho-ni'se, C.
Agathonymus.ag'a-tlio-ni'mus^rteo
-thonrI-mus, C.

Agathopus, a-gath'o-pus, C
Agathosthenes, ag-a-tlios'the-nez,

Agathyrnum, ag-a-ther'num, C.
Agathyrsus, ag-a-ther'sus, C.
Agave, a-ga've, C.
Agbatana, ag-batra-na, C,
Agde, agd, 31.

Agdestis, ag-desrtis, C.
Agee, aj'e-e, B.
Ageladas, aj-e-la'das: -des, -dez,G,
Ageiastus, aj-e-lasrtus, C.
Agelaus, aj-e-la'us, C.
Agelea, aj-e-le'a, C.
Ageles, a^e-lez, C.
Agelia, aj-e-li'a, C.
Agelochia, ai'e-lo-ki'a, C.
Agelos, ai^e-los, C.
Agen, a-zhajsr/- (not a-zhQN'), 31.

Agenatha, a-jen'a-tha, C.
Agendicum, a-jen'dl-kum, C.
Agenor, a-je^nor, C.
Agenorides, aj-e-nSr^Y-dez, C.
Agerona, aj-e-ro'na, C.
Agesander, ai-e-san'der, C.
Agesias, a-je'shY-as, C.
Agesidamu's, a-jes'Y-da'mus, C.
Agesilaus, a-jes'Y-la'us, C.
Agesimbrotus, aj-e-sim^bro-tus, C.
Agesinates, a-jes-Y-na'tez, C.
Agesipolis, aj-e-sip ro-lis, C.
Agesistrata, aj-e-sis'tra-ta, C.
Agetas, a-je'tas, C.
Aggenus, ag-je rnus, C.
Aggeus, ag-ge'us, B.
Aggrammes, ag-grain'mez, C.
Agiadas, a-ji'a-de, C.
Agias, a'jt-as, C.

Agidse, aj'Y-de, C.
Agincourt, aj'in-kort or ii-zliaif-

koor /', 31.

Agis, a'jis, C.
Aglaia, ag-la'Y-a or -li'ya, C.
Aglaonice, ag'la-o-iii'se, C.
Aglaopes, ag-la'o-pez, C.
Aglaophsena, ag'ta-o-ie'iia, C. '

Aglaopheme, ag'la-o-fe'me, C.
Aglaophon, ag-la'o-fon, C.
Aglaophonus, ag'la-o-fo'nus, C.
Aglaopis, ag-la-o'pis, C.
Aglaosthenes, ag-la-os'the-nez, C.
Aglauros, ag-law ,ros, C.
Aglaus, ag-la^us or agrla-us, C.
Agnodemus, ag-no-de'mus, C.
Agnodice, ag-nod'Y-se or ag-no-di'-

siin, cube, full ; moon, fo"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; iV, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Agnodorus, ag-no-do'rus, C.
Agnone, an-yo'na, 31.

Agnonia, ag-no-ni'a, C.
Agnonides, ag-non'T-dez, C.
Agnotes, ag-no'tez, C.

Agnothemis, ag-noth/e-mis, C.
Agnotheos, ag-noth / e-os, C.
Agoneas, a-go'ne-as, C.
Agones, a-go'nez; -nus, -nus, C.
Agonius. a-gornT-us, C.

Agora, ag'u-ra, C.

Agoracritus, ag-o-rak'rl-tus, C.
Agoraea, ag-o-re'a, C.
Agoranax, ag-o-ra'naks, C.
Agoranis, ag-o-ra'nis, C.
Agoranomi, ag-o-ran'o-mi, C.
Agoresus, ag-o-re'sus, C.
Agosta, a-gos'ta, 31.

Agra, a'gra, C. ; ii'gra, 31.

Agraea, a-gre'a, C.
Agragas, agrra-gas, C.
Agraule, a-graw'le, C.
Agraulia, a-graw'lt-a, C,
Agraulos, a-graw'los, C.
Agrauonitae, a-graw /o-ni /

'te, C.
Agrianes, a-grT-a'nez, C.
Agricola, a-grik'o-la, C.
Agrigentum, ag-rY-jen'tum, C.
Agrinium, a-grinl-urn, C.
Agriodos, a-gri'o-dos, C.
Agrionia, ag-rl-o'm-a, C.
Agriope, a-gri'o-pe, C.
Agriophagi, a-grT-of'a-ji, C.
Agrippa, a-grip'pa, B. and C.
Agrippeum, ag-rip-pe'um, C.
Agrippina, ag-rip-pi'na. C.
Agrisope, a-gris'o-pe, C.
Agrius, a'grt-us, C.
Agrolas, ag'ro-las, C.
Agron, a'gron, C.
Agrotas, a-gro'tas, C.
Agrotera, a-grofe-ra, C.
Agua Nueva, a'gwil-nwa'va, 31.

Aguas Calientes, a'gwas-ka-le-en'-
tes, 31.

Aguilar, a-ge-lar', 3L
Agulhas, a-gool'yas, 31.

Agur, a'ger, B.
Agyieus, a-ii've-us or a-ii-'yoos, C.
Agylla, a-jil'la, C.
Agyllseus, aj-il-le'us, C.
Agyrium, a-jYr'Y-um, C.
Agyrtes. a-jBr'tez, C.
Ahab, a'hab, B.
Ahala. a-hala, C.
Aharah, a-har'a, B.
Aharhel, a-har'hel, B.
Ahasai. a-has'a-i, B.
Ahasbai, a-has'ba-i, B.
Ahasuerus, a-has/u-e /'rus, B.
Ahavah, a-ha'va, B.
Ahaz, a'haz, B.
Ahazai, a-haz r a-i, B.
Ahaziah, a-ha-zi'a, B.
Ahban, a'ban, B.
Ahenobarbus, a-hen'o-bar'bus, C.
Aher. a'her, B.
AM, a'hi. B.
Ahiah, a-iiKa, B.
Abiam, a-hi'am, B.
Abian, a-hi'an, B.
Abiezer, a-hi-e'zer, B.
Ahihud, a-hi'hud, B.
Ahiiab, a-hi'ja, B.
Akikam, a-hi'kam, B.
Ahilud, a-hi'lud, B.
Abimaaz, a-hira'a-az, B.
Ahiman, a-hi'man, B.
Ahinelech, a-him'e-lek, B.
Ahimoth, a-hi'moth, B.
AMnadab, a-hin'a-dab, B.
Ahinoam, a-hin'o-am, B.
Ahio, a-hi'n, B.
Abira, a-lii'ra, B.

Ahiram, a-hi'ram, B.
Abisamach, a-his'a-mak, B.
Abisbahar, a-hish'a-har, B.
Abisbar, a-hi'shar, B.
Abithophel, a-hith/o-fel, B.
Ahitub, a-hi'tub, B.
Ablab, a'lab, B.
Ablai, a'la, B.
Abmed. a'med, or Achmet, ak'-
met, 31.

Ahmednuggur, a-med-nug'ger, or
Ahmadnagar, a-mad-na/gar, 31.

Ahoab, a-hu'a, B.
Ahohite, a-ho'hlt, B.
Aholah, a-ho'la, B.
Aholiab. a-ho'lt-ab, B.
AboUbab, a-hoKt-ba, B.
Aholibamab, a/ho-lib /'a-ma, B.
Abriman, a-re-man' or a'rl-man,

Persian.
Abumai, a-hu'ma-i, B.
Abuzam, a-hu'zam, B.
Abuzzath, a-liuz'zath, B.
Ai, a'!, B.
Aiah, a-I'a, or Ajah, a'ja, B.
Aiatb. a-i'ath, B.
Aichstadt, Ik'stet (same as Eich-
STADT), 31.

Aidoneus, a-T-dc'ue-us, a-T-do^nus,
or a-id'o-nus, C.

Aignillon, eg-e-yo>
T/r

, 31.

Aijah, a-i'ja, B.
Aijaleth, aj ra-leth, B.
Aiialon, ajya-lon, B.
Aila, a-i'la. C.
Ailly, al-ye' or a-ye', 31.

Aimylus, a-im't-lus, C.
Ain, a'in, B. ; Sn, M.
Aintab, in-tiib, 31.

Airus, a-i'rus, B.
Aisne.an or en, 3L
Aius, a'yus, C.
Aix-la-Cbapelle, aks-la-sha-pel/; in

G. Aachen, 31.

Ajaccio, a-yat'cbo, or Ajazzo, a-

vat/so, 31.

Ajah, a'ja, B.
i
Ajalon, aj'a-lon, B.
Ajax, a'jaks, C.

\ Akan, a'kan, B.
Akbar, ak'bar; Bind, uk'ber, 31.

Akenslde, a'ken-sid, 31.

Akerblad, a/ker-blad, 31.

Akerman, a'ker-man, 31.

Akhissar, ak-his-sar', 31.

Akbmym or Acbmim, ak-mem', 31.

Akkub, ak'kub, B.
Akrabattine, ak /ra-bat-tL'

r
ne, B.

Akrabbim, a-krab'bim, B.
: Aksbebr, Akchebr, or Akscbeher,
j

ak-sher'' or ak-sha'er, 31.

Alabama, al'a-ba'ma, 3L
Alabanda, al-a-ban'da, C.

!
Alabis, al'a-bis, C.

1

Alachua, al-ach'u-a, 3L
Aladdin, a-lad'diix, in Arab, Ala-

|

ed-Din, a'la-Pd-den', 31.

Alaea, a-le'a; -tei, -le'i, C.

Alsesa, a-le'sa, C.

Al3=us, a-le'us, C.

i
Alagonia, al-a-go'nT-a, C.

j
Alais, a-la', 31.

I

Alala, al'a-la, C.
;
Alalcomenee, al-al-kom^e-ne, 6.

! Alamani, al-a-ma'ni, or -manni,
-man'rii, C.

Alameth, aKa-meth, B.
Alammelech, a-lam-'me-lek, B.
Alamos, a^la-mos, 31.

Alamoth, aKa-moth, B.
Aland, a'land, in Sic. o'land, 31.

Alani, a-la'ni, C.
Alapaha, a-lap'a-ha, 31.

Alard, a-lar', 31.

Alaricus, al-a-ri'kxis, C. (= Alaric,
aKa-rik, 31.)

Alashehr or Alaschehr, a'la-sbg'r'
or a-la-sha'lier, 31.

Alastor, a-las'tor, CL
Alastores, a-las'to-rez, C.

|
Alaudse, a-lawrde, C.

I

Alava, al'a-va, 31.

Alazon, al'a-zon ora-la'zon, C.
Alazones, al-a-zo rnez, C.
Alba, al'ba, 31.

Albacete, al-bii-tha'ta, 31.

Albacini, al-bii-clie'rie, .1/.

Albani, al-ba'ni, or Albenses, al-

beu'sez, C.
Albania, al-ba'nT-a, C. and 31.

Albano, al-ba'no, 31.

Albans, St., sent-awKbunz, 31.

Albanus, al-ba'nus, C.
Albany, awKba-nl, 31.

Albemarle, in Eng. aKbe-marl, in
U. S. al-be-marK, 31.

Alberoni, al-ba-ro , ne, 31.

Albertucchi, al-ber-toofcbe, 31.

I
Albia, al'bl-a, C.
Albiantim, al-bl-a'num, C.

I Albici, al-bi'si, C.
Albigaunum, al-b'i-gaw'num, C.
Albini, al-bi'ni, C.
Albinovanus, al/bT-no-va,nus, C.
Albintimilium.al-bin'tT-mil'I-um.C
Albinus, al-bi'nus, C.
Albion, aKbt-un, C.
Albiona, al-bl-o'na, C.

{
Albiones, al-bi'o-nez, C.

!
Albius, aKbl-us, C.
Alboin, ai'boin, 31.

\ Alboni, ai-bo'ne, 31.

Albucilla, al-bu-siKla, C.

j

Albula, aKbu-la, C.
Albuna, al-bu'na, C.

: Albunea, al-bu'ne-d, C.

I Albuquerque, al-boo-kSrTka or &V-
|

bob-kerk, 31.

Alburnus, al-berrnus, C.
! Alby, Albi, al'M; in F. al-be', 31.

' Alcasnetus, al-seir'e-tus, C.
Alcseus, al-ser us, C.

j

Alcala de Eenares, ai-ka-ia'da-a-
na'rez, 31.

i
Alcamenes. al-kam'e-nez, C.

|

Alcamo. aKka-mo, 31.

Alcander, al-kan rder, C.
' Alcandre. al-kan'jire, C.

Alcaniz, al-kan-yethr , 31.

,

Alcanor, al-ka'nor, C.
Alcantara, al-kan'ta-ra, 31.

Alcathoe, al-katb'o-e; -ous, -o-us, C.
Alee, aKsc, C.
Alcedo, al-sa'do, M.
Alcenor, al-se'nor, C.
Alceste, al-ses^te, or -tis, -tis, C.
Alcetas, aKse-tas, C.
Alciati, al-cha'te, 31.

Alcibiades, al-sY-bKa-dez, C.
Alcidaa, al-si'de, C.

;
Alcidamas, al-sidra-mas ; -mus,

I
-mus. C.

Alcidamea, al /r;T-da-me /
'a, C.

Alcides, al-si'dez, C.
Alcidice, al-sidrI-se. C.

, Alcidocus, al-sid'o-kus, C.

I
Alcirnachus, al-sim-'a-kus; -ede, -e-

de: -edon, -e-don; -enes, -e'liez.C.

j
Alcimus, aKst-mus, B. and C.
Alcinoe, al-sin'o-e; -ous, -o-us, C.
Alciphron, aKsY-fron, C.
Alcippe, al-sip'pe, C.
Alcithoe, al-sith'o-e, C.
Alckmaar, same as Alkmaae, M.
Alcmseon, alk-me^on, C.

j
Alcmseonidas, alk-me-on't-de, C.
Alcmena, alk-me'na, C.
Alcons, aKko-ne, C.

5m, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; Snd, eve, term ; In, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r

;

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; iiT, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Alcoy, al-ko'e, 31.

Alcuin, al'kwin, 31.

Alcumena. al-cu-me'na, C.
Alcyone, al-si'o-ne, C.
Alcyoneus, al-st-o'ne-us or al-si'o-

nus, C.
Aldegrever, aKdS-gra-ve'r, or Alde-
graef, al'de-gref, 31.

Alderney, al'der-nY, 31.

Aldini, al-de'ne, 31.

Aldrich, awl'drich or awKdrij, 31.

Aldrovandi, al-clro-van'de. 31.

Aldus, al'dus; It. Aldo, al'do, M.
Alea, a'le-a, C.
Alebas, a-le'bas, C.

Alebion, a-le'bY-on, C.
Alecto, a-lek'to; -tor, -tor, C.
Alectryon, a-lek'trl-un, C.
Aleius Campus, a-le'yus-kam'pus,

C.
Alema, al'e-ma, 23.

Aleman, al-moA'' or a'le-mox', 31.

Alsmanni, al-e-man'm, or -maui,
-ma'ni, C.

Alembert, a-loN-bar', M.
Alemeth, al'e- or a-le'meth, 23.

Alemon, a-le'mon, C.
Alemona, al-e-mo'na, C.
Alemonides, al-e-moii'i-dez, C.
Alem Tejo or Alen- Tejo, a-leN-ta'-

zho, 31.

Alencon, a-len'son, in F. a-lox-
son', 31.

Aleon, aKe-on, C.

Aleppo, a-lep'po, 31.

Alexia, a-la-re'a. M.
Aleris, a-le'ris, C.
Alesa, a-le'sa, C.
Alesia, a-le'shY-a, C.
Alessandria, al-es-san'dre-a, 31.

Alesus. a-le'sus, C.
Aletes, a-le'tez, C.
Alethes, a-le'thez, C.
Alethia, al-e-thi'a, C.
Aletrinas, al-e-tri'nas, C._

Aletrinates, a-let/ rY-na
/,tez,_C

Aletrinenses, a-let'rY-nen'sez, C.
Aletrium. a-le'trY-um, C.
Aletum, a-le'tum, C.
Aleuadse, a-lu'a-de or al'u-a'de, C.
Aleus, al'e-us, C.
Aleutian, a-lu'shY-an, or Aleutan,

a-lu'tan, 31.

Alex, a'leks, C.
Alexamenus, al-eks-am'e-nus, C.
Alexander, al'eks-an'der, B., C,
and 31.

Alexandra, al'eks-an'dra, B., C,
and 31.

Alexandria, a woman, aVeks-an'-
drY-a, C. ; a city, al'eks-an'flrT-a;

classical pron. al'eks-an-dii'a,
B., C. and 31.

Alexandrina. a-leks'an-dri'na, C.
Alexandropolis, a-leks'an-drop'o-

lis, C.
Alexanor, al-eks-a'ncr, C.
Alexarchus, al-eks-ar'kus, C.
Alexas, a-leks'as, C.
Alexia, a-leks'Y-a, C.

Alexicacus, al'eks-ik'a-kus, C.
Alexinus, al-eks-i'nus, C.
Alexion, a-leks'Y-nn, C.
Ale^ippus, al-eks-ip'pus, C.
Alexirhoe, al-eks-Yr'ho-e, C.
Alexis, a-leks'is, C. ; al-eks'is, 31.

Alexon, a-leks'on, C.
Alfenus. al-fe'nus, C.
Alfieri, al-fe-a're, 31.

Alford. nwKferd, M.
Algarotti, al-ga-rSfte, 31.

Algarve, al-giir'va, or Algarbia, al-

Kiir'bY-a, 31.

Algeria, al-je'rt-a, 3f.

Ageziras, al-je-ze'ras, 31.

Algidum, al'jY-dum; -dus, -dus, C.
Algiers, al-gerz', 31.

Algoa, ai-go'a, pron. in Eng. aV-
go-a, 31.

Algonum, al-go'num, C.
Alhama, a-lii'ma. or al-ha'ma, 31.

Aii, li'le, 31.

Aiiacmon, a-lY-ak'mon, C.
Aliah, a-li'a, B.
Alian. a-li'an, B.
Aiiartus, a-ll-ar'tus, C.
Alicant, al-T-kant', or Alicante,

a-le-kan'ta, 31.

Alicata, a-le-ka'ta, 3L
Alienus, a-ll-e^nus, C.
Alifae, a-li'fe, C.
Alighieri, a'le-ge-a're, 3[.

Alilaei, al-T-le'i, C.
Alimentus, al-T-men'tus, C.
Alimenus, a-lim'e-nus, C.
Aliphae, a-li'fe, C.
Alipbanus. al-i-fa^nus, C.
Aliphera, al-l-fe'ra, C.
Alirrothius, al-ir-ro'thl-us, C.
Alison, aKT-sun, 31.

Alisum, a-li'sum, C.
Alkmaar or Alkmaer, alk-mar'', 31.

Allaba, al'la-ba, C.
Allahabad, al'la-ha-bad', 31.

Alle, al'le, 31.

Alledius, al-lerdt-us, C.
Alleghany, aKle-ga'nT, M.
Allen, aPlen, 31.

Allia, al'li-a, C.
Allienus, al-lT-e'nus, C.
Allier, al-le-a', 31.

Allifae, al-li'fe, C.
Alloa, aKlo-a, 31.

Allobroges, al-lob'ro-iez, C.
Allom, al'lom; -Ion, -Ion, B.
Allon-bachuth, al'lon-bak'uth, B.
Allori. iil-lo

r
re, 31.

Allotriges, al-lofrY-jez, C.
Allston, awKstun, 31.

AUucius, al-lu'shY-us, C.
Almack, ai'mak, 31.

Almaden, al-ma-den 7', 31.

Al-Mansur or -Mansour, al-man-
soorr , 31.

Almeida, al-ma^e-da or ai-ma'da^/.
Almene, al-me'ne, C.
Almeria. al-ma-re'a, 31.

Almodad. al-mo'dad, B.
Almon. nl'mon. B.
Almon-diblathaim, al'mon-dib'la-
tha'im, B.

Almonte, al-mon'ta, 31.

Almopes, al-mo'pez, C.
Almunecar, al-moon-yarkar, 31.

Almyrode, al-mY-ro'de, C.
Alnathan, al'na-than, B.
Alnwick or Alnewick, an'wik, 31.

Aloa. a-lo r a, C.
Aloeus, a-lo'e-us or a-lo'us, C.
Aloidse, al-o-i'de, C.
Alois, a-lo^is, C.
Alone, a-lo'ne, C.
Alope, alro-pe, C.
Alopeca, a-lop'e-ka; -ece, -e-se, C.

,
Alopex, a-lo'peks, C.
Alopins. a-lo'pY-us, C.
Aloritae, al-o-ri'te, C.
Alorus, a-lo'rus, C.
Alos. a'los, C.
Aloth, a'loth, 73.

Alp-Arslan, alp-ar-slan', 31.

Alpenus, al-pe'nus, C
Alpha, al'ia. B. and C.
Alt>hgeus, al-fe'us, B.
Alphea, al-fera, C.
Alphenor. al-fe rn5r; -nus, -nus, C.
Alphesiboea, al'fe-sY-be'a, C.
Alpheus, al-fe'us, C.

Alphius, aKfY-us, C.
Alpinus, al-pirnus, C.
Alponus, al-po'nus, C.
Alsace, al-sasr , 31.

Alsium, al'sY-um, C.
Alsop, awKsup, 31.

Alston, awKstun, 31.

Alstromer, aKstre-mgr, M.
Altai, al-ti', 31.

Altamaha, awl /-ta-ma-haw /', 31.

Altamira, al-ta-me'ra, 31.

Altamura, al-ta-moo'ra, 31.

Altaneus, al-ta-iie'us, B.
Altanum, al-ta'num, C.
Altaschith, al-tas'kith, B.
Altdorfer, alt'dor-fer, 31.

i
Altena, iil'ta-na, 31.

i
Altenburg. aKten-berg, in G. S.V-

i ten-bot>rg, 31.

Althaea, al-the'a, C.
Althaemenes, al-them'e-nez, C.
Althepus, al-the'pus.C.
Altina, al-tirna, C.
Alton, awl'tun, 31.

Altona, aL'to-na or al-torn4, 31.

Altoona, al-too'iia, 31.

Altorf, aKtorf; Altdorf, alfdorf,M'.

Altzey or Alzey. alt'sY, M.
Aluatium, a-lun'shY-um, C.
Alush, a'lush, B.
Alvah, al'va; -van, -van, B.
Alvarado, al-va-ra'do, 31.

Alvarez, in Pa. al'va-res, in Sp.
al'va-reth, 31.

Alvaro, al'va-ro, 31.

Alyattes, a'lY-at'tez, C.
Alyba, aKY-ba, C.
Alycsea, al'Y-se'a, C.
Alymon, a-li'mon, C.
Alynomus, a-lin'o-mus, C.
Alypetus, al-Y-pe'tus, C.
Alypus, a-li'pus, C.
Alyssus, a-lis'sus, C.
Alyxothoe, al-iks-othro-e, C.
Alyzea, al-Y-ze'a, C.
Amad, a 'mad, B.
Amadatha, a-mnd'a-tha, B.
Amadeo, a-ma-da /,

o, 31.

Amadeus, am-a-de'us, 31.

Amadocus, a-mad'o-kus; pi. -oci,
-o-si, C.

Amager, a'ma-iSr, 31.

Amal, a'mal, B.
Amalaric, am-aKa-rik, 31.

Amalek, am'a-lek, B.
Amalekite. am'a-lek-it, B.
Amalfl. a-mal'fe, 31.

Amallobriga, a-mal /lo-bri /
'ga, C.

Amalric. a-maKrik or a-mal'rek, ^17.

Amalthaea, am-al-the^a, C.
Amam, a'raam, B.
Aman, a'man, B.
Amana, anr'a-na or a-ma'na, B.
Amanicae, a-man'Y-se, C.
Amantia, a-man'shY-a, C.
Amantini, am-an-ti'ni, or -teni,

-te'm, C.
Amanus, a-ma'nus, C.

Amaracus, a-mar'a-kus, C.
Amaral, a-ma-raK, 31.

Amardi, a-mar^di, C.
Amari. ii-ma/re, 31.

Amariah, am-a-ri'd. B.
Amaryllis, am-a-riKlis, C.
Amarynceus, am-a-rin'se-tis or -sus,

Amarynthia, am-a-rin'thY-a, C.
Amarysia, am-a-rish'i-a, C.
Amas. a'mas, C.
Amasa. am'a-sa or a-ma'sa, B.
Amasai, a-mas^a-i, C.
Amasea, am-a-se'a, o?--sia, -si

ra, 73.

Amasenus, am-a-se'nus, C.
mash'a-i, 73.

sBn, cube, full; moon, friot ; cow, oil; linger or ink, then, boxbox. chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; TV, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Amasiah, am-a-sVa, B.
Amasis, a-ma'sis, C.
Amastrls, a-mas'tris, C.
Amata, a-rna'ta, C.
Amathea, am-a-the'a, C.
Amatheis, am-a-the'is, B.
Amathis. am'a-this, B.
Amathus, am'a-thus, C.
Amato, a-ma'to, 21.

Amaxantia. a-maks'an-ti'a, C.
Amaxitis, a-maks'I-tis, C.
Amaxobil, am-aks-o'bY-i, C.
Amazenes, am-a-ze'nez, C.
Amaziah, am-a-zi'a, B.
Amazon, a-ma'zon, C; am'a-zon, 21.

Amazones, a-maz'o-nez, C.
Amazonia, am-a-zo'nY-a, C. and 21.

Amazonicus, am-a-zon'Y-kus, C.
Amazonides, am-a-zon'I-dez, C.
Ambarri. am-bar'ri, C.
Ambarvalez, am-bar-va'lez, C.
Ambenus, am'be-nus, C.
Amberg, am'berg; G. am'berg, 21.

Amberger, am'berff-er, 21.

Ambert. ox-bar', 2L
Ambiani, am-bY-a'ni, C.
Ambiatinus, am'bt-a-ti'nus or am-

bY-at'i-nus, C.
Ambibareti, am-bi-bar'e-ti or am;-

M-ba-re'ti, C.
Ambicus, am-bi'kus, C.
Ambigatus, am-bi-ga'tus, C.
Ambiorix, am-bi'o-riks, C. _
Amblada, am'Ma- or am-bla'da, C.
Amboise, oxb-waz', 21.

Amboy, am-boi', 21.

Ambracia, am-bra'shY-a, C.
Ambrodax, am-bro'daks, C.
Ambrogio, Sm-bro'jq, 21.

Ambrones, am-bro'nez, C.
Ambrosia, am-bro'zhY-a. C.
Ambryon, am-bri'on, C.
AmbryESUS, am-bris'sus, C.
Ambubajse, am-bu-ba'je, C.
Amedatha, a-med_'a-tha, B.
Ameilhon, ii-ma-lox', 2f.

Ameland, a'me-lant, M.
Ameles, am'e-lez, C.
Amelot, fim-lo', 21.

Amen, a-men', B.
Amenanus, am-e-na'nns, C.
Amenophis. am-e-no'fis, C.
Amelia, a-me'rY-a, C.
America, a-mgr'Y-ka, 2L
Amerigo, a-mii-re'-or ii-mPr'e-go,JV
Amersfort or -foort, a'mers-fort. 21.

Amestratus, a-mes'tra-tus, C.
Amestris. a-mes'tris, C.
Amhara, am-ha'ra, 21.

Amherst, am'erst, 21.

Ami, a'mi, B.
Amianus, a-mY-a'mis, C.
Amictas, a-mik'tas, C.
Amida, a-mi'da or am'Y-da, C.

Amiens, am'Y-enz; F. a-me-Sx', 21.

Amilcar, a-mil'kar, C.
Amilos. am'Y-los, C.
Aminadab, a-min'a-dab, B.
Amiot or Amyot, a-me-o', M.
Amisena, am-i-se'na, C.
Amisia, a-mish'Y-a, C-
Amisum, a-mi'sum, C.
Amisus, am_'Y-sus, C.
Amite, a-met', 21.

Amiternum. am-Y-ter'num, C.
Ami- or Amythaon, am-Y-tha'on, C.
Amlwch am'look, 21.

Amittai, a-mit'ta, B.
Amizabad, a-miz'a-bad, B.
Ammah, am'ma, B.
Ammeddatha, am-med'a-tha, B.
Ammi. am'ini, B.
Ammianus, am-mY-a'nus, C.
Ammidioi, am-mid'Y-oi, B.

Ammiel, am'mY-el, B.
|

Ammihud, am-mi'hud, B.
Ammishaddai, am-mY-shad'da-i, />.

Ammizabad, am-miz'a-bad, B.
: Ammodes. am-mo'dez, C.
: Ammon, am'mon, B. and C.
j
Ammonis, am-mo'nis, C.

I

Ammonite, am'mon-It, -itess, -Tt'-

I
es, B.

Ammonius, am-mo'nY-us, C.
Ammonoosuck, am-mo-noo'suk, 21.

i
Amnaeus, am-ne'us, C.

' Amnias, am'nY-as, C.
;
Amnisus, am-ni'sus, C.
Amnites, am-ni'tez, C.
Amnon. am'non, B.
Amoebeus, a-me'be-us o/--bus, C.
Amok, a'mok, B.
Amometus, am-o-me'tus, C.
Amompharetus, am-om-far'e-tus, C
Amon, a'mon, B.
Amoo or Amou, a-mooj 21.

Amoor or Amour, a-moor', 21.

Amor, a'mOr, C.
Amoraaus, am-o-re'us, C.
Amorges, a-m6r'iez, C.
Amorgos, a-m6r'gos, C.
Amorite, am'o-nt, B.

; Amos, a'mos, B.
1 Amoskeag, am-ns-keg', 21.

Amoy, a-moi', 21.

Amoz, a'moz, B.
Ampelinus, am-pe-li'nus, C.
Ampelos, am'pe-los, C.
Ampelusia, am-pe-lu'shY-a. C.
Ampezzo, iim-pet'so, 21.

Ampere, ox-par', 21.

,
Amphea, am-fe'a. C.
Amphialus, am-fi'a-lus, C.

:
Amphianax, am-fi'a-naks, C.
Amphiaraeum, am-fi'ar-a-e'um, or
-areum, -a-re'um, C.

Amphiaraides, am-fi'ar-a-i'dez, C.
i Amphiaraus, am'iY-a-ra'us, V.
Amphiclea, am-i'Y-kle'a,' C.
Amphicrates, am-fik'ra-tez, C.
Amphictyon, am-fik-'tY-on, C.
Amphictyones, am-flk-ti'o-nez, C.
Amphidamas, am-fid'a-inas, C.

;

Amphidoli. am-fid'o-li, C.
Amphidromia, am-fY-dro'mY-a, C.
Amphigenia, am'fY-je-ni'a, C.
Amphilochus, am-fll'o-kus, C.
Amphilytus. am-fil'Y-tus, C.
Amphimachus, am-fim'a-kus, C.
Amphimedon, am-fim'e-don, C.
Amphinome, am-fin'o-me, C
Amphion, am-fi'on, C.
Amphipagus, am-flp'a-gus, C.

j

Amphipoles, am-fip'o-lez, C.
Amphipolis, am-fip'o-lis, B.and C.
Amphipyros, am-fip'Y-ros, C.
Amphiretus, am-fir'e-tus, C.
Amphiro, am-fi'ro, C.
Amphisbsena, am-fis-be'na, C.
Amphissa, am-fis'sa, C.

[
Amphisthenes, am-fis'the-nez. C.

;
Amphistides, am-fis-ti'dez, C.

I Amphistratus, am-fis'tra-tus, C.
Amphithea, am-fith'e-a, C.
Amphitheatrum, am'fY-the-a'trum,

Amphithemis. am-fith'e-mis, C.
Amphithoe, am-fith'o-e, C.
Amphitrite, am-t'Y-tri'te, C.
Amphitryon, am-fit'rY-on, C.
Amphitryoniades, am-fifrY-o-ni'a-
dez, C.

Amphius, am-fi'us, C.
Amphoterns, am-fot'e-rus, C.
Amphrysus, am-fri'sus, C.
Amplias. am'plY-as, B.
Ampsaga, amp'sS-ga, C.
Ampudia, iim-poo'de-a, 21.

Ampycides, am-pis'Y-dez, C.
Ampycus, am'pY-kus, C.
Amraphel, am'ra-fel, C.
Amram, am'ram, B.
Amramites, am'ram-lts, B.
Amraphel, am'ra-fel, B.
Amritsir, am-rit'ser; same as Um-

ritsik, 21.

Amsanctus, am-sank'tus, C.
Amsterdam, am-ster-dam', 21.

Amu, Amur. See Amoo.
Amulius, a-mu'lY-us, C.
Amurath or Amurat, a-moo-rat', 21.

Amycla, a-mi'kla, C.
Amyclse, a-mi'kle or am'Y-kle, C.
Amyclaeus, am-Y-kle'us, C.
Amyclas, a-mi'klas, C.
Amyclides, am-Y-kli'dez, C.
Amycus, am'Y-kus, C.
Amydon, am'Y-don, C.
Amymone, am-Y-mo'ne, C.
Amyntas, a-min'tas, C.
Amyntiades, am-in-ti'a-dez, C.
Amyntianus, a-min'shY-a'nus, C.
Amyntor, a-min'tor, C.
Amyntorides, am-in-t8r'Y-dez, C.
Amyricus Campus, am-Y-ri'kus-
kam'pus. C.

Amyris, am'Y-ris, C.
Amystis, a-mis'tis, C.
Amythaon, am-Y-tha'on, C.
Amythaonius, am'Y-tha-o'nY-us, C.
Amytis, am'Y-tis, C.
Amyzon, a-mi'zon, C.
Amzi, am'zi, B.
Anab, a'nab, B.
Anabasis, a-nab'a-sis, C.
Anabura, an-a-bu'ra, C.
Anacaea, an-a-se^a; -ceia, -se'ya, C.
Anaces,_ an'a-sez, or Anactes, a-

nak'tez, C.
Anacharsis, an-a-kar'sis, C.
Anacium, an-a-si'um. or -ceum.
-se'um, C.

Anacletus, an-a-kle'tus, C.
Anacreon, prop, a-na'kre-on, hut in

Eng. usage a-nak're-on, C.
Anactorum, a-nak'to-rum, C.
Anadeer or -dir, an-a-der', 2L
Anadyomene, an'a-di-om'e-ne, V.
Anael, an'a-el, B.
Anagnia,a-nag'nY-a, C.
Anagyrus, a-naj'Y-rus, C.
Anah. a'na, B.
Anaharath, an-a-ha'raih, B.
Anahuac, a-na-wiik', 21.

Anaiah, an-a-i'a, B.
Anaitis, an-a-i'tis, C.
Anak, a'nak, B.
Anakims, an'a-kimz, B.
Anam, a-nam'.or Annam, an-uam'

21.

Anammelech, a-nam'me-lek, B.
Anan, a'nan, B.
Anani, a-na'ni, B.
Ananiah, an-a-ni'a; -nias, -ni'as, 77.

Ananiel, a-nan'Y-el, B.
Anaphe, an'a-fe, C,
Anaplilystus, an-a-flis'tus, C.
Anapis, a-na'pis ; -pius, -pY-us

;

-pus, -pus, C.
Anchoae, -e, an'ko-e, C.

Anariacas, an-a-ri'a-se, C.

Anas, a'nas, C.
Anasimbrotus, an-a-sim'bro-tus, C
Anath, a'nath, B.
Anathoth, an'a-thoth, B.
Anatole, a-nat'o-le, C.
Anatolia, an-a-to'lY-a, M.
Anaurus, a-naw'rus, C.
Anausis, a-naw'sis, C.
Anax, a'naks, C.
Anaxagoras, an-aks-ag'o-ras, C.
Anaxander, an-aks-an'der, C.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Yn, ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r

;

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ) M, Modern ; 2f, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Anaxandrides, an'aks-an'drl-dez, C.

Anaxarchus, an-aks-ar'kus, C.
Anaxarete, an-aks-Sr'e-te, C.
Anaxenor, an-aks-e'nor, C.
Anaxias, a-naks'I-as, C.

Anaxibia, an-aks-ib'T-a, C. _
Anaxicrates, an-aks-ik'ra-tez, C.
Anaxidamus, a-naks'Y-da'mus, C.
Anaxilas, a-naks'Y-las. C.

Anaxilaus, a-naks'T-la'us, C.
Anaxilides, an-aks-iKl-dez, C.
Anaximander, a-naks'1-man'der,

C.
Anaximenes, an-aks-im'e-nez, C.
Anaxipolis, an-aks-ip'o-lis, C.
Anaxippus, an-aks-ip'pus, C.
Anaxirrhoe, an-aks-Yr'ho-e, C.
Anaxis, a-naksris, C.
Anaxo, a-naks'o, C.
Anazarbeni, an'a-zar-be'ni, C.
Ancaeus, an-se'us, C._

Ancalites, an-kaKl-tez or an-ka-lir-

tez, C.
Ancarius, an-ka/rY-us, C.
Ancharius, an-ka'rt-us, C
Anchates, an-ka'tez, C.
Anchemolus, an-kem'o-lus, C.
Anchesmus, an-kes'mus, C.
Anchiala, an-kt-a'la, or Anchiale,
an-ld'a-le, C-

Anchialia, an'kY-a-li'a, C.
Anchimolus, an-kirn'o-lus, C.
Anchimolius, an-ki-mo'lT-us, C.
Anchinoe, an-kin^o-e, C.
Anchises, an-ki'sez, C.
Anchisia, an-kish'T-a, C. _
Anchisiades, an-kY-si'a-dez, C.
Anchomenus, an-kom'e-nus, C.
Anchurus, an-ku'rus, C.
Ancile, an-sile, C.
Ancillon, oN-se-yoN /', M.
Ancona, an-ko'na, C. and M.
Ancyle, an-sile, C.
Ancyrae, an-si're, C
Andabatae, an-dab'a-te, C.
Andalusia, an-da-lu'shT-a ; in Sp.

an-da-loo-the'a, M.
Andaman, an-da-man', M.
Andania, an-da'nt-a, C.
Andegavi, an-de-ga'vi or -deg'a-vi,

also Andecavi, -dek'a-vi, C.
Andelys, Les, laz-fed-le', M.
Andera, an-de'ra, C.
Anderitum, an-der'T-tum, C.
Andernach, an^der-nak', M.
Andez, an'dez, M.
Andira, an-di'ra, C.
Andocides, an-dos'T-dez, C.
Andorra, an-dorrra, M.
Andover, an'do-ver, M.
Andraemon, an-dre'mon, C.
Andragatnus, an-drag'a-thus, C.
Andragoras, an-drag'o-ras, C.
Andral, oN-dra!', M.
Andr£, an'dra or an'drY, M.
Andreas, an'dre-as, C.
Andreus, an'dre-us or an'drus, C.
Andrew, an'droo, B.
Andria, ari'drT-a, C.
Andriaca, an-dri'

r
a-ka, C.

Andricus, an-dri'kus or an'drf-
kus, C.

Andrieux, 0N-dre-Sr , M.
Andriscus, an-dris^kus, C.
Andro, an'dro, or Andros, an'dros,
M.

Androbius, an-dro'bt-us, C.
Androbulus, an-dro-bu'lus, C.
Androclea, an-dro-kle'a, C.
Androcles, an'dro-klez, C.
Androclides, an-dro-kli'dez, C.
Androclus, an'dro-klus, C.
Androcydes, an-dro-si'dez, C.
Androdamas, an-drod'a-mas, C.

Androdus, an-dro'dus, C.
Androgenes, an-droj'e-nez, C.
Androgeus, an-dro'ie-us, C.
Androgynae, an-droj'T-ne, G.
Andromache, an-dronr'a-ke, C.
Andromeda, an-drom'e-da, C.
Andronicus, an-dro-ni'kus, B. If C.
Androphagi, an-drof'a-ji, C.
Andropompus, an-dro-pomrpus, C.
Androscoggin, an-dros-kog-'gin, M.
Androsthenes, an-dros'the-nez, C.
Androtion, an-dro'sM-on, C.
Andujar or -dtihar, an-doo'har, M.
Anegada, an-e-garda, M.
Anelontis, an-e-lon'tis, C.
Anem, a'nera, B.
Anemo, an'e-mo, C.
Anemolia, an /e-mo-li /

'a, C.
Anemosa, an-e-mo'sa, C.
Anemotis, an-e-mo'tis, C.
Anen, arnen, B.
Aner, a'ner, B.
Anerestes, an-e-res'tez, C.
Anethothite, an /'e-thoth/

it, B.
Anetor, a-ne'tor, C.
Anetothite, an'e-toth'it, B.
Aneurin, a-nu^rin, M.
Angari, an'ga-ri, V.
Angea, an-jera, C.
Angelina, an-je-le'na, M.
Angelion, an-je'll-on, C.
Angelo, an^ja-lo, M.
Angelucci, an-ja-loofche, M.
Angelus, an'je-lus, C.
Angermannland^ng'er-miin-land',

in Sw. Angermland, ong'Srm-
land, M.

Angerona, an-je-rc'na, C.
Angers, an'jers, formerly Angiers,

in F. oN-zha y
',_i¥.

Angites, an-ii'tez, C.
Angitia, an-iisli'T-a, C.
Angitula, an-jifn-la, C.
Anglesey or -sea, an'gl-se, M.
Anglia, an'glY-a, C.
Angola, an-go'la, M.
Angora, an-go'ra, or -goora, -goo'-

ra, M.
Angostura, an-gos-too'i-a, M.
AngoulSme, oN-goo-lam/', M.

in Sp. Anguila,
Angra, an'gra, M.
Anguilla, an-giKla,

an-ge'la, M.
Anguitia, an-gwish-'I-a, C.
Angus, an^gus, M.
Anhalt, an'halt, M.
Anholt, an^hSlt, M.
Aniam, arnf-am, B.
Anicetus, an-i-sertus, C.
Anicia, a-nish't-a, C.
Anigros, a-nirgros, C.
Anim, a'nim, B.
Aninetum, an-i-ne'tum, C.
Anisus, an'T-sus, C.
Anitorgis, an-Y-tdr'jis, C.
Anius, a'nt-us, C.
Anjou, an'joo ; in F. oN-zhoo', M.
Anjouan : same as Anzouan, M.
Ankober, an-ko'ber, M.
Anna, an'na, B., C., and M.
Annaas, an'na-as, B.
Annaberg, an'na-berg ; in G. an /'-

na-b"rg, M.
Annagh, an-na,', M.
Annalis, an-na/lis, C.
Annapolis, an-nap'o-lis, if.

Anne Arundel, an-a-run'del, M.
Annas, an'nas, B.
Annecy, iin-se'', M.
Annesley, anz'lT, M.
Annianus, ati-ni-a'nus, C.
Annibal, an'nT-bal, C.
Anniceris, an-nis'e-ris, C.
Annichori, an-ni-ko^ri, C.

Annobon, an-no-bon
/r

, M.
Annuus, an-nu'us or an'nu-us, B.
Anogon, a-no'gon, C.
Anolus, a-norlus, C.
Anonus, an'o-nus, C.
Anopaea, an-o-pe^a, C.
Anos, a'nos, B.
Anquetil-Duperron, ON'ke-teKdu-
per-roN /', M.

Anspach, ans'pak, M.
Anstruther, an'stroo-thSr or an'-

ster, M.
Antaeopolis, an-te-op'o-lis, C.
Antaeus, an-te'us, C.
Antagoras, an-tag'o-ras, C.
Antalcidas, an-taKsT-das, C.

I Antandros, an-tan'dros, C.
Antea, an-te'a, C.
Anteius, an-te'yus, C.

I

Antemnae, an-tem'ne. C.
Antenor, an-te'nor, C.
Antenorides, an-te-ngr'T-dez, C.
Antequera, an-ta-karra, M.

I
Anteros, an'te-ros, C.
Anthaeus, an-the'us, C.
Antbea, an-the'a, C.
Antheas. an'the-as, G.
Anthedon, an-the'don, C.

J

Anthela, an-the'la, C.
i
Anthelia, an-the-li-'a, C.

\
Anthemis, an'the-mis, 0.
Anthemusia, an-the-mu'shT-a, C.
Anthene, an-the'ne, C.
Anthermus, an-ther'mus, C.
Anthesphoria, an-thes-fo'rt-a, C.
Anthesteria, an-tlies-te /

'rT-a, C.
Antheus, an'the-us, C.
Anthia, an-thi^a, C.
Anthinae, an'thi-ne, C.
Anthium, an'thY-um, C.
Anthores, an-tho^rez, C.
Anthropomorphitae, an-throp'o-

m6r-fi'te, C.
Anthropophagi, an-thro-pof^a-ji, C.
Anthylla, an-thiKia, C.
Antia, an-ti'a, C.
Antiana, an-sbt-a'na, C.
Antianira, an'sht-a-ni'ra, C.
Antias, an'shT-as, C.
Antibacchius, an'tT-bak-ki'us, C.
Antibes, oN-teb', M.
Antibrote, an-tib'ro-te, C.
Anticanis, an-tilc'a-nis, C.
Anticato, an-tikra-to, C.
Antichrist, an'tY-krist, B.
Antichthones, an-tik't'no-nez, C.
Anticinolis, an'tT-sY-no'lis, C.
Anticlea, an-tT-kle-'a, C.
Anticles, anrW-klez, C.
Anticlides, an-tT-kli'dez, C.
Anticosti, an-tY-kos'tT, M.
Anticragus, an-tik'ra-gus, C.
Anticrates, an-tilc'ra-tez, C.
Anticyra, an-tis'TT-ra, C.
Antidamus, an-tid'a-mus, C.
Antidorus, an-tt-dc'rus, C.
Antidotus, an-tid'o-tus, C.
Antietam, an-te'tam^vlf.
Antigenes, an-tij^e-nez, C.
Antigenides, an-'tt-jen'T-dez, or An-
tigenidas, an-tt-jenrT-das or -je-

m'das, C
Antigone, an-tigro-ne, C.
Antigonea, an'tig-o-ne-'a, also -nia,

-ni ra, C.
Antigonus, an-tig'o-nus, C.
Antigua, an-te'ga, M.
Antileon, an-tiKe-on, C.
Antilibanus, an-tT-lib /'a-rius, B.fyC.
Antilles, an-teK or oN-tel', M.
Antilochus, an-tiKo-kus, C.
Antimachus, ati-tim /'a-kus, C.
Antimenes, an-tim / e-nez, C.
Antinoe, an-tinro-e, C.

sfin, cube, full ; moon, fo"ot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, Hien, boNboN, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical j E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; N, Norse. [See p. 521.]



ANTINOEA

Antinoea, an'ti-no-e^a. C.
Antinopolis, an-tl-nop'o-lis, C.
Antinous, an-tin'o-us, C.
Antioch. an'tY-ok. B. and M.
Antiochia. an'tT-o-ki'a, B.
Antiochians, an-tY-o

/r

kT-anz, B.
Antiochis, an-ti'o-kis, B.
Antiochus, aii-ti'o-kus, B.
Antiope, an-ti'o-pe, C.
Antioquia, an'te-o-ke'a, M.
Antiorus, an-tY-o'rus, C.
Antiparos, an-tip'a-ros, C.
Antipas, an'tY-pas, B.
Antipater, an-tip'a-ter, B. and C.
Antipatria, an-tY-pa'trY-a or an'fY-

pa-tri'a, C.
Antipatris, an-tip'a-tris. B. and C.
Antiphanes, an-tif'a-nez, C.
Antiphas, an'tY-fas, C
Antiphatss, an-tif'a-tez, C.
Antiphemus, an-tY-fe'mus, C.
Antiphilus, an-tifT-lus, C.
Antiphon, an'tY-fon, C.
Antiphonus, an-tifo-nus, C.
Antiphus, an'tY-fus, C.
Antipodes, an-tip'o-dez, C. and M.
Antipcenus, an-tY-pe'nus, C.
Antipolis. an-tip'o-lis, C.
Antirrhium, an-tir'rl-um, C.
Antirrhodos, an-tir'ro-dos, C.
Antisana, an-te'sa-na, M.
Antissa, an-tis'sa, C.
Antisthenes, an-tis'the-nez, C.
Antitheus, an-tith'e-us, C.
Antium, an'shY-um, C.
Antodice, an-tod'T-se, C.
Antomarchi. an-to-mai-'ke, M.
Antomenes, an-tom'e-nez, C.
Antonelli, an-to-neKle. M.
Antonia, an-to'ni-a, B. and C.
Antonii, an-to^nY-i, C.
Antonina, an-to-ni'na; -nus, -mis. C.
Antoniopolis, an-to'nT-op'o-lis, C.
Antoniopolitse, an'to-ni /op-o-li,te.

Antonius, an-to'nY-ns, C.
Antorides. aii-tSr'T-dez, C.
Antothijah, an-to-thi'ja, B.
Antothite, an'toth-it, B.
Antunnacum. an-tun-na'kum, C.
Antwerp, anfwerp; in D. Antwer-
pen, anfvgrp-en, M.

Anub, a'nub, B.
Anubis, a-nu'bis, E.
Anus, a'nus, B.
Anvari, an'va-re, or Anwari, Sn /'-

wa-re, M.
Anxanum, anks-a'num, C.
Anxur, anks'er, C.
Anxurus, anks'u-rus, C.
Anyta, an'T-ta ; -tus, -tus, (

'.

Anzin, oN-zaxA , M.
Anzitena, an-zY-te'na, C.
Anzooan or Anzuan, an-zoo-an';
mine as Anjouax, St.

Aobrica, a-ob'rY-ka, or Aobriga, a-

ob'rY-ga, C.
AcEde, a-e'dc, C.
Aon, n'on, C.
Aones, a'o-nez, C.
Aonia. a-o'iiY-a. C.

Aonides, a-on'Y-dez, C.
Aora, a-o'ra, C.
Aoris, a'o-ris, C.
Aornos, a-dr'nos, or -nus, -nus, C.
Aorsi, a-Or'si, C.
Aorus, a-o'ras. C.
Aosta, a-os'ta, M.
Aous, a-o'iis, C._
Apache, a-pa'cha, J/".

Apssus, a-pe'sus, C.
Apama, a-pa'ma or ap'a-ma, also
Apame, a-par- or ap'a-me, C.

-pa'me, B.
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Apamea, ap-a-me'a, or -mia, -mi'a,

Apamene, ap-a-me'ne, C.

Aparni, a-par'ni, C.
Apate, ap'a-te, C.

Apaturia, ap-a-tu'rY-a, C.
Apeliotes, a-pe'lT-o'tez, C.
Apella, a-pel'la, C
Apelles, a-peKlez, B. and C.
Apelleus, ap-el-le'us, G.

Apellicon, a-pel'll-kon, C.
Apennines, ap'en-mnz, J£

I Apenninus, ap-en-ni'nus, C.
Aper, a' per, C.
Aperantia, ap'e-ran-tt'a (a town);

i ap-e-ran'sht-a (a district in J£to-
i lia), C.
Aperopia, ap-e-ro'pT-a, C.
Apesas, ap'e-sas, C.

, Aphace, af'a-se, C.
' Aphsea, a-fe'a, C.
Aphar, ar fiir, C.
Apharaim, af-a-ra'im, B.

' Aphareus, a-farre-us or afa-rus, C.
Apharsachites,a-far ,r

sak-itz; -sath-
chites, -sath-kitz, B.

Apharsites, a-farrsitz, B.
Aphas, a'fas, C.
Aphek, a'fek, B.

! Aphekah, a-fe'ka, B.
Aphellas, a-fel'las, C.
Apherema, a-f£r'e-ma, B.

\
Apherra, a-fPr'ra, B.
Aphesas, afe-sas, C.
Aphetae, af'e-te, C.
Aphetor, a-fe't6r, C.
Aphiah, a-fi

r
a, B.

Aphidas, a-fi
rdas, C.

Aphik. a'fik, B.
Aphneis. af-ne'is, C.
Aphneum, af-ne'um, C.
Aphobetus, af-o-be"tus, C.
Aphra, af'ra, B.
Aphrices, a-fri'sez, C.
Aphrodiseus, af-rc-dizh/e-us, C.
Aphrodisia. af-ro-dizh't-a, C.
Aphrodite, af-ro-di'te, or -ta, -ta, C.
Aphroditopolis, af'ro-dT-top'o-lis, C.

Aphses, af 'sez, B.
Aphytis, a-n'tis or af'T-tis, C.
Apia, a'pY-a, C.
Apicata, ap-T-karta, C.
Apicius, a-pish'T-us, C.
Apidanus, a-pid'a-nus, C.
Apidones, a-pid'o-nez, C.
Apina, ap'T-na, or -ines, -T-ne, C.
Apiolas, a-pi'o-le, C.
Apion, a'pT-on, C.
Apis, a'pis, C. and E.
Apisaon, ap-Y-sa'on, C.
Apitami, ap-T-ta'mi, C.
Apitius, a-pish'Y-us, C.
Apocopa, a-pok'o-pa, C.
Apodoti, ap-o-do /'- or a-pod'o-ti, C*
Apollinares, a-pol'li-na'rez, C.
Apollineus, ap-ol-lin ,e-us, C.
Apollinopolis, a-pol'll-nop'o-lis, C.
Apollo, a-poKlo, C.
Apollocrates, ap-ol-lok'ra-tez, C.
Apollodorus, a-pol /lo-do ,r

rus, C.
Apollonia, ap-ol-lo'ni-a, B. ajid C.
Apolloniades, a-pol'lo-ni'a-dez, C.
Apollonides, ap-ol-lon'i-dez, C.
Apollonius, ap-ol-lo'ni-us, C.
Apollophanes, ap-ol-of,a-nez, B.
Apollos, a-poKlos, B.
Apollyon,a-poKlY-on or -pol'run, Z>.

Apollothemis, ap-ol-loth'e-rais, C.
Aponiana, a-po'ttY-a^na, C.
Aponius, a-po'nY-ua, C.
Aponus, ap'o-nus, C
Apotheosis, ap'o-the-o'sis, C.
Appaim. aprpa-im, B.
Appalachee, ap'pa-lnch/e, M.

ARARAT

Appalachian, ap-pa-la'chY-an, 31.

Appalachicola, ap'pa-lach'Y-ko'la,

Appendini, ap-pen-de'ne, M.
Appenzell, ap-pent-seK, M.
Apphia, af'fl-a, B.
Apphus, af'fus, B.
Appiades, ap-pi'a-dez, C*.

Appianus, ap-pt-a'nus, C.
Appia Via, ap'pT-a-vi'a, C.
Appii Forum, ap'pY-i-fo'rum, B.
and C.

Appius, ap'pY-us, C.
Appomattox, ap-po-maftuks, M.
Appula, ap'pu-la, C.
Appuleius, ap-pu-le'yus, C.
Apries, a'pri-ez, C.
Aprilis, a-pri'lis^ C.
Apsines. ap'sY-nez, C.
Apsorus, ap'so-rus or ap-sorrus, C.
Aptera, ap'te-ra, C.
Apuani, ap-u-a'ni, C.
Apuleia, ap-u-le'ya; -leius, -le'yus.

Apulia, a-pu'lY-a; -lum, -lum, C.
Apulus, ap^u-lus, C.
Apure, a-poorra, M.
Apurimac, a-poo-re-mak', M.
Aquarius, a-kwa'rl-us, C.
Aquila, ak'w^-la, B. and C. ;

'&'-

kwe-la, M.
Aquilaria, ak-wY-la'rY-a, C.
Aquileia, ak-wY-le'ya, C.
Aquilius, a-kwiKY-us, C.
AquilUa. a-kwil'lY-a, C.
Aquilo, ak'wt-lo, C.
AquUonia, ak-wUo'nY-a, C.
Aquin, a-kaN', M.
Aquinas, a-kwi'nas, C.
Aquino, a-kwe'no, M.
Aquinum, a-kwi'num, C.
Aquitania, ak-wY-ta'nY-a, C.
Aquitanicus, ak-wY-tan'I-kus, C.
Ar, ar, B.
Ara, arra, B.
Arab, a'rab (a city), B. ; ar'ab (a

native of Arabia), M.
Arabah, arra-ba, B.
Arabarches, ar-a-bar'kez, V.
Arabatthane, ar'a-bath-tha'ne, B.
Arabattine, ar^a-bat-ti-'ne, B.
Arabes, arra-bez, C.
Arabia, a-ra'bY-a, B., C, and M.
Arabicus, a-rab'Y-kus, C.
Arabis, ar'a-bis, C.
Aracca, a-rak'ka, or Arecca, a-

rek'ka, C.
Arachne, a-rak'ne, C.
Arachnea, ar-ak-ne'a, C.
Arachosia, ar-a-ko'sht-a, C.
Arachotae, ar-a-ko'te, or -choti.

ko'ti, C.
Aracillum, ar-a-siKlum, C.
Aracthias, a-rakrthY-as, C.
Aracynthus, ar-a-sin'thus, C.
Arad, a'rad, B. ; Sr'od, M.
Aradus, ar'a-dus, B. and C.
Arae, arre, C.
Arago, ar'a-go; in F. a-ra-go', 31.

Aragou, ar'a-gon ; Sp. a-ra-gon', M.
Araguay. a-ra-gwir , M.

j

Arah, arra, B.
Aral, ar'al, M.
Aram, a'ram, B. and M.
Aramitess, a'ram-it'es, B.
Aramnaharaim, a'ram - na'ha-ra'-
im, B.

Aran, a'ran, B.
Aranjuez, a-ran-hweth /', M.
Arapahoe, same as Akrapahoe, fir-

rap'a-ho, M.
Araphia, ar-a-fKa, C.
Arar, a'rar, C.
Ararat, ar'a-rat, B. and M.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end. eve, t5rm ; Yn, Tee ; 5dd, tone, 6r ;

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; N, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Ararath, ar'a-rath, B.
Ararene, ar-a-re'ne, C.
Araris, ar-a'ris, C
Aras, ar'as; Araxes, a-raks'ez, M.
Arathes, a-ra'thez, B.
Aratus, a-ra'tus, C.
Araunah, a-raw'nd, B.
Araure. a-row'ra, 31.

Araurici, a-raw'rt-si, C.
Aravus, a-ra'vus, C._
Araxates, ar-aks-a'tez, C.
Araxeni, ar-aks-e'ni, C.
Araxes, a-raks'ez, C. and 31.

Arba, ar'ba, B. _
Arbaces, ar^ba-sez, C.
Arbah, ar'ba, B.
Arbathite, iir'bath-it, B.
Arbattis, ar-bat'tis, B.
Arbe, ar'ba, 31.

Arbela (in Palestine), ar-be'la, B.

;

(in Sicily), Arbela, ar'be-la, or
Arbele, -le, C.

Arbelse, ar'be-le, C.
Arbelitis, iir-be-li'tis, C.
Arbelus, ai-belus, C.
Arbite, ai-'bit, B.
Arbogast, ar'bo-gast, M.
Arbona. ar-bo'na, C.
Arbonai, ar-bo^na-i, B.
Arborio, ar-borre-o, 31.

Arbroath, ar'broth, same as Aber-
brothock, 31.

Arbuckle, ar'buk-l, M.
Arbuscula, ar-bus'ku-la, C.
Arbuthnot, ar'buth-not, in Scot.
ar-buth'nut, M._

Arcades, ar'ka-dez, C.
Arcadia, ar-ka'dl-a, C. and M.
Arcanum, ar-ka'num, C.
Arceophon, ar-se^o-fon, C.
Arcesilas, ar-ses'T-las, C.
Arcesilaus, ar-ses'T-la'us, C.
Arcesius, ar-se'sM-us, C.
Archaea, iir-ke'a, C.
Archaeanax, ar-ke'a-naks, C.
Archaeopolis, ar-ke-op'o-lis, C.
Archagathus, ar-kag/a-thus, C.
Archander, ar-kan'der, C.
Archandros, ar-kaii'drcs, C.
Archangel, ark-an'jel, in Buss, ark-

ang'eT, M.
Arctiebulus, ar-ke-bu'lus, C.
Archedicus, ar-ked'T-kus, C.
Archegetes, ar-kej /'e-tez, C.
Archelaus, ar-ke-la'us, B. and C.
Archemachus, ar-kenr'a-kus, C.
Archemorus. ar-kem'o-rus, C.
Archenholz, ar'ken-holts, M.
Archeror, ar-ke'nor, C.
Archepolis, ar-kep'o-lis, C.
Archeptolemus, ar-kep - toKe-mus,

Archeptolis, ar-kep'to-lis, C.
Archestratus. ar-kes'tra-tus, C.
Archetimus. ar-ke-ti'mus, C.
Archevites, iii-'ke-vitz, B.
Archi, iir'ki, B.
Archias. ar'kT-as, C.
Archibiades, ar-kT-bi'a-dez, C.
Archibius, ar-kib'Y-us. C.
Archidamas, ar-kid'a-mas, C.
Archidamia, ai-'kY-da-mKa, C.
Archidamus, ar-kT-da'mus, C.
Archidemus, ar-kY-de'inus, C.
Archideus, ar-kY-de'iis, C.
Archigallus, ar-kT-gaKlus, C.
Archigenes, ar-kij'e-nez, C.
Archilochus, ar-kiKo-kus, C.
Archimedes, iir-kT-me'dez, C.
Archinus. ar-ki'nus, C.
Archipelagus, Sr-kT-peKa-gus, C.
Archipolis, ar-kip'o-lis, C.
Archippe, ar-kip'pe, C.
Archippus, ar-kip'pus, B. and C.

Archite, ar'kit, B.
Architeles, ar-kife-lez, C.
Architis, ar-ki'tis, C.
Archontes, Sr-kon'tez, C.
Archytas, ar-ki'tas, C.
Arcitenens, ar-sife-nenz, C.
Arcobrica, ar-ko-bri'ka, C.
Areola, ar-ko'la; -le, -la, 31.

Arcon, ar-sox', M.
Arcot, ar-kof, M.
Arctinus, ark-tirnus, C.
Arctophylax, ark-toil't-laks, C.
Arctous, ark-to'us, C.
Arcturus, iirk-tu'rus, B.
Ard, ard, B.
Ardalus. arrda-lus, C.
Ardath, ar'dath, B.
Ardea, ar'de-a ; -deas, -de-as; -dea-

tes, -de-a'tez, C.
Ardeche, ar-desh /', M.
Arden or Ardennes, ar-denr , 21.

Ardericca, ar-de-rik'ka, C.
Ardiaei, ar-dT-e'i, C.
Ardices. ar'di-sez, C.
Ardiscus, ar-dis'kus, C.
Ardites, aid 'its, B.
Ardon, iir-'don, B.
Ardone, ar-do^ne, C.
Ardone33, ar-do^ne-e, C.
Arduenna, ar-du-en'na, C.
Are, arre, C.
Area, a-re'a, C.
Aregon, a-re'gon, C.
Aregonis, a-reg'o-nis, C.
Arelas, ar'e-las, C.
Arelatum, ar-e-la'tum, C.
Areli. a-re rli, B.
Arelites, a-re'lltz, B.
Arellius, a-reKlt-us, C.
Aremorica, ar-e-mSr'T-ka, C.
Arenacum, ar-e-na'kum, C.
Arenae, a-rerne; -ne, -ne, C.
Arensberg, a'rens-bSrg ; game as
Arnsbekg, 31.

Areopagit33, a-re'e-pa-ji'te, C.
Areopagus, a-re-op^a-gus, B. and C.
Areopolis, a-re-op'o-lis, C.
Areos, a-re'os, C.
Arequipa

1
ii-ra-ke /

'pa, M.
Ares, a'rez, B. and C.
Aresas, ar^e-sas, C.
Aresthanas, ar-es-tha

/,
nas, C.

Arestor. a-res'tor, C.
Arestorides, ar-es-tSr'T-dez, C.
Areta, ar'e-ta, C.
Aretades, ar-e-ta'dez, C.
Aretaeus. ar-e-te'us, C.
Aretaphila, &r-e-tafrY-la, C.
Aretas, fir^e-tas, B. and C.
Arete, a-re ,te_or ar'e-te, C.
Aretes, ar'e-tez, C.
Arethon, ar'e-thon, C.
Arethusa. ar-e-thu'sa, C.
Aretin, fir^e-tin, M.
Aretini, ar-e-ti'ni, C.
Aretus, a-re'tus, C.
Areus, a-re'us, B. .-a're-us or -rUs,C
Arezzo, a-ret'so, M.
Argaeus, ar-je^us, C.
Argalus, ar'ga-lus, C.
Arganthona, ar-gan-tho'iia, C.
Arganthonium, ar-gan'tho-ni'um, C-

Arganthonius, ar-gaii-tho'iiT-us, C.
Argantomagus, ar-gan-tora'a-gus, C.

Arge, ar'je, C.
Argea, ar-je'a, C.
Argele. iii-'je-le, C.
Argennum, ar-ienrDum, C.
Argensola, ar-hen-so'la, M.
Ai'genson, ar-zho.\T-soN r , M.
Argentan. ar-zhoN-toNT/\ M.
Argenteuil, iir-zhox-teK, M.
Argentiere, ar-zhox-te-ar', M.
Argentine Republic, ar'ien-tin ; in

Sp. Republica Argentina, ra-
poob'le-ka ar-heu-terna, J/".

Argestratus, ar-jes'tra-tus, C.
Argeus, iir-je-'us, C.
Argia, ar-ji'a, C.
Argias, ar'jY-as, C.
Argiletum, ar-ii-le'tum, C.
Argilus, ar'jT-lus, C.
Arginus, ar-jirnus, C.
Arginusae, ar-jl-nu'se, C.
Argiope, ar-ji'o-pe, C.
Argiphontes, ar-jY-fon'tez, C.
Argippaei, ar-jip-pe^i, C.
Argithea, ar-jith'e-a, C.
Argivi, ar-jirvi, C.
Argo, ar'go, C.
Argob, iir^gob, B.
Argoda, iir-go'da, C.
Argolas, ar'go-las, C.
Argolicus, iir-goKt-kus, C.
Argolis, ar'go-lis, C.
Argonautae, ar-go-naw'te, C.
Argostoli, ar-gos'to-le, M.
Argous, ar-go rus, C.
Argura, ar-gu'ra or ar'gu-ra, C.
Argus, ar'gus, C.
Argyle or Argyll, ar-giK, M.
Argynnus, ar-jin'nus, C.
Argyra, ar'jT-ra, C.
Argyraspides, ar-jt-ras^pt-dez, C.
Argyre, ar'j^-re, C.
Argyripa, at-jir'T-pa, C.
Argyro Castro, ar'je-ro-kas'tro, M.
Argyropolis, ar-jt-rop'o-lis, C.
Aria, a7rl-a or a-rT'a, C.
Ariadne, a-rT-ad'ne, C.
Ariaeus, a-rt-e'us, C._
Ariamnes, a-rt-am'nez,
Ariana, a-rt-a'na, C.
Ariantas, a-rt-an'tas, C.
Ariarathea, a'rl-ar'a-the'a, C.
Ariarathes, a'rl-a-rg'thez, B. & C.
Arias, a-ri'as, C.
Aribaeus, ar-T-berus, C.
Arica, a-re'kii, 3f.

Aricia, a-risli rT-a, C.
Aricina, ar-Y-si'na, C.
Aridaeus, ar-t-de'us, C.
Aridai, a-rid'a-T, B.
Aridatha, a-rid'a-tha, B.
Aridelus, ar-t-de'lus, C.
Aridolis, ar-T-do'lis, C.
Aris'ge, a-re-azh', 31.

Arieh, a-rire, B.
Ariel, a'rf-el, B.
Arigaeum, ar-t-je'um, C.
Arignote, ar-ig-no'te, C.
Arii, a-rl'i or a'rT-I, C.
Arima, ar'T-ma, C.
Arimaspi, ar-T-mas

/,
pi, C.

Arimathea, ar'T-ma-the'a, B.
Arimazes, ar-T-ma^zez, C.
Ariminum, a-vim^-num, C.
Arimphaei, ar-iin-fe /

'i, C.
Arines, ar'T-nez, C.
Ariobarzanes, a-n'o-bar-za'nez or

a'rT-o-bai'za-nez, C.
Arioch, a'r'f-ok, B.
Ariomandes, a'rT-o-man /'dez, C.
Ariomardus, a/rT-o-mar /,

dus, C.
Arion. a-ri'on, C.
Ariosto. ar-T-os'to or ji-re-os'to, 31.

Ariovistus, a'rt-o-vis^tus, C.
Aripithes, ar-X-pi'thez, C.
Aris, a'riSj C.
Arisai, a-ris'a-T, B.
Arisba, a-ris'ba, C.
Aristaenetus, ar-is-ten'e-tus, C.
Aristaeum, ar-is-te'um; -us, -us, C.
Aristagoras. av-is-tag'o-ras, C.
Aristander, ar-is-tari'der, C.
Aristandros, ar-is-tari'dros, C.
Aristarche, ar-is-tiir/'ke, C.
Aristarchium, a-ris'tar-kfum, C.

stin, cube, full ; moon, fo"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink. then, boxbox, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; N, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Aristarchus, ar-is-tar'kus, B.
Aristeas, a-ris'te-as, C.
Aristera, a-risrte-re, C.
Aristeus. a-ris'te-us or a-ris'tus, C.
Aristhenes, a-ris'the-nez, C.
Aristhus, a-ris'thus, C-

Aristides, ar-is-ti'dez, C.

Aristillus, ar-is-tillus, C.
Aristippus. ar-is-tip'pus, C.

Aristius, a-ris'tl-us, C.
Aristo, a-ris'to, C.

Aristcbulus, fir'is-to-bulus, B. & C.

Aristoclea, a-ris'to-kle/a, C.
Aristocles. a-ris'to-klez, C.
Aristoclides, a-ris'to-kli'dej, C.
Aristocrates. ar-is-tok'ra-tez. C.
Aristocreon, fir-is-tok're-on, C.

Aristocritus, Sr-is-tok'rY-tus, C.
Aristodama, a-ris'to-da'ma, C.

Aristodemus, a-ris'to-de'rnus, C.
Aristogenes, ar-is-toj'e-nez, C.
Aristogiton, a-ris'to-ji'ton, C.
Aristolaus. a-ris'to-la^us, C.
Aristomache, ar-is-tom

/-
a-ke, C.

Aristomedes, a-ris'to-me'dez, C.
Aristomedon, ar-is-tom'e-doii, C.
Aristomenes. av-is-torare-nez, C.
Ariston. a-ris'ton. C.
Aristonautae, a-rist'o-naw'te, C.
Aristonicus. a-ris'to-m'kus, C.
Aristonides. ar-is-ton rT-dez, C.
Aristonous. ar-is-ton'o-us, C.
Aristonus, a-ris'to-nus. C.
Aristonymus. ar-is-ton'I-mus, C.
Aristophanes, ar-is-tofa-nez, C.
Aristophon, a-ris'to-fon, C.
Aristophyli, a-ris'to-fi'li, C.
Aristoteles, ar-is-tot'e-lez, C.
Aristotinus. a-ris'to-ti'nus, C.
Aristoxenus. ar-is-toks/e-nus, C.
Aristus. a-ris'tus. C.

Aristyllus. Sr-is-tiKlus, C.
Arius, a-n'us, or Arias (a river),

a'rl-as, C.
Arius (the heretic), a-ri'iis or a'rY-

us, C.
Arizona, ar-f-zo'iia. M.
Arjonilla. ar-ho-neKya, M.
Arkansas, ar'kan-saV, 31.

Arkeeko o Arkiko, ar-ke'ko, 3L
Arkite, ark'lt, B.
Arklow, iirk'lo, 31.

Arlberg, arl'berg, in G. -berg, J/.
Aries, arlz, in F arL, M.
Arlincourt, ar-lax-koor'r , 31.

Armageddon. ar-ma-ged'don, B.
Armagh, ar-ma', AT.

Armagnac, ar-man-yak', 31.

Armene, ar'me-ne, C.
Armenia. ar-me'iiT-a, B., C, and 31.

Armentarius, ar-men-ta'rl-us, C.
Armentieres. ar-mox'te-ar', 31.

Armenus. ar'me-nus, C.
Armilustrium, ar-mi-lus'trY-urn, C.
Arminius, ar-miii'I-us, C. and 31.

Armoni, ar-mo'ni, B.
Armoniacus, ar-mo-ni'

r
a-kus, C.

Armoricae, ar-mor'T-se, C.
Armosata, ar-mos'a-ta, C.
Arinoxenus, ar-moks'e-nus, C.
Armozon. ar'mo-zon, B.
Arna, ar'na, B.
Arnan. ar'nan, B.
Arnaud, ar-no', 31.

Arnault, ar-no', M.
Arndt, arnt, 31.

Arnhem, arn'hem, or -heim, -Mm, 31.

Arnobius, ar-no'bl-us, C.
Arnon. ar'non, B.
Arnould, ar-noo', 31.
Arnsberg. arns'berg; G. -bgrg, 3f.

Arnstadt, am'stat, 31.
Aroa, ar'o-a, C.
Arod, a'rod, B.

Arodi. ar'o-di. B_.

Arodites, a'rod-itz, B.
Aroe, ar'o-e. C.
Aroer. Si-'o-er. B.
Aroerite. Sr'o-er-it, B.
Arom. a'rom, B.
Aroma, ar'o-ma or a-ro'ma, C.
Aromata. a-rom^a-ta, C.
Aroostook, a-roos'tfiok, 31.

Arotse, ar'o-te, C.
Aroteres, 2r-o-te'rez, C.
Arotrebae, a-rofre-be. C.
Arouet. a-roo-ar (= Voltaike), 31.

Arpad. ar'pad, B.
Arpani, ar-pa'ni, C.
Arphad, ar'fad, B.
Arphaxad, ar-faks'ad, B.
Arpino, iir-pe'iio, 3f.

Arpinum, iir-pi'num, C.
Arquitus, iir'kwl-tus, C.
Arrabo, 3r'ra-bo, C.
Arrabona. ar-ra-bo'na, C.
Arracan or Arachan, ar-a-kan', 3f.

Arrachion, Sr-ra-ki'- oz-ra-'kl-on, C
Arr3ei, ar-re'i, C.
Arrapahoe, ar-rap'a-ho. 31.

Arras, ar'ras. in F. ar-ras', 31.

Arrechi, ar-re'ki, C.
Arrhabaeus, ar-ha-be'us, C.
Arrhene, ar-he'ne, C.
Arrhidaeus, ar-hT-de'us, C.
Arria, ar'rl-a. C.
Arriaca, ar-ri'a-ka, C.
Arrianus. ar-rT-a^nus, C.
Arriaza. ar-re-a'tha, 31.

Arrius, ar^rl-us, C.
Arroe. same as -Eroe. 3L
Arruntius, ar-riui'sW-us, C.
Arsaces. jir'sa-sez, B. ; ar'sa-sez or

ar-sa'sez, C.
Arsacidae, ar-sas'T-de, C.
Arsacia, ar-sa'shT-a, C.
Arsagalitae. ar'sa-ga-li'te, C.
Arsamenes, ar-sam'e-nez, C.
Arsamosata. ar/sa-mo-sa

/-

ta or ar-
sa-mos^a-ta, C.

Arsanias, ar-sa'nY-as, C.
Arsareth, ar'sa-reth, B.
Arsena, ar-se'na, C.
Arsesa, ar-se'sa, C.
Arsia, ar'shl-a, C.
Arsidaeus, ar-st-de'us, C.
Arsinoe, iir-sin^o-e, C.
Arsites. ar-si'tez, C.
Artabanus. iir-ta-ba'nus, C._

Artabazanes. ar'ta-ba-za'nez, C.
Artabazus, ar-ta-ba'zus, C.
Artabri, ar'ta-bri, or Artabritas,

ar-ta-bri'te, C.
Artacana, ar-ta-ka'na, C.
Artace, ar'ta-se, C.
Artacene, ar-ta-se'ne, C.
Artacia or -cie. ar-ta'shl-a or -e, C.
Artacoana. ai'ta-ko-a'na, C.
Artaei. ar-te^i, C.
Artaezus, ar-ta-e'zus, C.
Artageras. ar-ta-je'ras, C.
Artagerses, ar-ta-jerAsez, C.
Artanus. ar-ta'nus, C.
Artaozus, ar-ta-orzus, C.
Artapanus. ar-ta-pa rnus, C.
Artaphemes, iir-ta-f5r rnez, C.
Artatus, ar-ta'tus, C.
Artavasdes. ar-ta-vas

/r

dez, C.
Artaxa, ar-tak'sa, C.
Artaxares. ar-taksra-rez, C.
Artaxasata, ar'taks-as'a-ta, C.
Artaxata. ar-tak'sa-ta, C.
Artaxerxes, ar-tag-zerk'zez, B.
Artaxias. ar-tak'shT-as, C.
Artayctes. iir-ta-ik'tez, C.
Artaynta, ar-ta-in'ta, C.
Artemas, arrte-mas. B.
Artembares, ar-tem'ba-rez, C.

Artemidorus. ar'te-mt-do'rus, C.
Artemis, ar'te-mis, C.
Artemisia, ar-te-mizh^-a, C.
Artemita, ar-te-mi'ta, C.
Artemoclea, ar-te-mo'kle-a, C.
Artemon, ar'te-mon, C.
Artena, ar-te'na, G.
Arteveld, ar-ta-velt', or Artevelde,
ar-ta-veKde, 3f.

Arthedon, ar-the'don, C.
Artigas, ar-te rgas, 31.

Artobriga, ar-to-bri rga, C.
Artoces, ar-to'sez, C._
Artochmes, iir-tok'mez, C.
Artois, ar-twa', 31.

Artona, iir-torna, C.
Artonius, ar-to'nl-us, C.
Artontes. ar-ton'tez, C.
Artorius. ar-to'rT-us, C.
Artotrogus, ar-to-tro'g_us, C.
Artoxares. ar-toks'a-rez, C.
Artymnesus. ar-tim-ne'tus, C.
Artynia. ar-tin'I-a, C.
Artystone, ar-tis-to^ne, C.

' Aruboth, ar'oo-both, jB.

Aruci, a-ru'si, or Arucci, -ruk'si, C.
Arudis, a-ru'dis, C.
Arumah, ar-oo'ma, B.
Arundel, in Eng. ar'un-del, in U. S.
a-run'del, 31.

Aruns, a'runz, C.
Aruntius, a-run'shT-us, C.
Arupinas, ar-u-pirnas, C.
Arusaices, a-ru'sa-sez, C.
Arusini, ar-u-si'ni, C.
Arvad. ar'vad, B.
Arvales. ar-va'lez, C.
Arverni, iir-verrni, C.
Arvina, ar-vi'na, C.
Arviragus, ar-vlr'a-gus, C.
Aryandes, a-rf-an'dez, C.
Arybas, art-bas, C.

\

Aryptseus, ar-i^te^us, C.
Aryxata, a-riks'a-ta, or Arxata,

arks'a-ta, C.
Arza, ar'za, B.
Asa, a'sa, B.
Asachae, as'a-ke, C.

|

Asadias, as-a-di'as, B.

I

Asael, as'a-el, B.
Asahel, as'a-hel, B.

I
Asaiah, as-a-i'a, B.

is'a-na, B.
, a-san'der, C.

Asaph, a'saf, B. ; as'ef, 3L
Asarael, a-sar'a-el; -eel, -e-el, B.
Asarelah. as-a-re'la, B.
Asbamaeus. as-ba-me'us, C
Asbazareth. as-baz ra-reth, B.
Asbolus, asrbo-lus, C.
Asbotus, as-bo'tus, C.
Asbystae, as-bis'te, C.
Asbyte. as-bi'te, C.
Ascalaphus. as-kaKa-fus, C.
Ascalon, as'ka-lon, B. and C; also
Ascalo, as'ka-lo, C.

Ascania. as-ka'nt-a: -nius, -nt-us, C.
AschafEenburg, a-shafrfen-berg, in

G. a-shafJ'en-brJ&rg', 31.

Ascham. as'kam, M.
Aschersleben, ash-ers-la'ben, 31.

Aschetus, as'ke-tus, C.
Ascheum. as-ke'um, C.
Asclepiades, as-kle-pi'a-dez, C.
Asclepiea, as-kle'pl-e'a, or -piia,

Asclepio'dorus, as-klep^-o-do'rus, C-
Asclepiodotus. as-klep'TC-o-do'tus, C
Asclepius. as-klerpT-us, C.
Ascletario. as-kle-ta'rl-o, C.
Ascodrogitae, as/kod-ro-ji/

'te, C.
Ascoli. as'ko-le. 3f.

Asconius. as-ko'iiT-us, C.
Ascua, as'ku-a, C.

am, tame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 6nd, eve, t5rm ; In, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r

;

?, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; &, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Asculum, as'ku-lum, C.
Ascutney, as-kut'nl, M.
Asdrubal, as'dru-bal, C.
Asea, a'se-a, C.
Aseas. a-se'as, B.
Asebebia, a-seb'e-bi'a, B.
Asebia, as-e-bi'a, B.
Asellio, a-seKtt-o, C.
Asenath, as'e-nath, B.
Aseni, a-se rni, C.
Aser, a'ser, B.
Aserer, a-se'rer, B.
Asgard, as'giird, iV".

Ashan, a'shan, B.
Ashantee, a-shan'-orash-an-te', Iff.

Ashbea, ash'be-a. B.
Ashbel. asb/bel, B.
Ashbelites, ash/bel-itz, B.
Ashburnham, asfi/bern-am, M.
Ashburton, ash'ber-tun, 31.

Ashchenaz, ask'ke-naz, B.
Ashdod, asb/dod, B.
Ashdoth, ash/doth, B.
Ashdoth-pisgah, ash'doth-piz'ga, B.
Asher, asb/er, B.
Asherites, ash/er-itz, B.
Asbima, asb/I-ma. B.
Ashkelon, asb/ke-lon, B.
Ashkenaz, ash/ke-naz, B.
Ashna. ash/na, B.
Ashpenaz, ash'pe-naz, B.
Ashriel, asb/rT-el, B.
Ashtabula, ash-ta-bu'la, 31.

Ashtaroth, ash/ta-roth, B.
Ashtemoh, asb/te-mo, B.
Asbteratbite, ash/te-rath-Tt, B.
Ashteroth Karnaini, ash/te-rotk-
kar'na-im, B.

Ashtoreth, ash'to-reth, B.
Ashuelot, ash/we-lot, M.
Ashur, ash/er, B.
Ashurites, ash/er-itz, B.
Ashvath, asb/vath, B.
Asia, a'shi-a, B., C, and M.
Asiagenes, a'shY-aj'e-nez, C.
Asiagenetes, a'sht-a-jen'e-tez, C.
Asiagenus, a-sriY-aj'e-nus, C.
Asiaticus, a-shY-afY-kus, C.
Asibias, as-Y-bi'as, B.
Asido, as'Y-do, C.
Asiel, a'sY-el, B.
Asilas, a-si'las, C.
Asina, as'I-na, C.
Asinaria, as-i-na'rt-a, C.
Asinarus, as-Y-na'rus, C.
Asine, as'Y-ne or a-si'ne, C.
Asinius, a-sin'Y-us, C.
Asipha, as'Y-fa, B.
Asirez, a-sirrez, C.
Asius. a'zhY-us, C.
Askelon, as'ke-lon, B.
Askew, as'ku, 31. _
Asmadai, as'ma-da, B.
Asmaveth, as'ma-veth, B.
Asmodeus, az-mo-de'us, B.
Asmoneans, az-mo-ne /'anz, B.
Asnah. as'na, B.
Asnapper, as-naprper, B.
Asnaus, as-na'us, C.
Asochis, a-so'kis, B.
Asom, a'som, B.
Asophis, a-so'fis, C.
Asopia, a-so'pY-a, C.
Asopiades, as-o-pi'a-dez, C.
Asopis, a-so'pis, C.
Asopodorus, a-sop'o-do'rus, C.
Asopus. a-so'pus, C.
Aspalathia, as'pa-la-thi'a, C.
Aspamithres, as-pam'Y-threz, C.

Asparagium, as-pa-ra/iY-um, C.
Aspasia, as-pa'zhY-a, V.
Aspasius, as-pa'zhY-us, C.
Aspa3tes, as-pas'tez, C.
Aspatha, as'pa-tha, B.

Aspathesis, as-pa-the'sis, C.
Aspathines, as-pa-thi'nez or as-

path/Y-nez, C.
Aspendus, as-pen'dus.C.
Asphaltites, as-ial-ti'tez, C.
Asphar, as'far, B.
Aspharasus, as-far'a-sus, B.
Aspledon, as-ple'don, C.
Aspona, as'po-na, C.
Asporenus, as-po-re'nus, C.
Asriel, as'rY-el, B.
Asrielites, as'rY-el-Ttz, B.
Assabias, as-sa-bi'as, B.
Assabinus, as-sa-bi'-, -sab'Y-nus, C.
Assaceni, as-sa-se'ni, or -cani, -ka'-

iii, a
Assagetes, as-saj'e-tez, C.
Assalimoth, as-s'al'Y-moth, B.
Assam, as-sam', 31.

Assanias, as-sa-ni'as, B.
Assaracus, as-sar'a-kus, C.
Assaremoth. as-sa-re^moth, B.
Assaye, as-si' or as-sa', 31.

Assera, as-se'ra, C.
Asserini, as-se-ri'ni, C.
Assesiates, as'se-si-a'tez, C.
Assesus, as-se rsus, C.
Assheton, ash'tun, M.
Asshur, ash'er, B.
Asshurim, as-shoo'rim, B.
Assideans, as-si-de"anz, B.
Assinniboin, as-siri'iiT-boiu', J/.

Assir, as'ser, B.
Assisi, as-serse, M.
Assorus, as-so'rus, C.
Assos, as'sos, B.
Assusrus, as-su-e'rus, B.
Assumption, as-sum'shun, in Sp.
Asuncion, a-soou-the-ou'r, M.

Assur, as'sur, B.
Asswan, Assouan, or Assuan, as-

wan', M.
Assyria, as-sTr'I-a, B. and C.
Astabene, as-ta-be'ne, C.
Astaboras, as-tab'o-ras, C.
Astaceni, as-ta-se'ni, C.
Astaces, as'ta-sez, C.
Astacus, as'ta-kus, C.
Astageni, as-ta-je'm, C.
Astapa, as'ta-pa, C.
Astarotb, as'ta-roth, B.
Astarte. as-tar'te, C.
Astath, as'tath, B.
Asteas, as'te-as, C.
Astelebe, as-teKe-be, C.
Astenas, as-tc'nas, C.
Asterabad, iis

/ter-a-bad /
', M.

Asteria, as-te'rt-a; -rius, -rt-us, C.
Asteris, as'te-ris, C.
Asterodia, as-te-ro'dT-a, C.
Asteropaeus, as'te-ro-pe'us, C.
Asterope, as-terro-pe, or Asteropea,

as'te-ro-pe'a, C.
Asti, iis'te, 31.

Astica, as'tT-ka, or -tice, -tt-se, C.
Astomi, as'to-mi, C.
Astorga, as-tdr'ga, M.
Astoria, as-to'rt-a, M.
Astoxemus, as-toks'e-mus, C.
Astracan or Astrakhan, as-tra-
kan r

, in litis.-. a>-tiii-kan /', M.
Astraea, as-tre'a, C.
Astura, as'tu-ra, C.
Astures, as-tu'rez, C.
Asturias, as-tob're-as, M.
Asturicus, as-tu'rt-kus, C.
Astyage, as-ti'a-je^ C.
Astyages, as-ti'a-jez, B. and C.
Astyalus, as-ti'a-ius, C.
Astyanax, as-ti'a-naks, C.
Astycratea, as't^-kra-te'a, or -tia,

-tl'a, a
Astydamas, as-tid'a-mas, C.
Astydamia, as'ti-da-mi'a, C.

Astylus, as'tl-lus or as-ti'lus, C.
Astymedes, as-tt-inc^dez, C.
Astymedusa, as'tl-me-du'sa, C.
Astynome, as-tin'o-me, C.
Astynous, as-tin'o-us, C.
Astyoche, as-ti'o-ke, or Astyochia,
as'tT-o-kKa, C.

Astypalaea, as'tt-pa-le'a, C.
Astyphilus, as-tif'T-lus, C.
Astyra, as'tt-ra, C.
Astyron, as'tl-ron or as-ti'ron, C.
Asuppim, a-sup'pim, B.
Asychis, as'l-kis, C.
Asyncritus, a-sin'krT-tus, B.
Atabulus, a-tab'u-lus, C.
Atabyris, a-tab'T-ris, C.
Atacama, a-ta-ka'ma, M.
Atace, at'a-se ; -ces, -sez, C.
Atad, a'tad, B.
Atahualpa, a-ta-hwal'pa, M.
Atalanta, at-a-lan'ta, C.
Atalyda, at-a-li'da, C.
Atara, afa-ra, B.
Atarantes, at-a-ran'tez, C.
Atarbechis, at-ar-be'kis, C.
Atargatis, a-tar'ga-tis, B. and C.
Atarnea, a-tar'ne-a or at-ar-ne'a, C.
Ataroth, at'a-roth, B.
Ataroth-adar, at'a-rotli-a'diir, or
A.-addar. -ad'dar, B.

Atax, a'taks, C.
Atchafalaya, ach/af-a-li'a, 31.

Atcheen, ach-en', 31.

Ate, a'te, C.
Atella, a-teKla, C.
Atene, a-te'ne, C.
Ater, a'ter, B.
Aterezias, at'er-e-zi'as, B.
Atergatis, a-ter'ga-tis, C*.

Atfe, at-i'e', 31.

Ath or Aath, at, 31.

Athach, a'thak, B.
Athaiah, ath-a-i'a, B.
Athaliah, ath-a-li^a, B. _
Athamanes, ath-a-ma'nez, C.
Athamantiades, ath'a-man-ti'a-

dez, C.
Athamas, ath'a-mas, C.
Athanasius, ath'a-na'zht-us, C.
Athanatus, a-than'a-tus, C.
Athanis, a-tlia'nis, C.
Athapescow, ath-a-pes'ko, or Atha-
basca, -bas'ka, 31.

! Atharias, ath-a-ri'as, B.
! Athelstan, ath'el-stan, 31.

i

Athena, a-the'na; -nae, -ne, C.

l

Athenaea, ath-e-ne'a, C.
Athenagoras, ath-e-nagro-ras, C.
Athenais, ath-e-na'is, C.
Athene, a-the'ne, C.
Athenians, a-the'nY-anz. B.
Athenio^-the'nT-o. or-nion, -on, C.

'

Atheno, a-the'no, C.
Athenobius, ath-e-no'bt-us, B.
Athenocles, a-then'o-klez, C.

Athenodorus, a-then/o-do
,r
rus, C.

Athens, ath'enz, B., C, and 31.

Atheos, a'the-os, C.
Athesis, ath re-sis, C.
Athlai. ath'la^ B.
Athlone, ath-lon', 31.

Athmonum, athrmo-num, C.
Athol, ath'l or a'thul, 31.

Athor, ath'er, E.
Athos, a'thos, C.
Athous, a-tho'us, C.
Athribis, ath'rt-bis, C.
Athrulla, ath-rul'la, C.
Athy, a-thi', 31.

Athymbra, a-thim'bra, C.
Athyras, ath/T-ras, C.
Atia, a'shT-a, C.
Atilia, a-tiKl-a, C.
Atilla, a-tiKla, C.

sfin, cube, full ; moon, fot>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; IT, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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3f.

oho

Atimetus, at-T-me'tus, C.
Atina, a-ti'na, C; a-te'na
Atinia, a-tin'T-a, C.
Atipha, at'I-fa, B.
Atlantea, at-lan-te'a, C.
Atlantes, at-lan'tez. ft
Atlantiades, at-lan-ti'a-dez. G
Atlantides, at-lan'tY-dez, C.
Atlas, at'las, C. and 31.

Atli, at'le, N.
Atmoni, at'rao-ni, C.
Atooi. Same as Atuai, M.
Atossa, a-tos's^ C
Atraces, afra-sez, C.
Atramitae, at-ra-mi'te, C.
Atramyttium, at-ra-mish/T-um. C
Atrapus, at'ra-pus, ft
Atratinus, at-ra-ti'nus, ft
Atrax, a'traks, ft
Atrebates, at-re-ba'tez or a-treb'

tez, ft
Atrene, a-tre'ne; -ni, -ni, C
Atreus, a'tre-us or a'tras, ft
Atri, ii'tre, 31.

Atridae, a-tri'de; -des, -dez, ft
Atrometus, at-ro-me'tus, C.
Atromus, afro-mus, ft.

Atronius. a-tro'nl-us, C.
Atropatene, at'ro-pa-te'ne, C.
Atropates, a-trop'a-tez, ft
Atropatia, at-ro-pa'shT-a, ft
Atropos, at'ro-pos, ft
Atroth, at'roth, B.
Attacorae. at-tak'o-re, C.
Attai, at'ta, B.
Attalia, at-ta-li'a, B. and C.
Attalea, -le'a, C

Attains, at'ta-lus, B. and C.
Attarras, at-tar'ras, ft
Attegua, at-teg'u-a, G
Atteius, at-te'yus, C.
Attharates, atli-thar'a-tez, B.
Attbis, at'this, C.
Attica, at/tl-ka, G
Atticus, aftl-kus, C.
Attidates, at-ti-da'tez, C.
Attigni. at-ten-ye', M.
Attila, at'H-la, ft
Attilius, at-til'T-us, ft
Attinas, at-ti'nas, ft
Attiret, at-te-ra', 31.

Attius, at'n-us, C.
Attock Benares, at-tok'ben
Atuai, a-too-I', 31.
Atubi, at'u-bi, C.
Aturus, atru-rus, ft
Atyadae, a-ti'a-de, C.
Atyanas, a-ti'a-nas, C.
Atys, a'tis, C.
Aube. ob, If.

Aubenas, ob-na' or ob-nas', 3L
Auber, o-bar', 31.

Aubigne, o-ben-ya', 3f.

Aubrey, aw'brt, 3f.

Aubusson, o-booso.N"', 3f.
Auch. osh, 31.

Auchatse, aw-ka'te, C.
Auchiiilech, at'flek, 3f.

Auchmuty, a'nm-tT. 31.

Audata. aw'da-ta, C.
Aude, od, 3f.

Audebert, od-bar' or 0-de-bar'. 31.
Audenarde. o-den-ard'r : same us Ou
DK XAEDE, 31.

Audera. aw-de'ra, ft
Audbumbla, ow-thoom'bla, iVl
Audouin, o-dcJO-ax', 31.
Audvan, o-drox', 31.
Audubon, o-dn-box', 3L
Auerbach, ow-5r-bak', 3L
Aufeia, aw-fe rya, ft
Aufenberg, owvfen-b-r<r, 31.
Aundena, aw-fi-de'na, "C.
Aundius, aw-fid'T-us, C.

'nus, ft
z'berg; in G. owj

I
Aufidus, aw'fl-dus, ft
Auga, aw'ga. C
Augarns, aw'ga-rus, C
Augeae, aw-je'e, ft
Augeas, aw'je-as, ft
Augereau, 5zh-ro' or o/zhe-ro /', 31.
Augia. aw'jT-a, B.
Augias, aw-iiras, or -geas. -iCas, C.
Augilae, aw'ji-le, C.
Auginus, aw-ji'
Augsburg, aw;

bdorg, 31.

Augures, aw'gu-rez, C.
Augusta, aw-gus'ta, C.
Augustales, a\v-?us-ta'lez; or-talia,

-ta'tt-a, C.
Augusti, ow-goos'te, M.
Augustin, in F. o-gus-tax'; in Sp.
ow-goos-ten', 31.

Augustine, St., sent-aw-'gus-ten, 3f.
Augustinus, aw-gus-ti'nus, C. (= E.
Augustin, Augustine, aw-gus'tin,
or Austin, aws'tin.)

Augustobona, aw-gus-tob'o-na, C.
Augustobriga, aw-gus'to-bri'ga, C.
Angustodunum,aw-gus/to-du?num,

Augustomagus, aw-gus-tom ,a-gus,

Augustonemetum, aw-gus'to-nem''-
e-tum, C.

Augustulus, aw-gus'tu-lus, C.
Augustus, aw-gus'tus, B. and C.
Auka, aw'ka, E.
Aulestes, aw-les'tez, C.
Auletes, aw-le'tez, C.
Aulis, aw'lis, C.
Aulocrene, aw-lo-kre'ne, C.
Aulon. aw 'Ion, C.
Aulonius, aw-lo rnI-us, V.
Aulus. aw'lus, C.
Auranus. aw-ra'nus, B.
Aurelia, aw-re'll-a, C.
Aurelianus, aw-re'll-a'nus, C.
Aurelius, aw-re'lT-us, V.

;
Aureolus, avr-re'o-lus, C.

I

Aurich, ow'rik, 31.

Auriga, aw-ri'ga, C.
Aurillac,o-re-yak /,

o/-o-rel-yak /', 31.

: Aurinia, aw-rin'T-a, C.
Aurora, aw-ro'ra, C.

' Aurunci. aw-run'si, C.
rez. 31. Aurunculeius, aw-run/ku-le'vus, C.

|
Aurungabad, o-rim'rga-bad, 31.
Aurungzebe, o-rung-zab' or aw'-

runif-zeb', 31.

Auschisae, aws-ki'se, C.
Ausci, aws'si, C.
Auser, aw'ser, C.
Ausones, aw'so-nes, C.
Ausonia. aw-so^nt-a, C.
Ausonidae, aw-sou'l-de, C
Ausonius, aw-so'nT-us, C.
Auspices, aw'spT-sez, C.
Austagena, aw-sta-je rna, C.
Austeriitz, aws'ter-lits, in G. ows'-

ter-lit*. 31.

Austesion, aws-te'shT-on, C.
Australasia, aws-tral-a'shf-a, 31.
Australia, aws-tra'lT-a, 31.
Austri. ow'stre, X
Austria, aws'trl-a (= G. Oestreich,

est'i Ik), 31.

Autariatae, aWtar-T-a'te or aw-ta-
ri'a-te, C.

Autauga, aw-taw'ga, 3L
Auteas aw-te'as, 2?.

Authocus, aw'tho-kus, C.
Autobulus, aw-to-bu'lus, C.
Autoeanes. aw-tok-'a-nez, C.
Autochthones, aw-tok'tho-nez, C.
Autocles. aw'to-klez, C.
Autocrates, aw-tok'ra-tez, C.
Autocrene, aw-to-kie-'ne, C.

Autolemus, aw-tol'e-mus, C.
Autololes. aw-toKo-lez, C.
Autolycus, aw-toKt-kus, C.
Automate, aw-tom'a-te, C.
Automedon, aw-tom /

'e-don, C.
Automedusa, aw'to-me-du'sa, C.
Automenes, a\v-tom'e-nez, C.
Automoli, aw-tom'o-li, C.
Autonoe, aw-ton'o-e, C.
Autonoma, aw-ton'o-ma, C.
Autonous, aw-ton'o-us, C.
Autricum, a w-tri'- or aw 'trt-kum, C
Autrigones, aw-trig'o-nez, C.
Autun, o-tux', 31.

Autura, aw-tu'ra, C.
Auvergne, o-vern /' or o-varn', 31.
Auvigny, o-ven-ve', ifi
Aux Cayes, o-kav , 31.
Auxerre, o-sar'', 31.
Auxesia, awks-e'zhf-a, C.
Auximon, awks'I-mon, or -imum,

-T-mura, C.
Auxonne, oks-on', or Aussone, os-
son', 31.

Ava, a'va, B.; ii'vii. 31.
Avallon, ii-val-Io.v r , 31.
Avaran, av'a-ran, B.
Avaricum, av-a-ri'kum or a-var'T-

! kum, C.
Avaricus, a-var't-kus, C.
Avaron, av'a-ron, B.
Avatar, av-a-tar', H.

j

Aveiro, ii-va-e'ro, 3L
Avella, a-vella, C. ; a-veKla, 31.

j

Avellaneda, a-vel-va-na'da, 3f.
Avellino, a-vel-le rno, .)/.

I
Aven, a'ven.i?.

|

Avenches, a-voxsli-', 31.
Aventinus, av-en-ti'nus, C.
Avenzoar, av-en-zo ,ar ; in Arabic
Ibn Zohr, ib'n-zoh'r, 31.

Averno, a-ver'no, 31.

Avernus, a-ver'nus, C,
Averroes, a-vSr'ro- or av-5r-ro'es, M.
Aversa, a-ver'sii, 31.
Avesnes, a-van', 31.

Avesta, a-ves'ta, C.
Aveyron, av-va-rox', 3f.
Avezzano, a-vet-ia^no, 31.
Avicenna, av-e-sen^na ; in Arabic
Ibn Sina, ib'n-se'na, M.

Avidius, a-vid'I-iis, C.
Avienus, a-vl-e^nus, C.
Avignon, a-ven-vox', JL
Avila, ii've-la, 31.

Avim, a'vim, B.
Aviola, a-vi"o-la, C.
Avites, a'vitz, B.
Avith, a'vith, B.
Avitus, a-vi'tus, C.
Avlona, av-lo'na, 3L
Avon, a'vim, 31.

Avoyelles, av'oi-elz'', 31.

Avranches, a-vr3xsb/, 3L
Awatska, a-wawts'ka, or Avatch-
ka, a-vach'ka, 31.

Axenus, aks'e-nus; -inus, -I^nus, C.
Axiochus, aks-i'o-kus, C.
Axion, aks-i'on or aks'T-ou, C.
Axionicus. aks'i-o-ni-'kus, C.
Axiotae, aks-I-o'te. C.
Axiothea, aks-l-o'the-a, C.
Axius, aks rT-us, C.
Axona, aks'o-na, C.
Axones, aks-c'nez, C.
Axoom. -ouni, or -um, ak-soora', 3L
Ayala, a-ya'la, 31.

Ayamonte, l'a-mon'ta. 31.

Ayasoolook, Ayasalou!:, or Ajas-
aluk, l

/a-soo-look , , 31.

Ayeshah, a'e-sha; in Arabic l'e-
sha. 3L

Aylesbury, aIz rber-T, 31.

Ayr, ar, jl.

am, fame, far. pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, t5im ; Tn, lee ; Sdd, tone, or ;

B, Biblical
; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; N, .Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Ayrshire, ar'sher, M.
Ayscough, as'ku, 31.

Ayton, Aytoun, a'tun, 31.

Azael, az'a-el, B.
Azaelus, az-a-e'lus, B.
Azah, a'za, B.
Azal, a'zal, B.
Azaliah, az-a-li'a, B.
Azamora, a-zarn'o-ra, C.
Azan, a'zan, C.
Azani, a-za'ni, C.
Azaniah, az-a-ni'a, B.
Azaphion, a-za'fr-on, B.
Azara, az'a-ra, B. ; a-tha^ra, 31.

Azarael, a-zar'a-el or a-za'ra-el,
also Azareel, -zar'e-el or -za're-
el, B.

Azariah, az-a-ri'a, B.
Azarias, az-a-ri'as, B.
Azaz. a'zaz, B.
Azazel, a-za'zel, B.
Azaziah, az-a-zi'a, B.
Azbazareth, az-baz'a-reth, B.
Azbuk, az'buk, B.
Azeglio, ad-zal'yo, 31.

Azekah, a-ze'ka, B.
Azel, a'zel, B.
Azem, a'zem, B.
Azerbaijan, az-er-bl-ian /', 31.

Azephurith, az-e-fu'rith, B.
Azetas, a-ze'tas, B.
Azgad, az'gad, B.
Azia, a-zi'a, B.
Azides, a-zi'dez, C.
Aziei, a-zi'e-i, B.
Aziel, a'zl-el, B.
Azilis, a-zi'lis, C.
Aziris, a-zi'ris, C.
Aziza, a-zi'za, B.
Azmaveth, az'ma-veth, B.
Azmon, az'mon, B.
Azof, Azoph, or Azov, az'of, 31.

Azor, a'z6r, B.
Azores, a-zorz' or a-zo'rez; in JPg.
Acores, a-sorres, 31.

Azorus, a-zo'rus, C.
Azotus, a-zo'tus, B. and C.
Azriel, az'rl-el, B.
Azrikam, az^rT-kam, B.
Azubah, a-zoo'ba, B.
Azur, a'zer, B.
Azuran, az'u-ran, B.
Azzah, az'za. B.
Azzo, afso, 31.

Azzur, az'zer, B.

B.
Baader, bii'der, 31.

Baal, ba'al, B.
Baalah, ba'al-a, B.
Baalath, ba'al-ath, B.
Baalbec, biil-bek /', 31.

Baalberith, ba-al-be'rith, B.
Baale, ba'a-le, B.
Baalgad, ba'al-gad, B.
Baalhamon, ba-al-ha'mon, B.
Baalhanan, ba-al-ha'nan, B.
Baalhazer, ba-al-h.a'zor, B.
Baali, ba'al-Y, B.
Baalim, ba'al-im, B.
Baalis, ba'a-lis, B.
Baalmeon, ba-al-me'on, B.
Baalpeor, ba-al-pe'Sr, B.
Baalperazim, ba-al-pCr'a-zim, B.
Baalshalisha, ba-al-shal'I-sha, B.
Baaltamar, ba-al-ta'mar, B.
Baalzebub, ba-al-ze'bub, B.
Baanah, ba'a-na, B.
Baanias, ba-a-ni'as, B.
Baara. ba'a-ra, B.
Baaseiah, ba-a-se'ya, B.

Baashah, ba'a-sha, B.
Baasiah, ba-a-si'a, B.
Baba, All, a/le-bii'ba, 31.

Babel, ba'bel, B.
Babelmandel or -deb, ba-bel-man

/r
-

del or -deb, 31.

Babeuf, ba-buf, 31.

Babi, ba'bi, B.
Babilus, bab'TT-lus, C.
Babylon, bab'Y-lun, B.
Babylonia, bab-l-lo'nl-a; -nii, -nT-i,

Babyrsa, ba-ber'sa, C.
Babytace, ba-bifa-se, C.
Baca, ba'ka, B.
Baccneis, bak-ke'is: -us, -us, C.
Bacchiadaa, bak-ki'a-de, C.
Bacchidas, bak-ki'das; -des,-dez,C.
Bacchiglione, bak-kel-yorna, 31.

Bacchium, bak-ki'um; -us, -us, C.
Bacchurus, bak-ku'rus, C.
Bacchus, bak'kus, C.
Bacchylides, bak-kil'I-dez, C.
Baccio, bafcho, 31.

Bacciochi, bat-cho /'ke, 31.
Bacelus, ba-se'lus, C.
Bacenis, ba-se'nis, C.
Bach, biik, 31.

Bacharach, bak'a-rak, 31.

Bache, bach, 31.

Bachrite, bak'rit, B.
Bacis, ba'sis, C.
Bacorus, bak'o-rus, C.
Bactra, bak'tra, C.
Bactriana, bak-trT-a'na; -ni, -ni, C.
Bacuntius, ba-kun'shl-us, C.
Bacuri, ba-ku'ri, C.
Badajos, bad-a-hos'; in Sp. ba-dii-

hoth.r , M.
Badakhshan : see Budukhshan, M.
Baden, ba'den or bad'n, M.
Badenweiler, ba-dn-vi'lgr, 31.

Badichora, bad-t-ko'ra, C.
Badius, bardt-us, C.
Baduhennse, bad-u-hen'ne, C.
Baebius, be'bl-us, C.
Baecula, be'ku-la, C.
Baethoron, be-thc'ron, C.
Baetica, be'tt-ka, C.
B»torix, be'to-riks, C.
Baetulo, be'tn-lo, C.
Baeza or Baeca, ba-a'tha, 31'.

Bagadaones, 'bag-a-da'o-nez, C.
Bagdad, bajr-dad'' or bag'dad, 3f.
Bagehot, baj'ut, M.
Bagesus, ba-je'sus, C.
Baggesen, bag'ge-sen, 31.

Bagistana, ba-jis'ta-na; -nus,-nus,C.
Baglione, bal-yo'na, 31.

Baglivi, bal-ye've, 31.
Bagnarea, ban-ya-ra'a, 31.

Bagneres de Bigorre, ban-yar' d?-
be-gor'', 31.

Bagnoli, bim-yo'le, 31.

Bagnols, ban-yol', 31.
Bago, ba'go, B,
Bagoas, ba-go'as, C.
Bagodares, bag-o-da'rez, B.
Bagoi, bag'o-Y, B.
Bagophanes, ba-gof'a-nez, C.
Bagrada, bag'ra-da, C.
Bagration, ba-gra'shun or bii-gra-

te-5N', 31.

Bahadur, ba-ha/ddSr, 31.

Bahamas, ba-ha'maz, 31.

Baharumite, ba-ha,rum-it, B.
Bahia, ba-e'a, 31.

Bahrein, ba-ran', M.
Bahr-el-Abiad, bar-el-ab'e-ad, M.
Bahr-el-Azrek, bar-el-az'rek, 31.

Bahumus, ba-hu'mus, B.
Bahurim, ba-hu'rim, B.
Bai33, ba'ye, C.
Baikal, bi-kaK, 31.

Bailen, ba-e-len , 1 31.

Baillie, ba'le, 31.

Bailly, ba'le ; in F. ba-ye', 31.

Bain, baN, 31. _
Baireuth, bi'rooth; in G. bi'roit, 31.

Bairout : see Beyeoot.
Baja (in Italy and Moldavia), ba'-
ya ; (in Hungary), bo-yc"", M.

Bajazet, bai^a-zet, 31.

Baiith, ba'iith, B.
Bakah, ba4a, B.
Bakbakkar, bak-bak'kar, B.
Bakbukiah, bak-buk-i'a, B.
Bala, ba'la, C.
Balaam, ba'lam or ba'la-am, B.
Balacrus, baKa-krus, C.
Baladan, baKa-dan, B.
Balaghauts, bal'a-gawts, 31.
Balah, ba'Ia, B.
Balak, ba'lak. B.
Balaklava, bal/a-kla/'va, 31.

Balamo, baKa-mo, B.
Balanea or -naea, bal-a-ne'a, C.
Balaruc, ba-la-rook/', 31.

Balarus, bal'a-rus, C.
Balasamus, ba-las'a-mus, B.
Balaton, ba'la-toN', 31.

Balbec, baKbek or bal-bek', 31.

Balbillus, bal-biKlus, C.
Balbinus, bal-bi'nus, C.
Balboa, bal-bo'ii, 31.

Balbura, bal-bu'rA. C.
Balcea, bal-se'a, C.
Baldacchini, bal-dak-ke'ne, M.
Baldini, bal-de'ne, 31.

Baldr, baKder, N.
Balducci, bal-doot'che, 31.

Baldung, baKddBng, 31.

Bale, bal : same as Basel, 31.

Baleares, ba-le-a'rez, C.
Balearic, bal-e-ar'ilc, 31.

Balechou, ba-la-shoo ,r

, 31.

Baletus, ba-le'tus, C.
Balfour, baKier; Scot, bal'foor, 31.

Balfurosh, bal-fer-osh', or Bal-
froosh, bal-i'roosh'

r
, 31.

Balguy, bal'gl. M.
Bali, baKT, N.
Baliente, ba-le-en'ta, 31.

Balisbega, bal-is-be'ga, C.
Balize, bii-lez /', 31.

Balkan, bal-kan /', 31.

Balkh, balk, 31.

Ballina, bal'e-na', 31.

Ballonoti, bal-lon'o-ti, C.
Ballou, bal-165'', 31.

Ballston Spa, baKston-spa, 31.

Balmoral, bal-mor'al, 31.

Balnuus, bal-nu'us, B.
Balomum, ba-lo'mum, C.
Balthasar, bal-tha'sar, B.
Baltic, bawKtik, 31.

Baltimore, bawKtT-mor, 31.

Baltingglass, bal-tin-glas", 31.

Balventius, bal-ven'shT-us, C.
Balyra, baKT-ra, C.
Balzac, bal-zak'^31.
Bamah, ba'ma, B.
Bamberg, bam^berg, 31. _
Bambook, -bouk, -buk^am-book', 31.

Bambotus, bam-bo'tus, C.
Bambyce, bam-bi'se, C.
Bamoth, ba'inoth, B.
Bamurae, ba-mu're, C.
Ban, ban, B.
Banaias, ban-a-iras. B.
Banasa, ban'a-sa, C.
Banca, ban-'ka, 31.

Banff, bamf, 31.

Bangalore, ban /ga-lor /', 31.

Bangkok, bang-kok, 31.

Bangor, in Eng. ban'ger; in U. S.
ban'g8r, 31.

Bani, ba'ni, B.

siin, cube, full ; moon, f<36t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Baniarae, ban-T-a're, C.
Banid, ba'nid, B.
Baniubae, ba-ni-u'be, C.
Bannaia, ban-na'ya, B.
Bannockburn, ban-nok-burn', M.
Bannus, ban'nus, B.
Bantiae, ban'sht-e ; -tius, -sht-us, C.
Banuas, ban'u-as, B.
Bapaume, bii-pom', 31.

Baphyrus, bafl-rus, C.
Barabbas, ba-rab'bas, B.
Barace, bar'a-se, C.
Barachel, bar'a-kel, B.
Barachiah, bar'a-ki'a, B.
Barachias, bar'a-ki'as, B.
Baracoa, bar-a-ko'a, 31.

Barado, b&r'a-do, C.
Barak, ba'rak, B.
Barante, bii-roxt', 31.

Barataria, bii-ra-ta'rc-a, 31.

Barathrum, bar'a-thrum, C. _
Baratier, bsi-ra-te-a' or -rat-ya', 31.

Barbados or -does, bar-ba'd6z, 31.

Barbana, bar-ba'na, C.
Barbari, biir'ba-ri, C.
Barbaria, biir-ba'rf-a, C.
Barbarossa, biir-ba-ros'sa, M.
Barbary, biir'ba-rT, 31.

Barbatus, biir-ba'tus, C.
Barbauld, in E. bar'bawld; in F.

bar-bo', 31.

Barberini, biir-ba-re'ne, 31.

Barbes, bar-ba', 31.

Barbesolas, biir-bes'o-las, C.
Barbeyrac, bar-ba-rak', 31.

Barbier, bar'be-a or barb-ya^Jf.
Barbosthenes, bar-bos'the-nez, C.
Barbour, bar'bSr, 31.

Barbuda, bar-boo'da, 31.

Barcaei, biir-se'i, C.
Barce, btir'se, C.
Barcelona, bar-se- or -tha-lo'na, 31.

Barcetis, bar'se-tis, C.
Barcino, bar'sT-no, C.
Bardaei, bar-de'i, (J.

Bardanes, bar-da'tiez, C.
Barderate, bar-de-ra'te, C.
Bardyllis, biir-dil'lis, C.
Barea, ba-re'a (a citij), C.
Barea, ba're-a (a man), C.
Barege, ba-razh', 31.

Bareilly, ba-ra'le, M.
Barene, ba-re'ne, C.
Barfcre, ba-rar', 31.

Bareta, bar'e-ta, C.
Baretti, bii-ret'te, 31.

Bargagli, bar-gal'ye, 31.

Bargose, bar'go-se, C.
Bargusii, bar-gu'sht-i, C.
Bargyla, biiv'il-la, C.
Bargyletaa, biir-jl-le'te, C.
Bargylus, bar'jY-lus, C.
Barhumite, bar-hu'mlt, B.
Bari. ba're, 31.

Bariah, ba-ri'a, B.
Barine, ba-ri'ne, C.
Baring, E. barring; G. barring, 31.

Barisas, bar'T-sas, C.
Barisses, ba-ris'sez,.C.
Barita, biL-re'ta, 31.

Barium, ba'rT-um, C.
Barjesus, biir-je'zus, B.
Barjona, bar-jo'na, B.
Barkos. bar'kos, B.
Bar-le due, biir'le-dook, 31.

Barmecide, bar'me-sid, 31.

Barnabas. bar'na-bas, B.
Barnaul, bar-nowK, 31.

Barnave, biir-nav', 31.

Barnegat, bar'ne-gat', 31.

Barneveldt, bar'ne-velt', 31.

Baroach, bii-roch', 31.

Baroccio, ba-ro'cho, 31.

Baroda, ba-ro'da, 31.

Barodis, ba-ro'dis, B.

I

Barpana, bar-pa'na, C.
i Barras, ba-rii', 31.

Barre, bar're, 31.

Barreges or Barege, ba'razh, 31.

Barrere, ba-rar', 31.

I Barrot, ba-ro', 31.
1 Barsabas. bar'sa-bas, B.
j

Barsine, bar-sT'ne, C.

I

Bartacus, bar'ta-kus, B.

I

Barth, bart, 31.

Barthelemy, bar-tal'me or biir-ta'-

I

la-me, 31.

Barthes, Barthez, bar-ta', 31.

! Bartholin, bar'to-lin, 31.

I Bartholinus, bar-to-le'n6t>s, 31.

|

Bartholomew, bar-thol'o-mu, B.
Bartimaaus, bar-tl-me'us, B.

j

Bartoli, bar'to-lt, 31.

Bartoiini. bar-to-le-'ne, 31.

Bartolozzi, bar-to-lot/se, 31.

Bartsch, biirtsh, 31.

Baruch, ba'rook, B.
Barzaentes, bar-za-en'tez, C.
Barzanes, bilr-za^nez, C.
Barzellai, biir-zeKla-i, B.
Barzillai, bar-ziFla-i, B.
Basaloth, bas'a-loth, B.
Bascama, bas'ka-ma, B.
Basel, bii'zel; F. Bale or Basle, 31.

Basera, ba-se'ra, C.
Bashan, ba'shan, B.
Bashemath, bash'e-math, B.
Basilea or -ha.. bas-Tf-le'a or -li'a

(name of the city of Basel, of a
go'ldess, and of an island), C.

Basilia, ba-sil't-a (= Basel), C.
Basilidae, bas-T-li'de; -des, -clez, C.
Basilii, bas-I-H'i, C.
Basiliopotamus, ba-siKT-o-pofa-
mus, C.

Basilis, bas'i-lis, C.
Basilith, bas'Mith, B.
Basilius, bas-Y-li'iis (a river); ba-

sil'I-us or bas-t-li'us (= St. Ba-
sil), C.

Basilus, bas'T-lus, C.
Basmath, bas'math, B.
Basnage, ba-niizh', 31.

Basque, bask, 31.

Basrah, bas'ra, 31.

Bassania, bas-sa'nl-a, C.
Bassano, bas-sa/no^JiT.
Bassareus, bas'sa-rils, C.
Bassarides, bas-sar'T-dez, C.
Bassaris, bas'sa-ris, C.
Basse-terre, bas-tar', 31.

Bassompierre, bas'sox-pe-ar'', 31.

Bassora, biis'so-ra, 31.

Bastai, bas'ta-i, B.
Bastarnae, bas-tar'ne, C.
Basterbini. bas-ter-bi'ni, C.
Bastetani, bas-te-ta'ni, C.
Bastia, bas-te'a, 31.

Batavi, ba-ta'vi, C.
Batavia, ba-ta'vt-a, C. and 31.

Batavodurum, bafa-vo-du'rum, C.
Batavus, ba-ta'vus or bafa-vus, C.
Bathori, ba'to-re, 31.

Bathos, ba'thos, C.
Bath-rabbim, bath/rab

/,bim, B.
Bathsheba, bath-she'ba or bathr-

she-ba, B.
Bathshua, bath'shoo-a, B.
Bathurst, bath/erst, 31.

Bathycles, bath/T-klez, C.
Bathyllus, ba-thiKlus, C.
Bathzacharias, bath/ zak-a-ri,as, B.
Batia, ba-ti'a or ba'shl-a, C.
Baton, ba'ton, C.
Baton Rouge, bafun-roozh, 31.

Batrachomyomachia, bafra-kora'T-
o-mak'T-a, C.

Batrachus, bafra-kus, C.

Eattagiia, bat-taKyii, 31.

Battarus, bafta-rus, C.
Batteaux, bat-te /

', 31:
Batthy- or Bathyani, bat-ya'iie, 31.
Battiades, bat-ti'a-dez, C.
Batulum, bat'u-lum; -lus, -lus, C.
Baubo, baw'bo, C.
Baucis, baw'sis, C.
Bauer, bow'er, 31.

Bauhin, bo-a>"
r
, 31.

Baume, bom, 31.

Baumgarten, bowm-'gar-ten, 31.

Baumgartner, bowrrrgart-ner, 31.

Baur, bowr, 31.

Bautzen, bowt'sen, 31.

Bavai, bav'a-i, B.
Bavaria, ba-va'rt-a, 31.

Bavius, ba'vt-us, C.
Bavota, bavro-ta, C.
Bayard, ba'erd or bi'erd, in F. ba-
yar', 31.

Bayazeed o?^Bayazid, bi'a-zed, 31.
Bayer, ba-yar', 31.

Bayeux, ba-ye', 31.

Bayonne, ba-yon', 31.
Bayou, bi'oo, 31.

Bayreuth: same as Baikeuth, q. v.,

Bazaentes, baz-a-en'tez, C.
Bazlith, baz'lith, B.
Bazluth, baz'lutli, B.
Bealiah, be-a-li'a, B.
Bealoth, be'a-loth, B.
Bean, be'an, B.
Beam, ba-ar', 31.

Beatoun, be'tun^Jf.
Beatrice, be'a-tres; in It. ba-a-tre /'-

cha, 31.

Beatrix, be ra-triks, 31.

Beattie, be'tt; in Scot, ba'tt, 31.

B6auchamp, be'cham; in F. bo-
shoN', 31.

Beauclerc, bo rkl_erk, 31.

Beaucoup, bo-koop", 31.

Beaufort, in E. bo'fert or bu'fert;
in F. bo-far', 31.

Beauharnais, bo-ar-na', 31.

Beauley, bo'Ie, 31.

Beaumarchais, bo-mar-sha', 31.

Beaumaris, bo-ma' ris, 31.

Beaumont, in E. bo'mont or bu'-
mont; in F. bo'moN', 31.

Beaune, bon, 31.

Beauregard, in IT. S. bo're-gard; in

F. bor-gar', 31.

Beausobre, bo-so'br, 31.

Beauvais, bo-va', 31.

Bebai, beb'a-i, B.
Bebius, be'bY-us, C.
Bebriacum, be-bri'a-kum, C. _
Bebryces, beb'rt- or be-bri'sez, C.
Bebrycia, be-brish'T-a, C.
Beccafumi, bek'ka-foo'me, 31.

Beccaria, bek-kii-re'a, 31.

Becclas, bek'klz, 31.

Becher, be'ker, B.
Bechires, be-ki'rez, C. -

Bechiri, be-ki'ri, C.
Bechorath, be-ko'rath, B.
Bectileth, bek'H-leth, B.
Bedad, be'dad, B.
Bedaiah, bed-a-i'a, B.
Bedan, be'dan, B.
Beddoes, bed'doz, 31.

Bede, bed, 31.

Bedeiah, be-de'ya, B.
Bedell, in U. S. be-del', in Eng. be'-
del or be-del', 31.

Bedmar, bed-miir', 31. _
Bedouin or Beduin, bed'oc-in, or
Bedoween, bed'o-vi'en, M.

Bedriacum, be-dri'a-kum, C.
Beek. bak, 31.

- be-el-i'a-da, B.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Tn, Ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r ;
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Beeisarus, be-eKea-rus, B.
Beeltethmus, be-el-teth/mus, B.
Beelzebub. be-eKze-bub, B.
Beer, be'er, B.
Beera, be-e'ra, B.
Beerelim, be'er-e'lim, B.
Beeri, be-e'ri, B.
Beer-lahai-rdi, be'er-la-ha'roi, B.
Beeroth, be-e'roth, B.
Beer-sheba, be'er-she'ba or be-er'-
she-ba, B.

Beeshterah, be-esh'te-ra, B.
Beethoven, ba'to-ven, 31.

Beham, ba-amr , M.
B^fort, ba-f6r' M.
Behemoth, be'rie-moth, B.
Behn, ben2 31.

Behnes, banz, 31.

Behring's Strait, ber'ingz-strat, 31.

Beira, ba-e'ra, M.
Beiroot or Beirout, same as Bey-
koot, 31.

Beith, beth, M.
Beja, ba'zha, M.
Bejapoor, ba-zha-pobr'', M.
Bekah, be'ka, B.
Bel, bel, B.
Bela or -lah, be'la, B.
Belaites, be'la-Tts, B.
Belates, beKa-tez, C.
Beled-el-Jereed or -Jerid, bel'ed-el-

jgr-ed /', 31.

Belem, beKeN, 31.

Belemina, bel-e-mi'na, C.
Belemus, beKe-mus, B.
Belena, beKe-na, C.
Belenus, bel'e-nus, C.
Belephantes, bel-e-fan'tez, C.
Belesys, beKe-sis, C.
Belfast, in U. S. bel'fast, in Ireland,

bel-iast/, 31.

Belfort, bel-fdr' M.
Belgae, beKje, C.
Belgica, beKjY-ka, C.
Belgium, beKjT-um, 31.

Belgrade, bel-grad', 31.

Belial, be'lt-al, B.
Belias, be'lY-as, C.
Bolides, be-li'dez, C.
Belidor, bel-e-dor', M.
Belis, be'lis, C.
Belisana, bel-Y-sa'na, C.
Belisarius, bel-Y-sa'rt-us, C.
Belknap, beKnap, 31.

Bellagines, bel-laj'f-nez, C.
Bellamy, beKla-mY, 31.

Bellarmin, bel-liir'min; in It. Bel-
larmino, bel-lar-me'no, 31.

Bellefontaine, in U. S. bel-fon'ten,
in F. bel-foN-tan', 31.

Belle Isle or Bellisle, bel-ilr , 31.

Bellenden, beKlen-den, 31.

Bellerophon, bel-lSr^o-fon, C.
Bellerus, bel'le-rus, C.
Bellienus, bel-lY-e'nus, C.
Bellini, bel-le'ne, 31.

Bellona. bel-lo'na, C.
Bellonarii, bel-lo-na^rY-i, C.
Belloochistan, bel-loo'chis-tan', 31.

Bellot, bel-lo', 31.

Bellovaci, bel-loVa-si, C.
Bellovesus, bel-lo-ve'sus, C.
Belmaim, bel'ma-im, B.
Belmen, hcl'men, B.
Belon, be'lon, C; Won, 31.

Belphegor, bel'i'e-gor, C.
Belsham, be] 'sham, 31.

Belshazzar, bel-shaz'zar, B.
Belteshazzar, bel-te-shaz'ziir, B.
Beius, be'lus, C.
Belvidere, bel-ve-der', M.
Belvoir, be'ver, 31.

Eelzoni, bel-zo'ne, 31.

Ben, ben, B.
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Benacus, be-na'kus, C.
Benaiah, be-na'ya, B.
Benammi, ben-am'mi, B.
Benares, ben-a'res, 31.

Benbow, ben'bo, 31.

Bencoolen, ben-koo'len, 31.

Bendidia, ben-dl-di'a, C.
Bendidium, ben-dY-di'um, C.
Bendidora, ben-dY-do'ra, C.
Beneberak, ben'e-be'rak, B.
Benedetti, ba-na-det'te, M.
Benejaakan, ben'e-ja'a-kan, B.
Beneventum, ben-e-venrtum, C.
Bengal, ben-gawK, 31.

Bengel, beng'el or ben'gel, 31.

Benger, ben'ger, 31.

Benguela, b~en-ga/la, 31.

Benhadad, benJia'dad, B.
Benhail, ben-ha'il, B.
Benhanan, ben-harnan, B.
Benin, ben-enr , 31.

Beninu, ben'i-nu, B.
Beni- or Benyowski, ba-ne-ovrske,J/;
Benjamin, ben'ja-min, B. and 31.

Benjamite, ben'ja-mit, B.
Ben Lomond, ben-lo'mond, M.
Ben Nevis, ben-ne'vis, M.
Bennui, ben'nu-i, B.
Beno, be'no, B.
Benoni, ben-o^m, B.
Benowm, be-nowm', M.
Benserade, ben-se-rad', M.
Bensheim, bens'him, M.
Bentheim, benfhim, M.
Benthesicyme, ben-the-sik'T-me, C.
Bentivoglio, ben-te-vol ryo, M.
Benvenuti, ben-va-noo'te, M.
Benzoheth, ben-zo'lieth, B.
Beodes, be'o-dez, C.
Beon, be'on, B.
Beor, be'dr, B.
Bera, be'ra, B.
Berachah, bSr'a-ka, B.
Berachiah, bCr-a-ki'a, B.
Beraiah, bgr-a-i^a, B.
B(franger, ba-rox-zha/', M.
Berar, be-rar', M.
Berat, ber-af, M.
Berea, be're-a (Gr. Berea) in 1

Mace. ix. 4 ; elsewhere be-re'a
(Gr. Beroia), B.

Berechiah. bEr-e-ki'a, B.
Berecyntia, bgr-e-sin'shl-a, C.
Bered, beared, B.
Berengario, ba-ren-ga/rt-o (= L.
Berengarius^gr-en-ga'rt-us^nj/.
Berenger, ber'en-jer), M.

Berenice, ber-e-ni'se, C.
Beresford, bSr'es-ferd, 3f.

Beresina or -zena, bSr-e-ze'na, 31.

BerezofE, ber-ez-of, 31.

Bergen, bei-'gen, M.
Bergamo, bei-'ga-mo, M.
Berghaus, berg'hows, 31.

Bergine, ber'jT-ne, C.
Bergistani, ber-jis-ta'ni, C.
Bergomum, ber-go'mum, C.
Bergues, barg, M.
Beri, be'ri, B.
Beriah, be-ri'a, B.
Beriites, be-ri'its, B.
Beris, be'ris, C.
Berites, be'rits, B.
Berith, be'rith, B.
Berkeley, berk'lt or bark'ir, M.
Berkenhout, bPr'ken-howt, M.
Berkshire, berk'sher, 31.

Berlichingen, bPr-lik'ing'en, 31.

Berlin, ber'lin; in G. ber-lenr , 31.

Berlioz, bPr-lT-o', M.
Bermius, ber'mt-us, C.
Bermudas, ber-mu'daz, 31.

Bern, Berne, bern or barn, M.
Bernadotte, ber-na-dot/, M.

BETHPHAOE
Bernard, ber'nerd; F. ber-nar', 31.

Bernice, ber-ni'se, B.
Bernier, ber-ne-a^, 3L
Bernouilli, ber-nooKye, M.
Berodach-baladan, be-ro''dak-bal , -

a-dan, B.
Beroe, ber^o-e, C.
Beroea, be-re'a, B. and C.
Beronice, bSr-o-ni'se, C.
Berosus, be-ro'sus, C.
Beroth, be'roth, B.
Berothah, be-ro'tha; -thai, -tha, B.
Berothite, be'roth-lt, B.
Berretho, be-re^tho, B.
Berryer, ber-e-a/', M.
Berthier, bSr-te-a', 31.

Berthollet, ber-tol-la', M.
Bertie, ber-te', M.
Berwick, in Eng. bSr'rik; in U. S.
ber^wik, 31.

Berwickshire, ber'nlc-sher, M.
Eerytus, bSr'T-tus or be-ri'tus, C.
Berzelius, ber-zelT-us, 31.

Berzelus, ber-ze'lus, B.
Besai, be'sa, B.
Besancon, b'z-oN-soN/

', M.
Besbicus, bes'bt-kus, C.
Bescherelle, besh-reK, M.
Besidiae, be-sid'T-e, C.
Besippo, be-sip'po, C.
Besodeiah, bes-o-de^ya, B.
Besor, be'sdr, B.
Bessarabia, bes-sa-ra'M-a or bes-a-

rar be-a, M.
Bessemer, bes'e-mer, 31.

Bessieres, ba'se-Sr, 31.

Bestia, bes'tT-a, C.
Besyngeti, bes-in-je'tl, C.
Betah, be'ta, B.
Betane, bet/a-ne, B.
Betarmones, be-tar^mo-nes, C.
Beten, be rten, B.
Beth-abara, beth-ab^a-ra, B. and 31.

Betham, beth'am, M.
Beth-anath, bcth-a'nath, B.
Beth-anoth, beth-a'noth, B.
Bethany, beth'a-nT, B.
Beth-arabah, beth-ar'a-ba, B.
Beth-aram, beth-a'ram, B.
Beth-arbel, beth-ar'bel, B.
Beth-aven. beth-a'ven, B.
Beth-azmaveth, beth-az'ma-veth, B.
Eeth-baal-meon, -ba'al-me^on, B.
Beth-barah, b^th-ba'ra, B.
Beth-basi, beth-ba'si, B.
Beth-birei, beth-Mr'e-i, B.
Beth-car, beth r kar, B.
Beth-dagon, beth-da'gon, B.
Beth-diblathaim, -dib'la-tha'-im, B.
Bethel or Eeth-el, beth 'el, B.
Beth-emek, beth-e'mek, B.
Bether. be'ther, B.
Bethesda, be-thez'da, B.
Beth-ezel, beth-e'zel, B.
Beth-gader, beth-ga'der, B.
Beth-gamul, beth-ga'mul, B.
Beth-haccerem, beth-hak'se-rem, B.
Beth-haran, beth-ha'ran, B.
Beth-hogla, beth-hog'la, B.
Beth-horon, beth-ho'i-on, B.
Beth-jeshimoth, -jesh't-moth, B.
Bethlebaoth, beth-leb'a-oth, B.
Bethlehem, beth'le-hem or beth-
le'hem, B.

Beth-lomon, beth-lo'mon, B.
Beth-maachah, beth-mara-ka, B.
Beth-marcaboth, -mar-ka'botli, B.
Beth-meon, beth-me^on, B.
Beth-nimrah, beth-nim'ra, B.
Beth-oron, beth-e'ron, B.
Beth-palet, beth-pa'let, B.
Beth-pazzez, beth-pazrzez, B.
Beth-peor, beth-pe r6r, B.
Bethphage, beth'fa-je, B.

sfin, cube, full ; moon, fot>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNbox, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; N, Norse. [See p. 521.
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Eeth-phelet, beth-felet, B.
Beth-rapha, beth-ra'ia, B.
Beth-rehob, beth-re'hob, B.
Beth-saida, beth-sa'T-da, B.
Beth samos, beth-sa'mos, B.
Bethsan, beth'san; -shan, -shan, B.
Beth-shean, beth-she'an, B.
Beth-shemesh, beth-she'mesh, B.
Beth-shemite, beth-she'mit, B.
Beth shittah, beth-shifta, B.
Beth-sura, beth-su'ra, B.
Beth-tappuah, beth-tap'pu-a, B.
Bethuel, be-thu'el, B.
Bethul. be'thul, B.
Bethulia, beth-u-li'a or be-thu'll-a,
B.

Bethune, be-thoon', M.
Beth-zur, beth'zer, B.
Betira, bet'T-ra, C.
Betolius. be-to'11-us, B.
Betomasthem, bet-o-mas'them, B.
Betomestham, bet-o-mes'tham, B.
Betonim, bet'o-nim, B.
Betriacum, be-tri'a-kum, C.

Bettini. bet-te'ne, if.

Beulah, bu'la or be-u'la, B.
Beveland, bev'el-and: in D. ba've-

liint, if.

Beveren, bev'Sr-en, if.

Bewdley, bud'le, if.

Bewick, bu'ik, 31.

Bexar, Sp. ba-har'; in Texas be-har'
or bar, if.

Beyra or Beira, ba'e-ra, if.

Beyroot, Berut, or Bairout, ba'root,
furkish pron. bi'root, 31.

Beza, be'za (in F. Beze, bez or baz),

Bezai, be rza, B.
Bezaleel, be-zal'e-el, B.
Bezek. be'zek, B.
Bezer, be'zer, B.
Bezeth, be'zeth, B.
Bezout, be-zoo', if.

Bhatgong, bat-gong", 31.

Bhavani, b'ha-va'ne. H.
Bhootan, boo-tan', if.

Bhurtpoor, bert-poor', if.

Bialystok, be-al'is-tok, if.

Bianchi, be-an'ke, if.

Bianchini, be-an-ke'ne, 31.

Bianor, bi-a'nor, C.
Biard, be-ar', 31.

Biatas. bi'a-tas, B.
'

Bi jaculus, bi-bak'u-lus, C.
Biblina. bib'll-na, C.
Biblis, bi'blis, C.
Bibracte, bi-brak'te, C.
Bibroci, bib'ro-si, C.
Bibulus, bib'u-lus, C.
Bices, bi'sez, C.
Bichat, be-sha', if.

Bichri, bik'ri, B.
Bicorniger, bi-kor'nY-ier, C.
Bicornis, bi-k6r'nis, C.
Bidassoa. be-das-so'a, if.

Bidkar, bid'kar, B.
Biel, bet, 31.

Biala. be-a'lii, if.

Bielefeld, be'le-felt', 31.

Bienor, bi-e'nor, C.
Biephi, bi-e'fi, C.
Biformis, bi-for'mis, C.
Bifrons, bi'fronz, C.
Bifr.st, bif'rest, JT.

Bigtha, big'tha, B.
Bigthan, big'than, B.
Bigthana, big'tha-na, B.
Bigvai, big'va-i, B.
Bilbao, bil-ba'o, sometimes ivritten

Bilboa, bil'bo-a, 31.
Bilbilis, bil'bY-lis, C.
Bildad, bil'dad, B.
Bilderdijk or -dyk, bil-der-dik', 3f.

bil'e-am, B.
Biled-ul-Gerid. bil'ed-661-ier-ed', 31.

Bilgai, bil'ga-i, B.
Bilha, bil'ha, B.
Bilhan, bil'han, B.
Billaud-Varennes , be-yo 'vii-ren ' , 31.

Billaut, be-vo' or bel'yo, 31.

Eiilarica, bil-re'ka, 31.

\
Billericay, bil'ler-Y-ka, 31.

i
Billiton, bil'lY-ton, 31.

; Bilshan, bil'shan, B.

j

Bimater, bi-ma'ter, C.
I Bimhal. bim'hal, B.
Bindoes, bin'do-ez, C.
Binea, bin'e-a, B.
Bingen. bing'n, 31.

Binghamton, bing'um-tun, 31.

Bingium, bin'jY-um, C.
Binnui, bin-nnl or bin'nu-i, B.
Bio-bio, be'o-be'o. it.

Bion, bi'on, C.
! Biot, be-o' o^be-of, 3f.

|

Biotes, bi-o'tez, C.
Biothea, bi-o'the-a, C.
Biotus, bi-o'tus, C.
Birket-el-Keroon or -Keroun, ber-

kat'el-ka-roon', 31.

Birma, ber'ma (same as Burma), 31.

Birmingham, bgr'ming-um, At.

Birrhus, bir'rus, C.
Eirsha, ber'sha, B.
Birzavith, ber'za-vith, B. _

,

Bisalts, bi-sal'te ; -tes, -tez ; -tis,

|

-tis, C.
Bisanthe, bi-san'the, C.
Biscay, bis'ka; 5p.-caya,-ka"'ya, 31.

Bishlam, bish'lam, B.
Bissagos, bis-sa'gos, 3f.

Bistineau. bis-te-no', M.
Bistonia, bis-to'nT-a, C.
Bistonis, bis'to-nis (in Virgil bis-

to'nis), C.
Bithiah, bl-thi'a, B.
Bithron, bitb/ron, B.
Bithus. bi'thus, C.

I Bithyni. bl-thi'ni, C.
Bithynia, M-thin'I-a, B. and C.
Biton, bi'ton, C.
Bituitus, bit-u-i'tus, C.
Bituriges, bl-tu'rt-jez, C.
Biturix, bifu-riks, C.
Bizjothjah, biz-joth,ja, B.
Bizone, bi-zo'ne, C.
Biztha, biz'tha, B.
Bizya, biz^T-a, C.
Bizzari, bet-sa're, 31.

Blaena. bla-e rna, C.
Blanc, Mont, mox bl5x, or Mount
Blanc, mownt blank, 31.

Blandona, blan-do'na, (J.

Blandusia, blan-du'zhi-a, C.
Blankenburg.'w Eag. blank 'en-berg,

in G. blank'en-bcTbrg', 31.

Blastophoenices, blas'to-fe-ni'sez.C
Blastus, blas'tus, B.
Bledsoe, bled'so, 31.

Bleiberg, bli'berg, M.
Blemmyes, blem'mT-ez, (.'.

Blemyae, ble'mf-e, C.
Blenheim, blen'im; inG. Blindheim,
blint'him, if.

BUgh. bli, 31.

Blizard, bliz'erd, 31.

Bloch. blok, 31.

Bloemart, bloo'mart, 3L
Bloemen, bloo'men, 3L
Blois, bloi. prop, blwa, 31.

Blomfleld. blum'feld, 31.

Blondel. blox-deK, 31.

Blount, blunt, M.
Bliicher, bloo'ker; in G. ble'ker, 31.

Blumenbach, bloo'men-bak, 31.

Boadicea, bo-ad'I-se'a, C.
Boag, bog, 31.

BoagTius, bo-a'grl-us.C.
Boanerges, bo-a-ner'jez, B.

I

Boaz, bo'az, B.
Bobadilla, bo-ba-del'ya, M.
Bober, bo'be'r, 31.

Bobonea, bob-o-ne'a, C.
Bocage. bo-kiizh', 31.

'. Bocaris, bok'a-ris. C.

j

Boccaccio, bok-kat'cho; in F. Boc-
I

cace, bok-kas', 31.

Boccalini, bok-ka-le'ne. it.

Boccanera, bok-ka-na'vii, 31.

Boccas, bok'kas, B.
Boccherini, bok-ka-re'ne, 31.
Bocchoris, bok'ko-ris, C.
Bochart, bo-shar', 31.

Bocheru, bok'e-rob, B.
Bochim, bo'kim, B.
Bcckh. bek, 31.

Bode, bo'de, if.

Boden See. bo'dn-sa', 31.

Bodin, bo-daN', if.

Bodiontici, bo-dt-on'tt-si, C.
Bodone, bo-do'ne, C.
Boduagnatus, bo-du'ag-ua'tus, C.
Eodum, bo-du'ni, C.
Bcebeis, be-be'is, C.
Boedromia, bo-e-dro'ml-a, C.
Boeckhout, bS&k'howt, 31.

Bcaotarchae, be-o-tiir'ke, C.
Bceoti, be-o'ti, C.
Bceotia, be-o'sM-a, C.
Boeotus, be-o'tus, C.
Boerhaave, bor'hav; inD. boor-ha'-

ve. if.

Boethia, bo-e-thi'a, C.
Boethius, bo-e'tht-us, C.
Boethus, bn-e'thus, C.
Bogdanovitch, bog-da-no'vich, 3f.

Boglio, bol'yo, 31.

Bogota, bo-go-ta', 3f.

Bohan, bo'han, B.
Bohemia, bo-he'mT-a; inG.B'6hm&n,
or Boehmen, be'men. if.

Bohemond. bo'he-mond, 31.

Bbhme. be'mc, or Bbhm, bem, 31.

Boieldieu. bwiiKde-e', 31.

Boii, bo't-I, C.
Boileau, boi'lo; in F. bwa-lo', if.

Boiorix, boi'o-riks, C.
Bois-Guilbert, bwa-gel-bttr', 3f.

Bois-le-Duc, bwa-le-ddbk', if.

Boissieu, bwa-se-e', M.
Boissy, bwa-se',_J/".

Boiador, boj-a-dor', in Pg. bozh-a-
dor'. 3f.

Bojardo or Boiardo, bo-yiir'do, 31.

Bokhara, bo-ka'ra, o^Bucharia, bu-
k I'rX-a. if.

Bola. ho'la, C.
Bolbec, bol-bek', if.

Bolbene. bol-be'ne, C.
Bolbitinum, bol-bY-ti'num, C.
Boleyn. buKin, 31.

Bolinaeus. bol-T-ne'us, C.
Bolingbroke, boKing-brdok./or/Her-

bi bd&l'ing-bro^k, M.
Bolissus, bo-lis'sus, C.
Bolivar, boKi-var, if.

Bolivia, bo-liv'T-a; Sp. bo-le've-a.J/.
; Bologna, bo-lon'ya, if.

Bolsena, bol-sa'na, if.

Bolsover, bol'so-vgr; local pron.
bow'zer, if.

Bolzano, bol-za'no, if
Bomarsund, bo'mar-soond', if.

Bombay, bom-ba', 31.

Bomienses, bo-mT-en'sez, C.
Bomilcar, bo-mil'kar, C.
Bomonicae. bmn-o-ni'se. C.
Bonair, bo-nar'; in Sp. BuenAyre,

bwen-i'ra, 31.

Bonaparte, bo'na-part; in It. bo-na-
par'ta, 31.

Sni, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, ice ; 5dd, t5ne, or ;

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; if, Modern ; N, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Bonaventura, bo'na-ven-tu'ra, M.
Bona Vista, bo'na-vis'ta, 31.

Boness, bu-nesr , M.
Eonet, bo-iia', 31.

Eonfadio, bon-fa/de-o, 31.

Bonheur, bo-ner', 31.

Bonifaccio, bo-ne-fa'cho, 31.

Bonita, bo-ne'ta, 31.

Eonnard, bon-nar^, 31.

Bonnet, bon-na', M.
Eonomi, bo-no'me, 31.

Bononcini, bo-non-cbe /'ne, 31.

Bononia, bo-no'-nY-a, C.
Bonpland, box-plBx'', 31.

Boodes, bo-o'dez, C.
Boom, bom, 31.

Eoosura, bo-o-su'ra, C.
Bootan or Bhootan, boo-tan', 31.

Bootes, bo-o'tez, C.
Eooz, bo'oz, B.
Bopaul or Bhonal, bo-pal', 31.

Bi-r, ber, N.
Borcani, bor-ka'ni, C.
Borcette, bor-set', 31.

Bordeaux, bor-do', or Bourdeaux,
boor-do'', 31.

Bordone, bor-do'na^J/.
Boreades, bo-re'a-dez, C.
Boreas, bo're-as, C.
Boreasmi, bo-re-as'mi; Boreasmus,

bo-re-as'mus, C.
Borghese, bor-ga'za, 31.

Borghild, bSrg'hild, N.
Borghini, bor-ge'ne, 31.

Borgia, bor'ja, 31.

Borgr.e, barn, 31.

Borgodi, bor-go'di, C.
Bori, bo're, JV.

Borinus, bo-ri'nus, C.
Borith, bo'rith, B.
Borlase, bor-laz', 31.

Borneo, bSr'ne-o, 31. _
Bornoo or Bornou, bor-noo', 3L
Borodino, bor-o-de'no, Russ. pron.

bor-o-de-ne', M.
Borromeo, bor-ro-ma'o, 31.

Borroinini. bor-ro-me'ne, 3f.

Borsippa, bor-sip'pa, C.

Borysthenes, bo-ris'the-nez, C.

Boscath, bos'kath, B.
Boscaven, bos'ka-wen, 3L
Boscovich, bos'ko-vik, 31.

Boshuanas. bosh-u-an'az, M.
Bosna-Serai, bos-na-ser-i', 31.

Bosnia, bos'nY-a, 31.

Bosor, bo'sor, B.
Bosora, boz'o-ra, B.
Bosporus, bos'po-rus, C. and M.
Bosquet, bos-ka', 31.

Bosrah, boz£ra, B. and 31.

Bossu, bo'soo.JlA
Bossuet, bos-soo-a' or bos-swa', 3f.

Bossut, bo-soo', 31.

Bostrenus, bos-tre'nus, C.
Boswell, bnz'wel, 31.

Botetourt, bot'e-tert, 3L
Bothnia both'nY-a, 31.

Bothwell, botfi'wel, 31.

Botrodus, bo-tro'dus, C.
Bottari, bot-ta/re, 31.

Bottiseis, bot-tY-e'is, C.

B'ttiger, bSfte-ger, 31.

Botzen, bot'sen, 31.

Bouchardon, boo-shiir-dox',Jlf.

Boucher, E. bow'cher; F. boo-sha',
31.

Bouehes du Rhone, boosh'doo-r.on, 31.

Boudinot, boo'de-not, 31.

Bouflers, hoo'flar', 31.

Bougainville, boo-gax-velr , 31.

Bouguer, boo-ga'', At.

Bouillet, brio'ya", 31 _
Bouillon. boo-y5N^_or bool-y5N', 31.

Boulainvilliers, boo'la.N've-ya', 31.

Boulanger, bdo'las-'zha', 31.

Boulogne, boo-lon'; F. -lon'ye, 31.

Bourbon, boor'bun; F. boor-bo^',
31.

Bourcicault, boor-se-kor , or Eouci-
cault, boo-se-ko /'

;
31.

Bourdaloue, boou-da-loo', 31.

Bourdeaux._ SeeBouDEAUX.
Bourdon.JJooK'dox', 31.

Bourg, boor, 31.

Bourgeois, JiooR'zhwa', 31.

Eourges, booitzh, 31.

Eourgogne, boor-gox r
, 31.

Bourgoing, booR'gwax'', 31.

Bourne, born. JA
Bournonville, booK-nox-vel', 31.

Bourrienne.Jioo're-cn', 31.

Bou3quet,_boos/ka/
', 31.

Boussa, boo'sa, 31.

Eouterwek^boo'ter-vek, M.
Bouvier. boo-ver'; F. boo-vY-a', 31.

Bovianum, bo-vT-a'mim, C.
Bovillae, bo-vil'le, C.
Bowditch, bow'dich, 31.

Bowdoin, bo'dn, M.
Bowles, bolz, 31.

Bowring, bowr'ing, M.
Boydell, boi'del, 31.

Boyer, bwa-ya', 3f.

Bozez, bo'zez, B.
Bozkath, boz'kath, B.
Bozrah, boz'ra, B.
Bozzaris or Botzaris, bofs'a-ris ;

popularly called boz-zai-'is, 31.

Bozzolo, bofso-lo, 31.

Brabant, br^'bant or bra-banf, 31.

Bracara, brak'a-ra, C.
Braccati, brak-ka^ti, C.
Braccio, bra'cho, 31.

Brachmanae, brak-ma'ne, C.
Brachmanes, brak-ma/'nez, C.
Brachmani, brak-ma^ni, C.
Brachodes, bra-ko'dez, C.
Bradwardine, -din, brad'wiir-din,.^
Braga, bra'ga, j)/.

Braganza. bra-gan^za, 31.

Bragi, bra'gi, N.
Brahe, bra or bra: in Dan. bra'S, 31.

Brahm, brain, in Hind, brum, H.
Brahma, bra'ma; Hind, bre'ma, //.

Brahma-pootra, bra'ma-poofra, 31.

Bramah, bra'ma, M.
Bramante d'Urbino, bra-man'ta-

door-be'rid, 31.

Branchidae. bran^kt-de, C.
BranchyHides, bran-kiKlT-dez, C.
Brandenburg, bran'dn-bgrg ; G.
pron. bran rdn-b6t)rg, 31.

Brandt, brant, 31.

Branr.odunum, bran-no-du'ttum, C.
Brantome, brox-tom r , 31.

Brasidas, bras'T-das, C.
Brasidea, bras-1-de'a; -dia, -di'a.C.
Brasilas, bras'Y-las, C.
Brauasberg, brownsr berg, 31.

Brauro, braw'ro, C
Brauron, braw'ron, C.
Brazil. bra-ziK; in Pa. bra-zeK, 31.

Brazoria, b-a-zo'rT-a, 31.

Brazos, bra'zSs or bra'sos, 31.

Brazza, bral/sii, 31.

Breadalbane, bred-aKban, 31.

Breathitt, b eth'it, 31.

|
Brechin, broken, 31.

!
Brecon, brek'un, 31.

Breda, bra'da, 31.

- Bredow, bra'do, 31.

j
Bregentz, breg'ents, 31.

Breidablick, bvi'da-blik, N~.

Breisach, bri'zak; in F. Brisach,
:

bre-zak', M.

j

Bremen, in Enropebvem'en or bra/'-

!
men, in U. S. bre'men, 31.

Bremer, bre'iner, 31.

Brentonicum, bren-ton'Y-kum, C.
Brescia, bresh'e-a or bresh'a, 21:
Breslau, bres'law or -low, 31.

Bretagne, bre-taN', 31.

Breton, brifun, 31.

Eretschneider, brefshni-dSr, 31.

±>reyn, bnn, 31.

Briancon, bre'ON-sox', M.
Eriare'us. bri-a^re-us or bri'a-rOs.C
Bridliagton, b5rrling-tun, usually
wi irtenJBurlington, 31.

Brieg, bieg, 31.

Brienne, b re-en', 31.

Brienz, bre-ents', 31.

Brieux or Brieuc, bre-er , 31.

Brigante3, bri-gan'tez, C.
Brigantiaus, brig-an-ti'nus, C.
Brigantium, bri-gan'shl-uin, C.
Brighthelmstone, bri'tun, usually
written Brighton, 31.

Brilessus, bii-les'sus, C.
Brindisi, brin-de'se, 31.

Brioude, bre-ood /', 31.

Brisach, bre-zak', 31.

Bris32us, bri-se'us, C.
Briseis, bri-se'is, C.
Brises, bri'sez, C.
Brisson, bre-soN' 31.

Brissot, bre-so', M.
Britain, brit'n, 31.

Britanni, brT-tan'ni, C.
Britannia. brT-tan'nt-a, C.
Britannicus, brt-tan'nTt-kus, C.
Britomaris, brit-o-ma'ris, C.
Eritomartis, brit-o-mar'tis, C.
Britones, brit'o- or bri-to'nez, C.
Brittany, brifta-nT, 31.

I
Bri^ellum, briks-eKlum, C.
Brbrham, briks'um, 31.

Bri^-ia, briks'I-a, C.
Brockhaus, brok'hows, M.
Broderip. brod'rip, 31.

Brodie, bro'df, 31.

Broeck, bnWk, 31.

Broek, brdbk, 31.

Brogitarus^bro-jifa-rus, C.
Broglie. broKya, also brog-ler, M.
Bromberg, brom'b;rg, 31
Bromerus, brom^e-rus, C.
Bromius, bro'mT-us, C.
Bromley, brum'lT, 31
Bromwich, brum'ij, 31.

Brondolo. bron^do-lo, 31.

Brongriart, brox-ne-ar', M.
Brono, bro'no, jY.

Bror.t-5
, bron'te, 31.

Brontinus, bron-ti'nus, C.
Brookline, brot)k'lin, 31.

Brooklyn, brdbk'lln, 31.

Broteas, bro'te-as, C.
Brotier, bro-te-a', M.
Broujh, bruf, 31. _
Brougham, broo'nni or broor'm, 31.

Broughton, brow'tun, 31.

Broussais, broo-sa'
r
, 31.

Brown Sequard, brown-sa-kar', 31.

Bruchsal, b dbk'sal, 31.

Bruck. brooek (in one syllable), 31.

Brucker, brrjbk'er, 31.

Bructeri, bruk'te-ri,_C.
Brueys or Brueis, broo-a', 31.

Bruges, broo'jez or brezh, 31.

Bruhl, brel, 31.

Brumoy, broo-mwa/, 31.

Brunck, brotink, At.

Bruidusium, brun-du'zhe-um, C.

Brunei, b-oo-nel^, 31.

Brurelleschi, broo-nel-les''ke, 31.

Brunet, broo-na', 31.

Brunn, b vun or br?n, 31.

Brunswick, brunz/wik; in G.
Braunschweig. brown'shvTg, M.

Brussels, brus'slz; in F. Bruxelles,
broo-seK, 31.

siln, cube, full ; moon, f6t>t : cow, oil : linger or ink, iihen, boxbox, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; V, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; N, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Brutii, bru'shl-T, or Bruttii, briif-
tt-T, C.

Brutulus, bru'tu-lus, C.
Brutus, bru'tus, C.
Bruyn, broin, 31.

Bryaxis, bri-aks'is, C.
Bryce, brfse.C
Bryges, brKjez, C.
Brygi, bri'ji, C.

Brynhild, brin'hild, iV.

Bryseae, bris'e-e or bri-se'e, C.
Brzesc, or B. Litewski, bzhests-le-
tev'skY, 31.

Bubacene, bu-ba-se'ne, C.
Bubareb, bu'ba-rez, C.
Bubasis, bu'ba-sis, C.
Bubassus, bu-bas'sus, C.
Bubastis, bu-bas'tis, C. and E.
Bubastites, bn-bas-ti'tez, C.
Bubona, bu-bo'na, C.
Eucephala, bu-sefa-la, C.
Bucephalia, bu'se-fa-li'a, C.
Bucephalus, bu-sef'a-lus, C.
Buch. bdok, 31.

Buchan, buk'an. M.
Buchanan, buk-an'an, improp.pron.
bu-kan'an, M.

Bucharest, b6o-ka-restr , 31.

Bucharia, bu-karrY-a, 31.

Bucheta, bu'ke-ta, C.
Buckinghamshire, buk'ing-um-

sher, M.
Bucolica, bu-koKY-ka, C.
Bucolion, bu-ko'lY-on, C.
Bucolus, bu'ko-lus, C.
Buda, bu'da; Httnr/urian bob-(H6 r,31.
Budalia, bu-da'lY-a, C.
Buddha, bdM'da, H.
Budea, bu-de'a; -urn, -um, C.
Budini, bu-dKni, C.
Budoris, bu-do'iis; -rum, -rum, C.
Budukshan, bud-uk-shan', 31.

Budweis, bood'vls, 21.

Buenaventura, bwa'na-ven-too'rii,
21.

Buena Vista, bwa'nii-vis'ta, 21.

Buen Ayre, bwen-i'ra, 21.

Buenos Ayres, bo'nus-a'riz ; in Sp.
bwa'nos-fres, 21.

Buffon, buf'un, in F. boof-fox', 31.

Bug, boog, 31.

Bugenes, bu'je-nez, C.
Buhle, boo'lg, 31.

Buiith, bilth, 31.

Bukki, buk'ki, B.
Bukkiah, buk-ki'a, B.
Bui, bul, B.
Bulgaria, bot>l-ga'i-Y-a, 31.

Bulgarin, bd61-garrin, 31.

Bulis, bu'lis, C.
Bulkh, bulk, 31.

Bullatius, bul-ia'shY-us, C.
Buller, b<56Ker, 31.

Bulliard, bool-yar'. 31.

Bullinger, b<5ol
vhig-e_r or -ing-ger, 31.

Bulliones, bul-li'o-nez, C.
Bulow, bue'lo, 31.

Bulwer, bdoKwgr, 3[.

Bumadus, bu-ma rdus, C.
Bunaea, bu-ne'a, C.
Bunah. bu'na, B.
Euncombe, burjk'nm. 31.

Bundelcund, bun'del-krmd', 31.

Bunder Abassee or Abassi, bur/der-
ab-as'se, M.

Bunima. bu-ni'ma, C.
Bunni. bun'm, B.
Bur.omea, bu-nc-me'a, C.
Bunsen, botm'sn, 31.

Puntzlau, bdonts'low, 31.
Bunus, bu'nus^C.
BuoTiaparte, boo-o/na-par /

'ta, 21.

Buonarotti. boo-o'na-rofte, 31.

Buoaomse, bu-on'c-me, C.

Bupalus, bu'pa-lus, C.
Buphagus^ bu'fa-gus, C.
Buprasium, bu-pra'shY-um, C.
Bura, bu'ra, C.
Buraicus, bu-ra'Y-kus, C.
Burckhardt, berk'hart,™ G. bot>rkr-

hart, 31.

Burdett, ber-def, 31.

Burdigala, ber-dig'a-la, C.
Burdwan, berd'wan, 31.

Burg, berg, in G. boorg, 31.

Burger, bugr'ger. 31.

Burghley, Burleigh, ber'Ii, 31.

Burgk, bot>rk, 31.

Burgos, boor'gos, 31.

Burgoyne, ber-goin'
r
, 3L

Burgundy, ber>gun-dl, 31.

Burlamaqui, buer-la-ma-ke'', 21.

Burleigh : same as Burghley.
Burlington, ber'lmK-tun, M.
Burnouf, bugr-noof , 21. _
Burrampooter, bur-ram-poo'ter, 21.

Burrhus, ber'rus, C.

\
Burrienus, ber-ri-C'nus, C.

|
Bursa, boor^sa, 21.

Bui-scheid, bfiSr'slnt; in .F.Borcette,
I bor-sef, 21.

Bursio, ber'sf-o, C.
Bury, ber'rt, M.
Busching, buS'shing, M.
Bushire, boo-sher', M.
Busiris, bu-si'ris, C. and E.
Bussyd'Amboise, bue-^e'dox-bwaz,

21.

Bustamente, boos-ta-inen'ta, 21.

Butes, bu'tez, C.
Butherus, bu-the'rus, C.
Buthoe. bu'tho-e, C.
Buthrotum,bu-thro ,tum:-tus,-tus.C
Buthyreus, bu-thir'e-us, C.
Butoa, bu'to-a, C.
Butones, bu'to-nez, C.

Eutorides, bu-torA I-dez, C.
Butos, bu'tos, C.
Buttermere. buftSr-mer, M.
Butuntum, jbu-tun'tum, C.
Buz, buz. B.
Buzeres, bu-ze'rez. C.
Buzi, bu'zi, B.
Buzite, buz'it, B^
Buzyges, bu'zT-jez or bu-zi^jez, C.

Byblis, bi'blis. C.
Bylliones, bil-li'o-nez, C.
Bynkershoek. bTn ,kers-h(J6k, 21.

Byrrhus. bTr'rus, C.
Byssatis, bis-sa'tis, C.
Bysshe, bish, M.
Byzacium. bi-za'sht-um, C.

Byzantiacus, biz-an-ti'a-kus, C.
Byzantium, bi-zan'sht-um, C. fy 21.

Byzas, bi'zas, C.
Byzenus, bi-ze'nus, C.
Byzeres, bi-ze'rez, C.
Byzes, bi'zez, C.
Byzia, bizh'Y-a, C.

c.

Caanthus. ka-an'thus, C.

Cabadss, kab'a-dez, C.

Cabalaca, ka-baKa-ca, C.
Cabales, kab Aa-lez, C.
Caballero, ka-bal-ya^ro, 21.

Caballinus, kab-al-li'nus, C.
Cabanis, ka.-ba-nes'', 31.

Cabarras, ka-bar'ras, 31.

Cabbon, kab^bon, B.
Cabeles, ka-be'lez, C.
Cabell, kab'el, 31.

Cabesus, ka-be'sus, C.
Gabet, kii-ba r , 31.

Cabira, ka-bi'ra, C.

Cabiria, ka-bYr'T-a. C.
Cabiris, ka-bi'ris, C.
Cabool, Caboul, Cabul, Caubul, or
Kabul, ka-buK or ka-bdol', 31.

Cabot, kab'ut; in A.Caboto, ka-bo /'-

to, 31.

Cabrera, ka-bra'ra, 21.

Cabul. ka'bul, B._
Cabulistan, ka-bool/is-tan/': same as
Afghanistan, 31.

Cabura, ka-bu'ra, C.
Cabyle, kab'T-le or ka-bi'le, C.
Caca. ka'ka, C.
Caccia, kafcha, 3f.

Caceres, ka'tha-res, 21.

Cachales, kak'a-lez, C.
Cachao. kach /'a-o/ : same as K et-
ch o, M.

Cachias, ka-she'as: same as Caxi-
as, 21.

Cachoeira, ka-sho-a^e-ra: same as
Caxoeira, 21.

Cacus, ka'kus, C.
Cacyparis, ka-hip'a-ris, C.
Cadara, kad'a-ra, C.
Caddis, kad'dis, B.
Cadena, ka-rle'na, C.
Cades, ka'dez, B.
Cades-barne, ka'dez-bar'ne, B.
Cadesh, ka'desh, B.
Cadiz, ka'diz, in Sp. ka'deth, 21.

Cadlenus, kad-le'nus, C.
Cadmea, kad-me'a; -is, -is, C.
Cadmiel, kad'mT-el, B.
Cadmii, kad-mir

i. or -mei, -me'i, C.
Cadmilus, kad-mi'lus, C.
Cadmione, kad-mTf-o'ne, C.
Cadogan, ka-do'gan, 31.

Cadoudal, kii-doo-dal', 31.

Cadrema, kad're-ma, C.
Cadrusi, ka-dru'si, C.
Caduceus, ka-du'she-us, C.
Cadurci, ka-dgr'si, C.
Cadusci, ka-dus'si, C.
Cadusi. ka-dursi, C.
Cadwallader, kad-waKla-der, 31.

Cadytis, kad't-tis, C.
Caecias, se'sM-as, C.
Csecilia, se-siKl-a, C.
Csecilianus, se-sil't-a^nus, C.
Csecilii, se-siKT-i, C.
Caecilus, ses'T-lus, C.
Caecina, se-si'na, C.
Cascubum, sek'u-bum, C.
Cseculus, sek'u-lus, C.
Caedicius, se-dish't-us, C,
Casdicus, sed'T-kus, C.
Caedmon, kad'mun, 31.

Caelia, se'li-a, C.
Caeliculus, sc-lik'u-lus, C.
Caeliolus, so-li'o-lus, C.
Caelius, se'lT-us, C.
Caen, kSx, 31.

Caenae, se'ne, C.
Caaneus, se'iie-ns^o;- se'nus, C.
Caenides, se-nirdez, C.
Caenina, se-ni'na, C.
Caenopolis, s=e-nopro-lis, C
Caapio, se^pT-o, C.
Caeratus, se-ra'tus, C.
Caere, se're, C. _
Casretes, se-re'tez, C.
Caerites, ser't-tez, C.
Caermarthen, lcCr-mar'then, M.
Caernarvon, ker-nar^vun, 31.

Caesar, se'zer, B. and C.
Caesarea, ses-a-re^a, B. and C. ; 0.
Philippi, -fil-ip'pi, B.

Caesarsum. ses-a-re'um, C.
Caesario, se-sarrT-o, C.
Caesarobriga, ses /a :ro-bri'

r
ga, C.

Caasarodunum, ses'a-ro-du'num, C.
Caesaromagus, ses-a-rom /'a-gus, C.
Caesena, se-se'na, C.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, tgrm ; Tn, ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r

;

B, Biblical ; C\ Classical ; E, £g,vptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; jV, Norse. LSee p. 521.]
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Caesennius, se-sen'nY-us, C.
Caesius, se'shY-us, C.
Caesonia, se-so'nY-a, C.
Caetobrix, sefo-briks, C.
Caeyx, se'iks, C
Cattraria, kaf-fra'rY-a, M.
Cagaco, ka-ga^ko, C.
Cagliari, karya-re, M.
Cagliostro, kal-yos'tro, M.
Cagnoli, kan-yole, M.
Canawba, ka-naw'ba, M.
Cahir or Caher, ka/her or kar, M.
Cahokia, ka-ho'kY-a, M._
Cahoos or Cahoes, ka-hoz', M.
Cahors, ka-Sr', M.
Caia, ka'ya, C.
Caiaphas, ka'ya-fas, B.
Caicinus, ka-Y-si'nus, C.
Caicos, kl'kos, M.
Caicus, ka-i'kus, C.
Caidareta, kl-da-ra'ta, M.
Caieta, ka'Y-e'ta, C.
Caillet,_ka-ya/', M.
Cain, kan, B.
Cainan, ka-i'nan, B.
Cairngorm, karn-g6rm

/r

, M.
Cairns, karns, M.
Cairo, in U. S. ka'ro; in Egypt kl'-

ro, called by the Arabs El Kahira,
el-ka'he-ra, M.

Caius, ka'yus, C ; kez, M.
Calaber, kal'a-bSr, C.
Calabria, ka-la'brY-a, C; ka-la'-
brY-a or ka-la/brY-a, M.

Calaguris, kal-a-gu'ris, C.
Calagurritani, kal'a-geVrY-ta'ni, C.

Calah, ka'la, B.
Calahorra, ka-la-or'ra, M.
Calais, kal'a-is, C. ; kaKis, in F.,

ka-la', M.
Calamis, kaKa-mis, C.
Calamites, kal-a-mi'tez, C.
Calamolalus, kal-a-moKa-lus, B.
Calamos, kaKa-mos; -mus, -mus, C.
Calamys kal'a-mY, M.
Calanos, ka-la'nus or kal'a-nus, C.
Calaris, kaKa-ris, C. _
Calatayud, ka-la-ta-yood', M.
Calates, kaKa-tez, (7.

Calathana, kal-a-tha'na, C.
Calathine, kal-a-thi'ne, C.
Calathus, kal'a-thus, C.
Calatia, ka-la'shY-a, C.
Calatrava, ka-la-tra'va, M.
Calaurea, kal-aw-re'a ; or -lauria,
kal-aw-ri'a or ka-law'rY-a, C.

Calavius, ka-la'vY-us, C.
Calcagus, kal-ka'gus, C. _
Calcasieu, kaK- or kul'ka-shoo, M.
Calcol, kal'kol, B.
Calcutta, kal-kufta, M.
Caldas da Rainha, kaKdas-da-ra-
en'ya, M.

Caldea, kal-de'a, B.
Caldeans, kal-de'anz, B.
Caldees, kal'dez, B.
Calder, kawKder, M.
Calderon, kal-da-ron

/r

, M.
Cale, ka'le, C.
Caleb, ka'leb ; C-ephratah, -efr-

ra-ta, B.
Caledones, ka-led'o-nez, C.
Caledonia, kal-e-dornY-a, C.
Calentum, ka-len'tum, C.
Calenus, ka-le'nus, C.
Calerus, ka-le'rus, C.
Cales, ka'lez, C.
Caleti, kal'e-ti, C.
Caletor, ka-le't&r, C.
Calhoun, kal-hoonr , M.
Caliadne, ka-lY-ad'ne, C.
Calicoeni, kal-t-serni, G.
Calicut, kaKY-kut, M.
Calidasa, ka-le-da'sa, M.

Calidius, ka-lid'I-us, C.
California, kal-t-f6r'nY-a, M.
Calignon, ka-len-yoN/', M.
Caligula, ka-lig'u-la, C.
Calinus, ka-li'nus, C.
Calipus, kaKT-pus, C.
Calipygis, kaHf-pI'jis, C.
Calitas, kal'I-tas, B.
Calkoen Van Beek, kal-kooii'van-,
bak, M.

Callaeschrus, kal-les'krus, C
Callaici, kal-la'I-si, C.
Callao, kal-lii/o or kal-ya^o, M.
Callapooya, kal-la-poo^ya, M,
Callatebus, kal-la-te'bus, C.
Callatis, kal-la'tis, C.
Callcott, kawKkut, M.
Callenus, kal-lc'nus, C.
Callet, kal-la', If.

Calliades, kal-lira-dez, C.
Callianira, kal'lt-a-ni,ra, C.
Calliarus, kal-li^a-rus, C.
Callias, kaKlt-as, C.
CalUbius, kal-lib'I-us, C.
Callicerus, kal-lT-se'rus, C.
Callichorum, kal-lik'o-rum, C.
Callicles, kaKH-klez, C.
Callicolona, kal'lt-ko-lo-'na, C.
Callicoon, kal-lik'o-on,^.
Callicrates, kal-lik'ra-tez, C.

Callicratidas, kal-lTf-krat'T-das, C.
Callidamates, kal-lt-dam'a-tez, C.

Callidius, kal-lid'T-us, C.
Callidora, kal-lt-do'ra, C.
Callidromus, kal-lid'ro-mus, C.
Calligenes, kal-lij'e-nez, C.
Calligetus, kal-II-je'tus, C.
Calligiton, kal-ll-Ji"ton, C.
Callignotus, kal-lig-no'tus, C.
Callimachus, kal-hm /'a-kus, C.
Callimedes, kal-lY-me'dez, C.
Callimedon, kal-lim'

re-don, C.
Callinicus, kal-11-ni'kus, C.
Callinus, kal-li^nus, C.
Calliodorus, kal/lt-o-do /'rus, C.
Calliope, kal-li'o-pe, C.
Calliopea, kal'lT-o-pc'a, C.
CaUipatira, kal'W-pa-ti'ja, C.
Calliphanes, kal-lif'a-nez, C.
Calliphon, kaKll-fon, C.
Callipidae, kal-lip'I-de, C.
Callipolis, kal-lip'o-lis, C.
Callirhoe, kal-lir'ho-e, C.
Calliste, kal-lis'te, C.
Callisthenes, kal-lis'the-nez, B.
Callistia, kal-lis-ti-'a, C.
Callisto, kal-lis'to, C.
Callistomachus^al'lis-tom'a-kuSjC
Callistonicus, kal-lis/to-ni

/,
kus, C.

Callistratus, kal-lis'tra-tus, C.
Calitas, kal'Y-tas, B.
Callixena, kal-liks'e-na, C.
Callonitis, kal-lo-ni'tis, C.
Calmet, kaKmet; in F. kal-ma-', M.
Calne, kan, M.
Calneh, kal'nS, B.
Calno, kal'no, B.
Calopus, kaKo-pus, C.
Calor, ka'16r, C.
Calpetus, kaKpe-tus, C.
Calpbl, kaKfi, B.
Calpumius, kal-per'nY-us^C.
Caltagirone, kal-ta-je-ro /'na, M.
Calucula, ka-lu'ku-la, C.
Calusidius, kal-u-sid'I-us, C.
Calvados, kal-va-dosr , M.
Calvary, kaKva-rT, B.
Calvert, in U. S. koKvert; in Eng.
kaKvgrt, M.

Calvia, kaKvY-a, C.
Calvina, kal-vi'na, C.
Calvisius, kal-vish'Y-us, C.
Calybe, kaKY-be, C.
Calybita, kal-Y-bi'ta, C.

Calycadnus, kal-Y-kad'nus, C.
Calyce, kal'Y-se, C.
Calydium, ka-lid'Y-um, C.
Calydna, ka-lid'na, C.
Calydon, kaKY-don, C.
Calydonius, kal-Y-dc'nY-us, C.
Calymne, ka-lim'ne, C.
Calynda, ka-lin'da, C.
Calypso, ka-lip'so, C.
Camalodunum, kam/a-lo-du /'num,C
Camanche, ka-man^cha, M.
Camaracum, kam-a-ra'kum, C.
Camarina, kam-a-ri'ria; -ne, -ne, C.
Camaritae? kam-a-ri'te, C.
Cambaceres, koN-ba/sa-res

,r

, M.
Cambalidus, kam-baKY-dus, C.
Cambaules, kam-bawrlez, C.
Cambay, kam-ba/

', M.
Cambodia, kam-bo'dY-a, or Cam-
boge, kam-boj /', M.

Cambodunum, kam-bo-du/'nuin, C.
Cambonum, kam-bo'num, C. _
Cambray or Cambrai, kam-bra', M.
Cambria, kam'brY-a, M.
Cambridge, kam'brrj, M.
Cambronne, koN-bron'', M.
Cambunii, kam-bu'nY-i, C.
Cambyses, kam-bi'sez, C. and E.
Camelani, kam-e-la'ni, C.
Camelitae, kam-e-li'te, C.
Camena, ka-mc'na, C.
Camera, kam^e-ra, C.
Camerinum, kam-e-ri^num, C.
Cameron, kam'er-un, M.
Camertes, ka-merrtez, C.
Cameses, kamre-sez, C.
Camicus, ka-mi''- or kam'Y-kus, C.
Camilla, ka-miKla, C.
Caminha, ka-men'ya, M.
Camira, ka-mi'ra; -ro; -rus, C.
Camissares, ka-mis'sa-rez or kara-

Y-sa'rez, C.
Camcenae, ka-me^ne, C.
Camoens^a-mo'enz or kamro-enz;
in Pg. ka-mo'eNs, M.

Camon, ka'mon, B.
Campagna, kam-pan^ya, M.
Campan, koN-poN /

', M.
Campania, kam-pa'nY-a, C.
Campanus, kam-pa'nus, C.

chY; in Mexico
Campaspe, kam-pas'pe, C.
Campeachy, kam-pe'fbT;

»'

kain-pa'cha, M.
Campbell, kam'el or kam-'bel, M.
Campesus, kam^pe-sus, C.
Campo Basso, kam^po-bas'so, M.
Campodunum, kam-po-du /,

nuin, C.
Camponi, kam-po^ni, C.
Campylus, kam'pY-his, C.
Camuccini ka-moot-che ,'ne, M.
Camuni, ka-mu^ni, C.
Camus, kil-mus'', M.
Camusat, ka-mu-za', M.
Cana, ka'na, B. and C.
Canaan, ka'nau or ka'na-an, B.
Canace, kanra-se, C.
Canache.kan ,'a-ke;-aclius,-a-kus,C.
Canada, kan^a-da, M.
Canae, karne, C.
Canajoharie, kan'a-jo-haf'rY, M.
Canandaigua, kan-an-da^gwa, M.
Cananore, kan-a-nor /', M.
Canara, kan'a-ra.Jf.
Canaries, ka-na'rez; in Sp. Cana-

rias, ka-na're-as, If.

Canarii, ka-na'rY-i, C.
Canasauga, kan-a-saw'ga, M.
Canastoga, kan-a-sto-'ga, M.
Canathus, kan'a-thus, C.
Canaveral, ka-nav'er-al, M.
Cancellieri, kan-chel'le-a're, M.
Candace, kan'da-se, B. and C.
Can- or Kandahar, kan-da-har/', M.
Candari, kart'da-rY, C.

sdn, cube, full ; moon, fo"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ? E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; N, Norse. [See p. 521.)
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Candauies, kan-daw'lez, C.
Candavia, kan-da'vi-a, C.
Candia, kan'dY-a, 31.

Candioni, kan-di/o-ni, C.
Candiope, kau-di'o-pe, C.
Cane^s, ka'nenz, C.

Canephori, ka-nef'o-ri, C.
Canethus, kan'e-thus, C.
Caniculares, ka-nik'u-la'rez, C.
Canidia, ka-nid'Y-a, C.
Caninefates, ka-nin'e-fa'tez, C.
Caninius, ka-nin'Y-us, C.
Canius, ka'nY-us, C.
Canneh, kan'ne, B.
Cannes, kan, 31.

Cannonus, kan-no'nus, C.
Cannouchee, kan-noo'che, 31.

Canobus, ka-no'bus, C.
Canonicut, ka-nou'T-kut, M.
Canopicum, ka-nop'I-kum, C.
Canopus, ka-no'pus, C.
Canova, kii-rio'vii, 31.

Canrobert, koN-ro-b&r', 31.

Cantabri, kan'ta-bri, C.
Cantabria, kan-ta'brY-a, C.
Cantal, koN-tal', 31.

Cantemir or Kantemir, kan'te-mer
or kan'tJ-iner, 31.

Canterbury, kan'ter-ber-Y, 31.

Cantharolethron, kan - tha - roKe-
th.on, C.

Cantharus, kan'tha-rus, C.
Canthela, kan-the'la, C.
Caoitire, Cantyre, kan-tlr', 31.

Cantium, kan'shY-um, C.
Canton, in China, kan'ton; in U. S.
kan'tun, 31.

Canuleia, kan-u-le'ya; -leius, -le'-

yus, C.
Canusium, ka-nu'sht-urn, C.
Canute, ka-nut', 31.

Capaneus, ka-pa'ne-us or kap'a-
nus, C.

Cape Breton, kap-brifn, 31.

Capefigue, kap-tesr/, 31.

Cape Girardeau, kap'je-rar-do'', 31.

Cape Haitien, kap-ha'te-en; in F.
kan-a'e-te-aN', 31.

Capel, kap'el, 31.

Capella, ka-pel'la, C.
Capena. ka-pe'ria; -nas; -ni, C.
Cape Palmas, kap-paKmas, 31.

Capernaum, ka-pSr'na-um, B.
Capet, ka'pet; in F. ka-pa', M.
Capetus, kap'e-tus, C.
Capbareus, ka-fa're-us or -rus, C.
Capharsalamah, kaf'ar-sal'a na, B.
Caphe'-atha, ka-fen'a-tha, B.
Capheris, ka-fe'ris, C.
Caphira, ka-fi'ra, B.
Caphisodcrus, ka-fis'o-do'rus, C.
Caphtor, kai'tSr, B.
Caphtorim, kaf'to-rim, B.
Capbyae, ka-fi'e, C.
Capissa, ka-pis'sa, C.
Capitanata, ka-pc-ta-na/ta, 31.

Capito, knp'f-to, C.
Capitolinus, kapT-to-li'nus, C.
Capitolinm, kap-Y-to'lr-um, C.
Capo d'Istria, ka'po-dis'tre-a, ateo

Capodistrias, ka-po-dis'tre-as, 31.

Capori, kap'o-ri, C
Capotes, ka-po'tez, C.
Cappadoces, kap-pad'o-sez, C.
Cappadocia, kap - pa - do'shl-a, B.

Cappadox, kap'pa-doks, C.
Capraria, ka-pra'rY-a, C.
Capreae, ka'pre-e, C.
Capri, ka'pre, At.

Capricornu8, kap-rf-kSr'nus, C.
Caprima, ka-pri'ma, C._
Capripedes, ka-prip/e-dez, C.
Caprotina, kap-ro-ti'na, C.

Caprus, ka'prus, C.
Cap3age, kap'sa-je, C.
Capua, kap'u-a, C; ka'poo-ii, M.
Capys, ka'pis, C.
Caqaeta, ka-kartii. M.
Carabasion, kar'a-ba'zl-on, B.
Carabis, kar'a-bis, C.
Caracalla, kar-a-kal'la, C.
Caracas o/-Caraccas, ka-rak'kas; in

St>. ka-rifkas, M.
Caracates, kar-a-ka'tez, C.
Caracci or Carracci, ka-rat'che, .1/.

Caractacus, ka-rak'ta-kus, C.
Caradoc, kii-ra'dok, 31.

Caraeus, ka-rerus, C.
Caraglio, ka-raKyo, C.
Car?Ji3, kar'a-lis, C.
Caramaius, kar-a-ma,lus, C.
Caraman, kar-a-man', M.
Caramania, kar-a-marne-a, 31.

Carambis, ka-ram^bis, C.
Carantonus, ka-ran'to-nus, C.
Caranus, ka-ra'- or kar'a-nus, C.
Carausius, ka-raw'shl-us, C.
Caravaggio, ka-ra-vad,jo, 31.
Carbores, kar-bornez, C.
Carbula, kiir'bu-la, C.
Carcas, kar'kas, B.
Carcassonne, kar-kas-son', 31.

Carchamis, kar'ka-mis, B.
Carchedon, kar-ke'don, C.
Carchemish, kiir'ke-mish, B.
Carcinus, kar'si-nus, C.
Cardaces, kar-da'sez, C.
Cardamene, kar-da-me'ne, C.
Cardamyle, kar-dam'i-le, C.
Cardan, kar'dan; L. Cardanus, -da

/r
-

nus; It. Cardano, -da'no, 3f.

Cardenas, kiir-dar nas, M.
Cardesus, kar-de'sus, C.
Cardia, kar'dY-a, C.
CardifE or Caerdiff, kar'dif, 31.

Cardiganshire, kav'dT-gan-sher, 31.

Cardona, kar-do^na. 31.

Carduae, kar'du-e, C.
Carduchi, kar-du'ki, C.
Cardytus, kar-di'tus, C.
Careah, ka-re_'a, B.
Careme, kii-ram /', M.
Cares, ka'rez, C.
Caresa, kar'e-sa, C.
Caresene, kar-c-se'ne, C.
Caressus, ka-res'sus, C.
Caresus, ka-re'sus, C.
Carew, ka-roo', 3f.

Caria, ka'rt-d, B. and C.
Cariaco, ka-re-a'ko, 3f.

Caribbean Sea, kar-ib-be'an-se', 31.

Caribbee Islands, kar'ib-be-lK-
andz, 31.

CariUa, ka-riKla, C.
Cariiae. ka-ri'ne, C.
Carinthia, ka-rin'thY-a, 3L
Carion, ka-rKon, C.
Cariscus, ka-ris'kus, C.
CarHn, kar-lan', 31.

Carlisle, kar-HK, 31.

Carlo- or Karlowitz, kar'lo-vits, 31.

Carlsbad or Karlsbad, karlz'bad,
in G. karls'bat, 31.

Carlscrona, kiirls-kroo'na, or CcjIs-
crooa, karls'kroon, 3f.

Carls- or Karlsruhe, kiirls'roo, 31.

Carlyle, kar'lil or kiir-lTK, 31.

Carmagnola, kar-man-yo'la, 3F.

Carmani, kar-ma'ni, C.
Carmaria, kar-ma'nY-a, C.
Carmarians, kar-ma^nY-ans, B.
Carmanor, kar-ma'nor, C.
Carme, kar'me, B.
Carmel, kar'mel, B.
Carmelus, kar-me'lsis, C.
Carmenta, kar-men'ta; -tis, -tis, C.
Carmentales, kar-men-ta,lez, C.

Carmi, kain'mi, B.
Carmichael, kar-nii'kel or kar'mi-

kei, 31.

Carnaim, kar'na-im, B.
Carnatic, kar-nafik, 3L
Carnea, kar'ne^a, C.
Carneades, kar-ne'a'dez, C.
Carneia, kar-ne'ya; -nia, -ni'a; or
-nea, -nera, C.

Carneus, kar-ne'us, C.
Carriola, kar-nt-o'la; in G- Krain,
kiln, 31.

Carnion, kar'nY-on, B.
Carnones, kar'no-nez, C.
Carnot, kar-nor , 31.

Carnutes, kar-nu'tez, C.
Carnutum, kar-nupturn, C.
Carolina, kar-o-li'na, 3f.

Carolus (=Chakles), kar'o-lus, C.
Carondelet, ka-roxd-la', 31.

Caroscepi, kar-os-sc'pi, C.
Carpaccio, kar-pat'eho, if.

Carpasia, kiir-pa-sKa, C.
Carpate3, kar'pa-tez, C.
Carpathian, kar-pa'thY-an, M.
Carpathus, kiir,pa-thus, C.
Carpeia, kar-pe'ya, C.
Carpentaria, kiir-pen-ta'rY-a, 31.

Carpentier, kar-po>' /te-a,I 31.

Carpentras, kar-pox-tras/', 31.

CarpetarJ, kar-pc-ta'ni, C.
Carphasalama, Kiir-fa-sal'a-ma, B.
Carpia, kar-pi'a, C.
Carpocrates, kar-pok'ra-tez, C.
Carpophora, kar-pof'o-ra, C.

I
Carpus, kar'pus, B.
Carradori, kar-ra-do're, 31.

Carrara, kar-ra/rli, 31.

Carrickfergus, kar/ rik-fer/'pus, M.
Carrinates, kar-rY-na'tez, C.
Carruca, kar-ruj^ka, C.
Carrucci, kiir-root'che. 31.

Carseoli, kar-se'o-li, C.
Carshalton, kas-haw'tun, 31.

Carshena, kar-she'iia, B.
Cartagena, kar-ta-je'na, in Sp. kar-
tii-ha'na, 3f.

Cartago, kar-ta'go, 31.

CartaQas, kar-tarlY-as, C.
Cartare, kar'ta-re, C.
Carteia, kar-te'ya, C.
Cartenus, kar'te-nus, C.
Carteret, kiir'ter-et, 3L
Carthaea, kar-the'a, C.
Carthaginienses, kar-thaj'Y-nY-en'-

sez, C.
Carthago, kiir-tha'go, C.
Carthalo, karrtha-lo, C.
Carthasis, kar'tha-sis, C.
Carthea, kar-the"a, C.
Carus, ka'rus, C.
Carvajal, kar-va-haK, 31.

Carvilius, kar-viKY-us, C.
Carya, ka'rY-a; -ryae, -rY-e, C.

Caryatse, ka-rY-a'te, C.
Caryatides, ka-rY-at/Y-dez, C.
Caryones, ka-riro-nez, C.
Carysteus, kar-is-te'us, C.

Carystius, ka-risrtY-us; -tus, -tus, C.

Caryum, ka'rY-uin, C.
Casale. ka-sa'le, C. : ka-s'a'la, 31.

CasalMaggiore,kii-saKmad-jo,ra,Jf
Casanova, ka-za-nn^va, 31.

Casaubon, ka-s-iWbun, M.
Casbin or Kazbin, kaz'bin, in Per-
sian kas-ben", M.

Cascellius, kas-sel'lT-us, C.
Caserta or C. Nuova, ka-s5r/ta-noo-

o'vft, 31.

Cashgar or Kashgar, kash-gar', 3t.

Cashmere, Kashmire, kash-mei"', 31.

Casilinum, kas-Y-li'num, C.
Casimir, kas^e-mer, 3L
Casina, kas'Y-na, C.

ttm, fame, far, pass or opera, fare : 6nd, eve, tSrm ; Yn, Ice ; Odd, t5ne, 6r

;
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Casini. ka-ze'ne, M.
Casinum, ka-si'num. C.
Casiphia, ka-sif'I-a, B.
Casius, ka'shl-us, C.
Casleu, kas'lu, B.
Casluhim, kas'lu-him, B.
Casmena, kas'me-na, C.
Casperia, kas-pe'rT-a, C.
Casperula, kas-per'u-la, C.
Casphon, kas'fon, B.
Casphor, kas'f6r, B.
Caspian, kas'pl-an, M.
Caspiana, kas-pl-a'na, C.
Caspii, kas'pl-I, C.
Caspira, kas-pi'ra, C.
Caspis, kas'pis, B.
Caspium, kas'pt-um, C.
Cassandane, kas-san-da'ne, C.
Cassandra, kas-san'dra, C.
Cassandria, kas-san-dri'a, C.
Cassel, kas'sl, 31.

Cassia, kas'sha, C.
Cassianus, kas-shT-a'nus, C.
Cassini, kas-se'ne, M.
Cassiodorus, kas'shi-o-do'rus, C.
Cassiope, kas-si'o-pe, or Cassiopea,
kas'sht-o-pe'a, C.

Cassiquiari, ka'se-ke-a're, 31.

Cassitera, kas-sit'e-ra, C.

Cassiterides, kas-sY-ter'T-dez, C.
Cassivelaunus,kas /:>Y-ve-law-

/,nus,C.
Cassope, kas-so'pe, C.
Cassotis, kas-so'tis, C.
Castabala, kas-tab'a-la, C.
Castabus, kas'ta-bus, C.
Castaglione.kas-tal-yo'na, or Cas-
tiglione, -tel-yo'na, 31.

Castagno, kas-tiin'yo, 3f.

Castalia, kas-ta'll-a, or Castalius
Fons, kas-ta'lY-us-fonz, C.

Castalis, kas'ta-lis, C.
Castansea, kas-ta-ne'a, C.
Castanos, kas-tan'yos, 31.

Castslnau. kas-tel-no'', 31.

Castelnaudary.kaVtel-no'da-re',,!/;
Ca8telVetrano,kas-tel /va-tra

/,

no,il/.

Casthanaea, kas-tha-ne'a, C.
Casthenes, kas'the-nez, C.
Castianira, kas'tT-a-ni'ra, C.
Castiglione, kas-tel-yo'na, 31.

Castile, kas-tel' ; m Sp. Castilla,
kas-tel'ya, M.

Castine, leas-ten', 31.

Castlebar, kas-sl-biir^, 3f.

Castlereagh, kas-sl-ra', M.
Castolus, kas-to'lus, C.
Castor, kas'tor, B.anrl C.
Castores, kas'to-rez, C.
Castren, kas-tran', M.
Castres, kast'r, 31.

Castricus, kas'trt-kus, C.
Castro Giovanni, kiU'tro-io-van'ne,

31.

Castruccio, kas-troot'cho, 31.

Castnlo. kas'tu-lo, C.
Casuer.tillani, kas-n-en'til-la'ni, C.
Catabamba, ka-ta-bam^ba, 31.

Catabanes, kat-a-ba'nez, C.
Catabe^i. kat-a-be'ni, C.
Catacecaumehe, kat'a-se-caw'me-
ne, C.

Cataclothos, kat-a-klo'tbez, C.
Catadupa, kat-a-du'pa, C.
Catahoula or -hooia, kat-a-hoo'Ia, 31.

CatalaTH, ka-ta-la'ne, jr.

Catalonia, kat-a-k>'nT-:i, in Sp. Ca-
talu^a, ka-ta-loon'yii, M.

Catamenteles, kat-a-men'te-Lez, C.
Catana, knt'n-na, C.
Crania, ka-ta'ne-a, 31.

Catanzaro, ka-tan-za'ro, 31.

Catao^es, ka-ta'o-nez, C.
Cataonia. k«t-a-o'nY-a, C.
Catarrhactez, kat-ar-rak'tez, C.

Catarrhytus, ka-tar'rl-tus, C.
Catazeti, kat-a-ze'ti, C.
Cateau Cainbrcsis, ka-to'koN-bra-
ze', M.

Categat or Kattegat, kafe-gat, M.
Catenes, kat'e-nez, C.
Cathaea, ka-the'a, C.
Cathari, kath ra-ri, C.
Cathua, ka-thu'a, B.
Catienus, ka-sht-e'nus, C.
Catilina, kat'I-h'na, (= Catiline,
kat'Min), C.

Catilius, ka-til'f-us, C.
Catillus, ka-til'lus, or Catilua, kat r-

I-lus, C.
Catina, kat't-na, C.

i

Catius, ka'sht-us, C.
! Catmando, Katmandou, or Khat-
I mandu. kat-man'doo, M.
Cato, ka'to, C.
Catobriga, kat-o-bri^ga, C.
Catorce, ka-tor'sa, M.
Catreus, ka'tre-us or ka'trus, C.
Cattaraugus, kat-ta-raw'gus, M.
Cattaro, kat-ta'ro, 31.

Catuliana, kat'u-lT-a'na, C.
Catullus, ka-tul'lus, C.
Catulus, kat'u-lus, C.
Caturiges, ka-tu-ri'jez, C.
Caubul, kaw-booK (= Cabool), M.
Caucasus, kaw'ka-sus, C and M.
Cauchy, ko-she', M.
Cauconea,kaw-ko-ne'a;-nia,-ni ,ra,C
Caucones, kaw-ko'iiez, C.
Caudinus, kaw-di'nus, C.
Caudium, kaw'dT-um, C.
Caulaincourt, ko-lax'koor', M.
Caulonia, kaw-lo^nY-a, C.
Caunes, Les, la-kon, M.
Caunii, kaw'nt-I; -nius, -nT-us; -nus,
-mis, C.

Cauros, kaw'ros, C.
Cava, kii'va, M.
Cavaignac, ka-ven-yak /

', M.
Cavalieri, ka-va-le-a're, M.
Cavan, F. kii-voN^; in Jr. kav'an, M.
Cavares, kav'a-rez, C.
Cavarillus, kav-a-riKlus, C.
Cavarinus, kav-a-ri'nus, C.
Cavendish, kav 'en-dish, or Candish,
kan'dish, 31.

Cavery or Cauvery, kaw'ver-e, 31.

Cavii, ka'vl-i^ C.
Cavour, ka-voor', 3f.

Cawnpore, kawn-por', 31.

Caxamarca, kaks-a-mar'ka ; in Sp.
ka-ha-mar /'ka, 3f.

Cayias or Cachias, ka-she'as, M.
Caxo- or Cachoeira. kii-sho-a'e-ra, 3f.

Cayci, ka-i'st, or Chauci, kaw'si.C
Cayenne, ki-en', 31.

Cayes, ka, M.
Caylus, ka-lus', M.
Cayster, ka-is^ter; -trus, -is'trus.C.
Cayuga, ka-yoo'ga, 31.

Cazales, kii-za-les'', 31.

Cazeca, kaz'e-ka, C
Cazenovia, kaz-en-o'vT-a, 3f.

Cea. se'a, C.
Ceades, se'n-dez, C.
Cean Eermudez, tha-an

/,

bjr-moo/'-

deth, 31.

Ceara. Same as Ciara.
Ceba, se'ba, C.
Ceballinus._seb-al-li''nus, C.
Cebes, se'bez, C.
Cebren, se'bren, C.
Cetrene, se-bre'ne; -nia, -nT-a; -nis,

-71 is, C.
Cebriones, se-bri'o-nez, C.
Cebrus, se'hrus, C.
Cebu. se-hoo' (= Zebu), 31.

Cecchi. chck'ke, M.
Cecides, se-si'dez, C.

Cecil, sis'il or ses'il, 31.

Cecilius, se-siKl-us, C.
Cecina, se-si'na, C.
Cecinna, se-sin'na, C.
Cecropia, se-kro'pl-a, C.
Cecropidae, se-krop'l-de, C.
Cecropis, sek'ro-pis, C.
Cecrops, se'krops, C.
Cecryphalea, sek'rt-fa-le'a, C.
Cecryphalos, se-krifj'a-los, C.
Cecryphes, sek 're-fez, C.
Cedreae, se'dre-e or se-dre'e, also

Cedria?, -dri'e, C.
Cedreatis, se-dre-a'tis, C.
Cedrenus. se-dre'nus, C.
Cedriae, se-dri'e, C.
Cedron, se'dron, B.
Cefalu, chef-a-loo', 31.

Ceglusa, se-glu'sa or seg'lu-sa, C.
Cei, se'I, C.
Ceilan, se'lan, B.
Celadon, sel'a-don; -adus, -a-dus, C.
Celsenae, se-le'ne ; -no, -no, C.
Celeae, se'le-e, C.
Celebes, sel'e-biz, 3f._

Celedones, se-Ied'o-nez, C.
Celeia, se-le'ya, C.
Celelates, sel-e-la'tez, C.
Celenderis, se-len'de-ris, C.
Celenna, se-len'na, C.
Celer, se'ler, C
Celeres, seKe-rez, C.
Celerina, sel-e-ri'na, C.
Celetrum, seKe-trum, C.
Celeus, se'k-us, C
Celle or Zelle, tsel'le, 31.

Cellini, chel-le'ne, 31.

Celonae, sel'o-ne ; -nes, -nez, C.
Celosyria, sel-o-sTr'i'-a, B.
Celtiter, sel'tT-ber, C.
Celtiberes, sel-tt-be'rez; -ri, -ri, C
Celtica, sel'tt-ka ; -ci, -si, C.
Celtoscythaa, sel-tos'sl-the, C.
Cema, se'ma, C.
Cemmenus, sem'me-nus, C.
Cenatum, sen'a-bum, C.
Cenaeum, se-ne'um, C.
Cenchrea, sen'kre-a, B.
Cenchress, sen'kre-e, C.
Cenchreis, sen-kre'is, C.

i Cenchreus, sen-kre'us ; or -chrius,
I -kri'us, C.
Cenci, clicn'che, 3f.

! Cendebeus. sen-de-be'us, B.
;
Cerespolis, se-nes'po-lis, C.
Cenetium. se-ne'sht-um, C.
Cerimagri. sen-T-mag'ni, C.
Cenira, te-ni'ra, C.
Cerines, pc-ni'nez, C.

|

Cenis, scn'is or se-ne', 31.

J

Cenomani, sen-o-ma'ni, C.
Censores, sen-so'rez, C.

i
Cer.sorinus, sen-so-ri'nus, C.

' Centaretus, sen-ta-re'tus, C.
! Centauri, sen-taw'ri, C.
Centauricus, sen-taw 'rT-kus, C.
Centimanus, sen-tim'a-nus, C.
Centlivre, sent-le'ver or -liv'cr, 31.

Centobrica, seii-to-bri'ka; or -briga,
-bri'ga, C.

Centores, sen'tn-rez, C.
Centoripa, sen-tSr't-pa; or -ipe, -t-

pe, C.
Centrites, sen-tri'tez, C.
Centrones, sen-tro'nez, C.
Centrorius. sen-tro'nT-us, C.
Centumviri st'n-tum'vl-rl, C.
Centuria, scn-tu'rT-a, C.
Centuripa. scn-tu'rl-pa or -pae,-pe, C.
Ce^turipini, fen-tu'rl-pi'ni, C.
Ceos, se'os, C.
Cephalse, sefa-le, C.
Cephallen, se-t'al'len, C.
Cephalena, sef-a-le'na, C.

siln, ciibe, full ; moon, fof>t ; cow, oil : linger or ink, then, bovbox, chair, get.
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Cephallenia, sef-al-le'nY-a, C.

Cephalo or -alon, sef'a-lon, C.
Cephaloedias, sef-a-le'dY-as, C.

Cephaloedis, sef-a-le'dis ; -lcedium,
-le'dY-um, C.

Cephalon, sefa-lon, C.
Cephalonia, sef-a-lo'nY-a.C. and 31.;

i« It. chef-a-lon'e-ii ; in Modem
Gr. kef-a-lo-ne'ii, M.

Cephalotomi, sef-a-lofo-mi, C.

Cephalus, set 'a-lus. C.

Cephas, se'fas, B.
Cepheis, se-fe'is, C.
Cephenes, se-fe'nez, C.

Cepheus, se'fe-us or se'ius, C.

Cephisia, se-fizh'T-a, C.
Cephisiades, sef-Y-si'a-dez, C.
Cephiso, se-fi'so, C.
CephisodoruB,se-fis/o-do ,rus, C.

Cephisodotus, sef-Y-sod'o-tus, C.
Cephisus, se-fi'sus, or Cephissus,

se-fis'sus, C.
Cephren, se'fren, C.
Cepio, se'pY-o, C.
Ceraca, sSr'a-ka, C.
Ceram, se-ram', Pg. ser-rowx', 31.

Ceramicus, ser-a-mi'kus, C.
Ceramium, se-ra'mY-um, C.
Ceramus, ser'a-mus, C.
Ceras, se'ras, B.
Cerasus, sgr'a-sus, C.
Cerata, ser'a-ta, C.
Cerathus, se-ra'thus, C.
Ceraton, se-ra'ton ; -tus, -tus, C.

Ceraunia, se-raw'nT-a, C.
Cerbalus, ser'ba-lus, C.
Cerberion, ser-be'rY-on, C.

Cerberus, ser'be-rus, C.

Cercaphus, ser'ka-fus, C.

Cercasorum, sSr-ka-so'rum or ser-

kas'o-rum, C.
Cerceis, se"r-se'is, C.
Cercestes, ser-ses'tez, C.

Cercetae, ser'se-te, C.
Cercidas, ser'sY-das, C.

Cercina, ser-si'na, or -cinna, -sin /'-

na, C.
Cercinium, ser-sin'Y-um, C.

Cercius, sgr'shY-us, C.
Cercolas, ser'ko-las, C.

Cercopes, ser-ko'pez, C.
Cercyon, ser'sY-on, 6.

Cercyra, ser-si'ra, C.
Cerdous, ser-do'us, C.
Cerdylium, ser-dil'Y-um, C.
Cerealia. se-re-a'lY-a, C.
Cereatini, se're-a-ti'ni, C.
Ceres, se'rez, C.
Ceressus, se-res'sus, C.

Ceretae, sSr'e-te, C.
Ceretes, se-re'tez, C.
Cereus, serre-us or se'rus, C.

Cerialis, se-rY-a'lis, C.

Cerigo, cher'e-go, M.
Cerilli, se-riKli, C.
Cerinthus, se-rin'thus, C.
Cerites, sgr'Y-tez, C.
Cermalus, sSr'ma-lus, C.
Ceropassades. ser-o-pas'sa-dez, C.

Cerosus, se-ro'sus,_C
Cerpheres, ser'fe-rez, C.
Cerretani, sSr-re-ta'ni, C. _
Cersobleptes, ser-so-blep'tez, C.
Certima, ser'tY-ma, C.
Certonium, ser-to'nY-um, C.
Certonus, ser-to'rius, C.
Cervantes Saavedra, ser-van'tez-
sa-ved'ra, M.

Cervera, ser-va'ra, M.
Cervia. cher'vY-a, M.
Ceryces, se-ri'sez, C.
Ceryceum, ser-Y-se'um, C.
Ceryciu8, se-rish't-us, C.
Cerymica, ser-Y-mi /'ka, C.
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Cerynea, ser-Y-ne'a, C.
Cerynites, sgr-Y-m'tez, C.
Cesar, se'zer, B.
Cesarea, ses-a-rera; C. Philippi,

-t'l-lip'pl, B.
Cesari. cna'za-rc, M.
Cesarotti, cha-za-rofte, M.
Cesellius, se-seKll-us, C.
Cesena, cha-sa'ua, M.
Cesi, cha^ze, M.
Cessero, ses'se-ro, C.
Cestrinus, ses-trirnus, C.
Cetab, se'tab, B.
Cetei, se-te'i, C.
Cethegus, se-the'gus, C.
Cetius, se'sht-us, C.
Ceus, se'us, C.
Ceuta, su'ta' ; in SpAha^oo-ta, M.
Ceutrones, su-tro^nez, C.
Cevennes, sa-venr, M.
Ceylon, se'lon or sY-lonr, 31.

Ceyx, se'iks, C.
Chabert, sha-bar', M.
Chaberus, ka-be"rus, C-
Cbabimis, ka-bi'nus, C.
Chabora, ka-borra, V.
Chabrias, ka'brt-as, C.
Chabris. ka'bris, B.
Chabryis. ka'brt-is, C.
Chadias, ka'dY-as, B.
Chaereas, ke're-as, B. and C.
Chaerebulus, ker-e-bu'liis, C.

Chaereciides, kgr-e-kli'dez, C.
Chsredemus, ker-e-dc'nius, C.

Ch3aremenes, ke-rem-'e-iiez, C.
Chaeremon, ke-re'mon, C.
Chaerephon, ker'e-fcm, C
Chaerestratus, ke-res'tra-tus, C.

Chaerippus, ke-rip'pus, C.
Chaero, ke'ro, C.
Chaerolas, kgrro-las, C.
Chaeronea, ker-o-ne'a, C.
Chagres, cha'gres, M.
Chalaeum, ka-le rum, C.
Chalcaea, -cea, kal-se'a, C.
Chalcedon, kal-se'don, C.

Chalcedonia, kal-se-do'nT-a, C.
Chalceritis, kal-se-rir tis, C.
Chalcetis, kal-se'tis. C.
Chalcetores, kal-sefo-rez, C.
Chalcidene, kal-sl-de'ne, C.
Chalcidenses, kal-st-den'sez, C.
Chalcidens, kal-sid'e-us, C.
Chalcidice, kal-sidrY-se, C.
Chalcidicus, kal-sid'I-kus, C.
Cnalcinus, kal-si'nus, C.
Chalcioecus, kal-sY-e'kus, C.
Chalciope, kal-si^o-pe, C.
Chalcitis, kal-si'tis, C.
Chalcodon, kal-ko rdon, C.
Chalcol, kal'kol, B.
Chaldaea. kal-de'a,C.,- -dea^de'a, B
Chaldaei,kal-de'i. C; -dees, -dez, B.
Chalestra, ka-les'tra, C.
Chalesus, ka-le'sus, C.
Chaletos, kaKe-tos, C.
Chaleur, sha-ler', M.
Chalmers, charmerz ; in Scot.
chaw'merz, M.

Chalonitis, kal-o-ni'tis, C.
Chalons-sur-M a r n e, sha-loN /'sur-

marn; C.-sur-Saone, -son, M.
Chalybes, kai'T-bez, C.
Chalybon, kaKY-bon, C.
Chalybonitis, kal/Y-bo-ni,tis, C.
Chalybs, ka'libs, C.
Chamavi, ka-ma'vi, C.
Chamband, shoN-bo', M.
Chambery, shox-ba-re', M. _
Chambray or -brai, shoN-bra', M.
Chamier, sha-mer', M.
Chamisso, sha-me-so^, M.
Chamouni. sha/moo-ne ,r

, M.
Champagne, sham-pan', M.

CHARTRES

Champagny, shox-pan-ve", 31.

Champlain, sham-plan', M.
Champollion, sham-poKle-un or
shox-pol-le-os ', M.

Chanaan, ka'nan or ka'na-an, B.
Chandeleur, shan-de-ler', M.
Chandernagore,clian /der-na-gor,,J/.
Changarnier, shox-giir'ne-a', 31.

Changhai or Shanghai, improp.
written Shanghae, shang-hi', M.

Channuneus, kan-nu-ne'us B.
Chantilly, shaN-tiLrle ; in F. sh5x-
tel-yc' or -te-ye', 31.

Chanirey, chan'trt, 31.

Chaon, ka'on, C.
Chaones, ka'o-nez, C.
Chaonia, ka-o'nY-a, C.
Chaos, karos, C.
Chapala. cha-pa'la, 31.

Chappe, shiip, M.
Chappelow. cliap rpel-o, M.
Chaptal, shap-tal', 31.

Chapultepec, cha-pool'ta-pek', 3f.

Charaathalar, kar-a-ath^a-lar, B.
Characa, kar'a-ka, B.
Characene, kar-a-se'ne, C.
Characmoba, kar-ak-mo'ba, C.
Characoma, kar-a-ko'iiia, C.
Characometes, kai-/a-ko-me /

'tez, C.
Charadra, kar'a- or ka-ra'dra, C.
Charadros, kar'a-dros, C.
Charadrus, ka-ra'- or k&r'a-drus, C.
Charaka, kar'a-ka, C.
Charashim,kar'a-shim; -sim, -sim,£.
Charax, ka'raks, C.
Charaxus. ka-raks'us, C.
Charcas, char'kas, 31.

Charchemish, kar/ke-mish, B.
Charcus, kar-'kus, B.
Chardon, shar-doN', M.
Charea, karre-a, B.
Charente, sha-roxt', M.
Chares, karrez, C. _
Charicles, kar'Y-klez, C.
Chariclides, kar-Y-kli'dez, C.
Chariclo, kar'Y-klo, C.

Charidamus, kar-Y-da'mus, C.

Charilaus, kar-Y-la'us, or Charillus,
ka-riKlus, C.

Charirnenes, ka-rim'e-nez, C.
Charinus, ka-ri'nus, C.
Chariomerus, ka-rY-om'e-rus, C.
Chariphemus, kar-Y-fe'mus, C.

Charisia, ka-rish^Y-a, C.
Charites, kar'Y-tez, C.
Chariton, kar'Y-ton, C. ; char'Y-
tun, 31.

Charixena, ka-riks'e-na, C.
Charkow (= Kh ARKOF),_kar-kof',M.
Charlemagne, shar-le-man', M.
Charlevoix,shar'le- or sharl'v wa'.ilf.
Charlier, s4iar-le-a, 3f.

Charmadas, kar'ma-dasor kar-ma'-
das, C.

Charmides, kar'mY-dez, C.
Charminus, kar-mirnus, C-
Charmione, kar-mi'o-ne, C.
Charmis, kar'mis, B.
Charmothas, kar'mo-thas, C.
Charnides, kar-ni'dez, C.
Charoeades, ka-re'a-dez, C.

Charon, ka'ron, C.
Charondas, ka-ron'das, C.

Charoneum, kar-o-ne'um; oY-nium,
-nirum, V.

Charopea, kar-o-pe'a, C.
Charops, ka'rops ; or Charopes,
kar'o-pez, C.

Charopus, kar'o-pus, C.
Charpentier, shar-pox'te-a', 31.

Charran, kar'ran, B.
Charteris, kar-te^ris, C.
Chartier, shar-te-a', 31.

Chartres, shart'r, M.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Yn, ice ; 8dd, tone, or

;
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Charybdis. ka-rib'dis, C.
Chaseba, kas'e-ba, B.
Chasles, shal, 3k
Chassel, sha-seK, 31.

Chastel or Chatel, sha-teK, M.
Chastelain, shat-lair', 31.

Chastelet, shat-la', 31.

Chatauque: same as Chautauqua,M.
Chateaubriand, sha-k/bre-ox', 31.

Chateaubriant, sha-tc/bre-oif'', M.
Chateaudun, sha-to-duN'", 31.

Chateaugay, shat/o-ga', M.
Chateau-Gonthier, sha/to-goN'te-a' >

U.
Chateauroux, sha-to-roo', 31.

Chatellerault, sha-tel-ro', 31.

Chateni, ka-te'ni, C.
Chatham, chat/ham, M.
Chatramis, kat'ra-mis, C.
Chatramotae, kat-ra-mo'te, C.
Chattahooche, chat-ta-hoo'che, M.
Chattanooga, chat-ta-noo'ga, 31.

Chattooga, chat-too'ga, 31.

Chaubi, kaw'bi, or Chauci, kaw'si
or ka-u'si, C.

Chaudet, sho-da', M.
Chaudiere, sho'de-ar', M.
Chaulnes, shon, 31.

Chaumont, in France, sho-moN'; in
N. Y. sho-mo', 31.

Chauncey, chan'sT orchawn'sY, 31. I

Chautauqua, shaw-taw'kwa, 31.

Chauvin, sho-vaN'^ ilf.

Chavones, kav'o-nez, C.
Chaworth, chaWwerth, 31.

Chayci, ka-i'si, C.
Chazene. ka-ze'ne, C.
Chazy, sna-ze', M.
Chebar, ke'bar, B.
Chebucto, she-buk'to, M.
Chedorlaomer, ked'Qr-la'o-mer, B.
Chelal, ke'lal, B.
Chelcias, kel'sM-as, B.
Chellians, kel'lt-anz, B.
Chelidon

2
ke-ii'don, C.

Chelidomae, kel-Y-do'nt-e, C
Chelidonis, kel-Y-do'nis, C.
Chelluh. kel'lu; -lus, -lus, B.
Chelmsford, chemz'ferd, 3f.

Chelod, ke'lod, B.
Chelone, ke-lo'ne, C.
Chelonitis, kel-o-ni'tis, C.

Chelonophagi, kel-o-nofa-ji, C.

Cheltenham, chelt'num, 31.

Chelub, ke'lub, B.
Chelubai, ke-lu'ba, B.
Chelydorea, kel-f-do're-a, C.
Chemarims, kem'a-riniz, B.
Chemnitz, keni'iiits, 3f.

Chemosh, ke'mosh, B.
Chemung, she-mung', 31.

Chenaanah, ke-na'a-na, B.
Chenango, she-nang'go, 31.

Chenani, ken'a-ni, B.
Chenaniah, ken-a-ni'a, B.
Cheneas, ke'ne-as, C.
Chenier, sha'ne-a', 3T.

Chenion, ke'nT-on, C.
Cheopes, ke'o-pez, C.

Cheops, ke'ops, C, E., and 31.

Chephar Haammonai, ke-far'ha-
am'mo-na, B.

Chephirah, ke-fi'ra, !'

Chepstow, chep'sto, 31.

Cher, shar, M.
Cheran, ke'ran, B.
Cheraw, che-raw', 31. _
Cherburg, sher'berg or sher-boor',

31.

Chereas, ke're-as, B.
Cherethiras. ker'eth-imz, B.
Cherethites, kSr'eth-itz, B.
Cherith, ke'rith, B.
Cherokee, chur'o-ke', 31.

Cherseas, ker'se-as. C.
Chersidamas, kgr-sid'a-mas, ('.

Chersiphron, ker'st-froii, V.
Cherso, kur'so, 31.

Chersonesus, ker-so-ne- sus, C.
Chertsey, ches'sY, 31.

Cherub, ke'rub, B.
Cherubini, ka-rod-be'ne, M.
Cherusci, ke-rus'si, C.
Chesalon, kes'a-lon. B.
Chesapeake, ches'a-pek, 31.

Chesed, ke'sed, B.
Cheselden, chez'1-dn, 31.

Chesil, ke'sil, B.
Chesinus, kes'Y-nus, C.
Chesulloth, ke-sul'loth, B.
Chesuncook, che-sun'kfiSk, 31.

Chethiiin, ke-thilm, B.
Chetimaches, chet-tY-mach'iz or
shefmash, 31.

Chettiim, ket-ti rim, B.
Chevalier, she-va'le-a', 31.

Cheverus, shev'e-rus ; in F. slie-

vroos/', 3f.

Cheviot, chiv'e-ut, M.
Chevreul, she-vreK, 31.

Cheyenne, she-en', 31.

Cheyne, chan or chin, M.
Chezib, ke'zib, B.
Chiapa, cbe-a'pa, 31.

Chiari, ke-a're, 31.

Chiavari, ke-a-va're, 31.

Chiavenna, ke-a-ven'na, 31.

Chicago, she-kaw'go, 31.

Chichester, chich'es-ter, 31.

Chickahominy, chik-a-hom'T-nT, 31.

Chickamauga, chick-a-maw'ga, 31.

Chickapee. chik-a-pe', 31.

Chickasaws, chik'a-sawz, 31.

Chicot, she'ko, M.
Chidon, ki'don, B.
Chiem See, kem-sa, 31.

Chienne, she-en', 31.

Chieti, ke-a'te, 31.

Chihuahua, che-wa'wa. 31.

Chileab, kiKe-ab, B.
Childebert, chil'de-bert; in F. shel-

de-bai"', jV.

Childeric, chiKder-ik; in F. Childe-
ric. shel-da-rek', 31.

Chileus, kiKe-us, C.
Chili, chil'H; Sp. Chile, cheHa, 31.

Chiliarchus, kiW-ar'Icus, V.
Chilion, kt-li"on, B.
Chilius, kit'l-us, C.
Chillicothe, chil-lt-koth'e, 31.

Chilion, she-vox' or shil'hui, 31.

Chilmad, kil'mad, B.
Chilo, ki'lo, C.
Chiloe, che-lo-a', 31.

Chilonis, ki-lo'nis, C.
Chilperic, _c'aiKp_er-ik: in F. Chil-
p^ric, shel-pa-rek', 31.

Chimsera, ki-me'ra, C.
Chimarus, kim'a-rus, C.
Chimborazo, chim-lio-ra'zo; in Sp.
chem-bo-ra'tho, 31.

Chimera, kim'e-ra, C.
Chimerium. ki-me'rt urn, C.
Chimham, kim'ham, B.
China, chi'na, 31.

Chinassas, ki-na'se-as, C.
Chinchilla, chin-chel'ya, 31.

Chindeni. kin-de'ni, C.
Chinnereth, kin'ne-reth, B.
Chinneroth, kin'ne-roth, B.
Chiomara, ki-om'a- or -o-ma'ia, C.
Chione, ki'o-ne, C.
Chionides, ki-on'T-dez, C.
Chios, ki'os, B., C, and 31.

Chippenham, chip'num, 31.

Chippewa, chip'pe-wa ; -way, -wa.,31.

Chiquitos, che-ke'tos, 31.

Chiriqui, che-re-ke', 31.

Chirodamas, ki-rod'a-mas, C.
Chiron, ki'ron, C.
Chironis, ki-ro'nis, C.
Chisholm, chiz'um, 31.

Chisleu, kis'lu, B.
Chislon, kis'lon, B.
Chisloth-tabor, kis'loth-ta'bor, B.
Chiswick, chiz'ik, 31.

Chitagong, chit'a-gong, M.
Chitone, ki-to'ne, ('.

Chittim, kit'tim, B.
Chiun, ki'un, B.
Chloe, klo'e, B. and C.
Chlopicki, klo-pit'ske, M.
Chlorous, klo're-us or klo'rus, C.
Chloris, klo'iis, C.
Choani, ko-a'ni, C.
Choarene, ko-a-re'ne, C.
Choaspes, ko-as'pez, C.
Choatrse, ko-a'tre, C.
Choba, ko'ba, B.
Chobai, kob'a-i, B.
Choctaw, chok'taw, 31.

Chcerades, ker'a-dez, C.
Choereae, ke're-e, C.
Choerilus, ker't-lus, C.
Choiseul, shwa-zul', 31.

Choisy, shwa-ze", 31.

Cholidss, ko-li'de, C.
Cholmondely, chum'lt, M.
Cholobetene, kol'o-be-te'ne, C.
Choloe, kol'o-e, C.
Cholontichus, kol-on-ti'kus, C.
Cholua, ko-lu'a, C.
Cholula, cho-loo'la, 31.

Chomari, kom'a-n, C.
Chonuphis, ko-nu'fis, C.
Chorashan, ko-ra'shan, B.
Chorasmii, ko-ras'mTf-I, C.
Chorazin, ko-ra'zin, B.
Chorene, ko-re'ne, C.
Chorineus, ko-rin'e-us, C.
Choroebus, ko-re'bus, C.
Choromithrene, kor'o-mT-thre'ne, C.
Choromnsei, kor-om-ne /

'i, C.
Chorone, kor'o-ne, C.
Chosameus, kos-a-nie'us, B.
Chosroes, kos'ro-ez, C.
Chowan, clio-wawn', M.
Chozeba, ko-ze'ba, B.
Chremes, kre'mez, C.
Chremetes, krem'e-tez, C.
Chremylus, krem'T-lus, C.
Chresiphon, kres'T-ion, C.
Chresphontes. kres-fon'tez, C.
Chrestodemus, kres-to-de /'nius, C.
Christ, krlst, B.
Christiana, kris-tY-aii'd, 3T.

Christiania, kris-te-a'ne-a, 31.

Christiansand, kris'te-an-sand', 31.

Christianstadt, kris'te-an-stat, in
Siv. kris'te-un-stad', 31.

Christine, kres-tenr ; in Sw., also
kris-te'iie, 31.

Christophorus, kris-tofo-rus, C.
Chromia, kro'mT-a or kro-ml'a, C.
Chronius, kro'iiT-us, C.
Chronos, kro^_no< or kron'os, C.
Chrudim, kroo'dim, 31.

Chrysa, kri'sa, C.
Chrysagoras, kri-sag'o-ras, C.
Chrysame, kris'a-me, C.
Chvysampelus, kit-sam'pe-lus, C.
Chrysantas, krl-san'tas, C.
Chrysanthis, krf-san'this, C.
Chrysaor, krt-sa'dr or kris'a-or, C.
Chrysaoreus, kris-a-o^re-us or kri-
sa'o-rus, C.

Chrysaoris, krt-sa'o-ris, C._

Chrysaspides, krT-sas'pT-dez, C.
Chryseis, kri-se'is, C.
Chrysermus, kri-sSr'mus, C.
Chryseros, kris-'e-ros, C.
Chryseus, kris-'e-us or kri'sus, C.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fot>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Chvysippei,yb//oi<;e)-sQ/"C/( /•//•-?/ '/"'«.

kris'ip-pe'i; people of Chrysijijja,
kri-sip'pe-i, C.

Chrysippus. kii-sip'pus, C.
Chrysoaspides, kris-o-as'pY-doz, C.
Chrysoceras, kri-sos-'e-ras, C.
Chrysochir. kris'o-ker, C.
Chrysogenes, kri-soj'e-nez, C.
Chrysogonus, kri-sog'o-nus, C.
Chrysolaus, kiis-o-la'us, C.
Chrysoloras, kiis-o-lo/'ras, C.
Chrysonoe, kvY-son'o-e, C
Chrysopolis, kri-sop'o-lis, C.
Chrysorrhoas, kri-sor'ro-as, C.
Chrysostomus, kii-sos'to-mus (=
Chkysostom, kris'os-tom), C.

Chrysothemis, kri-sotb/'e-mis, C.
Chthonia. ktho'nY-a, C
Chthonophyle, kthon-o-fi'le, C.
Chut), kub, li.

Chudleigh, chudle, M.
Chumbul. chiuii ,bul, 3f.

Chun, kun, 11.

Chuprah, chup^ra, M.
Chuquisaca, choo-ke-sa'ka, 31.

Chur, koor, same as Coike, M.
Chushan-rishathaim, ku'shan-risli'-
a-tha'im, B.

Chusi, ku'sT, B.
Chuza, ku'za, B.
Ciagisi, si-a-ji'si, C.
Ciampelli, chiun-pelle, 3f.

Ciampi, cham'pe, J/.

Ciara, Ceara, or Seara, se-a'ra, 21.

Ciarpi. eliar'pe, M.
Cibalae, Mb'a-le, (.'.

Cibariti3, sib-a-n'tis, C.
Cibdeli, sib-de'h, V.
Cibeas, sib'e-as, C.
Cibilitani, M-bilT-ta'nt, C.
Cibotus, si-bo'tus, C.
Cibyra, sib'Y-ra, 0.
Cicero, sis'e-rcjC.
Cicones, sis'o-nez, C.
Cicuta, si-ku'ta, C.
Cicyr.ethus, sis-Y-ne'tiuis, C.
Cie^fuegos, se-en-fwa'^os, 31.

Cignaroli.chen-ya-ro'ie, 31.

Cigoli, che'go-le. = Civoli, 31.

Cilbiani, siM^Y-a'tri, C.
Cileni, si-le'in, C.
Cilices, siL'Y-sez, C.
Cilicia, sY-lish'Y-a, B. and C.
Cilix, si'liks, C.
Cilrius. siKnT-us, C.
Cimabue, che-ma-boo'S, 31.

Cimaron, se-ina-ron', 21.

Cimarosa, che-nia-io
/r

za, M.
Cimbricus, sim'brY-kus, C.
Ciminus, sim^Y-mis, C.
Cimmeri.sim-me'ri; -rii, -rY-i ; -rium,

-rt-uni, C.
Cimmeris, sini'me-ris, C.
Cimolus, si-mo'lus, C.
Cimon, si'mon, C.
Cinadon, siri'a-don, C.
Cinaedopolis, sin-e-dop'o-lis, C.
Cinsethon, si-iic'thon, C.
Cinaloa, sin-a-lo'a, Jl.

Cinara, sin'a-ra, C.
Cinaradas, sY-nar'a-das, C.
Cincia, sin'shY-a. C.
Cincinnati, sin-si n-na'tT, M.
Cincinnatus, sin-sin-na'tus, C.
Cincius, sin'sbY-us, C.
Cir.eas, sin'e-as, C.
Ci esias, sinc'shT-as, C.
Cinethon, sin'e-thon, C.
Cingetorix, sin-jet'o-riks, C.
Cingulani, sin-jiu-la'ni, C.
Cingulum, sin'stu-lum, C.
Cir.iana. Mn-Y-a'na, C.
Cinithii si-nith'T-T, C.
Cinnadon, sin'iia-don, C.

J/.

J

Cinnamus, sin'na-mus, C.
: Cinnereth, sin rne-reth, B.
I Cinneroth, sin'ne-roth, B.
Cinniana, sin-nl-a''na, C.

I Cinq Mars, saNk-mars', M.
I Cinque Ports, sirnVj:>ort$, M.
Cintra, sin'tra or sen'tra, 31.

Cinxia, sink'slit-a, C.
Cinyps, si'nips ; -yphus, sinl-fus,

j

Cinyras, sin'T-ras, C.
I
Cinyria, sin-l-ri'd, C.

i Ciperus, si-pe'rus, C.

I

Cipriani, clie-pie-a'ne, M.
j

Cirama, slr'a-ma, B.
Circeeum, ser-se^um, C.

1
Circars, ser'karz, M.

1 Circa,ssia. sei-kasli'I-a. M.
I Circe, sgr'se; -ceii, -se'yi, C.
! Circ6nses Ludi, ^er-scn'tez-lu'di, C.

Circius, sei'sht-us, C.
\ Cirencester, s-is'e-ter or -is-tet

Ciris, si'i-is, C.
Ciroadas. sir-o-a'das, C.
CiiTKatum, str-re^a-tum, C.
Cis, sis, B.
Cisai, si'sa, B.
Cisalpina, sis-al-pi'iia, C.
Cisamus, feis'a-imi^, C.
Cisseis, sis-se

/,
i.s, C.

Cisseus, iis'se-us or sis'sus, C.
Cis3ia, si^shY-a. C.
Cissidas, sis'sY-das, C.
Cissoessa, sis-so-eb'sa, C.
Cissusa, sis-su'sa. C
Cisther.e, sis-the'iie, C.
Cistotoci, sis-to-bo'si, C.
Citheeron, si-the'ron. C.
Citharista, sith-a-ris'ta, C.
Cithelas, si-tbe Alas, C.
Citheron. sithre-ron, C.
Citherus. si-the'rus, V.
Citiei, bisk-i-e'i, C.
Citims, sit'imz, B.
Citium. sish'Y-uni, C.
Cittadella. cliit-ta-deKIS, M.
Ciudad Real, in S/k thc-oo-diid'ra-

al
r

: )'/; Mexico, se-oo-diid'ra-aK, M.
Ciudad Rodrigo, tlK'-oo-dad'|od-l•e,-

Ro, M.
Cius, si'us, C.
Civilis. sY-vT'lis, C.
Civita Vecchia, che've-tii-vek'ke-a,

M.
Claametis, kla'a-me'tis, C.

Clacmannan. klak-nian'nun, Jf.

Cladeus, kla'de-us. C.

Clagenfurth or Klagenfurth, klii'.

gen-ffiort', M.
Clamecy. klam-se', M.
Claris, kln'nis, C.
Clanius, kla'nY-us, C.
Clara'-us, kla-ra'nus, C.
Clareotae. kla-re-o'te, C.
Clarus, kla'rus, or -ros, -ros, C.
Clastidium, klas-tid'Y-iim, C.
Clauda, klaw'da, B.aivl C.
Claude, klawd. in F. klod, M.
Claudia. klaw'dY-a, B.
Claudia Aquse, khvw/dY-e-a,kwe, C
Claudianus, klaw-dY-a'nus (=Clau-
dian, klaw'dT-an), C.

Claudiorcolis, klaw-dT-op'o-lis, C.
Claudiopolitani, kla w-dY - op ' o - 1Y-

ta'ni, ('.

Claudius, ktaw'dY-iis, C.
Clausamenus, klaw-sam'e-nus, C.
Clausel, klo-zel', M.
Glaus- or Klausthal, klows'tal, M.
Claverhousc, klav'gr-us or klav'-

ers. M.
Clavienus. kln-vY-e'nus, C.
Claviger. klav'T-jer, ('.

Clavigero or -ijero. kla-ve-ha'ro, M-

Clavijo, kla-vo'ho, M.
Clazomenae, kla-zom'e-ne, C.
Cleaenete, kle-en'e-te, C.
Clesereta, kle-er'e-ta, C.
Oleander, kle-an'der, C.
Cleandridas, kle-anrdiY-das, C.
Cleanthes, kle-an'thez, C.
Clearchus, kle-'ar'kus, C.
Clearidas. kle-ar'T-das, C. v

j

Cleea, kle-e'a, or Cleia, kle-i'a, C.
Cleemporus. kic-em'po-rus, C.

I

Clemens, kle'menz, C. {=31.
I

Clem'ent.)
: Clement, klem'ent, B. and 31.

\
Cleobis, kle'o-bis, C.

i Cleobcea, kle-o-be'a, C.

j

Cleobulina, kle-ob'u-li'na, C.
I
Cleobulus. kle-o-bu'lus, C.
Cleochares, kle-ok'a-rez, C.
Cleocharia, kle'o-ka-ri'a, C.
Cleodaeus. kle-o-dCus. C.
Cleodamus, kle-o-da^mus, C.
Cleodora, kle-o-do'ra, C.
Cleodoxa, kle-o-doks'a. C.
Cleoetas, kle-e'tas, C.
Cleogenes, kle-oj'e-nez, C.
Cleola, kle'o-la, C.
Cleolaus, kle-o-la'us, C.
Cleomachus, kle-om'a-kus, C.
Cleomar.tis, kle-o-man'tis, C.
Cleombrotus. kle-om /'bro-tus, C.
Cleomedes, kle-o-me'dez, C.
Cleomedon, kle-om^e-don, C.
Cleomelus. kle-o-me'lus, C.
Cleomenes, kle-om^e-nez, C.
Cleonae, -ne, kle-o'ne, C.
Cleonica, kle-o-ni'ka, C.
Cleor.oe, klc-un'o-e, C.
Cleonus, kle-o'iius, C.
Cleor.ymus, kle-on'j-mus, C.
Cleopas, lclc^o-pas, />'.

Cleopater, kle-op'a-tSr, C.
Cleopatra, kle-o-pa'tra; classical
prun. kle-np^a-tra, C.

Cleopatreum, kle'o-pa-tre'um, C.
Cleopatris, kle-op'a-tris, C.
Cleophanes, kle-of'a-nez, C.
Clecphantus, kle-o-fan'tus, C.
Cleophas, kle'o-fas, B.
Cleophile, kle-of'T-le, C.
Cleophis, kle'o-fis, C.
Cleopholus. kle-oi/o-lus, C.
Cleophon, kle'o-i'on, C.
Cleophylus, kle-o-fi'lus, C.
Cleopompus. kle-o-j)om'pus, C.
Cleoptolemus. kle-op-toKc-muS, G.
Cleopus, kle'o-pus, C.
Cleora, kle-o'va, C.
Cleostratus, kle-os'tra-tus, C.
Cleotimus, kle-o-ti'mus, C
Cleoxenus, kle-oks'c-nus, C.
Clepsydra, klep'sY-dra, C.
Clerfayt, klev-15', Jf.

Clermont, in F. kl6r-moif'; in U. S.

klSr-inoiit', M,
Clermont Ferrand, kler-nioN' fa'-

r8x r ; C Tonnerre, klgr-nioN , ton-
nar', M.

Clesides, kles'Y-dez, C.
Cletateri. klet-a-be'ni, C.
Cleves, klevz; in G. Kleve, kla'vg;

in F. Cleves, klav, Jf.

Clifcanus, klib'a-nus, C.

Clidemus. kli-de'mus, C.
Clidicus. klid't-kus, C.
Climax, kli'makf, C.

Clime^us, klim'e-nus, C.
Clinarete, kli-nar'e-te, C.
Cliniades. kli-ni'a-dez, C.

Clirias, klin'T-ns. C. _
Clinippides, klin-ip'pT-dez, C.
"li'ius kii'nus, C.
Clio, kli'o, C.
Cliophorus, kli-ofo-rus, C.

Sm, fame, far, pass or opera, fare; end. eve. term : Yn, Ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r

:

B. Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modem ; iV, Norse. [See p. 521,]
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Glisidice, kli-sid'Y-se, C.
Ciisithera, klis-Y-the'ra, C.
Clisobra, klis'o-bra, C.
Clisophus, klis'o-fus, C.
Clisthenes, klis'the-nez, C.
Clitae, kli'te, C.
Clitarchus, kli-tar-'kus, C.
Cliteles, klit/e-lez, C.
Cliternia, kli-ter'ni-a, C.
Clitheroe, klith'gr-o, M.
Clitodemus, klit-o-de'mus, C.
Clitomachus, kli-tom'a-kus, C.
Clitoaymus, kli-ton'Y-mus, C.
Clitophon, klit'o-fon, C.
Clitor, kli'tor, C.
Clitorium, kli-to'rf-um, C._

Clitosthenes, kli-tos'the-nez, C.
Clitumnus, kli-tum'nus, C.
Cloaca, klo-ar ka, C.
Cloacina, klo-a-si'na, C.
Clodia, klo'dY-a; -dius, -dY-us, C.
Clodones, klo-do'nez, C.
Cloe, klo'e, B.
Cloelia, kle'lY-a, C.
Clogher, klS'hSr, M.
Cloghnakilty, klS-na-kil'tT; or Clon-
akilty, klon-a-kiKtY, M.

Clonia, klo'nY-a, C.
Clonmell, klon-nieK, M.
Clootz or Cloots, klots, M.
Clopas, klo'pas, B.
Clotaire, ldo-tar', M.
Clotho, klo'tho, C.
Clotilda, klo-til'da, or Clotilde, klo-

teld', M.
Clough, kluf, M.
Clovis, klo'vis, M.
Clowes, klowz, M.
Cluacina, klu-a-si'na, C.
Cluentius, klu-en'shY-us, C.
Clupea, klu'pe-a, C.
Clusini, klu-si'm, C.
Clusiolum, klu-si'o-lum, C.
Clusium, klu'shY-um, C.
Clusius, klu'shY-us, C.
Cluvia, klu'vt-a, C.
Clymene, klim'e-ne, C.
Clymeneides, klim-e-nelf-dez, C.
Clymenus, klim'e-nus, C.
Clysonymus, kli-son'l-mus, C.
Clytemnestra, klit-em-nes'tra, C.
Clytie, klish'e, C.
Clytius, klish/us, C.
Clytodora, klit-o-do'ra, C.
Clytomedes, klit-o-me'dez, C.
Clytoneus, klit-o-ne /'us, C.
Cnacalus, nak'a-lus, C.
Cnagia, na'jY-a, C _
Cnemides, ne-mi'dez, C.
Cnemus, ne'mus, C.
Cneus, ne'us, C.
Cnidus, ni'dus, B. and C.

5, nis-o-zo'mus, C.
Cnopus, no'pus, C.
Cnossia, nos'shY-a, C.
Cnosus, no'sus, C.
Coahoma, ko-a-ho'ma, M.
Coahuila, ko-a-we'la, M.
Coamani, ko-a-ma'ni, C.
Coango, ko-an'go, M.
Coastrae, ko-as'tre, C.
Coatrae, ko-a'tre, C.
Coblentz, kob'lents: G. -blenz, ko'-

blents; 7<\_Coblence, ko-bloNs/\lf.
Cobu, ko-boo', M.
Coburg, ko'hgrg; G. ko'bcJorg, M.
Cocalus, kok'a-lus, C.
Cocceius, kok-se'yus, C.
Coccygius, kok-sijl-us, C.
Cochabamba, k<j-chii-bam

/,
ba, M.

Cochin, in F. ko-shaN', M.
Cochin China, ko-chSn' chi'nd, M.
Cochrane, kok'ran, M.
Cockburn, ko'bgrn, M.

Codes, ko'klez, C.
Cociites, kok'lT-tez, C.
Cocytus, ko-si'tus. C.
Codani, kodii'ni, C.
Codazzi, ko-dat'se, M.
Codogno, ko-don'yo, M.
Codomannus, kod-o-rnan'nus, C.
Codorus, ko-do'rus, M.
Codromene, kod-ro-me'ne, C.
Codropolis, ko-dron'o-lis, C.
Codrus, ko'drus, C*.

Coecilius, se-siKT-us, C.
Ccecoa, sek'o-a, C.
Coeeis, se-e'is, C.
Ccahoorn, koo'horn, M.
Coelesyria, scl-e-sTr,t-a, B. and C.
Cceletas, se-le r te, C.
Ccelia, se'lT-a, C.
Coeliobriga, se'li'-o-bn'ga, C.
Ccelius, se'ir-us, C.
Ccelosyria, same as Ccelesyria, C.
Coslus, se'lus. C.
Coeogenia, se'D-je-ni'd, C.
Coeranus.ser'a-nus, C.
Coes, ko'ez, C.
Cosslin, same as Coslin, M.
Coesyra, seH^T-ra, C.
Cosur de Lion, kgr-de-li'iin; in F.
kSr-de-le'ON', M.

Coeus, se'us, C.
Coevorden, koo'vSr-den, M.
Coeymans, kwe'mans, M.
Cogaeonum, kc-je-o rnum, C.
Cogidunus, koj-Y-du'nus, C.
Cognac, kSn-yak', M.
Coha- or Coahuila, ko-ii-we'la, J/.

Cohibus, ko'hi-bus, C.
Cohoes or Cahoos, ko-hoz r

, M.
Cohors, ko'hors, C.
Coimbatoor or -tor, ko-im-ba-toor''
or -tor', M.

Coimbra, ko-im /'bra or -eni'bra, M.
Coire, kwar; in G. Chur, koor, M.
Coke, kdbk or kok, M.
Cola, ko'la, B.
Colacea, kol-a-se'a; or -cia, -si'a, C.
Colaconymus, kol-a-kon rT-mus, C.
Colacophorocleides, kol'a-ko-for'o-
kli'dez, C.

Colancorum, ko-lan'ko-rum, C.
Colapis, kolra-pis, C.
Colases, ko-laks'ez, C.
Colbert, kol-bar', M.
Colturn, koKbgrn, M.
Colby, kol'bT, M.
Colcheis, kol-ke'is, C.
Colchester, koKches-tSr, M.
Colchinium, kol-kin't-um, C.
Colden, kol'den, M.
Colenda, ko-len'da, C.
Colenso, ko-len'so, M.
Coleraine, kSl-ran', M.
Coleridge, kol'vij, M.
Colhozeh, kol-ho'zg, B.
Coliacum, ko-li'a-kum, C.
Colici, koKY-si, C.
Coligny or -ni, ko-len-ye' or kol-en-
yer , M.

Colima, ko-le'ma, M.
Colin, ko-laN', M.
Colius, ko'lT-us, B.
Collatia, kol-la'shT-a, C.
Collatinus, kol-la-ti'nus, C.
Collin, kol-laN', M,
Collina, kol-li'na, C.
Collodes, kol-lo'dez, C.
Collotd'Herbois, kol-lo'dor-bwa',^.
Colman, kol'raan, M.
Colne, k<5ln, M.
Colnebrook, kgn'brdok, M.
Colobi, koKo-bi, C.
Coloe, koKo-e, C.
Cologne, ko-lSn'; G. Kiiln, kgln, M.
Colombia, ko-lom r be-a, M.

Colombo or -lumbo, ko-luin
/-

bo, M.
Colonas. ko-lcfne; -nia, -nT-a, C.
Colonsa, kul'uu-ea; or -ea,y, -sa, M.
Colopena, kol-o-pe'na, C
Colophon, kol'o-fon, C.
Colorado, kol-o-ra'do, M.
Colo3imeos, kol'o-sY-ine'os, C.
Colossae, ko-los'sc, C.
Colosse, ko-los'se, B.
Colosseros, ko-los'se-ros, C.
Colossians, ko-losh'T-anz, B.
Colossus, ko-los'sus, C.
Colotes, ko-lo'tez, C.
Colpusa, koL-pu'sa, C,
Colquhoun, ko-hoon', M.
Colquitt, koKkwit, M.
Coithene, kol-the'ne, C.
Colton, kol'tun, M.
Colubraria, kol-u-bra'rY-i, C.
Columta, ko-lum'bd, C.
Columbia, ko-lum'bY-a, M.
Columella, kol-u-inel r la, C.
Colurus, ko-lu'rus, C.
Coluthus, ko-lu'thus, C.
Colyttus, ko-lit'tus, C.
Comae, ko-mak', M.
Comacina, kom-a-si'na, C.
Comagene, kom-a-je /'ne, C.
Comana, ko-ma'na, C.
Comanche, ko-nian'che, Sj>. -man'-
cha; orCamanche, ka-mau'che, M.

Comari, koin'a-ri, C-
Comata, ko-ma'ta, C.
Comayagua, ko-mi-a /,

gwii, M.
Combabus, kom'ba-bus, V.
Combahe,_kom/ ba-he /', M.
Combe, kooni, M.
Combrea, koin-bre'a, C.
Combutis, kom'bu-tis, C.
Comedas, ko-me'de, C.
Comeon, ko-me^on, C.
Cometes, ko-me'tez, C.
Cometho, kom'e-ths, C.
Comines,_ ko-men r

; or Commiries,
kenn-men', M.

Cominius, ko-min'Y-us, C.
Comisene, kom-Y-se'ne, C.
Comitia, ko-mish'Y-a, C.
Comius, ko'mY-us, C.
Commagene, kom-ma-ie'ne, C.
Commodus. korn'mo-dus, C
Commonfort, kom-mon-fSrt', M.
Comorin, korn'o-rin, M.
Comorn or Komorn, ko'morn, M.

j

Comoro, kom'o-ro, M.
j

Compaseus, kom-pa^e-us, C.
Compiegne, kom /pe-an/', 3L
Compitales, kom-pY-ta/'lez ; -lia,

!
-lY-a, C.

Complutum, kom-plu'tum, C.

,
Compostella, kom-po-steKIa; iirSp..

! Compostela, kom-po-sta''la, M.
Compsatus, komp'"sa-tus, C.
Compusa, kom-pu'sa, V.

j

Comstcck, kuin'stok, M.
\ Comus, ko'raus, C-
Conaniah, kon-a-nira, B.
Concan, kon'kun, M.
Concani, kon'ka-m, C.
Conception, kun-sep'shnn; in Sp-
Concepcion, kon-thep-the-on

/r

, M.
Conchas, kon'chas, M.
Conchea, kon-ke'a, C.
Concolerus, kon-koKe-rus, C.
Concord, konk'erd, M.
Concordia, kbn-kdr'dY-a, C. and M.
Condate, kon-da'te, C-
Cond^, kon'de or koN-dar, M.
Condillac, koN-de-yak' or kox-del-
yakr

, M.
Condivicnum, kon-di-vik'num, C.
Condochates, kon-do-ka'tez, C.
Condorcet, koN-dor-sa', M.
Condrusi, kon-dru'si, C.

sfln, cQbe, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linjrei- or ink. ttien, boNboN. chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; N, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Condylea, kon-diKe-a, C.

Condylitis, kon-dl-h'tis, C.
Condylus. kon'dl-lus, C.
Cone, ko'ne. C.
Conecocheague, kon /e-ko-cheg'

r
, M.

Conecuh, ko-nerke, M.
Conemaugh, kon'e-raaw, M.
Conestoga, kon-es-to-'ga, 31.

Conesus. ko-ne'sus, M.
Confucius, kon-fu'shX-us ; Chinese
Kong-Fu-Tse, kong-foot-sa', 31.

Congaree, kon'ga-re', M.
Congedus, kon'ie- or kon-jerdus,C.
Congleton, kon'gl-tun, 31.

Congo, kon'go, 31._

Congreve, kon'grev, M.
Coniaci, ko-ni'a-si, C.
Coniah, ko-m'a, B.
Conii, ko'nY-T, C.
Conimbrica, kon-im-bri'ka, C.
Coniopolis, ko-nl-op'o-lis, C.
Conisci, ko-nis'si, C.
Connaught. kon'nawt, 31.

Connecticut, kon-nefl-kut, 31.

Connidas, kon'nT-das, C.
Conon, ko'non, C.
Cononiah, kon-o-ni'a, B.
Conope, ko-no'pe, C.
Conopeum, kon-o-pe'um or ko-no'-
pe-um, C.

Conradin, kon'rad-in or -ra-den',M.
Consentes, kon-sen rtez, C
Consentia, kon-sen'shT-a, C.
Consilinum, koH-sl-h

/,num, C.
Constance, kon'stuns; in G. Con-
stanz, kon'stiints, 31.

Constant de Rebecque. koN-stoN'de-
re-bek' or -re-bak', 31.

Constantia, (woman's name) kon-
stan'shY-a; (city) -stan-ti'a, C.

Constantina, kon-stan-ti'na, C. ;

-te'na, M.
Constantinople. kon-stan'tY-no'pl

,

31.; Constantinopolis, -nop'o-lis, C.
Constantinus, kon-stan-ti'nus, C.

Constantius, kon-stan'sht-us, C.

Consuanetes, kon'su-a-ne'tez, C.
Consuarani, kon'su-a-ra'nT, C.
Consules. kon'su-lez, C.
Contadesdus, kon-ta-des'dus, C.
Contarini, kon-ta-re'ne. M.
Contoporia kon'to-po-ri'a, C.
Contreras. kon-tra'ras, 31.

Convenae. kon've-ne, C.
Conybeare, kun^T-bar, 31.

Cooch Bahar, kooch-ba-har', 31.

Coomassie, koo-mas'se, 31.

Coon, ko'on, C.
Coos, ko'os, B., C^, and 31.

Coosawhatchie. koo-saw-hacb/e, 31.

Copse, ko'pe, C.
Copais, kop'a-is or ko-pa'is, C.
Copenhagen, ko-pen-ha'gen: Dnn.
Kjbbenhavn, kj-e-ben-hown', 31.

Copernicus, ko-per'nY-kus ; orig.

Co- or Kopemic, ko-pgr'nik. 31.

Copeus, ko'pe-us, C.
Cophseus, ko-fe'us, C.
Copia, ko'pY-a, C.
Copiapo, ko'pY-a-po', 31.

Copillus, ko-piKlus, C
Coponius, ko-po'nl-us, C.
Copreus, ko'pre-us or ko'prus, C.
Coquerel, kok-rel/, 31.

Coquimbo. ko-kem'bo, 31.

Coracesium, kor-a-se'shY-um, C.
Coraconnesus, kor'a-kon-ne'sus, C.
Coraletae, ko-raKe-te, C.
Coralli, ko-rallT, C.
Corani. ko-ra'ni, C.
Coraxi. ko-raks'i, C.
Corbach, kor'biik, 31.

Corbe. kQr'be, B.
Corb^au, kor-bo', 31.

Corbeil, kor-bal'' or kor-ba'y', 31.

Corbeus, k6r'be-ns, C.
Corbulo, kor'bu-lo, C.
Corcoba. kor'ko-ba, C.
Corcoras, kor'ko-ras, C.
Corcyra. kor-si'ra or kor'sY-ra, C. ;

kor-si'ra, M. (= Corfu).
Ccrday, kor-da', 31.

Cordilleras L k6r-diKler-as ; in Sp.
koT-del-ya'ras, 31.

Cordova or -ba. kSr'do-va or -ba, J/.

Corduba, kSr'du-ba, C.
Corduene,k6r-du-e ,ne;-ena.-e''na,C.
Cordyla, kor-dirla, C.
Core, ko're, B.
Corea, ko-re^a, 31.

Coreae, ko're-e, C.
Coresa. ko-re'sa, C.
Coressus. ko-res'sus, C.
Coresus. kor'e-sus (a priest) ; ko-
re'sus (a mountain), C.

Corethon. korre-thon, C.
Coretus. ko-re'tus, 6.
Corfinium, kor-fin'l-um, C.
Corfu, k6r-±oo' or -fu'; in 31od. Gr.
kor-fe', 31. (= Corcyra, C.)

Corieae, kor^l-se, C.
Corinea, ko-rin'e-a, C.
Corinium, ko-rin'I-um, C.
Corinna, ko-rin'na, C.
Corinth. kQr'inth, B. and 31.

Corinthians, ko-riii
/,
thI-ans, B.

Corinthus, ko-rm'thus, B. and C.
Coriolano, ko're-o-la'no. 31.

Coriolanus, ko'i-T-o-la^nus, C.
Corioli, ko-ri'o-li, C.
Coriolla. ko-ri-oKla, C.
Coritha, ko-ri'tha, C.
Coritus, korrI-tus, C.
Cormasa, kor'ma-sa, C.
Corneiile. kor-naK; in F. kor-naK
or -va.y ,r , 31.

Cornelia, kdr-ne'W-a, C.
Cornelius. kdr-ne'lY-us, B. and C.
Corniculum, kor-nik'u-lum, C.
Cornifieius, kor-nl-fish'T-us, C.
Corniger. koj'nl-ier, C.
Cornutus. kgr-nu'tus. C.
Cornwallis, kSrn-woKlis, 31.

i Corcebus, ko-re'bus, C.

i

Coromandel, kor-o-man
/r

del. M.
\ Corona, ko-ro'na, C.
Coronea, kor-o-ne'a; or -nia, -m'a.C.

\

Coroneus, ko-ro,ne-uso>--ro /'nus,C
Coronia, kor-o-rd'a, C.
Coronides, kor-o-ni'dez, C.

i Coronis, ko-ro^nis, C.
Coronta, koron'ta, C.
Corope, koro^pe or kor^o-pe. C.
Corpus Christi, kor^pus-kris'te, 31.

Correggio. kor-red'jo, 31.

Correse. kor-raz r , 31.

Corrientes. kor-rl-en'tes, 31.

Corsea, kor-se'a: or -sia, -si^a, C.
Corsica, kSr'sT-ka, C. and 31. ; in F.
Corse, kors.

Corsote, kor-so'te, C.
Corsura, koijsu'ra, C
Corte. kSr'ta, 31.

Cortereal, kor'ta-ra-aK, 31.

Cortese. kor-ta'sa, 31.

i

Cortez, kor'tez : in Sp. Cortds, kor-

|

tes', 31.

Corticata. kor-tT-ka'ta, C.
Cortona, kor-to'iia, C. and M.

i
Coruncanus, kor-un-ka^nus, C.
Corunna. ko-run'na; in Sp. Coruna,
ko-roon'

r
ya, 31.

j

Corvinus, kor-virnus, C.
Coryat, kor'T-at, 31.

Corybantes, kor-T-ban'tez, C.
Corybas, koi-'I-bas, C.
Coryceon, kor-T-se'on, C.
Corycia, ko-rish^I-a; -ius, -t-us, C.

Corycides, ko-ris'I-dez, C.
Corycus, kor'I-kus or ko-ri'kus, C.

Corydon, kor'I-don, C.
Coryleum, kor-l-le'um, C.
Corymbifer, ko-rim'bt-fer, C.
Coryna. kor'I-na or ko-ri /'na, C.
Corynetes, kor-I-ne'tez, C.

! Coryphas, kor'I-fas, C.
Coryphasium, kor-T-fa'zhl-um, C.
Coryphe, kor'I-fe, C.
Corythus, kor'I-thus, C.
Cosa, ko'sa, C.
Cosam, ko'sam, B.
Cosanum, ko-sa'num, C.
Cosconius, kos-ko'nl-us, C.
Cosenus, ko-se"nus, C.
Cosenza, ko-sen'za, 31.

Coshocton, ko-shok'tun, 31.

Cosingas, ko-sin^gas, C.
Cb'slin. Coeslin, Koslin, kers-len, M.
Cosne, kon, 31.

Cossaea, kos-sera, C.
Cosseir, kos-sar', 31.

Cossimbazar, kos-sim'ba-ziir'', 31.

Cossutianus, kos-su'shl-a'nus, C.
Cossutii. kos-su'shl-i, C.
Cossyra, kos-si'ra, C.
Costa Rica, kos'

r
ta-re /'ka, 31.

Costoboci, kos-to-bo'si, C.
Cosyra. ko-si'ra, C.
Cote d'Or. kot-dor', 31.

Cotes, ko'tez. or Cottes,_kot'tez, C.
Cotes du Nord, kot-du-nor", 31.

Cothon. ko'thon, C.
Cothonea, ko-tho /'ne-a or koth-o-

! ne'a, C.
Cotiaeum, ko'tT-a-e'um, C.
Cotignola, ko-ten-yo'la, 31.

Cotinusa, kot-I-nuvsa, C.
Cotiso, kofi-so, C.
Cotopaxi, ko-to-paks'e: in Sp. ko-

1

to-pa'he, 31.

Cottbus or Kottbus, kot'boos, if.

Cottin, kot-tax r , 3f.

Cotyaion, ko'tT-a-T'on : -aium, -a-T
/'-

um; or -aeum. -a-e'um, C
Cotyeuni. ko-tT-e-'um, C.
Cotylius, kc-tiKl-us, C.
Cotyora, ko-tl-o'ra, C.
Cotys, ko'tis. C.
Cotytto. ko^it^to. C.
Coulorab,_koo-lox', 31.

Coupe, koo-par
, 31.

Courier, koo-re-a', M.
Courland. koor'land. M.
Courtenay. kerfna, 31.

Courtois. koor-twa', 31. _
Courtray or Courtrai. koor-tia' : in

I

Flemish^KoTtryk, kort'rik, 31.

Cousin, ko(>zax% 31.

Coustou, koosjtoo'
r

, 31.

Coutances, koo-tSxs', M.
Coutha, kow'tha, B.
Couthon, koo-tox", 31.

Coatts, koots, 31.

Coventry, kuv'n-trt, M.
Covilhao or Covilham. ko-vel-
tow.V, 31.

Covington, kuVing-tun. 31.

!
Cowes, kowz, 31.

Cowley, kow'lT: formerly pron. and
i often vsritten Cooley,_kuo'lT, 31.

Cowper, kow'per or koo'per, 31.

Coysevox, kwaz-vo', 31.

Cozbi, koz'bt, B.
Cracow, kra'ko; in Polish Krakow,
kra'kobf, 31.

Cradock, krad'uk. 31.

Cragus. kra'gus, C.
Crambusa, kram-bu'sa, C.
Cranach or Kranach, kran'ak or

\

kra'nak, 31.

Cranae, kran'a-e, C.
Cranaei, kra-ne'I, C.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term : Tn. ice : 5dd, tone, 6r ;

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; Jv~, ISTorse. [See p. 521.]
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Cranai. kran'a-i, C.
Cranaos, kran'a-os; -aus, -a-us, C.
Cranea, kra-ne'a; or -nia, -ni'a, V.
Cranii, kra'nM, C.
Cranon, kra'non, C.
Crapathus, krap'a-thus, C.
Crashaw, krash'aw, M.
Craspedites, kras-pe-di'tez, C.
Crassipes, kras'sl-pez, C.
Crassitius, kras-sisli'I-us, C.
CrastinuB, kras'tl-nus, C.
Crataeis, kra-te'is, C.
Crataemenes, kra-tem /,

e-nez, C.
Crateas, krarte-as, C.
Crateria, krat-e-ri'a; -rea, -re 'a, C.
Craterus, krat'e-rus, C.
Crates; kra'tez, B. and C.
Cratesiclea, kra-tes'I-kle'a, C.
Cratesilochus, krat-e-siKo-kus, C.
Cratesipolis, krat-e-sip'o-lis, C.
Cratesippidas, krat-e-sip'pl-das, C.
Crateuas, kra-tu'as, C.
Crathis, kra'this, G.
Cratidas, krat/f-das, C.
Cratinus, kra-ti'nus, C.
Cratippus, kra-tip'pus, C.
Cratisthenes, kra-tis'the-nez, C.
Cratistolus, kra-tis'to-lus, C.
Cratistoteles, krat-is-tofe-lez, C.
Cratusa, kra-tu'sa, C.
Cratylus, kratT-lus, C.
Craubis, kraw'bis, C.
Crayer, kri'yer; in F. kra-ya', M.
Cr^billon, kra-be-yoN', 31.

Crdcy, kres'se; in F. kra-se'; often
written Cressy in Eng., 31.

Crefeld, kra'ielt, M.
Crema, kra'ma, 31.

Cremera. krem'e-ra, C.
Cremmyon, krern'mTf-on, C.
Crem- or Kremnitz, krera/nits, 31.

Cremona, kre-mo/'na; It. pron. kra-
mo'na, C. and M.

Cremutius, kre-mu'shY-us, C.
Cremyon, kre'mT-on, C.
Crenacus, kre-na'kus, C.
Creon, kre'on, C\
Creones, kre-o'nez, C.
Creontiades, kre-on-ti'a-dez, C.
Creophilus, kre-of'Y-lus, C.
Creophylus, kre-o-fi'lus, C.
Creopolus, kre-o-po'lus, C.
Creperius, kre-pe'rf-us, C.
Crephagenetus, krefa-je-ne'tus, C.
Crescens, kres'senz, B.
Crescentina, kres-sen-ti'na, C.
Cresilas, kres'Y-las, C.
Cresius, kre'shY-us,- C.
Cresphontes, kres-fon'tez, C.
Cressius, kres'shlf-us, C.
Cressy: same as Crecy.
Crestone, kres-to'ne, C.
Cresus, kre'sus, C.
Creta, kre'ta, C.
Cretaeus, kre-te'us, C.
Crete, kret, B. and M. ; kre'te, C.
Cretea, kre'te-a, C.
Cretes, krets, B. ; kre'tez, C.
Creteus, kre'te-us or kre'tus, C.
Cretheis, kre'the-is (daughter of

Cretkeus), kre-the'is (mother of
Homer), C.

Cretheus. kre'tlie-us or kre'thus,C
Crethides, kre-thi'dez, C.
Cretians, kre'shi-ans, B.
Creticus, krefl-kus, C.
Cretinaeum, kret-i-ne'um, C.
Creusa, kre-u'sa, C.
Creuse, krez, M.
Creuais, kru'sis, C.
Creutz-, Kreutznach, kroits'nak, 31.

Creuz, kroits, 3f.

Creuzer, kroifsgr, 3f.

Crevecosur, krav-ker', M.

Criasus, kri'a-sus, C.
Crichton, kri'tun, 3L
Crimea, krt-me,a ; in Russ. Krim, 31.

Crimisus, kri-mi'sus, C.
Crinagoras, kri-nag'o-ras, C.
Crinippus, kri-nip^pus, C.
Crinis, kri'nis, C.
Crinisus, kri-ni'sus, C.
Crioa, kri-o^a, C.
Crispina, kris-pi^ua, C.
Crispus, kris'pus, B.
Critalla, kri-tal'la, C.
Critheis, kri-tlie^is, C.
Critbote, kri-tho'te, C.
Critias, krish't-as, C.
Crito, kri'to, C.
Critobulus, krit-o-bu'lus, C.
Critodemus, krit-o-de'mus, C.
Critognatus, krit-og-na'tus, C.
Critolaus. krit-o-la

/r

us, C.
Criumetopon, kri/u-me-to /'pon, C.
Crius, kri'us, C.

I Croatia, kro-a'sht-a, 31.

S

Crobialus, kro-bi'a-lus, C.
Crobyzi, kro-bi'zi, C.

|

Crocala, krok'a-la, C.
\ Crocese, kro'se-e, C.
Crocela, kros'e-la, C.

i

Crocodilon, krok-o-di'lon, C.
i Crocodilopolis,krok /o-dl-lop, o-lis, C.

|

Crocus, kro'kus, C.
Crocylea, kros-T-le-'a, C.

|
Crodunum, kro-du'rium, C.
Croeser, kroo^zer, 31.

Croesus, kre'sus, C.
! Croites, kro-i'_tez, C.
Croix, St., sant-kroi'' (= Santa

!
Cruz), 31.

,
Cromarty, krom'er-tY, M.
Cromi, kro'mi, C.

I Cromitis, kro-mi'tis, C.

|
Cromwell, knim'- or krom'wel, 3f.

I Crommyon, krom'mTC-on, C.
Crommyonesus, krom/mt-o-ne'rsus,
a.

i Cromus, kro^mus, C.
I Cronia, kro'nt-a; -nius, -nT-us, C.
I Cronides, kronrT-dez, C.

! Cronstadt, kron'stat, 31.

!
Crophi, kro'fi, C.
Crossaea, kros-sera, C.
Crotale, krofa-le, C.

I

Croton, kro'ton, C. ; kro'tn, M.
|

Crotona, kro-to'iia, C.

I Crotoniatae, kro /to-n >
t-a /'te

1
C.

Crotopiades, kro-to-pi^a-dez, C.
Crotopus, kro-to'pus, C.
Cruikshank, krdok'shank, .1/.

Crustumeri, krus-tu'me-ri, C.
Crustumeria, krus-tu-me'rf-a ; -ri-

um, -rt-um, C.
Crustumini, krus-tu-mi'ni, C.

I Crustumium, krus-tu'mt-um, C.

\
Crynis, kri'nis, C.

, Cryptea, krip'te-a, C.
Csaba, •hob'o', 31.

_

Csongrad, chon-grad', M.
Csokonai, cho-ko-m'', M.
Cteatus, te'a-tus, C.
Ctemene, tem^e-ne, C.
Ctenus, te'nus, C.
Ctesias, te'shT-as, C.

i Ctesibius, te-sib'T-us, C.

I

Ctesicles, tes't-klez, C.
Ctesidemus, tes-Y-de'inus, C.

i

Ctesilaus, tes-Y-la'us, C.
Ctesilochus, te-sil'o-kus, C.
Ctesiochus, te-si'o-kus, C.

j

Ctesiphon, tcs'T-fon, C.
Ctesippus, te-sip'pus, C.

j

Ctimene, tiiu'e-ne, C.
! Cuba, ku'ba; in Sp.kob'bii, 3f.

Cuban or Kooban, koo^ban, 31.

I Cucufas, ku'ku-fas, C.

Cuddalore, kud-da-lor', 31.

Cuenca, kwenta,formerly Cuenca,
kwen'sa, 31.

Cujas, kob-zhas/', M. (= L. Cujaciua,
ku-jars]it-us).

Cularo, ku'la-ro, C.
Culhuacan, kool-wa-kan'' (= Pa-
LENQUE), 31.

Culiacan, koo-le-a-kan', 31.

Culloden, kul-lordn, 31.

Culm, kotilm, 31.

Culpepper, kuKpep-per, 3[.

Culross, kul-ros" or koo^ros, 31.

Culupene, ku-lu-pe'ne, C.
Cuma, ku'ma; or-mae, -me, C.
Cumana, koo-ma-na/', 31.

Cumania or Kumania, ku-ma'ne-a;
(Hung. Kunsag, koon-shag''), 31.

Cunard, ku-nardr , 31.

Cunaxa, ku-naks^a, C.
Cunha, da, da-koon-'ya, M.
Cunina, ku-ni'na, C.
Cupavo, ku-pa'vo, C.
Cupencus, ku-pen'kus, C.
Cuphagoras, ku-fag'o-ras, C.

• Cupido, ku-pi'do (= Cupid), C.

j
Cupiennius, ku-pi-en,nT-us, C.
Ctiracoa, ku-ra-so', 31.

Curaphrodite, ku-raf'ro-di'te, C.
Curaray, koo-ra-ri', 31.

Cures, ku'rez, C.
Curetes, ku-re'tez, C.
Curia, ku'rl-a, C.
Curiatii, ku-rt-a'sht-I, C.
Curio, kurrt-o, C.

i Curiones, ku-rt-o^nez, C.
Curiosolitae, ku-ri'D-so-li'te, C. _
Curische- or Kurische-Haff, koo'-
rish-e-haf, 31.

Curium, ku'rt-um, C.
Curopolis, ku-rop'o-lis, C.
Currituck, kur'rt-tuk', 31.

Curtia, ker'shl-a ; -tius, -shT-us, C.
Curubis, ku'ru-bis, C.
Curulis, ku-ru'lis, C.
Curzola, koord-zo'la, 31.

Cush, kiish, B.
Cushan, ku'shan, B.
Cushan-rishathaim, ku'shaii-risli'-

a-tha'im, B.
Cushi, ku'shi, B.
Cussasi, kus-se'i, C.
Custrin or Kustrin, kQs-tren,

1
3i.

Cusus, ku'sus, C.
Cuth, kutb, B.
Cuthah, ku'tha or kutb'a, B.
Cutiae, ku'sht-e, C.
Cutilia, ku-tiKT-a ; -iae, -T-e ; -ium.
-I-um, C.

Cuttack, kut-tak/', 31.

Cuvier, ku've-a, 31.

Cuxhaven, kuks-ha'vn or ko&ks-
ha'fn, 3L

Cuyaba, koo-ya'ba, 31.

Cuyahoga, kt-a-ho'ga, M.
Cuyp or Kuyp, koip, 31.

Cuzco, koos'ko, 31.

Cyamon, si'a-mon, B.
Cyamosorus, si-arn'o-sc'rus, C.

Cyane, si'a-ne, C.
Cyaneae, si-a'ne-e, C.
Cyanippus, si-a-nip'pus, C.
Cyatis, si-a'tis, C.
Cyaxares, si-aks'a-rez, C.
Cybale, sib'a-le, C.
Cybebe, si-be'be, C.
Cybele, sib'e-le, C.
Cybelea, sib-e-le'a, C.
Cybeligenes, sib-e-lij'e-nez, C.
Cybira, sib rT-ra, C.
Cybistra, si-bis'tra, C.
Cybotus, si-bo'tus, C.

Cychreus, sik're-us or si'krus, C.
Cyclades, sik'la-dez, C. and M.

siin, cube, full ; moon, fo"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 3f, Modern ; iV, Norse. [See p. 521.
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Cycloborus, si-kloo^o-rus, C.

Cyclopes, si-klo'pez, C.

Cydas, si'das, C.
Cydeaor, si-de'nor, C.
Cydias, sid'I-as, C.

Cydimache, si-dim''a-ke, C.

Cydimus, sid'T-mus, C.

Cydippe, si-dip'pe, C.

Cydoa, si'don, C.
Cydonea, sid-o-ne'a, C.

Cydones, si-do ,nez, C.

Cydonia, si-do'nl-a, C.
Cydoniatx, si'do-nT-a'te, C.

Cydrara, sid'rfi-ra or si-dra'ra, C.
Cydrelus, si-dre'lua, C.
Cydrocles, sid'ro-klez, C.
Cydrolaus. sid-ro-la'us, C.
Cylbiani, sil-bT-a'iii, C.
Cylices, sil'f-sez. C.
Cylicranes, sil-'f-kra'nez, C.
Cyllarus, siKla-rus, C.
Cyllene, sil-le'ne, C.
Cylleaeus sil-le-ne'us, C.
Cylon, sdlon, C.
Cyma. si'mi; -mae, -me, C.
Cymelus, si-me'lus, C.
Cyminus, sim'T-nus, C.
Cymodoce. si-mod'o-se, C.
Cymodocea, sim'o-do-se'a, C.
Cymopolia, sim'o-po-li'a, C.
Cymothoe, si-mothro-e, C.
Cymothus, si-mo'thus, C.
Cynaegirus, sin-e-jKrus, C.
Cynaethium, sin-e'tM-um, C.
Cynane, si-na'ne, C.
Cynapes, si na'pez, C.
Cynara, sin'a-ra, V.
Cynaretus, sin-a-re'tus, C.
Cynaxa, si-naks'a, C.
Cyneas, sin'e-as, C.
Cynegetae, si-nej'e-te, C.
Cynegirus, sin-e-ji'rus, C.
Cynetae, si-ne'te, C.
Cynetea, sin-e-te/a, C.
Cynetes, si-ne'tez, C.
Cynia, sin'Y-a, C.
Cynici, sin'T-sT, C.
Cynisca, si-nis'ka, C.
Cynocephalae, sin-o-sefa-le, C.

Cynophontia, sin-o-fon'tis, C.
Cynopolis, si-nop'o-lis, C.
Cynortas, si-nor'tas, C.
Cynortion, si-nQr'shY-on, C.
Cynosarges, sin-o-sar /'jez, C.
Cynossema, sin-os-se'ma, C.
Cynosura, sin-o-su'ra, C.
Cynthia, sin'tM-a, C.

Cynurenses, sin-u-ren'sez, C.
Cynuria, si-nu'rf-a, C.
Cynus, si'nus, C.
Cyparissa, sip-a-ris'sa; or -rissia,

-ris'shl-a, C.
Cyphara, sifa-ra, C.
Cyprianus, sip-rT-a'nus, C.
Cyprinum, sip'rf-num, C
Cyprogenes, si-proj^e-nez, C.
Cyprogenia, sip'ro-je-ni^a, C.
Cyprothemis, si-proth/e-mis, C.
Cyprus, si'prus, B.,C, and M.
Cypsela, sip'se-la, C. _
Cypselides, sip-seKY-dez, C.
CypselU3, sip'se-lus, C.
Cyraina, slr'a-ma, B.
Cyraunis, si-raw'nis, C.
Cyre, si're, C.
Cyrenaica, str-e-na'i-ka; -ici, -t-si,C
Cyrene, st-re'ne, B. and C.
Cyrenius, si-re'nt-us, B.
Cyreschata, si-res'ka-ta, C.
Cyriades, sY-rl'a-dez, C.
Cyrillus, si-riKlus, C.
Cyriau3, st-rlrnus, C.
CyTopaedia, si'ro-pe-dl'a, C.
Oyropolis, si-rop'o-lis, C.

Cyrraei, str-re'I, C.
Cyrrhadae, sTr'ra-de, C.
Cyrrhes, str'rez, C.
Cyrrhestica, slr-res'tt-ka, C.
Cyrsilus, ser'si-lus, C.
CyrtOiia, ser-to'na, C.
Cyrus, si'rus, B. and C.
Cytsis, si-te ris, C.
Cytheia, si-the'ra, C. and M.
Cytheraea, sith'e-re'a, C,
Cytheris, si-the'ris, C.
Cytherius, si-the'rY-us, C.
Cytheron, si-the'ron, C.
Cytinium, si-tin'I-um, C.
Cytissorus, sit-is-so'rus, C.
Cytora, si-to'ia, C.

Cytorius, si-to^rt-us, C.
Cyziceai, siz-Y-se'ni, C.
Cyzicum. siz rt-kum, C.
Czartoryski, char-to-ris /*ke, M.
Czaslau, chds'low, M.
Czemigow, chSr'ne-gof, M.
Czercowitz, chgr'no-vits; or Czer-
nowice, ch"r/no-vet /

'se, M.
Czerny, tsei-

rne, M.
Czirknicz, Zirknitz, tserk'nits, M.

D.
Daae, da'e; or Dahae, da^he, C.

Dabareh, dab'a-rg, B.
Dabbasheth, dabrba-sheth, B.
Daberath, dab'e-rath, B.
Dabria, da'brt-a, B.
Daci, da' si, C.
Dacia, da'sht-a, C.
Dacicus, das'T-kus, C.
Dacier, da-se-a', M.
Dacius, da'shl-us, C.
Dacobi, da-ko'bl, B.
Dactyli, dak'tT-ll, C.
Da Cunha, da-koon'ya, M.
Dadaces, dad'a-sez, C.
Daddeus, dad-de'us, B.
Dadicae, dad't-se, C.
Daduchus, da-du'kus, C.
Daedala, ded'a-la, C.

j

Daadalaa, ded-a-le^a, C.
Daedalion, de-darlt-on ; -lium, -W-

I um, C.
Dffidalus, dedra-lus. C.

j
Daemocrates, de-mok^ra-tez, C.

i D33moii, de'mon, C.
Dasmortes, dem'o-nez, C.
Daemoneus, de-mo'ne-us, C.

f

Daemoniuii, dern'o-umn, C.
Dagasira, dag-a-si'ia, C.
Daghestan, da-ges-tan-', M.
Dagobert, da-g'o-bert or da-go-bar'',

Dagon, da'gon, B.
Dagona, dag'o-na, C.
Daguerre, da-gar', M.
D'Aguesseau or Daguesseau, da-ges-

so', M.
Dagusa, da-gu'sa, C.
Dahl, dal, M.
Dahlgren, daKgren, M.
Dahlingen, da'ling-en, M.

Dmey, da-ho-ma'', M.
da'i, C.

Daicles, da'i-klez, C.
Dailochus, da-iKo-kiis, C.
Daimachus, da-im'a-kus, C.
Daimenes, da-imre-nez, C.
Daiphron, da'T-fron, C.
Daira, da-i'ra, C.
Daisah, da'san, B.
Daitus, da-i'tus, C.
Dakota, da-ko'ta, M.
Dalaiah, dal-a-i'a, B.
Dalecarlia, da-le-kar-'le-a, M.

Dalgarno, dal-gar'no, K.
Dalhousie, dal-hoo'zl, M.
Dalilah, da-li'la, B.
Dalkeith, dal-keth/, M.
Dalles, dalz, M.
Dalmanutha, dal-ma-nu'tha, B.
Dalmatae, duKma-te, C.
Dalmatia, dal-ma'sM-a, B., C.,SfM.
Dalmaticus, dal-inafl-kus, C.
Dalmium, daKint-um, C.
Dalphon, daKion, B.
Dalrymple, daKrim-pl, M.
Dalton, dawKtun, M.
Dalzell, da-eK, 31.

Damagetus, dam-a-je'tus, C.
Damalis, dam'a-lis, C.
Damalites, dam-a-lirtez, C.
Damanitani, dam'a-ni-ta'ni, C.
Damarete, da-mar^e-te, C.
Damarmenez, da-marrme-nez, C.
Damaris, danT'a-ris, B.
Damariscotta, dam'a-iis-kofta, If.

Damas, da'mas, C.
Damascena, dam-as-se'iia; -ne, -ne;
-nus, -nus, C

Damascenes, dam-a-senz', B.
Damascus, da-mas'kus, B., C, Sf M.
Damasenor, dam-a-se'iior, C.
Damasia, da-ma'shl-a, C.
Damasicthon, dam-a-sik'thon, C.
Damasippus, dam-a-sip^pus, C.
Damasistratus, dam-a-sis'

,

tra-tus,C.
Damasithymus, dam'a-si-thi'miis, C.
Damasiton, dam-a-si'ton, C.
Damastes, da-mas'tez, C.
Damasus, dam'a-sus, C.
Dambea: same as Dembea, M.
Damea, da-me'a, C.
Dame3as, dam'e-sas, C.
Damiens, da-me-a^" or da'mT-enz,
M.

Damietta, dam-T-efta ; in Ar. Da-
miat, da-me-af, M.

Damio. darmT-o, C.
I Damippus, da-mip rpus, C.
i Damis, da'mis, C.
! Damnagoras, dam-nag^o-ras, C.
' Damnameneus, dam-na-me'ne-us,C-
!
Damneus, dara'ne-us, C.

' Damocharis, da-mo k'a-ris, C.
Damoclea, da-mo, kle-a, C.

\
Damocles, dam'o-klez, C.

j

Damoclidas, dam-o-klirdas, C.

I

Damocratea, dam'o-kra-te'a, C.
I Damocrates, da-mok^ra-tez, C.
j Damocreon, da-mo^kie-on, C.
Damocritus, da-mok'i'T-tus, C.
Damogeron, da-moj^e-ron, C.
Damomeles, da-mom'e-lez, C.
Damon, da'mon, C.

Damonicus, dam-o-ni'kus, C.
Damophantus, dam-o-fan'tus, C.
Damophila, da-mofT-la, C.
Damophon, damro-i'on, C.
Damostratus, da-mos'tra-tus, C.
Damoteles, da-mofe-lez, C-
Damotimus, dam-o-ti rmus, C.
Damoxena, da-mnks^e-na, C.
Dampier, dam^per, M.
Damuras, da-mu'ras, C.
Dan, dan, B.
Dana, da'na, C. and M.
Danae, dan'a-e, C.
Danaidae, -des, da-nart-de, -dez, C.
Danala, dan'a-la, C.
Danaus, dan ra-us, C.
Dancourt, dox-koor', M.
Dandari, dan'da-ri, C.
Dandaridae, dan-dar'T-de, C.
Dandolo, dari'do-lo, M.
Danican, da-ne-kox /', M.
Daniel, dan'T-el or dan'jrel, B. $• M.
Danites, dan'Tts, B.
Danjaan, dan-ja'an, B.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, t5rm ; Tn, Ice ; 8dd, tone, 8r ;
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Danocrates. da-nok'ra-tgz, C.
Dannah, dan'na, B.
Dannecker, dan'nek-kSr, M.
Dannemora. dan-ne-mo'ia, 31.

Dantan, doN-tox', M,
Dante, dan'tej in //^dan'ta; orig.

Durante, doo-ran'ta, 31.

Danton, dan'tun or doN-toN', 31.

Dantheletae, dan-the-le'te, C.
Dantzic, danfsik ; in G. Danzig,
danfsig, M.

Danube, dan'ub ; in G. Donau, do'-
now, M.

Danubius, da-nu^bY-us, C.
D'Anville, dox-vel', 31.

Daochus, da'o-kus, C.
Daoua, da'o-na ; -nes, -nez, G.
Daphnasus, daf-ne'us, C.
Daphne, dafne, B. and G.
Dara, da'ra, B.
Daraba, dar'a-ba, C.
Darantasia, dar-an-ta'zhY-a, G.
Daratitae, dar-a-ti'te, C.
D'Arblay, dar'bla, 31.

Dare or D'Arc, dark, M.
Darda, dar'da, B.
Dardanelles, dar'da-nelz', M.
Dardani, dar'da-m, C.
Dardania, dar-da'nY-a, C.
Dardanides, dar-dan /,

Y-dez, C.
Dardanis, dar'da-nis; -nus, -nus, C.
Dares, da'rez, C.
Dareus, da-re'us, C.
Darfoor, -four, -fur, dar-iooi"', M.
Daricus, da-ri'kus, C.
Darien, in Georgia, U. S.. da're-en;

the Isthmus of, da-re-en', Jf.

Dariogenes, da-rY-oj'e-nez, C.
Daritae, da-ri'te, C.
Darius, da-ri'us, B., €'., and M.
Darkon, dar'kon, B.
Darmstadt, darm'stat, M.
Dartmouth, darfmuth, M.
Darwar, dar'wai/, 31.

Dascusa, das-ku'sa, C.
Dascyleum, das-sY-le'um, C.
Dascylitis, das-sY-li'tis, G.
Dascylus, das'sY-lus, C.
Dasea, da'se-a, C.
Dasius, da'shY-us, C.
Dassaretae, das-sa-re'te; -ritae, -ri'-

te, C.
Dassareni, das-sa-re r ni, C.
Dassaritini, das'sar-Y-ti'ni, C.
Datame3, dafa-mez, C.
Dataphernes, dat-a-t'Sr'nez, C.
Dathan, da'than, B.
Dathemah, dath'e-ma, B.
Datos, da'tos; Daton, da'ton, C.
Daub, dowp, M.
Daubenton, do-bSx-tox', M.
Daubeny, dob'nY or dawb'nY, 31.

Daubign?, do-ben-ya', M.
Daubigny, do-ben-ye', 31.

Dauchus, da-u'kus, C.
Daulias, daw'lY-as, C.
Daun, down, 31.

Daunia, daw'nY-a, C.
Dauphin^, do-fe-na' ; Dauphiny,
daw'fin-Y, 31.

Daurises, daw'rY-sez, C.
Davenant, dav'en-ant, 31.

Davenport, d a v 'en-port, M.
David,_da'vid, B. and 31.; in F.
da-ved' ; in G. da'vit.

Daviess, da'vis, 31.

Davila, da've-la, 31.

Davout or Davoust, dii-vod', 3f.

Debir, de'ber, B.
Debora, -rah, deb'o-ra or de-bo'ra,

B. and M.
Deborus, deb'o-rus, C.
Debreczin or Debretzin, da-bretr-

sin, M.
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I Decaduchi. dek-a-du'kT, C.
De Candolle, de-koN-dul', C.
Decapolis, de-kap'o-lis, B. and C.

I
Decatur, de-ka'ter, M.

j

Deccan or Dekkan, dek'kan, M.
Decebalus, de-seu'a-lus, C.

|

Decelea, des-e-le'a, C.
!
Decelicum, des-e-li'kum, C.
Decelus, des'e-lus, G.
Decemviri, de-seni'vY-n, C.
Decetia, dc-se'shY-a, G.
Decianus, de-shi'-a,nus, G.
Decidius, de-sid'Y-us, C.
Decietae, de-sM-e'te, C.
Decimus, des'Y-mus, G.
Decius, de'shY-us, C.
Decuma, dek'u-ma, C.
Decumates, dek-u-mart5z, C.
Decurio, de-ku'rt-o, G.
Dedan, de'dan, B.
Dedanim, ded'a-nim, B.
Deditamenes, ded-i-tam,e-nez, C.
De Foe or Defoe, de-io',M.
Dehavites, de-ha'vits, B.
Deianira, de-i'a-ni'ra, C.
Deicoon, de-ik,o-on,_C'.
Deicrates, de-ik'ra-tez, C.
Deidamia, de-id'a-nii'a, C.
Deileon, de-il'e-on, C.
Deilochus, de-iKo-kus, C.
Deimachus, de-im'a-kus, C.
Deinome, de-in'o-me, C.
Deioces, de-i'o-sez, C.
Deiochus, de-i'o-kus, C.
Deioleon, de-i-orle-on, C.
Deione, de-i'o-ne, C.
Deioneus, de-i-o'ne-us or -i'o-nus,G
Deionides, de-i-on't-dez, C.
Deiope, de-i'o-pe, C.
Deiopea, de-i'o-pe'a, C.
Deiopites, de-i'o-pi'tez, C.

Deiotarus, de-i-ot'a-rus, C.
Deiphobe, de-ifo-bc, C.
Deiphontes, de-T-fon'tez, C.
Deiphonus, de-ifo-nus, C.

Deipyle, de-ip'T-le, C.
Deipyrus, de-ip'i-nis, C.
Deisorus, de-is'o-rus, C.
Dejanira, dej-a-ni /

'ra, C.
Dejoces, dej^o-sez, C.
Dejotarus, de-jofa-rus, C.
Dekar, de'kiir, B.
Dekkan: same as Deccan.
De la Beche, de-la-bash', M.
De la Croix or Delacroix, de-la-
krwa/

', M.
Delagoa, del-a-so'a, M.
Delaiah, del-a-fa, B.
Delambre, de-lojJ rb'r, M.
Delano, deKa-no, M.
Delaroche, d'la-rosh', M.
Delatour, d ,

la-toor /', M.
Delaunay, d'lo-na'', M.
Delaval, d'la-vaK, M.
Delaware, deKa-wer, M.
Delft, delft, M.
Delgade, del-ga'da, M.
Delhi, in U. S., deKhi • Delhi or Deh-

li, in Hindostan, del'le, M.
Delia, de'lT-a, C. _
Deliades, de-li'a-dez, C.
Delilah, de-H'la, B.
Delisle, de-lel' or de-lTK, M.
Delium, de'lT-um, C.
Delmatius. del-ma'shl-us, C.
Delminium, del-min'T-nm, C.
Delolme, de-lolm' or d'lolm, M.
Delorme, de-lorm' or d'lorm, M.
Delos, de'los, C.
Delphicola, del-fik'o-la, C.
Delphicus, del'fY-kus, C.
DeinhiTiium, del-fin'Y-um, C.
Delphusa, del-fu'sa, C.
Deltoton, del-to'ton, C.

DERIONE

Delus, de'lus, B.
Delvino, deKvY-no, M.
Demades, deiii'a- or de-ma'dez, C.
Demaenete, de-ineu'e-te, G.
Demagoras, de-inag'o-ras, C.
Demarata, dem-a-ra'ta, C.
Demarchus, de-iniir''ku8, G.
Demarete, de-inar'e-te, C.
Demari3te, dem-a-ris'te, C.
Demarmenus, de-inar

/,
ine-nus, C.

Demas, de'mas, B.
De^atria, de-ma'trY-a, C.
Dembea, dem'be-a or dem-be'a, M.
Bembowski, deni-bov'ske, M.
Demea, derme-a, C.
Demerara, dem'er-a'ra, M.
Demeter, de-me'ter, G.
Demetria, de-me'trl-a, C.
Demetris, de-ine'tris, C.
Demetrius, de-me'trY-us, B. and C.
Demidof, deni'Y-dof, or Bemidov,
deu/e-doV, M.

Demo, dermo, G.
Demoanassa, dern'o-a-nas'sa, G.
Democedes, dem-o-se'dez, C.
Democha.es, de-rnok^a-rez, C.
Democles, dein'o-klez, C.
Democlides, dem-o-kli /'dez, C.
Democius, dem'o-klus, C.
Democoon, de-mokro-on, G.
Democopus, de-inok,o-pus, C.
Democrates, de-mok /,

ra-tez, C.
Democritus, de-mok'rY-tus, C.
Bemodice, de-mod'Y-se; -oce, -o-se,C
D6modorus, dem-o-do /'rus, G.
Demogenes, de-mo.i'

r
e-nez, C.

Bemoivre, de-nmi'v'r, M.
Bemoleon, de-mo'le-on, C.
Bemonassa, dem-o-nas'sa, C.

DemoTiax, de-mo'iiaks, C
Bemonica, dem-o-ni'ka, C.
Bemophantus, dem-o-fan'tus, G.
Bemophilus, de-mofY-lus, C.
Bemophon, dern'o-fon, B. and C.

Bemophoon, de-moi^o-on, C.
Bemopolis, de-mop'o-lis, C.
Bemoptolemus, dem-op-toKe-mus, C.
Bemosthene3, de-mos'the-nez, C.
Bemostratus, de-mos'tra-tus, C.
Bemoteles, de-mofe-lez, C.
Demoustier, de-moos/tc-a y', M.
Demuchus, de-mu'kus, C.
Demylus, dom^Y-lus, C.
Denbighshire, den'bt-shSr, M.
Denderah, den'der-a, M.
Dendermonde, den-der-ni5n /'de; or

I Bendermond, den-der-mSnf, 31.
' Benham, den'am, 31.

Benina, da-ne'na, 31.

;
Bonis, de-ne', 31.

Bennis, St., .sent-den'is or jden'e;
:

in F. Saint Benis, sax-d'ne', M.
Benon, de-noN', 31.

Bensel6t83, den-se-le'te, C.
Dentatus, den-ta'tus, C.
Deodatus, de-od'a-tus, C.
Deois, de-o'is, C.

Deparcieux. da-par'se-eA 31.

Bepeyster, de-pis'tSr, 31.

Beptford, det'ferd, 31.

, Berbe, der'bY, B.
Berbend, der-bend', 31.

Berbices, der'bY- or der-bl'&Sz, C.
;
Berby, derrbY or dar'bt, 31.

Berbyshire, derrbY-_sher, 31.

J

Bercebii, der-sC'bY-i, G.

\
Berceto.d5rrse-to; or -cetis,-se-tis,t'.

I

Bercylides, der-sil'Y-dez, G.
Bercyllus, der-siKlus, C.
Bercylos, der'sY-los or d^r-si'los, C.
Dercynus, der'sY-nus, C.
Derham, d'r'am, 31.

j

Derimachia, dB r/Y-ma-ki ,'a, C.
1 Berione, de-ri'o-ne, C.

sun, cube, full: moon, fo"6l ; cow, oil: linger or ink, t-hen, boNboN, chair, get.
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Derites, de-ri'tez, C.
Derne, der'ne, 31.

Derr, der, 31.

Dersaei, der-se'i, C.
Derusiaei, de-ru'sY-e'i, C.

De Ruyter, de-ri'ter or -roi'ter, 31.

Deruyter, de-ri'ter, 31.

Derzhavin, dSr-zha/vin, M.
Desaguadero, des-a/gwa-da/ro, M.
Desaguliers or Des Aguliers, da'zii-

gu-lc-a'', 31.

Desaix, de-sa/, 31.

Descartes, da-kart', 31.

Deschamps, da-shoN', 31.

Deseada, des-e-a/da, 31.

Deseret, des^er-et, 31.

Desha, de-sha/', 31._
Deshoulieres, da-zoo'le-ar', 31.

Des Moines, de-moin'', M.
Desmoulins, da-moo-laN', M.
De Soto, de-so'to, 31.

Despoblado, des-po-bla/do, 31.

Despreaux, da-pra-o', 31.

Dessaix, da-sa', 31.

i
da- or des-sa-len', 31.

Dessau, des'sa-u, B. ; des'sow, 31.

D'Estaing, des-t&x', 31.

Desudaba, de-su-da^ba, C.
De Thou, de-tdo", 31.

Detmold, dermoid; G. defmolt.J/.
Detroit, de-troif, 31.

Dettingen, defting-en, 31.

Deucalides, du-kaKI-dez, C.
Deucalion, du-ka'lY-on, C.
Deucetius, du-se'shl-us, C.
Deudorix, du'do-riks, C.
Deuel, de-u'el, B.
Deuriopus, du-ri'o-pus, C.
Deuteronomy, du-ter-on'o-mY, B.
Deutz, doits, 31.

Deux-ponts, de'poN' ; in G. Zwei-
bricken, tsvl-brek'kn, M.

Deva, da'va, 31.

Deventer or Dewenter, da'ven-ter,
31.

Devereux, dev'er-oo, 31.

Devises, de-vi'ziz, 31.

Devona, deVo-na, C.
Devonshire, dev'un-sher, 31.

Dewees, de-wez', 31.

D'Ewes, duz, 31.

De Wette. de-vet'tS, 31.

Dexamene, deks-am'e-ne, C.
Dexippus, deks-ip'pus, C.
Dexithea, deks-ith/e-a, C.
Dexius, dek'shY-us, C.
Dhawalaghiri, da-woKa-geY're, 31.

Dia, di'a, C.
Diabetae, di-a-be'te, C.
Diacopena, di-ak'o-pe'na, C.
Diacrea, di-a-kre'a, C.
Diacris, di'a-kris, C.
Diactorides, di-ak-tSVY-dez, C.
Diadumenianus, di/a-du-me/nY-a /'-

nus, C.
Diadumenus, di-a-du'me-nus, C.
Diaeus, di-e'us, C.
Diagon, di'a-gon, C.
Diagondas, di-a-gon'das, C.
Diagoras, di-ag'o-ras, C.
Dialis, di-a'lis, C.
Diallus, di-al'lus, C.
Diamastigosis, di-a-mas'tY-go'sis, C.
Diana, di-an'a or di-a'na, B. ; di-
a'na, C.

Dianassa, di-a-nas'sa, C.
Dianium, di-a'nY-um, C.
Diaphanes, di-af'a-nez, C.
Diarbekr or -kir, de-iir/be-ker/', 31.
Diasia, dY-a'shY-a. C.
Diblaim, dib"la-ini, B.
Diblath, d :

''-^h, B.
Diblathai 'a-tha'im, B.
Dibon, di

Dibri, dib'ri, B.
Dibutades, dib-u-ta'dez, C.
Dicaea, di-se'a, C.
Dicaearchia, di-se'ar-kl'a, C.
Dicaeocles, di-se'o-klez, C.
Dicaeogenes, dis-e-o.-j'e-nez, C.
Dicaeus, di-se'us, C.
Dice, di'se, C.
Dicearchus, dis-e-ar'kus, C.
Dicomas, dik'o-mas, C.
Dictamnum, dik-tnni'iium, C.
Dictator, dik-ta't6r, C.
Dictidienses, dik-tid'Y-en'sez, C.
Dictynnai dik-tin / na, C.
Didero, ded-ro'r or de-de-ro', 31.

Didiu3. did'Y-us, C.
Dido, di'do, C.
Didot, de-do', 31.

Didote, did'o-te, C.
Didymae, did'Y-me, C.
Didymaeus, did-Y-me-'us, C.
Didymaon, did-Y-ma'on, C.
Didymus, did'Y-mus, B. and C.
Die or Diez, Saint, sa^-de-a', 31.

Diebitch or Diebitsch, de'bich, 31.

Diefienbach, de/fn-bak ,r

, 31.

Dieneces, di-en'e-sez, C.
Diepholz, dep'holts, 31.

Dieppe, dyep or de-ep', 31.

Diespiter, dl-es'pt-ter, C.
Diest, dest, 31.

Dietrich, de'trik, 31.

Diez, dets, 31.

Digena, di-je'na, C.
Digentia, di-ien'shl-a, C.
Digeri, dj-je^ri, C.
Digne, den, 31.

Dii, dT/i, C.
Diipolia, di'Y-po-li'a, C.
Dijon, de-zhos', 31.

Dijovis, dij ro-vis, C.
Diklah, dik'la, B.
Dilean, diKc-an, B.
Dillingen, dil'ling-en. 31.

Dimalus, di-ma,lus, €'.

Dimastus, di-mas'tus, C.
Dimnah, dim'na, B.
Dimon, di'mon, B.
Dimonah, di-morna, B.
Dinah, di'na, B.
Dinaites, di'na-itz, B.
Dinant, de-noN' or de-nanf, 31.

Dinarchus, di-niir'kus, C.
Dindyma, din'dY-ma, C.

Dindymene, din-dl-me /'ne, C.
Dindymus, din'dt-mus, C.
Dinhabah, din'ha- or din-ha'ba,.B.
Diniae, din'T-e, C.
Dinochares, di-nok'a-rez, C.
Dinocrates, di-nok^ra-tez, G.
Dinodochus, di-nod'o-kus, C.
Dinogetia, din'o-je-ti-'a, C.

! Dinolochus, di-noKo-kiis, C.
Dinomenes, di-nom /'e-nez, C.
Dinon, di'non, C.
Dinosthenes, di-nos'the-nez, C.
Dinostratus, di-nosAtra-tus, C.
Dinwiddie, din-wicKdt, 31.

Diocaesarea, di/o-ees/a-re /
a, C.

Dioclea. (a woman) di-o-kle'a ; (a
city) di-o'kle-a, C.

Diodes, di'o-klez, C.
Diocletianus, di-o-kle'shT-a^nus, C.
Diodati, de-o-da/te, 31.

Diodemus, di-o-de'mus, C.
Diodomenus, di/o-do-me /'nus, C.
Diodorus, di-o-do'rus. C.
Diodotus, di-od'o-tms, C.
Diogenes, di-oj^e-nez, C.
Diogenia, di/o-ie-ni/'a, C.
Diogenianus, di-o-je /nT-a /'nus, C.
Diognetus, di-og-ne'tus, C.
Diomea, di-o-me'a, C.
Diomede, di-o-me'de; -des, -dez, C.

Diomedea, di-om/e-de'
,

a ; -edeae, -e-

de'e, C.
Diomedon, di-om,e-don, C.
Diomenes, di-om'e-nez, C.
Diomus, di'o-mus, C.
Dion, di'on, C.
Dionaea, di-o-ne'a, C.
Dione, di-o'ne, C.
Dionicus, di-o-ni'kus, C.
Dionysia, di-o-nisb/I-a, C.
Dionysiades, di'o-nt-si'a-dez, C.
Dionysides, di-o-nisrI-dez, C.
Dionysiocles, di/o-nt-sI

/,
o-klez, C.

Dionysiodorus, di-o-nish'I-o-do'-
rus, C.

Dionysipolis, di'o-nr-sip'o-lis, C.
Dionysiu8, di'o-nish'I-us, B. and C.
Dionysus, di-o-ni'sus, C.
Diope, diro-pe, C.
Diophanes, di-of'a-nez, C.
Diophantus, di-o-fan'tus, C.
Diophon, di'o-fon, C.
Diopithes, di-o-pi'thez, C.
Diopithusa, di-op /I-thu/'sa, C.
Dioplethes, di-o-ple'thez, C.
Diopolis, di-op'o-lis, C.
Diores, di-o'rez, C.
Dioscorides, di-os-kor'T-dez. C.
Dioscorinthius, di'os-ko-rin'tht-us.
B.

Dioscorum, di-os-'ko-rum, C.
Dioscuri, di-os-ku/rl, C.
Dioshieritae, di-os'hi-e-ri'te, C.
Diospage, di-os'pa-je, C.
Diospolis, di-os'po-lis C.
Diotima, di-o-ti'ma, C.
Diotrephes, di-ofre-fez, B. and C.
Dioxippe, di-oks-ip'pe, C.
Dipaea, di-pe'd, C.
Diphiius, difT-lus, C.
Diphoridas, di-for'T-das, C
Diphreon, dif're-on, C.
Dipoena, di-pe'na, C.
Dipolis, dip'o-lis, C.
Dipylon, dip'T-lon, C.
Diraa, di're, C.
Dirce, der'se, C.
Dircenna, der-seii'iia, C.
Dischelus, dis-ke'lus, C.
Discordia, dis-k6r'dt-a, C.
Discorum, dis'ko-rum, C.
Dishan, di'shan; -shon, -shon, B.
"nien-rao rlic^r»_r*i /"'dis'o-re, C.
Disraeli or D'Israeli, diz-ra'le or

diz-re'le, 31.

Dithyrambus, dith-Y-ram'bus, C.
Ditiones, dish-t-o'nez, C.
Dittani, dit/ta-ni, C.
Dium, di'um, C.
Diviana, div-t-a'na, C.
Divitiacus, div-T-ti'a-kus, C.
Divodurum, div-o-du'rum, C.
Divona, div'o-na or di-vorna. C.
Dixmude, diks-mud' ; in Flemish
Dixmuyden, diks-moi'dn, 31.

DiyUus, dT-iKlus, C.
Dizahab, diz'a-hab, B.
Dizerus, di-ze'rus, C.
Dizier, Saint. saN-de/ze-ar , 31.

Djidda or Jidda, jid'da, M.
Djoliba or Joliba, joKe-ba, M.
Dnieper, ne'peiVw Russ. dnygp'-

er, 31.

Dniester, nes'ter; in Russ. dnyeV-
ter, 31.

Doab or Dooab, doo-ab /', M.
Doberes, do-be'rez, C.

Dobrowski, Jo-broVske, 31.

Docimeum, dos-Y-me
/,um, C.

Docimus, dos'T-mus, C.
Doclea, do'kle-a, C _
Docleates, do-kle-a'tez, C.
Docus, dorkus, B.
Dodai, dod'a-i, B.

}, far, pass or opera, fare ; 6nd, eve, terra ; Tn, ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r

;

B, Biblical
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DODANIM 551 DURANUS
Dodanim, dod'a-nim, B.
Dodavah, dod'a-va, B.
Dbderlein or Doederlein, de'der-

lih', 31.

Dodo, do'do, B.
Dodoens, do-doons', M.
Dodona, do-do'na ; -ne, -ne ; -nis,

-nis, ft
Dodonseus, dod-o-ne'us, C.

Dodonides, do-don'Y-dez, ft

Doeg, do'eg, B.
Dofrafield, do'fra-f i-eld' : same as

Dovrefleld, 31.

DolabeUa, dol-a-beKla, ft

Dole, dol, 31.

Dolgelly, dol-geth/le, 31.

Dolgorouki or Dolgoruki, dol-go-
rob'ke, M.

Dolichaon, dol-i-ka'on, ft
Doliche, dol'i-ke, ft
Dolichene, dol-i-ke'ne, ft
Dolichos, dol'i-kos^ C.
Doliones, do-li'o-nez, ft
Dolius, do'li-us, ft
Dolomene, dol-o-me

/r

ne, ft
Dolomieu, do-lo/me-e /-

, M.
Dolon, do'lon, ft
Dolonci, do-lon'sl, ft
Dolonia, dol-o-nKa, ft
Dolopes, dol'o-pez, ft
Dolopia, do-lo^pT-a, ft
Dolopion, dol-o-pi'on, ft
Domanitis, dom-a-ni'tis, ft
Domat or Daumat, do-ma/, 31.

Domenichino, do-ma-ne-ke'no, 31.

Domiduca, dom-i-du'ka, ft
Domingo, do-mm'go, 31.

Dominica, dom-e-ne'ka; in F. Dom-
inique, dom-e-nek r , 31.

Dominici, do-me-ne'che, 31.

Domitia, do-misb/T-a, ft
Domitianus, do-mish/f-a/'nus, ft
Domitilla, do-mi-tiKla, C.
Domitiopolis, do-niish/f-op /

'o-lis, ft
Domitius, do-inisli'I-us, ft
Domnotinus, dom-nofY-nus, ft
Donaghadee, doa'a-ha-de', 31.

Donar, do'nar (= Thoe), N.
Donatus, do-na'tus, ft
Doncaster, donk'as-ter, 31.

Donegal, don-e-gawF, M.
Dongola, dong'go-la, 31.

Donizetti, don-e-zet'te or do-nid-
zet'te, 31.

Donovan, don'o-van, M.
Donuca, do-nu'ka, ft
Donysa, do-ni'sa, ft
Doorga, door'ga (= Kali), II.

Dophkah, dof'ka, B.
Dor, d6r, B.
Dora, do'ra, B.
Doracta, do-rak'ta, ft
Dorcas, d6r'kas, B.
Dorcea, dQr-se'a. ft
Dorceus, dSFse-us or -sus, ft
Dorchester, dSr'ches-tSr, 31.

Dordogne, dor-don', 31.

Dordrecht, dSrt'rekt; orDort, dort,
31.

Dores, do'rez, ft
Doricus, d5r'i-kus, ft
Dorienses, do-ri-en'sez, ft
Dorieum, do-ri-e'um, ft
Dorieus, do-n'e-us or do'rf-us, ft
Dorion, do'ri-on, ft
Doriscus, do-ris'kus, ft
Dorium, do'i-T-um, ft
Dornoch, dor'nok, 31.

Dorostolum, do-ros'to-lum, ft
Dorostorum, do-ros'to-rum, ft
Dorothea, do-rb'the-a, ft ; dSr-o-
thc'a. 31.

Dorotheus, do-ro'the-us, ft
Dorpat, dor'piit, or Dbrpt, derpt, 31.

, d6r-sen'nus, ft
Dorsetshire, d6r'set-sher, 31.

Dorticum, dor'ti-kum, ft
Dorus, do'rus, ft
Doryclidas, dor-i-kli'das, ft
Doryclii, dor-Y-kll'I, C.
Dorylaeum, dor-i-lerum, C.
Dorylas, dor'i-las, C.
Dorylaus, dor-i-la^us, C.
Dorymenes, do-rim/'e-nez, B. & C.
Doryphori, do-rif'o-ri, C.
Doryssus, do-ris'sus, C.
Dosiades, do-si'a-dez, C.
Dositheus, do-sith/e-us, B. and C.
Doson, do'son, C.
Dossenus, dos-se^nus, C.
Dotadas, dofa-das, C.
Dothaim, do'tha-im, B.
Dothan, do'than, B.
Doto, do'to ; -tus, 4us, C.
Douai or Douay, doo-a', M.
Doubs, doobs or doo, M.
Douce, in E. dows; in F. doos, M.
Douglas or -lass, duglas, IT.

Douro, dott^ro; in Sp. Duero, dwa'-
ro, M.

Douw, Dow, dow, M.
Dover, do'ver, M.
Dovrefleld, do-vre-fild /'

; in JVonv.
Daavrefjeld, do /vre-fyeld/', M.

Dowlatabad, dow-la-ta-badr , 31.

Downpatrick, down-pat'rik, M.
Doxander, doks-an'der, C.
Dracanon, drak'a-non, C.
Dracanus, dra-ka'iius, C.
Draces, dra'sez, C.
Draco, dra'ko, C.
Dracontides, dra-konrti-dez, C.
Draconum, drak'o-num, or -onon,
-o-non. C.

Draguignan, dra-sen-y5x r
, 3L

Drahonus, dra-ho'rms, C.
Drangene, dran-je'ne, C.
Drangiana, dran-ii-a^na, C.
Drave, drav; in G. Drau, drow; in
Slavonian Drava, dra'va, 31.

Drenthe, dren'te, M.
Drepana, drepra-na; or -anum, -a-

num, C.

Dreux, drg, M.
Drimacus, drim'a-kus, C.
Drimylus, drim'i-lus, C.
Drin, dren; or Drino, dre'no, 3t.

Drinus, dri'nus, C.
Driodones, dri-odro-Ti_ez, C.
Driopides, dvi-op^i-dez, C.
Drogheda, dr5'hc-da, 3L
Drohobicz, dro^ho-bich; or Droho-

vitsh, dro'ho-vich, 3f.

Droi, dro'i, C.
Droitwich, droifich, W.
Dromachetus, dro-mak'e-tus, C.
Dromaeus, dro-me'us, C.
Dromeas, dro'me-as, C.
Dromeus, dro^me-us o- dro'nni.s.C.
Dromoclides, dioni-o-kli'dez, C.
Dromore, dro^mor or dro-in5r', 3f.

Drontheins, dronfim ; in Norw.
Trondjem, trond^veni, 31.

Dropici, drrtp'i-sl, '('.

Drouyn de Lhuys, dru'o-aN' /'cle-lwe,i)f.

Drubetis, dru-bcAtis, C.
Druentia, dni-en rshT-a, C.
Druidae, dru'i-de; -ides, -i-dez, C.
Druses, droo'ssez, 31.

Drusilla, droo-siKla, B. and C.
Druso. droo'so; -sus, -sus, C.
Dryades, drira-dez, C.
Dryantiades, dri-an-ti^a-dez, C.
Dryantides, dri-an-ti'dez, C.
Drymsea, dri-me'a, C.
Dryrcodes, dri-mo'dez. C.
Drymusa, dn-mu'sa, C.

"ri-nem'e-tum, V.

Drynemetus, dri-nem /,
e-tus, C.

Dryope, driro-peL C.
Dryopes, dri'o-pez, C.
Dryopeia, dri-o-pe^ya, C.
Dryopolis, dri-op'o-lis, C.
Dryops, dri'ops, C.
Drypetis, drip'e-tis or dri-pe'tis, C.
Dryusa, dri-u'sa^ C.
Duanesburg, du-ansr berg, 31.

DubUn, dub'lin, 31.

Dubno, doobrno, M.
Dubois, doo-bois'" and doo-bwa', 31.
Dubris, doo'bris, C.
Dubuque, dd6-buk/', 31.

Du Cachet, doo'ka-sha or doo-kii-
sha', 31.

Ducange, doo-kanj r ; F. dod-koNzh'",

Ducetius, doo-se'shT-us, C.
Du Chatel, doo-sha-teK, 31.
Duchesne, doo-shan /', 31.

Duclos, doo-klo", 31.

Dudevant, doo-de- or dood/voN /
', 31.

Duero, doo-a^ro or dwa'ro, 31.

Dufrenoy, doo-lra-nwa.'', 31.

Dufresnoy, doo-lra-nwa'', 31.

Du Guesclin, doo-ga/klaN /', 31.

Duhamel, doo-ha-meK or doo-a-
meK, 31.

Duillia, du-li'lT-a, C.
Duisburg, du'is-berg or doo/

'is-

bdorg, 31.

Duiveland, doi've-liint, 31.

Dulce, Rio, re'o-dooKsa or -tha, 31.

Dulcigno. dool-chen /,

yo, 31.

Dulgibini, dul-jl-bi'ni, ft
Dulichium, du-lik'I-um, C.
Dulopolis, du-lop ro-lis, C.
Dulwich, duKij, M.
Dumah, du'ma, B.
Dumas, doo-maT, 31.

Dumbartonshire^um-bar'tun-sher,
31.

Dumblane, dum-blan', 31.

Dumesnil, doo-ma-ner , 31.

Dumfries, dum-fres/', 31.

Dumnorix, dum^no-riks, ft
Dumont, doo-inoN', 31.

Dumoulin, doo-moo-laN^, 31.

Dumouriez, doo-moo-re-a', 31.

Dunbar, dun-bar'', 31.

Duncan, dunk^an, 31.

Dundalk, dun-dawk', 31.

Dundass, dun-das', 31.

Dundee, dun-de', 31.

Dunfermline, dun-fer'lin, 31.

Dungannon, dun-gan'nun, 31.

Dungarvon, dun-gar'vun, 31.

Dunglison, dun'glt-sun, 31.

Dunkeld, dun-keK, 31.

Dunkirk, dun'kgrk; in F. Dun-
kerque, duN-kerk, 31. _

Dunsinnane, dun-sin'nan, 31.

Dunwich, dmi'ich, 3F.

Duperier, doo-pa're-a', 31.

Duperre, doo-pa-ra^, 31.

Duperron^ doo-pa-roN, 31.

Dupin, doo-pjtN'
-

, 31.

Duplessis.jbio-pla-se', 31.

Duplin, doo'plm, 31.

Duponceau, doo-pon'so; in F. di56-

PON-SO, 31.

Dupont, dn-ponf; F. doo-poN', 31.

Dupre, doo-pra', 31.

Dupuis, Dupuy, doo-pwe', 31.

Dupuytren, doo-pwe-trSN', 31.

Duquesne, doo-kan, 31.

Dura, du'ra, B.
Durance, doo-roNs', 31.

Durand, du-rand'; in F. doo-roN', 31.

Durango, doo-rang'go, M.
Duranius, dn-ra'nT-us, ft
Durar T

r 'n'ta, 31.

Dur^.
, .. ra-nus, ft

sun, cube, full ; moon, fot>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, pet.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; iV, Norse. [See p. 521.



DURATO

Burato, du'Va-to. C. _
Durazzo, doo-rat'so, or Buras, doo-

ias, 31.

B rer. de'r'r or doo'ivr, 31.

Durham, drtr'um, 31.

Duriui. du'iT-ns. C.

Burlich. ddor'lak, M.
Durocortorum. du'ro-kor'to-rum, C.

Duro. ia, du-.o'nl-a, C.
Buroitorum. du-vos'to-rum, C.

Bu-sseldorf, dus'sel-dorf ; in G. des'-
sci-dd \', M.

Butens. doo-tpx', 31.

Buumviri_doo-um'vY-rI, C.
Bu/al. doo-vSl' or doo-vaK, M.
Buvernoy, doo-vcr-nwa/, 31.

Buyckiack, di'kink, M.
Buyveland, doi've-lant, 31.

Bwina. dwe'na, M.
Byajondas, di-a-gon'das, C.
Dyardane3, di-ar'da-nez, C.
Byche. dich or dTcli, 31.

Dyle or Byl, dll, 31.

Bymaei. di-me'i, C.
Bynamene, di-nam/e-ne, C.
Byaaste, di-nas'te, C.
Byracnium, di-ra'kt-um, C.
Byraspes, di-ras'pez, C.
Byris, di'ris, C.
BysauleB, di-saw'lez, C.
Byscelados, dis-seKa-dos, C.
Bysci etus, dis-si-ne'tus, C.
Byaorum, di-so'rum, C.

B.

Eadmer or Edmer, ed'mer, 31.

Eanes, e'a-nez, B.
Eanus, e-a'nus, C.
Earinus, e-ar'i-nus, C.
Earlom, Sr'lum, M.
Earn, Loch, lok-grn, 31.

Easis, e'a-sis, C.
Easiuin. c-a'shl-um, C.
Ebal, e'bal, B.
Ebdome, eb'dn-me, C.
Ebed, e'bed: E.-melech, -rne'lek, B.
Ebeling, a'bel-ing, 31.

Ebenezer. eb-en-e'zer, B.
Eber, e'ber, B.
Eberhard, eb'er-hard or a'ber-hiirt,
M.

Eberle, eb'er-le, 31.

Ebesus, eb'e-sus, C.
Ebiasaph, e-bi'a-saf, B.
Eboda, eb'o-da. C.
Ebora, eb'o-ra, C. ; eb'o-ra (= Evo-

fa), M.
Eboracum, eb-o-ra'kum, C.
Ebro, e'bro; in Sp. a'bro, M.
Ebrodunum, eb-ro-du'num, C.
Ebronah, e-bro'na, B.
Ebudoe, e-bu'de, C.
Ebura. e-bu'ra, C.
Eburodunum, eb'u-ro-du'niun, C.
Eburones. eb-u-ro'nez, C.
Eburovices. eb'ti-ro-vT'sez, C.
Ebusus, eb'u-sus or e-bu'sus, C.
Ecanus. e-ka'mis, B.
Ecbatana. ek-bat'a-na, B. and C.
Ecceio. ek'se-lo, C.
Eccles. ek'lz, M.
Ecclesiastes, ek-kle/ zt'-as/'te'z, B.
Ecclesiasticus, ek-kle'zl-as'tl-kus.

Eccloo, ek-ldo', 31.
Ecdelus, ck-de'lus, C.
Ecdicu3, ck'di-kus, C.
Ecdoru3, ek-do'rus, C.
Eceholus, c-seb'n-lus, C.
Ecechiria. es-e-kir'T-a, C.
Ecetra, es'e-tra, C.
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Echard, rch'grd, M.
Echea. c-ke'e, C.
Ecrieuuius ek-c-bulus, C.
Echeciea, ek-e-klc/a, C.
Echecles, ek'e-klez, C.
Echecrates, e-kek'ra-tez, C.
Echecratia, ek'e-kra-ti'a, C.
Echedae, ik'c-dc, C.
Echedamia, ok'e-da-mi'a, C.
Echedorus, ek-e-do'rus, C.
Echelas, ek'e-las, C.
Echelatus. e-keKa-tus, C.
Echeli63, Les, laz-a-sheK, At.

Echembrotu3, •5-kein, bjo-tus, C.
Echeaienez, L-keni'e-nez, C
Eehemon, e-ke'mon, C.
Echemus, ek'e-mus, C.
Echeneus, ek-e-ne'us, C.
Echephron, ek'e-fron, C.
Echepolis, e-kep'o-lis, C.
Echepolus, ek-e-po'lus, C.
Echestheaes, e-kes'the-nez, C.
Echestratus, e-kes'tra-tus, C.
Echetla, ek'e-tla, C.
Echetra, ek'e-tra, C.
Echetus, ek'o-tus, C.
Echidna, e-kid'Tia, C.
Echidorus, ek-T-do^rus, C.
Echinades, e-kin'a-dez, C.
Echins3, c-ki'ne, C.
Echinu3sa. ek-i-nus'sa, C.
Echion c-ki'on, C.
Echionides, ek-T-on't-dez, C.
Echioiiius, ek-i-o'n^-us, C.
Echo, Cko, C.
Echopqlus, ek-o-po'lus, C.
Ecija, a'the-ha, M.
Eckhard, ek'hart, M.
Eckm^hl, ek-mel, M.
Ecnonsos, ekrno-mos, C.
Ecpolus, ek'po-lus, C.
Ectenes, ek-tc'nez, C.
Ecuador, ek'wa-dor, M.
Ed, ed, B.
Edar, e'dar, B.
Edda, ed'da, N.
Eddias, ed-di'as, B.
Eden, e'den, B.
Eder, e'der, B.
Edes, e-'dez, B.
Edessa, e-des'sa, or -desa, -de'sa,
Edeta, e-de'ta, C.
Edfoo, -fou. -fu, ed^fdo, 31.

Edina, e-di^na, 31.

Edinburgh, -boro', -borough, ed':
ber-rg, 3t.

Edissa, e-dis'.=a, C.
Edisto, ed'is-to, C.
Edna, ed^na, B.
Edom, e'dom, B.
Edomite. e'dom-Tt, B.
Edon, o'don, C.
Edones, e-do'nez ; -ni, -nT, C.
Edonis. e-do^nis or ed'o-nis, C.
Edrei. ed're-i, B.
EduUca, e-rln'lt-ka, C.
Edusa, e-du rsa, C.
Eeckhout, ak'howt, 31.

Eetion, e-e'shT-on, C.
Eetionea, e-e/sl\T-o-ne /

'a, C.
Egaleos, e-ga'le-os, C.
Egeleos, e-je'le-os, C.
Egelochus, e-jeKo-kus, C.
Egemachus, e jem'a-kus, C.
Egeria. e-je^rT-a, C.
Egesaretus, e-jes'a-re'tus, C.
Egesinus, ej-e-si-'nus, C
Egesta, e-jes'ta, C.
Egeta, e-je'ta, C.
Eglah, eg'la, B.
Eglaim, eg'la-im, B.
Eglon. en 'Ion, B.
Egnatia, eg-na'shf-a, C.
Egremus, eg're-mus, C.

Egripo. egA rl-po
Egypt. Cj'
Egyptian, e-jip
Egypt, e^jipt, B. a.td 3T.

Egyptian, e-jip'shan, B.
Ehi. Chi. li.

and 31.

Ehreabreitst9in, a'ren-brlt-stln, Mi
Ehud e' u ud, B.
EichstUdt or Aichstadt, ik'stet, 31.

Eileniurg. i'len-bcrorg, 31.

Eimbeck. Iin'bck, 31.

Eimeo, T'me-o, 31.

Eion. e-i'on, C.
Eione. e-i'o-ne, C.
Eioneus. e'T-o'ne-ns or e-i

ro-nus, C.
Eisenach, I'zen-ak, M.
Eisenstadt, i'zen-stat', 31.

Eislefcen, is'la-ben, 31.

Eisonomus. i-son'o-mus, C.
Ekatarinoslaf or -slav, a-ka'ta-rSn'-

o-slai', 31.

Eker. e'ker. B.
Ekrebel, ek're-bel, B.
Ekron. ek'ron, B.
Ela, e'la, B.
Eladah, el'a-da, B.
Elsea, e-le'a, C.
Elssusa, e-lo-u'sa, C.
Elxutichus, e-Ie'u-ti'kus, C.
Eiagabaiu3, el-a-gab'a-lus, C.
Elan, Cla, 73.

Elais, c-lu'is, C.
Elaites, el-a-i'tez, C.
Elam. c'lam, B.
Elamitae, el-a-mi'te, C.
Elamites, e'lam-its, B.
Elaphetolia, el/a-fe-bo/lY-£1 C.
Elaphiaea, el'a-f f-c'a, C.
Elaphites, cl-a-fi'tez, C.
ElaphonesuB, el/a-io-ne'

r
sus, C.

Elaphusa, el-a-iu'sa, C.
Elasah, el'a-sa, B.
Elatea, el-a-te'a, C.
Elath, e'lath, B.
Elatma, a-lat'niii, or Yelatma, ya-

liit'ma, 31.

Elatos, el'a-tos; -tus, -tns, C.
Elaver, eKa-ver o>- e-la'ver, C.
Elbe, elb; in G. eKbe, M.
Elberfeld, eKber-feld ; in G. el'br-

lelt', 31.

El-beth-el, el'beth'el, B.
Elbeuf, el-b5f , M.
Elboorz or Elburz, el-hoorz'; or El-
brooz or Elbrouz, el-hi-ooz', 31.

Elche, eKcha. 31.

Elcia, el'sM-a, B.
Eldaah. el 'da -a or el-da'a, B.
Eldad, eKdad, B.
Elea, e'le-a, C.
Elead, e'le-ad, B.
Elealeh, e-le-a'le, B.
Eleasah, e-le'a-sa, B.
Eleates, e-le-a'tez, C.
Eleazar, e-le-a'zer, B.
Eleazurus. e'le-a-zu'rus, B.
Electra. e-lek'tra, C.
Electrides, e-lek'tri-dez, C.
Electryon, e-lek'trT-on. C.
Electryone, e-lek'tri-o'ne, C-
El6demus, el-e-de'mus, C.

I Elegia, el-e-ii^a, C.
Elei, e-le'T, C.
Eleleus, e-le'le-us or eKe-lus, C.
El-Elohe-Israel, el'e-lo'he-is'ra-el,

B -

Eleon, e'le-on, C.
Elemon, e-le'mon, C.
Eleph. e'lef, B.

|
Elephanta, el-e-fan'ta, 31.

Elephantine, el'e-fan'tT-ne or el'e-
f8ii-ti /'ne, C.

El8phantis, el-e-fan'tis, C.
Elephantomachi, el /e-fan-tom /'a-kI,

Elephantophagi, el'e-fan-tof'a-ji, C.

5m. fame. far. pass
B, Biblical ; C, Classical

:

or opera, fare ; Snd, eve, tgrm ; tn. ice ; Sdd. t5ne, or ;

E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; JV, Norse. [See p. 521.]



ELEPHANT0THER£2

Elephantotherae, el'e-fan' to-the're,

Elephas, el'e-fas, C.
Elephenor, el-e-i'e'nor, C.
Eleuchia, el-u-ki'a, C.
Elena, e'le-us, C.
Eleusa, el-e-u'sa, C.
Eleusinia, el-u-sin't-a, C.
Eleusinus, el-u-si'nus, C.
Eleusis, e-lu'sis, C.
Eleuther. e-lu/ther, C.
Eleutherse, e-lu'the-re, C.
Eleutheria, el-u-the'rT-a, C.
Eleutheris, e-lu'the-ris, C.
Eleutherocilices, e-lu'ther-o-sil'T-

sez, C.
Eleutherolacones, e-lu'the-rol'a-
ko'nez, C.

Eleuthe'ropolis, e-lu'the-rop'o-lis, C
Eleutherus, e-lu'the-rus, B. and C.
Eleutho, e-lu'thro, C.
Eleuzai, e-lu'za-i, B.
Elfheim, elf'liim, iV.

Elgin, el'gin, 31.

Elginshire, eKgin-sher, 3f.

Elhanan, el-ha'nan, B.
Eli, e'li. B.
Eliab, e-li'ab, B.
Eliada, -dah, c-li'a-da; -das, -das, B.
Elian, e-li'a, B.
Eliahba, e-li'a-ba, B.
Eliakim, e-li'a-kim, B.
Eliali, e-li'a-li, B.
Eliam, e-li'ani, B.
Elianonias, e-li'a-o-ni'as, B.
Elias, e-li'as, B. ; e'lt-as, C.
Eliasaph, e-li'a-saf, B.
Eliashib, e-li'a-shib ; -sib, -sib, B.
Eiiatha and -than, e-li'a-tha, B.
Elicae, eKi-se, C,
Elicaon, el-i-ka^on, B. and C.
Elicius, e-lish'1-us, C.
Elidad, e-li'dad, B.
Eliel, e'lT-el, B.
Elienai, e-li-e'na-i, B.
Eliezer, e-li-e'zSr, B.
Elihaba, e-li'ha-ba, B.
Elihoenai, el'i-ho-e'na-i, B.
Elihoreph, el-i-ho'ref, B.
Elihu, e-li'hu, B.
Elijah, e-li'ja, B.
Elika, eKl-ka or e-li'ka, B.
Elim, e'lim, B.
Elimea, rl-i-me^a, C.
Elimelech, e-liin'e-lek, B.
Elimiotis, e-lim'i-o/'tis, C.
Elioenai, e-H'o-e'iia-i, B.
Elionas, e-li-o'nas, B.
Eliphal. el'i-fal, B.
Eliphalat, e-lifa-lat, B.
Eliphaleh, e-lifa-le, B.
Eliphalet. e-lifa-let, B.
Eliphaz, el't-faz or e-li'faz, B.
Elipheleh, e-life-le, B.
Eliphelet, e-lif'e-let, B.
Elis, e'lis, C.
Elisa, e-li'sa, C.
Elisabeth, e-liz'a-beth, B.
Elisseus and -seus, el-i-se'us, B.
Elisha and -shah, e-li'sha, B.
Elishamah, e-lish/a-ma, B.
Elishaphat, e-lish/a-fat, B.
Elisheba, e-lish^e-ba, B.
Elishua, el-T-sliOD'a, B.
Elisimus, e-lis'l-mus, B.
Elissa, e-lis'sa, C.
Eliu. e-li'n, B.
Eliud, e-li'ud, B.
Elizabetgrad, a-liz'si-bet-grad', 31.

Elizaphan, e-li'za-fan, B.
Elizeus, el-i-ze'us, B.
Eliznr, e-li'zgr, B.
Elkanah. el'ka-na, B.
Elkoshite, eKkosh-Tt, B.
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Ellasar, eKla-sar,_B.
Ellesmere, elz'mer, M.
Ellopia, el-lo'pT-a, C.
Elmes, elmz, 31.

Elmira, el-mi'ra, M.
Elmodam, el-mo'dam, B.
Elnaam, eKna-am, B.
Elnathan, el'na-than, B.
Elohim, el'o-him, B.
Eloi, e-lo'i, B.
Elon, e'lon, B.
Elon-beth-hanan, e'lon-betb/ha-
nan, B.

Elone, e-lo'ne, C.
Elonites, e'lon-Its, B.
Elorini, el-o-rl'iil, C.
Elorus, e-lo'rus, C.
Eloth, Cloth, B.
Elpaal, eKpa-al, B.
Elpalet, el'pa-let, B.
El-naran, el-pa'ran, B.
El Paso del Norte, el-pa/so-del-nor/

'-

ta, M.
Elpenor, el-pe'nor, C.
Elphinstone, el'fin-stun, M.
Elpinice, el-pT-ni'se, C.
Elsheimer, els'lri-mer, 31.

Elsinore, el-sl-nor', or Elsinenr, el-

se-ngr', 31.

Eltekeh, el'te-kS, B.
Eltekon, eKte-kon, B.
Eltolad, el-to'lad or el'to-lad, B.
Elnl, e'lul, B.
Elnsa, in Gaul el'u-sa; in Palestine

e-lu'sa, C.
Eluzai, e-loo'za-i, B.
Elvina, el-vi'na, C.
Eiyces, eKT-sez, C.
Elymais, el-t-ma/

'is, B. and C.
Elymas, eKT-mas, B.
Elymeans, el-Y-mc'anz, B.
Uymi, el'Y-ml, C.
Elyrus, el't-rus, C.
Elysa, eKT-sa, C.
Elysium, e-lizh'T-um, C.
Elzabad, eKza-bad, B.
Elzaphan, el'za-fan, B.
Elzevir, eKze-v^r; in D. Elzevier or

Elsevier, el-ze-ver'', M.
Emanici, e-manrT-si, C.
Emanuel, e-man'u-el, B.
Emathia, e-ma'thlf-a, C.
Emathis, em^a-this, C.
Embatum, em'ba-tum, C.
Embden, enr'den, M.
Embolima, em-boKT-ma, C.
Embrun, em^brun or_ oN-bruN', 31.

Emerepes, e-mSr'e-pez, C.
Emerita, e-mgr'T-ta, C.

Emesa, em'e-sa, C and If.

Emims, e'mimz, B.
Emissa, e-mis'sa, C.
Emmanuel, em-man'"u-el, B.
Emmaus, em'ma-us, B.
Emmenes, ein'me-nez, C.
Emmerich, ern'mer-ik; or Emrich,

ern'rik, M.
Emmor, em'mSr, B.
Emoda, e-mo'da, C.
Empedocles, em-ped'o-klez, C.

Empedon, em'pe-don, C.
Empoclus, em-po-'klus, C.
Emporia, eni-po'rf-a; -rise, -rt-e, C.

Emprepon, em'pre-pon, C.
Empulum, em'pu-lnm, C.
Empusa, em-pu'sa, C.
Ems, emz, 31.

Eneesimus, e-nes'l-mus, C.
Enam, e'nam, B.
Enan, e'nan, B.
Enarea. e-na're-A, C.
Enarees. e-irn're-ez, C.
Enarephorus, en-a-vef /'o-rus, C.
Enarete, e-nai-'e-te, C.

EPEI

Enasibus, e-nas'T-bus, B.
Enceladus, en-seKa-dus, C.
Enchele, en^ke-le, C.
Encheleae, en-ke'le-e, C.
Encheleus, en-ke'le-us or en'ke-lus.

C.
Encke, enkrhe, 3L
Endeis, en-de'is, C.
Endera, en'de-ra, C.
Enderum, en-de'rum, C.
Endor, en^ddr or en'dgr, B.
Endymion, en-dim'T-on, C.
Eneas, e'ne-as, B.
En-eglaim, en-eg'la-im or en'eg-la'-
im, B.

, en-e-mes'sar, B.
e-ne'nT-us, B.

Eneti, en re-ti, C.
Engaddi, en-gad'dl, B.
En-gannim, en-gan'nini, jB.

En-gedi, en-ge'd!, B.
Engel, eng'el, 31.

Engenitor, en-jen r T-t3r, C.
Enghien, SN-ge-SN', 31.

England, ing'gland, 31.

Engonasis, en-gon'a-sis, C.
Engoor or Engour, en-goor', and
Enguri, en-goo're, 31.

Engyum, en'jl-um or en-ji^um, C.
En-haddah, en-had'da, B.
En-hakkore, en-hak'ko-re, B.
En-hazor, en-ha'zdr, B.
Eniceus, e-nis'e-us, C.
Enienes, e-ni-e'nez^^ C.
Ecienses, en-t-en'sez, C.
Enikale, en-e-ka'la, 31.

Eniochus, e-ni'o-kus, C.
Eniopeus, e-nT-o'pe-us or e-na'o-

pus, C.
Enipeus, e-nip'e-us or e-ni^pus, C.
Enipo, e-ni'po, C.
Enispe, e-nis'pe, C.
Enkhuisen, enk-hoi /'zn, if.

En-mishpat, en-mish'pat, B.
Enneapolis, en-ne-ap'o-lis, C.
Ennia, en'nT-a, C.
Enniscorthy, en-nis-kSr'thT, 31.

Enniskillen, en-nis-kiKlen, M.
Ennomus, en'no-nius, C.
Ennosigseus, en/no-si-je,us, C.
Enoch, e'nok, B.
Enon, e rnon, B.
Enope, en'o-pe, C.
Enos, e'nos, B.
Enosicthon, en-o-sik'thon, C.
En-rimmon, en-rirn'mon, B.
En-rogel, en-ro'gel, B.
En-shemesh, en-she rmesh, B.
En-tannim, en-tan'nim, B.
En-tappuah, en-tap'pu-a, B.
Entella, en-teKla; -lus, -lus, C.
Entochus, en'to-kus, C.
Entre Douro e Minho, on'tra-doo'-
ro-a-men''yo, M.

Entre Eios, on'tra-re'os, 31.

Enyalius, e-ni-a'lt-us, C.

Enyo, e-ni'o, C.
Eon, Beaumont d', bo-m5x /'da-5N'

r
,-.«-

Eone, e'o-ne, C.
Eoporus, e-ois^o-rus, C.
Eoritse, e-o-rirte, C.

Eos, e'os, C.
Eous, e-o-'us, C.
Epaenetus, e-pen'e-tus, C.
Epageritae, ep/a-je-ri/'te, C.
Epaminon, ep-a-mi'non, C.
Epaminondas, e-pain /i-non'

r
das, C.

Epanterii, ep-an-te'rT-T, C.

Enaphras. ep'a-fras, B.
Epaphroditus, e-paf'ro-di'tus, B.
and C.

Epaphus, ep'a-fus, C.
Epebolus, e-peb'o-lus, C.

Epei, e-pe'i, C.

stin, cabe, full : moon. f01>t ; cow, oil : linqrer or ink, then, boxbox, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 3f, Modern ; iV, Norse. [See p. 521.]



EPENETUS

Epenetus, e-pen'e-tus, B.
Eperies, a-per'e-es; in Hung, a-per'-

e-esh, 31.

Epernay, a-per-na', 31.

Epes, eps, M.
Epetini, ep-e-ti'ni, C.

Epeus, e-pe'us, C.

Ephah, a 'fa, B.
Ephai, e'fa, B.
Ephebi. e-fe'bi, C.
Ephes-dainmim. e-fes-danfinim, B.
Ephesian, e-fe'zhl-an, B.

Ephesus, ef'e-sus, B. and C.

Ephetae, ef'e-te, C.

Ephialtes. ef-T-al'tez, C.

Ephlal. ef'lal, B.
Ephorus. ef'o-rus, C.
Ephphatha, ef'fa-tha. B.
Ephraim. e'fra-im. B._
Ephraimite, e'fra-im-it, B.
Ephrain, e'fra-in, B.
Ephratah, ef'ra-ta. B.
Ephrath. efrath. B.
Ephrathite. efrath-It, B.
Ephron, e'fron, B.
Ephyra, efI-ra, C.
Epicaste, ep-i-kas'te^ C.
Epicerdes. ep-i-ser'dez, C.
Epicharinus. ep'i-ka-ri'nus, C
Epicharis. e-pik'a-ris. C.

Epicharinus. ep-i-kar'mus. C.
Epiclerus, ep-i-kle'rus, C.

Epiclidas. ep-i-kli'das, (
'.

Epicnemidii, e-pik'ne-inid'T-I, C.
Epicomus, ep-i-ko'mus, C.
Epicrates, e-pik'ra-tez. C.
Epicrene. ep-i-kre'ne, C.
Epictesis, ep-ik-te'sis, ('.

Epictetus, ep-ik-te'tus, C.
Epicureans, ep'i-ku-re'anz or -ku'-

re-anz, B.
Epicurei. ep'i-ku-re'i, C.
Epicurus, ep-i-ku'rus, C
Epicydes. ep-Y-si'dez, C.
Epicydides, ep'l-si-di'dez, C.
Epidamnus, ep-i-dam'nus. C.
Epidaphne, ep-i-dafne, C.
Epidauria, ep-i-daw'rl-a ; -daurus,
-daw'rus, C.

Epidius, e-pid'T-us, C.
Epidotae, ep-i-do'te, C.
Epidromus, e-pid'ro-nius, C.
Epierides, e-pi'e-ri'dez, C.
Epigenes, e-pij'e-nez^ C.
Epigethes, ep-i-je'thez, C
Epigona, e-pig'o-na ; -ni, -ni ; -nus,
-nus, C.

Epii, e-pi'i, C.
Epilais, ep-i-la'is, C.
Epileon. e-pil'e-on, C.
Epilethes, ep-i-le'thez. C.
Epilycus, e-pil'i-kus or ep-i-li'kus, C.
Epimachus, e-pim'a-kus, C.
Epimedes. ep-i-rae'dez, C.
Epimelides, ep-i-mefi-dez, C.
Epimenes. e-pim'e-nez, C.
Epimenides, ep-i-men'i-dez, C.
Epimetheus, ep-i-me'the-us or-thus.

Epimethis, ep-i-me'this, C.
Epinay, a-pe-na'. 31.

Epinicus. ep-i-ni'kus, C.
Epione. e-pi'o-ne, C.
Epipedosa. ep'i-pe-do'sa, C.
Epiphanea, ep'i-fa-ne'a; -nia, -ni'a,

Epiphanes. e-pifa-nez. B. and C.
Epiphanius, ep-T-ia'iii-us, C.
Epipolae, c-pip'o-le, C.
Epirus. e-pi'rus, C.
Episthene's, e-pis'the-nez, C.
Epistrophus, e-pis'tro-fus, C.
Epitadas, e-pit'a-das. C.
Epiteles, e-pit'e-lez. C.
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Epitelia, ep'i-te-li'a. C.
Epitheras, ep-i-the'ras, C.

I Epitimedes. ep'i-ti-me'dez, C.
Epitimus. ep-i-tfmus, C.
Epitrephes. e-pit're-fez. C.
Epium. e'pT-um or e-pi'um. C.
Epixenus. e-piks'e-nus, C.
Epochus. ep'o-kus, C.
Epona. ep'o-na, C.
Eponymus. e-pon'i-mus, C.
Epope. e-po'pe. C.
Epopeus. e-po'pe-us or e-po'pus, C.

j

Eporedorix. ep-o-red'o-riks, C.
Epulo. ep'u-lo, C._
Epytides'. e-pit'i-dez, C.
Epytus. epl-tus, C.
Equajusta. ek'wa-jus'ta, C.
Equicolus, e-kwik'o-lus, C.
Equiria. e-kwlr'j[-a, C.
Equites, ek'wi-tez, C.
Er, er, B.
Eraea. e-re'a, C.
Eran. e'ran, B.
Eranites. e'ran-itz. B.
Erasielea, fr'a-si-kle'a, C.
Erasmus, ur-a-si'nus. (.'.

Erasippus. er-a-sip'pus, C.
Erasistratus. er-a-sis'tra-tus, C.
Erasixenus, 5i--a-siks'e-nus, C.
Erasmus, e-raz'mu?, M.
Erastocles, e-ras'to-klez, C.
Erastus. e-ras'tus, B.
Erato, er'a-to, C.
Eratoclides. er'a-to-kh'dez.JT'.
Eratosthenes, er-a-tos'the-nez, C.
Eratostratus. er-a-tos'tra-tus, C.
Eratus, er'a-tus, C.
Erbach

;
er'bak, 31.

Erchia, er-ki'a, C.
Ercilla. er-thel'ya, 31.

Erebintholeon. er'e-bin-tho'le-on, C.
Erebus, r-r'e-bus. C.
Ereeh. e'rek, B.
Erechtheum, er-ek-the'um, C. _
Erechtheus, e-rek'the-us or -thus. C.
Erechthidse, er-ek-thfde, C.
Erembi. e-rem'bi, C.
Eremus. e-re'mus, C.
Erenea, Cr-e-ne'a, C.
Eresus. er'e-sus, or Eressus, e-res'-

[

sus, C.
Eretmeus, e-ret'me-us or -mus, C.

[
Eretria. e-re'trT-a, C.
Eretum. e-re'tum. C.
Ereuthalion. er'u-tha'lt-on, C.
Erfurt, r-r'fd&rt, 31.

Ergamenes. er-gam'e-nez, C.
Ergane, er'ga-ne, C.
Erganica. er-gan'i-ka, C.
Ergias, er'jl-as. C.

|
Erginus. er-ji'nus, C.
Ergocles. efgo-klez, C.

I

Ergree Kastree. er'are-kas're (=
AKGYRO KASTRO), 31.

I

Eri, e':I, B.
Eriboea. rr-i-be'a. C.
Eribotes. cr-i-bo'tez, C.
Eric, er'ik. M.
Ericates, er-i-ka'tez, C.
Ericea, er-i-se'a, C.
Ericetes. er-i-se'tez, C.
Ericht, er'ikt, 31.

Erichtho. e-rik'tho, C.
Erichthonius. er'ik-tho'nT-us, C.
Ericinium. t'l-'i-sin'T-nm, C.
Ericsson, er'ik-sun, 31.

j

Ericusa, er-i-ku'sa, C.
Eridanus, e-rid'a-nus, C.
Erie, e're, M.
Erigdupus. r-r-ig-du'pus. C.

j

Erigone. e-rig'o-ne. C.

[

Erigoneius, e-rig'o-ne'yus, C.
Erigonus, (a man) e-rig'o-nus ; (a

I river) er-T-go'nus, C.

ESPINASSE

Erigyius, er-l-jl'yus, C.
Erimede, er-i-me'de, C.
Erin, e'rin (=Ikelaxd), M.
Erineos, e-ri'ne-os, C.
Erinna. e-rin'na, V.
Erinnys, e-rin'nis, C.
Erinys, e-ri'nis, C.
Eriopis. e-rt-o'pis, C.
Eriphanis. e-rit 'a-nis, C.
Eriphia. er-T-fl'a, C.
Eriphus, er'I-fus, C.
Eriphyle, er-Y-fl'le, C.
Eris. e'ris, C.
Erisichthon, er-t-sik'thon, C.
Eristhenia. er'is-the-nl'a, C
Elites, e'rits, B.
Eritimus. er-I-ti'mus, C.
Erivan. er-e-van', 3f.

Erlangen. er'liing-n. 3L.

Erlau. eflow ; in Hungarian Eger,
eg'ev. 31.

Erne, Lough. 15-ern'. 31.

Erochus, e-ro'kus, C.
Erogenes, e»roj'e-nez, C.
Eromene. e-rora'e-ne, C.
Eros, e'ros, C.
Erostratus, e-ros'tra-tus, C.
Erotianus, e-ro'shl-a'nus, C.
Ersch, ersh, 31.

Erskine, ers'kin, M.
Erxias, erk'shi-as, C.
Erycina, er-l-sl'na, C.
Erymanthis, er-T-man'this ; -thus,
-thus, C.

Erymas. er'i-mas, C.
Erymnae, e-rim'ne, C.
Erymneus, e-rim'ue-us or -nus, C.
Erysthea, er-is-the'a, C.
Er^thea, er-I-the'a; or-thia, -thl'a,

Erythini, er-T-thi'ni, C.
Erythrabolus, e-rith/ra-bo'lus, C.
Erythrse. er'I-thre; -thras, -thras, C.
Erythrion, e-rith'ri-on, C.
Erythros, e-rith'ros, C.
Eryx. e'riks, C.
Eryximachus. er-iks-im'a-kus, C.
Eryxo, e-riks'o, C.
Erzgebirge, erts'ga-ber'^a, 31.

Erzroom, Erzeroum, or Erzrum, erz-
room (= Ardsroom), 31.

Esaias, e-za'yas, B.
Esar-haddon, e'sar-had'dun, B.
Esau, e'sa_w, B.
Esay, e'za, B.
Eschatiotae, es-ka'shT-o'te, C
Escurial. e?-koo-re-al', 3f.

Esdraelom, es-dra-e'loni: or -Ion,
-Ion, B.

Esdras, es'- or ez'dras, B.
Esdrelom. es-dre'lom; -Ion, -Ion, B.
Esebon. es'e-bon. B.
Esebrias, e-se'bri-as, B.
Esek, e'sek. B.
Esh-baal, esh-ba'al. B.
Eshban, esh'ban, B.
Eshcol, esh'kol, B.
Eshean, e'she-an, B.
Eshek, e'shek, B.
Eshkalonites, esh'ka-lon-Itz, B.
Eshtaoi, esh'ta-ol, B.
Eshtaulites, esh'ta-ul-Its, or esh'-
taw-Hts, B.

Eshtemoa, esh-te-mo'a or esh-tem'-
o-a, B.

Eshton. esh'ton, B.
Eski Shehr, es'ke-sha'r, M.
Esli, es'li, B.
Esmachiah, es-ma-ki'a, B.
Esneh, es'ne, or Esne, es'na, 31.

Esopis, e-so'pis, C.
Esora. e-so'ra, B.
Espartero, es-par-ta'ro, M.
Espinasse, es-pe-nas', 31.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Tn, Ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r

;

Biblical
; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modem ; N, Norse. [See p. 52i.j
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Espremesnil, a'pra'ma-nel'', 31.

Espronceda. es-pron-tha'da, 3f.

Esquiliae, es-kwU'I-e, C.
Esquilinus, es-kwl-h'nus, C.
Esquimaux, es'ke-mo, M.
Esnl, es'ril, B.
Esrom, es'rom, B.
Essedones, es-sed'o-nez, C.
Esseni, es-se'ni, C.
Es8equibo, es-sa-ke'bo, M.
Es Sioot or Es Siout, es-se-oof
same as Sioot, 21.

Essul, es'su-i, C.
Estaing, es-tax'', or d'Estaing, des-

tax', jr. _
Estampes^a-toxp = Etajipes, M.
Este, es'ta, 31.

Esterhazy or Eszterhazy, es'ter-hii'-

ze, 31.

Esthaol, est'ha-ol, B.
Esther, es'ter, B.,

Esthonia, es-tho'nlt-a, C.
Estiaea, es-ti-e'a, C.
Estiaeotis, es-tt'e-o'tis, C.
Estiennes, a-te-en^, 31.

Estiones, es-ti-o'nez, C. _
Estremadura, es-tra-ma-doo'ra, 31.

Estremoz. es-tra-moz', M.
Esula, es'u-la, C.
Eszek, es'sek, 31.

e'tam,
pes, a'tOxp, 31.

ita, e-taz'e-ta, C
e-te'a, C.

Etaze

Eteocles, e-te'o-klez, C.
Eteoclymene, e-te /o-klim y,

e-ne, C.
Eteocretes, e'te-o-kre'tez, C.
Eteolus, e-te-o'lus, C.
Eteoneus, e-te-o'ne-us or -o'iius, C.
Eteonicus, e-te /o-ni/'kus, C.
Eteonus, e-te-o'nus, C.
Etesiae, e-te'zhT-e, C.
Etham, e'tham, B.
Ethan, e'than, B. and M.
Ethanim, eth/a-nim, B.
Ethbaal. eth/ba-al, B.
Ethelbald. eth'el-bald, 31.

Ethelbert, eth'el-bert. M.
Ethelred, eth/el-red, 31.

Ethelus, e-the'lus, C.
Ethelwolf, eth'el-w<3olf. If.

Ethemon, e-the'mon, C.
Ether, e'ther, B.
Ethiopia, e-thY-o'pY-a, B.
Ethma, etb/ma, B.
Ethnan, eth/nan, B.
Ethocles, eth/o-klez, C.
Ethonoe, e-thon'o-e, C.
Etienne. Saint, saxt-et'e-en', 3f.

Etis, e'tis. C.
Etna or .£tna, et'na, 31.

Etowah, efo-wa, 31.

Etruria. e-tru'rY-a, C.
Etrusci, e-trus'si, C.
Etsch, etsh: same as Adige, 31.

Etylus, et'Y-lus, C.
Etymocles, e-tirn'o-klez, C.
Eu, e, 3f.

Euagetus, u-a-jetus, C.
Euagoras, u-ag'o-ras, C.
Euangelus, u-an'je-lus, C.
Eubiotus, u-Wo-tus, C.
Eubius, u'bY-us, C.
Eubcea, u-be'a, C.
Euboicus, u-bo'i-kus, C.
Eubois, u'ho-is, C.
Eubolus, u'bo-lus, C.
Eubotas, u'bo-tas, C.
Eubote, u-bo'te; -tes, -tez, C.
Eubule, u-bu'le, C.
Eubuleus, u-bu'Ie-u^or -lus, C.
Eubulides, u-bu'li-dez, C.
Eubulus, u-bu'Ius, B. and C.
Eucarpeni, u-kar-pe'ni, C.

|

Euchenor, u-ke'nor, C.
I Eucletus, u-kle'tus, C.
i Euclia. u-kli'a, C.
Euclides, u-kli'dez, C.
Euclus, u'klus, C.
Eucnamus, iik-na^mus, C.

! Eucratts, u'kra-tez, C.

\
Eucratides, u-krafi-dez, C.
Encritus, iv^kri-tus, C.
Euctemon, uk-te'rnon, C.
Eudaemon, u-de'mon, C.
Eudamidas, u-dam'Y-das, C.
Eudamocletus, u'da-mo-kle'tus, C.
Eudamus, u'da-mus or u-da'mus, C.
Eudelus, u-de'lus, C.
Eudemus, u-de'mus, C.
Eudicus, u'dl-kus, C.
Eudocia, u-do'shl-a, C.
Eudocimus, u-dos'I-mus, C.

I

Eudonus, u-do'nus, C.
Eudora, u-dorra, C.
Eudoxia, u-doks'T-a, C.

!
Eudoxus, u-doksrus, C.
Eudromus, u'dro-mus, C.
Euelgea, u-el-je'a, C.
Euelpides, u-eVpi-dez, C.

u-emAe-rus, C.
I Euenor, u-e'nor; -nus, -nus. C.
Euepes, u'e-pez, C.

\
Euephenus, u-efe-nus, C.

' Eueres, u-e rrez, C.
Euergetae, u-er'je-te. C.
Euergetes, u-er'je-tez, B.
Euerides, n-e-ri'dez, C.
Eueris, u-e'ris, C.

: Euesperis, u-es'pe-ris, C.
Euesperitae, u-es'pe-ri'te, C.
Euetes, u'e-tez, C

; Euethe, u-e'the, C.
Euganei, u-ga'ne-i, C.
Eugenes, u'je-nez, C.
Eugenia, u-je'nl-a; -nium, -nt-

-nius. -nl-us, C.

Eugeon, u'.ie-on, C.
TtkHq u-ji'a, C.

i, u'o-ras, C.

j

Eupalamos, u-paKa-mos; -mus,
-mus, C.

;
Eupalinus, u-pa-li'nus, C.

I Eupator. u'pa-tSr, B. and C.

|
Eupatoria, ii-pa-torrt-a, C.
Eupelus, u'pe-lus, C.
Eupen, oirpn; in F. Neau, ua'o, 31.

Euphaes, u'fa-ez, C.
Euphantus, u-fan'tus, C.

, Eupheme, u-fe'rue, C.
i Euphiletus, u-fi-le'tus, C.
! Euphorbeni, u-for-bc'ni, C.
I Euphorbus, ix-for-'bus, C.
Euphorion, u-fo^ri-on, C.

I

Euphraenetus, u-fren'e-tus, C.

j

Euphraenusa, u-fre-nu'sa, C.
Euphragoras, u-frag'o-ras, C.
Euphranor, u-fra'ndr, C.
Euphrates, u-fra'tez, B., C, and

31. ; in Turkish Frat, frat, 31.

Euphron, u'fron, C.
Euphrosyne, u-fros'1-ne, C.
Eupithes, u-pT'thez, C.
Euploea, u-ple'a, C.
Eupolemus, u-pol'e-mus, B. and C.
Eupolides. u-po-li'dez, C.
Eupolis, u'pcv-lis, C.
Eupompus, u-pom'pus, C.
Euprepes, u^pre-pez, C.
Euprosopon, u-pio-so'pon, C.
Eure, yoor, 31.

Eureis, u-re'is, C.
Euripides, u-rip'i-dez, C.
Euripus. u-ri'pns, C.
Euroaquilo, u-ro-ak'vi-lo, C.
Euroclydon, u-rok^li-don, B. and C.
Eurome, u-ro'me, C.
Euronotus, u-ron'o-tus, C.
Europa. u-ro'pa, C.
Europaeus, u-ro-perus: -pea, -pe'A,C
Europas, u-ro'pas; -pus, -pus, C.
Europe, u'rup, 31.

Eurotas, ii-ro'tas, C.

Eugiton. u-ji'ton, C.
! Euhemerus, u-heni'e-rus, C.
i Euhydrium. u-hid'rf-um. C.

Euler, yoo'ler; in G. oiler, M.
Eulimene, u-lim'e-ne, C.

; Eulogus. u'lo-gus, C.
Eumachus, n'ma-kus, C.
Eumseus, u-me'us, C.

\ Eumagoras, u-mag'o-ras, C.
Eumaras, u-ma'ras, C.

Eumedes, u-me'dez, C.
' Eumelis. u-me'lis? -lus, -lus, C.

j

Eumenes, u^me-nez. B. and C.
i Eumenia. u-me-nl'a, C.
i Eumenides. u-men'i-dez, C.
I Eumetes, u-me'tez, C.
I Eumide. u-mi'de ; -des, -dez, C.
Eumolpe, n-moKpe, C.
Eumolpidae, u-moKpi-de, C.

j
Eumonides, u-mon'i-dez, C.

I
Eumusas, u-mu'sas, C.

i Eunapius, u-na'pi-us, C.
Eunatan, u'na-tan, B.
Eunemes, u'ne-mez, C.
Euneus, u-ne-'us, C.
Eunice, u-ni'se or urnis, B. ; u-n

se. C.
Eunicus, u-ni'kus, C.
Eunidae, u-nirde, C.
Eunoa, u'no-a, C.
Eunomia, u-no'ml-a, C.
Eunomus, u'no-mus, C.
Eunones, u-no'nez, C.
Eunous, u'no-us, C.

. Eunuchus, u-nu'kus, C.
Eunus, u'nus, C.
Euodias, u-o'dT-as, B.
Euodus, u'o-dus, C.
Euonymos, u-on't-mos, C.

Euryale, u-rira-le, C
Eurybates, u-rib'a-tez, C
Eurybia. u-rib'I-a, C.
Eurybiades, u-rf-bi'a-dez, C.
Eurybotus, u-rib'o-tus, C.
Euryclea, u-ri-kle'a; -clia. -kli'a.C.
Euryclidas, u-ri-kli'das, ('.

Eurycomis, u-ri-ko'mis, C.
: Eurycoon, u-rikro-on,_C.
i
Eurycrates. u-rik'ra-tez, C.
Eurycratidas, u-ri-krat'i-das, C.
Eurycyde, u-ri-sirde, C.

j

Eurydamas, u-rid'a-mas, C.
Eurydamidas, u-rT-dam'i-das, C.
Eurydemus, u-ri-de^nius, C.
Eurydice, u-rid'T-se, C.
Eundicea, u'rid-i-se'a, C.

i

Euryelus, u-ri-e'lus, C.

\

Eurygania, u'rt-ga-m'a, C.
|
Euryleon, u-ril'e-on, C.

;
Euryleonis, u'ri-le-o'nis, C.
Eurylochus. u-riKo-kus, C.
Eurylophe, u-riKo-fe, C.
Eurymachns. \i-rim''a-kus, C.

!
Eurymede ( wife of Glaums), u-rim''-
e-de : (daughter of (Eneus), u-rl-

!
me'de, C.

Eurymedon. ii
/rim /'e-don, C.

Eurymedusa, u'rY-me-du'sa, C._

Eurymenae. u-rim /'e-ne; -nes,-nez,C
Eurynome. u-rin'o-me, C.
Euryptolemus, u-rip-tol'e-mus, C.
Eurypyle, u-ripT-le, C. _
Eurysthenes, u-ris'the-nez, C.
Eurysthenidae, u-ris-theu'l-de, C.
Eurystheus. u-ris'th&-us or-thus, C.
Euryteae, u-rit'e-e, C.

: Eurytele, u-rit'e-le, C.
Eurytimus, u-rt-ti'mus, C.

I Eurytion, u-rish'T-on, C.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fo"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boxbox, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; N, Nprse. .[See p. 521.]
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Eurytis, u'ri-tis. C.
Eusebes, u'se-bez, C.
Eusebia (a wo ,iu»), u-se'bT-a ;

(a
city), u-se-bl'a, C.

Eusebius, u-se'bi-us, C.
Eusene, u-se'ne, C.
Eusorua. u-so'rus, C.
Eustathius, u-sta'thY-us, C.
Eu3thenes, Os'the-nez, C.
Eustrophus, us'tro-fus, C.
Eutaea, u-te'a.G".
Euteles. u'te-lez, C.
Eutelidas, u-tel'i-das, C.
Euterpe, u-tei-'pe, C
Euthalius, u-tha'llf-us, C.
Euthemon, u-the'mon, C.
Euthenae, u-the'ne, C.
Euthias. n'thl-as, C.
Euthybolus, u-thib'o-lus, C.
Euthycles. u'thl-klez, C.
Euthyclides, u-thY-kii'dez, C.
Euthycrates, u-thik'ra-tez, C.
Euthydemus, u-thi-de'mus, C.
Euthydomus, u-thid'o-mus, C.
Euthygenes, u-thij'e-nez, C.
Euthymenes, u-thim'e-nez, C.
Euthymus, u-thi'mus, C.
Euthynous, u-thin'o-us, C.
Euthyphemus, u-thi-fe'mus, C.
Euthyrrhemon, u-ther-re'mon, C.
Eutiches, u-ti'kez, C.
Eutin, Di-ten', 31.

Eutrapelus, u-trap'e-lus, C.
Eutresis, u-tre'sis, C.
Eutropius, u-tro'pi-us, C.
Eutycbes. u'ti-kez, C.
Eutychides, u-tikl-dez, C.
Eutychobulus, u-ti'ko-bu'lus, C.
Eutychus, u'ti-kus, B. and C.
Euxenidas, Hg-zen'i-das, C.
Euxenon. uks'e-non. C.
Euxenus, uks'e-nus*, C.
Euxine, uks'in, M.
Euxinus-Pontus. Qgz-irnus-pon /'-

tus, a
Euxippe. iiffz-ip'pe, C.
Euxitheus. ugz-ith'e-us, C.
Euxynthetus^ ugz-in'the-tus, C.
Evadne, e-vad^ne, C.
Evages, eVa-jez, C.
Evagon, ev'a-gon, C.
Evagoras, e-va?'o-ras; -ore, -o-re, C.
Evander, e-van^der, C.
Evangelus. e-van'je-lus, C.
Evangorides. ev-an-c5r /'i-dez, C.
Evanthes, e-van'thez, C.
Evarchus, e-var^kus, C.
Evas, e'vas, C.
Eve. ev, B.
Evelthon, e-veKthon. C.
Evemerus, e-veti/e-rus, C.
Evenor, e-ve rn6r. -nus. -nus, C.
Evephenus, e-vef'e-mis. C.

Everdingen, Ev^er- or a'veT-ding-
en, 31.

Everes, e-ve'rez. C.
Evergetae^-vei-'je-te: -tes. -tez, C.
Evesham, evz'hnm or evz'um, 31.

Evesperides, ev-es-per'i-dez, C.
Evi, e'vi, B.
Evil-merodach, e'vil-me-ro'dak, B.
Evippe, e-vip'pe. C.
Evora, ev'o-rii; Ebora, eb'o-ra, 31.

Evreux. ev're. M.
Ewart, u'ert, 31.

Ewing. u'lng, 3f.

Exadius, egz-a'^lT-us, C.
Exaenetus. csz-en'e-tus, C.
Exaethres, eirz-e'threz, G
Exagonus, eks-ag'o-nus, C.
Exodus, eks'o-dus, B.
Exole. eks'o-le, C.
Exomatae. egz-om /

'a-te, C.
Exquiliae, eks-kwiKY-e, C.
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i

Eyck, Ik. 3L
Eylau, I'low, 31.

Eyre, ar, 3f.

Ezar. e'zar, B.
EzDai, ez'ba-i, B.
Ezbon, ez'bon, B.

\
Ezecbias, ez-e-ki'as, B.

!
Ezecias, ez-e-si'as, B.

i

Ezekias, ez-e-ki'as, B.
Ezekiel. e-ze'ki-el, B.

i Ezel, e'zel, B.
I

Ezein, e'zem, B.

I

Ezer, e'zer, B.

j

Ezerias, ez-e-ri'as, B.
Ezias, e-zi'as, B.
Ezion-gaber, e/zi-on-ga,ber; -geber,
-ge'ber, Ji.

Eznite, ez'nit, B.
Ezra, ez'ra, B.
Ezrabite, ez'ra-hit, B.
Ezri, ez'ri, B.
Ezron, ez'ron, B.

F.

:
Fabaria, fa-ba'rT-a, C.
Fabaris. iab'a-ris, C
Fabia. la'bT-a, C.

i Fabiani, fa-bl-a'ui. C.

j

Fabii, fa'bi-I; -bius. -b-'-us, C.

i

Fabrateria, fab-ra-te'rt-a, C.
\ Fabre, iabr, 3L
j

Fabretti, ±'a-bret'te, 3f.

Fatriano. fa-bre-a'no, 31.

Fatricius, fa-brish'T-u#, C.
Fabrizio, fa-bret'se-o. 31.

Fabroni, fa'bro-ne, 31.

Fabrot, fa-bro', 31.

Fabulinus, fab-u-li'mis, C.

j

Fabullus, fa-buKlus, C.
i Fabyan or Fabian. fa'M-an, 31,

j

Facciolati, iat-cho-Ia'te, 31.

Facelina. fas-c-li'na, C.

|
Fadus, tardus, C.

\ Faenza, fa-en-za', -)/.

j
Faerce, fa'ro, 31.

i

Faesulae, fes^u-le. C.

Fafnir. iaf'ner. Ar.

Fahlun. i'a'ldon, 31.

Fahrenheit, far'n-Mt; in G. fa-ren-

j

hit', 31.

| Faioom or Faioum. fi-oom/
'

!
31.

I Fairbairn, far'bani, 31.

\
Falaise. f;i-laz r , 31.

! Falcidia. fal-sid'l-a. C.
Falckenstein, falk'kn-stin', 31.

Falconer, fawk'ner or faw'ken-er,
31.

Falconet, fal-ko-na', 31.

Faleria, fa-le'rt-a; -rii, -rl-i, C.

Falerina, ial-c-ri'na, C
Falernus. fa-ler'nus, C.
Falieri, fii-le-a're. 31.

Falisci, fa-lis'si; -cus. -kus, C.

Falkirk. fawKkerk, M.
Falkland, fawk'land, M.
Falmouth, faKmuth, 31.

Falster, fal'ster or fawKster, 31.

Falun or Fahlun. ia'loou, 31.

Fama. fa'ma, C.

Faneuil, fnn'il, M.
Fannia, fan^nT-a; -nii, -nT-i, C.

Fano, fa^no. M.
Faraday, far'a-da, 31.

Farbanti, far-ban'ti, 31.

Farcy, far-se r
, if.

Farfarus, far'1'a-rus, C.
Faria-y-Sousa. i'a-re /a-e-so /'za,_J/.

Farnese, fiir-nez''; //. lai-na'sa, 31.

Faro, farro, 31.

Faroe, fa'ro or fa're-5, M.
Farquhar, far'kwar or far'kar, 31.

FIESOLE

Farsina, far'sT-na, C.
Farsistan, far-sis-tan', 3L
Fasceiis. ias'sc-li;:. C.
Fasceiiina, las-seKli-na, C.
Fasciiius, ias'si-nus, C.
Fatima, ia'te-ma or lafe-ma, 21.
Faucher, lo-sha'. 31.

Faula, law'la, C.
Fauna, faw'nd; -ni, -ni; -nus, -nii=,

C.
Faunalia, faw-na'lT-a, C.
Faumgena, faw-nij'e-nft, C.
Fauquier, faw-ker', 31.

ir'aust, iowst or fawst, M.
Faustina, favrs-ti'na, C.
Faustitas, faws'ti-tas, C.
Faustulus, faws'tu-lus, C.
Favencia. fa-ven'slil-a, C.
Faveria. ia-ve'rt-a. C.
Faversham. fav'ersh-uni, 31.

Favonius, la-vo'iit-us. C.
Favorinus. fav-o-ri'nus, C.
Favre. favr, 31.

Fayal. li-av,r, 31.

Fayette, fa-et', 31.

Fayetteville, fa'et-vil, 31.

Fayoum (= Faioom ), ii-ooin'. 21.

Februa, t'eb'ru-a, C.
Feciales, fe-shl-a'lez, C.
Federici, fa-da-re'che, 31.

Fedor (= Feodok, q. v.), 31.

Feejee (= Fiji;, fe'ie, 31.

Feith, tit, 31.

Feliciana, fe-lis/se-an/ a, 31.

Feliciano, t'a-le-cha'r.o, 31.

Felicitas, fe-lis'l-tu;. C.
Felix, le'liks, B. and C.
Felsina, fel'et-na, C.
Fenelon, fen'e-lun; in F. fan-lox'
o?-fa-ne-loN r

, 31.

Fenestella, fen-es-tella, C.
Fenris, t'en'risX
Feodor, la-o''dor. 31.

Feodosia. fa-o-do'se-a, 31.

Feralia, t'c-rfi'lt-a, C.
Ferdousi. Ferdusi, or Firdousi, fSr-
dow'se. 31.

Ferentinum, fSr-en-ti'num, C.
Ferentum, fe-ren'tum, C.
Feretrius. fe-re'shT-us, C.
Ferraanagh, ttr-man-'a, M.
Fermat. tor-ma'', 31.

Fermoy, fer-moi r
, 3L

Ferney. fer'n'r or fer-na', 31.

i-eronia fc-ro'nT-a, C.
Ferrara. fer-ra'ra, 31.

Ferreira. fer-i-a'ra, 31.

Ferro. fgr'ro; in 5^.Hierro, ygr'ro,

Ferrcl, ier-roV, 31.

Fescennia. ies-sen'ni-a. C.
Fescenninus. tej-sen-ni ,'rius, C.
Fesch, fesli or la?h, 31.

±esculse, fes'ku-le, C.
Festus. ies'tus, B.
Feti. fa'te, 31.

Feuerbach, foi'er-bak, 31.

Feversham, fev'ersli-um, 31.

Fezzan, fez-zan', 31.

Fibrenus. fi-bre'nus, C.
Fichte. tik'te, 31.

Fichtelgebirge.fik r tel-ga-blr /
'gg,jJ/".

Ficiso. ie-che'iio, 31.

Ficuleates, fi
/ ku-le-a

/,
tez, C.

Ficolnea, ti-kuKne-a, C.
Fidena, ti-de'na; -nae, -ne, C.
Fidenates, fid-e-na'tez, C.

Fidsntia, fi-den'shT-a. C.
iidenti-nus. fid-en-ti'iius, C.
Fides, fi'dez, C.
FidiculK. fi-dik'u-le, C.
Fieschi, ie-es'ke, 3f.

Fiesole, ft-es'o-la, or Fessole, fes'"-

so-le, 31.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end. eve, term ; In, ice ; 5dd, tone, or :

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; iV
T
, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Figeac, fe-zhak'. If.

Figueras, ie-ga'ras, 31.

Fiji (= Fee.jek), fe'je, 31.

Filippi, fe-le'pe, It.

Fimbria, rim'bri-a, C.
Fingal. tin/gal or fin-gawK, If.

Finisterre. tln-i— tai ^ ; in Sp. Finis-
tierra, i'e-nis-te-e'r'rav It.

Finland, fin'land, M.
Fiorillo. fe-n-rel'lo. It.

Firdousi, -dausi. -dusi, fer-dow'se, J/
Firmin. f r'man, M.
Firmius, ier'mT-us, C.
Fiscellus. iis-sel'lus, C.
Fisher, ish/er, M.
Fisme. fern, It.

Fitzrcy. fits-roK, M.
Fiume. fyoo'ma. J/.

Flacilla, fl.i sil'la, C.
Flamines. flam'i-nez, C
Flamitia, fla-min'1-a; -ius, -Y-us, C.

Flarniniaus. flam-T-m'nus, C.
Flanders, fhn'derz: in F. Flandre,

floxd'r, Jf.

Flavia. fla'vY-a: -vius, -vY-us, C.
Flavianum, fla-vi-a'num, C.

Flavina, fla-vi'na; -vinia, -vin'Y-a,
C.

Flaviobriga, flVvY-o-bri-'ga, C.
Flaviopolis, fla-vi-op'o-lis, C.
Flavo ia, fU-vo'iia, C.

Flechi9r. fla-she-a', 31.

Flensburg, flens-'berg; or -borg,
-bCrg, Jr.

Fleury. fle-re', It.

Flora, flo'ra, C.
Floralia. flo-ra'lT-a, C.
Florence, floVens ; in It. Firenze,
fe-ren'za, or Fiorenza, fe-o-ren'-
zii, 3f.

Florentia. flo-ren'shY-a, C.
Floreiitini. flo-ren-ti'ni, C.
Flores, flo'ivs. M.
Florez. flo'reth, M.
Florianus, flo-ri-a,nus, C.
Florida. fiSr'l-da. 3t.

Flotow. no 'to. 31.

Fligel or Fluegel, fie'gel, 3L
Flumentana. flu-nien-ta,na, C.
Fluonia, flu-o'nl-a, C.
Flushing, flush'ing: in D. Vlissing-

en. vlis/sing-en, 31.

Foggia. fod'ja, 31.

Fogla. fol'ya, 31.

Fbhr, fer. or Fohrde, fer'de, 31.

Foix, fwa, It.

Folia. fo'lT-a, C.
Fclard, t'o-lar'. 3[.

Foligno, fo-len'yo, M.
Fonblanque. ion-blank', 3f.

Fondi, fon'de, 31.

Fontaine, lSii-tan'; F. fox-tan". 31.

Fontainebleau, foN'tan-blo'', 31.

Fontarielle.jton-ta-neK, 31.

Fontanes, fox-tan', M.
Fontanus. fon-ta'nus, C.
Fontarabia. fon-ta-ra'be-a ; in Sp.
Fusaterabia. iwen-ta-va-be'a, 3f.

Fonteia. fon-te'va: -teius, -vus, C.
Fontenay, foxt-na r , 31.

Fontenelle, ion-te-neK: in F. foxt-
nel', .)/.

Fontenoi, fon-te-noi'; in F. foxt-
nwa', It.

Fontevrault, fon'te-vro; in F. foxt-
no', .V.

Forbes, in Eng. fSrbz; in Scotl. f6r'-
bez, 3f.

Forbin. for-bax', M.
Forcellini, for-chel-le'ne, 31.

Fordyee. for-dis', M.
Forentani, for-en-ta'ni, C.
Forli. 1o-le', 31.

Fcrmentera, for-men-ta^ra, It.

' Formise, fSr'mi-e, C.
Formiani, fdr-mi-a'iil; -num, -num,

|

V.
! Formosa, f6r-morsa, 31.

FJrster or Foerster, fgr'ster, M.
\ Forsyth, for-satbT, 3f.

Fortaventura, for'ta-ven-too'ra, 31.

I Forteseue, i 6 "tes-ku, 31.
I Fortoul. ior-toolr , 31.

Fortuna, for-tu'na, C.
Fortunatus, ior-tu-na'tus, B. Sf C.
Forcli, l5rru-li, C.
Forom. t'o'rum, C.
Fosbroke, fos'brotsk, M.
Foseari, fos-ka're, 31.

Foschini, ios-ke'iie, 31.

;
Foscolo, fos,ko-lo, 31.

• Fossano, i'os-sa /
'iio, 3f.

Fossati, ios-sa'te, 31.
' Fothergill, foth'gr-gil, 3f.

Fotheringay, fotii'sr-in-ga', 31.

Foucault.^oo-ko'', 31.

Fouche, foq-sha/
', 31.

! Foucher, ioo
:
sha'', 3f.

Fougeres, loo-zhar'', 31.

Foula or Foola, foo'la, M.
Foulis, fow'lisj in Scot, fowlz, 3f.

Foulques,£ook, 3f.

Fonqu , ioo-ka'', 3f.

Fouqui6r - TinviUe, foo - ke - a'tax-

j

vei', 31. _
: Fourehe, foorsh, M.
Fourcroy. j^oor-krwa'', 3f.

Fourier, foo^rf-er;
\ F. foo-re-a', 31.

Fournier. foor-ne-a", It.

Fowey or Fawey, foi, 3f.

Foyers or Fyers. ft'erz, if.

Fracastcro, fra-kas-to'ro, 31
France, irans: in F. froxs, If.

Francesca. i'ran-ches'ka,^!/.
Franche Comte, frSxsh-kox-ta/

', 31.

Francia, in It. fran'cha ; in S.
Amer. fran'se-a, 31.

Francois, frox'swa"'. It.

Franconia. fran-ko'nl-a. 31.

Franeker. fran'ek-Sr, 31.

Frankenstein, frank'en-stln, 31.

Frankeathal, fri.nk'en-tal, if.

Frankfort, irank'fert; in G.Frank-
furt, lrank'fdtrt, 31.

Franzen, frant-san', 31.

Frascati. f i iis-kar te, It.

Frauenburg, froWen-bdorg', 31.

Fraunhofer, frown ,ho-fer, 31.

Fraustadt, frow'stat. It.

Fregella, tre-jeKla, C.
Fregenae, fre-je'ne, C.
Freiberg, fri'berg, 31.

Freiburg, fn'oerg or -botirg, 31.
Freiligrath, fn'le-grat', 31.

Freiasheim. frms^him. It.
Freising, fri'zing; or Freisingen,
fri^zin^-en, 31.

Freistadt, fri'stat, It.

Fr jus. fra-zhus'. 31.

Frslinghuysen, fre'lin2:-hi/zn. If.
Fremont, ire-mont'; inF. Fremont,
ira-mox', 31.

Frentani. fi-en-ta'ni, C.
Frt'ron, fra-rox', It.
Fresnel. fra-neK. 31.

Freund, froint, 31.

Frey. frl, 31.

Freyburg. Friburg. etc. : same as
Freiburg, etc.. 31.

Freytag. fri'tjis:. 31.

Friedland, fred'land; in G. fref-
lant, It.

Fries, ires, 31.

_

Friesland, frez'land : Vriesland,
vrez^land; or Friesia, fie'zhl-a,
It.

Frigidae. frij'T-de, -idus, -T-dus, C.
Frio, frero, 31.

Frisch. frish, 31.

Frische Haff, frishr5-haf; or Frische
See, -sa, 31.

Frisi. ire'ze, 31.

Frisii, irizh'T-I, C.
i Friuli. ire-oo'le; in It. fre r6o-le, 31.

i

Frobisher's Strait, frob'ish - erz-

j

strat, .1/.

I

Frodsham. frodrshum, 31.

I

Froila, iro'T-la, 31.

i Froissart, frois'sart; in F. frwa-
|

sar', 31.

;

Frontera, fron-ta'ra, 31.

j

Frontignac, frSn'tt - nak or frox-
! ten-yak'', 31.

Frontinus, fron-ti^nus, C.
Froude, frood, 31.

Frusinates, iru-si-nartez, C.
Frusino, fru'si-no, C.
Fucinus, fu'si-nus, C.
Fuentes, fwen'tes, 31.

Fuertaventura, fwer/ta-ven-too,ra.
31.

Fufidius, fu-fid'i-us, C.
Fufius, fu/fi-us, C.
Fugalia, fu-ga'lT-a, C.
Fulcinius, ful-sin'i-us, C.
Fulda, fuKda, 31.

Fulfills, 'ful'fu-le, C.
Fulginates, ful-ji-na'tez, C.
Fulgora, fuKjjo-ra, C.
Fulton, 1'uKtun, 31.

Fulvia, i'uKvT-a ; -vius, -vT-us, C.
Funchal, foon-shiiK, 31.

Fundanus, fun-da'nus, C.
Funen, fu'nen ; in Dan. Fyen, fu'-
en, 31.

Fiinfkirchen, foonf-ker-'ken, 31.

Furia, fu'ri-a; -ris, -rt-e; -rii, -rt-T,

a
Furina, fii-ri'na, C.
Furius, ±'urri-us, C.
Furnes, fen, 31.

Furnius, fer'ui-us, C.
Furruckabad, fur-ruk-a-bad', M.
Furth, fert. 31.

Fuseli, fu'se-lt ; in GSiciss Fuessli,
fgs'le, 31.

Fusia, fu'shY-a ; -sius, -shT-us, C.
Fyers : same as Foyers.
Fyne, Loch, lok-fin, 31.

Fyum, ii-ocm', 31.

Fyzabad, fT'za-bad", 31.

GK
Gaal. ga'al, B.
Gaash, ga'ash, B.
Gaba. sa'ba. B.
Gabael, gab'a-el, B.
Gabala, gab'a-la ; -alez, -a-lez; -ali,

-a-li. C.
Gabalitani. gab'a-lt-ta'ni, C.
Gabaon. sab'a-on, C.
Gabaonitae, jrab'a-o-ni/'te, C.
Gabatha, gab'a-tha, B.
Gabaza, gab'a-zd, C.
Gabbai. gab'ba-i, B.
Gabbatha. gab'ba-tha, B.
Gabdes, gab'dez, B.
Gabeni. ga-be'ni, C.
Gabiene, ga-bi-e'ne, C.
Gabii, ga'bT-T, C.
Gabina, ga-bi'na; -nus, -nus, C.
Gabinia, ga-bin'T-a: -ius, -t-us, C.
Gabinianus. ga-bin'i-a'nus, C.
Gabreta, jra-bre'ta, C.
Gatrias, garbrt-as, B.
Gabriel, ga'brt-el, B.
Gacs. gach, 31.

Gad. gad. B.
Gada- or Ghadamis, ga-da'mis, M.

sfin. cube, full; moon, f6t>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink. then, boxbox, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; N, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Gadara, gad'a-ra, B. and C.
Gadarenes, gad-a-renz', B.
Gaddi. gad'di, B.
Gaddiel, gad/di-el, B.
Gades. ga'dez, C.
Gadi, ga'di, B.
Gadilonitis, gad'i-lo-ni'tis, C.
Gadira, ga-di/ra, C.
Gaditanus, gad-i-tarnus, C.
Gadite, gad'it, B.
Gaea, je'a, C.
Gaeonas, je-o'nas, C.
Gaertner (= Gartner), gart'ner, 31.

Gaesatae, je-sa'te; -ti, -ti, C.
Gaeta, ga-a'ta, M.
Gaetuli, je-tuli; -tulia, -tu'lT-a, C.
Gaetuliciis, je-tu'li-kus, C.
Gaezetaa, je-ze'te, C.
Gagern, ga'gern^J/".
Gagnier, gan-ye-a", 31.

Gaham, ga'ham, B.
Gahar, ga'har, B.
Gail, gal or gae, 31.

Gaillac, ga-yak' or gal-yak", 31.

Gaillard, ga-yar", 31.

Gaillon, ga-yox' or gal-vox', 31.

Gainsborough, ganz'bre, 31.

Gairloch, gar'lok, 31.

Gaius, ga'yus, B.
Galaad, gal'a-ad, B.
Galactophagi, gal-ak-tofa-ji, C.
Galaesus, ga-le'sus, C.
Galal, ga'lal, B.
Galanthis, ga-lan'this, C.
Galapagos, gal-a-pa'gus ; in Span.

ga-la/pii-gos, 31.

Galashiels, gal-a-sheiz'", 31.

Galata, gaKa-ta, C.
Galatae, gaKa-te, C.
Galatea, gal-a-te'a, C.
Galatia, ga-larshT-a, B. and C.

;

-tians, -shT-anz, B.
Galaton, gal'a-ton, C.
Galatz, gii'lats, 31.

Galaxaura, gal-aks-aw'ra, C.
Galaxius, ga-lak'zhT-us, C.
Galbula, gaKbu-la, C.
Galeed, gaKe-ed, B.
Galena, ga-le'na, 31.

Galene, ga-le'ne; -nus, -nus, C.
Galeotse, ga-le-o'te, C.
Galeria, ga-le'rT-a; -rius, -rt-us, C.
Galesus, ga-le'sus, C.
Galetez, gaKe-tez, C.
Galgala, gaKga-la. B.
Galiani, ga-le-a'ne, 31.

Galicia, ga-lisb/I-a, M.
Galien, ga-le-ax', M.
Galignani, ga-len-ya'ne, 31.

Galilaea, gal-i-le'd, C.
Galilee, gaKi-le, B.
Galileo, gal-i-le ro ; It. ga-le-la'o, 31.

Gall, gawl ; in G. gal, 3[.

Galland, gal-loir', 31.

Gallapagos : same as Galapagos.
Gallatin, gaKla-tin, 31.

Gallaudet, gnl-law-det', 31.

Gallegos, gal-va'gos, 31.

Gallia. gal'lY-a, C.
Galliani, gal-lT-a'ni, C.
Gallicanus, gal-li-ka'nus, C.
Gallicinus, gal-lis'i-nus, C.
Gallicus, gaVli-kus, C.
Gallienus, gal-li-e'nus, C.
Gallim, gaKlim, B.
Gallina, gal-li'na, C.
Gallinaria, gal-li-na'

r
rY-a, C.

Gallio, sral'li-o, B.
Gallipoli, gal-lip'o-li, 31. : -olis. -lis,

C; gal'lY-po-les' (in Ohio), 31.
Gallita, gal-li'ta, C.
Gallograecia, gal-lo-gre'shY-a, C.
Gallo-hispani, gal'lo-his-pa'n-i, C.
Gallonius, gal-lo'nl-us, v.

j

Galloway, gal/lo-wa, 31.

Galluzzi, gal-loofse ; -zo, -so, 31.

Gait, gawlt, 31.

Galvani, gal-va/ne, 31.

Galveston, gal'ves-tun, 31.

Galway, gawl'wa, 31.

Gamael, gam'a-el, B.
Gamaliel, ga-ma'li-el, B.
Gambia, gam'M-a, 31.

Gambreum, gam-bre'um, C.
Gamelia, ga-me'lY-a, C.
Gammadims, gam'ma-dimz, B.
Gamul, ga'mul, B.
Gand, g8x, 31.

Gandaritae, gan-da-ri'te, C.
Ganesa, ga-na'sa, H.
Gangaridae, gan-gar'T-de ; -des, -dez,

, gan'jez ; Hind. Gunga, 31.

Gangetis, gan-je'tis, C.
Gannascus, gan-nas'kus, C.
Ganymede, gan-i-me'de; -des, dez,

Gap, gap, M.
Gaphara, gaf'a-ra, C.
Gar, gar, B.
Garama, gar'a-ma, C.
Garamantes, gar-a-man'tez ; -tis,

-tis, C.
Garamas, gar'a-mas, C.
GargSo, gar-sor , or Gargam, gar-
sowk'j 31.

Garcia, in Sp. gar-the'a; in Pg. gar-

;

se'a, 31.

]
Garcias, gar-theras, 31.

i

Garcilasso de la Vega, giir-the-lasr-

I

so-da-la-va'ga, 31.

Gard, gard, M.
Garda, gar'da, 31.

Gardanne, gar-dan', M.
Gardiner, gardener, 31.

Gardon, gar-doN', 31.

Gareatae, ga-re'a-te, C.
Gareb, ga'reb, B.
Garfagnana, gar-fan-ya'na, 31.

Garganus, gar-ga'nus, C.

I
Gargaphia, gar-ga'fY-a, C.
Gargara, gar'ga-ra : -rus, -rus, C.
Gargaridae, gar-gar'T-de, C.

I

Gargettus, gar-jeftus, C.
I Garibaldi, gar-t-baKdl orga-re-baK-
! de, 31.

Garigliano, gii-rel-ya'no, 31.

\ Garites, ga-ri'tez, C.
' Garizim, gar'i-zim, B.

j

Garmanes,giir-ma /'nez, C.

|
Garmathone, gar-ma-tho'ne, C.

; Garmite, gar'mit, B.
Garonne, ga-ron', M.

j

Garsyeris, gar-si-e'vis, C.

Gartner : same as Gakrtner, 31.

Garumna, ga-rum'na. C.

Gasconade, gas-ko-nad /'. 31.

Gascony, gas'ko-nt; in F. Gascogne,
gas-kony', 31

Gascoygne or -coigne, gas-koin^, 31.

Gashmu, gash'mu, B.
Gasparin, gas^pa-rin, or gas -pa

-

raN', M.
Gaspe, gas-pa', 31.

Gasse, gsis'se, 31.

Gassendi, gas-sen-'de, 31.

Gastrodore, gas-tro-do're, C.
Gataker, gafa-ker, 31.

Gatam, ga'tam, B.
Gath, gath, B.
Gatheae, ga'the-e, C.
Gatheatas, ga-the'a-tas or ga-the-

a'tas, C.
Gath-hepher, gath-he'fer ; G.-rim-
mon, -rim'mmi, B.

Gatteaux, gat-to', 31.

Gau, go or gow, 31.

Gaubil, go-beK, 31.

Gaagamela, gaw-ga-me'Ja, C.
Gaulthier, in F. go-te-a' ; in G.
gowKter, M.

Ganlus, gaw'lus, C.
Gauranus, gaw-ra'nus, C.
Gaurus, gaw'rus, C.
Gaus, ga'us, C.
Gauss, gows, M._
Gauthier, go-te-a', 31.

Gautier, go-te-ar , 31.

Gavarni, ga-var-ne'
-

, M.
j

Gavazzi, ga-vat/se, M.
I Gaveston, gav'es-tun, M.
I Gay-Lussac, ga'loos-sak', 31.

Gaza, ga'za, B.
j
Gazacene, gaz-a-se'ne, C.
Gazara, ga-za'ra, B.
Gazathites, ga'zath-itz, B.
Gazelum, ga-ze'lum, C.
Gazer, ga'zgr, B.
Gazera, ga-ze'ra, B.
Gazez, ga'zez, B.
Gazites, gaz'itz or ga'zitz, B.
Gaziura, ga-zi-u'ra, C.
Gazorus, ga-zo'rus, C.
Gazzam, gaz'zam, B.
Geauga, ge-aw'ga, 31.

Geba, ge?ba, B.
Gebal, ge'bal, B.
Gebenna, je-ben'na, C.
Geber, ge'ber, B.
Gebim, ge'bim, B.
Ged, ged, 31.

Gedaliah, ged-a-li'a, B.
Geddes, ged'dez, 31.

Geddur, ged'dSr, B.
Gedeon, ged'e-un, B.
Geder, ge'der, B.
Gederah, ge-de'ra, B.
Gederathite, ged'e-rath-it, B.
Gederite, ged'e-rit, B.
Gederoth, ge-de'roth, B.
Gederothaim, ged'e-roth-a'im, B.
Gedor, gerd6r, B.
Gedranitae, jed-ra-ni'te, C.
Gedrosi, je-dro'si, C.
Gedrosia, je-dro'shT-a, C.
Geefs, hafs or gafs ; in F. zhaf, M.
Geel, hal, 31.

Gefle, yev'la, 31.

Gehazi, ge-ha'zY, B.
Gehenna, ge-hen'na, B.
Geiduni, je-i-du'ni, C.
Geiger, gi'gSr, 31.

Geijer, yiry5r, 31.

Gela, je'la, c.
Gelani, ie-la'ni ; -nor, -nor, C.
Gelbuda, jeKbu-da, C.

Gelders or Guelders, geKdgrz; in D.
Geldern, heKdem, 31.

Geleas, ie'le-as, C.
Gel^e, zh'la. 31.

-lius.

Geliloth, geKl-loth, B.
Gell, jel, M.
Gellert, geKlert, 31.

GeUia, jel'lY-a ; -lias, -li-as

-lr-us, C.
Gellianus, jel-lT-a'nus, C.

Gelo, je'lo ; or -Ion, -Ion, C.
Geloi,'je-lo'i. C.
Geloni, .ie-lo'm, C.
Gelos. je'los, C.
Gemalli, ge-maKIT, B.
Gemariah, gem-a-rl'a, B.
Gemini, jem'T-ni, C.

Geminius, je-min^Y-us, C.
Geminus, jem't-nus; the astronomer
je-mi'nus, C.

Genabum, jen^a-bum, C.
Genauni, je-naw'm, C.
Genesareth, ge-nes'a-reth, B.
Genese, jen'e-se,.C.
Genesee, jen-e-se', M.
Geneseo, jen-e-sero, 31.

8m, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 6nd, eve, term ; in, ice ; 5dd, tone, Sr ;

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; N, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Genesis, jen'e-sis, B.
Genet, je-nef or zh'na, 31.

Genetes, je-ne'tez, C.
Genetor, jen'e-tor, C.
Geneva, je-ne'va or jen'e-va, C.

;

je-ne'va, M. ; in F. Geneve, zhen-
av'; in G. Genf, genf, 31.

Gengis (or Jengis) Khan, jen'
r
gis-

kan or -kan, 31.

Genii or Xenil, ha-nel^, M.
Genisus, je-ni'sus, C.
Genius, je'nY-us, C.
Genlis, zhoN-le'', M.
Gennesar, gen-ne'sar, B.
Gennesaret, gen-nes'a-ret, B.
Genneus, gen-ne'us, B.
Genoa, jen'o-a, C. and 31; in It.

Genova, jen'o-va, 31.

Genodochus, je-nod'o-kus, C.
Genoni, je-no'nl, C.
Genovesi, ja-no-varze, 31.

Genseric, jen'ser-ik, 31.

Gensonne, zhoN-son-na', 31.

Gentile, jen'til, B.
Gentius, jen'shi-us, C.
Genua, jen'u-a, C.
Genubath, ge-nu'bath, B.
Genucius, je-nu'shY-us, C.
Genurus, je-nu'rus, C.
Genusini, jen-u-si'ni, C.
Genusus, jen'u-sus, C.
Genysus, 'jen'i-sus, C.
Geoffroy, in Eng. jeffrY; Geoffroy
or -froi, in F. zhoi'-frwar , 31.

Geomori, je-om'o-ri, C.
Geon, ge'on, B.
Georgia, j6r'jY-a or jSr'ja, 31.

Georgica, ge-or'jY-ka, C.
Gephyra, je-n'ra, C.
Gephyraei, jef-i-re'i, C.
Gephyres, je-fKrez, C.
Gephyrote, jef-Y-ro'te, C.
Gepidae, jep'i-de, C.
Gera, ga'rii, 31.

Gera, -rah, ge'ra, B.
Geraestus, je-res'tus, C.
Gerando, zhe-r5Nr- oHa-ran'do, 31.

Geranea, jer-a-ne'a, V.
Gerania, je-ra'nY-a, C.
Geranidse, jer-a-ni'de, C.
Geranthrse, je-ran'thre, C.
Gerar, ge'rar, B.
Gerard, jer'erd or jg-rard' ; in F.
Gerard, zha'rar, 31.

Gerasa, jer'a-sa, C.
Gerasimus, je-ras'Y-mus, C.
Gerbier, zher-bY-a', M.
uuua, ger-'da, N.
Gerea, je-re'a, C.
Gereatis, je-re-a'tis, C.
Gerena, je-re^na, C.
Geresticus, je-res'ti-kus, C.
Gergesenes, ger'ge-senz, B.
Gergeseni, ger-je-se^nl, C.
Gergesites, ger'ge-sitz, B.
Gergitha, ger-gi'tha ; -thes, -thez ;

-thos, -thos, C.
Gergovia, jer-go'vY-a, C.
Gerisa, je-ri'sa, C.
Gerizini, ger'Y-zim, B.
Germalus, jer'ma-lus, C
Germani, jer-ma'ni, C.
Germania, jer-ma'nY-a, C.
Gennanicia, jgr-man'Y-si'a, C.
Germanicus, jer-man'i-kus, C.
Germanii, jer-mafnY-I, C.
Germanus, jer-ma'nus, C.
Germany, jei'ma-nY, 31.

Gerona, ha'ro-na, 31.

Geronteus, jgr-on-te'us, C.
Geronthrae, je-ron'th're, C.
Gerostratus, je-ros'tra-tus, C.
Gerrhenians, g<"r-re /'nY-anz, B.
Gerry, ger'rY, 31.

Gers, zhar, 31.

Gershom, ger'shum ; -shon, -shun ;

-son, -sun, B.
Gershonite, ggrrshuh-it, B.
Gerson, in F. zher-soN'; in G. geV-

son, 31.

Gervais, zher-va'', 31.

Gervaise, zher-vaz'', 31.

Geryon, je'rY-on ; Geryones, je-ri'-

o-nez, C.
Gerzites, ger'zitz, B.
Gesem, ge'sem, B.
Gesenius, gg-se'nY-us; in G. ga-za'-
ne-dos, M.

Gesham, ge rsham ; -shem, -shem, B.
Geshur, ge'sher, B.
Geshuri, gesh/u-ri, B.
Geshurites, gesh'ti-ritz, B.
Gesithous, je-sitb/o-us, C.
Gesner, ges'nSr, M.
Gesoriacum and Gessoriacum, jes-

so-ri'a-kum, C.
ges'ler, M.

,
jesrsus, C.

Geta, jerta ; -tie, -te, C.
Gether, ge'ther, B.
Getholias, geth-o-li'

r
as, B.

Gethsemane, geth-senT'a-ne, B.
Geticus, jet'Y^kus, C.
Getulia, je-turlY-a, V.
Geuel, ge-u'el, B.
Gex, zheks, M.
Geysers, gi'serz, M.
Gezer, ge'zer, B.
Gezrites, gez'ntz, B.
Ghadamis, ga-da'mis, M.
Ghauts, gawts, M,
Gheel = Geel, hal, M.
Gheezeh or Gizeh, ge'ze, M.
Ghent, gent ; in F. Gand, g5x, M.
Ghiberti, ge-bar'te, M._
Ghirlandajo or -daio, ger-liin-daryo,
M.

Ghool-ghoola, gool-gool'a, M.
Giah, gira, B.
Gibbar, gib'bar, B.
Gibbethon, gib^be-thon, B.
Gibbon, gilrbun, M.
Gibbs, gibz, M.
Gibea, -eah, gib'e-a, B.
Gibeath, gib?e-ath, B.
Gibeon, gib'e-on, B.
Gibeonite, gib'e-on-it, B.
Giblites, gib'lltz, B.
Gibraltar, jY-brawl'ter ; in Sp. he-

bral-tarr , M.
Gibson, gib'sun, M.
Giddalti, gid-daKtY, B.
Giddel, gid'del, B.
Gideon, gid re-on, B.
Gideoni, gid-e-o'ni, B.
Gidom, gi'dom, B.
Giessen, ges'sn, M.
Gilford, gif'ferd and iif'ferd, M.
Gigantes, ji-gan'tez, C.
Gigarta, ii-gar'ta, C.
Gignac, zhen-yal^, M.
Gignoux, zhen-yoo/

', M.
Gigonus, ii-go'nus, C.
Gihon. gi'hon, C; ie-hSn'oy-hoon'
(= Oxus), At.

'

Gijon, he-hon r (= Xixon), M.
Gijona, he-ho^na (= Xixona), M.
Gila, he'la, M.
Gilalai, giKa-la, B.
Gilboa, gil-bora or giKbo-a, B.
Gilchrist, gilrkrist, M.
Gilead, giKe-ad, B. and M.
Gileadite, giKe-ad-it, B.
Gilfillan, gil-fil'lan, 31.

Gilgal, gil'gal, B.
Gilles, zhel, M.
Gillespie, gil-les-'pe, M.
Gillot, zhe-yo /', 31.

Gillott, giKot, 31.

Gillray, giKray, 31.

Gilman, gil'man, 3F.

Gilmore, giKmor, M.
Giloh, gi'lo, B.
Gilolo, he-lo'lo, 31.

Gilonite, gi'lo-mL B.
|
Gilpin, giKpin, 31.

Gimzo, gini^zo, B.
Ginath, gi'nath, B.

!
Gindanes, jin-da'nez, C.

|

Gindareni, jin-da-re'nl, C.

|

Gingiymote, jin-gli-mo'te, C.

I

Ginguen^, zh'aN-ga-na/', M.
Gingunum, .jin-gu'num, C.
Ginnetho, gm'ne-tho; -thon, -thon,
B.

Ginungagap, ge-noon'ga-gap, JV.

Gioberti, jo-bar'te, 31.

Giocondo, jo-kon^do, M.
Gioja, jo'ya or jo^Y-a, 31.

Giordano, jor-da'no, M.
Giorgione, jor-jo^na, M.
Giotto, jot/to, 31.

Giovanni, io-van^ne, 31.

Giovio, jc've-o, M.
Gippius, jip'pi-us, C.
Girard, je-rard''; in F. zhe-rar', M.
Girardin, zhe-rar-daN /', 31.

Giraud, zhe-ro /', 31.

Girgashite, ger'ga-shit ; -site, -sit,

B.
Girjeh or Djirdjeh, jer'je, 31.

Girjenti, jer-jen'te, 31.

Girodet Trioson, zhe-ro-da'tre-o-
zox, 31.

Gironde, je-rond'; F. zhe-roNcl', 31.

Gisborne,' giz^bern, 31.

Gispa, gis'pa, B.
Gittah-hepher, git-ta-he'ier, B.
Gittaim, git'ta-im, B.
Gittite, git'tit. B.
Gittith, git'tith, B.
GiulioRomano,joo/'le-o-ro-ma/'no,il/.

Gizeh, jc'ze or ge'ze, 31.

Gizonite, gi^zo-nit, B.
Gizrites, giz'ritz, B.
Gjb'U or Gjol, gyel, M.
Gladsheim, glads'hTm, K.
Glamorganshire, gla-m?

31.

'gan-sh5r,

Glandomerum, glan-do-me'rum, C.
Glanis, gla'nis ; -num, -num. C.
Glaphyrae, glaf'Y-re; -yrus, -Y-rus,C
Glarus, glar'us; in F. Glaris, gla-

res'", 31.

Glasgow, glas-^go, M.
Glatz, glats, 31.

Glauber, glawrber or gloWber, 31.

Glauce,_glaw rse; -cia, -shY-a; -cides,
-si'dez, C.

Glauchau, glowrkow, 31.

Glaucippe, fjlaw-sip'pe ; -sippus,
-sip'pus, C.

Glaucon, glaw'kon, C.
Glauconnesus, glaw-kon-ne'sus, C.
Glauconome, glaw-kon'o-me, C.

i
Glaucopis, glaw-ko'pis, C.

j

Glaucus, glaw'kus, C.
Glautias, glaw'shY-as, C.

\

Gleig, gleg, M.
Gleim, glim, 31.

Glendower, glen'dow-er, M.
; Glenelg, glen-elg'', 31.

Glinditiones, glin-dish'Y-o'nez, C.
\ Glogau, glo'gow, 31.

j

Gloucester, glos'ter, M.
Glover, gluvrer, 31.

Gluck, glot)k, 31.

Gliick, glek, 31.

Gliickstadt, glek'stat, 31.

Glycera, glis'e-ra, C.
Glycerium, gli-se^rY-um, C.
Gmelin, gma'lin, 31.

stin, cube, full ; moon, fdbt ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Gmir, gmer, iV.

Gmind. gmgnt,or Gmunden, gmgn
dn, 31.

Gmund, gmcSont, M.
Gnathonici, na-thon r Y-si, C.

Gnatia, na'shY-a, C.

Gneisenau, gni'zj-now, 31.

Gnesen. gna'zn, 31.

Gnesippus, ne-sip'pus, C.

Gnido, ni'do, C.

Gnidus, ni'dus, B. and C.

Gnosidicus, no-sid'i-kus, C.

Gnossia, nosh'I-a, C.

Goarene, g>a-re'rie, C.

Goath, go'ath, B.
Gob, sfob, B.
Gobelin, gob'e-lin: F. gob-lax', M.

\

Gobolitis, gob-o-li'tis, C.

Gobryas, go'bri-as, C.

Godavery, go-dii'ver-e, 31.

Godolphinrgo-dol'fin, 31.

Godunoy, Gbdounov, or Godtmow,
go-doo-noi', 31.

Goes, h<56s, 31. ..

Goethe : see Gothe.
Gog, gog, B.
Gogarene, gog-a-re'ne, B.
Gojam, go-iam', J/.

Golan, go'lan, B.
Golconda, gol-kon'da, M.
Goldberg, gQld'bgrg or gSlf'be'rg,

Goldoni, gol-do'ne, M.
Goldschmidt, gold'shmit, M.
Goldsmith, gold'smith, formerly
goold'smith, M.

Golgotha, gol'go-tha. B.
Goliah, go-li'a ; -liath, -li'ath, B.
Golitzin, go-let'sin, 31.

Golnow, gol'nov, 3L
Gombroon, gom-broon'', M.
Gomer, go'mgr, B.
Gomes, go'mes. 31.

Gomez, go'meth, 31.

Gomolitae, gom-o-li'te, C.
Gomora, gom'o-ra, C.
Gomorrah, -rah,_go-m8Vra, B.
Gonaives, Les, la-go'na-ev', 31.

Gonatas, go-nu'tas, C
Gongalo, gon-tha'lo: name as Gox-
salo and Go

x

salvo, M.
Gondar, gon'dar, 31.

Gondola, gon'do-la, 31.

Gongylus, gon'iY-lus, C.
Goniades, go-ni'a-dez, C.
Gonippus, go-nip'pus, C.
Gonoessa, gon-o-es'sa, C.
Gonussa, go-nus'sa, C.
Gonzaga, gon-za'gii, 31.

Gonzalez, gon-za'fes or -tha/Ieth, M.\
Gonzalo, goii-tha'lo, 31.

Goochland, gooch/land, 31.

Gooldsha, Guldsha, Gouldja, goold'-
sha, 31. _

Goomty, goom'tY, 31.

Gordianus, t:6r-dY-a'nus, C.
Gordieum, gSr-dl-e'um, C.
Gordiucome, gor-dY-u-ko'rne, C.
Gordium, gor'dY-um. C.
Gordius, gSr'dY-ds, C.
Gordiutichus, gOr'dT-u-ti'kus, C.
Goree, go-ra', 31.

Gorgades, gor'ga-dez, C.
Gb'rgei or Gorgey, ger'ga : tn G.
ggr'gi, 3f.

Gorgenus, g&r-je'nus, C.
Gorges, gor'jez, 31.

Gorgias, g6r'ji-as, B. and C.
Gorgippia, gQr-jip-pi'a, C.
Gorgoieon, g8r-go'le-on, C.
Gorgona, gSr'go-na ; -nes, -nez, C.
Gorgonia, gftr-go'ni-a; -nius, -ni-us,

Gorgonifer, g6r-gon'i-fgr, C.

Gorgopas, g6r-go'pas. C.

Gorgophone, gor-gofo-ne ; -onus,
-o-iuis. C.

Gorgophora, g6r-gofo-ra, C.
Gorgopis, gSr-go'pis, C.
Gorgo3as, gor'go-sas, C.
Gorgosthenes, g6r-gos'the-nez, C.
Gorgythion, gSr-jith'i-on, C.
G&rlitz. ier'lits. M.
Gortchakov, Gortchakow, or Gor-
tchakoff, g6rrcha-kot, M.

Gortuae, g6 -'tu-e, C.
Gortyna, g6.-ti'na, B. and C.
Gortyne, gor-ti'ne, C.
Gortynia, cSr-tin'T-a, C.

Gortz, gerts; in It. Gorizia, go-rid'-
ze-d, 31.

Go3hen. go'shen, B. and 31.

Gosselin, gos-lax', 31.

Gotha. go'ta, 31.

GJthe or Goethe, ge-tg, 31.

Gothenburg or Gottenburg, got ren-

berg ; in Sio. Gjtheborg, yg'ta-
borg, 31.

Gothi. go'thi. C.

Gothini, go-thi'ni, C.

Gothland, goth'land ; in Sw. Gb'ta-

land, ye^ta-land, 31.

Gotholias, goth-o-Hfas, B.
Gothones, go-tho'iiez, C.

Gothoniel.go-thon'i-el. B.
Gjttingen or Goettingen, gef- or
srot'tmg-en ; in G. get'ting-n, 3f.

Gottland or Gothland, gofland, 31.

Gouda, gow'da ; in D. now'da, 31.

Gough, got_or gof, 3t.

Goujon, goo-zhox', 31.

Goulard, goo-lard' or -lar /', 31.

Gould, goold^V.
Gourgaud, goor-go'', 31.

Gournay, goor-na', 31.

_

Gouvion-Saint-Cyr, goo'vS-oN'sax-
ser, 31.

Gower, gow'er or g5r, 31.

Goyaz, go-yaz', 317

Goyen, gvi'n, 31.

Gozan, go'zan, B.
Gozzi, gofse, 31.

Gozzo, gotj'so, 31.

Gozzoli, got'so-le, 31.

Graaf, graf, 31.

Graba, gra'ba, B.
GraciasaDios, gra'se-as-a-de-Ss', 31.

Graciosa, gra-se-o'sa, 31.

Gradivus. gra-di'vus, C.
Grseci, gre'si, C.
Graecia, gre'shT-a, C.
Grascinus, gre-si'nus, C.
Graecostasis. gre-kos'ta-sis, C.
Graecus, gre'kus, C.
Graeme, gram. 31.

Graets or Grats, grets, 31.

Grafenhausen, gra'fn-how'zn, 31.

Grains, gra'yus, C.
Grajugenae, gra-ju'je-ne, C.
Grammont, griim-mox'', 31.

Grampian, gram'pl-an, 31.

Gran, gran, 31.

Granada, gra-na'da,^!/.
Granadilla, gra-na-deKya, 31.

Grandpre, grox-pra', 31.

Granger, gran'jer; in F. grOx-
zha', 3f.

Granicus, gra-nirkus, C.
Granius. grar ni-us, C.
Grantham, grant'am, 31.

Granville, in U. S. gran'ril ; in F.
grSx-vel', 31.

Grasse, griis, 31.

Grate33, gra-te'e, C.
Gratiae, gra rsM-e, C.
Gratianopolis, gra'shT-a-nop'o-lis, C.
Gratianus, gra-shT-a'nus, V. ,

Gratidia, gra-tid't-a ; -iua, -T-us, C. Guastalla, gwas-

Gratiot, grash'T-ot, If.

Gratius, gra'sht-us, C.
Grattan, graftn, M.
Gi-atz or Graetz, grets, M.
Grau, grow, 31.

Graubandten, groWb5nt-en, 31.

Graudentz, grow'dents, 31.

Graun, grown, 31.

Graus. grows, 31.

Gravelihes, grav-len', 31.

Gravelot, grav-lo', 31.

Gravesande, gra-ve-zanrde, 31.

Gravesend. gravz-end', M.
Gravii, gra/vl-l : -vius, -vi-us, C.
Gravina, gra-ve'na, 31.

Graviscae, gra-vis'se, C.
Graziani, griit-se-a'ne, 31.

Greaves, grevz, 31.

Grebenstein, gra-bn-stin /', 31.

Grecia, gre'shY-a, B. and C.
Grecian, gre'shan, B. and 31.

Gredr, gre^der, JV.

Greece, gi_es, B. and 31.

Greek, grek, B. and. 31.

Greenough, gren'o, 31.

Greenwich, griu'li, 31.

Gregorius, gre-go'rY-us, C.
Greiiswalde, gnfs-vaKdg, 31.

Grenada, gre-na'da (a W. Indian
island : not Granada, in Spainl, 31.

Grenoble, gren-ob'l o;grg-no, b'l, 31.

Gresham, gresh/um, 31.

Gresset, gres-sa', 31.

Grctry, gra-tre', 31.

Gretsch, grech, 31.

Greve, gra'va, 31.

Greville or Grevile, grev'il, 31.

Griesbach, gies'bak, 31.

Griesheim, gres'hini, 31.

Grimaldi. gre-mal'de, 31.

GrindelwaJd, grin'dl-walt, 3f.

Grisi, gre'ze, 31.

Grisons, gre-zox'; in G. Graubiind-
ten. grow'tagnt-n, 31.

Grocyn, gro'sin, M.
Gronea. gro-ne'a, C.

Groningen, gron'ing-n ; in D. hro'-
ning-hen, 31.

Gronov, gro'nov, or Gronovius, gro-
no'vY-us, 31.

Groot. grot, 31.

Gross-Glogau. grfjs-glo'gow, 31.

Gross-Wardein. gros-var'din, 31.

Grosvenor, gro'ven-er, 31.

Grotius, gro'shY-us, 31.

Groton, gro'tun, 31.

Grouchy, groo-she', 31.

Grunberg, gren'berg; or Griineberg,
gre'ne-berg, 31.

Grundiles,_grun-di'lez, C.
Gruter. groo'tgr, M.
Gryneum, gri-ne'um, C.
Gryneus (.= A)>oUo).gri-ne /'us;_(=a

Centaur), grin'e-ns or gri'nus. C.
Grynium, grY-nIrum, C.
Guadalajara or Guadalaxara, gwa-
da-la-ha'ra. 31.

Guadaloupe. gaw-rla-loop' or ga'-
da-loop. 31.

Guadalquivir, gaw-dal-kwiv'gr ; in

Sp. gwa-dal-Ee-ver', M.
Guadalupe, gwii-da-loo'pa or gaw-
da-loop /', 31.

Guadiana. gaw-de-a'na or gwii-de-
a'na, 31.

Guanahani. gwa-na-ha /'ne, 31.

Guanaxuato or Guanajuato, gwa-
na-hwa'to, 31.

Guancavelica. gwan-ka-va-le'ka, 31.

Guarda. gwar'da, 31.

Guardafui, gwarrda-fwe or gar-da-

Guarini, gwa-re'ne, 3L
Guastalla, ewas-tSKla, 31.

am, flme, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, tSrm ; Tn, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 8r

;

B, Biblical ; C, Classical j E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; i\T, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Guatemala, gaw-te-m&'la or gwa-
te-ma,la. M.

Guatimozin, g\va-te-mo /'zin, 31.

Guaxaca. gwa-ha/ka, 31.

Guayama, gwi-a/nia, 31.

Guayaquil, gwl-a-kel', 31.

Guaymas. gwl'mas, 3f.

Guayra, gwi'ra, M.
Guazacualco, gwa-sa-kwaKko (=
Huasacualco), 31.

Guben, goo'ben, 31.

Gudgodah, gud'go-da, B.
Gudin, gooJlaN r

, 31.

Gudrun. good'rotm, AT.

Guelderland or Gelderland, gel'der-
land, 31.

Guelders or Gelders, gel'de"rz, 31.

Guelph, gwelf ; in It. Guelfo, gweK-
fo, 31.

Guercino, gwer-che'"no, 31.

Gueret, ga-ra'. 31.

Guericke, g£r,ik-kao>-ga /'rik-ke, 31.

Guerin, ga-raN', 31.

Guernsey, gern'ze, M.
Gueroult, g'roo or groo, 31.

Guglielmi, gool-yeKme, M.
Guiana or Guyana, ge-a'na, 31.

Guicciardini, gwet-chiir-de'ne, 31.

Guicowar, gwik'o-wer, 31.

Guidi, trwe'de, 31.

Guido Reni, gwe'do-ra^ne, 31.

Guienne, ge-en', 31.

Guignes, gen, 31_.

Guignon, gen-voN"', 31.

Guildford, gil'ferd, 31.

Guilford, gil'ferd, 31.

Guinea, gin'e, 31.

Guingamp, gaN-gSx', 31.

Guiot, ge-o<, 31. _
Guipuzcoa, ge-poos ,rko-a ; in Sp. ge-
pooth'ko-a, 31.

Guiscard,_ges-kar /", 3f.

Guise, gwez, 31.

Guizot, gwe-zo'' or ge-zo', 31.

Gujerat, gooj-er-af : same as Guzer-
at, 31.

Gulltoppr, gool'top-er, N.
Gumbi.men. sr<56m-bin /'nen, 31.

Gundwana. gdond-wii'iia, 31.

Gunga: see Ganges, 31.

Gum. gu'ni, B.
Gunites, gu'nitz, B.
Gunnar. gun'nar, X.
Gunst. sroonst. 31.

Ginther, goon'ter, 31.

Gintzburg. gents'berg or gents'-
boo-g, 31.

Gurbaal. ger-ba'al, B.
Gurwal. ger-wawK, 3f.

G istrow. ges^trov, 31.

Gutenberg, goo'tn-berg, 31.

Guthrie. guth'rY. 31.

Guttores, gut-to'nez, C.

Guyana (= Guiana), ge-a'na, 31.

Guyandott, gl-an-dof ; called gl-

;n/, 31.

Guyon, gi'jm orge-ox'', 31.

Guyot. ge-o', 31.

Guyton Morveau, ge-tox' mSr-vo',

Guzerat, gooz-er-at', or Gujerat,
gooj-er-at^, 31.

Guzman, gooUi-man'. M.
Gwalior, invii'lY-or, 31.

Gyara, ji'a-ra ; -rus,-rus ; -ros,-ros,

Gyas. ji'as, C.
Gygaeus, ii-ie'us, C.
~ '6. .u'je, C.SKGylacea, jil-a-se'a, C.
Gylippus. ji-lip'pus, C.
Gymnasia, jiin-na'zhY-a ; -sium,
-zhY-mn, C

Gymnetea, jim-ne'tez, C.

Gymnopaedia, jim'no-pe-di'a, C.
Gymnosophistae, jim-nos/o-fis

/
'te, C.

Gynscocratumeni, ji-nek'o-kra-
tu'nie-ni, C.

Gynaecothoenas, ji-nek/o-the /'nas, C.
Gyrtona, jer-to'na, C.
Gytheates, jith-e-a'tez, C.
Gytheum, ji-the'um^C.
Gynla, dvoo'le or joole : same as
Kaklsbueg, 31.

H.
Haahashtari, ha-a-hash'ta-ri, B.
Haammonai, ha-am'mo-na, B.
Haarlem, Haerlem, or Harlem, har'-
lem, 31.

Haarlemmer Meer, harlem-mer-
mar, 31.

Haas, has, 31.

Habaiah, ha-ba'ya, B.
Habana = Havana, q. v., 31.

Habakkuk, hab'ak-kuk or ha-bak'-
kuk, B.

Habaziniah, hab'a-zY-ni.'a, B.
Habbacuc, hab'ba-kuk, B.
Habersham, hab'er-sham, 31.

Habitus, hab'i-tus, C.
Habor, ha'bor, B.
Hachaliah, hach-a-li'a, B.
Hachette, a-shef, 31.

Hachilah, hach'Y-la, B.
Hacnmoni,hach /,mo-m; -nite, -nIt,.B

Hadad, ha'dad, B.
\
Hadadezer, had-ad-e'zer, B.

I Hadad-rimmon, ha-dad-rim /'mun,B.
|
Hadar, ha'dar, B.

I

Hadarezer, had-ar-e^zer, B.
I
Hadashah, had'a- or ha-darsha, B.
Hadassah, ha-das'sa, B.
Hadattah. ha-dat'ta, B.
Hades, ha'dez, C.
Hadid, ha'did, B.
Hadjar or Hajar, hii-'iar, 31.

Hadlai, had'la-i, B.
Hadleigh, had'li, 31.

Hadoram. ha-do'ram, B.
1 Hadrach, ha'drak, B.
I Hadramaut, had-i-a-mowf, 31.

I
Hadranum, ha-di-a'num, C.

I
Hadranitae, ha-dra-ni'te, C.

!
Hadrianopolis, ha /dri-a-nop /'o-lis,C

I
Hadrianus, ha-dri-a'nus, C.
Hadriaticum, ha-dri-afi-kum, C.

]

Hadrumetini, had/ru-me-ti /
'ni, C.

i
Hadrumetum. had-ru-me'tiim, C.
Hadyleus, had-I-le'us; o;--lius, -li

/r
-

I Haeb'udes, he-bu'dez, C.

i
Haemera, lie-me'ra, C.
Haemimontani, hem'l-mon-ta''ni, C.
Haemon. he'nion, C
Haemones. hern'o-nez, C.

\

Haemonia. he-mo'nY-a, C.

I
Haemonides, he-mon'T-dez, C.
Haemostratus, he-mos'tra-tus, C.
Haemus, he'mus, C.
Haerlem: same a.* Haaeleji, q. v.

Hafiz. ha'Az, 31.

Hagab, ha'gab, B.
Hagaba, -bah, hag'a-ba, B.
Hagar, ha'gar, B.
Hagarenes, ha-gar-enz', B.
Haujarite, ha'gar-It; -gerite, -ser-it,

B.
Hagedorn, ha'ge-dorn. 3f.

Hagenbach.Jia'gen-bak', 31.

Hages. ha'jez, C.
Haggai, liag'ga-T, B.
Haggeri, hag'ge-rl, B.
Haggi. hag'gi. B.
Haggiah, hag-gi'a, B.

Haggites, hag'gltz, B.
Haggith, hag'gith, B.
Haghe, hag, 31.

;

Hagia, ha'gl-a, M.
Hagnagora, hag-na^'o-ra, C.

|
Hagnocles, hag'no-klez, C.

I
Hagnodemus, hag-no-de'iTius, C.
Hagnodice, hag-nod'i-se, C.
Hagnodorus, hag-no-do'rus, C.
Hagnonia, hag-no 'nY-a, C.
Ha^nosthenes, hag-nos'the-nez, C.
Hagnothemis, hag-noth'e-mis, C.
Hagnotheus, hag-no'the-us, C.
Hague (The), hag; in F. La Haye.

lii-lia or la-a, 31.

Hagueneau, ag-no', 31.

Hahn, han, 31.

Hahnemann, ha'ne-man, 31.

Hai, ha'i, B.
Hainan, hi-nan', 31.

Hainault, a-no'; in Flemish Hene-
gouwen. hen-e-how'ven, 31.

Haiti or Hayti, ha'tl; F. a-e-te', 31.

Hajar or Hadjar, ha'iar, 31. _
Haiy- or Hadjypoor, ha-je-poor/\ 31.

Hakkatan, hak'ka-tan, B.
Hakkoz, hak'koz, B.

!
Haklyt or Hackluyt, hak'loot, 31.

Hakodadi, ha-ko-da'de, 31.

Hakupha, ha-ku'ia, B.

I

Halaesini, hal-e-si'ni, C.
Halsssus or -lesus, ha-le'sus, C.

I Halah, ha'la, B.
' Halak, ha'lak. B.
' Halala. haKa-la, C.
i
Halberstadt, haKber-stat', M.

': Halcyone. hal-siro-ne f C.
Haldeman. hoKde-man, 31.

I
Haleb, ha'leb : same as Aleppo, M.

i
Haleis, ha-le'is, C.

; Halesa. ha-le'sa: -sus, -sus, C.
I Hales-owen, halz-o'en, 31.

Halhul, hal'hul, B.
\ HaU, ha'li, B.
Halia. ha'li-a, C.

]

Haliacmon, ha-li-ak'mon, C.
Haiiaeetus, ha-li-e'e-tus, C.
Haliartus, ha-li-ar'tus, C.

! Halicarnassus, hal'Y-kar-nas'sus, B.
and C.

Halieus. ha-li^e-us or ha'lY-Qs, C.
Halifax. haKi-faks, 31.

' Halimede. ha-li-me'de, C.
Halirrhothius. Iial-ir-ro'thY-us, C.
Halisodemus. hal'i-so-de^mus, C.
Halitherses, hal-Y-tlierAsez, C.
Halium, ha-li'um, C.

i Halius. ha'lY-us, C.
Haliusa, hn-lY-u'sa, C.

i Halizones, lial-Y-zo'iiez, C.

!
Halket. haKket or hak'et, M.
Hall, hal, 31.

Halle, hal'lS, 31.

\
Hall6. al-la', 31.

Halloesh, hal-lo'esh: -lohesh, -lo'-

! hesh : Halohesh, -lo'hesli, B.
\ Hallowell, hal'o-wel, 31.

Halmones. hal-mo'nez, C.
Halmydessus. hal-nii-des'sus, C.
Halmyris, hal'mi-ris, C.
Haloa, ha-lo'a, C.

I
Halocrates, ha-lok'ra-tez, C.

|

Halohesh, ha-lo'hesh, B.
Halone, ha-lo'ne, C.

\ Halonnesus, hal-on-ne'sus, C.
Haloran, ha-lo'ran, 31.

Halus. ha'lus, C.
Halyattes, ha-li-at'tez, C.
Halycus, haKY-kus, C.
Halys, ha'lis, C.
Ham. ham, B.
Hamadan, ha-ma-dan /

', 3f.

Hamadryades, liam-a-drira-dez, V.
Hamadryas, ha-ma'dri-as, C.

sfin, cube, full ; moon, f<5ot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boxboN, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; .V, Norse. [See p. 521-1
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Haman, ha'man, B.
Hamartolus, ham-ar-to'liis, C.
Hamath. ha'math, B.
Hamathite, ha'math-It, B.
Hamath-zobah, ha-math-zo'bd, B.
Hamaxantea, ha-maks'an-te'a, C.
Hamaxitus, ha-maks'i-tns, C
Hamaxobii, ham-aks-o'bl-T, C.
Hamburg, h&m'berg; in G. ham'-

boorg, 31.

Hamsln. ha'meln, 31.

Hamilcar, ha-mil'kar, C.

Hamilla, ha-mil'la, C.
Hamital, ham'i-tal, B.
Hammahlekoth, ham-md-le'koth,/?-
Hammath, ham'math, B.
Hammedatha, ham-med'a-tha, B.
Hammelech, ham'me-lek, B.
HammerPurgstall,ham-ni6r-p6t)rg'-

stal, M.
Hammoleketh, ham-mol'e-keth, B.
Hammon, ham'mon, B.
Hammonah, ham'mo-na or ham-
mo'nd, B.

Hammoth-dor, ham'moth-dor, B.
Hamon-gog, ha'mon-gog, B.
Hamor. ha'mor, B.
Hamoth, ha'moth, B.
Hampshire, hamp'sher, 31.

Hamuel, ha-mu'el, B.
Hamuh ha'mul ; Hamulites, ha'-
mul-ttz, B.

Hamutal, ha-mu'tal, B.
Hanameel, ha-nam'e-el, B.
Hanan, ha'nan, B.
Hanau, ha'now, M.
Hananeel, ha-nan/e-el, B.
Hanani, ha-na'ni or han'a-ni, B.
Hananiah, han-a-ni'a, B.
Handel, han'dl; in G. Handel, hen'-

dl, M.
Hanes, ha'nez, B.
Hang-tcheoo or -tcheou.hang-choo',
M.

Haniel. han'i-el, B.
Hannah, han'na, B.
Hannathon, han'na-thon. B.
Hanneman, hiin'ne-man, C.
Hannibal, han'ni-bal, C.

Hanniel, han'ni-el, B.
Hanoch, ha'nok; Hanochites, ha*-

nok-itz, B.
Hanover, han'o-ver; in G. han-no'-

ver, M.
Hanun, ha'nun, B.
Hapharaim, haf-a-ra'im, B.
Haphraim, haf-ra'im, B.
Hapsburg, haps'berg; in G. haps'-

bdorg, 31.

Kara, ha'ra, B.
Haradah, har'a-da, B.
Haran, ha'ran, B.
Harbonah, har-bo'na, B.
Hararite, ha'ra-rlt, B.
Harbona, -nah, har-bo'na, B.
Harcourt, in E. har'kSrt; in F. ar-

kobr', 3T.

Hardicanute, har'de-ka-nut'. 31.

Hardinge, har'ding, 31.

Hardouin, ar-dwarr', 31.

Hareph, ha'ref , B.
Hareth. ha'reth, B.
Harfleur, har-fier', 31.

Harhaiah, hiir-ha-i'a, B.
Harhas, har'has, B.
Harhur, har'her, B.
Harim, ha'rim, B.
Hariph, ha'rif , B.
Harlem, har'lem, 31.

Harmateus, har-ma'te-us, C.
Harmathus, har'ma-thus, C.
Harmatotrophi, hiir-ma-tot'ro-fi,C
Harmenopulus, har'men-o-pu'lus,C
Harmodius, har-mo'dt-us, C.

Harmonia, hiir-mo'nT-a, C.
Kajmonicus, har-mo-ni'kus, C.
Harmonides, har-mon'i-dez, C.
Harmosyni, har-mos't-m, C.
Harmothoe, har-m6th<o-e, C.
Harmozon. har'mo-zon, C.
Harnepher, har-ne'der, B.
Harod, ha'rod; Harodite, -it, B.
Haroeh, har'o-e, B.
harorite, ha'ro-ilt, B.
Harosheth, ha-ro'sheth, B.
Haroun - al - Raschid, ha - roon'al-

rash'id; or Harun- or Haroun-er-
Rashid. ha-roon'er-ra-shed, 31.

Harpagides, har-paj'i-dez, C.
Harpagus. har'pa-gus, C.
Harpalus, har'pa-lus, C.
Harpalyce, hiir- pal ' I - se ; -ycus,

-I-kus, C.
Harpalycea, haVpa-li-sera, C.
Harpasa, har'pa-sa; -sus, -sus, C.
Harpocras, hiir'po-kras, C.
Harpocrates, har-pok'ra-tez, C.
Harpyia, har-pi'ysi; -iae, -ye, C.
Harsha, har'sha. B.
Hartlepool, har'tl-ppol, 31.

Hartsoeker, harfsoo-ker, 3f.

Hartz or Harz, harts, 31.

Harudes, ha-roo'dez, C.
Harum, ha'rum, B.
Harumaph, ha-roo'maf, B._
Haruphite, har'oo- oj-ha-roo'fit, B.
Haruspex, ha-rus'peks, C.
Haruz, ha'ruz, B.
Harwich, har'rij, 3L
Harz: sec Hartz, 31.

Hasadiah. has-a-di'a, B.
Hasbyte, has-bi'te, C.
Hasdrubal, has'dru-bal, C.

|

Hase, ha'ze, 31.

j

Hasenuah, hr.s-e-noo'
r
a, B.

! Hashabiah, hash-a-bi'a, B.
Hashabnah. ha-shab'na, B.
Hashabniah, hash-ab-ni'd, B.

!
Hashbadana, hash-bad'a-na, B.
Hashem, ha'shem, B.
Hashmonah, liash-mo'iia, B.
Hashub, ha'shub^.B.
Hashubah, ha-shoo'ba, B.
Hashum, ha'shum, B.
Hashupha, ha-s-hoo'ia, B.
Hasrah. has'ra, B.
Hasse, hiis'se, 31.

Hasselt, has'selt, 31.

Hassenaah, has-se-na'a, B.
Hasshub. has'shub, B.
Hastings, hasfings, 31.

Hasupha. ha-su'ia, B.
Hatach, ha'tak, B.

i Haterius, ha-te'rY-us, C.
; Hathath, ha'thath, B.
Hatipha, hnt'I-ia or ha-ti'fa, B.
Hatita. hatl-ta, B.
Hattaavah, hat-ta'a-va, B.
Hatteras, liat

Ater-as, 31.

Katticon, hat'tt-kon, B.
Hattil. hat'til, B.
Hattush, haftush,-A
Haupt, howpt, 31.

Hauran, haw'ran, B.

I

Hauser, how'zCr, 31.

\ Hausza or Houssa, hoWsa, 31.

Hautefeuille, ot-ieF, 31.

Haiiy, ha-we', 31.

Havana o/Havanna, ha-van'a, 31.

j

Havelock, hav'e-lok, 3f.

j
Haverhill, in Enn. hav'er-il, in

3Iass. ha'ver-il, 3f.

Havilah, hav'Ha, B.

j

Havoth-jair, ha-voth-ja'er, B.
Havre de Grace, hav'er-de-gras; in

j F. ii'v'r-de-gras, 31.

; Hawaii, ha-wi'e, 31.
' Haydn, hardn; in G- hi'dn, 31.

1 Haynau, hi'now, 31.

Hayti or Haiti, hS'tt; F. a-e-te', 31.
1 Hazael, haz'a-el, B.
j

Hazaiah. ha-za'ya, B.
j

Hazar-addar, ha-zar-ad^dar, B.
' Hazar-enan, ha-zar-e'nan, B. —
: Hazar-gaddah, ha-zar-gad'da, 73.

Hazar-hatticon, ha-zar-hafti-kon,
B.

Hazar-maveth, ha-zar-ma'Yetli, B.
Hazar-shual, ha-zar-slioo^al, B.
Hazar-susah, ha-zar-soo'sa; -susim,

I -soo'sim. B.
Hazazon-tamar, haz 'a-zon-ta'mar,

I

B -

Hazebrouck. az-brook', 31.

Hazelelponi, haz'e-lel-po'ni, B.
Hazerim, ha-ze'rim. B.
Hazeroth, ha-ze'roth, B.
Hazezon-tamar, haz'e-zon-ta'mar,

I-
B.

Haziel. lia'zi-el, B.
Hazo, ha'zo, B.
Hazor. ha'zor, B.
Hazor Hadattah, ha'zor-ha-dat'ta,

I

n -

Hazubah, haz'u-ba, B.
|

Hazzurim. haz'zu-rim, B.
Hearne. hern, 31.

Heautontimorumenos, he - aw'ton -

I
tim'o-ru'me-nos, C.

Hebdole. heb'do-le, C.
Hebdome. heb'do-me, C.
Hebe, he'be, C.
Heber, he'ber, B.

]

Eeberden, heb'er-den. 31.

Heberites, he'ber-its, B.
Hebesus, he-be'sus, C.
Hebrew, he'broo, B.
Hebrides, heb'rf-dez, 31.

i Hebrinus, heb'rT-nus, C.

;
Hebromagus, he-brom'a-gus, C.

j

Hebron, he'bron ; Hebronites, he'-

I

bron-itz, B.
: Hebrus, he'brus, C.
Hebudes, he-bu'dez, C.
Hecale, hek'a-le, C.

;

Hecalene, hek-a-le'ne, C.

i
Hecamede, hek-a-me'de, C.

I
Hecataeus, hek-a-te'us, C.

:
Hecate, hek'a-te, C.
Hecato. hek'a-to, C.
Hecatodorus, hek'a-to-do'rus, C.
Hecatompolis, hek-a-tom'po-lis, C.
Hecatompylos, hek-a-tom'pT-los, C.
Hecatonnesi, hek'a-ton-ne'si, C.
Hechingen, hek'ing-en, 31.

j

Heckewelder, hek'wel-der or hek'-
I

ke-vel'der, 31.

! Hecla, hck'la, 31.

! HeetensB, liek-te'ne, C.

J

Hecuba, hek'u-ba, C.
Hecyra, hes'i-ra, C.
Hedjaz, Hedsjaz, hej-az', 31.

Hedonaeum, hed-o-ne'um, C.
! Hedone, hed'o-iie, C.
Hedues, hed'u-ez; -ui, -u-I, C.
Hedylus, hed'T-lus, C. _
Hedymeles, he-dim'e-lez, C.
Heeren, ha'ren, 31.

Hegai, heg'a-i, B.
Hege. he'ie, B.
Hegel, lia^gel, 31.

Hegelochus, he-jel'o-kus, C.

Hegemon, he-je'- or hej'e-mon, C.

Hegenolis, he-jep'o-lis, C.
Hegesaratus, he-jes'a-ra'tus, C.
Hegisianax, hej-e-si'a-naks, C.
Hegesias, he-je'st-as, C.

Hegesibulus, he-jes'i-bu'lus, C.
Hegesidemus, he-jes'i-de'mus, C.
Hegesilcchus, hej-e-sil'o-kus, C.
Hegesinous, hej-e-sin'o-us, C.
Hegesinus, liej-e-si'nus, C.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; Snd, eve, term ; in, Tee ; 5dd, tone, or

;

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; iV, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Hegesipolis, hej-e-sip'o-lis, C.
Hegesippus, hej-e-sip'pus, C.
Hegesipyle, hej-e-sip'i-le, C.
Hegesistratus, hej-e-sis'tra-tus, C.
Hegeso, he-je'so, C.
Hegestratus, he-jes'tra-tus, C.

Hegetor, he-je'tSr, C.
Hegetorides, hei-e-tor'i-dez, C.

Heidelberg, hi'dl-berg, M.
Heilbronn, hll-bron', 31.

Heimbach, hTm'bak, 31.

Heimdal, him'dal, 2V.

Heine, hi'ne, 31._

Heinroth, hin'rot, 31.

Heinse, hin'se, M.
Heinsius, hin'se-us, 31.

Heintzelman, hinfsl-man, 31.

Heister, hls'ter, 31.

Hel, hel, N.
Hela, he'la, N.
Helah, he'la, B.
Helam, he'lam, B.
Helbah, hel'ba, B.
Helbon, heKbon, B.
Helchiah, hel-ki'a, B.
Helchias, hel-ki'as, B.
Heldai, heKda-i, B.
Heleb, he'leb, B.
Heled, he'led, B.
Helek, he'lek; Helekites, -Itz, B.
Helem, he'lem, B.
Helena, hel'e-na, C.
Helena, Saint, sant-he-le'na, 31.

Helenius. hel-e-ni'us, C.
Helenopolis. hel-e-nop'o-lis, C.
Helenor, he-le'n&r, C.
Helenas, heKe-nus, C.
Heleon, he'Ie-on, C.
Heleph, he'lef, B.
Helerni Lucas, he-ler'ni-lu-'kiis, C.
Helez, helez, B.
Helge, hal'ge", N.
Helgoland, hel'go-land, or Heligo-
land, hell-go-land, 31.

Heli, he'li, B.
Helia, he'li-a, C.
Heliades, he-li'a-dez, C.
Helias, he-li'as, B.
Heliastae, he-li-as'te, C.
Helicaon, hel-i-ka'on, C.
Helice, hel'i-se, C.
Helikon, heKi-kon, C.
Heliconiades, hel'T-ko-ni'a-dez, C.
Heliconis, hel-i-ko'nis, C.
Helii, he-li'i, C.
Helimena, hel-i-me,na, C.
Helimus, hell-mus, C.
Heliodoras, he'li-o-do'rus, B. and C.
Heliogabalus, he'li-o-gab'a-lus or
he-h'og-a-balus, C.

Helion, he'll-on, C.
Heliope, he-li^o-pe, C.
Heliopolis, he-li-op'o-lis ; Eeliopo-

litae, he-li/o-po-ii'"te, C.
Helios, he'lT-os, C.
Helisson, he-lis'son, C.
Helias, he-li-'us, C.
Helixus, he-liks'us, C.
Helkai, heKka-i, B.
Helkath, heKkath ; H.-hazzurim,
-haz'zu-rim, B.

Helkias, hel-ki'as, B.
Hellada, heKla-da, C.
Hellamene, hel-lam'e-ne, C.
Hellanice, hel-lan'i-se, C.
Hellanicus, hel-lan'i-kus, also hel-
la-nKkus {of Lesbos), C.

Hellanocrates, hel-la-nok'ra-tez, C.
Hellenes, hel-le'nez, C.
Hellenopolis, hel-le-nop'o-lis, C.
Hellespont, hel'les-pont, 31.

Hellespontus. hel-les-pon'tus, C.
Hellomenon, hel-lom/e-non, C.
Hellopes, hel'lo-pez, C.

i

Hellopia, hel-lo'pt-a, C
I
Hellotia, hel-lo'tis, C.
Helmstedt, helm'stet, M.
Helmund, hel-mund'', M.
Helon, he'lon, B.
Heloreus, he-lo're-us, C.
Heloris, he-lo'ris; Helorum, -rum;
Heloras, -rus, C.

Helos, he'los, C.
Helotae. he-lo'te; -tes, -tez, C.
Helsingfors, heKsing-f6rs, 31.

Helsingoer, hel-sing-e'er, 31.

Heluri, he-lu'ri, C.
Helvellyn, hel-vel'lin, 31.

Helvetia, hel-ve'shl-a ; Helvetii,
-shl-i, C.

Helvetius, hel-ve'shi-us; in F. el-

va/se-oos'', 3f.

Helvetum, hel-ve'tuni, C.

Helvia, heKvI-a; Helvii, -vH; Hel-
vias, -vT-us, C.

Helvidia, hel-vid'T-a, C.

Helvillum, hel-viKlum, C.
Helvina, hel-vi'na, C.
Helvoetsluys, hel'votrt-slois', 3f.

Hel3rmas, heKi-mus, C.
Hemam, he'mam, B.
Heman, he-man, B.
Hemans, henr'anz, 31.

Hemasini, hem-a-sKni, C.
Hemath, he'math, B.
Hemathion, he-ma'thi-on, C.
Hemdan, heTti'dan, B.
Hemeroscopium, hem-e-ros/ko-pi'r-

um, C.
Hemicynes, he-mis ,'i-nez, C.
Hemithea, he-mith'e-a; Hemitheon,

-e-on, C.
Hemodus, he-mo'dus, C.

' Hemona, he-mo'na, C.
, Hemsterhays, hem'ster-hois', 31.

J

Hen, hen, B.
,
Hena, he'na, B.
Henadad, hen'a-dad, B.
Henault, a'no', 31.

Heneti, hen^e-ti, C.
Hengist, hen^gist, 3L
Hengstenberg, heng'sten-berg, 31.

Henioche, he-ni'o-ke; -ochi, -o-ki;

-ochus, -o-kus, C.
Heniochia, he'ni-o-ki'a, C.
Henke, henk^e, M.
Henkel, henk'el, M.
Henlopen, hen-lo

/,pen, 3f.

Hennequin, en-kax', 31.

Henniker, hen'ni-ker, 31.

Henoch, hc'nok, B.
Henriko, hen-ri^ko, 31.

Henriques, en-re'kes, M.
Hephaesteom, hef-es-te'iim, C.
Hephaestia (a town), he-fesrti-a ;

(a festival) hef-es-ti'a, C. _
Hephaestiades, hei'-es-ti'a-dez, C.
Hephaestio, lie-fesr«-o, C.
Hephaestion, )ie-fesrtt-on, C.
Hephaestodorus , he-i'es'to-do'ru s, C-
Hephaestopolis, hef-es-top'o-lis, C.
Hepher, he'ier, B.
Hepherites, he'fer-itz, B.
HephzibaJi, hef'zi-ba, B.
Heptacometae, hep / ta-ko-rne /

'te, C.
Heptaphonos, hep-ta-fo'nos, C.
Heptapolis, hep-tap'o-lis, C-
Heptaporus, hep-tap'o-rus, C.
Heptapylos, hep-tap'i-los. C.
Heptaydata, hep-ta-id'a-ta, C.
Hera, ne'ra, C.
Heraclea, her-a-kle ra; -cleis, -kle

/r
-

is, C.
Heracleodorus, he-ra'kle-o-do'rus,

C.
Heracleon, he-ra'kle-on, C.
Heracleotes, he-ra/ kle-o,tez, C.
Heracles, h6r'a-klez, C.

Heracletas, her-a-kle r tus: -acleum,
-a-kle'um; -aclia, -a-kli'a; -acli-

des. -a-kli'dez, C.
Heraclitus, her-a-kli'tus, C.
Heraclius, hCr-a-kli'us, C.
Heraea, he-re-'a; -um, -um, C.

1 Herat, her'at, 3L.

Heratemis, he-rafe-mis, C.
H^rault, ha-ro' or a-ro /', 3f.

I

Herbanom, her-bariium, C.
Herbelot, erb-lo

,r or ar-be-lo', 31.

I
Herbessus, her-bes'sus; or -besus,

! -be'sus. C.

Herbita, lier'bT-ta, C.
Herceus, her-se^us, C.
Herculaneum, her-ku-la^ne-um or

hei-/ku-la-ne''umi C.
Hercules, her^ku-lez, B. and C.

: Herculeum. her-ku'le-um, C.
Herculeus, hei--kurle-us, C._
Hercu^iates, her-ku'ni-a

/-

tez, C.
.
Hercyna. lier-si^na, C.
Hercynia. lier-sin'T-a, C.

\
Herder, her'dC' or her'tie, 31.

I

Herdonea, her-do-ne /
'a, C.

!
Herdonia, her-do^nT-a ; -nius, -nt-

I us, C.

;
Herea, he're-a or he-re'a, C.

! Hereford, her-'e-ferd, 31.

Herennius, lie-ren/'nt-us, C.
Heres, he'rez, B.
Heresh, he'resh, B.
Herillus, he-riKlus, C.
Herilus, her'I-lus, C.

|
Heriot, her'^ut, 31.

i Herkimer, her'kT-mer, M.
Hermachus, her'ma-kus, C.
Hermaea, her-me /

'a; -maeom, -me'-
um, C.

Hermagoras, her-mag /,
o-ras, C.

Hermandica, her-man /r
dT-ka, C.

Hermanduri, her-man-du'ri, C.
Hermanni, lier-man'rii, C.
Hermanstadt, herrman-stat, 31.

Hermanubis, her-ma-nu /
'bis, C.

Hermapbilus, her-mafi-lus, C.
Hermapb.roditus,her-maf/ro-di /

'tus,

a
Hermas, her'mas, B.
Hermathena, her-ma-the'na, C.
Hermeis, her-me /

'is, C.
Hermeros. her^me-ros; -rus, -rus,C
Hermes, her'mez, B.
Hermesianax, her-me-si-'a-naks, C.
Hermesilochus, her-me-siKo-kus, C.
Hermias, her-mi'

r
- or her'mt-as, C.

Herminius, her-min
yr

T-us, C.
Herminus, her-mi'ims, C.
Hermione, her-mi'o-ne, C.
Hermionea, her'nit-o-ne^a, C.
Hermiones, her-mi y'o-nez or her-
mT-o /-

nez, C.
Hermioneus, her-mY-o /'ne-us, C.
Hermionicus Sinus, her-mT -on'i-

kus-si'nus, C.
Hermionis, her-mi''o-iiis, C.
Hermionitis, her'nit-o-m'tis, C.
Hermippus, her-mip^pus, C.
Hermocapelitaa, her-mo-kap/e-li/'te,

Hermochares, her-mok^a-rez, C.
Hermocles, her'mo-klez, C.
Hermoclides, her-mo-kli'dez, C.
Hermocopidae, her-mo-kop^t-de, C.
Hermocrates, her-mok'ra-tez, C.
Hermocratia, her-mo'kra-ti'a, C.
Hermocreon, h5r-mo /'kre-on, C.
Hermcdemus, her-mo-de'mus, C.
Hermodorus, her-mo-do /'rus, C.
Hermodotus, her-mod'o-tus, C.
Hermogenes, her-moj /'e-nez, B. SfC.
Hermolaus, her-mo-la''us, C.
Hermolochus, her-moKo-kus, C.
Hermon, her'mon, B.

sfin, cQbe, full ; moon, fS6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNbox, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; N, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Hermonax, her-mo,naks, C.
Hermondori. her-mon'do-ri. ft

Hermonites, her'mon-Tts, B.
Hermopolis, her-mop'o-lis, ft
Hermotheus, her-mo'the-us, ft
Hermotimus. her-mo-ti'mus, C.
Hermotum, her-mo'tum, ft
Hermunduri, hgr-mun-du'ri or her-
mun'du-ri, ft

Hermus, her'm us, M.
Hernici, her'ni-si, ft
Hero, he'ro, ft
Herod, her'ud, B.
Herodes, he-ro'dez, C.
Herodians, he-ro'dT-anz, B.
Herodianus, he-ro/di-a /'nus, C.
Herodias, he-ro'dT-as: -dion. -dT-

on, B.
Herodicus, he-rod'i-kus, ft
Herodium, hgr-o-di'um, ft
Herodorus, her-o-do'rus, ft
Herodotus, he-rod'o-tus, ft
Herodulus, her-o-du'lus, ft

Heroes, he-ro'ez, ft
Herogenes, he-roj'e-nez, ft
Heroides. he-ro'l-dez, ft
Herois, he-ro'is, C.
Heromenes, he-rom'e-nez, ft
Heron, he'ron, ft
Heroopolis, her-o-op'o-lis, ft
Herophila. he - rofrT-la ; -ile, -1-le;

-ilus, -T-lus, ft

Herosodus. he-ros'o-dus, ft
Herostratus.Jie-ros'tra-tus, C.
Herrera. er-ra'ra,

3f.
Herrnhut. hgrn'hoot, 31.

Herschel, her'shel, 31.

Hersfeld, hgrs'felt, 31.

Hersilia. her-sil'T-a, ft
Hertford, in Bug. hiir'ierd; in U. S.
hSrt'lerd, 31.

Heruli, herVli, ft
Herzog. hert'zog, M.
Hesed, he'sed, B.
Heshbon, hesh'bon, B.
Heshmon, hesh'mon, B.
Hesiodus, he-si'o-dus. ft
Hesione, he-si'o-ne: -ones, -o-nez,C
Hespera, hes'per-a; -peris, -per-is:

-peritis, -pe-ri'tis; -perus, -pe-rus,

Hesperia, hes-pe'rl-a, C.
Hesperides, hes-p~r'i-dez. ft
Hesron, hes'ron; Hesronites, hes'-

ron-Itz, B.
Hesse Cassel, hes-kas'sl : in G. Hes-
sen Cassel, hes'sn-kiis'sl, 31.

Hesse Darmstadt, hes-darm'stat: in

G. Hessen Darmstadt, hes'sn-
darm'stat, M.

Hesse Homburg, hes-hom'hers: in

G. Hessen Homburg, hes'sn-hom'-
botirs, M.

Hesseni, hes-se^ni. ft
Hestia. hes'tT-a; in Homer hes-ti'a,

ft
Hestisea. hes-ti-e'a, ft
Hestiaeotis. hes'ti-e-o'tis, ft

Hestiodorus, hes/ ti-o-do /'rus, ft.

Hestiones. hes-tf-o'nez, C.
Hesus, he'sus, ft
Hesychius, he-sikl-us, ft
Hetb. heth, B.
Hethlon, heth'lon. B.
Hetoemocles, he-tern'o-klez, C.
Hetoemochorus, het-e-mok'b-rus, C.
Hetriculum, he-trik'u-lum, ft
Hetruria, he-tru'rT-a. ft
Heumann, hoi'man, M.
Heuretus. hu're-tus, C.
Hewes. huz, M.
Hexapolis, heks-ap'o-lis, C.
Hexapylon. heks-ap'T-lon, ft
Heyiia. ha'lin, M.

564

Heyne, hi'ne, 31.

Heyse, hi'ze. M.
Heytesbury, hats'bor-e, 31.

Heywood, iia /'w6t>d, 3C
Hezeki, hez'e-ki, B.
Hezekiah. hez-e-ki'a, B.

i
Hezion. he'zl-on, B.

' Hezir, he'zer, B.
: Hezrai, hez'ra-i, B.
Hezro. hez'ro ; Hezron, hez'ron ;

J

Hezronites, hez'ron-itz, B.
! Hiarbas, hi-ar'bas, C.
Hibernia, hi-ber'nT-a, C.

• Hiberus, hi-be'rus, C.
Hicetaon. his-e-ta'on, C.

, Hicetas, his'e-tas, C.
Hiddai. hid'da-i, B.
Hiddekel, hid'de-kel, B.
Hiel. hi'el, B.
Hiempsal, hi-emp'sal, C.
Hiera (an island) hi'e-ra; (a person)

hi-e'ra, C.
: Hieracome. hi'e-ra-ko'me. C.
Hieracometee, hi-e-rak'o-nie'te. C.
Hieramenes, hi-e-ram'e-nez, C.
Hierapolis, hi-e-rap'o-lis. H. and C.

I

Hierapolitae. hi-e-rap'o-li'te. C.
Hierasycaminos, hi-e-ras/i-kll-mi,-

I

nos, C
1 Hierax, hi re-raks, C.
Hiereel. hi-e'r'e-el, B.
Hierelus. lii-er-e'lus, B.
Hieremoth, lii-Ci-'e-moth, B.
Hieres. hi'e-rez: -eri, -e-ri, C.
Hierichus, hi-er'i-kus, C.
Hierielus, hi-er'i-e'lus, B.
Hiermas, hi-er'mas, B.
Hiero, hi'e-ro, C.
Hierocaesarea, hi'e-ro-sez'a-re'a, C.
Hierocepia, hi'e-ro-se'pY-a, C.

|
Hierocepis, hi /e-ro-se , pis, C.

! Hieroceryx. hi'e-ro-se'riks, C.
Hieroclea, lu'e-ro-kle/a, C.
Hierocles. hi-Jr^o-klez. C.
Hierociides. hi'e-ro-kli'dez, C.
Hieroduli, hi'e-ro-du'li, C.
Hieromneme, hi'e-rom-ne'me, C.
Hieromnemon, hi/e-rom-ne /'mon ;

Hieromnemones, lii'e-rom-nem'o-
nez, C.

HieroTiesos. hi'e-ro-ne'sos. C.
Hieronica, hi-e-ron'T-ka, C-
Hieronicas, lu'e-ro-ni'se ; Eieroni-

ces. -sez. C.
Hieronymus, hi-e-ron'T-mus, B. 8zC.

Hierophilus, hi-e-rofT-lus, C-
Hierophon. hi-'r'o-fon, C.
Hierosolyma, hi'e-ro-soKT-ma, C.

Hierusalem. hi-e-roo'sa-lem, B.
Higgaion. hig-tra'yon, B.
Highlands, hi'landz; in Scot, he'-
landz, M.

Hilaira, hil-a-i^ra, C.
Hilaria. hi4a'rt-a; -rio, -rT-o; -rius,

-rT-us, C.
Hilarinns. hil-a-ri'nns, C.
Hildburghausen, hil t ' b<56rg-how/zn

,

HDdesheim, hiKdes-him, 31.

Hilen. hi'len, B.
HUkiah. hil-ki'a, B.

Hillah. hil'la; or Hellah, heKla, M.
HiUel. hiKlel, B.
Himantopodes, hi-man-top'o-dez,

Hiniella, hi-mel'la, C.
Himera. him^e-ra; -eras, -e-rus, C.
Himilco. hi-mil r kn, C.
Himiabjorg. him'in-bygr?, N'.

Himmaleh, him-ma'la: o- Himalaya,
hini-a-ia'ya; in Ski: hl-ma'la-ya,
M.

Hindoo ^oqsh, Kusch, or Kusb,
hin'doo-koosh, 31.

HISTRIA

Hindostan, Hindustan, Hindoostan.
hin-du-stan", or Indostan, M.

Hinnom, hin'num, B.
Hippagoras, hip-pag'o-ras, C.
Hippagretus, hip-pair're-tus, C.
Eippalcimus, hip-pal'sT-mus, C.
Hippalus, hip'pa-lus, C.

I Hippaphesis, hip-paf'e-sis, C.
]
Hipparcbus, hip-par'kus, C.
Hipparete, hip-par'e-te, C.
Hipparinus, hiprpa-ri'nus, C.
Hipparis, hip'pa-ris, C.
Hippasus, hip'pa-sus, C.
Hippea, hip-pe'a; -pens, hip'pe-us
or hip'pus, C.

Hippia. hip'pT-a; -pias, -pT-as; -pl-
us, -pT-us, C.

Hippobotea, hip'po-bo-te'a, C.
Hippobotes. liiD-pob'o-tez ; -otum,
-o-tum; -otus, -o-tus, C.

Hippocentauri. h'ip'po-sen-taw'ri.G
Hippocleas, hip-po'kle-as ; -klees,

I
-kle-ez. C.

Hippoclides. hip-po-kli'dez, C.
Hippoclus, hip'po-klus, C.
Hippocome, hip-po-ko'me, C.
Hippocoon, hip-pok'o-on, C.
Hipnocorona. )iip /po-ko-ro /'na, C.
Hippocorystes. hip'po-ko-ris'tez, C.
Hippocrates, hip-pok'ra-tez, C.
Hippocratia, hip'po-kia-ti'a, C.
Hippocrene, hiii-po-kre'ne, C.
Hippodamas. hip-pod'a-mas; -ame,

I
-u-ine: -amus, -a-mus, C.

Hippodamia. hip'po-da-mi'a, C.
Hippodoce. hip-pod'o-se, C.
Hippodromus, hip-pod'ro-mus, C.
Hippola. hip'po-la, C.
Hippolochus, hip-pol'o-kus, C
Hippolyte, hip-pol'T-te, ft

\

Hippolyteum. hip'po-li-te'um, C.
Hippolytus, hip-poKT-tus, C.

\ Hippomachus, hip-pom''a-kus, C.
Hirpomedon, hip-pomre-don, C.
Hippomedusa, hip'pom-e-du'sa, C.
Hippomeres. liip-pom

/r

e-nez. C.
Hippornolgi, hip-po-moKji, C.
Hippona. Iiip-po'na, C.

|

Hipponax, hip-po'naks, C.

j

Hipponesus. hip-po-ne'sus, C.
Hipponiates, hip/po-nt-a/'tez, C.

i Hipponicus. hip-po-ni'kus, C.
Hipponoe. hip-pon'o-cj-ome, -o-me;

-ous, -o-us, ft

Eippophagi, hip-pofa-ji L C
Hippopodes. hip-pop'o-dez, C.
Hipposthenes. hip-pos'the-nez, ft
Hippo-stratus, hip-pos'tra-tns, C.

Hippotades. hip-pot/a-dez, ft

Hippotas, hip'po-te; -tas, -tas; -tes,

-re/, ft
Hippothoe. hip-poth'o-e; -oon, -o-

j on; -oontis, -o-on'tis; -ous, -o-us,

I

C-

j

Hippotion. hip-po^shT-on, ft
' Hippotoxotss. hip-po-tnks'o-te, ft

j
Hippoxenus. hip-poks'e-nus, ft

I Hippuris. hip-pu'ris; -rus, -rus, ft

J

Hirab. hi'ra, B.
I Hiram, hi'ram, B.
I
Hircanus, hei-ka'nns. B.
Hirphii, her-pi'ni; -nus, -nus, C.

i Hirtius. ]ier'shT-us, C.
' Hispalis, hisrpa-lis, ft
> Hispania. lii-pa'nT-a, ft

! Hispaniola. his'pan-T-o'la, M.
\ Hispa-us, his-pa'nus, ft

\
Hispellates, his-pel-la'tez, ft
Hispeilum. his-pel'lum, ft
Hispulla, his-puKla, ft

Histiasa, his-ti-e'a. ft

Fistiaaotis. his-ti'e-o'trs, ft
Histiaaus. lii«-tT-e

/-

us, ft
Eistria, his'trT-a, ft.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end. eve, term ; "(n. Ice : Odd, tone, or

;

B, Eiblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian i H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; N, Norse. [See p. 521.]



HITTITE

Hittite, hit'Ht, B.
Hivite. hi'vit, B.
Hizkiah, hiz-ki^a, B.
Hizkijah, hiz-ki'ja, B.
H'lassa, las'sa, 31.

Hoangho, whang'ho, 31.

Hoba, -bah, ho'ba; Hobab, ho'bab,
B.

Hobaiah, ho-ba'ya, B.
Hobarton, ho'bar-tun or hob'ar-
tun, M.

Hoboken, ho'bo-kn, M.
Hoche, hosh, M.
Hochheim, ho'hlm or hok'him, M.
Hod, hod, B.
Hodaiah, hod-a-i'a, B.
Hodaviah, hod-a-vi'a, B.
Kodeida, ho-da'da or -di'da, M.
hodesh. ho'desh, B.
Hodevah, ho-de'va, B.
Hodiah, ho-di'a, B.
Hodijah, ho-di'ja, B.
Hodoedocus, ho-ded'o-kus, C.
Hcdr, he'dgr, ST.

Hoefer, in G. ho'fer; in F. o-far', 31.
Hoek or Hoeck, hdok. M.
Hofwye, hoi/vil, or Hofweil, -hof

-

vll, 31.

Hogarth, ho*garth, 31.

Hoglah, hos'la, B.
Hoham, ho'ham, B.
Holbach, hol'bak, M.
Holbein, hol'bln, 31.

Holinshed or Holiynshed, hol'inz-
hed, 31.

_
Holmes, homz, 31.

Holmonez, hol-mo'nez, G.

Hohenlinden, ho-en-lin'dn, M.
Hohenlohe, ho'en-lo-ha, 31.

Hohenzollern, ho-en-tsol'lern, 31.

Holland, hol'lund ; Z>. hol'lant, 31.

Holofernes, hol-o-ier'nez, B.
Holon, ho'Ion, B.
Holstein, hQKstln, 31.

Holston, hol'stun, 31.

Holyhead, hoKT-hed, 31.

Homam, ho'mam, B.
Homburg, hom'berg ; in G- hom'-

botirg, M.
Home, horn: in Scot, hum, 31.

Homereum, ho-ine-re'um, C.
Homeridas, ho-mgr'i-de, G.
Homeritae. hom-e-ri'te, C.
Homeromastiges, ho-mSr/o-mas-ti'-

jez, C.

Hbmeromastix, ho-mgr'o-mas'tiks,

Homeronides, hom-e-ron'i-dez, C.
Homerus, ho-me'rus, C.
Homole, hom'o-le, C.
Homolium, ho-mo'li-um^C.
Homoloides, hom-o-lo'i-dez, C.
Homolois, hom-o-lo'is, C.
Homonadenses, ho-mon'a-den'sez,

G.
Horns, horns, or Hums, hums, 31.

Honan, ho-nan', 31.

Honda, hon'da; in S/>. ori'da, 31.

Honduras, hon-doo'ras, 31.

Honfleur, hox- or ox-fler', 31.

Honiton, hon'Y-tun, M.
Honolulu, ho-no-looloo, 31.

Honor, ho'nor, C.
Honoriades, hon-o-ri'a-dez, C.

Honorinus. hon-o-ri'nus, C.
Honorius, ho-no'rl-us, C.
Hooft, ho ft, 31.

Hoogeven. ho'sra-vn, 31.

Hoogly. Hooghly, Hugly, hoog'lT, 3L
Hophni, hoi'ni, H.
Hophra, hofra./J.
Hopletes, ho-ple'tez, C.
Hor, liOr, B.
Hora, ho'ra; Horae, -re, C.
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Horam, ho'ram, B.
Horapollo, hor-a-poKlo, C.
Horatia, ho-ra'shY-a; -tius,-shY-us,C
Horeb, ho'reb, B.
Horem, ho'rein, B.
Hor-hagiddad, her'ha-gid'dad, B.
Hori, ho'n, B.
Horims, ho'rimz, B.
Horite, ho'rit, B.
Hormah, hSr'ma, B.
Horonaim, hor-o-na'im, B.
Horonite. hor^o-nlt, B.
Hortalus, hSr'ta-lus, G.
Hortanum, hdr-ta'num, C.
Hortensia, hor-ten'shY-a; -sius, -shY-

us, C.
Horus, ho'ius, C.
Hosa, -sah, ho'sa, B.
Hosea, ho-ze'a, B. and 31.

Hoshaiah, hosh-a-i'a, B.
Hoshama, hosh'a-ma, B.
Hoshea, ho-she'a, B.
Hostilia, hos-til't-a; -ins, -Y-us, C.
Hostilina, hos-ti-li'na, C.
Hotham, ho'tham, B.
Hothan, ho'than, B.
Hothir. ho'thgr, B.
Hottentots, hot'tn-tots, M.
Hottinger, hot'ting-er, 31.

Houbigant, oo-be-sox'', 31.

Houbraken, how-bra'ken, 31.

Houdon, oo-dox', M.
Houghton, ho'tn, J/.

Hounslow, hownz'lo, M.
Housatonic. hoo-sa-ton'ik, 31.

Houssa, Haussa, or Hasusa, how'-
sa, 31.

Houston, hus'tun, 3f.

Hoveden, hov'den, 31.

Hovey, huv'Y. 31.

Howard, hoWgrd, 31.

Howe, how, 3T.

Howell, how'el, 31. ,
Howes, howz, 31.

Howitt, how_^it, 31.

Hozier, o-ze-a', 31.

Hraesvelgr, hras'vel'ggr ; in Ic.

hns'vcl-ggr, 3L
Hrimthursar , h rem 'toor-s&r, i\

T
.

Hrungnir, hroong'ngr, XL
Huaheine or Huahine, hoo-a-he'na,

31.

Huasacualco, hwa-sa-kwal'ko, 31.

\

Huber, hoo'ber, M.
j

Hiibner^ heb'ner, 31.

! Hue, hook, 31.

I Hu4, hoo-a'', 31.

Huelva, weKva, 31.

I Huerta, wgr'ta, 31.

Huesca, wes'ka, 31.

j
Hufeland, hdo'le-lant, M.

\
Huger, u-je r , 31.

I
Hughes, htiz, 31.

|
Hukkok, huk'kok, B.
Hukok, hu'kok, B.
Huldah. huKda, B.
Humbert, ux-barr , 31.

Humboldt, hum'bolt; in G.hdbm'-
bolt, 31.

Hummel, hdom'mel, 31.

Humtah, hum'ta, B.
Hunding, hotai'ding, N.
Hungary, hung'ga-rY ; in Hung.
Magyar_Orz£g, mod-yor-or-sag,J/.

Hunin, hoo^nin, N.
Hupham, hu'i'am ; Huphamites,
hu'fam-Ttz, B.

Huppah, hup'pa; -pirn, -pirn, B.
Hur. her, B._
Hurai, hu'ra, B.
Huram, rrn'ram; -rl, -ri, B.
Hurdwar, herd-war/', 31.

Huron, hu'run, M.
Hushah, hu'sha, B.

HYPERB

Hushai, hurshS, B.
Huaham, hu'sham, B.
Hushathite, hu'shath-It, B.
Hushim, hu'shim, B.
Huskisson, hus'kis-sun, M.
Huss or Hus, hus; in G. h<56s, M.
Hutten, hcTot'tn, 31.

Huy, hoi, 31.

Huyghens, hi'- or hoi'genz, M.
Huysum, hoi'sum, 31.

Huz, huz, B.
Huzoth, hu'zoth, B.
Huzzab, huz'zab, B.
Hveen, hvan, 31.

Hyacinthia, hi-a-sin'thi-a, C.
Hyacinthus, hi-a-sin'thus, C.
Hyades, hira-dez, C.
Hyagnis, hi-ag'nis, C.
Kyale, hi'a-le, C.
Hyamea, hi-a-me'a, C.
Hyampea, hi-am-pe'a, C.
Hyampolis, lii-arn'po-lis, C.
Hyantes, hi-an'tez; -tis, -tis, C.
Hyapea, hi-a-pe'a, C.
Hyapura = Japura, 31.

Hyarbita, hi-ar-bi'ta, C.
Hyarotis. hi-a-ro'tis, C.
Hyas, hi'as, C.
Hybela. hib'e-la, C.
Hybla, hi'bla, C.
Hybreas, hib're-as, C.
Hybrianes, hi-bri'a-nez, C.
Hybrida, hib'rT-da, C.
Hyccara. hik'ka-ra, G.
Hyda, hi'da: Hyde, hi'de, C.
Hydara, hid'a-ra, C.
Hydarnes, hi-dar'nez, C.
Hydaspes, hi-das'pez, B. and C.
Hyderabad, hi'der-a-bad', or Hy-
drabad. hi-dra-bad', 31.

Hyder Ali, hi'dgr-a/le, 31.

Hydra, hi'dra, C.
Hydraotes, hid-ra-o'tez, C.
Hydrea, hid're-a, C.
Hydrela, hi-dre'Ia, C.
Hydrochous, hi-drok'o-us, G.
Hydrus, hi'drus, C.
Hydrusa, hi-dru'sa, C.
Hyela, hi'e-la; -le, -le, C.
Hyempsal, hi-emp'sal, C.
Hyettus, hi-et'tus, C.
Hygea, hi-je'a; -geia, -je'ya ; -gla,

-ji
,
a: -ginus, -ji'nus, C.

Hylacides, hi-las'T-dez, C.
Hylactor, hi-lak't6r, C.
Hylsei, hi-le'I; -lseus, -le'us, C.
Hylas, hi'las: -lax, -laks; -le, -le,C
Hylatss. hi-la'te, C.
Hylea, hi-le'a. C.
Hylica, hiKi-ka; -cus, -kus, C.
Hylonome, hi-lon'o-me, C.
Hylophagi. hi-lofa-ji, C.
Hymane, him'a-ne, C.
Hymani, hi-ma'ni, C.
Hymees, hiiu'e-ez, C.
Hymen, hi'men, C.
Hymenaeus, -neus, hi-me-ne'us, B.
Hymettus, hi-met'tus, C.
Hyope, hi-o'pe, C.
Hypacaris, hi-pak'a-ris, C.
Hypaepa, hi-pe^pa, C.
Hypaepeni, hip-e-pe'ni, G.
Hyparis, hip'a-nis, C.
Hypasis, hip'a-sis, C.
Hypata, hipra-ta, C.
Hypatodorus hip'a-to-do'rus, C.
Hypaton, hip'a-ton; -atus, -a-tus,C
Hypenus, hi-pe^nus, C.
Hyperbatus, hi-pgr-'ba-tus, G.
Hyperbius, hi-per'bY-us, C.
Hyperbolus, hi-pgr'bo-lus, C.
Hyperborei, hip-gr-bo're-i or hi-

pgr' bo-re 'i, G.
Hypere, hip'e-re, C.

sun, cube, full ; moon, f<56t ; cow, oil i linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; Nt Morse. [See p. 521.]
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Hyperechius, hip-er-e'kt-us, C.
Hypereis, mp-e-re'is, C.
Hyperenor. Mp-e-re'nor, C.
Hyper6sia. hip-e-rershT-a, C.
Hyperia. hip-e-ri'a, or -rea, -re'a.C
Hyperides, kip-e-ri'dez or hi-pSr'I-

dez, C.
Hyperion, hip-e-ri'oii, C.
Hyperionis, hi-pe-ri'o-riis, C.
Hypermenes. hi-per'me-nez, C.
Hypermnestra, hip-erm-ues'tra, C.
Hyperoche. lii-per^o-ke ; -ochus, -o-

kus. C.
Hyperochides, hip-er-okl-dez, C
Hyperochus, hi-per'o-kus, C.
Hyphaeus, hi-fe'us, C.

Hyphanteon. hif-an-te'cm, C.
Hypiron. hi-pi^ron. C.
Hypius. hip'i-us, C.

Eypnotrapezus, mp-no-trap'"e-zus,

Hypobarus. hi-pob'a-rus, C.
Eypothebae, hip-o-the /'be; and -cae,

-se, C.
Eypsea. h.ip-se'a ; -is, -is ; -la, -la ;

-lis. -lis; -nor, -n6r, C.
Hypseus. hip'se-us or hip'sus, C.
Hypsicratea. hip'si-kra-te'a, C.
Hypsicrates. hip-sik'ra-tez, C.
Hypsipolia, hip' si-po-li/ a, C.
Eypsipyle, hip-sip^i-le, C.
Hyrcania, her-ka'm-a, C.
Hyrcanum Mare, her-ka'num-rua'-

re, C.
Eyreanus. her-ka'nus, C.
Syria. hlr'T-a; -ie, -Y-e, C.
Eyrieus, hi-ri^e-us or hlr'I-us, C.
Eyrini, hi-ri'iri, C.
Hyrmina, her-mi'na; -ne, -ne, C.
Eyrnetho. her-ne'tho, C.
Hyrtacides. her-tas'Y-dez, C.
Hyrtacina. her-ta-si'na, C.
Eyrtacus. her'ta-kus, C.
Hysiae. hisb/i-e, C.
Eystasnes. his-tas'pez C
Hythe. hith, 31.

la. i'a, C.
Iacchus. i-ak'kus, C.
Iader. i-a'der, C.
Iadera. i-ad'e-ra, C.
Iadertini. i-ad'er-ti'm, C.
Ialemus. i-al'e-mus, C.
Ialmenus. i-al'me-nus, C.
Ialysus. i-al'I-sus, C.
Iambe. i-am'be, C.
Iamblichus, i-am^bli-kus, C.
Iamenus, i-aiu'e-nus, C.
Iamidss, i-aml-de, C.
Iamphorina, i-am'pho-ri'ha, C.
Ianira, i-a-ni'ra, C.
Ianthe. i-an'the, C.
Ianthea, i-an-the^a, C.
Iaon, i-a'on, C\
Iaones, i-a'o-nez, C.
Iapetides. i-a-pefi-dez, C.
Iapetionides. i-ap-'e-ti-on /'i-dez, C.
Iapetus. i-ap'e-tus, C.
Iapidia. i-a-pid'I-a, C.
lapis, i-a'pis, C. _
Iapodes. i-ap'odez, C.
Iapydia. i-a-pid'J-a, C.
Iapyges. i-a-pi'jez or i-ap'i-jez, C.
Iapygeus, i-ap'i-je'us, C.
Iapygia, i-a-pij'e-a, C.
Iapyx. i-a'piks, C.
Iarbas. i-iir'bas, C.
Iarbita, i-ar-bi'ta, C.
Iarchas, i-iir'kas, C.
lardanis. i-ar'da-nis, C.

Iaroslav or Yaroslav, ya-ro-slav', 31.

Iasides, i-as'i-dez, C.
Iasion, i-a'zi-on, C.
lasis, i'a-sis, C.
Iasius. i-a'shl-us, C.
Iasus, i'a-sus or i-a'sus, C.
Iaxamats. i-aks-am'a-te, C.
Iaxartes, i-aks-ar'tez, C.
Iazyges, i-az ri-jez, C.
Ibarra, e-bar'ra, J/.

,
Ibera, i-be'ra; -res, -rez; -ri, -ri ;

-rus, -rus, C.
Iberia, i-be'rl-a, C.
Ibericus, i-bgr'i-kus, C.
Iberus, i-be'rus, C.
Ibhar. ib'hiir, B.
Ibis, i'bis, C.
Ibleam, ib'le-ara, B.
Ibneiah, ib-ne'ya, B.
Ibnijab, ib-ni'ja, B.
Ibrahim, ib-bra'hem. M.
Ibri. ib'rl, B.
Ibycus, ib'I-kus, C.
Ibzan. ib'zan. B.
Icadius. i-ka'dl-us. C.
Icaria, i-karrt-a, C.
Icarione, i-ka'ri-o'ne; -otis, -o'tis,

a
Icaris, ikra-ris: -arus, -a-rus, C.
Icarius, i-ka'rl-us, C.
Iccius, ik^shi-us, C.
IcelandL ls'land ; native name Is-
land, es'land, J/.

Icelos, is'e-los; -lus, -lus, C.
Iceni, i-se^ni, C.
Icetas, is'e-tas, C.
Icetidas, i-sefi-das, C.
Ichabod. ik'a-bod, B. and 31.

Icnnobates, ik-nob'a-tez, C.
Ichnusa, ik-nu'sa, C.
Ichonuphis, ik-o-nu'fis. C.
Ichthyophagi. ik-tlii-of'a-ji, C.
Icilius, i-sila-us, C.
Icolmkill. ik-om-kilr ; =I«ka, M.
Iconitun, i-ko'ni-um, B. and C.
Ictinus, ik-ti'nus, C.
Iculisma, ik-u-lis'ma, C.
Ida. i'da, C.
Idaea, i-de^a: -us, -us, C.
Idaho, i'da-ho, JL
Idalah. i-da'la, B.
Idalia, i-da'll-a; -lie,-U-e; -lium, -1T-

um, C.
Idalis. id'a-lis. C.
Idarnes, i-dar'nez, C.
Idas, i'das, C.
Idbash. id'bash, B.
Iddo. id'do, B.
Idea (a town), id'e-a;

JJanaus), i-de'a, C.
Ideessa, id-e-esrsa, C.
Ideler, e'de-le, M.
Idera. i-de'ra, C.
Idex. i^deks. C.
Idiotes, id-i-o'tez, C.
Idistavisus. i-dis'ta-vi'sus, or Idis-
lavisus, i-dis'la-vi'sus, C.

Idoebeda, i-deb'e-da, C.
Idomenae, -ne, i-dom^e-rie, C.
Idomeneus. i-dom'e-nus, C.
Idothea. i-do rthe-a, C.
Idria, id'rl-a. M.
Idrieus, i-dri'e-us or idrri-us, C.
Idubeda. i-du'be-da, C.
Iduel, id'u-el, B.
Idumaea. -mea, i-du-me'a; -maeans,
-means, -me'anz, B.

Idume,i-du
/r

m8; Idumea,id-u-me'a,
a

Idyia, i-dirya, C.
Iekatarinburg: same as Ekatarix-
bceg, M.

Ietae, i-e^te or i'e-te, C.
Igal, i'o-al, B.

{daughter of

! Igdaliah, ig-da-li'a, B.
! Igeal, ig'e-al, B.
\ Iglau, ig'low, M.
:
Ignatius, ig-na'shl-us, C.

\ Ignetes, ig-ne'tez, C.
Igualada, e-gwa-la'da, M.
Iguvinates, lg'u-vi-na'tez, C.
Iguvini, ig-u-vi'ni, C.
Iguvium, l-g^u'vl-um, C.
Ihre, e rre, 3/.

Iim. i'ira, B.
Jjeabarim, ij-e-ab'a-rim, B.
flon, i

rjon, B.
Ikkesh. ik'kesh, B.
Ilai, i'la, B.
Daira. il-a-i'ra^C.

i

Heates, il-e-a'tez, C. _
Hecaones, il-e-ka'o-nez, C.
lie de France, el-de-froNsr , M.
Herda, i-ler-'da, C._
Ilergetes, il-er-je'tez or i-leKje-tez,

Ilfracombe, il'fra-koom, M.
Ilha Grande, el'ya-gran'da, M.
IU, e'le, J/.

Ilia, il'I-a, C.
Hiacus, i-li

ra-kus, C.
IUades, i-li-'a-dez, C.
Ilias, iKi-as, C. _
Hienses. il-i-en'sez, C.
Ilion. il'i-on, C.
Ilione. i-li^o-ne, or -ona, -o-na, C.
Ilioneus, il-i-o'ne-us or il-i'0-nus, C.
Ilissus, i-lis'sus, C.
Ilithyia, il-i-thi'ya, C.
Hium, iKl-um, or Dion, il'l-on, C.
Ille, el, M.
Illibanus, il-lib^a-aus, C.

, Illiberis, il-lib^e-ris, C.
Ulimani, el-yii-ma'iie, Jf.

Illinois, il-H-noi'
r or -noiz', 31.

Ulipula, il-lip'u-la, C.
Uliturgis, il-U-tSr'jis, C.
niyria, il-Hr't-a. C. and M.
Illyrieum, il-llr'T-kum, B. and C.
niyricus, il-llr'l-kus, C.
Elyris, iKli-ris, C.
IUyrius, il-lTrT-us, C.

|

Uminster, il'min-stgr, M.
I

Horcitani, i-lor'si-ta'ni, C
Dotae, i-lo'te, C.
Hurgea, il-er-je'a, C.
Ilus, i'lus, C. _

I Ilvates, il-vartez, C.
! Hyrgis, il-ler^iis, C.
! Ilz, Tits, 31.

I Imachara, i-mak'a-ra, C.
\ Imaus, im^a-us or i-ma'us, C.
Imbarus. imrba-rus, C. _
Imbrasides, im-bras'i-dez, C.
Imbrasus, imr bra-sus, C.
Imbria, imrbrl-a; Imbrius, im'brf

us, a
Imbrivium, im-briv'I-um, C.
Imbros, im'bros, C.
Imitys, im'i-tis, C.
Imla, -lah, im^la, B.
Immah. im'ma, B.
Immanuel, im-man /'u-el, B.
Immer, im'mer. B.
Imna, -nah, im'na, B.
Imola, irn'o-la, C. ; e'mo-la, 3f.

Imrah, im'ra, B.
Imri, im'ri, B.
Inachi, in^a-ki, C.
Inachia, i-na'kl-a, C.
Inachidae, i-nak'i-de; -des, -dez, C.
Inachione, iia'a-ki-o^ne, C.
Inachium, i-narki-um, C.
Inachus, in^a-kus, C.
Inalpini, in-al-pi^ni, C.
Inarime, i-nar'i-me, C.
Inarus, in^a-rus, C.
Inchbald, inch'bawld, 31.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 2nd, eve, term ; Tn, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r

;

Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; JV, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Incitatus, in-si-ta'tus, C.
Indathyrsus, in-da-ther'sus, C.
India, ind'ya or in'dt-a, B., C,
and 31.

Indian, ind'yan or in'dl-an, 31.

Indiana, in-dl-an'a, 31.

Indianapolis, in'dl-an-ap'o-lis, 31.

Indibilis, in-dib'i-lis, C.
Indicus, in'dt-kus, C.
Indies, in'diz, M.
Indigetes,in-dij /

'e-tez, also in-dT-je /'-

tez (a people), C.
Indogenes, in-doj'e-nez, C.
Indoletes, in-dol'e-tez, C.
Indoor, ind-oor', o/Indore, in-dor',
M.

Indophoims, in-dof'o-nus, C.

Indostan, in-dos-tan' : same as Hix-
dostan, 31.

Indra, in'dra, 11.

Indre, axd'r, M.
Induciomarus, in-du /sl-om/'a-rus,

C.
Indus, in'dus : same as Sixdh, 31.

Inez, e'nez or i'nez, M.
Ingaevones, in-jev'o-nez or in-je-

vo'nez, C.
Ingelow, in'je-lo, 31.

Ingemann, ing'ge-man, 31.

Ingenhousz, ing'ii-howV, M.
Ingoldstadt, ing'ol-^tat or in/gol-

stat, 31.

Ingres, aN'g'r, 31.

Inguiomerus, in'gwi-o-me'rus, C.
Ingulphus, in-guKfus, 31.

Inkerman, ink-er-man
/r

, 31.

Innesa, in-ne'sa, C.
Innspruck, ins'prdok, or -bruck,

-brot>k, 31.

Ino, i'no, C.
Inoa, i-uo'a, G.
Inopus, i-no'pus, C.
Inous, i-no'us, C.
Insubres, in'su-brez; Insubria, in-

su'brt-a, C.
Intamelium, in-ta-me Ali-um, C.
Intaphernes, in-ta-fer'nez, C.
Interamna, m-tSr-am'na, C.
Intercatia, in-ter-ka'shY-a, C.
Interlachen, in'ter-lak'n, 31.

Inuus, in'u-us, C.
Inverary, in'ver-a'rY, 31.

Inverkeithing, in-ver-k e 'thing, 31.

Inverlochy, in-ver-lok r T, 31.

Inverness, in-ver-nes', 31.

Inverury, in'ver-u'rT, 31.

Io, i'o, C.
lobacchia, i'D-bak-ki^a, C.
Iobates, i-ob'a-tez, C.
lobes, i'o-bez, C.
Iolaia, i'o-la-i'a, C.
Iolas, i'o-las, or Iolaus, i-o-la'us,

a
Iolchos, i-ol'kos, C.

Iole, i'o-le; Ioli, i-o'ii; Iolum, 1-0'-

lum, C.
Ion, i'on, C.

Iona, e-o'ua, or Icolmkill, ik-om-
kil', M.

lone (= Ant iocli), i-o'ne ; (= a
Nereid), i'o-ne, C.

Iones, i-o'ne/., C.
Ionia, i-o'nT-a, C. and M.
Ionides, i-on'i-dez, C.
lope, i'o-pe, C.
Iophon, i'o-fon, C.
Iopis, i-o^pis, C.
Ios, i'os, C.
Iotaphata, i-o-tafa-ta, C.
Iowa, i'o-wa, 31.

Ipepae, ip'e-pe, C.
Iphedeiah, if-e-de'ya, B.
Iphianassa, if/T-a-nas'sa, C.
Iphias, if'i-as, C.

Iphiclides, if-i-kli'dez, C.
Iphiclus, ifi-klus ; -cles, -klez, ('.

Iphicrates, i-fik'ra-tez, C.
Iphicratides, if-i-krafi-dez, C.
Iphidamas, i-ficKa-mas, C.
Iphidamia, if'i-da-mi'a, C.
Iphigenia, if/i-je-ni/ a, C.
Iphiloche, i-fiKo-ke, C.
Iphimede, i-fim'e-de, C.
Iphimedia, if/i-me-di'a, C.
Iphimedon, i-fiin'e-don, C.
Iphimedusa, iFi-me-du'sa, C.
Iphinoe, i-fln'o-e; -ous, -o-us, C.
Iphis, i'fls, C.
Iphition, i-fifi-on, C.
Iphitus, ifi-tus, (

'.

Iphthime, if-thi'me, C.
Ipsea, ip-se'a, C.
Ipswich, ips'wich, 31.

It, er, B.
Ira, i'ra, B. and C.
Irad, i'rad, B.
Irais, i-ra'is, C.
Irak Ajemi, e-rak'aj'e-rae, 31.

Irak Arabi, e-iilk /
'dr'

r
a-be, 31.

Iram, i'ram, B.
j
Iraphiotes, Ttr'a-fi-o'tez, C.

|

Irasa, Ir'a-sa, C.
Iredell, lr'del, 31.

Ireland, lr'land, M.
i Irenaeus, Yr-e-nerus, C.
Irene, i-re'ne ; -nis, -nis, C.

I

Irenopolis, Ir-e-nop'o-lis, C.
I Ir6ton, lr'tun, 31.

I
Iri, l'n, B.

j

Iriarte or Yriarte, e-re-ar'ta, 31.

i

Iriates, ^r-i-a'tez, C.
I Irijah, i-ri'ia, B.

j

Iris, i'l-is, C.
Irkootsk, Irkutsk, or Irkoutsk, er-

kootsk', 31.

I

Ir-nahash, er-na-'liash, B.
Iron, i'ron, B.
Iroquois, Tr-o-kwoi /

', 31.

Irpeel, er'pe-el, B.
Irpini, Sr-pi'ni, C.
Irrawaddy or Irrawadi, tr-ra-\vodr-

dT, 31.

Ir-shemesh, er-she^mesh, B.
Irtysb. or Irtish, er-tish ; in Euss.

er-tish, 31.

Iru, i'roo, B.
Irus, i'rus, C.
Irvine, er'vin, 31.

Isaac, i'zak, B. and 31.

Isabey, e-za-ba, 31.

Isacus, i-sa'kus, V.
Isadas, is'a-das, C.
Isaea, i-se'a: Isaeus, i-se'us, C.

Isaiah, i-za'ya, B.
Isander, i-san^der, C.
Isanor, i-sa'nSr, C.
Isara, is

ra-ra : -ri, -ri, C.
Isarchus, i-sar'kus, C.

Isauria, i-saw'rl-a ; -ricus, -rt-kus,

a
Isaurus, i-saw'rus, C.

Iscah. is'ka, B.
Iscariot, is-kar't-ot, B.
Ischagoras, is-kap/o-ras. C.

Ischenous, is-ken'o-us, C.

Ischenus. is-ke'nns, V.

Ischepolis, is-kep'o-lis, C.

Ischia, is'ke-a, 31.

Ischolaus. is-ko-la'us, C.
Ischomache, is-komra-ke ; -achus,

-a-kus, C.

Ischopolis, is-kop'o-lis, C.

Ischyras. is-ki'ras, C.
Isdael. is'dn-el, B.
Isdegerdes. is-de-jer^dez, C.
Iseas, i'se-as, C.
Iseo, e-sa'o, M.
Isopus, i-se'pus, C.

Iser or Isar, e'zer, M.
Isere, e-zarr . 3I._

Iserlohn, e-zer-lon'', 31.

Iseum, i-se'um, C.
Ishbah, ish'ba, B.
Ishbak, ish'bak, B.
Ishbi-benob, ish'bi-be^nob, B.
Ish-bosheth, ish-bo'sheth, B.
Ishi, i'shi, B.
Ishiah, i-shi-'a, B.
Ishijah, i-shirja, B.
Ishma, ish'ma, B.
Islimael, ish/ma-el ; -maelite, -ma-

d-it, B.
Ishmaiah, ish-ma-i'a, B.
Ishmerai, ish'me-ra, B.
Ishod, i'shod, B.
Ishpan, ish'pan, B.
Ishtob, ish'tob, B.
Ishuah, ish'u-a, B.
Ishuai, ish/u-a, B.
Ishui, ish'u-I, B.
Isiaci, i-si'a-sl ; -acus, -a-kus, C.
Isias, isb/i-as, C.
Isidora, is-i-do'ra ; -rus, -rus, C.

! Isidote, i-sid'o-te; -otus, -o-tus, C.
Isigonus, i-sig'o-nus, C.
Isis, i'sis, C. and E.
Iskanderoon, is-kan-der-oonr (=
Alexandretta), 3L

Isla, i'la, or Islay, i
r
la, 31.

Islamabad, is-laia'a-bad', 31.
• Isle of Wight, il-ov-wit', M.
[

Islington, iz'ling-tun, M.
I Ismachiah, is-ma-ki^a, 2?.

I

Ismael, is'ma-el, C.

j
Ismaela, is-ma-e rla, C.

I
Ismaiah, is-ma-i-'a, B.

\

Ismail, is-ma-eK, M.
\
Ismara, is'ma-ra ; -rus, -rus, C.

I Ismene, is-me'ne, C.
Ismenias, is-me rni-as,_C
Ismenides, is-men'i-dez, C.
Ismenus (son oj'Apollo), is-me'nus;
(a Chian), is^mc-nus, C.

Isocles, is'o-klez, C._

Isocrates, i-sok
/,
ra-tez, C.

Isodemus, is-o-dermus, C.

Isolochus, i-soKo-kus, C.
Isonomus, i-son'o-mus, C.

Ispah, is'pa, B.
Ispahan, is-pa-han", or Isfahan, is-

ta-han', M.
Israel, is

r ra-el or iz'ra-el, B.
Israeli : see Disraeli, 31.

Issachar, is'sa-kar, B.

I

Issedon, is-se'don, C.
Issedones, is-sed'o-nez, C.

Isshiah, is-shi'a, B.
Issoire, is-swar', 31.

Issoudun, e-soo-duN^ M.
Istaevones, is-tev'o-nez or is-te-vo/

'-

nez, C
Istalcurus, is-tal-ku'rus, B.
Isthmia, isth'ml-a; -mius, -mt-us, C.
Istiaeotis, is'ti-e-o'tis, C.
Istone, is-to^ne, C.
Istria, is'tri-a; -triani, -trT-a'ni, C.
and 31.

Istropolis, is-trop'o-lis, C.
Isuah, is

r u-a; -ui, -u-i, B.
Isus, i'sus, C.
Itali, it'a-li ; -lis, -lis ; -lus,-lus, C.
Italia, i-ta'lT-a, C. ; It. e-tarle-a, 31.

Italica, i-tal'I-ka; -icus, -t-kus. C.
Italis, ifa-lis; -lus, -lus, C.
Italy, it/a-lT, B. and 31. (= Italia).

j

Itapicuru, e-ta-pe-koo-roo'', M.
I
Itawamba, it-a-wom/'ba, 31.

Itea, it/e-a, C.

J

Ithaca, ith'a-ka, C. and 31.

Ithacesiae, ith-a-se'shi-e, C.

j

Ithaemenes, i-them^e-nez, C.
1 Ithagenes, i-thaj'e-nez, C.

sBn, cube, full : moon, f6t>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boxboN, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; N, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Ithai, ith/a-I. B.
Ithamar, ith'a-mar, B.
Ithiel, ith'i-el, B.
Ithmah, ith'ma, B.
Ithnan, ith/nan, B.
Ithobalus, i-thob'a-lus, C.
Ithomaea, ith-o-me'a, C.
Ithome. i-tho'me, C-
Ithometas, ith-o-me'tas, C.
Ithometes, ith-o-me'tez, C.
Ithomus, i-tho'mus, C.
Ithone. i-tho'ne, C.
Ithra, ith/ra, B.
Ithran, ith'ran, B.
Ithream, ith/re-am, B.
Ithrite, ith'rit, B.
Ithurei, ith-u-re'i, C.
Ithyphallus, ith-l-fallus, C.
Itone, i-to'ne, C.
Itonia. i-to'nl-a, C.
Itonus, i-to'iius, C.
Itorum. it/o-rum. G.
Itri, e'tre or it're, M.
Ittai, it'ta, B.
Itta-kazin, it-ta-ka'zin, B.
Ituna, it'u-na, C.
Ituraea or -rea, it-u-re'a, B. and C.
Iturbide, e-toor'be-da, 31.

Itylus, it'I-lus, G.
Ityraei, it-i-re'i, C.
Itys, i'tis, C.
Iuka, i-u'ka, M.
Iuliacum, T-u-li'a-kum, C.
Iulis, I-u'lis; -lus, -lus, C.
Ivah, i'va, B.
Ivan, e-van', jK
Iviga o/Iviza, e-ve /'sa(=lBiZA), 31.

Ivrea, e-wa.'a.,_M._
Ivry, iv'rt or ev-re', 3f.

Ixibatae, iks-ib'a-te, C.
Ixion, iks-i'on, CL
Ixiones, iks-i'o-nez, C
Ixionides, iks-i-on'i-dez, C.
Izehar, iz'e-har ; Izeharites, iz'e-

hiir-itz, B.
Izhar, iz'har; Izharites, iz'liar-Itz,

B.
Izrahiah, iz ra-hi'a, B.
IzraMte, iz'ra-hit, B.
Izreel, iz're-el, B.
Izri, iz'rl, B.

J.

Jaakan, ja'a-kan, B.
Jaakobah, ja-ak'o-ba, B.
Jaala, ja-a'la; -lah, -la, B.
Jaalam, ja-a'lam, B.
Jaanai. ja'a-na or ja-a'na, B.
Jaare-ofegim, ja-Sr'e-Qr'e-gim, B.
Jaasau, ja'a-saw, B.
Jaasiel. ja-a' si-el, B.
Jaazaniah, ja-az'a-ni'a, B.
Jaazer, ja-a'zgr, B.
Jaaziah, ja-a-zi'a, B.
Jaaziel, ja-a'zi-el, B.
Jabal, ja'bal, B.
Jabbok, jab'bok, B.
Jabesh, ja'besh; Jabesh-gilead, ja'-

besh-giKe-ad, B.
Jabez, ja'bez, B.
Jabin, ja'bin, B.
Jabneel, jab'ne-el, B.
Jabneh, jab'ne", B.
Jabziel, iab'zi-el, B.
Jaca. ha'kii, M.
Jachan, ja'kan; -chin, -kin; -chin-

-ites, -kin-itz, B.
Jacob, ja'kob, B.
Jacobi, ya-ko'be, 3f.

Jacobus, ja-ko'bus, C.
Jacquard, zhak-kar', 3f.

Jacquemel or Jacmel, zhak-meK, M.
Jacubus, ja-ku'bus, B.
Jada, ja'da, B.
Jadau, ja-da'u, B.
Jaddua, jad-du'a, B.
Jadera, jad'e-ra, C.
Jadertini, jad-gr-ti'ni, C.
Jadon, ja'don, B.
Jael, ja'el, B.
Jaen, ha-en', M.
Jaffa, Jaffa or yaf'fa, 31.

Jafnapatam, jaf'na-pa-tam', Jf.

Jago, St.. mine «.- Santiago, 31.

Jagua or Xagua, haVgwa, M.
Jagur, ja'ger, B.
Jan. ja, B.
Jahaielel, ja-hal'e-lel, B.
Jahath, ja'hath, B.
Jahaz, ja'haz, B.
Jahaza, -zah. ja-ha'za, B.
Jahazab. ja-ha'zab, B.
Jahaziah. ja-ha-zi'a, B.
Jahaziel, ja-ha'zi-el, B.
Jahdai. ja'da-i, B.
Jahdiel, ja'di-el, B.
Jahdo, ja'do, B.
Jahleel, ja'le-el; -elites, -el-Itz, B.
Jahmai, ja'ma-i, B.
Jahn, yan, M.
Jahzah, ja'za, B.
Janzeel. ja-'zt-el ; Jahzeelites, jar-

ze-el-itz, B.
Jahzerah. ja'ze-ra, B.
Jahziel, jarzi-el. B.
Jair. ja'er; Jairite. ia'i-rit, B.
Jairus. ja'T-rus (in Either); ia-i

rrus
{in New Tett.), B.

Jakan, ja'kan. B.
Jakeh, ]a'ke, B.
O'akim, 'ja'kim, B.
Jakutsk or Yakootsk, y ii-kootsk'

r

, M.
Jalapa or Xalapa. ha-la'pa, J/.

Jalisco or Xalisco, ha-les^ko or -1 is'-

ko, M.
Jalon, ja'lon, B.
Jamaica, ja-ma'ka, M.
Jambres, jam 'Inez, B.
Jambri, j^am^bri, B.
James, jamz, B. and M.
Jamieson, jam'e-or ja'mT-sun, M.
Jamin, ja'niiii; Jamihites, ja'niin-

ltz, B.
Jamlech, jam'lek, B.
Jamnia, jam-ni^a, B.
Jamnites, jarn'mtz, B.
Jamshid or Djamschid, jam-shed'',

Janiculum, ja-nik'u-lum, C.
Janin, zha-naN', M.
Janina or Yanina, ya'ne-na, M.
Janna, jan'na, B.

'

Jannes, jan'nez, B.
Janoah. ja-no'a, B.
Janoca. ja-no'ka, C.
Janohah, ja-no'ha. B.
Jansen, jan'sn ; in B- yan'&en ; in F.

zhSx-s-S.N'; in L. Jansenius, jan-
se'ni-us, M.

Janum, ja'num. B.
Janus, ja'nus, C.
Japan, ja-pan', M.
Japetides, ja-pefi-dez, C.
Japetus. jap'e-tus, C.
Japheth, ja'feth, B.
Japhiah. ja-fi'a, B.
Japhlet. jaf let, B.
Japhleti.' jaf'le-ti or jaf-le'ti, B.
Japho, ja'fo, B.
Japura, ha-poo'ra, M.
Jaquemel. zhak-meK, M.
Jarah, ja'ra, B.
Jareb, ja'reb, B.
Jared. ja'red, B.
Jaresiah, jar-e-si'a, B.

Jarha, jar'hd, B.
Jarib, ja'rib, B.
Jarimoth, jar'i-moth, B.
Jarmuth. jar'muth. B.
Jarnac, zhar'niik, M.
Jaroah. ja-ro'a, B.
Jaroslaw or Yaroslav, etc., ya-ro-

slav'. M.
Jasael.'jas'a-el, B.
Jashen, ja'shen, B.
Jasher, ja'sh5r, B.
Jashobeam, ja-sho'be-am, B.
Jashub, jash/ub; Jashubites, jash''-

ub-Ttz. B.
Jashubi-lehem, jash'u-bi-le'hem.S.
Jasiel, ja'si-el, B.
Jasmin, zhas-max', or Jansmin,
zhoxs-inax', 31.

Jason, ja'son, B. and C.
Jassy, yiis'se: in G. Jasch, yash, 31.

Jasubus, ja-su'bus, B.
Jaszbere^ny, vas'ba-ra-ne', 3f.

Jatal, ja'tal, B.
Jathniel, jath'ni-el, B.
Jattir, jat'tgr, B.
Jauer, yow'er^J/.
Jauru. zhow-roo', 31.

Java, ja'va or ja'va, M.
Javan. ja'van, B.
Jayadeva, ja-j'a-da'va or jl'a-da'-

va, 31.

Jazar. ja'zar: Jazer, -z5r, B.
Jaziel, "ja'zi-el, B.
Jaziz, ja'ziz, B1
Jazyges, jaz'i-jez, C.
Jean d'Angely, Saint, sax-zhoN'-
dox-za-le', 31.

Jean Paul, zhSx-powK or jen-pawl'
(= Riciiter), 31.

Jearim, je'a-rim, B.
Jeaterai. je-at'e-ra, B.
Jeberecniah, je-bCr'e-ki'a, B.
Jebus. je'bus, B.
Jebusi. je-bu'si, B.
Jebusite, jeb'u-slt, B.
Jecamiah, jek-a-mi'a, B.
Jecholiah, jek-o-li'a, B.
Jechonias, .lek-o-ni'as, B.
Jecoliah, jek-o-li'a, B.
Jeconiah, jek-o-ni'a; -nias, -ni'as,^.
Jedaiah, je-da'ya, B.
Jedburgh, jed'bgr-rg, 3f.

Jeddo or Yeddo, j'ed'do, M.
Jeddu. jed'du, B.
Jedeiah, je-de'ya, B.
Jedeus, je-de'us. B.
Jediael, je-di'a-el, B.
Jedidah, jed'i-da. B.
Jedidiah, jed-i-di'a, B.
Jediel, je'di-el. B.
Jeduthun, jed'n-thun, B.
JeeU. je-e'li; -lus, -lus, B.
Jeezer, je-e'zer; Jeezerites, je-e/

'-

zer-itz. B.
Jegar-sahadutha, j e'gar-sa'ha-du'-

tha, B.
Jehaleel, je-ha'le-el, B.
Jehaleleel, je-ha-le'le-el, B.
Jehalelel, je-hal'e-lel, B.
Jehaziel, je-ha-zi'el, B.
Jehdeiah, j6-de'ya, B.
Jehezekel, je-hez'e-kel, B.
Jehiah, je-hi'a: -hiel, -hi'el, B.
Jehieli. je-hi'e-li, B.
Jehizkiaih, je-hiz-ki'a, B.
Jehoadah. je-ho'a-da, B.
Jehoaddan, je-ho-ad'dan, B.
Jehoahaz, je-ho'a-haz, B.
Jehoash, je-ho'ash, B.
Jehohana'n, je-ho-ha'nan or je-ho'-
ha-nan, B.

Jehoiachin, je-hoi'a-kin; -akim, -a-

kim, B.
Jehoiada, je-hoi'a-da, B.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 5nd, eve, tSrm ; In, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r

;
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Jsiioiarib, jc-hoi'a-rib, B.
Jahonadab, je-hoii'a-dab, B.
Jehonathan,jt:-]ion/'a-tha.n, B.
Jehoon, ie-hoon' : same as Amoo,
Amu, and Giuox, M.

Jehoram, je-ho'ram, B.
Jehcshabeath, je-ho-sbab'e-ath, B.
Jehoshaphat, je-hosh'a-fat, B.
Jehosheba, je-hosh/'c-ba, B.
Jehoshua, -uah, je-hosh'u-a, B.
Jehovah, je-ho'va, B.
Jehovah-jireh, je-ho'va-ji're, B.;

J.-nissi, -nis's'i; J.-shalom, -sha /r
-

lom; J.-sha,mmah, -shani'ma; J.-

tsidkenu, -si:Kkc-nu, B.
Jehozabad, je-hoz'a-b id, B.
Jehozadak, je-lioz'a-dak, B.
Jehu, je-hu, B.
Jehubbah, je-hub'ba, B.
Jehucal, je'hu-kal, B.
Jehud, je'luul, B.
Jehudi, je-hu'di, B.
Jehudijah, ie-hu-di'ja, B.
Jehush, je'husli, B.
Jeiel, je-i'el, B.
Jekabzeel, je-kab'ze-el, B.
Jekameam, jek-a-me'am, B.
Jekamiah, j k-a-mi'a, B.
Jekuthiel, ie-ku'thT-el, B.
Jellachich.'yeKLii-kik, M.
Jemima, je-mi'ma or jein'i-ma, B.
Jemnaan, jem^na-an, B.
Jemuel, je-mu'el, B._
Jena, jen'a; in G. ya'nii, M.
Jephthae, jef'tha-e, B.
Jephthah, jeftha, B.
Jephunne, -neh, je-fun'ne', B.
Jerah, je'ra, B.
Jerahmeel, je-ra/me-el, Jerahmeel-

ites, -itz, B.
Jerechus, jPr'e-kus, B.
Jered, je'red, B.
Jeremai, jgr'e-ma, B.
Jeremiah, jer-e-mi'a; Jsremias, jer-

e-mi^as, B.
Jeremoth, jer'e-moth, B.
Jeremy, jei-'e-mf, B.
Jeres (= Xeres), ha-res', M.
Jena,!!, je-rl'a, B.
Jeribai, jei-'i-ba, B.
Jericho, jei-'i-ko, B. and M.
Jeriel, je'ri-el, B.
Jerijah, je-ri'ia, B.
Jerimoth, jer'i-moth, B.
Jerioth, je'ri-oth, B.
Jeroboam, jSr-o-bo'am, B.
Jeroham, jgr'o-ham, B.
Jersey, jer'zY, M.
Jerubbaal, je-rub'ba-al, B.
Jerubbesheth, -rubesheth, je-rub /'-

be-sheth, B.
Jeruel, jeVu-el, B.
Jerusalem, je-roo'sa-lem, B. and
M.; in Arabic El Kaus, et-kads,
or El Kous, el-kodz, M.

Jerusha, -shah, je-roo'sha, B.
Jesaiah, je-sa'ya, B.
Jeshaiah, je-sha'ya, B.
Jeshanah, jesh'a-na, B.
Jesharelah, je-shar-'e-la, B.
Jeshebeab, je-sheb'e-ab, B.
Jesher, je'sher, B.
Jeshimon, jcsu^i-mon, B.
Jeshishai, je-shish/a-i, B.
Jeshohaiah, jesh/o-ha-i'a, B.
Jeshua, -uah, jesh/u-a, B.
Jeshurun, jesb/u-run, B.
Jesi, ya'se, M.
Jesiah, ie-si'a, B.
Jesimiel, je-sim'i-el, B.
Jesse, jes'se, B.
Jesso, Iesso, or Yesso, yes'so, M.
Jessue, jes'su-e, B.
Jesu, je'su, B.

Jesui, jes^u-i; Jesuite3, jes'u-itz.iJ.
Jesurun, jes'u-ruu, B.
Jesus, je'zus, B.
Jether, je'ther, B.
Jetneth, je'theth, B.
Jethlah, jetb/la, B.
Jethro, ju'thro, B.
Jetur, je'ter, B.
Jeuel, je'u-el or je-u'el, B.
Jeush, je'usli, B.
Jeuz, je'uz,^?.
Jew, ju or joo, B. and M.
Jeypoor or Jyepoor, jl-poor'', 21.

I

Jezaniah, jez-a-ni'a, B.
! Jezebel, jez'e-bel, B.
!
Jezeius, ie-ze'lus, B.

|

Jezer, je'zer ; Jezerites, je'zei-itz,

Jeziah, je-zi'a, B.
Jeziel, je'zi-el, B.
Jezliah, jez-li'a, B.
Jezoar, jez'o-ar, B.
Jezrahiah, jez-ra-hi/ a, B.

Jezreel, jez're-el; Jezreelite, -re-el-

!
it; -itess, iez're-el-it'es, B.

Jibsam, jib'sam, B.

,
Jidda, or Djidda, .jid'da, M.

! Jidlaph, jicl/lar, B.

j

Jijona or Xizona, he-lio'nii, M.
\
Jimna, -nah, iim'nfi,; -nit6B, -nitz,

j

B.
j
Jir>htah, jifr ta, B.

\ tiiahel, jiftha-el, B.
\
Joab, jo^ab, B.
Joachaz, jo'a-kaz, B.
Joachim, jo^a-kim, B.

\ Joacim, jo^a-sim, B.
Joadanus, jo-a-da'nus, B.
Joah, jo'a, B.

;
Joahaz, jo'a-haz, B.

: Joakim, jo^a-kim, B.
Joanan, jo-a'nan, B.
Joanes, lio-ar nes, orJuanes, hoo-a /'-

! nes, M.
Joanna, jo-an'ria., B.

I Joannan, jo-aii'iian, B.
' Joan of Arc, jon'ov-iirk' ; in F.

Jeanne d'Arc, zhan-dark', M.
! Joarib, jo'a-rib, B.
I Joash, jo'ash, B.

I
Joatham, io'a-tham, B.
Joazabduij, jo'a-zab'dus, B.
Job, job, /?.

Jobab, jo'bab, B.
Jocasta, jo-kas'ta, C.
Jochebed, jokre-bed, B.
Joda, jo'da, B.
Jo Daviess, jo-da'vis, M.
Joed, jo'ed, B.
Jo6l, jo'el, B.
Joelah, jo-e'la, B.
Joezer, jo-e^zer, B.
Jogbehah, jog'be-ha, B.
Jogli,jog'lI, B.
Joha, jo'ha, B.
Johanan, jo-ha'nan, B.
Johanna, jo-han^na, M.
Johannes,' jo-han'nez, B.
John, j5 n, B. and M.
Joiada, joi-'a-da, B.
Jciakim, joi'a-kim, B.
Joiarib, joi'a-rib, B.

Jokdeam, jok'de-am, B.
Jokim, jo'kim, B.
Jokmeam, jok'me-am, B.
Jokneam, jokrne-am, B.
Jokshan, jok'shan, B.
Joktan; jok'tan, B.
Joktheel, jok'the-el. B.
Joliba or Djoliba, jol'i-ba, M.
Jomini, zho-me-ne', M.
Jonadab, jon^a-dab, B.

Jonah, jo'na, B.
Jonan, jo'nan, B.
Jonas, jo'nas, B.
Jonathan, jon^a-than, B.
Jonathas, jon'a-thas, B.

|

Jonath-elem-rechochim, jo'nath-e'-
lein-re-ko, kiin, B.

!
Jonkjdpin or Jonkbpin. yon'chS-

I ping, M.
Joppa, .iop'pa, B.

j

Jorah, jo'ra, B.
Jorai, jo'ra-i, B.
Joram, jo'ram, B.

: Jordan, jor'daii, B1 and M.
Jordanes, jSr-da'nez or jSr'da-nez,

Joribas, jSr'i-bas; -bus, -bus, B.
Jorim, jo'rim, B.
Jorkoam, j6i

-/,ko-am, B.
Jornandes, jdr-nan^dez, C.
Jorullo or Xorullo, ho-rooKyo or ho-
roo'yo, M.

Josabad, jos'a-bad, B.
Josaphat, jos^a-iat, B.
Josaphias, jos-a-fi^as, B.
Jose, jo'se, B.
Josedec, -dech, jos'e-dek, B.
Joseph, jo'zei, B.
Josephus, jo-se'fus, B. and C.
Joses, jo^zez, B.
Joshabad, Joshua-bad, B.
Joshah, jo'sha, B.
Joshaphat, joshra-fat, B.
Joshaviah, josh-a-vi

/,
a, B.

Joshbekashah, josh-bek'a-sha, B.
Joshua, josh'u-a, B.
Josiah, jo-sira, B.
Josias, jo-si'as, B.
Josibiah, jos-i-bi-'a, B.
Josika, yo'she-kS, M.
Josiphiah, jos-i-fi^a, B.
Josquin, zhos-kaN /', M.
Jotbah, jot'ba, B.
Jotbath, jofbath, B.
Jotbathah, iofba-tha, B.
Jotham, jo^tham, B.
Jbtunheim, jer'toon-him, If.

Joubert, zhoo-bai"', M.
Jouffroy, zhoof-frwii', M.
Jourdain, zhoor-daN', M.
Jourdan, zhoor-dON', M.
Jouvenet^zhoov-na'", M.
Joux, zhoo, M.
Joyianus, jo-vi-a'niis, C.
Jovinus, jo-vi

/,
nus, C.

Jowett, io
ret, M.

Joza, jo^za, C.
Jozabad, jozra-bad, B.
Jozachar, joz'a-kar, B.
Jozadak, joz'a-dak, B.
Juan Fernandez, joo'an-fer-nan''-
dez; Sp. hoq-an'

r
fer-nan /'deth, M.

Juan, Saint, sant-joo
/r
an; in Sp. San

Juan, san-hoo-an' or -hwiin r
, M.

Juarez, hoo-a^res or liwa'reth, M.
Juba, ju'ba, C.
Jubal, jumbal, B.
Jucal, ju'kal, B.
Juda, -dah, ju'da, B.
Judaea, ju-de'a, B. and C.
Judas, ju'das, B.
Jude, jud, B.
jHdea, iu-de^a, B.
Judith, iu'dith, B.
Juel, .iu^el, B.
Jugalis, ju-ga'lis, C.
Jugantes, ju-gan'tez, C.
Jugarius, ju-ga'rT-us, C.
Jugatinus, ju-ga-ti-'nus, C.
Juggernaut, jug-ger-nawt/, M.
Jugurtha, ju-ger'tha, C.
Jujuy, hoo-hwe', M.
Julia, ju'lT-a ; -lius, -tt-us, B. Sf C.
Juliacum, ju-li-'a-kum, C.

sHn, cube, full ; moon, fo"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; JV, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Juliades, ju-li'a-dez, C.
Julianus, ju-li-a'nus, C.
Juliers, zhoo-le-a'' ; in G. Jiilich,

ve'iik, m
Julii, ju'll-l, C.
Juliobona, iu-li-ob /'o-na, C.
Juiiobriga, ju'li-o-bri'ga, C.
Juiiomagus, ju-li-om'u-gus, C.
Juiiopolis, ju-li-op'o-lis, C.
Julis, ju'lis, C.
Julius, ju^li-us, C. _
Juilien, zoo'le-ax' or zhool-yaN r

,
31.

Jumna, jum'ua, it.

Jungfrau, ydong'frow, 31.

Jungmann, ybtiug'man, 31.

Junia. j u'nl-a, B. and C.
Juniata, iu-ni-afa, 31.

Juno, jirno, C.
Junonalia, jji-no-nalt-a, C.
Junones, ju-iio'nez, C.
Junonia, ju-no'nl-a, C.
Junonicola, ju-no-nik'o-la, C.
Juaonigena, ju-noinj"e-na, C.
Junot, ziioo'no, 31.

Jupiter, ju'pl-ter, B. and C. _
Jura, ju'ra, C. if 31. ; in F. zhoo-ra'i
Jushabhesed, ju'shab-he'sed, B.
Jussieu, jus-su'; in F. zhoo-se-e, 31.

Justina, jus-ti'na, C.
Justinianus, jus-tin'i-a'nus, C.
Justinus, jus-ti'nus, C.
Justus, jus'tus, B.
Jutland, jut/laud; in Dan. Jylland,
yool'iaud, 31.

Juttah, jut'ta, B.
Juturna, ju-teVna, C.
Juvenalis, ju-ve-na'lis, C.
Juventas, ju-ven'tas, C.
Juverna, ju-ver'na, C.

Kaarta, kar'ta, 31.

Kaas, kas, 3L
Kabzeel, kab'ze-el, B.
Kades, ka'dez, B.
Kadesh. ka'desh ; K.-barnea, -bar'-

ne-a, B.
Zadmiel, kad'mi-el, B.
Kadmonites, kad'mou-Ttz, B.
Kahira, ka'he-ra (= Cairo), 31.

Kairwan, kar-wan', 31.

Kaisarieh, ki-zar-e'e, 3t
Kalamazoo, kal /a-ma-zoo'\ 3[.

Kalisz or Kalisch, kalish, it.

Kail, kiil, 31.

Kallai, kal'h-i, B.
Kalmar or Calmar, kal'inar, 3f.

Kalooga, Kaluga, or Kalouga, ka-
loo'ga, 31. _

Kalusz, ka'loosh, 3t
Kamadeva, kam-a-da /'va, H.
Kamieniec or Kaminietz,ka;n-ven /'-

ycts, M.
Kimpfer, kemp'fer. 31.

Kamtchatka or Kamtschatka,
kamt-shafka, 31.

Kanah, ka'na, B.
Kanawha, ka-naw'wa. 31.

Kaadakar. kan-da-kar' (= Caxda-
HAK), 31.

Kankakee, kank'a-ke, W.
Kansas, kan'sas, 31.

Kant, kant o~ kiint. M.
Kantemir or Cantemir. kan'tS-mer,

31.

Kara, ka'fii, M.
Kara-hissar, ka'ra'i'ris-sar'', 31.

Karamania or Caramania, kar-a-
ma'ne-a, 3f.

Karamzin or Karamsin, ka-ram-
zen' or-zln, 31.

Kara-Soo or -Su or Karasou, ka-ra-
800', 31.

Kareah, ka-re'a, B.
KarKaa, kar'ka-a, B.
Karkor, kar'kor, B.
KarisDurg, karls'berg; in G. karls''-

bo'org, it.

Karnaim, kar'na-im, B.
Karsah, kar'ta. B.
Kartan, kar'tan, B.
Kasan or Kazan, ka-zasi', 31.

Kaschau, kasli'ow; in Hung. Kassa,
kosh'bhQ, 31.

Kashgar or Cashgar, kash-gar"\ if.

Kastner, kest'ner, 31.

Katahdin, ka-ta'din, M. _
Katmandooo;-du, kat-man'doo, 31.

Katona, kot'o-nS, 31.

Katrine, kafreu, 3t.

Kattath, kat'tath, B.
Kattegat or Cattegat, cat'e-gat, 31.

Kaurimann, kowi'man, 31.

Kaunitz, koWnits, 31.

Kavanagh, kav'a-na, 3f.

Kazan : see Kasan, 31.

Kearney, kar'nT, 31.

Keble, ke'bl, 31.

Keczkem.t, kech-kem-af, 31.

Kedar, ke'diir, B.
Kedemah. ked'e-ma, B.
Kedemotb, ked'e-moth, B.
Kedesh, ke'desh ; K.-Naphtali,

-nai'ta-li, B.
Kehelathah. ke-hel'a-tka, B.
Kenl. kal, M.
Keignly, keth/le, 31.

Keigktly, kit'le, 31.

Keilak, ke'la, B.
Keiser, ki'zer, if.

Kelaiah, ke-la'ya, B.
Kelat or Kelath, kel-af, 31.

Kelitah, kel'i-ta, B.
Kemuel. ke-mu'el, B.
Kenah, ke'na, B.
Kenan, ke'nar., B.
Kenath, kc'nath, B.
Kenawha, Kenhawa.o/- Kanawa, ke-
naw'wa, if.

Kenaz, ke'naz, 73.

Kenek or Qene, ken'e, 31.

Kenezite, ken'ez-it, B.
Kenite. kcn'it, B.
Kennefceck, ken /no-bek /', if.

Kennebunk, ken'nc-bunk'', if.

Kennizzites, ken'niz-zitz, B.
Kentucky, ken-tuk'T, if.

Keokuk, ke^o-kuk', 31.

Keren-happuch, ker-en-hap'puk, B.
Kerguelen, kerg^e-len ; in F. kar-

_r c- ?[.

Keriotk, ke'rt-oth, B.
Kerman. ker-man'r

, 31.

Kerner, keVner or ker'ner, it.

Keros, ke'ros, B.
Keszthely, kest-heK, 3t.

Ketcho. kech'o : same as Cachao
and Kesho, M.

Keturah, ke-too'ra, B.
Kezia, ke-zi'a, B.
Keziz, ke'ziz, B.
Kharkof. Charkow, Kharkow, or
Kharkov, kar-koi r , 31.

Khartoom, -turn, or -toum, kar-
toorn',^".

Khem, kem. E.
Kherson or Cherson, ker-sonr, if.

Khiva or Kheeva. ke'va, it.

Khoozistan or Khuzistan, kob-zis-
tan', if.

Khorassan. ko-ras-siin'', 3f.

Khuns. knns, E.
Kiakhta, ke-iik'ta, if.

Kiang-Ku, ke-ang-ku' : same as
Yaxg-tse-kiaxg, 31.

Kibroth - hattaavah, kib'rotk-lmr-

j

ta'a-va, B.
\
Kibzaim, kib'za-im, B.
JSiciiapoo, kik-a-poo

/r

, if.

Kidderminster, kid-dSr-min /'ster,J/.
Kidron, kid'ron, B.

• Kief or Kiew, ke-ef, M.
|
Kiel, kel, 31.

Kilkenny, kil-ken^nT, if.
Killarney. kil-lar'nl, M.
Kilmarnock, kil-mar'nok, M.
Kilmore, kil-mor', it.

Kinah, ki'na, B.
:
Kincardine, king-kar'din, 3f.

;
Kingkitao, king-ke-ta^o, 31.

I
Kim-oss, kin-ros', it.

Kintyre, kiu-tir' : same as Can-
!

TYKE, 31.

I Kiousiou or Kioosioo, ke-oo'se-ob',

|
31.

Kioway, ki-o-wa', 31.

Kircaldy, ker-kawKdioj-kSr-kaw'-
|

-6.1,31.

!
Kircher, klr'ker, 3t.

i
Kir-haraseth, ker - har'a - seth ; -e-

! seth, -e-seth, B.
! Kir-hai-esh, kgr-ka^resh, B.
Kirheres, ker-he'rez, B.
Kiriath, kir'i-ath, B.
Kiriathaim, kir'i-a-tha'im, B.
Kinathiarius, kir'i-ath'i-a'ri-us, B.
Kiriotn, kii-'i-oth, B.
Kirjath, ker'jatn, B.

|

Kirjathaim, kgr-jath-a'im, B.
Kirjath-ai-ba, kei'-jath-ar'ba, B.
Kirjata-arim, ker-jath-a'rim, B.
Kirjath-baal, ker-jath-ba'al, B.
Kirjath-huzoth, ker-jatli-hu'zoth, B-
Kirjath-jearim, ker-jath-je'

r
a-rim, JB.

Kirjath-sannah, ker-jatli-san,na, B.
Kirjath-sepher, kOr-jath-sCfer, B.
Kircudbright, ker-koo'brp, 31.

Kirkwall, kerk-waK, 31.

Kinnan or Kerman, ker-manr, if.

Kisfaludy, kish-ftt-loo'dl, if.

Kish, kish, B.
Kishi, kish'i, B.
Kishion, kish'T-on, B.
Kishon, Wshon, B.
Kiskiminetas, kis-ki-min^e-tas, 31.

Kison, kirso;i, B.
Kistna, kist'na = Krishna, if.

;
Kithlish, kith'Iish, B.
Kitron, kit'ron. B.
Kittatinny. kit-ta-tin'nT, it.

Kittim. kit'tim, B.
Kiusiu or Kioosioo, ke-oo'se-oo', it.

Kiutaja, koo-ti ra = Kutaiyeii, 31.

Kizillrmak, kiz'il-er'mak; in Tur-
\

kisJi kiz/il-£r-mak/', 3f.

j
Klagenfurth or Clagenfurth, kla'-

j
sren-foort', 31.

]
Klamet. kla'met =Tlamet, it.

Klaproth, kliip'rot, 31.

Klattau, klat'tow, it.

(

Klausenburg, klaw'zn-berg: in G.
I

klow'zn-bdorg'; in Hung. Kolozs-
var. ko-lnzr/var', it.

Kleber, kla'ber, or Kl^ber, kla-bar',
31.

Klenze, klenfse, if.

KneUer, neKler, 3f.

Knisteneaux, nis'te-no, 31.

Knolles, nolz, if.

Knut. knoot, = Canute, 3t.

Koa, ko'a, B.
Kobell, ko'bel f 3/.

Koch, kok, 31.

Koenigsberg, Kbnigsberg, ken'igz-
bcrg, 31.

Kohath. ko'hath; Kohathites, kor-
h-th-Itz, B.

Kohlrausch, kol'rowsh, it.

Kolaiah, kol-a-i'a, B.

Sin. fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; grid, eve, term : Tn, Ice : 5dd, tone, 6r

:

B, Biblical; C, Classical; E, Egyptian; H, Hindoo; if, Modern; Nt Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Zolbe, kol'bS, 31.

Zolin, ko-len', 31.

KbUiker or Koelliker, k5l'le-ker, 31.

Kolyvan, kcj-le-van': same as Rev-
el, 31.

Komorn or Comorn, ko'morn, 31.

Kongsberg, kongs'bSrg, 31.

Konieh or Konia, ko'ne-a, 31.

Kb'nigingratz, ke'nig-in-grets', o?'

Zoniggratz, ke'nig-grets, 31.

Zb'nigsberg or Zoenigsberg, ke r-

nigs-bGrg, M. _
Zooban, Zouban, or Zuban, koo-
ban", 31.

Zoondooz^ Zoundouz, or Zunduz,
koon-dooz'. M.

Koordistan: see Kurdistan, 31.

Zoorile, JKourile, kooi/el, or Zur-
sile, koor'sil, M.

Zoorsk, Zoursk, or Zursk, koorsk.Jf.
Zorah, ko'ra; Korahite, ko'ra-it,iJ.
Korassan,Zhorassan,ko-ras-san',.Jf.
Zore, ko're, B.
Zorhite, kSr'hit, B.
Zorner or Zoerner, ker'nSr, 31.

Zords, kSr-resh', 31.

Zosciusko, kos-si-us'ko: in Polish,
Zosciuszko, kosh-yoosh/ko, 31.

Zdslin or Coeslin^kes-leii', 31.

Zossuth, kosh-shoof, M.
Zostroma, kos-tro'ma, M.
Zotzebue, kot'se-bu; in G. kot/se-

boo, 31.

Zouban: see Kooban, 31.

Zoursk: see Koorsk, 31.

Zowno, kov'no, 31.

Zoz, koz, B.
Zrasicki, kra-sit'ke, M.
Krasnoyarsk, Krasnoiarsk, or Zras-
nojarsk, kras-no-yarskr , 31.

Kraus, krows, 31.

Zrause, krow'ze, 31.

Zramnitz, krem'nits ; in Hung.
Ko'rmdcz Banya, ker'mots-ban'-
yS, M.

Kreuznach, kroits'nak, M.
Zrishna, krish'na,or Kist'na, kist'-

na, H. and 31.

Kriidener, kr§'de-ner, 31.

Zrummacher, krrjom'miik-er, 31.

Zugelgen, ke'gel-gen, M.
Zuhn, koon, 31.

Zuhnbl or Zuehnoel, ke'nel or ker-

nel. 31.

Kurdistan, Koordistan, or Curdi3-
tan, koor-dis-tiin', M.

Zurile: see Koortle, M.
Zurische or Curishe-Haf, koo'rish-

e-haf, M.
Kurland: see Courland, 31.

Zurma, ker'ma, H.
Zursk : see Koorsk, 31.

Zurtz or Zurz, kcxirts, 31.

Zushaiah, kush-a'ya, B.
Zutaiyeh, ku-tS/ya, or Zoutaieh or

;

Kutaja, koo-ti'a, M.
Kutusof or Koutouzof, koo-too'zof,

j

M.
Kuvera, koo-va'ra, H.
Zuyp or Cuyp, koip, 31.

L.
Laadah, 1a'a-da, B.
Laadan, la'a-dan, B.
Laaland, law'land, or Loliand, lol r

land, 31.

Laarchus, la-ar'kus, C.
La Baca or La Vacca, la-vak'ka, 31.

Laban, la'ban, B.
Labana, lab'a-na, B.
Labarus, lab'a-rus, C

Labbe, lab, 31.

Labdace, lab'da-se, C. _
Labdacides, lab-das'i-dez, C.
Labdacus, lab'da-kus, C.
Labeatae, la-be-a'te; -ates, -a'tez,C.
Labeo, la'be-o, C.
Laberius, la-be'ri-us, C.
Laberus, la-be'rus, C.
Labici, la-bi'si ; -bicum, -bi'kum;

-bicus, -bi'kus, C.
Labienus, la-bi-e'nus, C.
Lablache, la-blasl}', M.
Laborde, la-bord', 31.

Laborini. lab-o-ri'ni, C.
Labotas (a ?na«),la-bo'

r
tas; (a river),

lab'o-tas, C.
Labouchere, la-boo-shar', M.
Laboulaye, la-boo-la'^V.
La Bourdonnaie, la-boor'don-na'',M
Labradeus, la-bra'de-us, C.
Labrador, lab-Ta-dSr', M.
Labrandeus, la-bran'de-us, C.
I^,bron, la'bron, C.
La Bruyere, la-bre-yar', M.
Labycas, la-bi'kas, C.
Labyrinthus, lab-i-rin'thus, C.
Lacsena, la-se'na, C.
Laccadives, lak'ka-dlvz, M.
Lacedsemon, las-e-de'mon, C.
Lacedoemonicus

1
las/e-de-mon /'i-kus,

C.
Lacedas, la-se rdas, C.
Lacedemonians, las'e-de-mo /'ni-anz,

B. ; -daemonii, -de-mo'ni-i, or
-daemones, -dein'o-nez, C.

Lacipede, la-sa-ped', M.
Laceria, las-e-ri^a, C.
Lacerta, la-ser'ta, C.
Lacetani, las-e-ta^ni, C.
Lacetania, las-e-ta'm-a, C.
Laceter, la-sc'tei^ C.
Lachares, lak'a-rez, C.
Laches, la'kez, C.
Lachesis, lak'e-sis, C.
Lachish, la'kish, B.
Lachmann, lak'man, M.
Laciades, la-si'a-dez, C.
Lacibi, lasr i-bi, C.

Lacinia, la-sin'i-a; -ium, -t-um, C.
Laciniensis, la-sin'i-en'sis, C.
Lackawanna, lak-a-won'na, M.
Lackawaxen, lak-a-waks'en, M.
Laco, la'ko, C.
Lacobriga, lak-o-brKga, C.
La Condamine, la-kox-da-men', 31.

Lacones, la-ko'nez, C.
Laconia, la-ko^ni-a ; Laconica, la-

kon'i-ka, C.
i^acrates, lak'ra-tez, C.
Lacroix, la-krwa.', 31.

Lactantius, lak-tan'shi-us, C.
Lactuca, lak-turka, C.
Lactucinus, lak-tu-si'nus, C.
Lacunus, la-ku'hus, B.
Lacydes, las'i-dez or la-si^dez, C.
Lacydon, las'i-don, C.
Ladakh, la-dak', 3L
Ladan, la'dan, B.
Ladas, la'das, C.
Lade, la'de, C.
Ladocea, lad-o-se'a, C.
Ladislas, lad'is-las, or Ladislaus,

lad-is-la'us, 31.

Ladoga, lad'o-ga, 3t.

Ladonis, la-do'nis, C.
Ladrones, la-dronz'; in Sp. lad-ro'

nes, 31.

Laea, la-e'a, C.
Lael, la'el, B.
Lselia, le'li-a; -lius, -li-us, C.
Lsslianus, le-li-a'nus, C.
Lsanas, lc'nas, C.
La^nnec, lan-nekr , 31.

Laspa Magna, le'pa-mag'na, C.

I La,ertes, la-er'tez, C.

i

Laertiades, la-er-ti'a-dez, C.
|

Laertius, la-er'shi-us, C.
! Lsestrygon, les-tri^gon, C.
Laestrygones, les-tng'o-nez, C.

j

Lata, le'ta; Laetus, -tus, C.

|

Laevi, le'vi, C.
Laevinus, le-vi'nus, C.

j
La Fayette or Lafayette, la-fa-et'

r
,

31.

j
Laffitte, laf-fit' or la-fet', 31.

La Fontaine, la-fSn-tan'; in F. la-

i'ox-ten'
r
, 31.

I La Fourche. la-foorsh/, M.
1 Lagaria, la-ga'rf-a, C.

\

Lagia, la'jf-a, C.

j

Lagides, laj'i-dez, C.
Laginia, laj-i-ni^a, C.
Lagny, lan-ye', 31.

\
Lago di Como, la'go-de-ko'mo,^!/.

j

Lago Maggiore, la'go-mad-jo'ra, M.
j
La Grange, la-grany, 31.

;
La Guira, la-gwi'ra, M.

j
Laguna del Madre, la-goo'na-del-
mad'ra, 31.

: Lagus, la'gus, C.
Lagusa, la-gu'sa, C.
Lagyra, la-ji'ra, C.
Lahad, la'had, B.
Lahairoi, la-ha'roi, B.
La Harpe or Labarpe, la-hiirp" or

!
la-arpr , M.

\
La Haye, la^ia', 31.

i Lahire, lii-hei"' or lii-er', 31.

i Lahmam, la'mam, B.
j

Lahmi, la'ml, B.
Lahn, Ian, 3L

j

Lahore, lii-hor', 31.

j

Lahsa or Lachsa, lii'sii : same as
< Hajar, 31.

,

La Huerta, la-wer'ta, 31.

I

Laiades, la-i'a-dez, V.
I Laias, la'yas, C.
Laibach or Laybach, lT'biik, 31.

Laing, lang, 31.

Lais, la'is, C.
Laish, lavish,

Laius, la-'yus, C.
Lakshmi, laksli'mi, H.

j

Lakum, la'kum, B.
j

Lalage, laKa-je, C.
Laland : same as Laaland, M.

|

Laletania, lal-e-ta'nl-a, C.
Lalisus, la-li'sus, C.
Lally-Tollendal, lal-le'tol-loN-dal'

31.

Lamachus, lam'a-kus, C.
LaMancha, la-man^cha, 31.

La Marche, la-marsh/, 31.

La Marmora, la-mar'mo-ra, 31.

Lamarc[ue, lii-mark^, 31.

Lamartine, lii-mar-ten /', M.
Lamballe, lox-baK. 31.

Lambayeque, lam-bi-a /'ka, 31.

Lambeca, lam-be'ka, C.
Lambrani, lam-bra''ni, C.
Lambrica, lam-bri'ka, C.
Lamea, la-me'a, C.
Lamech, la'mek, B.
Lamedon, lam'e-don, C.

nego, la-ma'go, 31.

Mennais or
'

La Mennais or Lamennais, la-ma-

|
na', 31.

;

Lametini, lam-e-ti'ni, C.

j

Lametus, la-me rtus, C.
! Lami. la'me, 31.

Lamia, la'mi-a; -miae, -mi-e, C.
Lammermuir. lam'iiier-moor, 31.

Lamoriciere, la/mo-re/se-ar', 31.

J

LamotTie, la-mot', 31. _
I

La Motte-Fouque, la-rnot-loo'ka'.if.

Lamouroux. la-moo-roo', 31.

Lampadius, lam-pa'di-us, C.
i Lampea, lam-pe'a, C.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; iV, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Lampedo, lam-pe'do, C.
Lampetia. lam-pe-ti^a, C.
Lampato, lam'pe-to, C.
Lampia, lam-pi'a, C.
Lampitie, lam-pi'shi-c, C.
Lamponea, lam-po-ne^a, or Lampo-

nia. lam-po-ni'a or -po'nt-a. C.
Lampridius iElius, lam-prid'i-us-e'-

li-us, C.

Lamprocles, lara'pro-klez, C.
Lamprus, lam'prus, C.
Lampsacus, lamp'sa-kus; -s&chum,
-sa-kuni, C.

Lampteria, lamp-te'ri-a, C.
Lamas, la'mus, C.
Lamyrus, lam'i-rus, C.
Lanal, la'nl, or Ranai, ra/ni, 31.

Lanarkshire, lan'ark-sher, 31.

Lanassa, la-nas'sa, C.
Lancashire, lank'a-sher, M.
Lancaster, lankras-ter, 31.

Lancea, lan-se'a, C.
Lancerota, lan-ser-o'ta, or Lanza-

rote, lan-thS-ro'ta, 31.

Lancia, lan'shi-a, C.
Lanciano, lan-cha'no, 31.

Landaff, more prop. Llandaff, lan-
daf , 31.

Landau or Landaw, lan^dow, 31.
Landes, loxd, M.
Landsberg, lands'berg; inG. lants'-

b5rg, 31.

Landscrona, landz^kroo-na, 31.

Landshut, landz'hoot; in G. lants /'-

hoot, 31.

Lanfranc, lox-froN-', 31.

Langeac, 15N-zhakr, 31.

Langeland, lang'e-land, or Lang-
land, lang'land, 31.

Langensalza, lang'en-salts'a, 31.

Langholm, lang'um, 31.

Langia, lan-ji'a, C.
Langobardi, lan-go-bar'di, C.
Langres, loxn'r, m.
Languedoc, lox'ge-dok', 31.

Lannes, Ian or lim, 31.

Lantier, lon-te-a', 31.

Lanuvini, lan-u-vi'ni, C.
Lanuvium, la-nu'vi-um, C.
Lanzarote: see Lancerota.
Laocoon, la-ok'o-on, C.
Laocoosa, la-ok'o-o'sa, C.
Laodamas, la-od'a-mas, C.
Laodamia, la-od'a-mi'a, C.
Laodice, la-od'i-se, C.
Laodicea, la-od'i-se'a; -ceans, -se r-

:

anz, B.
Laodicea, la-od'i-se'a; -cene, -se'ne,
a

Laodochus, la-od'o-kus, C.
Laogonus, la-og'o-nus, C.
Laogoras, la-og'o-ras; -ore, -o-re, C.
Laomache, la-om'a-ke, C.
Laomedes, la-o-me'dez, C.
Laomedia, la'o-me-di'a, C.
Laomedon, la-om'e-don, C.
Laomedonteus, la-om'e-don-te'us, C
Laomedontiadae, la-om'e-don-ti'a-
dae ; -adez, -a-dez, C.

Laomenes, la-om'e-nez, C.
Laon, lii-ox /

', M.
Laonice, la-o-ni'se, C.
Laonome, la-on'o-me, C.
Laophon, la'o-fon, C.
Lao3, la'os, W.
Laothoe. la-oth^o-e ; -oes, -o-ez, C.
Lapathus, lap'a-thus, C.
La Paz, la-paz'; in Sp. lii-Dath/, M.
La P.'rouse, la-pa-rooz', 31.
Lapethus, la-pe'thus, C.
Laphaes, lafa-ez, C.
Laphria, la'fri-a, C.
Laphystium, la-fis'ti-um, C.
Lapicini, laD-i-si'nl, C.

1 Lapidei, la-pid'e-i: -eus, -e-us, C.
\ Lapidoth, lap'i-doth, B.
! Lapiths, lap'i-the, C.

j

Lapithaeum, lap-i-the^um, C.
I
Laplace, la-plass', M.

I
La Plata, la-pla'ta, 31.

|

Laprius, la'pri-us, C.

\
La Puebla or La P. de los Angeles,

I la-pweb'la-da-los-ang'hel-es, 31.

Lara, la'ra, or Laranda, la-ran'da,

I

c-

Laredo, in Spain, la-ra'do; in Texas,
! la-ra'do, 31.

Larentia, la-ren'sht-a, C.
Lares, la'rez, C.
Larica, lar'i-ka, C.
Larina, la-ri'na; -nas, -nas; -ne, -ne,

C.
Larinates, lar-i-na'tez, C.
Larinum, la-ri'num or lar'I-num, C.
Larissa, la-ris'sa, C. and 31.

Larissenus, lar-is-se'nus, C.
Larissus, la-ris'sus or ISi-'is-sus, C.
Laristan, liir-is-tan'', 31.

Larius, la'ri-us, C.
La Rochejaquelein or -jacuelin, la-

! rosh'zhak-lax', 3f.

Larnica, lar'ni-ka, 31.

i Larolum, lar'o-lum, C.
Laronia, la-ro'ni-a, C.

|
Larrey, lar're or la-i-a', M.
Lartidius, lar-tid'i-us, C.

I

Lartius, lar'shi-us, C.
Lartolaeetae, lar'to-le-e'te, C.
Larymna, la-rim'na, C.
La Salle, la-sal", 3L
Las Casas, las-ka^sas, 31.

,
Las Cases, las-kaz', 31.

Lasea, la-se'a, B.
Lasha, la'sha, B.
Lasharon, la-sha'ron, B.
Las Palmas, las-paKmas, 31.

Lassa or H'lassa, h'las'sa, 31.

Lassia, las'shT-a, C
Lasthenes, lasrthe-nez, B. and C.
Lasthenia, las-the-ni /

'a, C.
Lasus, la'sus, C.
Latakia, la-ta-ke'a, or Ladikia, la-

de-ke'a, 31.

Latera, lat'e-ra, C.
Lateranus, lat-e-ra'nus, C.
Laterium, la-te'ri-um, C.
Latham, la'thum, 31.

Lathyrus, Iath/i-rus, C.
Latialis, la-shi-ar lis; -aris, -a'ris, C.
Latinse, ia-ti'ne; -ni, -ni; -nus, -mis,

C.
Latium. la'shT-um, C.
La.tobius, la-to'bi-us, C.
Latobrigi, lat-o-bri']!, C.
Latoia, la-to'ya, C.
Latoides, la-to'i-dez, C.
Latois, la-to'is, C.
Latomiae, la-to'mi-e, C.
Latona, la-torna, C.
Latopolis, la-top'o-lis, C.
Latorea, lat-o-re'a. C.
Latorici, lat-o-ri'sl or la-tSr't-si. C.
Latour, la-toor', M.
Latous, la-torus, C.
Latreille, la-traK or -tray", 31.

Latrobe, la-trob', 31.

Lattakoo, lat-ta-koo', 31.

Latumias, la-tu'mi-e, C.
Lauban. loWban, 31.

Laudamia, law-da-mi'a, C.
Lauderdale, law'der-dal, 3f.

Laudon or Loudon, low'dun, 31.

Lauenburg, low'en-berg or -bdorg,

Laugona, low'go-na, C.
Launceston, lans'ton, 31.

Laura law'ra, C.
Laureacum, law-re 'a-kum, C.

Laureas, law're-as, C.
Laurentalia, law-ren-ta'li-a, C.

j

Laurentes, lavr-ren'tez, C.
Laurentia-law-ren'shl-a; -tius, -sht-

j

us, C.
Laurentini, law-ren-tKni, C.
Laurentum, law-ren'tum, C.
Laureolus, law-re 'o-lus, C.
Laurion, lawrrl-on or law-ri'on, C.
Lauron, law'ron, C.

j

Laus, la'us, C.
Lausanne, lo-zan', M.
Lausus, law'sus, C.
Lauterbrunnen, low'ter-br6"on/nen,
or Lauterbrunn, loWter-brCtiu',

I
31.

Lautium, law'shi-um, C.
Lavacca, la-vak'ka, orLa Baca, 31.

Laval, la-viil /', 31.

Lavater, lii-va'ter or la-va-tar', 31.

Laverna, la-verrna, C.
: Lavernium. la-ver'ui-um, C.
, Lavinia, la-vin'i-a, C.
La\nnium, la-vin'i-um, or Lavinum,
-vi'nuin, C.

Lavoisier, la-vwa'ze-a', 3f.
Lavoro, la-vo^ro, 31.

Layard, la'ard, M.
Laybach or Laibach, li'bak; in 11-

hjrian, Lublana, loo-bla'na, M.
Lazarus, laz'a-rus, B. and C.
Leades, le 'a-dez, C.
Leaena, le-e rna, C.
Leah, le'a, B.
Leamington, lem'ing-tun, 31.

Leander, le-an'der, CT
.

Leanira, le-a-ni'ra, C.
Leanitae, le-a-ni'te, C.
Leannoth, le-an'noth, B.
Learchus, le-ar'kus, C.
Lebadea, leb-a-de'a; -dia, -di'a, C.
Lebana, -nah, leb'a-na, B.
Lebanon, leb ra-non, B. and 31.

Lebaoth, leb'a-oth, B.
Lebbaeus, -beus, leb-be'us, B.
Lebedus, leb'e-dus; -dos, -dos, C.
Lebena, le-be'na. C.
Lebeuf, le-buf, 31.

Lebinthos oi'-bynthos, le-bin'thos,

Lebianc, lg-blSN', 31.

Leblond, le-bloN', 31.

Lebonah, le-bo'na, B.
i.e Brun or Lebrun, lg-bruN^, M.
Lecah, le'ka,^.
Lecce, let'cha, 31.

Lech, lek. 31.

Lechaeum, le-ke'um, C.
Le Clerc or Leclerc, 15-klar', 31.

Lecomte, le-kSNf, 31.

Leconte, l5-koNtr , 31.

Lectoure, lek-toorr , 3f.

Leda, le'da, C.
Ledaea, le-de'a, C.
Ledru-RolUn, le-dru'rol-laN', 31.

Lefebvre, le-fevr' or le-iavr', 31.

Legare. le-gre', 31.

Legendre, le-zhoNd'r' or le-jen'-
der, 31.

Leger, la-zha', 31.

Leghorn, leg-h6rn^ or leg'hQrn j in
It. Livorno, le-vor-'no, 31.

Legnago, len-ya'go, 31.

Legnano, len-ya'no, 31.

Legrand, le-groN', M.
Leh or Lei, la, 31.

Lehabim, le'ha-bim, B.
Lehi, le'hi, B.
Lehigh, le'hl, 31.

Leibnitz or Leibniz, lTb'nits, 31.

Leicester, les'ter, 31.

Leiden or Leyden, li'dn, 31.

Leigh, le, 31.

Leighton, le'tun or la'tun, M.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; Snd, eve, term ; In, ice ; 5dd, tone, 8r ;
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Leiningen, rKning-en, 31.

Leinster, lin'ster or len'stSr, 31.

Leipsic, Hp'sik; in G. Leipzig, lip'-
tsig, 31.

Leiria or Leyria, la-re'a, 31.

Leith, leth, 31.

Leitmeritz, lit'nier-its, or Leutmer-
itz, loit'mer-its, 31.

Leitrim, le'trim, 31.

Leitus, le_^i-tus, C.
Leixlip, laslip, 31.

Lelegeis, lel-e-je'is, C.
Leleges, lel'e-jez, ft
Lelex, le'leks, C.
Lemaistre, le-matr'', 31.

Lemannus, le-man'rius, ft
Le Mans, le-mSN', 31.

Lemanus, le-ma'nus, ft
Lemberg, lem /'berg; in G. lem /,

berg;
in Polish, Lwow, lwof, 31.

Lemoine, le-mwan' or le-mom', 31.

Le Monnier or Lemonnier, le-rnon'-
ne-a', 31.

Lemqvices, lem-o-vi/'sez or le-mov /'-

t-sez, ft
Lemovii, le-mo'vY-i, C
Lempriere, lera'prt-er or lem-prer',

31.

Lemuel, lem /'u-el,_B.

Lemures, lem'u-rez, C.
Lemuria, le-mu'ri-a, ft
Lena, le'na; in Buss, la'na, 31.

Lenaeus, le-ne'us, ft
Lenawee, len'a-we, 31.

Lenclos or L'Enclos, loN-klo', 31.

Lenfant or L'Enfant, loN-foN', 31.

Lenni-Lennapd, len'ne-len-nii/pa,
31.

Lenoir, le-nor' or le-nwar/', 31.

Lentini, len-te'ne, 31.

Lentulus, len'tu-lus, C
Leo, le'o, C
Leobotes, le-ob'o-tez orle-o-bo'tez,
a

Leocadia, le-o-ka'dj-a, C.
Leocedes, le-o-se'dez, ft
Leochares, le-olCa-rez, C.
Leocorion, le-o-korri-on, C
Leocrates, le-ok'ra-tez, C.
Leodamas, le-od'a-mas, C.
Leodocus, le-od'o-kus, C.
Leogane, la-o-gan', 31.

Leogoras, le-og'o-ras; -orus, -o-rus,

Leoides, le-o'i-dez, C.
Leominster, in Amer. lern'm-stSr

;

in Eng. lem'ster, 31.

Leon, le'on; in Sp. la-on', 31.

Leona, le-o'na, ft
Leoni, la-o'ne, 31.

Leonida, le-onl-da ; -idas, -i-das ;

-ides, -T-dez, C.
Leonnatus, le-on-na'tus, C.
Leontichus, le-on'ti-kus, C.
Leontini, le-on-ti'm, C.
Leontium, le-on'shY-um, C
Leontocephale, le - on'to - sef'a-le ;

-alus, -a-ltis, C.
Leontomenes, le-on-tom

/r

e-nez, C
Leontopolis, le-ori-top'o-lis, C._

Leontopolites, le-on'to-po-li'tez, C.
Leophanes, le-ofa-nez, C.
Leophron, le'o-fron or le-o^fron, C.
Leoprepes, le-op're-pez, C.

Leos, le'os, C.
Leosthenes, le-os'the-nez, C.
Leostratus, le-os'tra-ras^ ft
Leotychides, le-o-tik'i-dez, C
Leouwarden, le'war-dn, 31.

Lepanto, le-pan'to or la'pan-to, 31.

Lephyrium, le-ftr'T-um, ft
Lepida, lep'i-da; -idus, -T-dus, C.
Lepinus, le-pi'nus, C.
Lepontii, le-pon'sht-i, C

Leprea, le'pre-a ; -preos, -pre - os
-preon, -pre-on; -preum, -pre-um.

Leptines, lep'ti-nez, C.
Lerici, la're-che or ler'e-che, 31.

Lerida, ler'e-da, 31.
Lerina, le-ri'na, ft
Lero, le'ro; -ros, -ros, ft
Leroux, le-roo'', 31.

Lerwick, ler'ik, 31.

Le Sage or Lesage, le-sazh', 31.

Les Andelys, la-zSNd-le', 31.
Lesbodes, les'bo-dez, ft
Lesbonax, les-bo'naks, C.
Lesbonicus, les-bo-ni'kus, ft
Lesbous, les-bo'us, C
Les Gonaives, la-go-rav', 31.

Leshem, le'shem, B.
Lesina, les'e-na^Jf.
Les Martigues, la-mar-teg', 31.

Lespinasse or L'Espinasse, les-pe-

nas', 31.

L'Estrange, les-tranj /', 31.

gones, les-trig'o-nez, C.
Lestwithiel or Lostwitbiel, lest- or

lost-with^el, 31.

L'Estoile, la-twaK, 31.

Le Sueur, le-socr'; in F. le-swer',M
Lesura, les'u-ra or le-su'ra, C.
Letbseus, le-the ,us, C.
Lethe, le'the, C.
Letogenes, le-toj^e-nez, C.
Letreus, le'tre-us or le'trus, C.
Letrini, le-tri'm, C.
Lettus, let'tus, B.
Letus, le'tus, v.
Letushim, le-tu'sbim, B.
Leuca, lurka, C.
Leucadia, lu-ka'dl-a = Santa
Maura, 31.

Leucani, lu-ka'ni. C.
Leucas, lu'kas, C.
Leucaspis, lu-kas'pis, C.
Leucata, lu-ka'ta ; -te, -te; -tes,

-tez, C.
Leuce, lu rse; -ci, -si, C.
Leuceas, lu'se-as, C.
Leuchtenberg, loik,ten-bgrg/, 31.

Leucippe, lu-sip'pe, C. _
Leucippides, lu-sip'pi-dez, C.
Leucippus, lu-sip^pus, C.
Leucocomas, lu-kok'

r
o-mas, C.

Leucogaei, lu-ko-ie ,i, C.
Leucolithi, lu-koKT-thl, C.
Leucolla, lu-koKla, C.
Leucolophas, lu-koKo-fas ; -ophus,

-o-fus, C.
Leucon, lu'kon, C.
Leucone, lu-ko'ne; -nes, -nez, C.
Leuconicus, lu-kon'i-kus, C.
Leuconoe, lu-kon'o-e, C.
Leuconotus, lu-kon'o-tus, C.
Leucopetra, lu-kop'e-tra, C.
Leucophryne, lu-ko-fri

/,

ne, or -na,
-na, C.

Leucophrys, lu'ko-fris, C.
Leucopolis, lu-kop'o-lis, O.
Leucos, lu'kos, C.
Leucosia, lu-ko'shi-a, C.
Leucosyri, lu-kos'^f-ri, C.
J.eucosyrii, lu-ko-slr^l-i, C.
Leucothea, lu-ko'the-a, C.
Leucothoe, hi-koth-'o-e, C.
Leuctra, luk'tra; -trum, -trurn, C.
Leucus, lu'kus, C.
Leucyanias, lu-shi-a'ni-as, C.
Leummim, le-urn'mim, B.
Leutmeritz, loit/mer-its : same as
Leitmeeitz, 31.

Leutschau, loit'show ; in Hung.
Lxcse, lo-cha/', 31.

Leutychides, lu-tik'i-dez, C.
Leuwenhoek, loo'en-hOSk ; in D.

Ie rven-hd6k, 31.

Levaci, le-va'si, C.
Levana, le-va'na, C
Levant, le-vanf, 31.

Leven, Loch, lok-leVen, 31.

Lever, le'ver, 31.

Leverrier,15-v6r /
'ri-er or le-va're-a/',

31.

Levi, le'vi, B.
Leviathan, le-vi'a-than, B.
Levis, le'vis, B.
Levisac, la-ve-zak', 31.

Levite, le'vit, B.
Levites, le-vi'tez, C.
Levitical, le-vifik-al, B.
Leviticus, le-vit'i-kus, B.
Levoni, le-vo^ni, C.
Lexianae, leks-i-a'ne, C.
Lewes, lu'es, 31.

Lewisham, lu'isli-um, 31.
Lexiphanes, leks-if'a-nez, C.
Lexobii, leks-o'bY-I; -vii, -vt-1, C.
Leyden or Leiden, li'- or la'dn , M.
L'Hopital or L'Hospital, lo-pe-ta!'",

31.

Liagore, li-ag'o-re, C.
Liampo, le-am'po: same as Nijn'o-
Po, 31.

Libadia, lib-a-de ra: same as Liva-
DIA, 31.

Libanse, lib ra-ne, C.
Libanius, li-ba-'ni-us, V.
Libanus, lib'a-nus, B. and C.
Libentina, lib-en-ti'na, C.
Liber, li'ber, C.
Libera, lib'e-ra, C.
Liberaiia, lib-e-rarli-a, C.
liberi, ler ba-re, 31.

Liberia, li-be'ri-a, 31.

Liberini, lib-e-ri'm, C.
Libertas, li-ber'tas, C.
Libertines, lib^er-tinz, B.
Libethra, li-be'thra, C. _
Libethrides, li-beth^ri-dez, C.
Libici, lib'T-si, C.
Libisosona, lib-i-sos /'o-nd, C.
Libitina, lib-i-ti'na, C.
Libnah, lib'na ; -ni, -ni ; -nites,

-nitz, B.
Libo, li^bo, C.
Libon, li'bon, C.
Libonotus, li-bon'o-tus, C.
Libophoenices, lib/o-fe-ni/'sez, C.
Libora, lib-'o-ra, C.
Libourne, le-boorn'', 31.

Liburna, li-ber'na, C.
Liburnia, li-bgr'ni-a, C.
Liburnides, Ii-ber'ni-dez, C.
Liburnus, li-ber'nus, C
Libya, lib'i-a, B. and C.
Libyans, lib'i-anz, B.
Libyci, lib'i-si, C.
Libycum Mare, lib Ai-kum-marre,C
Libycus, lib'i-kus, C.
Libyphoenices. lib'^fe-ni'sez, C.
Libys, li'bis, C.
Libyssa, li-bis'sa, C.
Libystinus, lib-is-ti^nus, C.
Licates, li-ka'tez^^ C.
Lichades, lik^a-dez, C.
Lichas, li'kas, C.
Liches, li'kez, C.
Lichfield, lich'feld, 31.

Lichtenau, lik'ten-ow, 31.

Lichtenberg, lik rten-bevg, 31.

Lichtenfels, lik'ten-fels', 31.

Lichtenstein, lik'ten-stin, or Liech-
tenstein, lek'ten-stin, 31.

Lichtwehr, likfvav, 31.

Licinia, li-siiT'Y-a; -ius, -T-us, C.
Liciniani, lis'Y-rri-a'ni, C.
Licinus, lis'i-nus, C.
Licymnius, li-sim

/,
ni-us, C.

Liddell, lirt'del, 31.

Lieber, le'ber, 31.

siin, cube, full ; moon, f6t>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink. then, boNboN, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical j E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; iV, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Liebig, le'big, Jf.

Liebris, li-elms, C.
Liege, lej ; in F. le-azh''; in D.
Luyk or Luik, loik; in G. Liittich,
ISt'tik, M.

Liegnitz, leg'nit.z, M.
Lier, ler; in F. Lierre, le-ar', Jf.

Ligarius, li-ga'ri-us, C.
Ligea, li-je'a, C.
lager, li'jer, C.
Ligoras. lig'o-ras, C.
Ligures, lig'u-rez, C.
Liguria, li-gu'rl-a, C.

Ligurinus, lig-u-ri'nus, C.
Ligus, li'gus, C.
Ligusticum Mare, li-gus'ti - kum-
ma're, C.

Ligye, lij'i-e, C.
Liinifiord or Lymfiord, lem-fe-ord /',

M.
Likhi, lik'M, B.
Lilaea, li-le'a, C.
Lille or Lisle, lei, Jf.

Lilybaeum, lil-i-be'urn, C.
Lilybe, liFi-be, C.
Lima (wi Peru), le'ma; (in U. S.)
li'ma, Jf.

Limsea, li-me^a; -mseas, -me'as, C.
Limborch, lim'bork, or Limborg,
lim'borg, M.

Limburg, lim^berg : in F. Lim-
bourg, lax-boor'', Jf.

Limenetis, lim-e-ne'tis, C.
Limenia. li-me'nt-a, C.
Limenotis. lim-e-no'tis, C.
Limenterus, li-men'te-rus, C.
Limentinus, lim-en-ti'nus, C.
Limera, li-me'ra, C.
Limerick, lini'er-ik, Jf.

Limetanus. lim-e-ta^nus, C.
I.imnaeum, lim-ne'um, C.
Limnatis, lim-na'tis, C.
Limneg6nes, lim-nej /'e-nez, C.
Limnetes. lim-ne'tez, C.
Limniades, lim-ni'a-dez, C.
Limnorea, lim-no-re'a, C.
Limoges, le-mozh'

-

, Jf.

Limon, ii'mon, C.
Limone, li-mo'ne, C.
Limoniades, lim-o-ni

y,
a-dez, C.

Limonum, li-mo'num or liin'o-
num, C.

Limousin, le-moo-sax'', Jf.

Limyra, lim-'i-ra, C.
Linacre. lin'a-ker, M.
Linares, le-n&'res, Jf.

Lincasii, lin-ka'shl-I or lin-ka-sT'I.

a
Lincoln, link'un, Jf.

Lindia. lin'dX-a; -dius, -dT-us, C.
Lingard, ling^jard, M.
Lingones, liu'go-nez ; -gonus, -cro-

nus, C.
Lingonicus, lin-gon'i-kus, C.
Linkb'ping or Linkjoping. lin'che-

ping, Jf.

Linlithgow. Un-Uth/go, M.
Linne, lir.-na'"; in L. Linnaeus, lin-

ne'us, M.
Linn6ll. lin'nel, M.
LinternaPalus, lin-terrna-pa1us> C
Lintemum, lin-ter'nurn, C.
Lintz or Linz, lints, M.
Linus, li'mis. B., C, and 31.

Liodes, li-o'dez, C.
Lipara, lip-'a-ra ; -are, -a-re ; -aris,

-a-ris; -arus, -a-rus, C.
Lipari. lip'a-re or le'pa-re, M.
Liphephile, li-fef' i-le. C.
Lipiritani, lip'i-ri-ta'ni, C.
Lipodorus. lip-o-do'rus, C.
Lippe. lip'pe; L.-Detinold, -def-
mnlt; L-Schauenburg, -showmen.
bdorg or -berg, M.

Lippincott, Up'pin-kut, M.
Liquentia, li-kwen'shT-a, C.
Lirinus, li-ri'nus, C.
Lirione, li-n'o-ne, C
Liriope, li-ri'o-pe, C.
Liris, li'ris. C.
Lisbon, liz'bun; in Pg. Lisboa, le»-

bo'a, M.
Lisinae, lis'i-ne, C.
Lisle or Lille, lei, M.
Lissa, lis'sa; in Polish Leszno, lesh'-
no, J/.

Liszt, list, M.
Litabrum, lifa-brum, C.
Litana, li-tarna, C.
Litavicus, li-tav'i-kus, C.
Liternium, lit-er-ni'um, C.
Liternum. li-ter'num, C.
Litnrus, li'thrus, C.
Lithuania, lith-u-a'nT-a, M.
Litiz, lit'its, M.
Litomachus. li-tom /'a-kus, C.
Litubium, li-tu'bi-um, C.
Lityersas. lit-i-er'sas; -ses, -sez, C.
Livadia, liv-a-de'a, Jf.

Liverpool, liv'er-pool, Ml
Livia. iiv ri-a: -ias, -i-as, C.
Livilla, li-viKla, C.
Livineius, liv-i-ne'yus, C.
Liviopolis. liv-i-op'o-lis, C.
Livius, liVi-us. C.
Livonia, le-^o'nt-a; in G. Liefland.
lefTant, 31.

Livorno, le-vor'no, M.
Lixus, liks^us. C.

ausne. lyoos'na. 31.

andaff or Landaff, lan-daf', 31.

LlaneUy. la-neth'lT, M.
Llangollen, lan-goth'len, M.
Llanidloes, lan'id-les, 31.

Llanos, lya'nos,^.
Llanrwst. lan^roost, 31.

Llerena, lva-ra'na, 31.

Llorente, lo-ren'ta, 31.

Lloyd, loid, 31.

Lo-ammi. lo-arn'ml, B.
Loango. lo-ang'go, 31.

Lobon, io'bon, C.
Locha. lo'ka. C.
Lochaber. lok-ii'ber, 31.

Loch Lomond, lok-lo'mund. 31.

Locozus, lok'o-zus, C.

Locri. lo'kri; -cris, -kris, C.

Locusta, lo-kus'ta, C.
Locutius, lo-ku'shi-us, C.

Lod, lod, B.
Lodebar. lo-de'bar, B.
Lodeve. lo-daV, 31.

Lodi. hi P. lo'de: in U. S. lo'di, 31.

Loffoden, lo±'-fo
rdn or Lofoden, le-

fo'dn. 31.

Logbasis. log'ba-sis, C.
Loggia, lod'jii. 31.

Logium, lo-ji'uin, C.
Logothetes. lo-goth'e-tez. C.

Loir, lwar, 31.

Loire, Iwar, 31.

Loiret, hvii-ra', 31.

Lois, lo'is, B.
Loki, lo'kT, y.
Lokman, lok-miin /

', M.
Lolland, lol'land: same a.< Laa-
UXD, 31.

Lollia, loKlT-a. C.
Lotianus, lol-li-a'nus, C.
Lollius, loKli-us, C.
Lombardy, lom^biir-dt, C.
Lom::nie. lo-ma-ne', 31.

Lomond, Loch, lok-lo^mund, 31.

Lomonosof. -nosov. or -nossow, lom-
a-no'sof, 31.

Loncium, lon'shY-um, C.
Londinium, Ion-din 'i-um, C.
Londobiis, lon'do-bris, C.

31.

London, lun'dun, 31.

Londonderry, luis'dun-der'rT, 31.

Longatis, lon-ga'tis, C.
Longhi, lon'ge, or Lunghi, lobn'j

Longimanus. lon-jim'a-nus, C.
Longinus, lon-ji'jius. C.
Longobardi, lon-go-bai-'di, C.
Longone, lon-go^ne, C.
Longueville, loxg'veK, 31.

Longula, lon'gu-la, C.
i.ongulani, lon-gu-la'ni, C.
Longuntica, lon-gun'tt-ka, C.
Longurus, lon-gu'rus, C
Lons-le-Saulnier, lox-le-so'ue-a
Loo Choo, loorchoo, Jf.
Looknoqee, look-noo-e

/r

, 31.

Lopadus'a. lop-a-duj'sa, C.
i-ope de Vega. lo'Da-da-va^a, M.
Lopez, lo'pez or la'peth, 31.

Loracina, lor-a-si'na, C.
Lorain, lo-ran', 31.

Loretto, lc-refto ; in It. and S}
Loreto. lo-ra'to, 31.

Lorient or L'Orient, lo-re-Sx', 31.

Lorium, lc'ri-um.-C.
Lorraine, lor-ran^ 31.

Lo-ruhamah, lo-roorha-ma, B.
Loryma, lBr'I-ma, C.
Los Angeles, los-ang^hel-es, M.
Lostwithiel, lost-with'el, J/.

Lot, lot, B. and M.
Lotan, lo'tan, B.
Lothaire, lo-thar' or lo-tar', 31.

Lothasubus, loth-a-su'bus, B.
Lothian, lo r thi-an, 31.

Lotis, lo'tis; -t-os, -tos, C.
Lotoa. lo-to'a, C.
Lotophagi. lo-tof'a-ji, C.
Lotophagitis. lot'o-la-ji'tis, C.
Loudon, Tow'dun, 11.

Lough, luf, 31.

Loughborough, lufbgr-e Jf.

Lough Erne. 15-?rn^, 31.

Lough Neagh.J5-na' "

Loughrea, 15-ra'^J/.
Louis. St., sent-loo'is or -Ico'e; in F.

sax-lob-e', Jf.

Louisiade, lqo-e-ze-ad', 31.

Louisiana. loo/e-ze-a
/r

na,_.lf.

Louisville, loo'is-vil or loo'I-vil, 31.

Louth. lo\vth._Jf. _
Louvain, loo-van'; in F. loo-vax'.Jf.
Louverture. loo-^er-toor

/r

, 31.

Louviers. loo-^'e-a
/', or Loviers, lo-

ve-a', M^
: Louvois, loo-vwa', 31.

Lovia. lo'vi-a, C
Lowell, lo'el, 31.

Lower. low'Er, -If.

Lowndes, lowndz, 31.

Lowth. lowth, 31.

Loxias, lok'shT-as, C.

Loyola, loi-o'la or lo-yo'la, 31.

Lozere. lo-zar', 31.

Lozon, lo^zon, B.
Lua, lu'a, C.
L'.;beck, le'bek, 31.

Lnbim, lu'bim, B.
Lubin, le-bax', M.
Luca. iu^ka, C.
Lucagus, lu'ka-gus, C.

Lucani, lu-ka'ni; -nus. -mis. C.

Lucania, lu-ka rnl-a; Lucanius. -nT-

us, C.
Lucanicus, In-kan'i-kus, C.

Lucaria, hi-ka^ri-a, C.

Lucas, lu'kas. B.
Lucayos, loo-ki^os, 31.

Lucca, luk'ka; in It. look'ka, -1/.

Lucceius,.luk-se /yus,_C.
Lucena, lvi-se'na or loo-tha''na. 31.

Luceni, lu-se'ni ; -ceres, -se'rez ;

I
-ceria, -se'rl-a: -cerini, -se-ri'ni. C.

31.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 6nd, eve, term ; Tn, ice ; 5dd, tone, or

;

B, Biblical; C, Classical; E, Egyptian; H, Hindoo; 31, Modern; N, Norse. [See p. 521
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Lucera, loo-cha'rii, M.
Lucerne, loo-sern'

-

; in F. le-seni'; in

G. Luzern or Lucern, loot-sgrn^Ji".

Lucetiu3, lu-se'shi-us, ft _
Lucia, lurshT-a, ft and M.; loo-se'a
or loo-se', M.

Lucianus, lu-shi-a^nus ; -enus, -e'-

nus, ft
Lucidus, lu'si-dus, C.

Lucifer, lu'si-fer, B. and C
Lucifera, lu-sif'e-ra, ft
Lucilius, lu-sil'i-us, ft
Lucilla, lu-sil'la, ft
Lucina, lu-si'na, G
Luciolus, Lu-si'o-lus, ft
Lucipor, lu'si-por, C.
Lucius, lu'sM-us, B. and C.
Lacke, lek'ke, M.
Lucknow, luk'now, M.
Lugon or Luzon, loo-zon', M.
Lucretia, lu-kre'slvi-a; -tius, -shi-us,

C and M.
Lucretilis, lu-krefi-lis, C.
Lucrinu3, lu-kri'mis, ft
Luctatius, luk-ta'slii-us, G
Lucullus, lu-kullus, ft
Lucumo, lu'ku-mo, ft
Lucua, lu'kus, ft
Lud, lud, B.
Ludamar, lu-da-mar/', M.
Ludim, lu'dim, B.
Ludius, lurdi-us,_C
Ludwizsburg, lood' wigs -berg or

lood'vigs-botMTg', M.
Ludwigslust, lood'vigs-ldost', M.
Lugano, luo-ga/no, M.
Lugduriuin, lug-du'num, C
Lugo, loo'go, M.
Luhith, lu'hith, B.
Luii, lu'J-i, ft
Luini, loo-e'ne, M.
Luke, luk, B.
Lulea, loo'le-o, M.
Lulli or Lully, le-ye', M.
Lumberitani, lum-ber'i-ta'ni, ft
Luna, lu'na, ft and M.
Liineburg, lu'ne-berg or lS'ne'-

b55rg', M.
Lunenburg, lu"nen-b5rg, M.
Lur.eville, lu'ne-vil or lg-na-veK, M.
Lupa, lu'pa, ft
Lupata, lu-pa'ta, M.
Lupercal, lu-per'kal, C.
Lupercalia, lu-per-ka'lY-a, G
Luperci, lu-per'si; -cus, -kus, G
Lupias, lu'pt-as, G
Lupodunum, lu-po-du'num, ft
Lusatia, lu-sa'shi-a ; in F. Lusace,

lg-zas'; in G. Lausitz, low^zits, M.
Lusignan, le-zen-ycN', M.
Lusitani, lu-si-ta'm ; -fcania, -ta'-
nt-a; -tanus, -ta/nus, C.

Lusones, lu-so'nez, G
Lutatius, lu-ta'skOt-us, C.
Lutetia, lu-te'shT-a, G
Lutevani, lu-te-va'ni, C.
Lutorius, lu-to'ri-us, C.
Lutzen, ldofsen, M.
Liitzow, let'so, M.
Luxemberg, luks'em-berg ; in F.
Luxembourg, leks-ox-boor', M.

Luxeuil, leks-el'', M.
Luxia, luk/shl-a, G
Luxor, looks'or or luks'or, M.
Luz, luz, B.
Luzern: same as Lucerne.
Luzerne,_m U. S. lu-zern', M.
Luzon, loo-zon' ; or Lucon, in Sp.
lOb-thon', M.

Lyaeus, li-e
rus, G

Lybas, li'bas, C.
Lycabas, lik'a-bas, ft
Lycabettus, lik-a-beftus ; -betus,

-be'tiis, ft

|

Lycaea, li-se'a; -caeus, -se'us, C.
I Lycagoras, li-kag'o-ras, ft
I Lycambes, li-kamr bez,_C.
' Lycamedes, lik-a-ine'dez, ft
Lycaon, li-ka'on, ft

I
Lycaones, li-ka'o-nez; -onis, -o-nis,

I

Lycaonia, lik-a-o'iii-a, B. and ft
! Lycaretus, lik-a-re'tus, ft
Lycas, lKkas, ft

Lycastus, li-kas'tus, ft
Lyce, li

rse, ft
Lyceas, lis'e-as, ft
Lycegenes,_li-sej'e-nez, ft
Lyces, li'sez, ft
Lyceum, li-se

rum, or -cium, -si^um,

Lyceus, li-se'us, ft _
Lychnides, lik'ni-dez ; -nidus, -ni-

dus, ft
Lycia, lish/T-a, B. and ft

Lycidas, lis
ri-das; -ide, -i-de, ft

Lycimna, li-sim'na, ft
Lycimnia, li-siin^ni-a, ft
Lycinus, li-si'iius, ft

Lyciscus, li-sis'kus, ft
Lycius, li-si'us or lish''i-us, ft
Lycoa, lik'o-a, ft
Lycoleon, li-ko'le-on. ft

Lycomedes, lik-o-me'dez, ft
Lycoming, li-koin'ing, M.
Lycone, li-ko'ne, ft
Lycopas, li-ko^pas ; -pe, -pe ; -pes,

-pez ; -pus, -pus, ft
Lycopeus,li-korpe-us or li-ko'pus, ft
Lycophron, lik'o-fron, ft

Lycopolis, ii-kop'o-lis, ft
Lycorea, lik-o-re'a ; -reus, -re'us ;

-rius, -ri'us, ft
Lycoreus, 11-110^6^8 or li-ko'rus, ft
Lycorias, li-ko'ri-as, ft
Lycoris, li-ko'i-is, ft
Lycormas, li-kor'mas, ft
Lycortas, li-kor'tas, ft
Lycosthene, li-kos'the-ne, ft
Lycosura, lik-o-su'ra, ft
Lycotas, li-ko'tas, ft
Lycozea, lik-o-ze'a, ft_
Lycurgides, lik-er-ji'dez, ft
Lycurgus, li-ker^gus, ft
Lycus, li'kus, ft
Lydda, lid'da, B.
Lyde, li'de, ft
Lydia, lid'i-a, B. and ft
•Lydius, lid ri-us, ft
Lyford, litrerd, M.
Lygdamis, lig^da-mis; -damus, -da-
mus, ft

Lygii, lij'i-i, ft
i.ygodesma, Iig-o-des'ma, ft
Lygu3, li'gus, ft
Lymax, li'inaks, ft
Lyme-Regis, lim-re'jis, M.
Lymfiord or Liimfiord, leiri-fe-ord',
M.

Lymii-e, lim-'i-re, ft
Lyncestae, lin-sesrte ; -tes, -tez ;

-tius, -ti-us, ft
Lynceus, lin'sus or lin'se-us, ft
Lyncidae, lin-si'de; -des, -dez, ft
Lynn-Regis, lin-re'ji*, M.
Lyonnais orLyonais, le-on-na'', M.
Lyons, li'utiz ; F. Lyon, le-ox', M.
Lyrcaeus, ler-se'us, ft
Lyrcea, ler-se'a, or -cia, -si'a; -ceus,
-se'us, ft

Lyrcius, lgr-si'us, ft
Lyrice, lir'i-se, ft
Lyrnesis, ler-ne'sis, ft
Lyrnessus, lgr-nes'sus, or -nesus,
-ne'sus, ft

Lyrope, lTrro-pe, ft
Lysagoras, li-sag'o-ras, ft
Lysander, li-san rder; -dra, -dra, ft

Lysanias, li-sa'ni-as, B. and ft
Lyse, li'se, ft
Lysiades, li-si

ra-dez, ft
Lysianassa, lis'i-a-nas'sa, ft
Lysianax, li-si'a-naks, ft
Lysias, lisb/i-as,_iJ. and ft
Lysicle3, lis'i-klez, ft

Lysiclia, lis-i-kli'a ; -klides, -kli'-

dez, ft
Lysicrates, li-sik'ra-tez, ft
Lysidice, li-sid^i-se ; -icus, -i-kus, ft
Lysimache, li-sim /'a-ke, ft
Lysimacbia, li-sim'a-ki'a, or lis-i-

ma^ki-a, ft
Lysimachides, lis-i-mak-'i-dez, ft
Lysimachus, li-sim'a-kus, B. 6f ft

I
Lysimelia, lis'i-me-li'a, ft

' Lysimenes, li-sim'e-nez, ft
Lysinoe, li-sin'o-e, ft
Lysinomus, li-sin'o-mus, ft
Lysippe, li-sip'pe; -pus, -pus, ft
Lysis, li'sis, ft
Lysistrate, li-sis'tra-te ; -tratus,

-tra-tus, ft
Lysitnides, lis-i-thi'dez, ft
Lysithous, li-sith'o-us, C.
Lyso, li'so, ft
Lystra, lis'tra, B.
Lystreni, lis-tre'ni, ft
Lytaea, li-te'a, ft
Lyxea, liks-e'a, ft

M.
Maacah, -chah, ma'a-ka, B.
Maachathi, ma-ak'a-thi ; -athite,

-a-thit, B.
Maadai, ma-acKa, M.
Maadiab, ma-a-di'a, M.
Maai, raa-a'i, M.
Maaleh-acrabbim, ma-al'e-a-krab'-
bim, B.

Maani, ma'a-ni, B.
Maarath, ma'a-rath, B.
Maas, mas = Meuse, M.
Maas, Maes, mas, M.
Maaseiah, ma-a-se /'ya, B.
Maasiai, ma-as^i-a, B.
Maasias, ma-a-si^as, B.
Maasluys, ma'slois, or Maasland-

sluys, mas'Iant-slois', II.

Maastricht or Maestricht, mas'-
trikt, M.

Maath, ma'ath, B.
Maaz, nia'az, B.
Maaziah, ma-a-zi^a, B.
Mafcdai, mab'da-I, B.
Matillon, ma-be-yoN'', M.
Mably, ma-ble'r , M.
Mabuse, ma-bSz', M.
Macae, ma'se, ft
Macalon, mak'a-lon, B.
Macao, raa-k'i'o or ma-kow', M.
Macar, ma'kiir, ft
Macareis, mak-a-re'is, ft
Macareus, ma-ka^re-us or mak^a-

rus, ft
Macaria, ma-ka^Y-a, ft
Macaris, mak-'a-ris ; -aron, -a-ron,

ft
Macartatus, ma-kar'ta-tus, ft
Macassar, ma-kasrsar, M.
Macatus, ma-lca'tus, ft
Macaulay, ma-kaw'lt, M.
Macbeth, mak-beth'', M.
Maccabaeus, mnk-ka-be'us, B.
Maccabees, mak^ka-bez, B.
Macchiavelli, mak-ke-ii-vel'le, M.
MacCuiloch, ma-kuKl5, M.
Macednus, ma-sed /'nus, ft
Macedo, mas'e-do, ft

sQn, cQbe, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, botfboN, chair, get.

B, Biblical; ft Classical; E, Egyptian; H, Hindoo; M, Modern; iV, Norse. [See p.
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Macedones, nia-ged'o-nez, C.
Macedonia, mas-e-do'ni-a, B. 6f C.
Mac6donicus, mas-e-don'i-kus, C.
Macella, ma-seKla, C.
Macer, ma'ser, C.

Macerata, ma-clia-ra'ta, 31.

Macerinus, mas-e-ri'nus, C.
Maceris, ma-se'ris, C.

Maceta, mas'e-ta; -etae, -e-te ; -etes,

-e-tez, C.
Macetia, ma-se'sht-a, C.
MacU-illivray, mak-gil'li-vra, M.
Machsra, ma-ke'ra ; -rus, -rus, C.
Machaereus, rna-ke 're-us or -ke'ru*,

V.
Machageni, ma-chaj 'e-m, C.
Machaiudas. ma-kanl-das, C.
Machaon, ma-ka'on, C\
Machaones, ma-ka'o-nez, C.
Machares, mak'a-rez, C.
Machatus, uaaJka'tus, C.
Machbanai, mak'ba-na, B.
Machbenah, mak'be-na, B.
Macherus, ma-ke'rus, C.
Machi, ma'kl, B.
Machias, ma-chi'as, 31.

Machiavel, mak'i-a-vel: in It.Ma.c-
chiavelli, mak-ke-a-vellc, M.

MacliimuB, mak'i-mus, C.

Machir, marker ; Machirites, nia'-
ker-Itz, B.

Machmas, raak'raas, B.
Machnadebai, mak-na-de'ba, B.
Machpeiah, mak-pe'la, B.
Machron, mak'ron, B.
Macllvaine, mak-ii-van', 3f.

Mackay, ma-ka' and ma-ki ', 31.

Mackinaw, mak'i-naw
; formerly

Michiiimackinac, mish/ i-i i-mak''-

in-aw, M.
Mackintosh, makln-tosh, 31-

Macklin, maklin, M.
Maclaurin, mak-law'rin, M.
Maclean, mak-lan', 31.

Macleod, ma-klowd', M.
Maclin, ma-klin', 31.

Maclise, ma-klez', 3L
Macomb, nia-koom' or -komb', 31.

Macon (France), ma-kox', 31.

Macon (U. S.). ma'kun, 31.

Maconitaa, mak-o-ni'te, C.
Macoupin, ma-koo'pin, 31.

Macquarrie, mak-kwor're, M.
Macra, mak'ra, C.
Macready, ma-kre'dt, M.
Macrianus, ma-kri-a'nus, C.
Macrinus, ma-kri'nus, C.
Macritus, mak'ri-tus, C.
Macro, ma'kro, C.

Macrobii, ma-kro'bi-i; -bins, -bi-us,

C.
Macrochir, mak'ro-ker, C.
Macron, ma'kron, B^
Macrones, ma-kro'nez, C.
Macrontichus, mak-ron-ti'kus, C.

Macropogones, mak'ro-po-go'nez,

Macrynea, mak-ri-ne'a, C.
Macurebi, mak-u-re'bi, C.
Macynia, ma-sinl-a, C.
Madagascar, mad-a-gas'kar, 31.

Madai, mad'a-i, B.
Madams, mad'a-rus, C.
Madates, mad'a-tez, C.
Madaura, ma-daw'ra, C.
Madeira, ma-de'ra ; in Pg. mii-du'-

e-ra, 31.

Madena, ma-de'na, C.
Madetas, mad'e-tas, C.
Madethubadus, mad-e-tmirba-dus,

C.
Madiabun, ma-di'a-bun, B.
Madiah, ma-di'a, B.
Madian, ma'di-an, B.

Madianitae, ma-di'a-m'te, C.
Madieni, ma-di-e'iii, C.
Madmannab, inad-man /'na, B.
Madmen, mad'men. B.
Madmenah. mad-me'aa, B.
Madoc, mad'ok, 3L
Madon, ma'don, B.
Madox, mad'uks. 31.

Madoz, ma-doth', 31.

Madras, mad-ias', 31.

Madrid, in ul-rid'; in Sp. mii-dred'
ormath-retii'; in U. S. lnad'rid.
M.

Maduateni. mad'u-a-te'ni, C.
Madura, nui-duo'ra, M.
Madytus, niad^i-tus, C.
Maander, mc-an'der, C.
Maeandria. mo-an'dri-a, C.
Maeandropolis. me-an-drop'o-lis, C.
Maecenas, liiu-se'nas. C.
Maedi, me'di, C.
Maelar, ma'iar, or Maelaren, ma'-

lar-en, 31.

Mslius. me 7li-us, C.
Maelstrom, maKstrum or nial'-
strum, 31.

Maelus, ma-e'lus, B.
Msemacteria. me-mak-te'ii-a, C.
Maeaades, men^a-dez, C.
Maenala, men'a-la: -alus, -a-lus, C.
Maenius, me'ni-us, C.
Msenoba, men'o-ba, C.
ilanobora, men-o-bo'ra. C.
Maenomena, me-nom'e-na, C
Msuoa, me'non^ C.
Mseones, mero-nez, C.
Maeonia, me-o'ni-a, C.
Maeonidae, rae-on

/,

i-de ; -des, -dez.C
Maeonis, me^o-nis, C.
Masotae, me-o'te, C.
Maeotici, me-ot'l-il; -icus, -T-kus, C.
Maeotides, me-ot'i-dez, C.
Maeotis Palus, me-o'tis-pa'lus, C.
Maese, mils (same nx Meuse), J/.
Maesoli, me-so'll. C.
Maestricbt or Maastricht, mas'-

trikt, 31.

Maetona, met'o-na, C.
Maevia, me'vi-a: -vius, -vi-us, C.
Maffei, maf-fa'e, 31.

Magaba, mag^a-ba, C.
Magadoxo or -dcxa. mas-a-doksro
or -a; in Pg. m;i-ga-dors1ioor -sha,
31.

Magalona, mag-a-lo/'na, C.
Magas. ma'gas, C.
Magbish, mag'bisli. B.
Magdala, mag'da-la, R.. C.,cmd M.
Magdaiena, mag-da-le'na; in Sp.
mag-da-la'na. 31.

Magdalene, mag-rla-le'iie, B.
Magdeburg, ma ^'de-berg ; in G.

mag'de-bdTJrg'", 31.

Magdiel, mag'di-cl, B.
Magdolum, mag'do-lv.m. C.
Magdolns, mag-do'lus or mag'do-

lus, C.
Maged, ma'ged, B.
Magellan. ma-ieKlan ; in Sp. ma-

hel-yiin7 ; in Pg. Magalhaens, m'a-
gal-ya'eifs, 31.

Magelli, ma-jeKli, C.
Magellini, mnj-el-li'm, C.
Magsndie, ma-zhox-de /

', 3f.

Magerb'e, mag'er-o or ma-ger'e-e,J/.
Magetae. m-nj'e-te, C.
Maggi, mad'qe, 31.

Maggiore, mad-jo'ia, M.
Magia. ma'ji-a, C.
Magiddo, ma-gid'do, B.
Magindinao, niii-hin-de-na'o : same
as MlXDAN'AO. 31.

Maginn, ma-gin r , 3f.

Magliabechi, malj'a-ba'ke, 31.

Magnentius, mag-nen'shT-us, C.
Magnesia, mag-ne'zhT-a, C.
Magnetes, mag-ne'tez, C.
Magnopolis, mag-nopro-lis, C.
Ma^o, ina'go, C.
Idagog, ma'gog, B.
Magcn. ma'gon, C.
Magontiacuin, mag-on-ti'a-kuni, C.
Magor-missabib, n^'gor-mis'sa-bib,

Magpiash, mag'pi-ash, B.
Magrada, ma-gra'da, C.
Magus, ma'gus, C.
Manabharata. ma-ha-barra-ta. H.
Mahalah, ma-hala or ma'ha-ia, ft-

Mahalaleel, ma-ha'la-le'el, B.
MahalatbT, ma'ha-lath, B.
Mahaleel, ma-ha'le-el, B.
Mahali, ma'lia-li, B.
Mahanaim. ma-ha-na'im, B.
Mahaneh-dan, ma'ha-na-dan, B.
Mahanuddy, ma-ha-nud^de, M.
Maharai, ma-har'a-i, B.
Maharbal, ina-har/

'bal, C.
Mahath, ma'hath, B.
Mahavite, ma^ha-vlt, B.
Mahazioth, ma-ha'zi-oth, B.
Maher - shalal - hash - baz, ma'her-
shal'al-hash/baz, B.

Mahiah, mii'la; -li, -h; -lites> -lltz;

-Ion, -Ion, B.
Mahmnd or Mahmoud, ma-mood',31
Mahol, ma'hol.jB.
Mahomet, ma-kom'et, ma'ho-met,
or ma'ho-met : same as Moham-
med, 31.

Mahon, ma-hon' or mii-on', 3L
Mahratta, niii-rat'ta, 31.

Mai, ma'e, 31.

Maia, ma'ya*, C.
Maianeas, mi-an'e-as, B.
Maida, mi'dii, 31.

Maikof, Maikov, or Maikow, mi'-
kof, 31.

Maillard, ma-yar' or ma-yar', 31.

Maimonides, mi-mon'e-dcz,©)" Mai-
mtm, mi-mdon', 31.

Main or Mayn, min, 31.

Maine, inF. men; in U. S. man, J/.

Maintenon, raasKnoN or man'te-
non, 3f.

Mainwaring, man'ner-ing, 31.

Mainz, mints: same as Mayexce or
Mebtz, 31.

Maistre, matr, 31.

Majestas, ma-jes'tas, C.
Majorca, ma-jCr'ka, C. and M.
Maiugena, ma-ju'je-na, C.
Makaz, ma'kaz, B.
Maked, marked, B.
Makhedah, mak-he'da, B.
Makheloth, mak-heloth, B.
Maktesh, mak'tesh, B.
Malabar, mal-a-bar', 31.

Malaca or -cha, ma-la'ka, C.
Malacca, ma-lak'ka, 3L
Malachi. -chy. maKa-ki, B.
Malaeotes, ma-le-o'tez, C.
Malaga, mal'a-ga o>- ma'la-ga, 31.

Malagrida, mal-a-gri'da, 31.

Malaisia, ma-la'-sht-a. 31.
Malar, ma'lar, 31.
Malay, ma-la', 31.

Malaya, ma-la'ya, 3L
Malcham, mal'kam, B.
Malchiah, mal-ki'a, B.
Malchiel, mal'ki-el ; -chielitss, -el-

Its, B.
Malchijah, mal-ki'ja, B.
Malchion, mal'ki-on, C.
Malchiram, mal-ki'ram, B.
Malchishua, m-il-ki-shoo'a, B.
Malchus, mal'kus, B.
Malcolm, mal'kum, 3t.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare : end, eve, term ; Tn, Tee ; Sdd, tone, 6r

;

£, Biblical; C, Classical; E, Egyptian; H, Hindoo; 31, Modern; N, Norse. [See p. 52L]
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Maiden, mawl'den, M.
Maldives, mal'divz, M.
Maldunum, mal-du'num, C.
Malea. lna-le'a or ma'le-a, C.
Maieades. ma'le-a-dez, G
Maleatis, ma-le-a'tis, C.
Maleba, ma-le'ba, V.
Malebranche, mal'e-branch or nial-
broxsh', M.

Malelas, maKe-las, C.
Maleleel, ma-lele-el, B.
Malene, ma-le'ne, C.
Maieos, ma-le'os, C.
Malesherbes, mal-zarb', 21.

Maleventum, mal-e-ven'tum, C.
Maiia, ma'li-a, C.
Maliaetis, ma-li'a-kus, C.
Maiibran, ma/le-biox or mal'i-

bran, M.
Malii, ma'LT-i._C.
Malines, ma-leu': same as Mech-
lin, M.

Mallea or -lia, mal'll-a, C.
Malleolus, mal-le'c-lus, C.
Mallius, mal'li-us, C.
Mallophora, mal-loi'o-ra, C.
Mallorus, mal-lo'rus, C.
Mallos, mallos, B._
Mallotes, mal-lo'tez, C.
Mallothi, maKlo-thi, B.
Malluch, maKluk, B.
Malmaison, mal-ma-zoN', 31.

Malmesbury, inamz'ber-T, 31.
Malmo, mal'me, M. _
Malmdnus, maKmS-hoos, M.
Malo, St., sent-ma-lo', M.
Malone, ma-lon', M.
Malotha, mal'o-tha, C.
Malpigbi, mal-pe'ge, M.
Malplaquet, mal-pTa-kar, if.

Malstrom: same as Maelstrom, 2f.
Malta, mawKta, in It. maKta, 21.

Malte Brun, mawlt-brun' or malt'-
e-brux', M.

Maltecorae, mal-tek'o-re, C.
Malthinus, mal-thi'nus, C.
Malthus, mal'thus, M.
Malvana, mal-va'na, C.
Malvern, maw'vern, M.
Malwah, mawKwa, 21.

Mamaias, ma-ma'yas, B.
Mamercinus, mam"-er-si /'nus, C.
Mamercus, ma-mer'kus, C.
Mamersa, ma-mer'sa, C.
Mamerthes, ma-mer'thez, C.
Mamertina, mam-er-ti'na; -ni, -ni;

-nus, -nus, C.
Mamilia, ma-miKY-a; -ii, -Y-I; -ius,

-t-us, a :

Mammaea, mam-rae'a, C.
Mammaias, mam-ma'yas, B.
Mammea, raam-mc'a, C.
Mammon, mam'mon, B.
Mammona, mara-mo'na; -nas, -nas,

C.
Mammilla, morn'mii-la. C.
Mamnitanaimus, mam-ni'ta-na'-
mus, B.

Mamre, marn're, B.
Mamuchus, ma-mu'kus, B.
Mamuda, ma-mu'da, C
Mamum or Mamoum, ma-inoovn, ,i¥.

Mamurius, ma-mi/ri-us, C.
Mamurra, ma-mer'ra, C.
Manaar, ma-nar', 31.

Manaen, raan'a-en, B.
Manaethon, ma-ne'thon, C.
Manahath, man'a-hath, B.
Manasseas, man-as-sCas, B.
Manasseh, ma-nas'.se, B.
Manass6s, ma-nas'sez; -sites, -sitz,

B.
Manastabal, mn-nas'ta-bal, C.
Manates, ma-natez, C.

Mancha, La, la-miin'cha, 31.

Manche, mSNsh, 31.

Manchester, mau'ches-tSr, 31.

Manchooria: see Mantchooeia.
: Mancinus, man-si'nus, C.
Manco Capac, man'ko-ka-pak', 31.

' Mandanes, man-da'uez, C.
I
Mandarei, man-da' re-i, C.

\ Mandela, man-de'la, C.
!
Mandingo, man-din'go, M.
Mandocreon, man-do'kre-on, C.

I Mandonius. man-do'ni-us. C.
Mandrabulus, man-dra-bu'^s, C.
Mandroclees, man-drok'le-ez, V.

! Mandrocles, man'dro-klez. C.
Mandroclidas, man-dro-kli'das, C.
Mandrodorus, mau-dro-do'rus, C.
Mandropolis, man-drop'o-lis, C.
Mandubii, man-du'bl-i, C.
Manduessedum, man-du-es'sc-dum,

a.
I Manduria, man-di'/ri-a, C.
i Manoh, ma'ne, B.
\ Maneros, manre-ros, C.
Manes, ma'nez, C.
Manetho, man'e-tho, C.

\

Manfredi, man-fra'de, If.
i
Manfredonia, man-jfre-do'nY-a or
nian-ira-do'ne-a, 21.

Mangles, man'glz, M.
I Manhattan, man-hat'tn, M.
Manheim or Mannheim, milii'lnm,

j
Mani, ma'ni, B.

;
Mania, ma'nl-a, C.
Manilia, ma-niKi-a ; -ius, -'f-us, C.
Manilla, ma-nil'la ; in Sp. Manila,
ma-ne'la, M.

Manimi, man^i-mi. C._
Manitouwcc, man'e-too-wok'', J/.

Manius, ma'ni-us, C.
ManliaLez, man^li-a-leks', C.
Manlianum, man-li-a'num, C.
Manlius. man'lt-us, B. and C.
Manneos, mar'ne-os, C.
Manoah, ma-no'a, B.
Manodorus. man-o-do'rus, C.
Mans, Le, le-m8.\', .V.

Mansuetus. man-swe'tus, C.
Mansur or Mansour, man-soor', 2f.

Mantchooria, Mandshooria. or
Mandchouria, man-choo / ri-a, 21.

Mantell, man'tl, M.
Manteum, man-te'nm, C.
Manthyrea, man-thTr'e-a, C.
Mantiani, man-shi-a'ni, C.
Mantice, man'ti-se, C.
Mantinea, man-ti-ne'a, C.
Mantineus, man-tin'e-usj C.
Mantitheus, man-titli'e-us. C.
Mantua, man'tu-a, C. and 21.; in It.

Mantova, man'to-va, 21.

Mantuanus, man-tu-a'nus, C.
Manu. niun'VJo: same as Menu, 3f.

Manutius, ma-nu'sl-.e-us; in It. Ma-
nuzio, ma-noot'se-o, 21.

Manzanillo, in Mexico. man-sii-neK-
yo; in Sp. man-tha-nel'yo, 21.

Manzoni, man-zo'ne, M.
Maoch, ma'ok, B.
Maon. ma'on: Maonites, ma'on-itz,

B.
Mara, -rah, ma'ra, B.
Maracanda, mSr-n-kan'da, C.
Maracaybo o;--caibo, ma-ra-ki'bo^V
Maralah, mar'a-Ia, B.
Maranatha, mar-a-nath'a or -na'-

tha, B.
Maranham. mar-a-jiain'', or Maran-
hao, ma-ran-ya/oN', 21.

Maranitae, mar-a-ni'te, C.
Marafion, ma-ran-yon': same as the
Amazon, 21.

Marat, ma-ra', M.

Ivlarathenus, mar-a-the /'nus, C.
Marathon, mar'a-thon ; -thos, -thos;

-tnus. -thus, C.
Ivlarbella, mar-beKyii, 2f.
Iviarblehead, mar/bl-hed /', 3f.
Marburg, mar'bgrg; in G. mar'-

bd&Tg, 21.

Marcel, mar-sel/', 21.

Marcella, mar-sella: -Ius. -Ius, C.
I Marcellea, mar-sel-le'a, or -lia, -li'a,

! Marcellinus, mai'-sel-li'nus, C.
Marcello, mar-cheKlo, 21.

Marche, La, ia-marsh, 21.
Marchesi. mar-ka'ze, 21.

Marcia. mar'shY-a, C.
Marciana. mar-sliK-a'na, C.

j

Marcianopolis, mar'shT-a-nop'o-lis,

!
Marcianus, mar-shY-a'nus, C.
Marcilius, mar-siKi-us, C.

I Marcina, mar-si'na, C.
)
Marcion, mar'sht-on, C.

I

Marcius, mar'sht-us, C.
Marcodava, mar-ko-da'va, C.
Marcodurum, mar-ko-du'rum, C.
Marcomagus, mar-kom ,a-gus, C.
Marcomani, mar-kom'a-m, C.

;

Marcomania, mar-kc-ma'iiT-a, C.
' Marcomanni, mar-ko-man'ni, C.

j

Marcus, mai-'kus, B.
Mardia, mar'ciT-a, C.
Mardin or Mardeen, mar-den', 31.

Mardocheus, mar-do-ke'us, B.
[ Mardones, mar'do-nez, C.
|

Mardonius, mar-do'nl-us, C.
Marea, ma're-a^ C.
Mart'chal, ma-ra-shaK, 3f.

\ Mareota. ma-re-ota; -tis, -tis, C.
Mareoticus, ma-re-ofi-kns, C.
Mareotis, ma-re-o'tis, C.

• Maresha, -shah, ma-re 'sha, B.
• Margaris, mar'ga-ris, C.
! Margarita, mar-ga-ri'ta, C. ; mar-

ga-re'ta, If.

Margaritone. mar-ga-re-torna, M.
Margiana, mar-ji-a'

r
na, o?--ane, -ar-

Margidunum, mar-ji-du'num, C.
Marginia, mar-jin^i-a. C.
Margites, mar-ji'tcz, C.
Maria, ma-ri'a, al-o ina'rl-a, C;

|
ma-ri'a, 31.; M. Lex, ma'ri-a-leks,

i

C-

' Mariammitani, ma-ri-am'mi-ta'ni,
C-

Mariamne, ma-ri-am /he, C.
Mariana, raa-re-a'na, 21.

Mariandyni, ma'ii-an-di'ni, C.
Marianus, ma-ri-a'nus, C.

I
Marica, ma-ri'ka; -ricus, -ri^kus,C

1 Maridunum, niar-i-du'num, C.

j

Marie-Antoinette, ma-re'S&'-twa-
1 net', 21. _
Marie Louise, ma-re'loo-ez', 21.

Mariel, ma-re-eK, 21.

Marienberg, ma'ri-en-berg; in G.
ma-re'en-berg', 21.

I

Marienburg, ma'rl-en-berg; in G.

I

ma-re'en-bdorg, 21.
: Marienwerder, ma'rT-en-wer'der

;

j
in G. ma-re'en-vC-r'der, 21.

j

Marienzell, ma-re'en-tsel', 21.

I
Marigeri, ma-rij'e-rT, C.

i
Marigliano, ma-rel-ya'no, 3L
Marimoth, mSr'i-moth, B.

j

Marin, ma-ren', 21.

Marinus, ma-ri'nus, C.

I
Marion, ma.'rY-on,C; (a place)ima'!

I re-uh: (a man), mar'e-un, 31.

I

Marionis, ma-ri-o'nis, C.
Maris, ma'ris, C.

|
Marisa, mar'i-sa, B.

I Maritima, ma-rit'i-md, C
sun, cube, fiill : moon, fot)t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, tlien, boxbox, chair, get.

B, 33ibU(jal; C, Classical; E, Egyptian; H. Hindoo: 31. Modern; N, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Maritza or Marizza, ma-rifsa, 21.

Marius, ma<rt-us, C.
Marivaux, ma-re-vo', 21.

Mark, mark, B.
Marlborough, mawl'bre", 21.

Marlowe or Marlow. mar'lo,_Jf.
Marmarenses, mar-ma-reii'sez, C.
Marmarica, mar-mar'i-ka, C.
Marmaridae, mar-m&r'i-de, C.
Marmarion, mar-ma'ri-on, C.
Marmaris, mar'ma-ris, C.
Marmier, mar-me-a', 21.

Marmolitis, miir-rno-li'tis, C.
Marmont, mar-mox', M.
Marmontel, mar-m8x-tel' or mar-
mon-tel', 21.

Marmora, mar'mo-ra, or Marmara.
mar'raa-ra, 21.

Marmoth, mar'moth, B.
Marne, mam, 21.

Maro, ma'ro, C.
Maroboduus, m&r-o-bod'u-us, C.
Marobudum, mar-o-bu'dura; -dus.
-dus, C.

Marocco: same as Morocco, 21.

Marochetti, mii-ro-ket'te, 21.

Maron, mn'ron, C.
Maroncelli, ma-ron-chel'le, 21.

Maronea, mar-o-ne'ii; -nia, -ni'a.f.
Maronitae, mar-o-ni'te, C.
Marosch, ma'rosh; in Hang. Maros,

mor-osh/, 21.

Maros Vasarhely, mSr-osh'vii-shar-
helv", 21.

Mardth, ma'roth, B.
Marpesia, mar-pe'zhi-a, C.
Marpessa, mar-pes'sa, C.
Marpesus, mar-pe'sus, C.
Marquesas, mar-ka'sas, M.
Marquette, mar-kef, M.
Marrast, mii-ra', 21.

Marrita Lex, mar-ri'ta-leks, C.
Marrubii, mar-ru'M-i, C.
Marrucini, mar-ru-si'nl, C.
Marruvium, mar-ru'vi-um, or -ru-
bium, -ru'bi-um, C.

Marryatt, m&r'rT-at, M.
Marsaei, mar'sa-si, C.
Marsala, mar-sa'la, 21.

Marseilles, mar-salz'; in F. Mar-
seille, mar-sal', 21.

Marsena, miir'se-na, B.
Marsigli, mar-sel'ye, M.
Marsigni, mar-si°:'ni, C.
Marspiter, mars^pT-ter, C.
Marsyaba, miir-si'a-ba, C.
Marsyas, mar'shY-as, C.
Martaban, mar-ta-ban', 21.

Martel, mar-tel', 21.

Martha, mar'tha, B,
Martialis, mar-shT-a'lis; -anus, -a'-
nus, C

Martigena, miir-tij'e-na, C.
Martigues, Les, la-mar-teg', M.
Martina, miir-ti'na; -nus, -mis, C.
Martineau, miir'tl-no, 21.

Martinez, miir-te'neth or -nez, 21.

Martini, miir-te'ne, M,
Martinianus, mar'tin-Y-a'nus, C.
Martinique, mar-tY-nek' : in Sp.
Martinico, mar-te-ne'ko, 21.

Martius, mar'shY-us, C.
Martyropolis, mar-ti-rop'o-lis, C.
Marullus, ma-rul'lus, C.
Maruts, ma'rdots, H.
Marwar, mar'wawr, 21.
Mary, ma'rY, B. and 21.
Maryland, m?!r'Y-land, M.
Mary-le-bone, m&r'c-bun, 21.
Masaccio, ma-zat'cho, 21.
Masafuera, miis-a-fwa'ra, M.
Masaloth, mas'a-lSth, B.
Masaniello, mS-za-ne-el'lo, 21.
Mascarenhas, miis-ka-ron'vas, 21.

Mascezel, mas-se'zel, C.
Mascheroni, mas-ka-ro'ne, M.
Maschil, mas'kil, B.
Masclion, mas'kli-on, C.
Maseres, ma-zr', 21.

Masgaba, mas'ga-ba, C-
Mash, mash, B.
Mashal, ma'&hal, B.

! Masham, mash'am, M.
Masias, ma-si'as, B.
Masigiton, mas-Y-jT'ton, C.
Masinissa, mas-Y-nis'sa, C.
Maskat or Mascate, mas-kat': same

ui Muscat, 21.

Maskegon, mas-ke'eon; -go, -go, 21.

ivlaskelyne, lnas'ke-lin, 2i.

Masxnan, mas'inan, B.
Maspha, mas'fa. B.
Masrekah, mas're-ka, B.
Massa, mas'sa, B.
Massachusetts, mas-sa-chu'sets, 21.

Massaesyllii, mas-se-siKi-T, (.'.

Massaga, mas'sa-ga or mas-sa^ga, C.
Massagets. mas-saj re-te, C.
Massah, mas'sa, B.
Massasoit, mas'sa-soif, 21.

Masssna, miis-sa'na; in F. ma-sa-
na', M.

Massias, mas-si'as, B.
Massicus, mus'si-kus, C.
Massiiia, mas-siKT-a, C.

. Massilitani, mas'sil-i-ta'ni, C.
Massillon, in U. S. mas'sii-lun; in

|
Eng. mas'sil-lon ; in F. miis-se-

i
yox', 2t.

Massinger, mas'sin-jer, 21.

I

Massira, mas-si /
'ra, C.

j

Massyli, mas-si'li, C.
I
Massylii, mas-siKI-i, C.
Mastramela, mas-tram /r

c-hi, C.
Masua, Massouah, or Massowah,
mas'soo-a, M.

i Masulipatam, mas-s("ir/lc: -!l;'l-tanl , ,.!/".

Masurius, ma-su'rt-us, V.
Mat, mat, E.

,
Matagorda, mat-a-gor'da, 21.

! Matala, mafa-la, C.
Matamoros, mat-a-mo /,

ros; or -ra3.
: -ras. 21.

Matanza3, ma-tanfzas or ma-tan/'-

thas, .)/.

Matapan, mat-a-pan-'. 21.

I

Matareeyeh, Mataria, or Mataryeh.
1 mat'a-re'ye, 21.

Mateola, ma-tc,o-la, C.
} Mathanias, math-a-ni'as, /,'.

Mather, math^er, M.
Mathion, ma-thi^on, C.
Matho, ma'tho, C.
MathU3ala, ma-thu'sa-la, B.
Matiani, ma-sliT-a'ni; -eni, -e'ni^ 1

.

Matilica, ma-til'i-ka, C.
;
Matilo, mat'i-lo, C.
Matinus, ma-ti'nus, C.

': Matisco, ma-tis'ko, C.
i

Matralia, ma-tra'li-a, C.
j

Matreas, ma'tre-as, v.
' Matred, ma'tred, B.
I
Matri, ma'tri, B.
Matrona, mat'ro-na (the 2farne rir-

i
cr), aho ma-tro^na, C.

;
Matronalia, mat-ro-na'lT-a, C.

|

Matsmay or Matsmai, mats-mT /,

,..Y.

:
Matsya, mats'ya, H.

I
Matsys, mat'sis, 21.

\ Mattan, maftan, B.
!
Mattanah, nmt'ta-na, B.
Mattariah, mat-ta-ni'a, B.

: Kattatha, mafta-tha, B.
j
Mattathias, inat-ta-thiras, B.

i Mattenai, mat-te-na'i, B.
Matthan, mat'than, B.

I Matthanias. mat-tha-ni,as, B.
' Matthat, mat'that, B.

Matthelas, mat-the'las, B.
j
Matthew, math'thu, B.

: Matthiae or Mathia, mat-te^a, M.
!
Matthias, math-tineas, B.
Matthisson, maftis-son, M.

\
Mattiaci, niat-ti'a-si ; -acum, -a-

I

kum, C.
I Mattithiah, mat-tt-thi/

'a, B.
Mattium, lnat'ti-um, C.

: Matucetaa, ma-tu'se-te, C.

j

Matura, ma-tu'ra, C.
Maturin, mufyuo-rin, M.
Matuta, ma-tu rta, C.
Matutinus, mat-u-tKnus, C.
Maty, ma'tl, 21.

Mauch-Chunk, mawk-chunk', If.
Mauchline, mok'lin, 21.

Maui or Mowee, mow'e, 21,

Maumee, uiaw-me', 21.

Maunder, mawi/der, 21.

Maupertuis, mo-par-twe', 21.
Maurepas, mo're-pa', M.
Mauricus, maw'ri-kus or maw-ri'-
kus, C.

Mauritania, maw-rt-ta'nT-a, C.
Mauritius, maw-rish'T-us, 2f.

Maurolico, moo-ro-le /'ko, 21.

Maurus, maw'rus, C.
Maurusia.maw-ru'sht-a; -sii, -shT-I,

a
Maury, in U. S. maw^rt or mur'rt;

in F. mo-re', 21.

Mausoli, maw-so'Ii; -lus, lus, C.
Maut, mowt, E.
Mavortia, ma-v6r'shi-a, C.
Mavrocordato, mav-ro-kor-da'to, 21.

Maxentius, maks-en'shl-us, C.
Maxerae, maks-e're; -ras, -ras, C.
Maxilua, maks-i-lu'a, C.
Maximianopolis, maks'im-i-a-nop'-

o-iis, C.
Maximianus, vnaks'im-i-a'nus, C.
Maximina, maks-t-mi'na ; -nus,
-nus, C

Maximus, maks'i-mus, C.
Mayence, ma-yoNs': same as Maixz
or jMentz, 21.

Mayenne, ma-yen' or mi-en', 21.

Mayn, mln, 21.

Maynooth, ma-nooth'or ma'nooth,
21.

Mayo, in Irel. me'o ; in 21exico,
mi'o, 21.

Mazaca, maz'a-ka, C.
Mazaces, maz'a-sez, C.
Mazseus, ma-ze'us, C.
Mazanderan, nia-ziin-rler-an_', or
Mazanderoon,ma-zaTi-der-oon',J/.

Mazara, ma-za'ra, C.
Mazarin, maz-a-ren' : in F. ma-za-
rax'; in It. Mazarino, miid-za-
re'no, 21.

Mazatlan. maz-at-lan' or ma-sat-
lan', 21.

Mazenez, ma-zo'nez, C.
Mazitias, maz-i-ti'as, B.
Mazzaroth, maz'za-roth, B.
Mazzini. mat-se'- orma-ze'ne, 21.

Mazzola, mat'so-la : same as Par-
MIGIAKO, 21.

Mazzolini, mat-so-le'ne, 21.

Meaco, me-a'ko : same as Miaco,
M.

Meagher, ma'er, 21.

Meah, me'a, B.
Meani. me-a'ni, B.
Mearah, ine-a'ra, B.
Mearus, me'a-rus, C.
Meaux, mo, 21.

Mebunnai, Tne-bun'na, B.
Mecherathite, mek'e-rath-Tt, B.
Mechlin, mek'lin, or Mechelen,
mek'l-n ; in F. Malines, ma-lox',
21.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; grid, eve, term ; Yn, Ice ; 8dd, tone, 8r

;

B, Biblical
; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 21, Modern ; 2V", Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Mecisteus, me-sis'te-us or me-sis'-

tus, U.
Mecklenburg^ mek'len-bSrg ; in G.
mek'len-boorg' ; M. Schwerin,
-sawa-ren'; M. Strelitz, -strel'its

or stra'lits, 31.

Mecone, me-ko'ne; -nis, -nis, C.
Medaba, med'a-ba, B.
Medad, me'dad, 11.

Medama, med'a-ma, C.
Medan, me'dan, B.
Mede, med, B.
Medea, me-de'a, C.
Medeba, me'de-ba, B.
Medeon, me'de-on, C.
Mederiacum, med-e-ri'a-kum, C.
Medesicaste, med'es-i-kas'te, C.
Media, me'ctt-a, B. and C.
Medici, med'e-che, 31.

Medicis, ma-de-ses' or med'e-sis,
31.

Medicus, med'i-kus, C.
Medina, in Arabia, me-de'na ; in

U. S. me-di'na ; M.-Sidonia, ma-
de'na-se-do'ne-ii, 31.

Medioianum, me'di-o-la'num, C.
Mediolum, me-di'o-lum, C.
Mediomatrici, me'di-o-mat'rl-sl, C.
Medion, me'di-on, C.
Medioxumi, me-di-oks'u-mi, C.
Mediterranean, med'I-ter-ra'ne-an,
M.

Meditrina, med-i-tri'na, C.
Medoacus, me-do'a-kus, C.
Medobriga, med-o-bri'ga, C.
Medocus, med'o-kus, 0.
Medon, me'don, C.
Medontias, me-don'sM-as, C.
Medontidae, me-don'ti-de, C.
Medores, me-do'rez, C.
Meduana, med-u-a'na or me-du'a-

na, C.
Meduli, med'u-li or me-du'li, C.
Medullia, mc-dul'lT-a, C.
Medullina, med-ul-li'na: -nus. -nus,

C.

Medus, me'dus, C.
Medusa, me-du'sa, C.
Meeda, mc-e'da, B.
Megabyzi, meg-a-bKzi; -zus, -zus, C.

Megacles, meg'a-klez, C.

Megaclides, me-ga-kli'dez, C.

Megacreon, me-ga'kre-on, C.
Megaera, me-je'ra, C.
Megale, meg'a-le, C.
Megaleas, me-ga^le-as, C.
Megalesia, meg-a-le'zht-a, C.
Megalia, me-ga'lY-a, C.
Megalophanes, meg-a-lof'a-m:z, C.

Megalopolis, meg-a-lop'o-lis, C.

Megaloteles, meg-a-lot'e-lez, C.
Megamede, meg-a-me'de, C.
Megamedides, meg'a-me-di'dez, C.
Meganira, meg-a-ni'ra, C.
Megapenthes, meg-a-pen'thez, C.
Megapola, me-gap'o-la, C.
Megara, meg'a-ra, C.
Megareus, me-ga're-us or meg'a-

rus ; -aris, -a-ris, C.
Megarsus, me-gar'sus, C.
Megasthenes, mc-gas'the-nez, C.

Megatichus, meg-a-ti'kus, C.
Megatimus, meg-a-ti'mus, C.
Megenetus, me-jen'e-tus, C.
Meges, me'jez, C.
Megiddo, me-gid'do; -don, -don, B.
Megilla, me-jil'la, C.
Megista, me-jis'ta, C.
Megistias, me-jis'ti-as, C.
Megistocles, me-jis'to-klez, C
Megistodorus, mt'-jis'to-rlo'rus, C.
Megistonous, mej-is-ton'o-us, C.
Mehallot-el-kebeer or -kebir, me-

hal'Iet-el-ke-ber', 31.

Mehemet Ali, ma-hem'et-a/le ; bet-

ter Mohammed Ali, M.
Mehetabeel, me-het'a-bel, B.
Mehetabel, me-het'a-bel, B.
Mehida, me-hi'da, B.
Mehir, me'her, B.
Meholah, me-ho'la, B.
Meholathite, me-hol'ath-it, B.
Mehujael, me-hu'ja-el, B.
Mehuinan, me-liu'raan, B.
Mehunim, me-hu'nim, B.

I

Me'idam, ma-e-dam', 31.

! Meidunum, me-i-du'num, C.

j

Meigs, megz, 31.

j

Me'inam, ma-e-nam', or Menam,
ma-nam', 31.

Meinder (= Mjeander, C.) man'-
der, M.

Meinecke, mi'nek-ke, M.
Meiningen, mi'ning-en, or Meinun-
gen, mi'iidong-en, M.

Meissen, mi'seu, M.
Mejarkon, me-jar'kon, B.
Mejerdah or Medjerdah, mg-jer'-
da, M.

Mekinez, Mekines, or Mequinez,
inek'1-nez ; alto written Meknas,
mek'nas, M.

Mekonah, mek^o-na, B.
Mekran, mek-ian /,

,lf.

Mela, me'Ia, C.
Melasnae, me-le /'ne; -neae, -ne'e, C.
Melampea, mel-am-pe^a, C.
Melampodes, me-lam-'po-dez, C.
Melampus, me-lam'pus, C.
Melampygus, mel-am-pi'r

gus, C.
Melanchaetes, mel-an-ke'tez, C.
Melanchlaeni, mel-an-kle'ni, C.
Melanclirus, me-lan'krus, C.

!
Melanchthon, less prop. Melanc-

j

thon, me-lank'thun, M.
I
Melancomas, Tne-lan

/r
ko-mas, C.

Melane, meKa-ne, C.
Melaneis, mel-a-ne'is, C.
Melaneus, me-la/ne-us or mel'a-

I

nus, C.

j

Melangia, mel-an-.iira, C.
Melania, me-la'nl'-a; -nion, -nT-on,

C.

Melanippe, mel-a-nip'pe ; -nippus,
-pus ; -nippides, -nip'pi-dez, C.

Melanippeum, mel'an-ip-pe'um, C.
Melanopus, mel-a-no^pus, C.
Melanosyri, mel-a-nos'Y-n, C.
Melanthemus, me-lan rthe-mus, C.
Melantheus, me-lan r tlio-us o?--thus,

C.
Molanthius, me-lan'thi-us ; -thii,

-tht-i, a
Melantho, me-lan'tho; -thus, -thus,

C.
Melas, me'las, C.
Melatiah, mel-a-ti^a, B.

j

Melazzo, ma-liifso : same as Mi-
j

LAZZO, M.
Melbourne, meKbern, M.
Melchi, mel'kl, B.
Melchiah, rael-ki'd, B.

\

Melchias, mei-kiras, B.
! Melchiel, meKki-el, B.
Melchisedec, mcl-kiz /,

c-rlek, B.
I
Melchishua, mel-ki-shoo'ra, B.
Melchizedek, mel-kiz'c-dek, B.
Melea, me'le-a, B.

\

Meleager, me-le-a'jer or me-lc'a-
jer, C.

!
Meleagrides, mc-lc-ag, ri-dez. C.

|

Melech, me'Iek, B.
|

Meledemus, mel-e-de rmus, C.
Melendez Valdes, ma-len'deth-viil-

des', M.
I

Meles, mo'lez, C.

]

Melesagoras, mel-e-sag /,
o-ras, C.

Melesander, mel-e-san-'der, C.

i Melesigenes, mel-e-sij /,
e-nez, C.

I Melete, meKe-te, C.
I
Meletus, me-le'tus, C.

I Melia, me'll-a, C.

j

Melibocus, me-lib'o-kus, C.
Meliboea, mel-i-be-'a, C.

!
Meliboeus, mel-i-be rus, C.

j

Melicerta, mel-i-ser'ta^ C.

j

Melicertes, mel-i-ser'tez, C.
Melichus, meKi-kus, C.

! Melicu, mel'i-ku, B.
\

Melie, me'li-e, C.
Meligunis, mel-i-gu'nis, C.

i Melina, ine-lirna, C.
' Meliodunum, me'li-o-du'num, C.
Melise, mei'i-se, C.
Melissa, me-lis'sa; -sus, -sus, C.

I Melisseus, me-lis'se-us or -lis'sus.C
; Melita, ineFi-ta, B.; -ta or -to, -to,C'.

j
Melitea, mel-i-te'a, C.
Melitena, mel-i-te'na; -ne, -ne, C.
Melito, ineKi-to; -itus, -i-tus, t'.

Melius, me'li-us, C.
Melixandrus, mel-iks-an,drus, C.

!
Melobosis, me-lob /'o-sis, C.

i

Melodunum, mel-o-du'num, C.
Melon, merlon; -los, -los, C.

! Melpea, mel-pe'a; -pia, -pira, C.
Melpomene, mel-pom'e-ne, C.
Melrose, niel-roz /', M.
Melton Mowbray, mel'tun-nio^brT,

|

M.
Melun, me-lun'; in F. m'luN, M.
Melzar, meKzar, B.
Memaceni, me-ma-se'ni, C.
Membresa, mem-bre'sa, C.
Memel, mem'l or marmel, M.
Memini, mem't-ni, C.
Memmia, mern'mi-a, C; -mius, -mi-

|

us, B. and C.
Memmingen, mern'ming-en, 31.

i Memnones, mem'no-nez, C.

j

Memnonides, mem-non /'i-dez, C.
I Memnonium, mem-no'ni-um, C.
Memphis, mem'iis. B., E., and M.
Memphites, mem-fi'tez; -tis, -tis.C.

Memphremagog, mem-fre-ma/'gog,

3t.

Memucan, me-mu'kan, B.
Mena, me'na, C.
Menage, ma-nazh', M.
Menahem, men'a-hem, B.
Menai, men'i or men's, M.
Menalcas, me-naKkas, C.
Monalcidas, me-naKsT-das, C.
Menalippe, men-a-lip'pe ; -pus,-pus,

Menan, me'nan, B.; me-nan', M.
Menander, me-nan'der, C.
Menandreus, men-an-dre'us, C.
Menapi, men'a-pi, C.
Menapii, me-na'pY-i, C.
Menapis, men'a-pis, C.
Menapolis, me-nap'o-lis, C.

Menas, me'nas, C.
Mencheres, men-ke'rez, C.
Mendana, men-dan'ya, 31.

Mende, moNd, 31.

Mendela, men-de'la, C.
Mendelssohn, men'del-son, M.
Mendocino, men-do-se'no, M.
Mendoza, men-do'za; in Sp- men-
do'tha, M.

Mene, me'ne, B.
Menecles, men'e-klez, C.
Meneclides, men-e-kli'dez, C.
Menecolus, men-e-ko'lus_, C.
Menecrates, me-nek'ra-tez, C
Menedemus, men-e-de'mus, C.
Menegetas, me-nej'e-tas, C.
Menelaia, men'e-ln-T'a, C.
Menelais, men-e-la'is, C.
Menelaius, men-e-la'yus, C.
Menelaus, men-e-la'us, B. and C.

stin, cube, full ; moon, fotit ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 3f, Modern ; 7\r, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Menenius. me-ne'ni-us, C.
Menephron, men'e-fron, C.
Menes. me'iiez, C.
Menestheus, ine-nes'thus, B.;-nes'-

the-us o/'-ues'thus, C-
Menesthius, me-nes'thi-us, C.
Menexena, me-neks'e-na; -enus, -e-

nus, C.
Menippa, me-nip'pa; -pus, -pus, C.
Menippides, me-nip'pi-dez, U.
Meriius, me'm-us, C.
Meuoba. men'o-ba, C.
Menodorus, men-o-do'rus, C.
Menodotus, me-nod'o-tus, C.
Menceceus, me-ne^se-us o/--sus, C.
Menoetes. me-ne'tez. C.
Mencetiades, men-e-ti'a-dez, C.
Menoetius, me-ne'shi-us, C.
Menogenes, nie-noj'e-nez, C.
Meson, me'non, C.
Menophilus, me-nof1-lus, C.
Menosgada, men-os-ga'da, C.
Menotnarus. me-notli'a-rus, C.
Menshikof, Menchikof. or Menschi-
kow, uieu'she-kof, M.

Menteis, men-tels, C.
Mentesa, men'te-sa, C.
Mentonomon. men-ton'o-mon, C.
Mentores, men'to-rez, C.
Mentz, ments, or Mainz, mints; in
F. Mayence, ma-yoNs^, M.

Menu. niQu'ot), J/.*

Menuthias, me-iiu'thi-as, C.
Menzaleh, men-za'le, M.
Meazel, nient'sel, J/.

Meonenim, me-on'e-nim, B.
Meonothai, me-on'o-tha, B.
Mephaath. mefa-ath, B.
Mephibosheth. me-fib'o-shetli, B.
Mephitis, me-ii'tis, C.
Meojiinez : same as 3Iekixez.
Merab. rae'rab, 7?.

Meraiah, mSr-a-i'a, B.
Meraioth. me-ra'Yotli, B.
Meran. me'ran, B.
Merari, mer'a-ri or me-ia'ri, B.
Merarites, mer'a-rltz. B.
Merathaim, mer-a-tha'im. B.
Mercator, mer-ka'tor, C.
Mercedinus, mer-se-di'mis. C.
Mercier, mer-se-a', M.
Mercuriolus, mer-ku-ri'o-lus, C.
Mercurius, mer-ku'rT-us, B. and C.
Merdin, mer-den'. M.
Mered. me 'red. B.
Meremoth, mgr'e-moth. B.
Meres, me'rez, B.
Mergentini. mer-jen-ti'ni, C.
Mergul or Merghi, mer-ge', M.
Merian, ma're-an, M.
Meribah, mer'r

i-ba. B.
Meribbaal, mSr-ib-ba'al, B.
Meribriga. mer-i-bri'ga, C.
Merida, mer^e-da, M.
Merinates, mer-i-na'tez, C.
Meriones. me-ri'o-nez. C.
Merioneth, mer-i-on'eth, M.
Mermentau, mer/mer.-to

/r

, M.
Mermeros, mer'nie-ros; -rus, -rus.C.
Mermnads, merm rna-de, C.
Mermodas, mer'mo-das. C.
Merobrica. m^r-o-bri ,r

ka, C.
Merodach-baladan. me-ro'dak-ba.K-
a-dan, B.

Meroe, nwr'o-e, C. arid M.
Merom. me'rom, B.
Meronothite, me-ron'o-thTt B.
Merope, mei-'o-pe; -pes. -pez; -pis,

-pis, C.
Merops, me'rops, C.
Meroz, me'roz, B.
Merrimack, mer'n-mak, M.
Merseburg, mer'se-berg; in G.mev'-

sg-bo^rg', M.

Mersey, mer'zl, M.
Merthyr Tydvil or Tydfil, merther-

tid'vil, M.
Merula, merru-la, C.
Merulinus, mer-u-li'nus, C.
Merus, me'rus, C.
Meruth, me'rutli, B.
Mesabatene. mes/a-ba-te

/,

ne, C.
Mesapia, nie-sa'pi-a, C.
Mesech, me'sek, B.
Mesembria, me-sem'brf-a, C.
Mesene, lue-se'ne, C.
Mesha, me'sha, B.
Meshach, me'shak; -sheck. -shek./j.
Meshed or Mesehed. mesh'ea

\

Meschid, mesh'id ; or Mushed,
mush'ed, M.

Meshelemiah, me-shel/e-mi /
a, B.

Meshezabeel, me-shez'a-bel; -abel.
! -a-bel, Ji.

Meshillemith, me - shiKle - mith :

-moth, -moth, B.
Meshobab, ine-sho'bab, B.
Meshuilam. me-shuKlam, B.
Meshullemeth, me-shuKle-meth, B.

\

Mesmer, mez'mer or mes'mer, JI.
Mesoa, mes'o-a, C.

;
Mesobaite, mes'o-ba'lt, B.
Mesoboa, me-sob'o-a, C.
Mesola. mes'o-la, C.

i Mesclongi : see Missoloxgiti. M.
Mesomedes, mes-o-me'dez. C.
Mesopotamia, mes'o-po-ta'mT-a. B.

I ana C.
;
Messabatae. mes-sab'a-te, C.

; Messabetene, mes /sa-be-te ,ne, C.
i
Messala. mes-sa'la, C.
Messalina, mes-sa-li^na; -nus. -nus.

!

a
Messana. mes-sa^na, C.
Messapeas. mes-sa'pe-e. C.
Messapia, mes-sa'pi-a, C.
Messapus, mes-sarpus, C.

I

Messeis. mes-se^is, C.

I
Messene. mes-se'ne: -na, -na. C.
Messenia. mes-se'nl-a, C.
Messiah. mes-sKa. orMessias. mes-

si
r
as, B.

i
Messina, mes-se'na, M.

\
Messoa. mes'so-a, C.

; Messogis. mes-soj'jis, C.

j
Mesurado, ma-soo-ra'do, M.

;
Metatus, met Aa-bus. C.
Metaclides, met-a-kli'dez, C.
Metadusa. met-a-du'sa, C.

;
Metagenes. me-taj'e-nez, C.
Metagon. mefa-gon, C.

• Metagonitis, mefa-go-ni'tis. C.

Metagonium, met-a-go'ni-um, C.
Metallinum, met-al-li^num. C.

Metamelos, me-tam^e-los, C.
Metamorphosis, mefa-mor-fo'sis^.
Metanira, met-a-ni'ra, C.
Metapinum. met-a-pi^num, C.
Metapontini, met/a-pon-ti'

r
ni, C.

Metapontum, met-a-pon'tum: -tus,

-tus, C.
Metastasio, met/a-sta /'ze-o or ma-

i ta-sta^ze-o, M.
j
Metaurns, me-taw'rus. C.

i

Metelin, met-e-len', or Mytelene,
mit-e-le'rie, M.

Metelis, me-te'lis, C.
MeteUa. me-teKla: -li. -li, C.
Meterea, met-e-re'a, C.
Meterus, me-te'rus, B.
Methana, me-tha^na or metli^a-na.

I Metharma. me-thar'ma, C.

!
Metheg-ammah, me'tlieg-arn'ma. B-
Methion. me-thi^on, C.

I Methoar, methro-ar, B.
Methodius, me-tho'di-us, C.
Methone, me-tho'ne, C.

Methora. metb/o-ra, C.
Methusael. me-thu'sa-el, B.
Methuselah, me-thu'se-ia, B.
Methydrium, me-thid'ri-um, C.
Methymna, me-thim'na, C.
Metiadusa, me'sh^-a-du'sa, C.
Metilia. me-tiKl-a ; -ii, -I-I : -ius.

-t-us, C.
Metina, me-ti'na, C.
Metioche, me-ti'o-ke, C.
Metioehus. me-ti'o-kus, C.
Metion, me'shT-on, C.
Metiosedum, me'shr-o-se'dum, C.
Metis, me'tis, C.
Metiscus, me-tis'kus, C.
Metita. me-ti'ta, C.
Metius. me'shi-us, C.
Metoecia. me-te'shY-a, C.
Meton, me'ton. C.
Metope, me-to'pe; ?'« architecture,
met'o-pe, C.

Metopus, me-to'pus, C.
Metores. met'o-rez, C.
Metragyrte. met-ra-jer'te, C.
Metras, me'tras, C.
Metroa, me-tro'a, C.
Metrobius, me-tro'bi-us, C.

j

Metrocles, mefro-klez, C.
;
Metrcclides, met-ro-kli'dez. C.

I Metrodora. met-ro-do /'ra ; -rus. -rus,

I
c.

: Metrodotus. me-trod'o-tus. C.
Metrophanes. me-trof'a-r.ez, C.
Metrophon, mefro-fon, C.
Metropolis, me-trop'o-lis, C.
Metropolitae. met'jo-po-li'te. C.
Metroum, me-tro'um. C.
Metternich. mefter-nik, M.

;
Mettius. met'ti-us, C.
Metulum. me-tu'lum, C.
Metz, niets; in F. mas, M.
Meunim, me-u'nim, B.
Meurthe, mert, M.
Meuse, muz: in F. mez : in D.

' Maese or Maas, mas, M.
Mevanates. mev-a-na'tez, C.
Mevania, me-va'ui-a, C.
Mevaniola. mev-a-ni'o-la, C.
Mevius, me'vi-us, C.
Mexico, meks^i-ko; in Sp. mS'he-

ko. M.
Meyer, mi'er, M.
Meyerbeer, mi'er-bar', If.

Meyrick. mer'ik, M.
Mezahab, mez^a-hab, B.

I

Mezentius, me-zen'shi-us. C.
Mt'zeray or Mezerai, maz-ra', M.

j

Me'zieres, ma-ze-ar', M.
Mezzofanti. med-zo-iaii /

'te, J/.

I Miaco, me-a'ko, M.
i Miacorus. mi-a-ko'ius. C.

;
Miall, mi'al. M.

|
Miami. ml-a'mY, JL

I
Miamin, mi'a-min, B.
Miaulis, me-owlis, M.
Mibhar, mib'har, B.
Mibsam, mib'sam, B.
Mibzar, mib'zar, B.
Micali. mi'ka, B.
Micaiah, mi-karya, B._

\

Micciades, mik-sl^a-dez, C.
I Miccotrogus. mik-ko-tro'gus, C.
Micea, mi-se ra, C.

; Micelae, mi-se'le, C.
Micha, mi'ka, B.
Michael. mirka-el_or mi'kel, B.
Michaelis. me-ka-a'lis, M.
Michah. mi'ka, B.
Michaiah. mi-ka'ya, B.
Michailovitch, me-ki'lo-vich, M.
Michal, mi^kal, B.
Michaud, me-sho', 3f.

Micheas, mi-ke'as, B.
Michelet, mesh-la', M.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; Slid, eve, term : Tn, ice ; 8dd, tone, 6r

;

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; N, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Michigan, raish'I-g'n, formerly
mish-T-gan', M.

Michilimackinac, misb/il-^e-makln-
aw: same a< Mackinaw, M.

Michinas, mik'mas, B.
Miehmash, mik-mash, B.
Michmethah, mik'me-tha, B.
Michoacan. me/ch.o-a-kan

/_

, M.
Michri, inik'ri, B.
Michtam. mik'tam, B.
Micipsa, mi-sip'sa, C.
Micite, mis'i-te, C.
Mickiewicz, metsk-ya'vich, M.
Miconi, mik'o-ne -.'same as Myco-
NOS, M.

Micythus, misl-thus, C.
Midaion, mid-a-i'on, or Midaeum,
-a-e'um, C.

Midamus, mi-da'nras, C.
Midas, mi'das. C.
Middin, mid'din, B.
Midea (mother of Licymnius) mid'-

e-a: (>n. ofAntiochus) mi-de'a, C.
Midgard, mid'gard. Hi.

Midian, mid'i-an; -ianite, -i-an-it,5.
Midias. midl-as, C.
Miel. me'el, M.
Mieza. mi'e-za, C.
Migdal-el, mig'dal-el; M.-gad, -gad,

Migdol, mig^dol, B.
Migliara, mel-ya'ra, M.
Mignard, men-yar', M.
Mignet, lnen-ya', 31.

Mignot, meii-yo', 3f.
Migron, mig'ron, B.
Mijamin, mi^'a-min. B.
Mikloth, mik'loth, B.
Mikneiah, mik-ne'ya, B.
Milalai, mil-a-lal, B.
Milan, mtl'an, less prop, ml-lan';

in It. Milano, me-la'no, 31.

Milanion, mi-la'nl-on, C.
Milazzo. me-lafso, or Melazzo, ma-

lat'so, M.
Milcah, mil'ka, B.
Milcom, mil'kom, B.
Milcorus, mil-ko'rus, C.
Milesia, mi-le'zhT-a ; -sii, -zhl-I :

-sins, -zht-us, C.
Miletis, mi-le'tis; -tns. -tus, C.
Miletopolis, mil-e-top'o-lis, C.
Miletnm. mi-le'tum; -tns, -tus, B.

|

Milevi, mi-le'vi ; -vnm, -vum, C.
j

Milias, mil^i-as, C.
Milichus, mil'i-kus, C.
Milionia, mil-i-o'nT-a, C.
Milizigeris, mi-liz'i-je'ris, C.
Millingen, mil'lin-gen, M.
Millo, mil'lo, B.
Milne, in Scot, mil; in E. milu, M.

\

Milnes, milz, 3f.

Milo, initio, C.
Milonius, mi-lo'iit-us, C.
Miloradovitch, me-lo-ra/do-vich, 31.
Miltiades, mil-ti'a-dez, C.
Milvius, mil'vTf-us, C.
Milwaukee or -kie. mil-waw'ke, 31.
Milyas. miKi-as, C.
Mimallones, mi-mal'lo-nez, C.
Mimas, mi'mas, C.
Mimir, me'mer. Ar.

Mimnedus, mim-ne'dus, C.
Mimnermus. mim-nSr'mus, C.
Minmomachus, mim-nonVa-kus, C.

\

Minas-Geraes, me'nas-zha-ra/es, J/.
Minciades. nnn-si'a-dez, C.
Mincio, min'cho, 3f.
Mincins, min'shY-us, C.
Mindanao, min-da-na'o or Magin-

dinao, ma-hen-de-na'o, M.
Mindarus, min'da-rus, C.
Minerva, mi-ner'va, C.
Minervalia, min-er-va'li-a, C.

|

Minervina, min-er-vi'na, C.
,
Minervium, mi-ner'vi-uni, C.
Minho, inen'yo, M.
Miniamin, mi-ni'a-min, B.
Minie\ me-ne-a', M.
Minio, min'i-o, C.
Minnaei, min-nel, C.
Minnesota, min-ne-so'ta, M.
Minni. inin'ni, B.
Minnith.jma'iiith, B.

• Mido, men'yo, M.
,
Minoa, mi-no/a; -is, -is, C.

j

Minoides, mi-no'i-dez, C.
Minorca, mi-n8r/ka, j/.

Minos, mi'nos, C.
1 Minotaurns, min-o-taw'rus, C.
Minthe. min'the, C.
Minturns, min-ter'ne, C.
Minucia, mi-uu'shl-a ; -cins, -sht-us,

C.
Minyae, min'T-e: -yas, -t-as, C.
Minyeis, min-i-e'is ; -eias. -c'yas ;

-eides, -e'i-dez: -eus, -e'us, C.
Minzoni, min-zo'ne, J/.

Miphka, mifka, B.
Mirabaud, me-ra-bo'', if.

Mirabeau, mlr-a-bo' or me-ra-bo',
M.

Miraces, mlr'a-sez, C.

MiramacM, mlr'a-ma-she', 31.

Mirandola, nie-ran'"do-la, 31.

Mirepcix, mTr-e-pwa' or mcr-psva/',

Mireum, mYr'e-um, C.
Miriam, mlr'T-am, B.
Mirma, mer'ma, B.
Mirobriga, mTr-o-bri'ga, C.
Misael, mis'a-el, B.
Misagenes, lm-saj'e-nez, C.
Misargyrides. mis-ar-jXr'i-dez, C.
Ivliscera, mis'se-ra, C.
Misenates, mis-e-na'tez, C.
Misenum, mi-se'num ; -nus, -nus,

C.
Misetns, mi-se'tus, C.
Misgab, mis'arab, B.
Misgetes, mis-je'tez. C.
Misgcmenaa, m'is-irom'

r
e-ne, C.

Mishael, mish'a-el, B.
"., mi'shal, B.

mi'sham, B.
Misheal, mi'she-al, B.
Mishma, mish'nia, B.
Mishmannah, mish-man'na, B.
Mishraites, mish'ra-Ttz, /;.

Misitheus, mi-sith'e-ns, C.
Miskolcz, mish-kolts'', 31.

Mispar, mis'par, B.
Mispereth, mis'pe-reth, />'.

Misrephoth-maim, mis're-foth-ma'-
im, B.

Missabib, mis'sn-bib, /,'.

Missisque, mis-sis'kwv. 31.

Mississippi, mis-sis-sip'pt, 31.
Missolonghi, mis-so-loni?'ge, 3L
Missouri, mis-soo'rt, 3f.
Misulani, mis-u-la'ni, C.
Mithcah, mith/ka, B.
Mittaite. mith'nlt, B.
Mithradates. mith-ra-da'tez. C.
Mithras, mi'thras, C.
Mithredath. inith're-dath. B.
Mithrenes, mi-thre'nez. C.
Mithridates, mith-ri-da'tez, B. Sc C.
Mithrines. mi-thri'nez; or -threnes.
-thre'nez, C.

Mithrobarzanes, mith'ro - bar - za'-
nez, C.

Mittau. mit'tow, M.
Mittermayer, init/ter-mi'er, 3f.

Mitylene, mit-i-le'iie, B. ; -nae or
-ne, -ne, C.

Mitys, mi'tis, C.
Mizaei, rm-ze'i, C.

I Mizar, mi'zar, B.
Mizpah, miz-'pa ; -par, -par; -peh,

-pe, B.
Mizraim, miz-ra'ini, B.

\
Mizzah, miz-'za, B.

J

Mnasagoras, na-sag'o-ras, C.
j
Mnasalcas, na-sar kas, C.
Mnaseas, na'se-as, C.
Mnasicles, nas'i-klez, C.
Mnasigiton, nas-i-ji r ton, C.

\
Mnasilochns, na-siKo-kus, C.

!
Mnasippus, na-siprpus, C.
Mnasitheus, na-sith /'e-us, C.
Mnasitimus, nas-i-ti'mus, C.

' Mnason, na'son, B. and C.
Mnasylus, na-si'lus, C.
Mnasyrium, na-sfi-'i-um, C.
Mnemium, ne-mi'um, C.
Mnemon, ne'mon, C.
Mnemonides, ne-mon ,i-dez. C.
Mnemosyne, ne-mos'i-ne, V.

i Mnesarcbus, ne-sar'kus, C.
Mnesarete, ne-sar'e-te, C.
Mnesibulus, nes-i-bu'lus, C.
Mnesiclides. ues-i-kli'dez, C.
Mnesidamus, nes-i-da^mus; -dsmus,
-de'mus, C.

|

Mnesigenes, ne-sij^e-nez, C.
\ Mnesilaus, nes-i-la'us, C.
Mnesileos, ne-siKe-os, C.
Mnesilochus, ne-siKo-kus, C.
Mnesimache, ue-sim^a-ke : -achus.

!
-a-kus, C.

Mnesiptolemus, nes-ip-toKe-mus. C.
Mnesistratei, nes /is-tra-te,i, C.
Mnesitheus, ne-»ith'

r
e-us, C.

\
Mnesithides, nes-i-thi'dez, C.
Mntstheus, nes'the-us or nes'thus,
C

Mnestia, nes'ti-a, C.
Mnevis, ne'vis, C. and E.
Moab, mo^ab; -abite, -ab-It; -abit-

63S, -ab-tt'es; -abitish, -ab-ifish,
B.

Moadiah, nio-a-di'a. B.
Moagetes. mo-aj'e-tez. C.
Moaphernes, mo-a-ier /'nez, C.
Mobile, mo-bel', M.
Mocenigo, mo-cha-ne'go, 3T.

,
Mocha, mo^ka; in Arab. mo/"k.&/,3L
Mochmur, mok'nier, B.
Mochura, mo-ku'ra, C.
Mocoretaa, mo-kor^e-te, C.
Mocritse. mo-kri'te, C.
Modena. mod'e-na or mod'a-na, M.
Modestinus, mod-es-ti'nus, C.
Modestus, mo-desrtus, C.
Modia. mo'di-a, C.
Modiacus, mo-di'a-kus, C.
Modica, mod'e-ka, 31.
Modin. mo'din, B.
Modonus, mod'o-iius, C.
Moenus, me'nus, C.
Maera, me'ra, C.
Moeragenes, me-raj^e-nez, C.
Mosragetes, lne-raj'e-tez, C.
Mceragoras. nie-ra'2; /'o-ras, C.
Matveis. me're-as, C.
Mceris. me'ris, C.
Mcsrocles. niPr'o-klez, C.
Moesia, me'shT-a. C.
Moeth. mo'eth. B.
Mogadore. mosr-a-dor'', M.
Mogontiacum,"mo-gon-ti,a-kum, C.
Mogul, mo-gul', If.
Mogantia, mo-sun'shi-a, C.
Mogyni, mo-ii'ni, C.
Mohaxs, mo-nach', 3f.

Mohammed, mo-ham/'nied; in Arab.
! mn-ham'med; less correctly M.\-

homkt, q. r.. M.
Mohawk, mn'hawk, 3f.

Moheelef. Mohilew. or Moghilev,
mo-he'lef, .1/.

sfin, cube, full; moon, fot>t ; cow, oil; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.

B, Biblical
; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; JV, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Mohegan, mo-he'gau, 31.

Mbhler or Moeliler, me'ler, 31.

Moine, mwan, M.
Moir. moi'er, M.
Moissac, mwas-sak', 31.

Moladah, mol'a-da, B.
Moldau, mol'dow, 31.

Moldavia, mol-da'vi-a, 31.

Moli, mo-la', M.
Molech, mo'lek, B.
Moleia, mo-le'ya, C.
Moleschott, moHes-kut, M.
Molesworth, molz'worth, 31.

Molfetta, mol-fet'ta, 31.

Moli, mo'li, B.
Molia, mo-li'a, C.
Molibodes, mol-i-bo'dez, C.
Molid, mo'lid, B.
Moliere, mo-le-ar', 31.

Molina, mo-le'na, 31.

Molinos. mo-le'nos, 31.

Molion, mo-li'on, C.
Molione, mo-li'o-ne, C.
Mo'iise, mo-le'sa, 31.

Midler, mel'ler, 31.

Molliculus, niol-lik'u-lus, C.

Moio, mo'lo, C.
Moloch, mo'lok, B.
Molois, mol'o-is, C.
Molokai, mo-lo-ki', or Morotai, mo-

ro-ti', 31.

Molorchus, mo-16r'kus, C.
Molossi, mo-los'si, C.

Molossia, mo-los'shl-a, or -lossis,

-los'sis, C.
Molossus, mo-los'sus, C.
Molpadia, mol-pa'dT-a, C.

Molpagores, mol-pag'o-rez, C.
Moluccas, mo-luk'kaz, 31.

Molus, mo'lus, C
Molycreum, mol-i-kre'um, V.

Molycria, mo-lik'rt-a, C.
Molyneux, mol'i-nooks', 31.

Molyrus, mo-li'rus, C.
Mombas, mom-biis'; or Mombaza,
mom-ba'zii, 31.

Momdis, monrdis, B.
Momemphis, mo-mem'fls, C.
Mompox, mom-poks' or mom-poh',

31.

Momus, mo'mus, C.
Mona, mo'na, C.
Monaco, mo-na'ko, 31.

Monadnock, mo-nad'nuk, 31.

Monasses, mo-ne'sez, C.
Monaghan, mon'a-han, 31.

Monalus, mon'a-lus, C.
Monastir or Monasteer, mon-as-

ter', 31.

Moncrieff, mon-kref, 31.

Mondego, mon-da'go, 31.

Mondoiedo, mon-don-ya'do, 31.

Moneta, mo-ne'ta, C.
Mongault, moN-go', 31.

Mongolia, mon-go'W-a, 31.

Monima, mon'i-ma; -mus, -raus, C.
Monnoyer, mon-nwa-ya', 31.

Monobazas, mon-o-ba'zas, C.

Monodactylus, raon - o - dak'ti-lus,

Monodus, mon'o-dus, C.
Moracecus, mo-ne'kus, C.
Monoleus, mo-no'le-us, C.
Monongahela, mo-non'ga-he'la, 31.

Monongalia, mo-non-ga'li-a, 31.

Monopoli, mo-nop'o-le, 31.

Monosceli, mo-nos'se-li, C.
Monreale, mon-ra-a'la, 31.

Monroe, munro', 31.

Monrovia, mon-ro'vT-a, 31.

Mons, moxs ; in Flemish Bergen,
bSr'hen, 31. _

Monstrelet, moNs'tre-la', 31.

Montagnana, mon-tan-yii'na, 31.

j

Montague, mon'ta-gu, 31.

! Montaigne, mon-tan' ; in F. moN-
tany', 31.

Montalban, mont-iil-ban', 31.

I

Montalembert, mbx-ta-15x-bar', 31.

Montana, mon-ta'na, 31.

Montanus, mon-ta'nus; -tinus, -ti'-

nus, C.
Montargis, mox-tiir-zhe', 31.

Montauban, mox-to-b5x', 31.

Mont Blanc, mox-blOx, or Mount
Blanc, mownt-bla7jk,_.V.

Montbrison, mox-bre-zox', 31.

Mont Cenis, mox-se-ne' or s6-nes',

j. 31.

Mont-de-Marsan.iiio.N-de-mar-sOx',
31.

Montecuccoli or Montecuculi, mon-
j

ta'kook'ko-le, 31.

Monteith, mon-teth', 31.

Montelimart, mox-ta-le-mar', 31.

Montenegro, mon-la-na'gro, 31.

Monterey, mon-ta-ra', 31.

Mcntespan, mon'tes -pan'; in F.
mox-tes-pox', 31.

Montesquieu, mon'tes-ku'; in F\
moN-tes'ke-e', 31.

Montevideo, mon-te-vid'e-o or mon-
ta-ve'da-o, M.

Montfaucon, mox-fo-kox', 31.

Montgolnor, moN-gol-fe-a' or mont-
goKfi-er, 31.

Montgomery, munt-gum'Sr-L, 31.

Montholon, mox-to-lox', 31.

Monticello, in Italy, mon-te-chel'lo;
in U. i$. mon-te-chel'lo or -seKlo,
31.

Montigny, niox-ten-ye', 31.

Montilla, mon-tel'ya, .)/.

Montniartre, moN-martr', 31.

Montinorency o;-_-renci, mont-mo-
ren'st; in F. lnox-mo-rSx-se', 31.

Montpelier, mont-pe /'lT-er, 31.

Montpellier, mont-pd'll-er ; in F.
ino.\ /pel-le-a/',_3/'.

Montpensier, mo.v-pSx-se-a'', 31.

Montreal, tnont - re - awl'; in F.
niox-ra-al', 31.

Montreale, mont - ra - all ; more
prop. Monreale, q. v., 31.

Montrose, mun-troz', 31.

Montserrat, mont-sSr-raf, 31.

Montucchi, mon-toot'che, 31.

Montucla, moN-te-kla', 31.

Monychus, mon'i-kus, C.
Mooltan or Moultan, mool-tan', 31.

Moore, mor, 31.

Moorsnedabad, moor'shed - a-bad',
31.

Moorzook, Mourzouk, or Murzuk,
moor-zook', 31.

Moosias, mo-o-si'as, B.
Mophis, mo'fis, C.
Mopsiani, mop-si-a'ni, C.
Mopsium, mop'si-um, C.
Mopsopia, mop-so'pi-a, C.
Mopsopus, mop'so-pus, C.
Mopsucrene, mop-su-kre'ne, C.
Mopsue3tia, mop-su-es'ti-a, C.
Morales, mo-ra'les, 31.

Morasthite, mo'ras-thit, B.
Moratin, mo-ra-ten', 31.

Moravia, mo-ra'vT-a ; in G. Mah-
ren, nia'ren, 31.

Moray or Murray, mur'rt, 31.

Morbihan, nior-bc-Sx', 31.

Morcelli. mo -che'le, 31.

Mordecai, mor'de-ka, B.
Morea, mo-re'a, 31.

Moreau, mo-ro', 31.

Moreh, mo're, B.
Morel. mo-reK, 31.

Morell, mo-rel', M.
Morelli, mo-rel'le, 31.

i

Morena, Sierra, se-er'ra-mo-ra/'na

j
31.

|
Moresh-eth-gath,mor'esh-eth-gath,

i
B.

Morgentia, mor-jeu'shi-a, C.
I
Morgentini, mor-ien-ti'm, C.
Morgetes, mor-je'tez, C.
Morghen, mor'gen, 31.

Moriah, mo-ri'a, B.
Morians, mo'rt-anz, B.
Morillo, mo-reKyo, 31.

Morimene, mor-i-me'ne, C.
Morin, mo-its', 31.

Morini, mor'I-m or mo-ri'ni, V.
Moriseni, mor-i-se'nl, C.
Moritasgus, mor-i-tas'gus, C.
Morius, mo'ri-us, C.
Morlaix, mor-la', 31.

Morny, mor'ne or mor-ne', 31.

Morocco or Marocco, mo- or ma-
rok'ko ; in Arab. Maraksh, ma-
raksh', 31.

Morosini, mo-ro-ze'ne, M.
Morotai, mo-ro-ti' : same as Molo-
kai, 31.

Morozzo, mo-rot'so, 31.

Morpheus, mSr'phe-us or -fus, C.
Morrell, mSr^rel or mor-rel', 31.
Mortagne, mor-tany', 31.

J Mortara, mor-ta'ra, 31.
' Mortemart, mort-mar', 31.

|

Morton, mSr'tun, 31.

Moruni, mo-ru'ni, C.

I

Mosa, mo'sa, C.
!
Mosby, moz'bl, 31.

|
Moscheles, mosh'g-ISs, 31.

i

Moscheni, mos-ke'ni, C.

\
Moschion, mos'ki-on, C.
Moschopulus. mos-ko-pu'lus, C.
Moscow, mos'ko; in liuss. Moskwa,

' mosk-va', 31.

Mosella, mo-sella, C.
Moselle, mo - zel'; in G. Mosel,
mo'zl, 31.

Mosera, mo-se'ra, B.
Moseroth, mo-se'roth, B.
Moses, mo'zez, B. awl C.
Mo3heim, mos'him, 31.

Mosollam, mo-sol'lam, B.
i Mosollamon, mo-'soKla-mon, B.
j
Mosquera, mos-ka'ra, 31.

;

Mosquito, mus-ke'to, 31.

I

Mosteni, mos-te'ni, C.
Mosul, mo'sul, or Moosul, moo'sul,

! 31.

|
Mosychlus, mo-sik'lus, C.
Mosyni, mo-si'ni, C
Mosynceci, mos-i-ne'si, C.
Motherudes, moth-e-ru'dez, C.
Mothone, mo-tho'ne, C.

i

Motieni, mo-shT-e'ni. C.
Motteux, mot-too', 31.

i
Motuca, mo-tu'ka, C.

' Motya, nio'ti-a, C.
Moulins, moo-lax', 31. _
Moultan or Mooltan, mool-tan', 31.

I Moultrie, moo'trt^ 31.

I Mounier. moo-ne-a', 31.

Mourzouk: same as Moorzook, 31.

1 Mowatt, mo'at, 31.

i Mowee : same as Maui, 31.

Moyamensing, moi-a-men'sing, M.
Moyses, mo'i-sez or mo-i'sez, C.

! Moza, -zah, mo'za, B.

I

Mozambique, mo-zam-bek'. 31.

!
Mozart, mo-zart'; in G. mot'sart,

j

M.
[
Mu. mu, E.

. Muchiresis, mu-ki-re'sis, C-
j
Mucianus, mu-sM-a'nus, C.

\ Mucius, mu'shi-us, C.
Mucuni, mu-ku'ni, C. _
Mudie, mu^dT: in Scot, moo'dl, 31.

I Muggia, mood'ja, .1/.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Tn, ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r ;

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; B, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; iV, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Mugillanus, mu-jil-la'nuti, C.
Mugilones, mu-ji-lo'nez, C.
Muhlenberg, -burg, mu rleii-berg,J/.

Mahlhausen, mel-how'zen, 31.

Miihlheim, mel'hiin, 31.

Mulcaster, mul'kas-ter, 31.

Mulciber, mul'si-ber, C.
Mulde, mdol'de, 31.

MuUer, meKler, M.
Muller, muller, 31.

Mulready, mul'red-1, 31.

Mulvius, muKvi-us, C.

Mummius, mum/mi-us, C.

Munatius, mu-na'shi-us, C.

Munchhausen, mun-cha w'sen; iiiG.

menk-how'zen, 31.

Munich, mu'mk; in G. Monchen,
mSn'hen, 31.

Munin, radon'm, .A
7
.

Munitus, mu /r

ni-tus, C.
Munoz, moon-yoth/, M. .

Munster, in Ireland, mun'ster; in

Germany, men'ster, 31.

Munychia, mu-nik/"I-a, C.
Muppim, niup'pim, B.
Mur or Muhr, moor, M.
Muraena, mu-re'na, C.

Murat, moo-ii' or mu-ratr , M.
Muratori, hioo-ra-to're, 31._

Muravief or Muraviev, moc-ra-vef
or inoo-ra-ve-ei, ! 31.

Murbogi, mBr'bo-ji, C.
Murcia, jmer'sht-a, C. and 31.; in

S/j. moor'the-a, M.
Muretus, mu-re'tus, C.
Murgantia, mer-ganr shl-a, C.

Murgentini, mer-jen-ti
/-
ni, C.

Muridunum, mu-ri-du'num, C.

Murillo, moo-reKyo or mu-ril'lo, 31.

Murranus, mur-ra'iius, (J.

Mursuk: same as Mookzook, 31.

Murtia, mer'shi-a, C.
Murviedro, moor-ve-a'dro, 31.

Musa, mu'sa; -sae, -se. C.

Musaeus, mu-se'us, C._
Musagetes, mu-saj'e-tez, C.

Musagorae, mu-sag'o-re, C.

Muscat, mus-kaf, 31
Muscatine, mus-ka-ten', 31.

Muscogee, mus-ko'je, M.
Muscovy, mus'ko-vT, M.
Musea, mu-se'a; -um, -um, C.

Mushi, ihu'shi: -shites, -shits, B.
Musicani, mu-si-ka'ni, C.

Muskingum, mus-king'gum, M.
Musorius. lnu-so'ni-us, C.

Muspelheim, mots'pel-him, 3r
.

Mustsla^mus-te'la, C.

Mut, moot. E.
Muta, mu/ta, C.
Mutena. mu-te'na, C.

Muthlabben. muth-lab'ben, B.
Muthul, mu'thul, C.
Mutia, mu'sht-a, C.
Mutila, mu'ti-la; -lum, -lum, C. _
Mutina, mu'ti-na; -tines, -tY-nez;

-ni, -ni; -nus, -nus, C.

Mutini, rnu-ti'm; -nus, -nus, C.

Mutius, mu'shT-us, C.
Mutunus, mu-tu'nus, C.

Mutusca, mu-tus'ka, C.

Mutyce. mu'ti-se, C.
Muziano, moot-se-a/no, 31.

Muzuris, mu-zu'ris, C.
Mycale, mik'a-le, C.
Mycalessos, mik-a-les'sos, C.

Mycalesus, mik-a-le'sus, C.
_

Mycenae, -ne, mi-se^ne; -nis, -ms, V.

Mycerinus, mis-e-ri
/-nus; -na, -na,C

Mycithus, mis'T-thus, C.
Mycon. mi'kon, C.
Myconii, mi-ko-'nY-i, C.
Myconos, mik'o-nos: same as Mic-
osi or Myconi, mik'o-ne, 31.

Myconus, mik'o- or mi-ko/'nus, C.
Mydon, mi'don, C.
Myecphoris, mi-ekr±'o-ris, C.
Myenus, mi-e'nus, C.
Mygale, mig'a-le, C._
Mygdones, mig'do-nez ; -nis, -nis, C.
Mygdonia, mig-do'ni-a, C.
Mygdonides, mig-don,i-dez, C.
Mygdonus, mig'do-nus or mig-do'-
nus, C.

Myiagrus, mY-i'a-grus, C.
Myla, mi'la; Mylas, mi'las, C.
Mylassa, mi-las'sa, C.
Mylasa, mi-la'sa, C.
Myle, mile, C.
Mylitta, nii-lifta, C.
Mylne, miln, 31.

Myndones, min'do-nez, C.
Myndus, min^dus, B.
Mynes, mi'nez, C.
Myniae, min'i-e, C.
Myones, mi'o-nez, C.
Myonesus, mi-o-ne'sus, C.
Myonia, mi-o'ni-a, C.
Myra, mi'ra, B. and C.
Myraces, mlr'a-sez, C.
Myrcinus, mer-si'nus, C.
Myrgetae, mer'je-te, C.
Myrice, mi-ri'se, C.
Myrina, mi-ri-'na, C.
Myrinus, mi-ri'nus or myr/r

i-rius,C.
Myrionyma, mYr-i-onrI-ma, C.

\
Myrlea, mer-lc'a, C.
Myrnsecides, mSr-mesri-dez, C.

I Myrmecium, mer-mCshi-um, C.
!
Myrmidone, mer-mid'o-ne ; -nes,

i -nez, C.
Myrocles, mTr^o-klez, C.
Myron, mi'ron, C.
Myronianus, mi'ro-ni-a'nus, C.
Myronides, mi-ron'i-dez, C.
Myronus, mi-rornus, C.
Myrrhinus, mir'ri-nus, C.
Myrsilus, mer-si'lus, (.'.

Myrsinus, mer'si-nus, C.
Myrtale, mer'ta-le, C.
Myrtea, merrtc-a, C.
Myrtilus, mer'ti-his, C.
Myrtoum Mare, mcr-to'um-ma're,
a

M3rrtuntium, mer-tun'shi-um, C.
Myrtusa, mSr-tu/sa, C.

Myscelius, mi-sel'lus, C.

Mysia, mizh'T-a, B. and C.
Mysomacedones, mis'o-ma-sed'o-
nez, C.

Myson, mi'son, C.
Myters, mi'tens, M.
Mythopolis, mi-thop'o-lis, C.

Mytilene, mit-i-le/ne, C. and M.

;

tame as Metelin, M.
Myus, mi^us, C.

N
._, na'am, B.

Naamah, na'a-ma, B.
Naaman. na'a-man, B.
Naamathite, na'a-ma-thit, B.
Naamites, na'a-mitz, B.
Naarah, na'a-ra, B.
Naarai, na'a-ra, B.
Naaran, na'a-ran, B.
Naarath, na ra-rath, B.
Naas, nas, M.
Naashon, na-ashron, B.
Naasson, na-as'son, B.
Naathus, n a 'a -thus, B.
Nabajo or Navahoe, nav'a-ho; or
Nabajoa, ria-va-ho'a, M.

Nabal, na'bal, B.
Nabarias, nab-a-ri'as, B.

Nabarzanes, nab-ar-za/'nez, C.
Nabathaea, nab-a-the'a, C.
Nabatheans, nab-a-thc'anz, B.
Nabathes, nab'a-thez, C.
Nabathites, na'bath-itz, J5.

Nabiani, na-bi-a'ni, C.
Nabis, na'bis, C.
Nabocodrosorus, nab'o-ko-dros'o-

rus, C.
Naboth, na'both, B.
Nabuchodonosor, nab'u-ko-don'o-

s6r, B.
Nachon, na'kon, B.
Nachor, na'kdr, B.
Nacogdoches, nak-o-do'chiz, M.
Nacole, nak rc-le, C.
Nacolea, nak-c-!e'a, C.
Nacolia, nak-c-Wa or na-ko'lt-aX'.
Nacone, nak'o-ne or na-ko'ne, C.
Nadab, na'dab, B.
Nadabatha, na-dab'a-tha, B.
Nadagara, na-dag^a-ra, C.
Nadir Shah, na'dr-sha, M.
Naenia, ne^ni-a, C.
Naera, na-erra, C.
Naevia, ne'vi-a; -vius, -vi-us, C.
Naevolus, nev'o-lus, C.
Naga, na'ga, H.
Nagananda, na-ga-nan^da, H.
Nagasaki, na-eti-sa/ke, M.
Nageri, na-jerri, C.
Nagge, nag'ge, B.
Nagy Enyed, nod'yS- or n5dj-en-
yed /r

, 31.

Nagy Karoly, n5dj-ka-roK, M.
Nagy Szombath, nSdj-som'bot' ;

same as Tyrxau, 31.

Nagy Varad, nSdj-va^rod', 31.

Nahalal, narha-lal, B.
Nahaliel, na-ha'li-el, B.
Nahallal, na-haKlal, B.
Nahalol, na'ha-lol, B.

I Naham, na'ham, B.
Nahamani, na-hanT'a-ni, B.
Nahanarvali, na-han'ar-va'li, C.
Nahant, na-hanf, M.
Naharai, na-har'a-i, B.
Naharaixn, na-ha-rarim, B.
Nahari, na'ha-ri, B.
Naharvali, na'har-va'li or ua-har''-

va-li, C.
Nahash, na'hash, B.
Nahath, na'hath, B.
Nahbi, narM, B.
Nahor, na'hftr, B.
Nahshon, na'shon, B.
Nahum, na'hum^jB.
Naiades, na-i'a-dez, C.
Naias, na'yas, C.
Naicus, na'i-kus, C.
Naidus, na'i-dus, B.
Nain, na'in, B.
Naioth, na'yoth, B.
Nais, na^is, C.
Naissus, na-isrsus, C.
Namaquas, na-ma'kwaz, M.
Namnetes, nam-ne'tez, or Nam o-

tes, nan-ne'tez, C.
Namur, na/mur; in F. na-mer', 31-

Nana Sahib, na/nii-sa/hib, 31.

Nancy, nan'sY ; in F. noN-se /', 31.

Nanea, na-ne'a, B.
Nangasaki, nang-ga-sa'ke, 31.

Nankin, nan-kin ^ . or Nanking, nan-
king', 31.

Nantes, nants: in F. n5Nt, 31.

Nanteuil, noN'tel or nQK-tey' /', II.

Nantuates, nan-tu-a'tez, C.

Nantucket, nan-tuk'et, M.
Nantwich, nant/ich, 31.

Naomi, na-o'mi or na'o-mx, B.

|

Napaeae, na-per e, C.
I Naparis, nap'a-ris, C.
I Napata, na-pa'ta, C

sun, cube, full; moon, f6t>t : cow, oils linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; N, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Napegus, na-pe'gus, C.
Naplulus, nafi-lus, C.
Naphish, na'fish, B.
Naphisi. nafi-sl, B.
Naphtali, naf'ta-li, B.
Naphthar, naf'thar, B.
Naphtuhim, naf'tu-him, B.
Napier, na'pe-er, M.
Napitse, na-pi r te, C.
Naple3, na'plz ; in It. Napoli. naA

po-le, M.
Narada, na/ra-da, II.

Narasingha, i:iir-a-sin^'"ni, H.
Narayana, ua-rii'va-iia. H.
Narbona, liar-bo'iia, C-

Narbonensis, nar-bo-ncn'sis, C.

Narbonne, nar-bon', M.
Narcseus, nar-se'us, C.
Nareea, nar-se'a, C.
Narcissus, nar-sis'sus, B. and C.

Nargara, nar'ga-ra. C
Narisci, na-ris'si, C.
Narmada, nSr-nia/'da: mwis «s Ner-
buddah, ner-lvul'da, M.

Narr.ia, nar'nT-a, C.
Narova, nar'o-va, or Narva, nar'-

va, 31.

Narragansett, nar-ra-gan'set, M.
Narthecis, niir-the'sis. C.
Narthecusa, nar-the-ku'sa, C.
Narvaez, nar-va'eth, 31.

Narycia, na-rish'T-a:-ium,-1-um, C.
Nasamon, nas'a-mon, C.
Nasamones, nas-a-nic'nez, C.
Nasbas, nas'bas, B.
Nascio, nas'shl-o, C.
Nassoy, naz'M, M.
Naslioa, na'shon, B.
Nashua, nash'u'-a, M.
Nasica. na-si'ka, C.
Nasidienus, na'sid-i-e'nus, C.

Nasidius. na-sid'i-us, C.
Nasibh, na'sith, B.
Nasium, na'sM-nm, C.
Naso. na'so, C.
Nasor. na's6r, B.
Nasotiani, na'so-sliT-a'ni, C.
Nassau, nas'saw; in G. nas'sow, 31.

Nassiei, n:.b'si-n. (
'.

Nastrand, nas'traisd, V.

Nasus. na'sus, (

'

Natal. na-:ai'. .V.

Natalia, n i-tri/lT-a, C.

Natalis, na-ta'lis, C.
Natchitoches, nach-jt-toch'ez or
nak-e-tush', M.

Nathan, na'than, B.
Nathanael, na-th m'a-el, B.
Nathanias. natli-a-ni'as, B.
Nathau-melech, na-than-melek, U.

Natclia. na-to'K-a, or Anatolia.
an'a-to'll-a, or Anadoli, a-iiii-ilo'-

le. M
Naubclides. i-.aw-bol'i-dez, C.
Naubciis, naw'bo-iis; -lus, -lus, C.
Naucles, naw'klez, C.
Nauclidas, naw-kli'das: -das. -dez,C
Naucrates, naw'kra-tes; -tis, -tis,C.

Naucratusa, naw-kra-tu'sa, C.
Naucydes, naw-si'dez, C.
Naugatuck. naw'ga-tuk, 31.

Naulocha, naw'lo-ka; -chum, -kum;
-chus. -kus, C.

Naum, na'um, B.
Naumachus, uaw'ma-kus, C.
Naumburg,_ nawm ' berg ; in G.
nowm^boorg, 31.

Naumedon, naw'me-don, C.
Naupactus, naw-pak'tus; -turn,

-turn, C.
Naupidame, nav-pid'a-me, C.
Nauplia, naw'pll-a; -piius, -pli-us,

Naupliades, naw-pli'a-de'z, C.

Nauportus, naw-por'tus, C.

Naura, naw'ra, C- _
Nausicaa, naw-sik'a-a, C.
Nausicae, naw-sik'a-e, C.

Nausicles. naw'si-klez, C._

Nausicra,tes, naw-sik'ra-tez, C
Nausicydes, naw-sl-sT'dez, C.
Nausimache, uaw-sim'a-ke; -achus,
-a-kus, C.

Nausimedon, naw-sim^e-don; -enes,
-e-nez, C.

' NaAisinicus, naw-sY-ni/'kus, C.
Nauoinous, naw-siu'o-us, C.
Nausiphanes, naw-sif'a-nez, C.
Nausiphilus. naw-sifi-lus, C.

Nausithoe. naw-sith /'o-e;-ous, -o-us,

C.
Naustrouhus, naws/tro-fus, C.
Nauteiel. naw'te-lez, C.
Nautes. naw'tez, C.

Nautous. naw'te-us, C.

Nauvoo. naw-voo', M.
! Nava, na'va, C.
Nava.hoe, nav'a-ho, M.

\
Navarin, na-va-ren'

r
, or Navarino,

nav-a-re'iio, M.
Navarre, na-var'; in Sp. Navarra,
Ra-vav'ra, M.

' Navarrete, na-var-ra'ta, M.
' Nave, na've, B.
I Naviglio Grande, na-vel'yo-gran'-

|

da, M.
: Navius, na'vi-us, C.

I

Naxia. naks-e'a, or Naxos, naks'-
|

os, M.
Naxos, naks'os, C.
Nazarene, naz-a-ren', B.
Nazareth, naz'a-reth; -arite, -a-rit,

B.
Neaera, ne-e'ra, C.
Nesethus, ne-e'thus. C.

Neagh, Lough, lQ-aa', J/.

Neah. ne'a, B.
Nealces, ne-aKsez, C.
Neander, ne-an''der ; hi G. na-an'-

;

der, M.
i Neandria. ne-an-dri'a, C.

i

Neanis, ne-a'nis, C
j
Neanthes, ne-an'thez, C.

i Nearaaphos, ne-ap'a-i'os, C.

|

Neapolis, ne-ap'o-lis, B. and C.

Neapolitani, ne-a-pol'i-ta'ni, C.
Nearchus, ne-ar'kus, C.
Neariah, ne-a-ri'a, B.
Neau. na-or , .1/.

Nebai, neb'a-I, B.
Nebaioth, ne-ba'voth, B.
Neballat, ne-bal'lat, B.
Nebat. nc'bat, B.
Kebiodunum. ne'bt-o-du'jium, C.
Nebo, ne'bo, B.
Nebraska, ne-bras'ka, M.
Nebrodes, ne-bro'dez, C.
Nobrcwhone, ne-brofo-ne ; -onos,

-o-nos, C.
Nebuchadnezzar, neb/u-kad-nez

/r
-

!
zar, B.

Nebuchadrezzar, neb'u-kad-rez'-
l zar, B.
Nebushasban, neb-u-shas'ban, B.
Nebuzar-adan, neb'ti-zar-a'dan, B.
Necho, ne^ko, B.
Neckar, nek^er, M.
Necker, nek'er: in F. nek-karr , 31.

;
Necodan, ne-ko'daii, B.
Necropolis, ne-krop'o-lis, C.
Nectanabis, nek-tan'a-bis, C.
Nectanebus, nek-ta-ne'bus or nek-

|
tan'e-bus, C.

! Nectiberes, nek-ti-be'rez, C.
I Necysia, ne-sish/T-a, C.
Nedabiah. ned-a-bi'a,^.
Nedinates, ned-i-na'tez, C.

I Nedjd, nej'd, or Nedjed, nej'ed, 31.

Neelgherry or Neilgherry, nel-gSr'-
rT, 31.

Neemias, ne-e-miras, B.
Neer, nar, 31.

Nef, nef, E.
Negapatam, neg'a-pa.-tanv', M.
Neginoth, neg'i-noth, B.
Negretus. tieg're-tus, C.
Negropont, neg-ro-pont': same as
Egripo, egr ri-po, 31.

Nehelamite, ne-hel'a-mit, B.
Nehemiah, ne-he-mi,a; -mias, -mi/'-

as, B.
Nehiloth, ne'hi-loth, B.
Nehuni, ne'hum, B.
Nehushta, ne-husb/ta ; -tan, -tan,
B.

Neiel, ne-i^el or ne'i-el, B.
Neis, ne 'is, C.
Neisse, ni'se, M.
Neitae, ne-i'te, C.
Neith, nath, or Neitha, na'tha, E.
Nejin, Neschin. or Nezheen, nezh-
en', 31.

Nekeb, ne'keb, B.
Nekoda, ne-ko'da, B.
Neleus, ne-le'uso;- ne'liis, C.
Nelides, ne-li'dez, C.
Nelo, ne'lo, C.
Nemsea, ne-me'a, orNemea (games),
lie'me-a, C.

Nemea ((own & river), ne'me-a, C.
Nemesa, nem'e-sa; -senus, -se^nus,
a

Nemesianus, ne'me-sht-a'nus, C.
Nemesis, nem^e-sis, C.
Nernestrinus, nem-es-tri/'nus, C.
Nemetes, nera'e- or ne-me'tez, C.
Nemeus, ne-me'us, C.
Nemisiaci, lieni-i-si'a-si, C.
Nemoralia, nem-o-ra'K-a. C.
Nemossus, ne-mos'sus, C.
Nemours, iie-moor', 31.

Nemuel, ne-mu'el, B.
Nemuelites, ne-mu'el-its, B.
Nenagh, na'na, M.
Neobule, ne-o-bu'le, C.
Neocsesarea, ne'o-sez-a-re'a, 0.

Neochabis, ne-ok'a-bis, C.
Neochorus, ne-o-ko'rus, C.
Neocles, ne'o-klez, C.
Neoclides, ne-o-kli'dez, C.
Neogenes, nc-oj /

'e-iiez, C.
^eolau8, ne-o-la rus, C.
Neomagus. ne-om /,

a-g_us, C.
Neomedes, ne-o-me'dez, C.
Neomenia, ne-o-ine'nt-a, C.
Neomeris, ne-o-me'ris, C.
Neon, ne'on, C.
Neontichos, ne-on-ti'kos ; -chus.
-kus, C.

Neophron, ne'o-fron, C.
Neophytus, ne-ofl-tus, C.
Neoptolemus, ne-op-toKe-mus, C.
Neoris, ne'o-ris, C.

i
Neosho, ne-o'sho, M.
Neoteles, ne-ot'e-lez, C.
Neotheus, ne-o'the-us, C.
Neots, St., sent-nets', M.
Nepaul or Nepal, ne-pawl', M.

, Nepe, ne'pe, C.

j
Nepeta, nep'e-te; -etus, -e-tus. C.
Neph, nef, E.
Nephalia, ne-fa'li-a, C.
Nepheg, ne'ieg, B.
Nephele, nefe-le; -elis, -e-lis; -eris,

-e-ris, C.
NeDheleis, nef-e-le^is, C.
Nephi, ne'fi ; -phis, -fis ; -phish,

-fish, B.
Nephishesim, ne-fisb^e-sim, B.
Nephthali, nef'tha-li ; -thalim,

-lira, B.
Nephthys, nef'this, E.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; Bnd, eve, term ; Tn, Ice ; 5dd, tone, fir

;

B, Biblical; C, Classical; E, Egyptian; H, Hindoo; M, Modern; AT, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Nephtoah, nef'to-a, B.
Nephus. ne'fus, C.
Nephusa, ne-fu'sa, C.
Nephusim, ne-fu'sim, B.
Nepia, ne-pi'a, C.
Nepos, ne'pos, C.
Nepotianus, ne/po-shi-a

/,
nus, C.

Nepthali, nep'tha-li; -thalim, -lim,

B.
Neptunalia, nep-tu-na'li-a, C
Neptunine, nep-tu-ni /'ne, (3.

Neptunium, nep-tu'iii-um. C.
Neptunus, nep-tu'nus, C.
Nepunis, ne-pu'nis, C.
Ner, ner, B.
Nerbuddah = Narmada, q. v., 31.

Nereides, lie-re'l-dez, C.
Nereis, lie-re^is or ne're-is, C.
Neretini, nSr-e-ti'ni, C.
Neretum, ne-ye'tuni, C.
Nereus, ne'rus, B. ; ne're-us or ne'-

rus, C.
Nergal, ner'gal ; N.-sharezer, -sha-
re'zer, B.

Neri, ne'ri, B. ; na'ie, M.
Neriah, ne-ri'a, B.
Nerias, ne-ii'as, B.
Neriene, ne-ri-e'iie, C.
Nerine, ne-ri'ne, C.
Nerio, ne'ri-o, C.
Neritos, nSrl-tos, C.
Nerius, ne'ri-us, C.

Nero, ne'ro, B. and C.
Neronia, ne-ro'ni-a, C.
Neropolis, ne-rop'o-lis, C.
Nertchinsk, nSr-chinsk', M.
Nertobriga, ner-to-bri'ga, C.
Nerulani, ner-u-la^ni, C.

Nerulum, ner'u-lum, C.

Nervii, ner'vY-I, C.
Nesaee, ne-se ,e1 C.
Neschin, nesh-en': same as Nejin
and Nezheek, 31.

Neshaminy, ne-shain'T-nt, M.
Nesiotae, ne-shi-o'te; -tes, -tez; -tis,

-tis, C.

Nesis, ne'sis, C.
Nesope, ne-so'pe, C.
Nespetos, nes'pe-tos, C.
Nesselrode, nes'sl-ro'de, M.
Nessonis, nes-so'nis, C.
Nesteadusa, nes'te-a-du'su, C.
Nestocles, nes'to-klez, C.
Nestoras, nes'to-ras, C.
Nestorides, nes-tor'i-dez, C.
Nestorius, nes-to'ri-us, v.
Nethaneel, ne-than'e-el, B.
Nethaniah, neth-a-ni/

a, B.
Netherlands, neth/er-landz ; in D.
Nederland, na'der-lanf, 31.

Nethinims, neth'i-nimz, B.
Nethou, iie-too', 31.

Netini, ne-t^ni, C.
Netophah, ne-to'fa, B.
Netophathi, ne-tofa-thi ; -athite,

-a-ttut, B.
Netum, ne'tum, C.
Neubeck, noi'bek, 31.

Neuburg, nu'berg; G. noi'bdt>rg,.3f.

Neufchatel or Neuchatel, nush/ii-
ieV; in G. Neuenfourg, npi'en-
bdftrg', M.

Neuilly-sur-Seine, ne-ye-sur-san',ilf.
Neukirch, noi'kirk, 31.

Neukomm, noi'kom, 31.

Neumann, noi'miin, 31.

Neumarkt, noi'markt, 31.

Neurode, ntn'ro'de, 31. _
Neu-Ruppin, rioi-i'dop-pen', 31.

Neusatz, noi'satz : in Hung. Ujvi-

d^k, oo/e-ve/dak/', 31.

Neuse, nus, 31.

NeusohL nu'sol or noi'sol, 31.

Neustadt, nu'stat or noi'stat, 31.

i

Neu-Wied, nu'wert or noi'vet, 31.

Neva, ne'va; in Rtiss. na'va, 31.

j
Nevada, na-va/da; -do, -do, 31.

Neverita, ne-vSr'Y-ta, C.
Nevers, ne-var^, 31.

Nevis, Ben, ben-ne'vis, M.
Newark, nu'erk, M.
Newcastle, in Delaware, nu'kas-sl

;

in Eng. nu-kas'sl, M.
Newfoundland, nu'fund-land'. M.
New Granada, nu-gra-inir dii, M.
New Guinea, nu-gin'e, M.
New Jersey, nu-jgr'zl, M.
New Leon, nu-le'on ; in Sp. Nuevo
Leon, nwa/vo-la-6n /', M.

Newmarket, nu'mar-ket, M.
New Orleans, nu-or'le-anz, 31.

New Sarum, nu-sa'rum : same as
Salisbury, M.

New Santander, nu-san-taii'der; in
Sp. Nuevo Santander, uwa'vo-
san-tan-dstr', M.

New Zealand, nu-ze'land, M.
Ney, na, M.
Nezheen : see Nejin, 31.

Neziah, ne-zi'a, B.
Nezib, ne'zib, B.
Nez Perce, na-per-sa' or na-per'se,
M.

Ngami, 'n-ga'me, M.
Niagara, ni-ag'a-ra, M.
Nibhaz, nib'haz, B.
Nibshan, nib'shan, B.
Nicaea or -cea, ni-se'a, C.
Nicaenetus, ni-sen^e-tus, C.
Nicagora, ni-kagro-va; -ras, -ras, C.
Nicander, ni-kan'der, C.

Nicanor, lii-ka'nor, B. and C.
Nicaragua, nik-a-ra

/,gwa, M.
Nicarchus, ni-kar'kus, C.
Nicarete, ni-kar'e-te ; -etus, -e-tus, C.

Nicasis, ni-ka'sis, C.
Nicator, ni-ka'tor, C.
Nicatoris, ni-kafo-ris, C.
Nice, ni'se, C. ; lies, M. ; in It. Niz-

za, net'sii or nit'sa, M.
Niceas, nis'e-as, C.
Nicenus, ni-se'nus, C.
Nicephoris, ni-sefo-ris ; -orus, -o-

rus, C.
Nicephorium, nis-e-fo'ri-um; -rius,

-ri-us, C.
Nicer, ni'sgr, C.
Niceratus, iri-ser'a-tus, C.
Nict'ron, ne-sa-roir/', If.

Niceros, nis'e-ros, C.
Niceso, ni-se'so, C.
Nicetas, ni-se'tas; -tes, -tez, C.
Niceteria, nis-e-te'ri-a, C.

i Nicias, nish^i-as, C.
Nicippe, ni-sip'pe; -pus, -pus. C.

j
Nico, ni'ko, C.
Nicobar, nik'o-bar, M.
Nicobula, nik-o-bu'la ;_-lus, -lus, C.
Nicochares, ni-kok'a-rez, C.
Nicocharite, nik-6-karl-te, C.
Nicocles, nik'o-klez, C._

Nicocrates, ni-kok'ra-tez, C.
Nicocreon, ni-ko'kre-nn, C.
Nicodamus, nik-o-da'mus or ni-

kod'a-inus, C.
Nicodemus, nik-o-de^nms, B. & C.

i
Nicodice, ni-kod'i-se; -icus, -i-kus,C

J

Nicodorus, nik-o-do,rus, C.
Nicodromus, ni-kod'ro-mus, C.
Nicoladas, nik-o-la'das, C.

I Nicolai, ne-ko-la'e or ne-ko-li', M.
Nicolaitans, nik-o-la'i-tanz, B.
Nicolas, nik'o-las, B. and M. ; in F.
Saint N., saN-ne-ko-lii/, M.

I Nicolaus, nik-o-la'us, C.
I
Nicolay, nc-ko-la/e, M.

|

Nicole, ne-koK or ne-k8K, M.
< Nicolea, ni-ko'le-a; -leos, -le-os, C.

Nicolochus, ni-koKo-kus, C.
Nicomacha, ni-kom ,r

a-ka ; -achus,
-a-kus, C.

Nicomedes, nik-o-me'dez, C.
Nicomedia, mk/o-me-di''a, or -dea,
-de'a, C.

Nicomenes, ni-kom^e-nez, C.
Nicon, ni'kon, C.
Niconoe, ni-kon'o-e, C._
Nicophanes, ni-kofa-nez, C.
Nicopheles, ni-kof'e-lez, C.
Nicophemus, nik-o-fe'mus, C.
Nicophon, nilc'c-fon ; -fron, -fron,

C.
Nicopoli, ne-kop'o-le, M.
Nicopolis, ni-kop'o-lis, B. and C.
Nicopolitani, nik-o-pol/i-ta/'ni, C.
Nicosia, ne-ko'se-a, M.
Nicostrata, ni-kos'tra-ta ; -te, -te ;

-tus, -tus, C.
Nicotelea, nik'o-te-le/a, C.
Nicoteles, ni-kofe-lez, C.
Nicotheus, ni-ko'the-us. C.
Nicothoe, ni-koth/o-e, C.
Nicotimus, nik-o-ti'mus, C.
Niebuhr, ne'boor, M.
Niederwesel, ne'der-va/zl : same as
Wesel, M.

Niemcewicz, ne-em/tsa
/,
^'ich, M.

Niemen, ne'men; in Polish ny5m/'-

en, M.
Niepce, ne-eps', M.
Nieuport, nu^port, M.
Nieuwland, ne-e'lant, M.
Nievre, ne-av'r', M.
Niflheim, nifl-him, N.
Niger, ni'jSr, B., C, and 31.

Nigidius, ni-jid'i-us, C.
Nigretes, ni-gre'tez, C.
Nigrimus, ni-gri'mus, C.
Nigrit33, ni-gi-i'te, C
Nijni : same as Niziinee, 31.

Nikolaief or Nikolaiew, ne-ko-li'ef

,

31.

Nikolsburg, nik'nlz - berg ; in G.
ne'kols-bo'org', 31.

Nilacome, nil-a-ko'me, C.
Nile, ml, 31.

Nileus, niKe-us or ni'lus, C.
Nilicola, ni-lik'o-la, C.
Niligena, ni-lij'e-na, C.
Nilopolis, ni-lop'o-lis, C.
Nilotis. ni-lo'tis, C.
Niloxenus, ni-loks'e-nus, C.
Nilus, ni'lus, C.
Nimar or Nemaur, ne-mawr', 3f.

Nimes or Nismes, nem, M.
Nimeguen, ne-ma'gen ; in D. Ny-
megen or Nymegen, ni-ma'gen,
or Nimwegen, niiu-va/'geii ; in F.
Nimegue, ne-mag', 31.

Nimrah, nim'ra, B.
Nimrim, nini'iim, B.
Nimrod, nim'rod, B.
Nimshi, nim'shi, B.
Nineve, nin'e-ve ; -veh, -vg ; -vitea,

-\Ttz, B.
Ninias, nin'Y-as, C.
Ninive, nin'i-ve : -eve, -e-ve, C.
Ninivitas, nin-i-vi'te, C.
Ninoe, nin'o-e, C.
Ninus, ni'iius, C.
Ninyas, nin'l-as, C.
Niobe, ni'o-be, C.
Niphasus, ni-fe-'us, C.
Niphates, m-ia'tez, C.
Niphe, ni'fe, C.
Niphon, nl-fon', or Nipon, nt-pon'',

Nipissing, nip'is-sing, 3f.

Nireus, nir'e-us or ni'rus, C.
Nisa, ni'sa, C.
Nisasa, ni-se'a, C.
Nisan, ni'san, B.

sfin, cube, full ; moon, f<56t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, tlien, boNboN, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical j E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; If, Norse. iSee p. 521.]



NISEIA

Niseia. ni-se'ya ; -seis, -se'is, C.
Nishapoor or -pour, uish'a-poor', J/1

Nisibeai. nis-i-be'ni, C.
Nisibis. nis'i-bis, C.
Nisope. ni-so'pe, C.
Nisroch, nis'rok, B.
Nisus. ni'sus. C.
Nisyrus, ni-si'rus, C.
Nitetis. ni-te'tis, C.
Nithard, ne-tar', M.
Nitiobriges, nish - i - ob'ri - jez or
msh/i-o-bri/'jez, C.

Nitocris, ni-to'kris, C.
Nitria, nit'ri-a, C.
Nivaria, ni-va'ri-a, C.
Nivomagus, ni-vom,a-gus, C.
Nizhnee (or Nijni) Novgorod, nizh'-
ne-uov-go'rod, 21.

No, no, B.
Noa. no'a, C.
Noadiah, no-a-di'a, B.
Noah, no'a, B.
Noailles, no-aK or no-ay". Jf.

No-ainon, no-a'mou, B~.
Nob, nob, B.
Nobah. no'ba. B.
Nobilior, no-bil'i-or. C.
Nocera, no-cha'ia, 2f.

Noctiluca, nok-ti-lu'ka, C.
Nod. nod, B.
Nodab, no'dab. B.

Nodier. no-de-a'. 21.

Nodinus, no-di'nus, C.
Noe, uo'e, B.
Noeba, no-e'ba, B.
Noemon, no-e'mon, C.
Noerdlingen or Nbrd-liugen, nerf-
ling-en, J/1

Noetus. no-e'tus, C.
Noga. -gah, no'ga, B.
Nohah. no'ha, B.
Nbhden or Noehden. nCdn, 21.

Nogaret. no-ga-ra', Jf.

Nola, no'la, C.

Nolani. no-Ia'ni, C.
Nollet. no-la', M.
Nomades, nom'a-dez, B. and C.
Nomas, no'mas, C.
Nomentanus, nom-en-ta'nus, C.
Nomentum, no-men'tum, C.
Nomion, no-mi'on, C.
Nomius, no'mi-us ; -mii, -mi-i, C.
Nomophylax, no-mofi-laks, C.
Nomothetae, no-moth'e-te, C.
Non, non, B.
Nonacrina, non-a-kri'na, C.

Nonacris, non 'a- or no-na'kris, C.
Nonius, no'ni-ns, C.
Nonnosus, non'no-sus, C.
Noodt, not, 2L
Noph, nof, B.
Nophah, no'fa, B.
Nopia, no'pi-a, C.
Nora, no'ra, C.
Norax, no'raks, C.
Norbanus, nor-ba'nus. C.
Nordhausen, nort-how'zn, M.
Nbrdlingen : same as Xoekdlixg-
EN. 21.

Nordri, nord'rY, If.

Noreea. no-re-e'a, C.
Norfolk, nor'fuk, M.
Noricii, no-rish'T-I, C.
Noricum, n5r'i-knm, C.
Normandy, nQr'man-dl, 21.

Nornen, nSr'nen. X
Norridgswock, nbr'rij-wok, J/1

Norrk-ping, n6r'che-ping. J/.

Northippus, nor-thip'pus, C.
Ncrtia, n6r'shi-a, C.
Norway, nSr'tvay^ in Xorw. Noige,
nor'ge or nSr'ga, M.

Norwich, in Eng. nSr'rij: in U. 8.

nSr'rich or nor'wich, J/1
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Nosocomium. nos'o-ko-mi'um, C.
Nosora, nos'o-ra, C.
Nostimus, nos'ti-nius, C.
Nostradamus, nos-tra-da'mus : in

F. Notredame, notr-diim', 21.

Nothocrates. no-thok'ra-tez, C.
Nothus, no'thus, C.
Notium, no-ti'um, C.
Notus, no'tus. C.
Novaia, no-vi'ii. 21.

Novalis, no-vii'lis, 21.

Novara, no-va'ra, 21.

Novaria, no-va'ri-a, C.
Nova Scotia, no'va-sko'sht-a, 21.

Novatus. uo-va'tus, C.
Nova Zembla, no'va-zeui,'bla, 21.

Novelli, no-vel'le, 2£.

Novempagi. nov-em-pa'ji, C.

Novempopulis, nov-em-pop'u-lis, C.
Novemsiles. no-vem'si-lez, or -si-

des, -si-dez, C.
Novesium, no-ve'shi-um, C.
Novgorod, nov-go-rod', or Novogo-

rod, no'vo-so-rod', 21.

Novi, no've,"Y.
Novia, no'vi-a, C.
Noviodunum, no'vi-o-du'num, C.
Noviomagum, no-^-om'a-gum, or
-agus, -a-gus, C.

Novius, no'vi-us, C.
Novocomum, nov-o-ko'muin, C
Novomagus.no-vom'a-gus, C.
Noyon, no-yox', 2f.

Mu, nu; Num. liura, E,
Nubia, nu'bi-a, 21.

Nuceria. nu-se'ri-a, C.
Nucerini, nu-se-ri'ni, C.
Nueces, nwa'ses, 21. _
Nueva Helvetia, nwa'va-hel-va'te-

a, M.
Nu6vitas. nwa-ve'tas.J/.
Nuevo Leon, nwa'vo-la-on', 21.

Nuevo Santander, nwa'vo-san-tan-
dar', 21.

Nuithones, nu-ith'o-nez, C.
Nukahiva. noo-ka-he'va, M.
Noma, nu'ma, C.
Numana, nu-ma'na, C.
Numantia, nu-man'shi-a, C.

Numantina, nu-man-ti'na; -tinus,
-ti-nus. C.

Numanus. iiu-ma'mis, C.

Numenia, nu-me'ni-a; -nius, -ni-us,

B. and C.
Numeria. nu-me'ri-a; -rius. -n-us,C.
Numerianus, nu /me-ri-a''nus, C.

Numicius, nu-inish'i-us, C.

Numicus, nu-mi'kus, (.'.

Numida, nu'mi-da: -dse, -de, C.

Numidia, nu-mid'i-a; -ius, -i-us, C.

Numisius, nu-mish'i-us, C.

Numistrani, nu-mis-tra'ni, C.

Numistro, uu-mis'tro, C.
Numitor, nu'mi-tor, C.
Numitorius, nu-mi-to'ri-us, C.
Numonius, nu-mo'ni-us, C.
Nun, nun, B.
Nun or Noon, noon. J/1

Nundina, nun'di-na, C.
Nuremberg, nu'rem-berg ; in G.
Nh-nberg, nern'bgrg, 21.

Nuroli, nu'ro-li. C.

Nursia, ner'shi-a, C.
Nuslau. noos'low. 21.

Nutpe. noot'pe, E.
Nutria, nu'tri-a, C.
Nyanza, ne-an'za, 21.

Nycteis, nik-te'is, C.
Nyctelia, nik-te'li-a; -lius. -li-us, C.
Nycteus. nik'te-us or nik'tus, C.
Nyctimene, nik-tim'e-ne, C.
Nyctimus, nik'ti-mus, C.
Nygbeni. nig-be'ni; -benitas, -be-

ni'te, C.

OCHARIUS

Nygdosora, nig-dos'o-ra, C.
Nykbping or Nykjoping, ne-che'-

pinir, 2[.

Nymbaeum, nim-be'um, C.
Nymphaeum, nim-fe'uni ; -phsua,
-fe'us. C.

Nymphais, nim-fa'is, C.
Nymphas, nim'tas, B.
Nympheros, nim'fe-ros, C.
Nymphicus, nim'fi-kus, C.
Nymphidius, nim-fid'i-us, C.
Nymphocles, nim'fo-klez, C.
Nymphodorus, nim-fo-do'rus, C.
Nymphodotus. nim-fod'o-tus^C.
Nymphomanes. nim-fom'a-nez, C.
Nyon, ne-ox', 21.

Nypsius, nip'shi-us, C.
Nysa, ni'sa, C.
Nysseus, ni-se'us, C.
Nysais, ni-sa'is, C._

Nyseides, ni-se'i-dez, C.
Nyseis, ni-se'is; -um, -am, C.
Nyseus, nis'e-us or ni'sus, C.
Nysiades, ni-*i'a-dez, C.
Nysias, nish'i-as, C.
Nysigena, ni-sij'e-na, C.
Nysiros, ni-si'ros, C.
Nysius, nish'i-us, C.

o.
Oahu, o-a'hoo, 21.

Oanus, o'a-nus, C.
Oarion, o-a'ri-on, C.
Oarses, o-ar'sez, C.
Oarus, o'a-rus, C.
Oases, o'a-sez, C.
Oasis, o'a-sis or o-a'sis, C.
Oaxaca or Oajaca, wa-ha'ka: same
as Guaxaca, J/1

Oaxes. o-aks'ez: -us, -us, C.
Ob, ob: same as Obi, 21.

Obadiah, o-ba- or ob-a-di'a, B.
Obal, o'bal. B.
Obdia. ob-di'a, B.
Obed, o'bed, B.
Obed-edom. o'bed-e'doin, B.
Oberlin, o'ber-lin; in F. o-bGr-lax',

2L
Obeth, o'beth, B.
Obi or Oby, o'be: same as Ob, 21.

Obidiaceni, o-bid'i-a-se'ni, C.
ObU, o'bil, B.
Oboca, ob'o-ka, C.
Oboda, ob'o-da; -das, -das, C.
Oboth. o'both, B.
Obrima, ob'ri-ma: -mo, -mo, C.
Obsequens, ob'se-kwens, C.
Obsidius, ob-sid'i-us, C.
Obucula, o-bu'ku-la, C.
Obultronius, ob-ul-tro'ni-us, C.
Ocalea, o-ka'le-a or ok-a-le'a, C.
Ocana, o-kan'ya, J/1

Occia. ok'shi-a, C.
Occoquan, ok'ko-kwawn', J/.

Ocea. o-se'a, C.
Oceana, o-she-a'na, 2f.

Oceaneolus, o'se-a-ne'o-lus, C
Oceania, o-she-a'nT-a, 21.

Oceanica, o-she-an'i-ka, J/1

Oceanides, o-she-an'i-dez; Oceaniti
des, o'she-a-nit'i-dez, C.

Oceanine, o'she-a-ni'ne, C.
Oceanitis, o'she-a-ni'tis, G.
Oceanus, o-ss'a-nus, C.

Ocelis, o-se'lis. C.

Ocella, o-seKla; -lus, -ius, C.
Ocellina, of-el-li'na, C.
Ocelum, os'e-lum, C.
Ocha, o'ka, C.
Ochani, o-ka'ni, C.
Ocharius, o-ka'ri-us, C.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Tn, ice ; bdd, tone. 6r

;

B, Biblical; C, Classical; E, Egyptian; H, Hindoo; 21, Modern; N, Norse. [See p. 521.]



OOHIEL

Ochiel, o'ki-el, B.
Ochimus, okl-mus, C.

Ochotsk: same as Okhotsk, .1/.

Ochrona, ok'ro-na, C.

Ochus, o'kus, C.

Ochyroma, ok-i-ro'nia, C.

Ocidelus, os-i-de'lus, B.

Ocina, os'i-na, B.
Ocklokonee, ok-lo-ko'ue, 31.

Ocmulgee, ok-muKge, M.
Ocolum, o-ko-'lum, C.

Oconee, o-ko'ne, M.
Ocracoke, o'kra-kok, M.
Ocran, ok'ran, B.
Ocrea, o'kre-a, C.
Ocresia, o-kre'shi-a, C.

Ocricola, o-krik'o-la, C.
Ocriculani, ok'rik-u-la'm, C.
Ocriculum, o-krikru-luin, C.
Ocridion, o-krid'i-on, C.
Ocrisia, o-krish/i-a, C.
Octavia, ok-ta'vi-a ; -vius, -vi-us

;

-vianus, -vi-a'nus, C.
October, ok-to'ber, C.
Octogesa, ok-to-je'sa, C.
Octolophum, ok-toKo-luui ; -phus,

-fus, C.
Ocyale, o-si'a-le; -lus, -lus, C.
Ocypete, o-sip'e-te; -ode, -o-de; -ote,

-o-te, C.
Ocyroe, o-sir'o-e, C.
Ocythous, o-sith'o-us, C.
Oded, o'ded, B.
Odenatus, od-e-na'tus, C.
Odense, o'dn-se, 3L
Odessa, o-des'sa, M.
Odessus, o-des'sus, C.
Odeum, o-de'um, C.
Odia, o'di-a, C.
Odice, od'i-se, C.
Odin, o'din, N.
Odites, o-di'tez, C.
Odoacer, o-do'a-ser or od-o-a'sGi^C.
Odoca, o-do'ka, C.
Odollam, o-dol'lam, B. _
Odomantes, od-o-man'tez, C.
Odonarkes, od-o-nar

/,

kez, B.
Odones, od'o-nez, C.
Odrysae, od'vi-se, C.
Odyssea, od-is-se'a; -seum, -se'um,

Odysseus, o-dis'se-us or -dis'sus, C.
OZagrus, e'a-grus or e-a'grus, C.
CEanthae, e-an'the, C.
ffianthea, e-an-the'a; -thia, -thi'a,

C.
OZax. e'aks, C.
OBbalia. e-ba'li-a, C.
OZbalides, e-bal'i-dez, C.
OZbalus, eb'a-lus, C.
CEbares, e-ba'rez, C.
OSbotas, e-bo'tas, C.
CEcetes, es'e-tez, C.
OZchalia. e-ka'li-a, C.
fficleus, e'kle-us or e'klus, C.
fficlides, c-kli'dez, C.
OZcolampadius, elt'o-lam-pa'di-us,

fficumenius, ek-u-me/ni-us, C.
OZdipodes, e-dip'o-dez, C.
CEdipodia, ed-i-po'di-a, C.
CEdipodion. ed'i-po-di'on, C.
OZdipodionides, e-dip'o-di-on/'i-dez,

OEdipus, ed'i-pus, C.
Oeland, eland, 31.

Oels, els, 31.

CEme, e'me, C.
03nantb.es, e-nan'thez, C.
02ne, e'ne, C.
OZneis, e-ne'is, C.
OZneon, e'ne-on, C.
OZneone, e-ne-o'iie, 0.
ffineus, e'ne-us or er litis, C.
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Aus-

1 OZnias, e'ni-as^O.
OZnides, e-ni'dez, C.
OZnoatis, en-o-a'tis, C.
(Enoe, en'o-e, C.
OZnomaus, c-num'a-us or en-o-ma'-

us, C.
03nona, e-no'na ; -nas, -nas ; -ne,

-ne, C.
(Enopia, e-no^pi-a : jpion, -pi-on,C.
ffinopides, e-nop'i-dez, C.
OZnotri, e-nortri, C.
ffinotria, e-no'tri-a, C.

|

OEnotrides, e-nofri-dez, C.

|

CEnotropas, e-nofro-pe, C.
OZnotrus, e-no'trus, C.
03nusa, e-nu'sa; -sae, -se, C.
OZonus, e-o'nus,_C/.
Oerebro, e rre-broo, J/.

Oeroe, o-Sr'o-e, C.
Oesel, e'sel, M.
Oestreich, esfrlk : sum
tria, M.

CEta, e'ta, C.
OZtei, e-te'i, C.
Oettingen, etrting-en, J/.

OZtylus, efi-lus, C.
OfeUa, o-feKla, C.
Ofen, o^fen : same as Buda, M.
Offenbach, ofi'n-bak', M.
Ofterdingen : oi'ter-ding'en, M.
Og, og, B.
Ogeechee, o-ge'che, M.
Ogemus, oj'e-mus; -enos, -e-nos, C,

Oglethorpe, o'gl-thorp. M.
Ogilby, o'g'l-bt, M.
Ogilvie, o^g'l-vT, M.
Oglethorp, o'g'l-thorp, M.
Oglio, oKyo, M.
Ogoa, o-go'a, C.
Ogulnius, o-guKni-us, C.
Ogyges, oj ri-jez, C.
Ogygia, o-jij'i-a ; -idaa, -i-de, C.
Ogyris, oj'i-ris, C.
Ohad, o'had, B.
Ohel, o'hel, B.
Ohio, o-hi'o, M.
Ohlenschlager or Oehlenschlager,

, e'ln-shla'ger, M.
Ohlmuller or Oehlmuller, eKinel-lr,
M.

Oiclees, o-ik'Je-ez, C.
Oicles, o^i-klez, C.
Oileus, o-iKe-us or o-i'lus, C.
Oiliades, o-i-li

/,

a-dez, C.
Oilides, o-i-li'dez, C.
Oise, oiz ; in F. waz, M.
Ojeda, o-ha'da, M.
Ojibbeway, o-jib^be-wa, M.
Okhotsk, o-kotsk' ; in Ru>
hotsk', M.

Oktibbeha, ok-tib'bc-haw, M.
Olabi, ol'a-bi, C.
Olamus, oKa-mus, B.
Olane, oKa-ne, C.
Olanus, o-la'nus, C.
Olaus, o-la'us. or Olaf, o'laf, M.
Olbelus, ol-be'lus, C.
Olbia, oKbi-a ; -bius, -bi-us, C.
Olcades, oKka-dez, C.

Olciniates, ol-sin /i-a /'tez, C.
Olcinium, ol-sin'i-um, C.
Oldenburg, oKden-berg; in. G. oK-
den-botirg, M.

Oldmixon, old^miks-un, M.
Oldys, oKdis or oldz, M.
Olearius, o-le-a^re-us, or Oehlschl'a-
ger, el'shla-ger, M.

Olearos, o-lera-ros; -rus, -rus, C.
Olen, o'len, C.
Olenacum, o-len'a-kum, C.
Olenides, o-len'i-dez, C.
Olenos, ol'e-nos ; -num, -num; -nus,
-nus ; -rus,_-rus, C.

Oh'ron, o-la-roN', M.

o-l

ONCHOE

OUaros, o-li'a-ros : -rus -rus, C.
Oligyrtus. ol-i-ger'tus, C.
Oliniae, o-lin-'i-e, C.
Olinthus, o-thinrthus, C.
Olisipo, ol-i-si'po or o-lis

ri-po; -sip-
po, -sipr po, C.

Olitingi, ol-i-tin'ji, C.
Olivares, o-le-va^res, M.
Olivenza, ol-i-ven'za ; in Sp. Oli-
venga, o-le-ven'tha, M.

Olivet, ol'i-vet, B. ; o-le-va/' or oV-
e-vet, M.

Olivier, o-le've-a', M.
Olivula, o-liv'u-la, C.
Olizon, o-li'zon or ol'i-zon, C.
Ollius, oKli-us, C.
Ollovico, ol-loVi-ko, C.
Olmiae, ol'mi-e ; -mius, -mi-us, C.
Olmones, ol-mo''nez, C.
Olmstead, um'sted or om'sted, M.
Oimiitz or Ollmiitz, oKmets, 31.

Olocrus, ol'o-krus, C.
Ololys, oKo-lis, C.
Olonets or -netz, o-lo-nets', M.
Olophernes, ol-o-ier'nez, B.
Olophyxus, ol-o-fix'us, C.
Olorus, oKo-rus, C.
Olossones, o-los'so-nez, C.
Olshausen, ols'how-zn, M.
Olurus, o-lu'rus, C
Olympas, o-linirpas, B.
Olympene, ol-im-pe'ne ; -ni, -ni, C.
Olympia, o-lim'pi-a ; -pias, -pi-as ;

-pius, -pi-us, C.
Olympiades, ol-im-pi /'a-dez, C.
Olympicus, o-lim'pi-kus, C.
Olympieum, o-lim'pi-e'um, C.
Olympiodorus, o-lim/pi-o-do /'rus, C.
Olympionices, o-lim /pi-o-ni /

'sez, C.
Olympiosthenez, o-lim'pi-os'the-
nez, C.

Olympius, o-lim'pi-us, B. and C.
Olympus, o-limrpus, C.
Olympusa, ol-im-pu'sa, C.
Olynthus, o-lin'thus, C.
Omadius, o-ma'di-us, C.
Omaerus, om-a-e'rus, B.
Omaha, o'ma-haw', 31.

Oman, o-mai/, 31.

Omana, o-raa'na; -ni, -ni, C
Omar, o'mar, B.
Omarius, o-ma,ri-us, C.
Ombrici, om'bri-si, C.
Ombrios, om'bri-os, C.
Ombrones, om-bro ,nez, C.
O'Meara, o-me'ra ; in Irish, o-ma'-

ra, 31.

Omega, o'meg-a or o-meg'a, B.
Omer, St., sent^o^mer; in F. saNt-o-
-mar', 31.

Omias, o'mi-as, C.
Omole, om'o-le, C.
Omophagia, om-o-fa'ji-a, C.

Omphace, oni'i'a-se, C.
Omphale. om'fa-le; -lus, -lus, C.
Omphalion, om-fa'li-on, C.
Ompomponoosuc, om-pom/po-noo/'-

Omri, orn'ri, B.
On, on, B.
Onaeum, n-ne'ura, C.
Onam, o'nam, B.
Onagos, o-na'gos, C.
Onan, o'nan, B.
Onasicrates, on-a-silc'ra-tez, C.
Onasimbrotus, on-a-sim'bro-tus, C.
Onasimedes, on/a-si-me /'dez, C.
Onasiphoris, on-a-sif'o-ris, C.
OnataTs, o-na'tas, C.
Onceum, on-se'um, C.
Onchesmites, on-kes-mi'tez, C.
Onchestus, on-kes'tus, C.
Onchoe, on^ko-e, C.

sun, cube, lull: moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink/then, boNboN, chair, get.

By Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; N, Norse. [See p. 521.]



ONEAT£! 588 ORSICRATES

Oneatse, o-ne-a'te, C.
Onega, o-ne'ga ; in Huss. o-na'ga,

31.

Oneglia, o-nel'ya, 31.

Oneida, o-ni'da, 31.

Oneimontes, o-ne'i-mon'tez, C.

Onesas, o-ne'sas, C.
Onesicritus, on-e-sik'ri-tus, C.
Onesidora, o-nes'i-do'ra^ C.
Onesigenes, on-e-sij'e-nez, C.

Onesima, o-nes'i-ma, C. ; -imus, -i-

mus, li. and C.
Onesiphorus, on-e-sif'o-rus, B. & C.
Onesippus, on-e-sip'pus, C.
Onesis, o-ne'sis, C.
Onetes, o-ne'tez, C.
Onetor, o-ne'tor, C.
Onetorides, on-e-tQr'i-dez, C.
Oneum, o-ne'um^ C.
Oniares, o-ni'a-rez, B.
Onias, o-ni'as, B.
Onion, o-ni^on, C.
Onirus, o-ni'rus, .C
Onisia, o-nisb/i-a, C.
Onites, o-ni'tez, C.
Onium, o-ni'um, C.
Onkelos, onk'e-los, 31.

Ono, o'no, B.
Onoba, on'o-ba, C.
Onobrisates, on'o-bri-sa'tez, C.
Onochonus, on-o-ko

/r

nus, C.
Onogla, on'o-gla, C.
Onomacritus, on-o-maVri-tus, C.
Onomademus, on'o-ma-de'mus, C.
Onomarchus, on-o-mar'kus, C.

Onomastorides, on'o-mas-tSrl-dez,
C.

Onomastus, on-o-mas'tus, C.

Onondaga, on-un-daw'ga, 31.

Onosander, on-o-san'der, C.

Ontario, on-ta'ri-o, 31.

Onugnathus, o-nng'na-thus, C.

Onuphis, o-nu'fis, C.
Onuphites, on-u-fi'tez, C.

Onus, o'nus, B. _
Onythes, o-ni'thez, C.
Oojein or Oujein, oo-jSnA, M.
Oonalaska, oo-na-las'ka, or -lashka,
-lash/ka, 31.

Oorfa, Ourfa, Orfa, or Urfa, oor'i'a,

31.

Oorghenj, Ourghendj. or Urgendj,
oor-genj': same as Urghexs, Uk-
GAKTS,'and Khiva, 31.

_

Ooroomeea or Urumiya, oo-roo-nie'-

a: same as Ourmiah awdURMiAH,

Oorsted: see Orsted, M.
Oostanawla, oos-tan-aw'la, 31.

Oosterhout, ps'ter-howt', M.
Oostioog Veleekee, UstiugVeliki, or
Oustioug Veliki, oos-te-oog'va-le''-

ke, M.
Oozbek, Ouzbek, or Uzbeck, uoz-

bek'. M.
Oozbekistan, ooz-belc-is-tan' : same
as Bokhara, 31.

Opalia. o-pa'li-a, C.
Opelicus, o-pel'i-kus, C.
Opelousas, op-e-loo'sas, 31.

Opheas, o-fe'as, C.
Ophel, o'fel, B.
Ophelas, ofe-las, C.
Ophelloclidas, o-fel'lo-kli'das, C. i

Opheltes, o-fel'tez, C.
Ophiades, o-fi'a-dez, C.
Ophias, o'fi-as, C.
0phiens6S, o-fi-en'sez, C.
Ophiodes, o-fi-o'dez, C
Ophiogenes, o-fi-oi'e-nez, C.
Ophion, o-n'on, CL
Ophiones. o-fi

,o-nez, C.
Ophioneus, o-fi-o'ne-us or o-ft'o-nus,

I

C. I

Ophionides, o-fi-on'i-dez, C.
Ophir, o'fer, B.
Ophis, o'fis, C.
Ophitae, o-fi'te, C.
Ophites, o-fi'tez, C.
Ophitea, oi-i-te ra. C.
Ophiucbus, o-fl-u

/,

kus, C.
Ophius, or fi-us, C.
Opblusa, o-fi-u'sa, C.
Ophiones. o-flo'iiez, C.
Ophni, oi'ni, B.
Ophrah, oi'ra, B.
Ophryneum, ol-ri-ne'um, C.
Opici, op'i-si, C.
Opigena, o-pij'e-na, C.
Opilius, o-pil'i-us, C.
Opima Spolia, o-pi'ma-spo'li-a, C.
Opimianus, o-pim /i-a/'nus, C.
Opimius, o-piiuri-us, C.
Opis, o'pis, C.
Opisthocomse, o-pis-tliok'o-me, C.
Opiter, op'i-ter, C.
Opitergini, op'i-ter-ji'ni, C.
Opites, o-pi'tez, C.
Opitz, o'pits, M.
Opletes, op-le'tez; -lites, -li'tez, C.
Opois, opr

o-is, C.
Opora, c-po^r;'t, C.
Oporto, o-por'to, JL
Oppenheim, op'pen-him, 31.

Oppia, op'pi-a, C.
Oppianicus, op-pi-an'i-kus, C.
Oppianus, op-pi-a'nus, C.
Oppidius, op-pidri-us, C.
Oppius, op'pi-us, C.
Optatus, op-ta'tus, C.
Optimus, op'ti-mus, C.
Opuntii, o-pun'sM-I, C.
Opus, o'pus, C.

Ora, o'la, C.

Oraea, o-re'd, C.

Oran, o-ran', M.
Orange, oi-'enj; in F. o-roNzh /', 31.

Oram, o-ra'ni, C.
Orata, o-rarta, C.
Oratha, or'a-tha, C.
Oraturae, or-a-tu're, C.
Orbelus, or-be'lus, C.
Orbiana, or-bi-a^na, C.
Orbigny, dr-ben-ye', 31.

Orbilius, 6r-biKi-us, C.
Orbitana, 6r-bi-ta'na; -tanium. -ta'-

ni-um, C.
Orbona. 6r-bo'na. C.
Orcades, 6i'ka-dez, C. and M. :

same as Orkneys, 31.

Orcelis, or'se-lis, C.
Orchamus, 6r'ka-mus, C.
Orcheni, Sr-ke'iii, C.
Orchistene, Sr-kis-te^ne, C.
Orchius, dr'ki-us, C
Orchomenos, Qr-kom'e-nos, C.
0rchomenum,6r-kom /,

e-num:-enus,
-e-nus, C.

Ordessus, 6r-rtes'sus, (
'.

Ordesus, 6r-de r sus, V.
Ordovices, or-do-vi'sez or -doVi-

sez, C.
Oreades, o-re'a-dez, C.
Oreas, o-re'as; Orei, -reri, C.
Oreb, o'reb, B.
Orebro : same as Oerebro, 31.

Oregon, or'e-gun, 3f.

Orel, o-reK, or Orlof, or-lof', 31.

Orellana, o-rel-ya'na: same as Ama-
zon, 31.

Oren, o'ren. B.
Orenboorg, o'ren-boorg', or -burg,
-berg. 31.

Oreos (a city), o're-os; (Bacchus)
o-re'os, C.

Oresitrophus, or-e-sifro-fus, C.
Orestae, o-res'te ; -tes, -tez ; -tea,

-te'a; -teum, -te^um, C.

Orestidae, or-es-ti'de ; -tides, -ti'dez;
-tinus, -ti^nus, C.

Orestilla, ores-til'la, C.
Oretse, or'e-te, C.
Oretani, or-e-ta'ni, C.
Oretilia, or-e-til'i-a, C.
Cretum, o-re'tum, C,
Oreum, o're-um, C.
Oreus, o're-us, C.
Orfda, Sr-le'la or -fe-la', 31.

Orga, or'ga; -gas, -gas, C.
Organa, Si-'ga-na, C.
Orgessum, Sr-jes'sum, C.
Orgetorix, or-jefo-riks, C.
Orgia, 6i 'ji-a, C.
Orgomene, 6r-gom'r

e-ne, C.
Orias, o-ri'as, C.
Oribasus, o-rib'a-sus, C.
Oricini, or-i-si'iii, C.
Oricos, oi-'i-kos; -cum, -kum ; -cub,
-kus, a

Oriens, o'ri-enz, C.

t

Origenes, o-rij'e-nez, C.
' Origo, o-ri'go, C
Orihuela, o're-wa'la, 31.

Orine, o-ri'ne; -nus, -nus, C.
Orinoco, o-ri-no'ko, M.
Oriobates, o-ri-ob,a-tez, C.
Orion, o-ri'on, B. and C.
Oriskany, o-ris'ka-nT, 31.

Orissus, o-ris'sus, C.
Orisulla Livia, or-i-su]'

r
Ia-liv /

'i-a, C.
Oritae, o-ri'te ; -tes, -tez, C.
Oritani, or-i-ta'ni; -num, -num, C.
Orithios, or-i-trd'os; -on, -on, C.
Orithyia, or-i-thi'ya; -thyos, -thi

/r
-

os; -thyon, -thi'on, C.
Oritis, o-ri'tis, C.
Oriundus. o-ri-un^dus, C.
Orius, o-ri'us, C.
Orizaba, o-re-sii^ba, 31.

Orkneys, Srk'nez, C.
OrHannais or -nois, 6r-]a-a-ua', 31.
Orleans, 6rr le-anz; in F. 6r-la-bx /',

31.

Ormenis. dr^me-nis; -nos, -nos; -nus,
-nus, C.

Ormus, or'mus, or -muz, -mooz; in
J'ersian HORMOOZ, 31.

Ormuzd, Si'muzd or -mo~6zd, Per-
sian.

Oman, or'nan, B.
Ornea, 6r'ne-a, C.

Orneae, or'no-e or dr-ne'e ; -neus,
6i

-,ne-us or -ntis ; (a Centaur),
-ne'us, C.

Ornithon, Gr-ni'thon, C.
Ornitus. Sr'ni-tus, C.
Ornytion, 6r-nish'i-on, C.
Oroanda, or-o-an'da, C.
Oroba, or'o-ba, C.
Orobiae, o-ro'bi-e; -bii, -bt-I, C.
Orobis, or'o-bis, C.

1 Orodes, o-ro'dez, C.

\

Orcetes, o-re'tez, C.

t
Oromedon, o-rom / e-don, C.

|

Orontas, o-ron'tas, C.
\
Orontes, o-ron'tez, C. and 31. ; in

j

Arabic El Aasy, el-a/se, 31.

j

Oronteus, or-on-te'us,_C.
Orophernes, or-o-fer'nez, C.
Oropus, o-ro /'pus, C.

• Orosa. or'o-sa, C.

|

Orosius. o-ro'shi-us, C.
Orospeda. o-ros'pe-da, C.
Orpah, or^pa, B.
Orpheus. 6r/fe

/,us or Sr^ius, C.
Orphitus. oi-'fi-tus, C.
Orrymenus^ or-rim'e-nus, C.
Orsay, Sr-sa'', 31.

Orseas. or'se-as. C.
Orsedice, or-sed'i-se, C.
Orseis, or-se'is, C.
Orsicrates, 6r-sikrra-tez, C.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 6nd, eve, term ; Tn, Tee ; 8dd, tone, Or

;

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; W, Norse. [See p. 521.]



ORSILLUS

Orsillus, er-siKlus, C.
Orsiloche, 6r-siL'o-ke ; -ochus, -o-

kus, C.
Orsimenes, 6r-sim''e-nez, C.
Orsini, oY-se'ne, 31.

Orsinoe, Si-sin'o-e; -ome, -o-me, C.
Orsippus, 6r-siprpus, C.
Orsted or Oersted, er'sted, M.
Ortalus, Or'ta-lus, C.
Ortegal, 6r-ta-gaK, M.
Orthaea, or-the'a, C.
Orthagoras, Gr-thag'o-ras, C.
Ortega, 6r-ta'gii, 31.

Orthagorea, Cr'tha-go-re^a, C.
Orthe, 6r'the, C.
Orthez or Orthes, 6r-tar , 31.

Orthia, Sr'thT-a or Sr-tWa, C.
Orthobulus, Sr-tho-bu'lus, C.
Orthocles, or'tho-klez, C.
Ortholaus, 6r-tho-la'us, C.
Orthomenes, 6r-thom,e-nez, C.
Orthopolis, or-thop'o-lis, C.
Orthosia, or-tho'zhi-a, V.
Orthosias, Sr-tho-si'as, B.
Orthosis, Sr-tho'sis, C
Orthotimus, 6r-tho-ti'

rmus, C.
Orthrus, or'thrus, C.
Orthura, Or-thu'ra, C.
Ortona, Si-to'iia, C.
Ortygia, or-tij'i-a, C.
Orus, o'rus, V.
Orvieto, or-ve-a'to, 31.

Orxulae, Qrks'u-le, C.
Oryx, o'riks, C.
Osaces, o-sa'sez, C.
Osage, o-saj'; in F. o-zazh', M.
Osaias. o-za'yas, B.
Osbaldistone, os-bal-dis'tun, M.
Osceola, os-se-o'la, 31.

Oscophori, os-kofo-ri, C.
Oschophoria, os-ko-fo'ri-a, C.
Osdroene, os-dro-e'ne; -ni, -nT, C.
Osdroes, os'dro-ez, C.
Osea, o-ze'a: -as, -as, B.
Osee, o'ze, B.
Oseriates, o-se'ri-a'tez, C.
O'Shaughnessy, o-shaw'nes-st, M.
Oshea, o-she'a or o'she-a, B.
Oshmooneyn or Achmouneyn, osh-
moo-nan', 31.

Osi, o'si, a
Osinius, n-sin-'i-us, C.
Osiris, o-si'ris, C and E.
Osismii, o-sis'mY-T, C.
Osmida, os'mi-da, C.
Osnabriick, os'na.-brek; in E. Osna-
burg. oz'na-berg, 31.

Osogo, os'o-go, C.
Osphagus, os'i'a-jrus, C.
Osquidates, os-kwi-da'tez, C.
Osrhoene, os-ro-e'ne, C.
Ossian, osh/un, 31.

Ossipagina, os-si-pnj ri-na, C.
Ossipee, os'si-pe, 31.

Ossoli, os'so-le, M.
Ossonoba, os-son'o-ba, C.
Ossuna, os-soo'na ; in Sp. Ossufia,
os-soon '.y a, 3T.

Ostade. os-ta'deL if.

Ostanes, os-ta'nez, C.
Ostend, ost-end', M.
Osteodes. os-te-o'dez, C.
Osterwald, os'ter-valt', 31.

Ostia, os'ti-a, C.
Ostiaks, os'ti-aks'^il/.

03tiones, os-ti-o'nez, C.
Ostorius, os-to'ri-us, C.
Ostracine, os-tra-si'ne, C.
Ostrani. ns-tra'ni, C.
Ostrogothi, os-trog'o-thi. C.
Oswegatchie, os-we-sach'e, 31.

Oswego, os-we'go, 31.

Oswestry, oz'wes-trf or oz^es-trT,

M.
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Osymandyus, os-i-mati'di-us, C.
Otacilius, ot-a-siKi-us, C.
Otadini, ot-a-di^ni, C.
Otaheite, o-ta-he'te, M.
Otchakofor Oczakow, och-a-kofr ,^/.
Otene, o-te'ne, C.
Otesini, ot-e-si'ni, C.
Othmarus, oth^ma-rus, C.
Othni, otb/ni, B.
Othniel, oth'ni-el, B.
Otho, o'tho, C. and M.
Othonias, oth-o-ni

/,
as, B.

Othronus, o-thro'nus^ C.
Othryades, o-thri'

r
a-dez, C.

Othryoneus, oth-ri-o /'ne-us or o-
tliri'

r
o-nus, C.

Othrys, o'thris, C.
Othrysius, o-thrish^i-us, C.
Otranto, o-tran'to ; in It. o'tran-

to, M.
Otrera, o-tre'ra ; -re, -re, C.
Otreus, o'tre-us, or -trus, C.
Otroea, o-tre^a, C.
Otryne, o-trirne, C.
Otryntides, ot-rin-ti'dez, C.
Ottajano or Ottaiano, ot-ta-ya'no;

also, Ottojano, ot-to-ya'no, M.
Ottawa, ot'ta-wa, M.
Otterbach, ofter-bak', M.
Ottoman, ot'to-man, M.
Ottorocorae, ot-to-rok /'o-re, C.
Otus, o'tus ; -tys, -tis, C.
Ouche, oosh, M.
Oude. owd; improp. called ood, 3f.

Oudenaerde, oWden-ar^de or oo'-

den-ard', M.
Oudenarde. ow-den-ar^de ; in F.
Audenarde, o'de-nard', M.

Oudinot, oo-de-no /', M.
Oughtred, ot'red, M.
Oundle, un'dl, 31.

Oural : same as Ural, 3f.

Ouralsk or Uralsk, oo-ralsk', M.
Ourfa : >ee Ooeka, 3L
Ourmiab. or Urmiah, oor-me /,

a: same
oy Ooroomeea, 31.

Oase, ooz, 31.

Ousely, ooz-'lT, 31.

Ouzbek : see Oozbek, 3f.

Overijssel or Overyssel, o-ver-Is'sl,

31.

Overweg, o'vgr-vag, 31.

Ovid (= Ovidius) ov'id, C. ; {toxvn

in N. Y.) o'vid, 31.

Ovidius, o-vid'i-us, C.

Oviedo, o-ve-a'do, 31.

Ovilaba, o-viKa-ba, C.

Ovinia Lex, o-vin'i-a-leks, C.

Ovinias, o-vin'i-us, C.

Owego, o-we^go, 31.

Owhyee, o-wi/he: = Hawaii, M.
Ox, oks, B.
Oxartes, oks-ar'tez, C.
Oxathres. oks-a'threz, C.
Oxenstiern, oks'en-stern'; in Sw.
Oxenstierna, oks'en-ste-Sr'iui, 31.

Oxiae, oks-i'e, C.
Oxidates, oks-id'a-tez, C.
Oximum, oks'i-mum, C.
Oxines, oks^i-nez, C.
Oxionae, oks-i'o-ne, C.
Oxubu, oks-n'bT-i, C.
Oxus, oks'us, C. 8,- 31. := Amoo or
Amu, a-moo', and Gihon, je-hon /',

or Jkhon, je-hoonr, 31.

Oxyares, oks-i'a-rez, C.
Oxyartes, oks-i-ili-'tez, C
Oxylus, oks'i-lus, C.
Oxynea, oks-i-ne'a, C.
Oxyntes, oks-in'tez, C.
Oxyopum, oks-t-o'pum, C
Oxyporus, oks-ip'o-rus, C.
Oxyrrhoe. oks-Tr'ho-e, C.

Oxyrynchitse, oks'i-rin-ki'te, C.

PAEZ

Oxyrynchus, oks-i-rin'kus, C.
Oxythemis, oks-itb'e-mis, C.
Oyapock or -poc, oi-a-pok', M.
Ozanam, o-za-n8N

/r

, M.
Ozark, o-zark7', 31.

Ozell, o-zeK, 31.

Ozem, o'zem, B.
Ozene, o-ze'ne, C,
Ozias, o-zi'as, B.
Oziel, o'zi-el, B.
Ozni, oz'ni ; -nites, -nits, B.
Ozoa, oz'o-a, C.
Ozola, oz'o-la ; -las, -le; -li, -li ;

-lis, C.
Ozomene, o-zom'e-ne, C.
Ozonus, o-zornus, C.
Ozora, o-zorra, B.

P.

Paarai, pa'a-ra, B.
Pacarius, pa-ka'ri-us, C.
Pacatianus, pa-ka'shi-a-'nus, C.
Pacatinus, pak-a-ti^nus, C.
Pacatula, pa-kat ,u-la, C.
Pacatus, pa-ka'tus, C.
Paccianus, pak-si-a'nus, C.
Paccius, pak'shi-us, C.
Pacheco, in Sp. pa-cha,ko ; in Py.
pa-sha'ko, 31.

Paches, pa'kez, C.
Pachnamunis, pak-na-mu'nis, C.
Pachomius, pa-ko'mi-us, C.
Pachuco, pa-choo/'ko, 31.

Pachymeres, pa-kim Ae-rez, C.
Pachynus, pa-ki'mis ; -num,-num,

C.
Pacianus, pas-i-a'nus, C.
Pacidijanus, pas'i-di-ja-'iius, C.
Pacilus, pas'i-lus, (,'.

Pacio, pa'cho (= L. Pacius, pa'-
shi-us), M.

Paconius, pa-ko'ni-us, C.
Pacorus, pak'o-rusoi- pa-ko'rus, C.
Pactolis. pak-to'lis ; -lus, -lus, C.
Pactumeius, pak-tu-me'yus, C.
Pactya, pak'tT-a; -as, -as; -e, -e, C.
Pacuvius, pa-ku'vi-us, C.
Padaei, pa-de'i, C.
Padan, pa'dan ; P.-aram, -a'nim,
B.

Padang. pa-dang', 3L_
Padinates, pad-i-na'tez, C.
Padon, pa'don, B.
Padua, pad'u-a, C. and 31. ; ir. Ji

Padova, pa'do-va, 31.

Padus, pa'dus, C.
;

Padusa, pa-du'sa, C.
Paean, pe'an, C.
Paedaretus, pe-dar'e-tus or ped-a-

re'tus, C.
Paedopides, pe-dop^i-dez, C.
Paedothera, ped-o-the'ra, C.
Paeeon, pe-e'on, C.
Paegnium, pes'ni-um, C.
Paenula, pen'u-la, C.
Paeon, pe"on, C
Paeones, pe'o-nez ; -nis, -nis, V.
Pasonia, pe-o'ni-a, CL
Paeonides, pe-on'i-dez, C.
Paeoplae, pero-ple, C.
Paeos, pe'os, 0.
Paeseni, pe-se^ni, C.
Paesiello, pii-a-ze-eKlo, or Paisieilo,

pa-c-ze-er lo or pi-ze-el'lo, 31.

Paesos. pe'sos, C.
Paestani, pes-ta'ni, C.
Paestum, pes'tum, C.
Paesula, pe-surla, C.
Paetinus, pe-ti'nus, C.
Paatus Caecinna, pe'tus-se-sin'na.C.
Paez, pa'eth, 31.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, fret.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; iV, Norse. [See p. 521.]



FAGANI 590 PARE

Pagani. pa-ga^ne, M.
Paganini, pa-ga-ne'ne, M.
Pagasae, pag'a-se, or -sa, -sa :

Pages, ua-zha'. M.
Paget, paj'et, M.
Pagida, pai'i-da, o?--das, -das, C.

Pagiel, pa'gi-el, B.
Paglia, par ya, M.
Pagrae, pa'gre, C.

Pagus, pa'gus, C.

Pahath-moab, pa'hath-mo'ab, B.
Pai. pa'i, B.
Paishawur : same as Pkshawer, M.
Paisley, paz'lT. .V.

Paixhans.paks'hunz or peks-ox'.J/
Palacky, pa-lak'T or pii-lat'ski, J/.

Palaea, pa-le'a, C.
Palaeapolis, pa-le-ap'o-lis, C.
Palaebyblus, pa-leb'i-blus, C.

Palaemon. pa-le'mon, C.
Palaepaphos. pa-lep'a-fos, C.

Palsepharsalus. pa-leivar-sarlus, C.

Palaephatus, pa-lefa-tus, C.

Palaepolis, pa-lep'o-lis, C.

Paloeste. pa-les'te, C.
Falsestina, pal-es-ti'na: -ni, -ni, C.
Palaetyrus, pa-lefi-rus, C.

Palafox. pai-a-t'oks' ; s"» Sp. pa-la-

fo', :<f.

Palal. pa'lal, B.
Palamedes, pai-a-me'dez, C.

Palatinus, pal-a-ti'nus, C.

Palatium, pa-la'shi-um, C.

Palawan, pal'a-wawn', J/.

Palea. pa-le^a. C.
Palembang. pal'eni-Mng', M.
Palencia. pa-Ien'shi-a ; in Sp. pa-
len'the-a, M.

Palenque, pa-lenk'a : same as Cul-
HUACAN, kool-\va-kan /', M.

Palermo, pa-ler'mo ; in It. pa-ler'-

mo, J/.

Pales, pa'lez, C.
Palestina, pal-es-ti'na. B.
Palestine, pal'es-tin, B. and 21.

Palestrina, pa-les-tre'na, 21.

Falfurius, pal-f u'ri-us, C.
Palfurni, pal-ier'ni, C.
Palgrave, pavKgrav, 21.

Palibothra. pa-lib'o-thra, C.

Palice. pa-li'se : -si, -si, C.
Palicorum, pal-i-ko'rum, C.
Palilia, pa-lil'i-a, C.
Palilis, pa-li'lis, C.
Palimbrotha, pa-lim'bro-tha, C.
Palindronios, pa-lin'dro-mos, C.
Palinarus, pal-i-nu'rus. C.
Paliturus, pa-li-u'rus, C.
Pallacopas, pal-lak'o-pas, C.

Pallades, paKla-dez, C.
Palladium, pal-la'di-um : -dius, -di-

ns, C.
Pallamcotta. pal'lam-kot-ta, M.
Pallanteum, pal-lan-te'um, C.
Pallantias, pal-lan'sbi-as ; -tram,
-shi-um, C.

Pallavicino, piil-Ia-ve-che'no, 21.

Pallene. pal-le'ne: -nis, -nis. C.
Pallia. paKli-a, C.
Palliser. paKli-ser, M.
Pallocopas. pal-lok'o-pas, C.
Paliu, pal'lu : Palltiites. -itz, B.
Palmaria. pal-ma'ri-a, C.
Palmas or Las Palmas, las-pal' mils,
M.

Palmblad, plilm'blad. 21.

Palmerston, pam'er-stun, 21.

Palmyra, pal-mi^ra, C. and If.

Palmyrena, pal-mi-re'na ; -ni, -ni,

-nus, -nus, C.
Pa1 © Alto, pa'io-al'to, M.
Paloda, paKo-da, C.
Palois, pal'o-is, C.

PalpetU3. pal'ne-tu*. C.
i Palti. pal'ti. B.
Paltiel, paKti-ei, B.
Paltite, pal'tit. B.
Paluda, pa-lu'da, C.
Palumbinnm, pal-um-bi'num, C.
Pambotis, pam-bo'tis, C.
Famenez, pam'e-nez, C.
Pamisus, pa-mirsus or pam'i-sus.C
Pamlico, pani'li-ko, M.
Pammenes, pam'me-nez, C.
Pammerope, pain-nier'o-pe, C.
Pamphagi, pam'fa-ji, C.
Pamphile, pam'fi-le: -lus, -lus, C.
Pamphyle, pam-fi'le ; -li, -li ; -lis,

lis : -lus, -lus, C.
Pamphylia. pam-fiKi-a. B. and C.
Pamplona, pam-plo'na : or Pampe-
luna. piim-pa-loo'na, J/.

Pamunkey o/--ky, pa-raun'kt, M.
Panacea, pan-a-^e'a, C.
Panaenus, pa-ne'nus, C.
Panaetius, pa-ne'shi-us, C.
Pan3etolium. pan-e-torli-um; -tolus,

I
-to'lus, C.

• Panama, pan'a-ma', M.
Panaretus, pa-nar'e-tus, C.

j

Panarist9, pan-a-ris'te, C.
Panathenaea, pan-ath /e-ne ,a, C.

|

Panchaea, pan-ke'a ; -chaia, -kar-

i
Panchaia, pan-ka'ya. C.
Panchenitis. pan-ke-ni'tis. C.
Paeciroli, pan-che-ro'le, M.
Fancleon, pan'kle-on, C.

I

Pancratium, pan-kra'shi-um, C.
Pancreon, jjan'kre-on, C.

I

Pandana. paii'da-na, C.
Pandareus, pan-da're-us, C.

Pandarus, pan'da-rus, C.
; Pandataria. pan-da-ta'ri-a, C.
Pandates, pan'da-tez, C.
Pandemus. pan-de'mus, C.
Pandia, pan-di'a ; -on, -on ; -onis,

-o-nis, C.
Pandochium, pan-do-ki'um, C.
Pandocus, pan'do-kus, C.
Pandora, pan-dd^ra; -rus, -rus, C.
Pandosia, pan-do'shi-a, C.
Pandrcsos, pan'dro-sos, C.
Paneas, pa'ne-as, C.
Panegyris. pa-nej"i-ris, C.
Panelus, pan'e-lus, C.
Fanemus (o month), pan re-mus: (a
man), pa-ne'mus, C.

Panephysis, pa-nei'^i-sis. C.
Paneros, pan'e-ros, C.
Paneum, pa-ne'um, C.
Pangaeus, pan-je'us, C.
Panhellenes. pan-hel-le rnez, C.
Panigeris, pan-i-je'ns, C.
Paniones, pa-ni-o'nez ; -nium, -ni-

um, C.
Panizzi. pa-nifse, M.
Panmure, pan'mur: in Scot, pan-

mtir', M.
Pannag, pan'nag, B.
Pannona, pan'no-na, C.
Pannones, pan'r.o-nez, C.
Pannonia, pan-no'ni-a, C.
Pannychis. pan'ni-kis. C.
Panomphaeus, pan-om-fe^us, C.
Panope. pan'o-pe, or -pea. -pe'a;

-peis, -pe'is; -opis, -o-pis, C.
Panopeae, pa-no'pe-e: -pion, -pi-on,

C.
Panopeus, pa-no rpe-us or pan'o-

pus, C.
Panopolis. pa-nop'o-lis. C.
Panoptes. pa-nop'tez, C.
Panormitani, pa/n6r-mi-ta/'ni. C.
Panormus, pa-nor'mus, C.
Panoti. pa-no'ti, C.
Pantaclea, pan-ta-kle'a, C.

Pantseneta, pan-tenre-ta: -tus, -tus,

Pantoenus. pan-te^nus. C.

Pantagathus, pan-tag'a-thas, 0.
Pantagia. pan-ta'ji-a, C.
Pantagnotus, pan-tag-no'tus, C.
Pantaleon, pan-ta'le-on, C.
Pantauchus, pan-taw'kus. C.
Panteus, pau'te-us or pan'tus, C.
Panthea, pan-the'a, C.
Pantheon, pan'tbe-on or pan-the'-

I on. C.
Panthera, pan-the'ra : -ras, -ras ;

-rus. -rus, C.
Panthides. pan'thi-dez, C.
Panthoides. pan-tho'i-dez : -thois,
-tho'is; -thous. -tho-us, C.

Pantica, pan'ti-ka. C.
Panticapaeum, pan'ti-ka-pe'um, C.
Panticapes, pan-tik'a-pez, C.
Fantilius, pan-til'i-us, C.
Pantocles, pan'to-klez, C.
Pantolabus, pan-toKa-bus, C.
Fantonicus. pan-to-ni rkus, C.
Panyasis, pa-nira-sis. V.
Paoli, pa'o-le or poWle; in U. S.

pa-o'le, M.
Papaeus, pa-pe'us.C.
Paphages, pa-fa'jez, C.
Paphia, pa A

fl-a, or -e, -e; -i, -i, C.
j
PapMagon. pafla-jron, C.

\ Paphlagones, paf-lag-'o-nez, C.
Paphlagonia, paf-la-go'ni-a, C.
Paphos, pa'i'os, B. and C.
Paphus, pa'fus, C.
Papianus, pa-pi-a'nus, C.
Papias, pa'pi-as, C.
Papilus, pap'i-lus, C.
Papin. papain: in F. pa-pax', M.
Papineau. pa-pe-no', M.

: Papinianus, pa-pin'i-a'nus, C.
Papinius, pa-pin'i-us, C.

i Fapinus, pa-pi'nus, C.
Papiria, pa-pTrl-a; -ius, -i-us, C.
Papremis, po-pre'mis, C._
Papua, pap'oo-a or pa'poo-a : same
as New Guixea, M.

Papyrius, pa-pTi-'i-us, C.
Para, pa-ra.', M.
Parabyston, par-a-bis'ton, C.
Paracaresus, par'a-ka-re'sus, C.

Paracelsus, par-a-sel'sus, M.
Parachelois. par'a-ke-lo^is, C.
Paracheloitae, par'a-keKo-i'te, C.
Paracletus, par-a-kle'tus, C.
Paraclytus, pa-rak'li-tus, C.
Parada, par'a-da, C.
Paradise, par'a-dis, B.
Paradisus, par-a-di'sus, C.
Paraetac39. pa-refa-se ; -acene, -°-

se'ne: -ceni. -se'ni, C.
Parsetonii. par-e-to rnY-i: -nium, -nt-

um, C.
Paragenitae, par'a-je-ni'te, C.
Paraguay, pa-ra-gwa' or -gwl, M.
Parah. pa'ra, B.
Parahyba or Paraiba, pa-Ta-e'ba,

Paralais. par-a-la'is, C.
Parali, par'a-li; -lus, -lus, C.
Paralipomena. par'a-li-pom'e-na.C
Paramaribo, par-a-mai-'i-bo. M.
Paramone, pa-rarn'o-ne: -onus, -o-

I nus, C.
Paran. pa'ran, B.
Parana, pa-ra-na', M.
Parana-Iba, or Paranabiba, ph-ra-

\ na-e'ba, of.

Parapiotae. par'a-pi-o'te, C.
Parapotamia. par'a-po-ta'mi-a, C.
Parbar, par' bar, B.
Pardocas. par'do-kas, C.

I Pardoe, par'do, M.
i Pare, pa-ra' or pai-'re, M.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; In, ice ; 8dd, tone, or

;

B, Bibliaal ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 21, Modern ; iV, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Parea, pa-re'a, C.
Paredes, pa-ra'dSz, M.
Faredri. par'e-dri, C.
Paregorus, pa-reg'o-rus, C.
Pareja, pa-ra'ha, M.
Parelius, pa-re'li-us, C.
Parembole, pa-rem'bo-le, C.
Parentalia, pa-ren-ta'li-a, C.
Parenus, pa-re'nus, C.
Faretaceni, par'e-ta-se'ni, C.
Pariani, pa-ri-a'ni, C.
Parima, pa-re'ma, M.
Parina, pa-re'na, M.
Paris, pa'ris, C. ; m Eng. par'is: in

F. pii-re', M.
Parisades, pa-ris'a-dez, C.
Parisii, pa-rish'Y-T, C.
Parium, pa'ri-um, C.
Parmashta, par-mash'ta, B.
Parmenas, par'me-nas, B. and C.

;

-nis, -nis; -no, -no; -non, -non, C.
Parmenides, par-men'i-dez, C.
Parmenio, par-me'ni-o, C.
Parmigiano,_ par-me-ja/no, or -me-
giano, -ma-ja/no : same as Maz-
zola, 31.

Parnach, par'nak, B.
Parnassus, par - nas'sus; -nasus,
-na'sus; -nessus, -nes'sus, C.

Parnath, par'nath, B.
Parnell, par-nel', M.
Paron, pa'ron, C.
Paropamisadae, par'o-pa-mis/'a-de,

Paropamisan, par/o-pam /i-san/', M.
Paropamisus, "par'a-pani'l-sus or
-pa-mi'sus, C.

Paropini, par-o-pi'ni, C.
Paropus, pa-ro'pus, C.
Parorea, par-o-re'a, C.
Paros, pa'ros, C.
Parosh, pa'rosh, B.
Parparus, par'pa-rus, C.
Parphorus, par'i'o-rus, C.
Parradunum, par-ra-du'num, C.
Parrhasia, par-ra'shi-a; -sius, -shY-

us, C.
Parrhasini, par-ra-si'nT, C.
Parrhasis, p&r'ra-sis, C.
Parshandatha, par-shan'da-tha. B.
Parstrymonia, par-stri-mo'nY-a, C.
Parthamisiris, par-tha-mis'i-ris, C.
Parthaon, par-tba'on ; -thaonides,
-tha-on'Y-dez, C.

Partheni, par-the'ni; -nia, -nY-a ;

-niae, -ni-e; -nii, -nY-T: -nias, -nY-

as; -nium, -nY-um; -nius, -nY-us,

a
Parthenice, par-then ,'i-sc, C.
Parthenon, par'the-non; -nos, -nos,

C.
Parthenopaeus, par/then-o-pe/'us, C.
Parthenope, par-then'o-pe, C.
Parthenopolis, par-the-nop'o-lis, C.
Parthia, par'thi-a, C.
Parthiene, par-thi-e'ne, C.
Parthini, par-thi'ni: -nus, -nus, C.
Parthyene, par-thi-e'ne, C.
Partula, piir'tii-la, C.
Faruah, par'oo-a, B.
Parvaim, par-va'- or par'va-im, B.
Paryadrae, pa-ri'a-dre ; -dres, -drez,

Parysatis, pa-ris'a-tis, C.
Pasach, pa'sak, B.
Pasargadae, pa-sar'ga-de, C.
Pascagoula, pas-ka-goo'la, M.
Pascal, pas'kl; in F. pas-kill', M.
Pasco or Cerro Pasco, ser'ro-pas'ko,
M.

Pas-dammim, pas'dam'mim, B.
Pas-de-Calai3, pa-de-ka-la'*, M.
Paseah, pa-se'a, B.
Paseas, pa'se-as, C.

I Pashur. pash'er, _/>'.

|
Pasicies. pas'i-klez, C.

I

Pasicrates, pa-sik'ra-tez, C.
I Pasimelus, pas-i-me'lus, C.
Pasipeda, pas-i-pe'da, C.
Pasiphae, pa-sifa-ej -ile, -i-le, C.
Pasiteles, pa-sife-lez, C.
Pasithea, pa-sith'e-a; -emis, -e-mis;

-oe, -o-e, C.
Pasitigris, pa-sit'i-gris, C.
Paskevitch or -witsch, pas-ka'vich,
M.

Faso del Norte, pa'so-del-nSr'ta, Jf.

Pasquier, pas-ke-a', M.
Passaic, pas-sa'ik, M.
Passamaquoddy, pas/sa-ma-kwod /'-

dY, M.
Passaron, pasrsa-ron, or -to, -to, C.
Passau, pas'sow, M.
Passeri, pas'sa-re, M.
Passerinus, pas-se-ri'nus, C.

' Passeroni, pas-sa-ro'ne, M.
pas-si-e'nus, C

Passignano, pas-sen-ya'n.,
Passionei, pas-se-o-na^e, M.

M.

.„„./, pas'so, M.
Passus, pas'sus, C.
Patage, pat'a-je, C.
Patagonia, pat'-a-go'ni-a, M.
Patale, pafa-le, or -la, -la, C.
Patalene, pat-a-le'ne, C.
Patara, pafa-ra, B. and C.
Patarani, pat-a-ra'ni, C.
Patareus, pa-ta're-us or pafa-rus,
a

Patavinus, pat-a-Ti'nns, C.
Patavium, pa-ta'vi-um, C.

!
Patay, pa-ta', M.
Patelana, pat-e-la'na, C.
Paterculus, pa-ter'ku-lus, C.
Patheus, pa-the'us, C.
Pathros. path'ros, B.
Pathrusim, path-roo'sim, B.
Patliusa, pa-thu'sa, C.
Patischoris, pa-tis'ko-ris, C.
Patizithes. pat-i-zi-'thez, C.
Patmos, pafmos, B.
Patras, pa'tre; -tro, -tro, C.
Patras, pa-tras', or Patrasso, p'a-

tras'so, M.
Patrobas, patrro-bas, B.

I Patrcbius, pa-tvo'bi-ns, C.
Patroclea, pat-ro-kle /

'a, C.
Patrocles, pafro-klez, C.

Patroclides, pat-ro-kli'dez, C.
Patroclus, pa-tro'klus, B. ; pat'ro-
klus, C.

i
Patrous, pa-tro'us, C.

' Pattalene, pat-ta-le'ne, C.

Patulcius, pa-tul'shi-us, C.
I Pau, pa'u, B. ; po, M.
' Paul, pawl, B. and M.
Paula, paw'la, C.
Paulina, paw-li'na. C. ; -le'na, M. ;

-linus, -li-'nus, C.
Paulus, paw'lus, B. and C. ;. pow'-

I

Ins, M.
I

Pausanias, paw-sa'ni-as, C.

Pausias, paw'shi-as, C.

j

Pausilipon, paw-si-li'pon, C.

I

Pausulani, paw-su-la'ni, C.

;
Pauw, pow, M.
Paventia, pn-vcn'shi-a, C.

! Pavia, pa-ve'a, M.
I Pavor. pa'vor, C.
! Pawcatuck, paw'ka-tuk, ~M.

! Pawtucket, paw-tuk'et, M.
Paxos. paks'os, C. and M.; Paxo,

|

-o. M.
Pays Eas, pa'e-ba, M.
Pays de Vaud, pn'e-de-vo, M.
Paz, La, lji-pii.z; in Sp. la-path, M.
Pearce, pers or pSrs, M.
Pearson, per'sun or per'sun, M.

Pe-chee-lee, pa-che-le', M.
i Pecquet, pek-ka', M.
j

Pedaeus, pe-de'us, C.

I
Pedahel, ped'a-hel, B.

I

Pedahzur, pe-dar- or ped'a-zer, B.
I

Pedaiah, pe-da'ya, B.
j

Pedalie, pe-da'h-e, C.
! Pedani, pe-da'ni, C.
Pedanius, pe-darni-us, C.

!
Pedasa, ped'a-sa; -sum, -sum; -sus,

j
-sus, C.

Pedee, jie-de', M.
Pedianus, pe-di-arnus, C.
Pedias, pe'di-as: -us, -us, C.
Pediatia, pe-di-a'sbi-a, C.
Pediea, pe-di-e'a, C.
Pedo, pe'do; -dum. -dum, C.
Peebles, pe'blz, M.

j

Pegae, pe'je, C.
\ Pegasides, pe-gas'i-dez, C-
Pegasis, peg'a-sis; -sus, -sus, C.
Pegnitz, peg'nits, M.

: Pegu or Pegou, pe-goo', M.
I Pegusa, pe-gursa, C'.

Pei-ho, pa-ho',^/".
Peipus, pa'e-poos, M.
Peiresc, pa-resk', M.
F6kah, pe'ka, B.
Pekahiah, pek-a-hi'a, B.
Pekin, pe-kin', or -king, -king', M.
Pekod, pe'kod, B.
Pelagius, pe-la'ji-us, C.

i Pelagon, peKa-gon, C.
Pelagones, pe-lag'o-nez, C.
Pelaiah, pel-a-i'd, B.
Pelaliah, pel-a-li'a, B.
Pelarge, pe-larr,ie, C.
Pelasgi, pe-las'j'i; -gia, -ji-a; -giotis,

-ji-o'tis; -gus,_-gus, C.
Peiates, peKa-tez, C.
Pelatiah, pel-a-ti'a, B.
Pelecas, peKe-kas, C.
Peleces, pe-le'sez, C.
Feleg, pe'leg, B.
Pelegon, peKe-gon, C.
Pelendones, pe-len'do-nez, C.
Pelet, pe'let; -leth, -leth; -lethites,

; -leth-itz, B.
Pelethronia, pel-e-thro'ni-a ; -nii.

i -nY-i, C.
Peleus, pe'le-us or -lus, C.
Pelew, pe-lu', M.
Peliades, pe-li'a-dez, C.

.
Pelias, pe-h'as, B. ; pe'lY-as, C.

: Pelides, pe-li'dez, C.

j

Peligni, pe-lig'ni; -nus, -nus, C.
|
Pelinaei, pel-i-ne-'i; -naeum, -ne'um,

Pelion (a mountain), pe rli-on; (son
of Peleus) pe-li'on, C.

Pf'lissier, pa-lis-se-a", M.
Pelium, pe'li-um, C.
Fellana, pel-larna, C.
Pellendones, pel-len'do-nez, C.
Pellene, pel-le'ne, C.
Pellerin. pel-raNr , M.
Pellico, peKIe-ko, M.
Pellonia, pel-lo^ni-a, C.
Pelodes, pe-lo'dez, C.
Pelonite, peKo-nit, B.
Pelope, pel'o-pe, C.
Felopea, pel-o-pe'a; -pia-pi'd; -pe-

ia, -perya; -pens, -pe'us, C.

:
Pelopidae, pe-lopri-de; -das, -das, C.

; Pelopius, pe-lo'pi-us, C.

3, pel'o-pon-ne'sus, C.

. s, pe'lops, C.
Pelor, pe'lor, C.
Peloras, pe-lo'ras ; -ris, -rist -ria,

-ri-a; -rum, -rum; -rus, -rus, C.
Pelteni, pel-te'ni, C.
Peltuinates, pel'tu-i-na'tez, C.
Pelusiota, pe-lu'si-o'ta; -tes, -tez,C
Pelusium, pe-lu'slii-um, C.

siin, cube, full ; moon, fo"6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNbox, chair, get.
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PEMBINA

Pembina, pem'be-na. 3L
Pembroke, pem'brd&k, M.
Pemigewasset, pem'i-je-wos'set, 31.

Pempelus. pera'pe-lus, C.
Pemphredo, pem-fre'do, C.
Pefiafiel, pan-va-le-eK or -a.V , 3f.

Penalva, pari-yal'va, 31.

Penang, pe-nang^, 31.

Penates, pe-na'tez, C.
Peneia, pe-ne'ya, C.
Peneis, pe-ne'is; -neius, -ne'yus, C.
Peneleus, pe-ne'le-us, C.
Penelope, pe-nel'o-pe, C.
Penestia, pe-nes'slii-a: -tica. -ti-ka,

a
Penetus, pe-nertus, C.
P6neus, pe-ne'us, C.
Feniel, pe-ni'el, B.
Peninnah, pe-nin'na, B.
Peninus, pe-ni'nus, C.
Penne, pen, 31.

Pennsylvania, pen-sil-va'ni-a, 31.

Penobscot, pe-nob'skut, 3f.

Penodorus, pen-o-do'rus, C.
Penrith, pen'rith or pe'rith, 31.

Penryn, pen-rin', M.
Pensacola, pen-sa-ko'la, 3f.

Pentapolis, pen-tap'o-lis, B. and C.
Pentapyla, pen-tap'i-la, C.
Pentathlum, pen-ta'thlum, C.
Fentedactylus, pen-te-dak'ti-lus, C.
Pentele. pen'te-Ie, C.
Pentelicus, pen-tel'i-kus, C.
Penthelus, pen-the'lus, C".

Penthesilea, pen'the-si-le'a, C.
Pentheus, pen'the-us_or -thus, C.
Penthides, pen-thi'dez, C.
Penthilus or -thylus, pen'thi-lus, C.
Penuel, pe-nu'el, B.
Penzance, pen-zans', 31.

Peor. pe'or, B.
Peoria, pe-o'ri-a, 31.

Peparethos, pep-a-re'thos, C.
Pepin, pep'in or pip'in; in F. pe-
pas/', M.

Pephredo, pe-fre'do, C.
Pepusch, pa-p<56sh, M.
Pepuzitae, pep-u-zi'te, C.
Pepys, peps, 31.

Peraea, pe-re'a, C.
Peraethus, per-e'thus, C.
Peratus, per'a-tus, C.
Perazim, per'a-zim, B.
Percope, per'ko-pe. C.
Percosia, per-ko'shi-a : -sius,-shi-us,

C.

Percote, per-ko'te. C.
Perdiccas, per-dik'kas, C.
Perdido, per-de'do, 31.

Peregrinus, per-e-gri'nus, C.
Pereira, pe-re'ra ; in Pg. pa-ra'e-ra,

Perenna, pe-ren'na; -nis, -nis, C.
Peresh, pe'resh, B.
Pereus. pe're-us or -rus, C.
Perez, pe'rez ; P.-uzza or
-uz'za, B.

Perga, per'ga, B.
Pergama. per'ga-ma; -mena, -me'-
na : -mina. -mi'iia ; -mis, -mis :

-rnum, -mum: -mus, -mus, C.
Pergamos, per'ga-mos, B.
Pergase, per'ga-se, C.
Pergola, peVgo-la, M.
Pergolesi, par-go-la'ze, 31.

Periander, pe-ri-an'der, C.
Periarchus, pe-ri-ai-'kus, C.
Periboea. per-i-be'a, C.
Feribomius, per-i-bo'mi-us, C.
Periclea. per-i-kle/a; -elides, -kli'-
dez: -clitus. -kli'tus, C.

Pericles, per'i-klez, C.
Periclymene, p5r-i-klim /'e-ne: -enus,
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Periclytus, pe-rik'li-tus, C.
Perictione or -tyone, per-ik-ti'o-ne,

C.
Perida, pe-ri'da, B.
Peridia, per-Y-di'a, C.
Periegetes. pe-ri'e-je'tez, C.
Perieres, pe-ri-e'rez^C.
Perigenes, pe-rij^e-nez, C.
Perigord, per-e-gor', 3f.

Perigueux, pa-re-ge', 31.

Perigune, per-i-gu'ne, C.
Perilaus, per-i-la'us, C.
Perilla, pe-riKla; -lus, -lus, C. _
Perimede, ptr-i-me'de; -des,-dez,C.
Perimela, per-i-me'la; -le^-le, C.
Perimelides, p6r-i-melri-dez, C.
Perimula, per-i-mu'la. C.
Perinice, per-i-ni'se, C.
Perinthus. pe-rin'thus, C.
Peripatetici, ptr'i-pa-tefi-si, C.
Peripatus, pe-rip ra-tus_, C.
Periphanes, pe-rif'a-nez, C.
Periphas, pOr'i-fas, C.
Periphatus, per-ifa-tus, C.
Periphemus, per-i-fe'mus, C.
Periphetes, per-i-fe rtez, C.
Periphoretas, pe^i-fo-re'tus, C.
Perirrheusa, per'ir-re-u'sa, C.
Peristera, pe-ris'te-ra; -re, -re; -ris,

Peristerides, per-is-tSr ,'i-dez, C.
Peristhenes. pe-ris'the-nez, C.
Peritanus, pe-rifa-nus, C.

S

Perizzite, pei-'iz-zlt, B.
per'me-nas B.

Permessus, per-mes'sus ; -mesus,

I

-me'sus, C.
! Pernambuco. per-nam-boo, ko, M.
i
Pernau, per'now. If.

|
Pernonides, per-non'i-dez, C.

Pero, pe'ro, C.
I Peroe, per'o-e, C.

i

Peron. pa-roN'^AT.
Perote. pa-ro'ta, 3f.

j

Perpenna, per-pen'na, C.

|

Perpereni, per-pe-re'ni, C.

I
Perperus, per'pe-rus. C.

! Perpignan, pEr-pen-y8N', M.
i Perquimans, per-kem'anz, M.
Perranthes, pEr-ran'thez, C.
Perrault. pa-ro', M.
Perrhaebia, per-rerbi-a, C.
Perrot. pa-ro', M.
Persaeus, per-se'us, C.

per-se' -is, -is, C.rersea., pei-^e u. -ib. -i», k..

Persephone, per-sei'o-ne, C.

Persepolis, per-sep'o-lis, B. and C.

Perseus, per'sus, B. ; -se-us or -sus,

j

Persia, per'sht-a, B., C, and M.
Persigny, per-sen^-e or per-sen-j-e',

M.
i Persinous, per-sin'o-us, C.
Persinus, per-si'nus, C
Persis, per^^is. B.
Persius, per'shi-us, C.
Pertinax, per'ti-naks, C._
Peru, pe-roo"^ in Sp. pa-roo', 3L
Peruda. pe-roo'da, B.
Perugia, pa-roo/'ia, M.
Perusia. pe-rurshi-a, C.

! Perusini, per-u-si^ni; -num. -num;
j

-nus, -nus, C.
! Peruzzi. pa-root'se, M.
Pesce. pa'sha, M.

I

Pescennius, pe^-sen^ni-us, C.

j
Peschiera, pes-ke-a'rS, Jf.

Fescina, pa-she'nii, M.
Peshawer, Peichaouer. Peschauer.
or Paishawur, pa-shoWer, J/.

Pessinus, pes'si-nirs, C.

Pestalozzi, pes-ta-lot'se, 31.

Pesth, pest: in Hung, pesht, 31.

le, pet'a-le; -lus, -lus, C.Petale, pef

PHAETONTIADES

Petaliae, pe-ta'li-e, C.
Petalus, pefa-lus, C.
Pe-tchee-le, pe-che-le'. M.
Petchora or Petschora, pet-cho'ra,

31.

Petelia, pe-te'li-u. C.
Petelini, pet-e-li'ni, C.
Peteon, pe rte-on; -teos,-te-os; -tens,

-te-us, C.
Peter, pe'ter, B.
Petersburg, Saint.sent-pe'tgrz-berg;

in Buss, hAXKTPETEEBURG, sankt-
pa'teVbdorg, 31.

\

PeterwaraUin,_pe-ter-vrar''din;i/i G.
pa-ter-var,dln, 31.

Pethahiah. peth-a-hi'a, B.
Pethor, pe'thSr, B.
Pethuel, pe-thu'el, B.
Petilia, pe-tiKi-a: -ius, -i-ns, C.
Petion, pa-ze-o.vr ; or Petion, pS-se-
ox', M.

Petina, pe-ti'na, C.
Petit, in Eng. pefit ; in F. p'te or

pte, M.
Potitot. p'te-to r , 31.

Petobio, pe-to'bi-o, C.
Petosiris, pet-o-si^ris, C.
Petovio, pe-to'vi-o, C.
Petra, pe'tra, C. and M.
Petraea, pe-tre'a. C. and 3T.

Petrarch, pe'trark; in It. Petrarca,
pa-trar'ka, 31.

Petreius, pe-tre'yus, C.
Petriana, pet-ri-a'na, C.
Petrichus, pefri-kus, C.
Petrini, pe-tri'ni: -num. -num, C.
Petrocorii, pet-ro-ko'rl-i, C.

Petronia, pe-tro'ni-a; -nius, -ni-us,

Petrozavodsk, pa-tro-za-vodsk', 3f.

Pettalus, pet'ta-lus, C.
Pence, pu'se, C.
Peucedanos, pu-sed'a-nos, C.
Peucela, pu'se-la, C.
Peucestes pu-ses'tez, C.
Peucetia. pu-se'shT-a; -tii, -shT-I, C.
Peucini, pu-si'ui, C.
Peucolaitis, pu'ko-la-i'tis, C.
Peucolaus, pu-ko-la'us, C.
Peulthai. pe-ul'tha, B.
Pexodorus, peks-o-dornis, C.
Peyton, pactum 31.

Pt'zenas, paz-na', 31.

Pfeffel, pfef'el, 31.

Pfeiffer, in E. ii'fer; in G. pfifr5r,
31.

Fhaath Moab, fa'ath-mo^ab, B.
Phacareth. iak'a-reth, B.
Phaea, fe ra, C.
Phaeaces, fe-a'sez; -cia, -sht-a: -cis,

-sis, C.
Phaeax, fe'aks, C.

Phaedima, fed'i-ma; -mus, -mus, C.

Phaedon, fe'don, C.
Phaedra, fe'dra. C.
Phaedria, ie'dri-a, C.
Phaedromus. i'ed rro-mus, C.
Phsedrus. ie'drus, C.
Phaemonoe, fe-mou^o-e, C.
Phasnagore, ie-nag ro-re, C.
Phaenarete, fe-nar'e-te, C.
Fhaeneas, fe^ne-as, C.
Phaenecles, fen^e-klez ; -ocles, -o-

kiez, C.

Phaenna, fa-en Ana; -nus, -nus, C.

Phaenomene, fe-nom'e-ne; -enus, -e-

nus, C.
Phaenusa, fe-nu'sa, C.

Phaer, far, 31.

Phaesana, fe-sarna, C.
Phaethon. fa'e-thon, C.

Phaethontias, fa-e-thon'slii-as, C.

Phaethusa. fa-e-thu'sa, C.
Phaetontiades, fa-'e-ton-ti'a-dez, C.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; tn, ice ; bdd, tone, or

:
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Fhagita, fa-ji'ta, C.
Phainus, fal-nus, also (an Athenian
astronomer) fa-i'nus, C.

Phaisur, fa'sSr, B.
Phalacrina, fal-a-kn'na, C.

Phalsecus, fa-le'kus, C.

Phalaesiae, fa-le'shl-e, C.

Phalanthus, fa-lan'thus, C.

Phalara, fa-la'- or faKa-ra; also
\

Phalera, -le'ra, C
Phalaris, fal'a-ris, C
Phaldaius, fal-da'yus, B.

\

Phaleas, fa-le^as, B. ; fa'le-as, C.
|

Phalec. fa'lek, B.
Phaieg, fa'leg, B.
Phalemus, faPe-mus, C.

Phalereus, fa-le're-us or -rus, C.
Phalerion, fa-le'ri-on; -leron, -le'- i

ron : -lerum, -le'rum, C.

Phalerus (one of the Lapithse), fa-

le'rus; (companion ofJason), falr-

e-rus, C.
Phalesina. fal-e-si'na, C.

Phallica, faKli-ka, C.
Phallu. faKlu, B.
Phalore, fa-lo're, C.
Phalorea, fal-o-re^a; -oria, -o-ri'a or

-lo'ri-a, C.

Phalti, fal'ti, B.
Phaltiel, fal'ti-el, B.
Phameas, fa'me-as, C.
Phamenophis, fam-e-no'fis, C
Phamenus, fam'e-nus, C.
Phanaces, la-na'sez, C.

Phanaeus, fa-ne'us, C.
Phanagora, fa-nag'o-ra ; -oras. -o-

ras, C.
Phanaroea, fan-a-re'a, C.
Phanas, fa'nas; -nes, -nez, C.
Phanates, fa-na'tez, C.
Phanium, fa'm-um^C.
Phanocles, fan'o-klez, C.
Phanoclides, fan-o-kli'dez, C.
Phanocritus, fa-nok'ri-tus, C.
Phanodemus, fan-o-de'mus, C.
Phanodicus, fa-nodl-kus, C.
Phanomachus, fa-nom/a-kus, C.
Phanophon, fan'o-fon, C.
Phanosthenes, fa-nos'the-nez, C.
Phanostrate, ia-nos'tra-te ; -tus,

-tus, C.
Phanotea, fau-o-te'a, C.
Phanoteus. fa-no'te-us or fan'o-tus,

C.
Phanothea, fa-no'the-a, C.
Phanothemis, l'a-notb/e-mis, C.
Phanotheus, fa-no'the-us, C.
Phanotis, fan'o-tis, C.
Phanta3ia, fan-ta'zht-a, C.
Phantasos, fan'ta-sos, C.
Phanuel, fa-nu'el, B.
Phanus, fa'nus, C.
Phaon, IVori, C.
Phara, fa'ra, C.
Pharacides, fa-ras'i-dez, C.
Pharaciin, far'a-sim, B.
Pharaa, fa're, C.
Pharamond, far'a-mond or fa-ra-

Pharao. far'a-o, C.
Pharaoh, t'a'ro or fa'ra-o^ B. S,- E.
Pharasmanes, fa-ras'ma-nez, C.
Pharathoni, iar-a-tho

/,

ni, B.
Pharax. fa'raks, C.
Pharbaethites, far-be-thi'tez, C.
Pharbelus, far-belus, C.
Pharcedon, far-se'don, C.
Phares or -rez, fa'rez, B.
Pharira, fa-n'ra, B.
Pharis. fa'ris, C.
Pharisee, far'i-se, B.
Pharit39, fa-ri'te, C.
Pharius, fa'ri-us, C.
Pharmacusa, far-ma-ku'sa, C.

Pharnabazus, far-na-ba/'zus, C.
Pharnace, far-na'se, C.
Pharnacea or -cia, iar-na'shi-a; also

-nacia, -na-sira, C.
Pharnaces, far'na-sez, C._
Pharnapates, far-na-pa'tez, C.
Pharnaspes, i'£ir-nasr pez, C.
Pharnuchus, far-nu'kus, C.
Pharos, fa'ros, C.
Pharosh, fa'iosh, jB.

Pharpar, fih-'par, B.
Pharsalia, far-sa'li-ai -los, -los;

-lus, -lus, C.
Fharus, i'a'rus, C.
Pharusii, fa-ru'slil-i, C.
Fharygse, far'i-je, C.
Pharzites, far'zits, B.
Phasaelis, l'as-a-er lis, C.
Phaseah, fa-se'a or fa'se-a, B.
Phaselis. fa-se'lis, B. and C.

Phaselitss, ias-e-li'te, C.

Phasiana, fa-shi-a'na, C.

Phasias, fa'slri-as, C.
Phasiron, fas'i-ron, B.
Phasis, i'a'sis, C.

Phassaron, fas'sa-rom B.
Phaturites, fat-u-rirtez, C.

Phauda, faw'da, C.

Phavorinus, fav-o-ri'nus, C.
PhayUus, fa-iKlus, C.
Phazemon, fa-ze'mcn, C.

Phea, fe"a, C.
Phebe, ±'e

r be, B.
Phegasa, fe-je^a, C.
Phegea. fe-je'a; -gens, fe'je-us or

-jus, C.
Phegia, fe'ji-a, C.
Pheia, fe'ya. C.
Phelloe. fel'lo-e, C.
Phellopodes, fel-lop'o-dez, C.
Phellusa, iel-lu'sa, C.
Phemiae, fe'mi-e ; -mius. -mi-us, C.
Phemonoe. fe-mon'o-p, C.
Phenebethis, fen-e-be'this, C.
Pheneus (a man), fe-ne'us; -us or
-um (a lake and city), fe'iie-us,
ran, C.

Phenice, fe-ni'se, B.
Phenicia, fe-nish'i-a, B.
Pherae. fe're, C.
Pheraeus, fc-re'us, C.
Pheraulas, fe-raw 'las, C.
Pherecles, fer'e-kiez; -clus, -klus,

C.
Pherecrates, fe-rekrra-tez, C.
Pherecyadae, fer-e-^i'a-de ; -cydes,

-si'dez, C.
Pherendate3, fer-en-da'tez, C.
Pherenice, fSr-e-ni'se ; -nicas, -ni"-

kus, C.
Pherephate.fe-refa-te, C.
Pheres, fe'rez, C.
Pheresites, fer'e-slts; -zite, -zlt, B.
Pheretias, fe-re'shi-as, C.
Pheretima, fer-e-ti'ma, C.
Pherinum, fer'i-num, C.
Pheron, fe'ron, C.
Phersephone, fer-sefo-ne, C.
Pherusa. fe-ru'sa, C.
Phiale, fi^a-le ; -lua, -lus, C
Phialia, fi-a'li-a, 6*.

Phibeseth, fi-be'seth or nb'e-seth,
B.

Phiceon, fi-se^on, C.
Phichol, fi'kol, B.
Phicores, fik'o-rez, C.
Phidias, fid'i-as, C
PhidUe. ficKi-le, C.
Phidippides, fi-dip'pi-dez, C.
Phiditia, fi-dish'i-a, C.
Phidolas, fi-do'las, C.

|

Phidolaus, fid-o-la'us, C.

|
Phidoleos, fi-do'le-os, C.

I Phidon, li'don, C.

Phidostratus, fi-dos'tra-tus, C.
Phidyle, rid'i-le, C.
Phigalea, fig-a-le'a or fi-ga'le-a, C.
Phigalei, fl-ga-'le-i, C.
Phila, ti'la, C.
Philadelpheni, fiFa-del-fe'ui, C.
Philadelphia, fll'a - del - li'a, C. ;

-del'tl-a, M.
Philadelphus, fil-a-deKfus, C.
Philae, li'le, C.
Philaenete, fl-len'e-te, C.
Philaeni, fl-le'ni, C.
Philaeus. fi-le'us, C.
PhUalethes, fil-a-le'thez, C.
Philammon, fi-lam'mon, C.
Philanor, li-la'

r
Il6r,_6

,
.

Philarches, ti-lar-'kez, B.
Phila,rchus, fi-lar'kus, C.
Philaretus, fi-lar'e-tus, C.
Philargyrus, fi-lar'ji-rus, C.
Philea, liKe-a; -eae, -e-e; -6as, -e-as.

C.
Philebus, fi-le'bus, C.
Philemenus, fi-lem'e-nus, C.
Philemon, fi-le'mon, B. and C.
Philenor, fi-le'nSr, C.
Phileros, fiKe-ros, C.
Philesius, n-le'shi-us, C.
Philetaerus. iil-e-te'rus, C.

Philetas, fi-le'tas, B. and C. ; -te,

-te; -tis, -tis; -tor, -t6r; -tus, -tus,

C.
Phileumenos, fi-lu'me-nos, C.
Philidor. fi^e-dor, M.
Philine, fi-li'ne, C.
Philinna, fi-liri'iia, C.
Philinus, fi-li'nus, C.
Philip, fiKip, B. and M.
Philippei, fil-ip-pe'l; -pens, -pe'us,

PhiUppi, fi-lip/pi, B. and C.
Philippians. fi-hp'pi-anz, 11.

Philippides, fi-lip'Di-dez, C.
Phihppine, fiKip-pin, 31.

Philippopolis, fil-ip-pop'o-lis, C.
Philippus, fi-lip'pus, C'.

Philiscus, fi-lis'kus, ('.

Philistia, fi-lis'ti-a, B.
Philistides, fil-is-ti'dez, C.
Philistim, fi-lis'tim, B.
Philistine, fi-lis'tin, B.
Philistio, fi-lis'ti-o; -tion, -ti-on, C.
Philistns, fi-lis'tus, C.
Philo, fi'lo, C.
Philoboeotns, fiKo-be-o'tus, C.
Fhilochorus, fi-lok'o-rus, C.
Philocleon, fi-lo'kle-on, C.
Philocles, fil'o-klez ; -elides, -kli'-

dez, C.
Philocommodus, fil-o-kom'mo-dus,

C.
Philocomus, fil-o-ko

,r
nius, C.

Philocrates, fi-lok'ra-tez. C.
Philoctemon, fil-ok-te^mon, C.
Fhiloctetes, fil-ok-te'tez, C.
Philocyprus, nl-o-si'prus, C.
Philodamea, fil'b-da-me'a; or -mia,

-rai'a, C.
Philodamns, fil-o-da'mus ; -demus,
-de'mus, C.

Philodice, fi-lcdl-se, C.
Philodoretns, fi'/o-do-re'tus, C.
Philodulns, ril-o-du'lus, C.
Philogenes. fi-loj^e-nez, C.
Philolaus, fil-o-la'us, C.
Philologus, fi-loKo-gus, B. and C.
Philomache, fi-lom'a-ke ; -achns,
-a-kus. C.

Philombrotns, fi-lom'bro-tus, C.
Phiiomede, fil-o-me'de ; -des, -dez,

C.

Philomedusa, fiFo-me-du'sa, C.
Philomela, fil-o-me rla; -Ins, -lus, C.
Philomelides, fH'o-ine-li'dez, C.

6un, cube, full : moon, fdot ; cow, oil i linger or ink, then, boxbox, chair, get.
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Philomenes, n-lom'e-nez. C.
Philometor, fil-o-me'tSr, B. and C.
Philomusus, fil-o-mu'sus, C.
Philon, n'lon, C.
Philonicus, fil-o-ni'kus, C.
Philonides, fi-lon'i-dez, C.
Philonis, ii-lo'nis, C.
Philonoe, fi-lon'o-e ; -orne, -o-me ;

-omus, -o-ffliis, C.
Philopator, ii-lop'a-tor, C.
Philopliroii, til'o-fron, C.
Philopoemen, fil-o-pe'men. C.
Philoponus, tUlop'o-nus, C.
Philoporus, til-o-po'rus, C.
Pliiioromus, fil-o-ro'mus, C.
Philoscaphus, fi-los'ka-fus, C.
Philoson, ril'o-son, C.
Philostephanus, fil-o-stei'r.-nus, C.
Philostratus, fi-los'ti-a-tus, C.
Philotas, ti-lo'tas, C.

Philotera, fi-lot/e-ra, C.
Philothea, fl-lo'the-a, C.

Philotherus, fil-o-the'rus, C.
Philotheus, n-lo'the-us, C.

Philotimus, fil-o-ti'mus, C.
Philotis, Ti-lo^tis, C.

Philoxene, fi-loks'e-ne ; -nus. -nus,
C.

Philuniene, fi-lu'mc-nc ; -nus, -mis,

C.
PMlusa. fl-lu'sa, C.

Philyra, BKi-ra ; -res, -rez, C.
Philyreis, fil-i-re'is. C.
Philyrides, fi-ilr'i-clez, C.

Phineas, fm'e-as ; -ee3, -e-cs ; -ehas,
-e-has, B.

Phineuin, fi-ne'um, C.

Phineus, fin'e-tis or fi'r.us, C.
Phinides, fkni'dez, C.
Phinopolis, fi-nop'o-Hs, C.
Phintia, fin'shi-a ; -tias, -shi-as, C.
Phison, fKson, 8.
Phlegsthon, fleg'c-thon, C.
Phlegon, fle'gon, B. and C.
Phlegra, fle'gra, C
Phlegyae, fle'ji-e; -gyas, -ji-as ; -gy-

eis, -ji-e'is, C.
Phlias, ni'as, C.

Phliasii, fli-a'shi-i. C.
Phlius, fli'us, C.
Phlygone, fliLt'o-ne, C.
Phobetor, fo-be't&r, V.
Phobos, fo'bos," C.
Phocsea, fo-se'a, C.
Phocais, fok ra-is, C.
Phoceae, fo'se-e, C._
Phocenses, fo-sen'sez, C.
Phoeeus, fo'se-us or -sus, C.
Phocion, forshi-on, C.

Phocis, fo'sis ; -cus, -kus, C.

Phocylides, fo-siKi-dez, C.
Phoebe, fe'be, C.

Phcebeum, fe-be'um, C.
Phoebidas, feb'i-das, C.

Phcebigena, fe-bij'e-na, C.
Fboebus, fe'bus. C.
Phceniee, fe-ni'se, or Phoenicia,

-nisb/I-a, C.
Phcenicias, fe-nish^i-as ; -ides, -nis'

r
-

i-dez, C.
Phcenicus, fe-niltus, C.
Phoenicusa, fen-i-ku'sa, C.
Phoenissa, fe-ms'sa, C.
Phoenix, fe'iiiks, C.

Phoeteum, fe'te-um, C.
Phoici, i'o

r
i-si, C.

Pholoe, foKo-e, C.
Fholus. fo'lus, C.
Phomothis, fo-mo'this, C.
Phonolenides, fon-o-len

/,
i-dez, C.

Phorcynis, for-si rnis, C.
Phorrnio, for'mi-o, C.
Phoroneus, fo-ro'ne-us or -nus, C.
Phoronidse, for-oni'de, C.

Fhoronis, fo-ro^nis, C.
Phorcs, io'i-os, B.
Phosphorus, fos'fo-rus, C.
Phctiniani, fo'tin-i-a'ni, C.
Photinus, io-ti'nus, C.
Photius, i'o'shi-us, C.
Phoxus, i'oks'us, C.
Phraates, ira-a'tez, C.
Phraatices, fra-at/i-sez, C.
Phradasmenes. Ira-das'"ine-nez, C.
Phradates, iia-da'tez, C.
Phragandae. fra-gan rde, C.
Phrah, ira, E.
Phrahates, tra-ha'tez, C.
Phraortes, Ira-dr'tez, C.
Phrasicles, trasAi-klez, C.
Phrasiclides, fras-i-kli'dez, C.
Phrasidemus, iras-i-de-'mus, C.
Phrasidotus, fra-sid'o-tus, C.
Phrasimede, fras-i-me'de, C.
Phrasimus, fras'i-mus, C.
Phrataphernes, frat-a-fer'nez, C.
Phratigune, tiat-i-gu'ne, C.
Phricodemus, trik-o-de'mus, C.
Phriconis, Iri-ko'nis. C.
Phricoritis, irik-o-ni'tis, C.
Phrixus, liiks^us, C.

Phronesis, fro-ne'sis, C.
Phronima, fron^i-ma, C.
Phrugundiones. iru-gim-di /'o-nez, C.
Phruri. Iru'ri^C.
Phryges, frifjez, C.

Phyton. fi'ton. C.
Phyxium, fik'shi-um, C.
Piacenza. pe-a-chen^za, M.
Pialae, pi'a-le, C.
pialia, pi-ali-a, C.
Piasus, piAa-sus, C.
Piave, pe-a'va, M.
Piazzi, iie-afse, M.
Pi-beseth, pi-be'zeth, B.
Picanus, pi-ka'nus, C.
Pieard, pe-kar', 31.

Picardy, pik 'ar-dl ; in F. La Piear-
die, la-pe'kar-de^, M.

Piccini or -cinni, pet-che'iie, 31.

Piccolomini, pik-ko-lom'e-ne, J/.

Piceni, pi-se'ni, C.
Picentia, pi-sen "shi-a, C.

; Ficentini, pis-en-ti'ni, C.
Picenum, pi-se'num, C.

i

Pichegru, pesh'gre, M.
I
Pichincha, pe-ehin'chii or -clien'-

|

cha, 31.

I

Picot, pe-ko
/r

, 3f.

< Ficra, pi'kra, C.
Fictava. pik-ta-'va ; -vi, -vi ; -vium,

i

-vi-um, C.
\ Pictones, pik'to-nez, C.

j

Fictou. pik-too', 31.

\

Picus, pi'kus, C.
Pidocus, pid'o-kus, C.
Pidorus, pi-do rrus, C.

Phrygia, frij'i-a : -ian, -i-an, B.
Phrygia, frij'i-a ; -ius, -i-us, C.
Phryne, fri'ne; -nis, -nis ; -no, -no,

Phrynichus, frin^i-kiis, C._

Phryxonides, f dks-on'i-dez, C.
Phryxus, iriks'us, C._

Phth6notes, then'o-tez, C.
Phthia, thi'a, C
Phthiotes, thi-o'tez ; -tis, -tis, C.
Phthirophagi, tlii-rofa-ji, C.
Phud, fud, B.
Phundusi, fun-du'si, C.

Phurah, fu'ra, B.
Phurim, fu'rim, B.

\
Phut, fut, B.
Phuvah, iu'va, B.

j

Phya, fi'a, C.

j
Phyaces, fi-a'sez, C.

|
Phycus, fi'kns, C.

;

Phygela, fij'e-la, C.

I

Phygellus, fi-jel'lr.s, B.

j

Phylace, fiKa-se. ('.

' Phylaceis.fil-a-ssr^is; -ceum, -se^um,

I

c-

!
Phyla.cides, fi-las'i-dez, C.

I Phylacus, fiKa-kus. C.
I Phylarchus, fi-liir'ktts. C.

Phylas, fi'las ; -le, -le, C.

i
Phyleis, fi-le'is, C.

i Phyleus, fll'e-us or fi'lus, C.
i Phylides. fl-lKdez, C.
Fhylira, fll"i-ra, C.
Phyllalia, fil-la'li-a, C.

\ Phyileis, fil-le'is, C.
Phyllius, flKli-us, C.
Phyllodoce, nl-lod ro-se, C.

Phyloniache, fi-lom'a-kc ; -chus,

!
-kus, c.

Phylonome, fi-lon'o-me, C
Phyrcinus, fer-sj'nus, C.

Phyrites, fi-ri'tez, C.

I

Phyromachus, fi-rom
/-
a-kus, C

I

Physcella. fis-sel'la, C.
Physcoa, fis'ko-a, C.
Physemede, fis-e-me'de, C.
Physiognomon, fis'i-og-no^mon, C.
Physon, fi'son, B.
Physsadea, fis-sa-de^a, C.
Phytalides, fi-taKi-dez, C.
Phytalus, fifa-lus, C.
Phyteum, fi-terum, C.

Pidytes,' pi-di^tez^'C.
Piedmont, ped'mont It. Pi>ICUiilUi-'lJi pCU J11UUL, "
monte. pe-a-mop'ta, M.

Pieds Noirs, pe-a'nwar, 31.

Pielus, pi-e rlus, C.
Piera, pi^e-ra ; -eres, -e-rez, C.
Pierce, pers or pers, M.
Pieria, pi-e'rl-a or -ri^a ; or -rea,

-ve'a, C.
Pierides, pi-er'i-dez, C.
Pieris, pirc-ris ; -rns, -rus, C.
Pierre, Saint, sent-per' ; in F. sax-

pe-ar', M.
Pietas, pi'e-tas, C.
PigaUe, pe-gaK. 31
Pignerol, p5n-y5-rol /

', 31.

Pigres, pi'grez, C.
Pi-hahiroth, pi-ha-hi'roth, B.

I Pilate, pi'lat, B.

|

Pilatus, pi-la'tus, C.
i Pilcomayo, pil-ko-mi'o, M.
Fildash, piKdash, B.
Pileha, piKe-ha, B.
Piles, pel, 31.

Pileser, pi-le'zer, B.
Pilesus, pi-le'sus, C.
Pilica, pe-lefsii or -ltt'sa, 31.

Filitus, pi-li'tus, C.
Pillau, p'il'low, M.
Pillon, pe-yoN'

-

, 31.

Pilneser, pil-ne'zer, B.
Pilorus, pi-lo'rus, C.
Pilpai or -pay, pil'pi or -pa ; in
Persian Bidpai, bid'pa-e, 31.

Piltai, piKta, B.
Pilumnus, pi-Inm'nus, C.
Pimplea, pim-ple^a, C. _
Pimpleides, pim-ple ri-dez; -pliados,

-plira-dez, C.
Pinacus, pin'a-kus, C.
Pinara, pm'a-ra : -rus, -rus, C.
Pinarius, pi-na'ri-us, C.
Pindarus, pin'da-rus, C.
Pindasus, pinrda-sus, C.
Pindenissus, pin-de-nis'sus, C.
Pinel, pe-neK. if.

Pinelli, pe-neKle, M.
Pinerolo, pe-na-ro'lo : in F. Pig-
nerol, pen-ye-roK, 31.

Pinetus, pi-ne r tus, C.
Pinon, pi'non, B.
Pintelli, pen-teKle,^ M._

I Pinturicchio, pen-too-rekrke-o, 31.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare; end, eve, term; In, Ice; 5dd, tone, 6r;
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Piombino, pe-om-be'no, 31.

Pione, pi'o-ne ; -nis, -nis, C.
Pionia, pi-o'ni-a, C.
Piozzi, pe-ofse or -oz'zY, 31.

Piper, in Swed. pe'per ; in Eng.
pi'per, 31.

Pira, pi'ra, B.
Piraeeus, pi-re'e-us or -re'us, C.
Piraeus, pi-re'us, C.
Piram, pi'ram, B.
Piranesi, pe-ra-na^ze, 31.

Pirathon, pir'a-thon ; -athonite,
-a-thon-it, B.

Firene, pi-re'ne, C.
Firithous, pi-rith'o-us, C.
Pirmasens or -senz, per'nia-sents,
M.

Piromis, pi-ro'mis, C.
Piron, pe-roN', M.
Pirous, pir'o-us, C.
Firustse, pi-rus'te, C.

Pisa, pi'sa, C. ; pe'za, M. ; -sse,

pi'se, C.
Pisaeus, pi-se'us, C.
Pisander, pi-san'der, C.
Pisano, pe-za/no, C.

Pisanus, pi-sa'nus, C.

, pi-sartez ; -tis, -tis, C.

Pisaurum, pi-saw'rum ; -rus, -rus,

a
Piscataqua, pis-kafa-kwa; -quis,

-kwis, M.
Piscenae, pis-se'ne, C.
Pisenor, pi-se'nQr, C.
Piseus, pis'e-us or pi'sus, C.

Pisgah, piz'ga, B.
Pisias, pish'i-as. C.
Pisiclides, pis-i-kli'dez, C.
Pisidae, pis'i-de, C.
Pisidia, pi-sid'i-a, B. and C.
Pisidice, pi-sid'i-se, C.
Pisinates, pis-i-na'tez, C.
Pisirodus, pi-slr'o-dus, or Pisirrho-
dus, pis-ir'ro-dus, C.

Pisis, pi'sis, C.
Pisistratidae, pis-is-trat'i-de ; -des,

-dez, C.
Pisistratus, pi-sis'tra-tus, C.
Pisiteles, pi-sife-lez, C.
Piso, pi'so, C.
Pison, pi'son, 5.
Pisones, pi-so'nez, C.
Pispah, pis'pa, B.
Pissuri, pis-su'ri, C.
Pissuthnes, pis-suth'nez, C.
Pistoja, pis-to'ya, M.
Pisuetae, pis-u-e'te, C.
Pisus, pi'sus, C.
Pitane, pifa-ne, C.
Pitea, pit'e-o, 31.

Pithagoras, pi - thag'o-ras ; -ores,
-o-rez, C.

Pithecon Colpos, pi-the'kon-koK-
pos, C.

Pithecusa, pith-e-ku'sa; -sse,-se, C.
Pithenor, pi-the'n&r, C.
Pithinus; pi-thi'nus, C
Pitho, pi'tho, C.
Pitholaus, pith-o-la'us, C.
Pitholeon, pi-tho'le-on, C.
Pithom. pi'thom, B.
Pithomene, pi-thom'e-ne, C.
Fithon, pi'thon, B. and C.
Pithusa, pi-thu'sa, C.
Pittacus, pifta-kus, C.
Pittheis, pit-the'is, C.
Pittheus, pifthe-us or -thus, C.
Pitthidae, pit-thi'de, C.
Pittsylvania, pit-si l-va'ni-a, 31.

Pitulani, pit-u-la'ni, C.
Pitya, pit'i-a, C.
Pityassus, pit-i-as'sus, C.
Pityia, pit-Y-i'a, C.
Pityodes, pit-i-o'dez, C.

Pityonesus, pit'i-o-ne'sus, C.
1 Pityus, pifi-us, C.

|
Pityusa, pit-i-ursa ; -sse, -se, C.
Pizarro. pe-zarrro; in Sp. pe-thar/'-

Placentia, pla-sen'shi-a, C. an ! M.
Placentini, plas-en-ti'ni, C.
Placia, pla'shi-a, C.
Piacideianus, pla-sid'e-i-a'nus, C.
Piacidia, pla-sid'i-a ; -ius, -i-u.^, C.
Plaetoria, ple-to'ri-a ; -rius, -ri-us,

C.
i Planasia, pla-na'shi-a, C.
Plancina, plan-si'mi, C.
Plantagenet, plan-tai'e-net, C.

!
Plantia, pl8N-taNr , m.

j

Plaquemine, plak-men /', M.
! Plasencia. pla - seii'she-a : in Sp.
I -the-a, M.
Plata, La, la-plii'tii : same as the
Argentine Republic. M.

Plata, Rio de la, re'o-da-la-pla/tii,
M.

Plataea, pla-te'a ; -ae, -e, C.
Platage, plat'a-je, C.
Platamodes, plat-a-mo'dez, C.
Platanius, pla-ta'ni-us, C.
Platanus, plafa-nus, C.
Platea, pLa-te'a or pla'te-a, C.
Plateis, pla-te'is. C.
Platina, pla-te'na, M.
Plato, pla'to, C.
Platof or Platow, pla/tof, 31.

Platonici, plu-ton'i-si, C.
Platte, plat, 31.

Platten See, plat'tn-sa: same as
Lake Balatony, ba-13-ton", 31.

Plauen, plow'en, 3[.

Plautia Lex, plaw'shi-a-leks, C.
Plautianus, plaw-shi-a^nus, C.
Plautilla, plaw-tilla, C.
Plautius, plaw'shi-us, C.
Plautus, plaw'tus, C.
Plavis, pla'vis, C.
Plebiscitiun, p!eb-is-si

/-
timi, C.

Pleiades, ple'^ya-dez, B. and C,
also ple-i'a-dez, C.

Pleione, ple-i'o-ne, C.
Pleisse, pli'se, 31.

Plemmyrium, plem-mir'i-uin, C.
Plemnaeus, plem-ne'iis, C.
Plesirrhous, ple-sir^ro-us, C.
Pleumoxii, plu-niok'sht-i, C.
Pleuratus, plu-ra'tus, C.
Pleuron, plu'ron, C.
Plexaure, pleks-aw're, C.
Plesippus, pleks-ip'pus, C.
Pleyel, pli'el, or Pleyl, plil, M.
Plinius, plinri-us, C.
Piinlimmon, pHn-Kni'imm, 3f.

Piinthine, plin-thi'iie or plin'tbi-
ne, C.

Plistaenetus, plis-ten'c-1'as. C.
Plistarchus, plis-tar'kus, (.'.

Plisthenes, plis'the-nez, C.
Plisthenides, plis-then'i-dez, C.
Plistinus, plis-ti^nus, C.
Plistoanax, plis-to'a-naks, or -to-

nax, -to'naks, C.
Plistolas, plis'to-las, C.
Plistonices, plis-to-ni'sez ; -nicus,
-ni'kus, C.

Plistoxenus, plis-toks-'e-rms, C.
Plock, plotsk, 3f.

Plombieres, ploN'bc-ai', .)/.

Plotae, plo'te, ('.

Plothea, plo-tlie'a. C.
Plotinopolis, plot-i-nop'o-lis, C.
Plotinus, plo-ti'nus, C.
Plotius, i)lo

rshi-us, C.
Ploucquet, ploo-kar , M.
Plowdea, ploWdn, 31.

Plutarchus, plu-tar'kus, C.
Pluto, plu'to, C.

\
Plutonia, plu-to^ni-a, C.

1 Plutus, plu'tns, C.
Pluviaiia, plu-vi-a'li-d, C.
Pliivius, plu^vi-us, C.
Plymouth, plim'uth, 31.

Plynteria, plin-te'n-a, C.
Pnebebis, neb'e-bis, C.

(

Pnigeus, uij'e-us or ni'jQs, C.
Pnytagoras, ni-t-.ig'o-ras, C.

1 Poblilia, po-bliKi-a, C.
Pocahontas, po-ka-hon'tas, 31.

Pochereth, pok'e-reth, B.
Pococke, po'kok, M.
Pocomoke, po'ko-mok, 31.

Podalea. ood-a- 'a, or FoSrlia,
pod-a-li'a or po-da'li-a, C.

Podalirius, pod-a-lir'i-us, C._

Podarce, po-dar'se ; -cez, -sez, C.
i Podares, po-da rrez, C.

j

Podarge, po-dar-'je, C.
• Podargus, po-dar'gus, C.

j

Podasimus, po-das'i-mus, C.
Podlachia, pod-la'ke-a, M.

|
Podolia, po-dor li-a, 31.

j

Pceas, pe^as, C.

I

Poecile, pes'i-le, C.
i Pcsmaneni, pem-a-ne'ni; -nus, -mis,

j

C.

\
Poemenis, pem'e-nis, C.
Po2Ei, pe'ni, C.

! Poenicus, pen'i-kus, C.

|
Posnulus, pen'u-lus, C.

I
Poeon, pe'on : Posus, -us, C.
Poeonia, pe-o'ni-a, C.
Pogon, po'gon, C.

: Pogonus, po-go^nus, C.
Poictiers : same as Poitiers, 31.

Poictou : same as Poitou, 31.

Poilly, pwa-ye' or pwi-ye', 31.

Poinsett, poin-sef, 3I._
Point Coupee, point-koo-pe'', 31.

Poisson, pwa-soN', II.

Poitevin, pwat'vaN, M.
Poitiers, poi-terz /'; in F. pwii-te-a',

31.

Poitou, poirtoo; in F. pwa-too', M.
Pola, po'la, C.
Poland, po'land, or Polska, wV-

ska, 31.

Polemocrates, pol-e-mok/'ra-tez, C.
i Polemon, pol'e-mon, C.

j

Polemonium, pol-e-mo'ni-um, C.

j
Polemusa, pol-e-m.u'

r
sa, C.

i Polenor, po-le
/-
n6r, C.

i Polias, po^li-as, C.
! Folieum, po-li-e'um, C.
! Folignac, po-len-yiik'', M.
j
Poliochus, po-li^o-kus, C.

j
Poliorcetes, po /li-6r-se

/r

tez, C.
! Polisma, po-lis/'ma, C.
I Polistratus, po-lis'tra-tus, ('.

j

Politea, pol-i-te'a, C.
I Polites, po-li'tez, C.
! Folitorium, pol-i-to'ri-um, C.
Pclitz or Poelitz, pe'lits, 31.

Poliziano, po-let-se-a'no, 31.

Folk, polk or pok, 31.

Follentia, pol-len'shi-a, C.
Pcllio, poKli-o, C.
Pollustini, pol-lus-ti'ni, C.
Pollutia, pol-lu'shi-a, C.
Polock or Polotzk, po-lotsk /', 31.

Poltava or Pultowa, pol-ta'va, 31.

Polus, po'lus, C.
Polusca, po-lus'ka, C.
Polyaemonides, po /li-e-mon

/,
i - dez,

Polysenus, po-li-e'nus, C.

Polyanor, po-li-a'nOr, C.
Polyaratus, po'h-a-ra'tus, C.

Polyarchus, po-li-ar^kus, C.
Polyaretus, po'li-a-re'tus, C.
Polybe, pol'i-be, C.
Polybetes, pol-i-be'tez, C.

stin, cube, full ; moon, fot>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; V, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; N, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Folybidas, po-lil>1-das, C.

Polybius, po-lib'i-us, C.

Polybcea, pol-i-be'd, _C.

Polyfcotes, pol-i-bo'tez. C.

Polybotum, po-lib'o-tum, C.

Polybulus, pol-i-bu'lus, C.

PolybU3, pol'i-bus, C.
Polycaon, pol-i-ka'on, C.

Polycarpus, pol-i-kav'pus, C.

Polycaste, pol-i-kas'te, C.

Polychares, po-lik'a-rez, C.

Polyclea, pol-i-kle'a ; -cles, -klez ;

-cletus, -kle'tus; -clitus, -kli'tus,

C.
Polycratea, pol'i-kra-te'd, C.

Polycrates. po-lik'ra - tez ; -ritus,

-ri-tus, C.
Polyctetus, pol-ik-te'tus, C.

Polyctor, po-lik'tSr, C.
Polydaemon, pol-i-de'mon, C.
Polydamas, po-lid'a-mas, C.
Polydamna, pol-i-dam'na, C.

Polydectes, pol-i-dek'tez, C.
Polydeucea, pol'i-du-se'a, C.
Polydeuces, pol-i-du'sez, C.
Polydora, pol-i-do'ra; -rus, -rus, C.
Polygiton, pol-i-ji'ton, G.
Polygium, po-lij'i-um, C.
Polygnotus, pol-ig-no'tus, G.
Polygonus, po-lig'o-nus, C.
Polyhymnia, pol-i-him/ni-a, or Po-
lymnia, po-lim'iii-a. C.

Polyides, pol-Y-i'dez, C.
Polyidus, po-li'Y-dus or -lM'dus, C.
Polylaus, pol-i-la'us, C.
Polymacheroplacides, pol'i-mak'e-
ro-plas'i-dez, G.

Polymachus, po-lim ra-kus, C. _
Polymede, pol-i-me'de; -des, -dez.C.
Polymedon, po-lim'e-don, C.

Polymela, pol-i-irie'la, C.
Polymenes, po-lim'e-nez, C.
Polymeres, pol-i-me'rez, C.
Polymnestes, pol-im-nes'tez ; -tor,

-t6r; -tus, -tus, C.
Polynesia, pol-i-ne'shY-a, M.
Polynices, pol-i-ni'sez; -cus,-kus,C.
Polynoe, po-lin'o-e; -ome, -o-me, C.
Polynus, pol'i-nus, C.
Polypemon, pol-i-pe rmon, C.
Polyperchon, pol-i-per'kon, C.
Polyphemus, pol-i-fe'mus, G.
Polyphetes, pol-i-fe'tez ; -phides,

-ti'dez, C.

Polyphontes, pol-i-fon'tez, C.
Polyphron, poKi-fron,_C.
Polypithes, pol-i-pi'thez, C.
Polypodusa, poPi-po-du'sa, C.
Polypoetes, pol-i-pe'tez, C.
Polyporus, po-lip'o-rus, C.
Polyprepon, po-lip're-pon, C.
Polystephanu3, pol-i-stef^a-nus, C.
Polysthenes, po-lisAthe-nez, C.
Polystratus, po-lis'tra-tus, C.
Polytechnus, pol-i-tek'nus, C.
Polytes, po-li'tez, G.
Polytimetus, pol'i-ti-me'tus, C.
Polytimus, pol-i-ti'mus, G.
Tolytropus, po-lifro-pus, C.
Polyxena, po-liks^e-na; -nus, -nus,
a

Polyxo, po-liks'o, C.
Polyzelus, pol-i-ze'lus, C.
Pomaxaethres, pom-aks-e'threz, C.
Pombal, pom-baK, M.
Pomerania, pom-e-ra'ni-a ; in G.
Pommern, pom'mern, 31.

Pometia, po-me'shY-a: -tii, -sliY-!,C.

Pomona, po-mo'iia, C.
Pompadour, pom /pa-dobr'r , 31.
Pompei, pom-pa'e, 31.

Pompeia, pom-pe'ya; -peius, -pe
/r
-

yus, G.
Pompeianus, pom-pe-ya'nus, C.

Pompeii, pom-pe'yi, C. ; -pa'ye, M.
Pompeiopolis, porn'pe-i-op'o-iis, C.

i Pompelon, pom^pe-lon, C.
Pompilia, pom-pil'Y-a ; Pompilius,

-Y-us, C.
Pompiscus, pom-pis'kus, C.

Pomponia, pom-po'ni-a; -nius, -ni-

us, C.
Pomponia.na, pom/po-ni-a'na, C.
Pomposianus, pom-po-shi-a'nus, C.
Pomptina, pomp-ti'na; Pomptinus,

j
-nus, G.

Ponce de Leon, pon'tha-da-la-on',

j

31.

:
Pondicherry, pon-de-sher /

'e: in F.
i

Pondicherry, poN-de-sha-re', .1/.

Poniatowski, po-ne-a-tov'ske, J/.

Ponsonby, pon'sun-bY, 3f.

Ponta-Delgada, pon'ta-del-ga-da,

Pontchartrain. pont-char-tran' or
poN-shar-triN', M.

Pontefract, pom 'fret, M.
Pontia, pon'shi-a, C.
Ponticum Mare, pon'ti-kum-raa're,

i

Ponticus, pon'ti-kus, C.
Pontina, pon-ti'na ; -nus, -nus, C.
Pontius, pon'shi-us, C. ; P.-Pilate,

!
-pi'lat, D.

Pontomedon, pon-tom'e-don, C.
Pontomedusa, pon'to-me-du'sa, C.
Pontonous, pon-ton'o-us, C.
Pontoporia, pon'to-po-ri'a, C.
Pontoppidan, pon-top'pY-dan, J/.

,
Pontormo, pon-tor'mo, M.

• Pontotoc, pon-to-tok r , M.
I Pontremoli, pon-trem'o-le, M.
' Pontus, pon'tus, B.
Ponz, ponth, M.
Popayan, po-pl-im' or po-pa-yan',

Poperingen, po-per-ingrn ; in F.
Poperingue, pop'er-ax'g, M.

I

Popham, pop'am, M.
\

Popilius, po-piKi-us, C.
Poplicola, pop-lik'o-la, C.
Poplifugia, pop-li-fu rji-a, C.
Popocatapetl, po-po-kat'a-petK, M.
Poppsea, pop-pe'a; -us, -us, C.
Populonia, pop-u-lo'ni-a, G.
Poquelin, pok-lax', M.
Poratha, por'a-tha, ]}.

Porcia, p6Kshi-a, C. ; -cius, -shi-us,
li. and C.

Pordoselene, p6r/do-se-le /'ne, G.
Poroselene, por'o-se-le'ne, C.
Porphyreon o?--ionL p6r-fir'e-on, C.
Porphyres, por'ii-rez, C.
Porphyrogennetus

,
por-fIr'o-jen-

nCtus, C.
Porrima, por^ri-ma, C.
Porsenna, pSr-seu'iia, or Porsena,

por'se-na, C.
Portalis. por-ta-les', M.
Port-au-Prince, port-o-prins'; in F.
-o-praNs, M.

Porteus, por'te-us. M.
Portius Festus, poKshi-us-fes'tus,
B.

Port Mahon, port-ma-hon/', M.
,
Porto Bello. "por'to-bel'lo : in Sp.

|

Puerto Eello, pwer'to-beKyo, 31.

, Porto Cabcllo, por'to-ka-bel'lo; in
I So. Puerto Cabello, pwer'to-kii-

beKyo, 31.

Porto Praya, por'to_-pri'
r
a, 31.

Porto Principe, por'to-prin'sT-pe :

same as Puerto Principe, 31.

\ Porto Rico, por'to-re'ko ; in Sp.
j

Puerto Rico, M.
Portsmouth^ports'inuth, M.
Portugal, port'u-gal ; in Pg. por-

I too-gal, 31. '

Portumnalia, p6r-tum-na1i-a, C.
Portumnus, por-tum'nus, C.
Portunus. pSr-tu'nus, G.

Porus, po'rus, G.
Posen. po'zen, 31.

Posidea, po-sid'e-a: -eon, -e-on, C.
Posides, po-si'dez, C.
Posideum, pos-i-de'um, C.
Posidon. po-si'don, G.
Posidonia, pos-i-do'iii-a, C.
Posidonius, pos-i-do'iii-us, B.andC.
Posio, po'shi-o, G.
Possidonium, pos-si-do'ni-um, C.
Posthumia, pos-thu'iui-a ; -mius,
-mi-us, G.

Posthumus, pos'thu-mus, C.
Postlethwayt, pos'sl-thwat, 3f.

Postumius, pos-tu'mi-us, C.
Post.verta, post-ver'ta, G.
Potamides, po-tam'i-dez, C.
Potamitis, pot-a-mi'tis, C.
Potamcn, pot'a-mon; -mus, -mus,C.
Potemkin, po-tem'kin; in Russ. pot-

yoiri'kiu, 31.

Potenza, po-ten'za, 3L
Pothinus, po-thi'nus, G.
Pothos, po'tlios, C.
Potica, pofi-ka, G.
Potidsea, pot-i-de'a, C.
Potidania, pot-i-da'ni-a, C.
Potina, po-ti'na, C.
Potiphar, pofi-far, B.
Potipherah. po-tife-ra, B.
Potitii, po-tish/i-i, C.
Potitus, po-ti'tus, C. _
Potniades, pot-ni'a-dez, G
Potnise. pot'ni-e, C.
Potomac, po-to"mak, 31.

Potosi, po-to-se' or po-to'se, 31.

Pottawatomies, pot-ta-wofo-miz,J/.
Potua. pot'u-a, C.
Poughkeepsie, po-kiji'sT, M.
Poujoulat._poo-zhoo-lii/', M.
Poussin, poo-saN', 31.

Powell, pow'el, 31.

Powhattan, pow-hat-tan', 31.

Pownall, poWnal, 31.

Poyang,_po-yang', 31.

Pozzo, pot'so, 31.

Pozzuoli, pot-soo-o'le, 3L
Practius, prak'shi-us, C.
Pradier, pra-de-a', 31.

Pradt, prat or pra,
Praed, prad, 31.

jL

Prasneste, pre-nes'te, C.
Prasnestini, pren-es-ti'ni, C.
Praesus, pre'sus, C.
Praator, pre rt6r, C.
Praetorius, pre-to'ri-us, C.
Prsetutianus, pre-tu'shi-a'nus, C.
Praetutium^pre-tu'shi-um, C.
Prague, praj:: in G. Prag. prag, 31.

Prairie du Chien, pra'rT-doo-shen;
in F. pra-re'du-slie-aN', 31.

Prasiae, pra'shi-e, C.

Prasiana. pra-shi-a'na, C.

Prasinus, pras'i-nus, C.
Prataemenes, pra-tem'e-nez, G.

Pratinas, prat'i-nas, C.

Pratite, pra-ti'te. C.

Pratoclea, prat-o-kle'a, C.

Pratolaus, prat-o-la'us, C-

Pratomolus, pra-tom'o-lus, C.

Pratonicus, prat-o-ni'kus, C.
Praxagora, praks-ag'o-ra; -ras,-ras;

-ris, -ris, G.
Praxias, prak'shi-as, C.
Praxibulus, praks-i-bu'lus. C.
Praxidamas, praks-kKa-mas, C.
Praxidice, praks-id r

i-sc, C.
Prasileos, praks-iKe-os, C.
Praxinoa, prax-in'o-a, C.
Praxinus, praks-i'nus, C. _
Praxiphanes, praks-if'a-nez, C.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 2nd, eve, term ; Yn, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r ;
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Fraxis, praks'is, C.
Praxiteles, praks-it'e-lez, C
Praxithea, praks-ith/e-4, C.

Treble, preb'l, M.
Preciani, pre-shi-a'ni, C.

Preissler, pns'ler, 31.

Prelius, preli-us, C.
Prenzlov/, prents'lo, 31.

re-pu'sa, C.nepusa. pre-pu sa, o.
Presburg or Pressburg, pres'berg;

in G. pres'bci&rg, 31.

Fresque Isle, presk-eK, 31.

Pre3tbury, prez'bSr-rf, 31.

Preston-pans, pres-tun-panz 7
', 31.

Preugenes, pru'je-nez, C.
Prevesa, prev'e-sa or pra'va-sa, 31.

Prevost, pre-vo', or Prevost, pra-
vo', M.

Prexaspes, preks-as'pez, C.
Priameis, pri-a-niels^C.
Priamides, pri-aml-dez, C.
Priamus, pii^a-mus, C.
Priapeia, pri-a-pe'j'a, C.
Priapus, pri-a'pus, C
Prichard, prich'erd, 31.

prid'uks, 31.Prideaux, prid'o or
Priene, pri-e'he, C.

Prieneus, pri-e'ne-us, C.

Priessnitz, pres'nits, 31.

Primaticcio, pre-ma-tefcho, 31.

Primipilus, prim-i-pi'lus, C.
Principato Citra, prin-che-pa,to-
che'tra ; P. Ultra, -oB-l'tra, 31.

Priola, pri'o-la ; -las, -las, C.

Prion, prison, C.
Prionotus, pri-on'o-tusor-o-no'tus,

C.
Pripets, in Polish, Prypec, pnp'ets,

Prisca, pris'ka, B.
Prisciana, pris-shi-a^na; -nus, -nus,

Priscilla, pris-siKla, B. and C.

Priscinus, pris-si'nus, C.

Privas, pre-vas', 31.

Privernates, priv-Er-na'tez, C.

Privernum, pri-ver'num ; -nus,

-nus, C.
Proba, pro'ba ; -bus, -bus, C.

Proehorus, prok'o-rus, B. and C.

Prochyta, prok'i-ta, C.
Procilius, pro-sil'i-us, C.

Procilla, pro-siKla ; -lus, -lus, C.

Proclea, pro-kle/a, C.
Procles, pro'klez, C.
Proclides, pro-kli'dez, C.
Proconnesus, prok-on-ne'sus, C.

Procopius, pro-ko'pi-us, C.
Procris, pro'kris, C.
Procrustes, pro-krus'tez, C.

Procula, prok'u-la ; -leius, -le'yus;

-Una, -li
,na ; -lus, -lus, C.

Proeusae, pro-ku'se, C.
Procyon, pro'shi-on, C.
Prodicus, prod'i-kus, C.
Prodromus, prod'ro-mus, C.
Proedri, pro'e-dri, C.
Proerna, pro-er'na, C.
Prcetides, prct'i-dez, C.
Prolaus, pro-la'us, C.
Prolochus, proKo-kus, C
Promachus, prom'a-kus, C.
Promathion, pro-ma'thi-on, C.
Promedon, prom'e-don, C.
Promenea, prom-e-ne,a, C.
Promenes, prom'e-nez, C.
Promerus, prom'e-rus, C.
Prometheus, pro-me'the-us or -thus,

Proraethia, prom-e-thi'a. C.
Promethides, prom-o-thi'dez. C.
Promethi3, pro-me'this ; -thus,
-thus C.

Prorneus, pro'me-us or -nms, C.
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I Promona, prorn'o-na, C.
i
Promulus, prom'u-lus, C.
Pronapides, pro-nap'i-dez, C
Pronax, pro'naks, C.
Pronesus, pro-ne'sus, C.
Pronoe, pron'o-e ; -omus, -o-mus ;

-ous, -o-us, C.
Pronuba, pron'u-ba, C.
Prony, pro-ne', M.
Propertius, pro-per'shi-us, C.
Propheta, pro-fe'ta, C.
Propodas, prop'o-das, C.
Propoetides, pro-pet/i-dez, C.
Propontis, pro-pon'tis, ('.

Propylaea, prop-i-le^a, C.
Prosdocas, pros^do-kas, C.
Proseleni, pros-e-le'iii, C.
Prosenes, pro-se'nez, C.
Proserpina, pro-ser'pi-na, C.
Prosopis, pro-so'pis : -pon, -pon, C.
Prosopitis, pros-o-pi'tis, C.
Prosymna, pro-sim'na, C.
Protagoras, jM-o-tag'o-ras, C.
Proteas, pro'te-as, C.
Protesilaomedia, pro-tes'i-la-om'e-
dFa, C.

I Frotesilaus, pro-tes'i-la^us, C.
Proteus, pro'te-us or -tus, C.
Protheon, pro'the-on ; -us, -us, C.
Protho6nor, proth-o-e'iiSr, C.
Prothous, proth'o-us, C.
Protidemus, prot-i-de'mus, C.
Proto, pro'to, C.
Protogenea, prot'o-je-ne'a ; -nia,

-ni'a, C.
Protogenes, pro-toj^e-nez, C.
Protomedia, prot/d-me-di/

'a, C.
Protomedusa, prot'o-me-du'sa, C.
Protrygoea or^gea, prot-ri-je'a, C.
Proudhon, proo-doN /

', M.
Provence, pro-vBNs', M.
Proxenus, proks'e-nus, C.
Prudentius, pru-den'shi-us, C.
Prud'hon, pre-doN', M.
Prumnides, prum /,

ni-dez, C.
Prusa, pru'sa, C.
Prusaeus, pru-se'us, C.
Prusiades, pru-si-'a-dez, C.
Prusias, pru'shi-as, C.
Prussia, prush't-a or proo'shT-a, M.
Pruth, prooth ; in G. pvoot, M.
Prutz, promts, M.
Prymnesia, prim-ne'shi-a, C.
Prymnesus, prim-ne'sus, C.
Prypec or -petz = Pripets, M.
Prytanes, prifa-nez ; -nis, -nis

;

-neum, -ne'utn, C.
Przemysl, pzhem'is'I, M.
Psafis, sa'fis, C.
Psalmanazar, sal-ma-na'zar, 31.

Psamathe, sam'a-the; -thea, -the'a;
-thos, -thos, C.

Psammenitus, sam-men'i-tus, C.
Psammetichus, sain-met

/,
i-kus or

-me-ti'kus, C.
Pseboa, se-bo'a, C.
Psecas, se'kas, C.
Psenerus, se-ne'rus, C.
Pseudocelis, su-do-se'lis, C.
Psoudolus, su'do-lus, C.
Pseudopylcs, su-dop'i-le, C.
Pseudostoma, su-dos'to-ma, C.
Pseudulus, su'du-lus, C.
Psittacene, sit-ta-se^ne ; -ni, -ni, C.
Pskof, Pskow, or Pskov, pskof, 31.

Psophis, so'fis, C.
Psyche, si

rkp, C.
Psychomanteum, si

/ko-maii-te,um,
C.

Psychrus, si'krus, C.
Psyttalia, sit-ta-li'a, or -lea, -le'a.C.
Ptarenus, tar'c-nus, C.
Ptelea, tc'lc-a; -on, -on ; -os, -os;

-urn, -um, C.

PYLO

Fterelas, tSr'e-las, C.
Pterelaus, ter-e-la^us, C.
Pteria, tCri-a ; -rion, -ri-on, C.
Pterophorus, te-rofo-rus, (J.

Ptoeodorus, tc-o-do'rus, C.
Ptolederma, tol-e-der'ma, C.
Ptolemaeum, tol-e-me'um; also -ma-
eum, -ma-e'um ; -maeus, -me'us,
C.

Ptolemais, tol-e-ma'is, B. and C.
Ptolemeus, tol-e-nier us, B.
Ptoleinocrateal, to-lem'o-kra-te'al,
a

Ptolicus, toKi-kus, C.
Ptous, to'us, C.
Ptychia, tik'i-a, C.
Pua or -ah, pu'a, B.
Publicia, pub-lish/T-a; -ius,-i-us, C.
Publicola, pub-lik'o-la, C.
Publipor, pub'li-por, C.
Publius, pub'li-us, B. and C.
Fudens, pu'denz, B.
Pudica, pu-dFka, C.
Puebla, pweb'la, 31.

Pueblo, pweb'lo, or El Pueblo de
los Angeles, el-pveb'lo-da-los-
ang'hel-es, 3L

Puente Nacional, pwen'ta-na-se-o-
niiK, 31.

Puerto Bello, P.-Principe, etc.: same
as Porto Bello, etc., q. v.. 31.

Puffendorf, puffn-dorf ; in G. Pu-
fendorf, poo-t'n-dorf, M.

Puget, pe-zha 7', 31.

Pughe, pu, 31.

Pugin, pu'jin, 31.

Puhites, pu'hitz, B.
Pul, pul, B.
Pulaski, pu-las'ke ; in Polish poo-
las'ke, 31.

Pulcheria, pul-ke'ri-a, C.
Pulci, pooKche, 31.

Pulleyn, pd&Klin, 3T.

Pulszky, pobKskt, 31.

Pulteney, pulfnl ; also Poultney,
polt'ni, 31.

Pultowa : same as Poltava, 31.

Puncahs or Ponkas, punk'az, 31.

Punites, pu'nltz, B.
Punjab or -jaub, pun'jab, 31.

Punon, pu'non, B.
Puntas Arenas, poon'tas-a-ra'niis,

Pupienus, pu'pi-e'nus, C.
Pupinia, pu-pm'e-a, C.
Pupius, pu'pi-us, C.
Pur, per, B.
Purim, pu'rim, B.
Purkinje, pfibr-'kin-yS, M.
Pusey, pu'zt, 31.

Pusio, pu'shi-o, C.
Put, put, B.
Puteolanl, pu'te-o-la'ni, C.

Puteoli, pu-te"o-li, B. and C.
Putiel, pu'ti-el, B.
Fuy de Dome, pwe-de-dom, 31.

Puy, Le, le pwe, 31.

Pwhllheli, poothl-ha'le, 31.

Pyanepsia, pi-a-nep'shi-a, C.
Pygela, pij'e-la, C.
Pygmaei, pig-me'i ; -on, -on, C.
Pygmalion, pig-ma'li-on, C.
Pylades, piL'a-dez, C.
Fyl33, pi'le, C.
Pylsemachus, pi-lem'a-kus. C.
Pylaemenes, pi-lem'e-nez, C.
Pylagorse, pi-lagro-re; -ras, -ras, C.
Pylaon, pi-la'on, C.
Pylarge, pi-lar'ie, C.
Pylartes, pi-liir^tez, C.
Pylas, pi'las, C.
Pylene, pi-le'ne ; -nor, -n6r, C.
Pyleus, piKc-us, C.
Pylo, pi'lo, C.

sun, cube, full ; moon, io~6t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.
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Pylogenes, pi-loj'e-nez, C.
Pylora, pi-lo'ra, C.
Pyios, pi'los ; -lus, -lus, C.
Pymatus, pim'a-tus, C.
Pyra, pi'ra, C.
Pyracmon, pi-rak'mon ; -mos, -mos,

Pyrsechmes, pi-rek'mez, C.
Pyramides, pi-ram'i-dez, C.
Pyramus, pir'a-mus; -sus, -sus, C.
Fyreicus, pi-re'i-kus, V.
Pyrenaei, pTr-e-ne'i; -us, -us, C.
Pyrene, pi-re'ne", C.
Pyrenees, pTr'e-nez, 31.

Pyretus (a centaur), pi-re'tus ; (a
river) pir'e-tus, C.

Pyrgopoiinices, pTr'go-po'/i-ni'sez,

a
Pyrgoteles, pir-got'e-lez, C.
Pyriphlegethon, pi-ri-fleg'e-thon, C.
Pyrippe, pi-rip'pe, C.
Pyrmont, pir'mqnt, 31.

Pyrode3, pi-ro'dez, C
Pyrogeri, ptr-o-jc'ri, or pi-roj'e-ri,

Pyrois, pir'o-is, C.
Pyromachus, pi-rom'a-kus, C.
Pyrpole, plr'po-le, C.
Pyrrheum, pTr-re'um, C.
Pyrrhia, plr'ri-a ; -rhias, -ri-as

;

-rhieus, -ri-kus, C.
Pyrrhidae, ptr'rf-de or pTr-rT'de, C.
Pyrricha, pir'ri-ka, C.
Pythaanetus, pi-then 'e-tus, C.
Pythagoras, pi-thag'o-ras, C.
Pythagorei, pith'a-go-re'i, C.
Pythangelus, pi-than'je-lus, C.
Pytharatus, pith-a-ra'tus, C.
Pytheas, pith'e-as. C.
Pythes, pi'thez, C.
Pytheus, pith'e-us or pi'thus, C.
Pythia, pith/i-a ; -ias, -i-as ; -ion,

-i-on ; -iuin, -i-um ; -i-us, -i-us,jC.

Pythionice, pitb/i-o-ni'se ; -ces, -sez,

C.

Pytho, pi'tho, C.
Pythocharis, pi-thok'a-ris, C.
Pythocles, pith'o-klez ; -elides, -kli'-

dez, C.

Pythodelus, pith/o-de/lus ; -demus,
-de'mus ; -doris, -do'ris ; -dorus,
-do'rus, C.

Pythodotus, pi-thod'o-tus, C.
Pythogenes, pi-thoj'e-nez, C.
Pytholaus, pith-o-la'us, C.
Python, pi'thon, C.
Pythonax, pi-tho'naks ; -nes, -nez,

Pythoniee, pith-o-ni'se ; -nicus, -ni'-

kus, a
Pythonissa, pith-o-nis'sa,_C.
Pythophanes, pi-thof'a-nez, C.

Pythopolis, pi-thop'o-lis, C.
Pythostratus, pi-thos'tra-tus, C.
Pytiia, pit'na, C.
Pyttalus, pit'ta-lus, C.
Pyxagathus, piks-ag^a-thus, C.
Pyxirates, piks-i-ra'tez, C.
Pyxites, piks-i'tez, C.

Q.
Qaherah, ka'he-ra — Cairo, 31.

Qene\ ken'e: same as Keneh, 31.

Qoceyr, kos-sar' = Cosseir, 31.

Quadi, kwa'di, C.
Quadiates, kwa-di-a'tgz, C.
Quadrata, kwa-dra'ta; -tus, -tus.C.
Quadratilla, kwod-ra-til'la, C.
Quadriceps, kwocl'ri-seps, C.
Quadrifrons, kwod'ri-fronz, C.
Quadrigarius, kwod-ri-ga'ri-us, C.

Quadrio, kwa'dre-o, 31.

Quaestores, kwes-to'rez, C.
Quaglio, kwal'yo, M.
Qur-riates, kwa-ri-a'tez, C.
Quarles, kwiirlz, 31.

Quarqueni, kwawr-kwe'ni, C.
Quartus, kwawr'tus, B. and C.
Quatre Bras, kat'r-bra, 31.

Quatremere, kat'r-mar'. 31.

Quatuorsignani, kwat-u-6r/sig-nar-

ni, C.
Quebec, kwe-bek' ; in F. Quibec.

ka-bek', 31.

Quedlinburg, kwed'lin-berg: in G.
kwed'lin-bdorg, M.

Quentin, Saint, sent-kwen'tins in F.
saN-kSN-taN', M.

Querard, ke-rar', 3F.

Queretaro, ka-ra'ta-ro, 31-

Querquetula, kwer-kwefu-lil, C.
Quesnay, ka-nar , M.
Quesnel, ka-nelr , M.
Quevedo, ka-va^do, M.
Quiberon, ke-broN', M.
Quietus, kwi-e'tus, C. _
Quilimane,_ke-le-ma /'na, M.
Quillota, kel-yo'ta, M.
Quiloa, ke'lo-a, M.
Quimper, k&N-par', or Q. Corentin,
-ko-raN-taN', M.

Quinault, ke-no', M.
Quinctianus, kwink-shi-a'nus, C.
Quinctilia, kwink-tiKi-a, C.
Quinctius, kwink'shi-us, C.
Quincy, kwin'st or -zT, M.
Quind'ecimviri, kwin-de-sim r

\-T-ri, C\

Quinebaug, kwin-e-bawg', M.
Quinet, ke-na', M.
Quinquatria, kwin-kwa'"tri-a; -trus,

-trus, C.
Quinquennales, kwin-kwen-na-'lez,

Quinqueviri, kwin-kwey'i-ri, C.

Quintana, ken-ta'na, J/.

Quintilia, kwin-til'i-a: -ius, -i-ns, ('.

Quintilianus, kwin'til-i-a'nus, C.
Quintilis, kwin-ti'lis, C.
Quintilia, kwin-tiKla; -lus, -Ins, C.
Quintio, kwin'shi-o, C.
Quintipor, kwin'ti-por, C.

Quintius, kwin'shi-us, C.
Quintus, kwin 'tus, B.
Quirina, kwi-ri'na, C.
Quirinalia, kwir-i-na'li-a ; -nalis,

-na'lis, C.
Quirinus, kwi-ri'nus, C.

Quirites, kwi-ri'tez, C.
Quito, ke'to, M.
Quorra, kwor'ra: same as Niger, 31.

R.

Ra, r'a, E.
Raab. rab; in Hung. Gyor, dyer, 31.

Raamah, ra'a-ma, B.
Saamiah, ra-a-mi^a, B.
Raamses, ra-am'sez, B.
Rabaut, ra-bo', M.
Rabbah, rab'ba ; -bath, -bath, B.
Rabbi, rab'bi, B.
Rabbith, rab'bith, B.
Rabboni, rab-bo'ni, B.
Rabelais, ra/be-la' or rab-la', 31.

Rabirianus, ra'bir-i-a'nus, C.

Rabirius, ra-bir'i-us, C.
Rabmag, rab'mag, B.
Rabsaces, rab'sa-sez, B.
Rabsaris, rab'sa-ris, B.
Rabshakeh, rab'sha-ke, B.
Rabuleius, rab-u-le'yus, C.

Raca, -cha, ra'ka, B.
Rachab, ra'kab, B.

Rachal, ra'kal. B.
Rachel, ra'chel, B. ; in F. ra-sheK.

31.

Racilia, ra-sil'i-a; -ius, -i-us, C.
Racine, ras-sen', 31.

Raddai, rad'da-I, B.
Radetzki, rji-dets'ke, 31.

Raeburn, ra'bern, 31.

Rassaces, re-sa'sez, C.
Raffaelle, raf-fa-el'la: same as Ra-
phael, 31.

Rafiaelii, raf-fa-el'le, M.
Ragau, ra'gaw, B.
Rages, ra'jez, B.
Raglan, rag'lan, 31.

Raguel, ra-gu^el, B.
Ragusa, ra-goo'sa; or Raugia, ra'-

oo-ja or row'ja, JJ.

Rahab, ra'hab, B.
Raham, ra'ham, B.
Rahel, ra'hel, B.
Rahway, raw'wa, 31.

Rajpoot, raj-poot'jJJ/.
Rajpootana", raj-poo-ta'"na, or Raja-
sthan, ra-ia-stan', 31.

Rakem. ra'kem, B.
Rakkath. rak'kath; -kon, -Icon, /!.

Rakshasas, rak-shti'sas, //.

Raleigh, raw'lt, M.
Ram, ram, B.
Rama, -mah, ra'nia; -math, -math,
B.

Ramathaim, ra-math-a'im, B.
Ramathem, ram'a-them, B.
Ramathite, ra'math-It, B.
Ramath-lehi, ra'math-le'bi ; R.-
mizpeh, -miz'pe, B.

Ramayana, ra-ma-ya'na, H.
Ramazzini, ra-mat-se_'ne, 31.

Rambouillet, rSN-booya' or -bool-

ya', 31.

Rameses, ra-me'sez, B.
Ramiah, ra-mi'a, B.
Ramillies, ram'e-lez; in F. ra-meU
ye' or -me-ye', 31.

Ramiro, ra-me'ro, 31.

Ramises, ra-mi'sez, C.
Ramoth, ra'moth; R.-gilead, -gil'e-

ad, B.
Ramsay, ram'zi, 31.

Ranai, rii-ni': same as Lakai, 31.

Rangoon, rang-goon', 31.

Ranke, rank's, 31.

Ranno, ran'no, E.
Ranzani, riin-za'ne^l/".

Raoul Rochette, ra-ool'ro-shet', 31.

Rapha, ra'ia, B.
Raphael, ra'i'a-el or ra'fel, B. ; ra'-

ia-el or raf'fa-el, 31.

Raphaim, raf'a-im, B.
Raphana, raf'a-na, C.
Raphaneae, ra-fa'ne-e, C.
Raphon, ra'fon, B.
Raphu, ra'fu, B.
Rapidan, rap-id-an', 31.

Rapides, rap-ed', 31.

Rapin, rap'in or ra-pax', 31.

Rappahannock, rap-pa-han'nuk,31.

Raritan or -ton, rar'it-un, M.
Rasenae, ras'e-ne, C.

Raspeil, ras'pal, M.
Rasses, ras'sez ; prop, -sis, -sis, B.
Rathkeale, ratli-kal', 31.

Rathumus, ra-thu'- or rath'u-mus,
B.

Ratisbon, rat'is-bon ; in G. Regens-
burg, ra'gens-b(56rg, 31.

Ratumena, ra-Ki'me-na, C.

Rauch, rowk, 31.

Rauculus, raw'ku-U\s, C.

Raumer, row'mer, 31.

Rauraci, raw'ra-si, C.

Ravaillac, ra-val'yak' or ra-va-

yak', 31.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; in, ice ; bdd, tone, 6r

;

Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; iV, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Ravenna, ni-ven'na, C. ; the same,
or ra-ven'na, M.

Ravennates, rav-en-na'tez, C.

Ravensburg, rii'vens-bdorg, 31.

Ravenscroft, ra'venz-kroit, 31.

Ravenstein, rii'ven-stln', 31.

Raynal, ra-nal', M.
Raynouard, ra'noo-ar', 31.

Razis, ra'zis, B.
Reading, red'ing, 31.

Reaia or -ah, re-a-i'a, B.
Reate, re-a'te, C.
Reatini, re-a-ti'ni, B.
R 'aumur, ra-o-mer' or ro'mer, 31.

Reba, re'ba, B.
Rebecca or -bekah, re-bek'ka, B.
Rebilus, reb_'i-lus, C.

R 'camier, ra-ka-me-a', 31.

Rechab, re'kab; Rechabites, -ltz, B.
Rechah, re'ka, B.
Rectina, rek-ti'na, C.
Redi, ra'de, 31.

Rediculus, re-dik^u-lus, C.

Redones, red'o-nez, C.

Reelaiah, re-el-a'ya, B.
Reelius, re-el'i-us, B.
Reesaias, re-sa'yas, B.
Regem, re'jem; R.-melech,-me'lek,

B.
Regensburg : see 1

Reggio, red'io, 31
Regilla, re-iil'la :

: see RATfSBON, 31.

i-jil'la ; -lus, -lus, C.

Regillanus, rej-il-la'nus, C.

Regin,-re'gin, A".

Regina, re-ji'na; -num, -num; -nus
-nus, C.

Regiomontanus.re'je-o-mon-ta'nus,
31.

Regnard, ran-yar', 3T.

Regnault, ran-yo', 31.

Regulus, reg'u-lus, C.
Rehabiah, re-ha-bi'a, B.
Rehob, re'hob, B.
Rehoboam, re-ho-bo'am, B.
Rehoboth, re-ho'both, B. and 31.

Rehu. re'hu, B.
Rehum, re'hum, B.
Rei, re'i, B.
Reicha, ri'ka, 31.

Reichardt, ri'kart, 31.

Reichenbach, ri'ken-bak', 31.

Reichenberg, ri-ken-berg', 31.

Reichstadt, rlk'stat, 31.

Reigate, ri'get, 31.

Reikiavik, ri'kY-a-vik, 31.

Reimarus, ri-ma/rus, 31.

Reims or Rheims, remz; in F. r&Nz,
31.

Reimthursen, rim'ther-zn, N.
Reinaud, ra-no', 31.

Reinecke, ri'nek-ke, 31.

Reinhard, rln'hart, 31.

Reinhold, rTn'holt, 31.

Rekem, re'kem, B.
Remaliah. rem-a-li'a, B.
Rembrandt, rem'brant; in D. rem'-

brant, Jf.

Remeth, re'meth, B.
Remi, re'mi, C.
Remisiana, re'mizh-i-a'na, C.
Remmius, rem'mi-us, C.

Rernmon, rem'mon ; R.-methoar,
-meth'o-ar, B.

Remora, rem'o-ra, C.
Remoria, re-mo'ri-a, C.
Remphan, rem'fan, B.
Remphis, rem'fis, B.
Remulus, rem'u-lus, C.
Remuria, re-mu'ri-a, C.
Remus, re'mus, C.
R musat, ra'moo-za', 31.

Renaix, rg-na' or-naks'; in Flemish
Ronse, rSn'se, 31.

Renan, rE-nQx', 31.

Rendsborg, rendz'borg, or Rends-
burg, rendz'berg, 31.

Rente, re-na'; in It. Renata, ra-nii'-
ta, 31.

Rennell, ren'neh 31.

Renouard, re-noo-ar', 31.

Rensselaer, ren'se-ler, 31.

Repentinus, rep-en-ti'nus, C.
Rephael, re'fa-el, B.
Rephah, re'f'a, B.
Rephaiah, rei-a-i'a, B.
Rephaim, rei'a-im; -ims, -imz, B.
Rephidim, ref'i-dim, B.
Rerir, re'rer, JV".

Resaca de la Palma, ra-sa'kii-da-la-
pal'ma, 31.

Resen, re'sen, B.
Eesheph, re'shef, B.
Restituta. res-ti-tu'ta; -tus, -tus, C.
Resus, re'sus, C.
Retavi, re-ta'vi, C.
Retina, re-ti'na, C.
Retz, rets or ras, 31.

Retzsch, retsli, 31.

Reu, re'u, B.
Reuben, ru'ben ; -benites, -ben-itz,
B.

Reuchlin, roik'lin, 31.

Reudigni, re-u-dig'ni, C.

Reuel, re-u'el or ru'el, B.
Reumah, ra'ma, B.
Reus, ra'oos, 31.

Reuss, res ; in G. rois, 31.

Reutlingen, roifling-n, 31.

Revel, revrl;_i» Rush. Kolyvan, 31.

Revilla, ra-veKva, 31.

Rey, ra, 31.

Reynaud, ra-no'', 31.

Reynolds, ren'uldz, 31.

Rezeph, re'zef, B.
Rezia, re-zira, B.
Rezin, re'zin ; -zon, -zon, B.
Rhabdium, rab'di-um, C.
Rhabduchi, rab-du'ki, C.
Rhacelus, ra-se'lus, C.
Rhacoces, ra-ko'sez; -tes, -tez: -tis,

-tis, C.
Rhadamanthus, rad-a-man'thus, C.

Rhadamas, rad'a-mas ; -amei, -a-

me'i, C.
Rhadamistus, rad-a-mis/'tus, C.
Rhadine, rarKi-ne, C.
Rhaesena, resre-na, C.
Rhseti or Raeti, re'ti, C.
Rhaetia, re rshi-a, C.
Rhagea, ra-je'a, C.

[

Rhamanitae, ram-a-ni'te, C.
I Rhamelus, ra-me'lus, C.

j

Rhamidava, ranri-i-da
/,va

1
C.

Rhamnenses, ram-nen'sez, C.

I

Rhamnusia, raiii-nu'shi-a, C.

\

Rhamnusis, ram-nu'sis, C.

j

Rhampsinitus, ramp-si-ni'tus, C.
Rhanis, ra/nis, C.
Rhaphana, raFa-na ; -ne, -ne, C.
Rhaphaneae, ra-fa'ne-e, C.
Rhaphea, ra-fe'a, C.
Rhapsodi, rap-so'di, C.
Rharius, ra'ri-us, C.
Rharos, ra'ros, C.
Rhascupolis, ras-ku'po-iis ; -poris,

-po-ris, C,
Rhatotes, ra-to'tez, C.
Rhatous, ra-to rus, C.
Rhea, rr'a, C.
Rheatown, ra'town, 31.

Rhebas, re'bas, C.
Rhebus, re'bus, C._

Rhedones, red'o-nez, C.
Rhegini, re-ji'ni, C.
Rhegium, re'ii-inn, B. and C.
Rheims : see Reims, 31.

Rheinthal, lin'tal, 31.

'mi, C.

e'ne; -ni, -ni; -nus, -nus,C.
Rhenea, re-ne'a, C.

Rheomitres, re-o-mi'trez, C.
Rhesa, re'sa, B.
Rhescuporis, res-ku'po-ris, C.
Rhesus, re'sus, C.
Rhetenor, re-te'nor, C.
Rhetico, refi-ko, C.
Rhetogenes, re-toi'e-nez, C.
Rhexenor, reks-e'nor, C.
Rhexibius, reks-ib'i-us, C.
Rhianus, ri-arnus, C.
Rhidagus, lid'a-gus, C.
Rhine, G. Rhein, D. Rhyn, rin, 31.

Rhinocolura, rin'o-ko-lu'ra; -rura,
-ru'ra, C.

Rhion, ri'on, C.
Rhione, ri-o^ne, C.
Rhiphaei, ri-ie^i ; -us, -us, C.
Rhobea, rc-be'a, C.
Rhoca, ro'da, B.
Rhodalus, rod'a-lus, C.
Rhodanus, rod'a-nus, C.

|
Rhode, ro^'de, C.

!
Rhodes, rodz, B. and 31.

Rhodez or Rodez, ro-da', 31.

Rhodia, ro-dfa (daughter of Ocea-
nus) ; R. Lex, ro'di-a-leks, C.

Rhodii, ro'dt-i, C.
Rhodiopolis, ro-di-op'o-lis, C.
Rhodocus, rod'o-kus, B.
Rhodogune, rod-o-gu^ne, C.
Rhodope, rod'o-pe, C.
Rhodopis, ro-do'pis, C.

Rhodus, ro'dus, B. and C.
Rhoebus, re rbus, C.
Rhoecus, re'kus, C.
Rhoeteum, re-te'um, C.
Rhoetus, rectus, C.
Rhogonis, rog^o-nis^C
Rhombites, rom-bi'tez, C.
Rhone, ion, 31.

Rhopalus, rop'a-lus, C.
Rhosaces, ro-sa'sez, C.
Rhosphodusa, ros-fo-du'sa, C.
Rhosus, ro'sus, C.
Rhoxane or Roxane, roks'a-ne, C.
Rhoxolani, roks-o-la'ni, C.
Rhuteni, ru-te'ni; -theni, -the'ni,

C.
Rhyndacus, rin'da-kus, C.
Rhypae, ri'pe, C.

Rhytium, rish'i-um, C.
Riazan, re-a-zan', 31.

Ribai, ri'ba, B.
Ribault, re-bo', 31.

Ritera, re-ba'ra, 31.

Riblah, rib'la, B.
Ricardo, re-kar'do, 31.

RicasoU, re-ka'zo-le, 31.

Ricci, vet'che, 31.

Ricciacum. rik-si'a-kum, C.
Riccioli. ret-cho'le^Jf.
Richelieu, re'she-loo' or resh-le-S',

31.

Richtor, rik'ter, 31.

Ricimer, ris'i-mgr, C.
Eideau, re-do', 31.

Riedinger, re'ding-er, 31.

Riegel, re'gl. 31.

Riemer, re'mer, 31.

Rienzi, re-en'ze, or Rienzo, re-en'-
zo, 31.

Riesengebirge, re'zn-ga-berg'5, 31.

Rieti, re-a'te, 31.

Riga, ri'ga or re'ga, 31.

Rigaud, re-go', 31.

Rigefcelus, rij-e-be'lus, C.
Rigodulum, rig-o-du'lum ; -num,
-num, C.

Rigomagus, ri-gom'a-gvis, C
Rimini, re'- or rim'me-ne. 31.

Rimmon, rim'mon; R. -parez, -pa'-
rez, B.

stin, cube, full: moon, fotit ; cow, oil ; linger or ink. then, boxboN, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; //, Hindqo ; M, Modern ; A7

, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Eiacon, ren-kon', 31.

Ringiberi, rin-ji-be'ri, C.
Rinnah, rin'na, B.
Rio Bravo, rejo - bra'vo ; R._ del
Norte, -del-nort or -del-n6r'taj R.
Grande, -grand; in Sp. -gran 'da;
R. Frio, -ire'o, 31.

Rio Janeiro, ri'o-ja-ne'ro or re'o-

ja-iia'ro; in Pg. Rio de Janeiro,
re'o-da-zha-na'e-ro ; often culled
Rio, ri'o, if.

Riom, re-ON', 31.

Rione, ri-o'ne, C.
Riphaei, ri-fe'i, C.
Riphath, ri'fath, B.
Ripheus, li-fe'us, C.
Rissah, ris'sa, B.
Rithmah, rith'ma, B.
Rive de Gier, rev'de-zhe-a-', M.
Rives, revz, if.

Rivoii, riv'o-le or re'vo-le, M,
Rixamss, riks'a-me, C.
Rixamarae, riks-am'a-re, C.
Rizi, re'the, if.

Rizpah, riz'pa, B.
Rizzio, ret'se-o or rit/se-o, 31.

Roanoke, ro/a-nok
/r

, 3L
Robespierre, ro'bes-per' or rob'es-

pe-er', 3f.

Robigalia, rob-i-ga'li-a, C.
Robigo, ro-bi'go ; -gus, -gus, C.
Roboam, rob'o-am, B.
Rochefort, roch/iert or rosh-for',
M.

Rochefoucauld, rosb/- or r3sh/fd6-

ko', M.
Rochelle, La Rochelle, la-ro-sheK,

it.

Rodanim, rod'a-nim, B.
Roderieus, rod-e-ri-'kus, C.
Rodez : same cisRhodez, if.

Roer or Ruhr, roor, M.
Roermonde, roor-mon'dS; in F.
Ruremonde, rer-moNd', if.

Rogelim, ro-ge'lim, B.
Roget, ro'zha or ro-zha', if.

Rohan, ro-oNr , if.

Rohgah, ro'ga, B.
Rohr or Roehr, rer, it.

Roimus, ro'i-mus, B.
Rollin, rol'lin; in F. rol-laff', it.

Roma, ro'ina, C. and (in It.) 3f.

Romagna, ro-mAy\ry& >_M.
Romagnese, ro-Tnan-ya'sa, if.

Romagnosi, ro-rnan-yo'ze, if.

Romaine, ro-man/ , 3f.

Roniamti-ezer, ro-main /ti-e /'zer, B.
Romani, ro-ma'ni ; -nus, -mis, C.
Romania, ro-ma'ne-a or -ma-ne'r

a,

21.

Romanof or -now, ro-m'a'nof , if.

Romar.zof, -zov, or -zow, ro-mai/-
zof, if. _

Rombouts, roN-boo'; in Flemish
rom /'bowts, if.

Rome, i oni, B. and if. : formerly in
Eng. room. Sre Roma.

Romilius, ro-miKi-iis, C.
Romilly, rom'il-Y, if.

Romula, rom'u-la ; -lus, -lus, C.
Romulidae, ro-mu'li-de, C.
Romus, ro'mus, C.
Roncevalles, ron-se-val'lez; in Sp.
Roncesvalles, ran - th_es -viU/yes

;

in F. Roncevaux, roNs-vo/ or
rorr-se'-vo'', if.

Rondelet, roNd-la', it.

Ronge, rong'e, if.

Ronsard, roN-sar', if.

Roo- or Rumelia, roo-meli-a, if.

Rocm-Elee, Roum-Ili, or Rum-Hi,
room'e-le': same as Roomelia,
if.

Roos, r5s, it.

Roostchook, Rustschuk, roos-
chdok', if.

Roscius, ros'shi-us, C.
Roscopus, ros'ko-pus, C.
Rosea, ro'she-a, C.

I Rosecrans, roz'kr&nts, M.
Roselli, ro-zeFle, if.

I

Rcsellini, lo-zel-le'iie, if.

I
Rosenkrantz, ro'zn-knints, if.

I Rosenmiiller, ro'zn-mel'ler, 31.

Rosetta, ro-zefta, it.

: Rosh, rosh, B.
I Rosillanus, ro-sil'la-nus, C.
Rossano, ros-sa'no, if.

Rossini, ros-se'ne, if.

Rostopshin or -schin, ros-top-shen',

Rosula, ros'u-la, C.
Rothenburg, ro'ten-btrg or ro'tn-

boferg', 21.

Rotherham, roth'Sr-um, if.

Rotherhithe, roth'er-hith or recK-
rif, if.

Rothermel, rotii'Sr-mel, if.

Rothesay, roth/sa, if.

Rothschild, ros'chTld; in G. rof-
shilt, if.

Rotomagi, ro-tom /
'a-ji; -gus, -gus,C

Rottenhammer, rot'tn-ham'nier.J/.
Rotterdam,_iot-'tei--dani, 31.

Roubaix, ruo-ba^, if.

Roubillac, Roubilliac, or Roubiliac,
roo-bel^yiik or roc-bc-yak /', il.

Rouen, roo'n ;_in F. rw'Sx, if.

Rougemont, Tcazli-mox', M.
Roumania, roo-ma'ni-a, if.

Roumelia : see Roomelia, if.

Roum-Ili : see Room-Elee, if.

Rousseau, voc-so£, 31.

Roussillon, roc-sel- or -se-yoN', 31.

Routchouk, root-shook'', 31.

Routledge, ruflij, if.

Roveredo, ro-va-ra'do ; in O. Ro-
vereith, ro'ver-It7

, if.

Rovigno, ro-ven'yo, 3f.

Rovigo, ro-ve /'go^ 3L
Rowan, ro-an', 3f.

Rowe, ro, 31.

Rowley, rowlY, M.
Roxana, roks-a'na, C.
Roxburgh, rcks'bur-re, if.

Rozolani, roks-o-la'ni. C.
Royer-Collard, r\va-ya

/,
kol-lar/

, 31.

Ruault, re-o', M.
Rubellius, ru-belli-us, C.
Rubi, ru'bi, C.
Rubicon, ru'hi-kon; -bico, -ko, C.
Rubienus, ru-bi-e'nus, C.
Rubigo, ru-bi'so, C.
Rubini, roo-be'in-, if.

Rubrenus, ru-bre'nus, C.
Rubrius. ru'bri-us, C.
Rubustini, ru-hus-ti'ni, C.
Rucinates, rus-i-na'tez, C.
Riickert, rek'kert, if.

Rudiae, ru'di-e, C.
R -idiger, ie rdig-er, if.

Rudini, ru-dirni, C.
Rudolstadt, roo'dol-stat', if.

Ruffini, roof-fe'ne, if.

Ruffinus, ruf-fi'nus, C.
Ruflllus, ru-fiKlus, C.
Rufinus, ru-fl^nus, C.
Ruflus, m^ii-us, C.
Rufus, roo^fus, B., C, and if.

Riigen, re'gen, if.

Rugii, ru'jY-T, C.
Ruliamah, rno'ha-ma, B.
Ruhl, rool, M.
Ruhnken, roon'ken, if.

Ruhr : same as Roer, if.

Rumah, roo'ma, B.
r.umelia : same as Roomelia, if.

Rum-Ili : same as Room-Elee, if.

|
Rumina. ru'mi- or ru-mi'iia, C.

I
Ruminus, ru-mi'nus, C.

j
Runcina, run-si'na, C.

|
Rupilius, ru-piKi-us, C.

I Ruppin, rdop-pen', if.
' Ruremonde : same as Roermonde,
|

il.
' Ruscino, rus-si'no, C.
;
Rusellae, ru-seKle, C.

, Ruseilani, ru-sel-la'ni, C.

j

Rusina, ru-si'na, C.

I

Ruspina, rus'pi-na or rus-pi'ua, C.
!
Ruspinum, rus-pi'num, C.

|

Russia, rush/Y-a or roq'shY-a, if.

Rustam or Roustem, roos'tum, if.
Rustchuk or Rusezuk : same as

I
Roostchook, il.

j

Rusticus, rus'ti-kus, C.
Ruteni, ru-te'ni, C.
Rutgers, rufgei-z, 3f.

!
Ruth, rooth, B.
Rutheni, ru-the^ni, C.

j

Rutherford, ruHi'er-ferd, 31.

j

Rutherglen, rutb/er-glen or rug'-
1 len, 3f.

Ruticlei, ru-ti-kle'i, C.

I

Rutila, ru'ti-la; -lus, -lus, C.

i

Rutilius, ru-til'i-us, C.
i Rutuba, ru'tu-ba, C.
Rutuli, ru'tu-li, C.

I
Rutupae, ru'tu-pe, C.

! Rutupiaa, ru-tu'pi-e, C.
Rutupinus, ru-tu-pi'nus, C.
Ruysbroek, rois'brdok, 31.

Ruysch or Ruisch, roisk, 3f. _
Ruysdael or Ruisdael, rois'dal, 3f.

Rysbrack, rls'brak, 31.

Ryswick, riz'wikj in D. ris'vik,
if.

s.

Saa de Miranda, sa-da-me-ran'da,
if.

Saadi : see Sadi, it.

Saale, sa'le, if.

Saar, sar ; in F. Sarre, sar, if.

Saarbrack, sar'brek, or Saarbruck-
en, siir-brotik'n, if.

Saardam, sar'dam : same as Zaan-
dam, if.

Saarlouis, sar-lools, if.

Saavedra, sa-vedrra, 31.

Saba, sa'ba ; -bae, -be, C.
Sabacon, sab^a-kon, C.
Sabacthani, sa-bak-tha'ni, B.
Sabadibae, sab-a-di^be, C.
Sabaei, sa-be'i, C.

a, sab-a-je rna, C.

, sab 'a- or sa-bafoth, B.
Sabarbares, sa-bar'ba-rez, C.

Sabaria, sa-ba'ri-a, C.
Sabat, sa'bat, B.
Sabate, sa-ba'te, C.
Sabateas, sab-a-te ras; -us, -us, B.
Sabatier, sa-ba-te-a'

r
, 3f.

Sabatini, sab-a-ti'ni, C.

Sabatus, sab ra-tus, B.
Sabazia, sa-barzhi-a; -zius, -zhi-us,

a
Sabban, sab'ban, B.
Sabbatha, sab'ba-tba, C.
Sabbatheus, sab-ba-the'us, B.
Sabbeus, sab-be'us, B.
Sabdi, sab'di, B.
Sabeans, sa-be ranz, B.
Sabella, sa-beKla; -li, -li; -lus; -lus,

a
Sabi, sa'bi ; -bie, -bi-e, B.
Sabidius, sa-bid'i-us, C.
Sabina, sa-bi^na; -ni,-ni; -nus, -nus,

C.

am, fame, i'ilr, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Yn, tee ; 5dd, tone, 6r

;

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; iV, Norse. [See p. 521.;
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Sabine, sa-ben', al-o sab'in, M.
Sabinianus, sa-bin'i-a'nus, C.
Saura, sa-bi'ra, C.
Satis, sa'bis, C.
Satlones sab-lo'nez, C.
Sai.oci, sa-bo'si,_C*.

Satores, sa-bo'iez, C.
Satota. sab'o-ta, G.
Satracse, sab'ia-se, C.
Sabrata, sab'ra-ta, C.
Sabrina, sa-bri'na, C.
Sabta, -tab, sab'ta, B.
Sabtecha, -chah, sab'te-ka, B.
Satula, sal>'u-la, C.
Sabura, sab'u-ra, C.
Saburanus, sab-u-ra'nus, C.
Sabua, sa'bus, C.
Sac, sawk, C.
Sacadas, sak'a-das, C.
Saeae, sa'se, C.
Sacapene, sak-a-pe'ne, C.
Sacar, sa'kiir, B.
Sacassani, sak-as-sa'ni, C.
Saeassene, sak-as-se'ne, C.
Sacastene, sak-as-te'ne, (,'.

Saccheni, sak-ke'ni, C
Sacchetti, sak-ket'te, 31.

Sacchi, sak'ke, M.
Saccopodes, sak-kop'o-dez, C.
Sacer, sa'sSr, C.
Sachalitae, sak-a-li'te: -tes, -tez, C.
Sacheverell, sa-chev'er-1, M.
Sachsen, siik'sn. = Saxony; S.-Al-
tenburg, -al'tii-bdo.g, = Saxe-A.
31.

Sachsenhausen, sak'sn-how'zn, 31.

Sachsenheim. sak'sn-him, 31.

Sackatoo, Sackatou, or Sakatu, sak-
a-too', 31.

Saco, saw'ko, M.
Sacrari, sa-kra'ni, C.
Sacrator, sa-kra'tor, C.
Sacrone, sak'ro-ne, C.
Sacy, s;i-se', 31.

Sadacora, sa-dak'o-ra, C.
Sadagena, sad-a-ie'na, C.
Sadalos, sad'a-lez, C.
Sadamias, snd-a-mi'as, B.
Sada,s. sa'das, B.
Saddeu3, sad-de'us, B.
Sadduc, sad'duk, B.
Sadducees, sad'du-sez, B.
Sadoc, ^a'dok, B.
Sadocus, sad'o-kus, C.
Sadyattes, sa-di-at'tez, C.
Saedene. se-de'ne, C.
Saegimerus, sej-i-me'rus, C.
Saetabis, set'a'-bis, C.
Saga, sa'ga, N.
Sagadahoc, sag'a-da-hok', 31.

Sagalassus, sag-a-lns'sus, C.
Sagana, sag'a-na, C.
Sagapola, sa-^ap'o-la, C.
Sagaris. sag'a-ris, C.
Sagaritis, sag-a-ri'iis, (7-

Saghalien or Sakhalien, sag- or sak-
hal'T-en, .1/.

Saginaw, sag'i-naw, 31.

Sagitta, sa-jit'ta, C.
Saguenay, sag-S-na', 31.

Sagur_tinus, sag-un-ti'nus, C.
Saguntum, sa-gun'tum, C.
Sahadutha, sa-ha-du'tha, B.
Sahara, sa-hii'ra or sii'hii-ra, M.
Saida, si'dii, or Sidon, si'don, 3r.

Saigon, si-gon', or Sa'igong, si-gong:
smile as Looknooee, M.

Saint-Arnaud, sax-tar-no', 31.

St. Bernard, sent-ber'niird, 31.

Saint-Cyr, sax-set', 31.

St. Denis, sax-d'ne, 31.

Saintes, saxt, 31.

Saint-Evremond, sax-tav'r-moxd',
31.

Saint-Hilaire, sax-te-lar', 31.

Sainti^e, sax-ten', 31.

Sai^t-John, sent'jon or sin'jin, M.
Saiat-Just, sSx-zhoost', M.
Saiit Leger, siKlin-ier, M.
Saiut-Martin, saN-n'iav-taN', M.
Saintonge, saN-t6xzli

/r

, 31.

Saint-Herre, sent-pei r or sax-pe-
ar', M.

,
Saii.t-Simon, seut-si'mun or san-se-
mdx'. M.

\ Sais, sa'is, C.

j

Saits, s i-i'te, C.
! Saiva, si'va, //.

j
Sakhalien, sak-hal'i-en, M.

; Sala, sa'la, B. an I C. ; ulao -lah, -la,

I B.
Salaceni, sal-a-se'ni, C.
Salacia, sa-la'shi-a, C.
Saladillo, sa-la-del'yo, M.
Saladin, sal'a-diu; hi Arab. Salah-

: ed-Liin, hii-H/ud-den'', M.
j

Salado, sii-la'do, M.
I
Salaemenea, sa-lem'e-nez, C.

j

Salagisa, sal-a-ji'sa, C.
Salamanca, sal-a-marjk'a or sa-la-
niang'ka, M.

Salambina. sal-am-bi'na, C
I Salamtorea, sal'am-bo-re'a, C.
|
Salamira, sal-a-mi'na: -nus,-nns,C
Salaminia, sal-a-min'1-a: -ii, -1-T, C.
Salamis, saKa-niis, B.. C, tint/ M.
Salapia. sa-la'pY-a; -piaa, -pt-e, C.
Salapini. sal-a-pi'iii, ('.

Salapitani, saKa-pi-ta'ni, C.
Salaria. sa-la'ii-a, C.
Salasadai, sal-a-sad'a-i, B.
Salassi. sa-las'si, C.
Salathiel. sa-la'thi-el, B.
Salcah. -chah. sal'ka, B.
Saldanha, sal-dan'ya, M.
Salduba, sal-du'ba, C.
Saleius, so-le'yus, C.
Salem, sa'lein ; -lim, -lira, B.
Saleni, sa-le'ni, C.
Salentini, sal-en-ti'ni, C.

Salerno, sa-ler'no; in It. sa-lSr'no,

M.
Salernum, sa-ler'num, C.

Sales, sa'les, M.
Salford, sawKlerd or saw'ferd, 31.

Salganeus, sal-ga'ne-us or sal'ga-
nus, C.

Salia, sa'lr-a ; -lii, -lT-i, C.

Saliaris, sa-li-a'ris, C.
Salieri, sii-lo-a're, 31.

Salim, sa'lim, B.
Salina, in U. S- sa-li'na ; in Sp.
A ner. sa-le'na, M.

Salina, sa-li'ric, C.
Salinator, sal-i-na'tor, C.
Saline, sa-len', M.
Salisbury, sawlz'ber-Y : same as
New Sarum, M.

Salius, sa'li-us, C.
Sallai, sal'la-i, B.
Sallu, saKlu, B.
Sallum, sal'lum, B.
Sallumus, sal-ln'mus, B.
Sallustius, sal-lus'ti-us, C.
Salm, sal in, 31.

Salma, -mah, saKma, B.
I Salmacis, saKma-sis, C.
I Salmanasar. sal-man-a'sar, B.
Salmasius. sal-ma'zhi-us: same as
Saumaise, M.

Salmeni, sal-me'ni, C.
Salmon, sal'mon, B.
Salmone, sal-mo'ne, B. and C.

j

Salmoneus, sal-mo'ne-us or -nus,C.
Salmonis, sa 1-mo'nis, C.

' Salmus. sal'mus, C.
Salmydessus, sal-mi-des'sus, C.

1 Salo, sa'lo, C.

Salodurum, sal-o-du'rum, C
Saloe, sal'o-e, C.
Salom, sa'loni, B.
Salome, sado'me, B. and C.
Salomon, saKo-mon, C.
Salon, salon, C.
Salona, sa-lo'na, C. ; sa-lo'na, M.

;

-naj, -ae, C.
Salonea, sal-o-ne'a, C.
Salo;.ica, sal-o-ne'ka, or Selaniki,
sel-a-ne'ke, 31.

Salosina, sal-o-ni'na; -nus, -nus.C.
Saloiiius, sa-lo'ni-us, C.
Salop, sa'lup: same as Sheoi'Shjkk,

31.

Salpinas, sal-pi'nas, C.
Saitietae, sal-shi-e'te, C.
Saltillo, sal-tel'yo or-te'yo, 31.

Saltuares, sal-tu-a'rez, C.
Saltzturg, sawlts'berg, or Salz-
burg, salts'bdorg, 31.

Salu. sa'lu ; dum, -lum, B.
Saluzzo, sa-loofsq, 31.

Salvador, sfil-va-dor', 31.

Salvar.dy, sal-vSK-de', 3f.

Salverte, sal-vert', 3f.

Salvia, sal'vi-a ; -vius. -vi-us, C.
Salviati, sal-ve-a'te, 31.

Salvidienus, sal'vid-i-e'nus, C.
Salwin, sal-win', or -wen, -wen',

31.

Salyes. sa'li-ez, C.
Salzburg : sec- Saltzburh, 31.

Salzwedel, salts-va'dl, M.
Samael. sain'a-el, B.
Samagoras, sa-mag'o-ras, C.
Samaias, sa-ma'yas, B.
Samana, sa-ma-na', 31.

Samarcand, sam-av-kand', 31.

Samaria, sa-ma'rY-a, B. ; sam-a-
ri'a, C.

Samarita, sam-a-ri'ta, C.
Samaritan, sa-mar'i-tan, B.
Samarobriva, sam'a-ro-bii'va, C.
Samatus. sam'a-tus, B.
Samlethe, sani-be'the, C.
Same sa'me, C.
Sameas. sa'ine-as, C.
Sameius. sa-nic'yus, B.
Sameri. sa-ine'r.i. C.
Samgar-nebo, sam-gar-ne'bo, B.
Sami, sa'mi ; -mis, -mis, B.
Samia, sa'mT-a ; -mius, -inT-us, C.
Samisat, sa-me-sat', 31.

Sarclah. sam'la, B.
Sammus. sam'mus, B.
Samnitae, sam-ni'te; -tes, -tez, C.
Samcium, sani'ni-um, C.
Samoa, sa-mo'a, 31.

Samogitia, sam-o-jish'i-a, 31.

Samolas. sam'o-las, C.
Samor.as. sa-mo'nas, C.
Samonium, sa-rjno'ni-um, C.
Samos. sa'mos, B., C, and 31. ; in
Tuiki h, Soosam, soo-sam'.

Samosata, sa-nios'a-ta, C.
Samoset, sam'o-set, M.
Samothrace, sam-o-thra'sc ; -ces,

-sez. ('.

Samothracia, sam-o-thra'shi-a, B.
and (J.

Samothraki, sa'mo-thra'ke, or
Samothrace, sam-o-tliras', 31.

Samothras, sam'o-thraks, C.
Samoyede, sam-oi-ed', or -ed, -td',

31.

Sampsames, samp'sa-mez, B.
Sampsira, samp-si'ra, C.
Samson, satn'sun, B.
Samsoon, -sun, or -soun, siim-soon',
M.

Sam-Tiago, sown-te-ii'go, or San
Thiago, san-te-a'go, 31.

Samuel, sam'u-el, B.

sQn, cQbe, full ; moon, fo^t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boxbox, chair, get.

jB, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; N, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Samus, sa'mus, C.
Sana, sa'na, C.

Sanaa or Sana, sa-na'\ 3f.

Sanabassar, san-a-bas'sar, B.
Sanabassarus, san-a-bas'sa-rus, B.
Sanadon. sa-na-iloN', AT.

San Antonio saii-an-to/'ni-o ; S. A.
delexar. -da-b i-har', AT.

Sanasiu, san'a-sib, B.
Sanates sc-na'tez, C.

San Augustine san-aw/gus-ten/', AT.

Sanballat s<u!-baKlat, B.
San bartolom', tsan-bar-to-lo-ina'',

AT
San Has. siin-blas', AT.

San Buenaventura, san-bwa'na-
ven-too'rS, M

Sanches. san^cheth, AT.

Sanch<m&thon, san'ko-nT'a-thon or
-in- i^BhuX'.

Sand >:'iid-o-sfi.v. J/".

Sandacu3. san'd-vkns, C.
Sandaleon, sni-da-U',on, C.
Sandaliotis. san'rta-h-o'tis, C.
Sandaiium, son-da'li-um, 0.
San Diego, san-de-a'ao, AT.

Sandion, sivn-di'on, C.
Sandoces. san-do'sez, C.
Sandomier w-mir, sin-do-mer', AT.

Sandoval san-d«t-v&K, if.

Sandrooottus san-dio-kottus, C.
Sandwich, Kand'wich, AT.

Sandys s*n'dis or sandz, AT.

Saiea. sn-iic<a, oc-nia, -ni'a, C.
San Felipe, san-fa-k'pa, or San
Philip, -til 'ip, AT.

San Fernando, saii-fer-niin
/,
<lo, AT.

San Francisco, san-tran-sis/'ko or
saii-ti'an-ses'ko, AT.

Sangala, san'ga-la, C.
Sangamon, sang'ga-mori, AT.

Sangaritu, san-ga'ri-us, C.
Sanidea, san-i-de'a, or -dia, -di ra,

V.
Sanisene, san-i-se'ne, C.
San Joaquin, saii-ho-a-ken', AT.

San Jos^del Parral, saii-ho-sa'del-
par-ral', Al.

San Juan, san-jiran ; in S^. san-
hoo-an' or -hwan'.— S J- de la
Frontera, -da-la-fron-ta'ra. — S^J-
de Ulua, -da-oo-loo'a, or Uloa, -oo-

Io'a, M.
San Lui3. (in Texas), enn-loo'is : S.

L. de Potosi, san-loo'is {in Sp.
-loo-es) -da-po-to-se'', AT.

San Marino, san-ma-re'no, AT.

Sanmicheli, saji-me-ka'le, M.
Sannazaro, san-nad-za'ro, AT.

Sannio, san'ni-o, C.
Sanryrion. san-nii-'i-on, C.
San Patricio, san-pa-ti-is'se-o, AT.

Sa-iqualis, s.ui-kwalis, C.
San Salvador, san--al-va-d5r/', AT.

Saa3an.iah, san-san'na, B.
Sanson, sBx-sox', AT.

Sansovino, san-so-ve'iio, AT.

Santa Barbara, san / ta-bar''ba-ra, AT.

Santa Cruz, san'ta-kroos ; in Sp.
san'ta-krooth, or St. Croix, sent-
kroi', M.

Santa Fe, san'ta-fe ; in Sp. san'ta-
ia. 11.

Santa Maria, san'ta-ina-re'a, AT.

Santa Marta, san-ta-mar'ta, AT.

Santa Maura, san /ta-inaw ,ra or
san'ta-niDW'ra. AT.

Santander, san-tan'de'r; in Sp. san-
tan-dSr', AT.

Santa Rosalia, sa.n'ta-ro-sa-le'a, AT.

Santarern, san-ta-reN', AT.

Santee. san-te", Al.

San-Thiago : see Saji-Tiago, AT.

Santiago de Compostela, san-te-ar-

{ro-da-kom-iios-ta /
'la, AT — S. de

Cuba, -ku'ba or -koo'ba, .1/.

Santillana. san-tel-ya'na, AT.

Sa'itones, san'to-nez : -ni, -nT, C.
Santonicus, san-ton'i-kus, C.
Santorini, san-to-re'ne, or Santo-

rin, san-to-:en'j M.
Santos, siin'tos, M.

i Saoce, sa-o'Ve : -sis, -sis, C.
Saocoras. sa-ok'o-ras, C.
Saon, sa'on, C.

!
Saone. .-on, M.
Saonnesus, s^on-ne'sus, C.
Saotes, sa-n'tez ; -tis, -tis. C
Sapaei or -pei, sa-pe-'i ; -phaei, -fe'i,

j

Saph, saf, B.
I Sapharus, saf'a-rus, C.
Saphat. sa'i'at, B.
Saphatias. sai-i-ti'as, £.

!
Sapheth, sa'feth, B.

\ Saphir, safir, B.

;

Sapirene, sap-i-rc'ue, C.
Sapires, sa-pi'rez, U.

I

Sapor. sa'pSr, C.

j
Sapore3. sa-po'rez, C.

!
Sappharitae. sai'-fa-ri'te, C.

i Sapphira, saf-fi'ra, B.
Sapoho. salTo, C.
Sappinia, sap-pin'i-a, C.

j
Sara, sa'ra, /./.

I

Sarabat, sa-ra-bat' : same as Hek-
mcs. :V.

I Sarabiaa, sar-n-bi'as, B.
I Saracene, sa>- i-sc'nc ; -ni, -ni, C
j

Saracori, s^rak'o-ri, C.

\

Sarago-.sa sai-a-.'ns'.sa : in Sp. Za-
j

ragoza, tlia-ra-go'tha, J/.

I
Sarah, sa'ra, B.

I Sarai, sa'ra, K.
Saraia. -ah. sa--a-i'd, B.
Saraias. s:i-ra'yas, B.

I

Saramel. sa-'a-in.l. B.
Saranieae. sa -a-ine'iio, C.
Saranac, sar-a-pak', .)/.

i Saranges. sa-ran'jez, C.

j

Rarapaai. sar-a-pa'iii, C.

I
Sarapeum. sar-a-pe'uni, C.
Saraph. sa'-raf, B.

Sarapis sa-ra'pis, C.
Sarasa. sar'a-sa. C.

I

Saraspades. sa-ras'pa-dez, C.

I

Sarasvati, sa -as-vafo, //.

Saratof "/• Saratov, sar-a-toi'r , 31

\ Saratoga, sa-a-tci'^a, M.
Saravua, sa-.a'- or bSKa-vus, C.
Sarawan, sar-a-wawn', M.
Sarchedonus, sar-ked'o-nits, B.
Sardai-apaluj, saKdaii-a-pa'lus, C.
Sardane. sar-de'- or sar^dc-ne, C.

j

Ss-rdeoa, sai'de-on, C.
Sardeus, sar-de'us, B.
Sardiates, sar-di-a'tez, C.
Sardica, sarrdi-ka, C.
Sardinia, sar-din'i-d, C. and 3f. ; ir,

It. Sardegna, sar-den'ya, or sar-

dan'ya, M.
Sardis.'sar'dis, B.
Sardites, sar'dltz, B.
Sardones, sar'do-nez, C.
Sardonicus, sar-doifi-kns, C.
Sardonyx, sar'do- or sar-do'iiiks.

Sardopatris, sar-dop'a-tris, C.
Sarea, sa'ro-a, B.
Saree or Sari, sa--e /'. M.
Sarepta, sa-rep'ta, B.
Sargarausene, sar'^a-raw-se'ne, C
Sargon, sar'son, B.
Sarid, sa'rid, B.

,, sa-ri-u'sa, C.
"ma-te : -tis, -tis, C.

Sarmatia, sar-ma'shi-a, C.
Sarmentus, sar-men'tus, C.

Sarmia, sar'mi-a, C.
Sarmiento. sar-nie-en'to, M.
Sarnacus sar'na-kus, C.
Sarneus. siir-ne /'us, C.
Saron. sa'roh, B. and C.
Saronicus Sinus, sa-ron'i-kus-si"-
nus, C.

Saroris, sa-m'nis, C.
Saros or Sarosch (t« Hungary),
sha'nish, M.

Saros (/';/ G eece). sa'ros, M.
Sarothie, prop, -thi, sa-ro'tht, B.
Sarpedon, sar-re'don, C.
Sarpedoneum. sar'ped-o-ne'um, C.
Sarranates. ^ar-ra-na'tez, C".

Sarranus. i-ar-ia'nns, C.
Sarrastes, sar-ras'tez, C.
Sarre <>r Saar, sar. M.
Sarsechim, sar-se'kim, B.
Sarsina, sar'si-na, C. _
Sarsinates, sar-si-na'tez, C.
Sarsura, s-ir-su'ra, C.
Sarthe, sart, M.
Sartiges, sar-tezh', M.
Saruch. sa'ruk, B.
Saruena, sar-u-e'nd, C.
Sarum. sa'riim, M.
Saranetes, sai-n-ne'tez, C.
Sasima. su-si'ma, C.
Saskatchawan, sas-kach/a-wawn',
M.

sa'son, C.
sas'o-nez, C.

Saspire3, sas-pi'rez ; -ri, -ri, C.
Sas3anid35, sas-san'i-de, C.
Sassari, .-as'sri-re, M.
Sassioa. sas'si-na, C.
Sassula. sas'su-la, C.
Sassumini, sas-su-mi'ni, C.

Satalieh, sa-ta-le'a : same as Ada-
LIA, M.

Satan, sa'tan, B.
Satanas, sat'a-nas, C
Sataspes, sa-tas'pez, C.
Sathrabuzanes, sath'ra-bu-za'nez,

Sati snt'c. JT.

Satibarzanes. sit'i-bar-za'nez, C.
Saticula. sa-tik r u-la : -lus, -lus, C.
Satniois. sat-sii'o-is, C.
Satraidas, sa-tra'i-de, C.
Satrapea sat-ra-pe'a ; -peni, -pe'-

ni - -pia, -pi'a, C.
Satrapes. sat'ra-pez, C.

Satricani, sat-;-i-ka'ni, C.
Satricum. sat'ri-kuni: -cus. -kus, C.
Satropaces. sa-trop'a-sez, C.
Satuas, satr u-as, C.
Satura. sat'u-ra, C.
Satureius, sat-u-re'yus, C.
Saturio, sa-tu'ri-o, C
Saturnalia, sat-er-na'li-a, C.
Satur.vaa. sa-ter'ni-i, C.
Satur^igena, sat-Er-nij'e-ua, C.
Satur-iaus, sat-er-ni'nus, C.
Saturrius, sa-tSr'ni-us, C.
Saturnus, sa-ter'nus. C.
Satyri, sat'i-ri: -ron, -ron; -rus,-rus,

Saufeius, saw-fe'j'us, C.
Saul, saw], B.
Sault de Sainte Marie, prop, so-de-
saN-ma-re /'; cut notv soo-seut-ma/'-

rt, M.
Saumaise, so-ma?/, AT.

Saumarez or Sausmarez, saw'ma-
rez, ,1/.

Saunderson, san'dSr-sun, AT.

Saunitas, saw-ni'te, C.
Saurin, saw'rin: in F. so-rax', M.
Sauromatae, saw-rom ,a-te, C.
Saurus. saw'rus. C.
Saussure, sn-sQr

/,
^»--ser, I AT.

Sauterne or Sauternea. so-tarn', M.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare : Snd, eve, te"rm : Tn. Ice : 8dd, t5ne, 6r

;

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian -

T IT, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; i\
r
, Norse. [See p.
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Sauvages, so-vazh', if.

Sava, sa'va, M.
Savannah, sa-van'na, M.
Savaran, sav'a-ran, B.
Savary, sri-va-re', M.
Save, *av; in G. Sau, sow; in Hung.
Sziva, sa'vS, M.

Savera, sav-e'ra, G.
Savias, sa'vi-as,_B.
Savigliano, sa-vel-y'arno, if.

Savignano, sii-ven-ya/no, M.
Savigny, sa-ven-ye', if.

Savile or Saville,* sav'il, if.

Savincates, sav-in-ka'tez, C.
Savo, sa'vo ; or Savona, -vo'na, C.
Savonarola, sa-vo-na-ro'la, if.

Savoy, sav'oi or sa-voi'; in It. Sa-
voia. sS-vo'ya; in F. Savoie, sa-

vwa', if.

Savus, sa'vus, C.
Saxe Altenburg, saks-aKten-burg;

in G. Sachsen Altenburg, sakr-

sen-al'ten-bo'ors, if-

Sase Coburg, saks-ko'burg; in G.
Sachsen C-, sak'sen-ko'^jorg, if.

Saxe Lauenburg, saks-low'en-burg
or -bdorg, if.

Saxe Meiningen, saks-mi'ning-en,
it.

Saxe Weimar, saks-wi'mar; in G.
Sachsen W., ssLVsen-vi'mar, M.

Saxones, saks'o-nez, G
Saxony, saks'o-nl ; in G. Sachsen,
sak'sen, if.

Scaea, se'a, C.
Scaeva. se'va, C.
Scsevola, sev'o-la, C.
Scaidava, ska-i-da'va, C.
Scalabis, skal'a-bis, C.
Scaliger, skaKi-jer, if.

Scalpium, skal'pi-um, C.
Scamander, ska-man 'der, C.
Scamandria, ska-man'dri-a, C.
Scamandrodrice, skam-an-drod/

'ri-

Scamotas, sknm'o-tas, C.
Scamozzi, skii-inofse, if.

Scandea, skan-de'a; or -dia, -di'a,

C.
Scanderoon or Iskanderoon, skan-
or is-knn'dSr-oon'': santeas Alex-
AXKKETTA, if.

Scandinavia, skan-di-na'vi-a, C. &
M.

Scania : same as Skane, q. v.

Scantilla, skan-til'la, C.
Scantinia, skan-tin^i-a ; -ius, -i-us,

C.
Scaptesula. skap-tes'u-la, or -ten-

sula, -ten'su-la, C.
Scaptesyle, skim-tes^i-le, C.
Scaptia, skap'shi-a; -tins, -shi-us, C.
Scapula skap'u-la, C.
Scarborough, skar'bre or skar'bur-

ie, if.

Scardii, skar'di-i, C.
Scardona. skar-rlo'tia, C.
Scarpanto, skar' pan-to, it.

Scarperia, skar-pa-re'a, if.

Scarphea, skar-iCa; -phia, -fi'a, C.
Scarron, ska-roN r

, if.

Scaurus, skaw'rus, C.
Sceaux, so, C.
Sceda3us, sed'a-sus, C.
Scelatiti. sel-a-ti'ti, C.
Sceleratus, sel-e-rartus, C.
Scenitse, se-ni'te, C.
Sceva se'va, R.
Schaaf, shaf, M.
Schadow, sha'do, if.

Schaffhausen, shaf-how'zn, if.

Schalkea, shal'ken, M.
Schamyl, sha'niil: same as Shamyl,

Schat-el-Arab: same as Shatt-el- I

Arab, q. v., if.

Schaumburg Lippe, showm'r
n6t>rg-

lip'pe: same as 'L.lWM. Schauen-
Bl!RO, if.

Schedia, ske'di-a ; -dius, -di-us, C. I

Scheele, shel ; in Sw. sha'l?, if.

Scheffer, sheffgr; in D. skeffer;
i

in F. shef-far'', M.
Scheldt, skelt: in D. Schelde, skeK-
dg; in G. Schelde, sheKde; in F.
Escaut, es-ko', M.

Schelestadt, shel-es-tad' ; in G.
shel'es-tat, M.

Scheller, shel'ler, M.
Schelling, sliel'lin^, M.
Schemritz, shem'nits; in Hima. Sel
mecz Banya, shel-mets'ban'yo,i>/.

Schenck, skenk, M.
Schenectady, ske-nek'ta-dt, M.
Scheria, ske'ri-a, C.
Scherini. ske-i-i'm, C.
Scherz, sherts, M.
Schiavone, ske-a-vo'na, M.
Schiavonetti, ske-a-yo-net'te, M.
Schidone, ske-do'iia, M.
Schiedam, ske-dam 1', M.
Schiller, shil'ler, M.
Schimmelpennink, shim-mel-pen'-
nink, M.

Schinkel, shink 7"!, M.
Schiraz or Sheeraz, she-raz', M.
Schirvan or -wan : same as Shir-
van, M.

Schlegel, shla'gel, M.
Schleirmacher, shli'gv-mak'gr, M.
Schleswig : see Sleswick, M.
Schlosser, shlos'ser, M.
Schl.zer, shlefser, M.
Schmidt, shmit, M.
Schnait, shnit, M.
Schneider, shni'der, 3f.

Schnorr, shnor, M.
Schoa, sho'a: same as SH0A,<7. v.,M.
Schoeneis, ske-ne'is, C.
Schoeneus. ske-ne'us or -nQs, C.
Schoenitas, ske-ni rtas, C.
Scho3nus. ske'nus, C.
Schoharie, sko-hfir're, M.
Sch: 11 or Schoell, shSl, M.
Scholz. sholts, M.
Schomterg, shorn 'berg ; in G.
slTom'blrsr, M.

Schomburgk. shom'bfiork, M.
Schlin or Schoen. sbm, M.
Sch ;ntein, shen'lnn, ,1/.

Schimbrutin or Schoenbrunn, shen'-
brd&n, M.

Sch'-'nlein. shgn'lin, M.
Schoodic, skoo'dik, M.
Schooley's Mountain, skoo'liz-
mown'tin, M.

Schooten. sko'tn, M.
Schopenhauer, sho'pen-how'gr, M.
Schott. shot, M.
Schouw, skow, M.
Schowen, skow'ven, M.
Schreiber, shri'her, M.
Schrevelius, skre-ve'li-us, K.
Schr der or Schroeder, shre'der.il/.
Schroon, skroon, M.
Schubert, shob'bert, M.
Schultens, skuKtens, M.
Schultz, shotilts, M.
Schulze, shotilt'se, M.
Schumacher, stioo'nia-kgr, M.
Schumann, shoo'inan, M.
Schumla. Shoomla, or Choumla,
shnoni /

'la. At.

Schuyler, ski'ler, M.
Schuylkill, skool'kil, M.
Schwarz. sbvarts, M.
Schwarzburg, shwavts'berg or

shvarts'bot)rg, M.

Schwarzenburg, shwavt'sen-berg ;

in G. svart'sn-berg, M.
Schwarzwald, shvarts'valt, Jf.

Schweidnitz, shvlfnits, M.
Schweinfurt, shvTn'ffiort, M.
Schwerin, shva-ien'

r
, M.

Sciapodes, si-ap'o-dez, C.

Sciathis, si'a-this ; -thos, -thos, C
Scidros, si'dros, C.
Scigliano, shel-ya'no, M.
Scilly, sil'IT, M.
Scilurus, si-lu'rus, C.
Scina, she'na, M.
Scinde or Sinde, sind, M.
Scingomagus, sin-gom /'a-gus, C.
Scinis, si'nis, C.
Scio, si'o, M.
Scione. si-o'ne, C.
Scioppius, sht-op^pi-us ; in G.
Schopp, shop, it.

Scioto, si-o'to, if.

Scipiadae, si-pira-de; -des, -d5z, C.
Scipio, sip'i-o, C.
Scira, si'ra ; -ras, -ras, C.
Sciradium, si-ra'di-um, C.
Sciritae, si-i-i

rte ; -tis, -tis, C,
Sciron, si'ron, C.
Scironides, si-ron'i-dez, C.
Scirtones, sgr'to-nez, C.
Scirus, si'rus, C.
Scituate, sit'u-at, if.

Sclavonia, skla-vo'ni-a, M.
Sclerias, skle'ri-as, C.
Scolitas, sko-li'tas, C.
Scolopolis. sko-lop'o-lis, C.
Scoloti, skoKo-ti, C.
Scolus. sko'Ius, C.
Scombrasia, skom-bra^zhi-ii, C.
Scopas, sko'pas, C.
Scopelianus, sko'pe-li-a'nus, C.
Scopelinus, skop-e-li'nus, C.
Scopelos, sknp'e-los, C.
Scopium, sko'pi-um : -us, -us, C.
Scopolura, skop-o-lu'ra, C.
Scordisci, skor-dis'si : -caa, -se, C.
Scoresby, skBi-z'bT, it.

Scotinus, sko-ti'nus, C.
Scotland, skofland, if.

Scotodine, skot-o-di'iie, C.
Scotussa, slco-tus'sa, C.
Scougal, sk_oo/

'Kl, if-

Scribe, skieb, if.

Scribonia, skri-bo'iii-a ; -nius, -ni-

us, G.
Scribonianus. skn'bo-ni-a'nus, C.
Scud'ri or Scud ry, ske-da-e /', if.

Scutari, skoo'tii-re (near Constanti-
nople, called Iskoodah, is-koo-

dav', &?/ the Turks; nl-o in Albania,
caller/ Iskanuekeeyah, is-kan-
dgr-e'yg), if.

Scydises, si-di'sez, C.
Scylace, sil'a-se, C.
Scylaceum, sil-a-se'um, C.
Scylax. si'laks, C.
Scyllasum, sil-le'um, C.
Scylleros. sil'lo-ros, C.
Scyllias, siKli-as, C.
Scylurus, si-lu'rus, C.
Scymnianus. sim-iii-a'nus, C.
Scyppium, sipr pi-uin, C.
Scyras, si'ras, C.
Scyreis, si-re^is, C.
Scyriade3, si-ri^a-dez, C.
Scyrias, sTr'i-as, C.
Scyrit39, si-ri'te, C.
Scyrocles. str'o-klez, C.
Scyros, si'ros, G.
Scyrpium, sgr'pT-um, C.
Scytale, sifa-le, C.
Scytalosagittipelliger, si-tal'o-sa-

jit'ti-peKli-jer, C.
Scythaa, sir the, C.
Scythenl, si-the'ni, C.

stin, Ctlbe, full ; moon, foot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian { H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; iV, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Scythes, si'thez ; or -tha, -tha, C.
Scythia. sith'e-a, C.
Scythides. sithl-dez, C.
Scythini si-thi^ni s -nus. -nus, C.
Seythometres, sith-o-me'trez, C.
Scython. si'thon, V.
Scythopolis. si-thop'o-lis, B. awW.
Scythopolits. ssith/o-po-li'te, V.
Scythopolitans, sith-o-pol'i-tanz, B.
Seara, sa-a'ra : same as Ciaka, 31.

Seb. seb, E.
Seba. se'ba, B.
Sebago. se-ba'go, M.
Sebasta, se-bas'ta ; -te, -te, C.
SeDastea, seb-as-te'a; or -tia, -ti'a,

C.
Setasteni, seb-p.s-te'rri, C.
Sebastian. Saint, sent-se-basfyun;

in S San Sebastian, siin-se-bas-
te-an', .)/.

Sebastiani, sa-bas-te-a'ne, 31.

Sebastopol : see Sevastopol, 31.

Sebastopoiis, seb-as-top'o-lis, C.
Sebat, se'bat, B.
Sebeda. seb'e-da, C.
Se'cendunum, seo-t n-du'num, C.
Sebennytus, seb-en-ni'tus, (.'.

Selethis, se-be'tbis; -thus, -thus.C.
Setetos. se-be'tos ; -tus, -tus, C.
SebLius, se-bi'nus, C.
Sebosus, se-bo'sus, C.
Secacah, sek'a-ka, B.
Secchia, sek'ke-a, 31.

Secela, ses'e-la, C.
Secheiuas, ^ek-e-m'as, B.
Sechu, se'ku, B.
Sectanus, sck-ta'nus, C.
Secu::derabad, se-kun /der-a-bad,,J/'.

Secu^dus, se-kun-'dus, B.
Sedecias, s^d-c-si'as, B.
Sedetaiii. ped-e-ta'ni, C.
Sedito~iates, sed /i-bo/ni-a,tez, C.
Sedigitus, &i>-di.i

ri-tus, C.
Sedita^i, sed-i-ta'm, or -entani,

-e-n'ta-ni, C.
Seduni, se-du'ni, C.
Sedu3ii. se-du'shl-T, C.
Seevas or Sivas. se'vas, 31.

Seewah or Siwah, se'wa, 3f.

Segesama, se-jes'a-ma, C.
Segesta, se-jes'ta ; -tes, -tez, C.
Segestica, se-jes'ti-ka, C.
Segetia, se-je'shi-a, C.
Segida, se-ji'da, C.
Segisama._se-jisra-ma, C.
Segneri.san'ya-re, M.
Segni, san'ye", 31.

Segobriga. seg-o-bri'ga, C.
Segodunom, ^eg-ci-du^num, C.
Segonax. seg'o^naks, C.
Segontia, se-gon'shi-a; -tium, -shi-

Segontiaci. seg-on_-tir a-si, C.
Segorbe, sa-gor'ba, M.
Segovia, se-go'vi-a, C; in Sp. sa-

go've-a, 31.

Segub. se'gub,_B.
S'guier, sa-ge-a', M.
Seguntium, se-gun'shi-um, C.
Sf'gur. sa-gdor^, V.
Segusiani, seg'u-shT-a'ni, G.
Segusini, seg-u-si'ni, C.
Segusio. se-gu'shi-o, C.
Seine. _san, M.
Seir, se'er, B.
Seirath. se'i-rath, B.
Seisachthia. se'i-sak-thi'a, C.
Seius, se'yus, C.
Sejanus. se-ia'nus, C.
Sela. -lah. se'la, B.
Sela-hammahlekoth, se'la-ham'ma-
le'koth, B.

Seldomus, eel-do'mus, C.
Seled, se'Ied, B.

Selemia, sel-e-mi^a ; -as, -as, B.
Selemnus, se-lem'nus, 0.
Selene, se-le'ne, C.
Seleucena, sel-n-se'na ; -ni, -ni, C.

|

Seleucia, ^e-lu'shT-a, B.; bel-u-si'a,
also -cea, -se'a, C

8eleucid», se-lu'si-dp, C.
Seleucis, se-lu'sis, C.
Seleucobelus. he'lu-ko-be'lus, C.
Seleucus. .-e-lu /'kus, B. mid C.
Selgovas, seKgo-ve, C.
Selimnus. se-hm'nus, C.

,
Selinus. ^e-li''- or seKi-nus, C.
Selius. se'li-us, C.
Sellasia, sel-la'shi-a, C.
Selleia, sel-le'is, C
SeUetae, sel-le'te, C.
Selurus, se-lu'niB, C.
Selymbria, ;e-lim

/,

bri-a, C.
Sem. sem, B.
Semachiah, sem-a-ki'a, B.

i Semaiah. sem-a-i'a^ B.
SembODitis, sem-bo-bi , tis, C.
Semterritse, bem-ber-ri'te, C.
Semtritss, sem-bri'te, C.
Semei, sem'e-i, B.

I
Semela. ^ein'e-la : -le. -le, C.
Semellitani, se-mel'li-ta'ni, C.
Semellius, te-meKli-us. B.
Sementinus, sem-cn-ti rnus, C.
Semidei, se-mid'e-i. C.
Semigaetuli, sem'i-je-tu'li. C.
Semigermani, seir/i-jer-nia'ni, C.
Sejrigurtus, sem-i-gun'tus, O.
Senunoles. sem'i-nSlz, J/.

Seniiraniis, se-mir'a-mis, C.
Semis, se'inis, B.
Semrones. scm'no-nez, also sem-
nornez. C.

Semnothei. sem-nn'the-i, C.
Semores. se-jno'nez, C.
Semonia, se-mo'm-a, C.
Senspach. sem'pak, J/.

Sempronia, seni-pro'ni-a ; -nius,

Semurium, ^e-mu'ri-um, C.
Sena, se'na, C.
Senaah, se-na'a or sen'a-a, B.
Senator, sc-na'tor ; -tus, -tus, C.
Seneca, sen'e-ka, C. and 31.

|
Senecio. se-ne rshi-o, C.

! Senegal, s-cn-e-gaK, M.
j
Senegambia, sen-e-gam^bi-a, J/.

Seneh, se'ng, B.
Senia, se'nT-a, C.

i Senir. se'ner, B.
'• Sennaar. sen-nar', M.
Sennacherib, sen-nak'e-rib or sen-
na-ke'rib, B.

Senones. in Gaul, sen'o-nez; in
Bali/, se-no^nez, C.

Sentinates, sen-ti-na"tez, C.
Sentinum, sen-ti'num; -nus, :nus,
a

Sentius, sen'shi-us, C.
Senuah, se-nu'a, B.
Seorim, se-o'rim, B.
Separi, sep'a-ri, C.
Sepea. sc-pe'a, C.
Sephar, se't'ar, B.
Sepharad. sef'a-rad, B.
Sepharvaim, sef-ar-va-'im, B.
Sepharvites. se'far-vitz, B.
Sephela, se-fe r la, B.
Sepias, se'pi-as. C.
Sonbaia se-pla'shi-a, C.
Sepphoris. seffo-ris, C.
Septempeda, sep-tem'pe-da, C.
Septemtrio, sep-temr tri-o, C.
Septemviri, sep-teni'vi-ri, C.
Septimania. sep-ti-ma rni-a, C.
Septimius. sep-tim'i-us, C.
Septimontium, sep-ti-mon'shi-um,

Geptimuleius, sep'ti-inu-le'yus, C
Septimus, sep'ti-mus, C.
Sepulveda. ?a-p -oi'r-a-da, 3f.

Sequana, sek'wa-na ; -ni, -ni, C.
Serah. se'ia, B.
Seraiah, ser-a-i'a, B.
Serajevo, sa-ra-ya'vo : same as Bos-
na-Sekai, 31.

Serampore, s5r-am-por/', or -poor,
-poor', 31.

Serang, sgr-ang' = Ceram, 31.

Seranus. se-ra'nus, C.
Serapeum, ser-fl-pe'um, C.
Serapio. be-ra'pi-o; -pion, -pi-on, C.
Serapis. se-ra'pis, C. ami E.
Serapium. sgr-a-pi'um, C.
Sertoris. ser-bo'nis, C.
Serchio, sei 'ke-o, 31.

Sered, se'red, B.
Serena, se-ve'iia, C.
Sererator. s?r-e-na't6r, C.
Serenianus. se're-ni-a'nus, C.
Serenus, se-re'nus, C.
Seres. se':ez, C.
Sergei, seVgel, 3f.

Sergestus. ser-jes'tus, C.
Sergia, ser'.ii-a, C.
Sergius. *5i 'ji-us, B. and C.
Sericus. ser'i-kus, C.
Seringapatam, ser-ing'ga-pa-tam',

Seringham, sPr-ing-'gum, M.
Seriphus, se-rifus, C.
Sermyla. MJr'mi-la, C.
Seron, se'ron, li.

Serrarus, s5r-ra rnus, C.
Serretes, sfr-i e'tez, C.
Serreum, sPr-re'um ; -rhium, -ri

/'-

uni; or -rium, -ri'uni, C.
Serropolis, ser-rop'o-lis, C.
Sertorius, ber-to'

r
ri-us, V.

Serug, st-'rug, B.
Servsus, ser-ve'ris, C.
Servan, St., sax-s£r-v5x', 3f.

,

Servetus, s5r-ve'tus; in Sp. Serva-
|

do. sti-\ a'do, W.
i
Servia. ^ei'vT-a, 31.

\ Servianus. ser-vi-a^nus, C.

j

Servilia, ser-vil'i-a ; -ius, -i-us, C.
Servilianus, sei'vil-i-a^nus, C.
Serviodurum, seKvi-o-du'rurn, C.

j

Servius, s-er'vi-us, C.

I

Sesameni. ses-a-ine'iii, C.

I

Sesamum, ses'a-mura; -mus, -mus,
I a.
Sesarethus, ses-a-re'thus, C.
Sesia, sa'se-a, 31.

Sesis, se'sis, B.
Sesoosis, tes-o-o'sis, or Sesosia, se-

so's-is, C. .

Sesostris, se-sos'tris, C.
Sesthel, ses'thel, B.
Sestias, sc-s

r^hT-as : -us, -us, C.
Sestinates, ses-ti-na'tez, C.
Sesuvii, se-su'vt-f, C.
Setabis, sefa-bis, C.
Seth, seth, B.
Sethon, se'thon, C.

: Sethui-, se'ther, B.
, Setia, j-e'shi-a, C.

I
Setida, set'i-da, C.

! Setidava. set-i-da'va, C.
' Setledge or Setlej, set'lej : same as

J

SUTLEDGE. 31.

I Settia. *et-te'a, M.
Setuacotum, set'u-a-ko'tum, C.
Setubal, sa-tob'bal, or Setuval, sa-

I too'val : same as St. TJbes, sent-
! ubz', 31.

I Seuthes, su'thez, C.
i Sevastopol (improp. Sebastopol),
|

sa-vas-to^pol (not se-vas'-), 3L
\
Severa, se-ve'ra ; -rus, -rus, C.
Severianus, se've-ri-a'nus, C.

am, fame,~ far, pass or opera, fare ; Snd, eve, term ; in, ice ; Cdd, tone, 6r

;

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modem ; jV, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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. sev'Sm, 31.

Sevier, se-yer', W.
Sevign^, sa-ven'ya or 6a-ven-ya

/r

,

Seville, sevll or se-vil'; in Sp. Se-
villa, sa-vel'ya, 31.

Sevini, se-vi'm, C.

Sevo, se'vo, C. _
Sevre, sev'ro>- sav'r, 31.

Seward, s >o'erd, 31.

Sextia, seks'shi-a; -tius, -shi-us, C.

Sextilia, seks-tiKi-a; -ius, -i-us, C.
Sextilis, seks-ti'lis, C.
Seychelles, sa-sheK, 31.

Seyffarth, zlf'fart, 3f.

Seymour, se'raer, 31.

Sforza, sfort'sa, 31.

Shaalabbin, sha-al-ab'bin, B.
Shaalbirn, sha-aKbim, B.
Shaalbcnite, sha-aKbo-nit, B.
Shaaph, sha'af, B.
Shaaraim, sha-a-ra^im, B.
Shaashgaz, sha-ash-'gaz, B.
Shabbethai. shab-beth'a-i, B.
Shachia, shak'i-a. B.
Shaddai, shad'da-i, B.
Shadrach, sha'drak, B.
Shage. sha'ge, B.
Shahabad, sha'ha-bad', 31.

Shaharaim, sha-ha-ra'im, B.
Shahazimah, sha-hazl-ma; -math,
-math, B.

Shah Jehan or Jahan, sha-ja-han',
31.

Shaksspeare, Shakspeare, or Shak-
spere, shak'sper, 31.

Shakovsky, shii-koVskT, 31.

Shalem, sha'lem ; -lim, -lim, B.
Shalisha, shaKi-sha, B.
Shallecheth, shal'le-keth, B.
Shallum, shaKlum; -lun, -lun, B.
Shalmai, shaKma-i, B.
Shalman, shal'man, B.
Shalmaneser, shal-ma-ne'zer, B.
Shama, sha'ma, B.
Shamariah, sham-a-ri'a, B.
Shamed, shammed, B.
Shamer, sha'mSr, B.
Shamgar. sham'gar, B.
Shamhuth. sham'huth, B.
Shamir, sha'mer, B.
Shamma, -mah, sham'ma, B.
Shammai. sharn'ma-i, B.
Shammoth, sham'moth, B.
Shammua, -ah, sliam-mu'a, B.
Shamo, sha-ino', 31.

Shamsherai. sham-she-ra/
'i,_/?.

Shamul or Shamoul, sha-mooK, 31.

Shamyl or Schamyl, sha'mil, 31.

Shaugh-Hai, Chang-Hai, or Shang-
Hae, shan g-hi', 31.

Shapham, shalam; -fan, -fan, B.
Shaphat, sha'fat, B.
Shapher. sha'ier, B.
Sharai, shar'a-i, B.
Sharaim, shar'a-im, B.
Sharar, sha'rar, B.
Sharezer. sha-re'zer, B.
Sharoa, shar'on, B. and 3L
Sharuhen, sha-ru'hen, B.
Shashai sliasb/a-i, B.
Shashak, sha'shak, B.
Shatfc el-. Schat-ul-,o?- Chat-el-Arab,

shat-el-a'rab, 31.

Shaul, sha'ul, B.
Shaven, sha've ; S.-Kiriathaim,

-kri-'i-a-tha-'im, B.
Shavsha, shav'sha, B.
Shawangunk, shong'gum, M.
Sheal, she'al, B.
Shealtiel, she-al'ti-el, B.
Sheariah, she-a-ri'a, B.

jashub, she-ar-ja'shub, B.
, -bah, she'ba,' B.Sheba

Sh9bam. she'bam, B.
Shebaniah, sheb-a-ni'a, B.
Shebarim, sheb'a-rim, B.
Sheber, she'ber, B.
Shebna, sheb'na, B.
Sheboygan, formerly Cheboygan,

she-boi'fian, 31.

Shebuel, sheb'u-el, B.
Shec- or Shechaniah, shek-a-ni^a.
B.

Shechem, she'kem, B.
Shedeur, shed'e-er, B.
Sheeraz or Shiraz, she-raz r or she'-

raz, 31.

Sheerness, sher-nes', 31.

Shehariah, she-ha-ri'a. B.
|
Sheil, she!, M.
Shelah, she'la, B.
Shelanites, she'Ian-Ttz, B.
Shelemiah, shel-e-mi'a, B.
Sheleph, she'lef, B.
Shelesh, shelesh, B.
Shelomi, sheKo-ml, B.
Shelomith. shel'o-mith ; -moth,
-moth, B.

Shelumiel, she-lu'mi-el, B.
Shem, shem, B.
Shema, she'ma, B.
Shemaah, she-ma'a or shem'a-a,
B.

Shemaiah, shem-a-i^a, B.
Shemariah, shem-a-ri ,a, B.
Shemeber, shem'e-ber, £.
Shemer, she'mer, B.
Shemida. -dah, she-mi'da, B.
Sheminith, shem'i-nith, B.
Shemiramoth, she-mir'a-moth, B.
Shemuel, she-murel, B.
Shen, shen, B.
Shenandoah, shen-an-do'a, 31.

Shenazar, she-na'zar, B.
Shenir, she 'nil-, B.
Shepham, she'fam, B.
Shephathiah, shef-a-thi'a, B.
Shephatiah, shef-a-ti'a, B.
Shephi, she'fi ; -fo, -fo, B.
Shephuphan, she-fu'fan, B.
Sherah. she'ra, B.
Sherard, shSr/ard, 3f.

Sherebiah, sher-e-bi'a, B.
Sheresh, she'resh, B.
Sherezer, che-re /'z5r. B.
Sherif-ed-Din or Cherif-ed-Din, sh5-

reived-den r , 3f.

Sheshach, she'shak, B.
Sheshai, she'sha, B.
Sheshan, she'shan, B.
Sheshbazzar, shesh-baz'zar,
Sheth, sheth, B.
Shethar, she'thar, B.
Shethar-boznai, she /'thar-boz /'na-T,

B.
Sheva, she^va, B.
Shiawassee, shi-a-wos'se, 31.

Shibboleth, shib'bo-leth, B.
Shibmah, shib'ma, B.
Shicron, shi'kron, B.
Shiggaion, shis-ga'yon. B.
Shigionoth, shi-gi'o-noth, B.
Shihon, slii'lion, B.
Shihor, shi'hSr ; S.-libnath, -lib'-

nith, B.
Shilhi. shil'hi, B.
Shilhim, shiKhim, B.
Shillem, shiKlcm, B.
Shilo. shi'lo, B.
Shiloah, shi-lo'd, B.
Shiloh. shi'lo, B.
Shiloni. shi-lo^nl, B.
Shilonite, slu r ln- or shi-lo'nlt, B.
Shilshah, shiKsha, B.
Shimea -ah. shiin'e-a, B.
Shimeam. shim'e-am, B.
Shimeath, shim'e-ath, B.

Sliimei, shim'e-i, B.
Shimeon, shim'e-on, B.
Shimhi, shini'hi, B.
Shimi, shi'mi, B.
Shimma, shim'ma, B.
Shimon, shi'nion, B.
Shimrath, shim'rath, B.
Shimri, shim'ri ; -rith, -rith, B.
Shimrom, shirn'rom ; -ron, -ron, B.
Shimron-meron, shim/ron-me /,

ron

.

B.
Shimshai, shim'sha, B.
Shinab, shi'nab, B.
Shinar, shi'nar, B.
Shion, silicon, B.
Shiphi, shi'fi, B.
Shiphmite, shii'init, B.
Shiphrah, shif'ra, B.
Shiphtan, shif'tan, B.
Shiras : same as Sheeraz, 3L
Shirvan, Schirwan, or Chirvan,
sher- or sher-van /', 31.

Shisha, shi'sha ; -shak, -shak, B.
Shishkof or Schischkow, shish-
kof, 31.

Shitrai, shit'ra-i, B.
Shittim, shit'tim, B.
Shiza, shi'za, B.
Shoa, -ah, sho'a, B.
Shoa, Schoa, or Xoa, sho'a
Shobab, sho'bab, B.
Shobach, sho'bak, B.
Shobai, sho'ba-i, B.
Shobal, sho'bal, B.
Shobek, sho'bek, B.
Shobi, sho'bi, B.
Shocho, -choch, or -co, slio'ko, B.
Shoham, sho'ham, B.
Shomer, sho'mer, B.
Shoomla. Schumla, or Choumla,
shooni'la, 31.

Shooster, Shuster, Schuster, or
Chouster, shoos'ter, 31.

Shophach, sho'fak, B.
Shophan, sho'fan, B.
Shoshannim, sho-shan'nim, B.
Shoshonees, sho-sho'nez, 31.

Shrewsbury, in 31a.?s. shrooz r b5r-Y;

Enff. slirooz'- or shroz'bSr-I, 31.

Shropshire, shrop'sher, 31.

Shua, -ah, shoo'a, B.
Shual, shoo'al, B.
Shubael, shocrba-el, B.
Shuham, shoo'ham, B.
Shuhite. shooOiit, B.
Shulamite. shoo'jam-Tt, B.
Shumathites, shoo'matli-Itz, B.
Shumla : *amejis Shoomla, M.
Shunamite, shoo'nam-it,' B.
Shunem. shoo'iiera, B.
Shuni, shoo'iii ; -nites, -nits, B.
Shupham, shoo'fam, B.
Shuppim, shup'pim, B.
Shur, sher, B.
Shushan, shoo'shan; S.-Eduth, -er-
duth, B.

Shuster : same rts_SHOOST_ER, M.
Shuthalhites

:
_shoo''thal-hItz, B.

Shutelah, shoo'the-la, B.
Sia. si'a. B.
Siaha, si

ra-ha, B.
Siam, si-am' or se-am', 31.

Siara, Seara, or Ciara, se-a'ra, M.
Siba, si'ba, B.
Sibbecai, or -chai, sib'be-ka, B.
Sibtoleth, sib'bo-leth, B.
Siberene, sib-e-re'ne, C.
Siberia, si-be'ri-a, 31.

Siberis, sib'e-ris, C.
Sibmah. sib'md, B.
Sibraim, sib'ra-im, B.
Siburius, si-bu'ri-us, C.
Sibuzates. sih-u-za'tez, C.
Sibylla, sMril'li, C.

stin, cube, full ; moon, frifit ; cow, oil ; linger or ink. then, boxbox, chair, get.
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Sibyllinus, sib-il-li'iius, C.
Sicambri, si-kam'brl, C.
Sicambria, si-kam'bri-a, C.
Sicani, si-ka'ni or sik'a-ni, C.
Sicania, si-ka'ni-a, C.
Sicanus, si-ka'uus, C.
Sicard, se-kar', M.
Siccius, sik'shi-us, C.
Sicelis, sis'e-lis ; Sicelides, si-seKi-

dez, C.
Sicema, si-se'ma ; -inus, -mus, C.
Sicenus, si-se'nus, C.
Sickaeus, si-ke'us, C.
Sichem, si'kem, B.
Sicilia, si-siKi-a, C.
Sicily. sis'I-lT, M.
Sicinius, si-sin 'i-us, C.
Siciuus, sis'i-nus, C.

Sickingen, sik'king-en, M.
Sicoris, sik'o-ris ; -rus, -rus, C.
Siculi, sik'u-li ; -lus, -lus, C.
Sicyon, sish/i-on, B. and C.
Sicyoiiia, sish-i-orni-a, C.
Sidaceno, sid-a-se'ne, C.
Siddim, sid'dim, B.
Side, si'de, B.
Sidele, si-de'le, C.
Sidene, si-de'ne ; -nus, -nus, C.
Sidero, si-de rro, C.
Sidetae. si-de'te, C
Sidiceni, sid-i-se'ni ; -cinl, -si'ni

;

-cinum, -si'num, C.
Sidmouth, sid'muth, M.
Sidon, si'don, B^and C.
Sidones, si-do'nez or sid'o-nez, C.
Sidonians, si-do'ni-anz, B.
Sidonii, si-do'nY-i, C.
Sidoais, sid'o-nis or si-do'nis, C.
Sidonius, si-do'ni-us, C.
Sidusa, si-du/sa, C.

Siebold. ze^bolt.Jf.
Siegfried, seg'tred, N.
Sienna, in It. Siena, se-a'na, M.
Sierra, se-er'ra ; S. Gorda, -goi-'da:

S. Leone, -le-o'ne, in S/i. -la-o'-

na; S. Madro. -miid'ra : S Mo-
rena. -mo-ra'na ; S. Nevada, -na-

vii/da, M.
Sieyes. se-es', se-ar, or se-a-ya', M.
Siga, si'ga, C.
Sigaeum, si-je'um, C.
Sigalion. si-ga'li-on, C.
Sigel, se'gel, M.
Sigeum. si-je'um, C.
Sigimerus, sij-i-ine'rus, C.
Sigioroth, si-sn'o-noth, B.
Sigismund, sij'is-mnnd, M.
Sigmaringen. sig-inar-ing /'en, If.

Sigmund, sig'mund, N.
Signia, sig'ni-a. C.
Sigainus, sig-ni'nus, C.
Signy, sig'nY, K
Sigourney, sig'er-nY, If.

Sigovesus, sig-o-ve'sus, C.
Figueaza, se-gwen'tha, If.

Sigulones, sig-u-lo'nez, C.
Siguaae, siir'u-ne, C.
Sigurd, se'gdord, N.
Sigynae, si-ji'ne, C.
Sigyni, si-ji'ni, or Sigynnse, si-jin'-
ne, C.

Sihon, si'hm-i, B.
Sihor, Ki'h6-, B.
Sikokf or Sitkokf, se-kokF, or Si-
koke. se-kok', If.

Sila, si 'la, C.
Silaceni. sil-a-se'm, C.
Silana, si-la'na ; -nus, -nus,
Silarus, siKa-rus, C.
Silas, si'las. B.
Sileai, si-le'ni ; -nus, -nus, C.
Silesia, si-le'sht-a ; in O. Schlesien,
shla rze-en, M.

Silicense, sil-i-sen'se, C.

SUistria, si-lis'tri-a, M.
Silius, sil'i-us, C.
Silla, sil'la, C.
Siloah, si-lo'a or siKo-a, B.
Siloam, si-lo'am or sil'o-ani, B.
Siloas, si-lo'as, B.
Siloe, si-lo'e or siKoe, B.
Siloon, sil

ro-on, C.
Silpia, si!'-3i-a, C.
Silsilis, siKsi-lis, C.
Silures, si-lu'rez or siKu-rez, C.
Silvanae, sil-va'ne, C.
Silvanus, sil-va'nus, B. and C.
Silvestre, sel-vestr", M.
Silvini, sil-vi'ni, C.
Silvius, sil'vi-us, C.
Simalcue, si-mal-ku'e, B.
Simangelus, si-man'je-lus^C
Simbirsk or -beersk, sim-bersk/', M.
Simbrivius, sim-briv ,i-us, or -bru-
vius, -bru'vi-us, C.

Simena, si-me'iia, 0.
Simeni, siinre-ni, C.
Simenus, si-me'nus, C.
Simeon, sim /'e-on ; -eonites, -Itz,

B.
Simethus, si-me'thus, C.
Similis, sim'i-lis, C.
Simmenthal, sirn'men-tal', M.
Simmias, Kini'mi-as, C.
Simo, si'mo, C.
Simois, siin'o-is, C.
Simon, si'mon, B. and C.
Simone, si-ino ,'ne, C.
Simonides, si-mon'i-dez, C.
Simpheropol or Simferopol, sim-fer-
o'pol, M.

Simpliciu3, sim-plish/i-us, C
Simplon, sim'plon; in F. saN-ploNr ,

M.
Simri. sirn'ri, B.
Simulus, sim'u-lus, C.
Simus. .si'mus, C.
Simylus, si'mi-lus, C.
Simyra, sim'i-ra, C.
Sin. sin, B.
Sina. si'nd, B.
Sinai, si'na or si'na-i, B.
Sinarthocles, siii-lir'tho-klez, C.
Sinde or Scinde, sTnd, M.
Sindhia, sin'de-a, M.
Sindice, sinrdi-se, C.
Sinera, si-ne'ra, C.
Singapore, sing'ga-por', or -poor,
-poor', M.

Singara, sin'ga-ra, C.
Singulones, sin-gu-lo'nez, C.
Sinigaglia, se-ne-gaKya, M.
Siaim, si'nim, B.
Sinis, si'nis, C.
Sirite, sin'It, B.
Sinoe, sin'o-e ; -ois, -o-is, C.
Sinon, si'non, C.
Sinonia, si-no'ni-a. C.
Sinonis, si-nn^nis, C.
Sinoob, -noub, -nob, or -nub, se-

tt oob', If.

Sinope, si-no'pe, C. and M. ; in
Turkish Sinoob, q. v.

Sinopeus, si-no'pe-ns o?'-pus, C.
Sinopis, si-no'pis, C-
Sinoriz, sin'o-riks, C.
Siateis, sin-te'is, C.
Siatice, sin-ti'se, C.
Siatii, sin'shM, C.
Siauessa, sin-u-es'sa, C.
Sinuessanus, sin'u-es-sa'nus, C.
Sion. si'on, B.
Sioout, Siout, or Siut, se-oot', M.
Siope. si-o'pe, C.
Sious, sr>o ; in F. se-flo', 3f.

Siphmoth, sifmoth, B.
Sipontum, si-pon'tum, or Sipus,

si'pus, C.

Sippai, sip'pa, B.
Sipylene, sip-i-le'ne. C.
Sipylus, sip'i-lus, C.
Sirach, si'rak, B.
Sirah, si'ra, B.
Sirtonis, sir-bo'nis, C
Siredones, si-redro-nez, C
Sirenes, si-re'nSz, C.
Sirini, si-ri'ni, C.
Sirion, sir'i-on, B.
Siris, si'ris, C.
Sirius, slr'i-us, C.
Sirmio, ser'mi-o ;^mium, -mi-um, C.
Sirnides, ser'ni-dez, C.
Siromus, si-ro'mus, C.
Siropaeones, sTr-o-pe'c-nez, C.
Sisamai, si-sanr'a-i^JS.
Sisamnes, si-sam^nez, C.
Sisapo, sis'a-po, C.
Sisara, sis'a-ra, C.
Siscia, sis'shi-a, C.
Sisenna, si-sen^na, C.
Sisera, sis'e-ra, B.
Sisidona, sis-i-do'na, C.
Sisi- or Sisygambis, sis-i-gam'bis,

Sisines, sis'i-nez^C.
Sisinnes, si-sin'nez, C.
Sismondi, sis-m5nrdl ; in It. ses-

mon /'de, M.
Sisopa, si-so'pa, C.
Sistova, sis-to'va, or Shtab, shtab,
M.

Sisypnides, si-sif'i-dez, C.
Sisyphus, sis

ri-fus, C.
Sitacene, sit-a-se'ne, C.
Sitalces, si-taKsez, C.
Sitheni, si-the'ni, C.
Sithnides, sith'ni-dez, G
Sitkon, si'thon, C.
Sithono, si-tho^ne, C.
Sithones, sith'o-nez, C.
Sithonia. si-tho'ni-a; -nil, -nl-I, C.
Sithonis. sith'o-nis. C.
Sitia, sish'T-a ; -ius, -1-us, C.
Sitkokf, sit-kokf, or Sikokf, se-

koki', M.
Sitnah, sit'na, B.
Sitomagus, si-to_m''a-gus, C.
Sitones, sifo-nez, C.
Sittace, sifa-se ; -ceni, -se'ni, C.
Sitteberis, sit-te-be'ris, C.
Siva, se'va, H.
Sivan, si'van, B.
Sivas : same as Seevas, M.
Siwab. : same as Seewah, M.
Sizyges, siz'i-jez, C.
Sjbberg, she'bSrg, M.
Sjogren, she'gren, M.
Skagger Rack, skagrg?r-rak, M.
Skane, sko'na ; in D. Schonen,
sko'nen; G. sho'nen ; also Sca-
nia, ska'nc-a, M.

Skaneateles, skan-c-at'les, M.
Skibbereen, skib-ber-en', M.
Skimir, sker'ner, N.
Skrymnir. skrim'ngr, N.
Skrzynecki. skzhe-net'ske, M.
Skye, ski. M.
Sla- or Sclavonia, sla-vo'ni-a, 3f.

Sleidan, sli'dan, M.; in L. Sleida-
nus, sli-dn'nus, C.

Sleipnir, slep'ner, iV.

Sleswick, sles'wik; in Don. Slesvig,
sles'vig; in G. Schleswig, shles'-

visr, M?
Slidell, sli-deK, M.
Sluys, si ois, M.
Smaragdus, sma-rag/'dus, C.
Smenus, sme'mis, C.
Smerdomenes, sm5r-dom/'e-nez, C.
Smilax, smi'laks, C.
Smilis. smi'lis, C
Smintheus, smin'the-us or -thus, C.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; ?nd, eve, tSrm ; Ttn, Ice ; Sdd, tone, 6r

;

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian 5 H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; N, Norse. [See p. 521.]



SMOLENSK
Smolensk, Smolensk', or Smolen-
sko, sino-leu'sko, M.

Smyrna, smer'na, B. and M. ; in
Turkish Izmeer, iz-mer'.

Snellaert^snel'lart, M.
Sneyd, sued, M.
Snorri Sturluson, snor're-stoor'ldo-
sun, M.

Snowden, sno'den, M.
So, so, B.
Soana, so-a'na : -nes, -nez, C.
Soandus^ so-an'dus, C.
Soaue, son, M.
Sobieski, so-be-es'ke, M.
Sobura, so-bu'ra, C.
Socho, -choh, -coh, so'ko, B.
Sociaus, so-si'nus ; in It. Sozzini,

sdt-serne, M.
Socotra, so-ko'tra or sok'o-tra, M.
Socratea, sok-ra-te'a ; -tia, -ti'a

;

-teum, -te'um, C.
Socrates, sok'ra-tez ; -tis, -tis, C.
Sodi, so'di, B.
Sodom, sod'om, B.
Sodoma, sod'o-ma, B. and C.
Sodomitae, sod-o-ini'te, C.
Sodomites, sod'om-itz, B.
Soebi, so-e'bi <= Suevi), C.
Saemias, se'mi-as, C.
Sofala, sofa/la. or so'fa-la, M.
Sogdiana, sog-di-a'na ; -nus, -nus,

Soi3Sons, swas-sox', M.
Solander, so-laii'dgr, M.
Solanu3, so-la'nus, C.
Solenus, soKe-nus, C.
Soleure,_so-lur/'; in G. Solothurn,
so-lo-toom', M.

Solfatara, sol-fa-ta/ra, M.
Solferino, sol-fa-re /'no, M.
Solger, zol'g'r, M.
Soliman, soKi-man or so-lT-man':
siime as Suleyman, M.

Solinus, so-li'mis, C.
SoUj, so-les' M.
Sollenm, sol-le'um, C.
Soloce, sol'o-se, C.
Solois, sol'o-is, C.
Solomon, soKo-mon, B.
Solon, so'lon, C.
Solona, so-lo'iia, C.
Solonates, sol-o-na'tez, C.
Solonium, so-lo'ni-um, C.
Soloon, snKo-on, C.
Soluiti"i, sol-nn-ti'ni, C.
Solus so'lus, C.
Solyjea, sol-i-je'a, C.
Solyma, soKi-ma ; -mse, -me ; -mi,
-mi; -mus, -mus, C.

Soma, pn'ma, H.
Somauli, so-maw'le, M.
Somena (a city), so-me'na; (driv-

er), som/e-na, C._

Someiffes, som'e-nez, C.
Somers, .sum'g'-z, M.
Somerset, sunr'er-set, M.
Somme, som, M.
Sdmmering, zem^mgr-ing, M.
Sondershausen, son'dgrz-how'zn,
M.

Sonoba, son'o-ba, C.
SoTiora, so-no'ra, M.
Sontag, son'tag, M.
Sontiates, son-ti'a-tez, C.
Sontini, son-ti'ni, C.
Sontius, son'shi-us, C.
Soodan: see Soudan.
Sooloo, soo-loo', M.
Sooltaneeyeh or Sultanieh, sool-tii-

ne'a, M.
Soorabayaor Surabaya, soo-ra-bi'a,
M.

Soormool, Sourmoul, or Surmul,
soor-mooK, M.
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Sootcheoo or Soutcheou, soo-che-
ob', M.

Sopater, Rop'a-tgr, B. and C.
Sophaenetus, so-ien^e-tus, C.
Sophax, so'i'a'ks, C.
Sopnene, so-fe'ne, C.
Sophereth, sofe-reth, B.
Sophia, so'fi-a or so-fi'a, C. ; so-
fe'a (same as Triaditza, tre-a-
dit'sa) M.

Sophilus, sofi-lus, C.
Sophinus, so-fi'nus, C.
Sophocles, sofo-klez, C.
Sophomene, so-fom'e-ne, C.
Sophonia, so-io

/,
ni-a, C.

Sophonias, sol'-o-ni,as, B.
Sophonisba, sof-o-niz'ba, C.
Sophron, so'fron, C.
Sophrona, sofro-na, C.
Sophronia, so-froA ni-a, C.
Sophronicus, so-fron,i-kus or sof-

lo-ni'kus, C.
Sophroniscus, sof-ro-nis-'kus, C.
Sophronius, so-fro^ni-us, C.
Sophrosyne, so-fros,i-ne, C.
Sopithos, so-pi'thez, C.
Sopolis, sop'o-lis, C.
Soprony, sho-prony' (2 syl.) : same
as Oedenburg, m.

Sora, so'ra, C.
Soractes, so-rak'tez, or -te, -te, C.
Soranus, so-ra'nus, C.
Sorata, so-ra'ta, M.
Sordice, sor^di-se, C.
Sorek, so'rek, B.
Sores, so'reks, C.
Soritia, so-risli/i-a, C.
Sorrento, sor-ren'to, M.
Sosagoras. so-sag^o-ras, C.
Sosia. so'shi-a, C.
Sosibius, so-sib^i-us, C.
Sosicles, sos'i-klez, C.
Sosiclides, sos-i-klKdez, C.
Sosicrates, so-sik'ra-tez, C.
Sosigenes, so-sij

/,

e-nez, C.
Sosii. so'slii-i, C.
Sosilus, sos'i-lus, C.
Sosimenes, so-sim'e-nez, C.
Sosipater, so-sip'a-ter, B.
Sosipolis, so-sip'o-lis, C.
Sosistratus, so-sis'tra-tus, C
Sositheus, sn-sith''e-us, C.
Sosius, so'shi-us, C.
Sospita, sos'pi-ta, C.
Sosthenes, sosrthe-nez, B. and C.

;

-nis. -nis, C.
Sostratue. sos'tra-tus, B. and C.
Sosxetra, sosks'e-tra, C.
Sotades, Rofa-dez, C.
Sotai, so'ta-i, B.
Soter, softer, C.
Sotera, so-te'ra; -res, -rez ; -rus,

-rus. C.
Soteria, so-te'ri-a, C.
Soterichus or -icus, so-tgr'i-kus, C.
Sotheby, suth'e-bl, M.
Sothis, so'this, C- _
Sotiates, so-shi-a'tez, C.
Sotigena, so-tij'e-na. C.
Sotion, so'Rhi-on ; -tius, -shi-us, C.
Sotira, so-ti'ra, C.
Soudan, Soodan, or Sudan, sou-

rtii-i', M.
Sourabaya, etc. : see Soorabaya,

etc.. M.
Soule, ?5I, M.
Soul', soo-la^ M.
Soulouque, sno-look /', M.
Soult, soolt, M.
Sousam or Sousam : see Samos, M.
Sous, ro'us, C.
Soutcheo : see Sootcheoo, M.
Southampton, snth-hamp'tun, M.
Southard, suth'eVd, M.

STAMENB
Southern, suth/ern, M.
Southey, sow&'T, M.
Southwark (in London), suth'grk;

(in Philadelphia, Pa.), sowtb/-
wSrk, M. _

Souvestre, soo-vestr', M.
Souza, so'za, M.
Sowerby, sow'gr-bt, M.
Soxotae, soks'o-te, C.
Soyer, soi'er or swa'ya, M.
Sozomene, so-zom^e-ne; -nus, -nus,

C.
Sozopolis, so-zop'o-lis, C.
Sozusa, so-zu'sa ; -sae, -se, C.
Spa, spaw, M.
Spaco, spa'ko, C.
Spaendonk, span'dBnk, M.
SpagEoletto, spiin-yo-lefto : same
a* Rib era, M.

Spain, span, B.
Spalatro, spii-la'tro, M.
Spalding, spawld'ing, M.
Spalethra, spaKe-thra, C.
Spallanzani, spsil-lan-za/'ne, M.
Spardau span^dow, M.
Spanheim. span'him, M.
Spargapithes, spar-ga-pi'thez, C.
Sparta, spar^ta, \R.
Spartacus, spiir'ta-kus, C.
Spartani, spar-ta^ni; -nus, -nus, C.
Spartianus, spar-shi-a'nus, C.
Spartiatae, spar-shi-a'te, C.
Spartocus. spar'tr-kus, C.
Spartolus, spar-to'lus, C.
Spatale spi\tra-le, C.
Spevdusa, spen-du'sa, C.
Spercheos, spgr-ke'os, C.
Sperchia, spgr-ki'4; -chius, -ki'us;

airi -cheus, -kc'vis, C.
Sperchior.ides, Rpgr-ki-on'i-dez, C.
Spermatophagi, sper-lTla-tol:''a-ji,C

,
.

Speusippus, spu-sip'pus, C.
Spey, spa, M.
Speyer or Spire, sptr, M.
Sphacteria, siak-te'ri-a, C.
Sphecea, sie-se'a, C.
Sphendone. si'en'do-ne, C.
Sphinx, stinks, E.
Sphodrias, sio'dri-as, C.
Spiegel, spe'gel, M.
Spilumene, spi-lu'me-ne, C.
Spinola, spe'iio-lS, M.
Spinoza, spe-no'za, M.
Spintharus, spin'tha-rus, C.
Spio, spi'o, C.
Spitamenes, spi-tam'e-nez, C.
Spithridates, spith-ii-da'tez, C.
Spitzbergen^spitz-bgrg'en, M.
Spl jgen sploo'- or splg'gen, M.
Spoletium, spo-le'shi-um, C.
Spoleto spo-Ia'to, M.
Spoletum, spo-le'tum, C.
Sporades, spor'a-daz, C. and 31.

Spurinna, spn-rin^na, C.
Spurius, spn'ri-us, C.
Spurtzheim, spoo.-ts'lilm or spei'zr-

im, A/.

Squarcione, skwar-cho'na, If.

Squier, skwlr, M.
Stab or Staab, stab, M.
Staterius, sta-lje'ri-us, C.
Stabise sta'bi-e. C.
Stabroek, sta'bro^k : same aa
Georgetown, M.

Stabulum, stab'u-lum, C.
Stachys, sta'kis, B.
Stael. stal or stawl, M.
Stagira, sta-ji'rd ; -rus, -rus, C.
Stagirites, stai-i-ri'tez, C.
Stahl. stal. M.
Staius, sta'yus, C^
Stamboul, s'tam-booK: same as Con-
stantinople, M.

Stamene, stam re-ne, C.

siln. cube, full ; moon. iVSot : cow, oil : linger or ink, tlicn, boxboN, chair, get.

JS, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; iV, Norse. [See p. 52LJ
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Stanhope, stan'up, M.
Staai3lau3, stan-is-la'us or stan-is-

la'us, 31,

Stapel, sta/pel, 31.

Staphylu3, stai'i-lus, C.
Stargard. star'gart, M.
Sta3ander, sta-san'der, C.
Stisanor, sta-sa'nor, C.
Stasea3. sta'se-as, C.

Stasicrates. sta-sik'ra-tez, C.
Stasileos, sta-sil'e-os, C.
Stasimus, stas'i-mus, C.
Stasinus. sta-si'nus, C.
Statanus. sta-ta'mis, C.

Staten Island, stat'tn-i'land, M.
Statilia. sta-tiKi-a ; -ius, -i-us, C.
Statina, sta-ti'iia, C.
Statinse, stat'i-ne, C.
Statira, sti-ti'ra, C.
Statiu3, st I'shi-us, C.
Stator, sta'tor, C.
Statuliaus, stat-u-li'nus, C.
Staubbach, stowb'biik, M.
St udlin, stoid'lin, M.
Staunton, stan'tun or stan'tun, 31.

Stavaager. sta-vang'ger, 31.

Stay :er, stt'ner, 31.

Steenwyck or -wijk, stan'wik, 31.

Stefano, stefa-no, 31.

Stejar.os, steg/a-nos, C.
Stein, stln, M.
Steirach, sti'nak, M.
Stei a,u, sti'no, M.
SteUate3, stcl-la'tez, C.
Stellio, stel'li-o, C.
Stena, ste'iia, C.
Stecoboea, sten-o-be'a. CL
Sterocrates. >te-nok'ra-tez, C.
Steatoris. stou'to-ris, V.
Steiyclerus, steu-i-kle'rus, C.
Stephana, stel'a-na; -ne, -ne; -nus,
-mis, C.

Stephanas, s_tefa-nas, B.
Stephar.i. sta-ia/ne, 31.

Stephauumene, stef-a-nu'me-ne, C.
Stephanusa, stef-a-nu'sa, C.
Stephen, ste'vn, li.

\ Stephusa, ste-fu'sa, C.
Sterope, stSr'o-pe; -pea, -pez; -pis,

-pis, a.
Stertinius, ster-tiri'i-us, C.
Stesagoras, ste-sag'o-ras, C
Stesamenus, ste-sam'e-nus, C.
Stesenor, ste-se'rior, C.
Stesishorus, ste-sik'o-rus, C.
Stesiclides, stes-i-kli'dez, C.
Stesilaus, -tes-i-la'us, C.
Ste3imbrotus,_stc-siin'bro-tus, C.
Stettin, stct-ten'. 31.

Stettiner Haff, stet-ten'er-haf, 31. !

Steuben, stu'ben or stu-ben'; in G. \

st. i'ben, M.
Steubsnville. stu'ben-vil, 31.

Steyer, sti ,_J/.

Stcyr.irg. staining, M.
Stj.e ebtsa. sthen-c-be'a, C.

Sthe elaidas. sthcn-p-la/i-das, C.
Sthenelais, sthen-e-la'is ; -us, -us,

Sthsrelas, sthen'e-las; -le, -le; -lus,

-lus, C.
Sthe. is. sthe'nis ; -no, -no, C.
Stho ius, sthe'ni-us, C.
Stic-iitz, stej'lits, M.
Sti lia o, stel-vii'iio, M.
Stij,Lnaier or Stiglmayer, stig'l'mi-

StllUdes, stiKbi-dez, C.
Stil.:i3a, sti'-bu'sa, C.
St-liclio, stiKi-ko, C.
Sti:.iicon, stim'i-kon, C.
Sti;chclu3, > if'c-lus, C.
Stiria, stir-'i-a, C.
Stobseu3, sto-be'us, C.

St'ickhardt or Stoeckhardt, stek'-
hart, M.

Stockholm, stok'holm, M.
Stoechades, stek'a-dez, C.
Stoici. stu'i-si ; -icus, -i-kus, C.
Stoicida, stn-is'i-da, C.
Stoics, bto'iks, B.
Stoicus, sto'i-kus, C.
Sto^ehenge, ston'henj, M.
Stonington, ston'ing-tun, M.
Stoqueler, stok'we-ler, M.
Storace, sto-rii'cha or stBr'as, 31.

Storrs, storz, M.
Stowell, sto'el, M.
Stratane, stra-ban', 3L
Strabellini, stiab-el-li-'ni, C.
Strato, stra'bo, C.
Strahan or Strachan, strawn, 31.

Stralsund, straKsoond, M.
Stranraer, stran-rawr', M.
Straparola, stra-pii-ro'la, or Strap-

arole, strap'a-rol, 3[.

Strasbourg, straz'burg: in F. straz-

b<Tbrr ; in G. Strassburg, stlas,-

botirg, 31.

Strasburg (in Germany), stras''-

boopg; {in U. S.) stras'berg, 31.

Stratarchus, stra-tar'kus, C.

Stratejus, stra-te'gus, C.

Stratico, stra'te-ko, M.
Strato, stra'toi -ton, 4on, C.

Stratocles, stratro-klez, C.

Stratoclia, strat-o-kli'a ; -elides,

-dez, C.
Stratola, strat'o-la; -las, -las, C.

Stratonice, strat-o-ni'se; -cus, -kus,
C.

Stratonicea, strat-ton^-se'a, C
Stratoniceus, strat/o-ni-se,us, C.
Stratonicus, strat-o-ni'kus, C.
Stratopeda, stra-top'e-da, C.
Stratophon, stratro-fon, C.
Strauss, t trows, M.
Strepsiades, strep-si-'a-dez, C.
Stri3el, stre'gl, M.
StroLilum, strob'i-lum, C.
Stroganof or -anow, sti o-ga-nof ,3f.

Strogola, stro-gor la, (.'.

StrombicMdes, stiom-bik'ri-dez, C.
Stromboli, strom'bo-le, M.
Strongyle, stron'ji-le; -lo3,-los; -lus,

Strop'hades, strof'a-dez, C.
Strophius, strorfi-us, C.
Strozzi, strot'se, M.
Struersee, stvoo'en-za', 31.

Strathia, stru-thi'a, C.
Struihophagi, stru-thof 'a-ji, C.
Struthopodes, stru-tliop'o-dez, C.
Struthus, stu'thus, C.
Struve. st-oorv5, 3f.

Strylele, stri-be'le, C.
Stryma, stri'ma ; -me, -me ; -mon,
-m m, C.

Strymodorus, strim-n-do,rus, C.
Stryjnov.is, strim'o-nis, C.
Stu.era stu-be'ra, C.
Stuhlweissenburg, stool - vi ' sen -

boo g', 31.

Sturm. st36rm, M.
Stur-ii. sttr-ni'i, C.
Stuttgart or Stutgard, stufgart; in

G. stdot'Kiirt, 31.

Stuyvesant, sti've_-sant, M.
Stymtara, stim-'ba-ra, C.
Stymmodorus, stim-ino-rlo ,'rus. C.
Stymphalides, stim-faKi-dez, C.
Stymphalis, stim-fa'lis; -lum, -lum;

-lus. -his, C.
Styra, sti'ra, C.
Styria, sHr'i-a, 31.

Suabia or Swabia, swa'bi-a, M.
Suada. su-a'da, C.
Suadela, swa-de'la, C.

Suagela, su-aj'e-la, C.
Suah, su'a, B.
Suana, su-a'na, C.
Suardones, su-ar-do'nez or swar'-
do-nez, C.

Suastene. su-as-te'ne, C.
Suba, su'ba, B.
Subai, su'ba-i, B.
Subalpinus, sub-al-pi'nus, C.
Sublaqueum, sub-la'kwe-um, C.
Sublicius, su-blish'i-us, C.
Submontorium, sub-mou-to'ri-um,

C.
Subuio, su'bu-lo, C.
Subura, su-bu'ra, C.
Suburra. su-bur'ra, C.
Sucathites, su'ka-thitz, B.
Succoth, suk'koth, B.
Succoth-benoth, suk'koth-be'noth,
B.

Suchathites, su rkath-itz, B.
Suchet, se-sha', 31.

Sucro, su'kro, C.
Sud. sud, B.
Sudan : same as Soudan, M.
Sudermania, su-der-ma / m-a or su-
dSr-ma'ne-a: same as Sudermann-
land, su'der-man-land', M.

Sudeti, su-de'ti, C.
Sudetic, su-det'ik, M.
Sudias, su'di-as, B.
Sudri, su'drY, N.
Sue. su ; in F. se, M.
Suebus, su-e'bus, C.
Suessa, su-es'sa, C.
Suessanus, swes-sa'nus, C.
Suejsiones, swes-shi-o'nez or -si'o-
nez, C.

swes'so- or swes-so'nez,

-vus,
Suetonius, swe-to'ni-us, C.
Suevi, swe'vi ; -vius, -vt-us :

-vus, a
Suez. _suo''ez ; in Arab, soo-ez' or
soo-az', 3f.

Suf6ras, su-fe r nas, C.
Suffenus, suf-fe'nus, C.
Suffetes, suf-fe'- or suf'fe-tez, C.
Suffolk, suf'fuk, 31.

Suidas. su ri-das, C.
Suilius, su-iKi-us, C.
Suillates, su-il-la'tez, C.
Suiones,_swi /

'o- or swi-ornez, C.
Suir, slioor, 31.

Suira. swe'ra, = Mogadore,^)/.
Suismontium, su-is-mon'slii-um, C.
Sukkiims, suk'ki-imz, B.
Sulcius, sul'shi-us, C.
Suleyman, soo-la-iniin /'

: same as
SOLIMAN, 31.

Sully. suKlT : in F. se-ye', M.
Sulpitia, <>' -picia. sul-pish'i-a; -pit-

iui o • -picius, -pish'i-us, C.
Sumatra, soo-iiia'trii. 3f.

sum-b'iw'wa, 3f.

suni-ma-'nez ; -nus, -nus.
C.

Sun'cury, siin'ber-e, M.
Surda. sun'da, 31.

Su-derlard. su u 'der-land, M.
Susici, su'ni-si, C.
Surium, su'ni-nm, C.
Suodona, su-od'o-na, C.
Suovetaurilia, su'o - ve'taw-riFT-a,

C.
Superum Mare, su/pe-rum-ma/

're,

V.
Sur, ser, B.
Sura, su'ra : -rus, -rus, C.
Surajah Dowla, ser-a/ja-dow/

'la, M.
Surat, soo-raf, 3f.

Surena, su-re'na : -nas, -nas, C.
Surinam, soo-ri-nam /', M.
Surium, su'ri-um ; -rius, -ri-us, C.

am, fame, far, pass

B, Biblical ; C, Classical j E
r opera, fare ; Cud, eve, term : Tn, ice : Sdd, tone, 6r

;

Egyptian ; M, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; It, Norse. [See p. 52J.]
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Surmul : same as Soohmooi., soor-
mool', 31.

Surrentum, sur-ren'turn, C.
Surtr, ser'ter, i\

T
.

Surya, sooi'ya, //.

Suaa. su'^a, B. and C.
Su3am. soo-sain'': same as Samos, 31.

Susana. su'sa-na, C.
Susanchites, xu'san-kltz, B.
Susanna, -nah, su-zan'na, Ji.

Susarion, su-sa'ri-on, C.
Susi. su'si, B.
Susiaaa, su-shi-a'na ; -ni, -ni, C.
Susis, su'sis, C.
Susquehanna, sus-kwe-han'na, M.
Suthul, su'thul, C.
Satledge, sut'lej, M.
Sutritun, su'tri-um, C.
Suwar.es sn-wa'ne, M.
Suwarrow, Scuvaroff, Suvarov, Sou-
voroff, Suvorov, o>- Suworow, in

E. s'O-Sr'i'^; Ilms. soo-vo'iof, 21.

Sveaborg, sva-a-bo.-g', 31.

Swabia (-= Suaiua), swa'bY-a, 31.

Swar.evelt, swii'iie-velt', M.
Swansea, swon'se, 31.

Swartwout, swart'wowt, M.
Sweden, swe'dn; in Sw. Swerige,

swtM-'e-g , M.
Swedenborg. swe'den-bSrg'; in Stv.

swa'den-borg, M.
Sweera or Suira, swe'ra : same as
MOGADORE, At.

Sweynheim, swln'hlm, M.
Switzerland, swit'zer-land; in G.

Scliweitz, shvits; in F. La Suisse,
la swis or swes, M.

Syager, si'a-ier, C.

Syagrus, si-a'grus, C.
Sybaris, sib'a-ris, C.
Sybarita, sib-a-ri'ta, C.
Sybaritis, sib-a-ri'tis, C.
Sycerus, sib'e-rus, C.

Sybota, sib'o-ta ; -tas, -tas, C.
Sycamine, sik'a-min, B.
Sycene, si-se'ne, B.
Sychar, si'kiir, B.
Sychem, si'kein, B.
Sydenham, sid'n-am, M.
Syedra, si'e-dra, C.
Syelus, si-e'Ius, B.
Syene. si-e'ne, B. and C.
Syenites, si-e-ni'tez, C.
Syennesis, si-en'ne-sis, C.
Sylea. sil'e-a ; -eum, -e-um, C
Syleus, siKe-us o/^si'lus, C.
Syliones, si-li'o-nez, C.
Syloson, sil'n-son, C.
Sylvanus, sil-va'iius, C.
Sylvia, sil'vi-a ; -vius, -vi-us, C.
Syma. si'ma ; -me, -mo. C.
Symbola. sim'bo-la; -lum, -lum, C.

Symmachu3. sirn'ma-kus, C.
Symplegades, siin-pleg'a-dez, C.
Symplegas, sim-ple'gas, C.
Syncellu3, sin-seKlus, C.
Syredri. sin'e-dri, C.
Synephebi. sin-e-fe'bi, C.
Synesius, si-ne'shi-us, C.
Sycete, sin'e-te, C.
Synetus. sin'e-tus, C.
Synethia, sin-e-thi'a, C.
Syngelus, fdn'je-lus, C.
Synhalus, sin'ha-lus, C.
Synhietse, sin-hi-e'te, C.
Synnada, sin'mi-da, C.
Synnaus, sin'na-us, C.
Synuoon, sin'no-on, C.
Synodium, si-no'di-um, C.
Synoduj, sin'o-diis, C.
Synorii3, si-no'nis, C.
Syaope, si-no'pe, C.
Synpheron, sin'ie-ron, C.
Syntiche, sin'ti-ke, Ji.

Syntyche, sin'ti-ke, C.
Syphseum or -pheum, si-fe'um, C.
Sypha:-:, .si'f';iks,_C'.

Sypholes, sii'o-lez, C.
Syracosia, slr-i-ko'shT-a, C.
Syracusae, sTr-a-ku'se, ('.

Syracusani, stKa-ku-sa'ni, C.
Syracuse, sir'u-kus, B. and M. ; in

II. oiricusa, se-re-koo'sii, M.
Syrastrene, sTr-as-tre'nc, C.
Syria, slr'i-a, B., C, and M.
Syria-maachah, sTr/i-a-ma''a-ka, B.
Syrianu3, slr-i-a'nus, C.
Syrieni, sTr-i-erni, C.
Syrinx, bi'i inks, C.
Syrion, str'i-on, B.
Syrmatae, ser'ina-te or ser-ma'te,

I C.
I Syr^etho. sSr-ne'tho, C.
Syrocilices, sTr-o-sil ri-.sez, C.
Syromedia, str-r-me'di-a, C.

i

Syrophenicia, si'ro-fe-nish'i-a, B.
Syrophoer.ices, sfr'n-fe-ni'sez, C.

I

Syrophoer.ix, str-o-i'e'uiks, C.
Syro;i, ; i

r nis, C.
Syrtibolos, sSr-ti-bo'los, C.
Syrtica, ^^i-'ti-ka, C.
Syrus. si'rus, C.
Syspiritis. sis-pi-ti'tis, C.
Sythas. si'thas, C.
Szegodin, seg-ed-enr or -Yn', M.

T.

Taanach, ta'a-nak, B.
Taanath-shiloh. ta'a-nath-shi'lo, B.

Taautes, ti-iw'tez, C.
Tafcalus, tab'i-lus, C.
Tabaoth or Tabbaoth, tab'ba-5th,

B.
Tabareeyeh or Tabaria, tab-a-re'a,
M.

Tabasco, ta-bns /'ko, M.
Tabbath, tnb'bath, 75.

Tabeal. ta'be-al : -el, -el, B.
Tabellius, ta-beKli-us, B.
Tater.i, ta-be'iii ; -num, -num, C.
Taberah, tab'e-ra, B.
Tabie-^i, tnb-i-e'ni, C.
Tabitha. tub'i-tha, B.
Tabliope, tn-bli'o-pc, C
Tabor ta'bS -, B. and C.
Tabraca, tab'ra-ka, C.
Tabreez o" Tabriz, tii-brez': same
« Tauris, t^w'ris, M.

Tabriiion, t;ib, '-i-m(in, B.
Tabuda, ti-bit'da, C
Tatules. tn-bu'lex, C.
Taburnui. t'-bSi rnup, C.
Tacape. tak'n- or ta-ka'pe, C.
Tacaphoris. tak-a-fo'ris, C.
Tacatui, tak-a- fu'a, C.
Tacazze or -katze, tii-kat'sa; also
Takatz, ta-kats', ?,I.

Tacfarinas. tak-t'a-ri'nas, C.
Tachmorita. t->k'nio-nit, B.
Tachompse, tn-kninp'-se, C.

Tachori, tak'o-ri, C.
Tachos, ti'kos, C.
Tacita, tis'i-ta ; -tus, -tn.s, C.
Tacola. tak'o- or ta-ko'la, C.
Taconides, ta-kon'i-dez, C.
Tacopy, ta-ko'nt, C.
Tadmor. tarKindr, B.
Taedifera, tc-dif'e-ra, C.
Taenaride3, te-nar'i-dez, C.
Taanaros, tcn'a-ros ; -rum, -rum ;

-ru3, -rus, C.
Taepa, ta-e-'pa, C.
Tafilet, t-.f-i-let', or -lelt, -lelf, M.
Taganrog, ta,--an-rog', or -rok,iganrog,
-rok', M.

i Tajliacozzi. tal-va-kdfsee: same as
\

Tai..iacotius,'J/

I

Tacliarae '•to, tal-ya-men'to, M.
I
Tajlici tiil-yo'iie, M.
Taglio Novissimo, tal'vo-no-vis'se-

I
mo; M.

!
Taro- ius, ta-go'ni-us, C.
Tagus, tn'ti'ils, ('. and 31.; in Sp.

j

Tajo. ta'ho: J'g- Tejo, tarzho, M.
Taha,n. t-i'bin, B.
Tahapai.es ta-hap'a-nez, B.

;

Tahath, ta'hath, Ji.

|

Tahiti, ta-he'te : formerly Otahei-

i
Tahlequah, tit'le-kwii, 31.

|

Tahpaiihes, ta'pan-liez, B.
Ta,hper.es, tii'pe-iiez, B.
Tabroa. ta'ie-a, B.
Tahtim-hodshi, ta'tim-hocKshi, /?.

Taiwan, ti-won /': same as Fohmosa,
31.

Ta-Kiang, ta-ke-ang' : same as
Yang-tse-kiang, etc., M.

Talabroca, ta-lab'ro-ka, C.
Talicori t-U-a-ko'ri, C.
Tal?Jo ; ides, tal/a-i-on,i-dez, C.
Talasio, ta-la'shi-o, C.
Talissius, ta-las'shi-us, C.
Talaus. taKa-us, C
Talj;vera de la Reyna, ta-la-va'ra-

da-lii-ra'en-a, M.
Talbot, tawKbnt, M.
Talcahuana, tal-ka-wa,na, M.
Talstum, tal'e-tum, C.
Talfourd, tawKfurd, 31.

Taliaferro, toKt-ver, also teKfgr,
31.

Talitha-cumi. tal'i-tha-ku'mi, B.
Tallahassee, tal-la-has'se, M.
Tallahatchie, til-la-hrch'e, 31.

Tallapoosa, t il-la-poo'sa, 31.

Tallart or -lard, tal-lar', M.
Talleyrard, tal'll'-rand ; in F. tiil-

1 1- Sx', 31.

Talliei, ta-!e-a\ /", 31.

Tallmadge. taKmij, 31.

Talmai, tal'ma, //.

Talmeia, taKme-na, C.
Talmon, t il'inon, B.
Talsas, til'sss, B.
Talthybius, tnl-thib'i-us, C.
Tamah, ta'ma, B.
Tamaqua. hi-mnw'kwa, 31.

Tamar, ta'mar, B.
Tamarus. tam'n-rus, C.
Tamaulipas. ta-mow-le^pas, 3T.

Tamlof. -bov, or -bow, tam-bof, 3f.

Tamerlane, tarn 'e: -Ian or tam-gr-
lan', 31.

Tamesa, tnm'e-sa or ta-me'sa, C.
Tamesis, tam'e-sis, C.
Taroiani. ta-ini-a'ni, C.
Tamiathis, tiim-i-a'tliis, C.
Tammuz. tnm'muz, B.
Tamos, ta'mos, C.
Tamphilus, tnrn'fi-lus, C.
Tampico tam-pe'ko: samp as Pueb-

lo Nuevo, pweb/lo-nwa'vo, 31.

Tamyraca, tn-mi'ia-ka, C.
Tanach, ta'ink, B-
Tanager, tan'a-jer or tn-na'jer, C.
Tanagra, tan'a-gra or ta-na'gra,

Tanais, tan'a-is, C.
Tanaitae. tan-a-i'te ; -tis, -tis, C.
Tananarivoo, ta-na-na-re-voo', 31.

Tanaquil, tan'a-kwil. ('.

Tanasserim : same as Te.vasserim,
31.

Tanetani, tan-e-tarni, C.
Tanetum, ta-ne'tum, C.
Taiiey. taw'nY, M.
Tangier, tan-jer', At.

Tanhumeth, tan'hu-meth, B.

sfin. cQbe, full : moon, fci£t ; cow, oil : linger or ink. then, boxboN. chair, get.

B, Biblical v C, Classical \ E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ( N, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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Tanis. ti'nis, B. ami C.
Tarjore. tan-j5r', M.
Tantalides, tan-tnKi-dez, C.
Tantalis, tan'ta-lis : -lus, -lus, C.
Tantarene. t m-ta-re'ne, C.
Tanusius, ta-nu'shi-us, C.
Taoca. tn-o'ka ; -ci, -si. C.
Taoee, ta/o-se ; -chi, -ki, C.
Taoci, ta-o'si, C.
Taormiaa, tii-or-me'na, 31.

Taos, ta'ds or tows.^if.

Tapajos, ta-pa'zhos : same as To-
I'AYOS. M.

Taphath, ta'fath, B.
Taphise. M'fi-e ; -phii, -fY-I, C.
Taphiassus. ta-fi-as'sus, C.
Taphitis. ta-fi'tis, C.
Taphaes. taf'nez, B.
Taphoa, ta'fon, B.
Tipori. tap'o-ri, C.
Taposiris, tap-o-si'ris, C.
Tappahannock, tap-pa-han'nuk,

it.

Tappuah. tap'pu-a, B.
Taprobane. ta-prob'a-ne, C.
Taptee, tap'te, M.
Tapura. ta-pu'ra ; -ri. -ri, C.
Tapurei. t.i-;>u're-i, C.
Tapyri. tap'i-ri, C.
Tarah. ta'ra, B.
Tarakai, tS:--a-ki': same as 5a.ghal-

ien. sag-hal'i-en, 31.

Taralah, tar'a-la, B.
Taranis, tar'a-nis, C.
Taranto, ta'ran-to, 3L
Taras, ta'ras. C.
Tarascon. ta-ras'kon, C. ; t'a-ras-

kox', 31.

Tararuppus, tar-aks-ip'pus, C.
Tarazona, ta-ra-thb'na, 31.

Tarbelli. tar-bel'll, C.
Tarbes, tarb, if.

Tarchetius. tar-ke'shi-us, C.
Tarchondimotus, tar-kon-dim'o-

t.ls, C.
Tarea. ta're-a, B.
Tarentiuus, tar-en-ti'nus, C.
Tarentum, ta-ren'tum : -tus, -tus,

C.
Tarichea (in Egi/nt) tar-i-ke'a ; (in

Palestine) ta-nk'e-a, C.
Tarifa. tii-re'fa, 3T.

Tari ates, tar-i-na'tez, C.
Tariotse, tar-i-o'te, C.
Tarpeiv tar-ne'va; -ius. -yus, C.
Tarpelites. taVpel-Itz, B"
Tarpetes. tar-pe'tez, ('.

Tarquiaia. tar-kwin'i-a ; -il, -T-I :

-iui - r-us, C.
Tarquitius, tar-kwish'i-us, C.
Tarauitus, taVkwi-tus, C.
Tarraciaa. t&r-ra-si'na, C.
Tarraco, tai 'ra-ko, C.
Tarragona, tar-ra-go'na, 31.

Tarrutius, tar-ru'shi-us, C.
Taxsatica. tar-sat'i-ka, C.
Tarshis. tar'shis; -shish, -shish, B.
Tarsius, tiii-'shi-us, C.
Tarsoos. -sous, or -sus, tar-soos', M.
Tarsuras. tiir-su'ras, C.
Tarsus far'sus, B.
Tartaglia, tar-tal'ya, 31.

T&rtak, tar'tak, B.
Tartan, ta. ''tin, B.
Tartarus, tar'ta-rus, C.
Tartessus, tiir-tes'sus; -tesus, -te'-

sns. C.
Tarus. ti'rus, C.
Tarusates, tar-u-sn'tez, C.
Tarrtsium. rar-vizh'i-inn, C.
Tascherean. tasli-'o', M.
Tas^etius. t >M-je'shi-ns, C.
Tashke d. tash-kend'. 3f.

Tasma_ia. taz-ma'ni-a, M.

Tassito. tas'si-tn, C.
Tasso. tas'so ; in It. tas'so, M.
Tassoni, tas-so'ne, M.
Tatham. ta'tam, M.
Tatianus, ta-shi-a'nns. C.
Tatienses. ti-shi-en'sez, C
Tatii. ta'shi-i ; -tius, -shi-us, C.
Tataai. tafna-i, B.
Taucbira. taw-ki'ra, C.
Tauchnitz, tbwk'nits, Jf.

Taulantii, taw-lan'sht-I, C.
Tauler, tow'lgr. M.
Taunton, (in Eng.) tawn'tun; (in

Masts.) tan'tun, St.

Taurus, taw'nus, C.
Taurania, taw-rarni-a, C.
Taurea, taw're-a; -re>as, -re-as; -re-

us, -re-us, C.
Tauresium, taw-re'shi-um, C.

;
Tauri, taw'ri, C.
Taurica. taWri-ka; T.-Chersonesus,

I -kgr-so-ne'sus, C.
Taurida, taw'ri-da : same as Knui,

j

M.
, Taurini. taw-ri'ni, C.

\

Taurion, taw'ri-on, C.
Taurione, taw-ri-o'ne, C.
Tauris : see Tabkeez, 3f.

Taurisci, taw-ris'si, C.
Taurium, taw'ri-um, C.

Taurobolus. taw-rob'o-lus, C.

j

Taurois. taw'ro-is, C.

\

Tauromenium, taw-ro-me'ni-um.C
; Tauromenos, taw-rom'e-nos; -non,
!

-non, C.
Tauromlrium, tnw-ro-min /'i-um, C.
Tauropolia. ta\v / io-po-li /

'a, C.
Tauropolus, taw-rop'o-lus, C.
Tauropos. taw-ro'pos, C.

|
TauruLUlae. taw-ru'bu-le, C.

i

Taurus, taw'rus, C.
i
Tauste. tows'ta. M.

i
Taverrier. ta-ver'ne-a', M.

• Tavistock, tay'is-tok, M.
i Taxila. taksl-l/.; -lae, -le; -les, -lez;
I -1L-H, a
Taximagulus. taks-i-mag'u-lus, C.
Taygete. ta-ij'e-te ; -ta, -ta ; -tus,

! -tus, C.

Tchad, chart, M.
Tchany, -ni, cha'ne, M.

j

Tchernigov or -got or Czernigow,
[

cher-ne-gof, M.
-, Teanum. te-arnum, C
Tearus, te'a-rus, C.
Teatea, te-a'te-a, or Teate, te-a'te,

I
('.

Teatiti. te-i-ti'ni. C.
< Tebah. tc'ba, B.
Tebaldeo.ta-bal-da'o, or Tibaldes,

I te-bal-rta^o, 31.

Tebaliah. teb-n-li'a, B.
Tebeth. te'beth, B.

j
Teche, tesh, M.

\ Technopsegnion, tekno-peg /'ni-on,

Tscmessa, tek-mes'sa, C.
Tectosages, tek-to.s

/,

a-jez, or -agae,

-•'-ie. V.

I

Tectosax. tek'to-saks, C.
Tecumseh, te-kuni'se, 31.

Tecusa, te-ku'sa, C.
Teflis. tef-les': same as Tiflis, 3f.

Tegea te-je'a. C.
Tegeatae, te-je-arte: -tes, -te.-r; -tis,

-tis. V.
Tegner. tcns-nar/

', 31.

Tegula. teg'n-la, C.
Te^yra. tr-n'ra, C.
Tehaphnehes. te-hif'ne-hez, B.
Tehinnah l'-hin'na. P.
Tehran. Teheran, or Tehraun, te-

I h'-an', 31.

Tehuacan, ta-wa.-kan'', 31.

Tehuantepec. ta-wan-ta-pek', 31.

(
Teia, te'ya ; -ii, -yi ; -ius, -yus, C.
Teignmouth. tin'- or tan'muth, 31.
Tejucc, taz-hoo'ko, M.

\
Tekel. te'kel, B.

\

Tekoa. -ah. te-ko'a, B.
I Tekoite, te-ko'It B.
|
Tela, te'la, C.

I

T6l-abib, tel'a-bib, B.
Telah. te'la, B.

j

Telaim, tel'a-im, B.
Telamon, tel'a-mon, C.
Telamoniades, tel'a-ino-ni'a-dez, C.
Telandria. te-lan'dri-a, C.

> Telassar, te-las'sa>, B.
Telchires. tel-ki'nez; -nis, -nis, C.
Telchinia. tel-kin'i-a: -ius, -i-us, C.

, Telea. te'le-a or te-le'a, C.

j

Teleba. tel'e-ba. C.
Teleboaa, te-leb'o-e; -oas, -o-as; -oes,

-n-ez. C.
Teleboides. tel-e-bo'i-dez, C.
Telebois, te-leh'o-is, C.
Telecles, tel'e-klez ; -clus, -klus, U.

1 Teleclides. tel-e-kli'dez, C.
j

Telecrus. tel'e-krus, C
]
Teledamus, tel-e-da'mus, C.
Telegone, te-leg'o-ne; -onus, -o-nus,

!
Teiem. te'lem. B.

;

Telemachus. te-lem'a-kus, C.
Telemann. ta'le-miin, 31.

Telembrotus. te-lem'bro-tus, C.
Telemus. tel'e-mus, C.
Telenicus. tel-e-ni'kus, C.
Teleon, te'le-on, C.
Telephares, te-lef'a-rez, C.

j

Telephassa, tel-e-fas'sa, C.
j
Telephus tel'e-ius, C.
Telesarchides, tel-e-sar'ki-dez, C.

j
Telesia. te-le'shi-a, C.

j

Telesicles, te-les'i-klez, C.
\
Telesigenes, tel-e-sij'e-nez, C.

i TelesiUa, te-le-sil'la, C.
Telesinicus, tel'e-si-ni'kus, C.
Telesiuus. tel-e-si'nus, C.
Telesippus. tel-e-sip'pus, C.
Telesis. tel'e-sis, C.
Telesou. tel'e-son, C.
Telesphorus. te-les'fo-rus, C.
Telestagoras, tel-e-stag'o-ras, C.
Telestas. te-les'tns ; -tes,-tez, C.
Telete. tel'e-te, C.
Telethusa, te-le-thu'sa, C.
Teletus, tel'e-tus, C.
Teleutagoras. tel-u-tag'o-ras, C.
Teleutias. te-lu'shi-as, C.
Tel-haresha. tel-ha-re'slii, B.
Tel-harsa. tel-har'sa, B.
Tellere, -nae. tel-le'ne, C.
Tellias. tel'li-as, C.
Tellumo. tel-lu'mo, C.
Tellurus. tel-lu'rus, C.
Telmela. -lah, tel-me'la, B.
Telmera. tel'nie-ra, C.

, Teimessus, tel-mes'sus; -missus,
-mis'sus, C.

Telotis. tel'o-bis, C.
Telos te'los, C.

!
Telphusa tel-fu'sa, C.

j

Te!y3, te'lis, C.

I
Tema. te'nia, B.
Teman, te'man, B.
Temani. tem'a-ni, B.
Temathia, te-ma'thi-a, C.

,
Temanza. te-nmn'za, 31.

j
Temeci. tem'e-ni, B.

|
Temer.ia. tem-e-ni'a : -nites, -ni'-

ie/. : -nitis, -ni'tis. C.

Temeuium. tc-ine'ni-uin, C.
Teme-os tem'e-nos: -nus. -nus, C.
Temerirda teni-p-riti'da, C.
Temes or Temesch. tem-esh', 31.

Temesa, tem'e-sa ; -se, -se, C.

am. f5me, far. ;iass or opera, fare : end. eve. term : Tn. Tee ; Odd. tone. 6r

:

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian s H, llindoo ; 31, Modern } *V, Norse, [See p. 521.]
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Temesvar or Temeschwar, tem-esh-
var', M.

Tempea, tem'pe-a, C.
Tempyra, tern-pi' ra, C.
Tenaaserim, ren-as'sSr-im; M.
Tenbeda, ten-be'da, C.
Tenchteri, tenk-te'ri, C.
Tencteri, ten'c'- or tenk-te'ri, C.
Tenea, te'ne-a ; -neas, -ne-as, C.
Teaeae, te-ne'e, C.
Tenedos, ten'c-dos, C.
Tetierani, ta-na-r&'ne, M.
Teneriffe, ten-er-if ; in Sp. Tene-

rife, ta-na-re'ia, M.
TenerU3, ten'e-rus, C.
Tenes, te'nez, V.
Teaesis, ten'e-sis, C.
Teneum, te-ne'uin, C.

Teniers, ten'yerz; in F. tg-ne-a' or
ten-yar , M.

Tennagora, ten-nag'o-ra, C.

Tennessee, ten-nes-se', M.
Teno3, te'nos, C.
Tenterden, ten'ter-den, M.
Tentyra, ten'ti-ra, C.
Tentyritse, fen-ti-ri'te, C.

Teos, te'os, or Teios, te'yos, C.
Tepic, ta-pek'jjr tep-ik^il/.
Tepozcolula, ta-pos-ko-loo'la, M.
Terah, te'ra, B.
Teraphim, ter'a-fim, B.
Terceira, ter-sa'e-ra, 3f.

Teredon, te-re'don, C.
Tereide3, te-re'i-dez, C.
Terentia, te-ren'shi-a; -tins, -shi-us,

C.
Tereutianus, te'ren-shi-a'nus, C.
Tereatu3, te-ren'tus, C.
Terenuthis, ter-e-nu'this, C.
Teresh, te'resh, B.
Tereus, te're-us or te'rus, C.
Tergeminus, ter-jem'i-nus, C.
Terge3te, ter-jes'te; -turn, -turn, C.
Tergestiiii, ter-jes-ti'ni, C.
Tergilani, ter-ji-la'ni, C.
Tenas. te'ri-as, C.
Teridates, ter-i-da'tez, C.
Terigum, tSr'i-gum, C.
Terina, te-ri'na, C.
Teriola, te-ri'o-la ; -li, -li, C.
Termentia, ter-men'shi-a, C.
Termera, ter'me-ra ; -rus, -rus, C. i

Terme3sus, ter-mes'sus, C.
Termesus, ter-me'suso/- ter'me-sus,

j

Termini, t3r'me-ne, M.
Terminus, tSr'mi-nus, C.
Ternate. tSr-naf or ter-na'ta, M. i

Terpa.ider, ter-pan'der, C.
Terpsichore, tgrp-sik'o-re, C.
Terrieina, tjr-ra-si'na, (J.

Terra del Fuego, ter'ra-del-fu-e'so;
or Tierra d. F., te-er

,r
ra-del-i:wa /'-

jrn, M-
Terra di Lavoro, ter'ra-de-la-vo'ro; !

T. di Otranto, -o-tran'to or -or-

t -an -to, M.
Terrascina, tSr-ra-che'na, M.
Terrasidius, t6r-ra-sidri-us, C.
Terrasson, ter-ra-soN', M.
Terre-fioane, tar-bon' or ta--bon /';

T. Haute, t h-'re-hot; in F. tar-hot'
or t r-re-hof, M.

Tertia. tSr'shi-a, C.
Tertius, tgr'shi-us, B. and C.
Tertullianus, tSr-tul'li-a'nus, C.
Tertailus, ter-tul'lus, B.
Teschea, tesh'en, M.
Tejsia, tes-sax': same as Ticino.J/.
Teta, te'ta, B.
Tethys, te'this, C.
Tetracomum, tet-ra-ko'mum, C.
Tetragoais, tet-ra-go'nis, C.
Tetrapolis, te-trap'o-lis, C.

Tetrieus, tet'ri-kus, C.
Tetuan or Tetouan, tet-oo-an', M.
Teucer, tu'sSr, C
Teuchira, tu-ki'ra, C.
Teucri, tu'kri, C.
Teucria, tu'kri-a, C.
Teumesos, tu-ine'sos, C.
Teumessus, tu-mes'sus, C.
Teuochis, tu-o'kis, C.
Teuta, tu'ta, C.
Teutamias, tu-ta'mi-as, C.
Teutamus, tu'ta-inus, C.
Teutates, tu-ta'tez, C.
Teuthras, tu'thras, C.
Teuthredon, tu-thre'don, C.
Teuthrone, tu-thro'ne, C.
Teuticus, tu'ti-kus, C.
Teutobodiaci, tu /to-bo-di,a-si, C.
Teutoourgium, tu-to-be'r'ji-um, C.
Teutoniatns, tu-tora'a-tus, C.
Teutoii, tuxto-ni; o/--nes, -nez, C.
Tevere, ta'va-ra : same as Tiber,
M.

Teverone, ta-va-ro'na, M.
Teviot, tiy'e-ot, M.
Texera, ta-sha'ra, M.
Thaarup, to'ro^p, M.
Thabeaa, tha-be'na, C.
Thaccona, thak'ko-na, C.
Thackeray, thak'er-i:, M.
Thaddseus, thad-dCus, B.
Thaddeus, thad-der- or thad'de-us,
B.

Thagora, thag'o-ra, C.
Thahash, tha'hash, B.
Thais, tha'is, C.
Thala. tha'la, C.
Thalame or -mae, thal'a-me; -mus,
-mas, C.

Thalasseros, tha-las'se-ros, C.
Thalassio, tha-Ias'shi-o; -siua, -shi-

ns, a
Thalberg, tiiKbgrg, M,
Thale, thai, M.
Thalea. tha-le'a, C.
Thales, tha'lez, C.
Thalestria, tha-les'tri-a, or -tris,

-tris, C.
Thaletas, tlia-le'tas, C.
Thalia, tha-li'a, V.
Thalius, tha'li-us, C.
Thalpiu3, thaK pi-us, C.
Thamah, tha'ma, B.
Thamar, tha'inar, B.
Thame, tain, M.
Thames, teinz, M.
Thamnatha, tham'na-tha, B.
Thamudeni, tham-u-de'm, C.
Thamyras, thain'i-ras; -ris, -ris, C.
Thanatos, than'a-tos, C.
Thanet, than'et, M.
Thapsacus, thap'sa-kus, C.
Thapsitani, thao-si-ta'ni, C.
Thara, tha'ra, B.
Tharra, thar'ra, B.
Thargelia (a festival), thar-je'lt-a;

(« icommi) thar-je-lfa, C.
Tharshish, thar'siiisli, B.
Thars'is, thar'sus, B.
Thasius, tha'shi-us, C.
Thasos, tha'sos ; -sus, -sus, C.
Thassi, thas'si, B.
Thaumaci. thaw'ma-si, C.
Thaumacia, thaw-ma'shi-a, C.
Thaumacus, thaw'ma-kus, C.
Thaumantias, thaw-nian'shi-as, or
-mantis, -ni'in'tis, C.

Thaumas, thaw'inas, C.
Thea the'a, C.
Theaetietus. the-en'r-tus, C.
Theaetetus, the-c-te'tus, C.
Thea^e-es. the-nj'c-nez, C.
Theagej. the-n

/,

jez, C.
Theagoras, the-ajr'o-ras, C.

Theaki or Thiaki, the-a'ke: same as
Ithaca, M.

Theano, the-a'no, C.
Thearidas, the-ar'i-das ; -des, -dSz,

f.
Theaugela, the-awrje-la, C.
Thebae, the'be, C.
Thebagenes, the-baj'e-nez, C.
Thebaides, the-ba'i-dez, C.
Thebais, theb^a-is or the-ba'is, C.
Thebanus, the-ba'nus, C.
Thebe, the^be, C.
Thebes, thebz; in Mod. Gr. Thebal,
the'va, 31.

Thebetha, the-be'tha, C.
Thebez, the^bez, B.
Thecoe, the-ko'e, B.
Thectamenes, thek-tam'e-nez, C.
Theganusa, theg-a-nu'sa, C.
Theia, the'ya; -ias, -yas;-ium,-yum,

Theiss, tls; in Hung. Tisza, te'sS, M.
Thelaira, thel-a-i'ra, C.
Thelamusa, thel-a-mu'sa, C.
Thelasar, the-la'sar, B.
Thelephassa, thel-e-t'as'sa, C.
Thelerophus, the-l5r'

r
o-ius, C.

Thelersas, the-ler'sas, B.
Thelesinua, thel-e-si'nus, C.
Theline, thel'i-ne, C.
Thelpusa, thel-pu'sa, C.
Theiusa, the-lu'sa, C.
Thelxinoe, thelks-in'o-e, C.
Thelxion, thelks-i'on, C.
Theixiope, thelks-i'o-pe, C.
Theman, the'man, B.
Themeotsa, the-me-o'te, C.
Themis, the'mis, C.
Themiscyra, the-mis'si-ra, C.
Themison, them^i-son; -sones, -sor-

nez, C.
Themisonium, them-i-so'ni-um, C.
Themista, the-mis'ta, C.
Themistagora, them - is - tag'o - ra;

-ras, -ras, C.
Themisteas, the-mis'te-as, C.
Themistius, the-mis'ti-us, C.
Themistoclea, the-inis / to-kle,a, C.
Themistocles, tlie-mis'to-klez, C.
Themistogenes, them -i-stoj'e-nez,

Thenard, ta-nar', M.
Theobald, the'o-bawld or tib'bald,
M.

Theocanns, the-ok'a-nus, B.
Theoclea, thc-o-kle/a, C.
Theocles, tlie'o-klez- -clus, -klus.C
Theoclidas, t"ne-c-kli'das, C.
Theoclymenus, the - o - klim'e-uus,

Theoclytus, the-ok'li-tus, C.
Theocolns, the-ok'o-lus, C.
Theocritus, the-ok'ri-tus, C.
Theocydes, the-o-si'dez, C.
Theodamas, the-od'a-inas, C.
Theodamus, the-o-da'mus, C.
Theodas, tlie'o-dns, C.
Theodatus, the-od'a-tus, C.
Theodectes, the-o-dek'tez, C.
Theodemus. the-o-de'inus, C.
Theodocus, the-od'o-kus, C.
Theodora, tlie-o-do'ia ; -ris, -ris ;

-rus, -rus, C.
Theodoretus, the'o-do-re'tus, C.
Theodoricu3, the/o-do-ri/'kus I C.
Theodoridas, the-o-dor'i-das, C.
Theodoritus, the-o-dor'i-tus, C.
Theodosiopolis, the'o-do'shi - op'o-

lis, ('.

Theodosius, tho-o-do'shi-us, C.
Theodota, tho-orKo-ta; -tas, -tas;

-tes, -tez: -tus, -tiis, C.
Theodotion, tlie-o-do'shi-on, C.
Theodotus, tlie-od'o-tus, B. and C.

stln, cQbe, full : mCon, f6"6t ; cow, oil : lirjger or ink, then, boNbrN, chair, get.
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Theodulus, the-o-du'lus, C.
Theogenes, the-oj'e-nez, C.
Theogiton, the-o-ji'toii, C.

Tieoinetus, the-, g-ne'tus, C.
Theogiiis, the-og'nis, C.
Theogoria, the-o-go'iii-a, C.
Theogonas, the-og'o-nus, C.
Theomene3, the-om'e-iiez, C.
Theom^estas, the-om-nes'tus, C.
Theon, the'on, C.
Theonas, the - o'nas ; Theonicua,

the-o-iii'kus, C
Theonoe, the-ou'o-e; -omus, -o-mus,

C.
Theope, the'o-pe, C.
Tiieophane, the-oi'a-ne ; -nes, -nez,

C.
Theophila. the-ofi-la, C.
Tlieophilus, the-ofi-lus, B. and C.
Theophrastas, the-o-fras'tus, C.
Theophylactas, the'o-ti-lak'tus, C.
Theopithes, the-o-pi'thez, C.
Theopolis, the-op'o-lis, C
Tkeoporapus, the-o-poin

/,

pus, C.
Theopropas, the-op'ro-pus, C.
Thaoris, the-o'ris ; -rus, -rus, C.
Theotas, the-o'tas, C.
Theoteles, the-ofe-lez, C.
Theotimas, the-o-ti'mus, C
Theotocos, the-ofo-kos, C.
Theoxena, the-oks'e-na; -nns, -nus,

C.
Theo~enia, the-oks-e'ni-a; -nius.

-ni-us, a
Theragoras, the-rag'o-ras^ C.
Theramenes, the-ram'e-nez, C.
Theraphone, the-raf'o-ne, C.
Therapne, the-rap'ne, C.
Theras. the'ras, B.
Therasia, the-ra'shi-a, C.
Therieles. thcr'"i-klez, C.
Theridamas. the-rid'a-mas, C.
Therimachus, the-rim'a-kus, C.
Therinns. ther'i-nus, C.
Theritas. the-ri'tas, C.
Thermeleth, ther'me-leth, B.
Thermodon. ther-mo'don, C.
Thermopylae. ther-mop'i-le, C.
Therodamas. the-rod'a-mas, C
Theron. rhe'ron, C.
Therothoes. th'r-o-tho'ez, C.
Thersander. ther-sarfder, C.
Thersilochus. ther-siKo-kus, C.
Themtae. ther-si'te ; -tes, -tez, C.
Theruchns. the-rifkus, C.
Thesaurochrysonicochrysidez. the-
saw' -n-kris/o-nik/o-kns /'i-dez, C.

Thescera. thes'se-ra, C.
Thesea. the-se'a; -is, -is; -am, -urn,
a

Theseidse. the-se'i-de, C.
Theseus, the'se-us or -sus, C.
Thesidae, the-si'de ; -des. -dez, C.
Thesijer, thes'i-jer, M.
Thesimenes, the-sim^e-nez, C.
The3inophora. thes-inofo-ra. C.
Thesmophoria, thes-mo-fo'ri-a, C.

Thesmothetae, thes-moth/e-te, C.
Thesoa, thes'o-a, C.
Thespea, thes-pe'a: -pia. -pi'a

:

-piae. thes'pi-e ; -pias, -pi-us, C\
Thespiadae, thes-pi'a-de; -des, -dez,

Thesproti, thes-pro'ti: -tus, -tus, C.
Thesprotia, thes-pro'shi-i, C.
Thessalia. thes-sa'li-a, C.
Thessalion, thes-saHi-on, C.
Thessaliotes, thes-sa-H'o-tez, C.
Thessa)iotis, thes'sa-li-o'tis, C.
Thessalonica, thes'sa-lo-ni'ka, B..
C. and M.

Thessalus, thes'sa-lus, C.
Thessaly. thes'sa-ll, or Thessalia,

thes-sa'li-a, M.

|

Thestia, thes'sh.T-a; -tias, -sht-as:

! -tiiu. -shl-us, C.
Thestiadae, thes-ti'a-de; -des. -dez.

a
Thestidium, thes-ti-di'uni, C.
Tiiestorides, th.es-tor'i-dez, C.

j

Thestylis. tlies'ti-lis ; -lus, -lus, C.
Thetidium, the-tid'i-um, C.
Tnetis. the'tis, C.
Theudas. thu'das, B.
Theudoria, thu-do /

'ri-a, C.
Theudosiopolis, thu'do - si-op'o-lis.

Theudotus, thu'do-tus, C.
Theumelon, thu'me-lon, C.
Theumesus. thu-me'sus, C.
Theutea. tnu'te-a. C.
Th venot. tav-nor , J/.

Theys. ta. Jf.

Thia. tiii'a ; -as, -as, C.
Thiallela. thi-al-le'la, C.
Thiassi. tc-as'se. -V.

Thibadeauville, tib-a-do'vil, M.
Thitaudeaa. te-bo-do /', M.
Thibaut, te-bo'. J/.

Thibet, Tibet, or Tibbet, tib'et or
ti-bef, J/.

Thielen, te'len. .1/.

Thielt. telt, M.
Thienen : same as Tirlemoht, J/.

Thierry, te-er'rY or te-a-re r , M.
Thiers, te-ar', M.
Thiamathah, thim'na-tha, B.
Thiodamas. thi-od'a-mas, C.
Thioa, te-ON', Jf.

Thionville. te-oN-vil' or-vel', M.
Thirmida. ther'mi-da, C.
Thisbe, this'be, B.
Thisoa, this^o-a, C.
Thoantea, tho-an-te'a, C. ,

j

Thoantias, tho-an'shi-as, C.
Thoaris, tho'a-ris, C.

\

Thoas, tho'as : -«, -e, C.
I Tholen or Tolen, to'len, M.
Tholuck. to'loSk, M.
Tholus, tlio'lus, C.

|

Thorn, torn, M.
< Thomar. to-mar', M.
Thomas. tom /

'as. B.
Thomaston. loni'as-tun. M.
Thomoi, toin'o-i, B.

' Thonis. tho'iiis, C.
' Thonitis. tho-ni'tis, C.

:

Thoon. tlio'on, C-
Thoosa. tho-o'sa. C.
Thootes. tho-n'tez, C.

j
Thor. tlo-. .V".

Thoranius. tho-ra'ni-ns, C.
Thorax, tho'raks, C.
Thorece. tho-re'se, C

i

Thoresby. tho-z'bT. M.
i Thoria. tho'ri-a : -rius. -ri-us, C.

Thorild. to'rild, If.

ThorkeliTi. t6:-'ke-lin. M.
Thorlaksson, torr lak>=-soii, J/,

i Thorn (in Prussia), t6-n. M.
Thorwaldsen. tSr'wald-sn or -vald-

sn. M.
Tho spites, thns-pi'tez, C.
Thoth. thoth. E
Thouars. too-iii-'', 31.

Thouret. too-ra', Jf.

Thous t'no'u^. C.
Thouvenel, toov-neK, Jf.

Thrace, thra'se ; -ces, -sez ; -cis,

-sis. C.
Thracia. thra'shi-a. B. and C.
Thr^ecida. thre-si'dd. C.

Thrascias. thrasrshi-ns, C.
Thrasea, thra'se-a; alio {name of a

"/>>'), -sea. -se'a: or -sia, -si'a, C.
Thraseas, thra-se'as, P..

Thrasius. tlira'shi-us, C.
Thraso, thra'so, C.

Thrasybultis, thras-i-bu'lus, C.
Tnrasydceus, thras-i-de'us, C.
Thrasydamus, thras-i-da'mus, C.
Tnrasyieon, thra-siKe-on, C.
Thrasyilus, thra-siKlus, C.
Thrasyiochus, thra-siKo-kus, C.
Titrasymachus, thra-sim^u-kus, C.
Thrasyjaedes, thras-i-me'dez, C.
Tiiasymelus. thras-i-me-'lus, C.
Thrasyiaenes, thra-sim'e-nez, C.
Thrasyme^us, thras-i-me'iius, C.
Three ilivers, thre-riv'erz : same as
Trois Rivieres, trwa-re've-Sr', J/.

Threici-as. thre-ish'i-us, C.
Threissa, thre-is'sa, C.
Threpsippas, threp-sip'pas, C.
Thriambus, thri-am'bus, C.
Throriam, thro'ni-um, C.
Thryon, thri,on, or -am, -um; -ub,

-us, C.
Thacydides. thu-sid'i-dez, C.
Thaisto, thu-is'to, C.
Thalden, tuKden, Jf.

Thaie. thu'le, C.
Thxmmel, tem'mel, M.
Thammim, thum'mim, B.
Thun, t .on, J£
Thaner-See, toon'er-sa, Jf.

Thargau, tjdr'gow, or Thurgovia,
tJor-go'vY-a ; in F. Thargovie,

|
ter-go-ve'', Jf.

Tharia, thu'rl-a ; -rii, -rt-i, C.
Tharingia, thu-rinrji-a; in G. Thii-
ringen, ter^ring-en, Jf.

Tharini. thu-ri'm, C.
Thariain, thu'ri-um, C.
Thascia, tlius'shi-a, C.
Thya, thi'a, C.
Thyades, thi'a-dez, C.
Thyamia, thi-a-mi /

'a or thi-armi-a,
: C.
Thyamis, thi'a-mis; -mus, -imis, C.
Thyatira, thi-a-ti'ra, B. and C.
Thyene, thi-e'ne, C.
Thyesta, thi-es'ta ; -tes, -tez, C.
Thyias, thVvas, C.
Thym^rete. thi-mar'e-te, C.»
Thymcrsas. thim-bre'us. C

j

Thymbria, thim'bri-a, C.
' Thymele, thiru'e-le. C
Thymena, thi-me'na, C.
Thyniilas. thim'i-lus, C.
Thymochares. thi-mok'a-rez, C.
Thymostes. thi-me'tez, C
Thynias, thiifi-as. C.
Thyodamas, thi-od'a-mas, C.
Thyoae, tlii-o'ne, C-
Thyoneus. thi-o rne-us or -nus, C.
Thyotes. thi-o'tez, C.
Thyre, thi're. C.
Thyrea. th"rv,e-a, C.
Thyreatis. thYr-e-aftia, C.
Thvrides. thlfi-dez. C.
Thyrion. thTr'T-on: -iam, -Y-nra, C.

; Thyrsagetae, ther-saj ,e-te;-tes,-tez,

Thyas, thi'us, C.
Tiarae, ti-n're, C
Tiasa. ti

ra-sa ; -sum, -sum, C.
1 Tibareni. tib-nr-e'ni, C.
Tiber, timber ; in It. Tevere, ta'va-

ra. M.
Tiberias, ti-be'ri-as ; -rins, ri-us, B.
and C.

Tifcerinus. tib-e-ri'mis, C.
Tiberis, tib'e-ns ; -rus, -rus, C.
Tibesis, ti-be'sis. C.
Tivet. otc : see Thibet, Jf.

Tibhath. tib'hith. P..

Tibisenas. tib-i-se rnus, C.
Tibni. tib r ni, B.
Tibricolae. ti-brik^o-le, C.
Tiballus. ri-buKlus, C.
Tibur, ti'ber, C.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, f&re ; Snd, eve, term : Tn. ice : 5dd, t5ne. 6r

;

B, BibUcal j C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; JI, Modern ; If, Norse. [See p. £21.]
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Tiburtina, tib-er-ti'nu; -nuni,-num;
-nus. -nus, C.

Tiburtius, ti-ber'shi-us, C.
Tiburtus, ti-ber'tus, V.
Tichis, ti'kis, C.
Tiehius, tik'i-us. C.
Ticida, tis'i-da, C.
Ticino, te-che'no; inF. Tessin, tes-

sa.x', J/.

Ticinus (a river), ti-si'nus ; (a
man), tis/i-nus, C

Ticonderoga, ti-kon /der-o,ga, 31.

Ticozzi, te-kofse, 31.

Tidal, ti'dal, B.
Tidor or Tidore, te-dor', 31.

Tieck, tek, M.
Tiedsmann, te'de-man, 31.

Tienen, te'nen : same as Tirle-
moxt, M.

Tien-tsin, te-en'tsen', 31.

Tifita, ti-fa'ta, V.
Tifernum, ti-fer'num, C.
Tiflis, tif-les', M.
Tigollinus, tij-el-K'nus, C.
Tigellius, ti-jel'li-us, C.
Tighe, ti, 31.

Tiglath-pileser, tig'lath-pi-le'zer.Z?.

Tigranes, ti-gra'nez, C.
Tigranocerta, ti-gran'o-ser/

'ta, C.
Tigri, te-gra', 31.

Tigres, ti'grez, C.
Tigris, ti'gris, /j., C, and M.
Tigurini, tig-u-ri'm, C.
Tikvah, tik'va, B.
Tikvath, tik'vath, B.
Tilatsi, til-a-te'i, C.
Tilavemptus, til-a-vemp'tus, C.
Tilgath-pilneser, til'ga th-pil-ne''-

ze .-, B.
Tilghman, tiKman, .1/.

Tillemoat, tev'-mox', M.
Tilly, til'll ; in F. te-ye', 31.

Tilon, ti'lon, B.
Timsea, ti-me'd, C.
Timaenetus, ti-men'e-tus, C.
Timseus, ti-me'us, B. and C.
Tirnagenes. ti-maj^e-nez, C.
Timagenidas, ti-ma-jen'i-das, C.
Timagetus, tim-a-je'tus, C.
Timagora3, ti-ma<r /'o-ras, C.
Timandra, ti-maiVdra, C.
Timandrides, ti-man'dri-dez, C.
Timangelu3, ti-man'je-lus, C.
Timanor, ti-ma'nor, C.
Timanthes. ti-man'tliez, C.
Tiraaratus, tim-a-va'tus, C
Timarchides, ti-miir'ki-dez, C.
Timarchus, ti-niar'kus, C.
Timarete, ti-niar'c-te, C.
Timasion, ti-ma'&hi-on, C.
Timasitheus, tim-a-sith/e-us, C.
Timavus, ti-ma'vus, G
Timbuctoo, tim-biik'too, Tombooc-

to. tom-b<56k'to, 31.

Timeas, tim'e-as, C.
Timelus, tim^e-lus, C.
Timesius. ti-me'shi-us, C.
Timeus, ti-me'iis, B.
Timna. -nah, tini'mi, B.
Timnath, tiin'nath; T.-herez, -he'-

vez; T-serah, -se'ra, B.
Timnathah, tim'na-tha, B.
Timocharis, ti-mok'a-ris, C.
Timoclea, tim-o-kle/a, C.
Timocles, tim'o-klez, C.
Timoclidas, tim-o-kli'das, C.
Thnocrates, ti-mok^ra-tez, C.
Timocreon, ti-mo'kre-on, C.

Timodemus, tim-o-rle'nius, C.
Timogenes, ti-moj'e-nez, C.
Timolaus, tiin-o-la'us, C.
Timoleon, ti-mo"le-oii, C.
Timolus, ti-mo'luB, C.
Timomachus, ti-mpm'a-ktis, C.

Timon, ti'mon, B. and C.
Timonax, ti-mo /'naks,_C,

.

Timonides, ti-nion'i-dez, C.
Timonoe, ti-mon'o-e, C.
Timophanes, ti-mofa-nez, C.
Timoptolis, ti-mop'to-lis, C.
Timor Laut, te-mor''lowt, M.
Tiinosa, ti-mo'sa, C.
Timosthenes, ti-mos'the-nez, C.
Timotheus, ti-mo'the-us, B. and C.
Timothy, tiin'o-thT, B.
Timozeua, ti-nioks'e-na ; -enus, -e-

li us, C".

Timpanogos, tim-pa-no£gos, M.
Timur or Timonr, te-moor'; i» Per-
sian Timur-Lang, -lang, or -Leng,
-leng, M.

Tinia, tin'i-a, C.
Tintoretto, ten-to-retAto, M.
Tioga, ti-o^ga, M.
Tioughnioga, te-8'ne-aw'ga, M.
Tipha. ti'ni: -phys, -fis, C.
Tiphsah, tii'sa, B.
Tippecanoe, tip'pe-ka-noo', M.
Tipperary. tip-per-a'rT, M.
Tippoo tsahib, ti)i'po-sa /'hib, 31.

Tirafcoschi, te-ia-bos'ke, 31.

Tiras. ti'ras, B.
Tirathites, ti'rath-Ttz, B.
Tiree, Tirree, Tiry, or Tyree, ttr-e',

Tiresias, ti-re'shi-as, C.
Tirhakah, terlia-ka, B.
Tirhanah, ter'ha-na, B.
Tiria, tTr'i-a, B.
Tiribazus, tltr-i-ba'zus, C.
Tiridatss, rtr-i-da'tez, C.
Tiris. ti'iis, C.
Tiristasis, ti-j^is'ta-sis, C.
Tiriemont, terl-moN' ; in Flemish
Thienen or Tienen, te rnen, 31.

Tiro, ti'ro, C.
Tirshatha, ter'sha-tha, B.
Tirynthia, ti-rin'thi-a ; -thii, -thi-i;

-thus, -tbus, C.
Tirzah, tei-'za, B.
Tisaeum, ti-se'uni, C.
Tisagoras, ti-sag'o-ras, C.
Tisamenus, ti-sam /'e-nus, C.
Tisandrus, ti-san'drus, C.
Tisanusa, tis-a-nu'sa, C.
Tisarchus, ti-siii 'kus, C.
Tischbein, tisli'bin, 31.

i Tischendorf, tibh'en-dorf, 31.

Tisdritani, tis-dri-ta'ni, C.
Tishamingo, tish-a-ming'go, 31.

Tishbite, tish'bit, B.
Tisia. tish/i-a ; -ias, -i-as, C.
Tisiades, ti-si'a-dez, C.

Tisiaras, ti-si'a-rns, C.

I
Tisicratee. ti-sik'ra-tez, C.

I Tisienus, tish-i-e'rus, C.
I Tisimachus, ti-s\m ,a-kus, C.
:
Tisiphone, ti-sifo-ne ; -nus, -nus,

, tis-sa-fer'nez, C.
Tissot, tc-so', 31.

Titasa, ti-te'a, C.
Titan, ti'tan, B. and C. ; also Ti-
tanus, ti-tarmis; -nes, -nez ; -nia,
-n i a; -nis, -nis, C.

Titane, tit'a-ne or ti-ta'ne, C.
Titanides, ti-tan'i-dez, C.
Titanus (a aiant, also a river), ti-

ta'nus ; (« mountain), tit'a-nus,

Titaresius, tit-a-ve'shi-us, C.
Titaresus, tit-a-ve'sus, C.
Titarus. tit'a-rus, C.
Tithe':idia, tith-e-nid'i-d, C.
Tithoes, tith'o-ez, C.
Tithoriis, ti-tbo'nis ; -nu3, -nus, C.
Tithorea. ti-tho're-a, C.
Tithraustes, ti-tliraws'tez, C.

Tithrone, ti-thro
/,
ne, C.

Titia, tish'i-a; -ies, -i-ez: -ius, -Y-us;
-iana, -i-a'na; -ianus, -i-a'nus, C.

Titian, tisli'an ; in It. Tiziano, tet-
se-a/no, 31.

Titicaca, tit-e-ka'ka, 31.

Tititius, ti-tin'i-us, C.
Titormus ti-tSr'mus, C.
Titterie, tit'ter-e', 31.

Tittheum, tit-tlie'um, C.
Titurius, ti-tu'ri-us, C.
Titurnius, ti-ter'ni-us, C.
Titus, ti'tus. B. and C.
Tityrus, tifi-rus, C.

i Tityus, tit
ri-us, C.

Tivan, ti'van, B.
Tivoli, tiVo-le or te'vo-le, 31.

Tizite, ti'zit, B.
Tlaipan, tlal-pan', 31.

Tlamet or Tlamath, tlam'et : same
as Klamet, 3!.

Tlascala, tlas-ka'la, 31.

Tlemsan, tlem-san', 31.

j
Tlepolemus, tle-pol'e-mus, C.

j

Tlesimenes, tle-siin^e-iiez, C.
Tmarus, nia'rus, C.
Tmolus, mo'lus, C.
Toah, to'a, B.
Toanah, to-a'na, B.
Tob. tob. B.
Tob-adonijah, tob'ad /o-ni/

'ja, B.
Tobago, to-ba rgo, 31.

Tobiah, to-bi'a, B.
Tobias, to-bi'as, B.
Totie, to'bT, B.
Totiel, to'bi-el, B.
Tobit, to'bit, B-
Tobol, to-boK, 3L
Tobolsk, to-bokk", M.

\

Tocat, to-kiit', 31.

\
Tochari, tok'a-vi, C.

!
Tochen. to'ken, B.
Tocqueville, tok'vil; in F. tok-veK,

31.

Todleben, tot'la-ben, 31.

Toenningen, Toeplitz, etc. : see Ton-
^Mi^•GE^', etc., m.

Togarmah, togiii-'ma, B.
Togata, to-ga'ta, C.
Tohu, to'hu, B.

I

Toi, to'i, B.
i
Tokantins, to-kan-tens'', 31.

I
Tokay, to-ka'; in Bung. to-koir , 31.

Tola. to'la;-lad, -lad, B.
Tolaites, to'la-Itz,_.B.

Tolbanes, tol'ba-nez, B.
Tolbiacum, tol-bi'a-kum, C.

\
Toledo, to-le'do; in Sp. to-ia'do, -M.

j

Tolentino, to-len-te'iio, M.
Toletum, to-le'tum, C.

\ Tolistobii, tol-is-toHit-t, C.
Tolmides, tol'nii-dez, C.
Tolomei. to-lo-ma /

'e, 31.

Tolophon, toKo-fon, C.
Tolosa, to-lorsa, C. and 31.

I Tolosani, tol-o-sa^ni; -aates, -sa'tez,
C.

I
Toluca, to-Wka, 31.

Tolumnius, to-lum'ni-us, C.
Tolus, to'lus, C.
Tomxus, to-me-'us, C.
Tomarus, tom /'a-ruso;-to-nia'

,rus,C
mbigbee, to
bek'be, 31.

Tomerus, to-ine'rus, C.
Tomisa, toml-sa, C.

i

Tomit33, to-mi'te, C. _
i Tommaseo, toin-ma-za'o, 31.

I Tommasi, tom-ma'ze, 31.

! Tomori, tom'o-ri, C.

;

Tomis, to'"niis, C.
! Tomuri, to-mu'ri, C.
< Tomyris, tom'i-ris, C.

i
Tondota, ton-do'ta, C.

sun, cube, full ; moon, fot>t ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNbox, chair, get.
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TOWEA 614 TUBERO

Tonea, to'r.e-a, C.
Tonewanda, ton-e-wan'da, or -wan-

ta. -wan'ta, 31.

Tongataboo or -bu, tong-a-ta'boo,

Toagillius, ton-jil'li-us, C.
Tonia, to-ni'a, C.
To ikin or -quin, ton-ken', 31.

Tdnningen, ten'ning-en, 31.

Tonquin : same an Tonkin, 31.

Toola, Toula, or Tula, too'Ia, 31.

Toorkistan, better Turkestan, toor/-

kis-tan'. M. _
Toorkomans or Turkomans, toor /'ko-

manz, M.
Topayos, to-pi 'os; also Tapaos, ta-

pa'zbos or -hos, 31.

Topazus, to-pa'zus, C.
Topeka. to-pe'ka, 31.

Tophel, to'fe!, B.
Tophet, to'let ; -pheth, -feth, B.
Topiris, to-pi'ris, C.
Tcplitz or Toeplitz, tep'lits; uho
Teplitz, tSp'lits, 31.

Topsham, to'ps'am, 31.

Torbay, tor-ha', 31.

Tordenskiold, tor'den-ske-old, M.
Toreao, to-ran'yo, 31.

Toretse. tSr'e-te, C.
Torgau. tor'gow, 31.

Torini, t8rT-nI, C.
Tornea or Torneo (both pron.) torr-

ne-o, 31.

Torone, to-ro'ne, C.
Toronto, to-ron'to, 31.

Torquata. t8r-kwa'ta; -tus, -tus, C.
Torquato, tSr-kwa'to, 31.

To-quemada, t&r-kS-ma'da, 31.

lorres Vedras, toVres-va'dras, 31.

Torricelli, tor-ii-seKlT or tor-re-

chel'le, 31.

Tortuga, t6r-too'ga, 31.

Torus, to'rus, C.
Toryne, to-ri'ne, C.
Tou, to'u, B.
Toucey, tow'st, C
Toul, tooi, M.
Toula : same as Toola, 31.

Toulon, t .o-Ion', M._
Tou- or Thoulouso, too-looz', 31.

Toup, tqwp, M.
Tour, toor, M.
Touraine, tjo-ran', 31.

Tournay. t lor-na'; in Flemish, Door-
nik, ddr'nik, 31.

Tournefort, tyorn'for, M.
Tourneur, t .or-ngr', 31.

Tourrette, too-ref, 31.

Tours, t >6r, 31.

Toussaint L'Ouverture, too-saxloo-
vSr-tnr', 31.

Towcester, tows'ter, 31.

Townshend, townz'end, 31.

Toxaridia, toks-a-rid'i-a, C.
Toxaris, toks'a-ris, C.
Toxeus, toks'e-us or toks'us, C.
Toxicrate, toks-ik'ra-te, C.
Toxili, toks'i-li, C.
Toxophone. toks-ofo-ne, C.
Toygeni, to-iKc-ni, C.
Tratea. tra'ne-a, C.
Trachalus, trak'a-lus, C.
Trachas, tra'kas, C.
Trachea, tia-ke'a, C.
Trachinix, tra-kin'i-e, C.
Trachiotis, tra-ki-o'tis, C.
Trachocitis, trak-o-nitis, B. andC.
Tradescant, trad'es-kant, 31.

Trafalgar, trai'-al-gar' or tra-fal'-
gar, 31.

Tragcedia, tra-je'di-a, ft
Tragus, tra'gus, C.
Trajanopolis, traj-a-nop'o-lis, C.
Trajanus, tra-ja'nus, C.

Tralee, tra-le', 31.

Tramore, tra-mor', 31.

Tranquebar. tran-kwe-bar', M.
Transalpinus, trans-al-pi'nus, C.

Transpadanus, trans-pa-da'nus, C.
Transtevere, trans-ta'va-ra, M.
Transtiberina, trans'tib-e-ri'na ;

-nus, -mis, C.
Transylvania. tran-sil-va'nY-a ; in

Hung. Erde"ly Orszaag, ek-daKor-
sag

/r

, M.
Trapani, tra'pa-ne, M.
Trapeza, tra-pe'za; -zon, -zon; -zus,

-zns, C.
Traphea. tra-fe'a, C.
Trasimenus, tras-i-me'nus, C.
Tras os Montes, tras-os-mon /

'tes, 31.

Travancore, trav-an-kor', M.
Treba, tre-'ba, C.
Tretatius, tre-ba'shi-us, C.

Trebellianus, tre-bel'li-a'nus ; -enus,
-e'nus, C.

Trebellius, tre-beKli-us, C.

Trebia, tre'bi-a ; -bius, -bi-na, C.

Trebizond, treb'i-zond'; in Turkish,
Tarabesoon, ta-ra'be-s n n', M.

Treborius, tre-bo'ni-us, C.

Trebula, treb'u-la, C.
Tredegar, tred'e-gar, M.
Treiver, tri'vSr, M.
Tremiti, tveni'e-te or tra'me-te, M.
Tremont, tre-monf. M.
Trent, trent; in G. Trient, tre-ent',

M.
Trerus, tre'rus, C.
Tresviri, trefi'vi-ri, C.
Treveri, t'^v'e-ri ; or -iri, -i-ri, C.
Treves, trevz; F. Treves, trav; G.

Trier, tier, JL
Treviglio, tra-vel'yo, M.
Trevisani, trave-za'ne, M.
Treviso, tra-ve'zo, M.
Trevor, trev'er, M.
Trozzo, trefso, M.
Triaditza, tre-ii-dit'sa, M.
Triaria, tri-a'ri-a ; -rius, -ri-us, C.
TribalU, tri-bal'li, C.
Triboci, trib'o-si, C.
Tribolo, tre'bo-lo, M.
Tribuni, tri-bu'ni, C.
Tricala, tre'ka-la, M.
Tricasses, tri-kas-'sez, C.
Trica.stini, tiik-as-ti'ni, C.
Trichinopoli or -ly, trich-in-op'o-le,
M.

Trichonis, tii-ko-'nis, C.
Tricipitinus, tri-sip'i-ti'iius, C.
Tricoloni, trik-o-lo'ni, C.
Tricoryphus. tri-kor'i-fus, C.
Tricorythus, tri-kor

/,
i-thus or trik-

o-ri'thus, C.
Tricoupi, tre-koo'pe, or Trikupis,

tre-kjo^pis, M.
Tricrana, tri-kra'na, C.
Tricrena, tri-kre'na, C.
Trideiitum, tri-den'tuin, C.
Trieres, tri-e'rez, -rum. -rum, C.
Trie3t or Trieste, tre-esf or tie-es/'-

ta, ,!/.

Trieterica, tri-e-ter'i-ka, C.
Trieteris, tri-e-te'ris, C.
Triewald, tre'vald, M.
Trifolinus, trif-o-li'nus, C.
Trigemina, tri-jem /'i-iia; -ni, -ni, C.
Trigonum, tri-go^num; -nus, -nus,

Trimurti, tre-mTor'te, H.
Trinacria, tri-na-'kri-a, or Trinacris,

trin'a-kris, C.
Trirasus. tri-na'sus, C.
Trincomalee, tiink /o-m4-le /

', M.
Triremis, trin'c-mis, C.
Trinidad, trin-i-dad', M. _
Trinobantes, trin-o-ban'tez, C.

I Triocala, tri-ok'a-la; -alini, -a-li'ni,

a
J

Triodus, tri'o-dus, C.
! Triones, tri-o'nez, C.
Triopas, tri'o-pas, or Triops, tri'-

ops, C.
Triopeis, tri-o-pe'is; -peius, -pe'yus,

Triopes, tri'r.-pez ; -pus, -pus, C.
TriphilUs, tri-fil'lis, C.
Triphilus, tri-fi'lus, C.
Triphylia, tri-fil'i-a, C.
Triphylis, tri-ri'lis, C.
Triphylus, ti i-fi'- or trif'i-lus, C.
Tripodi, trip'o-di, C.
Tripoli, trip'o-ll'; local name Tara-

bloos, ta-i-a'bl >c s, M.
Tripolis, t>ip ro-lis, B. and C.
Tripolitza or -lizza, tre-po-lit"sa, 31.

Triptolemus, tiip-toKe-nuis, C.
Triquetra, trik'we-tra, C.
Trismegistus, tris-nie-iis'tus, C.
Tristan, tiis'tan: in F. ties-toN', 31.

Tritea, tri-te'a, C.
Trithen, tre'ten, 3f.

Tritia, trish'i-a, C.
Tritogenes, tii-toj ,e-nez, C.
Tritogenia, trit'o-je-ni'a, C.
Triton, tri'ton, Cz
Tritones, tri-to'nez; -nis, -nis;-nus,

-mis, C.
Triumpilici, tri-uni / pi-li

/
'ni, C.

Triumviri, tri-um'vi-ri, C.
Triventum, tri-ven'tuin, C
Trivia, tiiv'i-a, C.
Triviae Antrum, triv ri-e-an /'trumi

T. Lacus, -la'kus, C.
Trivicum, tri-vi'kum; -cus, -kus, C.
Troades, tro'a-dez, C.
Troas, tro^as, B. and C.
Trochari, tiok-'a-ri, C.
Trochois, trok'o-is, C.
Troezene, tre-ze'ne, C.
Trogilus, troj'i-lus, C.
Troglodytae, trog-iod'i-te or trog-lc~

di'te; -tes, -tez, C.
Trogus Pompeius, tro'gus-pom-pe'-
yus, C.

Trogyllium. tro-jiKli-um, B.
Troilus. t'o'i-lus, C.
Trois Rivieres trwa-re've-ar': same
a< Three Rivers, 31.

Troja, tro^ja, C.
Trojani, tro-ja'ni, C.
Trojugenae, tro-ju'.ie-ne, C.
Trb'llweiber, treKvi'bSr, N.
Tromentina. trom-en-ti'na, C.
Tronchin. t ON'-sbSx', M.
TroEd o" Tron. Saint, saN-trSx', M.
Trondhjem or Trondjem, tron^yem,

31.

Tropasophorus, tro-pe-ofo-rus, C.
Trophimus, trofi-nms, B. and C.
Trophonius, tro-fo'iii-us, C.
Trosachs, tro'saks, 31.

Trossuli. tros'su-li; -lum, -lum, C.
Troughton, trow'nm, M.
Trowbridge, tro'brij, 31.

Troyes, trwa, 31.

Truectini, tru-en-ti /
'ni. C.

Truentum, t-u-en'tum, C.
Truxillo or Trujillo, tioo-hel'yo,_C
Trygodaemones, trig-o-dein'o-nez,

V.
Tryphena, trife'na, B.
Tryphera, t'-it'e-ra ; -rus, -rus, C.
Tryphiodorus, tril /i-o-do,rus, C.
Tryphon, tri'fon, B. ami C.

; Tryphosa, tri-fo'sa, B. and C.

I

Tscnirnhausen, tsbirn'hoWzen, M.
Tschudi, tsboo'de, 31.

Tuam, tu'am, 31.

Tubal, tu'bal ; T.-cain, -kan, B.
I Tubero, tu'be-ro, C.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; 6nd, eve, term ; Tfn, Ice ; 5dd, tone, or

;

J2, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern j iV
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TUBIENI

Tubieni, tu-bi-e'ni, B.
Tiibingen, te'bing-en, M.
Tuccia, tuk'shi-a; -cius, -shi-us, C.
Tuccitora, tuk-sifo-ra or -si-to'ra,

C.
Tucia, tu'shi-a,^.
lucuman

1
_toq-koo-man /', M.

Tudela, too-da'la, M.
Tuder, tu'der, C.
Tudertini, tu-der-ti'm, C.
Tuditanus, tu-di-ta'nus, C.
Tudri, tu'dri, C.
Tuficani, tu-fi-ka'ni, C.
Tugeni, tu'je-ni, C.
Tugia, tu'ji-a, C.
Tu^urinus, tu-gu-ri'nus, C.
Tuisto,ju-is'to, or -isco, -is'ko, C.
Tula, too'la : same as Toola, M.
Tulo, too'le or -la, M.
Tuiingi, tu-lin'ji, C.
Tullia, tul'li-a ; -lius, -li-us, C.
Tullianum, tul-li-a'nuin, C.
Tulliola, tul-li^o-la, C.
Tulloch, tuKluk, M. _
Tuaguragua, toon£-goo-ra /'gwa, M.
Tuaguses, toong-goo'sez, M.
Tunis or -nes, tu'iiis or-nez,C.
Tunis or Toonis, tu'nis or too'nis,
M.

Tuolumene, twol'ura-ne, 31.

Tupelo, tu'pe-lo, M.
Turarius, tu-ra'ri-us, C.
Turcoing, ter-kwaN'', M.
Turcomans, toor'ko-manz' : same
as Tookkomans, M.

Turdetani, tgr-de-ta'ni, C.
Turdull, tgr'du-li, C.
Turenne, tii-ren'; in F. tg-ren', M.
Turgot, toor-go' or ter-go', M.
Turiaso, tu-ri-a'so, C.

Turin, tu'rin or tu-rin'; in F. tg-

vaN'', in It. Torino, to-re'no, M.
Turius, tu' ri-us, C.
Turkey, ter'kr, M.
Turkestan, or Toorkistan, toor'kes-

tan, M.
Turnhout, tSrn ,howt, M.
Turobrica, tu-ro-bri'ka, C.
Turones, tu-ro'nez, C.
Turoni (a peorle in Gaul), tn'ro-
ni : (in Germany), tu-ro'ni, C.

Turpilius. ter-piKi-us, C.
Turpin, tgr'pin, M.
Turj^o. ter'pi-o, C.
Turrmus, tur-ri'nus, C.
Turullius, tu-ruKli-us, C.
Tuscaloosa, tus-ka-loo'sa, C.
Tuscania, tus-ka'ni-a, C
Tuscany, tus'ka-nt -, in It. Toscana,

tos-ka'nn,, M.
Tu3carawas, tus-ka-rnw'Vas, M.
Tujcarora. tus'ka-ro'ra, M.
Tu3cia, tus'shi-a, C.
Tu3culani, tus-ku-la'ni ; -num,
-num, C.

Tusculi, tus'ku-li ; -lum, -lum, C.
Tutanus, tu-ta'nus, C.
Tuteliaa, tu-te-li'na, or -tilina, -ti-

li'na, C.
Tuthoa, tu'tho-a, C.
Tutia, tu'shi-a, C.
Tuticanus, tu-ti-ka^nus, C.
Tuticum, tu'ti-kum, C.
Tutilo, too'te-lo, M.
Tu'oiai, tu-ti'ni, C.
Tu -ctla, tdokst'la, M.
Tuy, twe, M.
Tver or Twer, tv6r or tvar, M.
Tyana. ti'a-na, C.
Tyan3EU3, ti-a-ne'us, C.
Tyanltis. ti-a-ni'tis, C.
Tyfaris, ti'b-is, (J.

Tyfcur, ti'bgr, C.
Tyche, ti'ke, C.
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Tychicus, tik'i-kus, B. and C.
Tychius, tik'i-us, C.
Tyde, ti'de, C.
Tydeus, tid'e-us or ti'dtls, C.
Tydides, ti-di'dez, C.
Tyenis, ti-e'nis, C.
Tylos, ti'los, C.
Tymbriani, tini-bri-a'ni, C.
Tymolus. ti-mo'lus, C.
Tympania, tim-pa-ni /

'a,, C.
Tymphaei. tim-J'el, C.
Tyndale, tin'dal, M.
Tyndareus, tiu-da're-us, C.
Tyndarides, tin-dar-'i-dez, C.
Tyndaris, tin rda-iis ; -rus, rus, C.
Tynemouth, tln'muth, M.
Tynnichus, tin'ni-kus, C.
Typaneae, ti-pa^ne-e, C.
Typho, ti'fo, E.
Typhoeus, ti-io'e-us or ti-fo'fls, C.
Typhon, ti'foii, C. and E.
Typhonis, ti-fo /'nis, C.
Tyr, ter, .V.

Tyrangitae, ttr-an-ji'te. C.
Tyrannio, ti-ran'ni-Oi -nion, -ni-on,

Tyrannus, ti-ran^nus, IS. and C.
Tyro, tlr, B. and M.
Tyras, ti'ras : -ra, -ra, C.
Tyree or Tyry, ttr-e' : same as
Tikek, M.

Tyres, ti'iez, C.
Tyridates, tTi-i-da'tez, C.
Tyni, tn-'l-i : -ius, -i-us, C.
Tyriotes, tTi-i-o'tez, C.
Tyrissei, tlr-is-se^i, C.
Tyrnau, ti r'now ; in Hung. Nagy
Szombath, u5d-j'e- or noj-soni-
bot', M.

Tyro, ti'ro, C.
Tyroglyphus, ti-rog'li-fus, C.

Tyrol tir'ul : >n G. te-roK, M.
Tyrone. tY-ron', M.
Tyros, ti'ios, C.
Tyrrel, tTr'el, M.
Tyrrheni, tTr-rc'n! ; -nam, -num ;

-nus. -nns, C.
Tyrrheum. trr're-um, C.
Tyrrhidse, tTr-ri'de, C.
Tyrrhigenae, tlr-rij'e-ne, C.
Tyrseta, ter-se'ta, C.
Tyrtgeus, ter-ter us, C.
Tyrus, ri'rus, B. and C.
Tyrwhitt, tSi-'it or tgr'wit, M.
Tysias. tish'i-as, O.
Tzacone3, zak^o-nez, C.
Tzschirner, tshTr'ner, M.
Tzurulum, zu-ru'lum, C.

u.
Ubeda, rtrvba'da, M.
TJberti, no-b'r'te, M.
Ubes, Saint, sent-ubz'' : same as
Sktubal, M.

TJbii, n'hr-T, C.
Ucal, u'kal, B.
Ucalegon, u-kaKe-gon, C.
Ucayale, oo-ki-a'la, or -ali.-Ji'le, M.
Uccello, oot-cheKlo, M.
Ucena, u'se-na, C.
Uceni, u-se'ni, C.
Ucetia, n-sp'sbi-a, C.
Udnie, oo-de'ita, M.
Udir.i. ii-fli'ni. C.
Udvarhely. ood /var

/r
hel', M.

Uel, n'el, B.
Ufens. u'Jenz, C.
Ufeutina, u-fen-ti'na, C.
Uf[e-nbacli1 (W>f-ien-bak

/', M.
Uggione, ood-jo'iia, M.
Ughelli, oo-gel'ie, M.

URQUIZA

[
TTgia, u'ji^a, C.
Ugolino, oo-go-le''no, 7,1.

Uhland, oo'lant or yCo'land, M.
Uist, wist, M.
Uitenhage, yoo'ten-has ; in D. oi-

teu-ba^gg^JJf.
Ukraine, voo^kran or Od-kran'; in

Polish Ukraina, 6o-kra-e >'na, M.
TJlai, u'la-i, B.
Ulam, u"lam, B.
Ulea, oo-la'a, M.
Ulea, oo'le-o, M.
Uleaborg, oo'le-o-borg', M.
Ulfllas or Ulphilas, uKti-las, M.
Ulia, u'li-a, V.
Ulizibera, u'liz-i-be'ra, C.
Ulla, uKla, B.
Ulloa, ool-yo'a, M.
Ullr or Uller, d6Kgr, M.
Ulm, ulm ; in G. 6t)lm, M.
Ulpianus, ul-jji-a-'nus, C.
Ulrici, crol-ret'se, M.
Ulster (in Irel.), ul'stgr; (in G.),

cJbKster, M.
Ulubrae, u'lu-bre, C.
Ulysses, u-lis'sez, C.
Umbagog, um-ba'gog, M.
Umbrenus, uiii-bre'nus, C.
Umbria, uni^bri-a, C.
Umbricius, um-brish /

'i-us, C.
Umea, oo'nie-o, M.
Ummah, um'ma, B.
Ummerapoora, nm /mgr-a-p->o /'ra

;

written also Am AKAl'OUUA, M.
Ummidius, um-inid'i-us, C.
Umpqua, uinp'kwaw, M.
Ucdecemviri, un-de-scin /'vi-ri, C.
Underwalden: same as Unxekwal-

DE.V, M.
Unelli, u-neKli, C.
Unger, dong'ST, M.
Unri, nn'tii, B.
Unxia, nnk'shi-a, C.
Upernavik, oo-p^r'na-vik, M.
Uphain, up'am, M.
Upharsin, ii-far'sin, B.
Uphaz, u'faz, B.
Upis, u'pis, C.
Upsal, up'sal, or Upsala, up-sa'la,
M.

Ur, gr, B.
Uraca, u-ra'ka, C
Uragus, u-rn /'gus, C.
Ural or Oural, io-ra.K, M.
Uralsk, 'ic-ralsk', M.
Urania, ii-rarni-a, C
Uranopolis, u-ra-nop'o-lis, C.
Uranus, u'ra-nus, C.
Urbane, er'ban : same as Urban, gr'-
b^n, B.

Urbana, gr-ba^na ; -nus, -nus, C.
Urbanna, er-ban'na, M.
Urticua, er-bik'u-a, C.
Urbicus, er'bi-kiiB, C.
Urtinates, gr-bi-na'tez, C.
Urbino, oor-be /'no, M.
Urbinum, er-bi'iium, C.
Ureum, u-ve^um, C.
Urfa, 'i-'Ja : °ame as Oorfa, M.
Urf 4, gr-fa', M.
Urgenum. er'je-num, C.
Urgia, er'ji-a, C. _
Uri, u'ri, £. ; yjo'rT, in G. oo^re,
M.

Uria, urri-d, C.
Uriah, u-ri'a; -as, -as, B.
Uriel, u'ri-el, B.
Urjjah, u-ri'ja, B.
Urim, u'rim, B.
Urion, u-ii'on, C.
Urites, u-ri'tez, C.
Urmian : same as Ooroomea, Jjf

Urquhart, gik rart, ,1/.

Urquiza, oor-ke'thii or -sii, M,

sitn, cQbe, full : nmon, ffiot ; cow, oil ; linprer or ink, then, boNbox, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; M, Modern ; iV, Norse.
,
[See p. 521/



UHSEWTINI lb VEWULUS

T7v3e->tiTii, cr-sen-ti^ni, C.
UrsidiJS. er-siiKi-ns, C.
UrsiiU3 5 -si'mis, (.*.

Uruguay, u'r -gwa' or oo-r >o-

•rui'. .)/.

Uramiah. TJrumiya: same as Ooitoo-
MKA, !/.

TTsbekistan or Ocztekistati, < oz-bek-
is-'an': s tun- its BOKHARA, At.

TTsoium, uz'hi-mn, (.'.

TT3ca a us/ka- a, C.

Usee ..uai. us'se-nuin, C.

Ushar.t ush'ant; in F. Oaessant,
WL>-SUX', M.

TJshas. /shas, //^
Usipetes. u-sip'e-tez, C.
TJsipi. u-si'pi, C.
Usipii. u-sip'T-I, C.
TTsteri. Gos-ta're, JZ.

Ustica, us-ti'ka, C.
TXstiug : see Oustioog, Jf.

TJta u'ta, B.
Utnai, u'tha-i, ZJ.

Uthi u't'ni, «.
Utaiia, u-tlii'na, C.
Utah or Youta, y u'ta, Jf.

Utica. u'ti-ka, K an I M.
Utrecht, u'trekt; in D. e'trekt, M.
XJtrer-i. .-t.a'ra, JZ.

trttoxeter, uks'c-tSr, JZ.

Uwios y Inz, M.
TTxama. uks'a-ma, C.
Uxiatis, u'cs-&n'tis, C.
UseilodUi urn, uks-el'lo-du'num.C.
Uxe-tLii- aks-en-ti'ui, C.
TJxii, uk'shY-I, C.
Uz, uz, B.
Uzai, u'za-i, Z?.

Uzal, u'zal, B.
Uzbeck, joz-bek': same as Oozbek,
M.

Uzes, e-zes' or za&r, Jf.

TJzza, -zah, uz'za, B.
Uzzea-sberah, uz'zen-she'ra, B.
Uzzi, uz'zi, Zi.

Uzzia. -ah, nz-zi'a, Z?.

TTzziel. uz-zi'- o/- uz'zi-el, 2?.

Uzzielites, uz-zi'el-itz, Zi.

V.

Vaccsei, vak-se'I, C
Vacherot, vfeh-ro', Jf.

Vacuna. va-ku'na, ('.

Vadavero. va-dnv'e-ro, C.
Vadimortis. vad-i-mo'nis, C.
Vaga. va'ga, C.
Vagedrnsa. vai-e-dra'sa, C.
Vage~i. va-je'ni, C.
Vagitanus, vaj-i-ta'nus, C.
Vahalis. va'ha-lis, C.
Vahl. val, .V.

Vaicas. va-i'kus, C.
Vaigatz, vi-gats', Jf.

Vaillant. va-ySx', J/.

Vaishnava. vish'na-va, H.
Vaisyas, vls'yas, ZZ.

Vajezatha. vn-jez'a-tha, B.
Vala. vala, C.
Valais, va-Ia'; in G. Wallia, vallis,
M.

Valamiru3, val-a-mi'nis. C.
Valaskjalf. va-las'kyalf, X.
Valckeaaer, vHlk'ken-ar, M.
Valdaaus, vaKda-siis, C.
Val-ds-?e"as, val-da-pan'yas, Jf.

Valdes. val-des', M.
Valdivia. val-de've-'a, 31.

Valence, vii-lSxs/', Jf.

Valeacia, va-len'shT-a: in Sp. va-
len'the-a, M.

Valenciennes, vii-lQN'se-en', Jf.

Valentia va-lcn'sliT-a, Jf.

Valenti'ianus. val/en-tiii/i-a/,nns,Cl
Valerti-uj vHl-en-ti'ijus, C.
Valeria, va-le'ri-a; -rius, -ri-us, C.
Valeriai.".s. va-le'ii-a'Hus, V.
Valeras. vaKe-rus, ('

Valetium, va-le'shi-um, C.
Valgius v-iKji-us, C.
VaU, va'le, .V

Valii. va'll-i, C.
Valkyria vaS-kir'T-a. X.
Valladoiid, val'la-do-lid' ; in Sp.

v.l-va-ilo-led', JZ.

Vale'vaKla, M.
Vallsbana, val-leb'a-na, C.
V. Uiere, vai'ie-ar', Jl.

Vailo ia, val-li>rni-a, C.
Valmiki vaKinT-kT, Jf.

Valois. ^!^i-wa /', Jf.

yalomtrosa, va-lom-bro'sa, Jf.

Valparaiso, val-pa-ri'so, Jf.

Valteliina, val-tel-le'na; or-telline,
-tel-len', if.

Va^ Achen or Aachen, van-a'ken,
M.

Van Btiren, van-bu'ren, Jf.

Vanbruih. van'broo, M.
Vaneouyer. \ai)-!c o'vSr, JL
Van Dale, vau-da'le. Jl.

Vandali. van'da-li, C.
Vandalia, van-da'li-a, Jl.

Vasdalii van-da'li-i, C.
Vander Heyden, van'dSr-lu'den, Jf.

Varder Meulen. van'rtei-ine'len, M.
Vardsrmo i-de. van'der-mon'cle, Jl.

Vander Weyde, van'der-vi'de, Jl.

Van Diemea's. van-de'menz, Jl.

Vandili. van'di-li, C.
Var.dyke. vnu'dik': /« l>- Vandyck
or V'aiidjik. viin-rhk^, Jl.

Vangiones, van-ji'o-nez, C.
Van Hoeck. van-hdok. Jl.

Vaniah. va-ni'a, B.
Vannes, van, Jl.

Vanni. van'ne, Jl.

Vannius, van'ni-us, C.
Vannucci, van-noot'che ; same as
Plkigino, Jf.

Van 0o3t. van-ost. Jf.

Van Rensselaer, van-ren'sel-er, M.
Vansittart. van-sir'tart, JZ.

Vansomer, van-sn'mei-, Jl.

Vanuzzi. va-noot'se, Jl.

Vaperau. vap-er-o' or vap-ro', Jf.

Varanes. va-ra'nez, C.
Varchi. vlir'ke, Jl.

Vardsei, var-de'i, C.

Varennes, va-ren', Jl-

Varduli. var'du-li, C.
Varenus, va-re'nus, C.
Vargala, var'ga-la, C.
Vargas, viir'^iis, Jl.

Vargicnes. var-ji-o'iiez, C.

Vargula, var"gu-la, C.
Varia, va'ri-a, C.
Variana, va-ri-a'na, C.
Various, vaKi-kus, C.
Varignon, va-ren-y5N', Jl.

Varinas, va-re Ana's; o)-Barenas, ba-
re'nas, Jl.

Varini. va-ri'ni, C.
Varisti, va-ris'ti, C.
Varius. va£ri-us, C.
Varna or Warna. var'na, Jl.

Varnhag6n, Srn'ha-gen, Jl.

Varuna, va'no-na, H.
Varus, va'rus, C.
Vasirhely. va-shar-hel"

-

, Jl.

Vasari. va-za're, Jl.

Vasatse, va-sa'te ; -t93. -tez, C,
Vascoses, vas'ko- or vas-ko'nez,C
Vasconia. vas-ko'ni-a, C.

Vashrd, vash'nl, B.
Vashti. vash'tT, B.

Vata, va'ta, H.
Vatica^U3. vat-i-ka'nus, C.
Vatie U3. va-sli '-e'nus, C.
Vatinius. va-tin'i-us, C.
VatreTUi. va-t e'lins. C.
Vattell. vat-tcl' or vat-teK, Jf.
Vauban. vo-bSx', Jf.

Vaucher. vo-sha', Jf.

Vaucluse. vn-klgz'. Jf.

Vaud, \(i: o • Pays-de-Vaud, pa'e-d5-
vo': in G'Waadt, vat, Jf.

Vaugeias, \ ozli-lii'', M.
Vaughan. vawr or vaw'an, Jf.

Vauquelin. v«5k-laK/', Jf.

Vauvilliers, vo-vc-ya/
'

1 Jf.

Vaux. vawks, M.
Vayu. va'yjo, H.
Ve. va. X.
Veami-i. ve-a-rai'ni. C.
Vecchi. vek'ke, M.
Vecchio, vek'ke-o, Jl.

Vechires, ve-ki'iez, C.
Vectius, vek'shi-us, C.
Vectones. vek-to'- or vek'to-nez.C
Veda, va'rla. H.
Vedius Follio, ve'dT-us-poKli-o; ve-

! di'us ( I'luto), C.
Vega, va'jrii. Jf.

Vegetius. >'e-je'
r
sbi-us, C.

Vegiia. veK- or val'ya, Jf.

Veia, ve'ya, G.
Veianus. ve-ya'nus, C.
Veientes, ve-i en'tez, C.
Veiento. vc-i-en'to, C.
Veii. ve'yi. C.
Veit. lit, JZ.

Vejarius, ve-iarni-us, C.
Vejovis. vej'o-vis, C.
Velatrum, ve-la'bium, C.
Velacrum. ve-laltrum, C.
Velarius, ve-la'ni-us, C.
Velasquez, va-Ias'kes o;--kcth, M.
Veleda vel'e-da. C.
Velez-Malaga. va'Ietli-m'a'la-ga, Jl.

Velia, ve'li-a. C.
Velifcori, ve-lib'o-ri, C.
Velina, ve-li'na; -nam, -num; -nus.

|

-mis, C.
Velino. va-le'no, Jf.

Veliocas3i, ve'li-o-kas'si, C.
Veliterna, vel-i-ter'na, C.
Velites, ve-li'tez, C.
Veiitrae, ve-Ii'- or veKi-tre, C.

Velleda, veKle-da, C.
Velleius. vel-le'i-us; V. Paterculua,

I -pa-ier'ku-lus, C.

I

Velletri, vel-la'tre, Jf.

Vellica, veKli-ka, C.
': Velio-. veKlo-, or Velocasses, vel'o-

[

kas'sez, C.
Velpeau. vel-po', Jf.

Venafrum, ve-na'frum, C.
Venaissin, vg-nes-saN', Jf.

Venango, ve-nan'go, Jf.

Vendie, La, la-von-da', Jf.

Vendome, von-dom', Jf.

Venedae, veu'e-de : -di, -di, C
Veneli, ven'e-li; -ti. -ti; -tus, -tus,C.

Venetia, ve-ne'shi-a, C. and Jf.

Veneziano, va-net'se-a'no, Jf.

Venezuela, ven-e-zwe'la ; in Sp.
ven-eth-wa'la, JZ.

Venice, ven'is; in ft. Venezia, veu-
ed'ze-a, JZ.

Venilia, ve-nil'i-a, C.
Venloo, ven-lo', Jf.

Vennones, ven-no /'nez, C.

Vennonius, ven-no'ni-us, C.
Ventidius. ven-tid'i-us, C.

Ventimiglia, ven-te-meKya: in F.
Ventimille, v5x-te-mel' or vox-te-

me'y', JZ.

Venuleius. ven-u-le'yus, C.

Venulus. ven'u-lus, C.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; end, eve, term ; Tn, Ice ; 5dd, tone, 6r

;

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; Jf, Modern ; X, Norse. [See p. 521.]



VENUS 617 VOLOATIUS

Venus, ve'nus, C.

Venu3ia, ve-nu'shi-a, C.
Venusini, ven-u-si'iii; -num, -num,
C

Venusti, van • s'te, M.
Vepicus. ve-pi'kus, C.
Vera Cruz. va'vil-kr '6s, 31.

Veragri, ve-ia'- or vgr'a-gri, C.
Verania, ve-ra^ni-a ; -nius, -ni-us,

V.
VeranioUn. ve-ra-ni'o lus, C.
Veratmiolus, ve-ran-ni'o-lus, C.
Verbi?eaa. vSr-bii'e-na, C.
Vercellae, ver-seKle, C.
Vereelli, veY-cheKle, 31.

Vercingetorix, ver-sin-jefo-riks, C.
Verde, ver.l, 31.

Verdun, ver-duN', 31.

Veretini, veVe-ti'ni, C.
Veretum, ve-re'tum, C.
Vergasilauaus, ver'gas-i-law'nus, C.
Vergeilus, ver-jeKlus, C.
Vergaaaes, ver-jenz'i in F. vSr-

z hen', 31.

Vergilia, ver-jiKi-a : -iae, -i-e, C.
Vergiaius, ve •-jin'i-us, C.

Vergium, vSr'ji-um, C.
Vergaiaud or -aux. vern-yS-or, 31.

Vergobretus, ver-gob're-tus, C.
Veritas, ver'i-tas, C.
Vermelho, vBr-mel'yo, M.
Vermejo, ver-ma'ho, M.
Vermigli, ver-meKye, 31.

Vermont, ver-monf, 31.

Vernet, v'r-ua', 31.

Verolamiam, ver-o-la'mi-um, C.
Veromandui, vSr-o-man'du-i; C.
Veroaa, ve-ro'na, C. ; va-ro'na, M.
Veroaes, ve-ro'nez, C.
Veronica, vgr-o-ni'ka, C.
Verplanck, ver-plank', 31.

Verrinse, vgr-ri'ne, C.
Verrius, vgr'ri-us, C.
Verrocchio, var-rok'ke-o, 31.

Verrucini, vgr-ru-si'ni, C.
Verrugo, vgr-ru'go, C.
Versailles, ver-saU"; in F. vSr-sal'
or vgr-say"', 31.

Verstegan^ ver-ste'gan, 3L
Vertagus, ver'ta-gus, C.
Verticordia, ver-ti-kSr'di-a, C.
Vertinae, ver-ti'ne, C.
Vertiscu3, vSr-tis'kus, C.
Vertot, ver-to', 31.

Vertumnalia, vSr-tum-nali-a, C.
Vertumnus, vSr-tum'nus, C.
Verulae, vgr'u-le, C.
Verulam, ver'oo-lam, 31.

Verulaaus, vgr-u-la'nus, C.
Verus. ve'rus, C.
Verviars, ver-ve-a'', 3f.

Vesagus, ves'a-gus, C.
Vesbius, ves'bi-us, C.
Vesbola, ves' bo-la, C.
Vescelia, ves-se'li-a, C-
Vescellani, ves-sel-la'ni, C.
Vescia, ves'shi-a, C.

Vescini, ves-si'iii, C.
Vescitania, ves-si-ta'ni-a, C.
Vescularius, ves-ku-la'ri-us, C-
Vesentini, ves-en-ti'ni, C.
Veseris, ves'e-ris, C.
Vesevus, ve-se'vus, C.
Vesionica, ve-shi-on'

r
i-ka, C.

Vesoul, ve-z >oV, M.
Vespasianus, ves-pa'zhi-a'nus, C.
Vespucci, ves-p lot'che, 31.

Vestales, ves-ta'lez, C.
Vestalis, ves-ta'Iis, C.
Vestilius, ves-tilri-us, C.
Vestilla, ves-til'la, C.
Vestini, ves-ti'ni : -nus, -nus, C.
Vestorius, ves-to'ri-us, C.
Vestri, ves'tre, N.

Vesulus, vcs'u-lus, C.
Vesuvius, ve-su'vi-us, C. awl 31.

;

in It. Ve3Uvio, va-s lo^ve-o, M.
Vesvius, ves'vi-us, C.
Vetera, vefe-ra, C.
Vettius, vet'ti-us, C.
Vettoaes, vet-to'nez, C.
Vettori, vet-to're, C.
Vetulonia, vet-u-lo'ni-a, C
Veturia, ve-tu'ri-a; -rius, -ri-us, C
Vetus, ve'tus, C.
Vevay, ve-va', 3f.

Viaca, vi'a-ka, C.
Viadrus, vi-a'drus or vi'a-drus, C.
Vialis, vi-a'lis, C.
Viana, ve-a'na, 31.

Viardot, ve-ar-do', 31.

Viatka, ve-at'kii. 31.

Vibidia, vi-bid'i-a ; -ius, -i-us, C.
! Vibilia, vi-biKi-a, C.
Vibiaates, vib-i-na^tez, C.
Vibiones, vib-i-o'nez, C.
Vibius, vib'i-us, C.
Vibe-, vi'bo. C.
Viborg or Wiborg, ve'borg, 31.

Vibulaaus, vib - u - la'nus : -leuus,
-le'nus, C.

Vibullius, vi-buKli-us, C.
VicaPota, vi'ka-po'ta, C.

Vic6llius, vi-seKli-us, C.
Viceate. ve-sen'ta, 31.

Vicentia, vi-sen'shi-a, C.
Vicenza, ve-sen'za or ve-cli(;]i

-'za,

31.

Vicetia. vi-se'shi-a, C.
Vicetiai. vis-e-ti^ni, C.
Vich or Vique, ^•ek or vik, 31.

Viciliaus, vis-i-li'nus, C.
Vico, ve'ko. 31.

Vicq, vek, 31.

Vicq d'Azyr, vek-da-zer', 31.

Victoria, vik-to'ri-a; -riu3, -ri-us,

C.
Victorina, vik-to-ri'na; -nus, -nus,

C.
Victumvise, vik-tuni'vi-e, C.
Vida, ve'da. 31.

Vidar, ve'dar, .V.

Vidaurri, ve-dowr're, 31.

Vidocq, ve-dok7", 31.

Vienna, vi-en'na, C. ; ve-en'na,
31. : in G. Wien, ven, 31.

Vienne, ve-en', 31.

Vigevano, ve-iev'a-no, 31.

Vignola, ven^yo-la, 31.

Vignoles^ven-yol /
', 31.

Vigny, ven-ye', 31.

Vigo, ve'so, 31.

Vijors, vl'surz, 31.

Viking, vi'king, JV.

Vili, ve'le, N.
Villa, in Sp. vel'ya ; in Pg. veKya

M.
31.

Villa-Boa, vil'ia-bo-'a.

Villach, viKlak, 31.

Villa del Fuerte, veKya-dcl-fwgr'-
ta, M.

Villafranca : same as Ville-
FBANCHE, M.

Villa Real, veKya-ra-ai', 31.

Villa Rica, in So. Amer. vel'ya-re'-
ka : in Brazil, vil'la- or vel'ya-
re'ka, 31.

Villars, vil'larz or ve-yar', 31.

Villefranche, vel - froxsh' ; in It.

Villafranca, vil-lii-fran'ka, 31.

Villegas, vel-va'sriis, 31._
Villehardouiri, vel-ar'd io-Sn, 31.

Villemain, vel-maN', 31.

Villeneuve, vel-neV, 31.

Villers. ve-va', 31.

Villia, viKli-a; -lius, -li-us, C.
Villiers. vil'yers, 31.

Viminalis, vim-i-na^lis, C.

;
Vincennes, vin-senz' ; in F. vas-

!
Vincentius. vin-senj'shi-us, C.

I

Vinci, vin'che or ven'cfie, 31.

Vincius, vinrshi-us, C.
Vindalium, vin-da'li-um, C.
Vindelici, vin-deKi-si, C.
Vindelicia, vin-de-lish'i-a, C.
Vindemiator, vin-de'ini-a'tor, C.
Vindemitoa:, vin-dem^i-tor, C.
Vindicius, vin-disb-'i-us, C.
Vindili. vin'rii-li, C.
Vindinates, vin-di-na'tez, C.
Vindobona, vin - dob'o-na or -do-

bo'na, C.
Vindonissa, vin-do-nis'sa, C.
Vinet, ve-na', 31.

Vingolf, vin'golf, N.
Viricius, vi-msli'i-us, C.
Vinidius, vi-nid'i-us, C.
"Vinius. vin 'i-us, C.
Violens, vi'o-lenz, C.
Vipsania, vip-sa'ni-a; -nius, -ni-us,

C.
Vique, vek or vik : same as Vich,
M.

I

Virago, vi-ra'ao, C.
Virbius, vet'bi-us, C.

I

Virdumarus, ver-durma-rus, C.
Virey. ve-ra', 31.

Virgilius, vei-jiM-us, C.
Virginia, vei-j'in'i-a, C. and 31.

Virginius, vgr-iin'i-us, C.
Viriathus, vlr-i-a'thus, C.
Viridianus, vi-rid'i-a'nus, C.
Viridomarus, vir-i-dom'a-rus, C.
Viriplaca, vir-i-pla'ka, C.

! Virodunum, vir-o-du rnum, C.
• Viruedrum. vi-ru'e-drum, C.

I

Viscellinus, vis-sel-li^nus, C.
I
Vischer, in D. visiter j in G. fish'-

I er, 31.

! Visconti, ves-kon'te, 31.

Visellia, vi-sel'li-a, C.
Viseilus, vi-seKlus, U.
Vishnu vish'n '6, H.
Visigoths, vi-sig'o-the, C.
Visolus, vis'o-lus, C.
Vistula, vis'tu-la, C. and 31. ; in G.
Weichsel, vik'sel, 31.

Visurgis, vi-ser'jis, C.
Vitebsk, ve - tebsk : same as Wi-
TEBSK, M.

Vitellia, vi-tel'li-a ; -lius, -li-us, C.
Vitelliani, vi-tel/ li-a

,r
ni, C.

Viterbo, ve-tgr'bo, 31.

Vitia, vish'i-a. C.
Viticini, vit-i-si'ni, C.
Vitisator, vi-tis'a-tor, C.
Vitoria or Vittoria, ve-to're-a, M.
Vitricus, vifri-kus, C.
Vitruvius, vi-tru'vi-us, C.
Vitula, vit'u-la, C.
Vives, ve'ves, 31.

Viviani, ve-ve-a'ne, 31.

j

Viviers, ve-ve-a', 31.

I

Vizagapatam. ve-za'pa-pa-tam', 31.

Vladimir or Wladimir, vla-de'mir,
!

31.

Vocio, vo'shi-o, C.
Vcconia, vo-ko'ni-a; -nius, -ni-us,

C.
Vocontia, vo-kon'shi-a, C.

\

Vocula,_yokr u-la, C.
i Voet, voot, 31.

j

Vogel, fo'gel or fog'el, 31.

I Vogesus, voi'e-sus or vo-ie'sus, C.
j

Vogt, io-t, 31.

Voisin or Voysin, vwii-zaNr , 31.

I
Volana, vo-hi/na ; -ne, -ne, C.

' Volandum, vo-lan'dum, C.
I Volaterra, vol-a-tgr'ra, C.
Volcalo, voKka-lo, C.

I Volcatius, vol-ka'shi-us, C.

siin, cube, ftill ; moon, fdot ; cow, oil ; linger or ink, then, boNboN, chair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; N, Norse. [See p. 521.]



VOLSSUS 618 WYE
3, voKe-sus, C.

Volga or Wolga, vol'ga, 3f.

Volhynia, vol-hin'i-a : in Polish
Woiynsk, vo-lensk/', 31.

Vohi6y, voKnt: in F. vol-na-', M.
Vologeses, vo-loj'e-sez, C.
Voiogesus, vo-loj'e-sus or vol-o-je''-

sus. C.
Volscius, vol'shi-us, C.
Volsiaii, vol-sin'I-T, C.
Voisuag, voKscTong, If.

Voltaire, vol-tar'
-

, 31.

Voltinia, vol-tin'i-a, C.
Volufaiie, vo-lu'bi-le ; -lis, -lis, C.
Volumna, vo-lum'na ; -nia, -ni-a ;

-nius, -ni-us, C.
Volupia, vo-Iu'pi-a, C.
Voluptas. vo-lup'tas, C.
Volusenus. vol-u-se'nus, C.
Volusianus, vo-lu'shi-a'nus, C.
Volusius, vo-lu'slii-us, C.
Vclustana, vol-us-ta'na, C.
Voiusus, vol'u-sus, C.
Volutina, vol-u-ti'na, C.
Volux, vo'luks, C.
Vomanus, vo-ma'nus, C.
Vonones, vo-no'nez, C.
Vopasi, vofsi, B.
Vopiscus, vo-pis'kus, C.
Vcranus, vo-ra/nus, (.'.

Vorarlberg, lor-arKberg, 31.

Voronezh, -nej, -neje, -netz. Wcro-
netz or Woronesch, vo-ro-nezh'',
31.

Vortigern, vor'te-ggrn, 31.

Vosegus, yos^e-jrus or vc-se'gus, C.
Vosges, vozh, 31.

Voss, in D. vos (L. Vossius, voshr-
i-us); iu G. fos,M.

Votienus, vo-shi-e-'nus, C.
Voturi, vo-tu'ri, C.
Vouet, v .c-a'^ 31.

Voyer, vwa-va', 31.

Vries, vies, 31.

Vritra, vre'tra, H.
Vulcaaal, vul-ka'nal, C.
Vulcanalia, vul-ka-na'li-a, C.
Vulcanise, vul-ka'ni-e, C.
Vulcanus, vul-ka'nus, C.
Vulcatius, vul-ka'shi-us, C.
Vulsinum, vul-si'num, C.
Vuiturcius, vul-ter'sbi-us, C.
Vultareius, vul-tu-re'yus, C.
Vulturaalia, vul-tSr-na'li-a, C.
Vulturnura, vul - ter'num : -nus,
-uus, C.

w.
Waadt, vat : same as Vaud, 31.

Waagen, vasT'en, 31.

Waal or Wahal, val, 31.

Wabash, waw'bash. 31.

Wachter, vak'ter. M.
W chter or Waechter, vek'ter, 31.

Waday, wa'dT, 31.

Wagram, wa'gnim o- va/pnim, 31.

Wahab, wii-bab' : Wahabite, wa-
hii'btt: Wahabee, -ha'be, 3L

Wahl, val, 31.

Walahrautte, wa-la'mut : same as
WILLAMETTE, 31.

Walch, valk, 31.

Walcheren, vaKker-en, 31.

Waldeck, wol'dek or vaKdek, 3T.

Waldemar, wol rde-mar or val'de-
mar, M.

Waldeases, wawl-den'sez, 31.

Waldoborough. waw] /do-buT/
're, 3T.

Waldstidter See, valt'stet-tgr-za,
.1/.

Wales, walz, 31.

I
Walewski, va-lev'ske or wa-lu'ske,

31.

Walhalla, val-lmKla, 3T.

Wallachia, wol-la'ki-a ; in Turk.
Iflak, ir-lak', 3L

Waileastein, wol'len-stln ; in G.
val'len-stln'. 31.

Wallich, val'lik, 31.

Wallis, vallis: same as Valais, 31.

Walmesiey, womz^lT, 31.

Walsiagham, wot rsing-am, 31.

Waltham, in Eng. woKtum ; in
Mass. woKtham, 31.

Wandsworth, wonz'werth, 31.

Waclay. won r
lT, 3f.

Warasdin, va'ras-den', 31.

Warbarton, wawr'bur-tnn, M.
Wardein var'din, or Waradein,
va'ra-din, 31.

Wargentin. var'gen-ten, 3L
Warham, wKr'um, 31.

Waraa, var'na : same as Warna,
31.

Warsaw, wawr ' saw ; in Polish
Warszawa, var-sha'va, .1/.

Warwick, in Eng. wm-'rik ; in U-
S. wor'wiko/- wor'rik, M.

Washington, wosh'ing-tun, 3f.

Washita or Ouachita, wosli'i-taw,
31.

Watelet, vat-la', 3f.

Wateree, waw'ter-e', M.
Waterloo, waw'ter-ljo; in D. vaw-

ter-l<>^. M.
Watervliet, waw-ter-vlef, 31.

Watteau. vat-to', 31.

Waugh, \\_aw. 31.

Weber, wa'- or va r ber, 31.

Wednesbury, wcnz^ber-t, 31.

Wedresfleld. wenz rie!d, 31.

Weeninx, wa'ninks, 31.

Wear, war or var. M.
Weichselburg or Weiselburg, vik'-

sel-bciori;', 31.

Weidler, vi'dler, 31.

Weigel. vii'el, 31.

W6imar. \i-'mer. 31.

Weinbrenner, vin'bren-er, 31.

Weinheim, vin'lum, 31.

Weishaupt, vis'howpt, 31.

Weiss, wis. 31.

Weisse, vi'sg, M.
Weissenbarg, vi'sen-bri&rg or -berg,

Wellesley. welz'lY, 31.

Wemyss, wemz or wYmz, 31.

Weaer, va'ner, or Wenner, ven'-
ner, 31.

Wenzel, venfsel: in Latin Wences-
laus, wen-ses-Ia'us, 31.

Werner, wer'ner or vSr'ner, 31.

Wernigerode. vrr'ne-ga-ro'de, 3f.

Wortheiai, vert'him, M.
Wesel, va'zel, 31.

Weser. wp'zer ; in G. ya'zer, 3L
West Indies, west-in'dez, 31.

Westmacott, wepfina-kut, 31.

Westmeath. west-meth'', 31.

Westmoreland, wesfmd6r-land or
vest-moor'lancl, 31.

Westphalia, west-fa'lt-a ; in. G.
Westphalen, vest-fallen, 31.

Wexio, wek'she-o, 31.

Weyer, v>'5r, 31.

Weymouth, wa'muth, 31.

Whailey, hwoKlT, 31.

Wharton, hwor'tun, 31.

Whewell, hn'el, 31.

Whishaw. hwish'aw, 31.

Whitefleld. hwi field, 3T.

Wiborg, ve'borg : same as Viborg,

Wiclif. WickliSe: see Wycliffe, M.
Widin, wiiKiii, or Vidia, vid'in,^".

Wied, or Wied-Neu-Wied, vet-noi-
vef : same as Neu-Wikd, 3L

Wieland, we'land; in G. velant,
31.

Wieliczka, ve-lich'ka or vyel-ich'-
ka. 3I._

Wien, ven : same as Vienna, 31.

Wiesbaden, ves - ba'den : same as
Wisbaden, M.

Wieselgren, ve'zel-gren, 31.

Wildenow, wiKde-no, 3f.

Wildenstein, viKden-stln, 3f.

Wilkesbarre, wilks'bar-rT, 31.

Willaert, wiKlart, 31.

Willamette, wil - la'met ; written
al«> Wallahmutte, 31.

Willoughby, wil'lo-bT, 31.

Willughby. wil'lo-bT, 31.

Wilna or Vilna, vil'na, 31.

Winckelmann, vink'el-man, 31.

Windham, wind'mn, M.
Windischgratz, vin'dish-grets, 31.

Windsor, win^zSr, J/.

Winkelried, vink'el-ret, 31.

\
Winnebago, win-ne-ba'go, 3f.

Winnipeg, wiifni-peg, 31.

Winnipiseogee, winyne-pis-sok'rki,

i
Wirtemberg: see Wurtemberg, 31.

! Wirth. vi it, 31.

!
Wisbaden, vis-ba'den, or Wiesba-
den, ves-ba'den. 31.

Wiscasset, wis-kas'set, M.
I
Wisconsin or Wiskonsin; formerly

I
Ouisconsin. wis-kon'sin, 31.

j

Wismar. vis'mgr, 31. J
! Wissembourg. vis-son-b lor', 31.

Witepsk or Vitebsk, ve-tepsk', M.
! Witgensteia, vit'gen-stm', 31.

i Witteaberg, wit'ten -berg ; t/» G.
j

vic'teii-b^rg', 31.

Wittgensteia, vifgen-stin, 31.

Witzleben. vits'la-ben, 31.

I

Wiveliscombe, wils'kum, 31.

j

Wladimir, vlad'e - m?r : same as
Vladimir, M.

i Woburn, woo'bSrn, 31. _
I Wohlgemuth, vrjl'ga-in >ot, M.
;
Wolcott, woKkut or w6t)Kkut, 31.

WolfenbSttel, vol'fen-beVtel, 31.

! Wolff, wrJolf, 31.

j

Wolga. voKga : same as Volga, 31.
I Wollaston. w66Kus-tun, 31.

] Wollstonecraft, wdoKstun-kraft, M.
|
Wolsey. wrJbl'zI, 31.

Wolverhampton, wdol'vgr - hamp'-
tui 31.

i
Woolwich, wrjol'ich or -ij, 31.

Worcester, wdbs'ter, 31.

, Wcdan, wo 'dan, .V.

|

Wordsworth, werdz'werth, 31.

Woroaicz, vo-ro^nich, 31.

i
Worsaae or Vorsaae, vorrsaw, 31.

I
Wotton-under-Edge, wot)'ten-und /'-

|

rij. 31.

! Worms, wSrmz; in G. wSrms, 31.

j

Wouverman, wow'vgr-man, 31.

Wrangel, vrang'el, 31.

,
Wraxall, raks'al, 31.

Wrexham, reks'um, 31.

Wrottesley. rots'IT, 31.

. Wurtemberg or Wirtemberg, wer'-
tem-berg; in G. voor'tein-bjrg',
31.

Wiirtzburg. werts ' berg ; in G.
v .drts'bdorg, 31.

Wyandot, wi-an-dot', 31.

Wycherley, wicb/Sr-lf, 31.

Wyck. vik, M.
Wycliffe. Wyclif. Wiclif, or Wick-

liffo. wik'lif, 31.

Wycombe, wik'um, 31.

Wye (in Wales), wl ; (in Nether-
lands) i ( properly written Y), 31.

am. fame, far, nass or opera, fare : end, eve, tgrin ; Yn, lee ; 8dd, tone, 6r ;

£, Biblical ; C, Classical ; E, Egyptian ; U, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; iV, Norse. [See p. 521.]



WYLIE

Wylie, writ, M.
Wyndham, wTnd'um, 31.

Wyntoun, win'tun or-toin, 31.

Wyoming, wi-o'ming (not wi'o-
ming), if.

Wythe, with (not with), M.

X.
Xagua, ha'gwii, 3f.

Xalapa or Jalapa, ha-la'pa, 31.

Xalisco or Jalisco, ha-les'ko or
-lis'ko, M.

Xanthia, zan'thi-a; -thias, -thi-as,

C.
Xanthica, zan'thi-ka ; -cus, -kus,
a

Xanthicles, zan'thi-klez, C.
Xanthicus, zan'thi-kus, B.and C.
Xanthippe, zan-tip'pe ; -pus, -pus,

Xanthopulus, zan-tho-pu'lus, C.
Xauxa or Jauja, lrow'ha, M.
Xavier, zav'i-er ; in Sp. ha-ve-ar',

31.

Xenaenetus, ze-nen'e-tus, C.
Xenagoras, ze-nag'o-ras, C.
Xenarchus, ze-nar'kus, C.
Xenares, zen'a-rez, C
Xenea, ze'iie-a, C.
Xenetus, zen'e-tus, C.
Xenia. ze'ni-a, M.
Xeniades, ze-ni'a-dez, C.
Xenias, ze'ni-as; -on, -on; -us, -us,

V.
Xenil. ha-nel', 3f.

Xeritana, zen-i-ta'na, C.
Xenoclea, zen-o-kle'a, C.
Xenocles. zen'o-klez, C.
Xetoclides, zeu-o-kli'dez, C.
Xenocrate, ae-nok'ra-te ; -tes, -tez,

v.
Xenocritus, ze-nok'ri-tus, C.
Xenodamus, ze-nod'a- or zen-o-da'-
mus : -demus, -de'mus, C.

Xenodice, ze-nod'i-se ; -icus, -i-kus,

C.

Xenodoce. ze-nod'o-se ; -ochus, -o-

kus : -ocus. -o-kus, C.

Xenodorus, zen-o-do'rus, C.

Xenodotes. zen-o-do'tez, C.

Xenodotus ze-nod'o-tus, C.

Xeaombrotus, ze-nom'bjo-tus, C.

Xenomedes, zen-o-me'dez, C.

Xenomeues, ze-nom'e-nez, C.

Xenophanes, ze-nofa-nez, C.

Xeuophilu3, ze-nof'i-lus, C.
Xerophon. zen'o-fon, C.
Xecophontius, zen'o-fon-ti'us, or

-teus, -te'us, C.
Xenophron, zen'o-fron._C.
Xenopithes, zen-o-pi'thez, ('.

Xenopithia, zen'o-pi-thi'a, C.

X6rotimus, zen-i.-ti'mus, C.

Xeres, in Sp. ba-res' ; in P
res' oc sher-es'; X.._or Jeres. de
laFroutera,ha-res'da-la-i'ron-ta'-
ra. V.

Xerolibya, zSr-o-libl-a, C.
Xerolophos, ze-rol'o-ios, C.

Xerxene. zerks-e'ne, C.
Xicoco. zc-ko'ko, 31.

Ximen6. zi-me'ne^ C.
Ximenes, zl-me'uez; in Sp. he-ma'-

nes, M.
Ximo. ze'mo, M. _
Xitig'i or Chingu, shen-g:>o', 31.

Xipasae zi-fe'ne, C.
Xixoa or Gijor, lie-hon', 31.

Xixoia (> Jijor-a, he-bo'na, 31.

Xoa n - Shoa. sho'a, M.
Xochimilco or Jochimilco, ho-che-
mel'ko, M.

lil-
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Xorullo or Jorullo, ho-rool'yo, M.
Xuthus, zu'thus, C.
Xychus, zi'kus, C.
Xylander, ze-lan'der, M.
Xylenepoiis, zil-e-nep'o-lis, C.
Xylopolitae, ziL'o-po-h'te, C.
Xyniae, zin ri-e, C.
Xypete, zip'e-te, C.
Xystiana, zis-shi-a-'ni, C.
Xystici, zis'ti-si, C.

Y.
Y, I; improj}. written "Wye, wi, M.
Yaik or Jaik, v.a'ik, 21.

Yakootsk, i"akoutsk, Yakutsk, or
Jakutsk. ya-k >otsk', M.

Yalden, val'den, if.

Yallobus'ha or Yalabusha, yal'lo-

b w'sha, M.
Yang-tcheoo, or -tcheou, yang'che-

oo', M.
Yang-tse-kiang, yang'tse-ke-ang'

;

same as Kiang-Ku. ke-ang'kyjd,

YaniEa or Janina, j-ii'iie-na, M.
Yarkuiid, yar-kuiid"', or -kand,
-kand', M.

Yaroslav, Jaroslaw, Yaroslaf, Ya-
roslavl, or Jaroslavl, ya-ro-slav',
M.

Yazoo, ya-zv/, M.
Yeddo or Jeddo. yed/do, M.
Yekatarinoslav or Yekatariroslaf,

va-ka-ta-ie-iio-slav' : same as
Ekatakisoslaf, M.

Yekaterirenturg, ya-ka-ta-re'nen-
bdorg. 21.

\ekaterinograd, ya-ka-ta-re'no-
grad', 21.

_

Yelatma, ya-lafma: same as Elat-
ha, 21.

Yeiizavetgrad, y a-1 e-sa-ve t-g rad'

:

same «>El!Zabeigkad, 21.

Yemen, ycin'cn. 21.

Yenikale or Jenicale. yen-e-kala,
21.

Yenisei, yer/e-sa'e oi^yen'e-sa':
same as Exist I, en'e-sa'e, 21.

Yeovil, yo'vil, 21.

Yerta Eueaa, yir'ba-bwa'na. 21.

Itesso. Jesso, or Ieso, yes'so, 21.

Yetholm, yctli'um, 21.

Yezd. yi'zd, 21.

Ygcrdrasil. -s'dra-sil, N.
Ywxf. e'nier, N.
Yonge, yung, M.
Yonne, yon, 21.

Youatt, yoo'ut, 3r.

Youghah yawl or yg'ul, 21.

Youghiogheny, yO-lu-ga'nT, 31.

Youmans, y.io'manz. 31.

Ypres, e'p'r; in Flemish Ypern,
I'^em. 31.

Ypsilanti, ip-si-Ian'tY, 31.

Yriarte or Iriarte, e-re-ai 'ta, 21.

Ysabeau. c-zii-bo', 21.

Yssel or Jjssel, ls'sel, .1/.

\ucatan, y-jo-ka-ta.ii' or -ka-tiin',

Yupura, yoo-p
PUB A, 21.

Yverdua. c-vPR-duN', 31.

Yvetot, ev'to', M.

ra : same as Ja-

z.

Zaanaim, za-a-na'im, B.
Zaanan, za'a-nan, 1>.

Zaanannim, za-a-nan'nim, B.

ZAREAH
Zaandam, ziin-diim' : same as Saar-
DAM, 31.

Zaavan, za'a-van, B.
Zabad, za'bad, B.
Zabadseans, zab-a-de'anz, B.
Zabadaias, zab-a-da'yas, B.
Zabadeans, zab-a-de'

J
anz, B.

j

Zabatus, ziib'a-tus, C.
i
Zabbai. zab'ba, B.

!
Zabfcud, zab'bud, B.
Zabdeus, zab-de'us, B.

• Zabdi, zab'di, B.
I
Zabdibelus, znb-di-be'lus, C.
Zabdicena, zab-di-se'na, C.

' Zabdiel, zab'di-el, B.
Zatolus. zaD'o-lus, C.
Zabud. za'bnd, B.
Zabulon, zab'u-lon, B.
Zabulus, zab'u-lus, C.
2aca,tecas, zak-a-ta'kas or sa-ka-

ta'kas, 31.

Zaccai, zak'ka-i, B.
Zach, tsak, 31.

Zacchsus, -cheus, zak-ke'us, B.
Zacchur, -cur. zak'ker. B.
Zacharia or Zachariae. tsak-a-re'a,

31.

Zachariah, zak-a-ri'a ; -rias, -ri'as,

! B.
Zachary, zak'a-rT, B.
Zacher. za'ker, B.
Zacorus. zak'o-r;is, C.
Zacynthus. za-sin'thus, C. and 31.:
same as ZASTE, 31.

Zadok. za'dok, B.
Zagorus, za-go'rus; -rum, -rum. C.
Zagrab^ za-grab' : same as Agrah,

31.

Zagreus, za'gre-us o?--grus, C.
Zaham, ;a'ham, B.

• Zahn, tsan, 31.

Zair, za'er, B.
Zaire or Zahir, za-er' : same as

, Congo, 31.

Zalaph, za'laf,/?.

i

Zalates, zal'a-tez, C.
Zalecus. za-le'kus, C.
Zaleucus, za-lu'kus, C.

' Zaliches, zal'i-kez, C.
Zalmon, zal'mon, B.

: Zalmonah, zal-mo'na, B.
, Zalmunrah, zal-niun'na, B.
;

Zaluski, zii-l xs'ke, 31.

Zama, za'nia, C.
Zamtieze, zam-bez' or zam-ba'i5,

31.

Zambis, zam'bis, B.
,
Zamtri. zam'bri, B.
Zasrolxis, za-molks'is, C.
Zamora, za-mo'ra or tha-mo'ra, 31.

;
Zamoth. za'moth, li.

Zampieri, dzam-pe-a're, 31.

Zamzummims. zam-zuni'miniz, B.
|

Zaiichi. dziinfke. 31.

Zacesville, zanz'vil, 31.

Zacguebar, zang-ga-bar', 31.

Zaroah, za-no'a, B.
Zaite, zan'te: same as Zacy:. i iils.

a
i
Zanzibar, zan-zi-biir', 31.

Zaphnath-paaneah, zai'nath-pa'a-

I

nc'a, B.
i Zaphon, za'fon, B.
Zara, za'ra, B. ,-za'ra, 31.

Zaraces, zar'a-sez, B.
tha-ra-go'tha. : same as

;agossa, 31.

Zarah. za'ra, B.
Zaraias, za.-r.-i'as, B.
Zarate, thh-ra'ta, 31.

j
Z:,rax. za'raks, C.
Zartieaus, : ii-bi-e'nus, C.
Zardoces, zar-do'sez, C.

I Zareah, za're-a, B.

stin. cube, full ; moon, loot: cow, oil : linger or ink, then, boNbox, ciiair, get.

B, Biblical ; C, Classical ; £, Egyptian ; H, Hindoo ; 31, Modern ; iV, Norse. [See p. 521.]
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ZareatMtes, za're-ath-Itz, B.
Zared, za'red, B.
Zarephath, zar'e-fath, B.
Zaretse, z&r'e-te, C.
Zaretan, zar'e-tan, B.
Zareth-shahar, za'reth-sha'har, B.
Zarhites, zar'hitz, B.
Zariaspa, za-ri-as-'pa, C.

Zarlino, dzar-le'iio, M.
Zarmanochegas, zar'ma-no-ke'gas,

C.
Zartana, zar'ta-na, B.
Zarthan, zar'than, B.
Zathoe, zath/o-e, B.
Zathua, za-tliu^a, C.
Zathui, za-thu'i, B.
Zatthu, zat'thu, B.
Zattu, zaftu, B.
Zavan, za'van, B.
Zaveces, za-ve'sez, C.
Zaza, za'za, B.
Zealand, _ze,land ; in Dutch Zee-
land, za'land : in Dan. Sjaeland,
sa'land, M.

Zebadiah, zeb-a-di^a, B.
Zebah, ze'ba, B.
Zebaim, ze-ba'im, B.
Zebece, zeb'e-se, C.
Zebedee, zeb'e-de, B.
Zebina, ze-bi'na, B.
Zeboiim, ze-boi'mi ; -boim, -bo'im,

B.
Zebu or Cebu, se-bao'' ; in So. tha-

b .6', 31.

Zebudah, ze-bu'da, B.
Zebul, ze'bul, B.
Zebulonites, zeb'u-lon-Ttz, B.
Zebulun, zeb'u-lun, B.
Zechariah, zek-a-ri'a, B.
Zedad, ze'dad, B.
Zedechias, zed-e-ki'as; -kiah, -kir-

a, B.
Zeeb, ze'eb or zeb, B.
Zegedin, zeg-ed-en' or -in': same
as Szegedin, M.

Zeila. za'la, 31.

Zeisberger, zis'bSrg-er ; in G. tsls'-

berg-Sr, 31._
Zeitoun, za-toon', M.
Zeits, tsits, M.
Zela, ze'la ; -lis, -lis, C.
Zelah, ze'la, B.
Zelea, ze-le'a ; -lia, -li

,
a, C.

Zelek, ze'lek, B.
Zelle, tseKle : same as Celle, 31.

Zelophehad, ze-lo'fe-had, B.
Zelotes, ze-lo'tez, B.
Zelotti, dza-lofte, M.
Zelotus, ze-lo'tus, C.
Zelotype, ze-lofi-pe, C.
Zelter, tseKter, M.
Zelus, ze'lus, C.
Zelzan, zel'za, B.
Zemaraim, zem-a-ra'im, B.
Zemarite, zena'a-rlt, B.
Zemira, ze-mi'ra, B.
Zenan, ze'nan ; Zenas, ze'nas, B.
Zendavesta, zen-da-vcs'ta, H.
Zenicetes, ze-nis'e-tez, C.
Zeno, ze'no, C.
Zenobia, ze-no'bi-a, C.
Zenocles, zen'o-klez, C.
Zenoclides, zen-o-kli'dez, C.
Zenodora, zen-o-do'ra; -ru3, -rus,C.
Zenodotus, ze-nod'o-tus, C.
Zenogenes, ze-noi /'e-nez, C.
Zenonici, ze-noirT-si, C._

Zenophanes, ze-nofa-nez, C.
Zenoposidon, zen'o-po-si'don, C.
Zenothemis, ze-noth'e-mis, C.
Zenotheus, ze-no'the-us, C.
Zephaniah, zef-a-ni'a, B.
Zephath, ze'fath, B.

Zephatha, zefa-tha, B.
Zephi, ze'ri; -pho, -fo; -phon, -fori,

B.
Zephonites, zefon-itz, C.
Zephyre, zefi-re ; -rus, -rus, C.
Zephyritis, zef-i-ri'tis, C.
Zephyrium, ze-flrl-um, C.
Zephyrus, zefi-rus, C.
Zer, zer, B.
Zerah, ze'ra, B.
Zerabiah, zgr-a-hi'a, B.
Zeraiah, zgr-a-i'a, B. .

Zerbst, tserpst, 31.

Zered, ze'red, B.
Zereda, zer'e-da, B.
Zeredathah, ze-red'a-tha, B.
Zererath, zer'e-rath, B.
Zeresh, ze'resh ; -reth ; -reth, B.
Zeri, ze'ri, B.
Zeror, ze'rdr, B.
Zeruah, ze-roo'a, B.
Zerubbabel, ze-rub'ba-bel, B.
Zeruiah, zgr-u-i'a, B.
Zerynthus, ze-rin'thus, C.
Zetham, ze'tham ; -than, -than ;

-thar, -thar,_B.
Zethes, ze'thez; or Zetus, ze'tus.C.
Zetho, ze'tho, B.
Zeugitana, zu-ji-ta'na, C.
Zeuss, tsois, M._
Zeuxidamus, zooks-i-da'mus, C.
Zeuxidas, z ^oks^i-das, C.
Zeuxippe, zooks-ip'pe, U.
Zeuxis. z )oks^is ; -o, -o, C.
Zeuxitheus, zooks-ith/'e-us, C.
Zhitomeer, Jitomir, or Schitomir,
zhit-o-mer', M.

Zia, zi'a, B.
Ziba, zi'ba, B.
Zibeon, zib'e-on, B.
Zibia, -ah, zib't-a, B.
Zichri, zik'ri, B.
Ziddim, zid'dim, B.
Zidkijah, zid-ki'ja, B.
Zidon, zi'don, B.
Zidonians,_zi-dc'ni-anz, B.
Ziegler. tseg'ler, M.
Ziela, zi-e'Ia, C.
Zif, zif , B.
Zigira, zi-ji'ra, C

j
Ziha, zi'ha, B.
Ziklag, zik'lag, B.
Zilia, zt-li'a or ziKt-a, C.
Zillah, ziKla, B.
Zilpah, ziKpa, B.
Zilthai, ziKtha, B.
Zimara, zi-ma'ra, C.
Zinnnah, zim'ma, B.
Zimmermann, zim^mer-man; in O.
tsim'mgr-man, M.

Zimran, zim'ran, B.
Zimri, zirn'ri, B.
Zin, zin, B.
Zina, zi'na, B.
Zinzendorf, tsint'sen-dorf, M.
Zioberis, zi-ob'e-ris, C.
Zion, zi'on, B.
Zior, zi'or, B.
Ziph, zif, B.
Ziphah, zi'fa, B.
Ziphene, zi-fe'iie, C.
Ziphims, zifimz, B.
Ziphion, zif'i-on, B.
Ziphites, zif 'Itz, B.
Ziphron, zi'fron, 2?.

, zi-pe'tez, C.
yin^nftr, B.Zippor, zip"

Zipporah, zip-po'ra, B.
Zirknitz, tslrkrnits : same as
Czirknicz, M.

Zitha, zi'tha, C.
Zithri, zith'rl, B.
Zittau, tsiftow, M.

Ziz, ziz, B.
Zizi, -zah, zi'za, B.
Zoan, zo'an, B.
Zoar, zo'ar, B.
Zoba, -bah, zo'ba, B.
Zobebah, zo-be'ba, B.
Zodiacus, zo-di'a-kus, C.
Zcettum, ze-te'um, C.
ZosteuB, ze'te-us or -tus, C.
Zohar, zo'har, B.
Zoheleth, zo'he-leth, B.
Zoheth, zo'heth, B.
Zoilus, zo'i-lus, C.
Zoippus, zo-ip'pus, C.
Zollikofer ( GerX tsol'le-ko'fSr, 31.

Zollikoffer (Amer.), zol'H-koffer,
M.

Zollverein, tsoKfer-In', M.
Zona, zo'na, C.
Zonaras, zo^na- or zo-na'ras, C.
Zoophorus, zo-ofo-rus, C.
Zophah, zo'ia, B.
Zophai, zo'ia, B.
Zophar, zo'far, B.
Zophim, zo'fim, B.
Zophorus, zofo-rus, C.
Zopyrinus, zop-T-n'rus, C.
Zopyrion, zo-pfr'i-on, C.
Zopyrus, zop'i-rus, C.
Zorah, zo'ra, B.
Zorathites, zo'rath-itz, B.
Zoreah, zo're-a, B.
Zorilla, thor-reKya, M.
Zorites, zo'iitz, B.
Zoroastres, zSr-o-as'trez, C.
Zorobabel, zo-rob'a-bel, B.
Zosimus, zos'i-mus, C.
Zosine

;
zos'i-ne, C.

'

Zostena, zos-te') i-si, C.
Zoticus, zofi-kus, C.
Zouch, zocch, M.
Zoust. z ic st or zowst, M.
Zschokke, tshok'ks, M.
Zuar, zu'ar, &
Zuccarelli, dz irk-ka-reFle, M.
Zuccaro, dzook^ka-ro, or Zncchero,

-ka-ro, M,_
Zucchi^_dz iok^ke, M.
Zug, zoog or soog, M.
ZulJichan, tseKle-kow', M.
Ziilpich, tseKpik, M. _
Zuinala - Carregui, tlioo-ma ,'la-kar-

ra'ge, M.
Zumpt, tsdompt, M.
Zufliga, thoon-ye'ga, M.
Zunz, tsdtnts, M.
Zuph, zuf, B.
Zvi% zer, B.
Zurich, zu'rik ; in G. tsS'rik, M.
Zuriel, zu'ri-el, B.
Zurishaddai, zu-ri-shad'da-i, B.
Zuyder (or Zuider) Zee, zT'- or

z lo'der-ze; in D. zoi'der-za, M.
Zuzims, zu rzimz, B.
Zvornik, zvor'nik^ in Turkish Iz-

vorneek, iz^ar-nek', 31.

Zweibriicken or Zweybriicken, tsvi-

brgk'ken : same as Deux-Ponts,
M.

Zwickau, tsvik'kow, 31.

Zwingli, zwin'gli ; in G. tsving'le,
or Zwingle, zwing'gl ; in L.
Zwin- or Zuingliua, zwin'gli-us,
M.

Zwirner, tsvYrn^er, 31.

Zygantis, zi-gan'tis, C.
Zygena, zii'e-na. C.

Zygia, zij^r-a; -ii, -T-T, C.

Zygomela, zi-gom /'e-la, C.

Zygopoiis, zi-gop'o-lis, C.

Zygritae, zi-gn'te, C.
Zytomir, zit-o-mer'': same as Zhit-
omeer, M.

am, fame, far, pass or opera, fare ; Snd, eve, tgrm ; Tn, ice ; 8dd, tone, Or

;
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN WRITING AND PRINTING.

A.
A. or a. Adjective ; Afternoon ;

Acre ; Alto ; in commerce, Ac-
cepted ; in Metric system, Are.

a.or@. (L. ad.) To or at.
a. or ad. (Gr. ana.) {Med.) Of
each the same quantity.

A. or Ans. Answer.
A. A. G. Assistant Adjutant Gen-

eral.

A. B. (L. Artium Baccalaureus.)
Bachelor of Arts. — Able-bodied
seaman.

Abbr. Abbreviated; Abbreviation.
A. B. C. F. M. American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Mis-
sions.

AM. Ablative.
Abjj. Archbishop.
Abr. Abridgment.
Ace. Accusative.

Ace, Acct., or %. Account.
Ace. or act. Active.
Acct. Cur. Account Current.
Acct. Sales. Account of Sales.
A. D. (L. Anno Domini.) In the
year of our Lord.

Ad. or adv. Adverb.
A. d. After date.
Adag. (It. adagio.) A slow move-
ment, in music.

A. D. C. (F.) Aid-de-Camp-
Ad inf. (L. ad infinitum.) Without

limit.
Ad int. (L. ad interim.) In the
meanwhile.

Adjt. Adjutant.
Ad lib. (L. ad libitum.) At pleas-

ure.
Adm. Admiral ; Admiralty.
Almr. Administrator.
Almx. Administratrix.
Adv. Advocite; Advent; Adverb;
Advertisement.

JE. or JEt. (L. setatis.) Of age,
aged.

A. F. A. M. Ancient Free and A&:
cepted Masons.

Ag. (L. argentum.) Silver.
Agt. Agent.
A. H. (L. Anno Hegirie.) In the
year of the Hegira, or flight of
Mohammed, — i. e., A. D. G22.

Al. Aluminium.
Ala. Alabama.
Alex. Alexander.
Alt. Altitude.
A. M. (L. Artium Magister.) Mas-

ter of Arts.— (L. Ante Meridiem.")
Before noon. — (L. Anno Mandi.)
In the year of the world.

Am., Amer. America ; American ;

Americana.
Amt. Amount.
An. (L. Anno.) In the year.
Anon. Anonymous,
Ans. Answer.
Ant. or Antiq. Antiquities.

Ap. Apostle ; April.
Apo. Apogee.
App. Appendix.
Apr. April.
Aq. (L. aqua.) Water.
A. Q. M. O. Assistant Quarter-
master General.

A. R. A. Associate of the Royal
Academy.

Arith. Arithmetic.
Ariz. Arizona Territory.
Ark. Arkansas.
As. Arsenic ; Astronomy.
Asst. Assistant.
Astrol. Astrology.
Astron. Astronomy.
Ats. At suit of.

Att. or Atty. Attorney.
Atty. Gen. Attorney General.
An. (L. Aurum.) Gold.
A. U. C. (L. Anno ab Urbe Condi-

id.) In the year from the build-
ing of the city, i. e., Rome.

Aug. August.
Aur. (L. Aurum.) Gold.
A. V. Authorized version.
Avoir. Avoirdupois.

B.
b. born.
B. Book; Boron.
B. A. British America ; Bachelor
of Arts.

Ba. Barium.
Bal. Balance.
Bar. Barleycorn; Barrel.
Bart, or Bt. Baronet.
Bbl. Barrel, Barrels.
B. C. Before Christ.
B. C. L. Bachelor of Civil Law.
B. D. Bachelor of Divinity.
Bd. Bond; Bound.
Bdls. Bundles.
Bds. (Bound in) Boards.
Be. (L. Beryllium.) Glucinum.
Bgs. Bags.
Bi. Bismuth.
B. I. British India.
Bib. Bible ; Biblical.
Biog. Biography.
Bk. Bank ; Book.
Bkts. Baskets.
B. L. Bachelor of Laws.
B/L Bill of Lading.

El. Barrel.
Bis. Bales.
B. o. Buyer's option.
Bor. Boron; Borough.
Bot. Bought.
Bp. Bishop.
Bque. Barque.
Br. Brother; Bromine; Brig; Brit-
ain ; British.

Brig. Brigade; Brigadier.
Bro. Brother.

% Bill of Sale.

Bu. Bushel.
B..V. (L. Beata Virgo.) Blessed
Virgin. — (L. Bene vale.) Fare-
well.

JSxs. Boxes.

G. Carbon.—(L. Centum.) A hun-
dred; Cent; Centigrade thermom-
eter; Centime.

c. Cents.
C. or Cap. (L. Caput.) Chapter.

C'a. Calcium.
ca. Centare.
Cal. California ; Calendar. — (L.
Calendse.) Calends.

Can. Canon.
Cant. Canticles.
Cantab. (L. Cantabrigiensis.) Of
Cambridge University, Eng.

Cap. Capital.— (L. Caput.) Chap-
ter.

Copt. Captain.
Cash. Cashier.
Cat. Catalogue.
Cath. Catholic.
C. B. Companion of the Bath.
C. C. Circuit Court ; Chancery
Cases; County Commissioner;
County Court; Contra Credit.

C. C. P. Court of Common Pleas.
Cd. Cadmium.
C.E. Canada East; Civil Engineer.
C'e. Cerium.
Cen. Centime.
Cent. (L. Centum.) A hundred."
Cf. or cf. (L. Confer.) Compare.
C. F. I. Cost, Freight, and Insur-
ance.

eg. Centigram.
C. G. H. Cape of Good Hope.
C. H. Court - House ; Custom-
House.

Ch. Church: Chancery; Chapter.
Chal. Chaldron.
Chnnc. Chancellor.
Chap. Chapter ; Chaplain.
Char. Charterer.
Chem. Chemistry.
Chron. Chronicles ; Chronology.
Cit. Citation ; Citizen.
Civ. Civil.

C.J. Chief Justice.
Cks. Casks.
CI. Clergyman; Clerk; Chlorine.
el. Centiliter.
eld. Cleared.
Clk. Clerk.
C. M. Common Meter.
cm. Centimeter.
Co. Cobalt ; Company; County.
Coch. or Cochl. (L. Coclileart.) A
SpoonfuL
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C. O. D. Cash (or Collect) on De-
livery.

Col. Colonel ; Colorado ; Colos-
sians ; Columbia.

Coll. College* collector; Colleague.
Com. Commissioner; Commodore;
Committee; Commerce; Commen-
tary; Commissary; Common.

Conidg. Commanding.
Comdt. Commandant.
Coinp. Compare ; Comparative

;

Comnound.
Con. (L. contra.) Against ; In op-
position.

Con. or Cr. Contra, Credit.
Cong. Congress ; Congregation ;

Congregationalism
Conj. Conjunction.
Conn, or Ct. Connecticut.
Const. Constable ; Constitution.
Coutr. Contraction.
Cor. Corinthians.
Cor. Mem. Corresponding Member.
Corol. Corollary.
Cor. Sec. Corresponding Secretary.
Cos. Cosine.
C. P. Court of Probate ; Common

I Pleas.
C. P. S. (L. Cnstos Privati Sigilli.)

Keeper of the Privy Seal.
Cr. Credit ; Creditor ; Chromium.
Crim. Con. Criminal Conversation,
or Adultery.

Of. Caasium ; Cases.
C. S. Court of Sessions ; Clerk
to the Signet. — ( C'ustos Siyilli.)

Keeper of the Seal.
Ct. Connecticut ; Count ; Court.
Ct. or ct. Cent.— (JL. Centum.) A
hundred.

Cite, or cts. Cents.
Cu. (L. Cuprum.) Copper.
C. W. Canada West.
Cwt. or cwt. (L. Centum, 100, and
E. weight.) A hundred weight.

D.
D. Pidymium.
D. ore/. Day; Died; Dime; Daugh-

ter; Deputy; Degree.— (L. De-
narius or denarii.) A penny, or
pence.

D., or f/., or doh Dollar.
Dak. Dakota.
Dan. Danish; Daniel.
Dat. or dat. Dative.
D. C. District of Columbia.— (It.

Da Capo.) Again, or From the
beginning.

D.C.L. Doctor of Civil (or Canon)
Law.

d d. Days after date.
D.D. (.L. Dignitatis Doctor.) Doc-

tor of Divinity.
D. D. S. Doctor of Dental Surgery.
Dec. December; Declination; De-
clension.

Def. or def. Definition.
Def. or Deft. Defendant.
Deq. or deg. Degree ; Degrees.
Del. Delaware; Delegate.
Del. or del. (L. delinearit.) He,
or she, drew it, — affixed to the
draughtsman's name.

Den. Democrat ; Democratic.
De>>. Deputy ; Department.
Dfpt. Department ; Deponent.
Dent. Deuteronomy.
Dft. or dft. Defendant ; Draft.
D. G. (L. Dei Gratia.) By the
grace of God.

dg. Decigram.
Dg. Dekagram.

D. H. Dead Head.
Di. Didymium.
Diam. or diam. Diameter.
Diet. Dictionary.
Dig. Digest.
Dioc. Diocese ; Diocesan.
Disct. Discount.
Disl. District.
Dist. Atty. District Attorney.
Div. Dividend; Division; Divide:
Divided; Divisor.

dl. Deciliter.
Dl. Dekaliter.
D. M. Doctor of Music.
dm. Decimeter.
Dm. Dekameter.
D. M. D. Doctor Dental Medicine.
Do. or do. (It. Ditto.) The same.
Dots, or dols. Dollars.
Doz. or doz. Dozen.
D. P. Doctor of Philosophy.
Dpt. Deponent.
Dr. Debtor ; Doctor ; Dram.
Dram, l'ers. (L. Dramatis Per-
sons.) Characters of the play.

D. S. (It. Dal Segno.) From the
Sign.

'/. s. Days after sight.

D. T. Dakota Territory. —(L. Doc-
tor Tlieologise.) Doctor of Divin-
ity.

D. V. (L. Deo volente.) God will-

Dwt. (L. Denarius and £. weight.)
Pennyweight.

E.
E. East ; Earl ; Erbium.
ea. Each.
E. and O. E. Errors and omissions
excepted.

Eb. Erbium.
E. C. Eastern Central (Postal Dis-

trict, London).
Eccl. or Eccles. Ecclesiastes ; Ec-

clesiastical.
Ecclus. Ecclesiasticus.
Ed. Editor; Edition.
E. E. Errors excepted ; Ells Eng-

lish.

E. E. and M. P. Envoy Extraordi-
nary and Minister Plenipotentia-
ry.

e. g. (L. exempli gratia.) For ex-
ample.

E. I. East Indies, or East India.
Elec. Electricity.
E. Lon. East longitude.
E. N. E. East-North- East.
Eng. England ; English.
Engin. Engineering.
E//h. Ephesians ; Ephraim.
Eq. Equal; Equivalent; Equity.
E<d. Esdras.
E. S. E. East-South-East.
Esq. or Esqre. Esquire.
Esth. Esther.
et al. (L. et alibi.) And elsewhere.
— (L. et alii or alise.) And others.

Etc., etc., or Sfc. (L. et csete r i, cset-

erse, or csetera.) And others; and
so forth.

et seq. (L. et sequentes, or et sequen-
tial And the following.

Ex. Example ; Exodus.
Etc. Excellency ; Exception.
Exch. Exchequer; Exchange.
Excc.*or Err. Executor.
Erecx. or Ex'x. Executrix.
Exnl. Exodus.
Exp. Export ; Exporter.
Ez. or Ezr. Ezra.
Ezek. Ezekiel.

P.
I
F. Fahrenheit ; France ; French ;

j

Fellow; Friday; Fluorine; Femi-
I

nine; Franc; Florin ; Farthing;
!

Foot; Folio.
1 F. A. A. Free of All Average.
! Fahr., Fah., or F. Fahrenheit.
j

Far. Farriery.; Farthing.
F. A. S. Fellow of the Society of

!
Arts ; Fellow of the Antiquarian

i

Society.
F. C. Free Church (of Scotland).

j

Fcp. or fcp. Foolscap.
j

Fe. (L. Ferrvm.) Iron.
i Feb. February.
' Fern, or fern. Feminine.
Fi. fa. (L. fieri facias.) Cause it

: to be done.
Fig. or Jig. Figure, figures ; Fig-

I uratively.
Fin. Financial.

i

Fir. orfir. Firkin.
FI. Flora; Florin; Flourished.

\ Fta. Florida.
,
F. M. Field-marshal.

: Fo. or Pol. Folio.
: F. O. B. Free on Board.
j

Fr. France ; Francis ; French ;

Francs.
F. Ji. C. S. Fellow of the Royal
College of Surgeons.

F. R. G. S. Fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society.

F. R. S. Fellow of the Royal Soci-
ety.

F. K. S. E. Fellow of the Royal
Society, Edinburgh.

F. It. S. L. Fellow of the Royal
Society of Literature ; Fellow of
the Royal Societv, London.

F. S. A. Fellow of the Society of
Arts.

Ft. or ft. Foot ; Feet ; Fort.
Fth. Fathom.
Fur. orfur. Furlong.
Fut. orfut. Future.

G.
G. Genitive; Glucinum; Guide.
G. or g. Guinea; Guineas: Gulf.
g. Gram.
Ga. Georgia.
Gal. Galatians.
Gal. or gal. Gallon ; Gallons.
G. A. R. Grand Army of the Re-
public.

G. B. Great Britain.
G. B. Sf I. Great Britain and Ire-
land.

G. C. Grand Chapter ; Grand
Chancellor; Grand Conductor.

G. C. B. Grand Cross of the
Bath.

Gen. Genesis; General; Genitive;
Generally.

Gent. Gentleman.
Geo. George.
Geog. Geography.
Geo'l. Geology; Geologist.
Opt. or Germ. German; Germany.
Gl. (L. gtossa.) A gloss.
G. M. Gvand Master.
Gov. Governor.
G. P. O. General Post-Office.
Gr. Great : Greek : Gross.
Or. or gr. Grain ; Grains.
G. T. Good Templars ; Grand
Tyler.

Gtt. (L. gutta, guttse.) Drop; Drops.
Gun. Gunnery.
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H.
H. Hydrogen.
H. or h. Hijrh ; Height ; Harbor ;

Husband ; Hour ; Hours.
Ha. Hectare.
Hob. Habakkuk.
Hag. Haggai.
H. B. C. Hudson's Bay Company.
H. B. M. His (or Her) Britannic
Majesty.

H. C. M. His (or Her) Catholic
Majesty.

Hdkf. Handkerchief.
Hebr. Hebrew; Hebrews.

chts. Half Chests.
ig. Hektogram.

H. O. Horse Guards.
H. H. His Holiness (the Pope) ;

His (or Her) Highness.
Hhd. or hhd. Hogshead.
H. I. H. His (or Her) Imperial
Highness.

Hil. Hilary.
Hist. History.
H. J. S. (L. Hie Jacet Sepultus).
Here lies buried.

HI. Hectoliter.
Hm. Hectometer.
H. M. His (or Her) Majesty.
H. M. P. (L. Hoc Monumentum

Posuit.) Built this monument.
H. M. S. His (or Her) Majesty's
Steamer, Ship, or Service.

Hon. Honorable.
Hos. Hosea.
H. P. Horse Power ; Half-pay ;

High Priest.
H. R. House of Representatives.
H. R. E. Holy Roman Empire, or
Emperor.

H. R. H. His (or Her) Roval High-
ness.

H. S. H. His (or Her) Serene High-
ness.

Hund. Hundred.
Hy. (NL. Hydrargyrum.) Mercury.

/. Iodine ; Island.
la. Indiana.
lb., Ibid. (L. Ibidem.) In the same

place.
Id. (L. Idem.) The same.— Idaho.
I. c, or t. c. (L. Id est.) That is.

/. H. S. (L. lesus [or Jesus']Hominum
Salvator.) Jesus the Savior of
Men.
[Orig. written IH2, and intended as

an abbreviation of 'IH20Y2, the Gr.

form of the word Jesus. The Gr. H {eta)

having been mistaken for the L. (= E.)

H, and a L. S substituted for the Gr. 2,
the 3 letters were supposed to be the in-

itials of 3 separate words.]

HI. Illinois.

Imp. Imperial; Emperor; Imper-
fect; Import; Importer.

In. Inch ; Inches ; Indium.
incog. (It. incognito.) Unknown.
Ind. Indiana: India; Indian ; In-
dex: Indicative.

Ind. T. Indian Territory.
Inf. or inf. Infinitive; Infantry: (L.

infra.) Beneath, Below, or Here-
inafter.

In Hm. (L. In limine.) At the
outset.

In loc, in loco. (L.) In its place.
/. N. R. I. (L. lesus [or Jesus] Xu&d-

renus, Rex Judseorum.) Jesus of
Nazareth, King of the Jews.

inst. Instant, — in the present
month ; Institute ; Institution.

Int. or int. Interest.
Interj. Interjection.
Intr. Introduction.
Intrans. Intransitive.
In trans. (L. In transitu.) In the

Inv. Invoice.
lo. Iowa.
/. 0. G. T.

I

... v^. U. j. . Independent Order of
Good Templars.

I. O. B. B. Independent Order of
B'nai B'rith.

I. 0. O. F. Independent Order of
Odd Fellows.

1. O. U. I owe you— an acknowl-
edgment for money.

i. q. (L. idem quod.) The same as.
Ir. Iridium; Ireland; Irish.
Ire. Ireland.
7s. or Isa. Isaiah.
1st. or isl. Island.
It. or Ital. Italian; Italic.
I. T. Indian Territory : Inner
Temple.

J.

J. Judge, or Justice.—JIT. Justices.

ya Joint account.

J. A. Judge Advocate.
Jam. Jamaica.
Jan. January.
Jajj. Japan.
Jets. James.
J. C. Jesus Christ; Justice Clerk;
Julius Caesar.

J. C. D. (L. Juris Civilis Doctor.)
Doctor of Civil Law.

J. D. (L. Jurum Doctor.) Doctor
of Laws.

Jer. Jeremiah.
J. G. W. Junior Grand Warden.
Jno. John.
Jo. Joel.
Jona. Jonathan.
Jos. Joseph.
Josh. Joshua.
J. P. Justice of the Peace.
J. Prob. Judge of Probate.
Jr. or jr. Junior.
J. U. D. (L. Juris Utriusque Doctor.)
Doctor of both Laws (t. c, the
Canon and the Civil Law.)

Jud. Judith.
Judy. Judges.
Jul. July; Julius; Julian.
Jun., Junr. Junior.
Jur. Jurisprudence; Jurist.

K.
K. King; Knight; Kilogram (Kilo).
— (Kalium.) Potassium.

Kan. Kansas.
K. B. Knight of the Bath; King's
Bench.

K. C. B. Knight Commander of
the Bath.

Ken. or Ky. Kentucky.
Kil. Kilderkin.
K. G. Knight of the Garter.
K. G. C. Knight of the Grand
Cross ; Knight of the Golden
Circle.

Ki. Kings.
Kl. Kiloliter.

Km. Kilometer.

Knt. or Kt. Knight.
Kr. Kreutzer.
Ky. Kentucky.

L. Lady ; Latin ; Lord ; Low ;

Lithium; Lake; Line.
I. Liter.

Z., lb., or ft). (L. Libra.) A pound,
in weight.

L., I., or £. A pound sterling.
La. Lanthanum ; Louisiana.
Lam. Lamentations.
Lat. or L. Latin.
Lot. or lat. Latitude.
Lb., lb., or ft). (L. Libra.) A pound

in weight.
L. C. Lower Canada; Lord Cham-

berlain; Lord Chancellor.

/£ Letter of Credit.

1. c. Lower case. — (L. 7oco citato.)
In the place before cited.

Ld. Lord.
Ldp. or Lp. Lordship.
Lea. or lea. League.
Led. Ledger.
Leg. or Legis. Legislature.
Lev. Leviticus.
L. I. Long Island ; Light Infan-
try.

Li. or L. Lithium.
Lib. or lib. (L. liber.) Book ; Li-
brary ; Librarian.

Lieut, or Lt. Lieutenant.
Linn. Linnaean ; Linnaeus.
Lit. Literally.
Liv. Livre.
LL.B. (L. Legum Baccalaureus.)
Bachelor of Laws.

LL.D. (L. Legum Doctor.) Doctor
of Laws.

L. L. I. Lord Lieutenant of Ire-
land.

Loc. cit. (L. loco citato.) In the
place cited.

Lon., Long. Longitude.
Loq., Loqidtur. (L.) Speaks.
Lp. or Ldp. Lordship.
L. S. Left side. — (L. Locus Sigilli.)
Place of the Seal.

L. S. D., or I. s. d. (L. Libra, Soli-
cli, Denarii.) Pounds, Shillings,
Pence.

Lt. or Lieut. Lieutenant.
Lv. Livrc ; Livres.
LXX. The Septuagint.

M.
M. Marquis; Monday; Monsieur;
Mornins-—(L. Mile'.) Thousand.— (L. Meridies.) Meridian, Noon.

M. or m. Married ; Masculine ;

Meter; Moon; Month, Months;
Minute, Minutes ; Mill, Mills ;

Mile, Miles ; a Thousand (5 M.= 5,000).

M. A. Military Academy ; Master
of Arts.

Mac. or Mace. Maccabees.
Mad. or Mme. Madam.
Maj. Major.
Mai. Malachi.
Manvf. Manufacture ; Manufac-
turer.

Mar. March ; Maritime.
March. Marchioness.
Marg. Marjrin.
Marq. Marquis.
Mas., Masc. Masculine.
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Mass. Massachusetts.
Matt. Matthew.
M. B. (L. Medicines Baccalaureus.)
Bachelor of Medicine.

M. C. Member of Congress; Master
of Ceremonies; Master Command-
ant.

M. D. (L. Medicinie Doctor.) Doc-
tor of Medicine.

Ml. Maryland.
M. d. Months after date.
Mdlle. Mademoiselle.
M. D. S. Master of Dental Surgcrv.
31. E. Methodist Episcopal; Mili-

tary or Mechanical Engineer
;

Most Excellent.
Me. Maine.
Meas. Measure.
Mech. Mechanics ; Mechanical.
Med. Medical; .Medicine.
Mem. Memorandum; Remember.
Mews, or MM. (P. Messieurs.)
Gentlemen ; Sirs.

Meth. Methodist.
Mg. Magnesium ; Myriagram.
mg. Milligram.
M. G. Major General.
Mgr. Monsignor.
M. H. S. Massachusetts Historical
Society ; Member of the Historical
Society.

Mic. Micah.
Mich. Michigan ; Michaelmas.
Mid. Midshipman.
Min. or min. Minute, Minutes.
Minn. Minnesota.
Miss. Mississippi.
ml. Milliliter.
MUe. Mademoiselle.
MM. Their Majesties. — (F. Mes-

sieurs.) Gentlemen.
MM. Two thousand.
Mm. Myriameter.
mm. Millimeter.
Mine. Madame.—Mmes. Mesdames.
Mn. Manganese.
Mo. Missouri ; Molybdenum.
Mo. or mo. Month.
Mod. Modern.
Mon. or Mond. Monday.
Mons. Monsieur, or Sir.

Monsig. Monsignor.
Mont. Montana Territory.
Mos. or mos. Months.
M. P. Member of Parliament

;

Member of Police.
M. P. P. Member of the Provin-

cial Parliament.
Mr. Master, or Mister.
Mrs. Mistress, or Missis.

-% Month's sight.

MS. Manuscript.
MSS. Manuscripts.
Mt. Mount, or Mountain.
Mus. D., Mus. Doc, or Mus. Doct.
Doctor of Music.

M. W. MostWorthv.
M. W. G. M. Most Worshipful
Grand Master.

N.
N. Noon : North ; Note ; Name ;

jNew ; Nitrogen.
N. or n. Noun ; Neuter ; Nail,

j

nails.
-V. A. North America.
Na. (L. Natrium.) Sodium.
Nnh. Nahum.
Nat. Natural: National.
Nath. Nathaniel.
Naut. Nautical.
Nav. Navigator ; Navy.
Nav. Con. Navy Constructor.

N. B. New Brunswick.— (L. Nota
Bene.) Note well, or take notice.

N. C. North Carolina ; New (Swe-
denborgian) Church.

N. D. No date.
N. E. North-East ; Northern East-
ern (Postal District, London)

;

New England.
Neb. Nebraska.
Neh. Nehemiah.
N. e. i. (L. Non est inventus.) He

is not found.
Nem. Con. (L. Nemine contradi-

j

cente.) No one contradicting

;

j

unanimously.
i NTemDiss. (L. Nemine ditsentiente.)

No one dissenting.

I

Neth, Netherlands.
j

Neut. or neut. Neuter.
Nev. Nevada.

j

N. F. Newfoundland.
j

N. H. New Hampshire.
! Ni. Nickel ; Niobium.
Ni. pri. (Law.) Nisi Prius.
NT. J. New Jersey

appears not; the case is not clear.

N. I. or n. I. non liquet.) It

N. Lai. North Latitude
N. Mex. New Mexico Territory.
N. N. E. North-North-East.
N. N. W. North-North-West.
No. Norium.
No. or no. (L. Numero.) Number.
Nol.pros. (L. Nolle Prosequi.) Un-
willing to prosecute, or proceed.

Nom. or nom. Nominative.
Non con. Not content ; dissenting.
Non Pros, or Non x>ros. (L. Non
Prosequitur.) He does not prose-
cute,—a judgment entered against
the plaintiff when he does not ap-
pear to prosecute.

Won seq. or non seq. (L. Non sequi-
tur.) It does not follow.

Nos. or nos. Numbers.
Nov. November.
N. P. Notary Public.
NT

. S. Nova Scotia ; New Style
(since 1752V.

N. T. New Testament; new trans-
lation.

N. u. Name unknown.
Num. or Nunib. Numbers.
Nux vom. Nux vomica.
N. W. Northern Western (Postal

District, London).
N. T. New York.
N. Z. New Zealand.

o.
O. Ohio ; Oxygen ; Old.
%. Percent.
Ob. or ob. (L. Obiit.) Died.
Obad. Obadiah.
Obj. or obj. Objective; Objection.
Obs. Observation ; Observatory ;

Observe ; Obsolete.
Obt., or Obdt. Obedient.
Oct. October.
O. F. Odd Fellow.
0. K. All Correct.
01. (L. oleum.) Oil.
Ont. Ontario.
Ord. Ordinance; Ordinary.
Oreq. Orearon.
O. S. Old Style (previous to 1752).
Os. Osmium.
O. S- A. (L. Ordinis Sancti Avgus-

tini.) Augustinians. — O. S. B.
(L. O. S. Benedicti.) Benedic-
tines. — 0. S. F. (L. 0. S. Fran-
ci-ci.) Franciscans.

O. T. Old Testament.
Oxon. (L. Oxonia.) Oxford.

Oz. or oz. Ounce, or ounces. [The
z is here used to represent the
character 3 , anciently an abbre-
viation for terminations.]

P.

P. or p. Page ; Part ; Phosphorus ?

Pint; Pipe; Pole; Pope.
V. Per.
Pa. Pennsj'lvania.
P. A. Post Adjutant.
». a. Participial adjective.
Par. or IT. Paragraph.
Par. orJ. Parallel.
Pari. Parliament.
Part, or part. Participle.
Pass, or pass. Passive.
Pai/t. Pavment.
Ph. (L. Plumbum.) Lend.
P. B. (L. Philosophic? Haccalaiae-

us.) Bachelor of Philosophy.
Pd. Paid ; Palladium.
P. D. (L. Philoso)>hise Doctor.)
Doctor of Philosophy.

Pe. Pelopium.
P. E. Protestant Episcopal; Pre-
siding Elder.

P. E. I. Prince Edward Island.
Penn. Pennsylvania.
Per an. or per an. (L. Pe>- annum.)
By the year.

Per cent., per cent., Per ct., or per
ct. (L. Per centum.) By the hun-
dred.

Peri. Perigee.
P. G. Past Grand.
Pg. Portugal ; Portuguese.
Phar. Pharmacy.
Ph. D. (L. Philosophize Doctor.)
Doctor of Philosophy.

Phil. Philip; Philippians; Philoso-
phy; Philemon.

Phila. Philadelphia.
Philom. (L. Philomathes.) Lover
of learning.

Pinx.,pinx., Pxt., orpxt. (L. pinx-
it.) He, or she, painted it.

Pk. or pk. Peck.
Pkgs. Packages.
PI. or pi. Plural.
P. L. Poet Laureate.
Plff- Plaintiff.
Plur. or plur. Plural.
P. M. Post-Master; Past Master;
Past Midshipman. — (L. Post Me-
ridiem.) Afternoon.

Pm. Premium.
P. M. G. Post-Master-General; Pay-
Master-General.

P. N. Promissory Note.
P. O. Post-Office.
P. O. D. Pay On Delivery.
P. O. O. Post-Office Order.
Port. Portugal ; Portuguese.
Pos., pos., Poss., orposs. Possessive.
pp. Pages.
P. P. Please pay.
P. P. C. (F. Pour Prendre Conge:)
To take leave.

Pph., pph. Pamphlet.
Pr., pr., or f (L. per.) Bv the.
P. R. Prize Ring : Porto 'Rico.
Preb. Prebend : Prebendary.
Pre/. Preface ; Prefix.
Prep, or prep. Preposition.
Pres. President.
Presb. Presbyterian : Presbytery.
Pret. or pret. Preterit.
Prim. Primate ; Primitive.
Prof. Professor.
Prtin. or pron. Pronoun.
Pro tern, or pro tern. (L. Pro tem-
pore.) For the time being.
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Prov. Proverbs; Provost; Province.
Prox. (L. proximo.) Next.
Prus. Prussia; Prussian.
P. S. (L. post scriptum.) Postscript;
Permanent Secretary; Privy Seal.

Ps. Psalm, or Psalms ; Pieces.
Pt. Pint ; Part ; Payment ; Plati-
num ; Point ; Port.

Pub. Public ; Publisher.
Pub. Doc. Public Documents.
Pulv. CL. Pulvis.) Powder.
Pun. Puncheon.
Pwt. or pwt. Pennyweight.
Pxt. or pxt. (L. pinxit.) He, or
she, painted it.

Q.
0. Question ; Quintal.
Q. or Qu. Query ; Question ; Queen.
Q. B. Queen's Bench.
Q. C. Queen's Counsel.
Q. d. (L. quasi dieat.) As if he
should say.

Q. E. D. (L. quod erat demonstran-
dum.) Which was to be demon-
strated.

Q. 1. (L. quantum libet.) As much
as you please.
'. M. Quartermaster.
. M. G. Quartermaster General,
r. or qr. Quarter (28 pounds) ;

Farthing; Quire.
Q. s. or q. s. (L. Quantum svfficit.)

A sufficient quantity.
Qt. or qt. Quart ; Quantity.
Qu. Queen ; Question ; Quarter.
Qu. or Qu. (L. quaere.) Query.
Quad. Quadrant ; Quadrate.
Quar. Quarterly.
Ques. Question.
Q. v. org. v. (L. quod vide.) Which

R.
E. Railroad: Reaumur; Reports;
Rhodium; Rod; Rood.— (L. Rex.)
King. — (L. Regina.) Queen. —
(L. Recipe.) Take.

R. A. Roval Academv, or Acade-
mician ; Royal Arcli ; "Royal Artil-
lery; Rear Admiral; Right Ascen-
sion; Russian America.

Rad. (L. Radix.) Root; Radical.
Rb. Rubidium.
R. C Roman Catholic.
Rec. or R. Recipe.
Reed. Received.
Rec. Sec. Recording Secretarj'.
Rect. Receipt.
Ref. Reformed; Reformer; Refor-
mation: Reference.

Reg. Register ; Regular.
Regt. Regiment.
Rep. Representative; Republic; Re-

porter; Reports.
Rev. Revelation; Revolution; Re-
view; Revenue ; Revise; Rever-
end.

Rev. Ver. Revised Version.
R. I. Rhode Island.
R. N. Royal Navy.
Rom. Roman ; Romans.
Rom. Cath. Roman Catholic.
R. R. Railroad.
R. S. V. P. (F. Ripondez s'fl Vous

Plait.) Answer, if you please.
Rt. Hon. Right Honorable.
Rt. Rev. Right Reverend.
Ru. Ruthenium.
Rush. Russia : Russian.
R. V. Revised Version.
R. W. Right Worshipful.

S.

S. Saint; Sign; South; Sulphur;
Sunday; Signor; Scribe; Shilling.

$. Dollar ; Dollars.
S. A. South America; South Afri-

ca.
Sam. Samuel.
Sa. Rs. Sicca Rupees.
Sat. Saturday.
Sb. (L. Stibium.) Antimony.
S. C. South Carolina; Small Capi-

tals.

Sc. or Sculp. (L. sculpsit.) He, or
she, engraved it.

Scan. Mag. (L. Scandalum Magna-
tum.) A defamation of dignita-
ries.

Sch. or Schr. Schooner.
Sch. or ScJiol. (L. Scholium.) A
note.

Set. fa. (L. Scire facias.) Make
known.

Scil. or Sc. (L. scilicet.) To wit;
namely.

Scr. Scruple.
Script. Scripture.
Sculp, or sculp. (L. sculpsit.) He,
or she, engraved it.

5. E. South-East ; South-Eastern
(Postal District, London.;

Se. Selenium.
Sec. Secretary ; Second ; Section.
Sec. Leg. Secretary of Legation.
— (L. Secundem Legem.) Accord-
ing to law.

Sect, or sect. Section.
Sen. Senate ; Senator ; Senior.
Sep. or Sept. September; Septua-

gint.

Seq., Seqq. (L. sequentia.) The fol-

lowing; the next.
Serg. or Serj. Sergeant, or Ser-
jeant.

Serv. or Servt. Servant.
S. G. Solicitor General. - (L. Salu-

tis Gratia.) For the sake of safe-
ty (= insured).

Sh. Shilling.
Sh. Ship.
S. H. S. (L. Societatis Historic So-

cius.) Fellow of the Historical
Society.

Si. Silicium.
S. Isl. Sandwich Islands.
Sing, or sing. Singular.
S. J. Society of Jesus.
S. J. C. Supreme Judicial Court.
S. Lat. South Latitude.
Sid. or sld. Sailed.
S. M. State Militia ; Short Meter:
Sergeant Major : Sons of Malta.

S. M. I. (F. Sa Majeste" Imve'rialc.)
His, or Her, Imperial Majesty.

Sn. (L. Stannum.) Tin.
S. o. Seller's option.
Soc. Society.
Sol. Solomon ; Solution.
S. P. C. K. Society for the Promo-
tion of Christian Knowledge.

Sn. gr. Specific gravity.
S. P. Q. R. (L. Senatns Populusque
Romani.) Senate and people of
Rome.

Sq. or sq. Square. — (L. sequens,
sequentia.) The following.

Sq.ft. or sq.ft. Square feet.

St. in. or sq. in. Square inches.
Sq.m.orsq.m. Square miles.
Sr. Sir, or Senior ; Strontium.
S. R. I. (L. Sacrum Rnmrmwn Im-
perium.) Holy Roman Empire.

SS. or s.i. (L. scilicet.) Namely.
— (L. semis.) Half.

S. S- Sunday School; Saint Sim-

plicius (the mark on the collar of
the Chief Justice of England);
Steamship.

S. S. E. South-South-East.
S. S. W. South-South-West.
St SfPTP

St. Saint'; Statute; Street; Strait.—
(L. Stet.) Let it stand.

Stat. Statute ; Statuary.
S. T. D. (L. Sacrte Theologise Doc-

tor.) Doctor of Divinity.
Ster., Stg. Sterling.

S. T. P. (L. Sacrm Theologise Pro-
fessor.) Professor of Theology.

Str. Steamer.
Subj. or svbj. Subjunctive.
Siihst. Substantive ; Substitute.
Sun. or Sund. Sunday.
Sup- Superior; Supplement; Supra.
Supt. Superintendent.
Surg. Surgeon; Surgery.
S. v., or sub voce. (L.) Under the
word or title.

Surv. Survevor.
S. W. South-West ; South-Western
(Postal District, Loudon); Senior
Warden.

Switz. Switzerland.
Syn. or syn. Synonym.
Syr. Syria ; Syriac ; Syrup.

T. Tenor; Tuesday; Town; Town-
ship; Territory; Ton.—(F. Tome.)
Volume.

Ta. Tantalum.
Tal. qual. (L. Talis qualis.) Just
as it comes ; average quality.

Tart. Tartaric.
Tb. Terbium.
Te. Tellurium.
Tenn. Tennessee.
Tex. Texas.
Th. Thursday; Thomas; Thorium.
Theor. Theorem.
Thess. Thessalonians.
Thurs. Thursday.
Ti. Titanium.
Tier, or tier. Tierce.
Tim. Timothy.
Tit. Titus.
77. Thallium.
T. o. Turn over.
Tob. Tobit.
Tom. (F. Tome.) Volume.
TV. Translation; Transpose; Treas-
urer; Trustee.

Trcs. Tierces.
Treas. Treasurer.
Trin. Trinitv.
Tit. or Ties. Tuesday.
Typ. or Typo. Typographer.

u.
U. Uranium.
If. C. Upper Canada.
U. K. Lnited Kingdom.
U. K. A. Ulster King at Arms.
lilt., ult., or ulto. (L. ultimo.) Last,
or of the last month.

Unit. Unitarian.
Univ. University ; Universalist.
U. P. United Presbyterian.
U. S. United States.

U- S. A. United States of America;
United States Army.

U. S. M. United States Mail; United
States Marine.
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U. S. M. A. United States Military
Academy.

U. S. J/. United States Navy.
U. S. V. United States Volunteers.
Utah. Utah Territory.
Ux. (L.uxor.) Wile.

V.
V. Vanadium; Victoria; Viscount;
Verb; Verse; Vocative; Volume;
Violin; Village. — (L. Versus.)
Against. — (L. Vide.) See.

V. a. or v. a. Verb active.

Va. Virginia.
V. A. Vicar Apostolic; Vice Ad-
miral.

Vat. Vatican.
V.C. Vice Chancellor; Vice Chair-
man; Victoria Cross.

Ven. Venerable.
V. G. . Vicar General; Vice Grand.
V. i. Verb intransitive.
Vice Pres. Vice President.
Vid. or rid. (L. vide.) See.
Vis. or Vise. Viscount.
Viz. or viz. (L. videlicet.) Namely;
To wit.

V. n. or v. n. Verb neuter.
Voc. or vac. Vocative.
Vol. or vol. Volume.
V. P. Vice President.
V. M. (L. Victoria Regina.) Queen
Victoria.

Vs. or vs. (L. versus.) Against, or
In opposition.

Vt. Vermont.
V. t. or v. t. Verb transitive.
VuL, Vulg. Vulgate; Vulgar; Vul-

v^
rt(L. Varise lectiones.) Differ-

ent readings.

w.
W. West ; Wednesday ; Welsh ;

Warden. — (N. L. Wolframium.)
Tungssten.

W. or w. Week.
Wash. Washington Territorv.
W. C. Western Central (Postal
District, London); Water Closet.

Wed. Wednesday.
W. f. Wrong font,— in printing.
Whf. Wharf.
W. I. V/est India ; West Indies.
Wi*c. Wisconsin.
Wisd. Wisdom, The Book of.
IF. Lon. West Longitude.
Wm. William.
W. M. Worshipful Master.
W. N. W. West-North-West.
Wp. Worship.
W. S. Writer to the Sisrnet.

W. S. W. West-South-West.
Wi. or wt. Weight.
W. Va. West Virginia.
Wyo. Wyoming Territory.

Christ.
or Xmas. Christmas.
Christian.
Christ.

Y. Yttrium.
Y. or Yr. Year.
Yd. or yd. Yard.
Ye. or ye. The. [The y in this ab-
breviation is a corrupt represen-

tation of the Anglo-Saxon b or th,

introduced when theAnglo-Saxon
alphabet was superseded by the
Old English or Black Letter, in

which rj (y) resembled b-J

Yr. Your.
Yuc. Yucatan.

Z. Zero ; Zone.
Z. or Zr. Zirconium.
Zach. Zachary.
Zech. Zechanah.
Zejih. Zephaniah.
Zn. Zinc.
Zobl. Zoology.
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I. ASTRONOMICAL.

1. SUN, GREATER PLANETS, Etc.

©, or © The Sun. 0, Q, or £ The Earth.

#, D,or C The Moon. $ Mars.

% New Moon. % Jupiter.

<f),or J) First Quarter, fy Saturn.

Oj or © Full Moon. rjj, or § Uranus.

(§,or Q Last Quarter. tJJ Neptune.

§ Mercury. <^ Comet.

§ Venus. ;£, or^ Fixed Star.

The asteroids are now designated by numbers
Indicating the order of their discovery, and
their symbol is a small circle inclosing this

number ; as, ©, Ceres ; ©, Pallas ; ®, Juno

;

®, Vesta, etc.

2. SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC.

«-„„ ( 1. T Aries, the Earn.

£S\ 2. 8 Taurus, the Bull.
Blgus

-

( 3. O Gemini, the Twins.

«,„„„,„„ ? 4. 23 Cancer, *Ae Crab.
S~

1 5. a Leo, the Lion.
signs.

{ 6 I(p Virg0j ,Ae pfo.^
*„i.„m„ ( 7. :£> Libra, £Ae Balance.

£1™ 1 8. HI Scorpio, /Ae Scor^ore.
Signs.

( 9 ^ Sagittarius, <Ae Archer.

Winter (
1^' ^ Capricornus, the Goat.

' 11. ^s. Aquarius, the Waterman.
12. 3^ Pisces, tfAe Fishes.

3. ASPECTS AND NODES.

<3 Conjunction;— indicating that the bodies
have the same longitude, or right ascension.

Jfc Sextile ;
— indicating a difference of 60° in

longitude, or right ascension.

Q Quadrature ;
— indicating a difference of 90°

in longitude, or right ascension.

A Trine ; — indicating a difference of 120° in
longitude, or right ascension.

8 Opposition ; — indicating a difference of
180° in longitude, or right ascension.

Q Ascending Node;— called also Dragon's
Head.

y Descending Node ;
— called also Dragon's

Tail.

II. CHEMICAL.

. One equivalent of oxygen ;
— written above

a symbol representing an element, and re-

peated to indicate two, three, or more equiva-

lents; thus, Fe denotes a compound of one

equivalent of oxygen with one of iron ; S a
compound of three equivalents of oxygen
with one of sulphur.

, One equivalent of sulphur ; — used in the

same manner as the preceding ; thus, Fe de-
notes a compound of two equivalents of sul-

phur and one of iron.

I3F" A dash drawn across a symbol having
either of the foregoing signs above it denotes
that two equivalents of the substance repre-
sented by the symbol are joined with the num-
ber of equivalents of oxygen or sulphur indi-

cated by the dots or commas ; thus, Fe repre-
sents a compound of two equivalents of iron
and three of oxygen, forming sesqui-oxide of
iron.

-j- indicates, in organic chemistry, a base or al-

kaloid, when placed above the initial letter of

the name of the substance ; as, M, morphine

;

Q, quinine.
— indicates, in organic chemistry, an acid,
when placed above the initial letter of the

name of the acid ; as, C, citric acid ; T, tar-
taric acid.

JglF Every elementary substance is repre-
sented, in chemical notation, by a symbol con-
sisting of the initial or abbreviation of its Latin
name; as, H for hydrogen, O for oxygen, Ag
(from Argenlum) for silver, and the like, each
symbol, when used singly, always indicating a
single atom or equivalent of the substance rep-
resented by it ; thus, stands for one atom or
equivalent of oxygen, C for a single equivalent
of carbon, and the others in like manner. A
compound body made up of single equivalents of
its constituents is represented by the two sym-
bols of the respective constituents written side
by side ; as, HO, a compound of one equivalent
of hydrogen with one of oxygen, forming water.
To express more than one atom or equivalent of
a substance, a number is used, either prefixed
to the symbol, or, more commonly, written after
it, below the line ; as 20, or 2 , two equivalents
of oxygen.
A secondary compound, as a salt, is indicated

by writing the symbols of the constituent com-
pounds one after another, with the sign -\- be-
tween them, the symbol of the base being al-
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ways placed first ; thus, CaO -f- C02 represents
carbonate of lime. A comma is frequently used
instead of the sign -f-» commonly to express a
more intimate union than would be expressed
by that sign. The period is also sometimes used
to indicate a union more intimate than that de-

noted by the sign -j-, but less so than that im-
plied by a comma. A number written before
the symbol of a compound designates a corre-
sponding number of equivalents of that com-
pound ; as, 3 S03 , three equivalents of sulphuric
acid. When the formula of the quantity con-
tains several terms, those to which the figure

applies are included in parentheses or brackets,
to which the figure is prefixed ; as, 3(CaO -4-

S03), three equivalents of sulphate of lime.

III. MATHEMATICAL.
THE RELATIONS OF QUANTITIES.

-j- Plus ; and ; more ;
— indicating addition ; as

a -\- b = c ;— used also to indicate that fig-

ures have been omitted from the end of a
number, or that the latter is approximately
exact ; as, the square root of 2 is 1.4142136-)-.

— Minus ; less ;
— indicating subtraction ; as

a— b = c.

i, or +" Plus or minus : ambiguous ;
— indi-

cating that the number or quantity to which it

is prefixed may have either of the signs -j- or—
; as, a ± 6.

X Multiplied by ; times ; into ; as, a X b= ab ;

6 X 4 = 24.

BEIF
55

" Multiplication is also often indicated by
placing a dot between the factors, or by writing
the latter, when not numerals, one after an-
other without any sign.

-f" or : Divided by ; as, a -4- b ; that is, a di-

vided by b ; 6 -=- 3 = 2.

^W^ Division is also very often indicated by
writing the divisor under the dividend, with a

line between them ; as -r ; that is, a divided by

6/1=2.
as (a -4- b) X c =: ac

a > b ; that is, a is

is less

= Is equal to ; equals

+ bc; 6 + 2 = 8.

> Is greater than ; as

greater than b ; 6 > 5.

< Is less than ; as, a < 5 ; that is,

than&; 3<4.
=Z= Is equivalent to ; — applied to magni-
tudes or quantities which are equal in area or

volume, but are not of the same form, or ca-

pable of superposition.^ The difference between ; —used to indicate

the difference between two quantities without
designating which is the greater ; as, a "^ b.

OC Varies as ; is proportional to ; as, a oc b.

: Is to ; the ratio of; ) — used to indicate geo-

: : As ; equals

;

J metrical proportion

;

as, a : b : : c : d ; that is, a is to b as c is to d.

.'. Hence ; therefore ; on this account.

£_ Angle ; the angle ; as, £_ A B C.
L_ Right angle ; the right angle ; as, [_ A B C ;

that is, the right angle ABC.
J. The perpendicular

; perpendicular to ; as,
draw A B 1 C D.

|| Parallel; parallel to; is parallel to; as,
AB || CD.

O Circle ; circumference ; 360°.

A Triangle ; the triangle ; as, A A B C ; that
is, the triangle ABC.

Square ; the square ; as, Q A B C D ; that
is, the square A B C D.
Rectangle ; the rectangle ; as, A B C D

;

that is, the rectangle A B C D.
+/, or V ~ Root ;

— indicating, when used
without a figure placed above it, the square

root ; as, V 4 = 2 ; V4a 2 = 2c. This symbol
is called the radical sign. To denote any
other than the square root, a figure (called the
index) expressing the degree of the required
root, is placed above the sign; a&,-tya,fya,
i^a, etc. : that is, the cube root, 6th root,
10th root of a.

^W The root of a quantity is also denoted
by a fractional index at the right hand side of
the quantity and above it, the denominator of
the index expressing the degree of the root ; as

a?, a*, a 3
; that is, the square, cube, and fifth

roots of a, respectively.

Vinculum, ) indicate that the

( ) Parenthesis,
|
quantities to which

[ ],or I j, Brackets, ^7*™ aPPMe
f»

°r
L J '

l )
' ' which are inclosed

I

Bar, J by them, are to be

taken together ; as, x -4- y2
; 2 (a -f- b) ; a X

(& + ?[«+*]); +Jl*
/, or F Function ; function of ; as y =zf(x);

that is, y is, or equals, a function of x.

JSP* Various other letters or signs 'are fre-

quently used by mathematicians to indicate
functions ; as, /, <f>, </>

/
, i/>, n, and the like.

d Differential ; as, d x ; that is, the differential

of x.

8 Variation ; as 5 x; that is, the variation of x,

A Finite difference.

X) Differential coefficient ; derivative.

Sgp^ The letters d, 8, A, D, and sometimes
others, are variously employed by different

mathematicians, prefixed to quantities to de-

note that the differentials, variations, finite dif-

ferences, or differential coefficients of these
quantities are to be taken ; but the ordinary
significations are those given above.

/

00 Indefinitely great ; infinite ; infinity.

Indefinitely small ; infinitesimal; — used to
denote a quantity less than any assignable
quantity ; also, as a numeral, naught ; noth-
ing; zero.

Integral ; integral of ;
— indicating that the

expression before which it is placed is to be
integrated ; as, /2xdx= x2

; that is, the in-

tegral of Ixdx is x2
.

Hgg^ It is repeated to indicate that the opera-

tion of integration is to be performed twice, or

three or more times, as ff,fff, etc. For a

number of times greater than three, an index is

commonly written at the right hand above ; as,

fm xdx'n ; that is, the with integral, or the re-

sult of m integrations of xdxm.

/"? denotes that the integral is to be taken
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between the value b of the variable and its

value a. fa
denotes that the integral ends

at the value a of the variable, and /. that it

begins at the value b. These forms must not
be confounded with the similar one indicating

repeated integration, or with that indicating

the integral with respect to a particular varia-

ble.

S Sum ; algebraic sum ;
— commonly used to

indicate the sum or summation of finite dif-

ferences, and in nearly the same manner as
the symbol /.

e Residual.
ir The number 3.14159265+ ; the ratio of the

circumference of a circle to its diameter, of a
semicircle to its radius, and of the area of a
circle to the square of its radius. In a circle

whose radius is unity, it is equal to the semi-
circumference, and hence is used to designate
an arc of 180°.

° Degree or Degrees ; as, 60° ; that is, sixty de-
grees (of temperature or of an arc or circle).

' Minutes of arc ; as, 30' ; that is, thirty min-
utes.

y/ Seconds of arc ; as, 20" ; that is, twenty sec-

onds.
', ", '", etc. Accents used to mark quantities

of the same kind which are to be distin-

guished ; as, a', a", a"', etc., which are usually
read a prime, a second, a third, etc. ; a b', c"
-4- a' b" c -f- a" b c'. Also used to designate
feet, inches, and lines, as, 3' Q" 2"'.

*, 2
,
s
, etc. Indices placed above and at the

right hand of quantities to denote that they
are raised to powers whose degree is indicated
by the figure ; as, a1

, that is, the first power
of a ; a2

, the square or second power of a

;

a3
, the cube or third power of a; and the

like.

IV. MEDICAL.

aa (Gr. diva), of each.

R (Lat. Recipe.) Take.

APOTHECARIES' WEIGHTS.

lb Pound.
3 Ounce ; as, 3 i

5
one

ounce
; 3 ss, half an

ounce
; 3 iss, one

ounce and a half

;

3 ij, two ounces, etc.

3 Drachm
; as, 3 i,

one drachm
; 3 ss,

half a drachm
; 3 iss,

one drachm and a
half ; 3 ij, two
drachms, etc.

3 Scruple ; as, 3 i,

one scruple ; 3 ss,

half a scruple ; 3 iss,

one scruple and a
half ; 3 ij, two scru-
ples, etc.

APOTHECARIES' MEASURES.

O, or (Lat. Octarius.)\Z Drachm, or /3
Pint.

|
fluid drachm.

3 Ounce, or/ 3 fluid
j
in Minim, or drop,

ounce.

V. MISCELLANEOUS.

&, &, &* And.— &c. (Et ccetera.) And the
rest ; and so forth ; and so on ; and the like.

R Response ;
— used in Roman Catholic serr

vice-books.

V Versicle ;
— used in service-books in the

Roman Catholic church to denote the part re-
cited or sung by the priest.

* A character used in Roman Catholic service-
books to divide each verse of a psalm into two
parts, and show where the response begins.

t Used with a date to designate the time of a
person's death, as, Augustine, t 430.

5 or J1 Male {Entomology).
9 Female.

J*, or -f A sign of the cross used by the pope,
and by Roman Catholic bishops and arch-
bishops, immediately before the subscription
of their names. In Roman Catholic service-
books, it is used in those places of the
prayers and benediction where the priest is

to make the sign of the cross.

•^ Broad Arrow ; a British government mark,
stamped, cut, or otherwise fixed on all gov-
ernment property used in the royal ships or
dock-yards, in order to prevent embezzlement
of naval stores.

X, or -f- A character customarily made by per-
sons unable to write, when they are required
to execute instruments of any kind, as deeds,
affidavits, etc. The name of
the party is added by some his
one who can write ; as, John X Smith

4to, or 4°. Quarto ; four mark,
leaves, or eight pages, to a
sheet.

8vo, or 8°. Octavo ; eight leaves, or sixteen
pages, to a sheet.

12mo, or 12°. Duodecimo ; twelve leaves, or
twenty-four pages, to a sheet.

16mo, or 16°. Sexto-decimo ; sixteen leaves, or
thirty-two pages, to a sheet.

18mo, or 18°. Octo-decimo ; eighteen leaves, or
thirty-six pages, to a sheet.

([gip" Other sizes are 24mo, or 24° (Vigesimb-
quarto), 32mo, or 32° (Trigesimo-secundo), 36mo,
or 36° (Trigesimo-sexto), 48mo, or 48° (Quadri-
gesimo - octavo), 64mo, or 64° (Sexagesimo-
quarto), 72mo, or 72° (Septuagesimo-secundo),
96mo, or 96°(Nonagesimo-sexto), 128mo, or 128°
(Centesimo et vigesimo-octavo). These sizes are
of rare occurrence, and are not commonly
known by their Latin names, but are colloquially
called twenty-four-mo, thirty-two-mo, etc., or
twenty-fours, thirty-twos, etc.

7ber, September ; 8ber, October ; 9ber, Novem-
ber ; lOber, December.

VI. MONETARY AND COM-
MERCIAL.

% Dollar, or Dollars ; as, $1 ; $200.

(f:
Cent, or cents; as, 116.; 33^.

£ Pound, or Pounds (sterling) ? as, £1 ; £45.
ft> Pound, or Pounds (in weight); as, 13b; 24 ib.
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@ At, or to ; as, silk @ £2 per yd.

%> Per ; as, sheep $4 ty head. -

% Per cent ; as, discount 6%= $10.21.
•j'q

. Account ; as J. Smith in % with J. Jones.
/ Shilling, or Shillings ; as, y2= Is. 2d. ; %=
2s. 3d.

A 1 Tne designation of a first-class vessel, in

Lloyd's Register of the British and Foreign
Snipping ; the letter denoting that the hull is

well built and sea-worthy, and the figure the
efficient state of her rigging, anchors, cables,

etc.

XX Double strength, fineness, etc., as XX ale.

XXX Triple strength, fineness, etc., as XXX
ale.

VII. TYPOGRAPHICAL,

1. MARKS OF PUNCTUATION, ETC

2. CORRECTION OF THE PRESS.

, Comma. " The Short, or Breve.

; Semicolon. Diaeresis.

: Colon. c Cedilla.

Period. A Caret.
— Dash. " " Quotation Marks.
? Interrogation.
! Exclamation. J

Brace.

( ) Parenthesis. * * * Ellipsis.

[] Brackets, or . . .Ellipsis, also

Crotchets. Leaders.
' Apostrophe. Ellipsis.

Hyphen. * Asterisk.
' Acute Accent. t Dagger, or Obe-

Grave Accent. lisk.
A Broad or Circum- + Double Dagger.
flex Accent. § Section.

~ or Circumflex or Parallels.

Tilde. IF Paragraph.
Long accent or Ma- USF* Index.

cron. *#*, or **# Asterism.

5 , or & (L. dele) Dele, take out, or expunge.
6) Turn a reversed letter.

# A space, or more space between words, let-
ters, or hues.

w Less space, or no space, between words or
I letters.

j
|_ , or |

Carry a word further to the left or to
I

the right.

Indent.
1—1 Elevate a letter, word, or character that is

sunk below the proper level.

,_, Sink or depress a letter, word, or character
raised above the proper level.

I
shows that a portion of a paragraph projects

laterally beyond the rest.

J^ directs attention to a quadrat or space which
^improperly appears.

X , or + directs attention to a broken or imper-
fect type.

[ Bring a word or words to the beginning of a
line ; also, make a new paragraph.

II Make a new paragraph.
— Change from Italic to Roman, or from Ro-
man to Italic, as the case may be.

=r Put in small capitals.

= Put in capitals.

fl^F
5
" The other marks are self-explanatory

;

but the following abbreviations, used in correct.
ing proof-sheets, require explanation :—
wf. Wrong-font ;— used when a character is of

a wrong size or style.

tr. Transpose.
I. c. Lower-case ; i. e., put in small or common

letters a word or a letter that has been printed
in capitals or small capitals.

s. caps. , or sm. c. Put in small capitals.

Qu., Qy., or ? Query.
out, s. c. Words are wanting, see copy.



SPECIMEN OE A CORRECTED PROOE-SHEET.

THE CROWNING OF PETRARCH.

A. cafa. .Nothing can be conceived more affecting or noble than^ ft

that ceremony. The superb palaces and -aed- porticos by $
^g£J^ which had rolled the ivory chariots of Marius and Caesar ao

C7> had long mouldered into dust. The laureled fasces, the

Or

/ golden eagles, the shouting Legions, the captives, and the

[
pictured cities were indeed wanting to his victorious pro » «y

P cession. The sceptre had passed away from Rome. But / i

g she still Jetained the(mfluence[mightier) of an intellectual

X empire, and was now to confer the-proudor reward of an &£&£.

al intellectual l triumph. To |_ the rn^n who |_ had l extended &feaee &e£i&&.

,, , minion of her ancient language— who had erected th8

t
, . s of philosophy and

|
imagination infthe haunts L

|

c€iAtti'&-iJ of ignorance and ferocity, whose -eap&ose-we re the hearts of 3
J admiring nations/enchained by the influence of his

sonS —
t I

/ &&
whose spoils were the treasures of ancient genius — the

-==*i*wn..

\Y \^ Eternal City offered thergloriousVand^yfust^tribute ) of her •&,

A . ^ A
gratitude.

lead

a=/V?t *TT &£ (Amid *ne ruined monuments of ancient, and/the infant

erections of midern art, he who had restored the broken of

link between thetwo ages of human civilization was crowned

Reserved from the moderns

who oWdfe/to him their refinement, —Jrom the ancients who

owed to him their £«Cme

A
Never was a/coronation so august witnessed by Westmin-

ster or Rhe— g. /

£te&cuet/faawt, *di4cu,H<£j* cctzcC ctecau
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Scale, -^ of the Exact Size.

N. B. The edges of tliis cube are each 1 Meter, or 10 Decimeters, or 100
Centimeters, in length.
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Dry
Milliliter.

In the Metric System, the Meter is the base of

all the weights and measures employed.
The Meter was intended to be, and is very near-

ly, one ten millionth part of the distance meas-
ured on a meridian of the earth from the
equator to the pole, and is about 39.37 inches.

The Meter is the primary unit of length.
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Upon the Meter are based the following primary

units : the Square Meter, the Are, the Cubic

Meter or Stere, the Liter, and the G-ram.

The Square Meter is the unit of measure for

small surfaces ; as the surface of a floor, table,

The Are is the unit of land measure ; this is a
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square whose side is 10 meters in length, and
which contains 100 square meters.

The Cubic Meter, or Stere, is the unit of volume
;

this is a cube whose edge is 1 meter in length.

The Liter is the unit of capacity ; this is the ca-

pacity of a cube whose edge is l-10th of a
meter in length.

The Gram is the unit of weight ; this is the
weight of distilled water contained in a cube
whose edge is the 100th part of a meter in
length.

From these primary units the higher and lower
orders of units are derived decimally.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES OF THE METRIC SYSTEM.

Ratios. Lengths. Surfaces. Volumes. "Weights.

1,000,000 Millier, or Tonneau.
100,000 - - - Quintal.
10,000 Myriameter. - . Myriagram.
1,000 Kilometer. - Kiloliter. Kilogram, or Kilo.
100 Hectometer. Hectare. Hectoliter. Hectogram.
10 Dekameter. - Dekaliter. Dekagram.
1 Meter. Are. Liter. Gram.
.1 Decimeter. . Deciliter. Decigram.
.01 Centimeter. Centare. Centiliter. Centigram.
.001 Millimeter. Milliliter. Milligram.

[Note. From the first column of this table it appears that 10 millimeters = 1 centimeter; 10
centimeters = 1 decimeter, etc.]

MEASURES OF LENGTH.

Metric Denominations and Values. Equivalents in Denominations in Use.

Myriameter ........ 10,000 meters,
Kilometer 1,000 meters,
Hectometer 100 meters,
Dekameter 10 meters,

. 6.2137 miles.

. 0.62137 mile, or 3280 feet and 10 inches.
328 feet and 1 inch.
393.7 inches.

. 39.37 inches.

. 3.937 inches.

. 0.3937 inch.

. 0.0394 inch.

Centimeter 01 meter,
Millimeter 001 meter,

MEASURES OF SURFACE.

Hectare 10,000 square meters,
Are 100 square meters,
Centare 1 square meter,

. 2.471 acres.

119.6 square yards.
l^O square inches.
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MEASURES OF CAPACITY.

Names.
No. of

liters.
Cubic Measure. Dry Measure.

Liquid or Wine
Measure.

Kiloliter,or Stere
Hectoliter . . .

Dekaliter . . .

Liter ....
Deciliter . . .

Centiliter . . .

Milliliter . . .

1,000
100
10
1

.1

.01

.001

1 cubic meter . . .

.1 of a cubic meter .

10 cubic decimeters .

1 cubic decimeter. .

.1 of a cubic decimeter
10 cubic centimeters .

1 cubic centimeter

1.308 cubic yards . . .

2 bushels and 3.35 pecks
9.08 quarts
0.908 quart
6.1022 cubic inches . .

0.6102 cubic inch . . .

0.061 cubic inch . . .

264.17 gallons.

26.417 gallons.

2.6417 gallons.

1.0567 quarts.
0.845 gills.

0.338 fluid oz.

0.27 fluid drachm.

WEIGHTS.

Names.
Number of

Grams.
Weight of what Quantity of

Water at Maximum Density.
Avoirdupois Weight.

Millier, or Tonneau 1,000,000
100,000
10,000

1,000
100
10
1

.1

.01

.001

1 cubic meter.
1 hectoliter.

10 liters.

1 liter.

1 deciliter.

10 cubic centimeters.
1 cubic centimeter.
.1 cubic centimeter.

10 cubic millimeters.

1 cubic millimeter.

2204.6 pounds.
220.46 pounds.
22.046 pounds.
2.2046 pounds.
3.5274 ounces.
.3527 ounces.

15.432 grains.

1.5432 grains.

.1543 grains.

.0154 grains.

Myriagram .

Hologram, or E
Hectogram .

Dekagram .

Lilo

Decigram .

Centigram .

Milligram .

COMMON MEASURES AND WEIGHTS, WITH THEIR METRIC EQUIVALENTS.

The following are the principal measures in common use, with their equivalents in the metric
system :

—

Common Measures.

An inch . .

A foot . .

A yard . .

A rod . . .

A mile . .

A square inch
A square foot
A square yard
A square rod
An acre . .

A square mile
A cubic inch
A cubic foot

Equivalents.

2.54 centimeters.
.3048 meter.
.9144 meter.

5.029 meters.
1.6093 kilometers.
6.452 sq. centimeters.
.0929 sq. meter.
.8361 sq. meter.

25.29 sq. meters.
.4047 hectare.

259 hectares.
16.39 cu. centimeters.

02832 cu. meter.

-2=

Common Measures.

A cubic yard
A cord . .

A liquid quart
A gallon . .

A dry quart

.

A peck . .

A bushel . .

An ounce avoirdupois
A pound avoirdupois

.

A ton
A grain Troy . . .

An ounce Troy
^A pound Iro^.

Equivalents.

.7646 cu. meter.
3.624 steres.

.9465 liter.

3.786 liters.

1.101 liters.

8.811 liters.

35.24 liters.

28.35 grams.
.4536 kilogram.
.9072 tonneau.
.0648 gram.

31.104 grams.
.3732 kilogram.
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